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INTRODUCTION

Brief Chronology/Timeline of History of International 
Trade in Soybeans Soy Oil and Soybean Meal, Plus 
Trade Policy (1859-1921)

1621 – Soybean presscake (or cake, the residue from 
pressing the oil from whole crushed soybeans) starts to 
be used as a fertilizer (Qunfang Pu, by Wang Xiangjin). 
Increasingly it is used to fertilize rice fi elds or mulberry 
trees in southern China.
 But this long-distance trade is not international trade.

1830 – “The fi rst recorded exports of soy beans from 
Manchuria took place from a port in this region (Takushan)” 
(USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1912 May 31, 
#30595).
 This trade is also probably not international.

1861 Jan. – Soybean oil cakes are now imported to England 
from China. Each cake is about four inches thick. They have 
been tried for cattle feeding (T. Anderson. 1861. p. 506-08).

1861 July 13 – Soybeans are now imported to Australia 
from China (The Age, p. 4).

1865 – Customs offi ces are opened at Chinese and 
Manchurian ports; the compilation of statistics on exports 
and imports becomes systematic and accurate.

1894-95 – Soybean production is localized in China until 
after the Chinese-Japanese war of 1894-95, when the 
Japanese began to import soybean cake for use as fertilizer 
(Piper & Morse, 1923, p. 15).

1900 – Soybeans are fi rst imported to England and Germany 
in small amounts for potential use in diabetic diets (Brodé 
1910).

1903-1914 – Japan is a very large importer of soybeans and 
soybean cake (for use as a fertilizer on its rice fi elds) from 
China and Manchuria. Japan’s imports of soybean cake were 
always larger than its imports of soybeans.
 Imports of soybean cake grow from 216,198 tons in 
1903, to a peak of 492,985 tons in 1913, decreasing to 
447,080 in 1914 as commercial fertilizers become more 
available. 
 Soybean imports to Japan grow from 146,971 tons in 
1903 to peak of 193,479 tons in 1905, gradually decreasing 

to 90,651 tons in 1913 (Piper & Morse 1923, p. 15).

1903 – The Hay-Banau-Varilla Treaty gives the U.S. 
permission to build and operate the Panama Canal (Lee 1977, 
p. 24a-24d).

1907 – The fi rst large importation of soybeans, 400 to 500 
tons, is made in 1907 by a crusher at Liverpool, the beans 
being shipped from Hankow [China] and delivered at 
Liverpool at a cost of $50.00 per ton. It is found that an oil 
valuable to soap manufacturers could be produced and that 
the by-products, cake and meal, both high in protein, could 
be utilized by manufacturers of mixed feeds (Piper & Morse. 
1923, p. 17).

1908 – After the Russo-Japanese War, when there is a surplus 
of soybeans in Manchuria, the Japanese trading Co. Mitsui & 
Co. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha) begins to export these soybeans 
to England (mostly to Hull and Liverpool). There happened 
to be a shortage of linseed oil and cottonseed oil at the time, 
so the new source of oil is welcomed by British oilseed 
crushers. 
 In February 1908, a cargo of 9,000 tons of beans is 
received at Hull, in good condition.
 “At fi rst England enjoyed the monopoly of trade in 
soybeans. Nearly all of the fi rst large importations of 
beans were taken by England where many of the large 
oil mills devoted their plants entirely to the crushing of 
soybeans. Several of these mills conducted series of tests, 
demonstrating the value of the cake, meal and oil. 
 “Utilization of the soybean as an oil seed extended rapidly 
to other European countries. The fact that they were called 
beans, prevented them from having a wider market at the 
beginning of the large importations, since in Germany, France 
and Austria, oil seeds were on the free list, but beans were 
subject to a tax. These countries, realizing the importance of 
the bean, soon placed it on the free list and the monopoly in 
the trade of soybean products was taken from England.” 
 The amount of soybeans exported from Dairen, 
Newchwang and Antung remained high, but gradually 
decreased: 
1909 – 751,133 tons
1910 – 534,364 tons
1911 – 427,511 tons
1912 – 316,253 tons
1913 – 279,868 tons
(Piper & Morse, 1923, p. 12, 17).
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1910-1920 – Soybean oil imports to the United States: The 
earliest known import was in 1910, an unknown amount 
worth $1.019 million. In 1916 major soy oil imports to the 
USA started (probably from Manchuria and/or Japan, with 
some in 1913 and 1914 from Hull, England) as follows:

1916 – 98.1 million lb
1917 – 162.7 million lb
1918 – 343.7 million lb (peak)
1919 – 195.8 million lb
1920 – 112.5 million lb
(Piper & Morse. 1923, p. 22; Hathaway 1915).

1928 – About 80% of Manchuria’s soybean production, 
which totals more than 4 million tons a year, is being shipped 
to Europe, mainly by Mitsui & Co. (Roberts 1973, p. 169).

1930 March 13– The Tariff Act of 1930, commonly known 
as the Smoot-Hawley Tariff, goes into effect, implementing 
protectionist trade policies in the United States, greatly 
protecting and helping the fl edgling U.S. soybean industry. 
The tariff provides the following (per 100 pounds): soybeans 
$2.00, soybean oil $3.50 but not less than 45% ad valorem, 
and soybean oil cake and oil-cake meal $0.30.

1931 – The U.S. fi rst becomes a net exporter of soybean 
oil, with 1 million pounds of net exports. In 1932 this fi gure 
doubled to 2 million pounds. But the U.S. did not become 
a net exporter of soybean oil again until 1938 (4 million 
pounds) (Burtis in Markley 1950, p. 70-71).

1935 Oct. 27 – The fi rst soybeans are exported from the 
United States. More than 500,000 bushels are shipped to 
Europe (New York Times, p. 30).
 Exports in 1938 are 2.645 million bushels – all to Europe, 
followed by about 15 million bushels in 1939 (Business 
Week. 1939 Nov. 11, p. 17-18).

1938 – In Bulgaria, about 150,000 acres of soybeans were 
exported to Germany for use as a human protein source by 
I.G. Farben (the German Dye Trust) (Soybean Digest. 1970 
Dec., p. 16-17).

1939 – The U.S. fi rst becomes a net exporter of soybean 
cake and meal, with 36,000 metric tons of net exports. This 
fi gure was not surpassed until 1947 (134,000 MT) (Burtis in 
Markley 1950, p. 72).

1949 Oct. – Manchuria offi cially becomes part of China, as 
the Communist party under Mao Zedong takes control in 
China. Manchurian soybean export statistics are now merged 
with those of China.

1953 March 10 – The Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), 

an agency of the USDA, is established. Its work is to 
improve access to foreign markets for U.S. products; it 
“operates programs designed to build new markets and 
improve the competitive position of U.S. agriculture in the 
global marketplace” (ASA Today. 2003. March, p. 1). 

1954 – “Public Law 480, the Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954, is enacted during 
a period of U.S. crop surpluses and worldwide hunger 
. It authorizes the United States government to fi nance 
long-term credit sales of U.S. agricultural commodities to 
friendly countries that cannot pay on normal commercial 
terms. It also authorizes donation of commodities to feed 
underfed, undernourished, and disaster-stricken populations 
of developing nations. The overall P.L. 480 Program is 
generally referred to as Food for Peace. In recent years 
[1976], it has accounted for U.S. agricultural exports valued 
at approximately $1 billion” (LEC Report No. 1, p. 141-44). 

1955 – The American Soybean Association starts working 
with USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service to export 
soybeans. That year the USA exported only 68 million 
bushels of soybeans (Soybean Digest. 1972 May. p. 41). 
Those shipped to Japan typically go through the Panama 
Canal.

1956 Feb. 7 – The USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 
and the American Soybean Association sign FAS’ fi rst 
“cooperator agreement, allocating $100,000 in P.L. 480 
proceeds to cover activities in Japan and Germany for one 
year. The fi rst activities in Japan included funding a survey 
on quality of soybeans exported from the United States under 
the new grain grading standards for soybeans, sending a 
Japanese team to the United States, and establishing an offi ce 
in Japan to carry out the program. 
 “Japanese manufacturers and associations were quick 
to realize the benefi t of increasing domestic soybean 
consumption. In April, 1956, ASA entered into an agreement 
with several Japanese industry organizations to create 
the Japanese American Soybean Institute (JASI). JASI 
was composed of the leading Japanese soybean user 
organizations: soy oil/meal processors, producers of tofu, 
miso, and soy sauce, and the oil and fat importers and 
exporters. Expenses of the new offi ce were borne jointly 
by ASA and the Japanese industry. Before this cooperative 
agreement, there had been no market development projects 
for ASA. It is designed to sell U.S. soybeans and soybean 
products to Japan (Conlon 2009).

1956 June – The Soybean Council of America is established 
by a joint committee the American Soybean Association and 
the National Soybean Processors Association. The Council 
is designed to take the lead in overseas market development 
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work. Howard Roach is the fi rst president. They do 
outstanding work, setting up many overseas country and 
regional offi ces (Soybean Digest, p. 5).

1959 – Exports of soybeans from Communist China 
(including Manchuria) increase from $49.46 million this year 
to $68.24 million in 1967 (Whyte 1972, p. 39).

1960 Jan. – “The fi rst export market development 
project ever written on a global basis for any commodity 
organization was approved and signed by USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service and the Soybean Council of America, 
Inc., in Washington [DC] the last of January. 
 “Considered a major breakthrough for the soybean 
industry, the agreement designates over 40 countries for 
market development work utilizing foreign currencies 
acquired by USDA” (Soybean Digest. p. 24-25).

1962-63 – Soybeans and soybean products are the leading 
dollar earner of all U.S. agricultural exports (Soybean Digest. 
1963 Nov. Front cover).

1965 – Exports of soybeans, soy oil and soybean meal top 
the $1 billion mark; they are now in 3rd place among U.S. 
ag exports behind wheat and fl our, and feedgrains (Soybean 
Digest. 1966 Nov. p. 10).

1971 – The soybean becomes America’s No. 1 export crop 
(worth $1.33 billion), followed by wheat, then corn (New 
York Times. 1972 Oct. 29. p. F1-2).

1972 – “Once a relatively insignifi cant soybean producer, 
Brazil last year ranked as the world’s second largest exporter 
of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil – trailing only 
the United States.” In 1972 Brazil produced 3.3 million tons 
of soybeans (Foreign Agriculture. 1973 Jan. p. 2-4).

1972 July – The Soviet wheat deal. USSR suddenly 
purchases 18 million tons of wheat from Continental Grain, 
the largest food import deal in history. This starts an era of 
expanded U.S. agricultural trade with socialist countries. 
This massive Soviet purchase ends the long postwar period 
of food price stability.

1972 – Edward W. Cook, chairman and chief executive 
offi cer of Cook Industries Inc., Memphis, Tennessee, the 
nation’s nation’s third largest grain exporter, sells 37 million 
bushels of U.S. soybeans to the Soviet Union, the fi rst 
signifi cant sale of U.S. soybeans to that country (Soybean 
Digest. 1975 July. p. 34).

1972 – The “Soviet Union secretly bought from the big 
grain trading companies – Cargill, Bunge, Cook, Dreyfus, 
Continental and Garnac – the last of the world’s grain 
reserves (America’s), triggering a 50 percent increase in 

retail food prices…” (New Republic. 1976 Dec. 18. p. 9-11).
 In 1972 the USSR was the No. 1 export market for U.S. 
soybeans (Butz-Abe Understanding, 1976-78).

1973 June – U.S. imposes a soybean export embargo (the 
Nixon shock), fearing that the drought-induced short supply 
will drive up domestic meat and poultry prices. Soybean 
prices soon explode into a new world of double digits, 
temporarily hitting $12 a bushel. Japan and other major 
importers of U.S. soybeans are furious.
 Most U.S. soybean customers diversify their sources of 
supply to reduce their vulnerability; some also increase their 
production. These include small customers such as France 
and Italy, was well as big ones such as Japan and China (both 
of which turn to Brazil). Brazil’s soybean harvest in 1973 
was up by as much as 24% compared to 1972. In 1975 Brazil 
ranked as the world’s 2nd largest exporter of soybeans, 
soybean meal, and soybean oil – trailing only the United 
States.
 More specifi cally: The U.S. share of world soybean 
production fell from 73.4% in 1970 to 57.9% in 1976. 
Brazil’s share rose from 3.6% in 1970 to 18.9% in 1976.
 Starting this year, the interest in palm oil began to grow.

1975 – The soybean is now the No. 1 U.S. cash crop (R.W. 
Howell in Yearbook of Agriculture, p. 225-36).
 Currently the USA produces nearly 75% of the world’s 
soybeans. Over 50% of the U.S.’ soybean crop is now 
exported, primarily to Europe, Japan and Canada (Shibles, p. 
151-89; Los Angeles Times. 1979 Aug. 13).

1975 July 24 – The U.S. starts an embargo on exports to 
Russia [USSR]. It ends on Oct. 20 (Soybean Digest. 1977 
May. p. 18a-f).

1981 – U.S. soybean exports reach their peak this year of 25 
million metric tons (tonnes). By 1987 they have fallen to 18 
million tonnes, a 28% drop, due largely to competition from 
Brazil and Argentina, and to foreign subsidies. The market 
changes from a seller’s to a buyer’s market. The 1980s 
are, for agriculture, a period of overproduction, trade wars, 
threatened collapse of the world agricultural trading system, 
demands for structural reform of agriculture, the rising 
importance of environmental problems and politics, and the 
GATT agricultural trade negotiations (Goodman & Redclift. 
1989. “The International Farm Crisis”).

1990 – The European Community (EC) subsidizes 
production of soybeans and other oilseeds. In 1991 the 
European Community (EC) minimum price for soybeans 
was $649/tonne, whereas the world price was $250/tonne. 
Consequently, U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean meal 
to the EC have fallen from about 19 million tonnes in 1980 
to about 6 million tonnes in 1990 (Soybean Digest. 1991. 
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June/July. p. 8-9). Japan is the single largest importer of U.S. 
soybeans.

1991 – Canada exports more soybeans to the USA by 
far than to any other country. No. 2 is Japan (Agriculture 
Canada. Oilseed sector profi le).

1991 – In India, soybean area has increased steadily from 
32,000 ha in 1970-71 to 1,900,000 ha in 1990-91. Soybean 
production has increased dramatically from 14,000 tonnes 
(metric tons) in 1970-71 to 2,000,000 tonnes in 1990-91. 
India crushes these soybeans for the oil to make vanaspati 
and exports most of the protein-rich meal to earn foreign 
exchange. This is a tragedy; India needs this versatile, high-
quality soy protein for human food (Bhatnagar & Nawab 
1993).

2001 – Among all U.S. agricultural products, only feed and 
food grains together outrank the oilseed sector in total export 
value and net exports. For the 1999/2000 marketing year, 
exports of soybeans and soybean products accounted for 40 
percent of U.S. soybean production, and were valued at $6.6 
billion. For the United States, major export destinations for 
whole soybeans include the European Union (EU), Japan, 
Mexico, China, and Taiwan. Important markets for U.S. 
soybean meal exports include the Philippines, Canada, Saudi 
Arabia, Venezuela, and Turkey. With so much competition 
from other oils, U.S. soybean oil
exports are widely dispersed and are heavily infl uenced by 
concessional food aid to developing nations under the P.L. 
480 food aid program (Soybeans: Background and issues for 
farm legislation. USDA Economic Research Service).

2001 – Bunge Ltd. is the world’s largest soybean exporter 
(New York Times. 2001 Aug. 3, p. C5).

2001 – Canada’s national soybean IP (“identity preserved”) 
standard is launched. Canadian soybean exports have 
increased dramatically from 468,000 tonnes in the 1996/97 
crop year, to 946,000 tonnes in the 1999/2000 crop year 
(Canadian Soybean Bulletin. 2001. Fall. p. 4).

1999 – “Genetically engineered crops are not legally 
permitted to be grown in Brazil. But an estimated 30% of 
Brazil’s soybean crop consists of genetically modifi ed (GM) 
soybeans grown from seed smuggled across the border from 
Argentina (Wall Street Journal. 1999. Dec. 28. p. A1, A4; 
Seedling. 2003 April. p. 27).
 This policy changed in late Sept. 2003 when Brazil’s 
government decided to legalize the planting of “genetically 
modifi ed” soybeans. The key man behind the decision was 
President Luiz Ignacio Lula da Silva, and it goes into effect 
this planting season.
 It may have infuriated environmentalists but it has caused 

farmers in Rio Grande do Sul (RGS) to rejoice – since they 
have been planting transgenic soybeans illegally for years.

2004 Feb. – The USA exported more than one billion 
bushels of soybeans last season. There is a new focus on 
exporting quality soybeans versus quantity (Iowa Soybean 
Review, p. 13).

2006 Sept. – Argentina is now the world’s largest exporter of 
soybean meal and soy oil (Crop Science. p. 1939-47).

2009 May – About 1.7 million tonnes (metric tons) of 
Canadian-grown soybeans are exported to markets such as 
Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Most 
of these exports are identity preserved (IP); they are used 
to make Asian food staples such as tofu, miso, natto and 
soymilk; that’s about 40% of all soybeans grown in Japan 
(Soyfoods Canada Newsletter, p. 4).

2010 July – Palm oil is now the most produced and 
consumed edible oil in the world, with Malaysia and 
Indonesia being the top two producers. It has passed soy oil.

2011 May 17 – In 2010 China imported more than 50 million 
metric tons of soybeans, mostly from the United States and 
Brazil. These imported beans accounted for 73 percent of 
soy consumption in China, and were used exclusively in the 
production of soybean meal for livestock feed and soy oil for 
cooking (meal and oil are coproducts in the soybean crushing 
process) (Feeding China’s pigs).

2013 June 6 – China now buys more than 60% of the 
world’s soybean exports (Janet Larsen. earthpolicy.org).

2014 Dec. – Soybeans are the No. 1 U.S. agricultural export 
(Iowa Soybean Review, p. 18-27).

2018 Jan. 25 – In 2008 the United States supplied 38% 
of the soybean imports to China, the world’s top importer, 
compared to 34% from Brazil. Now Brazil supplies 57% of 
Chinese imports compared to 31% from the United States, 
according to China’s General Administration of Customs. 
Why? Brazilian soybeans, grown in a warmer climate, 
contain more protein (Plume).

2019 – The world’s major soybean exporters:
Brazil 47.3% ($26.1 billion)
United States 34.6% ($19.1B)
Argentina 6.29% ($3.47B)
Paraguay 2.86% ($1.58B)
The world’s major soybean importers:
China 58.2% ($32.1B)
Mexico 3.78% (2.09B)
Netherlands 2.9% ($1.6B)
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ABOUT THIS BOOK 

This is the most comprehensive book ever published about 
the history of soybean trade. It has been compiled, one 
record at a time over a period of 42 years, in an attempt to 
document the history of this ancient and interesting subject.  
It is also the single most current and useful source of 
information on this subject.

This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William 
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo 
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known 
documents and commercial products in chronological order. 
It features detailed information on:

• 62 different document types, both published and 
unpublished.

• 3470 published documents - extensively annotated 
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in 
every language.

• 92 unpublished archival documents.

• 88 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews 
never before published, except perhaps in our books.

• 8 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development 
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.

Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in 
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages 
information) the author’s address, number of references 
cited, original title of all non-English language publications 
together with an English translation of the title, month and 
issue of publication, and the fi rst author’s fi rst name (if 
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether 
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.

All of the graphics (labels, ads, leafl ets, etc) displayed in this  
book are on fi le, organized by subject, chronologically, in the 
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.

For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes 
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information on 
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) 
are also given.

A complete subject/geographical index is also included.

Egypt 2.61% ($1.44B)
Japan 2.55% ($1.41B)
(Oilseeds: World Market & Trade, Foreign Agricultural 
Service, USDA).
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A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl  oz = fl uid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Offi ce Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline 
located near the beginning of the book; it contains 
highlights and a summary of the book.

2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book, 
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe 
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google: 
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your 
type of computer.

Click on the link to this book and wait for the book 
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to 
disappear (4-6 minutes).

Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear 
near the top right of your screen.

Type in your search term, such as Exporter or South 
America

You will be told how many times this term appears, then 
the fi rst one will be highlighted.

To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.

3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose 
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear 
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd, 
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record 
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to 
Use the Index,” below. Also: 

Chronological Order: The publications and products in this 
book are listed with the earliest fi rst and the most recent last. 
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by 
author. If you are interested in only current information, start 
reading at the back, just before the indexes.

A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other 
reference book, this work is meant to be searched fi rst - to 
fi nd exactly the information you are looking for - and then to 
be read.

How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is 
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go 
directly to the specifi c information that interests you. Browse 
through it briefl y to familiarize yourself with its contents and 
format.
 Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential 
number, starting with 1 for the fi rst/earliest reference. It 
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes 
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in 

HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40 
subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional 
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under 
at least four headings in the subject and country index: 
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
 Note the extensive use of cross references to help you: 
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”

Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains 
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also 
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States” 
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All 
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus 
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt. 
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America: 
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see 
Oceania: Australia.

Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under 
“Important Documents -.”

Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or 
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject 
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co., 
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc. 
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu 
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers, 
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day 
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including 
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh, 
soynut, soy fl our companies, etc.
 Other key organizations include Society for 
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean 
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors 
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria, 
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International 
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International 
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein 
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffi th Labs., 
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and 
Rich Products.

Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso, 
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy 
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans. 
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured 
Products, etc.

Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under 
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford, 
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert 
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. Soy-
Related Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism, 
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s), 
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/ 
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or 
movement name. 

Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein 
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed 
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.

Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing, 
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean 
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation, 
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean 
Production: Variety Development.

Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the 
subject index will show you many more interesting subject 
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information 
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards, 
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references), 
and History (soy-related).

Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.” 

SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively 
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview 
contains all the important material in short interviews 
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This 
material has not been published in any other source. Longer 
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished 
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from 
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a 
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on 
one subject.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it 
indicates that the information which follows it has been 
added by the producer of this database.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
 1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that 
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an 
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the 
document.
 2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center 
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that 
document.
 3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references 

[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about 
soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an * 
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo 
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own 
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of 
hard-to-fi nd documents or those without copyright protection 
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.

Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+ 
different types of documents, both published (books, 
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs, 
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews, 
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).

Customized Database Searches: This book was printed 
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced 
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports 
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information 
you need on any subject you can defi ne, and they are now 
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on 
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France, 
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic 
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on 
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it, 
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!

BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book 
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo 
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced 
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony 
Cooper and John Ladd.

History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital 
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming 
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods 
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now 
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many fi nished chapters are available free of charge 
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our 
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is 
given on our website.

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991 Fax: 925-283-9091 
www.soyinfocenter.com
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1. Merchants’ Magazine and Commercial Review (Hunt’s). 
1859. Trade regulations of China: Abstract of the new trade 
regulations, appended to the treaties of Teen-tsin [Tientsin, 
Tianjin]. 40:745-46. June.
• Summary: “1. In the present newly arranged tariff, all 
articles which are only mentioned amongst the imports and 
not among the exports, and which may be however exported, 
shall pay duties according to the import half of the tariff; and 
all articles which are only mentioned amongst the exports 
and not among the exports, and which may be however 
imported, shall pay duties according to the export half of the 
tariff.”
 “4... One Chinese pecul [picul] is equal to 100 Chinese 
catties, or 133.33 lbs. English.”
 “5. Hitherto it was prohibited to trade in opium, (foreign 
medicine), copper cash, rice, peas, [soya] beans, saltpeter, 
brimstone, and lead; it is now, however, stipulated that 
hereafter these articles may be bought and sold under certain 
restrictions. Opium shall be permitted to be imported on 
paying a duty of thirty taels per pecul. Foreign merchants 
are, however, only permitted to sell it at the treaty ports,...”
 “British merchant vessels are prohibited [from] 
exporting peas, beans, pea and bean cakes, from Newchwang 
and Tangchow [Hangchow?]. At the other treaty ports there 
are no such restrictions, and they may export these articles 
even to foreign countries.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) which contains the term “bean cake” (or 
“bean cakes”).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) suggesting that soybeans are grown in 
Manchuria, since Newchwang is a port in Manchuria.

2. Pasinomie: Collection des Lois, Decrets, Arretes et 
Reglements Generaux Qui Peuvent Invoques en Belgique 
(Brussels). 1860. Tarif: Désignation, droits d’entrée, 
assimilation [Tariff schedule]. 38:330. For 18 Dec. 1857. No. 
510. Reign of Leopold I. [Fre]
• Summary: There are three columns in this long (p. 329+) 
tariff schedule. However before explaining them we must 
explain that when No. 17 in the left column is paired with 
#12 in the right column (as they now are), they make no 
sense. So the two columns on this page are not properly 
aligned. In fact (as we can see from other tariff schedules 
published at about this time), No. 18 in the left column was 

intended to be paired with #12 in the right column; in this 
way they make perfect sense. The following explanation 
assumes that small change in alignment.
 For the soy entry (p. 330) these are: (Col. 1, No. 18). 
Designation of merchandise: Grains / seeds not specifi cally 
subject to other tariffs. (2) Entry duty / tariff: Free (no 
duty or tariff). (3) Assimilations (Assimilations). These 
are assimilated into spices (épiceries): Cardamom, cumin, 
saffron, soy [sauce] (le soja), and vanilla.
 Note 1. It is not clear how to translate le soja. Is it a 
grain or seed (the soybean) as described in column 1” If so, 
then what does that have to do with spices? Or is it a spice 
(soy sauce) as implied in column 3? Yet it is the only item in 
its group in column 3 that is not a seed. Looking at the broad 
historical context, it probably refers to soy sauce, which had 
probably been imported into Belgium (from the Netherlands) 
long before this time, whereas soybeans probably had not 
been. If our guess is correct, then soy sauce may be imported 
into Belgium duty-free.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soy in connection with (but not yet in) Belgium. 
Address: Brussels, Belgium.

3. Anderson, Thomas. 1861. Proceedings in the laboratory. 
I.–On the composition of a Chinese feeding cake and the 
seed from which it is obtained. Transactions of the Royal 
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland 9(71):506-08. 
Jan. Third Series.
• Summary: “In the Transactions of the Society for January 
last I published a series of analyses of standard oil-cakes of 
different kinds, and from time to time have placed on record 
the composition of the rarer and more curious varieties as 
they have passed under my hands. I have now to add to these 
the results of the examination of a kind imported from China, 
which is interesting, not merely as showing that British 
agriculture draws its supplies from the most distant countries, 
but also because it is derived from a seed entirely different in 
its botanical relations from any of the ordinary oil-seeds.
 “The cakes are about four inches thick, somewhat 
irregular and clumsy, consisting of large fragments of the 
seeds, and appearing ill pressed–an appearance, however, 
which is not borne out by their composition. When a piece is 
beaten up with water, it does not form a stiff paste like cakes 
made from the ordinary mucilaginous oil-seeds. Its taste is 
not unpleasant, and resembles that of the pea or bean, though 

HISTORY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN SOYBEANS,
SOY OIL AND SOYBEAN MEAL, PLUS TRADE POLICY

(1859-2021)
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coarser and slightly rancid. The latter fl avour, however, may 
be fairly attributed to the fact that the cake was not in good 
condition when imported, part of it being mouldy, apparently 
from its having heated during the voyage. The seeds from 
which it was made tasted exactly like peas. The composition 
[of the cakes] was as follows:”
 Water 14.44%. Oil 6.88%. Albuminous compounds 
45.87%. Starch, sugar, gums, &c. 21.48%. Fibre 5.25%. Ash 
6.08%.
 “The ash contained:
 “Phosphates of lime and magnesia 1.32%.
 “Phosphoric acid, combined with the alkalies 1.06%.
 “Sand 0.49%.
 “In point of nutritive value, this cake must be considered 
as taking the fi rst place among cattle foods. It bears a close 
general resemblance in composition to decorticated earth 
nut-cake, but surpasses it in the quantity of albuminous or 
proteine compounds, to the extent of nearly 2 per cent. The 
oil, however, is less by about the same quantity, and the 
proportion, which is as low as that found in the best pressed 
home-made cakes, proves that the seeds must have been 
subjected to very powerful pressure, and that the Chinese, 
with their rude presses, have obtained a result as good as can 
be got from the best constructed machinery of this country. 
The small proportion of fi bre, and the ash, rich in phosphoric 
acid, all indicate the high quality of this cake, which is 
especially fi tted for use with those kinds of food which are 
defi cient in albuminous compounds.
 “A small packet of the seeds from which this cake was 
made accompanied the sample. They are about the size 
of large peas, slightly oval, with a rather shining external 
coating, which is paler and more purely yellow in colour 
than the common pea. They resemble it also in taste. I 
submitted them to Professor Walker Arnott, who is intimately 
acquainted with the botany of India and other Asiatic 
countries, and he was of opinion that, as far as their general 
characters are concerned, they appear to belong either to the 
genus Phaseolus (of which the kidney-bean is a species), or 
to Cajanus, various species of which are largely cultivated 
in Eastern countries for their seeds, and are used for feeding 
horses.
 “On afterwards communicating to him the analysis 
given below, he considered the results to disprove this view 
entirely–no seeds of these plants being known in which oil 
occurs to any extent–and suggested that they might belong to 
the genus Corcoras, from a species of which New Zealand 
fl ax is obtained, and of which the seeds are oily, or to some 
allied genus; but he would not venture to give a defi nite 
opinion, as the characters of many of these seeds are so 
similar that it is impossible to distinguish them. I have sent 
some of the seeds to the Botanic Gardens, and should they 
grow, we shall be able at a future period to decide this point. 
Their composition is:”
 Water 10.55%. Oil 20.28%. Albuminous compounds 

38.60%. Starch, sugar, gum, &c. 18.72%. Fibre 5.11%. Ash 
6.74%.
 “It is at once obvious that, if we deduct from this two-
thirds of the oil it contains, there must remain a cake of 
almost exactly the composition already given. On contrasting 
this with the analysis of an average sample of peas which 
may be taken as a representative of the natural family, 
including the kidney bean, &c., the difference is manifest:”
 Water 13.51%. Oil 2.13%. Albuminous compounds 
24.31%. Starch, sugar, gum, &c. 47.64%. Fibre 9.85%. Ash 
2.56%.
 “There is not the slightest resemblance between this and 
the Chinese seeds; and there can be no doubt that the latter 
belong to some entirely different plant, of a kind not hitherto 
known as a feeding substance. Though very improbable, it 
is just possible that some of the tropical leguminous plants 
may contain more oil and albuminous compounds than those 
which inhabit the temperate zones; but on this point there 
is at present no information, and I have looked in vain for 
analyses of any such seeds growing in warm climates.
 “The cake now described has been tried for feeding 
cattle, and I am given to understand that the results have 
been very satisfactory. It appears, also, that it can be 
imported into this country with profi t when freights are low. 
It is doubtful, however, whether it could be made an article 
of regular import; but in such seasons as the last, when the 
crops are defi cient and artifi cial foods high in price, it may 
prove a valuable and useful addition to the list of substances 
on which the farmer may fall back.”
 Note 1. This composition almost certainly identifi es the 
cake as soybean cake and the seed as the soybean. Koenig 
(1889, p. 56) agrees.
 Note 1. If this is the soybean, then this is the earliest 
document seen (Dec. 2020) that mentions the starch content 
of soybeans–but only vaguely and not starch alone.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that contains the word “proteine” (or 
“proteines”) or the term “proteine compounds” or the word 
“albuminous” or the term “albuminous compounds” in 
connection with soy protein.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2018) 
that mentions the feeding of soybean cake to livestock in the 
U.K. Address: Prof., M.D., Chemist to the Society.

4. Age (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1863. The 
Chinese in Melbourne. No. 1. April 10. p. 7.
• Summary: By the census of 1857, the number of Chinese 
in Victoria appears to have been 25,424. In the census of 
1861 this number had decreased to 24,732. Since that time 
it has further decreased to 23,059; the departures during 
the past year have been 2619, against 154 arrivals... The 
distribution of the Chinese in the colony is principally on the 
gold-fi elds, the Castlemaine Mining District containing the 
largest percentage–6591 in a total population of 43,611; the 
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Sandurst Mining District the smallest–2578 in a population 
of 41,411, whilst Ballarat and Beechworth hold intermediate 
positions...”
 Note: “The fi rst major Australian gold rushes took place 
in 1851 near Bathurst in New South Wales and at Ballarat in 
Victoria. Gold fever lured tens of thousands of immigrants 
from all over the world eager to strike it rich in Australia. 
Gold played a major role in the development of Australia... 
By 1852, the population on the Castlemaine Diggings had 
reached 30,000 people (Source: www.environment.gov.au).
 In Melbourne, the occupations of the Chinese include 
“one maker of bean curd (usually manufactured from peas 
[sic, soybeans]), four candle makers, for carpenters...”
 “The imports from China for 1861 were... peas £269, 
rice £1621,... oil nuts £2048, oil £36,964,...”
 There are only nine Chinese women in the country, of 
which eight are in Melbourne.

5. Further papers relating to the rebellion in China with 
an appendix. 1863. London: Foreign Offi ce. Printed by 
Harrison and Sons. vii + 196 p. Presented to both Houses of 
Parliament by Command of Her Majesty. 33 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Inclosure 1 in No. 7. 
Mr. Antrobus to Mr. Bruce” (p. 182-84) is a letter from by 
R.C. Antrobus, Chairman, British Chamber of Commerce, 
Shanghae, dated 19 Oct. 1861, which states (p. 183): “This 
Chamber, in holding a different opinion on this question 
from your Excellency, relies chiefl y upon the following 
points: -... that the very permission granted, and the terms 
by which the grant is made to ship pulse and beancake 
under Rule 4 attached to the Tariff, go far to strengthen the 
conclusion above expressed;...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the word “beancake” in 
connection with [soya] bean cake. Address: Acting-Consul, 
Kiungchow.

6. Oppelt, Gustave Louis. 1864. Traité général théorique 
et pratique de compatabilité: Commerciale, industriale et 
administrative [General treatise, theoretical and practical, on 
compatibility: Commercial, industrial and administrative]. 
Paris: Eugéne Lacroix. vi + 367 p. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: A long table titled “Revision of the Belgian 
tariff duties” (p. 236+) contains three columns. For the soy 
entry (p. 237) these are: (Col. 1, No. 17). Designation of 
merchandise: Grains / seeds not specifi cally subject to other 
tariffs. (2) Entry duty / tariff: Free (no duty or tariff). (3) 
Assimilations (Assimilations). These are assimilated into 
spices (épiceries): Cardamom, cumin, saffron, soy [sauce] 
(le soja), and vanilla.
 In short, soy sauce may be imported into Belgium duty-
free. Address: Prof. of commercial sciences.

7. Brennwald, C. 1865. Rapport général sur la partie 

commerciale de la Mission suisse au Japon [General report 
on the commercial section of the Swiss mission to Japan]. 
Berne, Switzerland: Printed by J.A. Weingart. 155 p. See p. 
100-01, 103. [Fre]
• Summary: The section on Japanese exports mentions miso 
and soy sauce. Address: Counselor and Secretary of the 
Legation [to Japan].

8. Luson, T.G. 1866. Report on the trade at the port of 
Chefoo [Yantai] for the year 1865. In: Inspector General of 
Customs. 1866. Reports on the Trade at the Ports in China 
Open by Treaty to Foreign Trade. Shanghai: Printed at the 
Imperial Maritime Customs’ Press. 142 p. See p. 33-36.
• Summary: A 5-column table (p. 35) shows the principle 
articles of export (in piculs; 1 picul = 133.33 lb) from the 
port of Chefoo in the years 1864 and 1865, as well as their 
increase or decrease. The main article of export is “Bean 
Cake, Chefoo,” of which 755,052.98 piculs were exported in 
1865, up from 615,297.59 in 1864. A much smaller amount 
of “Bean Cake, Newchwang” was also exported.
 Below the table we read: “The Bean Cakes made at 
Chefoo are much superior to those from Newchwang, which 
may account for the increased export of the former, and the 
decrease in the export of the latter.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2016) that gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of 
soybeans, soy oil, or soybean meal with China.
 Note 2. Converting the exports of Bean Cake from 
Chefoo [Yantai] in 1865 from piculs into pounds gives 
100.65 million pounds weight. Dividing by 2000 to get 
U.S. (short) tons gives 503,242 tons. Address: Acting 
Commissioner of Customs, Chefoo.

9. Noetzli, Gaspard Henry. 1866. Analysis of Chinese 
commerce during the year 1865. In: Inspector General of 
Customs. 1866. Reports on the Trade at the Ports in China 
Open by Treaty to Foreign Trade. Shanghai: Printed at the 
Imperial Maritime Customs’ Press. 142 p. See p. 93-119.
• Summary: This report is an overview of the year 
containing many tables giving statistics on imports and 
exports at the treaty ports in China, which are: Shanghai, 
Canton, Swatow, Amoy, Foochow [Fuzhou], Formosa, 
Ningpo, Hankow, Kiukiang, Chinking, Chefoo, Tientsin, and 
Newchwang.
 “Bean cakes” / “Bean cake” [soy] were / was imported 
[probably from Manchuria] to the following ports: (1) 
Foochow (71,211 piculs in 1865, up from 27,416 piculs 
in 1864). (2) Swatow (896,619 piculs in 1865, down from 
1,028,091 piculs in 1864). (3) Amoy (265,001 piculs in 1865, 
down from 455,570 piculs in 1864).
 “Bean cakes” [soy] were exported from the following 
ports: (1) Chefoo (756,055 piculs in 1865, up from 615,297 
piculs in 1864). (2) Newchwang [Yingkou, in Manchuria] 
(1,787,971 piculs in 1865, up from 1,391,049 piculs in 
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1864).
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2016) that gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of 
soybeans, soy oil, or soybean meal with Manchuria.
 Note 2. 1 picul = 133.33 lb. Exports of bean cakes 
from Newchwang, China’s biggest exporter in 1865, are 
238 million pounds weight or 119,168 tons of 2000 lb each. 
These were carried by Chinese junks (big and small sailing 
ships) in the days before railroads or steam boats. Address: 
Shanghai.

10. Luson, T.G. 1867. Report on the trade at the port of 
Che-foo for the year 1865. Reports from the Foreign 
Commissioners at Various Ports in China for the Year 1865 
(Great Britain Customs). p. 35-38.
• Summary: This report from Che-foo is dated 31 Jan. 1866, 
and sent to Robert Hart, Esq., Inspector General of Customs. 
“Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of 
Her Majesty, April 1867.”
 Note 1. This report and its table are very similar to one 
by Luson dated 1866 but the citation and page numbers are 
different.
 “From the following statement may be seen the increase 
or decrease of the principal articles of export during 1865, as 
compared with 1864:
 A 5-column table shows the following–among others:
 Goods: Bean cake, Che-foo, in piculs. For 1865: 
755,053. For 1864: 615,298. Increase: 139,755.
 Goods: Bean cake, Newchwang, in piculs. For 1865: 
1,272. For 1864: 28,954. Decrease: 22,682.
 Goods: Peas [probably soya beans], in piculs. For 1865: 
470,471. For 1864: 651,099. Decrease: 180,627.
 The above table shows an increase in the export of 
Chefoo bean cakes, silk pongees, raw silk, dates, melon 
seeds, wheat, and vermicelli; and a decrease in that of 
Newchang bean cakes, cotton, tobacco, and medicines.
 “The bean cakes made at Chefoo are much superior to 
those from Newchang, which may account for the increased 
export of the former and the decrease in the export of the 
latter. There has been a decrease in the receipts here of peas 
from Newchang during the past year, which is most generally 
accounted for by the shortness of the crops in that part of 
China. A growing aversion on the part of Chinese merchants 
to ship peas and bean cake in foreign bottoms for Shanghae 
is remarked here, and large quantities are now shipped for 
that port in native craft. This appears to have been caused by 
a proclamation issued at Shanghae during 1865.
 Note 2. The word “Peas” probably refers to soybeans 
because: (1) On page 60 (near bottom) is the phrase “peas, 
bean cake, and bean oil,” where the latter two terms refer to 
soy bean cake and soy bean oil. (2) No other peas or beans 
except soybeans could be exported in such huge amounts.
 Note 2. Che-foo (also spelled Chefoo, as of Aug. 2016 
known as Yantai) is a prefecture-level city in northeastern 

Shandong province, in eastern China. Address: Acting 
Commissioner of Customs, Offi ce of Maritime Customs, 
Che-foo.

11. Inspector General of Customs. 1867. Monthly reports on 
trade at the ports in China open by treaty to Foreign trade. 
Shanghai, China: Printed at the Imperial Maritime Customs’ 
Press.
• Summary: This book is actually a periodical with 12 
monthly reports from British customs’ inspectors at the 
following treaty ports: Shanghai, Ningpo, Foochow, Amoy, 
Swatow, Canton, Hankow, Kiukiang, Chinkiang, and 
Chefoo.
 The fi rst reports are for Jan. 1866.
 The unusual term “Pea oil,” which would soon be 
changed to “Bean oil,” and which now refers to “Soybean 
oil” appears in tables on at least 10 different pages in this 
book.
 It is most widely used in a table showing “List of 
principal imports” to the port of Chinkiang.
 This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016) that 
uses the term “Pea oil” to refer to soybean oil (one of two 
documents). Address: Acting Commissioner of Customs, 
Offi ce of Maritime Customs, Che-foo.

12. Fife Herald (Fife, Scotland). 1869. Special cattle foods. 
Jan. 28. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “The prominence acquired, by constant 
advertisement, for Thorley’s Cattle Food, has led to the 
introduction of numerous compositions of a similar nature.”
 “Amongst the oilcake series of cattle foods many 
additions have been made of late years; it does not appear 
long since oilcake was made almost entirely from rape 
seed, then linseed, after expressing the valuable oil which 
that seed contains, supplied, and continues to supply a 
large quantity of that now consumed. Besides that made 
in this country, large quantity of linseedcake is imported 
from abroad, chiefl y from the United States. Cotton seeds 
is another comparatively modern, but very important 
introduction to the oilcake series, as is also that of the Soy 
bean (Soja hispida, Moench), a small quantity of which was 
imported and recommended for use some few years ago, 
since which time little or nothing has been heard of it. The 
plants yielding these beans are extensively cultivated in 
tropical Asia, the seeds themselves being produced in small 
oblong two or fi ve-seeded pods. The beans are similar in 
form to the common Kidney Bean, though not much larger 
than an ordinary pea; from these seeds the well-known 
sauce, called Soy, is procured by boiling them with equal 
quantities of barley or wheat then leaving the whole mass to 
ferment for a long time, after which salt and water is added, 
and the fl uid strained. The residue of the beans thus treated 
is said be highly nutritious, and to form an excellent cattle 
food. There are two varieties of the Soja hispida known, one 
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yellow and the other green, and an analysis has shown that 
in the green variety a larger quantity of nitrogenous matter 
is contained than in the yellow; thus, while the latter shows 
36.089 per cent., the former shows 38.919 per cent. Besides 
the use of these beans in the manufacture of Soy, the Chinese 
cook them for consumption at their own tables. A sample of 
this bean-cake [tofu?] is in the museum at Kew, and from 
comparison with Rape, Cotton, &c a favourable opinion 
might be formed.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the word “oilcake” (or 
“oilcakes”), used to refer to the defatted cake of any type of 
oilseed, including the Soy bean.

13. Grocer (The) (London). 1874. Price current. Saturday, 
March 7, 1874. 25(636):209-10. March 7.
• Summary: “Articles in the following List subject to duty 
are quoted with the duties paid as annexed...” “Soy” [sauce] 
is £1 and 5 pence, with a duty of 1 pence.
 Also on the list are linseed oilcake, rape oilcake, many 
different oils and fats (not including oil from soybeans), 
small pearl sago, sauces, and pickles. Butter is measured in 
fi rkins. In the category “Provisions” are butter, Canadian 
butters, Irish butter, bacon, Irish bacon, ham (beware putrid 
hams), pickled meats, pork (in barrels), dressed hogs, lard, 
beef, Australian meats, cheese, American cheese, and eggs. 
Widely used oils (see Supplement, p. 5) are linseed oil, rape 
oil, olive oils, Florence oil, refi ned cotton oil, cocoanut oil, 
palm oil, fi sh oils (incl. sperm oil, which is now expensive), 
colza. Among the seeds (p. 6 and later issues) are “Dutch 
hempseed,” rapeseed, cloverseed, canaryseed.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the term “linseed oilcake” or 
the term “rape oilcake.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2016) that contains the term “cotton oil.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the word “hempseed” (or 
“hempseeds”).

14. Hoffmann, J.J. 1874. Ueber die Bereitung von Schoju, 
Sake und Myrin [On the preparation of shoyu, saké and 
mirin]. Mittheilungen der Deutschen Gesellschaft fuer Natur- 
und Voelkerkunde Ostasiens (Yokohama) 1(6):8-11. Dec. 
[Ger]
• Summary: The author was the fi rst Westerner to make a 
scientifi c study of the shoyu process, of which he gives an 
accurate and detailed 2-page description: Soybean sauce 
(Bohnensauce- Schoju)–shoyu–is for the Japanese almost as 
indispensable as rice and is used as widely as tea or tobacco. 
The rich man and the beggar use it in the same way, but with 
differences in quality, as the main seasoning at their meals, 
and in no household, in fact at no meal may it be absent.
 It is made in large factories, and in countless stores in 

all cities and towns throughout the entire island empire, it is 
stocked and sold in small wooden kegs.
 It is made with soybeans, indeed very high protein, 
starch-free small soybeans (Dolichos Soja jap. Nagatemame), 
plus wheat, salt, and water in the same proportions by 
volume. Small kegs are used to measure the ingredients. The 
beans and grains are used in the same condition of dryness.
 Before the basic raw materials are mixed, the soybeans 
are cooked in large iron kettles for half a day. The wheat is 
roasted in large containers (Steingefaessen) and then cracked 
into grits / pieces using a small hand-mills. Then the moist 
beans are mixed with the wheat grits on a fi rmly packed clay 
fl oor, then to them is added a fermentation starter culture 
consisting of wheat kernels covered with mold spores. The 
mixture is fi lled into rectangular wooden trays each about 
2-3 inches deep, and these are placed and stacked in a closed 
room that resembles a large bakery oven.
 Here the wooden trays stay for 3 days, during which 
time an effort is made to keep the room evenly warm 
throughout. During the cold seasons of the year the room is 
heated with a small charcoal burner. In this way the plant 
seeds gradually become covered with mold spores and 
develop their capacity to produce diastase (Diastasebildung) 
[enzymes]. In cold weather, the room may be kept closed 
on the 2nd and 3rd days, but on warm days it may be vented 
using the door and windows during the 2nd and 3rd days to 
prevent overheating. To determine the suitable temperature, 
no thermometer is used; the feel of the maker is used instead.
 On the 3rd day the contents of the wooden trays are 
thickly covered with a mycelium of mold. The contents of 
the trays is now transferred into large wooden vats (each 
of 20-30,000 liters capacity) and mixed with water and 
table salt. The contents of each vat is mixed with a wooden 
plunger as the fermentation proceeds. The process typically 
begins at the start of winter. The fermentation typically last 
for 3 to 5 years. The 3-year material is a dirty brown whereas 
the 5-year material is pure dark-brown in color.
 The 3- and 5-year products are then mixed in equal 
proportions. The 5-year material adds its pleasant aroma, but 
it has a somewhat unpleasant bitter taste. This is masked with 
the 3-year material which has a nice fl avor but less aroma.
 This mixture is now fi lled into sturdy cotton bags, each 
2 feet long and ½ foot wide. These are then pressed with 
a very primitive angle press consisting of a long lever arm 
weighted at the end by large stones. The shoyu (Schoju) from 
the fi rst pressing is the best and most expensive type, but it is 
usually not sold as such. Rather it is dispensed preferentially 
to those with advanced orders. It has the strongest aroma and 
a beautiful dark-brown color. When put in a glass and shaken 
it makes a fat-glistening ring.
 The shoyu presscake (Rueckstand) is mixed with salt 
water and some days later, after frequent stirring, repressed. 
This shoyu is very clear with little aroma, so it is mixed 
with a good dark-brown shoyu and with some sweet sake 
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(suessem Sake).
 The wooden kegs in which shoyu is sold are everywhere 
the same having a capacity of 18 liters or 4.76 gallons (1 to). 
In new kegs, the shoyu keeps for only a few months; it keeps 
longer in older kegs. There are four grades of shoyu. The 
prices are 6 German marks for grade 1, 4 marks for grade 2, 
3 marks for grade 3, and 2 marks for grade 4.
 As an article for export, shoyu has not gained much 
signifi cance, despite great efforts. During shipping there is 
a buildup of mold which impairs the good fl avor and aroma. 
The best varieties of shoyu are, however, very pleasing 
to the taste of most Europeans, and at the same time very 
effective in stimulating the appetite and digestion. For these 
reasons and because it is completely harmless / safe, shoyu is 
preferred to many European products [such as meat extracts] 
that serve the same purpose.
 Hoffman then describes how sake is made; yet nowhere 
in either of these two parts of the long article does he 
mention the word koji, even though he describes it. He 
learned all of this at the famous shoyu-mirin factory of Mr. 
Sagamia Monjiro in Nagareyama, 5 German miles north of 
Yedo / Edo [today’s Tokyo].
 Note 1. The date on the title page is Nov. 1876, but 
Hoffmann’s paper was not presented until 1878. This is the 
earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) that is a study of several 
fermented foods, including one made from soybeans–shoyu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that describes how to make soy sauce (actually shoyu) on a 
commercial scale.
 Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term Schoju or the term 
Bohnensauce to refer to shoyu or soy sauce. Address: Prof., 
School of Medicine, Tokyo Univ., Japan.

15. Rauch, A. 1876. Die Soya [The soybean]. Fundgrube 
(Die) (Monatschrift fuer die gesammten praktischen 
Beduerfnisse und Interessen des taeglichen Lebens, von Dr. 
A. Rauch, Bamberg) 3:177-78. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soya hispida or Dolichos 
Soya; many German writers use the name “Soja”) is an 
entwining bean plant (ein rankendes Bohnengewächs) that 
is native in Japan, and in all of southern Asia, especially 
in China, is likewise widely cultivated, like the common 
bean in Germany. The seeds, which are distinguished by 
an especially good taste, are used as very popular food in 
the countries where soybeans are grown, which is found 
at almost every meal. They are also part of a signifi cant 
commercial product, since they are used to make a strong 
sauce, which is much sought after in fi ne kitchens / cuisine. 
In England, for example, each year more than 1,344,000 lb 
(12,000 Zentner) [1 Zentner = 112 British pounds] of the 
beans and signifi cant quantities of the Soya sauce*, which is 
made in China, are imported. Footnote: *Some sauces sold 
as ‘Soya sauce’ in England do not contain any of the actual 

sauce.
 In Europe, various attempts have already been made 
to acclimatize the soybean. But these have so far been 
unsuccessful, in that the plants, at best, fl ower, but never 
bear seeds. Previously I received several seeds of various 
soybean varieties from Japan, from my longtime friend, 
honorable [Philipp] v. Siebold, who died at an early age. 
However my attempts to cultivate them were unsuccessful. 
The plants came up, and some of them bloomed, but so late 
(in September) that none ripened seeds.
 I was therefore quite astonished to read an article in the 
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, by Dr. Haberlandt, 
professor at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna 
(Wiener Hochschule für Bodencultur) according to which 
the cultivation of soybeans at the Agricultural Experiment 
Garden (landw. Versuchsgarten) in Vienna, during the 
summer of 1875, was completely successful.
 At that location, a total of fi ve varieties were planted, of 
which the seeds originated primarily from China, Mongolia, 
and Transcaucacasia. Those were obtained at the Vienna 
World Exhibition of 1873 from Chinese exhibitors. Out of 
the fi ve varieties, two of them did not at all reach fl owering, 
while the other three, two of which were from China (one 
light yellow and one brownish-red) and one was from 
Mongolia (one light yellow), not only fl owered abundantly, 
but also just as abundantly bore fruit. With all three varieties, 
the fl owers appeared toward early July with maturation on 
September 11. These varieties therefore behaved completely 
like our usual runner beans / pole beans (Schlachtschwert-
Stangenbohnen).
 Note 1. Schlachtschwert (literally “broadsword”) is a 
variety of Stangenbohnen.
 The cultivation occurred in the college’s experimental 
garden that was shaded by buildings and in part also by trees, 
the soil of which was drained to a depth of 0.6 meters and 
was intensely fertilized. The space that was allocated to each 
plant amounted to approximately 4 square decimeters; the 
yield from the seeds calculated to 1 hectare resulted at 2,769 
kilos with the brownish-red variety from China, 3,739 kilos 
with the light yellow variety from the same, and 2,177 kilos 
with the light yellow variety from Mongolia.
 This yield is a very high one, and we doubt whether such 
a yield could ever be achieved with our varieties of runner 
beans. The seeds that were harvested in Vienna showed 
themselves to be larger and heavier than the original seeds 
and in no way were second to the latter in the content of the 
characteristic nutrients, among which fat plays a signifi cant 
role (18%).
 When all is said and done, it is still to be emphasized 
that the individual plants were covered from top to bottom 
with ripe pods, some of them numbering up to eighty, 
which contained on average two to three seeds. Another big 
advantage of this soybean is that unlike other beans, it is not 
susceptible to insects.
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 These very favorable results are apparently due to the 
circumstance that the three varieties that achieved maturity 
originated from northern areas whose climatic conditions 
bear a similarity with those of Southern Germany. China 
has such areas, the climate of which corresponds even to 
that of Northern Germany, and the high northern areas of 
Mongolia likewise cause expectations that the plants which 
survive there will also thrive with us, an assumption which 
has been confi rmed in actuality with several ornamental 
plants that have been introduced from there. (Footnote: 
Recently, attention has been drawn to the fact that a variety 
of cotton also occurs there which may be suitable for 
cultivation in Germany.) The agronomic trials that have 
been conducted with soy (der Soya) in Germany thus far 
have in any case failed because the seeds were taken from 
southern areas that were too warm. It would certainly be 
most highly desirable for it to be successful to generally 
acclimatize soy with us, even if it were only in southern 
areas. In so doing, not only would a new food crop be 
obtained, but also an important industrial crop, the value of 
which could not be overestimated. (Footnote: Perhaps one 
of our larger commercial nurseries (Handelsgärtnereien) 
will be successful in obtaining a quantity of seeds from Prof. 
Haberlandt and in that way providing the opportunity to 
carry out multiple cultivation experiments with them.)
 Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.
 Note 3. Bamberg is a city in Bavaria, in south central 
Germany on the Regnitz River 30 miles west of Bayreuth. 
Address: PhD, Bamberg, Germany.

16. Philadelphia International Exhibition, 1876. Offi cial 
catalog of the British section. 1876. London: Printed by 
George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode. Part I. 424 p. 
Published by authority of the Lord President of the Council. 
23 cm.
• Summary: The book contains an interesting chapter titled 
“Exhibitions–Their origin and progress.” Prior to 1851 there 
had been many local exhibitions worldwide, dating back to 
Biblical times. The fi rst international exhibition was held in 
London in 1851. To date there have been fi ve international 
exhibitions: London (1851, 1862), Paris (1855, 1867), 
and Vienna (1873). These have been attended by a total of 
32,959,097 visitors. The Annual International Exhibitions 
at South Kensington in 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874 did not 
realize the expectations of their promoters; public interest 
rapidly died out and the scheme was abandoned. The fi rst 
exhibition of the Japanese Empire was held at Kiôto (Kyoto) 
and contained the objects destined for the Vienna exhibition 
of 1873. This Kyoto exhibition opened on 17 April 1872 
and was so successful that the original limit of 50 days was 
extended, and the Exhibition did not close until the end 
of July. The next year the Mikado (emperor) decreed an 
exposition on a much wider basis, presenting a comparison 

between the past and present, and even affording a glimpse 
into the future of Japan. Note 1. This is the earliest document 
seen (Aug. 2011) that contains the Japanese word “Mikado,” 
meaning Emperor of Japan.
 In terms of classifi cation of products, Agriculture is 
Department VI, in the agricultural building. Agricultural 
products are classes 620-629; cereals, grasses, and forage 
plants are class 620, and leguminous plants and esculent 
vegetables are class 621. Animal and vegetable products are 
classes 650-662; preserved meats, vegetables, and fruits, 
dried or in cans or jars. Meat and vegetable extracts is class 
656. Vegetable oils is class 662. Horticulture is Department 
VII, in the horticultural building.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2006) that contains the term “vegetable extracts” 
(or “vegetable extract”). The context shows that they 
resemble meat extracts. It would be very interesting to know 
of what and how they are made, and how they are used. By 
1896 a type of soy sauce named “Dr. Lahmann’s Japan Soja” 
was described as a “vegetable extract.”
 An alphabetical list [directory] of exhibitors includes 
Crosse & Blackwell (Soho Square, London; classes 656, 
660, 662), and Lea & Perrins.
 On page 246 is the following: “Cl. [Class] 656, 203. Lea 
& Perrins, Sauce Manufacturers, Worcester, Worcestershire 
Sauce. (917) Exhibitors, New York, 1853 (Medal).”
 On page 77 begins a “List of articles of produce and 
manufactures chargeable with duty on being imported into 
the United States.” A table titled “Of articles of produce and 
manufactures chargeable with duty on being imported into 
the United States” shows (p. 289) that the duty on “Soy” 
[sauce] is 35 per cent. This is the only reference to soy seen 
in this book.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001) 
that contains a directory including listings related to soy. 
Address: England.

17. Richthofen, Ferdinand Freiherr von. 1877-1912. China: 
Ergebnisse einiger reisen und darauf gegrundeter studien 
[China: The results of some travels and studies based on 
them. 5 vols.]. Berlin: Verlag von Dietrich Reimer. Illust. 
Index. 29 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Vol. 1. Introduction, 1877. Vol. 2. 
Northern China, 1882. Vol. 3. Southern China, edited by E. 
Tiessen, 1912 (since Richthofen died on 6 Oct. 1905). Vol. 4. 
Paleontological part. Vol. 5. Conclusions.
 This German-language travelogue describes the author’s 
seven trips throughout China from 1867 to 1871. Various 
color maps in Vol. 1 show the course of each journey. Soy is 
mentioned in volumes 1, 2 and 3.
 In vol. 1, p. 420, in discussing the Zhouli (Rites of the 
Zhou dynasty, ca 300 B.C.) we read: (4) Beans, and to be 
sure probably the soya-bean (shu) which is also mentioned in 
other early texts. Note 1. Thus, Richthofen believes that shu 
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refers to soybeans.
 But only in Vol. 2, p. 145-46 is the soybean discussed 
in detail. Elsewhere soybeans (called simply Bohnen or 
“beans”) are listed among the different crops grown in 
various provinces. In chapter 4, titled “Southern Manchuria 
or the province of Shönking” (also spelled Shengking or 
Shing-King, a geographical area in southern Liaoning 
province, apparently known only to Germans since it is 
not one of China’s 18 provinces) we read (p. 145-46) that 
legumes are the No. 1 export. Almost all the export of Ying-
tze consists of [soy] beans, the [soy] bean oil (Bohnenöl) 
pressed from them and the bean cake (Bohnenkuchen) 
that remains. Most of the beans are shipped to the coast 
of northern China, where they are used as food. The bean 
cake is used in part as a fodder for cows (als Futter für das 
Vieh) and, in part, as fertilizer on the sugar fi elds of southern 
China. Recently Japan started to import this cake from 
Manchuria. The [soy] bean oil is used for the preparation 
of foods in the central and southern provinces of China. 
MacPherson reports that the actual province of Chongqing 
/ Chungking (Shöng-king) contributes only one fi fth of the 
cited products for export, presumably because fewer beans 
are planted here than the population itself consumes. All 
the rest come from Piën-wai. The trade is in the hands of 
Chinese merchants, who buy the beans at the various inland 
locations, then consolidate them at other locations where 
they are pressed [to give soybean oil and cake]. The presses 
are often located in the same villages where the beans are 
grown. The latter is also frequently taken care of in the 
villages by the farmers themselves. To do so, they use the 
absolutely simplest devices. A description of the press and 
its operation are given. In 1867 a large English fi rm from 
Shanghai erected a steam-driven press at Ying-tsze, in the 
hope that the use of greater pressure, speed, and volume of 
work, they could make a less expensive product, and thereby 
gain a signifi cant part of the oil processing business.
 In spite of the high pressure that was applied. quick 
pressing had an unfavorable result for the oil yield which 
made competition impossible, and if one worked slowly, 
then the operation was too expensive. At the time of my 
[Richthofen’s] visit, after the expenditure of a great deal of 
effort, time and money, it was fi nally possible to get so far as 
to attain a satisfying result. But this only happened with the 
undertaking that was brought to life with all of the means of 
modern technology and great energy, just as with so many 
other attempts which Europeans have made at times in 
China for the introduction of better and faster methods with 
silk spinning and the refi ning of sugar and, in Siam, with 
the husking of rice. In each one of these cases, the Chinese 
joined together in common resistance against the undertaking 
by the Europeans and did not provide any raw products. 
Every single one of these such facilities has therefore over 
time either passed into the hands of the Chinese, who then 
operate them with success, just as has been the case with the 

steamship travel on the Yangtze and along the coasts, or else 
they have quickly met their end (p. 146).
 Soybeans are also grown (along with maize, millet, 
kaoliang, and some opium poppies) in the Liao valley of 
east of Mukden (p. 143), throughout southern Manchuria (p. 
144, along with wheat, barley, millet, sorghum, cotton, peas, 
rice, indigo, sesame, tobacco, opium poppies, and potatoes), 
in the mountains of Shandong (p. 248-49, with wheat, 
peanuts, sesame, and rapeseed). At a harbor in Shandong, 
major imports include [soy] beans, sugar, paper, lumber, 
some English cotton goods and lead (p. 261). Soy beans 
are also grown in the northern part of the provinces of Chili 
and Shansi (p. 360, along with kaoliang, oats, buckwheat, 
peas, and black [soy] beans), in the province of Shanxi (p. 
480, along with wheat, cotton, tobacco, maize, sorghum, and 
oilseeds), and in the province of Henan (p. 535, along with 
wheat, barley, peas, rapeseed, sweet potatoes, and poppies 
for opium production; from June until the end of July 80% 
of the fi elds are planted to cotton, and soybeans are planted 
between the stands of cotton).
 Vol. 3 states that soybeans (Bohnen) are grown along 
the Yangtze River (p. 81, along with rice, various types of 
sorghum, maize, and some sugarcane), in the mountains of 
Szechuan south of the Yangtze (p. 223, along with sweet 
potatoes, buckwheat, and millet; and p. 238, along with 
hemp, peanuts, silk, and opium poppies; and p. 260-61, 
winter crops include “fi eld beans” {Feldbohnen}, of wheat, 
barley, peas, and rapeseed. Summer crops include soybeans 
{Bohnen}, soybeans {Soya}, peanuts, maize, sesame, millet, 
kaoliang, hemp, buckwheat, and tobacco), in southeast China 
(p. 412-13, along with hemp and potatoes, plus peanuts, 
sesame, and rape as oilseeds), in the province of Kwangtung 
(around Canton in southern China, p. 482, along with rice, 
sugar cane, wheat, buckwheat, tobacco, and rapeseed), in 
Hupei province of central China (p. 531-32, along with oil-
cake and rapeseed), in the mountains eastern Chekiang and 
Anhwei (p. 671, along with rice, what, tobacco, maize, and 
sweet potatoes, and p. 677, along with maize, sweet potatoes, 
and kaoliang sorghum), in Kiangsu on the island of Tai-hu 
(p. 701, along with vegetables).
 Also discusses: Peanut oil (Vol. 3, p. 498). Sesame oil 
(Vol. 3, p. 413).
 Note 2. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.
 Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term Bohnenöl to refer to 
soybean oil.
 Note 4. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term Bohnenkuchen to refer to 
soybean cake.
 Note 5. Ferdinand Richthofen lived 1833-1905.
 Note 6. This is the earliest European-language document 
seen (March 2002) that mentions kaoliang (literally “tall 
millet”). However Bray (1984, p. 449) says that this word 
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fi rst appears in the Wang Chen Nung Shu (also called Nung 
Shu; Wang Chen’s Agricultural Treatise) of 1313 CE. 
Address: Bonn, Germany.

18. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1877. Tropical agriculture: 
A treatise on the culture, preparation, commerce, and 
consumption of the principal products of the vegetable 
kingdom. London and New York: E&F.N. Spon. xvi + 515 + 
5 p. See p. 404. Index. 22 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Near the end of Section 5, “The oil seeds and 
vegetable oils of commerce,” is a section titled “Chinese 
oils” (p. 424-25) which include “ground-nut oil (Arachis); 
til seed (Sesame orientale); tea-seed oil from Thea viridis; 
oil pea (Dolichos viridis); and the oil bean (Soja hispida). 
The latter product forms a considerable article of commerce 
in China. This pulse oil possesses a great analogy to the 
ordinary edible oils of commerce; its odour and fl avour are 
agreeable, and it is useful for burning.” It becomes pasty 
when exposed to low temperature, and “resinifi es rapidly 
when exposed to the atmosphere. Being a drying oil, it 
might... replace linseed in some of its uses.” The seeds yield 
“about 18 per cent. of fatty matter, and the Chinese regularly 
obtain 17 per cent. of oil from it.”
 There are several varieties of this bean: white, yellow, 
and green. “The yellow are made into a fermented mass, 
or cheese, called tan-fi r [sic, tofu], by macerating them in 
water and pressing them into a cake, adding lime and salt 
to precipitate the caseine, which is obtained in the form of a 
jelly.”
 This bean is cultivated mainly in the north of China, 
especially in the province of Shantung. More than 3,000 
junks are employed to transport it to southern ports. In 1869 
the port of Che-foo [Chefoo or Yantai] exported “242,224 
piculs of bean-cake and 5,570 piculs of bean-oil, and about 
10,000 piculs of the cake were imported into Foo-Choo-foo 
[Foochow or Fuzhou], valued at £42,000.” The cake is used 
as a food for both humans and stock, and as manure.
 Also discusses: Kudzu (p. 352). Linseed oil (p. 399-
400). The ground-nut (Arachis hypogæa) and its oil and cake 
(p. 400-05). Sesame seed (frequently called Til or Gingely) 
and its oil (p. 412-15). California wines (p. 431-32). Manila 
hemp (plantain fi bre; p. 469).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2001) that classifi es soybean oil as a “drying oil.”
 Note 2. The index of this book is fi lled with errors.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “vegetable oil” in 
connection with soy beans.
 P.L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897. Address: F.R.C.I., 
editor and author, Cheapside, London [England].

19. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Offener Sprechsaal: 
Massenimport von Sojasaatgut [Open forum: Bulk import 
of soybean seed]. Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung 

(Vienna) 28(14):163. April 6. [Ger]
• Summary: Note: Haberlandt criticizes the direct 
importation of soybeans by Mr. Auchmann.
 Dear Editor,
 As much as it appears to lie within the point of my 
efforts if the momentarily very small supply of soybean 
(Sojabohnen) seeds (500-600 kilos) which has been attained 
in Austria from the distribution that was achieved by me 
of the early maturing soybeans in 1877 is expanded by 
direct import from Japan, a favorable success of the mass 
import that was arranged by Mr. F. Auchmann in Marburg 
(today’s Maribor, Slovenia) will in fact only occur under one 
particular condition, namely, under the condition that the 
variety that is delivered is just as early maturing such that it 
can still achieve maturity with us with certainty.
 Can this be assumed with certainty or at least just with 
a certain probability with the three tons of soybeans that are 
being obtained from Japan? I don’t believe so; according 
to my experiences and those of others, it is rather highly 
probably that the soybean varieties that are widespread in 
Japan are late maturing.
 The Japanese varieties which I acquired at the World 
Exposition were late ripening and I had to give up their 
cultivation. And those varieties which Colonel von Siebold 
sent from Japan to Europe also did not achieve maturity. It 
consequently seems to me that only varieties from Mongolia 
and from Northern China would have prospects of being 
introduced to us with success.
 If, however, as is probable, those original soybeans that 
were imported from Japan do not achieve maturity, then the 
failure with them will in any case scare away many who 
carry out trials. Many seed shops can only get a hold of these 
original seeds, and they will end up in the hands of hundreds, 
if not thousands. The effect will be one of frightening and 
will be all the more lasting in delaying the spread of the 
soybean if the seed shops will continue to deal with the sale 
of this stock of seed for several years.
 For that reason, it would be reasonable if Mr. F. 
Auchmann, who is certainly only concerned with the spread 
of the cultivation of the soybean in Austria, will have only 
been convinced through a trial this year as to whether the 
variety that has been acquired is also worthy of being spread, 
and in the positive case, if he only contemplates the sale of 
his large stock for next year. Such foresight should actually 
be viewed as self-evident, and the seed shops should also 
view it as a matter of conscience in contributing to the 
spread of an as yet unknown variety of which it cannot at 
all be known whether they can even achieve maturity in the 
southern part of Austria. In so doing, they damage not only 
their own reputation, they may also negatively affect to a 
high degree the spread of a crop plant, the esteem of which 
would possibly be very much reduced in the broadest of 
circles by such risky experiments.
 Vienna, March 31, 1878
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 Prof. Fr. Haberlandt.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California. Address: [Vienna].

20. Auchmann, F. 1878. Offener Sprechsaal: Massenimport 
von Sojasaatgut [Open Forum: Bulk import of soybean seed]. 
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna) 28(15):175. 
April 13. [Ger]
• Summary: Auchmann defends his seeds, however he takes 
back his offer to sell soybeans.
 “April 4. Dear Editor.
 In January of this year, I was so fortunate as to receive 
seeds of the very promising “soybean” (Soja) through the 
kindness of Professor Haberlandt. They were they yellow, 
brown, and black varieties. I carried out the fi rst trials in my 
cold greenhouse and they turned out to my satisfaction. In 
early March, I had plants that were 20 to 25 cm. tall. The 
plants did not achieve blossoming because the pests which 
are frequently present in such greenhouses damaged them. In 
addition, I was convinced by the small trial at a temperature 
that would have prevented the plants from enthusiastically 
shooting up that soybeans will get along very well outdoors.
 Encouraged by the splendid weather in April, I prepared 
part of the area in my garden of moderate soil, cultivated 
soybeans there, and as a comparison, planted our green 
beans (Zwergbohne) next to it. Approximately fourteen days 
later, the weather changed quickly; we had snow and cold 
rain through nearly three weeks with a temperature from 0º 
to +8º C. I thought that the soybeans were lost. But to my 
surprise, it did not suffer at all, while the green beans had to 
be replanted. Both these and the soybeans that were planted 
later in May were mature in late August.
 The summer of last year, which was very dry and hot, 
was not favorable for pulses and thus also threatened my 
soybeans with a brief existence. In order to keep it alive, 
I had to water diligently in June and July. The yield was 
abundant in such a way that I decided to devote my special 
attention to the cultivation of this plant. But I have to 
mention here right away that I consider only the yellow and 
brown soybeans to be worthy of dissemination while I would 
not like to recommend the black at all because those seeds 
are too unappetizing and mature late; and what is more, the 
black beans are less in demand and do not command as high 
of a price as the lighter varieties.
 The high yield and easy cultivation moved me to 
acquire a large quantity directly from the homeland of soya, 
Japan, and early on, I did not miss out on fi nding the most 
respectable companies in Tokyo. Once I was reassured in that 
direction, I placed an order to send me three metric tons and 
specifi cally precisely according to the sample that I had 
raised myself and sent over of early-maturing soybean. 
That occurred in September of last year.
 Since I received no answer from Tokyo to my order 
letter, I no longer believed in it being fi lled. But suddenly, on 

the 25th of the month, I received the notice of arrival of the 
soybeans that had reached Triest [today’s Trieste, Italy]. Both 
the freight costs and the goods themselves appeared to me to 
be enormously expensive and in order to protect my coffers 
during this current critical time, I decided to pass on half of 
them and, because of that, advertised in issue no. 13 of the 
Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung [Vienna Agricultural 
Journal].
 But now, in issue no. 14 of the journal, my former and 
highly respected teacher, Prof. Fr. Haberlandt, expressed the 
view that in the event that my soybeans which are offered 
for sale were not the early-maturing type, it could discredit 
the early-maturing variety that he has already disseminated; 
the farmers would be disappointed and, as a result of that, 
it would cause damage to agriculture rather than benefi t. 
In any case, the professor does not completely rule out that 
my soybeans could also be an early-maturing variety, but he 
strongly doubts it.
 With the most sincere intention of only being useful to 
my dearest Fatherland, I am a far cry from recommending 
to farmers who in any case would be greatly affected 
detrimentally anything that could stand in the path of the 
dissemination of such a promising crop plant as the soybean. 
As a consequence of that, I hereby request to suspend the 
advertisement of my original soybeans from Japan, but I 
leave it up to rational farmers and seed dealers if they have 
been planning on carrying out trials to make use of my 
soybeans.
 For my part, I will cultivate these soybeans on a large 
scale. As a result of this, the question as to whether it is an 
early-maturing or late-maturing variety will be answered in 
half a year.
 With your permission etc.,
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California. Address: Marburg an der Drau [today’s 
Maribor, Slovenia].

21. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. Bean-cake 
manure. 13:242. Feb. 21. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dr. Hance explains (Journal of Botany, 1879, 
p. 102) that ‘Bean-cake is the marc or refuse of Soja Beans, 
from which the oil has been expressed,’ and is ‘a substance 
largely imported [to Southern China] from Northern China 
as a fertiliser.’ The Bean-cake is used to manure the Cyperus 
tegetiformis, of which the China matting is made which is 
now so largely used in England.” Address: England.

22. Morin, F. 1880. Chronique horticole et viticole: Sur 
le Soja hispida [Horticultural and viticultural chronicle: 
Soja hispida]. Bulletin de la Societe d’Horticulture et de 
Viticulture d’Eure-et-Loir (Chartres) 11:341-44. [Fre]
• Summary: In 1879 the Horticultural Society of Eure-et-
Loir received from Mr. Blavet, president of the Horticultural 
Society of Etampes (Seine-et-Oise), a packet containing 
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seeds of Soja hispida, known today in the horticultural world 
under the name Soja hispida d’Etampes (The soybean of 
Etampes).
 Last year we also received from Mr. J. Courtois, vice-
president of the Society of Horticulture, 10 seeds of this 
precious vegetable.
 The harvest of 1879 was relatively abundant, 
considering the harshness of the season. We were then able to 
confi rm with our own eyes this plant’s abundant productivity. 
Of 10 seeds planted, only 9 came up / germinated; and these 
9 plants of Soja hispida yielded 367 seeds, or on average, 
about 41 seeds per plant.
 The Chinese and Japanese consume large amounts [of 
these seeds] of this plant. It is from Mexico that soybean 
seeds (les graines de Soja) seem to have [fi rst] been imported 
to France.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Sept. 2014) that uses the term graines de Soja 
(regardless of capitalization) to refer to soybeans.
 The cultivation of this plant in our region could be 
of great benefi t, because an analysis of its composition 
proves its food and nutritional value. The scientist (savant) 
Mr. Levallois, of the Agronomic Institute (l’Institute 
agronomique) [May 1880] found in the Soja hispida: 35% 
nitrogenous materials [protein], 13.6% fats, 19.4% starch, 
dextrin and sugar, 4.40% cellulose, 10.5% pectic bodies 
and nitrogen-free extract [non-fi ber carbohydrates, “non-
measured substances”], 4.2% mineral salts and ash, and 
12.88% water. Since the seeds of this plant contain a larger 
percentage of nitrogenous materials than any of the six other 
nutrients, it is clearly a rich food plant. The relative quantity 
of oil that can be extracted from it fully justifi es the name 
“oil peas” (Pois oléagineux), which has sometimes been 
given to it.
 The Soja hispida is cultivated on a large scale, especially 
in Hungary; certain farmers (cultivateurs) of these regions 
have ensiled it like maize to feed livestock during the winter. 
In our country [France], early varieties would be preferable 
everywhere, in order to ensure that they mature.
 Footnote: Previous articles about Soja hispida appear on 
pages 27, 34, 66, 75, and 321 of this volume.

23. J.R.F. 1882. The soy bean (Soja hispida). Garden (The). 
July 29. p. 93.
• Summary:  “A good deal of attention has lately been 
directed to this plant in consequence of the enormous extent 
to which it is cultivated in China for the sake of the small 
seeds which it produces, and which are known as Soy Beans. 
These vary considerably in size, shape, and colour, according 
to the variety of the plant which produces them... These 
seeds contain a large quantity of oil, which is expressed 
from them in China and used for a variety of purposes. The 
residue is moulded with a considerable amount of pressure 
into large circular cakes, 2 ft. or more across, and 6 in. or 

8 in. thick. This cake is used either for feeding cattle or 
for manuring the land; indeed, a very large trade is done 
in China with Bean cake (as it is always called) for these 
purposes. The well-known sauce called soy is also prepared 
from seeds of this Bean. The plant generally known as Soja 
hispida is by modern botanists referred to Glycine Soja.”
 An excellent, original illustration shows a mature soy 
bean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up of three pods 
to the lower right of the plant. Address: England.

24. Gilyaranskiy, V.P. 1882. Monografi ya Kitaiskago 
maslichnago gorokha “Soja hispida” [Monograph on Chinese 
oil-bearing pea plant Soja hispida]. Trudy Imperatorskago 
Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg 
(Transactions of the Imperial Free Economic Society) 
3(3):269-71. Nov.; 3(4):435-50. Dec. [10 ref. Rus]
• Summary: Part I (Nov.): Soybeans were introduced to 
Russia to increase the country’s food production. Discusses 
the nutritional value of soybeans. Haberlandt introduced the 
cultivation of soybeans to Europe, and his trials proved that 
soybeans could be successfully grown in various European 
countries. However Podoba was the fi rst who practically / 
experimentally proved the success of soybean in Europe. 
Podoba also installed a laboratory partner named Fein in 
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southern Russia. The fi rst popularizer was A.V. Sovetov, who 
initiated further projects and data collection.
 Gilyaranskiy began his work in 1881 when he received 
5 soybean seeds from his director, Nikolai Pavlovich 
Ill’inu, who also allowed Gilyaranskiy to use his equipment 
and laboratory. In 1880 the Asian Department of Foreign 
Ministry (of Russia) obtained soybean samples by demand. 
In the same year, crop information about soybeans was 
received from the Consulate.
 In the text, Gilyaranskiy then cites fi ve documents that 
were helpful to him in compiling this article: (1) Organov, N. 
1881. Soia ili maslichnyi gorokh (Soja hispida *) [Soybean 
or oil-bearing plant (Soja hispida *)]. Trudy Imperatorskago 
Vol’nago Ekonomicheskago Obshchestva, St. Petersburg 
(Scholarly Works of the Imperial Free Economical 
Society 1(2):184-198. Feb.; 1(3):304-325. March). (2) The 
publications of Dr. Bretschneider, who was on a mission to 
Peking. (3) La Planta Soja hispida, by Geerts, a report from 
a mission to Japan. Chapters 3 and 4 from Part 1; Chapters 4 
and 5 from Part 2 (translation from French), including much 
information about soy sauce and miso. (4) The famous book: 
Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Die Sojabohne: Ergebnisse der 
Studien und Versuche ueber die Anbauwuerdigkeit dieser 
neu einzufuehrenden Culturpfl anze [The soybean: Results 
of studies and trials on the potential for growing this newly 
introduced crop plant]. Vienna, Austria-Hungary: Carl 
Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 119 p. (5) Oesterreichische Monatsschrift 
für den Orient (Vienna). 1881. Die japanische Sojabohne als 
Nahrungsmittel [The Japanese soybean as a source of food]. 
7(12):204-05. Dec. 15.
 Part II (Dec.): Chapter 1. Oil of soybean seeds (Maslo 
semian soi). Bretschneider discusses the taste and use 
of soybeans in Russia. Karl Brendt is mentioned again. 
Gilyaranskiy states: “My yield included 40 zolotnik (1 
zolotnik = 4.26 gm) of oil, produced from the variety of 
seeds received from Mr. Podoba. The oil was extracted using 
sulfuric ether. I had about 4 lb of soybeans, which I ground 
in a coffee mill. Then I immersed the fl our in ether in a test 
tube for 4-5 days. Almost all of the oil was extracted. I also 
extracted the oil using carbon bisulphide, but the yield was 
1.5% less than with sulfuric ether.
 “I also tried to extract the oil using petroleum ether, but 
again the yield was unsatisfactory. In addition, the petroleum 
ether dissociates from the soybean oil, thus changing the 
latter’s smell and taste. The product known as rigolen, which 
has a boiling point of 35ºC, would be the best solvent of all, 
it is impossible to obtain in St. Petersburg.
 “The oil I extracted using sulfuric ether had a clear, 
heavy yellow color, similar to olive oil in color and 
viscosity... however as time passes, under certain conditions, 
it becomes black in color.” Through his experiments, 
Gilyaranskiy proved that soybean oil contains nitrogen. Sato 
and his experiments are mentioned (p. 436-37).
 A table (p. 437-38) gives the percentage composition 

of soybean cake (water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract, 
cellulose, ash), with two columns based on the research 
of Völcker (1872) and J. Küehn (see Pott 1889, p. 490). 
Soybean oil cakes, known in English as “bean-cakes,” are an 
important export from the port of Newchwang to southern 
China, especially to Syamou (?). Discusses the price of 
soybeans.
 Chapter 2. Uses of soy sauce (in China, as well as 
Europe). Methods of preparing soy sauce are described 
in numerous Chinese and Japanese publications, but also 
in European publications such as: (1) Etude pratique du 
commerce d’exportation de la Chine, by N. Rondot (1848, 
Renard, p. 188). (2) Chinese Commercial Guide, by W. 
Williams (1863, Hong Kong, p. 139). (3) Newspaper article 
by K.A. Skachkov in Golos [Voice] (No. 72, 1882). The 
main ingredients used in making soy sauce are yellow 
soybeans (Soja hispida, Shiro-daizu or Teppo-mamé or 
Shoyu-mamé), wheat koji, salt, and water. A detailed 
description of the process is given. Amazake is sometimes 
added to soy sauce to give variation in the fl avor. Kinch’s 
analysis of Geerts’ data (p. 443) gives the relative density of 
soy sauce as 1.199. The density of soy sauce solids is 359.88 
gm/liter. A table (p. 443) gives the density (in gm/liter) of 
soy sauce constituents as follows: Ash 195.16. Sugars 31.03. 
Albumen 41.00. Acids 6.20.
 Chapter 3. Sauce miso or dai-dzu-ko. Describes seven 
different types of Japanese miso and how each is made: 
1. Original miso or shiro miso–white with little salt. 2. 
Chu-miso–very salty. 3. Aka-miso–red, prepared with koji. 
4. Nagoya-miso. 5. Kinzanji-miso–made with soybeans, 
eggplant and gingerroot. 6. Mugi-miso–made with barley and 
soybeans. 7. Kogane-miso–a type of aka-miso. A table (p. 
445) compares the nutritional composition of shiro-miso and 
aka-miso.
 Chapter 4. Tofu. Chinese name: doufu. English name: 
bean-curd. Japanese name: tofu. Yellow soybean varieties 
(Gogwatsu-mamé, Wase-mamé, and Natsu-mamé) are widely 
used in Japan to make tofu. A table (p. 447-48) gives the 
percentage composition of tofu, with two columns based on 
the research of Kinch (1880) and Geerts (1876). Tofu is seen 
as an excellent alternative for dairy cheeses.
 Chapter 5. Preparation and composition of dried-frozen 
tofu (kori-tofu) and other types of tofu (dried cheeses). A 
table gives the nutritional composition of kori-tofu (based on 
Kinch 1880). Also discusses agé-tofu, abura-tofu, and yuba. 
Describes the method for preparing yuba, which is eaten in 
soups in Japan. Several tables were summarized by Nikitin in 
Russian (1900) and German (1901).
 Note: This is the earliest Russian-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that mentions yuba. Address: Russia.

25. Indian Agriculturist (The) (Calcutta). 1882. The Japan 
Pea in India. Dec. 1. p. 454-55. [2 ref]
• Summary: “If all accounts of this vegetable be true, it is 
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a most important addition to the stock of Indian food, and 
fodder plants.” An American paper writes of it: -
 “’The Japan Pea is the most productive as well as good 
food for all kinds of stock; horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs 
will eat the peas, stems, and leaves, if harvested before fully 
matured, and cured like all other hay, with as much relish as 
they do corn. Then, there is no pea for the table–it is soaked 
in water the night before cooking–that has a more exquisite 
fl avour. They grow on a stout bushy stalk from two to three 
feet high, somewhat resembling the cotton plant. The main 
stalk, as well as the branches of the limbs, are literally loaded 
with small pea-pods, fi lled with little yellow peas, similar 
in colour, size, and fl avour, to the English garden pea. The 
way to get the greatest yield is to plant in hills two and-a-half 
feet each way, allowing but one stalk to the hill to remain 
after the fi rst working. That will give you 6,960 stalks to 
the acre, and on ordinary land, cultivated the same as corn, 
will average at the lowest estimate a pint of shelled peas to 
the stalk, or a fraction over 108 3/4 bushels per acre. With 
high cultivation and good soil, it would be an easy matter 
to double that yield: besides, there is no other crop that will 
yield more hay to the acre. It is a sure cropper, neither wet 
not dry weather materially interferes with the quantity or 
quality of the yield.’
 “In a paper on the Soy bean, as the Japan pea is 
sometimes called. Mr. Kinch, Professor of Chemistry at 
the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, says, that it is 
worth more than a passing notice, as it is the vegetable which 
approximates most nearly, in its chemical composition, to 
animal food:
 “’The Soy bean is extensively cultivated in the north 
of China, whence it is exported to the southern provinces; it 
is here pressed for the sake of its oil, and the residual cake 
largely used as food for man and beast, and also as manure. 
In Japan it is known by names signifying the bean, and 
from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste, known as 
miso, which is in constant request at nearly every meal, tofu 
or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less extent. This 
bean cheese is also well known in China, and is obtained 
by extracting the legumin from the beans with water, and 
precipitating it with brine. These foods are most valuable 
additions to the dietary of the Oriental nations, and especially 
of the Japanese, who use so little animal food; they tend to 
supply the defi ciencies of the staple food, rice, nitrogenous 
matter, fat, and also in mineral constituents. The Buddhist 
priests, who are strictly forbidden the use of animal food, 
consume considerable quantities of these beans, principally 
in the form of miso. The soy bean fi rst attracted attention 
in Europe in the year 1873, when specimens from Japan, 
from China, and from India were shown at the Vienna 
International Exhibition [Vienna World Exhibition]. Dr. 
Forbes Watson, Reporter on the products of India, called 
attention to it in the catalogue of the exhibits of the India 
Museum. Since then, numerous experiments have been made 

on the European continent on its growth, and also feeding 
experiments with the bean and its straw, on different kinds of 
animals, have been prosecuted. Such experiments have been 
carried on by Woolling and Wein at Munich; by Haberlandt, 
Lehman, Harz, Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieske, and 
others, at various stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary; 
and experiments have also been made in France and in Italy... 
The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the yellow, 
brown, round black, and long black varieties, especially the 
fi rst three named.’”
 “’Taking into account the great richness of these beans 
in valuable food constituents, their easy digestibility, the 
value of the straw, and the great probability of some variety 
being able to be acclimatized without great trouble, this 
soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean would form 
an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the poorer 
classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food which 
in the kitchens of the labouring classes is so wastefully 
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be 
recommended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of, and 
substitute for, coffee.’” Address: India.

26. Spon, Edward N.; Spon, Francis N. 1882. Spons’ 
encyclopaedia of the industrial arts, manufactures, and 
commercial products. Vol. 4: Bean-oil. London and New 
York: E. & F.N. Spon. p. 1153-1536. See p. 1378. Edited by 
Charles G. Warnford Lock.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils and fatty substances” 
begins (p. 1360) by noting that in everyday language the 
word “oil” is often “made to embrace three distinct classes of 
bodies:–(a) ‘fi xed’ or ‘fatty’ oils, (b) ‘volatile’ and ‘essential’ 
oils, and (c) ‘petroleum’ and other ‘mineral’ oils... The term 
‘fat’ is applied to these oils when they are in a solid state; 
thus the same product may be an ‘oil’ in one climate, and a 
‘fat’ in another.”
 In the section on “Vegetable oils and fats [A. Fatty 
or fi xed]” we read (p. 1377-78): “Bean oil.–The seeds of 
the Chinese oil-bean, the sooja or miso of the Japanese 
(Glycine Soja [Soja hispida]) afford 17-18 per cent. of a 
fatty oil. The plant is shrubby, attaining a height of 3-4 ft., 
and resembling the common dwarf kidney or French bean. 
The seeds are somewhat smaller than French beans, and 
vary in colour, from white to yellow and green. The plant 
is chiefl y cultivated in the north of China, especially in the 
province of Shantung. The Chinese usually obtain 17 per 
cent. of oil from the seeds by simple pressure. The oil bears 
a general analogy to the ordinary edible oils of commerce, 
possessing an agreeable fl avour and odour. It is useful for 
burning; exposed to a low temperature it becomes pasty, and 
oxidizes rapidly on exposure to the air. As a drying oil, it 
might replace linseed for some purposes. As an illuminator, 
it is being rapidly replaced by American petroleum, but is 
still extensively used for food. The oil, the cake left after 
expression of the oil, and the beans themselves, are important 
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articles of Chinese commerce.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that uses the term “Chinese oil-bean” (or 
“Chinese oil bean”) to refer to the soy bean.
 “The exports from Chefoo in 1878 were 2468½ piculs 
(of 133.3 lb each) of bean-oil, 994,188 of bean-cake, and 
160,549 1/3 of beans; in 1870, the exports of the oil from 
this port were 44,530 piculs; in 1877 only 327 piculs; and in 
1879, 1491 piculs. The exports of bean-oil from Newchwang 
were 4947 piculs in 1877, 3287¼ in 1878, and 11,630 in 
1879; of beans, in the same years, 1,439,062, 2,156,064, and 
1,835,444 piculs respectively; and of bean-cake, 792,166, 
1,924,968, and 1,800,523 piculs. Chinkiang exported 69,090 
piculs of beans in 1877, and 43,784 in 1879. Hankow 
imported 21,077 3/4 piculs of native bean-oil, value 15,624l. 
[British pounds sterling], in 1879. Kiukiang, in 1879, 
imported 17,675 piculs. Shanghai, in 1879, imported 282¼ 
piculs from native ports, and exported 33,940 piculs (besides 
372 re-exports) to native ports. Wuhu imports quantities 
of the oil from Hohan, via Hankow, also from Hochow, 
Luchowfu, and some other places north of the [Yangtze] 
river; the fi gures were, 659½ piculs in 1877, 13,574¼ in 
1878, and 5284 in 1879. The cake is used for human and 
cattle food, and as manure. (See also Spices–Soy.) The 
plant is cultivated for its beans in many parts of India and 
the Archipelago; and has been successfully introduced into 
Austro-Hungary and N. Germany.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016) 
containing industry or market statistics on soybean crushing, 
including production and trade of soybean oil, meal or cake.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016) 
containing industry or market statistics on production or 
trade of soybeans.
 Vol. 4 also discusses: Under narcotics–Hemp (bhang, 
charas, ganja, hashish; p. 1305-07). Under “Oils and 
fatty substances: Vegetable oils and fats”–Almond oil (p. 
1377). Hempseed oil (p. 1391). Linseed oil (p. 1393-94). 
Miscellaneous and unenumerated oils–Cyperus esculentus 
(p. 1413-14). Under animal oils and fats–Butterine, bosch, 
oleomargarine, or artifi cial butter (p. 1362-63, 1464-66). 
Bibliography of oils (p. 1483-84).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Hempseed oil” 
(regardless of capitalization) written just like this. Address: 
England.

27. Elgin, -; Kincardine, -. 1883. Customs tariff of China: 
Printed copy forwarded to the Department by Consul-
General Denny of Shanghai. Monthly Consular and Trade 
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor) No. 36. p. 384-92. Dec. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “II. Tariff on exports” gives 
the duty on “Beans and pease” and on “Bean cake” (p. 387), 
Seaweed, Sesamum seed, and Soy (p. 389).

 Under “Rules,” section IV (near bottom of page 390) 
discusses “* The export of pulse and bean cake from Tang-
chaw and Newchwang, under the British fl ag is prohibited. 
From any other ports they may be shipped, on payment of 
the tariff duty, either to other ports of China or to foreign 
countries.”
 The footnote states: “Pulse and bean cake may 
henceforth be exported from Tangchow and Newchwang, 
and from all other ports in China open by treaty, on the 
same terms and conditions as are applied to other produce 
by the regulation bearing the date of 5th December last;...” 
regulation
 Note: The title on this issue is: “Consular Reports on 
Commerce, Manufactures, etc.” Address: Shanghai, China.

28. Bristow, -. 1886. China. Report for the year 1885 on the 
trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 40. p. 1-6.
• Summary: A table (p. 4) shows the quantity (in tons) and 
value of principal articles exported from Chefoo during 
the year 1885. Beancake [soya]: 1885–75,281 tons worth 
£243,887. 1884–74,202 tons worth £275,192. Another table 
on this page shows that in 1885 1 Haikuan tael = 5 shillings 
and 3 pence. In 1884 1 Haikuan tael = 5 shillings and 6 
pence.
 “The gross value of the trade of Chefoo for the year 
1885 was 10,688,722 Haikuan taels.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003) that 
uses the word “taels” (or “tael”) or Haikuan taels. A tael is a 
unit of Chinese currency. Address: Acting British Consul.

29. Enslie, J.J. 1886. Japan. Report for the year 1885 on the 
trade of Nagasaki. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 39. p. 1-11.
• Summary: A table (p. 8) shows the quantity (in lbs) and 
value (in pounds sterling; 1 pound = $4.88 in 1885 and $5.00 
in 1884) of principal articles imported to Nagasaki during the 
year 1885. Oilcake [soya]: 1885–2,706,054 lbs worth £4,316. 
No fi gures are given for 1884. Note: By far the most valuable 
export from Nagasaki in 1885 was coal (for use as a fuel in 
ships, and for heating).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that uses the word “oilcake” to refer 
to cakes made of soybeans from which the oil has been 
removed by pressing. Address: Japan.

30. MacGowan, D.J. 1886. Chinese guilds or chambers of 
commerce and trade unions. J. of the China Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society 21:133-92. New series. See p. 139, 
142, 150.
• Summary: In the section titled “Revenue” (p. 139): “Some 
Guilds levy a higher rate on certain articles than on others, as 
at Wenchow, where the Ningpo concern exacts eight coppers 
for every thousand coppers’ worth of medicine sold by those 
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members who are engaged in the drug trade, and only two 
coppers from beancake dealers for a thousand-worth of that 
article disposed of;...”
 In section titled “Rules on credit, storage of goods, 
&c., in the subsection on “Credit” (p. 142): “Each Guild has 
rules on sales by credit, which is peculiar to itself. Here is 
an example: “It is agreed that, in selling goods, the times of 
payment shall be, in the case of cereals and the like, forty 
days after delivery; in beancake, fi fty; and miscellaneous 
commodities, fi fty days;...”
 In the section titled “Shantung guild of Ningpo,” we 
read (p. 149-50): “The last struggle of this Guild to maintain 
its supremacy was shown in its procuring insertion in the 
Regulations of Trade appended to the Tientsin Treaty, a 
special clause prohibiting the export of pulse and beancake 
from Tungchow and Newchwang under the British fl ag. 
[That clause has been since rescinded.] But as regards 
importing those articles into Ningpo, their monopoly is still 
preserved.” In the subsection on “Credit” (p. 150): “All 
purchases and sales to be in dollars. Payment for grain, 
forty days after purchase; oil and beancake, fi fty days, 
commodities sold in bundles, sixty days, from the date of 
the bill of sale. Infringements of this rule to entail on each, 
seller and purchaser as well, the expense of a theatrical 
performance and banquet.”
 Note 1. This entry shows that beancake = bean cake, the 
co-product of pressing or crushing soybeans for oil.
 Note 2. Guilds spring up when there is no civil law; 
without them there would be no redress for wrong. Address: 
M.D.

31. Alabaster, Chal. 1886. China. Report on the trade of 
Shanghai, for 1885. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 14. p. 
1-12.
• Summary: Despite the war with France, “the general 
expansion of trade is shown by the fact that more than 
500,000 taels of duties were collected in excess of 1884.” 
The four most valuable articles of export in 1885 were raw 
silk (worth £3,169,689), manufactured silk, black tea, and 
green tea.
 A table (p. 9) shows the quantity (in piculs) and value of 
principal articles of export from Shanghae [Shanghai] during 
the years 1885 and 1884. Bean cake: 1885–115,905 piculs 
worth £30,425. 1884–51,799 piculs worth £12,237.
 A second table (p. 11) shows the quantity (in piculs) and 
value of principal native articles imported into Shanghae 
[Shanghai] during the years 1885 and 1884. Bean cake: 
1885–308,233 piculs worth £80,911. 1884–154,396 piculs 
worth £36,476.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2001) 
that mentions a duty or tariff in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Acting British Consul-General, Shanghai.

32. Allen, Herbert J. 1886. China. Report for the year 1885 
on the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
13. p. 1-5.
• Summary: “The trade of the port for 1885 shows a steady 
increase in the quantities and values of both imports and 
exports. The Haikwan is calculated at” 5 shillings and 6 
pence. “The return of confi dence since the cessation of 
the Franco-Chinese war has not doubt greatly operated in 
improving the import market... The import of Indian opium 
has remained stationary...”
 “There was in increase in the export of [soya] beans, 
but a decrease in their value, owing to over-speculation on 
the part of certain Swatow native traders... Bean-oil [soya] 
suffered from the competition of sesamum oil in the southern 
markets, and the export fell off 50 per cent.”
 A table (p. 4) shows the quantity (in lbs) and value 
of principal articles of export from Newchwang during 
the year 1885. Bean cake [soya]: 1885–240,629,349 lb 
worth £337,588. 1884–250,133,280 lb worth £370,137. 
Beans [soya]: 1885–341,543,667 lb worth £637,237. 
1884–280,225,373 lb worth £512,939. Bean oil [soya]: 
1885–1,407,687 lb worth £8,806. 1884–2,742,907 lb worth 
£19,445.
 Note: This is one of the earliest English-language 
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word 
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soya”) to refer to the soya 
bean. Address: British Consul, Newchwang.

33. Denby, Charles. 1887. The Chinese guilds. Monthly 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 23(83):563-91. Sept. 
[Eng]
• Summary: The section on “Revenue” (p. 467) mentions 
“beancake dealers.”
 The section titled” Shantung guild of Ningpo” states 
(p. 472): “The last struggle of this guild to maintain its 
supremacy was shown in its procuring insertion in the 
regulations of trade appended to the Tientsin treaty a special 
clause prohibiting the export of pulse and beancake from 
Tungchow and Newchwang under the British fl ag. [That 
clause has been since rescinded.]”
 Note: The title on this issue is: “Consular Reports on 
Commerce, Manufactures, etc.” Address: Minister, United 
States Legation, Peking, China.

34. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1887. The manufacture 
of Japan soy. 31:613. Nov. 12.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of German chemists a Mr. 
Erich communicated a paper on the preparation of Japan 
soy, a product of which the details of manufacture are as yet 
imperfectly known. Soy has been manufactured in Japan for 
over a thousand years, and forms a very considerable article 
of consumption in that country and throughout the East. 
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There are many factories of the condiment in the country, 
one of the largest being at Tokio, where considerably over 
one million gallons are specially prepared for export every 
year. The principal ingredients known to be used in the 
manufacture of soy are a very hard long-awned variety of 
barley, common salt, soya beans (Dolichos soya), a specially 
prepared ferment, and water. The soy beans are roasted like 
coffee, the barley is partly roasted and partly malted. The 
roasted parts of the barley and the beans are soaked in cold 
water, cooled, and preserved by the addition of a liberal dose 
of common salt. To this are added fi rst a diastase solution, 
and afterwards a specially prepared ferment, which causes an 
extremely slow fermentation, but without any considerable 
formation of carbonic dioxide or alcohol. The degree of 
strength of the soy depends upon the time used in the process 
of manufacture, which varies from one to three years. If kept 
cool and out of the light soy can be kept good for a very long 
time, but the action of light and the free access of air cause 
fermentation.”

35. Scientifi c American. 1887. The manufacture of Japan soy. 
57(24):373. Dec. 10.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of German chemists a Mr. 
Erich communicated a paper on the preparation of Japan 
soy, a product of which the details of manufacture are as yet 
imperfectly known. Soy has been manufactured in Japan for 
over a thousand years, and forms a very considerable article 
of consumption in that country and throughout the East. 
There are many factories of the condiment in the country, 
one of the largest being at Tokio, where considerably over 
one million gallons are specially prepared for export every 
year. The principal ingredients known to be used in the 
manufacture of soy are a very hard long-awned variety of 
barley, common salt, soya beans (Dolichos soya), a specially 
prepared ferment, and water. The soy beans are roasted like 
coffee, the barley is partly roasted and partly malted. The 
roasted parts of the barley and the beans are soaked in cold 
water, cooled, and preserved by the addition of a liberal dose 
of common salt. To this are added fi rst a diastase solution, 
and afterward, a specially prepared ferment, which causes an 
extremely slow fermentation, but without any considerable 
formation of carbonic dioxide or alcohol. The degree of 
strength of the soy depends upon the time used in the process 
of manufacture, which varies from one to three years. If kept 
cool and out of the light, soy can be kept good for a very 
long time, but the action of light and free access of air cause 
fermentation.”

36. Alabaster, Chal. 1888. China, Canton. Report on the 
trade and commerce of Canton for the year 1887. Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain). No. 415. p. 1-19.
• Summary: A table (p. 13) titled “Trade in native produce, 
imports” has an entries for: “Beancurd, preserved” [probably 

fermented tofu]. The quantity in 1886 was 1,707.77 
piculs, increasing to 3,027.10 piculs in 1888. Note: If this 
is fermented tofu, this is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Beancurd, 
preserved” (or “Preserved beancurd”) to refer to fermented 
tofu.
 “Beans, black” [soy]. The quantity in 1886 was 
61,541.72 piculs, increasing to 110,589.00 piculs in 1888.
 “Beans, yellow” [soy]. The quantity in 1886 was 
500,051.86 piculs, increasing to 670,262.00 piculs in 1888. 
Address: Acting-Consul, Canton.

37. Filet, G.J. 1888. Plantkundig woordenboek voor 
Nederlandsch-Indië. 2nd ed. [Dictionary of plants for the 
Netherlands Indies. 2nd ed.]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. 
de Bussy. x + 348 p. See p. 127, no. 3127. 23 cm. First ed. 
was 1876 (362 p.) published in Leiden by G. Kolff. [Dut]
• Summary: Each plant is given a number, starting with 1 for 
“Aantigan.” The short passage on the soybean reads: “3127. 
Kadeleh of kadaleh S. M. & J. [S. = Sundaneesch. M. = 
Maleisch. J. = Javaansch] = Soya hispida Mönch, Nat. fam. 
der Papilionaceæ. Gr. [Groeiplaats] Op Java en elders in 
tuinen, uit Japan overgebracht; zaadplant. Gebr. [Gebruik] 
De zaden dienen tot bereiding der Soya of Kétjap.”
 This can be translated as follows: “No. 3127. Named 
kadeleh or kadaleh in Sundanese, Malayan, and Javanese. 
Scientifi c name: Soja hispida Moench. Member of the 
natural family Papilionaceæ. Places of growth: In Java and 
elsewhere in gardens, brought over from Japan; a seed plant. 
Uses: The seeds are used for the preparation of soy sauce or 
ketjap.”
 Note: Filet lived 1825-1891. The only other species 
of the genus Soja mentioned in this book is Soja Wightii 
(Tjijhe-badak), No. 8846 (p. 297). Address: Former Offi cer 
of Health of the Netherlands-Indies Army (Oud-Offi cier van 
Gezondheid van het N.-I. Leger).

38. G. [Greshoff, M.?]. 1890. De Soja-boon en hare 
beteekenis als voedingsmiddel voor Nederlandsch-Indie [The 
soybean and its signifi cance as a food for the Netherlands 
Indies]. Tijdschrift voor Land- en Tuinbouw en Boschkultuur 
in Nederlandsch Oost-Indie 5(10):347-56. Jan. 1. [5 ref. Dut]
• Summary: In the Netherlands Indies, the soybean (De 
soja), which is called katjang kadeleh and katjang djepoen, 
plays a very important role in the production of the sauce 
known as ketjap. However real soy sauce (soja) is of 
much greater importance to the Japanese and Chinese. The 
Chinese have carried their tradition of soy sauce usage and 
consumption abroad. The natives of Java use unripe beans, 
whereas the Chinese use well-ripened beans.
 Chemical analyses over recent years have proven the 
superior nutritional value of the soya bean. No other legume 
has given such a favorable analysis. This shows how the 
experience makes the right choice ages before theory had 
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its say about such things. It is as if every reputable chemical 
food analyst has to issue their own personal analysis of the 
soya bean in order not to embarrass themselves. According 
to the Japanese Yossyda [Yoshida?], there are 100 varieties 
of soya in cultivation in his homeland. Geerts describes 16 
different kinds in his monograph. Analyses are given of 
several soybean varieties. The fi rst, by Geerts and Dewars 
(Dutch) analyzed 7 varieties: yellow soybeans from Japan 
(Wase-mamé) and China, black soybeans from Japan 
(Kuro-mamé) and China, green soybeans from Japan (Ao-
mame), Nakaté from Japan, a yellow soybean cultivated in 
south Russia. One analysis is given by Meissl and Böcker 
(German), and one by Church (British). Then seven analyses 
by Church are given of other common legumes from India. 
Then follows Church’s analyses of rice, Indian wheat, 
corn / maize (Djagoeng [jagung]), and common sorghum 
(Sorghum vulgare; Djagoeng tjeutriek)–followed by a short 
explanation.
 Experience has shown that in colder climates, the starch 
content of soybeans rises, while the content of other nutrients 
drops. This is why major areas of soybean cultivation (as 
promoted for 15 years by Haberlandt) have been limited to 
central Europe.
 The soybean is said to contain an enzymatic substance 
which rapidly converts starch to sugar, and to which the 
high value of soy sauce is attributed. But tests have yet to 
prove this. Then follows an essay on the caloric value of soy 
compared to other foods, and how to calculate this correctly. 
Church’s methods of determining the nutrient value of foods 
are described as too limited.
 Among vegetable foods, the soybean is very digestible. 
According to the latest research by Ladd, comparing the 
digestibility of various proteins (eiwitstoffen), soybean is 
75% versus 64% for fl our and 54% for grains. Because soya 
is very low in starch, it is a perfect food for diabetics. At a 
recent congress for doctors in Paris, soy bread was promoted 
and given much attention. Prof. Stokvis told the congress 
how a baker named Koehler bakes soy bread and soy cookies 
of high quality.
 The soybean is also appropriate, because of its 
nutritional composition, as a food for children and the sick. 
It is up to an enterprising person to bring it onto the market. 
Also, soy sauce would be a good commercial product if 
manufactured in Europe. But the most important point is 
that soya is an excellent food and, as such, is not given the 
recognition it deserves in the Netherlands Indies. It is an 
inexpensive vegetable meat. It deserves to be cultivated, 
because it can serve as a good, low-cost source of protein 
for a large number of people. It is appropriate for use 
in institutions, orphanages, and the army and navy, and 
deserves experimentation on a large scale. The indigenous 
people of the Netherlands Indies are used to eating the bean 
unripe, and not very well cooked–and they are persistent in 
serving it like this, which has led to the rejection of soy in 

many important circles.
Glycine soja is a very good secondary crop, next to 

rice. There is no need to emphasize this, since the Inspector 
of the Civil Medical Service has brought to the attention 
of the Netherlands Indies government and its offi cials, in 
a very professionally written piece, the advantages of soya 
cultivation.
 “I can’t give you any indications about the basis on 
which the soybean (“katjang kadeleh”) will best thrive. 
There are so many questions concerning the growth and 
function of the so-called root nodules (wortelknolletjes) of 
the Papilionaceae and the microorganisms that live therein. 
It has been determined that these plants, which include the 
soybean (de soja) are capable of creating free nitrogen and 
assimilating it.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2018) 
concerning soybean root nodules and nitrogen fi xation in the 
Western world. It is also the fi rst to state that soybean root 
nodules create free nitrogen and assimilate it.
 The author closes with the wish that the import of soya 
will prove to be a blessing for Java. [Note 2. This could 
mean either importation of soybeans from China, or more 
widespread introduction of soybean culture to Java, or import 
from Java to the Netherlands.] For about a year he has been 
trying to bring soy to the attention of the Netherlands, an 
attempt he wants to repeat again under the favorable auspices 
of a small offi cial publication circulated to those who are 
interested.
 Note 3. Paerels 1913 (p. 288) and Kempski 1923 (p. 79) 
both cite F.A. von Stuerler as the author of this article, but at 
the end of the article, the author’s name is written simply as 
“G.” On the same line is written: “B. Nov. 1889.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (Feb. 2001) that has the word “Soja” (or “Soja-boon” or 
“Sojaboon”) in the title.
 Note 5. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word eiwitstoffen (or 
eiwitstoff) to refer to proteins in connection with soybeans.

39. Encyclopedia Britannica (9th ed.): Che-Foo or Yen-
tai. 1890. New York, NY: The Henry G. Allen Company, 
Publishers. Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black. See vol. V, p. 
455. 25 cm.
• Summary: A seaport town in Northern China. Until 
recently it was quite a small place, designated an “unwalled 
village, but it was chosen as the port of Tang-chow opened to 
foreign trade in 1858 by the treaty of Tien-tsin, and is now... 
the seat of a British consulate, a Chinese custom-house, and 
a considerable foreign settlement.”
 “The imports are mainly woollen and cotton goods, iron, 
and opium; and the exports include [soya] bean-cake, bean-
oil, and peas, raw silk, and straw-braid manufactured by the 
peasants of Lai-chow-foo,...”
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40. Gorkom, K.W. van. 1890. Supplement op De Oost-
Indische Cultures, in betrekking tot handel en nijverheid 
[Supplement to East-Indian crops: In relation to commerce 
and industry]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. vii + 
303 p. See p. 283-87. Supplement to the 1884 publication of 
the same title. 25 cm. [2 ref. Dut]
• Summary: The section titled “Kadelé” (Soybeans) 
discusses the cultivation of soybeans (also called katjang 
djepoen [Japan beans], Soya, Glycine hispida, or kadelé 
boontjes) on Java and the experimental culture in Europe. 
Interest is shown in the cultivation of soybeans as a food for 
diabetics.
 Soya is cultivated in Java both for its seed and for its 
green leaves which are used as animal feed. The small soy 
beans are roasted by the indigenous people or, in the form 
of cakes / patties (tetempé [tempeh]), eaten like bean-cheese 
(boonen-kaas [tofu]). (“De kadele boontjes worden door de 
inlanders geroosterd of, in den vorm van koeken (tetempé), 
als boonen-kaas gegeten”).
 Note. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen 
(April 2019) that uses the term boonen-kaas to refer to tofu.
 The author considers that Indonesian soy sauce (kétjap) 
is inferior to Japanese soy sauce. Nutritionally, soya is rich in 
proteins (proteïnestoffen) (± 38%) and fat (± 21%), and low 
in starch and sugar.
 In Germany and Austria, many years have been spent 
in developing and cultivating varieties of soybeans adapted 
to the European climate. Dr. Haberlandt, professor at the 
University of Vienna, distinguished himself for this work, 
even to the extent that a variety was named after him. In 
the experimental gardens at the National Agricultural in 
Wageningen [Netherlands], a fi eld of soya is cultivated, 
but the results are not yet satisfactory. Yields are low, 
especially during the dry and warm summers, when the 
plant fl owers abundantly, but the seeds don’t have time to 
develop properly. The author hopes that through continued 
experiments, a suitable variety will be developed.
 The soya bean has received attention from the medical 
profession because of its composition. Dr. Le Cerf of 
Paris was one of the fi rst to try using soya with diabetic 
patients. He introduced soya bread instead of an almond 
bread and was successful with it. Dr. Stokvis, a professor 
in Amsterdam, recommended soy bread (see Nederlandsch 
Tijdschrift voor Geneeskunde No. 10), and the chemical 
analyses published by Mr. L.C.W. Cox in the same journal 
(issue No. 19) supported the recommendation. Patients were 
content with the bread, although they did not fi nd it very 
appetizing. The author states that if rye or wheat fl our could 
be used together with soy fl our (soja-meel), they would yield 
a very digestible and nutritious food. For this reason also he 
recommended experiments aimed at acclimatizing soya to 
Europe.
 Dr. Sollewijn Gelpke has published a work titled “The 
Yield and Cultivation of Dryland Crops,” in which he writes 

that the cultivation of soya is quite easy and in Java takes 
place on sawahs (wet rice fi elds) and clay, in contrast to 
peanuts (katjang-tanah), which is grown on tegals and sand. 
[Note: A tegal is a dry (not irrigated) fi eld, near the rice 
fi elds, but used for vegetables and other secondary crops.] 
Soya beans are sun-dried, soaked in water for 24 hours, 
then sown on land that has fi rst been fl ooded with water. 
Otherwise they are sown by poking holes in the ground and 
dropping in the seeds. Gelpke says that soya is so appealing 
to the indigenous people that, if the soil is hard, he just opens 
the surface with a crowbar and sows his seeds. This way of 
cultivation is seen especially on the heavy clay soils of Java.
 In the Netherlands it is not well known that soya is 
cultivated in Java, because it could be imported for less 
money than is currently the case. The author has samples 
of the beans and has noticed that the seeds from European 
experiments are smaller in size than those grown in Java.
 Various laboratory analyses are given. It is noted that 
soya fl our coming from Hungary is used for the production 
of soy bread, baked by Mr. Koehler of Amsterdam. Mr. Cox 
studied this bread. The author believes that the sugar content 
of this bread is high enough to make it unsuitable for diabetic 
patients, and notes the presence of starch and dextrin. 
Morawski and Harz have confi rmed that ripe soya beans 
don’t contain starch, whereas unripe beans do.
 Note 1. Kempski (1923) says: “see van Gorkom’s Oost-
Indische Cultures, neu herausgeg. von Prinsen-Geerligs, 
Verlag de Bussy, Amsterdam, 1913, Vol. III, p. 283/86.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word proteïnestoffen (or 
proteïnestoff) to refer to proteins in connection with 
soybeans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the word soja-meel to refer to soy 
fl our / meal. Address: Dr., Former Head Inspector of Crops, 
Dutch East Indies (Oud-Hoofd-Inspecteur der Cultures in 
Nederlandsch Oost-Indië).

41. Merck, Klemens. 1890. Klemens Merck’s Warenlexikon 
fuer Handel, Industrie und Gewerbe. Beschreibung der im 
Handel vorkommenden Natur- und Kunsterzeugnisse, unter 
besonderer Beruecksichtigung der chemisch-technischen 
und anderer Fabrikate, der Drogen- und Farbwaren, der 
Kolonialwaren, der Landesprodukte, der Material- und 
Mineralwaren. Vierte, wesentlich vermehrte aufl age [Merck’s 
dictionary of products and commodities for trade, industry 
and commerce. 4th ed.]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von G.A. 
Gloeckner. viii + 722 p. + 48 p. See p. 576. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The entry for “Soya” (p. 576) is almost identical 
to that in the 1882 edition. Soya is also mentioned under 
Beans (Bohnen, p. 78-79). The title page states that this book 
was compiled in cooperation with Messrs. Lorenz Brauer, 
Paul Degener, and others. Edited/published (Herausgegeben) 
von Dr. G. Heppe.
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 Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 150). Sesame seeds and 
sesame oil (p. 562). Address: [Germany].

42. Chamberlain, Basil Hall. 1891. Things Japanese: Being 
notes on various subjects connected with Japan... 2nd ed. 
revised and enlarged. London: Sampson Low, Marston 
and Company, Ltd.; Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, and 
Singapore, Ltd.: Kelly & Walsh, Ltd. [8] + 503 p. Index. 1st 
ed 1890 (408 p.). Slightly revised edition published 1905. 
Reprinted in 1970 by Charles E. Tuttle Co., Inc. (Rutland, 
Vermont, and Tokyo). [14 ref]
• Summary: This book is arranged alphabetically by subject. 
Festivals (p. 154): “Setsubun is the name of a movable feast 
occurring sometimes late in January, sometimes early in 
February, on the eve of the fi rst day of spring, old calendar. 
Beans [roasted soybeans] are scattered about the house on 
the evening of this day in order to scare away demons, and 
of these beans each person present eats one more than the 
number of the years of his age.”
 Food (p. 168): Same as in the 1890 ed.
 Sun, moon and stars (p. 394): There are three great 
nights of the lunar year for moon viewing. “The 15th night of 
the 8th moon, which is no other than our harvest moon at the 
full, is celebrated by an offering of beans and dumplings and 
of bouquets of eulalia-grass [susuki] and lespedeza blossom. 
This moon is termed the ‘bean moon.’”
 Note: In Chado: The Way of Tea, a translation of the 
Japanese classic Sado-sai-jiki, and various other Japanese 
books we learn that the full moon on the 15th night of the 
8th lunar month is the brightest and most widely viewed one 
of the year and is called meigetsu (literally “bright moon”). 
Aesthetic appreciation of the full autumn moon originated 
in China as early as the Han dynasty (202 BC to AD 220). 
Moon-viewing became popular in China during the Tang 
dynasty (618-907) and this tradition was transmitted to 
the Japanese court in Kyoto in about the 8th century; the 
aristocracy called this festival Otsukimi (“moon viewing”) 
and celebrated it, outdoors, by composing poems, listening 
to music, etc. Today that date falls in mid-September. In 
both Japan and the West, this is the “harvest moon” and its 
celebration a pre-harvest festival.
 However it is the next full moon, about a month later, 
on the 13th day of the 9th lunar moon that is called the 
“bean moon” (mame-meigetsu). It is indeed, as Chamberlain 
says, celebrated by an offering of beans (edamamé, or green 
vegetable soybeans) and dumplings (glutinous rice steamed 
with chestnuts). In some parts of Japan the edamamé are 
mashed, sweetened with sugar, then used to coat rice-fl our 
dumplings. This mame-meigetsu is still celebrated at the 
Kitano Tenmangu Shrine in northwest Kyoto.
 Tea (p. 403): Other tea-like infusions: “Mugi-yu, an 
infusion of parched barley; Mame-cha, a similar preparation 
of beans. Fuku-ja, or ‘luck tea,’ is made of salted plums, 
sea-weed, and xanthoxylon seeds, and is partaken of in every 

Japanese household on the last night of the year.”
 Concerning red beans [aduki]: Birthdays (p. 56): 
“Birthdays are not much observed in Japan, except that rice 
mixed with red beans [azuki] is eaten on the auspicious day.”
 Festivals (p. 154-55): Dec. 13.–This day is called Koto-
hajime, that is, “the beginning of things,” because such 
preparations for New Year as house-cleaning, decorating, 
and the pounding of rice for cakes (mochi), are then taken 
in hand. People eat o-koto- jiru on this day,–a kind of stew 
whose ingredients are generally red beans [azuki], potatoes, 
mushrooms, sliced fi sh, and a root called konnyaku.”
 Jan. 15-16.–The end of the New Year holidays. The 
16th is the Hokônin no Yado-iri, or Prentices Holiday Home. 
Rice-gruel mixed with red beans [azuki] is eaten.”
 N.B. Azuki-meshi, that is, rice mixed with red beans, is 
eaten on the 1st, 15th, and 28th of each month, these being 
the so-called san-jitsu, or “three days.” On the 30th, people 
eat buckwheat vermicelli (misoka-soba).
 Overview of Japanese commerce: “The chief progress 
made during the past thirty years has been in industrial 
developments” (p. 433). A large table show imports to Japan 
in 1890 (p. 434): The top fi ve imports (with the value in 
million yen) are: Textiles and textile fabrics 20.49. Rice 
12.30. Sugar 8.48. Raw cotton and wool 5.74. Kerosene oil 
4.95. “Oil cake” [mostly soy bean cake] is another major 
import, but grouped with oils, oil wax, and paints in oil 0.41.
 Exports from Japan (p. 434-35): The top fi ve are: Raw 
silk, waste silk, and cocoons 16.75. Tea 6.28. Copper 5.36. 
Silk piece goods and silk manufactured goods 3.64. Coal 
3.10. Also seaweed 0.68.
 The top fi ve ports for exports and imports are (p. 435): 
Yokohama 73.0. Kobe 49.0. Nagasaki 7.7. Osaka 3.80. 
Shimonoseki 1.77.
 Japan’s leading trading partners (imports + exports) 
are: Great Britain 32.5. USA 26.7. Hongkong 14.8. China 
14.0. France 12.2. Address: Emeritus Prof. of Japanese and 
Philology in the Imperial Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

43. Chisholm, George Goudie. 1892. Handbook of 
commercial geography. 3rd ed., revised. London: Longmans, 
Green, and Co. 515 p. See p. 72-73, 344. Illust. Maps. Index.
• Summary: In the Chapter I, “Commodities directly or 
indirectly on climate,” in Section A, “Products of the 
temperate zone,” is a subsection titled Pulses which states 
(p. 72-73): “167. The chief pulses of commerce are common 
peas and beans, chick-peas, and soya beans.”
 “In warm countries, where butcher-meat is little 
consumed, this [chick-peas] and other pulses are in fact an 
almost essential part of the regular diet, since they supply 
elements of food not contained in suffi cient quantity in grain 
and fruits. It is for this reason that soya beans are largely 
consumed in two other warm countries, China and Japan, 
as well as in India. According to Decandolle this bean is 
indigenous in Cochin-China, Java, and Japan. It is now very 
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extensively cultivated throughout Eastern Asia, and is made 
(along with other pulses) into a great variety of preparations 
for use as human food. Soya [sauce], an extract from soya-
beans, is also exported to Europe, and especially to England, 
to be used as an ingredient in soups and sauces, but much 
of the so-called soya is manufactured in Europe itself from 
various mushrooms [sic]. Oil can also be expressed from the 
beans, and in some parts of Central Europe the cultivation of 
this bean as food for cattle has been tried.”
 In the section on “Countries,” under Asia–Japan we read 
(p. 344): “787. Besides rice, the principal food-crops are 
wheat, barley, and soya beans.”
 “788. Japanese agriculture leaves little room for live 
stock. Sheep have only recently been introduced in small 
numbers experimentally. The number of horses is about a 
million and a half, that of cattle one million, as against nearly 
two millions of the former and upwards of ten millions of 
the latter in the British Isles, which have a rather smaller 
population. Japan is thus altogether without, or very poorly 
supplied with, some important products. It has no native 
wool, no milk, butter, or cheese, and a comparatively small 
supply of leather, which has to be replaced for different 
purposes by various other materials.” Address: London.

44. Hosie, Alexander. 1893. Report by Mr. Hosie on the 
island of Formosa with special reference to its resources and 
trade. Great Britain Foreign Offi ce. 26 p. Commercial. No. 
11. [1 ref]
• Summary: The title page states that this report was 
“Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of 
Her Majesty. August 1893.” The report was received in 
March 1893. Contents: Introduction. Physical characteristics. 
Inhabitants. Agriculture. Economic botany: Textile plants, 
oil-producing plants (incl. Dolichos soja, L.), other 
commercial plants. Special industries. Trade. Map of 
Formosa.
 The section titled “Oil-producing plants” (p. 16-19) 
begins: “Since the introduction of kerosene oil into China the 
demand for native lighting-oils has been on the decline, but 
for cooking purposes some of these oils are produced in large 
quantities. Oil-yielding seeds are likewise exported, to a 
limited extent, to foreign countries, where the oil is extracted 
and used to adulterate more valuable oil. Of the seventeen 
oil-producing plants cultivated in China, eight grow in 
Formosa. They are: -
 “1. Dolichos soja, L. (?). More oil is extracted from 
the [soja] bean than from any one of the other oil-yielding 
plants of China. The two kinds of bean treated for oil are 
small in size and oval in shape, one having a whitish yellow 
epidermis and interior, the other being green throughout. 
They are probably sub-varieties of the soja bean. The process 
of extraction is worthy of description.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “extraction” in 

connection with the commercial crushing of soybeans to give 
oil and meal.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “whitish yellow” to 
describe the color of soybean seeds.
 “The fi rst thing that strikes the eye of a visitor to a 
bean-oil factory is the enormous stone wheel which is 
used to crush the beans. It is of dressed granite, about 10 
feet in diameter and 2½ feet thick at the axis, gradually 
contracting to a foot at the rim. This wheel, which is of 
enormous weight, revolves in a well 30 to 36 inches broad, 
paved with stone, and bounded on each side by a low wall 
of concrete some 3 feet high... Two mules, blindfolded, are 
harnessed to the wheel, one in front, the other behind, and 
walk outside the outer wall.” After being crushed, the soja 
beans are steamed, then poured into molds composed of 
a couple of narrow metal bands surrounded by a wooden 
casing with a steamed straw broom forming the bottom. The 
mass is trampled down by foot until it is quite hard. “The 
wooden casing is removed, and the metal bands arranged 
a short distance apart near the top and bottom of the cake 
respectively. The whole is then put into a primitive wooden 
press, and subjected to considerable pressure by the driving 
in of successive wedges. The oil is expressed and drains into 
an underground tank... When all the oil has exuded from 
the cakes they are taken from the press, the metal bands and 
straw casings are removed, and, after being left to dry for 
a time, they are ready to be shipped to other parts of China 
for manure. The beans yield about 10 per cent. weight of oil, 
and the cakes, when removed from the press, weigh some 64 
lbs., and are worth about 2s. 9d. each. They constitute a very 
valuable manure, and are carefully macerated before being 
applied to the soil.
 “To show the commercial value of this industry, I may 
mention that 60,000 tons of bean cakes were exported from 
Chefoo during 1890. Nor is Chefoo the principal exporter. 
Newchwang sent out over 156,000 tons in the same year. In 
Formosa these beans are grown, and the oil is extracted in 
the above manner, but only in quantities suffi cient to meet 
local requirements. The refuse cakes are not exported. The 
oil is used for both cooking and lighting purposes.”
 A table (p.25) shows “Trade of the island of Formosa 
carried on in vessels of the foreign type.” The major export 
is tea, followed by sugar. “Beans” (probably soybeans) are 
a minor export; 96,708 lbs. worth £363. Formosa’s main 
import by far is opium.
 Concerning the inhabitants (p. 8): “The fi rst Europeans 
to visit Formosa were the Portuguese, who settled at 
Kelung in 1590. They were followed by the Dutch, who 
landed in 1624. Two years later came the Spaniards; but 
they were expelled by the Dutch in 1642. A Chinese pirate 
Chief, Koxinga by name, drove away the Dutch in 1661 
and proclaimed himself King; but twenty-two years later, 
in 1683, the Chinese dethroned his successor and asserted 
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their authority. From that date until 1887 Formosa was a 
dependency of the Province of Fuhkien [Fukien / Fujian]; but 
in the latter year, and chiefl y in consequence of the French 
hostilities (1884-85) undertaken in the north of the island, the 
eyes of the Chinese were opened to the value attached to it 
by foreigners, and it was raised to the rank of an independent 
Province of the Empire. The Chinese did not reach Formosa 
until after Europeans had settled there.”
 Concerning agriculture (p. 8): “As the level part of 
Formosa is... peopled by immigrants from the Fuhkien 
[Fukien] and Kwangtung provinces, agriculture is conducted 
on much the same principles as on the adjacent mainland.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2021) concerning soybeans (not including wild soybeans) 
in Taiwan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Taiwan. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Taiwan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Taiwan (Aug. 
1893).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “crush” or the word 
“crushed” in connection with soybeans. Use of hydraulic 
presses is not mentioned.
 Also discusses these oil-producing plants: (1) Pueraria 
thunbergiana Benth. “This trailing vine is found in North 
Formosa, but so far as I can gather, its tendrils are not, 
as in the Yang-tse Valley, and especially at Ho-k’ou, near 
Kiukiang, treated for fi bres, from which is produced an 
excellent cloth, strong, durable, and cool” (p. 16). (2) 
Brassica Chinensis, L. “Rape is usually a winter crop in 
China... It is more widely cultivated in China that any other 
of the oil-yielding plants. The seeds are treated much in the 
same way as [soy] beans, being crushed, steamed, and being 
subjected to pressure... Rape oil is used for lighting as well 
as cooking” (p. 17).
 (3) Sesamum Indicum et Orientale, D.C. Formosa 
exports a large quantity of sesame seeds to France where 
their oil is largely used to adulterate olive oil. “Sesame is 
essentially a food oil. Refuse seed-cake is much used in 
Formosa for adulterating opium” (p. 17).
 (4) Arachis hypogæa, L. “The ground nut, a native of 
Africa, is extensively cultivated in China, not only for the 
food which the nuts supply, but also for the oil which they 
contain. Although the Chinese have not yet discovered 
a good practical method of removing the shells before 
pressing, yet the oil, necessarily impure on that account, is 
highly appreciated as a food, as well as a lamp oil. To obtain 
the oil, the nuts are roasted, rolled, winnowed–to get rid of 
the shells–steamed, and pressed. The plant prefers a sandy 
soil, such as is found in the neighborhood of Chefoo, but 
it appears to be equally at home in Western China and in 
Formosa. I may say, without fear of contradiction, that these 
nuts will be found on every roadside stall in China” (p. 17-
18).
 And (p. 18-19): (5) Seeds of the vegetable tallow tree 

(Stillingia sebifera, S. and N). (6) Tea seeds (Camellia thea, 
Link). (7) Camphor laurel (Cinnamomum camphora, N. and 
E.). (8) Castor oil plant seeds (Ricinus sp.). Address: Acting 
British Consul, Tamsui [Tan-shui or Tansui, in northern 
Taiwan].

45. Henry, Augustine. 1893. Notes on economic botany of 
China. Shanghai, China: Printed at the Presbyterian Mission 
Press; Kilkenny, Ireland: Boethius. 68 p. See p. 13-14. 18 
cm. Facsimile edition printed in 1986 by Boethius Press, 
Kilkenny, Ireland. [Eng]
• Summary: The book begins: “Missionaries and others 
living in the interior, are often in a position to make enquiries 
concerning the natural production of China, the results 
of which would be of great service to science. I intend to 
publish a few notes, pointing out the direction in which such 
work might be done as regards articles derived from the 
vegetable kingdom.”
 The author focuses on the vegetable products of Shêng-
king [Liaoning, a province in northeast China whose capital 
is Mukden]. The soja bean is a staple of Newchwang trade.
 “7. The Soja bean, Glycine hispida, Max. is noted for its 
numerous varieties and manifold uses. Ta-tou is the book-
name of the species; but in the colloquial the varieties have 
each a distinct name, and these have not been very well 
made out for China. In Japan there are fi ve great varieties, 
the white or yellowish, green, black, brown, and spotted, 
divided into sixteen sub-varieties, according to difference 
in form (which varies from spherical to fl attened elliptical) 
size and colour. These sub-varieties differ in their use, time 
of arriving at maturity, etc. In China the chief kinds are 
Huang-tou [Yellow soybean] and Hei-tou [black soybean]: 
and perhaps the following sorts mentioned in the Paris Ex. 
C. [Exhibition Catalogue?] as occurring at Newchwang, 
are simply varieties of the Soja bean, viz., Pai-tou [white 
soybean], Ch’ing-tou [green soybean] and Ma-tou [“sesame 
bean”]. Information is wanted about these varieties. The 
Soja bean is the most important of the legumes cultivated 
in China; from its seeds bean-oil is produced; the refuse 
in the manufacture of which, bean-cake, is largely used in 
the South for manuring the sugar plantations. From certain 
varieties bean-curd, soy and bean-sprouts are prepared...
 “For Sheng-king we wish descriptions and uses of the 
different varieties of the Soja bean, distinguished according 
to the local names.”
 Also discusses other species of beans and peas cultivated 
in China (p. 12-13; each is accompanied by two Chinese 
characters): 1. Pien-tou, the lablab bean, of which there are 
two varieties, one with purple, the other with white fl owers. 
Botanists call this species Dolichos lablab, L.
 2. Kang-tou, Vigna sinensis Hassk, the “chow-lee” of 
India [cowpea].
 3. Tao-tou ([jack bean], literally “sword bean”), 
Canavalia ensiformis, D.C., the “over-look” pea of the West 
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Indian negroes.
 4. Tsan-tou (“silkworm bean”), Vicia Faba, L, the 
common bean, the broad bean.
 5. Wan-tou, Pisum sativum, L., the common garden pea.
 6. Phaseolus mungo, L. This haricot includes in China 
two if not more very distinct varieties. (a). Lu-tou (“green 
bean”), the Chinese vermicelli pea [mung bean]; the small 
seeds of this are ground into fl our and are used for making 
the kind of vermicelli known as Fên-t’iao. (b). Ch’ih-hsiao-
tou (“red small bean”), small red haricots [azuki].
 8. Besides the foregoing there are several other species 
of beans cultivated to a small extent, among which may be 
mentioned the Man-tou of Hupeh, Phaseolus chrysanthus, 
Sav. and lentils, Ervum Lens, L. which is called at Ichang 
Chin-mai-wan.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “lablab bean.”
 Also: kudzu (ko, p. 57-59), which is said to grow all 
over China, especially in the vicinity of Kiukiang.
 Note 2. The edition published in Ireland in 1893, having 
the same title, has E. Charles Nelson as the 2nd author. It 
has vx [15] pages of front matter plus 6 unnumbered pages. 
And it is 21 cm tall, rather than 18. According to OCLC / 
WorldCat (Oct. 2010) the edition published in Ireland is 
owned by 44 libraries worldwide, compared with only 2 
for the Shanghai edition. Address: I.M. Customs, Shanghai, 
China.

46. Japan, Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce, Agricultural 
Bureau. 1893. A descriptive catalogue of the agricultural 
products exhibited in the World’s Columbian Exposition. 
Tokyo: Printed by Seishibun-sha. 115 p.
• Summary: The World’s Columbian Exposition was a 
World’s Fair held in Chicago, Illinois, to celebrate the 400th 
anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s arrival in the New 
World in 1492.
 Discusses 38 commercial products, with most divided 
into basic information and products made from the crop. 
Includes: Rice (“The manures applied to rice fi elds” include 
“green manures, farm yard manures, composts, ordures, fi sh 
manures, Sake kasu, Shoyu kasu, rape seed cake, and soy 
bean [cake] {p. 11}), barley (“It is much used as the material 
for making miso. Miso is prepared by pounding together 
boiled soy bean, salt, and the Koji {yeast}* prepared from 
common barley or naked barley; and is one of the most 
common articles of food in Japan.” (Footnote: *”Eurotium 
oryzae). It [barley] is also used for making ame {p. 23}).
 Wheat (“Wheat is used principally for preparing soy 
[sauce], vermicelli, onmen [sic, somen?], undon [sic, udon], 
and several kinds of confectionary” {p. 27}. It is also used 
for making fu or wheat gluten; “Roast ‘fu’ is used as food 
by boiling it with soup, soy, mirin, etc.” {p. 29}), naked 
barley (Hordeum nudum; hadakamugi), Job’s tears (Coix 
lacryma; hatomugi), soy bean (Soja hispida; daidzu), adzuki 

(Phaseolus Radiatus, [azuki]), sasage (Dolichos Umbellatus),
haricot bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), peas, buckwheat 
(“Sobakiri” and “Kôri-soba” are both seasoned with soy 
sauce {p. 46}), rape seed (Brassica chinensis, natane) 
and rape seed oil (natane abura), sesame seeds (yellow 
{kigoma}, white {shirogoma}, and black {kurogoma} are 
displayed) and sesame oil (made from only yellow and white 
sesame), yegoma (Perilla occimoides), hemp, shiitake, chilli 
(Capsicum Longum; tôgarashi; “The fresh unripe fruit and 
leaves of certain varieties are eaten by cooking them with 
soy, sugar, “Katsuwobushi” [katsuobushi],* etc.” {p. 103}). 
Also discusses: Dried daikon (p. 109-11), konjak fl our 
(Conophallus konjak; konniak-ko, konnyaku; “For cooking, 
it is cut into small pieces and boiled with soy, soup, mirin, 
sugar etc.” {p. 112}), kampio (Lagenaria vulgaris; kampio 
[kampyo, kanpyo]; “It is used as an article of food by boiling 
with water, soy, sugar, mirin etc.” {p. 113}), wine.
 Concerning the soy bean: In 1887, the total area of 
arable land devoted to soy bean cultivation is 4,633,152 tan 
(1 tan = 0.245 acre; thus 1,142,472.2 acres or 462.352.16 
hectares). The total production of soy bean in the Empire was 
estimated to be 3,253,790 koku [419,459 metric tons] (1 koku 
= 180 liters, and 1 bushel = 35.2390 liters; thus 585,682,200 
liters = 16,620,284 bushels).
 Note 1. From the above fi gures, a yield of 14.53 bushels 
per acre can be calculated.
 From 1887 to 1891 the price of soybeans per koku 
ranged from 4.180 yen in 1888 to 5.319 yen in 1890. Four 
specimens of soybeans were exhibited:
 No. 24. Green soy bean (awo-daidzu) The produce of 
Akumi-gun, in Yamagata prefecture.
 No. 25. Black soy bean (kuro-daidzu). The produce of 
Sapporo-gun, in Hokkaido. No. 26. Common soy bean. The 
produce of Chikuba-gun, in Ibaraki prefecture. No. 27. Soy 
bean (Itachi-daidzu). The produce of Iruma-gun, in Saitama 
prefecture.
 “Daidzu or soy bean is extensively used in Japan to 
prepare various kinds of foods indispensable for the daily 
meal, such as ‘soy’ or ‘shôyu,’ ‘tamari’ (a kind of soy), tofu, 
and miso. It is also largely used as a food for horses and 
manure [bean cake].
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2012) that mentions tamari, which it 
calls “tamari” (not “tamari shoyu”).
 A analysis of the percentage composition of 3 kinds 
of soy beans analyzed by the Sanitary Experiment Station 
at Tokio is given; Green soy beans have the highest crude 
protein content (42.85% with 12,28% water). White soy 
beans (shiro-daidzu) have the highest ash content (5.00% 
with 13.46% water). Black soy beans have the highest fat 
content (18.26%, and the 2nd highest crude protein content 
40.25%, with 11.09% water). Soy bean (Itachi-daidzu) from 
Saitama prefecture.
 Although daizu is abundantly produced in Japan, since 
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its daily consumption by all classes of people is great, it 
is now imported from China and Korea in large quantity. 
However imported soy bean is never used to make fi rst class 
shoyu or soy, since the imported beans are inferior to those 
produced in Japan.
 A table shows the quantity (in kin) and value (in yen) 
of soy bean exported from Japan from 1887 to 1891; 2.1 
million kin were exported in 1889.
 Four specimens of soy sauce are on display. Two 
brands (the trade marks are shown) are made by Mr. Mogi 
Shichirouemon, and two are made by Mr. Mogi Saheiji. All 
are made at Noda-machi, Chiba prefecture, Japan. Brands (a) 
and (c) are of the fi rst quality; brands (b) and (d) are of the 
second quality.
 A table shows the amount of shoyu made in Japan each 
year from 1887 to 1891; the amount ranges from 1,304,551 
koku in 1888 to 1,157,982 koku in 1890. Since 1 koku = 180 
liters, the amount made in 1888 is 234,819,180 liters. The 
total number of shoyu manufacturers in 1889 was 10,682. 
A table shows the price (in yen) of various brands and 
quantities of shoyu from 1887 to 1892. A brief description 
of the process for making shoyu is given. The word “barm” 
is used instead of koji. Either barley or wheat can be used 
with daizu to make the barm. The “mixture is kept for about 
25 months, stirring it occasionally with a paddle, say twice a 
day during winter and three times in summer, and when it is 
fermented to the required degree, soy is extracted by means 
of a soy press. The clear liquid thus obtained is pasteurized 
by heating to about 130º F. and when entirely cooled, it is 
transferred into casks.”
 As shoyu is manufactured from daizu, wheat, etc., “it 
naturally contains a large quantity of albuminous matter. 
Shoyu is used in Japan as table salt is in Europe and 
America; consequently it is indispensable for daily use 
for cooking fi sh, meat, vegetables. etc. It has a remarkable 
merit when applying it in the place of sauces (like 
‘worcestershire’) for beefsteak, fry, stew, etc. It answers 
better than salt when used with cold meat.
 “Japanese soy or ‘Shoyu’ has long been exported to 
various parts of Europe where those who once taste it never 
fail in extolling its fl avour. It is said that in Holland, Japanese 
soy has been used by many people from long years ago 
and highly esteemed by them.” A table shows the chemical 
composition of shoyu.
 “Since the fi ne fl avour of Japanese soy has recently 
become known to people abroad, several trial consignments 
were made both to Europe and America, and the result, 
though it has obtained a high reputation among them, still 
it has not yet become a leading article of export.” A table 
shows the annual amount and value of shoyu exported from 
Japan from 1887 to 1891. It ranges from 1,302.71 koku 
worth 11,091 in 1887 to 3,749.01 koku worth 41,028 yen in 
1891. Thus the exports are growing rapidly.
 Three specimens of tamari are one display, one dilute 

and one concentrated. The fi rst two are made and sold by 
Mr. Ishima Mosaku. The 3rd (regular tamari) is made and 
sold by Mr. Morimoto Chôhachi. All are made at Yokkaichi 
in Miye [Mie] prefecture. Tamari is made chiefl y in the 
prefectures of Miye, Aichi and Gifu [in central Japan]. 
Tamari is very similar to shoyu except that no wheat is used 
in manufacturing tamari.
 Tofu (bean curd): “Tofu is one of the most favourite 
foods of Japanese and sold in all places both in towns and 
villages. The specimen here exhibited is called Yakidofu 
and is prepared by roasting partially dried ‘Tofu’ over a 
charcoal fi re.” “As ‘Tofu,’ sometimes called bean curd, being 
a coagulated vegetable albumen of soy beans, it contains 
a large proportion of nutritious matter, most important to 
human life, especially, to those who subsist mainly upon 
vegetables.” The price of this Yakidofu is 18 yen per 10 
dozen.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions grilled tofu, which it calls 
Yakidofu.
 A specimen of Kôri-tôfu or frozen bean curd is 
displayed; it is made in Minami Adzumi-gun, Nagano 
prefecture. “As it can be preserved for many years it is a 
suitable for provision for vessels undertaking long voyages.”
 Concerning adzuki: There are both red adzuki and white 
adzuki. Early varieties are sown in the spring; late varieties 
{called aki-adzuki in the autumn}. “It is mostly used for 
preparing “An”–a pulpy mixture of boiled Adzuki fl our and 
sugar, and in that state is largely used for making various 
kinds of confectionary.” It is also used to make “Sarashi-an 
or refi ned fl our of ‘adzuki,” and “shiruko–a juice prepared by 
boiling the fl our with a suitable quantity of water and adding 
sugar...” Note 4. Shiruko could be described as adzuki bean 
soup with mochi (rice cake).
 Concerning rape seed: “Rape was formerly cultivated 
to a great extent but since the introduction of Kerosene Oil, 
the acreage of its cultivation has been much diminished, yet 
it is grown in nearly all parts of Japan and forms one of the 
important farm crops.”

47. Scientifi c American. 1894. Bean oil. 70:116. Feb. 24. 
Based on a report by Alexander Hosie. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following particulars of bean oil in 
Formosa are extracted from a special report on the resources 
and trade of that island prepared by Mr. Alex. Hosie, late 
Acting British Consul at Tamsui, and published by the 
Foreign Offi ce.” A lengthy extract is given.
 “Dolicho’s Soja.–More oil is extracted from this bean 
than from any one of the other oil-yielding plants of China. 
The two kinds of bean treated for oil are small in size and 
oval in shape, one having a whitish yellow epidermis and 
interior, the other being green throughout. They are probably 
sub-varieties of the soja bean. The process of extraction is 
worthy of description.
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 “The fi rst thing that strikes the eye of a visitor to a 
bean oil factory is the enormous stone wheel which is used 
to crush the beans. It is of dressed granite, about 10 feet in 
diameter and 2½ feet thick at the axis, gradually contracting 
to a foot at the rim. This wheel, which is of enormous 
weight, revolves in a well 30 to 36 inches broad, paved with 
stone, and bounded on each side by a low wall of concrete 
some 3 feet high. The massive wooden axle on which the 
wheel revolves has its opposite end fi rmly fi xed in a huge 
beam, which rises vertically from the center of the circle 
formed by the inner wall of the well, and which revolves 
with the wheel. Behind the wheel, and supported by a plank 
fi xed on and near the opposite end of the axle, is a wooden 
framework, which just sweeps the fl oor of the well. The 
front of the framework has a metal share like a plow, and 
affi xed to the rear is a small square of wood inclined to the 
inner wall of the well, with a loop of rope or leather nailed 
to it. The beans to be crushed are heaped in the well against 
the inner wall. Two mules, blindfolded, are harnessed to the 
wheel, one in front, the other behind, and walk outside the 
outer wall.
 “At the fi rst revolution nothing is crushed, but the loop 
at the end of the framework drags the beans on to the fl oor of 
the well, and at the second revolution these are crushed and 
swept toward the outer wall by the share, making way for a 
fresh supply of beans dragged on by the loop arrangement 
at each revolution. The beans are fl attened into thin round 
wafers, and are crushed a second time before they are ready 
for further manipulation. After the second crushing, bean 
wafers suffi cient to make a cake 4 inches thick and 2 feet 
in diameter when compressed are put in a square piece of 
sacking, and placed on a wooden grating above a caldron 
of boiling water. In a few minutes they are rendered quite 
soft by the steam which passes up through the grating to the 
sacking and its contents.
 “During the process of steaming, another workman has 
been arranging a series of soft straw brooms, which are also 
steamed, so as to form the bottom of a couple of narrow 
metal bands surmounted by a wooden casing, over which the 
long tips of the straw brooms project. Into this the steamed 
beans are poured and trampled down by foot till the mass is 
quite hard. The projecting straw tips are then brought over 
the top of the beans by foot, and trampled down so as to 
form a covering. The wooden casing is removed, and the 
metal bands arranged a short distance apart near the top and 
bottom of the cake respectively. The whole is then put into 
a primitive wooden press, and subjected to considerable 
pres- sure by the driving in of successive wedges. The oil 
is expressed and drains into an underground tank, the top 
of which is on a level with the stone-guttered slab on which 
the lowest cake rests, for half a dozen cakes, one above 
the other, may be undergoing pressure in the same press at 
the same time. When all the oil has exuded from the cakes 
they are taken from the press, the metal bands and straw 

casings are removed, and, after being left to dry for a time, 
they are ready to be shipped to other parts of China for 
manure. The beans yield about 10 per cent weight of oil, 
and the cakes, when removed from the press, weigh some 
64 pounds, and are worth about 2s 9d. each. They constitute 
a very valuable manure, and are carefully macerated before 
being applied to the soil. To show the commercial value of 
this industry, I may mention that 60,000 tons of bean cakes 
were exported from Chefoo during 1890. Nor is Chefoo the 
principal exporter. Newchwang sent out over 156,000 tons 
in the same year. In Formosa these beans are grown, and the 
oil is extracted in the above manner, but only in quantities 
suffi cient to meet local requirements. The refuse cakes are 
not exported. The oil is used for both cooking and lighting 
purposes” [burned in lamps].
 For more details see Hosie 1893. Address: Acting British 
Consul, Tamsui [Tan-shui or Tansui, in northern Taiwan].

48. Cavendish, Alfred Edward John; Goold-Adams, Henry 
Edward. 1894. Korea and the sacred white mountain: Being 
a brief account of a journey in Korea in 1891. London: 
George Philip & Son. 224 p. Illust. (40 original, many color). 
Maps. Index.
• Summary: This book is an amplifi cation of the author’s 
diary kept during a stay of a few weeks in Korea. Soy is 
mentioned as follows: Page 12: “Chefoo is the watering-
place for Korea, Pekin, Tientsin, and Shanghai, but the 
foreign portion of it is very small, with three indifferent 
boarding-houses, but good pears and good bathing, if you do 
not mind a naked fi sherman or two about. The chief exports 
appear to be straw plait for hats and bean-cake for manure.”
 Page 33-34: Korean ponies, which carry foreign 
travelers and their belongings, are very small. The forage 
ration consists of about 2 lbs. of beans and millet boiled in 
water, and the whole poured hot into a trough; the average 
feed is two gallons of this mixture, given three times a 
day, and supplemented by 2 lbs. of chopped straw (rice or 
millet).” “Other means of transport are found in donkeys, 
cattle, and coolies.”
 Page 48: Beans are becoming largely grown in Korea, 
for the demand for them in Japan is increasing, as they 
are used in the manufacture of Bean-curd, Miso, and Soy 
[sauce], while the Japanese are growing instead mulberries 
for sericulture. Wheat, barley, and rice, the latter of two 
kinds, one of which grows in dry soil, are also increasing, the 
export of these in 1890 being–barley, 5,260,533 lbs., value 
$50,341; [soya] beans, 87,950,800 lbs., value $1,004,762; 
wheat, 5,869,466 lbs., value $60,381; rice, 116,622,000 lbs., 
value $2,057,868.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2021) 
that gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of beans 
[probably mostly soybeans], from Korea.
 Page 54. “Besides fl ax, maize, and cotton, there were 
fi elds of the small millet (Setaria italica), substitute for 
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porridge, and of the tall millet, Susu or Kaoliang (Holcus 
Sorghum), with stems 8 to 12 feet high and as thick as a 
man’s thumb, turning to golden yellow or bright mahogany 
colour; from the latter kind the Koreans make the coarse 
cloth of which their rough garments are composed, when 
they do not use Manchester shirtings; also fi elds of beans, 
food for cattle and men, and the foundation of Japanese soy 
[sauce] and our Worcestershire sauce.”
 Pages 146-47: “He produced some samshu, a muddy 
fl uid which smelt and tasted like Kaffi r beer, with strong 
spirit in it; this peculiar taste is due to the bean-water [water 
in which soy beans have been boiled] which they mix with 
the spirit distilled from rice or millet. We were given a bottle 
of this liquor by the head-man, and the cook bought another 
of Chinese make, which was quite clear and less diluted with 
bean-water.”
 Pages 195-96: “Whilst waiting in the inn to-day, I had 
plenty of opportunities of observing the nauseous smell 
of the food greedily devoured by the Koreans. Five or six 
little dishes, containing various preparations of meat or fi sh, 
chillies, [soy] beans, cabbage, rice, &c., were ranged on a 
little table a foot high, and gave forth a most evil odour. A 
Korean likes his viands very highly seasoned, and in eating 
takes a little of every dish into his mouth, that he may enjoy 
the pleasant mingling of the different fl avours.” Note: At 
least one of these dishes probably contained Korean-style 
soy sauce or miso–but we cannot be sure.
 Bean or beans (usually noted in passing as a crop with 
other crops) are mentioned on pages 66, 67, 68, 134, 138, 
150, 191, 194, 199. Address: 1. Captain, F.R.G.S., 1st Argyll 
and Southern Highlanders, now in Edinburgh; 2. Captain, 
R.A.

49. Consular Reports [USA]. 1897. New tariff in Japan. 
55(204):91-101. Sept. See p. 97. [Eng]
• Summary: This tariff was annexed to the “protocol of the 
Anglo-Japanese Treaty, signed at London, July 16, 1894.” 
Edwin Dun, U.S. Minister, in Tokyo, sends a translation of 
the tariff law and states that the budget for the year 1897 was 
passed without amendment by both branches of the Japanese 
Diet, so this statutory tariff bill regulates the customs dues 
to be levied in all cases wherein Japan is not bound by treaty 
stipulations.
 Under “Section X.–Oil and wax,” we read: “Bean or pea 
oil”–10% ad valorum tax.
 Note: Japan’s fi rst modern legislature, the Imperial Diet, 
was established in 1890 under the Meiji Constitution.

50. Consular Reports [USA]. 1897. Tariff of Canada, 1897. 
55(205):151-232. Oct. See p. 159. [Eng]
• Summary: This new Canadian tariff comes with an index. 
Page 159: “67. Pickles, sauces and catsups, including soy 
[sauce], thirty-fi ve per cent ad valorum.”

51. Krafft, Guido. 1897. Die Pfl anzenbaulehre. Sechste, 
neubearbeitete Aufl age [Instruction in plant cultivation. 6th 
revised ed.]. Berlin: Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. viii 
+ 279 p. Illust. (incl. many color). Index. 23 cm. Series: 
Lehrbuch der Landwirtschaft auf wissenschaftlicher und 
praktischer Grundlage. 2nd Bd. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “Legumes (Cultivation of protein-
rich seeds),” section 7 (p. 80-81) is about the soybean 
(Die Sojabohne) also called the coarse-haired soybean 
(rauhhaarige Soja) or the Haberlandt’s bean (Haberlandts-
Bohne) (Soja hispida Mönch). Discusses: Botanical 
description, color of seeds, two important German-language 
publications about soybeans (Wein 1881 and Haberlandt 
1878), widely cultivated in China and Japan, bears seeds 
in Europe only in areas which in 20-25 weeks accumulate 
2500 to 3000ºC heat units (Wärmeansprüchen), which 
signifi cantly exceeds the northern distribution limit for 
maize. Seeds and straw of the yellow variety are rich in 
protein (27-39.9%, or 5.1-9.1%), for human and animal feed.
 The soybean (Sojabohne) requires light soil types, and it 
thrives most preferably on deep, humus-rich, sandy soils that 
are either loam, calcareous, or well-drained marl which have 
been loosened well and are in the fi rst and second positions 
of a crop rotation after fertilizing. It will fl ourish on less 
favorable soils in sunny, warm locations. The soybean (Soja) 
may either precede or follow any plant in a crop rotation. It 
thrives after grain, root crops, fodder plants, and on newly 
cleared plots. With regard to soil preparation, plowing twice 
is suffi cient or else forming furrows in the autumn and then 
deep uprooting (exstirpieren) in the spring.
 Sowing occurs in early May. Earlier sowings, even if 
they withstand mild late frosts, germinate too slowly. The 
seed is planted with a dibble in a 47 to 50 cm square or 
else planted with a drill at a distance of 25–50–60 cm. With 
dibble sowing, two seeds are planted in one step 2.5 to 5 cm 
deep. With dibble planting: 10 to 12 kg per hectare, with drill 
planting: 20 to 30 kg per hectare.
 The care is the same as with beans. Immediately after 
sowing, hoeing takes place, and the hoeing is repeated in 
early July. The soybean is intensely pestered by hares and 
mice. Sprouts and young leaves are eaten by wire worms 
(Drahtwürmen) and cock chafer grubs (Engerlingen), while 
the leaves are eaten by the little painted lady (Distelfalter) 
(Vanessa cardui L.), page 110 and attacked by the fungus 
Septoria sojina Thüm. Blossoming occurs in late June. The 
lowermost pods begin to mature in early September. But 
complete maturity is very much delayed by damp autumn 
weather, so it usually occurs in the middle of September or 
even only in early October. The plants are pulled up or else 
cut with a scythe or a grass mowing machine. Seed yield: 
19–26–37 hectoliters (14–19–27 metric hundredweight 
[equal to 100 kg each]) per hectare @ 65 to 72 to 75 kg; 
straw yield: 20–40–50 metric hundredweight per hectare.
 Note: Last half translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), 
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Long Beach, California.
 A non-original illustration (line drawing) shows a 
soybean plant with many pods growing thickly on the stem, 
plus an enlarged view of a cluster of about 7 pods to the 
upper left of the plant. The soybean is also mentioned on p. 
64. Also discusses Lupins (p. 80-85).
 Chapter 3, Oilseeds (Ölfrüchte; the cultivation of 
oil-containing seeds, p. 81-95) discusses rapeseed (p. 82-
88), Rübsen [Brassica campestria], Leindotter [Camelina 
sativa], poppy seed (Der Mohn), mustard seeds (Der Senf), 
fodder radish (Oelrettich, Raphanus sativus var. oleiformis), 
sunfl ower, and coast tarweed [or Chilean tarweed], Madia 
sativa (Madie). It also mentions: Peanuts, almonds, white 
sesame, brown sesame. Address: PhD, Full Public Professor 
der Agriculture and Forestry at the Imperial-Royal College 
of Agriculture in Vienna, etc. (o. ö. Professor der Land- und 
Fortswirtschaft and der k.k. technischen Hochschule in 
Wien).

52. Bird, Isabella L. (Mrs. Bishop). 1898. Korea and her 
neighbors: A narrative of travel, with an account of the recent 
vicissitudes and present position of the country. 2 vols. 
London: John Murray. Vol. 1: x + 261 p. Illust.
• Summary: In Vol. 1: Preface, p. vi: “It must be evident to 
all who know anything of Korea, that a condition of tutelage, 
in some form or another, is now absolutely necessary to her 
existence as a nation. The nominal independence won for her 
by the force of Japanese arms is a privilege she is not fi tted to 
enjoy, while she continues to labour under the burden of an 
administration that is hopelessly and superlatively corrupt.”
 Page xi: The author made four visits to Korea between 
Jan. 1894 and March 1897 as part of her larger plan to 
study the characteristics of the Mongolian races. Her fi rst 
journey produced the impression that Korea was the most 
uninteresting country she ever travelled in.
 Soy [sauce] is mentioned–Pages 141-42: If, while 
traveling, no “clean room” existed in an inn, “I had a room 
in the women’s quarters at the back, remarkable only for its 
heat and vermin, and the amount of ang-paks, bundles of 
dirty clothes, beans rotting [fermenting] for soy [sauce and 
paste], and other plenishings which it contained,...”
 Page 177: “A quart of rice, which when cooked is of 
great bulk, is a labourer’s meal, but besides there are other 
dishes, which render its insipidity palatable. Among them 
are pounded capsicum, soy [sauce], various native sauces of 
abominable odours, kimchi, a species of sour kraut [kimchi], 
seaweed, salt fi sh, and salted seaweed fried in batter. The 
very poor only take two meals a day, but those who can 
afford it take three and four.”
 Pages 178-79: “The Korean is omnivorous. Dog meat is 
in great request at certain seasons, and dogs are extensively 
bred for the table.” And Koreans waste nothing. “Cooking 
is not always essential. On the Han [river] I saw men taking 
fi sh off the hook, and after plunging them into a pot of red 

pepper sauce, eating them at once with their bones. Wheat, 
barley, maize, millet, the Irish and sweet potato, oats, peas, 
beans, rice, radishes, turnips, herbs, and wild leaves and 
roots innumerable, seaweed, shrimps, pastry made of fl our, 
sugar, and oil, kimchi, on the making of which the whole 
female population of the middle and lower classes is engaged 
in November, a home-made vermicelli of buckwheat fl our 
and white of egg, largely made up into a broth, soups, dried 
persimmons, spongecakes, cakes of the edible pine nut and 
honey, of fl our, sugar, and sesamum seeds, onions, garlic, 
lily bulbs, chestnuts, and very much else are eaten. Oil of 
sesamum is largely used in cooking, as well as vinegar, 
soy [sauce], and other sauces of pungent and objectionable 
odours, the basis of most of them being capsicums and 
fermented rotten [soy] beans!”
 Note: The Han is a major river in today’s South Korea 
and the fourth longest river on the Korean peninsula after the 
Amrok (Yalu), Tuman (Tumen), and Nakdong rivers.
 Page 182: The inn, if inn it was, gave me a room 8 
feet by 6, and 5 feet 2 inches high. Ang-paks, for it was the 
family granary, iron shoes of ploughs and spades, bundles of 
foul rags, seaweed, ears of millet hanging in bunches from 
the roof, pack-saddles, and worse than all else, rotten beans 
fermenting for soy [sauce and paste], and malodorous half-
salted fi sh, just left room for my camp-bed.”
 Note: The author does not mention Korea’s very popular 
soybean pastes–such as doenjang or kochujang. She may 
well have used the word “soy” to refer to both soy sauce and 
soy pastes.
 Bean or beans are mentioned: Page 18: “Hides, [soy] 
beans, dried fi sh, bêche de mer, rice, and whale’s fl esh are 
among the principal exports. It was not till 1883 that Fusan 
was offi cially opened to general foreign trade, and its rise has 
been most remarkable.”
 Page 39: In the market booths are to be seen “rice, 
millet, maize, peas, beans,...”
 Page 85: In 1894 they paid taxes on barley, beans, rice, 
and cotton.
 Page 100: “... they conveniently export their surplus 
produce, chiefl y beans, tobacco, and rice, and receive in 
return their supplies of salt and foreign goods.”
 Page 112: In the Han River valley: “Every valley has 
its streamlet, and is barred across by dykes of mud from its 
head down to the Han–rice, with tobacco, beans, hemp, and 
cotton, being the great articles of export.”
 Page 119: “Ma-Kyo is the river port of Che-chön... “It 
exports rice, beans, and grain from the very rich agricultural 
country on both sides of the river,...”
 Page 123: “When full grown a bull can carry from 350 
to 500 lbs. They are fed on boiled beans, cut millet stalks, 
and cut pea haulm, and the water in which the beans are 
boiled.”
 Page 138: Korean ponies “are fed three times a day on 
brown slush as hot as they can drink it, composed of [soy] 
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beans, chopped millet stalks, rice husks, and bran, with the 
water in which they have been boiled.”
 Page 147: “There is much wet rice along the route, as 
well as dry rice, with a double line of beans between every 
two rows,...”
 Page 149: “It is a most fertile tract, and could support a 
large population, but not being suited for rice, is very little 
cultivated, and grows chiefl y oats, millet, and beans, which 
are not affected by the strong winds.”
 Page 150: “There the villagers could not or would not 
take us in. They said they had neither rice nor beans, which 
may have been true so late in the spring.”
 Page 185: “A smaller valley contains about 3,000 acres 
of rice land only, and on the slopes surrounding all these 
are rich lands, bearing heavy crops of wheat, millet, barley, 
cotton, tobacco, castor oil, sesamum, oats, turnips, peas, 
beans, and potatoes.”
 Page 186: “In wheat, barley, or rye fi elds the sowing 
is in October, and the harvest in May or June, after which 
beans, peas, and other vegetables are sown.”
 Page 187: “Grain, peas, and beans are threshed out with 
fl ails as often as not in the roadway of a village,...”
 Page 189: The village “has several schools, and 
exchanges rice and beans for foreign cottons at Won-san,...”
 Page 217: Newchwang “is a city of 60,000 souls, the 
growth of its population having kept pace with its rapid 
advance in commercial importance since it was opened to 
foreign trade in 1860. Several British steamers with big 
Chinese characters on their sides were at anchor in the 
tideway, and the river-sides were closely fringed with up-
river boats and sea-going junks, of various picturesque builds 
and colours, from Southern China, steamers and junks alike 
waiting not only for cargoes of the small beans for which 
Manchuria is famous, but for the pressed bean-cake which 
is exported in enormous quantities to fertilise the sugar 
plantations and hungry fi elds of South China.”
 Page 218–Concerning Newchwang: “’Peas,’ really 
beans (Footnote: Glycene hispides [sic, Glycine hispida] 
{Dr. Morrison}), are its chief raison d’être, and their ups 
and downs in price its mild sensations. ‘Pea-boats,’ long and 
narrow, with matting roofs and one huge sail, bring down 
the beans from the interior, and mills working night and 
day express their oil, which is as good for cooking as for 
burning.”
 Page 235–Muk-den [Mukden] is a busy place, and does 
a large and lucrative trade, specially in grain, beans, and 
furs.”
 Seaweed is mentioned on pages 38, 140, 142, 177, 179, 
182, 198-99. Kimchi: p. 98, 147, 177. Address: F.R.G.S., 
Geographer, Great Britain.

53. Gifford, Daniel L. 1898. Every-day life in Korea: 
A collection of studies and stories. Chicago, New York, 
Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co. 231 p. See p. 20, 53. Illust. 

Map. No index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Page 20: “Beans are used for food–put sparingly 
into the rice kettles, or decomposed for a peppery sauce 
which furnishes one of their side dishes. Again they are 
mixed with chopped straw and boiled in water, forming a hot 
mixture that is the sole food of cattle and horses in Korea. 
Beans are also an article of export.” Note 1. These beans are 
soybeans and the peppery sauce may be kochujang.
 Page 53: “The heaping bowl of rice is then discussed, 
either with the brass spoon or chop-sticks. And the chop-
sticks descend every now and then upon the contents of 
the little side dishes, the brine-soaked ‘mu,’ or turnip, the 
bits of dried fi sh or meats, a species of sauerkraut [kimchi] 
composed of cabbage, shrimp, ginger, onion, red pepper, salt, 
etc., with an occasional dip into the bean sauce [soy sauce] 
(à la Worcestershire). For liquid food he drinks cold water, or 
the water in which the rice has been cooked.”
 Note 2. In 1898 Pyeng-yang [Pyongyang] was “by far 
the most important city in the north of Korea,...” As of 2009, 
it is the capital of North Korea. Address: Rev., Mendota, 
Illinois. Formerly eight years a missionary in Pyeng-yang 
[Pyongyang], Korea.

54. Richthofen, Ferdinand Freiherr von. 1898. Schantung 
und seine Eingangspforte Kiautschou [Shandong and its port 
of entry, Kiaochow (Jiaoxian)]. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer. xviii 
+ 324 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The section on the “Agriculture” of Shandong 
province states (p. 109) that the soybean (die Sojabohne) is 
one of the most important crops, along with wheat, barley, 
millet, kaoliang (sorghum), corn, rapeseed, peanuts, cotton, 
hemp, and tobacco. Poppies are also widely grown for the 
production of opium.
 In the section on “Economic goals” we read (p. 273-
74) that [soy] bean cake (Bohnenkuchen) is the province’s 
second largest export (after woven straw {Strohborde}), 
being worth 1,340,000 taels, ahead of silk, and of peanut oil 
(160,000 taels). Bean cake is the substance left over after 
pressing the oil out of certain types of beans. These cakes 
go mainly to Swatow [Shantou] for use in fertilizing the 
sugarcane fi elds, and more recently to Japan as a substitute 
for fi sh manure. The regions where these beans are cultivated 
lie to a much greater extent in the present district of 
Kiaochow than in that of Chefoo (Tschifu) [presently named 
Yantai].
 Note 1. The town of Kiaochow [Jiaozhou], in Shandong 
province, was under German control from 1898-1914.
 Note 2. Ferdinand Richthofen lived 1833-1905.
 Note 3. Thanks to Philip Isenberg for help in translating 
Strohborde, a non-standard spelling. Address: Berlin 
[Germany].

55. Suzuki & Iida. 1899. Trade list of Japanese bulbs, seeds 
and plants: 1899-1900. New York City, New York. 16 p. 
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April. Index. 21 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds” (pp. 13-16) is a 
subsection (p. 16) titled “Vegetable seed.” “Soy bean” sells 
for $0.15 per lb.
 Cable address: Suzuki, New York. Uyekigumi, 
Yokohama. Note: This company is the U.S. branch of the 
Yokohama Nursery Co., Ltd. of Yokohama, Japan. Their 
most popular product appears to be lily bulbs. Address: 
11 Broadway, New York City, New York; 3 Nakamura, 
Yokohama, Japan.

56. Fesca, M. 1899. Ueber die Landwirtschaft in Shantung 
[On agriculture in Shantung, China]. Tropenpfl anzer (Der) 
(Berlin) 3(6):246-57. June. See p. 249-50, 255. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Among the legumes in Shantung province, 
the soybean plays a predominant role. It is used for human 
and animal food, for making soy sauce (Shoyusauce), and 
above all for oil. The large exports from Tshifu [Chefoo] of 
soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake in 1896 amounted 
to 1,567,147 Haikuan taels (6,258,588 German Marks), and 
accounted for about one-fourth of all exports.
 The soybean is one of the legumes with the highest oil 
content, averaging 17.5% and ranging up to 20%. Peanuts, 
however, contain 45% oil, and they are sometimes grown 
in Shantung for their oil. Also discusses sesame seeds and 
hempseeds. Address: Prof., Dr.

57. New York Times. 1899. The plague at Niu-Chang. Aug. 
25. p. 7.
• Summary: “Tien-Tsin, China. Aug. 24. The bubonic plague 
has appeared at Niu-Chwang [Newchwang, Yingkou, W.-G. 
Ying-k’ou]. The outbreak is not regarded as serious.
 “Niu-Chwang is a town and treaty port of the Chinese 
Empire, Province of Leao-Tong [Liadong], on the navigable 
river Liaou [Liao], near the Gulf of Pe-che-lee [Pechili, 
Bohai Sea]... It has an increasing trade, and exports grains, 
[soy] beans, bean cake, ginseng, deer horns, licorice, and 
provisions. It has a population of over 60,000.”

58. Washington Post. 1899. An interesting case settled; 
Decision regarding the customs duty on a proprietary sauce 
brought here in an unfi nished state. Aug. 31. p. 7.
• Summary: “From the New York Tribune: An order 
was fi led in the United States District Court on August 4 
discontinuing, by consent of both parties, the suit of the 
United States vs. John Duncan’s Sons. This simple incident 
terminated a remarkable episode in the administration of the 
customs laws.
 “About sixty years ago [i.e., in about 1839] this fi rm 
became the American agents for the fi rm of Lea & Perrins, 
of Worcester, England, manufacturers of the well-known 
proprietary preparation called Worcestershire sauce.
 “About twenty-two years ago [i.e., in about 1877] a 
change of practice was begun by Lea & Perrins and John 

Duncan’s Sons, by which, instead of sending over here the 
sauce fi nished, bottled, labeled and ready for use, it was 
sent over in a partly manufactured condition in casks, and 
the Messrs. Duncan fi nished the sauce here according to a 
formula furnished them by the English house, and bottled 
and put it up for sale. This course had certain obvious 
advantages. It saved the fi rms from paying duty on bottles, 
labels, straw and fi nishing expenses, and avoided breakage. 
The article which was brought over was an incomplete 
material for the sauce, and was, of course, of no use to 
anybody who was not acquainted with the formula for 
fi nishing it. It was never furnished by Lea & Perrins to 
anybody but the Duncans, and consigned only to them. It 
was, therefore, one of the class of merchandise for which 
or tariff law provides that in determining the valuation 
upon which to assess duty the government offi cers shall 
ascertain the cost of production and make suitable addition to 
represent the manufacturers’ profi t.
 “Lea & Perrins had furnished the United States consul 
with a statement of their cost of production, giving as 
much detail as was consistent with the inviolability of their 
proprietary secret. A suit was brought against the importers. 
They defended it, putting in an answer denying that the 
goods had been undervalued, and alleging good faith on their 
part. The attorney general directed the discontinuance of the 
suit on the Messrs. Duncan fi ling an affi davit similar to the 
declaration made by Lea & Perrins, on the other side, that 
the invoices in question had fully covered the market value 
of the importation. The suit was discontinued without costs, 
without payment of one dollar by the Messrs. Duncan, and 
upon the motion of the government’s offi cers themselves.
 “Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire sauce is apparently more 
popular than ever, and it is diffi cult for the manufacturers to 
keep up with the demand.”
 Note: It seems likely that Lea & Perrins imported soy 
sauce from East Asia, then transshipped it from England to 
New York, probably in the original wooden casks in which it 
had been sent from Asia.

59. Beresford, Charles William. 1899. The break-up of 
China, with an account of its present commerce, currency, 
waterways, armies, railways, politics, and future prospects. 
New York and London: Harper & Brothers Publishers. xxii + 
491 p. See p. 34, 40, 60-61, 63, 70. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Lord Beresford visited many parts of China and 
Manchuria on a mission given to him by the president of the 
Associated Chambers of Commerce. “The break-up of an 
Empire of four hundred millions of people is an event that 
has no parallel in history.” Recently controversy has raged 
over the “Open Door” and “Sphere of Infl uence” concepts.
 All of the information related to soybeans appears in 
Chapter IV, titled “Newchwang.” The author arrived at that 
port in Manchuria on 4 Nov. 1898. Two of the largest British 
trading companies are Butterfi eld & Swire, and Jardine & 
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Matheson Steamship Co. Each has about 35 steamers which, 
in 1897 made about 250 trips in and out of Newchwang. 
Newchwang and Talienwan are the only two ports on the 
sea that can be used for trading with all of Manchuria. “The 
backbone of the Chinese coasting trade under the British fl ag 
is the Newchwang coasting trade–[soya] beans, bean-cake, 
pease, and kindred stuffs. If Newchwang is closed the whole 
coasting trade would be very materially affected.” (p. 34).
 “The freight carried by boats in the summer is borne in 
the winter by carts, carrying on an average 22 cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds], which would take advantage 
of the frozen ground to bring down loads of beans, oil, 
maize, millet, and grain,” etc. (p. 40).
 The staple exports from Newchwang “are beans, bean-
cake, and bean oil... Until recent years the bulk of the beans 
and bean-cake trade was carried on with the south of China; 
but since the Chino-Japanese war [Sino-Japanese war, 1894-
95] an extensive trade has been carried on with Japan; in fact 
Japan has outstripped China altogether.” Exports to Japan 
increased from 460,000 taels in 1891 to 5,079,000 taels in 
1897, from 2,727,000 taels in 1891 to 2,438,000 taels in 
1897. Exports to Canton increased from 1,751,000 taels in 
1891 to 2,338,000 taels in 1897. “Beans are sent to Hong 
Kong and Canton for food, and bean-cake is sent to Swatow 
for manure.” (p. 60-61).
 “In 1868, a steam bean-mill was started here [in 
Newchwang]; but, owing to native opposition, it was not 
allowed to work, and thus the experiment came to an end. In 
1896 Messrs. Butterfi eld & Swire erected a bean-mill, and 
with satisfactory results, the profi t accruing from the making 
of bean-cake in this way being enormous. The mill is worked 
by Chinese only, and is practically Chinese-owned. Other 
mills are shortly to be erected, and their erection will greatly 
enhance the importance of Newchwang as an open port.” (p. 
63).
 In Newchwang “I also visited a bean-factory for 
pressing the oil out of the beans; it was the most primitive 
process conceivable. The beans were placed in receptacles 
made of grass, which in their turn were put into perforated 
iron vessels. The pressure was produced by wedges, driven 
home with slung stones, the bearings being solid trees 
with the heart cut out to make a guide. The Chinese have 
generally set their faces against machinery for this industry. 
Messrs. Jardine & Matheson have imported machinery which 
would carry out the work far cheaper and better, but I was 
told the Chinese merchants had boycotted both the bean-cake 
and the oil, and that the mill had to be closed.” (p. 70).
 Page 484 shows that of the 730,964 tons of shipping 
entered and cleared from Newchwang, 363,922 tons (49.8%) 
were on British ships. China’s fi ve largest ports in terms of 
value of trade in 1897 were Shanghai (101,832,962 Haikwan 
taels), Tientsin (55,059,017 taels), Canton (49,934,391 taels), 
Hankow (49,720,630 taels), and Newchwang (26,358,671 
taels). China’s fi ve largest cities in terms of estimated 

population were: Canton 1,600,424, Peking 1,300,000, 
Tientsin 1,000,000, Hankow 800,370, and Foochow 636,351.
 On the same page are defi nitions of the following 
Chinese weights and measures: 16 taels = 1 catty. 1 catty = 
1.33 lb avoirdupois. 100 catties = 1 picul. 1 picul = 133.33 
lb weight avoirdupois. 6 mou = 1 acre. 3.3 li = 1 mile. 1 
Haikwan (or Customs) tael = $0.72 American or 2s. 11.75d. 
English.
 A large full-body photo (frontispiece), facing the title 
page, shows Lord Charles Beresford.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning the Sino-Japanese War and soybeans. Address: 
England.

60. Saito, Akio. 1899. [Chronology of soybeans in Japan, 
1868 to 1899, fi rst half of the Meiji period] (Document 
part). In: Akio Saito. 1985. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly 
News). Feb. p. 11-12. [Jap]
• Summary: 1871 July–A brewing tax (jôzô-zei) and 
patent tax are levied on clear sake (seishu), unclear sake 
(dakushu), and shoyu. But in 1875 the two taxes on shoyu 
are discontinued because shoyu is considered one of the 
necessities of life.
 1873–At about this time a sincere farmer, Itoi Mosuke, 
of Akita prefecture fi nds a special type of soybean and names 
it Itoi-mame. Later the name changes to Ani and they are 
cultivated all over Akita prefecture.
 1873 May–The Japanese government exhibits soybeans 
at the exposition in Vienna, Austria. And the USA becomes 
interested in soybeans. Also at this expo, Kikkoman uses 
glass bottles for their shoyu for the fi rst time.
 1875–At about this time, shoyu becomes so popular 
overseas that a German-made fake shoyu appears.
 1877–There are now 40-50 miso shops in Tokyo, 
centered in Hongo (which comprises the areas of Yotsuya, 
Fukagawa, Shiba, Shinagawa, Ooi, Oshima, etc.).
 1877 Feb.–Dried-frozen tofu (kôri-dôfu) is purchased as 
an army supply for the Seinan no Eki war.
 1877 Aug.–The fi rst domestic exposition is held in 
Japan, at Ueno Park, Tokyo. Kikkoman shoyu wins an 
award.
 1878–The quick method of miso fermentation (miso no 
sokujo-ho) is mentioned in a government report.
 1878–The fi rst offi cial government statistics on soybean 
cultivation in Japan start to be compiled. This year the area 
is 411,200 hectares and production is 211,700 metric tons 
[tonnes; yield = 514 kg/ha].
 1879–The price of high-quality miso in Tokyo is 4 sen 
per kg. In 1980 the price is 303 yen/kg–or about 7,575 times 
higher. Note: From now on prices from the Meiji era come 
from a book titled History of Lifestyle of the Meiji, Taisho, 
and Showa periods as seen from prices of the day (Nedan 
no Meiji Taishi Showa Fuzoku Shi). It is published by the 
Weekly Asahi (Shukan Asahi).
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 1882–Around this time many small shoyu manufacturers 
appear and quite a few bad quality shoyu products are on the 
market. Shoyu loses considerable consumer confi dence.
 1885–The price of 1 keg (taru, 16.2 liters or 9 sho) of 
shoyu at this time is as follows: Highest grade (jo no jo) 
(Kikkoman) 1 yen, 40 sen; Middle upper grade (jo no chu) (3 
makers including Yamasa) 1 yen 38 sen; Lower upper grade 
(jo no ge) (Kamibishi) 1 yen 25 sen; Upper middle grade 
(chu no jo) (Fujita) 1 yen 25 sen; Lower middle grade (chu 
no ge) (Chigusa) 1 yen 17 sen; Lower grade (ge) (Kinka) 
80 sen. Yamaguchi Yoshibei of Yamasa Shoyu starts to sell 
Worcestershire Sauce, called “Mikado Sauce.”
 1885 May–The government reinstates the tax on shoyu 
to raise money for the army.
 1887–Soybean production in Japan tops 400,000 tonnes 
(419,700 tons) for the fi rst time.
 1890–The Tokyo-Area Shoyu Brewers’ and 
Wholesalers’ Union (Ichifu Rokken Shoyu Jozo-ka Tokyo 
Tonya Kumiai Rengokai) forms a cartel for the fi rst time 
because of a 50% increase in the price of their raw materials.
 1891–Mogi Kenzaburo of Kikkoman (1st generation) 
starts to use a special press (gendo maki assaku-ki) invented 
by Yamazaki Izuko to press the shoyu out of the moromi 
mash more effi ciently and quickly.
 1893–In recent years the import of soybeans to Japan 
has increased rapidly, and this year it reaches 96,000 tonnes. 
These soybeans are grown mainly in Manchuria. The average 
price of 2 liters of high-quality shoyu in Tokyo is 10 sen. (In 
1982 it is 584 yen, or 5,840 times more than in 1893).
 1894–Around this time miso soup is recognized for 
its value as a protein food. Dr. Sito Nesaku, an agricultural 
specialist, says that miso is a farm household’s milk.
 1894–Yabe Kikuji (1868-1936) calls natto “Japanese 
cheese” and presents the fi rst academic paper on natto 
bacteria in Japan.
 1895–Around this time the number of walking vendors 
of tofu, natto, and boiled whole soybeans (ni-mame) 
increased, as did the production of dried-frozen tofu 
(kori-dofu). The number of small shoyu makers decreased 
dramatically as Kikkoman, Yamasa, and Higeta increasingly 
used advanced industrialized methods. Recipes and methods 
for making miso pickles (miso-zuke) using carrots, daikon, 
udo, and ginger are given in women’s magazines such as 
Jokan, Katei Zasshi and Jogaku Kogi.
 1896–Around this time the importation of salt starts, 
as shoyu makers in Noda and Chiba buy 15,000 tons of salt 
from England.
 1897–Soybean imports this year increase to about 
140,000 tonnes, which is one-fourth of Japanese 
consumption. Domestic soybean production is 400,000 
tonnes.
 1899–Mogi Keizaburo of Kikkoman of Kikkoman (1st 
generation) starts using a boiler for the fi rst time in the shoyu 
industry. Address: Norin Suisansho, Tokei Johobu, Norin 

Tokeika Kacho Hosa.

61. Gawne (W.) and Co. 1900. What the newspapers say 
about Gawne’s Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Mataura Ensign 
(Otago, New Zealand). Sept. 6. p. 5, col. 6.
• Summary: “’Evening Star,’ 22nd June, 1889, says: ‘Messrs 
W. Gawne and Co., of George St., Dunedin, have sent us 
a sample of Worcestershire Sauce manufactured by them, 
which is in no respect inferior to the imported article, so 
long celebrated for Flavoring Sauces, and as an agreeable 
addition to grills, fi sh, and steaks. We can safely recommend 
it as a valuable addition to our rapidly developing local 
manufactures. The bottles are neatly labelled and ornamental, 
not only for home use, but for exportation and we hope the 
manufacturers will realise a demand equal to the merits of 
the savoury article they have produced.’”
 Note: This is the last ad seen for this sauce. Address: 
George St., Dunedin. New Zealand.

62. Times (London). 1900. Japanese commercial interests in 
Manchuria. Oct. 5. p. 12, col. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Commissioner of Chinese Customs 
at Niu-chwang [pinyin: Yingkou, formerly Newchwang; 
Niuchwang, Niuzhang] refers, in his report for the past year, 
to the important part played by Japan in the recent rapid 
growth in the foreign trade of Manchuria.”
 “This growth in trade with Japan may be said to have 
commenced with the war between Japan and China [1894-
1895], which probably opened the eyes of the Japanese to the 
wealth of Manchuria and the peculiar value of its products 
to themselves. The Soya bean is consumed in enormous 
quantities in Japan, the better qualities for food and the 
inferior ones as manure. In former years the supply was 
obtained from Korea, but the Manchurian bean is cheaper. 
Beancake is used as a food for cattle and for manure, and its 
value in both respects is well known. Japanese shipping at 
Niu-chwang naturally shows a great increase likewise.”

63. Journal of the Oriental Institute (Vladivostok). 
1900-1901. Sovremennaia letopsis’ Dal’nego Vostoka 
[Contemporary chronology of the Far East]. p. 157-58. 
[Rus]*
• Summary: This chronology was published in installments 
under a specifi c grant from the Governor-General of the 
Amur Region. The entry for 1900-1901 titled “Japanese 
interests in Manchuria” describes increasing Japanese 
soybean imports from Niuzhuang, Manchuria, since 
soybeans from Manchuria are found to be less expensive 
than those imported from Korea.

64. China. Imperial Maritime Customs. 1900. Returns and 
reports on trade, Newchwang, 1899. Shanghai, China. See p. 
4. *
• Summary: The new-style foreign soya bean mills were able 
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“to make a profi t at prices which caused a loss to the old-
style mills.” Address: Shanghai, China.

65. Suzuki & Iida. 1901. Trade list of Japanese bulbs, seeds 
and plants: 1901-1902. New York City, New York. 20 p. 
April. 25 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In the section on “Seeds” (p. 16-20) is a 
subsection (p. 20) titled “Vegetable seed.” “Soy bean, 3 
varieties, $0.15 per lb.” Note: We wish they had listed the 
3 varieties. Address: 31 Barclay St., New York City, New 
York; 3 Nakamura, Yokohama, Japan.

66. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1901. 
Bean oil and cake in Swatow, China. 20(6):642. June 29.
• Summary: “Foreign Offi ce Annual Series, No. 2620. To 
the Swatow farmer the supply of cheap beancake is of the 
fi rst importance. With no system of rotation in the cultivation 
of his land, and raising crop after crop of sugar-cane on the 
same fi elds, the soil soon becomes exhausted and artifi cial 
manures necessary. In this connexion [sic] beancake has been 
found to meet the farmer’s requirements and the nature of the 
soil; it is an excellent fertiliser, besides being both cheap and 
plentiful.
 “Locally, the import of beans furnishes a new industry to 
Swatow in extracting and manufacturing bean oil. In addition 
to ordinary hand-presses there are now steam mills in full 
operation, with the result that, after satisfying the heavy 
local demands, 43,250 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds] were shipped to Hong-Kong, valued at 48,276l. [l. = 
£ (pounds)], which in 1900 reached 59,868 cwts., valued at 
73,569l.”

67. Consular Reports [USA]. 1901. Commerce in China in 
1900. 66(251):455-62. Aug. See p. 458.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 458) states: 
“Hemp, hides, horns, nutgalls, oils, straw braid, and tallow 
were all exported in greater quantities. Sesamum seed 
made a large advance, while rush hats more than doubled. 
There was, of course a heavy falling off in the exports from 
Niuchwang [Newchwang] and Tientsin, and beans and bean 
cake, with wool, show decreases; but with the exception 
of these two ports, the trade was not much affected by the 
political situation.”

68. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1901. 
Alterations in the tariff: Exemptions. Infants’ and invalids’ 
food. Nov. 30. p. 3.
• Summary: “Special preparations of... Van Abbott’s 
prepared almond fl our for diabetes, Soya fl our for diabetes, 
etc.”

69. Bie, H.C.H. de. 1901. De landbouw der inlandsche 
bevolking op Java [The agriculture of the indigenous 
people in Java]. Mededeelingen uit ‘s Lands Plantentuin 

(Buitenzorg) No. 45. 143 p. See p. 97, 99, 138-43. [Dut]
• Summary: The soybean is discussed in the chapter titled 
“Cultivation of crops other than paddy rice: Cultivation 
of secondary crops (Palawidja).” Soya bean is one of the 
secondary foods served with rice, but it is mostly used to 
make soy sauce and tempeh (tempe). One variety of soybean, 
which originally came from Japan, is widely grown as a 
second crop on the wet rice fi elds (sawahs), and it is easy to 
cultivate at altitudes of 1,200 to 1,500 feet above sea level. It 
is called katjang kedele in Central and East Java, but katjang 
djepoen in Sunda or West Java (de Soendalanden; [the area 
around Bandung only]). A description of the plant and the 
method of cultivation in Java is then given. It is planted 
much more on wet rice fi elds than on dry (non-irrigated) 
fi elds (tegalans) near the rice fi elds used for vegetables and 
secondary crops. Usually the soybean seeds are planted right 
after the paddy stumps have been cut away, but sometimes 
they are planted just before or during the paddy harvest, 
and pressed into the earth under the feet of the paddy 
cutters. They are rarely weeded, excepted when the crop is 
suffocated by tall weeds. At harvest, the plants are pulled 
completely out of the ground and bound into bunches. At 
night they are stored under a specially-constructed roofed 
shelter in the fi eld, and during the day they are sun-dried on 
bamboo structures or on the ground. This takes at most 3-4 
days, if the plants are really ripe and the weather is good, 
after which the bunches are put on bamboo mats in heaps and 
threshed. To protect the seeds from damage, one preferably 
uses piece of banana tree branches which still have fi brous 
veins. The fi brous plant stems and branches are removed 
together with the soybean pods and burned on the sawah 
fi elds. Poor people fi rst sort out the pieces good enough for 
fuel and take these home. Immature green leaves are fed to 
animals. Sometimes soybeans are planted on the dikes of the 
paddy fi elds at the same time as or a few days later than the 
paddy rice. The fresh seeds from this harvest are then planted 
in the sawah fi elds after the paddy is harvested. Soybeans 
planted in this way are called katjang apitan.
 There are two varieties of soya: one has an ivory yellow 
seed coat and the other is black. The latter is used almost 
exclusively to make soy sauce; the former to make pastry 
and condiments for rice or as a vegetable (sayur; sajoer). 
Soya is cooked with salt in the green pod and eaten as a 
snack.
 The indigenous people do not occupy themselves with 
the production of soya (soy sauce) or ketjap or other products 
made from soybeans such as taoetjo [tao tjo, tauco, taucho 
= Indonesian style miso], taoehoe [tao hoe, tahu = tofu], 
taoekwa [tao koan, taokoan or takoa = fermented tofu], and 
taoetji [tao dji, tausi = fermented black soybeans]. The work 
is too involved and takes too long before the product is ready 
to be sold. Most people are too inexperienced and there is not 
enough of a market for the product.
 The only food that most people make out of soybeans 
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is tempeh (témpé), which plays the same role in Central 
and East Java as does ontjom in Sunda or West Java, and is 
prepared similarly. The tempeh-making process is described. 
It takes place indoors, out of the light. Tempeh is sometimes 
cut into smaller pieces. It is usually eaten pan-fried after 
being soaked in a solution of tamarind and salt. It is also 
cooked with vegetables.
 Most soybean seeds are sold to the Chinese, who export 
them or process them to make soy sauce and other products. 
To make soy sauce, the seeds are roasted to aid in removing 
the hulls. Some people pound the seeds instead. They are 
cleaned, boiled in water, drained, spread on fl at bamboo 
trays (tampah or njiroe) and dried daily for a week in the 
wind. They are washed again then soaked for 30-40 days in 
salt water which has been boiled then cooled. This mash is 
mixed thoroughly and strained through a cloth. To the black 
liquid is added a boiled and cooled mixture of cane sugar and 
water, then the mixture is boiled until its volume is reduced 
by 20%. If the solid residue removed by fi ltering still tastes 
salty, it is put into water, kneaded and strained again. A sugar 
solution is added and all is boiled down as before to make 
second-grade ketjap.
 To make taoetjo (tauco, taucho or Indonesian-style 
miso), the soybeans are soaked in fresh water, the hulls 
are removed, the seeds boiled and spread on bamboo trays 
to cool. Rice or glutinous rice fl our is roasted until golden 
brown, then mixed with the seeds and set aside for 2-3 days 
to ferment between hibiscus (waroe) leaves on fl at trays. 
When the mass has molded, it is sun dried for a few days 
until very hard. Note: This is the soybean koji used making 
taucho.
 Remove the leaves and put this mass of soybean koji 
into salt water. On the third or fourth day, add some yeast 
(gist) and some cane sugar syrup. Continue the soaking and 
fermentation in salt water for 2-3 weeks. Place it [in crocks] 
daily outside in the dew, taking care that no rain gets on it.
 To stimulate the fermentation, take steamed rice or 
glutinous rice that is only half cooked. Add ragi starter and 
allow it to ferment for 2-3 days until a sweet, alcoholic fl avor 
develops. This kind of fermented rice is called peujeum in 
West Java, or tapé in Central or East Java. Now add this 
fermented rice to the soybeans in salt water to enhance both 
the fermentation and the product.
 After 3-4 weeks the soybeans should be very soft like 
porridge; then the taucho is ready to be used. It is eaten raw 
with cooked or raw vegetables, or mixed with meat or rice 
dishes; other condiments are also made from it.
 Another product that the Chinese make out of soybeans 
is tofu (tahoe or tauwhoe). Soaked soybeans are ground and 
the puree is mixed with fresh water. Then a milky liquid 
(melkachtige vloeistof) is fi ltered off and coagulated. The 
Chinese use a coagulant called tjiogo (gypsum or calcium 
sulfate), which is specially imported from China and is not 
always available, even to the Chinese apothecary. It is fi rst 

burned, then cooled before being added to the milky liquid. 
The white mass which is precipitated is called tofu. A similar 
product can be made from mung beans. Address: Batavia 
(Jakarta), Java.

70. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. London: Methuen & Co. xii + 
293 p. See p. 180-84, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53. Illust. Index. 
23 cm.
• Summary: The Preface states that Hosie was in charge 
of the British consulate at Newchwang in Manchuria from 
Nov. 1894 to July 1897 and from April 1899 to April 1900. 
In 1900 he made the fi rst careful estimate of soybean 
production in Manchuria, calculating the amount at 600,000 
tons. He noted that during that period most of Manchuria’s 
soybean exports went to southern China, through the ports 
of Swatow, Amoy, and Canton, where mills were erected 
for extracting the oil; the cake was used for fertilizing sugar 
plantations there and in Java. Nearly all of the soybean oil 
exported from Manchuria was consumed in China.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen that gives 
soybean production or area statistics for Manchuria.
 Chapter 2, titled “Recent events in Manchuria” (p. 
39-72) begins with the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95 
(it began on 3 Aug. 1894 and concerned a dispute over 
the kingdom of Corea [Korea]), the Japanese invasion of 
Corea and Manchuria, Japanese victory and the treaty of 
Shimonoseki (17 April 1895), the complexities of railway 
construction and fi nancing in Manchuria (from the start of 
construction of the Manchurian Railway on 28 Aug. 1897), 
and the expected effects of the new railroads on Manchurian 
trade. Manchurian trade currently labors under serious 
disadvantages due largely to climatic conditions, absence of 
good roads, and the slow and clumsy methods of transport. 
“I have said that it is practically impossible to sow, reap, and 
export [soy] beans, the most valuable trade product of the 
country, in the same year, and that they have to be carried by 
cart and stored at depots on the waterways to await shipment 
when the ice breaks up in the following spring. In this way 
capital is locked up for months and heavy storage charges are 
incurred” (p. 67). The Russian Central Manchurian Railway 
should greatly alleviate these problems. Bubonic plague 
struck Manchuria in 1899 (p. 69).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008) 
concerning the transportation of soybeans by railway.
 Chapter 7, titled “Agriculture and agricultural products” 
(p. 172-98) contains extensive information on “Beans” 
(which are actually soybeans). Beans are often used on large 
farms in the second year of a 4-year crop rotation consisting 
of millet, beans, rice (or barley or wheat), and millet. Other 
important cereal crops are Job’s tears (Coix lachryma, used 
medicinally and in making sweetmeats) and tall millet (Kao-
liang).
 “A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and, 
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together with their resultants, bean-cake and bean-oil, they 
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade of 
the three provinces.” In April they are sown by hand in drills, 
and the crop ripens in September. “The Chinese distinguish 
the beans of commerce by their colours, and they are known 
as Yellow (Huang Tou), Green (Ch’ing Tou), Black (Hei, 
or Wu Tou), White (Pai Tou), Red (Hung Tou) and Small 
Green (Lü Tou). The yellow, green and black are varieties 
of the soy bean (Glycine hispida, Moench., or Dolichos 
soja, L.)...” The white and red beans are “the ray-fruited 
dwarf bean (Phaseolus radiatus, L.)” [azuki bean]. The Lü 
Tou (small green bean, Phaseolus mungo, L.) [mung bean], 
“the smallest but one of the most important of the beans 
of commerce cultivated in Manchuria,” is used to make 
vermicelli and bean sprouts (p. 184).
 Concerning soy beans: The “yield per acre, which 
requires from 16 to 18 lb. of seed, is estimated at from 27 to 
39 bushels, with a weight of about 40 lb. per bushel.” [Note: 
A U.S. bushel of soy beans weighs 60 lb.]. “Each variety of 
soy bean has a number of sub-species. The yellow has three, 
known respectively as (a) Pai-mei (white eyebrow), from 
the white scar on the saddle or point of attachment to the 
pod; (b) Chin-huang, or Chin-yüan (golden yellow or golden 
round), from the golden colour and more rounded shape of 
the bean; and (c) Hei-chi (black belly), from the dark brown 
scar on the saddle. All the three sub-species are highly prized 
for the quantity of oil or fat which they contain, but sub-
species (a) and (b) are noted for the quality of the bean-curd 
(Tou-fu) or legumine obtained from them, as well as for the 
sprouts which are procured by soaking the beans in water, 
and which are greatly relished as a vegetable.
 “There are two sub-species of the green bean (Ching-
Tou).” One has a green epidermis (skin) but is yellow inside, 
while the other is green on the both the surface and inside.
 The black bean (Wu Tou) has three sub-species:–(a) To-
wu-tou (large black bean), where the epidermis is black and 
the inside green. It yields oil or fat, and it is likewise boiled 
with millet or rice and used for food.
 “(b) Hsiao-wu-tou (small black bean), where the bean 
is somewhat smaller than the sub-species (a), with a black 
epidermis and yellow inside. It is largely used for horse feed 
and also yields oil, the refuse being employed for feeding 
pigs. It is likewise pickled for food.
 “(c) Pien-wu-tou (fl at black bean), where the epidermis 
is black and the inside yellow. It is fl attened and elliptical in 
shape, and is mostly used for pickling and for horse feed.” 
(p. 181-82).
 A detailed description is then given of Tou-fu, or bean 
curd, and how it is made (p. 183-84).
 “Besides these beans of commerce there are several 
varieties of garden beans cultivated for food, such as...; the 
Mao Tou, or hairy bean [probably green vegetable soybeans], 
with short hairy pods, each containing one to three beans 
(epidermis white and inside green);... With the exception 

of the Mao Tou these are usually cooked and eaten with the 
pods” (p. 186).
 “The plants grown in Manchuria whose seeds yield 
oil are six in number. They are (1) Dolichos soja, L., or 
soy bean,” (2) Castor oil plant. (3) Sesamum orientale, or 
sesame. (4) Perilla ocymoides, L., or perilla. (5) The cotton 
plant. (6) Cannabis sativa, L., or the true hemp plant. “The 
names and uses of these [six] oils are the following: (1) 
Tou yu [soy bean oil]–cooking, mixing paints and lighting” 
[illumination]. All these six “oil-yielding seeds” (with the 
exception of sesamum seeds, which are roasted) are crushed, 
steamed and subjected to great pressure. A table (p. 188) 
shows the percentage and value of the oil and cake extracted 
from these six seeds.
 A black-and-white photo shows a Chinese bean mill at 
Newchwang with a huge granite stone wheel (facing p. 220).
 Also discusses: Job’s tears or pearl barley (p. 180-81). 
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which 
is red or white, p. 182-83). Hemp, a valuable textile plant (p. 
186-88, 251). Sesamum seed (p. 188). Ground-nuts [peanuts] 
(p. 188, 251). The ground nut (Arachis hypogæa, L.) is 
cultivated in Manchuria for food, however not to any great 
extent. The oil is not extracted from the nuts, as it is in the 
south of China. Seaweed (p. 258).
 A second edition of this work was published in 1904 
(London: Methuen & Co., 293 p.; New York: C. Scribner’s 
Sons; see p. 181-87). In the 1910 ed. (published in Boston 
by J.B. Millet Co.; 320 p.), see p. 75-79. Address: M.A., 
F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at 
Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).

71. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Chapter IX–Special industries 
of Manchuria (Document part). London: Methuen & Co. xii 
+ 293 p. See p. 218-24.
• Summary: One of the most important commercial 
industries of Manchuria is that which makes bean-cake 
and bean-oil, using a crush-stone mill and wedge press. 
The author explains “the method adopted in Manchuria for 
extracting the oil. A large stone wheel of dressed granite 
about ten feet in diameter and two and a half feet thick at 
the axis, gradually contracting to a foot at the rim, which is 
smooth, revolves in a circular well from thirty to thirty-six 
inches broad, paved with stone and bounded on each side 
by a low wall of concrete or wood two to three feet high. 
The massive wooden axle on which the wheel revolves has 
its opposite end fi rmly fi xed in a huge beam which rises 
vertically from the centre of the hollow circle formed by the 
inner wall of the well and which revolves with the wheel. 
Behind the wheel and supported by a plank fi xed near the 
opposite end of the axle is a wooden framework which just 
sweeps the fl oor of the well.”
 “The beans to be crushed are heaped in the well against 
the inner wall. Two mules, blindfolded, are harnessed to the 
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wheel, one in front, the other behind, and walk in a track 
outside the outer wall... In this way the beans are crushed 
into thin wafers; but this style of wheel is now somewhat 
antiquated, and has been to a great extent superseded by an 
improved method of feeding and crushing, which I shall 
now describe. A massive stone roller, measuring forty-two 
inches long with a diameter of fi fty-three inches, has the 
centre of its rim cut to a depth of a quarter to half an inch 
and polished.” “Two mules, whose track lies outside the low 
encircling wall, are harnessed to the projecting ends of the 
planks.” A full-page photo (facing p. 220) shows a “Chinese 
bean mill in Newchwang.”
 When the fi rst process, the crushing of the beans, is 
fi nished, the bean wafers are removed from the gutter in 
baskets and steamed. Details of the steaming apparatus are 
given. A circular wooden grating, lined with hempen cloth, 
is placed over a large, shallow, circular iron pot more than 
half full of boiling water. Bean wafers are placed on the 
cloth and steamed for 15 minutes. They are then placed in 
numerous iron hoops, each 23 inches in diameter, lined with 
grass. These are stacked fi ve high and pressed. The press 
“consists of four massive wooden pillars, some ten feet high, 
embedded in the ground, and arranged in two pairs at a short 
distance from each other, each pair bound together at the top 
and forming an angle.” Longer logs are placed crosswise so 
they pass “through the two angles made by the two pairs of 
pillars until the space between the cakes and the cross log 
uniting the pillars is fi lled. Wooden wedges, bound at the 
thick end with iron, are now driven in between the upper 
logs at each side by the workman, who wields with great 
effect a heavy, short-handled iron hammer suspended at 
each side from a cross beam erected above the press. After 
a few minutes the oil may be seen pouring from the cakes, 
descending to the wooden base, and thence fi nding its way 
to the underground tank. From time to time the wedges are 
knocked out, another log inserted, and the wedges again 
driven home. This process goes on for two hours, when the 
extraction is complete. The cakes are then dragged from the 
press and the iron hoops and grass casings removed. Each 
cake is now a solid mass, twenty-three inched in diameter 
and four inches thick, with a slight protuberance all around 
the centre of the edge, caused by the great pressure on the 
weak part of the cake between the two iron hoops.” The 
trimmed cakes weigh 53 catties each. About 9% of the 
original weight of the soybeans is expressed as oil. The 
trimmed cakes “are stored in godowns ready for shipment to 
Swatow and Amoy, where they are macerated and applied 
to the sugar cane fi elds as manure.” The average prices (in 
Newchwang taels) of [soy] beans, bean-cake, and bean-oil 
during the decade (decennary) ending in 1891, and in the 
year 1897, are given. “In the decennary ending 1891 the 
average values were: Beans, Newchwang taels 2.91 per 
picul of 300 catties (400 lb); Bean-cake, N. taels 3.69 per ten 
pieces, and Bean-oil, N. taels 3.43 per picul of 100 catties.”

 “This oil is used for both cooking and lighting [in 
lamps], and is exported by steamer and junk to all parts 
of China. Up the Yang-tsze, however, and in the southern 
provinces, it has rivals in the so-called tea-oil and ground 
nut-oil manufactured from the seeds of Camellia sasanqua, 
Thunb., and Arachis hypogæa, L., respectively. In 1896 a 
bean-oil factory with foreign machinery manufactured in 
Hong-Kong was erected in the port of Newchwang. The 
beans are crushed between pairs of iron cylinders driven 
by steam, and the crushed bean wafers, treated as above 
described, are placed in iron screw presses turned by capstan 
bars by hand. With this exception the process of manufacture 
is the same as in the native mills. In the foreign mill the oil 
is pumped from the underground reservoirs into iron tanks, 
where it is stored before being run into the wicker waterproof 
baskets for shipment. Oil extracted in the mills in the far 
interior of Manchuria is packed in large waterproof boxes 
to enable it to bear the rough transit by cart to the port, and 
on arrival at Newchwang the boxes are opened and the oil 
transferred to baskets for export.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2020) that contains the term “screw presses” 
(or “screw press”) in connection with mechanical pressing 
of soybeans to give oil and meal. Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., 
Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen 
(Scotland or Hong Kong).

72. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Chapter X–The trade of 
Manchuria (Document part). London: Methuen & Co. xii + 
293 p. See p. 236-59.
• Summary: “There can be no doubt that millet (Horcus 
sorghum, L.) is the principal and most valuable crop of 
Manchuria; but being the staple food of the people, the 
common feed of beasts of burden, and the grain used by 
the distilleries in the manufacture of samshu, it is nearly all 
consumed in the country itself.” The rest is exported to other 
parts of China. Other important related grain crops are Kao-
liang (Holcus sorghum, L.) and Hsiao-mi (Setaria italica, 
Kth.).
 The port of Newchwang is the only Manchurian port 
still open to foreign trade and the only place at which reliable 
trade statistics were available. These statistics, collected and 
published by the Imperial Maritime or Foreign Customs, 
cover the trade in vessels for foreign type only, and do not 
include the native junk trade, which is conducted under the 
supervision of the Native Custom-House. The latter type of 
trade is considerable, but the statistics are not reliable.
 After the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95, Japan invaded 
and occupied the southern province of Manchuria. Some 
expressed gloomy views concerning the commercial future 
of Manchuria, but Japan has now become the main market 
for Manchurian agricultural products, and in turn is now 
trying to sell her manufactured goods to Manchuria. Since 
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the war, the trade of Manchuria has actually trebled. “The 
chief export from Manchuria is beans and their products, 
bean-cake and bean-oil...” A table (p. 242) shows “Exports of 
beans, bean-cake and bean-oil for 1898 and 1899 in foreign-
type vessels. For each product is given the quantity (tons) 
and value (in both Haikwan taels and British pounds). In 
1899 the quantities were as follows: [Soy] Beans (yellow 
153,745 tons {58.6% of total weight} worth 4,694,750 
Haikwan taels; green 95,649 tons {35.3% of weight} worth 
3,306,172 taels; black 21,076 tons {7.8%} worth 602,492 
taels) totaling 270,470 tons worth 8,603,414 taels. Bean-cake 
260,798 tons worth 6,711,364 taels (=£1,010,200). Bean-oil 
9,512 tons worth 1,000,193 taels (=£150,550).
 An estimated additional 30,000 tons of [soy] beans were 
exported that year from Newchwang in junks headed for 
China Proper.
 “A few years ago the consumption of pulse and bean-
cake was practically confi ned to the southern provinces of 
China (through the ports of Swatow, Amoy and Canton), 
where mills were erected for extracting the oil from 
beans and the bean-cake was used for fertilising the sugar 
plantations.” Since the Chino-Japanese [Sino-Japanese] was 
of 1894-95, Japan has occupied the Liao-tung Peninsula 
and realized the value of Manchurian agricultural products. 
In 1899 Japan’s purchases of these products had surpassed 
that exported to Southern China. In Japan, “bean-cake is 
replacing fi sh manure,” which in recent years has become 
scarce and expensive due to the shortage of herrings along 
the Japanese coast. From Canton, some bean-meal goes to 
the sugar fi elds of Java. Nearly all of the bean-oil exported 
through Newchwang is consumed in China. Due to the rough 
roads, bean-oil from the interior of Manchuria is brought in 
large, strong watertight wooden boxes lined with paper to 
the port of shipment, where the boxes are broken up and the 
contents, like the oil extracted in Newchwang itself, poured 
for export into large brittle jar- or carafe-shaped wicker 
baskets lined inside and outside with layers of waterproof 
paper.”
 Beans and their products “are, in a word, the wealth of 
Manchuria.”
 A table titled “Summary of the export trade of 
Manchuria through Newchwang, 1898-1899” (p. 252) shows 
that beans, bean-cake, and bean-oil are by far the most 
valuable export, worth much more than all other exports 
combined. In 1899 they were worth 2.5 million British 
pounds in exports alone.
 A second table titled “Distribution of Manchurian 
exports through the Port of Newchwang, 1898-99” (p. 253) 
shows that in 1899, the destinations receiving exports of 
greatest value were (in million British pounds sterling): 
Japan 1.2, Shanghai 0.95, Swatow 0.505, Canton 0.404, and 
Amoy 0.272.
 A fi nal table (p. 259) shows that in 1899 the tonnage 
exported from Manchuria by steam ship was more than 38 

times as great as the tonnage exported by sailing ship to 
destinations.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “bean-meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans. Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once 
Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland 
or Hong Kong).

73. Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer (West Yorkshire, 
England). 1902. Summary of the news. Aug. 25. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “The advocates of duties on imported 
articles generally, would do well to study the report of Mr. 
T.E. Thorpe, the Principal Chemist of the Government 
Laboratory, upon the work of his department during the 
year ending last March, which was issued Saturday. The 
imposition of a duty on sugar seemed at fi rst sight a simple 
operation; the dry details of Mr. Thorpe’s report show that 
it was a task of great diffi culty and complexity... Sugar, 
for the purposes of the tariff, included, of course, cognate 
substances and articles in the manufacture of which sugar or 
its equivalents are used. These included not only all kinds 
of confectionery and preserved fruits, but such articles as 
blacking and cattle foods, which contain molasses, and 
soy, a substance used largely in the manufacture of sauces. 
Soy, which when genuine, is an extract of the soya bean, 
frequently consists almost entirely of molasses.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2014) in 
a British newspaper that contains the term “soya bean” (or 
“soya beans”).

74. Worcestershire Chronicle (England). 1902. Some 
substitutes. Intoxicating “temperance” drinks. Aug. 30. p. 7, 
col. 2.
• Summary: “Soy, which when genuine, is an extract of the 
Soya bean, frequently consists entirely of molasses, and is 
used largely in the manufacture of sauces.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2014) in a British newspaper that contains the term “soya 
bean” (or “soya beans”).

75. Dmitriev, Konstantin. 1903. Ekskursiya dlya izucheniya 
porta In-kou [A trip for the study of the port of Yingkou]. 
Izvestiya Vostochnogo Instituta (J. of the Oriental Institute, 
Vladivostok) 7:21-146; 8:115-270. [Rus]
• Summary: As the major export port for Manchurian 
soybeans and soy products prior to the completion of the 
Chinese Eastern Railway and the consequent rise of Dairen 
and Vladivostok to preeminence, Yingkou is the appropriate 
focus for a study of the increasing export trade to Southern 
China and Japan (especially) in the 1880s. Pages 85-88 list 
foreign companies and establishments operating in Yingkou 
in 1902-03.
 Of particular interest might be Bandinel and Co. known 
in Chinese as Jichang (?) which represented such worldwide 
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and regional ocean freighters as Hamburg- American, Lloyds 
and Mitsui Bussan as well as the oil mill carrying its own 
name (Jichangyan).
 Tables (p. 256) give 1901 export statistics for soybeans, 
cake and oil both by quarters and destinations (Hong Kong, 
Japan, Chinese ports, Samarang [Semarang, Central Java], 
and Korea). Address: Manchuria.

76. Boehmer, C. 1903. Die Kraftfuttermittel, ihre Rohstoffe, 
Herstellung, Zusammensetzung, Verdaulichkeit und 
Verwendung, mit besonderer Beruecksichtigung der 
Verfalschungen und der mikroskopischen Untersuchung 
[The concentrated feeds, their raw materials, production, 
composition, digestibility, and use, with special consideration 
for their adulteration and microscopic investigation]. Berlin: 
Verlagsbuchhandlung Paul Parey. xi + 650 p. Illust. Index. 23 
cm. [Ger]
• Summary: In Section 4, about the legumes and their 
by-products, soybeans (die Sojabohnen, Saubohnen) 
are mentioned three times and soybean cake 
(Sojabohnenrückstände, which is imported) is mentioned 
once in the introduction (p. 314), but not in the body of the 
chapter. However note that in the table on p. 315 Saubohne is 
said to be Vicia faba.
 Note: Böhmer divides all legumes into two groups: (1) 
Those with a high starch content and low fat content, such 
as peas, broad beans (Vicia faba, Saubohnen), vetches (Vicia 
sativa, Wicken), etc. and (2) Those which contain little or 
no starch and generally have a very high fat content, such as 
lupins and soybeans.
 Also discusses: Hemp and hempseed cake, linseed and 
linseed cake, lupins, peanuts and peanut cake, sesame seeds 
and sesame cake, and the lecithin content of some seeds 
and oilcakes–not including soybeans (p. 628). Address: Dr., 
Leipzig, Germany.

77. Kokhanovskiy, N. 1903. Ocherk ekonomicheskogo 
polozheniya YAponii [An outline of Japan’s economy]. 
Izvestiia Vostochnogo Instituta (J. of the Oriental Institute, 
Vladivostok) 5:1-130. [Rus]
• Summary: Includes a discussion (p. 6-11) of Japanese 
domestic agriculture. For 1900, soya was the fi fth most 
important culture by area, occupying 6.9% of cultivated 
area. Rice, wheat, rye and barley were all ahead of soy. 
Statistics (bottom of p. 7) are shown for 1895-99 and 1900. 
The discussion of harvests is followed by a table (p. 10) 
of information on agricultural prices in Japan from 1887-
1900, showing a clear rise in bean prices (though soya is not 
differentiated here from other bean products).
 Pages 62-63 contain information on Japan’s imports and 
exports for 1900-1902 taken from the sources listed at the 
bottom of page 62, footnote 2. Further examination of these 
would allow the compilation of clear statistics for growing 
Japanese import of soya and more gradual growth in the 

export of soya products.

78. New-York Tribune. 1904. Chinese food products: Beans a 
leading article of diet in China. April 10. p. A9.
• Summary: From What to Eat: “Dr. Yamei Kin, a Chinese 
woman doctor now studying in America, gives some 
interesting facts about Chinese food products. One surprising 
thing Dr Yamei Kin tells is that Chinese soy is made from a 
sort of red bean ground up and fermented. While fermenting 
it smells like sauerkraut, only worse. The fermented product 
is shipped in cases to England, where it is mixed with 
vinegar and other products and sold as Worcestershire sauce.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2015) that 
mentions Dr. Yamei Kin in clear connection with soy.
 “The Chinese laborer lives on beans as much as does the 
Boston typewriter girl. The bean in China is more like our 
small round cow-pea. This is ground fi ne, mixed with water 
and a little salt. Then the water is pressed out and the bean 
cake [tofu] is sold to the poor. This bean cake may be cooked 
and mixed with other things, fi sh, chickens, etc. It is highly 
nutritious and explains why the Chinese laborer can endure 
so much on so little food. Vegetables are eaten in quantities... 
Fish is popular but very little meat is eaten. An animal is 
never killed to be eaten until it is too old to work; hence the 
Chinese do not like beef, considering it too tough. Pork is 
popular and every family keeps one or two pigs.
 “The Chinese are great cooks, and love to give elaborate 
dinners. This is the chief means of entertaining in China. 
However, the dinner consists of sixty courses, and it takes 
several hours.”
 Also appeared in the Detroit Free Press. 1904. May 1 (p. 
2).

79. Times (London). 1904. Summer conditions and food 
supplies in Manchuria. Aug. 9. p. 2, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: From a correspondent. There are two harvest 
seasons in Manchuria. The fi rst is that of wheat and barley; 
the second is that of yellow millet and red millet, followed 
by [soya] beans, “which are the product par excellence of 
Manchuria,” and fi nally kao-liang, or tall millet.
 “The vast quantities of [soya] bean cake, stored in the 
country from last year’s stock, which were not exported 
as usual to Japan, were enough to support at least 50,000 
Russian horses. The beans and cake were stored in towns 
within easy access of the Russian centres. and have long 
since been secured.”
 “As regards food for her [Russia’s] army, the natives can 
furnish a relatively small proportion of coarse fl our made 
from wheat... The small millets can be used as porridge. 
Natives travel long distances on this alone. For the cold 
season the bean curd is splendid food for men who live in the 
open air. The supply of this is practically unlimited.
 Note 1. This was written in the midst of the Russo-
Japanese war (Feb. 1904–Sept. 1905); Japan beat mighty 
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Russia.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
that mentions Russo-Japanese War in connection with soya 
beans.

80. Bellows, E.C. 1904. Agriculture in Japan. Monthly 
Consular Reports (U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, 
Bureau of Statistics) No. 287. Aug. p. 22-25.
• Summary: In 1901 the artifi cial fertilizer manufacturing 
companies of Japan produced 62,400 tons; 151,000 tons of 
fi sh fertilizers were produced, and 83,967 tons of Chinese 
bean cakes were imported for use as fertilizers. Artifi cial 
fertilizers are also imported from Great Britain, fi sh guano 
from Siberia, animal bone from China, and other fertilizing 
materials from different countries.
 “The principal agricultural products, named in the 
order of their acreage, are rice, rye, barley, wheat, [soya] 
beans, mulberries, sweet potatoes, millet, buckwheat, rape, 
red beans [azuki], Italian millet [awa], tea, indigo leaves, 
potatoes, sorghum, tobacco leaves, cotton, and hemp. The 
area devoted to rice cultivation constitutes a little more than 
two-fi fths of the total area of arable land.” Address: Consul-
General, Yokohama, Japan.

81. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1904. Seasons 
in Manchuria: Conditions and food supplies. Interesting 
particulars. Sept. 21. p. 5.
• Summary: “A correspondent of the London Times gives 
the following particulars of the conditions in Manchuria: -
 “’It should be well understood that there are two harvest 
seasons in Manchuria. The fi rst is that of wheat and barley, 
which in the central and southern provinces ripen at the 
end of June or early in July, immediately before the usual 
summer rains, whereas in the northern provinces it follows 
the rainy season, being cut towards the end of August.
 “The second or greater harvest commences, in the 
extreme south, early in September, and later as one advances 
northwards, around Kharbin [Harbin], for instance, about 
the fi rst week in October. The small yellow-grained millet 
or ku-tze is the fi rst, followed quickly by small red millet 
or mi-tze;... Beans, which are the product par excellence of 
Manchuria, next claim the reaper’s attention, and last, but not 
least, the kao-liang [kaoliang], or tall millet.’”
 “’The vast quantities of [soya] bean cake stored in the 
country from last year’s stock, which were not exported 
as usual to Japan, were enough to support at least 60,000 
Russian horses. The [soya] beans and cake were stored in 
towns within easy access of the Russian centres, and have 
long since been secured.’”
 “’For the cold season the bean curd [tofu] is splendid 
food for men who have to live in the open air. The supply of 
this is practically unlimited.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) that mentions Harbin in connection with 

soybeans. Harbin, the capital of Heilongjiang province, 
is on the Sungari River, which fl ows northeast to join the 
Amur River; they enter the sea in Russia. Heilongjiang 
(which means Black Dragon River) is the Chinese name for 
the Amur River; it forms the boundary between China and 
Russia for hundreds of miles.

82. Wiedert, G. 1904. Bohnenoel [Bean oil]. Seifenfabrikant 
(Der) (Berlin) 24(43):1045. Oct. 26. [Ger]
• Summary: This is Part 1 of a 3-part article. Most of the 
soybean oil shipped to Europe is made into soap (Seife).

83. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1904. 
Japan’s fi scal resources. No. 289. Oct. p. 147-48.
• Summary: “The Commercial Intelligence, of London, 
England, September 14, 1904, contains an article on the 
‘Economic War Resources of Japan,’ from which the 
following fi scal data is taken.” In normal times, Japan 
derives her revenue from various taxes and duties, including 
a “land tax, income tax, business tax, tax on liquors, tax on 
soy, sugar excise” etc. These together are estimate to produce 
$69.5 million for the fi scal year 1904-05. Total revenue from 
all sources is estimated to be $111.8 million. But now the 
Japanese government needs more money for prosecuting its 
war with Russia.
 A table (p. 148) shows revenues from the 
“Supplementary budget of Japan, 1904-05.” The four biggest 
sources of revenue (in million dollars) are: Land tax $11.9. 
Sugar excise tax $4.1. Income tax $2.6. Business tax $2.5. 
The soy tax [on soy sauce] brings in only $567,208.
 Note: Pages 146-47 discuss “Japan’s tobacco monopoly. 
The law relating to the monopoly of leaf tobacco was 
promulgated in March, 1896. This law provided that all leaf 
tobacco grown was to be bought by the government and in 
turn sold to the manufacturers by the Government at a fi xed 
rate of profi t.” Address: Washington, DC.

84. Agricultural Bulletin of the Straits and Federated Malay 
States. 1904. Soy and bean cheese. 3(12):494-96. Dec.
• Summary: “Among the number of small manufactures by 
natives in Singapore, many of which are quite unknown to 
the ordinary residents, the manufacture of the Chinese sauce 
known as Soy, is one of some interest and importance, and 
having had occasion lately to visit three of these factories, 
I put together such notes on the manufacture as I was able 
to make. Soy is made from the seeds of the bean Glycine 
hispida, which is cultivated in China and also in India, and 
the beans are imported from China to Singapore for making 
Soy and Bean-cheese.
 “The present price of the beans is high, six dollars a 
picul, probably owing to the Russo-Japanese war.
 “The Soy beans are fi rst boiled, which causes them to 
swell up considerably, and then put into stone jars about 
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three feet tall and two feet across, with a quantity of brine 
made of coarse salt, which I was told was made of equal 
parts of salt and water. The brine is fi rst made in jars, and 
occasionally skimmed as the extraneous matter fl oats to 
the top. The jars when full of beans and brine are covered 
on wet or dull days with a conical tin cover which is taken 
off in sunshine. At one factory I was told that wheat fl our 
was put into the jars with the beans, and a note in ‘Spon’s 
Encyclopedia’ states that an equal quantity of roughly ground 
barley or wheat is boiled with the beans, but this does not 
appear to be done here.
 “The beans are left to soak for from sixteen days, when 
there is a big demand for the product, to a year, and the 
longer it is kept the better the Soy is considered. Six to eight 
months, however, seems the usual length of time.
 “The beans are then strained out, squeezed in a cloth, 
and the deep brown liquor fi ltered through a cloth laid in a 
rattan basket, and then boiled. It is afterwards poured into 
stone jars such as the Chinese use for their pickled cabbages, 
and sold to various places in the East.
 “I could not fi nd that any ferment was added to produce 
fermentation of the beans, and the Chinese said there was 
none. There is, however, a general idea of there being 
some secrets, known only to the head man and religiously 
preserved by him, as to the manufacture. This is, however, 
commonly stated by any Chinese manufacturer, however 
simple and well known his manufacture may be.
 “There are two kinds of beans of the Glycine, black and 
white, which are used separately.
 “Soy is extensively used as a condiment both by Chinese 
and Europeans in the East, and forms the basis of most of the 
sauces used throughout the world.
 “Bean cheese: Bean cheese or bean-cake [tofu], is also 
made from the Soy beans, but the white ones only are used. 
The beans are fi rst cracked in a stone quern or mill, worked 
by hand, the beans being poured through a hole in the upper 
millstone. They are then immersed in water for a day, which 
causes them to swell. Then they are transferred to another 
quern and ground to the consistency of a cream. This is 
boiled and when cool poured into a cloth and squeezed and 
pounded on a small table with a square hole in the centre till 
much of the water is squeezed out, when the cheese is made 
into square fl at cakes four or fi ve inches across and about 
½ or 3/4 inch thick, then wrapped in cloth and put each in a 
little rattan tray or dish, they are put over a low fi re, till they 
are fi rm enough. Some are coloured yellow by a decoction 
of the seeds of a capsular plant brought from China, the 
seeds being steeped in water and the liquid brushed over the 
top of the cheese. A little alum and a quantity of powdered 
gypsum is sometimes at least added to the bean cake during 
its manufacture. The former probably to make it whiter, the 
latter probably to increase the weight. The Chinese seem 
to be very fond of adding gypsum to such manufactured 
articles. It has been mentioned in an earlier Bulletin that it is 

mixed with Jelutong rubber.
 “Bean cheese is a very popular article of food with all 
kinds of natives, and costs about one cent a cake, and about 6 
or 8 cents a pound.–Ed.”
 Note: This article also appeared in The Gardens’ 
Bulletin, Singapore (1904, p. 496).

85. China, Imperial Maritime Customs. 1904. Decennial 
reports on the trade, navigation, industries, etc., of the ports 
open to foreign commerce in China, and on the condition and 
development of the treaty port provinces, 1892-1901, with 
maps, diagrams, and plans. 2 vols. Shanghai, China.
• Summary: Vol. I is “Northern and Yangtze Ports.” This is 
Statistical Series No. 6.
 Page 3: Newchwang–”Regarded from the standpoint 
of volume of commerce, Newchwang became one of the 
most important of the Treaty ports. The very aspect of the 
place underwent a rapid change during these last years. 
The mud village of the ‘sixties’ [1860s] grew into a rich 
and populous town, with many fi ne shops, houses, and 
temples, and with something of a modern look, due to the 
tall chimneys of the steam beancake factories. The river was 
crowded with great steamers, and the chant of the boatmen 
on the numberless Native craft intermingled with the scream 
of the steam-launch; the Foreign quarter, once consisting of 
a few semi-Chinese cottages, exhibited quite a pretentious 
array of European buildings–the mansion of the merchant, 
the church, the hospital, the hotel,–with lower evidences 
of civilisation in the shape of the grog shop; whilst a few 
miles off, on either side, were the two Railway Settlements, 
already little towns themselves. Add to these changes the 
outward and visible signs of the Russian military occupation 
in the year 1901, the European carriages and horses and the 
jinrikshas on the roads, as well as the number of Foreigners 
of all nationalities to be seen in the streets, and it will be 
realised that the sleepy bean mart of the old days has passed 
away for ever.
 “Economical and political causes both contributed 
towards this sudden start forward.
 “For many years it had been the policy of the Chinese 
Government to keep Northern Manchuria undeveloped. But 
in the ‘eighties’ there were signs of a change of view. The 
northern frontier was fortifi ed and some encouragement 
was given to immigrants to take up unoccupied land in the 
three provinces. They had poured in in large numbers for 
many years before; for example, in 1876 it was estimated 
that about 1,000,000 Shantung and Chihli peasants came 
into Manchuria. But offi cial encouragement no doubt acted 
as a stimulus; people continued to arrive, more land was 
brought into cultivation, and more grain produced. The 
immigrants who survived the hardships of travel and the fi rst 
few struggling years inevitable to the pioneer, soon found 
that they were in a far richer land than that of their own 
provinces. The virgin soil gave forth abundantly; there was 
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a great wealth of agricultural products to be disposed of; 
transport, though diffi cult and expensive, was not hampered 
by fi scal oppression; and, by a happy stroke of fortune, at 
the moment when there was superabundance of supply there 
arose in Japan a great demand for the staple productions. The 
discovery of the Japanese market for beans and beancake 
was the most potent economical factor in the development of 
trade in Southern Manchuria.”
 Page 15: Newchwang (plus Manchuria in general)–
”Turning to Exports, Appendix No. 6 [p. 42] is a comparative 
table showing the exportations of Bean products during the 
past three decades. Comparing the annual average of each 
decade, we fi nd evidence of a large increase in production, 
showing how the demand in Japan stimulated supply, though 
it must be remembered that the table is imperfect as a record 
of output, as it does not include the junk [a Chinese inland 
sailing vessel] statistics, which were available for the fi rst 
time only in 1901. As regards steamer fi gures, however, it 
appears, taking average fi gures, that nearly three times as 
much Beancake went away in the last decade as in the fi rst; 
about seven times as much Bean Oil; and more than twice 
the quantity of Beans. Bean products constitute about 80 per 
cent. of our total Exports; so the above fi gures explain much 
of Newchwang’s recent prosperity.”
 Pages 22-23: Newchwang–”Industries–Bean mills–
Since the closing, in 1868, of the fi rst steam bean mill, 
which proved a complete failure, owing chiefl y to Native 
opposition, the idea of making beancake by machinery 
was evidently never lost sight of. The southern Chinese 
merchants, who have nearly the whole beancake trade in 
their hands, at last realised the advantage to be gained by 
making beancake and extracting the oil by machinery. In 
1896 a steam bean mill, under Foreign* auspices, probably 
to avoid Chinese offi cial supervision, commenced work.
 Note: *Shannon Brown (1981, p. 463) states: In 1896 
in Newchwang, Butterfi eld and Swire (B&S; second only 
to Jardine, Matheson and Co. among British fi rms in China) 
fi nally opened the steam-powered bean mill that they had 
been considering since 1893.
 “Since then three more have been started–one in the 
summer of 1899, one in the autumn of 1900, and one in 
the autumn of 1901. All these mills are fi tted with electric 
light, and though mostly under Foreign protection, they are 
entirely under Chinese control, the machinery being worked 
by Chinese without any Foreign aid. The four factories 
between them are able to turn out 15,600 beancakes per day. 
It requires about 8 tou (240 catties) of beans to make fi ve 
bean-cakes, which are passed by the Customs at an average 
of 48 catties each. The process of making the beancake by 
machinery is similar to the Native method. The beans are 
crushed between two iron rollers driven by steam; they are 
then placed on the steaming grate, where steam is supplied 
from the steam boiler, instead of from a pan with boiling 
water underneath the grate; the oil is pressed out with 

jackscrew presses. The beancakes made by machinery when 
compared with those made by Native method are stronger 
and drier, also paler in colour and better in appearance 
generally. The cost of outturn is about 20 per cent. cheaper 
and the yield of oil about 7 per cent. more. The cost of 
outturn by machinery being Taels 0.25 and the yield of oil 
22 catties per fi ve cakes; whilst the cost by Native method is 
Taels 0.30 and the yield of oil 20 catties per fi ve cakes.”
 Page 28: “All goods imported and exported from or to 
sea pay Duty and Likin. All imports from Chinese ports only 
pay half, or Coast Trade, Duty, with the exception of [soya] 
beans, beancake, bean oil, grain, Native cloth, black tea, fi ne 
and coarse chinaware, earthenware, and Lo-hai paper, which 
pay full Duty but on a reduced tariff scale.”
 Page 42: Appendix No. 6, a table, gives “Export of 
beancake, bean oil, and beans, with decennial averages, 
1872-1901. For each item and each year is given the weight 
in piculs and the value in Haikwan taels.
 Note 1. Between 1872 and 1901 the weight of beancake 
that passed through Newchwang customs increased 6.5 fold, 
the weight of bean oil increased 5.4 fold, and the weight of 
[soy] beans increased 3.8 fold.
 Note 2. In Peking Chinese, hai-kuan = maritime 
customs. A tael is a former Chinese monetary unit based on 
the value of a tael of standard silver.
 Page 43: Appendix No. 7, a table, gives “Average prices 
of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil, 1892-1901 (in 
Haikwan taels per 300 catties for beans, per 10 pieces for 
beancake, and per 100 catties for bean oil).
 Note: A digital search for the terms bean, beans, 
beancake, or bean oil will show that that are mentioned on at 
least 45 pages in this remarkable report. Address: Shanghai, 
China.

86. Hoshi, Hajime. 1904. Handbook of Japan and Japanese 
exhibits at World’s Fair, St. Louis [Missouri]. n.p. 206 p.
• Summary: The Preface begins: “Since Commodore Perry, 
of the United States Navy, opened Japan to the world’s 
commerce [in 1854], the foreign trade of the country has 
developed with wonderful rapidity. This startling rapid 
development of Japanese trade is due to the readiness and 
celerity [swiftness] with which the frank and courageous 
people of the Empire abandoned their old customs and 
turned their faces toward a new civilization. There was 
no hesitation, no halting, no looking backward. The entire 
nation awoke with a start to the realization that it was 
moving in the wrong direction, and turned about and dropped 
easily in the march of modern progress. Foreign ideas were 
adopted, foreign methods were imitated and frequently 
improved upon, and the closest commercial relations were 
sought with the United States and the countries of Europe. 
With this adoption of foreign ideas came a desire for 
foreign goods. New methods made necessary the use of 
Western machinery in factories and on farms. Even Western 
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foodstuffs became popular.
 “Japan’s total foreign commerce was increased from 
26.6 million yen in 1868 to 582.6 million yen in 1902 or 
2,219 per cent. The total exports were increased from 15.5 
million yen in 1865 to 281.7 million yen in 1903 or 1,811 per 
cent. During the same period the imports increased from 10.7 
million yen in 1865 to 300.9 million yen, or 2,790 per cent.”
 Baron Masanoho Matsudaira is Vice-President of the 
Imperial Japanese Commission to the Louisiana Purchase 
Exposition.
 Concerning “Shoyu, or soy.–The shoyu manufactories 
in 1901 numbered 15,993, producing 68,940,680 gallons 
annually” (p. 28).
 In 1902 Japan’s principal exports in million yen were (p. 
40-41): Copper, crude and refi ned–10.3. Rice–6.7. Tea, green 
(pan fi re)–6.2. Tea, green (basket fi re)–3.6. Camphor–3.4. 
Cuttle fi sh–1.8. Fish oil–1.5. Sake–0.83. Sea weed–0.61. 
Shoyu (soy)–0.39.
 Palace of Agriculture (p. 119). “In the Palace of 
Agriculture the Japanese Exhibit occupies an area of 8,667 
square feet.” “Tea, one of the leading products of Japan, 
forms the most important exhibit of the space.” “There is 
a large exhibit of shoyu or soy, a famous Japanese sauce 
made from beans. This sauce is in as common use in Japan 
as salt and pepper are in the United States. It is used as a 
relish on the table, also for cooking and salad dressing. 
Soy is wholesome and exceedingly cheap, which qualities, 
combined with its splendid fl avor, make it a most desirable 
article of diet.
 “Sake, the national drink, is also well represented in the 
exhibit.”
 The names of the members of the Japanese Commission 
and of the commissioners now in the United States are given 
on pages 112-13. he names of the members of the Japan 
Exhibit Association are given on page 113. Note: Nowhere is 
this long and detailed book is the name of Jokichi Takamine 
mentioned.
 The Japanese Garden: Area, 150,000 square feet is 
described in detail (p. 114-15), as are each of the buildings 
in it. These include the Japanese Pavilion (the building 
materials for it “were brought from Japan. It was built 
entirely by native carpenters after the style of Daimyo’s 
garden–Goten, of about 400 years ago. The architectural 
style of the building is Heike. The artistically curved 
roofs, majestically projecting one upon the other...”). Note: 
This was the building that was renamed Sho-Foo-Den / 
Sho-Fu-Den by Jokichi Takamine. Other buildings are 
the Observation Cottage and (standing by the lake) and a 
reproduction of the Kinkaku Temple in Kyoto (Kinkaku-ji, 
the Temple of the Golden Pavilion).
 “The total space occupied by Japan [p. 115] covers 
282,455 square feet. he area is three times as great as that 
covered by Japan at the Paris Exposition in 1900, and three 
times as large as Chicago [Illinois] in 1893.”

 “Soy brewers and trade marks” (p. 161, full page, with 
the trade mark of each shown large and clear): Kikko Sakai: 
Brewer K. Toyoda, Sakai, Osaka, Japan. Yamakawa-roku: 
Brewer R. Wakaye, Osaka, Japan. Kikko Mata: Brewer 
M. Kawamori, Sakai, Osaka, Japan. Mitsu Uroka: Brewer 
G. Tagashima, Kaidzuka, Idzumi, Japan. Uyeki: Brewer 
K. Uyeki, Osaka, Japan. Yama-Ju: Brewer M. Yamamoto, 
Osaka, Japan. Maruichi Jo: Brewer S. Masuda, Osaka, Japan. 
Maru Matsu: Brewer Y. Motsutani, Osaka, Japan. Hon Ichi: 
Brewer K. Yehara, Osaka, Japan. Sun: Brewer K. Shindo, 
Osaka, Japan.
 Across the bottom of this page: “The virtue of the 
sauce and direction for use. The Japanese Soy with the 
Trade Marks is brewed from the very best Japanese [soy] 
bean, wheat and salt. The Soy is of dark brown color and is 
specially adapted for every kind of boiled, baked and fried 
fi sh; for chops, steaks and cutlets and cold meats; also for 
cooking of vegetables. The article possesses a particular taste 
and fl avor and advances [enhances] the digestion.
 “The Japanese Soy with these Trade Marks may be 
stored for a long period and is guaranteed never to turn bad.
 “The article is sold for 6 to 9.60 yen per case of 4 go 
bottles, F.O.B. Osaka. An order to any of the brewers will 
receive prompt attention.”
 Page 166: 1/3 page display ad for Ueki Shoyu, Osaka. 
Page 180: ½ page display ad for “Best shoyu. Ota Shoyu 
Brewing Company, (912 Minamiota Machi, Yokohama, 
Japan) was established in 1850...” Its shoyu is known as 
“Fuji Shoyu.” “Second medal in 1859 and fi rst Silver Medal 
in 1903. Exported to Germany, America, Hawaii, Corea, 
Shanghai, Hong Kong, England, Canada, Australia, India, 
Singapore, etc., through G. Brandel & Co., No. 41 Yamashita 
Cho, Yokohama.”
 Page 189: Full-page ad for “Shoyu, Japanese sauce. 
Izumiyama Shoyu Brewing Co., Hachinohe Mutsu, Japan. Its 
two trade marks are shown. 
 Page 193: ½ page display ad for “Maru Sen Shoyu. 
Awarded medals and shohai [trophies] at the World’s 
Exhibition, Paris, 1903, and others. Marusen Shoyu is 
brewed by Sutejiro Hosono, Kinatomura, Kitakanbara, 
Niigata ken, Japan.
 Note: There was no World Exhibition or World’s Fair or 
any such international exhibition in Paris in 1903, There was 
an Exposition Universelle in 1900 in Paris, and another in 
1925.
 Page 197: Full-page ad for Kameya Shoyu & Company, 
Nakaidzumi cho, Shidzuoka ken [Shizuoka-ken], Japan. A 
large photo shows Sokichi Tsukichi, proprietor, standing in 
a Western-style room with one hand on a chair. This shoyu 
is exported to the United States, Hawaii, Europe, China, and 
Corea [Korea].

87. Hosie, Alexander. 1904. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. London: Methuen & Co.; New 
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York: C. Scribner’s Sons. xii + 293 p. Plus 16 unnumbered 
leaves of plates. See p. 180-87, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53. 
Illust. Map. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: For details, see the original 1901 edition; the 
two editions are very similar and contain the same number of 
pages.
 This book contains information about Manchuria’s 
railways including the Central Manchurian Railway, Imperial 
Chinese Railway, Siberian Railway, South-Baikal Railway, 
Trans-Baikal Railway, Trans-Manchurian Railway, and 
Ussuri Railway. However neither the South Manchuria 
Railway nor the South Manchuria Railway Company are 
mentioned. Address: Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; 
Now at Aberdeen (Scot or HK).

88. Treasury Decisions under Tariff and Navigation Laws, 
Etc. 1904. Bean cake, bean stick, and potato cake (24513–
G.A. 5361). 6:542-44. For the year 1903.
• Summary: Bean cake is koya tofu [dried-frozen tofu]. Bean 
stick is dried yuba sticks. Potato cake is konnyaku.
 “The merchandise in question in these cases was 
imported from Japan and China into the port of Honolulu, 
Hawaiian Islands, and consists of so-called bean cake, 
bean stick, and potato cake. The goods were classifi ed and 
assessed for duty under the provision for “all vegetables 
prepared or preserved,” in paragraph 241 of the tariff act 
of 1897 at 40 per cent ad valorem, and are claimed to be 
dutiable at 20 per cent ad valorem, as nonenumerated 
manufactured articles, under section 6 of the act.
 “The bean cakes are small, approximately rectangular 
shapes of porous consistency and yellow color, which break 
into crumbs under pressure. The bean sticks [dried yuba 
sticks] are lengths of hard, brittle, yellow substance, having a 
glazed appearance and resembling a piece of molasses candy.
 “Kikujiro Shimada, owner of the Tofu Manufactory 
in Yokohama, who has been engaged in this business over 
thirty-fi ve years, thus describes the manner in which bean 
cake is made: To manufacture bean cake, koya tofu, fi rst 
keep soja beans in water at least twenty-four hours (beans 
are now mostly imported from China), and when the beans 
become very soft, grind them under the millstone; mix the 
ground beans with water and boil the mixture in kettles about 
half an hour. When cooled, by pouring it into a cloth sack 
and squeezing it, we get a milk-like juice, which is too rich 
for tofu manufacturing. What remains in the sack is mixed 
with water and boiled again and the squeezing repeated. 
The thin milk-like juice we get is mixed with the rich one 
obtained by the fi rst squeezing, and while the mixture is yet 
warm it is poured into the mold and a little quantity of nigari 
(the brine left by the diliquescence [deliquescence] of a salt) 
is added to cause the bean juice to coagulate. The mold has 
several holes lined with fi ne cloth to allow the water to drop 
away. In the course of an hour or so we get tofu, white jelly-
like food. Slice the tofu carefully and freeze it in cold nights 

and then dry it in the sun. Repeat this for days and nights 
until the frozen tofu is perfectly dry, when it is marketable.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya tofu” to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 “The process of making bean stick is described in 
a letter dated February 20, 1903, from the commercial 
museum, department of agriculture and commerce, Tokio, 
received by the collector from the same source as the 
manufacturers’ affi davits above quoted. It is as follows:
 “Yuba (bean stick). Keep the soja beans in water until 
they are very soft; then rub them fi ne in “suribachi” (mortar 
like earthen pot) and then boil these. Thick creamlike matter 
will collect on the surface. This when dried by fi re is yuba” 
(p. 544).

89. Korentschewski, W.; Zimmermann, A. 1905. Sanitaer-
hygienische Untersuchung des chinesischen Bohnenoeles 
[A sanitary-hygienic investigation of Chinese soybean oil]. 
Chemiker-Zeitung 29(58):777-78. July 22. [Ger]
• Summary: Some 20 different species of these beans are 
sold under the name ‘doutsa,’ some being used as human 
food, others as fodder for cattle, and others again for the 
extraction of the oil. A kind of vermicelli is also prepared 
from certain species. The oil is expressed by means of 
primitive plants in the Chinese factories and exported 
in large quantities to Japan and Korea. The method of 
extraction consists in fi rst crushing the beans into caked 
masses by means of mill stones, then heating them on stone 
slabs until the appearance of vapors, and fi nally expressing 
them in an iron receptacle. As fi rst obtained the oil is turbid, 
but after some time becomes clear, the deposit consisting 
of sand particles and vegetable fi bres. Only the clear oil 
is exported, but the turbid oil is sold locally. It has a faint 
odor recalling that of Chinese wood (tung) oil, is bland 
to the taste, and of a dark brown colour. Four commercial 
samples examined by the authors (one being obtained direct 
from the factory in Kharbin [Harbin]) gave the following 
results:–Water, 0.3 to 1.80 per cent.; specifi c gravity at 15ºC, 
0.9264 to 0.9287; solidifi cation point, -14.6º to -15.3ºC; 
saponifi cation value, 207.9 to 212.6; ester value, 203.9 to 
207.7; insoluble fatty acids, 93.6 to 94.28 per cent.; iodine 
value (Hübl), 114.8 to 137.2; solidifi cation point of fatty 
acids, 16ºC to 17.3ºC; melting point of fatty acids, 20ºC to 
21ºC; Maumené test, 102º to 116ºC; and acid value 1.86 
to 15.46. It was concluded that the oil contained a large 
proportion of oleïn. Practical tests showed that the oil was 
readily absorbed by the system and possessed a high food 
value.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000) 
that mentions tung oil. Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Mag. pharm.; 
Both: Aus dem chemisch-bakteriologischen Laboratorium 
des I. Militaerhospitals in Charbin (Chemical-Bacteriological 
Lab., I. Military Hospital, Harbin, Manchuria).
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90. Korentschewski, W.; Zimmermann, A. 1905. Sanitaer-
hygienische Untersuchung des chinesischen Bohnenoeles 
[A sanitary-hygienic investigation of Chinese soybean oil 
(Abstract)]. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-
Industrie (Hamburg, Germany) 12(8):190-91. Aug. [1 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of a German-
language article with the same authors and title published 
in 1905 in Chemiker-Zeitung 29(58):777-78. July 22. 
Address: 1. Dr.; 2. Mag. pharm.; Both: Aus dem chemisch-
bakteriologischen Laboratorium des I. Militaerhospitals in 
Charbin (Chemical-Bacteriological Lab., I. Military Hospital, 
Harbin, Manchuria).

91. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905. 
China: Fertilizing material wanted. No. 299. Aug. p. 14-15.
• Summary: In China, there is unlimited opportunity to sell 
modern fertilizers. Most of the country’s land has been under 
intensive cultivation for some two thousand years. Current 
medical knowledge is forcing a change from old methods to 
help prevent typhoid, and the advantage of modern fertilizers 
is coming to be appreciated. The principal commercial 
fertilizer in China is presently [soy] bean cake. The port 
of Niuchwang [Newchwang] alone ships bean cake to the 
value of $5,000,000 gold a year, most of it coming to lower 
Chinese coast ports. It is one of the chief commodities in 
the trade of Amoy, Swatow, and similar coast ports. China 
also typically ships about $3,800,000 worth of bean cake 
abroad each year, mostly to Japan, but the war interfered 
considerably with the sale last year. Address: Washington, 
DC.

92. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1905. 
Japan: Principal articles imported. No. 299. Aug. p. 30.
• Summary: A table shows the value of the principal imports 
to Japan during the fi rst six months of the calendar years 
1904 and 1905. The amount imported is not given. “Oil 
cake” increased dramatically from $728,000 in 1904 to 
$3,033,000 in 1905. “Beans, pease and pulse” increased 
from $1,501,000 in 1904 to $2,479,000 in 1905. The largest 
imports in 1905 were cotton (raw) $34,221,000 and rice 
$19,872,000. Address: Washington, DC.

93. Li, Yu-ying. 1905. Le lait végétal fabriqué en Chine [The 
vegetal milk made in China]. In: 2e Congrès International 
de Laiterie: Compte-Rendu des Séances (2nd International 
Dairy Congress: Proceedings): Paris: Comité Français–
Fédération International de Laiterie. 548 p. See p. 387-89. 
Held 16-19 Oct. 1905 at Paris, France. [Fre]
• Summary: The president of this international milk congress 
introduces Li Yu-ying as attaché at the Chinese Legation, and 

offi cial delegate to the congress. Li begins by expressing his 
happiness at being able to speak to the congress and getting 
to know the many scholars and very competent people from 
many countries.
 “In China, not much animal milk is consumed. It is 
replaced by another product: vegetable milk (le lait végétal). 
This latter product could not be used here and, therefore, is 
of little interest to you. I will speak to you about it only as a 
curiosity, fi rst to explain the special method employed in my 
country for the production of vegetable milk and vegetable 
cheese [tofu], and fi nally to increase interest in these 
products because of their hygiene and economy.
 “Everyone knows that animal milk is an excellent 
substance with numerous advantages. One may ask, 
therefore, why so little of it is consumed by the people of 
China. The reason is because it is relatively expensive and 
because cows cannot be raised in all parts of China. Dairying 
is practiced only in the north and the west of China. In the 
other provinces dairying is diffi cult because of the climate 
and the nature of the soil; so vegetable milk is consumed 
there.
 “The latter is made with the seeds of Soja hispida or 
‘oil peas of China.’ This is an annual legume which has been 
imported to England, Spain, Belgium, and France. Presently 
it is widely cultivated in America as forage.
 “Mr. Lechartier, director of the agronomic station at 
Rennes, has experimented with this plant in France; he 
obtained yields of up to 25,000 to 30,000 kg of green forage 
per hectare. This plant is therefore already known here.”
 “As forage, the soja hispida is as rich in protein as clover 
(trèfl e), horse beans or dried kidney beans (les féveroles), 
etc.; but it is richer in fats than the other legumes. The seeds 
are richer in nitrogenous materials [protein] than other plants 
of the same family. Analyses show that they contain 30% 
protein, oil, and little starch.
 “The seeds of this plant can also be used to make a 
cheese (tofou [tofu]) which is a major source nourishment 
for the peoples of China and Japan. It is consumed, in effect, 
every day and at every meal, as a main dish.
 “The production of these two products [milk and 
cheese] is very simple. First the seeds are cooked, then 
they are pressed strongly to obtain a sort of puree, which 
is coagulated by a mineral salt that plays the role of rennet. 
The fresh cheese, which is made daily, must be sold and 
consumed the same day. It can be used in recipes like 
vegetables or meats. However it can also be preserved, either 
hot, or by putting it in a salt solution: in this way one obtains 
various cheeses which are used as desserts, as following:
 “(1). Salted and smoked cheese (Le fromage salé 
et fumé), which in both fl avor and form bears some 
resemblance to gruyere cheese. It can be stored for a rather 
long time; (2) Salted cheese (Le fromage salé), white in 
color, whose taste somewhat resembles that of goat cheese; 
(3) Fermented cheese (Le fromage fermenté). Its color is 
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white, yellow, or gray, and it fl avor is very strong, like that of 
Roquefort.
 Note 1. It is unclear whether this “fermented cheese” is 
simply traditional Chinese fermented tofu, or whether it is 
a new creation in which the traditional Chinese product is 
somehow made to resemble French cheeses, such Roquefort. 
If it is the latter, this would be the earliest document seen 
(March 2021) that mentions a Western-style cheese, and it 
would be the world’s fi rst such product, probably soy-based 
and non-dairy.
 “The processes which give rise to Chinese milk and 
cheese also give residues [okara] which are not lost. They 
are employed either as fertilizer, or as feed for farm animals. 
Thus nothing is wasted from soybeans. Moreover, the 
factories where this plant is processed are very numerous, 
and the products made by them are the most moderately 
priced. A square or cake of vegetable cheese (carré de 
fromage végétal) (11 by 10 by 2½ cm), consumed daily by 
one person, costs about one centime, or about one-fi ftieth the 
price of an animal cheese of average price.
 “It is of interest, fi nally, to compare the products of the 
animal dairy with those of the vegetable dairy, not only in 
terms of their similarity in appearance, but also in terms of 
their chemical composition. It is well known that animal 
milk contains a large proportion of casein; the same is true of 
vegetable milk, which contains legumine that has the same 
chemical formula as casein.
 “Furthermore, during processing, the peas (le pois, i.e. 
soybeans) undergo a complete chemical and mechanical 
transformation which concentrates the nutritive parts and 
eliminates the others; it is this which explains the richness of 
the vegetable milk and cheese in nutritive principles.
 “After all these considerations, you can realize the 
interest present in this industry in China.
 “It can also be interesting in places where raising 
livestock is impossible. It is evident that this would be 
more diffi cult than in the countries which produce animal 
milk in large quantities. I am well aware that animal milk 
has a real superiority over vegetable milk, but doesn’t it 
also have its disadvantages: Fraud, on the one hand, and its 
contagious diseases on the other? Moreover, milk merchants 
have various categories of milk at different prices; it is clear 
that the most expensive is the best, and vice versa. But the 
consumer knows full well that some milk is not of good 
quality, yet he is obliged to take it in order to earn money. 
Thus it is the fate of the poor to be condemned to drink milk 
of inferior quality, and often fraudulent. However, vegetable 
milk does not support fraud and cannot transmit contagious 
diseases. It is the same for everyone; the poor consume the 
same product as the rich.
 “Let the culture of soybeans expand therefore in 
Europe. One might try to make vegetable milk which will 
be destined, not for those who have the means to buy good 
milk, but rather for those who can only afford low-price 

milk; thus, fraud becomes useless, and this will a benefi t for 
public hygiene and for the purse of poor people.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning Li Yu-ying. It is also the earliest publication seen 
by him on the subject of soya.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soy in Spain. It has been imported.
 Note 4. These proceedings contain a list of attendees and 
of excursions. Address: Attaché at the Chinese Legation, and 
offi cial delegate.

94. Bardet, M. 1905. Sur un pain sans matières amylacées à 
base de soja hispida [A bread without starch based on soja 
hispida (soybeans)]. Bulletin General de Therapeutique 
Medicale, Chirurgicale, Obstetricale et Pharmaceutique 
149:181-84. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a presentation by Mr. Bardet to the 
Therapeutic Society (Société de Thérapeutique) in France 
about a new bread for diabetics. Soya, which is widely used 
in Japan, has met with little success in France. However it is 
of interest because it contains almost no sugars or starches–
less than 5-6%–yet an average of 35% vegetable casein. The 
Japanese consume enormous quantities of vegetable cheese 
(fromage végétal) [tofu], which is obtained from soya.
 “The bread which I have the honor to present has been 
prepared under the name of Krube bread (pain Krube). This 
is the fi rst soy bread I have found which is truly acceptable. 
When fresh, it resembles a brioche, being somewhat soft and 
oily; when stale, it becomes fi rm but still retains the taste of a 
brioche. It is obtained by grinding the seeds in a special way 
to defat them (dégraisser) and make them better suited to 
bread.” The man who developed the bread is a diabetic.
 A table shows the composition of the soy fl our: 
Nitrogenous materials (proteins) 28.69%. Oils and fats 
38.00%. Minerals 4.24%. Inert substances 15.21%. Sugars 
and starches 5.80%. Moisture 8.06%. Total 100%. The bread 
contains 508 calories per 100 gm. Thus soy bread supplies 
3.5 times the protein and twice the calories as regular bread.
 Question from Mr. Berlioz: “What is the digestibility of 
this bread compared with wheat bread?” Answer: They are 
different foods and cannot be compared.
 Question from Mr. Saint-Yves Mesnard: “These 
seeds [soybeans] were introduced to France by Montigny 
in 1855; people have tried unsuccessfully to acclimatize 
them in various places in France, so at present all our soya 
is imported from Japan. Thus soya is destined to remain 
a deluxe and rare food. This is very unfortunate, for it is 
a legume with nutritive properties which could be used 
advantageously by both diabetics and healthy individuals. 
It seems to me that this bread has been prepared extremely 
well and would almost give the illusion of a brioche, if its 
odor was not so strong. It represents major progress over 
the former breads which were more like rubber than bread.” 
Answer: “Yes, soya is presently a deluxe product. I believe 
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that the price of 100 kg of fl our is about 150 francs, and that 
is enormous.”
 Comment by Mr. Laumonnier: “Soya has been 
successfully cultivated in and around Marennes (Charente-
Inférieure) [Note: A department in western France on the 
Bay of Biscay by the Gironde River, now called Charente-
Maritime]. The climate of this region is both temperate and 
humid–important factors for the culture of this plant. The 
Japanese army has tried to use soya in its food rations, but 
found them diffi cult to preserve.”

95. Fritsch, Jean. 1905. Fabrication et raffi nage des huiles 
végétales: Manuel à l’usage des fabricants, raffi neurs, 
courtiers et négociants en huiles [Manufacture and refi ning 
of vegetable oils: A manual for the use of manufacturers, 
refi ners, brokers, and wholesale merchants of oils]. Paris: H. 
Desforges–Librairie Générale Scientifi que et Industrielle. xv 
+ 593 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [3 soy ref. Fre]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Extraction of oil using solvents” 
(p. 133+) is a subchapter titled “Monographs on the oils” (p. 
205-431) which is divided into three parts: (1) Fluid, non-
drying oils. (2) Solid oils. (3) Drying oils.
 In part 3 is a long section on soybean oil (Huile de 
Soja hispida {Huile de pois}, p. 421-24). Origin: This oil is 
extracted from an herbaceous plant of the legume family; it 
originated in China and Japan, where the seeds are of great 
value for food use. In recent years this plant has become of 
particular interest from various points of view. In Germany, 
soybeans are used for the preparation of an artifi cial leaven 
[levure artifi cielle] for distilleries. They contain a ferment 
[enzyme] similar to the diastase of malt, which transforms 
starch into fermentable sugars. Soybeans also contain 18% 
oil, which, when extracted by a solvent, has a density of 
0.927. A table (p. 422) shows other constants for the oil and 
its fatty acids.
 Starting at the top of page 423 we read:
 A quick look at the processing of soy oil in China 
(Footnote: See Consular Report, 1893, 11 [actually Hosie 
1893. “Report by Mr. Hosie on the island of Formosa with 
special reference to its resources and trade,” p. 16-17]).
 Of the seventeen oleaginous plants cultivated in China, 
eight also grow in Formosa: among them, the soybean is by 
far the most important from the oil producing point of view. 
The soybean is divided in two species: one has seeds that 
are yellow on the outside and inside, the other one has green 
seeds. These are most probably sub-varieties of the soja 
bean.
 The process of extracting the oil is worth describing. 
The seeds are fi rst crushed with a large stone wheel. They are 
then reduced to round patties, not very thick, that undergo 
two further grindings before being further processed. The 
resulting paste (pâte) is then dropped on a square cloth 
and placed on a wooden grating that is placed on top of a 
caldron of boiling water. After several minutes, the paste 

is properly softened by the steam that, passing through the 
lattice, reaches into the paste, crossing the cloth. While this 
is taking place, another worker prepares a series of soft 
packets of carefully woven straw that has also been run 
through the steam in order to soften it: the straw will be used 
to wrap the paste that will be inserted in bottomless molds 
made from two metallic bands topped by a wooden casing; 
the straw is arranged so that it will form the bottom of said 
mold. The steamed beans are poured in this improvised mold 
and trampled down by foot until the mass is quite hard. The 
straw is folded over the top and trampled down so as to form 
a covering. The wooden casing is removed and the two metal 
bands are brought back, one towards the lower extremity, the 
other towards the upper extremity of the paste bloc; the press 
load is complete with 6 cakes; it is tightened strongly with 
the help of corner pieces.
 The oil runs from the press into a reservoir built 
into the ground. When the oil stops running, the press is 
un-tightened, the iron circles with the soybean cakes are 
removed, these are dried for a period of time before being 
shipped into the provinces to be used as fertilizer. Treated 
in such a fashion, the beans yield about 10 per cent. weight 
of oil, and the cakes, when removed from the press, weight 
about 64 pounds and are worth about three francs each. They 
represent an excellent manure and are carefully macerated 
before being spread over the soil.
 To show the commercial importance of this industry, it 
is suffi cient to mention that 60,000 tons of soybean cakes 
were exported from Chefoo during the year 1890. And yet 
Chefoo is far from occupying the fi rst place in this trade; 
Newchwang [today’s Yingkou] ships out more than 6 million 
francs worth of it per year. There actually is in town four 
oil factories working according to European processes; 
they are occupied extracting the oil from the soybeans and 
manufacturing the soybean cakes that are in great demand as 
fertilizer as much in China as in Japan and, most recently, in 
Java. In Formosa, where the soybean is also cultivated, oil 
is extracted following the above described process but the 
manufacturing is limited to serving the local consumption. 
The soybean cakes are not exported. The oil is used for 
illumination as well as for culinary uses.
 Jean Fritsch was born in 1858. Contains 83 fi gures 
(illustrations) in the text. Address: Ingénieur-Chemiste, Paris.

96. Oshima, Kintaro. 1905. A digest of Japanese 
investigations on the nutrition of man. USDA Offi ce of 
Experiment Stations, Bulletin No. 159. 224 p. See p. 20-33, 
40-43, 46-47, 145-53, 168-73. [26 ref. Eng]
• Summary: One section titled “The Soy bean and its 
preparations” (p. 23-33) gives detailed discussions of tofu 
(including yuba, frozen tofu, kara [okara], and fried tofu), 
miso (incl. white miso, red or Sendai miso), shoyu, and 
natto. The nutritional composition of each is given, and many 
early studies by Western and Japanese scientists are cited.
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 “Next to rice in importance in the Japanese diet are 
legumes, which are universally used... Of the different 
legumes used as food in Japan, the soy bean (Glycine 
hispida) is by far the most important. According to 
agricultural statistics for the years 1879 to 1887, nearly 10 
per cent of the cultivated land in Japan was devoted to the 
growth of this legume, an area somewhat larger than that 
devoted to wheat growing. In the northern Island [Hokkaido] 
in 1887 nearly 17 per cent of the total cultivated area was 
devoted to the soy bean. The average yearly production 
of soy beans amounts to about 360,000,000 kilograms... 
A part of the product is of course used for seed, and a not 
inconsiderable part is used as fertilizer.*” (Footnote: * “In 
northern China soy beans are used to some extent in the 
production of oil, which is used for cooking and illumination 
[in oil lamps]. The residue from this process [the presscake] 
is imported largely into Japan, where it is used as a 
fertilizer”). Other legumes widely used in Japan include the 
mungo bean (Phaseolus mungo radiatus) and the adzuki 
bean (Phaseolus mungo subtrilobata) (p. 23-24).
 “Many varieties of soy beans are known, being 
designated according to the color, size or shape of the seed, 
and the time required for maturity. For example, there are 
black, green, yellow, and white varieties, and these are again 
designated as early, medium, or late, according to the season 
of maturity, and small, medium, and large, according to the 
size of the seed. The black soy beans are used chiefl y for 
cooking, with sugar and shoyu; the green variety is also 
used in this way, either in the fresh state or after being dried. 
But the total quantity of soy beans used in Japan simply for 
cooking in the natural state is relatively small, the chief use 
being for the different leguminous preparations, the principal 
of which are tofu, miso, and shoyu, described beyond. For 
the preparation of these products either white or yellow soy 
beans are used, preference being given, however, to certain 
special varieties for each of these preparations” (p. 24). 
There follows a long section on tofu (detailed in a separate 
record).
 The “larger part of the leguminous food in the Japanese 
diet consists of the preparations of soy beans, such as miso, 
shoyu and tofu,...” (p. 46).
 In Japan, legumes supply about 8% of the protein and 
11% of the fat in the diet (p. 137).
 Many digestion experiments are described (p. 144-87), 
including those with tofu, shoyu, “tofu cake or kara, the 
soy-bean residue remaining from the preparation of tofu (see 
p. 26),” and yuba conducted in Japan by Osawa and Ueda 
(1887), T. Suchi (1887), Kano and Iishima (1899).
 Table 91 (p. 191) is a “Summary of results of digestion 
experiments with legumes and legume preparations.” 
The percentages given are “coeffi cients of digestibility.” 
Experiments No. 6 and 7–soybeans (average): Protein 
65.5%, fat (uncertain), carbohydrates (incl. crude fi ber) 
85.7%. Experiments No. 8 and 92–tofu (average): Protein 

92.7%, fat 96.4%, carbohydrates (incl. crude fi ber) 93.3%. 
Experiment No. 94–”yuba (soy legumin coagulated):” 
Protein 92.6%, fat 95.7%, carbohydrates (incl. crude fi ber) 
86.6%, crude fi ber 35.5%. Experiment No. 93–”tofu cake 
(soy-bean residue [okara]):” Protein 78.7%, fat 84.3%, 
carbohydrates (incl. crude fi ber) 82.8%, crude fi ber 89.6%.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the Japanese word kara to refer to 
okara.
 Other Japanese foods discussed include adzuki or 
adzuke beans (Phaseolus mungo subtrilobata) (p. 24, 170), 
dried algae ([sea vegetables] p. 34), and kuzu (p. 170). 
Address: Director, Hokkaido Agric. Exp. Station, Sapporo, 
Japan.

97. Takenob, Y. 1905. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year 
Book Offi ce. 430 p. See p. 68, 104, 123, 126, 130, 348, 375, 
382. [Eng]
• Summary: This book gives statistics for the Japanese 
empire: Japan Proper, Korea, and Formosa. At the beginning 
of the book, before the title page, are many pages of large 
advertisements on unnumbered pages. Likewise at the back 
of the book. For example, a full-page ad for Mitsui Bussan 
Kaisha (Mitsui & Co. in Europe & America) states that the 
company was established in 1876, and that they are “General 
Commission Merchants” for the import of [soy] beans, bean 
cakes, cotton,...”
 The population of Japan Proper (p. 14) was:
 1873–33.3 million.
 1883–37.0 million.
 1898–43.7 million.
 1903–46.7 million.
 A table of “Weights, measures and moneys” is on the 
page after the Table of Contents.
 Page 68. In chapter VII on “Finances” is a table titled 
“Budget for April 1905 to March 1906. Revenue.” “Tax 
on Soy” [sauce] brought in revenue of an estimated 4.541 
million yen in 1904 and 5.149 million yen in 1905.
 Page 104. In the chapter on “Agriculture,” a table shows 
production of beans, including Soja beans and red [azuki] 
beans, 1895-1903 (in 1,000 koku). Production of soja beans 
increased from:
 2.94 million koku in 1895
 3.16 million koku in 1896
 2.99 million koku in 1897
 3.10 million koku in 1898
 3.10 million koku in 1899
 3.41 million koku in 1900
 3.10 million koku in 1899
 3.56 million koku in 1899
 3.10 million koku in 1901
 3.13 million koku in 1902
 3.64 million koku in 1903.
 Page 123. In the chapter on “Forestry and fi shery” is a 
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section titled “fi sh fertilizers” which states: “The demand 
of fi sh-fertilizers has lately become quite marked, so active 
indeed that the supply can hardly keep pace with it. A large 
quantity of bean-cakes from North-China [Manchuria] 
is therefore arriving in Japan to make good this defi cit. 
The following table shows the average amount of our 
fi sh-fertilizers made at home and of Chinese bean-cakes 
imported, during the recent ten years. The average for 
the last 10 years of “Homemade fi sh fertilizers” is 38.891 
million kwan [kan] valued at 7.592 million yen, compared 
with “Chinese bean-cakes” weighing 20.282 million kwan 
valued at 2.524 million yen. Note: The soybean cakes are 
much less expensive per unit weight than the fi sh fertilizers.
 Page 126, 130. The chapter on “Manufacturing industry” 
states (p. 126) that the manufacture of sake and soy [sauce] 
were among the principal forms of manufacturing in Japan 
before the country was opened to foreign commerce. A table 
titled “Quantity and value of chief manufactured goods” (p. 
130) gives the amount of soy [sauce] made each year from 
1894 to 1902. The quantity increased from:
 1.329 million koku in 1894
 1.409 million koku in 1895
 1.505 million koku in 1896
 1.528 million koku in 1897
 1.532 million koku in 1898
 1.838 million koku in 1899
 1.557 million koku in 1900
 1.717 million koku in 1901
 1.762 million koku in 1902
 Page 348. The chapter on “War fi nance” explains how 
Japan is fi nancing its present Russo-Japanese war. One way 
is through extraordinary special taxes, including an addition 
1.13 million yen tax on soy [sauce]. is a “Budget for April 
1905 to March 1906.” The two main sources of tax revenue 
are Land tax 63.6 million yen, and Tax on liquors 60.5 
million yen. Tax on Soy is only 5.1 million yen.
 In the Appendix, page 13 (under Group VII) gives the 
import tariff list for “Beans, soja” and page 20 (under Group 
X) gives the import tariff for “Oil, bean.” There is both a 
“General tariff” and a “Extraordinary special tax.”
 Page 368: A table gives statistics for “Beans and peas” 
exported from Korea, but none for soybeans alone. Address: 
Tsukiji, Tokyo, Japan.

98. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 
1906. Japan, according to Consul Sammons, of Niuchwang 
[Newchwang], is buying large quanities of bean cake in 
Manchuria for fertilizing her home fi elds. No. 2461. p. 9. 
Jan. 13.
• Summary: “She pays $15 to $28 gold for it, and imported 
about 886,000 tons in 1903. The Manchurian cake has 
nitrous properties and seems suited to island soils.”

99. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 
1906. Railroads in Korea. New lines bisecting the empire–
American materials and methods. No. 2513. p. 1-5. March 
16.
• Summary: “One of the great factors in opening up Korea 
to trade is the building of a system of railroads through the 
hermit nation by the Japanese. Vice-Consul-General Straight, 
of Seoul, supplies a complete description of these, of which 
the following is a condensation:
 “The Seoul-Wiju Railroad was opened to the public for 
general traffi c on December 1, 1905. With a few breaks at the 
larger streams, trains were running through from New Wiju, 
the northern, to Yongsan, the southern, terminus as early as 
April. The Japanese, in thirteen months, had constructed 
310 miles of railway. Immediately after the declaration 
of war they had commenced their work, using for some 
distance the embankments and culverts which the Franco-
Korean Company, after several years of sporadic effort, had 
constructed near Seoul.”
 “Resources in North Korea: The country tapped by the 
Seoul-Wiju Railroad is rich in rice, [soya] beans, millet, and 
barley, and is capable of much greater production than at 
present.”
 Page 5: “Japanese are now established in large numbers 
at all the important cities along the railroad and at the small 
places as well, and the number of immigrants is constantly 
increasing. The Koreans themselves are more prosperous 
than ever before, owing to the large expenditures by the 
Japanese forces, and it is probable that the natives will be 
better governed in the future and for the fi rst time in many 
years able to profi t by the results of their own industry. 
There are indications that the next few years will witness 
an unparalleled development and a transformation in the 
commercial conditions that have prevailed in the past.”

100. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
Manchurian trade: America supplies one-fi fth of imports of 
Niuchwang [Newchwang]. No. 2515. p. 11-12. March 19.
• Summary: Consul-General Sammons writes that 
Niuchwang [Newchwang] is “the present trade gateway to 
this part of China.”
 “The Standard Oil Company transacts the heaviest 
individual business of any one company operating here and 
is preparing to build large warehouses at this port next spring 
in order adequately to meet the steadily increasing demand 
for kerosene oil.”
 “How our trade may be extended: If America fi nds it 
desirable to buy [soya] bean cake for fertilizing purposes, 
raw silk, hemp, and like articles, the Manchurian trade will 
be greatly increased. At present steamers or sailing vessels 
coming here direct from Pacifi c coast ports of America 
bring fl our and lumber. Those bringing oil direct from the 
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Atlantic seaboard are compelled to return empty handed 
or seek a cargo elsewhere. This state of affairs discourages 
direct shipments and increases freight rates. Accordingly, in 
the hope of ultimately securing a return cargo for American 
ships that visit this port, I have sent samples of Manchurian 
bean cake to the Hawaiian Islands and Southern California 
for expert examination,...”

101. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
China’s foreign trade: Large increase in American exports 
last year–Review of commercial reports. No. 2531. p. 5-6. 
April 6.
• Summary: “Reports from United States consuls and 
agents go to show that China as a whole enjoyed prosperity 
in 1904. The imports from the United States in 1905 very 
largely increased. The Russo-Japanese war appears to have 
been of minor importance among the conditions affecting 
the Empire’s trade during the year 1904. The harvests of the 
whole vast area were excellent, as good as in 1903.” One 
large table lists the value of China’s imports and the other of 
China’s exports.
 China’s main imports (in descending order of value) are:
 Cotton, manufactured $86,858,300.
 Opium $25,965,900.
 Oil, kerosene $19,635,600.
 Metals of all kinds $14,864,300.
 Sugar $12,797,000.
 China’s main exports (in descending order of value) are:
 Silk, raw $42,928,800.
 Tea $21,141,400.
 Cotton, raw $17,368,100.
 Beans [soya] $3,448,400.
 Oil, bean, tea, wood, etc. $2,982,900.
 Bean cake $1,643,600.

102. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
Manchurian commerce: Rush of imports caused congestion 
at Newchwang. No. 2543. p. 14. April 20.
• Summary: “Consul-General Sammons reports that 
Newchwang’s commerce for 1905 was by far greater 
than ever before in the port’s history, being upward of 
$53,000,000 gold.”
 “High [soya] 
bean prices: 
With the price of 
beans advancing 
steadily, the 
Manchurian 
farmers are 
anxious to 
produce heavier 
crops and are 

therefore making inquiries concerning nitrogen-collecting 
bacteria. The former ruling price for bean cake was $10 and 
$15 gold per ton, but now the quotations are $25 and $30 per 
ton. The increase is due to the extending use for this fertilizer 
in Japan and the fact that many Chinese sugar-cane growers 
discontinued growing that staple and have been devoting 
their fi elds to fresh vegetables for the extreme southern 
Chinese and Malay Peninsula markets. Gardening requires 
heavier applications of fertilizer. The estimated value of bean 
cake exported from Newchwang for 1905 was $3,046,372 
gold, and that of [soya] beans $3,347,150.”

103. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
Manchuria’s trade: [Soya] Beans lead in exports–railway 
entension–Congestion in American goods. No. 2548. p. 1-4. 
April 26.
• Summary:  “Consul-General Sammons, of Newchwang, 
writes as follows about the trade of Manchuria during the 
year 1905:
 “Cotton is king in Manchurian imports, and [soya] 
bean products hold a similar place in the export trade. At 
the same time the chief produce for home consumption, 
both for man and beast, is millet and kaoliang. And while 
America continues to sell more to Manchuria at the port of 
Newchwang than all other foreign nations combined, Japan 
easily takes the lead in exports. Thus Japan and America are 
more directly interested in the commerce of Manchuria than 
are any of the other nations.”
 “Beans and their products: In a general way it may be 
said that the chief source of the export trade of Manchuria, 
[soya] beans and bean products, was very materially effected 
by the presence of the immense armies of both Japan and 
Russia. The latter, in particular, consumed large quantities 
of bean bread, which was made from beans ground into 
fl our, and also bean cake was fed to the army horses in 
considerable quantities. Bean cake, when saturated with 
oil, was likewise used for fuel by the Russians. Exigencies 
of a great war while disorganizing inland trade, more or 
less, and interfering with export products reaching the 
seaboard the result, on the whole, was far from commercial 
demoralization as will be shown by the following synopsis 
of exports from Newchwang for a number of years [1902 to 
1905] and, incidentally, illustrating how Japan is the chief 
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foreign purchaser of Manchurian products:”
 A table shows: Japan’s purchases through Newchwang 
totaled $5,204,625 in 1902 and $4,510,205 in 1905.
 China’s purchases through Newchwang totaled 
$5,723,293 in 1902 and $3,868,329 in 1905.
 Purchases by all other nations through Newchwang 
totaled $480,839 in 1902 and $348,970 in 1905.
 “Why native exports fell off: It will be seen by 
examining the attached fi gures that the bulk of Japan’s 
purchases for 1905, as has been the case during previous 
years, were made up of Manchurian beans and bean cake. 
The latter is now used in Japan for fertilizing purposes in 
place of fi sh, the supply of which has been curtailed, bean 
cake having been found less expensive:”
 A table shows exports of [soya] beans and [soya bean 
cake] to Japan, Canton, Amoy, Swatow, Shanghai, Lungkow, 
Tungchow, and all other Chinese ports. These ports are listed 
in approximately descending order of amounts purchased.
 “The chief reason why China bought comparatively 
so small an aggregate from Manchuria during 1905 is 
largely explained by the fact that war-time exigencies 
either prevented large quantities of beans from coming to 
the seaboard or else the vast armies in the fi eld (a) either 
curtailed the crop or (b) consumed the yield after it was 
harvested. Generally the crop was of the bumper order in 
Manchuria in 1905. In certain areas the presence of the 
armies interfered with the usually abundant yield and, as 
previously pointed out, a considerable part of the yield was 
consumed by the armed forces.
 “Accordingly, with a shortage of beans and other export 
commodities, the native exports suffered, as did those to 
Japan, compared with 1903. Still, it will be observed that the 
total exports for 1904 and 1905 are about equal. In 1904 the 
beans and bean cake, on account of Russian occupation of 
Newchwang, could not go to Japan and were largely diverted 
to China. In 1905, with Japan exercising military occupation 
of Newchwang, its bean cake and bean markets were again 
supplied in part, and, further, as Japanese buyers will pay 
more than Chinese dealers the volume of Manchurian bean 
and bean cake exports is therefore turned from China to 
Japan.
 “At the present time the high, price of bean cake 
is practically tantamount to barring it from American 
(Hawaiian or Pacifi c coast points) markets.
 “New railway opens market: Still another new feature 
is added, in considering the bean and grain market of 
Manchuria and China, by the completion of the Hankow-
Peking Railroad. This new line draws of large quantities 
of beans and grain from Honan and other provinces where 
competition and resulting high prices such as prevail in 
Manchuria are unknown. The Yangtse Valley bean cake is 
not as rich as that of Manchuria in nitrous properties, but at a 
very much reduced price it is fi nding a market, via the above 
railroad and the Yangtse River boats, at Swatow, Canton, 

and other points where the Manchurian bean product has for 
years been without rivals. In the meantime the high price of 
bean cake for fertilizing sugar-cane fi elds in southern China 
has caused numerous cane producers to abandon the industry 
and engage in the more profi table business of raising fresh 
vegetables for the extreme southern China and Malay 
Peninsula ports and cities.
 “Thus, by the advent of Japan as a bean-buying 
nation, an established feature of oriental commerce is 
diverted and entirely new channels of trade result to meet 
the requirements of supply and demand. Should the price 
of Manchurian beans and bean cake continue to average 
as high in the future as they have since Japan entered the 
market, and all indications point that way, then many of the 
Chinese buyers will desert the Newchwang market and make 
headquarters at Hankow in order to secure the Yangtse Valley 
supply at cheaper rates.”
 “Further increases in imports expected:... The war 
brought many millions of new money into Manchuria. 
This ready cash, a shortage of staple supplies in the remote 
interior, together with an unusually heavy fall of snow during 
the winter of 1905-6, insuring good crops, may result in still 
further record-breaking increases in imports in 1906 and, 
more particularly, in 1907.
 “Roughly estimated, there is now a visible supply of 
upward of 250.000 tons of Manchurian [soya] beans and 
millet seed ready for shipment from this and neighboring 
markets that utilize Newchwang as a shipping point. This 
indicates a fairly active export trade for 1906.
 Note: The port Niuchwang is now spelled Newchwang.

104. Willis, -. 1906. China: Report for the year 1905 on the 
trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 3576. 11 p.
• Summary: Native imports (p. 5): “The import of bean cake 
is less than usual though both Hankow and Chinkiang have 
contributed more largely than formerly to it. Owing to the 
Russo-Japanese war the price at Newchwang [Manchuria] 
was very high and the supply offered but scanty.”
 Table II, titled “Return of principal articles of native 
import during the years 1904-1905” gives quantity and value 
for (among others): Bean cake, beans [soy], groundnuts, 
hemp, oil (incl. bean (=soy), castor, and groundnut), opium 
(from Ssuchuan, Yunnan, Kiangsu), and rice. In 1905 the 
top 3 native imports in terms of quantity were: (1) Bean 
cake (soy): 2,751,110 cwt (1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds) worth £680,714. Beans (soy): 1,151,285 cwt. worth 
£283,980. (3) Wheat: 254,855 cwt worth £61,181. The top 
three items in terms of value were: (1) Rice £1,035,022. (2) 
Bean cake. Beans (soy). Address: Acting British Consul.

105. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
The Germans in China. Good work in developing Tsingtau 
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[Qingdao]. No. 2672. p. 1-3. Sept. 21.
• Summary: “John Edward Jones, American consul at Dalny, 
Manchuria, sends an interesting report in regard to the city 
of Tsingtau, which is under German control, as follows:” 
“... Germany maintains a garrison at Tsingtau, and many 
of the surrounding hills are fortifi ed... And there is yet 
another feature that is to be most heartily commended. The 
authorities have been conducting a department of forestry 
since their occupation, with the result that the barren hills 
of a few years ago are now covered with young forests. 
Millions of young trees have been set out, and the work 
has been taken up by the Chinese, who are planting trees 
themselves under the supervision of the German authorities.
 “Just outside the city the Germans have built a village 
for the Chinese. It is a model of its kind, with broad streets 
and small but well-constructed brick houses.
 “Commerce at Tsingtau:... The general increase in 
exports was the feature of the year, which heretofore has 
been a weak point in the trade of the port. Among these, two 
staples appeared for the fi rst time in quantities–coal and bean 
cake. These give great promise of future development.”
 Note: Tsingtau is a port city in Shandong province, 
northern China; it was occupied by Germany from 1898 to 
1914.

106. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
Commerce of China. Remarkable showing of the empire’s 
conditions. No. 2677. p. 1-7. Sept. 27.
• Summary: A large table (p. 5-7) shows China’s exports, 
listed alphabetically by item exporter. For each item is given 
the total export value in Haikwan taels (each worth about 73 
cents of U.S. money), the American share of this item, the 
leading nation’s share (LNS) in HK taels, and the initials of 
the leading nation.
 For example:
 Bean cake [soya], 6,188,347, 6,177,064 = LNS, Japan.
 Beans [soya], 6,931,876, 5,569,938 = LNS, Japan.
 Bean oil, 3,637,361, 491,675 = American share, 
2,658,552 = LNS, Hong Kong.

107. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
Japan: America ranks third in sales. No. 312. Sept. p. 60-61.
• Summary: Consul Charles B. Harris reports from Nagasaki 
on the trade of that consular district: “The fi ve most 
important imports into Nagasaki during 1905 were coal, 
valued at $2,708,305; kerosene, at $1,275,342; iron and steel, 
$796,833; rice, $664,379, and oil cakes, $549,116. Rice and 
oil cakes represent inter-Asiatic trade, a commerce which is 
bound to steadily increase... Imports from Great Britain led 
in 1905, the amount being $5,394,409, China coming second 
with $1,339,649, and United States third with $1,026,011.”
 “It is expected that the importance of Nagasaki will be 

greatly increased as a transshipping point when the Panama 
Canal is fi nished...” Address: Washington, DC.

108. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1906. 
Manchurian business outlook. The good times should result 
in larger volume of trade. No. 2694. p. 1-3. Oct. 17.
• Summary: “Consul-General Thomas Sammons, of 
Newchwang, sends reassuring news of the purchasing 
power of Manchuria, which is entering into a prosperous 
era of development and trade. Mr. Sammons writes: Crops 
in Manchuria are again abundant in 1906, as in 1905. 
Transportation facilities for handling the products of the 
soil are improving slightly. The ancient two-wheeled cart 
and river junk will, however, continue to carry a large 
share of the tonnage, both as regards outward and inward 
cargo. At the port of Newchwang many new wharves are 
being constructed, partially by private enterprise, but more 
particularly under plans formulated by the Japanese military 
administration.”
 “Fine prospects for commerce:... With continued good 
crops and many millions of ready cash left by the Japanese 
and Russian armies still unexpended, with unprecedented 
prices being paid for the chief export products of the 
country–that of beans, bean cake, and bean oil–Manchuria’s 
purchasing power is apparently as great as when the Russian 
Government was spending millions of rubles among the 
natives in the construction and extension of the Trans-
Siberian Railway in northern Manchuria and the Chinese 
Eastern Railway to Newchwang, Port Arthur, and Dalny in 
southern Manchuria.”

109. Hosie, Alexander. 1906. Report for the years 1904-05 
on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
3725. 120 p.
• Summary: This is a very detailed report by a seasoned 
expert on China. “Net foreign trade [in 1904] amounted in 
silver to 583,547,291 Haikuan taels” (83,580,992l. = pounds 
sterling).
 Table H, titled “Principal articles of export in order 
of value (p. 32): Shows the three most valuable exports 
to be silk (£11,208,457 = 78,255,412 Haikuan taels), tea 
(£4,325,802), and cotton (£3,553,744). No. 6 was “Beans” 
[soy] (£705,662 = 4,926,805 Haikuan taels), and No. 17 
was “Bean cake” [soy] (£337,436). Other exports include: 
Oils (vegetable), fi re-crackers, tobacco, hemp, Chinaware, 
earthenware and pottery, opium (native; exported to Tonkin, 
etc.), sesamum seed, joss sticks, groundnuts, aniseed, and 
rhubarb.
 Table L, titled “China’s principal exports to Asiatic 
countries” (India excepted), expressed in units of quantity, 
1903, 1904, and 1899-1903 average. The top two articles in 
terms of the 5-year average are [soy] bean cake (3,464,375 
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cwt) and [soy] beans (2,650,900 cwt). Note: 1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds.
 The section titled “Beans and bean cake” (p. 45) states: 
“I have already explained that the shortage in the export 
of beans and bean cake to Japan was due to the war being 
waged in Manchuria. In the total export from China, beans 
decreased by 823,412 cwts. as compared with 1903, and 
bean cake dropped from 4,052,026 to 1,370,178 cwts. In 
these products the Yangtsze [Yangtze] Valley is beginning 
to compete with Manchuria: in 1904 Hankow sent away 
3,173,224 cwts. of beans of all kinds, and Chinkiang had an 
export of 580,989 cwts. of bean cake and 355,670 cwts. of 
beans and peas.”
 Under the year 1905, soy beans and bean cake are 
discussed on p. 94 and oils (vegetable) on p. 95. “The 
oils produced in China are numerous and varied. Rape, 
sesamum, groundnut, tea, wood (Aleurites cordata, M. 
Arg.), cotton seed, bean, poppy seed, tallow seed (Sapium 
sobiferum, Roxb.), castor, cocoanut, hemp seed, linseed, 
perilla seed (P. ocymoides, L.), as well as lighting oils from 
Amoora Rohituka, W. and A., and Jatropha curcas, L., are 
all well known. In addition to these we have the essential 
oils–camphor, cassia, aniseed, peppermint, ginger, clove, 
orange peel and sandalwood (from imported wood). The 
most important of these oils from a commercial point of view 
is wood oil.” Address: Acting Commercial Attaché to His 
Majesty’s Legation at Peking.

110. O’Brien-Butler, -. 1906. China. Report for the years 
1903-05 on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
3729. 11 p. Nov. See p. 9.
• Summary: A table titled “Comparative table of the 
principal articles of import and export during the years 1901-
05” shows (p. 9) that exports of “Bean cake” (in cwts) [1 cwt 
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] were as follows for each 
year: 1901–1,864,840. 1902–1,461,553. 1903–1,420,085. 
1904–1,330,460. 1905–1,468,069. By far the largest export 
from Chefoo [pinyin: Yantai; Wade-Giles: Yen-t’ai; in 
Shandong / Shantung province, northeast China] by weight 
in each of these years was Beancake.
 Exports of “Beans” [soy] (in cwts) were as follows for 
each year: 1901–177,479. 1902–97,549. 1903–131,791. 
1904–173,468. 1905–896,426.
 Exports of “Oil, bean” [soy] (in cwts) were as follows 
for each year: 1901–29,568. 1902–14,106. 1903–12,711. 
1904–8,136. 1905–12,040.
 Also gives exports of groundnuts. Address: Consul.

111. Hefter, Gustav. 1906. Technologie der Fette und Oele: 
Handbuch der Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Fette, Oele, 
und Wachsarten des Pfl anzen- und Tierreichs. Erster band 
[Technology of fats and oils: Handbook for obtaining and 
processing fats, oils and waxes from the plant- and animal 

kingdoms. Vol. 1]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Vol. 1, “Lecithin” is mentioned (3 times) on 
page 15, and 1 time each on pages 79, 80, 443, and 457.
 Page 15: The formula for lecithin is given. A table shows 
that rather large amounts of lecithin are found in various 
oilseeds:
 In soybeans 1.64%
 In peas 1.05%
 In cottonseed 0.94%
 In hempseeds 0.85%
 In linseed 0.73 to 0.88%.
 During the processing of the oilseeds, it seems that a 
portion of the lecithin is destroyed (zerstoert zu werden). 
According to the investigations of E. Schulze and Merlis 
(“Landwirtsch. Versuchstationen,” Vol. 43, p. 315 and Vol. 
45, p. 209) the oil cake (the pressing residue of oil mills) 
contains a little less lecithin than one would expect from the 
composition of the seeds, and also the lecithin content of the 
oil is a little less. (See Töplers Phosphorsäurebestimmungen 
in Oelen in ‘Landwirtsch. Mitteil aus Poppelsdorf,’ Vol. 3, p. 
115).
 Page 79: In the case of the oils and fats, the 
unsaponifi able portion is found as free-standing cholesterol 
(Cholestrin), phytostearin and lecithin.
 A table (p. 80) states that phosphorus-containing lecithin 
is found in almost all fats and oils in very small amounts. For 
example:
 Maize oil 1.49% lecithin
 Linseed oil 0.33% lecithin.
 Oil of a hen’s egg 0.20% lecithin.
 Cocoa butter 0.11% lecithin.
 Coconut oil 0.01% lecithin.
 Sesame oil 0.005% lecithin.
 Beef tallow (Rindstalg) 0.033-0.073% lecithin.
 Swine fat 0.022-0.051% lecithin.
 Butterfat 0.000-0.014
 Note that the soybean was not mentioned in this second 
table.
 On page 80 is an illustration of a metal cart for carrying 
oil cakes.
 Soybeans are mentioned in this volume on pages 9 and 
15. Address: Direktor der Aktiensgesellschaft zur Fabrikation 
vegetabilischer Oele in Triest [Austria-Hungary].

112. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Opening of Manchuria. No. 2773. p. 1-5. Jan. 21.
• Summary: “Consul-General Willard D. Straight, of 
Mukden, reports that during the period that has elapsed 
since the conclusion of hostilities southern Manchuria has 
been adjusting itself to meet the changed conditions. Years 
of prosperity during the construction of the railway and 
the early stages of the war, when the Russian forces relied 
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almost entirely upon the country for their supplies, were 
succeeded by a period of comparative depression, for Japan 
made only limited local purchases, preferring to patronize 
her home markets, and the military occupation interfered in 
many ways with the free movement of goods.
 “Trade has not, up to the present time, recovered its 
antebellum equilibrium. The unsettled fi nancial situation, 
due to the confusion in the circulating medium, composed 
of Japanese war notes, gold yen, Yokohama Specie Bank 
silver notes, Shengking notes and different varieties of taels, 
dollars, and small silver, and the reluctance of the banks 
to make loans, have combined to embarrass the public, 
notwithstanding the splendid harvests of the past two 
seasons...”
 “Adoption of modern mechanisms” (p. 4): “Manchuria 
will prove a good fi eld for the exploitation of farm 
implements, such as plows, grain drills, etc...; of hydraulic 
presses for compressing bean cake and baling hides, etc.”

113. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Southeastern Manchuria. Commercial prospects through 
opening of new railroad. No. 2779. p. 1-4. Jan. 28.
• Summary: “A lengthy report from Vice-Consul-General 
Charles J. Arnell, of Mukden, deals with the completion of 
the new Japanese railroad from Antung on the Korean border 
to Mukden, and the prospective industrial and commercial 
development of the southeastern Shenking Province, through 
which the new line passes. A summary of the report follows:
 “The new Japanese railway from Antung to Mukden, a 
distance of 187 miles (100 as the crow fl ies), fi rst constructed 
lightly for military purposes, has been rebuilt, though no 
tunneling will probably be done until the survey of the 
permanent railway has been made. The gage is 1½ feet. 
The rails and rolling stock were supplied by the Baldwin 
Locomotive Works. The system consists of 150 locomotives, 
and the two sizes of open freight cars carry two and fi ve tons, 
respectively, the total carrying capacity at present being only 
1,200 tons.
 “Operations of railroad: The line was opened to 
general traffi c, both freight and passenger, in August last. 
Two schedule-time runs are daily made from each end in 
addition to more or less regular ones between some of the 
intermediate points. The journey from Antung to Mukden 
requires two days.”
 “Agricultural development (p. 3): Agriculturally 
southeastern Shenking stands far from the head of the list, 
as compared with other parts of Manchuria, both in relative 
arable area and in fertility of soil. The principal products 
are maize, millet, and [soya] beans, and these seem to do 
scarcely more than supply the local demand, as none of 
them, except a small quantity of beans in the form of oil and 
cakes, ever reaches the seaboard for export.
 “The export trade in bean cake here is in the hands of 

a Japanese fi rm, the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, which buys up 
the total output of the four principal Chinese companies in 
Antung, the monthly fi gure averaging some 8,000 cakes. 
The manufactured bean products exported from Newchwang 
derived from this region are small... Whatever part of 
these products reaches a foreign market passes principally 
through Antung and Newchwang. It is doubtful that any 
great stimulus can be given in this region to these industries. 
Practically all of the arable land is already under cultivation. 
The valleys do not contain an unfi lled spot, and many of the 
mountain slopes, where the surface soil is scarcely more than 
a foot in depth, are covered with small plats, ending only 
with the summits and reminding one of the ‘box gardening’ 
characteristic of Japan.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2014) 
that mentions Mitsui (a major Japanese trading company and 
conglomerate) in connection with soybeans and Manchuria.

114. New York Times. 1907. Latest customs rulings. 
Government defeated in Chinese soy case–Other decisions. 
Feb. 24. p. 15.
• Summary: “In a decision by Judge Waite the Board of 
United States General Appraisers suspended yesterday a 
claim fi led by Wo On & Co. of New York regarding the 
customs classifi cation of Chinese soy [sauce], it being 
held that the article was not a ‘sauce’ as claimed by the 
Government but is to be considered as an unenumerated 
manufactured article within the meaning of the Dingley 
tariff.
 “The soy, which is used by the Chinese and in American 
restaurants for fl avoring purposes, was assessed for duty at 
the rate of 40 per cent., whereas the importers maintained 
20 per cent. as equitable. Some time ago the Government 
was defeated in an attempt to assess the higher duty on the 
merchandise, but as large quantities of the soy are brought 
annually to this country, the Treasury Department concluded 
to make a new test,...”

115. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 
1907. Formosan sugar. Increased production–governmental 
encouragement. No. 2802. p. 5-7. Feb. 25.
• Summary: “Consul Julean H. Arnold writes from Tamsui 
[near Taipei, Taiwan] that the production of sugar in Formosa 
is increasing year after year. The season for 1906 showed 
a production of 159,000,000 pounds of brown sugar and a 
total of 178,500,000 pounds of all grades. This is 50 per cent 
greater than the production of 1905, while in eight years the 
production of sugar in Formosa has shown a growth of 90 
per cent. Formosa sugar is admitted to Japan free of duty, 
although an export duty is imposed upon this sugar when 
exported from Formosa to foreign countries.” Note: Formosa 
was a Japanese colony from 1895 to 1945.
 “Improved fertilizers have been introduced. Among 
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the new fertilizers in use are goose bone dust, Australian 
bone dust, and Manchurian bean cake. The importations of 
bean cake in 1903 were 154,835 pounds and during 1905, 
477,756; pounds. Peanut-oil refuse was also imported for 
fertilizing and used to the extent of 149,040 pounds in 1904, 
but has not been popular because of its higher cost. It is 
expected that the use of artifi cial fertilizers will continue 
to increase as the development of the sugar-cane industry 
advances.”

116. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Japanese enterprise in Southern Manchuria. No. 2804. p. 16. 
Feb. 27.
• Summary: “A clipping from the China Times furnished by 
Consul-General W.D. Straight, of Mukden, states that several 
prominent Japanese fi nanciers have decided to establish a 
company for the manufacture of bean cake in North China. 
Factories will be established at Newchwang, Tairen [Dairen], 
and three other Manchurian towns, and about 1,500 koku 
(7,444 bushels) of beans will be consumed daily. The capital 
of the company is to be $2,490,000. Japan is to receive most 
of the cake manufactured, the demand in that country for 
the product having rapidly increased of late years. The oil 
obtained is expected to fi nd a market in Germany, where it is 
used in soap manufacture.”

117. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1907. 
Utilisation of the soy bean. 5(1):86-87. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine 
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of 
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value as 
a green manure. The bean itself has long been employed in 
the East as a vegetable and food-stuff, and has been imported 
in large quantities into European countries, principally for 
use as a feeding-stuff for animals. It is also an important 
ingredient in Indian soy, which forms the basis of chutney. 
More recently the introduction of the extraction of cheaper 
methods for the extraction of fi xed oils by the use of solvents 
has made it possible to utilise such materials as the soy bean, 
which contains only 10 per cent. of fi xed oil, as a source of 
oil, and considerable quantities are now used in the United 
Kingdom in this way.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “solvents” (or “solvent”) 
in connection with the crushing of soybeans to give oil and 
meal.
 Also discusses briefl y the preparation of soymilk and 
tofu in Japan.

118. Funatsu, T. 1907. On different forms of phosphoric acid 
in press cakes. Bulletin of the College of Agriculture, Tokyo 
Imperial University 7(3):457-59. April. [Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “Since refuse press cakes 

are frequently used as manure, it is of some importance 
to determine the amounts of phosphoric acid present in 
different forms, as the availability for plants differs very 
much in different compounds.” The soybean cake used 
extensively as manure in Japan is imported from Manchuria. 
A table (p. 458) gives the percentage of phosphoric acid 
in three different oilseed cakes: Soybean cake, cotton seed 
cake, and rape cake, with herring guano used for comparison. 
In soybean cake: Total phosphoric acid 1.38%. Phosphoric 
acid as lecithin 0.17%. Phosphoric acid as nuclein 0.23%. 
Phosphoric acid soluble in dilute (4%) hydrochloric acid 
0.98%.
 In soybean cake, the relative amounts of phosphoric acid 
(so that the total = 100%) are: Phosphoric acid as lecithin 
12.4%. Phosphoric acid as nuclein 16.5%. Phosphoric acid 
soluble in dilute (4%) hydrochloric acid 71.0%.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soybean cake” to refer 
to ground, defatted soybeans.

119. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Asia: Empire of Japan. No. 320. p. 36-39. May.
• Summary: Japan imported oil cake worth the following 
amounts: $5,567,500 in 1905 and $7,748,900 in 1906. 
Japan’s biggest trading partners in 1906: Imports (in million 
dollars): United Kingdom $51.0, United States $33.8, British 
India $31.4, China $27.7, Germany $21.1. Exports (million 
dollars): United States $62.3, China $59.9, France $19.5, 
Hongkong $13.5, Korea $12.3, United Kingdom $10.7. 
Address: Washington, DC.

120. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Asia: Chinese empire (Newchwang’s foreign trade). No. 322. 
p. 3-18. July.
• Summary: The section titled “City improvements–Fuel 
and manufacturing” (p. 5) states: “The only manufacturing 
plants in Newchwang of any consequence are those which 
manufacture bean oil and bean cake from beans. At present 
there are six of these plants operated by steam and several 
score operated by hand. Three more steam plants will be 
erected during this year. All the steam bean-oil manufacturers 
have realized a profi t during the past year, but the others, 
who operate with crude methods, have scarcely made 
expenses.”
 A table titled “Exports from Hankow in 1906” (p. 9) 
gives fi gures for the following: [Soy] bean cake: To foreign 
countries and Hongkong $219,578. To other Chinese ports: 
$908,741. [Soy] beans: To foreign countries and Hongkong 
$72,758. To other Chinese ports $3,159,930. Oil–Bean, 
sesamum, and tea: To foreign countries and Hongkong 
$18,230. To other Chinese ports $212,081.
 Other exports include: Albumen, opium, ramie, 
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sesamum seed, silk, tea, tobacco. Address: Washington, DC.

121. Brady, Herbert F. 1907. China: Report for the year 1906 
on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 3929. p. 
1-24.
• Summary: Page 13 lists exports, including “bean oil, bean 
cake,” vermicelli and joss sticks. Page 15 states: “Bean 
cake–It has been a fair year for manufacturers of bean cake. 
There are some 50 mills in Chefoo using from 2 to 8 stones 
each, and their estimated output is about 7,500,000 cwts. [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] per year. The export 
amounted to 1,719,328 cwts., valued at 344,850l.”
 Table IV (p. 22), titled “Return of principal articles of 
export from Chefoo during the year 1906,” shows 1,719,328 
cwts. of bean cake, worth £344,850, was exported. 39,166 
cwts. of beans, worth £13,523, and 34,162 cwts. of bean oil, 
worth £40,608, were also exported.
 The largest item exported was bean cake, followed by 
vermicelli (worth £226,859). Large amounts of groundnuts 
(including shelled) were also exported.
 Table V (p. 22), titled “Comparative table of principal 
articles of export from Chefoo during the years 1902-06,” 
shows exports of bean cake rose to a peak of 1,719,328 cwts. 
in 1906. Exports of beans rose to a peak of 896,426 cwts. in 
1905. Exports of bean oil rose to a peak of 34,162 cwts. in 
1906.
 The main nationalities and types of ships entering the 
port of Chefoo in 1906 were Japanese steam ships (1,319), 
followed by British (744, but with the largest total tonnage), 
Chinese (314), and German (197). Address: Consul.

122. Hausser, -. 1907. China: Report for the year 1906 on the 
trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 3931. 13 p.
• Summary: “Bean cake was in fair demand during the usual 
season. The import in 1906 was 3,159,276 cwts. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds] as compared with 2,751,110 
cwts. in 1905. Bean cake was in former years imported 
entirely from Newchwang [Manchuria] and Chefoo, but 
since the Japanese began importing from Newchwang it has 
been supplied to Swatow also by Chinkiang and Hankow. 
The trade thus opened is yearly increasing” (p. 6).
 Table II, “Return of principal articles of native import 
during the years 1905 and 1906” (p. 10) includes the quantity 
(in cwts.) and value (in British pounds sterling) for bean 
cake, beans, groundnuts, and oil (bean, castor, groundnut, 
&c). Imports of bean cake in 1906 were 3,159,276 cwts. 
worth £835,430.
 Table III, “Return of principal articles of export of 
native produce during the years 1905-06” (p. 11) includes the 
quantity (in cwts.) and value (in British pounds sterling) for 
groundnuts, and oil (bean, groundnut, &c). Address: British 
Consul.

123. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Asia: Chinese empire (Great commercial depression). No. 
324. p. 59-72. Sept.
• Summary: At Newchwang [Manchuria], about “one-half of 
the Japanese steamers arrived here in ballast only, returning 
to Japan with cargoes consisting chiefl y of beancakes.”
 The principal exports from Newchwang (as of May 1), 
which have been fully up to expectations, are as follows (in 
tons): Beancake [soy] 105,670. Bean oil [soy] 56. Beans 
[soy] 3,500. Wild silk 55. Silk refuse 333; “also silver coins 
$506,000, and silver sycee $197,000, both in United States 
gold values. Of the foregoing cargoes, practically all of the 
beancake went to Japan; bean oil, beans, silver coins, and 
silver sycee being shipped to various Chinese ports, and 
Shanghai taking all of the wild silk and silk refuse.”
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary (1985) defi nes sycee 
(pronounced SAI-see, and derived from Chinese (Cantonese) 
sai sz, literally fi ne silk), a word fi rst used in 1711, as “silver 
money made in the form of ingots and formerly used in 
China.” Address: Washington, DC.

124. Hosie, Alexander. 1907. Report for the year 1906 on the 
foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 3943. 114 
p. For the year 1906.
• Summary: Table N titled “Principal exports from China to 
Asiatic countries (India excepted)” (p. 66) gives exports of 
[soy] bean cake and [soy] beans in 1901-05 (average), 1905, 
and 1906. The section titled “Beans and bean cake” (p. 71) 
states: “Beans, according to the Chinese returns, show a 
falling-off in export to foreign countries from 3,173,241 to 
1,778,035 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], but 
the decrease was not nearly so great, for the Japanese returns 
give Japan’s receipts from Manchuria in 1906 as 972,246 
piculs of the value of 3,536,740 yen.”
 The section titled “Oils, vegetable and essential” (p. 72) 
states that exports of vegetable oils (by weight) are up 31% 
over the average of the years 1901-05. “They consist of [soy] 
bean, groundnut, tea, wood and other oils, and it would be a 
great convenience if the customs would endeavour to classify 
these oils and give each class its respective value, for the 
lump value of different kinds of oils is of no use to anyone 
who wishes to fi nd the price of, say, bean or wood oil.”
 Essential oils include star aniseed, cassia-leaf, etc. 
Address: Acting Commercial Attaché to His Majesty’s 
Legation at Peking.

125. Charabot, Eugene; Collot, Georges; Chevron, Maurice; 
Villar, Pierre. 1907-1908. Exposition coloniale nationale 
de 1907, au Jardin colonial [National colonial exposition of 
1907, and the colonial garden. 2 vols. in 1]. Paris: Augustin 
Challamel. 270 p. See p. 171. [5 ref. Fre]
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• Summary: Soja: The soybean (Le soja; Soja hispida Sieb. 
et Zucc, Dolichos soja L.) is a legume of China, Japan 
and also Indo-China. It seed is especially used for making 
a vegetal cheese, the soy cheese (du fromage végétal, le 
fromage de soja) [tofu]. Manchuria is the homeland par 
excellence of the soybean, but here it plays the role of an 
alimentary oilseed and for illumination, rather than as a 
simple food plant, as it does in Indo-China and the rest 
of China. Huge quantities of soybeans are exported from 
Manchuria–196,680 metric tons in 1903. Nevertheless 
Indo-China exports, on average, 2,000 to 3,000 metric tons 
a year of soybeans to East Asia. Address: Member, Société 
d’histoire naturelle des Ardennes, France.

126. Colby, Frank Moore; Sandeman, George. eds. 1907. 
Nelson’s encyclopædia: Everybody’s book of reference. In 
12 volumes, profusely illustrated. Vol. III. Ceve to Dende. 
New York, NY: Thomas Nelson & Sons. 618 p. Illust.
• Summary: This book, which comes in a 3-ring binder for 
easy updating, is also called Nelson’s Perpetual Loose-Leaf 
Encyclopædia.
 Under “Chile,” the section titled “Commerce” (p. 85D, 
dated 1933) lists the principal imports in order of value. 
These include “bar iron and steel, coffee, soya bean oil,...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soya bean oil.”
 Under “China,” the section titled “Agriculture” (p. 
93, dated March 1925) states: “In the north, rice is largely 
replaced by wheat, barley, millet, and maize, and by peas 
and beans. The soya bean is of special economic importance, 
ranking high in the list of Chinese imports.”
 The section titled “Commerce” (p. 93-94) states: “Tea, 
formerly the main staple of China’s export trade, has suffered 
a decided decline through Indian competition, and is now 
surpassed by silk which contributes over one-third of the 
value of the country’s exports, and by the soya bean and its 
products which have risen to a position of importance in the 
last few years.”
 The entry for “Dalny” (p. 532, dated Oct. 1919) begins: 
“Ta-lien-wan, Dairen, or Tairen, seaport town, Kwantung 
territory, Manchuria, on the south shore of Ta-lien-wan Bay. 
It is connected by rail with Port Arthur, 20 miles to the north, 
and with Tientsin and Peking, and by steamer with Hong-
Kong and Shanghai. It has a fi ne ice-free harbor protected by 
a 1,000-yard breakwater and has a growing trade. Coal and 
soya bean oil and coke are exported.
 “Dalny was founded (1898) on territory granted to 
Russia by the Chinese government as a terminus for the 
Chinese Eastern Railway. It was opened as a free port in 
1901, and captured on May 30, 1904, by the Japanese, who 
offi cially renamed it Dairen, or Tairen, after Kwantung 
Territory was leased to Japan by the treaty of Portsmouth. 
Under Japanese control, the city was rebuilt, the harbor 
works (built in 1903-04) extended, and electric tramways 

installed. It was opened again as a free port in 1906, and 
in 1907 a Chinese custom house was established for goods 
crossing the border of Kwantung.” The population in 1910 
was 43,576, of whom 24,715 [56.7%] were Japanese and 
18,774 [43.1%] were Chinese. Address: 1. M.A., New York; 
2. M.A., Edinburgh [Scotland].

127. Jumelle, Henri L. 1907. Les resources agricoles et 
forestiéres des colonies Françaises [The agricultural and 
forestry resources of the French colonies]. Marseille, France: 
Barlatier, Imprimeur-Éditeur. viii + 442 p. See p. 333. No 
index. 28 cm. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the chapter on Indo-China (p. 267-363) is 
a section on coconuts (p. 322+) followed by a section on 
“Other oil-bearing plants” (Les autres plantes oléagineuses), 
which contains paragraphs (p. 326-27) on the sesame 
seed (Le sésame, cultivated in Cambodia) and the peanut 
(L’arachide, long cultivated in Cochin China and central and 
south Annam). Some confusion exists concerning the oil of 
Aleurites cordata (Chinese wood oil, l’huile d’abrasin) (p. 
331-32): “Why is this oil, so well known and widely used in 
Indo-China, not exported, as is its analogous oil from China? 
It is not ignored by European and American manufacturers; 
and in the United States, as in Europe, it is in demand * 
by the factories that make linoleum or that prepare varnish 
from copal.” (Footnote: *”It seems that the oil imported into 
Europe and the United States is often adulterated with oil 
from the seeds of Soja hispida [soybeans], which is likewise 
a very drying oil”).
 The next section, titled “The indigenous food” 
(L’alimentation indigène) (p. 332-35) includes a discussion 
of various legumes consumed in Indo-China. “Among the 
leguminous seeds used as food, there is a large consumption 
of kidney-beans (de haricots), of dolichos beans (de 
doliques), and, even more, of soybeans (de sojas).” “The 
large consumption of the soybean (du soja) is due to the fact 
that its beans, not only are eaten after a long cooking, but, 
again, serve as the base for various preparations, as in Japan 
and China (Footnote: It is with these soybeans, mixed with 
wheat and koji, and coarse salt, that the Japanese make their 
shoyou [shoyu, soy sauce] and their miso, and the Chinese 
their sauces or analogous dishes, teou-ju and teou-tiung. 
In Java, the indigenous people make similar preparations. 
The fermentations are, in all these cases, caused by various 
molds.) It is thus that the Annamites [of central Vietnam] 
make a cheese called dau-phu, which is the teou-fou of the 
Chinese, the tofu of Japan. They likewise make a sauce 
named tuong, which is almost the same as the teou-tiung 
[doujiang] of the Chinese, and two cheeses [tofu], one solid, 
the other of a softer consistency, called dau-hu and dau-hu-
ao in Cochin China.” Address: Prof., Faculte des Sciences de 
Marseille [Marseilles], France.

128. Takenob, Y.; Takeda, G. 1907. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: 
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Japan Year Book Offi ce. 616 p. See p. 325, 327, 467, 584, 
602. Third annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: A full-page ad near the front of the book (on an 
unnumbered page) for “Mitsui Bussan Kaisha. (Mitsui & Co. 
in Europe and America.) Established 1876” states that they 
are “General Commission Merchants” for the... Import of 
[Soy] Beans, [Soy] Bean Cakes,” etc.
 Page 325. A table titled “Manure. Consumption” gives 
the approximate volume consumed in Japan at the end of 
1905 in 1,000 yen:
 Night soil 53,000,000.
 Stable manure 47,000,000.
 Bean cakes [soy] 13,000,000.
 Fish guano 10,000,000.
 Artifi cial fertilizers 8,000,000...
 Page 327. Chapter 14, “Agriculture” (p. 320-337) has a 
section that gives production data on “Soja beans” from 1900 
to 1905 in koku.
 3.562 million koku in 1900
 4.069 million koku in 1901
 3.136 million koku in 1902
 3.647 million koku in 1903
 3.710 million koku in 1904
 3.261 million koku in 1905.
 The same table gives production of “Red [azuki] beans 
which ranged from a high of 924,573 koku in 1901 to a low 
of 708,712 koku in 1902. Thus, in 1901 production of azuki 
beans in Japan was about 23% of that of soja beans [soy 
beans].
 Page 467. In chapter 28, “Foreign trade” (p. 467-95), is 
a list for the “New import tariff schedule.” “Import tariff,” 
with an entry in Group II (Grains and seeds) for “Beans, 
soja.” The tariff is 0.43 yen per 100 kin. On the next line 
is an entry for “Beans, red or white (small) (Phaseolus 
subtrilobata).
 Page 605. A table gives the amount of ash, animal 
manure and [soy] bean cake used on cotton fi elds in Korea.
 There is no information specifi cally on soja beans in the 
chapters titled Formosa, Karafuto [South Sakhalin Island], or 
Manchuria. However there are statistics for “Peas & beans” 
(1901-1905) in tables on pages 584 (Formosa [Taiwan], 
production in koku) and 602 (Korea, exports, 1902-1906, 
value in yen). Address: 1. Prof. at Waseda Univ. and Late of 
the Japan Times; 2. Editor of the Pacifi c Ocean and Late of 
the Kokumin. Both: 9, Yariya-cho, Ginza, Tokyo, Japan.

129. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Trade routes to Tsingtau. How goods are received and 
shipped to the interior. No. 3188. p. 6-7. May 28.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau, 
furnishes the following information relative to the trade 
routes to and from that Chinese port:
 “The port of Tsingtau is situated in the German Colony 

of Kiaochow, 298 miles north of Shanghai; 7,000 miles 
from San Francisco; 13,984 miles from New York, via Suez 
and Liverpool; and 1,738 miles from Manila. The harbor 
entrance is 300 meters wide (1 meters = 1.09 yards) and 10½ 
meters deep, with a total length of pier construction of 3,000 
meters. Harbor accommodation can be found for thirty ships, 
and there is also good anchoring ground in the roadstead.
 “The railway line running into the interior of 
Shantung Province connects directly with the wharves, and 
transshipments can be made from ship to car direct.
 “The principal exports are straw braid, [soya] bean 
and peanut oil, bean-cake [beancake] (fertilizer), felt caps, 
goatskins, and fresh vegetables and fruits. The principal 
imports are cotton and woolen goods, cotton yarn, kerosene, 
old iron, brass buttons, aniline dyes, window glass, matches, 
needles, sugar, and opium.” Address: Washington, DC.

130. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
South Manchuria. Passenger and freight traffi c during the 
winter months. No. 3192. p. 2-3. June 3.
• Summary: In transmitting the following information 
Consul Koger S. Greene, of Dalny, reports that the South 
Manchurian railway appears to have done an exceedingly 
good business during the winter months, especially in the 
line of exports:
 “The largest quantity of freight was shipped at 
Changchun, viz., 55,385 tons from October to March 10...”
 “During the same period there arrived at Dalny 104,389 
tons of beans and 71,879 tons of bean cake, or 176,268 
tons in all, while the total arrivals of beans at other stations, 
including Newchwang, were only about 20,000 tons, no bean 
cake being received there, according to the Japanese railway 
authorities.
 “An accumulation of freight similar to that at 
Changchun has taken place at other stations also. It is stated 
that the total amount of beans and bean cake awaiting 
shipment southward at all the stations was, on March 10, 
69,127 tons.” Address: Washington, DC.

131. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Chinese cattle trade. Shipments to Vladivostok–Thrifty local 
dairy stock. No. 3201. p. 6-7. June 13.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau, 
transmits the following report regarding cattle in the Chinese 
province of Shantung:...
 “Cattle are not grown in China to any great extent; there 
are no large cattle ranches, each small farmer raising such 
stock as he may himself need. Cows are not used for milk 
by the Chinese people, but are yoked with oxen, or with any 
other available animal, and used in cultivating the fi elds.”
 “Cows for milk foreign breeds: In a few places in the 
province, especially those towns where Occidentals are 
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living, the Chinese raise cows for milking purposes, and 
even the better-class natives are taking kindly to the use of 
milk. It is the fear of typhoid germs in the milk that makes 
the sale of the tinned products so large among the foreign 
population of this country.” I am informed by Doctor Martini 
[a German bacteriologist, for many years chief assistant to 
Doctor Koch] that a most curious fact has been discovered 
by him and his assistants in relation to the percentage of 
butter fat contained in the milk of the Chinese cows. These 
locally grown animals are much smaller than our home cows, 
and give a much smaller quantity of milk, but it contains 
7 to 8 per cent fat, while cows’ milk in the United States 
seldom yields more than 2 to 3 per cent fat, and 4 per cent 
is considered extraordinary. This increased percentage of fat 
is said to be due to the bean cake fed to the animals here. 
Peanuts and [soya] beans are grown throughout this province 
in large quantities, and crushed into peanut oil and bean oil, 
which is exported in large quantities. The refuse from the 
mills is pressed into round cakes, measuring about 18 inches 
in diameter and 2 to 3 inches thick, which is largely exported 
to Japan for use as a fertilizer, and is fed to cows, oxen, and 
all draft animals. The bean cake when used is pounded up in 
rough granite mortars and mixed with the animals’ food, and 
all domestic animals in this country seem to appreciate its 
peculiar fl avor.
 “The large percentage of fat contained in the milk here 
makes it unsatisfactory for drinking purposes, especially for 
children, but it produces excellent butter in large quantities, 
there being very little waste material, and it is so easily 
manufactured that merely shaking the milk in a stoppered 
bottle for a few moments will produce butter.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

132. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Trade at Dalny. Statistics for two months–Chinese merchants 
using route. No. 3205. p. 7. June 18.
• Summary: Consul Roger S. Greene transmits the following 
summary from a government publication, showing the values 
of the principal imports and exports at Dalny during January 
and February of this year:
 “Of the total trade for this period, which was valued at 
$7,153,601, imports from and exports to Japan were valued 
at $2,909,576, the Chinese trade at $2,081,556, and the 
American and European at $2,162,352, the last being mostly 
American railway supplies... Since this business is almost all 
Chinese, taken together with the large exports of beans from 
Dalny to Chinese ports, it goes to show that the advantages 
offered by this route are beginning to be appreciated by 
Chinese merchants. The statistics for the two months 
follow:”
 The fi rst table shows imports, the second, exports. 
The main exports are: [Soya] Beans: $1,083,869. [Soya] 
Bean cake $900,031. Wild silk, raw $1,014,678. Address: 

Washington, DC.

133. Mansfi eld, R.W. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 
on the trade of Canton. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4082. p. 
1-15.
• Summary: A table (p. 12-13), titled “Return of the 
Principal Articles of Import into Canton and of Principal 
Re-exports during the Years 1906-07”, is divided into 
foreign goods and native produce. Under the latter category: 
Imports of bean cake decreased from 125,985 cwts. [1 cwt 
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 to 109,350 cwts in 
1907. Imports of “beans” decreased from 1,610,927 cwts. 
in 1906 to 1,130,783 cwts in 1907. Imports of bean oil 
increased from 70,248 cwts. in 1906 to 74,129 cwts in 1907. 
In addition, huge amounts of rice, groundnuts, and groundnut 
oil were imported, as were small amounts of sesamum seed 
and opium.
 Large amounts of “beans” and small amounts of bean oil 
were re-exported. Address: British Consul-General, Canton, 
China.

134. Wileman, A.E. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907 on 
the trade of the consular district of Tainan (South Formosa). 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign 
Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4083. 19 p. July.
• Summary: A table (p. 14) shows returns of imports from 
Japan from 1902 to 1907. The value of Soy [sauce] imports, 
which averaged £3,863 for the 5 years 1902-06, was £3,653 
in 1906 and £6,764 in 1907. No quantities are given.
 Table II (p. 15) shows returns of exports from the open 
ports of Anping and Takow from 1902 to 1907. [Soybean] 
“oil cake” was exported to Amoy, where it was used for 
manure. The value of oil cake exports, which averaged 
£2,001 for the 5 years 1902-06, was £1,626 for 16,572 cwts. 
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 and £795 for 
6,647 cwts. in 1907. Also exported were hemp, lungan (pulp 
or dried), and sesamum seed. Address: British Consul.

135. Griffi ths, E.A. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907 on 
the trade of the consular district of Shimonoseki. Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain). No. 4106. p. 1-15. Aug.
• Summary: A folded map shows the Consular District of 
Shimonoseki, comprising the prefectures of Yamaguchi, 
Hiroshima, Fukuoka, and Oita. Shimonoseki is a seaport city 
located just north of Kyushu, on the Shimonoseki Strait, in 
Yamaguchi prefecture at the southwest extremity of Honshu. 
Opposite Shimonoseki, on the northern tip of Kyushu, is the 
city of Moji. There are also two specially opened ports of 
Wakamatsu and Hakata–in northern Kyushu. At the center 
of the map is the Inland Sea, southwest of which is the large 
island of Shikoku.
 In the section on “Imports” under “Manure” we read 
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(p. 6) that the “increase in imports of oil cake “was very 
large, amounting to 20,732 tons in quantity and 146,052l.” 
[British pounds sterling] in value over the fi gures for 1906. 
Fish manure was imported from Korea and 9,373 tons of 
phosphate rock was imported from Christmas Island. “This 
phosphate rock is manufactured into superphosphates for 
fertilizing purposes at the phosphate works situated at the 
western entrance to the Straits if Shimonoseki.”
 A table (p. 12-13) titled “Return of Principal Articles 
of Import into the Ports of Shimonoseki and Moji during 
the Years 1906 and 1907, and Average for the Five Years 
1902-06” shows that import of “beans, pulse, &c.” decreased 
21,719 tons in 1906 to 19,077 tons in 1907, with 85.9% 
of the value coming from Corea [Korea] and 13.1% from 
China.
 Four types of manure are imported (p. 13): The great 
majority is “oil cake,” followed by fi sh, phosphates, and 
other. Imports of oil cake increased from 49,574 tons in 
1906 to 70,306 tons in 1907; most of this came from China. 
Address: British Consul, Shimonoseki, Japan.

136. Rose, Archibald. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 
on the trade of Shanghai. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4108. p. 
1-17.
• Summary: A table (p. 14), titled “Return of principal 
articles of export from Shanghai during the years 1906-07,” 
shows exports of “bean cake” rose from 49,845 cwts. [1 cwt 
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 to 696,614 cwts. in 
1907. Exports of “black beans” increased from 87,355 cwts. 
in 1906 to 129,607 cwts. in 1907. Exports of “green beans” 
increased from 185,955 cwts. in 1906 to 345,082 cwts. in 
1907. Exports of “white and yellow beans” [probably soy 
beans] increased from 675,419 cwts. in 1906 to 1,319,834 
cwts. in 1907.
 Note: It is not clear whether the “green beans” are mung 
beans (probably) or green soy beans. Address: His Britannic 
Majesty’s Consular Service.

137. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Bean cake in China. An opening for American machinery in 
its manufacture. No. 3286. p. 11. Sept. 23.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul C.L.L. Williams, of Chefoo, 
furnishes the following; report, prepared by Marshal 
Edgar Kopp, of that consulate, concerning the export and 
manufacture of Chinese bean cake:
 “The export of bean cake from North China is almost 
monopolized by Chefoo, Newchwang, and Dalny [Dairen]. 
Newchwang, being nearest to the bean fi elds of Manchuria, 
leads at present, but Dalny threatens to become a serious 
competitor, having excellent harbor and railway facilities. 
During the fi rst quarter of 1908 the total exports of bean cake 
from all Chinese ports amounted to 321,910,497 pounds, 

of which 132,235,649 pounds were exported from Dalny, 
51,059,099 pounds from Chefoo, 59,079,765 pounds from 
Hankow, 35,064,652 pounds from Chinkiang, 23,156,231 
pounds from Shanghai, and only 17,675.853 pounds from 
Newchwang, although 50 per cent of the total exports from 
all ports during the year 1907 were from Newchwang.
 “The exports of bean cake from Chefoo go to southern 
Chinese ports, while those from Newchwang go chiefl y to 
Japan, where it is used, with great success, as a fertilizer on 
the rice and sugar-cane fi elds; it is also extensively used for 
cattle and hog feed.
 “Mode of manufacture: The manufacture of bean cake 
is conducted in a very primitive way. The work is done by 
hand, no steam or machinery being used, and there should 
be an opportunity to introduce some American machinery to 
replace the antiquated manner of forming and pressing.
 “The by-product, bean oil, is of very good quality, and, 
if the beans are good, about 45 pounds of oil is got out of 
5 bean cakes, each cake weighing over 100 pounds. It is 
extensively used for cooking purposes, and sells for $4.50 
per 135 pounds. Chefoo has about 70 bean-cake [beancake] 
factories, each of the largest employing 12 men, whose 
wages are about 6 cents gold per day, including board and 
lodging. The daily output of each factory is 120 cakes, which 
sell for 81 cents gold per cake. [Full descriptive information, 
by the consul, concerning the manufacture of bean cake, is 
fi led in the Bureau of Manufactures.]”
 See also: Monthly Consular and Trade Reports. 1908. 
“Milling in China...” No. 338. p. 100-01. Nov. Address: 
Washington, DC.

138. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Trade of Dalny. Large decrease in imports of staple articles. 
No. 336. p. 27. Sept.
• Summary: “Consul Roger S. Greene furnishes the 
following information concerning the imports and exports of 
Dalny (Dairen) for the fi rst quarter of 1907 and 1908:”
 “The increase in exports occurred nearly altogether in 
[soya] beans and bean cake.” Address: Washington, DC.

139. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Chinese bean oil. Manufacture into oil and cake in Shantung. 
No. 336. p. 114-15. Sept.
• Summary: “Consul Wilbur T. Gracey, of Tsingtau, 
transmits the following report relative to the production 
of [soya] beans and bean oil in the Chinese province of 
Shantung:
 “One of the principal exports of Tsingtau is bean 
oil, produced in the Shantung hinterland, amounting in 
1906 to 146,160 hundredweight, in addition to 108,859 
hundredweight of peanut oil. In the same year the export 
from all China of bean oil, peanut oil, tea oil, wood oil, etc., 
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was 430,866 hundredweight, valued at $8,504,440 United 
States currency. The export of the oils alone from Tsingtau 
during the year 1906 was valued at $952,428. The refuse 
from the beans was pressed into bean cakes and exported 
from China to the amount of 2,423,834 hundredweight, 
valued at $10,136,611, the shipments from Tsingtau being 
57,457 hundredweight. The method of producing the oil 
cakes may be of interest.
 In Shantung province only one crop of beans is 
grown annually, a Chinese mau (4,200 square feet) of land 
producing about 300 pounds of beans, 10 per cent of which 
is saved for planting and the remainder sold or made into 
bean oil and bean cakes. It is estimated that 10O pounds of 
beans will-produce approximately 10 pounds of oil.
 “The vines are grown on a wooden framework. Small 
pine poles or stout bamboos form the upright stanchions, 
with crosspieces of smaller bamboos, and a series of even 
smaller poles covering the whole roof of the structure and 
supporting the weight of the vines. The cost of the large 
stanchions is from $1 to $2 gold each, large bamboos being 
about 25 cents to 50 cents each, and the smaller ones from 5 
to 10 cents.
 “Harvesting and pressing: The bean vines are cut 
entirely by hand with a primitive hook-shaped knife 
manufactured from iron and sold at a small price... They are 
dried on the hillsides or on the thrashing fl oor of the village 
and the pods removed by a small stone roller pulled by an ass 
or, occasionally, by the farmer’s wife or by the use of a fl ail. 
Each village farmhouse has its thrashing fl oor, a patch of 
smooth ground about 50 feet square. The beans are separated 
by winnowing, a small wooden fork or shovel being used to 
throw pods in the air on a windy day, the chaff being carried 
away by the wind. No modern machinery is used for any of 
these processes.
 “The oil is extracted and bean cakes manufactured in 
one process. A rough press is constructed of wood and iron, 
a sketch of which is forwarded [and fi led at the Bureau of 
Manufactures]. A cylinder of iron has a solid wooden top, 
upon which a crossbeam is supported which runs through 
a long slit in two heavy poles on either side of the cylinder. 
These stout wooden stanchions are from solid pieces of 
wood, planted solidly in the ground.
 The beans are boiled for some time to soften them, then 
measured off into rough cloth bags. Four of these bags are 
placed in the iron cylinder, separated by round slabs of wood. 
A heavy cover is placed on top, the strong pole placed across 
this and through the slits in the upright stanchions, small 
wedges driven in between the cross pole and the stanchions, 
and with continual driving of more and more wedges the oil 
is extracted from the beans, running off into a trench which 
surrounds the cylinder, the beans in their bags being pressed 
into cakes about 18 inches in diameter and about 3 inches 
thick. The cloth bags are then removed and preserved for 
future use, the resulting hard cake being the well-known 

bean cake of China.
 “In Shantung Province bean cakes are manufactured 
principally in and near the towns of Kiaochow and Kaumi, 
though bean-cake presses can be found in use outside most 
of the big cities to the north of Tsingtau.
 “Shipping and prices: The average price of bean oil is 
from 4½ to 6 cents per pound. Most of the shipping of these 
products is carried on by natives almost entirely by Chinese 
vessels, each carrying 300 to 400 ‘baskets’ of oil. These 
baskets are really large jars–a basket contains about 200 
pounds of oil–with earthenware covers, which are sealed by 
paper seals, the entire jar being covered with a willow basket 
work for protection, and it is from this covering that they 
derive their name.
 Bean cakes are not packed, being easily transported as 
though they were solid pieces of wood. The average price is 
about 1½ cents gold for 1.33 pounds, and a whole cake sells 
at 60 cents to 70 cents. They are sent in large quantities to 
other parts of China and to Japan, where they are used for 
feeding cattle and fertilizer. The oil is exported principally to 
South China.
 “A peculiar fact which has recently been communicated 
to me is that cattle fed with a certain amount of bean cake in 
their food produce milk which contains from 7 to 8 per cent 
butter fat, while the ordinary cow’s milk contains only about 
3 to 4 per cent of fat.” Address: Washington, DC.

140. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Direct Manchurian-American trade. No. 3312. p. 6-7. Oct. 
23.
• Summary: “Based on the desirable purchase of this wild 
silk for American manufacture, Mr. Arnell then draws 
attention to the large possibilities of supplying American 
manufactured goods through mercantile houses that would 
handle both ends of the trade:”
 “At present the trade of the United States with this 
territory is entirely one-sided! It sells but does not buy, 
and this fact constitutes one of the principal causes which 
are destined to handicap American sellers in competition 
with Japan, which purchases practically the entire output 
of beancake, Manchuria’s most important export. If, 
therefore, American manufacturers could arrange to 
buy a larger proportion of wild silk–the export ranking 
second in importance–this disadvantage would most likely 
considerably diminish.”
 “This is what the Japanese are doing in the trade 
between Japan and Manchuria, and with marked success; 
they sell their piece goods and miscellaneous articles largely 
to the same Chinese merchants from whom they buy the 
bean cake.”
 See also: Monthly Consular and Trade Reports. 1908. 
“Direct Manchurian-American trade.” No. 339. p. 218-20. 
Dec. Address: Washington, DC.
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141. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Manchurian conditions. No. 3318. p. 11-13. Oct. 30.
• Summary: “Consul Thomas E. Heenan furnishes the 
following information.”
 “Extent of exports: The principal exports from 
Newchwang during the six months ended June 30, 1908, 
were beans, bean cake, and bean oil, of which bean cake 
and bean oil show an increase, while beans are slightly less. 
The fi gures given, as a whole, show an increase in the total 
export. It has been proposed to tax all bean cake brought to 
Newchwang for shipment abroad, as the local millers declare 
that the price of labor and other expenses in the interior 
is much cheaper than at Newchwang. It is feared that this 
project, if it succeed, will infl ict serious injury to the real 
interests of Newchwang. All the bean cake exported goes 
to Japan, and this is one of the principal articles of export 
from Manchuria. During the present year the price paid has 
been higher than in other years, due probably to the low 
price of silver and silver coins. The beans were brought to 
Newchwang by carts during the winter months, and there 
was a constant stream of mules and carts during this period. 
It is said that as many as 1,000 carts came in daily loaded 
with beans and other articles for export when the river 
opened. It is seldom that a poor or a crippled mule or horse 
is seen among those which enter and pass out of the town 
from one year’s end to the other. They are all in splendid 
condition, and look as if they were well cared for.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

142. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Manchurian conditions. Fair trade in American manufactures 
in Newchwang. No. 3318. p. 11-13. Oct. 30.
• Summary: Consul Thomas E. Heenan furnishes the 
following information concerning conditions in Manchuria 
and American trade in Newchwang during the six months 
ended June 30, 1908:
 “Newchwang is improving every year, improvements 
being made by the local authorities and by private enterprise. 
A large improvement was made during the present year 
in connection with wharf accommodations, and it is quite 
evident that the town will make a strong effort not only 
to hold its present trade and increase it, but also to meet 
the rivalry of the Southern Manchurian Railway in its 
competition therewith in favor of Dalny [Dairen]. This year 
there has been abundant water in the river Liao, and the 
smaller rivers in the north have had the advantage of easy 
communication with the Liao. This brought numerous craft 
with cargo to Newchwang.”
 “Extent of exports: The principal exports from 
Newchwang during the six months ended June 30, 1908, 
were [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil, of which bean 

cake and bean oil show an increase, while beans are slightly 
less. The fi gures given, as a whole, show an increase in 
the total export. It has been proposed to tax all bean cake 
brought to Newchwang for shipment abroad, as the local 
millers declare that the price or labor and other expenses in 
the interior is much cheaper than at Newchwang. It is feared 
that this project, if it succeed, will infl ict serious injury to 
the real interests of Newchwang. All the bean cake exported 
goes to Japan, and this is one of the principal articles of 
export from Manchuria. During the present year the price 
paid has been higher than in other years, due probably to the 
low price of silver and silver coins.
 “The beans were brought to Newchwang by carts during 
the winter months, and there was a constant stream of mules 
and carts during this period. It is said that as many as 1,000 
carts came in daily loaded with beans and other articles for 
export when the river opened. It is seldom that a poor or a 
crippled mule or horse is seen among those which enter and 
pass out of the town from one year’s end to the other. They 
are all in splendid condition, and look as if they were well 
cared for.”
 A large table (p. 13) gives “Import statistics.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

143. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Japanese bean 
oil. 73(18):699. Oct. 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” this article 
begins: “The manufacture of bean oil in Japan from the soy 
or soja bean (Soja hispida) is the subject of note in the Board 
of Trade Journal (Vol. 63, No. 621, p. 184-85). The beans are 
thoroughly steamed and immediately pressed by machinery, 
the oil after purifi cation being of light yellow colour, suitable 
for various industrial purposes. The total annual production 
is about 700 tons, the price averaging about 20 l. 4s. [£20 
4 shillings] per ton. So far the oil has been consumed 
principally in Japan, but recently it has been exported with 
success.”

144. Hausser, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 on the 
trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4125. p. 1-14.
• Summary: A map shows the area around Swatow. 
“Native imports. Bean cake–Owing to the diminution in the 
production of sugar in this district the importation of bean 
cake has fallen off by 30 to 40 per cent. Some 20 years ago, 
when the sugar growing industry here was at the height of 
its prosperity, the import of bean cake was from 3,500,000 
to 4,000,000 pieces per annum, of which 3,000,000 to 
3,500,000 pieces came from Newchwang [Manchuria] and 
the balance from Chefoo. The Newchwang market was 
then controlled entirely by the Swatow buyers, the Japanese 
taking only about 500,000 pieces each year. At present it is 
they who rule the northern market for bean cake, the fi sh 
which they formerly used as fertiliser, in the form of fi sh 
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guano, being now dried and salted and sent to China for sale 
as food.”
 Table II (p. 12), titled “Return of principle articles 
of native import (net) during the Years 1906 and 1907”, 
shows imports to Swatow of bean cake decreased from 
3,159,276 cwts. in 1906 to 2,199,443 cwts. in 1907 [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds]. Imports of beans decreased 
from 1,070,357 cwts. in 1906 to 774,414 cwts. in 1907. 
Imports of oil (bean, castor, groundnut, &c.) decreased from 
16,050 cwts. in 1906 to 12,348 cwts. in 1907. Table III (p. 
12-13), titled “Return of principal articles of export of native 
produce from Swatow during the years 1906-07”, shows an 
increase in the export of oil (bean, castor, groundnut, &c.) 
from 24,527 in 1906 to 29,498 in 1907. A table (IV; p. 13), 
titled “Return comparing values of 1907 with average values 
from 1902-06 for the principal articles of import and export”, 
shows that native imports of beans and bean cake decreased 
from 1,022,189 on average from 1902-06 to 817,243 in 
1907. Address: Consul.

145. Hosie, Alexander. 1908. China: Report for the year 
1907 on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
4152. p. 1-99.
• Summary: A list (p. 52) shows that China’s leading articles 
of export, in descending order of value (million Haikuan 
[Haikwan] taels), are silk (89.1), tea (31.7), cotton, raw 
(16.9), skins and hides, undressed (12.4), bean cake (9.1)... 
vegetable oils (4.2), fi re-crackers (4.2)... sesamum seed 
(3.6)... groundnuts (0.4).
 A table (p. 62) shows exports of these items from 
China to Europe and America in 1902-06 (average), 1906, 
and 1907. Exports of oil (bean, tea, groundnut, wood, etc.) 
dropped 2.5% in 1907 compared with 1906. A table (p. 
64) shows exports from China to Asiatic countries (India 
excepted) in 1902-06 (average), 1906, and 1907. Exports of 
bean cake rose from 4,661,956 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight 
= 112 pounds] in 1906 to 4,978,588 cwts. in 1907. Exports of 
“beans” dropped from 1,778,037 cwts. in 1906 to 1,591,508 
cwts. in 1907.
 A section titled “Beans, bean cake and bean curd” (p. 
68) discusses soybeans, soybean cake, and tofu. “Within the 
knowledge of the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs the 
export of beans from China to foreign countries amounted 
in 1907 to 1,591,508 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds] of the value of 526,735l.; but the total export was 
much greater, for Japan alone claims to have taken 2,003,840 
cwts., of which Manchuria contributed 1,266,775 cwts.” 
There are also discrepancies in the fi gures for bean cake, 
accounted for in part by the fact that there was no Chinese 
custom-house at Dairen until July 1, 1907, and that during 
the whole of the year beans and bean cake, especially the 
latter, found their way from Northern Manchuria by the 
Chinese Eastern Railway to Vladivostock [Vladivostok], 

and thence by steamer to Japan without coming under the 
cognisance of the Chinese customs.”
 “The export of the bean product known as bean curd 
[fermented tofu], which is packed in earthenware jars and 
shipped for consumption by Chinese emigrants in the East, 
was larger in quantity but fell in value.”
 A section titled “Oils, vegetable and essential” (p. 69-
70) begins: “The quantity of oil (bean, groundnut, tea, wood, 
&c.) shipped to foreign countries in 1907 was 541,999 cwts, 
or 120,193 cwts. short of the export of 1906. The value of the 
shipment was 687,714l. [pounds sterling]. It is unfortunate 
that the Chinese customs authorities continue to group these 
oils under one heading. A detailed classifi cation would be of 
considerable value in view of the important position which 
wood-oil has recently established in foreign markets... The 
same recommendation is applicable to essential oils which 
are grouped together as aniseed, cassia-leaf, &c.” [incl. 
camphor oil].
 A section titled “seeds and seed cake” (p. 70-71) notes: 
“The most important of all the seeds exported from China is 
sesamum, which has sprung into prominence within the last 
few years.” Also discusses exports of rape seed, cotton seed; 
soy is not mentioned in this section.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) that 
mentions the Russian port of Vladivostok in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Sir, Acting Commercial Attaché to His 
Majesty’s Legation at Peking.

146. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Agriculture. Farm crops and methods. Japan. No. 337. p. 95-
99. Oct.
• Summary: “Consul Hunter Sharp, of Kobe, transmits the 
following review of agricultural conditions in Japan,...” 
According to the 1906 census, Japan has a population of 
48,304,397. “Sixty per cent of the people are agriculturists, 
and yet on account of the mountainous nature of the country, 
only about one-sixth of the total area is under cultivation.”
 “On the land known as rice fi elds, wheat, barley, or rape 
seed are sown about November, the crop being gathered the 
following June. Immediately afterwards the rice is planted, 
and is harvested in October. On the upland fi elds either 
wheat, barley, or rape seed is sown and harvested at the same 
season as above mentioned; after which corn, cotton, beans, 
panicum miliacum [millet], and various vegetables are sown, 
maturing at different times.”
 “Fertilizers freely used:... In 1906 the importation 
into Japan of oil cake alone amounted to $7,793,766, of 
which China supplied $7,436,958; ammonium sulphate, 
$2,637,751, to which Great, Britain contributed $2,543,264, 
while the United States sent nitrate of soda to the value 
of $34,236; oil cake, $3,823; and phosphorites, $74,211, 
aggregating $112,270.” Note: We are not told what kind of 
oil cake the USA exported to Japan, but it was not soya bean 
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cake.
 “One year’s crop: According to the statistics of 1906 the 
agricultural products of Japan are given as follows: Rice, the 
chief crop, has an acreage of 7,104,072, with a production 
of 229,794,826 bushels; barley comes next, with 3,359,238 
acres and a production of 81,407,291 bushels; wheat, the 
principal crop in other grain-producing countries, occupies 
only 1,086,118 acres, with a yield of 19,664,325. An average 
crop for these three is about 30 bushels per acre. Other 
agricultural products are:” The fi rst two crops shown in this 
large table are: Soy beans 17,655,973 bushels. Small red 
[azuki] beans 4,449,408 bushels.
 A table titled “Exports of agricultural products” in U.S. 
dollars for 1902-1906 lumps together “Beans, pease, and 
pulse,” which grew from $45,903 in 1902 to $76,051 in 
1906. Exports of peanuts decreased from $175,585 in 1902 
to $150,102 in 1906. Japan’s largest agricultural export, tea, 
accounted for about 90% of total exports (worth $5+ million) 
during this period.
 A table titled “Imports of agricultural products” in U.S. 
dollars for 1902-1906 lumps together “Beans, pease, and 
pulse,” the second largest import category, which grew from 
$2,881,780 in 1902 to $4,839,708 in 1906. Most of these 
beans are supplied in about equal proportions by China and 
Korea. Japan’s largest agricultural import, rice, accounted for 
about 70% of total imports (worth $13 to $39 million) during 
this period.
 “Agriculture in Formosa and Sakhalin:... Japanese 
Sakhalin has a total area of 12,582 square miles, of which 
89,296 acres can be cultivated, and in 1906 the population 
was 8,569. The agricultural products are barley, wheat, rye, 
oats, potatoes, peas, kidney beans, soja beans, red beans, 
hemp, fl ax, and vegetables. Of these the most successful are 
potatoes, barley, rye, oats, and wheat, and in a lesser degree 
peas, hemp, and fl ax.” Soy beans are not mentioned under 
Formosa. Address: Washington, DC.

147. Mortimore, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 
on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4129. p. 
1-15.
• Summary: Page 8 discusses “Bean cake.–The trade shows 
a falling off in 1907, due to the fact that many claims were 
made from Japan for short weight, which the Chinese refused 
to meet and the export to that country consequently fell off. 
Many merchants also now purchase bean cake in Dalny and 
Antung, from which places direct steamers are run to Amoy 
and Swatow, with a considerable saving of freight compared 
with that charged from Dalny to Chefoo and transshipment 
thence to the south.” Table IV (p. 13), titled “Return of 
principal articles of export from Chefoo during the year 
1907,” shows 1,190,000 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds] of bean cake, worth £330,017, was exported. 46,400 
cwts. of beans, worth £17,924, and 11,533 cwts. of bean oil, 

worth £13,649, were also exported.
 The largest export was fresh eggs, followed by bean 
cake. Large amounts of groundnuts (including shelled) were 
also exported.
 Table V (p. 14), titled “Comparative table of principal 
articles of export from Chefoo during the years 1903-07,” 
shows exports of bean cake rose to a peak of 1,719,328 cwts. 
in 1906. Exports of beans rose to a peak of 896,426 cwts. in 
1905. Exports of bean oil rose to a peak of 34,162 cwts. in 
1906.
 The main nationalities and types of ships entering the 
port of Chefoo in 1907 were Japanese steam ships (1,281), 
followed by British (711, but with the largest total tonnage), 
Chinese (388), and German (181). Address: Consul.

148. Playfair, F.W.W. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907 
on the trade of Nagasaki. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4151. p. 
1-18. Oct.
• Summary: A map shows the Island of Kyushu, with 
railroads and the Nagasaki Consular District. Just southwest 
of the sea port of Nagasaki is the small island of Takashima. 
From Nagasaki by sea it is 700 miles to Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok], 150 miles to Fusan, 460 miles to Shanghai, 
and 1,100 miles to Hongkong.
 Table 1 (p. 10-11) titled “Comparative Table of Articles 
of Import into Nagasaki during the Years 1906-07” show 
imports of “bean cake” + rape seed cake were 27,047 tons 
in 1906. In 1907 statistics were separated: 17,152 tons of 
bean cake and 10,968 tons of rape seed cake were imported. 
An aggregate fi gure is given for imports of “Beans, peas 
and pulse” (6,590 tons in 1906 rising to 8,536 tons in 
1907). Sesame was also imported. Address: British Consul, 
Nagasaki.

149. Natal Agricultural Journal. 1908. Oil from the soy 
bean. 11(11):1371. Nov. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excerpt of almost the entire article by Mr. 
J.C. Hall (British Consul at Yokohama, Japan) from the 
Board of Trade Journal (London) of 22 Oct. 1908, p. 184-
85. It describes the production and use of oil and meal from 
the soy bean (Glycine hispida), which is grown in Japan and 
also largely imported from China and Corea. Address: South 
Africa.

150. Clennell, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 on 
the trade and commerce of the consular district of Chinan Fu. 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign 
Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4159. p. 1-24.
• Summary: A map shows Chinan Fu on the Huang Ho 
(Yellow River). This consular district comprises most of 
Shantung province. The Yellow River fl owed along a totally 
different course from 1324 to 1852. The colony of Kiaochou 
(Tsingtau) is a German Protectorate.
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 Page 15 states: “The export of bean-cake has fallen from 
205,610 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] to 
26,766 cwts; that of bean oil from 260,960 cwts. to 79,046 
cwts. in consequence of the exceedingly poor crop of beans, 
and of this reduced export nearly all appears as an export 
through the native customs. No foreign fi rm exported bean 
cake last year.” The Shantung Railway carried 15 short tons 
of bean cake inland and 135 tons seaward (p. 16).
 Tables (p. 21-23) give the principal imports and exports 
into the [German] Colony of Kiaochou (Tsingtau) during 
the years 1906 and 1907. Imports of bean cake rose from 
15,133 cwts in 1906 to 21,485 cwts. in 1907. Exports of 
bean cake dropped from a whopping 205,205 cwts in 1906 
to only 4,499 cwts in 1907. Bean oil exports dropped from 
130,827 cwts in 1906 to 111,842 cwts. in 1907. Most of the 
steamers entering the port were German. A small amounts of 
bean cake and a large amount of bean oil were also exported 
through “native customs.” Address: British Consul, Chinan 
Fu, China.

151. Harrington, -. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 1907 on 
the trade of the consular district of Yokohama. Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain). No. 4165. p. 1-47.
• Summary: Yokohama is Japan’s leading port, accounting 
in 1907 for about 40% of all imports. Germany exported 
£13,000 in oil and bean cake to Japan (perhaps transshipped 
from China; p. 13). Japan’s main imports from China via 
Yokohama included raw cotton £362,000, oil and bean cake 
£296,000, and soja beans £73,000 (p. 14). There was a small 
increase in the export of soy [sauce] to Canada (p. 16; no 
amounts are given).
 A ten-page table (p. 22-32) titled “Imports into the Port 
of Yokohama during the Years 1905-07” shows the import 
of “oil cake” used as manure rose from 61,830 tons worth 
£281,870 in 1905 to 88,520 tons worth £461,460 in 1907 (p. 
32).
 A table (p. 34) titled “Exports from the Port of 
Yokohama during the Years 1905-07” shows the value of 
the export of “soy” [sauce] (mostly to the United States and 
Hawaii) rose from £42,007 in 1905 to £59,900 in 1907; 
no quantities are given. Groundnuts, rice, seaweed, and 
Bêche-de-mer (sea slug, trepang) were also exported from 
Yokohama. Address: Acting British Vice Consul, Yokohama.

152. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Milling in China. Prominent industry at large commercial 
city. No. 338. p. 100-01. Nov.
• Summary: “An opening for American machinery in its 
manufacture:” See: Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce 
and Labor). 1908. No. 3286. p. 11. Sept. 23. Address: 
Washington, DC.

153. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Direct Manchurian-American trade. No. 339. p. 218-20. Dec.
• Summary: “Based on the desirable purchase of this wild 
silk for American manufacture, Mr. Arnell then draws 
attention to the large possibilities of supplying American 
manufactured goods through mercantile houses that would 
handle both ends of the trade:” The U.S. continues to import 
tussah and pongees [both silk fabrics] from Manchuria.
 “At present the trade of the United States with this 
territory [Manchuria] is entirely one-sided. It sells but 
does not buy, and this fact constitutes one of the principal 
causes which are destined to handicap American sellers in 
competition with Japan, which purchases practically the 
entire output of beancake, Manchuria’s most important 
export.”
 The Japanese “sell their piece goods and miscellaneous 
articles largely to the same Chinese merchants from whom 
they buy the bean cake.” Americans should consider doing 
likewise with silk fabrics. Address: Washington, DC.

154. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1908. 
Manchurian conditions. No. 339. p. 12-13. Dec.
• Summary: See: Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor). 1908. “Manchurian conditions.” No. 3318. p. 11-13. 
Oct. 30. Address: Washington, DC.

155. Colby, Frank Moore. ed. 1908. The new international 
year book: A compendium of the world’s progress for the 
year 1907. New York, NY: Dodd, Mead and Company. [6] + 
860 p.
• Summary: The section titled “Manchuria” (p. 475-76) 
states: “By the treaty of Portsmouth (September 1905) 
Manchuria was practically divided into a northern or 
Russian sphere of infl uence, and a southern or Japanese 
sphere of infl uence. The Russian section is crossed by the 
Trans-Siberian Railway, which runs from east to west for 
a length of 960 miles over Manchurian soil until it reaches 
Vladivostok; and by the Central Manchurian Railway, which 
runs southward from Harbin, on the Trans-Siberian, to 
Changchun, with a branch line of 70 miles from Changchun 
to Kirin. The Japanese section is crossed by the continuation 
of the Central Manchurian line from Changchun to Port 
Arthur and Dalny, now known as the South Manchurian 
Railway [sic], which was surrendered by Russia to Japan; by 
the new Japanese line from Antung to Mukden, 187 miles 
long... Extensions of the Chinese Northern Railways are 
permitted by Japan only on condition that the capital, if not 
Chinese, be borrowed from the South Manchuria Railway 
Company.”
 “The leading exports are [soya] beans, bean cake, and 
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bean oil, raw wild silk, maize, and millet. Newchwang and 
Dalny are the principal ports (p. 476).
 “History–Reorganization of the Province: On April 
20, 1907, an Imperial Chinese edict reconstituted the 
government of Manchuria. Instead of three provinces 
governed by three separate Tatar rulers, the whole country 
was placed under one viceroy, with a governor in each 
province.”
 The long and interesting section on Japan (p. 420-30) 
contains a map of the country. The section on agriculture 
states: The percentage of land owned by the tillers of the 
soil is 50.21 in rice fi eld and 60.93 in upland. The rest is 
rented by tenants. In 1905 the production of soya beans was 
3,261,881 koku and of red beans [azuki] was 804,485 koku 
(1 koku = 4.66 bushels). There is also detailed information 
on: Population (47 million in 1903) and immigration, 
fi sheries, religion, education, mining, forestry, number of 
establishments [businesses] and employees, manufactures 
(incl. vegetable oils; “The Japanese Government is the 
greatest employer of labor in the country”), foreign 
commerce, shipping, railways, post and telegraph, banks 
and money, government (a constitutional monarchy; the 
Imperial Diet consists of a House of Peers and a House of 
Representatives; in 1904, 1.67% of the population could 
vote), fi nance (in 1907-08 projected internal revenue taxes 
on alcoholic beverages, soy [sauce] etc. totaled 96,331,881 
yen), army, navy. History: Political parties, relations with the 
United States (incl. persecution of Japanese in San Francisco, 
California), relations with Great Britain, with France, with 
Russia, navy and military development, territorial expansion 
(retention of some troops in Manchuria as “railway guards,” 
gradual absorption of Korea, and conquest of interior 
portions of Formosa, expansion of lumbering along the Yalu 
river, opening of 16 cities and towns in Manchuria as ‘places 
of international residence and trade’).

156. Hefter, Gustav. 1908. Technologie der Fette und Oele: 
Handbuch der Gewinnung und Verarbeitung der Fette, Oele, 
und Wachsarten des Pfl anzen- und Tierreichs. Zweiter band 
[Technology of fats and oils: Handbook for obtaining and 
processing fats, oils and waxes from the plant- and animal 
kingdoms. Vol. 2]. Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer. ix + 
974 p. See p. 302-06. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [11 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The contents of the section titled “Soyabean 
Oil” (Sojabohnenöl) is: Etymology: Saubohnenöl, Bohnenöl, 
Chinesisches Bohnenöl, Huile de soya, Soja bean oil, Soy 
bean oil, Bean oil, Chinese bean oil, Olio di Soia. Soybean 
production. The raw seed and unrefi ned oil. Obtaining the 
oil. Properties. Utilization. The residue or presscake. Trade 
(Exports of cake from Newchwang, and prices).
 In the years 1882-1891, soybeans in China sold (on 
average) for 2.91 taels/picul (1 picul = about 60 kg [132 lb]. 
1 tael = about 3.20 German marks), while soybean oil sold 
for 3.43 taels/picul and the cakes (Ölkuchen, “bean cakes”) 

were worth 3.60 taels/picul.
 Three small illustrations (non-original line drawings, 
p. 303) show: Soy bean pods and three beans in one pod, 
and soy bean seeds in whole and in cross section. The 
originals are from C.O. Harz 1885. Note: This is vol. 2 of the 
3-volume set, published from 1906-1910.
 Lecithin is mentioned (3 times) on page 790, twice 
on pages 105, 295, and 302, and 1 time each on pages 
89, 91, 99, 114, 118, 149, 175, 223, 260, 272, 288, 293, 
297, 775, 776, 788, 823, and 824. Address: Direktor der 
Aktiensgesellschaft zur Fabrikation vegetabilischer Oele in 
Triest [Austria-Hungary].

157. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1908. The trade and 
administration of the Chinese empire. London, New York, 
Bombay, and Calcutta: Longmans, Green and Co. xv + 451 
p. See p. 206, 296, 318. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: An important early book on this subject. A 
second edition was published in 1913, and a third edition 
in 1921. The dedication states: “Thirty-three years ago 
[from 1907, i.e. in about 1874] four young men came to 
China direct from the halls of Harvard. To the other three, 
the fourth dedicates this work.” The Preface begins: “This 
book is intended to portray the present state of the Chinese 
Empire, with such record of the past as will show by what 
process the evolution of the existing state has been reached.” 
It continues: “The fi rst two chapters on Chinese History have 
been written by the Rev. F.L. Hawks Pott, D.D., President 
of St. John’s College at Shanghai, and author of the useful 
Sketch of Chinese History. His task of condensing the history 
of forty centuries into as many pages has been performed in 
a very judicious way.”
 A color map (facing p. 8) shows “The gradual extension 
of the Chinese empire.” China originated in the northeast 
part of today’s China, in the area around Shansi, Chihli, and 
northern Shantung provinces, southeast of Peking. The main 
river was the Yellow River, and the key cities were Lo-yang / 
Luoyang (the capital of several early dynasties) and Ch’ang-
an / Changan or Hsi-an / Xi’an (the capital of 11 dynasties, 
beginning with Chou–founded 1111 B.C.). The empire 
gradually spread southward.
 In Chapter 7, titled “The provinces and treaty ports,” 
under Manchuria (p. 205-09) we read (p. 206): “The western 
part of this province is made up of the plain of the Liao and 
the valleys of its tributaries, and grows wheat and durra 
for food, and beans from which are made an esculent and 
illuminating oil, and bean-cake shipped to restore exhausted 
fertility to the fi elds of Japan and of Kwangtung.” These 
beans are soy beans.
 Chapter 9, titled “Foreign trade” notes that “silks of 
China reached the Roman Empire, following presumably 
the Central Asian caravan routes which were later followed 
by the Polo brothers and their nephew, Marco Polo” [lived 
1254-1324; arrived in China 1375].
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 “The Portuguese were the discoverers of the East, as 
the Spanish were of the West, and the fi rst recorded arrival 
of a European ship in China was that of Raphael Presetrello, 
who sailed from Malacca [a city in 21st century Malaysia on 
the Strait of Malacca] about 1511. Six years later, in 1517, 
Fernando Perez de Andrade entered Canton waters and was 
well received by the local offi cials, then as ever quite ready 
to encourage trade, and was allowed to proceed in person to 
Peking.” The Spanish fi rst arrived in China in 1575, when 
they were well received at Canton.
 In this chapter, in the section on Exports, is a subsection 
on [soy] beans which states (p. 296-97): “Beans are used 
to make an oil for cooking and, prior to the introduction of 
kerosene, for illuminating purposes; the bye-product of this 
process, bean-cake, is used to fertilise the fi elds chiefl y of 
Kwangtung and Japan. The foreign export of beans is fi rst 
recorded in 1870 with shipment of 578,209 piculs, and of 
bean-cake in 1890 with 96,297 piculs; in 1905 the export 
of beans was 2,665,523 piculs, of which 80 per cent. went 
to Japan, and of bean-cake 2,897,948, entirely for Japan; in 
addition, over two million piculs of beans and two and a half 
million piculs of bean-cake were imported into Kwangtung 
ports. The chief source of production is Manchuria, next to 
that Shangtung, Hupeh, and the lower Yangtze.”
 The section titled “Oil seeds” (p. 298) discusses only 
cotton, rape, and sesamum seeds; these have only recently 
entered into foreign trade. In 1888 the export of rape-seed 
was 873 piculs, and of sesamum-seed 3,027 piculs. The 
sesamum seed goes chiefl y to Germany and Japan.
 In Chapter 10, titled “Internal Trade” (p. 302-22), the 
subsection on “Beans” states (p. 318): “Beans were shipped 
in 1903 (much of the trade was diverted from Manchuria 
during the Russo-Japanese War) to the extent of 3,423,766 
piculs from Newchwang, 1,928,543 piculs from Hankow, 
404,063 piculs from Chinkiang, and enough from other 
ports to make a total of 6,327,080 piculs; of this quantity 
1,836,707 piculs were shipped to Japan, some 72,000 piculs 
to other foreign destinations, and the balance, except 590,000 
piculs for Amoy, went to the Kwangtung ports, Canton 
and Swatow. In the same year Bean-cake was shipped, 
4,553,367 piculs from Newchwang, 1,192,948 piculs from 
Chefoo, 583,095 piculs from Hankow, 423,447 piculs from 
Chinkiang, with total shipments of 7,030,325 piculs; of this 
quantity 3,400,444 piculs went to Japan, and the balance, 
except 731,161 piculs for Amoy, went to Kwangtung.”
 Also discusses internal trade of ground-nuts, hemp, jute, 
and ramie (p. 319). “Oil-seeds” (cotton-seed, rape-seed, and 
sesamum-seed) and “Vegetable tallow” (expressed from 
the seeds of Stillingia sebifera) are discussed on p. 320. A 
table (p. 321) gives details on railways in for each province 
of China (incl. Manchuria), including the points served and 
length in miles (completed, and under construction in late 
1906). Address: A.B. (Harvard), Shanghai, China.

158. Tebbitt, -. 1908. China: Report for the year 1907 on the 
trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4000. p. 
1-14.
• Summary: A map shows South Manchuria, Corea [Korea], 
the Yellow Sea, and the Gulf of Pe-Chi-Li, with major rivers 
(Liao, Yalu), railroads, ports (Newchwang, Tiaren [Dairen]) 
and cities (Mukden, Antung, Kuan Cheng Tzu [K’uan 
Ch’eng Tzu], Seoul).
 Table C shows the quantity and value of the principal 
exports from Newchwang during the years 1906-07. In order 
of export value in 1907, the leading exports are: Bean cake 
(£1,434,233 for 4,453,380 cwts.) [1 cwt = hundredweight 
= 112 pounds], beans, all kinds (£484,225 for 1,408,778 
cwts.), [soy] bean oil (£236,481 for 287,402 cwts.), millet, 
tall and small (£229,967), silk, raw, wild (£193,787), ginseng 
(£45,279). The leading export, [soy] bean cake, is used for 
manure and sold mostly to Japan (78% of the total) and 
South China. Because of the increasing shallowness of the 
Liao River, especially in its upper reaches, the percentage 
of beans carried in junks is decreasing, while that carried by 
railways is increasing. Address: Acting Consul.

159. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Want favorite food 
duty free. Jan. 1. p. 3.
• Summary: “Washington–Greeks, Japanese and Chinese 
now want to take a hand in framing the new tariff bill. 
The San Francisco Chinese chamber of commerce,... has 
submitted to the ways and means committee a brief asking 
that the duties be reduced on Chinese soy [sauce], rice, fi sh, 
meat, type and fi re crackers.
 “The Japanese association of America, with 
headquarters in San Francisco [California], makes a plea 
that mizo [sic, miso], a food, shoyu, a sauce, and greenhouse 
stock be placed on the free list, and that the tariff be reduced 
on rice, vegetables, and earthenware.”

160. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 
1909. Trade of Dalny. Both imports and exports show large 
increases. No. 3382. p. 12-13. Jan. 16.
• Summary: “Consul Roger S. Greene transmits a statement 
of the trade of Dalny for the half year ended June 30, 1908, 
compiled from the returns published by the Kwantung 
government-general, which he summarizes: The export 
trade for the half year amounted in value to $7,048,742, as 
compared with $4,381,441 during the fi rst half of 1907.”
 “The following is a summary of the exports and imports 
at Dalny (Dairen), during the half years ended June 30, 1908 
and 1907, by countries of destination and origin:” A table 
shows exports to and imports of all goods from Japan, China, 
Korea, and America and Europe. Imports from Japan were 
larger than exports to Japan.
 “The largest items of export for the fi rst half of 
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1908 were bean cake, amounting to $3,021,392, against 
$1,575,741 for the same period of 1907; beans, $2,462,862, 
against $1,863,670; and raw wild silk, $1,126,723, against 
$17,700.” Address: Washington, DC.

161. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. “Spending & 
talking” shop: Humber tunnel scheme. Jan. 23. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “He also observed that they were to have their 
industry extended by the crushing of Soya beans for cattle 
food. If their trade was in a depressed state, surely the most 
natural thing was to give it beans.”

162. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Extensive use of fertilizers in Japan. No. 3390. p. 9. Jan. 26.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt sends from 
Yokohama the following press notice concerning the use of 
fertilizers in Japanese farming:
 “On the authority of an offi cial in the department of 
agriculture and commerce, it is stated that the annual value 
of fertilizers employed in this country [Japan] amounts on 
an average to about $10,000,000 gold, represented in equal 
proportions by artifi cial fertilizer and bean cake, imported 
from China. The year 1908 was exceptional in this respect, 
however. The value of bean cake consumed up to the end 
of November amounted to about $35,000,000 and that of 
artifi cial fertilizers to about $10,000,000–a heavy decrease 
in artifi cial fertilizer and a remarkable increase in bean 
cake. This is due to the heavy decline in the price of bean 
cake imported from China to Japan, owing to the decline in 
silver.” Address: Washington, DC.

163. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909. New 
oilcake industry. March 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “The following, which appeared in a recent 
issue of the Eastern Morning News, is referred to to-day by 
our agricultural contributor:–The arrival of the Javorina, s. 
[steamer], at Hull with the fi rst cargo of Soya beans marks 
the beginning of what promises to be an important new 
industry in this country. Considerable interest is manifested 
in this new development as it will have an important bearing 
upon the future prosperity of the oilcake industry.
 “The Javorina, s., is the fi rst of a fl eet of steamers 
bringing Soya beans to Hull. The beans are in good condition 
and this is due to the excellent arrangements made for 
ventilation in the holds. It is a long voyage from Vladivostok, 
the vessel leaving the Russian port on Boxing Day [probably 
Dec. 26]. The total quantity for Hull is about 4,700 tons, and 
the remainder will be transshipped to London.
 “The Soya bean grown is immense quantities in 
Manchuria and China. The Japanese have adopted the bean 
to commercial uses, not for the food of animals, but for 
that of man. It is not an unpopular article of diet in many 
parts of the Far East, and during the campaign conducted 

in Manchuria by the troops of the Rising Sun the men were 
fed very often on little else. It possesses sustaining qualities, 
and is the basis of a Japanese sauce [shoyu, or soy sauce]. 
Its chief value to this country, lies in the fact, however, that 
it will be an excellent animal food because of its richness in 
albuminous compounds and nitrogen, which are very good 
feeding qualities.”
 “Several forms of cake manufacturers have conducted... 
tests and these have proved eminently satisfactory. The 
experimental Soya cakes which have been made in Hull 
have been tested by a practical and scientifi c dairyman in the 
East Riding, who has reported that one cow set aside for this 
test and fed with half a cake a day, in addition to other food, 
yielded a considerable extra quantity of milk daily, and was 
much improved in general condition. The large proportion of 
oil in the cake makes sparing use of it advisable.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya cakes” (or “soya 
cake”) to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
 “Up to the present soya beans have been imported to 
England only in small quantities, but the development of 
Manchuria promises to revolutionise what is an important 
industry in Hull.”
 “What it will mean to Hull alone is that this new source 
of supply will be available in the seed crushing trade when 
other classes of seed are scarce and the mills will, therefore, 
be able to continue running uninterruptedly.
 “A combination of circumstances are said to be 
responsible for the development under such favourable 
conditions at the present time–the low price of silver, which 
is what everything is bought with in Japan and China, and 
low freights. The Javorina, s. [steamer], is the fi rst of a fl eet 
of nineteen vessels which are now on the way from Dalny or 
Vladivostock with large cargoes of the bean. Several of these 
vessels are defi nitely fi xed for Hull, two for Liverpool, and 
the remaining eleven for other ports in the United Kingdom.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that uses the 
word “crushing” (or “crush” or “crusher” or “crushers” etc.) 
in its modern Western sense to refer to the process by which 
oil and meal are obtained from soybeans.

164. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909. 
Commercial markets: Produce. March 12. p. 3.
• Summary: “Hull.–Linseed oil, spot, 19s. 3d.; March-April 
19s. 3d.; May-August, 19s. 6d.
 “Cotton oil, refi ned, spot, 34s. 1½d.; March-April, 34s. 
3d.; May-August, 23s. 7½d.; crude, spot, 22s. 7½d.
 “Soya bean oil, 24s. 3d. Oilcakes–No fresh feature of 
importance.”
 Note: Similar prices for soya bean oil appear in the 
Scotsman many times each month throughout 1909.

165. Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser 
(England). 1909. General produce markets. March 15. p. 5, 
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col. 3.
• Summary: In the fi rst section, titled “Liverpool, Saturday,” 
under “Oils” we read: “Chinese bean oil steady: April 
onwards, 24s. to 24s. 6d. per cwt in exports.”

166. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Effects of falling prices. 
Business depression in Manchuria leads to the cultivation of 
the soya bean for export. March 15. p. 8.
• Summary: “Low ocean freights and the low price of 
silver are working some noteworthy changes in the world’s 
market. Among them is to be noted the springing up of 
some new lines of trade between the Far East and the West. 
Such trade connections are greatly encouraged by the 
high level of prices for food products, in particular in the 
United States. For instance, the industrial and commercial 
depression in the Far East has driven capital and labor to 
agricultural industries. In Manchuria, where labor is being 
more generally restored to its normal agricultural uses, the 
cultivation of the soya bean, a rich and nutritive product 
with a high oil content, has begun to bring prosperity to the 
growers and to open new sources of supplies for the seed 
crushing industries in such centers as Hull and Liverpool 
[England].
 “In the Russo-Japanese campaign in Manchuria this sort 
of food comprised about all the Japanese troops relied upon 
[sic]. Its sustaining qualities made it a favorite. As an animal 
food [feed] it is rich in albuminous and nitrogenous qualities. 
There are nineteen vessels now on their way from Dalny or 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] with large cargoes of this bean 
for thirteen different ports of the United Kingdom. The effect 
of its presence upon the industry in question is likely to bring 
some competition with American oil-cake, which is produced 
from cotton seed. The bean is not, however, a stranger to 
American agriculture. Many of the best southern plantations 
look upon its use as one of the most helpful plants in 
restoring the soil to fertility on account of its power to absorb 
nitrogen from the air without impoverishing [sic] the land in 
the process as many other seeds do.”
 Note: Only legumes collect nitrogen from the air. More 
precisely, it is bacteria in the root nodules of legumes that 
gather the nitrogen. None of them impoverishes the land in 
the process; rather, the nitrogen enriches the soil. Only non-
leguminous plants (such as cotton or corn) impoverish the 
soil by withdrawing minerals (esp. nitrogen, potassium, and 
phosphorus) from it.

167. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. New soya 
beans. Hull crusher’s experiments. March 27. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “Opinions as to the value of the new Soya 
beans, which have been introduced into the seed-crushing 
industry at Hull, vary.
 “As a cattle food, it is unanimously agreed that it 
makes a very rich cake, so rich in fact that it has been found 
advisable to mix it with ordinary cotton cake; but whether 

it will substitute cotton seed oil in soap-making is doubtful. 
Some soap-makers are working with it; but while the oil is 
not superior to cotton seed oil, it remains to be seen whether 
it will be found suitable.
 “The fault found by the soap-maker with cotton 
seed oil is entirely its price, but while cotton seed oil 
realized in London last week from 24s 6d to 25s per cwt. 
[hundredweight = 112 pounds], the bean oil sold at from 
22s 6d to 23s 3d per cwt. These beans are one of the staple 
articles of production in South Manchuria, and from the 
experiments made with them by the seed crushers, it appears 
they have come to stay.
 “During the Russo-Japanese war these beans held 
a foremost place in the dietary of the Japanese soldiers; 
but there is no suggestion of using them as an article of 
human consumption in this country. There is a story going 
the rounds of High-street that a clerk boiled the beans in 
the same manner and had them for dinner; but that his 
subsequent ‘feelings’ made him utter ‘Never again.’
 “The oil, it is said, can also be rendered useful for 
painters and for illumination purposes” [burning in oil 
lamps].
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2016) that that uses the term “crushing” 
or “crushers” in its modern Western sense in connection with 
soybeans to refer to the process of pressing oilseeds to obtain 
oil and cake.

168. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Pearson institute 
notes. “Where had the soya-been?” March 31. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: This is a poem of six 4-line stanzas. Here are 
the fi rst 3 stanzas.
 Said the linseed to the cotton cake
 “Where has that ‘soya bean?’
 “To hear the ‘cotton spout,’ said one.
 “That’s where it was last seen.”
 ...
 Up spoke the “decorticated” one,
 His English it was bad,
 “I’ve never ‘seed’ such swank,” said he,
 “As in that Chinese lad.”
 ...
 But the “soya” looked on in silence,
 He didn’t even blush;
 It was known to all the “pressmen” though,
 He could beat him in a “crush.”

169. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. Soy 
beans. 7(1):95.
• Summary: In China and Japan, these beans “are used as 
food and also as a source of oil and bean-cake. The oil is 
pressed in the Far East by rather primitive methods, and 
some years ago fi rms of oil-seed crushers in this country 
found that it was worth while to import Chinese bean 
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cake into this country, extract a portion of the remaining 
oil and use the residue, which is highly nutritious, for the 
preparation of feeding cakes for cattle. The Soy bean oil 
proved to be suitable for many manufacturing purposes and 
a demand for it sprang up with great rapidity, and to meet 
this, large supplies of Soy beans were imported, chiefl y from 
Manchuria, and at the present time it is estimated that about 
200,000 tons of these beans have been contracted for already 
this year.
 “The Soy bean is cultivated on a considerable scale [sic] 
in India and many British colonies, but mostly only for local 
use as a feeding stuff or as a green manure, and there appears 
to be no large supply available for export from British 
sources at the present time. In view of the large demand 
referred to above and now met by supplies from foreign 
countries it would be worth while to extend cultivation in 
those parts of the empire in which the plant is already grown 
and found to do well.”
 “In many colonies, and especially in Africa, the planting 
of this crop would appear to be worth an extended trial.”
 Note: All reports from 1909 to 1930 of which we are 
aware (Nov. 2010) contradict the statement that “The Soy 
bean is cultivated on a considerable scale in India and many 
British colonies,...” The possible exception would be small-
seeded black soy beans cultivated in central India and the 
Kumaon Hills.

170. Russell, W.P.M. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Antung. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4185. 18 
p. March.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports for 1908” (p. 7-8) 
discusses the amount and value of Beans [soybeans], bean 
cake, and bean oil exported from this port. An excellent 
full-page map shows the Eastern Manchuria and Shenking 
Province, including all the major ports, rivers (Antung is a 
port on the Yalu River), railroads, and bodies of water.
 “Products of Eastern Manchuria.–The following are 
some of the principal agricultural products of Eastern 
Manchuria: -
 “Beans.–Many varieties are produced, of which the chief 
are: -
 “1. Huangtou, yellow [soy] beans.–These are most 
extensively grown and are used for making bean cake and 
bean oil. The average bean cake weighs 50 catties and 
is worth 1 dol. 20 c to 75 c. small money at the place of 
production. The oil sells for about 15 c. a catty. The beans 
themselves fetch 10 dol. a picul on an average. [Note: 1 picul 
= 133.3 pounds weight.] They are also used for making bean 
curd, which is one of the chief foods of the people. It has 
the appearance of curds of milk and is made by a somewhat 
similar process. The beans are also used for feeding cattle.
 “2. Hsiaotou, small beans [azuki].–These are used as 
a vegetable and also for feeding cattle. They are also used 

for making vermicelli. Note: This is the earliest English-
language document seen (March 2006) that uses the term 
“small bean” to refer to the azuki bean.
 “3. Lutou, green beans [mung beans].–The young 
sprouts of these are used as a vegetable. The bean is 
principally used for making vermicelli.
 “4. Hetou [Heitou], black [soy] beans, are much grown 
and much used for feeding cattle and also for making oil and 
bean cake.”
 The section on “Exports for 1908” under “Beans” states 
that “owing to an exceptionally heavy supply coupled with 
a weak demand from the consuming quarters in Japan and 
South China, there was speedily a very heavy fall in price 
and 5 taels 50 c. was quoted [down from 7 to 8 taels last 
year]... It is stated that the restriction of the opium crop has 
caused an expansion of the area of the bean crop. The returns 
show an export of bean cake more than doubling that of 
the year 1907. Beans largely fi gure in the money market as 
a standard for deferred payments.” Address: Acting Vice-
Consul.

171. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Corn trades 
meeting. Big drop in imports. April 21. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “The annual meeting of the Hull Corn Trade 
Association was held this afternoon. Mr. O. Hillerns 
(the president) occupied the chair, and there was a large 
attendance.
 “The Chairman also alluded to the new departure in the 
importation of Soya beans, which promised to assume very 
large dimensions,...”

172. Tebbitt, -. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 on the 
trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4191. 12 
p. April.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 5-6) discusses 
the amount and value of Beans [soybeans], bean cake, and 
bean oil exported from this port. An excellent full-page map 
shows the south of Manchuria including all the major ports, 
rivers, railroads, and bodies of water.
 “Bean cake.–Beans and their products–bean cake and 
bean oil–were very plentiful and the export brisk. The 
quantities of bean cake exported rose from 4,453,380 cwts. 
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1907 to 5,594,678 
cwts. in 1908.” Each year from 1906 to 1908 Japan has taken 
about 78% of this bean cake–in spite of the increasing export 
from Tairen [Dairen] to Japan.
 “Beans.–A new venture has been the export of beans 
during the winter of 1908-09 from Tairen to the United 
Kingdom, presumably to be used as food for cattle. Hitherto 
experimental shipments of beans from here have failed, as 
the beans fermented on the way. This might have been due 
to the beans having got wet coming down the river, either 
accidentally or on purpose so as to increase the weight. The 
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beans at Tairen [Dairen], on the other hand, as they come 
down by rail, arrive dry and are shipped dry, and the success 
of the venture may be due to this fact.”
 Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London), 
June 1909, p. 229-30. Address: Acting Consul.

173. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Manchuria is 
developing extensive foreign trade: Mukden being infl uenced 
by present prosperity and is growing rapidly–Entire train 
loads of “soya” bean products arrive daily at Dalny. May 17. 
p. 2.
• Summary: “The great commercial staple which furnishes 
the basis of this condition [Mukden’s growth and prosperity] 
is the ‘soya’ bean, which is exported in large quantities, 
the bulk going to Europe, where the oil is expressed to be 
utilized in the manufacture of soap.
 “The South Manchurian railroad, with its new rolling 
stock and its well managed line [run by Japanese], is a 
great aid to the commercial development of Manchuria, 
but nevertheless the many conveniences of the open port of 
Dalny attract a very considerable portion of the traffi c away 
from Newchwang. Every day sees at least a dozen trains, 
loaded with [soya] beans and pressed bean cake, pull into 
the yards at Dalny. The pressed cake, which still contains 6 
per cent of oil, is valued for stock feeding. The ‘soya’ bean 
competes with the Bombay and Egyptian cotton seed in the 
markets of England and Scotland, where it commands a 
price of about $30 a ton, approximately the same as Bombay 
cotton seed...”
 “The Chinese trading population comes almost entirely 
from Chih-li [Chihli; pinyin: Zhili] and Shan-si [pinyin: 
Shanxi] provinces, most of them leaving their families in 
their ancestral homes and spending only the busy season in 
Manchuria. The farmers of the country have their homes in 
the villages, but yearly, at the opening of the agricultural 
season, the railroad lines have a heavy traffi c consisting 
of farm laborers and coolies who come in from south of 
the great wall, chiefl y from Shan-tung, but likewise from 
Chih-li, to work in the fi elds. These laborers usually return 
to their homes in the fall. They come sometimes 1,000 at a 
trainload,” third class to Mukden, and pay with gold.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2008) that 
mentions the South Manchuria Railway in connection with 
soybeans (one of two documents).

174. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Oleaginous products: Oil cake and seed. No. 344. p. 153-55. 
May.
• Summary: Exports of [soy] beans and [soy] bean-cake 
from Newchwang, China, are increasing rapidly. The United 
States Consul at Newchwang, “Thomas E. Heenan, calls 
attention to the exports of Chinese beans to the United 
Kingdom as the beginning of what is expected to develop 

into considerable proportions.
 “Since the closing of the river to navigation, large 
numbers of carts have been entering the town with inland 
produce, and great quantities of beans have been stored for 
export in the spring. It is diffi cult to obtain reliable fi gures 
concerning the quantity brought by rail, but up to date 64,000 
tons have been brought by carts, and it is estimated that the 
total quantity brought in by rail and carts during the four 
Months December-March will reach 88,000 tons, against 
30,000 tons for the same period last winter. This quantity, 
however, is small compared with the stocks shipped to Dalny 
by rail from the north, and when the thaw sets in, putting a 
stop to cart traffi c, unless there are early spring rains, there 
is very little prospect of large supplies coming down by river 
boats, as the snow thus far has been insuffi cient to give the 
requisite draft of water in the up-river reaches.
 “Countries to which shipments are made: Beans, bean 
cake, and bean oil are the principal products of Manchuria. 
The prices of these during the past season have been higher 
than ever before, but how much of this is due to the ability of 
Japan, a gold-standard country, to pay more in silver, because 
silver has been cheap, can not be positively stated. The bean 
cake and bean oil go chiefl y to Japan, but shipments have 
gone to England, France, and the United States during the 
past year. The American shipment was a small quantity sent 
from Newchwang merely as a sample... During the year the 
exports to England amounted to about 70,000 bags. This 
is a new development, said to have been brought about 
by English experts who have made a study of the beans. 
They have discovered, it is said, a means of extracting an 
oil therefrom, for culinary use as well as for lubricating 
purposes., the residue being converted into cattle feed. The 
exports of bean cake from Newchwang to foreign countries 
in 1908 amounted to 246,608 tons, valued at $5,518,508.
 “The exports of beans from Newchwang to foreign 
countries and other Chinese ports during 1908 were as 
follows, in tons:” Yellow [soy] beans 75,996. Green beans 
31,873. Black [soy] beans 16,489. White beans 4,315. Red 
[azuki] and small green [mung] beans 3,634.
 “United Kingdom: An experiment with the soya bean 
in Manchuria.” U.S. Consul Walter C. Hamm of Hull 
[England] writes, under date of January 20,...” The soya 
bean “has been exported to some extent to the United States, 
and a few samples have been brought to England, but the 
present shipments to Hull are the fi rst on a large scale. Three 
steamers, the Maroa, the Javorina, and the Matoppo, are now 
on their way from Dalny or Vladivostok with about 10,000 
tons each, and the Claverdon and the Bannockburn are 
loading similar quantities at Dalny, making 50,000 tons in 
all.”
 A long quotation from an article in the Eastern Morning 
News describes the arrival at Hull, England, from China, 
of the fi rst cargo of soya beans on board the Javorina. “The 
beans arrived in good condition, and this is due to the 
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excellent arrangements made for ventilation in the hold.” 
Experimental “soya cakes have been made in Hull and have 
been tested by a practical and scientifi c dairyman in the East 
Riding, who has reported that one cow set aside for this test 
and fed with half a cake a day, in addition to other food, 
yielded a considerable extra quantity of milk daily and was 
much improved in general condition. The large proportion 
of oil in the cake makes sparing use of it advisable... The 
Japanese have adapted the bean to commercial uses, not 
for the food of animals, but for that of man. It is not an 
unpopular article of diet in many parts of the Far East. It 
possesses sustaining qualities, and is the basis of a Japanese 
sauce [shoyu].
 “Chinese beans in Scotland: Tests in crushing mills for 
oil and stock meal.” U.S. Consul Rufus Fleming reports on 
Feb. 12 from Edinburgh: “In the production of oil cake and 
seed oil the crushing mills in this district have long used 
only Bombay and Egyptian cotton seed. Recently some of 
the mills have experimented with small quantities of ‘soya 
beans’ from Manchuria. The Chinese bean, which is about 
the size of a pea, has been found to contain from 15 to 16 per 
cent of oil suitable for soap making. The usefulness of the oil 
for other industrial purposes has not yet been demonstrated. 
The cake produced, containing about 6 per cent of oil, is said 
to be good feed for stock... The mills in this part of Scotland 
have undertaken to carry out thorough tests, and a shipment 
of 1,700 tons is expected to soon arrive at Leith for this 
purpose.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in Scotland. They were imported from 
Manchuria. Rufus Fleming fi led his report on 12 Feb. 1909.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “Chinese beans” (or 
“Chinese-beans”) to refer to soybeans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soya beans imported to or processed in Hull, 
England. Address: Washington, DC.

175. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Agriculture: Foreign crop conditions–China. No. 344. p. 
131-38. May. See p. 131-33.
• Summary: This section begins with a report from Vice-
Consul General Frederick D. Cloud, of Mukden, on the 
products and population of the province of Shengking 
(Fengtien [Liaoning]). The total population of this 
Manchurian province is 10,312,241, of which 2,520,145 
are engaged in agriculture. The province’s largest crop is 
kaoliang (Sorghum vulgare, Barbados millet); 2,166,666 
acres yield 76,526,643 bushels worth $26,019,059. 
“Kaoliang is the food staple of Manchuria, and bears the 
same relative value in the food economy of Manchurians 
that rice does with the southern Chinese, or wheat in 
the United States. Besides furnishing the greater portion 

of the Manchurian’s daily food, it supplies an alcoholic 
drink, thatching for houses and barns, matting for summer 
sheds and winter fl oors, windbreaks to shield the farmer’s 
household from the ice blasts of winter, and fuel to cook 
his food and warm his house. No part of the kaoliang plant 
is allowed to go to waste. Even the stubble and roots are 
carefully pulled up, dried, and put away for fuel.”
 The kaoliang plant “requires much from the soil, but 
gives nothing back in return. The soy bean, on the other 
hand, is a good soil fertilizer, and is extensively grown 
throughout the province, especially in the rich valley of 
the Liao River. The bean is the greatest of all export crops 
from Manchuria, and can always be relied upon to afford 
the farmer ready cash. Bean oil is used throughout China 
for culinary purposes, being employed as lard is used in 
American households, while the residue, after the oil has 
been expressed, bean cake, is exported mostly to Japan, 
where it is used for fertilizer.” The total value of China’s 
bean crop exports for the year 1907 was $9,860,790, the 
greater part of which was produced in southern Manchuria. 
Manchuria has a great advantage over most other agricultural 
regions, in that the soy bean can be grown most successfully 
throughout the entire region, from Dalny in the south to 
Harbin in the north.”
 The crop that ranks third in importance in Shengking 
province is millet is millet, of which there are several 
varieties. The best of these is known as Japanese millet, and 
is grown mostly for human food. The fourth most important 
crop is wheat–though it is still a relatively minor crop.
 The second largest crop is soy beans; 1,300,00 acres 
yield 4,716,000 bushels worth $22,393,800. Tables (p. 132) 
show: The principal varieties of grain produced, and the 
value and production per acre of the different crops. The 
approximate acreage devoted to each crop, and the total 
amount produced and approximate value of each. Address: 
Washington, DC.

176. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live Stock 
Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1909. Soya beans and 
soya cakes. 100(4054):667. June 7. See also Experiment 
Station Record 21:474 (1909). [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a detailed summary of a “communication 
which Professor Gilchrist, of Armstrong College, has sent 
to the press.” “Trials to test the comparative feeding value 
of soya and decorticated cotton cakes have been carried out 
at Newton Rigg, the Cumberland, and Westmorland Farm 
School, under the supervision of the manager, Mr. W.T. 
Lawrence.
 “Soya cake is produced from soy or soya (soja) beans 
(from which some of the oil is extracted), which are 
now being extensively imported from Manchuria to this 
country.” “Soya cake” was found to be slightly superior to 
“decorticated cotton cake” for milk production. Six cows 
were fed for 6 weeks on each protein supplement. The basal 
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ration consisted of hay, oatstraw, crushed oats, and roots. 
Concerning milk production, there was a slight advantage in 
favor of the soya cake but it was too small to be considered 
signifi cant. Both feeds also gave similar results in terms 
of the fat content of the milk. The cows, however, gained 
somewhat more weight while they were being fed the soya 
cake than they did on the decorticated cotton cake.
 “Soy, soja, or soya beans have been known in China 
and Japan for a considerable time. Soy (shoyu), the 
universal condiment in Japan, is prepared from soy beans, 
mixed in equal quantities with either wheat or barley. The 
British Oil and Cake Mills, Ltd., Hull, inform me that 
about 400,000 tons of these have been sold to this country 
within the past few months for delivery till the end of the 
year, of which 50,000 tons have now arrived, and a steady 
supply is anticipated in the future. Three qualities of these 
are now imported:–The Sakura, which are said to be the 
best, being shipped from Dalny [Manchuria], the Harbin 
from Vladivostock [Vladivostok], and the Hankow from 
Shanghai.”
 “Soya or soja meal is being sold in this country, which 
is soya beans from which the greater part of the oil has 
been extracted. This may contain as little as 1.5 per cent 
of oil, while the albuminoids and other constituents are 
consequently increased.
 “Soya cake is now sold in the Newcastle district at about 
£6 15s. to £7 a ton.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soja meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen about feeding 
“soya cake” to dairy animals.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004) 
that mentions “Sakura,” which appears to a grade or quality 
of soybeans, rather than a soybean variety name. “Sakura” 
is not used as either a grade or soybean variety name in the 
USA. Address: Armstrong College, England.

177. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean and 
its probable effect on the markets. 75(25):7-8. June 21.
• Summary: “Once in a long while an event occurs in 
the industrial world to change, and sometimes even to 
revolutionize the set order of things... The latest event to 
attract prominent attention has been the introduction in an 
extensive way of the soya bean to the markets of Europe.”
 Within the last 6 months “there have been shipped 
to the United Kingdom, to Scandinavia, and to Germany 
upwards of 400,000 tons of the soya bean, which have been 
converted into oil, and from oil into soap, and the cake has 
found a useful place in the fodder markets of these countries. 
It is seldom indeed that in the course of one short season an 
unknown or rather an untried substance has ever forced its 
way into a market so cautious and conservative as that of 
Great Britain, where the manufacturer and consumer alike 

are so wedded to established formulas and customs.”
 “Soya bean oil is described in botanical works as 
‘obtained from the seeds of soja hispida, a plant indigenous 
in China, Manchuria and Japan, where the oil is used for 
edible purposes. The seeds contains 18 per cent of oil.’ The 
manufacture of soya bean oil, says the same authority, forms 
one of the staple industries of Manchuria.”
 “The soya bean has occupied quite a foremost place 
among the agricultural products of South Manchuria 
for many years, and now seems likely to command still 
greater prominence. There are quite a number of oil mills 
in Manchuria, the principal plants being located at Yngkau 
[Yingkou?] and at Hsiackang, the Chinese quarter of Dalny. 
In these two centers there were all told in 1908 some thirty-
six mills, but of these only fi ve were equipped with modern 
machinery, the others comprise old stone rollers and presses 
worked by mules and horses. A mill with a daily capacity of 
ten piculs will keep six of these animals busy. The modern 
mill will average an outturn of 40 piculs per diem.”
 “Before last December there were no soya beans in 
England; by February there had been imported 120,000 tons, 
and by the close of the season another 120,000 tons had 
been added to this, making a total for the United Kingdom 
of 240,000 tons. The rest of Europe, comprising chiefl y 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Germany, consumed 
160,000 tons, bringing the grand total up to 400,000 tons. 
The yield of oil by the naphtha process of extraction is about 
18 per cent. This would make an outturn of 72,000 tons of 
oil, or, fi guring fi ve and one-half barrels to the ton, there 
would have been marketed in Europe 396,000 barrels of soya 
bean oil. The shippers, however, had oversold themselves 
and were obliged to buy back 75,000 tons of seed to fi ll 
obligations in Japan.”
 Concerning the oil: “Its cheapness commended it at a 
time when corn oil was very high priced, so it replaced corn 
oil in soaps. For edible purposes, it has not as yet found 
favor, and it is likely to remain restricted to its industrial 
uses, for the reason that the use of naphtha in the extraction 
renders it non-edible, and if pressed the yield would be but 
10 per cent or less, which would make it too expensive.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that contains the term “industrial uses” in 
connection with soybeans.
 A table gives the quantity of exports (in piculs) from 
Niutschwang [Newchwang = Ying-K’ou, Yingkou, or 
Yingkow] for six varieties of beans, beancake, and beanoil 
for the years 1906-08.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the word “beanoil” to refer to 
soya bean oil.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
that mentions the use of soya bean oil in soaps. A number 
of other documents published in 1909 also mention this 
new use. Apparently soya bean oil was fi rst used in soaps 
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in Europe (Sweden or England), but by Sept. 1909 the 
manufacture of soap from this oil had been tried with good 
results in Asia, at a laboratory (probably British-owned).
 Note 4. This may be the earliest document seen (March 
2021) concerning soya beans in Denmark–although a strict 
interpretation of the sentence that mentions Denmark leaves 
open the possibility that soybeans were not specifi cally 
imported to Denmark. Later documents (Nov. 1910) appear 
to show that Denmark fi rst imported signifi cant quantities 
of soya beans in 1911; before that, Denmark imported soya 
bean cake, largely from England.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2021) that mentions naphtha (or naphthas) used for solvent 
extraction of soya beans.
 Note 6. Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) 
defi nes Scandinavia as 1. The ancient name of the country 
of the Norsemen. 2. The name of the region encompassing 
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden; sometimes expanded to 
include Finland and Iceland.

178. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. Inquiries 
concerning the soya bean. 75(26):7. June 28. [1 ref]
• Summary: The article published last week (June 21) in 
the Reporter has prompted many inquiries concerning soya 
bean oil: (1) Its properties for possible use in paints, or as an 
alternative to corn, cottonseed, or linseed oils; (2) Requests 
for samples; (3) Where and how it could be obtained. 
The Reporter is not yet able to give defi nitive answers. 
“The adoption of the bean in Great Britain and throughout 
Scandinavia and Germany has been sudden and... according 
to the best obtainable authority, some 400,000 tons” of soya 
beans have been imported to Europe.
 Chemical analysis shows that it is quite similar to corn 
oil. In Europe, it has widely displaced corn oil for use in 
making soap, and it promises to compete with cottonseed 
and linseed oil for this purpose. Though it is not known as a 
quick-drying oil, it might be usable in paints when combined 
with other ingredients–though it has not yet been used much 
as a paint oil in Europe. It may eventually fi nd a place as 
an edible oil, but only after improvements in the refi ning 
process have been invented.
 Bean cake makes an inexpensive fodder, and is 
apparently rich enough in nutrients to rival cotton and linseed 
products. Yet with the steadily growing demand for feeds, 
there will probably be ample room for all three. American 
mills should pay attention to the quality of their bean cake, 
since lower cost products are already on the market.
 “The progress of the soya bean industry will be well 
worth watching, and we hope soon to be able to supplement 
our last article by further interesting and instructive details.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
that contains the term “soya bean industry” (or “soya-bean 
industry” or “soy bean industry”).

179. LeMaire, M.E. 1909. Nouvelles du Japan savant et 
industriel [New from scientifi c and industrial Japan]. Bulletin 
de la Societe Franco-Japonaise de Paris No. 15. p. 43-48. 
June. See p. 45-46. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled Scientifi c publications 
from the University of Tokyo is a summary (p. 45-46) of an 
article titled “Notes on Japanese vegetable oils,” by Tokuhei 
Kametaka, Article 4, Vol. 25 (Sept. 1908) of the Journal of 
the College of Science, Imperial University of Tokyo. One of 
the articles discussed is: “3º L’huile de soja, Glycine hispida 
Maxim. Known as “soja bean oil” in English and daizu-
abura in Japanese. We know that the soja bean is used to 
prepare miso, a sauce [sic, paste] that is used to make miso 
soup (misoshiru), a main dish for the Japanese. This oil, of a 
light yellow color, which has found numerous industrial uses 
locally, is beginning to be used by the Europeans. In 1907, 
Japan exported 700 tons of it, worth 20.4 pounds sterling per 
ton.
 Note: This society was founded in 1909 by the 
government of Japan. Address: Ingenieur des arts et 
manufactures.

180. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1909. France. Soya 
meal in cakes admitted free of duty. 66:33. July 1.
• Summary: “Soya Meal in cakes is now classed by the 
French Customs authorities as oil cakes (Tariff No. 166), and 
is consequently admitted duty-free.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents).

181. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy 
beans, oil and cake: Opening for Indian trade. 14(170):8-9. 
July 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: The soy bean “is cultivated on a considerable 
scale in India already, but mostly only for local use as a 
food-stuff or as green manure, and there appears to be no 
large supply available for export at the present time. In 
view, however, of the very large demand to which we have 
referred, it seems to be worthwhile to determine whether it 
would not be profi table to undertake the cultivation of soy 
beans in India as a regular crop for export.”

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58, published by the USDA is 
reviewed in depth, and articles from British publications by 
Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist are review. ed to show that the 
soybean appears to have a promising future in both countries.
 “There seems to be no reason to doubt that the trade 
in soy beans, in the United Kingdom at least, will rapidly 
expand, and it rests with the merchants in India to decide 
whether they are to have a share in it. This is the more 
necessary should the product continue to cut into the linseed 
and cotton seed trades, as recent market reports state that it is 
doing.” Address: India.
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182. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy bean 
trade in China. 14(170):17. July 1.
• Summary: “Attention is called by the United States Consul 
at Newchwang to the exports of Chinese beans to the United 
Kingdom, which are expected to develop into a considerable 
trade and which are competing seriously with Indian linseed 
and cotton seed in home markets...
 “The bean cake and bean oil go chiefl y to Japan, but 
shipments have gone to England, France, and the United 
States during the past year. The American shipment was a 
small quantity sent from Newchwang merely as a sample... 
The exports of bean cake from Newchwang to foreign 
countries in 1908 amounted to 246,608 tons. The exports 
of beans from Newchwang to foreign countries and other 
Chinese ports during 1908 were as follows, in tons: Black 
[soy] beans, 16,498; green beans, 31,873; white beans, 
4,315; yellow [soy] beans, 75,996; red and small green 
beans, 3,634; total, 132,316 tons.
 “Mr. Consul F.W. Playfair, in his Report on the Trade of 
Nagasaki for the year 1908, gives the following details about 
soy beans and their products: The largest increase under any 
heading is that of the import of oil cakes for manure, which 
is £83,485, an advance over 1907 of more than 60 per cent. 
The reasons for this increase are (1) the extremely low price 
of bean cake in China and (2) the increase in the area under 
cultivation. The bean cakes come from Newchwang and 
Dalny...
 “In a report to his Government the Japanese Consul-
General in Mukden says: ‘The season for the export of beans 
and oil cake, the principal staples of Manchuria, opens in 
November and closes in March or April, and the destinations 
are chiefl y Japan and other parts of China (Central and 
South). Lately beans have begun to be exported to Europe...’
 “Mr. Consul Pitzipios, in his Report on the Trade of 
Chinkiang for the year 1908, states that the exports of 
bean cake in that year amounted to 588,123 cwts. [1 cwt 
= hundredweight = 112 pounds]. He adds that this cake 
is produced very cheaply and goes principally to Japan.” 
Address: India.

183. Swan & Finch Co. 1909. Direct importers of cocoanut, 
olive, palm, English prime cotton, soya bean, N.F. cod and 
sod oils (Ad). Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 76(1):20. July 5.
• Summary: “Established 1853. Incorporated 1892... 
Refi ners and dealers in lubricating oils and greases, fi sh, 
sperm, whale and seal oils. Arthur Lewis, General Manager.”
 Note: Sod oil or dégras is the waste fat from leather 
obtained in the chamoising process, and is used for currying 
purposes, i.e., dressing bark-tanned leather. In French: 
Dégras. In German: Gerberfett, Lederfett, Weissbrühe, 
Dégras. Address: 151 Maiden Lane, New York.

184. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Produce: Liverpool. July 
7. p. 6.

• Summary: “Cottonseed meal fi rm:... Soya bean meal fi rm, 
at £7 per ton, ex mill in bags.”
 “Soya cakes fi rm £6. 12s. 6d. per ton for Liverpool 
makes ex mill in bulk.
 Seeds.–Linseed fi rm,... Soya beans fi rm but quiet. Last 
week’s import, 4297 tons.
 “Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil steady, 25s. 5d. per cwt. for 
Liverpool edible in exports; naked for prompt, 23s. 9d. per 
cwt.; crude, 22s. 6d. per cwt... Soya oil fi rmer, at 23s. to 
23s. 6d. per cwt. for Liverpool makes, in exports; naked, for 
prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 21s. 9d. per cwt., ex mill.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “Soya oil.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya bean meal” to 
refer to ground, defatted soybeans.

185. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
produce markets. July 10. p. 12.
• Summary: In the fi rst section, titled “Liverpool, Friday” we 
read: “Soya Bean Meal fi rm at £7 per ton ex mill in bags.
 Oilcakes fi rm, with a fair trade.” Gives prices for 
Liverpool linseeds, undecorticated cottons, decorticated, 
Bombay cottons, Egyptians, Bombay and Plate [Argentina] 
linseeds, Peruvian cottons, American cottons, American 
linseeds. Most are about 7-8 pounds sterling.
 “Soya Cakes continue fi rm at £6. 12s. 6d. per ton ex mill 
in bulk.”
 “Soya Beans fi rm, but continue quiet at £6. 10s. to £6. 
17s. 6d. per ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance and freight] for near to 
distant.
 Oils, &c. Cottonseed oil steady at 25s. 6d. for Liverpool 
edible in exports, naked for prompt 23s. 9d., and crude 22s. 
9d. per cwt [hundredweight = 112 lb]. Linseed oil fi rm with a 
fair demand; Liverpool makes in exports 25s. 6d. to 25s. 9d...
per cwt. Soya oil very fi rm, especially for early delivery; 
Liverpool makes 23s. to 23s. 6d. per cwt. in exports and 
naked for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 21s. 9d. ex mill.
 Note: Soya bean meal, soya cakes, and soya oil are less 
expensive then all or most competing products.

186. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
produce markets: Liverpool, Friday. July 17. p. 13.
• Summary: “Soya bean meal, fi rm at £7 per ton ex mill in 
bags.
 “Soya cakes.–Liverpool makes held for £6. 12s. 6d.
 “Soya beans quiet but fi rmer at £6. 12s. 6d. to £6. 15s.
 “Oils &c... Soya bean oil fi rm: Liverpool makes in 
exports 23s. and naked for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. per 
cwt. ex mill.”
 Note: This same section in the issue of July 14 (p. 12) 
also mentions “Soya cakes.”

187. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
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produce markets. July 21. p. 12.
• Summary: In the fi rst section, titled “Liverpool, Tuesday” 
the categories and prices are about the same as on July 10: 
“Soya bean meal fi rm at £7 per ton ex mill in bags.
 “Soya bean cakes fi rm; Liverpool makes £6. 12s. 6d. per 
ton ex mill in bulk.
 “Soya Beans continue fi rm; Harbin for early shipment 
£6. 13s. to £6. 15s. c.i.f. and September-October Sakura £7 
per ton c.i.f.”
 Oils, &c... Soya oil fi rm, and continues in seller’s 
favour; Liverpool makes in exports...
 In the section titled “Hull, Tuesday” the fi rst four 
categories are Linseed (La Plata), Cottonseed, Linseed oil, 
and Cottonseed oil. Then: “Soya bean oil.–July-August, 
September-December, and January-April 20s. 6d.”
 Note: La Plata is the capital city of the province of 
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

188. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Manchuria. Export trade of North 
Manchuria in wheat and beans. Board of Trade Journal 
(London) 66:180. July 22. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following information regarding the trade 
in agricultural produce of North Manchuria is extracted from 
an article which appeared in the ‘Hoku Manshu,’ a Japanese 
weekly paper published at Harbin, a translation of which 
article has been forwarded by the Acting British Vice-Consul 
at Dairen (Mr. E.L.S. Gordon): -
 “During the occupation of North Manchuria by Russian 
troops, agriculture there underwent a great development, 
owing to the large demand for provisions. At the end of the 
Russo-Japanese war, however, the home demand suffered a 
collapse, and it became necessary to fi nd an outlet in foreign 
markets. From 1906 to 1908 the staple produce of North 
Manchuria was exported to Japan through Vladivostok. 
During 1908 this trade suffered owing to the depression 
in Japan; however, towards the end of the year, North 
Manchurian beans and wheat began to be exported on a large 
scale to Europe.
 “Up to the autumn of 1908, the export trade from 
districts north of Changchun [probably Ch’ang-ch’un, 
capital of Kirin province] had been carried on viâ the 
Chinese Eastern Railway and Vladivostok. Since last winter, 
however, the increase in the transporting capacity of the 
South Manchuria Railway, the better equipment and fi nancial 
organisation of the Japanese merchants, and the higher 
freight rates that came into operation on the Chinese Eastern 
Railway in November last, have occasioned a diversion 
of the traffi c to the South Manchurian Railway; large 
quantities of agricultural produce from districts to the north 
of Changchun [see Ch’ang-ch’un above] have been carried to 
that place by Chinese carts, and thence sent by rail to Dairen.
 “Formerly the trade in wheat and beans was entirely 
carried on by Russian merchants, but since 1907 the trade 
through both Dairen and Vladivostok has fallen into the 

hands of Japanese, and, to some extent, of European 
merchants.
 “Mr. Gordon further reports that the cereal crops in 
South Manchuria this year promise to be good. In some 
places beans have been sown instead of wheat, and it is 
stated that the bean crop will be greater this year than last by 
30 per cent.
 “In connection with the foregoing, it may be of interest 
to note that, according to H.M. Commercial Attaché at Paris, 
89,000 tons of oil seeds (‘fèves oléagineuses’ [probably 
soybeans]) for cattle food, from Manchuria and Eastern 
Siberia, passed through the Suez Canal during the fi ve 
months January–May of this year, destined chiefl y, it is 
believed, for the United Kingdom.” Address: Acting British 
Vice-Consul, Dairen.

189. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Beyond North 
Bridge. Daily letter from East Hull. July 22. p 5, col. 1.
• Summary: Timber steamers are arriving in fair numbers at 
the Alexandra and Victoria Docks. A glance at the quaysides 
of the latter is suffi cient to testify that the season is now in 
full swing and work plentiful.” Work at the Alexandra dock 
is brisk in all departments–grain, timber, and coal. The recent 
arrivals include the Glasgow steamer, Glenlogan, from 
Dairen, Shanghai, and Singapore, discharging 72,000 bags of 
oil beans [probably soya beans], 50 packages of bean cake, 
and 378 cases of gambier [an astringent extract of a tropical 
Asiatic plant, used in tanning]. Part of the cargo remains on 
board for Antwerp... The Liverpool steamer Mary Horton, 
from Saffi . discharging 6.800 qrs. [quarters] of barley. A full 
cargo beans [probably soya]–72,787 bags–is being removed 
from the holds of the Glasgow steamer Indian Monarch.”

190. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. France. 
Soya meal in cakes admitted free of duty. 14(173):111. July 
22. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade are in receipt of 
information through the foreign offi ce, to the effect that 
Soya Meal in cakes is now classed by the French Customs 
authorities as oil cakes (Tariff No. 166), and is consequently 
admitted duty-free.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “Soya Meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents).

191. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. The soy 
bean trade. 14(173):113. July 22.
• Summary: “We have drawn attention recently to the 
cumulative evidence regarding the importance now being 
assumed by the Chinese soy bean in competition with 
Indian oilseeds. Yet another link in the chain of evidence 
has come to hand by last week’s advices. We learn from 
a private and unquestionable source that a leading fi rm of 
machinists and engineers has been asked to submit estimates 
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and drawings for an elevator for the handling of soy beans 
in England. This indicates not only that the bulk of the trade 
is already so large as to call for especial provision, but also 
that it is regarded as permanent. If that be so, it is the more 
important that India should take action forthwith to secure 
her participation in the trade. The crop is understood to be 
a rain crop and a sample of Manchurian beans furnished 
by a leading mercantile fi rm to this Department was sent a 
fortnight ago to the Imperial Agricultural Institution at Pusa 
and has been found to germinate.
 “It has been ascertained also that these beans are 
sometimes procurable in small quantities in the Calcutta 
bazaar as they are used by Chinese in the preparation of 
various foods...
 “We hope to publish next week some notes by Mr. 
Burhill, the Reporter on Economic Products, on the 
characteristics of the bean and on its cultivation in India.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003) 
that uses the word “elevator” (or “elevators”–referring to a 
grain elevator) in connection with soy beans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006) 
that uses the word “oilseeds” (or “oilseed”) in connection 
with soy beans.

192. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. Commercial 
and fi nancial notes: The railway market–A salesman’s 
grievance–Japanese silk goods–The rise in rubber–Soya 
beans. July 23. p. 12.
• Summary: “The rapid developments which have recently 
taken place in the trade in Soya beans in the United Kingdom 
threaten to interfere somewhat seriously with the Indian 
trade in linseed and cottonseed. The imports are chiefl y from 
Manchuria, but the beans are also cultivated on a large scale 
in India [sic], where they are used as a foodstuff or as a green 
manure. There appears, however, to be no large quantity 
available for export from India at the present time.
 “The Commercial Intelligence Department of India is 
alive to the importance of the position and to the possible 
effects of the competition of the Soya bean on the linseed 
and cottonseed trades. Steps are therefore being taken to 
bring it under the notice of the Indian agriculturists, and to 
suggest the cultivation of the bean for export. Like many 
other leguminous plants, it has the property of enriching in 
nitrogen the soil in which it is grown, so that it is particularly 
suitable for growth in rotation with maize and similar crops. 
A great point is also made of the fact that the Indian exports 
would enjoy an advantage over those from Manchuria in 
the matter of freight. The low prices at which the Soya bean 
products (cattle cake and oil) can be sold ensure an ever-
increasing demand.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2008) in 
the Manchester Guardian that mentions the Soya bean (or 
“soja bean” or “soy bean” or “Glycine hispida”).

193. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Produce: Liverpool. July 
24. p. 6.
• Summary: “Soya beanmeal continues fi rm, at £7 per ton, 
ex mill in bags.”
 “Oilcakes fi rm, and a good trade continues... Soya bean 
cake fi rm at £6. 12s. 6d. per ton for Liverpool makes, ex mill 
in bulk.
 “Seeds.–Linseed dull and idle,... Soya beans fi rm; 
Harbin, for early shipment, £6. 13s. 6d.; to £6. 15s., c.i.f.; 
September-October, Sakura £7 per ton, c.i.f.
 “Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil fi rm; Liverpool edible, in 
exports, 26s. 3d. per cwt.; naked for prompt, 24s. 6d.; and 
crude, 23s. 6d. per cwt... Soya bean oil continues fi rm at 
23s. 3d. to 23s. 6d. per cwt. for Liverpool makes, in exports; 
naked, for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 22s. per cwt., ex 
mill.”
 Note 1. that soya bean oil is selling for about 3 shillings 
less than cottonseed oil.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the word “beanmeal” or the term 
“Soya beanmeal” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.

194. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Chinese bean exports from Vladivostok. No. 3545. p. 5. July 
30.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard writes that the prices 
of Chinese soy beans at Vladivostok vary between 18 and 30 
tiao, sacks extra, per dan (1 tiao = about 11½ cents American 
currency; 1 dan = about 2½ sacks or about 480 English 
pounds). The consul gives the names of bean export houses 
of Vladivostok, and states that they would undoubtedly quote 
prices c.i.f. American ports, but only on telegraphic orders; 
as the price fl uctuates daily, it is impossible to give, fi rm 
offers by mail.
 “The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha has made a contract in 
Harbin for 10,000,000 poods (1 pood = 36 pounds) of beans 
to be exported via Vladivostok during the present year. 
Contracts for beans of the 1910 crop have already been 
signed, and steamers engaged to transport the beans.”

195. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909. Soya 
bean oil and oil cake. 32:199-200. July.
• Summary: “With reference to the paragraph in our previous 
issue as to Chinese Soya beans...” During the last few 
months, large quantities of these beans have been imported 
into the United Kingdom. “The Soya bean grows in great 
abundance in China and especially in Manchuria, where it is 
used for human consumption, and its nutritive qualities are 
highly appreciated. It forms the basis of a Japanese sauce 
[soy sauce] of great repute.”
 Because this leguminous plant absorbs nitrogen from 
the air, it exhausts the soil much less than other oleaginous 
plants. “In Europe the bean is only of value for the oil which 
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it contains and the cake left after the oil has been expressed.” 
The oil-pressing mills at Hull, England, have already 
imported large amounts and fi nd the oil a valuable product, 
with a good color. The residual cake makes an excellent 
cattle food.
 This year more than 150,000 tons have been exported, 
and there are now many cargoes of 4,500 to 6,000 tons 
on their way from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny 
to Europe, consigned to Hull, Liverpool, and Hamburg 
[Germany]. The condition of the beans upon arrival is said 
to be perfect, despite the long voyage. “The product is sold 
with a guaranteed maximum of 2 per cent. of non-oleaginous 
foreign matter; it is packed in the original sacks.
 “The qualities are classifi ed in three grades: No. 1, 
shipped at Dalny; No. 2 at Vladivostock; and No. 3 at 
Hankow. The value of No. 1 is about 12s. 7d. per 100 kilos 
gross. c.i.f. European port direct. Nos. 2 and 3 are of equal 
value about 12s. 5d. per 100 kilos gross.” The nutritional 
composition of the soya bean cake is given.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2013) that uses the term “foreign matter” in 
connection with soybean grading.

196. Crowe, E.F. 1909. Japan. Report for the year 1908 on 
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4290. 85 p. July.
• Summary: The section titled “Import of manures” (p. 18) 
notes that most importers and dealers in manures lost money 
last year. “The gains were made entirely in ammonium 
sulphate and bean and cotton-seed cake, all the other lines 
showing a decrease. Bean cake in particular recorded an 
enormous advance, from over 5,500,000 piculs [1 picul 
= 100 kin = 132.27 lb weight] worth 1,780,000l. [pounds 
sterling], to 7,750,000 piculs, worth 2,220,000l.
 “The fall in the value of silver of course made bean 
cake look very cheap as compared with other fertilizers, but 
it will be interesting to see whether the price will not rise 
considerably in the future as a result of the new development 
in the recent large shipments of beans from Dairen to 
Europe.
 “As regards oil cake China and Kwantung province 
supplied nearly the whole quantity, while with sulphate of 
ammonia the United Kingdom still provided the greater 
share...”
 A table in the section titled “Total volume of trade” 
shows imports, exports, totals, and differences between 
imports and exports for the years 1904-1908. It also shows 
net increases or decreases for various two year comparisons. 
Address: Commercial Attaché to His Britannic Majesty’s 
Embassy, Tokio [Tokyo].

197. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1909. The free list under the 
new tariff bill. Aug. 6. p. 22.
• Summary: This is a list of goods that may be imported 

free of any tariff to the United States. Category “637–Oils” 
includes: “nut oil or oil of nuts, soya bean [oil], olive oil 
prepared solely for mechanical or industrial purposes by 
denaturing or processes rendering unfi t for edible use,... 
sesame or sesamum seed or bean,... spermaceti, whale, and 
other fi sh oils of American fi sheries... petroleum, crude or 
refi ned, including kerosene, benzine, gasoline, naphtha, and 
similar oils produced from petroleum.”

198. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. Italy leads 
importers of cotton seed oil. Aug. 9. p. 4.
• Summary: “There has been received by the various 
members of the Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association of 
Georgia copies of the latest report of Special Agent Julian 
L. Brode, who is now investigating the cotton seed products 
markets in Europe,...” It “is replete with interest concerning 
the consumption of cotton seed oil and other cotton seed by-
products in Italy.”
 Italy has the third highest duty on cotton seed oil (after 
Austria-Hungary and Servia [Serbia]). In spite of that, Italy 
is the 2nd largest importer (after Holland) of cottonseed oil 
in Europe. “This is due mainly to the olive soil shortage in 
Italy. During the recent season the Italians have made up the 
greater part of their olive oil shortage from cotton seed oil, 
in preference to other edible oils, such as sesame, arachide 
[peanut], sunfl ower seed, soya bean, cocoanut, etc., all of 
which can be bought cheaper on account of enjoying a lower 
tariff duty.” Italy is the world’s leading producer of olive oil.

199. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Manchuria: Bean crop. Board of 
Trade Journal (London) 66:341. Aug. 12.
• Summary: “The bean crop of last season probably 
amounted to about 900,000 tons. The prospects for the 
coming season are fairly good, although retarded by late 
rains; a crop possibly 20 per cent. larger than last season may 
be expected.” Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen 
(May 2014) that gives soybean production or area statistics 
for Manchuria. Address: British Vice-Consul, Vladivostok 
[Russia].

200. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Italy a big cotton seed 
oil importer from this country. Aug. 13. p. 7.
• Summary: This article, which is almost identical to that 
published 4 days earlier by The Atlanta Constitution (Aug. 9, 
p. 4), contains the exact same paragraph concerning “other 
edible oils, such as sesame, arachide [peanut], sunfl ower 
seed, soya bean, cocoanut, etc...”

201. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Bean crop of Manchuria: Hints 
to shipowners as to charterparties for Vladivostok. Board of 
Trade Journal (London) 66:423-24. Aug. 26.
• Summary: The soybean crop in Manchuria is expected to 
be 20-50% larger than last year’s crop. This would mean a 
total crop of 1,000,000 to 1,400,000 tons. It is being offered 
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at 32 copecks per pood (about 2s. 1d. per cwt). Note: 1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds.
 “The export through Vladivostok of the 1908 crop is 
not yet entirely fi nished, some 20,000 tons still being stored 
there for shipment. The amount sent to Europe through 
Vladivostok so far has been 180,000 tons, and the greater 
part of this has been for the English market, although one 
full cargo went to Hamburg [Germany], and various small 
consignments to Scandinavian ports. The price, at the time 
of writing, was 72 copecks per pood (4s. 8d. per cwt.) [4 
shillings 8 pence per hundredweight] f.o.b. Vladivostok...
 “There is every prospect of the bean trade in North 
Manchuria developing into a complicated and highly 
speculative business. The industry has created interest in 
many quarters, with the result that the number of buyers is 
increasing. American fi rms have recently entered the market. 
German fi rms, in view of the repeal of the duty on beans 
in Germany, will undoubtedly buy largely; while a well 
known Japanese fi rm, by far the largest operators till now, 
are believed to be preparing for export on an even greater 
scale than hitherto. The tendency promises to be for Chinese 
merchants to get the business into their own hands, buying 
from the local producers and selling again to the European 
fi rms. At present the practice is for the agents of these last 
to go into the country and buy with Chinese measurements 
and money. The business is a very diffi cult one, and several 
fi rms engaging in the business for the fi rst time have bought 
their experience dearly.” Address: British Vice-Consul, 
Vladivostok [Russia].

202. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. A new British industry. Soya 
beans. Their cultivation and manufacture. Their wonderful 
food value. Great possibilities. 33(9):290, 292. Aug. 28. 
Also printed in 1910 as Soya Beans, a 27-page booklet 
by Northern Publishing Co. in Liverpool., Liverpool. 
Extensively quoted by Sawer 1910 (p. 27) and 1911 (p. 212). 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rms which fi rst entered the export trade 
in Soya beans in quantity were Messrs. Nathanson (Russia) 
and Messrs. Mitsui and Co. (Japan). Several English fi rms 
have also entered the trade, and among these must be 
mentioned Messrs. S. Macgregor and Co., and Messrs. 
Jardine, Mathieson [Matheson] and Co. We believe that 
Messrs. [John] Bibby, of Liverpool, were one of the fi rst 
British importers of Soya beans, that fi rm having received a 
considerable quantity last year [1908]. It was not until last 
Spring, however, that consignments arrived in this country in 
large cargoes. Up the present time the imports in 1909 have 
been estimated at about 300,000 tons. This is a large total for 
the fi rst year of general crushing, and shows that the trade is 
certainly to be largely increased, providing that Manchurian 
exporters can secure the beans, and of this there does not 
appear to be any doubt.”
 The yellow Sakura soybean variety shipped from Dalny 

appears to be the best quality and commands a price of 
about 2/6 per ton more than small yellow varieties such as 
the Harbin variety shipped from Vladivostok or the Hankow 
variety shipped from Shanghai. “The black Soya bean 
appears to be the richest in oil, while analysis proves it to 
contain a large percentage of albuminoids and phosphates.
 “The analysis of the ordinary yellow Soya bean, made 
by Mr. Alfred Smetham, F.I.C., F.C.S., of Brunswick 
Street, Liverpool, shows an average of about the following 
constituents:–Water 12 per cent., oil 17 per cent., 
albuminoids (protein) 38 per cent., carbohydrates 22 per 
cent., fi bre 5 per cent., ash 5 per cent., and sand 1 per cent...
 “Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet he has prepared for the 
Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society 
for 1909, gives a number of analyses of Soya beans, besides 
the products of oil and fl our millers generally. Some of 
our readers will be interested to learn that the Chinese in 
Liverpool have regularly imported various kinds of Soya 
beans, which are sold in the Chinese shops for human food. 
We understand that the method of cooking them is very 
similar to the British plan of steeping and boiling dried 
peas. In China the beans, after having had the oil extracted 
from them, are used for feeding pigs and cattle, as well as 
for manuring the land. The beans have long been known 
in Japan, where they are made into a favourite condiment 
known by the name of Shoyu, the meal from the beans being 
mixed with meal from either wheat or barley.”
 The oil is of a superior kind and fi nds a ready sale 
at high prices for a great variety of purposes, including 
the manufacture of margarine and other edible goods, the 
manufacture of fi ne toilet soaps and paint oils. Note 1. This 
is the earliest document seen (May 2020) concerning the use 
of soybean oil in margarine.
 “We hear that the Japanese are extracting the caseine 
[casein] from Soya beans, using it as a substitute for milk. It 
is said that this vegetable milk is produced by extracting the 
juice. The preparation, according to the Java Times, is a very 
popular drink among the poorer classes of China and Japan. 
In making the milk the beans are fi rst softened by being 
soaked and then boiled in water. The liquor is secured by 
straining and is similar to cow’s milk in appearance, but has 
a different composition, which renders it highly suitable for 
use in tropical countries...
 “The most interesting use to which the bean can be 
put, from a corn miller’s point of view, is the production 
of fl our for bread-making purposes. This has been done by 
a Hull fi rm who recommend that the Soya fl our be mixed 
with wheat fl our in the proportion of one of the former and 
four or fi ve of the latter. We have obtained a sample of Soya 
fl our and blended it with white fl our. After baking a loaf it 
was seen that the top broke but the crumb was all that could 
be desired. The fl avour of the loaf was superior to that of 
average brown bread. The Soya fl our cannot be bleached; 
therefore, it would not be suitable for white bread making. 
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We think that a proportion of Soya fl our might be blended 
into the millers’ brown meal with advantage, because of its 
great food value and its fl avour. Further mention is made of 
Soya beans and fl our in our editorial notes.
 “Just as we go to press a gentleman called at this offi ce 
and showed us a Soya bean pod which had been plucked 
from plants raised in South-West Lancashire [England]. It 
was fully ripe and contained four beans... Soya beans, he 
informs us, have been grown before in this country as an 
experiment though without much success.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2014) that mentions Mitsui & Co. (a major Japanese trading 
company) in connection with soybean exports to England.

203. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. Soya beans. 33(9):288-89. 
Aug. 28.
• Summary: This article, which precedes by 2 pages a larger 
article on the subject, is published under seven equal-sized 
heads: Soya beans. A new trade. Empire production. Buyers 
of soya beans. Food purposes. Brown bread. Wheat gluten. 
“There is a probability of the import of Soya beans becoming 
a trade of great importance in this country. For some years 
a cake, made from the residue left by crushing them for 
the sake of the oil they contain, has been imported into this 
country. The fi rst really commercial import of these beans 
was, we believe, made by a Liverpool fi rm last year. Their 
great value, both for oil production and for other purposes, 
has been known for many years, but it was not until after the 
Russo-Japanese War that the development of the crops in 
Manchuria was commenced with a view to an export trade... 
Since the Spring of this year the import [of Soya beans to 
England] has been several hundred thousand tons.”
 Sir Alfred Jones is seeing if soybeans can be grown 
on the west coast of Africa. An infl uential commission 
appointed by the Canadian government visited England and 
other European countries to fi nd out why Canada had lost a 
portion of her trade in bacon. It is thought that if farmers in 
Canada had soya bean meal they would be able to produce a 
much larger quantity of bacon.
 “We mentioned in a recent issue of Milling how the 
beans were being fi nely desiccated and sold for admixture 
with wheaten fl our. Since that time we have obtained baking 
samples of the fl our which is far superior to that fi rst seen. 
A loaf of bread was made from four parts of English patent 
[fl our] and one part of Soya fl our. The loaf produced was of 
a very pleasant fl avour. It cut quite clean and there was an 
absence of crumbs... The colour of the loaf was a rich brown 
and the fl avour was very good.” The quality of brown bread 
could probably be greatly improved by the addition of soya 
fl our.
 “The albuminoids of wheat are of a very different order 
from those of most other cereals. They provide the baker 
with a substance which holds in the gas produced by the 
yeast and so cause the light loaf of bread in which bakers 

delight in producing... If we could make the albuminoids 
of other cereals as elastic and tough as those of wheat, light 
bread could be made from such as barley, maize, oats and 
Soya fl ours.” Address: England.

204. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean in 
the United Kingdom: Closer investigation confi rms former 
statements of the Reporter on the growing importance of the 
new industry–present market value of the bean and its oil in 
Great Britain–its various uses, etc., etc. 76(9):16. Aug. 30.
• Summary: Dateline: “London, Aug. 7, 1909.” Contents: 
Current prices and trade. Soap making. Feeding cake. Paint 
and varnish making. Edible oil. Burning oil. Linoleum.
 “The Reporter’s recent articles on the Soya bean oil 
under date June 21 and June 28 have been widely quoted on 
this side of the Atlantic and if possible have accentuated the 
keenness of interest in a commodity which, by all accounts, 
seems marked for an important permanent place among 
produce and in industry. Supplemental particulars obtained 
here tend to confi rm the extent to which it has been adopted 
in manufacture in the United Kingdom and also to emphasize 
the scope of experimental investigation with the object 
of improving its industrial adaptability, of perfecting its 
refi nement for edible purposes and of bettering the already 
well-recognized qualities of the bean cake as a feeding stuff.
 “The importation of Soya beans into the United 
Kingdom during the fi rst half of the current year totaled 
571,849 quarters (a quarter dry measure = 480 lbs.) or about 
122,500 tons, June contributing roughly 188,000 quarters, 
May about 75,000 quarters and (to go no farther back) April 
just on 158,000 quarters. The distribution of the aggregate 
shipments to date have been fairly wide, Hull receiving the 
larger proportion, viz., 258,545 quarters. Liverpool coming 
second with 134,088 quarters, the British Channel taking 
74,038 quarters, London 50,157, Rochester 36,285, Leith 
13,925 and Southampton 4,811 quarters. And the combined 
value of these importations into the United Kingdom during 
the six months is returned at £736,776.”
 Tables show the prices (in pounds sterling, but with no 
units of quantity given) of soya oil in London and Hull; it 
sells for about 87% as much as crude cotton oil. Most of 
these soya beans came from northern Manchuria. Harbin 
and Dalny are the chief marketing centers, and rank fi rst in 
quality, followed by Vladivostok and Hankow [China]. “The 
Manchurian farmer requires payment at collection of bean 
or before delivery and this has tended to narrow the shipping 
trade into the hands of a few.”
 “In view of the large demand the Imperial Institute 
authorities in London have suggested the extension of 
cultivation in those parts of the British Empire where it does 
well. It is cultivated already on a moderate scale in India and 
other British colonies, mostly for making feeding stuff or as 
a green manure and it is suggested that West, East and South 
Africa are particularly suitable for cultivation purposes. 
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These observations are of interest in view of the possibility 
of stimulating cultivation in the American cotton belt.”
 “Linoleum: Experiments have been proceeding with 
Soya oil as a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture of 
linoleum, but reports as to the measure of success are not 
defi nite.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) 
that mentions the use of soya oil in making linoleum. 
Webster’s Dictionary defi nes linoleum (derived from the 
Latin linum = element [or the genus of the fl ax plant] + 
oleum = oil, and fi rst used in 1878) as “1: a fl oor covering 
made by laying on a burlap or canvas backing a mixture of 
solidifi ed linseed oil with gums, cork dust or wood fl our 
or both, and usually pigments. 2: a material similar to 
linoleum.”
 Note 2. A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds 
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or 
50.8 kg).

205. Sundius, -. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 on the 
trade of Amoy. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4322. 8 p. Aug.
• Summary: A table titled “Return of principal articles of 
native origin imported into Amoy during the years 1907-08” 
(p. 6) shows that imports of “Bean cake” and “Beans” were 
as follows for each year (in cwts) [1 cwt = hundredweight 
= 112 pounds]: 1907–480,708 / 495,077. 1908–777,070 / 
892,072. Average 1902-06–630,832 / 667,657.
 Facing the title page is a table of currency equivalents. 
Address: Consul [British].

206. Tropenpfl anzer (Der) (Berlin). 1909. Die Soja-Bohne 
[The soybean]. 13(8):388-90. Aug. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Compare this with the detailed article by Prof. 
Fesca on the same subject in Tropenpfl anzer, Aug. 1898, p. 
233.
 After the Russo-Japanese War, large amounts of soybean 
products entered Tsingtau [Qingdao]; they were cultivated 
in Manchuria and exported through Newchwang [Yingkou]. 
The export of soybeans and soybean oil was limited almost 
entirely to China proper; only small amounts were exported 
to Japan. However very large amounts of soybean cakes–
almost 80%–were exported to Japan, with the rest going to 
south China.
 Soybeans are also exported to central Europe. The 
soybean differs from other beans in its much larger contents 
of oil (roughly 10 times as much) and protein. A table gives 
the chemical composition of soybean seeds. In 1908 the 
Chinese province of Kwangtung in Swatow, which has a 
shortage of animal manure, imported more than 2½ million 
piculs of soybean cake for use as fertilizer.
 Soybeans are widely used in China to make foods, such 
as tofu (Bohnenkäse), soy sauce and soybean oil.
 The prices of various soy products in Tsingtau are 

given: Soybeans, soybean oil, soybean cake. The freight to 
Hamburg for soybeans and soybean oil is given; soybean 
cakes are not yet imported to Europe. The export tariff for 
each of the three is given, as well as the landed price in 
Hamburg.

207. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
produce markets: Liverpool, Friday. Sept. 4. p. 14.
• Summary: “Soya bean meal fi rm, at £7 2s. 6d. per ton, ex 
mill in bags.”
 “Soya bean cakes fi rm; Liverpool makes £6. 15s. to £6 
17s. 6d. per ton ex mill in bulk.
 “Soya oil beans slow, with sellers of Harbin early 
shipments £6 15s. to £6 12s. 6d. and December-January new 
crop £6 12s. 6d. per ton c.i.f.”
 “Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil steady, 25s. 9d. for Liverpool 
edible in exports,... Soya bean oil continues quiet at 22s. 6d. 
to 23s. for Liverpool makes in exports and naked for prompt 
and forward 20s. 9d. to 21s. 3d. per cwt. ex mill.”

208. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. The 
Manchurian soya bean: New industries projected. Sept. 10. 
p. 10.
• Summary: “Considerable interest has been awakened in 
commercial quarters by the statements recently published as 
to the immense possibilities of the Manchurian Soya bean 
and there is a probability that at Liverpool, if not also on 
the banks of the Ship Canal, an important new industry will 
spring up.”
 Note: The Manchester Ship Canal, opened in May 1894, 
transformed Manchester from a landlocked city into a major 
sea port, known as the Port of Manchester.
 “The value of the bean has already been recognised 
in various parts of the world, but it was only in the recent 
opening of the Manchurian Railway for other than military 
purposes that revealed the immense trade possibilities 
connected with it.”
 “The uses of the bean are manifold. It is said to be 
excellent in bread; it yields a rich oil, is a capital food for 
cattle and pigs; and in Japan even milk has been derived 
from it, and from that milk cheese of various sorts has been 
made. It forms such a rich food for pigs that it requires to 
be mixed with plainer fare before being offered to them. 
Its advantages in this direction were quickly grasped by 
the enterprising Danish pig-breeders; they bought heavily 
on the Hamburg market, and the subsequent decline in the 
imports of Canadian hog products into this country has been 
attributed, in part at any rate, to the advantages gained by the 
Danish breeders as a result of the extensive use of the bean.
 “The fi rst cargo of the beans to reach this country came 
in the Myrtledene to Bristol and was consigned to a well-
known Liverpool fi rm of cattle food manufacturers. The 
bean is now used also for soap-making at Port Sunlight. The 
Myrtledene’s cargo arrived in February last, and since then 
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200,000 tons have been imported.
 “Although fi rms at Hull and Newcastle-on-Tyne are also 
moving, a serious attempt is to be made to centre the imports 
of the bean at Liverpool, with the intention not merely of 
increasing the shipping trade of the port, but also with a view 
to establishing a new local industry. The exportable surplus 
of this year’s crop will, it is said, probably exceed a million 
tons, so that the magnitude and value of the trade is readily 
appreciated. Several of the most prominent commercial men 
of Liverpool are interested in the scheme, amongst them Sir 
Alfred Jones, who contemplates attempting its cultivation 
in West Africa. He is also interested in the question of its 
shipment from Vladivostok, and particularly in the erection 
of special mills at Liverpool to deal with the bean. Efforts are 
now being made to promote a company to take the matter up, 
and in a few weeks it will be seen whether these efforts have 
been successful.
 “In the meantime the British Vice Consul at Vladivostok 
reports that the condition of the coming crop is very 
favourable,...”

209. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Soya bean 
cakes. Reported Japanese mills. Sept. 14. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “We have made inquiries to-day in Hull in 
well-informed quarters as the statement in the Liverpool 
‘Journal of Commerce,’ the famous Mitsui Company, of 
Japan, otherwise known as the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, have 
decided to build large mills for the manufacture of products 
from the Manchurian bean in Hull, Liverpool, London, and 
Manchester. The products, it is stated, will then be shipped 
in the company’s own steamers back to Manchuria, China, 
and Japan. The report does not meet with any credence 
in Hull. One of the leading produce brokers asserted very 
emphatically this afternoon that cakes had been brought from 
China, but they would not stand the voyage. Soya bean cakes 
made in this country could therefore not be taken back. All 
that could be done was to send the beans to this country as at 
present.
 “Since the introduction of the beans 101,883 tons have 
been imported into Hull.
 “A Hull fi rm some time ago received an order for a plant 
for Japan for crushing these beans and it has been despatched 
from this country.”

210. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Manchuria. Bean industry: 
Manufacture of bean cake, oil and soap. Board of Trade 
Journal (London) 66:645. Sept. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: “It may be well to give a word of advice to 
those who may be desirous of engaging in the bean trade 
at Dairen. Most of the beans sent down to Dairen come 
from the districts north of Mukden, Changchun [probably 
Ch’ang-ch’un, capital of Kirin province] being the principal 
market. People will only incur losses if they merely have an 
offi ce in this port and buy beans in the local market; it will 

be essential for them to travel in the interior and visit the 
country markets to make economical purchases.”
 Bean cake and bean oil: A chemical analysis of bean 
cake as it is presently prepared shows that it contains 
16.9–19.19% water, 9.18–9.76% oily substances, and 
40.98–45.00% albuminous substances. “By the present 
method, using hand presses, the amount of oil extracted from 
the beans is about 8 per cent. At one mill in Dairen, which 
is fi tted with hydraulic presses, nearly 10 per cent. can be 
obtained. The quantity of oil in the soya bean is from 16 to 
17 per cent., and by improved processes it should be possible 
to extract practically the whole of this, and still make from 
the fragments as good a quality of bean cake for fertilising 
purposes as is made now.
 “In 1907 there were at Dairen two large Japanese mills 
for the manufacture of bean cake, in one of which steam is 
used as the motive power, while in the other electricity has 
been adopted, and a few Chinese mills where the old native 
method has been retained. During 1908 some 17 Chinese 
factories have been added, and more are in contemplation. 
The increase is likely to continue, though possibly not to the 
same extent, for economic reasons...
 “The manufacture of soap from bean oil has been tried 
with good results. The soap is easily soluble in hard water. A 
cake made in the laboratory at Dairen weighs nearly 2½ ozs. 
troy, and the cost of manufacture, including wrapping and 
scenting, is said to be not more than ½d. per cake, or 2½d. 
per lb.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2003) 
which states that hydraulic presses are now being used in 
Manchuria or China–by one mill at Dairen.
 Summarized in the Indian Trade Journal. 1909. Oct. 14. 
p. 45, and in Tropical Agriculturist. 1909. Sept. 15. p. 212. 
Address: Acting British Vice-Consul, Dairen.

211. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. 
Cultivation and utilisation of the soy bean. 7(3):308-14. 
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Jan. 
1910, p. 78-79). Summarized in Far Eastern Review, March 
1910, p. 489. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation. 
Composition of the seeds. Utilisation of the seeds. 
Considerable expansion was stimulated by the large demand 
for provisions created by the occupation of North Manchuria 
by Russian troops during the Russo-Japanese war. After 
the end of the war and the withdrawal of the troops, the 
local demand declined and it became necessary to fi nd an 
outlet for the crops in foreign markets. Much of the staple 
produce of North Manchuria was exported to Japan through 
Vladivostok from 1906 to 1908. In 1908 the trade suffered as 
a result of the depression in Japan. Towards the end of that 
year, beans and wheat began to be exported to Europe on a 
large scale. Large quantities of soy beans were imported into 
the United Kingdom and the Continent.
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 “The fi rst large cargo of soy beans consigned to the 
United Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909, 
and amounted to 5,200 tons. It is stated that before June 
contracts had been made for the delivery of no less than 
200,000 tons. The beans are said to arrive at their destination 
in perfect condition in spite of the great distance they have to 
be carried.
 “They are classifi ed into three grades: No. 1, shipped 
at Dalny; No 2, shipped at Vladivostok; and No. 3, shipped 
at Hankow. The value of grade No. 1 is about £6 8s. per ton 
gross, c.i.f. European port direct, whilst the values of Nos. 2 
and 3 are equal and about £6 6s. per ton gross, these prices 
being, of course, subject to the fl uctuations of the market.”
 Most, if not all of the soy beans imported into England 
are “purchased by the proprietors of oil-mills, who crush the 
product and thus obtain a quantity of oil, amounting to about 
10 per cent. by weight of the seed, and a residual oil-cake 
proved to be a valuable cattle-food” (p. 309).
 The oil was chiefl y used in England “for the 
manufacture of soap and is very well suited for this purpose” 
(p. 312).
 The “oil-cake” that remains after expressing the oil 
is hard and heavy. Feeding trials comparing this cake 
with decorticated cotton cake have been conducted at the 
Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at Newton 
Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. 
At Cumberland it was found that cows, when fed the “soy-
bean cake,” gave more milk than when fed with cotton 
cake, but the difference was considered insignifi cant. The 
proportion of fat in the milk was the same in each case. 
At Cirencester, the experiment showed that the yield of 
milk was but little affected by the type of cake used. The 
percentage of fat in the milk was slightly higher from the 
cows consuming soy-bean cake.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy-bean cake” to refer 
to ground, defatted soybeans.
 “In view of the importance of the trade in soy beans, 
it has been considered desirable that attempts should be 
made to grow the product in other countries than China. The 
Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the notice 
of the Governments of several British Dependencies, and 
experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good Hope, 
Natal [South Africa], the East Africa Protectorate [today’s 
Kenya] and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to 
stimulate the cultivation of the soy bean in India” (p. 313-
14).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in Kenya, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Kenya. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Kenya, or the cultivation of soybeans in Kenya 
(1909).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2021) concerning soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of 

soybeans in Gambia. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Gambia (1909; one of three documents).
 Tables show: (1) The composition of soybeans grown in 
India, in China (deduced by Dr. Forbes Watson; with hulls, 
or dehulled), and in the United States. (2) Four chemical 
constants for soybean oil and cotton-seed oil: Specifi c 
gravity at 15ºC (0.9240 to 0.9270), saponifi cation value 
(190.6 to 192.9), iodine value (121.3 to 124.0), and Hehner 
value (95.5).
 Note 4. This is also the earliest document seen (July 
2014) concerning the use of soy bean oil in soaps.
 Note 5. Vladivostok is a seaport city, the capital of 
Primorski Krai, in the far Eastern Russian Soviet Federated 
Socialist Republic [i.e. Russian Far East]. It became part 
of the USSR at the time of the Russian Revolution in about 
1917.

212. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Värdet af sojakakor och 
sokamjöl vid utfodringen af mjölkkor [Value of 
soybean cake and meal in the feeding of milk cows]. 
Meddelande fran Centralanstalten for Foersoeksvaesendet 
pa Jordbruksomradet (Stockholm) No. 15. 51 p. 
Husdjursafdelningen No. 2. Includes 16 pages of tables. 
English-language summary in Experiment Station Report, p. 
477. [13 ref. Swe]
• Summary: An account of experiments conducted in 
Sweden on the use of sunfl ower cake, soybean meal and 
soybean cake in the feeding of milking cows.
 Carson (1909, p. 26-27) states: “The following is 
a translation of an article by Nils Hansson, manager of 
a department of the Central Institute for Agricultural 
Experiments and member of the Swedish Academy of 
Agriculture, relative to soya meal and cake, which shows 
how these products are viewed in this country:
 “’During the last few months the Swedish market has 
received two kinds of cattle feed, of which larger shipments 
are on the way, from England. Both are preparations of the 
soya bean. The soya bean, which contains about 18 per cent 
fat and 33 per cent raw protein, is now shipped to Europe, 
chiefl y to Hull, England, where the fat is taken out either by 
pressure or by extraction, and either meal or cake obtained 
as by-product. The meal is, as a rule, the ultimate product 
when the extraction method is used. For this reason the meal 
contains very little fat, only from 1 to 2 per cent, while the 
cakes, which are obtained by the pressing method, usually 
contain from 4.5 to 5 per cent fat.
 “’The soya meal is offered for sale in our market under 
different names, such as soya meal, bean mash, and bean 
gluten feed. It is yellowish brown in color, in appearance it is 
most like gluten feed, and it has an agreeable smell and taste.
 “’The soya cakes resemble corn cakes, but have a little 
more greenish color. The samples received up to date seem 
to be of prime quality, and the hardness of the cakes indicates 
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that they can be easily kept in stock without deterioration.
 “’I have succeeded in getting samples and analyses 
of these new feed stuffs from different parts of Sweden. 
Analyses of six samples of soya meal show the following 
average percentages of content: Water, 10.52; raw protein, 
44.50; raw fat, 4.70; carbohydrates, 34.96; ashes, 5.27.
 “’These analyses show a very good uniformity as to 
the composition of the two feed stuffs. It is only the higher 
percentage of fat that gives the cakes a higher value than the 
meal, but this, to a certain extent, is offset by a somewhat 
lower percentage of carbohydrates...
 “’The soya products offered here are at a price fully as 
low as the price of our usual oil cakes. From this point of 
view there is, therefore, no hindrance for our farmers to use 
the new feed stuffs; the only thing necessary is to fi nd out 
how they can be used to best advantage...
 “’The animals kept at the Central Institution for 
Agricultural Experiments have lately, as a trial, been fed with 
soya meal as well as soya cakes. These experiments are still 
in a preliminary stage, but they have shown that the cows 
eagerly consume both products. Of soya meal the daily ration 
per animal has been raised to 2 kilos (4.4 pounds), and no 
unfavorable dietetic infl uence has been noticed. Neither has 
any unfavorable result been perceived with reference to the 
quantity or quality of the milk.’” A table (p. 21) concerns 
soybean meal or cake and milk production.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2002) 
concerning soybean products (soybean cake and meal) in 
Sweden (one of three documents); soybeans as such have not 
yet been reported.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2015) that contains the terms “bean gluten” or “bean 
gluten feed.” Address: Föreståndare for Centralanstaltens 
Husdjursafdelning, Sweden.

213. Hausser, P.F. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4332. 14 
p. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “Bean-cakes” (p. 6-7) states: 
The total importation during 1908 was 3,036,906 cwts. [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], valued at 714,200l. 
[Note: 1 l. = 1 £]., as compared with 2,199,443 cwts., 
value 600,415l., in 1907. Owing to exceptionally large 
purchases made in the spring of 1908 by Japanese merchants 
in Newchwang and Dalny [Manchuria], prices went up 
from 1.40 to 1.80 taels per picul, but notwithstanding this 
advance, importers in Swatow could not get a corresponding 
increase for their goods. Prices here dropped from 3.30 
taels at the beginning of the year to 2.60 taels per picul, and 
importers suffered heavy loss. Encouraged by the infl ated 
price of sugar obtained at the end of 1908, the planters will 
probably invest more money in bean-cake for their sugar-
cane plantations this year and the consumption will be 

correspondingly increased.”
 A table titled “Return of principal articles of native 
import (net) during the years 1907-08” (p. 12) shows that 
imports of “Bean cake” were as follows for each year: 1907–
2,199,443 cwts / £600,415. 1908–3,036,906 cwts. £714,200. 
Imports of “Beans” [probably soy] were as follows for 
each year: 1907–774,414 cwts / £216,828. 1908–1,057,775 
cwts. £249,187. Imports of bean cake in 1908 were second 
largest in value after rice (£753,300). Also gives fi gures 
for groundnuts, “oil–bean, castor, ground nut, etc. (lumped 
together), and three types of opium.
 A table of exports (p. 13) shows that sugar (brown and 
white) was the most valuable export; the imported bean cake 
was probably used as fertilizer on the sugar cane fi elds.
 Below the table of contents is a table of currency 
equivalents. Facing that page is a large map of Swatow 
[pinyin: Shantou; Wade-Giles: Shan-t’ou], including 
surrounding Canton [pinyin: Guangdong] province, plus 
neighboring Fokien [Fukien, Fujian] province to the north, 
and Kiang-Si [pinyin: Jiangxi] province to the northwest. 
Address: Consul [British].

214. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Food and drinks. Cotton-seed products. No. 348. p. 135-42. 
Sept. See p. 136, 140.
• Summary: This report is from Julien Brodé in Trieste: “The 
cotton-seed oil importers of Trieste are much concerned 
over the high tariff on cotton-seed oil imported into Austria-
Hungary, and on account of which very little business has 
been done in this product since the imposition of duty in 
1906. There is not suffi cient olive oil produced in Austria-
Hungary to supply home consumption for edible oils.
 “The defi cit, now that cotton-seed oil is practically 
barred, is mostly supplied by sesame oil, arachide oil, 
sunfl ower-seed oil, rape-seed oil, imported olive oil, and 
some soya-bean oil, on each of which duty is lower than 
imposed on cotton-seed oil.”
 Soya-bean oil has recently been introduced to Trieste, 
Austria-Hungary, two trial shipments having been made from 
Hull, England. “This oil has found favor with importers. It is 
expected soya oil will be admitted at the same rate of duty as 
is charged for corn and sunfl ower oils, namely, 15 crowns.” 
Note: As of 2006, Trieste is a seaport in northeast Italy.
 On p. 138 peanut oil is called “arachide oil.” In 
Germany, cotton-seed meal is competing with “soya-bean 
cake.” Foodstuff dealers are greatly interested in this cake. 
“Extravagant claims are made as to the nutritive value of 
this cake, but it is to be doubted if it can ever become a 
serious competitor of cotton-seed meal as it is very diffi cult 
of digestion, and is said to cause colic. The importers only 
recommend this bean meal when mixed with cotton-seed 
cake” (p. 140).
 Note: The term “bean meal” is almost surely used as 
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a synonym for “soya-bean cake.” If it is, this is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the 
term “bean meal” in this way; it probably refers to ground, 
defatted soybeans. The term “soya-bean cake” clearly refers 
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Washington, DC.

215. San Francisco Chronicle. 1909. Marion De Vries hears 
protests: Chemist says soja bean oil is used for food as well 
as soap. Oct. 7. p. 7.
• Summary: “Growers of olives, cotton and other products 
from which edible oils are manufactured are interested in the 
decision of the United States Board of General Appraisers as 
to the dutiable status of soja oil. If the board shall decide that 
soja oil is an edible commodity, and the indications are that 
such will be the decision, the Government will be the gainer 
in customs duties collected under the protest, before it was 
placed on the free list.
 “Among the cases heard yesterday by Marion De Vries 
of the Board of Appraisers in the Custom-house was the 
protest of S.I. Jones & Co. against the levying of a duty 
on soja oil as an edible oil. It was contended that its only 
commercial value was as a stock for the manufacture of 
soap.” But “D. Frank Lloyd, assistant United States attorney-
general from Washington [DC]... contended that soja oil was 
an edible product and used as an article of food in the Orient, 
where the soja bean is indigenous.”
 The protestants said that the oil was exported principally 
from Hongkong, that it is the cheapest oil in the Orient, and 
that it is used there for the adulteration of peanut oil and 
other oils. But Jones & Co. is importing the unrefi ned oil into 
the United States for soap stock.
 “An attempt was made to have it employed in varnishes, 
but as it was a non-drying oil it was found unsuitable for that 
purpose.
 “The fi rm could not say whether it was used as an article 
of food in China and Japan, but it believed that a refi ned 
quality was so used. Under the new tariff it is admitted duty 
free... It has come into great demand by soap makers in this 
country and many large shipments are under way.
 The report of the Government chemist said that soja oil, 
in addition to being an edible oil, is also used for packing 
fi sh and as a lubricant.
 “The soja bean is extensively cultivated in the warmer 
regions of the United States as a fodder crop and a fertilizer.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) with the term “soja bean oil” in the title.

216. Economist (London). 1909. Trade and smuggling in 
Manchuria. Oct. 9. p. 691-92.
• Summary: “One of the most interesting features of the 
past year has been the development of Manchuria as an 
exporting country. An almost negligible quantity prior to the 
war, Manchuria has thrown some 300,000 to 400,000 tons of 
fi eld produce into the United Kingdom during the last eight 

months, representing one and a half to two millions’ sterling 
value.
 “The principal article of export is the Soya oil bean. In 
appearance something like a pea, the Soya bean contains 
between 16 per cent. and 19 per cent. of oil, and has at 
once jumped into prominence as a food for cattle. The fi rst 
steamer cargo left Vladivostock [Vladivostok] in January last 
[Jan. 1909], and numbers of large steamers were chartered 
to load at that port and at Dalny, cheap freights materially 
helping the business in the early stages. Supplies have 
continued regular during the season, and even now a large 
fl eet is under charter for the United Kingdom, Liverpool and 
Hull being the principal consuming centres.
 “The Manchurian Railway has benefi ted considerably by 
this additional trade activity, and though at intervals during 
the spring months the resources of the line were severely 
taxed to deliver the large quantities contracted for to the 
steamers in port at Dalny and Vladivostock, the authorities 
have been able to cope with the requirements of the trade 
with less confusion than might have been expected from 
such a sudden demand upon their carrying powers. The 
growing area is not confi ned to special localities, but may 
be said to extend to the whole of Manchuria. Harbin is one 
of the principal concentrating points, and from this town 
the railway runs south via Kirin to Vladivostock, and via 
Mukden to Dalny, both ports having ample accommodation 
for steamers of 6,000 to 10,000 tons capacity.
 “The crop is harvested in November and December, and 
shipments begin towards the end of the latter month. The old 
crop continues to come down to port in October, and there 
is a gap of about two months between the old and the new 
crops. In the United Kingdom the bean is treated chiefl y 
as an oilseed, being crushed in the crushing mills, the oil 
extracted, and the residue used as a cattle-feeding cake or in 
the form of meal, while the farmers also employ the bean, of 
course without crushing, in various forms for stock feeding. 
The oil is edible, and has already a large and regular sale at 
high prices.
 “It may be safely anticipated, from the results of the 
present year, which was really only an experimental one 
as far as the United Kingdom was concerned, that we shall 
see increased activity during 1910. Owing to the successful 
trading of the past year, the area under bean cultivation has 
been increased by over 20 per cent. The total crop is between 
800,000 and 1,000,000 tons, of which China and Japan 
consume about one-half, while the United Kingdom can 
now be reckoned upon to take the remainder. The success 
obtained by the oil crushers and farmers in England during 
the present season makes it certain that increased quantities 
will be imported into this country in the future if no large 
Continental competitors come into the fi eld, and prices 
remain within the reach of consumers. Heavy import duties 
on foreign oilseeds both in France and Germany have kept 
these countries out of the market up to the present, to the 
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advantage of the English manufacturers, who have thus been 
able to fi nd an outlet for large quantities of the manufactured 
product, in the shape of beancake and oil, in the North of 
Europe.
 “Nor is the future of Manchuria limited to the cultivation 
of the Soya bean. Several thousand tons of millet seed have 
been shipped this year to England for the fi rst time, and in 
spite of the long voyage–six to eight weeks via the Canal and 
a fortnight more via the Cape of Good Hope...”
 “Much harm has been done by the Russian ordinance 
which lately closed Vladivostock and other Russian ports 
to the East and along the Amur River, where trade had 
hitherto been free and unrestricted. Lawful trade is now 
yielding to illicit trade. Along the frontier marked by the 
Amur and the Arguna the Chinese have opened up trading 
stations, selecting sites for them on their own side far from 
the Russian Customs and Excise posts, which, owing to their 
small number and to the enormous extent of the border-line 
between Siberia and China, are quite incapable of exercising 
any infl uence over the ever-increasing relations between the 
Russian and Chinese sides of the boundary. The commodities 
chiefl y traded in by the Chinese are alcohol, vodka, tea, and 
sugar...” The “smuggling trade has assumed throughout the 
Amur the character of an organised industry in the hands of 
the Chinese.”

217. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Manchuria: Bean export facilities 
at Vladivostok. Board of Trade Journal (London) 67:79. Oct. 
14.
• Summary: “The Chinese Eastern Railway, to whom 
belong the go-downs in which grain cargo for shipment from 
Vladivostok is stored, are taking measures to cope with the 
expected increase in the volume of the bean exports from 
the port. Arrangements are being made by which it will be 
possible, from January next, to berth simultaneously nine 
steamers... The entrance to the harbour is kept open all the 
year round by the use of the ice-breaker... Despatch at the 
rate of 800 tons a day can be reckoned upon, given ordinary 
loading facilities, and, with nine loading berths available...
 “At present the go-downs for export can contain 48,000 
tons; provision for a further 12,000 tons is to be made by 
January, 1910. To this may be added space for 12,000 tons 
more in go-downs in private hands.” Address: British Vice-
Consul, Vladivostok [Russia].

218. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. The soy 
bean industry. 15(185):45. Oct. 14. Summarized in Tropical 
Agriculture (Sept. 1910, p. 212). [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of: Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. 
“Manchuria. Bean industry: Manufacture of bean cake, oil 
and soap.” Board of Trade Journal (London) 66:645. Sept. 
23.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
with the term “soy bean industry” (or “soy-bean industry” or 

“soya bean industry”) in the title.

219. San Francisco Chronicle. 1909. Experimenting with the 
soya bean. Oct. 15. p. 6.
• Summary: From Consular Report: “The fi rst complete 
cargo of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom 
reached Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in 
this new industry has grown apace since then, experiments 
being made in various other parts of England as well as in 
Liverpool that range from a blend of soya fl our, made by an 
expert Liverpool baker with fl our and meal, about one-fi fth 
for mixing with fl our and one-sixth for meal, to a soya dog 
biscuit.
 “The blending of soya fl our above referred to is 
desirable by the reason of its demonstrated food value. In 
albuminoids soya beans are stated to be nearly three times as 
rich as oats and wheat, and possessed of more fi ber and ash. 
A few German millers are reported to have mixed soya and 
rye fl our in experiments in the making of the black bread of 
that country, and local millers here are experimenting with a 
blend to improve their brown bread.
 “A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced 
from the caseine [casein] that the bean contains, but this 
has not advanced from the experimental to the commercial 
stage. It is reported that one or two important Liverpool 
merchants have sent their own investigators to Manchuria to 
study the products of that country, chiefl y the soya bean. It 
is also stated that one of the large shipowners of Liverpool 
contemplates the introduction of the soya bean into West 
Africa, where soil and labor conditions are thought to be 
peculiarly favorable to the growth of good crops. This 
enterprise is cited as a parallel to the British cotton-growing 
movement at its inception, and some measure of the same 
success is confi dently predicted for it.”

220. A.Z. 1909. Shipping rings (Letter to the editor). 
Economist (London). Oct. 16. p. 760.
• Summary: “In your current issue you refer to the new 
export from Manchuria, the Soya bean. For some years the 
Far Eastern lines have had diffi culty in obtaining homeward 
employment, but this new trade has worked a revolution, 
and a substantial increase in homeward freights has resulted. 
With open markets we should fi nd a consequent material 
reduction in outward rates. Perhaps your correspondent will 
tell us how the outward Eastern guild has met the situation.
 “Steamers are proceeding to Australia from this country 
in ballast to load home. Has the outward guild modifi ed 
freights and given an impetus to home trade? If he will 
trouble to enquire, P.W.C. will fi nd that guilds are a very 
potent factor in shipping at the present time–Yours, &c.,... 
October 13th.” Address: Glasgow.

221. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909. 
Foreign trade of China in 1908. Special Supplement. Vol. 28. 
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Oct. p. 16-17.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. General. Imports: 
Cotton goods, metals, foodstuffs, etc. (mainly wheat fl our, 
rice, and sugar), other imports. A table shows the value (in 
Hk tls [Haikwan taels]) of gross imports into China from 
the principal foreign countries and British possessions for 
the years 1907 and 1908. The biggest supplier by far was 
Hong Kong, however the “imports from Hong Kong came 
originally from Great Britain, the Continent of Europe, 
America, Japan, Australasia, India, the Straits, etc., and coast 
ports of China.
 Exports: Total value increased by 12¼ million taels, 
tea, silk, beans and beancake, fi rewood, fl our, sesamum, tin, 
provisions, sundry exports (mainly raw cotton).
 The subsection titled “Beans and beancake” states: 
“The trade in beans and beancake attained to fi gures hitherto 
undreamt of. Beans were exported abroad to the amount of 
4,770,000 piculs, and while they went chiefl y to Japan, there 
were also shipments from Hankow and Dairen, totalling 
some 500,000 piculs, to England, where it is stated that 
they were in demand for the manufacture of oil. It seems 
probable, however, that the English demand for Chinese 
beans owed much to the combination of bumper crops and 
low sterling exchange, a combination which does not often 
occur in the same degree. The largest quantity of beans 
was shipped from Dairen–1,581,788 piculs–and Suifenho 
[Suifenhe] comes next with 1,110,339 piculs. Of beancake, 
the shipments amounted to 7,380,129 piculs, as compared 
with 4,182,009 piculs in 1907, Newchwang retaining the fi rst 
place as a port of shipment, while Dairen takes the second 
and Suifenho [Suifenhe] the third.”

222. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie 
(Hamburg, Germany). 1909. Das Sojabohnenoel und sein 
Einfl uss auf den Markt [Soybean oil and its infl uence on the 
market]. 16(10):255. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: Citation only: From Corps Gras Industriels 
(Les) (Paris). Vol. 36, No. 3-4. Summary of an American 
consul’s report.

223. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Report for the year 1908 on 
the trade and navigation of the port of Dairen (Dalny). 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign 
Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4372. 18 p. For the year 1908.
• Summary: The 1st map shows the “Kwantung Leased 
Territory” (Dairen consular district), a long peninsula 
including Dairen and Port Arthur, which are connected by the 
South Manchuria Railway. A 2nd map, “Sketch map of part 
of Manchuria,” shows the four three railways, plus major 
cities and towns, crops, and rivers: (1) South Manchuria 
Railway; (2) Chinese Eastern Railway; and (3) Chinese 
Imperial Railway.
 Currency (p. 3): In ports other than Dairen, dealings 
with the Chinese are based on taels and copper cash, the 

amount of cash taken for each tael differing at each port. But 
“at Dairen, there are no taels or cash. The Chinese Imperial 
Maritime Customs of course make up their statistics in 
Haikwan taels, but the business here is all done in Yokohama 
Specie Bank Newchwang notes known as silver yen...” A 
table shows the value of Haikwan tael, gold yen, and silver 
yen in shillings and pence for 1907 and 1908.
 Pages 3-4 state that “soya beans which come down from 
the north are made up in bags, each of which weighs from 
185 to 200 lbs. avoirdupois. Bean cakes are reckoned by 
pieces, weighing nearly 60 lbs. apiece.” A table defi nes the 
following weights and measures: Chinese: catty, picul, li, 
mow. Japanese: kin, ken (6 shaku), ri, tsubo, koku (liquid and 
dry), 1 S.M.R. ton (2,000 lb).
 The section titled “Possible industries” contains 
subsection III on “Bean cake and bean oil” (p. 6). A table 
gives the chemical composition of 3 samples of bean cake. 
“By the present method, using hand presses, the amount of 
oil extracted from the beans is about 8 per cent. At one mill 
in Dairen, which is fi tted with hydraulic presses, nearly 10 
per cent. can be obtained. The quantity of oil in the soya 
bean is from 16 to 17 per cent., and by improved processes 
it should be possible to extract practically the whole of this, 
and still make from the fragments as good a quality of bean 
cake for fertilising purposes as is made now.”
 The section titled “The South Manchuria Railway” 
states (p. 6-7): The work of broadening the main line of the 
South Manchuria Railway and its Fushun and Newchwang 
branches from the 3 feet 6 inches gauge to the standard 
gauge of 4 feet 8½ inches was completed by the end of 
April, 1908. A new and improved system of trains was 
introduced, and a revision of fares and traffi c rates, in most 
cases involving a reduction, has been effected. As a result the 
complaints that were so rife during 1907 are no longer heard, 
and both traders and passengers seem generally satisfi ed with 
the treatment accorded to them. In October express trains 
composed of Pullman dining and sleeping cars commenced 
to run between Dairen and Changchun, the northern 
terminus, twice a week, covering the distance of 437½ miles 
in 21 hours. This time is to be shortened during 1909 to 18 
hours, and no doubt further accelerations will follow and the 
express run oftener.
 “With the completion of the reconstruction of the main 
line, the work of doubling the tracks between Dairen and 
Suchiatun, a distance of 238 miles, was commenced, and is 
to be fi nished in the autumn of 1909.”
 The section titled “Exports” contains long subsections 
on [Soya] “Beans” and Bean cake” (p. 10-13). In the 
fi rst subsection we read: “Towards the end of 1908 was 
commenced a trade in beans with the United Kingdom and 
Europe, which promises to have a great effect on this part of 
China, and, in view of the great possibilities of this trade, the 
following, taken from a report which appeared in the local 
newspapers some little time ago, may prove of interest.”
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 There follows the full-text of a 3-page article on 
production and exports of soya beans in 1907 and 1908.
 The subsection on “Bean cake” states: “In 1907 there 
were at Dairen two large Japanese mills, in one of which 
steam is used as the motive power while in the other 
electricity has been adopted, and a few Chinese mills where 
the old native method has been retained. During 1908 some 
17 Chinese factories have been added, and more are in 
contemplation. This increase is likely to be sustained, though 
possibly not in the same proportion. A better price can be 
obtained for bean cakes made here than for those brought 
down from the interior, as the latter are apt to get damaged in 
the course of transportation, and the demand for bean cake as 
manure in other countries is steadily increasing.”
 Annex 1 (p. 14) gives the value of imports to Dairen 
during 1907 and 1908. In 1908 the value of soy [sauce] was 
£27,431 and of miso was £5,422.
 Annex 2 (p. 16) gives the value (in British pounds 
sterling) of exports from Dairen during 1907 and 1908. 
[Soy] Beans: £658,135 / 1,000,948. Bean cake: £488,997 / 
865,480. Bean oil:–/ £27,284. Address: Mr., Acting Vice-
Consul [for Great Britain to Japan].

224. Revue Indochinoise. 1909. Fabrication de l’huile et du 
tourteau de fève Soja [Production of soy oil and soybean 
cake]. 11:1046-47. Oct. [Fre]
• Summary: The extraction of oil from the soybean 
(L’extraction de l’huile de la fève Soja)–Soja hispida–which 
is found in Japan and which is imported to Japan in large 
quantities from China and Korea, is a very simple operation. 
The beans are steamed then crushed in mechanical presses; 
the oil fl ows out and is collected in reservoirs. It is allowed 
to stand for a while and is then refi ned. The result is an oil 
with a clear yellow color which can be used for the table or 
for industry. The remaining cake can be used as fertilizer or 
as a feed for animals.
 Total production of the oil is about 700 tonnes per 
year and the average price is about 20 pounds sterling and 
4 shillings per tonne. Up to the present, this oil has been 
consumed mainly in Japan, however recently it has been 
exported with success.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Sept. 2003) with the word tourteau or the term 
tourteau de fève Soja in the title, used to refer to soybean 
cake.

225. Times (London). 1909. The importation of soya beans. 
Nov. 13. p. 15, col. 6. Saturday.
• Summary: “The annual report of the Hull Chamber of 
Commerce and Shipping just issued states in the Seed 
Crushers’ Committee report that ‘the mills have been fairly 
well employed, and for the fi rst time in the history of the 
trade soya beans have been crushed in quantity.’ The Hull 
Seed, Oil and Cake Association reports that ‘the outstanding 

feature of the year has been the advent of the soya bean 
from Manchuria, which marks an epoch in the crushing 
trade of the United Kingdom. About 400,000 tons have been 
shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909 of which 153,000 
tons have arrived in Hull since March last. Without this large 
addition to the available raw material for the mills, crushing 
must have been a lean business during the 12 months, 
whereas this addition, combined with rising markets helping 
manufacturers, who anticipated their requirements, has on 
the whole proved to be fairly remunerative in 1909. There is 
reason to hope that the soya bean will be a regular article of 
import.” Address: London.

226. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. Cotton oil 
improved as week progressed. Nov. 14. p. B7.
• Summary: There has been heavy trading in cotton oil 
and much speculation by “holders of the future options.” 
The demand is limited to the [lard] compound producers 
and bakers. “The prevailing high prices for lard and butter 
have created an enormous demand for lard compound and 
margarine... The demand for the soap kettle is practically 
nil at the present price range, and substitutes such as tallow 
and soja bean oil are being used. Importations of the latter 
have shown a gradual increase of late, and it is stated that 
considerable will be imported if the cotton oil market 
continues to harden.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2020) that refers to shortening which it calls “lard 
compound.” It is also the earliest document seen (May 2020) 
concerning the etymology of shortening.

227. London and China Telegraph (London). 1909. Monetary 
and commercial. 51(2,412):1023-24. Nov. 15.
• Summary: At the top left of p. 1024 we read: “The annual 
report of the Hull Chamber of Commerce and Shipping 
states that the Seed Crushers’ Committee report that ‘the 
mills have been fairly well employed, and for the fi rst time 
in the history of the trade soya beans have been crushed in 
quantity.’ The Hull Seed, Oil, and Cake Association that ‘the 
outstanding feature of the years has been the advent of the 
soya bean from Manchuria, which marks an epoch in the 
crushing trade of the United Kingdom. About 400,000 tons 
have been shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909, of which 
153,000 tons have arrived in Hull since March last. There is 
reason to hope that the soya bean will be a regular article of 
import.’”

228. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Grain and provisions. Nov. 
17. p. 3.
• Summary: “Later the market reacted sharply losing the rise 
on... a report that the European demand for corn was being 
supplied by soya beans used for feeding purposes instead of 
corn.”
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229. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. The soya bean 
of China: A Manchester exhibition. Nov. 19. p. 14.
• Summary: “Mr. Cavendish E. Liardet has in the rooms 
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce an exhibition of 
various things illustrative of Chinese industry, but the chief 
place among them is given to the soya bean and its products. 
The soya bean, which grows freely in many parts of China, 
is not unlike our English pea in shape, size, and in the fact 
that it grows in a pod. It is rich in albuminoids and oil. An 
analysis of the yellow variety gives:–Water 12 per cent, oil 
17 per cent, albuminoids 38 per cent, carbo-hydrates 22 per 
cent, fi bre 5 percent, ash 5 per cent, and sand 1 per cent. It 
is much used in China for human food, and its use in this 
country in food products is becoming greater, as is shown by 
the steadily increasing imports. Cattle-cake makers are the 
greatest users so far, but the bean ‘fl our’ has been used with 
wheat fl our for biscuit making and bread making. Mr. Liardet 
has also tried the effect of roasting the bean and using it with 
coffee. The oil obtained from the bean is of a good kind, and 
is readily saleable among soap, paint, and lubricating oil 
makers.”
 Note: The term “Cattle-cake” (chiefl y British) refers to a 
concentrated feed for cattle, processed in the form of blocks 
or cakes.

230. Star (Canterbury, New Zealand). 1909. Brief mention. 
Nov. 20. p. 4.
• Summary: “A new industry [sic] has sprung up in Japan 
in the cultivation of a plant known as the Soja bean, which 
is indigenous to Central Japan [sic] and Lower Manchuria. 
About three years ago a trial shipment of this bean was made 
to England, amounting in all to about 200 tons. Last year 
the export totalled 80,000 tons, and this year it is expected, 
250,000 tons will be shipped.
 “The value of this bean lies not only in the quantity 
of oil of high grade for lighting and lubricating purposes 
contained, but in the residue after the oil is expressed. This is 
of a highly nutritious nature, possessing a big percentage of 
nitrogen, and it is employed in the manufacture of biscuits, 
as well as having great value as a fodder for stock.”
 Note: This article is fi lled with errors. For example: (1) 
The soja bean has been cultivated in Japan for at least 1,000 
years. (2) It is a native of northeastern China, not of Japan. 
(3) The nitrogen-rich portion is used almost entirely for 
livestock feed, and only in tiny amounts for making biscuits.

231. Ceris, A. de; Sagnier, Henry. comp. 1909. Chronique 
agricole [Chronicle of agriculture]. Journal d’Agriculture 
Pratique 73(2):681-86. Nov. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “La revision douanière” 
[“Revision of custom duties”] (p. 681-82) states that for the 
fi rst time, the term soya (soja) appears in the tables of tariffs 
and custom duties. This is an Asian plant but attempts have 
been made, for more than 50 years, without real success, 

to propagate it in France. It seems to be cultivated only 
in some rare vegetable gardens. Yet in recent years, and 
especially within the last 2 years, a huge expansion of the 
crop has taken place in Manchuria. And exports of soybeans 
and soybean cakes (tourteaux de soja) from Manchuria to 
Europe have surpassed 200,000 tonnes in 1908. Most of 
these exports are going to England. The French tariff has not 
mentioned soybeans prior to this time; but it is probable that 
the 2,400 tonnes of beans (fèves) that are indicated as having 
been imported from China [probably Manchuria] in 1908 are 
soybeans.

232. Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun (Dairen). 1909. The 
ubiquitous beans. Nov. 25. Lengthy excerpts given by Rea in 
Far Eastern Review, 10 March 1910, p. 455-56. *
• Summary: This is the story of how Mitsui & Co. gained 
control of the [soya] bean trade in Manchuria and exported 
the fi rst [soya] beans to England and thus to Europe. 
“Everybody knows that the ‘Ubiquitous Beans,’ the ‘wealth 
of Manchuria,’ are booming up South and North Manchuria 
as nothing else has ever even come near to, or is ever likely 
to do. The credit for ushering this new era into the history of 
Manchurian trade goes without question to Messrs. Mitsui & 
Co. How this came about will be a matter of interest to many.
 “This fi rm had, before the War, a branch at Newchwang 
and engaged in the export of Beans to Japan. They thought of 
shipping Beans, during the winter season when the northern 
port is closed by ice, to Port Arthur by the Chinese Eastern 
Railway and induced the latter to publish the freight tariff 
in the summer of 1903. This led the Mitsuis to consider 
it worth while to send Beans from Tiehling then taken by 
them as the buying centre, to Yingkou by junk down the 
Liao, and then to Port Arthur by rail. In October they made 
the fi rst purchase of Beans ever undertaken by Japanese in 
the interior and in this example were followed by the now 
bankrupt Tungshengho, the then prosperous Newchwang 
merchants. Hardly had the Mitsui’s two Bean steamers sailed 
out of Port Arthur with the total cargoes of 45,000 piculs 
when the fi rst guns of the late War were fi red. [Note: 1 picul 
= 132.27 pounds weight.] During the War, Russia saw fi t 
to include Beans in the contraband list, and this effectually 
blocked all their outlets to Japan. It happened that neither 
could herrings enter into Japan from Saghalien way. These 
circumstances quite upset the fertilizer market in Japan. In 
the mean time, the far-seeing management of the Mitsuis 
started a painstaking study concerning the Bean producing 
centres of the world and were quite satisfi ed, as the result, 
of there being no others than Manchuria and Japan save for 
Asia Minor and Cochin China, which produced something 
like Beans. This discovery set them thinking more seriously 
than ever and was directly responsible for their undertaking 
the pioneer shipment of Beans to Europe.
 “About the time the Battle of Liaoyang was being 
fought the Mitsuis bought up all the Beans to be had about 
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Yingkou and dumped them at a fabulous profi t on the short 
stocked market of Japan. They followed up the track of the 
victorious Army and also their advantage far into the inland 
and at once began enquiry into the producing capacity of 
those regions for Beans. It did not take long before they 
found out to their satisfaction that the output of Beans in 
South Manchuria has been ludicrously underestimated and 
then they immediately cast about for the best market in 
which to offer them, hitting, with a happy stroke of business 
foresight, upon Europe as such. No sooner was peace 
restored in October, 1906, than this fi rm opened its agencies 
at Tiehling, Mukden, Changchun, Hsinmintun and Kirin and 
during the winter of ‘05-’06, sent out their fi rst trial shipment 
of Beans and Bean Cake to London. This venture proved a 
miserable failure because, owing to imperfect packaging, 
the cargoes deteriorated so badly on the way that all were 
thrown overboard. A second consignment to Europe of 500 
piculs reached there in good condition in the spring last year 
and met such a favourable reception there that an order for 
3,000 tons directly followed and then a string of larger ones 
in quick succession. The Mitsuis were allowed to reap all by 
themselves the golden harvest of their own sowing till the 
end of February this year (1909), when a number of strong 
foreign fi rms began to appear on the scene to help foster the 
Bean trade to what it is to-day.”
 Note 1. The words “Bean” and “Beans” are used to refer 
to “Soya Bean” and “Soya Beans” throughout this article. 
The latter two terms are never used.
 Note 2. This periodical began in Oct. 1908 as the 
English-language column in the Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun 
(“Manchurian Daily Newspaper”). Address: Dairen, 
Manchuria.

233. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Agriculture. Oil seed crops of Russia. No. 350. p. 117-20. 
Nov.
• Summary: A large amount of sunfl ower seeds are grown 
in Russia, especially in the Caucasus. But this year’s crop is 
estimated to be 50-60% smaller than last year’s. Two kinds 
of sunfl ower seed are grown in Russia. One kind, comprising 
about 75% of the crop, is used as a food and is not crushed. 
About 90% of the cake from the crushed seed is exported; 
two-thirds of the cake exports go to Denmark and one-third 
to Germany–according to records kept by the Bureau of 
Statistics of the Ministry of Agriculture at St. Petersburg. 
Nearly all of the sunfl ower-seed oil in Russia is used for 
home consumption. It is not refi ned, but is merely allowed 
to stand for a long time and then fi ltered. This oil is very 
popular with the Russians, and is used for the table, cooking, 
and burning purposes. A vast amount of oil is burned 
annually in Russia before the ikons or images. Almost every 
room in the offi ces as well as the residences contains an ikon.
 During the coming season it is expected that some 

“arachide oil,” cotton-seed oil, sesame-seed oil, and olive oil 
will be imported.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that contains the term “sesame-seed oil” 
(or sesame seed oil, or sesamé seed oil or sesamé-seed oil).
 The manager of the largest mill at Odessa [Ukraine], 
where there are 7 oil mills with a total of 70 presses, told 
Special Agent Julien L. Brodé that “this coming season, 
owing to the high prices demanded for linseed and the 
scarcity of sunfl ower seed, they would doubtlessly crush 
considerable soya beans. It is reported that there will be a 
large crop of these beans in Manchuria this season... The 
beans give 12 per cent oil.” Address: Washington, DC.

234. Playfair, F.W.W. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Foochow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4379. 18 
p. See p. 12, 16.
• Summary: A table (p. 12) gives the imports of “Beans” to 
Foochow. A second table titled “Return of principal articles 
imported into Foochow through the Native Customs during 
the years 1907-08” (p. 16) gives fi gures for the following: 
(1) Bean cake (cwts.). Average, fi ve years 1903-07: 110,950. 
1907: 44,852. 1908: 90,729 (an increase). Trend over 5 
years: Decreasing. (2) Beans (cwts.). Average, fi ve years 
1903-07: 115,406. 1907: 72,045. 1908: 54,680 (a decrease). 
Trend over 5 years: Decreasing. Address: British Consul, 
Foochow.

235. Corps Gras Industriels (Les) (Paris). 1909. Les droits 
projetés sur les graines oléagineuses et les huiles [Projected 
customs duties on oilseeds and oils]. 36(10):145, 148-49. 
Dec. 1. [Fre]*

236. New York Times. 1909. Latest customs rulings. 
Classifi cation of imported merchandise depends on general 
use. Dec. 1. p. 18.
• Summary: “In fi nding in favor of the claim of S.L. Jones 
& Co. for lower duty on oil from the soya bean, the Board 
of United States General Appraisers that experimental use 
as against general use cannot be accepted as settling the 
question of the classifi cation of imported merchandise.
 “The product in question was classifi ed by the Collector 
as an ‘expressed oil’ with a tax of 25 per cent. The importers 
on the other hand asserted that the article should be allowed 
to enter free of duty under the provision in the Dingley 
law for ‘soap stock.’ The testimony submitted to the board 
in behalf of the importers established that the oil in the 
condition imported is fi t only for use in soap-making, and 
that while efforts have been made to sell the product for 
other purposes they have failed.
 “The Collector appears to have based his assessment on 
a report made by the Government chemist, who stated that 
he had experimented with the oil as food, and had found it 
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suffi ciently edible to be used on salads and in certain cooking 
operations.
 “General Appraiser McClelland, in his decision says that 
there is no evidence of the use of the oil in even exceptional 
cases as human food. The unqualifi ed statement of the 
importer’s witnesses that the grade of oil in question is 
never used as food must, says the decision, be accepted as 
against the mere experimental use by a witness in preparing 
himself to testify. The protest is sustained and the Collector 
reversed.”

237. Economist (London). 1909. Oil and cake manufacture–
The Soya oil bean. Dec. 4. p. 1144-45. [1 ref]
• Summary: “From a correspondent. In a recent issue 
of the Economist attention was drawn to the Soya bean 
trade in Manchuria, and to the rapid rise of the country as 
an exporter... During the past season the English oilseed 
crushers settled down to a highly lucrative trade, and for 
some months past many of the large mills have set their 
entire plant running on the crushing of Soya beans, to the 
exclusion of cottonseed, linseed, and other oleaginous seeds. 
The supposed shortage of the cotton and fl ax crops in the 
United States, and the anticipated shortage of linseed in 
the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of cottonseed and 
linseed products has found the English market comparatively 
unperturbed, for the reason that Soya oil and cake can 
supply most of the requirements as well, if not better, while 
the foreigner is debarred from its use by the presence of 
high tariffs. This new industry supplies a good example of 
the value to this country of free imports of raw material 
compared with the protective duties in other countries. The 
removal or reduction of the duty on the Soya bean on the 
Continent and in America would be a great blow to our 
manufacturers,...”.
 “Large quantities of Soya oil are being shipped from 
English ports to the American seaboard, and the demand is 
likely to continue: but the trade has already been so large that 
it is diffi cult to buy oil for near delivery. The same oil is also 
being shipped from Japan and China to the United States, 
as well as to the North of Europe, and here we have–for the 
moment at least–the only serious competitors of English 
crushers. These two Eastern countries, in which the enhanced 
value of bean products is leading to the introduction of 
improved European manufacturing systems, are making great 
strides in the oil crushing industry, and will naturally import 
increased quantities of beans from Manchuria in proportion 
to the success which they achieve in the export of the oil.
 “The new season has now commenced in earnest, and 
from December to April and May as many as fi fty steamers 
have been chartered to load beans at Dalny and Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] for English ports, representing something like 
300,000 tons of raw material, or about £2,000,000 sterling 
value. During the whole of last season the sales to Great 
Britain amounted to 400,000 tons, so that in the month of 

December, with twelve months to run, we have contracted 
for a quantity only 100,000 tons short of the total English 
trade during 1909. While it is being estimated that Great 
Britain will require in 1910 double the quantity imported in 
1909, the news comes that Japan and China will also want 
increased quantities next year. The crop barely covered the 
demands of East and West during the past season, so there 
is probably some justifi cation for the fear that during the 
coming season there may be diffi culty in supplying the extra 
demands which already appear certain to be made upon a 
comparatively limited crop.
 “In America, although the beans have not yet been 
imported for the reason given, the Government has been 
at considerable pains to collect all available information 
regarding this product, with the object–should negotiations 
for the removal or reduction of the tariff fail–of planting 
the seed in those parts of the country which would be 
suitable for its cultivation. In Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and 
Tennessee, agricultural experiment stations have taken up the 
Soya bean, and issued extensive reports to the Department 
of Agriculture, all highly laudatory of the bean as compared 
with other animal feeding stuffs, such as cottonseed cake 
and meal, linseed cake, and maize, which are the principal 
feeding stuffs of the United States.
 “In England, the bean cake is of even greater importance 
than the oil, representing as it does about 90 per cent. of 
the raw material. The cake is the residue after crushing, and 
the analysis compares favourably in oil and albuminous 
substances with the best decorticated cottonseed cake and 
meal, large quantities of which have been imported into this 
country for many years for cattle feeding.
 “Owing to the low prices of imported beans, bean cake 
can be bought to-day at £6 12s 6d per ton in London, while 
cottonseed cake imported from America is as dear as £7 10s 
to £7 12s 6d. In Denmark, a great butter-producing country, 
some hesitation was shown in regard to the introduction` 
of the Soya bean, as it was feared lest the taste of the 
butter might be affected by feeding cows with Soya cake, 
but experiments have proved the reverse, and Denmark 
has secured 25,000 to 30,000 tons of beans for shipment 
from Manchuria during the next few months for crushing 
and cake-making. In France and Germany the tariffs are 
suffi ciently high to shut out the article. Powerful interests 
are nevertheless at work in both countries to have the duty 
removed or reduced, but the removal of a duty is an object 
the accomplishment of which is invariably diffi cult, and it is 
to be hoped, for the sake of the English manufacturers, that 
some time will elapse before the large European countries 
are enabled to receive direct shipments from Manchuria free 
of duty, which would only increase competition for supplies 
of raw material and result in a limitation of our export of 
bean products, both cake and oil.
 “The bean industry, though old to the East, is new to us, 
so much so that little is known as yet about the Eastern trade, 
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which is responsible for the consumption of the greater part 
of the Manchurian crop. Reliable information on this head 
is eminently useful, not to say indispensable, to the English 
importer, as without knowledge of the local industry it is 
impossible to follow intelligently the trend of values, which 
are chiefl y dependent upon the demand from China and 
Japan. In Manchuria the trade is mainly in the hands of the 
Chinese and Japanese.”
 The traditional method of crushing Soya beans to make 
oil and meal is described.
 “This cake is used chiefl y as a fertiliser in Japan and 
Southern China. During the present season these two 
countries imported about 600,000 tons of beancake from 
Manchuria for fertilising. -In this connection the following 
questions have been asked, the answers to which are of 
importance to the English importer:–(1) In the event of 
bean prices in the United Kingdom reaching high levels, 
will Japan and China be able to pay enhanced values, and 
continue to import beancake as a fertiliser? (2) For the same 
reason will Japan eventually come to rely on phosphates or 
other artifi cial manures? (3) If prices continue high in the 
United Kingdom, will a large quantity of the beans which 
at present go to the East in the form of beancake tend to 
come to Europe, thus increasing the available surplus for 
Europe? In the fi rst place, the beancake as a fertiliser takes 
precedence of phosphates in Japan, which raises a valuable 
rice crop. In that country the beancake is considered an 
indispensable import. We are indebted to Messrs Mitsui and 
Co., of London, one of the largest shippers of Soya beans to 
England, for some interesting fi gures dealing with the import 
of beancake into Japan over a period of seven years. These 
fi gures are of considerable importance, as showing that, on 
the present level of prices, which is a high one for England, 
there is no likelihood of the East abstaining from competition 
with Great Britain for supplies of beans.”
 “Conditions are rapidly becoming more satisfactory to 
the native, and fresh producing centres are being opened 
to trade by the construction of lines connecting with the 
main routes to Dalny and Vladivostock. On the whole, it 
maybe confi dently anticipated that the cultivation of beans in 
Manchuria will go on increasing in proportion to the impetus 
given to trade by broader markets and the provision of 
adequate railway communication in the interior.”
 A table (p. 1145) shows the steady growth of imports of 
beancake into Japan during the last 5 years: 1905–182,000 
tons. 1906–258,000 tons. 1907–320,000 tons. 1908–400,000 
tons. 1909–600,000 tons.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the term “oleaginous seeds” 
(or “oleaginous seed”) in connection with the soya bean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the term “Soya oil” 
(regardless of capitalization) in the title. Address: From a 
correspondent.

238. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1909. Note and 
comment. Dec. 6. p. 8.
• Summary: “S.L. Jones & Co. of San Francisco [California] 
imported an oil obtained by crushing soya beans. They said it 
was good for nothing but use in soapmaking,...” This article 
is very similar to that published 5 days earlier in the New 
York Times (Dec. 1, p. 18).

239. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya-bean oil 
duty in USA. 75(24):885. Dec. 11.
• Summary: This short “fi ller” paragraph in the lower right 
corner of the page states: “Soya-bean oil on importation 
into the United States having been rated for duty as an 
‘expressed’ oil at 25 per cent, an importer has protested that 
it should be allowed to enter free of duty as ‘soap stock.’ The 
Customs Collector based his assessment on a report made 
by the Government chemist, who found the oil suffi ciently 
edible to be used in salads and certain cooking operations. 
The General Appraiser has overruled this decision of the 
Collector, and the oil will enter at a lower duty.”

240. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya bean and 
its oil. 75(24):898. Dec. 11. [3 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Editorial comments,” this 
article occupies almost a full page, most of which is drawn 
largely from 3 sources.
 “Less than three years ago soya oil was practically 
unknown as a commercial article outside China, but since 
its advantages in the soap-industry became recognized it has 
rapidly assumed a leading place as a substitute for cottonseed 
oil, and enormous quantities of beans are now shipped to the 
United Kingdom and the Continent. In this country Hull has 
become the headquarters for the crushing of the soya bean, 
and this year marks a record in the trade, as no less than 
400,000 tons have been shipped to the United Kingdom, of 
which 150,000 tons went to Hull. The mills have therefore 
had an exceptionally busy time, and there is every reason 
to believe that soya bean will be a regular article of import. 
The oil has proved quite equal to cottonseed oil in the 
manufacture of soap, which is its chief outlet. Had it not 
been for this cheaper substitute it is said that the price of 
cottonseed oil, already remarkably high, would have been 
somewhere about 35s. to 40s. per cwt., a fi gure which would 
have crippled its use as a soapmaking material.”

241. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1909. The 
soya bean in Manchuria. 36:1920-22. Dec. 11.
• Summary: “In a British consular report just received from 
Dairen (Dalny) is included some account of the exploitation 
of the soya bean in its native country.” This is article 
basically a summary of: Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. “Report for 
the year 1908 on the trade and navigation of the port of 
Dairen (Dalny).” Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
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Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4372. 18 p. For 
the year 1908. Mr. Gordon is Acting Vice-Consul for Great 
Britain to Japan.
 This article contains fi ve interesting photos (each with 
a caption) not found in the original report: (1) “A wharf at 
Dalny, whence the soya bean is exported.” (2) “Beans and 
oil cakes awaiting shipment.” (3) “Cleaning and re-sacking 
beans for shipment to Europe.” (4) “Wagons of the South 
Manchurian Railway, which handles huge quantities of the 
soya bean.” (5) “Beans stored in osier bins.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2000) 
that uses the word “osier” in describing soybean storage bins 
in Manchuria.
 “The illustrations to this article were supplied by ‘The 
Syren and Shipping,’ and appeared in a recent issue of that 
paper, which was indebted for them to the ‘Nippon Yusen 
Kaisha.’” Note 2. This article mentions the Kiautschau Bay 
concession, which was a German leased territory in Imperial 
China which existed from 1898 to 1914. Covering an area of 
552 sq km (213 sq mi), it was located around Jiaozhou Bay 
on the southern coast of the Shandong Peninsula. Jiaozhou 
was romanized as Kiaochow, Kiauchau or Kiao-Chau in 
English and as Kiautschou or Kiaochau in German. The 
administrative center was at Tsingtau (Pinyin Qingdao).

242. Petersen, Captain J.C.C. 1909. Oilcake in Germany 
(Letter to the editor). Economist (London). Dec. 11. p. 1212.
• Summary: “Sir,–In your article on the Soya bean you say 
[p. 1145]: ‘In France and Germany the tariffs are suffi ciently 
high to shut out the article, &c.’
 “There you are quite mistaken as far as Germany is 
concerned. I am living in an out-of-the-way place. Having 
only two cows, I get the cake through perhaps the third 
German hand at Oesby. Since this fall Soya cake became 
known and is being extensively used by the farmers, the 
price of linseed cake at present being as high as 9.75 m 
[German marks] per cwt, ground nut cake 9.00 m, and Soya 
cake 7.73 m per cwt; two weeks ago the price was only 7.50 
m. Each Soya cake bears the stamp of the British Oil and 
Cake Mills, Limited, and is guaranteed for purity by the 
British Agricultural Society.
 “How they can sell Soya cake in small quantities in 
an out-of-the-way place in Germany at 7.50 m per cwt is 
marvellous, when they charge in England £6 12s 6d per ton, 
equals 6.65 m per cwt, there only being left 85 pf [pfennig = 
German pennies] for import duty, freight by steamer, broad 
and narrow gauge railway, two or three middle-men’s profi ts, 
handling, &c., &c.
 “This is a fact which might be perhaps of interest to 
you.–I have the honour to be, Sir, yours truly,... December 
7th.
 “P.S. Is England, perhaps, dumping Soya cake in 
Germany?” Address: Stevelt nr. Oesby, Kreis Hadersleben, 
Schleswig, Germany.

243. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. Cotton oil 
tendency toward higher level. Dec. 12. p. F15.
• Summary: New York. “The continued high prices of the 
cotton seed products have led to importations of various 
foreign oils for soap-making purposes. Probably soya 
bean oil has attracted more attention of late than any other 
foreign oil. Some of the largest local soap makers have been 
importing this oil quite freely of late and experiments in 
soap production have been termed satisfactory. There is no 
duty on this oil and it is said to be obtainable from abroad at 
prices approximating 5½ @ 6 cents. Rumors are current to 
the effect that several thousand barrels have been engaged 
for domestic use.”

244. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Cotton-seed products: Denmark. Competitors to American 
feed cake–Trade possibilities. No. 3665. p. 1-5. Dec. 20.
• Summary: “Special Agent Julien L. Brodé, writing from 
Copenhagen under date of November 18, says that the Danes 
for a long time have been the best customers of the United 
States for cotton-seed cake. They were among the fi rst to 
appreciate its fi ne feeding qualities, and fed it extensively 
before American feeders could be induced to use it on a 
liberal scale in their stock-feed rations. Mr. Brodé discusses 
the present market conditions in Denmark:
 “The American cotton-seed cake is the most popular 
of all the oil cakes with the Danish farmers and feeders. 
They are a conservative class, and when once wedded to a 
feedstuff it is diffi cult to get them to change. The cotton-seed 
cake, being on the free list and being so popular, has enjoyed 
very favorable conditions for its importation into Denmark. 
Of the 450,000 to 475,000 tons of oil cake annually 
imported, at least half has been cotton-seed cake.
 “Soya cake: This present season, however, will witness 
a decided change, unfavorable to the cotton-seed cake. The 
short American cotton crop and the strong home demand 
for the products of the seed have caused prices for cotton-
seed cake to advance to such a high level that it is well-nigh 
prohibitive for this market, and the Danes are forced to 
substitute other oil cakes this season. The soya cake is now 
enjoying a big outlet here. This cake is said to be gaining the 
confi dence of the Danish farmers. There has been purchased 
150,000 to 200,000 tons for deliveries from August, 1909, to 
September, 1910. The importers of feedstuff’s here are not 
friendly toward this importation, since the soya cake, owing 
to the proximity of the English mills, can be bought in small 
quantities of 50 tons or so for shipments to suit the small 
buyers. This large deal cuts up the business for the feedstuff 
importers, as some of their customers have already begun 
trading direct with the English mills.
 “A soya-bean oil mill is being erected in Copenhagen, 
which will be fi nished this winter. The annual capacity of the 
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plant will be to crush about 40,000 tons of beans, which will 
give about 25,000 tons of cake. It is reported that the soya-
bean cake, if fed over one-half a kilo (kilo = 2.2 pounds) 
per head per day to dairy cows, will cause the butter to taste 
bitter, and if fed to beef cattle in the same quantity as other 
oil cakes can be fed, it will act as a strong laxative on the 
animals. It is further stated that even when fed in moderate 
quantities after a time the butter and fl esh of beef cattle will 
be unfavorably affected. The soya meal is said not to have 
such bad effects as the cake, but the farmers, following their 
usual custom of preferring the oil cakes to the meal, are 
buying the soya cakes.
 “It is stated by some of the importers that the product of 
the English mills is sold far ahead, and that some even have 
made liberal future contracts for next season’s crush, which 
begins June or July, 1910. There are still free offerings on the 
market, but the bulk of the soya cake is doubtlessly in second 
hands. Prices asked for November-December shipment 
is $33.75 per long ton; price asked for February-March 
shipment is $33.25 per long ton, and for next July-August 
shipments is $32.75 per long ton. Prices all c.i.f. Copenhagen 
and Danish ports. The analysis of the soya cake is guaranteed 
to run 46 per cent protein and fat combined.
 Also discusses (in descending order of popularity with 
Danish farmers): Cotton-seed cake, sunfl ower-seed cake, 
arachide cake (peanut cake or ground nut cake), the bourse 
(a stock market) and arbitration method, cost of arbitration, 
raising of hogs.

245. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1909. New high prices 
made by cotton oil. Dec. 21. p. 13.
• Summary: “The soapmakers have apparently given up 
hope of ever securing cotton oil at profi table prices this 
season and their interest has been turned to the purchase of 
substitutes. Soya bean oil has been brought in freely and 
300,000 barrels have been engaged for delivery during the 
winter and spring months. A large soapmaker has found 
this oil well adapted for soap requirements and many of the 
others are anxious to book enough shipments to cover their 
spring requisites.”

246. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Soya Beans. United Kingdom. British imports versus imports 
of cotton seed (Document part). No. 3666. p. 9. Dec. 21. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “Consul Rufus Fleming, of Edinburgh 
[Scotland], furnishes the following information concerning 
the increasing use of soya beans in the oil-cake mills of the 
United Kingdom:
 “During the calendar year 1908 the imports into the 
United Kingdom of these Chinese beans amounted to 11,830 
tons, valued at $426,150. The imports in the eight months 
ending August 31, 1909, amounted to 255,000 tons, valued 

at $7,547,742. A prominent feature of the ocean freight 
market at the present time is the large number of steamers 
being chartered to carry beans from Dalny to Vladivostok 
to the United Kingdom or Continent. From 20 to 30 vessels 
have been chartered recently, and it is reported that at least 
90 more will be required in the course of the season. It is 
estimated that the average cargo of these vessels will not be 
less than 6,000 tons.
 “The imports of cotton seed into the United Kingdom in 
1907 amounted to 687,085 tons, valued at $21,728,942, and 
in 1908, 528,218 tons, valued at $17,608,997. The imports 
for 1909, up to October 12, were 308,380 tons, as compared 
with 330,570 and 485,395 tons for the same periods in 1908 
and 1907.
 “Soya-bean meal and cake and oil: Soya-bean meal and 
cake have come largely into demand in Scotland as feeding 
stuffs for cattle and sheep, and the oil, of which the bean 
contains about 15 per cent, is used in soap manufacture, and 
to some extent (in a refi ned state) in margarin establishments. 
Local dealers in feeding stuffs differ as to the merits of the 
soya cake and meal. The weight of opinion is distinctly 
favorable to their use. On the other hand, in July last a 
suit was begun in the court of session (supreme court of 
Scotland) by an Edinburgh dairyman against a millmaster for 
damages for the loss of 25 cows, said to have been poisoned 
by prussic acid in soya-bean meal. The defendant avers that 
the death of the cattle was not due to the feeding stuff. The 
action has not yet come to trial, but the meal and cake still 
fi nd an expanding market here.
 “The prices at Leith, on October 15, of soya beans and 
cotton seed and their products were as follows, per ton: Soya 
beans, $31.63; Egyptian cotton seed, $39.02; Bombay cotton 
seed, $31.02. Soya-bean cake, $31.02 to $31.63; Egyptian 
cotton-seed cake, $27.98; Bombay cotton-seed cake, $23.72. 
Soya-bean oil, $116.79; cotton-seed oil, $116.79.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to 
refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the second earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2007) that uses the term “margarin” to 
refer to margarine. Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

247. Wildeman, É. de. 1909. Le soja [The soybean]. 
Agronomie Tropicale; Organe Mensuel de la Societe 
d’Etudes d’Agriculture Tropicale 1(12):195-200. Dec. 25; 
2(1&2):5-8. Jan/Feb. 1910. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the subject, including a brief 
history, based largely on a summary of about ten documents. 
It begins: “For some years now, attention has been drawn 
to the soybean (Soja hispida (Mönch) or Glycine hispida 
(Max.)), which comes from Manchuria; its products are now 
used in various ways in our daily lives.”
 “It is not a question of exhausting the question, but as 
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute of London has already 
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devoted several articles to this plant this year and that the 
fi rst part of vol. I of the Liverpool University, Institute of 
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin [Edie, 8 Oct. 
1909] is entirely devoted to it, it appeared useful to us to 
insist here on the soybean which would also have a certain 
importance for our colonies.”
 This legume originated in Southeast Asia, and has 
been cultivated for centuries in China and Japan. It is 
now abundant throughout Manchuria, where the seeds are 
widely appreciated for their nutritive value. It was later 
introduced into the Indies (l’Inde) and arrived in England 
at the end of the 18th century. About 30 years, it was the 
subject of numerous trials [by Haberlandt and co-workers] in 
Austria, but is only recently that it has become an article of 
commercial importance in Europe.
 “The occupation of Northern Manchuria by Russian 
troops, during the Russo-Japanese War, gave rise to 
numerous demands for this bean, which stimulated the 
extension of [its] agriculture. After the departure of the 
troops, the local demand fell naturally, and it was necessary 
to fi nd an outlet in foreign markets. From 1906 to 1908, a 
large part of the products of N. Manchuria were exported 
to Japan via Vladivostok, but in 1908 the economic crisis 
of Japan diverted a part of these products to Europe, 
which actually received large quantities of soybeans, 
especially in England. The fi rst large shipment of soybeans 
contained 5,200 tonnes (metric tons) and arrived at Hull 
on 2 March 1909. The beans arrived at the destination in 
perfect condition despite the distance. They were classed in 
three categories: 1. Shipped from Dalny; 2. Shipped from 
Vladivostock; and 3. Shipped from Hankow. The value of 
those in category No. 1 is about £6 8s./tonne [metric ton]; 
those in No. 2 and No. 3 is about £6 6s./tonne, these prices 
being, naturally, subject to the fl uctuations of the market. 
Most imported beans are monopolized by the manufacturers 
of oil who obtain 10-18% of the weight of the beans in 
oil. [The remaining] oilcake can be used in the feed of 
livestock.”
 There follows a long discussion of soybean cultivation 
and production, including soils, fertilizers, nitrogen fi xation 
by root nodules, planting, intercropping, yields of forage and 
seed, use as silage, soil restoration, soybean varieties, tables 
showing the chemical composition of the plant and seeds 
showing their excellent nutritional value.
 “Until recently, soybean cultivation has been confi ned 
to Asia and some states of the USA. Recently, the question 
of cultivating this plant in the various British colonies has 
been raised. In most of the colonies of West Africa, the 
soybean could probably be cultivated with success in rotation 
or mixed with maize or other crops, and give signifi cant 
yields.”
 “In China, Japan, and Indo-China the seeds are used to 
prepare a sort of milky liquid (liquide lactescent) [soymilk] 
and a sort of cheese” [tofu]. A brief description of each 

process is given. The milk has considerable nutritional value 
“but is not suited for infants.”
 “The fl our of soybeans (La farine de fèves de soja) is 
used to make biscuits, and, mixed with wheat fl our, is used 
to make a brown bread; it is sometimes even preferred in 
this application to rye fl our. Since it contains neither sugar 
nor starch, the soybean has been recommended as the basis 
of diabetic diets.” Address: Prof., School of Horticulture, 
Vilvoorde, Belgium (Professeur au Cors colonial de l’École 
d’Horticulture de Vilvorde).

248. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The growing use 
of the soya bean: Cake and meal found to be of high fodder 
value in Sweden–Extensive trade in the United Kingdom. 
76(26):15. Dec. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In transmitting the following translation of 
an article on soya meal and cake, prepared by Nils Hansson 
of the Central Institute for Agricultural Experiments, Vice-
Consul Wilhelm Hartman of Gothenburg, reports that all 
foodstuffs are carefully tested in Sweden, in order to fi nd 
their relative value and the prices that can be profi tably paid 
therefore...”
 Consul Rufus Fleming of Edinburgh, furnishes the 
following information concerning the increasing use of soya 
beans in the oil-cake mills of the United Kingdom: “During 
the calendar year 1908 the imports into the United Kingdom 
of these Chinese beans amounted to 11,830 tons, valued at 
$426,150. The imports in the 8 months ending August 31, 
1909, amounted to 255,000 tons, valued at $7,547,742. A 
prominent feature of the ocean freight market at the present 
time is the large number of steamers being chartered to carry 
beans from Dalny or Vladivstok to the United Kingdom 
or Continent. From 20 to 30 vessels have been chartered 
recently, and it is reported that at least 90 more will be 
required in the course of the season... Soya-bean meal and 
cake have come largely into demand in Scotland as feeding 
stuffs for cattle and sheep, and the oil, of which the bean 
contains about 15%, is used in soap manufacture, and to 
some extent (in a refi ned state) in margarin establishments.”

249. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. Soya beans 
in Russia: High cost of transportation restricts their use. 
76(26):14. Dec. 27.
• Summary: This is largely a reprint of an article titled 
“Soya Bean Traffi c” published in Monthly Consular and 
Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor) No. 351. p. 65-67. Dec.
 “Reporting relative to the soya bean in Russia, Consul 
Hernando de Soto, of Riga [Latvia], writes that the high 
freight rates on shipments from Manchuria to that district 
will probably prevent its use to any large extent. He says: 
‘The Manchurian soya bean until the present date has neither 
been imported into nor exported from the ports in this 
consular district. Some time ago one of the largest oil mills 
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in this city purchased from Manchuria a few carloads of the 
bean for the purpose of making experiments in converting 
the bean into cake. It was found that the bean yielded 20% of 
crude oil and only 10% of pure oil, and that on account of the 
high cost of transportation over the Siberian road, by which 
the bean could not be delivered at Riga for less than 1.20 
rubles (62 cents) per pood (36 pounds), the business would 
not be profi table.
 “’The opinion prevails here among the people of the 
trade that there is little likelihood of the bean ever being 
used to any large extent by the mills in this section of Russia, 
unless exceptional freight facilities are offered.’”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Sept. 
2015) concerning soybeans in Latvia. This document 
contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in Latvia 
(1909) (one of two documents).

250. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Hull Trade in 
1909. Annual review: commerce and fi nance. Dec. 30. p. 2, 
cols. 3-5.
• Summary: “To-day we publish the second installment 
of our annual Trade Review. The articles are contributed 
leading merchants, ship-owners, and others, and are valuable 
as a trustworthy record of the Port’s progress and prospects.
 “Oil and Seed Crushing. The linseed crops shipped 
in 1909 to the United Kingdom and Continent are less by 
140,000 tons or nearly 800,000 quarters, than in 1908, and 
the shortage to Hull is 170,000 quarters, or over 35,000 
tons. Notwithstanding this shortage, however, there has been 
on the whole a moderate profi t, mainly because steadily 
advancing markets for oil and cake have helped the crusher.
 “Imports of linseed to Hull mid-December are: 1909 = 
650,331. 1908 = 803,707.
 “Cottonseed shipments to Hull exceed those of 1908 by 
about 30,000 tons, which practically offsets the shortage of 
linseed.
 “Crushing margins have fl uctuated greatly during the 
year, and in some periods business had to be carried on at 
a dead loss owing to short supplies of raw material; on the 
whole, however crushers have had a fairly satisfactory year. 
Imports of cottonseed mid-December are:
 U.K. 1909 Egyptian = 289,330. Indian = 171,900. Total 
= 461,230.
 U.K. 1908 Egyptian = 317,270. Indian = 144,200. Total 
= 461,230
 Hull 1909 Egyptian = 178,119. Indian and other 
descriptions = 101,041. Total = 279,160.
 Hull 1908 Egyptian = 161,637. Indian and other 
descriptions = 79,485. Total = 241,122. showing a decrease 
to the United Kingdom of 240 tons, but an increase to Hull 
of 38,038 tons, which indicates some progress the industry at 
Hull.
 “Soya Beans. 1909 is an epoch year in the trade owing 
the sudden and unexpected advent of this new and important 

crushing material from the East. The fi rst shipment arrived 
in March. Out of 380,000 tons shipped to Europe, most of 
which comes to the United Kingdom, Hull has received 
184,447 tons. The bean contains about 18 per cent. of a 
fi ne oil which has already established itself for soapmaking 
and other purposes, while the cake has readily been taken 
up, more especially by dairy farmers. There has been an 
enormous export of these cakes to Denmark, where dairying 
is carried on upon a large scale by up-to-date men and 
methods.
 “This large addition of raw material taxed Hull mills to 
their utmost capacity, every available fan and press being 
fully employed.
 Prospects for 1910 are of a promising character. It is 
hoped to receive an equal shipment of beans in the coming 
year, and if that is realised, although the Egyptian cotton 
seed now being shipped is reported to 100,000 tons short 
of last year’s, the Indian crop may largely make up for this 
defi ciency, so that, as a whole, supplies of raw material 
should be ample for the mills during the next twelve months, 
notwithstanding the recent large addition of seed-crushing 
machinery to England and Scotland.
 “Prices of linseed and cotton cakes are considerably 
above the average, which, of course has a tendency to restrict 
the demand.”

251. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909. The 
soya bean. Dec. 31. p. 11.
• Summary: “The sudden appearance of the Soya bean in the 
news columns of the agricultural press of the States and of 
the old country [Great Britain] must be accepted as evidence 
of the sound value of the plant, of whose possibilities there 
appears to be no end. Mixed with fl our and meal, the Soya, 
after grinding, makes up into marketable confectionery and 
biscuits. In Switzerland it is cooked as a vegetable, and, dried 
and roasted, is made to do duty as coffee. Also, it is largely 
employed in the making of margarine, and the Chinese use 
the oil for burning in lamps. It is used as cattle fodder and 
authorities have pronounced favorably on its value when 
mixed, two parts of Soya to one part of cheap undecorticated 
cotton cake; and, after its 17 per cent. of oil is taken, the 
last use of the bean is as a fertiliser, and in this capacity it is 
highly written of.
 “It is not often a novelty of this kind catches on with 
the English farmer, who is ultra-conservative, but soya 
had so much that was worthy in it that it was taken up on 
its introduction to England, a little over a year ago, when 
botanists were the only people who knew anything at 
all about it, and now it is used in one way or another on 
hundreds of farms in the British Isles. At present the bean is 
being imported in quantities from China and Japan, where 
for centuries it has been cultivated for fodder, for human 
consumption, for its oil, and for its manurial usefulness, and 
it is anticipated that the imports to England for the coming 
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year will be in the neighborhood of 600,000 tons.”

252. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Germans and 
soya beans (Letter to the editor). Dec. 31. p. 7, col. 7.
• Summary: “Mr Ferens points to what is a fact, namely, 
that the prevailing import duty levied by Germany on 
beans at present gives our products from the Soya bean 
an advantageous market in Germany, but will Mr Ferens 
guarantee that Germany will permit this state of things to 
continue? This is the important question! With Tariff Reform 
we should be in a position to arrange a bargain, and so 
secure some assurance of continued business. As we stand 
at present, with our one-sided Free Trade, we are helpless 
protect ourselves against any counter-move the Germans 
may make to capture the industry.
 I am. Sir, etc., H.E.G.N.
 “December 1909.”
 Note: See article about Mr. Ferens in the Dec. 29 issue 
of this newspaper, p. 4, col. 3.

253. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1909. The soy 
bean. 16(9):735-39. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is a good revue of the literature. Contents: 
Soy bean production in Northern China [Manchuria]. 
Composition of soy beans. Feeding experiments with soy 
bean cake (designed to test the comparative feeding value of 
soybean cake and decorticated cotton cake). Use of soy bean 
cake for feeding.
 The soy bean has recently come into prominence in the 
United Kingdom as a “feeding stuff.” The beans imported 
to the UK during the past year “have come from Manchuria 
through the ports of Dalny, Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and 
Newchwang.” No precise information is available on the 
area under cultivation, although it is large; “given suffi cient 
inducement, a considerable increase in the supply is likely to 
take place.”
 Production: “The total production of [soy] beans in 
Southern Manchuria, which is served by the ports of Dalny 
and Newchwang, is stated to have been 580,000 tons in 1907 
and 830,000 tons in 1908, while in Northern Manchuria the 
Vice-Consul reports that the crop in 1908 probably amounted 
to 900,000 tons, and the prospects for the crop in 1909 
indicate a yield [production] larger possibly by twenty per 
cent. The beans from Northern Manchuria come through 
Vladivostock. Spot prices in London on November 25th 
were reported to be about £7 10s. a ton for soy beans, and £6 
12s. 6d. [6 pounds 12 shillings 6 pence] for soy bean cake. 
The continental demand is large.”
 Composition: A table (p. 736) gives analyses of the 
composition of seven samples of soy beans (yellow, green, 
black, green, yellow, brown, and yellow). The beans contain 
9.9 to 11.1% moisture, 35.4 to 41.2% albuminoids, 15.6 to 
18.1% oily substance, and 4.3 to 5.8% woody fi bre. “The 
analysis of sample No. 1 was made by Mr. S.H. Collins, 

lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry, Armstrong College, while 
samples 2 to 7 were analysed by Mr. E.S. Edie, M.A., B.Sc., 
Liverpool University. The fi rst six were all Chinese beans, 
but No. 7 was grown in West Africa*.” (Footnote: * Edie, 
E.S. 1909. “Cultivation and uses of soya beans.” Liverpool 
University, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics, 
Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8).
 “On arrival in this country the oil is extracted from the 
beans by pressure, and the residue forms the soy bean cake 
or meal used for feeding cattle... Much of the cake sold is 
guaranteed to contain 6 per cent. of oil and 40 per cent. of 
albuminoids; decorticated cotton cake usually contains 8 to 
10 per cent of oil and 45 per cent. of albuminoids...”
 A second table (p. 737) gives analyses of the 
composition of six samples of Manchurian [soy] bean 
cake. Analyses 1-3 are by Acting Vice Consul Gordon in 
Manchuria, Analysis No. 4 is by Mr. S.H. Collins; No. 5 by 
Prof. Kinch, of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, 
and No. 6 by Mr. James Hendrick. The cake contains 11.3 
to 19.2% moisture, 41.7 to 45.0% albuminoids, 6.0 to 9.8% 
oily substance, and 3.9 to 6.7% vegetable fi bre. “Some 
of the cake and cake-meal which is being sold has had 
the oil extracted from it by means of a solvent, instead of 
by pressure. In such cases only 1½ to 2½ per cent. of oil 
remains.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soy bean cake” to refer 
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: England.

254. Ker, W.P. 1909. China. Report for the year 1909 on the 
trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4386. 76 p. Dec. 
See p. 57-58.
• Summary: A table (p. 5-6) lists 36 major Chinese [and 
Manchurian] port cities and 15 provinces in China, and the 
estimated populations of each. Cities with population of 
600,000 or greater are: Canton 900,000, Hankow 820,000, 
Tientsin 800,000, Shanghai 651,000, Foochow 624,000, 
Chunking 610,000.
 A table (p. 6) lists the estimated foreign population of 
China during the year 1908: Japanese 44,143, Russian 9,520, 
British 9,043, German 3,637, American 3,545... Total 77,960.
 “Beans. Although Japan is the destination of most of the 
beans and bean cake exported from China, one of the most 
interesting features of the trade of China in 1908 was the 
commencement of the export on a large scale of the ‘soya’ 
bean of Manchuria direct to Europe. The fi rst season of this 
trade only began in November, so that the full effect of the 
new development is not apparent in the customs fi gures. 
The port of Dalny, or Dairen as it is now called, is the chief 
seat of the export for Europe. It is estimated that during 
the season which began in November, 1908, and closed in 
June, 1909, over 152,000 tons of beans were shipped from 
Dairen to Europe, declared mostly for Liverpool, Hull and 
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Bremen. The number of vessels employed for this purpose 
was 25. During the same period the export of beans from 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is stated to have been over 
143,000 tons, of which 65,000 tons were shipped in June. 
More than half the quantity shipped from Vladivostock went 
to the United Kingdom. A well-known Japanese fi rm [Mitsui 
& Co.] was the fi rst in the fi eld for the export from Dairen, 
and is said to have made enormous profi ts, but three or four 
British fi rms soon followed and took a considerable share 
of the business, dispatching perhaps nearly 40 per cent. of 
the whole quantity. There is great demand in the United 
Kingdom for seed oil for machinery, soap-making, cooking 
and other purposes, and I understand that the demand for 
beans in the United Kingdom was stimulated by a shortage 
in the supply of cotton seeds from India and Egypt. The 
effi cacy of beans for cattle food has also been proved in 
the United Kingdom. Excellent crops in Manchuria, low 
prices in gold for the produce and cheap freights made a 
combination of circumstances favourable for the trade, such 
as cannot reasonably be expected to occur frequently, and the 
purchase of beans in the interior is, I am told, an operation 
involving no small diffi culty and fi nancial risk. However, 
the prospects for next season’s bean trade are, on the whole, 
bright.
 “Hankow [in Hupeh province, on the Yangtze River, 
585 miles upstream from Shanghai] also is the outlet of 
a great bean-producing district, but in its competition 
for direct export to Europe it is handicapped by a much 
heavier freight, 1l. 15s. [l. = £] per ton against 19s. per ton 
(rising afterwards to 1l. 6s.) from Dairen. Moreover, I am 
informed that some experimental shipments of Yangtse 
[Yangtze River] beans made in the autumn of 1908 turned 
out unsuccessful, the beans from the damper climate of 
Central China, although looking just as good when shipped 
as Manchurian beans, becoming mouldy on the voyage. An 
increase in the export of beans is noted also at Chinkiang 
[Chen-Chiang, in Kiangsu province, on the Yangtze River 43 
miles downstream from Nanking].
 “Bean cake is exported chiefl y from Newchwang. The 
export there increased from some 4,300,000 cwts. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1907 to some 5,400,000 
cwts. in 1908, and in spite of an increasing export from 
Dairen, Japan took 78 per cent. of this amount, the same 
as in the two previous years.” A table (p. 56-57), titled 
“Principal Exports from China, chiefl y to Asiatic Countries 
(India excepted),” shows the articles exported (incl. bean 
cake and beans), averages for the years 1903-07, 1907, 1908, 
and increases or decreases in 1908 compared with 1907 and 
the average of 1903-07. For bean cake: Average 1903-07: 
3,702,537 cwts. 1907: 4,978,588 cwts. 1909: 9,321,582 cwts. 
Address: Commercial Attaché to His Majesty’s [British] 
Legation at Peking.

255. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 

Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Soya bean traffi c. No. 351. p. 65-67. Dec.
• Summary: In the section titled “China: Large profi ts to 
several concerns handling them,” Vice-Consul Gordon 
Paddock of Harbin, Manchuria, states: “The exports of these 
beans in the raw state to England was initiated in this district 
by the Mitsui Company, one of the most important Japanese 
mercantile concerns, which is said to have made over 
1,000,000 yen ($498,000) in this business alone within the 
last year. More recently, since the beginning of 1909, several 
British concerns engaged in business in China, have become 
interested in the export of these beans to England.” These 
include such important concerns as Jardine, Matheson & Co. 
(Limited), and Samuel Samuel & Co. (Limited) of London. 
“No large Chinese concern has thus far been interested in the 
export of these beans from this district.”
 The section titled “United Kingdom” states: “There 
is every prospect of the bean trade in North Manchuria 
developing into a complicated and highly speculative 
business... American fi rms have recently entered the market. 
German fi rms, in view of the repeal of the duty on beans 
in Germany, will undoubtedly buy largely; while a well-
known Japanese fi rm, by far the largest operators till now, 
were believed to be preparing for export on an even larger 
scale than hitherto. The tendency promises to be for Chinese 
merchants to get the business into their own hands, buying 
from the local producers and selling again to the European 
fi rms.”
 The section titled “Liverpool: Experiments in Europe 
of mixing with fl our, etc.” states: “Oil millers of Liverpool 
are disposed to regard the products of the soya bean as 
additional articles of trade and not as competing to replace 
the manufactures of cotton seed... The fi rst complete cargo 
of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom reached 
Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in this new 
industry has grown apace since then.” An expert Liverpool 
baker, as an experiment, has made a blend of soya fl our and 
wheat fl our for use as a “soya dog biscuit... A few German 
millers are reported to have mixed soya and rye fl our in 
experiments in the making of the blackbread of that country, 
and local experimenters her [in Liverpool] are experimenting 
with a blend to improve their own brown bread.
 “A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced 
from the caseine [casein] that the bean contains, but this 
has not advanced from the experimental to the commercial 
stage.”
 It is “stated that one of the large shipowners of 
Liverpool contemplates the introduction of the soya bean 
into West Africa, where soil and labor conditions are thought 
to be particularly favorable to the growth of good crops. This 
enterprise is cited as a parallel to the British cotton growing 
movement at its inception, and some measure of the same 
success is confi dently predicted for it.
 “Soya Bean Growing for Africa.” Consul Horace Lee 
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Washington of Liverpool “reports that several British fi rms 
displayed in the Liverpool offi ce of a large shipping concern 
samples of soya-bean products. These samples are to be sent 
to the Calabar and Lagos [Nigeria] agricultural exhibitions, 
in order to encourage the cultivation of these beans in West 
Africa for transport to Liverpool. The samples consist of 
edible and crude oil, fl our (for bread making), meal, biscuits, 
oil cake, soap, and a substitute for coffee.
 “Russia: High Cost of Transportation Restricts Their 
Use.” Consul Hernando de Sota, of Riga [as of 1994, the 
capital of Latvia] “writes that high freight rates on shipments 
from Manchuria to that district will probably prevent it use 
to any large extent. He says: ‘The Manchurian soya bean has 
until the present date neither been imported into nor exported 
from the ports of this consular district. Some time ago one of 
the largest mills in this city purchased from Manchuria a few 
carloads of the bean for the purpose of making experiments 
in converting the bean into cake.” However “on account 
of the high cost of transportation over the Siberia road, by 
which the bean could not be delivered at Riga for less than 
1.20 rubles (62 cents) per pood (36 pounds), the business 
would not be profi table.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 2005) 
concerning soybeans in Latvia. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Latvia (1909) (one of two 
documents). Address: Washington, DC.

256. Parker, Edward C. 1909. Commercial Manchuria. 
American Review of Reviews 40:713-19. Dec.
• Summary: Page 715: “... just as rice is the staple food of 
Japan and South China, and the soy-beans are the “money 
crop” of the country,–cooking and lighting oil being 
expressed from the seeds and the residue being shipped to 
Japan to fertilize the rice fi elds. The bean cake shipments 
from Newchwang, Dalny, and Antung in 1908 amounted 
to 515,198 tons; beans, 239,298 tons, bean oil, 1,930 tons; 
having a total value of $15,016,649 (United States gold).” 
Address: Mukden, Manchuria.

257. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products. Special 
Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department 
of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. 35 p. Erroneously 
numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive report. 
Contents: Introduction. I. Countries of production. China: 
Newchang (Varieties of beans and amount produced {in 
centals [hundredweights; 1 cental = 112 pounds]}, methods 
of cultivating and harvesting, prices and exports, shipments 
to Europe–use by natives), Dalny (Manufacture of bean cake 
and oil, preparing the cake, expressing the oil and wages 
paid, freight charges to Dalny, exports, stock on hand, and 
prices), Chefoo (Beans imported for cake manufacture, 
quantity and value of output, bean vermicelli made by a 
peculiar process [from the small green bean lü tou {mung 

bean}], preparation of beans, drying of product and prices 
[for vermicelli]), Shanghai (Extent of export trade in beans), 
Shantung (manufacture of bean oil and cake, harvesting and 
pressing, shipping and prices), Swatow, Tientsin (Exports 
of raw beans, shipments of bean cake, extent of trade at 
Tientsin). Tables (p. 5) show prices and exports of soya 
beans, bean cake and bean oil at Newchang for the years 
1905-1908. Japan: Cost of production and prices (of soya 
beans, quite detailed), imports of beans and cakes, use of 
the bean as food (shoyu, miso, tofu, koya-tofu, natto, fl our), 
Kobe (Beans as human food {eaten boiled with a little soy 
[sauce], “made into bean curd, and a kind of sauce made of 
wheat, beans, and salt”}–small exports {“The total exports 
of beans, pease, and pulse [incl. soy] in 1908 were valued at 
$25,971, of which about $24,000 worth went to Hawaii, the 
United States, and Canada for use by the Japanese residents 
in those countries as an article of food”}, manufacture of 
cake), Nagasaki (Production of beans, imports of beans–
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market prices). Shipments from Vladivostok * [Russia, of 
soybeans probably grown in Manchuria] (Fluctuations in 
prices, shipments during present season, immense shipments 
planned next season (by Mitsui)).
 “It is the intention of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest 
exporter from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of beans 
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity 
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next 
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be 
made against the control of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha as the 
Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the 
European market without the aid of the Japanese” (p. 18).
 Tables show: The quantities and value of soya beans, 
soya-bean cake, and bean oil imported into Japan during 
the year 1908 (p. 15). The soya bean harvests (in bushels) 
reported in various Japanese districts (p. 16).
 II. Markets. Denmark: Experimental imports made, 
views of an importer.
 France: High duties prevent importation of soya beans, 
soya-bean fl our bread used by diabetics, unknown in Calais 
district.
 Germany: Danger of feeding cattle on soya-bean 
products, oil value–prices at Hamburg, comparative food 
value of the bean.
 Italy: Soya beans are imported and cultivated (“as a 
feed stuff for live stock”) in only very small quantities. Also 
gives: prices of soya products–American cotton-seed oil, 
not imported into Catania, home products supply Piedmont 
district.
 Netherlands: A great future for the soya-bean trade 
predicted, prices of the bean and bean cake, soya cake as 
cattle feed, manufacture of soya-bean products begun, 
English soya-bean cake defective.
 Norway: Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed 
meal.
 Russia: Beans and products unsatisfactory as feeding 
stuffs.
 Spain: Soya bean unknown in Valencia district [They are 
neither cultivated nor imported in this district].
 Straits Settlements [Singapore and Malaya].
 Sweden: Soya-bean products introduced through 
England. Comparative value of cattle feed [work by Nils 
Hansson of Sweden], comparative prices of feed stuffs. 
Turkey. England: Liverpool (Conversion of the soya 
bean into cake and meal), Plymouth (Soya cake and meal 
extensively consumed), Southampton (The bean appreciated 
as a fattener and as a dairy ration, the soya bean as human 
food [for use in diabetic diets]). Ireland: Chinese bean 
products are favorably received, soya bean introduced in 
Belfast, small imports at Cork. Scotland: Statistics as to 
use in Dunfermline not available, test of feeding value of 
soya cake [by Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist], Edinburgh mills 
making experiments (based on 1909 report 1909 of U.S. 
Consul Rufus Fleming from Edinburgh).

 III. Competitive American exports. Tables (p. 35) 
show exports for 1907, 1908, and 1909 of cotton-seed 
meal, cotton-seed oil, and cottolene, lardine [not defi ned: 
presumably shortening made from cottonseed oil], etc. to 
major countries, especially in Europe.
 The Introduction notes: “In compliance with requests 
from manufacturers of cotton-seed products in the United 
States, who desired that an investigation be made of the 
production and use of the soya bean and its manufacturers 
in the Far East and of the extent to which they compete with 
American cotton-seed products in the European markets, the 
reports following have been submitted by consular offi cers in 
the various countries concerned...
 “The reports of the consular offi cers have been placed 
in two groups, the fi rst having to do with the countries that 
produce the soya bean and the second with the countries 
that are sought as markets. Statistics as to the imports of 
soya-bean products in many European countries were 
not available at the time the reports were submitted, but 
inasmuch as the prices quoted were generally lower than for 
other seed products, emphasis has been laid on the relative 
merits of the two classes of goods as shown by experiments 
and analyses in these countries. These manufacturers will 
have to work in meeting this new competition.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2021) concerning soybean products (oil or meal) in Turkey, 
Denmark, Ireland, the Middle East, or Sweden (one of two 
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported in 
any of these countries. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybean products in the Middle East or Turkey 
(1909).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean fl our.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to 
refer to soya-bean fl our. Address: Chief of Dep.

258. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Denmark (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 19. Erroneously numbered Special 
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Experimental imports made. In transmitting the 
following information Vice-Consul-General Victor Juhler, 
of Copenhagen, says that it is reported that considerable 
quantities of soya cake have been ordered in England for 
future delivery.
 The small quantities of soya cake imported during the 
last few months have been as an experiment, in comparison 
with other seed cakes, and the results obtained will largely 
infl uence future imports. At the present time there are no 
statistics to be had on this question. The prices for the soya 
cake are lower than those for seed cakes, being $31.50 per 
ton, as compared with $32.50 for sunfl ower cake and $33.25 
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for cotton-seed cake. All prices are c.e.f. Copenhagen.
 “Views of an importer. An importer of cotton-seed 
products in Aarhus, Denmark, under date April 5, furnishes 
information in regard to market conditions in Denmark for 
the sale of those products.
 “Up to the present time sunfl ower cakes have been the 
strongest competitor of cotton-seed cakes...
 “English oil mills have for several months been offering 
cakes made of soya beans. They have a prime quality 
which is almost white, and a lower grade a little darker 
than the middle. The price for the middle quality is about 
127 shillings ($30.76) c.i.f. Denmark, shipment during the 
summer months. The cake contains about 6 per cent oil and 
about 40 per cent albuminoids, and this article is offered in 
large quantities. Although importation began but recently, 
nearly 200,000 tons are said to have been shipped already [to 
England]... The beans are said to contain but little oil, and the 
sale of the cake must cover most of the cost. Danish oil mills 
are already out for buying these beans, and some cargoes 
of cake from England have been bought. A cargo has been 
worked at 128 shillings ($31), 48 per cent protein and fat 
guaranteed. Of this cake only about 5 per cent is oil, which 
is an advantage, as consumers prefer the higher proportion of 
protein.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning 
soybean products (soya cake) in Denmark (one of two 
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported. 
From the sentence that begins, “Danish oil mills are already 
out for buying these beans” we cannot be sure that soybeans 
as such have arrived in Denmark. Address: Chief of Dep.

259. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Ireland 
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 
41. Part 5. p. 31. Erroneously numbered Special Consular 
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Chinese bean products are favorably received: 
Vice-Consul A.D. Piatt, writing from Dublin under date of 
May 10, tells of the introduction of soya-bean products into 
Ireland:
 “The importation of soya-bean cake and meal 
from Glasgow [Scotland] and Liverpool to Dublin has 
commenced, but it is too soon to say how much this new 
trade will affect that of cotton-seed products. The manager of 
one of the largest fi rms in Ireland importing the latter states 
that in his opinion the trade in cotton-seed cake, cotton-seed 
meal, and cotton-seed oil would be very seriously affected 
by the soya-bean trade, due partly to the merits of the soya 
bean and partly to the fact that the cotton-seed products are 
so often adulterated by American exporters that they are not 
as valuable as they should be... He added that he got from 46 
to 47 per cent of albuminoids from soya-bean cake, while the 
average now obtained from cotton-seed cake was only from 
38 to 42 per cent... He also said that from samples of soya 

beans he had obtained as much as 18 per cent of oil...
 “Consul Samuel S. Knabenshue, of Belfast, says that the 
soya bean is just being introduced into Belfast, the supplies 
of the raw beans and of soya cake or meal being obtained 
from Liverpool. These products can not be said to be fairly 
on the market; dealers here are endeavoring to interest 
farmers. The prices f.o.b. Liverpool for Belfast are: Soya 
meal, $31.63 per ton; cake, $29.20 per ton; soya beans, raw, 
$1.52 per cwt... [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds].
 “There are no establishments in this consular district for 
the extraction of vegetable oils, and the soya bean, cake, and 
meal will be used only as food for livestock.
 “Consul H.S. Culver, of Cork, says that soya-bean cake, 
lately introduced into this market, is on sale by two dealers 
in Cork, and while they advertise the product as cheaper and 
better than cotton-seed meal and cake, when pressed for a 
comparison with the latter product they admit they are as yet 
unable to say, owing to the limited quantity sold, whether 
it will prove as satisfactory as the cotton-seed cake. That it 
is cheaper is evidenced by the fact that it sells at from $5 to 
$6 per ton less than the cotton-seed product. The quantity 
imported into this district is evidently very limited, it having 
been on the market less than 60 days.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans or soybean products (soya-bean cake) 
in Ireland. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Ireland (1909). The source of these soybeans is 
Liverpool, England.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents). Address: 
Chief of Dep.

260. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Norway 
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 
41. Part 5. p. 24. Erroneously numbered Special Consular 
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed 
meal: Consul-General Henry Bordewich, of Christiania 
[renamed Oslo in 1924], reports as follows relative to the 
trade in soya-bean meal and cotton-seed meal in Norway.
 “Soya-bean meal has recently become known to the 
importers of feed stuffs in Christiania, and it threatens to 
become a formidable competitor of cotton-seed meal. It is 
offered in the trade in sacks holding 100 kilos (220 pounds). 
The only importer of the product at Christiania so far is a 
cooperative farmers’ society which has imported 100 tons 
for an experiment. This society prices the soya-bean meal at 
$3.42 per sack of 100 kilos. The price of cotton-seed meal is 
$3.88 to $4.02 per sack of 100 kilos.
 “The English jobbers at Hull offer soya-bean cake in 
bulk, exclusive of sacks, c.i.f. Christiania, at $33.03 per 
English ton; rough meal $1.58 additional, and fi ne meal 
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$2.19 additional, less 1 per cent for cash. The product is 
claimed to hold 40 per cent protein and fat and 6 per cent oil. 
The kind sold here, so far, has held only 1 to 1½ per cent oil, 
and has consequently been sold at lower prices than those 
stated. Cotton-seed meal holds 55 to 60 per cent protein and 
fat.
 “Soya oil is offered here as follows per long ton (2,240 
pounds): Crude, $108.51; refi ned, $111.20, c.i.f. Christiania.
 “The import of American cotton-seed meal has been 
from $300,000 to $350,000 per annum. If the new product 
should fi nd favor, it would be detrimental to American 
trade.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
concerning soy products (soya-bean meal) in Norway. 
Address: Chief of Dep.

261. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Sweden 
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 
41. Part 5. p. 26. Erroneously numbered Special Consular 
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Soya-bean introduced through England. Vice-
Consul Wilhelm Hartman, of Gothenburg, in transmitting 
the following report on soya-bean products in Sweden, says 
that the soya-bean oil has been used for soap manufacture in 
competition with corn oil, for the reason that corn oil is too 
high priced:
 “It appears that the products of the soya bean are sold 
here by agents of a fi rm in Hull, which has pressing mills at 
that place and at other places in England.
 “On account of the high price of corn oil, and the fact 
that bean oil has been found suitable for soap manufacture, it 
would seem as if the import of the latter is likely to increase, 
if its low price is maintained.
 “The statements as to the quantities already imported 
vary, some claiming that large quantities have been imported, 
while others say that only some trial lots have been received. 
They seem to agree, however, about the fact that bean oil is 
about 2 shillings (48 cents) cheaper per hundredweight (112 
pounds) than corn oil.” Address: Chief of Dep.

262. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Shanghai: Extent of export trade in beans (Document part). 
Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 11. 
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: On page 11, the Vice-Consul-General of 
Shanghai writes that while the Shanghai district does not 
produce any beans, there is considerable shipping of beans 
and bean products from that port. “The soya bean is little 
known in this district by the name ‘soya,’ as it is generally 
stated that the soya bean is any bean from which soy [sauce] 
is made. The best bean for making soy is the yellow bean 
[huang-tou]. The consular district of Shanghai does not 

produce any yellow beans of commercial importance... The 
total reexport of white and yellow beans from Shanghai to 
foreign countries, Hongkong, and Chinese ports during 1908 
was $1,548,572. Bean cake, a product principally of the 
yellow bean, was reexported to foreign countries, Hongkong, 
and Chinese ports in 1908 to the value of $791,606.
 “The bean curd, or a form of soy, is largely exported to 
Chinese ports, $17,085 worth being exported in 1908.”
 “Many of the beans from up the river are shipped into 
Shanghai and made into soy [sauce] for export.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 
2001) that contains tofu industry or market statistics by 
geographical region. Address: Chief of Dep.

263. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Japan 
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. 
Part 5. p. 13-16. Erroneously numbered Special Consular 
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt of Yokohama 
writes: “The soya bean, or soja bean, as it is known here 
(Common Japanese name ‘daidzu’ [daizu]), is cultivated 
throughout the Empire of Japan. The total area of cultivation 
is in the neighborhood of 1,200,000 acres, or about 3.8 per 
cent of the total area devoted to the cultivation of rice and 
other cereals and grains. The soya bean is often cultivated, 
not in fi elds by itself, but in rows along the edges of rice or 
wheat fi elds. These edges are, as a rule, very soft, for they 
have been previously plowed, and little labor is required in 
planting... In harvesting the plants are uprooted, and, after 
being dried in the sun for several days, fl ails are used to 
separate the beans from the pods. The fl ails are of a very 
primitive type, with bamboo handle and of light weight. 
Female and child labor is invariably employed in fl ailing.
 “The kinds of fertilizers used differ by districts. In 
the prefecture of Miyagi, for example, straw ashes and 
superphosphate of lime are commonly employed, while in 
the prefecture of Akita wood ashes, superphosphate of lime, 
and horse dung are used.”
 The average yield of soybeans in Japan over the past 
10 years is 15.30 bushels per acre. For the year 1907 the 
highest yield is from Ishikawa prefecture, 21.62 bushels/
acre, whereas the lowest yield is from Okinawa prefecture 
(Loochoo Islands, south of Kiushu [Kyushu]), 8.48 bushels/
acre. During 1908 huge amounts of soya beans (3.3 million 
piculs; 1 picul = 132.277 pounds weight) were imported 
to Japan from China, Kwantung, and Korea, with small 
amounts coming from Asiatic Russia. Large amounts of 
soya-bean cake (7.760 million piculs) were imported from 
China and Kwantung, with small amounts coming from 
Asiatic Russia and none from Korea. “The total imports of 
bean oil in 1908 amounted to only 49,993 pounds, valued at 
$1,325.”
 “The soya bean is one of the most important articles of 
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food in Japan. The beans are cooked in various ways, while 
in brewing soy (shoyu), in the manufacture of miso (pea or 
bean cheese), tofu (bean curd), koya-tofu (frozen bean curd), 
and natto (steamed beans) they are the chief ingredient. They 
are also manufactured into fl our and make up the principal 
part of many Japanese sweetmeats. All these foodstuffs are 
daily used in Japanese homes.
 “To a limited extent soya beans are used as horse or 
cattle food, being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw, 
barley, bran, etc.”
 The vice consul of Kobe states that in 1908 Japan 
produced 18,812,228 bushels of soya beans. Small amounts 
are exported “to Hawaii, the United States and Canada for 
use by the Japanese resident in those countries as an article 
of food.” Three factories in the Kobe district make bean 
cake, largely from imported, lower-cost soya beans. “The 
beans are fi rst crushed fl at, then put into a big container 
and steamed, after which they are put into a steam press to 
extract the oil and to be made into cakes. The cakes come 
in circular pieces, a yard in diameter and an inch thick, each 
weighing about 50 pounds. The oil is used for lubricating 
machinery. The cake is used only as a fertilizer and is not fed 
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2004) 
stating that soya bean oil can be used as a lubricant.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “koya-tofu” to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
in Chemist and Druggist in which the toxicity of a soy 
product is discussed or alleged, namely soya cake “is not fed 
to animals as it causes their hair to fall off.” Address: Chief 
of Dep.

264. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Shipments from Vladivostok (Document part). Special 
Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department 
of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 17-18. 
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard, of Vladivostok, 
reports that the fi rst important shipments of soya beans to 
Europe through the port took place about a year ago. The 
beans are not grown in Siberia, coming to Vladivostok from 
Manchuria over the Chinese Eastern Railway. The principal 
distributing centers for beans are Harbin and Kuanchentsi 
(Japanese name: Changchun) and the area under cultivation 
is along the South Manchurian Railway and the Chinese 
Eastern Railway.”
 Most of the shipping from Vladivostok has been in 
British bottoms. “Almost two-thirds of the entire crop is 
shipped through Dalny, a small proportion going through 
Newchwang and about one-fi fth of the crop through 
Vladivostok. Dalny is the popular port of shipment, due 
to the fact that it is to 2 days shorter, and there are not the 

formalities to be gone through that are necessary here.”
 “The shipments of [soya] beans through this port during 
the present season, it is estimated, will aggregate 175,932 
tons, or about 19½ per cent of the total crop... Nearly all of 
these shipments have been taken by England.”
 “Immense shipments planned next season: It is the 
intention of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest exporter 
from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of [soya] beans 
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity 
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next 
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be 
made against the control of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, as 
the Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the 
European market without the aid of the Japanese.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) that 
mentions the South Manchuria Railway in connection with 
soybeans (one of two documents). Address: Chief of Dep.

265. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: France 
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. 
Part 5. p. 19-20. Erroneously numbered Special Consular 
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: In France, high duties prevent importation 
of soya beans, so efforts are now being made to place the 
soya bean in the tariff category of oleaginous seeds and 
nuts. According to Vice-Consul-General Paul H. Cram of 
Marseilles: “The importation of the soya bean into France 
is practically nil, due to the high customs duty which is 
imposed on the article. In 1892, when the French tariff was 
last revised, the soya bean, which resembles to a certain 
extent the ordinary nonoil-yielding pea, was classifi ed as a 
dry vegetable, dutiable at 58 cents per 220 pounds. As all 
other oleaginous seeds enter free of duty, this classifi cation 
effectively prohibits the utilization of the soya bean for oil 
extraction in this city. An effort is now being made by the 
local oil trade, through the intermediary of the Marseilles 
Society for the Defense of Commerce, to move the 
government to correct this classifi cation in the new customs 
tariff now under consideration by placing the soya bean 
where it properly belongs–in the category of oleaginous 
seeds and nuts. Should such a change be made, large 
quantities of the bean will, without doubt, be imported at this 
point. The low price, and the local opinion that the nutritive 
qualities of the cake are superior to those of cotton-seed 
cake, would render it an active competitor with the latter 
product in the United States.”
 Consul Alfred K. Moe, of Bordeaux, says that the chief 
value of the soya bean “seems to lie in its fl our, which is 
made into bread for consumption by diabetics, the medicinal 
qualities being considered as advantageous in diabetes, as 
the fl our contains but a slight proportion of starch.” Address: 
Chief of Dep.
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266. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Germany (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 20-22. Erroneously numbered 
Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: The Germans believe that there is a danger 
in feeding soya-bean meal to cattle. According to Consul-
General Robert P. Skinner of Hamburg, “German dealers do 
not expect soya-bean cake and meal to compete seriously 
with other seed products. As Germany imports upward of 
700,000 tons of stock food annually, this market is one 
naturally sought whenever a new food product of this type 
appears. None of the beans, unless perhaps some small 
sample shipments, has been crushed in Germany; but it 
is understood that British crushers have acquired large 
quantities of cheap raw material, and an active effort is made 
to market the meal by setting up rather extravagant claims as 
to its merits and by quoting prices substantially lower than 
the present range of prices for competing foods. In view of 
the evil effects known to result from the direct feeding of 
the soya-bean meal, and the necessity which the importers 
themselves are under in recommending its use in limited 
proportions only, the cotton and corn cake meal dealers in 
Hamburg are not at all alarmed by the vague reports of large 
quantities of soya meal now ready and of unlimited crops of 
soya beans for future use.”
 “Belgian as well as British manufacturers are handling 
the soya beans, crushing them in Europe, and obtaining fi rst-
class products as against the moldy merchandise which was 
formerly offered from eastern Asia [probably Manchuria] 
and which found no important market... The general opinion 
in Hamburg is that soya meal, unless fed with the greatest 
discretion and in very limited quantities, will certainly cause 
colic” but at least one importer praises it highly. Address: 
Chief of Dep.

267. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: Dalny 
(Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 
41. Part 5. p. 6-8. Erroneously numbered Special Consular 
Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: Contents: Manufacture of bean cake and oil. 
Preparing the cake. Expressing the oil and wages paid. 
Freight charges to Dalny. Exports, stock on hand, and price.
 “The manufacture of soya-bean products in Dalny 
is described in the following report by Vice-Consul A.A. 
Williamson, who also submits a statement of exports from 
that port and prevailing prices:
 “The most up-to-date mill in Dalny at present is the 
Nisshin Bean Oil Mill of the Okura Gumi. It is the only one 
using presses run by steam; all the others apply pressure to 
the cake by hand screws or by driving wedges with heavy 
stone mallets suspended from the roof of the mill. A sketch 
of this bean-oil mill is submitted herewith. [On fi le in the 

Bureau of Manufactures.]”
 There follows a long and detailed description of the 
process used at the Nisshin mill. “The fi rst step in the process 
is to clean the beans of dust and dirt by an ordinary fanning 
system.” Note 1. This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Nov. 2006) that uses the word “fanning” 
or the term “fanning system” in connection with cleaning 
soybeans.
 Warm the beans in the cleaning rooms, especially in 
winter, to increase their oil-giving properties. Run the beans 
along wooden troughs into roller machines, where they 
are crushed between an upper and lower roller, until each 
bean is the shape of a dime. Transport the crushed beans 
in an iron-lined trough using an Archimedian screw to an 
inclosed endless chain and bucket system. Scoop them into 
baskets, weigh them, and take them to a steamer, “which 
is a square, box-like arrangement of brick, whose wooden 
top has a circular opening some 4 feet in diameter, the sides 
being closed in with brick. A workman takes a heavy, loosely 
woven cloth, like ordinary gunny sacking, and spreads it 
over the circular opening. Another workman dumps the 
mashed and weighed beans onto this cloth. The fi rst worker 
spreads them evenly, at the same time opening the steam-
valve lever with his foot. The steam, which enters the box 
with 30 pounds pressure, penetrates the mass, softening and 
cooking the beans for about 1 minute.”
 Preparing the cake: Dump the steamed beans “into the 
waiting form, which is made of two iron hoops, 1¼ inches 
wide and forming a 23-inch diameter circle, laid one on the 
other. Above these a wider wooden hoop is laid. Across all 
three two bundles of grass (Carex dispalatha, Boott), which 
comes from China, are spread, fan shape.” After spreading 
the coarse grass, thus forming the bottom of the form, set a 
thin wooden hoop about 15 to 18 inches wide, down inside 
the iron hoops on top of the spread grass. Dump the steaming 
hot beans into this receptacle. “A workman jumps in, his feet 
encased in large leather brogans, and tramps down the mass. 
Then he raises the iron hoops, the lower one about 1 inch, the 
upper one an inch or so higher. He then swiftly withdraws 
the retaining wooden hoop and casts it aside. The beans are 
now held in form by the grass bottom and grass sides, bound 
by two iron hoops.” Two iron rods are laid across to keep the 
free ends of the grass in place.
 “Expressing the oil and wages paid: All this has been 
done on an iron plate laid on the fl oor. This plate is carried 
to a small press, where it is tilted and the grass-bound cake 
slides into the bed of the hand press. A few turns of the 
screw causes a pressure of about 5 tons, under which the 
cake remains only long enough for another to be made ready. 
Then it is carried to the steam power press, which works 
simultaneously up stairs and down, and holds altogether 
about 100 cakes. As soon as it is full, pressure is applied, and 
gradually the bottom of the press rises until a pressure of 50 
tons is reached. The oil now begins to fl ow, coming out in 
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streams and falling into troughs at the base of the press. After 
10 minutes the pressure is increased to 130 tons and the 
beans are allowed to stand for 2 hours.
 “Meanwhile the oil runs into a small receiving tank, 
from which it is pumped into the large tanks of a special 
building. After 2 hours have elapsed the beans cease to emit 
oil, the pressure is removed, and the bean cakes thrown onto 
the fl oor. They are then stripped of the grass covering, the 
retaining iron hoops fi rst being loosened with a peavy-like 
tool [resembling a lumberman’s lever that has a pivoting 
hooked arm and metal spike at one end], and the edges 
trimmed with drawknives. They are now ready for weighing 
and storing. Those under proper weight (46 kin = 61.33 
pounds) are sold at a reduced weight; excessive weight 
brings no increase in price. The oil is sold after being refi ned.
 “This mill has four presses, each of which works 
independent of the others. With three crews of men, the work 
is kept up for 24 continuous hours, and the daily output is 
4,000 cakes. Sixty-four pounds of beans give 5.33 pounds of 
oil and 61.33 pounds of cake. The laborers are all Chinese, 
only one or two overseers being Japanese. The ordinary 
coolie receives 30 cents per day, the scale rising according 
to the steps above the coolie. In this mill the hands share in 
excess of profi ts on an increase over a stated output per day, 
hence they work almost frantically [incentive system]. The 
fi nished bean cake measures a trifl e less than 23 inches in 
diameter, 3.625 inches thick, and weighs 61.33 pounds.”
 Freight charges are given from several stations to 
Dalny on beans and bean cake per ton, by the carload. The 
stations are Mukden ($1.85), Hsinchengtzu, Shuangmiaotzu, 
Hsingtaitzu, Tieling, Kaiyuan, Chengtu, Fushun. Loading 
charges into ships per ton: Beans 12 cents; bean cake 13 
cents; extra stevedore 7½ cents. Other small charges include 
storage and wharfage after 10 days, transfer charges on the 
wharf, export duty, rebagging if necessary, etc. “The silver 
yen at present rate of exchange is about 44 cents American 
currency.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen 
(Jan. 2014) that mentions Nisshin (a major Japanese soybean 
crusher), in connection with soybeans. Address: Chief of 
Dep.

268. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
England (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 29-31. Erroneously numbered 
Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Defi nite statistics concerning the amount of 
soya beans recently imported into England do not seem 
to be available. The importation began practically last 
December, when fi ve steamers started from the Far East with 
shipments aggregating 50,000 tons. These were followed by 
other shipments to England and other European countries 
aggregating, it is said, about 400,000 tons. Impetus was 

given to the manufacture of soya-bean products by the fact 
that in 1908 the supplies of linseed and cotton seed were bad 
in Hull, and the crushers welcomed this new source of raw 
material. Several British fi rms of seed-cake manufacturers 
have conducted series of tests to demonstrate the uses to 
which the soya cake, meal, and oil may be put, and it is 
claimed that the results have been eminently satisfactory. The 
seed crushers in England have been very active in seeking 
outlets for their products and have offered it in practically 
every market for such manufactures in Europe.
 “Liverpool: Conversion of the soya bean into cake 
and meal. Consul John L. Griffi th, of Liverpool, furnishes 
the following report concerning the uses of soya beans 
in England, and the likelihood of the cake and meal 
manufactured therefrom competing with American cotton-
seed cake and meal:
 “While it has been impossible to ascertain accurately the 
precise quantity which has been imported into this consular 
district, it will probably aggregate about one-half of the 
total importations. It is the bean itself that is imported, and 
then it is converted in this country into cake and meal for 
cattle-feeding purposes. There are a number of factories in 
Liverpool where this process of conversion is carried on. 
The price of the bean at this port is now (May 13) $30.40 
per ton, which is an increase of $1.82 per ton during the last 
few days. The last quotation in Liverpool for the soya-bean 
cake was $31.62 per ton, and for the meal $29.19 per ton. 
The introduction of the bean has been so recent that it is 
diffi cult to give a reliable forecast as to the future. Much, of 
course, depends upon the price. A valuable oil, used largely 
in the making of soap, is extracted from the bean, and it is 
anticipated that the meal and cake manufactured therefrom 
may compete very seriously with American cotton-seed 
cake and meal, although it is admitted that the best quality 
of the American cotton-seed cake and meal is superior to the 
soya-bean cake and meal, and by reason of that superiority 
it commands a higher price. There is no doubt, however, that 
the soya-bean cake and meal will be used more and more in 
this country, provided a suffi ciently low price is maintained.
 “The fi rst importations of the bean into this consular 
district were not satisfactory, because of the heating of 
the bean in transit, but this defect seems to have been 
overcome in the later importations. It is believed that if 
its use increases, large exportations of the product will be 
made to European countries generally. One contract for 
the exportation of 1,000 tons has already been made in 
Liverpool. [Samples of the soya bean and of soya-bean 
cake manufactured in Liverpool are on fi le in the Bureau of 
Manufactures.]
 “Plymouth: Soya cake and meal extensively consumed. 
Consul Joseph G. Stephens writes that the soya bean and its 
products, oil, meal, and meal cake, are a new commodity 
just being introduced into the Plymouth district. He says 
concerning it:
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 “Owing to its cheapness as compared to other similar 
products, it is securing quite an extensive market, although 
reported inferior to American cotton-seed products. The soya 
bean is shipped from Dalny and Vladivostok to London and 
Hull. Here it is reduced to oil, meal, and meal cake, the cake 
as placed on the market containing 9 per cent of oil. As yet 
neither soya oil nor meal has been placed locally for general 
sale. The meal cake for feeding animals is sold by half a 
dozen Plymouth fi rms...”
 “Testing the food values of soya beans and cotton cake: 
According to The Farmer and Stock Breeder, experiments 
have been conducted at the Royal Agricultural College, 
Cirencester, with the object of testing the feeding value of 
soya-bean cake to milch cows.” “The cost of the soya-bean 
cake was $31.65 per ton of 2,240 pounds, and the analysis 
read 8 per cent oil and 34 per cent albuminoids.” A summary 
of the experiment is given.
 “Southampton: The bean appreciated as a fattener and 
as a dairy ration. Consul Albert W. Swalm, of Southampton, 
furnishes the following report concerning the soya bean in 
the south of England:
 “Where the beans are used for caked food, out of the 
average 18 per cent of oil found in them from 10 to 12 per 
cent is taken, leaving a very nutritious cake, appreciated both 
as a fattener and as a dairy ration...
 “Experimental feeding is being done privately by 
gentlemen farmers. It is thought that the soya bean can be 
grown as a very profi table seed crop in the south of England, 
and several plats have been planted in Hampshire, in an 
experimental way, in the hope of securing a good addition 
to the fodder crop, if not fully matured beans, for sheep and 
cattle. One of the seed-crushing establishments here has a 
consignment on the way which will fi ll the cargo capacity of 
a large steamship, and this plant will take up the beans very 
largely.
 “The soya bean as human food: It is of record that 
some of the leading English physicians have given much 
recognition to the bean as an article of helpful diet in cases 
of diabetes, while it has also been prescribed in certain of 
the large public hospitals for the same disease. Locally the 
soya bean has been used in a domestic way and pronounced 
as good as the best white bean, but requiring several hours 
longer cooking, with a preliminary soaking of about 20 
hours.” Address: Chief of Dep.

269. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Sojamjöl och sojakakor. Tvänne 
nya ägghvitirika kraftfodermedel [Soybean meal and 
cake. Several new animal feeds]. Kungliga Landtbruks-
Akademiens Handlingar och Tidskrift (Stockholm) 
48(3):272-74. Flygblad No. 11 från Centralanstalten för 
försöksväsendet på jordbruksområdet. [Swe]
• Summary: This is a discussion of the value of these two 
feeding stuffs, soybean meal and soy cake. Analyses of the 
composition of the products were conducted at Stockholm, 

Göteborg, and Malmö. The experimental work was 
conducted in April 1909, using products imported from Hull, 
England.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning 
soybean products (soybean meal and cake) in Sweden (one 
of two documents); soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported. Address: Sweden.

270. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual 
Report. 1909. Soy beans. p. 83-85. For the year 1908.
• Summary: “The soy bean possesses many advantages as 
a green manuring and rotation crop. Early in the present 
year, three varieties of soy beans were obtained through the 
Bureau of Plant Industry. These were designated as Nos. 
20797, 20798, and 21080... Seed of two other varieties were 
donated by the Hawaiian Yamajo Soy Company of Honolulu. 
One of these, a green seeded type, has been grown in the 
Kona district of Hawaii for some years; the other, a yellow 
seeded variety, was imported direct from Japan. The seed 
of both these varieties is used in the manufacture of the 
Japanese food product, ‘Miso,’ and other preparations.”
 All the varieties were sown on March 12. Variety No. 
21080 yielded 600 lb of shelled beans per acre; the yellow 
seeded variety imported from Japan yielded 800 lb, and 
the Kona seed yielded 1,060 lb. “The average price in the 
Honolulu market is $3 per hundred pounds. About 500 tons 
of the beans are imported from Japan annually, and the 
demand is said to be on the increase. It would appear that 
this could be made a profi table crop for the small farmer.”
 Photos show: (1) A man standing in a “plat of soy 
beans” in Hawaii, with palm, banana, and other tropical trees 
in the background. (2) Three sets of dwarf soy bean plants 
with roots; their soy beans are used in making miso and other 
Japanese food products.
 Note 1. This document is cited incorrectly by Piper & 
Morse (1923, p. 300) as “Krauss, F.G. Field crops at Hawaii 
Station. Hawaii Agric. Exp. Sta., Rpt. 1908: 82-84.”
 Note 2. In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory.

271. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1909. Chemical technology and 
analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 4th ed. Entirely rewritten 
and enlarged. 3 vols. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. See 
vol. II, p. 122-24. [7 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean oil (Soy-bean 
oil, Bean oil, Chinese bean oil)” (Vol. II, p. 122-24) gives 
details about the soja bean, “a plant indigenous to China, 
Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Formosa, and Indo-China,... The 
seeds contain 18 per cent of oil and about 30-40 per cent of 
proteins. The industry of the soja bean forms one of the most 
important manufactures of Manchuria and Japan.”
 In Manchuria, the expressed meal is made into bean 
cakes (Chinese Téou-fou-tcha) which are exported in large 
numbers. The Japanese make shoyu and miso from soja 
beans. “Efforts have been made to ship soja beans to Europe, 
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but on account of the deterioration which they undergo 
on the long voyage [through the tropics and especially 
through the Red Sea], as also on account of the diffi culty of 
disposing of the cakes, attempts in this direction have been 
abandoned.”
 Two tables give physical and chemical characteristics 
based on the investigations of: (1) Morawski and Stingl; (2) 
De Negri and Fabris; (3) Shukoff (from seed grown in an 
experimental station in South Russia); (4) Lane (who found 
80.26% of liquid fatty acids).
 Vol. II also discusses many other major and minor oils 
including: Linseed oil (p. 39-60), hemp seed oil (p. 76-77), 
sesamé oil (beniseed oil, gingelli oil, teel oil, p. 167-79), 
almond oil (p. 233-40), and arachis oil (peanut oil, earthnut 
oil, ground nut oil, p. 244).
 Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: Ph.D., 
M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and 
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in 
“fats and oils” to the City and Guilds of London Inst.

272. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. 1909. A new British 
industry. Soya beans, their cultivation and manufacture. 
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 14 p. *
• Summary: The companies that began large-scale 
exportation of soya were Nathanson of Russia and Mitsui & 
Co. of Japan. Various English companies have started this 
trade, including MacGregor & Co. and Jardine, Mathison 
[Matheson] & Co. The authors believes that Messrs. John 
Bibby & Sons, of Liverpool, were the fi rst British importers 
of soy-beans, having received a considerable quantity in 
1908. It wasn’t until the spring of 1909, however, that 
consignments arrived in England in large cargoes. About 
300,000 tons were imported into England in the fi rst 8 
months of 1909. The oil is of a superior kind and fi nds a 
ready sale at high prices for a great variety of purposes, 
including the manufacture of various edible goods, fi ne toilet 
soaps, paint oils, lubrication and lighting oils. An analysis 
of regular yellow soybeans, made by Alfred Smethan, 
of Brunswick Street, Liverpool, indicates that it has the 
following proximate composition: water 12%, oil 17%, 
albuminoids (protein) 38%, carbohydrates 22%, fi ber 5%, 
ash 5%, and sand 1%. Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet that he 
prepared for the Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire 
Agricultural Society for 1909, indicated some analyses of the 
soybean, and of the products from mills that produce oil and 
fl our. Note: Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Address: [China].

273. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1909. 
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 5]. 
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 605 p. Reprinted in 
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin 
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese 
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back 

to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly 
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads: 
The Japanese American Year Book.
 The book is divided into 17 parts, each numbered 
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (5 p.) (2) Table of 
contents (3 p.). (3) Maps (2 p.): Map of the United States. 
Map of California (1 p. each, in Japanese). (4) Black and 
white photos on 6 unnumbered pages (single sided). (5) 
Advertisements (A-1 to A-32). (6) Front part (p. 1-168), 
including general information about America, Japanese in 
America, U.S. and agricultural census data, etc. (7) Ads from 
San Francisco printers (2 p.). Appendixes: (8) Appendix 1: 
Table of contents (2 p.) (9) Appendix 1. Japanese agricultural 
workers in the various states (p. 1-60). (10) Ads (p. B-1 
to B-96). (11) Appendix 2 table of contents (2 p.). (12) 
Ads (3 p.). (13) Appendix 2. Japanese living in America, 
alphabetically by state, and within each state by city (p. 
1-148). (14) Ads (2 p.). (15) Ads on numbered pages (C-1 to 
C-66). (16) California ads (p. C-1 to C-42). (17) Publication 
data / Copyright page (1 p.).
 Basic information about how this book was compiled 
and the survey conducted is given on pages 60-66, 140-
41, and on the title page of Appendix 1 of this year book. 
Pages 60-66 show various existing government registration 
forms that Japanese are required to fi ll out, such as birth, 
marriage, death, and divorce certifi cates, employment / 
occupation, agricultural details (employer, land use, nature of 
relationship with employer, etc.), and visa.
 The tariff (import duty) on shoyu and miso from Japan 
is 40% for each (p. 32).
 The value of the 1900 soybean crop in the United States 
is $7,634,262 and the value in California is $1,022,586 (p. 
69). Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2009) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for either the 
USA or California–much earlier than any U.S. Department 
of Agriculture statistics. Unfortunately, the source of these 
statistics is not given. During the period 1900 and 1909 many 
Japanese were farming land in California, and there was a 
signifi cant number of soyfoods manufacturers in California 
and, more broadly, west of the Rocky Mountains. Therefore 
we should not be surprised to learn that these farmers were 
growing soybeans in California, either for use as edamamé 
(green vegetable soybeans in the pods) or for sale as whole 
dry soybeans to soyfoods makers.
 Value of selected imports from Japan to the USA in 
1906: Miso–Imported to the mainland $55,648. To Hawaii 
$43,108. Total $98,756. Shoyu [soy sauce]–Imported to the 
mainland $241,345. To Hawaii $211,265. Total $452,610 (p. 
119).
 Retail prices of Japanese foods in San Francisco (on 
1 Nov. 1908): Amazake [cup] for 15 cents (100 cents 
apparently = $1.00). Kikkoman shoyu: 1 cho for 300 cents. 
Yamasa shoyu: 1 cho for 280 cents. Miso: 1 cho for 180 
cents. Tai [sea bream] miso: 1 piece (ko) for 10 cents. Note: 
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A cho is an undefi ned, vague unit of Japanese measurement. 
A photo shows the inside of a Japanese retail store (p. 120). 
Note: The meaning of “1 cho” is unclear.
 In 1908 the Japanese population in the United States 
totaled 103,630, including 93,149 men (89.9%), 6,379 
women, and 2,100 male children, and 2,010 female children. 
Six pages of tables give the Japanese populations of different 
U.S. states and cities.
 The directory (p. 5) gives a listing of sake and shoyu 
sellers in San Francisco: Hokubei Boeki Kaisha, 318 
Front St. Tel. [Phone] Kearny 451. McKendry Shosha, 
149 California St. Tel. Kearny 2970. Iwagami Shokai, 
441 Commercial St. Tel. 2447. Kagawa Soko Shiten, 41 
Commercial St. Tel. 1263. Ichida Shoten, 1968 Bush St. Tel. 
West 1688. Murai Ishikawa Shokai, 2001 Pine St. Tel. West 
5407. Tanaka Kyodai Shokai, 1609 Gough St. Tel. West 
6615.
 The Directory shows Japanese companies making 
soyfoods in California, Colorado, Nevada, New York, 
Oregon, Utah, and Washington.
 Note: A big jump in the number (and geographical 
extent) of Japanese tofu shops occurred in 1909. A 
translation (from older Japanese) of the pages describing 
how this book was compiled and the survey conducted (on 
pages 60-66, 140-41, and on the title page of Appendix 
1 of this year) would probably help to explain this jump. 
William Shurtleff has a theory that it had something to 
do with contact between the people who conducted the 
Mackenzie survey of Japanese in America (1910). He spent 
a large amount of time trying, unsuccessfully, to fi nd out 
how those surveyors knew where to look. He thinks that they 
worked with the owners of Nichibei Shinbun using its list 
of subscribers to locate communities of Japanese living in 
California.
 At some point a light when on in the minds of the 
publishers of the annual directory. (1) If the businesses 
in those communities started advertising in our annual 
directory, it could become a major source of income. (2) 
Each new address of a Japanese person or business we fi nd 
represents a potential new subscriber to our newspaper. 
Hence their interest and follow-through. So each helped 
the other to their mutual satisfaction. A win-win situation. 
Address: San Francisco, California.

274. Smethan, Alfred. 1909. Some new feeding stuffs 
and their relative value as cattle foods. Royal Lancashire 
Agricultural Society, Journal. p. 28-45. For the year 1909. 
See p. 29-32, 41.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Beans or China Oil 
Beans” (p. 29-32) begins: “Most notable, perhaps, of the new 
foods is the Soya Bean, which has come meteor-like into this 
country in large quantities during the last year or so.”
 “What circumstances or combination of events have 
made it possible at this particular period for merchants to 

ship the vast quantities of the Beans which have recently 
reached these shores I have not been able to discover, but 
it seems to me that the chief factor is to be found in the 
development of Manchuria by the Japanese as the result of 
the Russo-Japanese war. It is said that during the campaign 
Soya Beans entered largely into the dietary of the Japanese 
army, and, doubtless, during the progress of the war the 
Japanese became familiarised with the Bean-producing 
districts, and the exportation of the surplus supplies is the 
result. Be that as it may, the fact remains that up to the end 
of next August, so I am informed on very good authority, the 
estimated sales in the United Kingdom of the Soya Oil Beans 
may be roughly estimated at 250,000 tons. What the future 
is likely to be is uncertain, but from conversations I have 
had with those who have studied the subject, the general 
impression seems to be that they ‘have come to stay,’ and 
that in the near future at all events the Beans, either whole or 
crushed into cake, will have to be reckoned with as a serious 
competitor of the better known and more generally used 
feeding stuffs.”
 “The direct shipments of Soya Bean Cake–or, as it has 
been hitherto more commonly called, China Bean Cake–
from the East, have so far been spasmodic and small in 
extent, and owing to the ‘heated’ condition in which they 
have arrived, have not been, I should say, a commercial 
success, on account of the relatively low price realized.”
 A table titled “Composition of soya bean cake and 
meal” (p. 32) includes the composition of “China bean cake 
(imported), Soya bean meal, Soya bean cake, Chinese bean 
cake (rolled or crushed), and Manchurian bean cake.”
 Soy is also mentioned in the “Appendix” (p. 39-45), 
a long table that gives the composition of many feeds: 
Soya beans, Soya bean cake, Soya bean meal (p. 41). Also 
includes (p. 44-45): Sesame cake, Benniseed (sesame) 
cake, Til seed (sesame) cake, Ground nut cake (earth nut), 
Gingelly and Niger seed cake, Pea nut cake (American), 
Sago fl our, Hemp seed cake. Address: The Society’s 
consulting agricultural chemist.

275. Tôa Dôbunkai. 1909. Manshû daizu chôsa hôkokusho. 
Dai 5-ki [Report of a survey on soybeans in Manchuria. 5th 
part]. Tokyo: Tôa Dôbunkai. 1 vol. (microfi lm reel). Series: 
Shina kakuchi chosa hokokusho, No. 207.; Zhongguo ge di 
diao cha bao gao shu, No. 154. [Jap]
• Summary:  This is the earliest known book about soybeans 
written in Japanese. Part 5, the only part about soybeans, was 
written in Meiji 42 i.e., in 1909.
 Year 4 Report from Unit Stationed in Northern 
Manchuria
 Volume 1 Geography
 Volume 2 Economy
 Volume 3 Commerce
 Volume 4 Agriculture
 Year 5 Manchuria Soybean Survey Report
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 .
 [Seal of the Foreign Affairs Division, Government 
General of Taiwan]
 Year 5 Manchuria Soybean Survey Report
 Contents
 Chapter I Trends in soybean trade
 Chapter II Soybean production
 Section 1 Cultivated area and production value
 Section 2 Production costs and revenue
 Section 3 Distribution
 Section 4 Soybean production value in future
 Chapter III Quality and applications of Manchurian 
soybeans
 Section 1 Quality
 Section 2 Applications
 Chapter IV Soybean refi ning methods in Manchuria
 Chapter V Manchurian soybean exporting
 Chapter VI Demand for Manchurian soybeans in Europe
 Section 1 Importation and origins of soybeans in 
Manchuria
 Section 2 Applications of Manchurian soybeans
 Section 3 Trading price of Manchurian soybeans
 Section 4 Maximum price for Manchurian soybeans
 Section 5 Importation of Manchurian soybean oil and 
soy fl our
 Chapter VII Trade in soybeans in the various regions of 
Manchuria
 Section 1 Trade in Harbin
 Section 2 Trade in Changchun
 Section 3 Trade in Gongzhuling
 Section 4 Trade in Ssupingka
 Toadobunkai Paper [seal]
 Note 1. Translated by Tobias Rushbrook (Japan)
 Note 2. Regan Kao, PhD, head of special collections 
at Stanford’s East Asia Library [California], sent a scan of 
the table of contents of all 5 sections plus the contents of 5 
sections written in Japanese characters (kanji). She notes: It 
is hard to know exactly what they meant by “part 5.” It looks 
to me that what I sent you is the complete table of contents 
for the section that discussed soy beans. Below is the way it 
is broken down. To me, it looks like the part 4 and part fi ve 
refer to the reports (hôkokusho) and the fi fth report covers 
soy beans. Address: Aomori, Japan.

276. Voelcker, J. Augustus. 1909. Annual report for 1909 of 
the consulting chemist. J. of the Royal Agricultural Society 
of England 70:339-52. See p. 345-46.
• Summary: “The most marked features of the year as 
concerns the supply of feeding materials has been the general 
rise of price of these, particularly in linseed cake, and the 
introduction of a new article–Soya bean cake.”
 Gross adulteration of offals with sawdust, gypsum, etc. 
is now being prosecuted under the “Fertilizers and Feedings 
Stuffs Act” and heavy penalties levied against the principal 
offending fi rms, so that this spurious trade has almost 
completely been abandoned.
 On pages 345-46 are analyses of the composition of 
soya bean and soya bean cake, now being imported on a 
large scale mainly from Manchuria. In terms of manurial 
value, Soya bean cake “should be classed with decorticated 
cotton cake, to which it is equal, or very nearly so, in 
manurial value.” Address: 22 Tudor St., London, E.C.

277. Wilcox, E.V. 1909. Summary of investigations: 
Miscellaneous crops. Hawaii Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Annual Report. p. 9-16. For the year 1908. See p. 16.
• Summary: “Several varieties of soy beans have been 
grown for use as fodder, green manuring, and human food, 
particularly in the Japanese product, Miso. The yields have 
been very encouraging. About 500 tons of soy beans are 
annually imported from Japan, and the demand is increasing. 
The beans are sold in Honolulu for $3 per 100 pounds. The 
market can easily be supplied by home production.
 “Peanuts have yielded gratifying results in various 
localities. On the trial grounds of the station a number of 
varieties have been grown, including Spanish, Bunch Jumbo, 
Running Jumbo, and Virginia Running.”
 Note: In 1898 Hawaii was annexed as a U.S. Territory. 
Address: Special agent in charge.

278. New York Times. 1910. Why “Everything costs so 
much.” How a rise in the price of one commodity forces up 
others. Jan. 2. p. SM2.
• Summary: Cottonseed “oil has reached its record in price 
[20 cents a pound],... caused both by the the increase in the 
cost of meat animals and their fats and the high price of 
cotton. It is used in the manufacture of oleomargarine and 
compound lard, and in cooking and salad oils for all kinds.
 “It has always been used in the manufacture of soap, but 
it has not become so expensive that the manufacturers have 
been obliged to abandon it.”
 “The effect on soap has been that the manufacturers 
have been obliged to use cheaper oils. With cottonseed oil up 
to 50 cents a gallon, the soapmakers have been forced to use 
such materials as peanut oil. Even this is too high, and now 
they are importing from Manchuria an oil which hitherto 
Americans have condemned and refused to use for any 
purpose.
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 “The soya bean is the staple product in Manchuria, 
and is as cheap there as dirt, which is what recommends it 
to the desperate soapmakers. From this bean a rancid and 
loud-smelling oil is made. It has never been heard of in 
America as an article of commerce, but the soapmakers are 
now importing it in large quantities. The beans are shipped 
to England and crushed there at Hull and other cities, and 
then the oil is sent to America. In the hunt for cheapness, 
however, the Pacifi c Coast has begun the direct importation 
of the beans and attending to the crushing on its own 
account.
 “No more impressive illustration of the way high prices 
are affecting American life could be given than the fact that 
we have to go all the way to Manchuria to get the poorest 
and lowest grade of material.”

279. Jones, W.J. 1910. Manchurian development: The 
railways and the beans (Continued–Document part II). Grey 
River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). Jan. 3. p. 4.
• Summary: (Continued): “The process of distribution. The 
bean, which is commonly known as the Sakura oil bean 
in South Manchuria, and the Soja bean in Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok], has the appearance of the wild pea. It is now 
principally grown in the districts from Ta-shih-chao to the 
immediate south of Harbin for practically the whole breadth 
of the country, along the Antung route, and in many parts 
of Korea. The Kwancheng-tzu district has the distinction 
of being the greatest bean-producing centre and Chang-
chun exists entirely for and upon beans. The processes 
through which the crop goes after leaving the hands of the 
producer are particularly interesting. The beans are taken 
by the farmers in Chinese carts to the nearest villages and 
are there exchanged with the innkeepers, who are also the 
storekeepers, for cloth and the ordinary requirements of 
housekeeping, a certain percentage of the purchase-money 
being received in cash. The innkeepers take the beans to the 
larger towns, and there effect a bargain with the merchants, 
receiving in return supplies to replenish their stock. The 
merchants in their turn convey the produce to the principal 
distributing centres, such as Tiehling, Changchun, and 
there sell it to the innkeepers, who own large yards where, 
the beans are stored. The proportions of the business may 
be gauged from the fact that these yards are 20 or 30 acres 
in extent. The receptacles are curious bins called tuns, 
constructed of straw, each 120 ft high and capable holding 
150 tons. The last pre-export stage of all is reached when 
they are sold to the local merchants in Dairen or Newchwang 
at so much per dan (480 1b). The currency in which the 
farmer deals is the tiao (equal to from 5d. to 6d.). The dealers 
in the ports pack their produce into gunny bags holding 187 
1b, and the consignment is then ready for steamer.
 “What the bean produces: The fi rst process in the 
treatment of the bean is the extraction of the oil. The 
Chinese, with their loyalty to primitive methods, use a hand 

press which is not so satisfactory as the effi cient machinery 
of the European merchants, and the latter obtain not only 
6 per cent more oil, but from 3 to 4 per cent of butter-fat, 
which is used in the manufacture of confectionery. From 9 
to 10 per cent of oil is extracted by the hand-press and 15 to 
16 by machinery. The oil is of various samples, the refi ned 
article almost equalling in quality fi ne olive oil, while the 
crude article is used by the Chinese for food and lighting. 
From about forty-eight pounds of beans forty pounds of bean 
cake and between four and fi ve pounds of oil are obtained, 
the extra weight being released during the steaming process 
in manufacture. The beans cost in Manchuria about 5s per 
picul (133 1/3 pounds). The oil is sold at 17s per picul and 
the bean cake at 2s 3d to 2s 6d per picul.
 “The future of the beans: Towards the end of last season 
the railway carried 6,000 tons per day to the ports, and it 
is estimated that this year the amount will be increased by 
1,000 tons daily. This looks like business and the merchants 
would tell you that the prospects are promising. The bean 
cake is an excellent fertilizer, and an inexpensive one, 
and might fi nd its way in increasing thousands of tons 
into countries to which it has not hitherto been exported. 
But there are diffi culties to contend with and possibilities 
to consider which make trading in beans somewhat of a 
gamble. The fl uctuations in the price of silver may cause a 
difference in values of as much as 40 per cent in the short 
period elapsing between sale and delivery. There is also a 
lack of confi dence, consequent upon there being so many 
rivals on the market as oil-producing seeds. These are 
problems which may be solved to the satisfaction of bean 
merchants, and if so, there is a great future for beans and 
their by-products in Europe and other parts of the world. So 
far as China and Japan are concerned it is certain that their 
demand will increase annually by material quantities, at any 
rate this would appear to be the belief of those interested in 
the business, judging from the extension of the area placed 
under cultivation.”

280. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live Stock 
Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. The Baltic: State 
of trade. 103(4084):Unnumbered page i (fi rst page of Market 
Supplement). Jan. 3. Colonial and Foreign Edition.
• Summary: “Soy beans are a very active market at 8s. 3d. 
per cwt off coast, and 7s. 9d. per cwt for prompt shipment.” 
Note: cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds.
 “Soy Beans–Manchurian, 8s. 3d. per cwt, arrived; 
Manchurian, 7s. 9d. per cwt, prompt shipment.”
 Note: This section on the Baltic appears at the bottom 
third of an unnumbered page titled “Review of the British 
corn trade.” No names of Baltic countries are given.

281. Parker, Edward C. 1910. Commercial Manchuria and its 
future: Wonderful agricultural possibilities. Province (The) 
(Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). Jan. 8. p. 8-9.
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• Summary: This article is in the “Magazine Section” (16 
pages),
 “Products of Manchurian agriculture: With the exception 
of the export business in bean oil, bean cake, and raw silk the 
markets for Manchurian products are almost entirely local. 
Almost every town has its grist mill, its bean oil factory, and 
its samshu distillery...”
 “There is wheat land enough in the north to make a 
second Minneapolis [Minnesota] out of Harbin, and could 
the by-products of the soy-bean crop be fed to young cattle 
grazed on the wild grass lands of Mongolia, Mukden would 
soon develop into a second Chicago meat-packing centre.”
 “The soy-bean, which yields so bountifully everywhere, 
is as great, if not a greater, natural trade advantage than the 
Indian corn of Illinois, and Indiana. With soy-bean meal, 
gaoliang [kaoliang] and Indian corn to fatten cattle with 
and with thousands of square miles of wild grass lands in 
Mongolia to grow young cattle on, Manchuria could stand in 
the front rank of meat exporting countries.”

282. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya-bean crushing: Factories planned in both Europe and 
American Pacifi c Coast. No. 3681. p. 5. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “Consul Walter C. Hamm, at Hull, England, 
writes that it is reported that there are projects on foot in 
connection with the soyabean industry which may have 
far-reaching effects both on the industry in Hull and on the 
Pacifi c coast of America.
 “As stated, one scheme is to erect large seed-crushing 
mills at Vancouver, British Columbia, and Seattle, State 
of Washington, where the bean can be crushed and the 
oil extracted. The Canadian Pacifi c and lines of steamers 
running from Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are 
said to be aiding this scheme.
 “Another project proposed is to erect large factories in 
Copenhagen for the production of soya-bean oil and cake. It 
is hoped that the annual turnover of the new company will at 
fi rst be not less than $1,100,000 and that 30,000 tons of soya 
beans will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic Company 
from Manchuria to Denmark. At present oil cake of various 
kinds to the value of $7,000,000 is consumed annually 
in Denmark, of which a large proportion is shipped from 
Hull. The Manchurian beans are the subject of comment in 
the report of the P. and O. Company, which speaks of the 
absorption of a very large amount of tonnage for their export. 
The report adds:
 “’This is a new business in Europe, and whether it may 
prove a permanent factor in the commerce of this country it 
is at present impossible to say. Meanwhile the result is that 
Eastern freights have risen to a moderate extent for the fi rst 
time for two or three years.’”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2020) that uses the word “crushing” or any 

of its cognates (“crushers,” “crushed,” etc.) in the title in 
connection with soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) 
concerning early soy bean crushers in the United States. 
Address: Washington, DC.

283. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Latest reports 
from all the markets: Cotton seed oil during past week. Jan. 
11. p. 13.
• Summary: New York. “Importations of soya bean oil 
show a gradual increase, and practically all the leading 
local soapmakers are now using or experimenting with this 
product. The present market for spot soya bean oil is 6.80¢, 
which shipments are quoted at 6½¢. These compare with 
7.60¢ for spot prime summer yellow cotton oil...”

284. Times (London). 1910. Imperial and foreign fi nance and 
trade. Jan. 14. p. 20, col. 6.
• Summary: In a discussion of jute bags, the section 
titled “Exports to China and America” states: “One very 
encouraging feature of the year [1909] has been a striking 
increase in the exports to China, which in the ten months 
from January to October has taken 38,300,000 bags, as 
compared to 19,100,000 bags in the corresponding period of 
1908. The soya bean is understood to have been the cause of 
the increase.”

285. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Oil-seed crushing: The present status of the industry in Great 
Britain. No. 3687. p. 7. Jan. 17.
• Summary: “Consul Frederick I. Bright, of Huddersfi eld, 
makes the following report on present conditions in the 
British oil-seed crushing trade:
 “The growing demand for the soya bean has caused in 
part by the recent rise in the price of cotton-seed products. 
London quotations place crude cotton oil at $136.26 per 
ton and still higher prices are predicted owing to reduced 
cotton crops in the United States and Egypt. Seed crushers 
are said to be fairly well supplied with raw material, the 
imports being nearly equal to those of the preceding year, 
and the output of crushing small, owing to a decreased 
demand. The reduced supply of Egyptian cotton seed for 
future requirements is expected to be made up by increased 
purchases in India.
 “According to press reports, British seed crushers have 
400,000 tons of last season’s crop of soya beans under 
contract. Of this amount about 20,000 tons are now en 
route from the Far East. With the great interest that is now 
being manifested in the Manchurian bean in all the principal 
European countries the trade in this article is expected to 
assume large proportions, with increased prices. Cargoes 
for delivery in six months were quoted the latter part of 
December at $29.19 per ton. The demand for soya oil and 
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cake is good, the total British exports of cake to European 
countries for the eleven months ended November 30, 1909, 
being 70,000 tons.
 “It is stated that large mills are to be built in Denmark 
which are expected to consume about 30,000 tons of 
beans annually in the manufacture of soya cake.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

286. Province (The) (Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). 
1910. Soya bean oil: scheme to erect large seed-crushing 
plant in Vancouver. Jan. 21. p. 7.
• Summary: “Washington, Jan. 12.–According to a report 
recently issued by the department of commerce and labor, 
Consul Walter C. Hamm of Hull, England, writes that 
there are projects on foot in connection with the soya bean 
industry which may have far-reaching effects both on the 
industry in Hull and on the Pacifi c coast of America.
 “As stated, one scheme is to erect large seed-crushing 
mills at Vancouver, British Columbia, and at Seattle, 
Washington, where the bean can be crushed and the oil 
extracted. The Canadian Pacifi c and lines of steamers 
running from Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are 
said to be aiding this scheme.
 “Another project proposed is to erect large factories in 
Copenhagen for the production of soya-bean oil and cake. It 
is hoped that the annual turnover of the new company will at 
fi rst be not less than $1,100,000 and that 30,000 tons of soya 
beans will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic company 
from Manchuria to Denmark. At present oil cakes of various 
kinds to the value of $7,000,000 is consumed annually 
in Denmark, of which a large proportion is shipped from 
Hull. The Manchurian beans are the subject of comment 
in the report of the P. & O. company which speaks of the 
adsorption of a very large amount of tonnage for their export. 
The report adds:
 “’This is a new business in Europe, and whether it may 
prove a permanent factor in the commerce of this country it 
is at present impossible to say...”

287. Wall Street Journal. 1910. World’s fl axseed 
consumption: Exports last year were 1,294,000 long tons, 
Great Britain taking 23½%. Three leading oil seeds of 
commerce are fl axseed, cottonseed and the soy bean of 
Manchuria–Argentina, India, North America and Russia 
prominent exporters. Jan. 27. p. 6.
• Summary: The recent decline in fl axseed production “is 
but one of the causes of present high prices.” It now sells 
for $2.20 per bushel at Duluth, Minnesota. A table gives the 
following fi gures (in long tons) for fl axseed from 1900 to 
1910: World exports, consumption (U.K. and Continental 
Europe), and U.K. consumption as a percentage of total 
world exports. World exports and U.K. consumption in 1909 
were both below the fi gures for 1908 and 1907.
 “The three great seeds which supply this class of 

industries are fl axseed, cottonseed and soy bean. The last 
named is a Chinese product grown largely in Manchuria. 
The London market in a single year (1903) [sic, 1908?] 
consumed as much as 158,000 tons. As a new competitor 
in the seed crushing industry, the markets of Marseilles, 
London and Hull are taking it liberally, not only in the 
manufacture of oils, but also in the production of meal cake 
for the feeding of live stock.”

288. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy 
beans. 21(1):57. Jan.
• Summary: “Recently there have been numerous references 
in the agricultural press to the Soy bean or Soja bean as food 
for cattle and also for culinary purposes. The Commercial 
Commissioner in the East, Mr. F.D. Suttor, has furnished a 
very comprehensive report on the use of this bean and other 
varieties of the Phaseolus [sic] group in Japan.
 “It is to feared, however, that so far as New South Wales 
is concerned, the cultivation of Soy beans is not likely to 
attract much attention. Experiments have been carried out 
at the various Experiment Farms for nearly twenty years 
[i.e., since about 1891-92], and trials on a large scale seem 
to indicate that however satisfactory these beans might 
prove in certain suitable districts, they are not likely to prove 
as profi table a crop for market as other pulses, such, for 
example, as Cowpeas, for which there is generally a pretty 
good demand...
 “Mr. Suttor forwarded of seed, which have been 
distributed for trial.”
 “According to the North British Agriculturist some 
50,000 tons of these beans were imported to Scotland from 
Manchuria last year for the manufacture of oil and cattle 
cake.”

289. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Cotton-seed products. No. 352. p. 87-107. Jan. See p. 91-94, 
96-100.
• Summary: Foreign markets: Norway–The city of 
Stavanger, Norway, has the largest fi sh-canning industry 
in Scandinavia. Most sardines are packed in olive oil, and 
“more than 50 per cent of the exports from Stavanger are 
destined for American ports. If American consumers could be 
convinced that choice cotton-seed oil is fully equal to olive 
oil, and that a demand could be created for sardines packed 
in the former, it would be a matter of great importance to 
American trade.
 In the section titled “Soya-bean cake replacing other 
foods” (p. 91-94) U.S. Consul Felix S.S. Johnson of Bergen, 
Norway, notes that the demand for soya-bean meal has begun 
to increase faster than that for cotton-seed meal. “A Danish 
newspaper is quoted as saying that cotton-seed cake being 
scarce this year, the new feedstuff known as soya-bean cake 
could be substituted at a much more reasonable price. The 
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feeding of soya bean cake to cattle is on the increase and 
there is every reason to believe that it will continue to gain 
ground, owing to the present advance in the price of other oil 
cake.”
 In the section on “Sweden: Market for large quantities 
of cake and oil” (p. 95-97) Special Agent Julien C. Brodé 
writes from Malmo on Nov. 8: “Soya bean meal is used 
to some extent, but the statistics available do not show the 
extent of its importation.” Swedish butter enjoys a good 
name in foreign markets, and about 30,000 tons of Swedish 
butter are exported annually. “The expert butter tasters report 
that butter made from the milk of cows which had been fed 
the soya-bean meal had a bitter taste, and for that reason 
could not be graded as fi rst class. The usual dairy ration 
contains one kilo (2.2 pounds) of a concentrated feed, but 
the director of the experiment station at Akarp states that 
from his experiments he found it was not safe to feed over 
one-half kilo of the soya-bean meal to dairy cows for fear 
of giving the butter a bitter taste. This will necessitate the 
farmers using one-half kilo of some other concentrated feed, 
which is troublesome, and again there is always the danger 
of exceeding the half-kilo limit of the soya-bean meal. For 
this reason it is thought that this meal will not be popular in 
Sweden. These facts are being published in Swedish, Danish, 
and Norwegian papers.”
 Special agent Brodé reports on 5 Nov. 1909 from 
Copenhagen, Denmark that the best margarine is made from 
cotton-seed oil adulterated with peanut oil, to give it a better 
fl avor. “Soya cake:... The short American cotton crop and 
the strong home demand for the products of the seed have 
caused prices for cotton-seed cake to advance to such a high 
level that it is well-nigh prohibitive for this market, and the 
Danes are forced to substitute other oil cakes this season. 
The soya cake is now enjoying a big outlet here. The cake is 
said to be gaining the confi dence of Danish farmers. There 
has been purchased 150,000 to 200,000 tons for deliveries 
from August 1909, to September 1910.” Small quantities of 
50 tons or so can be purchased by small buyers from English 
mills; this upsets the importers of feedstuffs. “A soya bean 
mill is being erected in Copenhagen, which will be fi nished 
this winter. The annual capacity of the plant will be to crush 
about 40,000 tons of beans, which will give about 25,000 
tons of cake. It is reported that the soya-bean cake, if fed 
over one-half a kilo (kilo = 2.2 pounds) per head per day to 
dairy cows, will cause the butter to taste bitter, and if fed to 
beef cattle in the same quantity as other oil cakes can be fed, 
it will act as a strong laxative on the animals. It is further 
stated that even when fed in moderate quantities after a 
time the butter and fl esh of beef cattle will be unfavorably 
affected. The soy bean meal is said not to have such bad 
effects as the cake, but the farmers, following their usual 
custom of preferring the oil cakes to the meal, are buying the 
soya cakes.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000) 

stating that soy bean cake or meal has an undesirable laxative 
effect on animals (dairy cows) to which it is fed.
 Strange to say the “arachide cake” (also called peanut 
or ground nut cake), with its high analysis of 56 per cent 
protein and fat, is not thought well of by the Danes. However 
Swedes “use four times more of the arachide cake than they 
do the cotton-seed cake.” Address: Washington, DC.

290. New Zealand Herald. 1910. Notes and comments: 
Beans and freights. Feb. 5. p. 6.
• Summary: It is strange to what impulses the recent 
improvement in the shipping outlook may be attributed. For 
instance, nobody would have imagined that the export of 
[soya] beans from Manchuria would have been on a scale 
of such magnitude as to give quite a fi llip to freights by 
providing many cargoes and drawing ships away on long-
distance voyages. This export trade seems to have assumed 
big proportions in a remarkably short time. One of its centres 
is the port of Dalny, and it is said that during the season 
which began in November, 1908, and closed in June, 1909, 
over 150,000 tons of beans were shipped thence to Europe, 
chiefl y, to Liverpool, Hull, and Bremen. During the same 
period 143,000 tons were shipped from Vladivostock, of 
which more than one-half went to the United Kingdom. 
At the present time the trade has assumed even greater 
dimensions, and is affording business for a large amount of 
British shipping.
 “It would appear that the export can be developed 
enormously, and that there is a very large market for the 
article. It is used in Great Britain for the production of oil 
suitable for cooking, soap-making, lubricating, and other 
purposes. At the same time, the crushed beans form an 
admirable food for cattle. It is said that attention was fi rst 
called to the soya bean when manufacturers of cottonseed oil 
found their supplies from India and Egypt falling short. This 
sort of thing is catching, and there is now, an expectation that 
Central China will endeavour to compete with Manchuria 
for the European market. The more the merrier so far as the 
shipowner is concerned.”

291. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya bean crisis. No. 3708. p. 8. Feb. 10.
• Summary: Contents: Rise in price and short crop cause 
fi nancial disturbance. No cargo–High local prices. Bad effect 
on trade. “Writing from Newchwang [Dec. 22], Vice-Consul 
C.L.L. Williams says that a recent fi nancial crisis which 
threatens all forms of commerce in Manchuria has affected 
the trade in soya beans, the region’s staple export.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

292. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1910. Won by 
free trade. Feb. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: A powerful argument for Free Trade is 
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furnished by an article in the Shipping Gazette dealing with 
the importation of soya beans. These are likely to provide 
freights to British ports from Manchuria to the extent of 
£1,250,000, this season, and it should be noted that they 
come to this country almost wholly because Continental 
nations put import duties upon them. The result is that we 
crush them and ship the oil to the Continent, thus reaping 
the triple benefi t of import freights, work in this country, and 
export freights.
 “’Business,’ says the Gazette, ‘so far as we ourselves 
are concerned, commenced with an importation in 1908-9 of 
not far short of half-a-million tons. This quantity represented 
practically the whole of the supply to the Western 
Hemisphere.
 “’There is very little prospect of a removal of the duty 
in Continental ports, at any rate in the immediate future, and 
when it is remembered that the expectation regarding the 
coming season’s importation from Manchuria is very largely 
in excess of that of the last, it will be realised what a good 
thing to British manufacturers of oil products and stock food 
is the absence of any handicap in the shape of an import 
duty, a freedom which is giving them a long start over any 
possible competitor.
 “’The export of the soya bean has, it can scarcely be 
doubted, come to stay, and, judging from present conditions, 
for the good of the British trader and shipowner mainly. The 
development of Manchuria, commercially and fi nancially, 
should therefore in the future be to a great extent in our 
hands. Here is a fi ne opening for the export of British 
capital.’”

293. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Trading very light 
in cotton seed oil. Feb. 13. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “Recent importations of peanut oil 
have been heavy, and the soap kettle appears to have fi lled 
its requirements chiefl y from this product. Soya bean oil, 
which caused so much comment earlier this season, has not 
been found entirely satisfactory for soap-making purposes. 
The low “teter” [titer?] of this oil has made considerable 
doctoring necessary, and it is said that when the oil is doped 
up to a proper standard, it costs practically as much as the 
cotton product at its present price. This oil is bringing 6.625¢ 
for prompt shipment from abroad.”

294. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Mandschurei. Die 
Soyabohnen und das Soyaoel [Manchuria. Soybeans and soy 
oil]. 33(4):111. Feb. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:536). [Ger]
• Summary: The extraordinary signifi cance which soyoil 
(Soyaöl) or the soybean (Soyabohne) has taken on within a 
short period of time for the European markets is illuminated 
by the admittedly somewhat contradictory fi gures for the 
export of this material from China. According to an English 
consular report, in the past season–that is, from November 
1908 to June 1909–152,000 [metric?] tons of beans were 

shipped to Europe from Dairen [today’s Dalian, China] 
and 143,000 [metric?] tons during the same period from 
Vladivostok. A Japanese company [Mitsui] is supposedly 
the fi rst to have taken the reins with the export of soybeans 
(Soya) and has achieved enormous profi ts. Later on, three or 
four English companies supposedly snatched a large portion 
of the business. The bean cakes were primarily exported 
from Newchang [today’s Yingkou, China], and specifi cally 
5,400,000 metric hundredweight [= 100 kg, and thus a 
total of 540,000 metric tons] in 1908, in comparison with 
4,300,000 metric hundredweight [a total of 430,000 metric 
tons] in the preceding year. Out of that, 78 pct. went to 
Japan.
 With regard to the same product, we receive the 
following fi gures from the French journal Les Corps Gras 
Industriels [Industrial Fats]: in 1908, 200,000 metric tons 
of soybeans (Soyabohnen) were exported to Europe, and 
already in the fi rst half of 1909, three times that amount. The 
exports for 1910 are estimated at 1,000,000 metric tons. In 
accordance with the great demand, the price has already risen 
signifi cantly. Six months ago, the price was still 54 kopecks 
per pood [a pood is a Russian unit of weight equal to 16.38 
kg], now it is 80 kopecks. Approximately 20 to 30 pct. of 
the total area of Manchuria is planted with soybeans, and 
the remainder with all sorts of cereals. And thus it will be 
immediately possible to greatly increase the production.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

295. Ashburton Guardian (Canterbury, New Zealand). 1910. 
Beans and freights. Feb. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “It is strange to what impulses the recent 
improvement in the shipping outlook may be attributed. For 
instance, nobody would have imagined that the export of 
beans from Manchuria would have been on a scale of such 
magnitude as to give quite a fi llip to freights by providing 
many cargoes and drawing ships away on long-distance 
voyages.”
 “One of its centres is the port of Dalny, and it is said 
that during the season which began in November, 1908, 
and closed in June, 1909, over 150,000 tens of beans were 
shipped thence to Europe, chiefl y to Liverpool, Hull, and 
Bremen. During the same period 143,000 tons were shipped, 
from Vladivostock [Vladivostok], of which more than one-
half went to the United Kingdom.”
 “It is said that attention was fi rst called to the soya bean 
when manufacturers of cottonseed oil found their supplies 
from India and Egypt falling short. This sort of thing is 
catching, and there is now an expectation that Central China 
will endeavour to compete with Manchuria for the European 
market. The more the merrier so far as the shipowner is 
concerned.”

296. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil 
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demand light the past week. Feb. 20. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “The demand for [lard] compound 
has not responded to the fi rmer position of the hog 
product,...” “Oleo margarine is meeting with a heavy routine 
movement.”
 “Soap-makers have been buying foreign oils freely 
since the early fall months... Palm and palm kernel oil is in 
exceedingly free supply... corn oil commands 6.875¢; peanut 
soap oil 6¼¢, and soya bean oil 6½¢. These compare with a 
7¢ cotton oil market.”

297. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Commerce of Japan. Decreased trade for fi rst nine months of 
past year. No. 3720. p. 14. Feb. 25.
• Summary: Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt, of 
Yokohama, analyzes as follows the trade returns of Japan for 
the fi rst nine months of 1908 in comparison with those of the 
corresponding period of 1909:
 “The total exports of the Japanese Empire for the 
fi rst three quarters of 1909 show an increase over 1908 of 
$8,921,677, of which the principal items were rice, tea, 
refi ned sugar, camphor, raw silk, cotton yarn, straw and chip 
braids, cotton tissues, and matches.”
 “Rice, wheat, wheat fl our, and sugar show heavy losses 
from the fi gures of 1908, while raw cotton, wool, and oil 
cake [soya bean cake] were increased considerably.”

298. Times (London). 1910. Public companies. Feb. 25. p. 
15, col. 5.
• Summary: The section on “British Oil and Cake Mills” 
states: “The ordinary meeting was held yesterday at 
Winchester House, Mr. John Pearson presiding.” The 
“chairman said the result of the trading for the past year 
had been most satisfactory in regard to both profi t and 
output, and when further additions to the mills in London, 
Gloucester, and Leith were completed the company would 
be in a position to cope with a bigger trade than ever, and 
the building of a new mill on the Manchester Ship Canal 
would, it was hoped, open up new markets for their products. 
While the advent of the Soya bean had added largely to the 
material available for crushing, linseed, cottonseed, and the 
manufacture of compound feeding cake had contributed their 
fair share to the results achieved.”

299. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya beans. 
76(9):324. Feb. 26.
• Summary: In the section titled “Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britain–Northern British Branch” this article states 
that Mr. Hill directed attention to specimens of soya beans 
which he had received from Mr. John Blyth, Leith. They 
were imported from Vladivostock [Vladivostok]. “The 
sample consisted chiefl y of yellowish-white leguminous 
seeds, but some of them were black, brown, green, and red. 

Mr. Hill referred to the recent action for damages (C. & D., 
Feb. 12, p. 247) arising from soya-bean meal in which there 
had been a confl ict of evidence among expert witnesses as to 
the cyanogenetic properties of the meal. He (Mr. Hill), after 
a critical test capable of detecting 1 part of prussic acid in 
1,000,000, obtained entirely negative results, and therefore 
it appeared that the beans did not contain a cyanogenetic 
glucoside [by 2011 written “cyanogenic glucoside”], yielding 
prussic acid with water.”

300. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil market 
somewhat irregular. Feb. 27. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “Importations of foreign vegetable 
oils continue heavy, and it is said that the supplies for the 
soap-kettle are suffi cient to last several weeks. Hundreds of 
barrels of peanut oil have recently arrived from Marseilles. 
The week’s importations of English cotton seed oil 
amounted to over 1,600 barrels. Arrivals of soya bean oil 
have aggregated 2,500 barrels, mostly all of which came 
from Hull [England]. The market for these oils has been 
remarkably well sustained, considering the heavy supply.”

301. Christian Science Monitor. 1910. Chinese exports big 
factor in traffi c through canal. March 3. p. 2.
• Summary: Port Said [Egypt]: From far off Manchuria 
comes a factor which is proving a determining one in the 
unprecedented prosperity of the Suez canal. It is the soya 
bean, extensively raised in the three eastern provinces and 
generally in the northernmost regions of the Chinese Empire. 
This new element in the west-bound freight has, during the 
fi rst season of exportation, produced traffi c for the canal to 
the extent of 412,000 tons, this being the chief feature of the 
economic year.
 “The year 1909 has been the biggest traffi c year known 
to the annals of the canal.” “Total tonnage of commercial 
navigation through the canal during 1909 was 672,000, 
which was 569,000 tons in excess of that of the previous year 
and 119,000 tons more than that of 1907.”

302. Scotsman (The). 1910. Stoppage of soya bean trade. 
March 4. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: “The trade in soya beans, which was so much 
appreciated by farmers during the past few years, is reported 
to be in a perilous state from two causes. The harvest this 
season was not so dry as formerly, and the condition of the 
beans promised badly. They would scarcely stand shipment 
for the long journey; and on the back of that comes the 
information that the Chinese Government is likely to prohibit 
the exportation of these beans for State reasons. The beans 
and bean cake may not be an ideal fattening food, and no one 
who has tried them extensively would say so, but they have 
been of the greatest value as fi lling a gap when other cakes 
and feeding stuffs were exceptionally scarce and dear. The 
effect to feeders of their scarcity may not be so severely felt 
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if cottonseed and linseed turn out bountifully, but in any case 
it is certain to have some effect. Already traders in futures 
are hard hit by the prospective shortage.”
 The writer wishes that good tables were available 
showing the relative feeding value of the various feeding 
stuffs.

303. Sagnier, Henry. 1910. Le soja et ses produits [The 
soybean and its products]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 
74(1):307-10. March 10. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean was a curiosity in Europe until 2-3 
years ago, when large amounts started to be imported. The 
prince A. d’Arenberg, president of the Suez Canal Society, 
told the National Society of Agriculture, that prior to 1908 
no soybeans had passed through the Suez Canal, yet in that 
year 35,000 tons passed through it. It seems that the new 
commerce has been stimulated by the expansion of the crop 
in Manchuria and Korea, under Japanese infl uence. Most of 
the imports have gone to England and northern Europe. In 
England, the oil is used to make soaps and the cakes are fed 
to livestock.
 Recently it was announced that the Chinese government, 
preoccupied with the expansion of exports, would have 
manifested the intention to prohibit these exports in view 
of preventing a shortage of soybeans in the interior of the 
country.
 “The Chinese are now greatly expanding their efforts 
to make known in Europe the advantages to be gained 
from soya and from the products that can be extracted 
from its seeds. I recently had the occasion to present to the 
National Agricultural Society of France a study written by 
Mr. Liyuying [Li Yu-ying], delegate of the government of 
China for several missions. It was titled Le soja, utilisation 
alimentaire, thérapeutique, agricoles et industrielle. This 
study was accompanied by samples of yellow and black 
soybean seeds, and by the principal products which can be 
extracted from this plant: fl our, bread for diabetics, cake 
(gâteau), seasoning sauce (sauce condimentaire), confections 
(confi tures), raw milk (lait cru), cooked and sweetened milk 
(lait cuit et sucré), cake for livestock feed, (tourteau pour 
l’alimentation du bétail), fresh cheese (fromage frais [tofu]), 
and smoked cheese (fromage fumé [smoked tofu]).
 “These products originated from processing imported 
soybeans. They have been prepared at a test factory (a photo, 
p. 309, shows the interior) set up just outside of Paris, at 
Vallées, near Asnières. Li Yu-ying’s study gives complete 
details on these products” which are made from imported 
soybeans. This factory, named Caséo-Sojaine, “has been 
established by the agents of a civil society constituted in 
China under the name of Société biologique de l’Extrême-
Orient (Far Eastern Biological Society). Made up of 
physicians, scholars (men of letters), and businesspeople, 
this society would seem to have as its principal goal/object 
to make known and have used in Europe the pharmaceutical 

and agricultural products of the Far East [East Asia].”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2011) 
that mentions the Far Eastern Biological Society (Société 
biologique de l’Extrême-Orient)
 The author concludes by discussing soymilk (lait de soja 
ou lait végétal), soybean cakes (les tourteaux d’huilerie), and 
a brief history of the soybean in France.
 Illustrations (p. 308, both from Li Yu-ying 1910, p. 11-
12) show: (1) Mature soy bean plant with pods. (2) Close-up 
of soy bean pods and seeds.
 Photos (p. 309, from Li Yu-ying 1910, p. 36-38) show: 
(1) A partial view of the interior of Li Yu-ying’s soyfoods 
manufacturing plant at Vallées (Seine). (2-3) Soy milk and 
soy fl our viewed under a microscope.

304. Times (London). 1910. Foreign markets. Americans 
cornering soya beans. March 18. p. 14, col. 3.
• Summary: “Cable advices have come to hand from the 
United States reporting an intention on the part of the 
Government to repeal the existing duty on soya beans, and 
to admit them free. Concurrently, it is also advised from 
Kharbin [Harbin] (Manchuria) that an American syndicate 
has been formed to purchase all stocks of these beans now 
existing in Manchuria. The effect on the market for soya 
beans and soya oil and other oil seeds have been marked by a 
general advance in prices and by enquiries from America for 
offers of soya oil to be shipped to American ports from this 
country. Supplies of soya beans are drawn almost entirely 
from Manchuria, and have so far been taken almost entirely 
by the British market, growing during the past two years into 
a most important division of the ‘seed crushing’ industry.”

305. Wall Street Journal. 1910. British shipping appears to 
be improving and rates advancing. March 19. p. 6.
• Summary: From London Economist: “Most of Britain’s 
large cargo steamers are now taken up in the Eastern trade–
largely in connection with the new Manchurian trade in 
Soya beans–and they have cleared the course for the smaller 
steamers in the nearer trades.”

306. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Oil trade. 1(3):114-16. March 19.
• Summary: The fi rst section, written by the U.S. Consul in 
Bradford, England, describes the “unexpected decrease in the 
output of cotton-seed oil [worldwide] and the increase in the 
use of soya bean and other oils and fats” [in England]. Soya 
beans are discussed in detail in three other sections: (1) Soya 
bean and other oils (p. 114-15). “The Liverpool fi rm also 
makes the following report on Chinese and Eastern oils and 
fats which are becoming important in Europe. “Shipments 
of soya beans from Manchuria during 1909 amounted to 
about 350,000 tons, and also a large quantity of soya oil 
from China and Japan. European markets welcomed this 
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new supply, which has prevented a further rise in lower 
grades of vegetable oils. The greatest interest is shown as 
to the supplies of soya beans during 1910, but owing to the 
undeveloped state of the (Chinese) interior, reliable fi gures of 
stocks and available supplies can not be obtained.”
 (2) Soya bean transportation: Freight rates from 
Newchwang to the United States [San Francisco, California; 
and Seattle, Washington] (p. 115). (3) Dalny: Prices and cost 
of shipment.
 A table (p. 115) shows exports of [soy] beans, bean 
cake, and bean oil, during the fi rst three-quarters of 1909, 
from Newchwang to: Hongkong, Great Britain, Samarang 
[Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, Chinese ports, 
and total. Beans were sent to all these countries except 
Germany, which imported only [soy] bean cake (685.2 tons).

307. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910. 
Shipping news. March 23. p. 8.
• Summary: “Then the remarkable development of the soya 
bean trade between Manchuria and Europe has similarly 
drawn a large amount of tonnage into another long-distance 
trade, and the activity of the Eastern markets during, the last 
three or four months has been notorious, giving shipowners 
the fi rst chance they have had for many years of securing 
really profi table business.”

308. Demolon, A. 1910. A propos du ‘Soja hispida’ [About 
the soybean, Soja hispida]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 
74(1):375-76. March 24. [Fre]
• Summary: “The article by Mr. H. Sagnier which appeared 
recently in this journal on the subject of Soja hispida (No. 
10, 10 March 1910) stimulates us to publish some refl ections 
on this timely question in which we took an interest while 
Li Yu-ying was working at our laboratory at the Chesnoy 
School of Practical Agriculture” [in France].
 Demolon presents the soybean as a rather uninteresting 
plant, though one that could be of purely scientifi c interest. 
He makes 12 points–which Li later tries to refute in the 
Jan. 12, 1911 issue of this journal: 1. The carbohydrates in 
soybeans are represented by cellulose. 2. When one submits 
soy fl our to an appropriate water treatment, the oil in the 
fl our forms an emulsion and one obtains a whitish liquid. 
The name “vegetable milk” (lait végétal) which is applied 
to this substance has always seemed scientifi cally very 
inexact. 3. It is well known that vegetable albumins have 
a coeffi cient of assimilation very inferior to albumins of 
animal origin. The physical properties of so-called soy casein 
(la soi-disant caséine du soja) are not at all the same as those 
of milk casein, which has considerable importance from an 
alimentary/nutritional viewpoint.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Jan. 2016) that uses the term caséine du soja to refer to 
soybean protein.
 4. What should we think of a milk in which lactose is 

totally absent and cannot be replaced except by indigestible 
cellulose. 5. Where are the lecithins and the soluble ferments, 
in short all those things which give milk the character 
of a biological liquid? 6. This vegetable milk has to its 
disadvantage a very characteristic taste, which reveals its 
origin. 7. Those of us who raise livestock are reassured 
by that fact that vegetable milk cannot compete in terms 
of results. 8. From the industrial viewpoint, and above all 
from that of an oil mill, we must note that the oil content 
of soybeans (16-18%) is inferior to that of most oleaginous 
plants (rapeseed or colza 35-40%, linseed 20-25%, and 
peanuts 45-46%). 9. Concerning the preparation of bread 
for diabetics, it is not clear what advantages soy bread has 
over gluten bread. The oil content and the strong fl avor of 
soya cannot help but make the product inferior. 10. As Mr. 
Schribaux has noted, an agronomic trial conducted last year 
at the Chesnoy School of Agriculture gave an insignifi cant 
harvest. And even if varieties suited to these regions could be 
found, they would have to be superior to our good traditional 
legumes. 11. Nevertheless, the imported cake can fi nd an 
advantageous place in livestock feeding. 12. It is however 
true that the soybean plant represents one of the curiosities 
of vegetable physiology and in this regard its study will be of 
great interest.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Nov. 2003) that uses the term caséine du soja to refer 
to “soy protein.” Address: Director of the agronomic station 
of Aisne, France.

309. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-beans. 
76(13):490. March 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Times [London] of March 18 announces 
that cable advices have been received from the United 
States stating that it is the intention of the Government to 
repeal the existing duty on soya-beans and to admit them 
free [of any duties]. Concurrently it is also advised from 
Kharbin (Manchuria) that an American syndicate has been 
formed to purchase all stocks of these beans now existing 
in Manchuria. The effect on the market for soya beans and 
soya oil and other oil seeds have been marked by a general 
advance in prices and by enquiries from America for offers 
of soya oil to be shipped to American ports from this country. 
Supplies of soya beans are drawn almost entirely from 
Manchuria, and have so far been mostly absorbed by the 
British market.”

310. Cowie, W.B. 1910. Note on soya seeds and oil. 
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 30:403-04. 
March 26. [3 ref]
• Summary: At yesterday’s evening meeting of the 
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, held in Edinburgh, 
Scotland, three varieties of soya beans and a sample of 
soya bean oil were exhibited. Seeds received from Mr. 
J. Rutherford Hill, of the yellow variety, yielded 18% of 
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oil and 38.2% of proteins. They were found to contain no 
cyanogenetic glucoside. “All the suspicion attached to the 
soya bean meal seemed to have been caused by admixture 
with Java beans which contain an appreciable amount of 
cyanogenetic glucoside.”
 An analysis of the oil is given; it agrees quite closely 
with that given by Lewkowitsch and those given in Evans’ 
Analytical Notes for 1909. A long passage quoted from the 
Scotsman of 4 March 1910 concerns the present great interest 
in soya bean trade. If the Manchurian supply should be cut 
off, the remainder might be supplied by Japan, where each 
year 11,000 installations transform 2.5 million hectoliters of 
soybeans, using fermentation and Aspergillus oryzae, into 
“soy [sauce], a liquid condiment used extensively by the 
population.”
 There follows a long discussion, with many questions 
and answers. Dr. Watt asks about the difference in price 
between soya bean oil, arachis oil, and cotton-seed oil–which 
are sometimes used as a substitute for olive oil. Mr. Giles 
asks if soya bean oil is less expensive than arachis oil. Mr. 
Cowie notes that it could be detected as an adulterant in olive 
oil, and that it could possibly be substituted for olive oil in 
the following offi cial preparations: Liniments of ammonia, 
lime, and camphor, and nitrate of mercury ointment.
 Mr. Wilson described the case in which soya bean oil 
had been supplied to a fried fi sh restaurant. When used in 
cooking, it seemed to decompose like crude linseed oil, 
creating an offensive smell.
 Mr. McEwan recalled that about 15 years ago a baker 
in Edinburgh had tried to use soya bean oil in bread and 
biscuits, but had found it impossible to work with, and had 
long since abandoned it.
 Mr. Hill recalled that a gentleman who had a garden 
a few miles from Edinburgh, Scotland, cultivated the 
soya bean for three years. Although they grew readily and 
fl owered, he was never able to obtain seeds from them.
 Note 1. Unfortunately, neither the name of the 
gentleman who cultivated the soya bean nor the date that he 
began cultivation are given. However, if he planted the seeds 
in May, he could have started no later than May 1906.
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen 
(March 2021) for soybeans in Scotland, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Scotland (by May 1906, near Edinburgh). The 
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Ph.C., F.C.S.

311. Times (London). 1910. The marine insurance market. 
March 31. p. 16, col. 4.
• Summary: “Another product which suffers very severely 
from immersion in water is the soya bean, and in the trade 
in this commodity there is likely to be a very considerable 
expansion this spring. Some months ago it was stated at the 
exportation of beans from Manchuria had been prohibited, 
but there are indications that shipments are coming forward 
again. Beans are exported from Dalny and Vladivostok to 

this country and the United States and, to a limited extent, 
from Han-kau [Hankow, Han-k’ou, Hankou].”

312. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1910. Oil and cake 
manufacture: The soya oil bean. 6(10):487-89. March. 
Reprinted from the London and China Express, Nov. 1909. 
[2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “In a recent issue of the 
‘Economist’ attention was drawn to the Soya bean trade 
in Manchuria, and to the rapid rise of the country as an 
exporter... America and the Continent are casting envious 
eyes upon what almost amounts to a monopoly of the trade 
held by Great Britain at this moment as a consequence of 
the existing prohibitive import duties on oilseeds in the 
protected countries. During the past season the English 
oilseed crushers settled down to a highly lucrative trade 
and for some months past many of the large mills have set 
their entire plant running on the crushing of Soya beans, to 
the exclusion of cottonseed, linseed, and other oleaginous 
seeds. The supposed shortage of the cotton and fl ax crops 
in the United States, and the anticipated shortage of linseed 
in the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of cottonseed 
and linseed products, has found the English market 
comparatively unperturbed, for the reason that Soya oil and 
cake can supply most of the requirements as well, if not 
better, whilst the foreigner is debarred from its use by the 
presence of high import tariffs. This new industry supplied 
a good example of the value to the United Kingdom of 
free imports of raw material compared with the protective 
duties in other countries... Soya oil manufactured in England 
continues to rise, in sympathy with the scarcity and dearness 
of linseed and cottonseed oils, and it is interesting to note 
that one of the main factors in the advance has been the 
demand from the United States, which is being supplied by 
the English crushers. Large quantities of Soya oil are being 
shipped form British ports to the American seaboard, and the 
demand is likely to continue; but the trade has already been 
so large that it is diffi cult to buy oil for near delivery. The 
same oil is also being shipped from Japan and China to the 
Untied States, as well as to the North of Europe, and here we 
have–for the moment at least–the only serious competitors of 
English crushers.”
 “In England, the bean cake is of even greater importance 
than the oil, representing as it does about 90 per cent. of 
the raw material. The cake is the residue after crushing, and 
the analysis compares favourably in oil and albuminous 
substances with the best decorticated cotton-seed cake and 
meal, large quantities of which have been imported into this 
country for many years for cattle feeding... In Denmark, a 
great butter-producing country, some hesitation was shown in 
regard to the introduction of the Soya bean, as it was feared 
that the taste of the butter might be affected by feeding cows 
with Soya cake, but experiments have proved the reverse, 
and Denmark has secured 25,000 to 30,000 tons of beans for 
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shipment from Manchuria during the next few months for 
crushing and cake-making.”
 The bean cake made in Asia by primitive methods 
“contains a great deal of moisture, and is unsuitable for a 
long voyage, owing to its liability to become heated and 
unsound. This cake is used chiefl y as a fertilizer in Japan 
and Southern China. During the present season these two 
countries imported about 600,000 tons of beancake from 
Manchuria for fertilizing.” If the price of the beans rise, 
“will Japan eventually come to rely on phosphates or other 
artifi cial manures?”
 A small table shows the imports of beancake into Japan 
during the last fi ve years: 1905–182,000 tons. 1906–258,000 
tons. 1907–320,000 tons. 1908–460,000 tons. 1909–600,000 
tons.
 “An exhibition of Soya beans and by-products from 
North China, together with photographs of the Soya bean 
industry, was held at the boardroom of the Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce on 17th and 18th inst. Explanations 
and full particulars of the industry were given by Mr. 
Cavendish Evelyn Liardet, lately returned form China.
 “At a recent meeting of the committee of the African 
Trade Section of the Incorporated Chamber of Commerce of 
Liverpool, Mr. A. Grenville Turner delivered an interesting 
address on the cultivation and uses of the Soya Bean.”
 “In America an attempt has recently been made there 
by certain dealers to place the Soya beans on the market as 
a new substitute for coffee, and sell it under other names 
at fancy prices. A sample of coffee specially ground from 
the Soya bean, at the suggestion of Sir Alfred Jones, was 
submitted, and created much interest.”
 The oil-cake left after the expression of the oil has 
a nutritive value that “is approximately equal to that of 
decorticated cotton-seed cake. Feeding trial with this cake in 
comparison with decorticated cotton cake have been carried 
out at the Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at 
Newton Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College, 
Cirencester. At the former institution it was found that the 
cows, when fed with Soya bean cake, gave rather more milk 
than when fed with cotton cake; but the difference was so 
small that it may be considered that the two cakes are equal 
in this respect. The proportion of fat in the milk was the same 
in each case... In view of the importance of the trade in Soya 
beans, it has been considered desirable that attempts should 
be made to row the product in other countries than China. 
The Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the 
notice of the Governments of several British Dependencies, 
and experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good 
Hope, Natal, the East Africa Protectorate [later Kenya], 
and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to stimulate 
the cultivation of the Soya bean in India. It is stated that 
considerable additional areas are available for cultivation in 
Manchuria.
 “The annual report of the Hull Chamber of Commerce 

and Shipping states that the Seed Crushers’ Committee 
report that ‘the mills have been fairly well employed, and 
for the fi rst time in the history of the trade soya beans have 
been crushed in quantity.’ The Hull Seed, Oil, and Cake 
Association report that ‘the outstanding feature of the year 
has been the advent of the soya bean from Manchuria, which 
marks an epoch in the crushing trade of the United Kingdom. 
About 400,000 tons have been shipped to the United 
Kingdom in 1909, of which 153,000 tons have arrived in 
Hull since March last. There is reason to hope that the soya 
bean will be a regular article of import.’”

313. Japan, Bureau of Agriculture (Norinsho, Nomukyoku), 
Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce. 1910. Outlines of 
agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural Bureau, Department 
of Agriculture and Commerce. 132 p. March. Illust. No 
index. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary:  This book was compiled to acquaint foreigners 
with agriculture in Japan. Company name with diacritics is: 
Nôrinshô, Nômukyoku. A map near the front shows Japan 
and its empire (incl. Korea, Formosa, Kwantung, Karafuto, 
and the Kurile Islands, with an inset pie chart showing the 
value of Japan’s agricultural products). Oval photos show 
Japan’s six top agricultural offi cials, including Baron K. 
Oura, Minister of the Dept. of Agriculture and Commerce, 
C. Shimooka, Director of the Agricultural Bureau, and Dr. Y. 
Kozai, Director of the Imperial Experiment Station.
 A full-page table shows the moneys, measures and 
weights of Japan with English equivalents.
 Contents of the fi rst part of the book: Introduction: 
Geographical location, area, population, topographical 
position, climate. 1. General remarks. 2. Condition of 
farmers. 3. Condition of agricultural land.
 The section titled “Upland fi elds” (p. 18) states: “Upland 
fi elds are those portions of land being located in high and 
dry places which by wanting means of irrigation could not 
be converted into paddy fi elds. The utilization of these fi elds 
is commonly made by the rotation system and crops are 
raised twice a year. The commonest instance is that barely, 
naked barely, and wheat are raised as the fi rst crop in winter 
whereas soja beans, sweet potatoes and millets are raised 
during the summer as the second crop.” The profi ts from 
upland fi elds are generally smaller than from lowland / 
paddy fi elds. The average yield of soja beans over the past 10 
years is given in Japanese units (p. 19).
 In Japan only cows and horses are kept as work animals. 
In 1907 Japan had 1,008,922 cows and 2,204,031 horses. But 
they were used more for their manure than for plowing.
 A table (p. 28) shows the value (in yen) of the principal 
commercial fertilizers in Japan from 1905 to 1907. “Soja 
bean cakes” (a key source of nitrogen) is by far the largest, 
averaging 12.9 million yen for these three years, followed by 
superphosphate of lime, mixed manure, rape-seed oil cakes, 
herring cakes, bone dust, and cotton-seed oil cakes. Note 1. 
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This is the earliest English-language document seen (July 
2016) that uses the term “cotton-seed oil cakes” (plural or 
singular) to refer to cotton-seed cakes.
 A table (p. 37) gives the cultivated area (in 1,000 cho) of 
major Japanese crops in 1887, 1892, 1897, 1902, and 1907. 
In 1907 rice had by far the largest area (2,906), followed 
by naked barley (694), barley (658), soja bean (471), wheat 
(444), mulberry tree (390), sweet potato (288), Indian millet 
(202), rape seed (143), small red bean ([azuki], 135). Soja 
bean area remained almost unchanged between 1887 (466) 
and 1907 (471).
 A table (p. 39) gives average yield (in koku/tan) of the 
same major Japanese crops for the same years shown in the 
previous table. Yield of soja beans rose from 0.698 in 1887 
to 0.777 in 1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels and 1 tan = 
0.245 acres, the 1907 yield is 15.74 bushels/acre.
 A table (p. 40) gives the production (in 10,000 koku) 

of the same major Japanese crops for the same 
years shown in the previous table. Production 
of soja beans rose from 325 in 1887 to 366 in 
1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels, and 10,000 
koku = 49,630 bushels, then 366 koku is 18.164 
million bushels. The next table (p. 42) shows 
the value (in yen) of each of these agricultural 
products in 1905-07, and a table (p. 46) 
compares the cultivated area of each of these 
crops with rice; soja beans are 16.2% of rice.
 In the section on “Food crops” (p. 47+) 
is a detailed discussion of each. Concerning 
“Soja bean” (p. 50-51) we read: “The use of 
this bean is extremely extensive since they are 
used for the purpose of supplying to the people 
low priced starchy food by being made into 
miso (pea cheese), soy, tofu (bean curd), and 
other food-stuffs required by the Japanese. The 
residue obtained from making these food-stuffs 
from the bean is used for the purpose of feeding 
cattle or of pressing oil while as manure it is 
highly valued. Soja bean is easily cultivated 
requiring less amount of manure and labour. It 
is therefore cultivated all over the country and 
occupies the principal position among summer 
crops of upland fi elds. Within recent years the 
demand for it has considerably increased at 
home and also the export of various food-stuffs 
prepared out of bean has shown some increase 
so that no small amount of bean is imported 
either from China [Manchuria] or Korea. The 
amount imported actually reaches 10,000,000 
yen. Over and above these, the import of bean 
cakes is approximately fi gured at 20,000,000 
yen so that the domestic output has somewhat 
been affected.”
 Also discusses: Barley and naked barley. 
Indian millet, Barnyard millet and sorghum. 

Small red bean [azuki] (“A large amount of small red bean 
is used as a material for cakes [confections], Hokkaido 
being the principal producing district.” p. 51). Flax and 
hemp. Green manure crops, incl. genge (Astragalus sinicus, 
umagoyashi (Medicago denticula)), soja beans, etc.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2006) that uses the term “small red bean” to 
refer to the azuki bean.
 Chapter 4, titled “Animal industry and poultry” (p. 
69+) contains many statistics which may be of interest to 
vegetarians. Japanese traditionally ate fi sh rather than meat. 
“Even at present, the amount of meat consumed per capita 
a year does not exceed 1.7 pounds while that consumed 
in America is 150 pounds and in England 118 pounds per 
capita.” etc.
 Page 70 contains 4 tables with statistics about the 
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number of cattle, horses, swine, sheep and goats, from 1897 
to 1907. The number of slaughter houses decreased from 
2,163 in 1897 to 938 in 1907. During this same period the 
number of slaughtered horses increased from 41,049 to 
65,655 and the number of slaughtered swine increased from 
107,034 to 177,351.
 Note: An excellent history of meat eating in Japan, 
by Zenjiro Watanabe, is available online at http://www.
kikkoman.co.jp/kiifc/foodculture/pdf_09/e_002_008.pdf.
 In 1906 the government perceived the necessity for 
developing a poultry industry in Japan so it established a 
poultry plant as a branch of the Imperial Stock Breeding 
Farm in the suburbs of Tokyo (p. 75).
 A table (p. 85) shows imports of principal agricultural 
products (quantity and value) each year from 1906 to 1908. 
Imports of soja beans increased from 286 to 352 (x 10,000 
piculs) during this period, while imports of [soja] bean cake 
increased from 433 to 776. Both were imported mainly from 
China. However “the output of soy [sauce] and miso made of 
soja bean is exported to the amount of 1,200,000 yen, while 
bean cake forms the principal fertilizer in Japan” (p. 86).
 Page 95: The Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station, 
with its headquarters near Tokyo, under the direct control 
of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, “originated 
in 1886 and the system was practically completed in 1893.” 
Address: Tokyo.

314. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya bean crisis. No. 354. p. 62-63. March.
• Summary: Writing from Newchwang, Vice-Consul C.L.L. 
Williams says that a recent fi nancial crisis which threatens 
all forms of commerce in Manchuria has affected the trade 
in soya beans, the region’s staple export. Local currencies 
were upset by the conclusion of the Russo-Japanese war. The 
rise in price of soya beans and the short crop have caused a 
secondary fi nancial disturbance. Address: Washington, DC.

315. Rea, George Bronson. 1910. Beans: The solution of 
the commercial situation in Manchuria. Far Eastern Review 
(Shanghai) 6(10):453-61, 486-87. March. [Eng]
• Summary: The article begins: “Shanghai, March 1, 
1910.–Neutralization of the Manchurian Railways and the 
construction of the Chinchow-Tsitsihar-Aigun Line are 
the latest moves in the prolonged diplomatic campaign to 
nullify Russian and Japanese preponderance in the Three 
Eastern Provinces. Since the termination of the late war 
foreign opinion has accepted the theory that unfair tactics 
and discrimination are the foundation of Japan’s commercial 
success in Manchuria. The average European has refused to 
believe Japan could secure control of the Manchurian trade, 
unless underhanded methods were employed... At the root 
of the trouble was the South Manchuria Railway, and on its 
operation and administration fell the burden of censure.”

 Gives a detailed account of the fi rst shipment of 
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe by Mitsui Bussan 
and alleged unfair commercial practices used by Japan in 
Manchuria, especially concerning the South Manchuria 
Railway. “For years Japan has been the largest consumer of 
Manchuria’s principal export of beans and bean-cake. The 
bean-cake was an absolute necessity to the Japanese farmer 
to fertilize his worn out fi elds... Before the Manchurian 
railways were constructed and Newchwang was the 
only treaty port, the larger British fi rms established there 
controlled the trade of the province. The beans or bean-cakes 
were carted or shipped by river junk to Newchwang to be 
stored in the godowns of the leading merchants, who also 
controlled the ocean shipping. At the time when the Japanese 
farmer required the bean-cake for fertilizing the ground for 
spring planting, the port was closed by ice, and very often 
the delay in shipping the cake to Japan entailed considerable 
loss and damage to the crops. The Japanese purchased 
their supplies of bean products from the foreign hongs who 
controlled this trade...
 “But the war came and changed all this. Japanese 
merchants entered the fi eld, and, with the ice free port of 
Dairen as a base, commenced an aggressive campaign to 
gain control of this important trade. The end was inevitable. 
As Japan consumed the bulk of the bean-cake, and controlled 
the railway transportation to a port where storage and 
lighterage could be eliminated, loading charges reduced 
to a minimum and their own steamers employed to freight 
the product to Japan at all seasons, it was natural that her 
merchants would underbid the foreigner and take away his 
monopoly. Despite the discriminating railway rate, giving 
Dairen the same tariff as Newchwang, the foreigner never 
had a ghost of chance after the appearance of Japan on 
the scene. The storage, handling, and lighterage charges 
at Newchwang were in themselves suffi cient to offset any 
difference in the railway freight. Against such a condition 
of affairs it was useless for the foreigner to struggle. If he 
attempted to purchase beans or bean-cake, he would have to 
sell eventually to the larger Japanese fi rms controlling the 
exports to Japan at their price and most likely at a loss.
 “So, with the export trade of Manchuria in their hands, 
it was an easy step to monopolize the imports for such 
Japanese goods suitable to the demand. At a time when 
Manchuria was impoverished as a result of a devastating 
war, and the purchasing power of the inhabitants reduced 
to a minimum owing to a shortage of currency, commerce 
was reduced to its original character of simple barter. The 
farmer, hauling his crop many miles to the nearest market 
town, exchanged his products for cotton goods and other 
necessities...
 “As a result of the war, many new inland treaty ports 
were thrown open to trade, and where previously the 
foreigner was confi ned to the one port of Newchwang, and 
forced to deal with the inferior through native agents, he 
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could now branch out and establish himself in many large 
centers of trade throughout the province...
 “It is a far cry from high diplomacy to the humble Soya 
Bean, yet we hold to the belief that the past and present 
commercial situation and ultimate solution of the vexatious 
Manchurian problem is bound up in the control of this one 
product.”
 Eighteen black-and-white photos (each about 3 by 6 
inches) show: (1) Upper end of wharf at Dairen. (2) Dairen, 
the “white city” or amusement park. (3) Loading steamer 
with [soy] beans at Dairen. (4) Loading beans at Dairen 
wharves. Loading beans on vessels at Dairen wharf. (5-6) 
Two more views of loading beans at Dairen wharves. (7) 
[Soy] bean oil awaiting shipment at Dairen. (8) Storing 
beans at Manchuria.–Oil cake company’s warehouse. (9) 
Loading beans into switch cars on Dairen wharves. (10) 
View of piles of beans in sacks on Dairen wharves. (11) Piles 
of beans (in sacks) and round bean cakes awaiting shipment 
on Dairen wharves. (12) Scenes on Dairen wharves–storing 
beans in tall, round osier bins. (13) Panoramic view of 
Dairen, looking across the Nippon Bridge to the Old Russian 
administration town. (14) Panoramic view of Dairen, from 
the hills looking towards the harbor. (15) Delivering beans 
in carts. (16) Open storing grounds at Dairen with piles of 
beans in sacks. (17) Cleaning and re-sacking beans at Dairen 
for shipment to Europe. (18) Sansing [a large Chinese-style 
gate], in North Eastern Manchuria. (19) The new edifi ce of 
the Yokohama Specie Bank. (20) The Civil Administration 
Building, Dairen. (21) Kirin: The governor’s summer yamen 
[headquarters or residence]. (22) Main street of Tiehling, a 
great bean and grain center. (23) The streets of Newchwang. 
(24) The “White City” terminus of the tramway system, 
Dairen. (25) Electric car house, Dairen.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
concerning allegations of unfair trade practices.

316. Times (London). 1910. Soya bean meal for cattle. April 
1. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: A lawsuit has alleged that soybean meal caused 
the death of cattle in Scotland. “Lord Mackenzie, in the 
Court of Session, Edinburgh, has issued his judgment in the 
action by David Blake, dairyman, of Blacksidelea Farm, 
Liberton, against J. and A. Lawson, millmasters, Caledonia 
Mills, Leith, for payment of £700, of which £575 stands for 
the value of 25 cows which died, £30 the extent to which 
three cows depreciated in value, and the balance for loss and 
damage through disorganization of business and outlays.
 “The pursuer [plaintiff] stated that in March, 1909, he 
purchased through the defenders’ traveller a quantity of 
soya bean meal, and that his cows seemed to fare all right 
on it. He got a second consignment in April, and when he 
fed his cows with it a number of them became ill, and were 
treated for poisoning. Twenty-fi ve cows died or had to be 
slaughtered.

 “The defenders denied liability, and pleaded that, the 
meal having been sold by them under its trade name of 
soya bean meal and without any warranty, they should be 
assoilized” [absolved, acquitted].
 The defenders said that the soya bean, only recently 
imported into this country, “had been recommended by 
scientists as cattle food. Other customers used the remainder 
of the meal from which the pursuer’s second supply was 
given without any evil consequences. The averred that 
the illness and death of the pursuer’s cattle was due to 
overfeeding or ill-feeding on the part of the pursuer, or in 
any event to causes not connected with soya bean meal.
 “The Lord Ordinary assoilized the defenders, and found 
them entitled to expenses.” He summarized his opinion, 
giving 7 reasons for it.

317. Blin, Henri. 1910. Le soja ou fève de Mandchourie. 
Production et utilisations [The soybean or bean of 
Manchuria. Production and utilization]. Nature (La) (Paris) 
38(1, Supplement):141-42. April 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Since 1908 people in France have been very 
preoccupied with the large imports of soybean seeds 
which are grown in Manchuria and shipped from Dalny 
and Vladivostok. Soya beans are known in commerce 
as Haricot de Chine and Pois oléagineux du Japon. In 
England, soybeans have been used as a source of oil which 
is healthful, very nutritious, and of great value–especially for 
use by soap manufacturers. In Germany, this bean is used for 
the preparation of an artifi cial distillery yeast; it contains an 
important amount of fermentable materials and of an enzyme 
(ferment) similar to the diastase of malt which transforms 
fermentable starches and sugars. The investigations of 
Dr. Calmette of the Pasteur Institute at Lille, have made it 
possible to extract from soybeans diastatic enzymes (des 
diastases) which have unique effects. [Note: Dr. Calmette 
was one of the inventors of the “amylo process,” which 
began operation in France in 1891. He also fi rst named 
Aspergillus rouxii.]
 Recently Li Yu-ying, a delegate of the government of 
China in Europe, made a very interesting presentation to 
the French Society of Agriculture, concerning the food, 
therapeutic, agricultural, and industrial uses of the soybean: 
Flour, bread for diabetics, cakes, a seasoning sauce, 
confections, raw milk, fresh cheeses, etc.
 Also discusses: Soybean cakes, cultivation of soybeans 
in Europe and the USA, soy coffee made by roasting 
soybeans in the south of France (le Midi), and the use of 
soya in diabetic diets. The author concludes by stating that 
the soybean has great potential in France, and varieties well 
adapted to this climate should be cultivated.

318. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade of Bombay. 
A great export season. April 4. p. 10.
• Summary: “These oilseeds have held their own in spite of 
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the large supplies of soya beans from Manchuria, but that 
competition is effected by the import duties of Continental 
countries, which cause the whole soya trade to fl ow into 
England. Half a million tons were imported by England last 
year. So great, however, is the demand, by the great crushing 
countries–Germany, France and Belgium–for seeds yielding 
edible oils that even castor seed is now imported for the 
purpose.”

319. Victoria Daily Times (The) (Victoria, British Columbia, 
Canada). 1910. Great improvement in shipping prospects: 
increased freight rates indicate higher rates in near future. 
April 4. p. 9.
• Summary: According to the London Economist: “Most 
of the large cargo steamers are now taken up in the Eastern 
trade–largely in connection with the New Manchurian trade 
in Soya beans–and they have cleared the course for the 
smaller steamers in the nearer trades.”

320. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1910. Soy 
beans. 58:519. April 8.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of the Linnaean Society, 
Mr. J.H. Holland, on behalf of the director of Kew, showed 
samples of Soy bean, Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc (G. 
hispida, Maxim.), with herbarium specimens of the plant 
producing this seed... This plant is variously known as ‘Soy,’ 
‘Soja,’ ‘Soya,’ ‘White Gram,’ ‘American Coffee Berry,’ and 
‘China Bean.’
 The “Soy [Sauce] of Commerce” is made from the seeds 
of this bean, plus salt, fl our, and fresh water. “Wenchow is 
an important centre of the manufacture, and here the bean 
used for the purpose is said to be chiefl y the white form from 
Chinkiang.”
 “The principal use of the beans in this country is for 
the extraction of the oil, of which they contain about 18 per 
cent. suitable for soap-making, and in general as a substitute 
for cotton-seed oil... The beans can be bought in London at 
about £5 to £6 per ton; the oil realises about £21 to £22 per 
ton, and the cake about £6 to £7 per ton.
 “Beans and bean-cake exported from China have gone 
chiefl y to Japan, and certain parts of Asia, but recently, 
beginning about November 1908, an important trade has 
been developed in them, more especially with the beans, 
between Manchuria and Europe, Dairen (Dalny) being the 
chief place of export.”
 “The amount of the 1908 crop sent to Europe through 
Vladivostok up to July, 1909, was 180,000 tons, the greater 
part destined for the English market (Hull and Liverpool), 
and the remainder going to German (Hamburg) and 
Scandinavian ports.
 “Up to 1907 the export of Soy beans from Manchuria 
did not exceed 120,000 tons annually. During 1908 the 
export rose to 330,000 tons (one half shipped from Dairen; 
100,000 tons from Newchang, and 65,000 tons by rail via 

Suifenho [Suifenhe] to Vladivostok), the increase it is said 
being due entirely to the demand from Europe.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
Suifenho [Suifenhe] (spelled Suifenhe in 1999), a border 
town on the railroad that joins eastern Manchuria with 
Vladivostok. It is located between the cities of Suiyang (in 
Manchuria) and Pogranichnyy (in Primorskiy Kray in the 
Russian Far East). Address: Kew Gardens.

321. J. of the Royal Society of the Arts. 1910. Soy beans. 
58(2994):519. April 8.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society, 
Mr. J.H. Holland, on behalf of the Director of Kew, showed 
samples of Soy Bean... with herbarium specimens of the 
plant producing this seed.” There follows a review of the 
current status of soy beans worldwide.

322. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Exceedingly fi rm 
is oil undertone: Prediction that cotton oil will reach eight 
cents. April 10. p. A8.
• Summary: New York. “Among recent importations from 
England were 2,000 barrels of cotton oil and 1,000 barrels of 
soya bean oil.”

323. Meister, R. 1910. Das Sojabohnenoel. Abstammung, 
Gewinnung, Eigenschaften und Verwertung [Soybean oil. 
Origin, extraction, properties, and utilization]. Farben-
Zeitung 15(29):1298-1301. April 16. [Ger]
• Summary: “Even though linseed oil (oil from Linum 
usitatissimum) continues to play the main role in the 
preparation of oil-based paints and for similar purposes and 
ought not to fi nd any adequate substitution in the foreseeable 
future, in most recent times there has in fact been the attempt 
on an individual basis for other oils to become established 
as partial substitute materials in the production of oil-based 
paints. And there has also been some success with that, to 
the extent that they have proven themselves to be useful as 
additions to linseed oil. These include, for example, China 
wood oil (Holzol [sic, Holzöl]), among others (oil from the 
nuts of Elæcocca dryandra [sic, now classifi ed as Vernicia 
cordata]). Recently, experiments have been carried out to 
enlist another oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl)–which has 
already been known in East Asia for quite some time and has 
been used there for a variety of purposes–for the preparation 
of oil paints and similar products. And thus for the readers 
of the Farben-Zeitung [Paint Journal], it appears to be 
worthwhile to learn about this most recent substitute for 
linseed oil in greater detail.
 “The soybean (Sojabohne), from which soybean oil 
(bean oil, Chinese bean oil) is obtained, is the fruit of a bush-
like, non-climbing plant which belongs to the Papilionaceae 
family and bears the botanical name Soja hispida Mönch 
or Glycine hispida Max. This plant is cultivated in China 
and also in Japan, and it is called “great bean” there (ta tou 
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or daizu, respectively). Its fruit constitutes an important 
export item for the Chinese ports of Niutschuang [or 
Newchwang, today’s Yingkou, China], Schantung [or 
Shantung, today’s Qingdao, China], Hupei [probably today’s 
Hubei Province, China], and the lower Yangtze area. The 
soybean is also cultivated in the German protectorate of 
Kiautschou [or Kiaochow, today’s Jiaozhou, China], where 
it is subdivided into yellow, green, and white beans. But 
the export via Tsingtau [today’s Qingdao, China] has only 
been insignifi cant thus far. The soybean plant (Sojapfl anze) 
can also be cultivated in Central Europe. Sitting densely 
crowded on the approximately one meter high stalk are a 
large number of long-stemmed, lanceolate (lanzettförmig) 
leaves and, on the lower part of the plant, a series of coarse-
haired pods pressed together, each of which contains three 
to fi ve blackish, yellowish, white, or brownish fruits that are 
approximately the size of a pea. There are several hundred 
varieties of the soybean, of which around twenty types are 
cultivated, and their cultivation requires only little care. It is 
especially the yellow bean which serves the obtaining of soy 
oil (Sojaol [sic, Sojaöl]). The soybean distinguishes itself 
from other types of beans through its large oil content. On 
average, its composition is protein 32 pct., starch and dextrin 
32 pct., oil 14 pct., crude fi ber 4 pct., salts 5 pct., and water 
13 pct. The soybean fl ourishes on soils of medium values 
that are rich in potassium, calcium, and phosphoric acid. But 
with artifi cial fertilizing, poorer soils, even sand and bog, 
can serve for the cultivation of this bean. It is not necessary 
to add nitrogenous fertilizer to the soil since the soybean 
absorbs nitrogen from the air. The plant demonstrates great 
resistance against light frosts, drought, and an excess of 
moisture. The beans are planted in rows of furrows, the land 
is to be cleared of weeds for the time being and the topsoil 
is to be broken up sometimes. Growth proceeds quickly. 
The pods are gathered shortly before their maturity from 
the plants that have been mown down or pulled up, they are 
dried, and then threshed with a threshing machine. In China 
and Japan, the soybeans serve as livestock feed, as a food for 
people (bean noodles, Bohnennudeln) for the preparation of 
cheese and sauces and the like. In addition, they are pressed 
for their oil, which serves as a food product in East Asia, and 
the pressed residues are used as livestock feed.
 What is of interest here is only the use of soybeans 
(Sojabohnen) as a supplier of oil and the obtaining of 
soybean oil which–in China, Japan, and other locations–still 
occurs in a very simple and not so rational way. In order 
to destroy the cell walls, the beans are fi rst of all crushed 
in a grinder (driven by means of animal power). This mill 
consists of one very large mill stone that lies fl at on the fl oor 
and another smaller moving mill stone which is rolled over 
the large one. By means of a simple feeding device (a basket 
that is occasionally tipped), the beans are shaken down 
between the stones where they are then crushed. The pressed 
bean mass is scraped out and collected in a container, then 

packed portion by portion in coarse cloths, warmed up on 
stone slabs, and pressed in iron boxes by means of pressing 
plates. The oil fl ows out into containers, remains there to 
settle, and then is drawn off. It then forms the trade product. 
In the earliest of times, the practice was begun of processing 
the soybean in a more practical way into oil by means of 
modern machine devices such that a larger yield and a 
purer product were obtained. While a usual soybean mill 
(Sojabohnenmuhle) can process nearly half a metric ton of 
beans per day, for instance, a modern oil mill handles around 
two and a half metric tons of beans per day. If soybean oil is 
to get more and more established in technology (in addition 
to oil-based paint purposes, it is supposedly also especially 
suitable for the production of soap), then it will have to not 
be long before the processing of soybeans is carried out at 
a large scale with all of the tools of modern oil milling not 
only in the lands of East Asia, but also in Europe and the 
United States. A beginning for such a utilization has already 
occurred, since shipments of large quantities of soybeans 
have already taken place for England (this will be gone into 
detail below),
 Qualities and Properties of Soybean Oil (Beschaffenheit 
und Eigenschaften des Sojabohnenöles): In his work 
about oils, fats, and waxes, Lewkowitsch provides the 
following average fi gures: Specifi c gravity at 15ºC: 0.9242 
to 0.9270. Congealing point: 8ºC. Insoluble fatty acids 
and unsaponifi able substances (Unverseifbares) (Hehner 
value (Hehner-Zahl)): 95.5. Saponifi cation value: 192.7. 
Iodine value: 121.7. Maumené test: 60º C. Acid value: 4.5. 
Unsaponifi able substances: 0.22 pct. Free acidity: 2.28 
pct. calculated as oleic acid. The fatty acids of soybean oil 
demonstrate their average values to be: Congealing point: 
24ºC. Melting point: 28ºC. Iodine value: 119. Soybean oil 
dries slowly in air into a thin layer. It is to be classifi ed as a 
semi-drying oil (halbtrockendes Oel). According to Gardner, 
mixtures of 75 pct. soybean oil with 25 pct. linseed oil 
showed an average iodine value of 140.4, whiles mixtures 
of equal parts of these oils showed an iodine value of 161 
(the iodine value of linseed oil is equal to 189 on average). 
Clarifi ed soybean oil shows a coloration that is bright 
yellow to brownish yellow, often with a greenish cast, it 
has a peculiar smell similar to that of low-grade olive oil 
(baumölartig), it has no pronounced taste, it can be turned 
into soap rather easily, and also bleached without any 
diffi culty.
 Use of Soybean Oil (Verwendung des Sojabohnenöles): 
While right now, soybean oil hardly comes under 
consideration with us as an edible oil although it does 
fi nd use for that purpose in East Asia, there are no 
misgivings with regard to its use as a fuel oil, for purposes 
of lubrication, and in the manufacture of soap. In order 
to achieve a greater yield and work more economically, 
the crushed beans have to be subjected to extraction with 
benzene (a yield of 18 pct. oil) and not subjected to the 
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pressing process (a yield of only 10 to 12 pct.). Dark colored 
soybean oil can be bleached in part by means of mixing it 
with cooking salt and water, or at times (for intensely colored 
oils) by means of bichromate and acid. The pressed cakes 
constitute a valuable fodder. Few practical trials are currently 
available yet on the capability of the use of soybean oil for 
the production of oil-based paints and similar products. 
This oil has supposedly hardly found any use by itself for 
the aforementioned purposes since it dries too slowly and 
requires large quantities of drying agents which have a 
damaging effect upon the paints. But soybean oil could be 
utilized as an addition to linseed oil, perhaps in quantities up 
to 20 pct, while greater additions, on the other hand, seem 
to make the paint dead and less resistant. Mixtures of equal 
parts of linseed oil and soybean oil take several hours longer 
to dry than linseed oil by itself. Mixtures made of soybean 
oil and white lead (Bleiweiss) that has been grated into pure 
linseed oil along with Japan drier (Japantrockner) in any 
case demonstrated a somewhat faster drying capability than 
linseed oil by itself with the same substances mixed in, but 
the soybean oil coating was less sturdy than the linseed oil 
fi lm. It would have to be left up to time and extended trials to 
tell whether soybean oil turns out to be a practically usable 
oil for painting purposes. If that does turn out to be the 
case, then a new aid would be provided by it to the oil paint 
industry which, since it is certainly available economically 
and in large quantities, would be of importance that is not to 
be underestimated (Continued).

324. Meister, R. 1910. Das Sojabohnenoel. Abstammung, 
Gewinnung, Eigenschaften und Verwertung [Soybean oil. 
Origin, extraction, properties, and utilization]. Farben-
Zeitung 15(29):1298-1301. April 16. [Ger]
• Summary: Continued: In conclusion, some more statistical 
and economic remarks on soybean oil. The cultivation 
of soybeans is especially greatly developed in Southern 
Manchuria. Approximately 3 million acres are supposedly 
planted with this plant which provide over 1 million metric 
tons per year. In China, the domestic trade with soybeans lies 
completely in the hands of the Chinese, while with foreign 
trade, the Japanese are also involved. Inside the country, 
China levies a tax of 2 pct. of the value of the beans or the 
oil to be exported. The following are the fi gures on bean 
oil (Bohnenöl) that were supposedly exported from China: 
1906 = 5,841 metric tons, 1907 = 5,096 metric tons, and 
1908 = 8,226 metric tons. In contrast to this, the export of 
soybeans rose greatly. They supposedly amounted to 1906 
= 124,836 metric tons, 1907 = 69,032 metric tons, and 1908 
= 119,002 metric tons. In 1909, large quantities of soybeans 
were exported to England, North America, and, even though 
in small quantities, to Germany. The importation of soybeans 
into Germany is made very diffi cult by the peculiar tariff 
conditions of this crop. According to the provisions of the 
German customs tariffs, soybeans fall under “Legumes” 

according to Tariff Schedule 11 and, with the import from 
a treaty country, are subject to a tariff of 20 German marks 
and, with the import from other companies, to a tariff of 
40 German marks for each 1,000 kg. In England, Austria, 
Belgium, and Denmark, soybeans can be imported without 
tariffs. In consultation with the German Customs Offi ce 
(deutsches Zollamt), the German oil industry expressed the 
desire of granting soybeans import free of tariffs since they 
were supposedly an industrial product. But the agricultural 
experts contradicted this reasonable view since in fact it may 
be the case in the future that the soybean could enter into 
competition with products of German agriculture. And the 
German government joined in the convincing (º) reasoning 
and taxed the soybeans as “legumes”. As a result of this 
agricultural support by the government, the German soybean 
oil industry (Sojabohnenöl-Industrie) cannot currently enter 
into competition with the foreign industry, especially not 
with the English one. Economical foreign soybean oil is 
offered on the German market, but as a result of the high 
import tariff for soybeans, the German oil mills cannot 
produce it that economically. (As we have been informed by 
the expert side, negotiations are in process to appropriately 
modify the tariff rate for soybeans.–The Editor).
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

325. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1910. Soy bean for stock: 
Report to the British Board of Trade. April 20. p. 12.
• Summary: “A fair idea of the growing importance of 
soy bean cake as a commercial feed in Europe is given 
in a recent report on the British trade by an expert. In his 
opinion, the growing demand for the soy bean has been 
caused in part by the recent rise in the price of cottonseed 
products... The reduced supply of Egyptian cotton seed for 
future requirements is expected to be made up by increased 
purchases in India. According to press reports British seed 
crushers have 400,000 tons of last season’s crop of soy bean 
under contract.”
 “The total demand for soy oil and cake is good, the 
total British exports of cake to European countries for the 11 
months ended November 30, 1909, being 70,000 tons. It is 
stated that large mills are to be built in Denmark which are 
expected to consume about 20,000 tons of beans annually in 
the manufacture of soy cake.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soy oil.”

326. New York Times. 1910. Latest customs rulings. Japanese 
“miso” for use in preserving soups is dutiable at 20 per cent. 
April 22. p. 14.
• Summary: “The United States Circuit Court for the 
Territory of Hawaii has handed down a decision favorable 
to importing interests regarding the classifi cation under the 
tariff of so-called ‘miso,’ a preparation used for the most part 
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in making soup.
 “The article in controversy is a Japanese preparation, 
and is used by both the Japanese and Americans. The 
question at issue was whether the commodity is subject 
to duty at 20 per cent., as claimed by S.B. Fujiyama, the 
importer making the test case, or at double that rate under 
the tariff provision for ‘preserved vegetables’ or as ‘a sauce.’ 
The Board of General Appraisers found in favor of the 
Government’s contention at the higher rate. The importer 
than appealed to the Circuit Court, which fi nds for the 
protestant...”
 “This Japanese product is made from [soy] beans and 
rice by process of cooking and fermentation, which have the 
effect of changing its taste and fl avor, though not entirely 
destroying its form. The chief use of miso is in preserving 
soup with which it is used.”

327. African World (The) (London). 1910. Soya beans. April 
23. p. 615.
• Summary: “Considerable interest is being taken in the 
soya bean, about which we have published a quantity of 
information at different times. Some people maintain that 
there is a great future before growers of the beans in West 
and in South Africa, and experiments so far made go to 
prove this theory to be perfectly sound. The bulk of the 
world’s supply now comes from Manchuria, about which 
the following details will be instructive:–Up to the year 
1907, so far as can be ascertained from the only Customs 
fi gures available, viz., those for the port of Newchwang, 
the export of soya beans from Manchuria did not exceed 
120,000 tons annually. During the year 1908 the export rose 
to approximately 330,000 tons; one half of this was exported 
from Dairen, and of the remainder 100,000 tons were 
shipped from Newchwang and 65,000 went out by rail via 
Suifenho [Suifenhe] en route to Vladivostok. This increase 
was almost entirely due to the demand from Europe, which 
continued throughout 1909, and seems likely to increase 
rather than diminish.” Many more statistics on exports of 
soya beans from Manchuria are given.
 “Considering that several companies have been fl oated 
during the past few weeks for the cultivation of rubber in 
West Africa, no doubt their directors will not lose sight of 
the importance of growing soya beans, not only as a catch-
crop, but also for planting in between the rows of rubber 
trees, which would keep down undesirable growths and thus 
save the cost of weeding. The soya bean being a leguminous 
plant, adds to the nourishment of the soil by means of its root 
nodules, which assimilate the free nitrogen of the air, storing 
it in the nodules and transmitting it to the soil. Several rubber 
plantations are adopting this course.”

328. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Das Wichtigste [Most important 
(No more German tariff on soybeans)]. 15(30):1329. April 
23. [1 ref. Ger]

• Summary: This group of articles has no specifi c title except 
“Das Wichtigste,” however the fi rst article is about a new 
German tariff on soybeans.
 In connection with the article about soybean oil that 
was published in the previous issue, we can report today 
that as we determined through inquiries to the customs 
offi ce, soybeans can be imported duty-free starting from 
April 1 of this year according to Tariff 16 as “oleaginous 
fruits” (“Oelfrüchte”), and therefore they will no longer 
be subjected as before as “edible beans” (“Speisebohnen”) 
according to Tariff 11 to a duty of 4 marks, or else 2 marks 
for treaty states, per 100 kg. Thus with regard to soybean 
oil, the German oil milling industry has been placed in 
the position of entering into competition with the foreign 
competitors. Soybean oil in barrels is to have duties assessed 
at the rate of 10 marks, or 9 marks for treaty states, per 100 
kg, and denatured soybean oil at 4 marks.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

329. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910. 
Monetary and commercial: Edible oils and the soya bean. 
April 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “During the past year there has been a 
considerable rise in the European values of all butter and lard 
substitutes. A correspondent of the ‘Manchester Guardian,’ 
recently discussing the question, called attention especially 
to the shortage of the olive and American cotton crops. Early 
last year the price of olive oil reached £65 per ton. When 
the new crop came in the price fell rapidly, but is now again 
approaching £50 per ton. The failure of the usual supply of 
cotton oil from America was perhaps more serious, as there 
is no generally recognised substitute for American cotton 
oil in the manufacture of edible fats. The dearth of cotton 
oil, however, stimulated manufacturers to seek new sources 
of supply. Although the attempt to utilise British makes 
of cotton oil does not appear to have met with very much 
success, there has been an important development in the 
introduction of ‘Soya’ oil.
 “This oil is manufactured from the Manchurian bean of 
that name, and during the year 1909 no less than 360,000 
tons of the bean (or more than half as much as the total 
quantity of cotton seed crushed in Great Britain) were 
imported into that country. The prospects for the future 
development of this trade are (says the “Economist”) 
somewhat uncertain. As soon as an edible Soya oil has 
been manufactured the demand will doubtless be greatly 
stimulated, and even present prices, which are about 10/ a 
ton less than that of soapmaking qualities of cotton oil, are 
extremely profi table to the Manchurian agriculturist. On the 
other hand, the latter is handicapped by considerable natural 
diffi culties in the way of transport. The question of tariffs is 
an important factor. That British manufacturers have so far 
been able to secure a partial monopoly of the trade is almost 
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entirely, if not wholly, due to the absence of a tariff which in 
France and Germany is suffi ciently high to shut out the raw 
material. If to the existing competition of China and Japan 
there were added that of America, Germany, and France 
serious results might follow. For one thing, the price of the 
Soya bean, which has already risen considerably, might be 
driven to a height which would seriously diminish the profi ts 
of British crushers when their present stocks were exhausted. 
For the moment, however, at existing prices for oil and cake 
they have a handsome margin of profi t.”

330. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1910. Soy 
beans. 17(213):102. April 28. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The trade in soy beans between Manchuria 
and the United Kingdom began towards the end of 1908, 
and the fi rst large cargo of the bean consigned to the United 
Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909, and 
amounted to 5,200 tons. The demand rose very rapidly and 
it is stated that before June contracts had been made for the 
delivery of no less than 200,000 tons. The total quantity 
imported during the year 1909 amounted to about 400,000 
tons. The new season commenced in December last and it 
was stated in the Economist of December 4th, 1909, that 
as many as fi fteen steamers had been chartered to load 
beans at Dalny and Vladivostock [Vladivostok] for English 
ports representing something like 300,000 tons, so that in 
one month only–December (with twelve months to run)–
contracts have been made for a quantity only 100,000 tons 
short of the total English trade during 1909. Up to 1907 the 
total exports of soy beans from Manchuria did not exceed 
120,000 tons annually. In 1908 the shipments amounted to 
330,000 tons, and in 1909 they ranged between 700,000 and 
800,000 tons.
 “A brief review of the soy bean trade of Manchuria, 
furnished by the acting British Consul-General at Mukden, 
was published in the Indian Trade Journal of 10th March, 
1910. Further particulars in the second para. [paragraph] 
of an article on the position of Edible Oils in the Journal 
of 24th March show the extent to which the soy bean now 
competes with Indian oil seeds. Soy beans and soy oil are 
already regularly quoted in the market reports...”
 “The price of linseed and cotton seed has been kept up 
this year by the failures of Argentine linseed, of American 
and Egyptian cotton seed and of the world’s olive crop. 
This has saved India from feeling the full pressure of the 
soy bean competition... It is quite possible that when the 
fall comes it will affect soy beans as much as linseed and 
that therefore nothing would be gained by substituting 
soy beans for linseed in the scheme of India’s agriculture. 
But in the meantime it would probably be well that India 
should ascertain how far it would–should occasion arise–be 
found possible to grow the crop successfully and to place a 
considerable area under it at short notice...
 “Applications are occasionally received in the 

Commercial Intelligence Department from correspondents 
(private and offi cial) who want seed for experimental 
growing. So far as is known none of the provincial 
Departments of Agriculture is in a position to supply seed 
for this purpose. The beans are used by the Chinese in 
the preparation of various foods, and a certain quantity is 
imported into Calcutta for the use of Chinese residents. 
It thus comes that seeds are often procurable in the 
proper quarters in the Calcutta bazaars. Specimens of two 
descriptions, green and yellow, were recently purchased from 
a Chinese provision dealer. Twenty seeds of each description 
were sown. All of the green variety germinated satisfactorily. 
Only two of the yellow variety germinated and a similar 
result attended a second attempt.”

331. Bugby, William. 1910. A vegetarian’s experiences. 
No II. The soy bean. Daily Post (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, 
Australia). April 30. p. 7.
• Summary: “There is a still better substitute for meat, and 
that is the Soy bean of Japan, which is now being extensively 
cultivated in New South Wales. The present writer has found 
nothing to surpass this most useful bean, and especially the 
improved variety of it grown at Wahroonga, N.S.W., by 
the Sanitarium Food Reform Co. [Seventh-day Adventist]. 
It might be introduced into Tasmania with advantage, and 
in a calcareous soil would prove a source of great profi t to 
the grower. The Wahroonga variety of Soy bean takes less 
time to cook and is also more tender when cooked than that 
imported direct from Japan. It is far more digestible than any 
other kind of bean.”
 Note 1. In 1910 Wahroonga was a suburb of Sydney; 
it would have included some small, semi-rural market-
gardening areas that provided vegetables for the city 
dwellers. The word “extensively” above probably means 
that small plots of soybeans were being grown in market 
gardens around towns and settlements in NSW. As of 2005 
Sanitarium Food Reform Co. has been renamed Sanitarium 
Health Food Co. and is a thriving maker of health foods, 
breakfast cereals, meat alternatives, soymilk, etc.
 “While the writer feels some satisfaction in the thought 
that more than 20 years ago [i.e., before April 1890], in the 
columns of a Melbourne journal, he was the fi rst to call 
attention to the great merits of this most remarkable bean, 
and to advocate its introduction into Australia, he feels 
somewhat depressed at the fact that it has taken so many 
years to (?) its cultivation on and its adoption and recognition 
as an article of food. As a rule it may be assumed that it will 
take a generation to effect any great (?) reform. But we shall 
reap, if we faint not.
 “The Soy bean is, in fact, a perfect and superior 
substitute for fl esh meat, and it contains not only proteids or 
fl esh-formers in abundance but also a large amount of pure 
and digestible fat. It contains the same food elements, in the 
same proportion, as a moderately fat mutton chop. Its skin 
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is so thin as to be scarcely perceptible, hence it is the most 
digestible of the bean family, and can be fl avored to suit 
any palate. It makes a highly nutritious soup. Children and 
invalids thrive upon it. The following is an analysis of the 
Soy bean -”
 A table compares the “elementary constituents” of two 
varieties of soy beans, peas, lean beef, and fat mutton. For 
each is given the percentage composition of water, protein 
or nitrogenous matter, fat or hydro-carbon, carbo-hydrates 
(starches), fi bre, and ash. The protein content is as follows: 
Soy bean #1–37.8%. Soy bean #2–34.0%. Peas 23.0%. Lean 
beef 19.0%. Fat mutton 12.0%.
 “In cooking, the bean absorbs about four or fi ve times 
its weight of water; this brings it closely up to an equal 
quantity of fat mutton. A glance at the above table will show 
that the Soy is superior in every respect to beef, and is only 
surpassed in starch by peas. Dr. Anna Kingsford, M.D., 
in her interesting book ‘The Perfect Way in Diet’ [about a 
vegetarian diet], has shown that the digestive organs of man 
are not fi tted for animal food, and that such food causes 
irritation and increases the tendency to infl ammation, and is 
also largely responsible for rheumatism, gout, and neuralgia. 
It also promotes phthisis [pulmonary tuberculosis]. The 
drowsiness felt by so many persons after a hearty meal of 
meat, together with an intense craving for stimulants [e.g., 
alcohol], is wholly unknown to vegetarians, and this is why, 
in London, the numerous vegetarian restaurants are thronged 
by bankers and brainy business men at the time of the 
midday meal.
 “It is worthy of notice that the ox gives back in his 
meat only some of the food derived by him from the grass, 
retaining the balance to form his teeth, horns, hoofs and hide. 
So that, at best, man loses some of the best nutriment when 
he uses meat as food. In addition to this, in the venous blood 
of the animal are to be found poisonous and effete material, 
waste tissue, cadaveric alkaloids, and even parasites and 
disease-germs, wholly absent from vegetables and fruit. It is 
a rare thing for vegetarians to suffer from anaemia, though it 
must be supposed that even a diet so rich in all the elements 
the blood requires will of itself secure immunity from this 
and other diseases if other hygienic conditions are absent. A 
vegetarian diet is not a panacea, although those who adopt 
it suffer far less from all complaints than their meat-eating 
brothers and sisters. If a vegetarian lady, ‘cumbered with 
much serving,’ and beset with a multitude of household 
duties, keeps all day indoors and does not go out enough to 
exercise in direct sunlight and fresh air–and most women 
have too little of these–she will very likely become anaemic, 
like her meat-eating sister, but this is not because of her 
vegetarian diet, but in spite of it. Still, she will not suffer so 
badly, or become so ‘run down,’ as that meat-eating sister, 
and she will, moreover, make a much more rapid recovery 
from all her ailments.
 “It is also quite possible for a vegetarian to eat too much 

nitrogenous food, and to suffer from consequent indigestion. 
Still, the diet is not responsible for a man’s gluttony if he 
will eat to much, and will live to eat rather than live to eat. 
Temperance in eating is almost as essential as temperance 
in drinking. Here it may be added that a moderate and well-
chose vegetarian diet is a certain cure for drunkenness, 
since the craving for intoxicants is mainly induced by the 
infl ammatory state of the stomach caused by fl esh-eating. 
Vegetable food is so nourishing and sustaining that a 
vegetarian can better afford to go without a meal than can a 
meat-eater. Indeed, the experience of the writer has been that 
for prolonged muscular and mental work there is nothing 
to compare with a judiciously-selected fruit and vegetable 
diet. The ancient Spartan and Roman athletes disdained 
meat. They lived on barley-cakes, olive oil, and black lentil 
soup. The canny and energetic Scotchman is virtually a 
vegetarian. The miners of Chili [Chile] are wont to ascend a 
perpendicular ladder with 2 cwt [1 cwt = hundredweight = 
112 pounds] on their backs, and they do this all day long on a 
meal of beans and vegetables and fruit.
 “The writer is of [the] opinion that after the age of three 
years milk should not be taken by human beings. It clogs 
his stomach, makes his brain sluggish and stupid, and in 
the stomach gives rise to lactic acid complications. Hence 
it should never be forced upon children over three years of 
age who have come of gouty or rheumatic parents. As a rule, 
such children have a natural detestation of it and a great 
aversion to it. Cow’s milk is an abomination that ought never 
to be taken. It is an unnatural thing for a human being that 
has cut its teeth, and ought to eat solid food, to drink the milk 
of a brute! The human stomach resents it!”
 The writer then discusses: Suitable foods for 
vegetarians. The benefi ts of eating two meals a day. The 
importance of understanding the “elements of nutrition” 
contained in each food to maintain one’s proper weight and 
good health, the ability of a given area of land to support 6 
times as many vegetarians as meat-eaters, the need to divide 
large Tasmanian land holdings into small plots of orchards 
and kitchen gardens, the sustaining and invigorating power 
of a non-fl esh diet, the overall physical, mental, and moral 
effects of a vegetarian diet, and the need to abolish abattoirs 
or slaughter houses.
 “It is not suffi ciently understood that a vegetarian has 
far higher motives that the gratifi cation of his palate and the 
satisfaction of his appetite. He regards all life as sacred, and 
the taking of innocent animal life as a monstrous crime, both 
against the animal and its right to live, and against the moral 
development of society at large. He regards his Creator 
as the Creator and Father of every living thing. When his 
last hour comes the vegetarian will be able calmly to meet 
his Heavenly Father–the Father also of every poor dumb 
animal–with the happy though humble consciousness that he 
has neither knowingly caused the infl iction of pain or death, 
nor connived in their infl iction by others upon an innocent 
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animal. There is sound sense in the lines: -
 “’He prayeth best who loveth best
 All things both great and small;
 For the dear God who loveth us,
 He made and loveth all.’”
 Source of poem: “Rime of the Ancient Mariner,” 
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1798; Part VII, stanza 23). 
Coleridge lived 1772-1834
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2021) 
concerning soy beans in connection with (but not yet in) 
Tasmania.
 Note 3. The author may have been a Seventh-day 
Adventist, since he states that soybeans have been grown in 
the Sanitarium gardens at Wahroonga, New South Wales. If 
he was an Adventist, this would be the earliest article seen 
on soybeans written by a Seventh-day Adventist. Address: 
Tasmania.

332. Rural New-Yorker. 1910. For years we have urged our 
readers to experiment with Alfalfa. Many have worked with 
the crop... 69(4044):358. April 30. Oversize.
• Summary: “... until they have it established. Every one of 
them will agree that each acre of Alfalfa has made them an 
annual present of the equivalent of one ton or more of wheat 
bran. There cannot be any question about the increased value 
to every crop of a rotation when Alfalfa is grown and fed 
on the farm. We now urge readers to try another crop–the 
Soy bean. Mr. Wing has told us about it and those who are 
still more interested should read Farmers’ Bulletin 372 from 
the U.S. Department [of Agriculture]. The Soy bean is now 
changing the plan of feeding cattle in Europe. The Japanese 
take out the oil and export great quantities of the dry meal. 
This is taking the place of linseed and cotton-seed meal and 
giving satisfaction. Thousands of farmers who grow Alfalfa 
have been able to cut their grain bill in two. The grain and 
straw of Soy beans will enable them to make another cut.
 “This crop is not a permanent This crop is not a 
permanent one like Alfalfa, but, like corn, planted each 
season. It ought to prove very useful on a fruit farm where 
stock must be kept and where tillage is needed for the trees. 
Planted in drills and cultivated we think it will prove better, 
all things considered, than corn or cow peas. It is one of the 
crops which ought to be thoroughly tested by everyone who 
has stock to feed.”

333. Brenier, Henri. 1910. La question du soja [The soya 
question]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 
13(83):105-28. March/April. Series 2. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is an in-depth look at the relevance of 
the soybean to France, both now and in the future. It is 
prompted by the rapid growth of soybean imports to Europe 
from Manchuria. The author has a good knowledge of the 
literature on soybeans and a familiarity with the crop in the 
fi eld in French Indochina and China.

 Contents: 1. Soybean cultivation: Species and varieties, 
major soybean producing countries (China, Japan, Korea, 
Indochina), other countries (Java and the Dutch East 
Indies, France, USA. The Imperial Institute of London is 
conducting trials in the Cape of Good Hope and Natal [South 
Africa], in British West Africa, and in Gambia), methods of 
cultivation and yield. 2. Commerce: Exports of soybeans and 
soybean cake (beancake, tourteaux de soja) from China and 
especially Manchuria (Newchwang, Dairen/Dalny, Antung, 
Ta tung kow, Suifenho {Suifenhe / Sui-fen-ho}), importing 
countries in 1908 in descending order of amount imported 
(Russian ports on the Pacifi c [Vladivostok], for re-export to 
Europe). Exports. Prices 3. Soybean utilization: Chemical 
composition, use as a forage plant and for improving the soil, 
use in human foods (tofu, shoyu, Worcestershire sauce, tuong 
[Annamite soy sauce], miso, natto, soymilk), the soybean 
as an oilseed (yield of oil from various oilseeds), soybean 
cakes. Conclusions.
 Page 109 discusses soybeans in Indochina, according 
to information received from M. Crevost, Curator of the 
Agricultural and Commercial Museum of Hanoi, and from 
the article by Bui-quang-Chiêu (Dec. 1905). The names of 
the soybean are different in the various parts of Indochina. 
In Cochin China (especially in the provinces of Chaudoc 
and Baria), in Annam (sporadically), and in Tonkin it is 
called dau-nanh or dau-tuong (Tuong is a sauce made with 
soybeans, described later under “Uses”). In Cambodia 
(Cambodge) it is called sandek sieng. The variety most 
widely cultivated in Indochina seems to be one with a 
yellowish-white color, more oblong than round, a little 
fl attened (soja platycarpa of Harz [1880, 1885] (?)), different 
therefore from the fi ne (belle) varieties of Manchuria and 
Japan that are well rounded and pure yellow.
 A table (p. 112) shows soy bean grain exports (in 
1,000 metric tons) from different Manchurian ports for the 
years 1905-1908. The author notes that Indochina could be 
exporting soybeans to France. One factor that stimulated the 
large exports of soybeans from Manchuria in 1908 (besides 
an excellent harvest in 1907) was a program to suppress the 
cultivation of opium by expansion of soybean acreage (p. 
113). The author uses the scientifi c name Phaseolus radiatus 
to refer to the petit haricot vert (probably mung bean). He 
observed soybeans planted in mixed culture in Szechuan.
 Page 115: In 1908 tables show total exports to foreign 
countries were as follows: Soybean seeds (Soja en graines): 
285,180 tonnes (metric tons). Soybean cakes (Tourteaux 
de soja): 469,800 tonnes. Total: 754,900 tonnes, worth 78 
million French francs.
 Page 115: In 1908 offi cial statistics are fi rst given for 
exports to Europe (in tonnes): Great Britain 69,200, France 
21,390, Holland 7,290, Italy 4,140, Belgium 1,760, Germany 
670, Russian ports on the Pacifi c [such as Vladivostok] (for 
reexport to Europe, primarily to England it seems) 100,000. 
Total: 204,440 tonnes.
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 Page 116 notes that the rise of soybeans in Manchuria 
is due in part to the power of the Japanese commercial 
house Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and the large English oil mills, 
which joined to develop an industry that had not previously 
existed. At the end of 1906, Mitsui, which had a dominant 
commercial role in Southern Manchuria, sent one or two 
trial shipments of soybeans to England. Mitsui was followed 
mainly by the British trading houses (Samuel & Samuel, 
Jardine, Matheson), then by the Germans (Otto Reimers, 
Arnhold Karberg & Co), and the Russians. Continued 
suppression of opium growing led to further expansion of 
soybean cultivation.
 A table (p. 117) gives the price of soybeans (per picul 
of 300 catties = 180 kg), soybean cake (per 10 cakes of 53 
catties each or 318 kg for the 10), and soybean oil (per picul 
of 100 catties = 60 kg) in New chwang [Newchwang] taels 
and in French francs in the average year from 1882-1891, 
and in the year 1897. Prices were up in 1897.
 Page 124 states: “A factory was recently founded near 
Paris (at Saint Germain en Laye), with Chinese capital, for 
the preparation of a series of products derived from soya: 
milk, “caséo-sojaïne,” cheese [tofu], sauce, and sweet soya 
preserves (confi ture (?) de soja).” A footnote states: “I owe 
this curious piece of information to the amicability of the 
secretary of Ecole française d’Extrême-Orient, Mr. Ch. 
Maybon, who pointed it out in the January 1910 issue of the 
Bulletin de l’Association amicale franco-chinoise.
 A table (p. 125) shows that the soybean gives the lowest 
yield of oil of all major oilseeds: copra (from coconut) yields 
67-70% oil, sesame seeds 50-56%, poppy seed (pavot) 43-
50%, castor oil plant 42-50%, rapeseed (colza) 42-45%, 
linseed 43%, peanuts 35-47%, cottonseed 21-26%, soybeans 
from Manchuria 16-18%.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000) 
that describes caséo-sojaïne as a product. Yet this may well 
be a mistake since its source of information is given as 
Bulletin de l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise (Jan. 
1910)–which uses the term to refer to a business name. 
Address: Inspecteur-Conseil des Services Agricoles et 
Commerciaux de l’Indochine.

334. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910. The soy 
bean trade of Manchuria. 17(1):67. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: This information was sent to the Board of Trade 
by Mr. R. Willis, Acting British Consul-General at Mukden. 
Before 1908 (according to the only Customs statistics 
available, those from the port of Newchwang) the exports 
of soy beans from Manchuria never exceeded 120,000 tons 
per year. During the year 1908, those exports rose to about 
330,000 tons. Half of this total (165,000 tons) was exported 
from Dairen, 100,000 tons were shipped from Newchwang, 
and 65,000 tons went by rail via Suifenho [Suifenhe] to 
Vladivostok. Almost all of the increased demand was from 
Europe, and it continued during 1909.

 Exports of “beancake” in 1908 totalled about 500,000 
tons. Exports of the 1909 bean crop (from Oct. 1908 to June 
1909) rose to 570,000 tons. Address: England.

335. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. The soya bean. 
May 6. p. 6.
• Summary: “It appears that steps have successfully been 
taken in the German Reichstag to abolish the customs duties 
levied on soya beans imported into Germany. Thus will come 
to an end the profi table monopoly which Hull [England] 
millers have enjoyed in the utilisation of this valuable 
commodity. The great export of the oil-yielding soya beans 
from Manchuria has been one of the most curious incidents 
in the trade in raw products in the world during the last few 
years, because it shows how greedily the world’s markets 
absorb any new source of food supply, under pressure of 
the general shortage and the high prices which universally 
prevail.”

336. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Cotton seed oil values too 
dear for soap making. May 11. p. 3.
• Summary: “World-wide interest in the oil bearing seed 
industry is now probably at its height. For the two classes of 
industries, those making food oils or fats, and those engaged 
in the manufacture of soap,... cotton seed oil... is becoming 
too dear for soap making. Its values are such as to confi ne it 
to food-stuff markets. Since January 1st, cotton seed oil at 
New York ranged from 7.03 cents to 7.55 cents a pound. The 
cause of the change lies in the shortage of the cotton crop.”
 “Price of linseed had advanced until the seed crushing 
industry is inclined to see little profi t in manufacturing at the 
present prices of materials.”
 “The soya bean is coming into greater demand. Last 
year 350,000 tons were shipped from Manchuria, in addition 
to the large quantities of soya bean oil made in China and 
Japan.
 “Soap making in Great Britain now depends largely 
upon this source of supplies,...”

337. Wilkinson, F.E. 1910. Bean industry of Manchuria. 
Board of Trade Journal (London) 69:282-84. May 12. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on Diplomatic and 
Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain), No. 4440 (May 1910). “In 1909, 178,000 tons 
of beans and 318,000 tons of bean cake were exported 
from Newchwang and 438,000 tons of beans and 276,000 
tons of bean cake from Dairen, making a total of 616,000 
tons of beans and 594,000 tons of bean cake. Now, as 100 
tons of beans are required to produce 9 tons of oil, it may 
be estimated that, to produce 594,000 tons of bean cake, 
653,400 tons of beans must have been treated, so that the 
total quantity of beans represented by the combined exports 
of bean produce from the two ports was 1,269,400 tons. 
Exports from other places on the coast would bring the total 
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exports from South Manchuria to about 1,300,000 tons...
 “At the time of the fi rst shipments to Europe the 
price of beans laid down at Dairen was about 3l. 10s. 
[£3 10 shillings] per ton. By the spring of 1909 the value 
of the soya bean as an article of commerce had become 
generally known, and, a large number of British and other 
fi rms entering the fi eld as prospective buyers, competition 
gradually drove the price up. The new crop, though well up 
to the average, proved not to be equal either in quality or 
quantity to that of 1908. The price of beans consequently 
rose still further, and in February 1910, it reached £6 5s. per 
ton, the highest point it has touched as yet.
 “At the price mentioned, China and Japan are practically 
out of the market as buyers, and about 80 per cent. of the 
purchases of beans made since December last have been for 
the European market.” Address: British Consul, Newchwang.

338. Ceris, A. de.; Sagnier, Henry. 1910. Le soja dans 
l’alimentation du bétail [Soybeans in the feeding of animals]. 
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 74:619. May 19. [Fre]
• Summary: Over the past two years we have watched the 
rising imports of soybeans (des graines ou fèves de soja) 
to Europe. The consumption of soybean fl our and cake 
(des farines et des tourteaux de soja) has risen to great 
proportions in Great Britain.
 However a recent lawsuit between a dairy farmer and 
cattle raiser near Edinburgh, Scotland, and a nearby miller, 
called attention to toxic substances that these products may 
contain. The farmer demanded payment from the miller of 
700 pounds sterling, representing the value of 25 cows that 
had died in his barn, the damage to three other cows, and 
the trouble caused by the affair. He attributed the loss of the 
animals to the consumption of soy fl our (farine de soja) sold 
by the miller, fl our made toxic by hydrocyanic acid contained 
in the beans. But as is often the case in such matters, the 
conclusions of experts called by the court were contradictory. 
It was shown that the symptoms characterizing the death of 
the animals were not that caused by hydrocyanic acid, but 
rather those caused by ptomaines from potatoes or similar 
feeds. One chemist found a trace amount of hydrocyanic acid 
in the soy fl our, but far too little to kill these cows. So the 
dairy farmer lost the case.
 This is the only known case brought against soy fl our or 
cakes, despite its large-scale consumption.

339. Economiste Francais (L’). 1910. Lettre d’Angleterre 
[Letter from England]. 38(21):761-63. May 21. [Fre]
• Summary: This unsigned letter from London is dated 
18 May 1910. It gives a lengthy summary in French of a 
report from the British Consul at Newchwang (Ying-K’ou), 
Manchuria, concerning trade in soy beans and soy bean 
products (fèves de soya) between Manchuria, Japan, and 
England. Address: France.

340. Blin, Henri. 1910. Valeur alimentaire du tourteau 
de soja [The nutritional value of soybean cake]. Journal 
d’Agriculture Pratique 74:667-68. May 26. [Fre]
• Summary: The industry that manufactures soya cakes 
(tourteaux de Soja) is very important in China, and their 
exportation has expanded greatly in recent years. Europe 
absorbs a large portion of the production. Major ports of 
export are Chefou and Newchwang [Manchuria].
 In England an oil is extracted from the soybean which 
is used for food and has great value in soaps. Soybeans 
(Les fèves de Soja) contain a large portion of fermentable 
materials and a ferment analogous to the diastase of malt, 
which converts the starch into fermentable sugar. Dr. 
Calmette, of the Pasteur Institute of Lille, has succeeded 
in extracting from soybean seeds (des graines de Soja) 
diastases of different effects; they show whether soybeans 
are more or less advanced in maturity.
 A table (from Meissel & Böcker) shows the composition 
of soybeans. Soya cakes, the usage of which is expanding in 
France, are manufactured from the residues of two clearly 
distinct Chinese industries: the extraction of oil and the 
manufacture of tofu (fromage de Soja). These cakes are 
round and weigh 30-32 kg; they are 9 cm thick and 58 cm in 
diameter.
 A wide table shows the nutritional composition of 11 
feeds, including soya cake and three other types of cakes, 
plus soybeans and six grains. For each is given the content 
of water, ash, nitrogenous materials (soya cake is by far the 
highest), nitrogen free extract, crude cellulose, crude fat, and 
economic value (in French francs) per 100 kg. (soybeans are 
the highest {20.97 francs}, followed by soybean cake {20.62 
francs}). Wolff attributes a value of only 20.02 francs to the 
soya cake; the small difference is due to small differences in 
nitrogen content of various cakes. The writer concludes that 
soya cake has a marked superiority over other feeds; it can 
therefore be used advantageously in the rations of animals. 
In Germany and Austria it is already widely used, especially 
to fatten hogs; it is used with potatoes in the proportion of 
1.25-1.5 kg per head per day. This cake is also very well 
suited for the fattening of cattle, and for nourishing milk 
cows and sheep. It can be very valuable in enriching forages 
of mediocre quality.
 Soya cake is increasingly used in agriculture in the north 
of France; it is imported via the ports of Havre [Le Havre, on 
the English Channel], and Dunkirk–both in northern France. 
Address: France.

341. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-beans in 
Germany. 76(22):822. May 28. [1 ref]
• Summary: The ‘Daily Chronicle’ announces that Germany 
has taken the import duty off soya-beans. The duty worked 
out to 2l. [British pounds sterling] per ton, and that on cake 
and oil was m.2 per ton under the most-favored-nation tariff 
and m.4 under the general tariff. The notation “m.2 per ton” 
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probably stands for “2 marks per ton.” But we are not sure.
 Note 2. Soy is listed in several issues of this volume 76 
in the section titled “Trade report,” under “London markets.”

342. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil market 
has fi rm undertone. May 29. p. 6.
• Summary: New York. “Among the late arrivals from 
abroad were 4,100 barrels of English cotton oil, 1,233 barrels 
and 117 casks of soya bean oil and 1,250 barrels of peanut 
oil.”

343. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910. The 
Suez Canal: A profi table year. May 30. p. 11.
• Summary: “London, May 29. The profi ts of the Suez Canal 
for the past year amounted to £4,930,000. This is a record, 
and is due to the increased traffi c in Indian wheat and the 
Manchurian soya bean, also the increased shipping trade of 
Australia and Japan.”

344. Press Assn. (by Telegraph). 1910. The Suez Canal. 
Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). May 30. p. 5.
• Summary: “London, May 29–The accounts of the Suez 
Canal Company show a profi t of £4,930,000, a record, due to 
the increased exports of Indian wheat, the Manchurian soya 
bean, and the growing European trade with Australia and 
Japan.”

345. Victoria Daily Times (The) (Victoria, British Columbia, 
Canada). 1910. Bannockburn to carry rails to Stewart: vessel 
to be the fi rst of her class to sail for new mining port. May 
30. p. 9.
• Summary: “British steamer Bannockburn will bring the 
fi rst cargo of steel rails for the new short line to be built by 
Mackenzie & Mann at Stewart. This is the fi rst ocean-going 
vessel to be taken for that port. She is at present carrying a 
cargo of soya beans from Dalny, Manchuria, to the United 
Kingdom and was reported at Colombo April 13th.”

346. Shenbao (Shanghai News). 1910. Suyishi yunhe zhi 
fada [The prosperity of the Suez Canal]. May 31. [Chi]*
• Summary: The profi t of the Suez Canal from 1909 to 1910 
increased to an unprecedented level, reaching over fi ve 
million British pounds. One of the reasons... for the dramatic 
boost is the expansion of soybean export from Manchuria 
(Cited and translated by Shuang Wen, 2017).

347. Hodgson, -. 1910. Russia. Report for the years 1908-
09 on the trade of Vladivostok. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
4452. 27 p. May. See p. 11, 18, 22.
• Summary: Page 5: Geographical and historical.–As this 
is the fi rst Consular report dealing with this district, and 
the country is one about which very general ignorance 
prevails, a few remarks with regard to its geography and 

recent history may be of interest. The Maritime Province, of 
which Vladivostok has been the capital since 1866, forms 
part of the eastern division of Asiatic Russia, namely, the 
Pri-Amursky Krai or region of the Amur, which embraces 
in addition the Transbaikal and Amur provinces, with the 
Russian half of Sakhalin, and has its administrative centre at 
Khabarovsk, the residence of the Governor-General.”
 Page 11: “Productions of locality.–Vladivostok has 
only recently developed into a port of export, and it may, 
in fact, be said that it has become so only since the value 
of the Manchurian soya bean has been recognised and 
the possibility of organising a foreign lumber trade been 
established.
 “Soya.–The soya export through Vladivostok to Europe 
commenced in December, 1908, and shipments continued 
all through 1909 till October, the total amount exported to 
Europe being 200,000 tons. The cargo was nearly all carried 
in British bottoms and destined to oil mills in the United 
Kingdom–thanks to the prohibitory import duties in other 
countries. The centre of the trade for North Manchuria is 
Kharbin, and several British fi rms have recently opened 
buying agencies there. The 1909-10 campaign has opened 
under very adverse conditions; the winter in Manchuria 
commenced exceptionally late, consequently the roads and 
rivers were not frozen as early as is generally the case and 
the conveyance of the beans from the country to the railway 
was impossible.
 Page 18: “Shipping and navigation.–The principal 
feature of the shipping at Vladivostok during the two years 
1908-09 was the remarkable increase in the amount of 
British tonnage visiting the port as the result of the newly 
organised export to Europe of Manchurian soya beans. From 
11,000 tons exported in British bottoms in 1908 the fi gure 
suddenly rose to 200,000 tons in 1909. The trade was very 
hardly hit at the end of 1909 by the unfavourable conditions 
existing on Manchuria, but there is every probability of 
its now settling down in a properly organised basis and 
developing into a steady business.”
 See also Table 4, page 22 for wholesale prices. Address: 
British Vice-Consul.

348. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya Beans. China. No. 356. p. 92-93. May.
• Summary: Having received several inquiries from 
interested fi rms, Vice Consul C.C.L. Williams secured freight 
quotations on the shipment of Manchurian soya beans and 
bean cake from Newchwang to San Francisco, California, 
and Seattle, Washington.
 Writing from Dalny at the end of January 1910, 
regarding soya beans, Vice-Consul A.A. Williamson states 
that “the whole market has been in an unprecedented state 
of upheaval this season.” “Beans are now at prohibitive 
prices, higher than ever before–$1.66 gold per 133.3 pounds. 
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Absolutely no guarantees as to oil contents or moisture can 
be given.”
 “On account of the high duty on beans–45 cents per 
bushel of 60 pounds–very few have gone to the United 
States. The chief product which Americans buy is oil.” A 
table (p. 93) shows exports (in tons) of beans, bean cake 
and bean oil from Newchwang to Hongkong, Great Britain, 
Samarang [Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, and 
Chinese ports during the fi rst 3 quarters of 1909. All of the 
countries except Germany imported [soy] beans. Germany 
imported only 685.2 tons of [soy] bean cake. Address: 
Washington, DC.

349. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Oil-seed products. No. 356. p. 83-93. May. See p. 91-93.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cotton-seed oil and meal,” 
under “England” there is a long subsection on “Soya Bean 
and Other Oils.” In the section titled “Soya Beans” are 
the following subsections: (1) “China: Freight rates from 
Newchwang to the United States.” A Japanese shipping 
company, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, has quoted a rate from Kobe 
to Seattle, Washington, and a French company has quoted 
rates from Chingwantao* to San Francisco, California, by 
direct steamer. Exports of “beans, bean cake, and bean oil” 
from Newchwang to the following ports are given for the 
fi rst 3 quarters of 1909: Hongkong, Great Britain, Samarang 
[Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, Chinese ports, 
and total. The leading buyer is Japan, and the leading export 
product is bean cake.
 (2) “Dalny: Prices and cost of shipment.” “Beans are 
now at prohibitive prices, higher than ever before–$1.66 gold 
per 133.33 pounds.” A table (p. 93) shows the exports during 
the fi rst 3 quarters of 1909 from this port to Hongkong, Great 
Britain, Samarang, Germany, Japan, and Chinese ports for 
beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
 * Note: Chingwantao, also spelled Chinwangtao or 
Ch’in-huang-tao, is seaport town on the Gulf of Chihli, 
in northeast Hopeh province, northeast China (former 
Manchuria); a former treaty port. Address: Washington, DC.

350. Wilkinson, F.E. 1910. China. Report for the year 1909 
on the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 
4440. 23 p. May.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 9) gives a 
detailed discussion of the amount and value of Beans 
[soybeans], bean cake, and bean oil exported from this port. 
An excellent full-page map shows the south of Manchuria 
and Corea including all the major ports (Newchwang, Port 
Arthur, Tairen [Dairen], Antung), cities, rivers, railways 
(existing and proposed), and bodies of water. Export of 
[soy] beans from Newchwang reached 4,242,943 cwt [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], which has only once 

been exceeded, in 1899, before the port of Dairen came 
into existence. Export of bean cake has broken all previous 
records. Some 86% of the 6,365,654 cwts were sold to 
Japan, “where, owing to the dearth of fi sh manure, bean 
cake has become indispensable as a fertiliser in the rice 
fi elds... Experimental shipments of bean cake for cattle 
consumption were made during the year under review both 
to the United Kingdom and Germany. The shipment to the 
United Kingdom proved a failure, the cake arriving in a 
mildewed condition. The result of the shipment to Germany, 
which as a comparatively large one of about 500 tons, has for 
some reason or other been kept a secret. Special precautions 
were taken in this case to keep the consignment in good 
condition.”
 The great market for bean oil “is South China, where 
it is mainly used for cooking purposes as a substitute for 
lard, which is a more expensive commodity. In spite of its 
unpleasant odour, the poor consume the oil, as a rule, in its 
crude state without any attempt at refi ning it, but amongst 
the better classes it is boiled before being used and allowed 
to settle in jars for a couple of months. This process is said to 
do away to a great extent with the objectionable smell and to 
improve the fl avour. There is also amongst the poorer classes 
a fairly brisk demand for bean oil for lighting purposes. 
They fi nd it more economical than kerosene, besides saving 
them the cost of a lamp, for all they need to do is pour a little 
into a cup or bottle and drop a proper wick into it... A small 
quantity of bean oil was shipped to the United Kingdom, 
where their appears to be a demand for it for soap making... 
The shipments in 1909 were made in kerosene oil tins, but 
they have not been a success, as in every case there was a 
heavy loss by leakage.”
 “Total production of [soy] beans in South Manchuria.” 
The author will now attempt to estimate this total based on 
the exports of beans and bean cake from Newchwang and 
Dairen in 1909. The “consumption by Manchuria of these 
special products is very limited, and the two ports between 
them almost monopolise the export. Beans, except to a 
limited extent, in the form of bean curd [tofu] or vermicelli, 
which is made of the green variety, do not enter into the diet 
of the population, nor is any use made by farmers of bean 
cake either in manuring their fi elds or feeding their cattle. 
The staple food of both man and beast in this country is 
millet, and, for the rich soil in the interior, the ordinary farm 
manure is the only fertiliser needed. It is probable, therefore, 
that at least 90 per cent. of the total crop is available for 
export. In 1909 212,000 tons of beans and 318,000 tons of 
bean cake were exported from Newchwang, and 438,000 
tons of beans and 276,000 tons of bean cake from Dairen, 
or from the two ports together 650,000 tons of beans and 
594,000 tons of bean cake. It is computed that it would 
require about 653,000 tons of beans to produce 594,000 tons 
of bean cake, so that the total quantity of beans represented 
by the combined exports of bean produce from the two ports 
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was 1,303,000 tons. Exports from other places on the coast 
may account perhaps for another 30,000 tons, which brings 
the total exports from South Manchuria to 1,333,000 tons. 
The production therefore, under favorable conditions, may 
be safely estimated at not far short of 1,480,000 tons.”
 Tables show: Value of the total trade of Newchwang 
during 1905-09. Value of trade for beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil from 1908-09. Distribution of bean, bean cake, and 
bean oil export from Newchwang. Address: British Consul, 
Newchwang.

351. Ottawa Citizen (Ontario, Canada). 1910. Removals and 
reductions of duties are announced: Canada places a number 
of articles on the free list and on many others the rates are 
cut down. New schedules only to apply when materials are 
imported by manufacturers for use in their own factories. 
June 10. p. 1.
• Summary: “The following articles used as materials 
in Canadian manufactured are declared duty free when 
imported by manufacturers for use only in their own 
factories:”
 “(4) soya beans and bean cake for use as cattle food and 
fertilizer.”

352. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Japan’s purchases of fertilizers. 1(15):713. June 11.
• Summary: “Vice-Consul-General E.G. Babbitt, of 
Yokohama, reports that the imports of fertilizers into Japan 
in 1909 were valued at $17,899,322...” They weighed 
1,347,541,898 kin (1 kin = 1.333 pounds). “The value of 
the chief fertilizers imported in 1909 was as follows [no 
amounts are given]: Bean cake, $11,140,407; sulphate of 
ammonia, $2,949,409; phosphate rock, $1,105,640; rape-
seed cake, $588,523; animal bones, $503,578; cotton-seed 
cake, $400,853; nitrate of soda, $347,814; superphosphate, 
$218,333; dried fi sh, $182,334; bone dust, $128,572. The 
share of the United States in this business amounts to less 
than 1 per cent of the total.”

353. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade prospects 
in Manchuria. June 24. p. 6.
• Summary: “Discussions of the future of the Bombay mill 
industry are largely governed by the prospects of the China 
trade. And of the China trade by far the most promising 
branch is that with the fertile and growing province of 
Manchuria. We commend therefore to Bombay millowners 
interested in the China trade a valuable and suggestive report 
upon the commercial condition of the province in general 
and of Newchwang in particular, which has been written by 
Mr. Consul Wilkinson. The staple products of Manchuria 
are millet and beans. Millet takes the place of the Indian 
kharif as supplying the food of the people, and beans are 
the money-bringing produce. It is estimated that the total 

production of beans [soya beans] in Manchuria is not less 
than a million and a half tons,... Since 1909 the character of 
the trade has entirely changed.”
 “But in 1909 some European millers discovered the 
merits of the soya bean, and this discovery, synchronising 
with a demand for oil seeds at a high price, stimulated an 
enormous export to Europe. The result has been that Europe 
snaps up the Manchurian beans at prices which China and 
Japan cannot afford to pay. The cultivators dependent upon 
the bean cake for manure are hit hard, and the oil mills at 
Newchwang are standing idle.”

354. Parker, Edward C.; Hoagland, Ralph. 1910. The soy 
bean of Manchuria. Minnesota Farm Review 15(6):121-23, 
138-39. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans the basis of 
Manchurian commerce: The only large cash crop. Original 
habit and limits of growth. Methods of production and 
transportation. Exports–local and foreign usage. Manchuria 
and world commerce. Imports of Manchurian products in 
the United States. Plant breeders should develop a soy bean 
for the American corn belt. Composition and feeding value 
of soy beans and soy bean cake. Fertilizing value of soy-
bean cake. It is estimated that Manchuria produces about 50 
millions bushels per year of soybeans.
 Photos show: 1. “Manchurian soy bean-cake awaiting 
shipment on the Japanese railway to the seaboard where 
steamers carry most of it to Japan to fertilize the rice fi elds. 
Small shipments go to America.” 2. “A station on the 
Chinese railways in Manchuria where native carts unload 
their stores of soy beans for shipment to the seaboard and 
thence through the Suez Canal to England.” An illustration 
shows the University Farm–St. Anthony Park. Several 
tables show the composition of soybeans and soybean cake. 
Address: University Farm, St. Anthony Park [Minnesota].

355. Vogt, Gustav. 1910. Der Kampf um die Sojabohne 
[The struggle for the soybean]. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna) 
25(26):209-210. July 1. [Ger]
• Summary: In most recent times, the oil and fat product 
of the soybean (Sojabohne) as well as the soybean itself 
(which is in fact for the most part incorrectly written with 
a “y” as “Soyabohne”) has been occupying administrative 
bodies and industrial circles. The soybean (Soja hispida) 
is quite widespread in Japan, Southern India, the Molucca 
Islands, and Asia through culture, and it also thrives in 
Central Europe. The seeds contain 38% protein grains [sic–
Proteinkörner, should probably be Proteinkörper = protein 
bodies], 17 to 20% fat, 24 to 28% starch and so forth, 5% 
cellulose, and 45% ash. It is used like legumes, especially in 
China, but a spicy sauce is also prepared from it.
 The soybean, an herbaceous plant (Staudenpfl anze), 
has come into acceptance to a greatly growing degree in 
recent years with the European oil industry because of its 
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oil content. Above all the English oil industry, but also the 
Austrian, Belgian, and Danish ones, have processed great 
quantities of this oilseed (Ölfrucht), which is not encumbered 
with any import tariff in the aforementioned countries. A 
similar situation under the same favorable conditions is not 
yet possible with the German oil industry, though, since 
tariffs have to be paid with the importation of the soybean to 
Germany.
 According to the provisions of German customs duties, 
the soybean falls under tariff item (Tarifstelle) 11 “legumes” 
and, according to that, is to have duties paid upon it with 
the import from a treaty state at 2 marks per hundred kilos 
(Doppelzentner) and with the import from other countries 
at 4 marks per 100 kilos. The oil that is obtained from the 
beans amounts to approximately 10% of the goods, and the 
remainder is processed into soy cakes (Sojakuchen) (fodder). 
These are imported free of duties. Thus with the sale of 
products from the soybean, the foreign countries enjoy a very 
considerable head start with respect to domestic production. 
The Chamber of Commerce in Berlin then had to provide 
an expert report as to whether it was recommended to no 
longer have duties imposed upon soybeans as edible beans 
(Speisebohnen), as has been the case thus far, but rather 
according to item 17 as oil seeds with 2 marks per hundred 
kilos. It spoke out in favor of this, even if it also expressed 
the conviction that the reduction in tariffs would hardly 
suffi ce to attract the strongly fl ourishing soybean processing 
industry to Germany. Under the circumstances that have been 
characterized here, there cannot reasonably be any discussion 
of a competitor in the German oil industry with the foreign 
competition. In addition to that, though, the German oil 
industry has also suffered for a number of years from both 
a scarcity in raw material and from the high price level of 
the raw material that has been caused by that scarcity. On 
the other hand, soybeans are fi rst of all around 100 to 150% 
cheaper [sic, i.e. they cost 50 to 60% less] than, for instance, 
linseed and palm kernels, and then they are available in large 
quantities, particularly from Manchuria and Vladivostock. 
Around 85 million poods [in German Pud–a Russian unit 
of measure equal to 16.38 kg] were harvested there in 1909. 
With regard to soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), the German 
oil industry would immediately fi nd a willing and strong 
purchaser in the German soap industry, which already for the 
longest time has striven to get a suitable and substantially 
cheaper manufacturing material.
 At this juncture, it is also worthwhile to mention that 
against expectations, the attempts that have been made by 
German oil industrialists to increase the residues from the 
obtaining of soybean oil, the soy oil cakes (Sojaölkuchen) as 
concentrated feed for livestock turned out to be favorable. 
If the soybean therefore were to be assigned its proper place 
among the duty-free raw materials, then that would do an 
inestimable service to the German oil industry.
 “Incidentally, the pharmaceutical industry (Pharmazie) 

has already rushed ahead with the coming events for a long 
time and has produced soy [sauce] (Soja) out of mushrooms 
[sic!–from the description below, what appears to be meant is 
a soy sauce substitute] with the following recipe as a base:
 A table follows with the two columns, the fi rst being 
the ingredients listed below and the second being numbers, 
probably in grams
 Button mushrooms or porcini mushrooms–5000.0
 are chopped and then mixed with
 Cooking salt–200.0
 Boric acid 40.0
 and set aside for four days. Then everything is pressed 
and strained. The liquid is then boiled for half an hour with 
the following whole spices (another table):
 Black pepper–20.0
 Cloves–6.0
 Ginger–3.0
 then strained once again, set aside in a sealed bottle for 
several days to precipitate (Absetzen), strained until clear, 
and then fi lled into bottles. For the purpose of longer storage, 
it is advisable to sterilize the latter with heat.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

356. Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd. 1910. Importers of: Soya 
bean oil. China wood oil (Ad). Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 
78(1):2. July 4.
• Summary: Other offi ces: “Hong Kong, Shanghai, Amoy, 
Canton, Chinkiang, Dalny, Foochow, Newchwang, Tientsin, 
Tsingtau, Wuhu, Kobe, Nagasaki, Shimonoseki, Yokohama, 
Vladivostock” [Vladivostok]. Address: 74 Wall Street, New 
York.

357. Mitsui & Co. Ltd. 1910. Soya bean oil (Ad). Oil, Paint 
and Drug Reporter 78(1):20. July 4.
• Summary: “English soya bean oil–Prompt shipment from 
Hull. We are largest supplier of Soya Bean from Manchuria, 
and have special connections with crushers. Manchurian 
soya bean oil. Shipment direct from our eastern oil plant. Fall 
delivery at New York. Head offi ce: Tokio, Japan. New York, 
Silk Exchange Bldg. San Francisco, Merchant Exchange 
Bldg.
 On this page are 3 other large ads for soya bean oil. 
1. Edward Hill’s Son & Co., New York. 2. Welch, Holme 
& Clark Co., New York. 3. C.R. Laurence, San Francisco. 
Address: New York & Tokyo.

358. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean 
situation. 78(1):28H. July 4.
• Summary: The market has lost interest for buyers owning 
to the general decline in cakes. No fresh business of 
importance has been transacted for some weeks. The bean 
cake has become unpopular in some quarters because of 
improper use by feeders.
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359. Reuter. 1910. The Far East. Russo-Japanese agreement. 
The situation in Manchuria. Scotsman (Edinburgh). July 8. 
p. 7.
• Summary: “Paris–The Russo-Japanese agreement consists 
fi rstly of a brief general statement of the determination of 
the two Governments to maintain jointly the status quo 
in Manchuria, territorially, administratively, and in other 
respects, and to co-ordinate railway interests there.
 “Secondly, it consists of a detailed technical agreement 
between the eastern Chinese Railway Corporation and 
the South Manchuria Railway Corporation, regulating the 
direction and division of the traffi c between Vladivostok 
and Dalny, establishing advantageous through rates with the 
railways in Russia and Japan, and adjusting several pending 
matters.
 “The traffi c agreement is designed to enable the railways 
to exploit the territory more profi tably, subordinating local 
developments to a general plan. Vladivostok thereby gains 
a share in the export of grain and [soy] bean crops to Japan. 
It is intended to work the lines to be constructed in future as 
feeders to the existing trunk lines.”

360. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
[Pamphlet on soya beans compiled by C.E. Liardet, of 
China]. 13(5):72. July 9. New series. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Consul Horace Lee Washington sends from 
Liverpool [England] a pamphlet on soya beans compiled by 
C.E. Liardet, of China, which is fi led for inspection at the 
Bureau of Manufactures.” Address: Washington, DC.

361. Asakawa, K. 1910. Russo-Japanese treaty: Prof. 
Asakawa defends Japan’s position on Chinese railways 
(Letter to the editor). New York Times. July 16. p. 6.
• Summary: “I venture to call your attention to the following 
points regarding the editorial entitled ‘The Russo-Japanese 
Treaty, published in to-day’s Times.
 “The protocol that China will not, before the expiration 
of the terms of the South Manchuria Railway, construct a 
competing line in its neighborhood, which you describe as a 
‘secret agreement,’ was not ‘disclosed as a consequence of 
Mr. Knox’s proposal.’ It was signed at Peking in December, 
1905, and the European and American Governments were 
notifi ed of its conclusion early in 1906.”
 “In the meantime, the increasing exportation of 
Manchurian [soy] beans and [soy] bean products not only 
to Japan, but now also to Europe, is rapidly changing 
the commercial situation in Southern Manchuria, to the 
great advantage of foreign merchants competing with the 
Japanese in the import trade.” Address: Prof., New Haven, 
Connecticut.

362. Times (London). 1910. The soya bean: Its importance in 

Manchuria. July 19. p. 63, col. 4.
• Summary: This is part of a 96-page Times Supplement on 
“The Empire of Japan.” Contents: Introduction–The bean 
trade in Manchuria. Its introduction to European markets. 
The growth of exports. The home consumption remains 
large. Efforts to secure foreign markets. A word of caution. 
The trade in England (Total: 2,500 words).
 “The history of the growth of the bean trade in 
Manchuria is as captivating as the story of the rise of Jack’s 
famous beanstalk of our nursery days. It reads more like 
a fairy tale than a page from the Board of Trade Returns. 
Only after one has travelled through the region where the 
Soya bean reigns supreme, and has seen the wharfs and the 
warehouses, the stations and the platforms laden with bags 
of beans, and noted the thousands of queer looking stacks 
with pagoda-like roofs with which the country is dotted, 
and that serve as temporary storehouses for the produce 
whilst awaiting shipment, does one realize that it is not 
a fable, but a veritable fact in the history of international 
commerce. Nevertheless, more than the ordinary amount 
of imagination is required to grasp the fact that the fi rst 
commercial consignment of soy beans was sent to Europe 
in 1906 and the requirements for the coming season are 
estimated at a million tons. At the minimum price of £6 10s. 
per ton, this means a business of £6,500,000, or something 
like 70 millions of silver dollars. That an industry of such 
vast proportions should at a time like this spring up in a few 
years indicates that all the opportunities of commerce are not 
closed to those who have courage and foresight enough to 
search for new openings for trade.
 “Its introduction to European markets: The development 
of the Soya bean is of such recent date, and has been so 
intimately connected with Japanese enterprise, that a few 
facts in regard to its rise and progress may be of interest 
in this issue of The Times. The credit for the introduction 
of this useful article of commerce is undoubtedly due to 
Messrs. Mitsui and Co., the well-known Japanese fi nancial 
and industrial fi rm, who sent their fi rst trial shipment of 
beans to England in the winter of 1905-06. This consignment 
was not successful owing to imperfect packing. A second 
shipment met with better results and led to a succession of 
large orders. The beans were found to be valuable both for 
the extraction of oil and also in the shape of cake for feeding 
cattle.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
stating that Mitsui and Co. sent soybeans to Europe in 1906.
 “Excellent biscuits have also been made out of one 
variety of these beans. The United Kingdom was at once 
able to take advantage of this newly-found import because 
of its admission free of duty, the high tariff on such produce 
precluding the Soya beans from access to Germany, France, 
and other Continental countries. So great was the demand 
that by the end of the season of 1908, the Mitsui Company 
had exported to Europe 200,000 tons of these beans, and 
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both this concern and the Yokohama Specie Bank, operating 
in conjunction, are said to have made very handsome profi ts 
on these transactions. In the season of 1909 the sales to 
Great Britain alone are stated to have reached 400,000 
tons and several other important fi rms have entered the 
fi eld, including the well-known fi rm of Samuel Samuel and 
Co. The Liverpool Chamber of Commerce estimates the 
consumption value of a ton of these beans in London at £6 
10s., and a British Consular report concludes that England 
alone will in the future be able to take one million tons of 
beans annually.
 “The growth of exports: However this may be, fi gures 
supplied me by Messrs. Mitsui give the total exports for 
the season of 1908-1909 (from the three ports of Dairen, 
Newchwang, and Vladivostok) at 788,916 tons and of bean 
cake (94 per cent. of which went to Japan) at 681,446 tons. 
Of the beans, 397,156 tons, or 51 per cent., went to Europe, 
30 per cent. to China, and 19 per cent. to Japan. That the 
export of these beans continues to increase is shown from 
some data furnished to me when in Japan by the Statistical 
Department of the South Manchuria Railway Company, 
which indicate that for the year ended March, 1910, the 
export of beans from Dairen reached 622,000 tons, and 
that of bean cake 22,000 tons. These fi gures show that the 
export of the fi rst consignment of beans to England in 1906 
has secured for Manchuria an extensive international trade. 
The same authority estimates the bean crop ‘of all kinds’ in 
Manchuria for the year ended November, 1909, at 1,700,000 
tons and the supply of bean cake at 900,000 tons.
 “The home consumption remains large: Whilst the Soya 
bean has thus suddenly come into international fame, its 
uses and virtues have long been known in the Far East. The 
oil of the bean has been used throughout China as an article 
of food and for other purposes. The cake is valuable as a 
fertilizer for rice and sugar cane fi elds, and the fi gures given 
above show the enormous quantities of the cake exported to 
Japan, a country which, according to Government estimates, 
is obliged to spend £12,000,000 annually on fertilizers of 
various kinds. In Manchuria the Soya bean is primarily used 
for the extraction of oil and for the manufacture of cake; 
it is also made into vermicelli and similar articles of food. 
Manchuria seems to have a natural monopoly in the growing 
of this bean for export. The other producing countries, 
Japan and Korea, require all they are able to raise for 
domestic consumption, whilst the production of the French 
possessions in Asia, of Asia Minor, and of West Africa is 
said to be neither large nor promising enough to be of much 
account for export. Down to the present time, the Soya 
bean has not been successfully produced elsewhere, though 
experimental efforts to grow this particular bean in other 
parts of the world are in progress.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2021) suggesting that soybeans may be growing or have 
been grown in Asia Minor [which is today the large eastern 

part of Turkey], or the Middle East. A similar and earlier, 
but weaker, suggestion appears in an article titled “The 
Ubiquitous Bean,” in the Manshu Nichi Nichi Shinbun 
(Dairen) of 25 Nov. 1909. That article states that “Asia 
Minor... produced something like Beans” [perhaps Soya 
Beans]. Continued.

363. Times (London). 1910. The soya bean: Its importance 
in Manchuria (Continued–Document part II). July 19. p. 63, 
col. 4.
• Summary: Continued. “Efforts to secure foreign markets: 
The Treaty Port of Manchuria half a century ago began the 
exports of beans, bean oil, and bean cake. It is strange that 
the potency of the little green bean–it looks more like a dried 
pea than the bean grown in England–which is furnishing 
three railway systems with freight, hundreds of vessels 
with cargoes, three ports with business, and starting up new 
industries in the North of England should have remained so 
long undiscovered by Europeans. Even now its advantages 
appear to have been forced upon the attention of England 
by a Japanese merchant who, failing his fi rst efforts, made a 
second attempt to introduce the Soya bean into Europe.
 “These beans raised by industrious Chinamen toiling 
incessantly for a few pence a day are generally brought to the 
river in carts and shipped in junks in the summer time, while 
in the winter they are often brought for miles along very bad 
roads by cart to Newchwang.
 “After the building of the railways it was natural that 
these exports should gravitate more and more to the maritime 
outlets of these lines at Dairen, Vladivostok, and, to a lesser 
extent, to Newchwang, which last port, as will be seen in 
an article elsewhere in this issue, is still receiving the bulk 
of its consignments by means of junks and by carts. The 
Newchwang exports consisted of oil and cakes which were 
manufactured by the aid of numerous crude Chinese oil 
presses worked with mule power–the oil going to China and 
the cakes to Japan.
 “As soon as the bean assumed an international 
importance, Newchwang lost its monopoly of the trade. As 
recently as 1907 almost all the beans available for export–
namely, 120,000 tons–were exported via Newchwang. Of the 
800,000 tons exported last year half went by way of Dairen, 
and the remainder from Vladivostok and from Newchwang. 
In the export of bean cake Newchwang still holds the fi rst 
position because of her numerous Chinese oil presses, 
together with one modern factory. Extensive up-to-date 
factories capable of extracting a greater percentage of oil are 
however being established–of these, two are at Dairen–and 
unless Newchwang shows more enterprise than one observes 
in a visit to the city, she will soon lose the fi rst place in the 
bean cake trade.
 “The quantity of oil in the Soya bean varies from 16 
to 17 per cent., and by some chemical processes I believe 
even 19 per cent has been extracted. Of course nothing like 
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this amount is obtained even in the excellent mills which I 
visited at Dairen. To what extent the extraction of practically 
all the oil would impair the value of the cake as a fertilizer 
is diffi cult to say. These are questions which will have to be 
dealt with in the future. For the present, the industry is still in 
its infancy, so far as the application of applied chemistry and 
modern methods are concerned.
 “A word of caution: In case the story of the rise of the 
Soya bean industry should prove too alluring to British 
merchants of a speculative turn of mind, and not provided 
with a knowledge of the methods of doing business in the Far 
East, it may be well to mention that it would be quite useless 
to start an offi ce at some point like Dairen or Changchun in 
order to buy beans in the local market. The only way is to 
travel into the interior, to visit the country markets and to 
buy in small quantities for silver coins of low value, that is, 
20 or ten cent pieces. The Chinese silver dollar is only worth 
85 sen Japanese money, or 1s. 9d. [1 shilling, 9 pence], and 
5 of the 20 cent silver pieces are worth about 2½d. less than 
the Mexican or Chinese dollar. The Japanese by purchasing 
the beans with the little silver coins obtain them cheaper than 
would be possible for an English fi rm which was paying for 
them in silver dollars. For some unaccountable reason, the 
Chinese producer prefers the small coin though its value 
is 10 per cent. less. This is not generally known, for one 
naturally assumes that ten 10 cent silver coins or fi ve 20 cent 
coins make equally one silver dollar–but I discovered that 
such was not the case in the bean district of Manchuria.
 “The trade in England: The soya bean now constitutes 
an important part in the Hull import trade, and has provided 
a new source of revenue for the shipping industry. It is 
estimated, indeed, that already the cost of the freight to 
British ports has reached over a million sterling. The imports 
into Hull last year were about 200,000 tons. Good judges 
are of opinion that the rapidly increasing import trade into 
Europe must ultimately have a serious effect upon the seed 
industry, and is likely to particularly affect the imports of 
cottonseed.
 “The bulk of the soya beans imported into Hull are the 
yellow beans, and those engaged in the seed trade in the 
Hull district have a good opinion of the new bean. It is to 
the cattle grower, rather than to the oil trade, that the advent 
of the soya bean into this country is of importance, for the 
cake is cheaper than cottonseed cake and is at the same 
time richer in those constituents for which cake is used. The 
value of soya oil is also being widely recognized by soap 
manufacturers, and there is a notable tendency to employ it 
in preference to cotton oil.
 “The beginnings of an export trade from Hull with the 
Continent are now in evidence. A considerable quantity 
of soya cake has already been exported from Hull, and if 
some further reduction in the price of the cake could be 
brought about a large export trade would undoubtedly be 
created. Continental dairy farmers are now employing soya 

meal, with which, apparently, experience has been quite 
satisfactory. Inquiries made at Hull show that the mills have 
had their capacity severely taxed by the advent of the soya 
bean, and imports during the present year have been on a 
constantly growing scale. With the breaking down of the 
prejudice of British farmers, which is gradually coming 
about, a real boom in the soya bean trade would appear to be 
imminent.”

364. Christian Science Monitor. 1910. Rapid development of 
the soy bean trade in China. July 21. p. 2.
• Summary: London. From the black variety of soy bean “is 
manufactured soy (so called from the Japanese equivalent So 
Yu [sic, Shoyu]), a sauce used by the Japanese as well as the 
Chinese in astonishing quantities with all kinds of cooked 
food. It is manufactured by boiling the beans and by allowing 
them to ferment with yeast [sic] after mixing thoroughly with 
water, fl our, and salt, and is sold in glazed earthenware jars.
 “The variety of yellow beans is used for making another 
product of general use, a clear [sic] jelly like substance 
known as bean curd. It is to be seen on sale in large slabs on 
every wayside food stall. The cheerful looking coolies in the 
accompanying photograph are pausing a moment in their 
work of grinding beans for the purpose under a revolving 
stone mill. The pulp [okara] so produced will be fi ltered, [the 
soy milk cooked], the casein coagulated by the addition of 
gypsum and the jelly-like coagulated mass pressed into shape 
for market.
 “But it is the cultivation of a third variety, the white 
bean, which has developed during the last few years from 
a mere local crop, to supply far eastern demands, into an 
industry of world-wide importance. At a recent meeting of 
the Linnaean Society of London Mr. Holland, on behalf of 
the director of the royal botanic gardens, Kew, gave some 
statistics of the remarkable innovation for which Manchuria 
is apparently responsible. The output of soybeans from that 
country prior to 1907 did not exceed 120,000 tons annually, 
nearly all being taken by neighboring ports in China and 
Japan; but during 1908, owing to the demands from Europe, 
the export rose to 330,000 tons, while the 1909 crop has been 
estimated at 700,000 to 800,000 tons. The principal use of 
the beans in Europe is for the extraction of oil, of which they 
contain some 18 per cent, which is suitable for soap making, 
while the cake left after crushing is said to be a valuable 
cattle food likely to prove a serious competitor to cotton 
seed and linseed cake, at present in use for this purpose. The 
beans fetch $20 to $21 a ton in London, the oil from $84 to 
$88 per ton, and the cake about $26 per ton.
 “The sudden infl ux upon the markets of the world 
of this extremely useful product is, strange as it may 
seem, undoubtedly due to the Russo-Japanese war, for the 
cultivation of the crop was extended in Manchuria in direct 
consequence of the large demand for the bean for food for 
the Russian army. When the troops were withdrawn other 
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markets had to be sought for the products, the supply of 
which was at once greatly in excess of demand.”
 The photo caption reads: The grinding process. 
Soy beans being prepared for market in a Kwangtung 
[Guangdong] village. Note: Guangdong is a province in 
southeast China; its capital is Canton (Guangzhou).

365. Prager Tagblatt (Prague, Austro-Hungarian Empire). 
1910. Zollfrei Einfuhr von Soyabohnen nach Deutschland 
[Duty-free import of soybeans to Germany]. 34(200):10. July 
22. Morning edition. [Ger]
• Summary: The Frankfurter Zeitung reports from Berlin 
that in the near future a new commodity will be available 
in Germany: the soybean (Soyabohne). In the future, 
Manchurian soybeans (Soyabohnen) will be used not as an 
edible bean but as an oilseed from which to obtain oil. This 
oil will be used in making margarine.

366. Crowe, E.F. 1910. Japan. Report for the year 1909 on 
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4511. 86 p. July.
• Summary: “Imports of manures.–The question of manures 
forms one of the most interesting items of 1909. A detailed 
table showing the quantities and values imported during 
the past three years will be found in Table 1 (B), page 61. 
Bean cake, of course, heads the list as regards value. The 
total amount imported in 1909 was 575,180 tons, worth 
£2,283,700, or £3 19s. 4d. a ton, as compared with 461,950 
tons, worth £2,220,000 in 1908, or an average of £4 16s. 1d. 
a ton.
 “Next comes the sulphate of ammonia, but in this item 
there was a big drop from 66,445 tons, valued at £898,000, 
to 45,835 tons, worth 604,700, while in the case of both 
phosphate rock and fi sh guano there was a decrease of about 
£100,000. Nitrate of soda made a small gain.
 “It is a well-known fact that bean cake has for years 
occupied the position of the most popular imported fertiliser 
in Japan. Now, however, that the United Kingdom, and the 
Continent of Europe and America to a lesser extent, have 
become purchasers of Manchurian beans the questions 
arises as to whether Japan will be able to continue to buy 
bean cake in huge quantities if the price rises appreciably. 
In studying this question two factors should not be lost sight 
of; one is that Japan is herself a large grower of soya beans, 
having, according to the latest available returns (1908) over 
1,200,000 acres under cultivation, producing annually some 
19,000,000 bushels of beans, while the other is that Japan 
imports very large quantities of soya beans from China and 
Corea [Korea].
 “The greater part of these beans is used for the purposes 
of human food, i.e., the making of “soy,” “miso,” and bean 
curd, but a portion, by no means small, is used also as a 
fertiliser.
 “The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in 

curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive at a 
just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go back a 
good many years.” A table (p. 18) shows imports of [soy] 
beans and bean cake (in piculs; 1 picul = 132.27 lb), the 
value of each, and the average price of silver each year 
from 1900 to 1909. Imports of [soy] beans increased from 
1,575,022 piculs in 1900 to a record 3,623,377 piculs in 
1909. Imports of bean cake increased from 2,280,687 piculs 
in 1900 to a record 9,663,036 piculs in 1909. The average 
price of silver fell by about 16% during this period. “Should 
the price in future be forced up very high in consequence 
of British and other demand, the presumption is that Japan 
would turn to sulphate of ammonia if the cost per unit of 
nitrogen therein were to be less than in the bean cake. On 
the other hand it must be remembered that the removal of 
duty on sulphate of ammonia in the United States of America 
means that that country will probably absorb large quantities 
of the British output and that Japan will have to pay a bigger 
price if she wants a share of this fertiliser.
 “Thus the outlook for nitrate of soda becomes a good 
deal brighter and now that, owing to the subsidised Japanese 
line which runs to South America, it is possible to get 
cheap direct rates of freight, it looks as though the nitrate of 
soda will be a serious competitor to the other nitrogenous 
fertilisers, except in the matter of wet rice cultivation.”
 Page 31 shows the shares of principal countries in the 
import and export trade of Japan during the years 1908 
and 1909. Japan’s biggest imports came from the United 
Kingdom, followed by the USA, then China. The biggest 
customer of Japan’s exports was the United States, followed 
by China then France (p. 31). Japan’s biggest port (in terms 
of value of imports and exports) was Yokohama, followed 
by Kobe than Osaka (p. 37). Japan’s population at the end of 
1909 was estimated at 49,769,704 (not including Formosa 
or Karafuto [Japanese Sagalien]). Japan’s most valuable 
exports in 1909 were tea, followed by rice then fi sh. Exports 
of “Soy” [sauce] rose from £110,500 in 1907 to £111,100 in 
1909.
 Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London), 
Aug. 1910, p. 410.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) that 
gives statistics concerning industrial utilization of soybeans–
in this case soybean meal used as a fertilizer in Japan. 
Address: Attaché, British Embassy, Tokio [Tokyo].

367. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. comp. 1910. Soya beans. 
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 27 p. Illust. 22 
cm.
• Summary: Contents: A new British industry–Soya beans. 
Introduction. Climatic and soil requirements of soya beans. 
Varieties of soya beans: The greenish yellow, the black, the 
brown, the green, the white. The culture and planting of 
soya beans. The inoculation of soya beans. Soya beans for 
hay: Curing the hay. Soya beans for pasturage. Soya beans 
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in mixtures (with other plants): Soya beans and cowpeas, 
soya beans and sweet sorghum. Soya beans and ensilage. 
Soya beans for grain. Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value 
of soya beans: Feeding value for sheep, for dairy cows, for 
hogs. Storing soya-bean seed. Comparison of soya-bean 
grain and cotton-seed meal: Analyses of several varieties 
of soya beans, analyses of cottonseed, sunfl ower-seed, and 
peanuts, analysis of soya beans made for Mr. Liardet by the 
Imperial Institute of the United Kingdom and the Colonies 
(London), and the Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Homco 
Laboratory (Hull, England; on 15 Sept. 1909 H. Waites, 
chemist, submitted an analysis of black soya beans and white 
soya beans from North China). Soja bean oil. Comparison of 
soya beans and cowpeas. Summary.
 The Introduction notes that the Soya bean “has been 
extensively cultivated in China, Japan and India since ancient 
times; in the latter country it was introduced from China, 
but it does not yield the excellent pulse produced in China 
and Japan. It is the white variety that grows at Darjeeling, 
Himalaya Mountains, Bengal, India... From the (yellow) 
Soya bean that has of late been so largely imported (400,000 
tons) into this country within the last year it has been found 
that brown bread, fancy biscuits and ships’ biscuits can be 
made from the fl our, also Soya bread and biscuits (Pain de 
Soya Anti-Diabétique) for persons suffering from diabetes... 
In Paris, coffee is also made from this bean after being 
roasted and ground, and is used in many of the bouffées that 
are served on the Continent and is very extensively used 
abroad.”
 Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Note: This is the 
expanded version of a 14-page booklet issued in 1909 by the 
same publisher, reprinted from the periodical Milling. A copy 
of the 1910 publication arrived in the USA by 9 July 1910.
 Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: (1) 
Typical Soya Bean plant, with pods and nodules (p. 1). (2) A 
soya bean plant, showing fl owering branch, with close-ups 
of fl ower, leaves, and pods (p. 8). (3) A young seedling soya 
bean, with roots (p. 10). (4) Soya bean plant in full bearing, 
with about 40 pods (p. 18).
 Photos show: (1) A plant of the large “Yellow” variety 
of Soya Bean, showing characteristic habit of growth (p. 6). 
(2) A fi eld of the large variety of “Yellow” Soya Bean (p. 
20). (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of Soya Beans–Green, 
Medium Yellow, Black, Greenish Yellow, Pale Yellow, 
Brown, Large Yellow (p. 22). Address: China.

368. Paton, G.P. 1910. Japan. Report for the year 1909 on 
the trade and navigation of the port of Dairen. Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain) No. 4504. 22 p. July.
• Summary: On pages 3-4 key weights and measures are 
defi ned: Chinese: catty = 1.333 lb, picul = 133.33 lb, li = 1/3 
miles, mow = 736½ square yards; Japanese: 1 koku [liquid] = 
39.703 gallons, 1 koku [dry] = 4.963 bushels. The Japanese, 

Chinese, and total populations are given for Dairen, 
Shaokangtzu [Shao-kuan, in Kwantung Leased Territory], 
Port Arthur, Chinchou [Chin-chou] and Pitsewo [Piszewo/
Pikou, in Kwantung Leased Territory]. One map (p. 5) shows 
part of Manchuria, with the main towns, railroads, and where 
major commodities are produced. Next comes a large fold-
out map of the Kwantung Leased Territory [and peninsula] 
(Dairen Consular District).
 Dairen may now be considered the principal outlet for 
the produce of South Manchuria. The Central Laboratory 
is doing good work in the manufacture of bean cake and 
bean oil, and soap from bean oil. “The manufacture of soap 
from bean oil has been commenced on a very small scale 
by three different fi rms in Dairen, but the excessive price of 
bean oil since the end of 1909 is proving a great handicap.” 
The South Manchuria Railway Company takes a major 
share in the development of South Manchuria as well as 
the Kwantung Peninsula. Its work during the past year is 
discussed. An ice-breaker has been added to facilitate the 
berthing of ships during the winter months.
 “Export trade.–Thanks to the very large increase in 
the export of beans, the export trade is in a very thriving 
condition... Beans and bean products.–The most striking 
feature in the exports is the enormous increase in the 
shipments of beans and bean products, viz., oil and cake” 
which accounted for nearly 70% of all exports from Dairen. 
Export of [soy] beans rose from 206,653 tons in 1908 to 
462,423 tons in 1909. In 1909, some 56% of these beans 
went to Europe, 29% to Japan, 12% to north China, and 
21.4% to south China. “Of the amount sent to Japan, 
probably some was re-shipped to Europe; while of the 
quantity sent to Europe about 90 per cent. went to the United 
Kingdom.” There follows a long discussion of economic 
factors causing the prices of soybean and bean cake to be 
currently high in Manchuria. If, as seems probable, the 
French, German, and U.S. governments remove the import 
duty on [soy] beans, then a great impetus will be given to 
the export... The farmer in Japan has learned the value of 
bean cake as a fertiliser for the paddy fi eld and the mulberry 
plantation, and immense quantities are exported to that 
country. In 1909, indeed, Japan took over 99 per cent. of 
the bean cake exported from Dairen... A small quantity is 
exported to South China where it is used both as a fertiliser 
and as a food for pigs. A shipment was also made last year 
to Formosa [today’s Taiwan] for trial in the sugar plantations 
and, as the result was successful, the experiment will 
probably be repeated this year.”
 “Bean oil.–In Manchuria the primary object of the bean 
mills is the manufacture of bean cake, and the oil is only of 
secondary importance. The mills are worked on the press 
system and only extract 7 or 8 per cent. of the 17 or 18 per 
cent. of the oil contained in the bean... The largest purchaser 
of bean oil is South China, which takes about one-half of the 
output. Of the remainder, the bulk goes to Japan, where it is 
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mostly transhipped [transshipped] to Europe and America.” 
The value of “Soy” (soy sauce) imports to Dairen increased 
from £22,367 in 1907, to £27,431 in 1908, falling to £21,551 
(3,307 tons) in 1909. The value of miso imports to Dairen 
increased from £2,128 in 1907, to £5,422 in 1908, falling to 
£2,815 (656 tons) in 1909. Tables (p. 19-21) show returns of: 
(1) Import trade of Dairen during 1907-09 (2) Export trade 
of Dairen during 1907-09 (3) Shipping entered at the Port of 
Dairen during 1908-09. Note: In some parts of this report, 
the £ sign is written as “l.
 Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London), 
Sept. 1910, p. 502. Address: Acting British Vice-Consul, 
Dairen.

369. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya-bean trade of Manchuria. 13(34):460. Aug. 12.
• Summary: “An exhaustive review of conditions in 
the soya-bean trade of Manchuria by an expert German 
investigator has been forwarded in manuscript form by Vice-
Consul C.L.L. Williams from Newchwang. It contains many 
interesting details as to methods of collection and shipment, 
etc., and will be loaned to interested fi rms addressing the 
Bureau of Manufactures.” Address: Washington, DC.

370. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya-bean oil shipped from Dalny, Manchuria. 13(39):533. 
Aug. 18.
• Summary: “Soya-bean oil, worth $122,630, was shipped 
from Dalny, Manchuria, to the United States during the year 
ended June 30, 1910. This product enters free of duty and is 
largely used by soap works.” Address: Washington, DC.

371. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Chinese oil shipping: Diffi culties in packing for trade with 
New York. 13(42):563. Aug. 22.
• Summary: “Consul-General Amos P. Wilder, of Shanghai, 
submits the following... Large quantities of [soya] bean oil 
have been shipped from China to New York in tins and cases, 
the same mode of packing as used for kerosene oil, but this 
method is also unsatisfactory [as are wooden barrels]. New 
tins and cases are very costly and extremely diffi cult to 
obtain, and old tins and cases are likely to spoil the oil and 
also give rise to heavy leakages.
 “The most satisfactory way of packing nondrying oils 
is in steel drums each holding about 7 hundredweight of oil. 
The steamer companies carrying these oils from Shanghai 
to Europe have found the total absence of leakage from 
these drums of great advantage, as the risk of other cargo 
becoming oil-stained is avoided. To encourage shipment of 
oil in steel drums they have agreed to carry back the empty 
drums from European ports to Shanghai at the very low rate 

of 5s. per ton cubic measurement. Considering the heavy 
cost of the drums, the oil is sold naked, with the stipulation 
that the empties are to be returned within one month after 
landing.”

372. Bulletin Agricole (Mauritius Department of Agriculture, 
Port-Louis). 1910. Le soja [The soybean]. 1(8):186-87. Aug. 
[Fre]
• Summary: “The Viking, a Danish ship (corvette-école) with 
four masts, docked in our port over the course of a month for 
provisions. It came from Vladivostok and bore as a ballast 
a charge of soybeans (haricots soja). This demonstrates the 
practical spirit of this admirable, small group of farmers and 
cattle raisers [probably in Manchuria]. We know, in fact, 
that Europe, especially England, imports more and more of 
this bean, which comes from Manchuria where it has been 
cultivated since the earliest antiquity. An oil used for making 
soap and, in general, for the same uses as cottonseed oil, for 
which it is substituted, is extracted from it. The oil content of 
these beans is 15.8-21%. The residues (résidus) are used to 
feed livestock, thus seriously rivaling cottonseed, sunfl ower, 
and linseed cakes (tourteaux). These beans are worth £5-6/
tonne (metric ton) in London; their oil sells at £21-22/tonne, 
and cakes sell at £6-7 [per tonne]. Also, the oil factories in 
the UK are extremely busy processing these beans to the 
point that, bound by contracts, they can hardly work with 
other oleaginous substances, and it is thus that we found 
ourselves menaced last April by a linseed ‘famine.’ The 
stock in London was reduced to 170 tonnes; in Liverpool, a 
complete exhaustion of resources. The market prices were 
125% higher than normal.”
 Since 1908, Europe has imported soybeans. The fi rst 
cargo arrived in Liverpool in April of that year. The demand 
for soybeans in Europe created a boom in Manchuria, 
requiring the construction of extra docks for exportation.
 Soybean cakes do not fare well by sea. The English and 
Germans tried many expeditions, but a cryptogam [mold] 
spoiled the cakes despite previous drying and good aeration 
of the hold during the voyage.
 The Chinese use soybean oil more and more, despite its 
disagreeable odor, as a replacement for lard.
 Note: This Bulletin is published “Under the patronage 
of the Chambre of Agriculture; Port-Louis, Mauritius” (Sous 
le patronage de la Chambre d’Agriculture, Port-Louis, Ile 
Maurice). Address: Mauritius.

373. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Deutsche 
Verzollung von Soyabohnen [German duties on soybeans]. 
33:497. Aug. [Ger]
• Summary: Up to now, the tariff that has been prescribed 
for legumes in Germany has been levied on soybeans 
(Soyabohnen), an oilseed (Oelfrucht) that grows in 
Manchuria, China, and Japan which in recent times has been 
transported in signifi cant quantities from there to Europe. 
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The efforts by interested circles to be able to import these 
beans, which are used to obtain oil, without a tariff have been 
successful. And since April of this year, it has been permitted 
for them to be imported free of duties. In most recent times, 
soybeans have played a prominent role in the freight market. 
But thus far, German shipping has been less involved in their 
transport since the goods went for the most part to England, 
while only oil cakes came to Germany. At this point, though, 
imports to Germany have already proceeded. Larger loads 
of soybeans have already arrived in Hamburg which are 
for the most part intended for Harburg [today a borough 
of Hamburg, Germany] and Bohemia [in today’s Czech 
Republic].
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

374. J. of the Royal Society of the Arts. 1910. The seed-
crushing industry. 58(3015):921-22. Sept. 2.
• Summary: “It is curious that while the United Kingdom 
was quick to realise the possibilities of the Soya bean there is 
no trade whatever in this commodity in Marseilles, but it is 
to be noted that there is a customs duty of 2 francs 50 cents 
per 100 kilos on Soya beans imported into France.”
 Summarized in the Tropical Agriculturist. 1910. Oct. 15. 
p. 368.

375. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Heavy British purchases of soya beans. 13(58):761. Sept. 10.
• Summary: “In the fi rst six months of the current calendar 
year the United Kingdom imported 345,470 tons of soya 
beans, valued at $12,000,000. The imports from China 
reached 144,600 tons, from Japan 142,000 tons, and from 
Russia 58,900 tons. China exported 206,653 tons in 1908 and 
462,423 tons in 1909.” Address: Washington, DC.

376. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean 
trade of Manchuria in 1909. 78(11):40. Sept. 12.
• Summary: Based on a report by the British Consul at 
Newchwang. Discusses total production and trade, with 
prospects for 1910.
 “The total quantity of bean oil exported was 653,771 
cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. The great 
market for this oil is South China, where it is mainly used 
for cooking purposes as a substitute for lard, which is a more 
expensive commodity. In spite of its unpleasant odor, the 
poor consume the oil, as a rule, in its crude state without any 
attempt at refi ning it, but among the better classes it is boiled 
before being used and allowed to settle in jars for a couple of 
months. This process is said to do away to a great extent with 
the objectionable smell and to improve the fl avor. There is 
also among the poorer classes a fairly brisk demand for bean 
oil for lighting purposes. They fi nd it more economical than 
kerosene, besides saving them the cost of a lamp, for all they 

need to do is to pour a little into a cup or bottle and drop a 
paper wick into it. The light, of course, is very poor, but then 
the Chinese peasant is not in the habit of staying up late or 
reading at night.”

377. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Heavy purchases 
of soya beans. 78(11):28F. Sept. 12.
• Summary: Washington [DC], September 9, 1910: 
“According to a report which reached the Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor, heavy 
purchases have been made during the past few months 
in Great Britain of soya beans. The aggregate of these 
purchases and the imports from Russia and China into the 
United Kingdom are given as follows: ‘In the fi rst 6 months 
of the current calendar year the United Kingdom imported 
345,470 tons of soya beans, valued at $12,000,000. The 
imports from China reached 144,600 tons, from Japan 
142,000 tons, and from Russia 58,900 tons. China exported 
206,653 tons in 1908 and 462,423 tons in 1909.’”

378. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-oil trade. 
77(12):458. Sept. 17.
• Summary: This ¼-page article, which appears in the 
section titled “Trade report and market review,” states: 
“In view of the abnormal conditions of the linseed and 
cottonseed oil markets, in which there is but little prospect 
of relief for consumers from the extraordinarily high prices 
ruling until better seed-crops are secured, the remarkable 
expansion which has taken place this year in the soya-oil 
trade deserves attention. But for the developments in this 
comparatively new article in the European crushing industry, 
the diffi cult position of consumers in certain directions, 
where the use of soya oil has become more popular, would 
probably be still more serious, although the latter product 
has also advanced considerably. The ‘famine’ conditions 
across the Atlantic as regards linseed and cottonseed oils 
have resulted for some time past in a persistent drain of 
supplies from this side to American ports, which also applies 
to soya oil. Considerable quantities of all these products 
have, indeed, again been just lately purchased by American 
interests for prompt shipment. An idea may be gathered of 
the extension of trading in the soya-bean oil from the Hull 
exports this year, which, so far, are already well over 12,000 
tons, or about 10,000 tons in excess of those of the previous 
year. The almost prohibitive prices at which to increase their 
operations in soya beans, although they fi nd considerable 
diffi culty in getting rid of their soya cake on the Continent 
just at present. The price of soya oil in London is now about 
30l. per ton, or 6l. over the lowest seen early in the year. 
According to reports from Manchuria, the new crop should 
yield 20 per cent more than last year, and allow of an export 
surplus for Europe of half a million tons. The shipments 
of old crop to Europe, which are now coming to an end, 
amount to about 420,000 tons. A fact worth mentioning 
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is that Japan and China are consuming less owing to the 
high price. Japanese requirements heretofore took about 
70 per cent of the crop chiefl y for fertilising purposes. In 
1909, 1,073,000 tons of soya beans and cake were taken 
by China and Japan combined, whereas the total quantity 
absorbed by these two countries in the fi rst half of this year 
was only about 270,000 tons. While there are indications 
of a further contraction in the outlet in the Far East, there 
is thus a possibility that the article may enter into more 
active competition in the European oil markets, and this at 
a time when such competition should be welcome among 
manufacturers handicapped by the fabulous prices paid for 
kindred products.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soya-oil” 
(hyphenated) in the abstract or in the title.

379. Mitsui Bussan Kabushiki Kaisha (The Mitsui & Co., 
Ltd.) Head offi ce: Suru-ga-cho, Tokyo (Document part). 
1910. In: Japan’s Industries: And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. 
Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 
493-96. Undated. Translated from unpublished Japanese 
manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary:  “History: The House of Mitsui is well known 
in British business circles, as well as on the Continents of 
Europe and America. Through the branch offi ce of the latter 
company in London, they are one of the largest importers to 
the United Kingdom of silk goods, camphor, [soya] beans 
and bean cakes, lumber and rice, &c., while they are one 
of the largest exporters to Japan from the United Kingdom 
of all kinds of cotton & woolen goods, coal, manures, &c. 
The Mitsuis have the famous Mitsui Building in Tokyo for 
the head quarter of all the Mitsui Corporations,–The Mitsui 

Bussan Kaisha, Ltd. (Mitsui & Co., Ltd., in Europe and 
America), the Mitsui Bank, Ltd., the Mining Department, 
&c. The building is a large offi ce building, built of steel 
frame with a handsome facade of stones and brick located in 
the centre of the city of Tokyo, and furnished with elevators 
and other modern appliances in the Occidental style.
 “Although the Mitsuis have made it a point to adopt 
up-to-date European and American business methods, the 
history of their business undertakings is very old. The Mitsui 
family can be traced from Takayasu Mitsui, who lived as 
a feudal lord in the latter part of the 16th century. During 
the continuous civil wars at that time, he fought several 
battles, but, these having ended decidedly against him, he 
retired and spent his remaining years as a private citizen. His 
grand-son, Taketoshi Mitsui, started the business in Kyoto 
and also established a dry goods store in Yedo (now Tokyo). 
It was he who invented and introduced the system of cash 
retailing, and further, organized the system for collection 
and remittance of money throughout the country and this 
was done, be it remembered, when the knowledge of bills 
of exchange was almost lacking and monetary transactions 
were almost unknown in this country. In 1687, Takahira 
Mitsui, the eldest son of Takatoshi, was appointed by the 
Tokugawa Government as one of its purveyors, and, in 1691, 
was entrusted with its remittance business. It was in 1707, 
that the Mitsuis appointed an agent an agent at Nagasaki 
and became interested in foreign trade. With the restoration 
of the Meiji Era, the Mitsuis applied themselves with new 
energy and vigor to the reform and amelioration of their 
business undertaking on the model of Western procedure. 
Thus, in 1876, the old exchange house was transformed into 
the Mitsui Bank, the fi rst and by far the largest private bank 
established in the country, while, in the same year, the Mitsui 
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Bussan Kaisha, or Mitsui & Co., was organized for the 
purpose of general trading, but more particularly, for that of 
foreign trade.
 A photo shows the huge and ornate Mitsui Building in 
Tokyo. Company president: Hachirojiro Mitsui, Esq. Nine 
Managing Directors are listed, starting with Giichi Iida, Esq. 
Address: Japan.

380. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Linseed and 
soya oils. 77(14):529. Oct. 1.
• Summary: This article, which appears in the section titled 
“Trade report and market review,” states: “The great scarcity 
of linseed oil is causing much anxiety among consumers. The 
paint trade has for some time been making a rather large use 
of substitutes more or less satisfactory; but in wagon-sheet 
making, oilcloths, etc., there is nothing to take the place 
of pure linseed oil. Two factors are at work to produce this 
rather unusual state of things–viz., fi rst, the actual failure of 
the seed supply; and, secondly, the occupation of many of the 
crushing-mills with the soya-bean. The latter appears to have 
been a very profi table venture for many mills, and managers 
have abandoned linseed-crushing in its favour. Linseed oil is 
now so high that the producing of it ought to be again very 
profi table; but mills are known to have contracted ahead for 
delivery of soya oil, and perhaps many of them cannot now 
fi nd an opportunity to return to linseed. The imports of seed 
are so far very small, being not more than about 60 per cent 
of last year’s supply. The present quotation for linseed oil 
is higher than it has been for about twenty years, and nearly 
100 per cent higher than it was at this time last year. Many 
people in the market assert that it will yet go to 50l. per ton; 
but the level now reached has its dangers, and consumers, as 
a rule, will be very chary of buying for stock.”

381. Gilbert, A.W. 1910. Soy beans and fertilizer question. 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
13(79):55. Oct. 5. [1 ref]
• Summary: The following is an extract from the National 
Review, of Shanghai, China: “It is well known that soy-bean 
cake has for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. 
Now, however, that the United Kingdom, and the Continent 
of Europe and America to a less extent, have become 
purchasers of Manchurian beans, the question arises whether 
Japan will to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities 
if the price rises appreciably. In studying this question two 
factors should not be lost sight of: One is that Japan is 
herself a large grower of soy beans, having according to the 
latest available returns (1908) over 1,200,000 acres under 
cultivation, producing annually some 19,000,000 bushels 
of beans, while the other is that Japan imports very large 
quantities of soy beans from China and Korea. The greater 
part of these beans is used for the purpose of human food–
i.e., in making of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ and bean curd–but a portion 

by no means small is used also as a fertilizer.
 “The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in 
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive at a 
just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go back a 
good many years. In making such a review it will be noted 
that, both in the case of beans and of cake, the amounts 
imported in 1909 were record importations, but that the 
average price was the lowest since 1903. Should the price in 
the future be forced up very high in consequence of British 
and other demands, the presumption is that Japan would 
turn to sulphate of ammonia, if the cost per unit of nitrogen 
therein were less than the cost of bean cake. On the other 
hand, it must be remembered that the removal of the import 
duty on sulphate of ammonia in the United States of America 
means that the United States will probably absorb large 
quantities of the British output, and that Japan will have 
to pay a higher price if she wants a share of this fertilizer. 
Thus the outlook for nitrate of soda becomes a good deal 
brighter, and now that, owing to the subsidized Japanese line 
to (South) America, it is possible to get cheap freight rates, 
it looks as though (Chilean) nitrate of soda will be a serious 
competitor to the other nitrogenous fertilizers, except in the 
matter of wet rice cultivation.
 “There is a point which, though obvious enough to those 
intimately connected with the trade, is sometimes overlooked 
in general discussions on the subject of bean cake, viz., that 
the British farmer can afford to pay a proportionately higher 
price for cake than the Japanese farmer, the reason being that 
in the United Kingdom the cake, after serving for provender, 
turns into a fertilizer, whereas in Japan it is employed as a 
fertilizer directly, without any intermediate use.
 “As regards rock phosphate, most of the supplies 
have hitherto come from Ocean and other islands. Owing, 
however, to the new fertilizer law which prohibits any 
admixture in Japan of earth and sand with rock, it will 
probably be found that the phosphate from the above-
mentioned islands, being pure and expensive, will be 
displaced by the cheaper varieties of rock from Tennessee 
and Algiers, which are naturally mixed with impurities.” 
Address: Vice-Consul, Nanking.

382. Pfl anzer (Der) (East Africa). 1910. Bericht ueber 
den Anbau von Soyabohnen (Soya hispida) in Britisch 
Suedafrika [Report on the production of soybeans in British 
South Africa]. 6(16):255-56. Oct. 11. [Ger]
• Summary: “The cultivation of soybeans [Soyabohnen] 
in British South Africa has only been carried on to a 
small extent here for two years and still fi nds itself at the 
experimental stage. People have become aware of this bean 
through the large and rapid increase, both in the quantities 
exported and in the price of the soybean exported from 
Manchuria to Europe.” In 1908 20,000 tons were exported 
from Manchuria, followed by 200,000 in 1909 and 385,000 
until now in 1910. “We should not think of this as an export 
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crop from here in the not-too-distant future, since the 
large Lever Brothers soap factory intends to buy soybeans 
produced locally for making oil and soap, and others must 
also follow this example later.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in) 
Tanzania. Note 2. This journal is published by the Biologisch 
Landwirtschaftlichen Institut Amani [German East Africa–
Tanganyika, Tanzania since 1964], but no mention is made of 
soybeans in that country.

383. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1910. The 
soya bean. Oct. 12. p. 11.
• Summary: “Although the cultivation of Soya beans has 
in past years not proved satisfactory as a farm industry in 
Victoria Mr. J.M.B. Connor, Agricultural superintendent, 
has hopes that the department’s present season’s efforts to 
popularise this crop will mark a distinct epoch in its history 
in this country.
 “’The trouble has not been climatic in the past,’ he 
says ‘but improper treatment, for if the seed be sown or 
planted more than an inch and a half deep it is not likely 
to germinate.’ The whole of the 4.5 tons of seed recently 
imported from the East for distribution among the farmers 
at cost price (6/6 per bushel of 60 lb.) has been applied for 
in lots varying from 2 lb. to 15 bushels, 95 growers having 
been supplied. The seed may be sown from early spring 
until midsummer. The Soya bean makes an excellent food 
for cattle and pigs, the hay being equal in feeding results to 
lucerne hay, while if grown with cow peas a splendid mixture 
is secured. As a pasturage food for pigs it is also very 
profi table. Growing Soya beans for the grain for use as feed 
is distinctly profi table if the yield is more than 10 bushels per 
acre, the feeding value being superior to that of cotton-cake. 
The grain is rich in protein, and contains 18 per cent of oil.”

384. Los Angeles Times. 1910. Fertilizers for Japan. A 
scarcity of soy beans makes a market for Tennessee rock 
phosphate. Oct. 13. p. I13.
• Summary: “It is well known that soy-bean cake has 
for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. Now, 
however, that the United Kingdom, and the Continent of 
Europe and America to a less extent have become purchasers 
of Manchurian [soy] beans, the question arises whether Japan 
will continue to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities if 
the price rises appreciably.
 “In studying the question, two factors should not be lost 
sight of: One is that Japan is herself a large grower of soy 
beans, having according to the latest available returns (1908) 
over 1,200,000 acres under cultivation, producing annually 
some 19,000,000 bushels of beans, while the other is that 
Japan imports very large quantities of soy beans from China 
[Manchuria] and Korea. The greater part of these beans is 
used for the purpose of human food–i.e., in making of ‘soy’ 

[sauce], ‘miso,’ and bean curd [tofu]–but a portion by no 
means small is used also as a fertilizer.
 “The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in 
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive 
at a just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go 
back a good many years.” In 1909 Japan imported record 
amounts of beans and cake, but “the average price was the 
lowest since 1903. Should the price in the future be forced 
up very high in consequence of British and other demands, 
the presumption is that Japan would turn to sulphate of 
ammonia, if the cost per unit of nitrogen therein were less 
than the cost of bean cake.”
 The “British farmer can afford to pay a proportionally 
higher price for cake than the Japanese farmer,” since in the 
UK the cake, “after serving for provender [feed], turns into 
a fertilizer [manure], whereas in Japan it is employed as a 
fertilizer directly, without any intermediate use. “

385. Williams, C.L.L. 1910. Trade of Newchwang and 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
13(86):161-64. Oct. 13.
• Summary: Imports of gunny bags (p. 161-62): “Owing 
to the excellent harvest and large export of [soya] beans 
both last year and this, gunny bags are imported in large 
quantities. The sacking used is made from jute, principally in 
Rangoon [Burma]. The bags are in appearance similar to the 
potato sacks in use in the United States, but are somewhat 
larger and much fi rmer and heavier in texture.”
 The section titled “Exports of beans and coal” states (p. 
162): “Among the articles exported [soya] beans and bean 
products are predominant. The falling off in the exports of 
these from Newchwang may be largely attributed to the 
fact that ocean steamships fi nd great diffi culty loading here 
and have, consequently, made Dalny their headquarters. 
Newchwang retains her command of the China coast trade, 
but the supply available for this market has fallen short of the 
1909 fi gures. Prices, too, have ruled very high.
 “According to press reports Dalny has shipped some 
239,494 tons during the season (November to May, 1910), as 
against 207,452 tons for the same period in 1909. From the 
same source it is learned that the imports of beans into Japan 
for the season amounted to only 54,282 tons, a decrease of 
over 93,000 tons, and that as regards bean cake the falling off 
was even larger. This is attributed to industrial conditions in 
Japan and the high prices ruling for beans and bean cake.
 “Various receptacle for shipping bean oil have been 
tried in an effort to secure some form of packing which will 
protect the contents from leakage or deterioration in the 
Tropics. Kerosene oil tins have not been found satisfactory 
nor have the wicker baskets used since time immemorial by 
the Chinese. The latest experiment is a steel drum.
 “All authorities unite in estimating a large bean crop for 
the coming season. The acreage under cultivation is said to 
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have been greatly increased, and the weather, despite partial 
local droughts in one or two localities, has been favorable.” 
Address: Vice-Consul, Newchwang.

386. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Ceylon). 1910. East 
Asiatic Co. and the soya bean industry. Soya cake factory 
erected at Copenhagen. 35(4):368. Oct. 15. Also titled 
Supplement to the Tropical Agriculturist and Magazine of the 
Ceylon Agricultural Society. [1 ref]
• Summary: A factory “has been erected there with capital 
provided by the East Asiatic Company at a cost of about 
1,000,000 kr. (£55,500). It is estimated that as at present 
arranged 100 tons of soya beans can be pressed in 24 hours, 
and that, if necessary, the output could be increased. The 
factory appears to be well equipped and fi tted with the latest 
improvements. The East Asiatic Company’s own vessels 
are likely to largely contribute to the activity of the factory 
by bringing the beans from the East for pressing, though a 
quantity of soya beans has already been shipped from the 
United Kingdom [to Copenhagen]. It is anticipated that by 
establishing this, and in the course of time other oil cake 
factories, Denmark may be able to obtain a more effectual 
control over the price of butter than has been the case 
hitherto, and avoid the enormous fl uctuations of price which 
of late have been so much in evidence.”
 “A French agency states that Mr. Li Yu Jin [sic, Li Yu-
ying], who established the fi rst soya bean industry in Paris, 
has returned from China after consulting Chinese capital of 
F. 1,500,000 for developing this enterprise in Europe. The 
soya will be worked at Paris, Brussels, London, and Berlin, 
and will be consumed in the form of milk, sauce, soup, 
vegetable, jam, cheese, fl our, and bread.–L. & C. [London 
and China] Express, Aug. 19.”
 Note 1. It is not clear whether soybeans have arrived yet 
in Denmark for processing by this new oil mill. Note 2. This 
is the earliest English-language document seen (March 2000) 
with the term “Soya cake” in the title.

387. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1910. Foreign trade 
of China in 1909. 71:20-25. Oct. 16. See p. 23-24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following article on the foreign trade of 
China in 1909 is based on the ‘Abstract of Statistics and 
Report on the Foreign Trade of China’ for 1909, recently 
published by order of the Inspector-General of the Chinese 
Imperial Customs...
 “Apart from tea, silk, and two or three other articles, 
a marked general increase occurred in the leading exports 
to foreign countries; but the rise of a great export trade in 
beans is the fact which overshadows all others. From the 
earliest days of the Foreign Customs beans and beancake 
have been the principal exports from Newchwang, but for 
many years the trade was exclusively domestic. About the 
year 1890 a beginning was made with shipments to Japan, 
and the traffi c soon rose into importance, Japan being 

practically the only foreign buyer of these products until 
1908. During the eight years 1900-7 the average annual 
value of the beans exported abroad was 4.37 million taels 
[a unit of currency. The average value of the Haikwan tael 
is 2s. 7.19d. in 1909, 100 Haikwan taels = 111.40 Shanghai 
taels, for which exchange quotations are made]. In 1908 the 
total export of beans abroad rose to 4,770,000 piculs [1 picul 
weighs 133.33 lb], valued at 9 million taels, and in 1909 to 
no less than 14,438,000 piculs, valued at 32.78 million taels. 
The soya bean thus took at a bound a position equal to that 
of tea in the list of exports, and if to the shipments of beans 
be added those of beancake, giving a combined value of 52 
million taels, even the position of silk at the top of the list is 
challenged. Of the beancake exported (10,088,359 piculs), 
all but an inappreciable quantity was of Manchurian origin; 
and of the beans, 10,915,000 piculs were sent out from 
Manchurian ports, 1,173,000 piculs from Hankow, 1,737,000 
piculs from Chinkiang and Shanghai, and 600,000 piculs 
from Amoy [Xiamen] and Kwangtung [province in southeast 
China] ports. The ultimate destinations of the consignments 
of beans are less easy to determine with accuracy. There 
went directly to Japan 4,945,000 piculs; to Great Britain, 
1,158,600 piculs; to Hongkong, 2,010,800 piculs; to Port 
Said (‘for orders’), 2,021,600 piculs; and to Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] through Suifenho [Suifenhe], 3,842,000 
piculs. The statement, on good authority, that 400,000 tons 
of beans were shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909 may 
be accepted as not far from the mark, and would account for 
6,800,000 piculs. Add the shipments to Japan and 460,000 
piculs declared as for the Straits, Dutch Indies, and European 
countries, and there still remains a balance of over 2,000,000 
piculs of which the destination is uncertain.”
 Tables show the net imports of foreign and native goods, 
and exports for the years 1907-09 of: Manchuria (p. 21). 
China (p. 22).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
that gives soybean trade statistics for Southeast Asia (imports 
to Dutch Indies).

388. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. American trade in 
mineral oils and soya beans with China. 78(16):41. Oct. 17.
• Summary: Based on a detailed report by the American 
Vice-Consul Williams at Newchwang regarding the trade of 
his territory and Manchuria, the imports of American oil into 
those districts and China shows a great increase for the fi rst 
6 months of 1910, compared with the corresponding period 
of 1909. The consul states that “the Sumatra article (referring 
to kerosene), has not been successful during the 6 months 
of 1910 and imports of it have fallen off. Increase in the 
consumption of kerosene oil is attributed to the prohibitive 
cost of bean oil, an illuminant very widely used in the 
interior in the past.”
 Regarding the exports of beans from these districts, 
Williams’ report says: “Owing to the excellent harvests and 
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large exports of beans both last year and this, gunny bags are 
imported in large quantities. The sacking used is made from 
jute, principally in Rangoon. The bags are in appearance 
similar to the potato sacks in use in the United States, but are 
somewhat larger and much fi rmer and heavier in texture...
 “Various receptacles for shipping bean oil have been 
tried in an effort to secure some form of packing which will 
protect the contents from leakage or deterioration in the 
tropics. Kerosene oil tins have not been found satisfactory 
nor have the wicker baskets used since time immemorial by 
the Chinese. The latest experiment is a steel drum.”

389. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean and 
the fertilizer question. 78(17):41. Oct. 24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An extract from the National Review of 
Shanghai, regarding the relation of the soya bean to the 
fertilizer question, has been sent to the Department of 
Commerce and Labor by Vice-Consul A.W. Gilbert from 
Nanking. The discussion of the subject by the Review is as 
follows:” There follows a long excerpt.

390. Grossmann, H. 1910. Ein neuer Welthandelsartikel [A 
new article of world trade]. Berliner Tageblatt 39(548):2. 
Oct. 28. Handels-Zeitung section. Evening edition. Friday. 
[Ger]
• Summary: The article begins: “In the history of modern 
world trade there has been nothing like it. A plant which 
has been known for many years in its native land, Chinese 
Manchuria, has enjoyed a signifi cant culture, and the 
countless products that can be made from it include the 
indispensable foods for an entire people. In 1908, for the fi rst 
time large amounts of its products were suddenly imported 
into Europe, and all at once there was great interest in this 
plant from the Far East. There followed many publications 
about the great economic importance of the soybean 
(Sojabohne).”
 The soybean fi rst became known in Europe in 1873 
at the Vienna World Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung). 
In 1909 not less than 400,000 tons of soybeans were 
imported to England. According to information from the 
British trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments 
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) to Europe from Manchuria, 
including Vladivostok, amount to about 518,000 tonnes. 
Almost 300,000 more tonnes are shipped to Japan from 
China. The main ports of exit are Dalny, Vladivostok, and 
Hankow. Address: PhD, unestablished university lecturer 
(Privatdozent).

391. Mene, Edouard. 1910. La Chine a l’Exposition de 
Bruxelles [China at the Brussels Exposition]. Bulletin de 
l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise 2(4):336-46. Oct. 
See p. 340-43, 346. [Fre]
• Summary: 1. The Chinese pavilion: In the beautiful and 
grandiose Universal Exposition of 1910, that a frightful 

fi re partially destroyed, the Chinese section merits special 
mention. It is not an offi cial exposition organized through the 
care of the Chinese administration. Rather, it is an exposition 
organized by fi ve Chinese merchants The last one, Mr. Tsu 
represents both soya and the ideal kite (soja et cerf-volant 
idéal).
 Note: The meaning of cerf-volant idéal is unclear. The 
Chinese have long been known for their beautiful and well-
designed kites, some with long, fl owing tails. However, if 
Mr. Tsu was exhibiting kites, he would have used the plural 
form of the noun. Is he saying that soy is like a high-fl ying 
kite?
 These exhibitors have gathered a certain amount of 
indigenous and modern objects, commercial and artistic in a 
pavilion located in the section reserved to foreign countries 
(start of p. 339).
 In the back of the room, to the right are displayed by 
Mr. Tsu, the different products extracted from one of most 
utilized plants in China: Soja hispida, Houang-teou, the 
soybean of the leguminous family.
 One can observe plates fi lled with soybean seeds 
(graines), looking like little round (broad) beans (fèves), and 
some dehulled soya beans; jars fi lled with white soya cheese, 
looking like quark [tofu], cheese in round boxes, looking like 
Camembert [fermented tofu]; a jar with the skin of the soya 
cheese [yuba]; a vial with soya casein [soy protein].
 A display case is fi lled with jars of different types 
of yellow, green, and black soybeans, of soya fl our, of 
semolina, of a brownish soya coffee in bean and powder 
form, of bottles of soymilk, of soy oil, and of Soy [sauce], 
this condiment so utilized in Chinese cuisine. On a table 
are displayed soya pastries resembling in their shape, the 
Commercy madeleines [small sponge cakes shaped like 
sea shells], some noodles, macaroni and soya bread that is 
prescribed to diabetics as well as a gruel of soya fl our. On the 
fl oor are placed several square soybean cakes (tourteaux), 
residue of the soya oil production, of a grey-yellow color, 
to be used as fertilizer. A brochure on soya-based food 
products, excerpted from the book The Soybean (Le Soja) by 
Mr. Li Yu-ying is being handed out through the care of the 
exhibitor, Mr. Tsu.
 This brochure, titled: ‘Soya based Food Products’ 
(Produits alimentaires à base de Soja), Caseo-Sojaine, rue 
Denis-Papin, les Vallées (Seine), describes these products 
and their preparation: soya milk, liquid or in powder form, 
derived from the grinding of the beans, after immersion, 
in water, for several hours. The grain content consisting of 
legumin or vegetable casein, is placed under a grindstone: 
one derives an homogenous, nutritive and digestible milk 
product. Fermented and powdered milk is produced, soya 
casein, extracted from the soya milk, with uses in food and in 
industry; soya fl our, obtained by the grinding of the dehulled 
beans, completely deprived of their seed coat to lessen 
the proportion of cellulose and increase its digestibility. It 
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does not contain any starch; soya bread, well utilized to 
feed diabetics; by perfecting fermentation, one makes a 
rather light bread, one that reminds one of rye bread; pasta 
/ noodles; cookies, pastries, white- and pink-tinted pasta 
prepared with soya fl our, soy sauce (Soy) with a bouquet 
that reminds one of burned onion that is used to enhance 
fi sh and vegetables; soya jam (confi ture de Soja), similar 
in appearance and taste to chestnut cream (à la crème de 
marrons), soya oil for food use; green vegetable soybeans 
(légumes de Soja), whose sprouts may be used as a salad. As 
for the soybean cakes (tourteaux), these are used for animal 
feed and fertilizer.
 In China, the Soja hispida (the soybean), with hairy 
pods, with yellow, reddish, black, green, white, variegated 
beans, whose taste echoes the green bean, the lentil, the pea, 
and that has a high content of culinary oil, is grown, on a 
large scale, in Mongolia, in Manchuria, and in the provinces 
of Henan, Zhejiang, Jiangxi (Ho-nan, Tchokiang, Chan-si et 
Chang-tong). It is one of the most utilized plants from the 
culinary and industrial point of views.
 Soy sauce, called Soy in English and in Chinese Tsiang-
yeou, is a greatly-appreciated condiment that is prepared with 
yellow soybeans named Houang-teou and that one fl avors 
with star anise, green anise, and grated orange rind. It is a 
blackish liquid, lightly syrup-like used to enhance the fl avor 
of fi sh, meat, and vegetables. Another Chinese condiment 
[fermented black soybeans] is made with soybeans mixed 
with salt and ginger. In Canton, Kiu-tsu [jiuzi, Cantonese 
wine starter, a ferment] is made with soybeans, red rice, 
and leaves of Glycosmis citrifolia. As for soya cheese, it is 
made as follows (see footnote): Soak the soybeans in water 
for 24 hours to make them swell; drain off the water, grind 
while adding fresh water to form a slurry that is run through 
a fi lter. Stir it by hand, then pour it into a caldron, where it 
undergoes a slow cooking. Let it cool in a tub and remove 
the foam with a big spoon.
 A thick fi lm [yuba] is formed on the surface. It is lifted 
off with a round wooden stick shaped like a long chopstick 
(baguette) and it is allowed to dry on thin ropes. This skin is 
called skin of soya cheese [yuba]. To the remaining soymilk, 
add a little water mixed with calcium sulfate (plâtre) and 
several drops of nigari, which is magnesium chloride derived 
from the salt in salt beds.
 Footnote at the end of page 342: See (1) Bulletin of the 
Society for Acclimatation, second series, volume 13, page 
562, 1866, “On The production of tofu in China,” by Paul 
Champion.
 Stir in the liquid coagulant which will cause the casein 
in the soymilk to coagulate. Pour the warm mass into in 
a wooden frame or box lined internally with a fi ne cloth 
through which the liquid whey will seep. Atop the frame or 
box place a board loaded with weights to press the cheese 
which is of a grayish white color, looks like quark, and has a 
pea-pod taste (à goût de pois); with the addition of salt, this 

cheese will keep; without this precaution, it spoils. It is used 
to feed the impoverished portion of the population: often, 
it is fried in soya oil. Soya cheese [tofu] is manufactured 
on a large scale near Peking and in most of the sea ports 
of Southern China. It is mostly the town of Ning-po that is 
the center of this production. Each year, thousands of junks 
(jonques) loaded exclusively with soya cheeses leave this 
town’s harbor to reach other Chinese harbors.
 Besides cheese [tofu], the most important soya product 
is the oil that is extracted from its beans, mostly the yellow 
beans called Houang-teou. This yellow oil, which is 
siccative / drying, has a special smell and a pea-pod taste. 
At Kaifeng (K’ai-fong) in Henan (Ho-nan) province, at Tsi-
nan in the Chan-tong, and at T’ai-yuan in the Chan-si, are 
located important soya oil manufacturing plants. But it is 
mostly Ningpo in the Tcho-kiang, that is the center for the 
production and the centralizing of soya oil. Much is also 
produced in Newchwang [Nieou-tchouang], and in Chefoo 
/ Tantai (Tche-fou) in Shantung province. The soybean 
cakes (tourteaux), the by-products of soya oil processing, 
are a major export out of Newchwang and Chefoo; they are 
shipped to Swatow and Amoy to be used as fertilizer in sugar 
cane plantations.
 These soybean cakes (tourteaux) are sought after as 
much as the beans themselves, and are to feed cattle, as are 
the pods, the stems and the foliage of the plant. The beans of 
Hei-teou, the black soya bean, mixed with cut up straw, are 
given as feed to horses and mules in Northern China and in 
Manchuria.
 Note: This periodical was established to promote 
understanding and friendship among the people of France 
and China. Soja is mentioned on pages 341, 342, 343, and 
346. Address: Dr.

392. Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London. 1910. 
Soy beans. Oct. (122nd Session). p. 53-55. Meeting of March 
17, 1910.
• Summary: “Mr. J.H. Holland, F.L.S., also on behalf of the 
Director of Kew, showed samples of the Soy Bean, Glycine 
Soja, Sieb. & Zucc. (G. hispida, Maxim.), with herbarium 
specimens of the plant producing this seed.
 “He stated that the seeds of ‘Soy,’ of which there are 
many varieties, may be black, brown, green or greenish-
yellow, yellow, or mottled; sometimes seeds are described 
as white, but there appears to be no Soy bean true white in 
color.
 “The plant is variously known as ‘Soy,’ ‘Soja,’ ‘Soya,’ 
‘White Gram,’ ‘American Coffee Berry,’ and ‘China Bean.’
 “In China and Japan, where the plant has been cultivated 
for many years–perhaps centuries–the beans are an important 
food, and they are also said to be used as a substitute for 
coffee.
 “Bean cake and the sauce known commercially as ‘Soy’ 
is also made from them. It is stated that in the manufacture 
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of the soy of commerce, in addition to the beans, the 
requirements are simply a large amount of salt and fl our and 
an unlimited supply of fresh water. Wenchow is an important 
centre of the manufacture, and here the bean used for the 
purpose is said to be chiefl y the white form from Chinkiang. 
The cultivation has been extended to India, Africa, and other 
warm countries...
 “The principal use of the beans in this country is for 
the extraction of the oil, of which they contain about 18 per 
cent. suitable for soap-making, and in general as a substitute 
for cotton-seed oil. The residue, after the extraction of oil, 
is suitable for feeding cattle, and for this purpose appears 
likely to become a serious competitor of cotton-seed cakes, 
sunfl ower-seed cakes, linseed cakes, &c.”
 “Beans and bean-cake exported from China have gone 
chiefl y to Japan and certain parts of Asia, but recently, 
beginning about November, 1908, an important trade has 
been developed in them more especially with the beans, 
between Manchuria and Europe, Dairen (Dalny) being the 
chief place of export.
 “The cause of this sudden development may, perhaps, be 
attributed to the facts that a great increase in the cultivation 
took place in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese war to 
meet the demands for food of the Russian Army; then, when 
the troops were withdrawn, the production being found, 
profi table, and the home demand reduced, other markets 
were sought. The trade extended to Japan, and afterwards, 
assisted perhaps by a period of depression in that country, it 
extended to Europe, where the industry has created interest 
in many quarters.
 “The amount of the 1908 crop sent to Europe through 
Vladivostok up to July, 1909, was 180,000 tons, the greater 
part destined for the English market (Hull and Liverpool), 
and the remainder going to German (Hamburg) and 
Scandinavian ports.
 “Up to 1907 the export of soy beans from Manchuria did 
not exceed 120,000 tons annually. During 1908 the export 
rose to 330,000 tons (one half shipped from Dairen; 100,000 
tons from Newchang, and 65,000 tons by rail via Suifenho 
[Suifenhe] to Vladivostok), the increase, it is said, being due 
entirely to the demand from Europe.”
 Summarized in Tropical Agriculture. 1910. July 15. p. 
28. Address: England.

393. Willis, R. 1910. Manchuria. Bean crops. Board of Trade 
Journal (London) 71:236. Nov. 3. Summarized in J. of the 
Board of Agriculture (London), Nov. 1910, p. 688.
• Summary: The author has telegraphed to the effect that 
“the bean harvest in Southern Manchuria is excellent, and 
that harvest prospects in Northern Manchuria are from 20 to 
30 per cent. better than last year, the beans also being of a 
very much better quality.” Address: British Acting Consul-
General at Mukden.

394. Pitzipios, G.D. 1910. China. Soya bean crop in 
Chinkiang district. Board of Trade Journal (London) 71:292. 
Nov. 10.
• Summary: “About one-fourth of the total quantity of soya 
beans exported through that port is grown in the north of 
the Chinkiang consular district, the rest being transit cargo 
from other provinces. This year the local output may be 
reckoned as practically nil, owing to fl oods in that part of the 
district where the bean is grown.” Address: British Consul, 
Chinkiang [Chen-chiang, Kiangsu province, China].

395. Sammons, Thomas. 1910. Soya bean trade on the 
Pacifi c. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
13(110):545. Nov. 10.
• Summary: “The shipment of [soya] beans and bean cake 
from the Orient to the North Pacifi c coast of America is 
receiving the serious attention of Americans interested in 
this subject, some of whom are making extended personal 
investigations in Japan and other parts of the Far East (the 
Pacifi c Oil Mills, of Seattle, Washington, being most active.) 
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) that 
mentions Pacifi c Oil Mills of Seattle, Washington. Pacifi c Oil 
Mills began actual crushing of soybeans in 1911.
 “It is roughly estimated that bean cake when prepared, 
through sterilization and other treatment, is worth $32 to 
$35 per ton in the North Pacifi c market, and that the cost in 
the Far Eastern markets, also roughly estimated, is placed 
in the neighborhood of $20 per ton. Therefore it is believed 
that there are possibilities of building up a fairly profi table 
business in this commodity.
 “Heretofore the cost of transportation and the inability 
to scientifi cally treat bean cake in America in preparing it 
for the market have prevented any extensive shipments from 
the Far East to the Pacifi c coast. Those who are now giving 
the matter serious attention, however, fi nd that for cattle feed 
bean cake, when ground and sterilized, is highly satisfactory. 
It is also believed that bean cake for fertilizing purposes may 
ultimately be introduced into the Hawaiian Islands. This can 
only be done in connection with satisfactory transportation 
arrangements. In 1906 samples of Manchurian bean cake 
as forwarded (by the writer) to the Honolulu Chamber 
of Commerce were pronounced entirely satisfactory and 
desirable for use on the sugar plantations.” Address: Consul-
General, Yokohama [Japan].

396. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Was a nervous 
week in cotton oil market. Nov. 13. p. C8.
• Summary: “The week’s importations included 1,000 
barrels of soy bean oil from England and also 255 casks of 
palm oil from the same place.”

397. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1910. Die Industrie des 
Soyabohnenoeles [The soya-bean oil industry]. Chemische 
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Industrie (Berlin) 33(22):705-08. Nov. 15. Whole number 
670. (Chem. Abst. 5:597). [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a major report on the world soybean 
oil industry. “In an astonishingly short period of time, the 
almost unknown soybean has become a major oilseed in 
Europe.” The method of separating the oil from the soya 
bean in Manchuria is to soak the seeds in water overnight, 
to crush them, and, after boiling the mass with a little water, 
to express the oil in a primitive form of press. Owing to 
the length of time during which the pressure is continued, 
the yield of oil is as high, if not higher, than is given by the 
modern hydraulic presses [used in Europe]. The expressed 
oil is mainly used for food, while any that is unfi t for that 
purpose is burned in lamps. The residual cakes in the press, 
which are about 3 inches thick and 2 to 3 feet in diameter, 
form a staple food product. The bean cakes in China are 
called teou-fou-tcha [sic, actually this term refers to okara].
 Some idea of the trade done in these soya bean cakes 
may be formed from the fact that during the year 1904 no 
less than 160,000 tons of soya bean cake (not including the 
beans themselves or the oil) were exported to Japan alone, 
although that country itself produced about 2,500,000 hl. 
(1 hectoliter = 100 liters, so 6,875,000 bushels) of beans, 
which were utilised in 11,000 factories that manufacture soy 
sauce. In the year 1909 the quantity of beans exported from 
Manchuria to Japan reached 600,000 tons.
 Until two years ago considerable diffi culties stood in 
the way of the trade with Europe, for the long sea-voyage 
through the tropics and especially through the Red Sea, 
had such a deteriorating effect upon the beans, that, after 
removal of about 10 per cent of oil, the residual oil cake 
was quite unsuitable as a feeding stuff. Only a small amount 
arrived in Liverpool, where the resident Chinese created an 
insignifi cant demand for their favorite dishes. Nevertheless, 
small amounts of soybean cake (Soyakuchen) were imported 
to England for use in mixed feeds, although this branch of 
trade had but a paltry existence. Therefore the confl uence of 
a number of particularly favourable conditions were required 
to introduce the beans into the world and European markets. 
During the Russo-Japanese War, soybeans served as a staple 
food for the Japanese, and later the Russian soldiers. After 
the war, Manchuria was thrown open to the commerce of 
the world. Thanks to the industrial activity of the Japanese 
and the decline in the shipping rates, a favorable opportunity 
arose, after the soldiers left, for exporting large quantities of 
the beans to England.
 The fi rst large consignment reached Liverpool towards 
the end of 1908, and its arrival coincided with a period of 
great scarcity of other oils and fats, due to various causes, 
and, in particular, to the increased consumption of edible 
fats, and the growing demand for dynamite glycerin for the 
Transvaal mines and the construction of the Panama canal. In 
addition to this, the cotton-seed harvest in the United States 
had been poor, and this had caused a considerable increase 

in the price of Egyptian cotton-seed, so that many oil-mills 
in England had been forced temporarily to suspend work. 
Hence attention was at once directed to the new raw material, 
large quantities of which were available at favourable prices.
 The imported beans had the following average 
composition: Water 10%, oil 18%, proteins 40%, 
carbohydrates 22%, fi bre 5%, and ash, 5%. It was not 
possible to reckon upon a higher yield of oil than 10 per cent. 
from the beans, but feeding experiments with the oil-cake 
showed that while it produced as much fl esh as cotton-seed 
oil-cake, it caused the cows to yield a milk richer in cream. 
Thus for some time past soya cake has fetched higher prices 
in the market than cotton-seed cake.
 Had it not been for the timely appearance of soy-bean 
oil the already high price of cotton-seed oil would have 
been at least 25 per cent. higher, and there would have been 
a corresponding increase in price of all the fats used in 
the soap industry. Immense quantities of the new oil were 
employed in the manufacture of soap, and during the year 
1909 more than 400,000 tons of the beans were imported 
into England. Only small quantities were sent to America, 
and, relatively, very little to the continent of Europe.
 The high tariff on raw materials in Germany and in 
France prevented the importation of the seed, and at fi rst 
the English oil manufacturers took advantage of this, and 
exported large quantities of soya oil and soya cake both to 
America and the Continent. Only within the last few months 
have the German oil manufacturers succeeded in obtaining 
the concession that soya beans may be imported into 
Germany free of duty, but in the near future the production of 
soya oil and soya cake may become an important branch of 
the German oil industry.
 The chief use of the new material in the manufacture 
of soap is as a partial substitute for cotton-seed oil in 
the production of hard soaps, while for soft soaps it can 
completely replace cotton-seed oil and partly replace linseed 
oil. Soya-bean oil has also been extensively used as an edible 
oil, and in admixture with cotton-seed oil large quantities 
of it have been consumed in England. It has also been 
employed as an oil for the preservation of sardines. Attempts 
were made to use it as a substitute for linseed oil in the color 
and varnish industries, but it can never replace the latter oil 
completely.
 The composition of soya-bean oil renders it particularly 
suitable for the adulteration of both linseed and cotton-seed 
oils, while it is also frequently employed as an adulterant of 
Japanese rape oil.
 The chief ports for the export of soya beans are 
Newchang, Dalny, Vladivostok, and Hankow, while the 
principal European ports for their importation are Hull, 
London, and Liverpool, and, more recently, Hamburg. The 
supply of the beans is assured for several years, for, in 
addition to that produced in Manchuria and South China, 
attempts, which appear likely to be successful, are being 
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made to cultivate the plant in West Africa and in the East 
Indies.
 In the Southern States of North America the soya plants 
are already grown for fodder, and experiments are now being 
made to cultivate them for the production of oil seed. It has 
already been proved that the beans grown in West Africa 
from Asiatic seed do not yield less oil than the original seed. 
The author lived 1857-1913.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in) 
Panama or the Canal Zone. Address: London.

398. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil 
movement toward lower level. Nov. 20. p. C8.
• Summary: “Importations of cotton oil from England have 
increased. Among the late arrivals were 186 drums and 1,000 
barrels. Importations of soja bean oil included 2,500 barrels 
and 175 casks, all from England. Heavy arrivals of peanut 
oil were also noted from Marseilles [France] and Rotterdam” 
[Netherlands].

399. Times (London). 1910. Soy bean as a fertilizer. Nov. 21. 
p. 14, col. 6.
• Summary: “Several subjects of importance to this country 
are discussed in the Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
published by the Bureau of Manufacturers, Department of 
Commerce and Labour, Washington [DC]. A note upon soy 
beans as a land fertilizer is particularly noteworthy in view 
of the doubt expressed in this country last year as to their 
manurial value.”
 There follows a summary of: Gilbert, A.W. 1910. “Soy 
beans and fertilizer question.” Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor). Oct. 5. p. 55.

400. Daily Post (Australia). 1910. On the land: A column 
for rural producers. Growing importance of soya bean trade. 
Nov. 29. p. 3.
• Summary: “The extraordinary development of the export 
of Manchurian [soya] beans to Europe which began in the 
autumn of 1908 is considered by the British Commercial 
Attache at Pekin to form the most marked feature of the 
trade of China during the last year. It is a trade of special 
interest to us, as the United Kingdom, in consequence of the 
high import tariff of other countries, enjoyed practically a 
monopoly of the shipments, although we believe that both 
Germany and France have now arranged to admit the beans 
free of duty or at a much reduced tariff.
 “In the meantime, British oil crushing industries have 
derived much profi t from the large importations of the beans, 
being made to a great extent independent of the scarce 
supplies of cotton seed, linseed seed, etc., and the cake made 
from the crushed residue has provided an excellent cattle 
cake.

 “During the last complete shipping season, from 
November 1908 to September 1909, as many as 34 steamers 
loaded cargoes of the beans, and the shipments for the year 
which ended last December was 234,000 tons from one port, 
shipped by British and Japanese fi rms. The total shipments to 
Europe from Manchuria in 1909 amounted to about 548,000 
tons, and in Japan it is estimated that 294,000 tons were 
exported.
 “The purchase of beans in the interior of the country 
is said to be an operation involving no small diffi culty and 
fi nancial risk. The effect of the keen competition which 
naturally followed the successful business of 1908-09 was 
to raise the price of beans, and diffi culties were experienced 
in getting deliveries in accordance with contracts fi xed when 
prices were low. The business lends itself to gambling, and 
large sums are said to have been lost by the less fortunate 
speculators.
 “In the report of his Majesty’s Consul at Newchwang 
on the trade of the port for 1909 will be found an estimate 
an estimate of the total production of [soya] beans in South 
Manchuria, based upon the amounts of beans and bean cake 
exported from Newchwang and Dairen. The conclusion is 
reached that these exports represent a total of 1,333,000 tons 
of beans, and that the production under favorable conditions 
can be estimated at not far short of 1,480,000 tons.”

401. F.M. 1910. Huilerie de Soja [Soybean oil mills]. 
Journal d’Agriculture Tropicale 10(113):352. Nov. 30. [Fre]
• Summary: A recent decree from the Ministry of 
Agriculture will authorize the temporary admission of soya 
destined to be processed in oil mills. The Administration of 
Tariffs will be based on a yield of 12% oil in order to control 
the quantities exempt from import duties. There can be no 
doubt that this measure will attract the interest of French 
farmers.

402. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin du 
Jardin Colonial). 1910. Analyses de soja [Analyses of 
soybeans]. 10(92):427-28. Nov. [Fre]
• Summary: “The Colonial Garden [Jardin Colonial, 
probably located in Paris, France] has recently had the 
opportunity to conduct a number of analyses of samples of 
the soybean [Soja] and of products made from these seeds. 
A compositional analysis is then given for white soybeans 
and black soybeans from northern China, white soybeans 
imported from Denmark, dehulled white soybeans, fl our 
of white soybeans, soybean cake (from white soybeans), 
and bread made from white soybeans. The bread contains 
15.53% moisture, 3.74% minerals, 30.25% nitrogenous 
(protein) materials, 7.36% fat, and 17.88% saccharifi able 
materials.
 Page 428 contains an analysis of soy sauce (la Sauce 
de Soya), which is said to be known, in China and Japan, 
under the name of “Schoyu.” Solids comprise 39.59% of the 
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product on a dry-weight basis. These solids are composed of 
ash 41.70%, nitrogenous materials [proteins] 18.00%, and oil 
4.2%. The mineral portion is very rich in chlorine, potash, 
and soda or kali (soude [sodium]), and rather rich in sulfuric 
acid; it contains traces of phosphate.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the word Schoyu to refer to soy 
sauce.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in Denmark. This document contains 
the second earliest date seen for soybeans in Denmark (Nov. 
1910). According to Thompson (1914, p. 15) Denmark fi rst 
started importing commercial quantities of soybeans in 1911; 
that year they imported 20,000 metric tons. Address: Le 
Jardin Colonial, Paris, France.

403. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1910. Manchuria. 
Bean crop in Northern Manchuria. 71:443. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The British Acting Consul at Harbin reports 
as follows, under date 8th November, regarding the soya 
bean crop in his district, i.e., that part of Manchuria north of 
Changchun or 44º N. lat.:–An estimate of an increase of from 
20 to 30 per cent. in the yield this year, as compared with 
last, comes from Chinese sources; other authorities place the 
increase at 50 per cent...
 “At a conference of local exporters of beans and grain 
products, held at Harbin on 15th October, it was decided 
that the quantity of beans available for export from North 
Manchuria might be placed at 24.28 million pouds (about 
390,000–450,000 tons). The fi gures were calculated on the 
basis of a total crop of 48 million pouds (about 775,000 
tons), of which about half was expected to be available for 
export.”

404. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Prospects of lower 
soya bean values. Difference of opinion abroad–Crop large 
and quality better. 78(23):23. Dec. 5.
• Summary: The new Manchurian soya bean crop is 
expected to be 25-30% larger than last year’s crop. One fi rm 
predicts that about 1,550,000 tons of soya beans will be 
available for export from the 1910-1911 crop; Japan will take 
600,000 tons and South China 200,000 tons leaving 750,000 
tons available for Europe. “The beans are required in Japan 
for making Japanese sauce–a national food in demand during 
the winter.”
 A table shows shipments of soya beans from Manchuria. 
from Oct. 1 to Sept. 30, 1908-09, and 1909-10, from three 
ports: Dalny (the leading port both years), Newchwang, and 
Vladivostok (having the smallest exports of the three).

405. Horne, H. 1910. Manchuria. Soya bean exports from 
Southern Manchuria. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
71:495. Dec. 8.
• Summary: “Although the bean harvest in Southern 

Manchuria has been very good, the quantity of beans that has 
come down to Dairen this season is only half the quantity 
that arrived during the corresponding period of last year.” 
Address: British Acting-Consul, Dairen.

406. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1910. Einfuhr von 
Soyabohnen in das deutsche Zollgebiet im Jahre 1910 
[Importation of soybeans into the German customs zone in 
1910]. 33(24):792. Dec. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: From January to Oct., 28,110 tonnes of 
soybeans have been imported. They originate in Manchuria 
and arrive via the ports of Vladivostok, Dalny, etc. The 
main importer in Germany is the fi rm Henry P. Newman 
in Hamburg. The processing of the beans into oil and cake 
takes place in Hamburg oil factories, for example Thörls 
Vereinigte Oelfabriken A.-G. in Harburg. A new factory is 
under construction at Stettin.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) 
concerning Thörls / Thoerls Vereinigte Oelfabriken A.-G. 
and soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) 
concerning the factory [oil mill] at Stettin; Stettinger 
Oelwerke was founded in 1910 and in 1911 became the 
fi rst German company to process soybeans using solvent 
extraction.
 Note 3. In Jan. 1937 Harburg, located on the Elbe River 
near Hamburg, became part of Hamburg, Germany.
 Note 4. Stettin [today’s Sczcecin in Poland] is the largest 
seaport in Poland (as of May 2016); it is located on the 
Baltic Sea and the Oder River. In 1870 Stettin became part 
of the German Empire, and continued to be part of Germany 
until shortly after World War II. In 1945 Russia unilaterally 
handed over the city of Stettin on the left
 west bank of the Oder to the Poles, who soon converted 
it into the completely Polish city of Scezecin (pronounced 
STETCH-in).

407. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya-bean cultivation in Australia. 13(139):1014. Dec. 15.
• Summary: “Consul John F. Jewell, of Melbourne, reports 
that the superintendent of agriculture recently imported 
4½ tons of soya-bean seed from the East for distribution, 
at cost price, among the farmers of Victoria, and that it has 
been furnished them, with instructions relative to cultivation 
and its value as cattle and hog feed, in quantities varying 
between 2 pounds and 15 bushels, 95 growers having applied 
therefor.” Address: Washington, DC.

408. Farben-Zeitung. 1910. Das Wichtigste [Most important 
(Soybean imports into Germany)]. 16(12):597. Dec. 17. 
[Ger]
• Summary: The soybean can now be imported to Germany 
free of tariffs.
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409. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Tendency of 
prices upward in cotton oil. Dec. 18. p. C8.
• Summary: “The heaviest importations consisted of soy 
bean oil, but it is understood that these were for the linseed 
oil and not the cotton oil trade.”

410. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Manchurian soya crop. 
Quantity of beans available for export about 450,000 tons–
Germany large buyer. Dec. 19. p. 3.
• Summary: “At a conference of beans and grain products 
held at Harbin, Manchuria, recently, it was estimated that 
the quantity of soya beans available for export from North 
Manchuria would be from 390,000 to 450,000 tons out of a 
total crop of 775,000 tons. The Chinese Railway is said to 
be prepared to provide fi ve trains daily, each 30 cars of 15 
tons capacity to handle the beans. In the Antwerp [Belgium] 
market the oil is scarce. Spots according to Dornbusch are 
hardly obtainable, and a very active business is being done 
in futures. Dealers are asking 83½ francs for immediate 
shipment.
 “The suspension of the duty on soya beans in Germany 
has resulted in a great expansion of imports. Between Jan. 
1 and Oct. 31, of this year Germany’s imports aggregated 
28,100 tons, compared with nothing a year ago.”

411. Grossmann, H. 1910. Die Bedeutung der Soja-Industrie 
fuer die deutsche Volkswirtschaft [The signifi cance of the 
soybean industry for the German economy]. Tag–Illustrierter 
Teil (Der) (Berlin, Germany) No. 300. Dec. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: It was not so long ago that the name “soy” 
(Soja) was relatively less well known in Germany and at 
all, in fact, in Europe. While in East Asia, above all else in 
Manchuria and Japan, numerous ways of using that curious 
species of legume in industry and agriculture had already 
been present for a long time. And it had also been the subject 
of discussion on many occasions in European publications, 
mostly in botanical journals.
 The interest of further circles, though, was far too small 
in comparison to the importance which the East Asian market 
has for Germany. In spite of the propaganda which, since 
the Vienna World Exposition in 1873, was disseminated at 
numerous other expositions for the industry of the soybean, 
these facts essentially remained practically unknown. That 
was the case until 1908, when the European markets and 
above all else England very suddenly also showed very great 
interest in the soybean (Sojabohne). That came to light in 
extraordinarily large shipments which for the most part went 
through the Suez Canal.
 The situation that it was specifi cally England which 
was the fi rst to arise as a European import country for 
the soybean was based upon the fact that in England, the 
soybean (Soya) could be imported free of tariffs and that 
furthermore, it has to be admitted, the English merchants 

stepped in much more quickly in this case than their 
competitors did. It also has to be emphasized that the detailed 
English consular reports from East Asia, which are published 
in digest form in the superbly informed Board of Trade 
Journal from the English government, have devoted great 
interest from the very beginning onward to the matter of 
the soybean (Sojafrage). And precisely with the astonishing 
development of the soybean trade (Sojahandel), the great 
value can be recognized of rapid and reliable reporting and 
its publication in journals which are easily accessible for the 
development of overseas trade. In 1909, 400,000 metric tons 
of soybeans already went to England. And according to the 
English trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments 
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) from Manchuria, including from 
Vladivostok and the Yangtze Valley, amounted to 518,000 
metric tons. Added to this are another 300,000 metric tons 
that were shipped from China to Japan. And on top of that, 
the shipments from Dalny [today’s Dalian, China] from 
November 1909 to April 1910, at 250,000 metric tons, 
already amounted to two and a half times that of the exports 
in the same period of the previous year. When all of this is 
taken into consideration, then the lifting of German tariffs on 
soybeans which took place in April of this year in the interest 
of agriculture and industry can be greeted as a very welcome 
measure. And it can only appear to be somewhat too late if 
the development of the soybean industry (Soja-Industrie) in 
England is also considered, which in 1908 already provided 
numerous factories with rewarding employment.
 The interest of agriculture and industry in the soybean 
is explained above all else by the chemical composition of 
this plant which, as a legume, belongs to the same family as 
our peas, beans, lentils, and lupines. Its utilization is brought 
about in part because of the especially high fat content, in 
comparison to those plants, of approximately 20 pct. and 
by the high protein content of 38 pct. In correspondence 
to this high content in nutrients, added to which is also 24 
pct. carbohydrates, it is for that reason that the soybean has 
already found use for a long time in China and Japan. In 
those lands, a large part of the population has to rely upon a 
diet that is primarily vegetarian, since it can almost replace 
the meat-based diet up to a certain degree. In Japan, though, 
two fermentation products are furthermore also produced 
from the soybean: shoyu or bean sauce and miso. Shoyu in 
particular is enjoyed as a seasoning with nearly all foods, 
and for some time now, it has also frequently been exported 
to England and America, where it is used for the production 
of English and American sauces. And the famous Maggi 
sauces (Maggische Präparate) also contain the addition 
of shoyu. In addition, in Japan a type of raw cheese is also 
produced from the soybean, the so-called “bean cheese”, 
which in Japan is called tofu. The fact remains, though, that 
with the production of these products, which in fact may 
well not completely appeal to the European palate at times, 
the area of use for the soybean for the food industry is in no 
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way exhausted. This could be seen this year at the Brussels 
World Exposition. At this meeting, the preparations that 
were produced in a factory in Asnières near Paris that is 
under Chinese direction [Li Yu-ying] such as soybean meal 
(Sojamehl), bread for diabetics, cakes, jams, raw, boiled, and 
sugared milk; and fresh and smoked cheese aroused general 
interest.
 In Germany, products of that type for which great 
sales would certainly occur have unfortunately not been 
achieved yet thus far, even though the soybean has been 
cultivated for years with great success in the hinterlands of 
Kiautschou (today’s Jiaozhou, China) in Shandong province. 
In contrast, according to a report in the journal L’engrais, 
a large English factory has already processed soybean 
meal into biscuits. Some time ago, though, the production 
began in Germany of soy oil (Sojaöl) and soybean cakes 
(Sojakuchen) which, like linseed cakes, have found use as a 
valuable concentrated feed. In China and Japan, only a part 
of the oil that is contained in the soybean is obtained, for 
the most part in a very primitive way. But in contrast, the oil 
factories in Germany and England that are superbly set up 
with machinery work in a much more rational manner and, 
in part, with the assistance of chemical extraction agents. In 
that way, they obtain the oil almost quantitatively [sic] and, 
at the same time, the oil cakes which, according to more 
recent trials by Professor Hansen in Bonn and Professor 
Honcamp in Rostock, have proven themselves to be superb 
as livestock feed. With the high prices for fats and oils that 
are presently prevailing, the oil itself is fi nding good sales 
with the soap industry, above all else as a substitute for 
linseed oil. But it supposedly is also to fi nd use in its better 
varieties as an edible oil and as a salad oil after it turned out 
that the earlier statements about it having effects that were 
similar to those of castor oil ended up being incorrect. Aside 
from the oilcakes, the hay and straw of the soybeans as well 
as the pods can additionally be used as a substitute for other 
roughage. With regard to the very important agricultural 
use of the soybean cakes, Professor F. Honcamp recently 
penned a valuable, detailed monograph that was published 
in Landwirtschaftliche Versuchsstationen [Agricultural 
Experiment Stations] which also recently appeared as an 
excerpt in Tropenpfl anzer [Tropical Plants] (December 1910 
edition). In light of the experiences that have been had thus 
far, the cultivation of the soybean in Germany appears to not 
exactly be very promising. But as Fesca already emphasized 
ten years ago, although at that time without success, the East 
Asian leased territory of Kiautschou is very suitable for it.
 The signifi cance which the German import trade has 
already gained now in just a few months emerges from 
the monthly reports about foreign trade from the German 
customs area. While from January to May, only around 
1,700 metric tons were imported, the imports in May quickly 
jumped to 5,100 metric tons. In June and July, only 1,800 
metric tons were imported each month, but in August on the 

other hand, it was already 4,500 once again, in September 
5,900 metric tons, and in October 6,800 metric tons, such 
that on the whole through the end of October, over 28,000 
metric tons with a value of approximately 4.5 million 
German marks had already arrived for import. And what is 
all the more remarkable is that up to May 1910, the name 
“soybeans” itself was not even mentioned at all in the 
German customs duties (footnote: Soybeans are listed in No. 
16b of the customs duties along with [two illegible words: 
some kind of nuts [Elive-Schinüsse?] and some kind of seed 
[Mowrusaat–possibly mowra buttertree]]. Since the trade 
value of these products is different, the indication of value 
is only approximate.) Up to now, Hamburg has constituted 
the primary port for imports which, however, may change 
in a short period of time. The construction a large factory 
has been planned near Stettin. When completed, this will 
hopefully also transfer the numerous possibilities for use of 
the soybean which have only been briefl y indicated here, 
above all else as an economical and benefi cial human food, 
into practice.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California. Address: Privatdozent, PhD.

412. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The Manchurian 
soya bean crop. 78(26):16. Dec. 26.
• Summary: The crop is expected to be larger than last 
year’s, and the beans to be of better quality. The quantity 
available for export from Northern Manchuria is about 
390,000 to 450,000 tons, out of a total crop of 775,000 tons. 
The Chinese Eastern Railway is prepared, if necessary, to 
provide daily 5 freight trains, each of 30 cars of 900 pounds 
(15 tons) capacity, for the carriage of the beans.

413. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Shipment of beans from Vladivostok. 13(151):1212. Dec. 30.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard, of Vladivostok, 
reports that the shipments of soya beans from that port 
during the nine months ended September, 1910, aggregated 
224,390 tons. These shipments came over the Chinese 
Eastern Railway from Manchuria, and Vladivostok is merely 
the transshipping point.” Address: Washington, DC.

414. Honcamp, F. 1910. Die Sojabohne und ihre Verwertung 
[The soybean and its utilization]. Tropenpfl anzer (Der) 
(Berlin) 14(12):613-34. Dec. (Chem. Abst. 30:45). [9 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Utilization as food 
and delicacies (als Nahrungs- und Genussmittel). Use for 
technical purposes. Use for fodder.
 According to English consular reports the total 
production of soya beans in China amounted in 1907 to 
580,000 tons, rising in the following year to 850,000 tons. 
During the year 1909 no less than 35 million kg of the beans 
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passed through the Suez Canal.
 Harz classifi ed the varieties of Soja hispida into 2 
main groups, one containing those of strongly compressed 
form and of olive green to brownish-black color, and the 
other swollen varieties more or less sickle-shaped, and of 
yellowish-brown to deep brown color.
 Dietrich and König [1891] conducted 20 analyses of the 
soybean and found the following average composition: Water 
11.34%, crude protein 35.11%, crude fat 16.98%, nitrogen-
free extract 26.18%, crude fi ber 5.88%, and ash 4.51%.
 An analysis of the inorganic constituents of the beans by 
Schwackhöfer gave the following results: Potassium oxide, 
44.56%; sodium oxide, 0.98%; lime, 5.32%; magnesia, 
8.92%; iron oxide, trace; silica, trace; phosphoric acid, 
36.89%; sulphuric acid, 2.70%; and chlorine, 0.27%.
 Both in China and Japan the black varieties are boiled 
and roasted and eaten with rice, while the green and white 
varieties are ground to meal and baked into cakes, etc. The 
soy sauce, which is now largely exported to England and 
America, and used in the manufacture of other sauces, is 
prepared from wheat and a small light yellow variety of the 
bean, with the addition of salt and water, the prepared mass 
being fermented in open vessels at as low a temperature as 
possible for a period of 8 months to 5 years, and the sauce 
then separated from the residue. Another product made from 
the beans in Japan, and used in the preparation of soups and 
fl avors for cooking, is know as miso. In addition to these, 
a so-called bean cheese (tofu), and a similar product from 
which the bulk of the water has been removed (kori-tofu), 
are prepared from soya beans in Japan.
 Attempts to acclimatize the plant in Germany have 
not yet proved successful, although it may be possible to 
introduce an early-ripening variety with a short vegetation 
period.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that 
gives soybean production or area statistics for China. It is not 
clear whether or not this includes Manchuria, or refers only 
to Manchuria. Address: Prof., Germany.

415. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1910. Sojabohnen-oel und -mehl 
[Soybean oil and meal]. 37(3):50. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: During the last 10 years, large amounts of 
soybean meal have been imported from Manchuria to 
Europe; there it has been sold for a higher price than 
cottonseed meal. That suggests that there is a market for 
practically unlimited amounts of soybean meal. It remains 
to be seen, however, if soybean oil can be utilized in the 
same economical ways as cottonseed oil. For soybean meal 
from the oil has been extracted, Tables show: (1) Nutritional 
analyses of seven different soybean varieties: Austin, Ito 
San, Kingston, Mammoth, Guelph, Medium Yellow, and 
Samarow. (2) Analyses of cottonseed, sunfl ower seed, 
and peanuts (Erdnuessen). Sources: (1) Piper, Charles V.; 
Nielsen, H.T. 1910. “Soy beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 

No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. (2) Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind.

416. Brodé, Julien. 1910. Oil-seed products and feed stuffs. 
Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 39. 32 p.
• Summary: “Soya meal is fi nding its biggest outlet in 
Scandinavia, especially in Norway and Sweden” (p. 7).
 A section titled “English Soya-Bean Industry” (p. 10-
13), written from London by Brodé on April 23, discusses 
the following: Rapid development during past few years. 
Cause of fl uctuation in price–current quotations. England 
may lose monopoly–exploitation by railroad. English 
process of refi ning oil. Secret process of English company. 
Production of “soya fl our.” Solvent process applied to cotton 
seed.
 “Soya beans were fi rst imported by an English fi rm 
some ten years ago. Being free from sugar it was thought 
they would make an excellent food for patients suffering 
with diabetes. At that time a quantity was also shipped into 
Germany for the same purpose.
 “It was known that the beans contained considerable 
oil and in 1907 a crusher at Liverpool was induced to buy 
400 or 500 tons, which were shipped from Hankow at a cost 
of $50 per ton c.i.f. Liverpool, the freight rate at that time 
being over $10 per ton from Chinese ports. This crusher, 
from previous experiments with small lots, found he could 
produce an oil acceptable to soap makers, and the only 
problem was to fi nd an outlet for the by-products–cake and 
meal. The latter, it was found, ran high in protein and could 
be utilized by the compound-cake manufacturers.
 “From this time shipments gradually increased until 
in February, 1908, a cargo of 9,000 tons was imported. 
This went to Hull, and the selling price of the beans was 
$32 per ton c.i.f... The beans are grown in the interior of 
Manchuria, at points from which there are no wagon roads to 
the railroad. The beans are not moved until snow has fallen, 
enabling the farmers to bring them across country on sledges 
[sleds, sleighs].” A late snow at the beginning of the present 
season acted to increase prices and cause many problems.
 “The best way in which American mills can buy these 
beans is in cargo lots c.i.f. New Orleans [Louisiana].
 “It is thought that next year England will not enjoy the 
monopoly in soya beans it has heretofore had. Germany 
has taken the import duty off them, and it is thought other 
countries will do likewise. The fact that they are called 
beans has prevented them from having a wider outlet, since 
in Germany, France, and Austria oil seeds have been on the 
free list, but beans have been subject to a tax. Under the new 
French tariff soya beans are subject to a duty of 2.50 francs 
per 100 kilos... Mills at Odessa [in Ukraine] are preparing to 
crush the beans...”
 “The North Easter Railway in England has built docks 
and warehouses for handling the beans and is advertising 
the products along its lines. At Hull it has a large window 
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display of the products, which is attracting considerable 
attention. In this exhibit are samples of soya cake, oil, and 
meal, soya fl our, soya bread, and soya biscuits. There are 
also large photographs showing the manner in which the 
beans are gathered, stored, and loaded in Manchuria, and 
how they are manufactured into products in England.
 “Soya oil is not refi ned as is American cotton-seed oil, 
with caustic soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s 
earth. It is best adapted to soft-soap making, since it does not 
chill easily and is diffi cult to handle in making hard soap... 
One refi ner is placing on the market an edible soya oil sold 
under the name of ‘Omega soya oil.’ This oil has a good 
color, is almost neutral in odor, and is rather palatable, the 
fl avor being similar to that of peanut oil. The process for 
rendering crude soya oil edible is kept a close secret, but is 
thought to be by means of superheated steam... Soya cake 
is fi nding its biggest outlet in Denmark, about 150,000 tons 
having been purchased this season. Soya meal made from 
ground soya cake fi nds its biggest sale in Sweden, Norway, 
and from the northernmost part of Germany.”
 “The most interesting and, to the writer’s mind, the 
most signifi cant thing about the new soya industry is the 
process used by three mills in England for extracting the oil. 
This secret process belongs to the Premier Oil Extracting 
Company, of Hull, and for its use the two other mills are said 
to pay the company 40 cents royalty for every ton of seed 
treated. The seed are fi rst fi nely crushed and then treated 
directly by a fat solvent, presumably benzine.” No trace of 
the solvent remains in the oil and only about 1% of the oil 
remains in the meal. “Mills making meal by this process fi nd 
their largest market in Scandinavia”–including Denmark.
 “The Premier Oil Extracting Company also operates 
a large fl our mill, and is placing on the market a so-called 
‘soya fl our,’ which is 25 per cent soya meal and 75 per cent 
wheat fl our. The company has induced a number of bakers 
to use it in making a soya bread, which is fi nding sale on 
the market, although the price asked is the same as for all-
wheat bread... The same mill has induced a large biscuit 
manufacturer to use soya fl our in making a brand of biscuits 
called ‘soya biscuits.’ These are for sale all over England and 
are very palatable” (p. 12-13).
 In India in 1909 there was “a large decrease in the value 
of exports of seeds, which may be possibly accounted for by 
the competition of the soya bean which is being extensively 
shipped from China and Japan” (p. 27).
 A table (p. 27) shows that India’s main seed exports are 
linseed, gingili seed [sesame seed], rape seed, and cotton 
seed. Destination countries, amount exported and value to 
each country, are given for the years 1908 and 1909.
 “Soya meal has not found much favor in England or 
Ireland, but is gaining ground in Scotland. Owing to the 
scarcity of cotton-seed, many of the farmers were compelled 
to substitute soya.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004) 

concerning commercial solvent extraction equipment and 
soybeans. Address: Special Agent for the Dep. of Commerce 
and Labor.

417. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1910. Feeding experiments with 
cattle and sheep, 1907-10. County of Northumberland, 
Education Committee, Bulletin. No. 15. 33 p.
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into two parts. By far 
the larger part (p. 9-33) is titled “Experiments on the feeding 
of fattening cattle, young cattle, milch cows, and sheep 
on soya cake.” Last year over 400,000 tons of soy or soya 
beans were imported to England from Manchuria. Three 
kinds are imported: (1) Sakura, said to be the best, is shipped 
from Dalny; (2) Harbin is shipped from Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok]; and (3) Hankow is shipped from Shanghai. 
The beans now being imported into England are light yellow 
in color and about the size of ordinary peas.
 These beans have been used in China and Japan for 
a long time as a food for milch cows [sic] and for human 
consumption.
 Trials with soya cake at Cockle Park in England began 
on 26 Nov. 1909 and continued for four months. They 
showed that it was an excellent food for different kinds of 
stock, including fattening cattle, young store cattle, fattening 
sheep, and milch cows. Address: M.Sc., Armstrong College, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne [England].

418. Hendrick, James. 1910. The soy bean. Transactions of 
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland 22:258-
63. Series 5. [2 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the rise of soybean imports to the 
United Kingdom, the possible dangers of feeding soy 
bean meal to cattle (some think it may cause prussic acid 
poisoning like the Java bean), the nutritional composition of 
soy beans compared with broad beans and kidney beans (in 
tabular form), the varieties of soybeans, the use of soybeans 
for oil and meal, the composition of soya-bean cake and 
oil extracted soya-bean meal (the meal analyses in this 
table were made by the author), soybean cake and meal as 
a concentrated feed with high manurial value (it contains 
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash), and the use of soya 
beans as a fodder crop.
 “The Soy bean was fi rst introduced in quantity to the 
British market in the latter part of 1908, but so great is the 
supply that in 1909 about half a million tons were shipped to 
the United Kingdom.
 “The arrival of this feeding-stuff in such immense 
quantities has been the most remarkable feature of the 
feeding-stuff market during the last two years. Indeed the 
importation of this bean is the most important event which 
has happened in the feeding-stuff and oil-crushing industries 
for many years past, and is comparable in importance with 
the introduction of cotton-seed as cattle food...”
 “The Soya bean has come as a blessing to the consumer 
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of concentrated cattle foods, for not only has it been 
comparatively cheap itself, but its presence has prevented 
linseed, cotton, and other feeding cakes from becoming even 
dearer than they are at present.”
 Although Soya beans “are cultivated in countries with 
a colder climate than ours, it appears that our summers are 
not bright and warm enough for their successful cultivation. 
In Scotland at any rate our climate appears to be too dull 
and cold.” Note: There is no mention of the author having 
grown soya beans in Scotland. However John Russell 
(1936) states: Some 30 years ago [about 1906-10] Professor 
[James] Hendrick tried to grow the soya bean at “Aberdeen 
[Scotland], using Manchurian seed; in the greenhouse a few 
plants grew and even fl owered, but they never produced 
seed, while in the open the seeds hardly germinated.”
 “Soya oil is a light-yellow oil, and is used in the East as 
a human food. It is often called Chinese bean oil. During the 
Russo-Japanese war it was used as a food by both armies. In 
this country it is used chiefl y for soap-making, and is said 
to be suitable for the manufacture of the highest class toilet-
soaps. It is also said to be used to a certain extent in Europe 
as a sweet oil for food purposes, similarly to olive oil and 
cottonseed oil. It fetches at present a high price.” Address: 
B.Sc., F.I.C. [Aberdeen, Scotland].

419. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Boston, Massachusetts: J.B. 
Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Oriental Series Vol. 
14
• Summary: This book is similar in many ways to the 1901 
edition with the same title except: (1) It contains 25 more 
total pages. (2) Chapters 7-10 in the 1901 edition have the 
same titles, are in the same order, and contain most of the 
same information as chapters 4-7 in the 1910 edition. (3) 
Most of the information on soybeans and soyfoods in this 
1910 edition is identical or similar to that in the original 
1901 ed, but usually on different pages. For example, the 
long, excellent section on tofu and related products on pages 
183-84 in the 1901 edition is identical to that on pages 78-79 
in this 1910 edition. And the description of how a traditional 
crush-stone mill and wedge press are used to make bean-
cake and bean-oil, on pages 218-24 of the 1901 edition is 
identical to that on pages 121-27 of this 1910 edition. Many 
more such examples could be cited. (4) There is extensive 
and very interesting new information on railways, which are 
discussed at great length in this 1910 ed.; they are found in a 
separate record in this database as a “document part.”
 Editorial note by Charles Welch (p. ix-x): The whole 
world is now closely linked together as newspapers keep 
us informed of the events in far-of lands. Manchuria was 
practically unheard of until the last two wars which Japan 
had to fi ght there against China (1894-1895) and Russia 
(1904-1905). Port Arthur fell easily when held by the 
Chinese, but its strong defense by the Russians “turned the 

eyes of the world to the citadel which lay at the point of 
the far Eastern peninsula called Manchuria.” The Trans-
Siberian Railway, started in 1889, ran east-west, eventually 
connected St. Petersburg (the capital of Russia from 1712 to 
1918) to the Pacifi c Ocean port of Vladivstok–a distance of 
5,772 miles. The Chinese Eastern Railway, started in 1897, 
ran north-south, connecting Mukden and Port Arthur. The 
building of these two railroads has shown to the world the 
great wealth of Manchuria, a province of China.
 The war between Japan and Russia was fought in large 
part because Russia claimed special exclusive rights to 
mining, timbering, etc. in Manchuria. Japan fought for an 
“open door” policy in this wealthy region, the right to trade 
and commerce in Manchuria. Sir Alexander Hosie has been a 
resident of China for practically 40 years.
 The Chinese call Manchuria the Tung-san-shêng (Three 
Eastern Provinces); it “is an agglomeration of petty Tartar 
or Manchu principalities, lying to the north-east of China 
Proper” (p. 3).
 Soy beans or [soy] beans, bean oil, bean cake, or 
soyfoods are mentioned or discussed on the following pages 
of this 1910 edition: 69 (outer leaves of kao-liang or tall 
millet are woven into mats used for packing loads of grains 
and beans), 71 (barley in large amounts is ground with peas 
or beans as a ferment in the distillation of native spirit {Shao 
chiu} from tall millet / kao-liang), 75-80 (beans are the most 
important agricultural crop for external trade, and the second 
most important article of cultivation after kao-liang. The 
most important bean, considered together with its products 
bean-cake and bean oil, is the soy bean–Glycine hispida; 
discusses the many varieties of soy beans and soy bean 
products), 82 (Mao-Tou, soy beans cultivated as a garden 
bean for food), 84 (soy bean is one of six plants grown in 
Manchuria whose seeds yield oil), 101 (each skein or hank 
of silk is dipped in bean-fl our water), 121-28 (how the oil is 
expressed from soy beans; Recent prices of soy beans and 
products. 1896 bean oil factory driven by steam), 142 (how 
boats carry soy beans and other export crops down the Liao 
River each spring after the ice breaks up), 146-47 (value of 
exports of soy beans and products; total value in Manchuria), 
168 (the fl ourishing bean-oil and bean-cake industry at 
Dalny started in 1908, practically speaking), 172 (the 1907 
depression in Manchuria’s soy bean market), 174 (the 1907 
depression is now over and the outlook for American goods 
in Manchuria is hopeful), 181-84 (value and amount of 
exports of soy beans and products from Dalny and other 
ports, mostly in 1908; ports of destination and uses at each), 
196 (the matting, woven by hand from the outer sheaths of 
millet stalks, that rises high around every large cart carrying 
loads of loose beans and millet), 208-11 (city of T’ieh-ling 
on the Liao and its growing importance in the soy bean 
trade; met 1,000 carts heavily laden with produce from the 
interior), 216 (a large cart carrying beans and pulled in an 
ongoing sort of race by mules or ponies, has overturned, and 
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the beans are scattered all over the roadway; such accidents 
are taken as a matter of course, and the way is cleared so that 
traffi c can resume), 234 (Yi-t’ung [pinyin: Yitong, in central 
Jilin province] Chou, like T’ieh-ling [pinyin: Tieling], is a 
great storehouse for beans and grain, and there is extensive 
trade between the two cities), and 237 (met several caravans 
laden with empty “bean-oil boxes.” Beans are carried from 
Newchwang by boats when the river is open and by carts 
when it is closed by ice).
 Also discusses (see index): Job’s tears or pearl barley. 
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which 
is red or white). Hemp (Cannabis sativa) and Abutilon 
hemp, the true hemp plant, Abutilon avicennæ, both valuable 
fi ber crops. Sesamum seed. Ground-nuts [peanuts] (Arachis 
hypogæa, L.) Seaweed. Address: British Consul-General at 
Tientsin [Tianjin, China].

420. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Railroads (Document part). 
Boston, Massachusetts: J.B. Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. 25 cm. 
Oriental Series Vol. 14
• Summary: Railroads in Manchuria are discussed at great 
length in this book. These include the Chinese Eastern 
Railway Co., the Siberian Railway (incl. the Trans-Baikal 
and the Southern Ussuri sections), South Manchuria Railway, 
Trans-Manchurian Railway, and the Trans-Siberian Railway.
 The South Manchuria Railway, the newest, is discussed 
in the most detail, especially in Chapter 7, titled “Trade 
of Manchuria” (p. 138-191). Page 145: “In addition to the 
purely foreign imports, however, there should be mentioned 
an item of $10,000,000 worth of railway materials imported 
from the United States by the South Manchuria Railway 
Company, on which no duties were paid, and which was 
omitted from the Chinese Customs Returns.”
 Page 149: “Although considerable interest in the mineral 
deposits of Manchuria has been evinced by American, 
British, and German engineers during the year, but little 
has been accomplished by them toward the development 
of the country’s mineral resources. The South Manchuria 
Railway Company, on the other hand, has pushed forward 
development work on the Fu-shun (pinyin: Fushun) coal 
mines with great energy, and extensive additions to the 
equipment of the mines have more than doubled the output” 
daily during the year from 500 tons the beginning to 1,200 
tons by the end of December. The Fu-shun coal mines 
constitute one of the chief assets of the Company.”
 Page 153. “Railway developments: The South 
Manchuria Railway has been standardised and the 
installation of new rolling stock has greatly increased the 
road’s carrying capacity. Under the narrow-gauge regime the 
line’s daily carrying capacity was about 2,000 tons, whereas 
at the present time, with its standard gauge, new American 
rolling stock, and improvement in its freight service, the 
capacity is more than 6,000 tons. Similar improvement has 

been made in the passenger service.”
 Page 154: “These trains are thoroughly modern in 
every respect, the cars and locomotives being of the latest 
designs of American make. Each train is composed of a 
mail car, a Pullman sleeper, a diner, and a combination day 
coach and baggage car. In addition to these improvements 
the South Manchuria Railway Company has established a 
weekly steamship service between Dalny and Shanghai, 
which shortens the time of travel between the latter city and 
Manchuria by two to fi ve days, and will also bring about a 
reduction of freight rates. The Company is already issuing 
through bills of lading between Shanghai and Manchurian 
points.”
 Page 162: “The net increase of the Japanese population 
in Manchuria for the year 1908 was 14,149, of whom 5,296 
settled in the leased territory and 8,853 scattered throughout 
the country, mostly along the line of the South Manchuria 
Railway. A conservative estimate of the number of Chinese 
immigrants during the year would place the fi gure at 25,000, 
the majority of the newcomers being of the agricultural class, 
who have come to Manchuria to fi nd permanent homes and 
have settled in the fertile regions surrounding Fakumen and 
Chengchiatun. Should the plans of the Government for the 
settlement of waste lands meet with success, the number of 
Chinese arrivals will rapidly increase.”
 Page 165: “The general plans sanctioned by the 
management of the South Manchuria Railway provide for 
a northern terminal at Suchiatun, a station on the main line 
of the South Manchuria Railway some 10 miles south of 
Mukden. Suchiatun is already the junction of the branch 
line to the Fu-shun collieries, having the necessary yards 
and transshipping facilities. By making Suchiatun instead of 
Mukden the terminal of the line the company will obviate the 
necessity of bridging the Hun River and at the same time will 
save several miles of track.”
 Page 169-70: “First place in the import trade of Dalny 
is held by goods from Japan, which were valued by the 
customs last year at $6,824,440, but which Japanese fi gures 
place at $8,429,393. This total is made up of a large variety 
of articles, from lumber and railway material to notions and 
a great part simply represents the supplies of food, clothing, 
furniture, etc., drawn from Japan by Japanese residents in 
Manchuria for their own use. Of the staple goods for the 
Chinese market, the most important are cotton goods and 
cigarettes.”
 “The United States is second in the import list, with 
$3,762,653, according to customs fi gures, or about 32 per 
cent. This was almost entirely trade with the Japanese in 
Manchuria, and was made up mainly of supplies for the 
South Manchuria Railway Company. The fi gure seems 
to be too small, as the value of railway supplies ordered 
in America and received during 1907 and 1908 was 
approximately $10,409,000, of which much less than half 
came in during 1907. The explanation may be that entries of 
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duty-free goods for the railway or for general consumption in 
the leased territory are less carefully prepared, as to details, 
by the consignees.”
 Page 171: “The domestic goods brought in from Chinese 
ports were valued at $1,310,622. The rails, locomotives, 
bridge work, and most of the cars purchased on the fi rst 
orders for supplies for the South Manchuria Railway were 
bought in the United States and delivery was completed 
in 1909. Of the new purchases under this head, the most 
important were an order placed in Russia for some 6,600 
tons of steel rails worth about $250,000, a new electric-
power outfi t costing $135,000, ordered in the United States; 
rails, cars, and trucks for the Dalny street railway, ordered in 
Germany and England and costing approximately $277,000; 
and a gas-generating plant and distributing pipes, purchased 
in Germany and Great Britain, respectively.”
 Page 182-83: “Coal seems destined to become an 
important item among the exports, but the business is still 
in an experimental stage. In 1908 shipments to foreign 
countries amounted to 4,686 long tons. Already the South 
Manchuria Railway Company has a contract for furnishing 
coal to the mail steamers of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, which 
come here twice a week from Osaka and Kobe. The price 
has not been made public, but it would seem to be not far 
from $2.75 to $3 per ton delivered on board, and at this low 
cost it is said to be quite satisfactory. With the exception of 
$239,828, representing the customs valuation of [soy] beans 
shipped to England, and $1,209 for exports to Korea, the 
entire foreign export trade of Dalny is with Japan, the total 
value of exports to that country being $4,574,057.”
 Page 186: “In August, 1908, the South Manchuria 
Railway Company began a weekly freight and passenger 
service between Dalny and Shanghai, and while little 
business offered at fi rst, both the number of passengers and 
the freight tonnage seem to be steadily increasing, as the 
railway company is making special efforts to develop this 
line by selling through tickets and by offering through bills 
of lading to interior stations at moderate rates.
 “The trade to South China ports continues in the hands 
of two leading British coasting lines, whose business has 
greatly increased of late, so that they have had as many 
as eight ships in port at one time loading cargo or waiting 
for berths.” Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British 
Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).

421. Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, Farm Bureau 
(Nôshômushô Nômukyoku). 1910. Daizu sonota no mamerui 
ni kansuru chôsa [Survey of soybeans and other beans]. 
Tokyo: Nôshomu-sho, Nômu-kyoku. 213 p. 26 cm. [Jap]*
Address: Japan.

422. Sawer, E.R. 1910. Studies in agriculture. Series 2. The 
soya bean. Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Natal, South 
Africa. 33 p. Reprinted from the Natal Mercury. [10 ref]

• Summary: Contents: 1. The agricultural romance. 2. The 
commercial aspect. 3. The adaptability of the bean. 4. The 
cultivation of the crop. 5. Soya bean oil. 6. A food for man. 
7. A stock food and fertiliser (the cake is widely used as 
an agricultural fertiliser in the Far East). A photo (opposite 
contents page) shows two men standing in a crop of soy 
beans at the Central Experiment Farm, Cedara, 1908-09.
 Concerning “Soya bean oil”: “In the Far East it is largely 
employed for edible purposes; it is suitable for cooking, for 
a salad oil, and as a component in such butter substitutes as 
margarine. In the ‘Mark Lane Gazette’ for Jan. 20, 1910, it is 
stated that one third of the frying oil used in London kitchens 
now comes from the soya bean, instead of from cotton seed 
as heretofore” (p. 21).
 Illustrations (all non-original) on unnumbered pages 
show: (1) A typical soya bean plant. (2) Botanical characters 
of soya bean, with close-ups of vegetative parts, fl oral 
parts, and fruit. (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya 
beans. (4) Soya bean seedlings, with roots. (5) Roots of 
soya bean plant, with nodules (by Blanchard). (6) Curing 
frame for harvesting soya beans. Address: Director, Div. of 
Agriculture, Natal, Durban, South Africa.

423. The provinces of China, together with a history of 
the fi rst year of H.I.M. Hsuan Tung and an account of the 
government of China. 1910. Shanghai, China: The National 
Review offi ce. 187 p. See p. 158. Undated. Illust. 23 x 19 
cm.
• Summary: Until a year or two ago, millions of otherwise 
well informed people in Europe and the USA were largely 
ignorant of China and “all matters Chinese.” This book has 
one a chapter on each of China’s 22 provinces.
 The chapter on Shantung states (p. 38): Salt is largely 
obtained from the evaporation of sea-water and is used very 
extensively for the purpose of salting fi sh and vegetables, the 
making of soys [soy sauces] and bean sauces, and the like.
 In Chapter 22, titled “Manchuria,” the section on 
“Products” states (p. 158): “Manchuria is but sparsely 
populated. The settled inhabitants are re-inforced every 
spring by willing labourers from Shantung and Chihli 
coming to till, to sow, and to reap. Twenty thousand pass 
over to Newchwang and ports in south Manchuria from 
Chefoo alone; and these nearly all return in the autumn, 
when the harvesting is done. So that shortage of labour is 
a serious drawback in Manchuria. Next comes the climatic 
disadvantage. Agricultural and indeed all outdoor pursuits 
are confi ned to seven months of the year–from Mid-March to 
the middle or end of October.”
 The most important crop for Manchuria’s external trade 
is pulse. “A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria 
and, together with their products, bean-cake and bean oil, 
they constitute by far the most important item in the export 
trade of the Three Eastern Provinces. The beans are of many 
kinds, yellow, green, black, white, red, and small green. 
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The yellow, green and black are varieties of the soy bean, 
and each variety has sub-varieties. Besides these beans of 
commerce there are several kinds of garden bean, cultivated 
for food.” Two varieties of hemp, opium, tobacco, and 
ginseng are also grown in large quantities.
 The section titled “Mammon” notes (p. 169): On all 
sides new enterprises have been springing up and new 
industries started. From Manchuria the export of beans has 
very rapidly, and largely during the past year, become a most 
important trade, so much so that the Indian exporters of oil 
seeds of one kind or another are beginning to feel the effect 
and to consider the possibility ‘of producing the soy bean on 
Indian soil.”
 China’s chief foreign complications have been with 
Russia and Japan, but “it is emphatically with Japan that the 
most serious trouble has taken place” (p. 172). The Japanese 
were found to be stealing supplies of nitrates from China’s 
Pratas Islands–an incident which came to be known as 
the “Tatsu Maru case.” This unwarranted intervention led 
to the “Manchurian Convention” which “is so obviously 
unfair to China.” The publication of its terms “aroused great 
indignation in China and a boycott of Japan was immediately 
set in motion” (p. 173).
 “It is possible that the terms of the Convention would 
have been vastly different had not Japan previously set 
all the canons of international morality at defi ance by the 
seizure on the fl imsiest of pretexts of the Antung-Mukden 
Railway. By the terms of an arrangement made in 1905 it 
had been arranged that Japan might within two years convert 
the Antung-Mukden Railway from a narrow gauge military 
railway to a standard gauge line suitable for all purposes. 
This privilege had lapsed with the fl ux of time and China 
was therefore exercising more than the necessary patience in 
acceding early in the year now under review to the survey of 
the line by a joint commission. The reason of Japan’s delay 
had been obvious. If she delayed to begin the reconstruction 
of the line her term of tenure night be made to overreach 
that of the South Manchuria Railway, and would or could 
be pressed to imply an extension of the lease of the South 
Manchuria itself. When it was found that China was not so 
complaisant as she was expected to be the only alternative 
was to steal the line; this Japan promptly proceeded to do. 
This theft precipitated the Manchuria Convention for which 
Japan is never likely to be forgiven.”
 “Beans” (meaning soybeans) are also mentioned in 
passing, usually in section on “Productions” under Shensi 
(p. 9), Chihli (p. 28), Shantung (p. 36. “The beans are used 
for the manufacture of bean-oil and bean-cake, the oil being 
extracted [expressed] during the process of pressing the 
beans into cakes; the latter are exported for use as manure.”), 
Szechwan (p. 49, in the Chengtu plain), Hupeh (p. 54. A 
table shows exports of beans and beancake each year from 
1905 to 1908), Anhwei (p. 71, beans are exported), Kiangsu 
(p. 86, beans and beancake are exported from Shanghai), 

Yunnan (p. 92), Kweichow (p. 99).
 Page 164 discusses the South Manchuria Railway 
and Newchwang (literally “Cattle Mart”), which was the 
leading port of entrance to Manchuria before the railway. 
Newchwang was formerly at the mouth of the Liao, but 
silting has left it 10 miles inland and the new port of Yinkow 
has been developed at its former place.

424. Tijdschrift voor Economische Geographie. 1910. 
De sojaboonen, een nieuw artikel voor den wereldhandel 
[Soybeans, a new article for international trade]. 1:435-36. [1 
ref. Dut]

425. Daily Post (Australia). 1911. Soya bean cake. Jan. 4. p. 
3.
• Summary: “An experiment extending over eighteen weeks 
has been made by the authorities of the Edinburgh and East 
of Scotland Agricultural College to test the value of soya 
bean cake, and one of the conclusions arrived at is that the 
poorer the cake is in oil, the better are the results obtained 
from its use. This is a point that users of this class of cake 
should watch to see if it is confi rmed by their experience. 
The general conclusions formed by the test are as follows: -
 “1. That soya bean cake is a perfectly safe food when 
used with discretion, but not withstanding its high analysis 
ordinary soya bean cake at £6/15 per ton seems to be a dearer 
feeding stuff than good linseed cake at £9.
 “2. That the poorer the soya bean cake is in oil, the 
better are the results obtained, and when the increased cost 
of the richer cake is taken into consideration, the results 
are much in favor of the soya bean cake with least oil. As 
the same amount of oil in linseed cake gave good results, it 
would seem that the unsatisfactory results obtained with the 
soya bean are due to some property of the oil in this food.”

426. Neues Wiener Journal (Vienna). 1911. Die Bedeutung 
der Soja-Bohne [The importance of the soybean]. 
19(6183):16. Jan. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: It is well known that a whole host of Chambers 
of Commerce in both halves of the empire have fought 
for higher tariffs on soybean oil (Soja-Bohnenöl) for the 
protection of our oil industry. This is a completely new item 
that has only been put on the market from England since 
the beginning of last year and has proven to be intense 
competition for the local oil industry. The soybean (Soja-
Bohne) has already been known since 1873, when it was to 
be seen for the fi rst time at the Vienna World Exhibition. 
But only now, after nearly forty years, has the trade in it 
achieved importance worth mentioning, and in the current 
year, the exports of it from Manchuria, China, and Japan 
have already reached ten million Meterzentner [a total of 
one billion kilos]. In England, a series of factories have 
come into existence since 1908 that process this bean; in 
Germany there are two factories that are already occupied 
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with it, but in Austria-Hungary, nearly nothing is known of 
it, not even that most soup extracts that are now brought to 
the market in cube form are preparations from soybeans! 
The utilization of this plant is on one hand due to the fat 
content (around 20%) that is especially high in comparison 
to other legumes, as well as the high protein content (38%). 
In correspondence to this high content of nutrients, added to 
which is also 24% carbohydrates, it is for that reason that for 
years now, the soybean (Soja) has found use as a surrogate 
for the meat diet. In Japan, two other fermented products are 
also produced from it beyond this: shoyu and miso. Shoyu or 
bean sauce (Bohnensauce) is enjoyed in nearly all foods as 
a seasoning and for several years has been exported in large 
quantities to England and America, from which it then goes 
out into the world under the most varied of names as local 
preparations. The famous Maggische Präparate [translator’s 
note: still available today as Maggi!] contain the addition 
of shoyu. But the fact that the area of use of the soybean 
for the food industry still has in no way been exhausted 
can be seen specifi cally this year at the World Exposition 
in Brussels, where a factory in Paris that is under Chinese 
management put on exhibition every possible preparation, 
such as bean cheese (Bohnenkäse) (tofu), soy fl our / soymeal 
(Sojamehl), bread for diabetics, biscuits, every possible type 
of cake, and even a kind of milk. In England, a factory has 
taken up the production of biscuits from soybeans, and in 
Germany, the production of soy oil (Sojaöl) and soy cakes 
(Sojakuchen) was started this year, the latter of which has 
proven itself to be the best as a powerful feed for livestock. 
With us, in view of the high prices for fats and oils, soybean 
oil (Sojabohnenöl) is limited to being processed to a greater 
degree as a substitute for linseed oil in the soap industry.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest article seen (Dec. 2018) in 
an Austria-Hungarian newspaper that mentions the German 
word Sojaöl (Soy oil), spelled as one word.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

427. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1911. Soya bean trade across the Pacifi c: 
commercial possibilities still uncertain on account of prices 
in Orient. Jan. 13. p. 8, col. 3.
• Summary: “The shipments of beans and bean cake from 
the Orient to the North Pacifi c coast of America is receiving 
the serious attention of Americans interested in this subject, 
some of whom are making extended personal investigations 
in Japan and other parts of the Far Easy (the Pacifi c Oil 
Mills, of Seattle, being most active).
 “It is roughly estimated that bean cake when prepared, 
through sterilization and other treatment, is worth $32 to $35 
per ton in the North Pacifi c market, and that the cost in the 
Far Eastern markets, also roughly estimated, is placed in the 
neighborhood of $20 per ton, says the American Fertilizer 
recently.

 “Heretofore the cost of transportation and the inability 
to scientifi cally treat bean cake in America in preparing it for 
the market have prevented any extensive shipments from the 
Far East to the Pacifi c coast. Those who are now giving the 
matter serious attention, however, fi nd that for cattle feed, 
bean cake, when ground and sterilized, is highly satisfactory.
 “It is also believed that beancake for fertilizing 
purposes may ultimately be introduced into the Hawaiian 
Islands. This can only be done in connection with 
satisfactory transportation arrangements. In 1906 samples 
of Manchurian bean cake as forwarded (by the writer) to the 
Honolulu Chamber of Commerce were pronounced entirely 
satisfactory and desirable for use on the sugar plantations.
 “At the prevailing high cost of beans in the Far East, 
the importation of beans or bean cake to the Pacifi c coast is 
not considered to be profi table, but it is believed that with 
normal prices prevailing in the Manchurian and Far Eastern 
bean markets, coupled with satisfactory arrangements and 
the scientifi c treatment of beans and the by-products, a 
considerable business may be built up in the near future.
 “As a result, small quantities of bean cake have 
been forwarded, mostly to Puget Sound and other larger 
consignments are now going forward. While some of the 
American importers concerned assert that there are at 
present no profi ts in this trade at the prevailing high cost of 
beans in the Far East, they are confi dent that with a demand 
established, a profi table business will result when prices 
become normal.”

428. Chemical Trade Journal (England). 1911. The soya 
bean. 48(1234):32. Jan. 14.
• Summary: “Four years ago there was scarcely anyone 
in Europe that knew of the Manchurian bean, and in 
Japan it was only known as a fertiliser. But, says a Dalny 
correspondent of the Financier, now you cannot open a 
newspaper in the Far East without your eye falling on the 
words ‘Soya bean.’ People now come from England and 
other distant countries to get supplies of the beans at the 
season of their collection; and the leading banks of both 
Russia and Japan have established branches in Manchuria 
for the sole purpose of fi nancing ‘Soya bean’ operations. 
One bean mill after another is erected, and for freight alone 
to Europe many millions of marks are spent annually. The 
history of the rise of this particular industry is without doubt 
a title to fame for the enterprising spirit of the Japanese 
banking-house, Mitzui [Mitsui] and Co.–the Japanese 
[J.P.] ‘Morgan.’ Shortly before the outbreak of the late war 
this fi rm made the fi rst effort to send beans to Japan on 
a large scale for fertilising purposes. But as the Russians 
declared the article to be contraband, the further export was 
interrupted. The manure market, which is of great importance 
to Japan because of the large quantities of manure required 
in her rice fi elds, suffered very much as a consequence, the 
more so as the importation of another manure–the Saghalien 
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herring–also failed.
 “But as the war moved towards the North, Messrs. 
Mitzui and Co. gradually bought up all the beans that could 
be found in the country evacuated by the Russians, shipped 
them to Japan, and sold them on the famished market at 
gigantic profi ts. Beside this, they had in the meantime 
found that Manchuria had practically a monopoly of the 
Soya bean, and that also the article was capable of a much 
more varied and extensive use than had been suspected 
up till then. Therefore they endeavoured about the end of 
the year 1906 to send the beans to more distant countries. 
After one shipment to England had arrived in that country 
in poor condition, a second arrived there in good condition. 
The trial took on, and the merchandise proved to be very 
saleable. Then order followed order, partly because of a poor 
American cotton harvest and a consequently poor yield of 
cottonseed oil, and in the year 1909-10 as much as 420,000 
tons of raw beans of the value of about M.44,000,000. f.o.b. 
and 3,675 tons of bean oil were shipped to Europe. The 
shipment of bean cakes to Europe has almost entirely ceased, 
as the risk of heating in the passage through the warm zones 
is too great.
 “Up till the spring of 1909 the Japanese held 
complete control of the Soya bean business. It was then 
that competition set in, and German houses were to be 
found amongst the competitors. An extraordinarily keen 
competition had the very pleasant result for the growers 
of a large increase in the price they were able to obtain for 
the product. This very gravely, of course, affected the new 
exporting houses, and some curious stories are told of how 
the original monopolists sought to keep the supplies in their 
own hands. The result of the competition is still very evident, 
for the Chinese growers of beans are very reserved; or, to put 
it in Western European language, are not anxious sellers; for 
they continue in hopes that the period of rising prices has not 
yet run out. It has been said by some Russian correspondents 
that the pretensions of the natives have been such as to bring 
ruin on some of the houses that settled amongst them in 
order to buy their produce. Be that as it may, the Japanese 
had the best of the trade, and it grew with suffi cient rapidity 
for them to net an enormous profi t before the West knew 
anything about what was going on. As is now suffi ciently 
notorious, the uses of the Soya bean are quite numerous.”

429. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. Japan: 
Drawback of import duty on soya beans used in the 
manufacture of oil for exportation. 72:148. Jan. 19. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade are in receipt of 
information from H.M. Commercial Attaché at Yokohama 
to the effect that the Japanese Offi cial Gazette of the 13th 
December contains an Imperial Ordinance providing that 
drawback of Customs duty paid on imported soya beans 
shall be allowed at the rate of 13 sen per 100 kin (2 3/4d. 
per cwt.) [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] where the 

beans are used for the manufacture in Japan of soya bean oil 
for exportation. The drawback is to be allowed on the actual 
quantity of beans so used.
 “Under the existing Japanese Tariff, soya beans are 
dutiable at the rate of 43 sen per 100 kin (8.92d. per cwt.).
 “The regulations under which the drawback is to be 
allowed may be inspected by British traders interested at the 
Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, 
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.”
 Note: Duty drawback is the rebate of duty chargeable 
on imported material or excisable material used in the 
manufacturing of goods that are exported. The exporter may 
claim drawback or refund of excise and customs duties being 
paid by his suppliers.

430. Lancet. 1911. Notes from China (From our own 
correspondent): The soya bean. i(4560):202. Jan. 21. 
Summarized in J. of the New Zealand Department of 
Agriculture, 15 Feb. 1913, p. 149.
• Summary: “Within the past three years the outstanding 
merits of this pulse have come prominently to the front, and 
its export from Manchuria, where most of it is raised, has 
lately assumed very large dimensions. For the past 2000 
years it has been used in North China for making bean 
curd, a thick nutritious jelly eaten daily by all classes of the 
people. A widely used vegetable oil is also expressed from 
it, the refuse left over serving for cattle food and manure for 
sugar plantations.”
 “It is a cheap product, each bean when sown multiplying 
itself, on an average, 450 times. On account of the great 
nutritive value of the Soy Bean, it is well worth medical 
attention, more particularly for diabetic cases, because of its 
low proportion of starch. For making biscuits, soup powder, 
infant and other foods, it will be widely used in future when 
its dietetic value becomes better known.” The composition 
is then given, and it is shown to be rich in albumin [protein, 
40%], fats (20%), sugar 8-11%, and minerals 4-6%. “The 
most abundant salt is sodium phosphate. Advocates of 
the fl eshless diet have to contend with large amounts of 
indigestible cellulose which occurs in vegetarianism. This 
cellulose is present in 4 to 11 per cent. of the soya bean, but 
is easily eliminated from the other products. Bean curd is 
entirely free from it” as is “a most excellent vegetable milk 
which resembles animal milk in that it coagulates.” The 
author then gives some comparative nutritional fi gures, based 
on “the work of a French-trained Chinese chemist, Mr. Li Yu 
Ying.”

431. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Analyses de soja 
[Analyses of soya]. 4(33):2083. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Le Jardin Colonial recently conducted a 
number of nutritional analyses of soybeans and soybean 
products,” including white (yellow) and black soybeans from 
northern China, yellow soybeans imported to Denmark from 
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China, dehulled yellow soybeans, soy fl our, soybean cake, 
soybean bread, shoyu.

432. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. La fève de soja 
[The soybean]. 4(33):2094-95. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: A summary of recent world news related to 
soybeans. Two German researchers have applied for a patent 
on the manufacture of artifi cial rubber from soy oil. In China 
a sort of vegetable milk is made from soybeans according to 
a report by Li Yu-Ying made at the Dairy Congress held in 
Paris in 1908.
 “In 1906 and 1907 the price of various oils grew rapidly. 
At the same time the consumption of vegetable oils grew 
rapidly. Therefore people in Europe began to ask if there 
was not a good way to use soy oil, which had been used for 
a long time in China and Japan for food and illumination. 
Then in 1908 imports of soybeans to Europe began. In 1909 
at least 400,000 tons were imported to England... There 
is at least one factory in France which uses soy oil in the 
production of cakes (tourteaux).
 “One can see that soybean commerce is very active; this 
2-year infant would seem to have a bright future.”

433. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Le soja en Russie 
[The soybean in Russia]. 4(33):2093. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “The growth of soybean exports from 
Manchuria and the growth in the demand has incited the 
Russians to propagate this crop in the center of European 
Russia. It is thought that all the southern regions of Russia 
are suited for this crop, especially the region of the Don and 
the districts of the southwest.”

434. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria. 
Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of 
Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special 
Series No. 31. 32 p. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2 
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introductory. Varieties. The plant. 
Soil and climate. Cultivation. Soil infestation. Yield. Uses 
of the soya bean: In the Far East: Bean sauce or soy (called 
shoyu in Japan [whence the name “soya”] and chiang-yu 
in China), the Chinese paste chiang (incl. ta chiang {great, 
made with yellow soybeans} and hsiao chiang {small, made 
with soybeans and maize}), tofu (incl. fi rm tofu {tou-fu kan-
tzu}, tofu curds {tou-fu nao, curded with calcium sulphate 
instead of brine}, curd skin or yuba {tou-fu p’i}, layers of 
tofu pressed in cloth [pressed tofu sheets] {ch’ien-chang tou-
fu}, and “frozen curd” {tung tou-fu, tofu that is frozen then 
dried}), bean fl our, bean refuse {okara}, bean oil for food or 
industrial uses. Beancake and its uses. Uses in the Western 
world (beancake in Europe, and bean oil in Europe). The 
bean oil and cake industry in Manchuria. Trade development 
(statistics on exports from Newchwang have been kept since 

1864). Beginnings of the European trade. Bean oil and cake 
production in South Manchuria. Chief sources of supply. 
Map references. Supplementary note.
 Appendixes: 1. Table showing values (in Haikwan 
taels) per picul of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil at 
Newchwang, 1864-1909. 2. Graph showing monthly values 
(in silver yen) at Dairen of beans, bean oil, and beancake, 
1907-10. 3. Table showing estimated [soya] bean production 
of Manchuria in normal years, compiled by the South 
Manchuria Railway Co. in 1909. 4. Estimates of [soya] bean 
production of Manchuria for the last 5 years by province 
and territory, compiled by the South Manchuria Railway 
Company in 1909: Fengtien province 1,092,350 tons. Kirin 
province 626,500 tons. Heilungkiang province 280,250 tons. 
Grand total for all Manchuria: 1,999,100 tons. Estimated 
soya bean production in Manchuria has increased from 
600,000 tons in 1906 to a peak of 1,500,000 tons in 1908, to 
1,400,000 tons in 1910. Percentage contributed by various 
colors of soya bean in 1910: Yellow 80.1%, green 9.4%, 
white-eye 3.8%, black-eye 3.2%, and black 3.4%. 5. Table 
showing total export of [soya] beans and bean products from 
Manchuria, 1909. For export of soya beans: Dairen 51% 
of total, Suifenho [Suifenhe] 25%, Newchwang 23%. For 
export of bean cake: Newchwang 50%, Dairen 44%, Antung 
2%. For export of oil: Newchwang 75%, Dairen 21%, Harbin 
1%. The writer frequently refers to Sir Alexander Hosie’s 
book on Manchuria (1901, 1904).
 The introduction begins: “It is only in the last three years 
that soya beans have become important in intercontinental 
commerce, and their rapid emergence from obscurity 
has, indeed, been one of the most remarkable commercial 
events of recent times. The circumstance that ‘the rise of 
a great export trade in beans is that fact that overshadows 
all others,... the soya bean thus taking at a bound a position 
equal to that of tea in the list of exports and, with the 
addition of beancake, even challenging the position of silk at 
the top of the list’”* (Footnote: * = “Statistical Secretary’s 
Report on the Foreign Trade of China in 1909”).
 The “bean district par excellence is the upland country 
beyond Moukden [Mukden] where the hills... are overlaid 
with wind-deposited soil...”
 “Cultivation: In Manchuria the beans are produced 
almost entirely by hand methods. The plough, which is 
drawn by quaintly mixed teams of oxen, mules, and donkeys, 
has only one handle and a rough steel-tipped cutter. The seed 
is sown by hand, on top of the drills, in April, and is covered 
by hand. A heavy hoe is used for a good deal of the turning 
and breaking. When the plant appears the earth is heaped 
up round it, so that the roots may derive the maximum of 
nourishment from the soil.”
 “The harvest takes place in September, and the pods are 
usually harvested before they are quite ripe, as otherwise 
they are liable to burst on drying, a loss of seed being thus 
occasioned. The plants are pulled up by hand or cut with a 
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straight-bladed sickle in Manchuria, and collected into small 
heaps in order to facilitate drying, and, when dry, the seed 
is separated by means of a cylindrical stone roller having 
longitudinal cuts on its surface, which is dragged over the 
plants by a mule as they lie on the threshing-fl oor. After 
this primitive threshing operation has been completed, the 
beans are winnowed in the usual Chinese method–that is, by 
throwing them against the wind. The only manure used is 
a compost of stable manure and earth, which is often taken 
from the miry pools formed in the roads–the despair of the 
carter but a boon to the farmer. In countries where chemical 
manures are used, it is only necessary to apply potash and 
phosphoric acid where they are lacking, for nitrogenous 
manure is unnecessary, owing to the property which the soya 
bean possesses, in common with other leguminous plants, 
of obtaining nitrogen from the air by means of colonies of 
bacteria.”
 Yield: In 1867 the Rev. A. Williamson, who travelled 
in the upper Sungari district at the time and who appears to 
have been a very close observer, estimated a maximum yield 
of 2,000 lb., or 15 piculs, to the acre.
 The Chinese paste chiang is not the same as the 
Japanese paste miso. Chiang “is made by farmers and eaten 
with fi sh, meat, and vegetables, while the more expensive 
Chinese soy [sauce] is only made by wealthy families and 
restaurant keepers and is not consumed by the very poor. 
There are two kinds of chiang: ta (great) and hsiao (small).” 
Describes in detail how each is made. Great chiang is made 
from yellow soybeans, salt, and water. Small chiang contains 
a small amount of maize (p. 7).
 Industrial uses of bean oil: (1) As an illuminant, where 
it has not been superseded by kerosene oil. One advantage 
is that “no lamp is needed to hold it, the wick being inserted 
into the basin or plate containing the oil.” (2) As a lubricant, 
bean oil is used to a very considerable extent in north China 
and Manchuria “for greasing axles and parts of native 
machinery” (p. 8-9).
 In China, bean oil “is used as a substitute for lard, in 
cooking. Although it is inferior to rapeseed and sesamum oils 
for this purpose, these oils cannot compete with it in point 
of price... In spite of its unpleasant characteristic odour and 
unpalatability, the poorer classes in China consume it in its 
crude state, but among the rich it is boiled and allowed to 
stand until it as become clarifi ed” (p. 8). In Europe “Refi ned 
bean oil may be used as a salad dressing in place of other 
oils (but, owing to its unpleasant odour, is usually mixed 
with an oil of animal origin or with rapeseed oil), or in the 
manufacture of margarine, when a greater percentage of soya 
oil than of copra oil is allowed” (p. 10).
 Traditional methods of pressing out the oil yield only 
about half of that present in the seed (9% of the weight of 
the beans); the rest is left in the cake, and this distracts very 
much from its fertilizing value. “By gasoline extraction the 
beans give up practically all their oil, which, as refi ned by 

this process, is a clear, pure liquid, hardly resembling the 
muddy, dark oil produced in the old way” (p. 14).
 Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Seven varieties 
of soya beans: Large black, small black, large fl at black, 
small fl at black, two green, and two yellow. (2) Soybean 
root nodules. (3) A massive granite roller for crushing beans. 
(4) “Steaming vat with grating on which [soya] beans are 
placed in gunny bags during the steaming process.” (5) 
Native bean press, showing cakes in receptacle and log 
wedges driven in to press out the oil. (6) Modern bean press 
[hand turned screw?] set up in bean mill. (7) Oil-motor 
and crusher. (8) Modern crushing machinery. (9) Piles of 
beans in sacks awaiting loading onto trains at Changchun. 
(10) Color fold-out map titled [soya] “Bean districts of 
Manchuria.” A schematic diagram (in the form of a rhombus 
/ diamond) shows the probable relationships of the different 
groups of soya beans based on their color. A beautiful 
map, approximately 17 by 22 inches, is attached between 
page 26 and page 27. “Wuchang” [not Wochan] is in the 
area labeled “Yellow Beans” in the map. Other labeled 
growing areas on the map include “Grasslands,” “White 
eye,” “Black beans” [soy], “Maize” and “Green beans.” The 
major railways, rivers, roads, and towns / cities (with their 
Chinese characters) are shown. The major soybean markets 
(underlined) are Fenghwa / Maimaikai, Kungchuling, 
Changtufu, Tungkiangtze, Sinminfu, Tienchwangtai, 
Newchwang, Kaiyüan, Tiehling, Mafengkow, Moukden, 
Takushan, Antung, Harbin, and Shwangcheng.
 Shaw fi nished writing this yellow book on 31 December 
1910.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) 
that mentions the South Manchuria Railway Company 
in connection with soybeans. This company was run by 
Japan. According to the Encyclopedia Nipponica (vol. 22, 
at “Minami”), the South Manchuria Railway Company 
(Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.) was established in 1905 
based on the Portsmouth Treaty ending the Russo-Japanese 
War; Japan took over the rights to the railway from Russia. 
The company started to actually run the railway in 1907.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen curd” to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 Note 3. This is one of the earliest English-language 
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word 
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soya”) to refer to the soya 
bean.
 Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “tou-fu p’i” 
(regardless of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to yuba.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term chiang-yu to refer to 
Chinese soy sauce. Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, 
Dairen.
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435. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria: 
Trade development, 1860-1909 (Document part). Shanghai, 
Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs. 
China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special Series No. 31. 
32 p. See p. 15-20. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2 
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: A chronology of important developments: 
1860–The earliest available import returns for Swatow show 
379,009 piculs of beancake, valued at $783,762 and 61,154 
piculs of soya beans valued at $107,235. [Note: 1 picul = 
132.27 pounds weight.]
 1861–When the fi rst British Consul at Newchwang, Mr. 
Meadows, took up his residence there, he found the bean 
trade an ancient and fl ourishing institution. Yingtzu–the 
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of 
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake on 
which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended. In 1861 
only 34 ships visited Newchwang, but four years later 271–
most of which were engaged in the pulse [bean] trade entered 
and cleared. The fi rst fi gures showing the amount of [soya] 
beans brought into Newchwang from the producing districts 
are those from the season 1861-62, when 1,450,000 shih (1 
shih = 400 lb) came to the port.
 1864–The fi rst export statistics from Newchwang are 
recorded when the Customs Offi ce opens. In 1864 816,000 
piculs of [soya] beans, 842,000 piculs of cake, and 7,312 
piculs of oil were exported. The import of beans from 
Newchwang to Swatow was more than double that of four 
years previously. “By the British Treaty of 1858, which 
opened Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake 
from that port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British 
vessels, was prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by 
agreement in March 1862, and the trade developed with great 
rapidity.”
 1868–The fi rst steam bean mill began operation at 
Newchwang, but largely due to Chinese opposition it proved 
a failure and was closed.
 1880–An experiment was made with Manchurian 
bean cake as fertilizer in the coffee plantations of Ceylon; 
although a high opinion was formed of its qualities, the 
expenses of the transaction were too great to warrant 
further trial. “In Hawaii the same obstacle prevented any 
development of trade.”
 1887–A major increase and turning point in the bean 
trade with Japan.
 1880s overview–”Even in the early days it was 
recognized that the promising feature of the trade of 
Newchwang was that the prosperity of the port did not 
depend, as was the case at most treaty ports, on a country 
already thickly populated and cultivated, but that the 
increase year by year of the area of cultivation over vast 
tracts of virgin soil would bring with it a corresponding 
increase in external trade. That no striking development 

of trade occurred for many years was due to the restrictive 
policy of the Central Government, which until the ‘eighties’ 
discouraged immigration into Manchuria.”
 1896–A “steam bean mill began working, and (unlike its 
unfortunate precursor) met with instant success, which led to 
the erection of others–one each in 1899, 1900, and 1901–so 
that the output of cake and oil was largely increased by the 
end of the century, the total output of these four mills being 
15,600 cakes daily.”
 1898–And 1899 were each record years, with exports 
increasing 206% in ten years. In 1899 an import duty was 
levied for the fi rst time on the beans and cake entering Japan, 
but no adverse affect was felt.
 1900–The fi rst careful survey of soybean production in 
Manchuria was made by Sir. A. Hosie, who estimated the 
amount at 600,000 tons; but Newchwang was no longer able 
to control the whole trade, for Dalny, the terminus of the new 
Chinese Eastern Railway line, was begun in 1898, and by 
1902 the Russians were making strenuous efforts to attract 
freight.
 1905–After the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 1904-1905], 
which left the Japanese in possession of the Kwantung 
peninsula, the rapid development of the bean trade became 
a matter of course, and Dairen (the new name for Dalny) 
soon rivalled Newchwang in its volume of exports. The 
importation of beancake to Japan, which in 1899 amounted 
to slightly over 2 million piculs, rose to 3 million piculs in 
1905, to 4 million piculs the following year, and by 1908 had 
reached the very high fi gure of 7¼ piculs, of which over 2½ 
piculs were imported from Dairen. There is a small export 
trade from Russian Asia, while that from Chefoo is steadily 
decreasing. A table shows the market value, per piece, of 
cake imported to Japan from 1899 to 1909 (in gold yen). 
From 1.26 in 1899 it rose to a peak of 1.64 in 1907, then 
dropped to 1.18 in 1909.
 To give the fl avor and style of this writing, we will 
quote from the beginning of page 15: “Since the opening of 
Newchwang to foreign commerce the records of the bean 
trade have been kept, and it may be interesting to bring them 
together into one compass in this report.
 “When the fi rst British Consul at Newchwang, Mr. 
Meadows, took up his residence there, in 1861, he found the 
bean trade an ancient and fl ourishing institution. Yingtzû–the 
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of 
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake 
on which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended, and 
the port was gradually superseding Kaichow and Chinchow, 
whose junk trade with the South is described by Gutzlaff 
in 1831. River junks capable of carrying 40 tons of grain, 
and drawing 4 feet, brought the beans down the Liao and 
loaded them into the great sea-going junks which, with 
cargoes of 190 tons and more, set sail for the coast ports of 
the southern provinces. The sugar plantations in these sub-
tropical regions had for centuries drawn upon the northern 
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beancake for fertilising, and beans were needed also for the 
southern mills, where their oil was extracted and used as a 
substitute for ground-nut oil. The earliest available returns 
for Swatow–those of 1860–show that 379,009 piculs of 
beancake, valued at $783,762, and 61,154 piculs of beans, 
valued at $107,235, were imported; by 1864, when the 
fi rst port tables for Swatow were published, the import of 
beancake had increased to slightly over a million piculs, of 
which half came from Newchwang, nearly half from Chefoo, 
and a small amount from the Yangtze ports. (The present 
report deals only with Manchurian soya beans, but a passing 
reference to those produced in other provinces may be 
useful. In the Yangtze Valley the beans are of inferior quality, 
and experiments with shipment to Europe have not met with 
success, but there is a considerable production. In Shantung 
they are grown, but the exportation from Chefoo, at one time 
of some importance, has of recent years declined. A scheme 
was in contemplation in 1909 to export Honan beans, which 
come down the Yellow River, to Europe via Tsingtau, but the 
expenses incurred were too great, and the quality on analysis 
proved poor.)
 “In 1864 the import of beans from Newchwang to 
Swatow had risen to more than double that of four years 
previously, and the other southern ports show similar 
increases, the trade in foreign bottoms being now in 
full swing. By the British Treaty of 1858, which opened 
Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake from that 
port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British vessels, was 
prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by agreement 
in March 1862, and the trade developed with great rapidity. 
In 1861, the fi rst year in the port’s history, only 34 foreign 
ships visited Newchwang. but four years later 271–most of 
which were engaged in the pulse trade-entered and cleared. 
The diversion of the carrying trade from junks to the speedier 
sailing vessels, or even steamers, under foreign fl ags, caused 
consternation among the owners of the native craft, and 
efforts were made to revive the prohibitory enactments; but 
without success, and in 1869 the prohibition, till then in 
force, against exportation to foreign ports was withdrawn. By 
that year the extent of the damage done to the junk trade was 
past repair, for 1,143 fewer native vessels left the port than in 
1867.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.

436. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria: 
Beginnings of the European trade, 1904-1910 (Document 
part). Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate 
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. 
Special Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 20-21. Also published by 
P.S. King & Son, 2 Great Smith St., Westminster, London 
SW, England. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “During the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 1904-
1905] the vast armies which occupied the whole of South 
and Central Manchuria depended for their cereal food largely 
upon the local supplies, and a great impulse was given to 

Manchurian agriculture at that time. But after the withdrawal 
of the troops the cessation of local demand called, in 
the natural course of events, for the discovery of a fresh 
market, and especially so for the money crops of wheat and 
beans. The market for these crops seemed at fi rst to be the 
neighbouring one of Japan, and the trade via Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] received the earliest benefi t from the new 
development; but when the post-bellum wave of depression 
swept over Japan the demand ceased there, and it became 
necessary to fi nd a new fi eld for the consumption of the 
surplus supplies. Before the creation of this new situation 
farmers had been content to plant small areas with but slight 
annual increase, merely adjusting the supply to the restricted 
demand; but the time was now ripe for a great development 
of the trade.
 “It was in November 1908 that Messrs. Mitsui & Co. 
made the fi rst considerable trial shipment to England. 
The result was so satisfactory that an order for a large 
consignment followed, and in March 1909 the fi rst large 
cargo–5,200 tons–was landed in Hull. Contracts were at 
once made, as the suitability of the new oil seeds for many 
purposes became known and the good condition in which 
they arrived. During the season 400,000 tons were exported, 
almost all to England, and ‘many of the large oil crushing 
mills set their entire plant to work on the crushing of the 
beans, to the exclusion of cotton seed, linseed, and other 
oleaginous seeds; the supposed shortage of the fl ax and 
cotton crops in the United States and the anticipated shortage 
of linseed in the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of 
cotton seed and linseed products, found the English market 
comparatively unperturbed, for the reason that soya oil and 
cake can supply most of the requirements as well.’ Messrs. 
Lever Brothers, of Port Sunlight [near Liverpool], were 
the fi rst soap manufacturers to use bean oil on an extensive 
scale, and were followed shortly by others, so that the 
demand increased to such an extent that for the new season 
(1909-10) 50 steamers were chartered to load beans at 
Dairen and Vladivostock, 300,000 tons, worth £2,000,000, 
being contracted for in December alone.”
 “The removal of the duty which had until this year 
(1910) been imposed on beans in Germany, followed by 
similar action on the part of the Canadian Government 
(which is said to be desirous of obtaining soya beans as feed 
for hogs, in order to revive the bacon trade), has opened fresh 
channels for export and stimulated competition for the raw 
material. But apart from this, the bean oil trade seems likely 
to receive the most rapid development: the fi rst steamer to 
carry away a cargo of the oil in tanks has recently visited 
Newchwang. At present bean oil is carried in old kerosene 
oil tins or drums; but the method is not very satisfactory, 
complaints being made of loss by leakage. The tins cannot 
be returned to Manchuria, for freight is too high, and casks 
are not so suitable for stowing as tins in cases, so that the 
solution of the problem of conveying the oil to Europe seems 
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to lie in the tank steamer, which would take the oil as a return 
cargo.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.

437. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria: 
Bean oil and cake production in South Manchuria 
(Document part). Shanghai, Statistical Department, 
Inspectorate General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime 
Customs. II. Special Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 21-24. No. 
31. 32 p. See p. 21-24. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2 
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: “There are now at Newchwang one Japanese 
hydraulic mill (the Kodera, which may open a branch at 
Dairen), seven large Chinese steam mills, fi ve small oil-
motor mills, and nine crush-stone mills worked by animals.” 
A table shows the output of the port from 1907 to 1909. 
[Soya] bean oil grew from 280,000 piculs in 1907 to 360,000 
piculs in 1909. [Note: 1 picul = 132.27 pounds weight.] 
[Soya bean] cake grew from 2,896,000 piculs in 1907 to 
3,726,000 piculs in 1909. Export statistics for the three years 
are also given.
 “At Antung (where, though at present the industry is 
of small proportions, is capable of development) there are 
12 Chinese crush-stone mills, and one steam mill owned by 
a joint Chinese and Japanese enterprise this mill has been 
running since last year. The total output of these mills is 
probably only about 25,000 piculs of cake annually, and it is 
consumed locally or taken away by junks. At Liaoyang the 
native mills have a daily capacity of some 4,000 beancakes 
with a corresponding proportion of oil, and, in face, every 
town in the bean country has its quota of mills, whose output 
is susceptible of increase if the demand requires it.
 “At Dairen, besides some 40 native mills which can turn 
out 5,000 cakes daily, there are two large modern mills–the 
San Tai, a joint concern, with hydraulic power and a daily 
capacity of 6,000 cakes, which began work in April 1908; 
and the Nisshin, an electric mill, which has been at work 
since June of the same year, and can make 4,000 cakes daily. 
The united outturn of all these mills in 1909 was 2,214,624 
cakes and almost 100,000 piculs of oil. This was an advance 
of 50 per cent. on the preceding year; but the fi gures are 
disappointing, as the total output in a 10-months working 
year should be 4½ million cakes. The mills in Dairen are 
primarily intended for cake manufacture; the oil is shipped 
to Japan for transhipment [transshipment] to Europe by large 
Japanese fi rms, and, as the Chinese manufacturers refuse to 
make oil without an 80 per cent. advance of ‘earnest money,’ 
direct trade has hitherto been slack.”
 Also discusses: Freights, insurance, charges, expenses of 
production, London market prices, bean oil and its changing 
prices.
 “The eager competition to secure beans in Europe shows 
no signs of slackening; and the North American continent 
appears to be about to enter the fi eld as a consumer, for a 

large shipment of beancake has just been sent to Seattle 
[Washington], and there appears to be a very good opening 
for the product on the Pacifi c coast, where the heavy 
railway freights from the east have caused dairymen and 
feeders to look round for a cheaper feed than that which 
comes across the Rockies. With freight from Dairen to 
Seattle at only (Gold) $4 per ton a good market should be 
developed. Soya beans are being grown in British West 
Africa, and experimental planting is carried on in practically 
every British colony; but it seems doubtful whether such 
experiments can meet with success in competition with the 
Manchurian product, which is raised under ideal climatic 
conditions and by the cheapest possible labour. The general 
impression prevailing seems to be, therefore, that the bean 
trade has a good future before it; that the time of stress 
through which it is passing will not last much longer, and 
that business will settle down when once normal conditions 
have been restored.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, 
Dairen.

438. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Manchurian 
plague outlook. Effect on London shipping market. Feb. 4. 
p. 9.
• Summary: “London, Feb. 2–The plague in Manchuria 
is disastrously affecting the London chartering market to 
the Far East. Shipowners taking out cargoes depend for 
homeward freights on cargoes of soya beans, the trade in 
which is paralysed.”

439. A Travers le Monde. 1911. Cultures exotiques: Le soja 
[Exotic crops: The soybean]. 17(6):48. Feb. 11. Bound in the 
back of Le Tour de Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: Two years ago the soybean suddenly assumed 
an important role in world trade. Exports from Manchuria 
have surpassed 500,000 tonnes. It is important as a food 
in East Asia. “Naturally it constitutes an excellent feed for 
animals, and soybean cakes are already highly praised. 
One can extract from the soybean an oil, which easily fi nds 
industrial uses. For this reason, soya becomes a high quality 
industrial raw material. Soybean oil, which has an agreeable 
odor and taste, is even well accepted in China and Manchuria 
in culinary uses; but it is appreciated above all in England, 
where this industry has been especially developed for the 
manufacture of soap.
 “Indochina can take an important place on the soybean 
market which, in the ports of Dalny and Newchwang alone, 
has exceeded 120 million French francs.”

440. Clerget, Pierre. 1911. La question du Soja [The question 
of the soy bean]. Revue Generale des Sciences (Pures et 
Appliquees) 22(3):100-01. Feb. 15. (Chem. Abst. 5:1637). [2 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contains a brief description of the soybean 
and discusses its commercial importance, distribution, 
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soil requirements, the value of the oil and its uses, and the 
composition and commercial value of the cake. During the 
past 2 years, the large amounts of soybeans exported from 
Manchuria to Europe have called attention to this plant. It is 
cultivated all over China, but especially in Manchuria (in the 
Liao Valley, where it is the second most important crop after 
sorghum), Japan, Korea, and Indo-China. In China it is often 
cultivated with maize; it demands a great of work, care, and 
good soil. The main exports come from the Manchurian ports 
of Newchwang and Dairen, and from Vladivostok. In 1908 
some 859,200 tonnes of soybean and cake were exported 
from Manchurian ports, up from only 88,900 tonnes in 1905. 
Until 1908, Japan was the principal outlet for Manchurian 
soybeans (615,900 tonnes), but at the start of that year, 
exports to Europe began: 69,200 tonnes to Great Britain, 
21,390 tonnes to France, 7,290 tonnes to Holland, etc.–for a 
total of 204,440 tonnes.
 According to chemical analyses made at the Colonial 
garden of Nogent-sur-Marne, Manchurian soybean seeds 
contain 17.64% oil and 33.5% protein; yellow varieties 
contain more oil than black varieties. The soybean is used 
as a forage plant and for soil improvement, but its most 
important role in China and Japan is as a human food among 
people who consume little meat. According to Bloch (1908), 
it is most widely used in making a sauce [soy sauce] and a 
cheese [tofu]. It is also used to make numerous pastes and a 
sort of soymilk (lait de soja).
 It also has industrial uses, thanks to its oil content of 
16-18%. Indigenous mills can obtain only 8-10% oil, but 
modern hydraulic presses can obtain 12-14%. The oil and 
cake have made the soybean rise so rapidly on European 
markets. The oil, which has an agreeable smell and taste, 
is widely employed for culinary purposes in Manchuria. 
In England, as in France, it is used in making soap and 
margarine. It is more drying than cottonseed oil and can 
likewise be used in making paints. Soybean cakes (Les 
torteaux de soja) would give the same results as cottonseed 
cakes in terms of milk yield from dairy cows. As a fertilizer, 
they are used throughout Japan and on the sugarcane 
plantations of southern China.
 The soybean could be introduced to Indo-China where, 
even if it has to compete against Manchurian soybeans, it 
could be service locally for soil improvement in the rice 
fi elds and as a food in the densely populated districts where 
there is hardly any room for animals, or where the animals 
have been decimated by disease. Address: Professeur à 
l’Ecole supérieure de Commerce (Graduate School of 
Commerce) de Lyon [France].

441. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Plague and 
market prices. March 4. p. 15.
• Summary: “Mainly as a result of a large demand for 
disinfectants for plague-striken Manchuria, the price of 
carbolic acid has been advanced 50 per cent. This is not 

the only commodity the price of which is affected by the 
pestilence in the Far East, for the huge export trade in 
soya beans from Kharbin [Harbin] is likely to be seriously 
diminished. This not only means higher prices for soya oil, 
but for linseed and other oils, supplies of which will have to 
be secured in order to make good the diminishing supply of 
soya oil.”
 Note: This is the earliest article seen (Aug. 2010) in The 
Times of India that contains the term “soya oil.”

442. Otautau Standard and Wallace County Chronicle 
(Otago, New Zealand). 1911. England’s record year. March 
7. p. 7.
• Summary: “With the publication of the December fi gures 
the Board of Trade complete their record of the country’s 
Overseas trade in 1910.” A table shows the total value of 
the UK’s foreign and colonial trade for the past fi ve years 
(1906-1910) in millions of pounds sterling. In 1910 imports 
were worth a record £678 million, less re-exports [exports of 
imported products] of £103 million gives net imports of £575 
million.
 The section titled “Raw materials” states: “Soya beans, 
a comparatively new trade, which has brought a good deal 
activity to Hull, were imported to the value of £3,047,038.”

443. Greene, Roger S. 1911. Plague affects Manchurian 
bean trade. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(68):112-13. March 23.
• Summary: “Firms that have not yet secured delivery of all 
the beans contracted for with Chinese dealers are in great 
diffi culty, since the prevalence of a serious plague epidemic 
all over this district has brought business to a standstill. The 
death of large numbers of laborers, the fl ight of others, and 
the danger of infection in the inns along the principal trade 
routes have made impossible the transportation of freight 
by cart from the interior on a large scale, while it is no easy 
matter to get laborers to load cars at the railway station.
 “As a consequence all buying has also been stopped.” 
Address: Consul, Harbin.

444. San Francisco Chronicle. 1911. Grain, produce and the 
local markets. April 4. p. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils and lead” begins: 
“A decline of 3 cents per gallon is reported in the price of 
Linseed Oil. One of the larger manufacturers has brought to 
the notice of the trade the fact that the adulteration of this 
staple article would appear to be going on. In a circular, in 
part as follows, they say:
 “Do you know that it is possible to adulterate Linseed 
Oil to the extent of 20 per cent with Soya Bean Oil and 
that the best chemists are unable to detect it? It is a fact. 
Importations of Soya Bean Oil into San Francisco are 
reported as follows: Quarter ending March, 1910, none; 
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quarter ending June, 1910, none; quarter ending September, 
1910, 271,123 pounds; quarter ending December, 1910, 
307,127 pounds. Have you paid Linseed Oil prices for Soya 
Bean Oil? Linseed oil is a staple article of a fi xed value. If 
you are offered Linseed Oil at prices under those published 
in the daily papers, beware. You cannot afford to handle 
doped oil. Your only guarantee that the oil you sell is pure is 
to buy only from reputable jobbers and insist that your oil is 
in original packages of a responsible manufacturer.”

445. Daily Colonist (Victoria, BC, Canada). 1911. On the 
waterfront: Panama Maru from Far East. Osaka Shosen 
Kaisha liner reached the outer wharf yesterday from 
Yokohama and other Oriental ports. 103(412):14. April 6.
• Summary: “The steamer Panama Maru of the O.S.K. line 
reached the outer wharf yesterday after a fair passage from 
Yokohama with 31 passengers and a good cargo including 
444 bales of silk worth a quarter of a million dollars. In the 
cargo for Victoria was a shipment of 500 tubs of soya bean 
oil, the product of the soya bean grown in Manchuria in 
which a profi table trade has been worked up during the past 
few years, 450 bags of peanuts, 251 cases of rattan furniture, 
150 mats of rice, 140 tubs of sake,... 100 tubs of soy [sauce] 
and some general merchandise.”
 There is a famine in the interior of China. A new 
Japanese tariff, which goes into effect July 1st, has caused a 
rush of shipments to ports in that country.

446. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). 1911. 
The way of the case. April 10. p. 2.
• Summary: “Mainly as a result of a large demand for 
disinfectants for plague stricken Manchuria, the price of 
carbolic acid has been advanced 50 per cent. The export of 
soya beans has also been seriously affected by the pestilence, 
and this means higher prices for soya oil, and also for linseed 
and other oils, which will have to take the place of soya oil.”

447. Times (London). 1911. The soya bean. Its commercial 
value as a cattle food. April 10. p. 18, col. 2.
• Summary: “Within the last two or three years, the 
import of the soya bean... into this country has risen from 
a negligible quantity to one of considerable importance. 
\”A full description of the bean’s properties was given in 
The Times special Japan number, July 19, 1910, but it may 
be useful to recall that it has been cultivated for centuries 
in Manchuria for its oil, for its use in making bean-cake, 
for its fertilizing properties, and as a food. The trade is 
carried on chiefl y through the three ports of Dalny (Dairen), 
Vladivostok, and Hankau, and the seeds are classifi ed as 
grades 1, 2, 3, according to the port, in the order named. 
Recently, a factory for the manufacture of soya biscuits has 
been established at Hull, while in Paris soya bread is used 
in the treatment of persons suffering from diabetics. In other 
parts of the Continent also the bean’s merits are well known. 

In Copenhagen, Denmark, it is expected that there will be 
required, annually some 30,000 tons of bean [sic, beans] for 
one large factory.
 “Feeeding of milch cows: Swedish investigations prove 
the suitability of the bean-cake as a very satisfactory food 
for milch cows. Similar experiments have also been made in 
England at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, and 
at Newton Rigg Farm College to test comparative values of 
soya bean-cake and cotton-cake, the cost of the former being 
£6 10 shillings per ton and of the latter £7 10 shillings. The 
yield was almost the same, but the butter from the soya bean 
fed cows was somewhat inferior in fl avour. Experiments for 
testing milk supply and &c., were made in 1910 at the farm 
of Midland Agricultural and Dairy College, Kingston-on 
Sea.”

448. Caldwell, John K. 1911. Manchurian bean trade 
stopped. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(85):170. April 12.
• Summary: “On account of the rigid quarantine and 
inspection maintained in this district to prevent further 
spread of the plague, the traffi c in [soya] beans is practically 
at a standstill. Although there is no restriction as to the 
exportation of beans, the inspection of persons entering 
railway stations in the interior is so stringent that the Chinese 
farmers and carters are bringing no beans to the railway. 
Consequently the stock at interior points has become so 
depleted that two trains have been taken off for lack of 
freight.
 “What beans there are at Dalny command such high 
prices that the foreign fi rms, who are the largest exporters, 
refuse to buy. The price continues to rise every day, but it 
is believed that the beans must come in soon, because the 
farmers must have money to put in new crops, and in some 
parts the hauling must be done before the roads thaw in the 
spring.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.

449. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Soya-bean cakes in Denmark. 
April 21. p. 7.
• Summary: “The consumption of soya-bean cakes in 
Denmark during 1910 is estimated at 150,000 tons. It is said 
in Denmark that soya-bean cakes, besides being cheaper than 
the cotton-seed product, are generally marketed in better 
condition and have a neater appearance. Danish importers 
complain that cottonseed cakes are not always suffi ciently 
free of hulls and lint, and that they often arrive in broken and 
damaged condition.”

450. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1911. 
The soya bean. April 22. p. 2.
• Summary: “Will the soya bean ‘boom’ extend to Victoria? 
[Australia], asks the Age [an Australian periodical]. Present 
indications are that it will. In the meantime the bean is here 
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[in New Zealand], if not the ‘boom,’ and the plant is thriving 
remarkably well. Last year the Department of Agriculture 
obtained four tons of the seed from Shanghai, and planted 
some on its experimental plot at Cheltenham, where the 
bean attained a height of fi ve feet on sandy soil, one variety 
yielding 13 tons and another 12 tons to the acre.”
 Note: Cheltenham is located just southeast of North 
Shore City, in the Auckland region of New Zealand’s North 
Island.”
 “On different soil at Ballarat [a city in central Victoria, 
Australia] an even more vigorous growth is shown. Mr. 
J.M.B. Connor, Superintendent of Agriculture, said recently 
that he considered the plant greatly benefi ted the soil by 
the nitrogen which the nodules extracted from the air. The 
uses of the soya bean are manifold. A Chinese in Victoria 
was handed a parcel of the beans to convert them into 
merchantable goods. He made them into bottled preparations 
known as soya milk, soya currants, soya cheese [tofu], straws 
for making soup and soya curd, which the Japanese use as a 
cure for sciatica.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya cheese” to refer 
to tofu. This is also the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya curd” however it 
is not clear to what it refers.
 “In Manchuria it is primarily utilised for its oil extract 
and the manufacture of cake. The London Times reports that 
soya beans are now one of the principal imports of Hull, and 
are likely to seriously affect the importation of cotton seed. 
Their value is widely recognised by soap makers. The fi rst 
commercial crop was sent to Europe [from Manchuria] in 
1906, and the requirements from Manchuria for the coming 
season are estimated at 1,000,000 tons, worth £6,500,000. 
That Victorian farmers are alive to the possibilities of the 
soya bean is shown by the fact that Mr. Connor disposed of 
two tons and a half of the seed in small lots in one day.”
 Note: The meaning of “soya currants” and of “straws for 
making soup” is unclear.

451. Bontoux, Emile. 1911. Le Soja et ses dérivés [The 
soybean and its products]. Matieres Grasses (Les) 
(Paris) 4(36):2195-99. April 25; 4(37):2239-43. May 25; 
4(39):2326-29. July 25; 4(40):2364-66. Aug. 25; 4(41):2405-
07. Sept. 25. [48 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. The plant: origin and 
history, species and varieties, culture, and production: USA, 
Japan, Manchuria, France, England, China, Korea, Indochina 
(it is cultivated for the needs of the population in Cochin 
China {especially in the provinces of Chaudoc and Baria}, 
Annam, Tonkin, Cambodia), Formosa, Java, India, Africa. 
The soybean–a food plant: The plant, the seed, large table 
showing many analyses from many countries of the chemical 
composition of many soybean seed varieties.
 Introduction to food products made from soybeans in 

East Asia. Shoyu [soy sauce] (and koji). Miso. Natto (from 
Japan). Le Tao-yu (a Chinese condiment also widely used 
in Japan. It is a thick, clear liquid [sometimes] made from 
black-seeded soybeans) Tao-tjiung (doujiang, from China). 
Tuong (from Annam). Tofu. Li Yu-ying. Table showing 
composition of powdered soymilk, fresh tofu, and soy fl our.
 The soybean–an oilseed plant. The soybean as an 
oilseed in the Far East. Table showing exports of soybean 
cake and oil from various Manchurian and Chinese ports in 
1908 and 1909. The soybean as an oilseed in Europe and 
the United States. Table showing imports of soybeans to 
various British ports in 1909 and 1910 (the leading port by 
far is Hull, followed in 1909 by Liverpool, London, Bristol 
Channel, Scotland, and Other ports {Rochester, etc.}). Table 
showing exports of soy oil from Great Britain in 1910: To 
Germany, Austria, Australia, USA, Belgium, Denmark, 
Egypt, France, Holland, Italy, the Indies (Indes), Norway, 
Russia, Sweden, other, total (115,372 barrels, each weighing 
175 kg). Discussion of soy oil and cake in most of the above 
countries.
 Trade in soybean seeds: Mitsui Bussan, Manchuria, 
England, China, Japan. Soybean cake.
 Soy oil: Physical and chemical properties. Applications 
and uses as food and in industry: Margarine, for illumination, 
soaps, as a drying oil, paints and varnishes, linoleum, 
artifi cial rubber. An extensive bibliography is at the end of 
the last article in the series.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Cambodia. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation 
of soybeans in Cambodia (April 1911). Earlier documents 
imply that soybeans were being cultivated in Cambodia by 
1900, and it is highly likely that they were being cultivated 
for at least a century before that time. Address: Ingénieur-
chimiste E.C.I.L., France.

452. Heingartner, Alexander. 1911. Soya-bean culture in the 
Caucasus. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(97):393. April 26.
• Summary: “The fi rst crop of soya beans grown in the 
Caucasus has been sold to Hamburg. The amount to be 
shipped is 500 tons, and the price at Batum [Batumi] is 
1.10 rubles per pood, or $35.12 per metric ton. Freight to 
Hamburg is 13s. ($3.16) per ton.
 “At this price the cultivation of the soya bean is very 
remunerative to the farmers, and it is estimated that this 
year’s crop for export, judging by the quantity of seed beans 
retained for planting, will amount to 16,000 tons.
 “For full steamer shipments to England and Germany 
the freight would be about 10s. ($2.43) per ton, against $7.05 
from Dalny, Manchuria. This difference in freight charges 
and the quicker delivery to Continental ports will give to 
growers in the Caucasus a great advantage.
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 “If the present demand continues, it is expected that in a 
very few years the production of soya beans in the Caucasus 
will assume very large proportions.”
 Note 1. Batum [now Batumi, Bat’umi] is a seaside 
city, large port and commercial center at the east end of the 
Black Sea, 4 miles north of the mouth of the Choruk River. 
Long the possession of Persia and Turkey (it was the last 
Turkish port on the Black Sea), it was acquired by Russia 
in 1878, then occupied by the British in 1918. As of 2008 
it is the capital of the Autonomous Republic of Adjara in 
the southwest Georgian S.S.R. Batumi lies at the northern 
periphery of a humid subtropical zone, and has the highest 
rainfall in both Georgia and the entire Caucasus region. The 
nearest point in the nearest neighboring country, Turkey, is 
only about 12 miles away, to the southwest.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 
2008) concerning or the cultivation of soybeans in the 
Republic of Georgia. This document contains the 2nd earliest 
date seen for soybeans in the Republic of Georgia, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in the Republic of Georgia (1911). 
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Yet just because 
these soybeans were sold at Batumi in Georgia, we cannot be 
sure that they were actually grown in Georgia, though we are 
told that they were grown in the Caucasus, which does not 
include Turkey.
 Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest document seen (May 
2008) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia 
(Republic of Georgia). Address: Consul, Batum [Batumi, 
Bat’umi], Russia.

453. Horne, H.; Sly, E.A.H. 1911. Effect of plague on the 
Manchurian bean trade. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
73:185-86. April 27.
• Summary: “The British Acting-Consul at Dairen (Mr. H. 
Horne) states that probably no great infl uence will be felt 
during the present season. So far as can be ascertained, the 
total export of beans and bean cake has been larger this year 
than last, in spite of the adverse conditions, but the trade 
has been practically limited to the ports of Japan and South 
China, Europe taking some 7,000 tons only, as compared 
with 228,000 tons during the corresponding period of last 
season. The Harbin bean has been selling at 10s. per ton 
cheaper than the Southern bean. This season’s large export to 
Southern China has caused considerable surprise in view of 
the high prices which have ruled throughout...
 “It is in the coming season and possibly in the one 
following that the real effect of the plague will be felt...
 “The British Acting Consul at Harbin (Mr. E.A.H. Sly) 
states that among the various reasons which have caused 
the plague to interfere with the business in last year’s bean 
crop may be mentioned the following:–(1) lack of carts 
and coolies, (2) the danger of making monetary advances 
to the Chinese owing to their liability to fall victims to the 
plague, (3) the closure of the gates of certain cities, such 

as Pinchou, Hulan, Shuangch’engp’u, T’aolaichao, and 
Shih T’ou Ch’eng Tzu, all of which are bean centres, and 
(4) the consequent diffi culty of getting produce out of the 
country. On the other hand, the shipments viâ Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] to Europe have, so far, exceeded those of the 
corresponding period of last season...
 “... the great bulk of the beans destined for Europe are 
this year being shipped viâ Vladivostock, since Dairen is 
apparently fully occupied with satisfying the demands of 
Japan, South China and Formosa, the prices paid by these 
places having been, on an average, 10 s. per ton higher than 
those given on cargo shipped to Europe. The 1910 crop also 
is considered to have exceeded that of the previous year.” 
Address: 1. British Acting-Consul, Dairen; 2. British Acting-
Consul, Harbin.

454. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1911. 
Die neue deutsch-schwedische Handelsvertrag [The new 
German-Swedish trade agreement]. May 5. p. 5, cols. 1-3. 
Vol. 16, no. 210. Evening ed. [Ger]
• Summary: Column 3: From Germany the following may 
be imported free of tariff into Sweden: Lithograph stones, 
writing tables, etc., and batches of synthetic asphalt with 
mineral oil. While rye, wheat, barley, peas and beans, 
suitable for human consumption, have to pay a toll of 3.70 
Kr. per 100 kg., whereas oats, vetch, soybeans, and other 
beans and peas not suited for human consumption, enter free 
of any tariff.
 Note: This suggests that by May 1911 Germany was 
exporting soybeans to Sweden.

455. Teichmann, William C. 1911. Soya-bean industry in 
Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(112):680-81. May 13.
• Summary: “The recent arrival at the port of Stettin, by 
direct shipment from Vladivostok, of 4,823 tons of soya 
beans, valued, according to the local press, at $166,600, 
marks the entry into this market of a new raw material for 
industrial exploitation.
 “Following the example of Hamburg manufacturers, 
Stettin capitalists have organised a company with a capital 
of 1,500,000 marks ($357,000) for the utilisation of the 
soya bean for industrial purposes. The removal of the 
German duty on these beans in March, 1910, will develop 
an industry of importance for several reasons: First, as a 
competitor of linseed oil, soya-bean oil can be sold at a price 
one-third lower than the former; second, as a valuable oil 
for soap manufacture, where such oils can be substituted; 
third, for cattle-feed purposes the residue remaining in the 
process of oil extraction can compete with the American 
cottonseed-oil cake. Meal can also be produced therefrom 
which, when mixed in correct proportion with wheat fl our, 
makes an edible bread or biscuit, provided the meal has been 
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manufactured by the extraction process, which removes the 8 
per cent of oil present in the ordinary meal.
 “Some analyses have shown the bean to yield as high 
as 23 per cent of oil, but this is exceptional, and the average 
percentage is fi gured to amount to about 17 per cent; loss in 
manufacturing reduces this to 8 or 9 per cent. The ordinary 
meal contains about 8 per cent of oil and 41 per cent of 
protein, but by a refi ning process 90 per cent of this oil can 
be extracted, only 1 per cent of fat remaining in the meal, 
which has about 45 per cent of protein and 28 per cent of 
carbohydrates.”
 “Uses of the bean–Its culture outside of China: In 
Japan soya-bean oil [sic, soy sauce] is still used as a favored 
aromatic constituent of sauces, and enormous quantities 
are said to be absorbed there for this purpose. The bean 
is much used as a spice [sic]. A cheese called tofu is also 
prepared therefrom. The cakes are useful to a certain extent 
as fertilizers and as fodder, although defi nite conclusions as 
to the value of this feed have not yet been reached thus far... 
Scandinavia has become the largest consumer of the cakes 
made in England, Denmark alone having imported about 
150,000 tons during the 1909 season.
 “Efforts to cultivate the soya bean on European soil 
have been made as far back as 40 years ago, especially in 
Germany and Hungary, but as yet without success. Some 
investigations resulted in the alleged discovery that all these 
failures were to be ascribed to the absence of a specifi c 
bacterium, present in the plants in Manchuria but absent 
in those grown in Europe; in fact, not until this so-called 
Knoellchenbakterium [root nodule bacterium] had been 
cultivated in Japan and the seed inoculated therewith was 
the plant brought to growth in Europe. In Italy and southern 
France the cultivation of the bean is said to have shown 
better results than in Germany.
 “The demands made upon the yield in Manchuria, the 
hinterland of Kiaochow, and Shantung have created the 
necessity for the cultivation of this bean in other countries, 
and the Tropics and subtropics, as best adapted, will probably 
take up its production.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2016) that uses the term “cottonseed-oil cake” 
(plural or singular) to refer cotton-seed cake.
 Note 2. Stettin [Sczcecin] is the largest seaport in Poland 
(as of July 2014); it is located on the Baltic Sea and the Oder 
River. Address: Consul, Stettin.

456. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1911. Condensed news from coast fi les. May 18. p. 
5, col. 4.
• Summary: “Last year Japan had 17,283 foreign tourists, of 
whom 3161 were English, 3870 American and 5730 Chinese, 
There was an increase of 200 over the previous year.”
 “Manchuria’s soys bean trade is at a standstill, owing to 
rigid quarantine and inspection to prevent further spread of 

the plague. Chinese farmers are not carting any beans to the 
railway.”

457. Skinner, Robert P. 1911. Vegetable-oil industry and 
trade. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(122):849-53. May 25.
• Summary: The fi rst section is about Germany. A table 
(p. 849) shows German imports and exports of oilseeds (in 
metric tons) for 1909 and 1910. The four major imports in 
1909 were: Linseed and linseed meal (25% oil) 436,866. 
Palm kernels (26% oil) 230,448. Rapeseed (21% oil) 
142,702. Copra (55% oil) 112,159. Germany also imported 
“Illipe [Madhuca longfolia, commonly known as wahwa or 
mahua, the oleaginous nuts of an Indian tropical tree], shea 
nuts, mowra and soya beans (50% oil) 16,878. This amount 
increased to 43,564 in 1910. Note: Since soya beans are part 
of a group, we cannot tell how many were imported, but they 
were clearly imported as a source of oil.
 A 2nd table (p. 859) shows German domestic 
production, imports, exports, and consumption of oils for the 
years 1909 and 1910. Again, soya beans are part of the same 
group.
 The 2nd section is about France. The main oilseed crops 
grown in France in about 1909 were: “Colza 44,982 tons; 
rapeseed (navette) 4,563 tons; poppyseed (oeillette) 5,542 
tons; linseed 14,902 tons...” The main oilseeds imported in 
1909 (in metric tons) were: Peanuts in the shell 219,208. 
Linseed 161,500. Copra 131,055. Peanuts shelled 100,143.
 “Marseille took the bulk of the above imports. 
Bordeaux, Nantes, Havre, and Dunkirk also received 
important portions.” Address: Consul General, Hamburg.

458. Boloban, -. 1911. Budushchee Man’chzhurii [The future 
of Manchuria]. Vestnik Azii (Messenger of Asia) No. 9. p. 80-
139. May. See p. 116-19. [Rus]
• Summary: Gives soybean import-export statistics for 
Manchuria by port.

459. Chemical Trade Journal (London). 1911. Soya-bean 
industry in Germany. 48(1255):614. June 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary, with several long extracts, of: 
Teichmann, William C. 1911. “Soya-bean industry in 
Germany.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 
14(112):680-81. May 13.

460. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Die Sojabohnen-Industrie 
in Deutschland [The soybean industry in Germany]. 
16(37):2067. June 10. [Ger]
• Summary: Following the example of the enterprising 
residents of Hamburg and Bremen, a company has now also 
been formed in Stettin with an investment of 1½ million 
German marks for the industrial exploitation of soybeans 
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(Sojabohnen). As a fi rst act, it is to be noted that they have 
had a shipload of 4,000 metric tons of soybeans come 
directly from Vladivostok, the value of which amounts to 
approx. 700,000 German marks. The lifting of the import 
duties for soybeans last year, about which we reported at 
that time, will also contribute to bringing a soybean industry 
(Sojabohnen-Industrie) to life in Germany.
 First and foremost, it is well known that the bean oil 
(Bohnenol) serves as a substitute for linseed oil which is 
in short supply right now, particularly since it turns out 
to be cheaper than the latter. In particular, it fi nds use in 
the soap industry, and on top of that, the residues from its 
pressing provide a valuable feed which is to be equated 
with the American cottonseed cakes. Soybean meal 
(Sojabohnenmehl), when mixed in a corresponding quantity 
with wheat fl our, can even yield an edible bread or zwieback 
if, through the use of extraction, the 8 pct. oil that is still 
contained in the usual meal is carefully removed. A whole 
series of possibilities of use can be seen for the Manchurian 
bean. And without a doubt, chemical research will discover 
even more valuable properties in it which will make it into 
either a valuable raw material itself or else an economical 
substitution for another of them.
 Studies have shown that soybeans yield up to 23 pct. oil. 
The average fi gure may be 17 pct. The usual meal contains 8 
pct. oil and 41 pct. protein. Although as a result of a special 
refi ning process, 90 pct. of the residual oil can be extracted, 
such that in addition to only small percentages of oil, the 
meal contains 45 pct. protein and 28 pct. carbohydrate. 
The market price in Stettin in April of this year for soybean 
oil (Sojabohnenöl) was 69 German marks for 100 kg, for 
soybean meal was 123 marks for 1,000 kg, and for soybean 
cakes (Sojabohnenkuchen) was 118 marks for 1,000 kg. With 
the increasing quantities of imports that can be counted on, 
the prices will drop.
 In Japan, soybean oil is used as a seasoning addition to 
sauces, and enormous quantities are consumed just for this 
purpose. And a cheese with the sonorous name “tofu” is also 
prepared with it. Cakes and residues also serve in Japan as 
animal feed and fertilizer.
 The agronomic trials on the soybean (Sojabohne) that 
were carried out in Europe, specifi cally in Germany and 
Hungary, yielded a negative result. That is ascribed to the 
absence of a specifi c bacterium which is essential for the 
fl ourishing of the plant and which is actually present in the 
Manchurian plants. It may be that the trial fi elds in Italy and 
Southern France will lead to better results. Successes can 
already be reported from the soybean cultivation that has 
in the meantime been carried out in the Caucasus. Some 
500 metric tons from this year’s harvest have been sold 
to Hamburg and, as far as can be forecast, several times 
this amount will still be available for export. For German 
industry, this new source for purchase is of great importance! 
The freight charges from the Caucasus to either the Baltic or 

the North Sea amount to only around a third of those from 
Manchuria!
 The demand for soybeans is continuous, and that is 
compelling us to fi nd additional suitable locations for its 
cultivation.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

461. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911. 
Manchurian [soya] bean trade. 14(137):1149. June 13.
• Summary: “From Manchuria Daily News, forwarded by 
Vice Consul A.A. Williamson, Yokohama. Some people 
interested in the [soya] bean export trade to Europe seem to 
be somewhat at sea as to what may be responsible for the 
abrupt decline of the trade so far experienced this season 
at the port of Dairen, the total amount of exports being 
little over 20,000 tons. It is more unlikely than not to see a 
revival of much consequence coming over the trade market. 
To the casual observer this depression is a setback to the 
abnormal infl ation which puffed the market more artifi cially 
than otherwise in the three months ended last spring. The 
sober business sense has tested the real commercial value 
of Manchurian beans and it may be that results were not 
perhaps so fl attering as represented by their sponsors.
 “Secondly, bean oil but not beans themselves being 
the substance in demand, the exporters have found it more 
profi table to ship bean oil, obtainable at a more negotiable 
price than beans, owing to the incomparable cheapness 
of labor wages in Manchuria. Thirdly the experimental 
cultivation of beans in various parts of the West has given 
such satisfactory results that these consumers will not have 
to pay stiff prices much longer for imports from Manchuria 
and may hope to fi ll their wants with home products.
 “During the fi ve years from October, 1906, to March, 
1911, the lowest quotation on beans was $1.12 per picul 
(133.33 pounds), recorded in November, 1908, and the 
highest, $2.17 per picul, attained in February, 1910, a 
difference of $1.05.
 “What was more remarkable is that in late October, 
1909,–that is, only four months before the highest record 
fi gures was reached–the export market began with $1.40 
which jumped to $1.67 in the following November and 
higher to $1.92 in early February, 1910, and at a bound to 
$2.17 in the latter part of that month.
 “The mean quotation of the fi ve years was about $1.65, 
but from the beginning of the bean season in November, 
1908, which saw the introduction of the Manchurian beans 
to the West for the fi rst time and marked a new epoch in the 
Manchurian bean market, the mean quotation of the three 
years, apart from the preceding two years, may be put in the 
neighborhood of $1.75.”

462. Hawaiian Star (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1911. The 
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plague and boycott in Java. June 29. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “It is a question if the Chinese elements have 
not put this sickness in the front of their duty to receive and 
fulfi ll their sugar contract. They pretty well know the plague 
has troubled the trade in Soya beans in Manchuria and they 
now think to protest against receiving sugar from infected 
places.
 “The Japan boycott of Java sugar is so far a fact, as it is 
impossible to sell anything in this country on account of the 
high duty. The Japanese steamer Manshu Maru was lying 
here a long time, but was compelled to proceed last week 
in ballast to Saigon for rice cargo. The Dutch, Java, China, 
Japan line announce their steamers only to Hong Kong, 
Shanghai and Tientsien [pinyin: Tianjin].”

463. Mundy, H. Godfrey. 1911. The possibilities of an export 
trade in oil seeds. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 8(5):684-
91. June.
• Summary: Page 685: “Soya Beans: During the last few 
months a good deal of interest has centered around what to 
European farmers is, comparatively speaking, a new oil-
producing crop, namely Soya beans. We learn from Natal 
that, in experiments carried out there, the best average crop 
runs about six bags (200 lbs.) of beans per acre. Several 
varieties have been under trial on the Botanical Experimental 
Station, Salisbury, during the last two seasons, and, while 
some have failed entirely, others have done moderately 
well, and better results may be expected next season from 
acclimatised and selected seed.
 “At present, however, all varieties show one serious 
fault, namely, uneven ripening, which naturally entails a 
considerable loss of seed. It is as yet too early to make any 
defi nite statement regarding the general suitability of the 
crop to Southern Rhodesia. As a rotation crop for home 
feeding on the farm, those varieties which do well, may 
probably have considerable value, but the present market 
value as an oil seed would not appear to hold out great 
inducement to Rhodesian farmers.
 “Messrs. Lever Bros., of Durban, in answer to a request, 
have kindly favoured us with the following advice, which 
will be of interest to those who are already growing or intend 
to grow this crop:
 “At the present time we could give for soya beans 
delivered Durban 10/3d. per bag of 200 lbs., to be packed 
in bags of 2½ lbs. weight; to be shelled suitably dried and 
in merchantable condition. (Dated March 29th, 1911.)” 
Address: F.L.S., Government Agriculturist and Botanist.

464. Barrau, Fernand de. 1911. La situation agricole 
dans l’Aveyron: La fève soja; Lait et fromage de soja 
[The agricultural situation in the department of Aveyron. 
Soybeans, soymilk, tofu]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 
75(2):21-22. July 6. [Fre]
• Summary: The Roquefort cheese industry in the region 

of Roquefort is experiencing hard times and the author 
fears that soy cheese (le fromage de Soja [tofu]) may offer 
additional competition. “Many provinces of China, especially 
Manchuria, and all the countries of East Asia, cultivate on a 
vast scale the bean called Soja or Soya from which one can 
extract at will an excellent bread, oil, milk, butter, or cheese. 
Already, quite near Asnières (Seine), there exists a factory 
named Caséo-Sojaïne, supplied by soybeans imported from 
these distant countries. In this factory attempts have been 
made to make a special bread for diabetics using the fl our 
of this bean. (Soybean seeds are very low in starch, which 
is the enemy of diabetics, and very rich in oils and protein.) 
The factory also produces confections, raw milk, cooked 
and sweetened milk, oil, various cheeses, not to mention the 
various cakes used to feed livestock.
 “In the region of Roquefort, certain people are starting 
to ask themselves if they won’t soon have to fi ght against 
another products besides the cheese made in Corsica, or 
in the Pyrenees region, or in the plains of the Crau (near 
Avignon in Bouches-du-Rhone province). This product 
which they see as a competitor in the near future is soy 
cheese.”
 “With special reference to soy cheeses, it is stated in the 
Revue Scientifi que of last June 11, that the Orientals obtain 
three varieties of it: (1) A fermented variety, gray or yellow 
in color, reminiscent of Roquefort; (2) A white, salted variety 
resembling goat’s cheese; (3) A broiled or smoked variety 
(cuite ou fumée) resembling Gruyère.”
 Since the Orientals themselves make a cheese from soya 
milk that reminds us of Roquefort, doesn’t this tell us that 
tomorrow the factory at Asnières, with the same milk, won’t 
also imitate Roquefort cheese very well? And how do we 
know that one day an industrialist won’t come right here to 
Roquefort to establish a factory, similar to that at Asnières, 
to convert to cheese the milk drawn from soybeans (fèves 
de Soja)? “Thus speak those who are always trembling for 
our old and glorious Roquefort cheese. They would like to 
limit clearly the territory and the rights of soja, and have 
Parliament decide that one can never make from it a cheese 
resembling ours, and above all that such a soy cheese can 
never be imported into the commune of Roquefort. But is 
that possible? No. What is possible is to let it be known, by 
the local tribunals (courts of law), what has already been 
pronounced 100 times, that Roquefort cheese is made from 
the milk of sheep, and that a cheese made from vegetable 
milk cannot be sold under the name of ‘Roquefort cheese.’”
 “After all this time, we don’t really see that soya 
cheese could jeopardize our Roquefort. And if ever there 
are measures to take against soya, ordinary local tribunals 
will doubtless suffi ce, without national legislators getting 
involved.”
 Note: This article also appeared in the Le Cultivateur 
du Sud-Centre... Aveyron / Aveyronnais. 1911. “Chronique 
agricole: La situation agricole dans l’Avetron.” July 16. p. 
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420-21. Address: France.

465. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Das Wichtigste [Most important 
(Annual report of the Magdeburg Chamber of Commerce)]. 
16(41):2299. July 8. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The annual report of the Magdeburg Chamber 
of Commerce makes the following remark, among others, 
about soybean oil: after the lifting of the German import 
tariff on soybeans early in the year, the production of [soy] 
bean oil was taken on by a number of German factories but 
in part was not maintained for very long, since the sale of the 
cakes presented greater diffi culties and the oil yield with the 
soybean is very small. At the peak of the production of [soy] 
bean oil is England which, in addition to the supply of its 
domestic market and the remaining European markets, has 
furnished large quantities of bean oil to America, where it is 
used as a substitute for cottonseed oil for food and technical 
purposes. The export of beans from Manchuria in the 1909-
1910 season amounted to 420,000 metric tons compared to 
350,000 metric tons in the preceding season.
 This report also confi rms the fact that the production 
has reverted once again from the assessment of this new oil 
which in the beginning was somewhat too optimistic.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

466. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. L’exportation du 
soja [Soybean exports]. 4(39):2346. July 25. [Fre]
• Summary: Exports of oil have been extremely important 
in 1910. Exports from the port of Hull, England, during the 
past year, have been 113372 barrels. Stocks on 31 Dec. 1910 
were 21,000 tonnes of soybeans. The plague in Manchuria 
has impeded expeditions there this year, but the demand is 
always important, above all on the part of America.

467. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1911. 
United Kingdom trade: volume maintained but some marked 
decreases in values. Aug. 9. p. 13.
• Summary: “A decrease of about £1,250,000 in the value of 
soya beans imported is, no doubt, attributed to the prevalence 
of plague in Manchuria.”

468. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). 1911. Suez 
Canal traffi c: all branches showed increase in 1910 (London 
Standard). Aug. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “The greatest rise took place in the oleaginous 
seed trade, which is increased by 650,000 tons.”
 “In the trade in soya beans there was only an increase of 
7,000 tons, making a total of 450,000 tons during the year.”
 Note: Most of these soya beans were almost certainly 
imported from Manchuria to England.

469. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Trade report: 
Soya beans and oil. 79(8):332. Aug. 19.

• Summary: “A distinct turn for the better has manifested 
itself in recent weeks in the soya-bean trade, which has had 
its refl ex in the more active demand for the by-products, 
while supplies in this country have fallen considerably short 
of last year.”

470. Maynard, Lester. 1911. Vladivostok bean trade. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 14(194):794-95. Aug. 
19.
• Summary: “Before Manchuria was opened up and 
connected by railway with the seacoast Manchurian beans 
were of purely local importance and were used as food for 
both man and beast. The fi rst attempts to export beans were 
made as early as 1902, principally to Odessa [in today’s 
Ukraine], but the shipments met with little success, as the 
market was not prepared for the beans in the raw state, and 
the oil was not properly manufactured to stand competition 
with other vegetable oils.
 “This failure killed the export trade for several years, 
and it was not until after the war–that is, during the season 
of 1906-7–that attempts to export beans were revived and 
small shipments were made to Japan. During 1906 the 
exports were 16,130 tons of beans and 64,520 tons of cake, 
and in 1907, 17,359 tons of beans and 26,605 tons of cake. 
In Japan the bean cake was used as a fertilizer and the oil in 
manufacturing.
 “Beginning of direct shipments to Europe: About the end 
of 1907 a St. Petersburg fi rm sent the fi rst shipments of beans 
direct to Europe. In the meantime large shipments of beans 
were being exported to Japan. The price at that time was 
$5.75 to $7.65 per ton, and was suffi ciently low to enable the 
Japanese to import the beans in large quantities and reexport 
to Europe; the expense of this transaction was from $1.50 to 
$1.60 per ton.
 “In 1908 the fi rst European exporters came to the Far 
East, and as a result the Japanese transferred their interests 
from Vladivostok and concentrated the exporting of beans 
at Dalny, and attempted to keep the control of the European 
market, but the European fi rms being fi nancially stronger, 
opened offi ces at Harbin and began making their purchases 
direct. The Chinese Eastern Railway, by introducing lower 
freight rates, succeeded in attracting large shipments of beans 
to Vladivostok for export, and to a certain extent stopped the 
rapid growth of Dalny as a bean exporting point. According 
to fi gures compiled by the London Exchange for the seasons 
of 1908-9 and 1909-10 the exports were as follows: From 
Vladivostok, 227,653 and 253,003 tons; Newchwang, 
524,545 and 379,728 tons; Dalny, 717,945 and 556,983 tons, 
respectively.
 “The purchase of beans is still carried on through 
Chinese dealers, and the exporters are not in a position to 
come in direct contact with the purchaser. For this reason, 
and because the beans come in various quantities from far 
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outlying districts, some of which are not properly equipped 
for sorting, drying, and otherwise preparing them for export, 
the beans arrive at the seacoast mixed with dust and sand, 
and during the winter with snow, and in Vladivostok no 
attempt is made to clean the shipments before exportation. 
Certain precautions are taken in loading the beans on board 
ship, such as the installation of ventilating tubes, but these 
are not suffi cient to guarantee the cargo arriving in good 
condition, as the beans are often frozen during railway 
transportation, and after being loaded on board ship have to 
pass through the Tropics on the way to market. Beans spoiled 
in this way during the 1909-10 season amounted to 35,657 
tons out of 253,003 tons exported from Vladivostok.
 “Diffi culty of shipping through Vladivostok: One great 
drawback has been the shipment of beans by the railway 
on platform cars. Despite the tarpaulins that cover the bags 
snow sifts in, not alone between the bags, but into them, and 
although the bags are brushed on arrival at Yeagersheldt, 
the shipping port of Vladivostok, only the outside snow 
is removed. Yeagersheldt is poorly equipped for handling 
cargoes of this kind, and no facilities whatsoever exist for the 
handling of beans in bulk. According to statistics compiled 
by the Chinese Eastern Railway the capacity of the storing 
facilities at Yeagersheldt is as follows: Six tea warehouses, 
6,970 tons; 26 warehouses and sheds, 54,296 tons; open 
areas, 11,590 tons; total, 72,855 tons. the capacity of these 
storage places is based on the following estimate: Five 
hundred pounds of beans in bags per square foot under roof, 
and 360 pounds of beans in bags per square foot in the open.
 “Another drawback to shipments from Vladivostok is 
the lack of wharfage, there being room for only 5 steamers to 
load at a time, and, as a rule, there are 2 steamers discharging 
tea or salt or loading timber. The Chinese Eastern Railway 
made efforts to control the loading of bean steamers by 
requiring exporters to place this work in the hands of a 
workmen’s society. This has been refused by the exporters, 
with the result that private stevedoring has been organized 
and the expenses reduced about 50 per cent. Regardless of 
this, the expense of loading and other charges are very high, 
amounting to $3.35 per ton. The exports of beans through 
the port of Vladivostok from 1908 to May, 1911, were 
as follows: 1908, 65,291 tons; 1909, 230,394 tons; 1910, 
239,926 tons; 1911, 212,181 tons.” Address: Consul.

471. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1911. Soya 
beans. 59:954. Aug. 25.
• Summary: A summary of The Soya Bean of Manchuria, by 
Shaw (1911).
 “A large shipment of beancake has just been sent to 
Seattle, [Washington], and there appears to be a very good 
opening for the product on the Pacifi c coast, where the heavy 
railway freights from the East have caused dairymen and 
feeders to look round for a cheaper feed than that which 
comes across the Rockies... Soya beans are being grown in 

British West Africa, and experimental planting is carried on 
in practically every British colony.”

472. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Le commerce 
du soja en Mandchourie [The soybean trade in Manchuria]. 
4(40):2388. Aug. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Total exports of soybeans (graine de soja) 
from the port of Dairen reached a little more 200,000 tonnes 
(metric tons) during the last season. These exports are 
diminishing, but it does not seem that the diminution should 
persist. The [nutritional] qualities of soybeans have been well 
established, and one can imagine an expansion in the use of 
this bean.
 “It is necessary, however, to remark that especially the 
oil, and not the bean, is in demand, so that exporters have 
found it more advantageous to export the oil than the beans 
by reason of the good price of the Manchurian workforce.
 “Finally, the attempts at agriculture in the West yielded 
such satisfactory results that importers hesitate to pay the 
elevated freight from Manchuria and hope soon to stock local 
production. As a consequence, they restrain their purchases.
 “The average market price of the fi ve years, 1906-1911, 
was about 8 French francs 35/picul, [Note: The picul is a 
Chinese unit of measure equal to 133.33 lb.] but during the 
last three years, more particularly, this price has been around 
8 francs 70/picul. In 1906 it was 5 francs 60.”

473. Boulter, R. 1911. Japan. Report for the year 1910 on the 
trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4768. 87 p. Aug. 
See p. 62.
• Summary: A table titled “Return of principal articles of 
import into Japan during the years 1908-10” has a category 
“Manures” (p. 62) of which the largest items are as follows: 
“Oil cake–[Soy] Bean.” Imports of this cake rose from 
461,950 tons in 1908 to 575,180 tons in 1908, then decreased 
to 395,582 tons in 1910. Imports of phosphorite rose from 
119,169 tons in 1908 to 166,896 tons in 1910. Imports of 
ammonium sulphate rose from 66,445 tons in 1908 to 68,813 
tons in 1910.

474. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911. 
Soya beans in the USA. 14(208):1067. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “Extensive articles on the immense soya-bean 
trade of Manchuria have appeared in various numbers of 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and inquiries have also 
reached the Bureau of Manufacturers as to the progress being 
made in producing them in the United States. It has now 
become a considerable crop in the middle part of the South. 
D. A. Carpenter, a Tennessee farmer, writes for the Southern 
Field in regard to the growing of the bean as follows:
 “’I grow the Mammoth Yellow variety, planting in rows 
36 inches apart, and cultivating about the same as corn. I cut 
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with a mower when ripe and allow them to lie on the ground 
for a couple of days. After being in shock for 10 days, they 
are hauled to the shed and thrashed. We consider the bean 
straw, after the beans are thrashed, as fully equal to timothy 
or redtop for a feed for cattle.
 “’For late summer pasture I sow with a wheat drill about 
1½ bushels to the acre. I am now feeding beef cattle and 
hogs on soya beans, and my dairy animals are producing 
more milk than ever before on a bean ration. Of course, other 
feeds are mixed with the bean, as soyas are rather rich when 
fed alone.
 “’The Mammoth Yellow grows here from 3 to 5 feet 
high, according to cultivation, and yields 30 bushels of seed 
per acre, which will bring around $3 and $3.50 per bushel.
 “’There is no fi ner improver of the soil than the soya 
bean. I have tried many other legumes, but none has given 
such uniformly high quality hay and returned such large 
amounts of nitrogen to the soil. I consider the soya bean the 
greatest crop ever introduced into this part of the country, 
both as a money crop and as a soil improver.’
 “About $100,000 worth of soya-bean oil was shipped 
last year from Manchuria to the United States, against 
almost none the year before. From Hull, England, shipments 
last year of soya-bean oil to the United States amounted to 
$140,000; this was crushed from the Manchurian beans. 
Considerable shipments of soya-bean oil were also made in 
1910 from Kobe, Japan, to the United States.”

475. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Die Aussichten fuer 
Sojabohnenoel [The prospects for soybean oil]. 16(50):2810. 
Sept. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean oil industry 
(Sojabohnenölindustrie) has been deemed important enough 
by the Chinese customs authorities to dedicate a so-called 
“yellow book” to it. In it, it is indicated that the Changchun-
Kirin [today’s Jilin City, China] Railway which is currently 
under construction will have the consequence of opening 
up the Sungari region [today’s Songhua River region] in 
approximately two years. And when the railroad is extended 
as far as the border with Korea, then that promises to 
make extensive new areas available for the cultivation of 
the soybean (Sojabohnenkultur). The competition for this 
product on the part of Europe shows no traces of letting up, 
and in North America, as well, a good area for sales ought to 
open up.
 The export of soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl) from Dalny 
[today’s Dalian, China] in the fi rst fi ve months of this year 
massively exceeded that of the same period of 1910, as it 
reached 24,449 metric tons in comparison with 8,550 metric 
tons. The price at that port was set at 4.94½ silver yen at the 
beginning of July, while at the end of the year it amounted 
to 3.16. There are 42 bean mills in Dalny which can press 
22,850 piculs [an Asian measure of weight, equal to around 
60 kg each] of beans every day and produce from them 2,050 

piculs of oil along with 45,700 pieces of bean cakes. The 
bean growers in that district are therefore not completely 
reliant upon the foreign demand. The premium that was 
recently placed by the Japanese government on exported 
bean oil may have the consequence of an increase in the bean 
export to the empire of the Mikado.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

476. H.L. 1911. Le Haricot soja ou Fève de Mandchourie: 
Cultures exitoques [The soybean or Manchurian bean: Exotic 
crops]. A Travers le Monde 17(36):288. Sept. 9. Bound in the 
back of Le Tour du Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Its utilization by the 
Japanese: Fertilizer, oil, and oil cakes. Its utilization by 
the Annamites [Vietnamese]: Milk and cheese. How will 
soybeans be used: The fi rst exports to Europe. Some fi gures 
on the present trade in soybeans. The Germans are becoming 
masters of the European soybean market. Soya in France: It 
is utilized by foreigners.
 Concerning the Germans: “Until the spring of 1909, 
the Japanese were the masters of the soybean market. Some 
German companies have in turn entered into competition in 
places of production, and there followed a rather signifi cant 
rise [in production]. There resulted as a counter-measure 
some soybean cultural trials in terrains that seemed favorable 
to them in China. The result of these trials is not yet known.
 “Be that as it may, the Germans hasten to assume fi rst 
rank among the importers of soybeans in Europe.
 “In effect, it follows from a report published by The 
Chemical Trade Journal (10 June 1911. p. 614 [quoted from 
the U.S. Consular Report]) that the port of Stettin recently 
received from Vladivostok a shipment of 4,823 tonnes 
(metric tons) of soybeans; the manufacturers of Stettin have 
established a society with capitalization of 1,875,000 francs 
for the utilization of this product.
 “Its importation into Germany duty-free will favor its 
use for several reasons: fi rst, soybean oil, a substitute for 
linseed oil, can be sold at a price that is one-third lower; 
secondly, it can be used in soap-making; thirdly, the cakes 
remaining after the extraction of oil can be used to feed 
livestock in the same way as cottonseed cakes. Finally, after 
the appropriate extraction of oil, the pulp, reduced to a fl our 
and mixed with cereal fl our, yields an edible bread or biscuit.
 “The nascent industry in Germany of cottonseed oil, 
fl our, and oil cakes, whose primary material is cottonseed 
imported from America, will have before long to struggle 
against the formidable competition of soybean products.”
 Concerning soya in France. “Soya (soja) is hardly 
known in France except by a few products that are found 
in certain food stores and that are bought sometimes, but 
without realizing their origin. (Footnote: Notably many fl our 
products whose fortifying qualities are incontestable.)
 “For, there would be every advantage to introduce 
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this industry into our country where the mechanical and 
chemical resources would permit an improvement of yields. 
The example, moreover, is already given, not by French 
industries, but by the Chinese, who have established a 
factory at Vallées, Colombes, near Paris, where a Chinese 
workforce, exclusively employed, make all types of soy-
based food products.
 “Our industries would draw great profi t from entering 
this path and not allowing themselves to be surpassed by 
German chemistry any longer.”

477. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Trade report: 
Soya oil and beans. 79(12):456, 459. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “Much more interest has been centered in recent 
weeks upon the market for soya-beans and the by-products, 
the values of which have risen substantially...”

478. Krauss, F.G. 1911. Leguminous crops for Hawaii. 
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 23. 31 
p. Sept. 20. See p. 23-27, 30.
• Summary: “Soy bean (Glycine hispida): While possessing 
most of the good qualities common to other leguminous 
forage plants, the great diversity of type to be found in the 
soy bean adapts it to many uses and conditions unsuited to 
other legumes. Its chief characteristics are its heavy seeding 
and early maturity.
 “Nearly all varieties are of compact and upright growth, 
with strong tap roots, and stiff stems which rarely show 
any tendency to trail, although some of the ranker growing 
varieties sometimes lodge. In nutritive value the forage 
compares favorably with any legume that can be grown, and 
the ground or crushed bean is said to be equal to the best and 
most costly concentrates that can be purchased for feeding 
purposes.
 “Among its most important uses is that for culinary 
purposes especially in the manufacture of the Japanese 
products (soy and miso). These products are imported into 
Hawaii from Japan in large quantities, but their manufacture 
is being rapidly extended in Hawaii. This has created quite 
a demand for the bean locally. At present two and one-half 
million pounds of the bean are being imported into Hawaii 
annually. The average cost is about $3 per hundred pounds 
landed in Honolulu and the beans sell for $3.25 to $3.40 per 
hundred pounds. The Japanese coffee growers in the Kona 
district in Hawaii have been growing the bean as an intercrop 
for years. The total production is said to be about 200,000 
pounds per annum. It will thus been seen that the immediate 
local demand is very far from being supplied at present.
 “Because of the great diversity of types available, the 
crop may be adapted to many forms of culture. Any crop that 
will permit of intercultures may have some variety of soy 
bean adapted to its need. Thus if it should be found advisable 
to intercrop the pineapple, sisal, coffee, rubber, or other crops 
during the unproductive periods, to help pay for the expense 

of maintenance, or as a direct aid in fertilization, the soy 
bean would be found to fi ll this need better than almost any 
other legume that could be grown. As a catch crop to fi ll in 
a short interval between two staple crops, its early maturity 
may give it advantages not possessed by other legumes.
 “While in a regular rotation it fi lls all the needs 
that can be supplied by any legume, its value as a green 
manuring crop would seem to be of equal value. It is more 
easily turned under than any other legume treated in this 
bulletin and rots more quickly than the coarser stemmed 
sorts. In Japan and other oriental countries this crop, to a 
greater extent than almost any other, is responsible for the 
remarkable maintenance of their soil fertility.
 “At least one American grower in Hawaii has profi ted by 
these practices. His method is to sow the soy beans between 
various perennial fodder crops. The beans are grown between 
the rows, where they are permitted to ripen and rot on the 
ground and are cultivated in. In this case they have helped 
suppress the weeds as well as to make mellow the soil and 
gather nitrogen as a fertilizer.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2021) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for part or all 
of the United States (Hawaii).
 Note 2. By about 1904 or 1905 the Yamajo Soy Co. was 
growing and using soybeans it had introduced into Kona 
and grown (at very low cost) among the rows of coffee trees 
(Hawaiian Star. 1905. Dec. 23. p. 1, 5).
 “The yield of seed obtained by the station from small 
experimental plantings ranges from 600 to 1,000 pounds per 
acre for the dwarf early maturing varieties, and about twice 
that amount from the medium late and medium tall sorts.”
 “The following list has been selected from about 100 
varieties tested by the station. It is believed to include 
the best sorts for each of the several purposes for which 
the soy bean is especially recommended. In the case of 
culinary varieties, both quality and yield of seed have been 
considered. The soy and miso manufacturers demand a large, 
hard, light colored seed, with a thin skin, and the writer is 
indebted to Mr. N. Yamakami, manager of the Hawaiian 
Soy Co., for his assistance in selecting varieties according to 
these qualities.
 “Under Group I has been collected the best culinary 
varieties. These are usually found among the dwarf, early 
maturing sorts, qualities which make them well suited 
for intercultures, short rotations, and catch crops. Group 
II contains the heaviest seeding sorts irrespective of their 
culinary qualities. These varieties are especially well suited 
for growing as grain for cattle feeding. Group III contains 
the rankest growing sorts. These supply the maximum yields 
of both forage and grain, which makes them especially 
valuable for fodder and green manuring. The arrangement is 
in all cases according to yield of seed and size of plant, since 
these qualities, other things. being equal, appeal most to the 
grower. The number of seeds and their weight as given with 
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each variety is the product of the select mother plant from 
which subsequent seed is grown.
 “Group I. Culinary Varieties.
 “(Dwarf type maturing in from 60 to 100 days. Yellow 
seeded.)
 “No. 345. Very dwarf and compact, 6 to 9 inches tall, 
seed medium size, oval, 54 seeds, 9 grams.
 “No. 270 (S.P.I. No. 1.7278) (Hollybrook). Medium 
dwarf. Single slender stem, 10 to 12. inches tall, seed slightly 
larger than No. 345. Can be planted very closely, 53 seeds, 
10 grams.
 “No. 573 (S.P.I. No. 17277) (Manhattan). Strong, 
branching dwarf type, 12 inches tall. Seeds smaller titan No. 
345, somewhat fl attened, 74 seeds, 10 grams.
 “No. 543 (S.P.I. No. 22379) (Swan). Same height as 
No. 573 but more compact, seed larger and less fl attened, 85 
seeds, 13 grams.
 “No. 554 (S.P.I. No. 20406) (Elton). Single stemmed, 
thickly podded, 12 to 14 inches tall, seed medium, slightly 
fl attened, 89 seeds, 14 grams.
 “No. 549 (S.P.I. No. 14954) (Acme). Slightly taller than 
No. 554, less compact, branching. Seed very small, 212 
seeds, 14 grams.
 “Group II. Culinary and Grain Varieties.
 “(Medium to large type, best suited for fodder. Yellow 
seeded.)
 “No. 484 (S.P.I. No. 14954) (Acme). Medium tall; 20 to 
24 inches, strong, branching, spreading, seed of good size, 
oval, 197 seeds, 31 grams.
 “No. 483 (S.P.I. No. 14953) Slightly taller than No. 484, 
more compact, considerably Tater. Seeds oval, very large. 
(Mr. Yamakami, of the Hawaiian Soy Co., pronounces this 
the largest seeded yellow soy bean he has ever seen and 
considers it a very desirable variety for the production of 
miso and other Japanese food products.)
 “No. 468 (S.P.I. No. 17268) (Ito San). Taller and more 
branching than No. 483, very prolifi c, seed medium size, 
slightly fl attened, 240 seeds, 50 grams (see. Plate VIII, p. 
30). Very desirable for growing as grain for stock feed.
 “No. 574 (Ruralnook). Tallest of the yellow seeded 
varieties, 30 or more inches high, freely branching, compact. 
Very prolifi c seeding. Considered the best general purpose 
variety grown.
 “Group III. Forage Varieties.
 “(Tall, rank-growing varieties best suited for green 
manuring.)
 “No. 210 (S.P.I. No. 20797) (Riceland). One of the two 
tallest varieties tested; 3 to 4 feet high, freely branching, 
medium dense foliage, prolifi c seeding, inclined to shatter 
its seed. Seed black, medium small, oblong, fl attened, very 
late maturing. Said to be used extensively in China for green 
manuring rice fi elds, and as a fodder for live stock.
 “No. 211 (S.P.I. No. 20789) (Barchet). Similar to the 
preceding in habit and appearance, excepting that seed is a 

reddish brown. The variety was not well established when 
fi rst received, but more constant in third generation of 
selection. Mother plant for 1910 yielded 301 seeds weighing 
34 grams.”
 Next comes a long section on the “Velvet Bean.”
 Two photos show two types of soy bean plants: (Fig. 
1) Three dwarf types (culinary varieties). (Fig. 2) Three 
intermediate types (general purpose varieties). Another photo 
(Plate VIII, page 30) shows “Seeds of leguminous plants 
described in this bulletin, natural size–including three colors 
and sizes of soy beans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2020) that uses the word “intercrop” (or 
“intercropped” or “intercropping”) in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Agronomist.

479. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. China 
(Manchuria). Bean trade development. 74:647. Sept. 28. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade have just received a copy 
of a report, dated December 1910, issued by the Chinese 
Imperial Maritime Customs, on the soya bean of Manchuria 
[see Norman Shaw 1911]. The report contains particulars 
of the soya bean considered agriculturally, of its uses in 
consumption, and of the history of the commercial dealings 
in the article.
 “The report states that a continued development of the 
bean trade seems probable. The population of Manchuria 
is rapidly increasing under Government encouragement, 
and as the country fi lls with a sturdy agricultural people 
communications will be developed. The Changchun-Kirin 
railway, now under construction, will, in a couple of years, 
open the way to the development of the Sungari region to 
its fullest capacity; and if the line is continued to the Corean 
[Korean] frontier new districts will be thrown open. The 
Chinchow-Aigun line, or at least a portion of it, would, if 
constructed, traverse a country where beans might thrive. 
The eager competition in Europe to secure beans shows no 
signs of slackening. The North American Continent seems 
about to enter the fi eld as a consumer.”

480. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1911. Future of 
the Manchurian bean trade. 18(6):518-19. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on a report of the Imperial 
Maritime Customs of China (II. Special Series, No. 31), 
which states that “it is doubtful whether soy bean cultivation 
will extend much in the districts where the bean is already 
grown on a large scale (i.e., Southern Manchuria), as it 
is too much to hope that the beans will supplant the other 
crops, such as millet and kaoliang, as far as the conservative 
Chinese peasant is concerned.
 “It is in the northern and western districts of Manchuria 
that the possibility of extension lies, i.e., the districts beyond 
Petuna, up the Hulan valley, and towards Mergen. The 
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construction of a railway to this vast region is contemplated, 
and the land is mainly virgin soil, extremely fertile, which 
offers excellent inducements to immigrants who are now 
entering Manchuria in greater numbers than formerly, owing 
to the removal of Government restrictions.
 “A promising feature of this extension of the area in a 
northerly direction is that, at present, the further north the 
beans are grown the better in quality do they become. The 
best reports have, in fact, been received of beans grown 
far above Harbin. It is true that in the districts which lie far 
north there is always a risk of early frosts descending upon 
the harvests; but this danger could be averted by cultivating 
specially selected varieties which mature in the shortest 
possible period.
 “Much remains to be effected in the way of 
improvement of commercial arrangements in connection 
with the dispatch of the beans at the Manchurian ports.” 
Address: England.

481. Li, Yu-ying; Grandvoinnet, L. 1911. Le soja [The 
soybean]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin 
du Jardin Colonial) 11(102):177-96. Sept. See also: 
11(103):270-94. Oct.; 11(104):360-75. Nov.; 11(105):459-
74. Dec.; 12(106):28-38. Jan.; 12(107):120-32. Feb.; 
12(108):213-23. March; 12(109):302-08. April. 28 cm. [33 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: This series of articles, published in book form 
in 1912, is one of the earliest, most important, infl uential, 
creative, interesting, and carefully researched documents 
ever written about soybeans and soyfoods. Contents: 
Introduction. Origin and history of the soybean. Soybean 
culture. 1. Species and varieties of soybeans (botanical 
characteristics, species {vernacular names in Asia}, varieties 
{from China, Japan, India, Indochina, Hawaii, United 
States, and Europe}). 2. Needs of the soybean: Climatic 
(temperature, humidity), geographical area and varieties 
grown (in Asia [Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, Korea, 
Indochina], America, Guyane (“En Guyane, le soja mûrit” 
[ripens or matures]. Note: This probably refers to French 
Guiana [Guyane française], where Sagot and Raoul reported 
in 1893 that soybeans had been grown successfully), Europe 
[France, Italy, Russia], Southeast Asia (Océanie / Oceania) 
[Philippines, Java, Borneo], and Africa [Algeria, Tunisia, 
South Africa]), agrological needs of the soybean (physical, 
chemical).
 “Oceania.–The soybean has been cultivated for a very 
long time in the Philippines, Java, and Borneo” (p. 194).
 Illustrations (line drawings) show: Soybean plant 
with roots (p. 182). Soybean pods and beans (p. 183). A 
table (p. 191) and a graph (p. 192) show trade of soybeans, 
soybean cake, and the total of the two from fi ve Manchurian 
ports (Newchwang, Antung, Ta-tung-ho, Dairen, and 
Suifenho [Suifenhe]) from 1905 to 1909; all have increased 
dramatically. Also contains 12 other tables from other 

sources. Note that this infl uential series of articles, like its 
predecessor by Itie in the same journal, were in large part 
prompted by the huge rise in imports of soybeans to Europe, 
starting in 1908. The contents of these articles is almost 
identical to that of the book by the same name, published in 
1912, which see. Address: 1. Counseiller de 1ere classe au 
Ministère de l’Agriculture de la Chine; 2. Ingénieur agricole 
(G.).

482. Chercheffsky, N. 1911. Note sur l’huile de soja [Note 
about soy bean oil]. Annales de Chimie Analytique et de 
Chimie Appliquee et Revue de Chimie Analytique Reunies 
16(10):376-77. Oct. 15. (Chem. Abst. 6:305). [Fre]
• Summary: Analyses of an oil imported from England 
under the name of soybean oil (huile de soja) proved it to 
be purifi ed rapeseed oil (Huile de colza). A table compares 
the constants for three oils: the imported oil (which was 
examined), real soybean oil, and rapeseed oil–showing 
that the imported oil has constants very similar to those 
of rapeseed oil. Also mentions sesame oil and peanut oil. 
Address: Ingénieur-chimiste (E.P.C.).

483. Hodgson, R.M. 1911. China (Manchuria). Soya bean 
crop prospects and trade. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
75:193. Oct. 26.
• Summary: “The prospects of the Soya bean crop for the 
coming season (1911-12) are very good. It was expected at 
one time that the plague in North Manchuria would have 
caused late sowing and consequently, a late harvest,... but 
these anticipations have not been fulfi lled, and everything 
now points to an abundant crop, unless spoilt by late 
fl oods. Care will have to be taken by exporters to avoid the 
remains of last year’s crop being forced upon them as new, 
for, on account of the plague, it was impossible to bring in 
beans from remote localities before the opening up of the 
Sungari, and there is every prospect that Chinese sellers will 
endeavour to get these stocks off their hands this year.
 “The practice of giving large advances to Chinese 
dealers on account received a salutary check during the last 
season, when many failed to fulfi l [fulfi ll] their engagements. 
Strong fi rms with a good buying organisation should, 
therefore, stand an excellent chance in future operations, 
while the failure of the speculative contracts for forward 
delivery, which have spoilt the trade during the last two 
seasons, will, it may be hoped, discourage repetition.” 
Address: British Consul, Vladivostok.

484. Williamson, A.A. 1911. Commerce of the Liaotung 
Peninsula. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(255):535-40. Oct. 31.
• Summary: “The Dalny (Manchuria) consular district 
comprises the entire territory held under lease by Japan from 
China, lying at the extreme southern end of the Liaotung 
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Peninsula, and is known and offi cially designated by the 
Japanese as the Kwantung Province. Its area is given as 205 
square ‘ri,’ or 1,220.57 square miles, and it has a population 
of 462,399 or 379 persons per square mile.
 “The country is very hilly in the southern part of the 
Province, the elevation, however, seldom reaching over 900 
feet above the sea. Toward the north the surface gradually 
becomes more level and partakes of the nature of the fl at 
bean fi elds of north Manchuria.”
 “Dalny, the chief city and port of Kwantung Province, 
is said to have the fi nest wharves in the Far East, vessels 
drawing up to 28 feet being moored alongside the quay. 
Goods can be discharged from a ship and placed aboard 
the freight cars, which run out onto the wharves, in one 
operation. While ice forms in the protected parts of the bay 
at Dalny, it never becomes suffi ciently thick to interfere 
with navigation, so that the port is open the year round and, 
Dalny being the southern terminus of the main line of the 
South Manchuria Railway, the advantages offered are at once 
evident.”
 The export returns for 1910 “show a decided decrease 
in shipments of beans and bean cake. The causes of this 
are undoubtedly the (for the farmers) favorable preceding 
year and the outbreak of plague with which the country 
was smitten during the export season. The fi rst caused the 
farmers to sell rapidly in 1909 and to hold back in 1910; the 
latter, because of isolation and segregation measures, brought 
measures, brought traffi c to a standstill. Undoubtedly the 
bean season will, in the end, show no falling off, as the 
estimates of production which have been obtainable show a 
considerable increase in cultivation.”
 The section titled “The export trade” states that “the 
Chinaman” has a strong hold upon the trade passing 
through Dalny; a high percentage of the imports came in 
the shape of native products and “the export trade with 
native products showed the greatest increase, over 90 per 
cent.” A table shows “the principal articles exported through 
the Maritime Customs at Dalny during 1909 and 1910 
by steamer and by junk.” For 1909 and 1910 by steamer: 
Bean cake 615,252,933 / 526,030,267 pounds. [Soya] 
beans 981,274,267 / 713,489,867 pounds. [Soya] bean oil 
19,021,067 / 31,642,267 pounds. For 1909 and 1910 by junk: 
Bean cake 22,398,000 / 28,863,733 pounds. [Soya] beans 
43,657,007 / 13,827,333 pounds. [Soya] bean oil 2,679,000 / 
2,864,133 pounds.
 Under “Soya-bean trade,” another table shows the 
destination of these three products (in pounds) during 1910 
from the Dairen customs district, as given in the Imperial 
Chinese Maritime returns: Bean cake: Japan (incl. Formosa) 
443,406,267 (99.9% of overseas total). Korea 307,333. Total 
overseas 443,730134. Chinese ports 111,163,866 (20.0% of 
grand total). Grand total 554,894,000.
 [Soya] beans: Egypt 302,240,800 (#1). Japan 
192,499,733 (#2). United Kingdom 59,455,867 (#3). Other: 

Denmark, Hongkong, Netherlands, Straits Settlements 
[today’s Singapore]. Total overseas 603,120,800. Chinese 
ports 124,196,400 (17.1% of grand total). Grand total 
727,317,200.
 Bean oil: Japan 17,208,133 (#1). Belgium 6,097,200 
(#2). Other: Denmark, Egypt, Hongkong, Netherlands, 
Straits Settlements. Total overseas 27,829,333. Chinese ports 
9,677,067 (25.8% of grand total). Grand total 37,506,400.
 A 3rd table shows prices of the three products month by 
month in 1910 in U.S. currency as reported by the Manshu 
Juyo Bussan Yushutsu Kumiai (Manchurian Staple Products 
Export Association). For bean cake, the price is per 61.33 lb. 
For soya beans and oil per 133.33 lb.
 “There are still no American export and import houses 
in this district, and until some thoroughly American house 
opens here, trade with the United States will necessarily 
remain half-hearted, being in the hands of natural 
competitors.” The main export from this district to the USA 
is soya bean oil, of which $93,974 was exported in 1910; 
only $8,532 worth of soya-bean cake was exported. Address: 
Vice Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.

485. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1911. Soya beans. 
27(4):187. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: From Tropical Life: “Last year Corea [Korea] 
exported £584,500 of Soya beans, mostly to Japan. The 
Corean bean is said to be superior to its Manchurian rival, 
and so large an increase in its export (£200,000, or more 
than 30 per cent. over 1909) has released that quantity of 
Manchurian beans, required for the Japanese manufacturers 
of soya, &c., and enabled them to be sent to Europe, where 
the demand is rapidly increasing.” Address: Australia.

486. Stanstead Journal (Rock Island, Stanstead, Quebec, 
Canada). 1911. Farm and fi eld: Export of soy beans from 
Japan. New industries are created. Nov. 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “Since the war between Japan and Russia, the 
export of soy beans from the East to Europe has largely 
increased. At one German port alone, we are told, 4,823 tons 
of these were imported in one shipment. The oil from these 
beans is said to be one-third cheaper than linseed and can 
be used for making soap and many other products including 
food. The bean meal is used for cattle feeding and also mixed 
with fl our for human food. In fact, few agricultural products 
have made such changes in both farm and manufacturing 
industries as the soy bean promises to do in Europe.
 “The soy bean has been grown in a comparatively small 
way in Ontario. It is not only a soil improver, but a very rich 
food, ranking with linseed.”

487. Byington, Homer M. 1911. Decreased receipts of soya 
beans in England. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 14(260):654. Nov. 6.
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• Summary: “The annual statement of the Bristol docks 
committee expresses regret that the trade in soya beans from 
Manchuria that sprang up suddenly three years ago has had a 
distinct setback, there being a decrease of no less than 30,000 
tons in the imports at Bristol.
 “The oil extracted from these beans was exported in 
considerable quantities to various Continental ports direct 
and to the United States. To the latter country during the 
calendar year 1910 the value of the exports amounted to 
only $15,557. The oil cake manufactured from the residue 
after the oil had been extracted was exported principally to 
Denmark. The decreased imports from Manchuria are said to 
be due to the high price of the beans and to the fact that only 
the fi rst-grade beans are being exported, which has increased 
the price and checked the trade.” Address: Consul, Bristol.

488. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Soya bean crop moving: 
Prospects good for a large supply in Manchuria for western 
Europe. Nov. 7. p. 3.
• Summary: “North China’s soya bean crop, which last 
year was valued at $30,000,000, export prices, has begun to 
be delivered at railway stations and river points in various 
parts of Manchuria. South Manchuria is expected... to send 
a surplus to western Europe, where most of the crop comes 
into competition with fl axseed and cottonseed. The season’s 
prospects are very good. A portion of last year’s stock has 
still to be marketed. Earlier fears of the plague, which last 
year disturbed deliveries, had not materialized up to the 
end of October. Shipments are from two to three weeks 
earlier. The Dalney [Dalny] price on steamer for November-
December delivery is $41.15 a long ton, with the Hull 
[England] spot price at $43.75, making a freight of $2.50 
[per ton] from the Manchurian seaboard to the east coast of 
England.”

489. Baker, E. Carleton. 1911. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Antung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 14(271):872-80. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “[Soya] bean products–
Timber” states (p. 874): “As the local conditions at Antung, 
however, are quite peculiar, owing to the Yalu River being 
closed by ice for nearly fi ve months each year, it is diffi cult 
to describe the trade for one year without reference to the 
year which precedes or follows. This is especially true 
with regard to the bean market, for the beans which are 
produced in one year are generally not exported until the 
year following. The bean crop is harvested in the autumn, 
and the farmers customarily wait until the roads are frozen 
before hauling it to market. The river, however, freezes at 
the same time and the beans are consequently held at Antung 
until spring. Meanwhile they are mostly sent to the mill and 
converted into bean cake and bean oil, the former article 
fi guring chiefl y in the export trade, large quantities of the 

latter being consumed locally.”
 A table (p. 871) shows the chief articles exported from 
Manchuria through the Maritime Customs during 1909 and 
1910. These include bean cake, [soya] beans, and bean oil. 
All three items are measured in piculs; 1 picul = 133.33 
pounds avoirdupois. Address: Consul, Antung.

490. Fisher, Fred D. 1911. Manchurian trade and commerce: 
Mukden. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(271):865-72. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “The soya bean and its 
products” begins (p. 865): “As beans and bean products are 
the principal items of export from Manchuria, and one of 
the chief sources from which the majority of the Chinese 
agricultural population derives its ready cash, the production 
and the state of the market of these commodities are very 
important factors in the purchasing power of the people of 
this district. A comparison of the export of Manchurian soya 
beans and bean products for 1909 and 1910 through the three 
principal channels as follows:
 A table (p. 866) shows the exports (in tons) of [soya] 
beans, bean cake, and bean oil, in 1909 and 1910, through 
Vladivostok, Dairen (Dalny [the leader]), and Newchwang.
 A 2nd table (p. 871) shows the chief articles exported 
from Manchuria through the Maritime Customs during 1909 
and 1910. These include bean cake, [soya] beans, and bean 
oil. Address: Consul, Mukden.

491. Greene, Roger S. 1911. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Harbin. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 14(271):880-88. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The year 1910 was the fi rst for which there 
were available complete customs returns of the traffi c 
carried on over all the important trade routes connecting 
North Manchuria with the Russian Provinces upon which it 
borders”
 The fi ve customs stations in this region are Manchouli, 
Suifenho [Suifenhe], Harbin, Sansing, and Aigun. “Nearly 
four-fi fths of this trade passed through Suifenho and 
Manchouli,...”
 “Shipments of bean products and grain: Exports of 
beans through the fi ve customs stations of the Harbin 
consular district amounted to 268,333 tons in 1910, against 
230,118 tons in the preceding year. Adding the rail shipments 
to the south from Changchun gives a total of 411,930 tons, in 
contrast to an aggregate of 454,486 tons in 1909.
 “The exports of bean cake from the fi ve stations came to 
only 11,186 tons. In 1909 the amount was also small (12,434 
tons). Most of this product goes to Japan via Suifenho. 
Shipments of bean cake southward from Changchun 
aggregated only 6,990 tons.
 “The exports of bean oil from all the stations amounted 
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in round numbers to 11,127,000 pounds, as against 3,193,000 
pounds in 1909, the bulk of the business being with the 
Russian Amur ports.” Address: Consul, Harbin.

492. Kent, William P. 1911. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Newchwang. Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 14(271):888-93. Nov. 18.
• Summary: Table 2 (p. 891) shows that signifi cant 
“decreases occurred in the 1910 [soy] bean, [soy] bean-oil, 
and [soy] bean-cake shipments through the Newchwang 
customs. Beans were exported to Japan, Hongkong, and 
Samarang [Semarang, a port city on the north coast of the 
island of Java]; bean oil to Japan, the United Kingdom, 
Samarang, and Belgium; while Japan imported all the 
bean cake not consumed locally. All units for these three 
commodities are in piculs; A picul is equivalent to 133.33 
pounds.
 “The soya bean and its products... continue to grow 
in importance throughout Manchuria and to furnish the 
principal articles of commercial activity at Newchwang. 
When it is recalled how recently the soya bean and 
its extensive uses have come to the knowledge of the 
commercial world and how rapidly it has taken its place as 
an article of commerce, it must be regarded as a marvel of 
agricultural transformation, comparable alone in modern 
times to the discovery of Indian corn, tobacco, and the 
potato. The average price for 1910 of beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil, laid down at Newchwang, was: Beans, $4.90 per 
400 pounds; bean cake, $5.55 per 687 pounds; and bean oil, 
$5.75 per 133.33 pounds.
 “One of the by-products of the soya bean whose 
manufacture is increasing is soy sauce, a condiment much 
used in Japan and other parts of the East. The Japanese 
established a factory at Newchwang in 1903 for the 
manufacture of soy [sauce], starting with a small capital. 
It has been so successfully conducted that from the profi ts 
the plant is being englarged by an expenditure of $30,000. 
Some prominent Chinese capitalists from the south of China 
propose erecting two additional factories at Newchwang 
during the coming season.
 “The most important and profi table adjustment of the 
bean trade is bean milling, and during the 1909-10 season 
great progress was made in the substitution of modern 
machinery for the old type of press, in which a system 
of wooden wedges was used. Up to December, 1910, the 
number of bean mills in operation at Newchwang was 
as follows: Seven steam mills with an average capacity 
of 5,000,000 pieces of bean cake and 21,000,000 catties 
(catty=1.33 pounds) of oil per annum; 7 smaller ones with 
an average annual capacity of 1,800,000 pieces of cake and 
7,900,000 catties of oil; and 3 others with an average annual 
output of 300,000 pieces of cake and 1,300,000 catties of 
oil. One of steam mills employs hydraulic power on the 

mold presses; all the others utilize steam and oil engines 
simply to crush the beans preparatory to their being placed 
in the molds, which are worked by hand on a cog and screw 
system.
 “What is desired is a machine similar to a cottonseed 
press, meeting certain requirements peculiar to the bean. 
This suggestion implies a matter of great importance to the 
fi rst devisers of a machine meeting the approval of local 
bean-mill owners. To accomplish this end will require a 
personal investigation to acquire a close knowledge of the 
minor details of the industry. Descriptions and details are 
of no avail, owing to the probable omission of some item 
overlooked by an inexpert investigator.
 “Declared exports–shipping: Beans have not as yet been 
shipped direct from Newchwang to the United States. A 
small shipment of bean oil was sent on trial to a New York 
fi rm, and should this prove satisfactory larger returns may 
confi dently be expected.” Address: Consul, Newchwang.

493. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Early soya bean export: 
Revolution closed South China market–This year’s 
Manchurian crop far exceeds 1910. Nov. 20. p. 2.
• Summary: “Revolutionary conditions in South China have 
closed that portion of the market for soya beans and made 
available much larger quantities than usual for western 
markets.
 “Manchurian advices to Dornbusch state that the crop 
this year is far in excess of that of 1910 and that deliveries 
at the seaboard are much earlier than usual Charterings for 
November for new crop beans has not occurred before in 
three years.
 “Dalny will this year compete with Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok], at both of which ports accumulation has 
begun. The tonnage to western Europe will be large.”
 Note: The Qing (Manchu) dynasty in China was 
overthrown in 1912 and was replaced by the Republic (led 
by Sun Yat-sen of the Kuomintang, or National People’s 
Party), which lasted for 37 years until 1949. The overthrow 
began on 10 Oct. 1911 in what is widely called the “1911 
Revolution.”

494. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. Manchuria. 
Soya bean crop prospects in Northern Manchuria. 75:447-48. 
Nov. 30.
• Summary: “The opinion generally held by foreign 
exporting fi rms in Harbin is that the results of this season’s 
harvest will not fall short of those of 1910, this conclusion 
being based on the argument that the damage done by the 
summer fl oods, which were less extensive in Northern than 
in Southern Manchuria, was amply compensated by the 
increased area of land brought under bean cultivation during 
the season under review.
 “According to Chinese reports, the season’s harvest 
was only a 50 per cent. crop, a view which does not fi nd 
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favour amongst the foreign fi rms, who incline to the belief 
that the Chinese intentionally underestimate in the hope that 
high prices may be maintained. The estimate of the Russian 
Chamber of Commerce in Harbin of the quantity of beans 
available for export out of the 1910 crop was 24-28 million 
pouds (387,100–451,600 tons), and it is therefore of interest 
to record that, according to fi gures published by the Chinese 
Eastern Railway, the total quantity of beans exported to 
Europe from North Manchuria during the season 1910-11 
was 21,570,000 pouds (347,900 tons), the port of shipment 
for all cargo being Vladivostok.”

495. Christian Science Monitor. 1911. Soy bean exports 
large. Dec. 15. p. 16.
• Summary: “Boston, by tradition, is a large center of bean 
consumption... A region of the world where the bean is 
indigenous, and where it has been a staple commodity of 
diet for centuries, is Asia, conspicuously India, China, and 
Japan. Until a comparatively recent date native consumption 
has kept pace with production and there has not been much 
export trade. But with recent development of Manchuria 
the soy bean crop has come to have a bulk and value that 
is astounding, the demand from Europe and Japan steadily 
growing, so that the latest reports of shipments from Dairen 
(formerly Dalny) and Vladivostock [Vladivostok] indicate 
that the Manchurian farmers are now raising annually about 
1,800,000 tons of beans and beancake.”
 “Japanese capital and managers are profi ting by the 
sudden and yet substantial expansion of the Manchurian 
export trade through their wise administration of the port of 
Dairen and the trading enterprises which they carry on in the 
zone along the railway that they control. Japanese in Japan 
are also profi ting by the new and inexpensive form of food 
supply; there the soybean provides much for a people not 
over rich in foods and taxed at present to a point that only 
a people as loyal as the Japanese would bear long without 
complaint.”

496. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture. 1911. 
The soya bean. Its possibilities in commerce. 3(6):487-88. 
Dec. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In a recent communication to the Department, 
the High Commissioner in London conveys much interesting 
information of the soya-bean industry. This bean, which is 
taking a commanding position in the Old World [Europe] 
as a food for stock, has not yet been tested on a commercial 
scale in this part of the world; but added interest is being 
attached to it with the growing appreciation of the need of 
better feeding of our live-stock. The department is testing 
a number of varieties of soya bean received from the 
United States Department of Agriculture at the Tauranga 
Experimental Farm...”
 The report notes that from Dalny (in Manchuria) and 
Vladivostok (in Russia) large quantities of soya beans are 

shipped to the United Kingdom. Small consignments of 
the bean and oil are received from Japan. “’These beans 
contain from 17 to 18 per cent. of oil, which is pressed out 
by ordinary crushers or extracted by the solvent extraction 
process. Originally the oil was used for soap-making but now 
it is used not only for this purpose, but much more largely for 
replacing linseed-oil. It is also used for lubricating, burning, 
and for edible The residue, after the oil has been extracted, 
is now well recognized as being one of the best foodstuffs 
for cattle. It is exceedingly rich in albuminoids in a readily 
digestible form. The opinion is expressed that in time this 
residue will come to be used as human food.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2016) that uses the term “solvent extraction” in 
connection with the commercial crushing of soybeans to give 
oil and meal.
 “’The greater quantity of the soya-bean supply is 
shipped direct to this country, is crushed either in Hull or 
Liverpool, and large quantities of the oil are shipped to the 
[European] Continent. I am informed that bean-oil, without 
the aid of driers of some kind, will not dry hard...
 “’Experiments have been made in many countries 
to grow soya beans and apparently some of these 
experiments have been perfectly successful, as the Hull 
Oil-manufacturing Company have received samples grown 
within 200 miles of Calcutta, and the bean is now offered in 
small quantities from South Russia. Experiments are being 
made in Rhodesia, Canada, South America, and other places 
within the wheat and cotton belts.’” Address: New Zealand.

497. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Le commerce de 
soja [The soya trade]. 4(44):2547. Dec. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “A great uneasiness reigns within Russian 
commerce because of the establishment at Harbin (Kharbine) 
or a German trading house, Herman Kobtrir, whose goal 
is to create a soybean cartel (syndicat) in order to organize 
and regulate the exportation of this grain. This cartel will 
combine the Chinese soybean producers who, lacking the 
necessary capital, will be supported by German capital.”

498. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Soja et tourteaux 
de soja [Soya and soya cakes]. 4(44):2547. Dec. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: The huge exports of soya cake to Europe, which 
started in 1908, decreased during 1910. Exports decreased 
by 209,000 tonnes for the seeds and by 162,000 tonnes for 
the cakes. The exports were previously 650,324 tonnes for 
the seeds and 438,338 tonnes for the cakes. This drop is 
due to various causes: the relatively small harvest of 1909; 
the rise of the price in Manchuria and the in valley of the 
Yangtze; the growth in demand from southern China; and the 
diffi culties encountered by Manchurian soybean exporters.
 Note: This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Sept. 2003) with the term tourteaux de soja in the title, 
used to refer to soybean cakes.
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499. Hamm, Walter C. 1911. Oil trade in Hull [England]. 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(305):1621. Dec. 30.
• Summary: “The crop of linseed was small in 1910, and 
prices for linseed oil advanced from 50 to 80 per cent. This 
led to a smaller demand and less crushing.
 “The soya bean and its products [oil and cake] have not 
been in so much evidence this year as in 1910. Importations 
of the bean have fallen off largely, the arrivals during the 
11 months of 1911 having been 143,862 hundredweight, as 
compared with 236,263 hundredweight in 1910. Exports 
of soya-bean oil from Hull to the United States during 11 
months of 1911 aggregated only $28,582 in value, as against 
$139,571 in 1910. the reason given is that there is no profi t in 
shipping the oil, the price being so low in the United States 
as to make the business unremunerative.”
 There follows a long extract from a recent report of the 
British consul at Vladivostok about the very good soya-bean 
crop in north Manchuria. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

500. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1911. Wheat and corn good 
1911 crops: Protracted droughts early imperil growth, but 
heavy rains come to rescue. Dec. 31. p. L2.
• Summary: The section titled “Corn covers wide range,” 
states that the price ranged from 46½ cents to 68½ cents per 
bushel in 1910. “High cash prices [of corn] have checked 
domestic demand, and together with the high ocean freights 
have practically put the foreigners out of the market.
 “The complete failure of the Argentine crop and the 
partial failure of forage crops in western Europe failed to 
turn the foreign demand for corn in this country to the extent 
expected. The enormous quantities of cheap Manitoba 
wheats available has made up the defi ciencies in forage 
crops abroad to a great extent, and there have been heavy 
importations of soja beans from Manchuria [probably to 
Europe], which, with the economies practiced in feeding, 
have so far made foreigners independent of this country.”

501. Product Name:  Soy Bean Oil, and Proteina Soy Bean 
Oil Meal.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Pacifi c Oil Mills.
Manufacturer’s Address:  554 1st Ave. South, Seattle, 
Washington.
Date of Introduction:  1911.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
New Product–Documentation:  Seattle City Directories. 
1910-1913. Pacifi c Oil Mills, Herman Meyer, Sec-mgr, 554 
1st Ave. S. Also: Albers Bros. Milling Co., George Albers, 
Sec-Mngr [Secretary-Manager]. Foot of Massachusetts. Tel. 
Main 553.
 Carlyle and Iddings. 1912. Idaho Agric. Exp. Station, 
Bulletin No. 74. p. 6. Aug. “Hog raising for the Idaho 

farmer.” States that Proteina brand soy bean meal was used 
in a hog feeding experiment.
 Latham, F.P. 1916. “Soy beans as a cereal: Soy beans 
a great crop for southern farmer.” Progressive Farmer 
31(8):254-55. Feb. 19. “So far as I have been able to 
ascertain there is but one mill in the United States built for 
and operating exclusively on soy beans. The Pacifi c Oil 
mills, of Seattle, Washington, have build up a lucrative 
business in this line and only get foreign beans for crushing, 
its output of both oil and meal meeting a ready demand in the 
West.”
 Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. “The fi rst 
extensive work in the United States with the soybean as an 
oil seed was entered upon about 1910 by an oil mill on the 
Pacifi c Coast. The beans containing from 15 per cent. to 19 
per cent. oil were imported from Manchuria...” (p. 19).
 Dies, Edward J. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the Soil. 
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. See p. 14. “The 
fi rst soybeans processed in this country were imported from 
Manchuria in 1911 and sold to Herman Meyer who had a 
small crushing plant in Seattle, later called the Pacifi c Oil 
Mills. From the raw material he produced the two chief 
products–soybean oil meal for livestock feed and soybean 
oil, selling the latter locally for industrial use. The meal was 
advertised and sold as ‘Proteina,’ a high-protein feed. The 
venture did not last for any considerable period; a few years 
later Meyer passed away.
 Markley, Klare S.; Goss, Warren H. 1944. Soybean 
Chemistry and Technology. Brooklyn, New York: Chemical 
Publishing Co., Inc. “The fi rst soybean crushing in the 
United States, for which records are available (Footnote: 
L.W. Eilertsen, personal communication) however, appears 
to have been on Manchurian beans in about 1911. The 
soybeans were imported by the Albers Brothers Milling 
Company and sold to a Mr. Herman Meyer who operated a 
small hydraulic press oil mill in Seattle, Washington. The 
establishment was later known as Pacifi c Oil Mills, but 
it is no longer in existence. The meal, produced in these 
operations, was sold as a feed ingredient under the name of 
‘Proteina.’ It was found, however, that the oil and meal could 
be imported more cheaply than they could be domestically 
produced from imported raw materials, and the crushing 
operations were, therefore, discontinued after the initial 
shipment of beans had been processed” (p. 137-38). Note 
1. The crude oil was sold locally for use in making soap 
and paint, and the meal, brand-named Proteina, was sold to 
farmers as a high-protein livestock fodder.
 Note 2. This is the earliest record seen (Sept. 2016) for a 
new soybean crusher in the United States.

502. Boname, P. 1911. Soja [Soybeans]. Ile Maurice 
(Mauritius), Station Agronomique, Rapport Annuel For the 
year 1910. p. 67-71. Also titled Bulletin No. 25. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Summarizes the world soybean situation and 
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soybean uses, then states: “We believe that this crop culture 
has been tried this year in various small plots on Maurice. 
We have distributed seed from various sources but we do not 
have precise information on the results obtained.” The need 
for nitrogen fi xing bacteria is discussed.
 Note: Moutia (1975, p. 218) states that in this report 
“Boname called soybean a fashionable plant, referring to 
the huge quantities being imported into Europe and to the 
yields of 4 to 10 hectoliters of seed per acre being obtained 
in the United States. ‘It is really a crop to try,’ he wrote, 
‘being better than cowpeas in that fl owering is uniform and 
pods come to maturity all at the same time.’ The 1910 trials 
at Reduit had given better results than those obtained in the 
past. When sown between December and March, soybean 
matured in 2½ to 3 months, yielding 7 to 8 hectoliters of 
well-formed seed per arpent of full stand, or 6,000 to 7,000 
kg of green fodder. In addition to hares, the other pests were 
birds, snails, and the bean fl y Agromyza.
 “Soybean was planted on a small scale in Mauritius in 
1910 and the not very encouraging results were thought to 
be perhaps due to the absence of the special bacteria–the 
particular Rhizobium strain–which the newly introduced 
legume required.” Address: Directeur, Station Agronomique, 
Mauritius.

503. Hooper, David. 1911. Soy bean in India: Glycine 
hispida. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. 
(Vegetable Product Series No. 114). Also reprinted in 
Tropical Agriculturalist, 1912. 38:11-15, 99-103.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental cultivation 
in India. Vernacular names of the soybean. Method of 
cultivation: Green manure, harvesting. Races and varieties. 
Races in India: Yellow [grown in Poona Experimental 
Farm, Burma, Darjeeling, Dehra Dun, Simla, Punjab], green 
[Poona], black [Poona, Kashmir to Darjeeling, Simla], brown 
[Kashmir, Kalimpong to Darjeeling], mottled [Shillong, 
Assam]. Composition of the seed: From Church, from König, 
from Dr. J.W. Leather (1903), tables showing analyses made 
in India of Indian-grown Soy beans from various provinces 
(Burma, Hill Tracts, United Provinces [black seeds], and 
Poona). Soy bean oil. Soy bean oil-cake. Composition of hay. 
Use as food: Soy-bean milk, bean cheese (topo, sic tofu, or 
“Soy-bean cheese”), shoyu (“Under the name of ‘Soy sauce’ 
and other fanciful names it has formed the basis of most of 
the important sauces of Europe for many years.”), roasted 
soy beans as a coffee substitute, soy beans in diabetic diets. 
Trade (exports of Soy bean from Manchuria to England). 
Price.
 “The plant was introduced into the United States of 
America in 1854 and was grown to a small extent in the 
Southern States, but from the year 1885 its cultivation as a 
forage crop has gained in importance in all the agricultural 
centres. Within the last two or three years a great deal 
of interest has been taken in the cultivation of Soy, and 

experiments are in progress in Government Farms in Cape 
Colony, Natal [South Africa], East Africa, Gambia, Mauritius 
and Australia.
 Contains a good early history of the soybean in India: 
“It is diffi cult to ascertain the date of the introduction of Soy 
beans into India. There is no doubt that certain hill tribes, 
mostly of Mongolian origin, have cultivated the bean for 
a long time. At the Punjab Exhibition held at Lahore [later 
divided between India and Pakistan] in 1864 Soy beans 
identifi ed by Dr. Cleghorn, were sent from the Hill States. 
This is the fi rst record of the beans being exhibited in this 
country, and shows that the cultivation was on a insignifi cant 
scale.
 “Experiments in India. In 1882 Messrs. Jardine, 
Matheson & Co. of Hong-Kong sent a sample of Soy beans 
for experimental cultivation in the Saidapet Experimental 
Farm, Madras. The plants raised from these seeds were 
healthy but the yield of the crop was small.
 “In 1897 Surgeon-Colonel W.G. King, Sanitary 
Commissioner, Madras, strongly advocated the cultivation 
of Soy bean as a valuable food worthy of the attention of 
the people. In two experiments carried on at Saidapet during 
1897-98, the yield of seed per acre was 468 to 495 lbs., 
respectively. Recent enquiries in Madras resulted in the 
opinion that the cultivation in the Presidency is still in an 
experimental stage.
 “In 1882 some Japanese Soy beans were sent by the 
Government of India for trial to Saharanpur. In 1885 very 
good results were obtained, the black seeded variety giving 
a yield of 1,124 lbs. per acre, and the white seeded variety 
giving a yield of 561 lbs. per acre. In 1886 the acclimatised 
seed was widely distributed; in some cases the crop failed 
and in others it was fairly successful, but as a rule where 
seed was harvested it was said that the pulse was not popular 
in any form. The Botanical Gardens grew the crop for a few 
years longer but as there was no demand for the seeds the 
cultivation was abandoned. An interest in Soy bean, however, 
seems to have revived for the Agricultural Department has 
this year sent to the Reporter on Economic Products samples 
of the black variety of Soy beans from forty villages of the 
United Provinces.
 “At the Experimental Farm at Nagpur, Central 
Provinces, the bean was grown experimentally from 
Japanese seed fi rst planted in 1885. The yield at the end of 
the fi rst year was at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre, but taking 
the average of fi ve years the result was 88 lbs. per acre. In 
the Report for 1908-09 it is stated that Soy beans were grown 
on a small area under fi eld conditions and the yield was 
fair, but there was little local demand for the seed. It was, 
however, ground and formed an excellent addition to the diet 
of the farm cattle. Last year only 43 lbs. were obtained on 
light soil on the Nagpur Farm, the crop being practically a 
complete failure; on heavier soil 380 lbs. of seed were raised.
 “Soy beans have been grown at Poona for nine or ten 
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years with varying results, and they have also been tried at 
Nadiad in Gujrat [Gujarat] and elsewhere in the Bombay 
Presidency. In the Experimental Farm Report for 1901 a 
large yield was chronicled, but next year the crops at Poona 
and Surat failed. In 1904 a yield of 300 lbs. per acre was 
obtained in light land. One year later nineteen plots were 
under trial but with unpromising results, for only fi ve yielded 
seed enough to repay the cost of cultivation. The yield varied 
from 50 to 293 lbs. per acre, and it was found that only 
when the yield exceeded 200 lbs. was the crop profi table. In 
1905-06 the Manjri Farm, Poona, grew nineteen plots with 
better results, probably due to better soil. The yield of some 
of the plots was on an average of 680 lbs. per acre–a highly 
remunerative return. A year later it was reported by Mr. 
Fletcher, Deputy Director of Agriculture, that an experiment 
made on the edge of black cotton soil gave a yield of 1,166 
lbs. per acre, while adjacent plots gave from 395 to 650 lbs. 
per acre.
 “In the Agri.-Horticultural Gardens at Lahore Soy bean 
planted on a small area in 1894 yielded an estimated crop of 
349 lbs. of seed per acre and 349 lbs. of fodder. Evidently it 
varies greatly in suitability to different soils and climates and 
does not seem to be adapted to the sea level plains of India.
 “Gollan observed that the Japanese plant is erect, 
attaining a height of 12 to 15 inches, while the Himalayan 
form is a trailing plant. So far this vigorous growing plant 
does not appear in India to have been attacked by any insect 
or parasitic fungus.
 “With regard to Burma, Mr. Burkill remarks: ‘The 
Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-nga-pi and Pe-
kyat-pyin, sowing it never in great quantities along with 
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave 
them bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the 
rivers. The Kachins and other hill tribes grow a little of it on 
their hill clearings, the Kachins call it Lasi. The Khasis, the 
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper 
Assam cultivate it similarly... In the Brahmaputra Valley it is 
grown as far as known only towards Barpeta in the Kamrup 
District.’
 “Soy beans are called ‘Bhut’ in the Punjab, ‘Bhat’, 
‘Bhatwas’ or ‘Bhatmas’ in the United Provinces and in the 
hills as far as Darjeeling, and ‘Rymbai ktung’ in Shillong 
and the Khasi Hills. Mr. B.C. Basu gives the Assamese name 
for Glycine as ‘Patani jokra’ and the corresponding Bengali 
name as ‘Chhai.’ In the Naga Hills it is called ‘Tsudza’ or 
‘Sudza.’ It is grown by the Lepchas in Sikkim and is called 
by them ‘Salyang’ or ‘Silliangdun.’ ‘Pe-nga-pi’ is the usual 
name for Soy bean in Burma, but it has been received under 
the name of ‘Lasi shapre tum’ from Bhamo, and as ‘Lasi 
N’Loi’ and ‘Lasi N’Hti’ from Myitkyina. The Santali name 
appears to be ‘Disom Horee.’”
 “Dr. J.W. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven 
samples of Soy bean from Japanese seeds cultivated at 
Manjri, near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from 

14.92 to 23.05 per cent. being on the dry weight 15.97 to 
24.41 per cent. with an average of 19.99. In 1902 Dr. Leather 
examined fi ve samples grown on the Dumraon Farm. They 
yielded from 14.27 to 19.72 per cent of oil on the air-dried 
seeds.
 “Fourteen samples of the seeds grown from Japanese 
seeds at the Manjri Experimental Farm were again analysed 
last year by a leading European fi rm. The percentage of 
moisture varied from 9.90 to 12.06, and the percentage of oil 
from 16.80 to 22.48...
 “The following analyses of Indian-grown Soy beans 
were made in the laboratory of the Indian Museum in 1909 
and 1910.” Gives names and composition (oil [as is and on 
a dry basis], water, and ash) for 17 varieties from Burma, 21 
from the Hill Tracts, 11 from the United Provinces [black 
seeds], and 15 varieties from Poona. “An attempt in 1903 
to extract oil from these beans with the country ghani or 
indigenous oil-mill was a failure in Bombay.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to 
refer to tofu.

504. King, F.H. (Franklin Hiram). 1911. Farmers of forty 
centuries, or permanent agriculture in China, Korea and 
Japan. Madison, Wisconsin: Mrs. F.H. King. ix + 441 p. 
Preface by Dr. L.H. Bailey. Portrait. Illust. Index. 20 cm. 
Reprinted in 1927 by Harcourt & Brace (NY, 379 p.). 
Facsimile reprint by Rodale Press, 1972.
• Summary: A superb, classic work which Wendell Berry 
called “one of the richest sources of information about 
peasant agriculture... one of the pioneer books of organic 
farming.” Dr. Franklin Hiram King (lived 1848-1911; his 
portrait photo faces the title page) was former chief of 
USDA’s Division of Soil Management. This is his journal, 
fi lled with many fi ne photos, of a voyage in the early 
1900s through coastal China, Korea, and Japan. King was 
impressed by the productivity and effi ciency of Chinese 
agriculture, and the strength and hardiness of the people.
 Page 10: “It was not until 1888, and then after a 
prolonged war of more than thirty years, generaled by the 
best scientists of all Europe, that it was fi nally conceded 
as demonstrated that leguminous plants acting as hosts for 
lower organisms living on their roots are largely responsible 
for the maintenance of soil nitrogen, drawing it directly from 
the air to which it is returned through the processes of decay. 
But centuries of practice had taught the Far East farmers that 
the culture and use of these crops are essential to enduring 
fertility, and so in each of the three countries the growing 
of legumes in rotation with other crops very extensively for 
the express purpose of fertilizing the soil is one of their old, 
fi xed practices.”
 In Japan: “How the fi elds are crowded with crops and all 
the land is made to do full duty... even the narrow dividing 
ridges but a foot wide, which retain the water on the rice 
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paddies, are bearing a heavy crop of soy beans” (p. 31, photo 
p. 33).
 In China, in printing blue on white cotton calico cloth, 
a thick paste of lime and freshly-ground soy bean fl our was 
used. A stencil was placed on top of the cloth. “The paste 
was then deftly spread with a paddle over the surface and 
thus upon the cloth beneath wherever exposed through the 
openings in the stencil... The paste is permitted to dry upon 
the cloth and then the bolt has been dipped into the blue 
dye the portions protected by the paste remain white. In 
this simple manner the printing of calico has been done for 
centuries” (p. 122-23). A photo (p. 123) shows a stone mill, 
pulled by a blindfolded donkey, “in common use for grinding 
beans and various kinds of grain.”
 “Sprouted beans and peas of many kinds and the sprouts 
of other vegetables, such as onions, are very generally seen 
in the markets of both China and Japan, at least during the 
late winter and early spring,...” (p. 134).
 In a section titled “Economy of Vegetable Diet” (p. 134-
35) the author notes that these people “are vegetarians to a 
far higher degree than are most western nations, and the high 
maintenance effi ciency of the agriculture of China, Korea, 
and Japan is in great measure rendered possible by the 
adoption of a diet so largely vegetarian.” From every 100 lb 
of dry substance (feed) eaten by various kinds of livestock, 
only 4 pounds of fl esh is returned for human food from 
cattle, only 5 lb from sheep and 11 lb from swine. “In view 
of these relations, only recently established as scientifi c facts 
by rigid research, it is remarkable that these very ancient 
people came long ago to discard cattle as milk and meat 
producers; to use sheep more for their pelts and wool than for 
food; while swine are the one kind of the three classes which 
they did retain in the role of middleman as transformers of 
coarse substances into human food.”
 Pages 145-48 describe how cotton seed is crushed and 
pressed to make cotton seed oil and cotton seed cake–one 
of the most common family industries in China. Page 226 
notes that small farmers in Shantung province grow wheat, 
barley, large and small millet, sweet potatoes and soy beans 
or peanuts. Shelled peanuts are sold in gunny sacks. Pages 
256-57 give a similar description for soy beans and peanuts 
used to make oil and cakes in Shantung, China, with a photo 
(p. 256) of the large stone mill. The “bean and peanut cakes,” 
also used for fertilizer in Japan and China, are about 18 
inches in diameter and 3-4 inches thick.
 The section titled “Rotation of Crops” (p. 309) states 
of Nara, Japan: “To secure green manure for fertilizing, soy 
beans are planted each year in the space between the rows 
of barley, the barley being planted in November. One week 
after the barley is harvested the soy beans, which produce a 
yield of 160 kan per tan, or 5,290 pounds per acre, are turned 
under and fi tted for rice.”
 The chapter titled “Manchuria and Korea” notes of 
Lwanchow [Heibei], Manchuria (p. 348-49): “The planting 

here, as elsewhere, is in rows but not of one kind of grain. 
Most frequently two rows of maize, kaoliang or millet 
alternated with the soy beans and usually not more than 28 
inches apart, sharp high ridge cultivation being the general 
practice.” A photo (p. 348) shows carts pulled by donkeys 
or horses piled high with sacks of soy beans at Lwanchow, 
Chihli, China, ready for export.
 Note: As of 2020, Lwanchow is in Hebei province, in 
northeastern China.
 When King’s train reached Sinminfu [Xinmin in 
Liaoning province on the Mukden-Tientsin railroad] he 
saw “the fi rst extensive massing of the huge bean cakes 
for export, together with enormous quantities of soy beans 
in sacks piled along the railway and in the freight yards or 
loaded on cars made up of trains ready to move.” They soon 
arrived at “another station where the freight yards and all of 
the space along the tracks were piled high with bean cakes 
and yet the fi elds about were refl ecting the impoverished 
condition of the soil through the yellow crops and their 
uneven growth on the fi elds.
 “Since the Japanese-Russian war [1904-05], the 
shipments of soy beans and of bean cake from Manchuria 
have increased enormously. Up to this time there had been 
exports to the southern provinces of China where the bean 
cakes were used as fertilizers for the rice fi elds, but the new 
extensive markets have so raised the price that in several 
instances we were informed they could not then afford to use 
bean cake as fertilizer” (p. 357).
 Page 368: King is discussing country life in Korea as 
seen from the window of his train: “The valley beyond was 
occupied by fi elds of wheat where beans [probably soy] were 
planted between the rows. Thus far none of the fi elds had 
been as thoroughly tilled and well cared for as those seen in 
China, nor were the crops as good.”
 In Japan (p. 378-79): “Where bean cake is used as a 
fertilizer, the applications may be at the rate of 496 pounds 
per acre, carrying 33.7 pounds of nitrogen, nearly 5 pounds 
of phosphorus and 7.4 pounds of potassium.” A table shows 
that typical fertilization for each crop of paddy rice, in 
pounds per acre, is: Manure compost 5,291. Green manure 
from soy beans 3,306. Soy bean cake 397. Superphosphate 
198. The soy bean cake provides the most nitrogen (27.8 lb/
acre). A photo (p. 420) shows peanuts being grown in the 
Tokyo plain (Chiba prefecture, July 17). “Peanuts, sweet 
potatoes and millet were the main dry land crops then on 
the ground, with paddy rice in the fl ooded basins” (p. 422). 
Address: Former Prof. of Agricultural Physics, Univ. of 
Wisconsin, and Chief of the Div. of Soil Management, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

505. Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización 
e Industria. 1911. La soya: Traduccion de varias 
publicaciones extranjeras sobre la explotación de esta 
planta [Soya: Translations of various foreign publications 
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on the development and cultivation of this plant]. Mexico: 
Secretaria de Fomento. 57 p. [3 ref. Spa]
• Summary: The Ministerio de Fomento is the Ministry 
of Public Works. The fi rst three-fourths of this publication 
contains Spanish-language translations of the following 
three articles: (1) “The soybean: A valuable fodder plant” by 
H.J. Choles (p. 3-26). Contents: Introduction. Botany and 
history of the soybean (de la Soya). Varieties. Cultivation: 
Conditions of growth, methods of culture. Harvesting: When 
to harvest, curing, harvesting for seed, yield of forage, yield 
of seed. Chemical composition. Digestibility. Value and uses 
of the crop: For green forage, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, 
as a pasture plant, as manure, value of the soybean as human 
food.
 (2) “Utilization of soybeans” by E.S. Edic [sic, Edie] 
from Estación Agrícola Central–San Jacinto. Jan. 1911 (p. 
26-36). Contents: Introduction. Uses of the soyabean: As 
a forage plant, hay, ensilage, soy oil (El aceite de soya), 
soymilk (leche de soya), a type of cheese (una especie de 
queso) [tofu], soy fl our (harina de soya), use of soybean oil 
for margarine (margarina), for soap, illumination, paints and 
other industrial products, soy bean meal used as a fertilizer 
on Chinese sugar plantations, soybeans as a legume for 
enriching the soil with nitrogen.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term El residuo de la soya to 
refer to soy bean cake or meal.
 The cultivation of soybeans. Varieties of soybeans (6 
varieties based on seed color and shape). A table (p. 33) gives 
a nutritional analysis, conducted by Mr. S.H. Collins, of a 
yellow variety from China. It contains: Moisture 10.23%. 
Oil 13.62%. Proteins (albuminoides) 37.54%. Carbohydrates 
27.27%. Fiber 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term una especie de queso to 
refer to tofu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions soy fl our, which it calls 
harina de soya.
 (3) “Importance of the Soybean: Products which can be 
obtained from the soybean. Its marvelous value as food.” 
reprinted from Milling magazine, Aug. 1909 (p. 36-42).
 The last one fourth of this publication (p. 42-57) 
discusses the following: The soybean (possibilities for 
importation to Mexico). The new world trade in soybeans. 
Soybean production in the British empire (Sir Alfred Jones, 
soya in Africa, trials in British Columbia). Consumers of 
soybeans (Countries that import the seeds, especially for 
their oil to make margarine, soap, and paints; Canadian 
research commission). As a food. Dark bread. Wheat 
gluten. The latest news about soya: Products that can be 
obtained (oil and meal), vegetable casein (caseina vegetal), 
experiments making bread with soy fl our, opportunity for the 
manufacture of biscuits or crackers (galletas). Summary.

 Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soy oil, which it calls El 
aceite de soya.
 Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leche de soya to refer 
to soymilk. As of Oct. 2013 leche de soya is the modern 
Spanish term for soymilk.
 Note 6. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word albumiunodes to refer to 
soy protein.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen that uses the term margarina to refer to margarine. 
Address: Mexico.

506. Porter, Robert P. 1911. The full recognition of Japan: 
Being a detailed account of the economic progress of the 
Japanese empire to 1911. London, New York, Toronto & 
Melbourne: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press. x + 789 
p. See p. 745-57. Maps. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 47, titled “The Soya Bean,” begins: 
“The history of the growth of the bean trade in Manchuria 
is as captivating as the story of the rise of Jack’s famous 
beanstalk of our nursery days. It reads more like a fairy 
tale than a page from the Board of Trade Returns. Only 
after one has travelled through the region where the Soy 
Bean reigns supreme, and has seen the wharves and the 
warehouses, the stations and the platforms, laden with bags 
of Beans, and noted the thousands of queer-looking stacks 
with pagoda-like roofs with which the country is dotted, and 
which serve as temporary storehouses for the produce while 
awaiting shipment, does one realise that it is not a fable, but 
a veritable fact in the history of international commerce... 
And the manifold uses, agricultural and industrial, as well 
as dietary, to which the bean can be put, invest this generous 
vegetable with increasing importance, and the future of the 
Bean crop with romantic mystery.”
 Maps show: (1) The journey round the world. 
(2) Chosen (Korea). (3) Taiwan (Formosa). (4) The 
Siberian railways. (5) The Japanese empire. Japan and 
Hokkaido. Inset map of Karafuta (Japanese Saghalien). (6) 
Administrative divisions and chief railways of Japan. (7) 
The industries of Japan. Address: 108 Banbury Rd., Oxford, 
England.

507. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Cedara memoirs on South African 
Agriculture. Vol. II. Containing reports on feeding 
crops and livestock experiments in South Africa. Natal/
Pietermartizburg, South Africa. 371 p. See p. 131, 177, 183-
218. Report X. The Legumes as Grain and Oil Crops: Soya 
Beans. [15 ref]
• Summary: A superb, early overview of soybeans and their 
uses in South Africa and England. Contents: An agricultural 
romance. Early experiments with the soya bean [in Europe 
and South Africa]. Export trade from Manchuria. The 
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course of prices. Consumption in Great Britain. Botanical 
character. The commercial aspect. History of the oil market 
during 1910. The adaptability of the bean. Germination 
of seed. Climatic requirements. Classifi cation of varieties. 
Variety tests at Cedara: Black seeded (Buckshot and Nuttall 
tested in 1906), brown seeded, green seeded (Samarow and 
Guelph), yellow seeded (Mammoth and Hollybrook, planted 
Nov. 1908). The cultivation of the crop. Times of planting. 
Distances of planting. Manure experiments at Cedara. 
Nodule formation and composition of the plant. Harvesting 
soya beans. Storage of seed. Comparative yields of grain. 
Soya bean oil. Uses of the oil [for cooking, paint, soap, etc.]. 
Soya beans as human food (incl. natto, tofu, miso, yuba, 
shoyu {p. 209-11}). Digestion experiments [on humans in 
Japan]. Milling experiments. Soya beans as stock food and 
fertiliser. Live-stock experiments. Soya cake as fertiliser. 
Soya bean as green forage.
 Concerning industrial utilization: The Vice-Consul-
General at Yokohama writes that “the annual value of 
fertilisers employed in this country (Japan) amounts on an 
average to about £8,000,000 represented in equal proportions 
by artifi cial fertilisers and soya bean cake.” The year 1908 
was exceptional, however, in that the value of the bean cake 
was 3.5 times that of the artifi cial fertilizers (p. 184).
 During 1910 the linseed oil reached its highest price in 
50 years (p. 190). Soya oil, now produced in large amounts 
in Manchuria after the Russo-Japanese war took its place. It 
was used in making paints, candles, and soaps.
 Concerning germination (p. 191): At Cedara: “The 
fi rst crop was planted in 1903, and a maximum yield of 
920 lb. of grain obtained per acre. In the following season, 
characterized by unfavourable weather conditions, the 
heaviest yield on a new series of plots was 780 lb. per acre. A 
third season’s trial on the same ground, however, witnessed 
a marked increase with local seed, the heaviest crop totalling 
1,252 lb. of grain.”
 Concerning soybean cultivation in British colonies 
in Africa (p. 192): “Early last summer the late Sir Alfred 
Jones shipped to West Africa soya beans for experimental 
purposes, and it was subsequently reported by Mr. A.G. 
Turner, who was entrusted with a special mission to 
encourage this culture on the west coast, that the soya bean 
could be successfully cultivated throughout the Gambia, 
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony, but that 
the yield to the fi rst experiment had only been from six to 
eight bushels per acre, there having been a considerable loss 
owing to faulty germination. Later results, however, were 
phenomenally successful.”
 Concerning soybean trials in South Africa (p. 192-93): 
“During the past year favourable results have been received 
from Umzinto [from Messrs. Archibald and Co., 52 miles 
south of Durban; elevation 300 feet], Nel’s Rust Estate [64 
miles north of Durban; elevation 2,710 feet], Nottingham 
Road [elevation 4,807 feet], and Naval Hill [Mr. J.R.T. 

Clouston of Garrow planted a few acres in 1908], Colenso 
[elevation 3,200 feet], and Cedara [82 miles by rail from 
Durban; elevation 3,540 feet; a number of varieties were 
tested in 1906] in Natal; and from Barberton and Pretoria in 
the Transvaal.”
 Concerning comparative yields (p. 203): “As a grain 
producer, the soya bean compares very favourably with other 
leguminous crops, such as fi eld beans, peas, etc. At Cedara 
no other legume has produced, with chemical manures only, 
so heavy a yield of seed; and no other legume, except the 
lupine, has showed itself so much to be depended upon as a 
grain producer.” “Land that will produce 10 muids of maize 
per acre should yield at least six muids of beans after the 
second year’s cultivation,...”
 Concerning uses of the oil (p. 209): “Soya bean oil 
has been found eminently suitable for the soap-makers’ 
purpose on account of its low content of free fatty acids and 
of unsaponifi able matter or impurities. In the latter respect 
it has been shown superior to any of the other oils or fats 
of commerce, whether of vegetable or animal origin. The 
glycerine, which is secured as a by-product of soap and 
candle manufacture, is subsequently distilled for explosives, 
such as dynamite, blasting gelatine, cordite, etc., and for 
various purposes in the arts, for fi lling gas-metres, for the 
manufacture of inks, printers’ rollers, etc. The residue from 
the distillation of glycerine is used in the manufacture of 
boot blacking.”
 Concerning human digestion experiments (p. 212): “The 
general opinion of Japanese investigators, and others familiar 
with Oriental dietetics, is that the protein in articles of food 
prepared from soya beans is in a very available form, and 
that these preparations are most valuable foods.”
 Five photos show various men standing in a crop of soya 
beans and in some of the variety plots at Cedara (1909-11). 
An illustration (line drawing) shows a curing frame for soya 
beans.
 Tables show: (1) Yields in lb. per acre of soya beans 
sown at different times, during 3 years (19-3-04 to 1905-
06). For each year is given: Date of sowing, date of harvest, 
yield of grain and straw, and manures used (superphosphate, 
gypsum, and potash). The variety tested was Henderson’s 
Early Green (Guelph) (p. 198). (2) Results of manure 
experiments with soya bean (Early Green) in lb. per acre. 
Sown 4 Nov. 1904. Harvested 13 March 1905. Increasing 
yields “may be attributed to the association of nitro-bacteria, 
the benefi ts of constant cultivation, and the accumulation of 
humus and residues of fertilizers” (p. 200). (3) Feeding value 
of soya bean cakes for manure, based on experiments by 
Messrs. Lever Bros., Port Sunlight, Liverpool (p. 215).
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) 
that mentions the use of a soy oil or a soy oil derivative 
(glycerine) in making printing inks.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2004) 
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles (one of two 
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documents).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) 
concerning the use of soy oil (or the glycerine derived from 
it) to make explosives.
 Note 4. The next section of this report (p. 218+) is about 
ground nuts (Arachis hypogoea). Address: Director, Div. of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Natal; Principal, Cedara School 
of Agriculture; Formerly Asst. Secretary of Agriculture, 
Southern Rhodesia.

508. Wicherley, William. 1911. The whole art of rubber-
growing. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.; or 
London: The West Strand Publishing Co., Ltd. 154 p. See p. 
146-51.
• Summary: In Chapter 16, titled “The soya bean” (p. 146-
51), the author is encouraging the cultivation of soya beans 
in Ceylon. “Early last year the authorities in the Malay States 
embarked upon a scheme of raising soya on a large scale, but 
the latest reports point to an all-round failure, fi rst as to yield, 
and again as to the possible profi table exploitation of the 
plant. The same thing happened two years ago in Java, and 
also in the Philippines, where great things were prophesied 
for the soya by the already optimistic and enthusiastic 
American colonists. In each case–and generally the same 
may be said in every instance where, given the proper soil 
and climate, the soya bean fails to yield profi tably–the fault 
was wholly due to a want of practical knowledge of its 
cultivation.”
 “Now, it is extremely doubtful whether there are 
more than half-a-dozen Europeans who have a practical 
acquaintance with the successful growing of the soya bean, 
since the Chinese, always jealous of the secrets of a craft 
in which they have no rivals throughout the universe, have 
carefully avoided every attempt by outsiders to become 
acquainted with the system under which they produce 
the bean in such enormous quantities, and in so perfect a 
condition for export to Europe and elsewhere.”
 “I present the secret, therefore, to the reader of these 
pages with the greatest confi dence and pleasure.” He then 
explains that the key is proper inoculation of the soil. To 
accomplish this, soybeans are planted in any light, sandy 
friable soil without inoculation, broadcasting 4-5 bu/acre of 
seed. Six weeks after the plants have emerged and begun 
to branch, the crop is plowed under. The ground is again 
leveled, and the crop proper at once drilled in, the rows being 
6 inches apart with 4 inches between plants in each row. 
“Under this system the soil is thoroughly and effectively 
inoculated, and the crop, other things being equal, will 
mature in 8 or 9 weeks from the time of sowing.”
 “During the past year eminent millers both in England 
and on the Continent turned their attention to this residue 
material [defatted soy fl our, produced at Hull {England} and 
Antwerp {Belgium}], and have discovered in it properties, 
hitherto unsuspected, of immense value to the milling 

industry. In short, they fi nd that soya fl our ranks nearly 
highest in the scale of high-class products of this nature, and 
Messrs. Ranks, Ltd., among others, are now putting on the 
market a soya fl our of great nutritious value as human food. 
A most delicious biscuit is also being manufactured from the 
fl our by Messrs. Carr, of Carlisle. There seems, in fact, no 
end to the commercial possibilities of this truly wonderful 
legume.”
 Note: The Malay States were the native states of the 
Malay Peninsula, especially those formerly under British 
protection, located in the central and north part of the 
peninsula. These semi-independent states were inhabited by 
Malays and governed by Malay rulers. Address: F.R.H.S.

509. Farben-Zeitung. 1912. Vermischtes: Aussichten 
der Sojabohnenernte in der noerdlichen Mandschurei 
[Miscellaneous: Prospects for the soybean harvest in 
northern Manchuria]. 17(14):759. Jan. 6. [Ger]
• Summary: In the view of the foreign export houses, the 
harvest will not be smaller than in the last season. That is 
contradicted by the Chinese reports in which the discussion 
is of a harvest of only fi fty percent. But this estimate was 
allegedly only with the intent of maintaining the current 
high prices. According to the estimate by the Russian 
Chamber of Commerce (russische Handelskammer) in 
Harbin, the soybean exports (Sojabohnenausfuhr) in 1910 
amounted to 24,000,000 to 28,000,000 puds [an old Russian 
unit of weight equal to 16.38 kg] (so 387,100 to 451,600 
metric tons). The Chinese Eastern Railway Company 
(chinesische Ostbahn-Gesellschaft) states that in the 1910-
1911 season, 21,5700,000 puds (347,900 metric tons) of 
soybeans (Sojabohnen) were exported via the export port 
of Vladivostok. The prices were high at the opening of the 
season. For the time being, there are also no prospects for 
them to go down.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.

510. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Soya-bean situation in 
China. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(11):231. Jan. 13. Written Nov. 24.
• Summary: “Owing to the unsettled conditions in China 
considerable apprehension is felt among the soya-bean 
exporting merchants of north Manchuria, as it is feared that 
any disturbance here will result in the loss of advances made 
to the Chinese merchants for the future delivery of beans, or 
make it diffi cult to secure cars for the exportation of beans.
 “The total area planted in beans the past season was 
considerably in excess of that of the previous year, but fl oods 
destroyed much of the crop and the amount available for 
exportation will exceed only slightly the exports for the 1910 
season, which amounted to about 360,000 tons.” Address: 
Consul, Harbin.
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511. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Soya bean industry in 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(11):231. Jan. 13.
• Summary: Nov. 24: “Owing to the unsettled conditions 
in China, considerable apprehension is felt among the soya 
bean exporting merchants of North Manchuria, as it is feared 
that any disturbance here will result in the loss of advances 
made to the Chinese merchants for the future delivery of 
beans, or make it diffi cult to secure cars for the exportation 
of beans.
 “The total area planted in beans the past season was 
considerably in excess of that of the previous year, but fl oods 
destroyed much of the crop and the amount available for 
importation will exceed only slightly the exports for the 
1910-1911 season, which amounted to about 360,000 tons. 
An estimate of 400,000 tons for the 1911-1912 season is 
contingent upon normal conditions prevailing.
 “Efforts have been made by the Harbin Chamber of 
Commerce and exporters to determine the cost of producing 
the soya bean, but only a rough estimate has been obtained, 
namely, $7.50 per ton. At present the price is about $19.00 
per ton delivered to the nearest station on the Chinese 
Eastern Railway, and up to November 14 about 34,000 tons 
had been exported, all consigned to Hull, England. The 
prices for November and December delivery in October 
averaged $18.00 per ton and in November dropped to 
$17.70 per ton. The price for immediate delivery in October 
averaged $19.20 per ton and in November $18.60 per ton.” 
Address: Consul, Harbin.

512. Hooper, David. 1912. Soy bean in India: Glycine 
hispida. Tropical Agriculturist (The) (Peradeniya, Ceylon) 
38(1):11-15. Jan. 15; 38(2):99-103. Feb. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the same author 
with the same title published in 1911 in Agricultural Ledger 
(Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. Address: Australia.

513. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1912. Soya bean industry 
in Manchuria. 81(5):51. Jan. 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: A reprint of: Maynard, Lester. 1912. “Soya bean 
industry in Manchuria.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce 
and Labor) 15(11):231. Jan. 13. Dateline: 14 Nov. 1911.

514. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912. 
British oilseed crushing mills... 15(30):555. Feb. 5.
• Summary: “... last year imported 222,657 tons of 
Manchurian soya beans, worth $8,030,000. While partly 
crushed for domestic use, the mills exported 97,879 tons of 
soya-bean cake, valued at $2,886,000. Some of the oil is also 
exported.”

515. Horne, H. 1912. China (Manchuria). Bean trade. Board 
of Trade Journal (London) 76:489. Feb. 29.
• Summary: “Something like a deadlock has recently been 
experienced in the staple export trade of this district as a 
consequence of over-trading and speculation on forward 
contracts. The radical cause of the trouble is the non-
existence of any custom which demands earnest money from 
buyer or seller at the time of transacting forward business...
 “Increased prosperity has enabled the Chinese farmer, 
who is still mindful of the high prices ruling at the close of 
the last two seasons, to hold up his stocks. As a result of 
this action high prices ruled, and the smaller dealers, who 
speculated on normal conditions, were not able to fulfi l 
[fulfi ll] their forward contracts with the market against them. 
Speculation was not confi ned to bean dealers alone; the local 
oil and cake millers acted on similar lines.
 “As a remedy for the disturbance three measures were 
proposed, two of which are, indeed, already in operation. 
The fi rst was the suspension of all forward contracts; the 
second, a compulsory deposit, upon defi nite terms, of 
guarantee money ranging from 10 per cent. to 50 per cent. 
from buyer and seller. These measures were proposed by a 
Committee of the Staple Produce Dealers’ Association. The 
third measure was a proposal for the settlement of prices on 
forward contracts then falling due by a committee composed 
of the Civil Administrator of Dairen, and representatives of 
the Yokohama Specie Bank and the Mitsui Bussan Kwaisha.
 “Up to the end of January the exports of beans to South 
China showed a decrease of 65 per cent. on the fi gures 
for the corresponding period of last year; exports to Japan 
maintained their position; Europe has taken about 15,500 
tons.” Address: British Acting Consul, Dairen.

516. Gibbs, H.D.; Agcaoili, F. 1912. Soja-bean curd, an 
important Oriental food product. Philippine J. of Science 
7A(1):47-54. Feb. Section A. [13 ref]
• Summary: Discusses chemical analyses of soybeans, 
method of manufacture of the curd around Manila, and 
adulteration of the product in the locality. “One of the most 
important foods manufactured from the soy-bean is the curd 
which is sold in the form of small cakes. The Chinese have 
introduced and extended the use of this product throughout 
the East, and Bloch [1906] states that there is no Chinese 
settlement without one or two bean-cheese factories.
 “This curd is known by a number of different 
designations. In English it is often spoken of as ‘bean cake’ 
or ‘bean cheese,’ although it is not entitled to the designation 
‘cheese,’ since no ripening process takes place in its 
manufacture... Among the natives of the Philippine Islands 
surrounding Manila, it is called toqua [tokua], a name of 
Chinese origin. In China the substance is known as teou-fou 
and tao-hu and in Japan as topu [sic, tofu].
 “In this district, as far as observation has extended, the 
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manufacture is carried on entirely by Chinese practically 
in the manner described by Bloch and Geerligs, except that 
methods have been introduced which border on adulteration 
[sic, with powdered gypsum, which coagulates the soymilk].
 “The soja-bean, Glycine hispida Maxim, is imported 
into the Philippines from southern China in large quantities, 
principally from Amoy and Hongkong. In the markets of 
the latter place they are known as ‘soy-beans’ or pak-tau” 
[“white beans”].
 The author conducted two analyses of baked cakes 
of toqua and found they contained: Moisture: 73.0% and 
72.1%. Protein: 13.88% and 17.56%. Fat: 10.78% and 
10.99%. Ash: 1.2% and 1.27%.
 “The same food product, known locally under the name 
tahuri or tahuli [tofu pickled in brine] is imported from 
southern China in large stone jars. It is preserved by covering 
the cakes with a strong salt solution. During shipment, the 
cakes are somewhat broken, giving to the liquid portion the 
appearance and consistency of an emulsion. The two portions 
of the mixture were analysed separately.” Table III shows 
that the solid and liquid portions of tahuri / tahuli contain: 
Water: 55.76% and 57.86%. Protein: 14.56% and 9.56%. Fat: 
7.12% and 2.09%. Sodium chloride: 12.7% and 16.38%.
 Note: In this book the word tahuri appears 21 times 
compared with only 6 times for tahuli. 
 A photo shows the inside of a Chinese bean-curd factory 
in Manila, with four people, seated on stools, working at a 
table.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2013) 
that uses the term “soja-bean curd” or the word toqua, or the 
word teou fou (or teou-fou) to refer to tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that contains the word tahuri or the word 
tahuli. There is no suggestion that the product is fermented. 
However it is salted, and later documents explain that it is 
pickled / fermented in this salt solution.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “Soja-bean” (or “Soja-
beans”) in the title. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry, 
Univ. of the Philippines. From the Lab. of Organic 
Chemistry, Bureau of Science, Manila, P.I.

517. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia. 
1912. The soya bean: Increasing popularity. 15(7):757-58. 
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: The trade in beans. Use as a stock 
food. As a restorative crop. Trials in Australia.
 “The extraordinary increase in the soya bean trade 
during the past few years (writes the New Zealand Farmer) 
is one reason why this crop should be thoroughly tested 
in New Zealand. Another reason is that the Soya bean has 
been proved to be a staple legume and a restorative crop for 
profi table growth in rotation with maize.”
 “In England the value of the bean has become so well 

recognised that the London Times states that this year’s 
requirements of the bean (for oil extraction and the residual 
cake for cattle food) would be over one million tons.
 “The soya bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s 
coming crops. From experiments made there ‘wonderful 
results in Queensland,’ and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’ 
are reported.” At “Cheltenham upwards of 13½ tons of 
green soy fodder per acre was obtained, and 10 tons per 
acre at Ballarat.” Varieties planted at Cheltenham were Ito 
San (yellow), Baird (brown), Brownie (brown), and Guelph 
(green). The yield from each variety in tons of green soy 
fodder per acre is given. Baird was the leader with 13 tons, 
10 cwt and 10 lbs. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds.

518. Kolshorn (First Lieutenant). 1912. Die Soyabohne 
[The soybean]. Asien: Organ der Deutsch-Asiatischen 
Gesellschaft 11(5):68-70. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “Only in the past three years has the soybean 
(Soyabohne) achieved its importance in international trade. 
And in actuality, its sudden emergence out of the darkness is 
one of the most remarkable events in trade in recent times. 
The circumstance that the upswing in a large export trade in 
beans leaves everything else in the shadows–that the soybean 
at a single stroke has taken on the same position in the export 
list as tea and that if bean cakes are added in, it is even 
competing for the position of silk, which stands at the top of 
this list–that circumstance appears to provide the justifi cation 
to delve into its history and its present position in trade. The 
following is therefore an attempt to give in to this wish, and 
the desire is to provide some information about the bean with 
regard to its cultivation, its methods of use, and the history of 
its trade.”
 These words form the introduction to a monograph 
about the soybean (footnote: [fi rst paragraph in English] 
The Soya Bean of Manschuria [sic, Manchuria]. Imperial 
Maritime Costums [sic, Customs]. II. Special Series: Nr. 
31. Published by order of the Inspector General of Customs. 
Shanghai 1911. Price 1.50 dollars (mex)).
 To be obtained in Germany through Max Noessler, 
Bremen.
 This very well laid-out work contains six tables, 
some of them in color, with illustrations of the various 
varieties of bean and the preparation machines (both 
Chinese and modern), as well as one map of Manchuria 
for the elucidation of the area of cultivation and one table 
with a diagram of the price fl uctuations from January 
1907 to December 1910, which was just published by the 
International Sea Tariff Administration (Internationale 
Seezoll-Verwaltung) in China. Through its bodies, this 
administration is capable like no other of examining and 
testing the origin, the signifi cance, and the prospects of such 
a trade article.
 What follows below is therefore an excerpt from this 
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stimulating work:
 A. History: When it was that the soybean was introduced 
in Manchuria is not known. But it appears that it arrived in 
the north from the central provinces of China many centuries 
ago. As a legume, it was in any case already traded in 
ancient times. In the annals of the Chinese, for example, it 
is mentioned how a ruler who was threatened by his brother 
saved his life when he had to compose a poem of four lines 
while taking seven steps. He chose this bean as the subject 
of his poem, and by the solution of the task that had seemed 
impossible, he won his life back. East Asia is in any case 
the homeland of the soybean, and it was already a food for 
the Chinese in the fi rst centuries of the Christian calendar. 
In addition, it is now grown from Hokkaido in the extreme 
north of Japan as far as Java in Indochina and in fact even in 
India.
 B. Varieties of Soybeans: The soybean, whose scientifi c 
name is Glycine hispida Mönch or Dolichos soya L., is 
found in Manchuria in eight varieties. That is not a scientifi c 
classifi cation, though, but rather it corresponds to the trade 
customs of the Chinese.
 Among these, three main varieties are differentiated 
once again on the basis of the color of the beans. But this 
difference appears to only be an external one, although a 
difference in oil content is apparently not to be ruled out.
 “The three main varieties are: the yellow with the 
subvariety “White Eyebrows” (because of a light spot at the 
location where the bean clung to the pod), and then “round 
golden” and “black navel” (because of a black spot at the 
aforementioned location).
 The green bean has two varieties–one of them has only 
a green skin while the interior is yellowish, and the other one 
is greenish all the way through.
 The black bean has three varieties: large black (black 
skin, green interior), small black (yellow on the inside), and 
fl at black (also yellow on the inside).
 At the same time, there is also a vast number of nuances. 
A Russian scholar has counted up to a total of fi fty. With 
these, there are of course no differences in the botanical 
sense, but rather distinctions in the size and shape of the 
seeds, in the height and growth of the plants, in the time to 
maturity, etc. which are achieved through the breeding at 
times with intent, at times unintentionally. The chance that 
the varieties will continue to multiply further and further 
is probable. According to reports from missionaries, a blue 
variety is supposedly being grown in Kirin [today’s Jilin 
City, China].
 C. In General about the Growth of the Plant: The 
soybean is an annual legume with a strong, nearly straight 
stem which demonstrates only a slight inclination to bend. 
The straight growth makes a comfortable harvest possible. 
The stems are hairy, the trifoliate leaves show colorations 
from blackish green to the lightest shadings of green, the 
blossoms are very pale purple or faintly violet-blue. The 

plants reach 2 to 3 feet high, and under favorable conditions, 
occasionally even 4 feet. They bear pods of a length of about 
2 inches, and specifi cally in an extraordinarily high quantity. 
In the area around Tiehling [today’s Tieling, China], for 
example, in 1910 from 42 to 105 (!) pods were found on 
one single plant. The pods only contained 2 to 3 beans on 
average, though, but those with 4 to 5 also occurred. The 
brochure indicates that through the corresponding choice 
of the varieties, the yield can be increased. The intense 
hairiness of the pods is considered to be a protective measure 
by nature against pests, among which are insects. The author 
of these lines carried out observations in Schantung [today’s 
Shandong Province, China] where the soybean was in fact 
also grown although–at that time, at least–not to the scale 
as in Manchuria. It was repeatedly observed how in the 
bean fi elds, every single plant–the bean plants there reach 
the height of one of our strong bush bean plants–was most 
carefully searched for caterpillars and insects. I never saw 
that these insects sat anywhere on the plant other than on the 
softer underside of the leaves. By the large containers that 
were fi lled with the insects, the plague of insects must have 
been very large. (Incidentally, I was informed by a reliable 
party that the smooth, fat, green caterpillars were squeezed 
in order for the contents of their bodies to be eaten as a 
vegetable, even if that was done only by the poorer classes).
 Soil and Climate: The plant is not very sensitive to 
drought as well as to light frosts, and it also tolerates 
excessive moisture well. It gets along best in a medium-
heavy soil with a good content of potassium, lime, and 
phosphoric acid. In Manchuria, the soybean thrives on nearly 
any soil, including on those that are very sandy. The area of 
cultivation with the highest yield is the hilly area of north 
of Mukden [today’s Shenyang, China], east of the Liao 
[probably the Liao River in China]. These hills are composed 
of weathered gneiss. They are covered with a topsoil that has 
been created by the wind which is specifi cally deep enough 
to allow the roots of the soybean, which do not penetrate to 
a great depth, to form a fi rm foothold. The shorelands of the 
Sungari [today’s Songhua River in China] and Liao rivers 
along with their tributaries, with their mud deposits that are 
rich in humus, offer a particularly favorable fertile soil.
 The relatively high level of evenness of the climate of 
Manchuria makes crop failures not very likely. Within that 
context, the area under cultivation is increasing year after 
year, especially in the north. That is the case because the 
bean thrives as far as 47º north latitude, and specifi cally, 
the further north that the bean is grown, the more valuable 
it is. The best beans supposedly come from the area of 
Pehtwanlintze (north of Charbin) [probably today’s Suihua, 
north of Harbin, in today’s China].
 Note: The soybean tolerates excessive moisture well. 
(Continued). Address: Oberleutenant.

519. Fuller, Stuart J. 1912. New soya-bean mill in 
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Sweden. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(55):950. March 6.
• Summary: The Aktiebolaget Goteborgs Ris- och Valskvarn 
(Gothenburg Rice & Roller Mill Co.) is installing a plant to 
process soya beans from Manchuria. “The establishment of 
such a plant at Gothenburg has been discussed for several 
years.
 “The plant will be the fi rst of its kind in Sweden. Soya-
bean oil, oil cake, and meal have hitherto been imported 
from Hull, England, and from Copenhagen. This oil has 
in the past four or fi ve years become a strong competitor 
of other vegetable oils, many of which are imported from 
America, while the bean cake and meal have been most 
successful in competing with American cottonseed cakes and 
meal.
 “The new enterprise is allied to the Swedish and 
Danish East Asiatic companies and with similar plants at 
Copenhagen and Stettin [Sczcecin, the largest seaport in 
Poland {as of May 2015} on the Baltic Sea and the Oder 
River], and Danish money forms part of the capital. The two 
East Asiatic companies referred to operate a joint steamship 
service to the Far East [East Asia], and the problem of return 
cargo for the ships that go out with paper, pulp, timber, and 
iron is important. This explains their interest in developing 
uses for Manchurian [soya] beans.
 “It is planned to expend 1,500,000 crowns ($402,000) 
in a plant capable of handling 30,000 tons of beans annually, 
and so designed that it can easily be enlarged to 50,000 tons 
capacity.” Address: Consul, Gothenburg.

520. Christian Science Monitor. 1912. Soy bean’s 
possibilities as bearing on the cost of living: Manchurian 
product already used in connection with farming life of 
America as well as in Europe. Food for cattle. April 27. p. 
25.
• Summary: The soy bean may gradually help to lower the 
cost of living in the USA. Few things give greater concern 
to most people than high prices and “how to get the most for 
the money.”
 “The entrance of the soy bean on the western 
agricultural horizon may be considered as a prospective 
factor in American farming... This leguminous native of the 
far east is likely to settle down permanently in American 
soil” and may come to mean much to American “consumers 
of met and vegetable food.”
 Already as a feed for cattle, “this bean is beginning to 
infl uence the produce market.”
 “It is due to Japanese energy that the soy bean has 
become one of the chief articles for export from Manchuria... 
In Europe... they are now fi nding other uses for the bean 
besides feeding it to cattle. Refi ned soy bean oil is being 
mixed with other oils for a salad dressing; bean fl our is being 
mixed with wheat or rye fl our for making bread or biscuits. 

Soap manufacturers are discovering in it one of the best 
ingredients for their products, and in the manufacture of 
paints and lubricating and illuminating oils it is beginning to 
play a conspicuous part.
 “The fact remains, however, that the chief value of 
the soy bean is in the form of beancake for cattle, and the 
American department of agriculture [USDA] in Washington 
[DC] has directed its experiments principally in that 
direction.
 “There may be a lesson to American farmers in the 
experience of Denmark and Holland with the soy bean as 
animal food. At fi rst there was some hesitance about using 
it because of apprehension that it might affect the quality 
of the butter. But all such thoughts proved baseless and the 
Manchurian bean now goes to these great dairy countries in 
ever increasing quantities.
 “As recently as fi ve years ago, B.T. Galloway, chief of 
the bureau of plant industry of the department of agriculture, 
wrote to secretary Wilson as follows: ‘Soy beans have 
become an important crop in only a few localities in the 
United States, but in the cases where farmers have learned 
how to utilize them to the best advantage they have proved 
to be a crop of high value. They are especially valuable for 
mixing with corn for silage, for the production of hay and for 
pasture use, especially for hogs. They possess an advantage 
over cow peas in that the growth is erect and they are, 
therefore, easily harvested. Some of the taller sort may be 
harvested with an ordinary grain binder.
 “’One reason why soy beans have not become more 
prominent in American agriculture has been the impossibility 
of securing seeds of a particular variety.’
 “Made bean study: To remedy this defect, Carlton 
R. Ball, agronomist of the department of agriculture, 
was charged with the task of fi nding ways and means for 
introducing the right varieties in the United States. Mr. Ball’s 
investigations covered a period of more than four years. 
At the end of that time he prepared a report [published in 
May 1907] which was considered the last word in soy bean 
literature.” A good summary of the report is given. “The best 
known soy bean [variety] on the market is Ito San.
 “One of the grievances of the American farmer in recent 
years has been that it cost so much to feed his stock.” The 
soy bean may help to ease or to solve this problem.

521. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Soap from soya beans. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor). 15(107):494. May 6.
• Summary: “A good portion of the many thousand tons 
of Manchurian beans exported to Europe returns to the Far 
East in various forms of manufactures, such as soap (bean 
oil constituting an important ingredient), refi ned oil, soya 
biscuits, etc.
 “The merits and economy of bean oil as a substitute for 
coconut oil and tallow have been scientifi cally established. 
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For this purpose, however, the crude bean oil, as produced 
by the crushing mills here, must undergo a refi ning process. 
This is still a technical experiment at the local central 
laboratory, which seeks to provide a process commercially 
feasible and available to those with small capital. The few 
soap factories in Dalny and elsewhere in Manchuria must 
now mix other fats, such as coconut oil, to the bean oil to 
secure the proper solidity.
 “About one and one-half years ago Lever and other 
large British soap makers became interested in Manchurian 
beans as a desirable material. It is understood that Lever will 
establish a soap factory at Kobe for utilizing Manchurian 
bean oil, notwithstanding that soda, another important soap 
ingredient, is not yet produced in Japan...”
 A note appended by the Bureau of Manufacturers states 
that American soap factories imported $2,685,596 worth of 
soya bean oil in 1911. Address: Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.

522. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1912. Seeds 
and plants imported during the period from April 1 to June 
30, 1911. Nos. 30462 to 31370. No. 27. 99 p. May 31.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Glycine hispida 
(Moench) Maxim.
 “30593-601. From Manchuria. Procured through Mr. 
Edward C. Parker, Agricultural Experiment Station, Mukden, 
Manchuria. Received April 19, 1911. Seeds of the following; 
quoted notes by Mr. Parker:
 “30593. ‘Yellow. Chinese name Huang tou. Sample 
collected at Ninguta, in Kirin Province, 45º north latitude. 
Ninguta is a Chinese town about 10 miles south of the 
Trans-Siberian Railway and halfway between Harbin and 
Vladivostok. The Ninguta beans are famous as seed beans, 
large quantities being distributed among the Chinese in Kirin 
province for seed purposes. The date of maturity for this 
variety is the last weekend in September, the crop having 
occupied the land about 130 days. This variety is known to 
have been grown in the Ninguta district for 40 years, or since 
the time the country was opened for settlement. Chinese state 
that the variety is prized for its thin skin, heavy weight per 
bushel, and its high oil content.’
 “30594. ‘Green. Chinese name Ching tou. Sample 
collected at Ninguta (See No. 30593). No information is 
available concerning time of maturity or special qualities 
of this varieties. It has been grown at Ninguta for about 40 
years.’
 “30595. ‘Big, round, green. Chinese name Tah 
ching yuan tou. Sample collected at Antung, in southeast 
Shengking [Liaoning] Province, 40º north latitude. Antung 
is west of the Yalu River, which divides Chosen (Korea) 
and Manchuria. No information is available concerning the 
time of maturity, special qualities, or length of time this 
variety has been grown in the Antung region. From my own 
observations, however, I will say that the green soy beans 
of the Antung region require more time to mature than the 

small, yellow soy beans of the north. Antung has been settled 
by Shantung Province people for about 75 years and the 
variety is doubtless somewhere near the same age. The fi rst 
recorded exports of soy beans from Manchuria took place 
from a port in this region (Takushan) about the year 1830.’
 “30596. ‘Small, round, green. Chinese name Hsiao 
ching yuan tou. Sample collected at Antung (See No. 
30595).’
 “30597. ‘Big, iron corner, green. Chinese name Tah 
tie chiao ching tou. Sample collected at Antung (see No. 
30595).’
 “30598. ‘Small, iron corner, green. Chinese name Ilsao 
tie chiao ching tou. Sample collected at Antung (see No. 
30595).’
 “30599. ‘Compact, round. Chinese name Chin yuan tou. 
Sample collected near Ninguta. Probably the same variety 
as the ‘yellow soy bean’ (No. 30593). No description can be 
furnished other than that given under that number.’
 “30600. ‘Compact, round. Chinese name Chin yuan 
tou. Sample collected at Shuangchengfu in Kirin Province, 
45º north latitude. Shuangchengfu is a Chinese town about 
40 miles south of Harbin on the Southern division of the 
Russian railway. One of the most extensive and fertile soil 
areas in Manchuria is tributary to Shuangchengfu. This 
variety is undoubtedly the same common stock as Nos. 
30593 and 30599. It matures in about 130 to 140 days and is 
prized (according to Chinese report) for its thin skin, heavy 
weight per bushel, and high oil content. It has been grown in 
this district for about 40 years.’
 “30601. ‘Compact, round. Chinese name Chin yuan tou. 
Sample collected near Petuna, southwest of Harbin, at the 
confl uence of the Nonni and the Sungari rivers, about 45º 
north latitude. Soy beans have not been grown more than 15 
years in this district because the land was held until recently 
as an imperial preserve. The variety is doubtless the same 
common stock as Nos. 30593 and 30599.’
 “30744/30748. From Wulukai, 20 miles north of Kirin, 
the capital of Kirin Province, Manchuria, 44º north latitude. 
Procured by Mr. Edward C. Parker, agriculturist, Bureau of 
Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, Mukden, Manchuria. 
Received May 3, 1911. Seeds of the following; quoted notes 
by Mr. Parker:
 “30744-30747.
 “30744. ‘Black-eyebrow soy bean. Chinese name Hei 
mei tou. This variety is classifi ed by the Chinese as being 
medium late in date of maturity.’ Note: This is the earliest 
document seen (Aug. 2004) that uses the term “Black-
eyebrow”; it is apparently a descriptive term rather than a 
variety name.
 “30745. Yellow. ‘White-eyebrow soy bean. Chinese 
name Pei mei tou. This variety is classifi ed by the Chinese as 
being late in date of maturity.’
 “30746. Yellow. ‘Compact, round soy bean. Chinese 
name Chin yuan tou. This variety is classifi ed by the Chinese 
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as being late in date of maturity.’
 “30747. ‘Big black soy bean. Chinese name Tah hei tou. 
This variety is classifi ed by the Chinese as being very early 
in date of maturity. It is used principally as a feed for work 
horses and mules, also for bean curd and for oil production.’”
 “30839-41. From Bengal, India. Presented by Mr. E.J. 
Woodhouse, Department of Agriculture. Received May 9, 
1911. Seeds of the following:
 “30839. Black.
 “30840. Yellow.
 “30841. Chocolate.
 ‘These varieties of soy beans are cultivated to a very 
small extent on the plains of Bengal, mostly north of the 
Ganges. They have probably spread outward from the 
Himalayas, as their vernacular name, Bhetmas, is the same 
as that used by the Bhutias. They have been grown here for 
two years and breed true; they have been analyzed by Mr. 
C.S. Taylor, agricultural chemist to the government, who 
fi nds that the black-seeded variety yields an average of 38.4 
per cent of proteid (N x 6.3), the yellow variety 36.5, and 
the chocolate 32.6. They are all decumbent plants with small 
violet fl owers and with the upright end of the branches more 
twining. The black-seeded variety is not so tall growing 
and has rather small bullate leaves, so that can be easily 
distinguished in the fi eld from the other two varieties. Plate 
II, fi g. 2, of Bulletin 197, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, gives a fair idea of the vegetative 
stage of the chocolate and yellow seeded varieties.
 “’The seeds are sown here in June at the break of the 
monsoon and are harvested in December. The plants die out 
very easily if water-logged early in growth and yield badly 
if the moisture fails at the fl owering season.’ (Woodhouse.)” 
Address: Washington, DC.

523. Anderson, George E. 1912. Hongkong’s commercial 
year. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(129):865-82. June 1. See p. 881.
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable oils, meats, and 
provisions” states (p. 881): “In line with the increased world 
demand for vegetable oils there was a marked increase in the 
year’s shipments from Hongkong to Europe and the United 
States of wood, tea, nut, peanut, and bean oils. There are no 
reliable fi gures as to the amounts exported, but the total was 
near 30,000 tons, Valued by the Chinese customs at about 
$2,900,000, an increase of one-third over 1910.” Address: 
Consul General.

524. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1912. Oils 
and oil-seeds from Hong Kong. 10(2):229-35. See p. 229-33.
• Summary: “A number of samples of oils and oil-seeds 
were received amongst other products from Hong Kong, in 
July 1911... Samples may be seen in the Hong Kong Court in 
the Public Exhibition Galleries of the Imperial Institute.”

 Soy Beans: Four varieties of soy beans were received: 
1. “White bean” (known as Pak tau by Hong Kong Chinese, 
18.1% oil). 2. “Green bean” (Tsing tau, 17.9% oil). 3. 
“Yellow bean” (16.6% oil). 4. “Black bean” (15.1% oil, so 
considered less valuable by oil-seed crushers). The moisture 
content of all 4 varieties was “just over 8 per cent, which 
is considerably less than the Manchurian beans commonly 
imported into Europe. These Hong Kong beans would 
undoubtedly be preferred from this point of view, and there 
would be less risk of damage during transit than in the case 
of beans containing a higher percentage of moisture.
 “Soy Bean Oil: This was a clear, brownish-yellow 
oil, which furnished the following results on examination. 
Specifi c gravity at 15.5ºC: 0.924. Acid value 2.5 (mg of 
potassium hydroxide per gram of oil). Saponifi cation value: 
193.8. Iodine value: 130.0%. A fi rm of oil merchants valued 
it at £23 5s. per ton, in Hull [England], as a normal soy 
bean oil. Brokers valued it at 23s. 6d. per cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds] in London, packed in cases 
(Feb. 1912), adding that it represented the fi nest Hong Kong 
soy bean oil.” Ground nut oil and hemp seed were also 
received.

525. Wall Street Journal. 1912. Silver in the Orient. Market 
reaction following condition in India–Change in handling 
soya bean crop. July 10. p. 8.
• Summary: “It may not be generally known that the bulk 
of the soya bean crop no longer depends directly on the 
exchange of China based on silver. Payment is now made 
mostly in Russian roubles [rubles], and the fi rms who used 
to handle this crop have had to open branches in Harbin in 
consequence of the changed state of affairs.
 “The value of the soya bean exports is provisionally 
estimated at about $40,000,000.”

526. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. Foreign trade 
of China in 1911. 78:149-51. July 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The [soy] bean crop in Manchuria was not 
quite so good as in 1910, but, nevertheless, the total export 
abroad under the cognizance of the Maritime Customs has 
slightly increased as compared with 1910. The fi gures are, 
for 1911, 11,038,340 piculs [1 picule weighs 133.33 lb.], 
valued at Hk. [Haikwan] taels 26,585,543, and for 1910, 
10,925,451 piculs, valued at Hk. taels 21,472,821 a result 
which suggests a considerable rise in the price of this staple. 
The tendency for beans for Manchuria to be shipped abroad 
from the Russian port of Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is again 
very noticeable... The export abroad of beancake increased 
by over 3 million piculs, due no doubt to the great demand 
for it to fertilise the sugar fi elds of Formosa.”

527. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. Denaturing of 
certain vegetable oils in Australia. 78: Aug. 1 and 8. *
• Summary: Under By-Law No. 231 “edible vegetable 
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oils, n.e.i.” and “China, sesame, and soya bean oils” may 
be denatured by such methods as may be approved by the 
Comptroller-General. “Oils so denatured may be delivered 
under Tariff headings Nos. 234 (o) or 234 (u) (viz., 8d. per 
gallon or free of duty), respectively. In accordance with this 
By-Law, the following formula has been approved by the 
Comptroller-General for the denaturing of soya bean oil 
for paint making:–5 gallons, turpentine substitute (mineral 
spirit); 10 gallons, crude rosin oil; 35 gallons, soya bean oil.”

528. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912. 
Soya beans from Manchuria... 15(195):896. Aug. 19.
• Summary: “... seem to be losing favor with English oilseed 
crushing mills, which imported in the fi rst half of 1912 only 
153,304 tons, against 167,020 tons in the fi rst six months of 
last year, and 345,471 tons in the fi rst half of 1910.”

529. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Manchurian trade notes. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 15(205):1100-01. Aug. 
30.
• Summary: A table shows the exports of [soya] beans, bean 
oil, and bean cake from Dairen, for the four years from 1908-
09 to 1911-12. The export season starts in November and 
closes in May of the following year.
 Soya beans rose from 348,878 tons in 1908-09 to a peak 
of 357,166 in 1909-10, then fell to 258,731 in 1910-11, and 
even further to 161,285 tons in 1911-12.
 Soya bean cake fell from 285,546 tons in 1908-09 to a 
peak low of 146,688 tons in 1909-10, then rose to 351,119 in 
1910-11, and even further to a peak of 370,490 tons in 1911-
12.
 Soy bean oil rose steadily from 8,957 tons in 1908-09, to 
13,552 in 1909-10, then to 28,669 in 1910-11, and fi nally to 
a peak of 33,574 tons in 1911-12.
 Upon fi rst glance at the foregoing fi gures one might 
infer that the export trade in staple produce might be 
seriously affected by the steady decline in export of beans. It 
can be shown, however, that the contrary is actually the case. 
Apart from bean cake, which is merely a by-product obtained 
in the manufacture of bean oil exported during the foregoing 
respective seasons may be had by calculating at the rate of 
12½ pounds of beans to 1 pound of oil.
 “In the following table the exports of oil have converted 
to beans on the basis stated, and these, added to the exports 
of beans as given in the preceding table, show the actual total 
exports.”
 Total exports of bean equivalents rose from 466,840 
tons in 1908-09, to 526,566 in 1909-10, reaching a peak of 
617,103 in 1910-11, then falling 6% to 581,060 in 1911-12.
 “At the beginning of the 1911-12 season there were 45 
bean-oil mills in operation in Dairen, all under the control 
of either Japanese or Chinese owners.” The manufacture of 

soya bean oil is the most important local industry. Address: 
Consul, Dalny.

530. Carlyle, W.L.; Iddings, E.J. 1912. Hog raising for 
the Idaho farmer. Idaho Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletin No. 74. 31 p. Aug.
• Summary: A table (p. 4) shows results of a test by the 
Missouri Agric. Exp. Station of the pork producing capacity 
of various pastures. Soy beans gave poorest results in terms 
of both pounds of pork per acre of pasture (183.1, vs. 598.5 
for alfalfa) and value of pork from an acre of pasture ($10.99 
vs. $35.71 from alfalfa). The Idaho station has conducted 
three of its own experiments for fi nishing hogs for market 
during the last 2 years. A table (p. 6) shows that one of the 
feeds used was “Soy bean meal (Proteina)” costing $1.90 
per 100 lb on average. Note 1. This Proteina brand meal was 
probably made by Pacifi c Oil Mills in Seattle, Washington, 
starting in 1911.
 Some of the meal was “imported from Japan and cost 
$38.00 per ton (2,000 lb) laid down in Moscow, Idaho. It 
is the ground form of the cake left after the extraction of 
oil from the soja or soy bean. It is guaranteed by dealers to 
contain 50 per cent protein.”
 Note 2. There is no mention in this publication of 
soybeans being grown in Idaho. Address: 1. Director of the 
Station; 2. Animal Husbandman, Dep. of Animal Husbandry, 
Moscow, Idaho.

531. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. China 
(Manchuria). Bean trade of Harbin district. 78:591. Sept. 5. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The report on the trade of Harbin in 1911, 
recently published by the Chinese Imperial Maritime 
Customs, contains the following particulars relative to 
the bean trade of that district:–The country around Harbin 
is eminently suitable for the cultivation of beans, which 
are mostly produced in that portion of the Heilungkiang 
and Kirin Provinces which, having Harbin as its centre, 
stretches west along the Chinese Eastern Railway up to 
Sartu station, is bounded on the east by the Hurka River, on 
the north by the Taunbira River, and extends south as far as 
Kwanchengtze. The beans exported from this district are 
mostly of the yellow variety, viz., the soya bean. During the 
year ended November, 1911, some 350,000 tons of beans 
were exported viâ Suifenho [Suifenhe], of which 60,000 
tons came from the Sungari region, more especially from 
Bayansusu and Sintien...
 “The report adds that last season may be considered 
a good average one, and as new land is constantly being 
taken up for bean-planting purposes, an equally good annual 
outturn is likely to be maintained in the future, even in the 
event of an indifferent harvest.”
 Note: 100 copecks = 1 rouble [ruble] = 2s. 1 1/3d.; poud 
= 36 lbs or 16.3 kg.
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532. Kent, William P. 1912. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Newchwang. Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 15(214):1301-05. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “At the opening of the year the plague 
was devastating that vast part of Manchuria for which 
Newchwang is the port of entry, and business depression, 
famine, and disorganization ensued.
 “Money market disturbed: Although the Chinese 
revolution did not greatly disturb the peace of Manchuria, 
the changes were severely felt at Newchwang in commercial 
and fi nancial disorganization. The outbreak of the revolution 
created a panic in the local money market.”
 A table (p. 1304) shows the quantities of the principal 
exports from Newchwang during 1910 and 1011. Bean 
cake increased from 6,320,451 hundredweight in 1910 to 
7,425,970 in 1911. [Soya] Beans decreased from 3,235,017 
hundredweight in 1910 to 2,680,608 in 1911. Bean oil 
decreased slightly from 2,315,597 pounds in 1910 to 
2,162,420 in 1911.
 “With the adoption of a Western form of government 
there comes an increasing desire to adopt the customs and 
acquire the wants of Western people.” The average wage of 
a Chinese laborer is 18 cents a day. The “small demand in 
China for foreign goods has not been due to a lack of desire 
for Western manufactures so much as a lack of money with 
which to purchase them. If the present awakening means 
anything, it means the development of China’s resources, 
its mines, factories, and railroads, and the elevation of its 
masses to a greatly increased purchasing power. The demand 
[to date] has been for very cheap articles,... and the Japanese 
have been very successful in adapting their goods to meet 
these conditions.”
 “Queues [pigtail or ponytail hairstyle] are disappearing 
and when they go a Western hat or cap is worn.”
 Note: “The Chinese queue was a specifi c hairstyle worn 
by the Manchus of central Manchuria and later imposed 
on the Han Chinese in China. The hairstyle consisted of 
the hair on the front of the head being shaved off above the 
temples and the rest of the hair braided into a long ponytail, 
or queue. The ponytail was never to be cut for it would 
merit execution as treason against the state... The Manchu 
hairstyle was signifi cant for it distinguished between the 
Manchus and the indigenous Chinese. It was a symbol of 
Han Chinese submission to Manchu rule. The queue also 
aided the Manchus in identifying those Chinese that refused 
to accept Manchu domination of the Chinese state” (Source: 
Wikipedia, Feb. 2008). Address: Consul.

533. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Harbin. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 15(214):1281-91. Sept. 11.

• Summary: This report is fi led by four different U.S. 
consuls from Harbin, Antung, Dairen, and Newchwang–
starting with Harbin. “The Harbin consular district includes 
all of North Manchuria north of Changchun and Kirin, and 
is bounded on the west by Mongolia and Siberia, on the 
north by the Amur River, and on the east by the Maritime 
Provinces of eastern Siberia. Harbin, the chief commercial 
center, is on the banks of the Sungari River and at the 
junction of the main line of the Chinese Eastern Railway 
with the branch running south to Changchun, which connects 
with the South Manchuria Railway. This location, in the 
center of the soya-bean area of Manchuria, accounts for its 
rapid growth and prosperity.”
 “As the customs statistics of the fi ve customhouses of 
North Manchuria do not cover the entire foreign trade of this 
[consular] district, a careful estimate has been made of the 
value of the imports and exports through Changchun and 
Kuangchengtzu, which are the junction points of the South 
Manchuria and Chinese Eastern Railways.” A large table 
(p. 1284) shows northbound and southbound movement of 
goods. For example, 90 tons of “Soy” [sauce] worth $5,450 
was northbound. Beancake (1,366 tons), [soya] beans 
(289 tons), small red beans ([azuki], 16,628 tons) were all 
southbound.
 “By far the most important increase in the exports of this 
district was that of $5,014,495 in soya beans, which was due 
to increased shipments as well as to a substantial increase in 
market value.”
 A table (p. 1286) shows the value in 1910 and 1911 of 
the principal exports of native goods to foreign countries 
through the customhouses of Aigun, Harbin, Manchouli, 
Sansing, and Suifenho [Suifenhe]. During these two years: 
Beancake decreased from $146,371 to 124,674. [Soya] 
Beans increased from $3,591,197 to $8,965,692. Oil, [soya] 
bean and hempseed decreased from $539,524 to 351,154.
 The section title “Soya beans” states (p. 1286-87): 
“Practically the entire soya-bean crop of North Manchuria is 
shipped over the Chinese Eastern Railway through Suifenho, 
for exportation from Vladivostok. All the beans shipped from 
that port come from North Manchuria, so that the exports 
from Vladivostok give the most accurate fi gures obtainable 
of the foreign shipments of North Manchurian beans.” “The 
southern movement of soya beans through Kuangchengtzu 
and destined for the oil mills of South Manchuria or for 
exportation from Dairen or Newchwang is relatively small... 
To take advantage of the lower freight rates of the South 
Manchuria Railway, which are designed to encourage the 
exportation of beans through Dairen, farmers in the southern 
part of this consular district cart their beans to Changchun 
rather than ship them north to Vladivostok via Harbin.”
 “Scattered throughout this district are a number of 
small oil mills, but the methods used are very crude and the 
production is only suffi cient for local consumption.”
 “The Sungari River, the largest watercourse in North 
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Manchuria, is navigable from the southern to the northern 
end of this district and as a trade route ranks second to the 
Chinese Eastern Railway. In 1911 the total number of vessels 
entered and cleared at the river customhouses of Harbin, 
Aigun, and Sansing was 8,600 or 965,053 tons. Of these, 
2,142 of 837,749 tons were Russian steamers, 46 of 11,081 
tons were Chinese steamers, and 6,412 of 116,173 tons were 
Chinese junks.” “The United States purchases a very small 
amount of Manchuria’s exports.” Address: Consul.

534. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Dairen. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 15(214):1295-1301. Sept. 11.
• Summary: The section titled “Beans and bean products” 
(p. 1297-98) begins: [Soya] “Beans and bean products are 
the principal articles of export from Dairen, this being the 
chief port of that trade. The shipments of beans dropped 
from 382,000 tons in the year ended September, 1910, 
to 271,000 tons in the following 12 months.” However 
shipments of bean oil and meal increased. “In the four years 
ended September, 1911, there were exported from the port 
of Dairen 1,276,000 tons of beans, 1,146,000 tons of bean 
cakes, and 75,000 tons of bean oil.” Address: Consul.

535. Williamson, A.A. 1912. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Antung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 15(214):1291-95. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “The founding of the Chinese Republic [on 1 
Jan. 1912 by Sun Yat-sen, the 1st provisional president, in 
Nanjing. But Yuan Shikai was head of the army, in Peking] 
had little direct infl uence upon [the port of] Antung and the 
Yalu River region, but a visitation of plague in the early part 
of 1911, the most severe in recent years, threatened the very 
life of the district for a time.” The value (given by the United 
States Treasury) of the local currency, the haikwan tael, was 
$0.652 in 1911 and $0.6525 in 1910.
 “Simultaneously with the opening of the bridge over the 
Yalu River, the South Manchuria Railway inaugurated broad 
gauge traffi c with Mukden.”
 A table (p. 1292) shows the principal exports in piculs (1 
picul = 133.33 lb) from Antung in 1910 and 1911. Exports of 
[soy] bean cake increased from 180,812 in 1910 to 497,497 
in 1911. Exports of [soy] beans rose from 2,041 in 1910 to 
68,872 in 1911.
 The port of Antung was opened in 1906 on the Yalu 
River, which divides Manchuria and Korea. Since that time 
the river has fl ooded at regular two-year intervals.
 A table (p. 1294) shows the principal imports in piculs 
into Antung during 1910 and 1911. Imports of soy [sauce] 
were 4,406 piculs in 1910 and 3,069 piculs in 1911.
 The chief exports of Tatungkow [pinyin Dandong, W.-G. 
Tan-tung; also Antung, in Liaoning province, at the mouth 

of the Yalu River] were: Bean cake 116,494 piculs, valued at 
$167,999. [Soya] beans 15,414 piculs worth $25,125. And 
bean oil 1,100 piculs worth $6,885. Address: Consul.

536. Country Gentleman. 1912. Soap from soy beans. 
77(37):20. Sept. 14.
• Summary: A summary of: Pontius, Albert W. 1912. “Soap 
from soya beans.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 15(107):494. May 6.

537. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Colonial and 
foreign news. 81(12):465. Sept. 21.
• Summary: “Soya-bean industry at Stettin.–A company 
formed in 1910 at Stettin with a capital of 75,000 l. [British 
pounds sterling] for the purpose of producing oil, oil cake 
and meal from Manchurian soya-beans, commenced work 
at the beginning of April 1911, but four weeks later work 
was stopped owing to a strike. In June part of the factory 
was destroyed by fi re; the plant for extracting the oil was 
restarted in July, but the presses did not resume work until 
November. About 20,000 metric tons of soya-beans was 
imported direct from Manchuria; of this amount 11,500 
metric tons was forwarded to Hamburg on account of the 
stoppage of work here. Soya cake and meal have found a 
good sale in German agricultural districts, and soya oil is 
now largely used in the manufacture of soap in place of 
linseed oil.”
 Note: Stettin is a port city on the Oder River in today’s 
Poland (Sept. 2015); named Szczecin, it is Poland’s largest 
seaport on the Baltic Sea. It was part of Germany until May 
1945, when the Soviet Red Army seized the city.

538. Parlett, H.G. 1912. China (Leased Territory of 
Liaotung). Inspection of beans and bean oil at Dairen. Board 
of Trade Journal (London) 78:753. Sept. 26.
• Summary: The author “has forwarded a translation of 
regulations made by the South Manchuria Railway Company 
respecting the inspection at Dairen of beans and bean oil 
for export. It would appear that these regulations have been 
drawn up to protect foreign exporters of bean oil of a high 
standard of quality against Chinese manufacturers who have 
found that, by adding a certain percentage of mineral oil, it is 
possible to produce an oil of better appearance than the pure 
oil, and at the same time cheaper in price.
 “The new regulations notify the appointment of an 
inspector of beans and an inspector of bean oil at Dairen, 
who will carry out their inspection in accordance with 
standard samples and will pass goods according as they 
equal those samples or are superior to them...
 “The above-mentioned translation of the regulations 
may be seen by British fi rms at the Commercial Intelligence 
Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, 
E.C.” Address: British Consul, Dairen.
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539. Willis, R. 1912. China (Manchuria). Railway rates for 
soya beans to Vladivostok. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
79:30. Oct. 3.
• Summary: The author “has forwarded particulars of 
the present railway tariff for transporting soya beans to 
Vladivostok from stations on the Chinese Eastern Railway, 
together with the new rates which will probably come 
into force on 1st/14th October, though the date is not 
known for certain until the receipt of the approval of the 
Russian Minister of Finance. A group of local exporters has 
telegraphed to St. Petersburg asking that the new tariff may 
be postponed until the New Year.
 “Particulars of these rates may be seen by British fi rms 
at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of 
Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.” Address: British 
Consul, Harbin.

540. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report. 
81(12):590-92. Oct. 12. Series No. 1707.
• Summary: A table (p. 590) shows that the price of soya oil 
is “Firmer.”
 In the section on “London markets” we read (p. 591): 
Oils (fi xed).–”Linseed is practically unchanged on the week, 
spot pipes closing at 33s. and barrels at 33s. 3d. Rape is 
unaltered at 31s. 9d. for ordinary brown crude on the spot, 
and at 33s. 3d. for English refi ned in casks. Crude cottonseed 
is quoted at from 25s. 9d. to 26s., and 27s. 3d. for ordinary 
pale refi ned and 30s. for sweet refi ned. Ceylon coconut is 
quiet at 41s. on the spot and at 47s. for Cochin, the latter 
being 1s. better. Soya in barrels is quoted at 30s. being an 
advance of 6d.”
 Note: At this time in London, coconut oil is the most 
expensive vegetable oil traded, cottonseed oil is the least 
expensive, and soya oil is the next to least expensive.
 Under fi xed oils, prices are also given for Lagos 
[Nigeria] palm oil, China wood oil, petroleum, turpentine, 
and lubricating oils. The next entry is for opium–the price of 
which is unsettled because of a war in the Balkan states.

541. Willis, R. 1912. China (Manchuria). Crops in Northern 
Manchuria in 1912. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
79:313. Nov. 7.
• Summary: “The general opinion of local exporters is that 
the soya bean crop in Northern Manchuria this year will 
be from 35 to 40 per cent. greater than last year. According 
to the estimates of the Chinese Eastern Railway, the actual 
quantity available for export will be about 525,000 tons... 
Beans do not arrive at the railways in any quantity until after 
the roads and rivers are frozen, i.e., about the middle or end 
of November.” Address: British Consul, Harbin.

542. Skinner, Robert P. 1912. Soya beans and their products 
in Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 

of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(269):827. Nov. 14.
• Summary: “A growing business is being carried on in 
Hamburg in soya beans and their manufactured products, 
although offi cial trade statistics are not yet available. The 
trade to a large extent has been built up in foreign tributary 
markets, because in Germany cattle are usually kept in stalls 
and, having little exercise, are apt to have digestive disorders 
when overfed with soya bean cake. In Denmark, on the other 
hand, where grazing is more usual, the demand for this feed 
has progressed steadily.” Crushers use naphtha as a solvent. 
Prices of soya beans and products are given.
 “Last year one Hamburg concern sent a shipment of 
beans to Houston, Texas, for planting, the results being 
excellent, according to reports from the importers. In 
England sauces [e.g., Worcestershire] are manufactured 
from soya beans, and in Hamburg one concern has produced 
a coffee substitute, or material to be added to cocoa, by 
roasting and grinding the beans. It is stated that this article 
has not met with much commercial success.
 “All contracts in this country are made according to the 
terms of the Incorporated Oil Seed Association of London. 
These contracts consist of 13 lengthy articles, and provide, 
among other things, that all disputes arising out of contracts 
shall be referred to arbitration in London.” Address: Consul, 
Hamburg.

543. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. South Manchuria notes. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 15(274):940-41. Nov. 
20.
• Summary: “The [soya] bean-oil industry at Dairen has 
greatly developed during recent years. Local mills have 
$1,300,000 invested, $800,000 by the Japanese merchants, 
the balance by Chinese fi rms. During the ordinary season 
the mills turn out 60,000 pieces of bean cake daily, this 
amount increasing to 90,000 in the rush period. The outlook 
would seem to be good, notwithstanding the recent activity 
shown in the export of beans from Vladivostok to Europe. 
The fact that Manchurian beans can be purchased cheaper 
at Vladivostok ($0.10 per picul of 133.33 pounds) than at 
Dairen has already suggested to the Japanese importer the 
advisability of erecting bean-oil mills at home, instead of, 
as is now done, purchasing most of the bean oil in Dairen. 
Another important factor which might tend to favor the 
latter course is that thousands of tins in which the local oil is 
packed for export are manufactured in Japan.”
 Contains a long paragraph on the South Manchuria 
Railway Co., incl. profi ts, expenses, investments, and 
number and types of railway rolling stock. Of its 256 
locomotives, 203 are made in the USA while 53 are of 
British manufacture. Address: Consul, Japanese Leased 
Territory.
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544. Kuijper, J. 1912. Soja [Soya]. Departement van den 
Landbouw, Suriname, Bulletin No. 29. p. 24-29. Nov. [Dut]
• Summary: In recent years, since 1908, soya has become 
a product of great importance on the world market. There 
are few products whose exports have risen so dramatically 
in just a few years. The reason for the great expansion of 
trade in soya can be found in the great demand by industry 
for oilseeds. For more than 30 years, experiments have been 
conducted on growing soybeans in Europe, but the results 
have not been very promising. Some people have suggested 
that soya might be able to be grown in Suriname. It is grown 
in many tropical countries, including Siam, British India, and 
Java. Requirements for cultivation and yields are discussed. 
Japan reports the highest yields, 2,500 kg/ha, compared with 
1,000 to 1,400 kg/ha from the USA. Soybeans produce more 
protein and oil per unit area of land than any other farm crop. 
The seed is used mainly for human consumption but the 
plant also yields, fresh or dried, an excellent livestock feed, 
which is why so much research on it is now being conducted 
in Australia and America. It is important for Suriname that 
soya can be used as a green fodder, for example interplanted 
and fed with corn.
 From soya one can make numerous products such as 
soymilk (soyamelk), soy cheese [tofu] (soyakaas, whose 
food value is higher than that of meat), soy fl our, soy bread 
(soyabrood), oil (olie), various sauces (soya sauce, Worcester 
sauce, etc.), and various substitutes for coffee and chocolate, 
etc. (surrogaten voor koffi e en chocolade enz.).
 In Suriname soya is cultivated on a small scale by the 
Javanese, for example in Lelydorp and in the settlements 
of Johan and Margaretha. Many experiments with Soya 
have already been conducted in the experimental garden 
(Cultuurtuin). Seeds imported from America did not give 
good results; the plants remained small, yielded few fruits, 
and died quickly thereafter. It is a common occurrence that 
plants from temperate or subtropical regions do not grow 
well in the warm tropics in the rainy season. Of the seeds 
cultivated in Suriname, two varieties give good results. 
Those cultivated by the Javanese give hardy plants and a 
lot of seed though exact yield fi gures are not available; the 
planted area is still quite small. But the yield is about 1,000 
kg/ha. Apparently the necessary bacteria are present in the 
soil, for the roots show nodulation.
 In the experimental garden two beds of soya were 
planted on May 24. The fi rst seeds ripened after 3 months 
and within 4 months all was harvested. Thus the plants 
developed during the rainy season, and they probably got 
too much water. The results would probably be better if 
this season could be avoided. Soya is sold in Suriname for 
hfl  30 per bag, a considerably higher price than that paid in 
Europe. On the plantations Peperpot and Jaglust experiments 
with soya have also been conducted. The European seed that 
was used gave very limited results. The experiments will be 
conducted again using Suriname seeds.

 With the market price at hfl  10 per bag, it seems very 
unlikely that the cultivation of soya in Suriname will ever be 
profi table, unless high yields can be obtained. As mentioned 
above, this seems unlikely. Small scale cultivation for sale in 
Suriname, however, seems advantageous at present, while in 
areas where cattle are raised the use of soya as a green feed 
to replace more expensive secondary feeds will likely give 
good results.
 Note 1 This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Suriname.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term surrogaten voor koffi e 
to refer to soy coffee.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term soyamelk to refer to 
soymilk.
 Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (March 2021) that uses the term soyakaas to refer to 
tofu. Address: Surinam.

545. Thompson, Firman; Morgan, H.H. 1912. Soy bean oil. 
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98. 
13 p. Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of oil. 
Quality of oil. Some constants of soy bean oil. Methods 
used. Uses and value of oil. Qualities of cake or meal. Value 
as green manure and as an oil seed crop.
 Recently many U.S. experiment stations, especially in 
the South, have conducted soy bean cultivation experiments, 
with “fairly uniform success. Almost invariably, however, 
the object of these experiments has been to determine their 
value as a forage crop or for green manure, rather than to 
determine the industrial or economic value of the bean.” A 
table compares the nutritional composition of the soy bean, 
cottonseed, and fl ax seed. The soy bean contains the least oil 
(17.2%) and the most protein (33.5%) of the three.
 “In 1908, owing to a scarcity of linseed and cottonseed 
products, serious attention was given to the soy bean as 
an oilseed by the oil mills of England, with the result that 
during 1909 about 400,000 tons were imported by them 
for the manufacture of oil. The oil produced was received 
so favorably by various industries that the importation 
of the beans into England and other European countries 
has increased very rapidly... At the present time over 
1,000,000 tons of [soy] beans are annually exported from 
Manchuria, as well as large quantities of oil and cake which 
are manufactured there. While the oil has been used to a 
considerable extent in this country, it appears that none of 
the oil has been manufactured here, it being imported from 
Europe or from the Asiatic countries.” During the year 
ending June 30, 1911, 41.1 million lb of soy bean oil worth 
$2.55 million were imported to the USA. The decrease of 
imports to 28.02 million lb during the fi scal year 1912 was, 
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in large part, due to a severe outbreak of bubonic plague in 
Manchuria.
 “Reports from many widely separated parts of the 
country show that the soy bean can, with reasonable 
certainty, be brought to maturity in almost any part of 
the United States south of the fortieth parallel” which 
runs through the middle of New Jersey, just north of the 
southern border of Pennsylvania, through Columbus 
(Ohio), Indianapolis (Indiana), and Decatur, Champaign, 
and Springfi eld (Illinois), then along the northern border of 
Kansas. The average yield is 25 bushels/acre.
 “According to Brode (Special Agents Series, Consular 
Reports, No. 39 [April 1910]) a process is now being used 
by several of the large oil mills in England, which consists of 
extracting soybeans with a solvent having a low boiling point 
(presumably benzine), whereby as much as 90% of the oil 
is extracted. This produces a cake or meal correspondingly 
lower in oil and higher in protein than that made by pressure. 
There also appears to be in use in England a secret process 
for refi ning the oil by which all of the disagreeable odor and 
taste is removed and a good edible oil is produced.”
 The author’s original experiments, based on 48 samples 
of soy bean oil, show that some constants of the oil are:
 Specifi c gravity at 15ºC .9212.
 Saponifi cation value 188.65.
 Acid value .28.
 Reichert-Meissl value 5.3.
 Hehner value 93.50.
 Neutralization value 177.82.
 Iodine value of the oil 127.78.
 Iodine value of the unsaturated fatty acids 131.93.
 Unsaturated fatty acids 84.70.
 Saturated fatty acids 8.61.
 Ether number 188.37.
 Glycerol 10.29.
 Mean molecular weight 315.5.
 The methods used to determine each constant are 
described in detail.
 “Probably the most important use of the oil is in the 
manufacture of soaps, for which purpose it compares very 
favorably with cotton-seed oil. Being a semi-drying oil it has 
also found some application in the manufacture of paints, 
and while it probably can never displace linseed oil for 
this purpose, it appears that when mixed with linseed oil in 
proportions as high as 25 per cent, no inferior qualities are 
shown in the paint. It is possible that, with suitable driers, it 
may fi nd more extended use for this purpose.
 “Regular American market quotations on this oil are 
only available since the latter part of 1909, and since that 
time the price has ranged from 6½ to 8 cents per pound with 
an average of about 6 3/4 cents, as compared with 6½ to 6 
3/4 for cottonseed, and 9 to 13 cents for linseed oil.”
 “The price of soy bean meal in Europe varies from about 
$28 to $30 per ton, compared with $30 for cottonseed meal 

and $35 for linseed meal.” Address: Delaware College Agric. 
Exp. Station.

546. Gibbs, H.D.; Agcaoili, F. 1912. Some Filipino foods. 
Philippine J. of Science 7A(6):383-401. Dec. Section A. Plus 
6 unnumbered pages of plates at end. See p. 398-99 + plates 
III, IV. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Toyo sauce–This condiment is made 
principally by Chinese from soja beans, Glycine hispida 
Maxim., imported from China. It is a Chinese sauce of the 
Worcestershire type.” Boiled beans and salt are placed in 
earthenware jars and spontaneous fermentation is allowed 
to go on in the sun for 2-4 months (see plate V). “The 
fermented mass is again boiled for another 12 hours, and the 
clear liquid is bottled and sold under the name of the toyo 
sauce. Sometimes it is boiled two or three times producing 
different grades of strengths of sauce. Molasses or sugar are 
sometimes added, and this variety is called si yao (Chinese). 
 Photos show: (1) A man in a bihon (thick rice vermicelli) 
factory using a push-pull apparatus, suspended by ropes from 
the ceiling, to rotate a traditional stone mill.
 Note 1. This same kind of apparatus and mill are used in 
traditional shops making tofu throughout East Asia. 
 (2) Soja beans fermenting in earthenware jars, covered 
with conical woven bamboo lids, in a courtyard, in the 
manufacture of toyo sauce.
 “The Macao Chinese add a quantity of wheat fl our to 
the boiled beans and dry the mixture in thin layers on trays 
several days before placing in jars for fermentation. This 
process hastens the fermentation.” Note 2. Macao [Macau] is 
a Portuguese overseas territory, located about 40 miles west 
of Hong Kong.
 Table XVIII gives “Analyses of toyo sauce,” including 
regular toyo, toyo made with sugar, and crude molasses.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that uses the word “toyo” or the word “toyo sauce” to 
refer to Filipino-style soy sauce. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. 
of Chemistry, Univ. of the Philippines; 2. Food and Drug 
Inspector, Bureau of Health. Both: From the Lab. of Organic 
Chemistry, Bureau of Science, Manila.

547. Kawakami, Kiyoshi Karl. 1912. American-Japanese 
relations: An inside view of Japan’s policies and purposes. 
New York, Chicago, Toronto, London and Edinburgh: 
Fleming H. Revell Co. 370 p. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The author argues for naturalization rights for 
Japanese in America. Contents: Introduction. Book I: The 
Manchurian question (p. 23-142). Book II: The Korean 
question (p. 143-284). Book III: The immigration question.
 In Chapter 4, titled “Chinese diplomacy in Manchuria,” 
Kawakami argues that by defeating Russia in the Russo-
Japanese war of 1905, Japan (at great sacrifi ce) saved China 
from dismemberment by foreign powers (p. 81): “Suppose 
Japan had not dared to combat Russia, what would have 
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become of Manchuria, and indeed of China? With the Three 
Eastern Provinces irretrievably lost to China, other powers 
would not have hesitated to follow the suit of Russia and 
slice for themselves such regions as they had fi xed their 
covetous eyes on. The defeat of Russia at the point of 
the Japanese bayonet, therefore, meant the prevention of 
the dismemberment of China, which would have become 
imminent had the Muscovite been allowed to stay in 
Manchuria.”
 In Chapter 6, titled “Japan’s commercial advance in 
Manchuria and the ‘Open Door’ (p. 113-20), Kawakami 
discusses soybeans and Japan’s policy in Manchuria. 
He argues convincingly that, since May 1906, Japan has 
followed an “Open Door” policy toward Manchuria, “... that 
China’s sovereignty should be respected and the principle 
of equal opportunity for all nations should be adhered to 
with the utmost sincerity. In spite of all the harsh judgments 
passed by foreign critics, I do not hesitate to assert that Japan 
has been faithful to this fundamental policy sanctioned by 
the throne.” Japan has promoted her own interests in the 
“Three Eastern Provinces” and allowed other nations to 
do likewise. Indeed: “Japan has subsidized her steamship 
lines to Manchuria, installed commercial museums in 
various important Manchurian towns in order to advertise 
her merchandise, sent commercial agents to inquire into 
the Manchurian markets, and, what is more important, has 
become a most liberal purchaser of Manchurian products, 
thus establishing close business relations with the native 
producers and merchants. These, reinforced by the advantage 
which she enjoys over Western nations in geographical 
position and the cost of production and transportation, have 
enabled her to push her trade in Manchuria with remarkable 
success.
 What is the secret of Japan’s secret of commercial 
success in Manchuria? This question Westerners usually 
answer with the hackneyed two words–cheap labor.” This 
is true, however, the main reason is “that Japan, of all 
foreign nations, has been the only customer for Manchurian 
products...”
 Kawakami believes that the only man who perceives 
the crux of the Manchurian question is George Bronson 
Rea, as described in his article of March 1910 titled “Beans: 
The solution of the commercial situation in Manchuria,” 
published in his periodical the Far Eastern Review 
(Shanghai).
 “The real basis of Japan’s success in Manchuria is, Mr. 
Rea believes, the operation of the fundamental economic 
law, that the country consuming the major portion of the 
exports of another country holds the most advantageous 
position in supplying its necessary imports. Now Japan has 
for years been the chief consumer of Manchuria’s principal 
export, consisting of [soy] beans and bean cake.” Before the 
Russo-Japanese war, Chinese traders controlled this trade. 
But since Japan’s victory in the war, all that has changed. 

“Japan began an aggressive campaign to gain control of the 
Manchurian trade, and success soon crowned her efforts. 
Says Mr. Rea:
 “Under these conditions the foreign merchants and 
their agents in the interior are placed at a disadvantage from 
the outset. As they could not penetrate into the interior and 
purchase beans by an exchange of commodities, they are 
reduced to selling their wares for cash–the one thing the 
nation was short on.”
 “Not a few critics have been at pains to create in Europe 
and America the impression that Japan discriminates against 
foreigners in Manchuria in shipping and railway rates. 
The subsidized shipping of Japan, as one of such critics 
insinuates, carries Japanese goods at a minimum charge, 
subject to further rebates as quantities rise, from the place 
of manufacture to the port of Tairen [Dairen], thence the 
goods are carried at special rates to their selling place over 
the tracks of the South Manchuria Railway. In Mr. Rea’s 
opinion, such charges and insinuations fall short of the 
mark in explaining the loss of the Manchurian market for 
American and European products, and he sums up the whole 
situation in these words:
 “It is a far cry from high diplomacy to the humble soya 
bean, yet we hold to the belief that the past and present 
commercial situation and ultimate solution of the vexatious 
Manchurian question are bound up in the control of this one 
product.”
 In the next sentence, Mr. Kawakami writes: “That really 
furnishes the key to the Manchurian question.”
 Note 1. In the index, the soya bean is indexed under 
“Manchurian bean,” and not under “soy” or “soya.”
 Note 2. Kiyoshi “Karl” Kawakami (1873-1949) was a 
Japanese Christian journalist who was born in Yonezawa, 
educated in the law in Japan, and was for a short time 
involved in newspaper work in that country. In 1901 he 
came to the United States and studied at the universities of 
Iowa and Wisconsin. In 1905, engaged in journalism, he 
traveled extensively in China, Siberia, and Russia. He was 
a correspondent for leading newspapers in Tokyo and a 
frequent contributor to American magazines and newspapers. 
(Continued).

548. Ladd, E.F. 1912. Report of the Food Commissioner, 
1911. North Dakota Government Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Annual Report to the Governor of North Dakota, 
Part II (Fargo) 22:1-215. See p. 145.
• Summary: In the section titled “Division of Industrial 
Chemistry” (p. 144-50) is a 1/3 page subsection (p. 145) 
titled “Soya bean oils,” which states that two samples of 
soya bean oils have been tested. “Station [sample] No. 
639. Soya oil, [tested by] A.N. Parks, Co., Philadelphia, 
Pa. [Pennsylvania]. English crushed crude direct from 212 
barrels, imported directly from England. Specifi c gravity 
at 15ºC.: 0.92226. Refractive index at 20ºC.: 1.4742. 
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Saponifi cation No.: 192. Iodine No. (Hanus): 125. Acid 
fi gure: 5.0. Presumably pure soya bean oil.
 “Station [sample] No. 677. Manchurian soya bean 
oil, [tested by] Alden S. Swan and Co., New York. 
Specifi c gravity at 15ºC.: 0.9262. Refractive index: 
1.4747. Saponifi cation No.: 191. Iodine No. (Hanus): 130. 
Presumably pure soya bean oil.” Address: PhD, Food 
Commissioner and State Chemist.

549. Neumann, Hermann. 1912. Die Sojabohne, ihre 
Bedeutung fuer den gesunden und kranken Menschen und 
ihre Verwertungsform [The soybean, its signifi cance for 
people in good and poor health, and the forms in which it 
is used]. Zeitschrift fuer Physikalische und Diaetetische 
Therapie (Leipzig) 16:129-51. [26 ref. Ger]
• Summary: “In my own medical practice, since 1908, I have 
served soybeans in various forms (as soup, vegetables, or 
bread) to many dozens of people, of all ages and degrees of 
ill health. In almost every case they have praised them and 
been helped by them.” The author reported splendid results 
in treating diabetics with soybean bread and a patented 
preparation named “Soyap.” Tables show the composition of 
various beans, including the soybean.
 A Chinese establishment, Caséo-Sojaïne [founded by Li 
Yu-ying] near Paris, has undertaken to make soyfoods suited 
to French tastes (p. 149). Address: M.D., Potsdam.

550. Sargent, L.W. 1912. Division of Industrial Chemistry. 
Report of the Food Commissioner, North Dakota 9:144-50. 
For the year 1911.
• Summary: Note: This report, which is bound with the 22nd 
Annual Report of the North Dakota Government Agricultural 
Experiment Station (Fargo), covers laboratory work from the 
second half of calendar year 1911. Various samples of paint 
oils, including linseed oil and soya bean oil, were examined. 
“A series of twenty paints used in the practical paint tests in 
the summer of 1911 are at present being analyzed, but the 
results will appear in a Special Paint Bulletin, and not in this 
report.”
 Two samples of presumably pure soya bean oil were 
analyzed and the results presented in tabular form. The fi rst, 
from the A.N. Parks Co. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) was 
crushed in England, crude [not refi ned], direct from 212 
barrels [1 barrel probably = 42 gallons] imported directly 
from England. Specifi c gravity at 15ºC. 0.9226. Refractive 
index at 20ºC. 1.4742. Saponifi cation No. 192. Iodine No. 
(Hanus) 125. Acid fi gure 5.0.
 The second, Manchurian soya bean oil, from Alden S. 
Swan and Co. (New York): Specifi c gravity at 15ºC. 0.9310. 
Refractive index at 20ºC. 1.4801. Saponifi cation No. 194. 
Iodine No. (Hanus) 142.
 A table (p. 150) shows that colored soya bean oil 
fl uoresced in response to light, and also fl uoresced when 
debloomed with nitro-bengol.

 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2016) 
concerning soybean products (soya bean oil) in North 
Dakota. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybean products in North Dakota (second half of 1911); 
soybeans as such have not yet been reported. Address: Asst. 
Chemist, North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station (Fargo).

551. Pontius, Albert W. 1913. Modern [soya] bean mill for 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(8):172. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “The South Manchuria Railway Co. proposes to 
establish a new bean mill for the experimental manufacture 
of bean cake and bean oil on a most up-to-date system. The 
railway has decided to set apart the sum of $125,000 for 
such experimental work. The construction of the building 
will commence early in 1913 and the plant will be ready for 
operation in 1914. The machinery is reported to have been 
purchased in Germany at a cost of about $40,000 and is 
due to arrive at the beginning of 1912. The plant will have 
a capacity of 50 tons of beans per day, with a resultant oil 
output of approximately 7 tons.
 “The chief object of the experimental plant will be 
to resolve by chemical process fatty substances at present 
still remaining in the bean cake, with a view to extracting 
ultimately from beans the maximum amount of oil of fi ner 
quality than any now put out in South Manchuria. The same 
process of manufacture is in vogue in Europe with splendid 
results, and the proposed plant is expected to entirely change 
the bean-milling industry in Manchuria.”
 The absence of fatty substance in the cake is likely to 
permit the safe export of the cake to Europe and America, 
whereas under present conditions fermentation en route is 
only too likely to occur.
 The modern bean will replace the Santai mill which 
burned in late 1912, as described in the following report 
from Dalny (Dairen) that appeared in the London and China 
Telegraph (London). “Destruction of big mill: Fire broke 
out at the Santai bean mill above the Dairen wharves on 
November 13. The fl ames, feeding on the combustibles at 
the mill and fanned by the gale, defi ed all attempts at control. 
They razed to the ground the bean mill containing the oil 
expressing department and oil refi nery, and spread to the 
oil-tank depot, standing at the east of the mill. The ill-fated 
mill was constructed in 1906. The plant is capitalized at 
$250,000 gold, of which the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha invested 
$150,000, and the balance was divided among a few of the 
leading Chinese merchants. The mill was one of the few best 
appointed factories in South Manchuria.”
 “The Formosan Government intends to purchase 
70,000,000 pieces of Manchurian bean cake during the 
coming year as fertilizer for the Formosan sugar cane. A 
tender for the shipping of 150,000 pieces has been recently 
secured by the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha.” Address: Consul, 
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Dalny, Japanese Leased Territory.

552. Fisher, Fred D. 1913. Commercial activities in 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(11):225-32. Jan. 14. See p. 227.
• Summary: This article begins: “While Manchuria was not 
an active fi eld in the political unrest [revolution] of 1911, 
these Provinces felt many ill effects from the turbulent 
conditions further south.”
 The section titled “Most important articles of foreign 
trade” states: “The exportation of soya beans and their 
products from the ports of Manchuria in 1910 and 1911 
were, respectively, as follows: Beans, 828,924 tons and 
818,108 tons; bean cake, 621,927 tons and 911,881 tons; 
bean oil, 44,083 tons and 65,992 tons. About 280,000 tons of 
beans and 32,000 tons of bean oil were exported to Europe. 
The average export prices for the year were about $19 per 
ton for beans, $16 for bean cake, and $72 for bean oil. Two 
of the largest British houses exporting beans suspended in 
1911 because of diffi culties in securing delivery on forward 
contracts. On the other hand, one of the largest Japanese 
fi rms is rapidly increasing its proportion of the bean export 
trade.” Address: Consul General, Mukden.

553. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1913. Speaks for duty on Hawaiian pineapples: 
hearing before committee of Ways and Means attended by 
A.W. Eames. Jan. 22. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “(By Federal Wireless Telegraph.)
 “Washington [DC], January 21.–(Special to The 
Advertiser)–A score of persons whose interests are affected 
by the agricultural schedule were on the witness list when 
the house committee on ways and means today resumed its 
hearings.”
 E.W. Eames, of Honolulu and San Francisco, speaking 
for the Hawaiian Pineapple Growers’ Association, urged 
maintenance of the present tariff on pineapples.
 “A plea for guards against the labor of the Orient was 
made by J. Culbertson of Paris, Texas, representing the 
Interstate Cottonseed Crushers’ Association. He wanted soya 
beans used in the manufacture of lards to be admitted free of 
duty.”

554. New York Times. 1913. Latest customs rulings. Seaweed 
is not shellfi sh–Amasake assessed as miso. Jan. 28. p. 13.
• Summary: “The Board of United States General Appraisers 
yesterday overruled the Asia Company, who contended 
that bottled seaweed could be duty free under the Tariff act 
of 1909 as shellfi sh. The commodity was assessed by the 
Collector at 40 per cent ad. valorem under Paragraph 252 as 
prepared vegetables.”
 “Amasake, a Japanese beverage imported by Okada and 
Ischida [Ichida], was properly assessed at 40 per cent. ad 

valorem under Paragraph 252 of the present law as being a 
product similar to miso. Amasake is composed of rice yeast 
[koji], combined with boiled rice.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2004) that uses the term “amasake” to refer to 
amazake.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2004) 
showing amazake in the United States.

555. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913. 
Vegetable-oil industry and trade. 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See 
p. 743.
• Summary: The section titled “United States” (p. 743) 
states: “The recent extensive use in Europe of Manchurian 
soya beans has been one of the most remarkable 
developments of commerce. In 1911 shipments from that 
part of China were 818,108 tons of beans, 911,881 tons of 
bean cake, and 65,993 tons of bean oil, having a total value 
of $35,000,000, a very large part going to Europe, whereas 
only a few years ago Europe used none. Neither did the 
United States purchase these articles from Manchuria until 
the tariff which went into effect on August 6, 1909, placed 
soya-bean oil on the free list. Since then imports of the oil, 
which is used here almost wholly for soap making, have 
shown the following quantities, the fi gures being for fi scal 
years ended June 30:”
 A table shows: In 1910 an unknown number of pounds 
was worth $1,109,842. In 1911 some 41,105,920 lb was 
worth $2,555,707. In 1912 some 28,019,560 lb was worth 
$1,576,968.
 “For the fi scal year ended June 30, 1909, imports of 
soya-bean oil were included in ‘all other fi xed or expressed 
oils and combinations of,’ on which the duty was 25 per cent, 
the total imports of which were only 220,759 gallons, worth 
$42,705.
 “The North Carolina press recently stated that plans for 
a soya-bean oil and breakfast-food plant in that State were 
being worked out, the oil to be used as a base for paint and 
soap and the protein of the bean to be utilized for a breakfast 
food, adding: ‘Contracts are being made with farmers for 
the planting of 4,000 acres of beans this season.’ Soya beans 
have been grown through the South to a small extent but not 
much as a commercial product. The foregoing item would 
seem to indicate that they will now be produced on a larger 
scale.”

556. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Manchurian soya 
beans. March 15. p. 6.
• Summary: “The recent extensive use in Europe of 
Manchurian soya beans has been one of the most remarkable 
developments of commerce. In 1911 shipments from that 
part of China were 8108,108 tons of beans, 911,881 tons of 
bean cake and 65,993 tons of bean oil, having a total value of 
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$35,000,000, a very large part going to Europe, whereas only 
a few years ago Europe used none. Neither did the United 
States purchase these articles from Manchuria until the tariff, 
which went into effect on August 6, 1909, placed soya-bean 
oil on the free list. Since then imports of the oil, which is 
used here almost wholly for soap making, have shown the 
following quantities, the fi gures being for the fi scal years 
ending June 30th:”
 A table shows the following: 1910 not stated, 1911 
41,105,920 pounds, 1912 28,019,560 pounds. And: 1910 
$1,019,842, 1911 $2,585,707, 1912 $1,576,968.
 “For the fi scal year ended June 30, 1909, imports of 
soya-bean oil were included in ‘all other fi xed or expressed 
oils and combinations of,’ on which the duty was 25 per cent, 
the total imports of which were only 220,759 gallons, worth 
$42,706.
 “The North Carolina press recently stated that plans for 
a soya-bean oil and breakfast-food plant in that State were 
being worked out, the oil to be used as a base for paint and 
soap and the protein of the bean to be utilized for a breakfast 
food, adding: ‘Contracts are being made with farmers for 
the planting of 4000 acres of beans this season.’ Soya beans 
have been grown through the South to a small extent, but not 
much as a commercial product. The foregoing item would 
seem to indicate that they will now be produced on a larger 
scale.”

557. Maynard, Lester. 1913. Decrease in Manchurian [soya] 
bean and grain exports. Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 16(86):250. April 14.
• Summary: This supplements Maynard’s report of 2 Dec. 
1912. The Chinese Eastern Railway has three divisions as 
follows: (1) Harbin-Kwangchengtzu line to Vladivostok and 
Dairen. (2) Eastern line (Ashiho to Mulin) to Vladivostok 
and Dairen. (3) Western line (Harbin to Fuliardi) to 
Vladivostok and Dairen. A table shows shipments of soya 
beans and grains of all kinds during Oct. to Dec. 1911 and 
1912 over the three divisions. Total shipments in 1912 were 
slightly lower than in 1911. There was a large additional 
decrease in Jan. 1912. Address: Consul, Harbin.

558. Washington Post. 1913. Oppose tariff on beans. 
Cottonseed crushers also ask Congress for free camel’s-hair 
cloth. May 17. p. 3.
• Summary: Old Point Comfort, Virginia. The third 
annual session of the North Carolina Cottonseed Crushers’ 
Association “adopted resolutions urging Congress to retain 
soja beans and camel’s-hair press cloth on the free list in the 
pending Democratic tariff bill.” Address: 1009 B St. N.W., 
Washington, D.C.

559. Houyet, A. 1913. La fève de soya [The soybean]. 
Bulletin de la Societe Belge d’Etudes Coloniales 20(5):367-

90. May. [Fre]
• Summary: “The notes which follow have as their object 
the study of a commercial plant of East Asia which produces 
soybeans; it is interesting from the local point of view as a 
food plant and more specifi cally from the world viewpoint as 
an industrial plant.
 “It appears useful to us to precede them with a 
geographic survey of the place of production of the plant, 
as well as some data on the population living there. After 
having studied the plant itself and the conditions of its 
agriculture, we will examine its uses, its commerce, and the 
possibilities for its development.”
 This is largely a discussion of soybean production 
and trade in Manchuria. But pages 378-80 contain a brief 
discussion of the many ways of using soybeans including 
in soy sauce, margarine, soap, as meal for livestock feed, as 
fl our for fortifying biscuits, as soymilk, and (in Germany) as 
artifi cial rubber. “A Chinese manufacturer [Li Yu-ying] has 
established a factory near Paris that makes food products 
from the soybean” (produits alimentaires à base de fève de 
soya).
 Concerning margarine: “Refi ned [soybean] oil can be 
used for the manufacture of margarine and as a salad oil” 
(L’huile raffi née peut étre employée à la fabrication de la 
margarine et comme huile de salade). Note: This is the 
earliest French-language document seen (May 2020) that 
uses the term margarine to refer to margarine.

560. Smith, C.S. 1913. Russia. The cultivation of soya beans 
in South Russia. Board of Trade Journal (London) 81:637. 
June 12.
• Summary: “A landowner of Bessarabia [in southwest 
Russia], after studying the cultivation of soya beans in 
Manchuria, is trying experiments with a view to cultivating 
the beans locally. He thinks that the soil and climate of South 
Russia are suitable, and hopes to produce a considerable 
quantity for export. Analysis of samples grown shows a 
suffi cient percentage of oil. The difference in freight should 
enable the South Russian produce to compete successfully 
with the Manchurian. In the Caucasus small quantities of this 
bean are already grown for export.”
 Note: As of 2005 Odessa is a major seaport in southern 
Ukraine on the Black Sea, just to the northeast of Bessarabia. 
Bessarabia is now located mostly in Moldova, but the 
southern tip is in Ukraine. Address: British Consul General at 
Odessa [Odesa].

561. Pontius, Alfred W. 1913. Manchurian soya bean trade 
and industry. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 16(147):1560-61. June 25.
• Summary: “The export season of beans commences usually 
in October and ceases early in the May following. The 
present season closed rather early. A table shows exports of 
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[soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil in 1911-12, and 1912-
13 to Japan, China, Europe, and total.
 “New model bean mill–Its effect on other mills: The 
local bean mills, which formed a union to adjust their 
output to the demand in order to prevent prices from falling 
abnormally low, face a new danger in the chemical extraction 
process, whose merits will be tested thoroughly by the South 
Manchuria Railway, which will erect an experimental bean 
mill. This modern scientifi c process is used in the bean mill 
established, during the past year near Osaka, Japan, by Lever 
Bros., English soap manufacturers. The bean consumption 
of this factory is estimated to be 100 tons per day, while 
the new Dairen mill is designed upon a scale half as large. 
As previously noted the two chief advantages of this new 
process is that 12 to 14 per cent of oil may be extracted 
against only 8 to 9 per cent now obtainable. The residue suits 
better for fertilizing purposes and for feeding stock, as it is in 
meal form, thus avoiding the expense of grinding the cake.
 “Local millowners have another worry. One cause of 
the recent depression in the South Manchurian bean-mill 
industry was the establishment of rival mills in Japan, which 
is said to be more advantageously situated.”
 “Soy [sauce] breweries in South Manchuria: While 
reliable statistics are lacking regarding the manufacture of 
soy from Manchurian beans, it is claimed locally that the 
total output in South Manchuria has been increasing steadily 
year after year while imports from Japan have deceased. 
Annual imports from Japan and outputs in South Manchuria 
are estimated as follows:”
 A table shows that in 1910 imports of soy sauce were 
2,264 tons and total output in South Manchuria was 875 tons. 
Total: 3,139 tons. In 1911 imports were 1,871 tons and local 
output was 1,125 tons. Total: 2,996 tons. In 1912 imports 
were 1,683 tons and local output was 1,625 tons. Total: 3,308 
tons.
 “The demand for soy [sauce] has increased as the 
Chinese have gradually learned to like it. Of the total 
consumption of soy of superior and medium quality each 
takes up about 20 per cent, the remaining 60 per cent 
being of inferior quality. The steady increase of the South 
Manchuria output in recent years signifi es that the imported 
product will be entirely supplanted by the local manufactured 
article. Japanese have $65,000 invested in these local soy 
breweries, apportioned as follows: Dairen, $30,000; Port 
Arthur, $18,000; Newchwang, $10,000; and fi ve smaller 
places $7,000. Present prices for the product are $1.40 to 
$1.80 per 50 pounds wholesale, and $1.60 to $2 per 50 
pounds retail.” Address: Consul, Dalny (Dairen), Japanese 
Leased Territory.

562. Maynard, Lester. 1913. Commerce and industries of 
North Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 16(171):449-62. July 24. See p. 457-59.

• Summary: “Throughout 1912 commercial conditions 
in North Manchuria, and especially in Harbin, were most 
unsatisfactory. In the earlier part of the year, money was 
scarce and the depression was particularly felt by the retail 
houses.” During the summer and fall local Hunghutzu groups 
spread fear among the owners of carts, thus driving up prices 
to the point that deliveries of soya beans were small–even 
though the harvest was large.
 “Navigation: The Sungari River, which is the largest 
watercourse in North Manchuria, is second in importance 
to the railway as a trade route, but is open to navigation for 
only six months each year on account of ice.” “The Chinese 
Eastern Railway maintains two regular steamship lines on 
the Sungari River.” Two tables show river traffi c in 1911 and 
1912. The Bodune-Lahasusu (Po-tun-no) railway line carried 
32,811 tons of [soya] beans in 1912. “Steamers transported 
33,714 tons of [soy] beans for export via Vladivostok,...”
 Other soy-related sections (p. 457-59) are titled 
“Decrease in soya-bean trade,” “Soya-bean and hempseed 
oil,” and “Grain crops in northern Manchuria.”
 A table shows the estimated harvest of key crops in 
1912 in Heilungchiang [pinyin: Heilongjiang] and Kirin 
[pinyin: Jilin] provinces (in tons of 2,000 pounds). Beans–
Heilungchiang 490,000. Kirin 856,000. Address: Consul, 
Harbin.

563. Wall Street Journal. 1913. Crop prospects in China. July 
30. p. 6.
• Summary: “Crop prospects in China have not generally 
been regarded as having a very direct bearing on western 
commercial prospects. But this year there seems to be a 
closer connection between the two. China grows wheat in the 
north which keeps the Harbin and other leading fl our mills in 
operation. Manchuria now produces a soya bean crop which 
fi gures largely in the export credits of the country.”

564. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1913. Foreign trade 
of China in 1912. 82:260-64. July 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following article... is extracted from the 
‘Abstract of Statistics and Report on the Foreign Trade of 
China’ for 1912, recently published by order of the Inspector-
General of the Chinese Maritime Customs:–The poor crop 
of Manchurian beans in 1911, and the high prices demanded 
at a time when oil seeds were cheap in Europe, led to a large 
decrease in the export abroad of the soya bean... The original 
exports of beans from Manchurian ports and marts to all 
destinations since 1909–the birth-year of this great trade–
have been as follows: In 1909: 14,432,530 piculs; in 1910: 
12,307,001 piculs; in 1911: 12,047,532 piculs; in 1912: 
9,710,461 piculs.
 Note: Picul = 133 1/3 lbs. av.

565. Curtice, Raymond S. 1913. Dairen. Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department 
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of Commerce and Labor) 16(177):597-608. July 31. See p. 
604-05.
• Summary: This is part of a larger article on “Commerce 
and industries of southern Manchuria” (p. 593+). The section 
on Dairen begins: “The Dairen (Dalny) consular district 
compromises the southern end of the peninsula of Liaotung, 
the southernmost part of Manchuria, and embraces the whole 
of the Kwantung Leased Territory, which was originally 
leased to Russia by China in 1898. The unexpired term of the 
lease was ceded to Japan by Russia at the close of the Russo-
Japanese War.”
 The section titled “Bean trade” (p. 604) notes that there 
has been a marked decrease in the trade of soybeans and 
products from Dalny. The reasons for this have already been 
given. A table shows exports for the calendar year 1912 of 
bean cake, [soy] beans, and bean oil (in tons of 2,000 lb) 
to various countries. Most of the bean cake (302,402 tons) 
is sent to Japan. Most of the [soy] beans are also exported 
to Japan (101,903), followed by Hong Kong (9,694), Great 
Britain (5,700), Dutch Indies [today’s Indonesia] (2,829), 
and Netherlands (1,108). The largest amount of [soy] bean 
oil is sent to Belgium (13,550), followed by Japan (7,636), 
and Great Britain (1,116). Small amounts of beans and/or 
products are exported to: United States (oil only), Singapore 
/ Straits, etc., Sweden, Germany, France, Russia (Pacifi c 
ports), and Chosen (Korea). For bean cake: Total to foreign 
countries 302,551. Total to Chinese ports 76,172. Grand 
total (1912) 378,723. For [soy] beans: Total to foreign 
countries 121,3241. Total to Chinese ports 61,304. Grand 
total (1912) 182,629. For [soy] bean oil: Total to foreign 
countries 23,493. Total to Chinese ports 13,973. Grand total 
(1912) 37,467. Corresponding totals are given for 1910 and 
1911. “The fact that the share taken by the Chinese ports 
was so much greater proportionally in 1912, in all three 
items, was due to the lessening of the European demand.” 
“It is expected that a new factor in the export trade of bean 
cake will be introduced when the new chemical process of 
extracting the oil is put into operation, for the residue, now 
in the form of bean cake, will be in a powder, and will be 
capable of shipment through the tropics without decaying. 
This should open up profi table markets in America and 
Europe for this article.”
 The section titled “Bean milling the chief industry” 
(p. 605) begins: “The industries of this consular district 
center around the [soy] bean trade and the South Manchuria 
Railway Co. Gives statistics by bean mills on production 
of bean cake and oil in 1910, 1911, and 1912. The Chinese 
have 40 [soy] bean mills in operation with a combined 
capital investment of $528,500, while the Japanese with 
their six mills of most modern construction total $1,687,000. 
Although most of the Chinese mills are operated by crude 
methods, still it is signifi cant that their combined output 
during the season just past (October–April) was $8,308,098. 
The output of fi ve modern Japanese mills (one having been 

destroyed by fi re) during the same period was $2,360,170.” 
Address: Vice consul.

566. Kent, William P. 1913. Newchwang. Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(177):608-13. July 
31. See p. 611.
• Summary: This is part of a larger article on “Commerce 
and industries of southern Manchuria” (p. 593+). The 
section titled “Soya beans and products–Exports” states 
(p. 611): “The soya bean and its products of oil and bean 
cake continue to hold fi rst place in the commerce of the 
port, but there was a falling off in the export of all of these 
articles during 1912. Competition with Dairen is probably 
more clearly defi ned in this trade than in any other of 
those referred to in this report. The progressive decline in 
exports year by year in beans, oil, and bean cake can be 
accounted for in no other way than that these are being 
diverted to Dairen, where the berthing of ships and a port 
open throughout the year, as well as railway competition in 
transportation, give advantages to shippers. None of these 
products go directly from Newchwang to the United States. 
Whatever beans or oil is imported come through reshipment 
at the ports of Japan or from Shanghai. Neither is it possible 
from any available statistics to know to what countries 
of Europe, or in what quantities, beans or oil shipments 
originating at Newchwang are fi nally destined.” Address: 
Consul.

567. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Red-bearded brigands 
of Manchuria. Aug. 7. p. 6.
• Summary: “Commercial conditions in North Manchuria 
during the year 1912 have been far from satisfactory, says 
Mr. A.E. Eastes, the British Acting Consul at Harbin, 
in his report for 1912.” The effects of the Chinese 
revolution, which broke out in the autumn of 1911, have 
been manifested, even at this great distance, in lessening 
the already “vague and shadowy authority exercised by 
Chinese offi cialdom over the population.” This gave an 
incentive to lawless acts of brigandage. Local prices rose 
dramatically. Failures “were not infrequent, and the more 
substantial merchants were in many cases only able to 
load vessels chartered to fulfi ll their forward contracts at a 
serious loss. Instead of the anticipated large increase in the 
exports of soya beans during the year 1912, for the haulage 
of which the Chinese Eastern Railway had made elaborate 
preparations, the value of exports of this commodity was 
actually only some 77 per cent of the fi gure reached in 
1911.”
 Note: A brigand is a bandit, one who lives by plunder, 
usually as a member of a band.

568. Baker, E. Carleton. 1913. Trade of Chinese interior. 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
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Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(203):1217-27. Aug. 30. See p. 1220.
• Summary: The section titled “Beans and wheat–Decrease 
in opium exports” states (p. 1220): “The cultivation of [soy] 
beans and wheat has increased to an enormous extent during 
the past few years. This has been due to the elimination of 
opium and the substitution of cereals and other products. The 
soil in this region seems to be well adapted to beans, and the 
cultivation of them may become highly developed. there is 
one drawback, however. The farmers, having heard of the 
violent fl uctuations in the bean market in the north, fear that 
the profi ts derived from the crop will be very uncertain, and 
they hesitate on this account to give their land over to the 
cultivation of beans.”
 “The beans produced in Szechwan are similar to the 
Soya beans of Manchuria, but they are somewhat inferior 
in quality, and are even inferior to the beans shipped from 
Hankow. The local product is consumed only in China.
 “Two years ago there was a shortage of linseed oil 
from India and the price of bean oil rose correspondingly. 
The Chinese therefore increased their cultivation of beans. 
Now, however, that the importation of linseed oil from India 
is larger, the profi ts on Szechwan beans are considerably 
smaller than they were expected to be. Last year’s bean crop 
was very abundant.
 “As previously explained, the cultivation of opium in 
this Province has been reduced to almost nothing, and the 
exportation of this product has accordingly decreased.” 
Address: Consul, Chunking.

569. Oesterreichische Monatschrift fuer den Orient: 
Hauptteil 1912 (Vienna, Austria-Hungary). 1913. Chinas 
Aussenhandel [China’s foreign trade]. 39(7-8):125-26. July/
Aug. See p. 126, col. 2. [Ger]
• Summary: The export business in Manchurian soybeans 
was somewhat disappointing in 1912, but this loss was 
compensated for by a large increase in the quantity of beans 
[exported] from the Yangtze provinces.

570. Pontius, Albert W. 1913. Soya bean exports from 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(211):1419. Sept. 10.
• Summary: A table shows exports of [soy] beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from the port of Dairen during the 5 months in 
1912 and 1913 ended in May. Beans: 108,068 / 83,665 tons 
(down). Bean cake: 297,658 / 348,329 (up). Bean oil: 26,324 
/ 27,536 (up). “The 30 local bean mills prefer to do all the 
oil extracting in Dairen,... The [soy] beans exported from 
Dairen are crushed for oil at either Kobe, Japan, or European 
points.” Mid-July prices (in U.S. dollars) for all three 
commodities are given. Address: Consul, Dalny (Dairen), 
Japanese Leased Territory.

571. Fisher, James. 1913. Last year’s trade condition of Hull 
[England]. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(218):1562-65. Sept. 18. See p. 1563-64.
• Summary: The year 1912 was unfavorable for the seed-
crushing industry. “Early in the year linseed was in very 
short supply, the chief reasons for which were the railway 
strike in Argentina and the diffi culty of obtaining freight. 
The quality of the La Plata crop also proved to be among 
the worst on record.” Soya bean imports decreased slightly 
compared to last year.
 A table shows the declared value of exports from the 
Hull district to the United States in 1911 and 1912. Soya 
bean oil decreased from $47,748 in 1911 to only $314 in 
1912. Address: Vice Consul, Hull.

572. Myers, M.S. 1913. Trade year at Mukden. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(237):177-84. Oct. 
10. See p. 183-84.
• Summary: The section titled “Trade of Changchun” 
states: “In 1909 the East Asiatic Co., Samuel & Co., the 
Manchurian Co., L. J. Healing & Co., and Jardine, Matheson 
& Co. established branches at Changchun and erected 
spacious premises on yards leased from the South Manchuria 
Railway Co. containing railway sidings, but with the 
exception of the last-mentioned fi rm, which uses its branch 
for the distribution of Shanghai-made piece goods and 
Hongkong sugar, all have withdrawn.”
 “The withdrawal of the fi rms mentioned is the direct 
result of certain changes which have taken place in the bean 
trade of South Manchuria. The export of the soya bean 
from this district, which three or four years ago developed 
so rapidly, has, as far as Europeans are concerned, ceased 
for the present to possess any interest, the trade being in 
the hands of Japanese and Chinese dealers who confi ne 
their operations to supplying the Dairen market, where the 
beans are to a great extent either crushed at the local mills or 
shipped to Japanese or South China ports.
 “Among the principal reasons why the exportation 
of beans from this district has ceased to attract European 
attention are the following: As Changchun is in direct 
railway connection with Dairen, prices run as much as 5 
to 10 per cent higher than rates ruling along the northern 
Russian lines, the cause being the daily demand in Dairen 
for crushing purposes and in Far Eastern markets, in 
contrast to the absence of such demands at Vladivostok, 
and the smaller number of Japanese buyers in the north; 
the impossibility of making forward contracts with native 
suppliers, an embarrassment which also exists in the north; 
the instability of the Kirin currency, the Tiao paper; and the 
greatly increased prices which the Chinese are demanding, 
as compared with a few years ago, which have caused beans 
to compare unfavorably for crushing purposes with either 
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fl axseed or cotton seed.
 “The trade at Changchun in the hands of European 
merchants is now confi ned almost entirely to a few lines of 
imports, the larger export trade having been lost to Japanese 
and Chinese concerns.”
 A table (p. 183) shows “Declared exports from 
Manchuria to the United States.” They were declared through 
the American consular offi ces at Mukden, Harbin, Dairen, 
Newchwang, or Antung. For [soy] bean oil, the value was 
$73,359 in 1911, and $19,945 in 1912. Address: Vice Consul 
General, Mukden, China.

573. Bickford, Geo F. 1913. Manchurian soya bean 
market. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(238):216. Oct. 11.
• Summary: “At present there is little activity in the local 
soya bean market. Of the 17 mills at Newchwang, 5 of the 
large and 6 of the small are in operation, and those at reduced 
capacity–about 70 per cent of their average shown below.” A 
table shows the number of mills at the port of Newchwang, 
with the maximum daily capacity and average output of each 
of cake and oil. One piece of cake weighs about 67 pounds; 1 
catty is 1.33 pounds.
 For the 7 large mills, the maximum daily capacity 
is 5,000 pieces of cake and 22,000 catties of oil. But the 
average daily output is 4,000 pieces of cake and 18,000 
catties of oil.
 For the 10 small mills, the maximum daily capacity is 
1,500 pieces of cake and 6,600 catties of oil. But the average 
daily output is 1,400 pieces of cake and 5,280 catties of oil.
 “The chief reason for closing mills is the shortage and 
resultant high price of supplies... Last year’s [soya] bean 
crop in Manchuria fell below the average.
 “Prices and crop prospects. The average price last year 
per picul (133.33 lb) was 13 taels ($8.55); now the price is 
14.30 taels ($9.58) per picul.” Last year the average value of 
a “transfer tael” was $54 local currency; now it is about $62.
 The shortage of beans “has induced a number of millers 
to move into the Japanese Railway Zone, where suffi cient 
supplies can be obtained by rail, as it is with diffi culty that 
heavy-laden junks can navigate the upper reaches of the Liao 
River on account of its increasing shallowness.” Address: 
Vice Consul, Newchwang, China.

574. Woodhouse, E.J. 1913. Notes: A promising variety of 
soy beans. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta) 8(4):391-93. 
Oct.
• Summary: It now appears “that the Nepali variety is likely 
to prove a paying crop for cultivation in the Himalayas at an 
elevation of four to fi ve thousand feet.
 “The [brown] Nepali variety was fi rst tested on the 
Kalimpong farm [located in the far northeast corner of India, 
in West Bengal, near the southern border of Sikkim] where 

it yielded at the rate of nearly 1 ton (26½ mds.) [1 maund = 
82.28 pounds or 37.32 kg] of seed per acre in 1911. In 1912 
its yield is given by the Superintendent of the Farm, Mr. J. 
Wilson, as 1,170 lbs. (14¼ mds.), and this will probably 
prove to be more nearly its average yield...
 “As regards the value of the crop for export, it must be 
remembered that the value of Soy Beans for commercial 
purposes depends on the seeds being large and of a pale 
colour and possessing a low moisture and a high oil content. 
South Russia has supplied the best beans ever put on the 
English market.” They contain 18.95% oil and 6.09% 
nitrogen. 100 seeds weigh 21.5 gm and they are pale yellow 
in colour. The Nepali is distinctly larger than the Russian 
beans but has a very slightly lower oil content (18.5%). 
“The only real disadvantage possessed by the Nepali seed 
is its brown colour, which is likely to injure the colour of 
the meal made from it.” The author argues that India should 
start commercial soybean production to supply the English 
market. Address: India.

575. Thompson, Erwin W. 1913. Growing soya beans in 
Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(273):955. Nov. 21.
• Summary: “A writer for the German trade papers points 
out that Germany is almost entirely dependent upon foreign 
lands for edible oils and for oil cake and meal; in case of 
war, especially if there were a blockade, there would be a 
serious crisis in this important source of food supply. The 
native crops of oil seeds, such as sunfl ower and rape, have 
dwindled to a position of small relative importance, though 
the oil mills have increased in number and capacity. It is of 
course impossible to grow such tropical products as copra, 
peanuts, and sesame, but there is one great crop that can 
most likely be grown to great advantage, namely, soya beans. 
These grow freely in China [incl. Manchuria] and Mongolia, 
where, except for some hotter summer months, the climate is 
similar to that of Germany.
 “In 1912 Germany imported 1,443,447 metric tons of 
oilseeds, valued at $108,877,000, as against 998,364 tons 
in 1908, valued at $58,953,000. Notwithstanding the great 
increase in the imports of seeds, the imports of oil and cake 
also continue to increase. The imports of edible oil increased 
from 415,000 barrels in 1908 to 450,000 barrels in 1912, 
and the imports of cake and meal increased from 713,933 
metric tons in 1910 to 794,1900 tons in 1912.” Address: 
Commercial agent, USA.

576. Myers, Myrl S. 1913. Statistical review of Manchuria’s 
commerce. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(276):1013-15. Nov. 25.
• Summary: “The principal rivers of Manchuria are the Liao 
and Yalu in the south and the Sungari, Amur, and Ussuri 
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in the north. These streams are navigable for considerable 
distances, and no small part of the commerce of this region is 
transported over them, but the Manchurian railways are more 
important avenues of trade.
 “Of these railways, there is but one line in the north, 
which forms a link in the Russian trans-Siberian system. 
It enters Manchuria from the west at Manchouli and going 
in a southeasterly direction leaves Manchuria at Suifenho 
[Suifenhe], whence it reaches the coast at Vladivostok.”
 The section titled “High exchange affects bean 
shipments” (p. 1013-14) states: “The decrease to be noted 
in Manchuria’s exports of beans and bean products in 1912 
was not due to a shortage in the crop but to the high silver 
exchange, which affected adversely all exports to foreign 
countries, and to low European quotations on such oils as 
cottonseed and linseed.”
 China has two types of customs offi ces: Maritime 
Customs (for overseas exports / trade) and Native Customs 
(for within China, among provinces, by sea). A table shows 
China’s chief exports for both types in 1911 and 1912. 
Maritime customs: Beancake–897,511 tons in 1917; 711,147 
tons in 1912. Bean oil–48,793 tons in 1917; 47,394 tons 
in 1912. Native customs: Beancake–897,511 tons in 1917; 
711,147 tons in 1912. Bean oil–48,793 tons in 1917; 47,394 
tons in 1912. [Soy] beans–19,821 tons in 1917; 17,909 tons 
in 1912. Bean oil–17,200 tons in 1917; 14,309 tons in 1912. 
Address: Vice Consul General, Mukden, China.

577. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1913. Daizu. Dec. 9. p. 4, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “The agricultural world is giving renewed 
attention to soya beans or daizu, as it is locally known [in 
Japanese] because English fi rms are importing immense 
quantities of the beans from Manchuria and South Africa 
and expressing the oil which the seeds contain, to use in 
manufacturing soap. The daizu seeds contain twenty to 
twenty-two per cent of oil. The plant is used on an extensive 
scale in Kansas and the other central prairie states for hay, 
ensilage and as green manure. It is also being cultivated in 
Germany for forage purposes. The Japanese consume large 
quantities of the beans in the manufacture of shoyo [sic, 
shoyu] or soy and Japanese, Chinese and Koreans eat the 
fermented daizu curd or tofu.”
 Note: Most tofu is not fermented. The type that is, is 
eaten mostly in China or by people of Chinese ancestry.
 “Although daizu is grown on an extensive scale in 
Kona [on the big island of Hawaii], the local soy factories 
depend largely on daizu beans imported from Harbin, 
via Vladivostok, and direct from Korea or Chosen. The 
discovery of the value of oil for soap manufacture will 
probably tend to increase the price at which daizu sells in the 
local as well as the world’s markets.”

578. Sly, H.E. 1913. China (Manchuria). Soya bean crop in 

North Manchuria. Board of Trade Journal (London) 83:596. 
Dec. 11.
• Summary: “The quantity of soya beans available for export 
from North Manchuria this season will be approximately 
the same as in the 1912-13 season, when the total amount 
exported viâ Vladivostok amounted to 297,063 tons, of 
which 219,438 tons were exported to Europe, 53,567 tons to 
Japan, and 24,013 tons to Dairen. The total exported in 1912-
13 was 56,897 tons less than that of the previous season.” 
Address: British Consul, Harbin.

579. Anderson, George E. 1913. Chinese vegetable 
oils. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(297):1389. Dec. 20.
• Summary: “In spite of may drawbacks there has been a 
steady increase in the export of vegetable oils from China 
during the last four years. Heretofore the increase has been 
largely in soya-bean oil from North China [Manchuria], but 
the increase in 1912 was experienced in spite of a serious 
falling off of the volume and value of exports of bean oil. 
There were increased exports of peanut oil and of wood, tea-
seed, and other vegetable oils. A table shows the net tonnage 
and value of these exports for 1911 and 1912.
 “The decrease in the export of bean oil was caused by 
the high price of beans in China at a time when oil-bearing 
seeds in Europe were unusually plentiful and cheap.” 
Address: Consul General, Hongkong.

580. Scudder, Henry Desbrough. 1913. Department of 
Agronomy, Oregon Experiment Station. Report for the year 
ending June 30, 1913. Corvallis, OR: Oregon Experiment 
Station. 30 p. See p. 1, 3-5, p. 30. Unpublished typescript. 
Dec. 1.
• Summary: The following, written by Henry Desbrough 
Scudder, is addressed to Dr. James Withycombe, Director, 
Oregon Experiment Station, Corvallis, Oregon: “Dear Sir: 
In response to your request for a brief summary of the 
experimental work of this department during the year ending 
June 30, 1913, I submit the following. Corvallis Station: 
Hatch and State Scientifi c Funds.” Under “2. Experiments 
with legumes,” it is stated that “This work has been carried 
on by Prof. Hyslop... (e) Soy Beans. This is third year’s 
work on the variety test of soy beans [i.e. they started in 
1910] and it has given some promising results. The effort 
has been to fi nd a variety that would mature beans in our 
cool summer climate. The great value of soy bean meal as 
a dairy concentrate made this work seem worth while, as 
large amounts of this meal are imported into the state. The 
results the fi rst year were very discouraging, as practically 
not a single variety matured a single bean. The second year a 
few varieties matured some seed and a good many selections 
were made. This year the results were a good deal better. 
Two varieties, the Chernie and Tashing, matured seed, as did 
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some of the selections from the previous year. Unfortunately, 
owing to the lack of a suitable place for storing and threshing 
the vines, practically all of the seed was lost at the end of the 
season. Several varieties showed promising production of 
green forage for silage use, yielding as high as 4.6 tons per 
acre. This trial will be continued as some of the selected seed 
still remains.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Oregon. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation 
of soybeans in Oregon (1910). The source of these soybeans 
may well have been William Morse of the USDA in 
Washington, DC. Address: Agronomist, Oregon Agric. Exp. 
Station, Corvallis.

581. Heyne, K. 1913-1917. De nuttige planten van 
Nederlandsch-Indië, tevens synthetische catalogus der 
verzamelingen van het Museum voor Technische- en 
Handelsbotanie te Buitenzorg [The useful plants of the 
Netherlands Indies. 4 vols.]. Batavia [Jakarta]: Printed by 
Ruygrok & Co. Vol. 1, 250 + xxvii p. Vol. 2, 349 + xxxix p. 
Vol. 3, 402 + xlviii p. See vol. 2, p. 242-43, 316-22. See also 
2nd ed. 1927 and 3rd ed. 1950. 24 cm. [12+ ref. Dut]
• Summary: Contains detailed information on soybeans 
in Indonesia, including various local names, soybean 
production in Indonesia by province from 1918-1925 (the 
top producers in 1925 were Madoera and Madioen; total 
production grew from 222,426 to 260,125), soybean culture, 
imports, exports, tempeh, tofu (tao hoe), tao koan, tao tjo 
(Indonesian miso), and soy sauce (ketjap). Also discusses 
ontjom and dagé made from peanuts.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for the Dutch 
East Indies (later Indonesia).
 Note. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001) 
that contains the term tao koan. Address: Chef van het 
Museum voor economische botanie te Buitenzorg (Bogor).

582. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1913. The trade and 
administration of China. 2nd ed. London, New York, 
Bombay, and Calcutta: Longmans, Green & Co. xiii + 466 p. 
See p. 209, 211, 221, 223, 225, 236, 240, 242, 251, 255, 257, 
259, 304, 326. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the best books seen to date on this 
subject. The author lived 1855-1934. The original edition 
was published in 1908 and a third edition was published in 
1921. This edition has a fold-out map of Japan at the end and 
a graph opposite p. 227.
 Listed in the index under “Beans, bean-cake and 
bean-oil,” soybeans are discussed extensively–especially 
in Chapter 8, “The provinces and the treaty ports” (p. 206-
260), but also in Chapter 9, “Foreign trade” (p. 277-309) and 
Chapter 10, “Internal trade” (p. 310-327). Address: Gunten, 
Lake of Thun, Switzerland: Sometime Commissioner of 

Customs and Statistical Secretary, Inspectorate General of 
Customs.

583. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1913. 
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 9]. 
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 716 p. Reprinted in 
2001-02 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: Nikkei Imin 
Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on Japanese 
Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back 
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly 
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads: 
The Japanese American Year Book.
 The book is divided into 13 parts, each numbered 
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (incl. how this book 
was created) (5 p.). (2) Table of contents, general (4 p.). (3) 
Table of contents, ads (4 p.). (4) Photos (black and white 
on 12 unnumbered pages). (5) Graphs and charts on 4 
unnumbered pages: Three pie charts for 1912: (A) In which 
U.S. states do Japanese live. (B) Occupations of Japanese in 
USA. (C) Japanese in USA by gender. Two pie charts (D-E). 
Increase and decrease of Japanese population by gender. (F) 
Bar chart: Agricultural land use by Japanese by state. (G) 
Agricultural crops grown by Japanese. (6) Photo of the site 
to be of the Panama-Pacifi c International Exposition (1915) 
in San Francisco. (7) Two maps: Map of the United States. 
Map of California (2 p.). (8) Advertisements (A-1 to A-18). 
(9) Front part (p. 1-152), including general information about 
America, Japanese in America, U.S. and agricultural census 
data, etc. (10) Ads (p. 1-16). (11) Back part (p. 1-142). (12) 
Ads (B-1 to B-64). Appendixes: (13) Table of contents for 
directory of places where Japanese live in America, by 
state, and within each state by city: In Japanese (2 p.). In 
English (2 p.). (14) Directory of Japanese living in America, 
interspersed with ads (p. 1-228). (15) Ads (p. 1-50). (16) 
Copyright page.
 In a table (p. 57), one vertical line gives soybean 
production statistics in Japan from 1905-1909 (fi ve year 
average): Area: 464,021 cho (1 cho = 2.45 acres; so 
1,136,851 acres). Production: 3,766,962 koku (1 koku = 180 
liters = 47.6 gallons = 308 lb = 5.13 bushels; so 1,932,452 
bushels). Average yield 0.87 koku/tan or tanpo. Note: 
Something seems to be wrong with these soybean statistics. 
The yield of Japanese soybeans seems too low; only about 
1-2 bushels per acre.
 A table (p. 92) shows Japanese population in the top 
8 U.S. states in 1912. There are 7 columns: Male adults, 
female adults, male children born in USA, male children 
born in Japan, female children born in USA, female children 
born in Japan, and total. The totals are: California: 58,555. 
Washington: 16,037. Colorado 3,556. Oregon 3,518. New 
York 2,002. Idaho 1,392. Utah 1,390. Montana 972.
 Individual lines in various tables (p. 115-150) show tofu, 
miso and shoyu makers in the United States by state, and 
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within California by city. There are 7 columns: Location, 
total no. of shops, no. of owners, investment ($), sales ($/
year), workers, salary ($/year). The number of tofu makers 
by state is: California 28. Utah (Ogden) 1. Idaho 2. Colorado 
(Denver) 2. Oregon 1. Washington 9. There are also 2 miso 
makers in Los Angeles and 1 shoyu maker in Oregon. 
Columns 1-2 are fi lled out for all entries, columns 3-4 for 
all California entries, and columns 5-6 for about half the 
California entries.
 A table (p. 26-27) shows import tariffs on goods from 
Japan. These include: Soybeans $0.45/bushel. Shoyu, 
miso, deep fried tofu pouches (aburage), dried frozen tofu 
(Koyadofu) and yuba 40% of their value, but a request is 
being made to change the shoyu, the two tofu products and 
the yuba to 20%.
 The Directory shows Japanese companies making 
soyfoods in California, Utah, Idaho, Colorado, New York, 
Washington state, and Oregon. Address: San Francisco, 
California.

584. Prinsen Geerligs, H.C. ed. 1913. Dr. K.W. van 
Gorkom’s Oost-Indische Cultures, opnieuw uitgegeven onder 
redactie van H.C. Prinsen Geerligs. Compleet in drie deelen 
[Dr. K.W. van Gorkom’s East-Indian crops. New edition. 3 
vols.]. Amsterdam, Netherlands: J.H. de Bussy. See vol. 3, p. 
276-88. Illust. Index. 27 cm. [7 ref. Dut]
• Summary: In vol. 3 is a section on “Second crops (Tweede 
Gewassen)” (p. 243-91). Chapter 4 (Hoofdstuk IV) of that 
section is titled “Soybeans (Soja)” (p. 276-88). Contents: 
Origin and native land. The soybean plant: Botanical 
description (fl owers, seeds, fertilization, germination), 
types and varieties, geographical distribution. Cultivation 
of soybeans: General instructions for growing, planting, 
manuring, diseases and pests. Production, trade, and use of 
soybeans: Tofu (Tao-Hoe), Chinese soy sauce (Tao-Yoe), 
soybean paste (Tao-Tjiong), Tempeh, composition and 
nutritive value (samenstelling en voedingswaarde).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021) 
that contains the term Tao-Tjiong, a term, and perhaps a 
product, that appears to be between doujiang (Chinese-style 
miso) and tao-tjo (Indonesian-style miso).
 Photos show: (1) A soybean plant that bears black-
seeded varieties (p. 277). A soybean plant that bears white-
seeded varieties (p. 278).
 Also discusses (in vol. 2): Peanuts (p. 227-41). Sesame 
seeds (p. 247-51).
 Reprinted in Van Gorkom 1918, p. 839-51. Karel 
Wessel van Gorkom lived 1835-1919. Address: Amsterdam, 
Netherlands.

585. Sornay, Pierre de. 1913. Les plantes tropicales 
alimentaires et industrielles de la famille des légumineuses 
[Edible and industrial tropical plants of the legume family]. 
Paris: Augustin Challamel. xii + 489 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. 

[77* ref. Fre]
• Summary: This book is dedicated to “Mr. P. Boname, my 
excellent master and friend.” Boname, who wrote the Preface 
and is now director of the agronomic station on Maurice, was 
the soybean pioneer in Maurice.
 The section on the soybean (Le Soja, p. 195-205, 272, 
276, 469, 471, 473, 475) is largely summarized from earlier 
writers, including Aiton, Bonâme, Bloch, Church, Grandeau, 
Joulie, Kaempfer, König, Korentschewski and Zimmermann, 
Lechartier, Li and Grandvoinnet, Paillieux, Paillieux and 
Bois, Pellet, Trimble, and Watt. Most of the section is 
about soybean production, but there are also subsections on 
soymilk, tofu (Fromage de soja), and shoyu (p. 204-05), plus 
soy coffee, soy bread and biscuits for diabetics, and trade in 
soybeans and soybean products (p. 205).
 Also discusses: Alfalfa or Lucerne (Medicago sativa, p. 
309, 453-54, 471, 474). Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia 
subterranea, pistache voandzou, 72-75, 277-78, 469, 473, 
476). Kudzu (Pueraria Thunbergiana, p. 429-30). Lupins 
(Lupinus albus, p. 264, 309, 453-54, 468). Peanuts (Arachis 
hypogæa, arachide p. 47-72, 270, 273, 453-54, 467, 471, 
472, 474-76). Winged bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus, 
pois carré, p. 183-94, 273, 276, 468, 471, 473-76). Address: 
Asst. Director, Agronomic Station, Mauritius (Station 
agronomique de l’Ile Maurice).

586. Takenob, Y.; Kawakami, K. 1913. Japan Year Book. 
Tokyo: Japan Year Book Offi ce. 702 p. See p. 163-64, 230, 
351, 356, 358, 438, 654, 659, 672, 690. Eighth annual issue. 
[Eng]
• Summary: In chapter 11, “Agriculture” (p. 155-77) is a 
table titled “Beans, sweet potato and potato (p. 163) which 
gives “Soy bean” production in Japan for 1906-1910 (in 
koku).
 On page 164 we read: “The three daily articles of 
diet for all classes, viz. soy [sauce], miso, and tofu are 
manufactured from this bean...”
 In chapter 15, “Industry,” is a paragraph titled “Soy” (p. 
230) on the patented Suzuki process for brewing soy [sauce]. 
“For soy the prefecture of Chiba, which is contiguous 
to Tokyo municipality, heads all other places on the list. 
Parched wheat mixed with salt and beans is a principal 
ingredient. The process is still far from scientifi c, requiring 
about 12 months before the liquid is ready for sale. It is also 
costly, as it does not admit so much labor-saving appliances. 
To obviate these advantages, several patented processes, 
notably that by Mr. Suzuki, have been tried, but they do not 
seem to have attained ideal perfection. It was on the strength 
of the Suzuki process that a company backed with yen 
2,500,000 paid up was started, in 1907, and the 2-months’ 
brewing, the chief merit of the invention, was started. It is 
to be regretted that this fi rst machine-brewing has failed to 
produce the soy which can compare with the old process soy 
in taste and fl avor, and that the company has been wound 
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up.”
 In Chapter 25, “Home trade” is a table (p. 351) titled 
“Prices of principal commodities in Japan,” which includes 
prices for 1905-1911 in yen for soy beans (per koku), soy 
[sauce] (per koku), and miso (per kwan).
 In Chapter 26, “Foreign trade” is a table (p. 356-58) 
titled “Imports” (in 1,000 yen). Under the heading “Staples 
articles of over yen 1,000,000” (p. 356) is given the value of 
soja bean imports for 1908-1912. Under the heading “Trade 
with China (p. 359) is given the value of imports of “beans” 
and of “oil-cakes” for 1906-1911.
 In chapter 30, “Finance,” is a paragraph (p. 438) titled 
“Tax on Japanese soy” [sauce].
 In chapter 34, “Chosen (Korea),” a table (p. 654) on 
“Exports (in 1,000 yen), under the heading “Foreign trade” 
has data on exports of beans and peas for 1906-1912 (in 
yen).
 In the same chapter, under the heading of “Agriculture” 
is a paragraph (p. 659) which states: “Barley and soya bean.–
Barley covers 421,828 cho, yielding 4,194,425 koku. Beans 
are exported chiefl y to Japan for manufacturing soy. The 
acreage is 358,000 cho and the yield [production] 1,925,000 
koku. Export to Japan amounted to about 3,500,000 yen in 
1909.”
 In Chapter 35, “Taiwan (Formosa),” under the heading 
“Agriculture,” a table (p. 672) titled “Agricultural products” 
has production data on “Beans and peas” (in 1,000 koku) for 
1905-1909.
 In Chapter 37, “South Manchuria,” is a paragraph (p. 
690) titled “The soya bean” which states: “The fame of 
Soya bean has spread all over the world since 1906 when 
the Mitsui Bussan fi rst shipped a trial consignment to 
England. As substitute of cotton seeds for extracting oil the 
bean met with a favorable reception not only in England 
but in Germany, France and elsewhere, and the following 
year the enterprising fi rm received large orders. The yield 
[production] of [soya] bean in Manchuria is between 
1,500,000 and 2,000,000 tons and the output of bean-
cakes about 1,000,000 tons. In 1909 the export amounted 
to 800,000 tons of which about 50% went to Europe, 30% 
to China and 20% to Japan. The export is made through 
Dairen, Newchang (which monopolized it before the export 
to Europe began), and Vladivostock [Vladivostok], the fi rst 
claiming about one half and the other half is divided between 
the two ports.” Address: Prof. at Waseda Univ. and Late of 
the Japan Times, Japan.

587. Wilson, Ernest H. 1913. A naturalist in Western China, 
with vasculum, camera, and gun: Being some account of 
eleven years of travel, exploration, and observation in the 
more remote parts of the fl owery kingdom. 2 vols. London: 
Methuen & Co. Ltd. See vol. 2, p. 49, 54-56, 61, 87-88. 
Introduction by Charles Sprague Sargent, LL.D. Illust. Index. 
23 cm.

• Summary: In volume 2, chapter VI (p. 48-63) is titled 
“Agriculture: The principal food-stuff crops.” “The Chinese 
nation is to a very large extent vegetarian, fl esh being eaten 
only in small quantities except on festival occasions... The 
Chinese fry most of their vegetables, and for this purpose 
a vegetable oil is nearly always used. The oils expressed 
from members of the Cabbage (Brassica) family [such as 
rapeseed], the Soy Bean (Glycine hispida), and Sesamé 
(Sesamum indicum [sesame]) being most in request” (p. 49). 
The seeds of ground-nut (Arachis hypogæa, called “Lao-hua-
tsen), opium poppy, sunfl ower, and cotton seed are also used 
as oilseeds (p. 61).
 Beans are discussed on pages 55-56. “Since the Chinese 
are to such a large extent a vegetarian people, the various 
members of the pea and bean family are necessarily most 
important crops... The soy bean is everywhere a summer 
crop.” The country’s most important legume, it is “planted 
everywhere–in fi elds by itself, around rice and other fi elds, 
and as an undercrop to maize and sorghum. It yields seeds in 
three colours, namely yellow, green, and black. The Chinese 
distinguish three kinds of the yellow and two kinds each of 
the green and black. These varieties yield a succession of 
beans, the black being fully a month later than the others. 
The ‘Huang-tou’ [yellow soybean] is cooked and eaten as 
a vegetable, or ground into fl our and made into vermicelli; 
preserved in salt it makes an excellent pickle. It is also 
extensively used in the manufacture of soy sauce and 
soy vinegar. A variety with small yellow seeds is largely 
employed in making bean-curd [tofu]. While in Central and 
Western China the soy bean is cultivated exclusively as a 
food-stuff, in Manchuria it is grown almost solely for the 
oil which is obtained from the seeds by pressure, and for the 
residual-cakes that remain after the oil has been expressed. 
From Newchwang, the port of Manchuria, there is an 
enormous export trade done in ‘Bean-cake,’ which is in great 
demand as an agricultural fertilizer in all parts of China. 
The soy bean has recently been exported to Europe in large 
quantities and the soy-bean oil is employed in soap making 
and for culinary purposes.
 “Two kinds of Gram, Phaseolus mungo, ‘Lu-tou’ and 
P. mungo, var. radiatus, ‘Hung-tou,’ are grown as summer 
crops. The seeds of the ‘Lu-tou’ (green bean [= mung bean]) 
are especially valued for their sprouts... Of the ‘Hung-tou’ 
(red bean [azuki bean]) there are two or three varieties. The 
seeds of these are used as a vegetable or ground into fl our 
and employed for stuffi ng cakes and sweetmeats.”
 “Both sesamum and soy bean are cultivated extensively 
in Western China, but for local consumption only. The 
large exports of these products that pass through Hankow 
[located on the Yangtze River near Wuhan and Wu-ch’ang] 
are brought down by the Peking-Hankow railway. Szechuan 
is capable of growing enormous quantities of these valuable 
plants, but cheaper and better facilities for transport are 
necessary before the products can become articles of external 
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trade. When the much-discussed Hankow-Szechuan railway 
is fait accompli the raw products of the west will be available 
as articles of export, and a much-needed stimulus given to 
the agricultural industries of the regions concerned” (p. 87-
88).
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes vasculum (derived 
from the Latin meaning “small vessel”; the term was fi rst 
used in 1844) as “a usually metal and commonly cylindrical 
or fl attened covered box used in collecting plants.” Address: 
V.M.H., England.

588. Liverpool Daily Post (England). 1914. Seeds, oils, and 
cakes. Jan. 7. p. 13, col. 5.
• Summary: Hull, Tuesday. Linseed is steady. Cottonseed is 
fl at. Linseed oil is quiet. “Refi ned cotton oil” is steady.
 “Soya bean oil, spot 27s, and March-June 26s 6d.
 Linseed cakes. 95 per cent...
 Cotton cakes, spot. Egyptian or Bombay.
 “Soya cakes. spot £7 5s.”

589. Morse, Stanley F. 1914. Money in soy beans: This crop 
may be the basis of a new industry. Country Gentleman 
79(4):169. Jan. 24.
• Summary: “Since 1908, when there was a scarcity of 
cottonseed or linseed in England, millions of tons of soy 
beans have been imported into that country from Manchuria, 
China and Japan to be used in the manufacture of an oil 
of considerable commercial value. This oil has been used 
for food by the Japanese and Chinese, as cottonseed oil is 
frequently used in this country... It partially takes the place of 
linseed oil in the manufacture of paints and is being used in 
soap making.”
 “Of course it is conjectural as to how the soy beans 
would be manufactured into oil, but it is reasonable to 
suppose that mills located in the center of soy-bean-
producing sections, as cotton gins and oil mills are in the 
South, would be the most feasible from a soil-fertility 
standpoint. In other words the main object of the farmer in 
growing soy beans would be to secure for feeding purposes 
the high-protein meal after the oil had been extracted from 
it.”
 The author conjectures further: “Eight or ten years hence 
it would not be surprising to see here and there throughout 
dairying and steer-feeding sections of the United States, 
from the Missouri River eastward and the Gulf of Mexico 
northward, certain mills which are lacking today. If we 
should pay a visit to one of these mills during the autumn or 
winter months we should see farmers come driving in with 
loads of yellow, black, green or brown roundish beans; they 
would bring their wagons to a halt on a scale; the weight 
would be recorded, and an employee would take samples of 
the loads. Then the farmers would back up to a scuttlehole, 
shovel their beans into it, and drive on to where a metal 
chute was let down and a yellowish meal would fi ll their 

wagon boxes. Following them home we should see them 
shovel this meal into a cement-fl oored feed house, put on 
their teams, return to the feed-house and throw a certain 
quantity of yellowish meal into a feed-mixer with so much 
corn-and-cob meal; a feed-carrier would then convey this 
mixture into the cow-barn, where the cows would reach 
greedily for it as it was thrown into the feeding troughs. 
Later these farmers would receive a letter from the Eureka 
Oil Company inclosing a check and stating that the beans 
analyzed so much per cent of oil or so many pounds of oil at 
so much a pound. Still later another more substantial check 
would arrive in payment for milk, cream or butter sold by 
these same farmers.”
 A small photo shows a man standing in a fi eld of 
soybeans.

590. Barrett, O.W. 1914. Current notes–February: Soya 
bean. Philippine Agricultural Review 7(2):82-83. Feb. From 
the Daily Consular and Trade Reports of the U.S. Dep. of 
Commerce.
• Summary: “As was confi dently expected, the soya bean has 
been greatly improved in the past few years, both in America 
and Europe. Whereas in its home country of Manchuria the 
oil content is only about 15 or 16 per cent, some of the new 
varieties which have been bred up in America and Europe 
run as high as 20 and even 22 per cent. South Africa is now 
taking up this crop and it is found that altitude somewhat 
affects the yield of oil in any given variety; for instance, at 
an altitude of 1,000 meters the [oil] yield of a certain variety 
is about 20 per cent. while at sea level it is about 22 per 
cent. Germany, ranking with France as the heaviest importer 
of oil seeds, has been trying for years to fi nd a suitable oil 
crop which could be put under intensive cultivation; this 
desire seems about to be realized in the shape of soya, many 
varieties of which can now most likely be grown in Germany 
with excellent success. In 1912 Germany imported 1,443,447 
metric tons of oil seeds valued at 217 million pesos.” 
Address: Chief, Div. of Horticulture, Philippines.

591. Bois, D. 1914. Germes de soja et germes de haricot 
mungo: Un produit alimentaire faussement dénommé [Soy 
sprouts and mung bean sprouts: A food product falsely 
named]. Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 61:334-36. 
Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: In November 1911, the Journal des Halles et 
Marchés reported the appearance in Paris of a vegetable 
designated under the name Yamado and considered new. 
The author identifi ed it as mung bean sprouts (germes du 
Haricot Mungo), a green seed well known to the Society 
and described by Paillieux in the 3rd edition of his book Le 
Potager d’un curieux on p. 222. The mung bean/mung bean 
sprouts are known as Lou teou/Ghia in China and Yaye nari/
Moyashi in Japan. The sprouts are called Taugé in Java.
 “We see them appear now every winter, sold in Paris 
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by a certain number of food merchants, who also sell the 
ungerminated mung beans.
 “But, perhaps to facilitate the sale of these products, 
the shopkeepers have seen fi t to offer them to the buyers 
under the names ‘soy sprouts’ and ‘soybeans’ (germes et de 
graines de Soja), a confusion that would not be appropriate 
to perpetuate.”
 Footnote: “A circular has been printed and is distributed 
to the buyers, titled Le Soja, alimentation économique et 
hygiénique. Une légume nouveau importé de Chine: Le Soja 
frais en germes [‘The soybean, an economic and hygienic 
food. A new vegetable imported from China: Fresh soya 
sprouts’]. It contains some recipes using the sprouts, also 
falsely named.”
 “The soybean (Le Soja), whose products are coming 
to be used more and more in Europe, has seeds which are 
completely different from those of the mung bean, not 
only in their form and volume, but also in their special 
chemical composition, which requires that they be used quite 
differently. I must add that all the sprouts I have seen in Paris 
under the name of soy sprouts (germes de Soja) actually 
came from the mung bean.”
 “Since I have introduced the subject of soybeans, I 
will say that the seed of this precious legume is presently 
imported into Europe in considerable quantities. The 
Information Leafl et of the Ministry of Agriculture announced 
recently, according to the Molkerei Zeitung, that an 
organization named “Soyama-Werke” has been established 
at Bockenheim (Germany) for the production of milk, cream, 
butter, and cheese from this seed.
 One can see from the accompanying illustration the 
great difference that exists between the seeds of the mung 
bean and those of the soybean, and between their respective 
sprouts.
 An illustration (line drawing, p. 336) shows the seeds 
and sprouts of the Mung bean (A, top) and soybean (B). 
Mung beans, which are smaller than soybeans, give ready-to-
use sprouts in 4 days, compared with 8 days from the larger 
soybeans. “Because of this difference, the soybean seems 
to me absolutely unsuited to the production of etiolated 
sprouts.”
 Messrs. Li and Grandvoinnet have published in the 
Journal d’Agriculture pratique des pays chauds, 1911-1912, 
a series of articles about the soybean, and they mention the 
sprouts among the products obtained from this plant. But the 
sprout in the illustration (fi g. 21, p. 130, of 1912) is that of 
the mung bean. Address: France.

592. Kolonist (Der) (Buenos Aires, Argentina). 1914. Die 
Sojabohne [The soybean]. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: In the year 1911 Hamburg imported 327,008 
quintals of soybeans worth 5,777,560 marks, im Jahre 1912 
Hamburg imported 490,606 quintals worth 8,528,150 marks.
 Note: dz = doppelzentner = quintal; 1 quintal = 100 kg. 

And 1000 kg = 1 metric ton. Therefore, in 1911 Hamburg 
imported 32,700 metric tons of soybeans, increasing to 
49,060 metric tons in 1912.

593. Sahr, C.A. 1914. Report of the Assistant Agronomist. 
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 
43-49. For the year 1913. March 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this report’s only section, titled “Experiments 
with leguminous plants,” all crops are grouped into three 
types based on the length of their growth period. The soy 
bean appears in both the fi rst group (quick rotation, short 
season, 3 to 4 months) and the second group (medium 
time, 4½ to 6½ months). The importance of inoculation is 
emphasized.
 The subsection on “Soy bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy 
beans were grown more or less extensively by Japanese 
farmers in Kona to defray expenses while their coffee trees 
came into bearing, fi nding a ready market for culinary 
purposes and also among local soy sauce brewers. Since 
the coffee orchards now demand the entire attention of the 
growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy beans imported 
from Japan for their supply.
 “The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become 
a well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection 
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the 
method of manufacture, which is given here briefl y...” Equal 
parts of boiled soybeans and roasted California wheat are 
mixed, “poured into molds, and left to stand for 3 or more 
days, or until slightly covered by mold fungi. The molds 
are then emptied into large cedar vats of 500 to 800 gallons 
capacity. A starter made from cass [soybean presscake] and 
brine is then added, and the mass is left to ferment for a 
period ranging from 6 months to a year or 18 months, the 
mass being thoroughly stirred twice each day. The fermented 
mass is then transferred into a large press and the liquid 
sauce is pressed out, boiled 2 or 3 hours, and put in cedar 
tubs of 4½ to 6 gallons capacity... The ferment starter is 
made of a small quantity of soy-bean cake, or cass, sprinkled 
over a few handfuls of parboiled soy beans and left in a 
warm place for several days. The cass is sold for 20 cents per 
100 pounds to rice planters as a fertilizer, and contains about 
20 per cent salt. It is also fed to hogs, after soaking in water 
to draw out the salt. The brewers buy imported soy beans at 
$72 per ton in Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The 
tubs in which the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese 
cedar, shipped knocked down from Japan, and put together 
as wanted. The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according 
to their capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy 
sauce is eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce, 
with their rice, fi sh, and meats. It has the color of strong 
black coffee.
 “Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy 
beans and rice. The brewed liquid is clear white. The climate 
of Hawaii is too warm for its manufacture.”
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 A table (p. 48) shows fi ve soybean varieties (each with 
an “Agronomy accession number, three also with an S.P.I. 
number–20798, 19183, and 14953) and their yields as hay, 
fodder and/or seed, and stages of growth in Hawaii. The only 
named variety, Otootan [black seeded], was “grown from 
seed received from the College of Hawaii in May 1911. This 
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever 
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and 
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool 
and moist growing period.” Trials of this variety were made 
at the Hilo and Glenwood substations.
 No. 698, a Russian soy bean, was received from S.R. 
Cope of London, England. Seven varieties were received 
from the College of Hawaii. Eight varieties were received 
from the Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA) under the [S.P.I.] 
numbers 19183, 22379, 32906, 32907, 34857, 34934, 34924, 
34987, and 34123; they were planted in May. “Four varieties, 
said to be rich in oil content, were received from an eastern 
paint and oil company for trial by this station. Samples of 
these will be analyzed and the oil content determined.”
 A photo shows two Otootan variety soy bean plants, 
valuable for forage and green manuring; one is bigger than 
the other and both are hanging up-side down.
 Other leguminous plants tested: Kulthi or horse gram, 
cowpeas, sunn hemp (Crotolaria juncea), a variety of Cuban 
peanut, asparagus bean (sasagi; probably yardlong cowpea) 
and sesbania.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that mentions the soybean variety Otootan.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004) 
that mentions the asparagus bean (Vigna sesquipedalis). 
Address: Asst. in Agronomy, Hawaii.

594. Times (London). 1914. Artifi cial milk. Butter and cheese 
from soya beans. Romance of a new industry. March 17. p. 
4, col. 1.
• Summary: “A discovery which should prove of great 
interest to housewives and mothers has recently been 
brought to perfection in a London chemical laboratory. 
This is a process of manufacturing synthetically a pure and 
wholesome milk of high nutritive value, possessing all of the 
virtues of the original article, none of its many dangers.” A 
German chemist has developed the process.
 “The fl uid, as far as its appearance is concerned, is quite 
indistinguishable from rich cow’s milk. It is delightfully 
smooth on the palate. On the other hand, the taste seems to 
some persons slightly different from that of ordinary milk. 
It is said that even this slight ‘taste’ can be removed at will. 
A dairyman was recently asked to express his opinion of 
the new milk, and two glasses, one containing his own milk 
and the other the artifi cial milk, were placed before him. He 
praised what he supposed was his cow’s milk and expressed 
a very modifi ed appreciation of the other. His surprise on 
hearing of his error was naturally great.

 “Introduction of bacteria. The new milk has been built 
up from a basis of casein obtained from the soya bean. 
Casein, of course, is likewise the basal constituent of cow’s 
milk. The beans are treated by a special process whereby all 
oil and waste matter are removed and only the pure casein 
left. To this basis are added in exact proportions fatty acids, 
sugars, and salts, and emulsifi cation carried out... In order 
that the synthetic milk may approximate in all respects to the 
real milk, bacteria of the required strains, including the lactic 
acid (sour milk) bacilli rendered famous by Metchnikoff a 
few years ago, are introduced to the fl uid and permitted to 
act upon it until it reaches exactly that state of what may be 
termed maturity at which fresh cow’s milk is obtained. That 
it is indeed a real milk is proved by the fact that excellent 
cheeses and ‘butter’ can be made from it.
 “The advantages of the new milk are obvious. It is, 
of course, free from all suspicion of being contaminated 
with milk-borne diseases like tuberculosis, scarlet fever, or 
diphtheria.”
 The fi rst consignment of soya beans was sent to Europe 
as recently as 1906. “In this country soya oil has now a very 
ready and extensive market. It is used instead of the cotton 
seed variety on account of cheapness. Soap manufacturers 
are also coming to depend upon it. The chief use, however, 
would seem to be as cattle cakes for winter feeding. That the 
article which has fed so many milch cows during the past 
few years should itself be used in the making of artifi cial 
milk is undoubtedly something of a coincidence.
 “Most of the soya beans entering this country pass 
through Hull, which, with its great oil and seed mills, is the 
natural centre for such a commodity.”

595. Hanson, George C. 1914. Manchuria’s soya-bean trade. 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
17(115):921-23. May 16.
• Summary: A table (p. 922) shows exports of soybeans, 
bean cake, and bean oil from the principal ports of South 
Manchuria (Antung, Dairen, and Newchwang), a from 
1909 to 1913, inclusive. Vladivostok is the principal port 
of export for North Manchuria. Figures supplied by the 
Chinese Maritime customs for the calendar year 1913 are 
now available. “The Maritime Province crop is reported from 
Vladivostok to be less than in 1912-13 when it was 540 tons. 
This relatively small amount shows that the beans shipped 
from Vladivostok are mainly of Manchuria production. The 
Manchurian crop for 1913-14 probably totals 1,054,500 tons.
 “Vladivostok’s export fi gures for [soy] beans the years 
1912 and 1913 amounted to 338,451 tons and 319,410 tons, 
respectively. Adding these quantities to the exports from 
South Manchuria gives 654,705 tons for 1912 and 599,278 
tons for 1913, fi gures which may be taken as representing 
the total amount of beans exported from Manchuria for these 
two years.”
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 “Dairen is the chief milling center. Beans sent to 
Vladivostok are principally consigned for export to Europe, 
although a few shipments have recently been made from 
that Siberian port to Dairen. There is but one bean-crushing 
mill in Vladivostok, hence the shipments of bean cake and 
bean oil are practically nil. The beans reaching Antung, 
Newchwang, and Dairen are for the most crushed in the mills 
at those places.”
 In 1913 the 49 power mills in Dairen produced 309,159 
tons of bean cake and 25,223 tons of bean oil. The 15 power 
mills in Newchwang produced 167,643 tons of bean cake 
and 14,679tons of bean oil. The 15 power mills in Antung 
produced 43,550 tons of bean cake and 4,340 tons of bean 
oil. “Besides the power mills, there are numerous hand and 
animal-driven mills in these places. The power mills in 
Dairen are operated largely by kerosene engines imported 
from Osaka, Japan. In the city of Mukden there are 32 horse 
mills but no power mills.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny 
(Dairen), Japanese Leased Territory.

596. Tropical Life (England). 1914. Coco-nut products, &c. 
10(5):97. May. [2 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya oil.–Hull” gives 
statistics (from the Public Ledger) for prices on May 15th. 
The unit of weight or volume is not given. The section titled 
“Soya oil beans” gives additional statistics for soya bean 
prices.
 A table from the Indian Trade Journal gives reliable 
statistics for exports (in tons) of soy beans from the port of 
Vladivostock [Vladivostock] (Siberia) from 1909 to 1913 
inclusive to Europe, Japan, China, and Total. Exports to 
Europe rose from 214,185 in 1909 to a peak of 407,213 
in 1911, then decreased to 221,099 in 1913. Exports to 
Japan leaped from 1,161 in 1909 to a record 77,186 in 
1913. Exports to China jumped from 106 in 1909 to a 
record 16,909 in 1913. Total exports from Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] rose from 215,752 in 1909 to a peak of 
430,310 in 1911, then decreased to 315,194 in 1913.

597. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1914. 
Rival to milk. Produce from soya beans. Romance of an 
industry. June 20. p. 14.
• Summary: This is a summary of: Times (London). 1914. 
“Artifi cial milk. Butter and cheese from soya beans. 
Romance of a new industry.” March 17. p. 4. The summary 
begins: “The keen rivalry between margarine and butter 
is to have a parallel in the fl uid product of the soya bean 
threatening to knock cow’s milk out of the market.”

598. Anderson, George E. 1914. Review of Hongkong 
trade in 1913. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 17(146):1777-92. June 23.
• Summary: “During the middle portions of the year all 

South China was in the throes of a revolution; and the two 
provinces of China most directly tributary to Hongkong in 
a trade way declared their complete independence from the 
central government at Peking.
 “Throughout the entire year there were serious 
disturbances which made settled conditions in the interior 
impossible... Perhaps the most unfavorable feature was the 
increasing discount of the provincial paper currency issued 
all over China by the various provinces during and after the 
revolution. In South China most of this paper had less than 
two thirds of its face value.”
 “The exchange value of silver remained high and steady 
during the whole of the year, thus making it possible for the 
Chinese consumer to buy many lines of foreign produce 
which in years of normal exchange are denied him by their 
prohibitive cost.
 The [soya] “bean crop of Manchuria was only about 
70 per cent of the normal;...” Of the actual commodities 
exported, there was a decrease in vegetable oils, opium, 
Chinese foods and produce.”
 “The year of opium: The importation of opium into 
China is fi nally nearing a fi nal stage in its decline... The 
import trade [to Hongkong] all but ceased during the year.
 “As a result of the opposition of the Chinese government 
to further imports of the drug in any part of the Republic, an 
agreement was effected between the Chinese and the British 
governments whereby further importations into China should 
not be permitted...” Address: Consul General, Hongkong.

599. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products and 
their competitors in Northern Europe. I. Cake and meal. 
Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 84. 93 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Letter of submittal. Introduction. 
Germany: The need of more protein, Germany as a 
customer, future competition of Egyptian cake, suggestions 
for increasing American exports, competing feedstuffs 
(incl. soya-bean meal and schrot), theoretical valuation of 
feedstuffs, prevalent methods of feeding, adulteration of 
feedstuffs, methods of purchase and sale, list of addresses. 
United Kingdom: Oil-cake feeding (incl. soya beans), 
theoretical valuation of feedstuffs, list of addresses (incl. 
Lever Bros. [Liverpool], J. Bibby & Sons [Liverpool], 
and Liverpool Seed Oil & Cake Trade Association [A. 
Grenville Turner, secretary, Liverpool]). The Netherlands: 
Promoting cottonseed cake, oil-mill methods, succulent 
feeds, experiment stations. Denmark: Sunfl ower cake, 
Russian transportation, purchase and sale, bulk cake, cake 
versus meal, valuation and choice of cake, ordinary cattle 
rations, cooperative societies, government supervision, list 
of addresses [p. 86, incl. “Dansk Sojakage Fabrik [Dansk 
Sojakagefabrik], Islands Brygge: Soya-bean oil mill; belongs 
to East Asiatic Co...; Hofmann Bang: Director Agricultural 
Experiment Laboratory.”] Sweden: Prof. Hansson’s 
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experiments, feeding in the Skane district, competition of 
other feedstuffs, list of addresses. Norway: List of addresses.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) that 
mentions “Dansk Sojakage Fabrik” [Dansk Sojakagefabrik] 
by its true name.
 “No nation excels Germany in the application of science 
to agriculture and in the dissemination of practical scientifi c 
information to the remote and small farms. The yield per 
acre in Germany of the principal food crops is now two to 
three times that of the United States, though 20 to 50 percent 
below that of Belgium, which is the highest in the world” (p. 
9).
 A table (p. 15) shows the kinds of oil cakes and meals 
consumed in Germany in 1912. Of the 1,417,920 metric tons 
(MT) consumed, 332,839 were cotton seed cake, 275,000 
rape and similar cake, 200,000 linseed cake, 150,000 sesame 
cake, 150,000 poppy and sunfl ower cake, 120,000 palm 
kernel cake, 100,000 peanut cake, 50,000 soya cake, 30,000 
copra cake, and 10,081 other. Thus soya cake is only 3.5% of 
the total.
 A section titled “Soya-Bean Meal and Schrot” (p. 30) 
states that in Germany “Soya-bean cake is a product that 
has sprung into prominence within the past fi ve years... 
Some of the fi rst cake imported from Manchuria was moldy 
and contained too much oil, but now the principal imports 
are from England, where the oil is well extracted and there 
is not enough moisture to cause molding during the short 
journey. However, there is a general feeling that even small 
quantities of soya oil is [sic, are] not good for cattle, and so 
the preference is growing for the fl akes, or ‘schrot,’ resulting 
from the treatment of the beans by the extraction process. 
This product contains only 1 or 2 per cent oil and is fast 
becoming popular. Some is imported from England, but more 
and more of it is being made in Germany.”
 Dr. “Kellner is the leading authority on feeds in 
Germany... The foundation stone on which most of the 
valuation theories are built is his celebrated feed unit 
‘Staerkewert,’ which may be translated ‘starch equivalent’...” 
A table (p. 35) shows the German feed units, or starch 
equivalents, of the constituents of 23 feedstuffs. Corn has the 
highest value at 81.5 starch equivalent, followed by sesame 
(79.4), copra (76.5), peanut (75.7), then soya (74.7). Another 
table (p. 36-37) shows that soya cake is one of the least 
expensive feedstuffs per feed unit.
 In the UK, the main oilseed crushed is cottonseed (about 
50% of the total), followed by linseed. A table (p. 50) shows 
the imports, exports, and production of various seeds, oils 
and cakes for 1912 for the UK. An illustration (p. 69) shows 
a pair of large “edgestones” and the beveled gears which turn 
them. Called “kallergang” on the European continent, these 
stones are used for crushing cottonseed in most parts of the 
world except the United States. They grind the cottonseed 
hulls more fi nely and greatly improve the appearance of the 
cake and meal. “SoyaBeans:... At one time it was predicted 

that soya beans would predominate the crush [in the U.K.], 
but they reached their maximum in 1910 with 413,267 tons 
and have been declining ever since, the receipts [imports] 
for 1913 being only 76,452 tons. Reasons assigned for this 
decrease are: The increase in freight rates, the increase 
in crushing in China and Japan, the growing competition 
from Denmark and from Germany (whose import duty was 
lately removed from these beans), and the slow demand for 
the cakes among English feeders. This last seems the most 
important reason, and it is involved with some of the others.
 “Denmark (p. 74): Producers of oil cake the world 
over owe a debt of gratitude to Denmark for demonstrating 
the superlative value of this product [cottonseed cake] for 
making butter. This strictly agricultural country has been 
continuously concentrating its energy on those products that 
could be exported at the highest prices.” The main export 
is butter, followed by milk, cream, and cured meats [i.e. 
value-added products]. In 1912 butter, valued at $40 million, 
accounted for nearly one-third of the country’s exports.
 In Sweden, within the past 5 years the Swedish 
Agricultural Department has been giving great attention to 
cattle breeding and feeding. “This experimental department 
is under the direction of Prof. Nils Hansson, a student of the 
celebrated German Kellner. Prof. Hansson has been making 
some extensive experimental studies in dairy-cattle breeding 
and feeding.” Kellner’s theories were mainly formulated 
for feeding cattle for beef. Prof. Hansson has clearly 
demonstrated that the Kellner valuation for nitrogen is too 
low when applied to milk production.
 Norway’s principal exports are fi sh and fi sh products 
(worth $27.8 million in 1912), followed by lumber, wood 
pulp, paper, and other forest products ($23,000,000). 
Address: Special Agent, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce.

600. Tropical Life (England). 1914. Soya beans. 10(6):115. 
June. [4 ref]
• Summary: A table shows that imports of soya beans to 
England have decreased sharply from 134,801 tons in 1912 
to 63,046 tons in 1913.
 “According to the report of the Agricultural Department, 
Assam [in eastern British India], Manchurian soya beans 
were tried on a small scale at Jorhat with great success, the 
yield being over 18 maunds per acre.” Ground nuts also 
yielded well at Jorhat.

601. United States Dept. of the Treasury. 1914. Abstracts 
of decisions of the Board of General Appraisers: Before 
Board 3, February 13, 1914. No. 34831.–Prepared beans–
Hamanatto. Treasury Decisions under the Customs and 
Other Laws 26:299-305. Jan/June. See p. 305.
• Summary: “Protest 669529 of Okada & Ichida Co. (San 
Francisco). Opinion by Waite, G.A.
 “A commodity called ‘hamanatto’ classifi ed as prepared 
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beans under paragraph 251, tariff act of 1909, was claimed 
dutiable as a nonenumerated manufactured article (par. 480). 
Protest overruled.”
 Note 1. This document shows that hamanatto was in the 
United States by 1914.
 Note 2 This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that contains the word “hamanatto” 
(spelled just like this, lowercase). Address: San Francisco.

602. Hanson, George C. 1914. Commerce and industries 
of Kwantung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 17(153):7-17. July 1. See p. 11-12, 15-16.
• Summary: “The Dairen (Dalny) consular district embraces 
the Kwantung Leased Territory (Japanese), comprising 
the tip of the Liaotung Peninsula and the islands adjacent 
thereto... Its area is 1,221 square miles and its population 
in 1913 was 517,147, of whom 469,651 were Chinese 
[90.82%], 47,381 Japanese [9.16%], and 115 foreigners.”
 A table (p. 8) of “Foreign trade by countries” shows that 
the lion’s share of its imports (71.5% of gross value) come 
from Japan, followed by Germany, UK, Belgium, and USA.
 A table (p. 11) shows “Shipments from Manchuria into 
Kwantung during 1912 and 1913, including: Bean cake 
103,787 / 127,690 tons. [Soy] beans 553,438 / 622,205 tons. 
Beans (small=azuki) 16,794 / 16,297. Sauce, bean and soy 
50 / 78 pounds.
 The export trade in soybeans and products expanded. 
A table (p. 12) shows the “native exports” (to within China; 
quantity and value), including bean cake, [soy] beans, and 
bean oil.
 The section titled “Last year’s improvement in bean 
trade–unfavourable outlook” includes a table which shows 
exports (incl. reexports) of [soy] beans and bean oil “in 1913, 
by countries of destination. Exports of bean cake to foreign 
countries increased in 1913 to 527,507 short tons, of which 
520,947 tons went to Japan and the remainder to Chosen 
[Korea]. The amount shipped to Chinese ports was 38,629 
tons in 1913, as against 76,172 in 1912.” “A large proportion 
of the bean oil shipped to Japan is transshipped to the United 
States.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny (Dairen), Japanese 
Leased Territory.

603. Seifenfabrikant (Der) (Berlin). 1914. Handelsberichte: 
Fettwaren [Trade reports: Fats]. 34(26):726-28. July 1. [Ger]
• Summary: One short section (p. 726) concerns soybean oil.
 Soybean oil (Soyabohnenöl) is stable [in price] and 
unchanged; It is hardly being traded at all. German oil 
is being offered somewhat more cheaply. Foreign oil is 
being quoted at 57 to 56 German marks, before customs 
duties (unverzollt), ex quay or ex warehouse, re-weight 
(Neugewicht), cash 1%, German oil 61 to 60 German marks, 
duty free (zollfrei), ex factory, cash 1%.
 Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 

Beach, California.
 Note 2. Cash 1% probably means that you get a 1% 
discount on the price of the oil if you pay cash.
 Note 3. Although the German oil looks to be more 
expensive, it may be less expensive after import duties are 
applied to the foreign oil.

604. Boulter, R. 1914. Soya bean export trade of Dairen. 
Board of Trade Journal (London) 86:97-98. July 9. 
Summarized in the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1914, 
p. 621.
• Summary: The export of soy beans from Dairen decreased 
slightly in 1913, owing to the demands of the local mills. 
These mills, 50 in number, consume about 450,000 tons 
of beans annually, producing over 50,000 tons of oil. The 
exports of bean cake amounted to 555,428 tons in 1913, 
compared with 469,089 tons in 1912: over 80% of this was 
sent to Japan, for use there or for transshipment to the United 
States. The exports of bean oil in 1913 increased by about 
3000 tons; the export to Japan fell from 10,889 tons in 1912 
to 3,964 tons, and the export to China increased to 22,487 
tons; heavy freight rates and high prices contributed to 
curtail the exports.
 “Recently there have been some changes in the 
receptacles used for transporting bean oil, drums made of 
mild steel being used. The cost of sending oil to Europe in 
drums in £1 10s. [1 pound 10 shillings] per ton higher than in 
secondhand kerosene oil tins–the original practice–but this is 
compensated by the absence of leakage...
 “The experimental mill erected by the South Manchuria 
Railway Company at Dairen was not expected to start 
work before the middle of the year. The capacity of the 
mill is to be 50 tons of beans in 24 hours and the oil is to 
be extracted by the benzine process. This mill and the new 
Santai oil mill [owned by Mitsui & Co.], which was erected 
in 1913 to replace the one burned down the year before, are 
the only ones in Dairen which extract oil by this process, 
all the others having adopted the crushing method. It is 
contended that by the benzine process more oil of a better 
quality is extracted from the beans, while the cake, though 
proportionately less in weight, is richer in fertilising matter.” 
Address: Acting British Consul, Dairen.

605. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products 
competition. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 85(26):36-37. 
June 29; 86(2):32H. July 13; 86(3):18. July 20; 86(18):36. 
Oct. 19.
• Summary: Extended extracts from Erwin W. Thompson. 
1914. Cottonseed products and their competitors in Northern 
Europe, in U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Special Agents Series No. 
84. Soy is mentioned as a minor competitor of cottonseed. 
Tables show imports, exports, production, and value 
totals for “oil-yielding materials.” Lengthy discussion of 
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“cottonseed meal.”

606. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products and 
their competitors in Northern Europe. II. Edible oils. Special 
Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor) No. 89. 31 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Letter of submittal. Introduction. The 
margarin industry: Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden. Ingredients of margarin: Soft 
fats (sesame oil, colza and rape oils, soya-bean oil, peanut 
oil, cottonseed oil), hard fats (copra oil, palm oil and palm-
kernel oil, shea-nut oil, summary of hard fats), artifi cially 
hardened fats (linseed oil, fi sh oils, soya-bean oil, peanut and 
cottonseed oils). Addresses.
 Denmark (p. 11-12) “is one of the few countries where 
exact statistics are kept of the margarine made and the 
ingredients used. The Danes claim to make and export the 
best butter in the world, and they take every precaution to 
render it impossible in any way to adulterate or falsify it... 
All margarine must contain enough sesame oil to insure the 
prescribed color reaction.” The main three “soft fats” used in 
Danish margarine (in descending order of importance, 1910-
1912) are sesame oil, American cottonseed oil, and peanut 
oil; soya-bean oil is not mentioned. Margarine production 
grew from 34,320 metric tons (tonnes) in 1910 to 39,620 
tonnes in 1912.
 Ingredients of margarine: Soya-bean oil. A table (p. 15) 
shows the approximate net import and crush of soybeans in 
the United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, and Denmark 
from 1908 to 1913. The U.K. fi rst imported soybeans in 
1908 (40,600 tonnes). Germany fi rst imported soybeans 
in 1909 (8,000 tonnes). The Netherlands fi rst imported 
soybeans in 1911 (14,400 tonnes). Denmark fi rst imported 
soybeans in 1911 (20,000 tonnes), rising to 36,900 tonnes in 
1912 and 45,000 in 1913. The total soybean crush in these 
four countries peaked at 355,100 tonnes in 1912, falling to 
246,300 tonnes in 1913. “The decline of the [soya-bean] 
industry in Europe is attributed to the advance in freight 
rates, to the diffi culty of selling the cakes, especially in 
the United Kingdom, and to the resumption of normal oil 
milling in Manchuria since the close of the Russo-Japanese 
War. In Germany and Denmark the cake is growing in favor, 
especially the [solvent] extracted kind, which contains very 
little oil. The crush will probably continue to increase in 
those countries, and to decrease in the United Kingdom, 
where the cake is not liked. Meanwhile there is a disposition 
to import [soya-bean] oil from Japan and Manchuria. The 
United Kingdom imported 3,000 tons of oil in March, 1914. 
China exports to all countries about 100,000 tons of oil 
every year. In Denmark and Germany this oil is chiefl y used 
for soap, but latterly in Germany, and even more so in the 
United Kingdom, it is being deodorized and exported to the 
Mediterranean to blend for salad oil. Margarin makers are 
taking it sparingly (not over 6,000 tons altogether). Perhaps 

the refi ners may learn how to prepare it to suit them; but its 
most logical use seems to be as a salad oil as it is a natural 
winter oil containing oily 10 to 15 per cent stearin compared 
with 20 to 25 per cent for cottonseed oil.”
 “Peanut oil (p. 16): “Peanut oils vary greatly in quality, 
the best grades being made in Bordeaux, France, and Delft, 
Netherlands, from peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) that arrive 
in the shell from West and Southwest Africa, and to some 
extent from shelled nuts from China. The lowest grades are 
made in Marseille [Marseilles], France, from shelled peanuts 
shipped from the Coromandel, or east, coast of India.” The 
present European supply of peanut oil is 184,000 tonnes, of 
which 135,000 tonnes (73.3%) are made in France.
 Pages 26-27 discuss “Artifi cially hardened oils.” “The 
combined capacity of the hydrogenating plants of Europe 
is estimated for 1914 at 250,000 tons (1,375,000 barrels), 
which is two or three times as much as has ever been treated. 
These plants are in England, Norway, Germany, and France, 
and are engaged at present chiefl y on fats for soap and 
candles. They are hardening linseed, whale, soya-bean, and 
cottonseed oils.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2017) 
indicating that soya-bean oil is hydrogenated to make 
candles.
 “Edible oils: The great increase in the demand for 
margarin in Europe, for compound lard in the United States 
and for hard soap all over the civilized world has resulted in 
closely crowding the supply of natural hard fats, while liquid 
oils are relatively abundant.”
 Pages 30-31 give addresses of major edible oil 
processors and margarine manufacturers in Germany (incl. 
Berliner Pfl anzen Butter Margarine Fabrik), Denmark (incl. 
Otto Monsted of Copenhagen, margarin), Norway, Sweden, 
Netherlands (incl. Van den Berg Margarin Works, Jurgens 
Margarin Works), and the United Kingdom (incl. Maypole 
Dairy Co.–affi liated with Otto Monsted of Copenhagen–
makes margarin; Lever Bros. of Liverpool–oil mill, soap 
works, hardeners of oils; Crossfi elds [sic, Crosfi eld] Ltd. 
of Warrington–oil mill, soap works, hardeners of oils). 
Tables show: Total production of edible oils in the European 
countries (p. 7). Imports and exports for various countries 
and oils.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2016) 
stating that soya-bean oil is used as a salad oil in the Western 
world. Address: Commercial Agent, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce.

607. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1914. Foreign trade 
of China in 1913. 86:355-61. Aug. 6. See p. 360.
• Summary: In 1913, exports of beans from China were 
10,326,000 piculs. A picul weighs 133.33 lb on average. The 
original export to all destinations from Manchurian ports and 
marts, which has steadily declined since 1909, underwent a 
further reduction of 1,236,000 piculs. There was an increase 
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in the quantity sent abroad of 3,655,000 piculs, nearly all 
to Japan and Formosa. And though shipments of bean oil 
have declined in recent years, the bean and its products yield 
a total value of 52,000,000 taels, which is fully up to the 
average. The average value of a Haikwan tael is 3 shillings 
and ¼ pence in 1913. 100 Haikwan taels = 111.40 Shanghai 
taels.

608. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Soya-bean oil. 
85(13):452. Sept. 26. Series No. 1809.
• Summary: This short “fi ller” paragraph in the lower left 
corner of the page states: “Since the outbreak of war several 
large shipments of soya-beans, including 100,000 bags from 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] have reached this country for 
the purpose of extracting the oil. Hitherto Germany has 
imported considerable quantities direct from Manchuria, the 
Stettiner Oelwerke A.-G. of Stettin, also importing about 
45,000 metric tons in 1913. H.M. Consul at Stettin states 
that after many experiments this fi rm has succeeded by a 
process of neutralisation, decoloration [sic], etc., in refi ning 
the raw oil to such an extent that it is now largely used in 
Germany instead of the more expensive cottonseed oil, in the 
manufacture of margarine and edible fats. In West Germany 
it is also used as salad oil. Through the success of the above-
mentioned method of rendering the oil palatable the fi rm 
enjoys the protection of the higher duties imposed on edible 
oils.”

609. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Corean soya-
beans. 85(14):499. Oct. 3. Series No. 1810.
• Summary: In the lower left corner is a short “fi ller” 
paragraph which states (p. 499): “The exports [of soya 
beans] from Corea during 1913 amounted to 98,341 tons, 
against 100,919 tons in 1912 and 88,151 tons in 1911. The 
values, however, in 1913 were 54,652 l. [British pounds 
sterling] more at 565,142 l. against 510,490 l. in 1912.”
 Note: Soybeans / Soya are mentioned in the Trade 
Report section of many, many issues, but the references are 
not listed in the volume indexes (with the exception of the 
last entry above).

610. Matenaers, F.F. 1914. Die Sojabohne, ihre Kultur 
und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung [The soybean: Its culture 
and economic signifi cance]. Mitteilungen der Deutschen 
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft 29(40):549-53. Oct. 3. [Ger]
• Summary: The title of this article is followed by an 
asterisk: The cultivation of soybeans, which has also been 
recommended for Germany by various sources for a number 
of years, seems to have been made to some extent impossible 
by our climatic conditions. So far there is no experience that 
encourages the recommendation of extensive experiments. 
Nevertheless, we believed that we should not reject Mr. 
Matenaers’ contribution, since we often received questions 
about the culture of soybeans. It would probably only be a 

question of whether it is possible to use the soybean as green 
fodder or for silage. The article begins:
 Several years ago I described in my book Moderne 
Futtersilos: Silagebereitung, und Silageverfuetterung 
(Modern Feed Silos: Silage Preparation and Silage Feeding) 
(Verlag Paul Parey, Berlin), in detail the modern and 
improved American feed silo, as well as the most suitable 
forms for feeding this silage. In the ration, this relatively 
low-protein silage feed must be supplemented with high-
protein feed. In this connection, according to our American 
experience, the cultivation and feeding of alfalfa, this most 
excellent of all our forage plants, in its various varieties, 
which can be adapted to the particular circumstances, come 
into consideration. The author has also written a book titled 
Der Luzernebau (Growing Alfalfa), as well as a brochure 
titled Das Verpfl anzen der Luzerne (Transplanting Alfalfa)–
both published by Paul Parey, Berlin.
 Includes discussion of the extent of soybean culture in 
the United States, composition and yield in the United States, 
and uses in animal feeding. Harvesting methods are touched 
upon. Address: Chicago, Illinois.

611. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1914. Foreign trade at 
ports of Humber. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 17(233):65-69. Oct. 5.
• Summary: Hull, a port on the River Humber, stands 3rd in 
foreign trade in the United Kingdom. A table shows the fi ve 
main oilseeds crushed are cotton seed, soya beans, linseed, 
rapeseed, and castor beans. A table (p. 63) shows that 
imports of soya beans to Hull decreased from 147,317 long 
tons in 1912 to 63,046 in 1913. “The outlook for the soya 
bean is not thought to be bright.”
 A table (p. 69) shows the value exports to the United 
States. The leading vegetable oil exported was rape oil, 
worth $208,704 in 1912, increasing to $268,057 in 1913. 
Exports of soya bean oil were small: $314 in 1912 increasing 
to $2,485 in 1913. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

612. Bishop, Crawford M. 1914. Trade of North Manchuria. 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
17(237):145-50. Oct. 9. See p. 145-46.
• Summary: During 1913 for Harbin (including the Chinese 
city of Fuchiatien), there was a decrease in the exports of 
[soy] beans by rail, but the average market price of these 
beans was higher than during the previous year. During the 
year fi ve major factors, which are discussed, caused a sharp 
fi nancial crisis.
 The section titled “Export of soya beans and hempseed” 
(p. 146) states: “The exports of beans and other grains by 
the Chinese Eastern Railway (Russian) to the East during 
the winter of 1913 amounted to 18,439 carloads, an increase 
of nearly 2,000 carloads over the corresponding period of 
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1912. By far the major portion of this increase was shipped 
to the Ussuri district, the increase in shipment to Vladivostok 
being much smaller in comparison.” The Ussuri district is 
becoming an increasingly good market for these Manchurian 
products.
 “The total export of beans in 1913 was 334,992 tons, of 
which 247,344 tons were shipped to Europe, 72,864 tons to 
Japan, and 14,784 tons to Dairen (Dalny). Of the foregoing 
total, 15,000 tons were shipped via Nikolaiefsk.
 “There were one Japanese and two Chinese bean-oil 
mills in operation in 1913, and the total quantity produced 
was 1,214 tons. The average price of bean oil was 5 cents per 
pound.” Address: Vice Consul, Harbin.

613. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1914. The 
utilisation of cereal offals and certain other products for 
feeding purposes. 21(7):603-10. Oct. See p. 606-07.
• Summary: “The Board desire to draw the special attention 
of farmers to a number of useful feeding stuffs, some of 
which have hitherto been largely exported, but which will in 
all probability now be obtainable in this country at relatively 
low prices.” Nine commodities are mentioned, including 
sharps and middlings, gluten meal and gluten feed, soya 
bean cake and meal, coco-nut cake, palm-nut cake, and fi sh 
meal. [Note: “Sharps is a wheat offal of a grade intermediate 
between bran and middlings”].
 The section titled “Soya bean cake and meal” (p. 
606-07) notes that only since 1908 has the soya bean been 
imported in quantity into England. “It differs from the 
common fi eld bean in being rich in oil. To a small extent the 
soya bean itself is used as a cattle food, but, as a rule, the 
greater part of the oil is fi rst removed by seed crushers, the 
residual cake or meal being used for feeding purposes. In 
the ordinary course the oil is removed by heat and pressure, 
the residue being in the form of a cake which still contains a 
considerable percentage of oil. A soya bean meal, however, is 
also sold, and from this nearly the whole of the oil has been 
extracted by means of a chemical solvent... ‘Extracted’ meal 
is much poorer in oil than the cake, containing only about 2 
per cent., but it is correspondingly richer in albuminoids. It 
should be fed in moderate quantities along with other less 
concentrated foods. Soya bean cake and meal have a high 
manurial value, similar to that of decorticated cotton cake, 
and considerably higher than that of linseed cake.”
 Note: This same information was also issued by the 
Board of Agriculture (England), under the same title, in 
Special Leafl et No. 8. Address: England.

614. Reuter. 1914. Danish exports. Liverpool Daily Post 
(England). Dec. 12. p. 9, col. 4.
• Summary: “Copenhagen. Friday.–The Danish Government 
prohibited as from to-day the exportation of all sorts of 
leather, exclusive of goat skin, also all lamb and sheep skins, 
manganese, soya beans, and margarine.”

615. Agricultural Bureau, Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce 
Japan (Norinsho, Nomukyoku). 1914. Outlines of agriculture 
in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural Bureau, Department of 
Agriculture and Commerce. 20 + 35 p. Dec. No index. 15 x 
22 cm. [Eng]
• Summary:  Name of organization with diacritics is: 
Nôrinsho, Nômukyoku. The structure of this book is 
unusual. The table of contents (p. 1-3) is followed by a list 
of “illustrations” [all photographs] (p. 1-2), a colored map 
of Japan and pie chart, 20 unnumbered pages of black-and-
white photos, and fi nally the text in four chapters (p. 1-34).
 The pie chart (average of the 3 years 1910-1912, 
excluding Chosen, Taiwan, and Karafuto) shows the 
percentage of agricultural products in value; Rice has about 
60% of the total value, followed by barley, naked barley 
and wheat, cocoon and silk worm eggs, and vegetables. 
Leguminous beans are one of the smallest categories.
 Interesting photos include: 
 (1) The hall [building] of the Imperial Department of 
Agriculture and Commerce. (2) The Agricultural College of 
Tokyo University (fi elds, with buildings in the background). 
(3) The Agricultural College of Tohoku University (trees 
and walkways, with buildings in the background). (4) The 
Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station. (13) Interior of 
fi liature at Okaya, Nagano prefecture (many women kneeling 
in two long rows like machines behind silk spools). (15) 
Silk conditioning house. (16) The sericulture institute. (20) 
Shibuya live-stock breeding farm, and long-tailed fowl (on a 
perch with a 9-foot tail).
 Chapter 1–Condition of agriculture. At the end of 
1912 about 60% of all households in Japan are farming 
households. Of these 5,510,000 farming households, 
32% have occupations in addition to farming–primarily 
sericulture, followed by making items from straw (fancy 
matting, braids), tea manufacture, then chicken raising. 
There are three classes of farmers: Land-owners, peasant 
proprietors (32% of total number of farmers; cultivate their 
own land), and tenants (28% of total number; rent farms 
from land-owner). Both peasant proprietors and tenant 
farmers (40% of total). About 15% of Japan’s land is under 
cultivation. Of this, about half is taken up by paddy fi elds 
(for raising irrigated rice) and half by upland fi elds. Many 
paddy fi elds give two crops a year. Soja beans are mostly 
grown as a summer crop on upland fi elds in rotation (p. 5). 
Because of the smallness of its scale, Japanese agriculture 
traditionally relied mostly on human labor. But in recent 
years the number of farm animals has increased. In late 
1912 there were 2,290,000 of which 1,220,000 were horses, 
1,070,000 cattle, and 300,000 swine. About 20 years ago, 
fertilizer meant mainly human excrement, weeds, and stable 
manures, plus small amounts of oil-cake [soja bean cake], 
fi sh-guano, and rice bran. Today the value is three times 
what it was 10 years ago, and now includes soylees [okara]. 
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“Of these market manures, the bean cake, which is imported 
from China and Kwantung Peninsula, is most important and 
demanded the sum of 25 million yen [25% of the value of 
all fertilizers]. Next came the various composition manures 
[chemical fertilizers], the material of which is imported 
in large quantities, and super-phosphates of lime” (p. 8). 
There are more than 10,400 agricultural cooperatives in 
Japan with 1.16 million members; they are promoted by the 
Co-operative Societies Law of 1900. There are four types: 
Credit, Purchase, Sales, and Productive Societies (p. 9).
 Chapter 2–Agricultural products. The value of all 

agricultural products is 
estimated at 1,720 million 
yen for the 3 years preceding 
1912. These fall into six 
groups (value shown in million 
yen): 1. Cereals (incl. soja 
beans)–1,246 (72.4% of total). 
2. Industrial crops (incl. tea, 
rape, tobacco, sugar cane)–65.3 
(3.79%). 3. Horticultural 
products (fruits, vegetables, 
and fl owers)–196.8 (11.4%). 4. 
Livestock and poultry–42.27 
(2.45%). 5. Cocoons and 
silkworm egg cards–164.2 
(9.5%). 6. Miscellaneous–5.1 
(0.03%). Looking now at the 
value of individual cereals in 
million yen: Rice 966.4 (56.2% 
of total of 6 groups). Naked 
barley 74.2. Barley 63.3. Wheat 
52.5. Soja beans 35.95 (2.1% 
of total). Indian millet 15.84. 
Miscellaneous 38.1.
 A table (p. 12-13) shows 
the acreage of the principal 
crops (in units of 1,000 cho) at 
5-year intervals from 1887 to 
1912. For soja beans: 466 in 
1887, 443 in 1892, 435 in 1897, 
466 in 1902, 471 in 1907, 475 
in 1912. Thus, the are planted to 
soja beans was roughly static. 
For small red bean [azuki] it 
was: 109 in 1897, 129 in 1902, 
135 in 1907, 136 in 1912. So 
azuki area was about 25-28% of 
soja bean area.
 Another table (p. 13-
14) shows the yield of the 
principal crops (in units of 
10,000 koku) at 5-year intervals. 
For soja beans: 325 in 1887, 
311 in 1892, 310 in 1897, 313 

in 1902, 366 in 1907, 351 in 1912. Again, fairly static. By 
comparison, between 1887 and 1912 the average yield of 
wheat increased by 70%, naked barley by 39%, barley by 
38%, and rice by 26%–but only 8% for soja beans.
 Japan’s top three export items (value on 1,000 yen) are 
raw silk (166,963), tea (12,639), and sugar (10,384). The 
main imports are cotton (193,735), rice (32,128), soja bean 
cake (for manure; 27,469), sugar (20,694), wool (14,531), 
and soja beans (8,571). Peanuts are exported to the USA.
 Chapter 3–Agricultural administration. The highest 
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organ is the Department of Agriculture and Commerce, 
which is divided into fi ve sections. The highest organ of 
agricultural research is the Imperial Agricultural Experiment 
Station; there are 39 local agric. exp. stations. Agricultural 
statistics are compiled at the Section of Correspondence in 
the Secretariat of the Department. A statistical report on all 
matters concerning agricultural products is issued once a 
year.
 Chapter 4–Outline of agriculture in the colonies. I. 
Agriculture in Formosa. Rice is the principal crop, followed 
by sugar cane, sweet potatoes, tea, beans, and peanuts. No 
statistics are given. II. Agriculture in Chosen [Korea]: A 
table (p. 32-33) shows area (in 1000 cho) and production 
(in 1,000 koku) in 1912: Rice 980 / 8,969. Indian millet 403 
/ 3,118. Barley 386 / 4,293. Soja bean 375 / 2,452. Wheat 
169 / 1,094. Small red bean (azuki) 165 / 835. The largest 
export from Chosen in 1912 was rice, followed by soja 
beans. But the largest export from Chosen to Japan was soja 
beans, worth 4,917,000 yen. III. Agriculture in Karafuto (the 
Japanese name for Sakhalin Island). In 1875 it came entirely 
under Russian control when Japan ceded it in exchange for 
the Kuril / Kurile Islands. It was occupied by Japan in 1905, 
and the southern half (below 50ºN) was granted to Japan by 
the Treaty of Portsmouth, which ended the Russo-Japanese 
War. It was returned to the USSR in 1945 after the Allies 
defeated Japan in World War II. It is too far north to grow 
soybeans. But barley, naked barley, wheat, oats, rye, and rape 
grow well.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2021) that 
gives clear soybean production statistics for Korea. Address: 

Tokyo, Japan.

616. Chiappini, C. du P. 1914. The trade of the Union: Soya 
beans. In: W.H. Hosking, ed. 1914. South African Year-Book 
1914. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New York: 
E.P. Dutton & Co. xvi + 702 p. See p. 192-261, especially p. 
247-56.
• Summary: Page 192: “The Annual Report of the Trades 
Commissioner in London for the Union Government of 
South Africa for the year ending 31st December, 1912, and 
dated 16th April, 1913, was presented to both houses of 
Parliament by command of His Excellency the Governor-
General.”
 Page 247: “Soya Beans: Trials in connection with these 
beans have been, and are being, made by farmers in the 
Union–principally in Natal. During the past nine years many 
useful experiments have been made by the Agricultural 
Department, mainly at the Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and 
Weenen Government Farms (Natal), and also at Skinner’s 
Court, Pretoria. A great deal of knowledge has thus been 
gained and made known to farmers by means of bulletins, 
etc., issued by the Government. I am, however, informed 
that there has been a check in the progress of this industry, 
and that in some parts farmers have been disheartened by 
their fi rst trials, and have dropped the matter. As there can be 
no doubt about the great future of the Soya Bean industry, 
in the many parts it takes in commerce, and as I am much 
encouraged in the belief that South Africa is a suitable fi eld 
for the successful production of the bean I have collected 
some valuable information for inclusion in this Report. I 
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submit the [following] details in the hope that they will 
stimulate farmers through the Union to continue their 
experiments and carry them to a successful issue, my object 
being to support Mr. Burtt Davy and other offi cers of the 
Agricultural Department who are doing such good work in 
this direction.
 “I have been fortunate in securing the valuable 
assistance of Mr. A. Grenville Turner, Grain and Oilseed 
Broker, and Assistant Secretary to the Seed, Oil, and Cake 
Trade Association, C 20, Exchange Buildings, Liverpool, and 
of Mr. Harold Beckwith, of Peter’s Buildings, II, Romford 
Street, Liverpool, who is a specialist on the production of 
vegetable oil and on oil milling plant generally. Both these 
gentlemen have unstintingly placed their know- ledge and 
valuable services at my disposal.”
 Pages 249-50: “During the year 1909 experiments 
were conducted in the Argentine Republic, Mr. A. Grenville 
Turner reporting that a crop of beans may be secured there 
in about thirteen weeks, as against six months in Manchuria, 
and ten weeks to fi ve months in South Africa, according to 
zone and climatic conditions. Worldwide interest is now 
evinced in the culture of the Soya bean, and experiments are 
being conducted in practically every British Colony. The 
late Sir Alfred Jones, K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a 
mission to introduce the cultivation of the bean throughout 
West Africa, the result of the experiments being successful. 
On his return from the coast, Mr. Turner was entrusted with 
a mission by Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, to encourage 
the cultivation of the Soya bean throughout the Union of 
South Africa. The scheme was enthusiastically taken up 
by the farmers. Large quantities of seed (with descriptive 
pamphlets) were distributed by Messrs. Lever Brothers, the 
result of the experiments proving that South Africa can raise 
a crop of Soya beans equal, if not superior, to those from 
Manchuria...
 “At the Government Experimental Farms in South 
Africa, over 80 varieties have been tested, and as high as 
2,000 lb. per acre was recorded, while in many instances 
the yield was well over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the 
yield per acre is from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre.”
 Page 251: “The subject has received the hearty support 
of the Union Government Agricultural Department, the 
Agricultural Unions, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, 
by whose assistance, through Mr. Turner, seed for the 
planting of three to fi ve acre plots was distributed to over 300 
farmers in all parts of the Union, together with printed report 
forms and descriptive bulletins. One factor was proved–viz., 
the capability of the plant to resist a long sustained drought, 
and to grow under conditions that would probably in many 
instances be too severe even for maize.”
 Page 252: “Extracts from Farmers’ Reports.–Natal.
 “Batstones Post (C. Johnson), altitude 3,600 feet.
 “Quantity sown, 200 lb., on November 20.
 “Quantity reaped, 1,400 lb. on March 20.

 “Yield per acre, 350 lb.
 “Height of plants 3 to 4 feet–drought, critical time in 
January.
 “Nels Rust (W. Mapstone), altitude 2,710 feet.
 “Quantity sown, 100 lb. Quantity reaped, 2,374 lb.
 “They have proved excellent drought-resisting plants, as 
very little rain fell during time of growing. It is quite easy to 
produce two crops of this variety during the year.
 “Extracts from Farmers’ Reports.–Transvaal.
 “Bethal District (Sturges Bros.).
 “Quantity sown, 5 lb. Quantity reaped, 160 lb.
 “Appears to be as hardy as any crop grown on high veld. 
Think 1,200 lb. per acre can be secured under favourable 
conditions. Crop suffered from drought.
 Page 253:
 “Wakerstroom (Meller).
 “Quantity sown, 5 lb. Quantity reaped, 57 lb.
 “Average number of pods on plants, 45; on some plants, 
160 pods.
 “Crop suffered from drought, some plants grew to 3 feet 
high.
 “Consider suitable for this part of country.
 “In the Orange Free State farmers complained of severe 
drought. Growers reported that plants grew from 9 inches 
to 2 feet high. Some farmers reported as low as 12 pods per 
plant, but others as high as 182 pods per plant. Mr. H.R. 
Dean, of Kroonstad, secured 900 lb. of beans per acre.
 In the Cape Province the bean was successfully 
cultivated in the Coastal Districts between rows of cotton 
plants.
 “Mr. Turner suggests that farmers should sow the beans 
on the same ground for two or three seasons, in order that 
the seed may become thoroughly acclimatized, and the soil 
become naturally inoculated by the bacteria from the root 
nodules of the plants.
 “The oil mills of Great Britain crush annually upwards 
of 1,000,000 tons of oil seeds. This country is the heaviest 
importer of oil seeds in Europe, and is, in fact, after the 
United States of America, the most important manufacturer 
of oils in the world. The English demand is chiefl y for cotton 
seed and linseed. Against the importation of about 600,000 
tons of cotton seed, about 350,000 tons of Soya beans were 
imported. Recently, however, these bean imports have been 
decreasing, owing to Germany having rescinded the import 
duty, and the consequent installation of Soya bean plant in 
their oil mills.
 “Other countries in Western Europe have also been 
importing these beans for crushing, but have, in their 
turn, received a check owing to the erection of oil mills in 
Manchuria and Japan.
 “Owing to the recent developments by the erection 
of large oil mills and soap factories in the Union, it would 
appear that South Africa is rapidly becoming an important 
oil milling centre; and a question which must be decided 
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is, whether the cultivation of the Soya bean and other oil 
seed crops should be stimulated, and a trade built up on an 
export basis, or to establish, within the Union, a large oil 
seed crushing industry, from home-grown oil seeds, and the 
consequent local consumption of the manufactured food and 
industrial products derived therefrom.
 “An impending crisis exists re the supply of oil seeds 
in all trades employing, as raw material, large quantities 
of vegetable oil. Soap makers, paint and explosive 
manufacturers, confectioners, and dealers in butter 
substitutes, have been searching the world for new supplies 
of vegetable oils. News is being continually received of 
the acquisition of large concessions in the Tropics of huge 
tracts of land, of the purchase of entire islands in the Pacifi c, 
etc., for obtaining natural products, such as cocoanuts, palm 
oil, and kernels, and the establishment of plantations for 
cultivating the same as adjuncts to individual factories which 
provide a source of wealth to the native population and the 
manufacturers interested in such enterprise.
 “In view of the Union Government’s irrigation schemes, 
farmers could interest themselves in the cultivation of Soya 
beans and other oil seed crops which are somewhat drought 
resistant. Thus they would not have ‘all their eggs in the one 
basket’ in the event of damage or drought to the main crop of 
maize” (Continued). Address: Trades Commissioner, South 
Africa.

617. Chiappini, C. du P. 1914. The trade of the Union: Soya 
beans. In: W.H. Hosking, ed. 1914. South African Year-Book 
1914. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New York: 
E.P. Dutton & Co. xvi + 702 p. See p. 192-261, especially p. 
247-56.
• Summary: Continued: “It has been proved, as a result of 
the extensive experiments during the season 1910-11, that 
the Soya bean is a crop which can be grown throughout 
South Africa, and would provide a material source of wealth, 
not only to the farmer and the dairy and livestock industry, 
but to the Government railways, agricultural implement 
dealers, merchants, seedsmen, fertilizer dealers, saddlery, 
and harness and wagon manufacturers, and possibly also for 
co-operative companies of farmers, etc., to erect small oil 
mills, as in the case of Manchuria and Japan; apart from the 
many industries which would spring up as the result of the 
Soya bean becoming a staple crop, as witness the following 
list of the many products which can be obtained from the 
Soya bean and oil:
 “The Bean:
 “Human consumption, as a vegetable, like marrowfat 
peas, and in preparation of soups.
 “As a substitute for meat, specially manufactured.
 “Manufacture of a substitute for chocolate.
 “Preparation of macaroni.
 “As fl our for biscuits and brown bread.
 “As artifi cial cream and milk.

 “Manufacture of cheese.
 “As a substitute for coffee.
 “Preparation of plastic substances and artifi cial horn.”
 Diabetic foods, soy sauce, meal for feeding cattle, 
stallions or dairy cows, seasonings, beverages, industrial 
products, and livestock feeds.
 “In China the bean cake is used as a fertilizer in sugar 
plantations and in the rice fi elds.
 “In Japan the cake is used as manure for wheat and 
various other crops, even for cabbages, planted with the seed.
 “In Europe the bean cake is largely used for feeding 
dairy cows and cattle. In Manchuria and Japan it is fed to 
cattle, horses, mules, and hogs.
 “In Japan the beans are grown and ploughed under 
as a green manure crop, as well as being consumed in the 
preparation of human food on a large scale, which practice is 
spreading to Western Europe.”
 “The Oil: Manufacture of
 “Dynamite and high explosives. Soaps. Linoleum. India-
rubber substitute. Margarine. Paints and varnishes in place 
of linseed oil. Edible goods and toilet powder. Waterproof 
cloth, paper umbrellas, and lanterns. Salad oil. Lubricating 
oil, in China, for greasing axles and native machinery. Lamp 
oil instead of kerosene oil. It is used on English railways for 
burning. The Soya oil is also used for preserving sardines, 
and in place of lard, and cotton-seed oil for cooking.
 “Chemical analyses of the beans made in Europe show 
considerable variation in the percentages of the different 
constituents. Thus, moisture percentage varies from 9.10 to 
12.80o; of ash from 4.65 to 6: of albuminoids from 34 to 
41.17; of fi bre from 3.30 to 5.70; of carbohydrates from 19 
to 28.80; of oil from 15.62 to 23.20 per cent., the latter oil 
content being the highest recorded, the beans being grown by 
Mr. Turner, at Sierra Leone (West Africa).
 “Mr. Turner reports that the next maximum percentage 
of oil was from Soya beans raised at Umtwalumi, in Natal, 
showing 22.19 per cent., from beans grown from Manchurian 
seed, while the average oil content determined from a large 
number of samples from different parts of the Union of 
South Africa was 20 per cent. Besides the oil, the beans 
contain about 30 to 40 per cent. of casein. A sample of the oil 
extracted with ether, by Morawski and Stingl, gave 0.22 per 
cent. of unsaponifi able matter, and 2.28 per cent. of free acid, 
calculated to oleic acid. The proportion of solid fatty acids in 
the oil is approximately 11.5 per cent. of the total mixed fatty 
acids. Lane found 80.26 per cent. of liquid fatty acids. The 
bulk of the solid fatty acids is stated to consist of palmitic 
acid; the liquid fatty acids consist of oleic and linolic acids. 
On exposure to the air it dries slowly, with formation of a 
thin skin.
 “At the latter end of the year 1908 the Soya beans 
started to be exported from Manchuria to Great Britain and 
Europe; the price on the London market being £4 15s. per 
ton, which recently rose to £9 2s. 6d. per ton in England; the 
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value on the spot at Hull being now given as £8 7s. 6d. per 
ton; the value of soya oil on the spot, crushed, is £24 10s., 
and extracted, £23 15s. per ton, and of Soya oilcake, £6 15s. 
per ton.
 “The beans are shipped in bags, vessels are well 
dunnaged, and a large number of wooden pipe ventilators 
are placed in the ships’ holds to keep the cargo from getting 
heated. The beans, on a long voyage from Manchuria to 
England, being liable to sweat, are sometimes dried before 
shipment.
 “The beans, when contracted for, are sold on the 
conditions that they are to be of fair average quality of the 
season, at time and place of shipment, and shippers are 
allowed to ship at the contract price, not exceeding 2 per 
cent. of dirt.
 “On arrival in England, the cargo is sampled jointly 
by buyers’ and sellers’ representatives, sealed samples 
being taken for arbitration purposes. I am informed that 
the expenses of bags, railage, and freight, from Harbin to 
Vladivostock, per ton of 2,240 lb. are £1 13 0
 “Add Ocean Freight from Vladivostock to England £1 
10 0.
 “Total: £3 3 0.”
 “It will thus be seen that the South African farmer is 
in a favourable position to compete with the bean growers 
in Manchuria; more especially as the crops in Manchuria 
are cut and thrashed by manual labour, and, being marketed 
during the winter season, have to travel long distances in 
sledges and carts, over ice-bound roads, from the interior 
to the collecting stations. Samples of South African Soya 
beans were valued in England at 2s. 6d. per ton more than 
Manchurian.
 “A Consular Report gives the average value of Soya 
beans at Harbin (Manchuria), in 1911, as 16.29 dollars, 
which equals £3 7s. 11d. per ton of 2,240 lb.
 “It is estimated that Great Britain and the Continent of 
Europe can take 10,000,000 tons of Soya beans per annum, 
in the event of the beans being used for human as well as 
for animal consumption, and for industrial purposes. There 
is thus a huge market for all the beans that South Africa can 
produce, even after meeting local requirements, bearing 
in mind that the total bean crop of Manchuria is estimated 
at 1,600,000 tons per annum–about 350,000 being sent to 
Europe, and the balance to China and Japan.
 “In regard to machinery for dealing with the beans, 
I have received a most interesting and instructive report 
from Mr. Harold Beckwith (to whom reference is made at 
the commencement of this section of my Report), and am 
submitting it to the Agricultural Department in order that 
the details may be available to interested persons in South 
Africa.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “oilcake” or “Soya 
oilcake” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: 

Trades Commissioner, South Africa.

618. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1914. 
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 10]. 
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 693 p. Reprinted 
in Feb. 2002 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: 
Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on 
Japanese Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is read and numbered from “back 
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly 
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads: 
The Japanese American Year Book.
 The book is divided into 14 parts, each numbered 
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (incl. how this book 
was created) (5 p.). (2) Table of contents, general (4 p.). 
(3) Table of contents, ads (4 p.). (4) Photos (black and 
white on 15 unnumbered pages). (5) Maps and charts on 3 
unnumbered pages. (6) Advertisements (A-1 to A-16). (7) 
Front part (p. 1-165), including general information about 
America, Japanese in America, U.S. and agricultural census 
data, etc. (8) Ads (p. 1-13). (9) Back part (p. 1-136). (10) Ads 
(p. 1-66). Appendixes: (11) Table of contents for directory of 
places where Japanese live in America, by state, and within 
each state by city: In Japanese (2 p.). In English (2 p.). (12) 
Directory of Japanese living in America, interspersed with 
ads (p. 1-228). (13) Ads (2 p. + p. 1-50). (14) Copyright 
page.
 In the front part: There is no import duty / tax on 
soybean oil. The value of the total amount imported was 
$733,937 (p. 87). There is also no import tax on soybeans 
(written “sooyabinzu” in katakana for the fi rst time in these 
Yearbooks) (p. 87). The total value of soybeans imported to 
San Francisco was $27,867 (p. 91). There is (again) no tax 
on soy oil (written Soyamame Abura, in kanji). The total 
value of soy oil imported to Portland, Oregon was $13,692. 
No tax on soy sauce pickled imported to Portland, Oregon, 
worth $10,353 (p. 94).
 A table (p. 97) shows the Japanese population in the 
USA for most years from 1860 (6 people) to 1913. For recent 
years: 1907–89,573. 1908–103,683 (peak). 1909–98,715. 
1910–91,958. 1911–93,359. 1912–93,751. 1913–95,843.
 A table (p. 98) shows Japanese population in the USA 
in the 8 states with the highest populations: California, 
Washington state, Oregon, Colorado, New York, Utah, 
Montana, Wyoming.
 A table (p. 102) shows the number of tofu shops in the 
USA: Total 48. Owners 48. Workers 7. This research was 
conducted by Nihonsha (“Japanese Company”).
 A table (p. 103) shows the total population of California 
from 1850 to 1919 (projected) and percentage increase 
during each decade: 1850–92,957 (-). 1860–379,994 (310% 
increase). 1870–560,247 (47%). 1880–864,694 (54%). 1890–
1,213,398 (40%). 1900–1,485,053 (22%). 1919–2,377,540 
(60%–projected).
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 Individual lines in various tables (p. 127-163) show 
tofu, miso and shoyu makers in the United States by 
state, and within California by city. There are 7 columns: 
Location, total no. of shops, no. of owners, investment ($), 
sales ($/year), workers, salary ($/year). The number of tofu 
makers by state is: California 34. Utah (Ogden) 1. Colorado 
(Denver) 2. New York City 1. Oregon 1. Washington 9. 
There is also 1 miso maker in Los Angeles and 1 shoyu 
maker in Oregon. Columns 1-2 are fi lled out for all entries, 
columns 3-4 for all California entries, and columns 5-6 for 
about half the California entries. Note: The information on 
this page is not identical to that in the directory. For example, 
for Utah, the directory shows 3 tofu shops in Salt Lake City 
and one in Ogden.
 A table (p. 155) shows Japanese population in the top 
8 East Coast states in 1913. There are 4 columns: State, 
males, females, and total. The totals are (in descending 
order of population): New York: 2,209. New Jersey 
277. Massachusetts 230. Pennsylvania 223. Florida 89. 
Washington, DC 54. Rhode Island 41. Maryland 29. Five 
other states except Vermont 89. Grand total 3,275 Japanese, 
including 3,108 males (95% of total) and 167 females.
 Tariff (import duty) reduction on soybeans, from the old 
rate of $0.45 per bushel to $0.13 per bushel in 1913 (p. 27). 
Tariff reduction on Manchurian soybeans, from the old rate 
of $0.45 per bushel to no tax in 1913 (p. 28).
 The Directory shows Japanese companies making 
soyfoods in California, Utah, Colorado, Oregon.
 A 2-page table is an index to names and addresses 
of Japanese who live in the major cities of the following 
U.S. states, Canadian provinces, and foreign countries: 
California, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, 
Nebraska, Arizona, Montana, Kansas, Texas, New Mexico, 
Miscellaneous, Panama, New York, Boston (Massachusetts), 
Chicago (Illinois), Oregon, Washington, British Columbia 
(Canada), Mexico.
 For example, looking at the top left of page 1, the names 
and addresses of Japanese living in Acampo, California, 
are found on page 99 of this book. Address: San Francisco, 
California.

619. Takenob, Y. 1914. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year 
Book Offi ce. 740 p. See p. 345, 400, 433-34, 439-40, 442, 
689, 692, 705, 718. Ninth annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: This annual book was fi rst published in 1905. 
Facing the Preface is a table of Japanese weights, measures 
and moneys. In chapter 16, “Agriculture” (p. 337-57) is a 
table titled “Beans, sweet potato and potato (p. 345) which 
gives “Soy bean” production data in Japan for 1908-1912 (in 
koku).
 3.892 million koku in 1908
 3.766 million koku in 1909
 3.396 million koku in 1910
 3.693 million koku in 1911

 3.511 million koku in 1912.
 The next paragraph contains information on soy [sauce], 
miso, and tofu similar to that in the 1913 year book.
 In chapter 20, “Industry,” is a table on soy [sauce] 
production in Japan from 1908-1911, and a paragraph (p. 
400) on the patented Suzuki process for brewing soy [sauce].
 In Chapter 22, “Trade” is a table (p. 433-34) titled 
“Prices of principal commodities in Japan,” which includes 
prices for 1907-1912 in yen for soy beans (per koku), soy 
[sauce] (per koku), and miso (per kwan).
 In Chapter 23, “Foreign trade” is a table (p. 439) titled 
“Imports” (in 1,000 yen). Under the heading “Staples articles 
of over yen 1,000,000” (p. 438) is given the value of soja 
bean imports for 1911-1913. In a table titled “Soja bean” (p. 
442), under the heading “Staple exports and destinations (in 
1,000 yen)” (p. 440) is given the value of soja bean exports 
to China, Kwantung, India, and other places for 1911-1913.
 In chapter 35, “Chosen (Korea),” under the heading 
“Agriculture” (p. 691) is a paragraph (p. 692) titled “Barley 
and soja bean,” which gives acreage and yield for soja (year 
not specifi ed) with the value (in yen) of exports to Japan in 
1912.
 In Chapter 36, “Taiwan (Formosa),” under the heading 
“Agriculture,” a table (p. 705) titled “Agricultural products” 
has production data on “Beans and peas” (in 1,000 koku) for 
1911-1912.
 In Chapter 38, “South Manchuria,” is a paragraph (p. 
718) titled “The soya bean” which has information on South 
Manchuria’s soya bean yield, [soya] bean-cake output, 
amount exported for specifi c years, and production of 
various milling centres.
 In the advertisements at the rear (p. xiii) is a full page ad 
for Higeta Shoyu, showing many medals: “Patronized by the 
Imperial Household. Trade mark. The celebrated Japanese 
sauce. Established in 1616. Manufactured by G. Tanaka, 
Chioshi [Choshi], Chiba-ken, Japan.” Address: Prof. at 
Waseda Univ. and Late of the Japan Times, Japan.

620. Thompstone, E.; Sawyer, A.M. 1914. The peas and 
beans of Burma. Burma Department of Agriculture, Bulletin 
No. 12. 107 p. See p. 22-26. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Names and description of the plant: 
Leaves, pods, seeds (yellow or black). Varieties (based on 
seed color, size, and shape): Yellow (3 races), greenish-
yellow to yellow, dull brownish gray to olive brown shading 
to black around the hilum. Notes.
 Tables shows that each of the soybean varieties and 
races has one or more local names in different parts of 
Burma: Local names of the yellow soybean are: Hto-khyan-
pè, pè-ngapi, san-to-tep, be-hrum, pe-hlum, beir-kan, pè-bôk-
san, hsan-to-nouk, to-nouk, pè-bi-zat (probably a misnomer 
generally applied to Dolichos bifl orus), lazi-shaprè-tum, 
lasi n’loi, lasi n’hti, hto-laung, pè-ngapi. Local names of the 
greenish yellow variety are pè-ngapi, pè-kyât-pin, pè-bouk-
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si, and pè-bouk. The local name of the dull brownish gray to 
olive variety (which grows only in Maungoli/Kachin Hills) is 
ngasee.
 “The Soy Bean is not extensively grown in Burma 
though its distribution is wide. It is more frequently sown 
as a subordinate crop than alone. A little is often scattered 
along with other peas and beans, chiefl y along the banks of 
rivers and streams or on islands after the fl oods subside. In 
Sagaing District it is frequently grown on paddy nurseries 
after the young plants have been removed. In Myingyan, 
Minbu, Pakôkku, Lower Chindwin and Bhamo districts, it is 
also sown away from the rivers on high sandy soils. Sowing 
generally takes place about October and the crop is ripe by 
about February. In Kônmahut (Bhamo District) two crops are 
sometimes grown–a rainy season crop sown about August 
and reaped about November and a cold weather crop sown 
in November and reaped in February... Very little care is 
bestowed upon its cultivation; the seed is scattered at the rate 
of 1/8 to ¼ basket per acre after which very little attention is 
given to the crop. The yield is poor and varies from 4 to 12 
baskets per acre.
 “Pè-ngapi is issued for a variety of purposes. After 
being steeped in water, fermented and cured it is used under 
the name of ‘Kyányo,’ ‘pè-bouk-yè,’ or ‘pè-ngan-byá-yè’ 
as a sauce for fl avouring food and takes the place of ‘ngapi’ 
(Burmese rotted fi sh) where the latter cannot be easily 
obtained. For this purpose, considerable quantities of the 
bean are utilized in the plains and the product carried to other 
parts, particularly to the Northern Shan States. A similar 
product is made by Chinamen in parts of Mandalay, but for 
this purpose the Manchurian Bean is frequently imported.”
 A detailed description is given of the process used 
by Chinese for making soy sauce in Burma. Wheat fl our 
is mixed with the beans before the mixture is spread on 
bamboo matting to dry and become koji. The fermentation 
takes place in earthenware vessels outdoors, often for as 
long as one year. “When fermentation has proceeded far 
enough, which is ascertained by tasting, the dark reddish-
brown liquid is decanted off, bottled and sold. The residue 
is made into small fl at cakes called ‘pé-bôk’ which are used 
for fl avouring curries and soups. The whole beans are also 
said to be made into similar cakes, also called ‘pébôk,’ by the 
Shans of the Northern Shan States for sale to caravans, and it 
is further stated that one small cake is suffi cient for a meal.
 “Attempts have been made to introduce foreign Soy 
beans into Burma but with no success. Although they will 
grow, a profi table yield cannot be obtained and the oil-
content rapidly decreases. The Chinese who import the bean 
from China state that the climate of Burma is not suitable 
for the production of Soy beans of good quality; hence they 
are forced to import them at a cost of somewhere about Rs. 
20 per bag of three baskets (Burmese).” Address: 1. B.Sc., 
Deputy Director of Agriculture, Burma; 2. Asst. Agricultural 
Botanist, Burma.

621. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Die Sojabohne–jetzt [The soybean–
now]. Illustrierte Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 35(3):13-14. 
Jan. 9. [Ger]
• Summary: Reports have repeatedly been made over the 
past few years on occasional observations of the cultivation 
of the soybean (Sojabohne) in Germany. I have now been 
following the cultivation of the soybean for approximately 
twenty years, and I am in fact just in the process of setting 
down my views on the merits of the cultivation of this plant 
in Central Europe in Fühlings landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 
[Fühling’s Agricultural Journal]. Today and here at this point, 
though, I would not like to go into those situations, but rather 
provide a contemporary idea.
 “The recent impetus for delving into the matter of 
the cultivation of the soybean in Europe was provided by 
the enormously large import of this legume into Europe. 
After England, Germany is one of the most prominent 
import countries. In fact, in 1910, 1911, and 1912, 435,000, 
906,000, and 1,252,000 metric hundredweight [respectively] 
of soybeans were imported here. [1 metric hundredweight= 
100 kg, so the fi gures would be 43,500, 90,600, and 125,200 
metric tons, respectively.] The imports to Austria-Hungary 
are substantially lower, since a protective tariff fi ghts against 
this, just as one had also early existed in Germany. In 
contrast to this, among the European countries Belgium is 
to be named with a strong import of soybeans (Soja). Even 
if the imports in this year were to be halted for some time 
and the oil industry will have partly used up the existing 
stocks, even larger warehouses will in fact be available 
of unprocessed soybeans in Germany, Belgium, and the 
occupied area of France. And with individual fi rms, it may be 
not only soybean cakes (Sojakuchen) that are available, but 
also soybean seeds (Sojasamen).
 With the prices that are now very high with the legumes 
that are grown here with us, I would now like to raise the 
question as to whether the stocks of soybeans could not be 
enlisted for human nutrition. In Germany, there are now well 
over 600,000 prisoners present, and in Austria over 200,000, 
of which a large number are also provided to agricultural 
operations. Added to these are the large number of migrant 
laborers who have remained and who are found at the 
operations. And the soybean could in fact fi rst and foremost 
be used as a cheap and nutritious food for the feeding of 
these masses which could, to a large degree, substitute for 
the meat-based diet. The only question that remains open is 
then how large the stocks of soybeans are; I have no doubts 
with regard to the usability of the seeds for human nutrition.
 The seeds of legumes have already always been enlisted 
for human nutrition and, within that context, they have been 
especially prized because of their high content in nitrogenous 
components. They have been referred to as “plant-based 
meat” (Pfl anzenfl eisch) and their very low fat content has 
been supplemented by the addition of bacon fat (Speck) or 
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other fats. With the soybean then, as is the case with lupines 
which do not serve as a food for humans, the content of the 
nitrogenous components–which with the soybean is higher 
than with meat and substantially higher than with our local 
legumes–is already paired with a high fat content which 
likewise exceeds that of ox meat and amounts to around 17 
pct. The value of the soybean as a meat substitute has then 
also been repeatedly recognized, and reference has been 
made to the fact that with respect to meat, the soybean also 
contains carbohydrates in a suffi cient amount (around 12 
pct.) and much more salt (around 4.5 pct.) Even if out of 
the approximately 37 pct. of nitrogenous components of 
the soybean, in comparison to approximately 21 pct. of ox 
meat, a somewhat smaller amount is digested (according 
to Rubner, approximately 82 pct. as opposed to 92 pct.), an 
abundant provision of nitrogenous nutrients nevertheless 
still remains. The fact that in comparison to meat, the 
nitrogenous components of the soybean do not cause the 
formation of uric acid is only noted incidentally. Prof. 
Kallo in Wiesbaden, Prof. Landouzy in France, and Prof. 
Brugia and Prof. Ruata in Italy have then also emphasized 
the soybean as a staple food (Volksnahrungsmittel), and 
Dr. Hinze and Dr. Schulze in Saxony have likewise done 
the same. But with some experiments at using soybeans 
for human nutrition, it has been shown that the seeds when 
boiled only become soft very slowly and that the fl avor is not 
very promising. I therefore carried out taste tests with that 
which out of this year’s harvest I did not need for continuing 
the trials, and I cannot confi rm these assertions to the extent 
that seeds of this year’s harvest and yellow, brown, and 
black soybeans come into question. The seeds were left in 
lukewarm water for twenty-four hours and then boiled within 
a time period that is also used for snap beans or green beans 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) or peas (Pisum sativum). In any case, 
it should not be left unmentioned that soybeans that were a 
year old required a substantially longer time to be boiled to 
become done. A comparison test showed, however, that this 
is not a peculiarity of the soybean, and that even with green 
beans, the “getting soft” of the year-old seeds took place 
substantially later than that of the seeds from this year’s 
harvest. As far as the tastiness of the dish is concerned, it was 
thoroughly satisfying with my tests. In no case did a taste 
that emerged as unpleasant appear, and it could only be said 
that a mush that was prepared only from soybeans tasted too 
fat to some people.
 What was tested was making the usual dishes that are 
prepared from the dried seeds of snap beans or green beans 
but with the use of soybeans. To our conceptions, dishes 
made from black soybeans do not look as nice as those 
made from yellow or brown soybeans, since a part of the 
black pigment is extracted, but the fl avor and content are the 
same. For the greater demands, the mush form is the most 
appropriate, since with it, the seed husks that are diffi cult to 
digest, as with all legumes, are removed with the preparation 

of the mush upon it being forced through a sieve. I found 
the advice that was provided by Prof. Hecke in his time to 
be very valuable: to mix a potato mush with a mush made 
from soybeans (2:1). The fat content of the soybeans makes 
the addition of fat to the potatoes superfl uous and the taste 
is a thoroughly good one, mildly reminiscent of a mush 
made from boiled chestnuts. A salad made from a mush of 
soybeans also tastes thoroughly good and requires only a 
slight addition of oil. The simpler dishes: boiled soybeans 
in a roux (Mehlschwitze) (“sautéed” (“eingebrannt”) 
soybeans), soup made from soybeans, roasted whole 
soybeans, and salad from whole soybeans taste at least as 
good as the same dishes made from green beans.
 Even if I am of the view that the cultivation of the 
soybean in Germany and Northern Austria does not have 
good prospects, I still wanted to make reference under the 
current conditions to the possibility of enlisting the stocks 
of soybeans for the supplementing of the diet. As far as 
the possibility of cultivation is concerned, I would like to 
emphasize one thing here. The prices of legumes that are 
currently high may perhaps give rise specifi cally next year to 
carrying out an agronomic trial with imported soybean seeds. 
This would be dubious, such only very few varieties of 
soybeans (Sojasorten) mature so early that they at all come 
into consideration in Germany and Northern Austria, and the 
usual commodity consists for the most part of late-maturing 
varieties that would not mature [there].
 A photo shows a fi eld of soybeans.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California. Address: Prof., Dr. [Vienna].

622. New York Times. 1915. Latest customs rulings. Jan. 12. 
p. 14.
• Summary: “C.S. Bush & Co., Los Angeles [California] and 
other Pacifi c ports, were sustained in a claim that Japanese 
shoyu is an unenumerated article within the meaning of 
that term as used in the Tariff acts of 1909 and 1913... The 
action of Collector in assessing the shoyu at higher rates was 
reversed.”

623. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1915. 
At a well-attended meeting of egg farmers in Christchurch... 
Jan. 19. p. 4.
• Summary: “... it was resolved to ask the Government if 
it would temporarily remove the duty on foods suitable for 
poultry, including pollard, bran, soya beans, and maize, until 
such time as the price of local products is again within their 
reach.”

624. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live Stock 
Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1915. Importations of 
soya beans. 113(4348):92. Jan. 25.
• Summary: Imports of soya beans have increased during 
the past year, but they have decreased compared with fi ve 
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years ago. As the price as gradually increased, imports have 
decreased.
 Board of Trade Returns for the eleven months ending 
Nov. 30 show imports as follows:
 1910–414,000 tons, worth £7 4s. 4d. per ton (average).
 1911–220,000 tons, worth £7 8s. 1d. per ton (average).
 1912–177,000 tons, worth £8 5s. 8d. per ton (average).
 1913–73,000 tons, worth £8 6s. 2d. per ton (average).
 1914–76,000 tons, worth £6 6s. 11d. per ton (average).

625. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. 
Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 64(3/4):65-96. Feb. 1 
and 15. [65 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A long, interesting and important article. 
Contents: Introduction (work in East Asia and Europe from 
1905-10). History. Botanical aspects. Varieties. Breeding. 
Needs of the plant (incl. “heat units,” Wärmesumme). 
Utilization (incl. in German Tofu, Miso, Chiang, Schoyu 
or Sojatunke (shoyu, p. 83), Natto, vegetabilische Milch 
(soymilk), soy sprouts). Measures and precautions in 
cultivating soybeans (incl. yields). The soybean as a crop in 
central Europe. Conclusion.
 Note 1. On p. 83 the term “Sojas” is used to refer to 
soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term Sojatunke to refer to soy 
sauce.
 In 1905 the Japanese made the fi rst attempt to import 
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe, but it failed because 
they did not arrive in good condition. The repetition of the 
attempt in 1908, however, gave good results. Then imports 
of soybeans grew, followed by imports of soybean cake 
(Sojabohnenkuchen). Major importers today are England, 
France, Germany, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands, 
Sweden. The high import duty hinders imports to Austria-
Hungary.
 Toward the end of the 1800s in Russia, Owinsky took 
early-ripening soybean varieties from China and Japan 
and requested the expansion of soybean cultivation. In 
1899 in Kiev, Owinsky wrote the name of the soybean 
as Soja hispida praecox (p. 67). Owinsky in Derajne 
[Derazhne; in today’s Ukraine] grew Podolie soybeans (p. 
77). Sempolowsky in Derebzin, Russian Poland, also grew 
soybeans. European Russia gets soybeans overland (probably 
from Manchuria). Russia was one of the fi rst countries to 
take an interest in growing soybeans after 1908. Russia now 
grows large amounts of soybeans in Podolia. In Germany, 
Prof. Kallo in Wiesbaden was a pioneer who recommended 
soybeans as an inexpensive food for the people. North 
America fi rst started to import lots of soybeans as a source of 
oil because of a bad cottonseed harvest.
 “Since the start of my teaching activities, I have had 
an interest in the soybean plant and have carried on my 
own investigations.” In 1900 the author received 7 soybean 

varieties from L.V. Jurdiewicz from Deraznia in Podolia; 
these had been imported by Owinsky. In 1901 at Hohenheim 
he began to study the time needed for soybeans to mature; 
He found it ranged from 141 to 163 days. He continued this 
research at Hohenheim from 1901 to 1903, getting soybean 
seed yields of up to 1,560 kg/ha. From 1910 to 1914 he 
continued at Waldhof-Amstetten, with 5 varieties. The 
maturity range there was 112-166 days and the yields were 
up to 1,500 kg/ha (about 23 bushels/acre), but the yields of 
many varieties were low, about 300 to 500 kg/ha (4.5 to 7.5 
bu/acre). Yields of soybean straw, however, were up to 3,600 
kg/ha. Fruwirth uses three terms to refer to soybeans: (1) Die 
Sojabohne; (2) Die Soja; and (3) Sojas, as “Zuechtung von 
Sojas” or “Sojas, meist gemahlte.” There is now a proposal 
to establish a joint stock company for growing soybeans in 
central Europe (probably in Germany), using big money. But 
it may not succeed because soybean yields in Germany and 
Austria are low. Seedsmen who sell soybeans commercially 
in 1915 include: Haage and Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), 
Vilmorin Andrieux (Paris, France), Dammann & Co. (St. 
Giovanni at Tedaccio, near Naples, Italy), and Wood and Son 
(Richmond, Virginia, USA). The main soybean varieties sold 
by each of these companies are described in detail (p. 73-74).
 Utilization (p. 82): Since soybeans are rich in protein 
and fat, they can be used as a good meat substitute. In 
Europe the use of soybeans for food is still very small. 
“In Europe, the fi rst foods from soybeans were made in 
France, at Vallées near Asnieres: Flour, bread, and cakes for 
diabetics, and cheese. In Germany not long ago the Soyama-
Works at Frankfurt am Main likewise began the production 
of such foods. Similar foods were also made in Romania. 
Soybeans sprouted in the dark yield a bitter-tasting salad. 
Production of vegetable milk started in France at ‘Caséo 
Sojaine’ at Vallées (Seine); and is now being studied by the 
Synthetic Milk Syndicate in England. Using the process 
developed by Fritz Goessel, this Syndicate made 100 liters 
of soymilk from 10 kg of ground soybeans at a factory at 
Liverpool.” “It is in no way certain that soybeans will ever 
be widely used in human foods.”
 A fairly large amount of soybeans are ground for use 
as fodder. The main use is for oil extraction. Yet Haberlandt 
considered that since the soybean contained only about 18% 
fat (range: 13-22%), its use as a source of oil would not be 
economical. The main use of soy oil is in soaps, for which it 
is highly prized. It is also used in making paints as a partial 
substitute for linseed oil. The best quality may be used as 
food. In England soy oil is used for margarine production.
 Conclusion: The soybean originated in central Asia and 
is now widely cultivated in China, Japan, Manchuria, and 
India. Its seeds are rich in protein and, unlike most other 
legumes, also rich in fat. The plant is used in its homeland 
mostly as a source of human foods and seasonings, made 
by fermentation; the oil is used mostly for industrial non-
food purposes. In recent years soybean production has 
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expanded signifi cantly in the southern part of the United 
States. There it is used mainly as green fodder, hay, silage, 
and soil building. The main expansion of soybean cultivation 
in Europe has been in Italy, southern France, Hungary, and 
southern Russia. Good early varieties give yields of 1,100 
to 1,300 kg/ha. A large expansion of soybean production 
in central Europe is possible only in southern Austria and 
Hungary, and maybe in a few other places where it is warm. 
But late-maturing soybeans may be grown for forage and 
silage in the cooler parts of Germany and Austria. Address: 
Prof., Dr., Wien (Vienna).

626. Wiener Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung (Vienna). 1915. 
Antworten und Briefwechsel: 93. Sojabohne [Replies and 
correspondence: No. 93. Soybean]. 65(22):88. Feb. 10. [Ger]
• Summary: The answering of the specialized inquiries 
that we have received from the circles of our subscribers is 
carried out for them in this journal free of charge.
 93. Soybeans. J.St. in B., Tyrol. (Reply to Question No. 
25; also see “Antworten und Briefwechsel” [“Replies and 
Correspondence”] 88 in no. 11 of this journal) The usability 
of the seeds of the soybean (Sojabohne) for the obtaining 
of oil was doubted by Haberlandt, who made a great 
contribution to the publicizing of the soybean in Europe. But 
now this utilization has been proven and enormously large 
quantities of the seeds of this plant have been brought to 
Europe in recent years, their oil has been obtained, and the 
press cakes have been provided as fodder in meal form. Thus 
in 1912, Germany alone imported a quantity of 1,252,000 
metric hundredweight [= 100 kg, and thus 125.2 million 
kilos]. The fact that only small quantities are also brought to 
Austria right now is connected with the fact of the high tariff 
that amounts to 40 Austrian crowns [unit lacking: perhaps 
per metric hundredweight?]. The obtaining of the oil takes 
place either through the pressing of the seeds by means of 
hydraulic presses or through extraction, and afterwards, the 
cakes also have different fodder values. The oil can fi nd 
use as edible oil, and wherever one has acquired a taste for 
poppy seed oil, soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl) can also be used. 
But the primary use of the oil in Europe is that of fuel oil 
and very much fi rst and foremost that of a raw material for 
various industries, very much in particular the soap industry, 
and then the lacquer and varnish industry.
 Even though unanimity has been achieved in Europe 
about the usability of soybeans as a raw material for various 
industries, the views about the possibility of the use of the 
seeds for human nutrition, on the other hand, continue to 
diverge greatly. I recently had the opportunity to indicate 
in the Illustrierte landwirtschaftliche Zeitung [Illustrated 
Agricultural Journal] that a use of soybeans for the nutrition 
of the prisoners that are located in Germany and the migrant 
workers who have been detained there would very much 
be appropriate and that with its high content of protein and 
also, with respect to other legumes, also its high content 

of fat, the soybean could provide an inexpensive meat 
substitute. I was already occupied with agronomic trials 
with the soybean at the time that I was still at the Franz 
Josef Institute (Franzisko-Josephinum) in Mödling. Once 
in Hohenheim, I did not allow the plant out of my mind 
and also worked with it in a breeding capacity both there 
and later at the Waldhof. In the autumn of this past year, 
I then also carried out taste tests to a wider extent, which 
thoroughly satisfi ed me. Without going into details, I will 
just emphasize the following result: when soybeans from the 
last harvest were soaked for twelve hours in normal water 
that is not hard, they were soft when cooked for around two 
hours, and in that respect, they do not take second place to 
seeds from green beans. As with older green bean seeds, 
older soybeans (Sojabohnen) take longer to “turn soft.” All 
dishes that can be made from green bean seeds may also 
be prepared from the seeds of soybeans. To the extent that 
the addition of fat is used with such dishes, it is to be noted 
that soybeans contain oil in an abundant quantity, while it is 
lacking from green bean seeds. Out of consideration for this 
fat content, Prof. Hecke f. Z. [abbreviation unknown in this 
context] (Haberlandt, Die Sojabohne) made the suggestion 
to prepare a mush (puree) from soybeans (Soja) and from 
potatoes, each by itself, and then to mix them before eating. 
The addition of fat that would otherwise be added to the 
potato mush can in this case be left out, and the protein 
content is substantially increased. I found this suggestion to 
be very good, and the taste to be exceedingly satisfying. As 
with other pulses, dishes that are enjoyed after the removal 
of the seedcoat (Samenschale) are also more digestible and 
less weighty with soybeans. Finally, as far as the question 
of the fl avor of the dishes that are made from soybean seeds 
(Sojasamen) is concerned, it is well known that there are 
widely varied “tastes”. Even the potato did not taste good 
in many cases upon its introduction to Europe. I can only 
state that soybeans of the last harvest do not possess any 
prominent characteristic taste whatsoever, but old ones could 
show such a taste, perhaps after the decay of the oil. In mush 
form, soybeans are mildly reminiscent of mush made from 
sweet chestnuts (Edelkastanien), but when enjoyed by itself, 
it tastes fatter.–C. Fruwirth
 Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.
 Note 2. C. Fruwirth is an expert on soybeans.

627. Morton, William. 1915. Soya bean situation in North 
Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 18(48):809. Feb. 27.
• Summary: “The soya bean crop of North Manchuria in 
1914 was estimated to be 15 per cent larger than that of 
the preceding year. The total exports of beans from North 
Manchuria from November 1, 1913, to November 1, 1914, 
amounted to 415,000 tons, of which about 33,000 tons were 
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exported via the Sungari and Amur Rivers, 100,000 tons to 
Dalny and Japan, and the remainder to England, Germany, 
the Netherlands, and Denmark.
 “Shortly after the outbreak of war in Europe the 
transportation of Russian troops over the Chinese Eastern 
and Trans-Siberian Railways began, and so interfered with 
the shipment of commercial freight that not more than one-
third of the bean cargoes have reached Vladivostok, the 
remainder being stored at the various stations of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway. Now that the transportation of troops has 
ended it is expected that there will soon be enough freight 
cars for carrying the beans to Vladivostok. [The names of 
Harbin fi rms engaged in the soya-bean trade may be had 
from Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its 
branch offi ces.]
 “Modern and Native Mills–Oil Containers:
 “There are three small modern bean-oil mills in North 
Manchuria, one of which belongs to a Japanese and the 
other two to Chinese. The full capacity of these mills is 
about six short tons of oil daily. Besides these three mills, 
a large modern mill (oil) has been built by the Anglo-
Chinese Trading Co. at Harbin, but it is not working yet, 
as its machinery is not complete. There are numerous 
small Chinese oil mills operated either by hand or by horse 
power scattered throughout the town and villages of North 
Manchuria, but no statistics are available as to the total 
output from these mills.
 “Baskets are used for transporting oil from the 
surrounding country to Harbin, but wooden boxes and tins 
packed in wooden boxes are used for containing oil for 
export abroad. One wooden box contains about 252 pounds 
of oil and one tin contains about 36 pounds of oil, two tins 
being packed in one box. The tins and boxes are of local 
manufacture. No empty tins were imported into North 
Manchuria in 1914.” Address: Deputy Consul, Harbin.

628. Heintzleman, P.S. 1915. Soya bean situation in South 
Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 18(50):863. March 2.
• Summary: “The soya-bean crop of the Mukden district 
amounted to some 1,200,000 tons in 1913 and approximated 
1,150,000 tons in 1914; of this production, 639,200 tons in 
1913 and 603,548 tons in 1914 were transported by rail to 
South Manchurian seaports.
 “Of the beans exported, 150,000 tons went to Europe, 
70,000 tons to Japan, and 80,000 tons to South China. Bean 
cake, the total production of which was 800,000 tons, was 
shipped mainly to Japan (500,000 tons) and South China 
(200,000 tons). Of the 70,000 tons of bean oil produced last 
year, 10,000 tons went to America, 10,000 tons to Europe, 
and 500 tons to Vladivostok, all being transshipped via 
Japan. Japan itself took 15,000 tons and South China 10,000 
tons. Five fi rms, all Japanese, are engaged in the export 

business at present [their names being obtainable from the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its branch 
offi ces], other foreign fi rms having suspended trade in beans 
and bean products.
 “Since the war the exportation of all these products has 
been reduced, but local mills continue working at their full 
capacity.” Address: Consul General, Mukden.

629. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1915. Trade 
and market report: Hull. 47(855):883. March 6.
• Summary: Soybean crushers in the city of Hull pioneered 
the introduction of the soya bean to the United Kingdom. 
Last week 7,420 tons of soya bean imports arrived at Hull, 
up from 4,020 tons the same week one year ago. Imports 
for the fi rst two months of the year are 28,045 tons, up from 
14,864 tons last year.

630. Scidmore, George H. 1915. Oil milling in Japan. 
Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 18(54):941. March 6.
• Summary: The following is an extract from the Japan Mail 
of 11 Jan. 1915. “One of the few lines of industry which has 
been favorably infl uenced by the war is seed oil milling. On 
account of the withdrawal of Germans, because of the war, 
the laying in of beans in China has become very easy for 
the Japanese in China. Particularly the decline of prices has 
offered to them a vast chance of underselling even Russian 
millers in their own country, while the demand for various 
descriptions of vegetable oil has been infl ated both at home 
and abroad, due to the increased requirements of the navies 
of the different countries. Though at one time the trade 
with Europe was suspended at the fall of Antwerp [at port 
city Belgium, conquered by Germany], soon the trade was 
resuscitated and now is unusually active. The only drawback 
is the inadequacy of shipping to take the goods to the 
consuming countries.
 “The industry in this country may be divided into 
three lines, namely, seed oil milling in and around Nagoya, 
rape-seed oil milling principally conducted in Kyushu, and 
Chinese bean [soya] and seed oil milling conducted in and 
around Kobe. Millers engaged in the former two lines have 
never been favored by the war, for they have been unable 
to obtain cheap materials, which in their cases are home 
produced... It is the last line which has been most favored by 
the war.” Address: Consul General, Yokohama, Japan.

631. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. Growing oilseed 
trade of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
18(71):1220. March 26.
• Summary: A table shows Hull’s imports of oilseeds and 
exports of vegetable oils during the fi rst two months of 1914 
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and 1915. Imports of soya bean almost doubled, from 14,864 
quarters (1 quarter = 480 lb) in 1914 to 28,045 quarters in 
1915. But exports of soya-bean oil dropped sharply from 942 
tons (1 ton = 2,240 lb) in 1914 to 532 tons in 1915.
 “Public announcement by the British Oil & Cake Mills 
(Ltd.), the largest vegetable-oil producer in England, that 
the company is installing new machinery to deal with palm 
kernels, peanuts, copra, etc., marks the formal entry of Hull 
into a fi eld in which Marseille [France] has hitherto been 
preeminent.” Address: Consul, Hull, England.

632. American Food Journal. 1915. New York 
correspondence (From our staff correspondent). 10(3):148, 
150. March.
• Summary: “The question of the classifi cation of soya 
beans, which has been before the board under all the tariff 
acts since that of 1890, came up yesterday for action 
under the present law. The collector took duty either under 
Paragraph 197, as ‘beans and lentils not specially provided 
for,’ at 25 cents per bushel, or under Paragraph 199, as 
‘beans prepared or preserved,’ at 1 cent a pound. William 
A. Brown & Co., the importers, claimed free entry under 
Paragraph (6O6, which specifi es ‘soya beans’), Judge Waite 
held that, since the beans in controversy have been prepared 
and preserved, they are excluded from the free list, which 
presumably intended to grant exemption to beans in their 
natural state only.”

633. Independent (The) (With Which is Incorporated 
Harper’s Weekly). 1915. Soy milk. 82(3463):113. April 19.
• Summary: “Among the other industries upset by the war is 
the manufacture of vegetable milk. which had been started 
in France and Germany. This is made by grinding up the 
soy or soja beans to a fi ne fl our, suspending this in water 
and heating. The product resembles milk in looks, taste and 
composition. It is rich in protein and fat and if the sugar is 
wanted this may be added. It can be produced much cheaper 
than milk since an acre of ground will yield beans enough 
for ten times as much of this ‘milk as if it were used for 
pasturing a cow. Besides, the trouble of milking is done away 
with and any one who has been brought up on a farm knows 
what a chore that is. Then, too, there’s no danger of the 
tuberculosis bacilli that are apt to lurk in the most innocent 
looking glass of milk.
 “The oil which the soy beans contain to the amount 
of some twenty per cent can also be used as a butter 
substitute in various ways. In fact, we have in soy the raw 
material for synthetic food products whose value we have 
hardly begun to appreciate. Except for those who patronize 
Chinese restaurants and learn to like soy sauce on their 
rice Americans hardly make any use of it. England imports 
about ten million dollars’ worth in ordinary years, tho what 
they use it for is something of a mystery unless it goes into 
that unknown compound beloved of the British palate and 

none other, Worcestershire sauce. The native heath [sic] of 
the soy bean is Manchuria, and China exports thirty million 
dollars’ worth a year. But there is no reason why the United 
States should not raise its own soy. The Department of 
Agriculture has long urged it in vain as a profi table crop, 
not only for stock but also as a food for human beings. 
Like other leguminous plants it enriches the soil instead of 
impoverishing it. Its use as fertilizer and fodder is doubtless 
one reason why Americans do not take to it as a food.”

634. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. Oil, seed, and 
cake trade of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
18(107):629. May 7.
• Summary: The section titled “Shipments of soy beans” 
(p. 630) contains a table which gives (based on statistics 
from the Hull Chamber of Commerce), total shipments of 
soya beans, Hull arrivals, and total United Kingdom imports 
for the years 1910 to 1914. The three fi gures (in tons; 1 ton 
= 2,240 lb) in 1910 were 492,000 / 245,829 / 421,539. So 
about 58% of the imports to the UK arrived at Hull. In 1912, 
the three fi gures were considerably lower: 288,000 / 147,317 
/ 188,760 tons. In 1914, in part because of the outbreak of 
World War I, the fi gures fell to their lowest level for the fi ve 
years: 195,000 / 64,511 / 76,644 tons. “Most of the beans in 
1914, as in 193, were used by extractors, not crushers. The 
price has varied from $39.54 to $43.80 spot per long ton.”
 The section titled “Soya and rape oil” includes the prices 
of “Soya-bean oil” during 1914; they started at $6.57 (per 
hundredweight of 112 lb) in January and closed at $6.63 in 
December. “Soya cakes” opened the year at $40.73 per ton 
and closed at $45.60 in December.
 The section titled “Trade statistics” contains a table 
showing “Oils and destinations” by country for the years 
1912 to 1914. Total exports of “soya oil” (in long tons) from 
Hull were 13,405 in 1912, 6,761 in 1913, and 5,277 in 1914. 
The main recipient countries (in approximate descending 
order of amounts received) were Italy, Netherlands, Austria, 
Germany, America, France, Sweden, and Belgium. Note: 
Sweden imported 995 long tons of soya-bean oil from Hull 
in 1912. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

635. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. United Kingdom: Hull. 
Supplement to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Department of Commerce) No. 19-l. p. 1-14. 
June 29. See p. 3-6.
• Summary: The city of Hull is located in northeastern 
England, 18 miles up the Humber River–which empties into 
the North Sea. Trade was seriously disturbed by the outbreak 
of war and the closing of the Baltic Sea, since most of Hull’s 
trade is with the northern countries of the Continent of 
Europe. The distinctive industry of Hull is seed crushing and 
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oil extracting; the city does half of all such work in the UK, 
producing many different types of oils (including soya bean 
oil) and the residual products, seed cakes and fertilizers.
 A table (p. 3) shows that exports of soya oil to the 
United States were valued at $2,485 in 1913 and $12,328 in 
1914.
 The section titled “Oilseeds, oil and cake” (p. 5) 
contains a table which shows imports of various articles to 
the UK and Hull in 1913 and 1914. Imports of soya beans 
(in tons) to the UK / Hull were 76,452 / 63,046 in 1913 and 
76,644 / 64,511 in 1914. Thus in these two years, 82.5% and 
84.2% (respectively) of the imports of soya beans to the UK 
went to Hull.
 The section titled “Exports of oils” (p. 6) states: “Of 
soya oil, 5,277 tons were exported, against 6,761 tons in 
1913. As in 1913, Italy was the principal taker. Some soya 
oil was imported from Dalny [Manchuria], but no fi gures are 
available.” Address: Consul, Hull, England.

636. New York Times. 1915. Latest customs rulings. July 15. 
p. 14.
• Summary: “Importers of Japanese shoyu and nigari [a 
traditional Japanese tofu coagulant] were sustained yesterday 
by the Board of General Appraisers in the claim for lower 
duty on these products.” A list of the many protesting 
importers is given.
 Paragraph 606 specifi es the duty on “soya beans.”

637. Parlett, H.G. 1915. China (Leased Territory of 
Kwantung). Bean trade of Dairen in 1914. Board of Trade 
Journal (London) 90:334-35. July 29.
• Summary: “The value of beans exported during 1914 
was £1,779,865, an increase of £800,568, of bean cake 
£2,347,098, a decrease of £249,475, and of bean oil 
£763,370, and increase of £43,293. The year’s export of 
beans amounted to 255,112 tons, being 100,533 tons in 
excess of that for 1913. Japan was the heaviest purchaser 
with 139,222 tons, followed by South China with 65,498 
tons. Exports to Europe amounted to 25,806 tons, an increase 
of 23,644 tons as compared with 1913. In bean cake there 
was a decrease of 32,605 tons compared with the year 
previous.”
 Note: According to Webster’s New Geographical 
Dictionary Kwantung Leased Territory (also Kwanto) was 
located in the southern part of the mountainous Liaotung 
Peninsula, in today’s Liaoning Province. Its capital is Dairen 
and its other major port is Port Arthur. In 1898 it was leased 
to Russia by China under pressure. In 1905 it was taken 
over by Japan by the Treaty of Portsmouth and the lease 
extended in 1915 to 99 years. In 1945 it was again leased to 
the USSR by treaty. In 1950 it was returned to China and in 
1955 Soviet forces were withdrawn. Address: British Consul, 
Dairen.

638. Parlett, H.G. 1915. China (Leased Territory of 
Kwantung). Bean trade of Dairen in 1914. Board of Trade 
Journal (London) 90:334-35. July 29.
• Summary: Reports the value of the exports of soya beans, 
bean cake, and bean oil during 1914. “The year’s export of 
[soya] beans amounted to 255,112 tons, being 100,533 tons 
in excess of that for 1913. Japan was the heaviest purchaser 
with 139,222 tons, followed by South China with 65,498 
tons. Exports to Europe amounted to 25,806 tons, an increase 
of 23,644 tons as compared with 1913.” Address: British 
Consul, Dairen.

639. Robert, J.C. 1915. Preliminary report on the economic 
value of the soybean. Jackson, MS: Mississippi Agricultural 
College, Tucker Printing House. 15 p. July 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (incl. brief soy bean 
history). Composition of soybeans. Feeding value. Relation 
to soil fertility (nitrogen fi xation, vegetable matter or 
humus). Yield of soybeans (shelled seed and hay). Uses of 
soybeans (milk, paints, etc.). Soybeans a valuable crop for 
the Southern farmer.
 “The refi ned oil is used as a substitute for olive oil. 
Soybean milk and soybean cheese [tofu] are extensively 
used as an article of diet in the Orient. The cheese is made 
as follows:... magnesium chloride being added to precipitate 
the solution, which is hung in fi ne mesh cloth–and cottage 
cheese is obtained.
 “In 1912 there was established [by Li Yu-ying] at Les 
Vales [sic, Valles], France, a large factory for the production 
of a variety of soybean food. Among these varieties were 
milk, cheese, casein, oils, bread, biscuits, fl our, jellies, cakes, 
and sauces” (p. 12-13).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soybean food.”
 “Varnishes made from soybean oil are extensively used, 
though when subjected to exposure they seem not to wear 
quite as well as those made from linseed oil. For internal 
painting purposes, however, these varnishes are equal in 
every respect to those made from linseed oil. Soybean oils 
are used extensively in the manufacture of linoleums and 
table cloths, and for the manufacture of printing ink, and of 
enamel paints” (p. 14).
 “Soybeans a valuable crop for the Southern farmer: 
As an article of human food, soybeans may become an 
important factor with us. We have used soybean meal made 
from our crop of 1913 and 1914 and had for breakfast 
excellent cakes. These cakes were made from wheat fl our 
and soybean meal, and wheat fl our and corn meal. Various 
proportions were used, sour milk and soda being added. 
Cakes made from equal parts of wheat fl our and soybean 
meal were very palatable.
 “Soybeans seem to be one of the most promising crops 
before the Southern farmer. Every particle of the plant has 
economic value, and a great number of commercial products 
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are produced from the seed. It seems that the machinery 
of our cotton seed oil mills is suited to the manufacture of 
soybean meal and oil. The soybean straw is a good stock 
food... Therefore, soybeans offer a golden opportunity to the 
grain and cotton farmers, the live stock producers and the 
soil builders” (p. 14).
 Photos show: (1) Numerous sacks of soybeans and 
oil cake in the Orient awaiting shipment (front cover). (2) 
People cleaning and resacking soybeans for shipment (front 
cover). (3) Five different varieties of soybeans, Including 
Virginia (p. 2). (4) Soybean root tubercles, natural size 
(p. 7). (5) Several osier bins used for storing soybeans (p. 
13). (6) Southern Manchurian railway cars, with sacks of 
soybeans (p. 13). (7) Seven varieties of soy pods and beans: 
Guelph, Ito San, Buckshot, Austin, Hollybrook, Haberlandt, 
Mammoth (p. 15).
 Tables show: (1) Percentage composition of different 
soybean varieties (most have values for two years, 1913 
and 1914): Wilson, Arlington, Jet, Brown, Tokyo, 19981-A, 
Mammoth, Small Yellow, Amherst, Ito San, Holly Brook 
[Hollybrook], Peking, Acme, Virginia, Black, Brachet 
[Barchet], Dwarf Green, Cloud. For each is given moisture, 
ash, fat, protein, nitrogen free extract, fi ber. (2) Plant food 
elements in farm crops (N, P, and K, including soybeans as 
grain, hay, or straw). (3) Yield of soybeans (in lb shelled seed 
and lb of hay per acre): In 1911 in Mississippi: Hollybrook, 
Black Soybeans, Brown Soybeans, Small Yellow, Mammoth 
Yellow. The highest yields were from Small Yellow–2,600 
lb seed and 5,500 lb hay. In 1912: Brown Soybean, 
Black Soybean, Hollybrook, Dwarf Green, Small Yellow, 
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt. Again the highest yields were 
from Small Yellow–2,680 lb seed and 5,200 lb hay. (4) Farm 
account with the soil in proposed three-year crop rotation 
(NPK balance incl. soybeans for hay, grain, or straw). (5) 
Proposed three-year rotation system for long-pine section of 
Mississippi (1915-1917).
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004) 
that mentions the soybean variety Virginia.
 Note 2. This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soybean 
oil.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Soybean milk.”
 Note 4. This is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soybean 
cheese” to refer to tofu.
 Note 5. This is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soybean 
meal” to refer a type of edible soy fl our. Address: Director of 
the Station, School of Agriculture, and Prof. of Agronomy, 
Agricultural College, Mississippi.

640. San Francisco Chronicle. 1915. Americans seek trade 
in China: Opportunities pointed out by departs of state and 

commerce. Aug. 23. p. 13.
• Summary: “With the favorable exchange which exists at 
the present time, Chinese products, which previously went 
to Europe, should fi nd markets in America. Among these 
are sesamum seed, vegetable-tallow, hides, egg products, 
mineral products, wood oil, peanuts, bean oil, gall-nuts, etc.”

641. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1915. Les 
exportations du Soja en Mandchourie [The exports of soya 
from Manchuria]. 18(115):773. Sept/Oct. Extract from Echo 
de Chine. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The quantities of soybeans forwarded from 
Dairen to the South China Sea by ships / vessels which offer 
regular service between Dairen, Shanghai, and Hongkong, 
to be expedited again to other destinations, increase 
signifi cantly each year. The quantities in 1913 attained 
3,061,336 kg; in 1914 they were only 2,976,049 kg, and 
for the year 1915, the quantities already exported rose to 
6,667,000 kg.
 A table shows the imports of soybeans (in million kg) 
at the following ports in 1914 and 1915: Singapore (1.460 
/ 1.426), Hongkong (4.760 / 0.923), southern Chinese ports 
(36.946 / 13.580), Dairen (2.976 / 6.667), and Japanese ports 
(1.503 / 1.060). Note 1. In 1914 southern Chinese ports 
imported 77.5% of the total imports of 47.645. In 1915 the 
total imports dropped to 23,656, and southern Chinese ports 
imported 57.4% of that total.
 The Indies (Les Indes) had exported 49,705 kg to these 
different places in 1913, but since then, no new exportation 
has been done, the Indies sending all available soybeans into 
the city (dans la Métropole).
 In the South Seas (Mers du Sud, in the Pacifi c Ocean), 
mainly in Malaysia and Oceania (les Iles Malaises et les Iles 
Océanique), soybeans are used to prepare Chinese sauces 
and some special types of [roasted] fl our, and the residue 
[from oil mills, soybean cake] is used as fertilizer on sugar 
cane plantations. Address: Hanoi.

642. Palmer, Robert Manning. 1915. All about airedales: 
A book of general information valuable to dog lovers 
and owners, breeders and fanciers,... 5th ed., revised and 
enlarged. Seattle, Washington: The 3-A Publishing Co. 136 
p.
• Summary: A ¼-page ad at the bottom of page 34 states: 
“Soya bean meal. Recommended for dogs in this chapter by 
the author of this book. For sale by Albers Bros. Milling Co., 
Seattle, Washington. (If your dealer does not carry it, write 
us direct).
 In this chapter on “Feeding” we read: “Take a measure 
each of rolled or fi nely ground oats, bran, and soy bean meal 
or proteina, a half measure of powdered bone meal (and 
occasionally powdered charcoal), mix together dry; add 
salt and hot or cold water enough to thoroughly soak up the 
mixture, but not enough to fl oat it...”
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 “It is a good plan to feed the mixture dry, if the wet 
mixture is devoured too fast. Eating it dry requires more 
mastication and mixing with mouth saliva. Feed occasionally 
the soy bean meal dry, as dogs relish it.
 “The rolled oats are such as are used for family table. 
Oats as an animal food is one of the most nourishing of all 
cereals raised, as seen in the work a horse will do with it as 
the chief food.
 “Proteina and soy bean meal are concentrated forms 
of the imported Manchurian soy bean, from which they are 
made. It resembles a coarse oil meal, but while oil meals 
average about 25 per cent protein nutriment this soy bean 
meal runs up to about 46 per cent. Oil meals are likely to 
be too laxative but proteina or soy bean meal are not. They 
are being widely introduced as a stable, poultry and kennel 
supply by the leading Pacifi c Coast mills and have come to 
stay as a most valuable asset in food supplies. They keep 
perfectly in all climates and do not spoil in hot weather.
 “The United States Farmers’ Bulletins state that 
‘excepting the peanut, there is no other raw vegetable 
product known which contains such a high percentage of 
protein and fat in such a highly digestible form as the soy 
bean.’ ‘The seed can be fed to best advantage when ground 
into meal and is almost without equal as a concentrated feed.’ 
Also, ‘a bushel of soy beans is at least twice as valuable for 
feed as a bushel of corn.’”

643. Williamson, A.A. 1915. Marketing the new soya 
bean crop in Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
18(260):518. Nov. 5.
• Summary: “Cooperative selling–Fall shipments: At 
Kaiyuan a produce dealers’ association and trust company 
has been formed, modeled after that at Dairen. Kaiyuan is a 
promising bean center. It is likely that an exchange will be 
established at Changchun also.
 “North Manchuria beans, which are considered superior 
to those grown in South Manchuria, have been brought 
to Dairen in considerable quantities both by train and by 
steamer...
 “Nevertheless the export of beans to Europe, notably 
Holland, has kept up remarkably, considering conditions 
there. These shipments have to be covered by documents 
guaranteeing their ultimate consumption in order to avoid 
capture at sea by belligerent cruisers.
 “At present, the local trade is depressed, as Japan, the 
principal market, is suffering from overproduction of rice, as 
noted above, and European markets are not what they were, 
despite some shipments that have gone there. A few mills 
have begun work, but only in a small way. One of the largest 
was driven to making peanut oil during the summer.”
 “More crushing mills: The experimental mill built by 
the South Manchurian Railway Co. at Dairen, which uses the 

chemical extraction process, has been sold to Messrs. Suzuki 
& Co., of Kobe, the seller stipulating that the purchaser 
should enlarge the mill to double its capacity. Suzuki & Co. 
will spend about 200,000 yen (about $100,000) on the mill; 
but it is said the railway will aid the new owners fi nancially. 
The fatty acid factory attached to the mill will also be 
operated by Suzuki & Co. This fi rm intends to establish 
two more mills, using the same benzine extraction process, 
at Kobe and Moji, in all probability. The fatty acid and 
glycerine factory is only used when the price of bean oil is 
too low for profi t.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) 
concerning the work of Suzuki & Co. with soybeans. The 
Japanese company, which built the fi rst solvent extraction 
mill for soybeans in Manchuria (Dairen), later became 
Hohnen Oil Co. Address: Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.

644. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1915. Germany: 
State control of importation, &c. of oilseeds. 91(990):487-
88. Nov. 18.
• Summary: The 21 Oct. 1915 issue of the Deutscher 
Reichanzeiger states that the Imperial Chancellor has issued 
a Regulation, dated Oct. 19, concerning oilseeds imported 
from foreign countries. It extends to these oilseeds the 
provisions of the Bundesrat Order of 15 July 1915 which 
gave a monopoly for the production of oil from certain 
oilseeds (incl. rape seed, linseed, hemp, dodder, poppy seed, 
etc.) to the War Committee for Vegetable and Animal Oils 
and Fats. All specifi ed oilseeds imported in the future must 
be delivered to this Committee which will pay for them rates 
listed here (in marks/100 kg; 1 mark = 11.8 pence).
 The provision of the Bundesrat Order referred to above 
now also applies to additional oilseeds, including soya 
beans, sesame seeds, earth nuts [peanuts], cyprus roots 
(“erdmandel” [probably chufa]), coconuts, palm kernels, and 
others.
 Note: The Bundesrat is the upper house of the German 
parliament.

645. Arbeiter Zeitung (Vienna, Austria-Hungary). 1915. 
Kleine Nachrichten: Soyabohnen [Little news: soybeans]. 
27(324):4, col. 3. Nov. 24. [Ger]
• Summary: Undersecretary of the Foreign Offi ce Lord 
Robert Cecil declared in the House of Commons, England, 
that Russia had requested permission to export soybeans 
and soybean oil from Vladivostok to the Allied countries on 
neutral ships. The Japanese government has been requested 
to allow the export of soybeans (Soyabohnen) and soy oil 
(Soyaöl) to Scandinavia and the Netherlands only if it is done 
via England.

646. Heintzleman, P.S. 1915. Manchuria. Supplement to 
Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
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Department of Commerce) No. 52k. p. 1-8. Dec. 3. See p. 
6-7.
• Summary: “The trade of Manchuria, which has been 
steadily increasing in recent years, received a setback during 
1914,” due largely to the outbreak of the European war and 
the disturbed currency conditions. The Chinese Eastern 
Railway was unable to handle freight while transporting 
military supplies. And the ruble depreciated.
 “Manchuria being primarily an agricultural region 
the leading articles of export are the principal crops. The 
exports of beans, bean cake, and bean oil, the great staples of 
Manchuria, increased considerably over those of 1913. This 
increase is largely accounted for by the good crops and the 
consequently low prices.”
 A large table (p. 6-7) shows the principal exports from 
Manchuria and their value through the Maritime Customs in 
1913 and 1914.
 A smaller table (p. 7) shows exports from Manchuria 
to the United States and their value in 1913 and 1914. The 
leading export was [soya] bean oil, accounting for more 
than 60% of the total value of exports to the USA in 1914. 
In 1913 some 5,925,000 lb of this oil worth $334,689 were 
exported to the USA, increasing in 1914 to 7,735,063 lb 
worth $397,799. Address: Consul General, Mukden.

647. T.C. 1915. Soya: The golden bean that Germany wants. 
Daily Mail (London). Dec. 13. p. 4.
• Summary: “If Germany is being allowed to import soya 
beans she is getting food for her men, her cattle, and her 
guns. No country more than Germany appreciates the value 
of this wonderful golden bean whose introduction to Europe 
from China forms the greatest trade romance of the present 
century. Less than eight years Europe knew practically 
nothing of the soya bean or its remarkable nutritious qualities 
and the uses to which it could be put.”
 Discusses the early history and rise of the soya bean 
trade in Europe. “The soya bean survived the ‘boom.’ It 
justifi ed most of the fl attering things said about it. Its fame 
spread far and wide. Many tons were exported to Hull, 
where a factory and oil presses were established and a very 
important export trade to the continent was built up. Our 
agricultural colleges experimented with the bean products as 
food for cattle and pigs; Sweden set her experts at work and 
discovered that bean cake was a highly satisfactory food for 
milch cows; Denmark followed and built a large factory at 
Copenhagen to deal with the export from Vladivostock; the 
South African Government Trades Commissioner, convinced 
of the great future of the soya bean industry, urged the 
competition of South African farmers with the bean growers 
of Manchuria. In Paris a factory was built by a Chinese fi rm” 
[Li Yu-ying].
 “In 1912 Germany rescinded the import duty and 
installed soya bean plant [plants?] in her oil mills, importing 
the beans through Vladivostok, often in British bottoms 

chartered for the purpose.” In 1912 the Trades Commissioner 
for the Government of South Africa gave a list of 14 different 
soya bean products, plus an additional 14 products that can 
be made from soya bean oil, from salad oil and margarine, to 
dynamite and soap.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) in 
which the soybean is called the “golden bean.” This is also 
the earliest document seen (July 2007) in which a fanciful 
term or name is used to refer to the soybean. Address: 
England.

648. Williamson, A.A. 1915. Dairen soya-bean market 
becomes animated. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
18(298):1132. Dec. 21.
• Summary: “The local market for soya beans and products 
has become somewhat animated, after a long period 
of stagnation on account of the European war, and the 
consequent lack of shipping facilities to Europe, the dullness 
of the manure market in Japan, and other infl uences, among 
which high freights may be reckoned. New beans are now 
coming down to Dairen in small quantities, but the real 
outfl ow will not begin until the advent of winter causes the 
roads in the interior to freeze.
 “The direct cause of the present animation is the arrival 
of orders for a large quantity of bean cake from Formosa, for 
the sugar plantations there. On the 23rd, 17,000 pieces were 
bought at $0.57 each, while on the following Monday 38,000 
cakes were bought at an advance to $0.59 each.” Address: 
Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.

649. Morning Star (The) (Wilmington, North Carolina). 
1915. The soy bean’s day coming. Dec. 31. p. 4, cols. 2-3.
• Summary: “While the production of the soy bean 
in Eastern North Carolina has been given a boost by 
the successful demonstration of the practicability of 
manufacturing oil and meal from these beans in the cotton 
oil mills so numerous in the South, without the addition 
of machinery, the Old World is beginning to attach more 
importance than ever to the merits of the soja, attention to 
which has been particularly augmented by discussion of the 
food blockade against Germany during the war, according to 
a London correspondent of the Associated Press.
 “It is hardly too much to contemplate that the soy bean 
and its products will yet become one of the world’s great 
commercial commodities, staple as cotton seed, oil and meal 
are today.
 “The fact that the soy bean can be manufactured into oil 
and meal, thus developing a new and important industry that 
means so much to agriculture without involving great initial 
expense in providing new machinery is a circumstance that 
gives the bean industry an advantage rarely if ever enjoyed 
by any new line of enterprise. This itself ought to prove 
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a tremendous impetus to the soy bean industry in Eastern 
North Carolina and the South.
 “From the standpoint of the cotton oil mills, at present at 
least, the chief importance of the soy bean is that it provides 
raw material for the operation of the oil mills after the annual 
supply of cotton seed is exhausted, thus enabling them to 
operate profi tably during the entire year or a large part of 
the year, whereas, with cotton seed alone, they are able to 
operate only a few months in the year, hardly more than half 
the year, on the average, we should, say. During the balance 
of the year the cotton mills are idle. It is an economic fact 
that idle machinery is a liability and not an asset to its 
owners.
 “At present Manchuria is the world’s center of soy bean 
production, more than 25 per cent of the cultivated area 
of that country being devoted to these beans. Of course, 
they are produced on a comparatively small scale in other 
countries. In the northern portion of Eastern North Carolina, 
soy bean production has been for years a fairly important 
part of the farming operations, the beans being shipped to 
commission houses to be disposed of largely for seeding 
purposes. However, the production this year in that territory 
was greater than the demand for this purpose, hence the 
recent practical investigation for the purpose of fi nding other 
uses and markets for them, resulting in their manufacture 
into oil and meal.
 “The soy bean is now the second on the list of China’s 
exports and is well known and highly regarded in Germany 
and the Scandinavian countries, but it has hitherto achieved 
small general reputation in the English-speaking countries, 
and even the latest dictionaries dismiss it with the brief 
description: ‘An Asiatic leguminous herb, Glycine Soja, the 
seeds of which are used to prepare sauce called soy.’
 “Although the Chinese have used the soja bean 
extensively for at least two thousand years, the fi rst 
important shipment to Europe was made in 1908, by a 
British fi rm. The Germans almost immediately began to 
experiment with it and fi ve years later were using the major 
part of an importation estimated at over $200,000,000 a year.
 “The secret of the soja bean is its universal usefulness. 
A British government report gives the following list of 
soja products: ‘Vegetable food (like marrowfat peas [green 
vegetable soybeans or edamamé]), soups, meat substitute, 
chocolate substitute, macaroni preparation, fl our, artifi cial 
milk, cheese, coffee substitute, artifi cial horn, biscuit and 
food for diabetic patients, sauce, meal for cattle, oils, oil cake 
for fodder, fertilizer, bean cake.’
 “The same report points out that the oil from the bean is 
used in the manufacture of the following articles: ‘dynamite 
and high explosives; soaps; linoleum; rubber substitute; 
margarine; paints; varnishes; toilet powder; waterproof cloth; 
paper umbrellas and lanterns; salad oil; lubricants; lamp oil; 
preservative for sardines; substitute for lard.’
 “The pod of the soja is about two inches in length and 

the plant has an erect stem two or three feet high. There are 
three principal varieties of the bean–yellow or huangtou, 
green or chingtou, and black or wutou. The yellow contains 
more nutritive ingredients than the others, and this is the 
variety almost exclusively used for export. The quantity of 
oil extracted from the beans runs as high as 29 per cent of the 
total weight.
 “Sweden uses large quantities of the bean cake as food 
for milch cows; Denmark has a large pressing factory at 
Copenhagen; France has a factory built in Paris by a Chinese 
fi rm; and South Africa has recently begun to grow the bean 
in competition to the Manchurian farmers. Germany in 1912 
rescinded her former import duty and installed reduction 
[crushing] plants for the Far Eastern vegetable product in all 
her oil mills, importing the beans directly from Vladivostok 
by the shipload.”

650. Henry, William Arnon; Morrison, Frank Barron. 
1915. Feeds and feeding: A handbook for the student and 
stockman. 15th ed. Revised and entirely rewritten. Madison, 
Wisconsin: The Henry-Morrison Company. x + 691 p. See 
p. 177-78, 236, 305, 366-67, 375-76, 382, 415, 463-64, 532, 
534-35, 605, 612-13. 24 cm. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contains a review of the literature on the 
soybean and soybean cake or meal. In Chapter 10, in the 
section on “Oil-bearing seeds and their products,” the 
subsection titled “256. Soybean” states (p. 177-78): “The 
soybean, Glycine hispida, is one of the most important 
agricultural plants of northern China and Japan. So great is 
the production of this seed, or grain, in Manchuria that in 
1908 over 1,500,000 tons of soybeans were shipped from 3 
ports, chiefl y to Europe. The bean-like seeds of the soybean, 
which carry from 16 to 21 per ct. of oil, are used for human 
food and for feeding animals. The oil is used for human food 
and in the arts, and the resulting soybean meal is employed 
as feed for animals and also for fertilizing the land, the same 
as cottonseed meal. This plant produces the largest yield of 
seed of any legume suited to temperate climates, but at the 
present time is grown in this country chiefl y for forage.”
 “No other plant so little grown in the United States at 
this time promises so much to agriculture as the soybean, 
which not only yields protein-rich seed and forage but builds 
up the nitrogen content of the soil.”
 “257. Soybean cake or meal” (p. 178). “During recent 
years a considerable amount has been imported to the 
Pacifi c Coast states from the Orient, for feeding poultry and 
dairy cattle. In Europe the unground cake is used in this 
country the meal. Tho high in price, soybean meal is greatly 
esteemed by western dairymen and is often fed in large 
amounts to cows on offi cial tests.”
 In Chapter 14, titled “Leguminous plants for forage” is a 
long subsection on “358. Soybean” (p. 236).
 In Chapter 19, “Feeds for the horse,” soybeans are 
mentioned briefl y in the subsection on “485. Leguminous 
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seeds” (p. 305).
 In Chapter 22, “Feeds for the dairy cow” are subsections 
on “600. Soybeans” (p. 366-67) and “601. Soybean cake” (p. 
367). “617. Soybean hay” (p. 375-76). “618. Soybean silage 
and alfalfa hay” (p. 376). “633. Silage from legumes” (p. 
382). In Chapter 25, “Raising dairy cattle” ground soybeans 
are mentioned in the subsection on “681. Farm grains as 
skim-milk substitutes” (p. 414-15). In Chapter 27, “Feeds 
for fattening cattle” are subsections on “754. Soybeans” (p. 
463-64). “755. Soybeans, cowpeas, and corn” (p. 464). In 
Chapter 31, “Feeds for sheep” soybeans are mentioned in 
the subsection on “856. Minor protein-rich concentrates” (p. 
532) and “859. Legume hays compared” (p. 534-355).
 In Chapter 23, “Feeds for swine” are subsections on 
“977. Soybeans” (p. 605) and “989. Soybean pasture” (p. 
612-13).
 The Introduction begins (p. vii): “The animals of 
the farm should be regarded as living factories that are 
continuously converting their feed into products useful to 
man.”
 In Chapter 9, “Leading cereals and their by-products” 
are subsections defi ning various corn-related terms: “207. 
Corn meal; corn chop; corn feed-meal” (p. 153). “208. Corn-
and-cob meal.” “209. Starch and glucose by-products” (p. 
153-54), “210. Corn gluten feed” (p. 154) and “211. Gluten 
meal.” Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2003) that contains the term “Corn gluten” or 
“Corn gluten feed.”
 In Chapter 10, the section on sorghums and millets (p. 
167-169) states: “The sorghums, Andropogon sorghum and 
Sorghum vulgare, vars. may be divided into two classes–the 
saccharine sorghums, having stems fi lled with sweet juices, 
and the non-saccharine varieties, with more pithy stems and 
juice sour or slightly sweet.” “The non-saccharine, or grain, 
sorghums include kafi r, dura, milo, feterita, kaoliang, and 
the less important shallu... The kaoliangs, early maturing 
sorghums from northern China, are slender, dry-stemmed 
plants, with loose, open, erect heads.” They show “much 
promise for the northern plains section where the other 
types will not mature. The kaoliangs compare favorably in 
yield of grain with the milos, and are even better in severe 
drought.” They were studied in 1911 with good results at 
the Highmore, South Dakota, Branch Station. The sweet 
sorghums, or sorghos, are forage rather than grain producers. 
“The millets chiefl y grown in this country are: (1) the 
foxtail millets, Setaria Italica spp... and (2) the broom corn, 
proso, or hog millets, Panicum miliaceum spp., which have 
spreading or panicled heads, wide hairy leaves, and large 
seed.”
 Also discusses alfalfa, cowpeas, peanuts, and sesame 
cake. Address: 1. D.Sc., D.Agr., Emeritus Prof. of 
Agriculture and formerly Dean of the College of Agriculture; 
2. B.S. Asst. Director of the Agric. Exp. Station. Both: Univ. 
of Wisconsin and Wisconsin Agric. Exp. Station.

651. Nichibei Shinbun-sha (Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha). 1915. 
Nichi-Bei nenkan [Japanese-American yearbook. No. 11]. 
650 Ellis St., San Francisco, California. 295 p. Reprinted 
in Feb. 2002 in Tokyo by Nihon Tosho Senta. Series: 
Nikkei Imin Shiryôshû. Dai 5-kai [Collected Documents on 
Japanese Emigration. No. 5]. [Jap; eng]
• Summary: This book is very different from previous 
yearbooks in this series in that it has no directory (giving 
business names, address, and sometimes phone numbers) and 
almost no advertising. It also contains many fewer pages. It 
is not clear what caused these major changes.
 Like its predecessors, is read and numbered from “back 
to front” compared with typical English books; it is mostly 
(99%) in Japanese. The English-language title page reads: 
The Japanese American Year Book.
 The book is divided into seven parts, each numbered 
separately. Contents: (1) Front matter (5 p.). (2) Table 
of contents (5 p.). (3) Ads (3 p.). (4) Photos (black and 
white on 14 unnumbered pages). (5) Maps and charts on 
2 unnumbered pages. (6) Front part (p. 1-176), including 
names of Japanese people in agricultural enterprises in 
California, Utah, Idaho, Colorado, Nevada, Wyoming, New 
Mexico, Texas, Nevada, and Oregon–based on research 
conducted in Dec. 1914 (p. B1 to B-88). Note: Two ads 
appear on the bottom half of the last page of the previous 
section. (7) Copyright and publishing information page.
 By a careful reading of part 6, we can extract the 
following information about business that make soyfoods. 
There are 45 tofu makers in California (p. 130), 1 in Ogden, 
Utah (p. 153), 1 in other cities in Utah, 1 in Pocatello, Idaho 
(in Bannock County, the southeast corner of the state), and 
1 in other cities in Idaho (p. 154), 1 in New York City (p. 
161), 1 in Oregon (p. 165), and 6 in Washington state (p. 
169). There is also 1 shoyu maker in Oregon (probably in 
Portland) (p. 165). Concerning the tofu makers in California, 
there are 2 in Oakland and 2 in Alameda (p. 132), 1 in 
Berkeley, 1 in San Mateo (p. 133), 2 in Santa Clara and 1 in 
Kason? (p. 134), 2 in Salinas, 1 in San Benito County, 2 in 
Guadalupe and 1 in Lompoc (both in Santa Barbara County, 
in southern California) (p. 135), 1 in Sonoma County and 3 
in Vacaville (p. 136), 3 in Sacramento and 3 in the Courtland, 
Walnut Grove, Isleton area (p. 137), 3 in the Loomis, Penryn, 
Newcastle, Auburn area (northeast of Sacramento), 1 in the 
Marysville, Colusa, Oroville, Chico, Red Bluff area, and 1 
in the Florin, Woodland area (p. 138), 2 in Stockton and 1 
in Lodi (p. 139), 1 in Fresno, 1 elsewhere in Fresno County 
(p. 140), 2 in Tulare County (p. 141), 4 in Los Angeles (p. 
142), 1 in Riverside (p. 143), 2 in Ventura County, and 1 in 
Imperial County (in the far southeastern corner of California) 
(p. 144). For all of these California tofu shops is given their 
capital, annual sales in dollars, and number of workers. For 
all of the California tofu shops (total): Capital: $23,050. 
Sales in 1914: $74,400. No. of workers: 65. Salaries in 1914: 
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$8,260. Note that no miso makers are listed.
 The total value of imports of shoyu [soy sauce] and 
pickles from Japan to the U.S. for the past 5 years is given 
(p. 86). The value of shoyu imported to San Francisco in 
1914: $133,870 (p. 102). The value of shoyu and pickles 
imported to Portland, Oregon in 1913: $8,663. The value of 
soybeans imported to Portland, Oregon in 1913: $2,593 (both 
p. 105). The total Japanese population in the USA in 1914: 
99,321 (p. 171).
 The Census shows Japanese companies making 
soyfoods in California, Utah, Idaho, New York City, Oregon, 
and Washington state. Address: San Francisco, California.

652. Porter, Robert Percival. 1915. Japan, the new world-
power: Being a detailed account of the progress and rise 
of the Japanese empire. London, New York, Toronto, 
Melbourne and Bombay: Humphrey Milford, Oxford 
University Press. xxiv + 789 p. Illust. Seven colored maps. 
Index. 23 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Japan (regardless of race and colour) intervened 
in the Great War on the side of her ally Great Britain. They 
worked together successfully against Germany in the siege of 
Tsing-Tau in 1914 from Oct. 31 to Nov. 7.
 Near the front of the book is a table of “Weights, 
measures and moneys, for Japan, Great Britain, and the 
USA.”
 Page 149-50: “The annual average number of 
immigrants from Japan is about 20,000. Roughly, half go to 
China and the United States of America... Since 1907 two 
batches of Japanese emigrants, under 2,000 in all, have gone 
to Brazil, the majority of which have been under contract 
with the Sao Paulo Government to work in the coffee 
plantations.” There are now about 155,000 Japanese in the 
United States. Since a 1907 agreement between Japan and 
the USA, immigration of Japanese labour to the USA has 
been restricted. Some Japanese have tried to enter the USA 
by going fi rst to Mexico. There are not more than 2,000 
Japanese in Canada at present.
 Page 232: In Japan: “The necessity for increased 
military and naval expenditure, which rose in connection 
with Korea in 1881, called for considerable additional 
revenue. Fresh military taxes were therefore levied; income-
tax was introduced along with indirect imposts [taxes] on 
soy [sauce], tobacco, confectionery, and stamps, and the 
tax on sake was raised, augmenting the receipts to such an 
extent that the Government was able in 1886 to reduce the 
land-tax again. But following the war with China [1894-95] 
it became necessary to establish occupation and registration 
taxes, to raise again the sake tax, and to create a Government 
monopoly of leaf tobacco.”
 A table (p. 233) shows how the ordinary State revenue 
of Japan was derived in the fi nancial years 1898-99 and 
1909-10. The two main sources of revenue were: Land 
tax (38.4 and 85.7 million yen respectively) and liquor tax 

(33.0 and 91.5 million yen). By comparison, the soy tax was 
relatively small: 1.54 and 4.73 million yen.
 Page 235-36: “The tax on liquors is levied upon (a) 
brewers of shurui (alcoholic liquor), which is divided 
into fi ve classes, viz. seishu, or refi ned sake, dakushu, or 
unrefi ned sake, shirozake, or white sake, mirin, or sweet 
sake, and shochu, or distilled sake; (b) brewers of beer; and 
(c) wine and alcohol and alcoholic liquors other than sake or 
beer.”
 “Soy tax: The soy tax is levied upon manufacturers of 
this sauce at the rate of about 1 3/4 yen per koku. A tax on 
soy for household use was introduced in 1900, and ranges 
from 50 sen to 4 yen per koku, according to the amount 
manufactured. No more than 5 koku of soy per annum may 
be made for household use.”
 Page 240: A full-page table shows the “Budget for 
fi nancial year 1911-12.” The main sources of “Ordinary 
revenue” are liquors tax (88.7 million yen), land tax 
(75.1 million), customs duties (50.5 million), and tobacco 
monopoly (50.5 million yen). Revenue from the soy [sauce] 
tax is 4.6 million yen. The sugar excise is 14.7 million yen.
 Page 261-62: “The upland fi elds, being for all intents 
and purposes unirrigable, are only to a very limited extent 
utilized for the cultivation of rice. Rotation crops are, 
however, raised twice a year, usually barley, ‘naked barley,’ 
and wheat as winter crops, and soya (more properly soja), 
sweet potatoes, and millets as summer crops.” A key unit 
of area in agriculture is one tan = 0.245 acre. On [lowland] 
paddy fi elds, nationwide over the past 10 years, the average 
yield per tan is 7.913 bushels of rice and 6.668 bushels of 
barley, which may be considered a representative winter 
crop. “Upland fi elds, upon the same basis, produce 6.638 
bushels of barley as a summer crop and 3.756 bushels of 
soya bean.”
 Another key (larger) unit of area in agriculture is one 
cho = 2.45 acre.
 A table (p. 263) shows the total area, production, and 
yield of 17 major crops in Japan in 1897 and in 1910. Both 
years, the leading crop (by far) in area was rice, followed 
(in 1897) by barley, naked barley, wheat, and soya bean. For 
1897 the three fi gures for soya beans were: 1,067,000 acres 
under cultivation, 15,381,000 bushels total production, and 
14.41 bushels per acre yield. For 1910 the three fi gures for 
soya beans were: 1,137,000 acres, 18,834,000 bushels total 
production, and 16.56 bushels per acre yield.
 Statistics for “small red bean” [azuki] are also given: 
For 1897 268,000 acres under cultivation, 3,069,000 bushels 
total production, and 11.45 bushels per acre yield. Thus, in 
1897 and 1910 the production of soybeans was roughly 5 
times the production of azuki beans.
 Chapter 15, “Agriculture,” contains a section titled 
“Soya bean” (p. 264-65): The soya, or soja, bean is well 
enough known in England as a cattle-food, but in Japan its 
application is by no means limited to this use. It is the basis 
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of the Japanese sauce, soy, of which enormous quantities are 
brewed; of miso, or bean cheese [sic], used extensively for 
soup and in cookery in general; and of topu [sic, tofu], or 
bean curd, a cheap, highly nutritious and very popular article 
of diet. The residue from these manufactures is used both as 
fertilizer and as cattle food, or, alternatively, an oil of some 
value may be obtained from it. It is the principal summer 
crop of the upland fi elds, and its cultivation, which requires 
less fertilizer and less labour than other products, is general 
throughout Japan and particularly in Hokkaido. But the 
supply is far from equal to the demand, and a large quantity 
of beans and bean cake is imported from Chosen and 
Manchuria, the value of the present importation amounting 
to £3,000,000 annually.
 “Among other beans the small red bean is largely 
cultivated, especially in Hokkaido, and is used for cakes 
and confectionery, and boiled with rice on occasions of 
ceremony. The Japanese are very fond of peas, horse-beans, 
and kidney-beans, which are grown as a stolen crop after rice 
in the paddies and just before it in the upland fi elds.”
 Page 269: “A comparison of the relative positions of 
human and animal labour in paddy fi elds and upland farms 
for the years 1903 and 1908 (the latest year for which 
fi gures are available) shows that the area tilled exclusively 
by human labour still forms a very large proportion of the 
total, though it tends steadily to decrease.” “Manual labour 
is plentiful and it is chiefl y by reason of its abundance 
that the intensive system can be carried on. Rice-growing 
requires, for instance, the labour of 17 men and 9 women 
per cho (2.45 acres), barley and wheat 11 men and 6 women, 
tobacco 25 men and 23 women, soya bean 7 men and 5 
women, and so on. Farmers, in the vast majority of cases, are 
their own labourers, and those who may be distinguished as 
‘professional labourers’ are a very small class.”
 Page 292: Sea-weeds: “Chief among the sea-weeds used 
as food is that known as ‘Kombu’ (Laminaria). It grows 
mostly on the shores of Hokkaido and the south-east of 
Honshiu [Honshu], and is eaten sliced into very thin shreds. 
‘Kanten’ is made by dissolving the weed Tengusa in water 
and exposing the resulting gelatinous infusion to the action 
of cold by night and the sun by day. Only the Chinese use it 
as food, however; in the West it is a substitute for gelatine, 
isinglass, starch, and the like. Other sea-weeds are used as 
paste.”
 Page 319: “Japan is self-supporting in silk weaving, 
the preparation of national liquors, soy brewing, matches, 
porcelains, and some other articles.”
 Page 450: A history and discussion of the South 
Manchuria Railway Co.
 Page 583: “A Rescript of Emperor Daigo, issued in 930, 
said:–’We have seen that many sick people are lying by the 
roadside and that no one gives them shelter. We order that 
they shall be supplied with shelter and with food. There shall 
be given daily to a man or a woman one sho of rice, one 

shaku of fi ne salt, and one go of soy [sauce]...”
 Page 692: Hokkaido. “Of the food crops, the soya bean 
and the small red bean [azuki] are the most important.” 
Agriculture “now constitutes Hokkaido’s principal source of 
wealth,” yet fi sheries have long been important.
 Chapters 44 and 45 (p. 699-733) are about Manchuria; 
soya beans are discussed at length. The Japanese government 
wisely selected Baron Goto to reorganize the South 
Manchurian Railway.
 Chapter 47 (p. 745-57), “The Soya Bean,” is basically 
the same as that found in the 1911 edition titled “The Full 
Recognition of Japan.” Address: Queen Anne’s Mansions, 
London, England.

653. Takenob, Y. 1915. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year 
Book Offi ce. 789 p. See p. 349, 391, 401-02, 436, 634, 714, 
716-17, 730, 743. Tenth annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: This book gives statistics for the Japanese 
empire: Japan Proper, Korea, and Formosa.
 The population of Japan Proper (based on the census 
taken every 5 years) was:
 1898–45.4 million.
 1903–48.5 million.
 1908–51.7 million.
 A table of “Weights, measures and moneys” is on p. 
xxxii (near the front).
 Page 349. In the chapter on “Agriculture,” a table shows 
production of soy beans, sweet potatoes, and potatoes, 1911-
1913 (in 1,000 koku). Production of soy beans decreased 
from:
 3.69 million koku in 1911, to
 3.51 million koku in 1912, to
 2.99 million koku in 1913.
 Note: The decrease of soy bean production in Japan 
during this period was due mainly to imports of soy beans 
from Manchuria and Korea (see below).
 The text below the table states: “Among subsidiary farm 
crops there is perhaps nothing which plays so important a 
part in the Japanese kitchen as soy beans. The three daily 
articles of diet for all classes, viz. soy, miso, and tofu are 
manufactured with this bean either in part or wholly, The 
tofu (bean curd) is one of the most popular articles of 
diet, being cheap and highly nutritious; the miso makes 
Japanese soup and is used in various other ways. The soy 
is indispensable in Japanese cooking. Then for extracting 
oils, [the cake] as manure, and food for horses, beans are 
equally important. The supply being insuffi cient, quite a 
large quantity comes in from Manchuria and Korea. In Japan 
Hokkaido is the principal centre of production. Red beans 
[azuki], also very extensively produced in the northern 
island, are used for making confectionery, are boiled with 
rice on ceremonious occasions, and for other purposes. Peas 
and horse-beans, whether green or fully ripe, are favorite 
food-stuffs in Japan, and they are extensively cultivated as a 
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second crop after rice and as a forerunner to rice, indigo, etc. 
on upland farms. Groundnuts are among a few subsidiary 
farm produce that go abroad, mostly to U.S.A. In Japan they 
are used by confectioners and also for pressing oil...”
 Pages 390-91. A table titled “Industrial companies 
classifi ed by amount of investment” states for “Soy and 
miso.” Number of companies: 251. Paid up capital: 5.9 
million yen. Reserves: 580,000 yen.
 Page 401-02. In the chapter on “Industry” under 
“Brewing industry” we read: “The brewing industry in Japan 
comprises sake, beer and soy, for wine is still insignifi cant 
and as yet enjoying the benefi t of non-taxation. The two 
indigenous industries of sake and soy are still primitive in 
process, and various new methods, several of them patented, 
have so far failed, especially as regards soy.
 Page 402. “Soy.–For soy the prefecture of Chiba, 
which is contiguous to Tokyo municipality, heads all other 
places on the list as to output. Parched wheat mixed with 
salt beans is a principal ingredient. The process is still far 
from scientifi c, requiring about 12 months before the liquid 
is ready for sale. It is also costly, as it does not much admit 
labor-saving appliances. To obviate these advantages have 
been tried several patented processes, but most of them 
have failed. The collapse of the short-lived Nippon Soy Co., 
started in 1907 near Osaka with 2,500,000 yen paid up, has 
dampened the cause of scientifi c process of soy brewing.”
 A table shows annual production of sake, beer, and soy 
(in koku) from 1912-13 to 1914-15 (three years). Note: Since 
all three of these are taxed by the federal government, careful 
records are kept. Sake averaged 4.32 million koku (the 
largest output). Soy averaged 2.37 million koku (roughly half 
of sake). Beer averaged about 0.219 million koku (by far the 
smallest).
 A 2nd table gives exports of these three products during 
the same years. Sake averaged 3.61 million sho (100 sho = 
1 koku = 47.6 gallons). Soy averaged 3.15 million sho. Beer 
exports (in 1914) were by far the smallest: 117,000 pints, 
377,000 quarts, and 22,000 casks of 1 sho each. Note: “Beer 
brewing fi rst started about 1876 in Hokkaido. The brewing 
was at fi rst under the tutelage of German experts... At present 
there are four or fi ve breweries, the Dai Nippon, Kirin, and 
Kabuto.”
 Page 465. A table titled “Prices of commodities in 
Japan” (1911-1913) includes the following for 1913:
 Rice 21.01 yen per koku.
 Barley 7.93 yen per koku.
 Soja beans 11.54 yen per koku.
 Red bean [azuki] 16.02 yen per koku.
 Soy [sauce] 23.85 yen per koku.
 Miso 0.37 yen per kwan [kan; 1 kwan = 3.75 kg].
 Page 518. A table titled “Carrying trade on main routes” 
shows that China was exporting a lot of Soja beans and 
[soja] bean cake to Japan. China (including Manchuria) had 
exports to Japan worth 142.3 million yen and imports from 

Japan worth 80.5 million yen.
 Page 634. In the chapter on “Finance” under “6. Tax on 
Japanese soy” we read: “The tax is assessed both on the soy 
manufactured for sale and on that for home consumption. 
In the former the tax is yen 1.75 [per koku] for refi ned 
soy and yen 1.65 for the unrefi ned soy and in the latter it 
ranges between the two extremes of yen 4.00 and yen 0.50 
according to quality.
 Page 714. In chapter 35, “Chosen (Korea),” under the 
heading Foreign Trade,” is a table on “Staple exports” (in 
1,000 yen) which has data on “Beans and peas” for 1910-
1914.
 Page 717. In the chapter on “Chosen (Korea): 
Agriculture,” under “Barley and Soja Bean” it is stated 
that “Soja and other beans are exported chiefl y to Japan for 
manufacturing soy [sauce]. Acreage of soja beans in Korea 
is 553,077 cho and the yield 3,345,472 koku.” Note: 1 cho 
= 2.45 acres and 1 koku = 47.6 gallons or about 6 gallons. 
Thus, in English units, in Korea 1,355,039 acres produce 
20,072,832 bushels, for a yield of 14.8 bu/acre.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that 
gives soybean production or area statistics for Korea (which 
has been a “province” of Japan since 1910).
 Note: Japan was importing a lot of soybeans from its 
colony, Korea, in 1912. Korea had exports to Japan worth 
20.9 million yen and imports from Japan worth 27.1 million 
yen (p. 518).
 Page 730. In Chapter 36, “Taiwan (Formosa),” under the 
heading “Agriculture,” a table (p. 730) titled “Agricultural 
products” has production data on “Beans and peas” for 1912-
1913. The beans were probably mostly soy beans.
 102,000 koku in 1912
 137,000 koku in 1913
 In Chapter 38, “South Manchuria,” is a paragraph (p. 
743) titled “The soya bean” which has information on South 
Manchuria’s soya bean yield, [soya] bean-cake output, 
amount exported for specifi c years, and production at various 
milling centres (almost same wording as 1914 Year Book). 
Address: Japan.

654. Woll, Fritz Wilhelm. 1915. Productive feeding of farm 
animals. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co. xi + 
362 p. Illust. (96 in text). Index. 22 cm. Series: Lippincott’s 
Farm Manuals. [10 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages ix, 9, 11, 12, 
68, 90, 96, 114, 125, 127, 157, 161, 175, 176, 202, 221, 275, 
308, 327, 332, 337, 339, 340-43, 349, 350-52, 361.
 Chapter 1, “The composition of feeding stuffs,” contains 
a section on “Classifi cation of proteins” which states (p. 9): 
“Protein substances are generally classifi ed as (1) simple, 
(2) conjugated, and (3) derived proteins... b. Globulins 
are insoluble in water, but soluble in a 10 per cent sodium 
chloride solution. The globulins are abundant in plant 
materials and have been identifi ed in many seeds of plants. 
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The following are present in the cereals and other common 
seeds: Maysin in corn kernels, edestin in corn, wheat, 
cotton seed, hemp and fl axseed, avenalin in oats, legumin 
and vicilin in leguminous seeds (peas, lentils, horse beans), 
glycin in soybeans, and conglutin in lupines.”
 Page 11: Concentrates (p. 11): “Peanut cake meal, 
containing about 48 per cent protein; cotton-seed meal and 
soybean meal, 40 to 45 per cent; gluten meal, 34 to 36 per 
cent; soybeans and linseed meal, 34 to 36 per cent; dried 
distillers’ grains, 32 per cent; malt sprouts and dried brewers’ 
grains, 26 per cent.”
 “Fats are organic compounds consisting largely of 
mixtures of fatty acids, combined with glycerine (so-called 
glycerides). The more common fats are stearin, palmitin, 
and olein... Lineoleic [sic, Linoleic] and linolenic acids are 
also found in the seeds of some plants, like fl axseed and 
soybeans; on exposure to the air in a thin layer, they take up 
oxygen and ‘set,’ i.e., they dry and harden. This difference in 
the behavior on exposure to the air is characteristic of drying 
and non-drying oils.
 A bar chart titled “Fats in common feeding stuffs, in 
per cent,” based on the ether extract of these foods, shows: 
Flaxseed 34%. Soybeans 17%. Dried distillers’ grains 12%. 
Cotton-seed meal 10%. Linseed meal 8%.
 A section on “The siloing process” states (p. 68): “From 
what has already been said, we should not expect that the 
siloing process will appreciably affect the digestibility 
of feeding stuffs, since the heat generated in the silo 
fermentation will rarely exceed 60ºC. (140ºF.). The following 
average digestion coeffi cients for three kinds of silage 
will show the infl uence of the siloing process as regards 
digestibility:” Included in the table are soybeans and soybean 
silage. The coeffi cient for the dry matter of both is 67%.
 Part II, “Description of feeding stuffs” begins with 
“Coarse feeds.” Chapter 12, “Green forage and hay crops,” 
begins with a section on “Pastures” which notes that in the 
Cotton Belt, the main grasses and clovers are “Cowpeas, 
Johnson grass, soybeans, Bermuda grass, crab grass, Japan 
and crimson clover.”
 The section on “Soiling crops” notes (p. 96): “Among 
crops that have proved satisfactory soiling crops may be 
mentioned: Indian corn, alfalfa, clover, vetch, sorghum, 
peas, oats, winter grains (cut before blooming), soybeans, 
cowpeas, rape, millet, etc.”
 The section on “Hay from leguminous crops” states 
(p. 114): “The most important species of legumes adopted 
for feeding farm animals are clover (red, mammoth, alsike 
{pronounced AL-sik}, white, crimson, Japan), cowpea, 
soybean (Fig. 15) vetch, pea, bean, beggar weed, and 
peanut.” A brief description is given of each in the following 
pages.
 “Soybean (Glycine hispida, Fig. 21) is of greater 
importance for seed production than for forage purposes, 
except in the South, where its value as a forage plant, for 

feeding green, as hay or as silage, is about as great as for 
production of seed. It is grown for the sake of the seed 
throughout the United States about as far north as corn will 
mature. In the Gulf States it will usually yield six to ten tons 
of green forage or silage to the acre and one and one-half to 
three tons of hay. Soybean fodder is a high-protein feed that 
can be produced under practically the same conditions as can 
Indian corn. The composition of the soybean plant is quite 
similar to that of alfalfa, as will be seen from the following 
table.” This table gives the composition of the soybean plant 
in the forms of green fodder, hay, straw, silage, and seed, 
compared with “Alfalfa hay.”
 Chapter 15, “Silos and silage,” says (p. 157): “The fact 
that corn silage is relatively low in protein has led to the 
suggestion that leguminous crops be placed in the silo with 
the corn. The most successful crops for this purpose are 
cowpeas or soybeans grown in the corn, both being cut for 
the silo at the same time. Cowpeas mature at about the same 
time as corn in the South, and furnish large yields of feed; 
they make a valuable mixed silage for southern stock farms. 
Soybeans may be successfully used for the same purpose 
and can be grown farther north; grown together with Indian 
corn, they make a good quality of silage that is considerably 
richer in protein than corn silage alone (p. 340).” Page 161: 
“Corn-soybean silage gave better results with dairy cows 
than straight soybean silage, in experiments by Professor 
Humphrey and the author at Wisconsin station (9).”
 In chapter 16, “The concentrates,” the section on 
“Leguminous and oil-bearing seeds” notes (p. 175): “The 
leguminous seeds, like peas and beans, soybeans and 
cowpeas, are valuable concentrated feeds, and their use for 
feeding farm animals is increasing every year, as farmers 
come to realize their value and appreciate that they can 
greatly reduce their feed bills by growing high-protein forage 
and grain crops on their farms. At the same time the fertilizer 
bills may be reduced, since these crops render available 
for plant use the free nitrogen of the air through symbiosis 
with certain soil bacteria, and leave the soil richer in this 
expensive fertilizer element than it was before the crop was 
grown thereon (p. 113). These grains have a high digestibility 
and contain two or three times as much digestible protein 
as the cereal grains.” A table (p. 176) gives the chemical 
composition of four leguminous seeds: Canada fi eld pea, 
horse bean, soybean, and cowpea.
 The section on “Oil meals” states (p. 202): “Soybean 
meal is the ground residue obtained in the manufacture of 
soybean oil. The meal fed in this country is imported from 
either Japan, China, or Manchuria; so far as is known, none 
is manufactured here, although soybeans are now grown 
quite extensively in various sections of the United States. 
It is a valuable concentrate for farm stock, and is one of the 
richest nitrogenous feeds on the market, containing about as 
much protein and fat as cotton-seed meal (41.4 per cent and 
7.2 per cent, respectively); it has a lower fi ber content (5.3 
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per cent) and a higher digestibility than this meal. According 
to Kellner, only 3.4 per cent of the protein is present in 
amide form, and the protein has a digestibility of 97.7 per 
cent. The soybean meal is, therefore, a highly digestible feed, 
well adapted for feeding young stock, dairy cows, steers, and 
other farm animals. It is fed in this country almost entirely on 
the Pacifi c coast, where it is used largely for poultry feeding. 
It makes a good substitute for linseed meal, pound for pound, 
for dairy cows, and is one of the most promising concentrates 
available for stock feeding; the only objection to its use, so 
far as is known, is its cost, which is, as a rule, considerably 
above that of linseed meal or cotton-seed meal.”
 Chapter 21, “Calf feeding,” says (p. 221): “Some feeds 
cannot, on the other hand, be used for calf feeding with skim 
milk, or must be fed with great care, for the reason that they 
tend to increase the danger of scouring; examples are cod-
liver oil, molasses, soybeans, and oil meal.”
 Chapter 23, “Feeding beef cattle,” states (p. 275): 
“Excellent forage crops, like alfalfa, cowpeas, velvet beans, 
sorghum, soybeans, etc., together with cotton-seed meal, 
are the main feeds which will enable southern farmers to 
raise and fatten beef cattle cheaply and which will lead to a 
gradual development of the cattle industry in the South.”
 Chapter 25, “Feeding swine” has a table (p. 308) titled 
“An approximate ration for pigs intended for breeding 
purposes” based on the elaborate system of Dietrich. The 
pounds of feed per 100 pounds live weight per day is based 
on the age of the pigs in months (2 to 8 months). Corn 
increases from 2.7 to 2.9. Soybeans (seed) from 0.4 to 0.7. 
Skim milk decreases from 6.0 to zero. Water varies in the 
range 4.4 to 9.2.
 Illustrations: (15) A soybean nitrogen factory (p. 114). 
(21) A fi eld of soybeans (p. 126). (32) Corn and soybeans 
grown for silage (p. 160).
 Note: Fritz Wilhelm Woll lived 1865-1922. Address: 
Prof. of Animal Nutrition, Univ. of California at Davis; 
formerly Prof. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of 
Wisconsin.

655. Associated Press (AP). 1916. Nutrition–Find soja bean 
valuable food. Blockade against Germany shows its merits. 
Chinese have used it extensively for the last 2000 years and 
it possesses more universal usefulness than almost any other 
common article of diet. Los Angeles Times. Jan. 13. p. 13.
• Summary: London, Dec. 15.–Discussion of the food 
blockade against Germany has served to bring attention to 
the merits of the soja bean, to which is given up more than 
twenty-fi ve per cent. of the cultivated area in Manchuria. 
Although the soja is well known and highly regarded in 
Germany and the Scandinavian countries and is now second 
on the list of China’s exports, it has hitherto achieved 
small general reputation in the English-speaking countries, 
and even the latest dictionaries dismiss it with the brief 
description: An Asiatic leguminous herb, Glycine Soja, the 

seeds of which are used to prepare sauce called soy.”
 The “fi rst important shipment to Europe was made in 
1908 by a British fi rm. The Germans almost immediately 
began to experiment with it and fi ve years later were 
using the major part of an importation estimated at over 
$200,000,000 a year.
 “The secret of the soja bean is its universal usefulness. 
A British government report gives the following list of soja 
products: ‘Vegetable food (like marrowfat peas); soups; meat 
substitutes; chocolate substitute; macaroni preparation; fl our; 
artifi cial milk; cheese [tofu]; coffee substitute; artifi cial horn; 
biscuit and food for diabetic patients; sauce; meal for cattle; 
oils, oil cake for fodder; fertilizer; beancake.’
 “The same report points out that the oil from the bean is 
used in the manufacture of the following articles: ‘dynamite 
and high explosives, soaps, linoleum, rubber substitute, 
margarine, paints, varnishes, toilet powder waterproof cloth, 
paper umbrellas and lanterns, salad oil, lubricants, lamp oil, 
preservative for sardines, substitute for lard.’”
 “There are three principal varieties of the bean–yellow 
or huangtou [huangdou], green or chingtou [qingdou], and 
black or wutou [wudou]. The yellow contains more nutritive 
ingredients than the others, and this is the variety almost 
exclusively used for export. The quantity of oil extracted 
from the beans runs as high as 10 per cent. of the total 
weight.
 “Sweden uses large quantities of the bean cake as food 
for milch cows; Denmark has a large pressing factory at 
Copenhagen; France has a factory built in Paris by a Chinese 
fi rm [Li Yu-ying]; and South Africa has recently begun to 
grow the bean in competition with the Manchurian farmers. 
Germany in 1912 rescinded her former import duty and 
installed reduction [crushing?] plants for the far-eastern 
vegetable products in all her oil mills, importing the beans 
directly from Vladivostok by the shipload.”

656. Lancet. 1916. The soya bean. i(4820):169. Jan. 15. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Contains a long excerpt on soybeans from the 
South African Year-Book of 1914. See C. du P. Chiappini 
1914.

657. Times (London). 1916. The grain trade: A strong 
opening in wheat. Government intervention. Jan. 21. p. 15.
• Summary: The section titled “Minor crops” notes 
that beans and peas are now [during World War I] quite 
expensive, and the imported kinds even more so. The price 
per qr. [quarter of a hundredweight, or 28 lb] is: “53s. for 
Indian chick peas, 48s. for Chinese and Manchurian [soy] 
beans, 105s. for Rangoon [Burma] haricot beans, and 47s. 
for Japanese soya beans. The last named are a good bargain, 
but the trade is a very wholesale one, and sellers expect 
the buyer as a rule to take not less than a ton, for which 
10 guineas is the price, ex London warehouse.” Address: 
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[London].

658. Mitchell, C. Ainsworth. 1916. Oils: Animal, vegetable, 
essential, and mineral. 2nd ed. Bath, England; Melbourne, 
Australia; and New York, NY: Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. viii 
+ 138 p. See p. 20. Jan. Illust. Index. 19 cm. Series: Common 
Commodities of Commerce. [5 ref]
• Summary: In Part I, under “Semi-drying oils” is a very 
short section (p. 20) which states: “Soja bean oil,” derived 
from the soja bean (Soja japonica, S. hispida), grown in 
India and Southern Asia.” Note 1. This section on soja bean 
oil is identical to its counterpart in the 1910 edition.
 Other semi-drying oils are cotton-seed oil, sesame oil, 
maize oil, croton oil, kapok oil, cameline oil (also known as 
German sesame oil), and madia oil.
 The drying oils are linseed oil, nut oil (walnut), poppy 
oil, hemp-seed oil, tung oil, candle-nut oil, saffl ower oil, 
sunfl ower oil, and niger-seed oil.
 Non-drying oils include olive oil, almond oil, and 
earthnut or arachis oil (from seeds of the earthnut or monkey 
nut, Arachis hypogea) (p. 10-12).
 In the appendix titled “Trade in oil,” the fi rst table 
titled “Imports into the United Kingdom” shows that large 
quantities and values of “imitation lard” were imported 
from 1907 (222,090 cwts.) [1 cwt hundredweight = 112 
pounds] to 1909 (231,847 cwts.) (p. 129); soja bean oil is not 
mentioned.
 The second table, titled “Imports of oils for the years 
ending 31st December” gives quantities and values for the 
years 1910 to 1914. For “Soya bean” oil the quantities (in 
tons) are: 1910–Not listed. 1911–20,486 tons. 1912–17,327. 
1913–9,390. 1914–9,321 tons. Figures for “imitation lard” 
are also given; 1910 was the highest year at 275,403 cwts.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2020) that uses the term “imitation lard” to refer 
to shortening.
 Note 3. Concerning the title in 1916, one is “Oils” 
and another is “Oil.” Address: White Cottage, Amersham 
Common, Bucks. [England].

659. San Francisco Chronicle. 1916. From coast ports. Feb. 
1. p. 17.
• Summary: “Seattle. Special dispatch to The Chronicle... 
January 31...” “The Japanese freighter Kumi Maru, under 
charter of Osaka Shôsen Kaisha, after a stormy voyage of 
twenty-one days from Kobe [Japan], via Hakodate, arrived 
at 2 P.M. with 4,666 tons of cargo, consisting of [soy] bean-
oil cake, matting, bamboo goods and toys. She will load at 
Tacoma and Vancouver, B.C.”

660. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1916. Hull’s soya-bean oil 
trade [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Department of Commerce) 19(32):531. Feb. 8.

• Summary: “The United Kingdom imported 175,136 tons 
(1 ton = 2,240 pounds) of soya beans last year, according 
to preliminary reports, as against 71,161 tons in 1914 and 
76,452 tons in 1913. Practically all of these were crushed in 
England–the bulk in Hull. Hull alone imported 135,919 tons 
in 1915 (preliminary fi gures), as compared with 64,011 tons 
in 1914 and 63,046 tons in 1913.”
 Soya beans were quoted at $38.93 a ton in Jan. 1915, 
rising to $68.13 at the year’s end. The price of soya oil was 
rose from $6.79 in Jan. 1915 to $9.73 at the year’s end. 
Address: Consul, Hull, England.

661. Davis, John K. 1916. Foreign bean production and 
trade: Manchuria–Antung export statistics. Commerce 
Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 19(42):694-705. Feb. 19. See p. 703-04.
• Summary: “It is impossible to secure estimates of the 
acreage of beans in this district that suffi ciently approximate 
accuracy to be worth recording. The only available fi gures 
from which estimates can be made are the customs statistics 
of the total exports of beans of all kinds from this port, which 
of course include soya as well as purely edible beans.”
 A table shows direct exports of beans from Antung 
directly to foreign countries from 1912 to 1914. Only soya 
beans and “red beans” [azuki] are exported in large amounts. 
For “Yellow (soya)” beans: 4,899,866 pounds in 1912. 
8,404,533 pounds in 1913. 21,025,4666 pounds in 1914. 
Clearly a huge increase. For “Red” [azuki] beans. 4,175,600 
pounds in 1912. 4,647,200 pounds in 1913. 3,344,533 
pounds in 1914. A decrease.
 “While there are no fi gures showing exactly the 
destination of the beans exported from Antung it is 
commonly known that the larger part of the edible as well 
as the soya beans exported is sent to Japan and Korea 
(Chosen).” Address: Consul, Antung, China.

662. Moser, Charles K. 1916. Foreign bean production and 
trade: Manchuria–Varieties of beans in north Manchuria–
Exports and prices. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 19(42):694-
705. Feb. 19. See p. 703.
• Summary: “Two different classes of edible beans are 
cultivated in northern Manchuria, viz., Siao-tou [xiaodou, 
azuki beans] and Leu-tou [lüdou, mung beans]. The Siao-
tou, which means small beans, are divided into the following 
three kinds: Red beans, which are considered to be the best 
in quality; white beans; and mixed beans, which may have 
red, black, white, marble, and other colors mixed together. 
All these beans are used for food. The second class of beans, 
the Leu-tou, which means green beans, are used principally 
in the manufacture of vermicelli and starch.
 “In northern Manchuria edible beans are not grown in 
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such quantities as the soya bean, on account of the small 
demand for export purposes, but large quantities are grown 
for native use, and the majority of Chinese farmers plant 
them as a regular crop. It is not possible to secure fi gures of 
the extent to which they are actually cultivated.”
 “The Siao-tou [azuki beans] beans are exported 
principally to Japan and the Leu-tou [mung beans] to the 
interior cities of China.” Address: Consul, Harbin, China.

663. Scidmore, George H. 1916. Foreign bean production 
and trade: Japan. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Department of Commerce) 19(42):694-705. Feb. 
19. See p. 700-01.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Four major varieties of beans 
grown in Japan in 1911-1913 based on statistics published 
by Japan’s Department of Agriculture and Commerce. 
For “Daidzu (soya bean).” In 1911–1,198,919 acres and 
18,318,236 bushels. In 1912–1,165,401 acres and 17,416,861 
bushels. In 1913–1,164,445 acres and 14,865,751 bushels. 
Thus, both soya bean acreage and production are decreasing. 
For “Azuki, small bean (Phaseolus radiatus).” In 1911–
345,682 acres and 4,740,262 bushels. In 1912–334,920 acres 
and 4,697,839 bushels. In 1911–345,442 acres and 2,976,388 
bushels. Thus, azuki bean acreage is static while production 
is declining. Statistics are also given for “Endo mame (pea)” 
and “Sora mame, broad bean (Vicia faba).”
 (2) Exports and imports of beans in 1914 based on 
customs returns: Exports–Soya beans: 972,615 pounds 
valued at $22,333. Imports–Soya beans: 332,625,247 
pounds valued at $5,079,787. “Of the soya-bean exports in 
1914, more than one-half went to the United States, British 
America, and Hawaii; the imports nearly all came from 
China.” Address: Consul General, Yokohama [Japan].

664. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1916. Seeds 
and plants imported by the Offi ce of Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction during the period from October 1 to December 
31, 1913. Nos. 36259 to 36936. No. 37. 95 p. March 25.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper. 
(Glycine hispida Maxim.)
 “36576. From Fakumen, Manchuria. Presented by Dr. 
S.A. Ellerbeck, Mukden Hospital, who secured them from 
Mr. F.W.S. O’Neill, Fakumen. Received November 1, 1913. 
‘A bean called white eyebrow bean. This is the nearest I 
can obtain to the bean you mention. It is said that this bean 
produces plenty of oil. The name seems to arise from the 
white edge from which the sprouts come.’ (O’Neill.)
 “36643-36653. From Newchwang, Manchuria. 
Presented by Mr. George F. Bickford, vice consul. Received 
November 24, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Bickford.
 “36643. ‘Large black beans, Ta hei tou. From Hsin Min-
fu.’
 “36644. ‘Large, round, black bean, Ta lieh hei. From 

Hsin Min-fu.’
 “36645. Small black beans, Hsiao heo tou. From Hsin 
Min-fu.’
 “36646. ‘Green soy beans, Ching tou. From Chang 
Chun, north of Mukden.’
 “36647. ‘White eyebrow soy bean of the Fakumen 
meadow land.’
 “36648. ‘White eyebrow soy bean, Pei mei. From Sze 
Ping Kai, northeast of Mukden.’
 “36649. ‘Golden yellow soy beans, Chin hwang tou. 
From north of Mukden.’
 “36650. ‘Yellow soy bean, Hwang tou. From Liao River 
Valley.
 “36651. ‘Golden round soy bean, Chin yuan or Chin 
yuan tou. From north of Mukden.’
 “36652. ‘Yellow soy bean, Yuan tou. From Kung 
Chuling, south of Harbin. Round.’ Note: Kungchuling, Chilin 
-> Gongzhuling, Jilin.
 “36653. From Peh tuan lin tza, northern Manchuria. 
Presented by Mr. N. Kristiansen, at the request of Dr. S.A. 
Ellerbeck, Mukden Hospital. Received November 29, 
1913. ‘Manchurian bean, from Heilung chiang [pinyin: 
Heilongjiang], northern Manchuria.’ (Kristiansen.)”
 “36718/36810. From China. Collected by Mr. Frank 
N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer for the Department of 
Agriculture. Received November 28, 1913. Quoted notes by 
Mr. Meyer.
 “36785. ‘(No. 1972a. Peking, China. September 29, 
1913.) The original wild soy bean, which occurs in North 
China here and there in hedges, copses, between shrubbery, 
and between reeds (Phragmites communis) on the drier 
places, where it turns itself around any support available. 
The beans are blackish and very small and are inclosed 
[sic] in small pods, which are quite hairy, though looking 
typically like some of the smaller cultivated varieties of soy 
beans. The poorest of the Chinese eat the young pods when 
boiled, but the plant at large is considered a weed and is 
gathered only when large quantities are found, in which case 
it is fed to domestic animals as a fodder. Of value possibly 
as a fodder plant when sown out among erect-growing 
vegetation, like barnyard millet, Johnson grass, and corn. 
Chinese name Mau doh, meaning ‘hairy bean’.’”
 “36809. ‘(No. 1996a. Peking, China. October 30, 1913.) 
A rare, brown and black striped variety of soy bean, used 
roasted as a delicacy. Very wholesome, apparently, and 
worthy of trial by the American public. Could be slightly 
salted and buttered and sold like pop corn and peanuts. 
Chinese name of this bean Ghu pee doh, meaning ‘tiger-skin 
bean.’
 “36829/36840. From Pying Yang, Chosen (Korea). 
Presented by Mr. Charles L. Phillips, Presbyterian Mission. 
Received December 10, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Phillips.
 “36829-36837. ‘The soy bean in Korea is usually sown 
in the fi elds with millet. In the early spring, after the millet 
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has reached the height of 2 or inches, the beans are dropped 
in between the hills of the grain, all of which is sown in rows 
and cultivated with the Korean ox plow. Beans of this kind 
produce best in heavy clay soil rather than in light, stony 
ground. These beans serve as food for man and beast and 
are used most extensively throughout this whole northern 
country. For man, bread and cake are baked with these beans, 
a sloppy cereal dish is cooked, and, of course everywhere 
soy is made. Especially with the yellow varieties, bean 
spouts are grown during the winter, which furnish a fresh 
vegetable dish for the people when green things are scarce. 
The beans are put in an earthen dish and daily sprinkled with 
water and kept in the warm living room of the house, where 
they are quickly sprouted and send long shoots out from the 
dish. These sprouts are a great relish. They are boiled and 
eaten with rice and millet. For fodder, the beans are fed in 
the pod to the cattle and horses, but in cold weather are most 
often boiled and fed as a hot mash.’
 “36829. ‘No. 1. Yellow. This is the most common of all 
soy beans in Korea.’
 “36830. ‘No. 2 Small Yellow.’
 “36831. ‘No. 3. Black.’
 “36832. ‘No. 4. Green. These beans are also roasted and 
popped like our pop corn or like roasted chestnuts. A great 
favorite among the Korean children.’
 “36833. ‘No. 5. Brown. Rarely grown in northern 
Korea.’
 “36834. ‘No. 6. Brown and black.’
 “36835. ‘No. 7. Black and yellow.’
 “36836. ‘No. 8. Mottled green and black.’
 “36837. ‘No. 9. Black with white spots. Called 
sometimes in this province ‘widowers’ beans.’”
 “36846-48. From Dalny, Manchuria, Presented by Mr. 
Albert W. Pontius, American consul. Received December 10, 
1913.
 ‘A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and 
together with their resultants, bean cake and bean oil, they 
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade 
of the three provinces. In the month of April they are sown 
by hand in drills and the crop is ripe in September; but as 
regards the beans of commerce there is an exception, namely, 
the small green bean known as Lu tou (Phaseolus aureus 
Roxb. [Roxburgh, mung bean]), which ripens as early as 
July and can be sown again in that month and gathered early 
in October. The Chinese distinguish the beans of commerce 
by their colors. At the end of March or beginning of April 
the ground fertilizer (night soil and animal manure) is 
spread over the fi elds in the furrows in which the previous 
season’s beans were cultivated. The soil in the old ridges is 
then turned with the ordinary shallow native plow, the new 
ridges being formed where the fertilizer has been spread. The 
ground is broken with a wooden roller drawn by a mule, the 
tops of the ridges being partly leveled. A line marker is then 
used on the leveled ridges, this implement marking a shallow 

trench, preparing the ground for seeding purposes.
 “The planting of beans in Manchuria takes place 
during the month of April. The seeding is effected in two 
manners, the beans being sown in light furrows or in fi nger 
holes placed uniformly apart. The former method is quite 
simple and requires no explanation; in the use of the latter 
method, the fi nger holes are about 9 inches apart, four or fi ve 
seeds being dropped in each hole. The amount of seed used 
differs in the various districts, a higher altitude requiring a 
proportionately larger quantity of seed. The following shows 
the different quantities of seed used in the varying latitudinal 
districts of Manchuria: Liaotung Peninsula (district south 
of Tashihchiao), thirty to forty-fi ve hundredths of a bushel 
per acre; Mukden, Tiehling, and Kaiyuan, from forty-fi ve to 
sixty hundredths of a bushel per acre; Kirin [pinyin: Jilin], 
from sixty-fi ve to eighty hundredths of a bushel pre acre; 
Heilungchiang [pinyin: Heilongjiang]; eighty hundredths of 
a bushel or more per acre. The fi rst breaking and weeding 
of the soil takes place from six to ten days after seeding and 
when the sprouts are from 3 to 4 inches in length. Weeding 
is subsequently effected during intervals of four or fi ve 
days (every ten days in northern Manchuria). Native hoes 
and rakes are used for weeding, the ground being broken 
with a wooden plow drawn by a horse or mule. The period 
of harvesting is from the latter part of September to the 
beginning of October, the bean plants being cut close to the 
roots, a stone roller or wooden fl ail being used in hulling. 
The average crops per acre by districts are estimated as 
follows: In southeast Manchuria and the coast of the Yellow 
Sea the yield is from 10 to 15 bushels per acre; in the Liao 
River valley, Changtu, Kaiyua, Tiehling, and Mukden the 
yield is from 40 to 50 bushels per acre; at Kirin the yield 
is from 24 to 26 bushels per acre; and in Heilungchiang 
(Amur district) the yield is from 17 to 22 bushels per acre.’ 
(Pontius).
 “36846. ‘Yellow bean. Pai mei, ‘white eyebrow,’ from 
the white scar on the saddle, or point of attachment to the 
pod. This variety is highly prized for the quantity of oil or 
fat which it contains. Shipped from Fanchiatun station, near 
Changchun, south Manchuria.’ (Pontius.)
 “Yellow bean. Hei chi, ‘black belly,’ from the dark-
brown scar on the saddle. This variety is highly prized for the 
quality of oil or fat which it contains. Shipped from Kinchou 
station, leased territory.’ (Pontius.)
 “36848. ‘Green bean. Ching tou. This variety is said to 
yield more legumin in the manufacture of bean curd than the 
yellow bean, but the quality is inferior. It is also boiled and 
used as food.’ (Pontius.)
 “36901-06. From Peking, China. Presented by Mr. John 
McGregor Gibb, Peking University. Received December 26, 
1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Gibb.
 “36901. ‘Iron Pod.’
 “36902. ‘Small golden fl ower.’
 “36903. ‘The yellow four in a pod.’
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 “36904. ‘Big, white eyed.’
 “36905. ‘White, fl ower, short stalks.’”
 “36906/36912. From Dalny, Manchuria. Presented by 
Mr. Albert W. Pontius, American consul. Received December 
26, 1913. Quoted notes by Mr. Pontius.
 “36906. ‘Black soy bean. Shipped from Suchiatun 
station.’”
 “36913/36924. Presented by Mr. Lewis S. Palen, Harbin, 
Manchuria, Received December 29, 1913. Quoted notes by 
Mr. Palen.
 “36914-36919.
 “36914. ‘(From Tsitsikhar, Manchuria. November 5, 
1913.) Yellow. White-eyebrow variety, Ta pai mei. This bean 
is used for oil, bean curd, sauces, and bean sprouts. This 
sample is from about 100 miles east of this neighborhood. 
This variety is found mostly west of Kaiyuan and Tiehling 
on the South Manchuria Railway. The estimated yield is 
from 936 to 2,574 pounds per acre, and the price roughly 
estimated at 46 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the 
market.’
 “36915. ‘(No. 2. Changchun, Manchuria. November 1, 
1913.) Yellow. Golden, round variety, Chin yuan tou. This 
bean is used for oil, bean curd, sauces, and bean sprouts. It is 
the variety most generally found scattered all over the bean 
districts of Manchuria. The estimated yield is from 936 to 
2,574 pounds per acre, and the price is roughly estimated at 
46 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the market. The 
Chinese are most casual in their estimates of yields.’
 “36916. ‘(No. 3. Kirin, Manchuria. November 1, 
1913.) Large green variety, Ta ching tou. A bean with green 
epidermis and green interior. The percentage of oil is less 
than that of the yellow. Used as bean curd, and as bean 
sprouts boiled with vegetables. The estimated yield is from 
936 to 2,574 pounds per acre and the price slightly less than 
that of the yellow, roughly, 3 per cent.’
 “36917. ‘(No. 3. Changchun, Manchuria) Small green. 
Green epidermis and yellow interior.’
 “36918. ‘(No. 4. Changchun, Manchuria. November 1, 
1913.) Large black variety, Ta wu tou. The oil equals about 
75 per cent of that from the yellow. Mostly fed to horses and 
cattle. In some places offi cials prohibit the use for oil, in fear 
of the cost of feed being too greatly enhanced. It grows best 
and is much used on wet and marshy lands, where the yellow 
and green varieties will not do well. The yield is about the 
same as that of the yellow. The price is from 1 to 2 per 
cent higher than the yellow, owing to the Japanese demand 
at Dalny. The Chinese do not know the reason why it is 
preferred to the yellow.’
 “36919. ‘(No. 5. Tsitsikhar, Manchuria. November 5, 
1913.) Flat, black variety, Pien wu tou. The oil equals about 
75 per cent of that from the yellow. Mostly fed to horses 
and cattle. In some places offi cials prohibit the use for oil, 
in fear of the cost of feed being too greatly enhanced. The 
sample comes from about 100 miles to the northeast of here. 

It will do well in very wet ground. The price is estimated at 
about 50 cents gold per bushel of 60 pounds on the Tsitsikhar 
market, which is slightly lower than the price of the yellow.’” 
Address: Washington, DC.

665. Brill, Harvey C. 1916. The salicylic acid reaction of 
beans. Philippine J. of Science 11(2):81-89. March. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The bean is especially important since it not 
only furnishes food for man and beast, but enriches the 
soil in which it grows by taking nitrogen from the air and 
converting it into compounds available for plant growth. 
The Chinese and Japanese have recognized this fact from 
time immemorial, and their culture of the soy bean (Glycine 
hispida) has assumed large proportions.” In 1914, the 
Philippines Islands imported 2,798,215 kg various species 
of dry beans [probably including some soy]; 63% by weight 
came from China, 17.9% from Japan, 14.9% of the United 
States, and 4.1% from Spain.
 Some varieties of soy beans, particularly those grown 
in Japan, contain a substance which is soluble in alcohol 
and ether, volatile in steam, crystallizable, and yields a 
violet coloration with ferric chloride in acid solution. The 
substance, which is probably Brand’s maltol, does not 
give a reaction with Jorissen’s test for salicylic acid (a red 
coloration when the solution is heated with potassium nitrite, 
acetic acid, and a trace of copper sulfate). It appears to be 
formed by enzymic action in the beans. Address: Lab. of 
Organic Chemistry, Bureau of Science, Manila, Philippine 
Islands.

666. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. The soya 
bean. 22(12):1286-87. March. Summarized in the Bulletin of 
the Imperial Institute. 1916. 14:293-95. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soya bean cake tend to show 
that, when fed in moderation, it is a useful feeding stuff; 
otherwise it is apt to prove distinctly laxative. For this reason 
it is usually given along with undecorticated cotton cake. At 
present prices it is one of the cheapest feeding stuffs on the 
market. (See also p. 1277 of this Journal).” In 1912, some 
188,760 tons of soya beans were imported to England, worth 
£1,567,960. Imports were 76,452 tons in 1913, then 71,161 
tons in 1914, and 175,136 tons in 1915.
 Discusses early attempts to grow soybeans in Great 
Britain. “Previous to 1909 a few attempts had been made to 
grow the crop in England, but without any success; at best, 
the plants grew up to fl owering stage but formed no seed. 
About this time, with the object of securing the hardiest sorts 
in cultivation, the Board obtained from an experiment station 
in North Japan, seed of 16 varieties, together with a small 
quantity of soil in which the crop had been grown. These 
were sown at the Midland Agricultural and Dairy College 
and on the Cambridge University Farm. At both centres the 
results were similar–many of the varieties grew well, but 
none formed fl owers. Where the Japanese soil had been 
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applied the nodule formation was all that could be desired, 
but where no inoculation had taken place, no nodules were 
formed.
 “In 1910 the Board obtained seed of several varieties 
from Manchuria. These were grown at the same centres as 
before. At the Midland College the crop grew vigorously, 
but formed no seed, while at Cambridge the plants ripened 
a small quantity of seed. This seed was sown in 1911, but 
the crop made little growth, and in spite of the hot season no 
seed was produced.
 “These results prove conclusively that the Japanese and 
Manchurian varieties hitherto tested cannot be relied upon 
to produce seed in this country. As the plant appears to be a 
very variable one, however, it is not impossible that a variety 
suited to conditions in this country may yet be produced.
 “In some experiments at Wye College, Kent, with seed 
supplied by the Macdonald College, Quebec [Canada], well-
fi lled pods were produced in 1910, from a variety known as 
“Early Tennessee,” when the soil was inoculated.
 “Apart from seed production the plant might have some 
value in this country as a forage crop. It appears to resist 
drought well, and is largely grown in the United States for 
green fodder, which appears to be liked by all classes of 
farm stock. In general composition the green plant resembles 
clover.” Address: London, England.

667. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy beans in North Carolina. 
Country Gentleman 81(14):738. April 1.
• Summary: A brief summary of the soybean situation in 
North Carolina, the amount produced, the uses to which it is 
put, and the value of the crop as imported into this country 
from East Asia.
 “During the past few years soy beans have almost 
replaced cowpeas as a summer legume in much of the 
eastern part of North Carolina.”
 “The soy-bean crop of North Carolina is probably 
larger than that of any other state in the Union. Last season’s 
production in a few counties in the eastern portion of the 
state was about 1,000,000 bushels. Hyde County with a total 
improved area of a little more than 37,000 acres produced 
from 200,000 to 300,000 bushels, the average yield ranging 
from thirty to forty bushels an acre.
 “Up to now, soy beans grown in the eastern section have 
been shipped to other sections for seed. At present, however, 
there is considerable interest in the establishment of factories 
to convert beans into meal and hulls.”
 “The meal has a high feeding value for livestock and has 
also great value as a fertilizing material. In this country the 
meal has been put up and distributed to a limited extent as a 
food for diabetics.”
 “The oil imported is used chiefl y in the manufacture of 
soft soap, lard [lard compounds, later called shortening], and 
butterine. It has value also in the manufacture of paints and 
varnishes as a substitute for linseed oil.”

 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020) 
stating that soy-bean oil is used in the United States to make 
butterine [margarine]. This was probably due to the shortage 
of other oils during World War I. Address: Univ. of North 
Carolina.

668. Los Angeles Times. 1916. Value of the soy bean. April 
17. p. II8.
• Summary: From the New York Sun: “Indications are that 
Florida will some day be a great producer of vegetable 
oil from the soy bean. The United States Department of 
Agriculture was somewhat alarmed at the fact that the 
cottonseed production would not be suffi cient to meet the 
demand for cottonseed meal.
 “It was noted that the importation of soy bean oil from 
Manchuria was growing in great proportions, and in South 
Carolina [North Carolina?] the cotton oil mills began to take 
the soy bean, and from it they have extracted thirty gallons 
of oil and 1,650 pounds of meal a ton of soy beans, with a 
resultant value of $62 a ton.
 “Soy beans and cottonseed are the only sources of 
vegetable oil produced in the south.
 “Pound for pound the soy bean meal is the best stock 
food known, and the plant is a soil builder, being a legume. 
The soy bean is a splendid fertilizer material, being equal, if 
not superior, to the cottonseed meal.”

669. Wegner, Ida. 1916. Ueber Anbau und Naehrwert der 
Sojabohne [On the cultivation and nutritional value of the 
soybean]. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse 43(37):328. 
May 6. [Ger]
• Summary: The high nutritional value of the soybean makes 
it necessary for more and more of it to be cultivated for the 
well-being of the German people. It is actually astonishing 
that thus far, it has not been successful in taking on the place 
that it deserves in German gardens. Perhaps this is due to the 
somewhat harsh fl avor that is typical to the mature beans but 
which is completely lacking in the immature beans which in 
fact come into consideration fi rst and foremost as a food for 
humans.
 Mature beans come into consideration more as livestock 
feed, and for human nutrition only in the form of various 
processed products such as soybean meal, which is obtained 
from the whole bean, and Agumamehl [Aguma meal/fl our, 
a brand name] which is produced from partially defatted 
soybeans. Both soy meal and Aguma meal are suitable 
for the production of any baked goods and have already 
successfully made their way into many households. Aside 
from the two aforementioned types of fl our, soy fat and soy 
milk are also obtained from the soybean both of which are 
fi rst-class products, and everywhere that a test has been done 
with them, they have been esteemed for their full values. 
Furthermore, when the mature soybeans are roasted, they 
provide a tasty, easily digestible coffee.
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 But let us fi rst return to the plant and to the immature 
fruit. The stem, leaves, and pods of the soybean are covered 
with rough hair. The leaves are trifoliate (dreizählig), the 
blossoms are axillary (achselständig), white, yellow, or 
purple; they sit on short, ramifi ed (verzweigt) stems and 
form for the most part four pods. The foliage of the soybean 
reaches a height of sixty to one hundred centimeters. The 
pods contain two to fi ve seeds. Several varieties of soybeans 
are distinguished, such as the green, black, yellow, brown, 
and white. The soybean is cultivated in China and Japan 
over large areas and is exported to Europe in great quantities. 
For our purposes, only the yellow soybean comes into 
consideration, the chemical analysis of which is composed 
as follows: 39 parts per hundred [pph] protein, 21 pph fat, 
25 pph carbohydrates, 5 pph ash. Because of its high protein 
content that is easily digestible, it is capable of almost 
completely replacing meat.
 For the kitchen, the beans are harvested as long as they 
are still young and tender but are still fully grown. Beans that 
cannot be evaluated right away are boiled in any canning pot 
and kept for the winter. The small germs of the soybeans, 
which as a rule are broken with the cooking and preserving 
and are unfortunately often discarded, yield a nice tasting 
salad when lightly boiled in salt water and prepared with the 
familiar ingredients.
 The cultivation of the soybean can already take place 
in April, and a new sowing can follow every fourteen days 
in order to always have young, tender beans for the kitchen. 
The soybean is not as sensitive to frost as its German 
sisters and withstands 1 to 1 ½ degrees of frost without 
suffering damage. The sowing takes place best in furrows, 
but the distance [between rows] should amount to 40 to 50 
centimeters. The further handling is as with other beans. 
The soybean loves light types of soils and fl ourishes best 
on a deep, humus-fi lled, sandy clayey, chalky, well-drained 
marshy soil that must be well loosened. It is particularly 
grateful for applications of lime. Cold soils that very much 
stick together (abbinden) have for the most part led to 
failure. But those who are subjected to such a cold, adhering 
soil in their gardens who nevertheless wish to cultivate 
this preferable vegetable are recommended to procure pure 
cultures of nitrogen-fi xing bacteria (Stickstoffbakterien) and 
to inoculate the sowing seeds with it, which will then on their 
part make the soil soft by attracting the nitrogen from the air 
and, through this, making the soil looser, which is a benefi t 
not only for the beans as the current fruit, but also that which 
will follow them. Like all other legumes, the soybean is a 
strong nitrogen accumulator (Stickstoffsammler). But it can 
primarily develop this property on a lighter soil, which it 
also improves through the nitrogen from the air. On a heavy, 
adhering soil, this work is made signifi cantly more diffi cult 
for it, and the attempt was made earlier on to improve those 
types of soils by covering heavy soils with light soils upon 
which legumes got on well, and thus where nitrogen-fi xing 

bacteria were present. This process was very quickly halted 
as laborious and costly, and science was successful in 
culturing the nitrogen-fi xing bacteria. The bacteria cultures 
are on the market as bacteria soil or as a liquid, and they 
can be obtained under the names “Azotogenimpfsstoff” 
[“Nitrogen Inoculant”] from Humann und Teissler in Dohna, 
district of Dresden, and as “Nitragin” from the biological-
chemical laboratory of Dr. A. Kühn in Bonn. It is well known 
that these inoculants are available for all legumes, and it 
must be indicated with a possible order for which species the 
bacteria cultures are desired. The application is extremely 
easy with the instructions that are enclosed.
 The leaves and stems are easily infested by aphids, 
and steps must be taken in a timely manner to kill them. 
Aside from the well-known copper-calcium or Bordeaux 
mixture (Kupferkalk- oder Bordelaiserbrühe), the fruit 
tree carbolineum (Obstbaumkarbolineum), quassia soap 
(Quassiseife), Paris green (Uraniagrün), and tobacco mixture 
(Tabaksbrühe), all of which fulfi ll their purpose, also to be 
taken into consideration are ladybugs as a natural enemy of 
the aphid, and it is a good thing to collect these pretty little 
beetles where they are found and to place them on plants that 
are covered with aphids. The cleaning will be a thorough 
one, since this little red-shelled beetle can demolish very 
enormous quantities. It is frequently also recommended 
to break off the crown as soon as the pods have formed, 
through which the infestation by aphids is to be avoided. To 
what extent this is correct is beyond my knowledge. But I 
do believe that the breaking off of the crown has a positive 
infl uence on the maturation process of the beans.
 The harvest of the ripe beans occurs by pulling up the 
plant. These are placed in small piles and need a long time to 
dry. Even if they already feel dry, there should not be a rush 
to bring them in, because as a result of their high fat content, 
they heat up very easily if they are not completely dry. The 
dried plant of the soybean is an excellent feed for cattle and 
horses.
 Soymeal which is produced from the whole soybean 
and which contains 17.5 parts per hundred fat on average 
is produced by P. A. Kuhfuss Jr. in Wiesbaden and put on 
the market. Aguma meal, which is prepared from partially 
defatted soybeans, is produced in the Aguma Works 
(Agumawerke) of Thörl and Co. in Harburg an der Elbe, and 
the Soy Works (Sojawerke) in Frankfurt am Main produce 
the already mentioned excellent soy milk. Then there is also 
soy coffee, which may be had from Fischer und Bollmann in 
Dresden or can be obtained from the Soy, Malt, and Coffee 
Factory (Soja-Malz-Kaffeefabrik) of Dr. Richard Schröder 
in Zena-Ziegenhain. In addition, there is also the spicy, 
famous soy sauce which can be obtained from all of the 
better delicatessen shops. All of these lovely and nutritious 
foods come from the soybean which, in its unprepossessing 
appearance, is not at all viewed as being such a great 
treasure.
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 Soy oil/fat is used for the most part in the fabrication 
of soap and margarine; but when it is refi ned, as an edible 
oil it confi dently meets the competition from any other oil 
of this type. Soy meal that has not been defatted has an 
average of 45 parts per hundred [pph] raw protein and 5 pph 
fat, the defatted meal has 47 pph raw protein and 2 pph fat 
(Continued).

670. San Francisco Chronicle. 1916. Greatest water front 
fi re takes $1,500,000 toll: Pier in ashes, merchandise is 
destroyed. June 5. p. 9.
• Summary: The spectacular fi re in the port of San 
Francisco, which “destroyed pier 46 and a cargo of Oriental 
merchandise [in the Shinyo Maru] yesterday morning, was 
the greatest confl agration the San Francisco water front has 
ever seen.”
 The cargo of the Shinyo Maru, [owned by the T.K.K., 
Toyo Kisen Kaisha, of Yokohama, Japan] included 2,000 
cases of castor oil, intended to relieve the present famine of 
that delicacy in the United States; 1,000 cases of [soy] bean 
oil, a great shipment of jute bags, rice, peanuts, mustard 
seed, and miscellaneous merchandise.
 “The oil, on the extreme outer bulkhead, made so violent 
a fi re that all that part of the pier was burned to the water’s 
edge. Hundreds of cans dropped through the deck and were 
fl oating on the bay yesterday.”

671. Nemzek, L.P. 1916. The soya bean and soya oil. Paint 
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Educational Bureau, 
Scientifi c Section, Circular No. 37. 8 p. June 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: This address was presented on May 18, 1916 
(during World War I) at the meeting of the Mississippi 
Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association, New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Accompanied by three exhibits, it states: “As early as 1907 
the Bureau interested itself in a campaign to promote the 
increased production of fl axseed in the United States. The 
rapidly increasing demand for linseed oil, by the industries 
in this country, indicated that we should soon face a shortage 
of his commodity. It remained for the 1910 fl axseed crop 
failure to demonstrate what a menace to the pain trade 
such a shortage meant. Due almost entirely to the resultant 
scarcity of linseed oil, the price commenced to soar during 
the latter part of 1910. Linseed oil reached the high price 
of $1.00 per gallon during 1911 and high prices prevailed 
throughout most of the year 1912. This condition forcibly 
showed the necessity for a more profound investigation of 
oils which might fi nd application as substitutes for linseed in 
the different industries which use the oil in large quantities. 
In view of the fact that the work which was done toward 
promoting an increased production of fl axseed had been so 
marvelously effective, it was decided to do work of similar 
magnitude with miscellaneous oils.”
 “A series of practical paint exposure tests were begun on 
test fences located at Washington, D.C., in connection with 

the Institute of Industrial Research. The paints were exposed 
in May, 1911. The repainting tests were made during the 
latter part of 1914. This series of tests is referred to in 
Circular No. 30, ‘Repainting Tests on Paint Oils,’ issued by 
the Educational Bureau during December, 1914.
 “Soya oil was one of the oils decided upon for the 
experiments largely because it was already available in 
quantities and could readily be imported. After looking into 
the matter it was found that the production of it might be 
developed on a satisfactory basis in this country. Soya beans 
were already being grown in considerable quantities, but up 
to that time domestic oil on a commercial scale had not been 
produced.
 “Soya oil is crushed from the bean bearing that name. 
The bean is commonly referred to by the agriculturists in this 
country as ‘Soy,’ but the oil, ever since it was fi rst imported, 
has been known as ‘Soya Bean Oil’ or ‘Soya Oil.’ Largely 
for the sake of convenience the title ‘Soya Oil’ has been 
adopted and is coming into general use. The title ‘Soya’ was, 
very likely, introduced from Manchuria, where the bean is 
grown in enormous quantities, and is a derivation from the 
Japanese ‘Shoyu’ or ‘Soja.’ ‘Soya’ is replacing ‘Soy’ when 
used in reference to the bean as such, even in the language 
of the agriculturist, and it is only a question of time when the 
word ‘Soya’ will be adopted generally.”
 “The fi rst step in connection with the Bureau’s endeavor 
consisted of the importation of soya beans from Manchuria 
for oil-extraction tests and the distribution of this seed, 
together with seed from a number of varieties already grown 
in this country, and the soliciting of the assistance of the 
State Agricultural Experiment Stations and other interested 
persons to urge the farmer to grow more soya beans for 
seed. While soya beans had been grown in this country 
for a good many years, this was done as a forage crop and 
for fertilization purposes. Only enough seed was being 
harvested to take care of the succeeding year’s planting. The 
far-reaching propaganda, through the active co-operation of 
the State Agricultural Experiment Stations and the different 
Bureaus of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, was solely 
for the purpose of inducing the farmer to increase his 
population.”
 The Bureau reached farmers through the State 
Agricultural Experiment Stations. “While growing tests 
during 1911 and 1912 were limited to North Dakota, 
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey and Kentucky, they were 
extended in 1913 to every State, with the exception of a 
few where conditions are unfavorable from an agricultural 
standpoint.
 “The tests were also extended to the Philippine Islands 
and to several places in Canada. It is noteworthy in this 
connection that there are at least two varieties which can be 
successfully matured as far north as the southern portions of 
Quebec.
 “During 1912, forty-eight varieties were experimented 
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with, including four imported from Manchuria. This number 
was greatly increased in 1913, so that all available types 
would be included.”
 By 1916 the number of varieties had been reduced 
to about fi fteen (see Exhibit No. 1), which were already 
popular: “Mammoth, Medium Yellow, Ito San, Holly Brooks 
[Hollybrook], Haberlandt, Peking, Wilson, Auburn, Black 
Eye Brow [Black Eyebrow]. Arlington, Tokio, Mikado, 
Virginia, Chiquita, Sable and the Yellow Manchurian bean...
 “No sooner were the farmers interested in the larger 
growth of soya beans than they began to ask for information 
as to how and where the beans could be disposed of to be 
converted into oil.
 “It was soon evident that the cotton seed mills in the 
South were best situated for crushing the beans. The location 
of the hundreds of these mills is fortunate, inasmuch as the 
South is naturally adapted to become the great soya bean-
producing section of the country. Defi nite plans have not 
been evolved in sections where the cotton seed mills are 
not located, but in the northern section of the country the 
linseed oil mills will, very likely, crush the beans as soon 
as the production is large enough to warrant their going 
into the matter. In some sections, notably Tennessee, it was 
suggested that the farmers in a certain locality club together 
and conduct their own mill, disposing of the oil in the regular 
manner, and each farmer to use the cake from his crop for 
feeding purposes. In this way there would be returned to the 
land the full fertilizing values of the crop. The promoters 
of successful agriculture see in this a means to increase the 
production of soya beans, mainly because of the value which 
the farmer obtains by the improvement of his soil.
 “During August and September, 1913, I made a trip 
of nearly twenty-four thousand miles, visiting most of 
the Agricultural Experiment Stations, to discuss matters 
relating to the increased production of beans for oil-crushing 
purposes and to determine whether or not the cotton seed 
mills were in a position to handle the crop without materially 
altering the machinery they use for the crushing of cotton 
seed or going to the expense of installing new equipment. 
Most of my time was spent in the States growing cotton and 
where cotton seed mills were already established.”
 Also discusses the oil-bearing properties of different 
varieties of soya beans (the oil content averages 19% and 
ranges from 16 to 25%), and the drying properties (see 
Exhibit No. 2). “During the past six or seven months there 
has been produced in this country in the neighborhood of 
one hundred thousand gallons of soya oil. The largest part of 
this quantity has been produced by the Elizabeth City Oil & 
Fertilizer Co., Winterville Cotton Oil Co. and the New Bern 
Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Mills.”
 Discusses prices at which soybeans should be purchased 
for profi t in the oil industry, and opportunities for disposing 
of the oil and meal. The author points out the limited uses 
of soy bean oil in paints; in 1916 some 98,171,275 lb of 

soy bean oil were imported into the United States. The 
fi ve samples of soybeans analyzed had an average iodine 
number of 125.8. But iodine value and drying power do not 
necessarily go hand in hand, although such is often the case.
 “In those sections of the South where the cotton fi elds 
are infested by the boil weevil, the growers may fi nd it to 
their advantage to produce soya beans on a large scale. The 
Alabama Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association has the matter 
under careful consideration at the present time. The cotton 
crop of certain sections of that State has been seriously 
affected by the disastrous results which accompany the boil 
weevil.
 “It is at once apparent that it is to the advantage of the 
cotton seed mills to take up the crushing of soya beans. In 
the fi rst place it will help to give the mills a longer season 
and thereby shorten the period of idleness. This period 
generally varies from four to six months every year with 
different mills.
 “The crushing of soya oil has advantages over cotton 
seed; it is a cleaner and easier material to handle preparatory 
to crushing, and the bean releases its oil as freely, at least, as 
cotton seed.
 “Soya oil can be disposed of just as readily, at least, 
as cotton seed. The A.M. Parks Company, Philadelphia, 
commencing with the May issue of ‘The Oil Miller,’ 
advertise for domestic soya oil. This is the fi rst ad to appear, 
and opens up what is likely to prove the most satisfactory 
outlet for the product of so many mills... In some cases the 
consumers who could handle it in tank cars would be able 
to deal direct with the crushers. The A.M. Parks Company 
was one of the fi rst to import soya oil, and still imports it 
in large quantities. Two or three years ago the Company 
distributed an interesting pamphlet entitled ‘Soya,’ in which 
the commercial possibilities of the oil are referred to in some 
detail.”
 “While practical tests started in 1911 have not yet 
been completed, and the Bureau, in line with its adopted 
policy, does not intend to make a defi nite report until the 
investigation has been fi nished, the writer feels safe in 
stating that large quantities of soya oil will eventually be 
consumed in the manufacture of paint and varnish. Because 
of the inferior drying properties of soya oil as compared with 
linseed oil it cannot entirely displace linseed, and its use in 
connection with linseed oil will be limited to from 25 to 50 
per cent., depending on the product in which it is used.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 1999) with the term “soya oil” in the title.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) 
that mentions the soybean variety Chiquita.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) 
that mentions the “Winterville Cotton Oil Co.” Address: 
Special Technical Representative, Educational Bureau, Paint 
Manufacturers’ Assoc. of the United States, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.
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672. Seip, James F. 1916. Soy beans in Louisiana: Some 
interesting points about culture, harvesting and curing of soy 
beans. Progressive Farmer (The) (Raleigh, North Carolina) 
31(24):745. June 10.
• Summary: “I plant a large acreage of soy beans every year 
for the market and also for forage purposes. I will give my 
method of preparing the soil, culture and harvesting.” He 
inoculates the beans with commercial bacteria. To control 
weeds: “When the beans are fi ve to six inches high, I 
cultivate with a double shovel and repeat if possible about a 
week later. The other cultivations may be done with a spring 
tooth harrow, or a large sweep does excellent work.”
 “In harvesting I use a cane knife, as it does more 
effi cient work, is very economical and the beans will not be 
damaged by being trampled on by horses which is the case 
when a mower is used. If the beans are grassy at harvest 
time, it is almost impossible to use a mower satisfactorily, 
whereas with the can knife it makes no difference. Windrow 
three rows into one, and if the weather be favorable allow the 
beans to remain for 48 hours in windrow... After removing 
from the windrow, they should be placed in small cocks 
about three feet high and allowed to remain for three or four 
days... Do not attempt to cure in a barn. This is one plant that 
does best when cured in the fi eld; even should you get a hard 
rain when in the windrow or small cock do not feel alarmed, 
as the soy bean has the ability to readily shed water. In fact 
the plant can be cut and cured in the most disagreeable 
weather.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the word “grassy” to describe the 
habit of growth of soybeans.
 The beans shrink very little, only 3 to 3½ per cent during 
proper curing. “If properly cured, they will stand shipping 
well. I have shipped them to Central America where they 
were used for food. The bean makes a most delicious soup, 
and when baked is far superior to the well known Boston 
bean. The bean when crushed makes an unusually high-grade 
oil, and the meal is splendid for both stock and fertilizing 
purposes. For forage, especially for hogs, it has no superior. 
When the pods and plant are about one half matured, turn 
your stock in and watch the result.” Address: Alexandria, 
Louisiana.

673. American Food Journal. 1916. Duty on olives. 
11(6):267. June.
• Summary: “In upholding the action of the Collector, 
General Appraiser Waite, who wrote the decision for the 
board, said:
 “’The provision for olives in the law of 1913, under 
which the importations here in question were made, is the 
same as it was in the law of 1909; that is, it provides for 
“olives,” without accompanying description or limitation. 
We think, therefore, the term is all-inclusive, so far as olives 

are concerned, and the protests should be decided upon the 
principle laid down in the soya-bean case (Brown vs. United 
States, 6 Ct. Cust. Appl., T. D. 35977), where it was held that 
the provision for “soya beans” included the soya bean, even 
though it had been prepared by cooking and putting in jars.
 “’It is unnecessary to discuss the other claims made 
in the protests, as we are satisfi ed that the classifi cation 
made by the Collector is right. The protests are, therefore, 
overruled.’”

674. Kawakami, K.K. 1916. The people’s safety valve 
(Letter to the editor). San Francisco Chronicle. July 17. p. 
14.
• Summary: “The Chronicle disclaims responsibility for the 
utterances in this column.”
 “Japanese infl uence on the Asian continent has benefi ted 
and will continue to benefi t American trade.” For example, 
since the “inauguration of the Japanese regime in Korea,” 
American exports to Korea have expanded dramatically. 
They increased 20 times in the decade from 1902 to 1913. 
“This is all the more remarkable considering that America 
buys practically nothing from Korea.” In short, Japan did not 
slam closed Korea’s doors.
 The situation in Manchuria is somewhat different. 
“Though Manchuria, after Japan’s advent there, bought a 
great deal of American rails, rolling stock, kerosene and 
fl our, Japanese cotton goods have to a considerable extent 
replaced American cottons. This, however, is due mainly 
to the fact that Japan has been almost the sole buyer of 
Manchuria’s premier product, beans, and their by-products, 
bean cake and bean oil, amounting in value to some 
$20,000,000. The secret of Japan’s commercial success in 
Manchuria lies chiefl y in the operation of the fundamental 
economic law that the country consuming the major 
portion of the exports of another country holds the most 
advantageous position in supplying its necessary imports.” 
Address: San Francisco.

675. Hawaiian Gazette (The) (Honolulu, Hawaii). 1916. 
Motor ships are large carriers: Denmark adopts oil burning 
motor ships for regular ocean freight traffi c. July 21. p. 4, 
col. 6.
• Summary: “An interesting development of the past year 
in the shipping of the world has been the sudden adoption 
by Denmark of the oil-burning motor-ship [successor to the 
steamship] of large size for regular ocean freight traffi c... 
The chief impetus in the use and building of these ships has 
been given by the East Asiatic Company, a large national 
trading corporation of Denmark which has been of great, 
broad service to the country...”
 “The company has decided upon a thorough change 
from steam to motors for all its ships. At the end of 1915, 
it is said, the company had under its control sixteen motor-
ships with a carrying capacity of 114,611 tons, and had 
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contracts with Danish shipbuilders for twenty large motor-
ships with an aggregate of 230,000 tons. This includes eight 
vessels of 10,400 tons,...”
 The company “does not confi ne its business to Danish 
commerce exclusively. Its soya-bean feed is sold all over 
Europe, and its shipping lines carry goods of all nations.”

676. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1916. Six months’ oil and 
seed trade at Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
19(177):379. July 29.
• Summary: A table shows imports to Hull of 8 different oil 
seeds for the 26 weeks ended 4 July 1916, compared to the 
corresponding period of 1915. Imports of soya beans were 
88,224 tons (1 ton = 2,240 lb), decreasing to 50,178 tons in 
1916.
 Exports of soya oil for the same period were: 1,974 tons 
in 1915 and none in 1916. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

677. Journal de Geneve. 1916. En Suisse: Exportation des 
fèves de Soya [In Switzerland: Soybean exports]. Aug. 9. p. 
5. 3rd ed. Wednesday. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The following information was forwarded from 
Berne: “The Nouvelle Gazette de Zurich, in its issue no. 
1238, has published the following statement: ‘We had said 
that Mr. G. Liechti, in Zurich, had imported from France 
some 2,000 railroad cars (wagons) of soybeans (fèves soya) 
(which were subsequently re-exported to Germany). He 
submitted to us the fi le of this case, in which the press took 
so much interest. The documents in this fi le demonstrate 
that during the war Mr. Liechti imported into Switzerland, 
without any problems, large quantities (more than 1,000 
freight cars) of foodstuffs to feed the Swiss people. 
Moreover, Mr. Liechti participated only in the import of said 
soybeans, and was not involved in any way, whether material 
or moral, in their re-export.
 “We further note that the report by Mr. Liechti to the 
French Embassy, noted in the declaration of the Department 
of Public Economy, consists of a report that he was being 
held accountable to submit, upon request, to the Embassy 
given the personal warranty he had assumed in being an 
importer. Mr. Liechti had, by the way, warned the Federal 
Council of this report, before addressing it to the French 
Embassy.
 “This notice in the Zurich paper completely exculpates 
Mr. Liechti. We understand less and less how the Federal 
Agricultural Division would have picked him as the 
scapegoat for their own blunder that, had it been frankly 
admitted, would have been half forgiven.
 “A new statement appeared since (on August 7th) in 
the Zurich newspaper and, being obviously inspired by the 
Agricultural Division, implicitly admits, this time, that Mr. 
Liechti was not the reexporter of the goods. It reproaches 

him, on the other hand, to have wrongly stated in his report, 
that the imported goods had been placed ‘at the disposal 
of our Agricultural Department in Berne.’ It was referring 
in this matter, to an offi cial declaration of the Brennen 
warehouses attesting that the warehouse receipt carries 
‘completely different names’ and that Department of Public 
Economy was never listed as the deposing party.
 “Mr. Liechni may have erred on this point. But the 
question is not clarifi ed by this all-negative statement. B.”
 Note: This same article may have appeared again the 
next morning, on Thursday, Aug. 10. p. 6. 1st ed. Address: 
Geneva, Switzerland.

678. Davis, John K. 1916. China: Antung. Supplement 
to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) No. 52c. p. 1-12. Aug. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Increased exports of beans 
and bean products”(p. 9) states: “The value of the exports 
of [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil amounted to 24 per 
cent of the total value of exports from Antung, and showed 
an increase of 40 per cent in 1915, as compared with 1914. 
The increase in quantity in these exports is seen from the 
following fi gures: Beans exported in 1913, 15,233,200 
pounds, and in 1915, 45,132,400 pounds; bean cake in 1913, 
72,644,400 pounds, and in 1915, 100,509,200 pounds; bean 
oil in 1913, 384,133 pounds, and in 1915, 1,044,400 pounds.
 “The increased exports in 1915 were due to the excellent 
crops of 1914, to the demand in Japan for bean cake as a 
fertilizer for the rice fi elds, and to the strong demand in 
South China ports for ‘raw’ beans.”
 The next section, titled “Several bean mills closed at 
end of year” (p. 9-10) begins: “In 1915 there were 11 small 
bean-oil mills, 10 Chinese and 1 Japanese, in operation in 
Antung, each of which employed 15 to 30 workmen. In these 
mills the oil is pressed from the soya bean and the residue is 
then made into large, round, fl at cakes, which are exported 
to China ports and to Japan for use as cattle feed and as 
fertilizer.
 “The bean-cake trade is highly speculative, since the 
market demand is contingent on two factors, the bean crop 
and the price of rice in Japan. When the bean crop is good 
and the price of rice in Japan is high, the owners of the bean 
mills are able to make large future contracts for bean cake to 
be used as fertilizer on Japanese rice fi elds. When, however, 
it is anticipated that the price of rice in Japan will be down, 
Japanese farmers do not feel warranted in the purchase of 
fertilizer and the market for bean cake becomes slack.”
 “Anticipating still further increases in price, holders 
of beans refused to sell, with the result that the last months 
of 1915 saw only a few of the local mills in operation.” 
Address: Consul, Antung, Manchuria.

679. Moser, Charles K. 1916. China: Harbin. Supplement 
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to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) No. 52c. p. 32-43. Aug. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya beans the leading 
export” (p. 40) notes that soya beans are by far the leading 
export from northern Manchuria. “From Nov. 1, 1914, to 
Nov. 1, 1915, the close of the beans season, the quantity 
exported amounted to 512,236 tons.” The total annual 
production is about one millions tons. “The balance is 
retained by the growers and the local market for domestic 
purposes.
 “Of the exports, 411,236 tons were sent through the 
ports of Vladivostok and Nikolaiefsk (via the Sungari and 
Amur Rivers), and 101,000 tons by way of Changchun and 
Dairen. The whole of the shipments through Changchun 
and Dairen went to Japan, as well as 209,236 tons of the 
beans shipped by way of Nikolaiefsk and Vladivostok. The 
remainder, 202,000 tons, went to England, Denmark, and the 
Netherlands. The striking feature of the year’s trade was the 
great share taken by Japan as compared with former years, 
when Japan bought but a small share of the exports through 
Changchun and no part of the other shipments. But in 1915, 
on account of the extraordinarily high freight rates to Europe, 
Japan was able to buy the beans at a much cheaper rate than 
Europe and to resell them to considerable advantage.”
 The next section, titled “Bean prices and freights–
Uncertain prospects” (p. 40-41) begins: “At the beginning of 
1915 the bean business was almost paralyzed, owing to the 
closing of certain European markets, the congestion of the 
local railway lines with war materials, and the uncertainties 
of ocean freights. Prices dropped to the lowest level known 
in the local market, and a period of great deprivation 
threatened the Chinese population. Then conditions changed 
for the better.”
 The “outlook for 1916 is considered very uncertain 
in view of the high freights, the scarcity of transportation 
facilities, and the diffi culty of securing suffi cient labor to 
handle shipments.”
 Note: This is the earliest document see (Jan. 2009) that 
gives general information about the transportation of mature 
soybeans to market within a particular country or region. 
Address: Consul, Harbin, Manchuria.

680. Williams, Adolph A.; Dickover, Erle R. 1916. China: 
Dairen. Supplement to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) No. 52c. p. 
13-32. Aug. 16.
• Summary: Of the 77,153 inhabitants of Dairen, 55.0% are 
Chinese and 44.8% are Japanese. The remaining 0.2% are 
foreigners. Trading and shipping are now largely in the hands 
of Japanese and Chinese. “Dairen is a free port, and therefore 
the Japanese authorities keep no accurate record of imports 
and exports. But as it is also the principal seaport of southern 

Manchuria as well as of the Japanese Leased Territory, and is 
the southern terminus of the South Manchuria Railway, it is 
the entrance port and distributing center for a large share of 
the commodities going into and coming out from those parts 
of Manchuria lying outside the Leased Territory. Therefore 
the Chinese Maritime Customs maintain an offi ce in Dairen, 
and it is from their returns that the accompanying tables of 
statistics were compiled.”
 “The decrease in exports to the United States [in 1914 
and 1915], which was never large, was due to a depression 
in the bean and bean-oil trade during the early part of 1915.” 
However, this trade has increased again (p. 15).
 Although economic changes were brought about by 
the European War, the principal exports–”soya beans, bean 
oil, bean cake, corn, and coal”–still moved out steadily. 
A table (p. 20-21) shows the quantity and value of these 
commodities exported to foreign countries and to Chinese 
ports in both 1914 and 1915.
 One section, titled “Soya-bean industry–The storage 
problem” (p. 27-28) begins: “The soya bean, which has been 
responsible for much of the prosperity of the port, sustained 
its reputation in 1915. In spite of loss of some European 
markets and the diffi culties attending shipping to others, the 
volume of business was large and more beans were handled 
at this port than ever before.” “At Dairen the storage capacity 
of the wharves was taxed to its uttermost, and could not 
contain the produce arriving in a ceaseless stream.
 “While beans may be stored in the open, piled up in 
bags and covered with tarpaulins, or in temporary ozier 
[osier] bins, bean cake can not be stored, as its value depends 
largely upon its weight, which would be affected by snow 
or rain; hence bean cake must be stored under cover. The 
railway authorities warned the bean mill union that their 
output should be decreased or the cake would have to be 
stored in the open while awaiting shipment” (p. 28).
 The next section, titled “Condition of bean market” (p. 
28) begins: “The large crop of rice in Japan brought down 
the prices of beans so that the purchasing power of the 
farmer and the broker was severely weakened. The large 
supply of beans, the rise of freight rates to more than double 
the usage charge, the loss of certain markets in Europe, and 
diffi culties connected with guaranteeing delivery into the 
hands of neutrals, all worked against beans, as did the low 
price of silver and the scarcity of containers, both for beans 
and for oil. Beans were shipped in larger quantities than 
heretofore to Java, which appears as almost a new market.”
 The next section, titled “Mixed storage of bean cake” (p. 
29) begins: “During 1915 several plans for assisting the bean 
trade were brought up. The mixed storage of bean cake is 
now an accomplished fact, while the mixed storage of beans 
(not in bulk, but in bags) is accepted in principle. Produce 
exchanges were nearly arranged for at Kaiyuan and at 
Changchun by the end of the year and will be opened early in 
1916. The South Manchurian Railway changed its standard 
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carload of cake to 1,000 pieces, or about 30½ tons per car for 
a 30-ton car.
 “There are three kinds of cake on the market–mixed 
storage cake, rejected cake, and train cake. The fi rst named 
is the best, being standard at 46 kin (61 pounds) each, while 
the others may be several pounds or ounces over or under 
the standard. In 1915 so much cake was stored that the cakes 
came out considerably lighter than they went in. This loss 
was due to the evaporation of water absorbed in the process 
of manufacture... Mixed storage works to the advantage of 
owner, buyer, and railway by facilitating the fi nancing of 
owners and the making of shipments, as well as the securing 
of sellers and buyers. The cake put out at Dairen is the best 
on the market.” Address: 1. Consul; 2. Vice consul. Both: 
Dairen, Manchuria.

681. Cunningham, Edwin S. 1916. China’s production of 
beans, bean oil, and bean cake. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
19(209):886-87. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “The soya or soy bean in recent years has 
become an important article of trade. It grows on a plant 
from 2 to 3 feet in height and is contained in pods about 2 
inches long. The plant is cultivated everywhere, in fi elds by 
itself, around rice and similar crops, and as an undercrop to 
maize and sorghum. There are 25 to 50 varieties of the soya 
bean, but in commerce only 3 are ordinarily recognized–
yellow, green, and black.
 “The yellow bean, which is of greatest importance, is 
found generally throughout Manchuria, and it is reported 
that the fi nest crops come from the highlands to the north 
of Mukden. The green variety comes from the Liaotung 
district and the Yalu basin, and the black bean from Liaoyang 
and the south of Mukden. There are two other varieties, the 
brown bean and the mottled bean, which are grown to some 
extent in the Yangtze Valley, but these varieties are of little 
importance.
 “Grown largely for its oil in Manchuria: The Soya bean 
is put to many uses in the Far East. It is cooked and eaten as 
a vegetable, made into a sauce or soy, preserved as a pickle, 
ground into a fl our and made into vermicelli, and employed 
extensively in the manufacture of vinegar. One particular 
variety, having small yellow seeds, is used in making bean 
curd. In Manchuria, however, the soya bean is grown almost 
exclusively for its oil properties and for the residual material 
called bean cake.
 “The soya bean contains about 18 per cent oil. When 
the hydraulic-press method is employed only 11 to 12 per 
cent of the oil can be extracted, but with the use of benzene 
in the chemical process 17 per cent is obtainable. This oil 
is used as an illuminant, a lubricant, for culinary purposes, 
and in the manufacture of soap. In southern China it is also 
used in the making of waterproof cloth, paper umbrellas and 

lanterns, and when mixed with lacquer is employed in the 
manufacture of varnish and printing ink.
 “Dairen is the center for the bean-oil industry, exporting 
more than eight times as much as Hankow, its nearest 
competitor. The oil mills, which are to be found in every 
town throughout the bean district, are growing in numbers 
and becoming more modern all the time. The old crush-stone 
mills worked by animals are rapidly giving way to up-to-date 
hydraulic, steam, and oil-motor plants. Hankow has about 10 
such mills. During 1914 the local exportation of bean oil was 
4,714 tons, valued at $393,759 gold, and during 1915 there 
were 6,882 tons, valued at $482,694.
 “Japan takes practically all bean cake exported: After 
the oil has been pressed from the bean, the residue is pressed 
into the round, fl at cakes known as bean cake. The product 
is very valuable as a fodder for animals, and as a fertilizer... 
Japan takes practically all the bean cake exported, and the 
United States none.
 “The greatest original exporting center for bean cake is 
Dairen; Newchwang is second, and Hankow a poor third...” 
Address: Consul General, Hankow.

682. Ohira, Chugo. 1916. The open door. Los Angeles Times. 
Sept. 8. p. II4.
• Summary: “In a country like Japan, with an ever-increasing 
population and yet with very limited resources, a policy 
that does not aim at industrial and commercial expansion is 
unthinkable... It is natural, therefore, that Japan is reaching 
out for markets in China, as elsewhere.
 “Does this Japanese ambition come in confl ict with the 
Hay doctrine, commonly known as the ‘open door’ policy? 
Does this Japanese policy menace American trade in China?”
 Note: In Sept. 1899, U.S. Secretary of State John 
Hay issued his fi rst Open Door notes advocating equal 
opportunity trade with China and equal taxation of foreign 
trade in all treaty ports, inside as well as outside the new 
‘spheres of infl uence.’ By 1900 China’s survival as a state 
seemed more dubious than ever. Hay’s second note, a 
circular of July 1900, sought to preserve the integrity of 
China. Open Door became the established U.S. Policy 
toward China.
 “It is unmanly, more than unjust, to quote as do certain 
critics the falling off of American trade in Manchuria as 
an instance of Japan’s interference with the full and free 
course of commerce in that Japanese sphere of infl uence. 
The decrease, as was found by an American investigating 
committee sent over there, is not due to unfair methods 
employed by the Japanese but to the following reasons: the 
Japanese are practically the sole consumers for the soya 
bean–Manchuria’s premier product–which gives Japan the 
most advantageous position to supply the necessary imports 
of Manchuria;...” Address: Editor, East and West News; 
Member of the Law School at Tokio Univ. [Japan].
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683. Scidmore, George H. 1916. Oriental production of 
beans–Japanese production of beans. Commerce Reports 
[USA] (Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 19(262):504-06. Nov. 7. See p. 506. Submitted 
Sept. 25.
• Summary: “In 1914, 464,889 cho (1,138,978 acres) were 
devoted to the cultivation of soy beans in Japan, and 130,003 
cho (318,507 acres) to the cultivation of red beans [azuki]. 
No later fi gures of the extent of the acreage devoted to the 
cultivation of beans are available.
 “Dairen, Manchuria, is the principal port of shipment of 
beans in the Orient.” Address: Consul General, Yokohama, 
Japan.

684. Bernard, P. 1916. Le tourteau de soja [Soybean cake]. 
Progres Agricole (Amiens, France) 30(1504):601-02. Nov. 
12. [Fre]
• Summary: Some years ago, soybean cake started to be 
imported into France, where it was well received. However 
from the beginning, we were notifi ed of several cases of 
animals which, having consumed this soybean cake, fell sick 
and in some cases even died, as if they had been poisoned.
 Due to the gravity of the situation, our Progrès Agricole 
quickly made an enquiry, which showed that that the cake 
produced a type of poisoning. Those raising the animals had 
never seen anything like it. But it was impossible for us to 
discover the reason for this unique problem, and, as far as 
we know, no research has been conducted in France on this 
subject.
 In England (where the cake was likewise introduced 
and continued to be used during the war, since it was less 
expensive than other such cakes), similar cases of animal 
poisoning, caused by the soya cake, were confi rmed, but the 
English tried to determine the cause. Mr. Stewart Stockman, 
director of the veterinary services of the British Ministry of 
Agriculture, conducted an enquiry and published the results 
in the Journal of Comparative Pathology and Therapeutics 
(1916) [June 30, p. 95-107].
 The rest of the article is a detailed summary of 
Stockman’s article, which pointed to soybean meal whose 
oil had been extracted with trichlorethylene (trichlorure 
d’éthyle) solvent as the cause of the problem. Conclusion: 
Before buying soybean meal, be sure that it hasn’t been 
processed with trichlorethylene. Address: Editor in chief.

685. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with 
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other 
products. U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 439. 
20 p. Dec. 22. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans in 
Manchuria. Soy beans in Japan. Soy beans in Europe. Soy 
beans in the United States. Methods of oil extraction. Soy-
bean meal as human food. Soy-bean meal as stock feed. 

Soy-bean meal as fertilizer. Uses of soy-bean oil. Analysis of 
important varieties of soy beans. Possibility of developing a 
manufacturing industry with American-grown soy beans.
 “Analyses of important varieties of soy beans (p. 
16-17):... In determining the range in the oil and protein 
contents of over 500 varieties grown in the variety tests at 
Arlington Farm, Virginia, the percentage of oil was found 
to range from 11.8 to 22.5 [Tokyo had 20.7% and Biloxi 
had 20.3% oil] and of protein from 31 to 46.9 [Chiquita had 
46.9% protein]... At the present time the Mammoth Yellow 
variety is the most generally grown throughout the South and 
is the one used in the production of oil. The yellow-seeded 
varieties, which are most suitable for the production of oil 
and meal, contain the highest percentage of oil.
 “Environment has been found to be a potent factor 
in the percentage of oil in the same variety. Considerable 
differences occur in oil content when soybeans are grown 
in different localities. The Haberlandt variety grown in 
Mississippi, North Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, and Ohio 
gave the following percentages of oil, respectively: 25.4, 
22.8, 19.8, 18.3, 17.5; while the Mammoth Yellow variety 
grown in Alabama, South Carolina, Tennessee, North 
Carolina, and Virginia gave, respectively, 21.2, 19.6, 19.5, 
18.4, and 18.8. Variety tests conducted in various parts of 
the country indicate a higher percentage of oil with the same 
variety for southern-grown seed. Similar results have been 
obtained in Manchuria, the North Manchurian beans showing 
an oil content of 15 to 17 percent and the South Manchurian 
beans from 18 to 20 percent.” 
 Photos (both by Frank N. Meyer) show: (1) A fl eet of 
junks carrying soy beans to Newchwang, Manchuria. 
 (2) Coolies at Newchwang, carrying loads of soy beans 
from junks to big stacks. 
 An outline map of the USA (p. 8) shows the area to 
which the soy bean is especially adapted for growing for 
oil production. The area of double hatching shows that it 
is especially well suited to the Deep South. The northern 
boundary of the area where it is “less certain of profi table 
production” includes the southern one-third of Ohio, Indiana, 
and Illinois, and most of Missouri. On the west, the “less 
certain” area includes the eastern one-third of Nebraska, 
Oklahoma, and Texas.
 Tables show: (1) “Exports of soy beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from the principal ports of South Manchuria 
(Antung, Dairen, Newchwang), 1909 to 1913, inclusive.” (2) 
“Quantity and value of exports of soy beans and soy-bean 
oil from Japan to foreign countries, 1913 and 1914.” The 
countries are: China, United Kingdom, France, Germany, 
Belgium, United States, Hawaii, British America, Australia, 
other countries. (3) “Quantity of imports of soy beans, soy-
bean cake, and soy-bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria, into 
Japan, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. The greatest imports were 
of soy-bean cake, followed by soy beans, with only small 
amounts of oil.
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 (4) “Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, bean 
cake, and bean oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914, 
inclusive.” The countries are: Austria, Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, United 
Kingdom. In 1912, the UK imported the most soy beans, 
while Netherlands imported the most cake and oil. (5) 
“Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, soy-bean cake 
(Footnote: Includes bean cake [perhaps fermented tofu or 
canned regular tofu], or bean stick [probably dried yuba 
sticks], miso, or similar products, with duty, 40 per cent) and 
soy-bean oil into the United States, 1910 to 1915, inclusive.” 
The quantity of soy bean imports was greatest in 1915 with 
3.837 million lb. The quantity of soy-bean cake imports was 
greatest in 1913 with 7.005 million lb. The quantity of soy-
bean oil imports was greatest in 1911 with 41.106 million lb. 
“Prior to 1914 soy beans were not classifi ed separately in the 
customs returns” (p. 9). (6) “Composition of soy-bean fl our 
in comparison with wheat fl our, corn meal, rye fl our, Graham 
fl our, and whole-wheat fl our.”
 (7) “Value of a short ton of soy-bean cake and other oil 
cakes in the principal European countries” (Incl. cottonseed, 
linseed, peanut {Rufi sque}). Countries: Germany, United 
Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden. (8) “Analyses 
[nutritional composition] of soy-bean meal and other 
important oil meals.” (Incl. Cottonseed, linseed (old and 
new processes), peanut (decorticated), sunfl ower seed). (9) 
“Fertilizing constituents [nitrogen, ammonia, phosphoric 
acid, potash] of soy beans, soy-bean meal, and cottonseed 
meal.”
 (10) Analyses for protein and oil of important varieties 
of soy beans grown at Arlington Farm (Virginia), Newark 
(Delaware), and Agricultural College (Mississippi). The 
varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Manchu, Haberlandt, 
Medium Yellow, Ito San, Chiquita, Tokyo, Lexington, 
Guelph, Black Eyebrow, Shanghai, Peking, Wilson, 
Biloxi, Barchet, Virginia. Note 1. “At the present time, 
the Mammoth Yellow variety is most generally grown 
throughout the South and is the one used in the production 
of oil” (p. 16). (11) “Acreage, production, and value per 
ton of cottonseed in the boll-weevil states.” “Since the boll 
weevil fi rst entered Texas in 1892,” it has steadily decreased 
production of cottonseed. The soy beans offers a good 
replacement. (12) “Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed 
and soy beans on the European market, 1911 to 1914, 
inclusive.” Soy beans are usually slightly more expensive.
 Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen that 
contains soy-related photos by Frank. N. Meyer.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen in which 
William Morse describes soy milk, or mentions natto, or 
correctly mentions tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
that mentions the soybean variety Lexington. Address: 1. 
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientifi c Asst. Forage-Crop 
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.

686. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with 
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other 
products: Soy beans in Japan, in Europe, and in the United 
States (Document part). U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Bulletin No. 439. 20 p. Dec. 22. See p. 4-7. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soy beans in Japan (p. 4): The soy bean is 
cultivated quite extensively throughout the Empire of Japan 
and occupies about 3.8 per cent of the total area devoted to 
the cultivation of rice and other cereals. In many districts 
it is cultivated not in fi elds by itself, but in rows along 
the edges of rice and wheat fi elds. Although not grown to 
any considerable extent as a main crop by the Japanese 
farmer, the average annual production is about 18,000,000 
bushels. In quality the beans raised in Japan are said to be 
superior to those of Manchuria and Chosen [Korea] and are 
used exclusively in the manufacture of food products. The 
imported beans, of which very large quantities are obtained 
from Manchuria and other Asiatic countries, are used 
principally in the manufacture of bean cake and oil.”
 “The soy bean forms one of the most important articles 
of food in Japan. It is one of the principal ingredients in 
the manufacture of shoyu (soy sauce), miso (bean cheese), 
tofu (bean curd), and natto (steamed beans). The beans are 
also eaten as a vegetable and in soups; sometimes they are 
picked green, boiled, and served cold with soy sauce, and 
sometimes as a salad. A ‘vegetable milk’ is also produced 
from the soy bean, forming the basis for the manufacture 
of the different kinds of vegetable cheese. This milk is used 
fresh and a form of condensed milk is manufactured from it. 
All of these foodstuffs are used daily in Japanese homes and 
for the poorer classes are the principal source of protein. To 
a limited extent, soy beans are used as a horse or cattle feed, 
being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw, barley, and 
bran.”
 “Soy beans in Europe (p. 6): The soy bean was fi rst 
introduced into Europe about 1790 and was grown for a great 
number of years without attracting any attention as a plant of 
much economic importance. In 1875 Professor Haberlandt, 
of Vienna, begun an extensive series of experiments with this 
crop and strongly urged its use as a food plant for man and 
animals. Although interest was increased in its cultivation 
during the experiments, the soy bean failed to become of 
any great importance in Europe. At the present time it is 
cultivated only to a limited extent in Germany, southern 
Russia, France, and Italy.”
 “Soy beans in the United States (p. 7): Although the soy 
bean was mentioned as early as 1804 (Footnote: Willich, 
A.F.M. American Encyclopedia, 1st Amer ed., v. 5, p. 13. 
Philadelphia, 1804), it is only within recent years that it 
has become a crop of importance in the U.S. At the present 
time the soy bean is most largely grown for forage. In a few 
sections, such as eastern North Carolina, however, a very 
profi table industry has developed from the growing of seed... 
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The yields of seed to the acre in various sections of the 
United States range from about 15 bushels in the Northern 
States to about 40 bushels in the northern half of the cotton 
belt. The average yield in eastern North Carolina is about 25 
bushels, although many fi elds produce 35 bushels or more 
to the acre...” Note: This is the earliest U.S. document seen 
(June 2003) that cites the 1804 publication by Willich [and 
James Mease] concerning the soybean in Philadelphia. Note 
that this article appeared 112 years after 1804.
 “The fi rst extensive work in the U.S. with the soy bean 
as an oil seed was entered upon about 1910 by an oil mill 
on the Pacifi c coast. The beans, containing from 15-19% of 
oil, were imported from Manchuria, and the importations, 
most of which are used in the manufacture of oil and cake, 
have gradually increased, as shown in Table V. The oil was 
extracted with hydraulic presses, using the same methods 
employed with cottonseed and linseed. It found a ready 
market, as a good demand had been created for this product 
by soap and paint manufacturers, which up to this time had 
been supplied by importation from Asiatic countries and 
England. The soy cake, ground into meal, was placed on the 
market under a trade name and was soon recognized as a 
valuable feed by dairymen and poultrymen. The use of the 
cake has been confi ned almost wholly to the Western States, 
owing principally to the high cost of transportation.”
 “An industry which promises to be of importance in 
a further utilization of the soy bean is the manufacture 
of ‘vegetable milk.’ At the present time a factory in New 
York State is being equipped for this purpose.” Address: 1. 
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientifi c Asst. Forage-Crop 
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.

687. Combe, Ad. 1916. Comment se nourrir en temps 
de guerre? Troisième partie [Where can one fi nd proper 
nutrition in time of war? Part III]. Bibliothèque Universelle 
et Revue Suisse 84:446-73. Dec. See p. 450-51. [Fre]
• Summary: Vegetable milk (Le lait végetal)–For a long time 
in infant medicine we have used Lahmann’s vegetable milk 
(Le lait végetal de Lahmann) which is nothing more than 
concentrated almond milk, sterilized and preserved in tin 
cans. It was formerly widely used by German pediatricians 
to prepare an artifi cial milk. But its high price does not 
recommend it as a war food.
 Soymilk (Le lait de soya)–We will not say as much 
about other artifi cial milks, widely used in Germany since 
the war, as about that prepared from soybeans (fève de 
soya). But there is no need to get excited about a German 
discovery; soymilk comes from Japan where it has been 
used for a long time to replace natural milk; it has been used 
only rarely in France. It is prepared as follows: Soybeans 
are cooked until the liquid becomes white [sic], then sugar 
is added along with phosphates and potash [potassium]. It is 
then condensed into a creamy liquid analogous to condensed 
milk; this is soy butter [sic]. By diluting it with water, one 

obtains an artifi cial milk which somewhat resembles regular 
milk in taste and appearance.
 Apparently inspired by this [Japanese] method, soymilk 
has been prepared in Germany for some years in ever 
larger amounts–so much so that in 1913 Germany imported 
125,448 metric tons (tonnes) of soybeans a year, from 
which they obtained that year 18,000 tonnes of soy oil and 
soymilk. This artifi cial milk, it must be said in passing, is 
the ideal milk for diabetics, for whom it is suited because 
of its high content of fats and protein and its low content 
of carbohydrates. A table shows the content of protein, fat, 
carbohydrates and calories in whole soy fl our, soymilk, and 
cow’s milk.
 Soymilk is used with great advantage is times of war. 
Because of its high fat [vegetable oil] content, it can replace 
butter in the diet, to which it adds calories, for it is easy to 
digest and inexpensive. Address: Prof. of children’s clinical 
studies, Univ. of Lausanne (Professeur de clinique infantile à 
l’Université de Lausanne).

688. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their uses. 
North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular 
No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. First commercial 
crushing from domestic beans (started on 13 Dec. 1915 by 
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth 
City, North Carolina). Soy-bean oil. Uses for the oil. Soy-
bean meal. Composition and exchange value of the meal. 
Prices paid for beans by the oil mills. Soy-bean oil industry 
in England, Manchuria, and Japan. Importation of oil. Soy-
bean meal as feed. Soy beans and products for human food.
 This Circular begins: “In order that any people may 
maintain their soils in the highest state of productivity in 
an economical way it will be necessary that proper systems 
of crop rotation are used, and in these rotations it will 
be necessary to bring in leguminous crops at as frequent 
intervals as practicable. For North Carolina conditions 
one of the crops of this nature that may be used to good 
advantage in all parts of the State is the soy bean. If properly 
handled, this crop may be used as the means of adding to the 
productivity of the soils as well as to increase the net returns 
from the farm. Recently there has been a marked interest 
throughout this State and the South in the growing of soy 
beans.” A “new outlet for the beans has developed from the 
crushing of the seed by a number of oil mills of the State...” 
The spread of the boll weevil should lead to increased 
interest in the soy bean.
 “This crop was introduced into the State something like 
thirty-fi ve years ago, yet very little was heard of it, outside 
of very limited areas, until quite recently, when a campaign 
was begun to induce the cotton oil mills of the State to use 
beans for crushing purposes in the same general way that 
cotton seed had been used for many years before. This 
campaign not only opened the eyes of the oil crushers to the 
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possibilities of the soy bean in a commercial way, but of the 
farmers, also, to the great opportunities of this crop.
 “During the spring of 1915 farmers, particularly in the 
Eastern part of the State, were casting about to fi nd a crop 
or crops that might be substituted, satisfactorily, for cotton, 
as the price of this latter crop during the previous fall had 
been, in many cases, below the cost of production. Many 
farmers increased their acreage of soy beans, and as a result 
of this increase at least a million bushels or more of beans 
were produced last year.” Something like 80,000 to 100,000 
bushels of soy beans were used by the cotton oil mills of the 
State during the past fall, winter, and spring.
 “The fi rst commercial manufacture of soy-bean oil and 
meal from domestic soy beans in the United States was 
started on December 13, 1915, by the Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
 “From the start this mill operated night and day solely 
on soy beans until it had crushed it supply of about 20,000 
bushels. This mill was able to crush about twenty tons during 
each twenty-four hours...
 “It is understood that before the mill had ground a 
single bean they had contracted their entire output of oil 
to one of the leading manufacturers of the country at fairly 
reasonable prices. It, too, had no diffi culty in selling its 
entire output of soy-bean meal, most of it going to a fertilizer 
manufacturer. From a ton of the beans this mill was able 
to secure something like 32 to 35 gallons of oil and about 
1,650 pounds of meal... Other oil mills in North Carolina 
that crushed more or less soy beans during the past season 
were those located at New Bern, Hertford, Winterville, 
Washington, Wilson, Farmville, Lattimore, and at a few other 
places.”
 “Soy-Bean Oil (p. 3): One of the chief products secured 
in the crushing of the beans is the oil. This oil has wide 
usefulness at the present time in the commercial world. The 
amount of oil in the beans amounts to from 17 to 20 per 
cent. This oil, when expressed from good, sound beans is 
practically neutral, and about 95 per cent of it is saponifi able. 
It consists chiefl y of the glycerides of the fatty acids. These 
acids are made up of about 15 per cent palmitic, 56 per 
cent oleic, 19 per cent lenolic, and 5 per cent lenolenic 
acids. The presence of the unsaturated acids (oleic, lenolic, 
and lenolenic) impart to the oil drying properties. The oil, 
although more effi cient in drying properties than cotton-seed 
oil, is less so than linseed oil. It is classed among the semi-
drying oils.
 “In a bushel of Mammoth Yellow soy beans there are 
ordinarily contained about 11 pounds or 1.42 gallons of oil, 
weighing 7.72 pounds per gallon. The oil mills at present 
are able, by expression methods, to get out only 70 to 75 per 
cent of the total amount of oil contained in the beans. By 
the use of appropriate solvents, such as gasoline, practically 
all of the oil might be removed. This latter method has 
never gained much headway in this country as a means for 

extracting oil from cotton seed, and it will probably be some 
time, if ever, before it will generally be used as a commercial 
method. From an economic standpoint the method most 
commonly used with cotton seed by Southern oil mills will 
most likely be the one that will be most generally practiced 
in soy-bean oil extraction. At present those mills that have 
apparently been most successful in manufacturing oil and 
meal from soy beans are those which are equipped with 
expellers or screw presses.
 “Uses for the oil: At the present time the oil is used in 
this country chiefl y in the manufacture of soaps, varnishes, 
paints, enamels, linoleums, and water-proofi ng materials. 
It has entered, also, to some extent in the manufacture of 
edible salad oil and butter substitutes. The untreated oil may 
replace linseed oil completely, with quite satisfactory results, 
in the manufacture of soft soaps; but it can only partially 
take the place of cotton-seed oil in making hard soaps. This 
is because the soap made from soy-bean oil is of a somewhat 
softer nature than that manufactured from cotton-seed oil. 
After hydrogenation the oil has a wider fi eld of usefulness 
and may, in some cases entirely replace linseed oil or other 
drying oils with very satisfactory results. As the untreated oil 
is of a semi-drying nature, it may be used only when mixed 
with linseed oil for the manufacture of paints, varnishes, and 
enamels. In making paints, if the proportion of the soy-bean 
oil to the total oils present does not exceed 20 to 25 per cent, 
there does not seem to be any inferior qualities developed in 
the paint, any more than when linseed oil alone is used. In 
this respect the soy-bean oil is superior to cotton-seed oil, as 
it has not been found that the latter oil can be used for this 
purpose. It is not improbable that with the use of suitable 
dryers soy-bean oil may in the future fi nd more extended 
use for this purpose. When the oil is properly refi ned it will 
yield about 10 per cent glycerine as a by-product in the 
manufacture of soaps. This glycerine has been found to be 
equal in value to that recovered from other soap-making 
fats, such as tallow, cotton-seed oil, cocoanut oil, etc. It is 
signifi cant of the possibilities of the use of this oil that more 
than $5,000,000 worth of it was imported into the United 
States this year from other countries, chiefl y from Asia.
 “Soy-bean meal: The meal secured from crushing the 
beans is the most valuable product and will have the widest 
usefulness. That secured from the crushing of yellow-
colored beans is of a bright yellow color while that produced 
from the brown and dark colored beans is of a somewhat 
darker shade. Meal, too, that has been treated with ordinary 
solvents, employed for this purpose to remove the oil, is of 
a brighter color than are those meals from which the oil has 
been removed by heating and pressure. The oil, however, 
secured by a solvent process would be of a darker color. 
The soy-bean cake secured by expression methods, has a 
pleasant taste, not unlike malted milk, and when ground 
into meal may be used, at the present time, chiefl y for 
feeding to livestock or for fertilizing purposes. The meal as 
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a feed is highly concentrated and nutritious, and all kinds of 
stock seem to relish it when fed to them properly. It should 
not be fed in large quantities for any great length of time, 
because of its highly concentrated nature. As a fertilizer it 
acts satisfactorily. Much of the meal produced by the oil 
mills of the State during the past year seems to have been 
sold, without any diffi culty, to manufacturers for the making 
of mixed fertilizers.” Continued. Address: Chief, Div. of 
Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station.

689. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their uses 
(Continued–Document part II). North Carolina Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Circular No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: (Continued): “Composition and Exchange Value 
of the Meal: From the fertilizer standpoint, soy-bean meal 
is richer in plant-food constituents than is cotton-seed meal. 
From available analysis, the meal on an average contains 
7.48 per cent nitrogen, 1.4 per cent phosphoric acid, and 1.83 
per cent potash. All these constituents contained in soy-bean 
meal should be in about as available form-for use by crops 
as they are in cotton-seed meal. Based on these percentages, 
an exchange, purely from the fertilizer standpoint, of about 
1,500 pounds of soy-bean meal of average composition for 
2,000 pounds (33 1/3 bushels) of beans would be about equal 
in money value. Where the farmer makes an exchange, he 
should, however, secure at least enough above this amount 
to cover well the cost of delivery of the beans to the mill. 
The meal, being a very concentrated product, should always 
sell as high, or higher, than cotton-seed meal, as it is usually 
richer in protein than the latter.
 “Prices Paid for Beans by the Oil Mills: The price 
which the mill men can pay for soy beans will be governed 
to a large extent by the prices they are able to secure for the 
soy-bean oil and meal. If these products bring good prices 
the mills ought to be in a position to pay the farmer a good 
price for his beans. During the past fall farmers generally 
were able to secure from the oil mills from $1 to $1.15 per 
bushel. In some cases as high as $1.25 per bushel was paid. 
It may be of interest in this connection to know that during 
1913 and 1914 the British Oil Mills, located mainly at Hull, 
England, paid from $1.00 to $1.17 per bushel for Asiatic 
beans. During 1915 the price paid at the mills at Hull varied 
from $1.04 per bushel in January to $1.82 per bushel at the 
end of the year.
 “Soy-Bean Oil Industry in England, Manchuria and 
Japan: In England, the oil from the soy bean is extracted 
largely by a secret process owned by an oil extracting 
company of Hull. By this process the seed are ground fi nely 
and are then treated directly by means of a solvent, which is 
thought to be benzine. Afterwards the oil is removed from 
the solvent by distilling off the latter, the solvent being used 
over and over again in the extractive process. The meal 
after treatment is dried and ground fi nely. The meal is of a 
bright color, is sweet in taste, and has a pleasant odor. By 

this process not more than 1 per cent of oil is left in it, the 
remaining meal running from 43 to 45 per cent of protein. 
It has practically the same number of feeding units as has 
meal derived directly from soy-bean cake, and it sells in 
Europe for practically the same price per ton. This industry 
in Manchuria and Japan is one of the most important and 
profi table. In 1911 more than 1,500,000 tons of oil were 
exported from these countries. Most of the oil is secured 
from the bean by processes of expression. Some of these 
methods are quite crude, especially those used by the natives.
 “In the modern mill in Manchuria the soy beans are 
crushed in large quantities by steam-driven rollers. The 
crushed seed are then carried down funnels to the oil 
extracting room, where they are steamed by vapor, which 
can be regulated at will, the process being rapid, owing to 
the force at which the steam plays upon the wafers. In some 
of the mills it has been found to be more satisfactory to 
discard steam pressure in extracting the oil, and use hand 
pressure, as it is done in the mills of the natives, the reason 
for this being that hydraulic pressure is so quickly fi nished, 
notwithstanding the fact that a much less fl ow of oil is 
secured than by the slower hand process. The bean cake, 
with as much oil as is left in it after hand pressure, is not in 
the best condition for fertilizing purposes. By use of gasoline 
extraction the whole of the oil may be secured, the oil being 
of a clear, pure color, and hardly bearing any resemblance 
at all to the dark, muddy oil secured by the old hand-press 
method.
 “The machinery used by the larger operators of England, 
Continental Europe, as well as of Japan, Korea, Manchuria, 
and China, is of Anglo-American manufacture, which is the 
kind ordinarily used in the expression of oil from cotton 
seed. In 1910 Stewart and Chard secured patents in England 
for a special machine which was particularly adapted for 
breaking up the beans. This machine has been very useful in 
solving some of the diffi culties experienced in the soy-bean 
crushing industry in England.
 “In England soy-bean oil for general purposes is not 
refi ned, as is cotton-seed oil in America, by the use of caustic 
soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s earth.
 “Processes of refi ning soy-bean oil for edible purposes 
have been devised, but these, like those used for extracting 
the oil from the seed, have been kept secret; but they are 
thought in most cases to be by means of superheated steam.”
 “Importation of oil: In this connection it may be of 
interest to know that for the fi ve years ending with 1916 
there were imported into this country more than 174,000,000 
pounds of soy-bean oil, which represented crushings 
amounting to more than 12,000,000 bushels. Of these, 47.6 
per cent came through the port of New York; 36.1 per cent 
through Seattle [Washington]; 9.6 per cent through San 
Francisco [California]; 2.2 per cent through Philadelphia 
[Pennsylvania]; 1.6 per cent through Boston [Massachusetts]; 
1.1 per cent through Chicago [Illinois]; and 1.3 per cent 
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through all other ports of the United States. In 1916, 75 per 
cent of the importations came through the ports of Seattle 
and of San Francisco, the chief port of entry being Seattle, 
with 62.9 per cent of the total importation. During 1916 
more than 98,000,000 pounds of soy-bean oil came in from 
other countries, 99.9 per cent of the total coming from Asia. 
Of the total amount imported from Asia, almost 72 per cent 
were shipped from Japanese ports. The total importations 
during 1916 were valued at little more than $5,000,000. It is 
interesting to note that at this time (October 20), because of 
the advance in linseed oil and the increased demand for soy-
bean oil, strictly prime quality soy-bean oil is bringing 9.75 
cents per pound or about 75 cents per gallon f.o.b. New York.
 “Soy-Bean Meal as a Feed: The Animal Industry 
Division of this Station has been conducting considerable 
experimental work during the past year to determine the 
feeding value of soy-bean meal when fed to hogs and 
chickens. From results secured at the Branch Station in 
Edgecombe County, they conclude that both for rapidity and 
economy of gains this meal has proven itself as a superior 
product for part of the ration for hogs.
 “In feeding trials with young chicks at the Pender Test 
Farm they found that when soy-bean meal was fed in equal 
quantities with wheat shorts and cracked corn mixed with 
sweet milk, the soy-bean meal proved to be a most valuable 
feed, and was found to be equal in value in the ration to 
rolled oats as a growth producer.
 “They have found, too, in their experiments this year 
with pigs, that where one-third of the ration by weight 
consisted of soy-bean meal, and the other two-thirds of 
cracked corn, the bodies of the pigs became fi rmer than was 
the case with a parallel lot fed a ration made up of two-thirds 
cracked corn and one-third wheat shorts. From the results 
thus far secured by them, they have been led to conclude 
that soy-bean meal when fed properly does not produce soft-
bodied hogs, as has been thought by some” (Continued). 
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. 
Exp. Station.

690. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their uses 
(Continued–Document part III). North Carolina Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Circular No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy Beans and Products for 
Human Food: “Soy beans, before crushing, and the meal 
secured by crushing, seem to have great possibilities in the 
way of different human foods. They are not only rich in food 
nutrients, but when properly prepared make very appetizing 
products.
 “From the soy beans themselves, or from meal after 
the oil has been largely removed, macaroni, milk, cheese, a 
coffee substitute, and fl our for making biscuits and muffi ns 
may be secured. The soy-bean fl our gives best results when 
mixed in the proportion of 1 to 3 with wheat fl our or corn 
meal.

 “In China and Japan the soy bean has been largely used 
for human consumption from the earliest times. In Europe 
and America it has been used to some extent, in recent 
years, for this purpose. In this country some enterprising 
manufacturers are putting out prepared pork and beans, part 
of all of the beans being soy beans. A regular preparation of 
these which the writer has tried proved to be of as high grade 
as could be desired.
 “In Eastern countries the beans are used largely to take 
the place of beef in the diet of the people. Because of their 
richness in protein they are used to supplement rice, which 
is defi cient in this nutrient. Tofu (vegetable cheese), Natto, 
yuba, and miso are staple foods made from soy beans.
 “Muffi ns made from soy-bean fl our have been found to 
be very palatable. To make these, take about ½ cupful of soy-
bean fl our, about 1½ cupfuls of wheat fl our, ½ teaspoonful 
of salt, 2 eggs, 1 teacupful of sweet milk, two rounded 
teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and 1½ tablespoonfuls of 
melted (but not hot) butter. These should be beaten well 
together, adding the melted butter last. Then bake in gem 
pans placed in a hot oven. This quantity will make about 
twelve muffi ns.
 “The chief value of the fl our lies in its high content 
of protein (muscle-forming material) and mineral matter, 
one pound of it containing as much protein as two pounds 
of meat. Bread made from the soy-bean fl our in Germany, 
where it is being largely used at the present time, secures 
about the same amount of food value as six dollars spent 
for meat. The fl our seems to have especial value in the 
preparation of foods for delicate infants which have diffi culty 
with digesting cows’ milk, and for persons suffering with 
diabetic troubles.”
 A diagram (p. 7) shows “Products secured from the 
crushing of a ton of soy beans by the oil mill, and the 
material made from these products.” One ton yields 1,650 lb 
of meal, 32 gallons of oil, and 120 lb of trash and moisture. 
From the meal one can make food (human and animal), 
fertilizer, and celluloid. The human food can be macaroni, 
fl our, sauce, milk, cheese, coffee, and lard. From the oil one 
can make food (cooking oils, butter [margarine?]), paints, 
enamels, blown oil (linoleum, India rubber substitutes, 
varnishes), and soap stock (soaps, glycerine).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains a diagram of this type. 
Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. 
Exp. Station.

691. Trautshol’d, V.V. 1916. Torgovlya Kharbinskogo 
raiona za 1914 god [Trade of the Harbin region for 1914]. 
Doneseniya Imperialisticheskogo Rossiysskogo Konsul’stva 
(Reports of the Imperial Russian Consulates). See p. 248-49, 
258-59, 272-73. [Rus]
• Summary: Gives information on soybean movements in 
Manchuria in about 1910-1912. Address: Russian Consul in 
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Harbin.

692. Bull, Sleeter. 1916. Principles of feeding of farm 
animals. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xix + 397 p. 
Illust. Maps. Index. [4 soy ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages xiv, 18, 20, 
80, 106, 114, 150, 159, 163, 184-86, 206, 214, 234, 245, 246 
(Illust.), 264, 270, 265, 277, 294, 302, 335, 337, 339, 340-42, 
344, 346, 347, 349, 351, 352, 353.
 Chapter 1, “The chemical composition of feedingstuffs” 
states (p. 20): “When ground feedingstuffs containing 
considerable fat, such as corn meal, soybean meal, oil 
meal, etc., are stored they gradually become rancid and 
consequently unpalatable to animals.”
 Page 106: “Roughages may be defi ned as feedingstuffs 
which contain a relatively small amount of net energy (or 
digestible nutrients) in a large bulk. They contain a large 
percentage of crude fi ber. Roughages usually contain less 
than 40 therms of net energy per 100 pounds, although there 
are a few exceptions. Nitrogenous roughages are relatively 
high in digestible protein. They usually contain 6 per cent or 
more of digestible protein. Examples are clover, alfalfa, and 
soy-bean hay. Non-nitrogenous roughages are relatively low 
in digestible protein. They usually contain less than 6 per 
cent of digestible protein. Examples are timothy hay, corn 
stover, and oat straw.”
 A table (p. 114) titled “Average weights of concentrates” 
gives, for each of 37 feedingstuffs two numbers: “One 
quart weighs” and “One lb. measures.” For “Soy beans” the 
numbers are 1.8 lb. and 0.6 quarts. of 1 quart.
 A table (p. 150) gives the “Amounts of different feeds 
equivalent to one feed unit.” For “Linseed meal, dried 
distillers’ grains, gluten feed, and soy beans” this amount 
averages 0.9 lb.
 Chapter 9, “Seeds and grains” has a section (p. 185) 
on: “Soybeans are grown principally in China, but some 
varieties may be grown successfully in the corn-belt. Henry 
and Morrison (1) state that no other plant in the United 
States grown so little at this time as the soybean is so full 
of promise to agriculture, especially to animal husbandry. 
They are one of the most valuable substitutes for clover in 
the corn-belt. They may be used as hay or forage, or the 
beans may be harvested and fed. The beans are very high 
in both protein and fat, containing 36.3 and 18.0 per cent 
respectively. One part of soybeans and two parts of corn 
with mineral matter make a fairly satisfactory ration for 
hogs. They are excellent with corn for sheep. Fed to dairy 
cows, they have a tendency to produce soft butter. Owing to 
the high value of soybeans as seed, it is doubtful if they can 
be used economically for stock feeding until their price is 
lower.”
 Under “Miscellaneous oil by-products” we read (p. 214): 
“Soybean cake, or meal is the residue after the extraction 
of the oil from soybeans. It contains about 43 per cent of 

protein and is as valuable for feeding as cottonseed meal. It 
is imported from China and Japan and used to a considerable 
extent along the Pacifi c coast, particularly as a feed for dairy 
cows and for poultry, although it may be used for the other 
farm animals. It is not used to any extent in the East and 
Middle West.”
 Chapter 14, “The hays” states (p. 245): “Soybean hay, 
although little used, ranks in feeding value with the other 
legume hays. Soybeans may be grown as a catch crop.”
 Chapter 15, “Fodders and stovers” states (p. 264): 
“Clover, alfalfa, soybean, and cowpea straw contain more 
crude protein than the non-legume straws.”
 Chapter 17, “Pasture or forage, and soiling crops,” 
says (p. 277): “Soybeans.–Like cowpeas, soybean forage is 
used principally for hogs. Hogs relish soybeans better than 
cowpeas. Carmichael and Eastwood, at the Ohio Experiment 
Station (1), found that clover, rape, soybeans, and bluegrass 
as forages for pork production ranked in the order named. 
A one-half full-feed of corn to hogs on soybeans will result 
in good gains. Soybeans may be planted in the corn for 
hog pasture, but cowpeas are much better suited for this 
purpose.”
 Chapter 18, “Silage,” states (p. 294-95): “Clover, alfalfa, 
cowpeas, and soybeans may be put in the silo. They make a 
fairly palatable silage which is high in protein. They should 
be cut at the same time as for hay-making, and care should 
be taken to pack them thoroughly in the silo. However, it is 
usually inadvisable to use these crops for silage if they can 
be made into hay.”
 Note: Sleeter Bull was born in 1887. Address: B.S., 
B.S.Ag., M.S., Associate in Animal Nutrition, College of 
Agriculture and Agric. Exp. Station, Univ. of Illinois.

693. Sornay, Pierre de. 1916. Green manures and manuring 
in the tropics, including an account of the economic value of 
leguminosæ as sources of foodstuffs, vegetable oils, drugs, 
etc. Translated from the French by F.W. Flattely. London: 
John Bole, Sons and Danielson, Ltd. xvi + 466 p. Illust. 26 
cm. [12 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is dedicated “To my esteemed Master 
and Friend M.P. Bonâme. A token of deep gratitude and 
sincere admiration.” It “was awarded a gold medal by the 
Société Nationale d’Agricole de France.” The translator 
is from the International Institute of Agriculture, Rome, 
and the Dep. of Zoology, University College of Wales, 
Aberystwth. In the introduction H. Pellet states (p. viii) 
“M. de Sornay, who for a number of years has been a 
member of the Agronomic Station of Mauritius, had already 
published, some time ago, in the Bulletin of the Station, a 
short treatise on the Leguminosæ.” This volume is a major 
expansion of that work. The author was one of the fi rst to 
study intercropping of sugar cane with legumes. Working in 
Mauritius, he found that legumes used in mixed cultivation 
with sugar prevented the growth of weeds and retained the 
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soluble salts which would have been washed away by rain. 
A trailing variety of peanut was used. He also suggested 
soybean as an intercrop because “it does not interfere in 
any way with the small canes; the soybean may be used 
on a mixed cultivation and may even be sown in two rows 
in interspaces of canes” (p. 184). Also includes concise 
information about the cultivation and yield of soybeans.
 Chapter 1, “General remarks” (p. 1-9) begins: “The 
family of the Leguminosæ, which numbers not less than 
7,000 species distributed over every portion of the globe, 
contains, according to Van Tieghem, 430 genera.” “The 
Leguminosae are generally divided into three great sub-
families: Cæsalpineæ, Mimoseæ, and Papilionaceæ.” The 
fi rst two sub-families prefer tropical climates, whereas the 
Papilionaceæ “adapt themselves to every climate and are 
found distributed from the Equator [Ecuador] to the Poles.” 
The Papilionaceæ are divided into eleven tribes; a table 
shows these and the subtribes or genera they contain. The 
genus Glycine is in the tribe Phaseoleæ, subtribe Glycina.
 Chapter 2 is an “Account [history] of the theories on 
the absorption of nitrogen from the air by the leguminosæ.” 
Chapter 3 (p. 9-46) is a “Description of the various 
leguminous plants of agricultural value.” The 37 species 
discussed include the peanut (p. 47-70), Bambarra ground-
nut or Voandzou (p. 70-72, native of Madagascar), pois carré 
[winged bean] (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus), and Soja, or 
Soy bean (p. 182-92).
 The rambling treatment of the soy bean discusses bits 
and pieces of its history, botany, and yields in India, South 
Africa, and Mauritius. Nineteen tables show its composition. 
Concerning uses: “The seed of the soy bean is eaten as a 
vegetable by the majority of Chinese and Japanese, and they 
make numerous other uses of it.” The chief ones are: Soy 
milk, soy cheese [tofu], and shoyu. “The roasted seeds of 
the soy bean are used in the United States and Switzerland 
as a substitute for coffee. Not containing any starch, these 
breads are used in the manufacture of breads and biscuits 
for people suffering from diabetes. They are found on the 
European market... The seeds are pressed in order to extract 
the oil, the oil resulting from the fi rst expression being used 
in the manufacture of soap, whilst that from the second is 
used as machine oil. The cake is given to cattle mixed with 
other nutriments of lower nitrogen content. The trade in soy 
has increased considerably during the last fi ve years.” Trade 
statistics (exports of soy beans from Manchuria and imports 
to Europe) and prices on the London market (of soy beans, 
oil, and cake) are given.
 Chapter 7, “Starch in the leguminosæ” (p. 246+) 
discusses the “Characters of the principal starches in the 
Leguminosæ.” It contains an illustration (line drawing) of 
the starch in Soja hispida (Fig. 42, p. 251), and a description 
(p. 255) as follows: “Soja hispida.–Soy contains very little 
starch. The shape of the grains is fairly uniform, whilst 
their size is very variable. All the grains polarize clearly. 

The hilum is linear, occasionally stellate, but of rather rare 
occurrence. The striations are only visible at the edges 
and are very close together. Starch only very slightly 
homogeneous.” Address: Chemist, Ex-Asst. Director of 
the Station Agronomique of Mauritius, Laureate of the 
Association des Chimistes de Sucrerie et de Distillerie de 
France et des Colonies, Laureate of the Société Nationale 
d’Agriculture de France.

694. Todorovich, D.N. 1916. IApono-russkaya torgovlya 
[Japanese-Russian trade]. Doneseniya Imperialisticheskogo 
Rossiysskogo Konsul’stva (Reports of the Imperial Russian 
Consulates). See p. 30-31, 42-43, 48-49. [Rus]
• Summary: Tables give import-export data by category from 
1877 to 1914, from 1912 to 1914, and for the fi rst 7 months 
of 1915. Address: Russian Consul in Kobe.

695. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. The soy bean. 
Thrives in United States–Of importance as source of oil, 
food products, and fertilizer. 4(23):4. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “While the bean may be grown throughout 
the humid and semihumid sections of the South and in the 
southern portion of the corn belt, it thrives especially well in 
the cotton-growing regions.”
 “Soy beans have been grown for forage in this country 
for many years, and their adaptability to a wide range of 
climatic and soil conditions has been fully demonstrated. In 
recent years the crop has been grown to an increasing extent 
for its seed in eastern North Carolina. A large production 
of the beans in this section in 1915, together with the 
occurrence of a cottonseed shortage, led to the experimental 
pressing of a considerable quantity of beans by local oil 
mills. These experiments were entirely satisfactory, and the 
mills participating in them are now taking an active part in 
the development of this new industry with American-grown 
beans. Oil mills on the Pacifi c coast have been operating 
for several years with soy beans imported from Manchuria 
[since about 1911] and have found a ready sale in this region 
for the oil, cake, and other products.”
 “In large bean-growing districts special harvesters for 
gathering the seed in the fi eld are used quite successfully. 
The cost of production varies from $7.50 to $12 per acre, 
depending on the methods employed in growing and 
handling the crop... The average yield in eastern North 
Carolina is about 25 bushels, although many fi elds produce 
35 bushels or more to the acre.” Address: Washington, DC.

696. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1917. Imports entered for 
consumption into the United States. 91(7):151-60. Feb. 9. 
See p. 156-57. Annual review–Extra edition.
• Summary: In a full-page table (p. 156) the section titled 
“Oil, Soya Bean” gives statistics for imports of soya bean 
oil for consumption into the United States for the fi scal 
years ended June 30th from 1912 to 1916. Imports in 1912 
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were 28,019,560 lb worth $1,578,968. But in 1913 they 
plunged to 12,440,406 lb worth $635,882. Thereafter they 
steadily increased to a record 98,171,275 lb in 1916, worth 
$5,131,582.
 The section titled “Seed, Soya Bean” (p. 157) gives 
imports of soya beans from 1914 to 1916. Imports in 1914 
were 1,929,435 lb worth $49,507. They jumped in 1915 to 
3,837,865 lb worth $87,306. But dropped a little in 1916 to 
3,003,065 lb worth $78,963. “Not stated prior to 1914.”
 Note: Part of this rapid rise after 1914 was due to World 
War I.

697. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1917. Market for other 
vegetable oils. Prices highest in years–Production increased–
Soya imports enormous. 91(7):74-75. Feb. 9. Annual 
review–Extra edition.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya bean oil” begins (p. 
75): “Imports of soya bean oil into the United States for the 
calendar year amounted to approximately 250,000 barrels, 
the largest in the history of the trade. In 1915 the total 
importations amounted to but 50,000 barrels, and in 1914 
the arrivals were even smaller. The tremendous increase in 
imports during 1916 was inspired by the shortage in fats and 
vegetable oils and the entire quantity was readily absorbed, 
consumers paying comparatively high prices for the material. 
Practically all of the oil imported came from Japan. Owing 
to the success of the 1916 season even greater quantities 
will be shipped to these shores over the coming year. Trade 
authorities predict that in 1917 the importations of soya bean 
oil will amount to approximately 500,000 barrels.”
 Heavy speculation in this commodity was a factor in the 
large imports and high prices. “The shortage in the supply 
of cottonseed oil made consumers look around for other oils 
and fats to fulfi ll their needs. Soya bean oil, being the lowest 
in price of all competing oils, importers and consumers 
immediately took advantage of the situation. Owing to 
the unusual conditions prevailing in the freight market 
arrangements were entered into whereby large shipments 
could come to this country via Seattle [Washington] 
and other Pacifi c coast points. This arrangement proved 
satisfactory, especially to Western consumers. The 
soapmakers were the principal buyers, but large quantities 
also were taken by manufacturers of edible oils and lard 
compound. Through the perfection of the hydrogenation 
process lard compound makers were enabled to consume 
large quantities.”
 “The year opened with soya bean oil quoted in the 
New York market, spot delivery, at 7.75@8c. per pound, 
in barrels.” The price rose steadily during the year and “in 
December sellers were asking from 11½c. [cents] to 12c. 
per pound, cooperage basis, spot delivery” [= available for 
immediate delivery after sale].
 “Early in the year paint makers bought soya sparingly, 
owing to the comparatively low market [price] for linseed 

oil.” But demand increased in the fall, as linseed oil prices 
rose.
 A table shows the high and low prices for soya bean oil 
(per pound in barrels) each month from Jan. 1914 to Dec. 
1916.

698. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1917. Imports into the 
United States for the calendar years 1914, 1915 and 1916. 
91(7):162-63. Feb. 9. Annual review–Extra edition.
• Summary: A full-page table (p. 162) gives statistics for 
imports of Oil–Vegetable–Expressed, including soya bean 
oil (in lbs, duty free). Imports in 1914 were 12,554,946 lb 
worth $657,231. In 1915 they jumped to 21,335,213 lb worth 
$931,791. In 1916 (largely because of World War I) they 
skyrocketed to 145,409,269 lb worth $8,212,738.

699. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1917. 
Some prohibited imports [to the UK during World War II]. 
Feb. 26. p. 8.
• Summary: “(Australian and N.Z. Cable Association.) 
London, February 25. In addition to the articles Mr. Lloyd 
George mentioned, the Gazette prohibits the importation of... 
soya beans, sugar, tea, typewriters, wine of all kinds,...”
 “The prohibition operates forthwith. It does not apply to 
goods imported under Board of Trade license.
 “Mr. Lloyd George’s speech gave rise to the impression 
that meat imports would be severely restricted, but this is 
unfounded, and the Gazette does not mention meat.”

700. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1917. Prohibition of 
imports. Wholehearted support accorded. Feb. 26. p. 9.
• Summary: “London, Feb. 24–A Gazette proclamation says 
the list of prohibited imports includes antimony ware, curios, 
embroidery, artifi cial fl owers, hides, raw jute, mattings, 
quebracho [tree], hemlock, mangrove and its extracts, silks, 
not including yarns, soya beans, straw plaitings, plated gilt 
vases, glass, perfumery and cotton hosiery. The prohibition 
does not apply to goods imported under Board of Trade 
licence [license].
 “The [news] papers wholeheartedly support Mr. Lloyd 
George’s restrictions, though they are much more drastic 
than anticipated.” They “fully respond to the public demand 
for strong measures to win the war and will be accepted 
cheerfully.”

701. Brenier, H. 1917. Les ressources de l’Indochine en 
plantes oléagineuses [Indochinese resources of oleaginous 
plants]. Academie d’Agriculture de France, Comptes Rendus 
3(7):185-95. See p. 188-89. Session of 21 Feb. 1917. Index. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Indo-China is a colony of France. Starting in 
1912, Germany imported 1,425,000 tonnes (metric tons) 
of oil-yielding seeds, whereas France, the chief importing 
country up to that time, imported only 1,219,000 tonnes in 
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1913, and England about 1 million tonnes. As the English 
oil-mills increased their capacity by about 25%, imports into 
England rose to 1,700,000 tonnes in 1915, but fell in 1916 
to 1,400,000 tonnes–yet still exceeding French imports. 
Because Indo-China is a French colony, France has the 
greatest interest in fi nding in her colonies the raw materials 
needed by her industries. From this viewpoint, Indo-China 
offers France resources of the greatest importance.
 I must now say a word about soya. You know what 
a surprise occurred around 1909 when we learned that a 
new oilseed was suddenly being presented in the European 
markets in considerable quantities, since, from the fi rst year, 
Manchuria had exported 410,000 tons of soya.
 At that moment, the industry in Marseilles (Marseille), 
keeping an eye on all the changes with respect to oilseeds, 
had attempted to procure soya; we had diffi culty with 
customs: we did not know if it should be classifi ed as a 
legume, for soya can be viewed as either a haricot-type bean 
or as an oilseed. While the matter was being discussed, all 
the available beans had been purchased by Hull, England, 
and Hamburg, Germany. The market was lost for us.
 The analysis of soybean seeds from Cambodia proved 
that their oil content is superior to that of soybeans from 
Manchuria, although it does not exceed 18%. Since it is 
simultaneously a legume capable of playing a role as a soil-
improving crop, it was essential to demonstrate it.
 Concerning sesame (p. 190-91): It is cultivated in 
Tonkin and Annam, and might well be grown in Cambodge 
(Cambodia) and Cochin China. It gives a very high oil yield, 
sometimes up to 50%. Enormous quantities of sesame are 
cultivated in and exported from British India.
 Concerning peanuts (p. 191-92): In good years, as much 
as 420,000 tonnes of pea-nuts are imported into Marseilles; 
this represents about one-third of French imports of oils and 
fats. Although Senegal supplies 200,000 tonnes, this amount 
does not nearly meet the commercial demands and its further 
cultivation in other French colonies is, therefore, most 
desirable. Light soil, indispensable to peanut cultivation, 
is found in Tonkin, Central Annam, Cochin China, and 
Cambodge. In Africa the yield is from 20 to 29 cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds], whereas in Indo-China it is as 
high as 39, or, in good soil, even 49 cwt. Address: Directeur 
général de la Chambre de Commerce de Marseille.

702. McClelland, C.K. 1917. Farms and farmers: The soy or 
soja bean. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 4. p. A8.
• Summary: An overview of the soy bean, long cultivated 
in China, Japan and Manchuria, and recently imported in 
large quantities to the USA and Europe to make oil and 
“soy bean cake” (also called “soy cake”). “The oil is used as 
salad oil, in the manufacture of butterine [margarine], lards 
and greases, fancy inks, white enamel and water-proofi ng 
compounds. It contains about 10 per cent glycerine, which 
is taken out as a by-product in the manufacture of soap... 

The oil is better than linseed oil for white enamel as it does 
not yellow with age or when used on interiors where there is 
little light.”
 “Third crop offers another opportunity to southern 
farmers to diversify and to the oil men to secure another 
material for pressing in their mills during the season when 
there is a scarcity of cotton seed.”
 Also discusses growing soy beans for seed, hay, pasture 
and silage. Address: Editor & Prof., Experiment, Georgia.

703. San Francisco Chronicle. 1917. From coast ports. 
March 5. p. 9.
• Summary: “Seattle–Special dispatch to The Chronicle. 
March 4. With a cargo consisting principally of 1,130 
bales of raw silk, 847 cases of silk goods, 9,500 cases of 
fi recrackers and 80 barrels of soya bean oil, the O.S.K. 
[Osaka Shosen Kaisha] liner Canada Maru arrived early 
this morning from the Orient. She brought eight fi rst-class 
passengers and thirty-eight steerage passengers.”

704. San Francisco Chronicle. 1917. From coast ports. 
March 6. p. 15.
• Summary: “Seattle. Special dispatch to The Chronicle. 
Seattle, March 5.–Bringing a full cargo of soya bean oil, 
the steamer Nielsen, under charter to Mitsui & Co., arrived 
today at 1 P.M. from Vladivostok, via Dalny, completing her 
maiden voyage.”

705. McClelland, C.K. 1917. Farms and farmers: Soy beans 
(Continued). Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). March 11. p. 
A10-A11.
• Summary: Contents: Soy bean meal. Soy beans for green 
manure. Varieties. Special points on culture of the soy bean.
 “The meal which is left from the crushing and pressing 
of the soy beans for oil is a very valuable nitrogenous feed. 
Quantities of this meal have been imported within the past 
few years from Manchuria into the Pacifi c coast states.” 
Address: Editor & Prof., Experiment, Georgia.

706. San Francisco Chronicle. 1917. From coast ports. 
March 24. p. 17.
• Summary: “Seattle. Special dispatch to The Chronicle. 
Seattle, March 23.–Bringing 117,000 cases of Soy bean 
oil and 8,000 measurement tons of general Oriental cargo 
between them, the steamer Unkai Maru No. 5 and the Hokkai 
Maru, both of the Mitsui fl eet, arrived today at 1 o’clock, 
the fi rst from Darien [Dairen?] and the later from Kobe. In 
addition to Soy bean oil, the Hokkai Maru brought 500 cases 
of wood oil.”

707. Williams, C.G.; Park, J.B. 1917. Soybeans: Their 
culture and use. Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletin No. 312. p. 577-600. March. [3 ref]
• Summary: This bulletin consists of two articles: “Soybean 
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Culture” by Williams, and “Uses of Soybeans” by Park. The 
latter, which contains extensive information on soyfoods, 
is an extract of Park’s paper titled “Soybeans as Human 
Food. Palatable Dishes Made from a Comparatively New 
Legume”; it was printed in Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station Monthly Bulletin 2(9, whole no. 21):299-303. Sept. 
1917.
 Contents: I. Soybean culture. Introduction: Production 
in Ohio, place. Climate and soil requirements: Climate, soil, 
fertilizers, inoculation. Seeding and cultivation: Seed bed, 
time of seeding, manner of seeding, depth seeding, rate of 
seeding, cultivation. Harvesting: For hay, for silage, for seed 
(“The best implements for cutting soybeans for seed are the 
mowing machine with side-delivery attachment, the self-rake 
reaper and the grain binder.”), threshing. Varieties: For seed 
production, for hay. The effect of soybeans in crop rotations.
 Tables show: (0) Acreage planted to fi ve legumes 
in Ohio. Red and alsike clover: 880,676 acres (No. 1). 
Soybeans: 4,921 acres (No. 4). (1) Rate of seeding and yields 
of soybeans in Ohio from 1909 to 1916. Best rate–3 pecks/
acre–gave 6-year average yield of 3,540 lb/acre of beans. (2) 
Description of 25 varieties: Amherst, Auburn, Cloud, Ebony, 
Elton (Chestnut)* (* = The Elton was fi rst sent out by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture under the name of Chestnut), 
Habaro, Hollybrook, Ito San, Ito San 17268, Manchuria, 
Medium Green, Mongol, Mikado, Ohio 7491, Ohio 7496, 
Ohio 9001, Ohio 9016, Ohio 9035, Ohio 9100, Ohio 9110, 
Sable, Shingto, Taha, Wing’s No. 1, Yosho. The fi ve highest 
yielders of grain are: Ohio 9016 (29.22 bu/acre, 5 year 
average), Ohio 7496, Elton, Ito San 17268, and Shingto.
 (3) Yields of grain and straw of these 25 varieties. (4) 
Variety tests at the county experiment farms (yields of 8 
varieties). (5) Soybean hay test (yields of 10 varieties, 1912-
1916). (6) Wheat yields following crops of corn, soybeans 
(the highest), potatoes, or oats.
 Part II. Uses of soybeans. Introduction. Use for animal 
food: Hay, grain, soiling crop. Special uses and products: 
Soybean meal, soybean oil. Use for human food: Soy sauce, 
soybean milk, use of the whole beans.
 Concerning soymilk and tofu (p. 300): “If a small 
amount either of acid or of magnesium or calcium salts is 
added to the liquid [soybean milk], or if it is allowed to stand 
until sour, a curd is formed which settles out, leaving a clear, 
yellowish, watery liquid. The grayish white curd can be 
drained, pressed and eaten like cottage cheese. When salted 
and fried it is palatable, and can be used as a salad. This bean 
curd is the tofu which is so extensively eaten in the Orient. It 
is made fresh every day, and is as staple an article of diet of 
Oriental peoples as bread is of ours. As used by the Japanese 
these cakes contain 83 to 88 percent of water, 7 to 11 percent 
of protein and 4 to 5 percent of fat.”
 Concerning use of the whole beans: “When properly 
roasted and prepared, the ripe soybean makes a good 
substitute for coffee, equal to many of the cereal preparations 

on the market” (p. 302).
 Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with its leaves 
removed to show pods (front cover). (2) A fi eld of soybeans, 
with about half the leaves fallen, ready to be cut for seed 
(opposite p. 581). (3) Root system of a soybean plant with 
“numerous nodules in which nitrogen-fi xing bacteria live” 
(p. 583).
 Tables show: (7) Percentage composition and 
digestibility of soybean meal (pressed, or extracted) and 
other foodstuffs [oil meals and feed grains] for comparison. 
(8) Quantity and value of imports of soybeans, soybean cake, 
and soybean oil into the United States, 1910-1915.
 Bar charts show (p. 600): (1) Pounds of digestible 
protein in 100 pounds of 14 food materials; soy beans are 
highest at 28.3 lb. (2) Pounds of digestible protein and 
digestible carbohydrate that one dollar will buy in the form 
of the same 14 food materials; in the form of soy beans, 
it will buy the most digestible protein (9.43 lbs at 3 cents/
pound) and the 4th most digestible carbohydrate (after corn 
meal, rice, and wheat fl our). Address: Wooster, Ohio.

708. International Review of the Science and Practice of 
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome). 
1917. International trade in feeding stuffs: Annual Review 
No. 3. 8(4):489-551. April 1. See p. 490-91, 502-05, 535-43. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “This third Annual 
Review gives the International Trade in Feeding Stuffs up 
the end of 1916 as far as the present conditions allow, and 
according to the scheme established in the send Review (1).
 “Two new headings have been introduced: soya and 
soya-cake, brewing residues; for these are given, under 
the heading coeffi cients, the factors used to calculate the 
production of concentrates on the basis of the available 
supply of raw materials.”
 The section titled “Production of concentrated foods for 
livestock,” under coeffi cients (p. 491), states: “Soya cakes–
For countries importing soya, the production of cakes has 
been estimated at the rate of 80% of the net importation.”
 Three tables (p. 502-04) give fi gures in metric tons 
for 1912 to 1916. The fi rst table, titled “Trade in soya 
[soybeans]” (p. 502) gives fi gures as follows: (a) Producing 
countries: China (exports), Korea (exports), and Japan 
(production, imports, exports). (b) Importing countries: 
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, United States, France, 
Netherlands (imports and exports), United Kingdom (imports 
and re-exports), Russia, and Sweden. The largest exporter 
of soybeans in 1912 is China (661,004 tonnes), followed 
by Korea (98,674). The largest importer in 1912 is United 
Kingdom, followed by Germany, Netherlands, Denmark.
 The second table, titled “Trade in soya cake” (p. 503) 
follows the same format with the same countries as the fi rst 
table. The largest exporter of soya cake in 1912 is China 
(493,477 tonnes), followed by Korea (1,063). The largest 
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importer is Japan (518,056), followed by Netherlands 
(23,852).
 The third table, titled “Production of soya cake in 
importing countries” (p. 504) gives estimated fi gures for 
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, United States, France, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, and Russia. The largest 
producer in 1912 was the United Kingdom (143,431 tonnes), 
followed by Germany (77,014) and Denmark (27,185).

709. Los Angeles Times. 1917. Grow soya beans: 
Movement to start a new and profi table industry at Tacoma 
[Washington]. April 8. p. III22.
• Summary: From Philadelphia Public Ledger: “An attempt 
to inaugurate an entirely new and profi table industry in 
Tacoma and the Puyallup Valley [both in Washington state], 
in the growth of the soya bean, with the probability that the 
experiment will prove successful and result in the erection 
in Tacoma of an oil-extracting plant to cost from $50,000 to 
$75,000, is announced.
 “The soya bean is one of the most valuable imports of 
the United States from Japan, and a product which may be 
put to more uses than probably any other.” Many uses are 
listed.
 “Some time ago W.H. Paulhamus of the Puyallup and 
Sumner Fruit Growers’ Association suggested that the 
Keystone Cereal Company of this city, which imports an 
enormous quantity of the bean in cake form, make an effort 
to obtain some seed. The agents of the company in Japan, 
after lengthy negotiations, were fi nally able to purchase a 
quantity of seed, the concession being made by the Japanese 
only because of the trade the local company gave them. 
This seed will be distributed free of charge to farmers of the 
Puyallup Valley and Western Washington by the growers’ 
association and cereal company. The seed will be sown in 
January, and it is expected a good crop will result, as the 
Puget Sound climate is very similar to that in Japan.”
 “Two shipments of the cake form of the beans are due 
here next week, each amounting to 1,000 tons. All of the 
beans received in America have passed through an oil-
extracting mill, where from 16 to 18 per cent. of their oil has 
been extracted, and the cake is then sold at from $35 to $38 
a ton. If the bean could be grown in this country an immense 
profi t would result to the grower and manufacturer, it is said.
 “Previous attempts have been made to get seed of the 
bean and test it in this country, but a suffi cient quantity has 
never been obtained, the Japanese merchants being unwilling 
to jeopardize their trade in the commodity.
 “The soya bean is very common in Japan,... Cakes made 
from the bean [probably tofu] form one of the delicacies in 
the diet of the common people.”

710. San Francisco Chronicle. 1917. From coast ports. May 
10. p. 17.
• Summary: “Seattle. Special dispatch to The Chronicle. 

Seattle, May 9.–Mitsui & Co. today announced that the 
steamers Tsurugisan Maru, Nankai Maru and Ayumasan 
Maru had been chartered for soy bean oil shipments.”

711. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1917. Islands’ bill for imported food is over ten 
million dollars a year; statistics show what campaign to 
make Hawaii self-fed really means. Booze imports amount to 
fi ve gallons a head. May 12. p. 7, 8.
• Summary: “Imports of foodstuffs into Hawaii from the 
mainland and foreign countries for the year 1916:... Soya 
beans $39,264.”

712. Williamson, A.A. 1917. Soya beans for American 
mills. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 20(125):795-99. May 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the Manchurian soybean industry 
with reference to the possibility of soybean imports for use 
in American mills. Contents: Introduction. Trade developed 
originally with England. Special regulations established. 
Arrangements for settling future deals. Advisable course for 
American buyers. Production in the Harbin consular district. 
Varieties of soya beans. Put to many uses in Far East (in 
central and western China it is ground into a fl our to be made 
into vermicelli, and employed extensively in the manufacture 
of vinegar and bean curd). Dairen a center for oil industry. 
Places of production–export fi gures. Differences in quality 
of oil.
 “Soya beans have never been shipped from Dairen to the 
United States so far as is known at the American consulate. 
Certainly they have never been among the declared exports, 
although they may have gone by way of a Japanese port...
 “The soya bean fi rst became known to world trade in 
1908 when shipments to England were made by the Mitsui 
Bussan Kaisha, although it has long been an article of 
everyday use among the Chinese. In the boom that followed 
many evil practices arose, as a result of which losses of 
considerable amounts were sustained by fi rms interested 
in the business and not engaged in speculation, largely 
through the failure of some dealers and speculators to deliver 
merchandise contracted for in advance. By 1910 things had 
come to such a condition that whenever a ship came in to 
load for Europe the price of beans would soar far above the 
normal market prices, as it was known that several of the 
foreign fi rms had contracted to deliver beans but had not 
been able to obtain delivery of the ‘future’ beans they had 
bought. So it came about that the date of a ship’s arrival 
was kept secret by its agents as long as possible to enable 
the charterers or special clients quietly to get together their 
cargo before the market began to rise. Several fi rms became 
bankrupt as a result of their losses, and the soya-bean 
business itself began to fall into bad repute.
 “Japanese offi cials sought a remedy, and as a result the 
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Dairen Staple Products Exchange and the Dairen Trust & 
Guaranty Co. were formed in June, 1913. By the regulations 
then put into force, all deals had to be made between licensed 
dealers, and both parties were protected...
 “Beans are generally shipped in gunny bags holding 
150 kin (198.42 pounds). The 100-pound bag favored by 
the American trade is not known here... The picul (133 1/3 
pounds in China) is a standard weight in the Far East, 100 
kin or catties making a picul...
 “Soya beans, under the 1909 tariff, were subject to an 
import duty in the United States of 45 cents per bushel of 60 
pounds. Oil was duty free. Under the 1913 tariff both are on 
the free list...
 “The Dairen wharves are good and are well equipped 
to handle large ships. Although elevators and loading 
machinery are not employed here because of the cheapness 
of coolie labor and for other reasons, the work is done 
expeditiously, 17,000 tons having been loaded in one day, 
while about 10,000 tons may be put down as the average, 
without night work...
 “Dairen is the center of the bean-oil industry, shipping 
about eight times as much each year as Hankow which is its 
nearest competitor... Japan takes practically all the bean cake 
exported. The United States takes none...
 “The exports of soya beans from Hankow during 1915 
were: Black 8,927 tons, green 10,513 tons, and yellow, 
52,218 tons.” Exports for 1916 are also given in a table. 
Address: Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.

713. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1917. The soy bean. 
June 12. p. 8.
• Summary: “At last the motive for urging the cultivation 
of soy beans has been discovered, it being nothing less than 
to increase the available supply of soap. which is doubtless 
a praiseworthy purpose. News comes by way of Seattle, 
Washington, from which port Mitsui & Co. have shipped in 
one lot forty tank cars, each carrying 8,000 gallons of soy 
bean oil, to Ivorydale, Ohio, the location of a soap factory 
[Procter & Gamble Co., makers of Ivory Soap].
 The oil was made in Japan and the shipment is said to be 
the shipment is “said to be the largest on record.”

714. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1917. 
Neutrals [Neutral nations in Europe during World War I]. 
June 27. p. 2.
• Summary: “The action of the United States government 
in taking authority from Congress to regulate the export 
of merchandise to neutral countries is one of signifi cance. 
It means a tightening of the blockade which is slowly but 
surely strangulating Germany.
 “Britain by placing a restriction on the export to 
Holland, Norway, Sweden and other countries contiguous 
to Germany and bargaining with those countries that they 
shall take from her only what is required for their immediate 

use has greatly reduced the amount of produce that has got 
through to the Central Empires.”
 “Before the war England received 5,700 tons of Dutch 
eggs; last year she obtained a miserable total of 790 tons, 
whilst Germany’s supply rose from 15,000 to 30,000 tons. 
Britain needs potatoes badly. Yet last year her supply 
from Holland fell from 132,000 tons to 5,000 tons, while 
Germany’s fell from only 154,000 to 122,000 tons. The 
inference from these fi gures is obvious: Holland favors the 
enemy,...”
 “Denmark, it is declared, is little better than Holland, 
Soya beans are valuable for making cattle cake and also 
probably for the oil that they contain, and Denmark is 
importing 150 per cent. more than she did before the war. 
Denmark is fattening cattle for German consumption, and 
whilst we are allowing ships to carry the feeding stuff, the 
Dane is sending fattened cattle into Germany–as many as 
8,000 a week.”

715. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1917. Use native soy 
beans. Imported soy beans are mixture of many varieties and 
undesirable for seed. 4(47):8. June 27.
• Summary: “During the past few months very large 
quantities of Manchurian and Korean soy-bean seed have 
been received at Pacifi c coast ports and distributed to some 
extent in different parts of the United States. Although 
imported mainly for industrial purposes, it has been 
brought to the attention of the United States Department 
of Agriculture that some of the seed has been offered for 
planting purposes at prices much below those of American-
grown beans. Much of this seed is exceedingly undesirable. 
The farmer is advised not to plant imported seed, as 
disappointment with the crop will almost certainly result.
 “Throughout the Orient where the beans are largely 
produced the seed is bought up by the merchants and stored 
at railway stations. No grading is attempted, the stored beans 
being of all varieties and mixed more or less with sand 
and trash. The exporters buy the beans from the merchants 
simply by weight, but before shipment the beans are graded 
only as to color of seed and cleaned. Nearly every lot 
contains several varieties resembling each other only in seed 
color.
 “The United States Department of Agriculture has tested 
over 1,000 varieties of soy beans received from different 
parts of the Orient, and the majority of these are much 
inferior to the best varieties commonly grown in the United 
States. Even small lots of imported seed have been found 
more or less mixed, in some cases as many as 12 distinct 
varieties being found in one sample... Such seed sometimes 
produces plants ranging from 10 to 30 days apart in time of 
maturity.
 “In the United States much attention has been given 
to the breeding of pure adapted varieties, and there are 
now about 20 satisfactory sorts on the market.” Address: 
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Washington, DC.

716. Los Angeles Times. 1917. Oriental beans reach here in 
record cargo: More than nine thousand tons of soyas brought 
to this port from Manchuria for Mill at Vernon, which 
extracts oil content partly for the manufacture of soap–
Experiments for salads. July 22. p. II7.
• Summary: “More than 100 longshoremen are working day 
and night at Los Angeles Harbor unloading from the Danish 
motor ship Australian a cargo of 9,373 short tons of soya 
beans from Dairen, Manchuria. This is the fi rst shipment of 
this kind ever brought to this port and the largest complete 
cargo ever received here from a foreign harbor. Other similar 
cargoes will follow.
 “The soya or soja is a little yellow bean closely 
resembling a common cow pea, although smaller in size. It 
is creating a tremendous interest in American agricultural 
circles and doing much to develop the commerce of this port. 
It yet may give Los Angeles merchants their fi rst opportunity 
to get regular steamship service to the Orient with plenty of 
cargo space for Southern California products.
 “The cargo now being unloaded is for the Globe Milling 
Company, which last November began the construction of 
an oil mill in Vernon [located 3-4 miles southeast of Los 
Angeles]. This plant is now completed and is turning out 
products from cotton seed and other materials. The soya 
beans will be handled at this mill. The oil will be produced 
from them and while a large amount will be prepared for the 
manufacture of soap, plans have been made for the conduct 
of an extensive series of experiments for the production of a 
palatable cooking and salad oil. The soya bean has about 19 
per cent. oil content and all but about 7 per cent. is extracted 
at the Vernon mills. The remaining substance is converted to 
bean cake and meal for cattle and hog feed.
 “Controls output: The Australian is of 10,000 tons 
capacity and is owned and operated by the East Asiatic 
Company, Ltd., a Danish corporation which not only controls 
the bean output of the Orient through its buying organization, 
but also owns a fl eet of sixteen motor ships and is building 
twenty more.
 “The Australian is 450 feet long and is equipped with 
twin screws and six Diesel engines. The engines are rated 
at 3,200 horse power, but develop the same power as steam 
engines rated at 15,000 horse power. The engines occupy 
very little space and the cost of operating it is only one-fi fth 
that of steam vessels of the same capacity.
 “The Australian carries a crew of only 33 men. A steam 
vessel of the same capacity would carry 65 men... The 
company has a long-time contract for fuel oil with the Union 
Oil Company at San Francisco...”
 “’California could raise the soya bean but labor 
conditions in Manchuria are such that it can be imported in 
this country and sold at a good profi t,’ said Erik F.M. Krag 
of San Francisco, Pacifi c Cast traffi c manager for the East 

Asiatic Company, yesterday.” The soya bean “is ground 
for the oil which is now being used extensively in the 
manufacture of soap and other products for which animal 
fats are now prohibitive.
 “Good stock food: ‘The hulls [sic] make a good stock 
food. Last year we imported over 200,000 tons of these 
beans into America.
 “In China the soya bean is used for food and even in 
this country it is being packed to a limited extent by eastern 
pork and bean packers. It has been raised to some extent 
in this country for stock food. It has remained for China to 
teach Boston some tricks about beans, however. America 
has become so interested in the bean that the Agricultural 
Department has sent Dr. Yamei Kin, a Chinese woman 
graduate of an American college, back to China to gather 
facts about it.
 “While the Americans have raised the bean for stock 
feed and eaten the meat the Chinese have taken a short cut to 
get the protein which is the food value of meat and milk by 
eating the bean itself.”
 A photo shows workers “Unloading soy beans from 
the Danish motor ship Australien [sic, Australian], at Los 
Angeles Harbor.”

717. Williamson, A.A. 1917. Soya beans as an Oriental 
product. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 20(181):457-60. Aug. 4.
• Summary: “In response to requests from the United States 
for estimates of the quantities of soya beans and bean oil 
produced in this part of the world, the American consulate 
at Dairen, which is the center of the soya-bean industry in 
Manchuria, has prepared fi gures of exports of beans, bean 
oil, and bean cake for fi ve years from the Chinese customs 
reports. It is generally understood that Manchuria’s annual 
production of beans is between 1,500,000 and 2,000,000 
tons.
 “It is generally considered at Dairen that 48 kin of beans 
should produce one cake weighing 46 kin and 4 kin of oil. 
This kin is the Japanese measure of weight, which is equal 
to 1.3227 pounds avoirdupois, and 100 kin make 1 Japanese 
picul (132.27 pounds), which is the ordinary measure used 
by the bean trade here. This picul, however, is slightly 
different from the Chinese customs picul, which is 133 1/3 
pounds. The latter is the picul used in the tables presented 
with this report, and 15 of them make 1 short ton of 2,000 
pounds...
 “It may seem strange that 48 kin of beans should 
produce 50 kin of products; but the 2 extra kin are taken 
up by the beans when, after being rolled, they are steamed 
before pressing...
 “One mill at Dairen is using the extraction (benzine) 
process. This produces, of course, not bean cake but bean 
meal.”
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 According to statistics compiled from Chinese customs 
reports, exports of soybeans from Manchuria rose from 
1,724,292 tons in 1911 to 2,076,688 tons in 1915, as shown 
in a table. During the same period, exports of soya-bean oil 
rose from 65,919 tons to 81,863 tons, and exports of soya-
bean cake rose from 911,821 tons to 1,112,661 tons.
 Statistics (in tons) are also given for average annual 
production of soya beans at each of the main stations along 
the South Manchuria Railway. Changchun in the north is by 
far the largest at 300,000 tons. The total is 1,300,000 tons.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Feb. 2000) that uses the term “bean meal” 
to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Consul at 
Dairen, Manchuria.

718. Williamson, A.A. 1917. American agencies for 
Manchurian products. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
20(185):514. Aug. 9. Submitted June 27.
• Summary: “On account of the great demand for soya bean 
oil in America, many inquiries are received at this consulate 
from American fi rms who wish to act as representatives, 
brokers, etc., for exporters here of these commodities. 
Shipping conditions render such arrangements, however, 
impossible, even were there a large exporter here not 
represented or already having connections in the United 
States. If inquirers can arrange to take away cargo from 
Dairen, there will be no trouble in buying the oil. At present, 
however, c.i.f. quotations are impossible except to two fi rms 
that ship in vessels specially chartered for this trade. The 
same conditions apply to all Manchurian products sold in 
bulk.” Address: Consul at Dairen, Manchuria.

719. Morse, W.J. 1917. Re: Report on visit to North 
Carolina. Letter to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, 
USDA, Washington, DC, Aug. 13. 3 p. Handwritten, with 
signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Piper: Am about one day behind 
in my itinerary due to the fact that I spent part of a day at 
the Farmers’ Cotton Oil Mill, Wilson, North Carolina. I 
learned that this mill was receiving rather a large quantity of 
Manchurian soy beans. During my time there they unloading 
twenty (20) carloads of beans and were expecting eighty (80) 
more carloads within a short time. The mill purchased in 
all 3,000 long tons. I learned that the Newbern [New Bern], 
North Carolina Mill had received 2,500 tons, the Hartford 
[Hertford], North Carolina Mill, 2,000 tons and the Edenton, 
North Carolina Mill, 2,000 tons, making in all for eastern 
North Carolina oil mills about 10,000 long tons or about 
375,000 bushels.
 “As far as I could learn the mills paid about $60 per ton 
at the port. The shipment was received at Wilmington, North 
Carolina. 2000 tons however were put off at Charleston, 

South Carolina for some South Carolina oil mill.
 “The Wilson people were rather eager to put the meal 
up as fl our and have the proper machinery for doing so. If 
any inquiries come to the offi ce relative to soy meal for stock 
feed or for fl our as human food it would be well to refer 
them to the following:
 “Farmers’ Cotton Oil Mill, Wilson, North Carolina.
 “Newbern Cotton Oil Mill, Newbern [New Bern], North 
Carolina.
 “Edenton Cotton Oil Mill, Edenton, North Carolina.”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box 
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#2 F.C.I.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
Univ., Aug. 1998.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) 
that mentions “Edenton Cotton Oil Mill.” Address: Hotel 
Myon, Irvine W. Myers, Owner and Proprietor, Tifton, 
Georgia.

720. Langdon, William R. 1917. Bean and pea crops in the 
Hokkaido. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 20(193):654-55. Aug. 18. 
Submitted June 15.
• Summary: “The island of Hokkaido is Japan’s principal 
producing district for beans and peas. An increased 
foreign demand for these products, which resulted from 
the war [World War I], stimulated production in Hokkaido 
enormously. The high prices that foreign purchasers are 
willing to pay for beans and peas, it is said, have created 
large fortunes for some of the Hokkaido growers.
 “The areas under cultivation for the growing of these 
products in Hokkaido during 1916 were: Soya beans, 
207,344 acres; small red beans, 107,539.”
 “Last year’s production and prices: The production of 
beans and peas in Hokkaido in 1916 in long tons of 2,240 
pounds each, by varieties was: Small red beans (akashozo or 
adzuki), 27,000; medium red beans (dainagon), 2,200; soya 
beans (daizu), 89,000...; large red beans (kintoki) 18,000...; 
total production of all kinds of beans and peas, 219,460 tons. 
These statistics were compiled by the local administration of 
Hokkaido.”
 A substantial increase in area cultivated to beans and 
peas in Hokkaido is expected next year, but the “1917 crop 
of soya beans in Hokkaido and the mainland of Japan is 
expected to be about the same as that of 1916.”
 “The total beans and peas for Japan proper, excluding 
Chosen [Korea] and Taiwan, in 1915, according to the 
offi cial statistics of the Japanese Department of Agriculture 
and Commerce was: Soy beans, 18,848,283 bushels, valued 
at $16,247,118; small red beans [azuki], 4,771,183 bushels, 
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valued at $5,002,667...”
 A table shows total exports of beans and peas from 
Japan in 1915 and 1916. Exports of soya beans were 
1,056,616 pounds worth $25,009 in 1915, and 1,715,347 
pounds worth $38,823 in 1916. Address: Vice Consul, 
Yokohama, Japan.

721. Frazer, Robert, Jr. 1917. Kobe’s position in the bean 
trade. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 20(199):748-51. Aug. 25. 
Submitted June 26.
• Summary: Some soya beans and small red beans [azuki] 
are grown in the Kobe consular district, which comprises 
the central and western part of the main island of Japan. 
“The local trade, however, is by no means confi ned to beans 
grown in Japan, as very large quantities of soya beans, 
colored beans of various kinds, and a few white beans are 
brought here from Manchuria, North China, and Korea. The 
soya beans are bought chiefl y for the extraction of their oil. 
When so used, drawback of duties is granted, and they do 
not appear in the customs statistics of imports.” Note: It is 
not clear whether “white beans” refers to white azuki beans 
(probably) or white soybeans.
 A table, based on statistics from the Department of 
Agriculture in Tokyo, shows production of various beans 
from 1913 to 1915. For soya beans: For 1913–Area planted: 
1,043,058 acres. Production: 15,314,646 bushels. Value: 
Unknown. For 1914–Area planted: 1,138,282 acres. 
Production: 18,762,414 bushels. Value: Unknown. For 
1915–Area planted: 1,153,577 acres. Production: 19,495,316 
bushels. Value: $16,296,006.
 Exports of soya beans from Japan in 1916 were 857 
tons (1 ton = 2,000 lb) valued at $38,938. Imports of soya 
beans to Japan the same year were 80,691 tons valued at 
$2,270,000. Two great shipping ports in Japan are Kobe 
and Yokohama. The beans are graded by women pickers 
who earn the equivalent of 12½ to 15 cents a day. Address: 
Consul, Kobe, Japan.

722. Andes, Louis Edgar; Stocks, H.B. 1917. Vegetable fats 
and oils: Their practical preparation, purifi cation, properties, 
adulteration and examination. Translated from the German 
by Charles Salter. 3rd English ed., revised and enlarged by 
H.B. Stocks. London: Scott, Greenwood & Son; New York: 
D. Van Nostrand Co. xi + 351 p. See p. 5, 116-17. Sept. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Introduction” contains 
statistics on imports and exports of various “oil seeds and 
oils” including ground nuts, sesame oil, hemp-seed oil, soya 
beans, tung oil, etc. In about 1908 soya beans were fi rst 
imported into Europe, and suddenly became very popular. 
Since then, however, imports (which come mostly from 
China, Russia, and Japan) have fl uctuated widely. A table 

shows the quantity (in tons) and value (in British pounds 
sterling) of imports to the U.K. from 1910 to 1914. During 
these years, imports were greatest in 1910 (421,531 tons 
worth £3,047,048) and lowest in 1914 (71,161 tons worth 
£593,190).
 Chapter 6, titled “Vegetable drying oils” has a section on 
“Soya bean oil (p. 116-17). This oil (called Huile de soja in 
French and Saubohnenfett in German) is obtained from the 
“Chinese oil bean, Sao, Sojabean, Soy, or Soya.” The main 
exporter is Manchuria, where labor is cheap. Discusses the 
composition, preparation of the oil, properties and constants 
of the oil and of the insoluble fatty acids, and uses (for 
“alimentary purposes” and in the manufacture of margarine, 
candles, soap, printing ink, and varnishes).
 This same chapter has sections on bankul oil, wood oil 
(tung oil), Japanese wood oil, linseed oil, poppy-seed oil, 
walnut oil, sunfl ower oil, millet-seed oil, camelina oil, Niger-
seed oil, hempseed oil, and less important drying oils. Also 
discusses: Almond oil (p. 30, 48). Sesame oil (p. 6, 15, 34-
35, 74). Note: Louis Edgar Andés lived 1848-1925. Address: 
Author.

723. Williams, C.B. 1917. Soybeans–A future economic 
factor in North Carolina. North Carolina State College of 
Agriculture, Extension Circular No. 57. 11 p. Sept.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans versus 
cowpeas (Soybeans are generally better yielders when 
planted in rows and cultivated.) Soybeans versus peanuts 
(“Soybeans at $1.00 to $1.50 per bushel are decidedly more 
profi table to the farmer than peanuts ranging in price from 
70 cents to $1.00 per bushel.” Soybeans yield 20-25 bushels/
acre.) Soybeans for the improvement of the soil. Soybeans 
for feed for live stock. Soybeans for human consumption. 
Utilization of soybeans by cotton oil mills (Soybeans can be 
milled at much less cost than peanuts or cotton, and their use 
can prolong the short operating season of the mills.) Products 
secured by oil mills in crushing soybeans.
 “Since the introduction of soybeans in North Carolina 
more than one-third of a century ago, the acreage devoted to 
this crop has steadily increased, particularly in the eastern 
part of the State... Notwithstanding the fact that this year 
there has been a material increase in the acreage devoted to 
this crop throughout the State, it has not been nearly as great 
as the importance of the crop justifi es...
 “Since the coming of the cotton-boll weevil into Texas 
in 1892,” affected farmers have been looking for a crop to 
take the place of cotton. “There is no doubt that the coming 
of this pest into North Carolina will lead to a material 
reduction in the acreage devoted to cotton and at the same 
time will force most growers to devote more attention to 
rational systems of rotation in which cotton may or may not 
enter.” (p. 2)
 “There is no question but what there will be a greater 
utilization of the seed from this crop, before or after 
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crushing, for human consumption as the years go by and 
the acreage devoted to the crop is materially increased 
throughout the South. The beans, because of their high 
content of food nutrients, when properly prepared, make a 
very nutritious and appetizing food product.
 “To some extent, the beans are being used at the 
present time in the manufacture of high-grade pork and 
bean products, about one-half to three-fourths soybeans 
being used with one-half to one-fourth navy beans. We have 
recently had an opportunity to sample a brand of pork and 
beans with tomato sauce in which the proportion of soybeans 
to navy beans was as three to one. We say without hesitancy 
that these were of very good quality. There appears no good 
reason why the manufacture of pork and beans into which 
soybeans are used should not materially increase. The beans 
contain as much or more protein than navy beans and are 
much cheaper. As a matter of fact, during the present year, 
the price of navy beans bought at wholesale were three to 
four times as high per bushel as soybeans bought in the same 
way.
 “Soybean fl our or meal, when properly prepared, may be 
used in the making of many nutritious breads. Such breads 
are claimed, with much apparent truth, to be especially 
adapted for invalids suffering with certain diseases and for 
small children...
 “Soybean oil has at the present time wide usefulness in 
the manufacture of soaps, paints, varnishes, enamels, japans, 
linoleums, oil cloth and other water-proofi ng materials, 
asphaltums, salad oils, and other human foods. Therefore, it 
seems that there is an assured market for both the meal and 
the oil...
 “To appreciate the importance of the oil at the present 
time, it is only necessary to call attention to the importation 
into the country during the year ending July 1, 1917, about 
$19,000,000 worth from Oriental ports.”
 Photos show: (1) A fi eld of soybeans grown in rows 
for seed and soil-improving purposes. (2) Soybeans drilled 
in corn rows. (3) Hogs grazing in a fi eld of soybeans. (4) 
People harvesting soybeans (using a harvester drawn by 
two horses) from standing stalks in the fi eld, for seed and 
crushing purposes. (5) A man harvesting soybeans with a 
grain reaper.

724. Associated Press (AP). 1917. Control of foodstuffs is 
defi ned by Wilson. Distribution of essential articles to be 
licensed by government. Los Angeles Times. Oct. 11. p. I1.
• Summary: Washington [DC], Oct. 10.–Government control 
of foodstuffs is extended to take in virtually all essential 
articles of diet by a proclamation issued tonight by President 
Wilson directing the food administration to license, after 
November 1, the manufacture, storage, importation and 
distribution of some twenty prime commodities. Many small 
dealers are exempted, as are farmers.” The president’s action 
is taken under the Food Control Act.

 Cereal products include: “Dried beans... Cottonseed, 
cottonseed oil, cottonseed meal. Peanut oil or meal. Soy bean 
oil, soy bean meal, palm oil or copra oil. Oleomargarine, 
lard, lard substitutes, oleo oils or cooking fats...”
 Note: A very similar article, under the title “U.S. extends 
food control to all essentials by Nov.” appeared on this same 
date in the Chicago Daily Tribune, p. 3.

725. Boston Daily Globe. 1917. Proclaims U.S. food control: 
President names commodities to be handled under license. 
Smaller producers, storage men and retailers excepted. Oct. 
11. p. 1, 6.
• Summary: Now that the USA has entered World War I, 
President Woodrow Wilson has, by a proclamation issued to 
tonight, directed “the Food Administration to license after 
Nov. 1 the manufacture, storage, importation and distribution 
of some 20 prime commodities.” Food articles affected 
include: Soya bean oil, soya bean meal, palm oil or copra 
oil, oleomargarine, lard, lard substitutes, peanut oil or peanut 
meal, etc.

726. New York Times. 1917. China’s strong arm to be felt in 
war: Her trained workmen and raw materials likely to weigh 
heavily on side of allies. Oct. 14. p. 25.
• Summary: “China’s declaration of war against Germany... 
may prove vital before peace is fi nally restored, according to 
Gardner L. Harding, a close student of Oriental affairs and 
author of ‘Present Day China.’”
 “Wheat is grown and exported, as is also the famous 
Manchurian soya bean. If we could only fi nd it palatable, it 
would feed Europeans in vast numbers.”

727. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1917. Warning given 
local businessmen on federal merchandise licenses: copies of 
President Wilson’s proclamation of August 10 received here–
Chamber of Commerce draws attention to requirements–
Banks coming later. Oct. 30. p. 4, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: “President Wilson’s proclamation of August 16, 
requiring licenses for the importation, manufacture, storage 
and distribution of food necessities has been received here, 
and those who have been able to get copies are busy studying 
the requirements of the order.”
 Among the many food necessities listed is: “Soya bean 
oil, soya bean meal, palm oil or copra oil.”

728. Times Trade Supplement (London). 1917. Soy beans: 
Cultivation in the United States. Nov. 5. p. 170, col. 4.
• Summary: During the past few years the soy bean has 
become an important crop in the United States. The plant is 
grown mostly for forage, but in some states, such as eastern 
North Carolina, growing the beans has become a profi table 
industry. In 1910, soy beans were fi rst processed in the USA 
for their oil by a mill on the Pacifi c Coast. These beans were 
imported from Manchuria, the oil was expressed using a 
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hydraulic press, and the oil was sold to makers of soap and 
paint. The soy bean cake, ground and sold under a trade 
name, was soon recognized as a valuable feed by dairymen 
in the western states.
 In late 1915 a shortage of cotton seed prompted several 
cotton mills in North Carolina to profi tably produce soy 
bean oil and meal from home-grown soy beans. In several 
English mills, a solvent extraction process, using benzene, 
is employed. Another industry plans to make “vegetable 
milk” from soy beans. Note: This article was written by “a 
correspondent.”

729. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1917. Japan (Corea). 
Inspection of rice and soya beans for export. 99:326. Nov. 8.
• Summary: There are new regulations concerning the 
inspection of soya beans exported from Corea, or from one 
province of Corea to another. “H.M. Consul-General at 
Seoul (Mr. A.H. Lay C.M.G.) has forwarded a translation 
of amended regulations (published in the ‘Offi cial Gazette’ 
of 8th September) for the inspection of rice for export to 
foreign countries or to Japan or for conveyance from one 
province of Corea to another. These regulations (Order No. 
62 of the Government-General of Corea), which take effect 
from 1st October, 1917, are more detailed than those they 
replace (i.e., Order No. 4- of 1915), and provide for the 
grading of rice into fi ve classes, viz.–superior, fi rst, second, 
and third class, and that which does not come up to standard 
and the exportation or conveyance of which is consequently 
prohibited. The Order does not for the time being apply to 
the Provinces of Kogen (Kong-won) and North and South 
Kankyo (Hambyeng), the three divisions of the country in 
which the production of rice is less than elsewhere.
 “H.M. Consul-General has also forwarded a translation 
of Order No. 63 of the Government-General, which applies 
to the whole of Corea and takes effect from 1st October, 
1917, making regulations for the inspection of soya beans, 
these regulations being practically identical with those 
contained in the above-mentioned Order referring to rice.
 “The above-mentioned translations may be consulted 
by British fi rms interested at the Department of Commercial 
Intelligence, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C. 2.” 
Address: British Consul-General at Seoul.

730. National Food Journal (Ministry of Food, London). 
1917. Wholesale maximum prices. 1(5):105. Nov. 14.
• Summary: This periodical was published during World War 
I in an attempt to manage the British food supply and prevent 
profi teering. In this full-page table of maximum prices, the 
section titled “Cattle foods” includes fi ve categories: Home 
manufactured cakes (incl. linseed cake, decorticated ground 
nut cake, sesame cake, undecorticated ground nut cake, etc.), 
home manufactured meals (incl. soya meal, rape meal, and 
palm kernel meal), imported cakes and meals (incl. gluten 
feed, etc.), compound cakes, and millers’ offals (incl. broad 

bran, bran, etc.). The maximum wholesale price per ton for 
“soya meal” is £18 15 shillings. The highest such price for 
imported “repressed cotton cake,” £20 15 shillings.

731. Picard, Glenn H. 1917. Edible vegetable oils. American 
Food Journal 12(11):621-25. Nov.; 12(12):668-72. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Nov.: Introduction. Use of vegetable 
oils. Winning the oils: Methods and equipment. Standard of 
comparison for oils. Chemical composition and treatment 
of oils. Food value of oils. Dec.: Olive oil. Cottonseed oil. 
Peanut oil. Corn oil. Cocoanut oil. Soya bean oil. Palm 
kernel oil. Sesame oil. Photos show many different types of 
mills and presses.
 In China, Korea, and Japan, the soya bean has been 
cultivated since ancient times. In the past, the oil has been 
obtained by “the crudest methods but now they now have 
fairly modern pressure mills. In the Orient bean oil is used 
for burning [in lamps; as an illuminant], as a substitute for 
lard, as a lubricant, and for making waterproof clothing. The 
poorer classes use the crude oil in their diet despite its odor 
and unpalatability. The others improve the fl avor somewhat 
by boiling and allowing it to settle.
 “In 1907, England started the use by Western peoples of 
the soya bean and its products.” There, the oil was fi rst used 
for soap, and later as a salad oil in limited amounts. “It is 
claimed that the solvent extraction process is being used and 
that an edible oil is produced by refi ning this crude oil.”
 In the southern United States, soybean production is 
increasing rapidly. “The cotton oil mills are crushing the 
beans without change of machinery... In its crude state the 
oil cannot be used for edible purposes, but when refi ned 
and deodorized it yields a bland oil. The bulk of soya bean 
oil imported or produced is used for soap, in paints and 
varnishes, and in lard compounds or hardened fats.” Address: 
Mariner & Hoskins, Chicago, Illinois.

732. Davis, John K. 1917. China. Antung. Supplement 
to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) No. 52f. p. 1, 4, 8-9. Dec. 4.
• Summary: Discusses: 1. Exports of beans and bean 
products. A table shows that soybean exports from Antung 
rose from 15.2 million lb in 1913 to a peak of 45.1 million lb 
in 1915, falling to 36.2 million lb in 1916. Exports of bean 
cake rose from 72.6 million lb in 1913 to a peak of 100.5 
million lb in 1915, falling to 98.6 million lb in 1916. Exports 
of bean oil from Antung rose from 384,133 lb in 1913 to a 
peak of 5,034,933 in 1916.
 2. Bean cake sent to Japan and oil to United States. Most 
bean cake is used in Japan as fertilizer. “A strong American 
demand for bean oil caused an unusually large proportion of 
the product of southern Manchuria to pass through Antung 
to Japan, whence it was ultimately shipped to United States 
Pacifi c ports. During 1916, there were 12 small bean-oil 
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mills, 11 Chinese and 1 Japanese, operated in Antung. The 
output of these represents but a small part of the bean oil 
and bean cake exported through Antung.” 3. Trade with the 
United States. Soya-bean oil and pongee silk are shipped 
from Antung to Japan and then to America. Chinese fi rms 
are not equipped to export to western countries. Address: 
Consul, Antung, Manchuria.

733. Millard’s Review (Shanghai). 1917. Enormous growth 
of bean oil export to America. 3(4):124. Dec. 22.
• Summary: “Intimations have been received by telegraph 
from America that [soya] bean oil has been included in the 
list of articles the importation of which is subject to license. 
This is a matter of great interest to American merchants in 
China, but much more so to Japanese merchants, particularly 
those having offi ces at Dairen, from which port most of 
the bean oil going to America is being shipped. Bean oil, 
although already for many years a common commodity of 
commerce in the Far East, being used as an article of diet 
both by the Chinese and Japanese, was not exported to 
America in any quantities worth mentioning previous to the 
outbreak of the European war. Up until several years ago the 
American importations were nearly all made from Japanese 
ports, the bean oil originating in Dairen having been fi rst 
shipped to Japan and then sold by Japanese mercantile 
houses either in Kobe or Yokohama. But in 1915 the Dairen 
branch of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the premier commercial 
house of Japan–whose operations are comparable to those of 
the Standard Oil Co. in America–began shipments of bean oil 
from Dairen direct to America in steamers specially adapted 
to that trade and carrying very little other cargo; sailings 
usually take place twice a month.
 “The growth of this bean oil business from Dairen has 
been really phenomenal. In the year 1914 only 4,800 tons 
of bean oil were sent to America from that port, whereas 
45,792 tons went to Europe; in the following year already 
the exports to America had jumped to 30,167 tons, while the 
exports to Europe had dropped to 43,043 tons. In the year 
1916 the exports of bean oil to Europe had dwindled to 407 
tons, whereas those to America had reached the enormous 
total of 79,153 tons, which is greater than the exports to 
Europe ever were. It may be mentioned that the greater 
portion of the exports to the United States are landed at 
Seattle [Washington], where the oil, which is shipped across 
the Pacifi c in tin containers, (usually empty kerosene tins,) is 
poured into tank cars for transportation to the factories in the 
eastern states. The Japanese paper at Dairen mentions that 
the demand for bean oil in the United States is unlimited, and 
that this line of business has unbounded possibilities. The 
U.S. Commercial Reports show that 171,486,937 lbs. of bean 
oil were imported, into America during 1916.”

734. Davies, W.J. 1917. Oil industry of Japan. Board of 
Trade Journal (London) 99(1,100):675-80. Dec. 27.

• Summary: Since the outbreak of the war, “the trade in 
coconut oil has expanded tremendously. The export of [soy] 
bean oil and rape oil has also developed,...”
 Before the war, the oil industry in Japan was not 
considered a lucrative one, and only the very largest 
factories, which processed several types of oilseeds, were 
able to make a profi t. The increase has taken place despite 
the loss of the German market; before the war, Germany 
imported large quantities of oil from Japan.
 “The main reason for the former unprosperous 
condition of the Japanese oil trade was due to the existence 
of innumerable small oil companies struggling against 
each other with old-fashioned and non-effi cient methods.” 
Moreover, most of the oilseeds had to be imported and 
processors situated at or near a port had a strong advantage. 
Kobe and Osaka emerged as the key port cities for Japanese 
oil mills.
 “While the soap industry was in its infancy in Japan, 
there was not much opening for the use of vegetable or 
animal oils at home. Now, however, the industry is in 
a fl ourishing condition; large quantities of soap being 
exported annually to China, there is a more extensive home 
consumption of oils than was formerly the case. The residue, 
too, fi nds a wider home market.”
 There are now in Japan 10 companies with a capital of 
£10,000 and over; they are located in Nagoya (3), Osaka 
(2), Otaru (2), and Kobe (2). Several new oil companies are 
being planned. One, to be formed at Osaka with a capital 
of £50,000, will build a new factory at Fukai Bay to make 
coconut and soya bean oils, and [soy] bean cake. Plans are 
also in process to establish a company with £100,000 to 
harden [hydrogenate] oil, to manufacture candles for export. 
“In Dairen experiments in connection with the hardening of 
bean oil have been so successful that a company has been 
formed to exploit the discovery on a commercial scale.” It 
could be used as a substitute for tallow in the manufacture 
of soap and candles, or for making margarine and other food 
products.
 “Methods of oil expression–In Japan the primitive 
wedge press is fast giving way to the more up-to-date 
hydraulic press which is to be found installed in all the 
large mills in the Osaka and Kobe districts. Even in the 
smaller mills the circular press, which is merely a more 
effi cient modifi cation of the wedge-press, is to be found. Hot 
expression is generally used.
 “Vegetable oils: The vegetable oils produced in Japan 
in their natural classifi cation according to properties are:–
Drying: Linseed, perilla, hempseed, tung. Semi-drying: [Soy] 
bean, rape (or Colza), cotton seed, sesame. Non-drying: 
Coconut, peanut, camellia, castor.” There follows a long 
discussion of most of these.
 “Soya bean oil.–There was a great increase in the export 
from Japan of bean oil during 1916.
 “The present prosperous condition of the soya bean oil 
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trade owes a great deal, of course, to the general shortage 
abroad of fats of all descriptions, especially in the soap-
boiling trade, and, in addition, the failure of the cotton crop 
in the United States in 1915 caused a brisk demand from that 
country for bean oil. The chief buyer had been, of course, the 
United Kingdom, but a remarkable feature of the oil trade of 
Dairen during the last three years has been the growth of the 
exports to the Netherlands. As showing the developments 
referred to, the following fi gures for the export of soya bean 
oil from Dairen may be given:–To the United Kingdom, 204 
tons in 1913; 8,495 tons in 1914; and 16,498 tons in 1915. To 
the Netherlands, 211 tons in 1913; 1,064 tons in 1914; and 
9,600 tons in 1915.
 “Most of the factories in Japan which are engaged in the 
expression of oil from seeds include the manufacture of bean 
oil in their operations, whilst many soap factories express the 
oil for their own purposes.
 “In Dairen their are two large mills, one with a capacity 
of 6,000 cakes daily, and the other of 4,000 cakes capacity. In 
addition there are 40 or so native mills producing over 5,000 
cakes daily. These mills are primarily intended for cake 
manufacture and the oil is shipped to Japan for transhipment 
[transshipment] to Europe. The cake is also shipped to Japan. 
As a fertiliser bean-cake enjoys a great vogue, and it is also 
occasionally fed to horses on account of its muscle-forming 
properties. The cake is also, after pounding, treated in Japan 
by solvent methods for the extraction of the residue of oil.
 “The following fi gures show the enormous increase in 
the export of bean-oil from Japanese ports during the last 
three years:–1914, 236,797 yen; 1915, 255,655 yen; and 
1916, 921,292 yen.”
 Also discusses vegetable wax (obtained from the berry 
of the “Haze” tree, and widely used to make candles for 
Japan), fi sh oil, whale oil, glycerine (sold to arsenals) from 
fi sh oil, and tallow (though there are few live stock in Japan). 
Address: H.M. [British] Consular Service in Japan.

735. Frazer, Robert, Jr. 1917. Japan. Kobe. Supplement 
to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) No. 55c. Dec. 31. p. 15-40.
• Summary: Goods shipped from Osaka to all countries: 
Pea cheese (miso): In 1915 612,517 lb worth $16,379 was 
exported; in 1916 this rose to 886,245 lb worth $23,268. Soy 
sauce: In 1915 80,977 gallons worth $32,157 were exported; 
in 1916 this decreased to 73,261 gallons worth $29,881.
 Imports at Kobe from other countries included soya 
beans and oil cake. Tables summarize imports to and exports 
from Osaka for the years 1915 and 1916. Address: Consul, 
Kobe, Japan.

736. Scidmore, Geo. H. 1917. Japan. Supplement to 
Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 

Department of Commerce) No. 55c. 40 p. Dec. 31.
• Summary: One “important item of import is bean-oil cake, 
which comes practically all from Kwangtung Province and 
China. These imports were valued at $17, 234,382 for 1916 
and the quantity amounted to 1,727,079,733 pounds.” In 
the table of articles imported, bean-oil cake is listed under 
fertilizers, and is by far the largest value. Cottonseed and 
rapeseed oil-cake were also imported for use as fertilizer in 
1916, but the value of each was only about 4% that of bean-
oil cake. Small amounts of manures and bone dust were also 
imported as fertilizers. Of the $2,263,504 worth of soya bean 
imported, 74% came from China [including Manchuria], 
19% came from Kwangtung Province [controlled by Japan], 
and 7% came from Asiatic Russia. But of the $17,234,382 
worth of bean-oil cake, 57% came from Kwangtung 
Province, 25% came from China, and 2% came from Asiatic 
Russia.
 Exports of “soy” (soy sauce) from Japan were worth 
$491,596 in 1915 and $533,545 in 1916. Of the 1916 
amount, 34% went to the United States, 26% went to Hawaii, 
and 13% went to Kwangtung Province. A small amount was 
exported to the Philippine Islands. The volume exported is 
not given; “soy and vinegar” are grouped together.
 Within the report from Japan is a report from Kobe 
by Consul Robert Frazer Jr. Address: Consul General, 
Yokohama.

737. Product Name:  Koji, Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Fujimoto Koji, Miso Seizo-sho 
(Fujimoto Koji & Miso Manufacturing Co.).
Manufacturer’s Address:  1014 Stockton St., San 
Francisco, California.  Phone: Kearny 2339.
Date of Introduction:  1917.
New Product–Documentation:  The Japanese American 
Directory. 1919. p. 68. Also in 1920, p. 45 (½-page ad; all 
in Japanese characters. Miso manufacturing department. 
Koji manufacturing department. And pickles manufacturing 
department. Rice, shoyu, soybeans, and other merchandise 
sales department), and p. 57 (directory). Also in 1921, p. 58 
(½-page ad) and p. 64 (directory). Also in 1922, p. 30 (full-
page ad) and p. 40 (directory).
 Shin Sekai-sha. 1922. Zaibei Nippon-jin Kan (Directory 
of Japanese in the USA). p. 41. A half-page display ad states: 
“Fujimoto Co., San Francisco, California. Kanemasa miso.” 
Note: A metal square used by traditional Japanese carpenters 
is called a kane-jaku. Thus a trademark with the same right-
angle is pronounced “Kane.”
 The Japanese American Directory. 1924. p. 58. New 
address: 328 Jackson St. Phone: Douglas 1216. Also in 1925, 
p. N-17. Also in 1926, p. N-22.
 San Francisco City Directory. 1925. First listing for 
Fujimoto Co. in this English-language directory (E.K. 
Fujimoto). Food products. 238 Jackson St. Phone: Douglas 
1216. No mention that they make miso.
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 The Japanese American Directory. 1930. p. 18 
(directory; new company name: Fujimoto Miso, Shoyu 
Seizô-sho, 238 Jackson St., San Francisco. Note: The 
company has apparently started to make shoyu / soy 
sauce) and p. A-11 (full page ad; Fujimoto Shokai, 238 
Jackson St. Makes Kanemasa brand shoyu, miso, koji, and 
Japanese-style pickles {tsukemono}) and p. A-11 (ad; makes 
Kanemasa brand shoyu, miso, koji, and Japanese-style 
pickles {tsukemono}). Also in 1932 directory, p. 17, but the 
name has returned to Fujimoto Miso Koji Seizô-sho. Same 
address and phone (Douglas 1216). 
 Also in 1934, p. 20. Phone: EXbrook 1756; Ad (½ page. 
The top 1/3 of this ad is in English. Fujimoto Company. 238 
Jackson St., San Francisco. Cable address: “Fujimoto” San 
Francisco. Importers Manufacturers Exporters. In Japanese: 
Makers of Kanemasa brand miso, koji, Japanese-style pickles 
{tsukemono}, salmon pickled in saké lees {kasuzuke}. 
Specialized U.S. seller of nigari. Direct import and export). 
Also in 1936, p. 34, but the address is now 246 Front St.
 San Francisco City Directory. 1930, same. Importers 
and exporters of food products, 238 Jackson. Tel. Douglas 
1216. Retail store 1640 Post. Tel. West 0733. Fujimoto, E.K. 
(Miyako). Fujimoto Co. residence 1640 Post.
 The Japanese American Directory. 1937. p. 8. Under 
the category “Importers of groceries:” Fujimoto Shokai, 
Fujimoto Co., 246 Front St., EXbrook 4776, 4777. But in the 
directory under “Food products manufacturers:” Fujimoto 
Miso Koji Seizô-sho. And on p. 9 is a ½-page ad. Also in 
1938. p. 6 and 8 (directory) and p. 7 (full-page ad). Also 
in 1939. p. 6 (full-page ad) and p. 7 (directory, under both 
importer and manufacturer)
 The Japanese American Directory. 1940. p. 7. Under the 
category “Food Products Manufacturers.” Fujimoto Miso, 
Koji Seizô-sho (Fujimoto Co.), 246 Front St., San Francisco. 
Phone: EXbrook 1756. A full-page display ad on page 6 
states that Fujimoto Company (Fujimoto Shokai) is an 
importer, manufacturer, and exporter. They make Kanemasa 
Miso, Koji, and Tsukemono (Japanese-style pickles). 
They also sell raw materials for making tofu (presumably 
whole soybeans and one or more coagulants). Also in 1941 
Directory (p. 6, 7, and 28) as Fujimoto Shoten (Fujimoto 
Co.).
 Chicago Shimpo, Inc. 1958. Chicago Japanese American 
directory. Page 19: ¼ page ad for Fujimoto & Company, 302 
South 4th West, Salt Lake City, Utah. Tel. EMpire 4-8279. 
Illustrations show: (1) The company’s Kanemasa brand; 
(2) A Japanese woman kneeling behind a porcelain mortar 
(suribachi), holding a wooden pestle (surikogi), and using 
it to grind miso until it is smooth. The woman has a unique 
head-covering called a hôkaburi, hôkamuri, or hokkamuri. 
The top 25% of the ad is in English; the rest, which is in 
Japanese, states: Kanemasa (brand / logo) Edo Miso, Koji. 
Sake-kasuzuke. Sujiko Kasazuke. Matsukaze-do, san-mi 
Yôkan (Mitsuaji? Yôkan). Yuta-shu, Enko-shi, Fujimoto 

Shokai. In English: Kanemasa (brand / logo) Edo Miso, Koji. 
Salmon pickled in saké lees. Salted salmon roe pickled in 
saké lees. Matsukaze-do brand 3-fl avored Yôkan. Salt Lake 
City, Utah. Fujimoto Shôkai.
 Hokubei Mainichi Nenkan (Year Book). 1970. Page 11. 
Same ¼-page ad as in 1958 Chicago Shimpo.
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1983. The Book of Miso. 2nd ed. 
p. 234. The earliest known miso company in the continental 
USA was founded by Mr. Genpei Fujimoto, and began 
operation in 1917. In 1942 it was the largest miso company 
in the continental USA. During World War II, in about 1943-
44, because of the Japanese evacuation, it was shut down 
and moved to 302 South Fourth West, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
It was reestablished in Salt Lake City after the war by the 
son of the founder, Edward Kanta Fujimoto, and his wife, 
Shizue. Note: The source of this information was probably 
Edward Fujimoto or his wife, who told it to Shurtleff in 
a phone interview in 1983. Although we have documents 
showing that Fujimoto started before 1919, we will accept 
the date 1917 until further evidence is available.
 See separate record for Fujimoto in Salt Lake City.

738. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1917. Drying oils, boiled oil, and 
solid and liquid dryers: A practical work for manufacturers 
of oils, varnishes, printing inks, oil-cloth and linoleum, oil-
cakes, paints, etc. 2nd ed., revised by Herbert B. Stocks. 
London: Scott, Greenwood & Son. xii + 336 p. See p. 92-93, 
314. Illust. Author index only.
• Summary: This book is mostly about linseed oil. In 
Chapter 2, titled “The properties of and methods for 
obtaining the drying oils” is a section on “New drying oils” 
(p. 87-93), which contains a subsection on “Soya bean oil” 
(p. 92-93). Some 300,000 to 400,000 tons/year of soya beans 
have exported to Europe [from East Asia]. A table gives the 
chemical composition of soy bean seeds. When pressed, 
these seeds yield 12-13% of a pale yellow oil, which has a 
very slight odor and “agreeable taste.” The press cake is rich 
in nutrients, especially “albuminoids.”
 The following constants for soya bean oil are given: 
Specifi c gravity at 15ºC, solidifying point, saponifi cation 
value, iodine value, refractive index, Maumené test, and 
Hehner value. Then the following constants are given for the 
insoluble fatty acids: Solidifying point, melting point, iodine 
value, and refractive index. This subsection concludes: “The 
oil is not very satisfactory for paint purposes as it dries very 
slowly and incompletely.”
 Also discusses: Hempseed oil (Ger = Hanföl, Fre = 
Huile de chanvre, huile de chènevis; p. 53-55), sesamé oil 
(p. 22), sunfl ower oil, arachis oil (p. 22), wood oil (Chinese 
wood oil, tung oil; p. 40+) plus 65 “Rarer drying oils” (with 
the French, German, and scientifi c name of each). Note: 
Louis E. Andés lived 1848-1925.

739. Combe, A.D. 1917. Les succédanés du beurre [Butter 
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substitutes]. Bulletin de la Societe Scientifi que d’Hygiene 
Alimentaire et d’Alimentation Rationelle 5(3):183-84. [Fre]
• Summary: Vegetable butters, made from cocoa butter or 
coconuts, are very useful as butter substitutes. There are 
many kinds of artifi cial milk; they are easily digested and 
low in cost. Vegetable milk is the concentrated milk of 
almonds, sterilized and sold in cans. It is used as a medicine 
for infants, but it’s high price makes it unsuited as a wartime 
food.
 Soya milk (Le lait de soya), a milk extracted from soya 
beans, comes from Japan where it has long replaced natural 
milk that is very rare in that country. It is easy to digest and 
inexpensive. In times of war, it can be used advantageously 
to replace butter. In 1913 Germany was already importing 
125,448 tonnes of soybeans, from which it extracted 
18,000 tonnes of oil and milk. A table shows the nutritional 
composition of soy fl our, soymilk, and cow’s milk.

740. Couling, Samuel. 1917. Encyclopaedia Sinica: Bean, 
Soya. London: Oxford University Press, Humphrey Milford; 
Shanghai: Kelly and Walsh. See p. 46. 28 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Glycine hispida, Monch. [sic, Moench] or 
Dolichos soja, L. This bean, so valuable for the oil which 
is expressed from it, has come into great prominence of 
recent years, owing to the enormous dimensions of the 
export trade in it since the Russo-Japanese War. It is an 
annual leguminous plant, peculiarly suited to the climate of 
Manchuria, whence it is mainly exported.
 “The oil-yielding variety par excellence is the yellow 
bean, of which nearly 15 million piculs, or not far short of 
one million tons, were exported in 1915, 90% of this being 
from Manchuria, and the balance from Chihli, Hupei and 
Kiangsi. There are also white, black, green and subvarieties 
of less value. For several generations beans, but more 
especially beancake, had been sent to South China as manure 
for the sugar plantations; exportation abroad was prohibited 
until 1869, when shipments were made to Japan, which soon 
became a large customer both for beans and bean oil; foreign 
demand did not however develop until 1909, when the 
English oil-crushing mills started importing from Manchuria. 
Since then till 1915 soya beans, cake, and oil have become 
leading staples of the export trade, and £37,000,000 worth 
have been exported in 5 years.
 “The yield per acre has been estimated at from 1,000 
to 2,000 lbs. according to soil and weather conditions. In 
the Far East soya beans are used, as human foodstuffs, 
for making soy [sauce], bean paste, or chiang, as tou fu [2 
Chinese characters] or beancurd, in soups, etc.; in cooking 
instead of rapeseed and sesamum oil; and the cake is 
employed as a fertilizer and for fattening hogs. In Europe and 
America the oil is chiefl y used in soap manufacturing and the 
refuse cake as cattle fodder. Over one million piculs of bean 
oil were exported in 1915, Great Britain taking 322,000, 
Holland half that amount, and Japan 290,030 piculs; 

11,600,003 piculs of beancake went abroad, almost entirely 
to Japan. There are now about 20 bean-oil mills of modern 
type in China, and Manchuria has hundreds of native-style 
mills. The yield of oil is from 16 to 20 per cent. An offi cial 
estimate places the total annual production of beans in China 
at nine million tons.
 “Besides the Soya Bean there are many other kinds of 
bean cultivated in China, and entering largely into the diet 
of the people. The chief of these is Phaseolus mungo L, the 
green bean Lü Tou [2 Cc; mung bean], which contains little 
oil but is used in the manufacture of vermicelli.
 “The annual export of vermicelli, principally from 
Chefoo, is considerable–amounting in both 1913 and 1915 
to nearly Hk. Tls. [Haikwan Taels] 3,000,000; it goes to 
Chinese emigrants abroad.” Address: M.A. (Edin.), Lately 
honorary secretary and editor, North China Branch, Royal 
Asiatic Society.

741. Crevost, Charles; Lemarié, Charles. 1917. Catalogue 
des produits de l’Indochine. 5 vols [Catalog of the products 
of Indochina. 5 vols.]. Hanoi: Imprimerie d’Extrême-Orient. 
29 cm. Formerly published in Bulletin Economique de 
l’Indochine, Vols. 25 and 26. [Fre]
• Summary: Volume 1 (published in 1917; 175 p.), titled 
Produits Alimentaires et Plantes Fourragères (Nutritious 
Products and Forage Plants), describes plants grown in 
Indochina and the nutritive value of each. Pages 106-09 
describe “Soja–Glycine Soja,” the soybean. Local names are 
given in Annam and Tonkin, Cambodia, China, and Japan. 
“The plant is widely cultivated in Indochina for its seeds, 
which are consumed in various forms. Soybean seeds in 
Indochina are typically yellowish white... It is well known 
that the Japanese use the soybean to prepare a sauce named 
shoyu (teou yeou in China), as well as a fromage de pâte or 
vegetable cheese named to fu [tofu], or teou fou in Chinese. 
The Annamites also prepare an analogous sauce named 
tuong and a fromage de pâte named dau phu and dau phu-
ao. Cambodia and the Indochinese province of Châu-dôc 
produce signifi cant quantities of soybeans, of which a part 
is sent down to Saigon to be consumed or exported. There 
are good varieties on the high plateaus of Tonkin, especially 
in the province of Lang-son, whence large amounts can be 
obtained for export.
 “The dead leaves are ordinarily burned. However 
some indigenous people partially burn the stems of the 
soybean plants, stripped of their leaves, to obtain a very 
fi ne charcoal dust or ash, which they mix with the resinous 
balm of Canarium commune, to use in making joss sticks. 
These are slender incense sticks burned as offerings in the 
pagodas and at the altars of their ancestors in their family 
homes.” [Note: A joss house is a Chinese temple or shrine.] 
A large, excellent, and very detailed illustration (p. 108) 
shows a soybean plant, with leaves, pods, seeds, and fl owers. 
Nutritional analyses of soybeans from Laos, Tonkin, and 
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Manchuria are given (from other sources).
 Volume 3, titled Matières Grasses Végétales (Fats and 
Vegetable Matter), includes analyses of Indochinese plants 
and their fat and oil contents. The contents of Vol. 3. was 
fi rst published in the Bulletin Économique de l’Indochine 
1922-1924. Pages 75-78 discuss “Soja–Soja Max (Lin.) 
Piper,” the soybean. “Mr. Li Yu-ying, a member of the 
Biological Society of the Far East, has greatly contributed, 
following several attempts made for more than a century by 
naturalists and those who acclimatize plants, to popularize 
in France this plant of many uses. He introduced cultivation 
of the plant in the area around Paris and, in Paris itself, 
in 1908 he established a laboratory for the study of the 
soybean, since completed by a soyfoods factory (l’usine de 
la caséo-sojaïne), where all the products derived from this 
plant are manufactured: Soymilk (regular, concentrated, 
powdered, or fermented), tofu (fromage de soja), soya patés 
(pâtes de soja), soya casein (caséïne de soja), soy fl our and 
bread, etc.” The rest of the article is concerned mostly with 
characteristics, uses, and trade of soybean oil.
 Crevost was born in 1858. Note: The meaning of soya 
casein is not clear. Address: 1. Inspecteur des Services 
agricoles et commerciaux; Conservateur du Musée [Maurice 
Long] agricole et commercial de Hanoi; 2. Ingénieur-
Agronome, Directeur des Services agricoles et commerciaux 
du Tonkin, Lauréat de la Société nationale d’acclimatation.

742. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja, 
eine Kulturpfl anze der Zukunft und ihre 
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant 
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization (Continued–
Document part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 40 p. 28 cm. [59 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: Continued on p. 14. Ways of using the soybean 
in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and China): 
Note: In this section, starting on p. 15, the author repeatedly 
uses the word Sojaspeisen meaning “soyfoods.” The soybean 
probably originated in India. The Chinese and Japanese used 
it to fortify their rice-based, protein-poor diet. The practice 
came before the theory. The author says (incorrectly, p. 15) 
that all the basic soyfoods are fermented. He then gives a 
long description of koji and how it is made.
 Shoyu or soy sauce (Shoju oder Soja-Sauce) (p. 15-17): 
In Japan, 540-720 million liters are manufactured each year 
so each Japanese uses 60-100 ml/year. The fermentation time 
is 8 months to 5 years. The best soy sauce is fermented for 
3 to 5 years. He explains how, as soy sauce is fermented, 
the protein is broken down into amino acids such as leucine, 
tyrosine, and members of the “Xanthin” group.
 Miso (vegetable cheese, p. 17-18): Miso is widely used 
in soups. More than half of the yearly Japanese soybean 
harvest is used for making miso. This is 30 million kg 
per year. Types of miso include shiro miso and Sendai 
miso. Winkler, in his small work titled “The Soybean of 

Manchuria,” mentions two other types of miso: Aka or red 
miso and nuka miso. Kellner investigated fi ve types of miso; 
a table shows their composition. Loew reports that this 
vegetable cheese (miso) is consumed either raw or in soups. 
Kellner, Nagasaka and Kurashima report that, based on their 
investigations, the amount of amino-nitrogen increases 3-fold 
and the quantity of carbohydrates is signifi cantly diminished 
through lactic acid and alcoholic fermentation. The carbonic 
acid created thereby rises signifi cantly during fermentation 
(Loew).
 Natto (p. 18): Discusses the fi ndings of Yabe.
 Japanese tofu or Chinese Tao-hu (p. 18-20): This is 
the so-called “bean cheese” (Bohnenkäse). A table (p. 
19, from König) shows the nutritional value of fresh tofu 
(84.8% moisture) and frozen tofu (17.0% moisture). E. 
Senft studied frozen tofu, a Japanese military preserved food 
(Militärkonserve) that is not canned; he found it had a beige 
color and a unique, slightly sour aroma which was at times 
reminiscent of dextrin. It has a uniform texture throughout, 
with many tiny pores. Winkler refers to fi ve other types of 
soy cheese. Concerning the military preserved foods, they 
were highly regarded during the Russo-Japanese War and 
(according to Senft) played a key role in the war. (Footnote: 
The descriptions of the various preparations made from 
soya make E. Senft’s treatises {1906 and 1907} valuable; 
in them he published his investigations of a number of 
Japanese vegetable foods and military preserved foods 
or conserves). The well-known Maggi food factory in 
Kempttal, Switzerland, has tried for many years to introduce 
a commercial miso-like product, but it was not well received. 
As a result it completely ceased further production of this 
soy preparation. It is to be hoped, however, that despite this 
fi rst unsuccessful attempt, further attempts in this area will 
be made.
 The soybean as an oil plant (p. 20-26): Winkler, in his 
brochure, discusses the uses of soybeans in Manchuria. After 
1908, soybeans were sold in Europe at incredibly low prices 
which resulted in the expansion of imports and production. 
Then tariffs were levied on soybeans. There were some 
major problems in the Austrian oil industry.
 Soybean fl our (Sojabohnenmehl; p. 26-28): In 
recent years, various processes have been patented. One 
manufacturer is Soyamewerke in Frankfurt am Main, which 
makes Soyama Kraftmehl. Yellow soybeans are mechanically 
cleaned, washed, dried, and dehulled according to the 
process of Dr. Fritz Goessel. Agumawerke in Harburg also 
makes soy fl our.
 The soybean as a coffee substitute and extender (p. 28-
31): Coffee is known to be detrimental to good health and 
void of nutrients. Rye, for example, has been used since the 
17th century as a coffee substitute. Barley also plays a major 
role, especially as malt. A table (p. 30) shows the nutritional 
composition of ten coffee substitutes, including chicory, fi gs, 
lupin, and carob. Soy coffee tastes remarkably similar to real 
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coffee. In Istria (Istrien), in the Austrian alps, in Switzerland 
as well as in Alsace (Elsass), the soybean has been used 
since its introduction as a coffee substitute. Haberlandt 
reported in his work that a teacher from Capo d’Istria told 
him that the soybean was used as a coffee substitute in Istria, 
and a friend told him that there was no difference between 
the fl avor of the two.
 Just as with other legumes that are used as a surrogate 
for coffee, the soybeans also can only be roasted after fi rst 
having been boiled and dried. At the large-scale operation, 
the quality of the soybean coffee (Sojabohnenkaffee) ought 
to experience a signifi cant improvement through the use 
of the Thun process. With this procure, which actually 
represents a careful cleaning process, With this procedure, 
which actually represents a careful cleaning process, [end of 
fi rst box] the beans are placed in a drum / trommel in contact 
with water, are [truncated word–energetically?] brushed 
at 65 to 70º [C]. And as a result of that, they are freed of 
a great quantity of impurities, substances that taste burnt 
such as fi bers, membranes, dust [truncated word–acids?], 
fats, etc. which very signifi cantly affect the good fl avor. 
As recent research has shown, the effect of genuine coffee 
that is harmful to the health is to be traced back less to the 
caffeine than to the products produced by the roasting of 
the caffeine (Röstprodukte des Koffeins). According to the 
results of this research, these products do not consist of 
caffeine, or consist only to a small degree of caffeine, since 
roasted coffee contains nearly as much caffeine as raw coffee 
does. They are products that are produced by decomposition 
(Zersetzungsprodukte) from other components of the 
beans that are reduced by the aforementioned process to a 
minimum level. The coffee that has been purifi ed in that way 
also demonstrates a greater degree of digestibility. The aroma 
of soybean coffee can also be improved even more by means 
of an impregnation with an extract from the low caffeine 
pulp of the coffee berry.
 In addition to the great benefi ts of not containing 
any substances that are harmful to the health and being 
remarkably similar in fl avor to coffee, soybean coffee 
would also be a comparatively nutritious drink. According 
to the fi gures from Dr. Schieber, soybean coffee contains 
2,060 nutritional units (Nährwerteinheiten), regular coffee 
1,120, and cocoa 2,100. It would therefore be in the interest 
of public nutrition (Volksernährung) as well as the entire 
national economy if it were possible for soybean coffee to 
become established. Indeed, every year enormous sums go 
out of the country for coffee. For example, the importation of 
raw coffee into the German economic area in 1910 amounted 
to 1,708,550 metric hundredweight [each of which equals 
100 kg, and thus a total of 170,855 metric tons] with a value 
of 176,478,000 marks.
 Pages 32-33: Soybean milk (Sojabohnen-Milch). The 
most popular vegetable milk is Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable 
Milk (Lahmannsche Vegetabile Milch), an emulsion made 

from almonds and nuts. In Japan, they make milk from 
soybeans; he describes the process, inaccurately, based on 
information from Winkler. This milk is also used to make 
cheese [tofu]. Also in Europe there have been successful 
attempts to make a soymilk adapted to European tastes, as in 
France by the Caseo-Sojaine at Vallées near Asnieres, and in 
England by the Synthetic Milk Syndicate. Using the process 
of Dr. Fritz Goessel, the latter company has a factory in 
Liverpool; it makes 100 liters of soymilk from: 10 kg ground 
soybeans plus 5 gm sodium phosphate, 2.4 kg lactose, 2 kg 
sesame oil, 6 gm common salt, and 60 gm sodium carbonate. 
Also the Soyamawerke in Frankfurt makes a soybean milk, 
named Soyama, as mentioned above (fresh and dried milk 
and cream). Recently Prof. Melhuish developed a new 
method using soybean, peanuts, and added coconut milk fat.
 Soy meat substitutes (Soja-Fleischersatz; p. 33): 
Soyamawerke makes a product named Soyama-Fleisch-
Ersatz.
 Soybean as a chocolate substitute (p. 34): Haberlandt 
reports such a product.
 Soya rubber substitute (p. 34): Goessel and Sauer have 
developed a rubber substitute made from soybean oil.
 The utilization of soya in agriculture (p. 34-38): Use as 
fodder for cows. In 1880 Blascowicz [Blaskovics], Assistant 
at the Royal Hungarian Academy in Hungarian Altenburg, 
conducted fodder tests, whose results are given in various 
tables.
 Conclusions (p. 38).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
that uses the word Ersatz or the word Fleischersatz. They 
mean “artifi cial or inferior substitute” and “meat substitute” 
respectively. Though often associated with World War I, the 
word “ersatz” (which means simply “substitute” in German) 
was actually adopted into English as early as 1875, in 
reference to the German army’s “Ersatz reserve,” or second-
string force, made up of men unqualifi ed for the regular 
army and drawn upon only as needed to replace missing 
soldiers. Hence the meaning “inferior substitute.” Address: 
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].

743. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die Soja: 
eine Kulturpfl anze der Zukunft und ihre 
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean: a cultivated plant 
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul 
Parey. 40 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [59 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Dedicated to Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, 
who introduced the soybean to Central Europe. Contents: 
Foreword. Introduction: The soybean. Ways of using the 
soybean in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and 
China). Shoyu or soy-sauce. Miso (vegetable cheese). Natto. 
Tofu of the Japanese or Tao-hu of the Chinese (bean cheese). 
The soybean as an oilseed. Soybean meal (and fl our). Soy 
as a coffee substitute or extender. Soybean milk. Soy meat 
substitutes. Soybeans as a chocolate substitute. Soy rubber 
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substitute. The utilization of the soybean in agriculture: As 
cow fodder. Summary. Bibliography.
 Photos show: (1) A fi eld of soybeans (p. 6). (2) A 
soybean plant with the leaves removed to show the pods 
(p. 12). (3) Soy beans and pods from inoculated and 
uninoculated plants (p. 13).
 Contains numerous tables, most without captions and 
mostly from other sources–See pages 11, 16-17, 19, 25, 
27, 30, 35-37. Contains one of the most extensive early 
European bibliographies on the soybean; unfortunately this 
bibliography contains quite a few errors and incomplete 
citations.
 Foreword: The author wrote this book during World War 
I. In his fi rst book, published one year earlier in 1916 and 
titled “The Introduction of Soya, a Revolution in the Food 
of the People,” he discussed what he believed to be the great 
agricultural and nutritional value of the soybean. He uses two 
terms, Die Soja and Die Sojabohnen to refer to soybeans. He 
concludes the Foreword with these words:
 In all areas, preparations are already being made for the 
transition to the peacetime economy. It would be desired 
that with these preparations, which are just as necessary in 
the area of agriculture as in that of industry and trade, the 
introduction of soy in the interest of general nutrition would 
fi nd attention that corresponds to its importance. May this 
publication contribute to this.
 Chapter 1 (p. 5-7): In 1908 England started to import 
large quantities of soybeans; in 1909 these increased 
to 400,000 tonnes and in 1910 to 800,000 tons. Also in 
Germany, in the years just before World War I, imports 
of soybeans climbed in an unexpected way, reaching 
43,500 tonnes in 1910, 90,600 tonnes in 1911 and 125,200 
tonnes in 1912. Note: These units are given in dz. One dz 
(doppelzentner) = 100 kg.
 The fi rst manufacture of soyfoods in Europe took place 
in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where they made fl our, 
bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk (Mehl, Brot, Kuchen 
und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–though only in small 
quantities and, above all, for diabetics. In England, soy fl our 
has been used for a long time in the preparation of cakes (p. 
5-6).
 However it was in Germany that the utilization of 
soybeans for food took place on a large scale; this began 
shortly before the war. The supply of foods to Germany was 
almost completely cut off during the war, so general attention 
soon turned to the new foods prepared from soybeans and 
people quickly became aware of their great nutritional value. 
Thus, in the middle of the war, a soybean industry was 
built in Germany. Unfortunately this youngest twig of the 
food industry was left crippled due to lack of raw materials. 
However one can predict that this industry has a bright 
future because of the great encouragement given to these 
products in so short a time. For example, in October 1914 
the Agumawerke (Aguma Works) located in Harburg (near 

Hamburg) on the Elbe, fi rst began mass production of a soy 
fl our according to its own process. During the next few years 
it made many thousands of tonnes of this meal, until the 
production had to be stopped for lack of raw materials (p. 6).
 Equally gigantic sales of soy products were made by the 
Soyamawerke (Soyama Works) in Frankfurt am Main; this 
company made only soy food products. In addition to a meal 
(fl our), it also produced a meat substitute (Fleischersatz), 
and, largely from soybeans, fresh and dried milk (Frisch- 
und Trockenmilch) as well as a fresh and dried cream 
preparation (ein Frisch- und Trockenrahm-Präparat). 
Likewise, this fi rm had to cease production of most of its 
soy products because of diffi culties in soybean procurement, 
and concentrate only on the production of meat substitutes 
(Fleischersatz). These articles likewise entered all classes of 
the population splendidly as is seen from the large demand 
for them. Within 3-4 weeks this fi rm had orders for more 
than 1½ million pound cans, of which unfortunately it was 
able to satisfy only a small part. In addition to these two 
well-known fi rms, there are in Germany still a number others 
that are occupied with the production of foods from the 
soybean.
 In Austria [the Austro-Hungarian empire], there exists 
a unique fi rm, the food factory Santosa in Prague [in the 
Czech Republic as of March 2015], which is still processing 
soybeans. They introduced soy coffee into commerce. I 
understand that in Austria a large-scale soy processing 
venture is now being planned.
 Certainly the soy processing industry fi nds itself in a 
beginning state and, like all young industries, in need of 
improvement. Remember the sugar-beet industry was also 
once young but it made improvements and went on to great 
success, as will be expected of this new twig on the food 
industry. In any case, the beginning of utilization of the 
soybean as food for the people has been made, and in the 
foreseeable future the soybean may, as in China and Japan, 
become an indispensable part of our people’s food.
 It is different with the introduction of the soybean as a 
cultivated plant in Central Europe. Forty years ago Friedrich 
Haberlandt showed (and after him countless others have 
shown) that the soybean grows well in Central Europe. 
Although additional new tests verify this, there are still those 
who object to soybean culture. One objection is the long time 
required by the soybean to come to maturity; the answer is 
the development of new varieties. Another is the relatively 
low yield compared with other beans; the answer lies in the 
use of inoculation. The author then discusses nutrient yield 
per acre and per unit of money, showing both to be high for 
soybeans.
 Pages 10-11: It is well know that legumes possess the 
ability to transform and fi x free nitrogen from the air. In 
1886 Prof. Hellriegel discovered that this capability is due 
to certain bacteria that live in the soil and move through the 
root hairs into the root, where they cause nodule formation. 
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The nitrogen-fi xing bacteria living in the nodules nourish the 
plant. The author then talks about inoculation using either 
soil from a previous planting or “Nitragin,” a pure culture 
of root bacteria, which is well known and has recently been 
improved. Dr. Kuehn of Berlin-Grunewald showed that 
soil inoculated with Nitragin gave a 3- to 4-fold increase 
in yield, plus an increase in protein in the roots and leaves. 
He then discusses improved cultural practices. Winkler says 
that transplanting improves yields. Continued. Address: 
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].

744. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1917. Palm kernel cake, palm 
kernel meal, compared with soya cake, for fattening cattle, 
young store cattle, and fattening sheep, 1915-16. County of 
Northumberland, Education Committee, Bulletin No. 25. 8 p.
• Summary: “On the average of the years 1912 and 
1913 [just before World War I], Germany imported the 
following:–248,000 tons of palm kernels; 109,000 copra (the 
dried fl eshy part of cocoanuts); 445,000 tons linseed and 
linseed meal; 217,000 tons cotton seed; 125,000 tons soya 
beans; and 84,000 tons peanuts (earthnuts).” Considerable 
quantities of these (especially palm kernels) are now diverted 
to England.
 A table (p. 4) by S.H. Collins of Armstrong College, 
shows the percentage composition of the following 
foods used in the trials: Soya cake (6.03% oil, 43.85% 
albuminoids), Egypt cotton cake, cocoanut cake, palm nut 
cake, palm kernel meal, and maize. Tables (p. 5-8) give the 
results of feeding experiments with different lots of cattle 
and sheep in 1915-16; relatively small amounts of soya 
cake were used in each experiment. Address: Prof., M.Sc., 
Director on Behalf of Armstrong College, Newcastle-Upon-
Tyne.

745. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1918. Shipments of bean oil 
from Manchuria. 21(6):87. Jan. 8.
• Summary: “Extract from the Manchuria Daily News, 
forwarded by Consul A.A. Williamson, Dairen, Nov. 14.
 “The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha is now exploiting the 
Dairen-Seattle service with half a dozen steamers, including 
four chartered vessels, the aggregate deadweight tonnage of 
which is put at about 70,000. During the past fi ve months 
the following consignments of bean oil have been shipped 
exclusively to Seattle from Dairen: June, 140,000 cases; 
July, one full cargo; August, 5,400 tons by one steamer and 
100,000 cases by another; September, 8,000 tons by one 
steamer, 6,747 tons by a second, and 100,000 cases by a 
third; and October, 5,500 tons.
 “Another slump has been experienced in the steamer 
freight on bean cake from Dairen to Japanese ports. The 
Dairen-Kobe ‘tramp’ rate has fi nally declined as low as 40 
sen per picul from 60 sen quoted toward the latter part of 

September, and threatens to go lower (sen=½ cent United 
states currency; picul=133.33 pounds).”

746. Lynch, R. Irwin. 1918. On increased food production: 
The soy bean. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London) 63(1622):38. 
Jan. 26. Third Series. [3 ref]
• Summary: The various food and industrial products made 
from soybeans are briefl y mentioned. Writing in his book 
on Japan, after a visit to the bean centers of Manchuria, Mr. 
Robert P. Porter says: “Only after one has travelled through 
the region where the Soy Bean reigns supreme, and has 
seen the wharves and the warehouses, the stations and the 
platforms, laden with bags of Beans, and noted the thousands 
of queer-looking stacks with pagoda-like roofs with 
which the country is dotted, and which serve as temporary 
storehouses for the produce while awaiting shipment, does 
one realise that it (the growth of the Bean trade) is not a 
fable, but a veritable fact in the history of international 
commerce... And the manifold uses, agricultural and 
industrial, as well as dietary, to which the Bean can be put, 
invest this generous vegetable with increasing importance, 
and the future of the Bean crop with romantic mystery.
 “A peculiar point, I note, is the changing shape of these 
Beans. Before they were quite ripe they were kidney-shaped. 
When dry, black, and ripe, they became round as a Pea, 
and on being soaked and cooked, they again showed the 
kidney-like form.” A photo shows a soy bean plant with pods 
and roots exposed. Address: Botanic Garden, Cambridge, 
England.

747. Chemische Umschau. 1918. Technologie: 
Fettgewinnung, Fettwirtschaft [Technology: Obtaining fats 
and oils, and their economics]. 25(1):6-7. Jan. [Ger]
• Summary: America: In calendar year 1916 the USA 
produced, in round numbers: 57,500 tons coconut oil in 9 
factories. 11,800 tons peanut oil in 50 factories. 6,800 tons 
oil of mustard, rapeseed oil (from Brassica rapus), soybean 
oil, palm kernel oil, etc. oil in 14 factories. 600 tons olive oil 
in 22 factories.
 From 1 Aug. 1916 to 1 April 1917 some 756 mills 
produced 584,300 tons of raw cottonseed oil.
 Also gives exports from China in 1915, incl. 13,000 tons 
sesame seeds, 33,000 tons peanuts, 1,300 tons sesame oil, 
62,000 tons soybean oil (Bohnenöl), and 21,000 tons peanut 
oil.

748. Hori, S.; Bokura, U. 1918. Soy bean cake as a 
substitute for peptone in the preparation of the nutrient 
media. Nippon Shokubutsu Byori Gakkaiho (Annals of 
the Phytopathological Society of Japan) 1(1):27-31. Jan. 
Summarized in Experiment Station Record 42(4):334. March 
1920. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Since the outbreak of the present European 
war, the importance of peptone, indispensable in the 
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preparation of the nutrient media for the culture of fungi 
and bacteria, has been checked and the price has risen to 
about eight or ten times its former fi gure; even the home 
made peptone is actually sold at present at the high price 
of ¥ 15 per lb. Thus the cost of preparing the culture media 
in mycological and bacteriological laboratories has greatly 
increased.”
 “This led one of the authors to investigate some 
economic material as a substitute for peptone in the 
preparation of the nutrient media.” After experiments with 
ammonium sulphate, Kinako powder, and soy bean cake, 
“it was found that pulverized soy bean cake gives the most 
satisfactory results, 30 grams of which (for 1 liter of water) 
may be substituted for 20 grams of peptone... Thus since 
1915, the soy bean cake extract has come into general use in 
our laboratory as media for the culture of fungi and bacteria, 
except for some special investigations, and the said media 
are now almost universally employed for the culture of 
mouse typhus bacteria throughout the country.” Information 
is furnished regarding the preparation and expense of this 
medium. “Soy bean cake is largely imported every year 
from China as a nitrogenous fertilizer. In 1916 it reached the 
amount of 760,000 tons valued at 34,500,000 Yen. One cake 
weighs about 59 pounds and costs about 1½ Yen.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen on the use of 
soybeans to make cultural media, as for bacteriological use.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “Kinako powder” to 
refer to roasted soy fl our. Address: Phytopathological Lab., 
Imperial Central Agric. Exp. Station, Nishigahara, Tokyo, 
Japan.

749. Suzuki & Co. 1918. Established 1887. Manufacturers 
and general merchants (Ad). Times of India (The) (Bombay). 
Feb. 12. p. 9.
• Summary: The company’s head offi ce is in Kobe, Japan. 
They have offi ces in London and New York. This large ad 
lists: Branches or agencies (in what cities). Dealers in (what 
goods, incl. “soya bean oil”). Factories and refi neries and 
refi neries for (what commodities, incl. [soya] “Bean oil”). 
Managing agents for (what other manufacturers). “Sakura” 
brand beer (made in what cities and countries). Agents for 
(what manufacturers).
 Note: This ad also appeared in the Feb. 19 (p. 2), Feb. 26 
(p. 4), and March 5 (p. 2) issues of this newspaper.

750. Howell, E.V. 1918. Soy beans and soy bean oil. J. of the 
American Pharmaceutical Association 7(2):159-63. Feb. [14 
ref]
• Summary: “This bean is a native of southeastern Asia. 
It is at present the most important legume grown in China 
and Japan, where it is grown almost exclusively for human 
food. It has been cultivated from a remote period, each 
district having its own distinct variety, some two hundred 

kinds in all... The bean was introduced into England in 
1790. Apparently the fi rst mention of soy beans in American 
literature was in the New England Farmer, October 23, 1829, 
in an article by Thomas Nuttall.” There follows a summary 
of this article and several other early U.S. documents that 
mention the soy bean.
 “Importance: I think the soy bean is the most important 
plant introduced into the South within a hundred years. This 
opinion is based on the range of the plant, the value as a 
soil improver, and the numerous uses of the seed and oil, 
together with the fact that the present cottonseed oil mills 
can produce the oil with practically no change in machinery 
and thus double their mill season. The beans can be stored, 
as they are practically immune to insects. Especial emphasis 
is placed on this statement in the present demand for food on 
account of the war. In Japan the bean forms one of the most 
important articles of food, by nature a meat, to go with the 
starch of rice. The Chinese make from the beans a cheese 
resembling our own cheese, while the Japanese make the 
well-known sauce for rice or fi sh, soy or suey sauce. It is 
one of the principal ingredients in ‘Tofu’ (bean curd), natto 
(steamed beans), and white and brown miso, which is like 
our molasses brown bread.”
 “A factory for the production of this [soy] milk has 
recently been established in America. This can be used 
in cooking, by bakers, confectioners, and chocolate 
manufacturers. I have before me the following food articles 
in which soy bean meal is the principal ingredient: Egg 
substitute No. 1, egg substitute No. 2, colored cocoanuts, 
coffee substitute, cocoa substitute, roasted malted nuts, 
coloring curry powder, cutlet powder, soy and navy beans 
with pork, the equal of any pork and beans.
 “The use of the soy meal for soups, for proportional 
use in muffi ns, cookies, fritters, croquettes, biscuit, and loaf 
bread is unlimited. Its use is checked only by our prejudice 
for certain customary fl avors, just as northern people and 
Europeans do not use corn meal. In other words, North 
Carolina, if forced to by war conditions, could largely exist 
on the soy beans crushed in the State this year, including 
the imported and native beans crushed, the oil from which I 
estimate to yield this year 400,000 gallons. This oil can be 
used for frying, and for a salad oil in French dressing or in 
mayonnaise. I fried a partridge in the crude unrefi ned oil, and 
found it delicious.
 “While the chief use, so far, of the oil has been for 
soaps and paints, the particular object of this paper has 
been to call attention to the use of soy oil in pharmaceutical 
preparations.”
 Tables show: (1) The specifi c gravity, saponifi cation 
value, and iodine for three samples of Manchurian soy oil 
purchased in New York. (2) The chemical composition of soy 
bean meal (8.77% fat), compared with the meal of fi ve other 
seeds (including cottonseed, linseed {old and new process}, 
decorticated peanut, and sunfl ower seed). (3) Four chemical 
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constants of seven samples of domestic and imported soy 
oils (from L.P. Nemzek). (4) The food values (nutritional 
composition) of soy beans and six other foods, including lean 
beef, milk, and eggs.
 Because of World War I: “During the past six or 
seven months there has been produced in this country in 
the neighborhood of one hundred thousand gallons of soy 
oil. The largest part of this quantity has been produced in 
North Carolina by the Elizabeth City Oil & Fertilizer Co., 
Winterville Cotton Oil Co., and the New Bern Cotton Oil & 
Fertilizer Mills. Samples from the different crushings have 
been examined in comparison with the imported oil.”
 “Medicinal use: In England a diabetic biscuit is 
manufactured. In this country an infant’s food from the 
soy bean is on the market. The enzyme in the bean is also 
attracting attention and opening a fi eld for investigation.”
 Note 1. This paper was presented at the Scientifi c 
Section, American Pharmaceutical Assoc., Indianapolis 
meeting, 1917.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2008) that contains the word “crushings.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2016) that contains concept of “new process” and 
“old process.” But it is applied to crushing linseed rather 
than to crushing soybeans.

751. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1918. The exports of soya 
bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria, to the United States... 
21(51):809. March 2.
• Summary: “... increased from 44,966,930 pounds, valued 
at $3,057,370, for 1916, to 198,534,626 pounds, valued at 
$19,740,640, for 1917.” Address: Consul, Hull [England] 
(July 8).

752. Weekly News Letter (USDA). 1918. Imported soy bean 
seed. Unmixed varieties not obtainable–Farmers urged to 
plant only domestic-grown seed. 5(31):4-5. March 6.
• Summary: “The utilization of soy bean seed imported from 
Asiatic countries for seeding is exceedingly undesirable. The 
farmer is strongly urged against planting this seed for either 
seed or forage, as disappointment with the crop will most 
undoubtedly result and further planting will be discouraged. 
It is hoped that the importers will not sell the seed for 
planting, and seedsmen also should avoid offering such 
seed for sale... Throughout Manchuria, where the soy bean 
is produced, no attention is given to pure strains.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

753. Los Angeles Times. 1918. What consuls say. March 17. 
p. III15.
• Summary: “The exports of soy-bean oil from Dairen, 
Manchuria to the United States increased from 44,966,930 

pounds valued at $3,057,370, for 1916, to 198,534,626 
pounds, valued at $19,740,640, for 1917.”

754. Millard’s Review (Shanghai). 1918. Japanese enterprise 
at Seattle. 4:171. March 30.
• Summary: “The current issue of the Exporters and 
Importers Journal, published at New York, contains a 
three-page illustrated article explaining that a great deal 
of the prosperity of the rapidly growing port of Seattle 
is due to the enterprise of Japanese banking institutions, 
steamship companies and merchants. Seattle now handles 
G. $90,000,000 more foreign trade than that of its nearest 
rival on the Pacifi c coast (San Francisco). Seattle has the 
advantage of being the cheapest port on the Pacifi c, coal 
costing a little more than half what it does at other Pacifi c 
ports. Half of the raw silk used in America enters through 
the Washington (State) Customs’ district, the principal port 
of course being Seattle. The large Japanese freight steam 
lines have selected Seattle as the principal port for their 
American business, mostly for the reason that it lies much 
nearer to Japan than does the southern city of San Francisco. 
The Japanese also feel that Seattle has extended a more 
friendly hand to them than any other cities on the Western 
coast have. Although one frequently hears of an ‘enormous 
Japanese population’ in the Puget Sound region, the fi gures 
really are that, among a population of half a million people 
in and around Seattle, there are 21,000 Japanese, and they 
are described as being a most industrious people. There are 
several hundred Japanese business concerns, including four 
banks, fourteen corporations, fi ve trading companies, seven 
insurance agencies, sixty-six grocery stores and scores of 
other Japanese establishments. The fl ag of the Rising Sun 
is always prominent among the shipping lying at the Seattle 
docks.
 “One of the illustrations accompanying the article shows 
a Japanese ship unloading soya-bean oil, which comprises 
the entire cargo of many Japanese ships docking at Seattle.”

755. Botanical Journal (The) (England). 1918. The soya 
bean: its uses and the romance of its cultivation in England. 
5(6):84-85. March. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The story of soya bean cultivation in this 
country, with a single brilliant exception, may be summed-
up in one word–failure. Before we discuss the botanical 
characters and technical uses of the plant, let us survey 
the history of its introduction and attempted cultivation in 
Britain. The soya bean was brought to England in quantity 
for the fi rst time in 1908, and a few tentative experiments 
were made to grow it during its fi rst season. In the following 
year the Board of Agriculture obtained the seed of sixteen 
varieties from Japan, together with some of the soil in which 
they had been grown. These specimens were sent to the 
Midland Dairy Institute and Cambridge University Farm; the 
plants grew well, but formed no fl owers. The next attempt 
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was a year later, the seed being obtained from Manchuria 
and distributed to the same centres, with the result that the 
Cambridge plants actually formed seed. These seeds were 
sown in 1911, but ‘the crop made little growth, and in spite 
of the hot season no seed was produced.’ In the year that 
marked the advent of the Manchurian seed some experiments 
were carried out at the South Eastern Agricultural College, 
Wye, with a variety known as ‘Early Tennessee,’ obtained 
from Quebec. These seeds produced fairly well-fi lled pods 
when grown on inoculated soil, but the Board of Agriculture 
reported that the experiment had failed. This, in brief, is the 
history of the soya bean plant in Great Britain up to the end 
of 1911. In 1913 the Royal Botanic Society took the matter 
up, and have had very great success. The story of their 
association with the soya bean is somewhat of a romance. 
The agent of a German cultivator visited this country with a 
view to forming a syndicate to grow the bean. He called at 
the Society’s offi ces and saw the Curator, Mr. North. In the 
course of the negotiations that followed, a dried soya bean 
plant was sent to the Society for inspection. This specimen 
was one of an acclimatised race and, despite the fact that 
the pods had not been cut away, they had, with German 
astuteness, apparently all been emptied of their seeds. We 
say apparently advisedly, for on subsequent examination one 
or two very minute pods were discovered containing seeds, 
which, from their very minuteness, had been overlooked. 
Thirteen precious seeds, little larger than pins’ heads, was 
the harvest vouchsafed. Good fortune attended the Society’s 
efforts from the start, for the thirteen seeds produced thirteen 
plants and 440 seeds. In the following year, despite various 
set-backs, thirty-three plants were raised, yielding 1,000 
seeds. In the year 1916 two-thirds of the seeds failed to 
germinate, and matters looked anything but rosy. Was the oft-
repeated prediction, that the soya bean would fl ourish for one 
or two seasons and then fail, to come true? Early in the year 
it certainly appeared so, but appearances were deceptive, for 
the society’s original stock of thirteen undersized seeds had 
increased to the gratifying total of 12,500 fully-developed 
seeds before the end of the year. With such a harvest to their 
credit–many of the plants bore 150 pods–it is not surprising 
that the Society decided to cultivate the plant on a more 
extensive scale. There is one matter that was ever in the 
mind of the grower during the experiments: he learned to his 
cost that the bean ‘holds fast to the habits impressed upon 
it by thousands of years of unchanging culture, and to get 
the best results it is necessary to go as close to them as the 
differences of climate and country will allow.’ Where failures 
resulted they could be traced in every case to laxity in 
carrying out the method of culture that experience had shown 
to be necessary. The importance of the Society’s success can 
hardly be over estimated. We have no cultivated oleaginous 
seeds in this country, with the exception of rape and linseed, 
which are but little grown. The soya bean will fi ll the want.
 “The uses of the soya bean and its oil are many and 

varied. The oil is obtained from the seeds of Dolichos soja, 
L., Soja hispida, Sieb and Zuc., Soja japonica, Savi., Glycine 
hispida, Maxim., Glycine soja, L., a plant indigenous to 
China, Korea, Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, and Indo-China. 
The bean has been cultivated in China for 4,700 years, the 
Emperor Shen Nung having planted the fi rst seeds about 
2800 B.C. To this day the production of the oil is one of the 
most important manufacturing industries of Manchuria and 
Japan. In China four varieties of soya bean are known: the 
white, yellow, green, and black. In Manchuria the beans are 
soaked in water overnight, then crushed and boiled with 
water, to burst the oil cells, Then the oil is expressed in very 
primitive fashion, but, owing to the long time the beans are 
in the press, the yield of oil is about 13 per cent., whereas 
with modern machinery rarely more than 10 per cent. is 
obtained. The expressed meal is made into bean cakes and 
bean cheese, staple foods and important articles of export 
in the Far East, as may be gathered from the export fi gures 
for 1903, when from Newchwang alone 196,680 tons of 
beans, 6,000 tons of oil, and 273,000 tons of bean cake were 
exported.
 “In Japan the cultivation of the soya bean is equally 
extensive; there are at least 11,000 installations, in which 2½ 
million hectolitres of beans are expressed and treated each 
year, by a kind of fermentation in which Aspergillus oryzae 
plays a part, for the preparation of Shajon [sic, Shoyu] and 
Misu [sic, Miso], liquid condiments in much request by the 
Japanese. The demand, in fact, is so great that the home 
production of 7,000,000 hectolitres of beans does not suffi ce, 
and large quantities are imported from Manchuria and Korea.
 “The early efforts to import the bean into Europe were 
abandoned because the seed deteriorated on the long voyage, 
and also because the bean cakes could only be disposed 
of with diffi culty. Later efforts, after the conclusion of the 
Russo-Japanese War, were more successful. Enormous 
quantities were shipped, and the export of the beans from 
Manchuria was fi rmly established and developed into a trade 
of huge proportions. The early shipments to Europe nearly 
all came to this country, mainly on account of the heavy 
duties imposed by continental countries. Soon, however, 
these countries realised their folly, abolished the duties, and 
the major part of the trade passed out of our hands. Efforts 
were made to cultivate the soya bean in various parts of 
the world, with the result that it has been grown in Ceylon, 
India, West Coast of Africa, British Guiana, Natal, Transvaal, 
Australia, North America, and elsewhere.
 “The average composition of the bean is: Oil, 18 
per cent.; water, 10 per cent.; albuminoids, 40 per cent.; 
carbohydrates, 22 per cent.; crude fi bre, 5 per cent.; ash, 5 
per cent–which compares favourably with that of similar 
seeds. The high content of albuminoids renders it valuable as 
a cattle food, but it should be fed along with undecorticated 
cotton cake, being distinctly laxative when given in excess. 
In the early days of the industry soya bean cake commanded 
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a higher price than cottonseed cake; it was considered 
especially valuable, by reason of the fact that milch cows fed 
upon it gave a richer yield of milk even than those fed upon 
cottonseed and linseed cake. As we have said, when the oil is 
expressed, cake prepared therefrom is sold as cattle food; the 
ground cake has even been used as an adulterant of coffee to 
a very large extent” (Continued).

756. British Medical Journal. 1918. A vegetable milk. 
i(2889):430. April 13.
• Summary: “From a correspondent: In these days of 
agalactia [failure of the secretion of milk in mammals] any 
reasonable substitute for milk is certain of a welcome, so 
that particular interest attaches to the soy bean, an alimentary 
plant grown on a very large scale in China, and imported 
into this country [Britain] by hundreds of thousands of tons 
annually for the sake of the oil it contains, which is utilized 
in the manufacture of soap, margarine, etc.
 “More interesting from the alimentary point of view 
is the fact that it can be made to yield a substitute for 
milk, which in respect of appearance and composition so 
nearly approximates the familiar article as to be wellnigh 
indistinguishable therefrom.
 “The process is simple. Five ounces of the bean are 
soaked overnight in a quart of cold water; it is then coarsely 
ground, mixed with the water in which it has been soaking, 
and fi ltered through muslin [coarse cotton fabric]. The result 
is a milky fl uid with a rather strong smell of haricot bean, 
which disappears after it has been raised to boiling point. 
Infants take it readily, and, mixed with tea or coffee, the 
taste is imperceptible. Fresh soy bean milk has a fairly acid 
reaction; it is quite homogeneous under the microscope, and 
its physical properties are those of cow’s milk; rennet causes 
it to curdle, lactic acid germs cause it to undergo lactic acid 
fermentation. When boiled it ‘rises’ like ordinary milk and 
forms a pellicle [yuba] on the surface.
 “Its composition is: Casein 3.13 per cent., fats 9.89, 
but it lacks carbohydrates, a shortcoming which can easily 
be remedied. As the fatty constituent is an oil, butter cannot 
be made from soy bean milk, but it can be made to provide 
cheese (120 grams of the bean yields 184 grams of cheese), 
and the cheese [fermented tofu] can be made to resemble any 
of the popular cheeses in the market; it is merely a question 
of employing the proper fl avouring ferment. Soy-bean 
milk can be retailed at 3 centimes a litre. The residue, after 
making milk, is still very rich in alimentary principles, and 
can be worked up into very palatable ‘almond’ cakes and 
biscuits. Being practically free from starch, these cakes are 
especially suited for consumption by diabetics.
 “Roasted, the bean provides a colourable imitation of 
coffee, just as do barley and oats, to what a satisfactory 
degree only those who make use of these substitutes will 
understand.”
 “A practical idea of its alimentary value may be formed 

by contrasting the cost of this as compared with other 
albumins: 100 grams of albumin, at before-the-war prices, 
would cost–from egg 1s. 8d. [1 shilling 8 pence], from meat 
1s. 4d., from pork 8d, dried peas 3d., and from soy bean 2d. 
The bean contains four times as much mineral constituents 
as meat, and is twice as rich in phosphoric acid.” A table 
compares the nutritional composition of soy beans (water 
plus 5 nutrients) with lentils, haricot beans, peas, and broad 
beans.

757. Millard’s Review (Shanghai). 1918. The new world that 
it will be necessary to construct upon the ruins of the present 
war... (Editorial). 4(8):262-63. April 20.
• Summary: “... was the theme of a very instructive address 
delivered at the American Song Service last Sunday 
afternoon by Rev. Paul Hutchinson of Nanking... ‘If there 
is any clear sentiment in the lands whose life is open to 
our study these days it is this: That there must be a new 
basis for international relations and that the causes of such 
catastrophes as this war must be eliminated.’”
 “Despite a number of untoward conditions, among them 
being internal disturbances, high freight rates, high prices 
and restricted shipping facilities, China enjoyed greater 
prosperity in the year 1917 than in any previous period of her 
history, as we learn from the annual Report of the Maritime 
Customs issued several days ago.”
 “Bean oil as been in such great demand in America and 
in Japan that the value of exports of this product has grown 
to be almost as great as that of tea.”

758. Baker, E. Carleton. 1918. Marketing the bean crop in 
Mukden district. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Department of Commerce) 21(98):366-68. April 
26.
• Summary: Owing to a severe drought in the upland 
districts and to fl oods along the Liao River, the soya bean 
crop of 1917, compared with the 1916 crop, decreased 
by about 20 per cent in some districts and as much as 40 
per cent in others. In North Manchuria, where weather 
conditions were more favorable, a 90 or 100 per cent crop 
is reported, and in South Manchuria the 1917 harvest is 
estimated to be about 60 per cent of the normal crop. In the 
Liao River districts the drought was not so damaging as the 
fl oods, which destroyed a large part of the crops on the west 
bank of the river at such places as Kwangning, Chinchow, 
and Hsinmintun. In the fi rst of the above-mentioned places 
the white bean is largely grown, and in the two latter named 
places the black bean is produced. There is consequently a 
shortage in those varieties. In the upland districts the crops 
were affected by drought soon after planting and by fl oods at 
about harvesting time.
 “Marketing methods: There have not been any radical 
changes in the methods of marketing the beans. Most of 
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the bean dealers at Changchun make their purchases in the 
outlying bean districts of the Kirin Province and in different 
districts southeast of Manchouli. In some cases the growers 
themselves convey their beans to the most convenient 
markets. About 80 per cent of the buyers purchase their 
beans in the growing districts, the remaining 20 per cent 
purchasing in the various markets.
 “At Mukden the beans are mostly brought in by the 
growers themselves, and those not already contracted for 
before the harvest are, sold to the highest bidders.
 “There appears to be a growing tendency to establish 
collecting centers for accumulating the beans. In most of the 
growing districts there are already certain places recognized 
as collecting centers to which the bean growers bring their 
products by carts for selling to the collectors (local traders or 
agents of large dealers) who transport the beans (usually by 
rail) to the large dealers at Changchun, Tiehling, Kaiyuan, 
Hsinminfu, etc., where the beans growing in the surrounding 
districts of those places are collected. A number of the 
middlemen are innkeepers, who receive the beans from the 
farmers and pass them along to the buyers.
 “In South Manchuria beans generally pass through only 
a few hands–from the growers to the collectors located in 
the producing districts and from the collectors to the large 
dealers, who may sell them to the bean mills or to exporters. 
But beans from distant districts or North Manchuria may-
pass through many hands; for instance, the beans from 
Manchouli are sold to the collectors there, then at Harbin, 
Changchun, or Kaiyuan, and fi nally at Newchwang or 
Dairen.
 “Money advanced on growing crops: In some instances 
money is advanced by the buyers on growing crops. In most 
cases such advances are made to the farmers who cultivate 
rented lands and are therefore not well off fi nancially. In 
return the farmer contracts to sell his beans at from 10 to 20 
cents less than the normal market value on each ‘tow’ or 40 
pounds.
 “Native dealers in the larger bean markets, such as 
Mukden, Newchwang, and Changchun, are inclined to 
speculate in beans. In some cases the buyers collect large 
quantities and hold them in the hope of selling at higher 
prices, and in other cases they speculate in growing crops 
by selling on forward contract, often agreeing to sell beans 
for future delivery at a price cheaper than the market price 
prevailing at the time the contract is made. In forward-
contract deals the buyer is generally required to pay 80 per 
cent or the full contract price for the beans, the sellers in 
return furnishing the buyers with adequate guaranties for 
delivery. These methods of buying and selling beans are 
confi ned to the large dealers and do not, as a rule, directly 
affect the growers. The large dealers who make forward 
contracts generally endeavor to secure an option on certain 
amounts of the growing crops in order to be sure that they 
will be able to procure enough beans to meet their forward-

contract obligations. For these options they will sometimes 
advance the grower as much as 50 per cent of the estimated 
value of his crop. Even a larger proportion of the value may 
be advanced when the buyer is convinced, by scrutiny of 
the title deeds, that the farmer is the owner of the land upon 
which the beans are growing.
 “The sale of beans in the interior is conducted as a rule 
on a strictly cash basis. Some branches of the larger bean 
fi rms sell foreign and Chinese goods, these goods often being 
sold on credit against the growing bean crops. The prices of 
the goods thus furnished are somewhat higher than the ruling 
market quotations, as the buyers wish to obtain suffi cient 
profi ts to cover the interest on the money invested in the 
goods.
 “Currency used in transactions: In bean transactions, 
several kinds of money are used. In the Fengtien Province 
small silver coin notes are generally used, in Heilungkiang 
Province copper cash notes, in Kirin tiao notes, in the 
Chinese Eastern Railway zone rubles, and in the South 
Manchuria Railway zone silver yen notes are used. The high 
rate of silver has not affected the prices of beans very much, 
except where they are purchased in gold standard currencies, 
such as rubles and gold yen. However, the prices of beans are 
raised proportionately with the discount of the paper money, 
based on silver, in which most transactions are made. The 
strong foreign demand during the year, owing to shortage of 
foods, minimized to a great extent the exchange diffi culties.
 “As a general rule the larger bean dealers visit the 
growing districts just before the harvest in order to ascertain 
the conditions of the crop. The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the 
Kodera Co., and the Tung Ho Co. (all Japanese companies) 
have a large number of traveling agents who visit the bean 
districts from time to time, from the planting season until 
harvest.
 “The early freezing of the roads facilitated the 
transportation of the last crop of beans to the various markets 
and enabled the growers to dispose of their products. No 
important changes have been made in the routes over which 
beans are brought to market. The charges for transporting the 
beans were increased considerably in some cases. The native 
cartage increased by more than 100 per cent and freight 
charges on the Chinese Eastern Railway by more than 400 
per cent; the charges of the South Manchuria Railway and 
the river transportation charges remained about the same. 
The fall in the value of the ruble accounted for the enormous 
increase in the freight rate.
 “Bean mills in district–Exports from Newchwang: 
There are about 100 bean mills, large and small, in Mukden 
and the immediate vicinity. No statistics are available as to 
their annual output, as most of the mills are small and do not 
operate regularly. There are about 30 mills in Liaoyang, 13 
in Haicheng, 10 in Changchun, and 8 in Newchwang. There 
are also mills located at Kaiyuan and Tiehling, but at present 
their number is not known.
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 “The mills at Newchwang have the following monthly 
capacities (given in piculs of 133.33 pounds): A table with 
4 columns gives the names of 8 Chinese mills, with the 
number of presses, and the soya bean oil and cake output 
capacity (in piculs) for each. The largest (Tung Yung Mao) 
has 100 presses, 3,600 piculs of oil, and 90,000 piculs of 
cakes; the smallest has 20 presses. “Exports of beans and 
bean products from Newchwang were as follows for 1916 
and 1917, respectively: Beans, 98,905 and 41,000 tons; bean 
cake, 194,089 and 151,127 tons; and bean oil, 5,050 and 
1,414 tons. The decreases were due to the shortage in the 
1917 crops, and, it is believed (though no statistics are yet 
available), to the diverting of the trade to Dairen.
 “At Newchwang the beans arrived by three routes–by 
river, by rail, and by carts–from the southeast districts. 
The beans are sold by measure; those arriving by boat and 
by train are carefully leveled off by the seller, and those 
bought from the carts (generally a mile or two out of the 
town, where the buyers meet the carts) are smoothed off by 
the buyer, who naturally gives himself a slight benefi t by 
heaping the measures. This custom is also said to prevail 
upcountry. Beans brought by train by middlemen and bought 
at the Japanese station are always paid for in sycee [silver 
money in the form of ingots]. Those brought for sale by 
boats are sold from the boats alongside the bund.
 “(A list of bean dealers In the Mukden consular district 
may be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce or its district or cooperative offi ces. Refer to fi le 
No. 99483).” Address: Consul General, Mukden, China.

759. Williamson, A.A. 1918. Chemical tests of Manchurian 
soy beans. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 21(101):406-07. April 30.
• Summary: This is a supplement to the report published 
in Commerce Reports for 31 Dec. 1917. The oil content 
of Manchurian soybeans ranged from 19.88% to 14.72%. 
The average of 50 analyses was 17.10%. “Soya bean oil is 
shipped in cases and barrels; drums are now hard to get and 
are expensive to return, and they are not used to any extent. 
The case used is the standard kerosene case containing 
two tins (the 5-gallon kerosene tin) and are either new 
or secondhand. They hold 75 pounds net. The barrels are 
received in shooks and are set up here, glue-sized, painted, 
and tested. They are of American origin and hold 385 pounds 
net. Barrels are gaining in favor, as they are said to give less 
leakage.” Address: Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.

760. Trabut, Louis. 1918. Le Soja: Soja Max (L.) Soja 
hispida Savi [The soybean]. Algerie, Service Botanique, 
Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 55. 16 p. April. [7 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: One cannot say that the soybean has been 
introduced to the Western world only relatively recently; 

it has been cultivated at the Jardin des Plantes since 1779. 
There the soybean has always produced seeds, which have 
been distributed to botanical gardens and amateurs interested 
in plants. It would be unjust to say that for 138 years no one 
has been involved in the utilization of soya in Europe. In 
fact, there have been a number of fervent popularizers and 
propagators of the plant. A history of this work is given, 
including the Vienna Exposition of 1873, the work of Prof. 
Haberlandt in Austria disseminating and testing soybeans 
and his remarkable book on the soybean published in 1878, 
the work of the Society for Acclimatization in France from 
1855 (they made the vegetable cheese, tofu [To-fou]), and 
exports from Manchuria to Europe.
 Since 1898, Manchuria, which can no longer cultivate 
the opium poppy, has greatly expanded its cultivation of 
soybeans and has looked for outlets in European markets. In 
1909 Manchuria exported 410,000 tonnes of soya, a fi gure 
which rose to 650,000 tonnes in 1912.
 A that time, according to Mr. Brenier, Director General 
of the Chamber of Commerce at Marseilles, the industry of 
Marseilles, confronted with a infl ux of new oilseeds, tried to 
obtain soya but ran into customs problems. It wasn’t clear 
whether soya should be classifi ed as a legume (because 
it is a bean) or as an oilseed (graine oléagineuse). While 
the matter was being debated, all the available beans had 
been purchased by Hull, England, and Hamburg, Germany 
(Académie d’Agriculture de France, 1917, p. 189).
 “As the Director of the Chamber of Commerce of 
Marseilles informs us, in England, Germany, and the 
Netherlands, the industrial use of the soybean has been 
growing in importance for several years. In Germany there 
even existed an important manufacture of soymilk.
 “A Chinese factory [run by Li Yu-ying] was installed 
a few years ago near Paris to enable the soybean to realize 
its full potential and to introduce various commercial food 
products made from this seed. In 1912 Messrs. Li Yu-
ying and Grandvoinnet published a work on the soybean, 
recommending its cultivation in France.
 “In 1917 Mr. Balland notifi ed the Academy of Sciences 
of the utilization of soya in war bread, biscuits, etc. All these 
products, said the knowledgeable chemist, can contribute to a 
good diet because of their rich nutrient content.
 “The Swiss, who consume many coffee substitutes, roast 
the soybean seeds to make a coffee.
 In Algeria, starting in 1894, soybean agronomic trials 
were started at the botanical station of Rouïba. The results 
were communicated to the other French colonies in 1898 [by 
Louis Trabut] in Bulletin No. 16 of the Botanical Service.” 
The results of these and subsequent trials in 1896 and 1897 
in Algeria are summarized.
 In 1896 a soybean with a green seed coat yielded 2,980 
kg/ha of soybeans.
 Pages 7-11 include discussions of the nutritional value 
of soybeans, their use in diabetic diets, the fact that soybeans 
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are rarely consumed as such but are almost always processed 
into more sophisticated foods (including fermented foods). 
Following these trials, that were focused on a very important 
collection (80 soybeans in number) received [in France] 
from a missionary in China through the intermediary of Mr. 
H. de Vilmorin, the seeds were distributed and the results of 
their cultivation were generally good. There follows a letter 
from a person in Bou-Medfa [Bou Medfaa, Algeria]. Also 
discusses the availability, benefi ts, and method of producing 
soybean milk which the Chinese prefer to animal milks, 
and which is free of bacteria that can cause tuberculosis. 
In Algeria, soybean yields range from 12 to 30 quintals 
per hectare. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg. The Arabs consume 
soybeans boiled in salted water. In England a Soya Flour 
is sold which contains 75% wheat fl our and 25% soy fl our. 
This fl our is used commercially to make a soy bread. A Soja 
Biscuit is made in the Netherlands.
 Pages 12-14 list 26 soybean varieties in order of their 
earliness. Synonyms and characteristics are also given: 
Soja très hatif à grain noir (Extra Early Black; Vilmorin 
or Ogema [Ogemaw] of Michigan. Matures in 80-90 
days). Brun précoce (Early Brown from Indiana). Vireo 
(Tokyo). Chernie (Khabarovsk, Siberia; black seed). Auburn 
(American selection). Merko (Mekoechofka of Siberia; 
brown seed). Elton (Khabarovsk, Siberia; yellow seed). 
Chestnut (American selection 1907; brown seeds). Jaune 
d’Etampes (Yellow Etampes, or Ito San in America; One 
of the earliest varieties introduced to Europe and America). 
Vert de Samarow (Green Samarow, or Guelph in America; 
green seeds, matures in 120 days). Butterball (or Jaune 
géant {Yellow Giant} from Dammann, from Tokyo; yellow 
seeds. Matures in 110 days). Soja noir de Podolie (Black 
Podolia [Podolia is in today’s Ukraine], or Buckshot in 
America; black seeds). Wilson Black (Manchuria). Meyer. 
Austin. Haberlandt. Huang-Tou (Yellow Bean, from 
Ningouta {Ninguta, see Ning’an}). Bhetmas (from India; 
seed chocolate and yellow). Medium Yellow. Shingto (From 
Tieling {T’ieh-ling or Tiehling, Liaoning prov.}, Manchuria). 
Swan (from Canton). Soja tigré (Striped, spotted, or speckled 
soybean from Peking; seeds are grilled and eaten like 
peanuts). Brooks (Manchuria and China). Maculata gigantea 
(Large spotted, sold under this name by Dammann; probably 
the same as the American variety Meyer). Mammoth 
(American selection). Riceland (From China).
 The importance of inoculation with bacteria is 
emphasized. Soybeans can be cultivated with cowpeas for 
forage. An illustration (line drawing) on the cover shows the 
soy bean plant, with a close-up of the pods.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2020) 
that mentions the soybean variety Wilson Black. Address: 
Director of the Botanical Service for the Government of 
Algeria.

761. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 

Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1918. Vegetable oils from the 
Orient to Canada. 21(112):577-78. May 13.
• Summary: “The War Trade Board announce that 
applications for licenses authorizing the exportation to 
Canada of vegetable oils imported from the Orient entering 
the United States at Pacifi c coast ports and passing through, 
in bond, on through export bills of lading, will be favorably 
considered, provided the shipments have been purchased 
by Canadian concerns for consumption in Canada and they 
are routed to pass into Canada at Duluth, Minnesota, or at a 
border point west thereof.”
 “Applications for licenses to export such shipments 
should be sent to the nearest branch offi ce of the War 
Trade Board or to the Bureau of Exports, War Trade Board, 
Washington, D.C.”
 Note: Although soy bean oil is not mentioned, it is 
clearly implied. The U.S. was importing huge amounts from 
“the Orient” by this date during World War I.

762. Byington, Homer M. 1918. Imports of oil seed into 
Hull [England] for three months. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
21(119):693. May 21.
• Summary: A table shows imports of oilseeds into Hull 
for the fi rst quarter of 1918 (January to March) compared 
with the corresponding period for 1917, according to data 
compiled by the Hull Chamber of Commerce.
 Imports of Soya beans decreased from 2,022 tons (1 ton 
= 2,400 pounds) in the 1st quarter of 1917 to nil in the 1st 
quarter of 1918.
 The largest imports were of linseed, 250,861 quarters 
in Jan/March 1917, decreasing to 62,612 quarters in Jan/
March 1918. “Note: Linseed in quarters of 410, 416, or 424 
pounds.”
 Note: A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds 
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or 
50.8 kg).

763. Chemische Umschau. 1918. Technologie: 
Fettgewinnung, Fettwirtschaft [Technology: Obtaining fats 
and oils, and their economics]. 25(5):53-54. May. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil: During the years 1912-1914 
England imported 192,000 tonnes (metric tons), 78,000 
tonnes, and 72,000 tonnes of soybeans, and Germany 
imported 96,000, 106,000, and 64,000 tonnes of soybeans. 
In 1915, naturally [due to World War I], German imports 
came to an end, while English imports amounted to 174,000 
tonnes. In 1913, Japan’s soybean production was about 
5.4 million tonnes; exports [of soybeans] from China were 
624,000 tonnes and from Korea 95,000 tonnes.

764. Murray, James. 1918. The farm and farm crops: 
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Soy beans for Quebec. J. of Agriculture and Horticulture 
(Quebec, Canada). June 1. p. 3.
• Summary: “The Soy Bean (Glycine soja) has not been 
generally recognized as adapted to climates as cool as that 
of Quebec and as most of the varieties on the market are 
only suitable for growing in warmer climates this is as it 
should be... we now have at least one variety which we 
can confi dently recommend as suitable for the climate of 
Montreal...”
 “The Soy Bean is an exceedingly important crop 
in Manchuria, Japan and Korea and is exported in large 
quantities from these countries.”
 “Like the ordinary bean, the soy bean is an annual that 
cannot be planted until danger of frost is over,–about the fi rst 
of June [in southern Quebec].
 “In the countries where soy beans are grown extensively 
they are used largely for human food... In this country where 
the production is likely to be on a small scale for some years 
their principal use will be for human food either as baked 
beans or in a ground condition [as fl our] for making muffi ns, 
biscuits, etc. In using them as baked beans they may be 
used without pork as the large percentage of fat which they 
contain makes the use of additional fat unnecessary.
 “In preparing them it is important that they be soaked 
over night in a large quantity of water, and this water poured 
off before they are boiled. The large quantity of water is 
necessary to dissolve out of them a disagreeable fl avor which 
they possess naturally. Otherwise they are cooked in exactly 
the same way as ordinary beans.” Note: No; they must be 
cooked much longer than ordinary beans.
 “In the Cereal Department of Macdonald College 
considerable work has been done in selecting varieties for 
earliness and yield, and seed of one variety that will mature 
here every year is now available in limited quantities. This 
variety is known as Quebec No. 92. To those who wish to try 
them the Department is willing to send samples of one pound 
as long as the available supply lasts.”
 Photos show: (1) Mature plants of Quebec No. 92 soy 
beans. (2) A fi eld of soy beans in midsummer.

765. Byington, Homer M. 1918. The vegetable-oil 
industry of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
21(133):919-27. June 7.
• Summary: “Hull is now claimed to be the largest 
vegetable-oil center in Europe. The year 1917, the third 
since the outbreak of the European war, witnessed constantly 
changing conditions... Shortage of supplies of raw materials 
(chiefl y due to the question of tonnage), irregular arrivals, 
increased prices, shortage of labor, increased cost of 
production, and Government control were the outstanding 
features.” Because of Hull’s geographical position in relation 
to sea warfare, the city received about 75% of its supplies of 

raw material overland by rail from English ports on the south 
and west coast.
 War bonuses to workers oil mills were increased in 
1917, Starting in early May 1917, a government schedule 
was issued to control maximum prices. “Also, to eliminate 
speculation or profi teering and for the better control of the 
trade, a system of licenses was established for all wholesale 
dealings. The objects of these measures was to protect 
crushers from having to pay exorbitant prices for supplies of 
raw materials and to regulate the prices to consumers of oils, 
cake, and meal. “On December 1, 1917, under the Defense 
of the Realm Act, the Food Controller took over possession 
of all stocks of raw materials in mills and warehouses and all 
contracts for shipments en route at original prices.”
 “The war has accentuated the importance of the oil 
crushing industry by the increased demands for glycerin 
for explosives, oil for aeroplanes (chiefl y castor), oil for 
margarines, and oil cake for cattle food.”
 A table (p. 920), based on preliminary returns of the 
Board of Trade, shows imports of raw materials for the 
oilseed industry into the United Kingdom during the years 
1915, 1916, and 1917. For soya beans: In 1915–170,910 
tons worth $6,950,729. Decreasing in 1916 to 65,364 tons 
worth $4,673,572. Decreasing in 1917 to 25,049 tons worth 
$2,434,108.
 A 2nd table shows that of these imports, the following 
amounts were reexported. Soya beans: 1,687 tons in 1915, 
increasing to 2,679 tons in 1916, but nil in 1917.
 A 3rd table shows exports of oils manufactured in 
the United Kingdom. Soya bean oil: 13,473 tons in 1915, 
decreasing to 4,554 tons in 1916, decreasing to 608 tons in 
1917.
 A 4th table shows imports of oilseeds into Hull. Soya 
beans: 135,019 tons in 1915, decreasing to 69,945 tons in 
1916, decreasing to 13,890 tons in 1917.
 A section titled “Soya beans and oil” (p. 924) discusses 
the subject in detail, based on the statistics in the tables 
above.
 Trade in oilseed cakes (p. 925): “Soya cake increased 
during 1916 from $49.87 per ton to $78.47, and in 1917 rose 
as high as $96.11, with practically no supplies at all, owing 
to the government prohibition of importation of soya beans 
issued February 23, 1917.”
 “Margarine may be said to have come into its own 
during the war. With decreased manufactures and imports 
of butter and increased prices (about 100 per cent), the 
mass of the people in this country were glad to turn to the 
better grades of margarine at a cost of less than one-half of 
the price of butter.” In 1917 some oleomargarine contained 
at least 55 per cent of animal fats. Address: Consul, Hull, 
England (April 27).

766. Millard’s Review of the Far East (Shanghai). 1918. The 
importance of tank steamers in the bean oil trade. 5(2):75-76. 
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June 8.
• Summary: “The increasing export of bean oil from 
Dairen is illustrated in the returns for the last fi scal year 
which showed the export to be 104,000 tons or so, and it 
is generally anticipated, barring unforeseen happenings, 
that the fi gures for the present fi scal year will attain some 
120,000 tons. The Japanese-owned paper at Dairen states 
that owing to the want of well-appointed tanks on the Dairen 
wharves or of steamers calling at that port, sundry kinds of 
receptacles are in use to pack bean oil for export purposes. 
The most popular receptacles are empty oil cans, which, in 
consequence of the abrupt rise of tin, are now quoted at Yen 
1 apiece. Bean oil exported to, say, Seattle [Washington] 
in oil cans, is discharged on arrival at the destination, the 
contents being emptied into the tanks. The discharging work 
costs not only a considerable amount of labor, but the loss 
frequently resulting from leakage while in transit and the 
waste from the practical valuelessness of the empties, unless 
carried back home all the way, let alone the heavy cost and 
labor entailed at this end in packing, etc., are themes of 
importance entitled to serious consideration. A computation 
of the number of empty oil cans required in the shipment 
of 120,000 tons bean oil (the estimated total for the current 
fi scal year) at the rate of one ton of oil to 60 cans, shows 
that 7,200,000 cans will be required, which, at a cost of Yen 
1 each, makes the enormous total of Yen 7,200,000. If, in 
some future time, it is made possible to export bean-oil by 
tank steamer, some Yen 50 or Yen 60 per ton can be saved 
in the cost of transportation, and it may be offered so much 
the cheaper at the port of destination. It is reported that 
the U.S. Government has put in hand the construction of 
about 60 tank steamers of varying sizes, obviously with the 
transportation of oil in view.”

767. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. San Francisco port has 
great possibilities: Better freight storage facilities are needed. 
Chamber of Commerce Survey Committee recommends 
various improvements. June 9. p. 3.
• Summary: After four months of painstaking investigations, 
the committee “urged improvements deemed essential for the 
handling of the vast trade to center here” in the period after 
the war. The port of San Francisco must be able to compete 
with that of Seattle [Washington]. A sidebar contains a list 
of seven key points. With expanded facilities there is no 
reason why this city should not become a great port for 
transshipment, handling, assorting, storage, distribution and 
redistribution of goods and raw materials.
 “Copra from which cocoanut oil is pressed, cocoanut 
oil, oils from soya beans, and other vegetable oils are being 
imported in immense quantities; between 200,000 and 
350,000 tons, it is estimated, coming to this coast in the past 
year.”

768. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1918. Exploitation of 

vegetable oils [in Japan]. 100:778. June 20.
• Summary: According to H.M. Consulate at Shimonoseki, 
the Japanese oil industry is still in its infancy, but it should 
have an important future. Imports of Manchurian bean oil 
are valued at over 1,000,000 yen annually. A new company 
for the exploitation of vegetable oils, formed in June 1917, 
with a capital of one million yen, has completed the fi rst 
section of its works at Wakamatsu, and manufacturing 
operations will soon be commenced. The consumption of 
soy beans will, it is stated, be 100 tons/day, and when the 
second section of the works is completed, 150 tons/day, 
with a yearly yield of 37,000 tons of bean-cake, and 6300 
tons of oil. The output of the works will be all taken by 
Mitsui Bussan Kaisha under a contract. The refi ned oil will 
be exported to the United States, and the bean-cake sold to 
farmers in Japan.

769. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1918. Imports and 
exports of fertilisers in 1917. 100(1125):778. June 20.
• Summary: “Oil-seed fertilisers. Imports of oil-seed 
fertilisers (bean cake, rape-seed cake, cotton-seed cake, 
etc.) during 1917 amounted to 1,066,660 tons, valued at 
55,967,822 yen, as compared with 835,681 tons (37,540,214 
yen) and 402,190 tons (39,249,341 yen) in 1916 and 1913 
respectively. The average price for bean cake in Japan in 
1917 was 2.0 yen per cake (approximately 60 lb.); for rape-
seed cake 4.30 yen per picul (133 1/3 lb.).” Address: British 
Commercial Attaché, Yokohama, Japan.

770. Holmes, Arthur D. 1918. Digestibility of some seed oils. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 687. 18 p. June 
28. See p. 6-9, 17-18. [20 ref]
• Summary: These digestion experiments were conducted 
on human subjects, “medical or dental students from 20 
to 40 years of age, moderately active, of good health, and 
normal appetites.” Summary: “After allowance has been 
made for metabolic products and undigested fat resulting 
from the basal ration, the coeffi cients of digestibility were 
found to be–for corn oil, 96.8%; for soy-bean oil, 97.5%; for 
sunfl ower-seed oil, 96.5%; for Japanese mustard-seed oil, 
98.8%; for rapeseed oil 98.9%, and for charlock oil 98.9%.
 Pages 6-9 note: “In the United States constantly 
increasing quantities of soy beans, imported from the Orient 
or produced for the most part in cotton-growing districts, are 
pressed in the cottonseed-oil mills. The oil is largely used 
for technical purposes, especial attention having been given 
to its use as a paint oil. Work which has been done indicates 
that the characteristic odor and taste of the crude oil can be 
nearly, if not entirely, eliminated by careful refi ning and that 
the refi ned oil may be used for food purposes.”
 “Prepared under the direction of C.F. Langworthy, Chief, 
Offi ce of Home Economics” [USDA]. Address: Specialist 
in Charge of Digestion Experiments, Offi ce of Home 
Economics, USDA.
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771. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. 
Improvement of soy beans in Manchuria. 1(1):21. June.
• Summary: “The Manchuria Daily News states that the 
South Manchuria Railway’s agricultural station has been 
experimenting on the improvement of Manchurian beans for 
several years. Ssupingkai special have been distributed to 
different places.
 “The results in 1917 were favorable on the whole, 
and about 20 per cent increase in the yield was realized. 
Moreover, the new output is superior in weight, percentage 
of oil, luster, etc. These seeds are to be more widely 
distributed in 1918.
 “The exports of soya bean-oil from Dairen, Manchuria, 
to the United States increased from 44,966,930 pounds, 
valued at $3,057,370 for 1916, to 198,534,626 pounds, 
valued at $19,740,640, for 1917.”

772. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Soy beans 
in North Carolina. 1(1):23. June.
• Summary: “North Carolina claims rank as the largest soy-
bean producing State in the country, with an estimated crop 
for 1917 of 1,500,000 bushels an increase of 20 per cent over 
1916. Despite this large crop, the oil mills of eastern North 
Carolina imported 200,000 bushels of soy beans recently 
from China.
 “A soy-bean harvester has been invented by North 
Carolina farmers, and is described in a bulletin issued by the 
experiment station of that State. This harvester thrashes the 
beans from the vines as they stand in the fi elds. Five types 
of soy-bean harvesters are manufactured by North Carolina 
concerns.
 “Of the 1916 crop, 111,000 bushels were sold to 
canners for canned products, and nearly 100 manufacturers 
throughout the country are using soy-bean oil in making 
soap, paint, varnish, enamel, japans, linoleums, oilcloth, and 
salad oils. The North Carolina Experiment Station publishes 
a pamphlet containing technical information from these 
manufacturers as to results with soy beans.”

773. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Bean oil in 
bulk. 1(1):45. June.
• Summary: “W.R. Grace, shipowners of New York 
announce that they are in the market for tank cars to 
transport soy bean oil and cocoanut oil from San Francisco 
[California] to eastern points, the oil to be delivered from 
the far east at San Francisco in tank steamers. The matter 
of shipping these oils by tank steamers is very new and 
all the facilities have not yet been prepared at Japanese 
ports where... such cargoes are assembled. Cocoanut oil is 
assembled at Manila, and is shipped in tank steamers to San 
Francisco.
 “The soy bean industry has for centuries been prominent 
in Manchuria and from that point the beans have been 

shipped in large quantities to Europe to be ground and 
pressed for oil.”

774. Rogers Brown & Co. 1918. Importers and shippers of: 
China wood oil, soya bean oil, perilla oil, Pacifi c Coast fi sh 
oils (Ad). Paint, Oil and Drug Review 66(1):22. July 3.
• Summary: “Our oils guaranteed absolutely pure. We 
maintain our own organization in the Orient which buys and 
tests exclusively for us.
 “Carload lots only.
 “Send us your inquiries and we will be glad to quote 
promptly.” Address: Home offi ce: Seattle, Washington. 
Eastern sales offi ce: Insurance Exchange Bldg., Chicago, 
Illinois. Phone: Harrison 84.

775. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Soy bean 
oil. 1(2):39. July.
• Summary: “Oil mills on the Pacifi c coast have been 
operating for several years with soy beans imported from 
Manchuria, and have found a ready sale in that region for the 
oil, cake and other products.
 “The imports of soy bean oil, much of which is used for 
food, were 265,000,000 pounds in 1917, against 13,000,000 
pounds in 1914, or twenty times as much.”

776. Byington, Homer M. 1918. Six months’ fi gures of 
the Hull oil and seed trade. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
21(182):466. Aug. 5.
• Summary: During the fi rst 6 months of 1917, 13,890 
quarters of soya beans were imported to Hull.
 Note: A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds 
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or 
50.8 kg). Address: Consul, Hull [England] (July 8).

777. Hawaii Tribune-Herald (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1918. 
Soya bean trade growing swiftly in California. Aug. 13. p. 4, 
col. 3.
• Summary: “Everett, Washington [state], Aug. 5.–Rapid 
growth in this port’s soya bean oil trade is the cause for the 
starting of construction upon two huge storage tanks. The 
smaller of the two will hold 10,000 barrels of oil, and the 
large tank will have a capacity of 55,000 barrels. It is to be 
115 feet in diameter, so feet high.”
 Note 1. Why is California mentioned in the headline?
 Note 2. One barrel probably holds 42.0 U.S. gallons or 
159 liters.

778. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. The vegetable oil 
trade: The public generally has no conception of its great 
magnitude. Aug. 23. p. 16.
• Summary: “The more people there are and the more 
civilized, the more soap they require, and that is but one 
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of the industries consuming great quantities of vegetable 
oils. The traffi c has become so great that these oils are now 
transported in tank ships. The trade of Manchuria in bean 
oil has grown into great proportions and, as in the case of all 
other oils in all other countries, has been greatly stimulated 
by war demands.
 “The Harbor Commission, under inspiration of the 
Chamber of Commerce, is now vigorously bestirring itself 
to provide facilities at this port ample, and more than ample, 
for any possible commerce. Among the new facilities are 
storage tanks for vegetable oils, so placed that tank ships 
can lie alongside. Plans for warehouses are being made, and 
electric cranes for handling cargo are to be installed as fast as 
possible.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2008) 
that mentions “tank ships” or that describes bulk shipment of 
soybean oil from Asia to the USA by sea.

779. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. Purchase of oil for 
export adds to steadiness in market at port: Large quantity of 
cocoanut product bought at San Francisco. Soya bean variety 
absorbed and 16 cents bid declined. Aug. 25. p. 17.
• Summary: “Scattered offerings of soya bean oil have been 
absorbed and sellers are declining bids of 16 cents for sellers’ 
tanks at the Coast, 16½ cents being the price asked.”

780. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1918. Advises strict inspection of 
oil imports. 21(204):817. Aug. 30.
• Summary: “Consul A.A. Williamson of Dairen, Manchuria, 
cabled, under date of August 22, that, as many spoiled beans 
are being crushed, strict inspection of imports for the present 
is important.”

781. Chemische Umschau. 1918. Technologie: 
Fettgewinnung, Fettwirtschaft [Technology: Obtaining fats 
and oils, and their economics]. 25(8):91-92. Aug. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil: In a controversy over the 
cultivation of soybeans in Germany (Chemiker Zeitung, p. 
297) the views of Wohltmann, an authority on this subject, 
were cited. According to him, the soybean needs a climate 
that is least favorable for corn or wine grapes to become 
completely ripe / mature. Thus, soybean cultivation is 
suited only for southern Europe, and cultural trials in Halle 
an der Saale, with three acclimatized varieties in Hungary, 
unfortunately failed.
 A table shows exports of soybeans and oil from Dairen 
[Manchuria]. 1913: 516,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans 
and 67,000 tonnes of soybean oil. 1914: 656,000 tonnes of 
soybeans and 63,000 tonnes of oil. 1915: 916,000 tonnes of 
soybeans and 82,000 tonnes of oil.

782. Frazer, Robert. 1918. Foreign bean news: The bean 

industry in Japan. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 
1(3):36-37. Aug.
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the author 
published under the title “Kobe’s position in the bean trade” 
in Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) (21 Aug. 1917, p. 748-51). 
Address: Consul, Dairen [Manchuria].

783. Millard’s Review of the Far East (Shanghai). 1918. 
Chosen and Manchuria are prosperous. 6(1):39. Sept. 7.
• Summary: S. Minobe, governor of the Bank of Chosen, 
told an “interesting story of the continued prosperity 
and increased agricultural development of Chosen and 
Manchuria.”
 “Cotton also brought up the total of Chosen’s exports 
[to Japan]... The export of [soy] beans, tobacco, ginseng, 
cocoons, livestock, and other agricultural products also 
increased by from 10 to 200 per cent.”
 “While the export of beans and bean cake [from 
Manchuria] to Japan was exceedingly active, American 
orders for bean oil reached such an enormous amount 
that the whole production of the country appeared hardly 
suffi cient to meet all of them. This export of bean oil to 
America was carried on briskly throughout the period despite 
the diffi culty attending transportation.”

784. San Francisco Chronicle. 1918. Oil shipping facilities 
to be best on coast: Plan tentatively adopted is for great 
system to be publicly owned. Sept. 8. p. 4.
• Summary: “In order to attract to San Francisco the shippers 
and importers of vegetable oils from the Orient and the 
South Pacifi c, the Board of State Harbor Commissioners 
proposes to provide the best facilities on the Pacifi c Coast,...” 
according to a special report just released. Specifi c steps 
for improving San Francisco’s facilities are described. For 
example: “The waterway is to be dredged to permit vessels 
of all sorts to come alongside.” Tanks will be installed 
adjacent to the wharf.
 “Particular attention is called to the soybean oil, which is 
now largely handled at Seattle [Washington] because of the 
faculties there. The committee has learned that many vessels 
carrying general cargo that now make the Puget Sound port 
because of this equipment will come to San Francisco in 
preference if this port can offer as good oil facilities.”
 “It is proposed to begin work on the new project 
immediately.”

785. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Moving 
soy bean oil. 1(4):35. Sept.
• Summary: “The Manchurian Daily News, late in May 
last, reported the increase in the exportation of soy bean 
oil from Dairen for the last fi scal year had been 104,000 
tons, or approximately that amount, and estimated that for 
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the next fi scal year the increase would amount to 120,000 
tons. It appears, however, that there is diffi culty in obtaining 
containers for the oil. The oil is usually shipped in cans, 60 
cans being required for one ton of oil, the price of the cans at 
the end of May being about 50¢ per can. The oil is exported 
to Seattle and when discharged the cans are unloaded 
into tank cars for movement to the interior. The method, 
therefore, causes waste from the practical worthlessness of 
the empties unless carried back to Dairen, which, of course, 
would entail considerable labor and expense. There seems, 
however, no other way of moving the oil, as it is not possible 
at this time to carry it in a sea voyage in tank steamers. 
It is reported, however, in Dairen that the United States 
Government has under construction some tank steamers of 
various sizes, perhaps with the view of transporting this oil.”

786. Eddington, Jane. 1918. Tribune Cook Book: Oil as food. 
Chicago Daily Tribune. Oct. 7. p. 14.
• Summary: “The United States department of agriculture 
says in a recent announcement: ‘Very little olive oil is now 
being imported, and the domestic olive oil is not suffi cient 
to supply the demand. The abnormally high price of genuine 
olive oil has tempted unscrupulous dealers to mix cheap 
vegetable oils with a little genuine olive oil. Cottonseed oil, 
corn oil and soy bean oil are the principal substitutes used.”

787. Morse, W.J. 1918. Re: Request for names of fi rms in 
California handling imported soy bean seed. Letter to Prof. 
G.W. Hendry, Univ. of California, College of Agriculture, 
Experiment Station, Berkeley, CA, Oct. 7. 1 p. Typed, 
without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Hendry: We are somewhat anxious 
to obtain names of fi rms in California handling imported soy 
bean seed. Notices have come to our attention recently that 
different fi rms in different parts of California are importing 
soy bean seed from Manchuria. I thought it quite possible, 
in as much as you are working on the bean question, that 
you have some data on the soy bean. If you are able, we will 
appreciate it very much to receive all names of fi rms having 
seed of this crop.
 “Very truly yours, Ass’t Agrostologist (WJM/ML).”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural 
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
 Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers 
Univ., April 2017. Address: Scientifi c Assistant, Forage Crop 
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, 
DC.

788. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1918. Trade of 
Seattle in Oriental vegetable oils. 101:528. Oct. 24.
• Summary: “The growth in the volume of vegetable 

oil imports from the Orient (Japan and China) has made 
Seattle [Washington] the leading port in the United States in 
handling vegetable oils...
 “The bulk of the oils imported is the product of the soya 
bean, which is grown largely in Japan, Corea [Korea], China 
proper, and Manchuria, the last-named locality having the 
largest area of productivity, besides being very accessible, 
the beans being moved to the sea in two directions, part 
going over the Eastern China Railway to Vladivostok, 
part via the South Manchurian Railway to Dalny... At 
Vladivostok, the beans are transported to Japanese mills for 
treatment.”
 The world war has had a major effect on trade and use of 
oils and fats. The west coast has become the major arena of 
trade since the European war effects trade on the east coast. 
In Feb. 1916 a Japanese ship arrived in Seattle with 100,000 
cases of oil and from that time oil has fl owed to the Pacifi c 
coast in a constantly increasing stream. U.S. imports of soya 
bean oil (which is duty free) for each year ended June 30, 
are as follows: 1916 = 98,119,695 lb. 1917 = 162,690,235 
lb. 1918 = 336,824,646 lb. Soya bean oil was the main oil 
imported to the USA during these years, followed by coconut 
oil. Address: British Consul, Portland, Oregon, USA.

789. Hendry, G.W. 1918. Re: Names of fi rms in California 
engaged in the importation of Soy Bean seed. Letter to Mr. 
W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A., Washington, 
DC, Oct. 29. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Morse: Further reference to your 
letter of Oct. 7th; I take pleasure in giving you herewith a list 
of the largest Soy bean importers of this state as they have 
been given to me by various members of our importing trade.
 “Probably the largest importers are the Mitsui & Co., of 
San Francisco and Seattle [Washington], and S.L. Jones & 
Co., of San Francisco. Other importers are:
 “Western Import Co.,
 “Nozaki Bros.,
 “Suzuki & Co.,
 “North American Merc. Co.
 “all of San Francisco.
 “I would also suggest your making inquiry of the 
Importers & Exporters Association, Henry P. Dimond, 
Secretary, California and Battery Streets, San Francisco.
 “Very truly yours, G.W. Hendry (GWH:MK)”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural 
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
 Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers 
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, Univ. 
of California, College of Agriculture, Agric. Exp. Station, 
Berkeley, California.
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790. Dickover, E.R. 1918. The vegetable-oil industry of 
Kobe (Japan). Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Department of Commerce) 21(255):403-12. Oct. 
30.
• Summary: The process of crushing seeds for oil has been 
used in Japan for centuries; the art was probably brought 
from the Asiatic mainland during the 7th and 8th centuries, 
when Chinese and Korean civilizations were introduced to 
Japan. Rapeseed oil has long been used for frying fi sh and 
lobsters, and is to-day the principal fat in the Japanese diet.
 The production of vegetable oils in suffi cient quantities 
to enter largely into Japan’s foreign trade began during the 
last 10-12 years, or since the Russo-Japanese War. “One of 
the fi rst fi elds to attract the attention of Japanese capitalists 
in Manchuria after the war was the soya-bean oil industry. 
Large power mills were established in Dairen, and their 
success encouraged the capitalists to build mills in and about 
Kobe, where skilled labor could be easily obtained and 
where the subsidized Japanese steamship lines could bring 
soya beans from all of north China and Siberia. The industry 
was more or less successful, but suffered severely at times 
from the low price of bean cake, upon which the millers 
depend for their profi t.
 “The real prosperity of the vegetable-oil industry in the 
Kobe consular district did not begin until about 1916, when 
the world scarcity of oils brought on by the war [World War 
I] created a demand which it was diffi cult to fi ll and raised 
the price until the mills became nearly independent of the 
sale of bean cake. The factories have been steadily enlarging 
their plants and increasing the variety of oils extracted, 
until to-day the Kobe district has become one of the world’s 
centers of vegetable-oil production.
 “There are two principal causes for the remarkable 
development of the vegetable-oil industry in this section 
of Japan–a supply of cheap labor and adequate shipping 
facilities. Japan’s excellent steamship lines converge at 
Kobe,” bringing soya beans from Dairen, Newchwang, 
Vladivostok, or Antung; peanuts from Tsingtao and Tientsin, 
etc. “The oil, moreover, can be loaded at Kobe on ships 
going to any part of the world. This does away with the 
necessity of transshipment, and thus prevents large additional 
leakage.”
 The output of oils from the Kobe consular district is now 
about 5,783 long tons per month divided approximately as 
follows:–Soya 2,100 tons, coconut 1,734, rapeseed 1,400, 
cotton seed 534 long tons. Soya beans are usually shipped in 
jute or straw bags containing about a picul (133.3 pounds) 
each.
 A table (p. 406) shows the value of the various oilseeds 
imported to Japan during 1917. The total value of the three 
leading seeds (entered through customs or at temporary 
warehouses) was as follows (in million dollars): Soya beans 
$9.965, Copra $4.126, and Rapeseed $2.141. The fi gure for 

soya beans has grown 65% since 1913.
 The Kobe oil mills vary in size from a productive 
capacity of 10,000 to 360,000 gallons per month, they are 
all located on the coast and all except one use the pressure 
system, the one exception uses the benzine extraction method 
at Imazu, near Kobe. The principal advantages of the benzine 
process “are that practically all of the oil is extracted from 
the material and that the residue is in the form of a meal, 
instead of hard cakes, and therefore is in condition for use as 
a fertilizer or as cattle food without further treatment.
 “To offset these advantages, however, it has been found 
that, although fewer men are required to operate a benzine 
extraction plant than a pressure plant, labor is higher, owing 
to the fact that more skilled men are required. The overhead 
is also considerably higher, as the fi rst cost of a benzine 
extraction plant is rather large. Other disadvantages are that 
the fl ash point of the extracted oil is lower than that of the 
oil obtained by the pressure system, owing to the benzine 
remaining in the oil after distillation; and that the process 
is not adapted to oil seeds other than soya beans, as the loss 
of the solution is greater with seeds which have a large oil 
content. At the present time, also, the mills using the benzine 
process are suffering from the high price of benzine, due 
to reduced imports from the United States. Effort to use 
Japanese benzine have not proved very successful, as it does 
not have a uniform fl ash point, and consequently the loss in 
distillation is very large. Experiments are now being made to 
substitute carbon bisulphide and other volatile chemicals for 
benzine.”
 The fl at bed rectangular presses give a higher yield of 
oil per crushing but the oil needs more refi ning. One plant 
[probably Kashiwara] is using the latest type of rotary screw 
expeller mill with great success. The benzine extraction 
process is at present suffering from the high cost of spirit. 
Perilla oil obtained from the seed of an Asiatic mint (Perilla 
ocymoides) is made in considerable quantity; it is a drying oil 
used largely in Japan as a substitute for linseed oil.
 The oils are generally shipped from Kobe in secondhand 
tins which have previously been used for kerosene or petrol. 
This usually entails a leakage loss of about 5 per cent. The 
importance of oil cake prices is shown by the fact that at the 
June prices of this year, 70% of the proceeds realized from 
soya beans came from the cake and only 30% from the sale 
of the oil.
 One table (p. 412) gives the weight (pounds) and value 
(U.S. dollars) of exports of vegetable oils from Japan; 
coconut oil is the leader in both categories (34.9 million lb 
and $3.558 million), followed by soya bean oil in weight 
(22.6 million lb) but rapeseed oil in value ($1.996 million). A 
second table (p. 412) gives the declared value in 1915, 1916, 
and 1917 of vegetable oil exports from Kobe; coconut oil 
was the leader in 1915, but soya bean oil was the leader in 
1916 and 1917. Address: Vice Consul, Kobe, Japan.
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791. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Editorial: A 
bean man. 1(5):15. Oct.
• Summary: “There are some good bean men in this country, 
but one of the best posted bean men we have met in the 
industry is Frank V. List, general manager of Albers Bros., 
Seattle. Mr. List is originally a Kentuckian who went to the 
thriving northwest, and for some years has been general 
head of this big company. Albers Bros. are large importers of 
beans, as well as handlers of California and Idaho beans.”

792. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Foreign 
bean news: The soy bean in the United Kingdom. 1(5):42. 
Oct.
• Summary: “According to the preliminary returns of the 
Board of Trade at Hull, England, the imports of soy beans 
into the United Kingdom during 1915 aggregated 170,910 
tons, valued at $6,950,729, as compared with 65,364 tons 
valued at $4,673,572 in 1916, and 25,049 tons worth 
$2,434,108 in 1917. Of the amounts imported there were re-
exported in 1915, 1,687 tons, and in 1916, 2,679 tons.
 “The huge vegetable oil industry of England, and 
especially of Hull, necessitated the import of a large 
percentage of the raw product, as comparatively little raw 
material is produced within the Kingdom.
 “The exports of unrefi ned soy bean oil manufactured in 
the United Kingdom in 1915, 1916 and 1917 were 13,473 
tons, 4,554 tons, and 608 tons respectively. Oil cake of 
British manufacture exported in 1917 amounted to only 85 
tons, as compared with 5,552 tons in 1916 and 30,097 tons in 
1915.
 “While no offi cial statistics of the Hull imports for 
1917 as separate from the United Kingdom are available, 
the Hull Chamber of Commerce gives the following fi gures 
of imports, but states that ‘owing to the fi gures of imports 
and exports not being offi cially given, the fi gures for 1917 
are unreliable and must not be taken as representing the true 
import fi gures.’ The fi gures show 135,919 tons imported in 
1915, 69,945 in 1916, and 13,890 in 1917. A discrepancy 
appears to exist in the fi gures of Hull imports for 1916, 
which exceed the United Kingdom total. The Hull imports 
for 1916 were given in the 1916 report of the Hull consulate 
as 64,573 tons, or 98 per cent of the United Kingdom total of 
65,364 tons, of which 64,155 tons came from Vladivostok.
 “On February 23, 1917 the Government prohibited 
the importation of soy beans, which explains the decline 
of imports as compared with previous years. The beans 
imported in 1917 were evidently shipped before the 
prohibition but arrived afterwards.
 “Soy oil invoiced at the Hull consulate for export to the 
United States amounted to 508 gallons, value $294, in 1915, 
nil 1916, and nil in 1917. The maximum price, established 
May 9, 1917, for soy oil was $292 per ton for crude oil and 
$364.98 for refi ned, but there was no trade in this oil.”

793. Hale Co. (The). 1918. Oriental beans, soy-bean oil: 
Importers all varieties (Ad). Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, 
Missouri) 1(5):52. Oct.
• Summary: A 1/8-page ad. “Head offi ce: 16 California St., 
San Francisco. Branch offi ce: Kobe, Japan.” Address: Head 
offi ce: 16 California St., San Francisco, California.

794. Winkler, Gustav. 1918. Die Sojabohne: Aus einem 
Vortrage... gehalten in der Hauptversammlung der 
Gartenbau-Gesellschaft Frankfurt a.M. am 17. April 1914. 
Zweite Aufl age [The soybean: From a lecture... presented at 
the main meeting of the Gardening Society of Frankfurt am 
Main, on 17 April 1914. 2nd ed.]. Mainkur bei Frankfurt am 
Main, Germany: Published by the author. ii + 28 p. Illust. 22 
cm. [4 ref. Ger]

• Summary: On the cover: “Die Sojabohne der Mandschurei 
[The soybean of Manchuria]. Much of this lecture (as stated 
on the title page) was based the following English-language 
article, translated into German by Werner Winkler (Gustav’s 
son) in 1913: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The soya bean of 
Manchuria.” Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate 
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. 
Special Series No. 31. 32 p.
 Contents: A 2-page insert at the front. Photos show: 
(1) The author (with a large white beard and moustache) 
with a many-branched soybean plant, stripped of its leaves, 
mounted on a 2 x 3 foot wooden board, from his beanfi eld 
(Winklers Bohnenfeld) at Mainkur. This one plant grew from 
May 10 to Oct. 15, 6 months, producing 242 pods containing 
503 completely mature soybeans. This line was acclimatized 
for 6 years and cultivated in the soil for 5 years. (2) The 
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author standing and holding (with the roots facing upward) 
one soybean plant in each hand. In his right hand is an 
acclimatized soybean which produced 58 beans in 100 days. 
In his left hand is a plant grown from Chinese seeds of 1912-
13 which produced 224 fl owers and no seeds in 100 days. 
(3) A many-branched soybean plant, stripped of its leaves, 
from Winkler’s beanfi eld, affi xed to a board. Grown from 
Chinese seeds harvested in 1911/12. It grew from 15 May 
1917 until Oct. 1, fi ve months. 105 pods produced about 250 
completely mature soybeans. From seeds that were not yet 
acclimatized grown on cultivated soil. (4) A similar looking 
plant from Winkler’s beanfi eld. Grown from Chinese seeds 
harvested in 1911/12. It grew from 15 May 1918 until Oct. 
15, fi ve months. 160 pods produced about 350 soybeans. 
The seeds were not yet completely ripe because of bad, raw 
weather in 1918.
 Foreword to the 2nd edition. Introduction. Diagram 
in the shape of a rhombus / diamond, showing how the 
various colored soybeans change from one color into another 
(adapted from Shaw 1911, p. 2). Description of the diagram: 
Discusses: (1) Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” 
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. 30 p. + 5 
plates. May 27. (2) Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its 
People, Resources, and Recent History. London: Methuen & 
Co. xii + 293 p. Hosie describes 3 types of soybeans: Yellow, 
with 3 subvarieties. Green, with 2 subvarieties. Black, with 3 
subvarieties.
 The rest of the contents is fairly similar to that of the 
1st edition (1914), but the details within many sections 
are greatly expanded. On the back cover is a photo of 
two soybean plants attached to a board, one month after 
planting the seed, Summer 1917; 15 May to 15 June. In the 
Supplement (p. 26-28), the author summarizes the results of 
his 8 years of soybean cultivation in Frankfurt; he concludes 
that it can be grown with good results in southern Germany. 
Frankfurt am Main is about midway between the northern 
and southern tips of Germany.
 Note: This booklet is owned by the Johann Christian 
Senckenberg university library at Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany. Address: Mainkur bei Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany.

795. Christian Science Monitor. 1918. Manchuria’s soy bean 
oil industry: Expansion of manufacture of product said to 
have transformed country into land of thrift and opulence. 
Nov. 14. p. 10.
• Summary: “Seattle, Washington–Manchuria, through 
expansion of the soy bean oil industry as refl ected in the 
abnormal increase in the movement through this port since 
1915, is enjoying an industrial reconstruction similar to that 
of the United States, according to fi gures presented by M. 
Ogawa, an export offi cial of the largest soy bean mills in the 
Orient, who is looking over shipping conditions here on the 
eve of the season’s annual movement.

 The growth of this vegetable and its manufacture into 
commercial products has transformed Manchuria from an 
obscure, poverty-stricken province into a land of thrift and 
opulence, Mr. Ogawa asserts, and the demand for the oil is 
increasing so rapidly that thousands of acres of unbroken 
land will be put under cultivation in 1919. Production of the 
oil this season will be 2,000,000 tons, to be increased next 
year to 50,000,000 tons.”
 The industry has been in the process of development 
for 20 years. Before the war the chief export was to Europe. 
When the war began the American trade was entered and the 
shortage of vegetable oils in the United States was so great 
that the demand for the product exceeded the supply.”
 Many new oil mills “have been established in 
Manchuria or are in the process of construction.” The beans 
are imported to Japan from Manchuria, for although the soy 
bean “grows in Japan, the quality is secondary to that grown 
in Manchuria.”

796. Hendry, George W. 1918. Re: Names of fi rms in 
California engaged in the importation of Soy Bean seed. 
Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A., 
Washington, DC, Nov. 14. 1 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Sir: I take pleasure in giving you 
herewith an additional list of importers of Soy bean seed, or 
perhaps, more exactly, dealers in Soy Beans which have been 
imported. This list was given to me by Mr. C.B. Williams of 
the North Carolina Experiment Station:
 “Farmers Cotton Oil Company, Wilson, N.C.
 “New Bern Oil & Fert. Co., New Bern, N.C.
 “Eastern Cotton Oil Co., Elizabeth City, N.C.
 “Farmville Oil & Fert Co., Farmville, N.C.
 “Consumers Cotton Oil Co., Tarboro, N.C.
 “Very truly yours, G.W. Hendry (GWH:MK)”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agricultural 
Experiment Stations, 1899-1928. Ala.–Calif. Box no. 2.
 Sent to Soyinfo Center by Matthew Roth of Rutgers 
Univ., April 2017. Address: Asst. Prof. of Agronomy, Univ. 
of California, College of Agriculture, Agric. Exp. Station, 
Berkeley, California.

797. Schweizerische Milchzeitung (Schaffhausen, 
Switzerland). 1918. Soja-Milch [Soymilk]. 44(93):1. Nov. 
22. Friday. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean is imported in large quantities to 
Europe for industrial uses, for example in southern France, 
Algeria, and the USA. The plant originated in China. In the 
British Medical Journal of April 1918 [April 13, p. 430] we 
fi nd a recipe for the preparation of soya milk. The recipe is 
summarized and the properties of soymilk are described. 
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A milky liquid with a beany smell is obtained. The smell 
disappears upon boiling. Children like this milk, especially 
mixed with a little tea or coffee.
 When fresh, this “soybean milk” has a slightly acid 
reaction, is microscopically homogeneous, and in its physical 
properties, resembles cow’s milk. Lactic fermentation bacilli 
are active in it. It contains 3.13% casein and 9.89% fat. As 
the fat is rather oily, churning is impossible. When soymilk 
is heated, a skin [yuba] forms on its surface. A cheese [tofu] 
can also be made from soymilk. Soymilk and its derivatives 
are rich in phosphates, which would be good for nourishing 
infants and children. In normal times, soymilk should be 
very inexpensive. The residue from making soymilk [okara], 
which is still rich in nutrients, could be used in making 
cakes.

798. International Institute of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Statistics (Rome), Review. 1918. International trade in 
concentrated cattle foods. No. 4. 72 p. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is the IIA’s fourth review on concentrated 
cattle foods. “The fi rst three reviews were published in 
the International Review of the Science and Practice of 
Agriculture, in the numbers of April 1915, 1916, and 1917.” 
This publication is divided into six chapters. In Chapter 4, 
titled “Oil seeds and oilcake” the section on “Soya beans and 
soya cake” contains statistics on three subjects: Production, 
trade, and prices. Tables show: (1) “Produce in soya cake 
in the importing countries (estimated on the basis of the 
quantities of soya beans available) (p. 51). Figures are 
given in quintals for the years 1913-1917 for the following 
countries: Denmark, Great Britain and Ireland, Netherlands, 
Russia (including Asiatic provinces), China, Formosa, Japan, 
Dutch India (Java and Madura), and New Zealand. The top 3 
countries in 1917 are: Japan 727,418. Denmark 284,000, and 
Great Britain and Ireland 223,969. However in 1915 Great 
Britain and Ireland produced 1,513,059. Note 1. 1 quintal = 
100 kg.
 (2) “Foreign trade in soya cake” (p. 51). Statistics are 
given in quintals for the years 1913-1917. Import fi gures are 
given for Denmark, Canada (incl. soya beans), Formosa, and 
Japan. Japan was by far the biggest importer, with 9,912,850 
quintals in 1917. Export fi gures are given for Denmark, 
Great Britain, and China. China was by far the biggest 
exporter with 7,034,459 quintals in 1916.
 Canadian imports of soya cake (including soya beans) 
was as follows (in quintals) for each fi nancial year (p. 51): 
2.345 in 1913. 2.412 in 1914. 1.121 in 1915. 1.358 in 1916. 
4.730 in 1917. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen 
(Aug. 2019) that gives Canadian trade statistics for soybeans 
or soy products. This document contains the earliest date 
seen (1913) for trade of such products to or from Canada.
 (3) “Foreign trade in soya beans” (p. 51). Statistics are 
given in quintals for the years 1913-1917. Import fi gures are 
given for Denmark, Great Britain and Ireland, Netherlands, 

Russia (incl. Asiatic provinces), Sweden, Formosa, 
Japan, and Dutch India (both Java and Madura, and Other 
possessions). The biggest importers in 1917 were: Japan 
841,942, and Great Britain and Ireland 254,510. Export 
fi gures are given for Netherlands, China, Formosa, and 
Japan. China was by far the biggest exporter with 5,315,324 
quintals in 1916.
 (4) Foreign trade in sundry and unspecifi ed oilcakes 
(p. 62). Gives imports statistics for soya cake by Roumania 
[Romania]: 79,378 quintals in 1913, 36,650 quintals in 1914, 
5,554 quintals in 1915. Gives export statistics for soya cake 
by Russia: 54 quintals in 1913.
 (5) “Prices of sundry oilcakes at the close of each 
week” (p. 55-56). For soya cake, the prices are given at 
Copenhagen, Denmark, for 1917 and 1918 in gold francs. 
The price rose by about 41% between Jan. 1917 and Jan. 
1918 from 46.47 to 62.16 gold francs.
 (6) “Other vegetable products” (p. 71). In 1913 Denmark 
exported 1,390 quintals of soya meal.
 This document also contains extensive information on 
groundnuts and groundnut cake, sesamum and sesamum 
cake, etc.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2000) that contains the word “oilcakes.” Note 
4. This is the earliest English-language document seen 
(Jan. 2001) that uses the word “quintals” (or “quintal”) in 
connection with soybeans. Address: Rome, Italy.

799. Arnold, Julean. 1918. Chinese products of interest to 
Americans. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 21(299):1110-19. Dec. 21.
• Summary: About Chinese vegetable products. Two long 
sections (“Chinese production of beans” and “Extensive 
use of bean products–Exports during 1917”) contain 
detailed discussions of soybeans and soyfoods in China. 
However, the author states (p. 1112) that the “greater part 
of the descriptive information above is taken from:” Shaw, 
Norman. 1911. “The soya bean of Manchuria.” Shanghai, 
Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs. 
China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special Series. No. 31. 
32 p.
 The fi rst of these sections states: “It is only within the 
past 10 years that the outside world has become acquainted 
with the soya bean of China. It is probably safe to say 
that the sudden rise of the soya bean from a position of 
comparative obscurity to a position of prominence in the 
world of trade, during a period of little more than a decade, 
constitutes one of the commercial wonders of the world.
 “In the Far East soya beans are used for the following 
purposes: (1) For bean sauce or soy (‘soya’ is a corruption 
of the Japanese ‘shoyu’), known to the Chinese as ‘chiang-
yu’ and made... The sauce is clear, resembles Worcestershire 
sauce, and is used in a somewhat similar way. (2) For 
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‘chiang’ or bean paste, eaten with fi sh, meat, and vegetables, 
and made by... (3) For ‘tou-fu’ or bean curd [tofu], made 
from green or yellow beans by... (4) For a form of fl our, 
extensively used for bean vermicelli, which is tasty and 
nutritious. (5) As a table vegetable [green vegetable 
soybeans]. (6) For soups. (7) For making confectionery (in 
Japan). (8) For oil, as a substitute for lard, as a lubricant, 
as an illuminant, and to make waterproof cloth, paper 
umbrellas, and lanterns.”
 Also discusses “Exports of peanuts” (p. 1118-19): 
Just before the outbreak of World War I, the peanut export 
industry in China reached a peak. “The annual exports then 
were about 70,000 tons of shelled peanuts and about 50,000 
tons of oil. More than 40% of these exports went from the 
port of Tsingtau [Tsingtao] as Shantung has developed into 
the largest peanut producing Province in China.” Address: 
Commercial Attaché, Peking.

800. Hilo Daily Tribune (Hilo, Island of Hawaii). 1918. 
Transpacifi c trade grows: exports in 7 months show an 
increase of 70 per cent, imports 30 per cent: Pacifi c favors 
ships. Orient and Oceania attracting merchants of the world. 
Dec. 22. p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: According to the Boston Transcript: “The large 
increase in the imports from Japan occurs in soya bean oil, 
silk, tea and rice, while there is also considerable gain in the 
imports from Japanese leased territory in China, chiefl y in 
soya bean oil.”

801. Millard’s Review of the Far East (Shanghai). 1918. 
Commercial and fi nancial notes. 7(4):144-45. Dec. 28.
• Summary: “M. Ogawa, a Japanese exporter of soyabean 
oil from Manchuria, recently stated in an interview in 
Seattle [Washington] that Manchuria this year will produce 
2,000,000 tons of soyabean oil and that next year through 
increased cultivation and the utilization of waste land the 
production should go to 50,000,000 tons. Most of this 
oil is refi ned in Kobe, Japan, and then is transshipped to 
Seattle. The bean pulp [bean cake] remaining after the oil is 
expressed is used for fertilization and for cattle fodder.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that contains the term “soyabean oil.”

802. Holman, Charles William. 1918. Holman, Charles 
William. 1918. Preliminary confi dential report of the soya 
bean industry of Manchuria, China... Covering some phases 
of the production, manufacture and export of soya beans, 
soya bean oil and soya bean cake. 44 p. 44 p. Unpublished 
typescript.
• Summary: This report contains observations made by the 
author during a 4-month trip (which ended 23 Sept. 1918) 
to Manchuria. Manchuria is divided in two large divisions, 
North and South. North Manchuria was, for all practices, a 
Russian-controlled territory until the recent dissolution of the 

Russian government. South Manchuria may be considered 
Japanese territory.
 Contents: Introduction. Japanese trade policy. Acreage 
of soya beans. Production of soya beans in 1917. Details of 
crop production in 1911 (by districts). Estimates of soybean 
beans production, North Manchuria in former years (1906-
1909). Primitive farming methods. Exports of soya beans 
(incl. cake and oil; 1911-1917). Export tariff. Storage at 
export points. Stocks on hand. Condition of stocks. Sack 
shortage in North Manchuria. The milling capacity of beans 
of Manchuria.
 Bean mills of Harbin (In the Railway Zone only. A table 
lists the name of each of the 20 mills–18 are Chinese names 
and 2 Russian {Kasatkin and Kabalkin}, and the maximum 
monthly capacity of each in pieces of bean cake. The largest 
is 72,000 pieces/month, the smallest is 21,000 pieces, and the 
total is more than 717,800 pieces/month. The actual yearly 
output of these mills is about 50% of capacity. Each cake 
weighs about 62 pounds avoir.).
 Bean mills of Dairen (In the industrial quarter or the 
Chinese quarter of Dairen. Tables lists the name of each of 
the 50 mills. All but 4 are Chinese names; those four are 
Nisshin, Santai, Kodera and Saito, each of which produces 
110,000 or more pieces of cake per month. The maximum 
monthly capacity of each in pieces of bean cake is given. The 
largest {Fushungheng} is 126,000 pieces/month, the smallest 
is 30,000 pieces, and the total is 2,127,000 pieces/month).
 Bean mills of Antung (A table lists the 14 mills. All but 
one (the An Pu Mill, which is Japanese owned) are Chinese. 
The monthly capacity ranges from 31,500 pieces to 17,100 
pieces. Approximately small mills up the river, whose names 
are not given, produce an estimated 27,000 pieces a month, 
for a total of 366,000 bean cakes per month). Bean oil mills 
of Newchwang (8 mills. The largest {Kodua, probably 
Japanese owned} monthly capacity is 150,000 pieces of bean 
cake, the smallest is 27,000, and the total monthly capacity is 
564,000 pieces of bean cake).
 Oil factories in Japan and their capacities (Two tables 
shows: Name of mill. Principal oil produced. Monthly 
capacity in both Cases and Long Tons. In Table #1, four 
companies make [soy] bean oil: Suzuki 36,000 cases. Hirano 
Daizu Kogyo 7,000 cases. Abe Bean Cake 6,000 cases. 
Kashiwabara Oil Mill 1,500 cases. Suruga {Tsuruga} Oil 
Mill 1,000 cases. In Table #2, seven companies make [soy] 
bean oil: Nippon Yusho Rongyo 8,000 cases. Matsushita Oil 
Mill 7,000 cases. Yokohama Bean Cake 7,000 cases. Maruju 
5,000 cases. Oguri 4,000 cases. Kairyo Bean Cake 3,000 
cases. Tohyo {Toyo} Oil Mill 3,000 cases. The difference 
between the two tables is unclear. Of the 5 different types 
of oil made from seeds in Japan, #1 is [soy] bean oil 3,182 
long tons. #2 is cocoanut oil 2,267 long tons. #3 is rape seed 
oil 1,467 long tons. #4 is cotton seed oil 534 long tons. #5 is 
peanut oil 100 long tons).
 Method of manufacture. The contents of soya beans. 
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Future of milling industry. How the war affected soya bean 
trade (incl. unsuccessful attempt by Suzuki & Co. to corner 
the bean cake market). How the soya bean is marketed. How 
the beans change hands. Selling bean products on exchange 
(produce exchanges are located at Harbin, Changchun, 
Kaiyuan, and Dairen; in June 1913 Japanese offi cials set up 
the Dairen Staple Products Exchange and Dairen Trust and 
Guarantee Company to control unscrupulous speculators). 
The fl uctuating money market. The bean market 1917-1918. 
Transportation of beans. Preparing soya beans for ocean 
shipment. Containers for oil. Trade policy of the Japanese. 
Trade control of beans and bean products. How to buy beans 
for the Government.
 Page 32: “Speculation. The attempt of Suzuki and 
Company to corner the bean cake market. This began in the 
summer of 1917, and extended through the present time. The 
bean cake is one of the principal fertilizers in use in Japan 
and Suzuki and Co. made a wrong guess as to the size of the 
bean crop and the stocks and undertook to corner the market. 
In order to maintain the corner it was necessary for Suzuki 
and Co. to enter the market and buy beans heavily. This led 
to a frenzied speculation on the part of all the members of the 
trade at Dairen which shot the prices of beans and beancake 
up to exorbitant fi gures. The attempt to corner the market 
failed because of two main factors: A. The price of fertilizer 
was beyond the reach of the Japanese farmers and they 
refused to purchase in the usual quantities. B. The stock of 
soya beans on hand in Manchuria proved unusually large due 
both to the large crop and to the accumulated surplus which 
ordinarily would go to Europe.”
 Page 43 notes: “Without doubt Mitsui and Co. handle 
the greatest quantity of bean oil and possibly beans, at the 
present time. Suzuki, Kodera, Yoko, T. Yuasa Masuda, and 
the Nisshin Oil Mills comprises the principal Japanese 
fi rms. They do an all Manchurian business. In Dairen the 
fi rm of Thomson and Hannan is the largest foreign buying 
fi rm; they are closely associated with Vassard and Co. 
In North Manchuria, (another name for the Danish East 
Asiatic Company) Danish Soshin Brothers Russian and 
Klemantaski-Bates and Co. British are the chief competitors 
of the Japanese.”
 Tables show production, exports, movements, and 
chemical composition of soy beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
 Note: According to Manchurian expert David Wolff of 
Princeton University, Holman originally went to Russia with 
John Stevens (an American railway builder), to work for the 
Russian railway system to help the war effort (1917). After 
the Russian Revolution in 1917, he stayed on under Stevens 
to work for the technical board of the Interallied Railway 
Corps headquartered in Harbin. Address: USA.

803. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1918. 
Les exportations de soja et de coton de Corée [Exports of 
soybeans and cotton from Korea]. 20(130):477. New series. 

Extract from Board of Trade. [Fre]
• Summary: According to the English consul in Seoul, the 
soybean harvest in 1917 has risen to 14,094,545 bushels (36 
liters/bu), down from 14,668,197 in 1916. The drop was due 
to lack of rain in the spring of 1917.

804. Chalmers, Thomas Wightman. 1918. The production 
and treatment of vegetable oils: Including chapters on the 
refi ning of oils, the hydrogenation of oils, the generation 
of hydrogen, soap making, the recovery and refi ning of 
glycerine, and the splitting of oils. New York: D. Van 
Nostrand Co.; London: Constable & Co., Ltd. 152 p. See p. 
9-10, 87, 107. Illust. Index. 29 cm. Series: The Engineer.
• Summary: The chapters in this book “Originally appeared 
as a series of articles in The Engineer... “Eighteen articles, 
February 9 to June 29, 1917.” Chapter 2, titled “The 
principal vegetable oils” contains a section on “Soya bean 
oil” (p. 9-10) which notes that the bean and its oil were 
almost unknown in Europe until after the Russo-Japanese 
war. Now the oil rivals cotton seed oil in Europe and, at least 
on the Continent, soya bean cake rivals linseed and cotton 
seed cake for use as a food for milch cows. The oil belongs 
to the semi-drying class, but can also be used for edible 
purposes.
 In Chapter 11, “Extraction of oils by chemical solvents,” 
soya beans are mentioned in passing (p. 87).
 Chapter 13, titled “The hydrogenation or hardening of 
oils,” begins (p. 106) by noting that “Fatty vegetable and 
animal oils may be described as consisting of a glycerine part 
and an acid part.” The glycerine part is the same for each, but 
the composition of the acid part differs from oil to oil. In the 
acid parts of soya-bean oil and cotton-seed oil, four hydrogen 
atoms are missing. If these missing atoms are replaced by 
adding hydrogen, through hydrogenation, the liquid oil will 
become a solid fat. This is important because natural hard 
fats are in short supply and expensive, whereas liquid oils are 
very abundant and relatively inexpensive.
 If the soap maker, for example, uses hardened whale oil, 
soya-bean oil, or the like, he can obtain a soap practically 
identical in quality to that made with more expensive tallow. 
The main oil hardened at present is whale oil, but increasing 
amounts of cotton-seed, linseed, soya-bean, cocoa-nut, and 
other oils are being subjected to hydrogenation. The result is 
an oil that is white, tasteless, and odorless, and has a tallow-
like consistency. There are signs that producers of soya-bean 
oil in Japan and Manchuria may harden it before exporting 
it (p. 107). Address: B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E. (On the editorial 
staff of “The Engineer”).

805. Eynard, L. 1918. Note au sujet du tourteau de soja 
employé à Swatow comme engrais [Note on the subject of 
soybean cake employed at Swatow as fertilizer]. Bulletin 
Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 20(130):475-76. [Fre]
• Summary: Swatow (Pinyin: Shantou; W.-G.: Shan-t’ou) is 
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a coastal city in eastern Kwangtung province, in southeastern 
China, opposite Taiwan, at the mouth of the Han Sui River 
(on the south side), about 170 miles northwest of Hong 
Kong. The region around Swatow is very favorable for 
agriculture; the mildness of its climate, the fertility of its soil 
and the industriousness of its inhabitants have made it one of 
the most productive areas of China.
 Since ancient times, the peasants have used night soil 
(human manure) to fertilize their fi elds. But they also use 
other fertilizers to make their fi elds more productive. The 
fertilizer which, for many years, has been the most widely 
used in Swatow is unquestionably “beancake.” It is imported 
from Dairen bay, Newchwang, and surrounding regions 
where the soybean is widely cultivated. A table shows 
that the amount of beancake brought in through the port 
of Swatow [Shantou] has increased from 184,890 tonnes 
(metric tons) in 1913 to 206,607 tonnes in 1915, falling 
slightly to 200,141 tonnes in 1916.
 Note: 1 picul = 40.45 kg. The average price of beancake 
is 3 taels 30 per picul, which is quite low, and lower than 
phosphate or nitrate fertilizers. Yet the author believes that 
chemical fertilizers are better and he does not understand 
why Chinese peasants have not come to realize this.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
with “Swatow” in the title in connection with soybeans. 
Address: French vice-consul at Swatow, China.

806. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy-bean industry in the 
United States. Yearbook of the United States Department 
of Agriculture p. 101-11. For the year 1917. See p. 101-06. 
Contains many photographs by Frank N. Meyer.
• Summary: Contents: Early history of the soy-bean industry. 
Soy beans in the United States. Cultural requirements. 
Varieties. Soy beans as forage. Soy beans for oil. Soy-bean 
meal. Soy beans for human food: Dried beans, green beans, 
soy-bean milk, soy-bean cheese, soy sauce, soy-bean sprouts. 
Possibilities of the soy-bean industry in the United States.
 “The annals of Old China set forth the fact that the soy 
bean was an important food fully 5,000 years ago. When the 
ports of China were fi rst opened to foreign commerce, the 
trade in [soy] beans and bean products was found to have 
been a long-established and fl ourishing institution. In value 
and in extent and in variety of uses the soy bean is the most 
important legume grown in Asiatic countries.” Note: This is 
the earliest document seen (May 2003) which gives the age 
of the soybean as “5,000 years.”
 “Near the close of the eighteenth century the soy 
bean found its way its way to Europe, its cultivation being 
recorded in England in 1790. It is mentioned in the United 
States as early as 1804. For several decades, however, it 
was regarded more as a botanical curiosity than as a plant of 
much economic importance. In 1875, Prof. Haberlandt began 
an extensive series of experiments in Austria with the soy 
bean and strongly urged its use as a food for both man and 

beast. Although considerable interest was aroused during the 
experiments, the soy bean failed to attend the success hoped 
for by the experimenter.
 “Previous to the Russian-Japanese war [1904-05] China 
and Japan were not only the greatest producers but also 
the greatest consumers of the soy bean and its products. 
During the war the production of the crop was greatly 
increased throughout Manchuria. After the war, however, 
it became necessary to fi nd new markets for the surplus 
beans, and trial shipments were made to Europe. The fi rst 
attempts to introduce the soy bean and its products into 
European markets were generally unsuccessful because of 
the unsatisfactory condition in which the beans and cake 
were received, owing to poor shipping facilities. About 1908 
a large trial shipment made to the English oil mills was 
received in much better condition than previous shipments, 
and the results obtained were so satisfactory that larger 
imports were made.”
 “Soy beans in the United States. As previously stated, 
the soy bean was introduced as early as 1804, but it is 
only within recent years that it has become a crop of much 
importance in the United States. Until the present season 
it has been grown primarily as a forage crop, though a 
constantly increasing demand for seed for food and planting 
has led to the development of a very profi table soy-bean seed 
industry in many sections of the South and the corn belt. The 
large yield of seed, the ease of growing and handling the 
crop, the value of the beans for both human and animal food, 
and the value of the oil and meal all tend to make this crop 
one of great potential importance and to assure its greater 
agricultural development in America.”
 “Varieties:... At the present time about 20 varieties are 
handled commercially by growers and seedsmen, although 
more than 500 distinct varieties are known and have been 
grown by the Department of Agriculture on its testing 
grounds. The yellow-seeded sorts are preferred for food and 
the production of oil and metal and include the following: 
Mammoth (late), Tokyo (late), Hollybrook (medium late), 
Haberlandt (medium late), Medium Yellow (medium), 
Mikado (medium), Ito San (early), Manchu (early), and Elton 
(early). For forage, the black and brown seeded varieties are 
most suitable and include Barchet (late), Biloxi (late), Peking 
(medium), Wilson-Five (medium [black seeded]), Virginia 
(medium late), Early Brown (early), and Black Eyebrow 
(early).
 “Soy beans for oil: The soy bean was fi rst utilized for 
the production of oil and meal in the United States about 
1910 by an oil mill on the Pacifi c coast. The beans were 
imported from Manchuria, and the success of the industry is 
indicated by the continued production of the oil and meal and 
the increasing imports of soy-bean seed from Manchuria.
 “American-grown seed was fi rst crushed for oil the 
latter part of 1915 by a few cottonseed-oil mills in North 
Carolina. A shortage of cottonseed and a surplus of soy-bean 
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seed led to a rather extensive use of domestic-grown seed 
for this purpose. However, during the season of 1916-17 no 
domestic-grown beans were utilized for oil, owing to the 
extremely high price of seed. The cottonseed-oil mills of the 
South saw the possibilities of the soy bean as an oil seed, 
and many mills throughout the cotton belt contracted with 
planters for seed of the 1917 crop. This led to a considerable 
increase of acreage. Large quantities of Manchurian beans 
have been imported during the past few months and utilized 
by southern mills in the production of oil and meal.
 “The utilization of the soy bean as an oil seed has not 
required any extensive changes in the equipment of the 
modern oil mills. The methods are similar to those employed 
with other oil seeds, such as cottonseed and linseed. 
According to data obtained from different mills, 1 ton of soy-
bean seed yields from 28 to 31 gallons of oil and about 1,600 
pounds of meal.
 “The oil extracted from the soy bean in many respects 
resembles cottonseed oil, though it dries more rapidly. 
This oil has a good color, has but a faint odor, and is rather 
palatable. New trade uses are being constantly found for 
soy-bean oil, and it has become an important competitor of 
other vegetable oils. It was fi rst used in the United States 
in its crude state, principally in the manufacture of soft 
soaps. In the search for new oils to replace linseed oil for 
paint purposes, partly or wholly, soy-bean oil was found 
most suitable. Paint grinders are using successfully large 
quantities of this oil in the manufacture of certain types of 
paint. Manufacturers of butter and lard substitutes are using 
considerable amounts of soy-bean oil in their products. Other 
uses for which this oil is employed are in the manufacture of 
explosives, linoleum, varnish, and foodstuffs.
 “Soy-bean oil has been studied with other oils by the 
Offi ce of Home Economics and found to compare favorably 
with the more common table oils with respect to digestibility. 
In view of the rapid improvement in the process of refi ning 
this oil, there seems to be scarcely any use to which oil is put 
in the manufacture of foodstuffs in which soy-bean oil may 
not eventually be found to have an important place” (p. 104).
 “Soy-bean meal:... The meal or fl our produced from 
American-grown yellow varieties is bright yellow in color 
when fresh and has a sweet, nutty fl avor. Samples of meal 
from different sources range from 46 to 52 per cent protein 
and from 5 to 8 per cent oil. As a human food, soy-bean 
fl our has been used in the United States principally as a 
special article of diet and sold by companies manufacturing 
special foods of low starch content. The fl our or meal can 
be successfully used as a constituent of bread, muffi ns, 
biscuits, or pastry. Extensive tests have been conducted by 
the United States Department of Agriculture with soy-bean 
fl our in the making of bread and pastry. In these various food 
products about one-fourth soy fl our and three-fourths wheat 
fl our has been found to be the proper proportion. In some of 
the pastry products, however, as much as one-half soy fl our 

can be used. During the past year the use of soy-bean meal 
has gained in popularity on account of the many palatable 
products that may be made from it” (p. 105). Photos are 
described in Part II. Continued. Address: Scientifi c Asst. 
in Forage-Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

807. Morse, W.J. 1918. The soy-bean industry in the United 
States (Continued–Document part II). Yearbook of the United 
States Department of Agriculture p. 101-11. For the year 
1917. See p. 106-10. Contains many photographs by Frank 
N. Meyer.
• Summary: Continued from p. 106. “Soy beans for human 
food: In Asiatic countries, especially China and Japan, 
the soy bean and the various food products made from it 
are so largely consumed that it is second only to rice in 
importance as a food crop. The soy bean is eaten only to a 
very small extent like other beans, but in China and Japan 
it is elaborated into a great variety of products, all having a 
high percentage of protein and making a well-balanced diet 
when eaten in connection with the staple food, rice. Some of 
these products are said to be eaten at every meal and by rich 
and poor alike. Of these numerous preparations, only one, 
‘shoyu,’ or ‘soy sauce,’ has been introduced to any extent 
in other countries. It is quite possible that some of these 
products would appeal to the American taste and with proper 
exploitation become established on the American market.
 “Although the soy beans as an article of food has 
attracted attention from time to time in the United States, 
thus far it has been used but little except as a special food 
for invalids. The beans contain only a trace of starch and are 
highly recommended as a food for persons requiring a diet 
of low starch content. During the past year, however, much 
interest has been manifested in the possibilities of the soy 
bean as a staple food.
 “Many schools of cookery and domestic science 
throughout the country have conducted experiments rather 
successfully, utilizing the dried beans in the manner of the 
navy bean. As a result, the dried beans can now be purchased 
in the markets in nearly all of the large cities. The variety 
and palatability of the forms in which the bean can be 
served make it a very desirable article of food, and it may 
be expected to grow in favor as it becomes better known (p. 
107).”
 “Dried beans:... During the season of 1916 about 
100,000 bushels of American-grown soy beans were 
packed as baked beans by several canning companies in 
the Central and Eastern States.” Properly roasted, the dried 
beans “make a good coffee substitute. Those fond of cereal 
beverages pronounce it equal to many of the preparations 
on the market. In China, the beans are soaked in water and 
roasted, the product being eaten after the manner of roasted 
peanuts. This method of preparing the beans is improved 
by soaking the beans for about twelve hours in a 10 per 
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cent salt solution, boiling slowly for about 30 minutes, and 
then roasting to a light-brown color. The yellow-seeded and 
green-seeded varieties are preferable, as they make a product 
of better appearance.
 “Green beans: When soy beans are three-fourths or more 
grown, the seed makes a most palatable and nutritious green 
vegetable. As such it may be used much as is the green pea 
or the Lima bean. The pods are somewhat tough and not 
desirable to eat. The green beans are rather diffi cult to shell, 
but after cooking in the pods for about fi ve minutes, they 
shell out very easily.”
 “Soy-bean milk:” If dried soy beans are soaked, 
crushed, and boiled “a milky emulsion is obtained which 
is very similar in appearance and properties to cow’s milk. 
This liquid, separated out by means of a very fi ne sieve or 
through a cloth fi lter, is the soy-bean or ‘vegetable’ milk 
used so extensively in China.” “Soy-bean milk has a rather 
strong characteristic taste and odor which may be masked 
by the addition of a small quantity of coumarin or vanillin. 
This ‘vegetable milk’ can be used in numerous preparations, 
such as breads and cakes, in creaming vegetables, in milk 
chocolate, and in custards. If allowed to remain in a warm 
place the milk becomes sour, like animal milk, and in that 
form may be employed just like sour milk or buttermilk...
 “After separating the milk from the solid material, the 
residue [okara] is still very rich in nutritive substances. It can 
be dried and used for cattle feed or possibly made into a meal 
or fl our for human consumption.”
 “Soy-bean cheese: “The addition of magnesium or 
calcium salts (about a 1 per cent solution) to soy-bean 
milk when hot precipitates some of the proteid substances, 
forming a grayish white curd which settles out, leaving 
a yellowish watery liquid. This curd, after being drained 
and pressed, represents the tofu, or bean curd, which is 
so extensively eaten and forms the basis of numerous 
fermented, smoked, and dried cheeses in China and Japan 
(Plates III and IV). Tofu is made fresh daily and is a staple 
article of diet of oriental peoples. In many cities of the 
United States having a large Asiatic population, fresh 
bean curd generally may be found in the Chinese markets. 
Although the fresh curd, or tofu, is tasteless, it is a highly 
nutritious food and no doubt could be elaborated by the 
American housewife into a variety of palatable dishes.
 “Soy sauce: Soy or shoyu sauce is a dark brown liquid 
prepared from a mixture of cooked and ground soy beans, 
roasted and pulverized wheat (barley is sometimes used), 
salt and water. This mass is inoculated with a culture known 
as rice ferment (Aspergillus oryzae) and left in casks to 
ferment from six months to a year and sometimes longer 
(Plate V)... This product may well serve as the basis of 
sauces of the Worcestershire type... The manufacture of soy 
sauce is conducted on a large scale in China and Japan, and 
to some extent in India. The yearly production of Japan is 
said to amount to nearly 2,000,000 barrels. The brewing of 

this sauce has also become a well established industry in 
Hawaii. Although there are no factories in the United States, 
considerable quantities of the sauce are imported annually, 
and it can be obtained at Chinese stores in most of our 
cities.”
 “Soy-Bean sprouts: Several species of beans are 
sprouted and used as a green vegetable by the Chinese (Plate 
VI). Soy beans are used to a very considerable extent for this 
purpose, as these sprouts are larger and fi rmer than those 
of most other legumes. Bean sprouts can be used as a home 
winter vegetable, for the dried beans are sprouted easily in a 
short time under proper conditions of heat and moisture. It 
is quite possible that sprouted soy beans utilized in various 
vegetable dishes would appeal to the American taste.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “sprouted soy beans” (or 
“sprouted soy bean”) to refer to soy sprouts.
 A table (p. 111) shows the “Quantity and value of soy 
beans, soy-bean cake, and soy-bean oil imported into the 
United States, 1910-1917, inclusive.
 Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) A typical soy 
bean plant. (2) A fi eld of the Biloxi soy bean grown at Biloxi, 
Mississippi. (3) Pods and seeds of 7 common varieties of soy 
beans. 
 (4) “Large blocks of freshly made bean curd, ‘tofu’ [on a 
round wooden table], ready to be cut up into squares and sold 
to the housewife.”*
 (5) “Large bamboo tray of various kinds of soy-bean 
cheese of the drier type” [pressed tofu sheets].* (6) 
“A dark room of even temperature where wooden trays, 
full of bean curd [tofu] are piled. This is another method of 
preparing soy-bean cheese” [fermented tofu].* 
 (7) “Large earthen jars full of squares of bean curd, 
which are covered with spiced brine and soy sauce. After 
several months’ curing a bean cheese [fermented tofu] is 
formed, which can be kept for many years.”* 
 (8) A “courtyard full of covered pots of fermented soy 
beans and brine from which soy sauce is made.”* 
 (9) The basket on the left contains “sprouted soy beans, 
which are sold and used as a green vegetable” [in China]* * 
= Photographed by Frank N. Meyer, Agricultural Explorer, 
USDA.
 Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen 
(Jan. 2001) that contains photos of soyfoods by Frank. N. 
Meyer. Most of the photos appear to have been taken in 
China.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2013) in 
which William Morse describes “soy-bean sprouts” or “soy-
bean cheese” (tofu).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to 
refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2005) that uses the term “masked” (or any other 
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form of that verb) in connection with the undesirable taste or 
odor of soyfoods (soy-bean milk) or soy beans.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (June 2013) 
that gives statistics for the amount of whole soybeans used 
as food in the United States, or that gives a fi gure (about 
100,000 bushels) for the amount of soybeans canned in 
the USA in 1916–the fi rst time they are known to have 
been canned. Address: Scientifi c Asst. in Forage-Crop 
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, 
DC.

808. Oakley, R.A. 1918. The seed supply of the nation. 
Yearbook of the United States Department of Agriculture p. 
497-536. For the year 1917. See p. 523-25. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Since the beginning of the war in Europe, 
conditions affecting America’s seed supply” have attracted 
increased attention. “The present emergency brings very 
forcibly to our attention the vital importance of a large food 
supply and directly, also, the importance of the seed to 
produce it.” America is working to become more self-reliant 
as far as her seed supply is concerned. “Of the 48 States, 
27 now have seed-control laws, more or less satisfactorily 
administered.” These laws seek to prevent misbranding and 
the sale of adulterated and poorly viable seed, as well as seed 
containing a high percentage of weed seeds. They likewise 
seek to promote pure seed of high quality and viability. 
Although there is no national pure-seed law, the Secretary of 
Agriculture has the authority to investigate and publish the 
names of dealers selling misbranded or adulterated seeds.
 “There are no statistics upon which to estimate the rate 
of increase in soy-bean acreage in this country. Those for 
1917 are the only fi gures available and indicate an aggregate 
of 460,000 acres, located in 17 States, which is probably 
double that of 1916. The present crop of soy beans is large, 
but, nevertheless, the seed supply needs careful guarding, 
fi rst, because the oil mills are ready to crush the beans if the 
price does not exceed $2 per bushel, and, second, because 
the canneries, provided they are able to get the cans, will 
take soy beans, as they did in the spring of 1917, if navy 
and other varieties of baking beans reach the price they 
commanded at that time...
 “Millions of tons of soy beans are waiting in Manchuria 
for export to this country, and our own seed supplies may 
be infl uenced indirectly by them... They are also inferior to 
domestic-grown soy beans for food.”
 “Peanuts: An examination of all the available statistics 
indicates that the acreage of peanuts in 1917 was more than 
double that of 1916, the total area being more than 2,900,000 
acres... There is a constantly increasing demand for peanuts 
as a food...”
 “Hemp: Although we have still only a small acreage 
devoted to hemp in the United States, the acreage has 
doubled each year for the last three years. The area planted 
in 1917 was estimated at 42,000 acres. Kentucky supplies 

practically all of the hemp seed grown in this country. It is 
grown in seed plats along the Kentucky River. China and 
Japan furnish us large quantities of hemp seed for poultry 
feed, but it is practically valueless for seeding purposes.” 
Address: Agronomist in Charge of Seed Distribution, Bureau 
of Plant Industry [USDA].

809. Paerels, J.J. 1918. Soja [Soya]. In: Dr. K.W. Van 
Gorkom’s Oost-Indische Cultures. 1918. Amsterdam: J.H. de 
Bussy. 2nd ed. Vol. 2. Edited by Dr. H.C. Prinsen Geerligs. 
See p. 839-51. Figs. 285-86. [8 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This is a reprint of Paerels 1913. Contents: 
Origin and native land. The soybean plant: Botanical 
description (fl owers, seeds, fertilization, germination), 
types and varieties, geographical distribution. Cultivation 
of soybeans: General instructions for growing, planting, 
manuring, diseases and pests. Production, trade, and use: 
Tofu (Tao-Hoe), Chinese soy sauce (Tao-Yoe), soybean 
paste (Tao-Tjiong [a term, and perhaps a product, between 
doujiang and tao-tjo, Indonesian-style miso]), composition 
of the seeds and nutritive value (samenstelling en 
voedingswaarde). Photos show: Plants of a black variety 
(p. 840), and a white variety of soybeans (p. 841). Address: 
Netherlands.

810. Roux, François de. 1918. Rapport général de la section 
de oléagineux [General report of the section on oil-bearing 
materials]. In: Congrès d’Agriculture Coloniale, 21-25 Mai 
1918. Compte Rendu des Travaux (Congress of colonial 
agriculture, 21-25 May 1918. Conference proceedings). 
Paris: Augustin Challamel (Libraire Maritime et Coloniale). 
639 p. See Vol. 2, “Section de Oléagineux.” p. 7-11. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Colonies which must 
intensify the cultivation of oil-bearing materials” (p. 10-
11) includes: Peanuts: Senegal, Upper-Senegal-Niger, 
and Guinea. Sesame: Indochina, Senegal, Guinea, Upper-
Senegal-Niger. Soybeans (Soja): Cambodia. Olives: Tunisia, 
Algeria, Morocco.
 The section titled “Other seeds” (p. 73-75) contains a 
long discussion of the soybean. The soybean represents an 
element of trade of the fi rst importance and England, up 
until the present, has been its main destination in Europe. 
This movement, which reached 510,000 tonnes (metric tons) 
in 1910, declined in the following years for three reasons: 
Freight diffi culties to Europe, more importation in the form 
of soy oil, and, above all, the detour / routing of more and 
more of the soybeans and soy products to the United States 
because it was closer to the major producer, Manchuria.
 France did not participate very much in this movement, 
with imports varying as follows between 1911 and 1916: 
Soybean seeds 12 to 6,227 tonnes, and soybean oil 200 to 
2,000 tonnes. But Cambodia and Lower Laos (Bas-Laos) can 
supply a variety of soybean having a higher oil content than 
that of Manchurian soybeans: 12.280% vs. 17.640%.
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 A greater utilization of the soybean in France would be a 
happy result in adding value to the vast territories in France’s 
protectorate.
 We need to look into using this product in a form that is 
different from the one admitted to date. (i.e., New uses might 
be found in addition to oil and meal).
 Indeed, from the view point of oil mills, the [soybean] 
seed is of relative interest because of its fairly low oil content 
and because of the diffi culty of fi nding an outlet for the large 
amount of cake that it generates.
 The fi ne tuning / development of process for extraction 
of the casein (protein) or the fl our (the indigenous peoples 
draw from it kind cheese [tofu] and also alimentary pastes 
/ pasta {pâtes alimentaires}) allow us to consider the oil as 
a by-product and would also give some more fi nancially 
rewarding end products to industry.

811. Takenob, Y. 1918. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan Year 
Book Offi ce. 784 p. See p. 303, 492-93, 514, 530-31, 574, 
584-85, 606-07, 611-12, 614, 691, 713, 721, 736, 782. 13th 
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: This book gives statistics for the Japanese 
empire: Japan Proper, Korea, and Formosa. The Preface is 
dated 31 Aug. 1918.
 At the front of the book are 34 pages of large ads 
on pages enumerated with Roman numerals. At the rear 
of the book are 49 pages of large ads on pages similarly 
enumerated.
 Near the front is a page of “Weights, measures, and 
moneys.” 1 koku = 10 to = 100 sho = 4.65389 gallons 
(liquid) (U.S.A.) = 180.39 liters.
 Page 303 shows how infl ation in Japan during the great 
European war is making it diffi cult for regular families to 
make ends meet. The price of common foods such as “Sugar, 
soy, etc.” has increased by 50% from June 1914 to Feb. 
1918.
 Page 584-85. The section on “Brewing industry” gives 
information about soy sauce plus production statistics for 
sake, beer, and soy [sauce] from 1913 to 1916.
 Page 493. A table titled “Prices of principal 
commodities,” 1914-1916 shows that the price of soja beans 
decreased from 11.55 yen per koku in 1914 to 10.28 yen per 
koku in 1916. The price of red [azuki] beans and miso also 
decreased. But the price of soy [sauce] increased from 24.91 
yen per koku in 1914 to 25.05 yen per koku in 1916.
 Page 492. A section titled “Guilds of stable 
commodities” lists: “The principal production guilds as 
classifi ed according to the kind of commodities handled 
were as follows at the end of the year 1913:–Raw silk, 238; 
Rice, 68; Artifi cial fertilizers, 30; Paper, 24; Porcelain, 22; 
Medicines, 23; Weaving, 138; Timber, 32; Soy and miso, 31; 
Charcoal, 26; Matting, 20; Total, incl. others, 975.”
 Page 530-31. In the chapter on “Agriculture.” A table 
shows production of soy beans, potatoes, and sweet potatoes, 

1912-1916 (in 1,000 koku). Production of soy beans 
increased from:
 3.511 million koku in 1912
 2.993 million koku in 1913
 3.664 million koku in 1914
 3.807 million koku in 1915
 3.750 million koku in 1916
 The text immediately after the table (p. 531) states: 
“Among subsidiary farm crops there is perhaps nothing 
which plays so important a part in the Japanese kitchen as 
soy beans...”
 Pages 573-74. A table of industrial companies classifi ed 
by amount of investment states for “Soy and miso.” Number 
of companies: 281. Paid up capital: 6.653 million yen. 
Reserves: 552,000 yen.
 Pages 606-07 show record tax revenues in 1917-18, 
including 5.28 million yen from soy [sauce].
 Pages 611-12. Discuss the history of taxation in Japan, 
including the tax on soy. The system is said to be irrational, 
and excises taxes applied to daily necessities, such as soy, 
place an unfairly heavy burden on the poor.
 Page 614 repeats basic information about “6. Tax on 
Japanese soy [sauce].”
 Page 691. The chapter on “Chosen (Korea)” states (p. 
691): “Barley and soya bean.–Barley covers 584,664 cho, 
yielding 4.600,000 koku. Soya and other beans are exported 
chiefl y to Japan for manufacturing soy, the export amounting 
to about 5,000,0O0 yen annually; the acreage is 553,077 
cho and the yield 3,200,000 koku [415,252 metric tons].” 
Address: Prof. at Waseda Univ. and Late of the Japan Times, 
Tokyo, Japan.

812. Yearbook of the United States Department of 
Agriculture. 1918. Origin of principal farm products 
imported into the United States, 1914-1917. p. 797. For the 
year 1917.
• Summary: This table shows that in 1916 some 98,119,695 
pounds of soya-bean oil were imported to the USA. Of this 
70,384,049 lb came from Japan, 187,772 lb from the United 
Kingdom, and 27,547,924 lb from other countries. In 1917 
an estimated 162,690,235 lb will be imported. In 1915 some 
19,206,521 lb were imported, and in 1916 some 16,360,452 
lb.

813. Albers Bros. Milling Co. 1919. Importers of Oriental 
beans, peas, peanuts, seeds and grains of all kinds (Ad). 
Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(8):47. Jan.
• Summary: “Offi ces: New York, Seattle, Tacoma, 
Bellingham, Spokane, Lewiston, Salt Lake [City, Utah], 
Portland [Oregon], San Francisco Francisco [California], 
Oakland, Los Angeles, Kobe, Japan. Address all import and 
export communications to the Seattle offi ce. Cable address, 
‘Albers’–all codes.”
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814. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Chinese 
production of beans. 1(8):8-9. Jan.
• Summary: This article is a reprint (without credit) of: 
Arnold, Julean. 1918. “Chinese products of interest to 
Americans.” Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 21(299):1110-19. Dec. 21. Part I 
is titled “Chinese production of beans.” Part I is “Extensive 
use of bean products–Exports during 1917.”

815. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Soy beans 
arrive on Japanese ship. 1(8):23. Jan.
• Summary: “Seattle, Washington–The fi rst large 
consignment of soy beans from the 1918 fall crop was 
delivered in port the middle of the month by the Osaka 
Shosen Kaisha liner Kofuku Marun [probably Kofuku Maru]. 
She had 1,500 tons.
 “Last season 1,000,000 tons of soy beans were imported 
from Manchuria and Japan and several months were 
consumed in moving the consignment. The shortage of the 
domestic crop and the high market prices were responsible 
for the big import.
 “Importers are somewhat skeptical about market futures 
for soy Oriental beans. American crops have improved. The 
probable size of imports from Manchuria will be diffi cult 
to forecast. It is not probable that the output through Puget 
Sound will be as large as last year.”

816. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Trade in 
soy bean oil in Kobe [Japan] in 1917. 1(8):24. Jan.
• Summary: “The amount of soy bean oil, largely originating 
or manufactured in the Kobe, Japan, district and exported 
in 1917 was slightly less than in 1916, but its value was far 
higher, and there was a greatly increased trade in the oil from 
the mainland and South Seas transshipped and marketed at 
Kobe.
 “Causes tending to make Kobe a large vegetable oil 
market are: (1) The great decrease of all but Japanese 
merchant tonnage in the Pacifi c, as the Japanese lines 
converge and carry on their principal trans-shipment 
business here; (2) the high rate and rapid fl uctuations of 
silver exchange in China, of which Japanese buyers can take 
quicker advantage than the representatives of purchasers 
in more distant countries; (3) the great increase in oil mills 
owned and operated by Japanese, both in Japan and in the 
mainland. October, 1917, saw the beginning of the largest 
buying season yet known in Japan, it being estimated by 
exporters that between the beginning of that month and the 
end of the year about $25,000,000 worth of vegetable oils 
were sold for future shipment to the United States alone. 
Quotations rose very rapidly during that period. Soy oil that 
was worth $8.90 per hundred pounds landed net weight c. i. 
f. Pacifi c coast ports at the beginning of the year was quoted 
at $15.50 at the end of the year.

 “Soy bean oil, which originates principally in 
Manchuria, is almost entirely controlled by Japanese. The 
supply of beans last year was very large, and the amount of 
oil turned out was limited only by the capacity of the mills. A 
number of large new plants were started both in Manchuria 
and Japan and most of the already established mills increased 
their capacity.”

817. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses de l’Institut Colonial de 
Marseille. 1919. L’industrie des corps gras en Russie [The 
oils and fats industry in Russia (Abstract)]. No. 1. p. 32-35. 
[1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: These are extracts from a Bulletin of the 
Russian Chamber of Commerce in Paris, published in Feb. 
1918. All the soybean oil (huile de fève) in Russia before 
World War I was imported. Imports stopped during the war. 
A table (p. 35) shows production, imports, and exports of 
oils and fats in Russia in 1913 and 1917 in pouds / poods (1 
poud / pood = 36 lb or 13.6 kg). In 1913 Russia imported 
235,000 pouds of soya oil; none was exported so this amount 
was consumed in Russia. In 1917 Russia had no production, 
imports, or exports of soybean oil.
 The top three oils and fats consumed in Russia in 1913 
were: 10.76 million poods of sunfl ower seed oil. 9.98 million 
poods of fat from pigs, cattle, and sheep. 4.330 million poods 
of butter from cows. Total: 40.28 million poods of animal 
and vegetable fats.
 In 1917, with no imports, these fi gures were: 9.0 million 
poods of sunfl ower seed oil. 7.5 million poods of fat from 
pigs, cattle, and sheep. 4.5 million poods of butter from 
cows. Total: 30.5 million poods of animal and vegetable 
fats–an alleged decrease of about 25%.
 Also discusses sunfl ower oil, linseed oil, hempseed oil, 
and cottonseed oil.

818. Oriental Products Co., Inc. 1919. We specialize in all 
varieties of imported beans, peas and peanuts (Ad). Bean-
Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(8):39. Jan.
• Summary: A 1/16th page ad. “Import. Export. 25 
California Street. Kobe, Japan. San Francisco, California.” 
Address: 25 California St.

819. U.S. Department of Commerce, Far Eastern Div. 1919. 
Oil and oilseeds of the Orient. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 22(33):611-
16. Feb. 8.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Method of cultivation 
[and harvesting] in China. Bean curd a Chinese delicacy. 
Domestic methods of marketing oil in China. Japanese 
production of vegetable oils [and exports to the United 
States]. China’s production of oil steadily growing.
 Tables show: (1) Total quantity and value of Chinese 
vegetable-oil exports, and the value of exports to the United 
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States, including transshipments [from Manchuria], in 
1917. Of total oil exports, coconut oil is by far the leader 
in quantity and value, followed by soya bean oil. But of oil 
exports to the USA, soya bean oil is by far the leader. Dairen 
exported 90% of the soya bean oil in 1917.
 (2) Exports of vegetable oil from China in 1915, 1916, 
and 1917 (the quantities are expressed in piculs of 133.33 
pounds and the values in Haikwan taels worth $0.62 in 1915, 
$0.79 in 1916, and $1.3 in 1917). Soya bean oil was by far 
the largest oil export in both quantity and value all three 
years. The quantity increased from 1.017 million in 1915 to 
1.566 million in 1916 to 1.891 million in 1917.
 (3) Exports of oil-bearing seeds and beans from China 
in 1915, 1916, and 1917. Soya beans were by far the largest 
bean or seed export in both quantity and value all three years. 
The quantity was 10.235 million in 1915, then 6.732 million 
in 1916, rising to 7.927 million in 1917.
 “No single vegetable product has developed such 
importance in the Far East as the soya bean... As a food 
it is the principal ingredient of soy sauce, bean curd, and 
steamed beans. The bean cake, containing a high percentage 
of nitrogen, is a valuable fertilizer and is used extensively in 
Japan, and recently bean oil temporarily replaced petroleum 
for lighting in China when lack of shipping facilities 
kept that product off the market. The center of soya-bean 
production is Manchuria, and Japan is the chief crusher and 
producer of oil and cake, though the manufacture of bean 
oil and cake is also a very important industry of Dairen, 
Kwantung Leased Territory. Mukden is the center of the 
bean trade and the beans are there bought for cash from the 
farmers.”
 “Bean curd a Chinese delicacy: Bean curd is made 
mostly from the two kinds of oil beans described [Eighth 
Month White Bean and Water White Bean], although all 
varieties may be used in its preparation. As a rule, however, 
the other varieties of beans are not planted for oil or curd, but 
are eaten steamed when the bean is young and tender.
 “Bean curd is prepared by fi rst steeping the beans in cold 
water for 6 or 7 hours in summer or 24 hours in winter, and, 
after washing, grinding with cold water to form a bean milk. 
This milk is cooked in a large kettle and the fi lm removed 
from the surface after a quarter of an hour and dried. This 
fi lm or skin is known as Tou Fu Yi [doufu pi, usually called 
“bean curd skin” in English; yuba in Japanese] and 20 or 
30 fi lms can be obtained from a kettle without thinning the 
milk too much. After boiling half an hour the remaining milk 
is poured into a jar and a gypsum or salt solution added to 
curdle it. The proportion is 6 ounces of salt to 1 picul (133.33 
pounds) of beans.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2010) that uses the term “doufu pi” (regardless of 
hyphenation or spacing) to refer to yuba.
 Note 2. Yuba is described as an early step in the tofu-
making process. Viewed in this way, the word “bean curd 

skin” makes more sense.
 “After standing 15 minutes a curdled substance called 
Tou Fun No [bean curd brain] is the result. This product is 
molded in wooden frames by a heavy block of wood for 15 
minutes and is then cut into small pieces with a dull brass 
knife. A piece 2 inches square and half an inch thick retails 
for 5 cash (0.5 cent). This curd forms the basis for numerous 
Chinese articles of food and is prepared in various ways. 
Perhaps the most usual form of serving is to press the curd, 
wrapped in cloth, for six hours in a box 1 foot square and 8 
inches high and then cook in oil. It is also boiled, after such 
preparation, with pork or cabbage.”
 “Japanese production of vegetable oils: The present 
estimated production of Japanese oil mills is 90,600 long 
tons of vegetable oils annually and is made up as follows: 
Soya-bean oil, 37,509 tons; coconut oil, 27,542 tons; 
rapeseed oil, 17,848 tons; cottonseed oil, 6,433 tons; and 
peanut oil, 1,268 tons. Seventy-fi ve per cent of this crush 
is made in the Kobe district and is handled by 25 oil mills, 
modernly equipped.” In 1917 Japan exported (including 
transshipments) 34,916,260 lb of coconut oil, 22,643,623 
lb of soya bean oil, and 19,677,825 of rapeseed oil. He 
concludes that “American importers of Far Eastern products 
may well investigate the domestic market for Far Eastern 
oilseeds with a view to supplying oil mills in the U.S. 
with raw material.” A table shows import and export data. 
Address: Asia.

820. Bailey, Herbert S.; Reuter, B.E. 1919. The production 
and conservation of fats and oils in the United States. U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Bulletin No. 769. 45 p. Feb. 10. 
See p. 1-5, 25-27. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Importance of fats and oils. 
Domestic production and importation. Terminology and 
technology of oil trade. How to safeguard our oil and fat 
supply. Vegetable oils: Cottonseed oil, olive oil, peanut oil, 
coconut oil, palm kernel oil, palm oil, corn oil, soy bean oil 
(growing importance, growing soy beans, expressing the 
oil and its uses, increasing our output), linseed oil, castor 
oil, miscellaneous vegetable fats and oils. Animal fats and 
oils. Refuse fats and trade wastes. Fat and oil derivatives 
or secondary products. Summary. Also Supplement of 29 
Oct. 1919 gives updated statistics in tables. “Not only are 
fats and oils a necessary part of our food supply, but they 
also occupy and important place in the manufacture of 
certain munitions, in the lubrication of aircraft engines, and 
in the mixing of paints, varnishes, waterproofi ngs, and like 
compounds. Nowadays when a nation goes to war, one of its 
fi rst resources to feel the effect of the abnormal conditions 
is the stock of fats and oils. Because the sum total of the 
world’s supply of these substances is less than that of either 
of the other two basic food constituents, carbohydrates 
and proteins, a sudden drain, even though comparatively 
small, is quickly noticed. A great war soon creates such 
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a drain, largely because of the imperative need for an 
enormous amount of nitroglycerin, one of the component 
parts of which is glycerin, obtained as a by-product in the 
manufacture of soap from certain oils and fats. When it is 
considered that 10 tons of fat are required to yield 1 ton of 
glycerin, and that but 1 part of glycerin to every 9 parts of 
fatty acids, or soap, is produced from the oils and fats, it is 
not surprising that the price of glycerin in England soared 
from $250 to $1,250 a ton within a very short time after that 
country entered the Great War.”
 Tables show: (1) Production of 17 vegetable oils in 
the United States from 1912 to 1917. The leading oil, 
by far, is cottonseed oil. Production of soy oil increased 
from 2,764,000 lb in 1914 (the fi rst year it was listed), to 
9,920,000 lb in 1916, jumping to 42,074,000 lb in 1917. (2) 
Production of 16 animal and fi sh fats and oils (not including 
butter) in the United States from 1912 to 1917. The leading 
fat, by far, is lard, followed by tallow, packers’ and renderers’ 
greases, and oleo stock. (3) Total production of fats and 
oils (including butter) in the United States, 1912-1917. (4) 
Importation of 14 fats and oils into the United States, 1912-
1917. The leading import in 1916 and 1917 was soy bean 
oil, followed by coconut oil. Imports of soy bean oil were 
24,959,000 lb in 1912, dropping to 12,555,000 lb in 1914, 
jumping to 145,409,000 lb in 1916, up to 264,926,000 lb in 
1917. Total imports more than doubled during this period.
 (5) Exportation of 10 vegetable oils and 8 animal and 
fi sh fats and oils from the United States, 1912-1917. The 
leading vegetable oil export, by far, was cottonseed oil. The 
leading animal fat export, by far, was lard. Exports of soy 
bean oil were 184,000 lb in 1912, dropping to 3,000 lb in 
1914, rising to 2,063,000 lb in 1916, up to 3,977,000 lb in 
1917. (6) Comparison of production with importation and 
exportation of fats and oils in 1917. (7) Monthly production 
of fats and oils and their derivatives in the United States, 
January to June 1918. Includes separate values for edible and 
inedible soy bean oil.
 The section titled “Soy bean oil” (p. 25-26) states: “It is 
estimated that 750,000 acres of soy beans were planted in the 
United States in 1917, which is about three times the acreage 
of 1916. Only a small portion of the planting was allowed to 
seed, however, most of it being cut for hay. Very few, if any, 
of the domestic beans were crushed by the oil mills, which 
used as raw material the Manchurian beans, as being cheaper 
and in less demand by bean canners than those grown in 
this country. In 1915, however, some 100,000 bushels of 
American soy beans were pressed, and the cake and oil from 
them were consumed in this country.
 “Growing soy beans: Of the more than 500 known 
varieties of the soy bean which have been grown on the 
Government testing farms, at the present only about 15 are 
handled commercially by seed men. The Mammoth (yellow) 
the standard late variety, is probably more extensively grown 
than any other.”

 The fl avor of soy bean oil is “distinctly beany... so 
before it can be used in food products it must be refi ned and 
deodorized like cottonseed oil. Even the cold-pressed oil is 
not edible as it comes from the presses, in which respect the 
peanut has an advantage over the soy bean.
 “Belonging to the group of drying oils, soy bean oil 
more closely resembles in its physical properties linseed 
and other drying oils than peanut, cottonseed, and similar 
semidrying oils, It has, therefore, been used largely as a 
substitute for linseed oil in the making of paints, linoleums, 
and like products.
 “Increasing our output: The soy bean and the peanut 
constitute the two most promising possibilities for a large 
increase in our fat resources.”
 Other vegetable oils for which statistics are given 
include: Chinese nut (tung) oil, coquito oil, corn oil, mustard 
seed oil, peanut oil, raisin seed oil, rapeseed oil, sesame oil, 
shea nut oil, sunfl ower seed oil, vegetable stearin.
 “Peanut oil–Rapid rise in favor” (p. 17-18): “Although 
American peanut oil was an almost unknown product before 
the Great War, in 1917 it ranked third in the vegetable 
oils made from home-grown products, coconut oil being 
produced exclusively from imported copra. Until recently 
most of the imported oil came from France and Holland, but 
these countries now have scarcely enough to supply their 
own needs. China, however, has come into the market, and is 
shipping us large quantities of a rather poor grade of peanut 
oil.
 “Even with the marked increase in the importation of 
peanut oil, from a little over 7,600,000 pounds in 1912 to 
27,400,000 pounds in 1917, the South to-day is making 
more of this delicious food oil than ever before. The 1917 
crop of peanuts was about 60,900,000 bushels. In 1917 we 
manufactured over 50,000,000 pounds of peanut oil, some of 
which, however, was made from imported peanuts. Reports 
for the fi rst six months of 1918 show an output of about 
43,000,000 pounds of peanut oil.
 “Pressing peanuts: Peanut oil, like olive oil, can be 
obtained by cold pressing, and when so made from sound, 
sweet nuts it need not be refi ned. Such cold-pressed oils 
possess a characteristic fl avor which, in the opinion of 
many consumers, makes them superior, especially for 
salad purposes, to the oils that are hot pressed and refi ned. 
Cooking the peanuts and subjecting them while hot to a 
very high pressure, however, gives a larger yield of oil than 
cold pressing. It is customary, therefore, when a virgin, or 
cold-pressed, oil is made to regrind and heat the cake, which 
is then pressed a second time, to extract as much oil as 
possible.
 “In France, where the crushing of peanuts was an 
important industry long before any peanut oil was produced 
in the United States, the almost universal practice is to make 
virgin oil from all the fresh sweet peanuts. The cold-press 
cake and rancid nuts are then hot pressed, and the lower 
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grade oils thus obtained refi ned. Unfortunately, so far very 
little virgin peanut oil has been made in this country, but 
a number of mills are now producing it,...” Address: 1. 
Chemist in Charge, Oil, Fat, and Wax Lab.; 2. Chief, Fats 
and Oils Div., U.S. Food Administration.

821. Wall Street Journal. 1919. Oiling the way. Feb. 22. p. 2.
• Summary: Besides fuel oil, there “are other kinds of oil, 
hitherto little exploited, of which the United States imports 
vast quantities. Japan sends about $10,000,000 worth every 
year, mostly soya bean oil, and the Philippines more than 
that of cocoanut oil alone. China is the principal producer of 
these raw materials [esp. soya beans]. Even Japan buys from 
her, then presses and ships the oil.
 Profi table “exports are conditioned upon full return 
cargoes. The Orient wants our goods. It has unlimited 
supplies of oilseeds. We have 278 cottonseed mills and the 
civilized world is calling for vegetable oil as well as for 
fuel oil. Logic of the situation seems to be to bring back oil 
seeds, crush them here, and consume or sell the oil and meal. 
Foreign trade means goods going and coming.”

822. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. The home 
of Oriental beans. 1(9):12-13. Feb.
• Summary:  “From Tsitsihar, westward to the Hingan Range 
along the river, the plain narrows down and is alternate with 
land under cultivation and pasturages. Beyond the Hingan 
Range, a boundless plain spreads itself on high levels, and in 
point of climate and soil it reminds one of being an extension 
of the Mongolian desert land. The plain is employed as sheep 
farms in a good portion.
 “The Bean Belt in North Manchuria extends over Hulan 
Prefecture or the Hulan Uchimi Valley are carried out to 
the station of the selfsame name. Harbin is not particularly 
suited geographically as a bean center, but it attracts produce 
in considerable quantities by reason of the liberal fi nancing 
facilities with which the city is equipped.
 “Anta used to be only a small hamlet of about a dozen 
buildings some years ago. Its growth dated only a few years 
back. It has now a population of some 16,000.
 “The beans are transported to Harbin either by carts 
or by train during winter when the ground is frozen hard. 
However, a good quantity is sent westward to either Anta or 
Tuichingshan. Anta Station holds now about 1,500 (C.E.R.) 
carloads of beans, inclusive of products of 1916.”
 A large photo shows: “Beans–acres of them–in sacks 
and in bean cake, awaiting shipment at Dairen, the great 
shipping port and terminal of the South Manchuria railway. 
According to recent statistics, Dairen now ranks fourth 
among the shipping ports of Asia. The beans, as shown 
above, constitute an important part of her exports, whose 
value amounts to millions annually. As shown in the 
engraving, the docks are modern and allow ocean carriers to 
lay alongside and take cargo. The railway company’s cars are 

brought directly to the piers for unloading.”
 “Dairen was originally built by the Russians under the 
name of Dalny, a corruption of the Chinese name Talien. It 
has wide streets which radiate like the spokes on a wheel 
from a park called ‘Central Circle.’ Around this circle many 
substantial and modern buildings have been built by the 
Japanese, including the famous Yamato Hotel, the fi nest 
of the South Manchuria Railway Co.’s chain. The railroad 
operates over several hundred miles of track along the most 
advanced lines. It has been a potential factor in developing 
this city and the territory reached by its rails.”

823. Millard’s Review (Shanghai). 1919. Oils and oilseeds of 
the Orient. 8(4):147. March 22.
• Summary: “No single vegetable product has developed 
such importance in the Far East as the soya bean. Its products 
are used at home as a food, as a fertilizer, and for lighting 
and lubricating purposes, and are exported as oil and bean 
cake. As a food it is the principal ingredient of soy sauce, 
bean curd, and steamed beans. The bean cake, containing 
a high percentage of nitrogen, is a valuable fertilizer and is 
used extensively in Japan; and recently bean oil temporarily 
replaced petroleum for lighting in China, when lack of 
shipping facilities kept that product off the market. The 
center of soya-bean production is Manchuria; and Japan is 
the chief crusher and producer of oil and cake, though the 
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manufacture of bean oil and cake is also a very important 
industry of Dairen, Kwangtung Leased Territory. Mukden is 
the center of the bean trade and the beans are there bought 
for cash from the farmers. Formerly a good deal of the 
export trade was done through Harbin and Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok], but recent political conditions have diverted 
practically all of this trade southward. Newchwang and 
Antung handle a small proportion of the trade but, being 
icebound most of the winter, their combined tonnage 
amounts to only 30 per cent of the Dairen trade. Shanghai 
and Kiaochow are other Chinese centers for bean oil, while 
the Kobe district in Japan is the most important oil-mill 
center in the Far East. In China soya beans are generally 
planted early in June and harvested the middle of September, 
although three minor varieties are planted in April and 
harvested in July. There are 19 kinds of soya beans cultivated 
in China, but those cultivated for oil are known as the Eight 
Month White Bean and the Water White Bean. These are 
generally rotated with winter crops of wheat, barley, and 
rape, which are harvested some weeks before the beans are 
planted. Seeds are broadcasted and turned under in carefully 
prepared beds and then replanted, generally in about 10 days. 
No fertilizer is required for soya beans, the roots of the plant 
gathering nitrogen from the soil. The native farmer, while not 
understanding the scientifi c reason, knows from experience 
that beans grow well without fertilizer, and that fi elds that 
have been planted with beans are more productive than other 
fi elds. Thus cotton is often planted one spring and beans 
the next, although wheat is always the winter crop. With an 
abundance of cheap fertilizer no defi nite rotation of crops is 
attempted. Weeding is done frequently, especially after the 
rainy season, and the withered weeds are used to fertilize 
other fi elds.
 “Harvesting is done by hand. The bean stalk is uprooted, 
dried, and then threshed by bamboo fl ail or by beating on a 
stone. After this the beans are sifted through a large bamboo 
basket and dried in the sun on matting for several days. They 
are then bagged for transportation to the oil mills. Under 
normal conditions the yield of oil beans is 200 pounds per 
mow (.2 acre), and the wholesale price is about $5 per 100 
pounds.
 “There are three classes of wholesale dealers in the 
domestic oil trade in Chinese producing centers–original 
importers with agents at the main mill centers, wholesalers 
acting either as agents of the above or representing the mills 
direct, and retailers dealing with the trade. Oil is retailed 
for cash. Bean, cottonseed, vegetable seed, peanut, sesame 
seed, and in a few cases wood oil, are sold to customers in 
brass containers made to hold the required weight. Needless 
to say, adulteration and under weight are practiced; but by 
dealing with certain reliable distributors it is possible to 
get honest weight and pure oil at a slightly advanced price, 
although even such dealers sell mixed oil at times as a better 
quality product. Bean oil is generally handled between 

Chinese ports in containers weighing 3 piculs, peanut oil 
in 2-picul and castor oil in 2 to 2½ picul containers. Oil 
for domestic consumption is a regular item of import from 
Manchurian mill centers and the price is advanced in winter 
when most of the Northern ports are icebound. Oil is sold 
wholesale to retailers on 20 days credit, but wholesalers 
deal with importers on a cash basis. Immediate and forward 
transactions are made and, in the case of the latter, 30 per 
cent deposit is required. Regular oil exchanges are held in the 
principal centers, and importers holding large stocks usually 
rule the market prices. The maximum variance in prices 
does not exceed 0.50 tael per picul. The uniform standard 
followed by all retailers is to increase the retail price 0.20 
tael per picul for every increase of 0.10 tael per picul in the 
wholesale price.
 “The present estimated production of Japanese oil mills 
is 90,600 long tons of vegetable oils annually, and is made 
up as follows: Soya-bean oil, 37,509 tons; cocoanut oil, 
27,542 tons; rapeseed oil, 17,848 tons; cottonseed oil, 6,433 
tons; and Peanut oil, 1,268 tons.
 “Seventy-fi ve per cent of this crush is made in the Kobe 
district and is handled by 25 oil mills, modernly equipped. 
Steamship lines centering in Japan bring copra for the 
cocoanut oil from Singapore, Java and the South Seas; 
soya beans from Dairen, Newchwang and Vladivostock; 
peanuts from Tsingtao and Tientsin, China; cotton seed 
from Gensan, Chosen (Korea), and Tsingtao and Shanghai, 
China; and rapeseed from Hankow and India. The oil and 
cake are shipped by the same steamship lines to all parts 
of the world.–Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Circular of the Far Eastern Division.” [U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Far Eastern Div. 1919. Feb. 8].

824. Holland, J.H. 1919. Food and fodder plants. Bulletin of 
Miscellaneous Information (Royal Gardens, Kew) Nos. 1&2. 
p. 1-84. April 16. See p. 11-12. [5 ref]
• Summary: Great Britain imported large quantities of 
soy oil before World War I to make up for the shortage 
of cottonseed oil needed to manufacture soaps: 875,526 
hundredweight from Manchuria, 816,032 hundredweight 
from China, and 43,209 hundredweight from Manchuria. 
Note: A hundredweight is 112 pounds weight.
 “Considerable interest has been taken in the cultivation 
in England, but results of experiments made at Cambridge, 
Midland Agricultural College, South Eastern Agric. College, 
Wye, &c., go to show that no variety so far has been found 
that can be relied on to produce seed here.
 “In Japan and China they [soy beans] are largely known 
in the preparation of the sauce known commercially as 
‘Soy,’ and they make there a preparation used as a substitute 
for milk, and from this a food product call ‘Tofu,’ which in 
turn forms the basis of the bean cheeses of Japan. The meal 
[fl our] in this country is used in the manufacture of biscuits 
and in making a bread for special use in diabetes; but the 
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principal use here is for the extraction of the oil of which the 
beans contain about 18 per cent., suitable for soap-making 
and in general as a substitute for cotton seed oil, the residue 
being a valuable cattle feed.
 Also discusses the adzuki bean (Phaseolus angularis, 
Wight). “This bean appears to have been coming into 
the market recently in quantity. Trade samples have been 
submitted to Kew for name as ‘Dainagon Azuki Beans.’” 
They are important human food in Japan, Korea, China, and 
Manchuria, cultivated for the purpose.

825. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1919. Commercial items from 
Japan. 22(121):973-74. May 23.
• Summary: “Japan exports bean oil chiefl y to Australia, 
England, and the United States, and the amount exported has 
greatly increased during the past fi ve years. In 1914 exports 
were valued at $724,284, while in 1918 they were valued at 
$3,430,483”–a 4.7-fold increase.
 “The amount of Japan’s bean cake output during the past 
year was valued at $6,100,000.”

826. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1919. Import manifests 
[at Bombay harbour]. May 24. p. 10.
• Summary: “S.S. Tokyo Maru, from Kobe [Japan]. Agents 
New York. Kaisha.–250 cases safety match,... 10 cases 
Japanese miso; 23 cases Japanese soy; 71 cases window 
glass plain;...”
 Note 1. These imports of Japanese seasonings are 
probably for one or more Japanese communities or stores in 
Bombay or western British India.
 Note 2. World War I recently ended in Europe; Japan 
and India are at peace.

827. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 
1919. The vegetable oil industry of Kobe (Abstract). 
38(3):45R-46R. May 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of: Dickover, E.R. 1918. “The 
vegetable-oil industry of Kobe” [Japan]. Commerce Reports 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce). No. 255. p. 
403-12. Oct. 30.

828. Gardner, Henry A. 1919. Legitimization of soya 
bean oil. Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., 
Educational Bureau, Scientifi c Section, Circular No. 63. 2 p. 
June.
• Summary: “The rapidly growing production of soya bean 
oil in the United States is to a very great extent due to the 
early work on the Educational Bureau. During the past year 
there has been produced in North America over fi ve million 
gallons of this oil, and an additional large quantity has been 
imported.

 “Exposure tests have shown that 20% of soya bean oil 
may be mixed with 80% of raw linseed oil to produce a paint 
liquid that will wear quite as well as pure linseed oil. The 
above mixture will show an iodine number (index of drying 
value) of approximately 170 when North American linseed 
oil is used as the base. In the writer’s opinion, the above 
mixture (with an iodine value not less than 170) may be used 
with successful results in high grade paints. The adoption 
of this mixture for at least many types of paint in which it 
is customary to use linseed oil wholly, would be suggested. 
There should be no hesitation in disclosing, where analysis 
labels are now used, the actual composition of this liquid, 
as it is a thoroughly legitimate product which has proved 
satisfactory in scientifi c and practical tests.
 “Soya bean oil mixtures are excellent for the grinding 
of certain paste tinting colors. The raw oil is of lighter color 
than raw linseed oil, and may be made even lighter by 
refi ning. Soya oil grinds easily with pigments and produces 
pastes that remain soft and less liable to stiffening in the 
package than those made with pure linseed oil. The amount 
of soya oil introduced into a house paint, for instance, 
through the use of painter’s paste tinting colors made on 
the above basis would be extremely small and would not 
have any substantial infl uence upon the drying of the paint. 
Because of the above properties of soya oil, it would appear 
that it is an oil that is even more desirable than straight 
linseed oil for color grinding, and that colors produced with 
this oil should really have a higher sales value than those 
ground wholly in a raw linseed oil.
 “Soya oil requires a higher percentage of drier than 
linseed oil. Cobalt driers have been found very satisfactory 
and even more effi cient than lead or manganese driers. 
Cobalt linoleate is probably the most desirable, since it has a 
high degree of solubility in the oil and may be brought into 
solution at comparatively low temperatures. Cobalt acetate 
has sometimes been used in soya oil by the varnish maker, 
being introduced at high temperatures. The development of 
acetic acid vapors by this process sometimes results.
 “Soya oil has a higher fl ash point than any other 
vegetable oil used in the paint industry. It may be heat treated 
and blown to a viscous form. Its value in varnish making 
has already been indicated, and it is probable that it will 
soon be established fi rmly in the industry. Its further use is 
suggested.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2005) that uses the word “linoleate” in connection 
with soya oil. A “linoleate” is a salt or ester of linoleic 
acid. Linoleate compounds came to be widely used in 
driers for soya oil, when the oil was used to make paints or 
varnishes. Address: Director, Scientifi c Section, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

829. San Francisco Chronicle. 1919. Motor-ship with oil 
cargo ablaze. July 3. p. 4.
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• Summary: “Singapore, July 2–The American motor 
schooner Esperanza, loaded with [soy] bean oil, caught fi re 
here today and had to be fl ooded to extinguish the fl ames. 
From the main mast aft the deck was destroyed.”

830. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1919. Import manifests 
[at Bombay harbour]. July 3. p. 10.
• Summary: “S.S. Kifunezan Maru No. 2, from Japan ports, 
Agents: New York. Kaisha.–5 cases cotton hosiery goods,... 
5 packages Japanese wine, 5 cases Japanese soy [sauce], 9 
cases lead pencils,...”

831. Los Angeles Times. 1919. Osborne bill puts a tax on soy 
beans. Duty on prepared or manufactured products 4 cents a 
pound. July 24. p. I6.
• Summary: “Washington [DC], July 23. Congressman 
Osborne in his bill introduced today for the protection of 
the bean growers fi rst of all took the soy beans off the free 
list, repealing 606 of the present tariff law which gives them 
entry duty free. His bill amends section 107 by substituting 
a tax of 2 cents for all beans in their natural state as against a 
tariff of 25 cents per bushel of sixty pounds.”

832. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1919. Import manifests 
[at Bombay harbour]. July 24. p. 14.
• Summary: “S.S. Kosoku Maru, from Yokohama [Japan], 
Agents New York. Kaisha.–312 cases silk goods,... 22 cases 
Japanese provision, 15 cks [casks] Japanese miso, 15 cks 
Japanese soy [sauce], 9 cases nails,...”

833. Tropical Life (England). 1919. The world and its food 
supplies. XII. Soya beans (Glycine hispida Moench, or 
Dolichos soja L.). 15(7):115-16. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “’Rather more than a year ago,” said the 
Madras Mail on July 20th. 1911, ‘the Annual Report of the 
Chinese Customs on the foreign trade of 1909 showed that, 
at a bound, the soya bean had taken a position equal to that 
of tea in the list of China’s exports and, with the addition of 
bean-cake, even challenged silk at the top of her list.”
 “As early as 1864 soybeans were identifi ed among the 
products sent in from some of the Hill States to be included 
amongst the articles shown at the Punjab Exhibition held in 
that year.
 “Since this is so, not only India, but other centres 
within the Empire, will be wise to study the bean at home in 
Manchuria and also in the United States,...”

834. Williams, C.B. 1919. Soy-bean products and their uses. 
Pure Products (New York) 15(7):339-45. July.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A wider usefulness for 
soy-beans. First commercial crushing from domestic beans. 
Soy-bean oil. Uses for the oil. Soy-bean meal. Composition 
and exchange value of the meal. Prices paid for beans by 
the oil mills. Soy-bean oil industry in England, Manchuria 

and Japan. Importation of oil. Soy-bean meal as a feed. Soy 
beans and products for human food.
 The soy-bean was introduced into North Carolina about 
35 years ago (i.e. in about 1884). “During the spring of 
1915 farmers, particularly in the Eastern part of the State, 
were casting about to fi nd a crop or crops that might be 
substituted, satisfactorily, for cotton, as the price of this 
latter crop during the previous fall, in many cases, below the 
cost of production. Many farmers increased their acreage of 
soy beans, and as a result of this increase at least a million 
bushels or more of beans were produced last year.”
 “The fi rst commercial manufacture of soy-bean oil and 
meal from domestic soy beans in the United States was 
started on December 13, 1915, by the Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth City, N.C. From the start 
this mill operated day and night solely on soy beans until it 
had crushed its supply of about 20,000 bushels. This mill 
was able to crush about 20 tons during each twenty-four 
hours. The change from the manufacture of cotton-seed oil 
to soy-bean oil was made by them without any expense as to 
extra machinery and with but little expense for adjustment... 
It is understood that before the mill had ground a single bean 
they had contracted their entire output of oil to one of the 
leading manufacturers of the country at fairly reasonable 
prices. It, too, had no diffi culty in selling its entire output of 
soy-bean meal, most of it going to a fertilizer manufacturer.”
 “Other oil mills in North Carolina that crushed more 
or less soy beans during the past season were those located 
at New Bern, Hertford, Winterville, Washington, Wilson, 
Farmville, Lattimore, and at a few other places.”
 “At the present time the oil is used in this country 
chiefl y in the manufacture of soaps, varnishes, paints, 
enamels, linoleums, and water-proofi ng materials. It has 
entered, also, to some extent in the manufacture of edible 
salad oil and butter substitutes.” Address: Chief, Div. of 
Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station.

835. Chemische Umschau. 1919. Technologie: 
Fettgewinnung, Fettwirtschaft [Technology: Obtaining fats 
and oils, and their economics]. 26(10):130-31. Aug. 25. 
[Ger]
• Summary: Japan: Japan imports soybeans from Manchuria. 
In and around Kobe, about 210 tonnes (metric tons) per 
month of soybean oil are produced.
 Soybean oil: In Dalny [Dairen, Dalian], Manchuria, the 
Japanese fi rm Mitsui & Co. has built seven storage tanks / 
reservoirs with a capacity of about 6,750 tonnes of soybean 
oil (Bohnenoel). They are made of prefabricated steel and are 
connected to the harbor via pipes.

836. San Francisco Chronicle. 1919. Purchase of oil for 
export adds to steadiness in market at port: Large quantity 
of cocoanut bought at San Francisco. Soya bean variety 
absorbed and 16 cents bid declined. Aug. 25. p. 17.
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• Summary: “Reports that a large quantity of cocoanut oil 
have been purchased in San Francisco for shipment by tank 
steamer to England contributed in steadying the vegetable oil 
market last week. Scattered offerings of soya bean oil have 
been absorbed and sellers are declining bids of 16 cents for 
sellers’ tanks at the Coast,...”

837. Arnold, Julean. 1919. Commercial handbook of China. 
2 vols. Washington, DC: Government Printing Offi ce. 629 
p. + 472 p. Dep. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Miscellaneous Series No. 84.
• Summary: In Vol. 1: The “Letter of submittal” from the 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, states that the Bureau “realizes keenly the 
desirability of an immediate, vigorous, and systematic effort 
to promote American trade with this great friendly nation in 
the east of Asia. Such an effort... must be based on the most 
recent and dependable economic information. To supply that 
information is the purpose of this handbook.
 “This handbook, the most detailed publication of its kind 
ever issued by the Department of Commerce, will appear in 
two volumes.” The basic organization will be by each of the 
17 American consular districts.
 Digital searches for “soy” or “soya” or “beans” or “bean 
curd” or “bean cake” or “bean oil” will result in many hits 
and a vast amount of information. For example:
 Pages 42, 45: A table titled “Commercial statistics for 
China as a whole,” under “Exports, sundries” includes:
 “Bean cake” (pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 
1,575,792,400 pounds. Value: $18,197,871.
 “Bean cake” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 
2,182,241,744 pounds. Value: $35,650,215.
 “Bean curd” (pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 4,846,543 
pounds. Value: $144,849.
 “Bean curd” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 3,765,591 
pounds. Value: $265,141.
 “Beans” (black, green white, yellow, other kinds) 
(pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 1,376,795,200 pounds. Value: 
$16,983,422.
 “Beans” (black, green white, yellow, other kinds) 
(pounds). For 1918. Quantity: Yellow (#1): 849,479,313 
pounds. Value: $17,106,454. Values are also given for 
Other kinds (#2), White (#3), Green (#4), and Black (#5): 
13,481,033 pounds. Value: $295,796.
 “Oil, Bean” (pounds). For 1913. Quantity: 65,575,600 
pounds. Value: $2,720,637.
 “Oil, Bean” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 393,621,508 
pounds. Value: $29,802,630.
 “Soy” (pounds). For 1918. Quantity: 820,531 pounds. 
Value: $45,871.
 Page 115: “Canton Consular District.” “Other native 
industries of Canton that give employment to large numbers 
of people in the aggregate are:... The making of a Chinese 
sauce called ‘soy,’ which is made from a certain bean which 

as been boiled slowly and to which wheat or barley fl our 
is added (soy is exported for the use of Chinese living 
abroad and also for the making of certain foreign sauces and 
condiments);” [such as Worcestershire sauce?].
 Page 200: “Export trade:... The leading products shipped 
from Hongkong to all parts of the world are:... beans,...soy, 
tapioca fl our, tea...” Pages 202-03: Trade between Hongkong 
and the United States during 1918. Hongkong Consular 
District. Value in 1913: Soy. Shipped to the United States: 
$51,595. Shipped to the Philippine Islands: $1,430. Shipped 
to Hawaiian Islands: $1,140.
 In the section on “Mukden Consular District” under 
“Agriculture” we read: (p. 216): “Soya beans furnish 
material for bean oil, bean curd, and bean sprouts, besides 
serving as a food when boiled. Bean oil is used locally 
for cooking and as an illuminant; the bean oil for export 
is employed in soap and olive-oil manufacture, while in 
the mixing of paints it serves as a substitute for cotton and 
linseed oils. Bean cake is used as fertilizer and as food for 
cattle. About 70 per cent of the output of beans is annually 
exported, the rest being consumed locally. The annual 
production of bean cake and bean oil in the Mukden consular 
district is estimated at 433,992 and 54,279 tons, respectively.
 “It is estimated that one-eighth of the beans exported are 
shipped to Hongkong, the Straits Settlements, and Europe, 
three-eighths to South China ports, and the remaining four-
eighths to Japan. Of bean oil, Europe, China ports, and Japan 
are buyers in about equal proportions. A somewhat smaller 
quantity goes to the United States. Bean cake exported from 
Manchuria is marketed almost exclusively in Japan, Taiwan, 
and South China.”
 Page 365-66: “Amoy Consular District.” Manufacturing 
and other industries. The Amoy Tinning Co. (Ltd.) and The 
China Canning Co. (Ltd.): The output of these two factories 
includes “soy and soy sauce.”
 Page 380. The section on Agriculture in Antung states: 
“Soya beans and their products, bean oil and bean cake, are 
exported, principally to Japan, Chosen (Korea), and South 
China ports.”
 Page 391. The section on Antung, Beans states: “The 
value of the beans and bean products exported from Antung 
during the year 1918 constituted 27 per cent of the total 
value of exports and amounted to $4,941,982. The bean 
that constitutes the great bulk of this export is known 
commercially as the soya bean and is grown practically 
throughout this entire district.
 “The bean crop ripens earlier in the southern section of 
the district than in the northern but is practically all harvested 
in normal years by the end of September. However, because 
of the superior transport facilities enjoyed during the winter, 
when roads and rivers are fi rmly frozen, it is at this time 
that the bean harvest is assembled at the various interior 
towns which serve as collection centers and from which it is 
forwarded to Antung in the spring.
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 “The soya bean is exported in three forms–as ‘raw 
beans’ (natural condition), as bean oil, and as bean cake.
 “The proportion of the export of beans, cake, or oil 
that goes to any given destination varies from year to 
year according to several determining factors. However, 
the following statement, which can only be regarded as 
approximate and not as exact, gives a general idea (through 
average percentage) of the destinations of the soya bean 
products exported from Antung: Beans–Japan, 76 per cent; 
Shanghai, 6 per cent; Chosen (Korea) 5 percent; other 
Chinese ports and Dairen, 13 per cent. Bean cake–Japan, 72 
per cent; Shanghai, 20 per cent; Chosen, 1.8 per cent; other 
Chinese ports and Dairen, 6.2 per cent. Bean oil–Japan, 31 
per cent; Shanghai, 36 per cent; Chosen, 21 per cent; other 
Chinese ports and Dairen, 12 per cent. It will be seen that 
Japan and Chosen (Korea) receive eight-tenths of the beans, 
almost three-fourths of the bean cake, and slightly more than 
one- half of the bean oil exported.
 “Beans are exported packed in gunny bags which, when 
fi lled, weigh about 175 pounds; bean cake in the form of 
large, round, fl at cakes weighing on an average 75 pounds; 
and bean oil in empty 5-gallon kerosene oil cans, two of 
which are packed in a wooden case.
 “Most of the beans exported are doubtless milled and 
transformed into cake and oil on reaching their destination. 
Bean oil is put to many uses, but one that is of common 
interest is as the base of practically all table sauces. Bean 
cake is principally used as a fertilizer for rice and in China as 
a cattle food.
 “The trade in beans is a highly speculative one, since 
the market is contingent on two factors, the bean crop and 
the price of rice in Japan. When it is anticipated that the 
price of rice in Japan will be high, brokers will buy ‘forward’ 
beans from the large Chinese fi rms in Antung. This form 
of speculation is one that has great charm for Chinese 
merchants, and there are few fi rms in Antung that do not 
‘take a fl ier’ occasionally in beans.”
 Page 394. The section on “Antung–Import trade” states: 
“Four circumstances have combined to raise the city of 
Antung to its present importance as a port for the importation 
of foreign merchandise into Manchuria: (1) The completion 
of the Chosen Railway, which, through Chosen, connects the 
Yalu River with Japan; (2) the opening of Antung as a port 
for foreign trade in 1907; (3) the completion of the standard-
gauge railway from Antung to Mukden in 1911; and (4) 
the erection of the 3,100-foot steel bridge across the Yalu 
River in the same year, by means of which the Chosen and 
South Manchuria Railways now furnish a through service 
from Fusan to Changchun. When this system of railways 
was completed Antung at once became the natural gateway 
through which all rail-borne merchandise from Japan enters 
Manchuria. When the one-third reduction in duty on goods 
imported into Manchuria from or through Chosen went into 
effect in 1913 the rail route through Antung became cheaper 

for the Japanese exporter than the water route through 
Dairen or Newchwang. This advantage of the Antung route 
was further enhanced when, in 1914, the South Manchuria 
Railway granted a special discount, amounting to 30 per 
cent, on 11 specifi c through imports from Japan via Chosen 
when carried over its Antung-Mukden branch.”
 Note: As of Jan. 2014 Antung (now known as Dandong), 
is in China, a prefecture-level city in southeastern Liaoning 
province, and is the largest Chinese border city. It is a port 
city on the Yalu River, which divides China and North 
Korea. The population is more than 1 million people.
 Page 397. Antung Consular District. Exports include 
soy.
 Page 478: “Shantung Province is the original home of 
the soya bean and the bean-crushing industry in this part 
of the world, and until the possibilities of Manchuria were 
discovered and developed this Province led the industry.” 
“Manufacture of vermicelli: The principal crude native 
industry is the manufacture of Chinese vermicelli from a 
small green bean known as the ‘lu tou’ [mung bean]. This 
vermicelli is manufactured not only in large factories but also 
by individual farmers and in the homes of the natives in all 
parts of the Province.”
 Page 517-19: Dairen Consular District, Agriculture. 
The principal crops and their yield per acre: soya bean, 4.5 
bushels. “The principal fertilizers are manures and bean cake 
(the residue after the oil has been pressed from soya beans).” 
“Soya beans, and the bean oil and bean cakes manufactured 
therefrom are the principal agricultural products exported 
from this district... The soya beans raised in this district are 
of four kinds, the yellow soya, the small green soya, the 
black soya, and the red mungo. They are not considered 
as edible beans in their natural states. Some of them are 
exported raw to Japan, to be manufactured either into ‘soy’ 
(a sauce largely used by the Japanese) or into bean oil (used 
in making soap and for various other purposes) and bean 
cake (largely used as fertilizer on rice and sugar-cane fi elds). 
However, the greatest proportion of the bean products 
are manufactured in Dairen and other parts of the Leased 
Territory, and the subject will be considered later under 
‘Industries’ and ‘Exports.’” Address: Commercial Attaché, 
Peking, and various American Consular Offi cers, China.

838. Arnold, Julean. 1919. Commercial handbook of 
China. 2 vols. (Continued–Document part II). Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Offi ce. 629 p. + 470 p. Dep. of 
Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Miscellaneous Series No. 84.
• Summary: Continued: Volume 2 of an outstanding, 
comprehensive book. The basic structure and content of Vol. 
2 is completely different from that of Vol. 1. In Vol. 2: The 
“Letter of submittal” from the Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce (p. 13-14) is 
dated Aug. 15, 1919.
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 Contents: Outline of Chinese system of government (p. 
24+). Commercial treaty between China and United States 
(p. 34+). Judicial procedure in China (p. 42+). American 
courts in China (p. 46+). The American consulate and 
its relation to the public (p. 55+). Trade-marks, patents 
and copyrights in China (p. 61+). United States Customs 
requirements (p. 65+). China’s tariffs and internal taxes 
(p. 83+). Postal facilities in China (p. 106+). Railways 
in China (p. 115+). Chinese ports and shipping facilities 
(p. 130+). Currency, exchange, and banking (p. 158+). 
Chinese government fi nance (p. 201+). Concessions and 
titles in China (p. 222+). Chinese guilds and chambers of 
commerce (p. 245+). Position and function of the Chinese 
comprador (p. 254+). Chinese products of interest to 
Americans (p. 261+, includes [Soy] Beans {p. 282-83 with 
photos facing pages 282 and 283}). Animal industries in 
China (p. 306+). Progress of forestry in China (p. 316+). 
China’s commercial and industrial progress and prospects 
(p. 319+). Miscellaneous economic activities. Cotton goods 
in China (p. 329+). Suggestions to American manufacturers 
and merchants (p. 356+). Pertinent points for Americans 
seeking trade with China (p. 367+). Essentials of business 
practice in China (p. 370+). Advertising American goods 
in China (p. 387+). Training Americans to know Asia (p. 
396+). Teaching the Chinese language to foreigners (p. 
402+). Present conditions of government education in 
China (p. 406+). Chinese students in the United States 
(p. 420+). American missionary work in China (p. 423+). 
Labor and living conditions in China (p. 432+). Methods 
of keeping well in China (p. 439). Land values in China (p. 
443+). Words and expressions in common use in foreign 
communications in China (p. 444+). Notes on Chinese social 
customs and etiquette (p. 450+). Important days in Chinese 
calendar (p. 454+). Chinese weights and measures (p. 455+). 
Lists of offi cials, organizations and institutions (p. 457+). 
Useful literature on China [Bibliography] (p. 460). Shipping 
Board freight rates from United States to China (p. 467+, by 
commodity per 100 pounds).
 Words and Expressions (p. 444+). “Bean cake.–The 
refuse after the oil has been expressed from the beans. It 
is pressed into huge cakes and used very extensively as a 
fertilizer.”
 “Bean curd.–A thick, white, cheesy substance made of 
beans, which may be called bean cheese. It is very nutritious 
and is eaten extensively throughout China.”
 “Chop-suey.–In Cantonese ‘Tsap-suey’ [chop suey], 
literally miscellaneous pieces or odds and ends,...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that 
uses the term Tsap-suey to refer to chop suey.
 “Comprador.–The Chinese agent in a foreign fi rm, 
through whom the foreign fi rm transacts much of its business 
with Chinese and who often guarantees the credit of the 
fi rm’s Chinese customers.”
 “Congee.–A thick rice or millet soup or gruel.”

 “Coolie.–An appellation for the unskilled laborer of 
China.”
 “Godown.–This word is always used in China in place 
of the word warehouse. It is a pidgin English word.”
 “Haikwan.–The Maritime Customs of China...”
 “Hong.–A mercantile house... or a merchandising 
establishment.”
 “Kang.–A Chinese word meaning a brick or clay bed 
with an opening beneath for a fi re, used all over the north of 
China.”
 “Kin.–A catty, or 1 1/3 pounds avoirdupois.”
 “Kong or kang.–A large earthenware jar used for 
holding water, or Chinese pickles, etc.”
 “Li.–A Chinese mile, equivalent to about 3/10 of an 
English mile but varying in different parts of the country.”
 “Liang.–A Chinese ounce, known to foreigners as a tael, 
or 1 1/3 ounces avoirdupois.”
 “Mandarin.–A Chinese offi cial.”
 “Mandarin dialect.–The offi cial language of China, 
spoken by about three-fi fths of the people of the country.”
 “Picul.–A measurement of weight in China, equivalent 
to 133 1/3 pounds avoirdupois.”
 “Soy.–Bean sauce.” Address: Commercial Attaché, 
Peking, and various American Consular Offi cers, China.

839. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1919. Import manifests 
[at Bombay harbour]. Sept. 2. p. 11.
• Summary: “S.S. Tenshin Maru, from Japan, Agents, 
New York Kaisha.–727 bales cotton shirting,... 10 cases 
penholder, 40 cks [casks] Japanese soy [sauce], 20 cks 
Japanese miso, 5 cases watch glass,...”

840. Byington, Homer M. 1919. The vegetable oil 
industry of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
22(207):1198-1205. Sept. 4.
• Summary: “The year 1918, the fourth under war 
conditions, was passed with the industry completely 
under Government control.” “The Government control of 
the vegetable-oil industry began in 1917 and continued 
throughout 1918. Both raw material and manufactured 
products were subject to offi cial maximum prices and strict 
rules governing distribution and use. The control is judged to 
have been exercised with a minimum of inconvenience to the 
trade, and few complaints have been heard.” Priority is given 
to edible uses. “Linseed oil was permitted to be used for 
industrial [non-food] consumption only under the condition 
that it should be ‘split’ and the glycerin thus obtained handed 
over to the War Offi ce” [for use in explosives].
 A table (p. 1199) shows imports of raw materials for the 
industry during 1916, 1917, and 1918, based on statistics 
from the Board of Trade. The largest imports were of linseed 
oil–measured in “quarters” (1 quarter = 416 pounds). Imports 
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of “Soya beans” were: 65,364 tons in 1916, 25,049 tons in 
1917, and nil in 1918.
 A second table shows that imports of vegetable oils 
(both refi ned and unrefi ned) in 1917 and 1918. The largest 
imports were of unrefi ned palm oil and coconut oil. Imports 
of unrefi ned “soya-bean” oil were: 3,502 tons in 1917 and 
596 tons in 1918.
 “Soya beans and oil [p. 1203]: Chamber of Commerce 
statistics give Hull imports of soya beans as 69,945 tons in 
1916 and 13, 890 tons in 1917. On February 23, 1917, the 
Government prohibited the importation of soya beans, and 
as a result these were absent from the market during the 
remainder of 1917 and 1918.
 “The growth of the margarine industry may be said to 
be a direct result of the war. With decreased manufactures 
and imports of butter, and an increase in price of 100 per 
cent, the bulk of the British people were tempted to try the 
better grade of margarine at about one-half the cost of butter. 
In consequence the demand became greater than the supply, 
so that toward the end of 1917 the sales to consumers in 
conjunction with butter were rationed–4 ounces of margarine 
and 2 ounces of butter per week to each adult. This ration 
required the production of 5,000 tons of margarine each 
week,...” “One large factory has been built in Hull by the 
British Oil and Cake Mills (Ltd.), and other large factories 
have been erected by Messrs. Lever Brothers, The Wholesale 
Cooperative Society, and two Dutch companies which have 
moved to this country.” Oleomargarine is required to contain 
at least 55% of animal fats. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

841. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1919. The foreign trade 
in soya bean market. Oct. 12. p. D10.
• Summary: “Tokyo, September.–Trade in Soya beans is as 
dull as it ever has been. In the interior of Manchuria there 
has been considerable accumulation of beans, and to relieve 
this congestion the South Manchurian railway has kept up an 
abnormal activity in transporting the cargoes to Dairen. Just 
now there is said to be enormous stocks of beans stored at 
this port.
 “The export as well as the demand from America and 
Europe has fallen off... Quotations are made at 8 to 8½ yen 
per picul. This price refers to Manchurian [soya] beans only.
 “Great Britain has renewed restrictions on the 
importation of vegetable oil.” Despite “the miserable market 
in beans and oil, bean-cake is improving as the buying 
season is at hand, and considerable activity is recorded.”
 “In Mukden and vicinity lack of rain has done heavy 
damage to the crops. Soya beans are expected to show a 
decrease of 40%.”

842. San Francisco Chronicle. 1919. Oil importers study 
foreign credits plan. Oct. 13. p. 17.
• Summary: “California importers of cocoanut and soya bean 
oils are said to be interested in the arrangement of foreign 

credits preparatory to making consolidated shipments East of 
crude and edible oils to fi ll orders from Central Europe. The 
market abroad is ready to receive big consignments, and with 
the situation in exchange rates improving rapidly, the only 
deterring factor is credit.”
 Note: The indefi nite term “Central Europe” 
(Mitteleuropa), which is now (Dec. 2019) only rarely 
used, usually included Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and 
Hungary.

843. San Francisco Chronicle. 1919. Japan-European trade. 
Oct. 14. p. 20.
• Summary: From Japan Chronicle: “It is reported in the 
vernacular press that a considerable demand for Japanese 
goods has begun to fl ow from Greece and Turkey of late, 
large exporters such as the Kuhara and the Suzuki fi rms 
exporting large quantities of rice (doubtless in view of the 
embargo upon export), [soy] beans, oils, matches and other 
various goods directly to Constantinople and Smyrna” [both 
now in Turkey; Smyrna was later (ca. 1930) renamed Izmir].

844. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1919. Price of 
soy beans. 2(5):48. Oct.
• Summary: “The Manchuria Daily News, Dairen, for May 
28, stated, owing to large exports to Europe, the price of soy 
beans advanced 33.33 per cent from May 15 to May 27. The 
beans are being sent mainly to Italy and Germany, 44,000 to 
800,000 pounds having been contracted for. This rise in the 
price affected the price of soybean oil, of which the United 
States imported 336,824,646 pounds, valued at $32,827,460 
during the fi scal year ended June 30, 1918.”

845. Rogers Brown & Co. 1919. Beans: Peas, peanuts, 
walnuts, rice, tapioca, kaoliang, hempseed, sunfl ower 
seed, millet and fl axseed (Ad). Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, 
Missouri) 2(5):45. Oct.
• Summary: “Oriental beans: Kotenashi, otenashi, 
chutenashi, o-nagauzura, chunagauzura, muroingen, daifuku, 
kintoki, kumamoto, edible soyas, Manchurian kifi , Oriental 
castor, Indian white chufuku, bayo, Burma, aneko, yellow 
kidney, Oriental small reds, Oriental round whites.
 “Domestic beans: All kinds of Michigan and California.
 “Our goods are bought and inspected by our own offi ces 
in the Orient, handled through our own warehouses in this 
country and delivered to you under the direction of our 
American Branches.
 “Certifi cate of quality furnished with each and every 
shipment.
 “Offi ces: Seattle [Washington]; New York; Chicago 
[Illinois]; San Francisco; Los Angeles [California]; Kobe, 
Japan; Shanghai, China; Liverpool [UK].”
 Note: A similar ad, with the added line “We are the 
leading importers of peanut oil, soya bean oil and other 
Oriental products,” appears on the cover of the Feb. 1920 
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issue of this magazine. Address: Seattle, Washington.

846. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1919. Import manifests. 
Nov. 4. p. 12.
• Summary: “S.S. Sealda, from Rangoon [Burma]. 
Agents: M.M. and Co.–94,573 bags of rice,... 50 casks lub. 
[lubricating] oil, 2 jars and 1 case bean curd, 5 cases and 9 
tins sauce,... 250 cases groundnut oil.”
 Note: This bean curd, because it is sold in jars and must 
have a long shelf life in the tropics, is probably fermented 
tofu.

847. Redfi eld, Arthur H. 1919. Export trade of the 
Netherlands for fi rst six months of 1919. Commerce 
Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 22(265):826-33. Nov. 11.
• Summary: The section titled “Decrease in vegetable-oil 
exports” states (p. 828): “Striking decreases were shown in 
the export of vegetable oils, due principally to the lack of 
raw materials [during World War I]... Of the soya-bean oil, 
89.1 per cent went to Germany and 10.9 per cent to Belgium.
 A table (p. 832-33) shows exports (in metric tons) of the 
more important commodities for the fi rst semesters (Jan. to 
June) of 1914, 1918, and 1919. Under vegetable oils, soya 
bean oil was 1,229 in 1914, zero in 1915, and 1,452 in 1919. 
Address: Trade Commissioner.

848. Le Goff, Jean. 1919. Le soja: Un aliment précieux pour 
diabétiques [The soybean: A valuable food for diabetics]. 
Gazette des Hopitaux 92:1120-21. Nov. 18-20. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “In two preceding articles in this journal (22 
May 1910 and 7 March 1911) I have called attention to the 
use of soya in diabetic diets, I have demonstrated that it is 
to cultivate this plant in France, and I am hopeful that some 
day there will be interest in cultivating the soybean as a 
garden vegetable.” In the United States the soybean is being 
introduced to many states under the direction of Mr. W.J. 
Morse, who has also written various bulletins dedicated to 
the study of the soybean, its cultivation and usage.
 From the viewpoint of food, the soybean has been 
neglected up until the present. However I noticed in the New 
York Herald (May 1916) the name of this seed among the 
substances that the Germans have fed to our poor prisoners 
of war. And these soybeans came from France!
 “Here, in effect, is what one reads in the Journal de 
Genève on Thursday, 10 August 1916, page 6, 1st edition. 
“Export of soybeans.” Berne (Switzerland): “The Nouvelle 
Gazette de Zurich, in its issue no. 1238, has published the 
following note: ‘We have said that Mr. G. Liechti, in Zurich, 
is the importer from France of 2,000 railway cars (wagons) 
of soybeans. At a later date, these soybeans were re-exported 
to Germany. He submitted to us the fi le of this case in which 
the press took such great interest.’” Note: These soybeans 

were probably not grown in France (or even Europe), but 
rather imported to France from East Asia.
 “We would like to know what the role of our Minister of 
Blockade (Ministère du Blocus) has been in this affair, which 
I brought to their attention.
 “Food uses of the soybean.–The soybean can be used in 
either the dry or fresh state. To date, it has been used only in 
the dry state in Europe: (1) As a fl our, with which one can 
make biscuits, pastries, and bread. (2) As an edible oil. (3) As 
a vegetable milk with which one can make a cheese [tofu], 
that can be consumed fresh, dry, smoked, or fermented. (4) A 
coffee substitute, after roasting.
 “In the fresh state, the soybean is rarely used because 
agriculture does not take enough interest in this plant, 
which not only fertilizes the soil by fi xation of atmospheric 
nitrogen, but also furnishes forage and an edible seed of 
the fi rst order. This is the vegetable of choice for those with 
diabetes mellitus.” Soybeans harvested fresh in France are 
very easy to cook–quite unlike dry soybeans. A table shows 
the chemical composition of 3 samples of dry soybeans.
 Two photos by Dr. Le Goff show: (1) A mature soybean 
plant with pods, harvested in the suburbs of Paris; it bears 38 
pods containing 90 soybean seeds. (2) A portion of the roots 
of a soybean plant with nodules. Address: Dr.

849. Baker, E. Carleton. 1919. Marketing the Far Eastern 
bean crop. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 22(279):1170-73. Nov. 28.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Shipments of beans and 
bean oil. Marketing methods. Packing for export. Chinese 
weights employed in the bean trade. Method of buying bean 
oil from Chinese mills. American purchasing organization 
method.
 By George H. Scidmore, Consul General, Yokohama: 
Statistics of bean crop in the Hokkaido. Exports of beans for 
two years [from Hokkaido]. Total exports of chief varieties 
[species] of 1918 crop. Speculation a strong factor in bean 
trade.
 “Manchuria is essentially an agricultural country, 
about 70 per cent of the people being directly or indirectly 
dependent upon the land. Soy beans form the staple crop 
of Manchuria, and upon them the prosperity of the people 
depends. The annual value of the staple itself runs into 
millions of dollars, and the by-products, such as bean oil 
and bean cakes, represent a great source of income to the 
manufacturers.
 “The Mukden consular district comprises the greater 
part of South Manchuria and produces an enormous quantity 
of soy beans. This crop is given preference to others 
because it yields the surest and greatest profi t. In spite of the 
congestion of railroad traffi c throughout the last season, the 
following shipments were made in 1918 from the principal 
bean markets along the South Manchuria Railway: A table 
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(p. 1170) gives, for each station, the tons of soy beans and 
bean oil shipped: Liaoyang, Fushen, Mukden, Tiehling, 
Kaiyuan (178,050 #2 for beans), Changtu, Shuang Miaotzu, 
Szuping Kai, Kuochiatien, Kungchuling, Fanchiatun, 
Changchun (706,000 #1 for beans).
 “The Japanese buyers possess many advantages through 
their intimate knowledge of local conditions and their special 
banking and railway facilities. They obtain beans direct 
from the growers by advancing money against crops, and 
make forward contracts with interior dealers against a cash 
advance. They also deal with the produce exchanges, which 
at present exist only in Kaiyuan and Changchun. Exchanges, 
however, are soon to be established at Tiehling and 
Kungchuling. While the Japanese enjoy special advantages, 
American buyers can purchase through a Chinese comprador 
(a sort of middleman employed in the interest of the buyers), 
or through the aforementioned exchanges. The exchanges 
guarantee that all contracts entered into through them will 
be punctually fulfi lled, but buying through the comprador is 
much quicker, safer, and more convenient, as all compradors 
are obliged to furnish tangible guaranties. Although a 
comprador’s commission is a trifl e higher than is charged 
by the produce exchanges, the purchaser will save through 
the time gained on delivery. The usual buying commission 
charged by compradors ranges from 2 to 3 per cent of the 
buying price, while the exchanges levy a charge of about 
one-fourth of 1 per cent.
 “The usual form of packing beans for export is in gunny 
sacks containing one standard pikul (133 1/3 pounds). Bean 
oil is shipped in various ways; American shipments are made 
in kerosene tins or metal drums or barrels, while water-tight 
baskets are used for consignments to Asiatic ports. On a few 
occasions bean oil has been shipped from Dairen to Seattle 
[Washington] in tank steamers in bulk.
 “Perhaps the most diffi cult problem that Americans have 
to face in Manchuria is the method of making payments. This 
is due to the complicated state of Manchurian exchanges. 
Payments are usually made in the various districts as 
follows: Changchun and Kirin, tiao notes, small coin, dollar 
notes and rubles: other points mentioned above, small coin, 
dollar notes. rubles, and Japanese gold and silver yen. These 
currencies fl uctuate continually; it is necessary, therefore, for 
a prospective buyer carefully to acquaint himself with the 
money market before entering into contracts. The usual way 
of safeguarding a contract is to specify the buying rate and 
paying rate of exchanges at the time the contract is signed.
 “Another important point to be taken into consideration 
is the weights employed. All beans are sold in tou or tan. In 
some places one tan equals 228 standard catties (304 pounds 
avoirdupois), and one tou equals 27 standard catties (37 
1/3 pounds), but in other places one tan equals 300 or 320 
standard catties (400 or 426½ pounds) and one tou equals 
30 or 32 standard catties (40 to 42 2/3 pounds). It will be 
necessary for American merchants to familiarize themselves 

with the weighs used in Manchuria if they intend to purchase 
in the interior or from the producers...”
 Hokkaido, Japan: “Practically all of the beans destined 
for export from Japan are grown in the Hokkaido. The 
total crop for 1919 it is estimated will amount to 318,000 
long tons, of which about 277,000 long tons [87%] will 
be obtainable for export.” The beans are sold in bags of 
100 kin (132 pounds) each. Varieties of beans produced in 
Hokkaido: Shozu [azuki], Dainagon shozu, Other shozu. 
Daizu (soybeans; with number of bags produced in Hokkaido 
in 1916) 615,114, Akita daizu 754,996, Tsurunoko daizu 
52,970, Sodefuri daizu 77,673, Kuro daizu [black] 143,152, 
Other daizu (No data until 1919). Daifuku, Chufuku, etc.
 Another table (p. 1172) shows which foreign countries 
imported the exportable surplus of the Hokkaido bean crop 
in 1916 and 1917. The biggest customer for soy beans by far, 
in both years, was the USA, followed by Canada. Canada’s 
imports from Hokkaido, Japan, were as follows: In 1916: 
131,421 kin (173,476 pounds weight or 77.44 long tons of 
2,240 pounds per ton). In 1917: 256,042 kin (337,974 pounds 
weight or 150.88 long tons). Note: These two years were 
during World War I, when Japan and Canada were allies. 
Canada probably used these soybeans as a source of both oil 
(for soap) and meal (probably fed mostly to hogs to increase 
bacon production).
 The USA also imported large amounts of small red 
[azuki] or white beans (Phaseolus subtrilobata). Address: 
Consul General, Mukden, China.

850. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1919. Soy beans are 
popular. Dec. 16. p. 15.
• Summary: “Soy beans are growing in favor as a crop in 
this country, as their oil and oil cake are in imports. The crop 
of 1917, as estimated by the bureau of crop estimate, was 
2,245,000 bushels of thrashed beans, and that of 1918 was 
3,041,000 bushels.
 “Soy bean oil was imported to the extent of 163,000,000 
pounds in the fi scal year 1917, 337,000,000 pounds in 1918, 
and 237,000,000 pounds in 1919.
 “Soy bean oil cake, left after the extraction of most 
of the oil, is a feeding stuff practically appreciated enough 
to cause the importation of considerable and increased 
quantities.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the word “soy bean oil cake” (or 
“oil cakes”) to refer to ground, defatted soybean cakes.

851. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1919. Import manifests 
[at Bombay harbour]. Dec. 20. p. 16.
• Summary: “S.S. Shingo Maru, from Osaka [Japan], 
Agents, New York. Kaisha.–350 bundles, 100 bales, 25 
packages and 5 cases stram board,...–12 bundles, 19 cases, 
8 casks and 27 packages Japanese provision; 25 casks and 1 
tub Japanese soys, 20 casks Japanese miso; 10 cases wine;...”
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 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2010) 
that uses the word “soys” in this way–perhaps to refer to 
types of Japanese soy sauce or fermented soy products.

852. Frazer, Robert, Jr. 1919. Japan. Kobe. Exports to United 
States and possessions. Trade in vegetable oils. Supplement 
to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) No. 55b. Dec. 22. p. 15-18.
• Summary: The quantities and values of soya bean oil 
invoiced at the Kobe consulate for the United States for the 
past two years were as follows: In 1917: 64,932,091 lb worth 
$4,947,962; In 1918: 71,493,264 lb worth $7,399,096.
 Trade in vegetable oils: The quantities and values of 
rapeseed (colza), coconut, and peanut (groundnut) oils 
shipped from the port of Kobe increased very greatly in 
1918. “The amount of soya-bean oil exported, however, 
decreased slightly in amount although the value increased... 
Business in soya-bean oil in 1918 was somewhat limited by 
the diffi culty of bringing the beans out of Manchuria, owing 
to the military use of the railways and the lack of cargo 
space [on ships] for Europe. Pacifi c coast prices, which are 
considerably below those obtained in Europe, ruled from 
$14 to $16 per 100 pounds from the beginning of 1918 until 
November, when they began to fall, reaching $10 early in 
1919, but they recovered rapidly and in April and May stood 
at $15 to $15.50.
 Practically all the groundnut (peanut) oil shipped at 
Kobe comes from North China. The following are the 
amounts of oils, in pounds, exported from Kobe during 
1917 and 1918 (in parentheses): Rapeseed oil 17,585,000 
(25,268,129); coconut oil 21,809,996 (36,510,831); soybean 
oil 5,221,931 (4,975,932). Note: The fi gures in the fi rst and 
second tables are dramatically different; it is not known 
which is correct. Address: Consul, Kobe, Japan.

853. Redfi eld, Arthur H. 1919. Market for oilseeds and 
vegetable oils in the Netherlands. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
22(304):1780-91. Dec. 29.
• Summary: “The trade in oilseeds and vegetable oils in 
the Netherlands occupies a position of the fi rst rank.” The 
country both imports and exports large quantities of oilseeds 
and vegetable oils. “Needless to say, the war played havoc 
with this trade. Among the principal raw materials consumed 
are imported “peanuts, and soy beans... The principal oils 
entering into Dutch trade are coconut oil, cottonseed oil, 
linseed oil, olive oil, palm-kernel oil, patent oil, peanut oil, 
rapeseed oil, sesame oil, and soy-bean oil.”
 “Rotterdam is the principal port of entry for oilseeds and 
vegetable oils [into the Netherlands], receiving in 1917 about 
85 per cent of the total...” “The United States plays and has 
played a relatively small part” in this Dutch trade.

 A table (p. 1781) shows the quantities of various 
oilseeds imported into the Netherlands during each calendar 
year from 1912 to 1918. The largest imports are of linseed 
(286,035 MT = metric tons in 1913) followed by copra 
(100,635 MT in 1913). Imports of soy beans (in metric tons) 
are: 1912–43,053. 1913–27,554. 1914–19,619. 1915–16,551. 
1916–4,389. 1917–3,954. 1918–No data. Address: Trade 
Commissioner.

854. Foord, John. 1919. China’s problem and our trade: A 
report of the year of the American Asiatic Association. Asia 
and the Americas 19(12):1262-63. Dec.
• Summary: Page 1263: “So, too, Chinese tea has fallen 
from its high estate among American imports, Japanese tea 
representing 65% of the whole, and China’s contribution 
dropping to less than 10%. The place of tea has been taken 
by the products of the soya bean, which fi gure in the year’s 
import returns at $18,891,264. Next come hides and skins,...”
 Japan is the only Asiatic market in which we sold last 
year more than we bought. The value of our exports to Japan 
was $326,462,269, while the imports were $303,993,041. 
The trade would have more nearly balanced were the 
business done with what has come to be called “Japanese 
China” [probably Manchuria] to be included. From that 
territory we imported goods valued at $22,365,206, of which 
80% consisted of one product or other of the soya bean.
 “From the Island Empire itself, 57% of the imports 
consisted of silk, accounting for a value of $173,157,405. 
Next comes tea with a value of $13,420,067; silk fabrics 
valued at $10,959,396, and soy-bean oil $8,994,776–all four 
representing 68% of our imports from Japan.”

855. Teysmannia (Batavia [Jakarta]). 1919. Sojaboonen 
(kedelee) in de Vereenigde Staten van Amerika [Soybeans in 
the United States of America]. 30:332-34. [Dut]*
• Summary: Soybeans have been cultivated since ancient 
times in many regions of China, Japan and Korea, where 
they are of great importance for human nourishment. Only in 
the last few years have the soybeans become of signifi cance 
for Europe and America, although the soybean was already 
grown in England in 1790 and was known in the Union from 
1804 onwards.
 In 1875 Haberlandt began to conduct cultural tests in 
Austria, which attracted particular attention, but never led to 
any economic application.
 The fi rst attempts to export soybeans and press cakes 
from Manchuria to Europe after the Russo-Japanese war had 
very little success, as they arrived spoiled due to insuffi cient 
care during shipping. Since 1908 the beans have been 
successfully introduced into the United Kingdom, while 
the soybean oil industry has been able to take an important 
position in a short period of time, also on mainland Europe.
 Note 1. A summary of this article on Soybeans in the 
USA appeared in Algemeen Landbouw-Weekblad voor 
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Nederlandsch-Indie. I have no articles from this journal from 
1909 p. 641 to 1922 p. 19.
 Note 2. The source is apparently “Bulletin of the 
Imperial Institute. XVI. 4.”

856. Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce, Farm Bureau 
(Nôshômushô Nômukyoku). 1919. Daizu sonota no mamerui 
ni kansuru chôsa [Survey of soybeans and other beans]. 
Tokyo: Nôshomu-sho, Nômu-kyoku. 3 + 16 + 305 p. Illust. 
Color maps. 27 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: This survey by Japan’s Bureau of Agriculture, 
in the Department of Agriculture, includes a statistics on 
soybean imports and exports (trade). Address: Japan.

857. War Industries Board, W.I.B. Price Bulletin (USA). 
1919. Prices of edible vegetable oils. No. 15. 15 p. [11 ref]
• Summary: The War Industries Board (Bernard M. Baruch, 
Chairman) has issued 57 bulletins documenting the history 
of the prices of various goods in different industries during 
World War I, from 1913-1918. This one on edible oils is one 
of 15 bulletins on food items. Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. 
Sources and relative importance of various oils. 3. General 
trend of prices prior to the American declaration of war 
(Aug. 1917). 4. The period of government control: Price 
regulation, control of home distribution, home conservation, 
control of exports, import regulations. 5. The price record 
in tables. 6. The price record in charts. 7. Sources of data. 8. 
Acknowledgments.
 Edible vegetable oils ($282 million) were the least 
valuable of eight categories of human foods that entered into 
trade; meat and animal fats were the most valuable ($4,446 
million), followed by poultry and dairy products ($3,379 
million). Yet these oils are a crucial part of the food supply.
 In 1917 vegetable oils constituted 42% of all oils and 
fats produced in the USA, up from 35% in 1912; this was 
due in part to the marked decline in butter production.
 In 1917 the four main edible oils in the USA were 
cottonseed (by far the leader), corn, peanut, and olive oils. 
In addition, four rarely-used edible oils (totaling 475 million 
lb) became important in 1917: linseed, Chinese nut, palm, 
and rapeseed oils. “About half the coconut oil and soya bean 
oil available was used in making soap, and large amounts 
of soya bean oil were disposed of in paint manufacture.” In 
1917 more than 1,000 million pounds of oils were used in 
the American manufacture of lard substitute, and 100 million 
pounds were used to make oleomargarine; more than half of 
these oils were cottonseed oil.
 “Nearly all the soya-bean oil and two-thirds of the 
peanut oil are imported, chiefl y from China and Manchuria. 
The striking fact about these various oriental oils is the 
remarkable rate of increase in our imports. Thus, in 1917, in 
spite of the growing scarcity of shipping, we imported nearly 
four times the peanut oil, four times the coconut oil, and 
eleven times the soya-bean oil which was imported in 1912. 

The imports in 1917 were peanut oil 27.4 million pounds and 
soya-bean oil 264.9 million pounds.
 “It was necessary to use these oils more largely as a 
substitute for cottonseed oil because of the falling off in 
supply of the latter resulting from small cotton crops. And it 
was possible to make this substitution because of the recent 
introduction of the process of ‘hydrogenating’ offensive-
smelling oils, especially soya-bean oil, and thus making them 
hard, sweet, and odorless products.
 “These oils have also been substituted to a certain 
extent for olive oil, the imports of which fell in 1918 from 
an annual average of about 50,000,000 pounds to about 
1,250,000 pounds. Olive oil is pressed cold from the raw 
material and such as is used for food purposes does not 
require refi ning...”
 “Price regulation.–The United States declared war 
on Germany on April 6, 1917, and on August 10, 1917, 
immediately after passage of the Food Control Act, the Food 
Administration was organized.”
 Import regulations.–”On or after November 28, 1917, 
special licenses were required for imports of copra, coconut 
oil, and soya-bean oil.”
 A two-page table titled “Wholesale prices of edible 
vegetable oils and their raw materials, by months, quarters, 
and year, 1913-1915, gives prices for all the major oils, 
including peanut oil, soya beans (per pound, from various 
farms in USA), and crude soya-bean oil (per pound, in 
barrels, landed in New York). A similar two-page table gives 
wholesale prices for 1916-1918. The price of most edible oils 
roughly doubled between 1915 and 1918, except that olive 
oil’s price increased fi ve-fold.
 A table (p. 14) gives statistics for various oils in 1917. 
(1) Refi ned oils–soya bean. Domestic production 40.965 
million lb. All available for food use. (2) Crude oils–Soya 
bean. Domestic production 1.257 million lb. Imports: 
264.9 million lb. Deductions for soap manufacture: 50%. 
Maximum available for food use: 50%. (3) Raw materials–
Soya beans. Domestic production: Few crushed. Imports: 
34.496 million lb. Deductions for soap manufacture: None. 
Maximum available for food use: All. Address: Washington, 
DC.

858. Market Reporter (The) (USDA). 1920. Price of soy 
beans advances in Japan. 1(2):32. Jan. 10.
• Summary: The droughts during the summer damaged soy-
bean crops in Manchuria and Chosen [Korea]. “Spot cargo 
is still quoted at 9.4 to 9.5 yen per picul of 133.33 pounds 
(about $0.036 per pound). Forward quota range up to 9.64 
yen per picul ($0.037 per pound).
 “Old crops are much preferred by buyers because they 
are of a better quality, and, although they are quoted at higher 
fi gures, their sale is brisker than that of the new crop. The 
soy-bean oil trade is dull and inactive, as European buyers 
do not buy and only consignments to the United States are 
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now being made from Dairen.” Address: Bureau of Markets, 
Washington, DC.

859. Wile, Frederic W. 1920. Japan takes lead in import 
trade: Unnoticed, yellow nation bounded into fi rst place 
among nations from which the United States imports goods. 
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Jan. 11. p. 11A.
• Summary: The value of imports from Japan (“Nippon”) 
have risen from $107.4 million in 1914, to $284.9 million in 
1918, to a record $304.0 million in 1919.
 In 1914, the U.S. import fi gures from the three leading 
European countries were: Great Britain $294 million. France 
$141 million. Germany $20 million.
 “Next to raw silks the principal American purchases 
from Japan in 1919 consisted of soy bean oils, $8,994,776; 
tea, $13,420,067, and silk fabrics, $10,959,396.” In recent 
years, American exporters have also been increasing their 
sales in Japan.
 Note: Similar information, under the title “Importation 
of Japanese goods” appeared in the Christian Science 
Monitor on Feb. 24 (p. 9).

860. Gardner, Henry A. 1920. Research in the paint industry. 
Scientifi c American 122(4):89. Jan. 24.
• Summary: “It is rather interesting to note that the Orient 
has provided this country with several oils that are used 
extensively in the manufacture of paints and varnishes, and 
that the United States is not dependent entirely on its own 
or South American production of linseed oil for the making 
of these important products. For instance, during the last 
ten years a product known as Chinese wood oil (tung oil) 
has been used extensively in the United States and has been 
found vastly superior to linseed oil in the manufacture of a 
certain type of high-grade varnishes. Similarly, a product 
known as soya-bean oil, originally grown in Manchuria, has 
lately been adopted in the United States for application in 
the paint and varnish industries. The use of this oil, no doubt, 
will be of great interest to the manufacturers at this period 
when a shortage in fl ax has occurred.
 “The fi rst serious shortage of linseed oil experienced 
in the U.S. was in 1910, when the fl ax crop failed in the 
Northwest, to which section its growth is restricted... As 
early as 1907, the rapidly increasing demand for linseed 
oil for various purposes, led the Paint manufacturers to 
give thought to methods for increasing the production not 
only of fl ax, but of other vegetable oils, such as soya. The 
latter was already being imported in small quantities and 
gave great promise as a paint oil.” Address: [Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania].

861. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1920. Import manifests 
[at Bombay harbour]. Jan. 26. p. 7.
• Summary: “S.S. Totomi Maru, from Yokkaichi [in today’s 
Mie Prefecture, central Japan], via Colombo [Ceylon], 

Agents: New York. Kaisha.–2,524 cases safety matches,... 
7 cases pencil, 10 casks and 1 case Japanese soy [sauce], 21 
cases perfumery,...”

862. Thornett & Fehr. 1920. Review of the oil & fat markets 
for 1918 & 1919. Baltic House, Leadenhall St., London 
E.C. 3, England. 96 p. See p. 87-89. Similar reports were 
published in 1921, 1922, and 1923.
• Summary: Tables show: Prices of soya bean oil in Hull (per 
ton, 1911-1919). Exports of soya bean oil from the United 
Kingdom (in tons, 1912-1919). Estimated total of soya bean 
oil imported into the United Kingdom (in tons, 1913-1919). 
Shipments of soya beans to Europe (in tons, 1909-1916). 
Imports of soya beans into the United Kingdom (in tons, 
1909-1916). Monthly imports of soya beans into the United 
Kingdom (1913-1919). Imports of sesame, groundnut, 
soya bean and maize oil into France (1911-1919). Imports 
of sesame seeds into France (in tons, 1911-1919) from 
Turkey, British Indies, and other countries. Imports of soya 
bean oil into the United States (1915-1919). Also contains 
a long paragraph titled “Bean oil” (p. 88) which discusses 
British government policies toward soya bean oil during and 
after World War I–when trade was under the control of the 
Ministry of Food. Because of the low fi xed price of £60 per 
ton, most of the oil from East Asia was imported to the USA. 
“When the Ministry of Food allowed free dealing again, 
early in 1919, the importers again turned their attention to 
the article, and the sharp rise which took place in Linseed 
Oil during the summer naturally attracted Bean Oil to this 
country.” Address: London, England. Phone: Avenue 6868.

863. Laucks, I.F.; Banks, H.P. 1920. Pressed soya bean oil. 
Cotton Oil Press 3(10):39-40. Feb.
• Summary: “The intention of these notes is to further 
a discussion of the methods of evaluating pressed soya 
bean oil intended for use for edible purposes. The results 
of the meeting of the Soya Bean Oil Committee of the 
Society at New York may, however, do away with some of 
the diffi culties under which we are now laboring.” There 
is relatively little information available on soya bean oil 
because it jumped into prominence during World War I, 
when fats were in short supply. There was no opportunity at 
that time to improve methods for evaluating its quality. The 
authors discuss mainly off-colored soy bean oils (too green, 
red, or yellow), and soya bean oil whose free fatty acid 
content is too high; it rises during shipping from Asia, and 
across America. It rises more during hot weather.

864. SoyaScan Notes. 1920. Companies importing Japanese 
beans to the United States as seen in the pages of The Bean-
Bag (St. Louis, Missouri) (Overview). Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: By Feb. 1920 many companies were advertising 
that they imported soy beans or “Oriental beans” to the 
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United States. The main port of entry seems to have been 
Seattle, Washington. These included: Rogers Brown & Co. 
(Seattle, Washington; Oct. 1919, p. 45).
 Nozaki Bros. (227 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 
“Importers of Oriental beans and peas;” Feb. 1920, p. 57).
 Suzuki & Co.: (400 Colman Building, Seattle, 
Washington. “General importers and exporters, Rice, peas, 
beans,...;” Feb. 1920, p. 58). A.U. Pinkham & Co., Inc. 
(Colman Building, Seattle; “Oriental beans”; Feb. 1920. p. 
58).

865. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1920. Far Eastern trade notes. 
23(66):1572-73. March 19.
• Summary: “Vegetable-oil industry at Harbin, China: There 
are 25 vegetable oil mills in the vicinity of Harbin which 
consume annually about 250,000 long tons of the estimated 
800,000 tons of soya beans produced in the Harbin consular 
district and make 20,000 long tons of oil. The rest of the 
bean output is exported through the fi rms regularly engaged 
in export trade. There are no refi neries in the district, but it 
is possible that one may be erected in the near future. The 
production of hemp seed approximates 20,000 long tons 
annually, very little of which is crushed in the local mills.”
 Peking University is planning to establish a well-
equipped agricultural school and experiment station.

866. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1920. Great 
possibilities for Manchuria says consul. March 27. p. 5, col. 
4.
• Summary: “Manchuria is the last far west of the world–a 
country of vast undeveloped resources–says E. Carleton 
Baker. who is in Honolulu today as a through passenger on 
the Nile, returning to San Francisco after serving three years 
as American consul general at Mukden.
 “’There are tremendous possibilities in Manchuria,’ said 
Mr. Baker today. ‘American capital is going in rapidly, and I 
am planning to return there myself to go into business.
 “’At present the leading export is soya bean oil, 
Manchuria being a wonderful soya bean country. Other 
exports are hides, skins and bristles. The country’s 
agricultural possibilities are great, and her deposits of coal 
are vast. All that is needed are good roads and extensions and 
improvements of the railway system.’”

867. Jenkins, Douglas. 1920. Oil-bearing seeds and nuts and 
their products in North Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA]
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 23(85):212-
17. April 10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of soya 
beans and hempseed–Local consumption. Marketing of 
raw materials. Bean crop contracted for in advance–Cost of 

marketing. Storage of product–Transportation to coast ports. 
Railway freights and prevailing prices of beans. Currency–
Economic conditions of farmers. Soya beans crushed for oil–
Oil mills and method of oil extraction. Output and equipment 
of oil mills–Quality of oil. Bean cake production–New mill 
construction. Fuel used. Capacity of mills–Hours–Number 
of employees–Wages. Local consumption of cake and 
oil–Exports. Prices of oil and cake–Transportation cost to 
seaboard. Chinese mills do not export products–Storage and 
shipment of oil and cake. Favorable effect of war on the 
industry–Railroad gives preference to oil shippers. Address: 
Consul, Harbin, China.

868. Kline, Charles E. 1920. Oil-bearing seeds and nuts in 
the Shanghai District of China. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 23(98):519-
22. April 26.
• Summary: The chief plants yielding vegetable oils in China 
are [soy] beans, cotton seed, peanuts, rapeseed, sesamum 
seed, tea seed, and woodnuts (fi lberts).
 The number of oil mills in China is increasing, and those 
in northern China treat mainly soya beans, while those in 
central China produce the other varieties of oil mentioned. 
The oil mills do not work year round, since there is not 
suffi cient seed available, and also since the high summer 
temperatures cause the oil to become rancid.
 The total capacity of oil mills in Shanghai is 5,400 
piculs/day (321 tons/day).
 Tables show: (1, p. 520) The quantities of oil, oilseeds, 
and oil cake exported from the port of Shanghai during the 
years 1917 and 1918. 1 picul = 133.33 lb. For [soy] bean oil: 
In 1917–2,351 piculs worth $26,482. In 1918–5,771 piculs 
worth $71,601. For [soy] bean cake: In 1917–11,213 piculs 
worth $27,246. In 1918–282 piculs worth $800.
 (2, p. 520) The quantities of oil and cake exported from 
China to the countries of destination; the year (or years) 
is not given. Both the weight (in piculs; 1 picul = 133.33 
lb) and value (in dollars) are given for each destination. In 
descending order of weight exported:
 [Soy] bean oil–United States (incl. Hawaii) 2,136,746 
piculs. Japan (incl. Formosa [Taiwan]) 87,673. Korea 23,611, 
Russia 19,802. Canada 4,001. France 2,132.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that 
gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy 
oil, or soybean meal with Taiwan.
 [Soy] bean cake: Japan (incl. Formosa) 15,150,706 
piculs worth $33,383,750. Korea 635,362 piculs worth 
$1,292,174. Russia 578,960 piculs worth $968,829. Siam 
1,412 piculs worth $4,625. United States (incl. Hawaii) 27 
piculs worth $54. Canada 9 piculs worth $17.
 (3, p. 521) Ocean freight rates from Shanghai to various 
ports. Figures are given for bean oil and bean cake in 1917, 
1918, and 1919 shipped to San Francisco [California], 
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London, and Marseille, Naples & Venice (Italy). Present 
prices (total) are about fi ve times as great as those at the 
beginning of the war. Address: Vice Consul, Shanghai 
[China].

869. Illustrated World (Chicago). 1920. The soybean as an 
aid to the paint manufacturer. 33(2):278-79. April.
• Summary: “The soybean, that useful import from 
Manchuria, is proposed as an aid in the present shortage 
of linseed oil. Linseed oil, which is of importance in the 
manufacture of paint, is derived from the fl ax plant. In 1919 
the crop was below the nation’s needs. Hence, it is highly 
expedient at the present time that some other basis be found.
 “According to H.A. Gardner, of the Institute of 
Industrial Research, Washington, D.C., the oil expressed 
from the soybean should not be regarded as a substitute 
for linseed, but as a base for certain oil paints, which has 
outstanding merits of its own. When the users of paint are 
receptive to soybean oil, the consequence should be cheaper 
paint.
 “Exhaustive tests have been made with oils expressed 
from a considerable variety of soybeans. Some of this oil was 
used in conjunction with linseed oil in varying proportions; 
some was used alone. Some of the paint thus made was used 
on panels; structures of full size were also employed to apply 
the paint under practical working conditions.
 “After a number of years it appears that soybean oil is a 
highly desirable paint oil when intelligently handled by the 
paint manufacturers.”

870. Smith, Alfred G.; Hope, C.E. 1920. Farm practices 
with soybeans: Based on a survey of fi fty farms [in 1916] in 
northeastern North Carolina. North Carolina Department of 
Agriculture, Bulletin 41(5):1-30. April. Whole No. 267.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. Outlet 
for soybeans and recent economic development. General 
characteristics of the soybean area of northeastern North 
Carolina. General characteristics of the farms. Varieties and 
seed. Growing soybeans. Harvesting soybeans for seed. 
Soybean hay. Combination of crops. Distribution of labor. 
Yields and costs. Factors infl uencing yields. Capacity of man 
and work stock labor. Soybeans and hogs. Agreements with 
croppers and tenants.
 Page 3: “In that part of northeastern North Carolina 
consisting of the counties of Hyde, Tyrrell, Perquimans, 
Pasquotank, and Camden, more soybeans are produced than 
in any other section of the State. Here, indeed, soybeans have 
become the chief legume crop, almost entirely supplanting 
cowpeas. Nearly every farm produces some soybeans, and 
on many farms they are the leading crop both in acreage and 
in crop sales. In fact, this is the only region in the country 
in which this crop has developed to the point where the 
beans are of great importance commercially. Approximately 
500,000 bushels of the 1916 crop were shipped out of the 

territory, principally for seed and feed purposes...
 Summary: The stiffer soils of the area are best adapted 
to the production of soybeans for seed, although the crop 
does well on several types of soil.
 “The farms in the soybean area were very profi table in 
1916. This was partially due to the high prices received for 
the farm crops, as well as to good methods of farming.
 “The Mammoth Yellow is the main variety of soybean 
that is planted in northeastern North Carolina.
 “Soybean seed are usually harvested with mechanical 
pickers which thresh out the beans and leave the hulls on the 
land, or with reapers and binders, and are then threshed.
 “Soybean hay is usually cured on hollow racks. It is 
sometimes hauled directly from the windrow and stored. A 
tedder is used on an occasional farm.
 “The combination of crops in which soybeans are grown 
in the soybean district varies with the type of soil. Cotton, 
corn, and oats are the other principal crops, while peanuts 
and Irish potatoes are grown on several farms. A few farms 
grow small acreages of truck peas.
 “Soybeans are so grouped with the other crops that there 
is no serious confl ict in the labor requirements except in 
harvesting oats and in planting the second crop of soybeans.
 “Soybeans, on the fi fty farms studied, yielded from 
four to thirty-nine bushels per acre, and averaged nineteen 
bushels when planted as the fi rst crop and eighteen and eight-
tenths bushels when planted as the second crop. On the best 
soils, the yield frequently exceeds twenty-fi ve bushels per 
acre. Other yields on the same farms the same year averaged 
as follows: seed cotton, 1,149 lbs., corn, 29.7 bushels, and 
oats, 44 bushels.
 “The crop area planted per man and per work animal 
varied with the type of soil and the combination of crops. On 
the fi fty farms, the average total crop area planted per work 
animal was twenty acres.
 “Soybeans are used in fattening hogs, principally by 
pasturing the fi elds to gather the waste after the crops are 
harvested. In the agreements of landlords with croppers and 
tenants, the terms of the contract are practically the same 
with soybeans as with corn.
 Outlet for Soybeans and Recent Economic 
Development: Until the last few years, the market for 
soybeans has been almost entirely limited by seed and 
soil improvement demands. With only these uses for the 
crop, however, soybeans have increased in the counties 
in northeastern North Carolina, and have almost entirely 
supplanted cowpeas. Farmers have stated that after growing 
soybeans for several years, they have increased the yields 
of corn by one-half and the yields of other crops in like 
proportion. Even the yields of soybeans were increased and 
are still increasing.
 “Soybean forage is used for feeding work stock and 
cattle and the green forage is sometimes used for feeding 
hogs. The beans when planted in corn are pastured with 
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hogs. When planted alone, soybeans can be grazed by 
hogs, but this is not a common practice. The yields after 
harvesting, however, are almost invariably pastured by hogs 
and cattle together, the hogs getting the waste beans and the 
cattle the waste forage.
 “In recent years there has been a great development of 
the market for soybeans which should give an impetus to the 
growing of the crop. This development is due to the demand 
for the beans for human food, and for crushing by cotton oil 
mills. In 1915, approximately 200,000 bushels of the North 
Carolina crop were crushed for oil and meal. In 1916, the 
mills again bought beans to crush, but an increase in price 
made it more profi table to resell the beans for seed and for 
food than to crush them for oil and meal. On this account 
practically none of the 1916 crop was crushed, but in the 
summer of 1917 fully 200,000 bushels were imported from 
Manchuria and crushed by the North Carolina mills.
 “When used for canning purposes, the beans are usually 
mixed with navy beans and canned in the same way as 
navy beans. One dealer alone shipped 14,000 bushels out of 
Engelhard, North Carolina, in 1916, to a canning factory in 
Indiana [Probably Dyer Packing Co. in Vincennes, Indiana], 
and large quantities were sold to other canning factories. The 
canners can therefore be regarded henceforth as purchasers 
of soybeans.”
 “Harvesting Soybeans for Seed” (p. 11-12): “Diffi culties 
in harvesting have been such a limiting element in the 
production of soybeans, that a full discussion of the methods 
used in northeastern North Carolina seems justifi ed. 
The principal methods of harvesting soybeans are with 
mechanical pickers and with reapers and binders. The pickers 
run astride the rows, threshing the beans off the stalks and 
leaving the hulls in the fi eld, although some of the hulls that 
are whipped off with the beans may be saved. To operate a 
picker, from two to four men are required. One man drives 
and one stands in the rear end of the machine and throws out 
trash. When the picker is fi lled, the beans are emptied on a 
sheet and then screened and sacked. If the two men operating 
the picker screen and sack the beans, the machine must stand 
idle while this is being done. On this account one or two 
extra men are usually employed for this work. The picker 
box holds from six to eight bushels of beans.
 Footnote: “The term ‘hulls’ is used to designate all that 
is left alter separating the beans, and includes the stems, 
leaves, and hulls proper.”
 “The picker does not get all the beans when the vines 
are moist, therefore, before beginning work in the morning it 
is necessary to wait until the dew is off, which is not earlier 
than nine o’clock, and sometimes as late as eleven. Some 
farmers eat an early dinner, start work about eleven o’clock 
and then work through until night without intermission. On 
one farm the team was changed during the afternoon. The 
season for harvesting soybeans with a picker begins about 
the last of October, when the pods begin to pop open, and 

lasts for about ten days if the weather is good. Rain retards 
the maturing of the soybeans, so that the total length of the 
season is often prolonged for more than ten picking days. 
On twenty-seven farms using pickers, the average acreage 
picked per day, including housing, was 4.45, yielding eighty-
fi ve bushels of recleaned beans. In this work two men were 
used on twelve farms; three on nine farms, and four on six 
farms.
 “With a picking season of ten days, from twenty to 
fi fty acres of beans can be picked with one machine, but it 
is rarely safe to attempt more than forty acres, as the beans 
are likely to become too mature and pop out on the ground 
before they can be harvested. The waste of beans in picking 
approximated one-eighth of the total yield. Sometimes it was 
less than one-tenth and at other times it was one-fourth or 
more. These waste beans, however, were mostly recovered 
by hogs that were turned in after picking was fi nished, so that 
not many were actually lost.”
 Photos show: (1) A man standing in a high-yielding fi eld 
of soybeans. (2) A fi eld of Mammoth Yellow soybeans ready 
to pick. (3) A Pritchard soybean picker with two men riding 
on it. (4) A fi eld of soybeans in the shock–Hyde County. (5) 
Side view of one type of horse-drawn soybean picker. (6) 
A Gordon picker in operation harvesting soybeans between 
corn rows. (7) Two men threshing soybeans mechanically. 
Address: Div. of Agronomy, USDA, Raleigh.

871. San Francisco Chronicle. 1920. Japanese exports show 
huge gains. May 12. p. H3.
• Summary: “The industrial development of Japan 
has caused an increase in importations of oils, except 
illuminating oils, says the Guaranty Trust.
 “Japan’s trade since the armistice shows increases in 
exportations of buttons, fancy matting, raw silk, habutae, 
hosiery, cotton, tissues, brushes and camphor; decreases 
in rice, wheat fl our, beans, colza oil, soy bean oil, mineral 
oils, hides and leather, copper, sulphur, starch, zinc and 
antimony.”

872. Wall Street Journal. 1920. China will want tons of 
machinery: Demand for metal goods, building equipment, 
sanitary and heating appliances, motor cars, electrical 
contrivances–chance for Americans. May 15. p. 5.
• Summary: Washington [DC]–Julean Arnold, U.S. 
Commercial Attache at Peking, is emphasizing “the 
opportunities in the Far East offered to American traders” 
during the next few decades.
 “China exported 1,833,880 tons of soya beans and 
products, valued at $87,000,000, in 1918... Foreign trade 
[has] increased fi vefold in 30 years and is capable ‘of 
marvelous expansion.’”

873. Hale Co. (The). 1920. Oriental beans, soy-bean oil: 
Importers all varieties (Ad). Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, 
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Michigan) 3(1):85. June.
• Summary: A ¼-page ad. “Specialists in beans, peanuts and 
oil seeds. 202 Tacoma Bldg., Tacoma [Washington]. Main 
offi ce: 99 Marion St., Seattle.
 Head offi ce: 16 California St., San Francisco. Branch 
offi ce: Kobe, Japan. Address: San Francisco, California.

874. Algemeen Landbouwweekblad voor Nederlandsch-
Indie. 1920. De Chineesche productie en uitvoer van 
Sojaboonen-olie en-koeken [Chinese production and 
exportation of soybean oil and cakes (Abstract)]. 5(2):277-
78. July 9. [1 ref. Dut]
• Summary: A Dutch-language summary of an article 
said to be from Die Weltwirtschaft. Discusses exports of 
soybeans and soybean cake from 1901-1917, the Dairen 
Staple Exchange, the Dairen Trust & Guaranty Company, 
soybean oil mills in Harbin, Dairen, Newchwang, Antung, 
and Mukden, the Bean Cake and Bean Oil Factory in Dairen 
(South Manchuria), owned by Suzuki & Company of Kobe, 
Japan, soybean oil exports from 1911 to 1919, Mitsui & Co.
 Note: We have been unable (Oct. 1999) to fi nd the 
original article in any of the following: (1) Weltwirtschaft 
(1918-1920). (2) Weltwirtschaftliches Zeitung (July 
1919 to June 1920) (3) Weltwirtschaftliche Nachrichten 
(Looked through 1919 and the fi rst half of 1920). (4) 
Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv (Kiel) (two issues).

875. Kirjassoff, Max D. 1920. Vegetable-oil-bearing 
materials of Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
23(161):180-85. July 10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Manchurian production 
of soya beans–exports of soya beans and products. All 
materials produced by cultivation–local consumption. 
Marketing raw materials–inspection–shipments. Methods of 
purchasing raw materials–brokerage. Storage–transportation 
methods and costs. Prices paid producers–economic 
conditions of farmers. Crushing of raw materials–prices 
paid at crushers. Production capacity of oil mills–types of 
mills and methods of operation. Quality of oil produced–
production of bean oil and cake at Dairen. Fuel used in 
mills–activity of mills. Number of employees–wages. 
Marketing of products–Dairen exports of bean cake and 
oil. Prices of bean oil and cake. Ocean freight rates–export 
charges, insurance, etc. Increased United States demand–
market for oil machinery.
 “The oil-bearing materials produced in Manchuria are 
soya beans, perilla seed, peanuts, hempseed, castor beans, 
sesame seed, fl axseed, sunfl ower seed, and rapeseed.” 
Estimates indicate that “about 1,500,000 tons of soya beans 
are produced in South Manchuria and about 800,000 tons in 
North Manchuria, or a total of 2,300,000 tons for the whole 
Province.”

 Tables show: (1) Exports of soya beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil each year from 1914 to 1919 (p. 180). (2) Exports 
of bean-cake each month from Oct. 1918 to Sept. 1919 from 
Dairen (Manchuria) to Japan (by far the largest), United 
States, Straits Settlements, China, Korea, and total (p. 184). 
(3) Exports of bean-oil each month during the same time 
to Japan (by far the largest), Europe, United States, China, 
Korea, and total. (4) The prices (in silver yen per picul or 
piece of cake) of beans, cake, and oil during the same period. 
Mentions the increasing demand for the oil in the United 
States. Address: Consul, Dairen [Manchuria].

876. Morse, W.J. 1920. The soy bean in Manchuria. Rural 
New-Yorker 79:1208. July 17.
• Summary: “Relative to the editorial article, page 974 [May 
15], on the Soy bean in Manchuria, the facts are somewhat 
different from those stated.
 “It is stated that at the time of the war between China 
and Japan, Manchuria was poverty-stricken in soil and in 
people, and that the Japanese introduced the culture of Soy 
beans, and the industry grew. Although the exact date of the 
introduction of the Soy bean into Manchuria is unknown, the 
probability is that it came north from the Central Provinces 
of China many centuries ago. The bean trade was of ancient 
standing when the fi rst Westerner visited ‘Manchoo Tartary.’ 
At the time the fi rst British consul took up his residence at 
Newchwang, Manchuria, trade in beans, bean oil, and bean 
cake was an ancient and fl ourishing institution. Newchwang 
since 1832 had been a growing port of shipment for the great 
coastal trade in beans, bean oil and bean cake, on which 
Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended. It is thus 
seen that long before the Chinese and Japanese war the Soy 
bean occupied an important part in the agricultural industry 
of Manchuria. During the Russian-Japanese war [1904-
05] vast armies which occupied the whole of southern and 
central Manchuria depended for their cereals largely upon 
local supplies, and a great impulse was given to Manchurian 
agriculture at that time, but after the withdrawal of the troops 
the cessation of local demand called for the discovery of a 
new market, and especially so for the money crops of wheat 
and beans. Japan offered the fi rst market, but with the post-
bellum wave of depression sweeping over Japan it became 
necessary to fi nd other markets.
 “Japanese merchants were the fi rst to try to introduce 
the Soy bean into Europe. In 1908 shipments of Soy beans 
were made to England by Japanese fi rms... During 1909 
over 400,000 tons of beans were exported to Europe from 
Manchuria. At fi rst nearly all of the exportations went to 
England, but within a short time Germany took the lead in 
importing Soy beans, Soy bean oil and Soy bean cake. The 
article referred to states that on the Pacifi c Coast, in parts 
of the Central West, and also in some sections of the South, 
the crop is working in. The Soy bean is grown only to a 
very limited extent on the Pacifi c Coast. However, large 
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importations of Soy beans are coming into the Pacifi c Coast 
States, most of which seed is handled by oil mills in Seattle 
[Washington], Portland [Oregon] and a few other coast 
cities.” Address: Asst. Agrostologist [USDA, Washington, 
DC].

877. Drug & Chemical Markets (New York City). 1920. Soya 
bean oil. 7(3):127. July 21.
• Summary: In the section titled “Vegetable oils” has a 
subsection: “Soya bean oil–Trading in futures has been 
slow during the week with very little actual business being 
done. July Coast oil in sellers’ tanks is lower at 10¼¢ per 
pound with a nominal futures price named at lO½¢@11¢ per 
pound. Barrels of crude soya oil on the spot are to be had at 
15¢@15½¢ per pound. Edible continues steady at 16¢@17¢ 
per pound.”

878. Dill-Crosett Inc. 1920. Beans: Importers, exporters, 
factors in (Ad). Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan) 
3(2):35. July.
• Summary: A ¼-page ad. They handle 10 varieties of 
California beans and 16 varieties of Oriental (Japanese and 
Korean) beans including Daifuku, Kintoki, and Soya. Also 
peas. Address: 235 Pine St., San Francisco, California.

879. San Francisco Chronicle. 1920. Chinese trade with U.S. 
leaps. Aug. 15. p. 4.
• Summary: “During the fi rst half of 1920 exports from 
Shanghai to the United States amounted to $48,985,858, 
while for the fi rst six months of last year they were 
$33,678,791. The increase was in antimony, porcelain, jade 
and horn ornaments, bristles and brushes, [soy] bean cakes, 
cotton, chemicals, coffee, embroideries, feathers and downs, 
peanuts, skins and furs, pongee [a soft thin woven cloth], 
wild and waste silk and tea.”

880. Rindl, M. 1920. Vegetable fats and oils. IV-V. Semi-
drying oils. Soy bean. South African J. of Industry 3(6):518-
31. June; 3(8):742-49. Aug. [29 ref]
• Summary: These are 2 installments of a series of articles 
on vegetable fats and oils, forming a Report to the Advisory 
Board of Industry and Science on Vegetable Oils, Fats, and 
Waxes. Soybeans are considered among the semi-drying 
oils. Contents of Part I: Introduction. Early [soybean] 
experiments in South Africa. Botanical characters. Varieties. 
Germination. Inoculation. Technique of inoculation. Soy 
beans as a rotation crop for maize. Comparison of soy beans 
and cowpeas. Storage of seed. The soy bean as human food. 
Vitamines. Soy-bean [food] preparations: Soy-bean milk, 
soy-bean curd [tofu], the soy bean as a vegetable (baked, 
boiled, roasted, green beans [green vegetable soybeans], 
soy-bean pulp (kara)). Soy-bean meal [soy fl our and its 
uses]. Fermented soy-bean products: Fermented boiled beans 
(natto), ripened vegetable cheese (miso), the Chinese paste 

chiang, soy-bean sauce (shoyu).
 Contents of Part II: Oil content of seed produced in 
South Africa. Quality of oil from South African beans. 
Extraction of oils. Nature and composition of soy-bean oil, 
and methods of treatment. Uses of the oil. Soy beans as 
forage. Enemies of the soy bean. Method of shipment from 
the East.
 “The fi rst systematic trials [with soy beans] were 
initiated about 1903 at Skinner’s Court, on the Springbok 
Flats, and at the Natal Experiment Farms, Cedara, Weenen, 
and Winkle Spruit. These latter were continued until the 
season 1910-1911 when the fi eld trials referred to above [by 
the Transvaal and Natal Departments of Agriculture] were 
carried out by the Department of Agriculture in conjunction 
with Messrs. Lever Bros. and a large number of farmers” (p. 
519).
 The best yields during the 1910-11 season at the three 
Natal Experiment Farms were: At Cedara: Haberlandt 2,000 
lb/acre. Winkle Spruit: Mammoth Yellow 1,191 lb/acre. 
Weenen: Mammoth Yellow 1,400 lb/acre.
 “Method of shipment from the East. The beans are 
shipped in bags, vessels are well dunnaged, and a large 
number of wooden pipe ventilators are placed in the ships’ 
holds to keep the cargo from getting heated. The beans, on 
a long voyage from Eastern Asia to Europe, being liable to 
sweat, are sometimes dried before shipment.”
 Tables show experimental yields and chemical 
compositions of soy beans from different countries and soy-
related products. A diagram (outline-form) shows the various 
ways in which plants and seeds of soy beans are utilized.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean curd” to refer 
to tofu. Address: Ing. D., Prof. of Chemistry, Grey University 
College, Bloemfontein [Orange Free State, South Africa].

881. Div. of Research, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. comp. 1920. Japanese trade in vegetable oils 
and vegetable-oil material. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
23(213):1174-75. Sept. 10.
• Summary: Japanese imports and exports of vegetable 
oils and oil-bearing material in 1919 were valued at about 
£5,328,801 and £2,273,372, respectively. The amounts 
imported and exported are given in pounds. Soya-bean 
oil was the leading import in 1919, at 3,692,646 lb (worth 
724,707 yen); soy oil imports were 2,633,769 lb in 1918 and 
1,024,182 lb in 1917. In 1919 some 3,862,297 lb of it were 
exported, compared with 6,518,554 lb in 1918 and 7,307,582 
lb in 1917. Coconut oil was the leading export in 1919 at 
23,395,329 lb; 476,773 lb of it were imported.
 For oil-bearing materials (seeds) in 1919, the leading 
import was soya beans (377,639,051 lb imported, 1,456,212 
lb exported.) The leading export was linseed (19,126,759 
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lb; 19,253,750 lb imported). A table summarizes the 
commodities and countries from which imported or to which 
exported, quantities, and values for the years 1917-19.

882. Honolulu Star-Bulletin (Hawaii). 1920. Japanese 
competition not the trade menace so generally charged. Sept. 
11. p. 4-5.
• Summary: A major American import from Japan is “soya 
bean oil.”

883. Div. of Research, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. comp. 1920. Trade of France in vegetable oils 
and vegetable-oil materials. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
23(222):1353-55. Sept. 21.
• Summary: Statistics are given in a table for French imports 
and exports of various vegetable oils for the years 1917-
1919. Palm oil, at 52,272,609 lb, was the leading import in 
1919; 223,326 lb of it were exported. Olive oil (pure) was 
1919’s leading export at 5,388,704 lb; 121,605,075 lb of it 
were imported.
 The fi gures for soya-bean oil imports are divided into 
(1) those for the manufacture of soap (1,722,234 lb in 1919, 
and 89,948 lb in 1918, and 422,181 lb in 1917) and (2) those 
for other uses (6,751,808 lb in 1919, and 410,056 lb in 1918, 
and 2,211,665 lb in 1917). Soya-bean oil exports of all kinds 
were very small: 34,612 lb in 1919, and 1,764 lb in 1918, 
and 51,588 lb in 1917.
 For oil-bearing materials, the leading import in 1919 
was peanuts (500,067,214 lb shelled and unshelled imported, 
1,803,583 lb shelled and unshelled exported.) The leading 
1919 export was palm nuts (2,508,394 lb; 117,943,454 lb 
imported).
 The import fi gures for soya beans were 164,022 lb in 
1918, and 5,695,143 lb in 1917; the exports were 27,788 lb 
in 1919, and 2,205 lb in 1918, and 220 lb in 1917.

884. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1920. Solid trainload of Hawaiian pineapples sent 
from Seattle. Oct. 1. p. 7, col. 2.
• Summary: “Information was received in Honolulu 
yesterday that an entire cargo of 60,000 cases of Hawaiian 
pineapples despatched to the mainland by the schooner Alice 
Cooke last month, upon arrival at Seattle was sent East in a 
solid trainload.
 “Seattle has been despatching solid trainloads of 
peanuts, soya bean oil and other commodities arriving from 
the Orient, but the Alice Cooke cargo was the fi rst trainload 
of pineapples to be sent from that port.”

885. Div. of Research, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. comp. 1920. Trade in China in vegetable oils 
and vegetable-oil materials. Commerce Reports [USA] 

(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 23(236):86. 
Oct. 7.
• Summary: A table gives statistics (quantity and value 
in Haikwan taels) on imports and exports by China of 
vegetable oils of all kinds. In 1919 the leading oils exported 
were [soya] bean oil (#1 by far), peanut oil (#2), wood oil 
(Chinese tung oil, #3), cottonseed oil, rapeseed oil, sesame 
seed oil, and tea [seed] oil.
 For bean oil: 252,180,400 pounds were exported in 
1917, 303,622,267 pounds in 1918, and 314,884,400 pounds 
in 1919.
 The average value of the Haikwan tael was $1.08 in 
1917, $1.19 in 1918, and $1.36 in 1920.

886. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. Protests of 
William A. Brown & Co... 3(5):55. Oct.
• Summary: “... claiming that imported soya beans are free 
of duty under Paragraph 606 of the Tariff Act are sustained 
in a decision rendered recently by the Board of United States 
General Appraisers. The collectors’ assessment at 1¢ per 
pound under the provision in Paragraph 199 of the Tariff Act 
for prepared beans in reversed.”

887. Burr, R.A. 1920. The bean that made Manchuria 
famous: Chinese produce it; Americans consume it; Japanese 
control the business. Trans-Pacifi c 3(4):57-60. Oct.
• Summary: Surveys the Manchurian soybean industry, 
whose largest customer is said to be the United States. 
Suggests extensive importations of raw materials into the 
U.S. as the solution for making the return trip profi table in 
trade with the East Asia, and the investigation of the soybean 
as an American article of diet. Photos show: (1) Pyramid-
shaped piles of soya beans in bags awaiting shipment at 
Changchun Railway Station. (2) A Japanese-owned mill at 
Dairen for extracting soya bean oil. (3) The Dairen Staple 
Products Exchange building. (4) More acres of piled-up 
bags of soya beans awaiting shipment at Dairen. Address: 
Manager, Chun Mei News Agency, Peking, China.

888. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. Kyoshin 
Yoko, Ltd., Kobe, Japan. 3(6):38. Nov.
• Summary: “Owing to remarkable decrease in export 
demand and to a certain drop in its prices compared 
with what prevailed during the war-time which farmers 
experienced last two years, the output on such items for 
export as beans, peas, potatoes etc., etc., have been shown 
a great deal of decrease this year, leaving the acreage used 
for same to planting such commodities for use of domestic 
consumption as soya beans, azuki beans, rice, wheat, barley, 
rye, oats, linseeds, etc.
 “Due to a very little demand offered abroad and low 
price prevailed on oversea market last season the quantities 
moved for export up to the present moment was hardly to 
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reach to half of the output last year. Under the circumstances, 
many of the farmers have changed their fi eld to plant 
soya beans and other kinds of cereals this year Instead of 
kotenashi beans, and therefore the output this year for this 
commodity is expected to be about one-third of last year. 
Anticipated output will be about 3,000 tons against 8,000 
tons last year.”

889. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1920. Soya bean 
oil trade big. 3(6):50. Nov.
• Summary: “Tacoma, Washington–Importation of soya bean 
oil from the far east through Puget sound ports has reached 
such proportions that both in Seattle and Tacoma port 
commissions and private companies have erected special 
huge tanks to handle the trade. A few years ago soya bean 
products were a novelty in commercial circles here.
 “Soya bean oil is used in the manufacture of soap, paint, 
varnish and toilet preparations and a residue is sold as food 
for cattle. Most of the oil comes from Kobe, Japan. It is 
brought here in old kerosene cans or in wooden receptacles 
and is shipped east in tank cars.”

890. Market Reporter (The) (USDA). 1920. Stocks of 
vegetable oils at end of quarter periods (1919-20). Yearly 
production of vegetable oils and lard (1912-20). Yearly 
consumption of vegetable oils in lard substitutes (1912-18). 
Yearly imports of vegetable oils (1912-20) [Each includes 
soy bean oil]. 2(23):366. Dec. 4.
• Summary: In all 4 tables, fi gures are given for cottonseed, 
peanut, soy bean, and coconut oil. One table shows that the 
stock of soy bean oil (both crude and refi ned) during 1919 
ranged from a high of 155 million lb on March 31 to a low 
of 68 million lb on Dec. 31. During 1920 the stock ranged 
from a high of 42 million lb on March 31 to a low of 38 
million lb on Dec. 31. Stocks of cottonseed oil were greatest 
throughout this period, followed by coconut oil.
 A second table shows yearly production of 4 vegetable 
oils and lard (in million lb) from 1912 to 1920. Production of 
cottonseed oil is the greatest of the fi ve from 1912 to 1919, 
but it is passed by lard in 1920. Production of soy bean oil 
was zero in 1912, 3 million lb in 1914, 10 in 1916, 42 in 
1917, 80 in 1918 138 in 1919, and 59 in the fi rst 9 months of 
1920.
 A third table shows yearly consumption of 3 vegetable 
oils used in lard substitutes [shortening] from 1912 to 1918. 
Cottonseed oil is by far the most widely used. Total use rose 
from 877 million lb in 1912 to 1,146 million lb in 1918. Use 
of soy oil grew from zero in 1912 to 2 million lb in 1914, to 
14 million lb in 1916, to 34 million lb in 1917, to 57 million 
lb 1918–a dramatic series of yearly increases.
 A fourth table shows yearly imports of 4 vegetable oils 
from 1912 to 1920. Coconut oil and soy bean oil alternate 
as leader throughout this period, with soy taking the lead in 
1916 and 1917. Imports of soy oil changed from 25 million 

lb in 1912, to 13 in 1914, to 145 in 1916, to 265 in 1917, to a 
peak of 336 in 1918, dropping to 1915 in 1919, and 108 for 
the fi rst 9 months of 1920.
 Note: This document contains the earliest dates seen for 
use of soy oil in shortening; it grew from zero in 1912 to 2 
million lb in 1914, to 14 million lb in 1916, to 34 million lb 
in 1917, to 57 million lb 1918–a dramatic series of yearly 
increases. Address: Bureau of Markets, Washington, DC.

891. Morse, W.J. 1920. Re: Companies in Virginia and the 
Carolinas that are using soy beans to make oil and cake. 
Letter to J.C. Hackleman, Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, 
Urbana, Illinois, Dec. 14. 1 p. Typed, without signature 
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Replying to your letter of December 6 
requesting names and companies in Virginia and the 
Carolinas who are utilizing soy beans for the production of 
bean oil and bean cake, will say that I do not know of any at 
the present time. In so far as I know, no oil companies in the 
South have handled soy beans since about 1917. Seed raised 
in the Carolinas has brought such good prices for planting 
purposes that the oil mills have not been able to purchase any 
seed for crushing.
 “In 1917 the seed that was crushed for oil was not 
domestic grown seed, but was imported seed that was 
originally intended for Sweden or Germany by the submarine 
route and the vessel was held up in the Panama Canal. The 
company was forced to sell the seed in this country to oil 
mills in eastern North Carolina and one oil company in South 
Carolina obtained all of the seed which was used for oil and 
oil meal. If you are to take up the matter with the companies 
that did the handling of soy beans and obtain information as 
to their methods, etc., I refer you to the following:
 “Farmers Cotton Oil Co., Wilson, North Carolina,
 “Hartford Cotton Oil Co., Hartford, North Carolina,
 “Newbern Cotton Oil Co., New Bern, North Carolina,
 “Sea Island Cotton Oil Co., Charleston, South Carolina.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in the Canal Zone or the Panama 
Canal. The soybeans were on a ship which passed through 
the Panama Canal in 1917. The Canal Zone was owned and 
operated by the United States at this time. This document 
contains the earliest date seen (1917) for soybeans in the 
Canal Zone.
 This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) that 
mentions the “Sea Island Cotton Oil Co.” at Charleston, 
South Carolina.
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–Correspondence with State Agric. 
Exp. Stations, 1899-1928. Box 10–Idaho-Illinois. Folder–
Illinois–#3.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
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Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, Washington, DC.

892. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1920. Protective tariff 
to help farmers ready for House. Dec. 19. p. 1A-2A.
• Summary: Washington, DC, December 13–Framing of the 
“Fordney emergency tariff,” designated to protect twenty 
farm products, was completed by the house ways and means 
committee.
 “Products to which tariff protection would apply and 
the rates agreed upon under the committee bill were as 
follows:... cotton seed, cocoanut, peanut and soy bean oils, 
20 cents a gallon.”
 Note: Similar information under the title “Pass farmers’ 
aid bill” appeared in the Los Angeles Times on this same 
date (p. I1).

893. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1920. House passes farm tariff; 
vote 196 to 86. Party lines broken over measure. Dec. 23. p. 
1.
• Summary: In the house, the bill was supported by a 
majority of Republicans and a minority of Democrats. It 
now goes to the senate where its fate is uncertain. Items 
covered by the bill include “wheat, wheat fl our, corn, beans, 
peanuts, potatoes,... peanut oil, cottonseed oil, cocoanut 
oil, cattle, sheep, fresh mutton and lamb, long staple cotton 
and its manufactures, wool and its manufactures. The bill is 
designed to apply for a period of ten months, while the tariff 
law is being completely revised.”

894. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1920. Manchuria-American service established by 
T.K.K. company. Dec. 24. p. 14, col. 1.
• Summary: “A direct passenger and freight service between 
Dairen, Manchuria, and San Francisco has been established 
by the Tokyo Kisen Kaisha, with the departure of the steamer 
Persia Maru from Yokohama and Kobe last week–San 
Francisco Chronicle of December 9.”
 “In addition to the Persia making Dairen a port of call in 
the future, the Siberia Maru will also be routed there.”
 “Dairen, which, prior to the occupation of the Japanese 
under General Oku in 1904, following the battle of Kin-
Chow, was constructed by the Russians and known until 
the control of the Japanese as Dalny, with the intention of 
making it the center of their trade on the Pacifi c, especially 
with Japan and China.
 The lease of it, together with the rest of the Liaotung 
peninsula, by Russia was transferred to Japan by the treaty of 
Portsmouth. On September 1, 1906, it became a free port.
 “Imports, which a decade ago, were extremely small, 
have increased a hundredfold. About three-fourths of its 
important imports are from Japan, which are chiefl y cotton 
goods and other manufactures. Some of the chief articles 
of freight which will be carried by the new service are soya 

bean oil and cake. Dairen is also the terminal of the South 
Manchurian Railroad and one of the important coaling ports 
of the Far East.”

895. Pacifi c Commercial Advertiser (The) (Honolulu, 
Hawaii). 1920. Seattle’s Oriental trade is growing: 
Washington city now claims fastest service to Far East; 
gratifying increase in European commerce. Dec. 29. p. 10, 
cols. 2-3.
• Summary: “John Aspergren, president of the Swedish-
American chamber of commerce, who has just returned from 
China and Japan, says that ‘taking into consideration the cost 
of transportation and packing soya-bean oil and shipping 
to this country there will be so little left for the producer in 
Manchuria that I see no incentive for him to export to this 
country, and, should present prevailing low prices for cotton 
oil continue, I anticipate that the importation of soya-bean oil 
in this country will be very much curtailed.’”

896. Choson Unhaeng. comp. 1920. Economic history of 
Manchuria. Seoul, Chosen: Bank of Choshin. x + 303 p. 
Illust. Portraits. Folded color map. 20 cm.
• Summary: A digital version of this book is available on 
HathiTrust. The word “soya” appears on 19 pages: p. 146 
(7 times), 137 (5 times), 138 (4 times), p. x, p. 142, 145 (3 
times), p. 72, 138, 140, 148, 216, 303 (2 times), p. vi, 18, 52, 
124, 134, 144, 217 (1 times each).
 In the chapter on Agriculture (p. 124-60), the long 
section on “Soya beans” appears on pages 137-148. In this 
section the terms “bean cake” and “bean oil” appear many 
times. A large table (p. 147-48) shows the export of soya 
beans, [soya] bean cake, and [soya] bean oil from Dairen, 
Newchwang, and Vladivostok from 1908 to 1917.
 The term “bean cake” or “bean cakes” appears on 26 
pages: p. 144 (4 times), p. 18, 19, 142, 183, 184 (3 times), 
20, 28, 140, 143, 186, 187, 215, 216, 218 (2 times), p. vii, 
137, 138, 147, 148, 177, 186, 219, 224, 294, 299 (1 time 
each).
 The word “soy,” referring to soy sauce (Japanese shoyu) 
appears only on p. 142, where we read: “(6) Uses of Beans, 
Bean Cake, and Bean Oil in the Far East: (a) Beans: Perhaps 
the Japanese are the greatest consumers of beans in the world 
as an article of diet. Every morning they take soup made of 
miso which is prepared from beans. For the seasoning of 
their food they seldom use salt, using instead bean sauce, 
the chief ingredients of which are beans and salt. Thus the 
Japanese eat beans in one form or another at least three times 
a day. An extensive use is also made of beans by the Chinese, 
who make them into the Chinese paste chiang which they 
habitually eat with fi sh, meat, and vegetables. But the more 
expensive Chinese soy, which corresponds to the Japanese 
shoyu, is only used by wealthy families and restaurant 
keepers, and is not consumed by the very poor. Another 
product of beans which is widely used in both Japan and 
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China is tou-fu [tofu, doufu] or bean-curd.”
 “(b) Bean oil is used extensively in cooking. Although 
it is inferior to rape and sesamum oils for this purpose, these 
oils cannot compete with it in point of price; the recent 
advance in price, due to the foreign demand, may however–if 
sustained, as seems certain–go far to change the positions 
of the oils relatively to each other. In spite of its unpleasant 
characteristic odour and unpalatability, the poorer classes in 
China consume it in its crude state, but among the rich it is 
boiled and allowed to stand until it has become clarifi ed.
 “As a lubricant bean oil is used for greasing axles and 
parts of the native machinery in use in the arts and crafts. 
Other uses in South China are for the making of waterproof 
cloth, and paper umbrellas and lanterns, and the oil is also 
mixed with lacquer for the manufacture of varnish and 
printing ink.
 “(c) Bean Cake: Bean cake, which is but the residue 
after the oil has been expressed from the beans, was of 
comparatively little value to the Manchurian farmers, who 
used to feed their stock with it, before the discovery of its 
great value as a fertilizer. First in the sugar plantains in the 
provinces of Fukien and Kwangtung [southeast China], and 
then in the plantations in Java and the South Sea Islands, 
it was used as a fertilizer, and for centuries it has been an 
important article of trade with those places. But the great 
importance it has since attained in Manchuria’s foreign trade 
dates from the conclusion of the Sino-Japanese War, when 
it began to be exported to, Japan for use in the paddy fi elds 
there. Soon it was found that it possessed fertilizing qualities 
superior to those of the fi sh manure of past ages which, 
containing too high a proportion of oil for the purpose for 
which it was used, was liable to breed insects hurtful to the 
crops, and so great grew the demand for it in Japan that the 
relative position of the oil and the cake was changed at one 
time, the cake becoming the principal product and the oil a 
by-product, though the tendency now is for the oil to regain 
its former position, owing to the growing demand for it in the 
Western markets. The results of the analyses made of bean 
cake in three different places show the following chemical 
composition.” Analyses were conducted by: (1) Government 
laboratory, Japan. (2) Agricultural Institute, Scotland. (3) 
South Manchuria Railway Co. Composition: Water 11.0 to 
15.3%. Albuminoids [proteins] 42.1 to 45.2%. Fat 5.2 to 
9.6%.
 “The Chinese farmer does not yet use bean-cake in his 
rice fi eld, and in Manchuria it is only used for vegetable-
growing. Thus Japan owes much to Manchurian bean-cake 
for the productiveness of its naturally sterile soil.
 “As cattle feed bean cake is used in Manchuria for 
horses and mules–only, however, when very hard work is 
being done, and is mixed with bran and kaoliang stalk. Its 
use as cattle feed in Japan still belongs to the experimental 
stage. Two novel uses of soya beans have been discovered by 
Mr. Suzuki of the Central Laboratory of the South Manchuria 

Railway Company. The one is the making from it of a new 
sort of paint, named Solight, and the other, a chemical 
composition called Tantalse, which imparts its waterproof 
characteristic to the cement, mortar, or concrete with which 
it is mixed, or to paint upon which it is applied. The merits 
of Solight are enumerated thus: it may be applied as it is; 
it dries quickly, that is in about half an hour; it has no bad 
odour like paint; its easy combination with any color; its 
cheapness.
 “Beans are also used in soap-making, and there are 
already several soap factories in Dairen which use beans 
as the chief material. The uses of beans are studied by 
many Japanese institutions and individuals, and many new 
discoveries have been made; indeed there seems to be no end 
to their uses.”

897. Dep. of Finance (Okurashô). 1920. Financial 
and Economic Annual of Japan (20th). Tokyo, Japan: 
Government Printing Offi ce. 199 p.
• Summary: The section on “Food problem, adjustment of 
prices, etc.” (p. 6) begins: “Amidst this general activity of 
economic market, the balance of trade for the fi rst time since 
1915 was returned against Japan, and it seemed as if a dark, 
ominous cloud appeared in the horizon. In practice, however, 
the economic circles, spoiled by continued prosperity, did 
not take heed of this warning, but persisted in viewing the 
situation through rose-coloured spectacles. Speculative 
mania, luxury in living and abnormal rise of new enterprises 
were [the] order of the day, together with further advance 
in prices of commodities” [infl ation]. The price of rice rose 
so high there were rice riots last year. “In November an 
Imperial ordinance was issued to exempt till November 1920 
soy beans, raw beef, eggs and cotton fabrics and yarns from 
import duties, and also to restrict the export of cotton yarns.”
 Table 1 (p. 8) gives statistics on the tax on soy [sauce]. 
In 1920-21 it is estimated to be 5.83 million yen, compared 
with an estimated 5.25 million yen in 1919-20. This is an 
increase of 79,685 yen.
 Table 3 (p. 14-15) gives the Japanese government 
revenue from the tax on soy sauce each year from 1907-08 
(5.47 million yen) to 1920-21 (estimated 5.83 million yen).
 In the section “Tax on liquors” we read (p. 20): “VI. 
Soy [sauce] tax: The tax is levied at the following rates upon 
persons manufacturing soy (Japanese sauce): -
 “Soy yen 1.75 per koku of Moromi.
 “Tamari yen 1.65 per koku manufactured.
 “In 1900, the tax on soy for household use was created, 
the rates of which range from sen 50 to yen 4 according to 
the amount of manufacture. No person whatever is permitted 
to manufacture for household use more than fi ve koku of soy 
per annum.”
 Page 24: “In view of the advance of prices and the 
consequent unrest as to living, such daily necessaries as soy 
beans, raw beef, eggs, cotton yarn and cotton fabrics were 
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further placed on free import list, effective till November 
30th, 1920.”
 Table 19 (p. 46) gives annual area (in chô) and 
production (in koku) of soy beans (and of “small red beans” 
[azuki]) from 1909 to 1918. (Note: 1 koku = 44.8 gallons = 
180 liters. 1 chô = 2.45 acres = 0.992 hectares. 1 kwan [kan] 
= 8.72 lb). Sample fi gures were as follows:
 1909–479,771 chô and 3,766,962 koku.
 1913–475,284 chô and 2,993,095 koku.
 1918–482,207 chô and 3,451,820 koku.
 Table 33 (p. 62) gives the index number (relative 
amount) of wages by profession. A “soy-maker” earns 155.6, 
which is about average among food and drink workers.
 A table (p. 67) gives the amount of various 
manufactured goods made in Japan from 1909 to 1918. The 
amount of Soy [sauce] increased from 2,197,708 koku in 
1909 to 2,630,498 koku in 1918.
 Table 53 (p. 94) gives the value (in yen) of “Chief 
commodities exported” from 1906 to 1919. For Soy [sauce] 
the export value increased from 952,840 yen in 1906 to 
968,819 yen in 1919.
 Table 54 (p. 96-97) gives the “Value of chief 
commodities imported” (in yen) from 1906 to 1919. For 
Soja-beans the import value increased from 9,018,173 yen in 
1906 to 22,042,824 yen in 1919.
 Table 56 (p. 102) gives the “Value of chief commodities 
imported from various countries” (in yen) from 1913 to 
1919. For Soja beans in 1913 the value of imports were: 
From China: 3,828,508 yen. From Kwantung [Guangdong] 
province (in southern China): 2,988,212 yen. From Asiatic 
Russia: 326,874 yen. From other countries: 80 yen. By 1919 
Kwantung province was by far Japan’s biggest source (14.7 
million yen), followed by China. Asiatic Russia, and Other 
countries.
 Table 73 (p. 140) gives the prices of principal 
commodities from 1912 to 1919. During this period, the 
price of
 Soja beans increased from 10.49 yen per koku to 20.81 
yen per koku.
 Red beans [azuki] increased from 14.49 yen per koku to 
36.60 yen per koku.
 Soy [sauce] decreased from 88.18 yen per koku to 40.61 
yen per koku.
 Miso increased from 0.44 yen per kwan to 1.02 yen per 
kwan.
 Seed-oil [mainly rapeseed] increased from 46.34 yen per 
koku to 105.24 yen per koku.
 Oil-cake [mainly rapeseed] increased from 2.72 yen per 
10 kwan to 5.70 yen per 10 kwan.
 Table 74 (p. 141) gives the index number of prices of 
commodities from 1912 to 1919; the index number for each 
commodity in 1912 is 100. During this period, the price of
 Soja beans increased in price by 98%.
 Red beans [azuki] increased by 158%.

 Soy [sauce] decreased by 68%.
 Table 75 (p. 141) gives the prices of principal 
commodities in Tokyo from 1909 to 1918, including Soja 
beans, red beans, and soy [sauce].
 Table 76 (p. 143) gives the index numbers of prices of 
commodities in Tokyo from 1909 to 1918.
 Miso increased by 182%.
 The section on Chôsen [Korea], under “Agricultural 
products” states (p. 174): “Chosen is a wholly agricultural 
country, and farming is its most important industry. The 
fi elds of Chosen are almost always cultivated on a small 
scale and are owned by the Yan-pan and richer classes. 
Rice is the staple agricultural product, followed by barley, 
Italian millet, soy beans, wheat, and red beans. There are 
also such special products as cotton, tobacco, hemp, and 
ginseng. The cultivation of fruit-trees has of late produced 
very good results; and the area of their cultivation is 
gradually extending. Silk culture which had hitherto been 
in a very poor condition, is now, in consequence of offi cial 
encouragement, being carried on everywhere. Both these are 
engaged as subsidiary industries by the agricultural class. 
Live stock is also raised as a by-product of agriculture, and 
cattle, horses, goats, and pigs are found everywhere in the 
country; but stock farming is not pursued as an independent 
enterprise. The cattle are well known for their great size 
and good quality; and a large number of them are annually 
exported to Japan Proper and Asiatic Russia.”
 Note: According to Piper & Morse (1923, p. 13) a 
table in this document (which we cannot fi nd) gives fi ve-
year averages of acreage, production and yield of soybeans 
in Japan for the following years: 1897-1901, 1902-1906, 
1907-1911, 1912-1916, and 1917-1919. The average annual 
production of soybeans is about 18 million bushels, grown 
on 1.1 million acres, with a yield of 15-16 bushels per acre. 
Address: Japan.

898. Martin, Geoffrey. 1920. Animal and vegetable oils, 
fats & waxes: Their manufacture, refi ning, and analysis, 
including the manufacture of candles, margarine, and butter. 
A practical treatise. London: Crosby Lockwood and Son. x 
+ 218 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Series: Manuals of Technical 
Chemistry–IX. [25* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, titled “Manufacture of vegetable 
oils by pressing” is a section on “Soya-bean oil” (p. 61) 
which states that soya beans are imported to Europe from 
China, Manchuria, and Japan. In Europe, they are presently 
as important as cotton-seed oil, and the press cake supplies 
an important food for milch cows; it is as valuable as the 
cake of linseed or cotton-seed. Soya beans contain 18% oil. 
Upon being pressed, they yield 10-13%.
 Chapter 9, titled “The hardening of fats. The 
hydrogenation of fats” notes (p. 121) that soja-bean oil 
makers of Japan and Manchuria are considering hardening 
the oil to a solid before shipping it abroad to prevent leaking. 
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Soja-bean oil is now one of the principal oils hardened (p. 
122).
 Chapter 10, titled “Varieties of fats, fatty oils, and 
waxes,” in the section on “Semi-drying vegetable oils” 
contains a subsection on “Soya bean oil” (p. 132).
 A table (p. 196) titled “Schedule” states that oil of 
“Good merchantable quality” shall be free from foots and 
foreign matter, and shall conform to the standards given 
below: For “soya oil”–Percentage of free fatty acids (oleic, 
except otherwise stated): Crude 2.5%, fi ne edible 0.15%. 
Percentage of moisture not to exceed 0.25%. Percentage of 
unsaponifi able matter: 1%. A second table titled “Schedule 
of standards for seeds, nuts, and kernels” (p. 197) notes that 
“Soya” shall have an oil content of 17%, and not more than 
2% free fatty acids (calculated as oleic) in the extracted oil.
 Also discusses: Almond oil, arachis oil (also called 
earth-nut oil, ground-nut, or pea-nut oil, p. 130), hemp-
seed oil, hydrogenation of fats, linseed oil, oleo margarine, 
sesamé oil. Geoffrey Martin was born in 1881. Address: 
D.Sc. (Lond. & Bristol), Ph.D., F.I.C., Technological 
Chemist and Chemical Engineer, Head of the Research Dep. 
of the Co-operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., Manchester 
[England].

899. Minami Manshû Tetsudô K.K. (South Manchuria 
Railway Company). 1920. Manchurian soy bean and its uses, 
with export fi gures, dealers, &c. Dairen, South Manchuria. 8 
p. *
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Minami 
Manshû Tetsudô K.K.

900. Page, Thomas Walker; Lewis, D.J.; Culbertson, W.S.; 
Costigan, E.P. 1920. Survey of the American soya-bean 
oil industry. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing 
Offi ce. Prepared by the United States Tariff Commission and 
printed for use of Committee on Ways and Means, House of 
Representatives. 22 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: One of the most important early documents 
about soya-bean oil in the United States.
 Across the top of almost every page is printed “Tariff 
information survey.”
 Contents: Summary. Summary table. General 
information: Description, uses, methods of production 
(domestic production and consumption), domestic exports, 
foreign production and international trade, imports, prices, 
competitive conditions, and tariff history. Production 
in the United States (alternative). Imports by countries. 
Imports for consumption (soya bean oil cake). Domestic 
exports. Prices: Soya bean oil (Dairen, Manchuria), soya 
bean oil (New York), soya bean oil cake (Dairen). Rates of 
duty. Miscellaneous: Consumption of fats and oils in lard-
substitute and soap industries. Consumption of fats and 
oils by the oleomargarine industry. Approximate net import 
and crush of soya beans in Europe, 1908-1913. Imports 

and exports of soya beans–International trade. Imports and 
exports of soya bean oil–International trade. Foreign exports 
from the United States Domestic soya-bean oil production, 
imports for consumption, domestic exports and value of 
imports for consumption for the calendar years 1910-1920 
(p. 8). (2) Soya-bean oil production in the United States in 
pounds, 1914, 1916-1919 (p. 16). (3) Soya-bean oil imports 
by countries 1912-1920. Statistics on quantity and value of 
imports to the USA from Belgium, England, China, Japan, 
Canada, Manchuria, all others (p. 16). (4) Revenue on soya-
bean oil imports for consumption, 1910-1920 (p. 17). (5) 
Revenue on soya bean oil cake imports for consumption, 
1912-1919. (6) Quantity and value of domestic exports of 
soya bean oil for 6 months ending Dec. 31, 1919. Exported 
to: Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, Canada, all 
other (p. 17). The largest amount was exported to the United 
Kingdom. (7) Spot prices of wholesale soya-bean oil at 
Dairen, Manchuria, 1918 and 1919. (8) Prices of Manchurian 
soya-bean oil in New York, 1913-1919. Data from War 
Industries Price Bulletin No. 49. (9) Prices of soya-bean 
cake in Dairen, 1918-1919. Data from Manchuria Daily 
News. (10) Rates of duty on soya-bean oil, 1883-1913 (p. 
18). (11) Consumption of fats and oils by the lard-substitute 
industry, 1912, 1914, 1916, 1917. Includes soya-bean oil 
and peanut oil. (12) Consumption of fats and oils by the 
soap industry, 1912, 1914, 1916, 1917. Includes soya-bean 
oil and peanut oil (p. 19-20). (13) Consumption of fats 
and oils by the oleomargarine industry, 1912, 1914, 1916-
1918. Includes soya-bean oil and peanut oil (p. 20). (14) 
Approximate net import and crush of soya beans in Europe, 
1908-1913. Incl. United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, 
Denmark. Germany fi rst imported soybeans (8,000 metric 
tons) in 1909, increasing to 30,000 mt in 1910, then 70,000 
mt in 1911, 100,000 mt in 1912, and 110,000 mt in 1913. 
In 1913 Germany passed the UK to become the leading 
soybean importer in Europe. (15) Exports of soya beans 
(international trade), 1911-1918. (16) Imports of soya 
beans (international trade), 1911-1919. (17) Exports of 
soya bean oil (international trade) 1911-1919. (18) Imports 
of soya bean oil (international trade), 1911-1919 (p. 21). 
(19) Foreign exports of soya bean oil from the United 
States, 1912-1919. Gives quantity and value exported to 
Canada, Mexico, British West Indies, Belgium, Netherlands, 
Sweden, France, England, Austria-Hungary (p. 22). In 1919, 
2,060 pounds worth $258 were exported to Mexico. Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that gives 
statistics for trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy oil, 
or soybean meal to Mexico or Central America. Address: 
Chairman, U.S. Tariff Commission, Washington, DC.

901. Ubbelohde, Leo. 1920. I. Oele und Fette aus Pfl anzen. 
B. Schwachtrocknende Oele [I. Oils and fats from plants. 
B. Semi-drying oils]. In: Leo Ubbelohde & F. Goldschmidt, 
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eds. 1920. Handbuch der Chemie und Technologie der Oele 
und Fette: Chemie, Analyse, Gewinnung und Verarbeitung 
der Oele, Wachse und Harze. II. Band [Handbook of the 
Chemistry and Technology of Oils and Fats: Chemistry, 
Analysis, Extraction, and Processing of Oils, Fats, Waxes, 
and Resins. Vol. 2]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von S. Hirzel. 
p. 137-322. See p. 282-93. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: No. 182, “Soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl),” has 
the following contents: Names: Huile de Soja. Soja bean 
oil. Chinese bean oil. Olio di Soia. Introduction: Botanical, 
varieties, culture, composition of the beans (2 tables), 
lecithin content, urease. Various preparations from soybeans: 
European (Sarton powder / Sartonpulver made by Bayer 
& Co.; Soyap made by Firma Zinnert), Asian (fl our, bread, 
milk, cheese, canned / tinned foods, soya sauce {Sojasauce} 
and the so-called soya-quark {Sojaquark} [tofu, containing 
72.1 to 73.0% water], natto), diabetic bread, soy sauce. 
Production of soybean oil. Properties of soybean oil. Use of 
soybean oil. Soybean cake (Sojabohnenkuchen, Sojakuchen). 
Commerce and trade.
 Note: This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Dec. 2020) that uses the word Sojaquark to refer to 
tofu.
 Also discusses: Sesame oil (p. 196-206). Address: 1. 
Prof. Dr., Karlsruhe [Germany].

902. U.S. Tariff Commission. 1920. Summary of tariff 
information, 1920; prepared for the use of the Committee on 
Ways and Means, House of Representatives. Washington, 
DC: Government Printing Offi ce. 1004 p. See p. 320-22, 
779-80, 990. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contains a description of the soybean, its uses, 
production, and quantities imported, and the tariff regulations 
applicable to the various soy products.
 Paragraph 200, page 321: “The provision in this 
paragraph for ‘bean stick [dried yuba sticks] or bean cake, 
miso, and similar products,’ covers a Japanese food product 
made from ground soja (soya) beans and water, known as 
frozen tofu or koya-dofu, and fried tofu or hoshi aburage, the 
frozen tofu or koya-dofu being in the shape of small, porous, 
yellow cakes about one-half inch thick, from 1½ to 2 inches 
square, and the fried tofu or hoshi aburage being in thin 
cakes one-quarter inch thick and 2½ to 5 inches in diameter, 
which have been fried in some kind of oil or grease. Even 
if not bean cake it is dutiable as a product similar to bean 
cake, bean stick, and miso. (G.A. 8045, T.D. 37079, of 1917, 
following Abstract 29577, T.D. 32780, of 1912.) ‘Amasake,’ 
made from rice yeast (30 per cent) and boiled rice (70 per 
cent), used as a drink among the Japanese, was likewise 
classifi ed as a ‘similar product,’ apparently as similar to 
miso. (Abstract 31147, of 1913).

Oil cake produced from the soya bean is free of duty as 
oil cake provided for in paragraph 560. (Abstract 23794, T.D. 
30828, of 1910).”

 Paragraph 201, p. 321-22: In the Act of 1909, sauces 
of all kinds were subject to a 40% ad valorem duty; this 
decreased to 25% in the Act of 1913. Thick sauces include 
dressings and condiments such as chutney. “Thin Chinese 
soy made by mixing cooked soy beans with wheat fl our, salt, 
and water and exposing to the sun for about three months, 
used to fl avor and color soups, fi sh, and meats, about 80 
per cent being used in the kitchen and about 20 per cent 
on the table, is dutiable as a sauce hereunder and not as a 
nonenumerated manufactured article under paragraph 385. (9 
Ct. Cust. Appls., -; T.D. 37976, of 1919.) Japanese shoyu is 
also classifi ed as a sauce under this paragraph. (T.D. 37574, 
of 1916; Abstract 43496, of 1919.)”
 Paragraph 606, p. 779-80. A duty is fi rst levied on soya 
beans in the Act of 1913.
 “Description and uses.–Soya beans used in oil mills, the 
important consumers, are chiefl y imported. Soya-bean cake, 
or meal, a by-product of oil manufacture, is a valuable cattle 
feed and enters extensively into international trade. (See 
pars. 560 and 561.) In China and Japan the beans, cake, and 
oil are elaborated into a large number of food products, such 
as milk, cheese, fl our, bean cake, and soya sauce... Except by 
resident Asiatics there is only a limited use of soya beans for 
food purposes.
 “Production.–Soya-bean culture has recently developed 
rapidly... Imports of soya beans, too small to be listed 
separately prior to 1914, rose from about 2,000,000 pounds 
in 1914 to about 32,000,000 pounds in 1918; during the same 
period imports of soya bean oil rose from 16,000,000 to 
nearly 337,000,000 pounds.

“Soya beans cooked and salted, but not enough to so 
change them as to prevent their identifi cation as soya beans, 
and packed in tins, jars, bottles, or similar packages, do not 
thereby lose their status as soya beans and are free of duty 
under this paragraph rather than dutiable under paragraph 
199. (6 Ct. Cust. Appls., 415, of 1915.) Soya beans in stone 
jars and hermetically sealed tins, invoiced as bean sauce, 
were likewise classifi ed, and not dutiable as prepared 
beans under paragraph 199, nor as sauce under paragraph 
201. (G.A. 8217, T.D. 37860, of 1918.) Beans and bean 
sauce prepared or preserved in tins, jars, bottles, or similar 
packages, were also held free of duty under this paragraph, 
analysis of the samples showing them to be soya beans, 
either natural or prepared. (Abstract 41021, of 1917.)... A 
black bean known to the Japanese as Kuromame, was held 
not to be free of duty under this paragraph, the evidence 
being insuffi cient to prove that the merchandise was soya 
beans. (Abstract 42852 of 1919).” Address: Washington, DC.

903. Albert, C.S. 1921. Fordney emergency tariff is put over 
extra session: action to be taken on sugar issue with other 
products in general revision bill. Honolulu Star-Bulletin 
(Hawaii). Sept. 11. p. 4-5.
• Summary: The fi rst short paragraph, from Associated 
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Press by Naval wireless, states: “Washington [DC]. Jan. 5.–
Representative Joseph W. Fordney of Michigan announced 
today that he plans to introduce the new Republican 
emergency tariff bill in the house soon after the extra session 
of congress convenes.”
 The rest of the article is by C.S. Albert. “Originally but 
eight articles were chosen for tariff revision. This was almost 
immediately increased to fourteen...”
 “The articles and rates of protection are: Wheat, 30 
cents a bushel; fl our, 20 per cent ad valorum; corn, 15 cents 
a bushel; beans, 2 cents per pound; peanuts, 2 cents a pound; 
cotton seed oil, soya bean oil, coconut oil and peanut oil, 26 
cents per gallon; potatoes, 25 cents a bushel;...” Address: 
Special Star-Bulletin correspondence.

904. Morse, W.J. 1921. Re: Soy bean oil. Letter 
(memorandum) to Prof. C.V. Piper, Bureau of Plant Industry, 
USDA, Washington, DC, Jan. 14. 2 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Professor Piper: Concerning the request 
of Mr. McRae relative to the soy bean and its new products 
[such as “oil meal and fl our”] as a basis for an industry to be 
used in developing a community... Eastern North Carolina 
strikes me as one of the best localities for the carrying out of 
such an idea. At the present time North Carolina produces 
over one-half of the soy bean seed of the United States. The 
oil mills of that State have shown in previous years that it 
is possible to utilize the soy bean for the production of oil 
and meal without any great changes in the cotton oil mill 
equipment. In the erection of a community mill no doubt 
much could be learned from the experience of the several 
cotton oil mills which have utilized soy beans extensively in 
the past.”
 “From statistics furnished by the Food Administration, 
it was shown that soy bean oil is employed very extensively 
in the manufacture of lard and butter substitutes and quite 
largely in the manufacture of soap and paints. That the 
demand for soy bean oil in this country is very large is borne 
out by the large importation of the oil from the Oriental 
countries.”
 Morse attaches a table showing the steady rise of 
imported soy beans, soy bean oil, and soy bean meal since 
1910. Large amounts of the meal are apparently being used 
in the manufacture of feeds. The large quantities of soy beans 
are quite likely being used, for the most part, by oil mills of 
the Pacifi c Coast. Morse calculates that the 67,000 bushels 
of soy beans imported in 1920 cost about $3.20 a bushel. 
“The latest quotations I have of Mammoth Yellow soy beans 
in the South show seed in lots of 100-500 bushels at $2.00 
per bushel. Therefore, it is quite likely the farmer is getting 
somewhere around $1.50-$1.75. With the development of an 
oil mill the community is provided with a market that will 
undoubtedly aid the soy bean in becoming a staple. Such 
a mill should be fi tted not only to crush oil but to be in a 
position to furnish the meal as a feed. There is no doubt in 

my mind that with a little advertising in the dairy regions of 
the North that almost unlimited quantities of soy bean meal 
would fi nd a ready market. Later on possibly a little more 
advertising would develop the soy bean fl our industry all of 
which could be readily handled by the community mill.
 “Another factor which might enter into such a 
community where soy beans would be largely grown is the 
matter of different varieties seed of which is constantly in 
demand for forage purposes. Such varieties as the Virginia, 
Wilson-Five, Peking and Sable are varieties which a 
community might handle and be counted upon as a reliable 
source of seed of these varieties.
 “At the present time I do not think that suggestions as 
to other soy bean products would be feasible. The oil and 
oil meal appears to me to be the one best thing for such a 
community.”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box 
92–Morgan-Morse. Folder–Morse, W.J.–#2 F.C.I.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Agronomist, Forage-Crop 
Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, Washington, 
DC.

905. Armstrong, Robert B. 1921. Wants tariff on soy bean: 
American growers seek bar against Orient, Japanese control 
Manchuria and undersell. Los Angeles Times. Feb. 15. p. I4.
• Summary: The National Board of Farm Organizations 
asked the government’s Ways and Means Committee for 
permanent high protection against “all oriental vegetable 
oils, especially the soya bean of Manchuria and its products.” 
Charles W. Holman, chairman of the tariff committee of 
this farm organization, made this plea in behalf of American 
producers. He presented a long list of facts and fi gures 
about “the soya bean industry” which he gathered fi rst hand 
by investigations in Manchuria and Japan. These included 
historical statistics on production and trade of soya beans, 
soya bean oil, and soya bean cake.
 He said that about 90% of the soya bean oil from all 
of China comes from the Manchurian territory. During the 
war [World War I], the USA imported nearly all of that oil. 
Manchurian production of soya beans has already reached 
a point “where it taxes the mills of Japan and Manchuria to 
crush the beans.”
 Manchuria is rapidly falling under the domination of 
the Japanese due to their successful policy of controlling 
transportation, and establishing Japanese town settlements 
all along the rail lines. The Japanese imperial government 
cooperates closely with Japanese bankers and traders, and 
with the network of purchasing agents, located even in 
remote villages.
 Japanese control the ports of Dairen, Antung, Fusan, 
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and (to some extent) Vladivostok. “Their virtual seizure 
and operation of the Chinese Eastern Railway, the Russian 
Railway through Northern Manchuria, connecting with 
the Japanese-owned South Manchurian Railway at Chang 
Chun (Changchun), gives them control over the inland 
transportation of the beans and makes it exceedingly diffi cult 
for European or American fi rms to compete with Japanese 
fi rms in interior transactions.”
 Chinese farmers are paid little for their raw soya beans, 
and Japanese traders can lay down oriental oils on America’s 
Pacifi c Coast ports at prices low enough to depress the 
market and discourage production by U.S. farmers.

906. Meekins, Lynn W. 1921. Favorable outlook for 
American trade in Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 24(41):983-
93. Feb. 18. See p. 989-91.
• Summary: “The South Manchuria Railway Co., the largest 
purchaser of American products, proposes to spend more 
than $200,000,000 gold upon improvements and extensions 
of its enterprises within the next fi ve years... In spite of 
Japan’s special advantages in Manchuria there is an excellent 
opportunity for the marketing of many lines of American 
goods,...” Manchuria is made up of three provinces having 
an area of some 365,000 square miles.
 “American trade with Dairen–Dairen versus 
Vladivostok: The share of the United States in the trade 
of Dairen is much larger than that shown by the Maritime 
Customs statistics, owing to the extensive shipments of 
goods to and from the United States credited to Japan as the 
country of immediate destination and origin. The direct trade 
between Dairen and the United States exceeded $38,000,000 
in 1919, of which imports [to Dairen] comprised two thirds 
and exports one third.”
 “As between Dairen and Vladivostok, at present a 
greater risk is involved in using the Vladivostok route. Costs 
of handling cargo at that port are higher than at Dairen; 
there is no market at Vladivostok itself for produce shipped 
there, wharves and warehouses are inadequate, and shipping 
services are irregular. Until these conditions are improved 
Dairen will probably continue to handle most of the exports 
of Manchurian products, as well as the imports of American 
goods for sale in Manchuria.
 “If Vladivostok were made a free port and provided with 
facilities which Dairen now enjoys, full advantage could be 
taken of it as a real open door to Manchuria. Vladivostok, 
rather that Dairen, offers the more promising outlook to 
American fi rms seeking non-Japanese business in Manchuria 
and eastern Siberia.”
 “It is estimated that 2,500,000 tons of soya beans are 
produced annually in the three Provinces of Manchuria. The 
wheat and millet crops generally approximate 1,000,000 tons 
each. The Japanese fi rm of Suzuki & Co. has sold 100,000 

tons of Manchurian wheat to the United Kingdom and 
50,000 tons to Italy during the last few months.”
 “The products of the soya bean include bean curd [tofu], 
fl our, milk, cheese, soy sauce, oil, and cake. The Chinese are 
concerned chiefl y with the food products mentioned and the 
Japanese use large quantities of the cake for stock feed and 
fertilizer. The United States is the principal purchaser of the 
oil, a substitute for cottonseed and linseed oil employed in 
the manufacture of soap and paint and also as a lubricant.”
 “How bean trade is conducted: In Tiehling and Sunkiatai 
(Fengtien) and Kwanchengtze (Kirin) there are about 300 
Chinese wholesale bean companies whose capital averages 
from $100,000 to $200,000 Mukden currency. Four Chinese 
banks–the Bank of China, the Bank of Communications, 
the Government Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces, and 
the Hsing Yeh Bank of Mukden–negotiate loans upon the 
joint guarantee of two of these companies without security; 
other Chinese banks require in some cases that the beans 
be pledged. Such loans are for three months or six months, 
sometimes one year, and the rate of interest has been less 
that 10 per cent. The Japanese banks lending money to 
bean dealers are the Yokohama Specie Bank and the Bank 
of Chosen [Korea], the former issuing Newchwang notes 
and the latter gold notes. It is estimated that between 60 
and 70 per cent of the loans made by the Japanese banks 
is to Chinese and between 30 and 40 per cent to Japanese 
companies.
 “The bean business may be said to commence in 
September, when buyers visit the producing districts and pay 
from 10 to 20 per cent of the stipulated price in advance. To 
the towns mentioned above, from 1,000 to 2,000 cartloads 
of beans are brought daily from November to January. 
The average price during the past two years has been $2 
Mukden currency per 27 catties (36 pounds), exclusive of the 
production tax and the cost of transportation to Dairen and 
Newchwang. Mukden currency–that is, small coin dollars–
exchanges for Mexican dollars at an average value of $1.40 
to $1. At the present rate they are equivalent to about 40 
cents in United States currency.
 “Owing to the lack of good roads in Manchuria the 
beans must be carried to the market centers during the winter 
months, when the fi elds and streams are frozen. By March 
the crop has been collected and stored and exports become 
most active.
 “Through the system of mixed storage, the South 
Manchuria Railway Co. has effected a great improvement in 
the handling of beans. When brought to the railway stations 
the beans are examined and graded according to quality and 
size. A certifi cate issued to the depositor entitles him to draw 
from the mixed-storage depot at Dairen or Newchwang an 
equivalent amount of beans of the same quality and size. The 
bags used in packing are also examined, and when the grade 
of bags deposited and that of the bags delivered is different 
the loss or gain thereon is adjusted by paying to or collecting 
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from the depositor the difference in value. The new system 
saves the railway the trouble of transporting and storing each 
consignor’s cargo separately. It also saves the shipper from 
the risks attending delay in transportation and from searching 
for his goods after they have arrived at their destination.
 “Production of oil: The 60 bean mills at Dairen 
produce daily nearly 400 tons of oil and 3,700 tons of cake. 
Newchwang and Harbin are next in importance as oil-mill 
centers. The most widely used method of production is the 
expression system, by which one picul (133.33 pounds) of 
beans yields about 12 pounds of oil and 122 pounds of cake 
(in two equal pieces of 61 pounds each). By the chemical 
extraction system one picul of beans yields an average of 17 
pounds of oil and 116 pounds of meal. The specifi c gravity of 
the oil is from .922 to .930.
 “Sapan-wood, hemp seed, sesamum, and bean oil 
are being used by the Manchuria Paint Factory in Dairen, 
organized in February, 1920, with a capital of 1,000,000 
yen, to manufacture paints for the South Manchuria Railway 
Co. and for various markets. The daily output is about 7,000 
pounds, or 250 tins containing 28 pounds each. The colors 
produced include white, ‘iron rust’ red, and brown.
 “The Japanese initiated the export trade in soya 
beans from Manchuria and developed the business to its 
present proportions. These middlemen, conversant with 
oriental ways, studied occidental needs and learned enough 
about western business methods to deal successfully with 
American and European fi rms. their strong position is due 
to their control of railways, their banking connections, their 
oil mills, and, in general, their special organization in South 
Manchuria for handling the business. Eventually it may be 
possible by exporting beans and oil through Vladivostok 
for Chinese sellers and American buyers to deal directly 
with each other. Meanwhile the most effective methods to 
be employed involve the development of selling and buying 
organizations able to cope with the situation now existing.”
 “About two thirds of the population of Manchuria is in 
the Province of Fengtien, which composes, in general, South 
Manchuria.” Address: Trade Commissioner, Peking.

907. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Review of British trade for 
1920–Part III. 24(58):1414-27. March 12. See p. 1416.
• Summary: “Edible oils and grocers’ sundries: Edible oils, 
formerly [before World War I] made chiefl y in France and 
Germany, are being produced in increasing quantities by 
British fi rms, the principal descriptions including deodorized 
coconut, palm kernel, cottonseed, ground nut, and soy bean 
oils. In the manufacture of margarin [margarine] enormous 
expansion has occurred, the output having grown from over 
2,000 tons per week in 1916 to over 7,500 tons per week, 
while the quality has vastly improved.”

908. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Soya-bean oil is the 
principal export from Dairen, Manchuria, to the United 
States,... 24(70):1728. March 26.
• Summary: “... and the decline in its shipments from 
83,485,819 pounds worth $12,216,928, in 1919 to 
63,418,279 pounds, worth $8,000,552, in 1920 was the cause 
in the decrease in the value of the total declared exports 
from that consular district from $15,477,689 in 1919 and 
$11,836,841 during the past year.”

909. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Chinese trade and 
economic notes. 24(74):1818-19. March 31.
• Summary: “Soya bean oil for export: Consul Jenkins at 
Harbin reports that a Chinese manufacturer of soya-bean 
oil is anxious to get in touch with American oil importers 
through him, hoping to bring the leading Chinese oil crushers 
into an export association, with the object of shipping direct 
to consumers in the United States. There are 32 bean-oil 
mills in Harbin, with an approximate total of 1,900 presses. 
Most of the soya-bean oil from Manchuria now reaches the 
United States by way of other countries.”

910. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Emergency 
tariff rates. 3(10):30. March.
• Summary: “Advices from Washington, D.C., are 
that as fi nally approved and reported to the House, the 
Fordney emergency tariff bill carries important duties on 
commodities...
 There follows a table with 3 columns: Commodity, 
Proposed duty, Estimated revenue. Some of the commodities 
are:
 Beans, lb. $0.02, $4,091,760.
 Peanuts, shelled, lb., $0.3, $4,405,410.
 Oils, peanut, gallon, $0.26, $4,333,420.
 Oils, cottonseed, gallon, $0.20, $2,479,400.
 Oils, soya-bean, gallon, $0.20, $3,837,000.
 Note: The Fordney-McCumber Tariff, also known as the 
Fordney McCumber Act, was a protective tariff signed into 
law in Sept. 1922 by President Warren Harding. It refl ected 
American isolationist inclinations following World War I. 
Trading partners complained immediately. Those injured by 
World War I said that, without access by their exports to the 
American market, they would not be able to make payments 
to America on war loans. Five years after the passage of the 
tariff, American trading partners had raised their own tariffs 
by a signifi cant degree.

911. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Bean trade 
reports from the Orient. 3(10):34. March.
• Summary: Source: Commerce Reports. Discusses the 
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effects of World War I on the trade of soya-beans, soya-bean 
oil, and [soya] bean cake from Manchuria.
 There was a decline in shipments of soya bean oil due 
to “the high rate of exchange in Dairen and the low rate of 
exchange between the United States and Europe.” Much 
of the oil imported from Manchuria “by the United States 
was shipped to Europe in the form of sauces, etc. Moreover, 
when the armistice was declared, large stocks of soya-bean 
oil were accumulated in the United States.
 “Bean oil and bean cake industries: At present there 
are 20 bean-oil mills in Antung, with an estimated total 
capital of $1,077,000 and a daily capacity of 22,100 bean 
cakes (weighing about 62 pounds each) and 160,251 pounds 
of bean oil. These mills employ 1,100 men, paying to the 
great mass of laborers an average monthly wage of $8.60 
with food and lodging and to some of the expert workmen 
operating hydraulic presses, etc, as much at $36.40 per 
month with food and lodging.
 “At present there are 20 [soya] bean-oil mills in Antung, 
with an estimated total capital of $1,077,000 and a daily 
capacity of 22,100 bean cakes (weighing about 62 pounds 
each) and 160,251 pounds of bean oil. These mills employ 
1,100 men, paying to the great mass of laborers an average 
monthly wage of $8.00 with food and lodging and to some 
of the expert workmen operating hydraulic presses, etc. as 
much at $36.40 per month with food and lodging.
 “Of the 20 mills operating in 1919, 2 were equipped 
with locally-made hydraulic presses and the remainder with 
native hammer and wedge presses and hand-operated screw 
presses. All the mills are equipped with steam or oil driven 
rollers for crushing beans, most of the engines being of 
Japanese make with a few large engines of English make. 
The new mills are obtaining equipment in Darien from a 
Chinese machine shop which specializes in bean-oil presses 
and allied material. Until the world trade in vegetable oils 
has settled into its new post-war channels, there is small 
likelihood of supplanting present equipment in Antung mills 
by more modern machinery.
 “Bean cake as fertilizer: The local bean-oil market was 
greatly stimulated by the war; and while local trade will 
probably suffer a setback from post-war readjustments, 
the trade in bean cake seems more certain, as Chosen 
(Korea) and Japan are using increasingly large quantities for 
fertilizing rice fi elds, the high prices for rice strengthening 
this demand. In urging its use by farmers, the Japanese 
Government estimates that Korea’s rice output may be 
increased 40 per cent, thus assisting materially in solving 
Japan’s food problem.”

912. Morse, W.J. 1921. La industria del “soy bean” en 
los Estados Unidos [The soybean industry in the United 
States]. Revista de Agricultura, Comercio y Trabajo (Cuba) 
4(3):521-24. March. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: This is a translation of Morse 1918, from the 

USDA Yearbook of Agriculture (1917). Contents: Early 
history of the soy-bean industry. The soy bean in the United 
States. Cultural requirements. Varieties. Soya as forage. 
Soya for oil. Soy-bean meal (Harina de “Soya”). Soy beans 
for human food: Dried beans (frijoles de soya secos), green 
vegetable soybeans (frijoles de soya verde), soy-bean milk 
(leche de frijol de soya), soy-bean cheese (queso de frijol de 
soya), soy sauce (salsa de soya), soy-bean sprouts (brotes de 
frijol de soya). Possibilities of the soy-bean industry in the 
United States.
 A table shows the quantity and value of soybeans 
(Frijoles de soya), soybean cakes (Tortas de soya), and 
soybean oil (Aceite de soya) imported by the United States 
from 1910 to 1917, inclusive.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (June 2009) that uses the term frijoles de soya verde to 
refer to green vegetable soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term salsa de soya to refer to 
soy sauce.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term brotes de frijol de soya to 
refer to soy sprouts. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

913. Dairyman (The) (London). 1921. Substitute for cow’s 
milk: Canadians to manufacture vegetable milk. 43:345. 
April 2.
• Summary: “A score of prominent business men in 
Hamilton [Ontario], Canada, have begun the erection of a 
large plant that will endeavour to manufacture a vegetable 
milk which they think can be sold in competition with cow’s 
milk.
 “Mr. James Frid, a well-known contractor, who is 
actively interested in the new plant, pointed out to the 
Toronto Globe recently that regardless of what scientists and 
chemists may say, the world has long been using vegetable 
milks in preference to animal milks. In China no animal 
or cow’s milk is used at all. The natives there, Mr. Frid 
said, take the soya bean and make all their milk from it. 
The company he is associated with propose to do the same 
thing. It will import soya beans from China for the time 
being, but expects that the bean will be grown in Canada 
at no distant date, for the reason that it has great fertiliser 
virtues. If planted alternately with wheat, the latter crop 
shows an increased yield of from eight to ten bushels to the 
acre because of the fertilising qualities returned to the soil 
by the soya bean, thus rendering the keeping of live stock 
for fertilising purposes unnecessary. A normal yield of soya 
beans ranges from 20 to 25 bushels to the acre.
 “Mr. Frid said that the company’s product has been 
given the most rigorous tests, by chefs, bakers, makers of ice 
cream, confectioners, makers of malted milk and cocoa, with 
the result that in every instance the milk produced from the 
soya bean has been declared far superior to cow’s milk in all 
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properties, such as vitamines, fatty solids, casein, albumen, 
carbohydrates, sugar, and salts, with the same percentage of 
water as cow’s milk.
 “Laboratory demonstration: The chemist of the company 
recently visited the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph 
and there met the chief chemist of that institution, who was 
inclined to doubt the claims of the Hamilton chemist that 
a substitute for cow’s milk had been found. The Guelph 
chemist courteously stated that for twenty years, science and 
chemistry had laboured to fi nd a successful substitute for 
cow’s milk, but of all the seventeen recognised formulas not 
one of them had come up to the standard of cow’s milk, after 
being given every fair test.
 “The Hamilton chemist insisted that he had a formula 
that was a success, whereat he was invited to the laboratory 
to give a demonstration. He went there and made milk from 
the soya bean and requested the Guelph chemist to put the 
milk to the hardest possible test. The latter did so, and fi nally 
admitted, Mr. Frid stated, that the substitute in question was 
superior to cow’s milk.
 “Machinery and other equipment are on order now, and 
the new company, to be known as the Soy Products, Ltd., 
will begin operations by next June. Offi cials say the tentative 
period is passed; they are satisfi ed that their product will be 
much superior to and can be sold cheaper than cow’s milk.
 “The above is not ‘spoof’: nor is it new. The process, so 
far as it is disclosed above, does not differ from that worked 
by Solac, Ltd., in this country. Unless it has much more push 
behind it than Solac had, Mr. Frid’s ideal of a cowless world 
will not be realised in our time.”
 Note: The full title of this periodical in 1921 was The 
Dairyman, and the Cowkeeper & Dairyman’s Journal, 
published by Grampian Press, London.

914. New York Times. 1921. More oil from beans. April 10. 
p. 80.
• Summary: “The result of fi gures on the importation of soy 
bean oil recently announced. particularly from the Orient, 
indicates the possibility of a future industry in the United 
States, is the opinion of specialists of the Department of 
Agriculture.
 “So far as the census statistics show, no soy bean oil 
was manufactured in this country in 1919 or 1920, although 
several Western oil mills and Southern cotton-oil mills 
crushed both imported and domestic grown beans for oil 
in earlier years. At the same time the importation of oil for 
the year ending June 30, 1920, amounted to 195,778,594 
pounds, valued at $25,233,590.”

915. Grout, John H. 1921. Hull’s position as an oilseed 
center. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 24(83):227-33. April 11.
• Summary: It appears from statistics compiled by various 

authorities “that Hull, besides being the leading center of 
the seed-crushing and oil-extracting industry in the United 
Kingdom, is also the largest oil-crushing center of the 
world.”
 A table (p. 227) shows that Hull is the largest single 
city in the UK in oilseed receipts, followed by Liverpool, 
London, and Bristol. The receipts for each city are divided 
into oilseeds, and nuts and kernels; the latter include palm 
kernels, groundnuts, and copra.
 Hull imported only 9,460 tons of soya beans compared 
with 43,099 tons last year. Refi ned oils are in demand for 
making margarine. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

916. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Japanese trade and 
economic notes. 24(84):252-53. April 12.
• Summary: “Export of beans and bean products from 
Dairen during 1920:” A table shows the exports (in piculs) 
of [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean by destination. The 
three leading destinations are Japan, England, and Egypt. 
Others are Hongkong, Dutch East Indies, Sweden, Denmark, 
Holland, France, Korea, United States.

917. American Food Journal. 1921. Soy-bean oil may prove 
an industry. 16(4):33. April.
• Summary: “Figures on the importation of soy-bean oil, 
particularly from the Orient, indicate the possibility of a 
future industry in this country, in the opinion of specialists in 
the United States Department of Agriculture.”
 Importation of soy-bean oil” for the year ending June 
30, 1920, amounted to 195,773,594 pounds, valued at 
$25,233,590. The importation of soy-bean oil cake for the 
same period amounted to 16,273,785 pounds, valued at 
$408,895. Beans were imported to the amount of 4,022,552 
pounds, valued at $213,696. The absence of a soy-bean 
crushing industry in this country is ascribed by experts to the 
rapid increase in acreage, which uses practically all the beans 
for seeding, and to a large per cent of acreage utilized for 
pasturage, silage, and forage.”

918. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. A line on 
how China [soya] bean trade is conducted. 3(11):25. April.
• Summary: “In Tiehling and Sunkiatai (Fengtien) and 
Kwanchengtze (Kirin) there are about 300 Chinese wholesale 
bean companies whose capital averages from $100,000 to 
$200,000 Mukden currency. Four Chinese banks–the Bank 
of China, the Bank of Communications, the Government 
Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces, and the Hsing Yeh 
Bank of Mukden–negotiate loans upon the joint guarantee 
of two of these companies without security; other Chinese 
banks require in some cases that the beans be pledged. Such 
loans are for three months or six months, sometimes one 
year, and the rate of interest has been less than 10 per cent. 
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The Japanese banks lending money to bean dealers are the 
Yokohama Specie Bank and the Bank of Chosen [Korea], the 
former issuing Newchwang notes and the latter gold notes. 
It is estimated that between 60 and 70 per cent of the loans 
made by the Japanese banks is to Chinese and between 30 
and 40 per cent to Japanese companies.
 “The bean business may be said to commence in 
September, when buyers visit the producing districts and pay 
from 10 to 20 per cent of the stipulated price in advance. To 
the towns mentioned above, from 1,000 to 2,000 cartloads 
of beans are brought daily from November to January. 
The average price during the past two years has been $2 
Mukden currency per 27 catties (36 pounds), exclusive of the 
production tax and the cost of transportation to Dairen and 
Newchwang. Mukden currency–that is, small coin dollars–
exchanges for Mexican dollars at an average value of $1.40 
to $1. At the present rate they are equivalent to about 40 
cents in United States currency.
 “Owing to the lack of good roads in Manchuria the 
beans must be carried to the market centers during the winter 
months, when fi elds and streams are frozen. By March the 
crop has been collected and stored and exports become most 
active.
 “Through the system of mixed storage, the South 
Manchurian Railway Co. has effected a great improvement 
in the handling of beans. When brought to the railway 
stations the beans are examined and graded according to 
quality and size. A certifi cate issued to the depositor entitles 
him to draw from the mixed-storage depot at Dairen or 
Newchwang an equivalent amount of beans of the same 
quality and size. The bags used in packing are also examined, 
and when the grade of bags deposited and that of the bags 
delivered is different the loss or gain is adjusted by paying to 
or collecting from the depositor the difference in value. The 
new system saves the railway the trouble of transporting and 
storing each consignor’s cargo separately. It also saves the 
shipper from the risks attending delay in transportation and 
from searching for his goods after they have arrived at their 
destination.”

919. Chauveau, Dr. 1921. L’exportation du soja de Chine 
[Exportation of soybeans from China]. Moniteur d’Indochine 
(Hanoi). April. [Fre]*

920. Olien en Vetten. 1921. Sojaboonen en -olie in de Ver. 
Staten [Soybeans and soybean oil in the United States]. No. 
50. p. 536. June 9. [Dut]
• Summary: For the fi scal year that ended on 30 June 1920, 
almost 196 million lb of soybean oil (sojaolie), worth $25 
million, were imported into the USA. Imports of soybean 
cake (sojakoeken) were 16 million lb, worth $400,000, and 
imports of soybeans (sojaboonen) were 4 million lb, worth 
$213,000.

921. Butts, Halleck A. 1921. Edible oils and bean cake 
in Japan. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 24(139):1558-59. June 16.
• Summary: The Asano Bussan Co., of Tokyo, which 
operates its own mills and does an extensive import and 
export business, “states that practically all the soya beans 
used in Japan by the Japanese mills are imported from 
Manchuria and the local beans are scarcely used in the 
manufacture of oil.
 “The [Japanese] Department of Agriculture and 
Commerce lists 21,304 vegetable oil mills in Japan, 
employing 28,663 persons. These fi gures, however, include 
the vast umber of small hand-powered mills using primitive 
crushing methods and scattered throughout the country 
districts. Accurate statistics from these mills are practically 
impossible to obtain. There are about 40 oil mills in Japan 
of commercial importance; (the Department of Agriculture 
and Commerce lists 33). Of these, 20 are located in the Kobe 
consular district... The 34 largest mills have a capacity of 
about 3,570,200 gallons of oil per month. The production 
of oil for 1918,... which was a banner year for the industry 
and the mills were practically working at full capacity, was 
547,671 koku (1 koku = 47.6 gallons).” So 26,069,139 
gallons in 1918.
 A table (p. 1558) shows production by type of oil (in 
koku): Coconut 181,121. Rape seed 156,455. Soya bean 
147,188. Perilla 21,514. Sesame seed 18,358. Cottonseed 
16,152. Peanut 12,883. Total: 547,671.
 “Of the 33 mills listed by the Department of Agriculture 
and Commerce, 14 use the pressure method, 17 use the 
benzine extraction method, and 2 use both processes.” The 
many small mills do not obtain oil from soya beans. Address: 
Trade Commissioner, Tokyo.

922. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Chinese trade and 
economic notes. 24(151):1844-45. June 30.
• Summary: “Reduction in railroad freight rates to Dairen: In 
order that Dairen may be able to compete with Vladivostok 
for the purchase of produce, the South Manchuria Railway 
Co. has announced that the freight rate on beans, bean 
cake, bean oil, wheat, and fl our, if these products represent 
through traffi c from stations north of Tao Lai Chao, on the 
Chinese Eastern Railway, to either Dairen of Newchwang, 
has been reduced approximately 34.2 per cent, writes Consul 
Kirjassoff.
 “Conditions in Dairen bean trade: In the weekly 
commercial report of the Nisshin Oil Mills (Ltd.), Dairen, 
dated May 14, 1921, which was forwarded by Consul 
Karjassoff, attention is drawn to the serious effect upon 
Dairen of the formidable rivalry of Vladivostok, to which 
port beans and bean cake from the interior markets are being 
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forwarded and exported to Japan at lower quotations that 
in Dairen. The stocks of beans at the Dairen wharf godown 
of May 12 are given as 82,992 short tons, compared with 
139,554 short tons at the same time in 1920.”

923. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi). 1921. 
L’exportation du Soja entre 1912-1919 [Exports of soya 
(beans, oil, and cake from Manchuria) during 1912-1919]. 
24(148):348. May/June. Extract from Bulletin Commercial 
d’Extreme-Orient, April 1921. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A table shows the exports of soybeans, soy oil, 
and soy cake from Manchuria between 1912-1919 in weight 
(piculs) and value (“valeur tls.”).
 For soybeans the weight exported fl uctuated widely 
from a low of 63.71 million piculs in 1919 to a high of 
112.270 million piculs in 1919, worth 287.75 million taels.
 For soy oil, the weight increased steadily from 5.25 
million taels in 1912 to 23.61 million taels in 1919, worth 
210.60 million taels.
 For soybean cake, the weight increased steadily from 
81.62 million taels in 1912 to 207.240 million taels in 1919, 
worth 441.37 million taels.
 Thus, in terms of value in 1919, the cake was worth the 
most, followed by the soybeans and then the oil.

924. Hoshino, T. 1921. Wealth of Manchuria not in beans 
alone: Yields of various crops being greatly increased as vast 
areas become cultivated. Trans-Pacifi c 4(6):72-76. June.
• Summary: “Soy beans and kaoliang are by far the two most 
important products of Manchuria. Broadly speaking, the 
latter feeds the people while the former fetches them money, 
so they may be well compared with silk and rice in Japanese 
economy. But beans do perhaps more for Manchuria than silk 
does for Japan, for, without beans, the trade of Manchuria 
would shrink at once to one-half its actual amount...
 “According to one authority a total of no less than 
5,126,655 acres or about 19 per cent of all the cultivated land 
in Manchuria is devoted to the cultivation of beans, and the 
yield, averaging 21 bushels per acre, amounts to something 
like 108,000,000 bushels, of which 70 per cent is produced 
in South Manchuria. Though South Manchuria thus produces 
far more beans than North Manchuria, they are mostly 
grown in its northern part, the districts bordering on North 
Manchuria... Something like 2,000,000 bushels are added to 
the crop every year...
 “The most important food-stuff of the native population, 
kaoliang, ranks next to beans even as an article of trade, 
though, last year for once, it was ousted from the position 
by wheat. It is also the principal grain food of the numerous 
animals so important in Manchurian agriculture. Out of 
it is made kaoliang spirit, the most popular drink in the 
country. The stalk is used for fuel and roofi ng material, and 
is also women into Chinese mats, indispensable in native 
households.

 “Before soya beans attained their present importance, 
half the total area of the cultivated land in Manchuria is said 
to have been devoted to Kaoliang.”
 The main livestock animals in Manchuria are pigs 
(5,298,647), horses (1,769,968), oxen (888,374), sheep 
(586,128), mules (552,018), and donkeys (508,596).
 Photos show: (1) Endless piles of sacks of soybeans 
at Changchun. A white horse pulling a cart stands in the 
foreground. (2) New Dairen Wharf Offi ce, opened Nov. 
1920. (3) Exterior of Suzuki company’s chemical [solvent] 
extraction bean mill. (4) Junk wharf at Dairen; the junks 
have very tall rectangular sails. Address: Research Manager, 
Bank of Chosen, Seoul, Korea.

925. Hollomon, James A. 1921. The Republican tariff bill. 
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). July 1. p. 8.
• Summary: The republican permanent tariff bill “is an 
adroit political move to capture and hold the farmer vote of 
the country, unmindful of the millions of wholly consuming 
voters who must pay all the tariff penalties...”
 “Take vegetable oils:... The peanut and soy bean oils, 
from the Orient, are produced under labor conditions far 
different from ours, and therefore their importation is a direct 
blow to southern producers. The exportation of these oils 
[from the USA] is negligible; their production is confi ned to 
a small area of the United States.”
 The proposed tariff bill will probably “swing the 
democrats back into control of congress, and possibly the 
white house, in 1924.”

926. San Francisco Chronicle. 1921. Chronicle shipping 
news. July 14. p. 18.
• Summary: The section titled “Siberia Maru from Orient” 
states: “With 320 passengers on board in all classes, the 
Japanese liner Siberia Maru made port yesterday from 
Oriental ports. The vessel carried... general cargo, including 
[soy] bean cake, brush, bamboo, baskets, [soy] beans, gunny 
sacks, wood oil, rattan furniture, 1,200 bales of raw silk and 
388 bags of mail.”

927. Boston Daily Globe. 1921. Beans make Manchuria 
famous: Soya variety cause of the boom city of Dairen, 
waste land 30 years ago, now port of 3,000 ships a year. July 
24. p. 49.
• Summary: From New York Times: “The soya bean is 
making Manchuria famous. There are acres of soya beans in 
bags in the Dairen warehouses piled several feet high. The 
traveler sees great stacks of them at Changchun [Chang-
chun; W.-G. Ch’ang-ch’un] awaiting shipment by rail, where 
they are piled 20 feet high and spread out as far as the eye 
can reach.
 “All over Manchuria caravans move slowly across the 
plains bringing the beans into town. Almost all Manchuria 
exports are shipped from Dairen, and here steamers are 
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constantly being loaded with the big fl at bean cakes for 
export, imperceptibly decreasing the immense quantities 
piled in towering columns like giant poker chips on top of a 
table.
 “The soya bean is bringing prosperity as well as fame to 
Manchuria... The soya bean is rapidly becoming the greatest 
single of the country Dairen and Yingkou are the big centers 
of the industry. The native oil and bean-cake factories are 
called yu-fang. There are no less than 60 yu-fang in Dairen 
and 21 at Yingkou.
 “Manchuria is now considered one of the most 
promising sections of China. The South Manchuria Railway, 
which runs through Manchuria and Korea, is the only 
railway in the Orient boasting an all-American equipment of 
locomotives, coaches and rails.
 “Dairen [Dalian], the southern terminus of the South 
Manchurian Railway, is on the western [sic, eastern] shore at 
the extreme southern end of the Liaotung Peninsula. It is less 
than 38 miles from Port Arthur [Lüshun], on the eastern [sic, 
southwestern] shore of the peninsula.
 “Where the city of Dairen now stands was wasteland 
barely a generation ago. The harbor is free from ice all the 
year round... the water is deep enough to allow the largest 
steamers coming into the inner harbor at all times. Three 
thousand vessels arrived in Dairen last year. In 1919 the total 
trade of the port was $360,000,000. Dairen is now third in 
the order of China’s custom ports.”

928. Wall Street Journal. 1921. Linseed oil prices fi rm. July 
30. p. 5.
• Summary: Chicago–Linseed oil in tank car lots sells for 
$0.71 per gallon. “Soya bean oil duty already has some effect 
here.”

929. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Solid train 
load of soy-bean oil from Seattle. 4(2):24. July.
• Summary: “Consisting of 38 tank cars, holding 304,000 
gallons of soy-bean oil, the fi rst solid trainload of that 
product to leave Seattle in more than six months, went 
out recently from the East Waterway Dock & Warehouse 
Company’s terminal, bound for the middle west market. The 
big shipment is regarded as a sign of reviving activity in a 
trade that formerly enriched Seattle.
 “The big consignment was brought to Seattle in bulk 
by the steamship and pumped direct from the vessel into the 
railroad tank cars by the East Waterway Company’s pipeline 
plant. The oil was imported by middle west interests. The 
tank cars will hold an average of 8,000 gallons each.
 “Departure of the train from the East Waterway terminal 
was witnessed by a large number of prominent waterfront 
and transportation men.”

930. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Wood oil 
may follow soy. 4(2):53. July.

• Summary: “Provisions in the emergency tariff for a duty 
on soy-bean oil, which, on the unit basis, is suffi cient, while 
light, to prevent operations in futures, is the reason given by 
operators for the quiet inquiry in the Orient for the oil for fall 
and summer delivery at Pacifi c coast points.
 “It has steadily been the contention of soy bean oil 
importers that, regardless of its political signifi cance and 
viewed only from the economic standpoint, a tariff on the 
oil of any proportions would dislocate the industry for at 
least six months. Importers are unwilling to recede from this 
position and futures must await such favorable developments 
as the tariff may bring forth.
 “China wood oil, which was eliminated from the tariff 
provisions, will spring at once into industrial prominence. 
This oil is very popular as a basic in the paint and varnish 
trade, and importers announced Saturday that, while the 
future basis for soy-bean oil is being readjusted, they will 
concentrate their activities in China wood oil. This oil stands 
today in a better import position than did soy-bean oil at the 
outbreak of the world war, and operators are satisfi ed that 
they will be able to build up a volume movement through 
Seattle [Washington] for Eastern distributors.”

931. Los Angeles Times. 1921. The American Farm Bureau 
Federation has enlisted the support of the swine breeders’ 
associations... Aug. 14. p. VIII6.
• Summary: “... in its campaign for a high tariff on vegetable 
oils, which are pouring into the Pacifi c states from China and 
Japan in great quantities. During the past year 85,000,000 
pounds of cocoanut and soy bean oils were imported.”

932. Times (London). 1921. “Manna” for the hungry. Sept. 
28. p. 11, col. 3.
• Summary: “A few months before the war attention was 
drawn in these columns to the wonderful food-producing 
properties of the soya bean. Since its fi rst importation to 
Europe from the Far East, in 1906, these properties have 
been closely studied by western chemists, and during the 
last few years the researches of Dr. László Berczeller, a 
young Hungarian scientist working in Vienna, have been 
especially useful in extending the possibility of their further 
development... Dr. Berczeller is particularly interested in 
its adaptability as the basis of human food. In this respect 
its virtues are even more remarkable than as a fodder. Soy 
bean has been used to produce not only milk, butter and 
cheese, but fl our and what is known as ‘manna’ bread. One 
part of the manna fl our has the same nutritive value as two 
parts of meat and one third part of wheat fl our. Manna milk, 
he says, is in its proteid, carbohydride, and fat contents 
and in its colour very similar to cows milk, over which... 
it has this advantage–that it is free from all suspicion of 
being contaminated by milk-borne diseases. It is now being 
manufactured in Vienna at on sixth of the cost of fresh milk. 
Dr. Berczeller’s whole account, reads almost like a fairy 
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tale but it is a fairy tale with a moral. Dr. Berczeller believes 
that... these manna foodstuffs are admirably adapted for 
fi ghting the horrors of the Russian famine. The cheapness 
and quickness with which they can be produced in Vienna, 
the facility of their transport, and the fact that, when they 
are produced in the form of rusks, they need no cooking, 
combine to give them a special value possessed by no other 
food that can be imported into the famine regions. If these 
plans of his are carried out, he looks forward to the time 
when the soya bean will be permanently cultivated in the 
Ukraine, to the great advantage of the future provisioning of 
the whole of Europe.”
 Note 1. Writing in The Illustrated London News (8 
Oct. 1921, p. 476), J.L. North, Curator of the Royal Botanic 
Society of London, and a pioneer in growing soybeans in 
England, notes that in this article of Sept. 28 about “Manna 
fl our, Manna bread, and milk substances from the Soya 
bean... there is no reference to the fact that all these ‘Manna’ 
or Soya bean products were fi rst made in England before the 
war. Samples of the fl our and biscuits are to be seen in the 
cases of the London Institute of Hygiene, and Manna milk 
has been for years–and, no doubt, still is–sold here under 
the name of ‘Solac’ at a price considerably lower than that 
charged for milk by dairymen.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2020) 
in which the word “Manna” is mentioned in connection with 
Dr. Berczeller.

933. Grinenco, Ivan; Capone, Giorgio. eds. 1921. Produits 
oléagineux et huiles végétales: Etude statistique sur leur 
production et leur movement commercial [Oleaginous 
products and vegetable oils: Statistical study on their 
production and trade]. Rome, Italy: Institute Internationale 
d’Agriculture, Service de la Statistique Générale. xxxii + 421 
p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47, 442-43, 480-81. Sept. 15. 
Index in front. [Fre]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA (Institute Internationale 
d’Agriculture) published this monograph in French. Two 
years later, by popular demand, an updated English-language 
edition was published. Contents: Introduction. Northern 
hemisphere: Europe, America, Asia, Africa, Oceania 
(Hawaii, Guam). Southern hemisphere: America, Asia, 
Africa, Oceania. Recapitulative tables of commerce, 1910-
19. Note 1. All import and export statistics are given in 
quintals. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
 The soybean (introductory information, p. xxii-xxiii, 
xxxii). Northern hemisphere–Europe. Germany (imports of 
soybean and soy oil 1910-14, p. 4). Denmark (production 
of soy oil in 1917, p. 17; imports and exports of soybeans 
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 18-20). France (imports and exports 
of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 28-31). Great Britain 
and Ireland (treated as one country; imports, exports, and 
reexports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 32-35). 
Norway (imports of soybeans 1910-19, p. 47). Netherlands 

(Pays-Bas, imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 
1910-19, p. 49-52). Romania (In 1915 production of 
soybeans on 3 hectares was 3,600 liters). Russia (in Europe 
and Asia, imports of soy oil 1909-17, p. 70-71). Sweden 
(imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 74-
76).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2020) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Eastern 
Europe (Romania).
 America: Canada (imports of coconut, palm, and soy 
oil {combined} for the production of soap {in hectoliters} 
1915-19, p. 88-89). Cuba (various attempts have been made 
to introduce the soybean, p. 94).
 United States (area and production in 1909 {659 ha}, 
then from 1917-1920, p. 97-98). An overview of soybeans 
in the USA (p. 103, 105) states that the soybean, known 
in the USA since 1804, has become of great economic 
importance during the past few years. It is becoming 
popular mainly as a forage plant, but also for its seeds, for 
extraction of oil, and for making other products. Statistics 
have been published regularly since 1917. The census for 
1909 showed 659 hectares cultivated in soybeans. During 
the years from 1917 to 1919 the cultivated area surpassed 
60,000 ha. The three main states for soybean cultivation are 
North Carolina, Virginia, and Mississippi, which in 1919 
cultivated respectively 33,185, 12,141, and 3,238 hectares; 
this was almost 75% of the total cultivated to soybeans in the 
USA. In 1910, the seeds were used for the extraction of oil 
in the USA, and for the fi rst time the seeds were imported 
from Manchuria. In 1915, domestically grown soybean were 
used as a source of oil. This industry is developing rapidly, 
because the extraction of the oil is easily adapted to existing 
facilities that press oil from cottonseed and linseed. A table 
(p. 106) shows production of 16 vegetable oils in the USA 
from 1912 to 1917. Soybean oil production (in quintals) has 
increased from 12,537 in 1914, to 44,996 in 1916, to 190,843 
in 1917. Figures are also given for peanut oil, sesame oil, 
etc. Other tables (p. 108-10) show imports, exports, and 
reexports of soybeans and soy oil from 1910 to 1919.
 Asia: China (exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, 
p. 161-62). French Indo-China (overview, esp. Cambodia 
and Tonkin, p. 187). Japan (area planted and production of 
soybeans 1877-1919, p. 190; overview, p. 191; production 
of soy oil 1909-18, p. 192; imports and exports of soybeans 
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 192-93). Korea (area planted and 
production of soybeans 1909-1918, p. 194; imports and 
exports of soybeans and soy oil 1909-11, p. 195). Formosa 
[Taiwan] (area planted and production of soybeans 1901-06, 
p. 196; imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 1909-
17, p. 197. In 1901 10,888 ha produced 8,056,400 liters of 
soybeans. In 1904 21,960 ha produced 24,401,700 liters of 
soybeans). Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2005) that gives soybean production or area statistics for 
Formosa (Taiwan; ceded to Japan in 1895 after Japan won 
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the Sino-Japanese War).
 Kwantung [Kwantung Leased Territory in Manchuria] 
(area planted and production of soybeans 1911-17, p. 198. In 
1911 14,627 ha of soybeans produced 102,112 quintals. In 
1916 29,902 ha produced 153,995 quintals of soybeans).
 Africa: Algeria (in recent years, trials have been made to 
introduce soybean culture to Algeria, p. 238). Egypt (imports 
of soy oil 1919, p. 244-47).
 Southern hemisphere–America: (Note 4. Soy is 
not mentioned at Argentina, Brazil, or any other South 
American country). Asia: Netherlands Indies. (A) In Java 
and Madura, the area planted to soybeans was 162,800 ha 
in 1916, 175,696 ha in 1917, and 157,844 ha in 1918. Gives 
imports of soy oil (1,085 quintals in 1914) and exports of 
soybeans (46 quintals in 1913) (p. 297-98). (B) In outlying 
territories, gives imports of soybeans from 1913 to 1919 (p. 
299). Africa: Southern Rhodesia (attempts have been made 
to introduce soybeans and several other oil plants from 
temperate climates, p. 317). Oceania: Soy is not mentioned 
at Australia, New Zealand, British New Guinea, former 
German New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], or any 
other country in southern Oceania. (p. 297). Recapitulative 
tables–Imports and exports from 1910-1919. Soybeans, p. 
368-69. Peanuts, p. 370-75. Sesame seeds, p. 376-79. Palm 
fruits (Amandes de palme, from which palm oil is obtained), 
p. 392-93. Peanut oil, p. 414-17. Corn oil, p. 416-17. Sesame 
oil, p. 418-19. Soy oil, p. 420-21. Other oils covered in detail 
by this book are: Cottonseed, hempseed, linseed, rapeseed 
(colza and navette), poppy (pavot or oeilette), castor, olive, 
coconut, palm, and other–non-specifi ed. Address: 1. Doctor 
of Agronomics; 2. Doctor of Economics. Both: IIA, Rome, 
Italy.

934. Light of Manchuria. 1921. Present Manchuria and 
Mongolia, Series II. No. 14. p. 12-14, 30-31, 46-47. Oct. 1.
• Summary: This article, continued from the September 
issue, notes that one of the principal agricultural products of 
Manchuria and Mongolia [probably Inner Mongolia] is soya 
beans. “Yellow (Soya) Beans belong to the most common 
species. They contain a good percentage of oil and are also 
good as an article of food and also for the expression of 
oil. The Manchurian (Soya) Beans have become widely 
known all over the world. Hitherto they used to be used by 
Manchurian inhabitants as a food-stuff and for the expression 
of oil as a source of light. The residue left after oil was 
obtained served as cattle feed. Since the residue popularly 
known as Bean Cake came to awake demand in Japan as 
fertilizer, and Bean Oil began to be exported to the Western 
countries as industrial material, a marvellous development 
has been noted in the cultivation of Soya Bean. This belongs 
to only a recent date...
 “The Chinese not only use Beans and Bean Oil in their 
daily cooking, but also tofu (bean curd palatable also to the 
Western palate and pronounced by the qualifi ed chemist as 

similar in its composition to cow’s milk), miso (an article of 
the staple food to both Japanese and Chinese), and soy are 
also made from Beans...
 “Beans put out in Manchuria and Mongolia are put at 
about 20,000,000 koku (1 koku being equivalent to 4.96 
bushels), but the outputs are increasing rapidly year by year, 
and there is a vast area of territory awaiting cultivation.”
 Page 30, under “Manufacturing Industry,” notes that 
“Bean milling ranks foremost in manufacturing industry... 
Bean milling is best developed at Dairen, which is now 
possessed of sixty mills. In the interior of the country, the old 
primitive system by which a few head of mules or donkeys 
and a few hands do the work of expressing oil from Beans 
is still found in vogue. Such is only a domestic bye-industry. 
However, such extensive mills as use steam engines and 
express oil by hydraulic pressure are mostly found at Dairen. 
The Suzuki Bean Mill at Dairen is operated on the chemical 
extraction system which is the latest scientifi c method. The 
round-shaped cake left after the expression of oil weighs 46 
kin a piece, which is the standard weight for export cake. In 
the fi scal year 1919, 19,693,000 piculs valued at 43,029,000 
Hk. taels [Haikwan taels] were exported to Japan. Bean 
Meal, which is put out at the Suzuki Mill, is good for use as 
it is. Bean Cake is used by the Chinese for cattle-feed, and by 
the Japanese as fertilizer.”
 On pages 46-47 are tables giving exports and imports 
at Dairen. The three exports with the greatest value (in 
Haikwan Taels) were Bean Cake (36,851,244), Beans (Soya) 
(24,750,377), and Bean Oil (17,369,655). Imports included 
Miso and soy [sauce] (97,305).

935. South Manchuria Railway Co. 1921. Manchuria-Japan 
trade and Japanese customs tariff. Light of Manchuria. No. 
14. p. 1-12. Oct. 1.
• Summary: Includes a discussion of Manchurian Beans 
[soybeans], Bean Oil and Bean Cake (p. 1-5). Photos show: 
(1) Erection shop (South Manchuria Railway Workshops) 
at Shahokou. (2) Second wharf at Dairen Wharves, with 
line of breakwater seen just beyond. (3) Junks in Yingkou 
(Newchwang) Harbour.

936. Satow, Sadakichi. 1921. Researches on oil and proteids 
extraction from soy-bean. Tohoku Imperial University, 
Technology Reports (Sendai, Japan) 2(2):1-124 (41-164). 
Oct. 28 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: 1. General description of the soy-
bean: The use of the soy-bean (as a food-stuff [shoyu, 
miso, tofu, natto], soy bean oil [for the manufacture of 
soap, hydrogenated oils, paints, varnishes, oil-cloth, and 
rubber substitutes], and bean cake or waste residue from 
the manufacture of soy-bean oil [nitrogenous fertilizer, as 
a cattle food, Solite–a water-based paint]). 2. Classifi cation 
and analysis of soy beans and their standardization: By 
color, by protein / proteid content, conclusion of analysis 
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(the best soy-bean varieties are Tsurunoko and Kauro grown 
in Hokkaido): Standardization of the raw material, content 
of proteids, color of the raw material, moisture, regularity 
of the grain, specifi c gravity of the soy-bean, impurities. 3. 
Microscopical observations of soy-beans: Colour reactions of 
cellular substances, distribution of proteids and fatty acids, 
distribution of fatty oils. 4. Oil extraction (p. 17): Infl uence 
of hulls, infl uence of moisture, infl uence of oxidation, 
comparison of the dissolving power of various solvents, to 
fi nd the best conditions for the extraction of oil by means of 
benzine, how to extract the oil technically without denaturing 
the proteids and how to remove the retained solvent, on 
the apparatus employed in oil extraction, working of the 
extracting apparatus, recovery of solvent by application of 
the vacuum system, separation of oil from the solvent and oil 
refi ning, reserving the oil-freed soy-bean meal.
 5. Isolation of proteids out of oil-freed soy-bean (p. 35): 
General discussion, necessary and suffi cient conditions for 
the extraction of proteids (on the quality of isolated proteids 
[plasticity, solubility, coloration], on the purity of isolated 
proteids, to obtain a maximum yield).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2021) that uses the term “isolated proteids” (or 
“isolated proteid”) to refer to a type of isolated soy protein.
 6. The extraction of proteids by means of water (p. 41): 
General properties of bean meal, on gummy substances 
and their properties (saccharo-colloids, incl. stachiose 
[stachyose], araban, galactan; p. 43), quantitative estimation 
of water-soluble proteids and carbohydrates, determination 
of the volume of water necessary for the extraction of soluble 
carbohydrates, relation of the duration of extraction to the 
quantity of extractable proteid and carbohydrates, effect 
of the process of water-extraction. 7. On the extraction of 
proteids by means of alkaline reagents: General properties 
of glycinin against alkaline reagents, classifi cation of 
alkaline reagents, comparisons of dissolving power of 
alkaline reacting compounds, relations of the plasticity 
and coloration of the proteid to various kinds of extracting 
agents, standardization of plasticity of isolated proteid, 
on the relations between plasticity and chemical reagents, 
comparative experiments relating to the extracting process 
by means of sodium sulfi te and sodium hydroxide.
 8. The determination of the concentration, quantity, 
and other factors of Na2SO3 [sodium sulfi te] in the process 
of extraction (p. 69): Determination of the concentration of 
sodium sulfi te, the determination of the relation between 
the plasticity of the protein and the concentration of sodium 
sulphite, to determine the relation between the yield and the 
time of extraction, to fi nd out the actual yield of proteid, 
as well as the volume of sodium sulfi te solution provided 
the bean meal is previously extracted by water, then 
extracted with sodium sulphite, conclusion of this chapter. 9. 
Extraction of proteids by means of caustic alkalies [alkalis] 
(p. 80): To determine the concentration of the caustic soda 

[sodium hydroxide] solution, determination of the relation 
between the time of extraction and the yield of proteid, 
to determine the volume of caustic soda, the systematic 
extraction of proteids (using water, sodium sulphite, or 
alkali). 10. Clarifi cation of extracted proteid solution and 
precipitation thereof (p. 86): Precipitation of proteids, 
precipitation by means of alkaline earth metals (such as 
magnesium sulphate), by means of colour base (such as 
malachite green, methyl violet, brilliant green, auramine, 
or new fuchin), by means of alcohol, by means of heating, 
by means of formaldehydes, by means of fermentation, 
by means of acids (choice of acid, yield of precipitated 
proteid, quality of proteid). 11. Quantitative investigations 
on the precipitation of proteids (p. 101, 11 experiments with 
summary of conclusions). 12. Effect of heating on the yield 
of proteid (p. 115). 13. Separation of excess water from 
the proteidal precipitate (p. 118). 13A. Process for drying 
the proteidal mass and for drying the residue (p. 121). 14. 
Pulverizing the dried proteid (p. 122). 15. Recovery of 
carbohydrates from waste liquid (p. 123).
 World soybean production (in short tons): Manchuria 
1,850,000 (25% is used in Manchuria as food; 75% is 
exported to all parts of the world in the form of “bean cakes 
or bean meal”). Japan 450,000. Korea 322,500. Kantoshu 
15,400. Total of the above: 2,640,000 tons valued at more 
than 200 million Japanese yen (p. 2).
 The author investigated the use of soy-bean proteins 
in plastics. There are upwards of 30 varieties of soybeans 
which may be classifi ed into yellow, blue, and black. The 
fi rst contain the most protein and oil, the last the least. The 
protein content varies from 35-40.5% and the oil content 
from 15.4 to 20.9%. The mean analysis of 16 different 
varieties was: Water 10.2%, proteins 37.8%, oil 18.9%, 
carbohydrates 23.5%, fi ber 5.2%, and ash 4.4%. The 
carbohydrates consist mainly of non-reducing sugars with 
little or no starch. The cell membrane consists of galactan or 
hemicellulose, with a little free cellulose. The presence of the 
hulls in the crushed bean reduces the speed of extraction of 
the oil and the yield, and gives the oil and protein a brown 
color. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2015) 
containing the word “hemicellulose.” Webster’s Dictionary 
defi nes hemicellulose, a word fi rst used in 1891, as “any of 
various plant polysaccharides less complex than cellulose 
and easily hydrolyzable to simple sugars and other products.” 
The sugar molecules in this polymer each contain 5 carbon 
atoms.
 Oil extraction: Benzene is the most suitable commercial 
solvent; the solvent must not be recovered by direct steaming 
of the meal, but by the use of a vacuum.
 Protein extraction: The soluble carbohydrates are 
removed from the meal by washing with very dilute acetic 
acid. The protein is then extracted in 3 stages, i.e. with 
water, with 0.2-0.4% sodium sulphite solution, and with 
0.2% sodium hydroxide solution. 20-30% of the total 
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available protein is extracted in the fi rst stage, a further 
50% in the second, and the total yield is about 95%. The 
protein is fi nally dried at the lowest temperature and highest 
vacuum and in as short a time as possible. The dry protein 
is very tenacious and can only be ground in high-speed 
disintegrators; it is then suitable for the manufacture of 
plastic materials, lacquer, enamel, or imitation leather. The 
soluble carbohydrates, which amount to 10-12% of the 
meal treated, can be worked up into syrup or converted into 
alcohol or lactic acid by fermentation. The bean residue 
consists of fi ber, galactan, and protein and can be used for 
cattle feed or as an ingredient of linoleum-like products.
 Continued. Address: Kôgakuhakushi.

937. Commerce Reports (U.S. Dep. of Commerce). 1921. 
Bean-oil shipments from Dairen. 24(10):583. Nov. 7.
• Summary: “Consul Max D. Kirjasoff, at Dairen, reports 
that for the fi rst six months of the current year there was a 
total of 61,839,000 pounds of bean oil shipped from that 
post. Of this amount, the United States received 15,507,000 
pounds; the Netherlands, 12,516,000 pounds; the United 
Kingdom, 6,336,000 pounds; Belgium, 5,136,000 pounds; 
and Japan, 5,051,000 pounds.”

938. Decatur Herald (Illinois). 1921. Only soy bean mill in 
country: Staley’s plant will be unique says man who makes 
machinery. Nov. 22. p. 3.
• Summary: “The A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. will have the only 
soy bean mill in the United States next year, said F.B. 
Anderson, vice president of the V.D. Anderson Co., of 
Cleveland, Ohio, makers of oil pressing machinery, when 
he was here Monday to consult company offi cials about the 
installation of machinery for the proposed plant.
 “The Anderson Co. installed the corn oil machinery 
in the Staley plant. Soy bean oil machines are no different 
from the corn oil machines, he said. Soy beans could be run 
through the presses at the Staley plant, just as corn is run 
through now.
 “Used in Orient: Mr. Anderson was in the orient last 
winter where his company sells many machines. Manchuria 
is the greatest soy bean producing country [in the world] and 
many of the Cleveland machines are installed in the soy bean 
mills. In other places in the Orient hand machines are still 
used to press the oil from the beans.
 “Before the war [World War I] cotton seed mills in the 
Carolinas extracting [sic, extracted] oil from soy beans in 
seasons when they were not busy with the other, but soy 
beans are no longer grown extensively and that business has 
passed out. There is a big demand for soy bean oil and the 
by-products and a recently enacted tariff law places a duty on 
the imported oil, so that an American soy bean mill will be 
able to do a big business if it can get the beans.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2018) 
concerning the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. and soybeans.

939. Olien, Vetten en Oliezaden (Amsterdam). 1921. 
Wereldproductie van Sojaboonen [World production of 
soybeans]. 6(22):254. Nov. 26. [Dut]
• Summary: The most recent [1920] annual statistics for 
world production of soybeans are (in metric tons): China 
3,352,400. Japan 430,933. Korea 348,000. United States 
58,000. Total 4,189,333 tons.
 In 1918, Japan absorbed 77% of the Chinese production, 
American and Europe 7%, and China itself 16%.
 During the last 10 years the amount of soya oil exported 
from China has risen from 25,000 tons to about 400,000 
tons. Before the World War, this oil was sent to England, the 
United States, Belgium, Japan, and Russia. During this same 
decade, exports of soya-cake have increased from 400-500 
tons to over 1 million tons.

940. Furusawa, J. 1921. Present and future of bean milling 
industry in Manchuria. Light of Manchuria No. 16. p. 1-10. 
Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The Chinese have been accustomed from early 
times to use vegetable oils as food and also as a source of 
light. The expression of oil from soya beans has therefore 
been carried on practically throughout the whole country on 
a small scale, to meet local needs.”
 “About the time the South Manchuria Railway was 
placed under the present management, the port of Yingkow 
[Yingkou], or Newchwang, drew most of the Manchurian 
products, and it was the main entrepot of Manchurian trade. 
Consequently, the bean milling industry was fi rst established 
there and about the time of the Chino-Japanese War [Sino-
Japanese War, 1894-95], there were already more than 30 
mills at that place. But then donkeys were used to turn the 
stone mills for grinding beans, and the beans thus ground 
were steamed and then put under the hand press.
 “After the close of the war, Messrs. Butterfi eld & Swire, 
the British fi rm, foresaw a great future in bean milling. They 
installed a steam roller and expressed oil by means of a 
screw turned by hand. This was perhaps the fi rst mechanical 
appliance brought into use in Manchuria for the purpose.
 “Then came the Russo-Japanese War [1904-1905], and 
not a few Japanese visitors to Manchuria became interested 
in this industry. On the close of the war, Mr. F. Kodera, now 
on the directorate of the Kodera Bean Mill, Dairen, founded 
a bean mill worked by hydraulic pressure at Yingkow. He 
was the fi rst Japanese to start mechanical milling in South 
Manchuria.
 “As the railways passed under the management of the 
South Manchuria Railway Company, it planned to make 
Dairen the chief gateway of trade and has taken measures to 
execute its plan. It was under such circumstances that bean 
mills began to come into being at Dairen as well as in other 
places.
 “The fi rst local mill was the Shuanghochan Mill 
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established at Hsiaokangtsu-Chinese Quarter of Dairen–in 
1906. In 1908, the railway company announced a system of 
specifi c tariffs to seaboard ports, and this induced a number 
of Japanese to follow suit. The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha 
organized the Santai Bean Mill conjointly with some Chinese 
capitalists. About the same time, Okura & Co., jointly with 
Mr. K. Matsushita of Yokohama, founded the Nisshin Oil 
Mills, Ltd. The Kodera Mill, at Yingkou, erected another 
factory at Dairen, followed by Mr. K. Saito with still another 
mill. In the course of a few years, the mills maintained by 
Japanese and Chinese numbered about 20. This industry has 
kept developing, and now the local mills total 60.”
 Also discusses industrial uses of soybeans. Photos 
show: (1) Piles of beans in sacks, covered with tarps, on 
Dairen wharves. (2) Loading of goods at Atung Wharves. (3) 
Exterior of good sheds and warehouses at Dairen Wharves. 
(4) Men loading round bean cakes and beans into a steamer 
ship on Dairen wharves. Address: Managing Director, 
Nisshin Oil Mills Ltd., Dairen.

941. Nisshin Oil Mills. 1921. The Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. 
Exporters & Crushers (Ad). Light of Manchuria No. 16. p. 
60 (Back cover). Dec. 1.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “Capital: Six million yen. 
Soya beans. Bean oil. Perilla oil. Peanut oil. Hempseed oil. 
Refi ned castor oil–and all Manchurian cereals. Shipment 
in tight barrels, our specialty. J. Furusawa, Director. We 
buy any quantities of hempseed & hempseed oil.” Address: 
Dairen, Manchuria.

942. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1921. 
The soya bean industry of S. Manchuria: Consular news. 
60(1207):2080. Dec. 3.
• Summary: “The annual production of soya beans in 
Manchuria is estimated at 2,500,000 tons, of which about 
three-fourths is exported, 30 per cent. in the form of beans, 
and the balance in the form of bean cake or bean oil.” A table 
shows the weight (in piculs) of these three products exported 
in 1919 and 1920. For 1920: Beans 10,224,437. Bean cake 
21,479,033. Bean oil 1,805,107. The total value of exports in 
1920 was approximately 92,350,000 taels.
 Until the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 [soya] beans 
were only exported from South Manchuria in the form of 
bean cake and bean oil, and the sole market for them was 
in China, the cake being used as a fertiliser in the sugar-
cane fi elds of the Canton and Fukien [Fujian] Provinces, 
and the oil chiefl y as a food and an illuminant. The valuable 
properties of bean cake as a fertiliser were then discovered 
in Japan, to which the market for the product extended, the 
demand from Japan soon exceeding that from China. In 1908 
a trial shipment of beans to England also opened the eyes of 
British oil-seed manufacturers to the value of the soya bean 
for the same purposes for which cotton and linseed oil were 
used, with the result that in that year 400,000 tons of beans 

were shipped to England. Since then the trade has never 
looked back. The demand soon extended to the Continent of 
Europe, and fi nally to America, which for a time became the 
chief market for bean oil, though the exports to that country 
have laterally declined.”
 A second table shows the destination and amounts 
of beans, bean cake, and bean oil exported from South 
Manchuria in 1920. The destinations (listed alphabetically) 
are: Denmark, Dutch Indies, Egypt, Germany, Great Britain, 
Hong Kong, Japan and Korea, Netherlands, United States, 
Chinese ports, other countries. The top four importers (in 
piculs) of soya beans are Japan and Korea (5,637,882), 
Chinese ports (2,490,727), Denmark (682,297), and Dutch 
Indies (546,186). The top four importers (in piculs) of bean 
cake are Japan and Korea (17,781,698), Chinese ports 
(3,430,483), United States (182,669), and Denmark (83,285). 
The top four importers (in piculs) of soya bean oil are 
Netherlands (616,204), United States (460,379), Japan and 
Korea (279,823), and Chinese ports (167,598).
 This “table includes the exports by steamer from Dairen, 
Newchwang, and Antung and across the Korean frontier 
through Antung, Hunchun, and Lungchingtsun, but excludes 
those by native jung which were also considerable and went 
almost entirely to South China. All the exports to Europe and 
America and the bulk of those to Japan were shipped from 
Dairen, while Newchwang was the chief port of shipment 
for the exports to Chinese ports. The export of bean oil to 
the Netherlands is a new trade. It is possible that the ultimate 
destination of the bulk of the oil was Germany.”
 Source: British Consular Report.

943. Decatur Herald (The) (Decatur, Illinois). 1921. Market 
for 2,520,000 bushels beans found: Will take care of an 
average crop from 168,000 acres of land; Sidney B. Smith’s 
committee meets here Wednesday. Dec. 22. p. 3.
• Summary: “Markets for 2,520,000 bushels of soy beans or 
an average crop from 168,000 acres of land has been secured 
within a period of less than fi ve months through the efforts of 
Illinois Farm bureaus, Sidney B. Smith chairman of the state 
Soy Bean committee, announced yesterday. The statement 
was issued after the second meeting of the committee 
appointed by the state organization to provide an outlet for 
the record crop expected next year.
 “15,000 Tons to St. Louis [Missouri]: The list of 
companies which will absorb a portion of the product 
was augmented Wednesday by the East St. Louis Cotton 
Seed Oil Co., which will install machinery for the use of 
approximately 15,000 tons of the beans during 1922. C.L. 
Bothwell, general manager of the company met with the 
committee Wednesday and after discussion made the offer, 
which further guarantees farmers against a stagnated market 
for the most discussed product in Central Illinois.”
 “There has been a tariff on soy bean oil in effect for 
some time, and only lately American users of the oil have 
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made efforts to have the tariff removed so that the bean 
products might be imported more cheaply...”
 A Food Value: ‘To this must be added the use of human 
consumption,’ said Mr. Smith. ‘Few are the people who 
know of the food value of the beans, and when this is learned 
an even wider market will unfold.”
 “The epidemic of chinch bugs was what gave the 
industry its real impetus, but it would have come anyway for 
another crop to relieve corn was fast becoming imperative. 
The beans will fi t into the crop rotation on any farm as it is 
both a paying, marketable crop and a legume [which adds 
free nitrogen to the soil] and is unique in that it also fi ts in 
the distribution of farm labor.

944. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1921. Little trade 
notes: Shipments of soy bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria,... 
4(7):18. Dec.
• Summary: “... during the fi rst six months of 1921 totaled 
61,839,467 pounds, reports the American consul stationed 
at that port. Dairen is the principal export port in China 
for soybean oil. The United States furnished the chief 
market, taking 15,506,667 pounds during this period, 
while 15,378,267 pounds were sent to Port Said, Egypt, for 
transshipment probably to various European ports.”

945. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1921-1923. Chemical technology 
and analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. Edited by George H. 
Warburton. 6th ed. Entirely rewritten and enlarged. 3 vols. 
New York, NY and London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. Illust. 
Index. 23 cm. [400+* ref]
• Summary: Volume 1 of this authoritative three-volume 
work was published in 1921 (xviii + 682 p.). Includes: 
Preface to the sixth edition, by George H. Warburton. Preface 
to the fi fth edition, by J. Lewkowitsch. In Chapter 1, titled 
“Classifi cation of oils, fats, and waxes–Physical properties of 
oils, fats, and waxes,” the section on “Phosphatides” (p. 38-
41) states that lecithin, having a composition very similar to 
that of egg-yolk lecithin, has been isolated from many plant 
seeds, especially those derived from the Leguminosæ, and 
the cereal grains.” This section also contains a subsection 
on “lecithin,” but soybeans are not mentioned. Generally 
speaking, oils are liquid at room temperature, whereas fats 
are solid.
 In the section on “Properties of natural oils and fats” is 
a subsection on “Behaviour with reagents” which includes 
a discussion of reactions with hydrogen gas (p. 60-62). 
“Sabatier and Senderens (1905, 1911), however, furnished 
by their general method of reducing unsaturated organic 
substances by means of hydrogen, in the presence of fi nely 
divided metals, especially of fi nely divided nickel, an easy 
means of converting the glycerides of unsaturated fatty 
acids into practically completely saturated glycerides. Thus 
linseed oil, whale oil, cotton seed oil, sesame oil, etc., can 
be reduced to hard tallow-like substances which practically 

absorb no iodine.”
 In Chapter 3, titled “Constituents of fats and waxes,” 
under “Acids,” in the section on “Acids of the oleic series” 
are subsections on Elaïdic (Elaidic) acid (p. 192-94), and 
Isoöleic (Para-oleic, solid oleic) acid (p. 194-96). In the 
subsection on “Acids of the linolic series” we read (p. 
201): “Linolic acid occurs in considerable proportions in 
drying and semi-drying oils, and is most readily obtained 
from poppy seed, soya bean, maize... and sesamé oils, 
by brominating their mixed fatty acids...” “Acids of the 
Linolenic series,” especially linolenic acid, are discussed on 
p. 210-14.
 Under “Alcohols,” in the section on “Alcohols of the 
cyclic series” is a subsection on “Phytosterols” (p. 280-82). 
The fi rst of these is Sitosterol, the “cholesterol of plants,” 
which is widely disseminated in the vegetable kingdom. 
The chemical formula of sitosterol is given. Sojasterol is 
mentioned on p. 281.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) 
that mentions sitosterol.
 Other chapters include: 5. Physical methods of 
examining oils, fats, and waxes. 6. Chemical methods of 
examining oils, fats, and waxes. 7. Chemical methods 
of examining oils, fats, and waxes–qualitative tests. 8. 
Examination of mixed fatty acids. 9. Examination of 
unsaponifi able material. 10. Detection and quantitative 
determination of rosin. 11. Application of the foregoing 
methods to the systematic examination of natural oils, fats, 
and waxes. 12. Examination by truly scientifi c methods.
 Volume 2 (xii + 959 p.) was published in 1922. Chapter 
13, titled “Commercial preparation of the raw material used 
in the oils, fats, and waxes industries” (p. 1-39) notes that the 
two main ways of obtaining vegetable oils is by expression 
(using pressure) or extraction (using volatile solvents).
 Chapter 14, titled “Technology of the natural oils, fats, 
and waxes: Methods of preparing, refi ning, and examining 
them and detecting adulterations,” is divided into two large 
parts: “A. Oils and fats–Glycerides” and “B. Waxes.” Part 
A is divided into two more large parts: “I. Oils or liquid 
fats” and “II. Solid fats.” Part I is divided into two more 
large parts: “1. Vegetable oils” and “2. Animal oils.” The 
vegetable oils are divided as follows, with examples given 
from each category in the order listed: (1) Drying oils–Perilla 
oil, linseed oil–fl ax seed oil, tung oil, hemp seed oil (p. 
93), soja bean oil (soy-bean oil, bean oil, Chinese bean oil; 
p. 113-20), poppy seed oil, Niger seed oil. Lesser known 
drying oils–Strawberry seed oil, oiticicia oil, black sesamé 
oil (from seeds of Thyptis Spicigera (Lamarck), p. 153), 
alfalfa seed oil. Semi-drying oils–Cotton seed oil group, the 
rape oil group, maize oil / corn oil, sesamé oil (beniseed oil, 
gingelli oil, teel oil; p. 215). Lesser-known semi-drying oils–
Laburnum seed, apple seed, etc. Non-drying oils–Quince 
oil, almond oil (p. 295), arachis oil (peanut oil, earthnut oil, 
ground nut oil; p. 305). Lesser-known non-drying oils–Horse 
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chestnut, blue lupin, yellow lupin, white lupin.
 Concerning soya bean imports to the UK and Europe 
(p. 115): “The fi rst shipments [of soya beans] to this country 
[UK] arrived in the autumn of 1908.” The quantities shipped 
to Europe during the following years were:
 1909–400,000 tons
 1910–500,000 tons
 1911–240,000 tons
 Volume 3 (viii + 508 p.) was published in 1923. On 
pages 6-7 is a large table showing imports of oils, fats, 
and oilseeds from 1898 to 1920, including margarine, 
oleomargarine, soya beans, etc. Similar tables (p. 10-18) 
shows exports and re-exports. Smaller tables (p. 19-22) 
show imports and exports of seeds and oils into France and 
Germany.
 In Chapter 15, titled “Technology of manufactured oils, 
fats, and waxes–Technical and commercial examination 
of the products...” under “Edible fats” are long sections 
on Butter substitutes (Margarine or “Oleomargarine” and 
vegetable butters; p. 31-58) and Lard substitutes (p. 58-
59). In this same chapter, in the section titled “Industries in 
which glycerides undergo a chemical change, but are not 
saponifi ed” is a long subsection on “Hydrogenated fats and 
oils” (p. 119-29). Another subsection, titled “Vulcanised 
oils, Rubber substitutes” notes (p. 202-04) that soya bean 
oil, sesamé oil, or arachis oil are suitable for making 
white rubber substitutes. The oil is dissolved in carbon 
tetrachloride in a suitable vessel; while the oil is agitated, 
sulphur chloride is run in and the agitation is continued until 
the mass has solidifi ed. A table in the appendix (p. 470) gives 
a detailed composition of arachis oil.
 Note 2. The fi rst edition was published in 1895, the 2nd 
ed. in 1898, the 3rd ed. in 1904, the 4th ed. in 1909, and 
the 5th ed. in 1913. Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. 
Address: 71 Priory Rd., London, N.W., England.

946. Bank of Chosen, Seoul, Korea. 1921. Economic history 
of Manchuria, compiled in commemoration of the decennial 
of the Bank of Chosen. Seoul, Korea: Bank of Chosen. x + 
303 p. See p. 137-48, 183-87. Illust. No index. 20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, titled “Agriculture,” the section on 
“Population” (p. 140) notes that Manchuria has a population 
of 20,112,110, which averages about 53 per square over 
the whole country. A table compares this with population 
densities of 618 in England and Wales, 589 in Belgium, 
374 in Japan (Mainland), and 31 in the USA. However 
Manchuria’s population is growing rapidly; it increased by 
at least 6 million during the 10 years ending in 1916. A table 
(p. 135) shows that [soy] beans are typically used in the 
second year of a four-year rotation on large farms. In 1916 
and 1917 an experimental agricultural station of the South 
Manchuria Railway Company asked some “dozen farmers 
in the neighbourhood of Szupingchieh and Kungchuling to 
cultivate native seeds of soya beans according to the purely 

native method, and the result was in 1916, 4.104 bushels, 
and in 1917, 3.724 bushels per tan (0.245 acres). Now the 
average bean crop in Korea is about 2.978 bushels, and 
in Japan 4.02 bushels per tan...”–quite similar. In Japan, 
intensive methods are carried to the extreme, however “in 
Japan the farmer does not generally devote their best land to 
bean cultivation” (p. 135).
 The section on “Agricultural products” (p. 135) begins: 
“Of the cereals and pulse which Manchuria produces the 
principal are [soy] beans, kaoliang, and millet, and these 
are followed by maize, sorghum, buckwheat, wheat, rice, 
and peas.” Other products include sesamum seeds. A table 
(p. 136) shows the amount (in bushels) of each of these 
major crops produced in 1915 in Mukden, Kirin, Amur, 
and total. For soybeans this was 39.2, 17.6, 17.1, and 74.0 
million bushels, respectively. Exports of soybeans are 79.11 
million bu from South Manchuria, 29.67 million bu from 
North Manchuria, and 108.78 million bu total. Note: Chinese 
characters are given with every place name.
 The subsection titled “Soya Beans” (p. 137-48) has 
the following contents: The importance of beans and their 
products. Cultivation of soya beans. Amount of production. 
Different species [sic, colors, and varieties]. Composition 
of different varieties. Uses of the soya bean. Uses of beans, 
bean cake, and bean oil in the Far East. Uses of beans and 
their products in Europe and America.
 The section titled “Manufacturing products of 
Manchuria” contains a subsection (p. 183-87) on [soya] 
“Bean oil and bean cake” which begins: “The industry has 
a very remote origin and we have it on record that, as early 
as 1860, Swatow, a port in South China, imported from 
Manchuria bean cake to the amount of 379,009 piculs, 
valued at $783,762 (Chinese).”
 The oil-mill (yufang) is found almost everywhere in 
Manchuria. The traditional method of making soya bean oil 
and cake involves steaming the beans then pressing out the 
oil. The modern method involves using a solvent, benzene. 
“Then, by heating the compound, the oil is separated from 
the benzene. By this method nearly all the oil in the beans 
is extracted, and not only is there no waste of oil, but the 
residue, in this case not in the form of cake but in bulk, 
is better fi tted for manure, since the small quantity of oil 
remaining in it makes its absorption underground so much 
the easier; moreover, the trouble of breaking it up into 
pieces before using it is spared. The drawbacks to the new 
method lie in its requiring a greater working capital, and 
the necessity for packing the residue for shipment, thereby 
greatly adding to the shipping expenses. The new method is 
at present employed by only one company in Dairen, Suzuki 
& Co., which fi rm by the way operates the largest bean-mill 
in Manchuria.”
 A table (p. 185) gives statistics for the following in 
four locations in Manchuria: No. of soya bean mills. Capital 
(1,000 yen). No. of workmen. Production of bean cake 
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(1,000 pieces, value in 1,000 yen). Production of bean oil 
(1,000 pieces, value in 1,000 yen). The four locations are: 
Dairen, Kwantung Province (Dairen excluded), Railway 
Zone, Total of the above three. More than half of the 105 
mills are in Dairen.
 Photos (between p. 138-39) show: (1) A fi eld of soya 
beans. (2) Piles of soya beans in the open air, Kaiyuan. (3) 
Soya beans awaiting shipment at Dairen wharves. Tables 
show: (1) Composition of yellow and green soy beans (p. 
141). (2) Composition of bean cake based on analyses 
by laboratories in Japan, Scotland, and South Manchuria 
Railway Co. (p. 144). (3) Exports of soya beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from 1908 to 1917 from Dairen, Newchwang, 
Vladivostok, and total (p. 147-48).
 Photos (between p. 184-85) show: (1) The Suzuki 
Bean Oil Factory at Dairen. (2) Casks of bean oil awaiting 
shipment on Dairen wharves.
 Note: This book, like others in this series, was written by 
Mr. Tokuji Hoshino, manager of the Research Department, 
Bank of Korea; however his name does not appear on the 
title page, but only in the Foreword. Also published in 1920. 
Address: Korea.

947. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1921. The trade and 
administration of China. 3rd revised ed. Shanghai, China: 
Kelly and Walsh. xv + 505 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the most important early books on this 
subject. The “Preface to the Third Edition” notes that “China 
is everywhere in a disturbed state, divided against itself, 
with a weak government dominated by a lawless soldiery;...” 
Contains much interesting information about Chinese history, 
including the complex history of the currency (taels) and 
weights (piculs, catties, and taels). The author (lived 1855-
1934) is an American, who was sometimes Commissioner 
of Customs in China. He arrived in China in about 1874 
with three friends, shortly after graduating from Harvard 
University (Massachusetts).
 Listed in the index under “Beans, bean-cake and 
bean-oil,” soybeans are discussed extensively–especially 
in Chapter 8, “The provinces and the treaty ports (p. 225-
296). “China Proper is divided into eighteen provinces, 
and to distinguish it from the rest of the Empire this part is 
commonly and even offi cially referred to by the Chinese as 
‘The Eighteen Provinces.’ The events of the last few years, 
since 1894, have brought into commercial and political 
prominence the region which we call collectively Manchuria, 
divided for administrative purposes into three provinces; 
these are called by the Chinese ‘The Three Eastern 
Provinces,’ lying east of the eastern end of the Great Wall, 
where it comes to the sea at Shanhaikwan [Shanhaiguan], 
built to protect the Eighteen Provinces forever from invading 
hordes from the north, whether Mongol or Manchu.” The 
population of the 18 Provinces is about 385 million. Most 
early trade with China was conducted at Canton. “The 

British Treaty of Nanking (1842) opened the fi rst “treaty 
ports,” fi ve in number: Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, 
and Shanghai. These fi ve ports have now grown to over 
forty...” (p. 226-27).
 Manchuria: Of the three eastern provinces, two, 
Heilungkiang and Kirin are not very important. “The 
southern province, Shengking [Lioaning], is the most 
important, and contains, probably, nine-tenths of the total 
population of Manchuria;” an estimated 10-25% of these 
people are the original stock of the conquering Manchus, 
but the great majority are “immigrants from Shantung and 
Chihli, and their descendants. The western part of this 
province is made up of the plain of the Liao and the valleys 
of its tributaries, and grows wheat and durra for food, and 
beans from which are made an esculent and illuminating oil, 
and bean-cake shipped to restore exhausted fertility to the 
fi elds of Japan and of Kwangtung.”
 Newchwang: “This port, situated 13 miles above the 
mouth of the Liao River, was opened offi cially in 1861, but 
actually in 1864, at Yingtze or Yingkow [Yingkou], 30 miles 
below the unimportant city of Newchwang. Recently the 
port has been distinguished as Yingkow, but Newchwang is 
and has been the name offi cially given to the Treaty Port, the 
Custom House, and the Post Offi ce.” A table shows the value 
of its imports and exports from 1864 to 1918. “Of products 
of the district fi nding their outlet at Newchwang the principal 
are [soy] beans (value in 1904 Tls. [Haikwan or Custom 
taels] 6,577,000), bean cake (Tls. 4,589,000), bean-oil (Tls. 
2,133,000), silk (Tls. 2,005,000)...” (p. 230).
 “Moukden [Mukden] is the Manchu name of what in 
Chinese is known as Shengking (the Sacred Capital), and 
administratively was from A.D. 1625 called Shenyang, and 
is now offi cially termed Fengtien. The old capital of the 
Manchus before they marched to the conquest of China and 
migrated to Peking, it still (as of 1906) remains a sleeping 
capital...” It is situated in the heart of the plain of the Liao 
valley, 100 miles from Newchwang (p. 231). Note: As of 
Feb. 2000 it is offi cially called Shenyang.
 “Harbin, the junction of the railways from Irkutsk 
to Vladivostock [Vladivostok], and from Harbin to 
Kwanchengtze, where it joins the Japanese line to Dairen, 
has been made the seat of a Custom House to control the 
railway traffi c” (p. 231). Dairen has been under Japanese 
control since 1905, but a Chinese Custom House controls its 
trade under regulations similar to those in force at Tsingtau 
[Kiaochou] (q.v.) (p. 232).
 The major farm products of Shantung are [soy] beans, 
opium, silk, wheat, and millet (p. 241). Confucius was 
born in Shantung. “Within its limits are the treaty port of 
Chefoo and the foreign ‘leased territories’ of Kiaochow and 
Weihaiwei. Chefoo, “the treaty port, opened in 1863, is not at 
Chefoo, which is on the north side of its harbor, but at Yentai 
on the south side.” A table shows the value of its imports and 
exports from 1864 to 1918. Among the principal exports in 
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1904 were [soy] beans and bean-cake (Tls. 2,794,000), wild 
silk (Tls. 4,803,000), straw braid, and vermicelli. Kiaochow 
is at the head of a wide, shallow bay. Among its important 
exports are yellow silk, bean-oil, and ground-nut oil. In Nov. 
1914 Japanese troops occupied the port and forts of Tsingtau 
(p. 245).
 In Hupeh (“North of the Lake”) province, Hankow 
opened as a treaty port in 1861; the British were given the 
original concession, 62 acres. A table shows the value of its 
imports and exports from 1864 to 1918. In 1905 the principal 
exports originating in Hankow were tea (Tls. 9,729,000), 
[soy] beans (Tls. 7,089,000), bean-cake (Tls. 868,000), 
wood-oil (from seeds of Aleurites cordata, Tls. 3,320,000), 
sesamum seed (Tls. 3,172,000), etc. “Of the steamers entered 
and cleared at Hankow during 1905, a total of 3,715,710 
tons, 50 per cent. was under the British fl ag,” 17% under 
the Chinese, 16% under the Japanese, and 13% under the 
German.” An important product of Kiangsi province is 
hemp. Important natural products of Kiangsu province 
are silk, rice, opium, and [soy] beans (p. 260). In Kiangsu 
province, Chinkiang was opened to foreign trade in 1861. A 
table shows the value of its imports and exports from 1864 
to 1918. The principal exports in 1904 were [soy] beans 
(Tls. 535,000), bean-cake (Tls. 781,000), ground nuts (Tls. 
1,804,000), ground nut-oil (Tls. 911,000), sesamum oil (Tls. 
876,000), etc. (p. 262).
 “Shanghai, ‘By-the-Sea,’ is now far removed from salt 
water, but is the fi rst point on entering the Yangtze at which 
a port can be established.” “Shanghai is mentioned in history 
2,150 years ago, and 900 years ago was a mart of suffi cient 
importance to be made a Customs Station. It was occupied 
in 1842 by the British forces on their way to Nanking, and, 
having been declared a treaty port by the Treaty of Nanking, 
was formally opened to trade on November 17th, 1843.” Not 
long thereafter, the French (1849) and Americans established 
foreign residences and settlements in Shanghai (p. 263-64). 
Address: LL.D., Camberley [England].

948. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1921. The trade and 
administration of China. 3rd revised ed.: Continued. 
Shanghai, China: Kelly and Walsh. xv + 505 p. Illust. Index. 
22 cm.
• Summary: Continued (p. 270): In Chekiang province, 
Hangchow is the provincial capital. For a time the capital 
of the Southern Sung Empire (A.D. 1129-1280), it was 
opened as a treaty port in 1896. A table shows the value of 
its imports and exports from 1898 to 1918. Its main imports 
in 1904 included [soy] beans (Tls. 795,000), bean-cake (Tls. 
275,000), and bean-oil (Tls. 134,000).
 In Fukien [Fujian] province, Foochow was opened as a 
treaty port under the British treaty of 1842. During the year 
1904 the principal imports, by steamer or junk, included 
[soy] beans (Tls. 516,000), and bean- and tea-oil (Tls. 
475,000). Amoy is a city on an island. A table shows the 

value of its imports and exports from 1864 to 1918. Among 
its principal imports in 1904 were [soy] beans (Tls. 964,000) 
and bean-cake (Tls. 1,192,000). Its main exports are teas (p. 
277).
 In Kwangtung province, Swatow is an unoffi cial 
town. “The district is a large importer of [soy] beans and 
bean-cake.” A table shows the value of its imports and 
exports from 1864 to 1918. Among its principal imports 
in 1904 were [soy] beans (Tls. 2,525,000), bean-cake (Tls. 
5,432,000), and hemp (Tls. 696,000). Pakhoi produces 
ground nuts.
 A large fold-out color chart (facing p. 297) contains fi ve 
elaborate bar charts showing the course of trade in China 
roughly every 10 years from 1864 to 1911: (1) Tonnage 
of shipping entered and cleared. (2) Provenance of direct 
imports. (3) Destination of direct exports. (4) Classes of 
merchandise–foreign imports. (4) Classes of foreign imports.
 In Chapter 9, titled “Foreign Trade” (p. 297-329), in the 
section on Exports, the subsection on “Beans” (p. 324-25) is 
identical to that in the 1908 and 1913 editions, except for one 
sentence added at the end: “The chief source of production 
is Manchuria, next to that Shangtung, Hupeh, and the lower 
Yangtze; and from those provinces a large export to Europe 
has been developed.”
 In Chapter 10, titled “Internal Trade” (p. 330-349), the 
subsection on “Beans” (p. 346-47) is identical to that in the 
1908 and 1913 editions. Also discusses internal trade of 
ground-nuts (p. 347) and hemp, jute, and ramie (p. 347-48).
 Chapter 11, “Opium” (p. 350-84) tells its long and 
twisting story in China.
 Concerning China and Tibet: During the reign of 
Kienlung [Ch’ien-lung], reigned 1736-1796, the Gurkhas 
invaded Tibet. He “dispatched an army into that country 
and drove them back to Nipal [Nepal], restoring Tibet to 
obedience to the Chinese rule.” “Kienlung abdicated in 1796, 
after a reign of sixty years, in order that he might not exceed 
the limits of the reign of his grandfather, Kanghi” (p. 16). 
Tibet, a Chinese province, contains one treaty port, Yatung, 
with no inhabitants and collecting no revenue. In 1904 the 
British Mission interrupted the substantial trade there (p. 
296).
 Concerning Peking: “The capital of the Empire was 
fi rst established at Peking (the Northern Capital) by Kublai 
Khan, when he initiated the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty, A.D. 
1260; the fi rst Ming Emperor, A.D. 1368, established himself 
at Nanking (the Southern Capital), but the third of that 
line transferred the capital in 1421 to Peking, which has 
remained the seat of government continuously since then. 
Peking is a quite unoffi cial and quasi-foreign designation, 
the Imperial name being King-shih (The Capital) and is 
name, as a unit of provincial administration, being Shuntien. 
In the same way it may be observed that the Empire has 
no name; it is designated as ‘The Empire’ or ‘(All within) 
The Four Seas’ or ‘(All beneath) The Canopy of Heaven,’ 
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or, quite unoffi cially, ‘The Middle Kingdom’; it is true that 
the Republic has adopted the name Chung-hwa, ‘Middle 
Flowery,’ but the name ‘China’ is an old Buddhist name 
which has dropped out of use in the country which is 
designated by it, and is to-day, of all the countries using the 
Chinese ideograms, employed only by the Japanese. Peking 
is a camp, with the headquarters of the commander-in-chief 
in the middle, and the army encamped around...” (p. 233-34).
 An interesting history of Canton is also given (p. 279-
81). The Chinese name of Canton, the capital of Kwangtung 
Province, is Kwangchow. Canton is the Portuguese rendering 
of the name of the province. The population is currently 
estimated at 900,000. Address: LL.D., Camberley [England].

949. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal: 
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its 
vegetable milk: Agricultural and industrial applications]. 
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust. 
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by Louis Forest. 
Introduction–What is soya? 1. History of the dissemination 
of soya: In 1712 the naturalist Kaempfer introduced soya, 
introduction of soya to France and Europe, soya is cultivated 
in Austria in 1875 by Prof. Haberlandt, soya is the object 
of many trials in France from 1876 to 1881, the study and 
acclimatization of soya becomes widespread, the causes of 
setbacks in the cultivation of soya.
 2. Cultivation of soya: Botanical characteristics of soya, 
the varieties of soya, Chinese varieties and soya in China, 
Japanese varieties and soya in Japan, American varieties 
and soya in America (varieties: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Ito 
San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking, 
Tokio, Mandchu [Manchu], Black Eyebrow, Barchet), soya 
in Europe–France and Italy, seven varieties of soya tested 
in France, soya in the experimental farms for new crops 
(les Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture; Many varieties 
from the USA were tested, including Manchu, Wilson Five, 
Haberlandt, Tokio, Virginia, Hato [Hahto], Early Medium 
Green), the cultural and geographical appearance of soya, its 
production worldwide, planting soybeans, heat units (degré 
thermique) and the germination of soya, the importance 
of spacing between plants, number of seeds per hectare, 
soya during its vegetative stage, the vegetation of soya 
compared with that of the haricot at high altitudes, rolling 
the seeds and types of crop maintenance, growth of the plant, 
acclimatization, the enemies of soya.
 3. Composition of the soybean plant. 4. Soya forage: 
Green soya forage, soya hay, soya as a plant for soil 
improvement. 5. Harvesting soybean seeds: Maturity of the 
seed, harvesting soya, the food value and composition of 
soya seeds. 6. Soya as an oil plant: Richness in oil, defatted 
soybean cake, imports and exports of soya cake from 1915 to 
1919 (Imports to: Sweden, Canada, Korea, Japan, Formosa. 
Exports from: England, China, Korea), production of soya 

cake from 1915 to 1919 (Denmark, Great Britain and 
Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden, USA, Japan, Formosa, Korea, 
Java and Madura).
 7. Soymilk: Its manufacture (in 1910-1913 Li Yu-ying 
installed a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” at Vallées 
{Asnière-Seine} near Paris. Rouest visited this factory and 
saw them make soymilk, which was fi ltered using a fi lter-
press resembling those used in sugar refi neries), its properties 
and composition, composition compared to other types of 
milk, powdered soymilk, soymilk in the nursing and feeding 
of animals, soymilk related to tuberculosis in animals and 
in humans, soymilk would allow the milk and butter from 
animals to be reserved exclusively for human foods and 
could be used for raising many piglets, manufacture of non-
dairy milk in Canada (a factory is now under construction). 
8. Soya in Industry: Soymilk and soy casein, Sojalithe (like 
Galalithe).
 9. Soya in human nutrition: Soy fl our and its 
applications (incl. Li Yu-ying’s usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, 
and bread made of soya and wheat), soya compared to dry 
legumes (such as lentils, haricots, peas, beans), soya used 
as a legume (green vegetable soybeans; whole soybeans), 
the food value of soy sprouts, preserves and confections 
made from soya, soya chocolate and coffee, the amount of 
nutrients produced by soya and other crops from a unit of 
land, a meal of soya served in France (prepared and served 
some years ago by Li Yu-ying’s soyfoods plant La Caséo-
Sojaïne for the major print media, the medical press, the 
National Society for Acclimatization, etc.; it consisted of 
2 soups {one with ‘soya meat’ and one with soymilk}, 2 
entrees {an omelet with smoked soya ham, and fritters 
stuffed with soy meat}, soy [actually mung bean, lüdou] 
sprouts in a salad and sauteed, 3 desserts {soya cake, 
biscuits, and confection}, and soy coffee; a recipe for each is 
given; soya meat is smoked tofu).
 10. Use of soya in East Asia: Tofu (fromage végétal), 
soy-based condiments (such as natto {Ping ming Natto and 
Tokio-Natto}, miso, Chinese miso or tao-tjiung [doujiang], 
and shoyu {Soyou or Schozou}), making soy sauce in 
Kwantung, China (from Groff).
 11. The opinions of several authors concerning 
soya (from the French medical and hygienic press): 
Introduction–E. Maurel. Soya and soy bread in diabetic 
diets–Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Dr. Bloch, Dr. J. Le Goff, L. 
Beille, M. Gautier. Soya used as a bean–M. Gautier. Soy 
sauce used in place of meat extracts. The state of cheese. The 
popularization of soya in Europe–A. Paillieux.
 Conclusions: The infl uence of cultural technology 
on variation. Appendix: Advice to experimenters on the 
acclimatization of soya in France. Other methods of 
obtaining early-maturing soybeans.
 The author concludes (p. 140): We must make every 
effort to acclimatize soya in France. We must develop the 
will and learn from past mistakes. Most soybean varieties 
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now available in France are too late. We must get varieties 
from Manchuria, whose climate is similar to that of 
southeastern France, and from the northeastern USA. It is 
urgent that, in the near future, we start a Soybean Experiment 
Station to take responsibility for this work. The setbacks 
since 1830 can be overcome by present science and genetics. 
The fi rst step is to introduce better varieties.
 On the last page is a full-page advertisement for various 
seeds sold by Mr. Rouest, including 30 varieties of soybeans 
(Soja hispida); the names of the individual varieties are not 
given.
 Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with many pods 
(title page). (2) Flowers and pods of the soy bean plant (p. 
29). (3) Soy pods and beans (p. 30). (4) A soy bean plant 
drawn by a Chinese artist (p. 32, from Li Yu-ying). (5) 
Pods of the Hato [Hahto] variety of soy bean (p. 51). (6) 
Germinating soy bean seeds (p. 54, from Li Yu-ying). (7) 
Soy bean roots with nodules (from a photo by Dr. Le Goff; p. 
73). (8) Soy bean pods, opened to show 3 beans in each (p. 
82).
 Tables show: (1) Production of soybeans by color 
in China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 35, in quintals, from the 
International Yearbook of Rome, Vol. 1, 1919): In 1917: 
Yellow 4,069,822. Other 953,012. Green 181,190. White 
71,234. Black 40,066. Total: 5,315,324.
 (2) Percentage composition of various oilseed cakes (p. 
95, from Kellner). (3) Imports and exports of soybean cake, 
by country, from 1915 to 1919 (in quintals, p. 96). Imports 
are given for Sweden, Canada, Korea (from 1916), Japan, 
and Formosa [Taiwan]. Exports are given for England (6 
quintals in 1915), China (including Manchuria, by far the 
biggest exporter, from 1916), and Korea (from 1916).
 (4) Production of soybean cakes, by country, from 
1915 to 1919 (p. 97, in quintals, based on statistics from 
the International Bureau of Agriculture, Rome, 1919). In 
descending order of production in 1915 (in quintals): Japan 
5,439,337. Korea 3,209,238. Great Britain and Ireland: 
1,513,059. Denmark 921,782. Java and Madura 503,025. 
Note that China is not listed. Netherlands 144,523. Formosa 
[Taiwan] 62,131. Sweden 1,733. USA 0, but 501,822 in 
1916.
 Note 1. When Alsace was occupied by the Germans 
during World War I, the Rouest family moved from Alsace to 
Paris. Mr. Rouest brought soybeans from Africa and adapted 
them to France. He paid for the publication of this book.
 Note 2. On the title page of this particular book is 
the signature “L. Rouest” following the inscription “A M. 
Meuninier, Hommages de l’auteur.” Address: Directeur des 
Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), 
France.

950. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal: 
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its 
vegetable milk. Agricultural and industrial applications]. 

Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust. 
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is a summary of interesting points 
throughout this book. The main early use of soy in Europe 
was more therapeutic than nutritional (p. 3); it was used 
mainly in diabetic diets.
 Nothing remains of the early trials conducted 20 years 
ago in France and Austria. The reasons for the crop’s failure 
were lack of understanding of the laws of acclimatization 
and genetics, and the fact that soya (soja) was introduced as 
a new food legume, when actually it can only be utilized as 
a forage plant and industrially (for oil, cakes, and casein). 
Later, when the plant has been adapted, when it is understood 
that soya is not being propagated to competed with other 
dry legumes, that it is not being cultivated to extract from 
the seeds a vegetable milk for people, but simply as a forage 
plant–and the most remarkable one that exists (p. 3).
 The English are trying to acclimatize soya to their 
colonies, especially those in southern Africa. In 1908 some 
200,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans were exported 
from China [including Manchuria] to Europe, followed 
by 500,000 tonnes in 1909. One can extract from soybean 
seeds a vegetable milk (lait végétal) which has the same 
value as animal milk for use in raising young animals. Its 
seeds and forage are also fi ne for raising farm animals and 
for industrial products. The author thanks all those who 
have helped him to acclimatize the soybean to France and to 
create new varieties of soya in France (p. 4).
 Introduction of the soybean to France and to Europe (p. 
6-7): A good but brief review of the literature on this subject. 
In 1739 Buffon was made director of the Jardin des Plants 
in Paris. Shortly thereafter, Christian missionaries in China 
sent him specimens of seeds and plants. The soybean must 
have been among them. The soybean has very probably been 
cultivated at the Museum since 1779, certainly in 1779 and 
later from 1834 to 1880. In 1855 Baron de Montigny was 
charged by the Society for Acclimatization to distribute fi ve 
varieties of soya sent from China by Mr. Montigny; these 
were from northern China. The plants fi rst bore seeds in 
France in 1854; their acclimatization is assured. In 1857 Mr. 
Lachaume transmitted to the Society for Acclimatization 
details of the success he obtained at Vitry-sur-Seine with 
soy culture. The seeds were planted in 1856. In 1858 a 
report to the Society for Acclimatization indicated that the 
acclimatization of the soybean was complete. In 1859 Mr. 
de Vilmorin reported on cultural trials sent from China by 
Mr. Perny. The varieties matured too late. The same year Dr. 
Turrel harvested soybeans at Toulon. In 1862 the Society 
for Acclimatization received seeds from Mr. Guillemin; 
the yellow soybean was said to be used for making tofu. 
Following the events of 1870, the cultivation of the soybean 
in France was apparently discontinued. Note 1. The brief 
war of 1870 between France and Bismark’s Germany ended 
in France’s defeat and the ceding to Germany of Alsace-
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Lorraine.
 In the long section on Prof. Haberlandt’s work with 
soya, starting with his cultivation of it there in 1875, is 
a quotation from him: “I don’t know, in this history of 
cultivation, any example of a plant which has, in so few 
years and to such a high degree, excited such general 
interest” (p. 8).
 From 1876 to 1881, the soybean was the object of 
numerous trials in France by the Society of Horticulture 
at Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). During this same period, one 
Dr. H. failed with varieties sent from Japan but succeeded 
in cultivating a yellow soybean sent from China, and used 
the latter to make his own tofu (fromage végétal) for use at 
home. In 1880 Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux introduced in 
their catalog a species cultivated in Austria-Hungary (p. 17-
18).
 In 1878, Japan, China, and the Indies (les Indes) 
presented all the varieties of Soya at the Universal 
Exposition, and their seeds fi lled more than 20 boxes. In 
1880 the National Society for Acclimatization was able 
to distribute soy in France and tests were conducted in 24 
regions; they were largely successful, especially in central 
and southern France (p. 19-22).
 Tests were then abandoned from this time until about 
1888, when the soybean started to grow in the southern states 
of the USA. That same year Messrs. Lecerf and Dujardin-
Beaumetz fi rst had the idea of using soy bread in diabetic 
diets (p. 22).
 Causes of setbacks in soybean culture (p. 24-27): First, 
the varieties used matured too late and were not acclimatized 
in a progressive manner. We must choose varieties from 
northern China and adapt them to the south of France (le 
Midi) [which is on the same latitude as Toronto, central 
Wisconsin, or southern Minnesota]. From these, we must 
develop hybrids, and gradually move them northward.
 The soybean has been ostracized in France. Major 
commercial, fi nancial, and social interests have viewed 
with terror the production of an inexpensive food and have 
retreated into the egotistical “Malthusian agriculture.” This is 
the truth! (p. 26).
 Soy cheese is even feared by the cheese industry in 
France. They ask if they should abandon their excellent 
cheeses in order to adopt a vegetal cheese (fromage végétal).
 A long quotation from the Chinese Imperial 
Encyclopedia of Agriculture (p. 34) gives the various colors 
of soybeans, including black, white, grey, and even some 
speckled / mottled with blue. The black ones can be used 
for medicine. And they are used as an ingredient in the 
condiment called fermented black soybeans (Chi [douchi]), 
made of soybeans, ginger, and salt.
 In 1910-1913 a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” was 
installed near Paris. I (Rouest) visited this factory in which 
were installed all the modern conveniences (tout le confort 
moderne), and presented the best guarantees of hygiene. The 

milk was fi ltered using a fi lter press similar to those used in 
sugar factories (p. 99).
 Note 2. Rouest has borrowed a great deal of material 
from earlier publications by Li Yu-ying, usually without 
acknowledgment and often arriving at very different 
conclusions, especially on the question of using soya to make 
human foods (Li) vs. foods and milk for animals (Rouest).
 Rouest strongly recommends the use of soymilk to 
feed young domesticated animals. For us, soy will not 
replace green beans, milk or cheese. During World War 
I, the Germans were actively involved with the study of 
soymilk. A translation of an article from the Schweizerische 
Milchzeitung (Nov. 1918) tells how to make soymilk 
and tofu (p. 102). By using soymilk, there is no fear of 
transmitting tuberculosis. Address: Directeur des Fermes 
Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), France.

951. Vlachos, William N.; Vlachos, Conrad A. 1921. The 
fi re and explosion hazards of commercial oils. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: Press of Otto Jones Co. 292 p. See p. 39-40, 
270. Index.
• Summary: Soy bean oil is discussed in Chapter II, on 
drying oils. A table shows it has a fl ash point of 556ºF (the 
highest listed on p. 270). “Soy bean oil, also known as Soya 
Bean Oil, Soja Bean Oil, Chinese Bean Oil and Bean Oil, is 
imported into this country from Manchuria, Japan, China and 
Korea. In 1917 we imported 265,000,000 pounds, at a cost 
of about $27,000,000. More soy bean oil is imported by us 
than any other vegetable or animal oil. It is largely shipped 
from the Orient in metal cans packed in wooden cases. With 
us, its production is a comparatively undeveloped industry, 
but it will doubtless grow very rapidly. In fact, in 1914, 
we produced 2,764,000 pounds, and in 1917, 42,074,000 
pounds, which certainly indicates a healthy growth.
 “Soy beans, from which the Soy Bean Oil is expressed, 
have been cultivated in China since 2800 B.C., and are the 
world’s most important oleaginous seeds. The beans (there 
are over 500 varieties) contain 18% to 20% of oil, but by 
pressing, only 10% to 13% is expelled. Extracting with 
solvents to obtain the remainder of the oil is done quite 
extensively, but it spoils the presscake, which is a very 
valuable cattle food.
 “In recent years quite a large quantity of soy beans 
have been imported and soy beans have been planted to a 
considerable extent in the South. As the beans keep quite 
well, they can be pressed after the cottonseed oil season 
is over, which is an economic factor of considerable 
importance. Ordinary cottonseed oil machinery is excellently 
adapted for soy bean pressing, and the refi ning process is 
also quite similar.
 “Chemically speaking, Soy Bean Oil lies midway 
between Linseed Oil and Cottonseed Oil. Its iodine value 
varies from 137 to 143, which is rather close to that of 
Linseed Oil, 173 to 201. It is classed by Lewkowitsch as a 
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drying oil, that is, a fi lm will dry in four days, but even then 
it is still tacky. It is mixed with tungstates and cobalt driers to 
accelerate the drying process.
 “In this country it is mainly used as an adulterant of, 
or substitute for linseed oil, and, like linseed oil, it is boiled 
and blown. Soy bean oil is also used extensively in soap and 
candle making.
 “It is also an excellent edible oil, but it has to be 
deodorized, as its beany fl avor is objectionable. Soy bean oil 
is now hardened for use in butter substitutes.”

952. Lasseter, Dillard B. 1922. Depression of bean trade 
of Antung. Commerce Reports (U.S. Dep. of Commerce) 
25(1):8-9. Jan. 2.
• Summary: “The [soya] bean industry of the Antung 
district has gradually lapsed from the condition of unequaled 
prosperity which began in the early months of 1919 to a 
present state of depression that would be serious had not the 
demand for bean cake as a fertilizer for rice and sugar cane in 
South China and Japan continued brisk throughout the year. 
The trade in bean oil, which was formerly the foundation 
of the industry, has now given place to the exportation in 
cake form of the residue after the oil is extracted. The total 
shipments of bean oil in 1920 were only 601,000 pounds, as 
compared with 4,802,000 pounds in 1919, whereas exports 
of bean cake amounted to 247,774,000 pounds in 1919 and 
240,300,000 pounds in 1920.
 “The output of Antung bean oil for 1921 is estimated at 
89,000,000 pounds. The oil produced locally is greener in 
color than and of inferior quality to that produced in Dairen 
and other ports, requiring more refi ning.”
 “The export phase of the industry is, with the exception 
of one British fi rm, in the hands of the Japanese.”
 “The port of Swatow, in South China, has been the 
principal destination of the bean cake exported from Antung 
this year, with Japanese ports second.”
 “Beans constitute 35 per cent of the fi eld crops produced 
in this district. The crop for 1921 has been quite good, being 
estimated at 95 per cent of a record year. Of the different 
varieties produced, only the soya and the yellow beans are 
pressed into cakes, the others being used for food purposes 
alone.
 “Red beans [azuki] are still produced in large quantities, 
owing to their popularity with Japanese consumers, but 
recent exports do not compare favorably with those of 1919. 
The total amount of beans exported in 1920, of which the 
red and yellow varieties constitute the largest single item, 
decreased from 71,509,000 pounds in 1919 to 44,971,000 
pounds in 1920. An even larger decrease is indicated for the 
1921 export fi gures.” Address: Vice Consul, Antung, China.

953. Cleveland Plain Dealer (Ohio). 1922. Vegetable oil 
trade changes: Dutch offi cial reports trend of market. Jan. 22. 
p. 14C.

• Summary: “(From Plain Dealer Bureau). Washington 
[DC]. Jan. 21. A signifi cant change in the Dutch vegetable oil 
trade is reported to the department of commerce by Consul 
General Anderson, at Rotterdam, who states that the trade 
has shown a decided recent preference for peanut and cotton 
seed oil, especially the latter, over soya bean, coconut and 
other strong oils.”
 “Imports of soya bean oil showed a slight increase from 
24,485 metric tons in 1920 to 25,967 metric tons in 1921, 
but the value of the imports fell from $7,550,845 in 1920 to 
$3,584,053 in 1921.”

954. Thornett & Fehr. 1922. Review of the oil & fat markets 
for 1920 & 1921. Baltic House, Leadenhall St., London 
E.C. 3, England. 96 p. See p. 91-93. Similar reports were 
published in 1921, 1922, and 1923.
• Summary: Tables show: Average monthly price of soya 
bean oil in Hull, UK (per ton, 1911-1921). Exports of soya 
bean oil from the United Kingdom (in tons, 1913-1921). 
Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom (in tons, 
1913-1921). Monthly imports of soya beans into the United 
Kingdom (in tons, 1913-1921). Imports and exports of 
sesame oil, groundnut oil, soya bean oil, and maize oil into 
and from France (in tons, 1916-1921). Imports of sesame 
seed into France from Turkey, British Indies, and other 
countries (in tons, 1911-1921). Imports of soya bean oil into 
the United States (in tons, 1915-1921). Address: London, 
England.

955. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. Growth of 
soya bean industry. 4(9):16. Feb.
• Summary: “Ten years ago the exports of bean cakes from 
Manchuria totaled 400,000 to 500,000 tons, but the latest 
reports show that these fi gures have been increased to over 
1,000,000 tons.
 “Bean oil exports totaled 20,000 to 30,000 tons a decade 
ago, but of late they have been increased to 400,000. Prior 
to the outbreak of the war Great Britain, America, Belgium, 
Japan and Russia divided the exports, but now America and 
Japan are the only two foreign buyers.
 “The following table of the last annual production of 
soya beans in the world is given by the Bankers’ Weekly 
(Chinese): 1918 (in piculs)–China 50,286,000. Japan 
6,464,000. Korea 5,220,000. United States of America 
870,000. Total 62,640,000.
 “According to the 1918 fi gures, Japan absorbed 77 
per cent of the Chinese soya beans available for export, 
American and European markets took 7 per cent and the 
remaining 16 per cent were distributed throughout the 
various provinces of China.”

956. Trans-Pacifi c. 1922. C.E.R. [Chinese Eastern Railway] 
competes again for bean business: Railroad reported to be 
taking all possible steps to facilitate shipments–New storage 
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tanks erected at Vladivostok. 6:88-89. Feb.
• Summary: “Harbin, one of the main soya bean purchasing 
centers and an important point for manufacture of bean oil 
and cake, has seldom witnessed as great a depression as that 
which has prevailed during the last few months.”
 “The situation in respect to bean oil presents quite 
a severe crisis... Export to the United States has been 
practically done away with owing to the high duty charged 
under the provisions of the Emergency Tariff, which remains 
effective.”
 “While exports to the United States have thus practically 
ceased since the end of the war, those to Europe, particularly 
such points as Genoa [Italy], Rotterdam [Netherlands], 
Hamburg [Germany] and London [England], suffer from 
lack of tank steamers.”
 “An interesting situation is being created by the revival 
of competition in the bean and bean products transportation 
business between the Chinese Eastern and the South 
Manchuria railways. Until recently most of the freight was 
shipped to Dairen, few caring to employ the Vladivostok 
route owing to the unsettled political conditions prevailing in 
the districts through which it passes.” Address: Tokyo.

957. San Francisco Chronicle. 1922. Chronicle shipping 
news. March 11. p. 19.
• Summary: The section titled “Shipping notes” states: 
“The peanut market was fl ooded yesterday with the arrival 
of 2,600 bags of peanuts from the Orient on the steamer 
Melville Dollar. Other items of the cargo were 1,130 bags 
of linseed cake, 2,900 bundles of rattan, and camphor, soya 
beans and dried fi sh.
 “The Japanese steamer Hague Maru, arriving here from 
the Orient, brought 1,000 cases of tea and a miscellaneous 
cargo of oil, gum damar, soy [sauce], dried fi sh, bamboo 
ware and porcelain.”

958. Prager Tagblatt (Prague, Czechoslovakia). 1922. Zur 
Aufhebung der Importgebühr für Speisefett-Rohstoffe [On 
the lifting of import duties for edible fat raw materials]. 
47(61):10. March 12. [Ger]
• Summary: This paragraph in the newspaper is too light to 
read. However it contains the word “Sojasamen.”
 Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.
 Note 2. In 1922 Prague was in Czechoslovakia; it left 
the Austro-Hungarian empire in late 1918.

959. Ridgway, Frank. 1922. Farm and garden: Soy bean crop 
may offset Illinois’ surplus of corn. Chicago Daily Tribune. 
March 19. p. G9.
• Summary: “Illinois farmers are trying out a new scheme 
this spring;” they plan to create a market before producing 
the crop. “The soy bean committee of the Illinois State Farm 
Adviser’s association is developing a market for 2,520,000 

bushels of soy beans to be grown and sold in Illinois this 
year. This will make it possible for farmers to diversify their 
crops,” utilize 168,000 acres of land, reduce corn acreage 
that produced a huge surplus last fall, and build up the 
fertility of their soil. Ninety-fi ve county agents back the plan.
 “Through personal interviews and conferences with 
various manufacturers arrangements have been made with 
three oil manufacturing concerns in Chicago, East St. Louis, 
and Decatur [all three in Illinois] to take care of this year’s 
crop.” These three fi rms have agreed to buy 2,520,000 
bushels of soy beans. The Illinois committee will ask for 
tariff protection for the growers. “The committee points 
out that soy beans have never been fully appreciated in 
this country because people are not familiar with the many 
different ways they can be used for human and animal foods, 
as well as commercially.”
 “At Decatur, where the enthusiasm [for soy beans] runs 
highest, farmers, in conjunction with the Decatur chamber of 
commerce, held a banquet recently in which soy beans were 
the ‘piece de resistance.’ They had baked soy beans, soy bean 
soup, and soy bean muffi ns. Soy beans were even parched 
and ground and used as a substitute for coffee, and a delicate 
salad was made with them.
 “Diners looked suspicious: That was a rare banquet for 
people in Decatur, as well as the farmers who came for miles 
around to attend the big feast–every one was suspicious and 
timidly tasted the fi rst few bites of each dish served. They 
liked the food so well that ever since the banquet soy beans 
have been served in variety of ways in the homes in and 
around Decatur.
 “The people in some of the countries of the orient would 
chuckle if they should hear of the Decatur dinner, for the soy 
bean has been one of the principle articles of human food for 
more than 5,000 years in many foreign countries.”
 “It was introduced into the United States as early as 
1804, but has made little progress until the last ten years. 
Today Illinois is far in the lead in its production.”
 There is big demand for soy bean seed and oil this year. 
“In 1918 the oleomargarine industry used 5,921,000 pounds 
of soy bean oil, the lard substitute industry 56,517,000 
pounds, soap factories 124,058,000 pounds, and other 
industries–principally paint, oil, and linoleum concerns–used 
149,884,914 pounds of soy bean oil. Practically all of it was 
imported and could easily be supplied here.”
 A portrait illustration shows Howard Leonard, president 
of the Illinois state farm bureau.

960. Arnold, Julean. 1922. Manchurian crop estimates 
for 1921. Commerce Reports (U.S. Dep. of Commerce) 
25(12):677. March 20.
• Summary: “The 1921 wheat and bean crops of north 
Manchuria amounted to 12,000,000 and 36,000,000 bushels, 
respectively, a considerable increase in quantity and quality 
over 1920, according to estimates of the Allied Technical 
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Board. Probably as much as 30,000,000 bushels of beans will 
enter the export trade.
 “Crop estimates for the whole of Manchuria and eastern 
Mongolia, made by the South Manchuria Railway, were as 
follows for 1921: Soya beans, 65,000,000 bushels; kaoliang, 
160,000,000 bushels (of 42 pounds); corn, 25,000,000 
bushels (of 60 pounds); and wheat, 25,000,000 bushels.” 
Address: Commercial Attaché, Peking, China.

961. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1922. Korean progress: 
Agriculture and farming. March 24. p. A7.
• Summary: “It is in southern Korea and especially in 
the South-Western district that agriculture has prospered, 
the climate being comparatively mild. The cultivated 
area is only 10,640,000 acres, being about one-tenth of 
the total area. About 36 per cent. of this is rice paddy and 
the remainder farm-land. There is enormous scope for 
extending cultivation if the diffi culty of irrigation, which 
is the greatest obstacle, is surmounted. Since 1907 [Korea 
is now a Japanese protectorate], Government have adopted 
a policy of encouraging the exploitation of state-owned 
uncultivated lands, by renting them from the state to anyone 
regardless of nationality for a term of not more than ten 
years, for tillage, stock-raising, afforestation [planting seeds 
or trees to make a forest on land which has not been a forest 
recently, or which never has been a forest; different from 
reforestation], etc. Rice is the main food of the Korean and 
is the staple product,... the annual produce being about 60 
million bushels. Wheat is another crop. But that of Soya 
beans is important.” In 1918, about 30 million bushels were 
produced, twice as much as in 1910. Soya oil and soap 
are made from these soybeans “in Japan to which they are 
chiefl y exported.”

962. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1922. Wheat and soya bean 
production in Northern Manchuria, 1921. 4(8):69. March 29.
• Summary: “It is estimated that the total production of 
soyabeans for Northern Manchuria amounts to 396,000 
short tons which is a good average. This is only an estimate 
and estimates obtained from several reliable sources differ 
materially. Approximately 80 per cent of the soya bean yield 
is exported each year, principally in the form of raw beans. 
The export of bean oil is about 39,000 short tons per annum 
but in 1921 was much below average.
 “The wheat yield is estimated to have been 12,693,000 
bushels as compared with 9,707,000 bushels in 1920. It is 
estimated that 70 per cent of the wheat crop is exported to 
other parts of China and abroad, the remainder being milled 
locally (Source: Consular Report).”

963. Nakao, M.; Ikebe, S. 1922. Soya bean oil. Far Eastern 
Review (Shanghai) 18(3):180-85. March. [18 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Classifi cation of beans 

and bean oil. Expression of oil and bean oil: Expression, 
extraction method (“... a solvent is used for the extraction 
of oil from beans”). Literature on bean oil (produced in 
Manchuria. Note: Filled with errors!). Free fatty acid of 
bean oil. Moisture and bean oil. Receptacles and bean oil. 
Bean oil, 2 inches deep, measured by Robibont Tintometer. 
Precipitations and bean oil. Conclusion.
 The article begins: “Bean oil is made from soya 
(Manchurian) beans (glycine hispida maxim) which 
originated in China and have been transplanted in Japan, 
Chosen (Korea), India, etc. Manchuria is highly suited to 
the cultivation of beans, the aggregate production being 
estimated at between 12,000,000 and 18,000,000 koku 
(1 koku is equivalent to 4.96 bushels), of which, half is 
consumed by the bean mills, and the oil exported. The mills 
at Dairen consume over 500 tons a day.”
 Tables show: (1) Composition of seven different colors 
of soybeans (p. 180). “The yellow varieties are commonest 
and yield the greatest percentage of oil.” (2) Three different 
types of bean cake and meal: Round bean cake, found 
everywhere in Manchuria. Oblong bean cake is made at the 
Kabalkin Mill in Harbin. Bean meal is made at the Suzuki 
Mill in Dairen. For each type is given: Maximum pressure 
per square inch of surface. Percentage of oil left in residue. 
Moisture content of residue. (3) Free fatty acids.
 Photos show: (1) South Manchurian Railway’s 
experimental bean mill. (2) Kodera Bean Mill (Dairen). 
(3) Works of the Dairen Oil and Fat Industry Company 
at Dairen, where the oil is hardened [hydrogenated], and 
glycerine, etc., manufactured. (4) Nisshin Oil Mill, Dairen. 
(5) Interior of the Nisshin Oil Mill, Dairen. (6-7) Interior of 
the Santai Bean Mill, Dairen (2 views). (8) Interior of the 
extraction room. (9) The fi lter presses. Address: General 
Lab., South Manchuria Railway Co.

964. Christian Science Monitor. 1922. Better business 
conditions are shaping in China: Steady improvement visible 
in general trade–Money easy and exports larger. April 28. p. 
11.
• Summary: Many Chinese “fi rms look forward to better 
business, particularly if the rather threatening military 
developments fail to prove serious,” says Julean Arnold, 
U.S. Commercial Attaché at Peking, in a cable to the United 
States Department of Commerce.
 “Oil exports lower: The chief decrease in exports to the 
United States from Dairen was in the case of soya bean oil, 
which showed a falling off from 63,500 pounds valued at 
$8,000,000 gold in 1920 to 18,000-20,000 pounds valued 
at $835,000 gold in 1921. Europe was a large purchaser of 
soya bean oil and at the present Dairen stocks on hand are 
proportionally much smaller than that of bean cake.”
 “At Tsingtau [Tsingtao; pinyin: Qingdao], it is reported 
that peanut oil exported to the United States decreased from 
$930,000 gold in 1920 to nil in 1921.”
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965. Washington Post. 1922. Bean that is a cow. April 28. p. 
23.
• Summary: “The world’s demand for soy beans is steadily 
increasing, and China’s export of them bids fair soon to 
surpass in value that of its silk output. There are more than 
1,000 varieties of soy beans, from which an experiment 
station at Kung-chu-ling, in southern Manchuria, has chosen 
one as the best of all. It is nearly spherical, yellow in color,” 
and the size of a small pea. It yields 22% of its weight in 
oil when crushed. “The soy bean yields milk and butter (or 
products equivalent for table use), as well as a great variety 
of other edibles, including a famous sauce [soy sauce]. Taken 
all in all, the soy bean is one our most versatile vegetables.”

966. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. A market 
for soy beans (Editorial). 4(11):12-13. April.
• Summary: “Soy beans have achieved wonderful popularity 
in most of the agricultural sections of the United States. 
While used as food in the orient and in some of the southern 
states, the main outlet for the surplus grown on the farms has 
been among the seed houses, a market that, while extensive, 
has of late become glutted. With hundreds of thousands of 
farmers growing soys, this is but to be expected.
 “Up against a proposition of this kind–large production, 
with prospects of continued increase, and market supplied, 
it was up to some one to fi nd an additional market or see the 
soy bean industry hesitate, stop and eventually dwindle.
 “If the American public could be induced to use soy 
beans as a food the question would be answered immediately. 
Soy beans, when properly prepared, are an appetizing food, 
inexpensive, palatable, containing elements which make for 
health and long life. But Americans do not like soys as food. 
They prefer navies or limas, or blackeyes, or pintos–anything 
but soys.
 County Agent L.E. Thorne of Peru, Indiana, however, 
apparently has hit upon the solution. He has succeeded in 
interesting local capital to install a plant for the extraction 
of oil from soys. This will be the fi rst plant of this sort in the 
United States, to carry on such a project commercially. A 
market has been found for the extracted oil, and if it works 
out as expected, unlimited quantities of soy bean oil will be 
used.
 “A paint and varnish concern, one of the largest in the 
country has contracted for the fi rst six months’ output of 
the new plant. Soy bean oil has been used in certain kinds 
of paint and varnish, but due to the time necessary for its 
importation from the orient, the oil has not been satisfactory. 
For this purpose, the oil must be fresh, and must be used 
soon after its extraction. The imported soy bean oil becomes 
rancid after a short period, and unfi t for use.
 “It is claimed that fresh soy bean oil is superior to 
linseed in many varieties of paint and varnish. If this proves 
true, and the extraction plant is operated economically and 

at a profi t, a most promising market for every soy bean that 
can be grown in the United States has been opened up, a 
splendid cash crop made available for farmers of most of 
the states, and the unassuming county agent responsible 
for this development will have performed a service beyond 
calculation.”

967. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1922. Soya beans in China. 
4(13):182. May 3.
• Summary: “China produces about 80 per cent of the 
world’s output of soya beans, 60 to 70% of which comes 
from Manchuria. Ten years ago the exports were very small 
but in 1920, in point of value, beans, and bean products 
occupied the fi rst place among exports. (Source: Chamber of 
Commerce Journal).”

968. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1922. Seeds 
and plants imported by the Offi ce of Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction during the period from October 1 to December 
31, 1918. Nos. 45588 to 46950. No. 57. 54 p. May 20.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions (From China, Japan, 
or Africa. Presented by Rev. G.D. Schlosser, Honan, China. 
Quoted notes by Mr. Schlosser): Soja max (L.) Piper. 
Fabaceæ. “46687-46691.
 “46687. ‘Seeds fl at, light yellow.’
 “46688. ‘Seeds round, green.’
 “46689. ‘Seeds small, fl at, yellowish green.’
 “46690. ‘Seeds small, fl at, black.’
 “46691. ‘Seeds large, round, black. The Japanese export 
much of this variety to Seattle’ [Washington]. Also on p. 
19 are listed adsuki bean (Phaseolus angularis–46679) and 
sesame (a black-seeded Chinese variety–46686).
 “46728 and 46729
 “From Peking, China. Presented by Dr. Yamei Kin, 
who obtained them from Mr. H.L. Yang, Peking University. 
Received November 12, 1918. Quoted notes by Mrs. Kin. -
 “46728. Cucumis melo L. Cucurbitaceae. Muskmelon.
 “’Seeds of a small white melon that is very prolifi c and 
has a fi ne-textured fl esh, though not so highly fl avored as the 
Honey Dew.’
 “46729. Dolichos lablab L. Fabaceae.
 “’Seeds of the Manchurian green bean, which goes by 
the name of “old woman’s ear,” probably because it is very 
much broader and fl atter than the usual string bean. It is 
noted for its late-maturing qualities, not being ready till the 
latter part of August and getting better with the cool autumn 
till the hard frost kills it. It also makes a delicious salt pickle 
and I imagine might be good for the salt-preserving method 
advocated by the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The bean itself is also eaten, but they say it is better green 
with the pod, like a string bean.’ (Kin).” “46770/46780. From 
Canton, China. Presented by Mr. G. Weldman Groff, Canton 
Christian College. Received November 26, 1918. Quoted 
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notes by Mr. Groff.
 “46770/46779. ‘A collection of beans procured on the 
Canton markets.’
 “46770. ‘No. 15036a. Haak pei tseng tau. One of the 
common beans of Kwangtung; said to be very nutritious. 
Planted in Kwangtung in March and April and again in 
August and September.’
 “46776. ‘No. 15036g. Wong tau. Used to make various 
bean products. Planted in Kwangtung in March and April.’”
 No. 46779 (p. 32) is Adsuki bean (Phaseolus angularis). 
It is planted in Kwangtung in March and April. Note: 
Kwangtung is a province in southeast China containing the 
city of Canton. In pinyin it is written Guangdong. Address: 
Washington, DC.

969. Nemzek, L.P. 1922. Economic possibilities of the 
soyabean. Field Illustrated and System on the Farm 32:284-
85, 322. May.
• Summary: Soyabeans became popular in the United States 
in part because of the failure of the fl axseed crop in 1910. 
Linseed oil prices skyrocketed, reaching $1.00/gallon during 
most of 1911 and 1912. The Educational Bureau of the Paint 
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S. [in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania], began to investigate the use of alternatives 
to linseed oil in paints. “Soyabean oil was one of the oils 
decided upon for the experiments, largely because it could 
be readily imported in quantities... When the investigation 
was started it was not defi nitely known whether soya oil 
would prove to be a satisfactory substitute for linseed oil in 
the paint industry... A series of practical paint exposure tests 
were begun on test fences located in Washington, DC, in 
connection with the Institute of Industrial Research. Paints 
[containing soyabean oil] were exposed in May, 1911, and 
repainting tests were made during the latter part of 1914. 
These tests, the results of which were corroborated in other 
sections of the country, showed that soyabean oil was 
adapted for use in paint and varnish manufacture.”
 Photos show: (1) A Manchurian yellow variety of 
soyabean plant showing the arrangement of the pods shortly 
before maturity. (2) A Manchurian yellow variety grown 
in New Jersey with exceptionally heavy foliage. (3) A 
yellow Manchurian variety of plant showing exceptional 
development. This single plant bore 723 pods. (4) A typical 
variety of soyabean grown for its oil. (5) A man (wearing 
a straw hat, white shirt, and necktie) standing in a fi eld of 
soyabeans grown for seed in Tennessee.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) with the word “soyabean” or (“soyabeans”) 
in the title. Address: [Paint Manufacturers’ Assoc. of the 
U.S., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania].

970. Sanka, I. 1922. Import of Manchuria bean oil into the 
United States and its uses. Light of Manchuria No. 22. p. 29-
53. June 1.

• Summary: Contents: History of Manchurian Beans 
[soybeans] in the United States. Output of Manchurian 
Beans. Beans as an oil yielding agent. Output of Manchurian 
Bean Oil. Exports of Manchurian Bean Oil to the United 
States: Exports from Dairen (from 1915-1920) to various 
countries and total, exports from Yingkou, and from Antung, 
exports from Japan to the USA, channels of import, principal 
deals (in Manchuria, Japan, and the USA), importers 
and commission merchants in the USA by city, rules for 
regulating business of soya bean oil, market fl uctuations. 
Quality of bean oil: Indices (constants and properties), 
method of detection. Uses of Bean Oil in the U.S.A.: As 
soap-making material, as paint making material, as edible 
oil, other uses (e.g., glycerine for gun powder).
 A table (p. 38) lists the cities in Manchuria where 
soybean mills are located; after each is given the number of 
mills, the daily capacity of Bean Cake, and the total output 
of Bean Cake and Bean oil in 1919. The cities with the most 
mills are Dairen (60), Harbin (24), Liaoyang (22), Yingkou 
(21), and Antung (18).
 In the West, Bean oil is used mostly in making soaps, 
but also in the manufacture of paint, varnish, linoleum, 
substitute for ebonite, candles, machine oil, oleomargarine, 
salad oil, oil for packing sardines, glycerine, substitute for 
lard, etc.
 Photos show: (1) Exterior of the Santai Bean Mill (with 
a tall smokestack; owned by Mitsui & Co.) in Dairen (p. 31). 
(2) Hydraulic presses at the Nisshin Oil Mills in Dairen (p. 
35). (3) Bean crushers at the Nisshin Oil Mills in Dairen (p. 
37). Address: South Manchuria Railway Co., Agricultural 
Offi ce.

971. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 1922. 
Oelindustrie Japans und des Mandschurei [The oil industry 
of Japan and Manchuria]. June 10. p. 2, col. 4. [Ger]
• Summary: The oil industry of Japan is relatively small 
and insignifi cant compared with that of Manchuria–which 
is controlled by Japan. The soybean accounts for 58% of 
the export trade from Manchuria, and about 80% of these 
soybeans are exported in the form of beans, mostly to China 
and Japan. The rest is exported in the form of cake and oil, 
with the cake imported mostly by Japan and the oil mostly 
by Europe and the United States. Most of the oil, by far, is 
obtained by pressing. The press-cake as well as the residue 
from solvent extraction is used as fertilizer but a small 
amount is added to cattle feed. The Japanese consume neither 
milk nor the fl esh of cattle, but rather rice, fi sh, vegetables, 
fruits or seaweed. They never consume fat, oil or butter, but 
three times a day they eat soybeans in one form or another.
 The beans which are made into presscake give a product 
that contains 45% protein, that is 2½ times as much protein 
as is found in meat. This advantage is realized by the 
Japanese as well as by Europeans. In Oct. 1921, the English 
minister Winston Churchill recommended the soybean as a 
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rescue (Rettung). However the Japanese now want to press 
the soybeans, refi ne and harden (hydrogenate) the oil just 
like German companies are doing. And they would like to 
sell these products to Europe.

972. Regis, Emile. 1922. La production coloniale: Les corps 
gras [Colonial production: Oil-bearing materials]. Journal 
Commercial et Maritime de la Societe pour la Defense du 
Commerce et de l’Industrie (Marseilles) No. 2754. June 26. 
p. 1-2. [Fre]
• Summary: The comparison of various fi gures presented 
by the statistics show a general decrease in the export of 
oil-bearing materials worldwide. We also want to note the 
expansion of the market for soybeans (des soyas). Soybean 
seeds (Les graines de soya), the export of which in 1918 
was 534,800 tonnes (metric tons), reached a million tonnes 
in 1919, a fi gure greatly surpassed since that time. Exports 
of soy oil (des huiles de soya) have followed the same 
trajectory, rising from 44,800 tonnes in 1918 to 170,000 
tonnes in 1919. It is troublesome to confi rm that the French 
industry is a complete stranger to this market, due entirely to 
a customs duty of 2.5 francs, which is slapped on the seeds 
when they enter France.
 However, there would be a very large general interest 
if the French industry could take part, as England does, in 
the development of the soybean market. Indeed, the French 
oil industry has, in the course of these last years, increased 
the number of its presses in a very considerable manner. On 
the other hand, the foreign market is closing its doors, more 
and more, to our oils. And one must also consider that the oil 
industry will be called upon, perhaps sooner than we think, 
to modernize its oil presses in Marseilles. But it risks fi nding 
itself with equipment whose output (débit) is out of balance 
with the market’s demand.
 Thus, a partial but effective remedy to this problem 
would be the possibility of the French oil industry interesting 
itself in soybean seeds which, yielding only 15 to 17% oil, 
would nourish the factories without encumbering the market 
for oils.
 On the other hand, agriculture would surely receive in 
a favorable fashion an oilseed which would give a yield of 
about 73% of an excellent cake.
 Without going into detail concerning the principal 
considerations which dispose of the examination of the 
general edible oil market, we can now pass on to the second 
part: What is the part taken by the French colonies in the 
exportation of oilseeds and oils? Let’s look at the statistics. 
Address: France.

973. Ockel, Reinhold. 1922. Die Oelindustrie Japans und 
der Mandschurei [The oil industry of Japan and Manchuria]. 
Chemische Umschau 29(26):201-02. June 28. (Chem. Abst. 
16:3005). [Ger]
• Summary: “(Footnote: Lecture given in the Study Group 

for Fat Chemistry at the General Meeting of the Association 
of German Chemists (Fachgruppe für Fettchemie auf der 
Hauptversammlung der Verein Deutscher Chemiker), 1922.)
 The oil industry in Japan is relatively small and 
insignifi cant. That of Japanese-occupied Manchuria is 
much more signifi cant. It has an area of 1,456,000 English 
square miles and is therefore 2½ times as large as Germany. 
The export of soybeans (Sojabohnen), press cakes, and oil 
with a value of 21,754,000 Haikuan bushels [sic, probably 
Haikwan taels, a unit of value equal to the equivalent of 
584.85 grains of pure silver, which in 1904 was worth 2 
shillings 10 pence] in 1912 grew to 74,000,000 in 1918, and 
during the same period it grew from 11% of the total trade 
to 27% and from 25% of the export trade to 56%. According 
to the book published in 1921 by the director of the Bank 
of Chosen, which is the former Korea [translator’s note: 
Korea under Japanese rule], Oekonomische Geschichte der 
Mandschurei [The Economic History of Manchuria], in 
1915 the following were produced: 108,783,216 bushels, 
which equals approximately 3,000,000 [metric] tons of [soy] 
beans with a value of 306,765,843 yen, of which roughly 
3/4 was exported and specifi cally 30% of the exports in 
the form of beans, and the remainder as cakes and oil. The 
beans went for the most part to China and Japan, the cakes 
to Japan, and the bean oil for the most part to Europe and 
America. According to a report about “Die Sojabohne 
Mandschuriens” [“The Soybean of Manchuria”] that was 
published in August 1920 by the South Manchuria Railway 
Company (Südmandschurische Bahngesellschaft) that was 
working with government support and 1½ billion yen, in 
the city of Dairen [today’s Dalian, China], the former Dalay 
[sic, Dalny], 4,057 [metric] tons of beans were pressed daily 
in 60 pressing mills and from them, 386 [metric] tons of oil 
and 3,717 [metric] tons of cakes were obtained. In August of 
last year, the corresponding numbers were provided to me 
from the same company as 6,000 [metric] tons of beans and 
600 [metric] tons of oil. The same report indicates that from 
every 60.4 kg (that is, 1 picul) of beans, 5.44 kg of oil and 
2 pieces of cake of 27.78 kg each were obtained. Through 
extraction from 1 picul of beans, 7.7 to 7.93 kg of oil and 
48.3 kg of bean meal were obtained. -
 “The soybean introduced Manchuria into the trade 
community of the world,” it says in the aforementioned 
book! I visited three oil mills in Dairen. The method of work 
is the same in all of them: the prewarmed beans, which look 
like little peas, are rolled by a pair of rollers into fl at disks 
the size of a penny that are 2 mm thick. They are weighed 
out into lots of 29.6 kg each and spread out on a burlap 
cloth in a layer that is 6 cm thick. This rests on a fl at iron 
grid under which a steam nozzle blows steam as long as is 
necessary for the steam to abundantly penetrate the seeds, 
such that even with cooler weather (24ºC), such a tropical 
heat prevails in the room that the Chinese laborers work 
completely naked in this room and take turns cooling off in 
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a cold water bath that has been set in the fl oor and also wipe 
their faces with a cloth that is hung on a beam! The steamed 
beans are then thrown into a wooden ring that rests on two 
iron rings that sit on a sheet of metal. In these, a bundle of 
a species of reed that is as thick as a straw which is bound 
together at one end has previously been placed. These were 
purchased from Southern China at a high price. The hot 
beans are then stamped down with the bare feet while, at the 
same time, the two iron rings are raised up such that they 
encircle the cake with a space of around 3 cm. Then the man 
stamps down, removes the now empty wooden ring, brings 
the ends of the reeds together centrally over the cake, and 
pushes it with the bottom plate into the prepress, from which, 
after having been pressed together, two men then carry it to 
the fi nishing press in which one is placed on top of another 
until it is full, whereupon fi rst 75 atmospheres and then 
150 atmospheres of pressure are applied, under which they 
supposedly remain for 5 to 6 hours. When fi nished, they are 
approx. 9 cm thick and weigh 27.78 kg. Approximately 9% 
oil has run off, tainted by a protein solution and by 3% water 
that has been picked up from the cake. The protein in the oil 
at fi rst caused diffi culties for me with the refi ning. But with 
additional experiments in the laboratory in Oimachi near 
Tokyo, I overcame this and attained a good edible oil.
 In order to remove the protein content if possible and to 
produce a consistent product, the railway company in Dairen 
built a large “mixed storage container”. In this container, not 
only the oil that was pressed in Dairen, but that which had 
been pressed in all of Manchuria can be emptied out of the 
barrels. And then, after a lengthy sextuple zigzag path with 
two electrically driven pumps or two steam pumps, the oil is 
pumped through an eight foot tube that is somewhat fl exible 
with a speed of 250 [metric] tons per hour into tanker ships. 
Some fi lter presses are also used there. At fi rst, a concrete 
container was used, but then the oil contained water. Now an 
iron one is used. A part of the oil is fi lled into metal canisters 
with an automatic device with a large number of them fi lling 
simultaneously, and after having been soldered shut, these 
canisters are packed two to a crate.
 Aside from the three oil mills, I also saw an extraction 
plant in Dairen which supposedly extracts 170 [metric] tons 
of beans per day and obtains 15% oil from them, of which 
1% is as an emulsion for which only half price is attained. 
Some 2% of the oil remains as a residue which, however, 
according to [in English] Manschurian Soy Bean [sic], out 
of every 60.4 kg amounts to 7.7 [kg] of oil, and thus 1.4 kg 
or 7% is lost. In any case, the very easily soluble protein [is 
removed] with the condensation water with the steaming. 
Some 1% of the weight of the beans is lost to the benzene. 
The extracted product contains 22% water and is dried in 
a lower drier to 17% and an upper drier to 14-15%. Filling 
and emptying takes a half an hour, the extraction, 4 hours. 
The removal of the benzene by distillation takes 2 hours, 
the steaming 1 hour, so everything all together 7½ hours. 

A total of 16 extractors of 3 [metric] tons each is available 
from which of course 153½ [metric] tons could be extracted 
and not 170 [metric] tons, as had been indicated. One of 
the three oil mills of Dairen that were visited hydrogenated 
(härtete) its entire product of 10 [metric] tons. It produced 
the hydrogen according to the fi lter pressing process: 1,000 
cubic meters with 275 kilowatt hours of municipal electricity, 
adulterated with 1% oxygen. The steam cauldron of the 
hydrogenation plant had a heating surface of 40 sq. m., that 
of the pressing works that could produce 4,000 cakes, 85 sq. 
m. The former employed 25 men, the latter 100.
 In Kobe in Japan, there is also a hydrogenation plant. 
What is for the most part hydrogenated there in Japan is fi sh 
oil. Nowhere is anything refi ned there in advance.
 Furthermore, in Wakamatsu, Japan, I visited a bean 
extraction plant which extracts 400 metric tons of oil and 
gets a yield of 16% from the beans. (American presses 
for cottonseed had just been set up.) Some 1½% of oil 
supposedly remains in the residue. A mixture was used of 
½ naphtha and ½ benzene, from which 1%, calculated on 
the weight of the beans, is lost. Some 30% of the weight of 
the beans is consumed as charcoal [or carbon] (Kohle). The 
plant, the building, and the land, half of which is developed, 
cost 1,500,000 yen. Serving as a seed warmer were four 
gigantic, steam-heated screw conveyors. Then, as takes 
place everywhere, the beans are once again pressed fl at to 
a thickness of 2 mm by means of a pair of rollers. In the 
refi ned oil, there is still ½% fatty acids. Some 2% of the oil 
is lost through neutralization, and the “deodorizing” that 
is carried out before this consists only of drawing off the 
benzene with a vacuum. The oil tastes horrible! The steam 
cauldron had a heating surface of 540 sq. m. There were 12 
extractors with a load of 2.3 metric tons each. The duration 
of the extraction amounted to 2 hours; the steaming, 1 hour; 
the fi lling, 6 minutes; the emptying, 54 minutes; the entire 
batch, 4 hours. They indicated to me 40 to 50 batches in 
24 hours (instead of the 72 that had been calculated) and 
100 metric tons of beans as the daily capacity (Continued). 
Address: Dipl.-Ing.

974. Beemer, Alex W. 1922. The soy bean industry. Staley 
Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 5(12):5-11. June.
• Summary: In a box (like a horizontal sidebar) at the top 
of this article we read: “Staley Company Installs Soy Bean 
Plant: The A.E. Staley Mfg. Company announces that in 
response to the general and urgent desire on the part of the 
farmers of Central Illinois, it has been decided to install a 
Soy Bean Oil Plant in conjunction with the Decatur Starch 
and Glucose manufactory.
 “A satisfactory building is now in readiness. Several oil 
expellers have been purchased and delivered. Bean dryers 
are under construction. Storage for 150,000 bushels of beans 
is ready for use. The plant is so planned that large increases 
in capacity may be had without expensive changes. The fi rst 
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unit will have a capacity of about 500 bushels per day, and 
will be fi nished in ample time for the 1922 crop.”
 “The soy bean is an annual leguminous plant, native to 
the Orient. It has been grown and used as human food for 
more than 5000 years. It is raised all the way from India and 
Java on the South, up through China, Manchuria, and the 
islands of Japan. In value and variety of uses it has long been 
the most important legume grown in the far East. The people 
of these countries eat but little meat, believing it to be more 
economical to eat the vegetables, rather than feed them to 
animals and then eat the animals. By a combination of the 
soy bean, which is exceedingly high in protein, with rice, 
which is high in carbohydrates, they have evolved a ration 
by which they can nourish a country much more densely 
populated than ours, with little or no foreign aid.
 “However, a bean diet would get monotonous to these 
Orientals the same as any other class of people. In China 
and Japan, where centuries in the use of the soy bean can be 
drawn upon, we fi nd it used very little in its original state. 
Shoyu (soy sauce) is already familiar to most of us, although 
unrecognized. It is this sauce which gives chop suey its 
characteristic fl avor, and it is the basis of the now world 
famous Lea and Perrins Worcestershire Sauce. A vegetable 
milk is manufactured from the bean. It is made every night, 
bottled and delivered fresh to the customers in the morning. 
Tofu (bean curd) is made from this vegetable milk and there 
are records to show that it was in use nine hundred years 
B.C. Miso (bean cheese), is made from a mixture of beans, 
salt, and rice malt [rice koji]. The beans are often picked 
green [edamamé], boiled, and served cold with soy sauce 
and in salads. All these foodstuffs are in daily use in Oriental 
homes.
 “Big Industry in Manchuria: In Manchuria, the soy 
bean center of the world, the bean is grown in nearly all 
parts where farming operations are conducted and thrives 
under varied conditions, such as semiarid regions, in valleys 
subject to fl oods in the rainy seasons, and in northern 
latitudes similar to the Dakotas and Minnesota. Its average 
yearly exports from 1911 to 1918 inclusive were over 
25,000,000 bushels of beans, besides large quantities of oil 
and cake. There are now about 60 oil mills in Dairen alone 
with an approximate annual capacity of 1,300,000 tons of 
bean cake and 300,000,000 pounds of oil annually. When 
the capacities of the other large oil centers are taken into 
account, besides the many small interior mills, one can 
readily see the extent of this industry.
 “Great Success in Europe: The soy bean was fi rst 
introduced into Europe in about 1790, but did not attract 
much attention.
 “During the Russo-Japanese war it had been one of the 
main food supplies for the Japanese armies, and the farmers 
had increased their acreages tremendously. As a result there 
was a big surplus of beans when peace was declared. In 
1908 shortly after the close of the war, some shipments of 

beans were sent to England by some enterprising Japanese 
merchants [Mitsui & Co.] in the hope of developing a 
market. The experiment met with instantaneous success, 
as the English concerns recognized the high value of the 
beans for oil and meal, and large orders followed. Germany 
and France were quick to recognize the merits of the soy 
bean, and were soon heavy importers. The demand in that 
year became so great that 50,000,000 bushels of beans were 
shipped from three ports in Manchuria, chiefl y to Europe. 
At the present time the soy bean is only grown in Europe to 
a limited extent but large quantities are imported, mostly in 
the form of the whole bean, as there are quite a number of 
crushing plants in operation.”
 “The soy bean was fi rst cultivated in the United States as 
early as 1804, but was never considered of much economic 
importance, and it as only been within recent years that it has 
been grown to any extent. It makes an excellent forage crop, 
and has largely been grown for this purpose. On account 
of the high protein content of both the bean and the plant, 
farmers in the corn belt have found that it makes a valuable 
and economical supplement to corn in producing beef, pork 
and mutton.
 “Soy beans were fi rst crushed for oil and meal in 1910 
by an oil mill on the Pacifi c coast [Seattle, Washington. 
Pacifi c Oil Mills; Albers Bros. Milling Co.]. The beans were 
imported from Manchuria. In 1915 and 1916 American 
grown seed was fi rst crushed for oil and cake by a few of 
the cottonseed oil mills of North Carolina. This was brought 
about by a shortage of cottonseed in the south and a surplus 
of soy bean seed in North Carolina. North Carolina was the 
pioneer state in growing the bean to any great extent and that 
the farmers of that state think pretty well of it is evidenced 
by the fact that they grew over one-half of the soy beans 
produced in this country in 1920.
 “The methods used in the extraction of oil from the soy 
bean are similar to those employed with other oil seeds, such 
as linseed and cottonseed. Three methods are in use, namely, 
the hydraulic, expeller and extraction processes. In the 
hydraulic and expeller processes the beans are crushed into 
meal, treated with steam and then subjected to pressure, in 
the extraction process the beans are crushed and then treated 
directly with a solvent such as benzine, which removes the 
oil. The solvent is then separated from the oil by distillation, 
and used again. The whole bean contains about 18 per cent 
of oil, and about 40 per cent of protein. The oil cake contains 
anywhere from 1 to 9 per cent of oil, and about 45 per cent 
of protein.
 “Has Large Variety of Uses: The soy bean can be used 
in the same way as the navy bean in soups or in baking, but 
requires a somewhat longer soaking and cooking. Some 
manufacturers of canned baked beans use the soy bean in 
their products. It can be used as a substitute for the coffee 
bean and when properly roasted and prepared it makes an 
excellent substitute for coffee. The Orientals soak the bean 
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in salt water and then roast it, this product being eaten in a 
way similar to salted peanuts. The green bean [when cooked] 
makes a very good substitute for the butter or Lima bean.
 “The cake or residue left after the oil has been extracted 
from the soy bean, makes an excellent stock feed. Its value 
for producing meat, milk and butter is well established. On 
account of its high nitrogen content it is well adapted for 
balancing rations defi cient in nitrogen. Soy bean meal is 
manufactured into a fl our in the proportion of about 25 per 
cent soy bean meal and 75 per cent wheat fl our. The low 
starch content of soy bean meal makes it a valuable food for 
people requiring a low starch diet, and enters largely as a 
constituent in many of the so-called diabetic breads, biscuits 
and crackers” Continued.

975. Beemer, Alex W. 1922. The soy bean industry 
(Continued–Document part III). Staley Journal (Decatur, 
Illinois) 5(12):5-11. June.
• Summary: (Continued): The total annual exportation from 
China, Manchuria and Japan of soy beans and soy bean 
products, in terms of soy beans, amounts to about 65,000,000 
bushels. When we compare this with the exportation of corn 
from the United States, we get a more accurate idea of what 
this volume of business means.
 “Since 1907, in only one year, namely 1921, has the 
exportation of corn from the United States been equal to the 
average annual exportation of soy beans. This is mentioned 
particularly for the purpose of removing any possible 
suspicion that the present activity in the production of soy 
beans in this country may have a glutting effect on the 
markets of soy bean and its products.
 “A brief consideration of the fact that the annual world 
surplusage [sic] of soy beans is equivalent to, or more than, 
the total annual surplusage of corn in the United States 
should disseminate any possible doubt on that score.
 “On account of the high quality of the oil, with its 
many uses, and the high nutritive food values from soy 
bean products, there can be no doubt but that there will be 
a big demand for all the soy beans that can be grown in 
this country. This should give the industry a high potential 
importance, and assure its rapid development in the United 
States.”
 Note 1. We fi nd it surprising that this article makes no 
mention of A.E. Staley’s work trying to convince Illinois 
farmers to grow soybeans and showing them how.
 Photos show: (1) “The new soy bean oil extraction plant 
for the Staley company will be installed in this building. 
Steel tanks, of 200,000 bushel storage capacity, are shown in 
the distance.”
 (2) “A modern soy bean oil extraction plant” [using 
many expellers].
 (3) “Soy bean cakes in open storage on Dairen wharves, 
South Manchuria.
 (4) “Stacks of Manchurian soy beans as far as the eye 

can reach, awaiting shipment to foreign markets.” The last 
two photos are “Courtesy The Asia Magazine.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2018) 
concerning the work of the A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. with soy 
(one of two documents).
 Note 3. The Kernel and the Bean: The 75-Year Story 
of the Staley Company, by Dan. J. Forrestal, has some 
interesting background to this story. Pages 57-58: “As far 
back as 1918 he [Gene Staley] had begun his own soybean 
investigations and in 1920 he had ordered two pieces of 
heavy hardware called expellers, from the V.D. Anderson 
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, a leading manufacturer of 
hydraulic equipment for crushing corn germs and sunfl ower 
seeds. When the expellers arrived, George E. Chamberlain, 
general superintendent and Staley’s ‘right-hand man,’ 
suggested that some modifi cations be made on the expellers 
before any production schedules were set. But his big worry 
concerned several pieces of machinery called bean dryers 
which were fashioned by his own well-meaning people.
 “In 1921, Chamberlain had the manufacturing 
equipment somewhat squared away, but several new reasons 
for delay became apparent.
 “Delay Number One involved building a ramp for 
use by trucks bringing soybeans to the plant-trucks being 
used because the loads would be less than the amount 
needed to justify use of railroad freight cars. To solve 
the problem of providing access for trucks, the ingenious 
Chamberlain commandeered hundreds of creosoted railroad 
ties and constructed an improvised ramp inclined at a 
10 percent grade leading up to the area where soybeans 
would be dumped. Improvisation had always been among 
Chamberlain’s virtues and the ramp was in fact nothing 
more than a new manifestation of the manufacturing 
superintendent’s day-in, day-out ingenuity.
 “Delay Number Two was more serious, involving not 
only the corporation’s economic plight but also the nation’s 
economic plight. The year 1921 had been gravely imperiled 
by an ominous downturn and many business institutions 
had been shaken by the tremors of a nationwide depression. 
Expenses in corn refi ning had exceeded income at the Staley 
plant–the net loss for the year 1921 amounting to $692,000. 
It was obvious that this was no time to be adding new 
expenses which would inescapably be part and parcel of a 
pioneering venture into soybean processing.
 “Even though the corporation was ‘sound as a dollar, 
long-range,’ in the founder’s words, it had to exercise caution 
in its expenditures.”
 “In 1922 Gene Staley was ready to go, risks 
notwithstanding.”

976. Ishikawa, T. 1922. Manufacture of hardened oil in 
Manchuria. Light of Manchuria. No. 23. p. 12-19. July 1.
• Summary: The manufacture of hardened [hydrogenated] 
oil has advanced the furthest in Great Britain and Germany. 
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The industry in the United States made remarkable strides 
during the War, and American products dominated the oil 
market at London during the War.
 Although Manchuria is a major world center of 
vegetable oil production, it makes almost no hardened 
oil–largely because a lack of interest in chemical industry. 
Mr. T. Okada (formerly on the staff of the South Manchuria 
Railway Company Central Laboratory) applied to 
Manchurian Beans [soybeans] a chemical process developed 
by himself after years of research. In 1915 he decided to 
organize an enterprise on an industrial scale. In May 1916 a 
company was established for the manufacture of hardened oil 
on the basis of his investigations. This company is known as 
the Dairen Oil & Fat Industry Co. The factory was completed 
in December 1916 and was opened for trial operation in Jan. 
1917. However many technical problems were encountered. 
At present, the plant has a capacity of 400 tons/month of 
hardened oil. From March to July 1921 some 420,000 kin 
[1 kin = 1.323 lb] were exported to Europe for sale on 
commission, and 210,000 kin were shipped to Japan–where 
an import duty of 20% ad valorem is imposed. In Europe 
the business depression since 1920 has hurt exports. Yet in 
the long run there are many good reasons that an effi cient 
hydrogenation plant in Manchuria should thrive. Address: 
South Manchuria Railway Co., Commercial & Industrial 
Offi ce.

977. Seki, K. 1922. Bean cake exporters and bean mills at 
Dairen. Light of Manchuria No. 23. p. 1-12. July 1.
• Summary: About 96% of the Bean Cake exported from 
Manchuria is shipped to Japan proper and Formosa [a 
Japanese colony since 1895] for use as manure by the 
farming classes. The demand for Bean Cake in Japan is 
increasing partly because the comparative advantage of 
Bean Cake fertilizer has come to be more widely appreciated 
by the farmers, and partly because, during war time, it is 
diffi cult and expensive (due to the rise in silver) to import 
chemical fertilizers. Of the bean mills in Dairen only 7-8 
are under Japanese- or Sino-Japanese management, and 
they have a total capacity of about 30,000 pieces of bean 
cake per day. The majority of the mills, about 61, are under 
Chinese management (mostly Chinese from Shantung), and 
they have an output of about 110,000 pieces of bean cake 
per day. Chinese policies therefore control the market. The 
Gold Standard replaced the Silver Standard on the Dairen 
Exchange in the autumn of 1921; the Chinese mills did not 
like this.
 “Prior to the great World War, there were only a small 
number of the fi rst class Japanese capitalists such as the 
Mitsuis (Santai Mill), the Okuras (Nisshin Oil Mills), the 
Koderas, etc., who had a good hang of the trade. As to the 
others, they have come after the Russo-Japanese War with 
practically empty hands.”

978. Boston Daily Globe. 1922. Farm bloc gets jolt in senate: 
High soya bean tariff beaten in tie vote. July 11. p. 2.
• Summary: “Washington [DC], July 10–Failure of the 
Republican agricultural tariff bloc on a tie vote, 28 to 28, to 
win its fi ght for a rate of 1½ cents a pound on soya beans 
and the approval, 52 to 13, of the existing emergency rates 
of three cents a pound on unshelled peanuts and four cents a 
pound on the shelled, marked Senate consideration today of 
the Tariff bill.
 “The soya bean rate approved was four-tenths of one 
cent a pound, but Senator Ladd, Republican, North Dakota, 
gave notice that he would again seek to have the higher rate 
adopted.” Details of the votes are given.
 Note: This article also appeared on this same date in the 
Washington Post (p. 4, the longest, and p. 6) and the Hartford 
Courant (p. 8).

979. San Francisco Chronicle. 1922. Farm bloc loses soya 
bean fi ght: Senate refuses tariff of 1½ cents a pound. July 11. 
p. 7.
• Summary: “Washington [DC], July 10.–Failure of the 
Republican agricultural tariff bloc, on a tie vote of twenty-
eight to twenty-eight, to win its fi ght for a rate of 1½ cents 
a pound on [imported] soya beans, and the approval, fi fty-
two to thirteen, of the existing emergency rates of 3 cents a 
pound on unshelled peanuts and 4 cents a pound on shelled, 
marked Senate consideration today of the tariff bill. The soya 
bean rate approved was four-tenths of 1 cent a pound, but 
Senator Ladd, R. [Republican], North Dakota, gave notice 
that he would again seek to have the higher rate adopted.”

980. Associated Press (AP). 1922. Farm bloc again loses 
tariff rate: Vegetable oils entering into manufacture of 
nonedible products kept on free list. Washington Post. July 
12. p. 2.
• Summary: “The Republican agricultural tariff bloc got 
another setback yesterday in the Senate, losing, 33 to 24, its 
fi ght to make dutiable imported vegetable oils used in the 
manufacture of nonedible products. The Senate then, without 
a roll call, approved rates of 3 cents a pound on cottonseed 
oil and soya-bean oil and 4 cents a pound on cocoanut oil 
and peanut oil, where such oils enter into the manufacture of 
edible commodities.”

981. Associated Press. 1922. Soya bean oil duties fi xed by 
senators: Edge attacks present method of making unelastic 
tariff. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). July 12. p. 1, col. 
2.
• Summary: “Washington, July 11–The senate this afternoon 
approved a duty of 3 cents a pound on cottonseed and soya 
bean oils and 4 cents a pound on cocoanut and peanut oils 
imported for the manufacture of edible products.
 “The Republican agricultural ‘bloc’ failed in an attempt 
to enact the same rates on these oils when imported for uses 
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other than the manufacture of edible products.
 “Senator Walter Edge, Republican of New Jersey, 
discussing the tariff today served notice on the senate that he 
would refuse to vote for the measure if it failed to provide 
other means than through Congressional action for a revision 
of the schedules.
 “The bill contains provisions for such a revision by the 
President.
 “’The passage of this hard and fast tariff bill without 
an opportunity for elasticity of rates might prove a national 
calamity,’ Senator Edge said. ‘Any tariff which, while 
affording better protection, still results in a general raise of 
prices at home without a corresponding encouragement to 
world trade, narrows our possibility of development.’”

982. San Francisco Chronicle. 1922. Chronicle shipping 
news. July 20. p. 20.
• Summary: The section titled “Shipping notes” states: “The 
cargo of the Japanese steamer Mandasan Maru, arriving from 
Yokohama, consisted in pat of 6,586 chests of tea, 1,041 
packages of groceries, 2,560 tubs of shoyu, 1,478 cases of 
canned crab, 2,420 sacks of beans [probably soy beans], 
1,875 sacks of linseed cake, 3,808 bags of bean cake.”

983. Huddle, J. Klahr. 1922. The German vegetable-
oil crushing industry. Commerce Reports (U.S. Dep. of 
Commerce) 25(30):227. July 24.
• Summary: The German crushing industry has not yet 
recovered to its pre-war levels. The number of mills (95 now 
vs. 134 in 1913), tons of oilseeds crushed (670,000 now vs. 
1.8 million), and output of oils in tons (265,000 now vs. 
650,000) have still not caught up. The capacity of all the 
German oil mills amounts to about 2.2 million tons of “oil 
fruits,” i.e., more than three times the actual output.
 Tables show: (1) In 1913, Germany imported 40,800 
tons of soya beans from Manchuria through the port of 
Hamburg. The three leading oilseed imports in 1913 were: 
(1) Flaxseed 366,200 metric tons (MT) from Argentina. 
(2) Palm kernels 245,800 MT from West Africa, (3) Copra 
230,400 MT from the Dutch East Indies and the Philippines.
 (2) In 1920 Germany imported 20,500 tons of soya 
beans from China and Japan through the port of Hamburg. 
The three leading oilseed imports in 1920 were: (1) Copra 
90,900 MT from the Dutch East Indies and India. (2) 
Rapeseed 88,700 MT from India and Argentina, (3) Flaxseed 
53,100 metric tons (MT) from Argentina and the Baltic 
countries. Address: Commercial Attaché, Peking, China.

984. Christian Science Monitor. 1922. Soy bean farmer 
wants duty kept: Needs tariff on the oil to compete with 
Manchuria. July 27. p. 9.
• Summary: “Bloomington, Illinois, July 27. “’If the 
proposal which is now up in the United States Senate to 
remove the duty of 3 cents a pound upon soy bean oil, and 

place the product upon the free list, is adopted, then you can 
say good-bye to the soy bean industry of the United States’ 
declared A.E. Staley of Macon County, who has been active 
in encouraging the farmers of central Illinois to plant soy 
beans in place of corn and oats in the hope of increasing the 
earning power of farms and, with the proportionate reduction 
in the acreage of the two cereals, advance [sic] their 
quotations to the pre-war level.
 “’The United states cannot compete with Chinese 
labor in the production of that oil upon a free basis,’ he 
continued. ‘Right now, this country can purchase soy beans 
in Manchuria for 20 cents a bushel, pay the ocean and rail 
freight to Illinois with a total cost for the beans and freight of 
94 cents a hundred pounds, or about 50 cents a bushel. That’s 
what will happen if the duty is removed. Illinois farmers 
cannot raise soy beans for that price. They will have to stick 
to corn and oats.”
 Another effect of removing the proposed soy bean duty 
will be to force down the price of all vegetable oils, such as 
corn oil and peanut oil.
 Note: Mr. Staley has a deep personal interest in this 
issue because he processes corn to make corn oil, starch, etc. 
He is not, as the title says, a “soy bean farmer.”
 Soy beans should also be raised in the corn belt to 
improve the soil and for their immunity to the chinch bug 
pest. Soy bean production in the U.S. this year is estimated at 
about 500,000 acres, up from 190,000 in 1920.

985. Keimatsu, K. 1922. Bean cake as cattle-feed, instead of 
fertilizer. Light of Manchuria. No. 24. p. 1-4. Aug. 1.
• Summary: The soybean complex in Manchuria is in bad 
shape due to high prices. The author hopes that soybean cake 
will be used more as cattle feed in the future, rather than as 
fertilizer, as has previously been the case. “Now at Dairen 
alone, more than 110,000 pieces of Bean Cake are being 
put out daily, and their chief utility has been as fertilizer in 
Japan. If they should be made into cattle-feed, the market 
therefore may be extended from Japan to Europe and 
America.” He would also like to see new solvent extraction 
equipment installed to replace the old mechanical presses, 
and the quality of soy oil improved. And “it is heartily 
hoped that bean milling in the future will be founded with 
the production of Bean Oil for the primary object and that 
of cattle-feed for the secondary one, and this on a more 
comprehensive scale, amalgamating a number of minor 
mills.”
 “At the same time, the manufacture of hardened oil, as 
now carried on by the Dairen Oil & Fat Industry Co., makes 
another enterprise having great possibilities. The hardened 
oil of this Company has not yet earned a wide and high 
reputation, but the Company is now turning out an excellent 
product. Soap, margarine, glycerine, and several other 
chemical products are made from hardened oil. Moreover, 
shipment in the form of hardened oil is far more convenient 
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than in the form of crude oil.” Address: Ex-superintendent-
general, South Manchuria Railway Co. Central Lab.

986. Neue Hamburger Zeitung (Hamburg, Germany). 
1922. Einfuhr seewaerts nach Hamburg [Import by sea to 
Hamburg]. Aug. 15. p. 4, col. 1. [Ger]
• Summary: According to the lading registries that are 
available, the following quantities of important goods, 
among others, arrived in Hamburg in July. The amounts 
which arrived in the preceding month are included in 
parentheses.
 Soybeans 124,889 (23,860) sacks.
 Note: The meaning of a “sack” is unclear; there were 
probably 50 kg of soybeans per sack, but there might have 
been 60 kg.

987. Martin, -; Flacourt, -. 1922. La situation agricole 
du Cambodge en 1921-1922 [The agricultural situation 
in Cambodia in 1921-1922]. Bulletin Economique de 
l’Indochine (Hanoi) 25(155):371-386. July/Aug. New Series. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Page 378: Contains a long paragraph on peanuts 
(arachides).
 Page 379: Contains a shorter paragraph on soya and 
sesame (Soja et sésame). These crops occupy only a small 
area in Cambodia, where the atmospheric and hydrological 
conditions do not permit their extension in cultivation 
on banks, because it takes too long for them to pass from 
planting to harvest.
 Also, the exports of these commodities from 
Cochinchina are signifi cantly reduced, in spite of the demand 
for them. For sesame: 136,848 kg in 1920 and 128,400 kg in 
1921 For soybeans: 17,900 kg in 1920 versus 144,360,400 
kg in 1921.

988. San Francisco Chronicle. 1922. Tariff parley makes 
changes for California: Some schedules are raised, others 
decreased, after levy conference. Sept. 13. p. 4.
• Summary: “Soya bean oil was cut from 3 to 2½ cents a 
pound, but the cotton seed oil rate of 2 cents a pound was 
sustained [unchanged].
 “The almond paste rate” was cut from 15 cents to 14 
cents.

989. Nemzek, L.P. 1922. The production and use of soya 
bean oil in the United States with a brief history of their 
development. Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., 
Educational Bureau, Scientifi c Section, Circular No. 155. 14 
p. Sept. Also in Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 102(20):33, 50. 
Nov. 6, 1922.
• Summary: “An address to the Corn Belt Seed Growers’ 
Association, Columbia, Missouri, September 1, 1922.” An 
excellent overview.
 Contents: Introduction: Importance and value of soybean 

oil, imports of the oil into the United States (table from 
1913-1921 showing pounds and dollar value), its promotion 
by the Educational Bureau. Linseed failure demonstrates 
need. Exposure tests show value of soya oil: Paint exposure 
tests begun in May 1911 in connection with the Institute 
of Industrial Research were conducted to establish its 
suitability for making paint, enamel, and varnish. Soliciting 
“the assistance of the State Experiment Stations and other 
interested persons to urge the farmer to grow more Soya 
Beans for seed.” Beans can be grown throughout the country: 
Two types of soya bean oil manufacture, by hydraulic 
press or expeller. Cotton and linseed mills well situated 
to crushing. Average oil content 19 per cent. Suggested 
specifi cations. Chemical constants: Physical properties of the 
oil. Drying properties. Price fl uctuation (incl. table, monthly, 
Jan. 1920 to Dec. 1921). Yield per acre. Food value of soya 
bean: Various uses in China and Japan. Importation of beans. 
Diversifi ed market (incl. table of soya bean prices, 1913-
1921). Wholesale prices of soya beans. Market for cake and 
meal (incl. table comparing composition of soya bean meal, 
cottonseed meal, and linseed meal).
 “American agriculture is gradually adopting the growing 
of the ‘Soy Bean,’ as it is still quite generally known. Each 
year witnesses an increased interest its development. This 
year there has been a remarkable increase in production and 
a similar increase in the number of inquiries concerning 
different points relative to the possibilities of the Bean 
and the utilization of the products derived from it, namely: 
the oil and the cake or meal. The progress in production 
is fairly well illustrated by the recent announcement that 
oil will be crushed from beans grown in Central Illinois. A 
weekly output at the start of from twenty-fi ve to thirty cars is 
expected.”
 “In view of the fact that there are hundreds of varieties, 
many of which differ in only a few minor respects from 
others, it was necessary after making preliminary tests, to 
eliminate many of them in order to bring the number down 
to a practical working basis. There is really nothing to be 
gained by growing so many different varieties. The number 
was reduced to about fi fteen already popular varieties, 
namely:–Mammoth, Medium Yellow, Ito San, Holly Brooks 
[Hollybrook], Haberlandt, Peking, Wilson, Auburn, Black 
Eyebrow, Arlington, Tokio, Mikado, Virginia, Sable, and the 
Yellow Manchurian bean, which growing tests showed were 
very satisfactory” (p. 4).
 “In 1916 there were produced in this country in the 
neighborhood of one hundred thousand gallons of Soya 
Oil. The largest part of this quantity was produced by the 
Elizabeth City Oil [& Fertilizer] Company, and the New 
Bern Cotton Oil and Fertilizer Mills.” (p. 7).
 “In China and Japan, millions of tons of soya beans are 
consumed as food.” “Soya meal... fi nds application in human 
food in connection with wheat fl our and other substances like 
Corn and Rye meal.
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 “In China soya beans are used for human consumption 
as vegetables like marrow-fat beans and in the preparation 
of soups. They are prepared especially as substitutes for 
meat and as substitutes for chocolate and coffee. They also 
enter into the manufacture of cheese and in the macaroni 
preparations.
 “One of the best known uses for them is in Soy, the 
Chinese sauce, manufactured extensively in Hong Kong. 
The process is simple. It consists merely of grinding the 
bean and mixing the bean with water and Chinese yeast. The 
mixture is then allowed to stand for three to four months, the 
resultant liquor being the sauce.
 “Soya beans are also the basis for many modern table 
sauces.
 “Large quantities of the beans are consumed in the form 
of oil used for lubricating purposes for the greasing of axles 
and in connection with much of the Chinese machinery. It is 
also used as a lamp oil instead of kerosene oil. The refi ned 
oil is frequently used for preserving sardines, and in place of 
lard and Cotton Seed oil for cooking.
 “During the last fi ve years a considerable tonnage of 
Soya Beans has been imported for crushing in this country. 
Some of the beans have been crushed in the Cotton Seed oil 
mills in the South...” (p. 10). Address: [Paint Manufacturers’ 
Assoc. of the U.S., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania].

990. Oudendijk, Gezant. 1922. De handel in sojaboonen 
en produkten daarvan te Dairen [Trade in soybeans and 
products thereof in Dairen, Manchuria]. Korte Berichten 
voor Landbouw, Nijverheid en Handel (Buitenzorg/Jakarta) 
12(42):333. Oct. 19. [Dut]*
Address: Dutch “Gesandter” in Peking.

991. San Francisco Chronicle. 1922. Bean cake whisky 
latest on market. Nov. 4. p. 13.
• Summary: “Unusually large importations of [soy] bean 
cake into San Francisco in recent months, coupled with 
the fi ndings by prohibition agents in Chinatown of several 
moonshine stills, have caused an investigation by the 
Treasury Department to see whether or not the two things 
had any relation. Customs and prohibition offi cials have 
learned that the Chinese have learned to distill an excellent 
grade of liquor from bean cake. In fact the stuff is so good 
that it is said the Chinese have ceased to mourn for the loss 
of their ng ky py, a so-called medical wine of which they 
have been deprived.”

992. Nemzek, L.P. 1922. Soya bean oil: Production and uses. 
Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 102(20):33, 50. Nov. 6.
• Summary: This is a reprint of the following: Nemzek, L.P. 
1922. “The production and use of soya bean oil in the United 
States with a brief history of their development.” Paint 
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Educational Bureau, 
Science Section, Circular No. 155. 14 p. Sept. However, 

the following headings have been added for clarity and ease 
of use: Introduction (incl. table showing imports of soya 
bean oil to the USA from 1913-1921, pounds and dollar and 
value). Paint use tests. Manufacturing methods. Suggested 
specifi cations. Physical properties. Prices of oil (incl. table, 
monthly, Jan. 1920 to Dec. 1921). Uses [of soya beans] are 
various. Price of beans (incl. table, 1913-1921). Composition 
of meal. Address: [Paint Manufacturers’ Assoc. of the U.S., 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania].

993. Scanlon, Jerry. ed. 1922. Chanler [Candler] preparing 
to have transport Logan sent to Baltimore to be transformed 
into training schools for boys. San Francisco Chronicle. 
Nov. 21. p. 10.
• Summary: This a collection of articles about shipping. The 
section titled “S.F.-Korea service” begins: “Within a short 
time San Francisco and Korea will be connected by a direct 
steamship service...”
 “Yee said his associates are interested in buying fl our, 
agricultural machinery, shoes, hardware, cotton textiles and 
kerosene. They want to sell San Francisco buyers mattings, 
bristles, soya beans, castor beans, linseed, bamboo furniture 
and hides.”
 Cargoes now destined for Korea are “handled four times 
in trans-shipment before reaching their destination, which 
sometimes results in complete loss of the commodities.”

994. Associated Press. 1922. Chinese trade little affected by 
U.S. tariff. Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Dec. 29. p. 
8, col. 3.
• Summary: “Shanghai, December.–China’s trade will 
be less affected than that of any other country by the new 
American tariff law, according to views expressed in offi cial 
and commercial circles in Shanghai. The chief exports 
from China that are affected by the American tariff are egg 
products, peanut and soya bean oil and peanuts and walnuts. 
These constitute less than a fi fth of China’s annual exports to 
the United States.
 “The bulk of China’s exports to America in aggregate 
valuation comprises raw cotton, silk, tea, hides, undressed 
furs, fur skins, carpet wool, wool oil and sausage casings, 
or about 70 percent of the country’s exports, and these are 
continued on the free list.”

995. Brown, W.H. comp. 1922. The farmers’ handbook. 4th 
ed. Sydney, NSW, Australia: New South Wales Dept. of 
Agriculture. vi + 966 p. See p. 565-67. Illust. 24 cm. 1st ed. 
was 1911. 3rd ed. was 1918. 5th ed. was 1943.
• Summary: Section 7, “Leguminous crops (p. 532-89), 
has the following contents: Introduction: Soil inoculation, 
summer crops (incl. soybeans), winter legumes. Lucerne 
[alfalfa] (now the chief leguminous crop of NSW). Cowpeas. 
Soy beans. Velvet beans. Peanuts. Field peas. Vetches and 
tares. Clovers (the 3 basic types are annual, biennial, and 
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perennial, and there are several varieties of each, in the 
genera Trifolium and Medicago). Medics (incl. Burr medics, 
Spineless medics), trefoils (Medicago lupulina {English 
trefoil}), and crowfoots (Erodium sp.).
 The subsection on soybeans (p. 565-67) states: 
“Introduction: A crop which is grown to the extent of 
190,000 acres in the United States seems surely to merit 
some place in the agriculture of New South Wales, which in 
many parts is climatically similar to America.
 “For many years soybeans were tried on the North 
Coast and in other warm districts on the western slopes, but 
without any sign of success. From this failure it has been 
wrongly concluded that the climate of New South Wales is 
wholly unsuited to the culture of soybeans. Evidence is now 
available to the effect that it is in the cooler climates of the 
State chiefl y that soybeans will be generally most successful. 
On the North Coast, both velvet beans and cowpeas are 
too strong competitors as green manures or even as fodder 
crops, with perhaps the exception of one outstanding variety 
of soybeans. Though resistant to a certain amount of dry 
weather, soybeans are not suffi ciently drought-resistant to 
stand the long dry spells experienced during the summer 
in the western districts, except in favoured localities on the 
slopes.
 “Although killed by heavy frost, soybeans will stand a 
considerable amount of frost without injury, and have already 
been successfully grown on parts of the Northern, Central, 
and Southern Tablelands.”
 “The utility of soybeans: The soybean is one of the most 
important crops of China and Japan, and from these countries 
a large amount of soybean oil is exported, some of which 
fi nds its way into Australia.” The semi-drying oil is used 
chiefl y in the manufacture of paint and soap.
 “It is not, however, as a grain crop for this purpose that 
it is likely to make headway here. Apart from its value as 
green manure (being a legume, it maintains or increases the 
nitrogen of the soil also), the soybean excels mainly–(1) 
as a grain crop for hogging down, on account of its heavy 
production of seed of very high protein and oil content and 
excellent feeding value, and (2) as an emergency hay crop 
on account of the high value of its fodder... the hay is about 
equal in feeding value to lucerne hay, and superior to clover 
hay, and it has the added virtue of being able to produce 
good crops of hay on soils too poor or too sour for clover or 
lucerne.
 “Unlike cowpeas, the soybean ripens all its seed at about 
the same time; on the tablelands, the best varieties take about 
four months to reach the hay or fodder stage, and about 5 
months to mature seed.”
 The soybean is comparatively free from attacks of 
insects and diseases. Even the seed in storage is not affected 
by the bean weevil which infests cowpeas and other beans 
so badly. Rabbits are, however, very partial to the crop, even 
when plenty of other feed is available...”

 Planting: The best time to soy soybeans is a little after 
maize has been planted. “Soybean seed heats very quickly in 
storage (especially in a warm, moist climate) and also loses 
its germinating power very quickly if kept for any length of 
time, especially over one season.
 Varieties: “Of the varieties tried so far in New South 
Wales, the following seem to do best:” Otootan, Hollybrook, 
Mammoth Yellow, Haberlandt.
 As a hay or fodder crop: “It is as an emergency hay crop 
that soybeans are destined to fi ll a place in our tableland 
agriculture.” The soybean’s fi ve chief qualities are described. 
Address: Editor of Publications, New South Wales Dep. of 
Agriculture, Sydney, Australia.

996. Institut Colonial (Marseille). 1922. Memoires et 
rapports sur les matieres grasses [Memoirs and reports on 
oils and fats. 3 vols.]. Marseille: Institut Colonial. [Fre]
• Summary: Volume 1, based on the Colonial Exposition 
at Marseille (1922), is titled Congrès de la Production 
Coloniale: Compte-Rendus du Congrès. Rapports et études 
(Congress of Colonial Production: Proceedings of the 
Congress. Reports and studies). It contains discussions of the 
production of oilseeds in French colonies, including olive 
oil, linseed oil, coconut oil, peanut oil (p. 11-20), sesame oil, 
soya oil, castor oil, and other diverse oils.
 A full-page table titled “Importation of fatty materials 
into France” (in 1913, p. 9) shows that most are imported in 
the form of oilseeds or fruits, rather than as oils per se. The 
largest imports are of peanuts (in the shells, or dehulled). 198 
tonnes of soja oil are imported for use in soaps, and 7 tonnes 
for other uses. A second table (p. 10) shows imports of fatty 
materials by colony of origin. Most of the peanuts come 
from Senegal, followed by Niger and Guinea. Soy is not 
listed. Contains a long bibliography on many crops, by crop 
(p. 403-468).
 Note: Volumes 2 and 3 are entirely about palm oil. 
Address: Marseilles, France.

997. Klautke, Paul. 1922. Nutzpfl anzen und Nutztiere Chinas 
[China’s useful plants and animals]. Hannover, Germany: 
Hahnsche Buchhandlung. 160 p. 25 cm. [11* ref. Ger]
• Summary: The section on Beans (p. 32-35), discusses 
12 different types, including the soybean–which is 
considered China’s most important bean. An illustration 
(line drawing) shows the soybean plant, with a close-up 
of the pods. The China Year Book of 1914 notes that large 
amounts of soybeans are grown and crushed in Manchuria. 
In Newchwang there is 1 Japanese hydraulic mill, 7 large 
Chinese steam mills, 5 small mills driven by gasoline 
motors, and 9 stone mills powered by animals. A table shows 
Manchuria’s large exports of soybeans, soy oil, and soybean 
meal from 1908-1912. The different varieties are listed. 
Address: Lehrer fuer Biologie an der Tung Chi Medizin- und 
Ingenieurschule fuer Chinesen in Woosung.
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998. Nôshômu-sho, Nômu-kyoku, Japan. 1922. Daizu sono-
ta no mame-rui ni kansuru chôsa [Survey of soybeans and 
other beans]. Tokyo: Nôshomu-sho, Nômu-kyoku. 33 p. 22 
cm. Series: No. 21. [Jap]
• Summary: A short survey by Japan’s Bureau of 
Agriculture, in the Department of Agriculture. Address: 
Japan.

999. Thurston, Azor. 1922. Pharmaceutical and food 
analysis: A manual of standard methods for the analysis of 
oils, fats and waxes, and substances in which they exist; 
together with allied products. New York, NY: D. Van 
Nostrand Co. xiii + 416 p. Index. 24 cm. [14 soy ref]
• Summary: A table titled “Non-offi cial oils” (p. 159-60) 
lists 16 such oils and for each gives its chief components 
and constants. For soya bean oil (from Soja hispida) the 
chief components are oleic, linolic, stearic and palmitic 
acids. The constants are: Specifi c gravity at 25ºC: 09194. 
Refractive index at 20ºC: 1.4768. Iodine value: 130 to 135. 
Saponifi cation value: 191 to 194. Uses: Used for edible 
purposes, soap and paint manufacturing.
 An “offi cial oil” is one described by the U.S. 
Pharmacopeia or the National Formulary. Almond oil and 
sesame oil are offi cial oils; peanut oil and soya bean oil 
are not. For soya bean oil (from Soja hispida) the chief 
components are oleic, linolic, stearic and palmitic acids. 
Used for edible purposes, soap and paint manufacturing.
 In Chapter 5, titled “Oils, fats and waxes” is a long 
section titled “Soya bean oil” (p. 173-75). Contents: Various 
names: English–Soja bean oil, soy-bean oil. German–
Sojabohnenöl. Italian–Olio di Soia. It is a fi xed oil, not a 
volatile oil.
 U.S. imports of soya bean oil from 1918 to 1920. For the 
year ending June 30, 1918: 336.82 million lb. For the year 
ending June 30, 1919: 195.80 million lb. For the year ending 
June 30, 1920: 112.21 million lb.
 U.S. production of soya bean oil in 1919: 149.04 
million lb. Constants. Principal components. Preparation and 
yield. Properties and tests. Uses (Soap making, paints and 
varnishes, waterproof clothing. Edible oil in the manufacture 
of lard substitutes and oleomargarine. Used to a limited 
extent as a lubricant and burning oil. “German Coffee Berry” 
is a variety of soya bean, the seed of which, being parched 
and ground, is used like coffee). By-products (Soya bean 
meal is a valuable stock food). Natto (based on Muramatsu 
1912). Soya bean chocolate (based on Li 1911).
 A table (p. 259) shows that dried soya beans contain 
anti-beri-beri, anti-xerophthalmia, and anti-scurvy vitamines.
 Also discusses: Hydrogenation and hydrogenized oils (p. 
60-63). Oleum amygdalae expressum (Expressed olive oil; 
p. 86-88). Adulteration of olive oil (p. 110; In the USA it is 
largely adulterated with cottonseed oil; sesame oil, sunfl ower 
oil, corn oil, peanut oil, and minerals are occasionally 

used. The constants of arachis oil and olive oil are nearly 
the same). Oleum sesami (Gingili oil, teel oil, benne oil; p. 
118-21). Peanut oil / arachis oil and peanut butter (p. 159, 
168-73). Oleomargarine (p. 252-60; incl. nut margarines and 
“vitamines”). Azor Thurston lived 1861-1922. Address: Late 
Chemist to the Ohio State Pure Food and Drug Commission.

1000. U.S. Tariff Commission. 1922. Summary of 
tariff information, 1921, relative to the bill H.R. 7456. 
Washington, DC: Government Printing Offi ce. 1625 p. See p. 
152, 786-87, 802-03.
• Summary: “The principal sources of information have 
been the commodity surveys and reports of the Tariff 
Commission, especially the ‘Summary of Tariff Information, 
1920.’ The material in the latter has been amplifi ed and 
brought up to date.”
 Soybeans are more specifi cally dealt with in the 1920 
Summary. Soybean oil, however, is considered in H.R. 7456.
 The section titled “Soya-bean oil” (p. 152-53) states: 
“Description and uses... This oil “is a semi-drying oil used 
in paint either as a substitute for or mixed with linseed oil. 
Its greatest use is in soap making, for which it has largely 
replace cottonseed oil, but the purifi ed oil is edible. After the 
oil is expressed the cake becomes a feed for dairy cattle or a 
fertilizer.
 “Production of soya beans has increased greatly, but 
only a small portion of the crop is used for oil. In 1915 
approximately 100,000 bushels of American-grown beans 
were pressed for oil. The domestic output of oil (inedible 
and edible) increased from 2, 764,000 pounds in 1914 to 
42,074,000 pounds in 1917 and 79,861,000 pounds in 1918. 
Reports of the Bureau of the Census show that no crude 
soya-bean oil has been produced either from domestic or 
imported beans in this country from 1919 to September 30, 
1921, inclusive. The oil is imported in the crude state and 
refi ned in this country.
 “Imports have increased from 16,360,452 pounds in 
1914 to 336,824,646 pounds in 1918, the great bulk coming 
from China and Japan. Imports since 1917, almost wholly 
from Kwangtung, China proper, and Japan, have been as 
follows:”
 A table shows that imports fell rapidly after 1918 (and 
the end of World War I) to 195.8 million lb in 1919, 112.5 
million lb in 1920, and only 16.3 million lb in the fi rst 9 
months of 1921. The value per pound plunged from $0.11 in 
1918 to $0.04 in 1921.
 Exports since 1918 have been chiefl y to Italy, France, 
and Austria. A table shows the quantities: 27.7 million lb in 
the last 6 months of 1919, 43.5 million lb in 1920, but only 
1.93 million lb in the fi rst 9 months of 1921.
 “Important changes in classifi cation.–Soya-bean oil 
was exempt from duty under the Act of 1913 (par. 561); it is 
dutiable under the emergency tariff act of 1921 (par. 11).”
 The next section, titled “Hempseed oil” (p. 152) states 
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that this oil is obtained from the seeds of the hemp plant, 
cultivated in France, Belgium, Germany, southern Italy, 
Turkey, Algeria, North America, India, Manchuria, and 
Japan. It is used mainly in paint as a drying oil.
 Soya beans are also mentioned under “Beans” (p. 786). 
Under “Beans, prepared or preserved” (p. 787) we read: 
“Soya beans are also made into various food preparations, 
especially for use by orientals.” A table shows that imports 
of such soya beans increased from 1.43 million lb in 1918 to 
3.4 million lb in the fi rst 9 months of 1921.
 The section on “Vegetables prepared or preserved” (p. 
802-03) states: “Bean stick [probably dried yuba sticks] or 
bean cake is an oriental food product made from ground 
and fermented soya beans. Miso is a cooked and fermented 
combination of rice and soya beans, generally used in 
making soup.” “Imports of bean stick or bean cake and miso 
were valued at $73,097 in 1914, soya bean cake constituting 
about 40%. Edible bean cake and miso are imported to meet 
the demand of the oriental population.” A table shows that 
there was a 25% duty on such products and imports and 
value dropped from 1918 to 1921. Address: Washington, DC.

1001. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1923. Dairen rivals 
Boston as great bean city: Japan’s ice-free port in Manchuria, 
all-year-round shipping point for soy product of vast fi elds 
has grown from mud village. Jan. 21. p. 54.
• Summary: “Dairen and Boston–the world’s premier bean 
towns.” Dairen lives not on but by beans; it is the port of the 
greatest bean country in the world.”
 “Steamers come in an endless procession to Dairen 
wharves to carry away countless tons of [soy] beans, 
thousands of gallons of [soy bean] oil and the sauce you 
eat on your chop suey when you visit ‘Chinatown,’ and 
shiploads of great cartwheel-like disks of bean cake from 
the oil mills. The thousands of gallons of soy bean oil which 
leave Dairen annually, compete actively in world markets 
with American cottonseed oil as an olive oil substitute.”
 “To the Chinese it is Talien-wan; the Russians, who 
thought in 1899 they had established there their long-sought 
ice-free Pacifi c port, called it Dalny.” The Chinese (and 
Japanese) characters mean “great connections,” and “it is 
truly a connecting link between the China that was and the 
Japan that is.”
 “Russia, great power of the West, left Dalny at the end 
of the Russo-Japanese War an unhealthy, overgrown village 
with streets of mud. Japan, apt pupil of a more western West 
than Russia, gave the newly christened town paved streets, 
20th century sanitation, forest-clad hills, electric lights and 
street cars, and an effi cient municipal government.
 “Politically, Dairen is the seat of administration of 
Japan’s 99-year lease over the Kwang-tung or Liaotung 
peninsula [1,220 square miles], which forms the southern 
extremity of Manchuria,... It would be diffi cult to conceive 
of a port in a relatively undeveloped region of the world 

more strategically situated.”
 Japan “also has a 99-year concession for the South 
Manchurian Railway, which extends several hundred miles 
to the north through the center of Manchuria’s almost 
matchlessly fertile plains. ‘Railway’ must be taken in 
something of a Pickwickian sense... In addition to its road 
it operates a line of ocean steamers and great warehouses, 
develops power, runs mines and manages lands.” The 
railroad has all the conveniences of U.S. trains; it even has 
all-Pullman trains.

1002. Smith, Alfred G. 1923. New grist for the oil mills: 
Soys have a great market in Dixie’s cottonseed plants. 
Country Gentleman 88(6):8, 42. Feb. 10.
• Summary: “More boll weevil, more soy beans! That’s the 
prospect in sight. There are sporadic plantings all over the 
Cotton Belt, and though the acreage isn’t large soy beans 
look like a comer... The chief soy-bean section of the country 
has been along the northern limits of cotton production.” 
North Carolina is the leader, followed by Tennessee and 
Kentucky.
 “Fortunately the South has the biggest market in the 
world for soy beans. There are in round numbers 1,000 
cotton-oil mills that crush cottonseed, and every one of these 
mills can be used for crushing soy beans with practically 
no additional expense for change of equipment. The only 
diffi culty is to get a suffi cient quantity of soy beans to make 
it worth while. During the war [World War I] some cotton-
oil mills imported soy beans from Manchuria for crushing 
purposes. I know of at least two North Carolina mills that 
used over 5,000 tons of Manchurian beans. Jonathan Haven, 
at Washington, North Carolina, has been crushing soy beans, 
both local and foreign, in his cotton-oil mill for years.”
 “The North Carolina soy-bean picker is the best machine 
for harvesting beans for seed in the Cotton Belt. There are 
various makes of this machine, but they are all built on the 
same general principle and sell for from $100 to $150. The 
machine straddles the row and by means of revolving beaters 
knocks the beans off into the body of the machine. A part of 
the vines and leaves are also knocked off, but a man stands 
in the back of the machine and throws out the trash, leaving 
the beans in the bottom to be taken out later. The machine 
is pulled by two horses and has to be emptied when from 
four to six bushels are picked. These beans are run through 
a fanning mill and are then ready for storage. From an 
eighth to a sixth of the beans shatter out on the ground while 
picking, but the usual custom is to save these by following 
with hogs.
 “These pickers will not pick the beans when they are wet 
or immature...A picker will pick from four to six acres in a 
day and from twenty-fi ve to forty acres in a season. In heavy 
beans the machine makes a good pull for a team, and where 
work is rushed and no stops made at noon it is advisable to 
change teams, but where the beans are light a team will pull 
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the machine all day with ease. These machines are not made 
to harvest broadcast beans.
 “The sample of beans harvested with a picker is superior 
to that of beans run through a threshing machine. There are 
no cracked or immature beans, and after cleaning they do not 
spoil when put in bins in bulk. I saw 2,000 bushels of picked 
beans stored seven feet deep in a bin for four months, and 
they were still in perfect condition.”
 A photo shows this machine being pulled by two horses. 
One man is seated on top, holding the reins; another is 
standing behind one of the back wheels.

1003. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The 
soybean. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 
xv + 329 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Reprinted unrevised in 
1943 by Peter Smith Publishers, New York. [563 ref]
• Summary: This classic is the fi rst comprehensive book 
about the soybean written in English, and the most important 
book on soybeans and soyfoods written in its time. Contains 
an excellent review of the world literature on soybeans and 

soyfoods with a 22-page bibliography on soy that is larger 
than any published prior to that time (563 references), a good 
description of the present status of the soybean worldwide 
based on the authors’ extensive contacts, and a great deal 
of original information. It quickly became a key source 
for people and organizations working with soybeans and 
soyfoods in all countries, and a major factor in the expansion 
of the soybean in the western world. Because of its scope 
and infl uence, Soyfoods Center considers the year of its 
publication to mark the end of the “Early Years” of the 
soybean worldwide. It remained in print until about 1986.
 Facing the title page is a list of “McGraw-Hill 
Agricultural and Biological Publications. Dr. Charles V. 
Piper, Consulting Editor.” The authors and titles of twelve 
books already published in this series are listed.
 Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction: Name of the plant, 
origin, literature, use by the Chinese and Japanese, present 
importance, future prospects in the U.S., recognition 
of the possibilities. 2. The commercial status of the 
soybean: Manchuria and China, Japan, Europe, U.S., other 
countries, summary of imports and exports of soybeans and 
soybean oil. 3. Botanical history of the soybean: History 
prior to Linnaeus’ “Species Plantarum” 1753, Linnaeus’ 
misunderstandings of the soybean, Prain’s elucidation, other 
and the correct botanical name.
 4. Agricultural history of the soybean: Vernacular 
names of the soybean, China, Korea, and Japan, India and 
neighboring regions, Cochin China, Malayan region, early 
introduction into the United States, later U.S. introductions, 
the early introduced varieties (grown in the USA by 
1898–Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph or Medium 
Green, Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw or 
Ogema), soybean in Europe, varieties grown in Europe 
and identifi cation, Hawaiian Islands, Australia, Africa, 
Argentina (p. 50), Canada (“Soybeans are grown in very 
small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage 
crop”), Philippines, Egypt, Cuba (p. 52), British Guiana, 
Mauritius (p. 53), present culture distribution. 5. Culture of 
the soybean: Climatic adaptations, soil preferences, water 
requirement, preparation of seed bed, time of planting, 
methods and rate of seeding, seeding for pasturage, depth 
of seeding, inoculation, fertilizer reactions, cultivation, 
soybeans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sorghums, Sudan grass, 
Johnson grass, millet, corn, or sunfl owers and corn).
 6. Harvesting and storage of soybeans: harvesting 
soybeans for hay, silage, for the seed, seed yields, proportion 
of straw to seed, storing seed, separation of cracked from 
whole soybean seed, viability of soybean seed, pedigreed, 
inspected, registered, and certifi ed seed. 7. Composition 
of the soybean: Proportions of stems, leaves and pods, 
composition of plant and seed, nutritive and mineral 
constituents, forms of nitrogen in soybean nodules, factors 
affecting oil content of seed. 8. Utilization of the soybean: 
Diversity of uses (a chart, p. 129, shows 59 products that can 
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be made from soybean seeds, and 6 more that can be made 
from soybean plants), soybeans for green manure, pasturage, 
soiling, ensilage, hay, straw.
 9. Varieties: Japanese classifi cation of varieties, 
classifi cation of varieties in Manchuria (3 yellow, 2 green, 
3 black), botanical classifi cations, vital characteristics, 
descriptions of important varieties (43 varieties and 
7 synonyms), key for identifi cation, breeding and 
improvement, genetic behavior, oil content.
 10. Structure of soybean seeds. 11. Soybean oil: 
Methods of extraction [Manchurian, and solvent], American 
oil mills, methods of shipping and marketing, prices, 
utilization in soap manufacture, food, paint manufacture, 
miscellaneous. 12. Soybean cake or meal: Feeding value, 
composition, use for feeding for dairy cows, cattle, swine, 
sheep, poultry, digestibility, injurious effects, fertilizer.
 13. Soybean products for human food: Food value of the 
soybean, digestibility of the soybean and its products, mature 
or dry soybeans, immature or green soybeans (a “nutritious 
green vegetable”), soybean fl our, digestibility of soybean 
fl our, soybean bran (p. 225-26), soybean sprouts, soybean 
coffee, soybean or vegetable milk [soymilk] (preparation, 
composition, residue from the manufacture of vegetable 
milk [okara], utilization of soybean milk, condensed 
vegetable milk, vegetable milk powder, fermented vegetable 
milk), vegetable casein, tofu or soybean curd (names and 
brief history, method of manufacture, coagulating agents, 
manufacturing yields, digestibility, utilization of bean curd 
and manufactured products, bean curd brains or tofu nao, dry 
bean curd or tofu khan, thousand folds {chien chang tofu}, 
fried bean curd {tza tofu}, Fragrant dry bean curd {hsiang 
khan}, frozen tofu {kori tofu}, Chinese preparation, various 
dishes), natto, hamananatto [hamanatto], yuba, miso, shoyu 
[soy sauce], confections. 14. Table dishes of soybeans and 
soybean products: mature or dry beans, fl our, tofu, sprouts 
(86 recipes). 15. Enemies of the soybean: bacterial, mosaic, 
fungous [fungus], and nematode diseases, insects, rodents. 
This last chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature 
on soybean diseases and insects published before 1922.
 The Preface begins: “The soybean, also known as soya 
or soja bean, has assumed great importance in recent years 
and offers far-reaching possibilities of the future, particularly 
in the United States. It is, therefore, desirable to bring 
together in a single volume the accumulated information 
concerning this crop...
 “The aim has been to present the information so as 
to make it useful from both agricultural and commercial 
standpoints, not omitting, however, much that is mainly of 
historical or botanical interest...”
 The introduction begins: “There is a wide and growing 
belief that the soybean is destined to become one of the 
leading farm crops in the United States.”
 Note 1. C.V. Piper lived 1867-1926. Note 2. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) that 

uses the term “soybean bran” to refer to soy bran.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003) 
in which Piper or Morse describe natto, Hamananatto 
[Hamanatto], yuba, or miso.
 Note 4. This book was published by March 1923 (See 
Ohio Farmer, 10 March 1923, p. 313).
 Note: The word “Russia” appears on 3 pages of this 
book in connection with soybeans: p. 18 (in 1912, 1913, 
and 1914 Russia imported soybeans, soybean cake, and 
soybean oil), p. 54 (cultivated in “southern Russia {Podolia, 
Samarow}”), p. 227 (“In Japan and southern Russia soybean 
coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for the 
market”).
 Note 1. The terms “Soviet Union” or “USSR” do not 
appear in this book–even though the Soviet Union was 
established in Dec. 1922.
 Note 2. Podolia is in today’s Ukraine. Address: 1. 
Agrostologist; 2. Agronomist. Both: United States Dep. of 
Agriculture, Washington, DC.

1004. O’Brien, Harry R. 1923. Soy-bean magic: It is shown 
in feedlots as well as in factories. Country Gentleman 
88(13):4, 18. March 31.
• Summary: Describes the results obtained by feeding a 
soy-and-mineral ration in a pasture to hogs, cows, poultry 
and horses. The idea was conceived in 1920 by three faculty 
men at Purdue University (W.A. Ostrander–extension farm 
crops specialist, S.D. Conner–chemist, and C.M. Vestal–dep. 
of animal husbandry). “Soy bean products are being used 
commercially to make salted peanuts and peanut brittle, 
meat substitutes, cheap coffee, synthetic milk, margarine, 
axle grease and other lubricants, chocolate, sardine packing 
oil, lard substitutes, soap, linoleum, artifi cial suet, foundry 
casting-cores, printer’s ink, vegetable cheese, toilet powder, 
fertilizer, high explosives, rubber substitutes, waterproof 
cloth, and salad oil. The Chinaman makes an oil to use in 
lamps as a kerosene substitute.
 “The use of soy-bean products commercially is just in its 
infancy in this country, hitherto the two most important uses 
being paint and soap. Most of the oil used has been imported 
from the Orient... Since 1912, when oil was fi rst produced 
commercially in the United States from home-grown soy 
beans, the oil has been produced by the fl axseed crushing 
mills. But within the past year a number of mills for crushing 
soys alone have been projected. I visited Peru, Indiana, last 
summer, where one was being erected, and Monticello, 
Illinois, where a company was being organized to erect one.
 “The past year there has been a big demand for soys 
from the paint companies who cannot get enough fl axseed.”
 Prof. W.E. Hanger, extension farm crops specialist at 
Ohio State University, says: “It is quite possible that before 
long, instead of feeding many beans, the farmer will sell his 
bean crop and buy back the soy-bean oil meal to feed... Last 
year there were somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 acres 
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of soy beans grown in Ohio, where in 1920 only about 7,000 
acres were grown... and the acreage will doubtless be largely 
increased this year.”
 Photos show: (1) A man standing in a thriving “thirty-
acre fi eld of soy beans on the farm of Noah Fouts, Camden, 
Indiana. For two years previous this fi eld has been in soy 
beans and corn and pastured with lambs. The present crop 
indicates there is nothing wrong with the system.” (2) A 
man driving a tractor “harvesting and hulling soys in one 
operation on the Homer Johnson farm in Sheridan, Indiana.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
that contains a photo of a tractor in or near a fi eld of soy-
beans.
 Note 2. This harvester-thresher looks like a primitive 
combine, which is pulled alongside the tractor. Address: 
Indiana.

1005. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans 
in Africa (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The 
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 49-51, 
53-54.
• Summary: “Africa: Although the soybean was successfully 
cultivated as a rotation crop with corn in the upland, midland 
and coast districts of Natal and throughout the Gambia, 
Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Gold Coast Colony, it was not 
until about 1910 when everything pointed to a further 
advance in the price of all oil-seeds that special efforts 
were made to secure the adoption of the soybean as a South 
African staple. Previous to this time the prices for soybean 
seed offered little prospect of a remunerative crop except to 
the advantages as a rotation crop.
 “The fi rst trials of soybeans at Cedara, Natal, in 1903 
gave a maximum yield of 920 lb to the acre. It was found 
that imported seed for planting purposes gave very poor 
results whereas local grown seed resulted in satisfactory 
results. In West Africa the fi rst experiments gave from 6 to 8 
bu to the acre, the low yields being due to the low viability 
of the seed. The continued poor germination of imported 
seed in various parts of Africa led to experiments which have 
resulted in the establishing of strains giving very satisfactory 
results. Results from the extensive experiments point to the 
fact that the soybean is adaptable to a wide range of elevation 
and temperature. In general, the climate most suitable for 
corn seemed to furnish the required conditions for soybeans, 
although certain sorts gave most excellent results in the 
tropical conditions in the Gold Coast country. One of the 
greatest diffi culties encountered in the culture of soybeans 
has been the fi nding of a satisfactory method of harvesting.
 “Extensive investigations have been made with all of the 
Governmental Experimental farms in Africa in cooperation 
with English fi rms handling oil and oil-seeds. It was found 
that beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent 
oil, as against 15 to 16.5 for the same varieties grown in 
Manchuria.

 “Egypt: Tests with the soybean have shown that it 
succeeds as a summer crop. Seed was sown the latter part 
of June, and the crop harvested at the end of September. 
When cut for hay nearly 6 tons to the acre were obtained. 
It was found that cattle, sheep and goats ate the fodder, but 
that donkeys and mules would not do so. The following 
yields of seed in pounds per acre were obtained: Manchurian 
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Elton, 1,061; 
Morse, 1,486.
 “Mauritius: Trials with soybeans have not given very 
satisfactory results. If sown as early as May or June, the 
plants suffer from the effect of cyclones and torrential rains, 
whereas, if sown later in the year, they are liable to attack 
by the ‘haricot fl y’ and to destruction by birds and small 
mammals.”

1006. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The 
commercial status of the soybean in Europe (Document 
part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: 
McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 16-19.
• Summary:  “While many earlier attempts had been made 
to introduce the soybean and its products into European 
countries, it was not until about 1908 that the bean received 
serious consideration as a product of economic importance. 
About 1900, however, soybeans were imported by an English 
fi rm as, on account of their being practically free from 
starch, it was thought they would make an excellent food for 
patients suffering with diabetes. Germany and Holland also 
imported small amounts of soybeans for the same purpose 
and many special food products were manufactured by fi rms 
in these countries.
 “Growth of the trade.–Owing to the inferior quality of 
the product received, due principally to the poor shipping 
conditions, the fi rst attempts to introduce the soybean as 
an oil seed were generally unsuccessful. The fi rst large 
importation of beans, 400 to 500 tons, was made in 1907 
by a crusher at Liverpool, the beans being shipped from 
Hankow [China] and delivered at Liverpool at a cost of 
$50.00 per ton. It was found that an oil valuable to soap 
manufacturers could be produced and that the by-products, 
cake and meal, both high in protein, could be utilized by 
manufacturers of mixed feeds.
 “After 1907 importations gradually increased and the 
beans were received in much better condition than those of 
the fi rst trial shipment. At this time also, impetus was given 
to the manufacture of soybean products by a shortage of 
cottonseed and linseed. In February 1908, a cargo of 9,000 
tons of beans was received at Hull, the selling price of the 
beans being $32.00 per ton, C.I.F. It was found by importing 
in cargo lots, the price was lowered to $4.40 per ton. In June 
1909 beans sold for $28.75 per ton but by January 1910 had 
risen to $41.00 per ton.
 “At fi rst England enjoyed the monopoly of trade 
in soybeans. Nearly all of the fi rst large importations of 
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beans were taken by England where many of the large 
oil mills devoted their plants entirely to the crushing of 
soybeans. Several of these mills conducted series of tests, 
demonstrating the value of the cake, meal and oil.
 “Utilization of the soybean as an oil seed extended 
rapidly to other European countries. The fact that they were 
called beans, prevented them from having a wider market at 
the beginning of the large importations, since in Germany, 
France and Austria, oil seeds were on the free list, but 
beans were subject to a tax. These countries realizing the 
importance of the bean, soon placed it on the free 
list and the monopoly in the trade of soybean 
products was taken from England.
 “Extent of the trade.–The importations of 
beans from Manchuria and Japan soon reached 
enormous proportions. In 1909, 412,757 tons; in 
1910, 442,669 tons; and in 1911, 321,940 tons of 
beans were imported by European countries. That 
the soybean and its products became important 
competitors of other oil seeds and their products 
is shown in Table 11.
 “Utilization.–The principal use of soybean 
oil at fi rst was in the manufacture of soft soaps, 
as it was found that the oil did not chill easily 
and was diffi cult to handle in making hard soap... 
However, some European soap manufacturers 

soon claimed to have found a secret process by 
means of which they could utilize the oil in the 
manufacture of the best grades of hard soap. 
Other uses were found for the oil and it entered 
largely into the manufacture of butter and lard 
substitutes and edible oil.
 “Soybean cake or meal in the beginning 
of the trade found its largest outlet in Denmark, 
about 150,000 tons having been purchased from 
English oil mills in 1910. The trade in the cake 
or meal extended rapidly to Sweden, Norway, 
Holland and the northern part of Germany. The 
United Kingdom is not a large user of the bean 
cake. It is however used to a considerable extent 
by Scotch farmers and to a small extent by Irish 
[from Eire / Ireland] and English farmers. The 
cake manufactured into a fl our, has gradually 
assumed an important place as a foodstuff and as 
such is utilized in many European countries.”

1007. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. 
Quantity and value of soybeans, soybean cake, 
and soybean oil imported into the United States, 
1910 to 1920, inclusive (Document part). In: 
Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: 
McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 22.
• Summary: A table (p. 22) shows imports of 
soybeans began in 1914, when 1.929 million lb 

(worth $49,507) were imported. These imports increased to a 
peak of 5.334 million lb (worth $132,572) in 1917, falling to 
3.136 million lb (worth $180,759) in 1920.
 Imports of soybean cake began in 1911, when 2.115 
million lb (worth $59,626) were imported. These imports 
increased to 29.473 million lb (worth $645,267) in 1920.
 Imports of soybean oil began in 1910, when an 
unspecifi ed amount (worth $1.099 million) was imported. 
These imports rose to 41.105 million lb (worth $2.555 
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million) in 1911, reached a peak of 343.758 million lb (worth 
$39.309 million) in 1918, then dropped to 112.549 million lb 
(worth $13.767 million) in 1920.

1008. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Photographs 
and illustrations (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. 
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
• Summary: Photos show: (Fig. 1) Typical soybean plant 
(p. 1). (2) Plant of wild soybean (p. 2). (3) A fl eet of junks 
engaged in carrying soybeans to Newchwang, Manchuria, 
from different points in the interior, taking away bean oil 
and bean cake to other places * (p. 6). (4) Soybeans in sacks 
brought to a bean center by horses in winter in Manchuria 
(p. 8). (5) Chinese bean cart loaded with beans in wicker 
containers in Manchuria (p. 8).
 (6) Type of cart and method of hauling soybeans with a 
horse in Manchuria (p. 10). (7) Manchurian farmers hauling 
the bean crop to market in winter on sleds (p. 10). (8) Plants 
of a soybean variety from India (p. 38). (9) Plants of the 
wild soybean from Soochow, China, grown at the Arlington 
Experimental Farm, 1908 (p. 38). (Fig. 15) Soybeans grown 
on the edges of a rice fi eld in southern China * (p. 58).
 (16) A man in a fi eld of the Peking variety of soybean 
grown in rows and cultivated (p. 61). (17) A broadcast fi eld 
of soybeans showing how weeds have overrun the fi eld (p. 
61). (18) The ordinary grain drill furnishes a most convenient 
method of seeding in rows or broadcast (p. 63). (19) 
Soybeans and corn grown in alternate rows for pasturage; 
a man in a hat stands between the rows (p. 65). (20) The 

roots of a soybean plant, showing abundant development of 
nodules (p. 66).
 (21) A man standing in a plat of soybeans without 
inoculation (in the foreground) and an adjacent plat which 
had been inoculated, in the background (p. 67). (22) A man 
seated on a cultivator pulled by two horses doing the last 
cultivation on a fi eld of soybeans (p. 79). (23) Soybeans and 
sorghums grown in mixture for forage purposes (p. 80). (24) 
A fi eld of soybean and Sudan grass grown in mixture for hay 
(p. 81). (25) A fi eld of soybeans and corn grown in the same 
row for ensilage (p. 82).
 (26) Soybean hay on frames. Under favorable weather 
conditions, hay can be successfully cured in this manner (p. 
86). (27) A fi eld of mature soybeans ready to cut for seed 
(p. 90). (28) Harvesting soybeans for seed with a bunching 
attachment on the mower (p. 90). (29) Self-rake reaper used 
in cutting soybeans for seed (p. 91). (30) Soybeans cut for 
seed with binder and soybeans placed in shocks for curing 
(p. 92).
 (31) The ordinary gasoline threshing outfi t which may 
be used in threshing soybeans (p. 92). (32) A special bean 
harvester used in gathering the soybean seed from the 
standing mature plants and also cleaning it (p. 94). (33) A 
special bean harvester by which the plants are cut, thrashed, 
and cleaned (p. 94). (34) A special soybean harvester used 
to gather soybean seeds from the standing mature plants, 
and which can be adjusted to level or ridged cultivation. 
On one side is written “The Little Giant Bean Harvester,” 
manufactured by Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North 
Carolina (p. 95). (35) Method of storing soybean seed 
awaiting shipment in Manchuria. The beans in sacks are 
stacked under Chinese mats (p. 98).
 (37) Pasturing a corn and soybean mixture with sheep 
(p. 133). (38) Thrashing soybeans from the fi eld and baling 
the straw (p. 141). (39) The larger plant is the Guelph or 
Medium Green which is very pubescent, while the smaller 
plant is a nearly smooth variety from Japan (p. 149). (40) 
Pods of soybeans showing the range in size and shape 

(natural size; p. 151).
 (41) Seeds of the most important varieties 
of soybeans now grown in the United States 
showing the wide range in size and shape of seed. 
The name of each of the 20 varieties is given. A 
side view and a ventral view of each pair of seeds 
is given (p. 152). (42) Seeds of a black and white 
variety (Widower) from Korea. The white is due 
to the splitting of the outer later of the testa. A 
side view of six varieties is shown (p. 155). (43) A 
fi eld of the Biloxi soybean, which requires a long 
season to mature (p. 163). (44) A man standing in 
a fi eld of the Virginia variety of soybeans (p. 170). 
(45) Seeds of a natural soybean hybrid showing 
peculiar types of coloration (p. 175). (46) Pods 
of soybeans, hairy and smooth (p. 176). (47) A 
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sterile soybean plant obtained from a natural hybrid (p. 176). 
(49) Seeds of an artifi cial soybean hybrid, showing peculiar 
types of coloration (p. 181). (56) An old style Chinese oil 
bean press, Manchuria (p. 195). (57) Coolies at Newchwang, 
Manchuria, carrying loads of soybeans from the junks to 
big stacks, where they are kept until the factory needs them 
for oil manufacture * (p. 196). (58) “Seeds and pods of 
the Hahto variety of soybeans, the seeds being especially 
valuable as a green vegetable” (p. 222). (59) Baskets of 
sprouted, small yellow soybeans and sprouted mung beans * 
(p. 226). (60) Men making soymilk, working with machinery 
with which the soybeans are ground and the milk strained. 
Note the 2 grinding stones and the cloth strainers suspended 
from the ceiling over the tub. The cabinet with rack for 
bottles is noted in the background (p. 228). (61) Motor stone 
mill for grinding soybeans in preparing tofu with brass water 
tank (A), funnel reservoir (B), stones (C), and brass guard 
(D) (p. 229). (62) Delivery coolies holding baskets full of 
bottles showing the way soybean milk is delivered by the 
factory in Changsha, China (p. 231). (76) A courtyard fi lled 
with large earthenware containers with cone-shaped wicker 
tops for ripening soy sauce mash [in Ichang (I-ch’ang or 
Yichang), Hupe / Hupeh / Hubei province, China]; a small, 
strong basket is placed into each, with its rim just above the 
surface of the mash. The soy sauce collects or accumulates 
in each basket and is then dipped out, ready for consumption 
* (p. 251). (77) A man standing next to an iron cauldron in 
which soybeans are boiled for the manufacture of soy sauce 
(p. 252). (79) Fermenting room for yeast and soybeans in 
preparation of soy sauce (p. 253). (80) Rows of pots with 
cone-shaped wicker lids fi lled with soybean and wheat 
mixture for soy sauce * (p. 254). (81) A box press in which 
sacks of fermented soybeans are placed for pressing out the 
liquid forming soy sauce * (p. 254). (82) A man next to a 
kettle for boiling the soy sauce. After it is boiled, the sauce is 
ready to be placed in kegs at left side (p. 255). (83) Rows of 
soybean sauce in jars ready for shipment (p. 255). (84) Root 
of a soybean plant showing rootknot caused by the nematode 
(Heterodera radicicola) (p. 285).
 Note: * means photo by Frank N. Meyer in China or 
Manchuria.
 Illustrations (line drawings) show: (Fig. 48) Flower of 
the soybean enlarged. Front view. Side view. Parts of the 
corolla, standard, wing, one of the keel petals. Stamens. Pistil 
(p. 177). Figures 50-55, from Kondo (1913) are described at 
Kondo.
 Maps show where the soybean is extensively and 
successfully grown in: (Fig. 10) The Orient (p. 51). (11) 
North and South America (p. 52). (12) Europe and Africa (p. 
53). (13) A map of Manchuria shows the soybean districts 
and seed production of different localities (p. 56). (14) 
An outline map of the United States shows the areas with 
shading to which the soybean is especially adapted as to 
varieties and purposes (p. 57).

 A diagram (Fig. 36, p. 129) shows the various ways in 
which the plants and seeds of soybeans are utilized. Level 2: 
The fi rst two categories are seeds and plants.
 Level 3: Under seeds: Food products, oil, and meal. 
Under plants: Hay, ensilage, soiling.
 Level 4: Under food products: green beans and dry 
beans. Under oil: Glycerin, explosives, enamels, varnish, 
food products, waterproof goods, linoleum, paints, soap 
stock, celluloid, rubber substitute, printing inks, lighting 
[illumination], lubricating. Under meal: Human food, stock 
feed, fertilizer. Under forage: Hay, ensilage, soiling.
 Level 5: Under green beans: Green vegetables, canned, 
salads. Under dried beans: Soy sauce, boiled beans [from 
whole dry soybeans], baked beans [whole], soups, coffee 
substitute, roasted beans, vegetable milk, breakfast foods. 
Under soap stock: Soft soaps, hard soaps. Under oil–food 
products: Butter substitute, lard substitutes, edible oils. salad 
oils. Under meal–human food: Breakfast foods, diabetic 
foods, fl our, infant foods, macaroni, crackers, [soy] milk.
 Level 6: Under dried beans–vegetable milk: Cheese, 
condensed milk, fresh milk, confections, casein. Under 
meal–human food–fl our: Bread, cakes, muffi ns, biscuit.
 Level 7: Under cheese: Fresh, dried, smoked, fermented.

1009. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Harvesting 
and storage of soybeans (Document part). In: Piper and 
Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 
329 p. See p. 85-101. Chap. VI. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Harvesting soybeans for 
hay: Time of cutting (Mammoth Yellow), curing soybean hay 
(cut the plants, allow to lie in the swath until the leaves are 
thoroughly wilted, rake into windrows, place the hay in small 
cocks or bunches for curing, curing in the shocks, curing 
frames {three- or four-sided pyramids} or poles), shrinkage 
in curing (Table 20 showing varieties, 1915-1917, from 
Arlington Farm, Virginia: Austin, Arlington, Barchet, Black 
Eyebrow, Chiquita, Mammoth, Midwest, Tokio, Virginia, 
Wilson), yields of soybean hay (typically 1-3 tons/acre, 
occasionally 4 tons).
 Harvesting for silage (“The crop may be harvested with 
a side-delivery reaper or a twine binder. The latter implement 
is, perhaps, the best and most satisfactory as the beans can be 
handled in bundles easily and without waste.”).
 Harvesting for seed: Time of harvesting, method of 
harvesting, methods of curing and handling, thrashing, 
special bean harvesters. Seed yields. Proportion of straw 
to seed. Storing soybean seed. Separation of cracked from 
whole soybean seed. Viability of soybean seed. Pedigreed, 
inspected, registered and certifi ed seed: Indiana, Wisconsin, 
Virginia (Varieties: Black Eyebrow, Wilson, Virginia, 
Hollybrook, Mammoth Yellow, Tokio, Mammoth Brown, 
Haberlandt). Ohio (Varieties: Manchu, Midwest, Ito San, 
Elton, Hamilton, Medium Green, Peking, Wilson, Virginia). 
Michigan (“The Michigan Crop Improvement Association 
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inspects three varieties of soybeans: Manchu, Black 
Eyebrow, and Ito San.”).
 The introduction states: “Soybeans present no especially 
diffi cult problems in harvesting by machinery. Several 
special types of machines have been devised for harvesting 
and thrashing soybean seeds, which reduce greatly the cost 
of production.”
 “Time of harvesting.–The soybean is strictly determinate 
as to growth–that is, the plants reach a defi nite size, 
according to variety and environment, and then mature 
and die. Nearly all varieties shatter their seeds somewhat, 
if allowed to stand after reaching maturity... When special 
harvesters are used to gather the seed, the plants must reach 
full maturity to obtain the best results (Fig. 27)... In the 
Oriental countries the plants are pulled or cut usually just 
before the pods are mature so as to prevent loss of seed by 
shattering” (p. 88-91).
 Table 30 (p. 89) shows tons of soybean hay to the acre 
at different experiment stations in the USA for different 
varieties: Aksarben, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Chestnut, 
Chiquita, Elton, Early Brown, Ebony, Habaro, Haberlandt, 
Hamilton, Ito San, Mammoth, Manchu, Mandarin, Mikado, 
Medium Green, Midwest, Morse, Peking, Tokio, Tarheel 
Black, Virginia, Wilson, Wisconsin Black.
 Method of harvesting.–”When the cutting is done 
with a mowing machine, it is well to have a side-delivery 
attachment (Fig. 28) in order that the horses will not need 
to trample on the swath of cut beans... The self-rake reaper 
(Fig. 29) has given very satisfactory results, as the cut plants 
are placed in bunches out of the way of the machine and 
team. The self-binder can be used to good advantage with 
the taller growing varieties of beans if the plants are not too 
coarse. This method of harvesting is rapidly coming into 
favor in many sections... The bean harvester which is used 
to a slight extent in the northern states is mounted on wheels 
like a riding cultivator. It has knives that can be adjusted to 
run just beneath the surface of the ground, cutting the plant 
where it is soft. This machine will cut two rows at a time 
and place both in a windrow for curing and convenient for 
handling” (p. 91-92).
 “Thrashing.–The ordinary grain separator (Fig. 31) can 
be adjusted to thrash soybeans successfully, but as equipped 
for small grains, a large percentage of cracked beans will 
result. The chief cause of split beans is the high speed of 
the cylinder which should be reduced at least one-half, but 
the speed of the fan and other parts of the separator should 
be maintained. This may be accomplished by doubling the 
size of the cylinder pulleys. In some cases a special set of 
thin concaves is used, while in other instances the concaves 
are removed. Good judgment on the part of the thrasherman 
will enable him to adjust the ordinary separator so that the 
beans may be thrashed with practically no splitting... Special 
pea and bean separators of different sizes are now on the 
market. These types of machines do clean hulling and split 

practically none of the beans... Soybeans, if thoroughly dry, 
can easily be thrashed with a fl ail... In some sections of 
eastern North Carolina, a thrashing table is employed” (p. 
91-93).
 “Special bean harvesters.–The harvesting of seed 
from the mature standing vines by means of patented bean 
harvesters, of which there are several types (Fig. 32, 33) is 
rapidly gaining popularity in sections where the soybean is 
grown rather extensively for seed. The commonest type is a 
two-wheeled, box-like machine as is drawn by two horses 
(Fig. 34). As the machine passes over the row of plants, 
four sets of rapidly revolving arms or long teeth on a large 
revolving cylinder like the cylinder of a separator shatter 
the beans from the pods into the body of the harvester. As 
the machine moves up the row, the seed is constantly raked 
by a man to the rear of the box. As the seed box becomes 
fi lled, the seed is removed and the pods and broken stems are 
screened out. To secure the best results the rows should be 
ridged, though recently patented machines are suitable either 
for ridged or level rows. One of the types of machines also 
has a cleaning arrangement. Under favorable conditions, two 
men with a team [of horses] can harvest one acre in about 
two hours by this method. Although there is some loss of 
beans, it is more than compensated by the saving of time and 
labor” (p. 94-95).
 Photos show: (Fig. 26) Soybean hay piled high on 
frames (p. 86). (27) A fi eld of mature soybeans ready to cut 
for seed (p. 90). (28) Harvesting soybeans for seed with a 
bunching attachment on the mower being pulled by a team 
of horses and led by a man (p. 90). (29) A man next to a 
self-rake reaper used in cutting soybeans for seed (p. 91). 
(30) A man next to soybeans cut for seed with a binder 
and bundles placed in shocks for curing (p. 92). (31) “An 
ordinary gasoline thrashing outfi t may be used in thrashing 
soybeans (p. 92). (32) A special bean harvester used in 
gathering the soybean seed from the standing mature plants 
and also cleaning it (p. 94). (33) A man using a special bean 
harvester by which plants are cut, thrashed, and cleaned (p. 
94). (34) A special bean harvester (called the “Little Giant 
Bean Harvester” made by Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, 
North Carolina) used to gather soybean seed from the 
standing mature plants, and which can be adjusted to level 
or ridged cultivation (p. 95). (35) Method of storing soybean 
seed awaiting shipment in Manchuria. The beans in sacks are 
stacked under Chinese mats (p. 98).
 Note 1. Some of the “special bean harvesters” (p. 94-95) 
appear to be crude, early versions of the combine (combined 
harvester-thresher), though the word “combine” is not used.
 Photos show: (Fig. 32) A special bean harvester used in 
gathering the soybean seed from the standing mature plants 
and also cleaning it (p. 94).
 (Fig. 33) A special bean harvester by which the plants 
are cut, thrashed, and cleaned (p. 94).
 (Fig. 34) A special soybean harvester used to gather 
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soybean seeds from the standing mature plants, and which 
can be adjusted to level or ridged cultivation. On one side is 
written “The Little Giant Bean Harvester,” manufactured by 
Hardy & Newsom, La Grange, North Carolina (p. 95).
 These were the fi rst such machines designed specifi cally 
for soybeans. Soybeans were fi rst harvested using a combine 
(designed for wheat) in 1924. But, surprisingly, some 50 
years would pass before combines would again be designed 
specifi cally for soybeans.
 Note 2. The tractor is not mentioned anywhere in this 
chapter or in this book.

1010. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Tables 
(Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. 
New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p.
• Summary:  See below. Tables: (1) Acreage, production and 
yield of soybean seeds in the United States. Gives statistics 
for each for 1918, 1919, and 1920 for 14 states, other, and 
total. The states are listed in descending order of soybean 
acreage in 1921, as follows: North Carolina, Virginia, 
Alabama, Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, Missouri, Tennessee, 
Wisconsin, Indiana, Georgia, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, 
Mississippi.
 (2) Estimates of soybean production of Manchuria for 
various years (in million tons): 1906 = 0.6. 1907 = 0.6 to 0.9. 
1908 = 1.150. 1909 = 1.150. 1910 = 1.4. 1913 = 1.2 1921 = 
4.52.
 (3) Cost of production of soybeans per acre in 
Manchuria, 1910. (4) Monthly capacity of steam oil mills 
at Newchwang, Manchuria, 1917. (5) Export of soybeans, 
bean cake, and bean oil from the principal ports of South 
Manchuria, 1909 to 1913, inclusive. (6) Five-year averages 
(1897-1919, inclusive) of acreage, production, and yield per 
acre of soybeans in Japan. (7) Amount and value of soybeans 

imported by Japan. (8) Importations of soybean cake and 
bean oil into Japan. (9) Quantity and value of exports of 
soybeans and soybean oil from Japan to foreign countries, 
1913 and 1914.
 (10) Quantity and value of exports of miso (bean cheese) 
and shoyu sauce, 1903 to 1907, inclusive. (11) Quantity 
and value of imports of soybeans, bean cake, and bean 
oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914, inclusive. (12) 
Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed and soybeans in 
European markets, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. (13) Quantity 
and value of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean oil 
imported into the United States, 1910 to 1920, inclusive. (14) 
Quantity of imports of soybeans in the world’s trade, 1920-
1919 inclusive. (15) Quantity of imports of soybean oil in the 
world’s trade, 1910-1919 inclusive. (16) Quantity of exports 
of soybean oil in the world’s trade, 1910-1919 inclusive. (17) 
Quantity of exports of soybeans in the world’s trade 1910-
1919 inclusive. (18) Acre yields of seed and hay of soybeans 
at different dates of planting at Arlington Farm, Virginia. 
(19) Yields of soybeans variously spaced.
 (20) Acre yields of soybean hay and seed when planted 
at different rates. (21) Germination of soybeans at different 
depths of planting at Arlington Farm, Virginia. (22) Infl uence 
of nodules on the composition of seed. Michigan Experiment 
Station. (23) Effect of various nitrogenous fertilizers on the 
yield of soybeans. Massachusetts Experiment Station. (24) 
Effects of different phosphatic fertilizers with and without 
lime. Rhode Island Experiment Station. (25) The infl uence of 
different potash salts on yields of soybeans. Massachusetts 
Experiment Station. (26) Effects of different kinds of lime 
on the yield of soybeans. Massachusetts Experiment Station. 
(27) Effect of fertilizers on soybeans. Delaware Experiment 
Station. (28) Composition of hay of Mammoth soybean at 
different stages of development. Arlington Farm, Virginia. 

(29) Comparison of the loss in moisture in 10-
lb. samples of green forage of ten varieties 
of soybeans when air dried. Arlington Farm, 
Virginia.
 (30) Tons of soybean hay to the acre at 
different experiment stations in the United 
States. (31) Bushels of soybean seed to the 
acre at different experiment stations in the 
United States. (32) Relative yields of straw to 
seed in different varieties of soybeans. Ohio 
Experiment Station. (33) Viability of soybean 
seed. (34) Proportions of stems, leaves, and 
pods. (35) Nutritive constituents contained in 
each part of the soybean plant. After Lechartier. 
(36) Composition of the different parts of the 
soybean plant at different stages of growth, at 
Arlington Farm, Virginia. (37) Total weights 
of mineral materials in 1,000 kilos of dry 
forage. After Lechartier. (38) Mineral Materials 
in 1,000 kilos of dry forage. After Joulie. 
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(39) Percentages of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash 
contained in different parts of the soybean plant at different 
stages of growth, at Arlington Farm, Virginia.
 (40) Composition of soybean seed compared with that 
of other legumes. (41) Composition of common American 
varieties of soybeans. (42) Percentage composition of 
the different parts of soybean seed. After Lechartier. (43) 
Percentage composition and comparison of the amino 
acids of the protein of the soybean and of cow’s milk. (44) 
Percentage composition of the nitrogen-free extracts of the 
soybean. (45) Starch content of commercial varieties of 
soybeans in the United States. (46) Maximum, minimum, 
and average of the more important constants of soybean oil 
from 48 varieties, compared with those of other well-known 
oils. (47) Comparison of the more important constants 
of soybean oil by different observers. (48) Constants for 
soybean oil. (49) Composition of the ash of the soybean 
seed. After Pellet.
 (50) Mineral content of the soybean seed compared with 
those of cowpea, navy bean, and peanut. (51) Oil content 
of soybeans gathered at various stages of maturity. (52) Oil 
content of soybeans as affected by partial defoliation. (53) 
Oil content of soybeans as affected by partial removal of 
very young seed pods. (54) Oil content of soybeans of large 
and small size seed from the same plant. (55) Oil content 
of soybeans planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911, at 
Arlington Farm, Virginia. (56) Varietal differences in the 
oil content of soybeans grown at Arlington Experiment 
Farm, Virginia, in 1907, 1908 and 1910. (57) Oil content of 
soybeans grown under different environmental conditions. 
(58) Oil and protein content of soybean varieties grown 
under different environmental conditions. (59) Fertilizing 
constituents of soybeans contained in crop and roots on one 
acre. Connecticut (Storrs) Experiment Station.
 (60) Yields of hay of different legumes and content of 
fertilizing ingredients. Michigan Experiment Station. (61) 
Fertilizing constituents of soybeans cut at different stages 
of growth. Arlington Farm, Virginia. (62) Data and results 
of soiling experiments with milch cows. Iowa Experiment 
Station. (63) Soybean soiling experiment with milch cows, 
Pennsylvania Experiment Station. (64) Analyses of soybean, 
soybean and corn, and corn silages. (65) Digestibilities of 
soybean and other silages. (66) Digestible nutrients in 100 
lb. of air-dry substance. (67) Digestible nutrients in 100 lb. 
of soybean straw and in other roughages. (68) Fertilizing 
constituents of soybean straw compared with those of wheat, 
oats, barley, and rye. (69) Number of seeds per bushel and 
weight in grams of 100 seeds of the most important varieties.
 (70) Results of planting a single variety of soybean 
at different dates. Vienna, Austria, 1877. (71) Results of 
planting different varieties of soybeans at different dates at 
Knoxville, Tennessee. (72) Life period of soybean varieties 
grown at the Arlington Experimental Farm, Virginia, for 
eight seasons. (73) Life periods of American varieties of 

soybeans grown at Sabour, India, 1911 (from Woodhouse 
and Taylor, 1913). (74) Life period of soybean varieties 
planted at intervals of two weeks in 1911 at the Arlington 
Experimental Farm, Virginia. (75) Behavior of fl ower color 
in natural hybrids. (76) Behavior of pubescence colors in 
natural hybrids. (77) Behavior of amount and colors of 
pubescence in an artifi cial hybrid. (78) Behavior of the color 
of pods in natural hybrids. (79) Behavior of seed colors in 
natural hybrids.
 (80) Soybean crosses in the study of seed color. (81) 
Behavior of cotyledons in natural hybrid selections. (82) 
Behavior of cotyledons in soybean crosses. (83) Variations 
in the cooking qualities of seed of different varieties of 
soybeans. (84) Consumption of vegetable oils by the soap 
industry in the United States. (85) Consumption of vegetable 
oils in the production of lard substitutes and oleomargarine 
in the United States (incl. coconut oil, cottonseed oil, peanut 
oil, soybean oil, and corn oil). (86) Composition of soybean 
cake, meal, and other important oil feeds. (87) Two 17-week 
comparisons of soybean meal with other supplements for 
fattening pigs. (88) Growth and nitrogen elimination of 
chicks fed varying amounts of meat scrap or soybean meal 
or both, in addition to a corn ration. (Indiana Experiment 
Station). (89) Comparison of the digestibility of soybean 
meal and other oil meals.
 (90) Digestion coeffi cients of soybean meal obtained 
with sheep. Massachusetts Experiment Station. (91) 
Fertilizing constituents of soybeans, soybean meal, and 
cottonseed meal. (92) Analyses and calories of soybeans 
compared with those of other legumes and foods. (93) 
Composition of soybean fl our in comparison with wheat 
fl our, corn meal, rye fl our, graham fl our, and whole wheat 
fl our. (94) Composition of the sprouts from the soybean and 
mung bean. (95) Composition of soybean milk compared 
with cow’s milk. (96) Yields of bean curd obtained from 
different varieties of soybeans. (97) Compositions of tofu 
and tofu products. (98) Nitrogenous substances in natto. (99) 
Composition of hamananatto. After Sawa.
 (100) Composition of yuba. (101) Composition of red 
and white miso. (102) Composition of shoyu or soy sauce. 
(103) Composition of soybeans of the same variety dried, 
soaked, and roasted.

1011. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The 
commercial status of the soybean: Japan (Document part). In: 
Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-
Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 13-16.
• Summary:  In production and utilization, the soybean 
occupies a most important position among the various 
legumes grown for seed in Japan. It is extensively cultivated 
from Hokkaido province in the north, to Formosa in the 
south. The data relative to the production and commerce 
of the soybean and soybean products in Japan are more 
extensive than for China and Manchuria, and furnish rather 
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valuable information concerning the importance of this crop.
 “Acreage and Production: The soybean is grown 
by the Japanese farmers mainly for grain and not to any 
considerable extent as a green manure crop. The average 
annual production of seed is about 18,000,000 bu. The 
following table shows the acreage and production in Japan 
during the decade [sic] 1897 to 1919. The principal bean-
producing provinces are Hokkaido, Ibaraki, Saitama, Iwate, 
Niigata, Nagasaki and Kumamoto, but there is no province 
where the annual production does not exceed 50,000 bu. The 
province of Hokkaido has the largest acreage and produces 
the highest quantity and best quality of beans.
 Utilization: The soybean forms one of the most 

important articles of food in Japan. It is one of 
the principal ingredients of soy sauce, miso, 
tofu and natto. The beans are eaten boiled or 
baked or in powder form for soups. Sometimes 
they are picked green, boiled and served cold 
with soy sauce, and sometimes as a salad. 
A vegetable milk is also produced from the 
bean forming the basis for the manufacture of 
vegetable cheese. The milk is not only used 
in the fresh state, but a form of condensed 
milk is also manufactured from it. All these 
foodstuffs are used daily in the Japanese homes. 
For the poorer classes they are the principal 
source of protein and considered indispensable 
as articles of food in the diet. Owing to their 
large utilization as human food, the domestic 
soybeans are used only to a limited extent in 
the feeding of live stock. To supply the protein 
ration for animals defi cient in that nutrient, the 
beans are sometimes boiled and fed mixed with 
straw, barley and bran. The beans, especially 
those imported from China and Manchuria, are 
used extensively in the production of oil and 
cake. The oil is used as an article of diet and for 
various technical uses, while the residue or bean 
cake is used extensively as a fertilizer and as a 
cattle feed.
 “Cost of production and market prices: 
Accurate data as to cost of production are not 
available, but estimates made by Japanese 
agricultural experts, place it about $10.00 per 
acre, exclusive of taxes, or about 65 cents 
per bushel. The beans produced in Japan are 
considered to be superior in quality to those of 
Manchuria and Chosen (Korea) and are used 
exclusively in the manufacture of food products. 
Prior to 1914 the prevailing wholesale price of 
domestic beans in Japan was about $1.00 per 
bushel while for imported beans it was about 70 
cents per bushel.
 “Imports: Japan has always been a large 

consumer of soybeans from China and Manchuria, the 
greater part of the beans being used in the manufacture of 
oil and bean cake. In amount and value the importation of 
soybeans is second only to rice. The amounts and values of 
soybeans imported are shown in table VII for the years 1903 
to 1907 inclusive, and 1911 to 1914 inclusive.
 The bean cake manufactured in Japan forms only a 
small proportion of the total used by Japanese farmers. Large 
amounts of bean cake are annually imported as shown in the 
following table. Previous to 1903, bean cake was the largest 
in amount among imported fertilizers.
 Exports: In addition to supplying domestic demands, 
Japan has exported beans, bean oil, miso (bean cheese) and 
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soy sauce in large quantities to American and European 
countries as shown in the following tables. The exports of 
beans and bean oil have only become of importance since the 
development of the American and European trade. Prior to 
1914, soybeans were not listed separately.

1012. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soy in the 
Hawaiian Islands (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 
1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. 
See p. 49, 168, 251, 256.
• Summary: Page 49: “Hawaiian Islands.–Soybeans are 
grown to some extent by the Japanese inhabitants. In Kona, 
Hawaii, the yield is said to be 600 to 1,000 lb. per acre 
from the early and medium varieties, and about double 
this quantity from the late sorts. It is estimated that about 
200,000 lb. of seed are produced annually in the islands, but 
ten times this quantity is imported from Japan, especially 
for the manufacture of soy and miso. About 100 varieties 
have been tested by Krauss (1908, 1911) at the Hawaii 
Agricultural Experiment Station, many of them producing 
very satisfactorily.
 Page 168: “Otootan.–Introduced from the Hawaiian 
Islands in 1911 by Prof. C.K. McClelland. Seed originally 
from Formosa. Plants slender, erect, bushy, maturing in 

about 170 days; pubescence tawny; fl owers 
purple, 90 to 95 days to fl ower; pods tawny, 35 
to 45 mm. long, 7 to 8 mm. wide, 4 to 5 mm. 
thick, 2-3 seeded; seed black, 6 to 7 mm. long, 
5 to 6 mm. wide, 5 to 6 mm. thick; hilum black; 
germ yellow; oil 17.7 per cent.; 368,600 to the 
bushel.”
 Pages 250-51: “The brewing of soy sauce 
has also become a well-established industry 
in Hawaii.” “Large quantities [of soy sauce] 
are exported annually from China, Japan and 
Hawaii, especially to the United States.”
 Page 256: “Sahr (1913) in his 
investigations of the manufacture of soy sauce 
in Hawaii obtained the following data: 800 lb. 
of salt dissolved in 350 gal. of water to 1,000 lb. 
of beans produced 350 gal. of sauce; 500 lb. of 
salt dissolved in 150 gal. of boiling water to 400 
lb. of soybeans gave 240 gal. of sauce and about 
600 lb. of cass or soybean leavings.”

1013. Sumner, H.R. 1923. Growing soybeans in 
eastern Kansas. Kansas Agricultural College, 
Extension Circular No. 39. 7 p. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Soybean 
grain. soybean forage. Soybeans for soil 
improvement. The seed bed and inoculation. 
Seeding: Time of seeding, rate and method 
of planting, depth of seeding. Cultivation and 
harvesting. Threshing and storing the seed. 
Varieties. For seed: A.K., Haberlandt, and 

Manchu. For general use: Morse and Midwest. For hay and 
forage: Virginia and Wilson.
 “Morse, Mikado, and Midwest yield best when grown 
on the more fertile soils of southern Missouri.”
 “The soybean is a promising crop for grain and forage in 
eastern Kansas, and should be given a thorough trial in that 
section.”
 “There is an active demand for soybean oil and 
its by-products. In 1921 more than $13,000,000 was 
expended for soybean oil imported into this country.” 
For the past six years, the Kansas Experiment Station has 
been conducting soybean variety trials, comparing many 
varieties. Photos show: (1) A plot of soybeans grown in 
rows. (2) Uninoculated roots of soybean plants; no nodules 
are clinging to these roots. (3) Inoculated roots of soybean 
plants; the “nodules on the roots contain nitrogen gathering 
bacteria.” Address: Extension Agronomist, Manhattan, 
Kansas.

1014. Christian Science Monitor. 1923. Manchuria raises 
big soy bean crop: Capital alone needed to develop industry, 
which has possibilities almost illimitable. April 24. p. 12.
• Summary: Manchuria’s 1919 soybean crop was estimated 
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at 2,333,330 tons by the South Manchurian Railroad. 
Forecasts of the 1922 crop are over 3,500,000 tons. Yet such 
estimates are diffi cult to make for two reasons: (1) Statistics 
are not kept on crop production in China; (2) Handlers of 
soy bean are opposed to dissemination of any statistics 
concerning quantity.
 “That there has been an almost sensational increase 
in soybean growing in Manchuria in the past two years is 
shown in the swelling receipts and shipments at and from 
Dairen, Vladivostok and Yingkou.” The latter port plays only 
a small role in total exports of soy beans, bean oil, and bean 
cake.
 “Soy beans have been the chief factor in making Dairen 
[run by Japan] the second port in China. There are 74 soy 
bean oil mills in Dairen alone, all fairly good size. Some 
of them are huge. Harbin has 54 bean oil mills, only one 
of which is modern, while the Dairen mills are almost all 
equipped with late machinery. The oil turned out by the 
Harbin mills is dirty in the extreme, and the cake is so poorly 
pressed that it will not stand shipment to a greater distance 
than Japan. The one foreign owned mill in Harbin is the 
exception and fi nds ready sale for its output in the United 
States and Europe; there are modern soy bean mills in 
Copenhagen (Denmark) and Hamburg (Germany).
 The “Chinese mill owners, who inherently dread 
changes of any kind, are kept on the ragged edge of 
bankruptcy all the time, only managing to exist by reason of 
cheap labor and operating costs.”
 “If this were a technical story, details might be given 
of the nonuse of press cloth in the [Harbin] presses, grass 
serving the purpose, how the beans are not hulled or cooked, 
the unscientifi c rehandling of the beans, leaving in the cake 
15 per cent of the oil, and how crudely the oil is handled.
 “Why the soy bean industry has not attracted more 
attention from American capital interested in the manufacture 
of soap and in making lard substitutes is diffi cult to 
understand. The fi rst reaction... is that the tariff runs against 
the importation of soy bean oil.” This import tax shuts out 
soy bean oil from successful competition with cotton seed 
and peanut oil.
 “This investigator makes the claim that the soy bean 
industry is where the crude petroleum business was when the 
chemists began separating it into its present many constituent 
parts.” Japanese chemists have shown that soy bean oil can 
be many into many valuable products, which are listed.

1015. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1923. Soy beans. 6(22):397. May 
31.
• Summary: “The soy bean is one of the great staple crops of 
China, particularly in the Manchurian provinces. The Bureau 
of Economic Information estimates the total production at 
3,360,000 short tons, but this probably includes only the 
commercial production as the total exports of beans, bean 

oil and bean cake in 1921 amounted to 2,226,195 short 
tons, and it is known that the local consumption in various 
forms is very large. The China Year Book quotes an offi cial 
estimate of the total production as 9,000,000 tons. The South 
Manchuria Railway estimates the bean crop of Manchuria 
alone for 1922 at 2,921,000 tons. The most recent estimate 
of the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce is 
6,562,000 short tons as the total production for 1917.
 “Sources: China Year Book 1921-22, P.143. Bureau 
of Economic Information, Letter of Jan. 5, 1923. Report of 
D.O. Lively, U.S. Agri. Comm., Dec. 12, 1922. Republic of 
China, Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce Sixth Annual 
Report 1920.”

1016. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1923. Agriculture in North 
Manchuria. 6(22):403-05. May 31.
• Summary: “The chief source of statistical data for North 
Manchuria is the Economic Bureau of the Chinese Eastern 
Railway, organized in 1921. This bureau has recently 
published the following agricultural statistics for the districts 
tributary to this railway.
 Tables show (1) The area under wheat, soy beans, and 
other cereals in seven districts: Tsitsihar, Ada, Harbin, Lower 
Sungari, Potano, Southern, and Eastern. For soy bean area, 
the two leading districts are Anda (1,206,000 acres; 25% 
of total acreage) and Southern (1,098,000 acres; 30% of 
total acreage). The total of the seven is 4,149,000 acres, 
comprising 23.6% of the total acreage.
 (2) Production of the same four crops in seven districts. 
For soy bean production, the two leading districts are 
Southern (725,400 tons of 2,000 lb) and Anda (723,600 
tons). The total production of the seven is 2,500,200 tons.
 (3) Surplus for export of the same four crops in seven 
districts. For soy bean surplus, the two leading districts are 
Southern (432,000 tons of 2,000 lb) and Anda (405,000 
tons). The total surplus for export of the seven is 1,369,200 
tons.
 (4) “Weekly prices of soy beans at Dairen, Manchuria, 
Jan. 14, 1922 to April 28, 1923.” There are seven columns 
for each date: (1) Gold Yen per picul (113.33 pounds) “ex 
go-down” at Dairen. Ranges from 5.29 on 14 Jan. 1922 
to 6.41 on 8 July 1922. (2) Exchange rate at New York on 
Japan Gold Yen at par 49.85¢. Range: 47.34 to 48.48. (3) 
Equivalent price at Dairen in dollars per bu. of 60 pounds. 
Range: $1.13 on 14 Jan. 1922 to $1.38 on 8 July 1922. 
(4) Gold Yen per short ton [2,000 lb.] F.O.B. Dairen. (5) 
Equivalent price in dollars per short ton F.O.B. Dairen. (6) 
Quotations per short ton C.I.F. Pacifi c Coast on dollars. 
Range: 46.0 to 53.5. (7) Quotations per short ton C.I.F. 
Atlantic Coast on dollars. Range: 54.0 to 60.0.

1017. Spillman, W.J. 1923. Distribution of types of farming 
in the United States. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1289. 30 
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p. May. See p. 17-18, 29-30.
• Summary: In the section titled “Distribution of major 
crops–The Cotton Belt,” the subsection on “Alternatives” 
states (p. 17): “Very large quantities of coconut oil, soy-bean 
oil, peanut oil, and other vegetable oils are imported into 
this country, the largest import being of coconut oil. Peanut 
oil can be substituted for coconut oil in all of its uses and 
is fully equal to it for any purpose. In 1919 we produced 
about 80,000,000 pounds of peanut oil and imported about 
80,000,000 pounds from China. Imported soy-bean oil comes 
mainly from Manchuria and coconut oil from the Tropics. 
We could easily produce enough peanut oil to replace all of 
these imports, but this would have to be done in competition 
with oriental and tropical labor.”
 “The soy bean thrives throughout this region. It yields 
well and the seed contains about 18 per cent of oil of 
high value. The entire plant makes good forage. With the 
development of cattle and hog farming, this crop might have 
an important place here. Should the oil mills be able to pay 
enough for the seed to make soy beans a profi table crop the 
acreage of the crop might be expanded greatly” (p. 18).
 In the section titled “The Corn Belt,” the subsection on 
“Possible new crops for the Corn Belt” states: “The soy bean 
crop is already coming into Corn Belt agriculture at a rapid 
rate. Students of farming in this region foresaw this result 
many years ago. In the southern half of the Corn Belt farmers 
have long felt the need of some spring crop to sow between 
corn and wheat. It is not satisfactory to sow wheat after corn 
unless the corn is cut and shocked, and it is not practicable to 
utilize the corn fodder from so large an acreage as is grown 
here. Oats have hitherto been much used for this place in 
the rotation. But in this section oats are an uncertain crop, 
and the yield averages low. Soy beans appear to be the ideal 
corp to substitute for oats to follow corn and precede wheat. 
They leave the land in excellent condition for wheat without 
plowing unless it is very weedy, and even this diffi culty can 
be overcome by planting the beans in rows and cultivating 
them a few times. It is well to remember, however, that 
the necessity of cultivation the soy beans would reduce the 
acreage of corn a given working force could manage. The 
crop is a legume, and leaves considerable nitrogen in the soil 
for the wheat crop that follows. Soy beans after corn and 
preceding wheat also assist in controlling scab, which is due 
to a fungus affecting both corn and wheat.
 “Farther north, where oats are a logical crop, soy beans 
are being sown very generally in corn; in fact, they are often 
planted with the corn. When this is done, rape may be sown 
between the rows at the last cultivation of the corn and 
beans. This practice is particularly advantageous on farms 
where corn is hogged off. In fact, soy beans may be planted 
with corn throughout the Corn Belt to excellent advantage. 
The crop thus has two important places which it may occupy 
in Corn Belt rotations. It makes good hay, and is a splendid 
substitute for alfalfa or clover in the winter feeding of brood 

sows and other hogs. Not only that, but the seed contains 
about 18 per cent of an oil which is intermediate in character 
between the semidrying and drying oils. A considerable 
proportion of soy-bean oil can be substituted for linseed oil 
in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, linoleum, etc.
 “Enormous quantities of soy-bean oil are imported 
every year, mainly from Manchuria. Factories are now 
being built in the Corn Belt for handling soy beans as a 
source of oil. If it should turn out that these factories can 
pay farmers a suffi cient price for soy beans to make the crop 
profi table, there is every reason to expect soy beans to rise 
to the proportion of a major crop in this section.” Address: 
Consulting Specialist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

1018. New York Times. 1923. Drop in nation’s foreign trade 
still leaves a gain in growth. June 10. p. XX19.
• Summary: The section titled “Silk leads from Orient” 
states: “American imports from Japan consist principally 
of raw silk, which is manufactured [into fi nished goods] in 
American mills. The next item is tea. These two constitute 
70 per cent. of our purchases. The remaining 30 per cent. is 
made up of toys, some manufactured silk goods, Soy bean 
oil, canned crab meat and a number of miscellaneous items.
 “The United States pays for these Japanese goods 
principally with exports of raw cotton... This trade has been 
the great balance wheel which kept Japan from fi nancial 
chaos during several years when its Chinese markets were 
practically destroyed by the ‘passive resistance’ policy.
 American trade with China has been increasing (it was 
$134,000,000 last year), despite the fact that China has 
been in a state of upheaval, with a bad fi nancial situation, 
which grew steadily worse under four or fi ve successive 
governments. The most important U.S. import from China 
is raw silk, followed by hides, skins, furs, and Mahjongg 
[mahjong] equipment. China’s main import from the USA is 
machinery, such as cotton mill equipment and oil crushing 
machinery.

1019. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1923. Imports of the most 
important oils and oilseeds into Germany. 7(10):178. Sept. 5.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Imports of 8 oils into Germany 
in 1912, 1913, and 1922 (in tons of 2,000 lb). The four main 
imported oils in 1912 are cotton seed oil (29,624), palm oil 
(13,088), olein (12,648), and soya bean oil (12,211). The 
four main imported oils in 1922 are soya bean oil (45,718), 
linseed oil (32,229), coconut oil (32,162), and palm oil 
(5,627). Total imports of oils: 80,370 in 1912. 66,086 in 
1913. 128,739 in 1922.
 (2) Imports of 8 oil seeds into Germany in 1913, 1920, 
1921, and 1922 (in tons of 2,000 lb). The four main imported 
oil seeds in 1913 are linseed and linmeal (617,475), palm 
kernel (260,051), cottonseed (242,282), and copra [cocoanut 
meat]. (216,546). “Soyabeans and mowra seeds, etc.” are 
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#6 at 138,614. The four main imported oilseeds in 1922 are 
copra (311,595), palm kernel (139,860), rape and rape-seed 
(135,979), and linseed and linmeal (113,708). Soyabeans etc. 
are #8 out of 8 (least important).
 Total imports of oil seeds are 1,880,288 in 1913, 37,728 
in 1920 [shortly after World War I], 259,591 in 1921, and 
920,383 in 1922. Source of both tables: U.S. Agricultural 
Representative in Berlin, Germany.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2008) that uses the word “linmeal” to refer to 
linseed meal.

1020. Slosson, Edwin E. 1923. Catching up with China. 
Scientifi c Monthly 17:283-85. Sept.
• Summary: The soy bean “was fi rst introduced to America 
in 1804, but it was a hundred years before we could be 
induced to take it seriously... But in the last ten years it has 
rapidly come to the front as one of our major crops and is 
likely in the next ten years to go ahead of oats in acreage in 
some of our states... The latest bulletin of the Department 
of Agriculture lists fi fty different uses for soy products, and 
doubtless Yankee ingenuity can and will add more when we 
get our minds to working on it.
 “Even the Japanese have not exhausted their ingenuity 
in this fi eld, long as they have been at it. A Japanese scientist 
named Sato has invented a new plastic which he has called, 
according to American precedent, ‘Satolite.’ It is made by 
precipitating the protein with sulphite, hardening it with 
formaldehyde, and molding it under heat and pressure into 
combs, buttons and whatever we make from hard rubber or 
celluloid or the casein of milk.
 “The soy bean is rich in protein and fat, and lacking in 
starch; in that more like animal than like vegetable food. You 
can make a milk out of it by simply soaking the dried beans 
till soft, then crushing fi ne in a meat grinder, boiling in three 
times the volume of water for half an hour and straining 
through cloth. If you do not like the fl avor you can add 
vanillin or something else. This vegetable milk sometimes 
agrees with children when cow’s milk does not. It can also be 
used for cakes and custards.
 “The soy milk may be made into curds and cheeses of 
various sorts which form a large part of the diet of orientals, 
but for which we have not yet acquired a taste. Soy meal has 
come into common use in America, not only as a cattle food, 
but also for bread and pastry mixed with three parts wheat 
fl our.
 “Soy sauce has long been familiar but quite unknown 
to us. We did not recognize it under its aristocratic English 
name and its added fl avors. But when the high cost of living 
drove us to the chop sueys, we became acquainted with the 
cruet of brown salty sauce called ‘shoyu,’ and we found, 
as the Chinese had found thousands of years before, that 
a sprinkling of it would make tasty a large lot of rice and 
serve as substitute for meat, both in taste and nutriment. 

Soy sauce is of several sorts. If you want it strong take the 
Korean. If you want it sweet take the Japanese. It is made 
by fermentation and the fl avor depends upon the way it is 
brewed and the length of time it is left to ripen. To suit the 
palate of a Korean connoisseur the jars must be exposed to 
the sunshine by day and covered by night for a period of 
thirty years. We Americans, when we get to making it, will 
undoubtedly speed up the process.
 “So far the oil is the most in demand of the soy products. 
The beans contain from 18 to 20 percent. of a fi ne palatable 
oil, which we have imported at the rate of a hundred 
thousand tons in a year, but which we are now growing for 
ourselves. It can take the place of cottonseed oil in vegetable 
substitutes for lard and butter, and of linseed oil in paints. 
Formerly the oil went mostly to Germany and England, but 
the war made a shift in the currents of Pacifi c trade, and we 
learned to appreciate its value. But we have a lot to learn yet 
before we catch up with the orientals in the utilization of this 
multifarious bean.”

1021. Hoard’s Dairyman. 1923. Soy bean demonstration. 
66(13):362. Oct. 12.
• Summary: Contains a summary of some of the speeches 
given at the summer meeting of the National Soy Bean 
Grower’s Association held at Madison, Wisconsin. “R.A. 
Moore, Wisconsin veteran fi eld crops investigator, was one 
of the pioneers in seeking to adapt the crop to the farming 
practices of his state... He marks the year 1898 as the date 
when the initial effort was made to grow soy beans in the 
Badger State. Following the early investigations their true 
worth as legumes ideally suited to regions of light, sandy, 
nitrogen defi cient soils gradually came to be recognized.”
 Wisconsin Black, Ito San, and Manchu are the three 
most popular soy bean varieties in Wisconsin, with over 50% 
of the state’s entire acreage (which totals 30,000 to 50,000 
acres) being devoted to Wisconsin Black.
 Indiana’s total soy bean acreage is about 240,000 acres 
this year. Hoosier soy bean activities were summarized by 
C.V. Vestal and W.A. Ostrander. Iowa’s soy bean acreage was 
estimated at 200,000 acres by F.S. Wilkins; much of this was 
sown to soy bean-corn combinations. “Severe clover failures 
brought the soy bean into use in Illinois as an emergency hay 
crop with the result that this year’s acreage totals 674,000 
acres.
 “Surprise was expressed at the wide usage which the 
by-products of the soy bean enjoy. Oils of the bean are used 
extensively to free a certain percentage of linseed oil in 
paints and varnishes. Soap is another soy bean oil product, 
while the refi ned oils have found fairly extensive use in 
edibles for some time past. New uses are constantly being 
found for soy bean fl our, another edible prepared from the 
bean.”
 “F.B. Morrison of the Wisconsin Agricultural College is 
convinced that soy beans are an excellent protein-rich feed 
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for live stock.” Conclusive trials show this. “Experiments 
have shown that in feeding dairy cattle, ground soy beans 
may be used successfully as a substitute for linseed meal or 
cottonseed meal. In fact, soy beans are worth as much per 
ton as these expensive feeds. The bean may also be used 
successfully in sheep feeding.”
 “Soy bean oil meal is free from the disadvantage of 
the whole soy bean in producing soft pork. At the present 
time the amount of this meal produced in the United States 
is not suffi cient to meet the demand, but a considerable 
amount is imported from the Orient. Consequently this feed 
has become quite common on the Pacifi c coast, Morrison 
concluded.”
 A photo shows about 100 men, delegates from the 
Midwest, dressed in coats, hats, and ties, gathered at the 
Experimental Farm, Wisconsin College of Agriculture, to 
attend a meeting of the National Soy Bean Association. 
Those in the middle are holding up a large sign that reads: 
“50 varieties. Soy bean tests, from 15 states.” Address: Fort 
Atkinson, Wisconsin.

1022. Tropical Life (England). 1923. Soya bean exports from 
China. 19(10):149. Oct.
• Summary: “According to the offi cial returns for 1922, 
China exported 14,800,000 piculs (1 picul = 133.33 lb.) as 
compared with 11,500,000 in 1921, and 10,300,000 in 1920, 
this increase therefore must have helped swell the output of 
oils to a considerable extent showing an increase of about 
one-third on the average output of the two previous crops. 
Of bean cake 18,285,246 piculs were exported against 
17,674,576 piculs in 1921. The production of bean boards, 
a new commodity, has passed the experimental stage, and 
promises to be very successful; this causes one to wonder 
whether there is anything peculiar to soya beans that enables 
these boards to be made from their bean cake only. So many 
centres could produce or express vegetable oils to pay if 
they could place the residue known as poonac or cake to 
advantage. If this can he done in the shape of bean boards 
from soya beans could it not be done with the residue from 
other oil-yielding seeds as well; if not from all, perhaps from 
those that are in more general use? At the same time, what 
about weevils, &c., would not they want to eat those bean 
boards? To this query we can reply in the negative, as the 
cake during the course of its construction can be chemically 
treated most effectively so as to keep such troubles at a 
distance.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) that uses the word “poonac” to refer to 
soybean cake. The word seems to be most widely used to 
refer to the oil cake prepared from the coconut.

1023. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia, 
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali 
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and 

industrial applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & 
Co. 243 p. Preface by Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università 
di Torino). With 34 illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: This is the fi rst major book in Italian about the 
soybean.
 Contents: Preface. Reason for the work; its scope 
and limits. Part I: The origin and history of the soybean. 
Reason for this history, the origin of the soybean and its 
early dissemination, soya (including production statistics) 
in Oriental countries (China, Manchuria, Japan, Formosa, 
Korea, French Indochina), how the soybean was introduced 
to Europe, the cultivation of soya in France, Soya in 
England, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Holland, Russia, 
Sweden, Alsace-Lorraine (now in northeast France), Spain, 
Italy, America, Conclusion.
 Part II: Cultivation of soya.
 Part III: Soya in the feeding and nutrition of humans and 
animals. 1. The analysis and physiology of metabolism as an 
element in the study of nutrition. 2. Soybean forage in the 
feeding of animals. 3. Soybeans (il grano di soja) and soy 
products in the feeding of humans and animals: Commercial 
and nutritional value and digestibility of the soybean, how 
to prepare and cook whole soybeans, soy broth, thick soups, 
salads, and meat dishes, soy purée (puré di soja), soybean 
cakes (torté di soja), soybean sprouts (germi di soja), roasted 
soybeans (grano di soja come frutta secca), soy coffee (caffé 
di soja), soy chocolate (cioccolata di soja), soy confections 
(confetture di soja), special soy sweets and chocolates for 
diabetics and tuberculosis patients, the soybean as a feed for 
animals.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee, which it calls 
caffé di soja.
 4. Flour, pasta, and bread in feeding. 5. Soymilk (il latte 
di soja) and its use in the feeding of animals and humans. 
6. Tofu (il formaggio di soja; p. 209). 7. Soy oil and oil-
cakes (L’olio ed i panelli di soja; p. 212). 8. Condiments 
and sauces: Natto, miso, soy sauce (le salse, called Schogon 
[sic] in Japan, Tsinag-Yeou [sic] or Tao-yu in China, Ketjap 
in Java, and Tuong in Annam). 9. Enzymes (I fermenti, incl. 
urease). 10. Conclusions.
 Part IV: Industrial applications of soya. 1. Various 
industrial applications of soya and its derivatives. 2. 
Chemical composition of vegetable casein compared with 
animal casein. 3. The industrial applications of animal 
casein. 4. If it is possible, it is convenient, necessary and 
appropriate to replace vegetable casein for the animal casein 
in industrial applications. 5. Vegetable casein factories. 
6. Process for extracting casein from soy. 7. How to 
manufacture galalith / galalite.
 Part V: General conclusions.
 The fi rst test of the lactation of calves with soymilk was 
conducted in the winter of 1916-17 by the Bonafous Institute 
in Turin. The results were splendid, and have encouraged 
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eminent pediatricians such as Dr. Casalini, Prof. Dr. Alberto 
Muggia (teacher of clinical pediatrics at the University of 
Turin), and Dr. Enrico Gasca (vice director general of infants 
at Turin) to extend their experiments (p. 6).
 A table (p. 31) shows soybean and cotton hectarage and 
production in Korea from 1909 to 1917. Soybean hectarage 
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean 
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg 
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
 Page 35: “Prof. Rouest of Luxey (Landes) in France 
wrote us on 30 Nov. 1921. ‘I have fi nished only the period 
of acclimatization of the soybean. It remains for me to 
propagate it a little everywhere. The experiments of 1921 
were extended in all the Departments, being viewed from an 
industrial and commercial point of view. I must now study 
which variety adapts among those I am cultivating. Soy fl our 
will not be able to be made until we have many thousands of 
hectares under cultivation, and then we will be able to think 
of other applications as well... Actually the fi rm Hendebert 
de Lion sells its fl our, originating in China, at 10 French 
francs per kg, a prohibitive price.’”
 Page 206: At the pediatric congress held in Milan in 
Sept. 1922, the question of lactation (feeding children) with 
vegetable milk was discussed in a favorable way, proposed 
by Prof. Muggia and sustained by the illustrious Prof. 
Berghius, Director of the Pediatric Clinic of the University 
of Padua, and by Prof. Francioni of Bologna. We can also 
add that experiments on lactation are proceeding in Italy at 
the pediatric clinics of Turin, Bologna, Padua, Genoa, and 
Florence, and also at the Infant’s Dispensary in Turin.
 Photos and tables are discussed in a separate record.
 A diagram (p. 227) compares the chemical composition 
of animal casein and vegetable casein.
 Note 2. Quite a bit of the historical and non-Italian 
information in this book comes from Léon Rouest’s 1921 
book Le soja et son lait végétal: Applications agricoles et 
industrielles.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, of which it says: “il 
Natto in Giappone che corrisponde al Tao-Teche della Cina.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls 
germi di soja.
 Note 5. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that mentions soybean cake (a co-product 
of soybean oil), which it calls panelli di soja. Address: Dr. of 
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.

1024. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia, 
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali 
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and 
industrial applications (Photos and tables–Document part)]. 
Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & Co. 243 p. Preface by 
Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università di Torino). With 34 

illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Photos show: (0) An infant fed soymilk in Turin 
in 1921, together with a table showing its weight gain from 
18 July 1921 until 14 Jan. 1922 (p. 7). (Figs. 1-3) Three 
different varieties of soybean plants (p. 70-71). (4) The 
leaves of 3 different varieties of soybean plants (p. 72). (5) 
Close-up of the stem and pods of a soybean plant (p. 73). (6) 
Beans and pods of soybeans (p. 74).
 (7-8) Different stages of germinating soybean seeds (p. 
75). (9) Close-up of soybean roots and nodules (p. 76).
 (10-12) Fields of soybeans at the “Istituto Bonafous” (p. 
106, 108, 113). (13-14) Field of soybeans grown with corn 
(p. 122, 123). (15-18) Cellular transverse section through a 
soybean (facing p. 152).
 (20-21) Soy fl our and wheat fl our, each in a sack and 
loose (p. 177). (22) Pasta made from soy (p. 181). (23-
28) Bread and baguettes / breadsticks made with various 
percentages of soy (Pane di soja) (p. 183-89).
 (29-30) Soy bran and wheat bran, each in a sack and 
loose (p. 191). (31) Two bottles of soymilk (p. 194). (32) 
Two bottles of soy oil (p. 214).
 Tables show: (1) Imports and exports of soybean seeds 
from 1910 to 1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe 
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, Norway, the 
Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg}, 
Sweden), into Asia (Netherlands Indies {today’s Indonesia}, 
Java & Madura, External Possessions, Japan, Formosa). 
Exports from Europe (France, Great Britain and Ireland, the 
Low Countries), from Asia (China, Japan, Formosa) (p. 3).
 (2) Imports and exports of soybean oil from 1910 to 
1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe (Denmark, 
Germany, Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, 
the Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg}, 
Russia {both European and Asiatic} Sweden), into North 
America (Canada, United States), into Asia (Netherlands 
Indies {today’s Indonesia}, Java & Madura, Japan, 
Formosa), into Africa (Egypt). Exports from Europe 
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland {re-export}, 
the Low Countries, Sweden), from North America (United 
states, re-export), from Asia (China, Japan) (p. 4).
 (3) The weight gained by a baby fed soymilk at the 
dispensary of Lattanti at Torino. The trial ran from 18 July 
1921 to 14 Jan. 1922. The baby’s weight increased from 
3,000 gm to 6,140 gm (p. 7).
 (4) Production of soybeans in China in 1916 and 1917 
by color. And production of soybean cakes and soy oil in 
China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 21).
 (5) Exports of soybeans and soybean cakes from 
Manchuria yearly from 1905 to 1908 (data from Rouest) (p. 
23).
 (6) Area and production of oilseed plants (cotton, 
linseed, colza/canola, peanut, and soya) in Japan from 1877 
to 1920. Soy is by far the greatest, and both the area and 
production of soybeans increase during this time (p. 26).
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 (7) Production of the principal vegetable oils (colza/
canola, sesame, cotton, linseed, soya, peanut, coconut) in 
Japan from 1886 to 1918.
 (8) Area and production of major oilseeds (cotton, soja) 
in Korea from 1909 to 1917 (p. 31). Soybean hectarage 
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean 
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg 
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
 (9) Imports of soybean oil to England from 1910 to 1919 
(p. 38). (10) Imports of soybean oil to Denmark from 1910 
to 1919 (p. 46). (11) Imports of oilseeds (copra, soya, peanut, 
sesame, linseed, colza / canola & mustard seed) to Denmark 
in 1917 (p. 46).
 (12) Exports of soybean oil from Denmark from 1910 
to 1919 (p. 47). (13) Imports of soybean oil to the Low 
Countries from 1911 to 1919 (p. 47). (14) Imports of soybean 
oil to Russia from 1909 to 1915 (p. 48). (15) Imports of 
soybean oil and cottonseed oil to Sweden from 1912 to 1919 
(p. 48). (16) Imports of soybean oil to Alsace Lorraine from 
1913 to 1919 (p. 49). (17) Area of oilseeds and production 
of oil in Italy from 1909-1920 (p. 50). The area was about 
constant and the production of oil increased. (18) Median 
annual production of oil in Italy from 1870-1874 to 1920 
(p. 50). Production decreased. (19) Trial comparing the 
nutritional value of cow’s milk and vegetal milk (soymilk). 
The name of each of the 8 calves is given (p. 56-57). (20) 
Area and production of soybeans in the United States from 
1909, and 1917-1919.
 (21) Imports of various vegetable oils (olive, palm, 
coconut, soya) to the United States from 1910 to 1919 (p. 
63).
 (22) Cultivation of soybeans in Spain as described by 
Coll. D. Santiago Felice Valderrama of Montilla. The fi ve 
columns are: (a) Classifi cation, from 0 to 10. (b) Provenance 
/ Source (China). (c) Seed color. (d) Development (large, 
medium, small). (e) Maturity date (Late, semi-late, early, 
etc.) (p. 85).
 (23) Fertilizer tests with Soja hispida, The fi ve columns 
are: (a) Parcel number, 1-9. (b) Fertilizers used and dosage. 
(c) Stems, kg per 50 square meters. (d) Production of pods, 
kg per 50 square meters. (e) Grain, kg per 50 square meters 
(p. 95).
 (24) Chemical composition of soybeans grown in 
Vienna, yellow from Mongolia, Yellow from China, reddish 
brown from China. Composition is given for both the 
original seed and for its progeny (p. 98).
 (25) Weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds of 
soybeans grown by Prof. Manvilli of the Bonafous Institute 
(p. 98).
 (26-28) Effect of planting distance and pattern on the 
weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds (p. 102, 105).
 (29) Effect of place of origin and variety on the time to 
germination, time of fl owering and formation of the pods. 
The soybeans came from Tunisia, China, Ceylon, New 

South Wales, Podolia [in today’s Ukraine], and Lithuania, 
France, Northwestern Italy (Piemonte, [Piedmont]), United 
States, Indochina [Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Siam, 
Peninsular Malaysia, Singapore], and India (p. 109).
 (30-31) The effect of applying electrical voltage to 
soybean plants on the yield of stems, pods, and seed (p. 110-
111).
 (32) Ito San Soybean production per ha in Connecticut 
from 1877 to 1918 (p. 120).
 (33) The yield of protein and oil from common beans, 
peas and soybeans (p. 121).
 (34) The yield of various minerals from the stem, leaves, 
pods, seeds and entire plant (p. 121).
 (35) Chemical analysis of the soybean plant, on both an 
“as is” and a dry basis, in the stem, foliage, pods, and entire 
plant (p. 141).
 (36) Composition of the soybean–various parts from 
various places. entire plant, forage after the plant blooms and 
sets pods, hay from Japan, hay from Massachusetts, straw 
from Massachusetts (p. 142).
 (37) Nutritive elements in hay from different types of 
plants, both green and dry, for crude substance and digestible 
portion (p. 143).
 (38) Distribution of the various nutritive components 
in the various parts of the soybean seed. The parts are entire 
seed, cotyledons, embryo, seedcoat (scorza) (p. 145).
 (39) Complex analysis of the seed of the soybean (in 
parts per 100) (p. 146).
 (40) Analysis of the seed of various colors of soybean by 
various researchers, incl. Dr. Emil Pott, Meissl & Böcker, & 
Pellet.
 (41) Nutritional composition, both crude substance and 
digestible portion, of various protein sources: beef, common 
beans, lentils, peas, broad/fava beans, soybeans (p. 149).
 (42) Protein content of various basic protein sources, 
incl. meat, peas, broad beans and soya (p. 155). (43) Bar 
graph. The soybean as a source of nutrients, compared with 
other legumes, wheat fl our, soy fl our, wheat pasta, soy pasta, 
75% wheat + 25% soy pasta, wheat bread, soy bread, 75% 
wheat + 25% soy bread, cow’s milk, soymilk, mother’s milk 
(p. 159).
 (44) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to 
Oscar Kellner 1885, p. 82 (p. 162).
 (45)
 (45) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to 
Emil Pott 1907 (Vol. 2, p. 3) (p. 163).
 (46) Composition of soybean straw, according to Emil 
Pott (p. 165).
 (47) Chemical composition of soybean pods according 
to Emil Pott (p. 165).
 (48) Nutritional composition of soy coffee from Tyrol 
and Dalmatia (p. 171).
 (49) Nutritional composition of soy jams (confetture di 
soja).
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 (50) Nutritional composition of soy fl our compared with 
the fl our of various cereals (p. 176).
 (51) Nutritional composition of various types of soy 
pasta: 100% soy, 25% soy, pasta from Naples (p. 182).
 (52) Nutritional composition of soy bread, four analyses, 
compared with two analyses of wheat bread (p. 185).
 (53) Nutritional composition of soymilk made from 
whole soybeans or soy fl our (p. 195).
 (54-55) Nutritional composition of soymilk, 7 analyses, 
compared with mother’s milk, cow’s milk and goat’s milk (p. 
200-201).
 (56) Nutritional composition of okara (the residue from 
making soymilk), various analyses (p. 207).
 (57-58) Nutritional composition of soybean oil vs. 
cottonseed oil, and according to fi ve different analysts (p. 
213).
 (59) Nutritional composition of soybean cake according 
to fi ve different analysts (p. 215).
 (60) A diagram compares the chemical composition of 
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 227).
 (61) A table compares the chemical composition of 
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 228). Address: Dr. of 
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.

1025. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan; Costa, Mario. eds. 
1923. Oleaginous products and vegetable oils: Production 
and trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47, 
442-43, 480-81. No index. 24 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA published a monograph 
on this subject in French. By popular demand, this English 
edition was published 2 years later. Contents: Introduction 
(p. VII-XXXII): General scope, general survey of the 9 
principal crops (including soya beans) plus others, fi nal 
points of consideration. Part I (p. 1-402) is an analysis by 
region, and within each region by country, countries of 
vegetable oil production and trade. Regions are Europe, 
North and Central America, South America, Asia, Africa, and 
Oceania.
 Major countries: Denmark (p. 20-23; oil production 
1916-1921, oil imports 1910-1922). France (p. 26-34). 
Germany (p. 35-40). Great Britain and Ireland (p. 41-43). 
Netherlands (p. 65-68). Norway (p. 69-70). Russia–European 
and Asiatic (p. 84-93). Sweden (p. 100-03). Canada (p. 
111-15). United States (p. 131-47). Argentina (p. 179-85; 
no soy). Brazil (p. 187-90; no soy). Ceylon (p. 218-21; no 
soy). China (p. 222-26). Dutch East Indies (Java & Madura, 
Other islands; p. 229-33). Formosa (p. 238-39; gives soybean 
production and acreage from 1900 to 1921). Japan (p. 259-
64; gives Japanese soybean production and acreage from 
1877 to 1921, and production of soya oil from 1909 to 1920. 
Japan’s leading oil produced domestically from 1895 was 
rapeseed oil). Korea (Chosen, p. 265-67). Kwantung Leased 
Territory (p. 268). Hawaii (p. 388; Hawaii produced 17 long 

tons of soybeans on 20 acres in 1909, and 10 tons on 15 
acres in 1919).
 Part II (p. 403-506) is recapitulatory tables for both soya 
beans and soya bean oil: Area and production by crop (1909-
1922), Trade by crop (1909-1921). Cottonseed (p. 410-11). 
Linseed (p. 414-15). Soya beans (p. 442-43, 480-81).
 Pages XX-XXI state: “In the absence of data from 
China, the chief grower of soya beans, it is impossible to 
make even the roughest estimate of the world’s yield of 
this product. Among the few countries of any moment as 
producers of soya beans, we may mention: Japan, where 
this crop increased rapidly between 1877 and 1887 and 
then became nearly stationary at about 500,000 long tons 
[2,240 lb per long ton] per annum, although in the last few 
years some further increase has been noticeable; Korea, 
with a continuous increase in area and yield, from 1910 
onwards, (the crop of 1920 was about 600,000 long tons); 
and United States, where from 1909 to 1921, the area under 
soya beans increased from about 1,600 to 186,000 acres 
with a production of about 70 thousand long tons. It may be 
observed that the increase of this crop during the last twenty 
years is supplemented by attempts already made and in 
progress for its introduction into countries with a favourable 
climate, especially into Africa.”
 “Exports are exclusively from China and Korea. The 
Chinese exports have increased very greatly during the last 
thirty years. Before 1890 they were insignifi cant, in 1901 
they had reached a total of more than 100 thousand tons, and 
during the decade from 1909 to 1918 they averaged about 
600 thousand tons and reached their maximum in 1919 with 
about 1 million, declining in the two following years to 600 
thousand long tons.
 “With regard to Korea although we have not a complete 
series of data for the period 1909-1918, the ever-increasing 
importance of its exports of soya beans may be emphasized; 
during the last few years these have been double the average 
of the years 1909-1911, and in 1921 they already equalled 
one third of the Chinese exports.”
 “The chief importers, in Europe are Great Britain, 
Denmark, and Holland, and, in Asia, Japan, and the Dutch 
East Indies. To these must also be added Russia-in-Asia as 
the Chinese Customs register large exports destined for the 
Russian Pacifi c ports.”
 “England, which at one time constituted the greatest 
market for the soya bean, has continually reduced its 
imports: these were 420 thousand long tons in 1910, 76 
thousand in 1913, and about 60 thousand in the two years 
1921-1922... In the Asiatic market, represented in this 
case by Japan and the Dutch East Indies, imports have 
continuously increased especially in the last few years of the 
period under consideration.
 “The trade fi gures of soya oil (see tables on pages 480 
and 481) indicate that China is the principal exporter, having 
quadrupled its shipment during the period from 1914 to 
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1919, attaining in the latter year a total of over 140 thousand 
long tons.”
 Other countries unrelated to soy (some no longer 
in existence): Europe: Esthonia [Estonia], Luxemburg 
[Luxembourg], Serb-Croat-Slovene State. North and Central 
America: British Honduras [named Belize after about 1975]. 
South America: Curaçao [Curacao; no soy], Falkland Islands, 
British Guiana, French Guiana. Asia: Aden [became part of 
independent Yemen in 1967], Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 
Bahrein Islands [Bahrain], Borneo (British Protectorates), 
Dutch East Indies, Federated Malay States, Formosa, 
French Settlements in India, Indo-China, Persia, Portuguese 
India [annexed in 1962 by India; became Union territory 
of Goa, Daman, and Diu], Protected Malay States, Russia, 
Japanese Saghalin (Karafuto), Siam [later Thailand], Straits 
Settlements [later Singapore], Timor and Cambing, Wei-Hai-
Wei [Weihai, Wei-hai, or Weihaiwei; seaport in northeast 
Shandong province, northeast China]. Oceania: Australia, 
Fiji Islands, French Settlements in Oceania, Gilbert and 
Ellice Islands, Hawaii, Island of Guam, New Caledonia, 
New Hebrides, Papua, Samoan Islands (American Samoa), 
Solomon Islands, Territory of New Guinea (Later German 
New Guinea), Tonga, Western Samoa (Formerly German 
Samoa).
 Note 1. This document gives a clear defi nition of the 
geographical region named “Oceania.”
 Note 2. A “quintal” is probably 100 kg. Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1026. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Denmark 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 20-23. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: During the fi rst half of 
the 19th century, the leading oil-yielding crop grown in 
Denmark was rapeseed (25,015 acres in 1837 and 38,527 
acres in 1866), followed by linseed. By 1871 linseed had 
become the leader, but in 1918 mustard seed was the leader 
(26,223 acres). Figures for hempseed also go back to 1837 
and continue to 1881, when they were lumped together with 
linseed. Since 1837 the area devoted to the cultivation of oil-
yielding plants has steadily decreased.
 Tables: (1) “Production of vegetable oils in Denmark” 
(p. 21) shows the quantity (in long tons; 1 long ton = 2,240 
lb) of material worked [oilseeds processed] and the amount 
of oil produced from 1916-1921 for 7 crops. The main oil 
produced was coconut oil from copra, followed by soya. The 
amount of soya [soybeans] processed was 101,777 tons in 
1916, dropping during the years of World War I, but rising to 
88,041 tons in 1920 and 40,488 tons in 1921 (yielding 9,392 
tons of soya oil in 1921).
 (2) “Imports: Oleaginous products” (p. 22): Imports of 

soya beans to Denmark began in 1910, with 19,696 tons, 
increasing steadily to 103,093 tons in 1915, dropping to 
zero in 1918 during World War I, then rising after the war 
to 71,394 tons in 1919 and 78,246 tons in 1922. Throughout 
this period, soya beans were Denmark’s leading oilseed 
import, followed by copra and linseed. Hempseed was 
imported every year from 1909 to 1922 (except 1918); the 
peak year was 1920 (2,398 tons).
 (3) “Imports: Vegetable oils” (p. 23): The main 
vegetable oils imported from 1909 to 1922 were coconut and 
cottonseed. Only small amounts of soya oil were imported: 
295 tons in 1910, 2,033 tons in 1919, and 2,504 tons in 1922.
 (4) “Exports: Oleaginous products and vegetable oils” 
(p. 23): Soya oil and coconut oil were the main oils exported. 
Exports of soya oil were 650 tons in 1910, 6,948 tons in 
1914, 10,101 tons in 1920, and 7,245 tons in 1922. Address: 
1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: 
IIA, Rome, Italy.

1027. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Germany 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 35-40. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: Between 1878 and 1922, the 
leading oil-yielding crop grown in Germany was “rapeseed 
and navette” (443,314 acres in 1878 decreasing to 80,938 
in 1913, rising dramatically during World War I to a peak of 
306,151 acres in 1919, then falling to 104,295 acres in 1922). 
The second leading oil-yielding crop was linseed, whose 
acreage decreased from 330,879 acres in 1878 to 114,580 
(linseed + hemp) in 1922. Hemp production, which was 
52,387 in 1878, decreased steadily. Soybeans are not listed 
among the major crops cultivated in Germany.
 Production of vegetable oils: A table (p. 36) shows the 
quantity (in long tons; 1 long ton = 2,240 lb) of vegetables 
oils produced from 1908-1913 for 9 crops. The main oil 
produced was linseed oil (175,138 tons in 1913), followed 
by copra (coconut; 119,359 tons in 1913) and palm kernel 
oil (104,435 tons in 1913). The category “Soya oil, castor 
oil, etc.” was small, rising from 2,611 tons in 1909 to 
18,543 tons in 1913. During World War I (1913-1919) total 
production of oil in Germany dropped from 581,000 tons in 
1913 to only 21,000 tons in 1916, rising to 90,000 tons in 
1919.
 Imports of oleaginous products: On tables showing 
imports and exports of oilseeds to and from Germany (1909-
1922), soya is not shown except in a footnote to imports, 
along with mowra, shea nuts, and castor seed. The main 
oilseeds imported in 1909 were linseed (429,964 tons), palm 
nuts and kernels (226,807 tons), and rapeseed (146,313 tons). 
Hempseed and sesamum seed were also imported. Exports 
of oilseeds were small, the main one being linseed, and 
including hempseed, mustardseed, and German sesamum.
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 Imports of vegetable oils: The main vegetable oils 
imported in 1909 were cottonseed and palm & palm kernel. 
Soya is listed only under other oils. The main vegetable oils 
imported in 1921-22 were linseed (34,382 tons), and coconut 
(29,883 tons).
 Exports of vegetable oils: In 1909 the main export was 
palm and palm kernel oil. These exports steadily decreased, 
until by 1921-11 they were negligible. Address: 1. Doctor 
of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, Rome, 
Italy.

1028. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Great Britain 
and Ireland (Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, 
eds. 1923. Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: 
Production and Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 41-43. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: British government statistics 
contain data about only rape and fl ax. Rape is cultivated 
mostly in Great Britain and fl ax mostly in Ireland. Flax 
acreage grew when cottonseed was in short supply (1864, 
1917-18), and fell when it was abundant (1898). Note: 
Ireland was part of Great Britain until gaining independence 
between Jan. 1919 and Dec. 1922. For all soy statistics in 
this book, Great Britain and Ireland are treated as one nation. 
Thus, no soy-related statistics are given for Ireland alone.
 Imports of oleaginous products [oilseeds, in long tons; 
1 long ton = 2,240 lb]: In 1909 the main oilseeds imported 
by Britain were cottonseed (600,377 tons) and linseed 
(315,229 tons). Before 1910, soya beans were included in 
“other unspecifi ed seeds.” The fi rst separate statistics for 
soya bean imports are for 1910 when a record 421,531 tons 
were imported. This decreased to 222,157 tons in 1911, then 
180,760 tons in 1912, dropping to 76,452 tons in 1913, rising 
briefl y to 170,910 tons in 1915, falling to zero in 1918 during 
the German blockade of World War I, and fi nally leveling out 
at 59,537 tons in 1922.
 During this period, small amounts of soya beans were 
re-exported: The peak years were 8,264 tons in 1910, then 
9,392 tons in 1914 and 7,723 tons in 1920.
 Imports of vegetable oils: The main vegetable oils 
imported in 1909 were palm oil (91,064 tons), coconut oil 
(33,975 tons), linseed oil (21,621 tons), and cottonseed oil. 
Prior to 1917, statistics on imports of soya oil were included 
in “other unspecifi ed oils.” Imports of soya oil rose from 
3,502 tons in 1917 to 29,683 tons in 1919, falling to 20,357 
tons in 1922.
 Exports of vegetable oils and oilseeds: Exports of soya 
oil began in 1911 with 20,486 tons, decreasing to 17,327 tons 
in 1912, and 9,3,90 tons in 1913. In 1922 soya oil exports 
were 8,106 tons and re-exports were 183 tons. Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1029. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Russia–

European and Asiatic (Document part). In: G. Capone & I. 
Grinenco, eds. 1923. Oleaginous Products and Vegetable 
Oils: Production and Trade. Rome, Italy: International 
Institute of Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 
84, 90-93. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: Table 1 (p. 84) shows 
the cultivated area under oil-yielding crops in European 
Russia from 1901 to 1920. In the period 1901-1910 by far 
the leading crop is linseed (3,673,344 acres) followed by 
hempseed (1,777,752 acres). Statistics for a third crop are 
fi rst given in 1911: Sunfl ower–1,960,753 acres. By 1916 
(exclusive of Poland and the Governments of Grodno, 
Kholm and Courland) the leading crop is still linseed 
(3,594,875 acres), followed by sunfl ower (2,656,411), 
hempseed (1,286,578), mustardseed (115,929), plus small 
amounts of rapeseed, poppyseed, and other.
 Table 2 (p. 84) shows the distribution of oil-yielding 
crops in the various regions (Russia proper, Northern 
Caucasus, Crimea, Ukraina [Ukraine]) in 1920. Linseed 
is grown mostly in Russia proper (52%) and Ukraina 
(45%). Hempseed is grown mostly (74%) in Russia proper. 
Sunfl ower is grown mostly in Ukraina (42%).
 Table 3 (p. 85) shows the cultivated area under oil-
yielding crops in Asiatic Russia from 1906 to 1916. In 
the period 1906-1910 by far the leading crop is cotton 
(800,344 acres) followed by linseed (292,876 acres) and 
hemp (165,617 acres). By 1915 cotton had increased its lead 
(1,270,308 acres), followed by linseed, hemp, and sunfl ower.
 Production of vegetable oils: The sunfl ower is by far the 
most important of the oil-yielding plants in Russia, providing 
178,000 tons of oil in 1913, or about 43% of all the vegetable 
oils extracted from Russian oilseeds. Other important oils 
produced in Russia are linseed oil (76,000 tons), cottonseed 
oil (48,000 tons), hempseed oil (40,000 tons), and coconut 
oil (40,000 tons). Note: Weights are expressed in long tons; 1 
long ton = 2,240 lb.
 Imports and exports of oleaginous products: The main 
import by far during the period 1909-1915 was copra. The 
main export was linseed, followed by sunfl ower and poppy 
seed, then rapeseed.
 Imports and exports of vegetable oils: The main 
vegetable oils imported from 1909 to 1915 were olive oil, 
palm oil, and soya oil. Soya oil was imported each year 
from 1909 to 1915; the amounts were 3,527 tons in 1909, 
increasing to a peak of 5,608 tons in 1914. Small amounts of 
hempseed oil (195 tons in 1909 rising to 228 tons in 1915) 
were also exported. Almost all Russian trade stopped in 1916 
and 1917–during World War I and the Russian Revolution. 
Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. 
Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1030. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Netherlands 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
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Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 65-68. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: Tables (p. 65-66) show the 
cultivated area and production (in long tons; 1 long ton 
= 2,240 lb) of oil-yielding crops in the Netherlands from 
1851 to 1922. The main crops in 1851-60 were winter rape 
(70,816 acres) and linseed (37,042 acres) plus small amounts 
of hemp (3,870 acres). By 1871-80 linseed had become the 
leading crop (45,789 acres), and it continued to be the leader 
up to 1922, though total acreage in oil-yielding crops steadily 
decreased. Starting in 1871 the acreage under spring rape, 
spring navette (relate to rape-seed), poppy, and mustard is 
also given. Small amounts of German sesamum were also 
grown. Flax was cultivated as much for the seed (oil) as for 
the fi ber.
 Imports of oleaginous products: In 1909 the main 
products imported were copra (60,963 long tons), palm 
kernels (39,084 tons), and rapeseed (31,941 tons). Imports 
of soya beans were fi rst recorded in 1911, when 26,002 tons 
were imported, increasing to a record 42,373 tons in 1912, 
then steadily decreasing to 27,119 tons in 1913, then 16,290 
tons in 1915, then 3,891 tons in 1917, and zero in 1918.
 Exports of oleaginous products: These were surprisingly 
large, suggesting that they were probably re-exports. Soya 
beans were exported from 1911 (11,805 tons) to 1915 (127 
tons), with small amounts being exported in 1920-22.
 Imports of vegetable oils: In 1909 the main vegetable 
oils imported were palm oil (26,872 tons), cottonseed oil 
(14,841 tons), and coconut oil (12,185 tons). Imports of 
soya oil were fi rst recorded in 1911, when 6,240 tons were 
imported. This amount increased steadily (except during the 
war years of 1917-18), reaching 30,458 tons in 1922–when 
soya oil was by far the leading vegetable oil imported into 
the Netherlands.
 Exports of vegetable oils: Exports of soya oil began in 
1911 with 29 tons, then steadily increased reaching a peak of 
20,173 tons in 1921. In 1922 the leading oils exported were 
coconut (81,900 tons) and linseed (70,500 tons). Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1031. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Norway 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 69-70. [Eng]
• Summary: Production: There is no signifi cant production 
of oil-yielding crops in Norway. Imports of oleaginous 
products: In 1909 the main product imported was linseed 
(9,641 long tons; 1 long ton = 2,240 lb), followed by small 
amounts of copra (656 tons) and rapeseed (489 tons). 
Imports of soya beans were recorded for only two years: 794 
tons in 1910, and 542 tons in 1911.
 Imports of vegetable oils: Norway imports signifi cant 

amounts of vegetable oils, though there is no record of soya 
oil having been imported from 1909 to 1922. In 1909 the 
main oils imported were cottonseed (4,994 tons), coconut 
(1,110 tons), and olive (1,108 tons). In 1922 the main oils 
imported were coconut (5,580 tons), cottonseed (3,907 tons), 
groundnut (3,503 tons), and olive (1,977 tons). Imports of 
cottonseed oil roughly doubled from 1915 to 1917. Small 
amounts of hempseed oil (peak of 17 tons in 1919) were also 
imported.
 Exports of (in long tons) oleaginous products (only 
linseed) and vegetable oils from 1909 to 1921. All these 
exports are very small and erratic. Soy is not mentioned. 
Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. 
Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1032. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Sweden 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 100-03. [Eng]
• Summary: Production of oil-yielding plants: Swedish 
statistics only contain data for linseed and hemp, lumped 
together under one fi gure. In 1866-70 Sweden produced 
5,147 tons of linseed and hempseed on 39,612 acres. These 
fi gures declined steadily to 416 tons in 1920 on 6,726 acres.
 Production of vegetable oils: Aggregate production of 
linseed oil and rapeseed oil grew from 4,126 long tons (1 
long ton = 2,240 lb) in 1896-1900 to 9,486 tons in 1916, fell 
to almost zero in 1917 and 1918, then grew back to 9,043 
tons in 1920.
 Imports of oleaginous products: The main product 
imported from 1909 to 1922 was linseed, which increased 
from 16,772 tons in 1910 to 26,048 tons in 1922. Records for 
imports of soya beans are given for only 3 years: 25 tons in 
1909, 24 tons in 1910, and 24 tons in 1911. Hempseed was 
also imported (peak of 113 tons in 1912).
 Imports of vegetable oils: Sweden imports signifi cant 
amounts of vegetable oils. In 1909 the main oils imported 
were coconut (3,606 tons), maize (2,850 tons), cottonseed 
(2,095 tons), and sesamum [sesame] (1,054 tons). Imports of 
soya oil increased steadily from 3,262 tons in 1912 to 8,659 
tons in 1915, dropping to almost zero during 1917 and 1918, 
jumping to 13,626 tons in 1919, then falling to 2,958 tons 
in 1921–though it was the leading vegetable oil imported to 
Sweden that year, followed by groundnut oil (1,650 tons) and 
cottonseed oil (1,053 tons).
 Exports of vegetable oils were small. Soya oil was 
exported in the following years: 301 tons in 1915, 158 tons 
in 1916, 2,100 tons in 1920, and 119 tons in 1921. Address: 
1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: 
IIA, Rome, Italy.

1033. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Canada 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
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Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 111-15. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: Canada collects data on 
only one oil-yielding crop, fl ax. Before World War I it was 
cultivated only for its seed and oil, but during and shortly 
after the war (1915-1921), it was also grown for the fi ber 
contained in its seed. All “tons” refer to long tons (1 long ton 
= 2,240 lb). Production of linseed for oil in Canada increased 
from 2,717 long tons in 1880, to 4,305 tons in 1900, to 
106,000 tons on 572,326 acres in 1910, to a record 653,241 
tons on 2,021,900 acres in 1912. In 1922 some 125,212 tons 
were grown on 565,479 acres. In 1922 the great majority 
of fl ax in Canada was grown in Saskatchewan (82.4% of 
the total). Manitoba (11.8%) and Alberta (3.9%) also grew 
signifi cant amounts. In 1922 Saskatchewan began to grow 
signifi cant amounts of sunfl owers.
 Imports of oleaginous products: During the period 1909-
1922, from 2.9 million to 4.4 million in-tact coconuts were 
imported each year. Imports of desiccated coconuts (copra) 
grew from 108 tons in 1909 to 1,320 tons in 1921.
 Exports of oleaginous products: The only product 
exported was linseed, which increased from 49,941 tons in 
1909-10, to a record 516,183 tons in 1913-14, decreasing to 
90,781 tons in 1921-22.
 Imports of vegetable oils: In 1909-10 the leading 
vegetable oils imported were cottonseed oil (8,797 tons), 
castor oil (2,042 tons), and palm oil (1,279 tons). In 1921-
22 the leading vegetable oils imported were cottonseed 
oil (20,651 tons) and palm oil (5,567 tons, including shea 
butter). Small amounts of coconut oil (included in the fi gure 
is soya bean oil for the manufacture of soap) were imported 
from 1913 (122 tons) to 1921 (263 tons). A small quantity of 
sesamum oil was among the unspecifi ed oils imported.
 Exports of vegetable oils: The only oil exported was 
negligible–40 tons of linseed oil in 1921-22. Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1034. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. United States 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 131-35, 140-41, 144-47. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: Tables (p. 131-32) show the 
area under and production of oil-yielding crops in the USA 
from 1849 to 1922. In 1849 and 1859 census data, only 
linseed production data was recorded: 14,050 long tons 
(1 long ton = 2,240 lb) in 1849 and 14,175 tons in 1859. 
Though small amounts of fl ax were grown for fi ber (to make 
linen) prior to 1900, the plant has always been cultivated 
mainly for its seed–linseed. But starting in 1869-72 we see 
that cottonseed was by far the leading U.S. oil-yielding crop, 

with 1,176,465 tons produced, compared to only 43,250 tons 
for linseed. The earliest cottonseed oil press was established 
in 1834, but the process was not widely adopted in the U.S. 
before 1870. Cottonseed remained king; in 1922 more than 
ten times as much cottonseed was produced as linseed–the 
second largest oil crop. Production of hemp (Cannabis) is 
fi rst shown in 1889 with 24,881 acres that year, decreasing to 
7,647 acres in 1909; the plant was grown exclusively for its 
fi ber, and mainly in Kentucky. The decrease in cultivation is 
due mainly to the increased use of jute. Likewise, production 
of groundnuts (peanuts) is fi rst shown in 1889, with 35,236 
tons grown on 203,946 acres that year, rising to 190,663 
tons in 1909. In 1917 groundnuts passed linseed to become 
America’s second largest oil-yielding crop.
 Production of soya beans is fi rst shown in 1917, when 
57,007 tons were produced on 154,000 acres. Production and 
acreage remained approximately constant until 1920, then 
rose to 70,291 tons on 186,000 acres in 1921.
 Pages 140-41 note of the USA: “Although known in the 
United States as far back as 1804, it was not until a few years 
ago that this plant became any of great economic importance. 
Soya made its appearance in the fi rst place as a fodder-plant, 
then, be it due to either the demand for beans for sowing 
purposes or for oil-extraction and for the manufacture of 
other products, the extension of soya cultivation received a 
strong impulse.
 “Statistical data concerning this crop have been 
published regularly since 1917. The census report for 1909 
gives the cultivated area under soya in that year as 1,629 
acres; during the years from 1917 to 1921, the land devoted 
to soya cultivation for the production of beans covered more 
than 160,000 acres.
 The most important growing centres for this crop are 
the three States of North Carolina, Virginia, and Mississippi, 
where is there cultivated, altogether, nearly 75% of the total 
area of land under this crop in the United States.
 “In 1910, soya beans imported from Manchuria 
were utilized for the extraction of oil in the United States 
for the fi rst time. In 1915, home grown beans, too, were 
used. This industry developed rapidly owing to the fact 
that the machinery plant already in use for the extraction 
of cottonseed and linseed oils, were easily adapted for 
compressing soya beans. But, since 1919, the production of 
soya oil has lost the importance it held during the war.”
 Production of Vegetable Oils in the United States: A 
table (p. 144) shows that in 1912, America’s leading oils 
(made from home-grown or imported seeds) were cottonseed 
oil (crude; 640,763 tons), linseed oil (162,769 tons), corn 
oil (32,512 tons), and coconut oil (14,164 tons). Figures for 
soya oil were fi rst recorded in 1914 (1,234 tons), increasing 
to 4,428 tons in 1916, then 18,782 tons in 1917, and 35,650 
tons in 1918. No statistics for soya oil are given for the 
years 1919 to 1921. In 1918 soya oil was the fi fth largest oil 
produced in the USA, after cottonseed, linseed, coconut (in 
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1899 in Florida 48,664 coconut palms were growing), maize 
and groundnut oils. Other interesting oils shown in this table 
include: Palm oil (peak of 3,848 tons produced in 1916). 
Mustard oil (5709 tons in 1918). Olive oil (652 tons in 1916; 
Olive culture is concentrated almost entirely in California; 
the olive planted in 1769 in San Diego was fi rst utilized for 
oil at Santa Barbara in 1872). Coquito (from the palm tree 
Jubaea spectabilis; 358 tons in 1916). Grapeseed oil (336 
tons in 1916). Sesamum oil (136 tons in 1917). Rapeseed oil 
(552 tons in 1919). Sheanut [Shea-nut oil, more commonly 
called shea butter from the tropical shea tree Butyrospermum 
parkii] (1,774 tons in 1916). Sunfl ower oil (2 tons in 1917).
 A table (p. 145) titled “Total production of fats and oils 
in the United States, shows that during the period 1912 to 
1921 vegetable oils comprised approximately 34-42% of the 
fats and oils produced in the USA. Animal fats and butter 
were the two main fats. Production of animal fats (incl. 
lard) increased by 69% during this period, while production 
of butter decreased by 31%. Total production remained 
unchanged at about 2,189,463 tons.
 Imports of vegetable oils into the USA: A table (p. 146) 
shows that in 1909 the main oils imported were palm and 
palm kernel oil (31,034 tons), coconut oil (19,505 tons), 
and olive oil (13,733 tons). Statistics for soya oil imports 
were fi rst recorded in 1911, when 5,039 tons were imported, 
increasing to 11,142 tons in 1912, then rising dramatically 
to 64,911 tons in 1916 (when it became America’s largest 
imported oil), 118,263 tons in 1917, and a record 149,983 
tons in 1918. Thereafter imports of soya oil fell to 87,409 
tons in 1919, and only 7,715 tons in 1921. Imports of wood 
oil increased from 1911 to 1922.
 Exports of oleaginous products: In 1909 the U.S. 
exported 19,315 tons of cottonseed, 2,643 tons of 
groundnuts, and 1,598 tons of linseed. In 1922 groundnuts 
were the leading export (5,635 tons), followed by cottonseed 
(1,624 tons) and linseed (60 tons). No soya bean exports are 
shown from 1909 to 1922.
 Exports of vegetable oils: In 1909 the U.S. exported 
huge amounts of cottonseed oil (152,382 tons), followed by 
corn oil (9465 tons) and linseed oil (891 tons). Statistics for 
soya oil exports were fi rst recorded in 1919, when 12,372 
tons were exported during the last half of the year. This 
fi gure increased to 19,424 tons in 1920, but had dropped to 
1,097 tons by 1922.
 Soya oil was also re-exported (this is, imported then 
exported): Re-exports rose from 20 tons in 1911 to 1,775 
tons in 1917, to a peak of 7,961 tons in 1919, falling to only 
228 tons in 1921.
 Note: In 1912, cottonseed oil was by far the leading 
vegetable oil consumed in the USA at 481,876 long tons; this 
was 22.3 times as much as consumption of olive oil. Address: 
1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: 
IIA, Rome, Italy.

1035. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. France 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 26-34. [Eng]
• Summary: Production: Page 27 shows production of 
oil-yielding crops in France from 1840 to 1922. In 1840 
statistics were kept on only 3 crops. The leader was rapeseed 
(146,506 long tons; 1 long ton = 2,240 lb), followed by 
hempseed (78,344 tons), then linseed (51,889 tons). Statistics 
on navette (related to rape or rape-seed) and poppy seed were 
fi rst recorded in 1862, and statistics on olives and walnuts 
in 1882. Production of all these crops decreased during 
the 1900s as France relied increasingly on imports from 
its colonies. In 1913 (just before World War I) the leading 
oilseeds produced in France were olives (81,230 tons), 
walnuts (48,714 tons), and rapeseed (31,743 tons). Note: 
This is the earliest document seen that mentions navette.
 Imports of oleaginous products: A table (p. 32) shows 
the quantity (in long tons) of imports. Soya beans and Niger 
seeds are grouped under “Other unspecifi ed products.” 
In 1909 the leading products imported were groundnuts 
(unshelled, 215,745 tons), groundnuts (shelled, 157,610 
tons), and copra (128,985 tons). Hempseed was also 
imported (7,142 tons), and in 1910 mowrah, sesamum, and 
palm kernels were imported. In 1922 the leading products 
imported were groundnuts (unshelled, 236,076 tons), 
groundnuts (shelled, 213,996 tons), linseed (132,189 tons), 
and copra (111,695 tons).
 Imports of vegetable oils: The main oils imported are 
olive oil and palm oil. Statistics for soya oil are fi rst given 
for the year 1910, when 670 tons (including some maize 
oil) were imported. This fi gure reached a peak of 8,133 tons 
in 1920, dropping to 1,749 tons in 1922. Other unspecifi ed 
oils imported include mowrah or mowrahseed oil and palm 
kernels oil. Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of 
Agronomics. Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1036. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. China 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 222-26. [Eng]
• Summary: Production of oil-yielding crops: “China may be 
reckoned among the richest countries for oil yielding crops 
both from the point of view of various kinds of cultivation 
and also of the extent of the area cultivated. Unfortunately 
complete fi gures on the area and production of the principal 
crops are not available. The Statistical Year Books of the 
Chinese Republic, published in Chinese, contain data on 
cotton, linseed, hemp, rapeseed, groundnuts, soya, etc., but 
they are partial fi gures obtained each year for a variable 
number of provinces, so that the areas and the totals of 
production differ enormously from year to year. For this 
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reason, it does not seem exactly the right course to reproduce 
these fi gures.”
 “Soya beans–A Japanese [sic, Chinese?] publication 
Tung Hsi Tung Wen Hui, gives data an area and yield for 
all provinces and districts of China. These data, as reported 
by the Bulletin No. 70, Series 1st, prepared for Circulation 
abroad by the Government Bureau of Economic Information 
of the Republic of China, are as follows: area: 11, 221,432 
acres; total soya bean yield: 2,998,430 long tons (1 long ton 
= 2,240 lb). The year to which these fi gures are relative is not 
recorded.”
 Production of vegetable oils: Hempseed oil: 105,868 
long tons in 1914. Rapeseed oil: 119,426 tons in 1914. 
Groundnut oil: 70,065 tons in 1914. Wood oil: 39,076 tons 
in 1914. Cottonseed oil: 23,382 tons in 1916. Unspecifi ed 
vegetable oils: 114,517 tons in 1916.
 Imports of oleaginous products: The only product 
imported is groundnuts. The amount increased from 7,517 
tons in 1910 to a peak of 41,737 tons in 1918, then dropped 
to 10,194 tons in 1921.
 Exports of oleaginous products: The leading product 
exported by far is “soya” [probably soybeans], which 
increased from 650,064 tons in 1910, to 985,761 tons in 
1919, then dropped to 682,041 tons in 1921. Other major 
imports in 1921 are: Sesamum (88,093 tons), shelled 
groundnuts (68,374 tons), rapeseed (61,711 tons), and 
cottonseed (31,848 tons).
 Exports of vegetable oils: The leading vegetable oil 
exported is soya bean oil, which increased from 33,954 tons 
in 1910, to 140,517 tons in 1919, then dropped to 68,327 
tons in 1921. The two other major oils exported in 1921 
were groundnut oil (27,469 tons) and wood oil (24,963 tons). 
Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. 
Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1037. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Dutch East 
Indies (Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 
1923. Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production 
and Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 229-34. [Eng]
• Summary: A. Java and Madura. The principal oil-yielding 
crops of Java and Madura are the coconut, the oil-palm, 
groundnuts, sesamum, soya, castoroil and kapok. A table (p. 
229, extracted from the Annuaire Statistique du Royaume 
des Pays-Bas, Les Colonies) shows the cultivated area for 
3 of these crops from 1916 to 1920 or 1921. In 1920 some 
499,381 acres of groundnuts and 401,342 acres of soya 
were cultivated. In 1921 some 16,556 acres of cotton were 
cultivated. Acreage in Java and Madura planted to soybeans 
was 402,294 in 1916, rising to 434,162 in 1917, decreasing 
to 390,048 in 1918, and 391,579 in 1919.
 A table (p. 230) showing area and production of oil-
yielding crops in 1917 indicates that coconut is the leading 
oil-yielding crop (362,000 tons of copra from native 

production and 3,300 tons from European production), 
followed by groundnuts (173,738 tons), soya (128,369 tons), 
kapok seed (47,265 tons), castor oil plant (11,131 tons), and 
sesamum (3,954 tons) (all the above are native cultivation 
unless otherwise indicated).
 Imports of oleaginous products: The main such product 
imported is soya beans, which was 49,696 tons in 1913, 
decreased during World War I, then rose to 92,245 tons in 
1922. Only small amounts of vegetable oils are imported, 
the leading one being linseed oil (about 1,000 tons imported 
each year).
 Exports of oleaginous products: The main product 
exported is copra, followed by kapok seed. Soya beans were 
exported during the war, reaching a peak of 4,005 tons in 
1916.
 Exports of vegetable oils: The leader is coconut oil, 
which reached a peak of 70,078 tons in 1919. Small amounts 
of groundnut oil and castor oil are also exported. No soya oil 
is exported.
 B. Other islands. Production data exist only for coconut 
(apparently the main crop), oil-palm, and cotton. Since 1910 
the oil palm has been widely grown in Sumatra.
 Imports of oleaginous products: The main such products 
imported are coconuts (1,138,373 nuts in 1915) and soya 
beans, which was 2,900 tons in 1913, increasing to 4,918 
tons in 1921. Only small amounts of vegetable oils are 
imported, the leading one being coconut oil (3,698 tons 
in 1921). Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of 
Agronomics. Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1038. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Formosa 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 238-39. [Eng]
• Summary: Area and production: A table (p. 238) of 
Japanese statistics shows that the soya bean was the leader 
of 4 oil-yielding crop produced in Formosa (Taiwan) from 
1900 (6,427 tons grown on 27,239 acres) to 1918 (18,414 
tons grown on 86,306 acres). Note: 1 long ton = 2,240 lb. In 
1919 groundnuts became the leader and held an increasing 
lead to 1921. Small amounts of sesamum and rapeseed were 
also produced.
 Production of vegetable oils: In 1917 groundnut was the 
leader (1,552 tons), followed by sesamum oil (589 tons) and 
other (193 tons).
 Imports of oleaginous products: The main such product 
imported was soya beans, which increased from 1,588 tons 
in 1909 to 10,421 tons in 1920. Also in 1920, 337 tons of 
groundnuts and 262 tons of sesamum were imported.
 Imports of vegetable oils: These were small but 
increasing. In 1920 the main oils imported were wood oil, tea 
oil, soya beans oil, and rapeseed oil.
 Exports of oleaginous products: In 1909 the leader 
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had been sesamum [sesame seeds; 827 tons], followed by 
groundnuts (123 tons, including a small quantity of soya 
beans). Small amounts of groundnut oil and sesamum were 
also exported.
 Sources of statistics. Production: The Statistical 
Summary of Taiwan (1912), The 35th Statistical Report of 
the Department of Agriculture and Commerce of Japan, and 
Taiwan Nôji-hô, No 178, Sept. 1921, and No. 191, Oct. 1922. 
Trade: Returns of the Trade of Taiwan (Formosa) for the 25 
years from 1896 to 1920. Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 
2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1039. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Japan 
(Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 1923. 
Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production and 
Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 259-64. [Eng]
• Summary: Production: Table 1 shows cultivated area under 
oil-yielding crops from 1877 to 1922. In 1877 soya was the 
only crop whose acreage was recorded (461,298 acres). In 
1887 soya was still the acreage leader (1,142,788 acres), 
followed by rapeseed (409,986 acres), cotton (241,241 
acres), hemp (36,367 acres), and linseed (62 acres). Acreage 
for groundnuts was fi rst reported in 1905-07 (14,130 acres). 
Soya remained by far the acreage leader throughout this 
period. The fi gures for 1921 are: Soya 1,1260,384 acres, 
rapeseed 262,561 acres, linseed 76,421 acres, groundnuts 
27,370 acres, hemp 25,560 acres, and cotton 5,667 acres.
 Table 2 shows production of oil-yielding crops from 
1877 to 1922. Again, soya was the leader throughout this 
period, with soybean production increasing from 240,618 
long tons in 1887 (Note: 1 long ton = 2,240 lb) to a peak of 
545,869 tons on 1920. In 1921 Japanese oilseed production 
was: Soybeans 544,735 tons, rapeseed 95,135 tons, unshelled 
groundnuts 16,555 tons, linseed 15842 tons, cottonseed 
2,207 tons. Note that no production fi gures are given for 
hempseed.
 Concerning individual crops: “Soya.–The cultivation 
of this plant has been carried on extensively since early 
times and continued to develop during the decade 1877-87; 
it attained its maximum extension [acreage] in 1908-1912, 
while in the following years it shows a tendency toward 
shrinkage, while remaining much the most important oil-
yielding crop in the country. It is to be noticed, however, 
that soya is used as a food of the people as well as for 
oil production. The principal producing districts are in 
the department of Hokkaido, Ibaraki, Saitama, Iwate, 
Niigata, Nagasaki and Kumamoto.” Rapeseed, introduced 
to Japan centuries ago, was more fully developed after 
1600 A.D. Acreage has steadily decreased since 1887, 
as has production, though to a lesser degree. Linseed 
was introduced to Japan from America in 1874 as an 
experimental crop. Groundnuts were exported from Japan for 
the fi rst time in 1890 (about 83 tons), and cultivation of the 

crop has steadily increased. Hemp has been cultivated since 
a very early date, mostly for its fi bre. There are no data on 
production of the seed.
 Production of vegetable oils in Japan: Since 1895, 
rapeseed oil has been the leading vegetable oil produced 
in Japan. Production was 38,711 long tons in 1895-97, 
decreasing to 28,213 tons in 1920. Figures for soya oil 
production are fi rst given for the year 1909 (4,416 tons); 
the amount produced has increased steadily until by 1920 it 
was the second leading oil produced in Japan (26,436 tons). 
Other leading oils in 1920 are: Groundnut oil 22,779 tons, 
cottonseed oil 4,335 tons, sesamum oil 4,317 tons, coconut 
oil 2,445 tons, linseed oil 1,801 tons, and wood oil 728 tons.
 Imports of oleaginous products: Soya beans have been 
by far the leading import from 1909 (213,960 tons) to 
1922 (303,250 tons). Other imports in 1922 are: Rapeseed 
(including mustard seed) 45,558 tons, cottonseed 17,798 
tons, sesamum seed 14,770 tons, groundnuts 12,982 tons, 
hempseed 7,617 tons, copra 4,978 tons, and linseed 3,475 
tons.
 Imports of vegetable oils: Only small amounts of 
vegetable oils are imported, but the leading one for most of 
this period was soya oil (4,072 tons in 1912 and 5,346 tons 
in 1921). Next most important was coconut oil, followed by 
castor oil and linseed oil.
 Exports of oleaginous products: The leading export in 
1909 was groundnuts (2,976 tons). The leaders in 1922 were 
rapeseed (2,889 tons), soya (1,994 tons), groundnuts (494 
tons), and linseed (351 tons).
 Exports of vegetable oils: The leader for most of this 
period has been rapeseed oil, with soya oil a close second. 
In 1909 4,077 tons of rapeseed oil were exported. Soya oil 
fi rst passed rapeseed in 1911, with 3,819 tons. The leaders 
in 1922 were: Soya oil 5,911 tons, rapeseed oil 924 tons, 
cottonseed oil 138 tons, and linseed oil 108 tons. Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1040. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Korea 
(Chosen) (Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, eds. 
1923. Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: Production 
and Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 265-67. [Eng]
• Summary: Area and production: Table 1 (p. 265) shows 
Japanese statistics for area and production of oil-yielding 
crops in Korea (Chosen) from 1909 to 1922. Soya was the 
leader by far in both categories throughout this period. Soya 
area increased from 686,409 acres in 1909 to 1,858,971 
acres in 1919. The crop with the next largest area was 
cotton followed by hemp (which had 40,407 acres in 1909, 
increasing to 69,731 acres in 1921), then sesamum.
 Soybean production grew from 195,967 long tons in 
1909 (Note: 1 long ton = 2,240 lb) to 612,459 tons in 1920. 
The crop with the second largest tonnage was cottonseed 
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(44,807 tons in 1920), followed by sesamum (4,000 tons 
in 1920). Perilla ocymoides is cultivated in almost all the 
provinces of Korea, where it is used for the manufacture of 
oil. In 1920 about 35,000 acres were devoted to this crop. 
About half of the seed produced is exported to Japan.
 Imports of oleaginous products and vegetable oils: 
Small amounts of sesamum seed (2,772 tons in 1922) and 
groundnuts (1,063 tons in 1922) are imported. Smaller 
amounts of vegetable oils are imported. Imports in 1922 
were: Soya bean oil 500 tons, rapeseed oil 391 tons, and 
linseed oil 155 tons.
 Exports of oleaginous products: The main product 
exported by far is soya beans. In 1909 some 90,108 tons of 
soya beans were exported. Exports of this crop apparently 
ceased from 1912 to 1917 (during World War I), then rose 
from 122,471 tons in 1918 to a peak of 225,417 tons in 
1921. The second largest export was cottonseed (2,602 tons 
in 1922), followed by very small amounts of sesamum. 
Address: 1. Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. 
Both: IIA, Rome, Italy.

1041. Chinese Eastern Railway, Economic Bureau. 
1923. The Chinese Eastern Railway and its zone. Harbin, 
Manchuria: C.E.R. Economical Bureau. 32 p. Illust. 27 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Section III titled “Agriculture” contains a bar 
chart showing that [soy] beans comprise 20-30% of the total 
cultivated area in the seven districts along the rail lines; the 
30% is in the southern districts. Yellow [soy] beans yield 
22.2 bushels/acre or 90.0 poods per dessiat. 39% of the total 
cultivated area is taken up by marketable crops for export; 
22% by soybeans and 17% by wheat; the remaining 61% is 
taken up by Chinese native grains (p. 12).
 About half of all soybeans exported from North 
Manchuria go to Japan, where bean-cakes constitute one 
of the most popular fertilizers for fi elds. The remaining 
50% of these exported beans are either consumed in Asiatic 
markets (China, Netherlands East Indies) or shipped to oil 
mills in Europe (United Kingdom, Germany, Scandinavian 
countries). The demand for Manchurian [soy] beans is 
growing.
 Flour milling is the biggest manufacturing industry 
along the railway zone, followed by oil milling. “The value 
of the output from oil-mills equals about 1/2 value of the 
value of products of fl our mills. Bean oil and bean-cakes are 
in great demand on both the interior and the foreign markets. 
Exports of bean oil and bean cakes are made partly to Europe 
and mostly Japan.”
 Two graphs (p. 27) show transportation by the railway 
of [soya] “bean-oil” and [soya] “beancakes” (in 1,000 tons) 
from 1913 to 1922. Transportation of oil rose rapidly to 
a peak of 30,000 tons in 1919, dropped precipitously to 
6,000 tons in 1921 (after the Great War [World War I]), then 
jumped to 22,000 tons in 1927. Transportation of beancakes 

rose rapidly to a peak of 140,000 tons in 1917, fell to 80,000 
tons in 1918, then leaped to a record 230,000 tons in 1922. 
Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1042. Chinese Eastern Railway, Economic Bureau. 1923. 
Statisticheskii Ezhegodnik [Statistical yearbook]. Harbin, 
Manchuria: C.E.R. See p. 60-61, 102-09, 290-91, 344-45, 
374-83. [Rus]
Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1043. Kempski, Karl E. 1923. Die Sojabohne: Geschichte, 
Kultur und Verwendung unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung 
der Verhaeltnisse in Niederlaendisch-Indien [The soybean: 
History, culture and use, with special attention to the 
situation in the Netherlands-Indies]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 88 p. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [101 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Some remarks on the 
soybean’s early history (p. 8). Overproduction of soybeans 
in Manchuria after the Russo-Japanese War–English oil 
mills make their fi rst trials (p. 9). Soybean production in 
Manchuria (p. 10-11). Soybean production in Korea (p. 
11-12). Soybean production in Japan (p. 13-15). Soybean 
production in America–Soybean meal and soybean milk are 
introduced (p. 16-22). Soybean production has also expanded 
in Africa, British India, and the Philippines (p. 22-23). The 
introduction of soybean cultivation to Europe (p. 23-25). 
The many uses of the soybean in Europe (p. 25-26). The 
many uses of soy oil (p. 26-27). Old and new methods of 
obtaining soy oil (p. 27-31). Soybean production and use of 
soybeans in the Netherlands-Indies (Niederländisch-Indien) 
(p. 31-61). A table gives the production of soybeans on Java 
in bouws (1 bouw = 1.7537 acres = 7096.49 square meters). 
In 1921 the production was 226,186 bouws. Of this: West 
Java 12,980 bouws. Central Java 162,124 bouws. East Java 
61,082 bouws. Thus, Central Java produced about 71.7% of 
Java’s soybeans.
 Appendix: Descriptions of how the most important 
soybean products are manufactured: In Java (tao-hoe 
[tofu]), tempeh, ketjap [soy sauce], tao-tjiong [or tao-jiung, 
a term, and perhaps a product, between doujiang and tao-
tjo, Indonesian-style miso] (p. 62-65), in China and Japan 
(soy sauce, miso, tofu, frozen tofu, natto, soymilk) (p. 65-
68). Supplements: I: Soybeans in Manchuria (p. 69-75). II; 
Hansamuehle [Hansa Muehle] in Hamburg, Germany (p. 75). 
III: The Soybean by Piper and Morse (p. 75).
 Note the extensive, early bibliography. Unfortunately, it 
contains many errors.
 This book is largely a review of the literature, but with 
some original information, especially on Indonesia and 
Germany. In 1923 Java imported 150,000 to 200,000 tons 
of soybeans and had a population of 35 million. The area 
of soybeans planted in Java (including Madura) increased 
from 157,600 ha in 1918 to 164,700 ha in 1922 (p. 32). 
In 1921, 67.3% of Java’s soybean acreage was in Central 
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Java, 20.7% was in East Java, and only 5.7% was in West 
Java. (p. 35). Large quantities of soybeans are imported to 
the Netherlands-Indies from Manchuria: 35,105 metric tons 
(tonnes) in 1920, rising to 95,742 tonnes in 1922. From these 
and local soybeans are made tempeh [spelled like this!], tofu 
(tahoe; Bohnenkäse), soy sauce (Ketjap, Sojasauce), etc. In 
Java, mostly black soybeans are grown. To make tofu yellow, 
it is cooked in an extract of the Curcuma root / rhizome. 
Sometimes it is also sun-dried or fried/roasted (gebraten). 
Tempeh is inoculated with a piece of tempeh from a previous 
fermentation, and often fried in coconut oil. Detailed 
descriptions are given of the production of soy sauce (ketjap; 
which is made from black soybeans) and Indonesian miso 
(taucho; tao-tjiong). The author (p. 64) states that ketjap 
and tao-tjiung are both inoculated using Hibiscus tiliaceus 
(hibiscus) leaves, called waroe in Java. Today Germany, like 
America, produces fresh and dried soymilk, fresh and dried 
soya cream, meat analogs, and soy sauce (p. 25).
 This book contains 17 interesting, old photos. 
Descriptions of those reproduced from other periodicals are 
omitted. (1) A soybean fi eld on the farm Kikai Nojo near 
Sempo-Station, Korea, owned and run by Mr. Moegling 
(p. 12). (2) A combine used for harvesting regular beans in 
California in 1918 (p. 19). (3) Many hydraulic presses in 
a modern American oil factory (p. 29). (4) The equipment 
used in steaming the soybeans before they are crushed in an 
American “steam mill” type oil mill (p. 31). (5) The interior 
of a British oil mill (p. 33). (6) The electrical generators 
in a modern oil mill (p. 34). (7) Soybeans being harvested 
manually at Madioen [Madiun, in East Java], Java (p. 48). 
(8) Harvested soybeans being dried on racks in a fi eld in 
Java, and carried away by one worker (p. 48). (9) Workers 
dividing up the harvest in Java (p. 50). (10) Threshing 
soybeans with bamboo fl ails in the courtyard of a small 
farmer in Java (p. 51). (11) Selling soybeans in a small 
market in Central Java (p. 51).
 Tables show: (1) Imports of soybeans to Germany from 
1910 (43,500 tonnes) to 1912 (more than 125,200 tonnes) 
(p. 24). (2) Soybean acreage in Java (including Madoera) 
from 1918 (157,600 ha) to 1922 (164,700 ha) (p. 32). (3) 
A breakdown of soybean area in Java in 1921 (of 226,186 
bouws) into West Java (12,980 bouws), Central Java 
(152,154 bouws), and East Java (61,082 bouws) (p. 35). 
Note: 1 bouw = 1.754 acres (Johnstone 1975). (4) Imports of 
Manchurian soybeans to Java (including Madoera) and other 
parts of the Dutch East Indies (mainly Sumatra) from 1920 
to 1922 (p. 36). (5) Yields (average or range) of soybeans in 
various countries: Germany, Italy, British Indies, Manchuria 
(incl. China and Korea), Japan, America (up to 2,700 kg/ha), 
Java (p. 52). (6) Comparison of the nutritional composition 
of soybeans, peas, and regular beans (Phaseolus varieties) (p. 
53). (7) Comparison of the nutritional composition of soya 
cheese (Sojakäse, tofu), beef, and lean pork (p. 53). (8) The 
prices of white and of black soybeans in Java during January 

and December 1922 and the same two months of 1923 (in 
Gulden) (p. 56). (9) Comparison of yields, price, costs, and 
profi t for peanuts (Katjang tanah) and soybeans in Java 
(p. 57-58). (10) Nutritional composition of canned frozen 
tofu (based on E. Senft) (p. 68). (11) Exports of soybeans 
from fi ve Manchurian ports (Dairen, Antung, Newchwang, 
Suifenho [Suifenhe], and Sansing) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 
(p. 70). (12) Exports and value of soybeans from all of 
China to four countries (Netherlands, Russia, Japan, Dutch 
East Indies) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (p. 72). (13) Exports 
of soybean oil from fi ve Manchurian ports (Dairen, Antung, 
Newchwang, Suifenho [Suifenhe], and Harbin) in 1919, 
1920, and 1921 (p. 72). (14) Exports and value of soybean 
oil from all of China to fi ve countries (England, Netherlands, 
Belgium, Japan, USA) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (p. 72). 
(15) Exports of soybean meal from four Manchurian ports 
(Dairen, Antung, Newchwang, Suifenho [Suifenhe]) in 1919, 
1920, and 1921 (p. 73). (16) Exports and value of soybean 
meal from all of China to three countries (Japan, Russia, 
USA) in 1919, 1920, and 1921 (p. 73). (17) Names of the 
fi ve major railway lines in Manchuria (South Manchuria 
Railway, Chinese Eastern Railway, Peking Mukden Line, 
Kirin-Changchun Line, Saupingkai-Taonan Line) (p. 74). 
(18) Amounts (in tons) of soybeans, soybean cake, and soy 
oil (Sojaöl) shipped over the South Manchuria Railway, 
and the Chinese Eastern Railway in one year (p. 74). (19) 
Railway transport and production amounts of the mills (in 
tons) in Dairen and Newchwang of soybeans, soybean cake, 
and soy oil (Sojaöl) during the year 1921 (p. 74). Address: 
Agricultural Expert in Poerbasari te Pengalengan, Java.

1044. SoyaScan Notes. 1923. Early history of soybean 
crushing, including solvent extraction, in the USA 
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: The fi rst documented crushing of soybeans in 
the USA to obtain oil and meal took place in 1911 (probably 
not in 1910 as some accounts say) at Seattle, Washington. 
The soybeans were imported from Manchuria by the Albers 
Brothers Milling Co. and sold to Herman Meyer, who 
operated a small hydraulic press in Seattle. His establishment 
was later named Pacifi c Oil Mills.
 The second U.S. crusher, and the fi rst to crush 
American-grown soybeans, was the Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Co. in Elizabeth City, North Carolina; ordinarily a 
cottonseed crusher, they began crushing soybeans on 15 Dec. 
1915. At that time, North Carolina was America’s leading 
soybean producing state. By 1916 seven cottonseed mills in 
North Carolina were crushing soybeans.
 Soybeans grown in the Corn Belt were fi rst crushed for 
oil and meal in 1919 (probably not in 1917 or 1918 as one 
account says) by the Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing 
Co. in Chicago Heights, Illinois (located just south of 
Chicago). The plant, operated by George Brett and I. 
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Clark Bradley, primarily crushed linseed for oil, but it also 
crushed soybeans, corn germ and mustard seed. For the fi rst 
few years the soybeans were crushed using screw presses 
(expellers) which were generally used for crushing corn 
germs, but by 1922 they were using hydraulic presses. In. 
Aug. 1923 the company went out of business for lack of 
soybeans. In 1924 Funk Bros. Seed Co. of Bloomington, 
Illinois, bought the Chicago Heights plant (Eisenschiml 
1929, American Paint Journal. March 18. p. 22-30; Soybean 
Digest, Sept. 1944, p. 18-19 and May 1945, p. 15).
 The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. in Decatur, Illinois, 
fi rst began crushing soybeans on 30 Sept. 1922. Staley was 
the fi rst company to construct a plant solely for the purpose 
of crushing soybeans, the fi rst to crush only soybeans in a 
U.S. plant, and the fi rst to crush only domestically-grown 
soybeans in a U.S. plant. Staley was also the only one of the 
early U.S. soybean crushers that survived under the same 
ownership for more than several years. Although Staley 
operated at a loss from 1922 to 1924 due to a shortage of 
soybeans, in 1925 an upswing began and from that year 
until 1957 Staley was America’s leading soybean crusher 
(Forrestal 1982, p. 60-66).
 In Aug. 1923 the Piatt County Cooperative Soy Bean 
Company (soon renamed the Monticello Co-operative 
Soybean Products Co.) in Monticello, Illinois became the 
fi rst company in the U.S. to process soybeans using solvent 
extraction. The plant was scheduled to open for business 
on 5 Sept. 1923. They used a batch extraction process with 
benzol as a solvent. The plant was shut down in about 1924-
26 (Orange Judd Farmer. 1923. July 15, p. 375; Journal of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1977. March. p. 202A).
 The fi rst continuous solvent extraction of soybeans was 
done by the Eastern Cotton Oil Co. in Norfolk, Virginia, 
starting in 1924, and using a Bollmann extractor imported 
from Germany. The plant closed in 1925, being unprofi table 
(W.H. Goss. 1941. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering. 
April. p. 80; Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
1977. March. p. 202A). As early as 1926 the William O. 
Goodrich Company (acquired by the Archer-Daniels-
Midland Co. [ADM] in 1928) had been experimenting with 
solvent extraction of soybean and other vegetable seeds 
using a Scott batch extraction system.”
 Note: In 1929 the Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. started 
crushing soybeans, using hydraulic presses, at its plants in 
Chicago (Illinois), and Toledo, Ohio (Marion Cross 1954, p. 
40).
 In 1933 Robert Boyer and coworkers at the Ford Motor 
Company developed the Ford Extractor using hexane as a 
solvent. By 1934 it processed 6 tons of soybeans a day using 
a screw inside of a metal tube. It was probably the fi rst to use 
hexane as a solvent. They had a working extractor in Ford’s 
Industrialized Barn at the 1934 World’s Fair in Chicago.
 ADM initiated large-scale solvent extraction of soybeans 
in the USA (Chicago, Illinois) in 1934. ADM purchased from 

Germany a 150-ton-per day capacity Hildebrandt continuous-
fl ow, counter-current (U-tube) hexane solvent extractor. 
It began operation in March 1934 on Blackhawk Street in 
Chicago. It was America’s fi rst successful continuous solvent 
extractor; at the time it was also America’s largest and most 
modern soybean crushing system, and the fi rst to use hexane 
as a solvent with soybeans.
 In 1937 Central Soya purchased from Germany an 
even larger continuous solvent unit, a 275-ton-per-day 
capacity Hansa Muehle extractor, which began operation in 
November 1937 at Decatur, Indiana.

1045. Watson, Ernest. 1923. The principal articles of Chinese 
commerce (import and export) with a description of the 
origin, appearance, characteristics, and general properties of 
each commodity; an account of the methods of preparation 
or manufacture together with various tests, etc., by means 
of which the different products may be readily identifi ed. 
Shanghai, China: Statistical Dept., Inspectorate General of 
Customs; sold by Kelly & Walsh [etc.]. xi + 630 p. Illust. 28 
cm. The Maritime Customs. II. Special Series No. 38.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Oils, fats, and waxes” (p. 76-
149) contains detailed defi nitions of the following: Bean oil 
(Tou-yu or Oleum dolichos) obtained from the soya bean of 
China, and the residual meal (tou-ping-fên) (p. 85-86). “In 
China bean oil is used as a food; for cooking purposes; for 
mixing with lacquer; in making varnish and printing ink; 
in soap making; and, to a slight extent, as an illuminant, 
although for this purpose it has been almost superseded by 
kerosene. It is also used in water proofi ng cloth and paper for 
making umbrellas and lanterns. In foreign countries, where 
the demand for the oil is practically unlimited, bean oil is 
used chiefl y in the manufacture of soap and in preparing 
salad oils. On account of its drying properties bean oil is not 
very suitable for use as a lubricating oil.
 “Bean oil appears in Chinese commerce packed in 
wooden tubs, paper-lined baskets, or in earthenware jars, of 
no standard weight. It is exported in great quantities from 
many of the northern ports, particularly from Dairen and 
Newchwang, and, to a smaller extent, from Hankow and 
other Yangtze ports.”
 Section VI, titled “Miscellaneous products” contains a 
long subsection on “Beans, Soya” (Tou) (p. 320-21). “Soya 
beans, or ‘soy beans’... are cultivated in enormous quantities 
in Central Manchuria... It is estimated that about 1,600,000 
tons are produced annually in Manchuria alone... The beans 
are small,... the yield per acre being from 1,100 to 1,600 
pounds [18.3 to 26.6 bushels]. Several varieties are grown in 
China and are commonly classifi ed by the Chinese according 
to form, colour, size, use, and other characteristics. The best 
known of these varieties are (with Chinese characters for 
each term): -
 (1) Yellow beans (huang-tou), subdivided into pai-mei-
tou or ‘white eye-brow bean,’ so called from the whiteness of 
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the prominent hilum; chin-yüan-tou or ‘round golden bean’; 
and hei-ch’i-tou.
 (2) Black beans (wu-tou), subdivided into (ta-wu-tou) or 
‘large black bean’; (hsiao-wu-tou) or ‘small black bean’; and 
(pien-wu-tou) or ‘fl at black bean.’
 (3) Green beans (ch’ing-tou), subdivided into two 
varieties, one of which has a green epidermis and green 
interior, the other a green epidermis and yellow interior.
 Three subspecies [of soya beans], yielding very small 
beans, are known as: (hsiao-pai-tou) or ‘small white bean’; 
(hsiao-hung-tou) or ‘small red bean’; and (hsiao-lü-tou) or 
‘small green bean.’” Note 1. The writer may be mistaken 
in calling these last three subspecies of soya beans. They 
are probably white azuki beans, red azuki beans, and mung 
beans.
 Soya beans “are valued chiefl y as a source of bean oil, 
but are also extensively used as food, either whole or ground 
to fl our in making beancurd, bean milk, bean sauce, or ‘soy,’ 
and salted relish (ta-tou-shih) [fermented black soybeans], 
which is used both as a food and as a medicine. The black 
beans, which are not much used as food because they are 
supposed to make the body too heavy, are used in medicine, 
to impart strength and vigour, as a carminative, and also as 
an antidote for vegetable poisons, such as aconite, croton oil, 
etc. The hulls of green [soy] beans are applied to smallpox 
ulcers and other sores; the bruised leaves of the plant are 
used in treating snakebite; the fl owers are used in treating 
diseases of the eyes. Young bean sprouts (tou-ya) are used 
as a vegetable food.” Details are given on the following 
products made from soya beans: “Beancurd (tou-fu), bean 
milk (tou-fu-chiang), bean sauce (see under ‘soy’), and bean 
vermicelli (Fen-ssu, Tou-fen-ssu, Hsi-t’iao-mien, or Kua-
mien.–A very famous vermicelli made in the Chefoo district, 
from beans most of which are originally imported from 
Manchuria).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) 
that contains the term Tou-fen, which probably refers to 
roasted whole soy fl our.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the term “salted relish” to refer to 
fermented black soybeans.
 The section titled “Soy (Chiang or Chiang-yu”–with 
Chinese characters for each term) states: “Soy is a sauce 
made in China from the soya bean (Soja hispida). In 
preparing it, a quantity of beans are slowly boiled, an equal 
quantity of coarsely ground wheat or barley being added. 
The mixture, after being allowed to ferment for some time, is 
put into a jar with an equal amount of salt, a few aromatics, 
and three times as much boiling water as there were beans 
at fi rst; the whole is then allowed to stand for several weeks 
exposed to the sun, after which the liquor, which constitutes 
the soy, is separated by pressing and straining the mass. The 
fi nished product is afterwards packed into jars or bottles 
ready for the market.

 “Soy is thin, and, in colour, very dark brown or almost 
black; it becomes brighter and clearer on being kept, 
has an agreeable salty fl avour, and produces a yellowish 
froth when even slightly shaken. It is much used by the 
Chinese as a sauce and condiment, as it creates an appetite 
and is supposed to counteract the injurious properties 
of contaminated food; it is also used in medicine as an 
application for burns, scalds, eczema, leprous sores, etc. Soy 
is often exported from China to foreign countries, where it 
is extensively used in the manufacture of many European 
sauces.”
 Also discusses: Groundnut oil (Hua-shêng-yu), also 
called peanut oil, earth-nut oil, and arachis oil (Oleum 
arachis) (p. 105-06). Hemp-seed oil (Ma-yu or Ma-tzu-yu) 
(p. 106).
 Sesamum-seed oil (Chih-ma-yu or Hsiang-yu; Oleum 
sesame) also known as “gingelly oil,” “teel oil,” or “benne 
oil” (p. 133-35). Groundnuts (p. 421-22). Wheat gluten 
(Mien-chin, p. 574). A second edition was published in 1930. 
Address: Chief Appraiser, Chinese Maritime Customs.

1046. Wrenn, John Edwin. 1923. World trade in vegetable 
oils and animal fats. U.S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Miscellaneous Series No. 123. v + 214 p.
• Summary: Soya-bean oil and soya-bean oil cake are 
mentioned throughout this report. For example, on page 2: 
“Foreign trade of the United States in vegetable oils: The 
imports of coconut, linseed, Chinese-nut, and olive oils into 
the United States were larger than the imports of any other 
oils during the past three calendar years. In 1922 about 90 
per cent of the coconut oil came from the Philippine Islands, 
though for the calendar years 1913-1917 the average was 40 
per cent. Practically all the soya-bean oil comes from China 
and Japan. The imports of the latter were negligible prior to 
1912 and were not given separate attention in the reports of 
the Department of Commerce. The import trade in soya-bean 
oil began to increase in 1915, and reached the high point 
in 1918. There was an increased war demand in the United 
States, and the European market was almost entirely cut off: 
consequently this country offered a good market for soya-
bean oil.”
 “Soya-bean oil” is also mentioned on pages 26 (imports 
of various oils into the USA, by country), 32 (U.S. imports 
and exports of vegetable oils, 1917-1922), 59 (Netherlands 
imports and exports of vegetable oils, by country, 1913-
1922), 72 (Denmark’s imports and exports of vegetable oils. 
1913-1922), 76 (Denmark’s imports and exports of oil cakes 
and meal), 83 (Germany’s exports and imports of vegetable 
oils), 207 (Canadian duties on fi sh and vegetable oils). etc.
 John E. Wrenn was born in 1896. Address: Foodstuffs 
Div., U.S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Washington, DC.

1047. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering. 1924. 
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Chemical and material markets in 1923: Soya bean oil. 
30(3):113. Jan. 21.
• Summary: Gives fi gures on imports of crude soybean oil in 
pounds, by months with comparison with 1922, and tank-car 
prices paid for crude soybean oil, per pound, by months in 
1923.

1048. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering. 1924. Soya 
bean oil. 30(3):113. Jan. 21.
• Summary: A brief statistical summary of the soya bean 
oil industry for 1922 and 1923, including imports to the 
United States, tank car price in 1923 of crude soybean oil, 
and importation of the oil in pounds, 1922-1923. “The high 
tariff was instrumental in restricting importations of soya 
bean oil from the Orient. Europe was the principal buyer. 
Consumption of this oil in the U.S. reached a peak in 1918, 
when more than 325,000,00 lb was imported. In 1922 
the imports dropped to 17,294,000 lb, and the 1923 total 
approximates 45,000,000 lb. The paint industry consumed 
most of the oil imported in the past year.”

1049. Gyarfas, Jozsef. 1924. A szójabab [The soybean]. 
Koztelek (Common Ground) 34(13):157-58. Feb. 14. [Hun]
• Summary: Interest in soybean has recently been rekindled 
in Hungary. Accordingly, it is time to devote some effort to 
providing some in-depth information about soybean, its uses, 
and the question of introducing it to Hungary.
 Soybean has been a major source of protein for the 
population of East Asia for millennia now, where it is used as 
a replacement for meat. However, it has only been subjected 
to large-scale farming in Europe starting from the middle of 
the 19th Century, and thus far no European country has opted 
to become a major producer. Contrary to Europe, soybean 
production is increasingly spreading in the United States of 
America since the turn of this century, though it is produced 
more as fodder and a green manure than for the use of its 
beans.
 Soybean production has again been subjected to 
some promotion in Central Europe. We Hungarians are 
most interested in the movement that originated in Austria 
[Austria-Hungary] in the 1870s. Due to the experiments 
conducted by Friedrich Haberlandt, a professor at the 
Agricultural College in Vienna, interest in soybean rose 
so dramatically that seed distributors were unable to meet 
demand. However, the large-scale experiments showed that 
the overly optimistic hopes regarding soybean were not 
realized in practice. Thus, only a couple of farms that dealt 
with soybean were left, and even there it accounted for only 
a small portion of the farm’s composition.
 Europe’s interest in soybean again grew after the 
Russian-Japanese war, when it became available on the 
global market (though quite late!). Prior to the Russian-
Japanese war, Manchuria, which is an extensive producer 
of soybean, exported its soybean surplus only to Asian 

markets, primarily to Japan. During the war, large amounts 
of soybean were necessary to feed the Japanese army, 
leading to increases in demand. This in turn led to increased, 
large-scale production in Manchuria. After the war ended, 
soybean consumption in Japan decreased, and new markets 
had to be found for the surplus amounts. Towards the end 
of this century’s fi rst decade (in 1908), shiploads containing 
thousands of tons of soybean launched exports to Europe and 
North America, all managed by the Japanese.
 According to data from America, Manchuria exported 
600 thousand tons of soybean, 900 thousand tons of soybean 
cakes (szójapogácsa) and 60 thousand tons of soy oil 
(szójaolaj) per year before the World War. In 1913, more 
than half a million tons of soy beans, 50 thousand tons of 
cakes, and 20 thousand tons of oil were imported to Europe 
from Asia. The majority of the imported soybean was 
processed by England for use as oil, and the majority of the 
resulting cakes was sold to the Netherlands and Denmark as 
fodder.
 The amounts imported to America are smaller, but even 
there, as in world trade in general, soybean has, over the 
past decades, become a great competitor to other oilseeds, 
especially to the cotton seed, which is threatened by the boll 
weevil.
 It is only natural that this great degree of import has 
led rise to the respective countries wishing to produce the 
soybean amounts for themselves at home or in their colonies.
 There have always been ardent supporters of soybean 
production in all locations and at all times, but they have 
enjoyed little success in Central Europe so far. This is despite 
the fact that the soybean issue was quite timely during the 
war, especially in Germany, which suffered the worst of the 
famine. There, soybean, with its high protein content, could 
have provided a substitute for meat, which was unavailable, 
and its high fat content could have replaced fat, which 
was also hard to come by. Moreover, it could even have 
overcome the raw material shortage in the oil industry, which 
was also pressing during the war years.
 That is why the German Reichsauschuss für Oele und 
Fette (German Committee for Oils and Fats) experimented 
with soybean production in Germany during the war. 
However, its report states that the results of the experiment 
offered little hope that soybean can be successfully 
introduced to even those regions in Germany that are the 
most suitable for its cultivation.
 Dr. C. Fruwirth, a Professor in Vienna who has been 
working in-depth with soybean for a number of years 
now and is one of the leading experts regarding the crop, 
also came to the crushing conclusion that it is not worth 
producing soybean in Germany.
 And so it was to no avail that Fürstenberg was an 
enthusiastic disciple of soybean cultivation during the war 
years in Germany: the entire soybean movement would 
have terminated if B. Heinze had not become a student of 
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Dr. Halle. He has been dealing with soybean since 1906 
and continues to use his work to spread his view that it is 
worthwhile to cultivate soybean in Germany.
 Soybean has not been included in large-scale production 
here in Hungary, either. It is still only cultivated in a few 
locations and in small proportions, even though it could have 
become relatively widespread during this time.
 For example, the company owned by Kohn Adolf és 
Társa [Adolf Kohn and Associates] called Olajmuvek RT 
[Oil Production Share Company] was kind enough to inform 
me that its production site is willing to commit itself to 
processing large amounts, even 50 thousand quintals [equal 
to 5,000 metric tons], of soybean every year in addition to 
the oilseeds that it has to process irrespective of the above.
 If soy fl our (szójaliszt) production would start up in 
Hungary, there would be even better possibilities for selling 
soybean, not even taking into account the fact that soybean 
can be used in numerous other ways, and not only in 
industry, but also in households and agriculture.
 The importance of the soybean issue can only be 
properly understood by those who are familiar with its 
high nutritional value and the exceptional versatility of the 
manner of its uses. So I must deal with this aspect of soybean 
as well.
 Just as in Asia, the soybean, due to its fat content that 
far eclipses that of other legumes, is primarily used as a raw 
material for oil production in both America and Europe. 
(According to Kellner, the fat content of the soybean is 
17.5%, with the same fi gure being 1.5% for common bean, 
1.6% for the pea, 1.9% for the lentil, and 4.4-7.2% for the 
lupine.) The soy cakes and soy fl our remaining after oil 
extraction are exceptional due to their high protein content. 
(Soy cakes contain 41.8% protein, while rapeseed cakes 
contain 33.1%).
 Not only soy cakes and soy fl our, but the soybean itself 
is also an excellent fodder, and has been successfully used as 
fi sh feed.
 It is not only the soybean’s fat content that is higher 
than that of other legumes: its protein content (33.2%) also 
surpasses that of the common bean (25.4%), pea (22.5%), 
and lentil (25.5), and is approximately the same as that of 
lupine varieties (29.4 to 38.3%).
 The soybean varieties that grow to be large and leafy can 
be sowed for the purpose of use as fodder or green manure.
 The soybean also has numerous uses in human 
consumption and has high nutritional value.
 Based on the soybean’s chemical composition, Dr. 
Heinze considers its nutritional value to be at least equal to 
good-quality ox meat, which, on average, contains 72.0% 
water, 21% protein, 5.5% fat, and 1.5% potash, and contains 
no nitrogen-free extract. In fact, his opinion is that with 
proper preparation, the soybean’s nutritional value would 
likely exceed that of the meat, since ripe soybeans contain 
only 8-10% water, while the water content of meat varies 

between 55% and 75%.
 Soybean can be primarily prepared in the kitchen 
similarly to all the other legumes that make up our meals. 
It can also be consumed raw [sic]. Ripe [immature] soy 
beans do not contain any bitter or toxic materials and can 
therefore be used to make soup, broth, or salad, just like 
common beans. However, it is most suited for making mash 
(szójapüré)
 Because of its high protein and fat content, soy mash is 
excellently suited for mixing with foods that are low in these 
two components, such as potatoes, rice, carrots, or kohlrabi, 
in a ratio of 1 to 2. It can also be consumed in the form of a 
grit.
 At fi rst, its taste may be unfamiliar, but one can quickly 
grow accustomed to it. The taste can be improved by mixing 
it with ground meat, which makes it suitable for use in 
stuffed peppers, tomatoes, etc. When ground, it can substitute 
millet mash in blood sausage. If the soybean is germinated 
in a dark room, the seedlings can be used to make a slightly 
bitter salad. Since it does not turn into a pulp when cooked, 
it is suitable as a substitute for almonds, etc. (Continued). 
Address: Columnist, Hungary.

1050. Omega. 1924. Soya bean oil: Its production, 
properties, and applications. Chemical Trade Journal and 
Chemical Engineer (London) 74(1917):187-89. Feb. 15. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The extent of the soya 
bean industry: Japan, Manchuria, The United Kingdom 
trade: Imports of soya beans and soya bean oil, exports 
of soya oil and soya bean cake. Methods of production. 
Solvent extraction processes. Composition of soya bean oil. 
Properties of soya bean oil. Identifi cation of the oil. Uses and 
applications of soya oil. Future of the industry.
 Tables show: (1) Imports of soya bean oil to the USA 
(1918-1921). (2) Exports of soya beans, soya bean cake and 
soya bean oil from Manchuria (1915-1919). (3) Imports of 
soya beans to the UK from Russia, China, and Japan (tons 
and value, 1913, 1922, 1923) (4) Exports of soya oil from the 
UK (tons and value, 1913, 1922, 1923). (5) Exports of soya 
bean cake from the UK (tons and value, 1913, 1922, 1923). 
(6) Prices per ton of soya beans and soya bean oil in the UK 
(1914, 1920-24).

1051. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1924. Manchurian 
exports via Vladivostok. 1(11):173. March 15.
• Summary: From 1 Nov. 1923 to 31 Oct. 1923 Manchuria 
exported via Vladivostok. 780 million pounds of soya beans, 
32 million pounds of bean oil in bulk, and 269,000 pounds of 
bean oil in barrels, according to C.G. Hansen at Harbin.
 The soya bean yield for this crop was 20% below 
average, and some beans contained as much as 25% 
moisture, compared with the average of 9-15%. Address: 
Washington, DC.
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1052. Chinese Economic Monthly. 1924. Manchurian beans. 
1(9):12-19. June. [Eng]
• Summary: “The principal export of Manchuria, and indeed 
of the whole of China, is the soya bean, which in its raw and 
manufactured states amounts to over 75 per cent of the value 
of the total exports of the Three Eastern Provinces. It would 
be no exaggeration to say, therefore, that the entire industry 
in this territory is concentrated on [soya] beans, their 
production, manufacture and barter. It is mainly the bean 
that provides the buying power of Manchuria, and stimulates 
its economic progress. From a primitive agricultural region 
Manchuria has developed along industrial lines mainly as a 
result of its stupendous [soya] bean resources.”
 Manchuria is “almost the sole supplier of soya beans to 
world markets. All attempts to cultivate beans out of China 
on any extensive scale have failed. ‘Beans’ is therefore 
always associated with Manchuria, and vice versa.
 There are many soya bean varieties, but the yellow 
oliferous one (huang-tou) is the dominant variety; it is 
“subdivided into a number of kinds. The experimental fi eld 
of the Manchurian Rural Economy Society cultivates no 
fewer than 200 varieties.”
 Chinese offi cial statistics, which are usually low, 
estimate the area under soya beans in the whole of China 
[including Manchuria] at 12 million acres. Statistics from 
the Economic Bureau of the Chinese Eastern Railway, in the 
C.E.R. zone (Heilungkiang and a part of Kirin province), 
yellow soya beans are planted over an area of not less than 
4.3 to 4.4 million acres, or 25% of the entire cultivated area, 
while in all 3 of the provinces of Manchuria the Bureau 
estimates that there are 8 million acres under cultivation. 
On average in Manchuria, 1 acre yields about ½ ton of soya 
beans. Thus, the total average production of soya beans in 
the whole of Manchuria may be estimated at more than 4 
million tons, of which about 2.4 million tons (about 60%) are 
exported in raw and manufactured articles.
 Owing to the density of the inner provinces of China, 
almost all the soya beans there are consumed locally. “Inner 
China looks not so much to the oil content of the bean as to 
the azotic stuffs [nitrogen] it contains. The export of soya 
beans and products from Inner China is very small and 
decreasing (5.5 million piculs in 1920 and 4.6 million piculs 
in 1922) while the exports from Manchuria continue to grow 
dramatically.
 The world is now looking to the soya bean as one 
solution to its future food problems. Dr. Berczeller, a well-
known Hungarian scientist, says: “It is a matter of the 
highest political importance that the West should learn the 
lesson of cheaper living as taught to them by the East in 
the adaptation of the soya bean as an article of food.” After 
prolonged investigation, he claimed to have succeeded in 
creating from the yellow soya bean bread, milk, and fl our, 
which were both inexpensive and palatable. Yet the taste 

of many soybean products (such as “bean fl our” and “bean 
cheese”) is unknown to Europeans.
 “The extraction of oil from [soya] beans has as ancient 
an origin as the cultivation of the beans themselves. In the 
native Chinese mills it is still effected by means of the wedge 
press, the invention of which dates from the early days of the 
history of technics. The fi rst steam bean-oil mill was opened 
toward the end of the last century at Yingkow [Yingkou]. At 
present such mills are counted in hundreds. Almost the entire 
bean oil export comes from steam mills. Several years ago 
the South Manchuria Railway Company erected a mill at 
Dairen for the extraction of oil with the aid of benzine. It is 
now under private management.” Using the solvent method, 
12% of the weight of the bean is extracted as oil, using the 
steam mill only 19%, and using the wedges presses less than 
10%. Recently, due to perfected methods of refi ning, an 
oil named “Atzetko, made at Harbin by the Anglo-Chinese 
Company, has begun to be used in food by Europeans.
 Before World War I, the price of soya beans was 
much lower than today. Today the main consumer of 
beancakes is Japan, were they are used as fertilizer on the 
rice fi elds. “However, there is one dark side of the picture” 
of soya beans in northern Manchuria. Manchurian bandits 
(hunghutze) are terrorizing and plundering the peasants.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) 
that uses the term “dark side” in connection with soya beans.
 Tables show: (1) Soya bean cultivated area and 
production in the three provinces of Manchuria in 1923: 
Kirin province (center east): 1.6 million shan (1 shan = 1.8 
acres) produced 1.5 million tons. Heilungkiang province 
(furthest north): 1.2 million shan produced 1.5 million 
tons. Fengtien province (later renamed Liaoning, furthest 
south): 1.2 million shan produced 1.5 million tons. Totals for 
Manchuria: 4 million shan (7,200,000 acres) and 3,700,000 
tons.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
that gives statistics on soybean production in East Asia. (2) 
Export of soya beans and soya bean products from China 
proper. Source: 1922 Chinese Maritime Customs report. 
For the 3 years 1920, 1921, and 1922, gives the weight in 
millions of piculs (1 picul = 133.33 lb) and value in Hk. Tls. 
[Haikwan Taels; a monetary unit] of each of the following: 
Yellow [soya] beans: Grain [beans / seed], beancakes, bean 
oil, total. Black [soya] beans. Green [soya] beans. White 
[soya] beans. Other kinds. Total exclusive of yellow beans. 
Gross total. In percentages relative to 1920. (3) Exports 
from Manchuria only: Exactly the same years and products 
as Table 2. Note 3. One Haikwan Tael in 1920 equaled 6 
shillings 6½ pence or $1.24 in gold coin; in 1922 it equaled 3 
shillings 9 pence or $0.83 in gold coin.
 (4) Re-import of soya beans and products into China in 
1922. Yellow beans–4.9 million piculs worth 17.6 million 
Hk. Tls. Beancakes–6.3 million piculs worth 16.6 million 
Hk. Tls. Oil [soya]–0.2 million piculs worth 1.7 million Hk. 
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Tls. Other [soya] beans–2.1 million piculs worth 7.1 million 
Hk. Tls.
 (5) Net export of yellow soya beans from China in 
millions of piculs each year from 1920 to 1922: To Japan, To 
Dutch Indies, To Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc. To Europe. To 
other countries. Via Vladivostok. Total. Note 4. Soya beans 
exported via Vladivostok are mostly directed to Europe 
(about 3 million piculs), with about 2.5 million piculs to 
Japan.
 Note 5. In Table 5, “Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc.” is 
treated as one unit or geographical area. In 1920 this 
area imported from China 0.4 million piculs of soybeans, 
followed by 0.7 million in 1921 and 0.3 million in 1922. 
Although we know the amount of soybeans imported to the 
area, we cannot say for sure to which specifi c countries the 
soybeans were imported in this area (Turkey and/or Persia). 
Therefore, this may be the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) concerning soybeans in Turkey. This document may 
contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in Turkey (1920-
1922).
 Note 6. This may be the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) concerning soybeans in Persia (today’s Iran). This 
document may contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Persia (1920-1922).
 Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybeans in the Middle East / Near East (Persia, 
and/or Turkey–today’s Iran). This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in the Middle East / Near East 
(Persia and Turkey) (1920-1922).
 (6) Net export of [soya] beancakes from China in 
millions of piculs each year from 1920 to 1922: To Japan, To 
other countries, Via Vladivostok. Total. “Beancakes exported 
via Vladivostok are directed almost exclusively to Japan.”
 (7) Net export of [soya] bean oil from China in 
thousands of piculs each year from 1920 to 1922: To Japan, 
To Dutch Indies, To Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc. To Europe. 
To United States of America. To other countries. Via 
Vladivostok. Total. A note states that Bean oil exported via 
Vladivostok is mostly directed to Europe and to countries 
of Asia Minor. All the other kinds of beans are distributed 
mostly in Japan, Korea, and along the coasts and islands of 
the Pacifi c Ocean.
 (8) Chemical composition [as-is basis] of the three main 
soya bean varieties cultivated in North Manchuria: White 
Eyebrow (pai mei). Round Gold (chin-yuan). Dark Belly 
(hei chi). (9) Weight (in millions of poods) of soya beans and 
products carried on the Chinese Eastern Railway in 1920, 
1921, 1922, and 1923. Also: Percentage of total carried. 
Weight of each exported to the South Manchurian Railway, 
and to the Ussuri Railway. Soya beans and their products are 
the principal cargo of the Chinese Eastern Railway; in 1923 
they accounted for 49.0% of its total cargo, compared with 
only 24.6% in 1920.

1053. Tang, Chi Yu. 1924. An economic study of Chinese 
agriculture. PhD thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York. 514 p. June. See p. 420-23. [2+ ref]
• Summary: In Part V, Chief Agricultural Enterprises, 
chapter 24 is titled “Soy beans.” It begins: “China leads the 
world in the production of soy beans. Statistics on acreage 
and production of soy beans in China proper are lacking. The 
soy beans acreage in Manchuria, however, was estimated 
at 7,200,000 acres, and production 3,700,000 tons” (see 
Chinese Economic Bulletin No. 156, p. 9 {16 Feb. 1924}). 
“During the period 1891-1904, exports of soy beans and soy 
bean products were almost entirely absorbed by Japanese 
markets. The Russo-Japanese war in 1904 and 1905 
stimulated the production of soy beans in Manchuria, After 
the war, the surplus beans had to be disposed of in some 
markets, and for the fi rst time trial shipments were made by 
Japanese fi rms to English mills in 1908... During the period 
1909-1922, acreage and production of soy beans increased 
by leaps and bounds” [in the USA].
 The chapter then lists fi ve major reasons that soy beans 
have become so important in China: “1. Soy beans thrive 
in a variety of climatic conditions. They do well in dry 
seasons and at the same time do not reduce greatly in yield 
in a wet season. 2. Since they are a leguminous crop, soy 
beans are grown to maintain soil fertility... 3. Soy beans 
have a high food value in comparison with other foods. They 
are especially rich in protein... 4. Many by-products are 
made from soy beans, including bean oil cake, bean meal, 
bean fl our, bean bran, bean sprouts, bean coffee, bean milk 
and bean curd. Because of the large range of by-products 
that have been made, the price of soy beans has become 
stabilized... 5. Further expansion of soy bean production 
possible when North Manchurian lands are brought under 
cultivation.”
 Table 45 (p. 422) shows China’s exports of soy beans, 
bean cake, and bean oil for the years 1913, 1920, 1921, and 
1922 in piculs (133.33 lb) and taels (a monetary unit). Each 
of the three increased during this period which included 
World War. I. In 1922 exports of bean cake were worth the 
most, followed by soy beans and bean oil. Soy bean exports 
grew from 7,419,511 piculs in 1913 to 12,462,350 piculs 
in 1922. [Soy] bean oil grew from 49,817 piculs in 1913 to 
12,294,006 piculs in 1922.
 Table 46 (p. 423) shows the weight and value of these 
three products exported to various countries. Beans are 
mostly exported to Russia, Japan, and the Dutch Indies (in 
that order). Bean cake is mostly exported to Japan (86% of 
the total) and Russia. Relatively little bean oil is exported: 
it goes mainly to the “Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc.” [grouped 
as one unit] (380,000 piculs), Russia (250,000 piculs), Great 
Britain (246,000 piculs), the Netherlands (201,000 piculs), 
and the United States (116,000 piculs).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “bean bran” to refer to 
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soy bran. Address: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1054. Piper, Charles V. 1924. Soybeans (Document part). 
In: C.V. Piper. 1924. Forage Plants and Their Culture. New 
York, NY: MacMillan Co. xxv + 671 p. Aug. See p. 571-96. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural history. 
Botany. Description. Soil preferences. Climatic relations. 
Importance. Statistics (“In 1920 the acreage of soybeans in 
the United States harvested for seed was 190,000 acres and 
the seed production 3,000,000 bushels, an average of 15.8 
bushels an acre. Probably only 20 per cent of the crop was 
harvested as seed, so the total acreage was about 900,000 
acres. In the past fi ve years the acreage, especially for seed 
production, has greatly increased”). Desirable characters 
in soybean varieties (For forage: erect, tall, slender, leafy, 
yellow-seeded, non-shattering, disease resistant; For seed 
production: high yielding, high oil content). Commercial 
varieties. Preparation of soil and cultivation. Rate of 
seeding. Time of seeding. Method of seeding. Depth of 
planting. Inoculation. Life period. Time to cut for hay. Hay 
yields. Fertilizers. Soybean mixtures: Soybeans and corn, 
soybeans and cowpeas, soybeans and sorghums, soybeans 
and Johnson grass, soybeans and millet. Silage. Rotations. 
Feeding value of soybean hay. Pasturage (for hogs or sheep). 
Seed-production. Storage. Pollination. Seed yield. Feeding 
the seed. Seeds (weigh about 60 pounds to the bushel). 
Pests. Breeding. Soybeans and cowpeas compared. List of 
references.
 “The soybean is the most productive as regards seed of 
any legume adapted to temperate climates. This fact alone 
gives the crop a high potential importance and insures its 
greater agricultural development in America. At the present 
time the soybean is most largely grown for roughage, but the 
high value of the seed for human food, as well as animal feed 
and for oil, will in all probability result in its being more and 
more grown for the seed and the crop will then become of 
major importance.
 “Agricultural history.–The soybean, or soja-bean, is 
a plant of ancient cultivation in Japan, China, Korea and 
Manchuria, and to a much less extent in northern India and 
in the highlands of Java. As grown in these countries, it is 
used mainly for human food, the beans being prepared in 
various ways. A large amount of the beans is utilized by fi rst 
extracting the oil. In this case the bean cake is used both for 
cattle food and as a fertilizer.
 “The soybean was fi rst cultivated in the United States 
in 1804 [sic], but it apparently attracted but little attention 
until 1854, when two varieties were brought back from Japan 
by the Perry expedition. Other varieties were introduced 
from time to time, among them the Mammoth, which 
was introduced previous to 1882. It is largely due to the 
introduction of this variety that the soybean has become an 
important crop in the Southern States and a large percentage 

of the acreage there is still planted to this variety. Between 
the years 1900 and 1920, the United States Department 
of Agriculture introduced about 800 varieties from all 
portions of the Orient. In Europe a number of varieties 
were introduced by Haberlandt of Vienna in 1875, who 
experimented with them for a number of years. The crop, 
however, never obtained any great importance in Europe, 
but is cultivated to a limited extent, especially in France and 
Italy.
 “Beginning with 1908, large amounts of soybeans were 
exported from Manchuria to Europe and the United States. 
The beans were utilized for extracting the oil, which was 
used for various industrial purposes, and the bean cake was 
used largely as cattle feed. This trade has had the effect 
of increasing interest in the soybean crop, especially from 
the standpoint of producing seed. The total yield of seed in 
Manchuria in 1921 was estimated at 4,500,000 tons.
 “Botany.–The erect or nearly erect form of the soybean, 
as cultivated in Japan and Manchuria, is not known to grow 
wild. The nearest wild relative of the cultivated plant is a 
slender-stemmed vining plant with smaller fl owers, pods 
and seeds. This has usually been considered a distinct 
species under the name of Glycine ussuriensis, and occurs 
wild in Japan, Manchuria and China. The Indian varieties 
of soybeans are quite intermediate between this wild plant 
and the Japanese and Manchurian varieties, being for the 
most part rather slender-stemmed, vining, small-fl owered 
and small-seeded varieties. A critical study of an extensive 
series of varieties shows that all inter-grades between the 
wild plant and the cultivated erect forms exist, so that there 
can be but little doubt that but one species is represented. 
The usual botanical designation for this species is Glycine 
soja, but under recent botanical codes it must be changed 
either to Soja max or to Glycine max. If two species are to be 
recognized, then both are cultivated, as some of the Indian 
varieties are much more like the wild soybean than they 
are like the erect Japanese varieties. The large number of 
varieties of the soybean and the great range of differences in 
these varieties indicate a very ancient cultivation.”
 “Importance.–The soybean has been slowly but steadily 
increasing in importance in America during the past thirty 
years.
 “In the past fi ve years the acreage and production have 
been increasing rapidly, especially in the ‘cornbelt’ states. 
From present prospects this acreage will continue to increase 
greatly, especially for seed production. It is now clear that 
American-grown soybeans can compete with Manchuria and 
command prices which over considerable regions make the 
crop more profi table than oats.
 “Statistics.–In 1920 the acreage of soybeans in the 
United States harvested for seed was 190,000 acres and 
the seed production 3,000,000 bushels, an average of 15.8 
bushels an acre. Probably only 20 per cent of the crop 
was harvested as seed, so that the total acreage was about 
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900,000 acres. In the past fi ve years the acreage, especially 
for seed production, has greatly increased.
 “Desirable characters in soybean varieties.–As the 
number of soybean varieties is very large, and as new 
sorts are easily secured by crossing, the most desirable 
characters, both for forage and for seed production, need 
to be considered. In this crop as in others, yield is the most 
important single desideratum. Secondary considerations are 
habit, coarseness, ability to hold leaves, color of seed, and 
ease of shattering.
 “An ideal variety for forage should be erect; tall, so that 
the pods are not too near the ground; slender, but without 
tendency to lodge, so as to permit easy mowing; leafy and 
with the ability to retain the leaves late; yellow-seeded, 
as hogs will more readily fi nd such seeds as are shattered; 
non-shattering, a character more common in small-seeded 
than in larger-seeded varieties; disease-resistant, especially 
to nematodes and cowpea wilt, which seriously affect most 
varieties of the soybean.
 “For seed production alone, percentage of oil content 
is second in importance to yield and leafi ness and ability 
to hold leaves of practically no concern. Yellow-seeded 
varieties are, however, preferred for milling.
 “Commercial varieties.–At present, 1923, the most 
important varieties of soybeans are the following, the 
approximate percentage for each, of the total acreage, being 
indicated: Mammoth, 40 per cent; Midwest, 15%; Ito San, 
8%; Virginia, 6%; Manchu, 6%; Wilson, 5%; Peking, 3%; 
Black Eyebrow, 2%; Wisconsin Black, 2%; Biloxi, 1%; and 
Itootan [sic, Otootan], 1 per cent.
 “These percentages are rapidly changing with the 
increase of soybean culture in the North. The Mammoth 
owes its high position to the fact that it is the dominant 
variety in the region where the culture of the soybean 
became important earlier than in the North.”
 “Pests.–Soybeans are troubled by very few serious 
enemies. On the whole, rabbits are most troublesome, as they 
are extravagantly fond of the herbage, and where they are 
abundant soybean culture is practically impossible. At the 
Tennessee Experimental Substation at Jackson, rabbit injury 
was much reduced by using scarecrows, to each of which a 
lantern was hung at night.
 “Rootknot caused by a nematode (Heterodera 
radicicola) often injures soybeans considerably, but the 
Laredo and three unnamed varieties are almost immune...”
 “Breeding.–The soybean lends itself readily to 
improvement, and considerable work in breeding is being 
carried on by the United States Department of Agriculture, 
and by various experiment stations. The Ohio Station is 
testing individual plants in duplicate plant row work in much 
the same way that it is testing ears of corn and is fi nding 
decided differences in yield of seed and forage, in tendency 
to shatter and in habits of growth. The Tennessee Station is 
conducting selection work with a number of varieties and 

has found considerable variation in maturity, habit of growth 
and plant characters within the same varieties, so that several 
strains of the same variety are under test. The United States 
Department of Agriculture has done a very considerable 
amount of work toward the improvement of the soybean 
by selection and hybridization. The results of the breeding 
work thus far indicate that it is easily possible to improve the 
varieties now on the market.
 “Soybeans and cowpeas compared.–Inasmuch as 
soybeans are adapted to so nearly the same uses and 
same place in farm rotation as the cowpea, an agronomic 
comparison of the two crops has often been made.
 “The soybean is determinate in growth; that is, it reaches 
a defi nite size and matures. Nearly all varieties of cowpeas, 
on the other hand, are indeterminate, continuing growth 
until killed by frost. With the exception of a few varieties, 
the soybean does not vine, but grows erect or nearly erect. 
Cowpeas, on the other hand, are viny plants, and therefore 
more diffi cult to harvest. Soybeans mature all of their pods 
at one time. Cowpeas continue to produce green pods as long 
as the plant lives.
 “Soybeans will withstand rather heavy frosts, both in 
the spring, when young, and in the fall, when nearly mature, 
while the same frosts are fatal to cowpeas. They are more 
drought resistant than cowpeas, and in a dry season will 
give much greater yields; they will also withstand excessive 
moisture much better.
 “For green manuring or soil improving, the cowpea is 
far more valuable than the soybean, as it will smother weeds 
much more successfully.
 “The value of the hay of the two plants is nearly the 
same. There is frequently doubt as to which is the more 
desirable to grow. On relatively poor soil or when sown 
broadcast, cowpeas are always preferable. When cultivated, 
the soybean will yield the greater return, and if cut late, the 
hay is more easily cured.
 “The feeding value of an acre of soybeans for beef 
cattle was found by the Tennessee Agricultural Experiment 
Station to be about 50 per cent greater than that of cowpeas 
grown on an adjoining acre. This was also approximately the 
difference in yield of the two crops.
 “As a grain producer the soybean is in every way 
preferable to the cowpea, as it produces larger yields of 
richer grain and can be harvested much more easily.
 “The soybean, therefore, is to be recommended above 
the cowpea where intensive rather than extensive farming is 
practicable and desirable.” Address: Agrostologist in Charge 
of Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, 
USDA.

1055. Cullison, W.V. 1924. The soy bean and commerce. 
Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois) 8(4):5-10. Oct. Reprinted 
on Oil Miller, Nov. 1924, p. 17-18, 20-22.
• Summary: “The development of the soy bean from, an 
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article produced and consumed by a few Asiatic nations, and 
regarded by the rest of the world as almost a curiosity, into 
a commodity of world commerce, receiving the attention of 
tariff legislation, and reported individually in the statistics of 
imports of European nations and of the United States, shows 
the importance of the soy bean industry and the value of its 
products.
 “The China Year Book of 1912 and subsequent years, 
begins its discussion of the soy bean with the statement, 
‘The phenomenal rise in China’s trade in soy bean has 
been the chief commercial feature of recent years.’ Bean 
and bean cake trading fl ourished in China, Japan and a few 
other Asiatic countries for more that 5,000 years. The trade, 
however, remained entirely domestic until about 1890 when 
a few shipments were made from China to Japan. After the 
China-Japan [Sino-Japanese] war in 1894, the bean trade 
between these countries developed rapidly. During the 
Russo-Japanese war in 1904, soy bean products were a large 
part of the food of the troops. The acreage planted in beans 
especially in Manchuria increased largely.
 “At the close of the war the production had increased to 
such an extent that it was necessary to fi nd new markets. In 
the spring of 1908 a Japanese fi rm, Mitsui Bussan, shipped 
a trial consignment of Manchurian beans to England. 
The suitability of the seed for oil and cake was readily 
recognized. Orders immediately followed and the export of 
beans from China that year rose to the value of $5,900,000, 
and by 1911 foreign export had increased to $21,300,000. 
In 1909 owing to the failure of the linseed crop in Argentine 
[Argentina] and a very small cotton crop in Egypt, the bean 
trade grew rapidly extending to other European countries 
and to America. War and necessity of lowering the cost 
of production and keeping the consumer’s price low have 
played a part in the development of the soy bean industry.
 “J. Lewkowitsch, an eminent English authority on oils, 
writing in 1911 about the soy bean industry said, ‘the soy 
bean in less than one-half year captured the world market.’ 
Until 1909 the soy bean was considered a curiosity in 
Europe and in 1911 the commercial status of the bean was 
secure. Enormous amounts of soy bean oil soon found use 
in the soap industry of England. The margarine and sardine-
canning industries were also large consumers.
 “Due to the fact that Germany and France had a high 
import duty on all kinds of beans, England enjoyed for a 
time a monopoly of trade in soy beans. Many of the large 
oil mills devoted their plants entirely to the crushing of soy 
beans. The series of tests conducted by several of these mills 
demonstrated the value of the cake, meal and oil. The value 
of the tests was such that the utilization of the soy bean as 
an oil seed extended rapidly to other countries. Germany, 
France, and Austria removed the import duty on soy beans, 
thus taking away the monopoly in the trade of soy bean 
products from England.
 “The soy bean has been grown in the United States since 

1804, under the names of Coffee bean, Japan pea, Soja, Soy, 
Soya and Stock pea. During the period of the Civil War the 
soy bean was used rather extensively in the southern States 
as a coffee substitute. For a considerable while seedmen sold 
certain varieties under the names Coffee Berry and Coffee 
Bean. For many years soy beans were grown primarily as 
a forage crop. It has been comparatively recently that it has 
become a crop of much importance.
 “The success in the utilization of the soy bean as an oil 
seed in European countries linked with the failure of the 
linseed crop in Argentine and the cotton seed crop in Egypt, 
already referred to, forced an interest in the possibilities 
of the oil and meal in the United States. Soap and paint 
manufacturers forced to fi nd new oils, if their production 
was not to be curtailed and if the consumer was not to 
pay exorbitant prices, had their research chemists conduct 
extensive experiments with soy bean oil. The results of the 
experiments were so successful that they soon led to large 
importations of the oil from Asiatic countries and Europe. 
The fi rst extensive work in the United States with soy bean 
as an oil seed was done in 1910 by an oil mill on the Pacifi c 
coast. The beans containing from 15 per cent to 19 per cent 
oil were imported from Manchuria.
 “The cotton-oil mills of the South entered upon 
extensive work with American grown soy beans in the 
latter part of 1915. Several cotton-oil mills after making 
preliminary tests, entered upon an extensive production 
of oil and meal, crushing about 100,000 bushels the fi rst 
season. The extensive area over which the soy bean can be 
profi tably grown, the large yield of seed, the ease of growing 
and harvesting the crop, the value of the beans for both 
human and animal food, and the increasing demand for the 
oil gives the soy bean great importance and assures its great 
agricultural development in America.
 “The average amount of soy oil imported yearly from 
the years 1913 to 1924 is 107,530,167 pounds with a value of 
$10,260,770 with a maximum yearly amount of 336,999,646 
pounds valued at $32,834,034 imported in 1918. This large 
importation of oil indicates a ready market.
 “The latest bulletin of the Department of Agriculture on 
the subject of soy beans lists more than 50 different uses for 
bean products. In the Orient soy beans are grown primarily 
for seed. This is largely used for human food and for the 
manufacture of numerous food products, Much, however, is 
crushed for oil. The resulting cake or meal is utilized as feed 
and as fertilizer. Unlike most other legumes, the soy bean 
is rich in oil [sic] which makes it one of the most important 
sources of vegetable oil. For the immediate future, it is likely 
that increased culture in the United States will be largely for 
oil and meal, although its use as forage will also doubtless 
continue to increase.
 “Soy bean oil is one of the most important commercial 
products of the seed. In the Orient the oil is used largely for 
food and in the manufacture of foodstuffs, paints, waterproof 
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goods, soaps, printing inks, and for lubricating and lighting.
 “Soy bean oil is produced today in three different ways:
 “1. By the old method of grinding, heating, and pressing 
by hydraulic pressure–the residue being left in the form of 
cake, known as Soy Bean Oil Cake. The temperature of the 
meal as it leaves the heaters varies considerably in practice.
 “2. By the Extraction Process wherein the ground seed 
is leached with light petroleum naptha [naphtha], which 
dissolves the oil, leaving a meal containing less than 4 per 
cent oil. The naphtha extract is distilled, the naptha recovered 
and used over again, and the soy bean oil obtained as a 
residue from this distillation.
 “3. By the Anderson Expeller Mill, in which the meal 
is heated only slightly and is forced by a screw through a 
conical grating–the oil coming through the grating, and the 
meal coming out at the end of the expeller. The advantages of 
the Expeller over the Hydraulic Press are principally that the 
Expeller is continuous in operation, eliminates the necessity 
of cooking the soy beans, obtains as great a per cent and in 
most cases a higher percentage of oil from the material. The 
continuous feature of the process eliminates to a large extent 
the labor problem in an oil mill and, furthermore enables 
the operator to obtain a more uniform result. The meal made 
from soy beans in the oil expeller is used for stock food and 
is also ground into fl our for culinary purposes.
 “Although the extraction process is used abroad it is 
used very little in this country. The process is not continuous 
and exceeding care must be taken to remove all the solvent 
from the cake or meal, otherwise this valuable product can 
be used only for fertilizer. The extraction method cannot be 
utilized when an edible oil is desired, as the solvent gives the 
oil an odor which cannot entirely be removed.” Continued. 
Address: Research Chemist, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 
Illinois.

1056. Cullison, W.V. 1924. The soy bean and commerce. Oil 
Miller 20(3):17-18, 20-22. Nov. Reprinted from The Staley 
Journal.
• Summary: Note: This is acknowledged as a reprint of an 
article by the same author with the same title fi rst published 
in the Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois) in Oct. 1924, p. 5-10. 
Address: Research Chemist, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, 
Illinois.

1057. Carpenter, Frank. 1924. The wonder that is China. Los 
Angeles Times. Dec. 7. p. J11.
• Summary: One long section is titled “The romance of the 
bean.” “The Chinese soya bean is one of the romances of 
modern commerce. For centuries, the Chinese have grown 
this bean for domestic use, without the Western world 
being aware of its great value. “Now it ranks second among 
China’s exports, and in one year $28,000,000 worth went to 
Seattle [Washington] alone. Americans use the bean largely 
for its oil, which goes into margarines and salad dressings, 

as well as into non-food items such as soaps, paint oils and 
linoleum. Each year the total export of the soya bean from 
China [incl. Manchuria] is worth $100 million, and this 
amount could be increased enormously.

1058. Denison, C.A. 1924. Re: Use of combine to harvest 
soybeans. Letter to Mr. W.J. Morse, c/o Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, DC, Dec. 19. 2 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “In talking with Mr. John Smith at Tolono, 
Champaign County, Illinois, regarding the culture and 
harvesting of soy beans, he referred to you as being 
interested in the subject and would, no doubt, be in position 
to supply us with some information.
 “Our recollection is that Mr. Smith spoke of telling you 
about the Massey-Harris Combined Reaper-Thresher being 
operated successfully in harvesting soy beans on the farm of 
Garwood Bros., Stonington, Illinois, this year.
 “We enclose a descriptive folder of this machine [which 
is missing]. It cuts a swath of 12-ft. harvesting and threshing 
the beans with one operation. It is capable of handling 
about 25 acres per day and is operated with four men. One 
on the Tractor, one on the Reaper-Thresher and two men 
to haul the beans to the granary. This enables the farmer to 
handle the crop much more economical [sic] and speedily 
than heretofore and is looked upon as the solution of the 
harvesting and threshing of the soy bean crop.
 “Our fi gures at Stonington indicate that this crop can 
be harvested and threshed and placed in the granary for an 
actual current expense of about 5 cents per bushel and taking 
into consideration the over-head expense of depreciation, a 
total of about 8 cents per bushel, whereas it has been costing 
the farmer from 25 to 30 cents per bushel.
 “It is also a saving of seed and we attach a copy of a 
testimonial letter from Garwood Bros. [which is included 
and cited separately; dated 17 Nov. 1924], indicating their 
satisfaction. Our opinion is that this will, within the next two 
or three years, become in general use throughout the soy 
bean growing locality, and will have a tendency to promote 
an increased acreage.
 “We now have a satisfactory machine for this work. It 
is our regular stock machine that has been built for years 
having been sold in the grain sections of South America, 
Australia and the Central West of this country.
 “For soy beans we supply additional sieves and reduce 
the speed. These are the only changes.
 “We are, in order to place the matter before the growers 
intelligently, interested in some information as to the amount 
of soy bean meal or cake and oil imported into this country 
and as to it’s [sic] general uses.
 “Mr. Smith suggested that you would, in his opinion, be 
interested to the extent of being able to furnish us with such 
information as we would require in endeavoring to place the 
matter before the growers in an intelligent way so that they 
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would realize the magnitude of the enterprise.
 “Any interest you might take in this will be appreciated 
and we thank you in advance. Yours truly.”
 Note: The letterhead shows that the company’s head 
offi ce and factory are at Batavia, New York.
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-1929. 
Box 87–Martin-Means. Folder–Massey Harris Harvester Co., 
Inc.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Manager, Massey-Harris 
Harvester Co., Inc., Branch Offi ce at St. Louis, Missouri.

1059. Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Shomubu, Chosaka, 
Chosa Shiryo (South Manchuria Railway Co., Survey 
Research Documents). 1924. Beikoku no daizu to 
mameabura [American soybeans and soy oil]. No. 29. 169 p. 
[30+ ref. Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1060. Mikhoilov, I.A.; Lilliestrom, T.L.; Skerst, A.G. 1924. 
North Manchuria and the Chinese Eastern Railway. Harbin, 
Manchuria, China: Chinese Eastern Railway Printing Offi ce 
(Economic Bureau). xvii + 454 p. Illust. Maps. No index. 30 
cm. Reprinted in 1982 by Garland Publishing Co.

• Summary: Partial contents: Preface. 1. North Manchuria. 
2. Economic structure. 3. Administrative division. 4. A brief 
history of the railway. 5. Agriculture. 6. The cereal trade. 
7. Horses and cattle... 14. The [soy] bean oil industry... 
16. Outline of the evolution of trade in North Manchuria. 
17. Present status of the foreign trade. 18. The interior 
trade. 19. The currency system. 20. Credit. 21. Ways of 
communication. 22. The Chinese Eastern Railway.
 Chapter 5: “Beans [soy], kaoliang and corn are usually 
sown by hand, the seeds being planted at certain intervals 
along the ridges.” Beans are harvested at the beginning of 
September (p. 53).
 In the section on “Field crops” is a long subsection 
which begins: “Beans: Soya beans unquestionably hold the 
foremost position among all the fi eld crops” (p. 54-55).
 A table (p. 63) shows the distribution of wheat, 
soybeans, and other crops in the seven regions of North 
Manchuria. The area of soybeans (in 1,000 acres) is as 
follows: Tsitsihar (165), Anta (1,230), Harbin (635), Lower 
Sungari (460), Potune (440), Southern (1,030), and Eastern 
(360). On average, 24.7% of the total area in each region is 
planted to soybeans. The total soybean area is 4.32 million 
acres.
 Chapter 6: “Beans [soy] have been cultivated in North 
Manchuria for a long time, but the entire production of 
beans was formerly consumed locally. It was only after 
beancakes, in the middle of the 19th century, came into use 
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for fertilizing purposes that beans found a wide market.”
 In the 1870s, the export of soybeans from all of 
Manchuria (South and North), according to Chinese customs 
fi gures, was limited to a yearly average of 100,000 tons of 
beans, 65,000 tons of beancakes, and 1,000 tons of bean oil, 
at a total value of approximately 1,350,000 gold dollars. 
After the Sino-Japanese War (in 1895), “beans and beancakes 
penetrated into Japan, and after the Russo-Japanese War 
(1904-1905), when the work of the Chinese Eastern Railway 
was already under way, these products found even more 
distant markets.
 “The European war [1914-1918] served as a new 
impetus to the growth of the production of beans and 
the bean oil industry; the demand for bean oil became 
particularly strong” (p. 75).
 Another section on [soy] beans (p. 111-14) discusses 
their important role as a export crop.
 [Soy] beans and their changing price are also discussed 
in the sections on “Wheat” and on “Kaoliang” in Chapter 6 
on pages 117-22.

 In Chapter 22, the section titled “General development 
of the country” states (p. 408-09): “With the above in view 
three agricultural experimental farms were opened:
 “1. At Harbin, in the neighborhood of Old Harbin, with a 
total area of 220 acres;
 “2. At Echo station, with a total area of 270 acres,...
 “In 1923 the cultivated area of these fi elds amounted to 
177 acres at the Harbin farm, 208 acres at Anta and 143 acres 
at Echo station.
 “Many hundreds of agricultural plants are being 
experimented with, such as: wheat, [soy] beans, rice, Indian 
corn (maize), fl ax and others with a view to selecting the best 
varieties.
 “Special attention is given to the developing of beans 
yielding a maximum of oil, with a short growing period,...”
 Note 1. The Echo Station, which was located near the 
Muktan Kiang valley in Manchuria, is also mentioned on 
other pages: The upper course of the Mutanchiang River 
fl ows from the city of Ninguta to its confl uence with the 
Chinese Eastern Railway (C.E.R.) at station Echo (p. 384). 
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A photo shows the apiary of the C.E.R. at Echo (p. 427). 
A photo shows the railway bridge over the river “at station 
Echo” (p. 433). A summer resort has been arranged on the 
C.E.R. at Echo (p. 434).
 Note 2. There are many pages of large ads at the front 
and rear of this book. There are also some useful maps: A 
general map faces p. 8, an economic map faces p. 16, and an 
agricultural map faces p. 80. Address: Harbin, China.

1061. Minami Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka. 
[South Manchuria Railway Co., Industrial Div. Bureau of 
Agriculture]. 1924. Daizu no kakô [Soybean processing]. 
Dairen, Manchuria: SMRC. 777 p. 30 cm. (Sangyo Shiryo 
21). [250 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Minami 
Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka. This important, 
major work was written by Yoshitane Satô. Contents: Photos 
(on unnumbered pages at the front of the book) show 16 
scenes of soybean transportation, storage, and processing 
in Manchuria, as follows: (1) Mule drivers whipping mules 
trying to pull carts loaded with large sacks of soybeans 

over muddy roads. (2) Cylindrical osier storage bins for 
soybeans. (3) Row upon row of sacks of soybeans piled 
high in storage near docks. (4) Soy sauce being made in a 
courtyard; each earthenware jar is covered with a woven 
conical lid. (5) The inside of a huge and modern soy sauce 
plant. (6) Wooden kegs and glass bottles of Yamasa shoyu. 
(7) Soy sprouts (daizu moyashi) growing in round woven 
baskets. (8-11) Soy oil being pressed using vertical screw 
presses [as an alternative to hydraulic presses]–four views. 
(12) Boilers used in a soybean mill. (13) A wooden barrel 
of soybean oil being sealed. (14) Soy oil packaged in many 
small containers, each surrounded by a wicker basket. (15) 
Round soybean cakes stacked high on railway fl atcars. (16) 
The inside of a modern soy oil factory.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term daizu moyashi to refer to 
soy sprouts.
 Contents: 1. Current status of soybean production 
and consumption: A. Production: Overview (p. 2), Japan 
(p. 4), Korea (p. 12), Manchuria (p. 16), China (except 3 
eastern provinces, but including Eastern Inner Mongolia, 
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p. 31), USA (p. 34), British colonies (p. 37), European 
countries (p. 40). B. Consumption: Japan (p. 41), Korea (p. 
52), Manchuria (p. 57), China (p. 59), Dutch East Indies 
(Indonesia, p. 60), USA (p. 61), European countries (p. 63).
 2. Characteristics of soybeans: A. From a physical 
sciences viewpoint (p. 67): Structure (overview, cotyledons, 
hypocotyl, seed coat), contents of each system (p. 70), 
appearance (p. 73; color, gloss, shape, size, hilum (fusuma) 
color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of seed to seed coat). 
B. From chemical viewpoint (p. 82): General composition, 
structure of each component (p. 109; protein, oil, 
carbohydrate, ash/minerals, vitamins). C. Appearance and 
relationship between oil and protein content (p. 126): Oil and 
protein color related to color, glossiness, shape, size, hilum 
color, young plumule leaf color. D. Evaluating soybean 
quality (p. 140): Overview, key points (sizes, shapes, colors, 
glossiness, hilum color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of 
seed coat to seed, dryness of seed, volume, weight, smell, 
mixing of different varieties, ratio of imperfect seeds, 
amount of other types of seeds), collection of materials for 
testing, testing and evaluating commercial soybeans.
 3. Soybean usage and processing (p. 175). A. One 
view of main usage of soybeans. B. Nutritional value of 
soybeans as food (p. 183): Nutritional value of soy protein. 
C. Processed soyfoods (p. 208): Soy sprouts (p. 208), natto 
(itohiki nattô, p. 212, Hamanatto, p. 224), types of tofu 
(regular tofu [nama-dôfu, p. 226], kori-dofu or koya-dofu, p. 
240, aburaage, p. 245, tofu curds [tofu nô, p. 247], hard tofu 
[tofu-kan, p. 247], fragrant hard tofu [kô-kan, p. 248], senchô 
tofu, p. 249, fermented tofu [nyûfu or funyû, p. 249]), tofu-p’i 
or yuba (p. 256), soymilk and artifi cial cow’s milk, p. 259, 
soybean fl our raw, or roasted (kinako, p. 263), shoyu (p. 266; 
overview of miso and shoyu, Japanese traditional regular 
shoyu, p. 267, Japanese traditional special shoyu and tamari, 
p. 269, Chinese soy sauce, p. 272, recent shoyu research 
and development, p. 274), miso (p. 280; Japanese traditional 
regular miso, Japanese traditional special and processed 
miso, p. 282, Chinese miso, recent miso research and 
development, p, 285). D. Soybeans as feed or fodder (p. 287; 
green soybeans as feed, p. 290): Fresh forage, dried forage or 
hay. E. Soybeans as manure or fertilizer (hiryô, p. 297; in the 
Kaijô area of Manchuria, have been roasted and steamed, and 
mixed with compost, and used for green manure (ryokuhi) or 
soybean cake (daizu kasu). This method has also been used 
in the northeastern provinces (Tohoku Chiho) of Japan in rice 
fi elds). F. Soybeans as oilseeds (p. 302). G. Use of soybean 
protein in industrial products (p. 304).
 4. The soy oil extraction industry (p. 305): A. Methods 
of removing the oil (origins, traditional methods, hydraulic 
pressing, extraction method, p. 340). B. Advantages and 
disadvantages of each method (p. 348). C. The soy oil 
industry in Manchuria (p. 357): History of development, 
important places for soy oil on the Manchurian Railway, 
economic condition of the Manchurian oil industry (p. 420), 

oil extraction in Japan (history, p. 437, commercial factories, 
p. 442, development of these factories, p. 451).
 5. Soybean meal or cake and its composition (p. 464). A. 
The varieties of soybean meal or cake and the composition 
of each. B. Evaluation of quality (p. 473). C. Soybean meal 
or cake as a fodder (p. 478): Feeding value and digestibility, 
incorrectness of the theory that there are bad effects from 
feeding soybean meal or cake (p. 479). D. Soybean meal or 
cake as a fertilizer (p. 490). E. Soybean meal or cake as food 
(p. 504): Use as a raw material for shoyu production (p. 506), 
use to make soy fl our (p. 509). F. Soybean meal or cake as a 
source of protein in industrial products.
 6. Soy oil and its processing (p. 526). A. Characteristics 
of soy oil: Composition, physical characteristics (p. 535), 
chemical characteristics, testing and evaluating soy oil (p. 
564), the quality of commercial soy oil products (p. 577). B. 
Refi ning soy oil (p. 587). C. The use and processing of soy 
oil (p. 631): Overview, refi ned soy oil as a food, substitute 
for salad oil, or for deep-frying oil, as an illuminant, as 
a cutting oil, lard substitute, margarine, in paints, soap, 
hardened oil, for waterproofi ng, substitute for petroleum oil, 
glycerin, fatty acids, stearine.
 7. Exports and imports of soybeans, soybean meal or 
cake, and soy oil (p. 708). A. Manchuria. B. Manchurian 
exports. C. China. D. Japan. E. Korea. Appendix: 
Bibliography of soybeans (Japanese-, German, and English-
language works; p. 748). List of photos.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions fermented tofu, which it calls 
nyûfu or funyû.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Feb. 2012) that uses the term itohiki nattô to refer to 
natto. Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1062. Review of the Oil and Fat Markets. 1925-1938. Serial/
periodical. Faure, Blattman & Co., Holland House (Ground 
Floor), Bury St., London E.C. 3, England. Published 
annually (except 1936) in January for the preceding year. 
106-116 pages.
• Summary: The cover of the Jan. 1925 issue states that 
Faure, Blattman & Co. is owned by Henry H.M. Faure and 
Richard T. Blattman. Telegrams: Faurecom, Ald, London. 
Cables: Faurecom, London. Telephones: Avenue 8626 (4 
lines) or 3893.
 In Review of the Oil and Fat Markets 1924 (Published 
Jan. 1925), for example, the information on soy is in the 
section titled “Linseed, linseed oil, cottonseed, cottonseed 
oil, soya beans, soya bean oil and olive oil (p. 83-105). 
Within that section, soy is on pages 101-04. Statistics are 
presented for average monthly price of soya bean oil (at 
Hull, in the United Kingdom, from Jan. 1910), monthly and 
annual imports of soya beans into the UK (from Jan. 1913), 
into Germany (from May 1921), into Holland (from 1921), 
and into Denmark (from 1924). Monthly exports of soya 
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bean oil from the UK (from Jan. 1913), annual imports of 
soya bean oil into the USA (from 1915), monthly imports 
of soya bean oil into the USA (from Jan. 1921) and into 
Germany (from May 1921), annual imports of soya bean 
oil into France (from 1919), and into Holland (from 1920), 
shipments of soya beans and soya bean oil from Manchuria 
(from 1923, including total shipments and amount shipped to 
Europe). And a 1-page review of the past year for soya beans 
and soya bean oil. A graph (Jan. 1910 to Dec. 1914) of spot 
prices of soya bean oil at Hull, England, shows that they rose 
to a peak of 32 shillings per cwt [1 cwt = hundredweight = 
112 pounds] in about Jan. 1911, then steadily declined, to 
about 25 shillings in Dec. 1914. From Jan. 1910 until late 
1912 the price of linseed oil was higher (often much higher) 
than that of soy oil. Then from 1922 to 1925 prices of both 
generally rose.
 Earlier reports 1918-1922, containing similar material, 
may be found in Thornett & Fehr. Review of Oil and Fat 
Markets, 1918/19, 1920/21, and 1922. 3 volumes [London, 
England]. At DNAL 307 T39. Address: London, England.

1063. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1925. Production of oil materials. 
10(14):360-95. April 6.
• Summary: This is a look at world production and trade. 
“Manchuria is by far the most important soybean producing 
region for which an estimate is available. An unoffi cial 
estimate for that part of China places the 1924 crop about 
equal to or slightly greater than the 1923 harvest.”
 “The most important oil imports are linseed and soybean 
from the United Kingdom and China respectively.”

1064. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1925. Foreign crops and 
markets: United States trade in fats and oils. 3(15):240. April 
11.
• Summary: “An outstanding decrease occurred in 
the imports of soy-bean oil. This oil, though perfectly 
wholesome as an edible product, is largely used as a 
substitute for linseed oil in the paint industry. The domestic 
production of soy beans is growing in importance, having 
increased from 5,832,000 bushels in 1922 to 9,567,000 
bushels in 1924.”
 “Palm oil, obtained from the fl eshy part of the palm 
fruit, is used chiefl y in the manufacture of soaps and in the 
tin-plate industry.” Address: Washington, DC.

1065. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1925. Foreign crops and 
markets: British oilseed, oil, and fat trade. 3(15):240. April 
11.
• Summary: “That the vegetable oil crushing industry of the 
United Kingdom has experienced a marked development 
since 1913 is evidenced by the increase in British imports 
of seeds, nuts, and kernels for crushing purposes. The oil 
crushed from such imports during 1924 amounts to 603,000 

short tons as compared with 434,000 tons in 1913. The 
principal items in the British import trade in seeds, nuts, and 
kernels are linseed from Argentina, palm kernels from West 
Africa, cottonseed from Egypt, and copra from the Straits 
Settlements and the Dutch East Indies.”
 “In addition to its imports of seeds, nuts, and kernels, 
the United Kingdom imports large quantities of refi ned and 
unrefi ned oil. Palm oil from Nigeria is the most important 
of such imports. Other oils imported in important quantities 
are soya-bean oil from Japan, coconut oil from Ceylon and 
the Netherlands, and cottonseed oil from Egypt.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

1066. Ito, Taro. 1925. The soya bean in Manchuria. Far 
Eastern Review (Shanghai) 21:236-37. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Production and trade of soya beans 
in Manchuria. Statistics on soya beans carried by the South 
Manchuria Railway (SMR), and export tonnage. Mixed 
storage system now in operation on railroads; adopted in 
1919. Examination and grading of soya beans by examiners 
appointed by the SMR. Details of grading. Method of 
packing and storing; projected elevator system.
 China now produces about 80% of the world’s soya 
beans, and 70% of China’s output is grown in Manchuria. 
Manchuria is therefore the world’s leading producer of 
soya beans, with annual production estimated at 3,500,000 
kilolitres. Note: 1 kilolitre = 1,000 litres.
 In 1923 the South Manchuria Railway (SMR) carried 
2,000,000 metric tons of soya beans. “Of this tonnage, 
400,000 tons were exported to Japan, 150,000 tons to China 
proper, 80,000 tons to the South Sea Islands and Australia 
and 1,000 tons to America, chiefl y to the port of Seattle 
[Washington] in the Pacifi c area, and 120,000 tons to Europe 
and Africa.” These exports, which total 751,000 tons, amount 
to about 37% of the soya beans carried by the SMR; they 
were shipped by steamers from Dairen, the southern terminal 
of the railroad.
 But what happened to the remaining 63%, or 1,250,000 
metric tons carried? “They were consumed in oil factories 
called by the Manchurians Yu-Fang, factories which fl ourish 
in Dairen and Yingkou for the manufacture of oil and cakes.” 
In 1923 about 140,000 metric tons of [soya bean] oil and 
1,300,000 tons of bean cake were exported. The oil went 
mainly to Europe and America, and the cake to Japan for use 
as fertilizer.
 The examination and grading of soya beans “is 
ordinarily carried on in the railroad yards by drawing a 
certain number of samples from one consignment which 
comprises 350 bags, each bag weighing not less than about 
85.2 kg. (142 kins). The method now in use is practical, 
based upon the appearance of the beans to the naked eye 
and their moisture content as estimated by chewing between 
the teeth. The authorities have under consideration the 
introduction of a more scientifi c method by which all the 
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complaints arising from the examination and grading will be 
eliminated.
 “The standards are fi xed at a certain time of the 
year annually by experts in agriculture at the agricultural 
experimental station of the company, who collect beans from 
different parts of Manchuria and take into consideration 
many conditions necessary to the standardization. The 
standards now in operation have three grades, A.B.C. Beans 
which come below C are not to be accepted as freight under 
the mixed storage system... Bags used as containers of soya 
beans are gunny-bags, mostly imported from India–needless 
to say, some are imported from Japan. The annual import 
reaches 20 million bags on the average, comprising, of 
course, old ones as well as new.
 “The bags in which beans are packed are examined and 
graded together with the beans. The standards thereof are 
also three.”
 The SMR’s “mixed storage system” has resulted in 
improvement of quality and facilitated the sale of beans.
 Photos show: (1) South Manchuria Railway’s 
experimental bean mill. (2) Mukden railway station. (3) 
Acres of bean cake stored in the open on Dairen wharves. (4) 
Small part of Dairen wharves showing warehouses and open 
storage. Address: Manchuria Railways Co., Manchuria.

1067. Brown, B.A.; Slate, W.L., Jr. 1925. Soy beans in 
Connecticut. Connecticut (Storrs) Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Bulletin No. 129. p. 255-87. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “There is a good demand for the oil [of the 
soybean] in the manufacture of soap, cooking fats, and paint. 
Large quantities of soy beans have been imported from the 
orient for oil extraction and in some of the Southern states, 
notably North Carolina, the acreage planted has increased 
rapidly during the last few years. As a forage crop, the soy 
bean is gaining each year in popularity, especially in the corn 
belt, where it is widely planted in corn for hogging down, 
and alone as a hay or seed crop. Complete statistics are not 
available, but the following data give some indication of the 
situation. In 1917, the estimated acreage of the United States 
was 154,000, and by 1921 had increased to 186,000 acres. 
This refers only to that portion of the crop threshed. No 
statistics are available on production for forage purposes, but 
all estimates indicate a rapid increase.
 “In Connecticut the crop has not as yet attained any 
great importance. There are no statistics on acreage, and 
conditions have not recently been favorable for any increase 
in their popularity. The seed of adapted varieties has been 
high in price and labor very scarce. Also there is a lack of 
general information regarding the crop and it is the purpose 
of this bulletin to supply such information and to present the 
results of experiments at this Station.”
 Points out the place of soybeans in Connecticut 
agriculture, their uses for hay, silage, soiling, seed, pasture 
and as a green manure, and briefl y discusses harvesting. 

Tables show the results of tests from 1914-1920 using 
many varieties to produce green forage. Address: 1. Asst. 
Agronomist; 2. Agronomist, Director of the Agric. Exp. 
Station. Both: Agric. Exp. Station, Storrs, Connecticut.

1068. Horvath, A.A. 1925. Soybean oil as soap making 
material. J. of the Association of Chinese and American 
Engineers 6(7):65-69. July.
• Summary: “We differentiate between hard soaps (soda 
soaps) and soft soaps (potash soaps) according as to whether 
the base used for the saturation of the fatty acids be soda or 
potash.” The vegetable drying oils and semi-drying oils are 
best for making soft soaps. Solid fats are used mainly for 
making hard soaps.
 “In the manufacture of soft soap, soybean oil serves 
as an almost complete substitute for linseed oil. In the 
manufacture of hard soaps it can replace cotton seed oil to 
some extent only, as the soap is softer than one made from 
cotton seed oil.”
 “Most of the soybean oil which is exported from China 
to Europe, in particular to Great Britain, is now being 
imported again into the Orient in the form of soap. Lever 
Bros. (Port Sunlight) started in early years to use soybean 
oil, and the well known Sunlight soap contains a certain per 
cent of saponifi ed soybean oil.” This shows how backward 
the soap industries are in the Orient. “At the Lever Bros. 
soap factory at Amagasaki (Japan), soybean cake is crushed 
into powder, and the oil contained therein is extracted by 
means of benzine, using the oil so extracted as soap-making 
material. This soap is available on the market also as 
Sunlight soap and is of high quality.”
 Methods of making the various soaps from soybean oil 
and their characteristics are described. Note 1. This is the 
earliest document seen (Jan. 2001) that mentions Sunlight 
soap.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2011) 
by or about Dr. A.A. Horvath in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Peking Union Medical College.

1069. Bradley, I.C. 1925. Domestic production of soybean 
oil and soybean oil meal. Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Association 1:65-69. Sixth annual fi eld meeting. 
Held 1-3 Sept. at Washington, DC.
• Summary: Imports of soybean oil started to increase 
rapidly in 1913. Because of the rising demand for linseed 
oil, the Educational Bureau of the Paint Manufacturing 
Association of the United States several years ago undertook 
a campaign to investigate and experiment with oils suitable 
to replace linseed oil to some extent at least. Soybean oil, 
a semi-drying oil, was one of the oils investigated and the 
fact that it could be readily imported in quantity was a great 
factor in its selection.
 “Up to the present time, by far the greatest volume of 
beans that have found their way to the mill have been of 
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inferior grade, such as were not fi t for seed purposes. This is 
as it should be.”
 “There are two types of soybean oil manufacturing. 
The old process, and in many respects the most satisfactory 
method is by expression, either with the use of hydraulic 
press or expeller, which is really an automatic press. The 
second method is by extracting the oil with some volatile 
such as benzine or benzol. This last method is perhaps more 
economical, but if it is to be used for feed, extreme care must 
be exercised in removing all the solvent from the oil and the 
meal, especially from the meal.”
 “The processing of the beans before they reach the 
press is of the greatest importance in the manufacturing. It 
has never been diffi cult to produce a high grade oil at the 
expense of meal, or a high grade meal at the expense of oil, 
but to produce both products of a high grade and these two 
economically has occasioned no small amount of study, work 
and expense, and there are still improvements to be made.”
 “Soybean meal is perhaps one of the most valuable high 
protein concentrates for use in rations for stock feeding... 
Very little attention was given to this product before the 
domestic production of soybean oil meal. Comparatively 
small amounts had been imported, most of which were used 
on the Western Coast...”
 Note: This is the earliest publication seen (Sept. 2020) 
by soybean processing pioneer I.C. Bradley, yet it does not 
mention Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing Co. or Funk 
Bros. Seed Co. Address: Bloomington, Illinois.

1070. Bulletin Agricole de l’Algerie-Tunisie-Maroc. 1925. 
Reprise des importations de Soja en Europe [Revival of 
imports of soybeans to Europe]. 31(9):207. 2nd Series. [Fre]
• Summary: The fi rst soybeans were imported to Europe 
in 1908, from Manchuria. In 1909 imports to Europe were 
442,000 tonnes of soybeans and 3,000 tonnes of soy oil. In 
1910 soybean imports reached a peak of 450,000 tonnes. 
Then, with some fl uctuations, they diminished during the 
war, and in 1917 totaled only 22,000 tonnes. The year 1919 
marked the revival of imports with 228,000 tonnes. Finally, 
in 1924, the “Universal Company of the Maritime Suez 
Canal” was able to register / record shipments of 550,000 
tonnes of soybeans and 112,000 tonnes of soy oil (according 
to Bulletin decadaire de la Compagnie Universelle du Canal 
maritime de Suez, 25 Jan. 1925).
 In Europe the oil is used as an industrial oil (in soaps, 
candles [bougies], and paints) and research is being 
conducted on the use of the cake for feeding milk cows and 
fattening pigs.
 The soybean does very well in Algeria, where a number 
of varieties have been introduced during the past 30 years. 
The soybean serves as an excellent forage for dairy cows and 
the seeds cause pigs to fatten rapidly.

1071. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1925. The Dairen 

bean oil industry. 21:666-67. Oct.
• Summary: “The fi rst oil mill in Dairen, Shwang Ho Chan, 
located in the Chinese quarter, or Shikangtze Section, was 
started in 1906. This was followed by Chung Sheng Ho and 
Nisshin on the Wharves in the ensuing year, Nisshin being 
a Japanese concern with a capital of ¥3,750,000. In 1908, 
Chang Pen-ching a leading shipping merchant of Manchuria, 
started the Chingkee Mill. In the same year the South 
Manchuria Railway Company fi xed the same freight rates for 
goods from any part of Manchuria to Dairen, Newchwang 
and Antung, with the object of making Dairen the trade 
center. Since then, oil mills in Dairen have grown in number, 
and Dairen has become the center for the distribution of 
beans and the center of export for beancakes and bean oil.
 “A shortage of mill hands was felt when the industry 
started to develop, and the competition for men led to the 
organisation of the Dairen Oil Mill-Owners Association, in 
1912 so as (1) to prohibit such competition, (2) to restrict the 
mill output, and (3) to limit the number of mills. Japanese 
authorities in Dairen rendered support to the Association 
in not granting any land for new oil mills without` the 
Association’s concurrence. Restriction in output was 
enforced for a certain period of time, but the enforcement 
was not easily maintained. At present, any member of the 
Association can freely increase the output of his mill to 
any extent to suit his own requirements. Originally, the 
Association aimed at all possible means of developing the 
industry and protecting the mutual benefi t of its members; 
but now, it is functioning merely to facilitate transportation 
and to conduct negotiations with other bodies. Since June, 
1923 all mills, except seven, have joined the Association.
 “Among the seven non-members, only the Dairen Oil 
Mill Co. and the Jih Hwa are operating regularly, while 
the other fi ve operate only at irregular intervals... Of the 
84 mills, only 60 are operating, 58 by Chinese and 11 by 
Japanese, 15 having been suspended. The industry thrived 
during the World War [I], but has somewhat declined during 
later years.”
 “Oil is obtained by extraction with benzene, the most 
up-to-date method, only in the Susuki [Suzuki] mill. The 
other 32 mills, chiefl y Japanese owned, employ hydraulic 
pressure machines, while 51 Chinese mills employ hand 
screw presses.
 “Oil mills in Manchuria operating on a small scale 
date back nearly half a century, their output being suffi cient 
only for local consumption. Modern mills appeared 
in Newchwang after the Sino-Japanese War in 1894. 
Newchwang was the center of the bean oil industry in 
Manchuria before the rise of Dairen. Mills in Newchwang 
have again increased during recent years, owing to the 
limitation of their number in Dairen. Two other important 
bean oil centers next to Dairen are Putung and Harbin.”
 Photos show: (1) “A busy day at the Bean Wharf at 
Dairen.” (2) A front view of Nisshin Oil Mill, Dairen. (3) 
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Interior of the Nisshin Oil Mill, Dairen. (4) The fi lter presses.

1072. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1925. Imports [at 
Bombay harbour]. Nov. 24. p. 6.
• Summary: “S.S. Toyooka Maru [Toyôka Maru] from 
Yokohama [Japan], Agents: New York Kaisha.
 “From Osaka.–15 cases shell buttons;... 100 casks red 
lead; 20 casks Japanese soy [sauce]; 18 cases cotton hosiery 
under shirts...”

1073. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey 
(Continued–Document part II). New York, NY: R.M. 
McBride & Co. xvii + 401 p. Plus 62 plates on unnumbered 
leaves. Illust. Maps (many, 1 folded, p. 10). 24 cm.
• Summary: Continued (p. 161): “The South Manchuria 
Railway experts placed the production of soya beans in 1915 
at 108,782,216 bushels, valued at 306,765,849 yen. Crop 
conditions were bad in 1923. And so far they are not any 
better in 1924. The crop estimate for 1924 is placed at not 
much more than 84,385,000 bushels.
 “Soya beans ascended to their present pinnacle of 
fame through three distinct channels: First as food both for 
humans and for domestic animals; second, as fertilizer; and 
third as raw material for various industrial purposes. The 
remarkable thing about it all is the number of its incarnations 
as food articles. As soy sauce it is beloved by all the culinary 
artists of the Middle Kingdom and of the East generally, as 
well as by innumerable patrons of chop-suey palaces in the 
United States. It is eaten daily by hundreds of millions of 
Orientals as bean curd [tofu]; boiled, baked, roasted beans 
are also prized by them. It makes a good soup, it turns into 
innumerable forms of breakfast foods, and French artists 
take pride in using it as coffee substitute. As vegetable milk, 
it takes to itself the forms of condensed as well as fresh 
milk; and it turns into confections and casein, and into fresh, 
dried, smoked, fermented cheese. Moreover, green beans 
are everywhere used as a green vegetable, as salads, and as 
canned vegetable. Bean meal masquerades under many a 
form of fashionable breakfast and infant food. It also takes 
on the form of crackers and macaroni. Bean fl our makes 
excellent bread, cakes, muffi ns, biscuits. German millers 
are reported to have found that, mixed with wheat fl our, 
bean fl our adds a great deal to the food value of bread and 
biscuit. This comes from the great proportion of albuminoids 
[protein] found in the soya bean. It also adds a certain 
pleasant and appetizing fl avor to bread and biscuit.
 “It is in the form of oil that soya beans are conquering 
a large and ever-expanding fi eld in the modern industrial 
world. Bean oil is used in the manufacture of glycerine, 
explosives, enamels, varnish, butter substitutes, lard 
substitutes, edible oils, salad oils; on waterproof goods, 
linoleums; as paints; for both soft and hard soap stock; for 
celluloids, rubber substitutes, printing inks, and lighting 
and lubricating oils. For usefulness in the industrial fi eld, 

soya beans outrank all the other agricultural products of 
Manchuria. In this fi eld, they promise to do for Manchuria 
what raw silk has done for Japan.
 “In South Manchuria there are no less than 200 milling 
concerns extracting oil from beans. The mills vary from 
hand presses to the gigantic steam and electric presses at 
Dairen which are the last word in up-to-date mechanical 
equipment. In 1915 a method of extracting bean oil by 
chemical processes was tested and perfected by the technical 
experts of the South Manchuria Railway. Following their 
time-honored plan, the company turned the plant and process 
over to a private company that it might be worked by an 
independent concern on a purely commercial basis. Suzuki 
Bean Mill at Dairen is the result. It is one of the striking 
landmarks of the great port.
 “Admittedly, the Japanese are the champion bean-eaters 
of the world. The standard Japanese breakfast begins with 
a soup made of a bean preparation called miso. Where the 
American uses his salt-shakers, we Japanese use tiny blue 
china pots fi lled with soy sauce to season our food. Tofu is 
one of the most popular articles of food: it is a bean curd. 
There is not a Japanese meal which does not depend largely 
on the bean, whether it be breakfast, lunch, or dinner.
 “In the days following the Japanese-Chinese war when 
the victorious Manchurian Army of Japan came marching 
home, the taste for the soya beans of Manchuria followed it. 
The discovery that the Manchurian beans could be laid down 
at Nagasaki, Kobe and Tokyo at less than their production-
cost in Japan, opened up a brand-new chapter in the humble 
life of the Manchurian bean.
 “With all that, it was not exactly as a food staple that the 
soya bean achieved its sensational conquest over Nippon. 
Just about that time the price of fi sh manure in Japan had 
been climbing, as it has been ever since. The catch of 
herring along the Japan coast had been steadily declining. 
That caused scarcity of fi sh manure, while the rice fi elds 
of Japan had to have fertilizer. At this juncture some brave 
spirit among the timid farmers of Japan tried an adventure of 
fertilizing his paddy fi eld with bean-cake. The success was 
instantaneous.
 “There was a big noise made over the discovery. It 
was hailed everywhere as epochal. It was so impressive 
and so profound, in fact, that for a time the bean oil and the 
bean-cake changed their relative positions. Oil became a 
mere humble by-product, and the bean-cake the chief end 
of oil-mill industry. Japan found in soya beans the savior 
of her fast-failing rice fi elds. That must mean something to 
a people of 57,000,000 hungry mouths which can not get 
along without rice three times a day. In the United States and 
in Europe, it is in the form of oil that the Manchurian beans 
are making their way into their industries. The scarcity of 
cotton-seed oil has forced many a soap-maker to go gunning 
for some satisfactory substitute. Many of them have found it 
in the bean oil. In 1918, the United States took 90 per cent. 
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of the bean-oil export of Manchuria. While this tremendous 
proportion has not been maintained since then, America has 
been a chief customer for the bean oil. In examining the 
export fi gures at such ports as Dairen, one should always 
bear in mind that a very large portion of the beans shipped 
to Kobe, for example, is really meant for the United States. 
They pass through the oil mill at Kobe, and in the shape of 
bean oil they pass on to the United States.
 “This Manchurian bean, which came out of obscurity a 
couple of decades ago and in 1920 made up 74.2 per cent. 
of the total value of the exports of the port of Dairen, grows 
on a plant not quite three feet tall as a general thing, and 
in a pod a couple of inches long. It is a hardy citizen of the 
fi eld. It suffers very little from pests and is largely immune 
to all manner of plant diseases. It calls not for fertilizer, and 
it stands the rigor of Manchuria’s climate better than most 
plants. Mr. Keiji Adachi, an acknowledged authority, puts 
the different kinds and varieties of Manchurian beans at 
200 in number; but for practical commercial purposes, the 
soya beans are divided into three major groups according 
to the color of their skins: 1. Huangtou, or yellow bean; 2. 
Chingtou, or green bean; 3. Heitou, or Wutou, the black 
bean.
 “The yellow bean, which goes under the popular 
name of Chinyuan, or golden-round, is the name of the 
common beans in Manchuria to which belong such species 
as Fentien white eyebrow and great white eyebrow, black-
navel, four-grain-yellow, small-golden-yellow, and many 
others. Of them four-grain-yellow is now being more and 
more cultivated all over both South and North Manchuria. 
It contains a greater percentage of oil than any other kind, 
sometimes as high as 20 to 22 per cent.
 “The green bean is the same as the yellow in shape and 
size, only different in color. It is subdivided into two kinds: 
one with green skin and yellow meat; the other green both 
inside and out. It is largely cultivated south of Mukden and 
classed under such names as large-grain-green, four-grain-
green, pink-hair-green, iron-pod-green, and so on. It does not 
contain as much oil as the yellow bean and therefore is not as 
highly prized as the other.
 “The black bean is subdivided into three kinds: I. 
Tawutou, a large black bean which has black skin and green 
interior; 2. Hsiaowutou, or small black bean which is black 
outside and yellow inside; and 3. Pienwutou, or fl at black 
bean, which also has yellow meat. The black bean is used 
more for feed for domestic animals and for fertilizer, and 
also as vegetable food for men; while the yellow and green 
beans are used almost entirely for the extraction of oil.
 “The average yield of beans is about twenty-four to 
thirty bushels an acre, although some writers are making 
such extravagant claims as forty to seventy-fi ve bushels an 
acre.
 “The chemical analysis of the three beans according 
to the Dairen Central laboratory is as follows, stated in 

percentage:
 A table shows: The yellow bean contains 9.11% water, 
39.90% albuminoid (highest), and 17.59% fat (highest).
 The green bean contains 12.64% water, 36.47% 
albuminoid, and 16.23% fat.
 The black bean contains 10.74% water, 35.32% 
albuminoid (lowest), and 15.80% fat (lowest).
 Note: This comparison would have been more 
meaningful if the water content of each of the three types had 
been adjusted to be the same.
 Photos facing page 158 show: (1) “Third weeding of 
a soya-bean fi eld in Manchuria.” (2) “A mature soya-bean 
fi eld” (Continued). Address: Author.

1074. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey. 
The Liao River, Yingkou, and Newchwang (Continued–
Document part III). New York, NY: R.M. McBride & Co. 
xvii + 401 p. Plus 62 plates on unnumbered leaves. See p. 
240-45. Illust. Maps (many, 1 folded, p. 10). 24 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): Chapter 12, “Trade routes and 
transportation,” begins (p. 240-41): “We saw how the farmer 
immigrants from Shantung and from Chihli made their entry 
into Manchuria up along the valley of the Liao River from 
time out of mind. We have seen how these Chinese managed 
to smuggle themselves into the Land of Nucheng in spite of 
all the rigor of the exclusion policy of the Manchu Court at 
Peking since 1644.”
 This chapter then contains a long section titled “The 
Liao River: So the Liao became the fi rst great trade route of 
Manchuria on the west, and the Yalu followed it closely on 
the east.
 “The Liao is navigable up to Chengchiatun on the West 
Liao; and Chengchiatun, also called Liaoyuen, the present 
terminus of the Chengchiatun-Ssupingkai railway, is 536 
miles from the port of Yingkou and therefore 550 miles from 
the mouth of the river. The River Taitze and the Hunho, the 
two main branches of the Liao, are both navigable-140 miles 
on the Taitze and 143 on the Hun River. That is 833 miles of 
navigable distance on the Liao system. The Liao is not quite 
as admirable as all this sounds. It is shallow, so shallow that 
only native junks drawing not more than a couple of feet can 
make the distance. It freezes up tight for four months at least 
out of twelve.”
 “In the fi rst place, there was no other way open into 
the heart of southwestern Manchuria and Eastern Inner 
Mongolia but the Liao. And this state of things had prevailed 
for centuries upon centuries, from pre-historic times until the 
Russians came down and built the present South Manchuria 
Railway line to Port Arthur. There were no roads.”
 Pages 242-45: “This explains the reason why the Liao 
played such an important role in the development of the 
richest section of Manchuria. In 1899 the British Consul at 
Yingkou estimated the number of boats engaged in the Liao 
traffi c at 20,000. No amount of color or rhetoric can bring 
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out better the vital importance of the Liao as a trade artery 
than this single fi gure. The majority of these junks ranged 
from six to eighteen tons in their cargo capacity.
 “There were a number of larger two-masted boats, 
which the Chinese called pochuang, despatch boats, with the 
cargo-carrying capacity of forty tons. In the season of high 
water these two-masted junks went as far as sixty miles up 
the stream, but in other seasons they plied between Yingkou 
and Tiengtuantai, the distance of about twenty miles.
 “The Treaty of Tientsin of 1858 opened the port of 
Newchwang to foreign trade. In 1861 the British established 
a consulate at Yingkou under the name of ‘Newchwang 
Consulate.’ It was the only seaport opened to international 
trade in all Manchuria. From then on the Liao entered the 
period of its greatest glory and activity. The Yingkou of those 
days is described in a publication issued by the Maritime 
Customs of China [The Soya Bean of Manchuria, 1911, p. 
15] in the following glowing terms:
 “’River junks capable of carrying forty tons of grain, 
and drawing four feet, brought the beans down the Liao 
and loaded them into the great sea-going junks which, with 
cargoes of 100 tons and more, set sail for the coast ports 
of the southern provinces. The sugar plantations in the 
subtropical regions [of China] had for centuries drawn upon 
the northern bean cake for fertilizing, and beans were needed 
also for the southern mills where their oil was extracted and 
used as a substitute for ground-nut oil... In 1864 the import 
of beans from Newchwang to Swatow had risen to more 
than double that of four years previously... In 1861, the 
fi rst year in the port’s history, only thirty-four foreign ships 
visited Newchwang, but four years later 271–most of which 
were engaged in the pulse trade–entered and cleared. The 
diversion of the carrying trade from junks to the speedier 
sailing vessels or even steamers, under foreign fl ags, caused 
consternation among the owners of the native craft, and 
efforts were made to revive the prohibitory enactments; 
but without success, and in 1869 the prohibition till then in 
force against exportation [of pulse and bean cakes in British 
vessels] to foreign ports was withdrawn.’
 “In 1899 more than 550,700 tons of beans, bean cakes 
and bean oil were exported from the Port of Yingkou. But 
this amount was carried off in foreign-type vessels. In 
addition to this, in the same year and from the same port no 
less than 1,200 junks cleared laden with at least 72,000 tons 
of beans and other grains, of which beans amounted to at 
least 30,000. This would make 580,700 tons of beans and 
bean cakes and oil. Not a single ton of this amount came 
down to Yingkou by rail; practically all of it came down the 
Liao. Now compare this fi gure with the total exports of beans 
and bean cakes and oil out of the Port of Dairen in the year 
1908, and we shall begin to glimpse the meaning of what an 
astounding amount of Manchurian trade was coursing down 
the Great Liao. In 1908 Dairen exported 485,570 tons of 
beans, bean cake and bean oil. In other words, the amount of 

beans and their products which came down the Liao in 1899 
was bigger by nearly 100,000 tons than the export trade of 
the great port of Dairen in the same commodities, after more 
than ten years’ steady progress in both the production of 
beans and in the export of the pulse from Manchuria.
 “The beans, bean cakes, and bean oil which came down 
the Liao to be shipped out of the Port of Yingkou in 1899 
amounted in value to 16,685,792 Haikwan taels, or more 
than $12,555,000. The total exports of the port for the year 
were valued at more than 25,138,800 Haikwan taels, or more 
than $18,915,000. To put it in another way, the Manchurian 
bean and its products represented nearly two-thirds of the 
entire export value of Manchuria through Yingkou for that 
year.
 “But the Yingkou of to-day is not the Yingkou of the 
closing days of the Nineteenth Century. The great Port of 
Dairen has risen from forty-second to the rank of second 
among all the continental ports of China in these years. The 
South Manchuria Railway has taken away a large amount of 
the bean and grain shipments from the Liao. The building 
of the Ssupingkai-Chengchiatun line took a greater portion 
of the outward and inward trade of Eastern Inner Mongolia. 
The two-mile sandbar at the mouth of the Liao caused by the 
great fl ood of 1911 has added to the sorrows of Yingkou as 
a great port; and the advantage of Dairen being open all the 
year round has done much in enticing the ships away from 
Yingkou. The result of all this is but too painfully apparent 
in the decrease of both the junk and foreign-style tonnage 
entering and clearing at Yingkou. The 20,000 junks which 
fl oated upon the Liao in 1899 have gone their separate ways 
until there are less than 3,000 of them to-day. Nevertheless 
it takes the temerity of a sophomore to pronounce a funeral 
oration over the departing glories of the port of Yingkou. 
For in spite of all the unkindly blows from fate and from the 
hands of railway-builders, the tonnage fi gures of Yingkou for 
1922 show 153 ships of the total tonnage of 167,095 engaged 
in foreign trade, and 933 ships of the total tonnage of 
828,752 in coastal trade. Her total import, export, and coastal 
trade amounted in value to no less than 59,505,820 Hk. taels 
that year.”
 Next come sections on: The Yalu river. The port of 
Antung [just upstream from the mouth of the Yalu]. The 
Sungari [river, which fl ows through Harbin]. No canals in 
Manchuria. Railways. Address: Author.

1075. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey 
(Continued–Document part IV). New York, NY: R.M. 
McBride & Co. xvii + 401 p. Plus 62 plates on unnumbered 
leaves. Illust. Maps (many, 1 folded, p. 10). 24 cm.
• Summary: Continued: Chapter 13, “Trade and trade 
tendencies” states (p. 258-59): “There are also eight articles 
on the list of her exports which put all the rest in the shade. 
They are in their order of importance:
 “Bean cake 58,072,138 Haikwan taels
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 “Soya beans 36,164,538 Hk. taels
 “Kaoliang 23,664,024 Hk. taels
 “Bean oil 14,367,410 Hk. taels
 “Coal and coke 13,462,752 Hk. taels
 “Raw silk, wild (tussah) 11,242,321 Hk. taels
 “Millet 6,591,058 Hk. taels
 “Timber and bamboo 5,462,017 Hk. taels
 “All of these belong to the raw-material class except 
bean oil; and the Manchurian bean oil is not at all refi ned in 
the sense America or Europe understands the term. In short, 
the character of Manchurian trade is essentially of colonial 
type. The list of her exports paints her as a great agricultural 
state, as we have already seen; and the story of her export 
trade is largely the epic of her humble bean. No prophet 
or historian can correctly read the meaning of this simple 
statement, however, unless he can vision clearly to what 
extent [soya] beans enter into the food articles in the Far East 
in general and in Nippon and Chosen [Korea] in particular. 
This is the aspect which we have already treated at length in 
other chapters. From all of which it is not diffi cult to see why 
it is that Nippon places so much emphasis on the possibilities 
of Manchuria–on the economic development of that country. 
American and British writers who cannot see Manchuria 
except from a political angle miss the point entirely as far as 
the real meaning of Nippon’s activities in the Eastern Three 
Provinces is concerned.”
 Full-page photos show: (1) “Beans and bean-cakes in 
the open storage ground at the Wharf compound at Dairen” 
(facing p. 258). (2) “Soya bean crowding into Kaiyuan from 
surrounding districts for shipment” (facing p. 270).
 Also in Chapter 13. “Trade and trade tendencies” is a 
section titled “Soya beans and the Manchurian trade” (p. 
270-72): “The prizes and honors the soya bean has won in 
the profi table arena of commerce are countless and old–
achieved long before the opening of the Port of Newchwang 
to foreign commerce. Like champions in any other fi eld, it 
rarely took a backward step on its way to triumph. For the 
period of thirty years from 1872 to 1901, when the port of 
Yingkou, known to all the outside world as Newchwang, 
was the only outlet for Manchurian goods, the annual 
average shipments of soya beans out of Manchuria amounted 
to 2,592,869 piculs (1 picul is 133.3 pounds) valued at 
10,222,471 Hk. taels. In the same thirty years the average 
annual export of bean cake amounted to 6,096,920 piculs 
worth 2,061,117 Hk. taels, and that of bean oil to 54,147 
piculs of the value of 255,221 Hk. taels. From that time 
on the progress has been marked: in the ten-year period 
from 1913 to 1922, when Dairen and Antung and other 
points of outlet in Manchuria were opened and operating, 
the average annual exportation of soya beans amounted to 
7,370,505 piculs valued at 21,050,937 Hk. taels; the average 
annual fi gures for the bean cake for the same period were 
18,672,447 piculs valued at 38,053,762 Hk. taels; and for the 
bean oil 1,688,163 piculs valued at 14,477,610.

 “One gets a hint of the giant step the soya bean has 
taken as the leader of international trade commodities in 
Manchuria by looking at the following two fi gures and 
noting the distance between them: The total value of bean, 
bean-cake, and bean-oil exports for 1907 through the Big 
Three of Manchurian ports amounted to 17,015,365 Hk. 
taels. In 1922 they were valued at 115,438,224. After the 
fi rst trial shipment of 100 tons to England in November, 
1908, which proved an instantaneous success, the fi rst 
regular shipment of 5,200 tons was landed in Hull in March, 
1909. That was the beginning. In the season of 1909-1910 
no less than 400,000 tons were shipped to England. Fifty 
steamers were chartered for the sole purpose of carrying 
beans from Dairen and Vladivostok to Europe. In the month 
of December, 1909, alone, 300,000 tons of new beans worth 
two million pounds sterling were contracted.
 “These fi gures are colorless, however, to any one who 
knows intimately to what extent the soya bean has leavened 
the life and activities of trade in Manchuria. More than 
a thousand mule- and donkey-power yufang [traditional 
Manchurian bean-oil mills] all over South and Central 
Manchuria would be without a job, as would be hundreds 
of banks which fi nance them, if tomorrow the bean were to 
disappear from the face of the country. More than 26,000,000 
yen of capital funds in 337 larger modern oil mills would be 
instantly idle. In 1922 more than 252,620,000 catties of bean 
oil and more than fi fty million pieces of bean cake came 
from the oil mills. Without them the market places would 
have been as lonely as lower Broadway at midnight.
 “Coal of course gave, in 1922 and in other years, the 
great South Manchuria Railway its heaviest freight tonnage; 
but the second ranking commodity in terms of railway 
tonnage was soya bean. Out of the 12,043,790 tons, the total 
tonnage of principal commodities carried over the South 
Manchuria line, the bean and bean oil accounted for more 
than 2,077,000 tons. Kaoliang, the biggest freight tonnage 
producer among Manchurian grains, could not provide 
half of the bean tonnage; it was less than 912,200 tons. All 
other grains combined could give the railway no more than 
688,975 tons. When one comes to the export tonnage out of 
Dairen, respect for the humble bean increases mightily: out 
of the total of 4,081,431 tons exported, bean, bean cake, and 
oil made up pretty nearly half–to be exact, 1,927,803 tons.
 “And the most eloquent part of the story of the soya 
bean is that not half–not one hundredth–has ever yet been 
told.” Address: Author.

1076. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey. Map 
of Dairen (Dalny) with legend (Continued–Document part 
IV). New York, NY: R.M. McBride & Co. xvii + 401 p. 
Plus 62 plates on unnumbered leaves. Illust. Maps (many, 1 
folded, p. 10). 24 cm.
• Summary:  This detailed map of Dairen (2-page spread 
after p. 268) in about 1922 has a legend in the upper left 
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corner which gives a reference number for each of 46 
importance places on the map.
 Numbers 1-11 run vertically down both sides of the 
map. Letters A-N run horizontally along the top and bottom 
of the map. The Reference Numbers are as follows.
 “1. Army Transport Dept. (Branch) K5
 “2. New S.M.R. Wharf Offi ce K5

 “3. Staple Produce Exchange J6
 “4. Dairen Trust Co. J6
 “5. Chien-shun tung Yufang & Yu cheng Yufang J6
 “6. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Co. Branch & Nippon Yusen 
Kwaisha (Branch) J6
 “7. Butterfi eld & Swire J6
 “8. Dairen Oil Industrial Co. H6
 “9. Roman Catholic Church H6
 “10. Independent Church (Japanese) H6
 “11. Standard Oil Co. H5
 “12. Yamaguchi Forwarding Co. G5
 “13. General Post Offi ce G6
 “14. Gendarmerie [Police] Station F6
 “15. To-a Tobacco Co & Mitsukoshi General Store 
(Branch) F6
 “16. S.M.R. Electric Offi ce F6
 “17. Liao-tung Hanaya Hotel F6
 “18. Iwaki Hotel F7
 “19. Dairen Saving bank F7
 “20. Christian Missions Presbyterian Church (Japanese) 
F7
 “21. Daisen Water Work Offi ce & Bank of Chosen 
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[Korea] (Branch) G7
 “22. General Post & Telegraph Offi ce G7
 “23. Shôryû Bank G6
 “24. Telephone Exchange Offi ce G6
 “25. Dairen Hotel G6
 “26. Yokohama Specie Bank G7
 “27. Chamber of Commerce G7
 “28. Business Men’s Club & Lyôto Shinpô G6
 “29. Kabuki-za (Japanese Theatre) G6
 “30. Nisshin Oil Mills Co. Offi ce H6
 “31. Young Men’s Christian Association G6
 “32. Bank of Chinese G7
 “33. Cornabe, Eckford & Co. R6
 “34. Tompson Harram Co. H6
 “35. S.M.R.’s Library & Japan Tourist Bureau H7
 “36. Manshu Nichi-Nichi Shimbun H7
 “37. Army Accountant Offi ce H7
 “38. Dairen Municipality G7
 “39. Yamato Hotel G7
 “40. British Consulate G7
 “41. Civil Administration Offi ce G7
 “42. Salvation Army F7
 “43. Engei-kwan (Movie-show) F7
 “44. American Consulate F8
 “45. Kindergarten G8
 “46. Myôshô-ji & Joan-ji (Temple) G8” Address: 
Author.

1077. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1926. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1925. London. 116 p. See p. 102-05.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Monthly [and annual] imports 
of soya beans into the United Kingdom, in tons (from Jan. 
1914 to Dec. 1925). (2) Monthly [and annual] imports of 
soya beans into Germany, in tons of 1000 kilos. (from May 
1921 to Dec. 1925). (3) Average monthly price of soya bean 
oil in Hull (England, per ton; from Jan. 1913 to Dec. 1925). 
(4) Monthly [and annual] exports of soya bean oil from the 
United Kingdom, in tons (from Jan. 1914 to Dec. 1925). (5) 
Annual imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom, in 
tons (1914 to 1925). (6) Annual imports of soya bean oil into 
the U.S.A., in tons (1915 to 1921). (7) Monthly and annual 
imports of soya bean oil into the U.S.A. (in tons) and into 
Germany (in tons of 1,000 kilos) (Jan. 1922 to Dec. 1925). 
(8) Imports of soya bean oil into France, in tons (1919 to 
1925). (9) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland, in tons 
(1920 to 1925). (10) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean 
oil from Manchuria, to Europe and total (1923 to 1925).
 The section titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil” (p. 
105) gives a summary and overview, largely of information 
in the tables. Imports of both grew signifi cantly during the 
past year. Crushers in Scandinavia and Germany continue 
to import soya beans. A large proportion of the “Bean Oil” 
shipped to Continental Europe was probably bought by soft 
soap makers. Address: Holland House, Bury St., London 

E.C. 3, England.

1078. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1926. Imports [at 
Bombay harbour]. March 6. p. 7.
• Summary: “S.S. Hakata Maru, from Tokyo [Japan], 
Agents: New York Kaisha.
 “From Osaka.–96 cases and 11 bales Japanese yarn... 11 
cases cotton goods, 20 cks. [casks] Japanese soys, 11 pkgs 
[packages] match paper,...”

1079. Washington Post. 1926. Agricultural costs. May 18. p. 
6.
• Summary: Makers of cottonseed oil, peanut oil and soya 
bean oil plan to test the question of whether agricultural costs 
shall be included in the total cost of a domestic commodity 
as compared with a similar and competing imported 
commodity. The difference in the cost of manufacture “here 
and abroad is supposed to be the true measure of an adequate 
protective tariff.”
 The opposing forces on this issue are expected to be the 
soap manufacturers (who want inexpensive raw materials) 
and the vegetable oil makers (who contend that the oils they 
produce are their fi nished products and should be adequately 
protected). The vegetable oil makers are opposed to any 
reduction of the duty on vegetable oils.

1080. Wall Street Journal. 1926. Senator George’s resolution 
goes over. May 25. p. 16.
• Summary: Washington, DC–Senator George of Georgia 
has introduced a resolution proposing that the tariff 
commission should investigate the cost of producing peanuts, 
soya beans, and cotton seed in the United States. “The 
commission has been investigating vegetable oil for the past 
two years and has set that case for hearing Tuesday.”

1081. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1926. Imports [at 
Bombay harbour]. July 10. p. 7.
• Summary: “S.S. Tacoma Maru, from Nagoya [Japan], 
Agents:–O.S. Kaisha.
 “From Osaka–90 bales grey cotton sheeting... 125 cases 
red lead, 20 cases soys, 20 cases Japanese soys, 5 cases glass 
tubes...”

1082. McInnis, E.C. 1926. Soybeans and corn in the 
Mississippi Delta. Proceedings of the American Soybean 
Association 1:150-54. Seventh annual fi eld meeting. Held 
9-12 Aug. in Mississippi.
• Summary: “Soybeans are now playing a most important 
part in the agriculture of the Mississippi Delta. To my 
mind they are destined to play a far greater part in the near 
future. At this time, a large portion of the beans planted in 
the Delta are grown in combination with corn. It is about 
this combination that I shall talk to you, giving some of the 
results obtained and some of the practices followed by our 
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farmers and found worthwhile. These facts and practices 
are based on experiment station results and personal 
observations.
 “First, let me digress long enough to impress this salient 
fact on the minds of Delta land owners. While we boast of 
being the possessors of the most fertile lands on the face 
of the earth, we must come to a realization of the fact that 
they are amenable to the same laws of nature as are soils the 
world over. Notwithstanding the fact that we have farmed 
many of these lands fi fty, seventy-fi ve and even a hundred 
years to clean, cultured crops, impoverishing crops, if you 
please–crops that take out fertility and put none back–sooner 
or later we must do something toward repairing the damage 
we are doing. Our more progressive planters realize that 
our old soils are getting harder to handle, their mechanical 
condition is getting poorer each year, and that this is due to 
the fact that but little vegetable matter is left in them. We 
have one consolation, however, and that is, we can bring 
them back quicker than can be done with most other soils. 
One good legume crop turned under and wonderful results 
are again to be had for several years. At the present time, no 
summer legume offers more than soybeans.
 “In discussing ‘Soybeans and Corn in the Delta,’ I want 
to take it up from three angles or values. First, let us discuss 
the soybeans as a grain crop or feed crop. When you mention 
grain, our people immediately think of corn as it is the one 
grain crop most generally planted in this section. In late years 
corn has yielded fi fty to sixty bushels one year and fi fteen 
to twenty bushels the next. This wide variation in yield has 
created a doubt in the minds of a number of our farmers as to 
whether or not it can be considered a profi table crop. Some 
of us believe that we know some of the reasons for these low 
yields and we further believe that ere long these problems 
will be remedied and that corn will be grown consistently 
profi tably. On the other hand, soybeans have proven to be a 
sure crop under nearly all conditions and on most soil types. 
The combination of the two crops comes more nearly solving 
the Delta farmers’ feed problem than anything yet brought to 
our attention.
 “Field observations and experiment station results show 
that the combination of corn and soybeans produces from 
fi fty to seventy-fi ve percent more feed to the acre than when 
either is planted alone. Sometimes, as is the case this year, 
we have a good corn crop and with it a good soybean crop, 
making an abundance of feed to the acre. In other years we 
have had a poor corn crop, but an excellent soybean crop, 
still making a profi table crop to the acre. If the beans were 
left out of that corn crop, we would have had an unprofi table 
crop of feed.
 “Results of extensive investigations show that beans 
in corn will reduce the yield of corn from twenty to thirty 
percent. The bean yield is doubtless reduced a like amount. 
Generally speaking, we can safely count on producing 
seventy-fi ve percent of a normal yield of both corn and 

beans when planted together. In nearly all instances the grain 
crops from both amount to more than either alone. These 
conclusions have been reached by other experiment stations 
and we are, therefore, safe in concluding that we can grow 
fi fty percent more feed from the combination than we could 
possibly get from the crops when planted singly.
 “When one desires to harvest both crops for grain, a 
good practice is to plant them in alternate rows, leaving the 
same number of stalks of each to the acre. This means that 
twice the number of stalks of corn will be left in the corn 
row–the same with beans–and the yield of each to the acre 
is about the same as when planted in successive rows. This 
scheme facilitates the handling of the bean crop whether 
intended for grain or hay. It makes it possible to harvest 
the beans with a row harvester or to cut the beans for hay 
minus the corn stalks. Our large southern varieties of corn 
are very objectionable in this respect. Another popular 
practice is to plant ninety-day Early Dent corn with beans 
in every row. The small stalk made by this type of corn is 
not so objectionable. The stalks may be cut and hauled in or 
baled with the bean hay. When the bean crop is harvested 
for seed the corn stalks will go through a row harvester with 
little interference. This type of corn yields rather well with 
us when planted early and the average Delta planter is by no 
means opposed to an early feed crop.
 “The Mammoth Yellow, Otootan, Laredo, and Biloxi 
soybeans are most generally used in this section and are 
accepted as the best adapted varieties. The Otootan does 
not yield as heavily in grain, but it does make an awfully 
good hay crop. With the other varieties yields of from ten 
to twenty bushels to the acre in corn are common and much 
better yields have been obtained in many instances. We do 
not usually get over sixty percent of the beans as we have 
been handling them.
 “Being essentially cotton growers, no doubt too 
exclusively so, we have very little data on the grazing value 
of soybeans and corn. While we cannot boast of our big corn 
crops, except in some instances, we do know that we grow 
wonderful beans. It is not unusual to produce three to four 
tons of bean hay to the acre with our southern varieties and 
they fruit well too.
 “We cannot give you authentic data as to how many 
days of grazing an acre of beans and corn will afford cattle 
or mules. In years gone by when hogs had a better social 
standing in Mississippi than at the present time, we know 
that in many instances we produced more than seven hundred 
pounds of pork to the acre from this combination and we 
really shouldn’t expect more than that.
 “The last value of this combination of which I want 
to tell you lies in its soil building properties and this value 
cannot be too strongly stressed. As already stated, no soils 
of which I have any knowledge, will respond more quickly 
or so fully to a little human kindness as the Delta soils. You 
know we always measure things in terms of cotton in the 
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Delta. We use cotton as a check on our results. If a thing 
will produce more cotton it is all right and if not, it is all 
wrong. Where soybeans in corn have been turned under, 
or grazed and then turned under, and followed by cotton, 
we get approximately one-third more cotton to the acre. In 
actual test at our Delta Station this scheme gave an increase 
of 48.8 percent, or 732.2 pounds of seed cotton to the acre. 
At eight cents a pound, about current prices, this increase 
would amount to $58.57 an acre. Is not this fact worth more 
attention than our people are giving it? These results were 
obtained on our sandy soils the fi rst year and good results 
were had for the following two to four years. On our heavy 
clay soils, the fi rst year’s results are not so apparent. This 
is, no doubt, due to the slowness with which these soils 
assimilate vegetable matter, especially if the crop turned 
under is rather dry and turned under during the winter 
months. I have an idea that the results would be just as good 
as on the sandy lands if the soybeans were turned under 
while in a succulent state. In the end it makes no difference 
for the second and third years, the results from turning under 
the beans are far better than on the sandy land.
 “So much for the practices we now use and the results 
we are getting. They are good; they are sound; they are 
almost wonderful; and they should be more generally 
accepted. But let us visualize a bit, or rather reason a bit, 
if you please, and see if we cannot fi nd some wonderful 
possibilities in corn and soybeans? To my mind the three 
outstanding needs of Delta agriculture today are these:
 “1. A successful and profi table grain crop.
 “2. A soil-improving crop that fi ts well into our farming 
system.
 “3. Another cash crop to take a little of the burden 
from our cotton crop. For a few minutes, let us look into the 
soybean and corn combination and see what we can fi nd. 
Why is it that on a piece of Delta soil we grow sixty, seventy 
or even a hundred bushels of corn, and then in a few short 
years we are only getting fi fteen to twenty-fi ve? Is it not due 
to the fact that we have permitted our nitrogen content to 
run too low and to the fact that we have burned out all the 
vegetable matter by continuous cropping to clean cultured 
crops? Are we not starving the corn of the one element it 
must have and destroying the water holding capacity of the 
soil? Will not the turning under of good crops of soybeans 
or some other equally good legume remedy the situation? 
Experiment station results and good farm practices indicate 
that it will. So the fi rst need can be solved.
 “Many of our planters are paying from ten to twenty 
thousand dollars annually for nitrate of soda to make cotton. 
Is this not a mighty heavy drain on our cotton crop? Our 
nitrogen bills will pay our taxes several times over and 
on many plantations it approaches good land rent. Our 
experiment station tells us that every time you turn under a 
soybean crop of one ton of dry hay that you add 100 pounds 
of nitrogen to the acre. This is equivalent to 600 pounds of 

nitrate of soda, or approximately $18.00 an acre. Now one 
ton of soybean hay to the acre is a mighty poor crop for the 
Delta. Two tons would be more nearly correct. The only 
fertilizing element we need on Delta soils is nitrogen, so we 
can put our soybeans in corn and meet our second need.
 “America is importing millions of pounds of vegetable 
oils annually. In 1923 more than thirty-eight million pounds 
of soybean oil were imported to say nothing of the others. 
Soybean oil can take the place of most of these other oils 
and continued research will fi nd more uses for this valuable 
oil. With soybeans in corn we can grow ten, twenty, or even 
thirty bushels of beans to the acre, and we have in our cotton 
oil mills the necessary machinery for crushing. Then we have 
the cake for feed. About the only thing needed to make it a 
howling success is to spread a little of the manufacturers’ 
protective tariff against foreign oils and we have our third 
need, a cash crop. Just think of these possibilities! It beats 
‘Three in One’ oil. It is the only way I know for a fellow 
to eat his cake and have it too.” Address: Greenwood, 
Mississippi.

1083. Wastl, Helene. 1926. Das Sojamehl als Nahrungsmittel 
[Soy fl our as a foodstuff]. Wiener Medizinische 
Wochenschrift 76(41):1209-10, 1213-14. Oct. 9. Reprinted in 
part in: L. Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy 
Flour. Vol. I. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In 1870 a large migration of Chinese into 
Manchuria began, and from this time the soybean started to 
become the main crop of Manchuria, which is today the most 
important place for growing soybeans in the world.
 The soybean became known in Europe largely through 
the efforts of Prof. Haberlandt following the Vienna World 
Exhibition of 1873. Large agronomic trials were undertaken, 
not only in Austria-Hungary but also in Russia. Trials were 
conducted successfully in most areas where corn/maize 
thrives. Nevertheless, the crop did not expand, since there 
were no suitable conditions for the utilization of soya or 
even market opportunities for the new crop. But with the 
development of improved extraction processes for obtaining 
vegetable oils, since 1908 the soybean has become widely 
used in Europe (and especially in England) as an oilseed, 
and imports have grown very rapidly. This growth was so 
sudden that in the trade report of Gehe & Co. for 1911 it 
was described as “something that has happened only once 
in the history of world trade. The imports of this heretofore 
neglected commodity rose to fabulous heights, and in a very 
short time it conquered the world market.”
 The author then discusses the nutritional composition 
of the soybean and briefl y reviews the history of research 
on its nutritional value, including the work of Osborne and 
Mendel–which was confi rmed by L. Berczeller. The high 
biological value of soya protein is also shown by the fact that 
in East Asia, soya largely replaces animal protein in human 
diets. The use of the soybean for human nutrition depends 
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(despite its outstanding chemical composition) on how it its 
technically processed. For centuries, ongoing experiments 
have been conducted on how best to make soybeans into 
tasty, nutritious foods. The soybean was used as a vegetable, 
made into milk, subjected to fermentation processes, used to 
make a type of cheese [tofu], and even a coffee substitute. 
Above all, people tried to mill it into a fl our or to cook it 
like European legumes, and these recommendations were 
repeated uncritically in book after book until the advent of 
World War I, when they were examined on a large scale 
over a long time. In 1915 Lüthje [Luethje] wrote that the 
soybean could not be cooked and used like typical European 
legumes. People who tried to make soy fl our during the 
war found that, because of the oil in the soybean, the fl our 
quickly became rancid, causing consumers to complain 
about its bitter taste. So processors tried to make soy fl our 
from defatted soybeans, but this caused a loss in nutritional 
value. However L. Berczeller, using a process of fractional 
distillation, succeeded in making whole soy fl our which, 
despite its high fat content, did not become rancid. On a dry-
weight basis this soy fl our contains 45.50% crude protein and 
2.38% fat. A table (p. 1213) shows that it is a less expensive 
source of calories than any other food. Using prices from 
June 1926 1,000 calories from whole soy fl our cost only 
0.19 shillings compared with 0.78 shillings for milk, 0.80 for 
butter, 1.07 for pork, 1.75 for an egg, and 2.64 for lean beef. 
The great practical signifi cance of this lies in the use of soy 
fl our in bread in place of all or part of the milk, eggs, and fat.
 Through the use of soya fl our it is therefore possible, 
even for people with a low income, to secure a similar 
consumption of protein and fat, as is otherwise accessible 
to only a very small part of the population. Soya makes this 
possible in East Asia already today for hundreds of millions 
of people. Address: Physiologischen Institut der Wiener 
Universtaet (Vienna), Austria. Vorstand Prof. Dr. A. Durig.

1084. Mendel, Joseph. 1926. Rationelle Fettwirtschaft 
[Rational economics of oils and fats]. Volksernaehrung (Die) 
(Berlin) 1(24):386-89. Oct. 20. [Ger]
• Summary: The key lies in making the proper choices 
between animal and vegetable fats, and between vegetable 
oils and vegetable fats (both from plants). Among the 
oilseeds, most legumes contain less than 1% fat. Only the 
soybean, which at present is not cultivated in Germany, has 
a fat content of more than 17%, compared with just over 2% 
for lupins.
 Tables show: (1) Imports and transshipment of various 
vegetable oils to Germany in 1912, 1913, 1924, and 1924. 
For bean oils (mostly soybean): 9,948 tonnes (metric tons) in 
1912. 2,163 tonnes in 1913. 15,247 tonnes in 1924. 17,755 
tonnes in 1925. Soybean oil was the second largest vegetable 
oil imported in 1925 after linseed oil (24,453 tonnes). 
Also gives fi gures for peanut and sesame oils (combined), 
olive oil, cottonseed oil. (2) Imports of vegetable fats, 

which include (in decreasing order of amount imported): 
Palm oil, butter, and fat. Oleomargarine, artifi cial food fat 
(Kunstspeisefett), and hardened / hydrogenated oils. (3) 
Imports of oilseeds, including soybeans, peanuts, sesame 
seeds, etc. In 1925 the largest amounts of oilseed imported 
were for soybeans (336,193 tonnes), peanuts (323,526 
tonnes), linseed (249,067 tonnes), and palm kernels (224,755 
tonnes). Address: Berlin.

1085. Horvath, A.A. 1926. The soybean as human food. 
Chinese Economic Monthly 3(11):513-18. Nov. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean oil for food: Refi ned 
soybean oil, crude soybean oil. Refi ned soybean oil: As 
substitute for salad or frying oil, as substitute for hardened 
oil or lard (hydrogenation), in oleomargarine and vegetable 
butters.
 Until quite recently, the line between edible oils and 
industrial oils has been quite clear. “Originally soybean oil 
was used as an edible oil by the Chinese, but its strange 
smell has repelled Japanese and Western palates (Sato).” 
“The advance of science in recent times has quickened 
the development of methods of refi ning, deodorizing, 
decolouring, and hydrogenating oils. As a result, the 
partition that used to divide food oils from industrial oils has 
collapsed. Whale oil and fi sh oil, as well as soybean oil, are 
now in use in Europe and America as a regular constituent of 
edible oils and fats.”
 “The aggregate production of the bean mills in 
Manchuria is in the region of 200,000 tons of bean oil and 
over 50 million pieces of bean cake. All the bean mills in 
Manchuria, excepting the Suzuki Bean Mill, Dairen, which is 
worked on the so-called extraction system, are worked by the 
expression system.” The process of pressing, however, leaves 
about 45% of the soybean oil remaining unused in the bean 
cakes, each of which weighs 61 lb. In Europe, and especially 
in England, the solvent method is used. In the ‘Hanseatische 
Muhlwerke’ [Muehlenwerke], Hamburg, Germany, pressing 
and extraction methods are combined. Extracted soybean oil 
generally for ½ to 1 cent per pound less than the expressed 
oil.
 Soybeans contain the highly valuable fat-soluble 
vitamin. “In 1925 Hornemann showed that if the oil is 
taken from the beans by pressure, all the fat-soluble vitamin 
remains in the cake and the oil is free from it... But in case 
the extraction method is used, the soybean oil contains, 
according to Hornemann, all the fat-soluble vitamin... 
Moderate hydrogenation of soybean oil does not destroy the 
fat-soluble vitamin. Rancidity destroys it.
 “Fresh soybean oil has a sweet smell, but, when the 
impurity is contained in a large quantity, it will emit a 
disagreeable odour. As time goes by, the change will grow 
more pronounced... In the case of the temperature being high, 
the same change occurs more quickly, and the colour of the 
oil becomes darker, the oil itself tasting also less palatable.” 
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Filtered oil is more resistant to undesirable infl uences. “At 
the present time the Harbin market includes only the fi ltered 
oil produced by the Anglo-Chinese Company. All the other 
oils are merely such as have settled.”
 Soybean oil as a substitute for salad or frying oil. “The 
improved methods of deodorizing and bleaching soybean 
oil have tended to remove a former prejudice against its 
use as a table oil. Several fi rms in Europe and America are 
packing soybean oil for sale to the retail trade, and it is 
claimed that a satisfactory market has been found (Piper and 
Morse)... The Nisshin Oil Mills Company, Ltd., at Yokohama 
and Dairen, purchased some modern oil refi ning machines 
from the U.S.A. in 1921 and a refi ned bean oil (salad oil) is 
being made which is claimed by the Japanese to be better 
in quality than the European or American make, by means 
of improved scientifi c methods and special skill... It is said 
that about 20 tons of the refi ned bean oil (superior salad oil) 
is manufactured every day at Dairen. In 1923 the refi ning of 
special soybean oil was also successfully begun in Harbin by 
the Anglo-Chinese Eastern Trading Company, Ltd., which 
had installed special equipment. The resulting product, 
known as ‘Acetco,’ is sold to the local preserve factory, is 
exported to Transbaikal [Transbaikalia or Zabaikal; a former 
Russian government located east of Lake Baikal–which is 
in southern Siberia], which is adjacent to Manchuria, and 
gradually appears to be conquering the local market as a 
substitute for the more expensive vegetable oils and animal 
fats. Acetco salad oil has been used at the Peking Union 
Medical College Hospital for a year and has been found in 
quality to be equal to Wesson oil, being at the same time 
much cheaper” (costing only 60% as much).
 Frying oil is widely used in Japan to make “Tempura.” 
“Fried tofu especially is made everywhere. Sesame-oil 
or refi ned rape-oil was formerly used in Japan for frying 
purposes but a few years ago the demand for bean-oil began 
to increase as a substitute for the above mentioned oil. 
(Footnote: In China refi ned soybean oil partly replaces the 
very expensive sesame oil in the diet).” “It is partly because 
the soybean oil manufactured in Japan cannot compete 
with that made in Manchuria for purpose of export and, 
consequently, the Japanese are obliged to extend the market 
at home.”
 Concerning lard substitutes: “The commercial lard 
substitutes consist chiefl y of a mixture of lard or ‘lard 
stearine’ with ‘beef stearine’, cotton seed stearine and 
some vegetable oil... In the United States half of the total 
amount of all vegetable oils produced in that country is 
used as substitute for lard. Cotton-seed oil stands fi rst in 
this respect... In hydrogenation, deodorization is practically 
complete. Therefore, the product made from cotton-seed oil 
has no intrinsic superiority over that made from soybean oil. 
The hydrogenation of soybean oil has tended to remove a 
former prejudice against its use for the kitchen. In 1918 the 
consumption of soybean lard substitutes in the United States 

amounted to over 56 million pounds.”
 “In oleomargarine and vegetable butters: The industry 
of butter substitutes owes its origin to experiments made by 
Mege-Mouries which were worked out to a manufacturing 
process in Paris in 1870. This industry duly spread to Italy, 
England, Holland, and other countries in Europe... Cow’s 
milk is sometimes replaced by an emulsion prepared from 
the kernels of almonds or from soybeans, so that it is 
possible to prepare a margarine from vegetable products 
exclusively (Lewkowitsch).”
 Note 1. This is one of the most important, original, and 
creative publications on soyfoods written in English before 
World War II. It is especially unique and valuable for the 
information it presents about soyfoods in Europe.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2020) 
that refers to shortenings made with soy oil as “soybean lard 
substitutes.”
 Reprinted in 1927 as part of an 86-page monograph 
titled “The Soybean as Human Food” (Peking, China).
 Note 3. In Jan. 1927 this journal merged with and 
became the Chinese Economic Journal. Address: M.D., 
Peking Union Medical College, China.

1086. South Manchuria Railway Co. 1926. Soya beans in 
Manchuria. Dairen: SMRC Agricultural Offi ce. 40 p. Nov. 26 
cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: 1. How Manchurian beans are 
produced: Soybean production in the world (Japan, 
Chosen {Korea}, Manchuria, China proper, United 
States), bean cultivation in Manchuria (how production 
has been increased, Manchuria suited for bean production 
{meteorological peculiarities, Manchurian soil and bean 
cultivation, local adaptability}). 2. World-wide demand for 
Manchurian beans: Supply and demand in Manchuria, bean 
demand in destination countries (demands in Japan, in China 
proper, in Java {Dutch East Indies}, in European countries).
 3. Uses of beans: Introduction (gives uses as food, cattle 
feed, and fertilizer, and uses for the oil), general uses of 
beans (beans, bean oil, bean cake, food), value of beans as 
food (from general constituents, food value of beans from 
new dietetic point of view, conclusion), uses of bean oil 
(properties of bean oil, miscellaneous uses of bean oil {direct 
uses (native), refi ned bean oil for table use, substitute for 
lard, substitute for butter, paint solvent, soap, glycerine and 
fatty acid, candles, water proof, substitute for petroleum, 
substitute for India Rubber, etc.}), uses of bean cake (as 
fertilizer, bean cake as cattle feed, bean powder [probably 
defatted soybean fl our] made from bean cake & its uses, 
“soy” made from bean residuum, “Aji-no-moto” made 
from bean residuum, water-paint made {Solite, invented 
by Mr. T. Suzuki and manufactured and sold by the Dairen 
Solite & Co. until several years ago}, protein products 
made from bean residuum {such as paper sizing, celluloid 
substitutes, and Satolite [soybean plastic]}). 4. Bean milling 
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in Manchuria: History of development, oil milling processes 
(expressing process, by process of operation, by kinds of 
expressing devices, by chemical / benzine extraction at 
Honen Bean Mill, Dairen), advantages & disadvantages 
of different processes (wedge, screw, & hydraulic systems 
compared; round cake, plate cake, & extraction system 
compared {advantages & disadvantages of extraction system, 
advantages & disadvantages of bean plate, advantages & 
disadvantages of hydraulic pressure system}), bean mills in 
Manchuria.
 5. Accumulation & distribution of beans, bean cake 
& oil: Produce movements in South Manchuria, produce 
movements in North Manchuria. 6. Business in Manchurian 
produce: Business on the Exchange (Japanese Exchanges, 
Chinese Exchanges), business outside the Exchanges (spot 
deals in beans {river beans, market beans, osier bin beans, 
train beans}, by forward contract {by future contract, 
business in the green fi eld, by speculation}, business in bean 
cake & oil).
 7. Export staple produce: Staple produce in Manchurian 
trade, exports of staple produce in South & North Manchuria 
compared, position of custom houses in Manchuria 
concerning export of staple produce.
 In Chapter 4, “Bean milling in Manchuria,” section 
1 titled “History of development” states: The [soya] 
Bean milling industry was established in China a few 
hundred years ago. In Manchuria, hemp oil mills used to 
be practically all that existed up until about 60 years ago 
[i.e., until about 1866]. Around Tiehling and Changchun, 
which were important [soya] bean markets, the process for 
expressing oil from hempseed was applied to Beans with 
excellent results; this was the origin of the bean milling 
industry in Manchuria. As the demand for bean oil kept 
rising, hempseed oil found its uses gradually reduced, and in 
time the term “oil mill” came to refer to a bean oil factory. 
At that time, the object of the mills lay chiefl y in producing 
Bean Oil; Bean Cake was regarded as a by-product, good 
only for cattle feed. Most of the demand was local and the 
milling process was primitive and on a small scale, often 
conducted by hand or by means of a donkey.
 Phase II: The Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) marked 
the start of Bean Cake exports to Japan. As its fertilizing 
value came to be recognized, demand for to Japan expanded 
rapidly. Starting at this time, Bean Cake came to be seen as 
the main product and Bean Oil as the by-product.
 Phase III: In recent years, with the worldwide shortage 
of oils and fats, Manchurian Bean Oil has come to be 
exported worldwide; exports to the West have begun and 
increased dramatically. Demand reached its zenith during the 
Great War [World War I].
 Photos show: Seed-bean fi eld (Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Kungchuling). Soya beans in pods. Sowing of seed 
beans. Bean plant in harvesting season. Weeding in bean 
fi eld. Beans being threshed in farm-yard. Beans harvested 

& carted away. Beans stored in Osier Bins in the yard of the 
local merchant. Bean carts wending their way the Market in 
the Interior. Old screw patterned presses in Manchuria. Hills 
of bags of beans in Changchun Station Yard. Train loads 
of bean cake to be shunted to quay of shipment. Hydraulic 
pressure system in Manchuria.
 The section titled “’Aji-no-moto’ made from bean 
residuum” (p. 17) states: “In the amino acid that constitutes 
[soy] bean protein is contained much glutamic acid that 
serves as the chief source of ‘ajinomoto,’ a very popular 
fl avor at Japanese table. Thus, by decomposing the 
constituents of bean residuum [defatted soybean meal], 
the manufacture of glutamic acid soda will be easily 
accomplished.” Note: This is the earliest document seen 
(Jan. 2014) concerning “aji-no-moto” / “ajinomoto” (mono-
sodium-glutamate) made from soybeans.

1087. Arnold, Julean Herbert. 1926. Salient facts about 
China. New York City, NY: China Society of America, Inc. 
20 p. [Eng]
• Summary: This is an update of an earlier edition:
 “18. Estimates of China’s agricultural crops are as 
follows:
 “Rice 1,000,000,000 bu.
 “Wheat 400,000,000 bu.
 “Kaoling [Kaoliang] 500,000,000 bu.
 “Cotton 2,500,000 Am. bales
 “Soya Beans 5,000,000 tons
 “Peanuts 900,000 tons
 “20. In 1910, [soya] bean products accounted for 8% (by 
value) of China’s total imports.
 “24. China’s exports for 1925 aggregated Tls. [Taels] 
775,000,000 (U.S. gold $650,000,000), with raw silk 20%, 
[soya] beans and bean products 18%, raw cotton 4%, skins, 
hides and furs 4% and peanuts and peanut products 3%. In 
1925 America took about 25% of China’s exports.
 “28. In China’s exports, raw silk increased from Tls. 
85,000,000 in 1910 to Tls. 153,000,000 in 1925; beans and 
bean products from Tls. 27,000,000 to Tls. 142,000,000; 
hides and skins from Tls. 16,000,000 to Tls. 30,000,000; 
coal from Tls. 1,700,000 to Tls. 20,000,000; eggs and egg 
products from Tls. 4,000,000 to Tls. 18,000,000; wool 
from Tls. 5,000,000 to Tls. 14,000,000; peanuts from Tls. 
3,000,000 to Tls. 25,000,000; wood oil from Tls. 4,000,000 
to Tls. 17,000,000.” Address: American Commercial Attaché 
[in China].

1088. International Institute of Agriculture. Bureau of 
Statistics. 1926. Production et commerce des produits 
oleagineux de huiles vegetales [Oleaginous products and 
vegetable oils–Production and trade]. Rome, Italy: Institut 
International d’Agriculture. Service de la Statistique 
Generale. 192 p. Index 24 cm. [30+ ref. Fre; Eng]
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “This volume is a 
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continuation of a the monograph on oleaginous products 
(produits oléagineux) and vegetable oils, published in 1921 
in French, then in 1923, with numerous amplifi cations and 
modifi cations, in English.
 Soya is discussed in detail in English on pages 70-73. 
Tables show: (1) World production of soybeans in 1909-
13, 1921, 1922, 1923, and 1924 in the following countries 
(in thousands of quintals): China (incl. Manchuria), Korea, 
Japan, United States, Java & Madura, and Kwangtung 
(French: Koung-Toung; today’s Guangdong province in 
southern China). In 1923, China was by far the leading 
country (22,680), followed by Korea (6,466), Japan (4,378), 
USA (2,434), and Java and Madura (973). (2) Exports of 
soybeans worldwide (during the same 5 years as (1) above). 
(3) Exports of soy oil worldwide (during the same 5 years 
as (1) above). Note: This same basic information is given in 
French on pages 24-27.
 Pages 60-63 give a worldwide overview in English. 
Tables show: (4) World production of primary oleaginous 
products (during the same 5 years as (1) above). The eight 
products are: Groundnuts, rapeseed, linseed, hempseed, 
cottonseed, sesamum, soya and copra. For sesamum, soya, 
and copra, values are given only for the year 1924. (5) World 
production of primary oleaginous products (expressed in 
terms of oil, in thousands of quintals). (6) World exports of 
primary oleaginous products (in thousands of quintals). (7) 
Excess of imports (+) or of exports (-) of primary oleaginous 
products terms of oil (in thousands of quintals). For the eight 
products for the years 1909-1913 and 1924 for: Europe, 
North and Central America, South America, Asia, Africa, 
Oceania. (8) World exports of vegetable oils (in thousands of 
quintals during the same 5 years as (1) above).
 There are also detailed sections in English on 
groundnuts (p. 64-68), and sesamum (p. 68-71). Address: 
Rome, Italy.

1089. Remer, Charles F. 1926. The foreign trade of China. 
Shanghai, China: The Commercial Press, Ltd. xiii + 269 p. 
Index. 20 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The early trade and the 
establishment of treaty relations. 2. The course of the trade 
before 1870. 3. The foreign trade of China during the period 
1871-1884. 4. The foreign trade of China during the period 
1885-1898. 5. The foreign trade of China during the period 
1899-1913. 6. The foreign trade of China during the period 
1914-1921. 7. Trade balances and specie movements, 1871-
1921. 8. Summary and conclusion. Appendix. Bibliography.
 This book, about the U.S.-China trade, lists pages and 
pages of goods that were traded between the two countries. 
Address: Orin Sage Prof. of Economics in Williams College, 
Williamstown, Massachusetts; Prof. of Economics, St. John’s 
Univ., Shanghai.

1090. United States Tariff Commission. 1926. Certain 

vegetable oils. I. Costs of production. II. Economic study of 
the trade in and the prices and interchangeability of oils and 
fats. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 174 
p. See Part I, p. 55-71, 77; Part II, p. 114-17, 138-40, 159-61.
Tables. Diagrams. 31 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: This document gives the best picture of the 
soy oil industry and market in the U.S. and worldwide 
up to this time. Part 1. Costs of production, Section 4, 
titled “Soya-bean oil” (p. 55) has the following contents: 
Rates of duty. Uses. Raw material and its sources: Foreign 
production, domestic production. Joint products. Domestic 
production and consumption: History, production statistics, 
geographic distribution of mills, domestic consumption. 
Imports. Principal competing country (Manchuria). 
Exports of domestic and foreign oil. Foreign production 
and consumption: Production (China [Manchuria], Japan, 
Europe), consumption. Costs of production: United States 
(proportion of the industry covered, cost data by companies, 
shipping charges), China (Manchuria; Introduction, 
verifi cation of cost data, Dairen, shipping charges from 
Dairen to the U.S., Harbin, Newchwang, Antung), Japan, 
Great Britain, comparison of these cost data.
 The Act of 1921, an emergency tariff that went into 
effect on 28 May 1921, placed the fi rst tariff on soya-bean 
oil, at the rate of 20 cents per gallon (2.67 cents per pound). 
The Act of 1922 (which went into effect on 22 Sept. 1922) 
reduced this slightly to 18.75 cents per gallon (2.5 cents per 
pound). “For a number of years prior to 1921 soya-bean oil 
was used in the United States chiefl y in the manufacture 
of soaps, and to a lesser extent in paint, varnish, and lard 
compounds... Since 1921 the domestic consumption of soya-
bean oil has been chiefl y in the manufacture of paints and 
varnishes and in foundry core oils. In lesser quantities it fi nds 
use in the manufacture of linoleum and of printing inks” (p. 
55)
 “Foreign production.–Chinese offi cial statistics estimate 
that the area under soya beans in the whole of China in recent 
years has been 12 million acres (Chinese Economic Monthly, 
June 1924). Generally accepted show that China produces 
about 80 per cent of the world’s production of [soya] beans, 
or from 3 to 4 short tons annually, of which Manchuria 
produces from 2 to 3 million tons. Japan and Chosen [Korea] 
grow the beans in about equal quantities, each producing 
approximately 600,000 tons per year or about 15 per cent of 
China’s production. Some soya beans are grown in Central 
European countries, but there, as in the United States, they 
are used mainly for forage. Japan, Chosen, and the interior of 
China consume practically all of the beans they produce, but 
Manchuria, which is less densely populated, exports in the 
raw state or as manufactured products about 60 percent of its 
production. It is from Manchuria that the other nations of the 
world obtain their supply for crushing.
 “Domestic production [USA].–The domestic soya 
bean crop is grown primarily for forage. The chief States 
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harvesting soya beans in 1923 and 1924 were North 
Carolina, with 2,675,000 and 2,560,000 bushels, Illinois, 
with 1,722,000 and 1,548,000 bushels, and Indiana, with 
790,000 and 650,000 bushels, respectively. Sixteen other 
States, of which Ohio and Missouri were the most important, 
produced soya beans in much smaller quantities... The total 
harvest in the United States was 8,944,000 bushels (268,320 
short tons) in 1923 and 9,567,000 bushels (287,010 short 
tons) in 1924. Only about 20 per cent of the acreage planted 
is harvested, and of the quantity harvested less than 2 per 
cent is crushed for oil. This is because the seed necessary for 
the next crop of beans requires nearly all the beans that are 
harvested” (p. 55).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that 
gives total soybean production or area statistics worldwide. 
However the information lacks detail, except for the USA.
 Table 82 (p. 56) shows that the amount of soya beans 
crushed in the U.S. increased from 2,978 tons in 1922 
(1.70% of the total soya beans harvested), to 3,724 tons in 
1924 (1.3% of the total). Imported soya beans were fi rst 
crushed in about 1910 on the Pacifi c Coast.
 Table 83 (p. 57) shows that production of crude soya-
bean oil in the U.S. rose from 751,108 lb in 1922, to to 
1,404,035 lb in 1923, to 950,437 lb in 1924, to 1,406,112 lb 
in 1925. “Domestic production has at all times been small 
compared with imports. In 1923 the domestic output was 4 
per cent of imports; in 1924 and 1925 about 8.5 per cent.”
 The soy oil tariff of 1921 led to a rapid increase 
in soybean crushing in the U.S. “The commission’s 
investigators interviewed the managers of eight domestic oil 
mills–all that had produced soya-bean oil since 1921. Four 
of these mills were located in Illinois, three in Indiana, and 
one in North Carolina. Of these, two had used the benzine 
extraction process and after extracting a few tons of beans 
had closed down because of mechanical diffi culties, high 
cost of operation, and high cost of beans. Nearly all the other 
mills used Anderson expellers, although a few of them used 
hydraulic presses.”
 Table 86 (p. 58) shows imports of soya-bean oil into 
the U.S. by countries, 1918-1925. In 1918, the peak year for 
imports (335,984,143 lb), 68.7% came from the Kwantung 
Leased Territory (principally from Dairen on the southern 
tip of the Liaotung Peninsula in South Manchuria), 27.2% 
came from Japan, and 4.0% came from other parts of China. 
In Japan 19 mills are known to be crushing soya beans. Their 
production of soya-bean oil in 1922 was 44,714,000 pounds.
 Table 88 shows imports of soya beans into Germany, 
United Kingdom, Denmark, and Holland 1919-1925. In 
1925 Germany was by far the largest importer (370,585 short 
tons), followed by the UK (181,420), Denmark (121,389), 
and Holland (39,301).
 Part I, Section 5, titled “Interest on capital invested in 
crushing vegetable oils,” has a passage on soya-bean oil 
which gives that information for 1924.

 Part 2. Economic Study of the Trade in and Prices and 
Interchangeability of Oils and Fats, includes references to 
the domestic production of soybean oil, net imports of oils, 
including soybean oil, into the United States 1910-1924; 
and 1916-1924; international supply and consumption 
of soybeans and soybean oil; price changes of soybean 
oil and beans; statistics of these price changes. The 
Interchangeability of Oils and Fats in Consuming Industries 
has scattered references to soybean oil, and a special section 
on soybean oil giving data received from questionnaires on 
the interchangeability of oils and fats.
 This is the earliest document stating that soy oil, itself, is 
used in printing inks. Address: Washington, DC.

1091. Lancet. 1927. The dietary value of the soy bean. 
i(5396):241. Jan. 29.
• Summary: For the past 2000 years the soy bean has been 
used in North China for making bean curd, a thick nutritious 
jelly consumed daily by all classes of people. A vegetable oil 
is also pressed from the soy bean and is widely employed; 
the refuse serves for cattle food and as manure for sugar 
plantations.
 About 100 years ago [i.e., about 1827] the soy bean was 
introduced into England but no attempt was made to cultivate 
it. Only during the present century have its remarkable merits 
attracted attention.
 English fi rms have taken a large part in the export of 
soy beans from Manchuria and as early as 1911 the amount 
exported rose to about half a million tons annually.
 In 1910 experiments were begun which showed that 
the soy bean could be grown throughout South Africa, and 
this cultivation was strongly advocated. It was demonstrated 
that besides being useful as a feed for animals, it could form 
the basis of substitutes for fl our, meat, chocolate, macaroni, 
cheese and coffee.
 A few years later there was much interest in the 
manufacture of a ‘synthetic milk’ from the soy bean, but 
it was found diffi cult to popularise this milk “owing to the 
disagreeable digestive disturbance to which it may give rise. 
Even under the stress of the late war its general adoption was 
found impossible in Germany.”

1092. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1927. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1926. London. 102 p. See p. 89-101.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Imports of soya beans into the 
United Kingdom, in tons (from 1914 to 1926). (2) Imports 
of soya beans into Germany, in tons of 1000 kilos. (1921 to 
1926). (3) Imports of soya beans into Holland, in tons (1921 
to 1926). (4) Imports of soya beans into Denmark, in tons 
(1924 to 1926). (5) Average monthly price of soya bean oil 
in Hull (England, per ton; from Jan. 1914 to Dec. 1926). (6) 
Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom, in tons 
(1914 to 1926). (7) Exports of soya bean oil from the United 
Kingdom, in tons (1914 to 1926). (6) Imports of soya bean 
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oil into the U.S.A., in tons (1915 to 1926). (7) Imports of 
soya bean oil into Germany (in tons of 1,000 kilos) (1922 to 
1926). (8) Imports of soya bean oil into France, in tons (1919 
to 1926). (9) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland, in tons 
(1920 to 1926). (10) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean 
oil from Manchuria, to Europe and total (Season 1st Nov. to 
31st Oct.; in tons) (1922-23 to 1925-26).
 The section titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil” (p. 
91) gives a summary and overview, largely of information 
in the tables. Imports of both grew signifi cantly during the 
past year. Crushers in Scandinavia and Germany continue 
to import soya beans. Italy imported large amounts of soya 
bean oil during 1926; unfortunately, this oil is not tabulated 
separately. Address: Holland House, Bury St., London E.C. 
3, England.

1093. Oil and Fat Industries. 1927. Domestic exports of 
vegetable oils, expressed, from the United States during 
November. 4(1):38. Jan.
• Summary: The main vegetable oil exported from the USA 
in 1927 was cottonseed oil. This table appears to show 
that the following number of pounds of soybean oil were 
exported to the following countries:
 Costa Rica 10,083
 Guatemala 9,062
 Nicaragua 7,600
 Mexico 15,000
 Cuba 44,150
 Dominican Republic 36,906
 Haitian Republic [Haiti] 3,200
 Colombia 16,810
 Ecuador 900
 British India [India] 900
 China 1,300
 British South Africa 49,860
 Portuguese East Africa [Mozambique] 2,160
 Total quantity 248,431 lb
 Total value $32,343
 Note: Where was this soybean oil manufactured? What 
percentage was made in the USA?

1094. Pantanelli, G. 1927. Le nostre esperienze sulla Soja 
[Our experiences with soya]. Coltivatore (Il) 73(5):133-38. 
Feb. 20. [5 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Page 134 states: “Dopo alcuni tentativi 
sporadici che vanno dal 1740 al 1880, ricordiamo la 
prova fatta da Antonino Borzi at the Giardino Coloniale di 
Palermo, ove una varieta a semi gialli quasi sferici dette, 
con 8 irrigazioni, 51 kg di seme su 350 mq.” This paragraph 
can be translated: “After some sporadic [soybean] trials that 
went from 1740 to 1880, we will recall the trial conducted by 
Antonino Borzi at the Colonial Garden at Palermo, where a 
variety of yellow [soybean] seeds that were almost spherical, 
with 8 irrigations, yielded 51 kg of seed per 350 mq.”

 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Italy, or the cultivation of soybeans in Italy 
(1740). The source of these soybeans is unknown, and the 
date “1740” is undocumented. Yet note that the earliest 
possible date that the soybean was cultivated in France was 
about 1740. Perhaps there was some connection between the 
earliest possible soybean cultivation in France and in Italy.
 “At the same time, at the Bonafous Agricultural Institute 
in Turin, a yellow and a green soybean variety were being 
cultivated. Both had seeds that were round, large, and well 
suited to cultivation in that area.”
 Soybeans were fi rst cultivated at the Bari Agricultural 
Station in Italy in 1921, Borzi being the favorite. The next 
year, many varieties were received from the USA, and in 
following years favorite varieties from agricultural stations 
in British India: Coimbatore, Burmali, Nepal, Bianca, 
Bruna, Nera, Verde di Nagpur, Pen-ga-pe, Ber-rhum and 
San-to-Nauk of Mandalay. In 1923 seeds were distributed 
to other agriculturists. In 1924 seed from the Bari station 
matured at various localities in Puglia, and at the Bari farm, 
Borzi, Ito San, and Incas were again cultivated. Borzi was 
the best producer. In 1925 cultivation was repeated at Bari 
and at Lecce. Finally in 1926 the yellow Borzi soybean 
was cultivated at Cerignolo, Bari, Cassano Murgie, and at 
Matera. The author concludes by noting that Italy imports 
large quantities of soybeans worth several million lira; 
these could probably be grown domestically. Address: Bari, 
Stazione Agraria Sperimentale.

1095. Washington Post. 1927. Russian corporation sues. July 
6. p. 20.
• Summary: “The Amdur Shipping and Trading Co., a 
Russian corporation with headquarters in Berlin, Germany, 
fi led suit yesterday in Equity Court against the alien property 
custodian to recover $31,964 a sum which represents the 
price obtained by the American Government in the sale of 
a cargo of soja beans belonging to the plaintiff in Manila” 
[Philippines].

1096. Gallagher, Patrick. 1927. Deadly blow held aimed 
at American industries in China: Quick action is indicated 
to safeguard huge United States tobacco trade. Increase in 
impost tariff is announced. Washington Post. July 17. p. 4.
• Summary: “Chinese are rapidly overtaking Americans as 
cigarette consumers.” Most of China’s imports of cigarettes 
and leaf tobacco are from America. The United States now 
has on the scene two offi cials thoroughly capable of dealing 
with this American trade crisis. One is Julean Arnold, 
doyen of American envoys of commerce and United States 
commercial attache in China.
 “Meanwhile the practical Japanese have resumed 
physical possession in Shantung. One reason is Shantung’s 
salt deposits. Japan needs that salt for her Sakhalin fi sh 
industries and her Manchuria soya industries.”
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1097. Dorsett, P.H. 1927. Soybeans in Manchuria. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 1:173-76. 
Eighth annual fi eld meeting. Held 9-12 Aug. 1927 in North 
Carolina.
• Summary: “Mr. W.J. Morse, soybean specialist of the 
United States Department of Agriculture, is responsible for 
my being with you on this occasion, and I am delighted that 
such is the case, for it affords me an opportunity to learn 
a great deal about the progress of the soybean industry in 
America. You will also have to hold Mr. Morse responsible 
for the valuable time I consume, not only in connection with 
the few remarks I have to make concerning our agricultural 
explorations in the Orient, but also that taken up in showing 
you the motion pictures we secured of the Chinese practices 
employed in the growing and handling of this important crop 
in Manchuria.
 “On account of our personal friendship for Mr. Morse, 
supplemented by his enthusiastic letters about the success 
of the soybean at home, we were impelled to give this crop 
special attention. We not only made observations and notes 
and secured seed samples where possible, but also visualized 
as best we could by means of still and motion pictures, the 
methods and practices followed in the growing and handling 
of soybeans in Manchuria, a country which leads the world 
in their production.
 “Manchuria, in extreme northeastern China, is embraced 
practically between the 39th and 53rd degrees North latitude. 
Between these same lie the portions of the United States 
north of an imaginary line passing Carson City, Nevada; 
Colorado Springs, Colorado; Kansas City, Missouri; and 
a little south of Baltimore, Maryland. The natural features 
of the two regions are, in many respects, quite similar, 
and on this account, it is logical to expect that much of the 
plant material in our two-and-a-half years’ explorations of 
northeastern China may fi nd a congenial home throughout 
the region noted, and it is hoped, after naturalization, that 
some of them may prove not only interesting, but also of real 
value and economic importance to American farmers.
 “The total area of Manchuria is given as 365,000 square 
miles, and its cultivated area as something over 27,000,000 
acres. It is estimated that of this amount something like 
8,000,000 or 9,000,000 acres are devoted to the cultivation 
of soybeans.
 “The soybean is the cash money crop of the country. The 
yield from the immense acreage planted is handled primarily 
as a grain crop for export and crushed for oil and bean 
cake. Almost the entire output of bean cake is consumed in 
Japan for fertilizer. The climate of Manchuria is classed as 
‘continental’ The country is subject to decided extremes of 
temperature, with hot summers and long, severe winters, 
the mercury sometimes falling 40 to 50 degrees Fahr. below 
zero.
 “Manchuria has been classed as the ‘Garden Spot of 

China’ and also as ‘The most favored spot for agriculture 
in the Far East.’ From our observation and experience in 
connection with our work of general agricultural explorations 
from Shanghai almost to the Mongolian border, we feel safe 
in saying that it surely is a land of opportunity with very 
great potential possibilities.
 “The principal staple farm crops of Manchuria and their 
yield as given for 1920 areas follows:”
 A table shows:
 “Kaoliang, a species of sorghum, 6,730,000 tons.
 “Millet 5,128,900 tons.
 “Soybeans 3,789,500 tons.
 “Corn 1,724,000 tons.
 “Barley 1,552,000 tons.
 “Wheat 1,093,100 tons.
 “Small beans, primarily mung beans, 361,200 tons.
 “Seeing is believing, but as it is quite probable that 
few, if any, of you have visited Manchuria and seen for 
yourselves, you will have to take my word for it that all of 
the above crops, as well as all others grown, are harvested 
with a small harvest hook, threshed with rolling stones, and 
cleaned by the wind.
 “Through the cooperation of American government 
offi cials, Chinese authorities, fruit growers and farmers, and 
especially that of Prof. W.E. Chamberlain, then in charge 
of the agricultural work of the Peking University, we were 
successful in securing a fi ne collection of seed and plant 
material from Peking and vicinity for trial in America. In 
Harbin, Manchuria, we not only had the cooperation and 
assistance of those in the same walks of life, but also that of 
Russian scientists, scientifi c institutions, the Chinese Eastern 
Railway, and the Postal Commissioner and his assistants.
 “The offi cials of the Chinese Eastern Railway supplied 
us with a special car, without expense either for the car 
and attendant or for transportation. In this car we were 
sidetracked at the stations along their lines in the regions 
where we wished to explore, and, using it as headquarters, 
worked out into the country in any direction. When our work 
there was fi nished, we were taken to another station and 
repeated the operation. By this means we were able to visit 
localities and to accomplish results which, under the existing 
conditions, otherwise would not have been possible.
 “The Postal Commissioner and his assistants at Harbin 
became interested in our undertaking and worked hand in 
hand with us in our endeavor to obtain four ounce samples 
of seed of four of the staple farm crops of Manchuria:–
wheat, barley, soybeans and mung beans. The fi rst two are 
staple crops in America and the other two are promising 
new crops of very great economic importance. Through 
this channel seed samples were secured from the majority 
of the fi ve hundred rural post offi ces scattered through the 
two north provinces of Manchuria–Kirin and Heilung Kiang 
[Heilongjiang]. The expense to our Government, incident 
to securing this collection of upwards of 1200 to 1500 seed 
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samples exclusive of postage, was a bill from one Chinese 
farmer for 14 cents Mex., about 7 cents in United States 
gold.
 “Through the activities of the offi cials of the 
Manchurian Research Society, which is supported by the 
Chinese Eastern Railway, we obtained something over 500 
seed samples of commercial soybeans, from their railway 
stations in the principal soybean-growing sections in North 
Manchuria.
 “The value to the farmers of the United States of this 
large collection of something like 1500 numbers of soybean 
introductions, from nearby and far-distant regions of 
northeastern China, remains for Mr. Morse’s work and the 
future to determine, but we hope for the best and sincerely 
trust that some of them will prove to be of economic 
importance. As to the interest and value of the motion 
pictures visualizing soybean production in Manchuria, its 
native home, which will now be shown, it remains for you to 
judge.” Address: United States Dep. of Agriculture.

1098. Morse, W.J. 1927. The present outlook of the soybean 
industry in the United States. Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Association 1:167-71. Eighth annual fi eld meeting. 
Held 9-12 Aug. in North Carolina.
• Summary: “In 1907, the soybean was considered but a 
minor crop in America, less than 50,000 acres being devoted 
to its culture. North Carolina had the largest acreage at that 
time, and produced at least 90 per cent of the seed, possibly 
more.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2008) that 
gives statistics for soybean production in the USA before 
1909. It is also the earliest document seen (May 2008) that 
mentions the number “50,000 acres” in connection with the 
year 1907–statistics that were repeated by many subsequent 
publications. Yet we have been unable to fi nd Morse’s source 
for these earliest baseline statistics. He may have somehow 
derived the fi gures from those in: U.S. Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1913. Thirteenth census 
of the United States taken in the year 1910. Volume V. 
Agriculture, 1909 and 1910.
 “Not more than six varieties were being grown [in 
America]. The most important of these were the Mammoth 
Yellow, Ito San, Ogemaw, and Medium Green, varieties 
limited as to soil and climatic conditions, and also as to 
purpose. At this time, it seemed unlikely, to all except a few 
soybean enthusiasts or ‘soybean cranks’ as they were then 
called, that the soybean would ever amount to much more 
than a minor or emergency crop. Several experiment stations 
had conducted tests with the crop as pasture, hay and silage, 
and with the seed as a concentrated feed... One soybean 
enthusiast, the late Dr. C.V. Piper, then Chief of the Offi ce 
of Forage Crops, United States Department of Agriculture, 
had a remarkably clear vision of the great potential value 
of the soybean as a major crop in American agriculture. 

After studying the soybean in the Orient, it seemed to Dr. 
Piper that more and better varieties were essential to meet 
the widely diverse conditions found in the United States... 
Through the Offi ce of Foreign Plants, therefore, numerous 
introductions were made from the soybean regions of China, 
Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. Additional introductions 
and numerous tests indicated the wisdom of Dr. Piper’s 
conclusions. The introductions were found to be adapted to 
wider ranges of soil and climatic conditions. The new and 
varied uses of the crop stimulated new and greater interest in 
possibilities, and the soybean’s march of progress was on.
 “Moving forward slowly through the years with new 
varieties, increased acreage, wider interest, greater utilization 
of crop and by-products, its safety and dependability under 
adverse conditions, more effi cient methods of planting, 
cultivating and harvesting, its availability as a relief crop (as 
in the recent Mississippi fl ood area in the South and in the 
corn-borer infested territory in the North), the lowly soybean 
of 1907 has risen to the rank of a major crop in 1927.
 “In 1926, the acreage of soybeans for all purposes 
was estimated at more than 3,000,000 acres and the seed 
production at about 148,000,000 bushels. At present (1927), 
all states east of the Mississippi River are growing soybeans 
and with yearly increasing acreages. Moreover, the states 
bordering the west bank of the Mississippi are greatly 
increasing their soybean acreage. For 1927, the average 
increase of soybean acreage over that of 1926, is estimated at 
about 20 percent.
 “Let us consider the forage outlook in the United States. 
The soybean undoubtedly will be utilized primarily for 
forage purposes, and by forage purposes is meant as hay, 
pasture, ensilage, and soilage. In 1924 (we have no later 
statistics), more than 1,500,000 tons of soybean hay were 
produced, nearly doubling the production of 1922. No fi gures 
are available as to acreage devoted to pasturage and ensilage; 
but, you of the states producing soybeans know that a very 
considerable part of the soybean acreage of your state was 
devoted in 1924 to these two purposes. For instance, Illinois, 
with a total soybean acreage in 1924 of 747,000 acres, had 
only 90,000 acres for seed production. North Carolina had 
a total acreage in 1924 of 255,000 acres of which 120,000 
were for seed. For forage purposes, soybeans are increasing 
in favor on the farms of the North, South, East and West. 
Without a doubt, as hay, pasturage, and ensilage, soybeans 
will be used more and more in the farming systems of 
America.
 “Seed production has become a very important and 
profi table industry in many sections. During the past few 
years, the growers in certain sections have been confronted 
in the fall with the surplus-seed problem. Before the passing 
of the next planting season, however, fi rst-class seed for 
planting has been at a premium, and during the past two 
years (1926 and 1927), there has been an acute shortage in 
some sections of seed of desirable varieties. Commercial 
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possibilities today offer a potential outlet for a supply above 
seeding requirements, many times the size of the present 
surplus. Several oil mills are now crushing domestic-grown 
soybeans for oil and oil meal in the Southern and Western 
States, and many others are being equipped for this purpose. 
Complaint is often made that oil mills pay too little for 
seed, making seed production for this purpose unprofi table. 
We must take into account, however, that the soybean is a 
legume. We must consider the fertilizing value, the feeding 
value of the straw, and not expect too much in comparison 
with other standard crops. Let us be fair with this oil-mill 
industry, and forget the high prices for seed which have 
prevailed with the introduction of new varieties and the large 
increase in acreage. To me, the production of soybean seed 
for oil and oil meal appears to be one of the bright spots in 
the future of the soybean which will fi rmly establish it as a 
major crop.
 “Increasing imports of soybeans, soybean oil, and 
soybean cake from China and Japan, in spite of a tariff on the 
beans and oil, indicate a ready market for these products in 
the United States. Soybean oil is a strong competitor of other 
vegetable oils and is used extensively in the manufacture 
of butter and lard substitutes, paints, enamels, waterproof 
goods, rubber substitutes, linoleum, and edible oils; and 
constantly new uses are being found for this valuable oil. 
Soybean oil meal is a valuable concentrate for all kinds 
of livestock. Oil meal is also valuable as a fl our, and is 
extensively used in the manufacture of glue, of buttons, 
etc. The following table shows the increasing demands for 
soybean products through imports for the past fi ve years.
 This table, “Soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake 
imported into the United States, 1922-1926 inclusive,” 
shows that imports of soybean oil ranged from 9.1 million lb 
in 1924 to a high of 41.7 million lb in 1923. Soybean cake 
ranged from 4.2 million lb in 1922 to a high 47.1 million lb 
in 1924. Imports of soybeans ranged from 3.5 million lb in 
1922 to a high 4.2 million lb in 1924.
 “Soybean seed is employed for various other purposes 
and its uses, no doubt, will further increase. There are 
established in the United States several factories for the 
manufacture of soy sauce, which in previous years was 
imported in large quantities from China and Japan. There are, 
also, a large number of food factories using soybean seed in 
the manufacture of special foods. And we must not overlook 
the value of soybean seed as a highly valuable stock feed, 
relished by all kinds of farm stock. Practical experience and 
extensive tests by experiment stations have indicated the 
value of soybean seed as a home-grown concentrate.
 “No doubt, most of you will recall that soybean 
bulletins of a few years ago told you that the ordinary farm 
equipment was all that was necessary to produce a crop of 
soybeans. Today, however, after extensive experiments, we 
have more effi cient and economical methods of planting, 
cultivating, harvesting and marketing the crop. In the 

matter of machinery, we have soybean seed drills, soybean 
cultivators, and soybean harvesters. Just a word concerning 
harvesters, of which we have several types adapted to 
various conditions. There is the beater type for rows and for 
broadcast beans, and these have gradually brought about the 
combine harvester, now used successfully in the Western 
States.
 “Further brightening the path of the soybean is the 
extensive work of experiment stations. Nearly all state 
experiment stations (and the United States Department 
of Agriculture) are engaged in various tests with regard 
to variety testing, breeding work, feeding experiments, 
inoculating, fertilizing, methods of culture and harvesting, 
and in greater utilization of the soybean and its products. 
From this review of experimental and other work during a 
score of years, I think you will quite agree that the outlook 
is decidedly bright for the soybean, and that, through the 
efforts of the American Soybean Association, we must keep 
this work going, and place the soybean where it belongs–in 
the ‘King’ row with King Corn and King Cotton.” Address: 
USDA, Washington, DC.

1099. Meharry, Charles L. 1927. Eighth annual business 
meeting. Chicago, Illinois–1927. Proceedings of the 
American Soybean Association 1:34-39.
• Summary: “Only a few members of the Association met, 
November 28, 1927, in Room 9 of the Administration 
Building of the Union Stock Yards, Chicago, for the annual 
winter business meeting. Vice-President Taylor Fouts 
presided in the absence of President F.P. Latham who was 
unable to attend. Secretary W.E. Ayres could not be present 
and had suggested in a letter to Mr. Fouts that past Secretary-
Treasurer, Charles L. Meharry, be appointed Acting 
Secretary.
 On a motion of Professor K.E. Beeson, the offi cers for 
1928 were elected unanimously: President–Taylor Fouts, 
Indiana. Vice-President–Walter Godchaux, Louisiana. 
Secretary-Treasurer–W.E. Ayres, Mississippi.
 Includes a detailed discussion of resolutions passed 
by the Association at its Eighth Annual Convention, held 
in Eastern North Carolina, 1927. These included: “Be it 
resolved that this Association take all steps in its power to 
secure additional State and Federal aid for such experimental 
and research work, and particularly in connection with 
the growing and utilizing of the soybean; and that all the 
members of the Association be urged to do all in their power 
to secure the support of their Representatives and Senators to 
such end.
 “2. Whereas there is a discrimination against growers in 
the import duties on soybeans and soybean products;
 “Be it resolved that this Association take all steps in 
its power to secure fair and just protection for the soybean 
industry in all its phases, in any tariff schedules that may be 
imposed.”
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 It was also decided that “the winter meetings be 
discontinued and the business meeting be combined with the 
summer fi eld meeting.” Prof. Beeson gave a report of the 
fi eld meeting in North Carolina. Mr. Wand and Mr. Meharry 
discussed the need for stronger protective tariffs on soybeans 
and its products. Address: Acting Secretary-Treasurer, 
American Soybean Assoc.

1100. Turner, A. Grenville. 1927. The useful soya bean. 
Commercial possibilities. Liverpool Trade Review 
26(12):245-47. Dec. 15. Compiled from a report prepared 
by Mr. A. Grenville Turner, of Messrs. Kelly & Company...
Liverpool.
• Summary: Describes the increasing importance and 
production of soybeans in the United States, and their food 
and industrial uses. Address: Messrs. Kelly & Co., 10 Irwell 
Chambers West, Liverpool, England.

1101. Wand, Frederick A. 1927. The soybean industry: 
Introducing the soybean in the United States. Farmers’ 
Elevator Guide 22(12):50-51. Dec.
• Summary: Includes a discussion of the value of soybeans 
as a soil builder, the increase in soybean acreage in Illinois 
(from 40,000 acres in 1921 to 538,000 acres in 1927), the 
marketing of soybeans, and soybeans and the tariff (which 
is presently 30 cents a bushel on soybeans and 2½ cents a 
pound on soybean oil). Address: Manager Soy Bean Dep., 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.

1102. Goidanich, A. 1927. Coleotteri importati da navi 
[Beetles imported in ships]. Bolletino della Societa 
Entomologica Italiana 59(3):46-48. [Ita]*

1103. Ekonomicheskii Biulleten (Economic Bulletin) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway). 1927. [Comparative items of 
soya bean oil exports in 1924/25]. No. 47. p. 13. [Rus]*

1104. Ekonomicheskii Biulleten (Economic Bulletin) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway). 1927. [Export of beans, bean oil 
and bean cakes from Dairen]. No. 17. p. 19. [Rus]*

1105. Ekonomicheskii Biulleten (Economic Bulletin) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway). 1927. [Export of bean oil]. No. 
17. p. 19. [Rus]*

1106. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1928. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1927. London. 108 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Imports of soya beans into the 
United Kingdom, in tons (from 1916 to 1927). (2) Imports 
of soya beans into Germany, in tons of 1000 kilos. (1921 to 
1927). (3) Imports of soya beans into Holland, in tons (1921 
to 1927). (4) Imports of soya beans into Denmark, in tons 
(1924 to 1927). (5) Average monthly price of soya bean oil in 
Hull (England, per ton; Jan. to Dec. 1914, and 1924 to 1927). 

(6) Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom, in tons 
(1914 to 1927). (7) Exports of soya bean oil from the United 
Kingdom, in tons (1914 to 1927). (6) Imports of soya bean 
oil into the U.S.A., in tons (1917 to 1927). (7) Imports of 
soya bean oil into Germany (in tons of 1,000 kilos) (1922 to 
1927). (8) Imports of soya bean oil into France, in tons (1919 
to 1927). (9) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland, in tons 
(1920 to 1927). (10) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean 
oil from Manchuria, to Europe and total (Season 1st Nov. to 
31st Oct.; in tons) (1923-24 to 1926-27).
 The section titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil” (p. 
96) gives a summary and overview, largely of information in 
the tables. Imports of both grew signifi cantly during the past 
year. Italy is now importing larger amounts of soya beans, 
largely because of the increase in the duty on soya bean oil. 
Address: Holland House, Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1107. Alsberg, Carl L.; Taylor, Alonzo E. 1928. The fats and 
oils: A general view. Stanford University, California: Food 
Research Institute. viii + 103 p. 23 cm. Fats and Oils Studies 
No. 1.
• Summary: Contents: 1. The nature and sources of fats and 
oils. 2. Properties of fats and oils. 3. Fats and oils technology 
(contains historical development and statistics from 1913-
1926, plus information on hydrogenation, margarine, and 
lard compounds). 4. Conditions and trends of production. 5. 
Conditions and trends of consumption. International trade in 
fats and oils. 7. Concluding observations. List of tables.
 The copyright pages notes: “The Food Research Institute 
was established at Stanford University in 1921 jointly by 
the Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Trustees 
of Leland Stanford Junior University, for research in the 
production, distribution, and consumption of food.” This 
is the fi rst volume in what will be a series on fats and oils 
studies.
 Note: The word “hydrogenated” appears on pages 
13, 36, 42, 43 (twice), and 75. Address: Directors, Food 
Research Inst., Stanford, California.

1108. Farming in South Africa. 1928. Market for soya beans 
and oil. 2(23):595. Feb.
• Summary: An investigation into the potential for soya 
bean cultivation and use of the oil in South Africa has been 
conducted by the Division of Economics and Markets. The 
oil is valuable for use in soaps, but there are presently only 4 
manufacturers in South Africa who use soya oil, and that in 
very limited quantities, in the manufacture of soap. Although 
there are in South Africa one or two factories equipped to 
crush soybeans for oil, the oil is mainly imported (about 
200 tons/year) through the ports of Durban or Cape Town. It 
can be imported for much less than it can be produced from 
soybeans grown in South Africa. However soya beans would 
have a future in South Africa if there were a domestic market 
for the soya bean cake. “Soya beans have for years been 
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tested on the Dryland Experiment Station by Col. H.S. du 
Toit, and the ‘Sakura’ (Japanese variety) has given the best 
results.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002) 
concerning the marketing of soyfoods or soyfood products 
(soya oil).

1109. Tompkins, P.W. 1928. The Pacifi c Coast oil industry: 
History, evolution and progress of the vegetable and fi sh oil 
trades. Oil and Fat Industries 5(2):48-57. Feb. See p. 51-52. 
Continued from January issue.
• Summary: “Soya bean oil importation originated on the 
Pacifi c Coast, commencing about 1908 and arriving in 
second-hand kerosene tins. At that time the oil was dutiable 
and the importers, seeing a large business opportunity if the 
duty was removed, were successful in having it placed on the 
free list. The early shipments of soya bean oil, packed in tins 
and cases, were sold to soap manufacturers.
 “With the removal of the duty in 1909, the imports 
increased rapidly and the packing changed from tins to 
new American oak barrels. This oil found a ready market 
throughout the U.S., and the Pacifi c Coast importers as 
far back as 1910 started to ship it in tank cars across the 
American continent, which necessitated the installation of 
tanking facilities in San Francisco... With the European war, 
the imports of soya bean oil showed an enormous increase, 
shipments then being brought forward not only in new 
American oak barrels, but also in tins, as well as in bulk in 
the deep tanks of steamers. These heavy arrivals continued 
until the tariff of 1922, which removed soya bean oil from 
the free list and placed it on the dutiable list at the rate of 2½ 
cents per pound, thus reducing imports tremendously.
 “Soya bean oil continues to be an article of import but 
only spasmodically. All shipments now come forward in bulk 
in steamers’ deep tanks in quantities of approximately 500 
to 800 tons at one time. Some of this oil is consumed in this 
country, while a large portion fi nds its way into Canada.
 “Some of the early arrivals of soya bean oil originated 
at Shanghai, Hankow, Newchang and Dalny (Dairen), but 
the Manchurian product shipped from Dairen constitutes 
the entire present import. Most of the oil is pressed, and is 
consumed by the soap industry, though some is used in the 
manufacture of paint. During the World War considerable 
was used for edible purposes.”

1110. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1928. Opening of a 
permanent conference for soya bean investigations in Harbin. 
24(3):104-05. March.
• Summary: “It may be said without exaggeration that in 
our days soya beans are among the most widely distributed 
agricultural products in the world.”
 “Since ancient times soya beans have been cultivated 
in China. They are fi rst mentioned in an old Chinese 
pharmacopoeia, a book written, according to tradition, by the 

emperor Shennung in 2838 B.C.
 “As soon as the construction of the Chinese Eastern 
Railway had opened North Manchuria to an extensive infl ow 
of Chinese immigrants, the soya beans, particularly their 
yellow variety (export beans), have taken the fi rst place in 
the list of plants cultivated in this territory. At the present 
time yellow soya beans occupy about 33 per cent. of all the 
fi elds in the agricultural districts of the area tributary to the 
Chinese Eastern Railway, and in the past three years–from 
1922 to 1925–their output increased by 34 per cent. and the 
quantities of beans hauled by the railway have grown during 
12 years–from 1912 to 1924–from 23.4 to 102.3 million 
poods or by 337 per cent.
 “China yields more than one half of the total world’s 
export surplus of soya beans, whereby over 80 per cent. of 
Chinese exports of beans come from Manchuria. Beans and 
the products manufactured from them form the connecting 
line between the local farmer and the world market. Hence 
one can understand the tremendous economic importance 
of soyabeans in the economy of Manchuria and the 
attention given this subject on the part of a great number 
of government, public and commercial organizations in the 
country.
 “Up to the present time, however, all these organizations 
have been acting independently from one another, without 
any mutual exchange of experience and often performing 
one and the same work two times, which has caused useless 
throwing away of money and waste of force.
 “Thus, many questions regarding the study, growth 
distribution and utilization of beans have been thrashed 
out simultaneously by such institutions as the government 
experimental farms at Ninguta and Tsitsihar, the 
experimental fi eld of the Chinese Eastern Railway, a part 
of the staff of the Agronomic Section and Agricultural 
Laboratory of the Land Department, several employees from 
the Mixed Storage Section of the Commercial Department 
of the Chinese Eastern Railway and the Economic Bureau 
of the Chinese Eastern Railway. Others interested in the 
problem are the Commercial and Industrial, Natural History 
Agricultural Sections of the Manchuria Research Society, 
and the Experimental Farm and formerly owned by the 
Manchurian Agricultural Society. These questions are also 
treated by the Experimental Farm of the South Manchuria 
Railway at Kungchuling. A great many matters concerned 
with this problem are studied by individual persons, who are 
members of the Union of Chinese Chambers of Commerce 
in the Special District of the Eastern Provinces, the Harbin 
Bourse Committee, Provincial District and Rural Chinese 
Agricultural Societies. Great attention is given the subject by 
local banks, individual exporters and representatives of the 
Bean Oil Mills Association.
 “Therefore, the creation of a competent and authoritative 
combine among the parties interested in the growing and sale 
of beans was one of the most important issues in the country.
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 “The initiative for such a combine was made by the 
Manchuria Research Society a year ago, when at the 
meetings of its Commercial and Industrial Section the 
creation of a combined organ for studying and utilizing beans 
was suggested.
 “A short time ago this idea was put into effect.
 “At the meeting of the Committee of the Manchuria 
Research Society of December 14, 1927, an Organizatory 
Bureau of a Permanent Conference for Soya beans 
Investigation was formed, consisting of Messrs. Chang Ting-
kuo, Chairman, A.A. Neopihanoff and I.K. Kabalkin, Vice-
Chairmen and A.V. Marakueff and M.K. Gordeef, Members.
 “The objects of the Permanent Conference are laid down 
in its Constitution, as follows:
 “(a) The bringing together of all persons and 
corporations interested in the study of the production, 
distribution and utilization of soya beans for the purpose of 
mutual Co-operation and Co-ordination of efforts.
 “(b) Assistance to an extensive study of questions 
referring to soya beans of Manchuria and the rest of China,
 “(c) Assistance in the work for selecting different 
varieties of soya beans, as possessing a greater force of 
resistance or adaptability in different branches of industry.
 “(d) Assistance to the investigations of the question of 
diseases of the beans and insect depredations and of means 
of fi ghting them.
 “(e) Stimulating of interest toward the improvement of 
seeds on the part of the farming population of Manchuria, 
assistance to giving of prizes for better seeds, distribution of 
the better varieties, description and nomenclature of different 
varieties of soya beans.
 “(f) Establishment of market standards and grades of 
Manchuria soya beans, as well as popularization of the 
best methods for sorting and cleaning the beans for sale on 
international markets.
 “(g) Investigations of the special economic features of 
the growing of soya beans in Manchuria, and the Manchurian 
trade in beans and their products.
 “(h) Investigation of the question of a rational 
application of bean cultures in the rotation of crops in 
Manchuria and neighboring districts.
 “(i) Discovery of means for a profi table utilization of 
bean waste (shells, straw, etc.).
 “(j) Assistance to the opening of experimental fi elds, 
holding of conferences, exhibitions, and competitions.
 “(k) Publishing and republishing in the Russian, English 
and Chinese languages of the most valuable works on soya 
beans and translation of similar works appearing in other 
languages.
 “(l) Discussion and enforcement of any other questions 
connected with the investigation and utilization of soya 
beans.
 “All communications and inquiries should be addressed 
as follows:

 Permanent Conference for Soya Bean
 c/o Manchuria Research Society, Harbin, China.
 Note: Only brief mention is made of the increasingly 
powerful South Manchuria Railway (run by Japan), which 
is already doing most or all of the things proposed in this 
article, and which is rapidly taking away the business of the 
Chinese Eastern Railway.

1111. Grey, Egerton Charles. 1928. The food of Japan. 
Geneva: League of Nations, Health Organisation. 161 p. 
May. Index. 24 cm. [82 ref. Eng; fre]
• Summary: Detailed information and analysis. Contents: 
Preface. 1. Quantity of food in Japan: Exports, imports, 
production and consumption of food in Japan in the year 
1925. 2. Quality of food in Japan: Defi nition of quality. 
3. Distribution of food in Japan: Natural and artifi cial 
distribution. 4. Chemical composition of Japanese foods as 
consumed: Methods of analysis. 5. Chemical composition 
of Japanese food as purchased. Appendices: I. Literature 
relating to the chemical and physical properties of the food 
of Japan, with list of authors. II. Food materials and the 
plants and animals serving as sources of food in Japan.
 The Preface begins: “This work... was carried out in the 
Imperial Institute of Nutrition, Tokyo (director, Dr. Tadasu 
Saiki). It comprises statistical data relating to the food 
supply of Japan and analytical data derived from the writer’s 
personal examination of the food materials.”
 Table 7 (p. 25) shows the amounts of major foods 
consumed in Japan. The percentage of the total food 
consumed is: Rice 50.83%, barley 10.15%, potatoes 8.63%, 
wheat 6.63%, soy bean 4.76%, other beans 3.71%, other 
cereals 3.24%, fi sh 1.72%, seaweed 1.23%.
 On page 54, the author discusses the “Alkalinity of the 
ash [of foods]. This fi gure is of considerable importance as 
indicating the capacity of the food material to produce alkali 
in the body.” On pages 61-111 the author lists the nutritional 
composition of all major Japanese foods, grouped by food 
type: 1. Cereals and cereal products. 2. Legumes, pulses, 
and legume products. 3. Roots, greens, and other vegetables. 
4. Mushrooms and seaweeds. 5. Fruits, nuts, and seeds. 
6. Vegetable oils. 7. Other vegetable products. 8. Dairy 
products. 9. Eggs. 10. Meat and animal fat. 11. Fish. 12. 
Condiments, beverages, etc. The name of each food is given 
in both English and French, usually with a brief explanation.
 In a table (p. 65-69), in category “II. Legumes, pulses, 
and legume products,” the section titled “Fresh legumes” 
includes (p. 64-65): Edamame (Soy bean in pod) = Fève de 
soya en cosse. The section titled “Dry legumes (pulses)” 
includes (p. 64-67): Azuki (Small red bean) = Petit haricot 
rouge. Dainagon (Small red bean) = Petit haricot rouge Ao 
daizu (Soy bean [with green seed coat]) = Fève de soya. 
Kuro daizu (Black soy bean) = Fève de soya noire. Shiro 
Daizu (White soy bean) = Fève de soya blanche. Rakkasei 
(Pea nut) = Pistache de terre.
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 The section titled “Bean products” includes (p. 66-69): 
Aburage (Fried-bean curd) = Pâte de haricots frite. Aka 
miso (Soy-bean paste) = Pâte de fèves de soya. Gammodoki 
(Fried-bean curd) = Pâte de haricots frite avec mixture 
d’algues marines. Kinako (Soy-bean powder) = Poudre de 
fèves de soya. Kori dofu = Pâte de haricots séchée. Namaage 
(Fried-bean curd) = Pâte de haricots frite. Natto (Fermented 
soy bean) = Fève de soya fermentée. Sarashian (Red-bean 
powder) = Poudre de haricot rouge [Sarashi-an from azuki 
beans]. Shiro miso (White soy-bean paste) = Pâte blanche de 
fève de soya. Tofu (Soy-bean curd) = Pâte de fèves de soya. 
Tofu kasu (Soy-bean residue) [okara] = Déchets de fèves de 
soya. To nyu (Soy-bean milk) = Lait de fève de soya. Yuba.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the word gammodoki (spelled 
that way) which refers to deep-fried tofu burgers, or that 
contains the word namaage, which refers to deep-fried tofu 
cutlets.
 Also: Mushrooms and seaweeds includes (p. 73-75): 
Arame, Asakusanori [Asakusa nori], aonori, hijiki, kanten, 
kombu, mozuku, ogonori, tororo kombu, wakame. Fruits, 
nuts and seeds includes (p. 77): Asanomi (Hemp seed), 
Goma (sesame, white and black). Vegetable oils includes (p. 
79): Daizu yu (Soy bean oil) = Huile de fève de soya.
 Condiments includes (p. 92-93): Hamana natto 
[fermented black soybeans]. Kiriboshi (Dried daikon). 
Misozuke [miso pickles]. Narazuke. Shoyu [soy sauce]. 
Takuan (Pickled radish). Umeboshi (pickled plum) = Prune 
confi te. Beverages includes (p. 92-93): Amazake. Mirin 
(fermented rice). Sake (Rice wine).
 For each food, the following values are given in 
both English and French: Water, protein (N x 6.25), fat, 
carbohydrate, ash, calories, alkali value, total nitrogen, 
water-soluble nitrogen, phosphoric acid (anhydrous), sodium 
chloride (salt), water-soluble ash, water-insoluble ash, 
alkalinity due to soda and potash, alkalinity due to lime and 
magnesia, calcium oxide, ferric oxide, factor for converting 
to dry food.
 Note 2. In Japan, the typical person is well aware of 
which foods are alkaline (arukari-sei) and which are acidic 
(san-sei). The alkaline foods are generally considered more 
healthful and health-protecting. For the alkaline values given 
by Grey for many basic Japanese foods, see SoyaScan Notes. 
1991. Sept. 20.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2021) that uses the term “soy-bean paste” to refer 
to miso.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2009) that uses the term “Edamame” to refer to 
[green] soy beans in their pods.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “kori dofu” to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 

seen (Dec. 2006) that uses the term “pickled plum” to refer 
to umeboshi salt plums.
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the term “Hamana natto” to refer 
to fermented black soybeans. Address: M.A., D.Sc., F.I.C., 
M.R.C.S., etc.

1112. Marakueff, A.V. 1928. The export of soya beans from 
Manchuria and its fi nancing. Chinese Economic Journal 
2(6):475-95. June; 3(1):567-89. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Post war changes in 
the oil markets of the world. 2. The world’s market for oil 
seeds and the place taken therein by the soya bean. 3. China–
One of the principal producers if oilseeds. 4. Soya bean crop 
in Manchuria. 5. The oil mill industry in Manchuria.
 6. Calculation of factory costs of bean oil. 7. The 
future export of oil and bean cake. 8. The trade in beans. 9. 
Prices of beans, oil and bean cake. 10. Purchase of beans in 
northern Manchuria.
 11. Quality and grade of Manchurian soya bean. 12. 
Beans free loading station. 13. Sale of railway way bills. 14. 
Beans FOB steamer. 15. Basic markets of consumption of 
soya bean and of its by-products (the largest quantities of 
Manchurian soya beans are shipped to England, Holland, 
Denmark, Germany and Belgium. Tables show the amounts 
of soya beans and soya bean oils (in metric tons) imported 
into England, Germany, Denmark and the Netherlands from 
1909-15 then each year from 1922 to 1926).
 16. Sale of soya beans CIF London. 17. Ocean freight 
on soya beans and their by-products. 18. Marine insurance 
of the beans and their by-products. 19. Minor expenses 
involved in the Manchurian bean trade. 20. Import duties on 
soya beans and bean products.
 21. Currency question. 22. The eastern and southern 
routes for Manchurian bean export. 23. Financing soya bean 
export by Manchurian banking corporations.
 Concerning “11. Quality and grade of Manchurian soya 
bean,” we read: “On the Manchurian market, no matter 
whether the beans are sold for forward delivery or on spot 
[Footnote 1: Seven days usually are given to sellers for the 
delivery of spot beans] the average grain of the crop of the 
season is considered according to usage as standard goods 
for delivery. This rule, fi rst introduced by Chinese merchants, 
has been gradually accepted by foreign exporters, and at 
present every buyer who ventures to refuse to take over the 
goods must be ready to lose bargain money.
 “Usually the beans of this ‘fair average market quality’ 
have a moisture of 13 or 14 per cent. and contain 2-3% of 
coloured grains, 9-10% of grain damaged in threshing or by 
insects, 2-3% of unripened grain, besides 1-2% of dirt and 
dust. Beans of 1927 crop have been far below this standard, 
having moisture of 16.20 per cent. and higher content of 
unripened and damaged grains.
 The beans presented for railway mixed transportation 
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(or mixed storage) are graded by special Examiners of the 
Chinese Eastern or South Manchuria Railways into three 
grades, according to standards prepared by the Railways for 
each season. The standards for 1928, crop 1927, are given in 
the table below:”
 This table shows the 3 grades are named “Extra, 1, 
and 11,” with Extra being the highest quality and 11 being 
the lowest. For each grade is given percentage of: Normal 
(yellow beans). Coloured seeds. Damaged in threshing 
or eaten by insects. Unripened grains. Dust & dirt. Total 
(100%). Moisture.
 “There is no special demand of any commercial value 
for these graded beans, but as a rule they are sold at Dairen 
higher than ordinary not graded seeds.” Address: Far Eastern 
Bank, Harbin.

1113. Edmondson, C.V.; Briggs, George M.; Ogden, H.P. 
1928. Resolutions–Passed by the American Soybean 
Association in its Ninth Annual Convention held at Purdue 
University, August, 1928. Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Association 2:38. Ninth annual fi eld meeting. Held 
15-17 Aug. at Indiana.
• Summary: “1. Whereas, the research work of the United 
States Department of Agriculture and the State Agricultural 
Colleges and Experiment Stations has been of great value to 
American Farming, and
 “Whereas, the soybean is of great economic importance 
in furnishing home grown protein for all classes of livestock, 
in maintaining farm fertility, and providing an additional 
cash crop;
 “Be It Resolved that this Association requests that all 
Federal and State aid in connection with the growing and 
utilizing of soybeans be continued.
 “Be It Further Resolved that all literature of the 
Association be sent to all directors and deans of agriculture 
in order that they be more familiar with this organization.
 “2. Whereas, soybeans and soybean products have not 
suffi cient tariff protection,
 “Be It Resolved that the Association shall continue its 
efforts toward securing just protection.
 “Be It Further Resolved that the sincere thanks and 
appreciation of this association be extended to W.J. Morse, 
U.S.D.A., for his untiring labor in connection with the 
publication of the Proceedings of American Soybean 
Association, and that this association wishes him every 
success and safe return from his two year pilgrimage through 
the soybean land of the Orient.
 “Be It Further Resolved that this association extends to 
Director Christie a note of thanks for his co-operation and 
support in furthering the interests of soybean growers, and 
wishes him every success in his new position.
 “Be It Further Resolved that this Association expresses 
its appreciation to the Indiana Corn Growers Association for 
its assistance in this meeting.

 “Be It Further Resolved that this association expresses 
its thanks to the Blish Milling Company, American Milling 
Company and Funk Brothers for their co-operation and 
fi nancial support and that a copy of these resolutions be sent 
to each of these companies.
 “Be It Further Resolved that a note of thanks be 
extended to the staff of Purdue University and all others who 
have in any way contributed to the success of this meeting 
and the enjoyment of all those in attendance.” Address: 1. 
Chairman.

1114. Shaw, Wilfred. 1928. Commercial prospects of 
soybeans. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 
2:28, 30-33. Ninth annual fi eld meeting. Held 15-17 Aug. at 
Indiana.
• Summary: This is largely a detailed discussion of the 
origins and results of what is called here (p. 33) the “Peoria 
Plan,” pioneered by Mr. H.G. Atwood, President of the 
American Milling Company (Peoria, Illinois), who initially 
proposed the idea to the president of the Peoria County 
Farm Bureau as a way of encouraging the expansion of the 
soybean crop in Illinois. Later a meeting was called at the 
invitation of the American Milling Co. and Mr. Atwood’s 
suggestion was thoroughly discussed. “Those in attendance 
at this meeting were Mr. Atwood, and Associate Directors 
of the American Milling Company; Mr. Eugene Funk and 
Mr. Bradley, of Funk Bros. Seed Company, Bloomington; 
Mr. McConnell and Mr. Chase, managers of the Grange 
League Federation Exchange Incorporated, Peoria, and also 
representatives of the Peoria County Farm Bureau, Mr. M.M. 
Baker, Vice-President of the Caterpillar Tractor Company 
representing the Peoria Association of Commerce; Professor 
J.C. Hackleman, of the Agronomy Department, College of 
Agriculture, Urbana, and Mr. C.V. Gregory, Editor of the 
Prairie Farmer, Chicago. (I want particularly to mention that 
Professor Hackleman and Mr. Gregory were outstandingly 
valuable in perfecting the entire plan as completed.)”
 “At this meeting the three companies, namely: 
the American Milling Company, the Grange League 
Federation Exchange (which is a commodity buying and 
feed manufacturing organization agency of 35,000 eastern 
farmers), and Funk Bros. Seed Company agreed to offer a 
guaranteed price of $1.35 per bushel for No. 2 Federal Grade 
soybeans with a limit of 50,000 acres or 1,000,000 bushels 
f.o.b. either Peoria or Bloomington, Illinois.
 “The exact wording of the agreement fi nally drawn 
and presented to the farmers for signature by Illinois Farm 
Bureaus is as follows:” It consists of only for paragraphs, 
and concludes: “Deliveries shall be made prior to December 
31st, 1928.
 “Later at an opportune conference of Illinois Farm 
Advisors, or County Agents, held at the College of 
Agriculture, Urbana, the guaranteed price proposal of these 
companies was explained thoroughly. It was enthusiastically 
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received by the County Agents present and upon suggestion 
from the fl oor a committee called ‘The Farm Bureau 
Committee’ was appointed. Mr. W.E. Riegel, who is in 
attendance at this meeting, was one of the three members 
of this committee. This committee was charged with the 
responsibility of giving Illinois farmers, who cared to do 
so, the opportunity of signing up the bean acreage they 
desired upon the guaranteed price basis outlined above. 
How well they responded and appreciated this opportunity 
is indicated by the fact that upon August 1st, 58 counties 
had sent in 1,101 contracts totalling 41,274½ acres of beans. 
At the present time plans for the orderly movement of these 
beans to market after harvest are being worked out. Funk 
Brothers Seed Company soybean mill at Bloomington, 
Illinois, will handle and grind a portion of the beans. The 
Grange League Federation Exchange, who operate a large 
feed manufacturing plant at Peoria, will handle a portion, and 
the American Milling Company’s newly acquired oil mill 
at Peoria will handle and grind a portion of the contracted 
beans. The estimated combined immediate soybean storage 
capacity of these companies is placed at 300,000 bushels and 
it is possible for them, if necessary, to still further augment 
this.
 “It can logically be asked how these companies propose 
to market the beans secured from 42,000 acres and guarantee 
a price in advance.”
 “The American Milling Co. and Grange League 
Federation Exchange, as previously stated, are very large 
manufacturers of mixed feeds. The greater part of this feed 
is shipped east for the eastern dairymen and stockmen to 
feed. Protein naturally is a large factor of expense and vale of 
these feeds.
 “The sources of high protein concentrates for use 
in mixed feeds at the present time are: Cottonseed meal 
(2,600,000 tons), Gluten feed and meal (650,000 tons), 
Linseed meal (700,000 tons), and miscellaneous other 
sources such as Soybean meal, Peanut meal, and Malt 
(200,000 tons).”
 “The beans from the 42,000 acres under contract in 
Illinois that are delivered by Illinois farmers to the three 
buyers will be ground, the meal used as a high protein 
supplement in the manufacture of feeds, and the oil disposed 
of through the regular trade channels which now exist.”
 “Imports of soybeans and soybean products come 
principally from China and the province of Manchuria. The 
present rates of duty upon soybeans are: ½ cent a pound or 
30 cents a bushel on the whole beans; soybean oil 2½ cents 
per pound; soybean cake and meal free. 24,000,000 pounds 
of soybean oil were used in paint, varnish, soap, linoleum, 
oil cloth, oleomargarine, artifi cial leather, and other 
manufacturing channels in this country in 1927.”
 “The production of soybeans for commercial purposes 
will increase on corn belt farms so long as a profi table 
market for them is provided. The ‘Peoria Plan’ of a 

guaranteed price upon beans has been an enormous factor 
in increasing the acreage of beans sown for commercial 
purposes and in demonstrating to Illinois farmers the 
possibilities in the production of soybeans for commercial 
uses.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2020) 
that mentions the “Peoria Plan.” This plan was instituted 
primarily to obtain soybean meal, not soybean oil. Address: 
Representing American Milling Co.

1115. Albers, George. 1928. Soya-bean fl our and process of 
producing the same. U.S. Patent 1,684,654. Sept. 18. 2 p. 
Application fi led 14 Nov. 1925.
• Summary: “The present invention relates to the production 
of a new commodity which is termed soya bean fl our, and 
which has application in the industries and in medicine.” 
To make the low-fat fl our, soybean cake (typically imported 
from oil mills in Manchuria) is broken up, ground to a meal, 
dried until the moisture content is about 10%, cooled, ground 
again, and re-dried to a moisture content of about 8%. This 
dried product is then subjected to a series of grindings, 
accompanied by continuous bolting, the bran or fi ber being 
removed in the process. The fi nal fl our contains 42-45% 
protein and will pass through a number 72 mesh silk cloth. 
“There is a probable market for this fl our to be used in 
preventing diabetes.”
 Note 1. George Albers was probably an owner of Albers 
Brothers Milling Company in Seattle that imported the fi rst 
soybeans crushed in America.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019) 
that uses the word “low-fat” in connection with soy fl our, 
or that contains the term “low-fat fl our.” Address: Seattle, 
Washington.

1116. New York Times. 1928. Mukden works a ‘squeeze’: 
Farmers and traders mulcted in soya bean sales. Nov. 4. p. 
61.
• Summary: Harbin–Although the Mukden has declared a 
new open-door policy, opening all of Manchuria to foreign 
investment and industrial development, a new mandate has 
just been issued which greatly handicaps agents of foreign 
fi rms dealing in Manchurian soy beans or grain.
 “With millions of Chinese in the fi elds new harvesting 
the largest crops Manchuria has ever produced, the Mukden 
government has astounded the grain trade by forbidding 
foreign buyers from purchasing direct from the farmers. The 
farmers are ordered to sell their grain only to ‘authorized 
government agents,’ and foreigners who wish to buy soya 
beans and grain for export must then deal with these agents.”
 Therefore, regardless of market prices, ignorant and 
often awed farmers are forced to accept whatever price the 
Government agents offer. To this price are then added the 
Government profi t and the agent’s commission; the farmers 
and foreign traders are both being mulcted [defrauded] of 
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millions.

1117. International Institute of Agriculture. 1928. 
International yearbook of agricultural statistics, 1927-28. 
Rome, Italy. See p. 370-77. Index. 23 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Statistics for soya beans (Soja) and soya oil 
(Huile de Soja) (imports and exports, in full-page tables, 
in quintals [1 quintal = 100 kg], in French, for the years 
1909-1913 average, 1925, 1926, 1927, and 1928) are on 
pages 370-71 (for soya beans) and on pages 376-77 (for 
soya oil). In Europe, soya statistics are given for Germany, 
Denmark, France, Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Italy, 
Norway, Netherlands, and Sweden. In Asia, for China, 
Korea (with others, with Japan), Formosa [Taiwan] (with 
others, with Japan), Dutch East Indies (Java and Madura, 
exterior provinces), and Japan (with others, with Korea, with 
Formosa).
 For peanuts see pages 372-75, and for sesame see pages 
376-77.
 For example, a table (p. 370) shows that Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland had the following imports of soya 
beans:
 1911-1913: 2,308,713 quintals
 1925: 1,635,805 quintals
 1926: 466,955 quintals
 1927: 844,548 quintals
 1928: 1,955,261 quintals
 Note: The earliest issue of this book is 1909-21, but 
soybeans are not mentioned (under any name) anywhere in 
this earliest edition. Address: Italy.

1118. Marakueff, A.V. 1928. The export of [soy] beans 
from Manchuria and its fi nancing. Vestnik Manchzhurii 
(Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 2. p. 
1-6; No. 4. p. 1-7. English ed. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Post-war changes 
in the oil markets of the world. 2. The world’s market for 
oil seeds and the place taken therein by the soya bean. 3. 
China–one of the principal producers of oil seeds. 4. Bean 
crop in Manchuria. 5. The oil mill industry in Manchuria. 6. 
Calculation of factory costs. 7. The future export of oil and 
bean cake. 8. The trade in beans. 9. Prices of beans, oil and 
bean cake. 10. Purchase of beans in Northern Manchuria. 11. 
Beans f.o.b. loading station. 12. Sale of railway freight bills. 
13. Beans f.o.b. steamer. Note: 1 picul = 3 poods 28 funts.
 14. Basic markets of consumption. 15. Sales of beans 
CIF London. 16. Freight rates to London. Rates to Dairen. 
17. Rates to Japan. 18. Insurance en route to London. 19. 
Insurance en route to Japan. 20. Import duties on beans and 
bean products. 21. Currency: Tayang, gold yen. 22. The 
two ports from which beans are exported from Manchuria: 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dairen. 23. Financing export 
by banking corporations. Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1119. Marakueff, A.V. 1928. Eksport man’chzhurskikh 
bobov [The export of Manchurian (soy) beans]. 
Obschestvo Izucheniia Man’chzhurskogo Kraia. Torgovo-
promyshlennaia Sektsiia. Izdaniia No. 12. 75 p. Series D. 
[17+ ref. Rus]
• Summary: For English speakers: see the English-language 
edition of this work. Address: USSR.

1120. Matoff, A.I. 1928. The Manchurian bean oil industry 
and new methods of working beans. Vestnik Manchzhurii 
(Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 7. p. 
6-8. English edition. [Eng]
• Summary: Since 1927 the “percentage of bean oil exported 
in relation to beans” has decreased. “This decrease indicates 
that the crisis in the Manchurian beanoil industry has become 
still further aggravated. At the present time it is becoming 
clear that the center of the bean oil industry is being 
transferred to Europe, and that Manchuria more and more is 
becoming more and more merely the supplier of raw material 
for Europe. This necessity brings forth the question as to the 
future of the local bean oil industry.”
 “The salvation of the Manchurian beanoil industry lies 
entirely in the application of European methods of working 
the beans.” Urges a switch to solvent extraction. Address: 
Harbin, Manchuria.

1121. McRostie, G.P.; Hamilton, R.I.; Dimmock, F.; Clark, 
S.E. 1928. Soybeans in Canada. Canada Department of 
Agriculture (Ottawa), Pamphlet No. 93. 11 p. New Series.
• Summary: In Canada the main areas of production are 
the central and southwestern portions of the province of 
Ontario. Small areas have been grown in every province in 
the Dominion. Canada has imported annually, during the last 
7 years, an average of about 5,000,000 pounds of soybean oil 
for use in the manufacture of soaps and paints.
 The cake or meal resulting from the extraction of oil 
from soybeans has a feeding value equal to that of linseed 
meal or cotton seed cake. It is being imported into Canada at 
present in considerable quantities for feeding purposes.
 A description of 18 varieties grown in the tests at the 
Dominion Experimental Station, Harrow, Ontario are listed 
in a table. Address: Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

1122. Wright, Philip G. 1928. The tariff on animal and 
vegetable oils. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xviii + 
347 p. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: On the title page, under the author’s name: 
“With the aid of the Council and Staff of the Institute 
of Economics.” The “Director’s Preface,” by Harold G. 
Moulton begins (p. vii-xi): “Within the last decade a new 
set of economic relationships between the United States 
and the rest of the world has developed... The tariff, as 
the most important expression of the trade policy of this 
country, requires a fresh examination, and this the Institute 
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of Economics has undertaken.” The present study is one of a 
series on agricultural products.
 The Introduction begins (p. 1): The tariff acts of 1921 
and 1922 placed heavy duties on linseed, cottonseed, peanut, 
coconut, soya bean, and edible olive oils. Three of these oils, 
cottonseed, coconut and soya bean, were previously on the 
free list... Flaxseed, cottonseed, peanuts, and soya beans, 
raw materials of four of the above-mentioned oils, were also 
made dutiable at high rates, two of them, cottonseed and 
soya beans, being removed from the free list.” Other oils, 
including perilla and sesame oils, remained on the free list. 
“The duties were not so much in the interest of the producers 
of the oils as of the producers of the raw materials of the oils; 
namely, dairymen, soya bean” growers, etc.
 Chapter 2, “Properties, uses, and commercial importance 
of the fatty oils,” discusses 10 different vegetable oils: 
Castor oil, Chinese nut or tung oil, coconut oil, corn oil, 
cottonseed oil, linseed oil, olive oil (grown mostly in Spain 
and Italy, with some in California), palm oil and palm 
kernel oil, peanut oil, and soya bean oil. It also discusses 
5 animal fats, incl. butter substitutes and whale oil. A table 
(p. 37) shows “Production, consumption, imports, and 
exports of cottonseed oil, 1920-1926.” Cottonseed oil ranks 
fi rst among U.S. vegetable oils in both production and 
consumption (including edible and inedible consumption). In 
1914 production reached 1,790 million lb and consumption 
was 1,589 million lb, or 89% of the output and 64% of the 
consumption of all vegetable oils in the USA. Production 
then fell due to the boll-weevil, and by 1922 it had sunk 
to but little more than half its level in 1914. Since that 
year there has been a rapid recovery. Production in 1926 
reached 1,760 million lb, and accounted for about 55% of 
all the vegetable oil consumed in the USA that year (p. 36). 
Corresponding fi gures are given for the other oils discussed 
in this chapter.
 The section on “Soya bean oil” (p. 50-52) has the 
following contents: Raw material, properties and uses, 
methods of production, table showing production, imports, 
and exports of soya bean oil for the years 1914, and 1919-
1926.
 The soya bean is not grown to any considerable extent 
in the USA for its oil. “It is grown rather for forage and 
for introducing nitrogen into the soil.” The quantity of oil 
“produced” in the USA (refi ned from crude oil imported 
from the Orient) is less than 2% of domestic consumption. 
The crude oil “has a distinctly ‘beany’ taste and odor. When 
refi ned and deodorized it is light yellow, nearly odorless 
and tasteless, closely resembling refi ned cottonseed oil. 
It is primarily a soap oil, but is also a semi-drying oil and 
hence is used in the manufacture of paints, varnishes, oil 
cloths, linoleums, and printers’ inks. As a drying oil it is 
for most purposes inferior to linseed but may be mixed 
with linseed in proportions not to exceed 20 per cent with 
satisfactory results. For some uses it is used alone and is 

said to be superior to linseed. Finally, when refi ned, and, if 
necessary, hydrogenated, it is an edible oil and is used, but 
not extensively in the United States, in the manufacture of 
lard substitutes, oleomargarin, and as a salad oil. The value 
of soya bean oil has been fully appreciated only within 
recent years... Refi ning and especially hydrogenation have 
expanded its usefulness. It is now among the most important 
of the vegetable oils.”
 The oil, constituting about 18% of the bean, “is obtained 
by crushing or by the use of a solvent, such as benzine. A 
higher percentage of the oil content of the bean is obtained 
by the use of a solvent–95 as against 50 to 75 per cent–but at 
a loss of the oil cake.” “The chief sources of imports of soya 
bean oil are China (especially Kwantung [Manchuria]) and 
Japan. Both imports and exports have declined greatly since 
1919. European countries import large quantities of the beans 
for crushing. This, however, is not the practice in the United 
States and there is no record of imports of soya beans.”
 A full-page table (p. 108) gives “Rates of duty on 
principal fatty oils, under tariff acts from 1909 to 1922 
inclusive.” Figures are given for 33 oils and fats. Soybean oil 
was imported free of any duty under the tariff acts of 1909 
and 1913. In 1921 the rate of duty was 20 cents/gallon or 
2.667 cents/lb. In 1922 it was slightly lower, 2½ cents/lb.
 Another full-page table (p. 109) gives the “Rates of 
duty on specifi ed raw materials of vegetable oils” under the 
same 4 acts. In 1909 Soya beans had the highest duty of any 
oilseed, 45 cents per bushel of 50 lbs. In 1912 and 1921 they 
came in free. In 1922 the duty was ½ cent/lb. A table (p. 132) 
shows the rise in price of various oils (incl. soya bean) from 
June 1921 to Dec. 1923 and Dec. 1925.
 Chapter 7, titled “Effects of recent tariff changes on 
prices, production, and trade” includes a discussion of soya 
bean oil (p. 218).
 In Chapter 8, titled “What shall we do with the oils 
duties?,” the section on “The food oils” begins (p. 233-
37): “The duties on cottonseed, peanut, and soya bean oils 
have failed to accomplish the purposes for which they were 
imposed or have done more harm than good... In the case 
of soya bean oil the price difference has been increased 
by virtually the full amount of the duty, and to this extent 
domestic crushers of soya beans have doubtlessly benefi ted. 
But it is very doubtful whether this benefi t has extended to 
growers.”
 The appendix contains numerous statistical tables which 
include information on soybean oil: I. Domestic production 
of the principal oils and fats, 1914 and 1919-1926 (p. 260-
61). II. Imports of the principal animal and vegetable oils 
and fats for the years specifi ed (1914-1926) (p. 262-63). III. 
Exports of the principal animal and vegetable oils and fats, 
1914, and 1919-1926 (p. 264-65). IV. Domestic consumption 
of the principal animal and vegetable oils and fats, 1914, 
and 1919-1926 (p. 266-67). V. Data indicating the extent to 
which the United States is self-suffi cient in the production 
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of the fatty oils (1920 and 1926) (p. 268-71). VI. Domestic 
production and foreign trade [imports & exports] of the 
United States in raw materials of the vegetable oils, 1914 
and 1919-1926 (p. 272-73). VII. Revenues derived from 
imports of the principal animal and vegetable oils and fats, 
by months, Jan. 1920 to Sept. 1927, inclusive (p. 274-75).
 Note: This is the earliest U.S. document seen (Sept. 
2003) that analyzes the effects of tariffs and other U.S. 
government policies on soya beans and soya bean oil.
 Also discusses: hempseed oil, oil cake (Chinese nut, 
coconut, cottonseed, linseed, soya bean), and peanuts. 
Address: Inst. of Economics, Washington, DC.

1123. Yashnoff, E.E. 1928. Krizis sbyta man’chzhurskikh 
zhmykhov v Yaponii [Crisis in the market for Manchurian 
beans in Japan]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 4. p. 10-17. Russian edition. 
[Rus]
• Summary: Note: The author’s family name is also spelled 
“Yashinova.”

1124. Pope, Felix T. 1929. World trade in soy beans. 
Northwestern Miller 157(1):54. Jan. 2. [2 ref]
• Summary: Production and consumption statistics. 
Reprinted in the March 1930 issue of Oil & Fat Industries, p. 
98, 103. Pope is with the Foodstuffs Division, U.S. Dept. of 
Commerce.

1125. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1929. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1928. London. 106 p. See p. 92-94.
• Summary: Page 92: Tables show: (1) Imports of soya beans 
into the United Kingdom (In tons) (1919-1928). Increased 
from 61,565 in 1919 to 192,438 in 1928.
 (2) Imports of soya beans into Germany (In tons of 
1,000 kilos.) (1922-1928). Increased from 86,407 in 1922 to 
847,724 in 1928. (3) Imports of soya beans into Holland (in 
tons) (1922-1928). Increased from 5,022 in 1922 to 17,679 
in 1928. (4) Imports of soya beans into Denmark (in tons) 
(1924-1928). Increased from 154,253 in 1924 to 211,925 in 
1928.
 (5) Average monthly price of soya bean oil in Hull [UK] 
(Per ton) (1914-1928). The price increased from £26 in Jan. 
1914 to £33 in Dec. 1928.
 (6) Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom 
(In tons) (1916-1928). It fl uctuated with a small increase.
 (7) Exports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom 
(In tons) (1915-1928). It increased from 13,472 in 1915 to 
21,865 in 1928.
 Page 93: (8) Imports of soya bean oil into U.S.A. (In 
tons) (1919-1928). Decreased from 87,415 in 1919 to 5,885 
in 1928.
 (8) Imports of soya bean oil into Germany (In tons of 
1,000 kilos) (1922-1928). Decreased from 42,475 in 1922 to 
1,118 in 1928.

 (9) Imports of soya bean oil into France (In tons) (1920-
1928). Decreased from 9,300 in 1920 to 8,820 in 1928.
 (10) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland (In tons) 
(1921-1928). Increased from 32,523 in 1922 to 40,562 in 
1928.
 (11) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean oil from 
Manchuria (Season 1st Nov. to 31st Oct.) (In tons). 1924-25. 
Total shipments of each. Of which shipped to Europe. 1925-
26. Total shipments of each. Of which shipped to Europe. 
1926-27. Total shipments of each. Of which shipped to 
Europe. 1927-28. Total shipments of each. Of which shipped 
to Europe.
 Page 94: “Soya beans and soya bean oil: There has been 
a very marked increase in the quality of Soya Beans shipped 
from Manchuria during the season 1927/28, as compared 
with the season 1926/27.
 “The increase in the Soya Bean shipments and the 
decrease in the Oil shipments must be explained by the fact 
that the Mills which were crushing Beans in Manchuria 
practically ceased operating during 1928. Owing to the 
high price obtainable for Soya Meal in Germany, it was 
impossible for Mills in Manchuria to compete with the 
German Mills, and seeing that in the past the Manchurian 
Mills mainly disposed of their Cake for fertilising purposes 
to Japan, this transfer of the crushing industry from the 
East to Europe was inevitable. Big efforts are being made 
now by Mills in the East to fi nd a better outlet for their 
Cake and Meal by shipping it to Europe, and especially by 
turning out grades suitable for human consumption, and 
already great strides have been made in this direction. On the 
success of this movement will depend the extent to which 
the Manchurian Mills are enabled to resume operations.” 
Address: Holland House, Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1126. Pope, Felix T. 1929. World trade in soy beans. Oil 
Miller and Cotton Ginner (The) 33(5):30-31. Jan.
• Summary: From Commerce Reports: “Owing to the many 
new uses that are constantly being found for vegetable oils 
and the ever-increasing popularity of oil cake and meal as 
a stock feed, oilseeds are year by year assuming a more 
important place in world trade. World production for the year 
1926 approximated 35,900,000 short tons, of which about 
one-third was exported from the country where it was grown, 
either in the form of seed or as oil and oil cake and meal.
 “Cottonseed is by far the most important of all oilseeds, 
world production in 1926 having been nearly 14,000,000 
short tons, or about 40 per cent of the total production of 
all oilseeds. Other oilseeds in the order of their relative 
importance are sesame seed, fl ax, and soy beans (peanuts 
not being considered, as a comparatively small proportion of 
them are crushed.) Soy beans are of Asiatic origin and have 
been raised in China for many centuries. That country is still 
the chief source of supply and they play an important part in 
China’s foreign trade. Manchuria is the great producing area, 
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supplying about 40 per cent of China’s total crop.
 “In Asiatic countries–especially China and Japan–the 
soy bean is largely used as human food, being second only to 
rice in its importance as a food crop.
 “Exports of soy beans and their by-products from 
China during 1925 were 5,824,296,000 pounds; in 1926, 
6,877,302,000 pounds; in 1927, 7,576,493,000 pounds.
 “Production of Soy Beans in the United States: The soy 
bean was introduced in the United States as early as 1804 
and for several decades was regarded more as a botanical 
curiosity than as a plant of economic importance. With the 
introduction from Asiatic countries of new varieties into the 
United States, the soy bean has assumed great importance 
and offers far-reaching possibilities to the future agriculture 
of this country. A short ton of soy beans (33½ bushels) 
produces about 240 pounds of oil when crushed and 1,620 
pounds of cake or meal, the remaining 140 pounds being 
invisible waste, mostly moisture thrown off in the process 
of manufacturing. Soy beans bring the highest price for 
seed and for food purposes, and least for crushing, so that 
with the limited supply of home-grown beans available, it 
is only after other demands are met that mills are able to 
buy. In spite of this, cotton-oil mills are active in promoting 
the growth of soy beans, as it gives them an opportunity to 
use their plants for longer seasons than they can depending 
entirely on cottonseed, the same machinery being used 
without additional equipment being required. Soy beans were 
fi rst used for the production of oil and meal in the United 
States in 1910, imported seed being used.
 “American-grown seeds were fi rst used in 1915 by 
cottonseed oil mills in North Carolina. according to Dr. 
W.J. Morse, of the United States Department of Agriculture. 
The production in this country has increased rapidly in 
recent years. While no accurate fi gures are available 
back of [before] 1924, it is estimated that in 1917 only 
about 1,000,000 bushels were produced for seed. In 
1924 production had increased to 5,190,000 bushels, the 
succeeding years being as follows: 1925, 5,131,000 bushels; 
1926. 6,063,000 bushels; 1927, 7,925,000 bushels; 1928 
(estimated), 8,052,4100 bushels. (These fi gures do not 
include soy beans grown as a forage crop.) The increase has 
been the most marked in the State of Illinois, production in 
that State having increased from 30,000 bushels in 1919 to 
1,750,000 bushels in 1926, 2,405,000 bushels in 1927, and 
2,650,000 bushels (estimated) for 1928.
 “Imports Into the United States: Production has not kept 
pace with the demand, however, and the United States is still 
a large importer, not only of the beans, but also of the cake 
and oil. Imports of cake and meal for the fi rst nine months of 
1928 approximated 40,000 short tons.
 Soy-Bean-Oil Industry and Trade of the United States: 
Soy-bean oil, the product of the soy bean, is perhaps one 
of the most versatile of the great varieties of vegetable 
oils in world commerce to-day. Its most extensive use as 

an edible oil is in the manufacture of lard compounds and 
oleomargarine, and a small amount in salad oil. In addition to 
its uses as an edible product, it has the properties of a drying 
oil, which lends itself to the paint and varnish industry, 
the soap kettle, and the manufacture of linoleum and 
oilcloth, while small amounts are used for illuminating and 
lubricating purposes in its native country.
 “Soy-bean oil is obtained by two methods–pressure and 
solvent, the former producing the better grade products, oil 
and cake. The oil content of soy beans ranges from 12 to 23 
per cent, depending on the locality of production and the 
effi ciency of the presses–many of the bean mills in China 
and Manchuria being so primitive that they get only about 8 
to 10 per cent of oil. The following table shows the extent of 
this industry in the United States today:
 “Soy-Bean Cake and Meal: Owing to its high protein 
content, ranging from 46 to 52 per cent and from 5 to 8 per 
cent oil, soy-bean meal is in great demand as cattle feed and 
commands a considerably higher price than either cottonseed 
meal or linseed meal. Soy-bean meal at Portland, Oregon, 
one of the principal markets, has ranged from $50 to $60 per 
ton in the past fi ve years.
 “The accompanying chart, furnished by the Department 
of Agriculture graphically shows the many uses of the soy 
bean, starting with plant and seed. The plant can be used as 
forage, pasture, or green manure. The types of forage are 
hay, ensilage, soilage, and straw.
 The seed can be used for oil, food products, or oil meal. 
The oil can be used for soap stock (soft of hard soaps), 
enamels, varnishes, paints, rubber substitutes, food products 
(salad oils, lard substitutes, butter substitutes, edible oils), 
linoleum, printing inks, lubricating, lecithin, waterproof 
goods, celluloid, petroleum, lighting [illumination], 
explosives, glycerine. The food products consist of dried 
beans or green beans. The dried beans can be made into soy 
sauce, coffee substitute, soups, sprouts, roasted beans, baked 
beans, vegetable milk (confection, casein milk powder, 
condensed milk, cheese [tofu] (fresh, dried, fermented, 
smoked). The green beans can be used for canned green 
beans, green vegetables, or salads). The oil meal can be 
used to make fl our, diabetic foods, infant foods, macaroni, 
breakfast foods, feeds, glue, or fertilizer.
 Tables show: (1) Imports of soy-bean oil, soy-bean cake, 
and soy beans into the United States (pounds), 1925-1928. 
(2) United States production, consumption, imports and 
exports of soy-bean oil (thousands of pounds), 1925-1927.
 Note: The front cover has Vol. XXXII, No. 5 and the 
inside “title page” has Vol. XXXIII, No. 5–Vol. 33 is correct. 
Address: Foodstuffs Div., U.S. Dep. of Commerce.

1127. Rea, George Bronson. 1929. [Soy] beans: Their 
relation to Manchuria’s prosperity and new railway 
construction. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai) 25:56-57, 79. 
Feb. [Eng]
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• Summary: “For many years, Japan has relied largely 
upon bean cake imported from Manchuria, as the chief 
fertilizing material for her rice farms. In fact the prosperity 
and development of Manchuria is based upon the cultivation 
of the soya-bean, the extraction of its oil and the use of the 
residue [soybean cake] for fertilizing and other purposes. 
Before the Japanese created a market in Europe for this 
product in 1907, Manchuria was a sparsely populated waste 
land with no economic outlook.”
 “The Manchurian bean crop for the last three years has 
averaged over 5,000,000 tons per year, valued at 450 to 500 
million Mexican dollars. The disposition of the 1926 crop 
was approximately as follows:
 “Crop: North Manchuria, 3,300,000 tons [60%]; South 
Manchuria, 2,200,000 tons. Total crop, 5,500,000 tons.
 “Export of beans 1,900,000 tons.
 “Export of bean cake 2,250,000.
 “Export of oil 150,000.
 “Local consumption 242,000.
 “Local fodder 363,000.
 “Seeding 495,000 tons.
 “Carried over 100,000 tons.
 “Total 5,500,000 tons.
 “These fi gures show that approximately one-half of the 
total bean crop of Manchuria is passed through the local bean 
mills...”
 “The Chinese are reluctant to admit that Japanese 
initiative opened up an export market for soya beans that has 
made possible the tremendous development and enrichment 
of North and South Manchuria during the past twenty 
years. In denouncing Japan for ‘exploiting Manchuria and 
attempting to annex the territory under cover of economic 
necessities,’ the Chinese give no consideration of the 
operation of economic and industrial laws that may once 
more change the entire aspect of the Manchurian problem. 
They fail to realize that the prosperity of Manchuria is 
erected upon a foundation laid by Japanese masons and that 
what Japan has so carefully built up, she can just as easily 
demolish. For, unless all sign fail, China will soon have to 
fi nd other uses and markets for her soya bean oil and cake or 
face economic ruin in Manchuria.
 “The handwriting is writ large upon the wall. Within 
the next fi ve years, Japan will have little further use for bean 
cake as fertilizer. Unless new markets are found for the cake, 
the oil milling industry in China is doomed. Extraction of the 
oil alone is not enough to justify the continual operation of 
the mills.” Address: Shanghai.

1128. Jasny, N. 1929. Die Zukunft der Sojabohne [The future 
of the soybean]. Wirtschaftsdienst. Heft 9. p. 353-56. March 
1. [11 ref. Ger]
Address: Hamburg, Germany.

1129. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1929. World 

production of soya beans. 57(786):247. March 8.
• Summary: “Owing to the many new uses that are 
constantly being found for vegetable oils, and the ever-
increasing popularity of oil cake and meal as a stock feed, 
oilseeds are year by year assuming a more important place in 
the world trade.” Total world production of oilseeds in 1926 
was about 35,900,000 short tons, “of which about one-third 
was exported from the country where it was grown, either in 
the form of seed, or as oil and oil cake and meal. Cottonseed 
is by far the most important of all oilseeds, world production 
in 1926 having been nearly 14,000,000 short tons, or about 
40 per cent. of the total production of all oilseeds.
 “Other oilseeds, in order of their relative importance, 
are sesame seed, fl ax seed and soya beans (peanuts not being 
considered, as a comparatively small proportion of them are 
crushed). Soya beans are of Asiatic origin and have been 
raised in China for many centuries. That country is still the 
chief source of supply, and they play an important part in 
China’s foreign trade. Manchuria is the great [soya bean] 
producing area, supplying about 40 per cent. of China’s total 
crop.”
 The most extensive use of soya bean oil as an edible oil 
is in the manufacture of lard compounds and oleomargarine; 
a small amount is used in salad oil. It also “has the properties 
of a drying oil, which lends itself to the paint and varnish 
industry, and the manufacture of soap, linoleum and 
oilcloth, while small amounts are used for illuminating and 
lubricating purposes in its native country” (China).
 Note: Despite its title, this article gives no statistics for 
world production if soya beans, nor for leading soybean 
producing nations.

1130. Eisenschiml, Otto. 1929. History and prospects of 
domestic soya bean oil. American Paint Journal 13(22):22, 
24, 26, 28, 30. March 18. [2 ref]
• Summary: Soya beans were fi rst brought to America 
in 1804 and “were grown as a curiosity until 1880, when 
commercial crops began to appear here and there. In 1914 
only 2,000 acres were planted in beans in the state of Illinois, 
but by 1927, this acreage had increased to 776,000. In the 
entire United States 50,000 acres were planted in 1917, 
2,500,000 in 1924, and the acreage for 1928 was 2,847,000. 
Figuring an average yield of 18 bushels to the acre, it can 
readily be seen that the soya bean crop is fi ghting its way 
through to the smaller major crops of our country with a 
rapid stride.”
 “North Carolina led the way and produced a small 
amount of [soya] oil in 1916 and intermittently from then 
on. The fi rst oil was produced in a cotton oil mill with 
the existing machinery and during a time when the mill 
otherwise would have been idle.
 “Pioneers of the industry: So far as I have been able 
to ascertain, the fi rst soya bean oil made outside of North 
Carolina was made at Chicago Heights, Illinois, in 1920 
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by the Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing Company. An 
Anderson expeller was used, and I bought and sold the 
fi rst 20 barrels made. In 1922 oil was made by the A.E. 
Staley Manufacturing Company, of Decatur, Illinois. At 
that time only one expeller was installed by this concern, 
but two more were installed shortly afterwards and 90,000 
bushels of beans were crushed. The capacity of this mill 
today is over a million bushels per year. Mr. A.E. Staley, a 
North Carolinian by birth, is taking an active interest in all 
developments pertaining to soya beans. In 1923 the Blish 
Milling Company, of Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana, 
also began to crush soya beans, and their production rose to 
317,000 pounds in the season 1927-28.
 “In 1924 Funk Brothers, of Bloomington, Illinois, joined 
the ranks of these pioneers, engaging the services of I.C. 
Bradley, of the Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co., and one of 
the greatest living authorities on soya beans and their allied 
lines. Mr. Bradley today has under his supervision mills 
that will crush in the season of 1928-29 a probable total 
of 700,000 gallons. This compares with a total of 20,000 
gallons made by him in Chicago Heights in 1921.
 “The total domestic production of oil was too small to 
be tabulated by the Bureau of the Census in Washington until 
the year 1922, when the production was given as 751,000 
pounds. Since that time it has risen in 1928 to 4,716,000 
pounds as may be seen from the following table:
 “1922–751,000 pounds.
 “1923–1,404,000 pounds.
 “1924–950,000 pounds.
 “1925–2,520,000 pounds.
 “1926–2,645,000 pounds.
 “1927–3,088,000 pounds.
 “1928–4,716,000 pounds (estimate).
 “The greatest handicap the soya bean oil industry has 
had to combat has been the scarcity of mill beans. Only one 
or two mills have ever been able to run the year through. The 
farmers would either feed the beans to live stock or else they 
would hold them for seed purposes so that the mills could 
not work continuously and therefore economically. Last year 
Funk Brothers, in connection with the American Milling 
Company, at Peoria, offered the farmers a base price of $1.35 
a bushel for a quantity up to a million bushels received for 
crushing purposes, and thereby seem to have stabilized their 
source of supply.
 “At the present time new mills for the crushing of 
beans are springing up everywhere and others are planned 
in various localities. Soya beans are now being grown in 
practically all states east of the Mississippi, and the erection 
of oil mills appears quite a logical sequence, especially in 
the South where existing facilities could be utilized to good 
advantage.”
 In crushing soya beans, “some producers are using 
expellers; others are using hydraulic presses. One mill, at 
Monticello, Illinois, used an extraction plant, but apparently 

not with good success. The solvent used was benzol, and 
diffi culties were encountered in removing the last traces of 
solvent from the meal.”
 A table shows imports of Manchurian soya bean oil 
from 1918 (335.98 million lb) to 1928 (13.12 million lb), 
and exports of soya bean oil from the USA during the same 
period. “A 2½ cents per pound duty on foreign soya bean 
oil has been in effect since 1922 which makes it impossible 
for it to compete with domestic products of a similar nature 
except in localities where the freight rate offsets the duty, 
principally on the Pacifi c Coast.”
 “Soya bean oil can be used in unlimited quantities for 
soap making purposes; it can also be used as an edible oil, 
but is not particularly well adapted for that purpose.” Other 
uses are those in the paint and varnish industry, in which 
fi eld soya bean oil has a well-defi ned place.
 Footnote on page 26: “Crop Reporting Board, 
Washington, D.C.–According to its offi cial fi gures the 
[soybean] acreage for the whole United States in 1927 was 
2,815,000 with the following disposition:
 “Hay, 1,653,000;
 “grain, 621,000;
 “grazing, hoggings [hogging down], silage, etc., 
541,000.
 “For 1928 the fi gures show a total crop of 2,847,000 
acres with the following disposition:
 “Hay, 1,725,000;
 “grain, 651,000;
 “grazing, hogging, silage, etc., 471,000.
 “For the state of Illinois the total acreage in 1927 of 
776,000 was divided as follows:
 “429,000 acres grown alone;
 “347,000 acres grown in corn.
 “The Government board allows the latter 1/10 
equivalent of solid acreage which would make a total solid 
acreage for Illinois of 464,700.”
 Note: This paper was fi rst read before the Northwest 
Paint & Varnish Production Club, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
on 11 March 1929. It was next read before the annual 
meeting of the American Soybean Association, on 10 Sept. 
1930, at the University of Illinois at Urbana.
 A small portrait photo shows Otto Eisenschiml. Address: 
President, Scientifi c Oil Compounding Co., Chicago, Illinois.

1131. Prairie Farmer. 1929. The vegetable oil tariff. 
101(13):10. March 30.
• Summary: “The Republican party promised the farmer 
adequate tariff protection. The time is almost at hand to make 
good that promise. There seems to be a disposition on the 
part of many prominent Republicans to redeem that pledge in 
counterfeit money.
 “Adequate tariff protection against foreign vegetable 
oils, including those from the Philippines, will probably 
help agriculture more than any other single tariff schedule. 
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Powerful interests, headed by the soap manufacturers, are 
massing their forces to prevent farmers from getting this 
protection.”

1132. South Manchuria Railway. 1929. Soya beans. Report 
on Progress in Manchuria. 1907-1928. ?? p. See p. 115-117. 
Plus 3 p. of plates. (Dairen, Manchuria). [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, Agriculture, soya beans are 
mentioned in the sections on “Agricultural Produce” (p. 114) 
and on “Soya beans” (p. 116). Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1133. Time. 1929. Lion-tiger-wolf. 13(14):11-12. April 8.
• Summary: “Manna, marmalades, and malt, sarsaparilla, 
sand and salt;... Madder, miso, rattan mats, bricks and 
brooms and baseball bats...”
 Republican members of the Ways & Means Committee 
of the U.S. House of Representatives are considering what 
items should be included in the forthcoming Hawley-Smoot 
Tariff Bill. Over the past 45 days, public hearings have 
brought to this chamber 1,200 witnesses, who have given 
11,000 pages of printed evidence concerning changes they 
would like to see in the 1922 Tariff Act. But President 
Hoover wanted tariff revisions limited to agricultural 
products and a few other special but as yet unnamed 
commodities.
 Note: This is the earliest known reference to “miso” in 
Time magazine.

1134. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1929. The world situation in oils 
and oilseeds. 18(20):697-735. May 20.
• Summary: Pages 701-02: “Manchuria is reported to 
have produced another record soy bean crop in 1928, or 
approximately 3,500,000 short tons, against 2,952,000 
short tons in 1927. Production also increased in the United 
States, but decreased in Chosen [Korea]. Manchuria provides 
about 70 per cent of the world’s production of soy beans 
and is the only important source of supply for importing 
countries. Trade with the United States, however, appears to 
be diminishing, largely as a result of the increasing interest 
displayed by European countries in importing seeds for 
crushing. See table, page 708.
 “The 1928 returns of imports into the chief consuming 
countries show a larger volume of business in soy beans 
and a corresponding reduction the quantities of soy-bean 
oil moving from China to Europe. Outstanding increases 
appear in the imports into the United Kingdom and Germany, 
while larger quantities also were taken by Japan. In the 
latter country, the amount of soy-bean cake required for 
fertilizer was an important infl uence upon the market for 
soy beans, while in Europe the chief use of the by-product 
is as a livestock feed. In the United States the bulk of the 
requirements are met from domestic production. The crop 
of 1928 is placed at 261,000 short tons. Only 18,102 short 

tons are reported having been crushed for oil, however, 
against 11,364 in 1927 when the domestic crop was placed 
at 224,000 short tons: Most of the American crop is used 
as feed or as a green manure. Since June 1928, the price 
of crude soy-bean oil in barrels at New York has stood at 
12.3 cents pound, a fi gure slightly higher than that of the 
corresponding period of 1927-28.”
 There follow similar but shorter sections on olive oil, 
sesame oil, rapeseed oil, sunfl ower seed oil, and fl axseed oil.
 Tables showing production of soybean oil or its 
equivalent, from 1924 to 1928, appear on the following 
pages: Page 704: Vegetable oil: Production of more 
important materials in terms of oil in important producing 
countries, 1924-1928.
 Page 708: Exports (in short tons) of soybeans and [soy] 
bean oil in terms of beans, 1919-1928, from Manchuria, 
Chosen [Korea], Dutch East Indies, Japan, United States.
 Page 720: Vegetable oils: Raw materials used in 
production in the United States, annual 1919-1928, and 
three-month periods 1926-1928. The raw materials are 
cottonseed (by far the biggest), copra, peanuts (kernels), 
olives, soy beans, fl axseed (#2 largest).
 Page 721: Vegetable oils, estimated total disappearance 
in the United States, 1924-1928 (in 1,000 pounds). The oils 
are cottonseed oil (bigger than all others combined), peanut 
oil, soybean oil, olive oil (edible), coconut oil, corn oil.
 Page 723: Animal and vegetable fats and oils: Factory 
production in the United States, fi scal year 1912-13, calendar 
years 1924-1928 (in 1,000 pounds). In 1927 the top 5 were 
cottonseed crude, lard (other edible), lard compounds and 
other lard substitutes, cottonseed refi ned, and oleomargarine. 
In 1927, crude soybean oil was 3.088 million lb whereas 
refi ned soybean oil was 5.681 million lb–both miniscule 
compared with 1,806.7 million lb of crude cottonseed oil.
 Page 724: Animal and vegetable fats and oils: Factory 
consumption in the United States, 1924-1928 (in 1,000 lb).
 Page 725: Animal and vegetable fats and oils: Stocks in 
the United States, December 31, 1924-1928.
 Page 726: Oleomargarine: Materials used in its 
manufacture in the United States for the years ended June 
30, 1924-1928. In 1927 the leading materials (in million lb) 
were coconut oil (107.6), milk (73.7), oleo oil [made from 
rendered animal fats] (48.7), neutral lard (24.87), cottonseed 
oil (23.72). Soybean oil was a mere 0.032 (=32,620 lb).
 Pages 728-29: Fats and oils: Wholesale prices of some 
of the principal fats and oils in cents per pound, annual 1915-
1926, monthly Jan. 1925 to March 1929. In March 1929, the 
5 least expensive were: Coconut oil (crude) 9.2. Peanut oil 
(crude) 10.3. Cottonseed oil (crude) 10.6. Oleo oil (crude) 
11.2. Soybean oil (crude) 13.3. The two most expensive were 
butter (49.2) and olive oil (30.0).
 Page 732-33: Vegetable oils and oil materials: Imports 
into the United States by countries, 1913, 1924-28. Soybean 
oil imports were 12.3 million lb in 1913, 9.1 million lb in 
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1924, 19.4 million lb in 1925, 30.7 million lb in 1926, 14.9 
million lb in 1927, and (prelim.) 13.1 million lb in 1928. In 
1913 most of the oil came from Japan, but from 1924-1928 
most came from the Kwantung leased territory (in northeast 
China, controlled by Japan).
 Page 735: Vegetable oils and oil materials: Exports 
from the United States by countries, 1913, 1924-28. In 1928 
the USA exported an estimated 7.14 million lb of soybean 
oil, with the most going to Cuba (2.732 million lb) and 
Dominican Republic (1.638 million lb).

1135. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1929. Soybean cultivation 
in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen 
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, 
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 1147-1148 (22 May 1929, Tokyo). 
“Copied from Mr. Morse’s diary:... At Ichinoseki we 
purchased from a lunch boy, some soybean products. This 
place is said to be a center of production of a large number 
of soybean food products. It is in the Iwate-ken prefecture 
which is second in soybean acreage and production in the 
Japanese Empire.”
 “This mountainous section soon gave way to a general 
farming region, more or less hilly, but extensively cultivated 
in soybeans, adsuki beans, rice, barley... The beans were 
planted in rows on ridges about 18 inches apart and after 
planting the ridges were packed by tramping as indicated by 
the close foot prints the entire length of the rows.”
 Pages 1201-1202 (Sunday, 26 May 1929). “Copied from 
Mr. Morse’s diary: Sapporo, Japan. In the morning we went 
to the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station at Kotoni, 
where we met Dr. Takatsugu Abiko, chief of the Agronomy 
and Horticultural Sections. He explained to us in detail, by 
maps, the different sections of Hokkaido where soybeans 
are grown extensively. He advised that most of the soybean 
experimental work is carried on at the Tokachi Branch 
Station, one of the northern stations.
 “We were shown the exhibit of various crop products 
grown in Hokkaido, and also the seed of new varieties 
of crops developed by the Kotoni station. This station 
is working with about 50 varieties of soybeans, and has 
developed two large very fi ne looking yellow varieties. We 
were also shown samples of about 275 varieties being grown 
at the station. Dr. Abiko informed us that we can obtain seed 
of all these varieties after harvest this fall.
 The principal insect enemy of the soybean, and one 
which does much damage to the mature seed in the fi eld is 
the ‘Mame shinkui ga’ (moth into bean), a moth Laspeyresia 
(grapholitha) glycinivorella. It is a small moth, the larva of 
which cut into the mature bean. In general it causes about 
10% loss to the Hokkaido soybean crop. The early plantings 

are injured about 40% while the late plantings are only 
injured about 10%.
 “The principal soybean diseases which cause much 
damage to the crops, are a leafspot, Peronospora manshurica 
and a mosaic [sic, nematode] Heterodera schachtii.
 “The soybeans grown in Hokkaido are used entirely 
for food purposes such as Natto, bean curd [tofu], green 
vegetable bean [edamame], soy sauce, miso, bean paste and 
roasted beans.”
 Pages 1236-1237 (28 May 1929). “After breakfast we 
made two rounds of seed stores and small grocery stores, and 
succeeded in obtaining several varieties of soybeans, garden 
beans, and more fl ower seed.”
 “We visited Sapporo’s large department store seeking 
food products. Tokyo’s large stores to us seem to have about 
everything under the sun, but today’s store has everything. 
We found some new soybean products and quite a variety of 
other bean products.”
 Page 1692. A photo shows (negative #43941): 
“Inspecting soybeans which are about to be plowed or dug.”
 Page 1759 (30 June 1929). A photo shows (neg. #44008 
and #44009) “In the vicinity of Shojiko. Turning under 
soybeans which are 10 to 12 inches in height in preparation 
for planting rice, the men and horse approaching the 
camera.”
 Page 1760. A photo shows (neg. #44010) “In the vicinity 
of Kofu, Japan. Cutting out the ripe barley and leaving 
the soybeans to be plowed under. Neg. #44011. “In the 
vicinity of Kofu, Japan. A nearby view of a Japanese woman 
harvesting barley and leaving the soybeans to be turned 
under in the preparation of the land for planting rice.
 Page 1761 (neg. #44012). “In the vicinity of Kofu, 
Japan. Two Japanese women cutting barley and leaving 
soybeans to be plowed under in the preparation of the land 
for the planting of rice. Neg. #44013. “In the vicinity of 
Kofu, Japan. Two Japanese women planting soybeans on rice 
paddy ridges.
 Page 1762 (neg. #44014). “In the vicinity of Kofu, 
Japan. A somewhat different view of the two Japanese girls 
planting soybeans. See picture #44013. Neg. #44015. “In 
the vicinity of Kofu, Japan. A farmer turning under wheat 
or barley straw and soybeans in preparation of the land for 
planting rice.
 Page 1763 (neg. #44016). “In the vicinity of Kofu, 
Japan. A Japanese farmer hoeing in soybeans and wheat or 
barley straw preparatory to planting to rice in the near future.
 Neg. #44017. “In the vicinity of Kofu, Japan. A Japanese 
farmer and helper, perhaps his wife, threshing grain with a 
foot power machine. See #44018.
 Page 2183 (22 Aug. 1929) We “left for the Hokkaido 
Agricultural Experiment Station.” We arrived at Kotoni, 
The Station is located within about 5 minutes walk of the 
train station. On arriving at the experiment station we met 
Mr. Tambo, the specialist in soybean investigations, who 
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with the soybean expert and another man went with us over 
the station” which covers 108 acres. They are conducting 
a “very large varietal test of soybeans. The time spent thus 
from about 9:30 to after 2:00 p.m. was most interesting and 
instructive.
 Page 2215 (26 Aug. 1929). “Went to the offi ce this a.m. 
between 7 and 8 and attended to work there. At 10:00 a.m. 
we went over to the Hokkaido Imperial University to call 
on Dr. Ito relative to conditions at the various Hokkaido 
Experiment Stations and the best time for us to visit them 
to inspect the soybean planting to best advantage. We also 
submitted a list of plants in the Botanical Garden of which 
we would like to get seed or other plant propagating material.
 Page 2417 (14 Sept. 1929). At 8:30 they “met Mr. 
Yutaka Tamayama, of the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment 
Station, chief Director of the Kamikawa Branch Agricultural 
Experiment Station, and spent several hours talking with him 
about soybeans and other crops.”
 “We were much interested in the soybean work at 
the Station, but especially in the two non-hairy late forms 
growing there. Of one of these we secured a motion picture. 
We also got motion pictures and still picture shots showing 
soybeans growing on paddy ridges and of harvesting and 
racking rice for curing.
 “We left Asahigawa at 5:39 p.m. and arrived at Sapporo 
at 10:27 p.m.”
 Page 2425 (neg. #44263). “Soybeans as they appear on 
the ridges of rice paddies in this region. This is a common 
practice of growing soybeans throughout many regions of 
Japan. Nagoya-mura, Japan.”
 Page 2433 (17 Sept. 1929). “Dorsett went to the 
laboratory early this morning and worked on jacketing and 
labeling up the pictures made on our last trip. Morse and 
Suyetake went to Kotoni Agricultural Experiment Station 
and made notes on the conditions of the soybeans. Morse 
saw a small threshing machine invented at the station 
which looks awfully good. We will try to get details of its 
construction later.
 “We changed herbarium specimens and packed our 
supplies and equipment so as to get away at 8:00 tomorrow 
morning for a week exploration at Obihiro and vicinity. 
This is the largest soybean growing region in Hokkaido. If 
conditions justify we may get into other sections also.”
 Page 2441 (18 Sept. 1929). “Left Sapporo at 8:00 a.m. 
this morning for Obihiro, where we arrived at 3:56 p.m. 
We stopped at the Obihiro Shinyokan Hotel Inn, near the 
station.”
 “On descending the mountain after running through 
quite a long tunnel near the top of the ridge we saw some 
soybeans, but more adsuki beans and fi eld beans than soya. 
We also saw quite a lot of buckwheat... The soybeans as well 
as the adsuki beans and even the rice look to us from the 
train window to be pretty short.
 “Tomorrow we expect to visit the Tokachi Branch 

Agricultural Experiment Station, located at Obihiro-machi, 
Kosai county, Tokachi Province. Mr. Seiji Kawase is the 
director.”
 Pages 2445, 2446, 2447 (19 Sept. 1929). “Between 8 
and 9 this morning we walked out to the Tokachi Branch 
Agricultural Experiment Station. We met Mr. Seiji Kawase, 
the director, and Mr. Yoshio Fujine, the soybean expert, and 
spent a very pleasant forenoon with them in the reception 
room at the laboratory.
 “We were informed that in Hokkaido there are about 
1,000,000 cho of land suitable for cultivation and that of 
this amount 130,250 acres are actually under cultivation. Of 
the important agricultural crops grown, legumes are rated as 
60%; grain (except rice) 17%; rice (paddy) 7%, root crops 
6%; miscellaneous farm crops 11%. Of the legumes, fi eld 
beans stand fi rst, soybeans second and fi eld peas third.
 “The climatic and soil conditions of the Tokachi district 
or region are better adapted to soybean culture than other 
parts of Japan.
 “Here a family of four handle by hand 38 acres of 
soybeans and other crops.
 “The soybeans of the Tokachi region and elsewhere 
in Hokkaido are utilized almost entirely for export” [since 
Japan has huge soybean imports from Manchuria].
 “Soybeans are of fi ve grades and those which fall 
without the fi fth grade are what is known as waste grade, 
and are used locally for stock feed. These fi ve grades are 
for commercial handling. Beans for special purposes such 
as for soy sauce, miso, etc., are of special grades and not 
necessarily of the ones noted.
 “After the beans are cut they are permitted to lay on 
the ground for about ten days before being taken in to be 
threshed. Soybeans are, as a rule, fl ailed or beaten out. 
The beans are cut when fully ripe but just before the seed 
shatters. Harvesting usually begins about September 15th 
and may continue until about October 15th.
 “Beans are planted in shallow furrows, 17 to 18 inches 
apart in the rows and covered with the feet.
 “There are two cultivations during the season, the fi rst 
about June 2nd, and the second about the middle of July. 
Hand hoeing and horse cultivation are employed, depending 
upon conditions.
 “Acid phosphate is used (when used) at the rate of about 
30 to 40 pounds per quarter of an acre once every three or 
four years.
 “Farmers receive six yen per hundred pounds for their 
soybean seed.
 “The beans are sold to merchants or are handled through 
agricultural societies and of the 1,837,325 bushels of 
soybeans produced in Hokkaido 58% is exported and 42% 
consumed at home [in Japan].
 “The domestic use of the non-export beans is as follows: 
for Miso 9%; soy sauce 9%; seeding 6%; tofu and other 
products 18%.” “Soybean production of Japan in 1923 
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amounted to 3,433,908 koku, which is equivalent to about 
17,000,000 bushels.
 “The following table gives the percent of this production 
within the noted regions: Hokkaido 17%; Miyagi 9%; Ibaragi 
5%; Saitama 5%; Nagano 4%; Kumamoto 4%; Aomori 4%; 
Niigata 4%; Chiba 4%; Fukushima 3%; Nagasaki 3%; all 
others 28%.
 “Soybeans are stored in bags in storage ware houses. 
Nine varieties are grown commercially in the Obihiro region 
[of Hokkaido]. These are in two colors, black and yellow. 
Of the black varieties, they have the Early black, Midseason 
black (cheese [tofu]) and Black. Of the yellow they have, 
Ayachi, Ishikarishiro, white; small white bean; Akazaya, red 
pod; Yoshioka, large; Kanro, sweet dew.
 “Soybeans in Hokkaido are troubled more or less with 
several leaf diseases and at least one insect, the pod borer 
moth. Sometimes the pod moth injury amounts to 40%.
 “The Experiment Station has a collection of 240 
varieties on which they are working” (Continued). Address: 
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1136. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1929. The world situation in oils 
and oilseeds. 18(21):761-89. May 27.
• Summary: Page 762: Germany: “The increase in the 
potential output of [vegetable] oil in 1928 was to a large 
extent the result of the augmented imports and milling 
[crushing] of soy beans, peanuts, and fl axseed.
 Page 763: Great Britain: “Imports of vegetable oils as 
such during 1928, however, declined more than 4 per cent 
below the 1927 fi gure. The decline is accounted for largely 
by the smaller imports of soy-bean oil, peanut oil, palm oil, 
and vegetable oleo-margarine.
 Page 764: The Netherlands had increased imports of 
fl axseed, soybeans, rapeseed, and sesame seed.
 Page 768: A full-page table shows imports into 
Germany, 1924-1928, of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, and 
animal fats and oil (short tons).
 The top 4 seeds imported in 1928 were: soy-beans 
(934,446), peanuts (655,760), linseed (488,273), palm 
kernels (327,788).
 The top 4 vegetable oils imported in 1928 were: palm oil 
and butter (22,341), linseed oil (14,594), castor oil (9,141), 
coconut oil and butter (6,895). Soy-bean oil was only 
(1,233),
 The top 4 animal fats imported in 1928 were: butter 
(139,500), fi sh oils (109,686), lard (96,478), oleomargarine 
(12,702).
 Page 770: A full-page table shows imports into France, 
1924-1928, of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, and animal fats 
and oil (short tons).
 The top 4 seeds imported were: peanuts shelled 
(40% oil) (363,433), peanuts unshelled (318,797), linseed 
(231,590), copra (202,587). Soy-beans were only 8,782.

 The top 4 vegetable oils imported in 1928 were: olive oil 
(21,901), palm oil (17,579), soy-bean oil (9,995), peanut oil 
(7,216).
 The top 4 animal fats imported in 1928 were: fi sh 
oils (16,356), lard (14,768), margarine, oleogarine 
[oleomargarine], etc. (13,545), tallow (8,850).
 Page 771: A full-page table shows exports from France, 
1926-1928, of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, and animal 
fats and oil (short tons). The main exports were peanuts 
unshelled and peanut oil.
 Page 775: A half-page table shows “Soy-bean oil: 
Monthly average price of Manchurian, crushed, in bulk, 
C.I.F., London, 1925-1929 (in cents): In 1925 the price 
ranged from a high of 9.15 cents in Jan. to a low of 7.78 in 
Dec. In 1928 the price ranged from a high of 7.09 cents in 
April and May to a low of 6.73 in Sept.
 Page 776: A full-page table shows imports into the 
United Kingdom, 1925-1928, of seeds, vegetable oils and 
fats, and animal fats and oil (short tons).
 The top 4 seeds imported in 1928 were: cottonseed (18% 
oil) (643,479), fl axseed (30% oil) (390,395), soy beans (13% 
oil) (215,531), palm kernels (45% oil) (179,805).
 The top 4 vegetable oils imported in 1928 were: coconut 
oil (70,941), margarine (61,756), palm oil (59,039), soy-bean 
oil (27,627).
 The top 4 animal fats imported in 1928 were: 
butter (342,766), lard (137,049), fi sh oils (81,902), and 
oleomargarine, oleo oil, premier jus and refi ned tallow oil 
(30,421). Note the UK’s large imports of animal fats.
 Page 777: Exports and reexports from the United 
Kingdom, 1925-1928 of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, and 
animal fats and oil (short tons). All quantities are relatively 
small.
 Page 778: A full-page table shows imports into the 
Netherlands 1924-1928, of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, 
and animal fats and oil (short tons). The two main imports in 
1928 are linseed (460,299) and copra (151,101).
 Page 779: A full-page table shows exports from the 
Netherlands 1924-1928, of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, and 
animal fats and oil (short tons). The main exports in 1928 are 
margarine and other butter substitutes (97,878), linseed oil 
(77,962), coconut oil (62,239), butter (51,743).
 Page 780: A full-page table shows exports from China 
1925-1927, of seeds, vegetable oils and fats, and animal 
fats and oil (short tons). The top two seeds exported in 1927 
are soy beans (1,940,728) and peanuts shelled (102,731). 
The top 3 vegetable fats exported in 1927 are soy-bean 
oil (164,649), wood oil (60,028), and peanut oil (39,448). 
Animal fats exported are small: lard in bulk (4,329), animal 
tallow (2,312).
 Page 786: A half-page table shows: Soy beans: 
international trade, years 1926-1928 (pounds). Principal 
exporting countries: only China (3,376,789). Principal 
importing countries in 1928: Germany (1,868,891), Japan, 
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incl. Chosen [Korea] (1,031,713), Denmark (474,218), UK 
(430,866).
 Page 786: A half-page table shows: Soy bean oil: 
international trade, years 1926-1928 (pounds). Principal 
exporting countries in 1927: China (329,298), Denmark 
(33,837), Japan incl. Chosen (11,167). Principal importing 
countries in 1927: Netherlands (166,388), UK (118,075).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020) that 
contains the term “vegetable oleo-margarine.”

1137. Empire Production and Export (J. of the British 
Empire Producers’ Organisation). 1929. Empire soya 
cultivation: Uses of the fl our. No. 153. p. 111-12. May. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production–inoculated 
soil. Cultivation and manufacture. U.K. demand. “With a 
view to stimulating the cultivation of the Soya Bean in the 
British Empire, a movement has been inaugurated by Mrs. 
Ettie A Hornibrook. A meeting in London, organised by 
Mrs. Hornibrook, was recently addressed by Dr. Berczeller, 
a Hungarian scientist, who has devised a new process of 
manufacturing Soya fl our so as to render it fi t for human 
consumption.”
 Mr. Berczeller is willing to supply tubes of suitable 
strains of bacteria for inoculation of soybeans, plus 
directions, to any Bacteriological Laboratories requesting 
them. Mrs. Hornibrook’s address is given as c/o The 
Soya Cultivation Committee, Royal Empire Society, 
Northumberland Ave., London, W.C.
 “The demand for the soya bean and its products in the 
United Kingdom is shown by the fact that during the years 
1923-1927 the United Kingdom imported soya beans and 
products to the value of £12,767,092 from foreign countries; 
from British countries she imported only 533 tons of the 
Soya and its products, to the value of £6,556. Practically all 
this material was required for home consumption.”
 In closing his address, Dr. Berczeller stated: “To 
promote the consumption of soya fl our, a suitable 
organization is essential, the special object of which will be 
to teach the people the dietary value of the soya fl our and the 
proper household methods of using it. On these lines, soya 
fl our will surely become popular within a comparatively 
short time. People do not easily take up any food to which 
they are unaccustomed, but teaching will overcome their 
prejudices.
 “Especially for the native populations of the British 
Empire, soya fl our will be invaluable at the present time. 
The proper feeding of the native populations is not only a 
problem for the White Race, but it is an obvious duty. To 
help the natives on these lines, we must know far more of 
their food and nutrition than we know at present.” Address: 
Editorial and Publishing Offi ces: 3,5&7, Old Queen Street, 
Westminster, London, S.W.1.

1138. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1929. The soya bean 
industry. An exhaustive survey dealing with the cultivation, 
production and commerce of the soya bean and its oil, 
cake meal and its applications to manufactured products. 
110(26):839-42. June 29. Special issue.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Brief history of soya 
bean exports from Manchuria to Europe. Soybean production 
and crushing in Manchuria. The South Manchuria Railway 
Co. (SMR). Current exports from Manchuria. The soya bean 
plant and its cultivation in Manchuria and Hokkaido, Japan. 
Chemical composition of the beans. Station Anda on the 
SMR. The soya bean industry in Dairen. The growth of soya 
bean consumption worldwide. Soya bean trade of the United 
Kingdom and the United States. Soya bean production in the 
USA. The uses of soya, both food and industrial.
 Photos show: (1) Soya beans transported in the interior 
of Manchuria in carts pulled by mules or horses. (2) Railway 
transport of bean cakes. (3) Oil pressing using hand-turned 
screw mills. (4) Hydraulic oil pressing. (5) Many paper lined 
bamboo baskets for carrying soya oil.
 Tables show: (1) Composition of soya cake, cotton cake, 
and linseed cake (which contains more protein than soya 
cake). (2) U.K. imports (1916-1922) of soya beans and soya 
oil, and exports of soya oil. (3) U.K. imports of soya beans 
(1923-1927) from Russia (actually Vladivostok, China, 
Japan, and other foreign countries). (4) U.K. imports of soya 
bean oil (1923-1927) from Russia, Holland, China (#2), 
Japan (#1), USA, other. (5) Imports of soya beans (1926-
1928) by Germany (#1), Holland, Denmark (#2), Sweden, 
Italy, Belgium, France. (6) Imports of soya bean oil (1926-
1928) by Germany, Holland (#1), Denmark, Sweden, Italy 
(#2), Belgium, France. (7) Imports of soya-bean oil, soya-
bean cake, and soya beans (1925-1928) into the USA. (8) 
U.S. production (crude or refi ned, consumption, imports and 
exports of soya bean oil). Address: UK.

1139. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1929. Manchurian crop sowings 
and prospects. 19(1):11-12. July 1.
• Summary: “General increases in the areas sown to grain 
in North Manchuria this season are assured, according to 
reports by prominent persons in that region, including the 
acting chief of the economic bureau of Chinese Eastern 
Railway. The reports appeared in the Russian ‘Economic 
Bulletin’ of May 16, issued by the Railway.”
 “The area planted to soy beans this season is believed 
to be no less than that of last year. Prices have remained 
relatively high.”
 The “chairman of the Harbin Board of Trade fi nds 
that insuffi cient attention is given seed selection in North 
Manchuria as against that practiced in South Manchuria, 
and alleges deterioration of the quality and oil content of 
northern soy beans to illustrate the point. This decline in oil 
content, together with a high water content and considerable 
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quantities of foreign solid matter, are held as detrimental to 
the export trade in beans to Europe.”

1140. Boemer, A.; Engel, H. 1929. Die Sojabohne, ein 
Welthandelsartikel [The soybean, an article of world trade]. 
Allgemeine Oel- und Fett-Zeitung 26(28):339-40. July 10. [1 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: An introduction to the subject. A table compares 
the nutritional composition of soybeans, peas, common 
beans, and lentils.
 Photos show: (1) Enormous quantities of soybeans, 
outdoors, under tarps, in Dairen before shipment. (2) A 
number of screw presses for extracting the oil from the 
soybeans. (3) A larger number of hydraulic presses. (4) 
The interior of an oil mill. (5) Hundreds of metal barrels of 
soybean oil, neatly arranged, lying on their sides outdoors. 
(6) The ship Scheer of the Hamburg-American line loads 
soybean oil on board from a tank car on a railroad siding.
 At the end of this article we read: Nach D. Bergwerks-
Ztg., Tech. Blätter. Expanded this becomes: From German 
Bergwerks-Zeitung, Technische Blätter. This can be 
translated: From The German Colliery Newspaper, Technical 
Papers.
 Note: The names of the two authors do not appear on 
this article.

1141. New York Times. 1929. Senators advance some farm 
duties: Republicans raise rate on oats... Aug. 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “Commodities on which Republicans during the 
day increased duties above the House bill rates included oats, 
onions, soy bean cake and meal, casein and lemons.”
 “In the case of soy bean cake and meal a new 
classifi cation was inserted with a rate of $6 a ton, 
representing a considerable increase. The House rate of two 
cents a pound on soy beans, which was an increase from the 
present rate of one-half cent, was approved.” This bill, called 
the Hawley bill, gives unusual powers to the Secretary of the 
Treasury–to which the Democrats objected.

1142. Dimmock, F. 1929. The soybean in Canada. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 2:47-50. 
Tenth annual fi eld meeting. Held 22-23 Aug. at Guelph, 
Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: “It is doubtful if the acreage of soybeans in 
Canada at present exceeds 1,000 acres,” and that is limited 
almost entirely to southwestern Ontario. “As far as the 
speaker is aware, only one fi rm in Canada uses the soybean 
in a commercial way. The Vi-tone Co., of Hamilton, Ontario, 
uses annually about 5,000 bu in the manufacture of a patent 
food.” [The product name is not given. It may have been 
Soybean Malter Milk and/or Chocolate Malter Milk.] 
“During 1922-27 Canada imported annually an average of 
5,000,000 lb of soybean oil for use in the manufacture of 
soaps and paints. This oil represents the product of at least 

20,000 acres of soybeans.” Some farmers have switched to 
growing soybeans because of the ravages of the European 
Corn Borer.
 “Soybean work at the Dominion Experimental Station, 
Harrow, Ontario: As I have mentioned previously, the 
soybean is a comparatively new crop in Canada. This is 
speaking more or less from the standpoint of the farmer. 
It has been grown experimentally at Guelph, Ontario, for 
upwards of 30 years. At Harrow, our tests have been carried 
on for seven years and have just emerged from what we 
might call the preliminary test stage. In all we have tested 
upwards of 25 varieties; 18 of which have been tested for 
upwards of 4 years or more. The average maturity for the 
earliest variety tested (Ste Annes No. 92) has been 107 days 
with an average yield of 21.5 bus. [bushels] of seed per acre.’ 
The average maturity of the latest variety tested (A.K.) has 
been 126 days with an average yield of approximately 40 
bus. of seed per acre.
 “The A.K. variety appears to be the limit for Canada 
insofar as maturity is concerned, and no attempt should be 
made to grow this variety for seed outside of the extreme 
portion of southwestern Ontario.
 “This year we are testing for the fi rst time some very 
promising early lots received from the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, London, England. Present indications are that 
most, if not all of these lots, will ripen seed at the Central 
Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario.
 “We have a variety of seasonal conditions in Canada but 
we are now testing varieties that will reach maturity even 
in many of our shorter seasoned districts; varieties that bid 
fair to yield in the neighborhood of 20 bus. of seed per acre. 
At Harrow our yields have been high but it might interest 
you to know that these yields have been obtained under 
conditions that were by no means favorable. Until 1928 the 
test in each previous year was conducted on a fi eld that had 
never previously produced a crop of soybeans. Inoculation 
of the seed was made each year with laboratory cultures but 
only a very small percentage of the plants had any nodules 
on their roots. In addition the land on which these tests 
were conducted was only taken over by the Experimental 
Station in 1924 and at that time was in a very poor state of 
productivity.
 “The ten highest yielding varieties tested over a period 
of fi ve years (1924-28) have yielded an average of from 31 
bus. of seed for, the lowest, to 40 bus. of seed for the highest, 
thus indicating that we now have some very high yielding 
varieties available.
 “While we have done no actual breeding work with 
soybeans, (that is, in the strictest sense of the term), we have 
carried on a very rigorous selection of our varieties and 
strains. Each year seed rows of each lot is grown separately 
to avoid all possibility of crossing taking place and the plants 
are subjected to very careful selection. The seed harvested 
from these rows is also examined and selected very carefully 
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before being tested the following year.
 “Before closing I wish to express my thanks in being 
allowed to speak before this association and extend a very 
cordial invitation to have you visit the soybean plots at 
Harrow.”
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug. 
2019) that gives soybean production or area statistics for 
Canada.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2019) that mentions the soybean variety Ste Annes No. 92. 
Address: Prof. and Agrostologist, The Harrow Experiment 
Station, Harrow, Ontario, Canada.

1143. Edmondson, J.B. 1929. Tenth annual meeting of 
the American Soybean Association at Guelph, Canada. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 2:40-41. 
Aug.
• Summary: This meeting of the American Soybean 
Association in Canada, held 22 and 23 Aug. 1929, began 
with a tour of southwestern Ontario “under the leadership 
of Professor W.J. Squirrell, head of the fi eld Husbandry 
department, and L. Laughland, crop extension specialist, 
of the Ontario Agricultural College. Starting at Chatham, 
the group visited the soybean plots at the Ridgetown 
Experimental Farm and was conducted over the farm by the 
superintendent, W.R. Reek.”
 “Other soybean plots which were inspected on the way 
to Guelph were located on the farm of D.R. McDiarmid and 
L.D. McLarty, near Ridgetown, and another stop was made 
on the Weldwood Farm near London [Ontario]. This farm is 
operated by the publishers of the Farmer’s Advocate, one of 
Canada’s oldest farm journals. Another stop was made near 
Stratford, where a beautiful fi eld of soybeans was inspected.
 “These plots which were visited represent part of the 
variety and fi eld testing work that is being carried on by the 
College. The [soybean varieties] Manchu and O.A.C. No. 
211, the standard variety of Ontario, were used chiefl y in this 
work. The tour ended at Guelph where ample arrangements 
for the entertainment of the guests for the night had been 
made.”
 A comprehensive discussion of, “The Soybean in 
Canada,” was given by Prof. F. Dimmock, Agrostologist at 
The Harrow Experiment Station at Harrow, Ontario. Prof. 
Squirrell followed with a discussion of the experimental 
work that has been carried on with the soybean by the 
Guelph Experiment Station during the past 20 years. 
President G.I. Christie [Guelph Agricultural College, 
Guelph, Canada] “then called on a number of soybean 
men from the audience for short talks, including Robert 
W. Knister, Northwood, Ontario, one of Canada’s pioneer 
soybean growers; Prof. M.O. Pence of Lafayette, Indiana; 
Prof. O.W. Dynes of the Tennessee Experiment Station; J.B. 
Edmondson, Clayton, Indiana; and Lewis Withrow, Romney, 
Indiana.

 “At the business meeting which followed, Chas. 
L. Meharry, Attica, Indiana, chairman of the legislative 
committee, gave a report of the activities of his committee 
in securing adequate tariff protection against the importation 
of cheap soybean products from the Orient. It was felt that 
progress was being made and Mr. Meharry was continued as 
chairman of this committee.”
 A photo shows “A soybean fi eld on the farm of Robert 
Knister of Kent County, Ontario. Mr. Knister is one of the 
pioneer growers and deeply interested in the crop.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest known meeting of the 
American Soybean Association in Canada.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2004) 
concerning the legislative activities of the American Soybean 
Association. Address: Secretary, American Soybean Assoc., 
Clayton, Indiana.

1144. Nouelle, Georges. 1929. Le soja: Les produits 
coloniales [The soybean: Colonial products]. Annales 
Coloniales (Les) 30(137):1. Sept. 17. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is basically a good review of the literature, 
with no new information. It discusses the history, cultivation, 
and utilization of soybeans as human food, animal feed and 
in industry, with some emphasis on utilization.
 For a long time, it has been considered in Europe as an 
object for botanical studies.
 The milestone dates in its history are:
 1779–The fi rst cultural trials at the Museum of Natural 
History [Paris].
 1868–Experiments are undertaken by the Society of 
Horticulture of the Côte-d’Or.
 1880–Soybean seeds are sold by the house of Vilmorin 
[a seed company].
 1888 [sic]–Introduction of soybeans into the United 
States, where it is adopted for the feeding of animals.
 1906–Use of soybean in English oil mills, to make up 
for the shortage of cottonseed oil.
 1908–Creation at Paris by Mr. Li-Yu-Ying of a research 
laboratory, later expanded into a factory named the Caséo-
Sojaïne [soy casein factory = tofu factory].
 The soybean is adapted to various climates and can be 
cultivated as far north as the haricot bean. It resists the cold 
better than the latter and is very tolerant of drought.
 It is said that it grows from the Equator to 60º latitude. It 
is cultivated in China and from Manchuria large amounts are 
exported to China, Japan, Formosa, Korea, Indo-China and 
Siam.
 In the Americas, it is cultivated in the United States. In 
Europe. it is cultivated in France in the area around Etampes, 
in several provinces of Italy, and in Russia.
 In Oceania, it is grown in Philippines, Java, and Borneo.
 In Africa, trials have been conducted in Algeria and 
Tunisia, as well as in the British colonies of southern Africa.
 In 1908 about 100,000 metric tons were exported from 
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China to Europe, of which 69,200 went to Great Britain and 
21,390 to France. In 1909 England purchased 400,000 metric 
tons for its oil mills.
 The soybean can be used profi tably in crop rotations to 
add nitrogen to the soil for subsequent crops.
 It is also widely used as a feed for animals.
 For human food, it can be used in various forms, 
especially in the form of milk and of fl our.
 Soymilk (Le lait de soja), known in China before the 
Christian era, is obtained as follows: a brief description is 
given, including the process used at Caséo-Sojaïne.
 Soymilk bears some resemblance to animal milk and it 
has analogous properties. It can be coagulated to make soy 
cheese (fromage de soja [tofu]). This is done in China and 
Japan using the water from salt marshes [nigari], or calcium 
sulfate (plâtre) or sour soymilk (lait aigri). At Caséo-Sojaïne 
it is made using a mechanized process, which ensures 
complete hygiene and uses pure coagulant solutions which 
leave no taste of bitterness.
 They have also been able to make cheeses that resemble 
European cheeses, fermented or not.
 Soymilk, like animal milk, can be concentrated, dried 
and reduced to a powder. Or it can be fermented to make 
kefi r or yogurt (Kéfi r ou Yoghourt). The cost of making it 
renders its use very economical.
 Soy fl our is obtained in the same way as wheat fl our, 
by grind the seed–preferably dehulled. It is a very rich food 
which contains 4 times as much protein and 20 times as 
much oil as typical wheat fl our. From it one can make bread 
(notably a diabetic bread using the formula of Dr. Menudier, 
1890). By mixing it with wheat fl our one can make biscuits 
that are easy to digest and have a long shelf life, or cakes, 
pâtes, etc.
 From the seeds one can extract an oil which the Chinese 
presently use in their cuisine, and the English use to make 
margarine or soap. The cake remaining after oil extraction 
makes an excellent animal feed.
 The soybean can also be consumed as a vegetable 
[green vegetable soybeans]. Its digestibility varies with the 
means of preparation. It is recommended to boil it (after 
soaking) in water to which had been added a pinch of sodium 
bicarbonate [baking soda]. Soy sprouts give salads a very 
agreeable taste. The Chinese make a bouillon base which 
can replace the bouillon from meat. And fresh soybeans can 
be prepared like peas. The Japanese and Chinese make soy 
sauce, using a complicated process, of which certain types 
are appreciated in England.
 Finally, it can be used in confectionery in the form of 
a confection similar to crème de marron, or in the form 
of chocolate (with sugar and cocoa butter added). Grilled 
soybeans are served in certain European countries in place of 
coffee.
 In addition to its alimentary uses, the soybean is used 
to make candles, paints, and sojalithe as an insulator for 

electrical devices.
 The soybean is thus suited for numerous and diverse 
uses. It would be desirable to develop its culture in our 
colonies and even in France itself in places where it can 
be acclimatized. Address: Député de Saône-et-Loire, vice 
président de la Commission des Colonies, membre de la 
Commission des Mines.

1145. Chinese Economic Journal. 1929. Soya beans and 
bean oil industry in Manchuria. 5(3):791-805. Sept.
• Summary: “According to their order of importance, the 
agricultural products of Manchuria are as follows: soya 
beans, kaoliang millet, corn, wheat, barley, rice, buckwheat, 
hemp, tobacco, cotton, sugar beets and other minor crops.”
 The yellow bean (Huang Tou) is by far the most 
common, growing in abundance in North and South 
Manchuria. When the hilum and seed scar is colored white, 
it is called Pai Mei (meaning white eyebrow) Huang Tou. 
When the hilum is golden hued, it is called Chin Huang 
tou. The seed of this variety is almost globular. When the 
hilum is black, it is called Hei Chi Tou or black belly. All the 
three varieties produce oil and fat, the fi rst two named being 
specially good for the preparation of bean-curd [tofu], one of 
the most palatable vegetable dishes of the Chinese.
 “The green bean (Ch’ing Tou) has two varieties. When 
the seed is green and the cotyledon is yellow, it is called Pi 
Ch’ing Tou. It is said that this variety yields more legumine 
in the preparation of bean curd than the two varieties of 
the yellow bean, but of inferior quality. When the seed, the 
epidermis and the cotyledon are all green, it is called Ch’ing 
Tou. The hilum of this variety is generally tawny or black.
 “The black bean (Hei Tou or Wu Tou) has three 
varieties: When the epidermis is black and the inside green, it 
is called Ta Wu Tou. It yields oil or fat, and when boiled with 
millet or rice it is used for food. When the epidermis is black 
and the inside yellow and of much smaller size, it is known 
as Hsiao Wu Tou. It yields oil, and is used for horse feed, and 
the refuse for pig feed. When the epidermis is black and the 
inside yellow, the bean assuming a fl attened and elliptical 
shape, it is called Pien Wu Tou, and is used for horse feed, 
and when pickled for human food.”
 “Yellow or green soya beans are used in the manufacture 
of bean curd, a product of universal consumption in China. 
The by-product, bean milk, which is highly nutritious, is 
drunk as milk by many Chinese in the morning. The bean-
curd skin [yuba], or the scum of the bean milk, is used for 
culinary purposes, and is greatly relished on the table.”
 “The most important product of the beans is bean oil, 
which has contributed in no small measure to the prosperity 
of Manchuria. It has attracted foreign capital, and the annual 
export of oil is enormous. there are altogether more than 
300 bean oil mills in South and North Manchuria, including 
steam mills and oil-fashion, small plants. In Dairen there are 
60 bean oil mills, of which only two are Japanese owned, 
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the rest being Chinese. While other manufacturing industries 
have passed into Japanese hands with the acquisition of 
the Leased Territory of Kwantung. Chinese still retain a 
fi rm hold on the bean oil industry. Harbin has about 50 
oil mills, two of which belong to Russians, the rest being 
entirely operated by Chinese. Other centers like Mukden, 
Antung, Newchwang and cities along the Chinese Eastern 
Railway, the South Manchuria Railway and fourteen other 
railways have bean oil mills in varying numbers, which go 
to make the total number of 300 oil mills. Beans harvested 
in the C.E.R. and the S.M.R. regions and even in the 
remote hinterland where only mule carts can go, are fi nally 
transported to various destinations in freight cars. Each 
car contains 52,000 catties of beans, which can produce 
about 5 thousand catties of oil and 1,000 bean cakes, every 
cake weighing 46½ catties. The 50 oil mills in Harbin 
consume annually about 490,000 tons of beans, valued at 
$35,000,000.”
 “The steam oil-mill and the old-fashioned mill differ 
from each other in mechanical equipment and in the number 
of presses employed. The old-fashioned mill has only one 
or two presses, while the steam mill has over twenty press 
machines. The largest having as many as a hundred. The 
screw press much in use in the former mill consists of a 
primitive wedge, that is now being replaced by the metal 
screw. The screw is turned by hand by the man in charge of 
the machine. In modern steam mills a steam pump operates 
a hydraulic press that puts great pressure on the prepared 
beans underneath. As the hydraulic presses are of larger 
dimensions, the cakes produced are greater in diameter and 
thickness than those made from screw presses.”

1146. Schneider, Adolf. 1929. Die Sojabohne und ihr 
wirtschaftlicher Wert in Asien und Europa [The soybean 
and its economic value in Asia and Europe]. In: Hansa-
Muehle. 1929. Soja: Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Wertes 
der Sojabohne und ihrer Produkte fuer die deutsche 
Volkswirtschaft [Soya: A contribution to the knowledge of 
the value of the soybean and its products for the German 
economy]. Hamburg, Germany: Hansa-Muehle G.m.b.H. 78 
p. See p. 39-56. Chapt. 7. [16 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: German soybean imports. Chemical 
composition of the soybean in comparison with other basic 
foods. Appearance. Botanical. Regions where soybean 
are produced. Historical. Ways of using soybeans in East 
Asia. East Asian soy products (Sojaprodukte): Ways of 
using soybeans in Europe. European soy products: Soy oil, 
lecithin, soybean meal (Sojaschrot), soy fl our (Sojamehl), 
soy bread. The rational way to meet protein needs with the 
help of soya (der Soja).
 Tables: (1) Comparison of the nutritional composition 
of soybeans, wheat, rye, maize, rice (polished), peas, lentils, 
potatoes, beef, pork, butter, eggs (without the shells), 
shellfi sh, milk (cow’s). The nutrients given are water, 

protein, fat, nitrogen-free substance, ash (minerals), and 
lecithin (p. 40). Soybeans have the highest content of protein 
(33.58%), of fat (17.06%, except for butter, which is 83.7%), 
of ash (5.82%), and of lecithin (1.48-2%, except for egg, 
which contains 3.70% but is much more expensive).
 (2) Production of soybeans in Manchuria (in metric 
tons) from 1906 to 1928. During these 23 years production 
has increased 10-fold from 600,000 MT to 6,000,000 MT (p. 
48).
 (3) German imports of soybeans from 1913 to 1928 
(in metric tons). Increasing overall dramatically, these have 
changed as follows (p. 52):
 1913–ca. 100,000
 1921–47,000
 1922–86,000
 1923–88,600
 1924–137,300
 1925–336,000
 1926–370,000
 1927–576,000
 1928–848,500
 Many of the photos and illustrations in this book, 
described earlier, appear in this chapter.
 Asian soy products include Soymilk (Sojamilch), Soy 
sauce or shoyu (Sojasauce, Shoyu), Soy cheese (Sojakäse), 
consisting of [sic] Miso, Tofu, and Natto. None of these 
products are suited to European tastes, with the exception 
of soy sauce, which is very similar to our Worcestershire 
sauce. In Manchuria and Japan, the soybean is also seen as 
an oilseed; hydraulic presses are used to press oil and oilcake 
(Ölkuchen) from it. In Manchuria a very important soybean 
processing industry has grown up in centralized cities such 
as Harbin, Dairen (Dalny), and Newchwang. In general 
European machines (hydraulic oil-presses, etc.) are used. 
Near these areas, but in the hinterland are strewn hundreds of 
very small and primitive oil mills.
 Most of the oil is shipped to Europe and the United 
States, whereas almost all the soybean cake is shipped to 
Japan, where it is used like fertilizer. A few modern mills use 
European solvent extraction equipment.
 Because soybeans have a relatively low oil content 
compared with other oilseeds, in Europe they are best 
processed using solvent extraction which produces oil and 
meal (Schrot, rather than cake). And from the crude oil, 
lecithin is extracted. Today, soybean oil plays a dominant 
role on the European market as an oil for food use, and also 
as a hard fat resulting from hydrogenation. Soy oil is also 
the least expensive food oil, and it is approximately equal 
in quality to cottonseed oil and peanut oil. In Germany and 
other northern and central European countries, soy oil is 
widely used as a raw material for making margarine, frying 
oil (Bratöl), salad oil, as a packing oil for tinned fi sh (such 
as sardines), and to a small extent for making soap. Germany 
also exports soy oil to southern European countries were it 
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serves as a less expensive alternative to olive oil.
 Lecithin: The Bollmann solvent extraction is designed 
to give a large quantity of high quality lecithin. About this 
interesting product, because of its newness / novelty, a 
more detailed exposition will follow. Soybean meal, when 
processed by the solvent extraction process, generally 
contains less than 1% fat; this enables it to stay fresh longer. 
It makes an excellent addition to the feed of milk cows; it 
raises the amount and protein content of their milk. And it is 
the least expensive source of protein in livestock feeds.
 For all these reasons, German imports of soybeans have 
increased dramatically in recent years, from 47,000 metric 
tons in 1921 to 848,500 metric tons in 1928.
 Soybean meal now stands in fi rst place among German 
feeds, and this boon to German agriculture enables a 
reduction in imports of foreign dairy products.
 Germans should also remember that from the soybean 
they can make soymilk, soy cheese, soy sauce, and soy-based 
meat alternatives. Before the last war some of these were 
made by the Sojama-Werke [Soyamawerke, Soyama-Werke] 
in Frankfurt as well as by a French soy factory [run by Li 
Yuying] at Vallées near Asnieres [just northwest of Paris] (p. 
53-54).
 The fi rst step toward the manufacture of soy fl our, 
named Aguma-Mehl, was taken by the Aguma Works in 
Hamburg in 1914. The large-scale production of soy fl our, 
using the Bollmann patents, began in the year 1920 (p. 
54). In the years of “bread-stretching” (Brotstreckung) in 
Germany after World War I, thousands of tons of soy fl our 
(Sojamehl) were used as a bread extender (at the 2-3% level), 
until the end of 1921. It is understandable that soy fl our 
quickly fell out of use after the years of hardship ended.

1147. Bureau Farmer–Illinois Agricultural Association 
Section. 1929. Soybean industry looks up: Producers 
organize co-operative to assist in developing new markets. 
5(3):9-10. Nov.
• Summary: The Soybean Marketing Association was 
organized at Decatur, Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929 in an attempt 
to get a higher minimum price from soybean processors.
 “With the announcement of $1.50 per bushel delivered 
as the going price for soybeans for the 1929 crop which is 
17 cents more than the price guaranteed by the processors, 
interest in soybean production picked up throughout the 
heavy producing counties in central Illinois.
 “The growers appreciate the fairness shown by the 
processors and the good will that has been fostered between 
buyer and seller. When the agreements were framed early 
last season, the millers, including Funk Bros. Seed Company, 
the American Milling Company, and the G.L.F. Exchange, 
Inc. [these three initiated the Peoria Plan], consented to 
the Farm Bureau’s proposition to pay a higher price than 
the $1.33 minimum should the market justify an increase. 
Demand from new buyers coming into the soybean growing 

territory, resulting from the short fl ax crop and higher prices 
for linseed oil, have been infl uential in raising the price 17 
cents per bushel. Many growers are netting from $1.41 to 
$1.47 per bushel for their beans after elevator and freight 
charges are paid.
 “The Vermillion County Farm Bureau, alive to the 
situation, is urging local soybean growers to retain plenty of 
good seed to fi ll an expected increase in demand next spring. 
Illini, Black Ebony, and Manchu beans are preferred in this 
county.
 “Sign members: Organization work to sign up the 
membership in the Soybean Marketing Association was 
under way last week following meetings of advisory councils 
in many of the central Illinois counties. No radical change 
in the method of selling beans is contemplated, at least for 
the time being. The Association hopes to maintain friendly 
relations with the processors and seeks only a fair price in 
line with market demands.
 “A simple membership agreement has been drawn up 
and is now being circulated throughout the soybean growing 
territory.
 “The member agrees to deliver to the Association 
all soybeans produced by him for market. Beans kept for 
seeding and feeding are not included in the agreement.
 “Work for Association: The member appoints the 
Association his sole and exclusive agent for handling 
and marketing his commercial soybeans. For this service 
the Association may deduct a small charge which in no 
case shall exceed 5 cents per bushel. The Association is 
required to keep the member advised and informed of 
market demands of soybeans from year to year, to adopt 
standards and grades, to seek new markets when necessary, 
to investigate commercial uses and help in every way to 
stabilize the soybean industry on a profi table level.
 “The agreement becomes effective at the beginning of 
the 1930 crop year and will continue in full force and effect 
through the 1932 crop marketing year and remain in force 
from year to year thereafter, unless cancelled by written 
notice of either of the parties.
 “The Peoria millers during the last year have added 
700,000 bushel of soybean storage capacity to their local 
facilities. The American Milling Company and the G.L.F. 
Exchange together are shipping out an average of 46 
carloads of mixed feed daily from this city. Soybean meal 
is one of the important concentrates used in the mixture. 
Funk Brothers Seed Company at Bloomington is selling its 
soybean meal to the G.L.F. Exchange at Peoria.
 “Grading beans according to federal standards is well 
established. All the prices quoted above are based on No. 2 
beans.”
 Farmers in central Illinois are fi nding that growing 
soybeans is more profi table than growing oats. Oats at 40 
bushels per acre and $0.30/bushel brings in only $12.00 per 
care, whereas soybeans at 20 bushels per acre and $1.40/
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bushel brings in $28.00–more than twice as much. “The 
added value of soybean straw, either as feed or as a fertilizer 
left on the fi eld, is another factor in favor of soybeans. The 
soybean is a legume, and when properly inoculated takes 
nitrogen from the air and stores it in the soil.
 “New Uses: New uses constantly being developed 
for soybean oil promise to keep demand well in advance 
of supply, particularly if an effective tariff on soybean oil 
and soybean meal is provided in the new tariff bill. Should 
production overtake demand the new co-operative will be 
of material assistance in keeping the [soybean] acreage 
within reasonable limits. Illinois farmers grow a substantial 
percentage of the total crop produced in the United States. 
While the Soybean Marketing Association was organized 
by Illinois growers, it may branch out into other states if 
the occasion demands, and develop into a national soybean 
marketing association.
 “The uncertainty of fl ax and its susceptibility to adverse 
weather conditions promises to redound to the benefi t of 
soybeans as a farm crop. This year for example, the fl ax crop 
was short and linseed oil advanced approximately 45 cents 
per gallon during the current season. Soybean oil is being 
used in paints and soaps to replace linseed oil. The supply 
and price of oil and feed concentrates are the chief factors in 
determining the price of soybeans.”
 A photo shows the 12 offi cers and directors of the 
Soybean Marketing Association; after each person’s name is 
the name of the county in which he resides.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2008) that 
mentions the “Soybean Marketing Association.” Address: 
Illinois.

1148. O’Brien, Harry R. 1929. Soy beans for profi t: 
Combines and a cash market cause acreage to mount. 
Country Gentleman 94(11):19, 120-21. Nov.
• Summary: “While soy beans have been known in this 
country for 125 years, it was about fi fty years ago that they 
were fi rst grown in North Carolina as a farm crop and about 
25 years ago when they were fi rst introduced into the Middle 
West. In 1917 it was estimated that perhaps 500,000 acres 
were being grown for all purposes. Since then the acreage 
has increased annually until in 1928 around 3,000,000 acres 
were being grown in twenty or more states. Rapid as this 
growth may seem, it has been handicapped by diffi culties of 
harvesting and lack of a commercial market for the beans.
 “But within the past two years the situation has been 
radically changed” because of the combine harvester and 
the new cash market provided by the Peoria Plan and A.E. 
Staley. “These things I learned when late in the past summer 
I drove my car for more than 1200 miles through the 
Midwest to get the details of what was stirring in soy beans... 
There are soy beans everywhere, I found.”
 A star performer in many roles, “Soy beans offer another 
cash crop for the farmer. They are about immune to chinch 

bugs and the corn borer. Planted in corn, they shade the 
ground and protect the corn from the chinch bugs.
 “Then there is the use being made of soy beans in 
industry, as beans, as oil, as meal. The oil is expressed out of 
the beans by the same process used with cottonseed. A ton of 
beans yields roughly from 1600 to 1700 pounds of cake or 
meal and from 250 to 300 pounds of oil.
 “The beans are usable for coffee substitutes, soups, 
baked beans, confections, meat substitutes, vegetable casein, 
vegetable milk and cheeses. There are now several factories 
in this country making soy sauce. I know of one plant 
making chocolate out of soy beans.
 “The oil is suitable for use in soap stocks, enamels, 
varnishes, paints, rubber substitutes, linoleum, waterproof 
goods, celluloid, explosives, glycerin, salad oil, lard 
substitutes and edible oils.
 “Soy-bean meal, in addition to use as livestock feeds, 
is used for fl our, diabetic foods that are supplanting gluten 
fl our, infant foods, macaroni, breakfast foods, fertilizers and 
adhesive glue. Much of the glue used in furniture veneering 
is coming from soybean meal.
 “Such are some of the qualities of this many-sided 
farm legume.” The author then gives fi ve reasons why soy 
beans have made such rapid growth in the past ten years: 
1. Farmers have tried them and liked them, and the news 
has spread. 2. The infl uence of the agricultural colleges, 
experiment stations, extension services, and county agents. 
Experiments have been conducted on varieties, and methods 
of growing and feeding. 3. There have been “certain focal 
points where a few farmer pioneer enthusiasts grew them 
for seed and from these points the acreage has spread in 
concentric circles. There are a dozen of these points.”
 4. Improved harvesting methods; “and this is a story that 
is tied up with that of another focal point, Christian County, 
Illinois, where Claire E. Hay was county agent from 1918 
to 1928. Hay knew beans from boyhood. When he came to 
Christian County chinch bugs had been bad for several years. 
So Hay began boosting soy beans as a means of outwitting 
the bug.
 “Now in Christian County among the biggest growers 
of soy beans are the Garwood brothers, Frank and Harry. 
They had heard of combine harvesters being used out West 
for harvesting and threshing wheat in one operation in the 
fi eld. They had a hunch that maybe this same machine would 
work with soybeans. Some Indiana farmers had rigged up a 
homemade affair that had already been used.
 “But the manufacturers were skeptical. Two fi rms 
turned them down, refused to sell a combine for such a 
purpose. But a third did sell, and in 1924 what was possibly 
the fi rst combine ever used in Illinois for any purpose, 
surely for beans, came to the Garwood farms and a public 
demonstration was held.
 “To most people’s surprise, the combine worked. So in 
one day the Garwood brothers had revolutionized soy-bean 
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harvesting. Other growers were quick to seize on the idea, as 
were wheat and oat farmers too.”
 5. The newest development is the creation of a 
commercial market for soy beans. “Lack of a market was 
holding back farmers from growing the soys. So a committee 
of three count agents, headed by Hay, called on A.E. Staley, 
a feed manufacturer of Decatur, and asked him to use soy 
beans in his feeds. Staley built an oil mill, began buying 
beans and a commercial market was opened up.
 “Oil mills were built later at Peoria and Bloomington. 
These mills have bought the beans and thus Illinois has taken 
the lead in growing them.
 “The next step in the story came when along in 1927 
Hackleman at the University of Illinois fi gured out that the 
marketing of soy beans would be much more stabilized if 
farmers could grow them on contract for the mills. He and 
Doctor Burlison, chief in agronomy, suggested this plan 
to H.A. Atwood, a feed manufacturer in Peoria. The idea 
simmered on and several conferences were held.
 “In the spring of 1928 Illinois farmers were faced with a 
wholesale killing out of their winter wheat. A conference was 
called at Urbana in April to consider what to recommend as 
an emergency crop, to which farmers, county advisors and 
feed manufacturers were invited. The advisors said that soy 
beans was [sic] the logical crop but there was no use to urge 
them because of a lack of a market.
 “Mr. Atwood announced that his fi rm stood ready to 
contract at a guaranteed price for a million bushels of beans 
or the crop from 50,000 acres. A fi rm at Bloomington was 
associated with him in the offer.
 “Back of the offer was the Grange-League-Federation, 
representing New York dairy farmers, which farm 
organization buys its feeds from Mr. Atwood’s fi rm. The 
G.L.F. representative said in effect that if the Illinois farmers 
would grow the beans, the farmers of New York would buy 
the feed made out of them.
 “The outcome was that a minimum price of $1.35 per 
bushel was set, based on farm cost-account records from 
four states in comparison with the price the G.L.F. had been 
paying for other protein feeds. County advisors circulated 
blank contracts through Farm Bureau membership lists, and 
1344 farmers signed up to deliver beans from 48,444 acres, 
which, when marketed, totaled about 1,200,000 bushels 
of beans [24.77 bu/acre yield]. After paying freight and 
handling charges, the crop netted farmers around $1.20 a 
bushel.”
 A large photo shows two farmers, each with a team of 
four horses pulling a piece of farm machinery, on the farm 
of Finis Fouts, Deer Creek, Indiana. The fi rst is cutting 
soy beans with a binder. The second, 10-15 feet behind, is 
drilling wheat for the next crop. Address: Central Ohio.

1149. Chinese Eastern Railway. 1929. [America as a market 
for soya beans]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) 

(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 9. p. 16-19. Russian edition. 
(According to data of the Economic Bureau, Chinese Eastern 
Railway). [Rus; eng]
• Summary: “(According to data of the Economic Bureau, 
C.E. Rly). The United States of America are a very important 
and potential consuming market for soya beans and products 
manufactured therefrom. This circumstance induces America 
to get interested in the cultivation of beans at home, where 
sowings of beans are to be found principally in the Southern 
Atlantic States. However, the home sowings of beans in 
America are not very large for the time being and do not 
exceed 0.83% of the total area under cultivation in the 
country. In the years on the Great War imports of bean oil 
into the United States increased tremendously and in 1917-
1918 they rose to almost 1.5 million quintals [1 quintal = 
100 kg] per annum, or 23.2 to 24.7% of the total imports of 
vegetable oils. However, in following years such imports 
declined again owing to the introduction of high prohibitive 
customs duties on oil products. The consequence of this was 
an increasing importation of beans. The oil produced from 
beans imported into America, as well as the oil refi ned from 
crude imported bean oil, is exported from the United States 
at the present time to a certain extent to Holland, Canada 
and other countries. However, generally speaking both 
imports and exports of bean oil form a very modest item in 
the general trade balance of the country. Imports of bean 
cake into America, which are growing from year to year, 
amount to larger fi gures. Such imports represented 136,600 
quintals in 1925, 160,900 quintals in 1926 and 248,500 
quintals in 1927. Soya bean cake are of interest for America 
as agricultural fertilizers, as well as feed for dairy and meat 
cattle.” Address: Manchuria.

1150. Chinese Eastern Railway. 1929. [Market for 
oleaginous products in England and the market share of 
soya beans]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 11. p. 12-19. Russian edition. 
(According to materials of the Economic Bureau, Chinese 
Eastern Railway). [Rus; eng]
• Summary: “In the European trade in vegetable oils and 
oleaginous products England is actually holding the second 
place following immediately after Germany as regards 
imports and consumption, and Holland in respect of exports. 
England’s participation in the general trade in oleaginous 
raw materials and products, according to data covering 1927, 
amounted to the following fi gures: (a) imports–6.5 million 
quintals [1 quintal = 100 kg], which represent 6.9% of the 
world output of oleaginous products, 18,9% of the world 
trade and 30.8% of the European trade, (b) exports–1.3 
million quintals, which represent 1.4% of the world output, 
3.7% of the world trade and 6.1% of the European trade 
in oleaginous products, The value of oil and oil products 
imported to an exported from England during the past few 
years, compared to the general value of her imports and 
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exports, are shown in the following table: (in millions of 
pounds sterling).
 A table shows values for the years 1925-1928.
 The English trade in oleaginous products was gradually 
being restored after the Great War until 1926, namely before 
the period of the depression in British trade following upon 
the coal miner’s strike. In 1926 the total quantity of oil raw 
products imported into England already exceeded that of the 
pre-war years, The strike of the coal miners interrupted this 
tendency. At present the pre-war quantities have almost been 
restored. Changes in the imports of oleaginous raw products 
in England in the period between 1925 and 1928 are shown 
in the following table (in long tons):
 A table for the years 1925-1928 has four columns: (1) 
Total oil raw products imported. The largest amount. 1,731.7, 
was in 1925 and the smallest, 1,320.5, was in 1927. (2) Ditto 
as a % of 1923. (3) Ditto in oil equivalent. (4) Ditto as a 
percent of 1923.
 “Owing to the coal strike of 1926 England lost on the 
oil market both in respect of quantity, as quality. Turning to 
individual kinds of raw oil products, it should be noted that 
after the coal strike only soya bean imports were re-stored, 
and represented in 1925 160,900 long tons, in 1926 to 46,300 
tons, in 1927 to 83,100 tons and in 1928 to 192,400 tons. 
Exports from England of raw oil products are both absolutely 
and relatively not considerable. In 1925 they amounted to 
47,700 long tons, in 1926 to 32,800 tons, in 1927 to 24,100 
tons and in 1928 to 26,100 tons.
 “Turning to England’s trade in oil products, i.e. different 
kinds of oil, it should be noted that in the general trade of 
England in oil products, it holds a rather important position, 
as the following table proves (in [millions of?] long tons):
 A table shows, for the years 1925-1928, imports, 
exports, and net exports. Imports range from a high of 237.7 
in 1927 to a low of 202.6 in 1925.
 “In the general imports of vegetable oils into England 
one may observe the growing importance of [soya] bean 
oil. According to the opinion of the author, being one of 
the cheapest oils, it will gradually become an important 
ingredient of British trade and consumption articles, in 
connection with the decline in the general qualitative level 
of consumption. The author gives particularly detailed data. 
illustrated with statistics, regarding the commerce of Great 
Britain with the Far East [East Asia], which amounted to the 
following fi gures during the past few years (in millions of 
pounds sterling):
 A table shows:
 Trade with China 1,241.3.
 Trade with Japan: 7.2.
 Trade with Hong Kong 0.6.
 “In the trade with China up to 50% are represented by 
imports of soya beans.” Address: Economic Bureau, Chinese 
Eastern Railway, Manchuria.

1151. Chinese Eastern Railway. 1929. [The market for 
soya beans in Germany]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria 
Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 10. p. 7-15. Russian 
edition. (According to data of Economic Bureau, Chinese 
Eastern Railway). [Rus; eng]
• Summary: Page 15: “The author gives a detailed 
characteristic of the market conditions for soya beans both 
in the pre-war and the past-war period; simultaneously he 
outlines the position actually held by Germany in the world 
trade in products milled from soya beans, the imports and 
exports of bean oil and soya bean cakes.
 “Imports of soya beans into Germany in the post-war 
period have largely increased compared to the pre-war years, 
which may be seen from the following fi gures.
 “Imports of soya beans into Germany: in 1913–
1,257,000 quintals [1 quintal = 100 kg], in 1925–3,361,000 
quintals and in 1928–8,477,000 quintals. The reason for this 
increase is to be looked for in the fact, that Germany having 
lost after the war all her colonies, which she required for a 
restoration of her national economy, is actually compelled 
to import oleaginous raw products from other countries. 
These are now almost exclusively obtained from China 
(Manchuria) through the Port of Hamburg.
 “The imported beans are delivered for milling purposes 
to the local German oil milling industry, and a small portion 
is shipped further to other countries, mostly to Sweden and 
Denmark.
 “In addition to soya beans unmanufactured, Germany 
also imports the milled products–oil and oil cakes.
 “Imports of soya bean oil began even before the war. 
Thus, in 1913 the imports of bean oil held already the third 
place in the general import of vegetable oils into Germany, 
following directly after cottonseed and linseed oil. After the 
war, especially since 1922, such imports began rapidly to 
grow, and in 1925-26 they already ranked fi rst among all 
other vegetable oils imported. In 1922 imports of bean oil 
exceeded 415,000,000 quintals, 35.8% of the total imports of 
vegetable oils.
 “Since 1927 these imports began again to drop, and at 
present they do not exceed the pre-war fi gures.
 “However, at the present time Germany herself is 
exporting considerable quantities of soya bean oil.
 “In the bean cake trade Germany since 1925 began 
to cut down her operations, and, therefore, the country 
preserved a certain quantity of this fodder product, which 
is of great importance as cattle feed for the German stock 
raising industry. Germany’s part in the trade in bean cake at 
the present time is shown by the following fi gures:
 “Production–635,000 quintals
 “Exports–162,000 quintals
 “Imports–27,000 quintals
 “Consumption–500,000 quintals
 “Imports and exports of bean oil and bean cake are 
closely related to the conditions of the German oil milling 
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industry. In order to protect the latter in 1925 prohibitive 
Customs duties on imported products of the oil milling 
industry, which had been cancelled in 1920, were again 
enforced.
 “Nevertheless, the German oil milling industry is 
passing at the present time through a life and death struggle 
with the competing foreign (Anglo-Dutch) concerns. 
The principal consumers of bean oil in Germany are 
the margarine, linoleum and soap industries.” Address: 
Manchuria.

1152. Dairen Shoko Kaigisho. 1929. Dairen tokusan shijô 
fushin no genin to sono taisaku [The origin of the slump 
in the Dairen (Manchuria) specialty products market and 
countermeasures to correct it]. Dairen. 162 p. [Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1153. Encyclopaedia Britannica (14th ed.): Soya bean oil. 
1929. New York & London: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 
See vol. 21, p. 104. [7 ref]
• Summary: This oil, also known as “Bean Oil” is obtained 
by expressing the ground seed of the soya bean in Anglo-
American presses. “The beans, which contain from 18% to 
20% of oil, yield by expression on the practical scale about 
13%. Damaged seeds are extracted with a volatile solvent, 
whereby almost all the oil is recovered. The expressed 
meal is valued for its albumenoid content, and is especially 
suitable for feeding to dairy cattle, causing an increase in the 
secretion of milk fat. The oil expressed from sound seed is 
pale yellow in colour and only needs fi ltering over fuller’s 
earth to be fi t for edible purposes. Soya bean oil contains 
up to 6% of linolenic acid and therefore falls into the class 
of drying oils. In addition to its use as an edible oil, it fi nds 
extensive employment for soap-making; boiled with cobalt 
dryer it is used in the United States for the manufacture of 
paints.
 “In 1926 there were exported from Manchuria 1,423,000 
tons of beans and 165,000 tons of oil. Great Britain imported 
46,000 tons of beans and 43,000 tons of oil, while Germany 
consumed 370,000 tons of beans and 20,000 tons of oil.”

1154. Ferrée, Christian Johan; Tussaud, J.T. 1929. The soya 
bean and the new soya fl our. London: William Heinemann 
(Medical Books) Ltd. xi + 79 p. Illust. No index. 22 cm. 
Revised translation from the Dutch by C.J. Ferree and J.T. 
Tussaud of Die Sojaboon en Duurzaam Sojameel. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Sir Wm. Arbuthnot 
Lane, President of The New Health Society. Preface, by C.J. 
Ferrée (London). 1. Introduction. Literature. Name of the 
plant. Origin. Botanical particulars. Assimilative power of 
the soya plant. Inoculation. Soil requirements. Production 
and cost. 2. General ingredients of the various Manchurian 
beans. Composition. The value of soya protein. Vitamin in 
the soya bean. Digestibility of the soya bean and its products. 

3. Use in China and Japan: Bean sauce, soy, or shoyu, 
Chinese chiang (paste), tou-fu or beancurd, beans consumed 
as a table vegetable, bean refuse and bean cake are used 
as a fertiliser and for fattening hogs, bean oil is used as an 
illuminant (where it has not been superseded by kerosene), 
as a substitute for lard in cooking, and as a lubricant for 
greasing axles and parts of native machinery, miso and natto. 
First imports into Europe. Exports during the last fi ve years 
from China and Japan. Imports during the last fi ve years into 
Europe and America. The increasing rate of its cultivation. 
Manchuria–Production. Estimate of the world’s production 
of the soya bean. London the principal market. Future 
importance.
 4. America. Australia. South Africa. Other British 
possessions and protectorates. Java (Dutch East Indies). 
Europe. 5. Unsuccessful experiments with soya fl our. 
Ordinary soya fl our. Extracted soya fl our. Dr. L. Berczeller’s 
discovery. The new soya fl our. Comparison with other cereal 
fl our and other foods. Comparison in price with other cereal 
fl our and other foods. Comparison in price of soya protein 
compared with other cereal foods. Comparative analysis of 
cereals. 6. Soya milk. Vegetable casein. Lecithin. 7. Increase 
in food value. Savings. Industrial application in foodstuffs. 
The importance of Dr. L. Berczeller’s soya fl our for the food 
industry. Soya fl our and the food laws. Uses of soya fl our 
in: Bread, pastry, cake, biscuits, confectionery, sausages, 
infant foods and food for invalids, cocoa, chocolate, soup 
cubes, pudding fl our. Uses in the kitchen. Soya fl our recipes 
(for fl our made using the Berczeller process), soya fl our for 
diabetics, recipes for diabetics.
 The Preface states: “In the following pages the writer 
has endeavoured to give an account of the numerous uses 
to which the soya bean has so far been put, and to visualise 
its future service to humanity through the means of a totally 
new and practical process by which this legume... may in 
future be used as an important article of food for general 
consumption throughout every quarter of the globe.
 “In compiling the details relative to the soya bean fl our, 
with which this brief summary principally deals, he trusts 
that he has succeeded in giving suffi cient data to enable 
the reader to fully realise its value as a staple food from the 
economic point of view, as well as from the more domestic 
standpoint, so that the important fact may be fully realised 
that a new foodstuff of a very valuable nature... has now 
been brought within the reach of all nations to serve them in 
a most practical manner as an economic article of food.”
 The book includes statistics on the imports and exports 
from 1923 to 1927 of “soya beans, soya oil, and soya cake in 
various countries including China, Japan, England, France, 
Germany, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and USA.
 The “new soya fl our” is that developed by Dr. 
Berczeller. This book repeatedly praises that fl our. “A few 
years ago Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian physiologist 
in Vienna, succeeded scientifi cally in fi nding a method 
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which enables us to prepare from the soya bean a digestible 
and pleasantly fl avoured fl our without detracting from 
its nutritive value, and this method entirely succeeds in 
preserving all the good qualities contained in the bean itself. 
Physiological experts and analysts withhold no praise, as the 
following extracts will show: -” There follow words of praise 
from: (1) Dr. Alfred Schwicker, M.P., Royal Hungarian 
State Institute, Central Depot for Experimental Chemistry. 
(2) Dr. Stefan Weisser, King’s Counsellor, Royal Veterinary 
Physiological Experimental Station, Budapest. (3) Prof. A. 
Durig., The Physiological Institute, University of Vienna.
 Marakujew (1928) estimates the production of soya 
beans in “Manchuria at 6 million tons at the utmost, the 
production of the whole of China at 16 million tons, and 
he is led to this fi gure by the conclusions of the Economic 
Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway, which estimates 
that the Manchurian crop in 1927 amounted to 37.1 million 
kobu (5.88 million English tons), of which 2.6 million tons 
originated from South Manchuria, 3.3 million tons from 
North Manchuria” (p. 32). A table (p. 33) gives estimated 
world production of soya beans from 1923 to 1929 (6.6 
million tons, forecast). The leading producers in 1929 (in 
million tons) are: China 5.250. Japan 0.580. USA 0.250. Java 
and Dutch East Indies 0.120. Other Asiatic countries 0.400. 
A soya milk factory was recently established in Denmark 
(p. 54). Although this book contains a bibliography of 29 
references, most are very incomplete.
 Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with roots, pods, and 
leaves. (4) Nodules growing on soybean roots. (5) One pod 
and seed each from inoculated and uninoculated soybean 
plants. (7) An immense fi eld of soya beans in Manchuria. (8) 
Soya beans awaiting shipment, in house-shaped stacks under 
tarps, at Dairen. (13) Seeds of the most important varieties of 
soya beans now grown in the United States. (10) Two horses 
and a farmer cultivating a fi eld of soybeans. (11) Harvesting 
soya beans. (12) Well selected, clean soybean seeds.
 A map (frontispiece) shows where soybeans are 
cultivated worldwide. An illustration (facing p. 2) shows 
“Shen-Nung. Emperor [of China] in 2838 Before Christ, 
called ‘The Heavenly Farmer.’ Reproduced from a print in a 
Vienna museum.”
 One bar chart compares the nutritional composition 
of soya fl our with that of cereals and animal products, and 
other foodstuffs (p. 13), another compares the calories (p. 
46), and a third compares the cost of 1,000 calories (p. 48). 
Marakujew (probably spelled Marakiev or Marakuyev), in 
“The Export of Manchurian Soya Beans and its Finance” 
(1928, in Russian, probably an article rather than a book) 
“estimates the production of Manchuria at 6 million tons 
at the utmost, the production of the whole of China at 
16 million tons, and he is led to this conclusion by the 
Economic Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway, which 
estimates that the Manchurian crop in 1927 amounted to 
37.1 million kobu (5.88 million English tons), of which 2.6 

million tons originated from South Manchuria, 3.3 million 
tons from North Manchuria. According to the calculations 
of this bureau, the home consumption of North Manchuria 
is something like 40 per cent. of the production, viz., 1.3 
million tons; the remaining 2 million tons are for export. 
The exports of South Manchuria were estimated at 1 million 
tons” (p. 32). Address: London.

1155. Langenberg, Johannes W.H. 1929. Die Bedeutung der 
Sojabohne in der Weltwirtschaft [The signifi cance of the 
soybean in the world economy]. Pinneberg bei Hamburg, 
Germany: Buchdruckerei A. Beig. 103 p. No index. 23 
cm. Published form of dissertation in Economics & Social 
Science at Cologne Univ. [70+ ref. Ger]
• Summary: Part 1. Discusses the culture and production 
of the soybean, including mention of the chief producing 
countries and soybean culture in the United States, its history 
and amount of production in the chief producing states.
 Part 2. Takes up the soybean in foreign trade, with 
particular reference to the Manchurian industry and its 
exports to Asia and Europe.
 Part 3. Describes the utilization of the soybean, and its 
production and quantities of exports and imports of soy meal 
in individual countries including the U.S. Includes a table 
giving the oil cake imports into the U.S. 1910-1926. The 
soybean in human nutrition is addressed with description 
of the attempts to establish it as a means of subsistence in 
Europe and the U.S. The author was born in 1906. Address: 
Cologne, Germany.

1156. Prinz, H. 1929. Die land- und volkswirtschaftlichen 
Aufgaben bei der Einfuehrung des Berczeller’schen 
Sojamehles in Rumaenien [The agricultural and economic 
tasks necessary for the introduction of Berczeller’s soy 
fl our to Romania]. In: L. Berczeller. 1929. Publications on 
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. II. 3 p. Unpublished manuscript. 
[Ger]
• Summary: The soybean could become a major export 
crop for Romania; it would be much more profi table for 
farmers to grow than corn or wheat. It must be emphatically 
pointed out that the total exports of Romania, even if it was 
soybeans instead of corn and wheat, could never satisfy the 
import needs of Germany; Germany would much rather buy 
its soybeans from Romania than from East Asia. In order to 
cultivate soybeans in Romania, it is necessary to plant seeds 
of the appropriate varieties and to inoculate them with soya 
bacterial cultures.
 Less seed is needed for planting soybeans than wheat. 
The soybean enriches the soil with nitrogen and improves 
soil quality for subsequent crops of wheat and corn. The 
soybean has a relatively low need for water. Using the 
Berczeller process, a very valuable food can be made from 
soybeans–soya fl our. Address: Dr., Austria.
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1157. Sprecher von Bernegg, Andreas. 1929. Tropische 
und subtropische Weltwirtschaftspfl anzen; ihre Geschichte, 
Kultur und volkswirtschaftliche Bedeutung. II. Teil: 
Oelpfl anzen [Tropical and subtropical plants in international 
commerce; their history, cultivation, and economic 
signifi cance. Vol. II. Oilseeds]. Stuttgart: Verlag von 
Ferdinand Enke. See vol. 2, p. 128-70. Illust. Index. 25 cm. 
[48 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (p. 128-70). Contents: 
Introduction. Name, place of origin and history. Description 
of the plant: Systematic, morphology, varieties, selection. 
General conditions for growth: Climate, soil. Cultivation of 
the plant: Planting, care. Harvest and storage. Composition 
and products. Utilization: As a fodder plant, as a coffee 
substitute, industrial non-food uses, as a food (as a green 
vegetable, soy sprouts, soy chocolate, soymilk, casein, tofu 
and soybean quark {tofu oder Sojabohnenquark}, natto 
{Buddhistenkäse}, hamananatto, yuba, miso, shoyu or soy 
sauce {Sojasauce}). Production and trade.
 Concerning green vegetable soybeans, the author states: 
“Three-quarter ripe soybean seeds yield a good, green 
vegetable (Dreiviertelreife Sojabohnen geben ein gutes, 
gruenes Gemuese).”
 Note. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Sojabohnenquark 
to refer to tofu. Address: PhD, Titularprofessor an der 
Eidgenoessischen Technischen Hochschule, Zurich, 
Switzerland.

1158. Star, D. 1929. [Oil cakes and schrot (meal) in trade 
and industry]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 9. p. 1-10. [12 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “The international import and export trade in oil 
seeds and schrot [meal or cake] at the present time has not 
yet reached the pre-war fi gure, and still is about 15% lower. 
In 1925 the general turnover with oil cakes reached about 
3 million tons, valued approximately at about 300,000,000 
Marks. The fi rst place among exporting countries is held 
by the United States of America and Germany. Imports 
are directed to a number of European countries, such as 
Denmark, Holland, Belgium and others. Germany also 
imports large quantities of oil cakes. In Germany exports 
and imports of oil cakes almost hold the balance, namely 
according to data for the year 1925 exports amounted to 
over 325,000 tons and imports to about 340,000 tons. This 
is caused by the fact that Germany producing oil cakes 
of superior quality and highly valued upon the market 
(mainly linseed cakes) exports this more costly product, 
and imports instead other cheaper kinds. The United States 
of America export principally cottonseed cakes. The soya 
beans and schrot are beginning recently to hold a very sound 
and important position upon the markets of the world, and 
the demand for these products is growing. Oil cakes and 
schrot are used in European countries mainly as cattle feed, 

especially for dairy cattle. In this connection [soya] bean 
cake and schrot are in a position to occupy a strong position 
upon the market, in view of the fact that they contain a 
suffi cient quantity of albumen and other substances required 
for dairy cattle.
 “In connection with the increasing demand for oil cakes 
and schrot, prices have been growing steadily in recent years. 
Thus, in the three years of 1926-28 they increased by 9.9% 
for soya schrot and by 20% for linseed cakes. This rise is 
due exclusively to the relation between demand and offer 
of oil cakes and schrot, as cattle feed, and is not depending 
upon the condition of prices for oleaginous raw products or 
vegetable oils. The soya beans, for instance, during the same 
period show a decline in price of about 2.9%, and soya oil 
of about 22.5%. To a certain extent one may even say that 
provided the demand for oil remains unchanged, a rise in 
the price of oil cakes will lead to a reduction in the price of 
vegetable oils.” Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1159. Star, D. 1929. [Oil cakes and schrot (crushed 
oleaginous seeds residue [meal]) in trade and industry]. 
Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern 
Railway) No. 6. p. 1-11. [14 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “The article has the aim to give a general 
description of the contemporary commercial and industrial 
importance of oil cakes and crushed oleaginous seeds residue 
(shrot), in other words to establish the importance of oil 
cakes and schrot among other products of cattle feed, and 
then to characterize the part played by them as articles of 
international trade and to point to the reasons why they are 
becoming more important in the economic life of different 
nations.
 “After a circumstantial introduction giving general 
information of oil cake and schrot, the author proceeds to 
the characteristics of oil cakes and schrot as cattle feed. The 
data supplied here by the author are of great importance for 
rational dairy farming.
 “In order to point out the adaptability of different 
kinds of oilcakes to cattle raising purposes the author gives 
descriptions of the various kinds of oil cakes: linseed cakes, 
soya bean cakes, cottonseed cakes and so forth.
 “The author also shows which cakes should be used 
in preference in certain countries; thus he establishes the 
comparative importance of individual kinds of oil cakes for 
cattle breeding purposes.
 “(To be continued).” Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1160. United States Tariff Commission. comp. 1929. 
Summary of tariff information, 1929 on Tariff Act of 1922. 
Schedule 1. Chemicals, oils, and paints. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 419 + xv p. Printed for 
the use of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of 
Representatives.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy-Bean Oil” (p. 283-84) 
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briefl y discusses: Description and uses. Production of soy 
bean oil in the United States (1922-1928). Imports into 
the United States (1919-1928). Exports (1922-28; They go 
mainly to Cuba, the Dominican Republic, British South 
Africa, and Canada–but we are not told how much was 
exported to individual countries or when those exports 
began). Cost of production. Prices (1923-1928). Competitive 
conditions (mainly for use as a soap oil, a drying oil, and as 
ensilage).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) 
concerning soybean products (soy oil) in the Dominican 
Republic. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybean products (soy oil) in the Dominican Republic 
(defi nitely by 1928, perhaps as early as 1922); soybeans 
as such had not yet been reported by that date. Address: 
Washington, DC.

1161. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Visit to the Noda 
Shoyu Company, Ltd. in Chiba, Japan (Document part). 
In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural 
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, 
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. 
Washington, DC: Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage 
Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 
p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Pages 3465-67 (7 Jan. 1930). “Today we 
really got started on our work of looking up and getting 
information about soybean products. In accordance with 
plans made yesterday, we left Tokyo this morning (Ueno 
Station) at 8:15 for Noda-Machi, Japan, where we arrived 
at 9:45. We went direct to the offi ce of The Noda Shoyu 
Company, Ltd., of Noda-Machi, Prefecture of Chiba, Japan, 
makers of the famed Kikkoman Shoyu.
 “This company embracing 19 plants, is one of, if not the 
largest plants in the world brewing shoyu sauce. According 
to their literature, Kikkoman Shoyu was fi rst brewed by 
Mr. Saheiji Mogi, in the second year of Meiwa [sic, Hoei?] 
(corresponding to the year 1704) in Noda-Machi, Japan.
 “We met Mr. Ota, one of the assistant directors, we 
also met Mr. Hichizaemon [Shichizaemon] Mogi, President 
and Director, also a Mr. Jutaro Namiki. We spent about 
1½ hours with these gentlemen in the offi ce. Then Mr. Ota 
and Mr. Namiki showed us over one of their large plants. It 
impressed us as an up-to-date modern institution. We were 
in the grading and mixing room. They have 30 incubating 
chambers or curing rooms where the germ on the 50-50 
mixture of soybean and wheat mash is grown.
 “The cement vats, or aging vats, of which there are 
1,500 under one roof, are made of cement and are 12 feet 
square and about 8 feet in depth.
 “In the manufacture of shoyu sauce, this concern uses 
annually about 20,000 bushels of soybeans, primarily from 
Manchuria, and also 20,000 bushels of wheat, Japanese 
grown when available. They import from Australia. This 

year, however, they are getting their supply of wheat from 
Canada.
 “They have 200 square (about 4 ft. by 4 ft.) hydraulic 
presses and 200 oblong ones about 4 ft. by 6 ft. They age 
their shoyu sauce 1½ years in the curing vats.”
 Page 3466-68. Photos show: (1) Racks of small trays, 
outdoors, each about 2 inches deep, 18 inches long, and 10-
12 inches wide, used to cure soybean and wheat mash [koji] 
for making shoyu sauce (neg. #44709). (2) A nearby view of 
the interior of one of the small trays (neg. #44710). (3) Many 
round bundles of cask stock of spruce, stored outdoors. The 
wood will be used to make kegs for storing shoyu sauce. 
A part of one warehouse of the Noda Shoyu Co. is in the 
background (neg. #44711). (4) A horse pulling a cart on a 
railroad track. On the cart are bundles of spruce stock that 
will be used to make soy sauce casks (neg. #44712). (5) A 
nearby view of portions of ricks or bundles of short pieces of 
spruce for staves, tops and bottoms of small casks for shoyu 
sauce (neg. #44713).
 Page 3474. A 5 by 7-inch photo (taken Jan. 9) shows: 1. 
Small bottle (with label) of soy sauce made by Noda Shoyu 
Co., and materials used in its manufacture. 2. Salt from 
Formosa. 3. Mixture of boiled beans and crushed roasted 
wheat with white mold [shoyu koji]. 4. Mixture of boiled 
soybeans and cracked wheat after one day in fermentation 
room. 5. Cracked roasted wheat. 6. Roasted wheat. 7. 
Wheat (Canadian). 8. Soybeans (Manchurian variety). (neg. 
#44734).
 Page 3475. Photo of Pueraria Thunbergiana. Kudzu. 
Five “small packages of kudzu fl our purchased in a store in 
Tokyo, Japan, December 24, 1929. This fl our is made from 
kudzu roots and is used in making soups.” Each package is 
7/8 inches wide; 3½ inches tall.
 Page 3482. A photo shows three identical bottles of 
Kikkoman brand soy sauce, each from a different angle so 
that all parts of the label are visible. Each bottle is 7½ inches 
tall and 2 inches in diameter, and holds one-fi fth liter of 
sauce. Obtained on Jan. 7 from the Nodashoyu Co. [Noda 
Shoyu Co.]. D&M item #3074. This company is the largest 
in the Orient (neg. #44742).
 Page 7010 (21 Jan. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “Negative 
#46453. Pueraria thunbergiana, Kudzu for shade. Chiba, 
Japan, Jan. 22. 1931. Kudzu vines used for shade for hog 
yards at the Chiba Zootechnical Agricultural Experiment 
Station.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

1162. Decatur Herald (Illinois). 1930. Soy bean plant now 
on 24 hour basis: importation of beans from Orient brings 
drop in local market. Jan. 15. p. 11 (Section II. p. 1).
• Summary: “The Shellabarger Grain Products Co. is 
operating its new plant day and night in the processing of soy 
beans, W.L. Shellabarger said Tuesday. Accumulated orders 
will keep the plant running for several months.”
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 “Importation of beans from the new crop in China in 
great quantities in the last few weeks has caused a drop in the 
soy bean products market, Mr. Shellabarger says. China has 
the largest crop on record and American manufacturers using 
[soy] bean oil are turning to the Orient for their supplies.”

1163. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybean oil and cake 
in Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen 
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, 
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 3270 (28 Jan. 1930). A photo (neg. 
#44859) shows the front of a half-gallon can of Nisshin 
Salad and Frying Soybean Oil, sold by Nisshin Oil Mills Ltd. 
of Tokyo.
 Pages 3555 and 3556 (15 Jan. 1930). The authors visited 
the Offi ce of the Nisshin Oil Mills Ltd. of Tokyo and met 
the Director, Mr. L. Sera. “The output of their small mills 
in Japan are used at home, and all the bulk of that made by 
their 19 mills in Manchuria. Mr. Sera admitted that they 
are very much interested and concerned about what the 
American Congress will fi nally do about putting a tariff on 
soybean oil and cake. He told us that their company sends 
considerable oil cake to America. Japan proper imports from 
Manchuria upwards to 15,000,000 tons of oil and cake. He 
also told us that Manchurian oil cake brings $40.00 per ton 
f.o.b. Seattle.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

1164. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1930. Higher tariff asked 
on fi ne cotton yarns. Jan. 18. p. 26.
• Summary: “Friday, Feb. 21.–First hearing of reference No. 
153, and application by Milton Oil Refi neries, Ltd., Milton, 
for downward revision of the tariff on cotton seed;...”

1165. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1930. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1929. London. 106 p. See p. 92-94.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1166. Morse, W.J. 1930. Re: Exports of soybeans from 
Manchuria. Proposal of trip to Europe. Collecting soybean 
products in Japan. Letter to Mrs. Verna M. Donavan, Offi ce 
of Forage Crops, B.P.I., USDA, Feb. 15. 2 p. Typed, with 
signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mrs. Donavan: At the head offi ce of one 
of the large soybean oil companies in Tokyo we recently 
received considerable information concerning the export of 
soybeans from Manchuria to European countries, especially 
Germany, France, and England. It seems that these countries 
are taking so many soybeans that the Chinese government is 
considering the placing of an export duty on the seed in order 

to protect the soybean oil industry of Manchuria... we think 
it might pay us to return by way of Europe and look into the 
soybean industry.
 “In our soybean fi les and also in our general letter fi les, 
I think we have the names of fi rms and people interested 
in soybeans in several European countries. I wish that you 
would look up the names and addresses of such fi rms and 
persons so that I can write them and obtain some detailed 
information about the soybean situation in Europe.”
 “There is a Dr. J.L. North in London, England, with 
whom I have had considerable correspondence during the 
past several years.”
 Morse thinks that his collection of soybean products 
from Japan will number about 200 products ore more.
 “Received Mr. Lee’s letter recently which you typed for 
him in the winter and I am glad to hear that everything is 
going along so nicely. I feel now that the work is going along 
so fi ne that I can at least stay over here three or four more 
years. The soybeans are calling in the U.S. and I suppose 
that a year from now we will be on our way home or getting 
packed up to go.”
 P.S. [handwritten]. It has occurred to me that the 
products being sent in should be placed in the large tin boxes 
in which we store seed to keep it away from the mice. If 
the mice are as bad as formerly, I am afraid that unless the 
products are stored in the tin boxes, the mice will play havoc 
with them...”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box 
93–Morse-Napier. Folder–Morse, W.J.-#4 F.C.I.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: The Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, 
Japan.

1167. Mears, F.C. 1930. Clash occurs over plea for duty 
removal: Canadian and U.S. manufacturers tilt before tariff 
board. Plant is projected. Gazette (The) (Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada). Feb. 22. p. 1, 13, col. 2.
• Summary: Page 13: “A.M. Latchford of Ottawa, appearing 
this morning before the Tariff Board for the Milton Oil 
Refi neries Limited, pointed out that this was a new industry, 
that there were no cotton seed mills in Canada, and that 
this country imports annually over $3,000,000 worth of 
cotton seed products. The demand for cotton seed oil and 
cotton cake exceeds the supply, and the company at Milton 
has access to a large market in Toronto and vicinity. The 
company is encouraging the cultivation in Halton county 
[Ontario] by the farmers of the Soya bean, which hitherto has 
been imported from Manchuria, T.R. Simpson, of Weston, 
Ont., is president of the fi rm.”

1168. The Tariff Act of 1930, commonly known as the 
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Smoot-Hawley Tariff, goes into effect, implementing 
protectionist trade policies in the United States (Important 
event). 1930. March 13.
• Summary: The tariff provides the following higher rates 
per 100 pounds: soybeans $2.00, soybean oil $3.50 but not 
less than 45% ad valorem, and soybean oil cake and oil-cake 
meal $0.30.

1169. Fortune. 1930. House of Mitsui. 1(2):72-81. March.
• Summary: A good analysis and history of Mitsui Bussan, 
the giant Japanese conglomerate [zaibatsu] and trading 
company, including a photo of their modern headquarters at 
Suruga-cho No. 1 in Tokyo. “There is no business enterprise 
anywhere which is at once so vast and so diverse as the 
House of Mitsui in Japan. Its agencies abroad outnumber 
the embassies and consulates of the Empire... A quarter of 
Japan’s commerce, both import and export, is handled by 
the Mitsui Trading Company... The House of Mitsui is thus a 
merchant empire. It has been prosperous for thirteen hundred 
years and conspicuously rich for more than a quarter of a 
millennium–roughly since Shakespeare’s time. Today the 
House is ruled by the Senior Baron Hachiroyemon, 14th 
Baron Mitsui. He does rather less work than the King of 
England. His prime minister of trade is Baron Takuma Dan, 
sometimes called the ‘Morgan of Japan.’”
 The Cereals and Fertilizers Department handles 
soybeans. “They shipped the fi rst Manchurian soy beans to 
Europe in 1907. Today the beans, bean oil, and bean cake 
are international staples. Everyone who has sailed past Port 
Arthur and into Dairen has seen the batteries of Mitsui bean 
oil tanks bulking houses high. Sacks of beans piled twenty 
deep stretch away illimitably along the quays, crisscrossed 
by railways... War has always proved a good tonic for 
Mitsui Bussan. After a long swig of the Russo-Japanese 
fi ght brew, the company not only quadrupled its business 
but became so sanguine of future profi ts as to increase its 
capital one hundredfold, from yen 200,000 to yen 20,000,000 
($10,000,000). Most of the Great War was fought upside 
down on the other side of the globe from Japan. But it once 
more quadrupled the business of Mitsui Bussan, and the 
capital was promptly quintupled to its present fi gure of yen 
100,000,000 ($50,000,000).”
 Note: This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 2002) 
in Fortune magazine.

1170. Pope, Felix T. 1930. World trade in soy beans. Oil and 
Fat Industries 7(3):98, 103. March. [2 ref]
• Summary: First published in Northwestern Miller in 
1929/01, 157(1):54. Address: Foodstuffs Div., U.S. Dep. of 
Commerce.

1171. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria 
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-
1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), 

Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, 
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 4499 (2 April 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
“This morning we called at the South Manchurian Railway 
Company and met Mr. Kan Matsushima, one of the high 
offi cials in charge of the agricultural activities of the 
company.
 “Mr. Matsushima was in the United States a few years 
ago and visited the Department. During this visit he met Mr. 
Morse and a number of other offi cials.
 “We went over the plan for this season’s work with Mr. 
Matsushima, and got from him a number of interesting and 
valuable suggestions. He also presented us with a number 
of pamphlets of the South Manchurian Railway relative to 
soybeans and other Manchurian crops. He outlined for us 
the important soybean, fruit and vegetable sections which he 
thought we should visit.
 “With the exception of 30 meters on each side of the 
S.M. Ry. in the Japanese leased territory, practically all 
farmers are Chinese.
 “We had lunch with Mr. Matsushima and then went with 
him to the Museum building, where we saw a relief map of 
Manchuria and got a very good impression of the important 
agricultural producing regions.
 “We also saw a rather extensive and interesting exhibit 
of soybeans, soybean cake and other soybean products. They 
had a very good collection of millets, sorghums, rice, barley, 
mung beans, adsuki beans;...”
 Pages 4525, 4526, 4527 (10 April 1930, Dairen, 
Manchuria). “This morning we called at the offi ce of Mr. K. 
Matsushima and a little later, in company with Mr. Yoshitane 
Sato of the Bureau of Agriculture of the South Manchuria 
Ry. [Railway Co.; S.M.R.] we visited the soybean exchange.
 “Here, as in all other grain exchanges, of which we have 
had an opportunity to see everything, pandemonium raged on 
the fl oor of the chamber.
 “The room looked to be 40 feet or more in width and 
75 feet or so in length, with a gallery extending around 
the entire room.” Of the 100 members, 60 are Chinese, 30 
Japanese and 10 are of other nationalities–Russian, Danes, 
British, etc.
 “From the exchange, we went to one of the research 
laboratories of the Agricultural Branch of the S.M.R., 
where we met Mr. Takamori, also the assistant director of 
the Bureau of Economic Research, Mr. Igarashi. These 
gentlemen offered to assist in any way possible; both speak 
good English and understand a good deal. We next visited 
Dr. Y. Nakanishi, Secretary of the Soybean Oil Association.”
 “After lunch we visited a good sized shoyu sauce factory 
and looked over the plant, including culture chambers and 
ageing mash vat rooms. They demonstrated for us their 
method of vat mash stirring by compressed air. It is a simple 
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method. The air passes through a one-inch pipe to the bottom 
of the tank, as the pipe is moved about over the bottom the 
air expelled from the pipe forces its way up through the 
mash, which gives the impression of boiling. The practice 
appears to be much more effective and easier than the 
hand or paddle method of stirring the mash which is pretty 
generally followed.
 “The refuse left after pressing out the soy sauce is sold 
for cattle feed (we understand primarily for hog feeding). 
It is also resoaked and used for making a much inferior and 
cheaper grade of soy sauce, for which this concern has quite 
a demand.”
 “We received several offi cial letters from the offi ce 
today, the contents of which especially regarding our work 
for the year, are more or less disconcerting. They are at 
variance with our understanding of much of the work 
outlined and arranged for at Washington [DC] before 
our departure and by no means in accord with the policy 
concerning the work in Japan outlined quite differently to 
us in correspondence received shortly after we took up our 
work in Japan in the spring of 1929.
 “The letters to which we refer are under date of March 
10 and 13, these, together with our reply, where a reply is 
deemed advisable, will be found under a later date in this 
fi eld trip report.”
 Page 4539 (14 April 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “Went 
to the American Consulate in the morning and discussed 
with Mr. Langdon, the Consul, the soybean industry in South 
Manchuria. He has collected statistics on the exports of [soy] 
beans, bean cake and bean oil and gave us a summary of 
much data for 1929, which is as follows:”
 The 1st table titled “Exports–Manchuria–1929” shows 
exports (in short tons) of the three commodities by country 
of destination.
 Soybeans: To Japan 604,753 tons. To Europe 1,403,589 
tons.
 Bean cake: To Japan 652,687 tons. To Europe 62,775 
tons.
 Bean oil: To Japan 1,443 tons. To Europe 59,849 tons.
 The 2nd table titled “Percentage of Manchurian area 
sown” gives fi gures for 1929 and 1928.
 Soybeans 29.2% and 29.0%
 Other beans 2.7% and 3.2.0%
 Kaoliang 22.5% and 22.5%
 Millet 17.2% and 16.9%
 Corn 6.9% and 7.8%
 Wheat 7.7% and 10.2%
 Paddy rice 0.6% and 0.7%
 Upland rice 0.9% and 0.8%
 Miscellaneous grains 10.5% and 9.2%.
 Page 4541 (15 April 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. In the 
morning visited Mr. Satoh of the S.M.R. with reference to 
soybean oil mills and soap factories using soybean oil in 
Dairen. Arrangements were made to visit the oil mill of the 

Mitsubishi Trading Co.”
 “This Oil Company crushes about 300,000 tons of 
soybeans yearly, producing about 270,000 tons of bean cake 
and about 30,000 tons of bean oil.”
 Page 4542. “For Japanese trade, where bean cake is used 
chiefl y for fertilizer, and to a slight extent for poultry feed, 
the cakes are ground into a very coarse meal. Permission was 
given to take any pictures we might wish within the mills or 
mill yard.”
 Page 4543 (16 April 1930, Dairen). “In the morning 
visited the Mangylku Soap Mfg. Co. where crude soybean 
oil and hydrogenated soybean oil are used in the manufacture 
of soap.”
 “Mr. Satoh suggested that we get in touch with Dr. 
Satoh, botanist and author of the bulletin [on wild legumes 
which shows 28 genera and 102 species] as he might be 
of assistance to us in our collections of wild legumes in 
Manchuria, North China, and Chosen” [Korea].
 Page 4546. “The wild soybean is very abundant 
throughout this vicinity...” No soybean work is being carried 
on by the station. Most of the work is placed on cotton and 
apples. “Mr. Nakatomi assured us of his hearty cooperation 
in our studies of Manchurian agriculture.”
 Page 4547 (12 [?] April 1930). Dairen. “In the morning 
we went to the South Manchurian Ry. Central Laboratory 
to see Dr. Kato concerning the various soybean products of 
which he had promised us samples. The products were not 
ready and I was promised to send them to our offi ce in the 
Gohin [?] Building shortly.
 “Mr. Kato is much interested in the utilization of 
soybean fl our in bread making and is conducting extensive 
experiments along this line. He was very much interested 
in the work which Dr. J.A. Le Clerc of the U.S. Bureau of 
Chemistry is doing with various kinds of soybean fl our and 
intends taking up correspondence with Dr. Le Clerc.
 “At 5:00 p.m. Messrs. Morse and Suyetake went to the 
Auditorium of the South Manchurian Ry. Club and gave 
a talk on the soybean industry in the United States before 
Members of the Dairen Oil Mills Association, Dairen 
Soybean Trading Corporation, and the Agricultural Division 
of the South Manchurian Railway.”
 Pages 4553-4554 (21 April 1930, Dairen). “In the 
morning we went to the offi ce of Mr. Satoh of the S.M.Ry. 
and found a package of fi fteen varieties of soybeans that 
had been sent to us from the S.M.R. Experiment Station at 
Kungchuling. This station is the principal soybean breeding 
station and the varieties sent us represent selected varieties 
from their 1929 variety test of over fi ve hundred varieties. 
The following list gives the varieties sent. An table with no 
title gives the D.&M. number (from 5649 to 5663), varietal 
name, and use of each of the 15; the three uses are grain, 
forage, and pasture. The varietal names are:
 Hakube (Mukden White)
 Changchung #220
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 Kingen
 Kungchuling #319
 Kohonshu [?]
 Kungchuling #543
 Kungchuling #483
 Kaiyuan #191
 Mochoto
 Kungchuling #480
 Kungchuling #235
 Chanchu #391
 Kungchuling #262
 Kungchuling #420
 Kungchuling #224
 “In the afternoon samples of different forms of soy bean 
oil cake and oil cake meal were received from Mr. Yoshida, 
manager of the Mitsubishi Soybean oil Mills.” They are: 
(1) “Coarse fl akes. Made for export to Japan for cattle feed 
and fertilizer. Moisture 11%. Protein 44%. Fat 7.5%.” (2) 
Finely cracked like cracked corn. Made for export to Japan 
for cattle feed; 10%, 44.5%, 7%. (3) Coarse meal for export 
to the United States for cattle feed. 9.11%, 45.6%, 7%. (4) 
Finely ground meal for export to the United States. 9.10%, 
45.6%, 7%. (5) Medium coarse fl akes for export to Japan for 
poultry feed. 10%, 44.5%, 7%. (6) Coarse fl akes for export 
to Japan for fertilizer. 11%, 44%, 7.5%.
 Pages 4565-4566 (25 April 1930, Port Arthur, 
Manchuria). “We then visited the museum and looked over 
the agricultural exhibits of the Kwantung Province. The 
Nisshin Oil Mills of Dairen has rather an extensive exhibit 
of various forms of soybean oil and oil cake. The Manchuria 
Paint Co. has a very good exhibit of many kinds of paints, 
enamels, varnishes and plastic paints in the manufacture 
of which soybean oil was used” (Continued). Address: 
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1172. Shen, Chennen. 1930. The importance of soybean. 
China Critic (The) = Chung-kuo Ping-lun Chuo Pao 
(Shanghai) 3(18):416-19. May 1. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Domestic consumption 
of soybeans. Foreign consumption of soybeans. Future 
prospects.
 Soybean, called yellow bean in China, is “cultivated in 
all parts of the country, but most abundantly in Manchuria. 
While in 1913 the export of soybean amounted only to about 
ten percent of the total export and ranked next to silk and tea 
in importance, it has in sixteen years increased fi ve times in 
value, risen to twenty percent of the total export and taken 
the premier place in our export trade! No other commodity 
has ever experienced such an overwhelming prosperity in 
such a short time in the history of China.”
 “Everybody knows that we Chinese live on rice and 
wheat. But not everybody realizes that we live just as much 
on soybeans. The soybean is consumed in large quantities by 
the northerners as well as by the southerners. Its numerous 

forms of preparations are common articles of food found in 
every household. Recent scientifi c investigations have shown 
that the soybean satisfi es a particular requirement in the 
Chinese dietary.”
 The human body is like a machine. It needs 
carbohydrates and fats for fuel and motive power, and 
protein for repairing worn-out parts. A table compares the 
nutritional composition of soybean, rice and wheat. “It is 
evident that soybean is entirely different from either wheat 
or rice. Whereas wheat and rice supply carbohydrates in 
the form of starch, soybean is mainly the source of protein. 
It is interesting to note that the poorer class of people in 
China consumes very little meat but seems to have suffi cient 
amount of protein. Remembering that every Chinese takes 
a large amount of soybeans in various forms of preparation, 
we can readily understand how the protein requirement is 
satisfi ed. As soybean contains more than twice as much 
protein as does any meat and is much cheaper, we can satisfy 
our protein requirement at one-tenth of the cost of meat.”
 Exact data regarding soybean production in China 
are lacking. “The Manchurian crop is more accurately 
estimated at 5,200,000 tons [probably metric tons] in 1928. 
The production of soybean in all other provinces has been 
estimated at 2,000,000 tons by Horvath and 10,000,000 
tons by Marakujew [in Russian]. The total exports of 
soybeans, soybean oil and soybean cake is about 3,500,000 
tons, leaving 3,750,000 to 11,750,000 tons for domestic 
consumption. The consumption per capita is thus 20 to 65 
lbs. per year. These two fi gures at least represent the two 
extremes. Marakujew’s fi gure is probably nearer to the 
actual. These 65 lbs. of soybean are used: -”
 1. As soybean oil. 2. As soybean milk, “a very popular 
drink in China,” “which is to the Chinese as cow’s milk 
is to the Westerners.” The process for making this milk 
is described briefl y and a table compares its nutritional 
composition with human milk and cow’s milk. The 
composition of the three are “very similar. One of the 
products of “soybean milk is the pellicula (Cc = Chinese 
characters given) (doufu-pi [yuba]) which is a thin sheet 
coagulated on the surface of the milk when it is heated. 
It is especially rich in protein and fat and used as a table 
delicacy.”
 “4. As soybean curd (Cc: doufu), one of “the most 
universal preparations” of the soybean. “It is relished by 
the poor as well as the rich. When a coagulating agent like 
gypsum is added to the bean milk, a thick mass separates 
out.” “It is very similar to meat in chemical composition.” 
A table compares the composition (only protein, fat, and 
carbohydrate on an “as is” basis) of soybean curd, beefsteak, 
pork chops, and eggs. “Although the protein content of ‘tofu’ 
is only half of that of meats, we see the economy of it even 
if we have to use a double quantity of it. The solid bean curd 
(Cc: doufu gan) is more like meat as it contains less water 
than ‘tofu’ and is also extensively used in China.
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 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “solid bean curd” to 
refer to Chinese-style pressed tofu.
 “4. As soy sauce, another popular soybean 
preparation...” “Other fermentation products like the 
fermented soybeans (Cc: douchi) and the fermented ‘tofu’ 
(Cc: furu) serve similar purposes.” Note 2. This is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the 
term “fermented soybeans” to refer to these Chinese-style 
“fermented black soybeans.”
 “5. As a vegetable. Cooked [green vegetable] beans 
are also used by the Chinese but not very extensively. 
Experience has taught us that the cooked whole beans are 
not so digestible as ‘tofu’ or other preparations. However, 
soybean sprouts, obtained by germination in water, are 
highly digestible and contains the antiscorbutic vitamin C, 
which is lacking in the original seed.”
 “The chief demand for soybean in foreign countries 
is for the oil and the bean cake.” The oil is used for either 
edible or technical [industrial] purposes and the cake is 
used as a fertilizer or as cattle feed. “The soybean owes 
its popularity to its resemblance to cottonseed oil which 
is widely used in making soap, lard [substitutes] and 
oleomargarine. The fi rst shipment to Europe was attempted 
by Japanese in 1908. It was warmly received...”
 “Due to its peculiar smell, the raw soybean oil is rarely 
used in western countries for cooking. But now it is possible 
to refi ne this oil and render it entirely palatable to the western 
taste. It has been put on the market as salad and cooking 
oils. By the process of hydrogenation, the liquid oil can be 
transformed into a solid fat, which is an excellent substitute 
for animal lard” [or butter].
 “Thus we see that in a period of twenty years, soybean 
has extended its usefulness from the Chinese dietary into 
industries of world-wide importance and is now one of the 
most valuable agricultural products not only of China but of 
the whole world.”
 “In Germany and Denmark artifi cial milk is regularly 
manufactured from soybean and sold on a commercial scale. 
Soybean milk powder is also being manufactured.
 “The soybean curd has also a good future, as it can 
be used to make meat substitutes. Artifi cial meat has been 
prepared by a German soybean factory.
 “The biggest possibility in the popularization of soybean 
as a food is the soybean fl our. From the bio-chemical point 
of view, white bread made from the wheat fl our is defi cient 
in protein and vitamins. Therefore a substance like soybean 
should be a valuable addition to the wheat fl our. In fact, half 
a dozen kinds of soybean fl our are already on the market in 
Europe and America.”
 “The phenomenal rise of the soybean as a universal 
article is not a matter of accident: It is the result of years 
of intensive scientifi c research. We should be thankful that 
we Chinese are not only the biggest consumer but also the 

biggest producer of this valuable article. But in the face of 
keen competition at the present time, we should look out 
lest this leguminous seed should fall into the same pit as did 
our silkworm and the tea plant. Up to the present we have 
been benefi ted by the researches of foreign countries and 
also the laboratories of the South Manchuria Railway and 
the Chinese Eastern Railway, whose immediate interests 
are not purely Chinese. Are we going to lead the world 
in soybean production? The future is by no means bright. 
Already the Chinese soybean oil mills are suffering due to 
their out-of-date equipment and ineffi cient process. America 
is rapidly increasing the acreage for soybean planting. When 
the American soybean crop is big enough to supply herself 
and other countries, China will have a diffi cult battle to fi ght. 
China should take an active part in studying and widening 
the usefulness of soybean as a food and as an industrial raw 
material.”

1173. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Kungchuling, 
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. 
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, 
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), 
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: 
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, 
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: (Continued): (6 May 1930). Page 4615. 
Negative #45103. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling 
(today’s Gongzhuling, Jilin province), Manchuria. View 
showing the [round] Osier storage bin in which soybeans are 
stored. This bin is made of straw matting. Taken in yard of 
Chinese Soybean oil Mill. This bin holds 3 carloads of beans. 
Each carload has 150 sacks of 160 pounds each.
 Neg. #45104. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. View showing storage of soybean seed in Osier 
bins in the yard of a soybean oil mill.
 Page 4651, 4652, 4653 (9 May 1930). Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. “Although may is the dry month of the year, it 
was anything but that during the night. A very heavy rain 
fell...”
 “About 9:00 a.m. we went to the Experiment Station 
where we had a talk with Dr. Kanda on soybeans in this 
section. Although there are many insects and diseases 
affecting the soybeans in Manchuria, none of them, with the 
exception of the pod borer, affects the crop very seriously. 
The only way to combat these pests and diseases is by 
breeding resistant strains as it is impossible to get the 
Manchurian farmer to take up spraying for the soybeans are 
grown too extensively and the farmer is too poor.
 “We were advised by Dr. Kanda, that Mr. Nakamoto, 
the soybean expert, had returned to his offi ce this morning 
for the fi rst time since his illness, and wished to talk with 
us on soybeans. After arriving at Mr. Nakamoto’s offi ce, we 
found that we had met in Washington [DC] a few years ago 
when he came to study the soybeans in the United States. 
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Mr. Nakamoto took us to his laboratory room and showed 
us samples of his selections and native varieties. He is doing 
much work with the ‘Moshito’ variety, the seed of which 
appears identical with our U.S. Virginia variety. Complete 
chemical analyses have been made of all collections and 
varieties. On a moisture basis, the varieties ranged from 
about 14 to 21% fat.
 Mr. Nakamoto said that he had tried out many Japanese 
and Korean varieties but they were not suited to the dry 
conditions of Manchuria. The small-seeded varieties from 
Siberia [in the eastern Russian SSR] make good growth and 
are considered the best forage sorts.”
 “Soybeans were being planted in a fi eld of the station 
so we were taken to see the method of planting which is the 
same that the Dorsetts took motion pictures of at Harbin in 
1926. A few snap shots were taken of the planting but under 
rather adverse conditions as a fi ne mist was falling. After the 
planting we visited Dr. Kanda to thank him and say good 
bye.
 “We left on the 5:35 p.m. train, arriving at Ssu-ping-
kai [today’s Siping, Jilin province] at 6:39 p.m. and went at 
once to the Japanese Inn. Shortly after we had settled down 
in our rooms, Mr. Yukutaro Yamazaki, in charge of the local 
commercial offi ce of the S.M.Ry., and his assistant, Mr. 
Yutaka Shimizu, called to make arrangements with us for 
tomorrow. Although there are six large Chinese soybean 
oil mills in this place, they have been idle for these years. 
In a Chinese village about fi ve miles from here there are 
some of the old native wedge soybean oil mills which Mr. 
Yamazaki thought we might be interested in seeing. He said 
he would make arrangements with the Chinese governor for 
some soldiers as an escort as the country about Ssu-ping-kai 
is rather badly infested with bandits and only the previous 
day a Chinese policeman had been killed by bandits a short 
distance from the town.” Arrangements were made to take a 
taxi with soldiers the next day.
 Page 4654. Neg. #45109. “Soja max. Soybeans. 
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Tramping ploughed ridge for 
planting soybeans.”
 Neg. #45110. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. Planting soybeans [shows wooden plow].
 Page 4655. Neg. #45111. “Soja max. Soybeans. 
Kungchuling, Manchuria. Scattering soil compost between 
last year’s millet rows for fertilizing 1930 crop of soybeans.”
 Neg. #45112. “Soja max. Soybeans. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. Showing Manchurian plow used in making 
ridges for planting soybeans and also used for covering seed.
 Page 4657-4658 (10 May 1930). Ssu-ping-kai, 
Manchuria. Mr. Hideji Miura, director of the local offi ce of 
the territory controlled by the S.M.Ry. “stated that soybeans 
are extensively planted in this region and in 1927 about 
427,000 tons of beans were shipped from the station. Ssu-
ping-kai is the terminal point of a Chinese railroad extending 
for a considerable way in Mongolia and large amounts of 

Mongolian crops, especially kaoliang, come to this place.”
 After a delay and suspecting trickery, the taxi trip to the 
native wedge soybean oil mill was cancelled.
 “At 3:20 p.m. we left for Kaiyuan [Liaoning province] 
where a soybean seed farm of the South Manchurian Railway 
is located. As we passed along we noticed that the farmers 
were busy planting soybeans. Only occasionally did we see 
kaoliang or millet being planted... We arrived at Kaiyuan 
at 5:31 p.m. and were met at the station by Mr. Sazuo [?] 
Kofuku, director of the local offi ce of the S.M.Ry. and also 
director of the soybean seed farm located on the outskirts of 
Kaiyuan. After a short talk with Mr. Kofuku, during which 
he said he would make arrangements to see the farm and 
soybean planting about Kaiyuan, we went to the Japanese 
Inn ‘Futaba’”
 Page 4659. Neg. #45113. “Soja max. Soybean. Ssu-
ping-kai, Manchuria. View showing the fl oor or bottom of 
an Osier bin used in the storage of soybean seed. The fl oor is 
made of kaoliang stalks Osier bins of soybean seed are noted 
in the picture. In a Chinese merchant’s storage yard.”
 Neg. #45114. “Soja max. Soybean. Ssu-ping-kai, 
Manchuria. Mr. Suyetake holding standard Manchurian 
bushel measure which is 22 kilos.”
 Page 4665 (11 May 1920). Neg. #45117. “Soja max. 
Soybean planting. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. Manchurian making 
ridges with plow. Soybeans are planted on top of ridges, 
covered with plow and then the ridges are rolled with a 
wooden roller.”
 Neg. #45118. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. 
Making ridges for soybean planting on a farm near 
Kaiyuan.”
 Page 4666. Neg. #45119. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, 
Manchuria. Making ridges for planting soybeans on a farm 
near Kaiyuan.”
 Neg. #45120. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. 
View showing the tramping for a row on top of ridge, 
planting beans, and covering with plow.”
 Page 4667. Neg. #45121. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, 
Manchuria. Planting and covering soybeans on a farm near 
Kaiyuan.”
 Neg. #45122. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. 
View showing the wooden roller used in rolling down ridges 
or compacting soil after soybeans are planted.”
 Page 4668. Neg. #45123. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, 
Manchuria. View showing the rolling down of top of ridges 
with wooden roller [pulled by a donkey ridden by a man]. 
Soybeans were planted on ridges and covered with plow.
 Neg. #45124. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. 
View showing soybean seed stored in Osier bins in the 
storage yard of a Chinese merchant.”
 Page 4669. Neg. #45125. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, 
Manchuria. View of Osier bins full of soybeans. In the 
storage yard of a Chinese merchant.
 Neg. #45126. “Soja max. Soybean. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. 
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View showing the storage of soybean seed in Osier bins in a 
Chinese merchant’s storage yard.”
 Page 4673 (13 May 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “After 
lunch Mr. Tamakura of the S.M.Ry. Agricultural Bureau 
called at the offi ce with reference to information on 
the various kinds of machinery used in soybean culture 
and harvest in the United States. We referred him to the 
International Harvester Company, Chicago [Illinois], as this 
concern manufactures many implements used in the planting, 
cultivation, harvesting and threshing of soybeans and other 
grain crops.
 “Mr. Tamakura gave us more information on the 
transportation of soybeans through the port of Yingkou 
(Newchwang). Before the days of railroad transportation, 
Yingkou was the largest soybean port in the export of 
soybeans and soybean products. At the present time, little 
foreign trade is handled at Yingkou but it still remains the 
largest Chinese junk port in Manchuria. The junks and river 
boats bring down large quantities of soybeans and other 
grains from sections along the Liao River.
 “We received today four samples of soybean seed from 
the Island Master of Saishu-to [today’s Cheju-do, South 
Korea] Island, Chosen. This is the island on which we were 
told grow very small seeded varieties of soybeans.” It was 
“stated that they were very small seeded and had been grown 
for many years with no export of seed. The seed received 
was by no means the small seeded varieties.” Address: 
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1174. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 1930. Plant Patent 
Act of 1930 (Web article). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Plant_Patent_Act_of_1930 2 p. Retrieved Oct. 3, 2020.
• Summary: The Plant Patent Act of 1930 (enacted on 1930-
06-17 as Title III of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff, ch. 497, 46 
Stat. 703, codifi ed as 35 U.S.C. Ch. 15) is a United States 
federal law spurred by the work of Luther Burbank.
 This piece of legislation made it possible to patent new 
varieties of plants, excluding sexual and tuber-propagated 
plants (see Plant Variety Protection Act of 1970). In 
supporting the legislation, Thomas Edison testifi ed before 
Congress in support of the legislation and said,
 “This [bill] will, I feel sure, give us many Burbanks.”
 Plant patents PP12, PP13, PP14, PP15, PP16, PP18, 
PP41, PP65, PP66, PP235, PP266, PP267, PP269, PP290, 
PP291 and PP1041 were issued to Burbank posthumously.

1175. Cruz, F.B. 1930. Re: Importation of soybean oil to 
Cuba. Letter to Chief of Section, Secretary of Agriculture, 
Havana, Cuba, June 23. 6 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: In 1928 Cuba imported 2,231,640 lb of soybean 
oil worth $266,271. Ing. Cruz argues convincingly that it 
would be possible to grow soybeans commercially in Cuba, 
and to extract soybean oil from these soybeans in Cuba. He 
describes tests on 11 soybean varieties in Cuba. The variety 

with the most pods is Otootan #15751.
 This letter is located in fi le #363 in the archives, INIFAT, 
Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba. Address: Ing., Director of 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Santiago de las Vegas, 
Cuba.

1176. Fortune. 1930. Soy beans: Which may be glue, milk, 
cheese, sauce, varnish, axle grease, fertilizer, soap, soup, 
buttons, artifi cial leather, enamel. 1(5):102, 104. June.
• Summary: Discusses the history of the soybean in various 
countries. Its uses in the United States are outlined. A 
plastic named Satolite is used to make combs and buttons. 
In “Paris there is a cheese factory that makes Rocquefort 
[Roquefort] from soy bean curd.” Soy bean “milk has more 
proteins than cow milk and little danger of contamination. 
Its fl our contains four and one-half times more fat, four 
times more proteins, half as much water, and nearly half as 
many carbohydrates as the fl our of wheat. These chemical 
ingredients make it a food, more interesting, perhaps, than 
palatable. Though the milk is supposed to be good for one (it 
arrests cases of retrogression, causes normal growth), it has 
generally to be drunk sweetened with sugar. Soy bean sauces 
are better spiced. (For the Chinese taste Lean & Perrins 
Worcestershire is too hot. The Chinese themselves make 
their sauces by exposing the crushed bean to sunlight and 
actually melting it. Certain Korean sauces are thus matured 
thirty years before they are considered palatable.) But if the 
bean’s chemical make-up only indirectly contributes to its 
success as human food, it is nevertheless the basis of the 
bean’s industrial importance. Because of its nitrogen, the 
bean is valuable as fertilizer and also as poultry and stock 
feed. And the bean’s hereinbefore mentioned oil has proved 
of value to many a manufacturer of paints, enamels, lacquers, 
and even explosives.”
 The Anglo-Chinese Company at Harbin and the 
Suzuki Mill at Dairen, both of which use chemical solvent 
extraction, have succeeded in extracting virtually all of the 
oil from the soybean; Manchuria’s traditional crude stone 
presses were able to extract only about half the soybean’s oil 
content.
 “Perhaps the greatest economic and industrial triumph 
of the soy bean occurred, oddly enough, in Denmark. Until 
some thirty years ago this pleasant country was more than 
self-supporting in the production of cereals, especially wheat. 
But U.S. mass production and low prices made for perilous 
and in some cases disastrous competition, even in Denmark’s 
home markets. The Danes bethought themselves of raising 
live stock, imported the soy bean (using the oil for its usual 
purposes), and used it as feed for their live stock and poultry. 
Today 70 per cent of Denmark’s export trade consists of live 
stock and animal products: milk, butter, cheese, bacon, ham, 
eggs, and the like. And for their country’s regained economic 
health Danes give thanks to the soy bean...
 “In the United States the paramount importance of 
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soy bean is still its agricultural use. But it is signifi cant 
that 75 per cent of the soy bean oil consumed in United 
States is being used by paint and varnish industries and in 
manufacture of linoleum, oil cloth, artifi cial leather. Lesser 
quantities are utilized in printer’s ink, liquid soaps. Few soy 
beans are imported into this country.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
(Feb. 2007) seen that contains the term “mass production.”

1177. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria 
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-
1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), 
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, 
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5254-5255 (30 July 1930). 
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. W.J. Morse’s notes. “We 
went to the experiment station early in the morning and met 
Director Watanabe and Mr. Hisatake. Their station recently 
issued a bulletin on the diseases of the four principal crops 
of Manchuria, namely; soybeans, kaoliang, millet and corn. 
A copy was given us and it was found to contain excellent 
information on soybean diseases.”
 “After lunch a trip was made by basha [horse-drawn 
cart, in Japanese] to the farming section to the west of 
Hsiungyaocheng. Soybeans were noted planted in kaoliang 
[Andropogon sorghum] to a considerable extent. The 
kaoliang rows were 21 inches apart and hills of soybeans 
were planted about every 12 feet just to the side of the 
kaoliang row. The same method of planting was also 
observed with millet and soybeans.”
 Neg. #45405. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng, 
Manchuria. Soybeans and corn in alternate rows 21 inches 
apart. Corn planted about May 1 in 42 inch rows, [soy] beans 
planted about June 1st midway [between] the corn rows.”
 On pages 5256 and 5257 are panorama photos with 
illegible captions similar to Neg. #45405.
 Page 5258-5259 (31 July 1930). Hsiungyaocheng, 
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: In the morning we went to 
the experiment station for a conference with Mr. Arakawa, 
the entomologist, regarding insects affecting soybeans in 
Manchuria. According to Mr. Arakawa, the leaf hopper does 
not occur in Manchuria.”
 “Mr. Arakawa is making very extensive studies on the 
damage to soybeans by the pod borer which is the most 
serious insect pest of the soybean in Manchuria. (We found 
this insect pest also the most in Hokkaido and the Main 
soybean sections of the Main Island [Honshu] of Japan.) 
There are no serious insect pests affecting soybean foliage. 
The grub or larva of Lachnosterna sp. [a genus of beetles] 
enters the stem of the soybean at the base and ofttimes does 
very serious damage in the early growth of the plant. This 
larva also does very serious damage to millet, adzuki beans 

and kaoliang.”
 Page 5261. Neg. #45409. “Soja max. Soybean. 
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. Soybeans grown in the same 
row with corn. Corn planted in hills 42 inches apart (21-inch 
rows) about May 1. Soybeans planted midway [between] the 
corn hills about June 1st.”
 Neg. #45410. “Soja max. Soybean. Hsiungyaocheng, 
Manchuria. Soybeans grown in 21-inch rows in pear 
orchard for green manure. On South Manchurian Railway 
Experiment Station.”
 Page 5262. Neg. #45410. “Soja max. Soybean. 
Hsiungyaocheng, Manchuria. General view of soybeans 
grown in rows in pear orchard for green manure. At South 
Manchurian Railway Experiment Station.”
 Page 5293-5294 (1 Aug. 1930). Feng Tai, China. “P.H. 
Dorsett’s notes: We left on the 8:00 a.m. train this morning 
for Feng Tai” to look for alfalfa.
 “We returned from Feng Tai to Peiping by motor car... 
Along the edges of bogs or low moist to wet places where 
reed grasses grow abundantly, we saw beans climbing to the 
top of reed grass 8 feet or more in height. We assumed that 
they were wild soybeans and verifi ed this assumption by 
asking Chinese farmers. The plants impress us as being more 
robust and to have larger leaves than the wild soybeans we 
saw in abundance in Manchuria in 1925-1926.
 “We also saw in actual operation the stripping of the 
lower leaves of kaoliang, interplanted to soybeans.
 “The farmer told us that stripping is never done until 
the kaoliang is in full head. It is claimed that the stripping 
not only admits more air and light for the under-growing 
soybeans, but also benefi ts the kaoliang.
 “We made a number of 3¼ by 4¼ pictures in an 
endeavor to secure good views of this interesting farm 
practice.
 Pages 5300. Neg. #45425. “Soja max. Soybean. Near 
Feng Tai, China. A Chinese farmer at the edge of a fi eld of 
kaoliang interplanted with soybeans. Note that he carries a 
palm leaf fan and a ‘kasa’ or umbrella to protect him from 
the sun.”
 Page 5301. Neg. #45426. “Soja max. Soybean. Near 
Feng Tai, China. A good crop of both soybeans and kaoliang. 
These are two very important crops in this section of China.”
 Neg. #45427. “Soja max. Soybean. Near Feng Tai, 
China. To the left is a portion of a planting of soybeans 
alone. To the right are soybeans planted with kaoliang which 
has recently been stripped of its lower leaves to a height of 
about four feet.”
 Pages 5302-5303. Negatives #45428, #45429, and 
#45430 show variations of the photo in #45427.
 Pages 5306-5307. Negatives #45436, #45437, #45438 
and #45439 show variations of the photo in #45427.
 Page 5212 (2 Aug. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: Another trip was made to the Dairen wharf 
warehouses and the S.M.Ry. storage yards to secure good 
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samples and pictures of soybean shipping scenes. We found 
the wharf houses well fi lled with sacks of beans and there 
seemed unusual activity in bean exports. In our rounds of the 
warehouse we collected twenty-four samples of soybeans 
and one sample of mung beans. The beans of which samples 
were collected were said to have come from various parts of 
North Manchuria and were mostly for export to European 
countries for oil and meal.
 “The German ship Preussen was being loaded with 3500 
tons of [soy] beans. Nearby a Dutch ship was being loaded 
with beans. One Japanese freighter was taking on beans 
which were a little better quality than the oil beans and were 
being shipped to the main island for the manufacture of soy 
sauce and miso.
 “Two Japanese freighters were being loaded with large 
amounts of soybean oil cake for shipment to Japan and other 
points for fertilizer and cattle feed.”
 Page 5313. Neg. #45445. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. Loading the German freighter Preussen with 
3500 tons of soybeans for Europe to be used for oil and oil 
meal, at the Dairen wharves.”
 Neg. #45446. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
Views of unloading soybeans from freight cars and loading 
Dutch freighter with beans for export to Java. Dairen 
wharves.”
 Page 5314. Neg. #45447. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. Loading the German freighter Preussen with 
3500 tons of soybeans for export to Europe to be used for oil 
and oil meal. At the Dairen wharves.”
 Neg. #45448. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
Views of loading soybeans on Dutch freighter for export to 
Java. Dairen wharves.”
 Page 5315. Neg. #45449. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. Soybean oil cakes in Wharf Warehouse for 
export. Taken at the Dairen wharves.”
 Page 5380 (8 Aug. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: We received a package of forty-one varieties 
of soybeans from the Kankyo Hokudo Prefecture Seed & 
Nursery Farm, Kyojyo, Chosen” [Kyojo, Korea]. Address: 
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1178. New York Times. 1930. Manchuria has begun to feel 
depression: Drop in silver affects general business and 
curtails tourist trade. Aug. 3. p. 26.
• Summary: Dairen–The drop in the price of silver has lead 
the South Manchuria Railway to dismiss 800 employees, and 
the great arsenal at Mukden has laid off 10% of the 12,000 
employees. “The fact that last Winter was mild in Europe 
has almost ruined the market for soya bean cakes, which 
are usually fed to European stock in immense quantities. 
Last Winter the stock stayed on the ranges; so today in the 
customs sheds at Harbin there are 1,000,000 tons of soya 
beans, and only 1,000 tons moved for export.” A new crop 
of soya beans will soon be harvested, adding more to the 

surplus.

1179. Eisenstaedter, Julius. 1930. Aus Wissenschaft und 
Technik: Die Pfl anze der unbegrenzten Moeglichkeiten 
[From science and technology: the plant of unlimited 
possibilities]. Salzburger Wacht (Salzburg, Austria) 
32(193):13. Aug. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: We derive the interesting comments below from 
the magazine Urania, Jena [in Germany].
 Odd is the power of the poetic admonition: one 
single line from a poem that is thought-provoking yet still 
completely relevant to the present calls up the memory, at 
one stroke and much more intensively than any longwinded 
discussion, of a time that has already nearly been forgotten 
of general lies and unscrupulous deception. In Mar Brod’s 
latest novel Die Frau, nach der man sich sehnt [The Woman 
Who is Longed for], the scion of a German-Bohemian 
industrialist family reports of his experiences during the 
time of collapse and, in so doing, he also provides a view 
into the business practices of the wartime industry and of 
the period of infl ation: “We keep an enormous warehouse 
of poor quality wartime cloth that is now worthless–pieced 
together out of linen, stinging nettle fi ber (Brennessel), 
paper, and everything possible. Passing these bogus goods 
(Schwindelware) off on the black market to Asia Minor, 
getting around customs and export regulations, bribing 
offi cials–doing that and similar things and not carrying out 
weaving (Webschule) were the skills and services that were 
demanded and expected of an industrialist during the postwar 
era.”
 Do all of you still remember that? There was a time in 
Germany when these “bogus goods” stood high in a position 
of honor for patriotic reasons. At that time, serious scholars 
and respected leaders of industrial enterprises assured 
us that we could confi dently do without any foreign raw 
materials. We supposedly in fact had everything ourselves 
in the country, especially fi ber materials and weaving 
materials of all kinds. Stinging nettles, for example, were 
supposedly not only an excellent food, they could also 
very well be used as a fabric for human clothing. And no 
less excellent was supposedly the cellulose of local plants. 
Why just mourn for Asian hemp or Indian cotton? Long 
live paper thread (Papierseil) and the suit made from laid 
paper (Büttenpapier)! Today, since the entire fuss has blown 
over and science no longer has to fi rst and foremost serve 
the misleading of public opinion, the question, rather, can 
already be ventured: are there really plants which, if need be, 
can serve people as a substitute for various plant and animal 
products? If the reports of travelers (Colin Ross et cetera) 
may be trusted, then the North Asian soybean (Sojabohne) 
seems to be one such cure-all herb. Its home is in Manchuria 
and it has been used there for centuries not just as a food and 
as an animal fodder, but also as a material for illumination / 
lighting (Leuchtstoff; [as in lamps]). But the heyday of the 
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soybean only began in 1908 when it was sent from Japan 
to England as test shipments. Through the introduction 
of rational oil exploitation methods, the profi tability of 
the bean products could be increased in ways that could 
hardly have been imagined earlier on. The Japanese have 
now built a large laboratory in Southern Manchuria which 
is to serve only to study the mineral products and plant-
based products of Manchuria and to determine through the 
experimental path what the best possibilities for exploitation 
are. In addition to oil shale, tussar silk (Tussaseide: sic–
Tussahseide), and coal, the soybean has been worthy 
of the particular attention of Japanese researchers and 
technicians. For Japanese cuisine, bean oil (Bohnenöl) is 
nearly indispensable. As soy sauce (Sojasosse) or as salad 
oil, it is used in the preparation of most dishes. Japanese 
industry, in turn, processes the soybean (Soja) into paints 
and lubricating oil. In the hotel buildings of the South 
Manchurian Railway (Südmandschurische Bahn), travelers 
will fi nd soap produced from bean oil in their rooms. In the 
bars and preserves shops, they may buy sweets or biscuits 
which owe their existence to the same original product. With 
all of this, though, the capability for the exploitation of the 
soybean has still not been exhausted. Japanese chemists 
went into the schools with Manchurian farmers and learned 
to appreciate soybean oil (Sojaöl) as the basis for various 
other oil products and products for illumination. What is 
now obtained from it includes olein, stearin, and glycerin, 
and what’s more, it is even processed into a kind of milk 
cheese (Milchkäse; [probably tofu]). But when soy glycerin 
was fi rst discovered, then the resourceful Japanese already 
knew where the path would continue to lead. So it is not 
astonishing to hear that the peaceful bean plays a large role 
in the Japanese explosives and munitions industry.
 Soybean production (Sojaproduktion) and the export 
of soybeans (Sojaausfuhr) have no small signifi cance for 
the Japanese state budget as well as for the fi nancing of the 
Manchurian colonial administration. In fact, soon after the 
beginning of the large-scale industrial exploitation, soybean 
products (Sojaprodkte) were imported to England with a 
value of two million pounds sterling (which is equal to 
forty million German marks). In recent years, Germany has 
been among the top buyers of soybeans. In 1924, 137,333 
metric tons were imported from Manchuria, in 1928 it was 
already 847,000 metric tons, and for 1929, the increase of 
the imports grew to 1,000,000 metric tons. Manchurian bean 
oil is no longer purchased by Germany. On the other hand, 
the residues of soybeans (bean cakes) (Bohnenkuchen) are 
processed as a fertilizer and fi nd willing buyers in Holland 
and Denmark. Of course, up until just recently, the best 
purchaser of Manchurian oil cakes (Oelkuchen) was Japan. 
Recently, it seems that artifi cial fertilizers are being used 
there which, in turn, were imported from Germany. Without 
soybean production, the majority of what the Japanese have 
carried out in Manchuria would not have been conceivable. 

The great facilities of the South Manchurian Railway, its 
docks and shipyards, the palaces of the Japanese banks, 
and the elegant streets in Dairen (formerly Dalny in South 
Manchuria) [today’s Dalian, China, formerly known as Port 
Arthur]–all of those owe their existence to the soybean.
 Note 1. Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California.
 Note 2. This is the earliest article seen (April 2020) in 
the AustriaN Newspapers Online (ANNO) database that 
contains the German word Sojaausfuhr (soybean exports). 
This word appears in 4 different issues of these newspapers 
from 1930 to 1943.

1180. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in Chosen 
(Korea) (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen 
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, 
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 5616 (25 Aug. 1930). Heijo, Chosen. W.J. 
Morse’s notes. “In the morning we went on a plant collecting 
trip in the Botandai [Botan-dai] and collected the following 
species.” A list of 8 species is given, including 1 Pueraria 
(regular) and 1 Pueraria with leaf-spot.
 “Some of the grain markets in West Heijo were visited 
in the afternoon. Millet seed predominated followed by 
adsuki beans and mung beans. Only one or two soybean 
varieties were found at each store. The soybean stock at this 
season is low and some of the dealers advised they would 
not have a full stock of varieties until the arrival of the new 
crop. We succeeded in collecting eleven samples of soybeans 
which appeared interesting for trial.”
 Page 5630 (26 Aug. 1930). Kosai, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s 
notes. “We took an early morning bus for Kosai, about 
30 miles northeast of Heijo and went to the Kosai Village 
Agricultural Society. We met Mr. Tajima, the agricultural 
director who gave us information concerning the crops in 
Kosai county. About 60 per cent of the total cultivated area 
is devoted to paddy and upland rice. Millet, kaoliang, adsuki 
beans, mung beans and soybeans are quite extensively grown 
but mainly in the hill and mountain regions. About 25,000 
koku (125,000 bu.) [1 koku = 5 bushels] of soybeans are 
produced. Very few soybeans are produced for the sale of the 
seed. They are used chiefl y for cattle feed, and for home use 
as miso, soy sauce and boiled beans. Adsuki [azuki] beans 
and millet are the principal foods and more attention is given 
to the culture of adsuki beans than other crops.
 “On the way from Kosai to Heijo the various mixed 
plantings in which soybeans were included, were noted as 
follows:
 “1. Soybeans and kaoliang.
 “2. Soybeans, millet, adsuki beans.
 “3. Soybeans, mung beans, buckwheat.
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 “4. Soybeans, castor beans.
 “5. Soybeans, melons.
 “6. Soybeans, corn (several methods).
 “7. Soybeans, millet (several methods).
 “8. Soybeans, mung beans.”
 Page 5631. Negative #45670. “Soja max. Soybean. 
Kosai, Chosen. Field of soybeans and millet. The millet in 21 
inch rows and soybeans planted between two rows of millet. 
Every alternate middle is planted to soybeans.
 Neg. #45671. “Soja max. Soybean. Kosai, Chosen. 
Buckwheat, mung beans and soybeans in same row. This 
mixed planting is quite common in this region.
 Page 5632. Neg. #45672. “Soja max. Soybean. Kosai, 
Chosen. Mixed planting of soybeans and millet. Soybeans 
were planted at the edge of the millet rows when the millet 
was 2 inches high. Millet has just been harvested. Neg. 
#45673. “Soja max. Soybean. Kosai, Chosen. Soybean 
and millet fi eld. The millet has just been harvested and 
the Korean boy is cutting the heads from the millet plants. 
Soybeans planted at intervals of about 8 feet along side of 
millet row.”
 Page 5635 (27 Aug. 1930). Chuwa, Chosen. W.J. 
Morse’s notes. “We left on the 9:30 mixed train for Chuwa, 
south of Heijo and went at once to the Village Agricultural 
Society where we met the Village Master and an agricultural 
engineer. We were told that the west side of the county 
grows primarily paddy and upland rice while on the east side 
soybeans, millet, kaoliang, mung beans and adsuki beans 
were the leading crops.
 “Soybeans are quite generally grown alone but are 
also grown extensively with other crops as corn, millet and 
kaoliang. Large seeded varieties are grown in the mixed 
plantings while in the single crop plantings the small seeded 
varieties are used. Native Korean varieties are chiefl y grown 
though the Society has tried to persuade the farmers to 
grow the Heijo and Hokkaido which are improved varieties. 
Soybeans are quite generally grown in this county as a cash 
crop and are also used by the farmers as a food for oxen and 
in the home manufacture of miso and soy sauce. A large 
number of native varieties are grown in the county and the 
Village Master promised to collect and send us samples this 
fall.
 Page 5636, “After our visit to the Agricultural Society 
we took the main road to Heijo, a distance of about 15 miles 
from Chuwa.” “Along the way we saw many excellent 
fi elds of soybeans alone and in mixed plantings with corn, 
kaoliang, and millet. Various methods were used in these 
mixed plantings.”
 Page 5637. Neg. #45675. “Soja max. Soybean. Chuwa, 
Chosen. Field of soybeans and fi eld of kaoliang in farming 
section about 12 miles north of Chuwa.”
 Page 5707 (1 Sept. 1930). Senkyori, Chosen. W.J. 
Morse’s notes. “During the day we made a trip through the 
Senkyori section east of Heijo and covered about fourteen 

miles. Throughout the farming section we found soybeans 
extensively grown, both alone and in mixed plantings. In the 
mixed plantings, corn was the most generally grown, one 
stalk of corn from 4-8 feet apart in the row and from 2-4 hills 
of soybeans between the corn hills. Some fi elds of kaoliang 
were mixed with soybeans, with two hills of soybeans 
between the hills of kaoliang (4 feet apart).”
 Page 5708. Neg. #45714. “Soja max. Soybean. 
Senkyori, Chosen. Close-up view of soybeans and millet. 
Soybean hills planted at intervals of 8 feet along side of the 
millet rows.”
 Neg. #45715. “Soja max. Soybean. Senkyori, Chosen. 
Field of soybeans and millet. The hills of soybeans planted 
along side of millet rows at intervals of 15 feet.”
 Page 5709. Neg. #45716. “Soja max. Soybean. 
Senkyori, Chosen. Soybeans and kaoliang planted together. 
Alternate hills of soybeans and kaoliang in rows 21 inches 
apart.
 Neg. #45717. “Soja max. Soybean. Ritsuri [today’s 
Yul-li, in North Korea], Chosen. Corn and soybeans in same 
row with one stalk of corn every eight feet and three hills of 
soybeans between corn hills. Corn thus planted is used as 
roasting ears.”
 Page 5719 (2 Sept. 1930). Ritsuri, Chosen. W.J. Morse’s 
notes. “Mr. Lutz, agricultural advisor of the Union Christian 
College, took us in the morning near Ritsuri village where 
the farm of the Nippon Sugar Co. is located. This farm of 
250 acres is primarily for the raising of sugar beets, but a 
four year rotation is followed: sugar beets, millet, soybeans 
and wheat.” “We were taken over the farm by the manager 
and saw some excellent fi elds of soybeans.
 Page 5730. “The wild soybean was found in great 
abundance along the roads and paths as was also the wild 
adsuki bean.”
 Page 5731. Neg. #45728. “Soja max. Soybean. Heijo, 
Chosen. Row of soybeans and kaoliang growing along the 
rice paddy in a rice section about four miles northwest of 
Heijo.
 Neg. #45729. “Soja max. Soybean. Heijo, Chosen. View 
of soybeans and kaoliang growing on the edge of a rice 
paddy in a rice section about four miles northwest of Heijo.
 Page 5733. (4 Sept. 1930). Chinnampo, Chosen. W.J. 
Morse’s notes. “Left Heijo at 7:45 a.m. for Chinnampo 
where there is considerable shipping of soybeans. On the 
way the lowlands were given to paddy rice while the uplands 
were quite generally devoted to kaoliang and mung beans, 
millet, soybeans and adsuki beans. Soybeans were grown 
in all of the millet fi elds but at the present time about 90% 
of the millet has been harvested leaving the soybeans in full 
possession of the fi elds.”
 Page 5734. At Chinnampo we went too the Heian 
Nando Grain Inspection Offi ce where we met the director, 
Mr. Ozeki. We were given considerable data on exports, 
inspection, grading, trading, varieties and uses of soybeans in 
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this prefecture. The trade in trade in beans at the present time 
is rather dull. The price per koku (5 bushels) is ¥12.80, The 
highest prices are in the fall and winter when better grades of 
beans are obtained.
 “We were taken to a Korean merchant who does a 
large export business in soybeans to Japan and who handles 
several varieties of soybeans. We visited the warehouse 
of this merchant and were given samples of the different 
varieties he had in stock (16). We were advised that mostly 
yellow beans are shipped to Japan for miso, soy sauce and 
bean curd [tofu]. Some black [soy] beans are shipped for 
cooking purposes but bicolored beans are not allowed to 
be exported.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

1181. Meharry, Chas. L. 1930. Seeing soybeans on Illinois 
farms: Stop No. 3–A.P. Meharry Farm [American Soybean 
Assoc. annual meeting]. Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Association 3:103-08. Eleventh annual fi eld 
meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: Sept. 11, 1930. Thursday morning, 12:30–2:00. 
This farm is located one mile south and two miles east of 
Tolono. Lunch was prepared by the Ladies’ Aid of the Tolono 
M.E. [Methodist Episcopal] church. The tour shows large 
scale production of soybeans, illustrating farm practices and 
inoculation studies.
 After lunch, at 2:00, the author begins: “Fellow soybean 
enthusiasts: This is the third time that our farms have had 
the privilege and pleasure of welcoming the American 
Soybean Association. I believe that considering its youth and 
small numerical strength, the Association has accomplished 
more than any other farm organization. The American 
Soybean Association held its fi rst meeting in Indiana in 
192o. Practically all nearby states were represented and 
Hoosierdom turned out in force. So much enthusiasm and 
inspiration resulted from this meeting that a decision was 
reached to hold a meeting each year in a different state. 
Meetings have accordingly been held each succeeding year 
as follows:
 “1920 Fouts Bros. Farms, Camden, Indiana
 “1921 Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Urbana-
Champaign, Illinois.; and A.P. Meharry Farm, near Tolono, 
Illinois
 “1922 Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Columbia, Missouri
 “1923 Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Madison, Wisconsin
 “1924 Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Ames, 
Iowa
 “1925 (Our fi rst three-day meeting)
 “1st day, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, 
D.C.; and Arlington Experiment Station
 “2nd day, farm of Harvey S. Clapp near Accotink, 
Virginia (this was part of George Washington’s estate)

 “3rd day, Maryland Experiment Station, College Park, 
Maryland
 “1926 Delta Branch Experiment Station, Stoneville, 
Mississippi; and several Yazoo-Mississippi Delta counties
 “1927 North Carolina–Washington, N.C.; and Beaufort, 
Hyde, Martin, Bertie, Chowan, Perquimans, and Pasquotank 
counties
 “1928 Purdue University Experiment Station, Lafayette, 
Indiana; and four regional meetings
 “1929 Guelph, Ontario, Canada, Experimental Station 
and surrounding territory
 “1930 Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station; the 
Robeson Farm near Champaign; the John T. Smith and the 
A.P. Meharry Farms near Tolono; Funk Brothers Oil Mill, 
Bloomington; and Allied Mills, Peoria [Illinois].
 “If any of you can mention another fi eld crop, the 
growers of which maintain an international association 
which has held a big fi eld meeting like this each year for 
eleven consecutive years in nine different states, the District 
of Columbia, and one Canadian Province, you will prove 
yourselves better informed than I am.
 “The Association and the soybean crop owe a debt 
of gratitude to many experiment stations, corporations, 
organizations, and individuals who have contributed liberally 
both in funds and energy.
 “Assisted by other organizations, one accomplishment 
of this Association perhaps not yet widely known was the 
raising of the tariff on soybeans from 30 cents to $2.00 per 
bushel and on soybean oil from 2½ cents to 3½ cents, while 
soybean meal and cake which, under preceding tariff acts 
had been on the free list, were given a protection of $6.00 per 
ton.
 “Truly remarkable teamwork has always characterized 
the efforts of the American Soybean Association. Experiment 
stations have always helped the growers to a most 
remarkable extent; in fact they should receive the major 
share of the credit for these meetings. Such wonderfully 
successful meetings could never have been without their 
loyalty.
 “This farm has a total of a little more than 1400 acres 
under Mr. Riegel’s management, and I believe you will agree 
with me that appearances indicate that it has been effi ciently 
handled this dry year.
 “The home farm consisting of this Section 5 and the 
diagonal quarter section to the southwest was entered from 
the U.S. Government by my grandfather, Thomas Meharry, 
in 1855 and 1857. When grandfather, Thomas Meharry, 
acquired the land, it was wild, wet prairie. My father, 
Abraham P. Meharry, settled here as a young man and later 
brought his Hoosier bride to live here. They spent the best of 
their lives right here, and the place is still best known as the 
A.P. Meharry farm.
 “Prior to 1909 this farm was farmed by very good tenant 
farmers as a rule. Father told me that for a period of about 
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seven years he spent practically all the earnings of the farm 
for tile, and there are many carloads buried in the farm; still 
there are not enough, as there are wet spots left yet to drain. 
Father believed in clover and insisted upon sowing clover 
seed with the small, grain crops. Small grain meant oats 
almost invariably, for I remember only one or two wheat 
fi elds on this farm prior to 1909. So while this farm was in 
better state of productivity than many in the county, it had 
fallen far below its virgin state of fertility.
 “The farm was put under the management of Mr. C.H. 
Oathout in the fall of 1908. In the spring of 1909 we found 
that clover had failed on a part of the farm where it was 
most needed. This was a block of thin, white, sour land. 
Mr. Oathout therefore proposed that we substitute soybeans 
where clover had failed. A few acres of ‘Black Beauty’, 
probably Ebony, were sown and about nineteen acres of 
‘Early Yellow’, which were really Ito San. We knew nothing 
about the crop, so like many beginners, we simply sowed 
the seed and left the plants to the tender mercy of the weeds. 
We had plenty of foxtail, of course, but the land was too 
thin to be very foul. Consequently we had ‘fool’s luck’ and 
harvested 19 bushels per acre of Ito San. The Black Beauty 
was all cut for hay.
 “Three hundred sixty-one bushels of soybean seed 
seemed like a prodigious amount to us, and we succeeded in 
peddling out in little dribs of a few pounds to a few bushels 
all the seed we could spare at $1.75 per bushel. Before it 
was all gone we resolved to plant beans again and even to 
increase our planting to thirty whole acres! Again we had a 
good crop and sold it without much diffi culty.
 “We had found the farm divided into eight fi elds and 
taking the course of least resistance, adopted an eight-year 
rotation to fi t the fi elds. It was as follows: corn, corn, oats, 
clover, corn, oats, wheat, clover. Soys at fi rst were used 
merely as a clover substitute. Besides this major rotation we 
ran a minor one on several small fi elds of irregular size and 
shape which results from an effort to get the larger fi elds 
squared up. By the time Mr. Oathout left the farm both he 
and I had begun to acquire some rather widespread notoriety 
as ‘soybean cranks’. As yet we were among a very few 
soybean growers in this county.
 “Mr. Riegel came here in the fall of 1913. He seemed 
to be easily inoculated with soybean enthusiasm, and so the 
program grew. We both suspected that oats were not a highly 
profi table crop and just on suspicion we substituted soys for 
oats in the last half of the rotation, and tried sowing wheat 
in soy stub without plowing. It worked, altho folks thought 
we were crazy. Our rotation thus became: corn, corn, oats, 
clover, corn, soybeans, wheat, clover.
 “We had begun to keep an accurate cost account of 
our fi elds, largely to give ourselves the courage of our 
convictions. A few years of that proved conclusively enough 
for our purpose that oats were unprofi table, on this farm at 
least, so out went the other oats fi eld and we changed our 

rotation to corn, soybeans, wheat, and clover, there now 
being two fi elds of each crop annually. This was continued 
for several years, during which our average crop yields, 
particularly of corn and beans, gradually improved.
 “During these years we had been applying limestone 
and phosphates, particularly raw rock phosphate, tho 
occasionally bone meal was used. These helped us to get 
sweet clover, as well as the other clovers, and some of the 
old, sour, white spots began to yield almost as well as the 
better land.
 “We have concluded that about the fastest way to 
rejuvenate an old, worn-out farm is to combine-harvest two 
or three successive crops of soys, returning the straw to the 
land. After such treatment we fi nd that corn becomes a very 
satisfactory crop even on badly worn soil. For this kind of 
a program I suggest using a variety like Harbinsoy which 
utilizes the entire growing season and makes a big growth 
and satisfactory yield on thin land where earlier varieties 
commonly dwarf badly. Inasmuch as the soys are to be 
followed by a spring-planted crop, somewhat later maturity 
of the soys is not so important as it is when wheat is to be 
planted.
 “By this time we had started using the four-row corn 
planter and cultivator and had learned more than ever to 
appreciate the importance of large fi elds and long “throughs” 
in the economical management of land. Therefore, we 
rearranged the fi eld division of the whole farm. Three fi elds 
on this section are a mile long and the fourth about three-
quarters of a mile long.
 “Much of the value of such a meeting at this time 
comes from the discussion which is ordinarily prompted by 
it. If there are any questions regarding the management of 
these farms, we will endeavor to answer them.” Continued. 
Address: Meharry Farms near Tolono, Illinois.

1182. Meharry, Charles L. 1930. Report of legislative 
committee. Proceedings of the American Soybean 
Association 3:114-20. Eleventh annual fi eld meeting. Held 
10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: “A year ago last February the past vice-
president of the American Soybean Association, Mr. Walter 
Godchaux, then in Washington, D.C., learned that no plea 
for an increase in duty on soybeans and their products had 
been made by the Association. He applied for and received 
permission to appear before the Ways and Means Committee 
of the House of Representatives in an oral request for 
increased tariff. He at once appealed to the Association to 
send a committee to Washington to co-operate with him 
in fi ling a brief in support of his verbal plea; and after 
considerable delay and communication back and forth by 
telegram and telephone a committee fi nally assembled at 
Washington for the purpose of writing and fi ling this brief. 
This committee included:
 “Walter Godchaux, New Orleans, president of American 
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Soybean Ass’n 1928
 “Harvey S. Clapp, Accotink, Va., director American 
Soybean Ass’n and president Virginia Crop Improvement 
Association
 “W.E. Riegel, Tolono, Illinois, president American 
Soybean Association 1921 and president Illinois Crop 
Improvement Association
 “John T. Smith, Tolono, Illinois, former director 
American Soybean Association and former secretary Illinois 
Crop Improvement Association
 “Charles L. Meharry, Attica, Indiana, secretary 
American Soybean Association 1924-26, inclusive, and 
member legislative and soybean committees, Indiana Corn 
Growers’ Association.
 “Since Secretary Edmondson has already stated that 
there was only about $14.00 in the treasury when he took 
offi ce, it is hardly necessary to state that this committee went 
to Washington upon their own fi nancial resources.
 “The Committee at once sought the aid and assistance of 
the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National Grange 
and the Dairyman’s League. These powerful organizations 
were already effectively represented in Washington by 
their offi cers and attorneys and had in preparation briefs 
covering almost the whole range of agricultural products. 
The Committee realized that to ask for tariff on soys and 
their products in excess of amounts approved by these great 
farm organizations would be but to invite defeat. We well 
knew that these three organizations were our best and biggest 
customers whose united support was imperative.
 “Prior to consulting these organizations your Committee 
acquired from their own experimental stations, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of Commerce and 
from every source at their command all the data that they 
could hurriedly assemble regarding the production of the 
crop at home and abroad, the amounts of soys, oil and meal 
imported and exported for the past several years, the cost 
of production per bushel, the quality and character of the 
imported goods and all other information available. This data 
was of much help in convincing these organizations of our 
need for further duty, as well as in preparing our brief for the 
Ways and Means Committee.
 “The Committee discovered that the Grange and 
Dairyman’s League contemplated asking for $2.00 per 
bushel duty on beans, which we considered more than ample 
and fi ve cents per pound on oil, which we deemed quite 
suffi cient; but we were surprised to fi nd that the Grange 
and Dairyman’s League intended to allow soybean meal 
and cake to remain on the free list, their claim being that 
farmers were purchasers and users of meal and that they 
were therefore interested in getting it as cheaply as possible. 
The Farm Bureau was in agreement with the Dairyman’s 
League as to duty on beans and oil but intended asking for a 
much higher tariff on meal than we felt safe to insist upon. 
After much argument and persuasion we fi nally convinced 

the Grange and Dairyman’s League that many farmers were 
interested in growing beans and that even the dairymen 
who purchased meal should be anxious to encourage home 
production of soybeans and meal in order to insure a thoro 
established source of home grown meal of reliable and 
known quality and quantity, thus freeing themselves from 
dependence upon Oriental meal of doubtful and variable 
quality and uncertain quantity in time of war or disaster to 
the foreign crop. Strangely enough it was Mr. Loomis of 
the Dairyman’s League who was fi rst converted; he was 
willing to join us in asking for $10.00 per ton on meal, but 
President Tabor, of the National Grange, contended that to 
ask for so much was but to invite opposition from individual 
members of their organizations and argued that we should 
be content with what they felt sure they could help us get. 
A compromise of $6.00 per ton was fi nally agreed upon, 
and Mr. Loomis and Mr. Tabor then helped us to get the 
Farm Bureau Federation to agree to this amount, so that all 
three major farm organizations might act in unison with the 
American Soybean Association and the Crop Improvement 
Associations of Virginia and Illinois and the Corn Growers 
Association of Indiana in their plea for a tariff on oil meal 
and cake. This compromise agreement later proved to be 
important and we believe saved soybean oil meal from being 
left on the free list.
 “Before writing our brief your committee sought and 
obtained an interview with a representative of the users of 
vegetable oils. He was in Washington endeavoring to keep 
down the duty on vegetable oils, and we felt that it might be 
important for us to have an intelligent comprehension of the 
point of view of these customers of ours. Our conversation 
with this gentleman occupied almost all of the afternoon 
and he volunteered much information, some of which was 
very helpful. All of his statements were later carefully 
investigated thru the medium of the Bureau of Commerce 
and other agencies so far as possible. Part of the information 
seemed to be in some degree inaccurate, while in other 
respects verifi cation was possible. This shows how necessary 
it is in matters of this kind to make a very thoro check up.
 “Among other things this vegetable oil lobbyist told us 
that our request would probably be opposed by a far western 
manufacturing concern which has established a factory in 
the Midwest and uses soybean oil meal. This proved correct. 
We fi nally had a conference with the vice-president of 
this concern and effected a compromise agreement which 
was exceedingly favorable to soybean and corn growers, 
whereby we agreed to ask for duty on tapioca, cassava and 
sago materials which are among the strongest competitors 
of both soybean meal and corn starch, and he agreed not 
to oppose our plea for duty on soy meal. Notwithstanding 
that our part of the agreement was fulfi lled, this gentleman 
went immediately to Washington, D.C., and appeared before 
the Ways and Means Committee opposing our request for 
tariff. Lack of space and regard for propriety do not permit 
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a full report of this episode or mention of names, but the 
Committee will gladly give full details to offi cers and 
directors of the Association. Brief mention is made of this 
matter here merely as a warning to committeemen of the 
future to be wary of newly made friends when legislation 
considerations are at stake.
 “As has been said, the home offi ce of the manufacturing 
concern is in the far west. There was a representative of 
the Ways and Means Committee from the concern’s home 
state. The Ways and Means Committee denied our appeal, 
and soybean meal was left on the free list in the House 
Bill, which signifi cant set of circumstances may have been 
entirely unrelated. However, the Ways and Means Committee 
did completely ignore the combined request of the Farm 
Bureau Federation, the National Grange, the Dairyman’s 
League, the Crop Improvement Associations of Illinois and 
Virginia, the Indiana Corn Growers Association and the 
American Soybean Association, as well as the Sugar Planters 
of Louisiana and other organizations represented by Mr. 
Godchaux, and acted in accordance with the protest of a lone 
manufacturer and a handful of dairymen and poultrymen of 
the Pacifi c Coast.
 “When the Finance Committee of the Senate took up 
consideration of the tariff bill, we had a few more friends 
in court. The Finance Committee allowed the duty of $6.00 
per ton on meal. The amended bill was passed by the Senate 
and sent to a joint House and Senate Conference Committee. 
Here we were fearful of fi nal defeat, for few real friends had 
been found in Congress.
 “Just about this time Secretary of Agriculture Hyde 
journeyed to Springfi eld, Illinois, to a meeting of the Illinois 
Agricultural Association. A conference with him was sought 
and obtained by Mr. Riegel and others interested in this 
matter. Mr. Hyde went away enthusiastically supporting 
the tariffs asked for, and after he had had about time to 
return to Washington, telegrams began to come from 
certain Congressmen, previously courteously indifferent but 
now inspired with a fi rm determination to be helpful. The 
Conference Committee reported the bill out of conference 
with soybean meal still carrying its $6.00 tariff, and it 
fi nally became a law with no further debate on this item. 
Somewhere along the line the soy oil duty was reduced 
from 5¢ to 3½¢, and as fi nally passed the act imposed the 
following duties:
 “Soys $2.00 per bushel
 “Oil 3½¢ per pound
 “Meal and Cake $6.00 per ton
 “If the soybean growers receive the proper benefi t from 
these duties, they should raise the price of soybeans 20¢ or 
more per bushel over what could be paid for them under 
the last tariff act. In fact, your committee believes that the 
grower received a large part of the benefi t on last year’s 
crop before the passage of the bill. Importers and jobbers of 
both oil and meal competed last fall and winter in bidding 

for these commodities both at home and abroad, hoping to 
hold the goods until after the passage of the bill and profi t 
by the imposition of the additional duty. This state of affairs 
permitted soybean millers to pay more for beans in 1929 than 
had ever been paid in the past.” Continued. Address: Attica, 
Indiana.

1183. Meharry, Charles L. 1930. Report of Legislative 
Committee (Continued–Document part II). Proceedings 
of the American Soybean Association 3:114-20. Eleventh 
annual fi eld meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: (Continued): “In this struggle for duty on soys 
and their products, many friends were helpful. Nothing 
could have been done without the assistance of the Farm 
Bureau Federation, the National Grange and the Dairyman’s 
League. We also gratefully acknowledge the help of the Corn 
Growers Association of Indiana and the Crop Improvement 
Associations of Virginia and Illinois, and the Louisiana 
Sugar Planters. Many Congressmen, both Republicans 
and Democrats, fought valiantly for the cause. We hesitate 
to name them for fear some of the hardest workers may 
be omitted. Your committee is proud of this achievement 
of the Association and hopes that the membership of the 
Association may appreciate that in all such matters toleration 
of the opinions and wishes of related associations and 
groups is essential, and compromise amounts to victory 
when it is obtained from much more powerful and infl uential 
organizations than our own.
 “During the three days your Committee was in 
Washington their time was occupied from morning until 
two or three o’clock at night with only brief intermissions 
for food and sleep. If the brief they wrote seems to our 
membership poorly prepared, we would plead for some 
leniency of judgment, for with fi ve on the Committee, each 
with his own ideas, constant change and compromise was 
necessary. While this may have destroyed to some extent the 
homogeneity of our effort, yet we each believe that the brief 
was probably more satisfactory as a whole than if any one of 
us had composed it without help.
 “The Grange was well enough satisfi ed with our brief 
and they not only accepted the rate we asked for on oil 
meal and cake and appealed for it in their own brief, but 
voluntarily suggested that they would gladly attach a copy 
of our brief to their own as a supplement to it. We were very 
grateful for this kind and extremely helpful consideration 
and left them a copy of our brief for that purpose. This 
summer we were authoritatively informed that this forward-
looking attitude on the part of the Grange has actually cost 
that organization about fi ve hundred of its Pacifi c Coast 
members who violently opposed the duty on soybean meal. 
Many hundred copies of our brief were printed and sent to 
the county agricultural agents of the principal soybean states 
with special letters requesting that the farm organizations 
be advised of the matter and that these organizations co-
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operate by communicating with their Congressmen in 
behalf of these tariffs. Replies were received from only two 
widely separated places, but we sincerely hope that we are 
more indebted for help from county agents and county farm 
organizations than we know. Our appreciation of the action 
of the two county agents and their farmers is intensifi ed by 
the fact that their activity was so unusual.
 “The Illinois Agricultural Association exerted a rather 
belated but vigorous infl uence just at the close of the 
campaign, for which we are duly grateful.
 “I would like to read two or three sections from the Brief 
which was submitted by the committee prior to the hearing 
which was held Saturday, January 26, 1929.
 “Brief submitted to the Ways and Means Committee 
of the House of Representatives of the United States, 
supplementing the appearance of Walter Godchaux, of 
Napoleonville, Louisiana, offi cial representative of the 
American Soybean Growers’ Association, Illinois Crop 
Improvement Association, Indiana. Corn Growers’ 
Association, Virginia Crop Improvement Association, The 
American Sugar Cane League, The White Clover Seed 
Producers of Louisiana, Wisconsin and Idaho, The Livestock 
Farmers of Louisiana, credentials for which are attached. 
“Soybeans are a new, yet old, crop in the United States. They 
were introduced in 1804 but were given only passing notice. 
During the past fi fteen years they have attained the status 
of an important crop in this country; fi rst, in the rotation of 
our corn belt and other staple crop territory; second, as a 
leguminous crop which improves the fertility of the soil upon 
which it is grown; and in this respect it is evidently destined 
in the relatively near future to occupy an acreage and be of 
an importance comparable with our great staples, such as 
wheat, corn, cotton, tobacco, sugar beets, sugar cane, and 
other basic crops.
 “Reasons Why Soybeans Are an Important and 
Necessary Crop:
 “1. More land devoted to the growing of soybeans 
means less land devoted to the growing of the staple crops 
having an exportable surplus, such as corn, oats, tobacco, 
rice, wheat, potatoes, etc. The disappearance of the 
exportable surplus of these crops will make the tariff on such 
crops immediately effective.
 “2. Soybeans, by providing an abundant and cheaper, 
source of home-grown protein, will increase the supply of 
meat and dairy products to consumers, at the same time 
making their production profi table to producers.
 “3. Soybeans provide an available emergency source of 
home grown material for the manufacture of war munitions. 
Soybeans also form a potential source of human and animal 
food supply, should an emergency occur.
 “4. Soybeans can be made a profi table leguminous 
substitute for a cereal crop, such as oats, that have become 
undeniably unprofi table due to the smaller consumption of 
oats owing to the diminished horse population.

 “5. Soybeans are the most widely adaptable protein 
and oil producing crop grown in the United States. They 
are successfully produced from Wisconsin in the north to 
Louisiana in the south, and from North Carolina in the east to 
Missouri and Oklahoma in the west.
 “6. Soybeans have proven to be one of the few crops that 
can be successfully grown in the corn borer infested area.
 “Production of Soybeans in the United States:
 “The supply of soybean seed during the early years of 
the crop’s popularity was all absorbed by the seed demand 
due to the rapidly increasing acreage, which at fi rst was 
largely consumed upon the farms as feed for livestock.
 “Imported beans were very undesirable for seed, due 
to mixture of varieties, lack of viability, and uncertainty of 
adaptability to given localities. Prices for domestic seed 
beans were, therefore, unaffected by importation and no tariff 
protection was needed.
 “As soon as the commercial demand began to control the 
price, growers began to realize that a tariff was necessary to 
protect the industry from the competition of coolie-produced 
soybeans from the Orient. An import duty was asked and 
received in 1922. For a time this was a relief because it gave 
renewed confi dence to the farmers and expanded the demand 
for seed beans, leaving industry with only a mediocre supply 
for a year or two, so that seed demand again governed the 
price for a time.
 “Now, production has again overtaken and passed 
the seed demand and the grower realizes that the import 
duty provided by the Tariff Act of 1922 is inadequate to 
maintain profi table production and the crop is faced with the 
alternative of gradual extermination or rescue by increased 
tariff.
 “The Cost of Producing Soybeans in the United States: 
“According to Bulletin No. 165, University of Missouri, a 
copy of which is submitted herewith, the average cost of 
producing soybeans in the years 1910, 1911, 1914, 1915, 
1916, 1917, was $14.28 per acre, the average cost per 
bushel was $2.30. In Indiana, according to Bulletin No. 306, 
December, 1926, a copy of which is submitted herewith, 
issued by Purdue University, Agriculture Experiment Station, 
the average cost of growing and marketing per bushel was 
$1.46. The average yield per acre in bushels in the United 
States in 1927 was 12 bushels.
 “The University of Illinois has stated that it requires 
a yield of 20.6 bushels of soybeans per acre at $1.20 per 
bushel for the Illinois farmer to break even on his cost of 
production. The average commercial farm price for the 
Illinois farmer is considerably less than $5.20 per bushel.”
 “The Measure of Relief Needed:
 “The following proposed rates, for which we ask, are 
arrived at after consultation with those who have studied 
the subject with a consideration for all industries affected, 
and it is believed they will work no substantial injury to 
any interest, and will substantially aid in building up and 
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increasing the soybean industry of America.
 “These rates are:
 “Soybean seed, 2 cents per pound.
 “Soybean oil cake, $6.00 per ton.
 “We have not attempted to advance the many plausible, 
and often irrelevant arguments, that might be advanced in 
support of what we seek, nor have we attempted to refute the 
same class of arguments that may be raised against us.
 “We stand on the fundamental points that we outlined in 
the beginning. We want protection for a growing agricultural 
industry, that will supplant crops having an exportable 
surplus, with a crop that has unlimited outlets.
 “Signed
 “Walter Godchaux, Vice-President American Soybean 
Association, 1927
 “Harvey S. Clapp, President Virginia Crop Improvement 
Association
 “W.E. Riegel, President Illinois Crop Improvement 
Association
 “John T. Smith, Former Director American Soybean 
Association, Former Secretary Illinois Crop Improvement 
Association.” Address: Attica, Indiana.

1184. Morse, W.J. 1930. Soybeans in the Orient. Proceedings 
of the American Soybean Association 3:96-100. Eleventh 
annual fi eld meeting. Held 10-12 Sept. 1930 in Illinois.
• Summary: This letter (which appears on pages 5196 to 
5199 of the unpublished Dorsett-Morse Log) was written by 
William J. Morse on 20 July 1930 from Dairen, Manchuria, 
to Dr. W.L. Burlison, President of the American Soybean 
Growers Assoc. at the University of Illinois, Urbana. It is 
reprinted in full:
 “Dear Soybean Friends:
 “When the writer addressed a letter of your 1929 Annual 
Meeting, the soybean experience of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture Oriental Agricultural Expedition was just 
beginning and there was but little to write about on this 
important crop of the Asiatic countries. It is quite different 
now, however, for explorations have been made in Hokkaido 
Island, Hondo (the main island of Japan [now called 
Honshû]), Korea and to some extent in Manchuria. If an 
attempt were made to write at all fully on the different phases 
of the soybean industry we have observed in these countries 
during the past year or more, a volume or perhaps several, 
would have to be written instead of a mere letter.
 “It is recalled that last season the use of the soybean as 
a green vegetable was described. Throughout the season, it 
was found that the green vegetable was a very popular food 
with the Japanese from one end of the Japanese Empire 
to the other. The vegetable soybean is classed as a garden 
bean and as such is extensively grown by the Japanese truck 
farmers.”
 The authors were in Hokkaido from mid-August until 
early October, and they visited all the principal soybean 

sections. “The Obihiro station in the eastern part of the 
island [of Hokkaido] is conducting the most extensive work 
in breeding and variety testing. We succeeded in collecting 
a very large number of varieties and selections of this 
northern region as well as information on culture, harvesting, 
threshing, insect pests, and diseases. To supplement this 
material, we obtained a large number of still and motion 
pictures of very interesting scenes of the Hokkaido soybean 
industry.”
 They arrived in Korea on 20 Oct. 1929 and established 
headquarters at Keijo (Seoul). “We found Korea to be a most 
interesting country and different from anything we had seen 
in Japan. One of the most amazing things was the extent to 
which soybeans are grown. Almost equally amazing was the 
large number of native Korean soybean varieties we found 
in the various sections and at the experiment stations. At 
the Suigen Experiment Station, they have more than one 
thousand native Korean varieties and selections under test. 
The authorities were very generous and gave us samples 
of each. In addition to this collection, we obtained a few 
hundred samples from Korean farmers, grain merchants on 
village market days and from village and city grain dealers. 
The Korean Department of Agriculture added about 300 
samples to our collection by obtaining seed of the principal 
varieties from the village agricultural societies in each of the 
prefectures of Korea.
 “Altho the Koreans do not use the soybean as 
extensively for food as do the Japanese, considerable 
quantities are used and in quite different ways. The beans are 
used principally boiled with other grains such as millet or 
kaoliang. They are also used in making miso and soy sauce, 
but these products are made quite differently from those of 
Japan or China. Soybean sprouts are found very abundantly 
in all of the markets and at all of the small food stores. The 
beans produced in Korea are for the most part excellent 
quality and are largely shipped to Japan for the manufacture 
of miso, soy sauce, bean curd, and natto. Soybeans when 
soaked with chopped millet or kaoliang straw are used 
universally for feeding oxen and cows, the common work 
animals of Korea.
 “We left Korea about the fi rst week of December [1929] 
for our Tokyo headquarters and collected seed samples and 
products as we went along. From the latter part of December 
until the latter part of March, we put in full time collecting 
soybean products and learning of their use and manufacture. 
We succeeded in collecting a large number of interesting 
products, as the Japanese use the soybean very extensively 
in their daily diet. In the making of cakes, candies, and 
numerous other confections, the roasted soybean is used in 
a similar manner to the peanut in America. Of course, soy 
sauce, miso, bean curd, and natto are the principal soybean 
products and the ones most extensively used. As an example 
of the large use of miso, which is used as a breakfast soup 
with vegetables and also in preserving fi sh, vegetables, and 
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meat, we visited three large miso factories in the Tokyo 
district and found that each produced about one million 
pounds of miso yearly. In addition to these three large 
factories, there were numerous small factories scattered 
thruout [sic] the same district.
 “As the planting time was approaching in Manchuria, 
we left Tokyo the latter part of March and arrived in Dairen, 
Manchuria, the fi rst of April. We expect to have headquarters 
at Dairen until late fall or early winter, working out in the 
various soybean sections of North and South Manchuria. 
This country is the real land of the soybean and Dairen, the 
real city of the soybean. In 1929, 29.2 percent of the total 
cultivated area of Manchuria was devoted to the growing 
of soybeans, producing more than 178,000,000 bushels of 
seed, thus leading all other crops in acreage and production. 
The Port of Dairen handles about eighty (80) percent of the 
exports of beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that uses the term “land of the soybean” in connection with 
or to refer to Manchuria.
 “The planting season for soybeans in Manchuria begins 
about the fi rst of May and extends to about the 25th of May 
in some northern sections. We, therefore, had an opportunity 
before the planting season, to study the methods of grading, 
storage and transportation of [soy] beans, bean cake and bean 
oil in the oil mills. The storage yards and warehouse yards 
of the South Manchurian Railway cover several hundred 
acres and the immense quantities of bags of beans and bean 
cakes stored in the open storage yards and in the warehouses 
are well worth seeing. In connection with the storage yards 
are the Dairen wharves where one may see daily the loading 
of freighters from European countries, America, Japan, and 
China with beans, bean cakes, and bean oil.
 “We had rather expected to fi nd a large number of 
products made from beans, bean cake, and bean oil but our 
fi ndings thus far have been very meager. The oil is used in 
the manufacture of soaps, paints, lard substitutes, and salad 
oils, but only a very few factories are engaged in producing 
these products. The beans are used chiefl y for oil and oil 
cake, but during the last three or four years, the demand 
of European mills for beans has had a serious effect, not 
only on the Dairen soybean oil mills, but also on the oil 
mills throughout North and South Manchuria. In Dairen, 
at the present time, only about forty-fi ve soybean mills are 
active during the crushing season, whereas four years ago 
there were about ninety. The oil cakes are for the most part 
shipped to the Japanese Islands for feed and fertilizer (chiefl y 
fertilizer), to China and the East Indies for fertilizer, and to 
America and Europe for cattle and poultry feed.”
 “Our experience in the fi eld up to the present time 
has been the study of methods of planting and cultivation 
practiced in different sections of North and South 
Manchuria.”
 “We have collected quite a large number of seed samples 

during our travels thus far in Manchuria and have obtained 
some very interesting types. It may interest the members to 
know that we have visited Yingkou (Newchwang), the source 
of the Virginia and Wilson varieties. We obtained several 
other black and brown-seeded samples similar to the Virginia 
and Wilson, and are hoping that some of them may prove 
equally valuable. It was learned that the black and brown-
seeded sorts are grown in some northern sections along the 
Liao River. In the study of varieties in different sections of 
North and South Manchuria, it has been very interesting to 
note the number of varieties, their utilization and adaptability 
to various soil and climatic conditions. At the Kungchuling 
Experiment Station, more than one thousand varieties and 
selections have been tested but at the present time only fi ve 
hundred are under test. The Manchurian varieties do not 
succeed in the Japanese Islands or Korea and neither do 
the Japanese varieties succeed in Manchuria or Korea. The 
Korean varieties also give rather poor results in most parts of 
Manchuria.
 “With this letter we are sending some lantern slides 
illustrating various scenes of the soybean industry in oriental 
countries. At some future meeting we hope to have our 
movie fi lms so arranged that you may have an opportunity 
of seeing in motion the many, many ramifi cations of the 
soybean industry as we have seen them.
 “We hope to be with you at your next annual meeting, 
that we may try to catch up with the rapid progress the 
soybean has made in the United States during the past two 
years.
 “With best wishes for a most interesting and successful 
1930 meeting, we remain
 “Very truly yours,...”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2004) that uses the term “vegetable soybeans” 
(not preceded by the word “green”) to refer to green 
vegetable soybeans.
 Note 3. This letter was reprinted in Soybean Digest 
(April 1945, p. 11-12). Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

1185. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. In Dairen, Manchuria 
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-
1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), 
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, 
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: See next 4 pages. Page 6514. Neg. #46246. 
“Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. Close view of 
coolies loading soybean oil cakes on fl at cars in S.M.Ry. 
yards.” Page 6450 (14 Nov. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
“W.J. Morse’s notes: In the morning we went to the S.M.Ry. 
Wharves and storage yards. Along the wharves we found the 
warehouses well fi lled with beans and a German freighter 
and a Japanese freighter being loaded with a large tonnage 
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of beans. Most of the beans were of the new crop from the 
Harbin and Changchun districts.
 “We also went around the bean cake warehouses and 
found them being well fi lled up. At the present time 16 oil 
mills are operating turning out about 60,000 bean cakes per 
day. As yet there are no bean cakes in outside storage as there 
has been more or less meal exported to America this [year?]. 
In view of the high tariff on cake or meal into the U.S. this is 
rather unexpected.
 “Several warehouses storing beans were visited and 
twenty-one samples were collected, representing many 
places in Central Manchuria.
 Pages 6456-6457. This is a letter dated 16 Nov. 
1930 from W.J. Morse, c/o American Consulate, Dairen, 

Manchuria, to Mr. Knowles A. Ryerson, 
Foreign Plant Introduction, S.P.I., U.S. Dept. 
of Agriculture, Washington, DC.
 “Dear Mr. Ryerson; We are sending you 
today by commercial parcel post parcel 
packages numbers 229 and 230 which contain 
the following items:” Each package contains 
soybean products. No. 229 contains soybean 
seed and one sample of Soja ussuriensis (wild 
soybean).
 “Parcel No. 230 contains mostly soybean 
seed samples collected from the Dairen 
Wharves seed storage warehouses. The 
samples represent seed from the various 
parts of Manchuria that are used for oil and 
oil cake. The soybean product is a Chinese 
soybean drink that is only made and used 
during the winter months. It consists of 
roasted soybean fl our, walnuts, sesame seed, 
squash seed, kudzu fl our, and pine nuts.”

 Pages 6458, 6459, 6460 (17 Nov. 
1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s 
notes: We visited Prof. Matsushima of 
the S.M.Ry. Offi ce and had a rather long 
talk on the present soybean situation in 
Manchuria. The price of soybeans is much 
lower than a year ago and the movement 
in beans is very slow due to the light 
demand from European countries. This is 
the fi rst time that the bean situation has 
been so dull at this time of year.”
 “The demand for oil cake and 
oil meal from the United States is larger 
than one year ago at this time in spite of 
the high tariff on cake into the U.S. Bean 
cake from Harbin oil mills is said to be of 
poor quality, containing more or less dirt. 
In exporting from the Harbin district, bean 
cake or beans are not inspected, that is if 
the products are shipped to Vladivostok. 

If the beans are for export through Dairen, 
they must pass inspection before being placed in mixed 
storage.
 “We were given a parcel of seed sent from the S.M.Ry. 
Exp. Sta. at Hsiungyaocheng.” This parcel contained samples 
of 34 species, which are listed.
 “After lunch we went to the motion picture laboratory 
of the S.M.Ry. to see about winding of negative fi lm on 
spools. We were invited by Mr. Akutagawa in charge of the 
laboratory to inspect scenes of soybean storage and shipping 
which he made last February at Anda, Hankou, Harbin and 
Changchun, North Manchuria. In all he took 1735 feet [of 
movies] of such scenes, and we had the pleasure of viewing 
them.”
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 Pages 6510-6511 (22 Nov. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
“W.J. Morse’s notes: We went to the Nisshin Oil Mill in 
the morning and met Mr. M. Ogawa, who is acting for the 
general manager, Mr. Furasawa [Furusawa?]. At the present 
time the mill is not working at full capacity owing to the 
light demand for oil and oil meal or cake. More cake or meal 
is being shipped to the United States than at this time one 
year ago.”
 “The mill is now putting out only the English type of 
cake (oblong), and Mr. Ogawa promised to send three of 
these to our offi ce for our soybean exhibit.”
 Page 6512. Neg. #46243. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. General view of loading soybean oil cakes on fl at 
cars from oil cake storage warehouse in the S.M.Ry. yards.”
 Page 6513. Neg. #46244. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 

Manchuria. General view of loading 
soybean oil cakes on fl at cars in South 
Manchurian Railway yards.”
 Neg. #46245. “Soja max. 
Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. General 
view of loading fl at cars with soybean oil 
cakes at oil cake storage warehouse in 
S.M.Ry. yards.” 
 Neg. #46247. “Soja max. 
Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. View 
showing coolies loading soybean oil cakes 
on fl at cars in South Manchurian Railway 
yards.”
 Page 6515. Neg. #46248. “Soja 
max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. View 
showing coolies carrying soybean oil 
cakes from oil cake storage warehouse 
and loading on fl at cars in S.M.Ry. yards.”
 Neg. #46249. “Soja max. 
Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. Close-up 
view of coolies loading fl at car in S.M.Ry. 
yards.”
 Page 6516. Neg. #46250. “Soja 
max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. Close-
up view showing loading of soybean oil 
cakes on fl at car along side of oil cake 
storage warehouse in South Manchurian 
Railway yards.”
 Neg. #46251. “Soja max. 
Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. Coolie 
carrying four oil cakes (soybean) 
from oil cake warehouse to fl at car in 
S.M.Ry. yards. Flat cars are used only 
in transporting cakes and beans from 
storage houses to wharf warehouses in 
Ry. yards.”
 Page 6517. Neg. #46252. “Soja 
max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. Oil 
cakes in storage warehouse (oil cake) 
S.M.Ry. yards.”

 Neg. #46253. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
View of wagon loaded with oil paper lined baskets for 
soybean oil. Oil is shipped in these containers to China.”
 Pages 6529 (24 Nov. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: “We visited the Dairen wharves and the 
S.M.Ry. storage yards but found very little activity in the 
soybean line about the wharves. At one wharf we saw 
soybean oil in large oil paper lined baskets being loaded on a 
Chinese boat...”
 “Received a package of eighteen samples of soybeans 
from Mr. Noboru Tajima, Agr. Engineer of the Kosai Co. 
Agr. Soc. [Agricultural Society] Kosai, Chosen [Korea]. 
There are native varieties collected by Mr. Tajima from 
Korean farmers in Kosai Co. The collection is a very 
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interesting one ranging from very small seed (nearly as small 
as the mung bean) to very large seed, and containing only 
four yellow seeded sorts. The remainder were black, brown, 
green and bicolored (black and brown).”
 Neg. #46254. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
View of coolies carting oil paper lined basket containers of 
soybean oil at wharf in S.M.Ry. Storage Yards, Dairen.” 
 Page 6530. Neg. #46255. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. Close-up view of oil paper lined basket container 
used for shipping soybean oil.” 
 Neg. #46256. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
Coolies placing rope around oil-paper lined basket containers 
of soybean oil at wharf in S.M.Ry. Storage Yards.”
 Page 6531. Neg. #46257. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. Close-up view of cart with oil-paper lined basket 
containers of soybean oil.” 
 Neg. #46258. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
Oil-paper lined basket containers of soybean oil on wharf 
awaiting shipment to Chinese ports.”
 Page 6532. Neg. #46259. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. General view on wharf showing carts of oil-
paper lined basket containers of soybean oil.”
 Neg. #46260. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
General view of large oil-paper lined basket containers of 
soybean oil on wharf awaiting shipment to Chinese ports.”
 Page 6533. Neg. #46261. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. Close-up view of load of soybean oil cake to 
be unloaded in oil cake storage house in South Manchurian 
Railway Yards.”
 Neg. #46262. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. 
Close-up view of wagon of soybean oil cakes awaiting 
unloading at oil-cake storage house in S.M.Ry. Yards.”
 Page 6534. Neg. #46263. “Soja max. Soybean. Dairen, 
Manchuria. View of coolies unloading wagons of oil-cakes at 

oil-cake warehouses in South Manchurian 
Railway Yards.”
 Neg. #46264. “Soja max. 
Soybean. Dairen, Manchuria. Coolies 
unloading oil cakes at warehouse in South 
Manchurian Railway Yards.”
 Pages 6535, 6536, 6537. Negs. 
#46265, #46266, #46267. Panoramic 
views similar to photos on previous 
pages. Handwritten captions are illegible.
 Pages 6540-6541. This is a letter 
dated 25 Nov. 1930 from P.H. Dorsett, 
Agricultural Explorer, Dorsett & Morse 
Agricultural Expedition, Peiping, China, 
to Mr. B.W. Skvortzow, 76 Potshtevoya 
St., Harbin, Manchuria. “I was extremely 
anxious that you and he [Mr. Morse] 
should meet, for I am sure that you would 
have found much of common interest in 
talking over the soybean problem of both 
the Orient and the United States.”

 Pages 6538-6539 (25 Nov. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
“W.J. Morse’s notes: In the After lunch we visited Mr. Sato 
of the S.M.Ry. Agr. Bur. [Agricultural Bureau] who had 
just returned from a month’s visit in Japan relative to the 
use of soybean cake and soybeans. He gave us some very 
interesting general information concerning the utilization 
of cake and beans that he had collected during his trip. 
Several chemists, animal husbandry men and agronomists 
are working on the food value and feed value of the oil cake 
and beans. Later he advised he would give us more specifi c 
data on the bean and bean cake utilization problem in Japan.” 
Address: Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1186. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1930. Soy bean situation in North 
Manchuria. 21(21):731. Nov. 24.
• Summary: The 1930 soy bean crop of North Manchuria is 
certain to be larger than last year’s crop. “Stocks of old crop 
beans are placed at 100,000 tons which is not particularly 
excessive. The export demand at present is very weak 
and fi rms are only buying about 50 per cent of their usual 
quantities. The bean oil market is especially quiet and mills 
are buying only 10 to 15 per cent of normal amounts for that 
purpose. Local prices in spite of the exchange rate are lower 
than at any time since the war.”

1187. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. 
Morse. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, 
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), 
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: 
Foreign Plant Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, 
Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
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• Summary: Page 6565. Neg. #46290. “Soja max. Soybean. 
Kungchuling, Manchuria. A typical Manchurian farmer who 
has just come into the Farmer’s Inn yard with a cart load of 
soybeans.” 
 Neg. #46291. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. General view showing fi lling of Osier bins with 
soybeans in storage yard of Chinese grain merchant.” Page 
6566. Neg. #46292. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. View in the storage yard of a Chinese grain 
merchant showing Osier bins fi lled and partly fi lled with 
soybeans.”
 Neg. #46293. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. View showing an Osier bin fi lled partially with 
soybean seed in storage yard of Chinese grain merchant.” 
Page 6567. Neg. #46294. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. Filling osier bins with soybeans in the storage 
yard of a Chinese grain merchant.”
 Neg. #46295. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. Filling Osier bin with soybeans in the storage 
yard of Chinese grain merchant.” Page 6568. Neg. #46296. 
“Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, Manchuria. Filling an 
Osier bin with soybeans in storage yard of a Chinese grain 
merchant.”
 Neg. #46297. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. View showing the fi lling of an Osier bin in the 
storage yard of Chinese grain merchant.” Page 6569. Neg. 
#46298. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, Manchuria. 
Filling an Osier bin with soybeans in the storage yard of a 
Chinese grain merchant.”
 Neg. #46299. “Soja max. Soybean. Kungchuling, 
Manchuria. Filling an Osier bin with soybeans and placing 
the grass top on another bin in the storage yard of a Chinese 
grain merchant.”
 Pages 6570, 6571, 6572, 6573, 6574, 6575, 6576, 6577, 

6578, 6579. Panoramic views of the 
scenes described in the smaller photos 
just above. The handwritten captions are 
illegible.
 Page 6580-81. This is a letter 
dated 27 Nov. 1930 from Peter Liu in 
Shanghai, China, to P.H. Dorsett in 
Peiping. “I did not see any persimmons 
in the Shanghai streets, but was told 
by somebody that Hang Chow is a 
persimmon region...
 “I have already found and bought 
seven different kinds of beans, cured and 
cooked in different ways. The natives 
are so wondered at what I am doing, and 
sometimes I get a whole bunch of people 
watching me.
 “This evening I will decide who 
will accompany me to Hang Chow 
and will leave tomorrow morning at 9 

o’clock.
 “The soybeans, and adsuki beans are very much larger 
than we found around Peking. I am sure you will be enjoy to 
see them, when I take them back. I hope I can do well and 
have a successful trip.
 “With my best regards to your daughter Mrs. R.B. 
Dorsett., Sincerely yours...”
 Page 6582 (30 Nov. 1930). Harbin, Manchuria. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: Arrived at Harbin at 8:00 a.m. in the midst 
of a snowstorm which soon cleared up for it was too cold to 
snow much. We were met at the station by Mr. Kadono of the 
S.M.Ry. Harbin Offi ce.
 “After breakfast, Mr. Kadono gave us some rather 
interesting information on the soybean situation in North 
Manchuria. At the present time the bean trade is very dull, 
much more so than in previous years...”
 “The centers of bean collection have shifted from last 
year. Anda has for many years been the largest collecting 
center for farmers in North Manchuria. Due to a refusal of 
a change in freight rates on beans by S.M.Ry., the farmers 
are carting the beans to Sui-Hua, north of Harbin, and to 
Nankou north of Tsitsihar [Qiqihar]. From Nankou the 
beans go to Tsitsihar and down the Mongolian Railway, to 
Chinese ports and from Sui-Hua to Harbin and then either 
to Dairen or Vladivostok. Beans that go to Dairen for export 
must be inspected and graded whereas the beans going to 
Vladivostok are neither inspected nor graded. Along the 
Chinese Eastern Railway beans are transported in open cars 
but upon reaching ChangChur [?]...” Page 6613-6614 (1 
Dec. 1930). Harbin, Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: “In 
the morning we went to the local offi ces of the S.M.Ry... We 
were given much valuable data on the trading, storage and 
transportation of soybeans throughout North Manchuria. 
About 60 per cent of the soybeans and soybean products in 
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North Manchuria are shipped from Harbin to Dairen over 
the C.E.Ry. [Chinese Eastern Railway] and the S.M.Ry. for 
export, and 40 per cent over the C.N.Ry. [?] to Vladivostok, 
Russia, for export.
 “Much complaint has been received from European 
countries on the poor quality of beans from North 
Manchuria. This has led the C.E.Ry. to install an inspection 
service of beans shipped over its lines to Vladivostok. All 
beans passing over the S.M.Ry. lines to Dairen for export 
must pass inspection at the point of loading even at points 
along the C.E.Ry. There is great fear among merchants, 
farmers, and others concerned in the soybean industry that 
America will soon produce soybeans for export to European 
countries and seriously affect the Manchurian soybean 
industry.”
 “The soybean oil industry in Harbin is very slow at 
the present time. In previous years, 43 oil mills would be 
in operation at this time of year, but at present only three 
mills are running–two Chinese mills and the Anglo-Chinese 
Eastern Trading Co. The production of oil throughout 
Manchuria has been crippled by the large importation of 
soybeans by European oil mills.
 “During the day we tried to get in touch with Prof. 
B.W. Skvortzow but failed, so late in the afternoon went 
to his home but found him absent.” Address: Agricultural 
Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1188. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Dairen, Manchuria 
(Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 1928-
1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), 
Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, 
Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6746-6747 (10 Dec. 1930). Dairen, 
Manchuria. “W.J. Morse’s notes: After lunch visited Mr. 
Saito and Prof. Matsushima of the S.M.Ry. Agriculture 
Bureau. Mr. Saito recently returned from a several weeks’ 
trip in Japan investigating the use of soybean oil cake and 
gave use some very interesting data and information on a 
product that we secured little information (other than for 
fertilizer) while we were in Japan.
 “The imports of Manchurian bean cake are gradually 
increasing in Japan. The use of the cake was as a feed for 
cattle, poultry and hogs has increased to a very considerable 
extent as well as the use for fertilizing purposes. New uses 
for the oil cake are in the manufacture of certain brands of 
soy sauce and miso.
 “Many Japanese experiment stations with animal 
husbandry divisions have been using bean cake in feeding 
experiments cattle, hogs and poultry, especially the latter 
two. Several private animal concerns have been using bean 
cake in their feeding rations and have experiments going on 
for the use of increased amounts of bean cake in the rations. 

This is especially true of hog and poultry farmers.”
 Pages 6748-6749. This is a letter dated 10 Dec. 1930 
from P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China, to Mr. T.D. Peyne, 
Yungchang, Yunnan Province, China.
 “Dear Sir: A short time ago Mr. Paul O. Nyhus, 
Agricultural Commissioner, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Shanghai, China, sent me a copy of your most interesting 
letter under date of July 30, 1930, addressed to him.
 “My son [Jim / James] and I were in China in 1924-26 
exploring for plants and Mr. W.J. Morse and I spent almost 
all of 1929 and three months of 1930 exploring in Japan. Mr. 
Morse is at present in Dairen, Manchuria...”
 “Since the U.S. tariff went into effect in 1930, most 
of the oil mills are adding 5% corn or kaoliang meal to the 
soybean meal which then goes into mixed feed. The tariff on 
mixed feeds is $3. per ton whereas the tariff on soybean oil 
cake or meal is $6. per ton.
 “Contrary to information in old publications on 
Manchurian soybeans, Dairen oil mills now consider the 
beans from South Manchuria superior to North Manchurian 
beans for the production of oil. The Kingan variety grown in 
the Kaiyuan district is considered the best oil variety. Even 
the native Manchurian varieties grown in the Kaiyuan district 
are considered superior to North Manchurian varieties.”
 Pages 6766-6767. This is a letter dated 11 December 
1930 to Dr. David Fairchild, 4013 Douglas St., Coconut 
Grove, Florida, from P.H. Dorsett, Peiping, China.
 “Dear Doctor Fairchild: I have let up from the regular 
every-day grind for a few minutes, not only to let you know 
that your two good letters, dated October 6th and 14th, have 
been received and enjoyed immensely, but also to give you 
the good news about the Chinese white bark persimmon sent 
in by Meyer about 1909, as I remember.”
 Page 6798 (15 Dec. 1930) Dairen, Manchuria. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: In the morning we went to Chinese Customs 
to arrange for passing of parcels through Chinese Customs 
from Dairen to Yokohama. The offi cer in charge, a Japanese, 
upon looking over the letter from the American Consul and 
the contents of the parcels, at once phoned the chief engineer 
to pass all of our parcels without examination. Although 
Dairen is a free port for entry, it is not a free port for export 
as export duties are levied on various articles going out from 
Dairen through Chinese Customs.
 “After lunch we met Mr. Furusawa, manager and one of 
the directors of the Nisshin Oil Company of Dairen. He had 
just returned from Europe after a six months tour looking 
over the soybean oil situation in various European countries. 
The soybean situation was during the past season and is 
at present very unusual. This has created a very unusual 
soybean situation throughout Manchuria, and it is hard to 
predict just where the Manchurian bean situation will pick 
up or the effect the unusual conditions will have on the 
industry.”
 Page 6801. “Kalgan is the gateway to Mongolia, and we 
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understand, was, some years ago, a much better business city 
than it is now.”
 Pages 6802-6803 (16 Dec. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
W.J. Morse’s notes: From our talk with Mr. Takemori it 
is evident that very close watch is being kept on soybean 
acreage and production in America. The increased tariff on 
soybeans and soybean oil cake was a severe blow to the 
Manchurian soybean situation and has strengthened the 
belief in Manchuria that America is to become a rival of 
Manchuria in the soybean trade.”
 Pages 6804-6805 (17 Dec. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
“W.J. Morse’s notes: In the morning we visited Mr. Saito 
and Professor Matsushima at the S.M.Ry. It was thought by 
Mr. Saito that we should look up soybean oil cake utilization 
in Japan and he said he would write several letters of 
introduction to experiment stations and private concerns in 
the Kyoto and Tokyo districts.
 “We visited the offi ce of the Soybean Oil and Oil Cake 
Association where we met the secretary, Mr. T. Nakanishi. 
The tariff question was brought up fi rst and then the great 
increase in acreage of soybeans in America. The tariff is 
looked upon as an indication that America is to become a 
soybean producing country and will take away much of the 
European soybean trade from Manchuria.”
 Pages 6806-6807 (18 Dec. 1930). Dairen, Manchuria. 
“W.J. Morse’s notes: We left at 10:00 a.m. in the morning 
on the steamer Hongkong Maru for Kobe. At the pier were 
many offi cials of the Agricultural Bureau of the South 
Manchuria Ry. and of the Soybean Oil and Oil Cake Dealers 
Association to see us off. Mr. Saito of the S.M.Ry. gave us 
several letters of introduction to experiment stations, private 
concerns, and the Imperial Department of Agriculture that 
we might make a study of the utilization of soybean oil 
cake in Japan. He advised that most of this is in the Tokyo 
and Kyoto districts and that it would be well worth our 
while to look over this work. The South Manchuria Ry. is 
doing considerable work to increase the use of soybean oil 
cake throughout Japan. It is feared that the American tariff 
and increased acreage in America will seriously affect the 
Manchurian oil cake market and another outlet for the bean 
oil cake must be found.” Address: Agricultural Explorers, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

1189. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Morse returns to 
Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen 
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, 
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6825 (23 Dec. 1930). En route Kyoto to 
Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s notes: We left Kyoto on the 
8:21 a.m. express for Tokyo arriving at the Tokyo Station at 
4:55 p.m.”

 Page 6830-6831. This is a letter dated 25 Dec. 1930 
from P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China, to W.J. Morse [probably 
in Japan]. “I was surprised to learn of your trip to Harbin 
but glad to learn that you had a good time, saw a lot and 
got a lot of information and pictures even if you and Mr. 
Suyetake did almost freeze. I am especially glad that you 
saw Mr. Skvortzow and feel sure that you found him a most 
interesting fellow. I had not heard that he had dropped his 
research with soybeans.
 “I note that you say ‘I have now completed the movie 
story of soybeans in Manchuria.’ Of course in so far as the 
actual making of the movie negative is concerned, you are 
correct, but dear friend please allow me to suggest, that from 
my experience your trouble and work have just begun.”
 Page 6832-6833. This is a letter dated 10 Dec. 1930 
from W.J. Morse, c/o American Consulate, Dairen, 
Manchuria, to P.H. Dorsett, c/o Wagons-Lits Hotel, Peking, 
China. “We made a trip in North Manchuria and spent three 
days in Harbin (Suyetake and I nearly froze). We covered a 
lot of ground and saw and collected a nice lot of seed as well 
as some excellent pictures, both movies and stills. I have 
now completed the movie story of soybeans in Manchuria. 
Also secured an abundance of data on soys. Am just at the 
soybean saturation point and hope to clean up shortly and 
wend my way back collecting some stuff Mr. Saito put me in 
touch with after he spent a month of study of investigations 
in Japan on the utilization of soybeans and oil cake. Saw 
Prof. Skvortzow and he wished to be remembered to you. He 
dropped his work on soybeans about 2 years ago.”
 Page 6844-6845 (26 Dec. 1930). Tokyo, Japan. “Mr. 
Morse’s notes: We went to the offi ce of the S.M.Ry. with 
a letter from Mr. Sato of the Dairen offi ce to Mr. Ohbuchi, 
Director of the Tokyo offi ce... Mr. Matsuda stated that Japan 
imported Manchurian soybean oil cake to the value of about 
¥40,000,000 yearly. About 80 per cent of this cake is used for 
fertilizing purposes and the remaining 20 per cent for cattle 
and poultry feed, and a small amount for the manufacture of 
soy sauce and miso.
 “For the past two years the S.M.Ry. has encouraged 
experiments in the greater utilization of soybean oil cake 
for cattle, hogs and poultry with private concerns and 
experiment stations. Many such experiments have been 
carried on in the Tokyo and Chiba districts but as yet no 
offi cial results have been published. Mr. Matsuda advised he 
would write up data giving the ratio of the various ways in 
which soybean cake or meal is now used in Japan and also 
would put us in touch with animal industry experts who have 
been conducting extensive feeding tests with this product.
 “After lunch we visited the offi ce of the Honen Seiyu 
Co., Ltd., where we met the general manager, Mr. Shosaburo 
Ishii to whom we had a letter of introduction from Mr. Sato 
of Dairen. The Honen Co. is strictly a soybean oil milling 
concern using the German benzin [benzine] extraction 
process and has one mill at Dairen, Manchuria, one at 
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Shimizu, Japan, and one at Narue [?] (near Osaka), Japan.”
 Note: An extensive search of the Web in both English 
and Japanese by a native Japanese speaker is unable to fi nd 
a place named “Narue” (or “Harue” or “Marue”) anywhere 
near Osaka.
 “The Honen Mills crush about 1,000 tons of Manchurian 
daily, producing nearly 8,000,000 sacks (84¼ lbs. per bag) 
and 3,000 cans of oil (½ gallon each)... Before the 1930 
U.S. new tariff much meal was shipped to the United States 
but none is shipped now. Considerable meal is shipped to 
England, Denmark and India.
 “The Honen Co. has issued several pamphlets giving 
directions for the use of the oil meal in manufacturing soy 
sauce and some kinds of miso, and also for the feeding of 
cattle, hogs, and poultry.
 “This company does not allow visitors in any of its 
mills. While at Dairen we tried to visit their plant near the 
S.M.Ry. storage yards, but were told that no one was allowed 
to go through the mill.”
 Page 6953-6954
 Page 7070 (31 Jan. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s 
notes:... we met Professors Matsuzaki and Honda who gave 
us much information and some publications concerning 
wild legumes and grasses in the Japanese Empire. With 
reference to the wild soybean, both botanists stated that 
they knew of only one species, Soja ussuriensis. They had 
not found or heard of S. tomentosa or S. gracilis which 
Professor Skvortzow of Harbin, Manchuria, said occurred in 
Manchuria. They are inclined to believe that the two species 
are varieties of Soja ussuriensis.”
 Page 7138-7139 (9 Feb. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: With reference to species of the wild soybean, 
Dr. Nakai stated that he knows of only one = Soja (Glycine) 
ussuriensis. He had never heard of S. tomentosa or S. 
gracilis which Prof. Skvortzow of Harbin stated are found in 
Manchuria. He is rather inclined to believe that such species 
are varieties or subspecies of Soja ussuriensis.” Address: 
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1190. Wall Street Journal. 1930. Archer-Daniels adds to bean 
oil sales: Bookings from soap manufacturers and refi ners in 
past two weeks up sharply. Dec. 16. p. 7.
• Summary: Minneapolis. In the past two weeks, the Archer-
Daniels -Midland Co. has “sold 1,00,000 gallons of soy-bean 
oil to soap manufacturers and edible oil refi ners.” This is a 
remarkably large amount of oil for so short a period, given 
“the average annual consumption of soybean oil in the 
United States during the last ten years of 2,809,595 gallons.”
 Previously, almost all soy-bean oil has been sold to the 
paint, varnish and coated fabric industries at prices slightly 
higher than linseed oil. But soy-bean oil now sells for about 
one cent a pound less than linseed oil, and is used in more 
different industries.
 Last year, 1,750,000 bushels of soy beans were crushed; 

the remainder of the U.S. crop was used for seed or feed 
on farms. However this year, with the import duty on 
soy-bean oil increased to 3½ cents a pound, an estimated 
4,000,000 bushels will be crushed. Archer Daniels expects 
that the manufacture of “soy-bean oil will be an increasingly 
important and profi table part of its business.”

1191. Snodgrass, Katharine. 1930. Margarine as a butter 
substitute. Stanford, California: Stanford University Press/
Food Research Institute. 333 p. Index. 23 cm. Fats and Oils 
Studies No. 4. Dec. [255 footnotes]
• Summary: An excellent book, rich is historical background 
and statistics. Contents: 1. Introduction. Part I: History 
of legislation to control the manufacture of margarine. 2. 
Historical background. 3. Early margarine legislation. 4. 
Developments leading to the amendment of the federal act. 5. 
Enforcement and proposals for federal legislation since 1902. 
6. Recent developments in federal legislation. 7. Résumé of 
state legislation. 8. Prevention of fraud. 9. The tax feature of 
the law. 10. Foreign margarine legislation.
 Part II: Technological developments and dietary 
considerations. 11. The Mège-Mouriez process and the early 
manufacture of margarine. 12. The shift in raw materials. 
13. Mechanical and other improvements. 14. Dietary 
considerations. Part III: Economic analysis. 15. The rate of 
consumption of margarine in Europe and America: Wide 
variation among countries in the consumption of butter and 
margarine–Denmark, Norway, Holland, Germany, United 
Kingdom, Sweden, Belgium, France and Italy, United 
States. 16. The trend of production and consumption of 
butter and margarine in the United States and Europe. 17. 
Organization and location of the margarine industry. 18. 
Recent developments in the American butter industry. 19. 
The relation between the butter and margarine markets. 20. 
Further consideration of the margarine and butter markets. 
21. Butter in competition with the fats and oils. 22. The 
condition of the dairy industry. 23. Concluding remarks.
 Appendix. 1. Federal legislation on margarine in the 
United States. 2. Summary of state legislation on margarine 
in the United States. 3. Tables.
 “Two general types of margarine are recognized in this 
country: one a combination of animal fats and vegetable 
oils, in which oleo oil is predominant; the other, a strictly 
vegetable oil product, in which coconut oil is the principal 
ingredient. The fi rst type is generally termed oleomargarine, 
the second nut margarine, although to comply with American 
law all margarine must be labeled ‘oleomargarine’ regardless 
of the ingredients used in it.” Footnote 1 (p. 1) states: 
“According to American offi cial regulations, nut margarines 
must be made from the oil of nuts, such as coconuts, peanuts, 
palm kernels, rather than from the oil of seeds, such as 
cottonseeds or soy beans.”
 During World War I, “as a result of the scarcity and 
high price of animal fats, nut margarines were introduced 
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in increasing volume. Gradually this type of margarine has 
gained in popularity until now approximately two-thirds 
of the national output contains no animal fats at all. Such 
margarine is made chiefl y of coconut oil, with admixtures of 
other vegetable oils, principally peanut oil” (p. 2).
 “The foregoing statements indicate briefl y the principal 
or usual ingredients [coconut and peanut oils] of American 
margarine. Palm kernel, soy bean, and palm oil are other oils 
sometimes used... soy bean oil is a liquid oil, in that regard 
resembling cottonseed oil” (p. 3).
 Pages 33-42 discuss the Federal Margarine Act of 1886.
 In 1904 and 1909 two palm oil cases reached the 
Supreme Court. “The question at issue was whether the use 
of palm oil, an admittedly wholesome vegetable fat of a 
naturally deep orange color, constituted artifi cial coloring 
of the product under the terms of the law, and required the 
payment of a 10-cent tax on the fi nished commodity. The 
court ruled that it did, on the ground that the proportions 
of palm oil used were so small as to be unimportant except 
for coloring purposes.” As a result, manufacturers began 
experimenting with other coloring agents–such as peanut oil 
and soy bean oil–which could be used in suffi cient volume to 
constitute legitimate ingredients (p. 66).
 Lecithin: The addition of lecithin for the purpose of 
making margarine resemble butter more closely was fi rst 
patented in Germany in 1902 (Patent No. 142,379). “In the 
United States, the use of lecithin, if it occurs at all, is not 
extensive, despite the efforts of lecithin manufacturers to 
introduce it. Since it is now being manufactured cheaply on 
a considerable scale from soy beans, it is to be anticipated 
that it will fi nd its way before long into American margarine 
factories” (p. 154).
 Imported oils used in margarine include coconut oil, 
palm kernel oil, palm oil, peanut oil and soy bean oil (p. 
263).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the word “cottonseeds.” 
Address: Research Assoc., Food Research Inst., Stanford 
Univ., California.

1192. Kaetsu, Hideji. 1930. Hokuman chihô ni okeru 
tokusanbutsu no torihiki oyobi saisan [Business, trade and 
profi tability of special products in the province of North 
Manchuria]. Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Shomubu, 
Chosaka, Mantetsu Chosa Shiryo (South Manchuria Railway 
Co., Survey Research Documents) No. 143. 76 p. [Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1193. Morse, W.J. 1930. Hokubei gasshû-koku ni okeru 
nô- seisan narabini riyô no genkyô [The present situation 
of soybean production and utilization in the USA]. Tokyo: 
Daizu Kogyo Kenkyu-kai (Soybean Industry Research 
Institute). 18 p. Translated by Yoshi Takamori. [Jap]
• Summary: Based on a lecture by Morse on soybeans in 

Dairen, Manchuria. Address: USDA, Washington, DC, USA.

1194. Golfer, L.M. 1930. [Organization of export of beans, 
bean cakes, and bean oil from North Manchuria]. Vestnik 
Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern 
Railway) No. 2. p. 72-89. Russian edition. [6 ref. Rus; eng]
• Summary: “The literature on soya beans and their 
derivatives is suffi ciently large, however but little attention 
has been devoted so far to the question of the organization 
of the export of these products from North Manchuria. 
Therefore, the author of the present article undertook to 
make the reader acquainted with the structure of the export 
of beans and their manufactured products.
 “The Chinese grain dealers up to the present time have 
failed to get into direct touch with the buying markets. 
This connection is maintained through the intermediary of 
European and Japanese exporting houses, operating in North 
Manchuria. The head offi ces of all these export fi rms are 
located at Harbin.
 “The exporters do not effect direct purchases of beans 
from the farmers, owing to the necessity of operating in the 
extremely unstable local tiao currency, as well as due to the 
fact that it is impossible to have a suffi ciently large net of 
agencies, as that of the Chinese grain dealing fi rms, which 
are already in close connection with the producing farmers.
 “The export fi rms purchase their produce from Chinese 
merchants and fi rms through their agents or brokers of 
European, Japanese and Chinese nationality. The terms 
of the purchase-sale are established by special contracts, 
which are exchanged between the fi rms at the closing of 
deals. Contrary to London contracts, the contracts in North 
Manchuria, written both in the Russian and the Chinese 
languages, are not of a standard nature and are drawn up by 
each fi rm according to its own discretion.
 “In the loading ports (Vladivostok and Dairen) the 
[soy] beans, bean oil and bean cakes are loaded on steamers 
previously chartered. The chartering of steamers for beans 
and bean oil to be shipped to Europe is effected in London. 
In rare instances the exporters are also chartering steamers 
upon the Far Eastern market.
 “In the holds of steamers carrying beans to Europe 
special wooden ventilators are erected to provide for a 
permanent air circulation and prevent any deterioration of 
the cargo. However often even the ventilators are of no help, 
because beans with an excessive humidity get damaged 
during the passage of the tropics. Instances of particular 
deterioration of beans were observed in the season of 
1923/24 and 1928/29.
 “A very important factor in the export of soya beans 
from North Manchuria is the question of fi nancing. Chinese 
banks do not fi nance exports. Credits are opened to exporting 
fi rms by the Harbin branches of the foreign banks. Credits 
are usually granted in the form of advances against railway 
way-bills (duplicates) or in the form of overdraft accounts, 
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with interest charged in favour of the bank at the rate of 
7-8% per annum. The fi nancing on the part of European 
banks is effected by the opening of letters of credit, amounts 
due under which being payable against bills of lading 
covering loaded goods.
 “Exports of bean cake and beans to Japan are 
monopolized by Japanese fi rms. Exports of beans and bean 
oil are handled by both European and Japanese fi rms.
 “The sale of the goods in Europe is exclusively effected 
by the branches and agencies of the export fi rms in London. 
Transactions for the purchase and sale of beans and bean oil 
in Europe are governed by special contracts Nos. 22 and 23 
for beans of the Incorporated Oil Seed Association and No. 
44 for bean oil in bulk of the London Oil and Tallow Trade 
Association.
 “The author points to the principal ports importing 
beans, bean cakes and bean oil in Europe (in England, 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Holland) and in Asia (Kobe, 
Yokohama, Tokyo and other Japan ports; Sourabaya 
[Surabaya], Cheribon [Cirebon], Batavia [today’s Jakarta], 
Tagali in the Netherlands East Indies).” Address: Manchuria.

1195. McIntosh, A.E.S. 1930. Economic botany: Report 
of the geneticist for the period February, 1928–May, 1929. 
Report on the Department of Science and Agriculture, 
Barbados. p. 27-58. For the year 1928-29. See p. 54-57.
• Summary: Section VI is titled “Experiments with various 
economic legumes.” Various legumes were obtained and 
tested, mainly for their suitability as green manure. Three 
varieties of soya beans were planted on 9 Sept. 1928 and 
cut on Nov. 29. “The Glycine hispida strains (Soya Beans) 
were a failure owing to persistent cutworm attacks in the 
cotyledonary stage.”
 Section VII is titled “Soya beans.” Three varieties of 
soybeans were introduced early in 1928, one strain from 
the USA and two from Trinidad. “The latter were selections 
made from Venezuelan seed in 1927 and 1928. These soya 
bean varieties were sown in the green manure plots, where 
they were, after a splendid germination, eaten down by hares 
or destroyed by cutworms. Another sowing was made in an 
area protected from hares. Germination was good and growth 
fairly satisfactory. The plants fl owered and podded well and 
gave good samples of beans. The oil content of beans from 
samples of each variety was determined and compared with 
the oil content of samples of the imported seed.” Locally 
grown soya beans contained 20.20 to 21.43% oil, compared 
with 17.63% in Venezuelan soya beans imported in 1927 and 
1928. The section concluded: “The results are encouraging 
and further experiments will be made with this plant.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) 
concerning soybeans in Barbados, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Barbados. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in Barbados, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Barbados (9 Sept. 1928). The source of these 

soybeans was the USA and Trinidad.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008) 
concerning soybeans in Venezuela, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Venezuela (one of two documents). This 
document contains the second earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Venezuela, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Venezuela (1927). Soybeans were probably being cultivated 
in Venezuela in 1927, but we cannot be certain from this 
document. Address: B.Sc., Ph.D., Barbados.

1196. Setnitzky, N.A. 1930. Perevozki soevykh bobov na 
KVzhd po kampaniyam s 1911-1930 g [Transportation 
of soy beans on the C.E.R. (Chinese Eastern Railway) 
by seasons from 1911 to 1930]. Vestnik Manchzhurii 
(Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 9. p. 
38-42. Russian edition. [Rus; eng]
• Summary: “The author, N.A. Setnitzky, has undertaken 
to study the characteristics of the different seasons for the 
transportation of soy beans on the C.E.R. He studies monthly 
data covering transportation on the C.E.R. during 19 years, 
from 1911 to 1929 in their entirety, and 1930 partly.
 “When considering the data characterizing the seasonal 
transportation of soy beans on the C.E.R. it must be borne 
in mind that in recent years the quantity of beans sent by 
North Manchuria to markets abroad has been much larger 
than it was during the fi rst years under consideration. Thus, 
in recent years the seasonal quantities have been almost six 
times larger than those recorded during the fi rst years.
 “At the same time, compared with the years 1918-1920 
recent years have shown exports which have been ten times 
larger. It is, therefore, natural that the seasonal average is 
infl uenced by the fi gures indicated by the past few years. In 
this connection, the smallest average is shown by the month 
of September. In comparison with this month, October shows 
almost twice the quantity, while at the same time October 
transportation fi gures are less than the monthly average. The 
monthly average is exceeded by the three autumn-winter 
months, November, December and January, with December 
as the culmination point. A slackening of the season is 
noticed beginning with the month of January and this reaches 
its limit in February in connection with the Chinese New 
Year holidays, which, as a general rule, are celebrated [at the] 
end of January and beginning of February. After the holidays 
the season gives one more upward curve in March, when the 
principal remnants of the crop are moved. After this month 
come the spring and summer fl oods and farm work begins, 
which interfere with transportation. However, in the month 
of June there is noticed a fi nal slight increase in the export of 
the crop (the delivery of beans by river), whereafter there is 
rapid decline until September.
 “Particularly special attention must be given to the 
season of 1929/30, which differs considerably from the norm 
and from the last preceding seasons, and which coincided 
with abnormal political conditions. It is characteristic for 
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this season that the maximum of activity was recorded 
in the month of November with rapid decline during the 
following months. If we consider the second, inactive, 
part of the season, summer period, we fi nd that this also is 
most interesting. Here we fi nd exceptionally low indices, 
lower than during any other season within the period under 
consideration.
 “All of this, however, is not suffi cient basis for direct 
conclusions to be drawn with regard to the coming season 
of 1930/31, but nevertheless if we draw analogies with 
preceding seasons it is permissible to state that during 
the next year summer transportation, or, more correctly, 
summer and spring exportation of [soya] beans may proceed 
at a more intensive rate, with a certain decrease during 
the autumn and, perhaps, also during the spring months.” 
Address: Manchuria.

1197. Stewart, C.L.; Whalin, O.L.; Rickey, L.F. 1930. 
Agricultural economics: Two developments of interest in 
soybean marketing. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Annual Report 43:183-84. For the year ended June 30, 1930.
• Summary: “1. There is a prospect that higher import 
duties on soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean meal will be 
maintained for the protection of producers in the United 
States than have as yet been imposed by any of the leading 
countries using considerable amounts of these products. As 
indicated in Table 42, Great Britain has had no duties on the 
importation of these products. In Germany [law passed in 
1925] and France [law passed in 1928] the duties have been 
limited to soybean oil. In Denmark [law passed in 1924] 
small duties have been levied on soybeans [2 cents per 100 
lb] and upon the meal and related products [3 cents per 100 
lb], the oil being admitted free. The Netherlands [law passed 
in 1925] have the nearest approach to the United States in 
comparative height of a soybean tariff wall.” In the USA, the 
Fordney-McCumber tariff law, “which was in effect from 
1922 to 1930, carried rates on each 100 pounds as follows: 
soybeans 50 cents, soybean oil $2.50, and soybean oil cake 
and oil-cake meal, free.” The new U.S. law [Smoot-Hawley 
Tariff Act of 1930, passed 17 June 1930, and effective 
immediately] is expected to carry the following higher rates 
per 100 pounds: soybeans $2.00, soybean oil $3.50 but not 
less than 45% ad valorem, and soybean oil cake and oil-cake 
meal $0.30. Note: A tariff is defi ned as a government tax 
on imports, designed either to raise revenue or to protect 
domestic industry for foreign competition.
 “2. Soybeans in Illinois have furnished a rather unique 
example of marketing practice. Some of the leading millers 
of the state put out contracts with farmers for the crops of 
1928 and 1929 which guaranteed a certain minimum price 
but left the farmer the option of selling for a higher price if 
it was obtainable. While these contracts had several faults 
from a practical point of view, they served the desired 
purpose of greatly stimulating the production of soybeans 

and establishing the industry of soybean processing on a 
fairly stable basis so far as a commercial supply of beans 
was concerned. Recently, however, market conditions and 
the development of a soybean marketing association have 
obviated the necessity for these contracts and they have been 
withdrawn by the millers.”
 Note: For more about this Soybean Marketing 
Association see Rickey (1930a, 1930b), Lloyd (1930), and 
Soybean Marketing Assoc. (1931). Address: 1-2. Agricultural 
Economics; 3. Grain Marketing.

1198. Stietz, Erich. 1930. Die Soja in der Weltwirtschaft: 
Ein Beitrag zur Ernaehrungs- und Rohstoffwirtschaft der 
Erde [The soybean in the world economy: A contribution to 
the food- and raw materials economy of the Earth]. Thesis, 
Giessen. Published in 1931 at Bethel bei Bielenfeld by 
Anstalt Bethel. 46 p. [40 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a discussion of the soybean in world 
trade, and includes material on the history and botany of the 
bean, world production, international trade, and uses of the 
soybean. Address: Born in Orferode, Germany.

1199. U.S. Senate, Finance Committee. 1930. The 1930 
Tariff Bill (H.R. 2667): Debate–International competition. 
Washington, DC. 4 p.
• Summary: The following is part of the debate in the Senate 
on 14 Nov. 1929. Mr. Copeland is opposed to a tariff on 
soybean meal and cake, which is “one of the chief livestock 
feeds. It is used extensively in the east by the dairy farmers 
to feed their cattle...” Only a very small quantity is imported.
 The Illinois Farm Bureau and the American Farm 
Bureau both favor this duty.
 Mr. Blain states: “Mr. president... I just want to sound 
a warning to those who seem to have become considerably 
interested in an attempt to jack up the price of certain alleged 
farm products by tariffs.
 “Soybeans in the United States can be raised profi tably 
for one purpose, and that is forage, and the production 
of that part of the seed essential for planting. There are 
practically no soybeans used for oil-producing except the 
seed that is discolored, shriveled, or partly decomposed. The 
soybean oil cake is merely a by-product in the crushing of 
these discolored soybeans that cannot be used for planting 
purposes.
 “I think to encourage the farmers of the country to 
undertake the production of soybeans for the purpose of 
producing oil is nothing short of a betrayal of the farmer.” 
Blain, who may be from California or Oregon, opposes 
tariffs on soybean meal imported as feed for dairy herds.
 In the end, the fi nance committee imposed a tariff duty 
of 3/10th of 1 cent per pound on soybean oil cake and meal. 
This is the same as $6.00 per ton of 2,000 lb.
 Location: University of Illinois Archives (Urbana), 
Agriculture, Dean’s Offi ce, Subject fi le, Record Series 
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8-1-2, Box 134, Folder: Soybeans, 1930-1949. Address: 
Washington, DC.

1200. Watson, Ernest. 1930. The principal articles of Chinese 
commerce (import and export) with a description of the 
origin, appearance, characteristics, and general properties of 
each commodity; an account of the methods of preparation 
or manufacture; together with various tests, etc., by means of 
which the different products may be readily identifi ed. 2nd 
ed. Shanghai, China: Statistical Dept., Inspectorate General 
of Customs; sold by Kelly & Walsh [etc.]. ix + 630 p. Illust. 
Index. 28 cm. The Maritime Customs. II. Special Series No. 
38.
• Summary: The fi rst edition was published in 1923. There 
are sections on “bean oil” (tou-yu), the residual meal from 
the extraction process (tou-ping fên), and cakes (tou-ping; 
p. 85-86), soya beans (p. 320-21) including yellow, black, 
and green varieties, beancurd [tofu], bean milk (tou-fu-
chiang), bean sauce (see soy sauce), and bean vermicelli. The 
latter product, named fên-ssu, tou-fên-ssu, hsi-t’iao-mien, 
or kua-mien, is a “famous vermicelli made in the Chefoo 
district from [soy] beans, most of which are originally 
imported from Manchuria. It is exported in great quantities 
from Chefoo to Hongkong, South China, and the Straits 
Settlements, and forms a favourite and very nutritious food.”
 Soy or chiang-yu (p. 538) is the name for a “sauce made 
in China from the soya bean (Soja hispida). In preparing it, 
a quantity of beans are slowly boiled, an equal quantity of 
coarsely ground wheat or barley being added. The mixture, 
after being allowed to ferment for some time, is put into a 
jar with an equal amount of salt, a few aromatics, and three 
times as much boiling water as there were beans at fi rst; the 
whole is then allowed to stand for several weeks exposed to 
the sun, after which the liquor, which constitutes the soy, is 
separated by pressing and straining the mass. The fi nished 
product is afterward packed into jars or bottles ready for 
market.”
 “Soy is thin and, in colour, very dark brown or almost 
black; it becomes brighter and clearer on being kept, 
has an agreeable salty fl avour, and produces a yellowish 
froth when even slightly shaken. It is much used by the 
Chinese as a sauce and condiment, as it creates an appetite 
and is supposed to counteract the injurious properties 
of contaminated food; it is also used in medicine as an 
application for burns, scalds, eczema, leprous sores, etc. Soy 
is often exported from China to foreign countries, where it 
is extensively used in the manufacture of many European 
sauces.”
 “Wheat gluten (mien-chin) is prepared in China 
by washing starch and is used as a nutritious food. The 
Chinese also prepare “dextrin” (mai-ch’ao) from wheat, 
using it chiefl y as a medicine, and considering it to be very 
nutritious, antifebrile, and quieting...” Address: Tariff Expert, 
Chinese Maritime Customs.

1201. [Corn and soya]. 1930. Tblisi, Georgia: State Press. 46 
p. 20 cm. [Geo]
• Summary: The chapter titled “Importance of soya exports,” 
by Pavlov (p. 26-27) states that up until 1928, all of the 
world’s soybean exports came from Manchuria. Georgia 
exported a signifi cant quantity of soybeans to Denmark. 
Address: Georgia.

1202. Los Angeles Times. 1931. Why import soy? We can 
grow this bean to perfection. Jan. 11. p. J6.
• Summary: This article seems to be based on: Morse, W.J. 
1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.” USDA Farmers’ 
Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. It begins: “Californians are 
accustomed to thinking of the soy bean as a cover crop. It is 
interesting to note that in its native land, Manchuria, this use 
of the soy bean is of small importance.” There the soy bean 
is used mainly as a food product; only the by-products, such 
as bean cake and straw, are used as fertilizer.
 Food products include a paste [jiang], fermented 
for about 2½ months, soy [sauce], bean curd [tofu], dry 
bean curd cakes, bean curd wafers, fl our, and “milk.” The 
expressed oil is used locally mainly for illumination [in 
lamps]. The better grades are used for cooking and the poorer 
grades for lubricating, for making printer’s ink and varnish, 
and “as a waterproofi ng material in the manufacture of cloth, 
paper umbrellas, and lanterns.”
 The bean cake is used to fatten pigs and cattle. In Japan, 
the cake is used as a fertilizer for mulberry trees and rice 
fi elds. “In Manchuria the cake is crushed and mixed with oil 
and arsenic and placed on the roots of trees to poison insect 
pests.” This insecticide is used to kill the pests that injure the 
wild trees where silkworms live.
 The soy bean was grown in the United States as early as 
1804, but only as a curiosity. In Europe it was mentioned as 
early as 1790. The soy bean fi rst became known worldwide 
during the war between Russia and Japan [1904-05]. During 
the war, the many troops quartered in Manchuria created a 
large demand for soybeans as food. Local farmers increased 
their acreage. But after the war they found they had a surplus 
that was for too great for the demand in the local market or 
the Orient. The price dropped and a trial shipment was sent 
to London. The timing was perfect, since English vegetable 
oil mills were running part time because of a small crop of 
cottonseed and the failure of linseed in the USA and the 
Argentine. For the rest of that season, the English mills ran 
full time on soy beans.

1203. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1931. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1930. London. 106 p. See p. 92-94.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1204. South Manchuria Railway. 1931. Soya beans. Report 
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on Progress in Manchuria. Second, to 1930. 307 p. See p. 4, 
5, 8, 40, 76, 137, 144, 152, 154-55. (Dairen, Manchuria). [1 
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The soya bean, to-day commanding a world 
market, and kaoliang, used as the staple food of the native 
population and also as cattle fodder, are the most important 
among agricultural products. The production of soya beans, 
amounting at present to about 221,000,000 bushels, or 
5,300,000 tons, annually, has doubled during the last 14 
years... The commercial importance of the soya bean and its 
products–oil and cake–has made Manchuria famous. They 
are so predominant that they now constitute more than 60 
per cent. in value of the entire export trade of Manchuria. 
Of 4,721,000 tons of beans and bean products exported in 
1929, more than 41% went to Japan, about 44% to Europe, 
13% to China, and the rest to the United States and other 
countries. Next to beans, millet is now the most important 
crop producing 171,000,000 bushels every year.”
 “Manchuria is often described as the ‘granary of Asia,’... 
But its agricultural destiny was not generally realized 
until the South Manchuria Railway Company, running 
through the valley of the Liao River, brought large supplies 
of Manchurian [soy] beans to Dairen, whence they were 
shipped to waiting markets in Europe.
 Soya beans (Chapter 94) is one of ten chapters in section 
VII titled agriculture. “The story of the Manchurian bean is a 
striking romance in economic history. The Japanese, though 
naturally regretting the loss of the Liaotung, the ‘legitimate 
fruit’ of the Sino-Japanese war, found some compensation in 
the discovery of the Manchurian bean, which revolutionized 
the fertilizer industry and became a substitute in the Japanese 
rice-fi eld for the dry-herring fertilizer then extensively used. 
Ever since, the Japanese have been the heaviest purchaser of 
the Manchurian bean. The fi rst trial shipment of this legume 
was made in 1908 by the Mitsui Firm of Japan, being sent 
from Dairen to Liverpool, and this was the beginning of a 
new industry in England, Germany, Denmark and Holland. 
The major portion of the beans destined for Europe was 
for the mills at Liverpool and Hull, England; for those at 
Copenhagen, Denmark, and Rotterdam and Amsterdam, 
Holland. Germany’s consumption subsequently became 
greater than all, and this, though interrupted during the 
European war, is recovering. At the time of the universal 
shortage of food during the great war, the Manchurian bean 
played a very important part in the world’s food supply.”
 “The infl uence of the Manchurian bean on national 
economy is remarkable. Denmark was more than self-
supporting in the production of cereals, specially wheat, 
until 30 years ago. But Danish products found themselves 
unable to compete with American large-scale production, 
even in the home market. Aided by the Manchurian bean, 
the Danes turned extensively to stock breeding. The bean 
is imported, the oil extracted and used for manufacturing 
margarine (vegetable butter), soap, etc., while the residue of 

cake is extensively used as feed for live-stock, which totaled 
as many as 18,524,000 head in 1926, besides many million 
run of poultry. The consequence was the development of an 
enormous export trade in animal products, butter, cheese, 
bacon, ham, eggs, and also live-stock. The value of this great 
trade is some 1,027 million kroner [krone], or more than 
70% of Denmark’s total export. Holland, to some extent, is 
in a similar position.”
 Total world production of soybeans in 1928-29 was 
estimated at 353,842,000 bushels, of which Manchuria 
accounted for 63% (22 bushels/acre), China proper 25% (16 
bu/acre), Korea 6% (12 bu/acre), Japan 5% (19 bu/acre), and 
the USA 1% (16 bu/acre).
 Manchurian soya beans are divided into 4 classes 
according to color–yellow, white eye-brow [yellow with 
white hilum], green, and black. The chemical composition 
of these beans, according to analyses made in 1927 by the 
Central Laboratory at Dairen is: Yellow (18.19% crude 
fat/39.94% crude protein), black (14.74/41.00), green 
(18.96/40.12). Thus the green are highest in oil and the black 
are lowest. The black are highest in protein and the yellow 
are lowest. Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1205. Kinney, C. 1931. The omnipotent bean. Canadian 
Geographical Journal 3(1):46-56. July.
• Summary: This is an excellent study, with many original 
photographs, of soya beans and soy products in Manchuria. 
The author, an American journalist, has been associated for 
some years with the South Manchuria Railway, and has made 
a study of economic conditions in Manchuria.
 Manchuria, a huge region of about 382,000 square 
miles, includes 3 of China’s wealthiest provinces: Mukden 
(Fengtien), Kirin, and Amur (Heilungkiang). Sometimes 
known as the “North-Eastern Provinces of China,” 
Manchuria is ruled by Chang Hsueh-liang, popularly known 
as the “Young Marshal.” He is progressive and wants to see 
the 3 provinces developed.
 The original soya bean “producing centres are said to 
be Cochin China and Java. The beans were fi rst grown in 
China Proper about 4,000 years ago and were used locally 
to feed the natives and animals. To-day the chief zones are 
Manchuria, China, Japan and Korea, but the amount of soya 
beans produced in Manchuria alone is much greater than the 
product of the three other countries combined.”
 After the Russo-Japanese was (1904-05), victorious 
Japan, through the Portsmouth Treaty, became the lessee of 
the Kwantung Leased Territory (1,337 square miles), the 
southernmost point of Manchuria. It contained the greater 
part of the southern branch of the Chinese Eastern Railway, 
which is now known as the South Manchuria Railway. Note: 
The key ports of Dairen (Dalian) and Port Arthur (Lüshun) 
are in this Leased Territory.
 In about 1905 the last remnants of the Chinese ban 
on immigration of Chinese into Manchuria were removed. 
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Few came, however, until the early 1920s, “when warfare 
broke out on a large scale in China proper, and hundreds of 
thousands of Chinese fl ed from the famine, war-stricken and 
bandit infested areas of that country into the peaceful and 
undeveloped, yet fertile provinces of the Manchus.” Today 
it is said that about 70% of Manchuria’s population are 
working directly or indirectly on cultivation of soya beans. 
“There is no doubt in the minds of all that were it not for the 
soya bean, Manchuria would be an insignifi cant country.”
 The origin of soya bean cultivation in Manchuria is 
unclear, although most agricultural experts believe the soya 
beans were brought from districts of Central China. The 
question as to why they thrive in Manchuria, while in other 
parts of the world with similar climatic conditions, they fail 
to give good results, has never been fully answered.
 European and U.S. buyers of Manchurian soya beans 
have long complained that they are not properly cleaned or 
graded. Soil, poor quality beans, and even large stones have 
been found mixed with Grade One beans. This problem 
must be fi xed quickly if Manchurian dealers expect to 
continue to sell their beans to Occidental countries. In 1930 
an association was formed, with inspectors placed at major 
centers to see that soya beans are graded correctly.
 Genetic improvement of Manchurian soya beans 
began shortly after 1905 when the Japanese established 
the Agricultural and Experimental Station at Kungchuling. 
Soon Japanese scientists developed a larger soya bean with 
a much higher oil content. It was widely planted by farmers 
and prices rose accordingly. The Russians, followed by the 
Chinese, have founded several soya bean and agricultural 
stations, where material and advice can be obtained by local 
farmers. The Central Laboratory of the South Manchuria 
Railway Co. at Dairen is a leading scientifi c institution for 
studying soya beans; it has discovered many new uses for 
the beans, and developed a process for extracting the oil 
using alcohol as a solvent. The uses of the soya bean, its oil 
(“bean oil”) and its cake (“bean cake”) are discussed, as is its 
composition.
 In Manchuria today there are 465 soya bean mills for 
extracting the oil and making bean cakes. They are located 
as follows: In Dairen 59, Yingkou 22, Antung 21, and Harbin 
46. Along the South Manchuria Railway Line 252. Along 
the Chinese Eastern Railway Line 28. Along the Ssupingkai- 
Taonan- Anganchi Line 37.
 “The latest statistics gathered by the South Manchuria 
Railway Co. for the year 1929 show that:–10,065,370 acres 
of land in Manchuria were planted to soya beans; 5,320,555 
tons of soya bean were produced... 3,087,320 tons of soya 
beans, 133,854 tons of soya bean oil, and 1,568,552 tons of 
soya bean cakes were exported during 1929.”
 As “soon as the business depression that is sweeping the 
entire world is over,” soya beans are expected by experts to 
be in great demand in Europe and America.
 The captions to the various photos read as follows: “(1) 

An aerial view of the Port of Dairen, showing many ships 
at anchor awaiting their turn for berth space. The city of 
Dairen is in the background. (2) Soya beans in [osier] bins 
[12-15 feet high and cylindrical in form] at Kaiyuang, one 
of the produce centers of Manchuria. Many native carts 
carrying bags of soya beans are shown among the bins. (3) 
Bags of soya beans are brought on carts from the interior 
to the railway stations or marketing places. Due to bandits, 
Chinese guards are hired [one is shown standing on the 
cart with a rifl e] to protect the beans from being stolen. 
(4) Coolies carrying bean cakes [that look like cartwheels 
about 2 feet in diameter and 3 inches thick, in high stacks] 
from the South Manchuria Railway Company warehouse to 
the freight steamers. (5) Open storage for soya beans near 
Dairen wharves [in shapes like houses, each covered with a 
tarpaulin]. During the busy season, beans are brought down 
from the interior in large quantities, and are placed in the 
open storage to await shipment. (6) Interior of a soya bean 
mill. Presses, or oil compressors, crush the beans, which 
have fi rst been heated, and oil is extracted. The crude oil is 
pumped into a large vat where the impurities are removed. 
[The resulting cakes look like cartwheels] (7) Dumping soya 
beans into [osier] mat bins, North Manchuria. (8) Due to 
civil warfare, bandits, high taxation and famine, hundreds of 
thousands of Chinese immigrants have migrated to peaceful 
Manchuria. Most of the newcomers are farmers and the 
majority of them cultivate soya beans. (9) A section of the 
Kungchuling Agricultural Experimental Station, the largest 
in Manchuria. For years this organization has experimented 
on the bean and has succeeded in giving the world a larger 
and better oil producing bean. This station was established 
and is still fi nanced by the South Manchuria Railway 
Company, for the betterment of agricultural products in 
Manchuria. (10) Primitive method of sorting soya beans 
[they are fl ailed on mats in a courtyard]. (11) Oil tanks [and 
barrels] where soya bean oil is placed prior to shipment. 
Over 133,000 tons of oil are manufactured annually by the 
various bean oil mills in Manchuria. (12) Hoisting bags 
of soya beans from Dairen wharves into the holds of the 
ships. (13) Soya beans in open storage, awaiting shipment at 
Ssupingkai station, one of the produce centres in Manchuria. 
(14) Modern railway tank cars bring bean oil to the wharves 
where it is deposited into large sea-going oil tankers. (15) 
Unloading soya beans [from railroad fl atcars] at Dairen 
wharves. The bags of beans are brought from the interior 
of Manchuria to Dairen, the largest port in Manchuria, the 
beans are then transported by steamers to various parts of the 
world.” Address: American journalist.

1206. Faure, Arnaud. 1931. Quelques notes sur le Soya 
[Some notes on the soybean]. In: Congrès International des 
Oléagineux. Paris, France: Secretariat. 252 p. See p. 129-33. 
Held 12-14 Oct. 1931 [Fre]
• Summary: Note: Faure uses the spelling “Soya” to refer to 
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the soybean rather than the more common “Soja.”
 Contents: Introduction. Soybean culture. Production and 
exportation (in Manchuria, Europe). Characteristics / traits. 
The local oil milling industry. Other local uses.
 Local oil milling industry: As can be seen from the 
fi gures we have given above, this industry is very important. 
Alongside many indigenous oil mills, which, with very 
primitive presses, extract the oil from the seeds of Soya, 
there are, especially in Dalny, modern oil mills which deal 
the Soya as in Europe, by diffusion.
 It is no exaggeration to estimate at 3 or 4,000 tons per 
day, quantity of Soybeans processed in the various oil mills 
of Dalny.
 Other local uses: They are many.
 Soya is used not only as animal food but as a meal or 
fl our, but in Manchuria they are used to make cheeses [tofu], 
pasta, and in particular a kind of vermicelli which are much 
appreciated.
 Finally, considerable quantities of soybean seeds are 
used in all of East Asia for the manufacture of Soya milk. 
The Buddhist religion prohibiting the consumption of beef 
and of animal fats in general, the extraction of milk from 
Soya is a very fl ourishing industry, which is traceable even 
before the Christian era.
 Everywhere there are small manufacturers of Soya 
milk that supply their customers as the dairy industry 
does in Europe. In Beijing, for example, most families are 
subscribers to a supplier that regularly brings them Soya 
milk [lait de Soya] in small bottles on which a label shall 
be worded as follows: “Soy milk, the most substantial of 
beverages.”
 The white and yellow seeds are used mainly for the 
manufacture of Soya milk, which resembles cow’s milk. 
It rises and foams like milk when heated and its surface is 
creamy. It contains, moreover, 4% protein compared to 3.3% 
in cow’s milk.
 Manufacturing it is quite simple. The seeds are soaked 
for 24 hours; the water is changed several times; then, when 
they are suffi ciently softened and swollen, they are ground 
by means of hand-turned mills.
 The milk collected is a viscous liquid to which is 
added an amount of water suffi cient to make it as liquid as 
animal milk Mix and fi lter through a canvas stretched over a 
frame. This fi rst operation gives milk No. 1; if it is remixed, 
reheated and refi ltered, milk No. 2 is obtained.
 The pressing waste (okara) is given to the animals.
 Upon heating, a similar is produced on the surface of the 
milk like that given by cow’s milk. It is collected, allowed 
to cool and the operation is repeated twenty times. Skins of 
dried milk [yuba] are sent to Japan, where they are highly 
appreciated by gourmets.
 Given the importance of the quantities, both seeds and 
exported to Europe and the role it plays in the market global 
oilseed crops, Soya deserves to be better known.

1207. Morse, W.J. 1931. 6. Utilization of soybeans and 
soybean products in Oriental countries. J. of the American 
Society of Agronomy 23(12):1067. Dec. Presented as part of 
Symposium on Soybeans. Leader: W.J. Morse.
• Summary: Manchuria, the largest soybean-producing 
country in the world, had a production of more than 
5,000,000 tons of which more than 400,000 tons were used 
for food, 253,000 tons for feed, and 225,000 tons for seed. 
The remainder, more than 4,000,000 tons, was used in 
the production of oil and oil meal and for export. Japan in 
1929 used over 39,000,000 bushels of soybeans of which 
only 13,000,000 bushels were grown in Japan proper, the 
difference being imported from Manchuria and Korea. The 
following shows the various ways in which this large amount 
of beans was utilized by the Japanese people: Miso, 22.7%; 
soy sauce, 22.7%; soybean oil and oil cake, 21.5%; bean 
curd, 15.4%; confections [roasted whole soy fl our], 6.1%; 
forage, 6.2%; green vegetable beans, 0.8%; green manure, 
2.5%; seed, 1.6%; miscellaneous, 0.5%.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2019) 
that gives industry or market statistics on green vegetable 
soybeans (edamame) for any geographical region. Address: 
U.S. Dep. of Agriculture [Washington, DC].

1208. Kaetsu, Hideji. 1931. Dairen ni okeru tokusanbutsu 
no torihiki oyobi saisan [Business, trade and profi tability 
of special products in Dairen]. Minami Manshu Tetsudo 
K.K., Shomubu, Chosaka, Mantetsu Chosa Shiryo (South 
Manchuria Railway Co., Survey Research Documents) No. 
158. 152 p. [Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1209. Palic, Emil. 1931. Privredni znacaj soja- pasulja [The 
economic importance of soybeans]. Trgovinski Glasnik (The 
Trade Herald) 41:18-20. [Ser]*
Address: Yugoslavia.

1210. Custom House Guide of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce. 1931. 70th year. 1546 p.
• Summary: In this annual periodical, which began 
publication in 1900 the word “mamenoko” (meaning kinako 
or “roasted soy fl our”) appears in the issues for the following 
years: 1931 (p. 1352), 1936 (p. 640), 1938 (p. 623). The 
tariff is 3 cents per pound.
 In the 1931 guide there are also entries (p. 1459) for: 
Soy or shoyr [sic, shoyu], Japanese, 35%. Soy [sauce], thick, 
20%. Soy [sauce], thin, 35%. Soy bean fl our, 35%. Soy beans 
[whole, dry, unprocessed], 2 cents per pound. Soy beans, 
prepared or preserved in any manner, 35%. Soy bean oil cake 
3/10 cent per pound. Address: New York, NY.

1211. Lloyd, J.H. 1931. Soybean production and marketing. 
Illinois Farmers’ Institute, Annual Report 36:112-20.
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• Summary: Contents: An important world crop. Soybean 
utilization. Methods of processing. Uses and values of the 
meal and oil. The soybean, a versatile crop. Contract buying 
of commercial beans (uniform acreage contract). The 1930 
marketing deal. Prices and production costs. Cooperative 
marketing principles. Need for tariff protection. Commercial 
outlook.
 “For many centuries the people of Oriental countries 
have used the soybean and its products in the preparation of 
numerous fresh, fermented, and dried foods, which form an 
indispensable part of their diet... it said to be a fact that all 
classes of these people eat soybeans in some form or other at 
every meal.
 “In this country the soybean is attracting attention as 
an article of human food, and several manufacturers have 
recently developed food products made from whole beans, 
and from the products of the processing operation, soybean 
oilmeal and soybean oil” (p. 113).
 “The organization of our Soybean Marketing 
Association was effected at a meeting here in Decatur, 
October 9, 1929.” The affairs of the Association are 
“conducted by a board of fi fteen bona-fi de soybean growers 
elected by the members from their own group” (p. 116).
 “Development of the Soybean Marketing Association’s 
machine for the handling of the 1930 pool was begun on 
August 1, when the Association opened its offi ces at the 
Illinois Agriculture Association’s headquarters in Chicago 
under the direction of the Corporate manager. After a brief 
survey of the 1930 soybean crop, of competing crops 
and products, and of general conditions, the management 
proceeded to organize the marketing project. Arrangements 
for assembling and shipping car lots of soybeans produced 
by members were effected through contracts of 192 country 
elevators obtained by the Soybean Advisory Councils and 
Farm Bureau leaders in the various counties... At the same 
time arrangements were effected by the management of the 
storage and sale of soybeans pooled by the members.
 “Funds for the fi nancing of soybeans in storage 
were obtained through a primary loan from the Federal 
Intermediate Credit Bank, supplemented by a commodity 
loan from the Federal Farm Board. Under these 
arrangements, 1,135,000 bushels of soybeans were consigned 
by members in the Association’s 1930 pool” (p. 117).
 The Association’s cardinal principle is “Orderly 
Marketing.” The Association was “incorporated under the 
Cooperative Act, and a true cooperative in every sense, is 
committed to the principle of orderly marketing” (p. 118). 
The Association “has sold a large percentage of the pooled 
beans at a profi t above the advance to the growers... It is 
generally acknowledged that the operation of our Association 
this year pegged the price of soybeans 20 cents per bushel to 
all growers of the commercial crop, not alone in Illinois but 
in neighboring states” (p. 119).
 The Association is advocating a tariff on imported 

vegetable oils that compete directly with soybean oils. The 
“two leading vegetable oils imported into the United States 
are cocoanut oil and palm oil. Cocoanut oil because of 
coming from an outlying possession is duty free. Palm kernel 
oil is not dutiable when denatured.” During the fi rst ten 
months of 1930, some 266.5 million lb of cocoanut oil and 
228.9 million lb of palm oil were imported into the United 
States (p. 119-20). Address: Manager, Soybean Marketing 
Assoc., Chicago, Illinois.

1212. Malitsky, Valentine S. 1931. The production and 
foreign trade of soybeans in the United States. PhD thesis, 
University of Minnesota. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

1213. Maughan, Cuthbert. 1931. Markets of London: A 
description of the way in which business is transacted in the 
principal markets and in many commodities. London, New 
York, etc.: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons (Ltd.). x + 208 p. Index. 
22 cm.
• Summary: In chapter 8, titled “Soya beans and ground 
nuts” (p. 35-38), the introduction states: “The third great 
market, in addition to the grain and freight markets, which 
is concentrated in the Baltic Mercantile and Shipping 
Exchange, is that for oil-seeds, oil, and tallow.”
 “The development of trading of some of these 
commodities, if not in all, is full of romance. Much 
individual effort and hard work have been called for in the 
cultivation of trades from very small beginnings to vast 
proportions. The trade in soya beans is an example. These 
beans have been used from time immemorial in the East as 
a food for human beings, but the European market in this 
important commodity dates from the Russo-Japanese War. 
The beans were used as a food-stuff for the troops, and 
when the war came to an end large stocks remained. Small 
shipments of the commodity were made by Japanese fi rms 
to this country in view, mainly, of its value to those who 
suffer from diabetes, since the beans contain no sugar. Now 
the quantities dealt with on the London market amount to 
about 1,000,000 tons a year. They are used largely in the 
manufacture of margarine.”
 The section titled “Cultivation of soya beans” notes: 
“The great ports of shipment are Dalny [in Manchuria] and 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok, USSR], and the beans, unless 
transported direct to the ships, are there put into warehouses. 
The fi rms who buy them either export the beans in ‘parcels’ 
by the regular liners or they may charter whole cargo 
vessels carrying some thousands of tons. The new harvest is 
gathered in autumn, but the shipments continue throughout 
the year.
 “Each day the London brokers get into touch, either on 
the Baltic Exchange or by telephone to the offi ces, with the 
representatives of the importers of the beans and prospective 
customers–i.e. crushers–in this country or on the Continent. 
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The brokers naturally try to arrange business between the 
respective fi rms, and negotiations proceed respecting price.”
 The section on “Forms of contract” begins: 
“Transactions of nearly all kinds of oil-seeds take place on 
the basis of the contract forms of the Incorporated Oil Seeds 
Association, whose reputation is world-wide. The absolute 
impartiality of this body is recognized by all engaged in the 
trade in every producing, as well as in every consuming, 
country... The soya beans, like similar products, may be 
bought ‘for shipment,’ ‘afl oat,’ or ‘arrived.’ As a rule, the 
merchants prefer to dispose of their supplies before they 
have reached port.
 “When the beans are crushed oil is extracted, and the 
bulk of this is used in the manufacture of margarine. This oil 
is also dealt in on the Baltic Exchange.”
 Very considerable amounts of soya beans, soya bean oil, 
and some soya cake is exported from England to Germany, 
Holland, and the Scandinavian countries. In Germany, soya 
beans and wheat are used to make bread.
 Note: The fi sh market is at Billingsgate. Address: 
London: Author, “Trade Term Defi nitions” and “Commodity 
Market Terms”.

1214. Woodhead, Henry George Wandesforde. 1931. China 
year book. Shanghai, China: North China Daily News & 
Herald. xiv + 728 p.
• Summary: In Chapter 7 is a long section on “Soy-beans 
and products” (p. 133-37), which includes: History of the 
soybean in China and Europe, the different types of soy-
beans, bean cake and bean oil are the other main articles 
of trade, overview of exports, graph (p. 135) of exports 
(in piculs) from all of China in 1927, 1928, and 1929, 
Manchuria’s soy-bean crop in 1929 divided into South 
Manchuria and North Manchuria (production in the latter 
region is 50% larger than in South Manchuria), tables 
showing export of beans, bean meal and cake (in piculs and 
Hk. taels) in 1928 and 1929; the main types exported in 1929 
are (in million piculs, in descending order of predominance): 
Yellow [soy] beans 41.015 Bean cake [soy] 18.715. Read 
beans [azuki?] 1.274. Broad beans 1.165. Bean meal [soy] 
0.654. Green [small = mung] beans 0.564. Green [soy] beans 
0.347. Black [soy] beans 0.261. White beans 0.218.
 Li Yu-ying is mentioned in three places: Page 454 
(left column), under Academia Sinica: “In May, 1927, 
Dr. Ts’ai Yuan-p’ei, Mr. Li Yu-ying and Mr. Chang Jen-
chieh–all veteran Kuomintang leaders–were commissioned 
by the Nationalist Government to draw up plans for the 
establishment of a National Central Academy for Scientifi c 
Research.” The various organs of the Academia Sinica are 
“in the three cultural centres of Nanking, Shanghai, and 
Peking.”
 Page 584 (both): Li is listed as a member of the Central 
Supervisory Committee, and of the Central Political Council.
 Page 626 (right), a biography of Li states: “Courtesy 

name: Shih-tseng. Born 1882; native of Kaoyang, Chihli. 
Studied in France and established fi rst beancurd [tofu] 
factory at Paris; associated with Wu Chih-hui, Wang Chao-
ming, Ts’ai Yuan-p’ei and other revolutionary leaders. One 
of the most infl uential Kuomintang’s ‘Elder Statesmen.’ 
1919, dean, law department, Peking National University. 
1928, chairman, Peking branch, Kuomintang Central 
Political Council. Member, Kuomintang Central Supervisory 
Committee, since 1924. Member, Kuomintang Central 
Political Council, since 1926. Aug. 1928 to Nov. 1930, 
president Peking National University. President, Franco-
Chinese University, Peking, since 1925.” Address: C.B.E., 
China.

1215. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1932. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1931. London. 106 p. See p. 93-95.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1216. Kenneth, H. Myers. 1932. Adjusting Corn Belt 
farming to meet corn-borer conditions. Farmers’ Bulletin 
(USDA) No. 1681. 26 p. Feb. See p. 8, 11-12.
• Summary: “Introduction: The European corn borer has 
continued to spread in the United States until it is now 
known to be at the edge of the important areas of surplus-
corn production” (see Fig. 1, map).
 In the section titled “Supply of cash crops grown in the 
Corn Belt in relation to consumption requirements,” fi gure 
4 (p. 8) shows the seasonal distribution of man labor used in 
growing and harvesting 10 acres of four grain crops (corn, 
oats, wheat, and soybeans) in east central Illinois. For both 
soybean and corn, labor is needed at about the same times–
for planting (April-June) and harvesting (Sept.-Oct.), but the 
soybean harvest is usually fi nished at about the same time 
the corn harvest begins. In this same section is a subsection 
titled “Soybeans” (p. 11) which states: “Soybeans have been 
grown for hay or as an interplanted crop in the Corn Belt 
for several years. Until recently the production of beans 
for grain, however, has been limited to those needed for 
seed, only the beans of poor quality being fed to livestock. 
Practically no soybean oil was manufactured in the United 
States until after 1921, when a tariff of 2½ cents per pound 
was put on imports. In 1922-23 about 1,482,000 pounds of 
oil was made form soybeans, and in 1928-29 this quantity 
had increased use of soybeans for the manufacture of oil and 
for feeding has resulted in a larger acreage of beans being 
grown. Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, and North Carolina are the 
leading States in soybean production.
 “A considerable increase in soybean acreage may be 
profi tably made in districts that are well adapted to the crop.”
 “Although limited quantities may be fed to hogs the 
tendency of the whole grain toward producing soft pork 
makes the oil-meal cake, a joint product of the oil industry, 
more desirable.
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 “The distribution and amount of labor required in the 
production of soybeans for grain is similar to those needed 
for corn, and no additional equipment is needed on the 
acreage farm. The total acreage of soybeans harvested for 
grain in 1928 was only 656,000 acres; if in the near future 
it were increased by only a very small part of the present 
corn acreage in the Corn Belt, the price of soybeans would 
be decreased.” Address: Assoc. Agricultural Economist, Div. 
of Farm Management and Costs, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics.

1217. Blokhuis, D.F.; von Liebenstein, E.R. 1932. Over 
de beteekenis van de sojaboon als handelsproduct [On the 
commercial signifi cance of the soybean as a commodity]. 
Landbouw (Buitenzorg, Java) 7(9):571-96. March. Kedelee-
Nummer. English-language summary, p. 743-44. Also in: 
Dutch East Indies Dept. of Agriculture..., ed. 1932. Kedelee. 
Buitenzorg, Java: Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid en 
Handel. Afdeeling Landbouw. p. 5-30, 177-78. [1 ref. Dut; 
eng]
• Summary: “Annually Java requires considerable quantities 
of the soybean, about one half of which is imported... On 
Java the soybean is used principally for the preparation of 
soy sauce (soja of ketjap), tahoe, tempe, and taotjo (various 
dietary preparations). Our investigations have proven that the 
Java-grown soybean can be used for making ketjap, tahoe 
and tempe just as effectively as the imported soybean. In 
western Java the manufacturers of soy prefer the imported 
article, those in central and eastern Java prefer the home-
grown bean. This preference, which must be attributed 
chiefl y to habit and conservatism, is also partially to be 
ascribed to the fact that in western Java but little of this 
article is grown, whilst in central and eastern Java the 
production is much more considerable, which causes the 
former region to be more dependent upon the imported 
article than the latter districts. For the preparation of tahoe a 
certain preference is indeed shown for the imported bean, in 
view of the greater keeping properties of the article prepared 
therefrom; nevertheless, the soybean grown on Java is also 
widely used for that purpose. The same holds good for the 
preparation of tempe, where the imported article is preferred 
chiefl y on account of its larger size. Generally speaking, the 
imported kinds of soybean are preferred for the preparation 
of tahoe and tempe because they satisfy to a greater extent 
the demands of the manufacturers, and also because they are 
readily obtainable. Taotjo, however, is practically exclusively 
prepared from the imported bean.
 “The general conclusion is that the imported soybean 
can be replaced, if not entirely, at a rate to a very great 
extent by the soybean grown on Java, thus indicating that the 
furtherance of its cultivation in this country can only be of 
advantage...
 “The principal import harbours are Semarang [Central 
Java], Sourabaia [Surabaya], Tandjong Priok, Tjilatjap, and 

Cheribon.” Address: 1. fd. Hoofd van Afdeeling Handel 
te Buitenzorg; 2. Vakkundig Ambtenaar bij de Afdeeling 
Handel, Java.

1218. Donath, W.F. 1932. De voedingswaarde der 
sojaboon en enkele daaruit bereide specifi ek Indische 
voedingsmiddelen [The nutritive value of soybeans and 
some specifi cally East Indian foods prepared from them]. 
Landbouw (Buitenzorg, Java) 7(9):705-40. March. Kedelee-
Nummer. English-language summary, p. 759-61. Also in: 
Dutch East Indies Dept. of Agriculture..., ed. 1932. Kedelee. 
Buitenzorg, Java: Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid 
en Handel. Afdeeling Landbouw. p. 139-74, 193-95. [48 ref. 
Dut; eng]
• Summary: Discusses the composition of the soybean. “In 
contrast with Manchuria, where it is a common article of 
diet, the soybean is rarely used as such in these parts; but by 
means of various operations, among which is the action of 
certain fungi, several products are prepared from it.
 “These products, such as tempe kedele, taotjo, tahoe, 
taokoan and ketjap are important items in the native diet. 
Except for the last mentioned, the preparation of these 
products is such that the albumins are preserved practically 
intact, so that, especially in tempe, as we were able to point 
out, the biological albumin value is very high...

“Soymeal, which is prepared by removing the husks and 
then pounding what is left, has the drawback that it tastes 
somewhat bitter and, in consequence of the high percentage 
of fat, soon becomes rancid... Berczeller, however, seems to 
have succeeded in obtaining an improved soy meal...
 “Finally, in discussing the importance for the native 
diet of these beans and the products prepared from them, 
the author arrives at the conclusion that it is especially the 
albumins that are important, the people being practically 
vegetarian and these foods being, in addition, rich in 
carbohydrates.
 “Thus the author expresses his approval of the fact that 
of late years the Department of Agriculture, Industry and 
Commerce has advocated the growing of the soybean and the 
consumption of the products prepared therefrom.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (the summary) (Sept. 2005) that contains the word 
“soymeal,” which apparently (because of Berczeller) refers 
to whole (full-fat) soybean fl our.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001) 
that contains the word taokoan. Address: Hoofd van het 
Analyselaboratorium te Buitenzorg, Java.

1219. Paerels, B.H. 1932. Voorwoord op het 
Kedelleenummer [Foreword to the soybean issue]. 
Landbouw (Buitenzorg, Java) 7(9):569-70. March. Kedelee-
Nummer. English-language summary, p. 741-42. Also in: 
Dutch East Indies Dept. of Agriculture..., ed. 1932. Kedelee. 
Buitenzorg, Java: Departement van Landbouw, Nijverheid en 
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Handel. Afdeeling Landbouw. p. 3-4, 175-76. [Dut]
• Summary: “It is with considerable satisfaction that I write 
a short introductory note to this number of our journal 
Landbouw, it being entirely devoted to various aspects of 
soybean cultivation and marketing.
 “From what was originally a local survey, reported by 
Messrs. Ten Hove and Gerlings, there has grown, at the 
instance of the Section for Agricultural Economy of the 
Department of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce, an 
extended study dealing with the question of the soybean in 
these lands in all its aspects, and the signifi cance of which 
reaches far beyond the intention and the purport of the 
original Report...
 “The increasing consumption and the constant shortage 
of soybean grown in this country, necessitating an ever 
advancing import of this article, called for a serious 
investigation of the problem how to increase the local 
production and the incidental improvement in the trade 
balance thus to be obtained.” Address: Java.

1220. Chemical Markets. 1932. Manchurian repercussions in 
the oil markets. 30(4):341-43. April.
• Summary: “To the Far East the soybean is essentially a 
food. Industrial uses are of a secondary consideration. To 
us contrarywise industrial uses are of greater comparative 
consideration. We do not eat soybean oil, but use it in 
varnishes, paints, enamels, lacquers; also in soaps and 
candles and in the manufacture of certain types of inks. For 
these it serves as a substitute for linseed oil and often as an 
adulterant. The edible grade is used in butter substitutes, and 
to some extent for other foodstuffs. The chemical and allied 
industries are interested therefore, in what effect events in 
Manchuria will have on supplies and prices.”
 Statistics for 1929 from the U.S. Bureau of Census 
shows the consumption of soybean oil as follows: Total 
apparent consumption 19,359,000 lb. Soap industry 
6,400,000 lb. Paint and varnish 5,815,000 lb. Lard compound 
and substitute industry 82,000 lb. Margarine industry 11,000 
lb. Other 7,051,000 lb. “An increase in the soybean crop in 
this country has been handicapped seriously by the problem 
of disposing of the cake or meal profi tably.
 Soybean oil is most widely used in soap when is price 
is low relative to cocoanut, palm kernel, palm, and whale 
oil. The year of peak usage was 1917, when 124,050,000 
lb were used; this was 76% of the total 162,734,000 lb U.S. 
consumption. In 1928 only about 2,500,000 lb were used out 
of a total 10,863,000.
 The hearings of 1929 and 1930 for the Smoot-Hawley 
Tariff relating to soybean oil, and the Tariff Commission’s 
report to Congress on costs of production and transportation 
of several important oils are summarized.

1221. Dutch East Indies Dept. of Agriculture... (Archipel 
Drukkerij). ed. 1932. Kedelee [Soybeans]. Departement 

van Landbouw, Nijverheid en Handel, Afdeling Landbouw. 
Buitenzorg, Java. 195 p. Also published as the Kedelee 
(Soybean) number of Landbouw; Tijdschrift der Vereeniging 
van Landbouwconsulenten in Nederlandsch-Indie 7(9):569-
76. March 1932. [Dut; eng]
• Summary: Discusses all aspects of soybeans in Java. 
Contains 8 chapters by various authors, each cited separately 
and each with a lengthy English abstract. Address: 
Netherlands Indies.

1222. South Manchuria Railway. 1932. Soya beans. Report 
on Progress in Manchuria. Third, 1907-32. 235 p. June. 
See p. 1-5, 35, 117-18, 130, 135-36, 141, 156, 159. (Dairen, 
Manchuria). [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Subtitle: “The 25th anniversary number 
containing a survey of the Manchurian Incident and League 
Council’s Proceedings.”
 Note: The “Manchurian Incident,” also called the 
“Mukden Incident” took place on the night of 18 September 
1931. A bomb exploded on the tracks of the Japanese railway 
north of Mukden. A Japanese Colonel ordered a full-scale 
attack against the Chinese troops in Mukden, and General 
Honjô, hearing of the crisis, called out the whole Kwantung 
Army–which proceeding to take over Manchuria. “By early 
1932 the conquest of all Manchuria had been completed. In 
March 1932 Manchuria was proclaimed an independent state 
under the last Ch’ing ruler (P’u-yi). The Lytton Commission 
of the League of Nations visited Manchuria in the spring 
of 1932 and condemned Japan as an aggressor. The report 
was adopted by the League of Nations, from which Japan 
withdrew in protest the following year. By this time the 
Japanese armies had already moved west from Manchuria 
to occupy about 5,000 square miles of the Inner Mongolian 
province of Jehol.” (Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig. 
1973. East Asia: Tradition and Transformation. p. 707-08). 
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1223. Burlison, W.L.; Whalin, O.L. 1932. The production 
and utilization of soybeans and soybean products in the 
United States. J. of the American Society of Agronomy 
24(8):594-609. Aug.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Acreage. Yield per acre. 
Acreage harvested for beans. Acreage harvested for hay. 
Acreage harvested with livestock. Imports of certain soybean 
products. Production of important oils in the United States. 
Net imports of oils and fats into the United States. Import 
duties levied on soybeans and soybean products. Utilization 
of soybeans in United States. Soybean products. Summary.
 “Soybean acreage harvested for beans has expanded 
rapidly in the United States since 1925, reaching an 
estimated production of approximately 18,000,000 bushels 
for 1931. More than half of the acreage grown each year has 
been cut for hay. The acreage harvested with livestock has 
not shown any increase since 1927.
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 “Imports of soybeans and soybean cake and meal have 
always been of minor importance. Soybean oil imports 
represented signifi cant quantities at the close of the World 
War, however, but have since diminished to negligible 
amounts as import duties have become effective. The imports 
of such competing oils as cocoanut and linseed have been of 
greatest importance.
 “Approximately one-fourth of the soybean oil being 
utilized in the United States is going into paints and 
varnishes, another one-fourth is fi nding its way to the soap 
kettle, nearly one-fi fth is being used in edible products, and 
about one-eighth is being consumed in linoleum and water-
proofi ng products. The number of commercial products 
being placed on the market that contain soybeans or soybean 
products is increasing rapidly. A most encouraging feature 
of soybean progress has been the research development in 
utilization of soybeans and soybean products within the 
last two years and the corresponding expansion in demand 
along commercial lines.” Contains numerous statistical 
tables illustrating these facts. Tables show: (1) Production 
of soybeans harvested for beans, selected states and the 
United States, 1924-31, 1,000 bushels. (2) Total equivalent 
solid acreage of soybeans, selected states and the United 
States, 1922-30, 1,000 acres. (3) Yield in bushels per acre. 
(4) Acreage of soybeans harvested for beans, selected states 
and the United States, 1922-31, 1,000 acres. (5) Acreage of 
soybeans harvested for hay, selected states and the United 
States, 1922-30, 1,000 acres. (6) Acreage of soybeans 
harvested with livestock, selected states and the United 
States, 192230, 1,000 acres. (7) Imports into United States of 
soybean oil, soybean meal and cake, and soybeans, 1915-31. 
(8) Domestic production of soybean oil and other oils and 
fats from domestic materials, 1916-30, 1,000 pounds. (9) Net 
imports of animal and vegetable oils and fats, with special 
reference to soybean oil and fi ve other kinds of vegetable 
oils, oil equivalent being used for imported materials, United 
States, 1916-30, 1,000 pounds. (10) Exports of soybean oil 
and other leading vegetable oils, United States, 1919-31, 
1,000 pounds. (11) Duties levied on soybean oil, soybean 
cake and meal, and soybeans by the tariffs of 1909, 1913, 
1921, 1922, and 1930. (12) How the 1929 and 1930 crops of 
soybeans were utilized in the United States. (13) Utilization 
of soybeans and soybean products in the United States, 1930 
crop. (14) List of soybean products produced in the United 
States.
 Table 13 (p. 607) “Utilization of soybeans and 
soybean products in the United States, 1930 crop.” The 
13,323,000 bushels of soybeans were used as follows: 
Crushed 4,800,000 bu, seed 4,623,000, feed 3,500,000, 
ground 400,000 (half used for feed and half for food). The 
37,200,000 lb of soybean oil was used as follows: Edible: 
Oleomargarine 750,000 lb, lard substitutes [shortening] 
500,000, other food products 4,750,000. Industrial uses: 
Paint and varnish 9,000,000 lb, soap kettle 8,500,000, 

linoleum and oil cloth 4,000,000, other 3,500,000. Increased 
stocks including oil equivalent 5,700,000. The 110,000 tons 
of soybean meal was used as follows: Commercial feeds 
89,100 tons, other feed 20,000, edible soy fl our 850, diabetic 
foods 50. The 100,000 tons of soybean meal was very small 
compared to its competing products: Cotton seed meal 
2,350,000 tons, and linseed oil meal 1,750,000.
 Table 14 (p. 608) “List of soybean products produced 
in the United States.” The accompanying text states that this 
list “does not pretend to be complete. Attention is called to 
the large number of food products actually being placed on 
the market in the United States from soybeans at the present 
time. This list has grown rapidly during this last year.” The 
extensive list includes commercial food, feed, and industrial 
products derived from soybeans. Some products have brand 
names and others only generic names.
 “Food products–USA: Soybean fl our. Soybean meal 
fl our. Refi ned edible soybean oil. Soybean salad oil. 
Chocolate bars (30% soybean fl our). Cocoa (up to 60% 
soybean fl our). Sausages (up to 50% soybean fl our). Bread 
(7½% soybean fl our). Rolls (10% soybean fl our). Macaroni 
(20% soybean fl our). Soybean muffi ns. Soybean cookies. 
Soybean doughnuts. Vegetable shortening. Infant foods. 
Diabetic foods. Oleomargarine. Lard substitutes. Filled 
sweets. Soybean sprouts. Soybean cheese. Soybean milk. 
Soybean buns. Soybean ice cream [perhaps that served in 
Sept. 1930 in Illinois at the American Soybean Association’s 
annual meeting]. Soya cream biscuits. La Choy-soy sauce. 
Soyolk (fl our). Soy biscuits. Soy fl our. Vi-Zoy. Lektizoy. 
Zoy soup. Zoybeans (cooked beans). Bacon and Zoy beans. 
Zoy bouillon. Soy bean biscuit. Casein gluten fl our [meaning 
unclear]. Non-fat mayonnaise. Fatless spread. Fluffo.
 Canadian food products: Milqo (soy milk). Vi-Tone 
(chocolate). Soya fl our. Soyex-Malt-Cocoa drink. Soyex. 
Macaroni
 “Feed products: Cake or meal. Commercial feed. Dairy 
feed. Hog chow. Poultry chow. Dog chow. Chicken chowder. 
Steer fatena. Calf chow. Lay chow. Rabbit chow. 34% 
protein chow chow. 24% protein chow chow. Chick startena. 
Chicken fatena. Olelene. Grainola.
 “Industrial uses: Paint. Varnish. Enamels. Oil cloth. 
Linoleum. Printers ink. Glycerine. Celluloid. Lauxtex 
plastic wall coat. Lauxein waterproof soybean glue. 
Lauxein emulsifi er (all 3 made by I.F. Laucks, Inc., Seattle, 
Washington). Soap (liquid). Soap (potash). Core binders. 
Rubber substitutes.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013) 
that mentions the following commercial soy products: La 
Choy-soy sauce (made in the USA). Soyex-Malt-Cocoa 
drink. Zoybeans (cooked soybeans). Lauxtex plastic wall 
coat. Lauxein waterproof soybean glue. Lauxein emulsifi er. 
All were on the market by late 1931.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2020) that uses the term “vegetable shortening” to 
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refer to shortening made without animal products. Address: 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

1224. China Weekly Review (Shanghai). 1932. Importance of 
beans in the economy of Manchuria. 62(2):49-51. Sept. 10. *
• Summary: “The collapse of such important houses, as 
Suzuki and Co., Soskin and Co. and the Siberian Co., is 
attributed to their attempt ‘to corner’ the market, when they, 
unaware of the coming avalanche of prices held enormous 
quantities of [soya] beans...”
 For more about the Siberian Co. see: Lied, Jonas. 1960. 
Siberian Arctic. The story of the Siberian Company. London: 
Methuen & Co. The books appears to be written in French.

1225. Barr, J.E. 1932. Marketing soybeans basis U.S. 
standards. Washington, DC: Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, USDA. 6 p. Mimeographed.
• Summary: This address delivered at the annual meeting 
of the American Soybean Assoc. (3 Sept. 1932) reviews the 
construction of the standards, and describes the work of the 
soybean inspection service of the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, the export of soybeans and the problems which 
arise, the handling of soybeans through terminal elevators, 
and suggested changes of U.S. standards.
 “Standards of quality are essential for the equitable 
evaluation of any commodity... The soybean is one of 
the few cash crops for which U.S. standards of quality 
were available as soon as production reached commercial 
proportions. These standards have been in constant use in 
the marketing of soybeans since September, 1926... There 
are fi ve color classes, viz: yellow, green, brown, black, and 
mixed... Each class is then divided into fi ve grades based 
on defi nite limits of such quality factors as test weight, 
moisture, splits, damage, and foreign material. The top grade 
or highest quality is designated U.S. Extra No. 1... Soybeans 
which do not meet the requirements of any of the numerical 
grades or which are of distinctly low quality are designated 
U.S. sample grade. Trade practice has made U.S. No. 2 the 
basic grade.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 1998) that contains the term “foreign material.” 
Address: Marketing Specialist, USDA/BAE, Washington, 
DC.

1226. Lothrope, Leon. 1932. Soya beans. Alleged cause 
of war in Manchuria and soft pork in Ontario, interest in 
Western Canada now centres around growing them on 
prairies. Their strong points and weaknesses are recorded 
herein. Nor’-West Farmer and Farm & Home (Canada) 
51(18):8-9, 29. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses the possibilities of the soybean crop 
in western Canada, the value and importance of soybeans 
in various countries, their uses, amount of production in the 
United States, and the prices which might be expected if 

soybeans are grown in western Canada.
 “There was something over a million pounds of soya 
bean oil imported into Western Canada last year which is 
about 35 tank carloads. It is largely used in the manufacture 
of soaps, shortening and salad oil. Contrary to popular 
opinion, only very small amounts are utilized in paints 
and varnishes, due to its slow drying qualities and lack of 
hardness...
 “It is not surprising, then, that when the National 
Government in Great Britain imposed a ten per cent tariff 
on soya bean oil, cake and meal imported from foreign 
countries, and they are without duty from Empire countries, 
that the industries affected would look around for new 
sources of supply. Nor is it surprising that Canadian railroad 
offi cials and other business interests would evince some 
enthusiasm in the establishing of a new industry in Canada 
that has such potentialities as to cause a war in Manchuria 
and to be directly responsible for placing the Japanese 
Merchant Marine in third place among the nations. If Canada 
could ‘horn in’ on such an industry it should be all to the 
good.
 “This accounts for the visit of a member of the Corn 
Exchange, of Liverpool, to Canada in recent months whose 
fi rm deals in soya beans and soya bean products, and owns 
large warehouses along the South Manchuria Railway. His 
visit was for the express purpose of seeing if Canada could 
supply soya beans for the European trade.”
 “The Manitoba Agricultural College commenced work 
with soya beans fi fteen years ago [about 1917]. Professor 
Southworth, who is now in England, developed a strain 
of Ogema [Ogemaw], known as Manitoba Brown, that 
consistently ripens seed at the College and in several other 
parts of the West where they have been grown. The only 
other strain that has shown much promise in the Prairie 
Provinces are selections of Wisconsin Black. Some success 
has been obtained with this latter variety at the Dominion 
Experimental Farm, Brandon [Manitoba] and by Don Bark of 
the C.P.R. [Canadian Pacifi c Railway] Demonstration Farm 
at Brooks, Alta. [Alberta; Brooks is a town located 100 miles 
southeast of Calgary]. The three stations mentioned above 
are the only ones that report at all favorably on this crop 
and we have had communications from most government 
institutions in the West... The returns received from the 
three Dominion Experimental stations in British Columbia 
are neither more nor less encouraging than from the Prairie 
Provinces.
 “Dr. McRostie of the Manitoba Agricultural College, 
who was formerly in charge of all the forage crop work for 
Dominion Experimental Farms system, has probably done 
as much on the growing of soya beans as anyone, states 
that ‘fi fteen bushels to the acre is a reasonably good yield 
to expect under fi eld conditions in Manitoba with the early 
varieties so far developed.’”
 “A World Crop: The best argument in favor of 
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endeavoring to grow soya beans in Western Canada lies 
in the fact that it is a world crop and if we can grow it in 
competition with the world as we do wheat it is worth trying 
as it will give us greater diversifi cation. The Agricultural 
Section of the Winnipeg Board of Trade is making 
arrangements to distribute small amount of soya bean seed to 
different districts in the Province of Manitoba. They hope to 
have in 100 acres next year for a trial. Mostly home grown 
seed of the black and brown types will be used.”
 A photo shows 5 products that contain soya bean oil or 
meal, including Vi-Tone Malt Chocolate Flavor, Domestic 
brand Shortening (purely vegetable), MacDowell’s Soy Bean 
Flour (Brockville, Ontario), Pearl White Naptha [Naphtha] 
Soap, and Jif Flaked Soap.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2000) that uses the word “shortening” to refer to 
such a product made from soy oil.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2019) 
that mentions the soybean variety Manitoba Brown. Address: 
Canada.

1227. Weiss, Franz Josef. 1932. Die Sojabohne: ihre 
Eigenschaften und ihre Verwendung [The soybean: 
its properties and its use]. Drogisten-Zeitung (Vienna) 
47(23):358-60. Dec. 15. [Ger]
• Summary: This long, general article has the following 
contents: Introduction (mentions Edelsoja StrongBread 
{Edelsoja-Starkbrot} which contains 10% soy fl our 
{Sojamehl}, the soybean has been known in Japan and China 
for thousands of years, scientifi c name Soja hispida, and 
the wild soybean is Glycine soja. It grows well in southern 
Europe since acclimatized varieties require a mild climate 
and a warm autumn). Chemical composition (a rich source 
of protein and oil). The soybean as a food: Fermented foods 
(Sojakaese {fermented tofu} is fermented with the mold 
Aspergillus oryzae, Soja-Sauce (soy sauce or Sho-ju), fl our-
like products (Sojamehl is soy fl our which is very low in 
carbohydrates and so is good for diabetic diets; a Frankfurt 
fi rm, Soyama, makes Soyama-Kraftmehl, which is good for 
use in baked goods), milk-like products (Sojamilch, regular 
and condensed), meatlike products (from Aguma), soy oil 
(Sojaoel); in 1923 Manchuria produced 3.5 million metric 
tons, rising to 5.5 million metric tons [tonnes] in 1930. 
Soybeans as well as soy oil and presscake are exported 
from Manchuria to Europe. The main export harbors are 
Dairen and Vladivostok. The export statistics are given. 
In 1929 Japan exported 550,000 tonnes to Europe and the 
USA exported 200,000 tonnes to Europe. Some soybeans 
were also exported from the Netherlands Indies [today’s 
Indonesia]. England and Germany are the main importing 
countries. The chemical constants of soybean oil are given. 
Its uses include in foods (mayonnaise), and for technical 
and industrial purposes. As a semi-drying oil it can be used 
as a partial substitute for linseed oil in lacquers, varnishes, 

and linoleum. In England it is used mainly to make soaps). 
Address: PhD (Dr. phil. et rer. pol.).

1228. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 
No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec. [34 ref]
• Summary: Loaded with statistics, graphs, tables, maps, and 
photos, this is one of the best reports on soybeans in America 
published to date. Contents: Introduction. The supply of 
soybeans and soybean products: Domestic production 
of soybeans, production of soybeans in Illinois, soybean 
varieties in Illinois, costs and returns in producing soybeans, 
imports of soybeans and soybean products (soybeans, 
soybean oil meal and cake, soybean oil, net imports, 
exports including reexports, export-import balance), import 
duties levied on soybeans and soybean products, supply of 
soybean oil and competing oils and fats. Consumption of 
soybeans and soybean products: Disposition of the domestic 
crop, utilization as beans, utilization of soybean oil meal, 
utilization of soybean oil (in food and industrial products), 
methods of processing soybeans for consumption (expeller, 
hydraulic press, solvent extraction), competition from other 
oils, distribution of gathered soybeans by uses. Practices 
in marketing soybeans and soybean products: Sources of 
market information, time of movement, varieties marketed 
in different sections of Illinois, selling soybeans for seed, 
selling soybeans for industrial uses (the Peoria Plan of 
1928-29, Grange League Federation Exchange of Ithaca, 
New York, the Soybean Marketing Association of Illinois 
formed in Oct. 1929 {p. 490-91}), selling soybean oil and 
oil meal (National Soybean Oil Manufacturers Association 
of Chicago). Elements of cost in marketing soybeans: 
Marketing mill beans, processing beans, marketing seed 
beans, exporting beans. The inspection system and soybean 
grades. Special considerations applying to the valuation of 
soybeans and soybean products: Use-values of soybeans and 
soybean products in feeding, derivative products as factors 
in the market valuation of soybeans. Prices of soybeans and 
soybean products: Prices of seed beans, prices of soybean 
oil, prices of soybean oil meal, use as affected by prices. 
Meeting the price risks in marketing. International trade in 
soybeans and soybean products. Summary. Literature cited. 
Sources of data.
 “In Manchuria in 1930 there were 13 districts in which 
over 40% of the crop land was devoted to soybeans, the 
highest proportion being 65%. The proportions for the 
three Manchurian provinces as units were as follows: Kirin 
(eastern) 33.2%; Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern) 
30.7%; and Liaoning (southern) 22%.” Some soybeans were 
grown in Inner Mongolia.
 Illinois was the largest soybean producer in 1924, 
followed by North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana. “Few 
soybeans were grown in Illinois previous to 1890, when 
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J.C. Utter of Mt. Carmel, Wabash county, began production 
of this crop. Frank Hurrelbrink of Taylorville, Christian 
county, known because of his work with the Hurrelbrink 
variety of soybean, started his work in 1897. He has grown 
soybeans continuously since that time, experimenting with 
many varieties. C.A. Rowe and his father, of Jacksonville, 
Morgan county, grew soybeans about 1899. Somewhat 
earlier than this the late Ralph Allen of Delavan, Tazewell 
county, became interested in soybeans and furnished seed 
beans to Illinois farmers as well as to interested persons 
in other states, in Hawaii, and in Alaska. C.L. Meharry of 
Attica, Indiana, who owns a large tract of land near Tolono, 
Champaign county, Illinois, has been an active soybean 
grower since 1909. The year following the Meharry venture, 
John T. Smith, also near Tolono, began to grow soybeans 
on a very limited scale, and in 1921 undertook active 
production. During the last decade soybeans have become an 
increasingly popular crop on Illinois farms.”
 Of the 1915 U.S. soybean crop, 52% of the entire crop 
acreage was used for hay, 15% was grazed, 4% was plowed 
under, and only 29% was harvested for beans; 18.2% was 
used for seed, 0.9% for human food, and 9.9% as beans for 
feed.
 In 1930 some 11,975,000 bushels of soybeans were 
gathered or harvested in the U.S. Of these soybeans, 40.1% 
were crushed, 33.6% were used as seed, 23.0% were used 
whole directly as feed, 1.7% were ground and used as feed, 
and 1.7% were ground and used as food.
 From the soybeans crushed in 1930, some 37,200,000 
lb of soybean oil were produced. Its four main uses were: 
(1) Paint and other industries: Paint and varnish 24.2% of 
the total oil, linoleum and oil cloth 10.8%, other uses 9.4. 
(2) Soap kettle 22.8%. (3) Edible uses: Oleomargarine 
2.0%, lard substitutes 1.3%, other food products 12.8%. (4) 
Increased stocks including oil equivalent 16.7%.
 In 1930 some 110,000 tons of soybean meal resulted 
from crushing. Of this, 76.5% was used in commercial 
feeds, 13.6% in other feeds, 0.8% as soybean fl our for food, 
0.045% as infant and diabetic foods, and 9.0% as other uses 
including glue.
 Page 460 lists the types and brand names of many 
commercial soybean food, feed, and industrial products. 
Consumption of soybeans as foods has increased appreciably 
since 1930. U.S. food products include chocolate bars 
(30% soybean fl our), cocoa (up to 60% soybean fl our), 
sausages (up to 50% soybean fl our), bread (7½% soybean 
fl our), soybean cheese, soybean milk, soybean ice cream, 
Soya Cream Biscuits, La Choy Soy Sauce, Soyolk (fl our), 
V-Zoy, Lektizoy, Zoy Soup, Zoybeans (cooked soybeans), 
Bacon and Zoy Beans, Zoy Bouillon, Soy Bean Biscuit, 
etc. Canadian food products are: Milqo (soy milk), Vi-tone 
(chocolate), Soya Flour, Soyex-Malt-Cocoa Drink, Soyex, 
Macaroni.
 “In the foreign trade of the United States imports of 

soybean oil have appeared since 1910 and of soybeans since 
1914. The United States exported domestic soybeans to 
Europe in quantity for the fi rst time during the fall of 1931, 
more than 2 million bushels being shipped from the 1931 
crop.” Address: 1, 3-4. Dep. of Agricultural Economics; 2. 
Dep. of Agronomy. All: Univ. of Illinois.

1229. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products: Import duties levied on soybeans and soybean 
products (Document part). Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec. See p. 454-55.
• Summary: “Prior to the tariff act of 1909, United States 
tariff duties affected neither imported soybeans nor soybean 
products except insofar as the schedule on chemicals, oils, 
and paints was applicable to the oil. The fi rst mention of 
soybean oil as such was made in the 1909 tariff measure, 
which placed it on the free list. Soybean oil continued on the 
free list under the act of 1913. The emergency tariff act of 
1921 was the fi rst to place a duty on any soybean product. 
A duty of 2.67 cents a pound (20 cents a gallon) was placed 
on the oil, which immediately shut out the greater portion 
of soybean oil imports (Table 11). The tariff bill enacted the 
following year reduced the duty on soybean oil to 2.5 cents a 
pound (18.75 cents a gallon) and levied a duty of 30 cents a 
bushel on soybeans.
 “The change in duties in the 1922 act was not refl ected 
in any noticeable change in importations. The tariff act 
passed in 1930 increased the duty on soybean oil to 3.5 cents 
a pound and on soybeans to $1.20 a bushel. Soybean oil meal 
and cake were taken from the free list and given a duty of $6 
a ton (Table 12). After the act became effective, importation 
of all soybean products, including oil meal, cake, and oil, 
declined” [See Table 11].

1230. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products: Tables 1-19 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Value of the soybean crop 
in Illinois, 1928-31. (2) Soybean production in selected 
countries, average 1909-13, annual 1920-31 (in tons of 2,000 
lb). The countries: Manchuria, Korea, Dutch East Indies, 
Japan, United States, total for these 5 reporting countries. 
(3) Soybean production in the United States by geographic 
divisions, 1929. The greatest production was in the “East 
North Central” states; 4.977 million bushels comprising 57% 
of total U.S. production.
 (4) Production of gathered soybeans in selected states 
and in the United States, 1922-1931 (thousand bushels). 
In 1922 the top six soybean producing states were North 
Carolina (1,600), Illinois (812), Ohio (465), Indiana (240), 
Virginia (208), and Missouri (165). Total USA: 4,333. 
In 1924, Illinois (1,380) passed North Carolina (1,160) 
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to become the leading U.S. producer. In 1931 the top six 
states were Illinois (6,055), Indiana (3,062), North Carolina 
(1,498), Missouri (1,080), Iowa (578), and Ohio (560). Total 
USA: 14,917.
 (5) Total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans grown 
in selected states and in the United States in 1922-1930 
(thousands of acres). In 1922 the top 4 states were North 
Carolina (224), Illinois (169), Tennessee (154), and Indiana 
and Alabama (113, tie). Total USA: 1,226. In 1923 Illinois 
passed North Carolina to take fi rst place. In 1930 the top 4 
states were Illinois (719), North Carolina (478), Iowa (463), 
and Indiana (402). Total USA: 3,758. (6) Yield per acre of 
gathered soybeans in selected states and in the United States, 
1922-1931 (bushels per acre). In 1922 the U.S. average was 
13.8 bushels. Iowa had the highest: 22 bushels. In 1931 the 
U.S. average was 15.6 bushels. The top 4 states were Ohio 
(20), Indiana (17.8), Illinois (17.5), and Iowa (17).
 (7) Proportion of soybean acreage gathered for beans, 
cut for hay, and interplanted with other crops, Illinois, 1922-
1931. Gathered for beans rose from 32.1% in 1925 to 55.7% 
in 1930. Cut for hay rose from 41.4% in 1922 to 54.4% in 
1931. Interplanted with other crops dropped from 20.1% in 
1922 to 1.3% in 1931. (8) Production of soybeans in twelve 
leading Illinois counties, with rank by years, 1929-1931. 
The top four counties were Christian (692,200 bu in 1931), 
Champaign, Piatt, and Moultrie. (8A) Soybean varieties in 
Illinois: Varieties gaining favor: Illini, Manchu, Dunfi eld, 
Mansoy, Laredo. Holding their own: Ebony, Virginia, 
Ilsoy, Peking, Black Eyebrow, Wilson V [Wilson-Five], 
Hurrelbrink. Losing favor: Haberlandt, Mammoth Yellow, 
Hamilton (Ohio 9035), Ito San, A.K., Midwest.
 (9) Varieties of soybean seed offered for sale by growers, 
in order of frequency of offers printed in Farm-Bureau 
publications, Illinois, 1921, 1925, and 1931. For each year 
the varieties are listed under nine crop reporting districts, 
and also for the entire state. In 1921 for the entire state, 
in descending order of frequency: Midwest, Ebony, A.K., 
Peking, Ohio, Ito San. In 1925: Manchu, Midwest, A.K., 
Ebony, Virginia, Ilsoy, Ohio, Black Eyebrow, Haberlandt, 
Peking, Wilson, Ito San. In 1931: Illini, Manchu, Virginia, 
Ilsoy, Ebony, A.K., Mansoy, Dunfi eld, Peking, Wilson, 
Midwest, Black Eyebrow, Haberlandt. (10) Average cost 
of producing soybean in Illinois and Indiana for specifi ed 
periods, 1921-1930. The highest return above computed cost 
per acre (profi t) is from soybeans gathered for seed using a 
combine: $9.55/acre. When soybeans are cut for hay, a loss 
usually results.
 (11) Imports of soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake, 
and soybeans, United States, 1915-1931. (12) Duties levied 
on soybean oil, soybean oil meal and cake, and soybeans 
under recent tariff acts, United States, 1909-1930. In 1909 
and 1913 all three commodities were on the “Free list.” In 
1921 oil the tariff on oil was 20 cents per gallon (2.67 cents 
per lb); the other two were free. In 1922 the tariff on oil 

was reduced to 18.75 cents per gallon (2.5 cents per lb), the 
tariff on soybeans was ½ cent per lb (30 cents per bushel), 
and meal was free. In 1930 the tariff on oil was increased to 
26.25 cents per gallon (3.5 cents per lb, not less than 45% 
ad valorem), the tariff on meal and cake was $6/ton, and the 
tariff on soybeans was increased fourfold to $1.20/bushel.
 (13) Domestic production of soybean oil and other 
vegetable oils from domestic materials, United States, 
1912-1931 (thousands of pounds). Statistics are given for 
cottonseed oil (the leader by far during the entire period), 
peanut oil, olive oil, corn oil, linseed oil, soybean oil, and 
total vegetable oil. Soybean oil rose from 751,000 lb in 1922 
(the fi rst year for which fi gures are given) to 39,129,000 lb in 
1931. The ranking in 1931 was: Cottonseed oil (1,417,226 x 
1,000 lb), linseed oil (203,613), corn oil (113,145), soybean 
oil (39,129), peanut oil (13,730), and olive oil (1,509).
 (14) Imports of foreign vegetable oils, oil equivalent 
being used for oil-bearing materials, United States, 1910-
1931 (thousands of pounds). Statistics are given for soybean 
oil, coconut oil and copra, peanut oil, olive oil (edible), 
olive oil (inedible, including olive oil foots), palm oil (incl. 
palm kernel), linseed oil and fl axseed, all other vegetable 
oils and materials, total vegetable oils and materials. For net 
soybean oil imports, the earliest fi gure is 24,784 in 1912; it 
peaked at 335,439 in 1918, and had fallen to 4,018 in 1931. 
Total vegetable oils and materials imported increased from 
440,412 in 1910 to 1,525,114 in 1931.
 (15) Exports of soybean oil and fi ve other leading 
vegetable oils, United States, 1919-1931 (thousands of 
pounds). Statistics are given for soybean, cottonseed, 
coconut, linseed, corn, and peanut. The leading export 
throughout this period was cottonseed oil. For soybean oil 
exports, the fi gure for the last half of 1919 is 27,715 and fi r 
1920 it is 43,512. Thereafter the amount exported each year 
is very small, rising from 1,944 in 1921 to 5,448 in 1931.
 (16) Total production, imports, exports, and net balance 
of vegetable oils and animal fats, exclusive of butterfat but 
inclusive of fi sh oils, United States, 1912-1931. (17) Use of 
soybeans, by acreage, United States, 1915, 1929, and 1930 
crops. The percentages of the entire crop acreage in 1915 
are: Hay 52%, grazed 15%, plowed under 4%, and gathered 
for beans 29% (of which: Seed 18.2%, human food 0.9%, 
and feed 9.9%). In 1930: Hay 56%, grazed 14%, plowed 
under 4%, and gathered for beans (11,975,000 bushels) 30% 
(of which: Seed 10.5%, crushed or ground 11.5%, and feed 
8.0%).
 (17A) Commodities in which soybeans or soybean 
products are used (p. 460): Food products (USA and 
Canadian), feed products, industrial products. (18) Soybean 
oil meal produced and imported into the United States, 
1922-1930 (tons of 1,000 lb). Domestic production increased 
from 3,811 tons in 1922 to 110,000 tons in 1930. Imports 
increased from 15,612 tons in 1922 to 55,107 tons in 1930. 
Total of domestic production + imports increased from 
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19,423 tons in 1922 to 165,107 tons in 1930.
 (19) Adaptability of soybean oil to use in various 
products (p. 464): The products are: Drying products 
(paint, varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, waterproof goods), 
soap products (hard and soft soaps), edible products (Lard 
compounds, cooking oils {if odor permanently eliminated}, 
salad oils, fountain drinks, candy, mayonnaise, margarin), 
miscellaneous (core oil, printer’s ink). Four levels of 
adaptation and a maximum percentage are given for each 
use: Probable, inferior, satisfactory, and superior. The two 
superior adaptations are paint (to prevent yellowing), and 
soft soaps. Note: “The margarin industry was one of the fi rst 
to use considerable amounts of soybean oil and at present it 
absorbs in the United States approximately 750,000 pounds 
annually.”

1231. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products: Tables 20-49 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (20) Total industrial utilization 
of soybean oil and percentages used in specifi ed industries, 
United States, 1916-1931. The total pounds used rose from 
143.34 million in 1916 to a peak of 335.44 million in 1918, 
then fell to a low of 7.53 million in 1924, rising slowly to 
35.50 million in 1931. In 1917 (the peak year) soybean oil 
comprised 10.3% of all oils used in soap industry. In 1918 it 
comprised 4.6% of all oils used in the lard-substitute industry 
and 2.6% of all oils used in the margarin industry.
 (21) Iodin [iodine] numbers, saponifi cation numbers, 
acid numbers, and uses of oils and fats (p. 471). Values are 
given for: Chinese tung or wood oil, coconut oil, corn oil, 
cottonseed oil, fi sh oil, linseed oil, palm oil, palm kernel oil, 
peanut oil, soybean oil, tallow, whale oil. For soybean oil: 
Iodin number 124-148. Saponifi cation number 189-194. Acid 
number 2-7. Uses: “Considerable quantities go into paint, 
varnish, enamel, linoleum, and waterproofi ng products. Used 
in soaps. Utilized in a large variety of food products. Used in 
core oils.”
 (22) Utilization of soybeans and soybean products by 
amounts, United States, 1930 crop: Beans (bushels)–Feed, 
seed, ground (for food {200,000 bu}, for feed), crushed, 
total (11.975 million bu). Oil (lbs): Edible purposes 
(Oleomargarine {750,000 lb}, lard substitutes {500,000 
lb}, other food products {4,750,000 lb}), paint and other 
industries (paint and varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, other 
uses), soap kettle, increased stocks including oil equivalent, 
total (37.2 million lb). Meal (tons): Feed (commercial feeds, 
other feeds), food (fl our {850 tons}, infant and diabetic foods 
{50 tons}), other uses including glue, total (110,000 tons).
 (23) Estimated distribution of gathered soybeans 
according to use, Illinois, 1926-1931 crops. The four 
categories for each year are (with fi gures for 1931): Used by 
oil mill and feed manufacturers (50%), used for seed in state 

(22%), used for seed outside state (13%), used for feed on 
farm (15%).
 (24) Extent to which soybeans came from local sources 
or were shipped in from outside the locality, and extent to 
which beans sold went to local purchasers or were shipped 
out of the locality, 151 identical country elevators and local 
seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1926 crops. (25) Soybeans 
purchased by 151 country elevators and local seed dealers, 
Illinois, 1931 crop. Gives fi gures for 10 crop reporting 
districts. (26) Proportion of soybean crop leaving growers’ 
hands that was out of their hands by middle of November, 
December, and January, Illinois, 1922-1932 (crop storage). 
Typically about 60% (range 30-70%) was out of their hands 
by Jan. 15.
 (27) Estimated proportion of soybean seed shipped 
out of the locality by wholesale dealers and jobbers before 
specifi ed dates in January, selected states and United States, 
1919-1931 crops. The states are: Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, 
and North Carolina. For the USA, 38.9% on average had 
been shipped by Jan. 26. (27A) Soybean varieties marketed 
in different sections of Illinois, 1926 crop (11 localities) and 
1930 crop (13 localities). The leading varieties of soybeans 
marketed in Illinois are Illini, Manchu, Midwest, A.K., 
Virginia, and Ebony.
 (28) Estimated costs (cents per bushel) of handling 
soybeans for all purposes by 166 identical country elevators 
and local seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1931 crops. For 
9 crops reporting districts gives the percentage recleaned 
(23-30%) and the costs of recleaning and other costs. (29) 
Costs of handling soybeans other than cleaning by identical 
country elevators and local seed dealers in leading producing 
counties, Illinois, 1926, 1930, and 1931 crops. Costs 3.2 to 
4.4 cents per bushel.
 (30) Costs of raw materials and other items of soybean 
oil production, United States and selected foreign countries, 
1923-1924 (per bushel of soybean crushed). The foreign 
countries are Manchuria (All Manchuria, Dairen only), 
Japan, Great Britain. The total cost is lowest in all Manchuria 
(6.26 cents) and highest in the USA (10.21 cents). (31) 
Estimated cost of handling soybeans used mainly for seed, 
151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers, 
Illinois, 1926 and 1930 crops. (31A) Cost per bushel of 
moving soybeans from central Illinois on board boat at New 
Orleans [Louisiana], 1931 crop.
 (32) Carloads of soybean federally inspected in leading 
soybean producing states, 1928-1932. The states are Illinois, 
Missouri, Indiana, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia. The 
most carloads were inspected in Illinois (in Peoria (2,412) 
and Chicago (1,284)). (33) Federal grade requirements for 
yellow, green, brown, black, and mixed soybeans (Grades 
1-4 plus sample grade and Extra No. 1).
 (34) Digestible nutrients in feed products of soybeans 
(soybean hay, seed, straw, seed and straw, oil meal; incl. 
yield per acre and digestible protein). (35) Digestible 
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nutrients in soybean oil meal and other protein feeds (Incl. 
linseed meal {old process}, cottonseed meal {41%}, gluten 
meal, wheat middlings, wheat bran, tankage). Only tankage 
has a higher “feeding value” than soybean meal. (36) Total 
gross value of products obtained from a bushel of soybeans 
at different prices of oil and meal. Gives fi gures when the 
price of a pound of soybean oil ranges from 2½ cents to 10 
cents per pound, and the price of meal ranges from $15 to 
$40 per ton.
 (38) Average farm prices of soybeans by seven selected 
crop reporting districts, Illinois, January-May, 1925-1931. 
The average price over the years ranges from $1.70 to $2.07 
per bushel. The lowest price in one year was $0.97/bu in 
1931 in Champaign. (39) Average monthly farm prices 
of soybeans in three crop reporting districts important in 
soybean production, Illinois, October-June, 1925-1930 crops. 
The price is always lowest in October and highest in June. So 
storage pays.
 (40) Average prices paid to producers for soybeans 
by 151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers, 
Illinois, October-July, 1930 and 1926 crops (Dollars per 
bushel). (41) Average yearly wholesale selling prices of 
soybean seed, selected markets; quotations given for fi rst 
fi ve months of the following year, 1919-1931 crops. The 
places are: Chicago, Illinois; Louisville, Kentucky; Kansas 
City, Missouri; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Baltimore, 
Maryland. The average price of the ten year period at various 
cities ranged from $2.25 (Baltimore) to $2.80 (Minneapolis). 
Prices were highest in 1920, lowest in 1932.
 (42) Retail selling price of good-quality soybean seed 
in selected states, March-May, 1926-1932. The states are: 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee. 
(43) Average prices paid to producers for thresher-run 
soybeans and average wholesale and retail selling prices, 
Illinois, 1925-1931 crops. Prices were highest in 1925, 
lowest in 1930. In 1925 the average price paid to farmers 
was 63.6% of the retail price, and the average wholesale 
price was 90.9% of the retail price.
 (44) Average advertised price of soybean seed offered 
for sale by producers, by varieties, Illinois, March-June 
1920-1930. The varieties are: Illini, Manchu, A.K., Midwest, 
Ebony, Virginia, Wilson, Black Eyebrow, Peking, Ito San, 
Ilsoy, Haberlandt, Ohio, Dunfi eld, Mansoy.
 (45) Exports of soybeans from eight selected exporting 
countries, 1923-1930. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) for total, 
China, Japan incl. Chosen [Korea], and Netherlands. (46) 
Imports of soybeans into selected countries 1913, and 1919-
1931. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) for total, Denmark, Japan incl. 
Korea, France, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
United States. Figures in footnote for Sweden and Italy. The 
leading importers are now Germany, Denmark, and United 
Kingdom.
 (47) Imports of soybean oil into seven selected 
countries, 1913 and 1919-1931. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) 

for total, Denmark, Japan (incl. Chosen), France, Germany, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States. Gives fi gures 
in footnote for Algeria, Austria, and Sweden. (48) Exports 
of soybean oil from eight selected countries, 1913 and 1919-
1931. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) for total, China, Denmark, 
Japan incl. Chosen, France, Germany, Netherlands, United 
Kingdom, United States. Figures in footnote for Algeria, 
Sweden, Austria, and Italy.
 (49) Exports of soybean cake from Manchuria as a 
whole and from the port of Dairen, with destination of bean 
cake from Dairen, 1926-1931 (tons of 2,000 lb). Exports 
from Dairen to Japan, Korea, Europe, United States, China, 
Other destinations.

1232. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products: Figures (Document part). Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Figures show: (1) Shaded map–Percentage of 
cultivated acreage in soybeans in Manchuria and in adjacent 
provinces of Inner Mongolia [both part of China]. The 
percentages for the three Manchurian provinces are: Kirin 
(eastern) 33.2%, Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern) 
30.7%, and Liaoning (southern) 22%. (2) Bar chart–Average 
acreage and value of soybeans compared on a percentage 
basis with selected harvested crops, Illinois, 1929-1931. The 
main crops are corn, oats, all wheat, and tame hay. Soybeans 
comprise only about 3.1% of total acreage and value.
 (3) The soybean plant (Soja max) at two stages of 
growth (photos). (4) Shaded map–Percentage of farms in 
the principal soybean producing areas in the United States 
growing soybeans, by counties, 1929. “Nearly all the 
soybeans grown in the United States in 1909 were found in 
the southern states.” By 1919 “soybeans had considerable 
prominence in New England and in Texas, Oklahoma, New 
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Montana.
 (5) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans grown in principal 
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties, 
1929. Most soybeans are grown east of the Meridian 100. In 
the South, they are typically planted in a row alternating with 
a row of some other crop. (6) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans 
grown in principal soybean producing areas in the United 
States, by counties, 1924. In 1924 there was less acreage 
in the important regions of soybean production. (7) Dot 
map–Production of gathered soybeans grown in principal 
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties, 
1929. “No state gathered as much as 50,000 bushels of 
soybeans in 1909. Two states, Virginia and North Carolina, 
produced more than 100,000 bushels in 1919, and the latter 
approached 500,000 bushels. By 1924 four states, Illinois, 
North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana, produced more than 
500,000 bushels and two states, Illinois and North Carolina, 
produced more than 1,000,000 bushels each. By 1929 Iowa 
was producing 500,000 bushels, Indiana 1,000,000 bushels, 
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and Illinois 3,250,000 bushels.”
 (8) Graph of production of gathered soybeans in 
six leading states, 1924-1931 crops. The states, listed in 
descending order of their production in 1931, are: Illinois, 
Indiana, North Carolina, Missouri, Iowa, Ohio. (9) Graph 
of total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans in fi ve leading 
states, 1922-1930 crops. The states, listed in descending 
order of their acreage in 1930 are: Illinois, North Carolina, 
Missouri, Indiana, Tennessee. (10). Map of acreage, yield, 
and production of soybeans in Illinois, by crop reporting 
districts, average of 1929-1931 crops. Gathered: 48.6%. Cut 
for hay: 51.4%. Yield: 17.2 bu/acre.
 (11) A fi eld of soybeans cut with a binder and threshed 
with a regular grain thresher (photo). This method makes 
straw available for feeding. (12) Harvesting soybeans with 
a combine (photo). “The combined harvester and thresher, 
or combine, has made great headway since 1927 as a means 
of harvesting the soybean crop, especially in Illinois.” This 
method of harvesting is usually less expensive that the use of 
both binders and threshing machines.
 (13) A large barn and other farm buildings covered with 
paint containing 25% soybean oil. The paint was not tacky, 
and was holding up well after one year. (14) Equipment and 
supplies in soybean paint tests.
 (15) Four soybean crushers of the expeller type. The 
oil is removed by pressure under very high heat. (16) Filter 
presses used after the expeller-type crusher. The oil goes 
through a fi ltration process to clarify it. (17) Four pie charts 
showing proportion of gathered soybeans utilized for seed, 
feed, and crushing in the United States and Illinois, 1926 and 
1930 crops. In 1930 in the USA and Illinois: Crushed: 38% 
/ 52%. Seed: 35% / 37%. Feed: 27% / 11%. A rapid increase 
in crushing (and decrease in percentage used for seed) took 
place between 1926 and 1930, and Illinois emerged as the 
leading state.
 (18) Four bar charts showing monthly movement 
of soybeans by local handlers in Illinois, 1920 and 1926 
crops. The four graphs show: Purchased locally, shipped in, 
shipped out, and sold locally. (19) Map of Illinois showing 
areas served by six leading receiving markets for soybeans 
produced in Illinois, determined mainly by freight costs. 
Illinois is well supplied with crushing mills. (20) Terminal 
storage elevator at Peoria, Illinois, used by the Soybean 
Marketing Association for the storage of soybeans (photo).
 (21) A ship loaded with soybeans for export movement. 
Shows the fi rst cargo of soybeans exported from Illinois by 
way of the Great Lakes. This cargo of 205,000 bushels left 
Chicago during April, 1932. (22) Soybean meal being fed to 
beef cattle (photo). (23) Graph of the average price of fi ve 
soybean varieties in Illinois, 1921-1930 crops: The varieties 
are Virginia, Midwest, Manchu, Ebony, and A.K. Prices 
dropped during this time. (24) Graph of prices of soybean 
oil and four other leading vegetable oils at New York, by 
months, 1920-1932. The other four are linseed oil, corn oil, 

coconut oil, and cottonseed oil. Prices dropped during this 
time. (25) Four graphs showing the price of soybean oil 
compared prices of four other leading vegetable oils at New 
York, by months, 1920-1932. The other four are the same 
as above. (26) Graph of prices of soybean oil and fi ve other 
leading vegetable oils at important milling centers, 1928-
1932. Peanut oil is included. Linseed oil was generally the 
highest in price and cottonseed oil the lowest. (27) Graph of 
prices of soybean oil at Dairen (Manchuria), Hull (England), 
and New York, 1919-1932. The price was lowest at Dairen 
and highest at New York. (28) Graph of prices of soybean oil 
meal and two other leading vegetable meals at Chicago, by 
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The other two are linseed 
meal and cottonseed meal. Linseed meal was generally the 
highest in price and cottonseed meal the lowest. (29) Graph 
of prices of soybean oil meal at fi ve important markets, by 
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The markets are Boston 
[Massachusetts], Minneapolis [Minnesota], Kansas City and 
St. Louis [Missouri], and Chicago [Illinois]. The price at 
Chicago is generally the lowest.

1233. Toa-Keizai Chosakyoku (East-Asiatic Economic 
Investigation Bureau). 1932. Manchuria year book 1932-33. 
Tokyo, Japan: Toa-Keizai Chosakyoku. 530 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The Preface begins: “Those who have been 
following the development of events in Manchuria since 
the fateful September of 1931 will not fail to understand in 
what circumstances we have compiled this volume... The last 
issue, which was the fi rst published, appeared in November, 
131, while Manchuria was in a chaotic condition, but the 
manuscripts for it were completed before the Sino-Japanese 
dispute over Manchuria occurred in September.” There was 
the establishment of Manchuokuo in March, the signing 
of the Japan-Manchuokuo protocol in September, and the 
despatch [dispatch] of the League [of Nations] Commission 
of Enquiry and the publication of its report.”
 Chapters 2 and 3 give a Japanese version of the history 
of Manchuria, in four periods, from 311 B.C. to the present, 
and of its administration.
 In Chapter 7, “Agriculture,” the section on “Agricultural 
products” contains tables: (2) Agricultural production of 9 
major crops in 1930 (incl. soya beans) in three provinces, 
total, Kwantung Leased Territory and South Manchuria 
Railway (S.M.R.) Zone, and grand total. (3) Cultivated area 
classifi ed by crops, 1930. (4) Production of ordinary crops, 
1924-1930. (5) Cultivated area of ordinary crops, 1924-
1930. (6) Production index of ordinary crops, 1924-1930. 
(7) Index number of cultivated area of ordinary crops, 1924-
1930. (8) Percentage of production and cultivated area of 
ordinary crops, 1924-1930. (9) Production and cultivated 
areas of ordinary crops classifi ed by districts, 1930. (10) 
Value of exports of agricultural products (Haikwan taels), 
raw products and manufactured goods. (11) Exports of 
agricultural products (metric tons and Haikwan taels), 
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1921-1930. (12) Exports of principal agricultural products 
classifi ed by destination (metric tons and Haikwan taels), 
1930. (13) Amount of soya beans and cereals consumed 
in the three eastern provinces, 1930 (as food, fodder, or 
seed; in South and in North Manchuria). (14) Percentage 
of agricultural products shipped to the markets (in South 
and North Manchuria). Map of distribution of crops [and 
railways] in Manchuria (p. 111). Sub-section titled “Soya 
beans” (p. 110-12). A photo (facing p. 112) shows Soya bean 
at Tailai, piled in sacks near a railway. The soybean is the 
principal resource of Manchuria in terms of both production 
and acreage. In recent years, the annual production has 
reached more than 5 million tons, which is 60% of world 
soybean production.
 Chapter 12, “Industry,” includes table (6) Manufacturing 
production in the Kwantung Lased Territory and the S.M.R. 
Zone, 1926-1930 (both volume and value). Products include 
[soya] bean oil, [soya] beancakes, miso, and soy [sauce]. 
In Section 2, “Oil and fat industry” is a subsection (p. 188-
97) titled “Oil milling” with these contents: Introduction. 
Diagram of utilization of soya beans. History. oil extraction 
methods, table (7) “Beancake producing capacity of oil 
mills per 24 hours, 1925-1931” (in major cities), table 
(8) “Beancake production in Manchuria (1,000 pieces), 
1926-1930, in major cities and regions, table (9) “Exports 
of beans and bean oil from Dairen, Antung, Yingkow and 
Vladivostok, 1920-1931,” table (10) “Exports of soya beans, 
beancake and bean oil (1927-1931),” table (11) Exports of 
beancake classifi ed by ports, 1929-32,” table (12) “Export of 
beancake classifi ed by destination, 1929-1931” (Japan gets 
62%), table (13) “Export of bean oil, 1931, by destination, 
“Solidifi ed bean oil industry” [hydrogenated], table (14) 
“Production of solidifi ed bean oil (by the Dairen Oil Fat 
Manufacturing Co., established 1916).” Miso and soy [sauce] 
manufacture (p. 230).
 In Chapter 15, “Foreign trade, table (9) shows the 
“Quantity and value of exports at Manchurian ports (Value 
in H.K. taels). The main exports are soya beans, other 
beans, maize, kaoliang, and millet. The ports are Antung, 
Dairen [the main port for soya beans], Newchwang, Harbin, 
Aigun, Hunchun, and Lungchingtsun. The main destination 
countries are British Empire, USA, Germany, France, Russia, 
Other countries, Total, Chinese ports, Grand total. Note 
that Japan is not mentioned; it is probably concealed within 
“Other countries.” The source of the statistics in table 9 
is: Research Offi ce of S.M.R. Co. Trade Returns of North 
China, 1930 and previous issues.
 A large fold-out map at the end of the book shows all 
of Manchuria, incl. province boundaries, railways, steamer 
routes, and cables.

1234. Nakajima, Kenzo. 1932. Studies on the proteins and 
oil of soy bean. J. of the Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido 
Imperial Univ. (Hokkaido Teikoku Daigaku Nogakubu Kiyo) 

31(3):165-356. (Chem. Abst. 27:2053 {1933}). [88 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Glycinin is denatured almost completely into a 
glutelin-like protein, soluble in 0.2% sodium hydroxide, by 
the oil-extraction process. The rates of digestion of natural 
and denatured glycinin by enzymes, and the action of papain 
and castor-seed powder on the oil, were studied. Viscosities 
of mixtures of the oil with organic solvents were measured.
 Thanks to Mr. K. Sugiyama, president of Honen 
[Hohnen] Oil Co. Address: Hokkaido Imp. Univ., Sapporo, 
Japan.

1235. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce. Foodstuffs Div. 1932. The market in 
Germany and other European countries for American soya 
beans. Washington, DC: Foodstuffs Div. 9 p. Mimeographed 
unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This report is a revision of Special Circular 
#344, published in July 1932. Contents: Introduction. 
Importance of Hamburg and Germany as a Market for 
American Soya beans. German and European consumption 
of soya beans (1930-1931; and Germany 1927-1931). 
Disposition of United States crop of soya beans. United 
States exports of soya beans by month (1931-32). Quality 
standards and sale terms for American soya beans. Lower 
price for American beans because of bulk shipments. 
German market for soya bean cake. Other cattle feedstuffs 
not a serious competitor to soya beans. Increasing 
imports of soya beans [are taking market share] away 
from other oilseeds (table, 1913-1931). Capacity of the 
important European mills. Direct sales to German mills 
not recommended–Hamburg agents in better position than 
London to watch experimental shipments to German buyers. 
Exchange conditions affecting bean purchases. Bank credits 
more diffi cult. Speculation in the Hamburg trade. Unilever 
Group not dominant in the German market. (its affi liated 
mills consume about 200,000 tons/year). German efforts to 
cultivate soya beans from American stock not successful: 
Russia, Sweden, northern France (imports are increasing), 
United Kingdom (Unilever plays the major role), Denmark, 
Netherlands. Conditions in the producing areas: China 
(South Manchuria 2,163,527 tonnes; North Manchuria 
2,057,247 tonnes), Chosen [Korea; 1,982,084 acres].
 The estimated yearly capacity (in long tons) of major 
German mills for soybeans in 1931, ranked in descending 
order of size, is: 1. F. Thörl’s Oelfabriken, Harburg-Elbe, 
246,000. 2. Hansa Muehle, Hamburg, 197,000. 3. Stettiner 
Oelwerke A.G., incl. Toepfer’s Oelwerke GmbH, 197,000. 
4. Noblee & Thörl, Harburg-Elbe, 148,000. 5. Brinckman 
& Mergell, Harburg-Elbe, 128,000. 6. Henke & cie., C. 
Thywissen, Norddeutsche Oelwerke A.G., and P.J. Stahlberg, 
118,000.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that contains the company names “Noblee” or “Noblee & 
Thörl / Thorl.”
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 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) 
that mentions “Toepfer’s Oelwerke GmbH” or that states it is 
now a part of Stettiner Oelwerke A.G.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016) 
that mentions the German soybean crusher Brinckman & 
Mergell.
 In Russia, according to reliable sources, the Soviet 
Government had a total of 1,088,000 acres of soybeans under 
cultivation in 1932 in the following areas: Ukraine 717,500 
acres, Russian Far East 247,000 acres, Northern Caucasus 
123,500 acres. Russia is making increasing use of the Trans-
Siberian Railroad in bringing soybeans into Russia for export 
via the ports of Leningrad and Murmansk. Why? The country 
is believed to be in great need of foreign exchange. From 
Jan. 1, to May 15, 1932 rail shipments were about 194,450 
tons.
 Unilever’s affi liated mills consume about 200,000 tons/
year of soybeans. “The British demand for soya beans is 
very largely in the hands of the Unilever organization which, 
with its Holland affi liations, owns or controls a number of 
the most important British, German, and Swedish crushing 
plants. It is known to be the general policy of the Unilever 
combine to purchase its oilseeds through a central buying 
committee, which not only contracts for the raw commodity, 
but also apportions the amount to be crushed by each plant. 
It is estimated that Unilever, including associated companies, 
do probably 75 per cent of the oilseed crushing of Europe 
and the United Kingdom.” Address: Washington, DC.

1236. Vries, E. de. 1932. De cultuur en import van sojabonen 
[The culture and import of soybeans]. Economisch Weekblad 
voor Nederlandsch-Indie 1(17):674. [Dut]*

1237. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria. Attached 
to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural 
Explorations in Japan, Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, 
Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon 
(Log of Dorsett-Morse Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Perhaps the best book ever written about 
the soybean in Manchuria; extremely comprehensive and 
detailed. The only known copy of this book (as of Sept. 
2011) is owned by Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California).
 Contents: 1. Manchuria. 2. Topography. 3. Climate. 4. 
Area and population. 5. Soils. 6. Agricultural methods. 7. 
Agricultural crops: Distribution.
 8. Soybeans: History, importance, important production 
regions, production, varieties, improvement of varieties, 
time and methods of planting, cultivation, rotation, 
fertilizers, harvesting, threshing, seed cleaning and yields, 
cost of production, marketing, prices, trade competition, 
transportation, storage of soybeans, mixed storage system, 
seed inspection, soybean oil cake, storage of bean cakes, 
soybean oil inspection, storage and transportation of oil, 
soybean oil industry (history, methods of milling {wedge 

system, screw system, hydraulic system, [solvent] extraction 
system}, production of oil mills, number and location of oil 
mills, present status of mills), export trade in beans, cake, 
and oil, bean exports, bean cake exports, bean oil exports.
 Contains 174 numbered fi gures, mostly original photos 
(each with a caption) taken in Manchuria, plus a map of 
Manchuria. Photos include: (2) Transporting soybeans by 
junk down the Liao River to Yingkow [Yingkou]. (3) The 
frozen Sungari River, North Manchuria, provides good roads 
for the transportation of agricultural crops during winter 
months. (4) The cow, donkey, and horse assist the farmer 
in most of his work. (5) The primitive wooden plow made 
at home is the principal farm implement. (6) The farmer 
uses a crude wooden cart to carry his plow to the fi elds. (7) 
General view of a Manchurian farm village near Nanzankai, 
South Manchuria, showing farm homes, threshing grounds, 
and harvested crops stacked about the threshing grounds. (8) 
View of compound home of the better class of Manchurian 
farmer. (9) The “Tunhulu” made with a kaoliang stalk 
and gourd is used in sowing millet and kaoliang. (10) 
Compacting the soil on sown peanuts with stone rollers in a 
sandy region of South Manchuria. (11) The wooden roller is 
commonly used in compacting the soil on soybeans sown on 
ridges. (12) After harvest the crops are hauled to the village 
and stacked about the threshing ground. (13) The Manchu 
farmer occasionally pulls wheat or barley plants instead 
of cutting with the sickle. (14) Threshing is accomplished 
with a stone roller pulled over the plants by horse or 
donkey. (15) Seed is cleaned by throwing shovelfuls in the 
air and letting the wind separate the seed from the trash. 
(16) Coolies planting and covering soybeans. (17) Fields 
of soybeans near Kaiyuan, Manchuria, in July. (18) Field 
plot of the Moshito variety in South Manchuria. (19) The 
Moshito variety in a variety fi eld test at the Hsiungyaocheng 
Experimental Station in South Manchuria. (21) Soybeans 
are planted on ridges 6 to 8 inches high and the rows 21 
inches apart. (22) Farmer in North Manchuria making ridges 
for planting soybeans. (23) Tramping ridges and planting 
soybeans in North Manchuria. (24) Planting soybeans on 
ridges. (25) Tramping ridges, planting beans, and covering 
with plow. (26) General view of planting and covering 
soybeans in Manchuria. (27) After the beans are covered the 
soil is compacted on the beans by drawing a wooden roller 
over the ridges. (28) Planting the Moshito variety in South 
Manchuria on new land. (29) Planting soybeans between 
hills of corn in South Manchuria. (30) Planting and covering 
soybeans between hills of corn. (31) A furrow is made in 
early May for corn and every other furrow left for soybean 
planting in early June, South Manchuria. (32) Planting a 
row of soybeans between two rows of corn when corn was 
6 inches high. (33) Planting and covering a row of soybeans 
between two rows of corn in South Manchuria. (34) Close-
up view of covering a row of soybeans between two rows 
of corn. (35) Planting soybeans between hills of corn in the 
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Hsiungyaocheng region. (38) Hemp planted at the ends of 
soybean rows to prevent animals from injuring the soybean 
plants. (39) The second cultivation of soybeans is done with 
the plow. (40) The third and last cultivation of soybeans 
consists of hand hoeing. (41) Cultivating corn and soybeans 
in South Manchuria. (42) Cultivating soybeans and corn in 
South Manchuria. (43) Piles of compost used as fertilizer by 
the Manchurian farmer. (44) Coolies scattering compost in 
middle of last year’s rows. (45) Fit in which manure and soil 
are mixed for making fertilizer cakes, South Manchuria. (46) 
Stacks of fertilizer cakes made from manure and soil, South 
Manchuria. (47) Field of mature soybeans ready for harvest 
in North Manchuria. (48) Coolie with short-bladed sickle 
used in cutting soybeans. (49) Coolies cutting a fi eld of 
soybeans in North Manchuria. (50) After cutting, the plants 
are left in small bunches to cure. (51) After curing in the 
fi eld, soybean plants are hauled to the threshing ground in the 
village. (52) A Chinese family loading cured soybean plants 
on cart for hauling to the threshing ground. (53) Loading 
soybeans on a cart for hauling to the threshing ground near 
a small village in South Manchuria. Women and children 
are gathering leaves, broken stems, and other plant material 
for winter fuel. (54) Long rectangular stacks of soybeans 
about a threshing ground. (55) Soybeans in stacks about 
the threshing ground are left to cure for 3 or 4 weeks before 
threshing. (56) Bundles of immature plants curing on the side 
of the threshing ground. (57) Cutting soybeans after the corn 
stalks have been harvested, South Manchuria. (58) General 
view on a South Manchurian farm of a black seeded variety 
of soybeans being cured in small shocks. (59) The threshing 
fl oor is thoroughly rolled with some rollers before threshing. 
(60) Small quantities of beans are threshed with bamboo 
fl ails. (61) The stone roller used in threshing soybeans and 
other crops in Manchuria. (62) Soybean plants drying on a 
threshing ground. (64) General view of a threshing ground 
after the soybeans have been placed to a depth of 2 or 3 
feet. The plants are left to cure for 2 or 3 hours in the sun 
before threshing. (63) View of threshing ground just before 
threshing soybeans. (65) The common method of threshing 
soybeans in Manchuria. (66) Soybean threshing scene in 
South Manchuria. (68) Threshed material being raked into 
piles in preparation for cleaning the seed. (67) General 
view of threshing soybeans by stone rollers drawn either by 
horses or mules. In the foreground coolies are shocking the 
plants after they have been rolled once. (69) General view of 
threshing ground with coolies raking and scraping threshed 
soybeans into a pile to be cleaned. (70) Primitive method of 
separating soybean seed from threshed material. (71) Close-
up view of coolie throwing shovelful of threshed material 
in air. (72) View showing cleaned bean seed in foreground. 
(74) The fi ner material, pods, and broken stems, left from 
cleaning, is used for animal feed. (73) Cleaning soybeans 
by throwing shovelfuls of threshed material into the air. (75) 
Seed is often stored in small matting bins at side of threshing 

ground. Continued. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

1238. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria (Continued–
Document part II). Attached to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, 
W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, 
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), 
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon (Log of Dorsett-Morse 
Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Continued from page 80: (76) After cleaning, 
the seed is measured. (77) After cleaning and measuring the 
seed is often bagged ready for the market. (78) Home-made 
implements used in cleaning seed from threshed material 
(79) Rake commonly used in separating the coarser material 
in seed cleaning. (80) Broom made from kaoliang stalks used 
in scraping up seed on threshing ground. (81) Native cart 
used in transporting produce [including soybeans] to market. 
(82) Cartload of bags of soybeans in the yard of a Chinese 
inn, North Manchuria. (83) View of a Chinese inn on the 
outskirts of Harbin, North Manchuria. (84) Arrival of farmer 
with cartload of soybeans in a Chinese inn yard. (85) View of 
Chinese inn yard showing accommodations for horses. (87) 
Manchurian farmer at a Chinese inn near Harbin, North 
Manchuria. (86) Chinese storage merchants either purchase 
the soybeans direct from the farmers at the Chinese inns or 
arrange through the master of the inn for the purchase of 
seed as the farmer comes in from the country. (88) 
Manchurian farmers selling cartloads of soybeans in the open 
soybean market at Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (89) Soybean seed 
stored in sacks in open storage in railway yards in North 
Manchuria. (90) Unloading from farm carts and storing 
soybean seed in osier bins in Chinese merchant’s storage 
yard. Kungchuling, Manchuria. (91) Cartload of soybeans in 
storage yard of Chinese grain merchant. North Manchuria. 
(92) Soybeans lumped in piles in a railway yard in North 
Manchuria. (94) Uncovered rick of bags of soybeans in 
railway yards in North Manchuria. (93) Open storage in bulk 
of soybean seed in a railroad yard in North Manchuria. (95) 
Ricks of bags of soybeans covered with matting and 
tarpaulin in railway yards, North Manchuria. (96) Cartload of 
bags of soybeans in Chinese merchant’s storage yard, North 
Manchuria. (97) Beans are sometimes transported in bulk by 
the farmer. (98 & 99) placed in bags, and dumped in osier 
bins (100-105). (98) Measuring and bagging beans in 
Chinese grain merchant’s storage yard. (99) Wooden measure 
used for measuring beans by Chinese grain merchants. (100) 
Osier bin half fi lled with soybeans, North Manchuria. (101) 
Osier bins fi lled with beans. (102) Filling osier bins with 
beans. (103) Close-up view of osier bin just fi lled with beans. 
(104) Osier bin fi lled with beans and capped. (105) General 
view of Chinese grain merchant’s storage yard showing 
storage of soybeans in osier bins. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (106) 
“River beans” at Tingkow, Manchuria, on the Liao River. 
(107) Manchurian farmers carting soybeans to Harbin across 
the frozen Sungari River, December 2, 1930. (108) “Train 
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beans” stored in railway yards, Dairen, Manchuria. (109) 
“Cart beans” stored in osier bins in Chinese grain merchant’s 
storage yard. (110) Coolies unloading a car of soybeans in 
railway yards. (111) Bags of soybeans are shipped in open 
cars along the Chinese Eastern Railway in North Manchuria. 
(112) Train-load of sacks with soybean seed being moved 
from storage yards in North Manchuria over the Chinese 
Eastern Railway to Changchung, Manchuria. (113) Beans 
and bean cake being loaded in large freighter at Yingkow 
[Yingkou] for shipment to Japan. (114) Soybeans are shipped 
in closed box cars on the South Manchuria Railway. (115) 
The foundation of the osier bin consists of logs or heavy 
pieces of timber over which is laid a matting of closely-
woven kaoliang stalks. (116) The sides of the osier bin of 
matting 15 inches wide, unrolled as the bin is gradually 
fi lled. (117) Filling osier bin with beans. (118) Osier bin half 
fi lled with beans. (119) Two osier bins nearly fi lled with 
beans. (120) Osier bin fi lled with beans. (121) Osier bin 
fi lled with beans and being capped with bundles of millet 
straw. (122) Filling osier bins with beans and capping a 
completely fi lled bin. (125) Side view of bags of beans 
stacked under matting cover in grain merchant’s storage 
yard, Harbin, Manchuria. (123) Soybeans stored in osier bins 
in the storage yard of a Chinese grain merchant. Kaiyuan, 
Manchuria. (124) Scene in the storage yards of a Chinese 
grain merchant during the soybean marketing season. 
Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (126) End view of stacks of bags of 
soybeans covered with matting. Harbin, Manchuria. (127) 
Stack of bags of beans completely covered with matting and 
tarpaulin. Harbin, Manchuria. (128) Sacks of soybeans stored 
under tarpaulin in a Chinese merchant’s storage yard. Harbin, 
Manchuria. (129) General view of sacks of soybeans stored 
under matting in a Chinese merchant’s storage yards. Harbin, 
Manchuria. (130) Bags of beans stored in warehouse of 
South Manchuria Railway yards. Dairen, Manchuria. (131) 
Looking down aisle between stacks of soybeans in 
warehouse of South Manchuria Railway yards. Dairen, 
Manchuria. (132) Coolies unloading bags of soybeans for 
open storage in South Manchuria Railway yards, Dairen. 
(133) Covered stack of bags of beans in open storage. (134) 
Inspector drawing sample of beans for inspection in railway 
storage yard. (135) Inspecting soybeans in railway storage 
yards. (136) Weighing in bags of beans during inspection in 
railway storage yards. (137) Inspecting beans in storage 
yards of Chinese soybean oil mill. Dairen, Manchuria. (138) 
Wagon load of soybean oil cake on way from Chinese oil 
mill to oil cake warehouse. Dairen, Manchuria. (139) Coolies 
unloading wagons of oil cakes at one of the warehouses of 
the South Manchuria Railway. (140) Millions of soybean oil 
cakes are piled high in the warehouses of the South 
Manchuria Railway, Dairen. (141) Close-up view of soybean 
oil cakes in a warehouse, Dairen. (142) Coolie carrying 
soybean oil cakes from warehouse to fl at car, Dairen. (143) 
Loading fl at cars with oil cakes from warehouse for shifting 

to wharves. (144) Train of fl at cars loaded with oil cakes to 
be shifted to wharves for export. (145) Coolies unloading fl at 
cars of oil cakes at wharves for export. (146) Coolies 
unloading oil cakes from box cars at wharf warehouse, 
Dairen. (147) Oil cakes unloaded from wagons and stacked 
on wharf for export, Dairen. (148) Soybean oil cakes stacked 
under covering in storage yards of a soybean oil mill, Dairen. 
(149) Coolies stacking soybean oil cakes in railway storage 
yards. (150) Close-up view of coolies stacking soybean oil 
cakes in railway yard open storage. (151) Soybean oil cakes 
stacked under cover and in open wharf storage yard. (152) 
Soybean oil cakes stacked along wharf, Dairen, Manchuria. 
(153) Unloading and stacking soybean oil cakes at Chinese 
Junk Wharf, Dairen, Manchuria. (154) Stacks of soybean oil 
cakes awaiting shipment at Chinese Junk Wharf, Dairen, 
Manchuria. (155) Broken, molded soybean cakes are spread 
out on tarpaulin to dry, Dairen. (156) After broken, molded 
cakes are thoroughly dried in the sun, the material is bagged 
and sold for fertilizer. (157) General view of the soybean oil 
inspection laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway 
showing drums of soybean oil brought from Chinese oil 
mills for inspection and grading. (159) Drums of soybean oil 
being delivered at the oil testing laboratory of the South 
Manchuria Railway. (158) Chinese soybean oil mill with oil 
storage tanks and osier bins for storage of seed. 
Kungchuling, Manchuria. (160) Train of tank cars fi lled with 
soybean oil from points in North Manchuria. (161) Attaching 
pipe line from tank to freighter, Dairen, Manchuria. (162) 
Filling the tanks of a freighter with soybean oil, Dairen, 
Manchuria. (163) Bundles of grass used in the pressing of 
soybean oil. (164) Screw type of press [manual] commonly 
used by Chinese oil mills in Manchuria. Said to have been 
fi rst used by the Tarkoyuan Mill, Yingkow (Newchwang) in 
1896. (165) Soybean fl akes being steamed over a vat in 
preparation for pressing. (166) Soybean oil cakes being 
carted from oil mills to warehouse in South Manchuria 
Railway Storage Yards, Dairen. (167) Unloading soybean oil 
cakes at the warehouse to which they have just been brought 
from the oil mills. (168) Loading bags of soybean on a 
German freighter at Dairen. (169) Bags of soybeans being 
loaded on a German freighter, Dairen, Manchuria. (170) 
Soybeans being loaded on a German freighter, Dairen, 
Manchuria. (171) Soybeans are exported to many Chinese 
ports by junk. (172) Loading Japanese freighter with bean 
cakes at Dairen, Manchuria. (173) Loading bean cakes on 
junks for export to Chinese ports. (175) Filling a tank on an 
English freighter with soybean oil. (174) View showing the 
fi lling of the oil tanks of a British freighter with soybean oil 
at the oil wharf in the South Manchuria Railway yards. (176) 
General view of Dairen wharves showing steel drums and oil 
paper lined baskets of soybean oil ready for shipment to 
Chinese ports. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

1239. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria (Continued–
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Document part III). Attached to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, 
W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, 
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), 
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon (Log of Dorsett-Morse 
Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: (Continued): The “History” section of this book 
(p. 30) states: “According to Chinese literature, the soybean 
was grown as a farm crop in China proper more than 5,000 
years ago. The origin of soybean culture in Manchuria is not 
defi nitely known but is supposed to have been brought from 
Central China districts many centuries ago. At fi rst the beans 
were grown only for food but when they became a source 
of oil, production gradually increased. The production of 
soybeans, however, was more or less localized until after the 
Chinese-Japanese war [fi rst Sino-Japanese war, Jan. 1894 to 
Jan. 1895] at which time Japan began to import the oil cake 
for fertilizing purposes, resulting in a sudden expansion of 
demand for this product. The Japanese-Russian War [Russo-
Japanese war, 1904-05] brought about a wider interest in 
the soybean and its products, successful shipments being 
made to Europe about 1908, and the soybean soon assumed 
world-wide attention. Acreage and production increased by 
leaps and bounds so that the soybean became one of the most 
important staple crops and exports of Manchuria.
 “Importance: The soybean is the most important 
agricultural crop in Manchuria today and business circles 
depend to the greatest extent upon the market situation of 
the soybean and its products oil and oil cakes. Soybeans 
make up more then one-fourth of the staple crop acreage 
of Manchuria, the annual production of seed being around 
180,000,000 bushels. As the big cash crop of the region 
providing fully one-half of the farm income in northern 
Manchuria and more then one-half of the total volume of 
freight handled by Manchurian railways, the soybean is a 
dominating factor in the economic life of the country. From 
two-thirds to three-fourths of the soybean crop is exported.”
 Maps: Map of Manchuria (p. 2).
 Tables: (1) Climatic conditions in the most important 
regions in Manchuria. These are: Dairen, Mukden, 
Changchun, Harbin, Tsitsihar. For each region is given: 
Latitude. Temperature in July and in August. Growing season 
(days). Rainfall (inches). Warm season rainfall * (percent). * 
Period from May to August inclusive.
 (2) Area, total population, and population per square 
mile of the Three Northern Provinces. They are: Liaoning 
(Fengtien), Kirin, and Heilungkiang [Heilongjiang]. The 
latter has by far the largest area (211,385 square miles), but 
by far the smallest population (5.134 million), and by far the 
lowest population density (24 people per square mile).
 (3) Total acreage of cultivated and uncultivated land 
in the Three Northeastern Provinces. Liaoning 19.1% 
cultivated. Kirin 22.9% cultivated. Heilungkiang 6.9% 
cultivated.
 (4) Percentage of production and cultivated area of 

ordinary crops in Manchuria, 1930. Source: Manchuria 
Yearbook, 1932-33. Gives both sets of fi gures each year from 
1924 to 1930 for soybeans, other beans, kaoliang, millet, 
maize, wheat, and other cereals. In 1926 production of 
soybeans fi rst passed production of kaoliang to become the 
leading crop in Manchuria.
 (5) Percentage of principal crops by agricultural regions 
in North Manchuria for 1929 and 1930. The agricultural 
regions are: South of Harbin, Harbin, East of Harbin. 
Below Sungari River, Hu-hai, West of Harbin. other places. 
Soybeans are the leading crop for both years in most of these 
regions. Data furnished by R. Kadono, Research Offi ce, 
South Manchuria Railway, Harbin, Manchuria.
 (6) Acreage of principal crops by agricultural regions in 
Manchuria, 1929. Figures are given for 15 regions; most are 
not the same as those in Table 5.
 (7) Agricultural production in Manchuria in 1930. 
Figures are given for the three provinces, the total of the 
three, and for the Kwantung Leased Territory & South 
Manchuria Railway (SMR) Zone. Kirin province is by far 
the leading soybean producer with 2.364 million metric tons. 
Total soybean production in this area in 1930 was 5.318 
million metric tons.
 (8) Estimated production of soybeans by districts in 
Manchuria, 1931 (in bushels). Manchuria is divided into 
South Manchuria (where 79.783 million bu were produced) 
and North Manchuria (where 116.952 million bu were 
produced). Each of the two parts of Manchuria is divided 
into about 8 districts. By far the biggest soybean producing 
district is the Chinese Eastern Railway–eastern section in 
North Manchuria (41.361 million bushels).
 (9) Soybean introductions [to the USA] from China, 
Japan, Manchuria, and Chosen (Korea) classifi ed according 
to seed color. Fifteen different seed colors are given. By far 
the most common seed color was straw yellow (2910 out 
of 4578 total, or 63.5%). The total number of introductions 
from each country were: Chosen (Korea) 3379 (or 73.8% of 
the total). Japan 577. Manchuria 511. China 111.
 (9a, p. 39) Named native varieties of soybeans grown in 
different sections of Manchuria. Thirty-six names are given, 
in alphabetical order.
 (9b, p. 42), Criteria for soybean plant selection each fall 
at Kaiyuan Experiment Station. Seven criteria, each of which 
is record for each selection.
 (9c, p. 45). Time of planting soybeans. Ranges from 
April 25 to May 10 at Changchun to May 15 to May 20 at 
Laiyang.
 (10) Number of labor units expended for staple crops 
of Manchuria. Gives fi gures for soybeans, wheat, kaoliang, 
millet, and corn. For each crop gives: Labor units per acre. 
Value of crops per acre in 1922, 1923, and 1924. Return per 
“labor unit” in 1922, 1923, and 1924. Soybeans usually gave 
the highest return per “labor unit”–but sometimes wheat gave 
the highest return.
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 (11, p. 104) Future and spot transactions of the produce 
exchanges in Manchuria under Japanese supervision. Gives 
fi gures for the years 1913, 1918, 1923, 1928, and 1929. 
For each year gives: Amount of future delivery in silver 
yen. Amount of spot delivery in silver yen. Total. The total 
increased from 41.3 million in 1913 to 16,538 million in 
1929. Part of this increase was clearly due to infl ation.
 (12, p. 132) Soybean inspection grades of the South 
Manchuria Railway, 1923-1929, inclusive. Figures are 
given for each year. The three main categories are perfect 
seed, imperfect seed, and dirt. Under perfect seed, the two 
subcategories are yellow and colored. Under each of those 
are Excellent, 1st grade, and 2nd grade. Under imperfect 
seed, the two subcategories are injured and immature. Under 
each of those are Excellent, 1st grade, and 2nd grade.
 (13) Physical analysis of standard samples from mixed 
storage soybeans for 1931-32.
 (14) Physical analysis of standard samples for 1931-
32. There are fi ve classes of soybeans: Special, 1st class, 
2nd class, 3rd class, and 4th class. For each class there is a 
column for yellow beans, green beans, brown beans, black 
beans, worm-eaten beans, unripe beans, and foreign matters.
 (15) Physical analysis of soybeans in mixed storage for 
the year 1930-31. The fi ve classes and seven columns are the 
same as for table 14.
 (16) Results of physical analysis of Manchurian 
soybeans during the last ten years. Starts with 1923-24 and 
ends with 1931-32. The eight columns given for each year 
are the seven in table 14 plus one for “discolored beans.”
 (17) Amounts of bean oil and bean cake obtained from 
100 kin (132.2 pounds) of soybeans by different milling 
systems. The 3 systems are round cake system, plate cake 
system, and [solvent] extraction system.
 (18) Composition of bean cake or meal produced by 
three different milling systems.
 (19) Total production of bean cake (pieces) in 
Manchuria in 6 localities for 1926-1930 inclusive. Source: 
The Manchuria Yearbook, 1932-33, p. 194.
 (20) Location, number, systems, and production of 
soybean oil mills in 6 localities in Manchuria, 1926.
 (21) Bean cake (pieces) producing capacity of oil mills 
in 6 localities in 24 hours, 1925-1931.
 (22) Principal Manchurian exports for 1929, value in 
Haikwan taels. Soybeans are #1 with 40% of the total value. 
Ban cake is #2 with 15%. Ban oil is #4 with 5%.
 (23) Exports of staple products through Dairen during 
the fi rst 7 months of 1930, 1931, and 1932. Both quantity 
(short tons) and value (dollars).
 (24) Exports of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean oil 
from Manchuria to foreign countries, 1909-1930.
 (25) Amount of soybeans of 1929 crop rejected for 
various reasons by the Chinese Eastern Railway. Eight 
different reasons are given with the amount rejected in tons 
for each reason. No. 1 reason is “Mixture of earth,” followed 

by “short weight.”
 (26) Comparison of bean cake exports from Dairen, 
Newchwang, and Vladivostok from Oct. 1929 to March 
1930, with same previous season. Figures given for the 
following countries: Japan proper, China proper, Formosa, 
Chosen (Korea), and other countries.
 (27) Bean cake (pieces) exports according to destination 
(same destinations as in Table 26).
 (28) Exports of soybean oil according to destination, 
1931 (same destinations as above). Address: USDA, 
Washington, DC.

1240. Mumford, H.W. 1932. A year’s progress in solving 
some farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Annual Report 45:1-286. For the year 
ended June 30, 1932.
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in the following 
sections and pages: Soils and crops: Legume studies showing 
up rotations in new light (p. 13-15). Strains of new soybean 
hybrids showing promise (p. 40). Old varieties of soybeans 
outyield new strains (p. 41-42). Inoculated soybeans rival 
red clover as soil builder (p. 43-44). Search for new crops is 
yielding promising results (p. 67-69; soybean oil can be used 
in paint as a substitute for part of the linseed oil).
 Livestock investigations: Soybean oil meal superior for 
pasture-fed steers (p. 73-74). Soybean hay compared with 
silage for beef calves (p. 75). Soft pork produced in other 
ways than by soybeans (p. 87-88). Soybean oil meal good 
chick feed (p. 108).
 Dairy investigations: Soybeans cut late produce largest 
yields of hay (p. 115-17).
 Agricultural economics investigations: Export outlet 
marks new trend in marketing soybeans (p. 167-68). 
Drying studies help protect three different crops (p. 184-85; 
including soybean hay).
 Home economics investigations: Soybean oil’s fl avor 
handicap’s its use for food (p. 238-39; studies by Sybil 
Woodruff and Olga Zwermann). Address: Dean and Director 
of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.

1241. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1933. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1932. London. 106 p. See p. 93-95.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1242. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1933. The Manchurian soy bean 
situation. 26(7):184-88. Feb. 13.
• Summary: “The Manchurian soy bean acreage for 1933 
probably will be no larger than that of 1932, according to 
Assistant Agricultural Commissioner Fred J. Rossiter at 
Shanghai. Unsettled political conditions are expected to 
continue to restrict the acreage. A large number of farmers 
have left their homes, while others have lost their work 
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animals and will leave the land uncultivated.”
 “The amount of soy beans and bean products available 
for export during the crop year ending September 30, 1933 
is considered to be about 30 per cent less than the amount 
available in 1931-32.”
 “Review of the 1931-32 season: While the United 
States disposed of [exported to Europe] over two million 
bushels of soy beans in Europe during the crop year, which 
ended September 30, 1932, Manchuria shipped to the 
same destination fi fty-six million bushels of beans and the 
equivalent of over fi fteen million bushels in the form of bean 
oil.”
 Tables show: (1) Manchuria: Exports of soy beans, 
bean cake and bean oil, by countries, year ended September 
20, 1932. Includes exports from Dairen, Newchwang, 
Vladivostok and Manchuli. The exports are to Europe, 
Leningrad, Japan (incl. Chosen [Korea] and Taiwan), China, 
East Indies [Indonesia], United States, Others, and Total. Soy 
bean exports totaled 2,993,923 short tons, with the largest 
amount going to Europe (1,477,033). Soy bean cake exports 
totaled 1,503,395 short tons, with the largest amount going to 
Japan (980,911). Soy bean oil exports totaled 154,418 short 
tons, with the largest amount going to China (101,784).
 (2) Manchuria: Average monthly price of soy beans and 
soy bean products at Dairen in silver yen and United States 
currency, 1929-30 to 1932-33.

1243. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1933. Oils and oilseeds: 
Manchurian soy bean movement reduced. 26(13):340. March 
27.
• Summary: Prices and exports have continued to decline. 
“In China, duties on and boycotts against Manchurian 
products are expected to curtail demand.”

1244. China Weekly Review (Shanghai). 1933. How an 
illegal Chinese bean deal now becomes legitimate! 64:123-
24. March 25. *

1245. L’Heureux, L. 1933. Le soja [Soya]. Congo: Revue 
Generale de la Colonie Belge (Bruxelles) 1(2):214-36. 
Feb.; 1(3):365-83. March. (Bulletin de l’Offi ce Colonial, 
Bruxelles). [14 ref. Fre; eng+]
• Summary: This early publication on soyfoods in Africa 
describes food uses and methods of preparing soymilk, 
in both condensed and powdered forms. Tunisia was a 
French protectorate from 1881 to 1956, when it became 
independent. France grew soybeans there, apparently at 
about the same time it started growing them in Algeria (p. 
214).
 At the exposition of Nanking in 1910 some 400 varieties 
of soybeans were assembled (p. 214).
 In 1908 the fi rm of Mitsui was the fi rst to try to 
transport, by sea, soybean seeds from Dairen to Liverpool. It 

was the beginning of a new industry in England (Liverpool 
and Hull), in Germany, Denmark (Copenhagen), and Holland 
(Rotterdam & Amsterdam).
 A former Belgian missionary in Jehol (West Mongolia), 
Father De Preter (Le T.R.P. Fl. De Preter, Supérieur de la 
Maison des Pères de Scheut à Yvoir) has corresponded with 
the author about soybeans, tofu, and soybean cake in that 
city. Soybeans are not cultivated on the best soils, which are 
reserved for wheat. One of his colleagues at Jehol, Father 
Cyr. De Puydt has worked to improve the soybean crop (p. 
219).
 Father De Preter has often helped in making tofu 
(fromage de soja), using magnesium chloride as a coagulant. 
If one uses calcium sulfate, the tofu is softer and the taste 
seems better. Father de Puydt has improved the manufacture 
of tofu by using magnesium salts (probably Epsom salts) in 
place of magnesium chloride. The tofu is eaten after being 
boiled in water or fried in fat. It is best when fresh. In winter, 
it is allowed to freeze [frozen tofu in northeast China] so 
that it can be kept for a long time; it becomes spongelike. 
But fresh tofu has a special aftertaste to which the European 
palate fi nds it diffi cult to get accustomed. This taste does 
not come from the coagulant but from the soybeans. When 
one eats more than two pieces of tofu in succession, one 
experiences indigestion. It does not produce gas like the 
beans. Notes that the factory of the Caséo-Sojaïne near 
Paris, of which Mr. Li Yu-ying is the director, makes tofu 
and various tofu products. Cooked with eggs, tofu makes 
an excellent omelet. Cooked with the juice of meat, it takes 
on entirely that fl avor. It can be used to make patés or 
smoked. Use fi rm tofu and cook in a mixture of 4:1 water to 
soy sauce. Then smoke it like meat. This can, for example, 
replace ham or bacon in an omelet. Tofu paté has much the 
same consistency and taste as paté de foi gras. Thus, there 
are many ways that tofu can replace meat (p. 221-24).
 Using caséine or légumine of soymilk, the French 
pioneered industrial soy protein isolates in 1911 (see 
Beltzer). They were used in various glues, and in coating 
paper (p. 224-25).
 The margarine industry employs only the fi nest quality 
oils. Soy oil was not introduced to margarine manufacture in 
Europe until about 12 years ago [i.e., 1921], but it has rapidly 
taken an important place on account of its good properties 
and low cost. Describes how to make synthetic rubber 
from soy oil. One of the main uses of soy oil in Europe is 
in making soaps. Some is also used to make explosives. 
Mr. Tihon is the distinguished director of the Laboratory of 
Industry and Commerce at Leopoldville, Belgian Congo (p. 
227-28).
 Soybean cake (Tourteau): Father de Preter in Jehol has 
assured me that soybean cake is used there to nourish and 
fatten beasts. For horses, this cake has a surprising effect. If 
a horse, returning from a trip lean and exhausted, is put on a 
regimen of soybean cake, it will return to normal in 15 days 
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(p. 230).
 Just like the oil, the cake is more and more in demand 
in Europe, and in certain countries the effect of soybeans on 
the economy is quite remarkable. Until about 30 years ago, 
Denmark was a super producer of wheat. But Dutch products 
were defeated by the lower prices of American goods. Aided 
by soybeans, the Danes were able to expand their livestock. 
Soybeans are now imported, the oil is extracted and used to 
make margarine, while the cake is used to feed livestock–
some 18.5 million heads in 1926, not including poultry 
The result has been the development of an enormous trade 
in animal products, butter, cheese, ham, bacon, lard, eggs 
and even livestock–all accounting for about 70% of Danish 
exports. Holland is in a similar position (p. 230-31).
 In 1912 the “Dairen Mill Owners Association” was 
founded, By June 1923 all but 7 of the mills in Dairen were 
members of the association. The oil in the Suzuki mill is 
extracted using benzine solvent, the most modern method. 
32 of the mills, mostly owned by Japanese, use hydraulic 
presses, while those owned by the Chinese generally use 
hand-turned screw presses (p. 231-32).
 A large table (p. 323) shows exports of soybean 
seeds, cake, and oil from the ports of Dairen, Newchwang, 
Vladivostok, and total, from 1908 to 1917. During this time, 
because of Manchurian mills, the amount of seed decreased, 
while the exports of cake and meal increased.
 Condiments: Shoyu (shoyou) is the main one. Several 
processes for making soy sauce are described in detail. Lea 
& Perrins Worcestershire Sauce is nothing but a highly 
seasoned soy sauce (p. 234).
 Continued (p. 365): Mr. L. L’Heureux is director of the 
chemical service of the Belgian Congo. Let’s see what the 
soybean is doing in the Congo. M. Tihon of Leopoldville, 
said in an interesting report titled A propos du soja hispida: 
Encountered 30 years ago [i.e., about 1903] at Stanleyville 
by commander Lemaitre, it fi gured in the collection of the 
botanical garden of Eala and was the object of experiments at 
Sankuru in 1914-15 (p. 365).
 In this report, Tihon analyzed 3 varieties of soybeans 
from the plantations of Eala. The soybean would be good for 
all our [Belgian] colonies; it could replace meat and be used 
in the rations of black workers (p. 366-67).
 Soymilk: Describes how to prepare it and its properties. 
According to Prof. Laxa of Prague, fresh soymilk has an acid 
reaction. Mentions the work of Li Yu-ying. Notes that by 
adding lactose and a bacterial culture, Yogourth [yogurt] can 
be made from soymilk (p. 370).
 In Peking, soymilk is sold in small bottles of 200-220 
cc carrying the title Lait de pois–Un produit chinois. La 
nurriture la plus nourrissante. Préparé par ___. In 1925 
one bottle of soymilk daily cost 1 dollar Mex per month. In 
1919 in Shanghai, Peking and Dairen, Chinese companies 
furnished hospitals and private individuals 8-10 oz of 
concentrated soymilk in bottles (p. 371-72).

 A table (p. 373) compares the composition of 3 types 
of soymilk with mother’s milk, cow’s milk, and goat’s milk; 
all but the cow’s milk (87.00%) contain 90.71% water. The 
soymilks are: (1) From Tsinan fu, China. (2) From Peking, 
China. 3. From Japan. The soymilk from Peking was low in 
fat, so yuba had probably fi rst been removed from it (p. 372).
 In China, soymilk is habitually drunk sweetened 
with sugar. Li Yu-ying reports that one of his parents was 
nourished from birth with soymilk and for 37 years he has 
always been in excellent health (p. 374).
 A new method for making soymilk. In 1916 Prof. Laxa 
of Prague develop a method for making soymilk in homes 
in Europe. The cost of a liter of soymilk in Prague in 1916 
was estimated by Laxa as being about 40 centimes if it was 
homemade. Before the war, there was in London a soymilk 
factory which intended to place its products regularly on 
the market. Plans were made to construct two other plants, 
one in Manchester and one in Liverpool. The synthetic milk 
syndicate launched a soymilk on the market that was adapted 
to European tastes. The syndicate’s factory, established in 
Liverpool, used the method of F. Goessel to make 100 liters 
of soymilk using the following formula (which is given). A 
Dutch patent (No. 2122 of Sept. 1917) and a Japanese patent 
(No. 28346) are also cited (p. 375-77).
 A table shows the composition of 6 types of Soyama 
soymilk according to the analyses of Dr. G. Popp of 
Frankfurt. The protein ranges from 2.5% to 3.77%. Normal 
soy cream contained 11.5% fat, whereas that which was extra 
rich for diabetics contained 30% fat. It is very diffi cult to tell 
the difference between tea, coffee or chocolate to which one 
has added Soyama soy cream compared with regular dairy 
cream (p. 379).
 In using the Soyama milk and cream, von Noorden 
confi rms the following statement of Fischer, who studied 
vegetable milks in general: 1. In the stomach, soymilk gives 
a fl occulent precipitate which is fi ner [smaller clumps] than 
that produced by cow’s milk. 2. The digestion of soymilk 
requires only a weak secretion of gastric juice; the period of 
secretion is therefore short. 3. The time that soymilk protein 
resides in the stomach is shorter than that of cow’s milk 
protein. 4. The peristaltic action of the stomach is less after 
ingestion of soymilk and better coordinated. Therefore, based 
on these observations, von Noorden recommended soymilk 
over cow’s milk (p. 380).
 Hatmaker made powdered soymilk. A table shows its 
composition, as analyzed by a laboratory in Paris (p. 380).
 Yu P’i and Yu Ba are the Chinese and Japanese names 
of yuba, respectively. Recently a new method for making 
yuba has been patented in Japan. It consists in the use of an 
electric ventilator [or fan] placed above the surface of the 
cooking pot containing soymilk that is not heated above 
90ºC. A table (based on analyses of the Tokyo Laboratory 
of Hygiene, of Embrey, and of Adolph) then gives the 
nutritional composition of 5 types of yuba, including Fu 
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Chu (dried yuba sticks) which (surprisingly) contain 53.68% 
water.
 Note: Maybe this Fu Chu was either fresh or 
reconstituted yuba. Address: Directeur du Service Chimique 
du Congo Belge.

1246. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1933. The Manchurian soy bean 
situation. 26(24):686-88. June 12.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Prices. Exports: Soy 
beans, soy-bean cake, soy-bean oil. Two tables show 
statistics related to exports of soy beans and products: (1) 
By quarters. (2) By destination: Japan, Europe, USA, Malay 
ports, China, others.

1247. Trierenberg, H. 1933. Wirtschaftsgeographische 
Uebersichten 4. Nutzwert, Verbreitung und Anbau der 
Sojabohne [Economic-geographical review 4. The economic 
value, range of distribution, and cultivation of the soybean]. 
Ernaehrung der Pfl anze (Die) 29(12):230-33. June 15. [2 ref. 
Ger]
Address: Germany.

1248. Asiaticus. 1933. Soyas de Mandchourie: Production–
exportation [The soybeans of Manchuria: Production and 
exports]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux 
8(90):230-33. June. [Fre]
• Summary: Soymilk is made in Germany and 
Czechoslovakia.
 A table (p. 233) shows imports of soybeans from 
Manchuria into Europe from 1930 to 1932 (in metric 
tons=MT). For France and Great Britain the imports are from 
all countries, not just Manchuria.
 France: Increased from 548 MT in 1930 to 14,512 in 
1932 (fi rst 11 months of 1932).
 Italy: Increased from 9,000 in 1930 to 36,000 in 1932.
 Netherlands: Increased from 19,225 in 1930 to 23,493 
in 1932, Sweden: Decreased from 49,000 in 1930 to 9,007 in 
1932.
 Great Britain increased from 92,770 in 1930 to 161,481 
in 1932.
 Denmark increased from 174,631 in 1930 to 199,772 in 
1932. Germany increased from 888,786 in 1930 to 1,139,383 
in 1932. Note that Germany imported more soybeans from 
Manchuria than all other countries combined.

1249. Stewart, Charles L.; Whalin, Oren L. 1933. Le 
commerce international des fèves de soya et de leurs sous-
produits [International trade in soybeans and their by-
products]. Revue Economique Internationale 2(3):543-62. 
June. 25 année. [6 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses made of soya 
beans. Trends in production. Trends in international trade. 
Restrictions affecting international trade in the soya beans 

and soya bean products. Estimate of present and near future 
scope of international trade in soya beans and soya bean 
products. Address: Div. of Agricultural Economics, Univ. of 
Illinois.

1250. Journal and Courier (Lafayette, Indiana). 1933. 
Industry to build new plant and enlarge operations here: 
Ralston-Purina Company buys old Kern Packing site and 
will erect modern factory employing large work force–
outgrows present home. July 13. p. 1, 13, col. 5.
• Summary: “Erection of a new and much larger home for 
the Lafayette branch of the Ralston-Purina company, on the 
old Kern Packing company site on lower Wabash avenue, 
was announced Thursday by Jesse Young, local manager.”
 “Came Here in 1930: In July 1930 the Ralston company, 
of St. Louis, bought the soy bean plant of the Lafayette 
Milling company and took over its operation, turning out soy 
bean meal and oil and doing a large business in this line. The 
plant is still located in property of the Lafayette Ice and Coal 
company, on North Fourth street, in a part of the old brewery, 
on which work is in progress, impetus was given to a plan to 
move the soy bean plant and the decision followed to enlarge 
its operations. Present quarters will be retained until the new 
building is completed.
 “Large Structure: The new structure will be of concrete, 
about 220 feet long and 75 feet wide, according to Mr. 
Young, and will be built along the Monon switch, providing 
convenient rail facilities. In addition to the soy bean 
processing plant to be moved to the new site...”
 “Excellent Site: The new site, purchased of the Dryfus 
Packing and Provision company, is considered ideal in all 
respects. In addition to its location on a railway switch, the 
plant will be easily accessible, over paved roads and streets, 
to farmers.”
 A continued market will be provided for soy beans.
 “The Ralston Purina company is described as the largest 
processor of commercial feeds in the country, operating 17 
feed mills, as well as a rolled oats mill and breakfast food 
plant. Products are sold in every state of the union, and the 
fi rm also enjoys a large export business in food and feeds.”

1251. Ryerson, Knowles A. 1933. History and signifi cance 
of the foreign plant introduction work of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. Agricultural History 7(3):110-28. 
July. See p. 126-27. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Introduction activities 
important in colonial period. Early federal period. Infl uence 
of Henry L. Ellsworth. Pre-Civil War period. Civil War 
years. Post-war period. Infl uence of William Saunders. 
Infl uence of Secretary James Wilson (incl. David Fairchild, 
Bureau of Plant Industry). Turn of the century. Organization 
of activities. Infl uence of plant breeding. Some additional 
present day problems. A few signifi cant results (incl. Frank 
Meyer, development of the soybean industry, human foods 
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made from soybeans, Henry Ford’s work with soybeans).
 “The development of the soybean industry has been 
one of the most spectacular phases of recent agricultural 
development in this country... Through new introductions 
from the Orient, made by Department explorers, and 
selections from these new strains by Federal and State 
investigators, the acreage has increased from less than fi fty 
thousand in 1907 to nearly four million in 1932. Of the 
twenty varieties now commercially grown in the United 
States, all but three are introductions of the division of 
foreign plant introduction. In 1921 there was no soy oil 
produced in this country; in 1932 there were thirty-nine 
million pounds. In 1928 there was no export of soybeans; in 
1932 there were two million bushels. In 1932 the value of 
the soybean crop was estimated as follows: thirteen million 
bushels of seeds, $9,000,000; two million tons of hay, 
$22,500,000; grazing, $4,000,000; cover crops, $500,000; 
total, $36,000,000.
 “Factories for the preparation of human foods from 
soybeans are appearing and many preparations are on the 
market. Many oil mills have already been established. The 
uses of the oil are many, including the manufacture of paint, 
linoleum, and insulating material. Henry Ford has established 
a laboratory for soybean experiments and produced eighteen 
thousand tons of soybeans in 1932. His laboratory has 
already devised steering wheels, knobs, distributor shells, 
insulators, and other parts from the seeds. It reports the oil 
as more satisfactory than linseed and 25 per cent cheaper in 
connection with auto-body making. The soybean has already 
become an integral part of the agriculture of many states” (p. 
126-27).
 Mr. Ryerson “has been principal horticulturist in charge 
of the Div. of Foreign Plant Introduction, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA, since 1928. He is a graduate of the Univ. 
of California (B.S., 1916; M.S., 1924) and has received 
the Chevalier du Merite Agricole, from France. Ryerson 
was horticulturist at the agricultural experiment station 
of the Service Technique, Port au Prince, Haiti, during 
1925-27, and for the Joint Palestine Survey during May-
November, 1927.” Address: In Charge, Div. of Foreign Plant 
Introduction, Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA.

1252. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1933. The world situation in oils 
and oilseeds. 27(13):314-31. Sept. 25.
• Summary: “The term lard substitutes is used here... to refer 
to all lard compounds, vegetable shortenings, and other lard 
substitutes.”
 “European interest developed last year in soybean oil 
lost ground in 1933. An important contributing factor has 
been the restrictions under which the German margarine 
industry is now working. The oriental export trade in 
soybeans to Europe lagged behind 1932 fi gures for the 
fi rst 7 months of 1933. Indications are for a new crop of 

Manchurian beans larger than the fl ood-damaged crop of last 
year.”
 Soybean oil (crude and refi ned) is also mentioned in the 
following tables:
 U.S. factory consumption of animal and vegetable fats 
and oils, 1929-1933 (p. 322).
 U.S. factory production of animal and vegetable fats and 
oils, 1929-1933 (p. 323). The leading vegetable oil by far is 
cottonseed oil.
 U.S. stocks of animal and vegetable fats and oils, 1928-
1932 (p. 324).
 Wholesale price per pound of some of the principal 
animal and vegetable fats and oils, by month Jan. 1931 to 
July 1933 (p. 326).
 U.S. imports of animal and vegetable fats and oils, 
1928-1932 (p. 327).
 Imports of vegetable oils and oil materials, by countries, 
1913, 1928-1932 (p. 330-31). For soybean oil, the main 
importers in 1928 were Japan, China, Kwantung, and “Other 
countries.”
 Note: This is the earliest document (Nov. 2016) 
concerning the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service and 
soybeans.

1253. Abe, Zyubei [Jubei]. 1933. Bread and butter for 
Manchuria. Rotarian (The) 43:9-10. Sept.
• Summary: It was in the autumn of 1907, following the 
Russo-Japanese War (1904-06), that Mitsui & Co. made a 
trial shipment of several hundred tons of soybeans to Hull, 
England. So well received was it that in the following year 
the export increased to 500,000 tons at one bound. Recent 
yearly export of soybeans from Manchuria has been in the 
neighborhood of 2,500,000 tons, of which about 1,500,000 
tons are sent to Europe; while that of bean cake is about 
1,500,000 tons, Japan taking nearly two-thirds of it. Thus 
stimulated, the export of soybeans and cake, meal, and oil 
has become the most important business of Manchuria.”
 “Soybeans have high nutritive value, containing 38 per 
cent protein and 18 per cent fat. It was natural, therefore, 
that Orientals, who live chiefl y on vegetables, particularly 
the Japanese–in deference to the Buddhist doctrine, should 
regard soybeans with favor. They are prepared in various 
ways, and anyone who has lived in Japan must have had 
experience with bean curd, bean milk, soy (Japanese sauce), 
fermented beans [natto], bean paste [miso], bean fl our 
[kinako], bean candy, and other foods in which this versatile 
legume is an ingredient.
 Photos show: (1) The writer, Mr. Jubei Abe, seated 
at his desk in Dairen. He says that Mitsui & Co. is the 
largest commercial enterprise [zaibatsu] in Japan. (2) Acres 
covered by bags of soybeans in open storage at Kaiyuang 
awaiting local consumption or export to foreign ports. (3) 
Soybeans stored in huge round storage bins, under conical 
tops, in the native manner at Kungchuling. (3) Batteries of 
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giant [hydraulic] presses crushing the beans for their oil. 
The residue becomes the valuable meal or cake. Address: 
Manager of local branch, Mitsui and Co., Dairen, Manchuria.

1254. R.B.J. 1933. “Supply and Marketing of Soybeans 
and Soybean Products” by Stewart, Burlison, Norton, and 
Whalin, Bulletin 386 (1932). Malayan Agricultural Journal 
21(9):449-50. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a review of the article cited in the title. 
“The purpose of the present study has been to examine the 
supply situation with respect to both soybeans and soybean 
products, the present and potential markets for soybeans, 
the means and methods by which they are marketed, their 
economic characteristics in relation to improvements in 
marketing, and the infl uence of various factors on the prices 
paid for them...
 “The information herein presented it is believed will be 
useful, not only as a basis for understanding the economic 
developments affecting soybeans in recent years, but also 
as a means of determining the tendencies which will count 
heavily in the future in establishing the place of this crop in 
the agriculture of the state.”
 Contains numerous tables and graphs showing prices 
for soybean products, and exports for various countries. 
Address: Malaya.

1255. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1933. The world situation in oils 
and oilseeds. 27(14):352-76. Oct. 2.
• Summary: German trade in soy beans has increased. 
Two full page tables show: (1) Netherlands: Imports of fats 
and oils, 1928-1932 (includes 20,000–54,000 short tons of 
soybeans and large amounts of soybean oil). (2) Netherlands: 
Exports of fats and oils, 1928-1932 (includes 231–344 short 
tons soybeans and 11,000–17,000 short tons of soybean oil).
 The section titled “Soy beans” states: (p. 367) “The 
total production of soy beans last year in the fi ve leading soy 
bean producing countries: Manchuria, Chosen [Korea] and 
Dutch East Indies, each shows a substantial increase, Chosen 
producing 677,326 short tons against 634,506 in 1931 and 
Dutch East Indies 165,345 short tons compared with 141,602 
during the previous year. In the United States, on the other 
hand, 397,350 short tons were harvested, a reduction of 
about 13 per cent from that of 1931 but about 8 per cent 
larger than the quantity harvested in 1930. The amount 
produced by Japan during the past year is not available at the 
present time. See table, page 374.”
 A 3rd table (p. 368) shows the production of oilseeds 
in terms of oil in major producing countries from 1929-30 
to 1932-33. The amount stayed about constant during this 
period, ranging from 1.24 to 1.37 million pounds.
 A 4th table, titled “Soybeans” (p. 368) shows the 
production of soybeans in major producing countries in 
1909-1913 (average), 1921-1925 (average), and yearly from 

1929-30 to 1932-33 (estimate). The amounts in 1931-32 
were (in short tons): Manchuria 3,289,657. Chosen [Korea]: 
634,506. USA 458,130. Japan 381,551. Dutch East Indies 
(today’s Indonesia): 141,602.

1256. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Relations). 1933. Oils and oilseeds: Manchuria 
has larger soy bean crop. 27(14):348-50. Oct. 2.
• Summary: “Since mid-July the movement of [soy] beans 
to Europe has been unusually small in view of the German 
restrictions on imports of the bean and its products.”
 Tables show: (1) “Manchuria: Exports of soy beans 
and bean products, by quarters, seasons 1931-32 and 1932-
33.” Shows [soy] beans, bean cake, bean oil, and total. 
These exports are from Dairen, Newchwang, Vladivostok, 
and Manchouli [W.-G. Man-chou-li, Manzhouli]. Note: 
Manzhouli is an inland port in Nei Monggol {Inner 
Mongolia}, northern China, near the border with Russia. As 
of Jan. 2008 Manzhouli is China’s busiest land port of entry, 
and is responsible for 60% of all imports from and exports to 
Russia and Eastern Europe. They apparently travel by rail on 
an east-west axis.
 (2) “Manchuria: Exports of soy beans and bean products 
by countries of destination, Oct. to June, 1931-32 and 1932-
33.” The countries are Japan [incl. Korea and Formosa], 
Europe [incl. exports via Manchouli to Leningrad], China, 
America [USA], Malaysia, and Others. Europe buys the most 
whole soy beans, Japan the most bean cake, and China the 
most bean oil.

1257. Balgaria Aktsionerno Drujestvo. “Soia” za proizvodsto 
i iznos na maslodaini semena [Bulgarian joint stock company 
“Soya” for the production and export of oilseeds]. 1933. 
Otglejdane na soiata [Soybean cultivation, Translated from 
the German]. Sofi a, Bulgaria: Herman Pole (Printer). 18 
p. 2nd ed. 1934; 3rd ed. 1935; 4th ed. 1936; 5th ed. 1937. 
[Bul]*
• Summary: Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes that the 
company Balgaria Aktsionerno Drujestvo “Soia” was 
established to export soybeans (mainly, but also some other 
oilseeds) to Germany. The Nazi’s bought each year’s crop 
in advance, so not many soybeans were left in Bulgaria for 
domestic consumption. Address: Bulgaria.

1258. Iubileinyi sbornik Kharbinskogo birzhevogo komiteta, 
1907-1932 [Jubilee compendium of the Harbin stock 
exchange. 1907-1932]. 1933. Harbin, Manchuria. See p. 223-
43. [Rus]
• Summary: The chapter titled “Manchurian Exports” (p. 
223-43) by L. Ivanov contains extensive information and 
many photos about soybeans in Manchuria.

1259. Japan Times Year Book. 1933. Serial/periodical. 
Published by The Japan Times, Tokyo. 27 cm. [Eng]
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• Summary: Merged with: Japan Year Book (Tokyo, Japan: 
1905), to form: Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. This book 
has a larger format than the Japan Year Book. On the title 
page is printed “(Third Edition). Near the front are nine 
maps (black and white): Japan (incl. Chosen [Korea] and 
Manchokuo) [sic] with each of Japan’s provinces numbered 
and named, Karafuto (southern half), Hokkaido, Northern 
Hondo [Honshu], Central Hondo, Western Hondo, Kyushu, 
Taiwan, and Chosen [Korea].
 Facing p. 72 is Appendix XII: Japanese weights and 
measures. 1 koku = 1.80391 hectolitres.
 Page 140. A table shows the “Principal agricultural 
crops” of Japan and the quantity and value produced in 1928-
30. For “soya beans”:
 5.370 million hl [hectoliters] in 1928
 4.789 million hectoliters in 1929
 5.473 million hectoliters in 1930.
 Production of “azuki beans” was 24.6% that of soya 
beans in 1928.
 Another table (p, 141) shows cultivated area, production, 
and value for soya beans, azuki beans, and foxtail millet in 
1929 and 1930. For soya beans:
 4.789 million hectoliters in 1929
 5.478 million hectoliters in 1930
 Page 213. In the section on the foreign trade of Japan 
in 1931, important items include “Beans” (worth 37.677 
million yen compared with 49.734 million yen in 1930, a 
decrease of 12.1%) and “Bean cakes” (worth 44.179 million 
yen compared with 66.417 million yen in 1930, a decrease of 
22.2%).
 Page 221. About agriculture in Chosen [Korea]. “Soya 
beans are exported chiefl y to Japan for manufacturing soy 
[sauce], the export amounting to 4.490 million koku valued 
at 17.554 million yen in 1930.
 Page 301. Chapter 43 is titled “Kwantung Leased 
Territory and Railway Zone.” Japan believes that it now 
(since 1931) controls these two parts of Manchuria. The 
latter is offi cially known as the “South Manchuria Railway 
Zone.”
 Page 307. Contains a table that lists the principal 
agricultural products in the Kwantung and the Railway 
Zone. They are (in descending order of total production in 
both areas): peanuts (1.032 million koku), maize (921,071 
koku), kaoliang (270,529 koku), millet (216,644 koku), soya 
beans (156,895 koku). Note that soya beans are much less 
important than they were 20 years ago.
 Page 308. “The most important Manchurian industry is 
the [soya] bean oil industry, and in this fi eld, the Kwantung 
territory occupies a very important position. The capacity of 
bean oil produced at Dairen is nearly 70 percent of the entire 
bean oil producing capacity of Manchuria.” A table gives 
the number of oil mills at Dairen (1924-1931), their capacity 
in terms of [soy] bean cakes, and the percentage of the total 
Manchurian capacity controlled by Dairen. The number of 

mills increased from 82 in 1924 to a peak of 84 in 1926, 
then decreased to 53 in 1931. The capacity in bean cakes 
increased from 285,000 cakes in 1924 to a peak of 297,400 
cakes in 1931. The percentage of total capacity increased 
from 55% in 1924 to 69% in 1931.
 A second table [which makes no sense] gives the actual 
production of cakes in Dairen mills from 1924 to 1931: It 
increased from 27.087 million cakes in 1924 to a peak of 
40.939 million cakes in 1926, then decreased to 22.980 
million in 1930.

1260. Morse, W.J. 1933. Soybeans now a major crop 
in United States; Few grown before 1898. Yearbook of 
Agriculture (USDA) p. 198-205. For the year 1933.
• Summary: Contents: Variety adaptation. Variety utilization 
(incl. bean curd, bean milk, soy sauce, miso (bean paste), 
bean sprouts, green vegetable beans, bean fl our, roasted 
beans, bean confections [made using roasted whole soy 
fl our], beverages, oil and meal, special fermented bean 
products). Soybean oil and meal industry. Soybean meal. 
Soybean oil. Soybeans for human food. Soybeans as an 
export crop.
 Introduction: “Introduced into the United States in 1804, 
the soybean has risen gradually from the status of merely a 
curiosity from the Far East, and from the lowly place of a 
substitute and emergency crop, to a position of considerable 
economic importance in American agriculture and industry.
 “Variety adaptation: Prior to the introduction of 
numerous varieties by the United States Department of 
Agriculture in 1898, not more than eight varieties of 
soybeans were grown in the United States and the culture of 
these was limited to a few sections... The Virginia, Laredo, 
Manchu, and Biloxi have a greater range than most other 
varieties. The Virginia, Mansoy, and Harbinsoy varieties 
excel on the less productive types of soil, while on better 
soils the Mansoy and Harbinsoy give inferior results.
 “Since the Department of Agriculture began to introduce 
soybean varieties more than 7,000 samples of beans have 
been collected from Japan, Chosen [Korea], Manchuria, 
China, Taiwan (Formosa), Java [in today’s Indonesia], 
Sumatra, and India. There are more than 2,000 distinct types 
in this large collection, ranging from 75 to more than 200 
days in reaching maturity. At present about 40 varieties are 
generally grown in the United States.”
 “In Japan, where the soybean is used extensively as a 
green vegetable, more than 60 varieties, ranging in maturity 
from 75 to 160 days and differing in fl avor, are grown 
solely for this purpose. The soybean in used in the United 
States primarily as forage, being preserved either as hay or 
silage, or cut and fed green as soilage, and is also pastured 
extensively with hogs and sheep.”
 “Soybeans for human food: In Asiatic countries the 
soybean is grown primarily for the beans, which are used 
largely in the manufacture of numerous food products that 
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supply the principal source of protein in the Asiatic diet as 
that in the diet of western people is furnished chiefl y by meat 
and dairy products. “Oriental people use very few dairy and 
meat products, yet for many centuries they have lived on an 
apparently well-balanced diet of which the protein is derived 
largely from the soybean.
 “The most commonly used soybean foods in the Orient 
are soy sauce, miso or bean paste, bean curd, bean milk, bean 
fl our, roasted-bean confections, green-vegetable beans, bean 
sprouts, roasted bean fl our, boiled beans (with rice, millet, 
or sorghum), coffee substitute, and health drinks made from 
roasted soybeans.
 “In the United States the soybean and its products have 
attracted attention as an article of food at various times, 
but only within the last three or four years have there been 
any extensive investigations along this line by commercial 
interests. Soybean fl our, made by grinding either the whole 
bean (preferably yellow-seed varieties) or the press cake 
after the oil has been removed from the beans, is fi nding 
increasing favor in the manufacture of various products, such 
as malted milk, macaroni, vermicelli, spaghetti, noodles, 
crackers, cookies, ice-cream cones, breakfast foods, health 
foods, diabetic foods, and infant foods. Within the last year 
several large baking companies have began using 15 to 
20 per cent of soybean fl our in making bread and cakes.” 
Address: Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.

1261. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1934. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1933. London. 106 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1262. Indische Mercuur (De) (Amsterdam). 1934. 
Invoerverbod van kedele [The import prohibition on 
soybeans]. 57(9):126. Feb. 28. [Dut]

1263. Darden, W.B. 1934. Allied Mills soybean plant 
dedicated. Flour & Feed 34(9):22. Feb.
• Summary: “Allied Mills, Inc. formally dedicated its 
mammoth soybean plant at Portsmouth, Virginia, with 
the whole city participating, and the farming community, 
scientifi c experts and others to assist in the affair, the 
occasion brought forth an eight page special supplement of 
the Portsmouth Star.
 “The building of the plant has been under way for nearly 
a year, and the statistics available are as follows:
 “The buildings consist of grain storage of approximately 
300,000 bushel capacity.”
 “The soy bean plant is equipped with six Anderson 
Expellers with a daily production capacity of 2,000 bushels 
of soy beans.”
 “Allied Mills, Inc., is one of the largest processors and 
exporters of soy bean products in the United States, having 
developed a distribution for its products in all states east 

of the Mississippi. The company was incorporated in July, 
1929, when the interests of the McMillen Company, of 
Fort Wayne, Indiana, and the American Milling Company 
of Peoria, Illinois, were merged. The American Milling 
Company had been active in the soy bean industry since 
1899.
 “During the 1932-33 season, more than 3,000,000 
bushels of soy beans were processed and exported by the 
Allied Mills in and through plants, located in Buffalo, New 
York, Taylorsville, Illinois, Peoria, Illinois, Owensboro, 
Kentucky, Fort Wayne, Indiana, Omaha, Nebraska, and East 
St. Louis, Illinois.”
 A portrait photo shows H.G. Atwood of Allied Mills.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2016) 
stating that Allied Mills has a soybean crushing plant at 
Portsmouth, Virginia.

1264. R.H.S. [Siccama, G.F.; Rengers Hora, W.]. 1934. 
Ordonnantie tot verzekering van de marktpositie van rijst en 
kedelee [Ordinance to assure the market position of rice and 
soybeans]. Economisch Weekblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie 
3(10):354-56. March 9. [3 ref. Dut]

1265. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1934. Manchurian soybean output 
larger than last year. 28(11):288-92. March 12.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) “Manchuria: Estimated soy 
bean acreage and production, 1927 to 1933.” Final statistics 
are given for each year. Production was 4,899,560 short 
tons in 1927. It rose to a peak of 5,838,197 short tons in 
1930, then fell gradually to 5,736,000 short tons in 1933. 
Source: South Manchuria Railway. (2) “Manchuria: Soybean 
production and distribution, 1929-30 to 1933-34.” For each 
of the fi ve crop years is given: Production, carryover from 
last crop year, total supply, total exports, carryover at end 
of crop year, home consumption and seed. Note: Home 
consumption and seed is about 20% of production.
 “The demand for beancake during 1933-34 is not 
expected to improve substantially. In Japan low prices 
of agricultural products and cheap commercial [mineral] 
fertilizers will no doubt prevent increased takings.” “South 
China boycott restrictions have been relaxed...”
 (3) “Manchuria: Total exports of soy beans and bean 
products, 1927-28 to 1932-33.” For soy beans, exports grew 
from 2,534,000 short tons in 1927-28 to a peak of 3,014,859 
in 1931-32, then fell to 2,491,681 in 1932-33. For soy-bean 
cake and meal, exports rose from 1,822,000 short tons in 
1927-28 to a peak of 1,900,000 in 1930-31, then fell to 
1,054,965 in 1932-33. For soy-bean oil, exports rose from 
136,000 short tons in 1927-28 to a peak of 170,000 in 1930-
31, then fell to 73,379 in 1932-33.
 There follows a review of the 1932-33 crop year.
 (4) “Manchuria: Exports of soy beans and products by 
countries of destination, 1931-32 and 1932-33.” Each year, 
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statistics are given for soy beans, bean cake, and bean oil. 
Destinations are: Europe, Leningrad [USSR], Japan, China, 
East Indies, United States, Other, Total. Europe imported 
the most soy beans, Japan the most soy bean cake, and (in 
1931-32) China the most soy bean oil. But in 1932-33 China 
imported only 31% as much [soy] bean oil as in 1931-32. 
This was because of the “Manchurian incident” of 18 Sept. 
1931, in which Japanese troops occupied Manchuria. In 
response, in 1932, China boycotted Manchurian goods. (5) 
“Manchuria: Average monthly price of soy beans and soy 
bean products at Dairen, in silver yen and United States 
currency and price of crude soy-bean oil at New York, 1931-
32 to 1933-34.”

1266. Malayan Agricultural Journal. 1934. Growth of the 
soya bean industry in America and its effect on the Malayan 
copra and palm oil trade. 22(3):141-42. March. [3 ref]
• Summary: “If the importance of copra and oil palm 
products into the United States is restricted in order to 
encourage home production of oil-producing crops, it is 
not improbable that the demand for coconut and oil palm 
products in the United States will in the future tend to 
diminish.” Address: Malaya.

1267. Christian Science Monitor. 1934. Manchoukuo soya 
bean trade has steadily declining trend: Hit by competition 
from artifi cial fertilizers, drop in buying power of Japanese 
peasant and by silver currency stabilization. May 17. p. 13.
• Summary: On 4 Sept. 1933, Japan’s Ministry of agriculture 
announced that it would subsidize imports of sulphate of 
ammonia–an artifi cial fertilizer. This subsidy has “struck a 
very severe blow to the oil-mill industry of Manchuria...” 
A table shows exports of soya beans, cakes and oil from 
Manchoukuo from 1927 to 1933 (in 1,000 tons). Exports 
of soya beans were up 38.9%, but export of bean cakes had 
dropped to only 31.7% of its 1927 level, export of soya bean 
oil had dropped to only 79% of its 1927 level, and the total 
tonnage had fallen to only 50.9% of its 1927 level.
 Exports of soya bean cakes to the Netherlands, Formosa, 
and Europe fell; sulphate of ammonia is taking the place of 
bean cakes as a fertilizer. Increasingly, European countries 
are buying soya beans from Manchuria and crushing them in 
their own mills.

1268. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1934. The Manchurian soy bean 
situation. 29(3):60-62. June 16.
• Summary: “A 1933 Manchurian soy bean crop next to the 
largest crop ever produced, exports from Manchuria for the 
fi rst six months of the 1933-34 crop year the smallest in the 
past eight years, and prices for soy beans in Manchuria the 
lowest in nearly twenty years, are features of the soy bean 
situation in Manchuria, according to a recent report from 
Fred J. Rossiter, Assistant Agricultural Commissioner to 

Shanghai.
 “The 1934 area planted to soy beans in Manchuria is 
expected to be somewhat below that of recent years. Due to 
the extremely low prices and the large amount of beans left 
in the country, it is believed that the farmer will be interested 
in producing other crops. The government has been 
encouraging the farmers in North Manchuria to grow more 
wheat, and in some sections fl ax, while in South Manchuria 
the government has urged the farmers to plant cotton and 
hemp.
 “The 1933 Manchurian soy bean crop was estimated to 
be about 5,737,472 short tons, or 18 percent larger than the 
1932 crop. The 1933 soy beans are considered of fairly good 
quality compared with the previous crop which had a high 
moisture content.
 Bean exports for the fi rst half-year of the current season 
were about 5 percent below the small exports during the 
same period last year. The decline in exports occurred during 
the second quarter (January to March) as shipments (during 
October to December) exceeded the amount exported the 
fi rst quarter of the previous year. The demand from Europe 
was strong during the fi rst quarter, but became weak in the 
second quarter.
 “Increased shipments to Japan for the half-year 
took place mainly during the second quarter when prices 
were low. The South China market continues to take less 
Manchurian beans and appears to receive suffi cient other 
vegetable oil products from within China.”
 Contains 3 tables.
 This weekly publication, by the Foreign Agricultural 
Service, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, is typewritten.

1269. Soesman, F.I.H. 1934. De sojaboon, een staatsbelang 
[The soybean, a vital interest of the state]. Algemeen 
Landbouw-Weekblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie 19(3):41-43. 
July 21. [Dut]
Address: Java.

1270. Sessous, G. 1934. Aufgaben der Chemie im neuen 
Deutschland. VIII. Stand der Sojabohnenzuechtung und ihre 
Bedeutung fuer die Wirtschaft [The functions of chemistry 
in new Germany. VIII. The place of soybean breeding and 
its signifi cance for the economy]. Angewandte Chemie 
47(48):789-91. Dec. 1. [7 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soybean imports to Germany began in 1909 
with 2 tonnes, rising to 34,019 tonnes in 1910, 60,673 
tonnes in 1911, 90,273 in 1912, and 106,066 in 1913. The 
next fi gures given are for 1920, when 22,765 tonnes were 
imported, rising to 1,023,858 in 1929 and a record 1,187,000 
in 1932.
 Since about 1910 soya has had the greatest importance 
for margarine production. The pioneers of soybean culture 
and breeding in Germany have been Dr. Heinze at Halle, 
Prof. Dr. Riede at Bonn, and Ms. Dr. Lene Mueller at 
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Giessen.
 Hansa Muehle in Hamburg was a pioneer in soybean 
processing. The soybean collection at Giessen was enriched 
by the material which the I.G. Farbenindustrie placed at its 
disposal. It was the result of several years of breeding work. 
Originally it had been collected in East Asia largely by the 
woman botanist Dr. Lene Mueller and bred by her.
 The author feels it is very important for Germany to 
grow more soybeans domestically.
 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen 
for German importation of soybeans (1909). Address: 
Prof., Dr., Direktor des Instituts fuer Pfl anzenbau und 
Pfl anzenzuechtung der Landes-Universitaet Giessen.

1271. New York Times. 1934. Manchukuo ships soya beans. 
Dec. 2. Section 4. p. 8. Sunday.
• Summary: A large photo shows: A “native workman, half 
buried in a huge basket of [soy] beans from a bumper crop, 
fi lls a bag for shipment. Soya beans are one of the principal 
articles of diet in the East.”

1272. Manchester Guardian (England). 1934. Trade brisk in 
Harbin: Big sales of soya beans. Dec. 28. p. 15.
• Summary: From a Harbin correspondent: One hears the 
constant cries of trade depression, and sees the meetings of 
trade associations at which resolutions are passed asking 
the government to reduce taxes on exports and to persuade 
the railroads to reduce their freight rates. Yet there are signs 
showing that trade is not really so bad as the merchants try to 
make out.
 For example, the Chinese Eastern Railway loaded over 
15,000 cars during the month of October, up from 12,000 in 
Oct. 1933; a large percentage of these cars carried products 
for export.
 “During a recent week over 1,000,000 poods of soya 
beans [1 pood = 36 pounds] changed hands, this resulting 
in a sharp rise by 7 to 10 fen per pood, the rice reaching 
80 fen.” Prices for bean cakes and bean oil have risen 
proportionally.
 Many say that this is speculation, but the fact remains 
that the business has been transacted.

1273. Barr, J.E. 1934. Marketing soybeans. Grain & Feed 
Journals Consolidated 72(2):72.
• Summary: “The soybean is one of the few cash crops for 
which U.S. standards were available as soon as production 
reached commercial proportions. These have been in use in 
marketing soybeans since September, 1926.
 “Their construction is very similar to the standards for 
shelled corn. There are fi ve color classes, viz.: yellow, green, 
brown, black, and mixed. All yellow soybeans, regardless of 
variety, are classed yellow. Likewise all green, brown, and 
black soybeans are each classed according to their respective 
color group. The classes yellow and green each may contain 

not over 5% mixture of other classes and brown and black 
each not over 10% of other classes. Soybeans which contain 
a mixture in excess of that prescribed for these respective 
classes are classed mixed. All bicolor varieties such as the 
Black Eyebrow, either singly or in combination with other 
colors, are also classed mixed.
 “Each class is divided into fi ve grades based on defi nite 
limits of such quality factors as test weight, moisture, splits, 
damage, and foreign material. The top grade or highest 
quality is designated Extra No. 1; the successively lower 
grades No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, and No. 4. Soybeans which do 
not meet the requirements of any of the numerical grades or 
which are of distinctly low quality are designated Sample 
grade. Trade practice has made No. 2 basic. All quotations 
are made on the basis of this grade with such premiums for 
the higher grades and discounts for the lower grades as are 
warranted by the relative value of lots of each grade for 
manufacturing purposes.
 “Soybean Inspection Service: The purpose for which 
standards are intended is defeated unless they are uniformly 
interpreted and applied. For this reason a soybean inspection 
service was organized by the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics under the proper authority to train, license, and 
supervise inspectors at shipping points and terminal markets. 
This service has been extended to meet the demands of the 
industry. Its use is in no way compulsory and it is available 
at a given market only upon the request of interested 
parties. At the present time practically all soybeans used for 
industrial purposes and some of those used for seed purposes 
are bought and sold on the basis of U. S. grades. Licensed 
soybean inspectors are stationed at most of the cities in the 
Middlewest where mills are located and at East St. Louis and 
Cairo, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri; New Orleans, Louisiana; 
Mobile, Alabama; and Norfolk, Virginia. Inspectors are also 
located at important shipping points in the producing area of 
Eastern North Carolina.
 “Exported: Greater interest has been manifested in the 
export movement of soybeans during the past 12 months 
than any other phase of the industry. This is the fi rst time in 
history that soybeans have been exported from the United 
States in commercial quantities.
 “At the beginning of this export movement there arose 
several questions on which shippers were in doubt. Perhaps 
the most important was the safe maximum moisture content 
which soybeans would carry in ocean transit. Observation of 
the conditions of soybeans held in storage over a period of 
several months led to the belief that soybeans which graded 
No. 2 and contained not to exceed 14% moisture, would 
carry safely in ocean transit. It was, therefore, suggested to 
exporters that at least the fi rst shipments be held within this 
limit as to grade and moisture. The results indicate that this 
percentage of moisture is safe.
 “Shrinkage in Shipments: A large percentage of the 
export shipments moved via river barge from East St. Louis 
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to New Orleans. The average shrinkage on barge shipments 
was 0.2%, or 2 bushels per 1,000. Moisture content of these 
shipments increased slightly, an average of about two-tenths 
of one per cent. Apparently shrinkage on barge shipments 
was due to loading and unloading and not to loss in moisture 
content. Shrinkage on ocean-going shipments is very low, 
in some cases even less than shrinkage on barge shipments 
from East St. Louis to New Orleans.
 “Some of the fi rst shipments to Europe were made in 
bags. These lots were shipped in bulk by rail from Illinois 
common points to Mobile and New Orleans, sacked in three-
bu. bags and loaded on steamers. Reports of the outturn at 
Hamburg and Liverpool showed that there was a greater 
shrinkage on bag shipments than bulk shipments. In addition, 
many of the bags were torn and mutilated and there was a 
high percentage of sweepings in the hold of the ship. The 
practice of shipping in bags was early discontinued.
 “American Soybeans Satisfactory: Reports from 
European mills indicate American soybeans have been very 
satisfactory. Mills are impressed with the fact that they 
can buy the American soybeans on the basis of a defi nite 
quality standard which does not change from year to year. 
On the average, they have found that American soybeans 
contain a somewhat higher percentage of oil than those from 
Manchuria and that the color of the oil is above average. The 
percentage of protein, however, particularly in the soybeans 
produced in the Middlewest, is somewhat lower than that of 
the Manchurian product. Some diffi culty was encountered 
with earlier shipments because of the low protein content. 
This was caused by the provision of German feed laws 
requiring that soybean meal sold contain not less than 46% 
protein, plus fat. With the solvent extraction process used by 
German mills, the percentage of oil in the meal is reduced 
to 1% or less. The resulting meal contained 42% to 43% 
protein, which made the total fat and protein content not over 
44%. It was found necessary, therefore, for the mills to adjust 
their method of processing so as to leave 2% to 3% oil in the 
meal in order to bring the total protein and fat content up to 
the legal requirement.
 “Handling Soybeans Through Terminal Elevators: 
‘Under what conditions, particularly with reference to 
moisture content, can soybeans be stored safely?’ has 
been a question uppermost in the minds of those handling 
this commodity. This cannot be answered defi nitely yet. 
Soybeans containing 13% moisture, with splits and foreign 
material equal to the maximum permitted in the No. 2 have 
been found to be in perfect condition after being in storage 
4 to 6 months. During this time moisture had decreased an 
average of 0.4%, splits had increased 2.8%, and foreign 
material 0.3%. The increase in splits and foreign material 
was due to the method of handling.
 “Several large lots of kiln-dried soybeans contained 
from 14½% to 17% moisture when received in the elevators. 
A few days thereafter they were dried to about 11% moisture. 

Upon inspection 3 to 5 months later these lots were in 
perfect condition except that there had a marked increase 
in the percentage of splits. The average of splits in these 
cars on arrival at elevators was 8.7% and the grade No. 2. 
After drying, elevating, and re-elevating the lots showed an 
average of 18% splits and graded No. 3. There was also a 
slight increase in the percentage of foreign material, which 
always accompanies a marked increase in splits. Whether 
or not it is possible to kiln-dry soybeans without causing 
such a marked increase in splits has not been determined. 
Experience leads to the belief that it can be done, provided 
excess heat is not applied and the soybeans are dried slowly.
 “During the past year with the movement of export 
shipments this was a very important problem. Export 
contracts specifi ed No. 2 Yellow. Exporters and terminal 
elevators needed some assurance they would be able to load 
out this grade. Careful handling to prevent dropping the 
beans into concrete bins and moving the beans slowly over 
conveyor belts have made it possible to handle them thru 
large terminal elevators without increasing the percentage of 
splits more than 3%. This indicates elevators can receive for 
storage a defi nite grade of soybeans and be able to load out 
the same grade in so far as they may be affected by splits.” 
Address: USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

1274. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 1934. 
Imports into Canada for consumption, years ended 31 March 
1929 to 1933. Trade of Canada. Fiscal year ended March 31, 
1933.
• Summary: Under Imports–Sauces–Soy, Soya (Table 36, 
p. 285), statistics are given from 1929-1932 for gallons and 
dollar value from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, China, 
Japan, Syria, United States. Japan was the leading supplier 
for all four years. In 1929, the peak year, 104,606 gallons 
were imported worth $45,359. The leading supplier by far 
was the Japan (67,541 gallons), followed by Hong Kong 
(33,396 gallons). No statistics are given for soy sauce 
imports from Syria for 1929, 1930, 1931, or 1932. However, 
for total imports and for general tariff, under montant, a 
fi gure of 132 gallons is given for Syria.
 Imports of peanut oil and soya bean oil [grouped 
together as one, so we cannot tell how much was soya bean 
oil] (p. 300). The United Kingdom was the leading supplier 
for all four years. In 1931, the peak year, 197,753 gallons 
were imported worth $129,581. The leading supplier by far 
was the United Kingdom (118,480 gallons), followed by 
China (38,941 gallons).
 Imports of soya beans, soya bean cake and soya bean 
meal, for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food 
and of fertilizers (p. 338, in cwt = hundredweights; 1 cwt = 
112 lbs). China was the leading supplier for all four years. 
In 1933, the peak year, 46,129 cwt were imported worth 
$57,097. The leading supplier was China (25,491 cwt), 
followed by the United States (15,899 cwt).
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 Imports of peanut oil and soya bean oil for the 
manufacture of soap, and peanut oil for canning fi sh 
[grouped together as one, so we cannot tell how much was 
soya bean oil] (p. 342). The United States was the leading 
supplier for all four years. In 1929, the peak year, 941,072 
gallons were imported worth $652,323. The leading supplier 
by far was the United States (743,866 gallons), followed by 
the UK (100,590 gallons) and China (96,616).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Syria. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Syria (1932); soybeans as such had not yet been 
reported by that date. Address: Ottawa, Canada.

1275. Inahara, K. ed. 1934. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: The 
Foreign Affairs Association of Japan. 29 + 1356 p. See p. 
1083, 1168, 1172.
• Summary: Page 454: “Leguminous plants:... During 
the past decade area has been pursuing a slow, downward 
movement, while a sharp reduction was experienced by 
production. More than 72% of the total area and 67% of the 
total production were occupied by soy-beans and red beans.”
 Soy-beans were planted on 341,752 ha which produced 
4,351,806 hectoliters worth 31,724,890 yen.
 Red [azuki] beans were planted on 119,101 ha which 
produced 1,002,988 hectoliters worth 9,752,490 yen.
 Page 1083: The section on Chosen [Korean] agriculture 
[Korea is a Japanese colony] states that rice and barley 
plus wheat are the two most important crops. “Third in 
importance comes the soy bean. In earlier times it was far 
from being an important produce owing to ignorance on the 
part of Korean farmers of the proper method of preparation, 
such as drying and assorting. It is now, however, in high 
esteem on the Japanese market where there is a demand for 
it not only as food, but for chemical industrial purposes, and 
thus the amount exported to Japan is yearly on the increase. 
In 1930 the total area under cultivation was 803,000 cho and 
the amount produced reached 4,410,000 koku, which was 
an increase of more than six times, compared with the year 
1910.
 “Millet is for most Koreans what rice is for the Japanese 
people. They depend more upon it than upon rice on account 
of its cheapness in price. The Korean farmers sell their rice, 
but use their millet crops for their daily diet,...” Note: Do 
they voluntarily sell their rice?
 Page 1168: The section on Manchoutikuo [sic] 
agriculture states that the great majority of exports go to 
Japan, with China a close second. The principal export 
commodities include soy beans (worth 143.899 million 
Haikwan taels in 1932; #1 in value), bean cakes (66.311 
million HT; #2 in value), and soy bean oil (24.511 million 
HT; #4 in value after coal).
 Page 1172: A large table shows “Export of agricultural 
crops, 1929-1931” from Manchuria. For each is given the 

quantity in piculs (1 picul = 133.33 lb) and value in yen. For 
soya beans:
 46.012 million piculs in 1929
 33,536 million piculs in 1930
 46.897 million piculs in 1931
 The fi rst section below this table states: “Soy beans: 
Manchoutikuo produces about three-fi fths of the total 
production of soy beans in the world. The beans contain 
about 10 per cent. of oil, and the cake which is obtained in 
pressing the beans is exported as fertilizers. The latest fi gure 
for production of soy beans in Manchoutikuo was 4,430,000 
tons and its total plantation area 3,878,000 hectares. The 
average crop [yield] per hectare was 1,122 kg.
 Kaoliang comes next in importance after soy beans. “It 
serves as the diet of the people. Its production is 3,722,000 
tons a year...”

1276. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1934. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. 26 cm. First annual issue. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. The Preface begins: “The far 
reaching political and economic changes which have taken 
place in the Far East within recent years have created the 
need for a year book covering the Japanese Empire and 
Manchoukuo [pronounced mahn-CHO-ku]. Especially to 
be noted is the growing relationship between Japan and 
Manchoukuo; hence any volume which discusses one, 
without consideration of the other, would be incomplete.”
 A table near the front gives “Weights, measures, and 
moneys.” 1.80391 hectoliters = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry 
bushels (USA). 1 yen = $0.4984 dollars (USA) = 2.583 
French francs = 2.0924 German marks.
 A large color map (2-page spread) shows Japan, 
Manchoukuo, Chosen [Korea], Karafuto, and Taiwan–as well 
as the railways in each country.
 Page 360: A large table shows the yield (in koku per tan) 
of 15 major Japanese crops, from 1904-08 to 1931–including 
rice, barley, naked barley, wheat, soya beans, red beans, etc. 
The yield of soya beans increased from 0.77 in 1904-08 to 
0.86 in 1930.
 Page 364: A table shows the production (in hectoliters) 
of beans, potatoes, and sweet potatoes in Japan from 1927 to 
1931. For soya beans:
 5.886 million hectoliters in 1927
 5.370 million hectoliters in 1928
 4.780 million hectoliters in 1929
 5.473 million hectoliters in 1930
 4.481 million hectoliters in 1931.
 Production of red [azuki] beans in 1931 was 25.2% of 
soya beans.
 Pages 626-34: The chapter on Agriculture in 
Manchoukuo begins: Widely different views are entertained 
as to the possibilities of Manchoukuo as a fi eld of 
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agricultural enterprises. Undoubtedly, they are immensely 
greater than those of mountainous Japan or Korea, but to 
liken them to those of the great agricultural regions found 
in North and South America seems to have no ground. The 
soil is not in general so rich, and in many places has been 
much exhausted, nor is the area of arable land so extensive, 
nor the climate so moderate. One great advantage it has had 
over most other countries in Eastern Asia is the comparative 
thinness of its population, but this advantage is fast being 
diminished by the constant infl ux of Chinese immigrants 
from the South. Taking all these things into consideration, 
Manchoukuo is yet the most favored spot for agriculture 
in the Far East, and its opportunities may well be termed 
‘immense,’ which epithet is often met with in Japanese 
publications on that country.
 “The great mass of level land, extending over the whole 
of Central Manchuria and comprising the basins of the Liao, 
Sungari, Nonni, and Hulan, the productiveness of which can 
compare favorably with any part of Japan or Korea, is by 
itself as large as the whole of the Chosen Peninsula or of the 
mainland of Japan,...” The forecast for soya bean production 
in Manchoukuo in 1933 is 5.216 million metric tons. 
Manchuria is divided into north and south. About half of the 
total crop production is grown in each area.
 Page 627: A table shows “Production of crops in 
Manchoukuo, 1931.” For soya beans:
 1.175 million metric tons in Mukden.
 2.414 million metric tons in Kirin.
 1.637 million metric tons in Heilungkiang.
 5.227 million metric tons total.
 Soya beans had the largest production of any crop in 
the country in 1931, followed by kaoliang (4.497 mmt) then 
millet (2.960 mmt).
 Page 628: A large table gives “Crop output in 
Manchoukuo,” 1922-1931. For soya beans:
 3.088 million metric tons in 1922.
 3.088 million metric tons in 1923.
 3.448 million metric tons in 1924.
 4.173 million metric tons in 1925.
 4.775 million metric tons in 1926.
 4.816 million metric tons in 1927.
 4.834 million metric tons in 1928.
 4.849 million metric tons in 1929
 5.297 million metric tons in 1930.
 5.227 million metric tons in 1931.
 Page 629: A large table shows “Cultivated area in 
Manchoukuo classifi ed by crops, 1931. (Hectares).” For 
Soya beans:
 Mukden 960,030
 Kirin 1,902,210
 Heilungkiang 1,338,350
 Total: 4,200,590 ha
 Previous year 4,118,450. “In one of the publications 
of the Chinese Maritime Customs” [The Soya Bean of 

Manchuria, 1911, p. 6] we read: “But when the Manchurian 
farmer pulls out the whole plant by the roots, or, having cut 
the crop with his sickle, proceeds to cut up the roots with a 
mattock for fuel, he is preventing the work of the bacillus 
radicicola from bearing its fruit and depriving his land of the 
provision made for it by nature. Thus, the soil in South-west 
Manchuria, where agriculture has been carried on for 400 
years, has been bereft of all vegetable and organic matter and 
no longer bears harvests. The wonderful natural loaminess 
of the soil in the newer regions further north–for instance, at 
Shwangchengpu, where it is said that no manure is or ever 
has been used by the farmers in the 40 years since the land 
has been cultivated–this loaminess will assure good harvests 
for many years to come; but in the course of time even the 
richest soil will become exhausted, and to prevent such a 
disaster steps should be taken to inform the ignorance of the 
peasants who are at present deriving such great profi ts from 
their crops. If they could be shown the value of the process 
of ‘turning under’ the green bean plants after the harvest, the 
fertility of the land might be preserved.”
 Page 630: In this chapter on Agriculture, a section 
on “Soya beans” appears on pages 630-34. Contents: 
Introduction. Cultivation of soya beans. Different species. 
Uses of the soya bean. Bean oil. Bean cake. Near the start 
of the Introduction we read: It was the soya bean that 
introduced Manchuria into world trade, “and it is still the 
soya bean that makes Manchuria famous. So predominant 
is the position of the soya bean and its products, bean oil 
and bean cake, in the trade of Manchoukuo, that these three 
articles now constitute nearly one-half the value of the entire 
exports of the country. Sir Alexander Hosie called them, ‘the 
Wealth of Manchuria.’ They are indeed the wealth of the 
country, which has been growing ever since the time of Sir 
Alexander, and is still growing. Without the ‘three articles,’ 
by which term [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean oil are 
collectively called by the Japanese, the trade of Manchoukuo 
would, at a stroke, shrink to one-half its present amount, 
not only in export but most probably in import also, for 
experience has shown that Manchoukuo seldom buys more 
than it sells.”
 A large table (p. 630) titled “Soya bean output in 
Manchoukuo: Classifi ed according to districts” is divided 
into South and North Manchuria. It shows how many metric 
tons were produced in each district in 1931 and 1932.
 On page 634 is a long, interesting discussion of: 
“Kaoliang: Apart from its trade value, kaoliang or tall millet 
may be considered even more important than soya beans, 
in that it is the staple food of the native population, and the 
principal grain food of the numerous animals engaged in the 
farm-work and in the immense carrying trade of the three 
provinces.
 “Before soya beans attained their present importance, 
half the total area of the cultivated land in Manchuria was 
devoted to kaoliang, and a large amount of it was exported 
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to the provinces of China. Of late, however, the cultivation 
of kaoliang has given place to that of [soya] beans in many 
places, so that at present, in the northern part of South 
Manchuria, where beans are cultivated most extensively, 
about 50 per cent. of the whole cultivated area is devoted to 
beans, and only 20 to 30 per cent. to kaoliang. It is said that 
8 pounds of seed suffi ce to sow an acre of land, producing 
in good years 10 to 12 cwt. [hundredweight] of grain. In a 
bad year or on poor soil, only a third of this quantity will be 
harvested. The crop is easily affected by climatic and soil 
conditions, and for this reason its cultivation is confi ned 
chiefl y to Mukden Province, and in that province, too, it 
does not grow well in the Liaotung Peninsula or in the 
mountainous south-east.
 “Kaoliang is not only used as a food-stuff for man and 
beast in Manchoukuo, but the native spirit is also made out 
of it. Nor are the grains the only useful part of it; the stalks 
play a very important role in Manchoukuo. The outer leaf 
layers, are woven into mats, so much required in the trade of 
the country, for roofi ng ricks and packing loads of grain and 
beans, and for numerous other purposes. The stalks are also 
utilized for fencing, bridging, and housebuilding, and where 
wood and coal are unobtainable or dear they are used for 
fuel.
 “Kaoliang spirit, extensively used in both Manchoukuo 
and Mongolia, is colorless and transparent, and possesses 
a strong fl avor, which peculiarly appeals to the taste of the 
natives.
 “Kaoliang used to be an article of home consumption, 
and its market outside Manchuria was at most confi ned to 
China proper, but after the outbreak of the European War a 
trial shipment was made to Europe as grain food for horses, 
and being successful it has since continued to be exported. 
It is also exported to Japan, and the demand for it there is 
constantly increasing.”

1277. Manchoukuo Year Book (The). 1934. 1934. xxix + 
852 p. See p. 234-35, 256-59, 267-79, 350-51, 396-97, 399-
409, 466. Published by Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki 
Kaisha, Toa-Keizai Chosakyoku (South Manchuria Railway 
Co., East-Asiatic Economic Investigation Bureau), Tokyo. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Chapter 10, “Agriculture,” discusses soya beans 
in detail. Some 34% of the “value of the manufacturing 
products represent the products of bean oil mills using soya 
beans as raw material” (p. 234).
 Table 1 shows that agricultural products occupy 
about 50% (of the value in Haikwan taels) of total exports 
from Manchuria during 1929, 1930, and 1931. Of the 
manufactured products, [soy] beancake, [soy] bean oil and 
bran, which are directly produced from agricultural raw 
materials, constitute 80% of the total (p. 235).
 The South Manchuria Railway (S.M.R.) has played 
a leading role in developing Manchurian agriculture 

(especially [soy] bean production) and expanding exports. 
A table (p. 256) shows the SMR’s revenues from passengers 
and freight for selected years from 1907-1931. Freight 
revenues are, overall, about seven times as large as passenger 
revenues. The main source of freight revenues is coal, 
followed by [soy] beans and beancake (Source: SMRC 
Business Report). “The export of soya beans, beancake, and 
bean oil has increased three to four times in the past twenty 
years.” The SMRC as established an Agricultural Experiment 
Station where crops (such as beans) and animals have been 
improved, bringing much benefi t to Manchurian farmers. 
SMRC’s work has contributed both directly and indirectly to 
the agricultural development of Manchuria by Han Chinese 
and by Korean settlers (p. 256).
 Before the Manchurian incident, Japanese farmers were 
oppressed by the Northeastern military leaders and found it 
practically impossible to farm outside the South Manchuria 
Railway zone. Thus, before the Manchurian incident, only 
730 Japanese households were engaged in agriculture 
in Manchuria. “The contribution made by Koreans to 
the development of agriculture in Manchuria cannot be 
overlooked... their entrance into the interior of Manchuria 
began only after the Russo-Japanese War” [1904-05]. A table 
(p. 257) shows the number of Japanese settlers and Korean 
settlers in Manchuria from 1908 to 1930. The number of 
Japanese settlers increased from 56,433 in 1908 to 288,784 
in 1930. The number of Korean settlers increased from 
51,070 in 1910 to 607,119 in 1930.
 The Wanpaoshan incident happened just before the 
Manchurian incident (p. 257). Note: The Wanpaoshan 
Incident (Jap: Manpozan jiken) was a minor dispute between 
Chinese and Korean farmers which occurred on 1 July 1931, 
prior to the Mukden Incident [best known in Japan as the 
Manchurian Incident]. Although the issue was trivial, it was 
highly sensationalized in the Japanese and Korean press, 
and used with considerable propaganda effect to increase 
anti-Chinese sentiment in the Empire of Japan prior to the 
invasion of Manchuria [in Sept. 1931] (Source: Wikipedia, 
May 2009). As of May 2009 Mukden is known as Shenyang.
 “The agricultural development in Mongolia was 
suddenly brought about after the Russo-Japanese War, 
and particularly after the establishment of the Republic of 
China [on 1 Jan. 1912], as the former policy of protecting 
the ancient kings of Manchuria was abolished, and the 
settlement of the Han [Chinese] race was encouraged. The 
Mongolians were more and more oppressed and obliged to 
retreat gradually to the inner desert districts, and the barren 
fi elds of Mongolia came to be rapidly cultivate by the Han 
settlers.
 “Manchuria was made a great agricultural country by the 
joint efforts of the Hans, Japanese, Koreans, and Russians, 
with the Hans as the main factor; Manchuria came to have 
intimate relations with the world economy through its export 
agricultural products.”
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 Agricultural products in the three provinces of Fengtien, 
Kirin, and Heilungkiang: Among the legumes are soya beans, 
Indian beans, and green peas. Table 13 shows the cultivated 
area (hectares) and production (metric tons) of these crops: 
(1) In the three provinces: Soya beans: 4,102,990 ha and 
5,124,760 metric tons. Other legumes: 353,190 ha and 
54,467 metric tons. (2) In the Kwantung Leased Territory 
and South Manchuria Railway Zone: Soya beans: 31,923 
ha and 17,595 metric tons. Other legumes: 54,467 ha and 
160,193 metric tons. Statistics are also given in Table 13 for 
Kaoliang (#2 crop after soya beans in area and production), 
millet (#3), maize (#4), wheat (#5), etc. Soya beans account 
for nearly 30% of the total acreage (p. 258-59).
 Table 22 (p. 267) shows that area and production of 
soya beans in 1933 was larger Northern Manchuria than in 
Southern Manchuria. A long section titled “Soya beans” (p. 
267-70) gives details about all aspects of soya beans, bean 
oil, and beancake, including exports.
 Table 23 (p. 278), titled “Exports of principal 
agricultural products,” gives statistics from 1922 to 1931 
for quantity exported and value (in H.K. Taels) for 9 major 
products. The leading every year is either soya beans or 
beancake; bean oil is also important.
 A section titled “Export of soya beans, beancake, and 
bean oil in recent years” (p. 279) includes Table 24, “Export 
of soya beans, beancake, and bean oil through the four ports 
of Dairen, Yingkow, Antung, and Vladivostok,” total tons 
and relative index from 1926-27 to 1932-33.
 The Dairen Agricultural Company, established in 1929, 
brings Japanese immigrants to Manchuria and helps them to 
become land-owning farmers; it does not operate any farms 
directly (p. 300).
 The origin of Japanese administration on the Liaotung 
peninsula, the southern end of Manchuria, started in 1905 
during the Russo-Japanese War. In Nov. 1906 Japanese fi rst 
began to administer agricultural programs in Manchuria 
by issuing the regulations for the Kwantung Government 
Agricultural Experiment Station, and the establishment of the 
agricultural experiment station at Dairen. This station is now 
located at Chinchow (Chin-chou, or Jinzhou, in Liaoning 
province, as of 2009) (p. 300-01). On p. 302 is a full page of 
references to Japanese documents that served as the sources 
for the tables in this chapter on agriculture in Manchuria. 
Almost all were compiled and published by the South 
Manchuria Railway Co. (SMRC).
 Chapter 14, “Industry,” begins with a “General 
outline” (p. 350-51). Although Manchuria is rich in natural 
resources, modern industry did not develop until about 30 
years ago. Before that, small enterprises supplied the needs 
of immediate neighborhoods. With the eastern advance 
of Russian infl uence and the establishment of Russian 
administration in Manchuria near the end of the 19th century, 
several modern industries appeared. “Before any general 
industrial development could take place, however, the 

Russo-Japanese War (1904-05) broke out, and as the result 
of the war, Japan came to administer the Kwantung Leased 
Territory and the railway zone. Since that time modern 
industry has developed in Manchuria”–including oil milling. 
Industry in North Manchuria [where Harbin is located] is 
inferior to that in South Manchuria in capital and equipment. 
Discusses the North Manchuria Railway.
 A section on “Chemical industry” (p. 396-409) discusses 
oil milling in great detail.
 Page 466 shows miso and soy sauce production in 
Manchuria. The 17 Japanese-run plants make 2,800 tonnes 
of miso and 4,550 tonnes of soy sauce. The 44 Manchurian-
run plants make no miso and 1,381 tonnes of soy sauce. 
The number of factories in each major city and the capital 
assets of the companies are listed. Dairen is the main center 
of Japanese miso and soy sauce production, followed by 
Mukden, then Port Arthur. Hsinking is the main center of 
Manchurian soy sauce production.
 Note: This Year Book was published from 1931 to 
1941 by Japanese interests (SMRC) to justify the Japanese 
occupation and development of Manchuria after the 
“Manchurian incident.”

1278. Matveeff, G.N. 1934. [Varieties of soybeans in 
Georgia]. Tblisi, Georgia: Georgian Press. 146 p. Scientifi c 
Research Works, Series A, Issue No. 1. [51 ref. Geo]
• Summary: Table 1 (p. 8-9) shows the increase in the area 
planted to soybeans in Georgia from 1930 to 1933. Part 1 
shows the area planted to soybeans only (“pure sowings”); 
this value increased from 626 ha in 1930 to 1,653 ha in 1933. 
Part II shows the mixed plantings converted to pure sowings; 
this value decreased from 49,544 ha in 1930 to 28,878 ha in 
1933. Part III shows the total planted area (pure + mixed); 
this value decreased from 50,170 ha in 1930 to 30,531 ha 
in 1933. Part 4 shows soybean area as a percentage of total 
area; this fi gure decreased from 5.09% in 1930 to 3.05% 
in 1933. A note (p. 9) explains that this table is based on 
statistical data received from the Narcomzem (Agricultural 
Department) of Georgia.
 Page 10 states that in 1932 a soymilk manufacturing 
plant was established in Tblisi. Page 11 states that soybeans 
exported from the port of Batumi (Georgia, on the Black 
Sea) to Germany and Denmark sold for ¼ to ½ to price of 
soybeans purchased from Manchuria.
 Table 2 (p. 12) shows soybean production in Georgia 
in 1931 and 1932, and how these soybeans were utilized. 
Soybean production was 10,760 tons in 1931, and 3,611 tons 
in 1932. For the two years (respectively), 32.6% and 48.8% 
were exported (outside the USSR), 21.2% and 22.5% were 
exported to other countries inside the USSR, 27.9% and 
2.6% were delivered to various organizations in Georgia for 
use in making edible oils and confections.
 Page 10 states that G. Struev [G. Sturua] (1882) gave the 
names of some varieties he obtained from Japan. According 
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to G. Japardize, S. Timofeev, and E. Wuchino, soybeans were 
introduced to Georgia during the 1870s.
 Page 20 states: The fi rst information about the soybean 
in Russia was from the year 1874 (See G. Tupikova). 
Address: Georgia.

1279. McGuire, Ray F. 1934. Soybean values. Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa: Soybean Production Advisory Board. 15 p. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Values as farm crop. Commercial 
possibilities. Valuable human food. Modern method of 
producing oil and oil meal. Utilization of soybean oil. 
Utilization of soybean oil meal. Soybean fl our. Imports, 
exports and the tariff. Marketing soybeans, oil and meal. 
Potential markets. Production last year (in the United States). 
Graphs show the domestic production of soybean oil, 1927-
1932, and the increasing seed production in Iowa 1924-1933. 
A map shows the principal soybean producing counties in 
Iowa. Address: Iowa.

1280. Mukai, Seizo. 1934. Manshû daizu oyobi sono seihin 
[The soybean of Manchuria and its products]. Tokyo: 
Iwamatsudo Shoten. xvii + 340 p. Illust. 28 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Part I: Introduction. The 
position of soybeans in the world and in Manchuria. 
Soybeans in Manchuria and Japan.
 Part II: Soybeans: Outline, varieties, cultivation, 
character, quality and appraisal, usage of soybeans, 
packaging and shipping, demand of the production and 
foreign trade (Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China, 
South Pacifi c Ocean, Europe and USA), the custom of 
selling and buying.
 Part III: Soybean cake/meal and soybean oil. Outline, 
varieties, method of production, quality and appraisal, usage 
(Cake: Fertilizer, fodder, raw material for foods, for drugs, 
and for the chemical industry. Table of soybean cake usage. 
Oil: Table of soybean oil use), packaging and shipping (pulp 
and oil), production, consumption, and trade (supply and 
demand in Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, China, South 
Pacifi c and India, Europe and USA), the custom of selling 
and buying.
 Part IV: Remarks. Bibliography.
 Appendix: Table of equivalents in Manchuria, money 
system, rate of exchanging money, about the money the 
Central bank makes in Manchuria, money exchange, amount 
of exporting, soybean and soybean cake/meal related 
exchange rate table, important Japanese & Manchurian 
market weight and volume exchange rates, general or 
Manchurian abbreviation of words.
 Photos, charts & graphs: 21 such items are described. 
Address: Manchuria.

1281. Weber, G.M.; Alsberg, C.L. 1934. The American 
vegetable-shortening industry: Its origin and development 
(Continued–Document part III). Stanford University, 

California: Food Research Institute. xii + 359 p. See p. 106-
22. Fats and Oils Studies No. 5. [200+ ref]
• Summary: (Continued): War-time [World War I] and post-
war developments: By 1914 the production of compound 
had reached industrial maturity. Although animal fats 
and ingredients continued to be used as ingredients in a 
considerable fraction of compound output, vegetable oils 
constituted by far the greater part of the raw material used, 
with cottonseed oil heavily predominating (p. 106).
 During the War, bakers were required to use vegetable 
shortening exclusively in bread to allow lard to be exported 
to northern Europe, where the people were not accustomed to 
using compound. Thus, many bakers used and learned to use 
compound for the fi rst time, discovering that it was a quality 
product (p. 111).
 After World War I, three types of compound were 
manufactured (p. 114): In the period from 1925-1931 
vegetable shortening accounted for 63 to 73% of all 
compound. Raw materials: Through the war and postwar 
periods, cottonseed oil was by far the predominant ingredient 
in compound, accounting for an estimated 92% of the total 
materials in 1912-14 and 80% in 1920. Among animal 
ingredients, oleostearin and edible tallow were the two most 
important.
 In 1912, peanut oil was the major type of oil used in 
compound. The fi rst record of soy bean oil being used in 
compound dates from 1914, when it accounted for 0.1% of 
the total compound ingredients (p. 125). That year 1,585,000 
lb of soy bean oil were used in lard substitutes. Soy oil rose 
to a peak of 4.6% of total ingredients in 1918, then fell to 
less than 1% between 1921 and 1933. The maximum amount 
used in one year after 1920-1933 was 41.5 million lb, and the 
average annual usage for 1921-1929 was under 20 million 
lb. High import tariffs on soy bean oil in 1921 and low U.S. 
production kept it out of shortening until the mid-1930s. In 
shortening, “Soy bean oil is not so satisfactory as cottonseed 
oil because it is diffi cult to refi ne to make it permanently 
white and bland in fl avor” (p. 130). Soy got a boost in May 
1933 with the passage of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, 
which called for a considerable reduction in cotton acreage 
and hog numbers.
 Coconut oil was less expensive that cottonseed oil, but it 
was not widely used in compound because it causes foaming 
during deep frying. In margarine, it accounted for 65.7% of 
fats in 1930-31 and 70.1% in 1931-32.
 The production of compound from its earliest years was 
divided between two groups of companies: those engaged 
primarily in production and marketing of animal products (in 
the early years slaughterers, meat packers, and independent 
lard refi ners) and those engaged in the crushing and refi ning 
of cottonseed oil. From 1914 to 1925 the fi rst group 
produced about 40% of all compound, but their proportion 
decreased to 33% by 1931. Since 1925 the majority has been 
produced by the vegetable shortening industry. During the 
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period 1920-1923 some 54-59% of compound was made 
entirely of vegetable oils; this increased to 63% in 1925, 69% 
in 1927, and 79% in 1929, dropping to 73% in 1931 (see 
Table XIV). However if meat packers had been included, 
these fi gures would have been less.
 In 1916 the cottonseed oil manufacturers (led by Procter 
& Gamble) made about 50% of the total compound, and the 
Big Five packers (led by Swift & Co.) made 42.5%; other 
slaughterers made 7.6%. Total output was 839 million lb. Of 
the total output of refi ned cottonseed oil that year, the fi ve 
larger refi ners (led by P&G) had 52.2%, the Big Five packers 
(led by Swift) had 31.8%, and others had 16%.
 In the late 1800s the production of compound was 
concentrated largely in Chicago [Illinois], but by the early 
1900s there was a defi nite drift southward and soon the 
South, with its cottonseed oil became the industry’s center. 
By the leading 1920s, leading compound producing states 
were Texas and Tennessee. Competition between the Cotton 
Belt (with its output of cottonseed oil), and the Corn Belt 
(with its output of corn-fed hogs and lard) ceased when 
soy oil passed cottonseed oil in 1944 as the leading oil in 
shortenings.
 Why did Europe not develop a large compound 
industry? The people had a preference for lard, inexpensive 
margarine was widely available, and Europe did not grow a 
lot of oilseeds.
 In the early days, vegetable shortening manufacturers 
found it necessary to make shortening as much as possible 
like lard in appearance and texture, but by the 1930s lard was 
fi nding it advantageous to adopt some of the characteristics 
of shortening: uniformity, a refi ned and deodorized taste 
(removing the characteristic lard fl avor and making it 
bland) and brand names. Vegetable compound developed 
new markets, some of which were not open to lard or lard 
compounds: Jews, Moslems, vegetarians, and industrial users 
like bakers and confectioners.
 Terminology used for lard compounds and shortenings 
by the Census of Manufacturers: 1914-19–Lard compounds 
and substitutes. 1925-29–Lard substitutes and cooking fats. 
1931–Shortenings, other than lard. Note: This is a very early 
use of the word “shortening.”
 Table XVIII (p. 339-40) shows the amounts of various 
animal fats (edible tallow, oleostearin, oleo oil, pork fat 
and lard, and fi sh oils) and vegetable oils (peanut oil, soy 
bean oil, corn oil, coconut oil, and other oils) used in the 
manufacture of compound in selected years from 1912 to 
1933. (Continued). Address: 1. Formerly Research Associate, 
Food Research Inst; 2. Director, FRI.

1282. Woodhead, Henry George Wandesforde. ed. 1934. 
China year book. Shanghai, China: North China Daily News 
& Herald. xxvi + 854 p. Vol. 16. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: In Chinese, the title of this book is Chung-hua 
nien-chien. In chapter III, “Soy-beans and bean products are 

discussed on pages 41-42.
 A table (p. 55) shows exports of vegetable oils from 
China in 1931. In descending order of weight (thousand 
piculs) they are: [Soy] bean oil 1,463. Wood oil 865. 
Groundnut oil 814. Unclassifi ed 36. Tea [seed] oil 21. Castor 
oil 14. Sesamum seed oil 3.
 The three most valuable oils in descending order of 
value (1,000 H. Taels) are: Wood oil 20,416. [Soy] bean oil 
16,991. Groundnut oil 12,734.
 In Chapter 5, a multi-paged table titled “Principal 
exports, 1932 and 1933,” shows (p. 129): Exports of yellow 
[soy] beans to Egypt (incl. Anglo-Egyptian Sudan), Formosa, 
Germany, Great Britain, Hongkong, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Netherlands, Netherlands India [Dutch East Indies; Dutch: 
Nederlands-Indië], Philippine Islands, Straits Settlements 
and F.M.S. [Federated Malay States], U.S.S.R. [USSR] 
(Russia) Asiatic Routes, Other countries. The fi ve leading 
importers of yellow [soy] beans, in descending order of 
weight imported (in million piculs), are: U.S.S.R. [USSR] 
(Russia) 4.479. Japan 3.331. Germany 3.222. Korea 0.759. 
Netherlands India 0.555. Total: 17.269.
 On the same page are exports of beancake to Japan, 
Korea, Norway, USA, U.S.S.R. (Russia) Asiatic Routes, 
Other countries. The three leading importers, in descending 
order of weight imported (in million piculs) are: Japan 5.854. 
U.S.S.R. (Russia) 2.119. Other countries 1.979.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (May 2020) that contains the term “U.S.S.R.” 
in connection with soybeans–even though the Soviet Union 
was formed on 30 Dec. 1922.
 In Chapter 7, a table (p. 153) shows the foreign and 
domestic trade at seven major Manchurian ports: Aigun, 
Harbin, Hunchun, Lung-Chingtsun, Antung, Dairen, 
Newchwang. Dairen does by far the largest volume of trade, 
followed by Harbin, then Newchwang.
 On page 153 a table shows the quantity (piculs) of 
[soya] beans, bean oil, and beancake exported from (1) 
China including Manchuria, and (2) Manchuria alone. For 
each of the three products and two categories the amount 
sent to Japan, Europe, and Other countries is given. Europe 
imports almost all of the bean oil. Other countries get the 
largest amount of the beans and the beancake.
 Also discusses Mongolia: Religious organization 
(Chapter 4, p. 70-71), including Lamaist Buddhism and 
“Living Buddhas.” Also discusses Tibet (Chapter 4, p. 88-
91). This section begins: “Geography: Tibet, sometimes 
called the ‘Roof of the World,’ consists of (1) the Lama 
kingdom of Tibet with its provinces and dependencies; (2) 
the semi-independent native states of Kam, under Chinese 
protection; and (3) the Kokonor [Koko-nor / Koko Nur] 
Territory, under the control of the Chinese Amban [a 
Manchu word meaning “high offi cial”] residing at Hsi Ling, 
in Kansu. Note: Wikipedia states (June 2008): “The Qing 
Emperor appointed the amban in Tibet, who represented 
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Qing suzerainty over the Buddhist theocracy of Tibet, and 
commanded over 2,000 troops stationed in Lhasa. The chief 
amban was aided by an assistant amban (Bangbàn Dàchén) 
and both of them reported to the Qing Court of Colonial 
Affairs. Their duties included acting as intermediary between 
China and the Hindu kingdom of Nepal (Ghorkhas Country); 
a secretary (Yíqíng zhangjing) dealt with native affairs. 
Three Chinese commissioners (liángtái), of the class of sub-
prefects, were stationed at Lhasa, Tashilumbo and Ngari.
 “The Qing imperial resident in Tibet was introduced 
in 1727 and most ambasa [high offi cials; A Manchu word, 
plural of amban] were appointed from the Manchu Eight 
Banners, a few were Han Chinese or Mongol. The Emperors 
used ambasa to infl uence Tibetan politics, and the Qianlong, 
Jiaqing and Daoguang Emperors each decreed that the 
Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama were bound to follow the 
leadership or guidance of the ambasa in carrying out the 
administration of Tibet.”
 A brief biography of Li Yu-ying (Courtesy name: Shih-
tseng) appears on p. 693. Address: 1. B.A., formerly editor 
of the “North-China Daily News”; 2. M.J.I., Editor of the 
“Peking and Tientsin Times”.

1283. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1935. The Manchurian soy bean 
situation. 30(4):82-86. Jan. 28.
• Summary: “The total quantity of Manchurian soy beans 
available for export for the 1934-35 crop year (October-
September) is about 20 percent below 1933-34 and the 
smallest amount since 1923, according to a report from Fred 
J. Rossiter, Assistant Agricultural Commissioner at Shanghai, 
China. The 1934 soy bean crop was estimated to be 15 to 
20 percent below the 1933 harvest, while the acreage was 
estimated at 6 percent below the previous year. The foreign 
demand for Manchurian soy beans during the fi rst quarter 
this year was slightly below that of the same period last year. 
Present Dairen prices in silver yen are higher than those of a 
year ago.
 “The Manchurian Agricultural Crop Investigation 
Association estimated this year’s soy bean production at 
3,968,000 short tons. Mr. Rossiter believes this estimate 
is somewhat too low and that the 1934 harvest was not 
more than 15 percent below the 1933 production, and near 
4,400,000 short tons. It is evident however that the 1934 crop 
was the smallest production for more than 10 years. This was 
due to the reduced acreage and unfavorable weather during 
the summer. The reduced acreage was due to (1) low prices 
received for soy beans last year resulting in some shift to 
other crops; (2) many farmers having abandoned farming and 
having gone into construction work; and (3) fewer farmers 
from China having emigrated to Manchuria. The excessive 
rainfall and fl oods during July and early August, combined 
with lack of sunshine were important factors in reducing the 
soy been yield this past summer.

 Table 1 shows “Manchuria: Estimated soy bean acreage 
and production, 1929-1934.” Acreage peaked at 10,413,600 
acres in 1931 and production peaked at 5,839,787 short tons 
in 1930. Source: Manchurian Railway Crop Estimation in 
Manchuria, 1929-1932. The Manchurian Agricultural Crop 
Investigation Association, 1933 and 1934.
 “Prices paid for beans in the early fall were below those 
of the preceding autumn. However, with small arrivals at 
important market centers prices have advanced and are now 
slightly above this time last year. European quotations for 
Dairen beans on December 15 were 6 pounds 6¼ shillings 
per long ton ($27.95 per short ton) compared with 5 pounds 
17½ ($25.87 per ton) in 1933. Prices for the remainder of 
the crop year will depend primarily upon the demand from 
Europe.
 “Due to the large percentage of Manchurian beans taken 
by Europe, the export demand depends very largely upon 
the demand for oil seeds from Germany, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, and England. During October and November this 
season exports to Europe were equal to the amount for the 
same months last season, but December exports ran below 
December 1933. The Dairen trade feels that European 
industries will continue to buy all available supplies of 
Manchurian beans. The demand for beans during the crop 
year is expected to be smaller than last year from Japan and 
the East Indies. Reports from Dairen indicate that during the 
year there are hopes of reviving some of the lost trade with 
South China.”
 Table 2 shows: “Manchuria: Soy bean production and 
distribution, 1929-30 to 1934-35.” The six columns after 
“Crop year” (all in 1,000 short tons) are: (1) Production. 
(2) Carryover from last crop year. (3) Total supply. (4) 
Total exports. (5) Carryover end of crop year. (6) Home 
[Domestic] consumption and seed.
 “Production–South Manchurian Railway Estimates. 
For 1933 and 1934 by Manchurian Agricultural Crop 
Investigation Association. Carryover–Information from 
American Consular Reports. Exports–American Consular 
Reports and Chinese Maritime Customs Returns. a/ (col. 6, 
1933) This fi gure is considered too small; due to the very low 
prices large quantities were not marketed.
 “The demand for bean cake depends almost entirely 
upon the agricultural situation in Japan, where bean cake is 
principally used as a fertilizer. The amount bought by Japan 
will depend upon the ability of the Japanese farmers to buy 
fertilizers, and the competition with commercial fertilizers. 
Exports of bean cake and meal to the United States during 
the fi rst two months of this crop year were considerably 
above exports for the same period last year. Exports to 
Japan and China for the crop year are not expected to equal 
those of last year. The demand for bean oil from Europe and 
America for the 1934-35 crop year is expected to exceed last 
year’s exports. The demand from other sources will probably 
show little change.
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 “Allowing 1,100,000 short tons for home consumption 
and seed, the total quantity of soy beans and been products 
available for export during the crop year is about 3,065,000 
short tons, which compares with total exports of 3,821,000 
short tons for 1933-34. As the Manchurian offi cial estimate 
for the 1934 crop is considered low, it is believed the 
exportable surplus may reach 3,300,000 short tons. The 
quality of the 1934 beans is considered fairly good but 
somewhat inferior to that of the 1933 crop due to a higher 
moisture content and because the beans from some districts 
are not well fi lled.
 Table 3: “Manchuria: Total exports of soy beans and 
bean products, 1929-30 to 1933-34.” The fi ve columns are: 
(1) Year ended September 30. (2) Soy beans. (3) Soy-bean 
cake and meal. (4) Soy-bean oil. (5) Total exports. The last 4 
columns are all in short tons.
 “Source: China Maritime Customs Quarterly Trade 
Returns, and for the past two years from American Consular 
Reports. a/ Exports from Harbin, Dairen, Newchwang, 
Antung, Lungchintsun and Hunchun. b/ Exports from 
Harbin, Newchwang and Antung. Lungchintsun and 
Hunchun not included.
 “Review of the 1933-34 crop year: The total bean 
exports from Manchuria during 1933-34 exceeded by 5 
percent the small exports the previous year. The exports of 
beans to Europe during the crop year were the largest on 
record while exports to China were the smallest on record. 
Prices for the crop year averaged lower than for any year for 
which fi gures are available since 1921.
 “The fi nal estimate of the 1933 soy bean crop by the 
Manchurian Agricultural Crop Investigation Association 
was 5,737,000 short tons which made the production 18 
percent larger than the 1932 harvest. However, in June, 1934 
the Manchurian crop estimates were revised for all of the 
previous year’s crops and the 1933 soy bean production was 
placed at 5,072,000 short tons, which makes the crop only 
8 percent above the 1932 harvest. Mr. Rossiter believes that 
the revised fi gure was somewhat too low and that the 1932 
crop was about 5,291,000 short tons. It is believed that home 
consumption during the past year was even greater than 
indicated in the table on page 83. Prices were so low in some 
districts in North Manchuria that it was unprofi table to take 
the beans to the marketing centers. Reports received from 
Harbin indicated that beans in some sections were used as 
fuel during the 1933-34 winter.
 “Of the 1933-34 bean exports, China and the East Indies 
took smaller shipments while Europe and Japan increased 
their purchases. Europe took 75 percent of the total, which 
represents the highest percentage as well as the largest 
volume ever shipped to European countries. The European 
takings of Manchurian bean cake and bean oil have declined. 
During the World War Europe bought bean oil heavily when 
freight rates were high and industrial plants found other work 
more profi table.” Continued.

1284. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1935. The Manchurian soy bean 
situation (Continued–Document part II). 30(4):82-86. Jan. 
28.
• Summary: (Continued): “In recent years beans have 
represented a larger percentage of the total exports of beans 
and bean products. During 1933-34 bean exports represented 
68.7 percent of the total exports of beans and products 
as compared with 57 percent fi ve years earlier. The total 
bean cake and meal exports from Manchuria for 1933-34 
slightly exceeded the exports of the previous year. Experts to 
America, China, and Europe were smaller than the previous 
year, while exports were larger only to Japan. Low prices 
attracted increased consumption in Japan. Of the total bean 
cake and meal exports from Manchuria, Japan purchased 
85 percent. Since 1930 bean cake exports to Europe have 
rapidly declined. Bean oil exports from Manchuria during 
1933-34 were slightly below the 1932-33 shipments and 
were the smallest since 1915. China purchased a smaller 
quantity compared with the previous year, while Europe, 
after several years of declining imports, took a larger 
volume.
 Table 4 shows: “Exports of soy beans and products 
by countries of destination, 1931-32 to 1933-34.” The 7 
columns are: (1) Product and crop year Oct. to Sept. The 
products are beans, bean cake, and bean oil. (2) Europe. (3) 
Japan. (4) China, (5) U.S.A. (6) Others. (7) Total. Columns 
2-7 are all in short tons.
 “Source: Dairen American Consular Reports.
 “Exports to Japan includes exports to Korea and 
Formosa.
 “Manchurian farmers received very low prices for their 
1933 soy beans, which is their most important cash crop. 
With the 1933 crop reported large and early market arrivals 
heavy, and with foreign demand below the previous year, 
prices began declining even before the marketing season 
started in October and continued to fall until the middle 
of April the following spring. Prices at that time were the 
lowest on the Dairen exchange for beans and bean products 
for twenty years. In April it was evident that the supply 
was not as large as the crop reports had indicated, and the 
German restrictions on imports were not as great as had 
been expected. These factors resulted in a gradual price 
improvement. During July and August prices rose very 
rapidly due to the unfavorable weather for the 1934 crop.
 “The carryover of the 1953 crop at the end of September 
1934 was estimated at 200,000 short tons which compares 
with 100,000 tons the previous year. About half of the stocks 
at the end of the 1933-34 crop year were on hand at Dairen 
with only about 28,030 tons at Harbin.” Table 5 shows: 
“Manchuria: Average monthly price of soy beans and soy 
bean products at Dairen, in silver yen and United States 
currency, and price of crude soy-bean oil at New York, 1932-
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33 to 1934-35.” This table contains 5 columns; columns 2-4 
each contain the same two parts: (a) Silver yen per picul (1 
picul = 133.33 pounds) and (b) U.S. cents per pound. The 5 
columns are: (1) Year and month. (2) [Soy] Beans. (3) [Soy] 
Bean cake. (4) [Soy] Bean oil. (5) Soy bean oil at New York 
(in U.S. cents per pound). Source: “’Finance and Commerce’ 
(a Shanghai weekly trade journal) and the United States 
Department of Labor Statistics, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Monthly Bulletins.”

1285. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1935. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1934. London. 106 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1286. Gray, George Douglas. 1935. The soya bean in 
international trade. Foreign Affairs 13(2):340-42. Jan.
• Summary: This article begins: “The soya bean has been 
described as unquestionably the most important food plant 
in the world.” The soya bean is Manchuria’s principal crop. 
“Under Japanese management [in part, since shortly after 
1905], its culture has been developed and its uses extended. 
It has had a dominant part in drawing 30,000,000 Chinese 
to Manchuria, and it has aided them in building there a 
prosperous community. “The profi t from its transport and 
sale has in large measure supported the Japanese adventures 
on the mainland of Asia.”
 Table 1 gives “World soya bean production.” 
Manchuria, with 10,184,928 acres under cultivation produces 
208,298,428 bushels or 20.4 bushels/acre, which is 59.3% of 
world production. China proper, with 5,635,000 acres under 
cultivation produces 89,340,000 bushels or 15.8 bushels/
acre, which is 25.4% of world production. Japan, with 
913,836 acres under cultivation produces 15,238,873 bushels 
or 16.6 bushels/acre, which is 4.3% of world production. 
Korea (a province of Japan since 1910), with 1,942,922 
acres under cultivation produces 20,431,754 bushels or 
10.5 bushels/acre, which is 5.8% of world production. The 
U.S.A., with 1,373,000 acres under cultivation produces 
18,146,000 bushels or 13.2 bushels/acre, which is 5.2% of 
world production. The world, with a total of 20,049,686 
acres under cultivation produces 351,355,046 bushels of 
soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) 
that gives detailed total soybean production or area statistics 
worldwide.
 Table 2, “Trade of Manchuria (in millions of Haikwan 
taels)” shows Manchuria’s imports, exports, total trade, and 
balance of trade for the years 1907, 1917, and 1927-1932. In 
1907 Manchuria had a negative balance (-8.6). In 1917 the 
balance began to be positive (+2.5), but by 1927 the balance 
was strongly positive (+139.0) rising to +255.0 in 1931.
 Table 3, “Exports of Manchuria (in millions of Haikwan 
taels)” shows Manchuria’s 5 main exports (both value and 

percentage of total) from 1927 to 1932. In descending order 
of value in 1932 they are soya beans, coal, kaoliang, millet, 
and pig iron. In 1927 soya beans, with a value of 219.5 
accounted for 54.5% of exports. In 1932 soya beans, with a 
value of 234.6 accounted for 60.8% of exports.
 Table 4, “Imports of soya bean and soya bean oil” [from 
Manchuria] shows the imports of each, in tons, in 1930 and 
1932, by the following countries: United Kingdom, United 
States, France, Holland, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Belgium, 
and Japan. In 1932 the world’s top 4 importers of soya beans 
were Germany (1,168,300), Japan (481,600), Denmark 
(288,864), and the UK (159,938). In 1932 the world’s top 
4 importers of soya bean oil were Japan (72,240), UK 
(27,343), Belgium (5,600), and Germany (3,739).

1287. Canadian Pacifi c Railway Co., Dep. of Colonization 
and Development. 1935. Linseed oil. Agricultural and 
Industrial Progress in Canada. 17(2):27-28. Feb.
• Summary: “The linseed oil industry of Canada has recently 
been strengthened by the addition of associated products 
derived from the soy bean. Two or three years ago [i.e., in 
about 1932-33] experiments were undertaken in the growing 
of the soy bean in southwestern Ontario and there are now 
two plants engaged in the manufacture of soy bean products.
 Flax has long been grown in Canada, mainly for the 
purpose of linseed oil, the largest production coming from 
the Prairie Provinces. Some fl ax grown in Canada is, 
however, of the fi bre variety.” Canada exports linseed oil but 
is a net importer of linseed oil cake and oil cake meal. “The 
Dominion both exports and imports fl ax seed.
 “Soy beans and their products are imported but do not 
appear in the export returns.
 “The production of the Canadian linseed and soy bean 
oil industry in 1933, according to a report of the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics, was valued at $2,086,000. The number 
of plants in operation was ten and the capital investment 
$3,022,000.
 “Of these ten plants two used soy beans as their 
raw material, namely, The Canadian Soyabeans Limited 
of Milton, and the Soybean Oil and Meal Co-operative 
Company of Canada Limited of Chatham, both in 
southwestern Ontario.” The value of soy-bean oil and meal 
was no more than $49,071.
 Argentina is the leading producer of fl axseed for world 
trade. “Canada has been one of the three other largest 
exporters of this product.” The peak year for fl axseed 
acreage and production in Canada was 1912, when 2.021 
million acres produced 26.130 million bushels.
 “The areas on which soy beans have been grown in 
Canada are mainly in the southwestern part of the province 
of Ontario, where in recent years large crops of both tobacco 
and of sugar beets have also been produced.”

1288. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1935. Commons agree 
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to paddy duty: Benefi t to India. Preference for soya beans. 
March 3. p. 12.
• Summary: Britain’s House of Commons agreed to the 
budget resolution to withdraw soya beans from the free list–
the list of products which can be imported free of customs 
duty.
 Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister (whose photo is shown) said 
that removing soya beans from the free list would support the 
principle of imperial preference. “He emphasized that every 
colony producing palm kernels, ground-nuts or copra asked 
for this preference owing to the increasing competition from 
soya beans.”
 He said he hoped that the preference would stimulate 
commercial production of soya beans in the colonies and 
territories within the British Empire, where the future of this 
bean looked promising.
 Experiments with soya bean cultivation were being 
conducted in Nyasaland, Tanganyika, Kenya, some West 
Indian territories and British Guiana. The experiments in 
Nyasaland appeared to be the most promising.

1289. MacConkey, C.A. 1935. Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada: 
Div. of Research Information, National Research Council, 
Ottawa. 93 p. March. 28 cm. [152 ref]
• Summary: A very important and interesting report. In 1932 
the fi rst two sections of this report were prepared; in 1934 
the third section was added in order to bring it up to date. 
Contents: Summary of Part I. Summary of Part II. Summary 
of Part III. Part I (p. 14): Cultivation, utilization and trade. 
Introduction. Cultivation: Varieties, differences, maturity, 
hardiness, color of bean, climate, soil, seeding, harvesting. 
Production of oil and cake. Applications: Introduction, 
the plant (forage, hay, pasturage, silage, soilage, straw, 
soil improvement and fertilizer), the bean (grain, fl our, 
soy sauce, bean curd [tofu], vegetable beans, other uses), 
the cake (cattle feed, fl our, fertilizer, other uses), the oil 
(general, the soap industry, the paint and varnish industry, the 
food industry). The soybean industry in the United States: 
Importance of the crop, history and development (incl. Henry 
Ford who is said to have 10,000 acres under cultivation), 
standards (classes of soybeans), production of oil and cake, 
consumption of soybean oil, export trade in soybeans. 
Statistics of world trade: Beans (production, exports, imports 
[statistics, pre-war average {1909-13} + 1926-1931 for 
Germany, Japan, Denmark, UK and British Empire countries, 
Dutch East Indies, Sweden, Italy, Formosa, and Holland], 
consumption [net imports], prices), oil (production, exports, 
imports, consumption, prices), cake (production, exports 
and imports). Statistics of the German oil seed industry: 
Oil seeds in Germany [by far the world’s largest soybean 
importing country and largest European producer of soybean 
oil] (imports and exports), vegetable oils (production, 
consumption and value), oil cake and meal (production, 
imports, exports, consumption and relative values), soybean 

experiment stations in Germany.
 Part II (p. 56): Development in Canada. The difference 
between growing soybeans for forage and for seed. 
Present status of soybean cultivation in Canada. The 
future for soybeans on the Prairies. Extent of Canadian 
Experimentation. Varieties suitable for Canada. The climates 
of Manchuria and Canada. Planning the development of 
soybeans in Canada. Consumption of vegetable oils in 
Canada by industries. Consumption of oil cakes in Canada. 
Firms engaged in the soybean industry in Canada. Casein in 
Canada.
 Part III (p. 69): Survey of the Literature, 1931-34. 
Cultivation. Green manure. Breeding. Germination of 
seeds. Diseases and parasites. Soil. Manufacture of oil cake. 
Composition of the soybean. Properties and composition 
of soybean oil. Feedstuffs. Edible products. Detection in 
food (e.g. detection of soybeans in wheat fl our, pasta, meat 
products, etc.). Inedible products. Economics. Table (p. 
79-80)–Imports of soy products into Canada: Soy sauces 
(1931-1933), edible peanut and soyabean oil, peanut and 
soyabean oil for the manufacture of soap and peanut oil for 
canning fi sh, soybeans, soyabean cake and soyabean meal 
for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of 
fertilizers. References (102). Other references (Nos. 103-
117). References not consulted (35).
 The section titled “Development in Canada” (p. 56-62) 
states: “Soybeans are at present being grown for seed on a 
commercial scale in southern Ontario, chiefl y in Kent and 
Essex Counties [the Niagara Peninsula]. Prior to 1931 the 
acreage under soybeans was about 1000 or 1500. The efforts 
of persons interested in establishing oil mills increased this 
to about 5000 in 1931 and to 6000 or 7000 in 1932. The 
average yield of seed has been about 23 bushels per acre, 
which is quite equal to yields in the U.S., while another 
variety, the A.K., has yielded at the rate of nearly 40 bushels 
per acre during a six-year test at Harrow, Ontario.”
 “T.B. Macaulay, President of the Sun Life Assurance 
Company of Canada has been experimenting for a number of 
years on the growing of soybeans in the hopes of being able 
to make the western farmer more free from his dependence 
on wheat, and believes that he is near to discovering suitable 
varieties...
 “A statement appearing in the Montreal Financial Times 
(Nov. 18, 1932) reports that a number of varieties introduced 
from Urbana [Illinois] and tried in various parts of Alberta 
made an excellent growth of forage...
 “The work being carried out at T.B. Macaulay’s 
experiment farm at Hudson Heights, Quebec, is particularly 
worthy of mention. Here the testing of varieties has been in 
progress for 8 years. Mr. Macaulay’s method of approaching 
the problem consists in obtaining samples of hitherto untried 
varieties from the most northerly regions where soybeans 
grow and the earliest varieties from Asia and elsewhere... 
Mr. Macaulay has a new variety which he calls Toyanaga. 
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It matures 5 days to a week earlier than the variety called 
Manchu, which is being grown to a small extent in southern 
Ontario.”
 “Varieties suitable for Canada: Besides O.A.C. 211 
which is the one outstanding variety that has shown itself 
suitable for cultivation in Canada albeit only in southern 
Ontario, a number of other varieties have been tried and 
experimented with such as Mandarin, Manchu, Wisconsin 
Black, Quebec 92, Quebec 537, Early Yellow, Early Brown, 
and Manitoba Brown, but none of these have been very 
satisfactory.”
 Table 29 (p. 60) gives a summary of current (1932) 
Canadian experiments with soybeans: Ontario Agricultural 
College (Guelph), grown for 39 years (i.e. since 1893), tested 
125 varieties. Dominion Experimental Farms (Ottawa and 
Harrow, Ontario), 9 years, 100 varieties. Macdonald College 
(Quebec), 20 years, 16 varieties. Manitoba Agricultural 
College (Winnipeg), 10 years, 12 varieties. University of 
Alberta, Edmonton, 3 years, 7 varieties. Brooks (Canadian 
Pacifi c Railway Irrigation Experimental Station, Alberta), 
unknown number of years and varieties. Pointe Platin 
(Quebec, by J. deLothinière [deLothiniere]), unknown 
number of years and varieties. Hudson Heights (Quebec, 
by T.B. Macaulay), 8 years, 100 varieties. University of 
Saskatchewan, 10 years, 25 varieties.
 Page 65 lists “Firms Engaged in the Soybean Industry 
in Canada.” The Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative 
Company of Canada, Ltd., Chatham, Ontario; Canadian 
Soyabeans Ltd., Milton, Ontario; The Vitone Co., Hamilton, 
Ontario; Dominion Soya Industries, 355, Place Royale, 
Montreal, Quebec.
 Note 1. In Shepherd’s City of Chatham (Ontario) 
Directory 1934-35 (p. B-166) we read: “Soyabean Oil & 
Meal Co-operative Co Ltd, G E Biles, mgr, Colborne n, w 
cor Adelaid.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
that mentions Dominion Soya Industry, Ltd. (Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada) in connection with soybeans.
 Table 33 (p. 67) gives “Consumption of oilseed cake and 
meal in Canada” for the calendar years 1926 to 1931. Figures 
(taken from Trade in Canada) are given for cottonseed, 
linseed, palm nut, soya and total. Consumption of soya cake 
and meal (in tons) were: 200 in 1926 (0.6% of total); 680 in 
1927; 560 in 1928; 1,560 in 1929 (5.0% of the total); 1,190 
in 1930; and 2,500 in 1931. The value in dollars role from 
$8,000 in 1926 to about $50,000 in 1931. Apparently all of 
this soyabean cake and meal was imported.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2019) that uses the term “soyabean meal” to refer 
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Div. of Research 
Information, National Research Council, Canada.

1290. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya bean 
mystery: Surprise at unexplained new duty. April 16. p. 11.

• Summary: A new tax on soya beans was strongly 
condemned last night by Mr. Arthur Holgate, of Moreton 
Hall, Whalley, in an interview with the Manchester 
Guardian. Mr. Holgate “is associated with the fi rm of 
Messrs. Holgate, corn millers and cattle food manufacturers, 
Liverpool.”
 Mr. Holgate believes that the only reason for such a 
tax is to raise government revenues. However soya beans 
form the basis of one of today’s most important cattle 
feeds. So this tax will raise the price of cattle food, which 
will ultimately hurt the farmer, because the price of milk is 
fi xed, and thus he cannot pass on the fi xed cost. Thus the 
government that says it wants to help the farmers is actually 
hurting them. “Soya beans are imported in very large 
quantities and are crushed.” There is no substitute for soya 
beans grown in Britain and soya beans do not compete with 
any crop grown in the British empire.
 Importers at Hull, England, were also at a loss to 
account for the tax on soya beans. Last year 177,00 tons of 
soya beans (worth about £3 million) were imported to the 
UK; of these, Hull took about 72,000 tons (41%).
 An offi cial of the National Farmers Union deplored the 
tax, adding that as far as he know, cultivation of soy beans in 
the UK was still purely experimental.

1291. Times (London). 1935. Imports of soya beans. April 
16. p. 10, col. 3.
• Summary: Last year 177,000 tons of soybeans were 
imported to the UK from Manchuria.

1292. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya bean 
mystery: New tax explained. Helping West Africa. April 20. 
p. 7.
• Summary: Sir John Sandeman Allen, M.P., suggested on 
Wednesday in the House of Commons that Mr. Camberlain’s 
Budget takes soya beans off the free list and imposes a 10% 
duty on them in order to help Britain’s West African colonies 
by taxing the products of Japan and Manchukuo.
 A fuller explanation is given by the Liverpool Chamber 
of Commerce, which has issued the text of a letter sent on 
March 19 by its West African trade section to the Board of 
Trade. The text of the letter is published.
 Note: For more details, see the article on page 10 of this 
issue.

1293. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya 
bean. April 20. p. 10.
• Summary: The new Budget puts a 10% duty on soya beans, 
which were previously on the free list. Mr. Chamberlain 
[Neville, Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1931-37] has not 
given an explanation. In Feb. 1932, when the tariff was 
being debated, “the Government accepted the pleas of the 
agricultural members that the soya bean should be put on the 
free list because they are used in the feeding of stock.”
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 Last month, however, the Liverpool Chamber of 
Commerce argued that the reasons for opposing a duty are 
no longer valid. They contend that the increasing imports 
of soya beans from Manchuria, China, and Japan have 
decreased the use in Britain of palm oil and groundnuts, 
which come from Britain’s West African colonies.
 If the government agrees with Liverpool, then this 
new tariff “is nothing but a roundabout way of helping 
British West Africa by punishing Japan and her puppet State 
Manchukuo, to say nothing of China. If in the process the 
British Farmer fi nds himself squeezed he should be the last 
person to complain.”

1294. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya 
beans duty: “Great alarm” in Hull. April 25. p. 10.
• Summary: Alderman F. Till, at a meeting of the Hull 
Development Committee yesterday, notes that 100,000 tons 
per year of soya beans are crushed by Mills in Hull, and that 
the new import duty would negatively affect employment 
in the seed crushing industry. The matter was viewed with 
“great alarm.”

1295. Bowdidge, Elizabeth. 1935. The soya bean: Its 
history, cultivation (in England), and uses. London: Oxford 
University Press. xii + 83 p. Foreword by Sir John T. Davies 
(Director, Ford Motor Co., Ltd.). Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The soya bean 
in the East: Europe, United States, Canada. 3. Description 
of the plant: Results of experiments in England, the 
1934 experiment in Essex, yields from the four varieties, 
description of the four varieties, composition of English 
and other varieties. 4. Culture of the soya bean: Soil 
requirements, inoculation of the seed, preparation of soil, 
rates of seeding, sowing seed, cultivation, fertilizers, 
harvesting the crop, threshing, storage, yields in various 
countries, soya bean prices. 5. Soya bean hay: Feeding 
values, time of cutting, soya straw, soya in the mixed crop 
(in mixed cropping plans with sorghum, maize, etc.). 6. 
Soya beans for soil improvement. 7. By-products of the soya 
bean: Oil and its uses, notes on experiments in breeding for 
oil, methods of extraction, soya cake and meal, results of 
comparative feeding tests. 8. Food products of the soya bean.
 This book describes the successful introduction and 
cultivation of soybeans in England. The Foreword notes (p. 
v): “In past years no sustained effort has been made to grow 
the plant on a large scale in England. The Royal Agricultural 
Society devoted several years to experiment at Woburn, but 
in 1914 they reported that the plant was quite unsuitable for 
growth in this country as it required more warmth than could 
be obtained here. The British Board of Agriculture reported 
in 1916 that ‘the Japanese and Manchurian varieties hitherto 
tested cannot be relied upon to produce seed in this country.”
 In the Preface (p. ix) Ms. Bowdidge acknowledges: 
“That very able and unique work The Soybean, by 

Messrs. Piper and Morse, has been my principal source of 
information.”
 “Efforts to introduce the [soy] bean to English 
agriculture were begun in 1909 and given up in 1914, and 
except for the work of Mr. J.L. North nothing further has 
been done” (p. 9).
 The section titled “Results of experiments in England” 
(p. 15-17) states: “One of the fi rst attempts to acclimatize the 
soya bean in England began in 1914 at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Regents Park, when it was shown by Mr. North that 
certain varieties could be ‘advanced’ suffi ciently to produce 
a mature crop towards the end of September. Many years 
devoted to careful selection of seed from the varieties in 
his collection had resulted in several early strains. In 1928, 
a hybrid was received from Canada which, on passing the 
experimental stage, was planted out on a number of small 
plots in various parts of the country. It proved to be a very 
reliable cropper and matured earlier than any of the sixty 
varieties previously under test. Planted in the fi rst week 
in May it was harvested at the beginning of September, 
and reports of good results came from Middlesex, Essex, 
Berkshire, Oxfordshire, and Hampshire.
 “The largest experimental test ever conducted in this 
country took place in 1933 at Boreham, Essex, when forty-
seven different varieties of the soya bean originating from 
North America, Canada, Manchuria, and Japan were grown 
under observation. The selection included four varieties 
which had been acclimatized by Mr. North. Mr. North was 
engaged to supervise operations, and 50 lb. of his special 
seeds was purchased. The results obtained were most 
interesting.”
 “There is no doubt at all that the four varieties 
acclimatized by Mr. North were a great success; two reached 
maturity on September 1st and two on September 6th. In 
many cases plants bearing between 300 and 400 seeds were 
harvested.”
 “It has been found by Mr. North in the course of more 
than twenty years’ study of the subject, mainly with foreign 
beans grown in various parts of the country, that no variety 
of soya bean has any chance of success in England unless it 
matures in less than 100 days in America. Varieties requiring 
this length of time in America need nearly a month more 
in this country and, owing to our colder spring weather, no 
advantage is gained by earlier sowing. Mr. North’s seeds 
require 124 to 127 days to reach maturity in England but, if 
grown in America, they would only require 85 to 90 days.
 The section on “The 1934 Experiment in Essex” (p. 
17-23) notes: “The result of the 1933 experiment was so 
encouraging that it was determined that a further attempt 
should be made in 1934 to ascertain whether it would be 
possible to grow the plant profi tably as a fi eld crop and, with 
this in view, a fi eld of nearly 20 acres was specially prepared 
for the acclimatized seeds from the 1933 crop.”
 Joseph Bramah, an English engineer, invented the 
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hydraulic press in 1796, leading to a “great advance in the 
oil-extraction industry.” All “old methods in the western 
world immediately gave place to the new appliance.” 
More recently the method of solvent extraction has been 
developed; it is now used throughout the world and removes 
nearly all the oil from the seeds (p. 69).
 “There is plenty of evidence as to the effi ciency of soya 
meal in live-stock feeding, yet it does not appear to be used 
in this country as widely as its feeding value merits. The 
prejudice formed when it was fi rst introduced in England as 
dairy food seems still to exist. It was thought at that time that 
the use of the meal might affect the taste of milk and butter; 
but, although this was disproved later, England remains a 
small user” (p. 72).
 Food products of the soya bean (p. 80-83): “It is 
unfortunate that the inherent conservatism of English people 
to anything new has been the cause of past failures to 
popularize soya bean food products for consumption in this 
country. The bean contains iron, magnesium, calcium, and 
other mineral salts; phosphorus in the form of lecithin makes 
it valuable in cases of nervous disorders...
 “Soya ‘sprouts,’ which have been grown and used for 
centuries in the East, have recently been introduced as a 
green vegetable. The beans gathered before ripe and prepared 
in the same manner as green peas are a very satisfactory 
vegetable and the dried beans, if soaked for forty-eight 
hours, may be cooked like haricot or butter beans and make a 
most delicious and nutritious vegetable dish.”
 There is no doubt that soybean products are gradually 
becoming established in Western countries. We sometimes 
eat soybeans without knowing it. “The bean, when 
properly prepared by roasting, makes an excellent cereal 
beverage which looks, smells, and tastes like coffee; a 
sauce, appropriately seasoned with spices, is the so-called 
‘Worcester Sauce’, and soya soups made from the bean taste 
like beef extract. During the late war, when Germany found 
herself on the verge of starvation, glutamic acid, produced 
from the soya bean, was used in German hospitals to form 
the basis of beef-tea, and it is said that the ground bean also 
was used at that time for the making of bread. Soya bread, 
made from properly prepared fl our, is obtainable in England 
and is stated to be of high nutritive value” (p. 81).
 Soya fl our has long been used in foods for diabetic 
persons requiring a low starch diet. “The fl our contains more 
protein and fat, and less carbohydrates than ordinary cereal 
fl ours, and a certain variety manufactured in England is 
stated by the proprietors to contain 42 per cent. protein and 
20 per cent. fat, having good keeping qualities, 0.13 per cent 
lecithin phosphoric acid and the vitamins A, B, D, and E. 
There are many food products on the London market under 
the names that conceal their soya bean origin. Just before 
the late war [World War I] an enterprising English fi rm was 
making great strides with soya products. Vegetable butter, 
biscuits, cocoa, milk chocolates and other confectionery, 

cream, cakes, bread, &c., proved quite a success until a war-
time embargo placed upon the importation of soya beans 
put a stop to the business; the organizers eventually went to 
America!” (p. 82).
 The author concludes (p. 83): “The soya bean is by far 
the most valuable of all known beans and our farmers ought 
to make a serious effort to grow it. It has already been shown 
that the acclimatized bean will grow in this country, and if 
crops can be raised profi tably and on a commercial basis, a 
service will be rendered both to the farmer himself and to the 
country.”
 Excellent photos show (see p. xiii): (1) A typical 
example of the soya bean plant grown at Boreham, County 
of Essex, in 1933. (2) The soya bean plant in full maturity. 
(3) Bags of English acclimatized soya beans harvested on 
Fordson Estates, Boreham, Essex, in 1933. Left to right: 
Brown ‘C,’ yellow ‘J,’ black ‘O,’ and green ‘Jap.’ (4) A 
sturdy specimen of the ‘Jap’ soya bean plant grown at 
Boreham, Essex in 1934. (5) The ‘J’ variety. (6) The ‘O’ 
variety (for hay) at the seed stage. (7) Aerial view of the soya 
bean fi eld as it appeared on 29 Aug. 1934. (8) Soya beans 
inoculated the previous day being fed into the horse-drawn 
drill prior to sowing. (9) A man seated on an ordinary horse-
drawn grain-drill, planting soya beans in rows wide enough 
to enable cultivation later on. (10) Six men stooping in a 
fi eld, planting small quantities of different varieties of soya 
beans by hand in 30-inch rows. (11) A man walking beside 
a horse pulling a cylindrical roller, which helps to give the 
seeds a better growth and even stand. (12) Harvesting soya 
beans with a reaper and binder pulled by a tractor. (13) 
Threshing soya beans in 1934 with a mechanical ‘Ruston’ 
Thresher; many beans were split. (14) Loading sacks of soya 
beans onto an open-bed truck for conveyance to storage 
barns. (15) The fi rst English rick of soya hay, grown in 1933. 
(16) Baled and trussed soya bean straw being ricked; a man 
is shouldering a bale atop the rick with a ladder propped 
against one side. (17) Heated cakes of crushed soya beans 
ready for hydraulic pressing at Erith Oil Mills, Ltd. (18) 
Soya bean cakes, after leaving the press, are passed through 
a paring machine where the edges are trimmed at Erith Oil 
Mills. Address: England.

1296. Gay, H. 1935. La culture et les usages du soja [The 
cultivation and uses of the soybean]. Revue de Botanique 
Appliquee & d’Agriculture Tropicale 15(165):309-24. May; 
15(166):447-53. June. [15 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Geographical area and 
climatic requirements. The plant and its varieties: Taxonomy, 
anatomy, physiology. Soybean cultivation: Place in the crop 
rotation, preparation of the soil, manure and fertilizer, sowing 
(the seeds, time of sowing, details of sowing), vegetation 
and the points of [crop] maintenance / management, harvest 
(of seeds, of forage), grain storage, yields (of seeds in kg/ha 
{3,500 in Manchuria, 2,700 in China, 1,700 in France, 1,200 
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in Japan}, of forage in quintals/ha {in America they range 
from 163 to 168}), enemies. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
 Technology of soya: Soymilk (production, properties, 
uses), soy cheeses (Fromages de soja, called “tofu” in Asia), 
soy oil and cake, soy fl our and products made from it (bread, 
rusks {biscottes}, cakes, and pancakes {galettes}). Soya as 
livestock feed: Soya forage, soya hay, soymilk for calves, 
soybeans seeds and cake.
 Economic data: Hectares planted to soya in 1929-
30: Northern China and Manchuria (11,800,000), USA 
(500,000), Japan and Korea (400,000), Russia (300,000), 
Sunda or Soenda Isles (100,000 ha);
 Note: The Iles de la Sonde are the islands of the Malay 
Archipelago divided into two groups: (1) Greater Sunda 
Islands, comprising Java, Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, and 
adjacent islands; (2) Lesser Sunda Islands, comprising the 
chain of islands east of Bali to and including Alor and Timor, 
but not Wetar.
 Exports of soya from China in 1929-30 (in tons): To 
Japan 1,700,000, to Europe 1,500,000, to southern China 
600,000, to the Netherlands Indies [Indonesia] 100,000, to 
other countries 100,000. Address: France.

1297. Prairie Farmer. 1935. Soybean meal imports 
(Editorial). 107(16):6. Aug. 3.
• Summary: “The Middle West will harvest the largest 
soybean crop in history this year. The growth of the soybean 
into a major farm crop has been spectacular. New uses have 
been developed rapidly, for the most part rapidly enough to 
take care of expanding production.
 “This year the price of the coming crop is menaced by 
importations of soybean meal from Manchuria.”
 “This is a situation that should be met promptly and 
aggressively. It will be possible to meet it effectively when 
the pending AAA [Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
(USDA)] amendments become law. Middle Western farmers 
should insist that this be done.”

1298. Associated Press (AP). 1935. Soybean producers ask 
tariff increase. Detroit News. Aug. 25. Section 4. p. 11, col. 4.
• Summary: Lafayette, Indiana. Aug. 24. The American 
Soybean Association, made of mostly soy bean producers, 
asked the Government to raise the tariff on imports of soy 
bean oil and meal from $6/ton to $9/ton. Import quotas have 
been designated under recent amendments to the Agricultural 
Adjustment Act.

1299. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean.” 1935. Commercial soybean 
prices. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association 
p. 5-9. 15th annual meeting. Held 21-22 Aug. 1935 at 
Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: “The corn belt has defi nitely added soybeans 
to its farm rotation. Soybean acreage in the last few years 
has grown by leaps and bounds, partly due to the increased 

acre return, partly due to weather and insect pests causing 
less injury to this legume, and partly as a result of attempts 
to regulate and control the acreage of other crops. Industries 
have put forth every effort of known science to utilize this 
increase...
 “Previous to 1928 the supply and demand for soybean 
seed was the major factor in determining prices.” Three 
graphs show the prices of various commodities from Jan. 
1932 to June 1935. Fig. 1 shows the prices of linseed oil, 
soybean oil, and cottonseed oil. For most of this time, linseed 
oil was the most expensive and cottonseed oil was the least 
expensive, but in June 1935, cottonseed oil was the most 
expensive and soybean oil was the least expensive.
 Fig. 2 shows the prices of linseed oil meal, soybean oil 
meal, and cottonseed oil meal. For most of this time, linseed 
oil meal was the most expensive and cottonseed oil meal 
was the least expensive, but in June 1935, linseed oil was the 
most expensive and soybean oil was the least expensive.
 Fig. 3 shows the prices of soybeans, soybean oil, 
soybean meal. All prices have risen.
 A table (p. 8) shows imports of soybean oil, soybean oil 
meal and cake, and soybeans [whole] from 1915 to 1934. 
Imports of soybean oil reached a peak of 335.9 million lb 
in 1918 and have fallen dramatically since. Imports of meal 
and cake reached a peak of 85,928 tons in 1929. Imports of 
soybeans have been quite steady, averaging about 50,000 
bushels (peak: 89,067 bushels in 1917). Three tables (p. 9) 
give fi gures for the following areas: USA, Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa, Missouri, Ohio, North Carolina for the years 1922, 
1924, 1927, 1930, 1934, and 1935. The tables are: 1. Total 
soybean acreage. 2. Acreage from which soybean seeds were 
harvested. 3. Crop harvested for seed (1,000 bushels).
 Photos show (1) “New expeller soybean oil meal plant, 
Ralston-Purina, Lafayette, Indiana.” On the tall tower is 
written “Purina Mills.” (2) “Soybean oilmeal plant, Purina 
Mills, Circleville, Ohio” (p. 20). Address: Ralston Purina 
Co., St. Louis, Missouri.

1300. Riegel, W.E. 1935. The national crisis facing soybean 
growers in the United States. Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Association p. 10-11. 15th annual meeting. Held 
21-22 Aug. 1935 at Evansville and 23 Aug. at Lafayette, 
Indiana.
• Summary: The crisis in due to domestic overproduction 
of soybeans and importation of too much soybean meal. 
“Progressive corn belt farmers, realizing the value of 
soybeans as a good crop rotation, gradually increased the 
acreage until 25% of their total cultivated land was in 
soybeans.
 “Many factors infl uenced this increase of soybeans 
during the period from 1910 until 1920. I will mention only 
three: fi rst, some of the farmers realized that they had too 
large an acreage of oats, second, farmers quickly realized the 
feed of value of soybeans, third, the increased demand for 
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seed beans established a price which made them a profi table 
crop. The increase of soybeans was especially satisfactory 
for a number of years until fi nally the amount produced 
exceeded the demand for seed.”
 “In conclusion, the present crisis confronting the 
soybean grower is two-fold. First, the crop reduction 
program, the chinch bug hazard, drouth and other conditions 
have resulted in a tremendous increase,–an acreage of 
soybeans which with a normal yield may produce a crop 
of twenty-fi ve million bushels or more as compared to 
approximately eighteen million bushels in 1934. Second, 
importations of sixty-fi ve thousand tons of soybean oil meal 
and equal tonnage of unsold domestic meal on hand presents 
a discouraging picture to the processing plants.”
 A table shows “Net imports and exports of oilmeal, 1000 
lbs.” in 1933, 1934, and Jan. to May 1935. Imports are of 
coconut oilcake, soybean, cotton seed, other, and total for 
that year. Exports are of cottonseed, linseed, other, and total. 
Address: Tolono, Illinois.

1301. C.P. 1935. Soybeans in the United States and 
Manchoukuo. Far Eastern Survey 4(18):145-46. Sept. 11.
• Summary: “There is every reason to believe that an export 
market may be developed in time. The American bean was 
favorably received in Europe, as the quality was considered 
very good. But the European demand is for a heavy constant 
tonnage, and it will probably be some years before the 
United States will have an export supply which can compete 
with that of Manchoukuo in quantity and price.”
 Note: This article was summarized in the Oct. 19, 1935 
issue of Gandhi’s periodical Harijan, in India. Address: New 
York.

1302. Hartford Courant (Connecticut). 1935. Soybeans in 
America. Oct. 22. p. 12.
• Summary: From the Des Moines Register: Soybean 
acreage is rapidly increasing in the USA for several reasons: 
(1) The most apparent is that millions of acres of land 
growing major crops are being removed from production. 
(2) In crop rotations, soybeans are becoming a popular 
substitute for oats. (3) Soybeans are increasingly fi nding 
industrial uses such as in the manufacture of glue, varnish, 
soap, automobile parts, etc. “Witness, for example, the recent 
interest in soybeans demonstrated by Henry Ford and the 
Farm Chemurgic Council.”
 Indeed the crop is growing so fast that at the August 
meeting of the American Soybean Association in Indiana, 
growers “were talking about a ‘control’ program and 
demanding a higher tariff on Manchurian soybean meal–Asia 
being the plant’s original home.”
 “... soybeans are unquestionably here to stay as a minor 
crop in this midwestern area.”

1303. New York Times. 1935. Soy bean exports start. Cargo 

leaves Chicago in new rivalry with Orient. Oct. 27. p. 30.
• Summary: “The steamship Barrie cleared for Montreal 
yesterday with 47,000 bushels of soy beans–the fi rst export 
shipment of that crop from Chicago in three years.
 “The consignment, from Illinois farms, will be 
transferred at Montreal and shipped abroad, Bartlett, Frazier 
& Co., its consignors, said. Chicago brokers said about 
500,000 bushels more would be exported within the next ten 
days.
 “The shipment, offi cials said, signalized the 
development of a new export fi eld. Heretofore European 
markets have purchased soy beans from Manchukuo, 
Korea or Japan... American producers are making a bid for 
European business on the basis of quality, consignors of the 
fi rst cargo said.
 “This year 1,888,000 acres of Illinois farmland were 
planted to soy beans.”

1304. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1935. Agriculture in the Canadian 
trade agreement. 31(22):733-59. Nov. 25. See p. 741, 749.
• Summary: In a table titled “Canada: Concessions granted 
to the United States on agricultural products. 1935” (p. 741), 
one row reads: Commodity: Soybeans. Unit of duty: ad 
valorum and per lb. Duty in 1929: 25¢ per bushel. Present 
duty to the United States: 25¢. New duty to the United 
States: free. Approximate reduction: 100%. Imports from 
United States, fi scal year ended March 31. 1930: -. 1935: 
$2,000.
 The section titled “Other products” (p. 749) basically 
repeats the information given in the table.

1305. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1935. More beans. 
31:425-27. Nov. [Eng]
Address: Manchuria Railways Co., Manchuria.

1306. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1935. Soya bean to 
the rescue. 31:463. *

1307. Zlatarov, Asen. 1935. Soiata [Soya]. Izvestiia na 
Direktsiyata za Zakupuvane i Iznos na Zarneni Hrani 
(Bulletin of the Board of Directors for Buying and Exporting 
Cereals and Beans) 1(23):415-18. Dec. [Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

1308. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 1935. 
Imports of soy products into Canada. Trade of Canada. *
• Summary: Imports of soy sauce to Canada from 1931 to 
1933 have increased as follows: 1931: 75,325 gallons worth 
$34,360; 1932: 78,311 gallons worth $34,625; 1933: 85,737 
gallons worth $34,868.
 See also imports of peanut and soyabean oil, edible.
 Imports of soyabeans, soyabean cake and soyabean meal 
for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of 
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fertilizers: 1931: 50,085 cwt [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds in Canada] worth $23,873 [Canadian dollars]. 1932: 
38,393 cwt worth $52,296. 1933: 28,992 cwt worth $49,214. 
Address: Ottawa, Canada.

1309. Economisch Weekblad voor Nederlandsch-Indie. 1935. 
Invoer van sojaboonen, soja en taotjo [Import of soybeans, 
soy sauce and taotjo (Indonesian-style miso)]. 4(28):1082. 
[Dut]

1310. Burkill, I.H. 1935. A dictionary of the economic 
products of the Malay Peninsula. 2 vols. Published for the 
Malay Government by Crown Agents, London. 2,400 p. See 
p. 1080-86.
• Summary: These two densely-written volumes might be 
described as updates to the works of Sir George Watt. In 
the Malay peninsula, the soy bean is generally known as 
Kachang bulu rimau or Kachang jepun [the Japan bean]. In 
Java it is called Kachang kedele, Dele, Gadele, Dekeman, or 
Dekenan; in Sundanese, Kachang bulu, Kachang jepun, or 
Kedele; in Sumatra, Kachang rimau or Kachang ramang; 
and in Siam, Tua luang or Tua praluang [accents are 
included by Burkill].
 “The word ‘soy’ came from a Japanese name for this 
plant, through the Dutch, who made it [the word ‘soy’] 
known to Europeans. The fi rst account was a result of the 
residence of their embassy surgeon, Kaempfer, in Japan, 
in 1691 and 1692; the second of the long service of their 
merchant, his contemporary, Rumpf, in Amboina.”
 The soy bean “is frequently cultivated in Siam, and 
seems to be a familiar plant in Kelantan [a state of Malaysia 
bounded on the north by Thailand]. Repeated experiments 
have been made with it elsewhere in Malaya; the Chinese, 
indeed, continually make them, usually without success, their 
failure being conspicuous when any available seed is used, 
instead of seed of races known to stand more or less tropical 
conditions. In 1918 advantage was taken of experiments 
in the Philippine Islands, to try, in Singapore, races which 
succeeded there and grew well. Races from the warmer parts 
of the United States were on trial in Selangor [Malaysia] in 
1922. In 1924 a Chinese race was successfully grown by 
settlers in villages in the southern parts of Pahang [a state of 
Malaysia, bounded on the north by Kelantan and Trengganu].
 “The soy bean has long been cultivated in Java, and in 
recent times this cultivation has become almost universal 
except at the western end of the island, where the climate is 
most uniformly humid. Probably it came to Java from India, 
for the name by which it is most known is Tamil and the seed 
is fl attened as are North Indian races, while the Manchurian 
races have round seeds.”
 Note: Roxburgh (1832), in discussing the earliest known 
date for cultivation of soybeans in India states: “Reared 
in the Honourable Company’s Botanic garden [across the 
Hooghly / Hugli River from Calcutta] from seeds received 

from the Moluccas [in today’s Indonesia] in 1798.
 “In Java a soy crop immediately follows rice, and this 
was the rotation apparently which Spring found the Chinese 
to use in Pahang.”
 The seed of the soy bean is rich source of nutrients. 
It “replaces meat very largely among the Chinese; and as 
rations for Japanese troops has played a large part.” Because 
the ripe seed contains little or no starch, it is widely used in 
diabetic diets. “A kind of artifi cial milk can be made from 
the seed, and is in common use in Japan and China... This 
milk has only three-quarters of the full nutritive value of 
cow’s milk.” Soy-bean coffee, made from roasted soy beans, 
“is sold regularly in Japan, and into the coffee can be put 
soy-bean milk. The Chinese germinate the beans and eat the 
seedlings.
 Legumin, or vegetable casein is best made commercially 
from defatted soy beans. The casein is precipitated from the 
milky fl uid [soy-bean milk] by calcium sulphate. “The liquor 
is strained through muslin, and the precipitate treated with 
soda lye, which dissolves the casein; fi ltering gets rid of the 
impurities and acetic acid precipitates the casein from the 
fi ltrate in a more or less pure state. This casein is fi t for use in 
all the industrial processes for which casein from cow’s milk 
is used.”
 Soy beans can also be fermented to make témpé or 
“fl avourings used in small quantities to make uninteresting 
dishes appetizing... Témpé is a food product made in Java 
from soy beans. It occupies a very important place in the 
diets of those who live in central and east Java.” Detailed 
descriptions are given of two methods of preparation. (1) 
Initially, the seeds are parboiled then left soaking in water 
for 2-3 days. The “mush” [sic, cooked beans] is spread 
upon frames in fl at cakes and inoculated with the fungus 
Aspergillus oryzae by the addition of some of the previous 
preparation. The cakes are wrapped in banana leaves; (2) 
This method requires greater care and time. “Meanwhile, 
a preparation of the fungus has been made in a somewhat 
elaborate manner, as follows: a portion of an older 
preparation is wrapped in a rather young teak leaf freely 
punctured with holes; this preparation is allowed to dry for 
two days, during which the fungus spreads to the teak leaf. 
Next, the soy-kernel mush [sic, the cooked soybeans] being 
ready, the teak leaf is emptied of its contents and sprinkled 
over the mush in order to convey the fungus. The mush is 
now put up in packets in banana leaves, heaped together, and 
covered up for twenty-four hours, after which it is exposed 
again to the air and cooled; the packets are then ready for 
sale.” Note: This is the second English-language work to 
contain information about tempeh.
 “The Chinese, throughout their own country and 
those domiciled in Malaysia, make a yet greater variety of 
preparations. Chief among these is teou-fu [tofu, usually 
precipitated with imported calcium sulphate]. “The ‘teo-fu’ 
does not keep well in a moist state, but can be treated for 
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preservation. First, the cakes are colored yellow by a solution 
of turmeric or Gardenia fl owers, then they are wrapped in 
cotton cloth and submitted to pressure. Thus made drier, they 
keep better. The use of this preparation is spreading.”
 The Chinese also make tao-cho and soy kechap (each 
fermented with an Aspergillus mould). K. Heyne describes 
how kechap is made in Java using black soy beans, hibiscus 
leaves, and Aspergillus oryzae mold. Finally the sauce is 
boiled with Arenga sugar, star anise, and other fl avourings 
until the solution is so thick that the salt begins to crystallize.
 Large amounts of soy-bean oil (“kachang oil” [perhaps 
soy sauce]) are imported to Malaya. “In the East [East 
Asia] it is used chiefl y as food, but has other uses such 
as lubricating, varnish-making, making printer’s inks, 
waterproof goods (Chinese umbrellas and lamps) and also 
for illumination. A process was patented 20 years ago 
for making artifi cial rubber, starting with soy oil. Note: 
Burkill was a British authority on the fl ora of southern and 
southeastern Asia.
 “Criminal use: The hairs on the pods seem to be capable 
of causing a certain amount of irritation within the digestive 
tract. Gimlette (Malay Poisons, ed. of 1929 p. 169) records 
a case of administration of them with food in a criminal 
attempt to poison. He calls them a substitute for bamboo 
hairs in such circumstances.
 “Joss-sticks: Ash of the stem, mixed with resin of 
Canarium, is said to make joss-sticks in Indo-China (Crevost 
and Lemarié, Cat. Prod. Indochine, 1917 p. 106).”

1311. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1935. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. Index. 26 cm. Second 
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. On the title page, just below the 
title but in small letters we read: “Cyclopedia of General 
Information on the Empires of Japan and Manchoukuo.” 
Below that is a small map showing the Japanese empire, 
circled, as part of East Asia–under which is printed: “Neither 
is Understandable Without the Other.” Below that are listed 
the cities and names of 15 agents worldwide. This book was 
published in mid-December 1934.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture (p. 353 and 713). In each case, information 
given the previous year is updated one year: See p. 359, 
363 (Soybean production in Japan in 1932 was 4,351,814 
hectolitres).
 Page 716: Soybean production in Manchoukuo in 1933 
was 4.601 million metric tons on 3.747 million hectares.
 Page 717: Export of soya beans in 1932 was 42.536 
million piculs [1 picul = 133.33 lb weight Avdp] worth 
144.304 million Hk. Tl. [Haikwan taels]. Export of soya 
beans in 1933 was 39.111 million piculs worth 169.095 My 
[Manchoukuo yen?].

 A large table (p. 717) shows “Staple exports as classifi ed 
by destinations in 1932 (in piculs). Soya beans were exported 
to the following countries–in descending order of amount 
exported:
 Germany 10.474 million piculs
 Soviet Russia 7.520 million piculs
 China 7.246 million piculs
 Egypt 6.997 million piculs
 Japan 5.568 million piculs
 Great Britain 1.348 million piculs
 Chosen [Korea] 0.905 million piculs.
 Netherlands India [today’s Indonesia] 0.849 million 
piculs
 Netherlands 0.369 million piculs
 Hongkong 0.355 million piculs
 Denmark 0.340 million piculs
 Italy 0.212 million piculs
 Belgium 0.145 million piculs
 Central America 0.125 million piculs
 France 0.030 million piculs
 Straits Settlements 0.022 million piculs
 Philippines 0.0088 million piculs
 Norway 0.0082 million piculs
 British India 0.0028 million piculs
 Sweden 0.0024 million piculs
 United States 0.0012 million piculs
 Siam [today’s Thailand] 0.00028 million piculs.
 Other major export crops were kaoliang, maize, millet, 
groundnuts, wheat and buckwheat.
 Page 714 is all about “Soya beans” which are the most 
important staple product of the country and has been grown 
for many years before the opening of Newchwang while 
some had been exported to the ports of South China. At 
the time of the Russo-Japanese war (1904-05) the Japanese 
became aware of the value of the bean, especially of the bean 
cake for use as fertilizer, but the article did not enter upon its 
career as an important factor in international trade until 1910 
when the Mitsui Bussan Co. made a trial shipment of 100 
tons to England. Since then, mainly through the continued 
experiments of the Central Laboratory, maintained in Dairen 
by the S.M.R. [South Manchuria Railway], many new 
uses, have been found for soya bean until today the articles 
manufactured either wholly or partially from beans, bean 
oil and bean cake include more than thirty items, among 
which the following may be mentioned: soy [sauce], sauces, 
soups, condensed milk, casein, cheese, salad oil, crackers, 
macaroni, fl our [probably roasted], confectionary, glycerine, 
explosives, enamels, varnishes butter and lard substitutes, 
edible oils, salad oils, water-proof material, linoleum; paints, 
soap, celluloid, rubber substitutes, printing-ink, lighting and 
lubricating oils, etc. Bean cake is also used extensively for 
fodder and as fertilizer.
 “The S.M.R. Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Kunchuling [Kungchuling] and elsewhere have through 
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continuous experiments and distribution of superior seeds 
to Manchurian farmers increased the crops by 10 to 20 
percent ‘while the oil content of such improved beans 
have been increased by more than ten percent. The use 
of these improvements is being advocated by means of 
poster campaigns and other forms of propaganda, while 
demonstrations are being carried out to instruct the farmers 
in new methods. At the same time a new industry of 
manufacturing beans into oil and cakes has sprung up, the 
modern methods rapidly replacing the old-fashioned presses.
 “Soya bean output in 1934 is as follows:
 A large table (p. 718) titled “Output of soya bean” [in 
Manchoukuo, according to districts] is divided into South 
and North Manchuria. It shows the following for each district 
in 1934: Cultivated area (hectares). Output per hectare (kgs.). 
Output in 1934 (metric tons). Actual output in 1933 (metric 
tons). Increase or decrease (metric tons). Rate of increase 
(1933 = 100).

1312. Nagata, Hisajirô. 1935. Doitsu to Manshû daizu 
[Germany and Manchurian soybeans]. Dairen, Manchuria: 
Minami Manshû Tetsudô K.K., Chihobu, Shokokuka. 166 p. 
[Jap]*
Address: Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Dairen, Manchuria 
(South Manchuria Railway Co.).

1313. Malayan Agricultural Journal. 1935? United Kingdom 
import duty on soya beans. 23(8):389+. [3 ref]
Address: Malaya.

1314. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1936. Late cables: Manchurian 
soybean crop. 32(1):2. Jan. 6.
• Summary: The 1935 crop is poor. About 30% of the crop 
is unfi t for export due to excessive moisture. “Low-quality 
beans are being bought at discount by oil mills.” Source: 
“Acting Agricultural Commissioner F. J. Rossiter, Shanghai, 
January 3, 1936.”

1315. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1936. Manchurian soybean 
situation. 32(3):80-86. Jan. 20.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Quality of the crop. 
Prices. Destination of exports. Domestic consumption. 
Outlook for soybean production. Review of the 1934-35 crop 
year.
 Tables show: (1) Soybeans: Area and production in 
Manchuria, 1929-1935. Production has fallen since a peak of 
5,908,493 tons (of 2,000 lb) in 1930. Sources: SMR [South 
Manchuria Railway] Crop Estimates for 1929 to 1932. The 
Manchurian Agricultural Crop Investigation Association 
1933 to date.
 (2) Soybeans in Manchuria, 1929-30 to 1935-36: For 
each year has six columns: Production. Carry-over from 

last crop year. Total supply. Exports. Carry-over end of crop 
year. Home consumption and seed. Source: Shanghai Offi ce, 
Foreign Agricultural Service.
 (3) Soybeans and products: Exports from Manchuria 
1929-30 to 1934-35. For each crop year (Oct. to Sept.) has 
fi ve columns: Soybeans, soybean meal and cake, soybean oil, 
total exports. Total exports reached a peak of 4,749,958 tons 
(of 2,000 lb each) and have been decreasing since. Sources: 
“Compiled in Shanghai offi ce, Foreign Agricultural Service 
from Chinese Maritime Customs Quarterly Trade Returns 
1939-30 to 1931-32; American Consular Reports, Dairen, 
1932-33 to 1934-35.”
 (4) Soybeans and products: Exports from Manchuria, 
by countries, 1931-32 to 1934-35. Countries: Europe, Japan, 
China, United States, Others, Total. Europe is the leading 
importer of soybeans from Manchuria, Japan of [soy] bean 
cakes, and China of [soy] bean oil.
 (5) Soybean and products: Average monthly prices at 
Dairen in silver yen and United States currency, Oct. 1932 
to Nov. 1935. Source: Finance and Commerce (a Shanghai 
weekly trade journal).

1316. East Arkansas Record (Helena, Arkansas). 1936. Oil 
mills can crush soybeans at a profi t: Helena Cotton Oil Mill 
has already made experiment with crushing beans for oil–
Nothing diffi cult about the task, manager says. 5(138):1. Jan. 
28. Soybean section.
• Summary: Harry Wadsworth, manager of the Helena 
Cotton Oil Mill, says that “soy beans, in any quantity, can be 
crushed by southern cotton oil mills, and the crushing can be 
undertaken at a profi t.” In December his mill experimented 
successfully with several hundred tons of soybeans imported 
from Illinois. “This week the oil is on its way to New 
Orleans [Louisiana] via barge, destined for export.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
concerning the transportation of U.S. soybeans or soybean 
products by water or by barge.

1317. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1936. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1935. London. 106 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1318. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1936. Protest soya bean 
import. March 14. p. 13.
• Summary: “Owen Sound, March 14–The council in 
committee last night decided to protest against putting the 
soya bean on the free list from the United States. A local 
industry [company], the Dominion Linseed Co., would be 
affected.”
 Note: An ad in this newspaper dated 31 March 1933 
(p. 28) shows that Livingston’s Blue Highland Flaked 
Whole Wheat is: “Milled at Owen Sound, Ontario, by The 
Dominion Linseed Oil Co., Ltd.”
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1319. J.G.C. 1936. The soya bean: Remarkable progress in 
cultivation. Manchester Guardian (England). April 27. p. 6.
• Summary: The soya bean is a major crop in Asia; about 
25% of the area of Manchuria is used for growing it. The 
Japanese, like the Chinese, eat “soya bean foods” in their 
daily diet.
 The soya “bean did not appear as a commodity in the 
Western world until 1907.”
 In 1910 in the United States, 2,000 acres of soybeans 
were grown; by 1920 the acreage had grown to 950,000 and 
today it is about 5,000,000. In 1931 the U.S. began to export 
soybeans to Europe.
 In Soviet Russia, similar advances in the cultivation and 
utilization of soya beans have occurred recently.
 Mr. Henry Ford has cultivated soya beans at Detroit, 
Michigan. During the past few years he had begun their full-
scale cultivation in England, on the Fordson Estates near 
Chelmsford.
 A list of the many industrial and food uses of soya beans 
is given.
 An interesting account of the Fordson experiments 
appears in the book The Soya Bean, by Elizabeth Bowdidge.
 Mr. J.L. North, former curator of the Royal Botanical 
Society of London, during 20 years of breeding experiments 
in Regent’s Park and elsewhere, has developed four soya 
bean varieties capable of maturing in England’s climate. The 
Fordson Estates obtained these seeds and Mr. North’s advice. 
In 1933 they did experimental plantings of about 50 soybean 
varieties collected from various parts of the world. In 1934 
they planted about 20 acres of the most promising varieties.
 Westerners obtain most of their fat and oil from 
meat, milk, eggs and bread. But these foods are relatively 
expensive, and many [especially in 1936 in the midst of 
the Great Depression] cannot afford them. The people of 
north China, who consume very little dairy products or 
meat, obtain an inexpensive, balanced diet from soya beans. 
Moreover, Chinese make a soya milk from soya beans. 
Although it is unpalatable to Western tastes, more refi ned 
processes can produce a palatable soya milk with good 
nutritional value.
 Conclusion: “The soya bean provides a remarkably 
effi cient method of providing supplies of food and raw 
materials.”

1320. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries. Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical 
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 
27(4):117T-49T. April.
• Summary: Note: The authors use the terminology “Soya 
is...” throughout the document.
 Contents: Part 1. I. General remarks. II. Breeding: 
Natural selection breeding, pedigree selection, mass 

selection, selection by cross fertilisation, characters sought 
for in selection (richness in oil and protein, resistance to 
disease, yield in seed).
 III. Classifi cation of the different varieties of soya 
(by colour of the seed coat, blossom colour, pubescence, 
cotyledon colour, seed forms and sizes, hilum colour, pod 
formation and size and colour), growth periods (early, 
medium, late, etc.), height and form of plant, growth habits 
(vining, upright, etc.), leaves (size and shape).
 IV. Varieties cultivated in the different countries. A. 
America: United States (lists alphabetically the names, 
synonyms, and principal characteristics of the 183 most 
important varieties presently cultivated; the description 
of each includes, if known, the date of introduction and 
place of origin, description of plant, days to mature, seed 
color, size, and composition). The following varieties are 
listed. Those followed by an asterisk (*) are not found in 
any previous seed list: A.K., Aksarben, Aksawa*, Amherst, 
Arlington, Auburn, Austin, Banner (see Midwest), Barchet, 
Biloxi, Black Beauty (see Ebony), Black Champion, Black 
Eyebrow, Black Eyebrow selection I, Black Eyebrow 
selection II, Black Sable (see Peking), Bopp (see Chernie), 
S.P.I. 1492, S.P.I. 1492 selection, F.C. 1829, S.P.I. 19186, 
S.P.I. 19981–I, S.P.I. 20409, S.P.I. 37246, S.P.I. 30594, 
S.P.I. 30745, S.P.I. 30746, S.P.I. 37053, S.P.I. 37062, S.P.I. 
37062 selection, S.P.I. 37241, S.P.I. 37261, S.P.I. 37261 
selection, S.P.I. 37294, S.P.I. 37298, S.P.I. 37301, S.P.I. 
37396, S.P.I. 38455, S.P.I. 40114, S.P.I. 40371, S.P.I. 44210, 
S.P.I. 44212, S.P.I. 44508, S.P.I. 44510, S.P.I. 46689, S.P.I. 
47131, Brooks, Brown (see Mammoth Brown), Buckshot, 
Buster Brown*, Buster Brown selection*, Cayuga, Chernie, 
Chestnut, Chiquita, Cloud, Columbia, Columbian (see 
Columbia), Dixia [sic, Dixie], Dunfi eld, Early Black, Early 
Brown, Early Green (see Medium Green), Early Green 
selection, Early Virginia Brown (see Virginia), Early Wilson 
(see Wilson), Early Wisconsin Black (see Wisconsin Black), 
Early Yellow (see Ito San), Easycook, Easycook selection, 
Ebony, Eda, Edward, Elton, Essex (see Peking), Extra 
Early Black Eyebrow (see Black Eyebrow), Extra Select-
Sable (see Peking), Fairchild, Giant Brown (see Mammoth 
Brown), Goshen Prolifi c, Green (see Medium Green), 
Guelph (see Medium Green), Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, 
Hahto selection, Hamilton, Herman, Hollybrook, Hollybrook 
selection, Hongkong, Hoosier, Hope, Hope selection, Hybrid 
5-L-3*, Illini, Ilsoy, Indiana Hollybrook (see Midwest), 
Ito San, Ito San Cross, Jet, Kentucky*, Kingston, Laredo, 
Laredo Selection, Large Brown (see Mammoth Brown), 
Large Yellow (see Mammoth Yellow), Late Yellow (see 
Mammoth Yellow), Lexington, Mammoth (see Mammoth 
Yellow), Mammoth Black (see Tarheel Black), Mammoth 
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Manchu, Manchu selection I, 
Manchu selection II, Manchuria (see Pinpu), Mandarin, 
Medium Early Green (see Medium Green), Medium Early 
Yellow (see Ito San), Medium Green, Medium Yellow 
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(see Midwest), Merko, Meyer, Midwest, Mikado, Minsoy, 
Mongol (see Midwest), Morse, Nemo, Nuttall, Ogemaw, 
Ohio 9001*, Ohio 9035 (see Hamilton), Ohio 9035 
selection*, Okute, Old Dominion, Otootan, Peking, Perley’s 
Mongol (see Midwest), Pinpu, Red Sable (see Peking), 
Riceland, Roosevelt (see Midwest), Roosevelt Medium Early 
Yellow (see Midwest), Royal (see Wilson Five), Sable (see 
Peking), Shanghai (see Tarheel Black), Sherwood, Shingto, 
Shingto selection, Sonoma*, Sooty, Southern (see Mammoth 
Yellow), Southern Prolifi c, Soysota, Taha selection, Tarheel 
(see Tarheel Black), Tarheel Black, Tarheel Brown (see 
Mammoth Brown), Tashing, Tokyo, Tokio selection, 
Toyonago*, Trenton, Thurnoko* [Tsuronoko?], Verea*, 
Virginia, Virginia Early Brown (see Virginia), Watson 
Black*, Wea, White Eyebrow, Wilson, Wilson-Five, Wing 
Jet, Wisconsin Black, Wisconsin Early Black (see Wisconsin 
Black), Wisconsin Pedigreed Black (see Wisconsin Black), 
Yellow (see Mammoth Yellow), Yoko (see Yokoten), 
Yokoten, Yosho, Yosho selection.
 Varieties grown in each of America’s 5 regions. 
Principal states of North America where soya is grown 
(Gives a little history and lists the most popular varieties 
and how/where grown): Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, North 
Carolina.
 A sample description of one of the 183 varieties listed 
is: “Morse.–Introduced from Newchwang, Manchuria, in 
1906. This variety is said to be the most commonly used for 
oil extraction, the pressed cake being exported to Japan and 
Southern China as a very valuable fertilizer. Plants stout, 
erect, bushy, maturing in about 130 days; pubescence gray; 
fl owers both purple and white, 50 to 55 days to fl ower; 
pods 2 to 3 seeded; seeds yellowish green with brown 
hilum, about 2,500 to the pound; germ yellow; oil 18.1%.” 
Note: Though soybean pioneer William Morse did not join 
the USDA until June 1907, this variety (S.P.I. No. 19186, 
collected and sent to the USDA in Aug. 1906 by Frank N. 
Meyer) was later named after Morse.
 Example of a state (p. 172): “State of Maryland: The 
total area planted with soya in Maryland in 1925 was 35,000 
acres and since then it has increased steadily. This increase 
in the area cultivated is due to the fact that farmers wished 
to reduce their expenditure on concentrated foods. To begin 
with soya was grown to replace cow peas in the coastal 
plains and afterwards was generally grown in all the counties 
of the State. The principal region of cultivation for forage 
is the dairying district of Piedmont; for seed production, the 
South-Eastern part of the coastal plains.
 “The Experiment Station of Maryland has tested more 
than 200 varieties, but of these only 30 have been entirely 
satisfactory.
 “With the exception of the quantities necessary for 
domestic consumption, soya is almost exclusively grown for 
forage, the best varieties for this purpose being Virginia and 
Wilson. The late varieties should only be employed in cases 

where there is a lack of seed.” Address: Rome, Italy.

1321. Agricultor Venezolano (El) (Ministerio de Agricultura 
y Cria, Caracas). 1936. El cultivo de la “soya” [The 
cultivation the soybean]. 1(1):24. May. [1 ref. Spa]
• Summary: A short paragraph at the top of the article states: 
We have translated the monthly bulletin of the Royal Bank 
of Canada [actually The Royal Bank of Canada Monthly 
Letter, April 1936] which discusses the extraordinary 
importance acquired recently by the soybean, an agricultural 
product whose cultivation is being tested in Venezuela. The 
intensifi cation of this crop in our country can come to signify 
a new and important source of national wealth.
 The article begins: “To many people, the soybean has an 
oriental fl avour; they know it as the basic ingredient in some 
of the most famous English meat sauces [Worcestershire, 
etc.] and have heard that it is an important Manchurian 
export. Against this background it is something of a surprise 
to learn from the Wall Street Journal of February 17, 1936, 
that in the previous year it had become, from the viewpoint 
of cash return to the farmers, the fourth most important 
cereal crop in the United States. The crop of 1934 was about 
50 per cent larger than that of 1933 and the crop of 1935 was 
doubled that of 1934.”
 The many uses of the soybean are discussed, including 
soybean fl our (with and without the original oil content of 
the seed), soybean milk, butter, cheese [tofu], and coffee. 
Among industrial uses, in 1934, 10 million lb of soybean 
oil were used by the paint industry in the USA. “In varnish 
and lacquers soybean oil is the principal base. The Ford car 
is fi nished with a soybean lacquer and the Ford Company is 
erecting a $5,000,000 plant in Detroit [Michigan] to make 
soybean products. In soaps, glues, linoleums and rubber 
substitutes, the ingredients of the soybean have come to be of 
predominant importance.”

1322. Dimmock, F. 1936. Division of Forage Plants: A report 
on the present status of the soybean industry, particularly in 
western Ontario. In: National Research Council of Canada. 
1936. Proceedings of the Second Conference on Soybeans. 
Ottawa, Canada. 18 p. See Appendix B, p. B1-B6. Held on 
4 May 1936 in the National Research Building, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada. [4 ref]
• Summary: An excellent insight into early soybean crushing 
operations in Canada. “During the year 1935 it has been 
estimated that approximately 10,000 acres were devoted 
to soybeans in Canada. This acreage was located almost 
entirely in western Ontario where the comparatively long, 
warm season provides excellent conditions for the production 
of this crop.
 “Of the 10,000 acres it is unlikely that more than half 
of 5,000 acres was harvested for seed. At an average of 20 
bushels per acre this would mean a total seed production of 
about 100,000 bushels. Possibly 50 percent of this quantity 
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will be used for feed and to supply seed for the present 
season’s crop, leaving approximately 50,000 bushels of 
beans available for disposal for commercial purposes...
 “As the centre of soybean production is located in 
western Ontario, it is only natural that the mills for utilizing 
the crop should be located there also. The one exception is 
the plant of the Dominion Soya Industries, 2049 Harvard 
Avenue, Montreal, Quebec.
 “During the fall of 1929 the fi rst oil mill for processing 
soybeans was established at Milton, Ontario, under the name 
of the Milton Oil Refi neries, Limited. This mill got off to a 
poor start, and for various reasons such as poor management, 
poor machinery, and probably poor fi nancing, has never 
operated with any degree of success. It has changed hands 
several times but is not operating at present. It uses the 
hydraulic press method of extraction.
 “The next effort to start a mill was made at Chatham, 
Ontario, in 1932 by a farmer’s co-operative under the name 
of the Soybean Oil and Meal Co-operative Co. of Canada, 
Limited. Farmers secured membership in the company by the 
purchase of a share valued at $50 and this gave the purchaser 
prior rights to sell beans to the company. The number of 
members was said to have reached from 700 to 800 farmers. 
Under an agreement with the Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, (one of the largest millers 
of soybeans in the United States), this company installed 
the machinery and provided a manager, Mr. B.E. Biles, to 
run the mill. In return for these services the Archer-Daniels-
Midland Company was to receive 5 cents for every bushel 
of beans milled. The mill was of the Anderson expeller type 
and had a total capacity of about 20 tons of beans a day (24 
hours). Unfortunately during the fi rst year of operation the 
prices of soybean oil and meal dropped to their lowest point, 
and as a result the price paid for beans was only about 50 
cents per bushel. The mill operated at intervals for a few 
months, but crushed only 22,000 bushels of beans. The fi rst 
year’s results were disappointing to the company and the 
growers alike.
 “In 1933 the price of soybean products rose considerably 
(meal from $21 to $36.50 per ton) but while the mill handled 
something over 50,000 bushels of beans the price paid 
the farmer averaged only 65 to 70 cents per bushel. This 
continued low price had a very discouraging effect upon the 
growers and while they continued to produce soybeans they 
preferred to use them for feeding to livestock rather than 
sell them to the mill. Much diffi culty was encountered in 
purchasing beans for the mill from the 1934 crop–farmers 
were beginning to appreciate the value of soybeans for 
feeding purposes. The price offered, 70 to 75 cents per 
bushel, brought in very few beans. The fi nal blow came 
when Mr. Biles, the manager, disappeared with about $7,000 
of the company’s funds. The plant is now idle and did not 
open for the 1935 crop.
 “The plant of the Dominion Soya Industries, Montreal, 

P.Q. [Quebec], commenced operations in the spring of 1935. 
This mill uses the solvent process and has a single unit 
extractor built by the Ford Motor Company. Besides oil and 
meal, soybean fl our is also produced... This plant is now 
operating and has a capacity of about 100 to 150 bushels of 
beans a day. Only about 25 percent of the beans processed 
during the past year have been of Canadian origin, the 
remainder having been imported from the United States.
 “A new mill was established in Stratford, Ontario, 
during the late fall of 1935 under the name of Soya Mills 
Limited. Mr. T.D. Bell, Toronto, is the president of this 
company and Mr. H.P. Trickey, vice-president and plant 
manager. An entirely new and up-to-date mill of the 
hydraulic press type was brought from England and installed 
so as to be ready to handle the 1935 crop. About 30,000 
bushels of Ontario beans were bought and paid for at 95 
cents per bushel f.o.b. Stratford. Additional beans were 
purchased in the United States. The beans were stored in 
the plant elevators and the plant commenced operating at 
about the beginning of January 1936. After the mill had run 
for some time and several thousand bags of meal had been 
produced, analysis showed that the press was incapable 
of extracting the oil below 10 to 11 percent. The feed 
companies demanded that the meal not carry more than 5 
percent of oil. This unfortunate experience has given the 
company a serious setback. Orders are on hand for every 
pound of oil and meal that can be produced–oil at 7 to 8 
cents per pound and meal at $30.00 per ton by carlots, at 
the mill–and not a single pound has been sold due to the 
unsatisfactory nature of the product. Mr. Bell, the president, 
was interviewed in Toronto and stated that in all probability 
the present mill would have to be taken out and returned to 
England and the regular type of mill (as recommended in 
the fi rst place by the manufacturers) installed in its place. 
It is the intention of the company to go right ahead as the 
management has every confi dence of ultimate success.
 “At Belle River, Ontario, an entirely new mill is now in 
the course of construction. Mr. James Edgar, of Edgar Sugar 
House, Detroit, Michigan, is building this plant under the 
name of the Edgar Soya Products, Limited. The intention is 
to produce oil, meal and fl our. The mill is to consist of two 
Ford solvent extractors manufactured by the Ford Motor 
Company... This company intends to contract with growers 
for acreage. Although no attempt has been made to canvas 
the farmers contracts for more than 400 acres have already 
been secured. It is expected that this mill will have no 
diffi culty in obtaining suffi cient acreage to provide for its 
requirements.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug. 
2019) that mentions “Edgar Soya Products.”
 “The Dominion Linseed Oil Company plant at Baden, 
Ontario... is operating a press of the expeller type at this 
point and is said to have been processing soybeans for 4 to 
5 years” [i.e. since about 1931 or 1932]. “Mr. Livingstone, 
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president of the Dominion Linseed Company, was 
interviewed in Toronto and states that in addition to soybean 
oil and meal his company is producing soybean fl our at its 
plant in Owen Sound. This fl our has been made by a special 
process and retains the entire oil content of the bean. It is 
of excellent quality, having been thoroughly tested at the 
University of Illinois in comparison with other soybean 
fl ours of United States origin and declared as equal or better 
than most of them for cooking purposes. This company is 
prepared to produce in addition a low oil content fl our and 
plans to do so in the near future. The company is having 
considerable diffi culty in marketing its soybean fl our. Mr. 
Livingston claims that the large wheat milling companies 
control the bakeries and are strongly opposed to an additional 
fl our being placed on the market, especially when there is 
any possibility of such fl our being used in bread-making. He 
also claims that before he can defi nitely establish the value 
of this fl our, both from the standpoint of nutrition and use, it 
will be necessary to show results that have been obtained in 
baking tests conducted by an impartial authority, such as the 
Dominion Department of Agriculture...
 “The Christie Brown Company, biscuit manufacturers, 
Toronto, have been large buyers of soybean fl our and 
have expressed a preference for the Dominion Linseed 
Oil Company’s product over soybean fl ours which have 
been previously imported. The price of 6 cents per pound 
is considerably lower than 9 cents per pound, which was 
formerly paid for the imported fl ours.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019) 
stating that Dominion Linseed Oil Co. was crushing 
soybeans in Ontario.
 Tables on page B-5 show that the amount and value of 
soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake or meal imported to 
Canada have increased dramatically during the past 2 years. 
For example, during the one year from 1 April 1934 to 31 
March 1935 some 4,325 bu of soybeans worth $7,822 were 
imported. 64% of these soybeans were subject to a tariff 
totaling $2,488.80. Yet during the 10 months from 1 April 
1935 to 31 Jan. 1936 some 12,416 bu of soybeans worth 
$13,918 were imported. Only 19% of these soybeans were 
subject to a tariff totaling $2,242.74. “The imports of the last 
10 months period represent the product of about 10,000 acres 
which might easily have been produced in Canada.” Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that gives 
soybean production statistics for Canada. Address: Div. of 
Forage Plants, Dominion Experimental Farms.

1323. Funk, E.D. 1936. Soy beans as a farm crop. In: Farm 
Chemurgic Council, ed. 1936. Proceedings of the Second 
Dearborn Conference of Agriculture, Industry, and Science. 
Dearborn, Michigan. 409 p. See p. 243-48. Soy Bean 
Sectional Meeting. [21 ref]
• Summary: Excellent overview. Contents: Introduction 
(incl. early history, Peoria Plan). Mineral elements essential. 

Soy bean qualities. U.S. production and imports. Bulletins 
and references.
 “Farmers had grown late maturing varieties of the 
soy bean in the Carolinas for a few years prior to the war 
[World War I] for animal consumption and seed... The fi rst 
market was for seed purposes only and those who only grew 
enough to secure a few extra bushels of extra seed received 
a handsome reward for their beans from other farmers who 
wished to do the same thing.
 “About 1920 or ‘22 one or two men recognized the 
possibility of processing the domestic soy beans for the oil 
as well as for the high per cent of proteins in the meal for 
stock food. A few years later this led to various meetings of 
farmers who in cooperation with the processors worked out a 
plan for larger acreage of planted beans as well as a study of 
effi cient methods of producing and harvesting the crop. For 
two years the American Milling Co. and Funk Bros. agreed 
to pay the farmers a specifi ed price for the crop of beans 
under contract at planting time.”
 The soy bean “is the heaviest feeder on phosphates 
of all our grain-producing crops.” “The soy bean today 
is a profi table crop for the farmer to grow. It is rapidly 
taking the place of oats which seldom has been a 
profi table rotating crop, especially in the Middle West. The 
manufacturer developed the combine so that the soybeans 
are comparatively easy to harvest. Processors so far have 
kept up with production, thus creating a market and utilizing 
the surplus beans... In fact I know of no grain crop that has 
called forth as many questions from the farmers to seedsmen 
as has the soy bean.”
 “The surplus of corn that we have heard so much about 
is proportionally reduced by each acre of beans planted. 
Farmers have recognized that by growing soy beans they 
are producing a crop that they can convert into cash in the 
fall of the year prior to corn husking, or they can exchange 
their beans for soy bean oil meal to feed to their livestock 
during the winter months. Again, by using soy bean oil 
when painting their buildings they are helping themselves to 
consume some of their own production.” #1.
 “Soy beans may be seeded with a grain drill, a corn 
planter, or a sugar-beet drill. With the drill the beans may 
be put in either solid, that is from each spout in the drill, or 
some of the spouts may be stopped up and the seed planted 
in rows twenty-eight or thirty-two inches apart. With the 
solid planting most farmers use the rotary hoe or harrow to 
cultivate and kill the small weeds. When planted in rows the 
bean cultivator or a corn cultivator may be used in the same 
way as in cultivating corn.”
 “In 1924 there were just two mills processing soy beans, 
today there are about forty-fi ve plants processing soy beans.”
 “I am and for years have been an enthusiast for the soy 
bean. I believe the soy bean has an unlimited fi eld from 
the viewpoint of the farmer, research scientist, and the 
industrialist, and is rapidly taking its place in the economic 
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life of the nation.” Address: Bloomington, Illinois.

1324. The Royal Bank of Canada Monthly Letter, April 
1936. 1936. In: National Research Council of Canada. 1936. 
Proceedings of the Second Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa, 
Canada. 18 p. See Appendix C, p. C1-C2. Held on 4 May 
1936 in the National Research Building, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. [1 ref]
• Summary: An overview of the rapid growth of soybeans 
in the United States, and their potential as a crop in Canada. 
“To many people, the soybean has an oriental fl avour; they 
know it as the basic ingredient in some of the most famous 
English meat sauces [Worcestershire, etc.] and have heard 
that it is an important Manchurian export. Against this 
background it is something of a surprise to learn from the 
Wall Street Journal of February 17, 1936, that in the previous 
year it had become, from the viewpoint of cash return to the 
farmers, the fourth most important cereal crop in the United 
States. The crop of 1934 was about 50 per cent larger than 
that of 1933 and the crop of 1935 was doubled that of 1934.”
 The many uses of the soybean are discussed, including 
soybean fl our (with and without the original oil content of 
the seed), soybean milk, butter, cheese [tofu], and coffee. 
Among industrial uses, in 1934, 10 million lb of soybean 
oil were used by the paint industry in the USA. “In varnish 
and lacquers soybean oil is the principal base. The Ford car 
is fi nished with a soybean lacquer and the Ford Company is 
erecting a $5,000,000 plant in Detroit [Michigan] to make 
soybean products. In soaps, glues, linoleums and rubber 
substitutes, the ingredients of the soybean have come to be of 
predominant importance.”

1325. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant: 
Picturing its multiple industrial and economic uses. Article I. 
Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. June 2. 
p. 12.
• Summary: Contents: The soy bean–The youngest major 
crop. Manifold uses. Industrial uses increasing. Production 
greatly increased. Acreage sown in soy beans (Ohio, Indiana, 
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, North Carolina, total USA). 
Production of gathered soy beans. The 1935 extra dividend 
crop. A new export crop. The change in the international 
soy bean map (a world map with statistics and bar charts for 
each major country shows imports of beans, oil, and cake 
for the years 1926, 1930, and 1935). World’s production of 
gathered soy beans (1923-1935). Production of gathered soy 
beans in the United States (1923-1935). The change in the 
soy bean map: A map of the USA gives 3 statistics (arranged 
vertically) within each of the main producing states showing 
production of gathered soy beans for the years 1935, 1930, 
and 1926.
 “Some one aptly has said ‘soy beans are used for 
everything from hay to hairpins.’... Americans discovered 
practically all the industrial uses of the products of the 

plant.”
 “The uses of the soy bean plant are now truly manifold. 
The Chinese long ago, marveling at the foods which the soy 
provided for humans, called the plant ‘the little honorable 
god,’ and the western world, seeing the industrial application 
increase, has called the soy bean the ‘wonder bean.’”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2017) 
which uses the word “god” in connection with the soy bean, 
or which states that the soybean was once called “the little 
honorable god.”
 “Industrial Uses Increasing: The margarin [margarine] 
industry was the fi rst of our industries to use considerable 
amounts of soy bean oil. In 1929 the margarin industry was 
using 750,000 pounds of soy bean oil annually and in 1935, 
consumed 1,740,000 pounds...
 “The paint and varnish industries, which bought very 
little in 1929, purchased last year 13,003,000 pounds of 
soy bean oil or 14 per cent of the total sold. The makers of 
compounds and vegetable shortenings have increased their 
demand for soy bean oil in the last ten years and in 1935 
purchased 52,452,000 pounds or 56 per cent of the total.”
 “Production Increased Greatly: Since 1924 the total 
acreage devoted to soy beans has expanded at a rapid rate 
and in the last few years has grown by leaps and bounds...
 “By 1924 the farmers located in a crescent area crossing 
Iowa, Missouri, Illinois and Indiana were the principal 
suppliers of the demand for seeds from improved or purifi ed 
varieties.
 “The demand for seeds by 1931 was inactive but the 
demand for soy beans for processing was increasing...”
 “The 1935 Extra Dividend Crop: Several factors lie 
behind the astounding increase in soy bean production. 
Under the AAA [Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
(USDA)] ‘prosperity through scarcity’ contracts, a reduction 
in corn and wheat acreage was required of contract-signing 
farmers. In Illinois, Iowa, Indiana and Missouri, almost all of 
the acreage forced out of production of bread and feed grains 
was planted in soy beans.
 “Increased demand for soy bean oil, oil meal and 
food products gave the soy bean crop the role of an ‘extra 
dividend’ for agriculture, a part not contemplated by the 
system of ‘planned crops’ originated in Washington [DC]. 
The return per acre of soy beans to the farmers was roughly 
equivalent in value to that which is normally obtained from 
wheat. Measured as a cash producer for the farmer the soy 
bean crop ranked in 1935 fourth in importance among cereal 
grains grown in this country, exceeding rye in value.”
 “A New Export Crop: In 1934 the United States 
exported for the fi rst time soy bean meal and in 1935 
exported soy beans to processing mills located in Europe in 
direct competition with other producing countries.” Address: 
Staff member, Chicago Journal of Commerce.

1326. Dies, Edward Jerome. 1936. Soy, the Midwest’s 
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miracle bean. Commerce 33(5):27-28. June.
• Summary: The editorial introduction begins: “The 
sensation of agriculture as far as the industrial and chemical 
worlds are concerned is the soybean. In 1935 the crop 
was 39,000,000 bushels, double the crop of 1934... Henry 
Ford helped make the soybean a fascinating feature of his 
World’s Fair exhibit of 1934. It was an important unit in his 
industrialized farm scheme.”
 The article begins: “A brilliant new star has appeared in 
the agricultural skies. It is the versatile and resourceful little 
soybean. Hoary with age in the orient, its recent dizzy rise in 
America has caused the farm world to blink in wonderment.
 “Where it is going, what other magic it will perform, 
is anybody’s guess. But the indisputable fact is that it has 
already written a new and colorful chapter in agricultural 
history, and has sent dollars jingling into the pockets of an 
ever-growing number of farmers.”
 Discusses the increasing soybean acreage, establishment 
of the soybean research laboratory at the University of 
Illinois, food and industrial uses for the bean, growth of 
the industry in the United States, “I.C. Bradley, Taylorville, 
Illinois, president and the National Soybean Processors 
association,” and the need for tariff protection. “A step of 
fi rst importance was the recent decision to launch a regional 
research laboratory at the college of agriculture, University 
of Illinois, to be headed by the able Dr. O.E. May of the 
United States bureau of chemistry and soils... The work 
will be coordinated with that of the experiment stations of 
12 cooperative states.” Plastics are manufactured from the 
soybean cake. It is being converted into: steering wheels, 
gear shift lever balls, horn buttons, light switch handles, 
distributor bases, distributor covers, window trim strips, dash 
board panels, timing gears, and electrical insulations. It has 
been said that “the motor car of the future may be ‘grown on 
the farm.’”
 In 1934 it is reported that the paint industry used 
10,451,000 pounds of soybean oil and the linoleum industry 
used 2,843,000 pounds.
 “Tariff protection needed: To protect industry, Congress 
must take action soon to curb the infl ow of competing 
products. It is claimed that last year we imported 2 billion 
pounds of foreign fats and oils or oil equivalent, in oil 
bearing seeds and nuts.” A table (p. 28) shows imports to 
the USA of nine edible vegetable oils and tallow for the 
years 1934 and 1935. The vegetable oils are corn, palm 
kernel, palm, peanut, perilla, soybean, rapeseed, sesame, 
and cottonseed. In 1935 the top three imported in the largest 
amounts were palm oil (159.8 million lb), tallow (98.5 
million), and cottonseed oil (62.5 million). Soybean oil had 
the smallest amount imported (5.2 million lb).
 The article concludes: “Whatever the outcome, one 
salient fact remains: The little miracle bean from Manchuria 
is destined to write its story boldly across the pages of 
American agricultural history.”

 Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen (Sept. 
2016) by Edward Jerome Dies concerning soybeans. Never 
known for understatement, the colorful Mr. Dies was a 
staff correspondent of the Associated Press and a magazine 
writer before launching his Chicago public relations bureau. 
In 1936 his agency was engaged by the National Soybean 
Processors Association. Soon he became president of the 
expanding trade group, and continued in offi ce until 1945. 
A vigorous promoter of soybeans, he was also author of the 
important book Gold from the Soil (1942, 1943).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2016) 
that mentions the “National Soybean Processors association” 
(or “Association”).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that uses the term “miracle bean” to refer to the soybean. It 
is also the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) with the word 
“miracle” or “miracle bean” in the title in connection with 
the soybean.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002) 
that contains the term “Hoary with age” with the respect to 
the antiquity of the soybean.

1327. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Western Europe (Document part). Monthly 
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):216T-28T. June.
• Summary: “1. Germany. In spite of numerous attempts 
extending over a long period of time, and particularly since 
1920, soya cultivation in Germany has remained in the 
experimental stage. From a practical standpoint it cannot be 
said that economic cultivation of soya exists...
 “All the varieties introduced for trial have failed as they 
were not adaptable to the climatic conditions of the country. 
Certain growers, however, (Schurig at Stedten; Brandt at 
Gierdorf; Heinemann; Winkler, etc.) and several professors 
of State Institutions (Professor Riede of the Bonn University; 
Professor Sessous of the Giessen University; Professor 
Berkner of the Breslau University; Dr. Heinze of the 
Chamber of Agriculture of Halle) have carried out breeding 
work and have obtained lines superior to the varieties which 
were used as the point of departure. These lines are at present 
being tested in various regions in Germany.
 “Several varieties have been obtained by the botanical 
station of the Higher School of Agriculture of Bonn-
Poppelsdorf:
 “Yield per hectare of Bonn 373 is 20.9, and yield per 
hectare of Bonn 456 is 19.1.
 “2. Austria. Soya cultivation was introduced in 1870 
by F. Haberlandt. Since that time breeding work and tests in 
acclimatisation have been carried out at various times. The 
most important work of this kind was started in 1923 by Dr. 
Fritz Drahorad and his assistant M.F. Brillmayr [Brillmayer]. 
Trials were made with 28 varieties in various parts of the 
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country and the results centralized at Platt (Lower Austria) 
at the Leguminous Plant Breeding Station dependent from 
the Federal Station of Plant Cultivation and Seed Selection. 
In this way early varieties were bred at Platt with a growth 
period of 110-125 days.
 “The principal varieties bred are: Platter Schwarze Soja, 
Platter Kleine Gelbe Soja, Platter Gelbe Riesen.
 “In Austria the only varieties that may be cultivated 
with success are those selected in the country which have a 
growth period of from 130 to 145 days at the most.
 “3. France. Soya was introduced into the Botanical 
Garden at Versailles in 1740. Several trials in cultivation 
have been made since 1855. L. Rouest in Aude and Charles 
de Carbonnières, in Tarn, carried out test of some importance 
from 1918 to 1925. But it was not until 1932 that the fi rst 
scientifi c investigations were made on the possibilities of 
acclimatising soya in France. These researches were carried 
out chiefl y by M.H. de Guerpel, in Basse-Normandie. The 
results obtained in the fi rst year were so encouraging that 
it was decided to sow 5 hectares of soya in ten communes 
in Normandy, the principal being: Cagny, Saint-André-sur-
Orne, Vieux-Fumé, Percy-en-Auge, Villons-le-Buissons, 
Saint-Contest, Beny-sur-Mer. The seed was taken both from 
the harvest of the previous year and also from seed from 
Poland... Yields varied from 1400 to 1800 kg per hectare.
 “Another trial was made with a variety with yellow seed 
from Manchuria.
 “In 1934 trials were made in the Department of Eure 
with the variety Tokio with black seeds.
 “4. Great Britain (and Colonies). One of the fi rst tests 
in acclimatisation of soya in Great Britain took place at the 
Royal Botanical Garden, Regents Park, in 1914. During these 
tests Mr. North found that certain varieties were suffi ciently 
early to mature at the end of September. By careful selection 
with these varieties for several years lines were obtained 
which were particularly early. In 1928, a hybrid was 
introduced from Canada which proved to be earlier than any 
of the 60 varieties tested up to that time. By sowing the seed 
the fi rst week in May it was possible to harvest the beginning 
of September. Good results were obtained in Middlesex, 
Essex, Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Hampshire.
 “The most important researches were made at Boreham 
in Essex in 1933 where 47 varieties were grown originating 
from North America, Canada, Manchuria and Japan. Trials 
were also made with the varieties already bred by Mr. North. 
Interesting results were obtained.
 “The investigations were continued in 1934 with the 4 
best varieties acclimatised, known as Jap, ‘C,’ ‘O,’ and ‘J.’
 “6. Italy. Sporadic trials in soya growing were made in 
Italy from 1740 to 1880, but it was chiefl y at the beginning 
of this century that an attempt was made to introduce this 
crop into the national economy. Soya has been the object of 
patient and continuous research at the Bonafous Institute in 
Turin, where two varieties were selected, well adapted to 

the region, one with yellow and the other with green seeds, 
large and spherical in shape. In the district of Spoleto, the 
Marquis G. Marignoli obtained good results, in 1926, with 
this plant and is of the opinion that soya cultivation for seed 
production would be completely successful in Puglia and the 
South. He found that the American variety Mammoth Yellow 
is easily acclimatised in Central Italy and he has undertaken 
mass selection of this variety which is of great importance 
on account of its precocity and yields. In respect of forage 
production, he has successfully experimented with a variety 
with green seeds which, owing to its great development, 
is doubtless the same as the variety that gave good results 
in Piedmont. According to information received from the 
Director of the Travelling Chair of Agriculture of Cagliari, 
similar trials have been made in the Sanluri farm and certain 
other private farms. In 1928, a Yellow Japanese variety gave 
3.3 quintals of seed per hectare at Sanluri. This same variety, 
grown at Santa Margherita di Pula, only gave 2.3 quintals. At 
Simacis, in 1919, a light coloured variety of soya yielded 3 
quintals per hectare. In the experimental plots of the Faculty 
of Agriculture of the Perugia University, small trials have 
been made with 4 varieties of soya which had already been 
tried and selected before the war by Professor Bottari at the 
Bonafous Agricultural Institute. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
 “Soya was grown for the fi rst time at the Agricultural 
Station of Bari in 1921. Seeds obtained from Professor 
Borzi were used. This variety proved to be very productive, 
but rather late. In the following years Professor Pantanelli, 
Director of the Station, procured 45 varieties from the United 
States and India.
 “7. Netherlands. Soya growing is not widespread in 
the Netherlands and only small trials in acclimatisation are 
carried out. It is not yet known whether soya can be grown 
on a remunerative basis in the humid climatic conditions of 
this country.
 “10. Switzerland. The fi rst trials in soya growing in 
Switzerland date back to the time of the Universal Exhibition 
of Vienna in 1873, in fact, a great quantity of soya seeds 
belonging to different Manchu varieties were shown. In 
1878, Professor Haberlandt, who had carried out cultivation 
trials in various countries in Europe, made a few tests in 
the town of Coire [Chur]. A little later, Professor Kraemer 
made a few trials in Zurich for three years and published a 
pamphlet in 1880 giving the results obtained. In practice, 
soya growing had not developed and it is only recently that 
further efforts in soya cultivation have been made.
 “At present trials are carried out solely by the 
Establishment of Agricultural Research of Oerlikon-Zurich, 
foreign varieties being the principal object of study. There 
are no native Swiss varieties. The fi rst varieties tried were 
those obtained by the German breeder Dieckmann at 
Hamburg. Late an Austrian variety was introduced: Platter 
Gelbe Riesen, and a whole series of American varieties 
obtained from Professor Wiggans of the Cornell University, 
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Ithaca. Finally, 3 Polish varieties from Vilna were introduced 
which, it appears, came from the Botanical Garden of Basle 
[Basel, Switzerland]...

“Soya grown for seed: There are also wide variations in 
seed yields. With the 22 varieties tested in 1935, they varied 
from 1.5 to 16.5 quintals per hectare.
 “In Switzerland, forage production is the principal 
object of soya growing. There are, however, factories which 
are interested in soya for the production of foods for persons 
suffering from diabetes. Local production of soya cannot 
compete with the present imports from abroad.” Address: 
Rome, Italy.

1328. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Turkey (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of 
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of 
Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):230T. June.
• Summary: “12. Turkey. Soya growing is not yet very 
widespread. Trials in acclimatisation are chiefl y carried out 
by the Plant Improvement Institute of Yesilkoy-Istanbul. The 
principal regions of cultivation are on the coast of the Black 
Sea, in Thrace and in the Adana region.
 “Native varieties have no known names. Laterly [sic, 
Lately?] the varieties Reiner Ossiek and Kleine gelbe 
ungarische have been introduced from Rumania.
 “Yields in seed obtained with these varieties amount 
to 1400 and even 1800 kg per hectare on the coast of the 
Black Sea, and from 600 to 800 kg in Thrace. At present, 
soya is used for human food and also for feeding livestock. 
It is hoped that in time exportation will be possible, also 
industrial utilization.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Turkey or the 
Middle East. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (June 
2007) concerning soybeans in Turkey. Address: Rome, Italy.

1329. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant: 
Grower, elevator, transportation and processing cost. Article 
XVI. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. 
July 9. p. 14.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (profi tability and acreage 
expansion from 1921 to 1930). Costs of soy bean production. 
Elevator costs. Transportation costs. Cost of processing. 
Capital costs of plant.
 “From 1921 to 1930 soy beans were less profi table on 
the better land of the corn belt than were corn, wheat, alfalfa, 
or red clover...
 “During the 20’s the expansion in soy bean acreage 
occurred largely at the expense of the two less profi table 
crops–timothy and oats...
 “Since 1930 the mill demand for soy beans steadily has 
grown. The fall in farm labor and power costs, the decline 
in land values, the use of higher yielding varieties and 

improvement in cultural methods have combined to reduce 
the costs of production suffi ciently to make soy beans for the 
crushing or commercial market profi table to the farmer even 
in the face of the tremendous increase in acreage due largely 
to federal limitations of acreage for the growing of our usual 
grain crops.”
 “Cost of processing: Cost of processing a bushel of 
beans was reported by the United States tariff commission to 
be in 1923-1924 27.1 cents (factory costs 17.1 and general 
expense 10.0 cents). The processing cost in the Japan mills 
was 17.8 cents, at the mills of Great Britain 15.3 cents and at 
the mills of Dairen, Manchuria, 8.5 cents [by far the lowest, 
and only 31% of the U.S. processing cost]. The import duties 
of $6 per ton for meal, $1.20 a bushel for beans and $0.03½ 
a pound for oil, established by the traffi c law of 1930 have 
been continued in the latter traffi c schedules.” Address: Staff 
member, Chicago Journal of Commerce.

1330. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant: 
Trading in futures next development in perfecting market 
facilities. Article XIX. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle 
Street Journal. July 16. p. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Market for seeds soon 
disappeared. Processing underwriting failure [Peoria Plan, 
1928]. Co-operative marketing unsatisfactory. Admitted to 
trading. Future trading needed [at Chicago Board of Trade].
 “In spite of the advantages of excellent transportation 
means and rapid methods of communication, the 
development of the present facilities for marketing the 
soy bean–the new addition to the cereal world–has passed 
through all the initial stages through which the existing 
excellent mechanisms for marketing the older cereal grains 
have passed.
 “As late as 1919 a survey by the department of 
agriculture [USDA] showed that 13 per cent of Illinois 
soy bean seed was raised on the farms using it, 9 per cent 
was obtained from neighboring farms and 78 per cent was 
obtained from seed dealers. By 1923 nearly 60 per cent of 
the seed used was grown by the mid-western farmers using 
it, 30 per cent was purchased from other farmers, 10 per cent 
from local seed dealers and the remainder from distant seed 
dealers. The prices fl uctuated widely in the different districts 
depending on the conditions of supply and demand.
 “Market for seeds soon disappeared: By 1926 large 
profi ts in the local markets for seed in the middle west had 
disappeared. Grower-sellers were not willing to bother with 
sales effort during a time when they were needed for fi eld 
work and were reluctant to grant credit to grower-buyers in 
the districts just beginning to grow soy beans or where the 
crop was utilized as hay. Growers began generally to sell 
their entire seed crop to dealers, leaving to the dealers the 
trouble and expense of fi nding the buyers.
 “The early crushing plants came into being to utilize 
the surplus from the seed trade. The poor quality beans went 
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to the local elevators at very low prices. As most of these 
beans were uncleaned and the moisture content high the local 
elevator was compelled to dispose of the beans to adjacent or 
distant mills processing beans with as little delay as possible 
and at whatever price could be secured. The number of 
processing mills was limited and the demand so fl uctuating 
that many local elevator men refused to handle soy beans 
only on a storage charge basis.
 “Previous to 1928 producers in Illinois and users of soy 
beans had been considering ways and means of increasing 
the acreage devoted to the crop so that a dependable supply 
of suffi cient volume attractive to commercial processors 
would be assured. The extensive winter killing of wheat 
during the 1927-28 season had left a considerable acreage of 
ground in the state which would have to be planted in some 
spring crop.
 “Processor underwriting failure: In April 1928, meetings 
were held by representatives of producers and of leading 
soy bean crushers of Illinois which resulted in the crushers 
contracting for the soy bean crop from 50,000 acres in 
Illinois at a price of $1.35 a bushel for No. 2 beans delivered 
at Peoria or Bloomington. The contract was liberal in the 
provision that if a grower were offered a better price than 
that stated in the contract, he would have the privilege of 
selling to other buyers, provided he fi rst gave the contracting 
party the opportunity of purchasing at the higher price.
 “The contract was in terms of acres instead of bushels, 
largely because the purpose was to stimulate production. 
When the crop began to move in the fall, it became clearly 
obvious that unless contracting mills extended the same 
price to the balance of the crop, competitors would obtain at 
least a part of the crop at much lower prices. As a result, the 
contracting mills received contract and non-contract beans 
on the same basis. The contracting buyers were compelled 
to take nearly 40 per cent more beans than was the original 
intention.
 “There was no incentive for the growers to hold the 
beans and the beans were rushed to the mills as soon as 
threshed. The mills were compelled to place a virtual 
embargo for several days until they could provide storage 
space at the specifi ed delivery points.
 “The entire output of soy bean meal made from the 
beans purchased under this contract was turned over to the 
Grange-League-Federation exchange of Ithaca, New York, 
which furnished feed and other supplies to dairy sections 
in the east. The oil was sold through oil brokers in Chicago 
[Illinois], St. Louis [Missouri], and Memphis [Tennessee].
 “In the spring of 1929 essentially the same contract 
was offered growers. The principal differences were that 
the amount was specifi ed in bushels and the price was on 
a sliding scale designed to hold back the delivery dates in 
order to avoid storage congestion. Late in the summer of 
1929 the prices of linseed oil and meal advanced sharply 
because of the shortage in the crop of fl ax both in the United 

States and Argentina, and the price of soy beans soon 
exceeded the contract price.
 “The contracting millers voluntarily raised the contract 
price to a fl at price of $1.50 without penalty for the time 
of delivery. There was lively bidding by millers and much 
of the beans contracted for were sold by producers through 
dealers, principally in St. Louis and Chicago. Since 1930 
contracts which specifi ed minimum prices have not been 
available to the growers in the principal producing territories.
 “Co-operative marketing unsatisfactory: Late in 1929, 
the Soy Bean Marketing Association was formed in Illinois 
for the purpose of representing the interests of growers and 
stimulating industrial consumption. The members of the 
association, operating at fi rst under a three-year marketing 
contract, consigned their crop to the association pool.
 “Funds were borrowed from the Federal Intermediate 
Credit Bank of St. Louis for fi nancing and marketing the 
crop. Contracts were entered into with bonded warehouses 
operating under federal license, with about 200 country 
elevators for handling the beans, and with six important 
processing companies for purchase of beans at 30 cents per 
bushel delivered.
 “The association was at fi rst hampered by falling prices 
but early in the fall of 1931 an export demand developed 
which the association could only partly take advantage of 
while at the same time independent dealers bid for the supply 
and much of the beans contracted through the association 
actually found their way into the exports sales of dealers.
 “It turned out that the soy bean association over-
advanced on its initial payment for the 1930 crop. The 
experience illustrates the diffi culties encountered by a 
fi xed price pool operating alongside an open market paying 
prices based on day-to-day developments. Since 1933 the 
association has not conducted a pool for marketing of soy 
beans.” Continued. Address: Staff member, Chicago Journal 
of Commerce.

1331. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant: 
Trading in futures next development in perfecting market 
facilities. Article XIX (Continued–Document part II). 
Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. July 
16. p. 13.
• Summary: (Continued): “Admitted to trading: Late in 1934 
the rules of the Chicago Board of Trade were amended to 
include soy beans in the same cash sales trading along with 
wheat, corn, oats, rye and barley but was not admitted to 
so-called futures trading. During 1935 this exchange found 
buyers for 6,450,000 bushels out of the total of 39,637,000 
bushels gathered in this country.
 “The Chicago market is now the principal market for 
soy beans. At present the amount of soy beans in storage 
in Chicago elevators is in the neighborhood of 2,000,000 
bushels.
 “The range in spot prices of soy beans during 1935 
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was from a high of $1.22 in January to a low of $0.57 in 
September. The 1935 crop was marketed at a price which 
meant an average of 73½ cents per bushel on the farm.
 “The domestic market level was $0.60 a bushel in the 
fall of 1935. Members immediately found an export market 
for 1,560,000 bushels which immediately raised the price to 
around $0.85... Up until June 1, 1936, the quotation for No. 2 
yellow beans hovered around $0.80 per bushel.
 “Soon after June 1, foreign processors began bidding for 
American beans and American users, fearful that the crop 
would be insuffi cient, began increasing their inventories of 
beans. By July fourth, the price for soy bean had advanced 
to $1.06 and by the fi fteenth of July had reached a price of 
$1.23.
 “Future trading needed: The rapid pace at which the 
production and usage of soy beans has been expanding in 
this country has indicated the need of a futures market for 
this commodity.
 “Merchandising specialists believe that it should prove 
benefi cial. It would afford hedging facilities to farmers, 
warehousemen and dealers. It would permit processors 
to accept orders for their products for extended delivery 
with a minimum of risk. A futures market is a much better 
indicator of price trends than a cash market and this should 
be of importance to farmers and processors in planning their 
operations.”
 “Without a futures market, the demand for soy beans 
certainly exhibits a tendency to tighten up at times and looses 
the liquidity which experience shows exists in a market that 
combines both spot and futures trading.
 “The offi cials of the Chicago Board of Trade, desiring 
to satisfy themselves that the interests directly concerned 
with this new cereal are responsive to the establishment 
of a futures market, appointed in February of this year a 
committee to study the advisability of the proposed market. 
The two former committees which studied this question in 
1933 and 1934 reported that there was a great need for a 
futures market but doubted if the size of the crop warranted 
the establishment of such trading. The enormous increase 
in soy bean production in 1935 over previous years has 
materially changed the situation viewed by the former 
committees.”
 “Soy beans are not defi nitely specifi ed in the 
Commodity Exchange Act which recently became effective.” 
Address: Staff member, Chicago Journal of Commerce.

1332. Burlison, W.L. 1936. The soybean. A plant immigrant 
makes good. Industrial and Engineering Chemistry 
28(7):772-77. July. [23 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and brief history. 
Description of the bean. Soybean culture. Industrial uses. 
Imports. Composition of soybean seed. Composition of 
soybean oil. Composition of soybean-oil meal. Methods 
of processing soybeans for consumption: Expeller method, 

hydraulic-press method, solvent extraction process. 
Disposition of the domestic crop. Products derived from 
soybeans. Industrial use of soybean oil. Soybean oil in the 
paint industry. Soybean oil as a core binder. Other uses for 
soybean oil: Lecithin, sulphonated oil. Plastic industry. 
Soybean glue. Further investigation needed.
 This article begins: “The soybean is one of the oldest 
crops grown. It was described in a Chinese book on Materia 
Medica, Ben Tsao Gang Mu, written by Emperor Shen-Nung 
about 4800 years ago... Soybeans were introduced into the 
United States in 1804, yet a hundred years there were very 
few grown outside the southern states.”
 The section titled “Products derived from soybeans” 
(p. 775) contains an extensive list of commercial food, feed, 
and industrial products derived from soybeans and compiled 
from letters received by the University of Illinois during the 
latter part of 1931. “This list is increasing from month to 
month.” Some products have brand names and others only 
generic names. The following products were on the market in 
the USA and Canada at that time.
 “Food products: Soybean fl our. Soybean-meal fl our. 
Refi ned edible soybean oil. Soybean salad oil. Chocolate 
bars (30% soybean fl our). Cocoa (up to 60% soybean 
fl our). Sausages (up to 50% soybean fl our). Bread (7½% 
soybean fl our). Rolls (10% soybean fl our). Macaroni (20% 
soybean fl our). Soybean muffi ns. Soybean cookies. Soybean 
doughnuts. Vegetable shortening. Infant foods. Diabetic 
foods. Oleomargarine. Lard substitutes. Filled sweets. 
Soybean sprouts. Soybean cheese. Soya cream biscuits. 
La Choy soy sauce. Zoybeans (cooked beans). Bacon 
and Zoybeans. Zoy bouillon. Casein gluten fl our. Non-
fat mayonnaise. Fatless spread. Soyex-malt-cocoa drink. 
Soybean milk. Soybean ice cream.
 “Feed products: Cake or meal. Commercial feed. Dairy 
feed. Hog chow. Poultry chow. Dog chow. Calf chow. Rabbit 
chow. 34% protein chow chow. Chick Startena.
 “Industrial products: Paint. Varnish. Enamels. Oilcloth. 
Linoleum. Printers’ ink. Glycerol. Celluloid. Lauxtex plastic 
wall coat. Lauxtein waterproof soybean glue. Lauxein 
emulsifi er. Soap. Core binders. Rubber substitutes. Plastics.”
 Photos show: (1) “A beautiful fi eld of Illini soybeans, 
a variety extensively used for industrial purposes.” (2) “A 
soybean plant loaded with pods and ready for harvest.
 Tables show: (1) “Utilization of soybeans and soybean 
products in 1930” For example: Soybeans ground for food: 
200,000 bu (bushels). Soybean oil used in various edible 
products: Oleomargarine: 750,000 lb. Lard substitutes: 
500,000 lb. Other food products: 4,750,000 lb. Soybean oil 
used in industrial products: Paint and varnish: 9,000,000 lb. 
Linoleum and oilcloth: 4,000,000 lb. Soap kettle: 8,500,000 
lb. Soybean meal used in: Commercial feed: 84,100 tons. 
Other 15,000 tons. Soy fl our for food: 850 tons. Infant and 
diabetic foods: 50 tons. Other uses, including glue: 10,000 
tons.
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 Table 2: “Adaptability of soybean oil to various 
products.” Drying products: Paint, varnish, linoleum 
and oilcloth, waterproof goods. Soap products: Hard 
soaps (toilet, household, laundry), soft soaps (shampoos, 
automobile soaps). Edible products: Lard compounds, 
cooking oils, salad oils, fountain drinks, candy, mayonnaise, 
margarine. Miscellaneous: Foundry core oil, printers’ ink.
 Note: A revised and considerably expanded version of 
this article, with the same title and author but a somewhat 
different format, was published two months later as Illinois 
Agric. Exp. Station, Circular, No. 461. 15 p. Sept. Address: 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

1333. Melrose, Ellen. 1936. Country’s largest mill grows 
from one man’s interest in soybeans (Continued–Document 
part III). Staley Journal (Decatur, Illinois). July. p. 3-9.
• Summary: (Continued): “Promotional work pays: One of 
the factors responsible for the turn in affairs in the soybean 
business after 1925 was undoubtedly the concentration of 
promotional activities in a new department of the Staley 
organization, the soybean department, under a newly 
employed expert on soybeans. The effort of this department 
was principally directed towards securing an adequate supply 
of beans for the Staley plant using methods which would 
bring results both immediate and in future years. With this 
objective, the new department worked closely with the 
grain purchasing department and engaged in a foresighted 
[sic] program of cooperation with all agencies which were 
interested in soybean promotion.
 “Assistance to the grain purchasing department was 
carried on not only verbally as in the earlier years, but also 
by the systematic issuance of letters to farmers during the 
years 1925 to 1928. Many of these letters solicited nothing 
but simply stated some interesting bit of information 
concerning soybean cultivation which might attract a 
farmer’s attention, establish a friendly contact with the Staley 
company and thereby bring future results in the form of 
soybeans to the Staley plant.
 “Other letters sent to county agents and leaders in 
farm communities asked for the names of farmers in the 
respective localities who were growing soybeans or would be 
interested in growing them. Although the fi les of the soybean 
department do not reveal how many such letters were 
written, the substantial number of replies received indicates 
that the mailings were quite extensive. All names reported 
were catalogued and subsequently letters were sent to them 
soliciting shipments of beans to be processed.
 “Plentiful data: At this time accurate crop fi gures of 
forecasts by counties regarding soybean growing were not 
yet being furnished by the State Department of Agriculture. 
The Staley soybean department was active in gathering 
this information each season to assist the company’s grain 
buyers; this data was secured by asking county agents, Farm 
Bureau offi cers, and managers of elevators and Farmers’ 

Cooperatives, to report the prospects for commercial 
soybeans in their respective localities. The replies were 
helpful in buying soybeans, but more important was the fact 
that such letters of inquiry had a long-time effect because 
they served to make directors and supervisors of farming 
operations aware that a growing demand for soybeans to be 
processed was developing.
 “In addition to giving direct assistance to the grain 
purchasing department, the soybean department engaged 
in other promotional enterprises to popularize soybeans as 
a farm crop to be marketed. All farmers on an extensive 
mailing list were sent copies of various literature printed 
by the company. One bulletin asking the cooperation of 
agriculture in maintaining the threatened tariff on soybeans 
and soybean oil, outlined the possibilities in soybean 
cultivation if such protection were continued. Another 
printed bulletin asking for farmer cooperation in supplying 
the company with suffi cient beans to operate the plant 
successfully, gave information on proper cultivation of 
the crop, explained government grading requirements and 
enumerated the many commercial outlets for soybeans.
 “Posters and hangers containing the same type of 
information were sent to stores, elevators and banks with 
the request that this literature be posted in their places of 
business. Since all the material sent out included notice of 
the soybean department’s willingness to answer enquiries 
and furnish further information, many responses and requests 
of varied types were received. By following up all such 
letters the soybean department was glad to take advantage of 
the opportunity to strengthen in any way and by any small 
degree, the status of soybean growing and of the soybean 
industry.
 “Interest grows: By the time the soybean department 
was established, there was enough general interest in 
soybeans that various groups were doing promotional 
and educational work in that fi eld. The National Soybean 
Growers Association [later renamed ASA] was holding 
annual conventions; State Departments of Agriculture were 
publishing literature; university and high school departments 
of agriculture were teaching, promoting and experimenting 
with soybean cultivation; farm machinery manufacturers and 
railroads were interested in expanding market production of 
beans to increase their own business; and county and state 
fair boards were seeking material on soybeans to include in 
their other agricultural exhibits. In cooperation with these 
groups and agencies, the Staley company participated in 
many enterprises promoting the industry.
 “In September, 1925, at the National Soybean Growers 
Convention, whose program indicates the extent of interest in 
soybeans at this time, a representative of the Staley soybean 
department spoke on the subject, ‘The Relation of the 
Grower to the Oil Mill.’ The company sent representatives 
in response to many requests for talks before meetings and 
evening schools for farmers in rural communities in Illinois. 
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By correspondence with Departments of Agriculture at Ohio 
State University, Purdue, Illinois and Indiana universities, 
many questions concerning the industrial exploitation 
of soybeans were answered by the soybean department; 
product samples were furnished and varieties of beans were 
analyzed. For the Oklahoma Department of Extension Work 
in Agriculture, the Staley company furnished display samples 
for use on trucks exhibiting soybean material through eastern 
Oklahoma during the summer of 1928. Complete sample 
exhibits of soybean products were furnished for a number of 
community, county, state and inter-state fairs.
 “At tractor schools: In cooperation with manufacturers 
of farm machinery, the Staley company furnished a speaker 
for several meetings of salesmen conducted by various 
companies from 1925 to 1927 and supplied samples of 
soybean products for display at the tractor schools conducted 
by the International Harvester company. Farmers seeking 
information from the Staley company concerning harvesting 
of beans were referred to those farm machinery companies 
which were interested and working on the problem. One of 
the most productive types of cooperative promotional work 
in which the Staley company participated was that with 
various railroads. Staley pamphlets and posters were supplied 
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad for distribution along their 
lines at all points from which inquiries concerning soybean 
shipments had come in to them. The head of the Staley 
soybean department accompanied the Agricultural Agent of 
the Baltimore and Ohio on a trip through southern Illinois 
in early 1927, meeting with bankers, farm advisors and 
Chamber of Commerce offi cers, to discuss the development 
of the soybean industry.
 “Special train: The most important single instance of 
a cooperative promotional enterprise was the planning and 
preparation of the Illinois Central soil and soybean special 
train in which the United States Department of Agriculture, 
the College of Agriculture of the University of Illinois, 
Southern Illinois State Normal and the Staley company 
participated, under the direction of the Illinois Central 
development department. The train made 105 scheduled 
stops in towns along the Illinois Central line during its 
operation between March 28 and April 17, 1927.
 “The Staley exhibit included samples of 34 soybean 
products prepared by Staley chemists; samples of the 
best varieties of beans for Illinois growers and of the four 
government grades of beans; placards showing tables of 
imports, by-products and acreage increases in Illinois and 
describing the feeding value of soybeans and of soybean 
meal, and the fertilizing value of the straw; pictures of 
soybean operations from planting through manufacturing; 
and a model house painted with soybean oil paint. The 
manager of the Staley Soybean Department represented the 
company on the train during the trip” (Continued).

1334. Literary Digest. 1936. Invading bean: Soya crops 

exported from America give Japanese case of jitters. 122:14-
15. Aug. 8.
• Summary: The increase in American production of 
soybeans and their exportation at lower prices than the 
Manchukuo product are discussed. The uses for the crop 
in American industry are brought out, and it is said that 
“Manchukuo’s production has dropped from 5,227,000 tons 
in 1931 to 3,822,00 tons in the last twelvemonth; and even 
the America’s invasion of the world market may be, as the 
Japanese hope, only temporary, it has shaken them terribly.”

1335. Great Britain and the East (London). 1936. Soya bean 
product: Will British imports cease? 47(1317):250. Aug. 13.
• Summary: “A short time ago the duty on Soya Bean and its 
products was increased from ten to twenty per cent.; whether 
this was a wise increase time will show, but the import of 
this valuable food product shows an astonishing decrease.
 “In March, 1935, some 72,600 metric tons were 
imported, in January, 1936, 30,000 and in April, 1936, under 
9,000. This drop in imports, which is partly seasonal, has not 
resulted in a drop in price, just the reverse. There has been a 
rise of 25 per cent. in the past few months and £9 l0s. per ton 
are being asked for old crop beans in the East. British buyers 
say they cannot pay this price, so no purchases take place at 
that fi gure.”

1336. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1936. Chinese production of 
oilseeds increased. 33(7):197-99. Aug. 17.
• Summary: “In 1936 production of leading oil seeds both in 
China and Manchuria including soybeans, sesame, peanuts, 
cotton, rape, hemp, perilla and linseed, will exceed the 
1935 production, according to information received from 
Agricultural Commissioner O.L. Dawson at Shanghai.”
 Tables show: (1) China [proper]: Exports of oilseeds and 
oils, 1935 and 1936. The largest exported oilseed is sesame 
seeds; the smallest is soy beans.
 (2) Manchuria: Exports of oilseeds and oils, 1935 and 
1936. The largest exported oilseed by far is soybeans: 2,953 
million lb in 1934-35 and 3,138 million lb in 1935-36.

1337. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Africa (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of 
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of 
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):291T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: “1. French West Africa: Trials were carried out 
in 1923 and 1926 at the Experiment Station of Soninkoura 
[probably Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali] with 
very little success; hence soya growing is not extensively 
practised. In 1935, trials were started again at the Banankoro 
Station (probably in Mali), but the results are not yet known. 
The only variety cultivated is Soja Hispida, the crops being 
used as green manure for the rice fi elds and for fuel oil 
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production.” Note: This document contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Mali, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Mali (1923; one of two documents). The source of these 
soybeans is unknown.
 “2. Algeria: Soya is not cultivated in this country though 
a few trials were carried out which showed that it would 
be possible to grow this crop in easily worked soils if kept 
suffi ciently cool in spring. Following large scale trials at the 
Agricultural Institute of Algeria, near Algiers, it was noted 
that only small harvests were obtained in a dry year. This 
plant cannot be grown on the coast where similar crops, such 
as haricot beans, chick peas and lentils are grown. A few 
soya plants may be found in the collections of the Botanical 
Garden, the Botanical Station and the Agricultural Institute. 
In the future soya may perhaps be grown to a certain extent 
among the irrigated crops of the Chelif.
 “3. Belgian Congo: Observed about 30 years ago [i.e. 
about 1906] at Stanleyville by Commandant Lemaire, soya 
is found in the collections of the Eala Botanical Garden and 
was the object of experiments made at Sankuru in 1914-
1915. It may appear strange that the cultivation of this 
leguminous plant has not developed to a greater extent in the 
Belgian Congo, all the more in that it has been introduced 
into West Africa, especially into Southern Nigeria, the Gold 
Coast [later Ghana] and Sierra-Leone.
 “The oil content is as follows: Nigeria: 19.62%–Gold-
Coast: 21.29%–Sierra Leone: 23.2%–Gambia: 17.5%.
 “Among varieties grown in the Eala Botanical Garden 
mention may be made of a yellow variety, a purple, and 
the variety Otootan. Analysis has shown that they are as 
rich in total nitrogenous substances and oil as the soyas of 
West Africa and Cambodia. Note 1. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in the Belgian Congo 
(renamed Zaire in 1971), or the cultivation of soybeans in 
the Belgian Congo (about 1906). It is not absolutely certain 
that the soybeans were being cultivated at Stanleyville. The 
source of these soybeans is unknown.
 “4. Egypt: Soya growing was introduced into Egypt 
in 1910. This plant is cultivated at present only on a small 
scale and chiefl y for experimental purposes. Trials have been 
made of different varieties principally at the Higher School 
of Agriculture and Agronomical Sections of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Cultivation is confi ned to a small district of the 
province of Giza.
 “There are no native varieties. Among introduced 
varieties, the following have given certain positive results: 
Mammoth Yellow, Virginia, Manchu, Biloxi, Tokio and 
Hispida. Note 2. This document contains the second 
earliest date seen (April 2004) for soybeans in Egypt, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Egypt (1910). However Egyptian 
documents from 1912 and 1913 state clearly that soybeans 
were cultivated in Egypt in June 1911.
 “Soya is a summer crop. When grown for forage it is 
cut in August when fl owering has begun; when grown for 

seed, harvesting takes place in September or October. The 
average yields obtained per acre are: 6 tons of green forage 
and 400 to 600 kg. of seed. Note 3. This document contains 
the earliest reference seen for the cultivation of soybeans in 
Egypt.
 Madagascar: Soybean culture was introduced in 1911 
and various trials have been carried out. Note 4. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Madagascar, or the cultivation of soybeans in Madagascar 
(1911) (one of two documents). The source of these soybeans 
is unknown.
 “5. Morocco: Soya growing is still in the experimental 
stage in Morocco where trials have been carried out for 
about 15 years [i.e., from about 1921]. Cultivating has not 
developed owing to the low yields obtained and also to a 
tendency to shedding shown by the majority of varieties 
so far tried out–a tendency which appears to be somewhat 
increased by the climatic conditions of Morocco.
 “Trials in acclimatisation with new varieties have been 
carried out in Morocco by the Agricultural Service, the 
Central Station of Rabat and other Experiment Stations of 
the Protectorate.
 “There are no native varieties. The foreign varieties 
were obtained chiefl y from Canada and Manchuria. Qualities 
required are: (1) pods which do not shed the seed; (2) 
adequate productivity.” Note 5. This is the earliest document 
seen (March 2021) concerning soybeans in Morocco, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Morocco (one of two documents). 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Morocco, or the cultivation of soybeans in Morocco (about 
1921). The source of these soybeans was chiefl y Canada and 
Manchuria.
 “6. Rhodesia: Trials in acclimatisation have been carried 
out for a certain number of years at the Experiment Station 
of Salisbury and all the best known varieties have been 
tested. Several of these varieties, such as Otootan, Otoxi 
and Bilton [sic, Biltan], give excellent results as forage 
crops. The two best lines have been obtained by breeding 
from Otootan. They are rather more productive than their 
parent, but, on account of their black seeds, are not suitable 
for industrial purposes. The only variety recommended for 
export is Hermann, with yellow seeds.
 “Several crossings have been made between lines with 
pods which do not shed but which are otherwise inferior 
in quality, with a view to obtaining varieties suitable for 
Southern Rhodesia where, owing to drought or reasons 
yet unknown, the pods have a marked tendency to open” 
(Continued). Address: Rome, Italy.

1338. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Oceania (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of 
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of 
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):294T-97T. Aug.
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• Summary: “1. Commonwealth of Australia: A. Southern 
Australia. Apart from a very few trial plots, soya growing is 
not practised in this State as the conclusion has been reached 
that local climatic and soil conditions are not suitable for this 
crop.
 “B. New South Wales. Several years ago, the 
Department of Agriculture tried to introduce soya into the 
agricultural economy of the State, either as a green manure 
or forage or for the multiple uses of the seed. During the 
last 20 years, numerous varieties have been introduced and 
many trials have been carried out in all parts of the country. 
Generally speaking, the results were not satisfactory and 
efforts to introduce soya into the economy of the country 
were not successful. The growth of the soya plant was very 
poor and the yields in seed low. One of the reasons why soya 
does not succeed seems to be the absence of the bacteria 
of root nodules in the soil of this State. Utilised as a spring 
green manure, soya is inferior to cow peas in the coastal 
regions. In the Table-lands soya cultivation appears to give 
better results.
 “C. Queensland. Soya has been grown experimentally in 
this country for a great number of years, but the results were 
more or less negative and the areas now cultivated with soya 
are almost negligible.
 “A few very tall varieties, such as Biloxi and Otootan, 
have proved to be suitable as forage, but they have not 
been adopted by farmers, who obtain forage more easily in 
cultivating cow peas or other leguminous plants.
 “Trials in inoculating soya seeds do not appear to have 
given any results though other trials should be carried out 
in the agricultural districts before this crop can be said to be 
quite unsuited to this State.
 “The internal market for soya and its derivatives is 
limited as it is supplied by imports from Manchuria and 
Japan.
 “Owing to the abundant production of all kinds of feeds 
for live-stock, the use of soya will be diffi cult to establish 
unless it is utilised in crop rotation with cotton or maize.
 “D. Victoria. No systematic attempts have yet been 
made to introduce soya growing into this State. Various trials 
previously made for experimental purposes showed that this 
crop was not of suffi cient economic interest to replace the 
existing crops of leguminous plants.
 “In 1933, however, the Department of Agriculture 
undertook a series of trials in soya growing in East 
Gippsland...
 “Imports into Australia are of no great importance. 
In 1932-1933, 40,808 gallons of soya [soy sauce] were 
imported; value £1778. Of these imports 90% came from 
China. During the same period 12 tons of seed were imported 
from Japan; value £148.
 “3. New Caledonia. Soya cultivation was introduced 
in 1928. No native varieties are grown, only foreign 
varieties, seeds of which were introduced on two occasions 

by the Chamber of Agriculture and the Administration. 
The principal variety is Soja hispida. Medium yields are 
obtained. There appears to be no future for soya as New 
Caledonia is abundantly provided with similar products 
which are in current use.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 2014) 
concerning soybeans in New Caledonia, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in New Caledonia. This document contains the 
2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in New Caledonia, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928). The source 
of these soybeans is unknown. The history and present status 
of the cultivated soybean, Glycine max is unclear. Address: 
Rome, Italy.

1339. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: China and Manchuria (Document part). Monthly 
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):281T-82T. Aug.
• Summary: “Soya has been grown in China for more than 
3000 years. It is not possible to ascertain the origin of this 
cultivation in Manchuria. The principal centres of soya 
cultivation are in the northern part of China (provinces of 
Shan Tung) and in Manchuria (provinces of Hu Peh, Kiangsu 
and Ho Nan). Manchuria exports the greatest quantity of 
soya. Soya is found almost everywhere, it is grown on 
about ¼th of the whole of the sown land. Certain regions, 
however, are better known for production, these are: in the 
South the province of Mukden and in the North, the valley 
of the Sungari. The most important areas of cultivation are, 
in particular, the following river valleys in China: Lis-ho, 
Sun-hoa-chang and Non-chang. It is diffi cult to indicate 
for this country what varieties are cultivated as the native 
varieties have not yet been accurately classifi ed. It may 
be said, however, that there are at present 500 varieties. 
Among cultivated varieties mention should be made chiefl y 
of those with round yellow seeds which are the best for 
oil production, and those with long green seeds, very 
much smaller, which are preferred as a food stuff. The 
oil content of the seeds varies between 14 and 22%. The 
albumin content lies between 31 and 41%. Soya with yellow 
seeds appears to be the most suitable for non-specialised 
cultivation and may be utilised for both oil production and 
alimentation. These seeds contain on an average, 19.5% oil 
and 37.5% albumin...
 “The oil and protein contents of Manchurian soya, 
according to varieties, show variations of more than 6 and 
7% respectively. Generally speaking, it may be said that the 
yellow soy beans are the richest in protein and chiefl y in fat, 
then come the green soy beans, and fi nally, the black soy 
beans. It is interesting to note that Manchurian soy beans 
have an oil and protein content higher than those grown in 
any other country.
 “The chief research centres in cultivation and 
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improvement in China and Manchuria are the following: 
Higher Agricultural Schools of Nanking and Hopeh.
 “Experiment Station Kun-chu-ling, belonging to the 
Railway Company of Southern Manchuria.–Society of 
Economic Research (same Company)–Agricultural Bureau 
(same Company)–Central Experiment Station (same 
Company)–Agricultural Bureau, Bureau of Affairs, and 
Agricultural Experiment Station of Ko-shan, both belonging 
to the Manchurian Government.” Address: Rome, Italy.

1340. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Africa (Continued–Document part II). Monthly 
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):293T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: Continued from page 293T. “7. Anglo-Egyptian 
Sudan: Trials in acclimatisation are carried out chiefl y at 
the Experiment Station of Gezira and by the Agricultural 
Research Service of Wad-Medani.
 “Trials carried out at Gezira: Soya growing was fi rst 
introduced at the Gezira Station in 1931-1932. No native 
varieties are grown, all have been introduced either from the 
United States, the Union of South Africa or India...
 “In general, the following observations may be made: 
The Indian types of soya grow better than the American or 
South African. The variety Poona Black is the best, followed 
by Kalimpong Brown Small. The variety Barberton showed 
very poor growth. Among American varieties Otootan was 
the best, then Biloxi and Virginia. The varieties Mammoth 
Yellow, Mammoth Brown, Illini and Haberlandt gave fairly 
good results. Mansoy and Easycook 17 failed completely. 
The others gave very mediocre results.
 “Trials carried out by the Agricultural Research Service 
of Wad-Medani [a city located in East Central Sudan on the 
Blue Nile River, as of March 2019]: Trials carried out since 
1912 have shown that the climate of the central region of the 
Anglo Egyptian Sudan is completely unfavourable to soya 
cultivation.
 “The following varieties were introduced during the 
course of trials: In 1912 varieties were introduced from 
India and South Africa... In 1916 varieties were introduced 
from the United States:... In 1931 varieties were again 
obtained from America:... As has already been said, all the 
trials showed that this region was not at all suitable for soya 
cultivation.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
the cultivation of soybeans in the Sudan (1912). The source 
of these soybeans was India and South Africa.
 “8. Tripolitania [later part of Libya]: Soya growing has 
not yet emerged from the experimental stage. Investigations 
have been made at the Royal Experimental Agricultural 
Institute of Sidi Mesri. It may be said, however, that soya 
growing for seed production will not be practised generally, 
as this is only possible in irrigated regions involving high 

costs.” Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen 
(Aug. 2009) concerning soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Libya. The earliest is by Vivenza (1928).
 “9. Tunisia: Trials with varieties of soya have only been 
made with a view to cultivation for forage. At present soya 
growing is of no practical importance in Tunisia.
 “10. Union of South Africa: The various Agricultural 
Experiment Stations in the Union of South Africa have tested 
about 50 varieties of soya introduced from the East and 
United States. The differences between these varieties lie 
chiefl y in the following characters: Colour of the seed coat, 
colour of the fl ower, existence or absence of pubescence, 
colour of the cotyledons, shape of the seeds, size and colour 
of the hilum, characters of the pods, duration of growth 
period (varying from 100 to 150 days), height and growth 
habit of the plant, size and shape of leaves.
 “It was observed that two varieties gave entirely 
different results and that, consequently, there was a 
possibility of obtaining a variety adapted to the particular 
climatic conditions and to the utilisation required. Table 
XXVIII, taken from the publication of F.M. Du Toit, on 
soya growing in the Union of South Africa (Soy Beans in the 
Union, Pretoria, 1932) gives the characteristics of the 8 most 
important varieties in the Union.” Address: Rome, Italy.

1341. Associated Press (AP). 1936. Soy bean called best 
potential export product. Chicago Daily Tribune. Sept. 17. p. 
31.
• Summary: “Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Sept. 16–Soy bean oil 
meal and cakes probably offer better export possibilities 
than any other American farm product, E.F. Johnson of St. 
Louis [Missouri] told the American Soy Bean association in 
convention here today.
 “Johnson, chairman of the statistical committee of the 
National Soy Bean Processors’ association, who recently 
returned from a study of conditions in Europe, said the 
American farmer should make an effort to obtain part of the 
soy bean oil meal business in Europe.”
 He said that northern European countries import large 
quantities of vegetable protein in the form of either oil seeds 
or oil meals. Manchukuo’s soy bean crop, which is twenty 
times as large as the U.S. crop, determines the world price. 
Therefore the U.S. should export soy bean meal, rather than 
just soy beans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2007) 
that mentions an American traveling to Europe to study the 
market there for U.S. soybeans and soybean products, or that 
mentions an American advocating export of U.S. soybeans or 
products (in this case meal).

1342. Burlison, W.L. 1936. The soybean. A plant immigrant 
makes good. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Circular No. 461. 15 p. Sept. First printed in Industrial and 
Engineering Chemistry. 1936. 28(7):772-77. July. [24 ref]
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• Summary: A shorter version of this article, with the 
same title and author but a somewhat different format, was 
published two months earlier in Industrial and Engineering 
Chemistry 28(7):772-77. July.
 Contents: Introduction and brief history. Description of 
the soybean. Soybean culture. Industrial uses. Disposition 
of the domestic crop. Products derived from soybeans: 
Food, feed, and industrial products. Imports. Chemical 
composition: Soybeans, soybean oil, soybean oil meal. 
Methods of processing soybeans: Expeller, hydraulic-press, 
solvent extraction. Industrial use of soybean oil. Use of 
soybean oil in the paint industry. Soybean oil as a core 
binder. Other uses for soybean oil: Lecithin, sulphonated 
oil. Plastic industry uses soybean oil meal. Glue from 
soybean oil meal. Soybean oil meal for fertilizers. Further 
investigation needed.
 The section titled “Products derived from soybeans” (p. 
6-7) gives is an extensive list of commercial food, feed, and 
industrial products derived from soybeans. This list is almost 
identical to that published two months earlier. Address: Chief 
in Crop Production.

1343. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean.” 1936. Export demand for 
soybean products. Proceedings of the American Soybean 
Association p. 53-54. 16th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. 
in Iowa.
• Summary: “In considering European markets for soybean 
products, soybeans and soybean oilmeals or cakes seem to 
deserve major attention.
 “The possibilities of exporting American No. 2 yellow 
soybeans depends upon the following conditions:
 “1. Manchuria with an average soybean production of 
twenty times our 1936 commercial crop will control the 
world price in all important countries.
 “2. Although the quality of our soybeans is superior to 
the Manchurian shipments of the past, our soybeans do not 
show as high a protein content, forcing foreign processing 
plants to reduce the guaranteed protein content of the meal 
manufactured.
 “3. Labor is so cheap in China and Manchuria (about 
one-tenth of our average wage) that all Manchurian soybeans 
are exported in bags. Many processing plants in Europe do 
not have facilities for unloading bulk soybeans.
 “4. Until our American crop reaches a size much larger 
than at present, it seems uneconomic to export soybeans 
and import, over present duties, vegetable oils which can be 
replaced by domestic soybean oils.
 “European countries are large buyers of soybeans, with 
Germany leading and England, Belgium, Holland, France 
and Denmark following in that order. The total import of 
soybeans to the above countries approximated 100,000,00 
bushels annually.”
 “Practically all European countries import tremendous 
quantities of vegetable protein, either in the form of 

oilseeds or oilmeals. Germany, due to the constant shortage 
of vegetable and animal fats, is a typical illustration of a 
country importing oilseeds. The fi rst six months of 1936 
fi nds Germany importing approximately 1 million tons of 
oilbearing seeds, with soybeans making up the largest item, 
with a little over one-third of the total tonnage.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2016) that contains the word “oilbearing” (spelled 
as one word) in connection with soybeans.
 “Denmark, on the other hand, is a typical example of 
an importing country that imports both oilbearing seeds 
and large quantities of oilmeals. Denmark imports annually 
over one million tons of oilbearing seeds and vegetable 
oilmeals–650,000 tons of oilcakes and oilmeals, and 470,000 
tons of oilseeds. Of this, we fi nd 9,000,000 bushels of 
soybeans and 35,000 tons of soybean cakes and oilmeal, 
making a yearly total consumption of 260,000 tons of 
soybean oilmeal and cakes.”
 European rations are very fl exible. Examples are given 
(ranging from 57% to 5%) of the combined percentage of 
protein and fat from different oilseeds such as cottonseed 
cake, sunfl ower cake, groundnut cake, soybean cakes, copra 
cakes, or rapeseed cakes.
 “European standards for vegetable oilmeals are much 
more specifi c than American standards. It is practically 
impossible to sell a soybean cake or oilmeal of less than 
48% combined protein and fat (or 44% for solvent extracted) 
analysis, and a 51% combined protein and fat is very much 
preferred and constantly offered by Manchurian mills.
 “Our most diffi cult problem of exporting American 
soybean oilmeals or oilcakes involves fi rst, producing 
a higher protein and fat analysis meal than is sold 
domestically; second, packaging it in the size and type of 
package desired by the trade; and third, solving the problem 
of having almost no processing plants located to work meal 
to the seaboard economically.
 “European countries are much interested in our soybean 
oilmeal. They like the uniform, high quality of the shipments 
that have been made this past year. We also have a distinct 
advantage in that Manchurian shipments require six to eight 
weeks on the water, while ours require three to four weeks. 
In addition, our shipments are not subject to the extreme 
temperature variations enroute that Manchurian shipments 
must encounter.
 “Aside from the matter of world prices, none of the 
other matters are diffi cult of solution, and the future holds 
plenty of excellent possibilities for a steady movement of 
soybean oilmeal and cake to the Scandinavian and northern 
European countries.” Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

1344. Morse, W.J. 1936. Soybeans in the United States: 
In relation to world production and trade. Proceedings of 
the American Soybean Association p. 55-64. 16th annual 
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meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa. [2 ref]
• Summary: The slow advance of soybean “cultivation 
in Western Countries was undoubtedly due to the lack of 
adapted varieties for various soil and climatic conditions. 
Increase of acreage and production in the United States is 
closely correlated with the introduction of varieties from 
the Orient. In less than thirty years the acreage of soybeans 
in the United States has increased a hundred fold–from 
about 50,000 acres in 1907 to nearly 5½ million acres in 
1935. During this period the United States Department 
of Agriculture has brought about 10,000 introductions of 
soybeans from the soybean regions of the Far East and the 
culture of the crop has spread from a few states in the early 
days to twenty-seven states at the present time.
 “In Manchuria, often called ‘the land of beans,’ the 
soybean is grown to a greater extent than in any other 
country. It occupies about 25 per cent of the cultivated area 
and is relied on by the Manchurian farmer as a cash crop. 
With its rise as an international trade commodity, it is truly 
the ‘Wealth of Manchuria.’ Chosen [Korea] and Japan are 
large producers and southward from China the soybean 
is cultivated to some extent in India, Siam [later renamed 
Thailand], the Philippines, Cochin China, and during the past 
decade the production has nearly doubled in the Dutch East 
Indies. In Siberia extensive experiments have been under 
way to extend the cultivation of the crop but progress has 
been slow and Siberian beans have not yet been a factor in 
international trade.
 “The production of soybeans in the Western World is 
concentrated largely in the Corn Belt States of the United 
States. Beginning with the experiments of Haberlandt in 
Austria in 1877, the soybean has been grown experimentally 
in most of the European countries but in general the climatic 
conditions are not well suited to its culture with the possible 
exception of certain regions, such as the Ukraine in the 
U.S.S.R. Varying degrees of success have been obtained in 
different regions of Africa, especially South Africa where 
yields of 25 to 35 bushels per acre have been obtained. 
Experiments in nearly all South American countries 
and Mexico have shown some successful results [as] in 
Argentina and Cuba but acreage is not extensive. In Canada, 
considerable interest had been shown in the crop but its 
culture–about 15,000 acres–is confi ned chiefl y at present 
to the Province of Ontario. The future trend of the crop for 
commercial purposes undoubtedly will be concentrated 
largely in the United States, Canada, and certain regions of 
the U.S.S.R.”
 A table (p. 56) shows the increase in production of 
soybeans (in million bushels) during the 10-year period from 
1925 to 1935 in the world’s top fi ve producing countries: 
Manchuria 92.67 -> 140.4. United States 5.190 -> 39.64. 
Chosen (Korea) 18.72 -> 21.96. Japan 18.31 -> 13.31 (1933). 
Netherland India [later Indonesia] 3.536 -> 6.676 (1934).
 “Bean trade was an ancient and fl ourishing institution 

when the ports of China were fi rst opened to the commerce 
of the Western World. In 1835, Newchwang (Yingkow, 
Yingkou), in South Manchuria, was an important port of 
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil to the ports of southern Chinese provinces and other 
oriental regions. Manchuria is still the chief source of world 
trade in soybeans and from here the beans and bean products 
oil and cake move principally to other provinces of China, 
Japan, the Philippines, the East Indies, and to other countries 
of Northwest Europe. In 1908, about 7,000,000 bushels of 
beans were shipped out through the port of Dairen, chiefl y 
to Chinese and Japanese ports. For the period 1925-1929, 
the average annual shipments to China, Japan, and European 
countries were 62,353,566 bushels. The fi rst successful 
shipment from Manchuria to Europe was made to an English 
oil mill in 1907, and as an important source of vegetable 
oil and animal feed the beans soon found a market not only 
in English oil mills but in other European countries and 
America. Since 1931, when American-grown soybeans were 
fi rst exported to European markets, chiefl y to the oil mills 
of Germany, there has been an open European market to the 
American farmer. With economical methods of production 
and high quality beans, America is in a position to compete 
for the 50,000,000-bushel trade in European markets.”
 Two tables (p. 58) show international imports and 
exports of soybeans by major trading countries for an 
average 5-year period (1925-29) and for 1934. The leading 
importers in 1934 (preliminary, with imports in million 
bushels) are: Germany 33.57. Japan 20.29. Denmark 9.910. 
United Kingdom 6.615. Netherlands 4.695. Sweden 3.426. 
Italy 0.739. United States 0.006. The leading exporters in 
1934 are: Manchuria 44.21 (down from 62.35 in 1925-29). 
Japan 0.025. Netherlands 0.0009.
 “In recent years, the oil milling industry of Manchuria 
has declined quite markedly. During the height of processing 
beans for oil and cake, more than 90 mills were in operation, 
while late in 1930 not more than 25 mills were crushing 
beans. The decline in this industry has been due chiefl y to a 
decreased demand for bean cake as fertilizer, the low price 
of silver, and almost the entire suspension of bean oil export 
due to the development of the oil extraction industry in 
Europe. In European countries it has become more profi table 
to import soybeans than to import bean oil.”
 Two tables (p. 59) show international imports and 
exports of soybean oil by major trading countries for an 
average 5-year period (1925-29) and for 1934. The leading 
importers in 1934 (preliminary, with imports in million lb) 
are: Netherlands 44.00. Belgium 27.60. United Kingdom 
24.13. Austria 22.07. Morocco 20.28. Sweden 12.55. 
Also listed are: Norway 8.701. Algeria 0.004. The leading 
exporters of soybeans in 1934 (preliminary, with imports 
in million lb) are: Manchuria 122.6. Denmark 41.80. 
Netherlands 26.05. Germany 24.99. Sweden 8.98. Japan 7.95 
United States 2.040.
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 “Practically all exports of soybean cake and meal have 
originated in Manchuria and average about 1,375,000 tons 
for the fi ve-year period 1926-31. About 70 per cent of this 
exportation went mainly to Japan, Chosen, and China. Cake 
and meal shipments to European countries went chiefl y to 
Germany, although considerable quantities were exported 
to Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Finland. The 
average importation of soybean meal and cake into the 
United States for the fi ve-year period 1930-1935 was 31,726 
tons.”
 “The rise of the soybean to a crop of special importance 
in the world’s commerce and in the industry of the 
United States is one of the most remarkable agricultural 
developments of recent times.” Address: Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

1345. Riegel, W.E. 1936. Protecting the American soybean 
market: Report of Legislative Committee. Proceedings of 
the American Soybean Association p. 49-51. 16th annual 
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa.
• Summary: The real interest in soybeans in America began 
“when the Grange League Federation decided upon the 
policy of incorporating soybean oilmeal into the ration 
used in dairy sheds in the east... Soybean meal found a 
ready market because of its desirability as a feed, but the oil 
became a by-product which found little outlet except through 
the soap kettle.”
 “In addition to all this the soybean is now performing 
a new economic service for agriculture by providing a 
profi table use for acreage retired from production of surplus 
cereal and cotton crops. Grain surpluses were once a blessing 
because they formed the bulk of our exports and were the 
basis of our national credit abroad.” But now costs have risen 
and prices have fallen.
 Soybean growers and the soybean association must 
work with their allies to secure a “badly needed increase in 
protection from cake produced by oriental coolie labor... In 
1928 the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National 
Grange and the Dairymen’s League co-operated with this 
association in procuring the present tariffs on soybeans and 
soybean oil and cake. The present duty on soybean cake and 
meal is not suffi cient to prevent the entry of considerable 
amounts of foreign soybean protein and this tariff needs 
revision upward.” Yet farmers who use soybean meal 
generally oppose tariffs and want to keep prices low.
 “The legislative committee of the American Soybean 
Association spent much time this year in promoting the 
Bailey Amendment to the 1936 Revenue Bill which provided 
for a processing tax of from 3c to 5c per pound on all the 
chief foreign oils imported for processing purposes... This 
Revenue Act became effective August 21st, this year. Its 
effect is already apparent in the increased price of oil and 
consequently of soybeans also.” Address: Chairman; Tolono, 
Illinois.

1346. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1936. Trends in British agricultural 
policy. 33(16):459-65. Oct. 19.
• Summary: “The British free-trade policy, adopted with the 
repeal of the Corn Laws nearly a century ago, persisted until 
1932, when the general ad-valorem duty of 10 percent was 
imposed on all goods, not specifi cally exempted, imported 
into the United Kingdom... Important agricultural imports 
exempted from the 10-percent duty were wheat, corn, broken 
rice, practically all raw fi bers, and oil seeds.”
 A table (p. 465) shows that the import duty on soybeans 
from foreign countries is 10% ad valorum. Source: Compiled 
from “Customs and Excise Tariff of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland in operation on August 1, 
1936.”

1347. Cromwell, R.O. 1936. Importance of the soybean. 
Grain & Feed Journals Consolidated 77(10):429-30. Nov. 
25.
• Summary: Notes that 47 companies are using soybeans 
in manufacturing. A portrait photo shows R.O. Cromwell. 
Address: Chicago, Illinois.

1348. Hausman, Margaret J. 1936. Soybean oil. Soap 
12(12):27-30, 39, 77. Dec.
• Summary: A long introductory article with no A-level 
headings.
 There are presently about 20 different mills crushing 
soybeans in 12 different states.
 “In 1804, a New England clipper ship, on its return from 
trading on the China coast, fi rst brought the soybean plant 
to the United States.” However only since about 1880 has it 
been considered an American farm crop.
 Until recent years, soybean oil has been imported 
almost entirely from China and Manchuria. There is now a 
protective tariff of 3½ cents per pound (or 45% ad valorum if 
it be greater) on all imported soybean oil.
 Photos show: (1) A combine “harvesting soybeans in the 
middlewest.” (2) “A fi eld of soybean plants on a mid-western 
farm.” A man is standing in the fi eld. (3) A man holding 
a white sheet of paper behind three soybean plants whose 
leaves have been stripped from the stems, showing the pods. 
(4) A large, horizontal rotary drier in which the moisture is 
removed from the soybeans prior to expelling the oil.
 A table shows the amount of soybean oil used in 
various U.S. products from 1931-1935. They are: soap, 
oleomargarine compounds and vegetable shortenings, other 
edible products, paint and varnish, linoleum and oilcloth, 
printing inks, miscellaneous.

1349. Michioka, Taro. 1936. Hokuman ni okeru kansô furyô 
daizu torihiki jôtai [The business and trade situation with 
poorly dried soybeans in northern Manchuria]. Minami 
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Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Hokuman Keizai Chosajo. Hokkei 
Keizai Shiryo (South Manchuria Railway Co., North 
Manchuria Economic Survey Offi ce, Economic Documents) 
No. 29. 41 p. [Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1350. Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Keizai Chosakai, 
Ritsuan Chosa Shorui (South Manchuria Railway Co., 
Economic Survey Div., Economic Survey Documents). 1936. 
Tokusan torihiki no tôsei oyobi kaizen hosaku [Plans and 
policies for the regulation and improvement of business and 
trade in Manchurian special products]. No. 8-hen, No. 2-kan. 
226 p. [Jap]*
Address: Shinkyo (Ch’ang Ch’un), Manchuria.

1351. Nagata, Hisajiro. 1936. Ooshû shijô ni okeru Manshû 
daizu no chii [The place of Manchurian soybeans in the 
European market]. Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K., Chihobu, 
Shokoka. Rondon Chuzaiin Chosa Hokoku (South Manchuria 
Railway Co.) No. 2. 93 p. [Jap]*
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1352. Becker, Joseph A.; Froehlich, Paul; Jackson, D.; et al. 
comps. 1936. Agricultural statistics 1936. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 486 p. Index. 24 cm. For 
soybeans and soy products see p. 181-84, 218-221.
• Summary: This volume presents information formerly 
published [until 1935] in the statistical section of the 
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1).
 Page 181: Table 257. Soybeans: Acreage, yield, 
production, and season average price per bushel received by 
producers, by States, average 1928-32, and annual 1934 and 
1935.
 Page 181: Table 258. Soybeans: Production in specifi ed 
countries, 1924-25 to 1935-36 (in 1,000 bushels). The 
countries are: United States, Manchuria, Chosen (Korea), 
Japan, Netherland India (later Indonesia). Note: Manchuria 
produces about 97% of the soybeans production of China. 
Production fi gures for China are not available.
 Page 182: Table 259. Soybeans: Average price per 
bushel received by producers, United States, 1926-27 to 
1935-36. The weighted average price ranged from a low of 
$0.61 in 1931-32 to a high of $2.00 in 1926-27.
 Page 182: Table 260. Soybeans for seed: Average 
wholesale selling price per bushel at Baltimore [Maryland] 
and St. Louis, Missouri, 1926-1925. The price ranged from a 
low of $0.94 in 1933 to a high of $2.99 in 1929.
 Page 182: Table 261. Soybeans crushed and crude oil 
produced, 1925-26 to 1934-35 (in 1,000 pounds). The total 
soybeans crushed increased from 21.04 million lb in 1925-
26 to 545.50 million lb in 1934-35. The total soybean oil 
produced rose from 2.638 million lb in 1925-26 to 78.033 
million lb in 1934-35.
 Page 183: Table 262 (full page). Soybeans and soybean 

oil: International trade, average 1925-29, annual 1932-34.
 Page 184: Table 263. Soybean oil, domestic, crude: 
Average price per pound, in barrels, New York, by months, 
1929-30 to 1935-36.
 Page 218: Table 290. Soybeans: Acreage, yield, 
production, and season average price per bushel received 
by farmers, by States, averages, and annual 1935 and 1936 
(preliminary). In 1935 the top 5 soybean producing states 
were Illinois (24.012 million bu), Indiana (6.970), Iowa 
(6.600), Ohio (2.604) and North Carolina (1.282 million bu).
 Page 218: Table 291. Soybeans: Production in specifi ed 
countries, 1924-36. The countries are: United States (#2 
in 1935), Manchuria (#1 by far), Chosen (Korea), Japan, 
Netherland India. Soybean production in the United States 
increased from 4.947 million bu in 1924 to a peak of 44.378 
million bu in 1935, falling to 29.616 million bu in 1936.
 Page 219: Table 292. Soybeans: Average price received 
by farmers, United States, 1926-27, 1936-37.
 219: Table 293. Soybeans for seed: Average selling price 
per bushel at Baltimore (Maryland) and St. Louis (Missouri), 
by months, 1927-1936.
 Page 220: Table 294. Soybeans crushed and crude oil 
produced, by quarters 1926-27 to 1935-36.
 Page 220: Table 295. Soybean oil, domestic, crude: 
Average price per pound, in drums. New York, by months, 
1929-30 to 1936-37.
 Page 221: Table 296 (full page). Soybeans and soybean 
oil: International trade (principal importing and exporting 
countries), average 1925-29, annual 1933-35. For soybeans: 
The main exporting countries are China and Manchuria. 
The main importing countries in 1935 are Japan and 
Germany. For soybean oil: The main exporting countries are 
Manchuria, Denmark, and Germany. The main importing 
countries are The Netherlands and the United Kingdom. 
One source is the International Yearbook of Agricultural 
Statistics. Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Yearbook 
Statistical Committee, Washington, DC.

1353. Gray, George Douglas. 1936. All about the soya bean: 
In agriculture, industry and commerce. London: John Bale, 
Sons & Danielsson Ltd. ix + 144 p. Introduction by James L. 
North. Late curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, 
London. Index. 28 cm. [19 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive, early work on the soybean. 
Gray was a Scotch physician. Contents: 1. Introducing the 
soya bean. 2. The soya bean plant and its cultivation. 3. 
The soya bean as food: Dietetics, immature green beans, 
mature dried beans, soya bean coffee, soya bean chocolate, 
soya bean sprouts, soya bean milk, soya bean fl our (incl. 
Berczeller fl our, Soyvita bread made by Messrs. Wm. 
Beattie, Ltd., Glasgow), bean curd [tofu], soy (also called 
soya bean sauce, Chinese bean sauce, or shoyu), miso, 
fermented bean curd (p. 66-67). 4. Soya bean oil. 5. Soya 
bean trade. 6. The soya bean in agriculture.
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 Addenda: Soya bean products in the USA. Dieting and 
recipes. Statistics. India. Bibliography.
 In the chapter on “Soya bean oil” we read (p. 75): “In 
England, the bean oil trade is carried on by the following 
fi rms:–The British Oil and Cake Mills Ltd., the ordinary 
shares of which are held by Lever Bros., Ltd., so that they 
are a branch of Unilever, Ltd.
 “The Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Hull, now 
merged in the foregoing concern.
 “The Premier Oil Extracting Mills, Ltd., Hull.
 “Messrs. Wray Sanderson & Co., Hull.
 “The Medina Refi nery Ltd., Deptford, London.
 “Messrs. J. Bibby & Sons Ltd., Liverpool.
 “The Erith Oil Works Ltd., Erith” [Kent].
 The fi rst addendum, titled “Soybean products exhibited 
by the American Soybean Association” (at Washington, DC, 
p. 120-24) lists the following companies and each of the soy 
products that they manufacture: American Lecithin Corp. 
(Atlanta, Georgia), Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. (Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin), Armstrong Paint and Varnish Works (Chicago, 
Illinois), Battle Creek [Food] Factory (Battle Creek, 
Michigan), The Blanton Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Cereo 
Co. (Tappan, New York), The Davies-Young Soap Co. 
(Dayton, Ohio), Detroit Graphite Co. (Detroit, Michigan), 
Eastern Health Food Stores Association (Washington, DC), 
Funk Brothers Seed Company (Bloomington, Illinois), 
Harshaw Essential Foods, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio), Keystone 
Macaroni Mfg. Co. (Lebanon, Pennsylvania), Kloss, 
Jethro (Takoma Park, Maryland: Fresh [soybean] milk. 
Pumpkin pie [soybean milk and soybean fl our]. Soybean 
cheese. Soybean bread [20% soybean fl our]. Soybean 
buns. Soybean sprouts. Soybean cake), Laucks, I.F., Inc. 
(Bloomington, Illinois–home offi ce, Seattle, Washington), 
Madison Food Company (Madison, Tennessee; Vigorost, 
Cheese [Tofu], Soybeans canned with Tomato, Soybeans 
canned plain, Dixie Fruit Crackers), Mead Johnson and 
Co. (Evansville, Indiana; Makes Sobee [Infant Formula]), 
Oriental Show-You Co. (Columbia City, Indiana), Paintcraft 
Co. (Galesburg, Illinois), Prince Macaroni Mfg. Co. (Boston, 
Massachusetts), Purina Mills (St. Louis, Missouri; makes 
Cresol disinfectant, Purina turkey and growing fattening 
chow, Purina lay chow, Purina egg chowder, Purina breeder 
egg chowder, Purina fi tting chow, Purina rabbit chow, 
Purina chick Growena chow, Purina 34% cow chow, Purina 
chowder, Purina bulky cow chow, Purina 24% cow chow, 
Purina pig and hog chow, Protena all mash starting and 
growing food), Shellabarger Grain Products Company 
(Decatur, Illinois), Soyex Company, Inc. (Nutley, New 
Jersey), Staley Sales Corporation (Decatur, Illinois), The 
Stamford Rubber Supply Company (Stamford, Connecticut), 
Dr. Roy Monier, President, Board of Managers, State 
Hospitals (Jefferson City, Missouri), United Drug Company 
(Boston, Massachusetts), Vi-tone Company (Hamilton, 
Canada), Woolsey Paint and Color Co., C.A. (Jersey City, 

New Jersey), Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Department 
of Agriculture (Washington, D.C.). Page 120 adds: “The 
exhibit also contained some 200 soybean products, mostly 
foods, brought from the Orient by Mr. W.J. Morse, Senior 
Agronomist, Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC, 
U.S.A.” Note 1. Morse and P.H. Dorsett were in East Asia 
from 1929 to 1931, when they collected many samples of 
soybeans and soyfoods.
 In the second addendum, recipes, the author notes that 
soy fl our is widely used in diabetic diets. Two leading fi rms 
who make soy fl our in England and who also incorporate it 
in various products are: Soya Foods, Ltd., Rickmansworth, 
Herts, and Dietetic Foods Ltd. 124 Victoria St., London, 
S.W. 1. “The former specialize in Soyolk which is fl our 
prepared on the principles laid down by Professor Berczeller; 
it is a mealy powder, fatty to the touch. The latter fi rm are 
the sole distributors in Great Britain of the well-known 
‘Heudebert’ Dietetic Food products, a French concern which 
makes different kinds of diabetic breads.” The following 
recipes are then given; * = Calls for Soyolk soy fl our: 
Soybeans, southern style. Soybean salad. Roasted soybeans 
[like dry-roasted peanuts]. Soybean croquettes. Soybean 
souffl é. Stuffi ng for baked fi sh*. White sponge pudding*. 
Shortbread*. Madeira cake*. Soya soup à la Reine (uses 
Heudebert soya fl our). Soya chocolate (with soya fl our). 
Soya vegetable soup (with soya fl our). Soya bean sprout 
salad.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soya bean sprouts” to 
refer to these sprouts. Address: M.D. (Scotch physician), 
C.B.E., England. Late medical offi cer to H.B.M. Legation, 
Peking, China. Lieut.-Colonel, Retired.

1354. Inahara, K. ed. 1936. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: The 
Foreign Affairs Association of Japan. 1389 p. See p. 464-65, 
478, 1081, 1178-79, 1182.
• Summary: Page 464: In 1934 in Japan soy-beans were 
grown on 336,378.84 ha and produced 3,902,774 hectoliters 
of beans worth 29,185,101 yen. In 1934 azuki beans were 
grown on 119,491.24 ha and produced 1,126,554 hectoliters 
worth 10,391,920 yen. Thus, azuki bean production was 
28.9% as much as soy-bean production.
 Page 1081. The section on Chosen [Korean] agriculture 
states that the soy bean is one of the most important crops, 
after rice, barley, wheat and rye. “In 1934 the total the total 
area under cultivation was 795,000 cho and the amount 
produced reached 3,813,000 koku, which was an increase of 
more than fi ve times compared with the year 1910.”
 Pages 1178-79. The pages on “Foreign trade” show that 
in 1933 imports to Manchoukuo fi rst surpassed exports, and 
this new trend has continued until the most recent year, 1935, 
when imports were valued at 604 million Haikwan taels, 
compared with exports of only 421 million.
 Page 1182. A large table gives production of major crops 
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in Manchoukuo, 1929-1935 in metric tons. For soy beans:
 4.849 million metric tons in 1929.
 5.298 million metric tons in 1930.
 5.227 million metric tons in 1931.
 4.268 million metric tons in 1932.
 5,205 million metric tons in 1933.
 3.841 million metric tons in 1934.
 3.822 million metric tons in 1935.
 Other crops in the table are other legumes, kaoliang, 
millet, maize, wheat paddy-fi eld rice, upland rice, and other 
cereals.
 In 1935 soy beans were grown on 3.249 million ha with 
a yield of 1,180 kg/ha.
 The country now has an abundance of food to feed 
the roughly 30 million inhabitants. The surplus crops are 
exported every year.
 A large table shows “Exports of agricultural products, 
1931-1935.” Exports of soy beans in 1935 were 29.203 
piculs worth 130.053 million yen.
 At the end is a large, colored fold-out map of the 
Japanese empire. There are many ads on unnumbered pages.

1355. Institut International d’Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja dans le monde [The 
soybean in various countries of the world]. Rome, Italy: 
Imprimerie de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo. 
viii + 282 p. Bibliography, p. 276-82. No index. 25 cm. [90 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: A superb early work, containing extensive 
original information, looking at developments with soybeans 
and soyfoods country by country, worldwide.
 Contents. Preface (p. 1). A. Cultivation of soy (soja; 
p. 4): 1. Botanical description, selection, classifi cation of 
the varieties. 2. Cultivation properly said. 3. Enemies and 
illnesses.
 4. Cultivation in the various countries: 4a. The Americas 
(p. 38): Antigua, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 
USA (gives details on all varieties grown, and describes 
production, history, varieties, and cultural practices in North 
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, West Virginia, 
Wisconsin, Conclusion), Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British 
Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Honduras [Belize], Jamaica, 
Barbados, Martinique, Mexico, Montserrat, Peru, Puerto 
Rico, El Salvador, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay.
 4b. Europe (p. 101): Germany, the Danubian countries, 
Austria, Spain, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, 
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, 
Turkey, USSR.
 4c. Asia (p. 128): Ceylon, China and Manchuria, 
Cyprus, Federated States of Malaysia, British India (incl. 
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Madras Presidency, 
Bombay Presidency, Bengal (incl. Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, 

and the district of Darjeeling), Assam, North-West Frontier 
Province, United Provinces), Netherlands Indies, Indochina 
(incl. Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine), 
Japan, Palestine, Siam.
 4d. Africa (p. 146): French West Africa, Algeria, Belgian 
Congo, Cyrenaica, Egypt, Eritrea, Madagascar, Morocco, 
Mauritius (Ile Maurice), Reunion (Réunion), Rhodesia, 
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Tripolitania, Tunisia, Union of South 
Africa.
 4e. Oceania (p. 153): Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii, 
New Caledonia, New Zealand, Philippines.
 B. Utilization of soya (p. 158): 1. The soybean in human 
nutrition and in industry: Whole soybeans, chart of the uses 
of whole soybeans, use of soya in the green state (green 
vegetable soybeans), soy sauce (dau-tuong of the Annamites, 
or toyo, named shoyu by the Japanese, or chau-yau or chiang 
yoo by the Chinese), condiments and sauces based on soya 
in the Netherlands Indies (tempe, ontjom, tempemori and 
tempe kedele [various types of tempeh and onchom, p. 168-
70]), tao tjo [Indonesian-style miso], tao dji [fermented 
black soybeans], ketjap, ketiap benteng [Indonesian-style 
soy sauce], soymilk (le lait de soja), yuba (crème de lait 
de soja), tofu (le fromage de soja) and fermented tofu (des 
fromages fermentés, made by Li Yu-ying near Paris), soymilk 
casein (caséine du lait de soja, for industrial use, including 
vegetable albumin, or galalithe [galalith]” [isolated soy 
protein], and artifi cial wool), soy lecithin (lécithine de soja), 
soy fl our (la farine de soja, incl. soy bread, soy pastries, and 
soy cocoa).
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010) 
that uses the term benteng or ketiap benteng to refer to an 
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
 2. Soy oil (p. 194): Food uses, industrial uses (including 
soaps, products resembling petroleum, paints, varnishes, 
linoleum, and artifi cial rubber), extraction, directory of 
U.S. manufacturers of materials and equipment for soybean 
processing, directory of U.S. and Canadian manufacturers 
of food products based on soya (produits alimentaires à 
base de soja, p. 205-06), directory of U.S. manufacturers of 
industrial soy products (p. 206-07).
 3. Soybean in the feeding of domestic animals (p. 207): 
Forage, hay, silage, pasture, soybean seeds, the minerals in 
soybeans, soya as a feed for dairy cows, cattle, buffaloes, 
sheep, hogs, horses and mules, poultry.
 4. Use of soya as fertilizer (p. 257). C. The trade of soya 
and of its by-products (p. 363): Production of soybeans in 
the principal countries, economic importance of soybean 
cultivation in the USA, soybean trade/commerce including 
tables of the major importers and exporters, and amounts 
traded annually in 1931-1934, price of soybeans, cost of 
production.
 List by region and country of people and organizations 
that responded to a questionnaire sent by IIA (p. 273-76). 
Bibliography of main publications consulted, listed by region 
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and country of publication.
 Reunion (Ile de la Réunion): “The soybean (Le Soja) 
is only cultivated as an experimental crop, on a few square 
meters at the agronomic station” (p. 148).
 Fiji (Iles Fidji): Soybean cultivation is not yet practiced 
in this colony; however soybean seeds are currently being 
imported in order to conduct a trial.
 New Caledonia: In 1928 soybean cultivation was 
introduced to New Caledonia.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, Costa Rica, Dominican 
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Jamaica, 
Madagascar, Morocco, New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or 
Réunion, or the cultivation of soybeans in Bhutan, Costa 
Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, 
Jamaica, Madagascar, Mexico, the Middle East. Morocco, 
New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or Réunion. It is also the 
earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans 
in connection with (but not yet in) Cyprus; it is stated that 
soybeans are not grown on the island of Cyprus. Soybean 
cultivation is not practiced in the Italian colonies of Eritrea 
(Erythrée, now part of Ethiopia) or Cyrenaica (Cyrénaïque, 
now part of Libya).
 Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Bhutan, New Caledonia, or Réunion, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928), or Bhutan 
or Réunion (1936) (One of two documents).
 Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (March 2020) that mentions tempeh, which it calls 
“tempe” (p. 168). It notes that, in general, the indigenous 
people of the Netherlands Indies use soybeans mainly to 
make tempe, a product which, throughout central and eastern 
Java, takes the place reserved for ontjom in western Java. 
Tempeh is found in two forms: either in large fl at cakes 
which are cut at the time of sale into small square morsels, 
or wrapped in folded banana leaves. A detailed description of 
the preparation of each of these two types of tempeh is given 
as well as another type of tempe, called tempemori, which is 
made with soybeans and coconut presscake.
 Soybean cultivation is not known to be practiced in the 
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British 
Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and 
Tobago.
 Note 5. The name “Georges Ray” is mentioned in this 
book on an unnumbered page. Address: Rome, Italy.

1356. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1936. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. xii + 1258 p. Index. 26 
cm. Third annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. On the title page, just below the 
title but in small letters we read: “Cyclopedia of General 
Information on the Empires of Japan and Manchoukuo. 
Appendices: Who’s Who Business Directory.” Below that is 

a small map showing the Japanese empire, circled, as part of 
East Asia–under which is printed: “Neither is Understandable 
Without the Other.” Below that are listed the cities and 
names of 18 agents worldwide. This book was published in 
late-December 1935.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year.
 Page 359: A large table gives the yield of rice and other 
cereals in koku per tan from 1904-08 to 1933. For soya beans 
the yield in 1933 was 0.86.
 Page 364: Table 29 shows production of “Beans, 
potatoes and sweet potatoes” in hectolitres from 1929 to 
1933. 1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels 
(USA). For soya beans:
 4.789 million hectoliters in 1929
 5.473 million hectoliters in 1930
 4.481 million hectoliters in 1931.
 4.352 million hectoliters in 1932.
 5.053 million hectoliters in 1933.
 Page 767: A large table shows “Crop output” (metric 
tons) in Manchoukuo yearly from 1922 to 1935* (* = 
estimate). For soya beans:
 3.088 million metric tons in 1922
 3.262 million metric tons in 1923
 3.448 million metric tons in 1924
 4.174 million metric tons in 1925
 4.776 million metric tons in 1926
 4.817 million metric tons in 1927
 4.834 million metric tons in 1928
 4.849 million metric tons in 1929
 5.298 million metric tons in 1930
 5.227 million metric tons in 1931
 4.268 million metric tons in 1932
 5.205 million metric tons in 1933
 3.500 million metric tons in 1934
 3.995 million metric tons in 1935
 The other principal crops shown in the table are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, and other crops 
(incl. groundnuts).
 Page 788: A large table gives a crop forecast for 1935. 
Production of soya beans is expected to increase 17%.
 On p. 788-89 is a long section of text on “Soya beans” 
identical to that in the 1935 Year Book. Soybean production 
in Manchoukuo in 1933 was 4.601 million metric tons on 
3.747 million hectares.
 Page 717: Export of soya beans in 1932 was 42.536 
million piculs [1 picul = 133.33 lb weight Avdp] worth 
144.304 million Hk. Tl. [Haikwan taels]. Export of soya 
beans in 1933 was 39.111 million piculs worth 169.095 My 
[Million yen? / Manchoukuo yen?].
 A large table (p. 717) shows “Staple exports as classifi ed 
by destinations in 1932 (in piculs). Soya beans were exported 
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to the following countries–in descending order of amount 
exported:
 Germany 10.474 million piculs
 Soviet Russia 7.520 million piculs
 China 7.246 million piculs
 Egypt 6.997 million piculs
 Japan 5.568 million piculs
 Great Britain 1.348 million piculs
 Chosen [Korea] 0.905 million piculs.
 Netherlands India [today’s Indonesia] 0.849 million 
piculs
 Netherlands 0.369 million piculs
 Hongkong 0.355 million piculs
 Denmark 0.340 million piculs
 Italy 0.212 million piculs
 Belgium 0.145 million piculs
 Central America 0.125 million piculs
 France 0.030 million piculs
 Straits Settlements 0.022 million piculs
 Philippines 0.0088 million piculs
 Norway 0.0082 million piculs
 British India 0.0028 million piculs
 Sweden 0.0024 million piculs
 United States 0.0012 million piculs
 Siam [today’s Thailand] 0.00028 million piculs.
 Other major export crops were kaoliang, maize, millet, 
groundnuts, wheat and buckwheat.
 Page 714 is all about “Soya beans” which are the most 
important staple product of the country and has been grown 
for many years before the opening of Newchwang while 
some had been exported to the ports of South China. At 
the time of the Russo-Japanese war (1904-05) the Japanese 
became aware of the value of the bean, especially of the bean 
cake for use as fertilizer, but the article did not enter upon its 
career as an important factor in international trade until 1910 
when the Mitsui Bussan Co. made a trial shipment of 100 
tons to England. Since then, mainly through the continued 
experiments of the Central Laboratory, maintained in Dairen 
by the S.M.R. [South Manchuria Railway], many new 
uses, have been found for soya bean until today the articles 
manufactured either wholly or partially from beans, bean 
oil and bean cake include more than thirty items, among 
which the following may be mentioned: soy [sauce], sauces, 
soups, condensed milk, casein, cheese, salad oil, crackers, 
macaroni, fl our [probably roasted], confectionary, glycerine, 
explosives, enamels, varnishes butter and lard substitutes, 
edible oils, salad oils, water-proof material, linoleum; paints, 
soap, celluloid, rubber substitutes, printing-ink, lighting and 
lubricating oils, etc. Bean cake is also used extensively for 
fodder and as fertilizer.
 “The S.M.R. Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Kunchuling [Kungchuling] and elsewhere have through 
continuous experiments and distribution of superior seeds 
to Manchurian farmers increased the crops by 10 to 20 

percent ‘while the oil content of such improved beans 
have been increased by more than ten percent. The use 
of these improvements is being advocated by means of 
poster campaigns and other forms of propaganda, while 
demonstrations are being carried out to instruct the farmers 
in new methods. At the same time a new industry of 
manufacturing beans into oil and cakes has sprung up, the 
modern methods rapidly replacing the old-fashioned presses.
 “Soya bean output in 1934 is as follows:
 A large table (p. 718) titled “Output of soya bean” [in 
Manchoukuo, according to districts] is divided into South 
and North Manchuria. It shows the following for each district 
in 1934: Cultivated area (hectares). Output per hectare (kgs.). 
Output in 1934 (metric tons). Actual output in 1933 (metric 
tons). Increase or decrease (metric tons). Rate of increase 
(1933 = 100).

1357. Kale, F.S. 1936. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics, 
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. Baroda State, India: 
F. Doctor & Co. xxxi + 375 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed. 
1937. [75 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Defi ciencies in the Indian 
diet and soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of 
the origin and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 
4. World trade in soya bean. 5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 
6. Classifi cation of soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. 
Diseases and pests of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean 
in India. 10. The constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean 
milk. 12. Soya bean fl our. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 
14. Enriching soil by addition of nitrogen and use of soya 
bean as fodder. 15. Food requirement of the human body. 
16. European and American soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic 
dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s experiments at Magan Wadi and 
opinion of scientists on soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese 
soya bean dishes. 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani 
dishes, Moglai dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, 
Bengali dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendix.
 For a more detailed table of contents and summary of 
the work, see the 2nd edition (1937).
 Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Color photo 
(at front of book just before the Preface) His Highness the 
Maharaja Sir Sayaji Rao Gaekwad of Baroda, Royal Farmer, 
who takes keen interest in Soya Bean. (2) H.H. the Maharaja 
Gaekwar of Baroda the fi rst Indian ruler to inaugurate the 
soya bean planting ceremony in his state–24 Nov. 1933. (2) 
H.H. The Maharaja of Baroda, seated in a chair, lecturing on 
the dietetic and industrial importance of soya bean. (3) The 
mature soya bean pods of Mammoth Yellow variety grown 
in Baroda territory. (4) Map of Baroda state showing areas 
of soya bean cultivation. (5) Map of Baroda state showing 
local distribution of soya bean. (6) A fi eld of soya bean in 
rows grown by Patel Hargovan Bavabhai of Achisara Baroda 
District (with two white bullocks) who has been awarded the 
fi rst prize for his good cultivation. 
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 (7) Bavabhai B. Patel, a farmer age 65 who is interested 
in cultivation of soya bean; dressed in white, he is standing 
in a fi eld of soya beans behind two large white bullocks. (8) 
The author’s own child, three months old, fed on soya bean 
milk. 
 (9) Mahatma Gandhi who uses soya bean at 
Maganwadhi; he is seated in a chair reading.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “soya bean” in a new 
way–as a singular noun, like the words “corn” or “wheat,” 
not preceded by “the.” Examples: “2. History of the origin 
and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 4. 
World trade in soya bean... 6. Classifi cation of soya bean. 
7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests of soya 
bean.” This usage originated in developing countries.
 Note 2. This book was written as the princely state of 
Baroda was studying the possibility of growing the soya 
bean plant for food, feed, and fodder. It looked promising, 
but little headway was actually made in either production or 
utilization.
 Note 3. The author’s name is pronounced KAL-ay, not 
KAYL (rhymes with sail or tail). Address: Food Survey 
Offi cer, Baroda State, India.

1358. North, James L. 1936. Introductory chapter. In: 
G.D. Gray. 1936. All About the Soya Bean: In Agriculture, 
Industry and Commerce. London: John Bale, Sons & 
Danielsson Ltd. 144 p. See p. 1-9.
• Summary: This is the story of early attempts by Dr. North 
and others to grow soybeans in England. “In 1913 chance put 
in my hands thirteen small seeds of a variety of soya bean 
said to have come from North China in 1910 and to have 
ripened pods in Germany for two successive years. Sown by 
me the following May the plants grew to a height of 1½ feet 
and ripened seed in October. This took place at the Gardens 
of the Royal Botanic Society, of which I was then Curator. I 
was aware that of the many attempts to grow soya which had 
taken place in this country, all had failed, also that no others 
were being attempted, since it was the considered opinion 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Royal Agricultural 
Society that the soya bean was quite unsuited for growth 
here, as it required heat that would ripen maize.
 “The podded beans were brought to the notice of 
Professor Bottomley, of King’s College, and Professor 
Greenish, of the Pharmaceutical Society, and both considered 
the matter to be important. They pointed out that this 
country possessed no oil plant and was importing soya from 
Manchuria to the extent of half a million tons per annum... 
They advised me to increase my stock as rapidly as I could.
 “The result of the fi rst year’s crop was four hundred 
seeds from the original thirteen seeds; the second year four 
thousand and the third twelve thousand. In 1917 it became 
a question of fi nding space to grow them and it was decided 
to have part grown by a fi rm of market growers at Uxbridge, 

Middlesex and the rest on a farm at Manningtree, Essex, 
belonging to Mr. C.P. Ogilvie. Both were failures.” The fi rst 
crop failed because the land had been too heavily manured 
and the seeds were sown too far apart. The second crop, 
sown in the middle of a fi eld of wheat, had been eaten by 
rabbits. Rabbits are still a major pest for soya beans.
 Since little was known about the soya bean, Mr. North 
tried to gain experience by sending seeds to the Chelsea 
Botanic Gardens, the Horticultural Society at Wisley, the 
Cambridge Botanic Gardens, Messrs. Sutton and Sons, 
Reading, and to a friend in Hampshire. But the reports 
received were not encouraging. “That same year I got in 
touch with the United States Department of Agriculture at 
Washington [DC], I received from it not only soya bulletins 
and seeds of a number of American soya varieties for trial in 
England, but the promise of further assistance. I owe a very 
great debt of gratitude to that department and to Dr. W.J. 
Morse, its agronomist and soybean expert, the man who, 
more than any other, has made the United States the soya 
bean centre of the world and now a growing competitor with 
Manchuria as world exporter.
 “The results of 1917 were better than those of the 
previous year and in 1918 I had suffi cient seed of my one 
variety to plant half an acre on land lent by Mr. Clark at 
Virginia Water. These were sown in company with 12 
American varieties, half being inoculated with a nodule 
culture supplied by Professor Bottomley.”
 Following some poor years, 1921, a drought year, was 
the best year to date. “Accounts of my success appeared 
in the Press and I wrote an article which came out in the 
Illustrated London News in October. As a result many 
applications for seed reached me and I sent samples to over 
one hundred places, among others to Professor Southworth 
of Manitoba College, Winnipeg [Canada]. He found my 
variety better than anything he had had there, both for fodder 
and seed, but not early enough in seasons with early frost. In 
return he sent me seed of a brown variety ‘Manitoba Brown,’ 
a selection from a well-known American variety ‘Ogemaw.’”
 1922 was a wet year and at his plot and not one person 
to whom North had sent seed reported success. On his own 
plot at Chiswick, where he had twenty varieties under test, 
only one, “Manitoba Brown,” succeeded.
 “In 1923 appeared Messrs. Piper and Morse’s 
encyclopædic work, ‘The Soybean,’ in America; it solved 
a good many of my problems and I determined to follow 
American practice in future. From it I learned that two-thirds 
of the American crop was consumed as fodder upon the 
farm; that every variety had a fi xed time ranging from 80 to 
160 days for maturing; that in industry the chief value of the 
bean rested upon its oil content; and that the plant possessed 
what is now called ‘local limitations,’ meaning that a variety 
that grew well in one place could not be depended upon at 
another and that in American agricultural practice it was 
usual to test two or more varieties before growing it as a 
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crop. This last was particularly interesting to me because it 
explained the erratic behaviour of some of my varieties when 
sent to other places.
 “Convinced by the failure of my 1922 trials that soya 
was not yet ready to put forward as a crop plant, I extended 
my search to new sorts and with the help of friends abroad 
obtained many varieties from China, Manchuria, Japan, 
South Africa and India.” North then began to specialize in 
short season varieties. “My friend Dr. Morse approved the 
plan and from then onward sent me only varieties which in 
America took less than one hundred days to mature... Using 
Manitoba Brown Soya as a standard I was able to select 
several varieties as early or even earlier than it.” In 1930 
Messrs. Sutton and Sons of Reading [seedsmen] decided to 
put the variety Brown C in their catalogue.
 “In 1931, Mr. A.F. Secrett, a Twickenham market 
grower, offered the use of a piece of land at Brentford, 
Middlesex; it enabled me to grow on a larger scale than 
had been possible previously. In September the same year 
a photograph of the crop appeared in the Evening News. 
By chance it was seen by Sir John Davis, a Director of the 
Ford Motor Co. and manger of the Ford Estate at Boreham, 
Essex, who at the request of Henry Ford had tried to grow 
soya with American seed and had failed. At his request I 
agreed to supply acclimatized seed and to superintend its 
growing. All my four varieties of soya were used and under 
fi eld conditions the crop was a success. From 2 acres the 
fi rst year it was increased to 12 acres in 1934 and to 20 in 
1935, the last two crops being grown without assistance. The 
Boreham trials were visited by farmers from every part of the 
United Kingdom and visitors from America pronounced the 
crops to be as good as any grown in that country. The seed 
was distributed in 1935 and that year saw it being grown in 
quantity in some hundreds of places throughout the British 
Isles.”
 A photo facing page 1 shows Mr. J.L. North standing in 
a fi eld with soya bean plants which he has grown. Address: 
60, Grove Park Terrace, Chiswick, London, W.4, Engalnd. 
Late curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, London.

1359. Rouest, Leon; Guerpel, Henry de. 1936. Le soja 
français et ses applications agricoles et industrielles [The 
French soybean: Its agricultural and industrial applications]. 
Chateauroux, France: G. Langlois. xxiii + 99 p. 28 cm. [42 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by L Brétignière (Prof. at 
Grignon, Member of the Academy of Agriculture). Preface 
to the fi rst edition, by Louis Forest (1921). Introduction to 
this new edition: Soviet Russia and the soybean (le Soja; 
includes the story of Rouest’s stay in the Northern Caucasus, 
Russia, from 1930 to 1933), Germany and Poland take up 
the soya question, the canons [guns] of Germany versus 
the Manchurian soybean, a secret contract to provide the 
weapons of war, organization of a Polish bank in Manchuria, 

Germany cultivates soybeans in Romania and Bulgaria 
in preparation for the war, France and the cultivation of 
soybeans.
 1. What is soja? 2. History of the propagation of soja: 
Introduction of the soybean into France and Europe, the 
soybean is cultivated in central Europe, in Austria, in 1875, 
in France the soybean is the object of numerous trials from 
1876 to 1881, its cultivation worldwide, the study and 
acclimatization of soya become generalized.
 3. Botanical characters of the soybean: And the varieties 
of soybeans. 4. Chinese varieties: The soybean in China, the 
production of soya in China in 1916 and 1917, production 
of soya in the Far East during the year 1928, exportation of 
soya from the Far East to Europe.
 5. Japanese varieties: The soybean in Japan, varieties 
of soya from Indochina and from other Asian countries. 6. 
The soybean in America: American varieties, cultivation 
of soybeans in Ohio, selection of soya using pure lines in 
Connecticut.
 7. The soybean in Europe: Italy, Russia, France, 
French climatic zones for the cultivation of Soja hispida, 
the Atlantic zone, the continental zone, the Mediterranean 
zone and climate, can the soybean be cultivated in all the 
French climates including those in the north, northeast, 
and northwest, speedy production of soybeans in view of 
agricultural production and of the creation of early varieties 
for the regions in north and northeast France.
 8. Instruction for growing soja in France. 9. Soja 
in Manchuria. 10. Soja seeds. 11. Selection of soja. 12. 
Varieties of soja. 13. Different ways of planting soya seeds. 
14. Soy yield. 15. Nitrogen fi xation in soya seeds. 16. Tilling 
and preparing the earth. 17. Soja fodder. 18. Soja, striking 
and improving. 19. Harvesting soja grain. 20. Soja oil. 21. 
Soja oil-cake for animal feeding. 22. Vegetable milk, soja 
milk and industrial casein.
 23. Soja in human food: Soy fl our and its applications, 
soy bread with wheat, nutritional composition of soja 
compared to dry legumes, soy viewed as a dry legume 
to replace meat, comparative production of nutritive 
elements among the various legumes used for human food, 
comparative value in calories of the usual foods and of soja, 
preparation of soy soups and meals in compressed tubes, 
what varieties of soy can serve the special needs of human 
nutrition, Sojenta, potatoes stuffed with soy, force meat balls 
(boulettes) of rice and soy, bread of rice and soy, pudding 
of soy and rice, soy sprouts and their food value, fresh soy 
sprouts in a salad, soy sprouts with vegetables, soy preserves 
and confections, soy chocolate, soy coffee, soybeans 
conserved in containers, soy with smoked fi sh, soup with 
soy vegetable meat, soymilk soup, omelet with smoked soy 
vegetable ham, green soy sprouts, soy cake, soy force-meat 
fritters.
 24. The utilization of soja in the Far East: Vegetable 
cheese (tofu), soy-based condiments, Japanese natto (2 
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types), Japanese miso, Chinese miso, soy sauce (soyou or 
schoziou), making soy sauce in Kwantung, China, making 
soy sauce in Japan, koji or molded rice.
 25. The culture of soja in North Africa (Rouest has 
varieties that would grow and yield well in the French 
colonies of Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco). 26. Opinions of 
some authors on soja. Conclusions. Bibliography on soja.
 A small photo on the “Dedication” page shows Léon 
Rouest (born in Paris on 11 Nov. 1872).
 Concerning soy in Russia (USSR) (p. 52-53): In Russia, 
the soybean has been known for quite a long time, specially 
in Ukraine and Bessarabia, but it was never grown over 
a large area, and was given a back seat (low priority) in 
agriculture until after the revolution of 1917. It was not until 
1926-27 that cultural trials were conducted on farms in the 
state of Northern Caucasus (d’Etat du Caucase du Nord). 
In the regions of Rostov-on-Don (Rostow-sur-Don; Rostov-
na-Donu), Eisk (near Krasnodar), Stavropol, Prim-Koumsk, 
Yessentuki / Essentuki in the Kuban and Kuban River area 
of the North Caucasus region of southern Russia, the yields 
were 11 to 16 quintals.
 In 1927 there were 600 ha planted to soybeans, 
increasing to 17,000 in 1928, in the kolkhoz (collective) 
farms or the sovkhoz (state owned) farms.
 In 1929-1930 and until 1932-1933 there were very 
laudable / praiseworthy efforts to propagate soybeans in 
favorable regions, especially in the North Caucasus, but the 
soils of this region, although they are very rich and well 
suited to soybeans are also very rich in bad weeds and the 
results obtained up to the present do not seem favorable. As 
I said earlier, the soybean is a technical plant of the intensive 
cultivation type. It is very well suited to the soil and climate 
of Russia, but it is less well suited to the indolent character of 
people who are accustomed to cultivating only small parcels 
and who are suddenly, through collectivization, thrown into 
cultivating immense fi elds. In spite of the remarkable efforts 
at mechanization, the peasants who submit to collectivization 
and who do not yet understand it very well, the cultivation of 
soybeans does not assume the importance hoped for (p. 52).
 Note: This is Rouest’s fi rst book about soy since 1930. 
Address: France.

1360. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: China 
vegetable oil situation. 34(2):17-21. Jan. 11.
• Summary: In China, the soybean crop is estimated to be 
15% larger in 1936 than in 1935. Table (1) titled “China: 
Exports of oilseeds and oils, 1934-35 and 1935-36,” shows 
that exports of soybeans (crop year Oct. 1 to Sept. 30) 
increased from 1.867 million lb in 1934-35 to 19.333 million 
lb in 1935-36. Table (2) shows that neither soybeans nor 
soybean oil were exported from China to the United States 
in either year. However the U.S. purchased large amounts 
of sesamum seed and peanut oil. Table (3) titled “China: 

Spot prices at Shanghai, ex-warehouse, December 1935 and 
1936.” For soybeans: $1.30 and $1.61.
 In Manchuria, the offi cial estimates for the soybean crop 
are 4,602,000 short tons in 1936 and 4,172,000 short tons 
in 1935. “Exports of soybeans are expected to be materially 
above the past crop year... Germany, as a result of a trade 
agreement, has been the heaviest purchaser of soybeans this 
season.” Table (4) titled “Manchuria: Exports of oilseeds and 
oils, 1935 and 1936,” shows that exports of soybeans (crop 
year Oct. 1 to Sept. 30) were 4,268 million lb in 1934-35 
and 3,992 million lb in 1935-36. Table (4) titled “Manchuria: 
Spot price per pound of specifi ed oilseed at Dairen, ex-
warehouse, 1935 and 1936.” For soybeans: $1.26 and $1.31 
in Oct. and Dec. 1935. Then $1.48 and $1.56 in Oct. and 
Dec. 1936.

1361. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: 
Manchurian soybean supply increased. 34(5):60-62. Feb. 1.
• Summary: “Total exports of soybeans from Manchuria for 
the 1936-37 crop year (October–September) are forecast at 
3,720,000 short tons compared with 3,096,000 tons for the 
1935-36 season, according to a radio received from Assistant 
Agricultural Commissioner J. Barnard Gibbs at Shanghai. 
The 1936 Manchurian soybean crop was offi cially estimated 
at 4,600,000 tons compared with 3,640,000 tons for 1935, an 
estimate made by the Shanghai offi ce.
 “The demand for beans from Germany and Japan is 
expected to be greater this crop year while China will take a 
smaller volume than last season.
 “Bean markets have been active since the arrival of the 
new crop in October and in spite of the larger crop, prices 
have been above a year ago.” Tables show: (1) “Manchuria: 
Soybean supply and exports, 1935-36 and 1936-37.” For 
supply, production, estimated carryover, and total are given. 
For exports: Beans, bean cake and meal, bean oil, and total. 
(2) “Manchuria: Prices of soybeans at Dairen, January 15, 
1936 and 1937.” Prices, in cents per pound, are given for 
beans, bean cake, and bean oil each year. “Prepared by 
Shanghai Offi ce of the Bureau of Agricultural Statistics.”

1362. Krauss, F.G. 1937. Soy beans and peanuts are 
outstanding crop plants for rotation plan, Dr. Krauss says. 
Honolulu Advertiser (The) (Hawaii). Feb. 14. p. 7.
• Summary: “Some used: Soy beans are used extensively in 
Hawaii in the following ways:
 “1. Cooked as shelled peas and beans (a) in the green 
immature state, (b) when mature, as in the case of navy and 
kidney beans with tomato sauce or any bacon.
 “2. In the manufacture of Miso (bean paste with rice),
 “3. As tofu (bean curd).
 “4. For the manufacture of soyu [sic, shoyu] sauce.
 “5. For sprouted beans.
 “6. As meal [whole soy fl our] for baking and other 
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culinary uses.
 “Soy beans owe their excellent nutritive quality 
principally to their high protein content and high calorie 
value contained in the rich inherent oil.”
 “Due mainly to the demands of our Oriental population, 
Hawaii imports around 2 million pounds of soy beans 
annually valued at about $80,000.”
 “Mr. M. Maneki of the Agricultural Extension Service, 
University of Hawaii, who investigated the acceptability of 
Hawaiian grown soy beans as a substitute for the imported 
article in the manufacture of Oriental products stated in 
1932:
 “’It is expected that the Miso and soy sauce 
manufacturers will not object to Island grown soy beans. 
Some of the tofu manufacturers may object. However 
there is no valid reason for this, excepting that it is claimed 
that the local product requires longer soaking in water 
before it is ground. Also that a greater amount of tofu can 
be manufactured of the imported beans. These questions 
should be determined scientifi cally before they are given 
acceptance.
 “Varieties Imported:” The main varieties imported at 
present are the Mammoth Yellow and the Tokyo [Tokio]. 
Both varieties “thrive fairly well in Hawaii. One local grower 
reports yields up to 2,000 pounds per acre.
 Owing to a tariff of 2 cents per pound on foreign grown 
soy beans, and the uncertainty of imports from the Pacifi c 
Coast, “it seems likely that the price of soy beans will not 
fall far below 4 cents one year with another, at this price, 
especially if the crop is grown in rotation with potatoes and 
corn, or inter-cropped with corn, soy beans should be grown 
at a profi t pf $70 to $80 per ton.”
 Soy bean varieties adapted to Hawaii are listed and 
directions for the culture green vegetable soybeans are given 
by “Dr. C.P. Wilsie, formerly agronomist at the Hawaii 
Experiment station, and an ardent advocate of the soy bean 
as a green vegetable.” Address: PhD, former director of the 
Univ. of Hawaii extension service.

1363. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: 
Manchurian soybean exports above last year. 34(9):116-17. 
March 1.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Manchuria: Soybean exports, 
October to January 1936 and 1937. Quantities are given for 
[soy] beans, bean oil, bean cake and meal, and total. (2) Price 
per pound of soybeans and products at Dairen, Jan. 16, Jan. 
30, and Feb. 15, 1937, for beans, bean oil, and bean cake.

1364. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Manchuria: Exports of 
soybeans and soybean products. 34(12):164. March 22.
• Summary: The fi rst two columns of this table shows 
exports from October to January 1935-36 and 1936-37. 

Quantities are given for [soy] beans, bean oil, bean cake and 
meal. The second two columns show “Surplus remaining on 
Feb. 28,” 1936 and 1937, for all three commodities.

1365. Fats and Oils Situation (USDA Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics). 1937. [Fats and oils in the United States, 1936, 
and outlook for 1937]. FOS-1. p. 1-22. March. [5 ref]
• Summary:  See next two pages. Contents: Fig. 1. Pie chart: 
Consumption of fats and oils in the United States, 1936: 
Butter 23%. Lard 16%. Cottonseed 15%. Tallow and grease 
11%. Coconut 7%. Corn, peanut, soybean 5%. Palm and 
palm kernel 4%. Tung, hemp, and perilla 3%. Olive, rape, 
sesame, sunfl ower and other 5%, marine animal 4%, oleo oil, 
oleostearine and other 2%.
 Fats and oils outlook for 1937. Supplies and prices of 
1936: Introduction, production, consumption, imports and 
exports, stocks, prices, the 1936 excise tax. Prospective 
supplies for 1937: Butter, lard, tallow and grease, vegetable 
oils (incl. soybean, cottonseed, and peanut oils), drying 
oils (fl axseed, hemp, oiticica, tung). New fats and oils: 
Introduction (the excise taxes of 1934 and 1936 caused the 
trade to seek new sources), babasu oil, kapok oil, oiticica 
oil (essentially a drying oil), teaseed oil (very like olive 
oil), ouricuri oil (used to make oleomargarine), tucum 
oil, murumuru oil, ucuhuba butter. Fats and oils used in 
manufacture of margarine: 335 million pounds were used in 
1936, or about 3.6% of total disappearance in the USA. Prior 
to 1919, animal fats contributed 40-70% of the fats used in 
oleomargarine. Cottonseed oil and peanut oil were next in 
importance. Soybean oil contributed 5% and peanut oil 1% 
of the total oils used in 1936.
 Figure 2. Bar chart: Stocks of fats and oils, including oil 
equivalent of raw materials, Dec. 31, 1923, and 1926-1936.
 Fig. 3. Graph: Materials used in the manufacture of 
oleomargarine, 1919, and 1926 to date. Imported vegetable 
oils rose to a peak of 75% in 1933, then dropped. Animal fats 
decreased steadily to 8% in 1936. Domestic vegetable oils 
decreased slowly from 1919 to a low of 10% in 1933, then 
rose rapidly to 39% in 1936.
 Tables: (1) Summary of production, net imports, and 
apparent disappearance of all fats and oils, excluding lard 
and butter, 1912, 1914, 1916-36. (2) Production, net trade, 
changes in stocks, and apparent disappearance of butter and 
lard, 1912, 1914, 1916-1936. (3) Apparent disappearance 
of fats and oils, 1929-1936: Vegetable oils: cottonseed, 
coconut, palm, soybean oil (increased from 13 million lb 
in 1929 to 26 million lb in 1936), corn, peanut, rape, olive, 
castor, sesame, palm-kernel, babassu, olive foots, sunfl ower, 
olive (inedible), teaseed oil, other. Drying oils: Linseed, 
tung, perilla, hempseed. Animal fats: Butter, lard, tallow 
(inedible), marine, grease, edible fat (edible tallow, oleo oil, 
oleostearine), inedible fat (wool grease, neatsfoot oil).
 (4) Production of fats and oils from domestic and 
imported materials, 1929-1936. Soybean oil increased from 
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11 million lb in 1929 to 225 million lb in 1936. (5) Imports 
of fats and oils, 1929-1936. The biggest imports were of 
palm oil and coconut oil; no soybean oil was imported. (6) 
Oil equivalent of oilseeds imported for crushing, 1929-1936.
 (7) Exports of fats and oils, 1929-1936. Some soybean 
oil was exported each year, ranging from a high of 8 million 
lb in 1929 to a low of 2 million lb in 1934 and 1935. (8) 
Exports of soybeans and oil equivalent, 1931-36. (9) Fats 
and oils and oil equivalent of raw materials: Stocks in the 
USA, December 31, 1933, 1925-1936.
 (10) Price per pound of selected fats and oils, annual, 
1934-36. January 1936 and 1937. Butter, the most expensive, 
ranged from 25.7 to 33.0 cents per lb. Next most expensive 
was edible olive oil, 23.1 to 24.2 cents. Soybean oil, refi ned, 
New York, was 8.2 to 10.6 cents per lb. (11) Percentage of 
fats and oils used in the manufacture of oleomargarine, 1919, 
1926-1936. The 3 classes are animal fats, domestic vegetable 
oil, imported vegetable oil. The percentage of animal fats 

steadily decreased, while the percentage of vegetable oil 
(mainly imported coconut oil and domestic cottonseed oil) 
steadily increased. The total of “other” (domestic. incl. 
peanut, soybean, and corn oils) was insignifi cant, increasing 
from 2% to 6%. (12) Consumption and price per pound of 
butter and oleomargarine, annual, 1918-1936. During this 
period, the price of oleomargarine stayed at about half the 
price of butter. Per capita consumption of butter increased 
from 13.9 lb in 1918 to a peak of 18.1 lb in 1924 and 1932, 
then decreased to 16.4 lb in 1936. Per capita consumption of 
oleomargarine increased from 3.3 lb in 1918 to a peak of 3.4 
lb in 1919 and 1920, decreased to a low of 1.6 lb in 1933, 
then rose to 3.0 lb in 1936.
 (13) Oleomargarine: Materials used in manufacture, 
United States, annual, 1934-36, and December 1935 and 
1936. The main fats in 1936 were coconut oil (46%) and 
cottonseed oil (33%). Soybean oil increased from 24,000 lb 
in 1934, 1.740 million lb in 1935, and 14.261 million lb in 
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1936–huge increases each year.

1366. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: 
Manchurian soybean situation. 34(17):226-27. April 26.
• Summary: “Exports of soybeans from Manchuria for the 
fi rst half of the 1936-37 season (October-September) were 
slightly above last season while exports of bean oil and 
bean cake for the fi rst 6 months were below last season, 
according to information received by radio from Assistant 
Agricultural Commissioner J. Barnard Gibbs at Shanghai. 
The 1936 Manchurian soybean crop was offi cially estimated 
at 4,663,000 short tons (155,424,000 bushels) compared with 
the 1935 harvest of 4,246,000 tons (141,791,000 bushels). 
Prices in Manchuria this season for soybeans and bean 
products are above those of last year.”

1367. Ladejinsky, W. 1937. Agriculture in Manchuria–
possibilities for expansion. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service) 1(4):157-82. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Manchuria with its large undeveloped land 
areas is one of the last of the pioneer agricultural countries in 
the temperate zone. Development was retarded by the small 
population and the restrictive immigration policy which 
existed prior to 1900, but since that time the agricultural 
area has expanded considerably. Soybeans have proved to 

be especially adapted to Manchurian conditions and are the 
most important commercial crop.”
 In 1924, 112,055,000 bushels of soybeans were 
produced. In 1930, the number rose to 196,944,000 bushels, 
and dropped to 155,424,000 bushels in 1936. “During the 
years 1924-31, the acreage under the crop almost doubled, 
but since the latter year it has declined about 20%. Political 
and economic factors were responsible for this development. 
On the one hand, the Manchurian ‘incident’ of 1931 and 
the political disturbances in the countryside led to the 
curtailment of crop area in many districts; on the other hand, 
the sharp fall in soybean prices, with its adverse effect upon 
the generally meager farm income, caused many farmers 
to abandon the land for more remunerative occupations in 
the building trades and railway construction projects, where 
labor was in considerable demand.
 “Soybeans are produced both in South and in North 
Manchuria. The principal producing districts of South 
Manchuria are to be found along the Liao River; in North 
Manchuria, on the fertile plains along the Sungari River. 
Until very recently soybean production was considerably 
larger in the South, but with the expansion of agriculture 
in the North, the relative importance of the two sections is 
being changed. Thus, in 1936, North Manchuria accounted 
for 47% of the total output.”
 Soybeans are “divided into three groups according to 
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their color: yellow, green, and black. The fi rst two are used 
almost entirely for extracting oil, while the black soybeans 
are used more as feed for domestic animals and fertilizer and 
for human consumption.” During the last decade, the annual 
share of the soybean and its derivative products in the total 
export trade of Manchuria averaged 53%. Address: Asst. 
Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

1368. South Manchuria Railway Co. 1937. Bean oil industry 
in Manchuria. South Manchuria Railway Co., English 
Section. 37 p. April. 29 cm. See also original 1936 edition 
with same author and title. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: I. Methods of bean oil extraction: 
Wedge system (round cake; the most primitive and small 
scale but still extensively used in remote interior districts), 
screw system (round cake; the most widely used method 
in Manchuria), hydraulic system (round or plate; the latter 
allows application of much greater pressure. Used only by 
the Nisshin Oil Mills at Dairen [capacity 150 tons/day of 
soybeans] and the Anglo-Chinese Trading Co. [Kabalkin 
Oil Mills] at Harbin, capacity 220 tons/day), benzine-benzol 
system (only used by Honen [Hohnen] Oil Mills at Dairen), 
alcohol system (a new process discovered by the Central 
Laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway Co. and now 
used by the Manchuria Soya Bean Industry Company at 
Dairen).
 II. Characteristics of various extraction methods: 1. 
Comparison of wedge, screw, and hydraulic systems. 2. 
Comparison of round cake (hydraulic), plate cake, benzine 
extraction, and alcohol extraction systems: Constituent 
elements of bean cakes, merits and demerits of each type. 
Alcohol is considered the best. It gives the best quality oil 
and meal, and is the only system that “produces priceless 
lecithin as a by-product. The only demerit of this system at 
present is the high cost of production as compared with other 
systems. This is due to the large amount of capital required 
in the installation of machinery and plant and the necessity of 
using expensive alcohol as solvent.” p. 5.
 III. Varieties of bean cake. 1. Round cake: This is 
the original Chinese bean cake, which comes in several 
specialized forms: Fodder bean cake used as feed, “Pien 
Ping” (untrimmed cake), “Kuang Ping” (junk wharf cake), 
dried round cake (patented by the Dairen Soya Bean Industry 
Research Inst.), crushed cake, miscellaneous cakes. 2. Plate 
cake (rectangular). 3. Flake cake (from solvent extraction). 
In East Asia only 3 companies and 5 mills use solvent 
extraction. Daily capacity of these mills is as follows: Honen 
[Hohnen] Oil Manufacturing Co.–Dairen 200 tons, Naruo 
200 tons, Shimizu 610 tons. Nikka Oil Manufacturing Co.–
Wakamatsu 200 tons. Manchuria Soya Bean Industry Co.–
Dairen 100 tons. The total annual production of fl ake cake 
is about 270,000 tons and is negligible in comparison with 
round cake production. 4. Refi ned bean cake (“Soyalex”). 
Resulting from alcohol extraction, it is considered to be the 

best quality for use in foods (shoyu, miso, candy, noodles) or 
feeds.
 IV. Utilization of soya beans. 1. Uses of soya beans (a 
chart shows many uses): Foodstuff, animal feed, refi ned 
oil, lecithin. 2. Uses of bean cake: Directly as fertilizer (it 
contains nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potassium, put is 
being replaced by ammonia sulphate), and as or animal 
feed. Processed for making foods such as shoyu, miso, bean 
fl our (“kinako”). To make Ajinomoto, Solite liquid paint, 
and various protein products such as paper sizing, celluloid 
substitute, or medicine. 3. Uses of bean oil: “The bean oil 
was used originally by the Chinese people for cooking, 
lighting, and lubricating (carts) purposes and the demand was 
limited within China. In less than 30 years, however, it began 
to occupy an important place in the world market.” The chief 
reasons are its relatively low cost and many potential uses for 
foods (lard substitute, butter substitute) or industrial products 
such as soap or paint, glycerine or fatty acids, waterproof 
material, petroleum substitute, gum substitute, etc. 4. 
Lecithin: Used for making leather, margarine, or restoratives. 
The alcohol extraction process produces lecithin, vitamins, 
and saponins as by-products. The yolk of an egg contains 
7-10% lecithin. “The soyalex lecithin, obtained through the 
alcohol extraction method, is the most excellent lecithin 
produced through applied chemistry. It contains 3 to 10 times 
more lecithin than egg yolk and is more economical for 
general use.
 V. Factory construction expenses: Machinery, 
installation, and building for a plant that can process 100 
tons of soya beans per 24 hours. Screw system round cake, 
102,880 yen. Hydraulic system round cake, 111,856 yen. 
Alcohol or benzine extraction, 719,365 yen.
 Tables of statistics: Exports of soya beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from 1926-1935: A. From individual ports 
(Dairen [by far the largest], Yingkou, Antung, Vladivostok, 
total). B. To various countries (Japan, Europe, China, 
USA, others, total). Value of exports in 1935 (M. yen; p. 
36): Soya beans 130,053,055, beancakes 51,370,086, bean 
oil 20,132,208. Soya bean crop area and production in 
Manchoukuo, 1924-1935 based on statistics compiled by the 
Manchoukuo Dept. of Industry.
 On the last page is written, Dr. Roy H. Akagi, S.M.R. 
Co., as if he were author.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2002) that uses the word “beancakes” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans.

1369. Times (London). 1937. Soya beans increased drawback 
rates. May 12. p. 19, col. 2.
• Summary: “The Treasury, on the recommendation of the 
Import Duties Advisory Committee, have issued Import 
Duties (Drawback) (No. 4) Order, 1937... increasing the rates 
of drawback in respect of soya beans used in the manufacture 
of soya bean oil and soya bean fl our. The increases are 
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consequent upon the rise of imported soya beans, and take 
effect from May 14.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013) in 
the Times (London) that contains the term “soya bean fl our.”

1370. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: 
Manchurian soybean situation. 34(22):293-94. June 1.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Manchuria: Soybean exports 
and surplus, October to April, 1936 and 1937. For beans, 
bean oil, and bean cake and meal. (2) Manchuria: Price per 
pound of soybeans, bean oil, and bean cake at Dairen, April 
1936 (average), 7 April 1937, and 6 May 1937.

1371. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: 
Manchurian soybean situation. 34(26):359-60. June 28.
• Summary: During May, the Dairen soybean market 
remained active. “Soybean prices improved slightly in June, 
after the announcement that the ‘German-Manchoukuo’ 
Trade Agreement, in which Germany agrees to admit 
importation of soybeans to the value of 10,000,000 yen 
($28,600,000), had been renewed for another year.
 Tables show for Manchuria: (1) Soybeans exports and 
surplus, October-May, 1936-39. (2) Price per pound of 
soybeans [plus bean oil and bean cake] at Dairen, June 14, 
1937 with comparisons from June 1936 (average) and May 
1937 (average).

1372. Gouin, Raoul. 1937. Le soja dans l’alimentation du 
bétail [Soybeans in animal feeds]. Revue de Zootechnie (La) 
(Paris) 16(7):36-40. July. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “In about 1909 the question of soya was raised 
anew, and for the fi rst time one sees soybeans fi guring 
in the nomenclature of tariffs; on the initiative of Zoi Yu 
Yin, attaché at the Chinese embassy in Paris, Mr. Sagnier 
communicated to the Academy of Agriculture (the National 
Society of Agriculture during that era). A discussion 
commenced involving Monsieurs Schribaux and Lindet, 
during the course of which the Prince of Aremberg informed 
his colleagues that in 1908, 38 million kilograms of seeds 
and grains of Manchurian origin were transported through 
the Suez Canal destined principally for England.” Address: 
Ingénieur agronome.

1373. Johnson, E.F. 1937. Soy Bean Committee. Soy bean 
products. Farm Chemurgic Journal 1(1):166-69. Sept. 
17. Proceedings of the Third Dearborn Conference of 
Agriculture, Industry and Science. Reprinted as “Statistics of 
Soybean Industry” in Grain and Feed Journals Consolidated, 
June 23, 78(12):544.
• Summary: This report, which appears in Chapter VII, 
“Committee reports,” discusses the need for specifi cations 
and standards for soy oil in interior and exterior paints. 

E.F. Johnson of Ralston-Purina, chairman of the Statistical 
Committee of the NSPA, presented statistics on production 
of soybean oil, meal, and fl our, and on crushing capacity. 
Some 95% of the soybeans processed in 1935-36 passed 
through the plants of NSPA members. Soy bean oilmeal (own 
production, bought from members, and carryover) 556,879 
tons. It was used for feeds (531,081 tons; 95.4% of the total), 
export (25,870; 4.6%), industrial purposes (1,003; 0.18%), 
and unknown (935).
 Soy bean oil (own production, bought from non-
members, and carryover) 185,523,376 pounds. It was used 
for edible products (158,077,696 pounds; 85.3% of the total), 
paint, varnish, linoleum, etc. (15,292,221 pounds; 8.2%), and 
unknown (12,153,459 lb).
 Soy bean fl our 21,915,349 pounds.
 The present crushing capacity of NSPA members is 
42,980,000 bushels, and of non-members 2,800,000 bu, with 
new constructions, enlargements, and additions of 4,200,000 
bu for a total capacity (strictly soy beans) 50,080,000. 
Adding to that half the capacity of cottonseed mills in soy 
bean areas 5,400,000 gives a total capacity of 55,480,000 bu.
 Industry members present at the meeting include Mr. 
E.F. Johnson, Secretary [Edward J.] Dies, Mr. E.D. Funk, Mr. 
H.A. Gardner, Mr. M.F. Taggert, Mr. Roquemore, Dr. W.L. 
Burlison, and Dr. H.R. Kraybill.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019) 
that contains industry or market statistics for soy fl our by 
geographical region. Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

1374. Proceedings of the American Soybean Association. 
1937. Charles Meharry: March 11, 1885–May 8, 1937. p. 2. 
17th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. at Urbana, Illinois.
• Summary: “Secretary of the American Soybean 
Association 1924-1926.
 “Charles L. Meharry of Tolono, Illinois, passed away 
May 8th, 1937, after a brief sickness caused by pneumonia. 
He was an extensive land owner and operator in both Indiana 
and Illinois, and had lived in both States. At the time of his 
death he was President of the Illinois Crop Improvement 
Association, and he was also a life member of the Indiana 
Corn Growers’ Association, and had been actively affi liated 
with a number of similar agricultural groups.
 “No pioneering grower’s name is written more indelibly 
into the record of a crop than is the name of Charles Meharry 
into the history of soybean development. From interest 
developed at the University of Illinois from which he 
graduated in 1907, he became one of the fi rst growers of the 
crop and soon became a distributor of seed. An inclination 
and ability to explore a fi eld of interest far more widely 
than is the common tendency made Mr. Meharry a close 
student of all phases of production problems, and of all allied 
research. It is undoubtedly true that he was known by more 
experiment station workers and extension men of the Corn 
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Belt who do farm crops work than any other grower. He 
made frequent calls at Experiment Stations to keep abreast of 
research developments, but his contributions of information, 
experience and inspiration usually left his friends at the 
various institutions his debtor after each visit. No friend will 
be more sincerely missed by these men than Mr. Meharry.
 “As a result of close contact with developments, Mr. 
Meharry served as a distributor of most leading varieties of 
soybeans. In several cases, the small quantity of seed from 
which a new variety is made, was multiplied on his farms. 
The Black Hilum Manchu, Harbinsoy, and Illini are present 
day popular varieties multiplied and distributed by him, and 
careful multiplication, production, harvesting, and cleaning 
methods kept his seed stock remarkably pure.
 “A greater contribution was the unselfi sh use of his time 
given by Mr. Meharry for educational work on soybeans. He 
appeared on many programs to discuss them, and cooperated 
with county agents in their extension work. He was an 
organizer of the American Soybean Association, and one of 
the few who formed the backbone of that organization. He 
served as Secretary for three years, and acted as Chairman of 
the Legislative and Constitution Committees.
 “To a considerable extent the present tariff of $1.20 per 
bushel on soybeans, 3½ cents per pound on soybean oil, and 
$6.00 per ton on soybean oil meal was due to his hard work 
and ability in working for this legislation at Washington 
[DC].
 “Transcending all this contribution to progress, was the 
personal infl uence of a fi ne gentleman, ever motivated by the 
best and highest of ideals, and ever giving unselfi shly of his 
time and energy to any worthwhile cause. The memory of his 
friendship will stand indelibly in the hearts of all who knew 
him well.”
 A portrait photo shows Charles Meharry, dressed in a 
coat and tie.

1375. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1937. Manchurian soybean crop above 
last year. 35(16):242-43. Oct. 16.
• Summary: The 1937 Manchurian soybean crop is estimated 
to be about 157,000,000 bushels. A table shows exports and 
surplus of [soy] beans, bean oil, and bean cake and meal.

1376. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1937. United States: Exports of 
principal agricultural products, July-August 1936 and 1937. 
35(16):250-51. Oct. 16.
• Summary: Exports of soybean oil in 1936: 590,000 lb 
worth $39,000. In 1937: 666,000 lb worth $63,000.
 Soybeans were not separately classifi ed prior to 1 Jan. 
1937. Exports of soybeans in 1937: 1,060,000 lb worth 
$46,000.

1377. Foodstuffs Round the World... Manchurian Soy 

Bean Trade. 1937-1940. Serial/periodical. Washington, 
DC. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, USDA, 
Foodstuffs Div. Oct. 1937--Dec. 1939. Monthly.

1378. Salgues, René. 1937. Étude agronomique et chimique 
de quelques Sojas cultivées en France [Agronomic and 
chemical studies on some varieties of soybeans grown in 
France]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture 
Tropicale 17(194):724-37. Oct. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean trials with 
various varieties since 1921 in the region of Brignoles, 
France. Some of the best studies on soya in France have 
been written by Mlle. Marie-Thérese François, Professor at 
the Faculty at Nancy, France. They appeared during 1935-
36 in the Actes et Compte-rendus de l’Association Colonies 
Sciences. A table gives statistics for the world’s principal 
countries importing and exporting soybeans and soy oil, 
during 1925-29, 1932, 1933, and 1934.
 Details are given on soybean trials conducted in the 
region of Brignoles. Eleven varieties were grown, obtained 
from various locations. For each variety is given: Variety 
names or numbers. Germination percentage. Density. Weight 
of 100 seeds. Plant habit. Flowering (usually none). The date 
obtained, varietal names, and seed weights, when given, 
are shown in parentheses. The locations are: 1. Botanical 
Garden of Eala, Belgian Congo (3 numbered varieties; 100 
seeds weigh 28.6, 27.9, and 31.4 gm). 2. Botanic Gardens, 
Peradeniya, Ceylon (23.5 gm). 3. State Botanical Garden, 
Buitenzorg, Java (2 numbered varieties; 29.1 and 15.5 gm). 
4. Botanic Gardens, Singapore, Straits Settlements [incl. 
Malaya] (22.3 gm). 5. Botanic Gardens, Sibpur, Calcutta, 
British India (22.3 gm). 6. Agricultural Service, Beirut, 
Lebanon (Service de l’Agriculture, Beyrouth; Etat du 
Grand Liban) (1924; 35.6 gm). 7. Botanical Garden, Tabor, 
Czechoslovakia (1924; 18.4 gm). 8. Technische Hoogeschool 
Culturtuin voor Technische Gewassen, Delft, Netherlands 
(4 varieties–alba 34.3 gm, nigra 26.5 gm, ochroleuca 23.8 
gm, Sangora 21.2 gm). 9. Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, 
Washington, DC, USA (2 varieties–alba 27.8 gm, nigra 
24.3 gm). 10. College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, USA (3 varieties–Mandarin 54 23.6 
gm, Manchu Ped. 3 19.6 gm, Ito San 57 27.3 gm). 11. Dr. 
Trabut, then Pr. Maire, Direction du Service Botanique, 
Algers, Algeria (4 or 5 varieties–Haberlandt 1929 19.8 gm, 
Black No. 6 (black eye) 23.7 gm, Précoce 1 1922 23.9 gm, 
Mamouth [Mammoth] 26.7 gm.).
 An analysis of the chemical composition of the seeds 
of most of these varieties is given on p. 722, and a detailed 
analysis of the oil of six varieties is given on p. 733.
 Details on large scale cultivation of 11 other varieties of 
soybeans at Vaucluse are also given (p. 734-36). The variety 
names (in French) are: Jaune de Pologne, Soja brun, Soja 
saumon, Mandarin, Hato tacheté noir, Vert monstre, Hato 
noir, Tokyo noir, Sun Yat Sen, Mandchou [Manchu], 206 
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vert. For each is given: Color of the seeds, color of the pods, 
density, yield in 100 liters per hectare, yield in kg/ha (ranged 
from a high of 2,870 for Hato tacheté noir to a low of 1,530 
for Soja brun). weight of 1000 seeds in grams, number of 
seeds per kg, seeding rate (kg/ha), number of times the seeds 
were harvested.
 A fi nal section on soymilk gives the composition of 
soymilk made by the author from 5 varieties of soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) concerning soybeans in Lebanon, and (probably) 
the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Lebanon, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon (1924, probably). 
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Large green 
soybean seeds were sent from Beirut to France in 1924. 
Address: Fondation Salgues de Brignoles (France) pour le 
developpement des sciences biologiques.

1379. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1937. United States: Exports of 
principal agricultural products, July-September 1936 and 
1937. 35(20):302-05. Nov. 13.
• Summary: Exports of soybean oil in 1936: 982,000 lb 
worth $67,000. In 1937: 666,000 lb worth $63,000.
 Exports of soybeans in 1937: 1,064,000 lb worth 
$46,000.

1380. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1937. United States: Exports of 
principal agricultural products, July-October 1936 and 1937. 
35(25):409-12. Dec. 18.
• Summary: Exports of soybean oil in 1936: 1,301,000 lb 
worth $88,000. In 1937: 1,548,000 lb worth $144,000.
 Exports of soybeans in 1937: 33,103,000 lb worth 
$677,000.

1381. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1937. Oils and oilseeds: Manchurian 
soybean situation. 35(26):459. Dec. 24.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Manchuria: Soybean exports, 
crop years, October to September, 1935-36 and 1936-37. For 
the two years the amounts were (in short tons): [Soy] beans 
2,048,000 and 2,197,000. [Soy] bean cake and meal 966,000 
and 862,000. [Soy] bean oil 82,000 and 72,000. Source: 
Manchoukuo Monthly Foreign Trade Returns.
 (2) Manchuria: Price per pound of soybeans, bean oil, 
and bean cake, Oct. 1936 (average), 28 Sept. 1937, and 30 
Oct. 1937.

1382. Manshu Tokysan Chuokai, Tokusan Shiryo. 1937. 
Tokusan torihiki jijô [The business and trade situation 
for special products (in Manchuria)]. B. No. 11. 890 p. 
(Manshukoku Kyujitsugyo-bu Rinji Sangyo Chosa Kyoku). 
[Jap]*

Address: Shinkyo (Ch’ang Ch’un), Manchuria.

1383. Venkov (Country). 1937. Uprava obchodu se 
sojovymi boby a pokrutinami [Soybeans and soyfoods trade 
regulations]. 10(2). [Cze]*
Address: Czechoslovakia.

1384. Becker, Joseph A.; Froehlich, Paul; Hendrickson, 
Roy F.; et al. comps. 1937. Agricultural statistics 1937. 
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 486 p. 
Index. 24 cm. For soybeans and soy products see p. 218-220.
• Summary: This volume presents information formerly 
published [until 1935] in the statistical section of the 
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1).
 Page 218: Table 290. Soybeans: Acreage, yield, 
production, and season average price per bushel received by 
producers, by States, average 1928-32, and annual 1935 and 
1936.
 Page 218: Table 291. Soybeans: Production in specifi ed 
countries, 1924-25 to 1935-36 (in 1,000 bushels). The 
countries are: United States, Manchuria, Chosen (Korea), 
Japan, Netherland India (later Indonesia). Note: Data from 
Manchuria are reports from the South Manchuria Railway 
and do not include the large production of China proper. 
Manchuria is by far the biggest soybean producer in 1936, 
with 155.424 million bu produced. U.S. production increased 
from 4.947 million bu in 1924 to 44.378 million bu in 1935.
 Page 219: Table 291. Soybeans: Average price per 
bushel received by producers, United States, 1926-27 to 
1936-37. The weighted average price ranged from a low of 
$0.48 in 1931-32 to a high of $2.00 in 1926-27.
 Page 219: Table 203. Soybeans for seed: Average 
wholesale selling price per bushel at Baltimore [Maryland] 
and St. Louis, Missouri, 1926-1925. The price in St. Louis 
ranged from a low of $0.94 in 1933 to a high of $2.66 in 
1929.
 Page 220: Table 294. Soybeans crushed and crude oil 
produced by quarters, 1926-27 to 1935-36 (in 1,000 pounds). 
The total soybeans crushed increased from 335,000 bu in 
1926-27 to 25,181,000 bu in 1935-36. The total soybean oil 
produced rose from 2.650 million lb in 1926-27 to 208.964 
million lb in 1935-36.
 Page 220: Table 295. Soybean oil, domestic crude: 
Average price per pound, in drums, New York, by months, 
1929-30 to 1936-37.
 Page 221: Table 296. Soybeans and Soybeans and 
soybean oil: International trade (principal importing and 
exporting countries), average 1925-29, annual 1933-35.
 Page 225: Table 394. Hay, tame by kinds: Acreage 
and production, United States, 1919-1936. Note: Soybean, 
cowpea, and peanut vine hay are grouped together. Their 
total acreage rose from 2.332 million acres in 1929 to a 
peak of 8.027 million acres in 1934, falling to 6.829 million 
acres in 1936. Their total production rose from 2.078 million 
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short tons (1 short ton = 2,000 lb) in 1929 to a peak of 7.788 
million short tons in 1935, falling to 5.411 million short tons 
in 1936 (preliminary).
 Page 265: Table 471. Imports of principal agricultural 
products into the United States by countries, 1928-29 to 
1935-36. Soybeans were imported from China, Japan, 
Kwantung, Germany, other countries, and total. The total 
decreased (because of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930) 
from 76,366 tons in 1928-29 to 18,277 tons in 1935-36.
 Page 368: Table 471 continued. Soybean oil was 
imported from Kwantung, China, Japan, other countries, and 
total. The total decreased from 17.172 million lb in 1928-29 
to 11.284 million pounds in 1935-36 (because of Smoot-
Hawley).
 Page 371. Table 472. Oil cake and oil-cake meal: 
International trade, average 1925-29, annual 1933-35. The 
main cakes are from cottonseed, fl axseed, peanuts, corn, 
etc. Soybean cake is not included in this table. The principal 
exporting countries in 1925-29 were the USA, USSR, and 
British India. The principal importing country in 1925-29 
was Germany (by far).
 Page 372: Table 473. Vegetable oils: Exports from the 
United States, 1909-10 to 1935-36. The main vegetable 
oil exported (by far) in 1909-10 was cottonseed oil at 223 
million lb. but by 1935-26 it had been reduced to a trickle, 
3.5 million lb. Soybean oil was fi rst exported in 1919-20 
when 67.7 million lb were exported. This decreased to 4.4 
million lb in 1935-36.
 Page 372: Table 474. Vegetable oils: imports into the 
United States, 1909-10 to 1935-36. Statistics for soybean oil 
imports started in 1911-12 with 28.021 million lb, increasing 
to a peak for 336.825 million lb in 1917-18 (during World 
War I), then decreasing to 11.284 million lb in 1935-26.
 Soybeans are also mentioned on pages 378 (farm 
business and related statistics. Crop and livestock summary: 
Acreage, production, numbers and value, average 1928-
32, and annual 1935 and 1936), 381 (total acreage an total 
farm value of principal crops, by States, 1935 and 1936. 
Note: Soybeans are not separated out from the many crops 
grown, Illinois and Iowa have the largest farm value in 
1936: 368 and 363 million dollars respectively). 382 (gross 
income from farm production, USA, by commodities, 1934 
and 1935). Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Yearbook 
Statistical Committee, Washington, DC.

1385. Bordas, Jean. 1937. Le soja et son rôle alimentaire 
[The soybean and its role as a food]. Paris: Hermann & Cie. 
36 p. 24 cm. Series: Actualités Scientifi ques et Industrielles, 
No. 557. [24 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Botanical 
characteristics and principal varieties. 2. Chemical 
composition of soya. 3. Alimentary physiology and the 
nutritional uses of soya: Seeds (energy value, protein, 
vitamins, use as a milk substitute), forage. 4. Different 

uses of soya: Agricultural, industrial (oil, casein, sterol), 
as human food (sprouts, tofu, fermented tofu, shoyu, miso, 
tuong of Annam, roasted soy coffee, soy bread for diabetics, 
the future of soya). 5. The economics of soya: Production, 
imports, exports. Conclusions. Address: Director, Station 
d’Agronomie et de Pathologie vegetale d’Avignon, France.

1386. Chicago Board of Trade. 1937. Report of the President. 
Annual Report of the Trade and Commerce of Chicago No. 
79. *
• Summary: Discusses the reasons for initiating a soybean 
futures contract.

1387. Dieckmann-Heimburg, Adolf. 1937. Die Deutsche 
Sojabohne: Ihre Bedeutung fuer die Volkswirtschaft, 
Ernaehrung, und die Landwirtschaft [The German soybean: 
Its signifi cance for political economy, nutrition, and 
agriculture]. Berlin: Reichsnaerstand Verlags. 59 p. Illust. No 
index. 23 cm. [14 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Foreword. 1. The German supply situation. 2. 
The healthy diet of man and his actual food. 3. The soybean 
as a supplier of protein and fat in Germany’s struggle for 
food freedom. 4. The cultivation of soybeans in Germany. 5. 
New ways of food security and nutrition.
 Photos show: (1) Mature soybean plants growing in a 
fi eld (p. 25). (2) Different growth patterns of the soybean 
plant: early ripening, middle ripening, middle to late ripening 
(2 views). From the archives of Hansa-Muehle A.-G., 
Hamburg (p. 34). (3) Two more examples of the differing 
growth patterns of the soybean. Also from Hansa-Muehle 
(p. 35). (4) Part of a soybean plant, showing leaves and 
fl owers, Also from Hansa-Nuehle (p. 36). (5) Roots of an 
uprooted soybean plant with nitrogen-gathering root nodules; 
inoculated with Radicin. From the archives of the Radicin 
Institute, Westerade. Natural size (p. 39).
 (6) A stand of soybeans at the beginning of July (p. 40). 
(7) A fi eld of soybeans shortly before the time of blooming, 
From Hansa-Muehle (p. 42). (8) A soybean breeder assessing 
plants in a fi eld. From the archives on soybean breeding 
of Adolf Dieckmann-Heimburg (p. 44). (9) Elite soybean 
variety #1082 in the breeding nursery of Adolf Dieckmann-
Heimburg (p. 45). (10) A man in a fi eld of soybeans 
manually harvesting some early maturing varieties. From 
Adolf Dieckmann-Heimburg (p. 47). (11) A fi eld of ripe 
soybean plants (p. 48). Address: Heimburg-Harz, Germany.

1388. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 
1937. Imports for consumption: Agricultural and vegetable 
products. Trade of Canada. Fiscal year ended March 31, 
1936. See p. 283, 289, 299, 335, 340. [Eng; Fre]
• Summary: Table No. 37 (p. 283) gives fi gures (gallons 
and dollar value) for imports of soy sauce to Canada each 
year from 1932 to 1935 from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, 
China, Japan, Syria, and the United States. Total soy sauce 
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imports (in gallons) were as follows: 1932 = 78,581. 1933 = 
72,389. 1934 = 89,249. 1935 = 79,321.
 Page 289 shows imports of soya beans in 1935 only 
from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Japan, and United 
States. Some 259,460 lb of soybeans were imported worth 
$7,822. The main source country was Japan, followed by the 
USA.
 Page 299 gives import fi gures for soybean oil in 1934 
and 1935 from United Kingdom, China, Germany, Japan, 
Netherlands, and the USA.
 Page 335 shows imports of soya bean cake and meal 
from 1932 to 1935 from United Kingdom, China, and USA.
 Page 340 shows imports of soya bean oil (and peanut 
oil) for the manufacture of soap in 1934 and 1935 from the 
United Kingdom, China, Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, 
and United States. Address: Ottawa, Canada.

1389. Inahara, K. ed. 1937. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: The 
Foreign Affairs Association of Japan. 1240 + 32 p. See p. 
474-76, 625, 987, 1071-72, 1076-78.
• Summary: The Preface indicates that this book was 
published in about Sept. 1937.
 Pages 475-76. “Leguminous plants:... During the past 
decade area planted has been pursuing a slow, downward 
movement, while a sharp reduction experienced by 
production was more than made good by the increase of 
1933. Soya beans and azuki (red) beans are predominant 
both in area and production.
 Soy-beans were planted on 335,345 cho which produced 
2.261 million koku worth 34,333,000 yen.
 Azuki beans were planted on 109,389 cho which 
produced 5.333 million koku worth 10,620,000 yen.
 Note: It is surprising that Japan produced a much larger 
volume of azuki beans than of soy-beans. Perhaps azuki bean 
production should be 0.533 million koku.
 Page 625. A large table shows production of vegetable 
oils in Japan (in yen) from 1936 to 1935. In 1926 rapeseed 
oil was the most valuable oil in Japan (13.474 million yen) 
followed closely by soya bean oil (13.386 million yen). 
The same general relationship existed in 1935; rapeseed oil 
was still the most valuable oil in Japan (20.019 million yen) 
followed by soya bean oil (15.329 million yen).
 Next in value in 1935 were perilla oil (10.494 million 
yen), cottonseed oil (7.129 million yen), other oils (6.743 
million yen), copra oil (5.376 million yen), sesameseed 
oil (2.835 million yen), linseed oil (3.691 million yen), 
groundnut oil (0.595 million yen), camellia oil (0.439 million 
yen), and paulownia oil (0.227 million yen).
 A second table shows production of animal oils and 
tallow (in yen) from 1926 to 1935. These were much less 
important than vegetable oils, being worth only about one-
sixth as much in total. Beef tallow and cod oil were the two 
most important animal oils in 1935.
 Page 987. The section on Chosen [Korean] agriculture 

states that the soy bean is one of the most important crops, 
after rice, barley, wheat and rye. “In 1935 the total the total 
area under cultivation was 791,857 cho and the amount 
produced reached 4,375,278 koku, which was an increase of 
more than fi ve times compared with the year 1910.”
 Page 1071. A large table shows “Values of principal 
articles exported abroad (in Manchoukuo yuan),” in 1935 
and 1936. The export item of greatest value was soy beans, 
which increased from 130.053 million yuan in 1935 to 
216.474 million yuan in 1936.
 The export item of 2nd greatest value was [soya] 
beancake, which increased from 51.370 million yuan in 1935 
to 53.126 million yuan in 1936.
 The export item of 4th greatest value (after coal) was 
[soya] bean oil, which increased from 20.132 million yuan in 
1935 to 21.282 million yuan in 1936.
 Page 1072. A large table on “Quantities of principal 
articles exported abroad” (from Manchoukuo in piculs; 1 
picul = 133.33 lb) are: The export item of greatest weight 
was soy beans, which increased from 9.203 million piculs in 
1935 to 32.539 million piculs in 1936.
 The item of 2nd greatest weight was [soya] beancake, 
which decreased from 16,925 million piculs in 1935 to 
14,026 million piculs in 1936.
 Another important export item was [soya] bean oil, 
which decreased from 1.479 million piculs in 1935 to 1,109 
million piculs in 1936.
 Page 1076. Two large tables show “Cultivated area and 
production of cereals” (in hectares and metric tons), 1929-
1935. For soy beans:
 3.822 million metric tons in 1935–grown on 3.249 
million ha.
 Other crops in the table are other legumes, kaoliang, 
millet, maize, wheat paddy-fi eld rice, upland rice, and other 
cereals.
 Page 1077 gives “Crop forecast by provinces (metric 
tons).” Soy beans is the fi rst crop on the list. The provinces 
are:
 Pinkiang 1,083,886 metric tons
 Fengtien 985,362 metric tons
 Kirin 980,789 metric tons
 Lungkiang 464,940 metric tons
 Sankiang 260,592 metric tons
 Antung 154,664 metric tons
 Chinchow 151,108 metric tons
 Chientao 91,383 metric tons
 Heiho 2,729 metric tons
 Total 4,175,453 metric tons.
 Also on p. 1077 a table shows “Exports of agricultural 
products, 1933-1935.” (Quantity in piculs, value in yen). Soy 
beans was by far the leading export:
 39.111 million piculs in 1933
 41.308 million piculs in 1934
 29.230 million piculs in 1935
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 Page 1078. “Soy Beans: Manchoukuo produces about 
60 per cent of the total production of soy beans in the 
world. The beans contain about 10 per cent of oil, and the 
cake which is obtained in pressing the beans is exported 
as fertilizer. The latest fi gure for production of soy beans 
in Manchoukuo was 3,820,000 metric tons and its total 
plantation [planted] area 3,249,000 hectares. The average 
crop per hectare was 1,180 kg.”

1390. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1937. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. 32 + xiii + 1304 p. Index. 
26 cm. Fourth annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. On the title page, just below the 
title but in small letters we read: “Cyclopedia of General 
Information on the Empires of Japan and Manchoukuo. 
Appendices: Who’s Who Business Directory.” Below that is 
a small map showing the Japanese empire, circled, as part of 
East Asia–under which is printed: “Neither is Understandable 
Without the Other.” Below that are listed the cities and 
names of 18 agents worldwide. This book was published in 
mid-November 1936.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year.
 Page 359: A large table gives the yield of rice and other 
cereals in koku per tan from 1904-08 to 1935. For soya beans 
the yield in 1935 was 0.67.
 Page 369: Table 27 shows production of “Beans, 
potatoes and sweet potatoes” in hectolitres from 1929 to 
1934. 1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels 
(USA). For soya beans:
 3.902 million hectoliters in 1934
 Page 846: Two large tables show “Area under various 
crops (in hectares)” and “Amount of crops (metric tons)” 
in Manchoukuo yearly from 1924 to 1935. For soya beans: 
3.822 million metric tons in 1935
 The other principal crops shown in the tables are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, upland rice, and 
other cereals.
 Page 847: The section on “Soya beans” has a new 
paragraph on the end: “Soya beans are exported to Japan, 
China, Europe, the South Seas and almost all other countries 
of the world. Their exports for the last few years are given 
below:
 2.207 million metric tons in 1930
 2.834 million metric tons in 1931
 2.562 million metric tons in 1932
 2.523 million metric tons in 1933
 1.976 million metric tons in 1934
 1.892 million metric tons in 1935
 Page 915: A pie chart shows principal exports from 
Manchoukuo in 1935. In descending order of importance 

they are: Soya beans 30.9%. [Soya] bean cake 12.2%. Coal 
9.6%. [Soya] bean oil 4.8%. Groundnuts 3.6%. Other beans 
3.1%, etc.
 Page 893 is all about soya beans in Industry in 
Manchoukuo. In recent years, exports of bean cakes have 
“been hard hit by the world-wide economic depression and 
the growth of the sulphate of ammonia [ammonium sulfate 
fertilizer] industry.
 “There are more than 3,000 bean oil mills throughout 
Manchoukuo, but those with worthy equipment are 402 in 
number as may be seen from the following table (as shown 
by the returns of the Dairen Bean Oil Association).
 The large table, titled “Bean oil mills” shows the 
number of mills in each locality for each for the following 
localities: Dairen 50, Yinkow 20, Antung 23, Harbin 43, 
South Manchuria 238, North Manchuria 28. Total: 402. Also 
given for each locality are the number of pressing machines 
(hydraulic or screwing [screw presses]) and the production 
capacity per day of beancake (pieces) and bean oil (kin).
 A small table (p. 893) shows the “Output of bean-cake 
and oil” in 1932. Bean cake was worth 72.1 million yen 
whereas bean oil was worth 31.6 million yen.
 Four large tables (p. 893-94) show “Exports of bean 
oil and bean-cake by countries, 1932-1935. About 70% of 
the soya bean oil (by weight) is exported to China, whereas 
about 48% of the bean-cake is exported to Japan & Chosen 
[Korea] and about 34% is exported to China.
 Page 897: A long section titled “Soy” [sauce] states: “In 
sympathy with the rapidly increasing number of Japanese 
residents since the foundation of the country [Manchoukuo], 
the soy industry has made marked developments. The 
output of soy in Kwantung Province, which was as limited 
as 14,500 koku in 1931, increased to 22,000 koku in 1932, 
to 25,000 koku in 1933 and to 27,000 koku in 1934. It 
is observed that 30 per cent. of the output is exported to 
Manchoukuo and 10 per cent. to China. The shipments to 
the former have of late begun to shrink in contradistinction 
to the increase in the local consumption. This is due to the 
growing development of soy brewing in Manchoukuo. Prior 
to the 1931 incident there was almost no production of soy 
in Manchuria, but at present it is produced to the extent of 
about 30 per cent. of the output of Kwantung Province. Thus, 
the Manchoukuoan soy is gradually invading the market 
along the S.M.R. line hitherto monopolized by the Kwantung 
brewers. The import of soy from Japan is reckoned at 10,000 
koku a year. In 1935 the Kwantung Province Soy Brewing 
Association was composed of fi fteen members. Principal 
soy breweries in whole Manchoukuo are the Dairen Soy 
Co., the Ikeda Shoten and the Shimaki Shoten, Dairen, and 
the Mukden Shoten and the Iyokoku Shoten, Mukden the 
Manshu Shoyu, Hsinking; and the Okada Shoten, Liaoyang.
 “According to the Manchurian Industrial Statistics, in 
1932 there were 79 soy breweries, which were responsible 
for the production of 105,778 hectolitres, valued at 
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¥1,599,548.”

1391. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics, 
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Baroda State, 
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of 
plates, described in a separate record). Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed. 
1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Defi ciencies in the Indian diet and 
soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of the origin 
and growth of soya bean: Derivation of the word soya bean, 
origin of soya bean, literature, primitive man and soya bean, 
name of the plant, home of soya bean and its expansion, 
varieties of soya bean, the culture of soya bean is very 
remote (It “has been the chief article of diet in China for over 
7,000 years.”), reference of soya bean in old Chinese records, 
how and when soya bean became known to Europeans, soya 
bean in England (from 1890; J.L. North and Henry Ford), 
soya bean in France (from 1739), soya bean in Italy, soya 
bean in other countries of Europe, soya bean in United States 
of America, India and soya bean.
 3. The use of soya bean: Importance of soya bean, 
dietetic importance, industrial importance, agricultural 
importance (Russia, Mussolini in Italy), medical importance, 
soya bean is alkalising in its effect (“Soya bean milk as well 
as its fl our is used in foods for invalids and infants, like 
Nestle’s food”), longevity and soya bean.
 4. World trade in soya bean: Imports to Europe, 
production of soya bean in Manchuria (58% in North 
Manchuria), exports from Manchuria, oil and cake industry 
in Manchuria, soya bean production in Japan, in America, 
in Africa, in Australia, in Europe, in Java, in India, in 
other British possessions, estimate of world production 
of the soya bean, the desirability of the expansion of soya 
bean cultivation, imports and exports of soybeans, soya 
bean oil, and soya cake–1913-1927: Denmark, Holland, 
United States, Great Britain, Japan, France, Russia, China, 
Germany, Norway, Korea. Source: International Institute of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics, 1921, p. 420-21. A table 
(p. 38) shows statistics for world production of soybeans “as 
estimated by the leading fi rm of London soya bean dealers” 
for various years from 1923 to 1929. This includes individual 
statistics each year for China [incl. Manchuria], Japan, and 
USA. The world totals in tons are: 3,095,000 (for 1923-25). 
3,397,000 (for 1926). 4,325,000 (for 1927). 6,000,000 (for 
1928), and 6,570,000 (for 1929; incl. China 5,250,000; Japan 
550,000; USA 250,000; Java & Dutch East Indies 120,000; 
Other Asiatic countries & Africa 400,000).
 5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 6. Classifi cation of 
soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests 
of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean in India. 10. The 
constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean milk. 12. Soya bean 
fl our. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 14. Enriching soil by 
addition of nitrogen and use of soya bean as fodder. 15. Food 
requirement of the human body. 16. European and American 

soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s 
experiments at Magan Wadi and opinion of scientists on 
soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese soya bean dishes: 
Toffu [tofu] or soya bean curd: Digestibility, utilization, 
toffu khan, toffu nao [doufu nao], tze toffu (fried bean curd), 
chien chang toffu (thousand folds), hsiang khan, kori toffu 
(frozen toffu), preservation of toffu. Natto. Tokio natto and 
Kyoto natto etc. Hamanan natto [Hamanatto]. Yuba. Misso 
[miso]. Soya sauce. Soya bean confectionery. Roasted beans 
(Chinese).
 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani dishes, Moglai 
dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, Bengali 
dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendixes. 1. Acreage 
of soya bean in Manchuria during the last 5 years. 2. Total 
fi gures of export during last 5 years. 3. Bibliography. 4. 
Some opinions about the fi rst edition of this book.
 The preface begins (p. iii): “This little book is written 
in response to innumerable inquiries I have had from time 
to time after the inauguration of the plantation ceremony of 
Soya Beans at the State Agricultural Experimental Station by 
H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda in November 1933.
 “A few months after this a food exhibition was held in 
Baroda where many Soya Bean dishes–Indian, European and 
Chinese–were exhibited. The leading papers and journals all 
over the country spoke in very glowing terms about the Soya 
Bean dishes that were exhibited... Later on at the request of 
Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Ltd., a leading Japanese Firm 
in Bombay, a Soya Bean Exhibition and Restaurant were 
run in the Japanese village at the H.O.H. fete. So keen was 
the interest and enthusiasm evinced by the cosmopolitan 
public of Bombay that seats in the restaurant had to be 
reserved in advance. The presence of H.E. the Governor and 
Lady Brabourne and many Indian princes was an additional 
evidence of the ever growing popularity of the tasty Soya 
Bean dishes served there.
 “At the closing of the H.O.H. fete many prominent 
people of Bombay requested me to continue the restaurant 
at a convenient place in the city, and asked me to open soya-
bean milk centres for the children of the poor who could not 
afford to buy cow’s milk. Many were ready to fi nance any 
scheme that I would propose, but unfortunately my time was 
not my own as I had to attend to my duties in the State and 
could not take advantage of their generous offer.
 “The Departments of Agriculture of the various 
provinces of India as well as many Indian States asked me to 
supply them with literature regarding the cultivation and the 
uses of this most useful bean. The Department of Commerce 
and Industry of the Government of Bombay inquired if I 
could furnish them with information about the machinery for 
the extraction of Soya-bean milk. Letters of inquiries from 
private individuals kept pouring in daily from all parts of 
India. All this has induced me to undertake the preparation 
and the publication of this book...
 “From the number of experiments carried on in the 
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Baroda territories and outside it, I feel sure that the Indian 
soil is most suitable for the cultivation of soya bean...
 “The leading thought of the day in India is, ‘Village 
uplift,’ and ‘Rural reconstruction.’
 “Baroda, 7th January 1936, F.S.K. (p. iv)
 “Preface to the Second Edition: I feel grateful to the 
public for having given such a hearty reception to the fi rst 
edition of my book. It is running into a second edition within 
a year...
 “Now, Soya Bean Bakeries and Restaurants have been 
started in the city of Bombay and in many other towns in 
India, and Soya Bean products are exhibited in almost all the 
exhibitions...
 “I feel highly thankful to His Highness the Maharaja 
of Baroda who gave me an opportunity last year of visiting 
Russia, where I have seen that seven to ten per cent. of Soya 
Bean fl our was being added to the wheat fl our in order to 
enhance the nutritive value of the bread. The Soya Research 
Institute at Moscow is making researches into the nutritive, 
industrial and economical values of Soya Bean. I have seen 
there the actual working of the Soya-bean milk extracting 
plant. They make casein out of Soya-bean milk. Soya-bean 
cream is sold in the market.
 “I visited the dietetic clinics in England, France, 
Germany, Austria and other European countries, where 
doctors prescribe Soya Bean bread for diabetic patients. 
In Russia, rickets and consumption are treated by Soyolk 
extracted out of Soya Bean...
 “France is growing Soya Bean on côlt de jura [sic, Côte 
d’Azur, on the Mediterranean?]. In England, through the 
efforts of Mr. J.L. North, Soya Bean is realised as a fi eld crop 
for the last two years.
 “Paris, 3rd April 1937. F.S.K. (p. ix).”
 Note: author’s name is pronounced KAL-ay, not KAYL 
(rhymes with tail or sail). (Continued). Address: Food Survey 
Offi cer, Baroda State, India.

1392. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics, 
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Photos and 
illustrations (Continued–Document part II). Baroda State, 
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of 
plates). 22 cm. 2nd ed. 1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Photos (mostly original) show: (1) “H.H. 
the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda the fi rst Indian Ruler 
to inaugurate the soya bean plantation ceremony in his 
State 24th November 1933” (frontispiece, facing the title 
page). (2) “Dedicated to my noble master, His Highness 
the Maharajah Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., 
Farzande-Khas-e- Daulate-Englishia (p. 1). (3) Soya bean 
ready for shipment at port Dairen, South Manchuria (p. 28). 
(4) View of Dairen harbour with bags of soya bean ready for 
shipment (p. 30). (5) Transport of soya beans [on sleds] on 
the frozen Liao-ho River near New-chwang [Newchwang, 
later Yingkou], North Manchuria (p. 31). (6) The Maharaja 

of Baroda seated in a chair, lecturing on the dietetic and 
industrial importance of soya bean (p. 37). (7) The Indian 
method of interculturing; two bullocks in a fi eld (p. 80). 
(8) Bavabhai B. Patel, 65-year-old farmer interested in the 
cultivation of soya bean, in a fi eld of soya beans with two 
bullocks (p. 82). (9) A fi eld of soya beans grown [in 1934 
or 1935] by Hargovan Bavabhai Patel, of Achisara, Taluka 
Sinor, Baroda District; he has been awarded the fi rst prize 
for his good cultivation (p. 84). (10) A soya bean plant 
having more than 500 pods, fodder type variety grown at 
the Agricultural Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 86). (11) 
Poona fodder type green variety grown at the Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 89). (12) Bags of soya bean 
seeds grown as Baroda State crop of 1935 (p. 91). (13) The 
luxuriant growth of the fodder type variety at the Baroda 
Agricultural Experiment Station (p. 103). (14) “The biggest 
soya bean milk factory at Moscow (Russia).” Four small 
photos show the plant at work, “Milking the earth” (p. 138). 
(15) “The author’s own child 3 months’ old fed on soya bean 
milk” (p. 144). (16) “Soya bean oil pressing mill worked by 
hydraulic power” (p. 158). (17) The Palace Bakery–”The 
fi rst soya bean Bakery in India” (p. 196). (18) “Mahatma 
Gandhi who uses soya bean at Maganwadi” (p. 251). (19) 
Many people seated at tables in the “Soya Bean Preparation 
Restaurant” at the H.O.H. Fete, Bombay (p. 278). (20) Many 
Indian men standing at the “Soya Bean Restaurant at the 
Rural Life Exhibition, Baroda, on the occasion of H.H.’s 
Diamond Jubilee, 7 Jan. 1936 (p. 332).
 Illustrations show: (1) “Shen-Nung. The Chinese 
emperor 2838 B.C. called ‘the heavenly farmer.’ He used to 
plant Soya bean every year with great ceremony” (p. 17). (2) 
A plant with branches showing the various ways in which 
the soya bean plants and seeds are used (p. 23). (3) Cartoon 
(from the American Medical Assoc. cartoon series) of a 
skeleton raising a glass of milk in one hand; he is standing 
behind a table on which is a bowl labeled “impure milk.” 
The caption: “’I drink to the death of the whole table’–the 
dangers of contaminated milk” (p. 132). Address: Paris, 
France; Formerly: Food Survey Offi cer, Baroda State, India.

1393. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. Improvement in 
soybeans. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 1154-89. For 
the year 1937. [67 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soybean. World 
distribution and production. Utilization of the soybean 
(with chart). Improvement of soybean varieties. Methods 
in breeding: Natural and artifi cial crossing, mutations. 
Inheritance studies and cytology: Plant characters (fl ower, 
stem, pubescence, and foliage; height of plant and maturity; 
pod-bearing habit and pod characters; sterility, growth habit), 
seed characters (color of seed coat, hilum, and cotyledon; 
other seed characters), yield of seed. Disease resistance. 
Identifi cation of genes and chromosomes. Selected 
references on genetics of the soybean. Appendix: 1. Workers 
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identifi ed with soybean improvement: United States, foreign 
countries. 2. List of soybean genes (table). 3. Linkage of 
soybean characters (table). 4. Soybean varieties: Origin and 
varietal characteristics (table listing 101 named soybean 
varieties; for each is given the place and date of introduction 
or origin, days to mature, fl ower color, pubescence color, and 
seed characters {coat color, germ color, hilum color, seeds 
per pod, seeds per pound}, uses {dry-edible beans, forage, 
green-vegetable beans, grain}).
 The section titled “History of the Soybean” states: “The 
early history of the soybean is lost in obscurity. Ancient 
Chinese literature, however, reveals, that it was extensively 
cultivated and highly valued as a food for centuries before 
written records were kept. It was one of the grains planted 
by Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture. The fi rst record of the plant 
is contained in a materia medica describing the plants of 
China, written by Emperor Sheng Nung [sic, Shen Nung] in 
2838 B.C. The crop is repeatedly mentioned in later records 
and it was considered the most important cultivated legume 
and one of the fi ve sacred grains essential to the existence of 
Chinese civilization. Seed of the plant was sown yearly with 
great ceremony by the Emperors of China, and poets extolled 
its virtues. The records of methods of culture, varieties for 
different purposes, and numerous uses indicate that the 
soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by man.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2017) which states that: (1) The soybean was 
one of the “fi ve sacred grains.” (2) “The early history of the 
soybean is lost in obscurity.” (3) The soybean was planted 
at an early date by “Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture.” (4) 
The “soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown 
by man.” It is also the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
in which William Morse mentions the mythical Chinese 
emperor “Sheng Nung” in connection with soybeans.
 More broadly, this entire story linking Shen Nung with 
the earliest written record of the soybean, is completely 
incorrect. Yet because the story was written by Morse (highly 
regarded as America’s leading authority on the soybean) in 
a USDA publication, it has unfortunately been repeated, and 
this source cited, again and again down to the present day 
(see Hymowitz 1970; Hymowitz and Shurtleff 2005).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) in which the emperor’s name is spelled 
“Sheng Nung.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) 
in which William Morse tries to write an early history of 
the soybean in China. Unfortunately, he does not cite his 
sources.
 The section titled “Improvement of soybean varieties” 
states: “In the United States, more than 50 percent of the 
acreage devoted to soybeans is used for forage and pasture; 
breeding work, therefore, has tended largely toward the 
development of varieties for hay, silage, and pasture. The 
development of such varieties as Virginia, Laredo, Otootan, 

Wisconsin Black, Manchu, Wilson-Five, Kingwa, Peking, 
and Ebony by selection from introductions has been the 
principal factor in the increased use and acreage.
 “Beginning with 1929, the use of soybean seed by oil 
mills has led to a demand for yellow-seeded varieties of high 
oil content. Agronomists and plant breeders have attempted 
to meet this demand by making large numbers of selections 
from foreign introductions and locally grown varieties 
and by analyzing these for oil content. This has brought 
about the development of several superior oil varieties and 
has resulted in a large increase in production of beans for 
milling purposes. The most popular of these varieties are 
Illini, Dunfi eld, Mukden, Mandell, Scioto, Mansoy, Manchu, 
Mamredo, Delsta, and Mandarin. Results of analyses with 
more than 1,000 selections and varieties have shown a range 
of from 12 to 26 percent in oil content. From studies of the 
oil content of varieties grown in a given locality, it seems 
possible, from the breeding standpoint, to produce varieties 
high or low in oil, at least within the known ranges of 
variation exhibited by common varieties.” (p. 1161-62).
 Soybean varieties that have excellent fl avor and become 
soft in less than 2 hours of cooking include Easycook, 
Bansei, Rokusun, Jogun, Chusei, and Sousei. These are 
“now in the hands of growers and seedsmen. Experiments 
by commercial fi rms have shown that these varieties are 
superior to commercial varieties for the manufacture of food 
products, such as bean fl our, roasted beans, bean milk, and 
bean curd [tofu].
 “In Japan, certain varieties of soybeans were found that 
were used solely as green shelled beans. Ranging in maturity 
from 75 to 170 days, many of these introductions, and 
selections from them, have been found especially promising 
for the various sections of the United States. The vegetable 
soybean offers an excellent food of high nutritional value, 
especially in the fall when other green beans are lacking 
and in sections where the Mexican bean beetle prohibits the 
growing of garden beans. As a result of selection, cooking 
tests, and adaptation studies, eight green vegetable varieties–
Hahto, Kura, Kanro, Hokkaido, Higan, Chusei, Sousei, 
and Jogun–have been introduced in various sections of the 
country” (p. 1163).
 Photos show: (1) “The late Charles Vancouver Piper, 
agronomist, United States Department of Agriculture, 1902-
26. Pioneer in the introduction and development of soybean 
varieties for United States conditions.” (2) “Storage yard of a 
Chinese grain merchant near Kungchuling, Manchuria. More 
than 80 osier bins, each holding four cartloads of soybeans, 
were in this yard.” (3) A Manchurian farmer and how he 
harvests, threshes and cleans soybeans by methods learned 
from his ancestors; comparison with modern U.S. machine 
harvesting. (4) “Millions of soybean oil cakes are stored 
in warehouses in Manchuria awaiting shipment to Japan, 
Chosen, China, and the East Indies, where they are used 
for fertilizing purposes and for cattle feed.” A person looks 
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up at the towering stacks. (5) Coolies loading large sacks 
of soybeans on a freighter for shipment to the oil mills of 
Europe. One man has hoisted a huge sack onto his back. (6) 
Five Manchurian farmers who have been awarded certifi cates 
and prizes for producing high-quality soybeans. (7) Twenty 
seeds of a natural soybean hybrid showing peculiar types 
of coloration. (8) Illustration (line drawing) of a soybean 
fl ower and its parts enlarged. Front view, side view, parts of 
the corolla (standard, wing, one of the keel petals), stamens, 
pistil. (9) A. Stems and pods of fasciated soybean plants; B. 
Determinate pod-bearing type; C. Indeterminate pod-bearing 
type. 10. Chromosome chart showing four groups of linked 
genes in soybeans.
 A table (p. 1157) shows: “Increase in production 
of soybeans over an 11-year period, 1924-25 to 1935-
36, inclusive, in the principal producing countries of the 
world” (Manchuria, Chosen [Korea], Japan, United States, 
Netherland India).
 Soybean seed size (p. 1177): “The range in size of 
soybean seed varies according to the variety, each variety 
having its own typical seed size. Varieties and introductions 
tested at the Arlington Experiment Farm ranged in average 
weight of 100 seeds from about 4 grams for the smallest 
to about 40 grams for the largest.” Address: 1. Senior 
Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage 
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA, 
Washington, DC].

1394. Mumford, H.W. 1937. A year’s progress in solving 
farm problems of Illinois. Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Annual Report 49:1-331. For the year ended June 30, 
1936.
• Summary: Soybeans 
are discussed in the 
following sections 
and pages: Soils and 
crop investigations: 
Soybeans are soil 
improvers if properly 
handled (p. 29-30; 
“Rising importance 
of the soybean in 
Illinois agriculture 
is indicated by the 
fat that more than 
1,500,000 acres are 
now grown annually 
in the state.” Best 
results for soil 
improvement are 
secured when the 
entire crop is plowed 
under as green 
manure. “The soybean 

defi nitely improves the tilth of the soil. This tendency to 
loosen the soil makes it easy to prepare a seedbed). Long-
time studies guide expansion in soybean crop (p. 30-31). 
Breeding may advance soybean crop still further (p. 31-33). 
Inoculation studies further growing of legumes (p. 33). 
Shrinkage of hay studied to improve handling methods (p. 
47-48; includes soybean hay). Search for new crops and new 
outlets is continued (p. 64-65; “Studies on the utilization of 
soybean oil for paint purposes have been continued during 
the past year with gratifying results”).
 Livestock investigations: Further tests needed to 
evaluate protein supplements (p. 66-67; incl. old-process 
soybean oil meal and tankage). Lespedeza and soybean hays 
put same gain on steers (p. 82-83). Soybeans much poorer 
than yellow corn in vitamin A (p. 83): “Proper utilization 
of the increasing production of soybeans in Illinois and 
surrounding states depends in no small measure on the 
evaluation of the beans as a food for man and livestock. 
Such an evaluation includes a study of the vitamin content 
of the beans. Continued studies in this fi eld by H.H. Mitchell 
and Jessie R. Beadles, Animal Nutrition, show that the Illini 
variety of soybeans, at least, is relatively poor in vitamin 
A and much poorer in this respect than yellow corn. The 
bean probably contains considerably less than one-tenth the 
concentration of vitamin A that is found in Reid Yellow Dent 
corn.”
 Soybean oil meal found good protein feed for chicks (p. 
120-21).
 Entomology investigations: Distillate, soybean oil aid in 
coddling moth control (p. 159-60). 
 Agricultural economics investigations: Part of increased 
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soybean demand may be permanent (p. 188-91; A graph 
{Fig. 32} shows net U.S. soybean imports and domestic 
production {including the bean equivalent of oil} from 1912 
to 1936. The period from 1915 to 1921–during World War 
I–was an era of imports; the peak year was 1918. Domestic 
soybean production is shown as starting in 1922. The fi rst 
soybean exports were in 1932. 
 A bar chart {Fig. 33, above } shows “Factory 
consumption of soybean oil in the United States for 
various major purposes” from 1929 to 1936 estimate. 
The consumption rose rapidly after 1934. Edible products 
accounted for about 50% of the total, followed by {2} 
Miscellaneous inedible products, {3} Paint, varnish & 
printing ink, and {4} linoleum and oilcloth). Abnormal 
conditions back of 1935 soybean expansion (p. 191-92; The 
main two conditions were the more general distribution 
of soybeans in Illinois and the greater concentration in the 
heaviest producing areas). Costs of production rising with 
better farm prices (p. 193-94; Table 43 shows the cost of 
producing eight selected crops–incl. soybeans, harvested 
with a combine–in East-Central Illinois in 1933 and 1934). 
Costs of harvesting with combines were low in 1935 (p. 194-
96. A table includes data on soybeans). Crop adjustment by 
farming type area is studied (p. 197-300). Smaller combines 
make satisfactory records in tests (p. 230-32). New methods 
of drying grain and hay are tested (p. 233-36).
 Horticultural investigations: Spring-plowed green 
manure may lower truck yields (p. 267-68).
 Home economics investigations: Studies of soybeans 
as human food are continued (p. 294-97. “Soybeans as 
green vegetables offer great promise as a food.” “During the 
current year the Department of Agronomy has grown and 
the Department of Home Economics has tested ninety-fi ve 

varieties for palatability 
and other factors. Part 
of these have been 
vegetable, or edible types, 
so called because they 
are used as food in the 
orient; the remainder 
have been fi eld types, 
accepted as being valuable 
for forage, seed, and 
industrial purposes.” The 
“vegetable types 81044-
1, 81780, 85666, 87615, 
and Higan Mame, and 
the fi eld type, Illini,” all 
have superior properties 
for food use. “It was a 
pleasing coincidence that 
the varieties which were 
considered most palatable 
also gave very high yields 
in the fi eld”).

 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2013) 
that clearly distinguishes between “vegetable, or edible 
types” of soybeans and “fi eld types.” Address: Dean and 
Director of the Station, Urbana, Illinois.

1395. USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1938. 
Manchurian soybean situation (Leafl et). Washington, DC. 1 
p. Jan. 8. Mimeographed.
• Summary: Discusses the Dairen market for soybeans, 
soybean oil, and soybean cake and meal. Tables show: 
(1) Estimated exports and remaining stocks of soybeans, 
soybean cake including meal, and soybean oil; (2) Dairen 
prices of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean oil (dollars 
per 100 lb on Nov. 15 and Nov. 30, 1937); (3) The prices (in 
dollars per short ton, c.i.f. Europe) of soybeans and soybean 
oil on Nov. 15 and Nov. 30.
 Other documents in this same series (owned by 
Soyfoods Center Library) were published on Feb. 12. and 
March 12. Address: Washington, DC.

1396. Landy, Pierre. 1938. Le commerce et l’industrie du 
soja [The commerce and the industry of soya]. Annales de 
Geographie (Paris) 47(265):9-24. Jan. 15. [13 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is basically a summary or review of the 
literature; the main sources used are cited on page 9.
 Contents: Introduction. I. Soybean production: The 
plant, the crop (used for forage or seed; in Manchuria, in 
Japan), distribution of the crop geographically (Manchuria, 
China, Korea, USA, etc.). II. Soybean industries: The ancient 
industries of the Far East (oil, meal, soymilk, shoyu), the 
great modern soy industries (in Asia, in Europe, in the USA). 
III. Soy commerce (local transport, exportation, trade routes 
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and markets).
 Figures: (1) A soybean plantation in Manchuria. (2) 
A fi eld of soybeans in Manchuria. (3) Distribution of the 
cultivated area in 1934. (4) Production of soybeans in 1934. 
(5) Transport of soybeans over the Manchurian plain. (6) 
Collecting soybeans in sacks at a railroad station. (7) A group 
of soybean silos. (8) Soybean depots at the port of Dairen. 
(9) Soybean imports to Europe in 1935.

1397. Dawson, Owen Lafayette. 1938. Outlook for 
Manchurian soybeans 1937-38 and review of 1936-37. 
Shanghai, China. Jan. *

1398. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1938. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1937. London. 114 p. See p. 100-02.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1399. Calland, J.W. 1938. What about soybeans? Bean-Bag 
(The) (Lansing, Michigan) 20(9):12-17. Feb.
• Summary: A good overview. Contents: Introduction. Many 
changes in farming. Soybeans in the U.S. Six million acres in 
1937. Soybean price affected by many factors. Well liked by 
everyone [in agriculture]. Sees continued interest.
 “Lest I be accused of being over-sold on the soybean, 
it is well to remember that this country’s production is 
barely 5 per cent of the world total. The 1937 Manchuria 
production alone is estimated at 165,000,000 bushels. While 
the surplus of the big 1930 crop was readily exported, due to 
trouble in the Orient, it should not be overlooked that Europe 
normally gets its main supply of beans from Manchukuo. 
The unsettled conditions in the Orient may right themselves 
and Japan will put new lands to producing soybeans. Also 
remember that regardless of the hundreds of uses for the 
products of the soybeans, 90 per cent of the meal must still 
fi nd a market in feeds. For instance, probably all the soybean 
meal used in plastics this year would not exceed 500 tons, 
which is less than three days’ output of our plant.”

1400. Christian Science Monitor. 1938. China is fi nding soya 
bean important food supply source. April 4. p. 9.
• Summary: “The humble soya bean, grown in China for 
generations, has become known as the ‘cow of China’ due 
to relief needs requiring the uncovering of new sources of 
cheap but nourishing food supplies.”
 This according to Julean Arnold, Commercial Attaché of 
the United States Department of Commerce, speaking today 
in Boston before a group of professors called together by 
Harold T. Smith, New England manager of the U.S. Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
 After 30 years of service in China, Mr. Arnold “has 
earned a reputation as one of the world’s outstanding 
authorities on the Orient.”
 Arnold spoke of issues confronting the Chinese today, 

including the need to feed the millions of war refugees. 
“Through chemistry, he said, the soya bean has become the 
chief substitute for beef and milk at costs approximating 20 
per cent of milk and beef.”
 From the soya bean one can extract a synthetic milk that 
sells for one-twentieth the cost of real milk [i.e., for 1 cent 
a quart], including delivery, “yet this bean liquid has all the 
nourishing qualities of milk. By substituting the soya bean 
for milk and beef, he added, Chinese refugees at Shanghai 
are being fed at the rate of $1 a month.”
 Regardless of the war and massive disruptions, trade 
between China and the U.S. continues. Chinese imports from 
the USA in 1937 totaled $103.6 million and exports from 
China to the USA $49.7 million, or about 40% greater than 
in 1936.
 A large photo shows a group of nine men, looking very 
distinguished, sitting in two rows. Among them are Julean 
Arnold, Prof. Norbert Wiener of MIT, etc.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2014) that contains the term “cow of China” 
used to refer to the soya bean. Julean Arnold apparently 
cointed the term.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “bean liquid” to refer to 
soymilk.

1401. USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 1938. 
Manchurian soybean situation: Manchurian soybean market 
(Leafl et). Washington, DC. 1 p. April 13 and May 13. 
Mimeographed.
• Summary: Each brief report discusses the Dairen market 
for soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake and meal. 
Tables show: (1) Estimated exports and remaining stocks 
of soybeans, soybean cake including meal, and soybean oil; 
(2) Dairen prices of soybeans, soybean cake, and soybean 
oil (dollars per 100 lb on March 15, March 31, and April 28 
1938); (3) The prices (in dollars per short ton, c.i.f. Europe) 
of soybeans and soybean oil on March 15 and March 31. 
Address: Washington, DC.

1402. Grove, Ernest W. 1938. Soybeans in the United States; 
Recent trends and present economic status. USDA Technical 
Bulletin No. 619. 31 p. June. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Development of the 
soybean industry in the United States. Soybeans in the 
world market: Relation of United States to world market 
for soybeans. Soybean production in the U.S. Amount 
of beans used for crushing: Soybean oil, soybean meal. 
Factors affecting the price of soybeans. Present economic 
position of the bean and its products: Soybean oil, soybean 
meal, elasticity of demand, elasticity of supply, soybean 
production.
 Tables: (1) Production of soybeans in specifi ed 
countries. (2) Imports of soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean 
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cake and meal, U.S. 1912-36. (3) U.S. tariff rates on 
soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake or meal, 1913-37. 
(4) Soybeans: Acreage for hay, beans, and grazed or hogged-

off, U.S., 1924-37. (5) Soybean production, 
quantity crushed, exports, change in stocks, 
quantity used for feed or seed, and average 
farm price 1924-37. Concerning exports, the 
U.S. fi rst exported soybeans in 1931.
 1931: 2.161 million bushels.
 1932: 2.450 million bushels.
 1934: 19 thousand bushels.
 1935: 3.490 million bushels.
 (6) Factory consumption of soybean 
oil, by classes of products, 1931-36. (7) 
Factory production, net imports, stocks, and 
disappearance of crude soybean oil, 1922-
36. (8) Production of soybean, cottonseed, 
and linseed oil, 1922-36. (9) Production 
of high-protein fees in the U.S., average 
1928-32, annual 1933-36. (10) Value of 
soybean oil and meal produced per bushel 
of soybeans, farm price, and spread between 
farm price and total value, U.S., October 

1922-September 1937. (11) Average price 
per pound of soybean oil, linseed oil, and 
cottonseed oil, in tank carlots, specifi ed 
localities, by months, 1929-36. (12) Average 
price per ton of soybean meal, cottonseed 
meal, and linseed meal, bagged, specifi ed 
markets, by months, 1929-36. (13) Total 
acreage, acreage harvested for beans, yield 
per acre, and production of soybeans in the 
U.S., and selected regions and States, 1924-
37. (14) Total acreage, acreage harvested for 
hay, acreage grazed or hogged off, acreage 
harvested for beans, yield per acre, and 
production of soybeans in the U.S., and 
selected regions and States, 1924-37.
 Figures: (1) Graph. Acreage of soy 
beans for hay, beans, grazed or hogged off, 
and equivalent of total solid acreage, 1924-
1937. (2) Graph and bar chart. Production, 
utilization, and average farm price of soybeans 
of soybeans, 1924-1936. The price hit bottom 
in about 1931-33. (3) Map. Soybeans: Total 
acreage in the United States, 1934. Each dot 
represents 1,000 acres. More than 99% of all 
soybeans are grown east of the Mississippi 
River. (4) Map. Soybeans: Production in the 
United States, 1934. Each dot represents 5,000 
bushels. The North Central States account for 
about 90% of total U.S. production.
 (5) Graphs. Value of oil and meal produced 
per bushel of soybeans, Oct. 1930 to Sept. 
1937. During 90% of this time, the value of 

the meal in one bushel was worth more than the value of the 
oil. The oil was worth more only from Aug. 1935 to April 
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1936.
 (6) Bar chart. Factory consumption of soybean oil by 
groups of industries, 1931-1936. “Before 1935, soybean 
oil was used mostly as a drying oil. Its use in this fi eld has 
not decreased materially, but increases in production during 

recent years have been accompanied 
by stronger demand for edible oils. 
Consequently most of the larger supplies 
have entered into the manufacture of 
food products, chiefl y lard substitutes, 
and soybean oil is now predominantly an 
edible oil.”
 (7) Graphs. Farm price of 
soybeans, value of oil and meal produced, 
and spread between price and value, Oct. 
1933 to Sept. 1937. (8) Graphs. Prices of 
soybean, cottonseed, and linseed oils at 
specifi ed markets. Oct. 1929 to Sept. 1937. 
During most of this time, soybean oil was 
generally the lowest in price of the three.
 (9) Graphs. Prices of soybean, 
cottonseed, and linseed meals at specifi ed 
markets. Oct. 1929 to Sept. 1937. During 
most of this time, cottonseed meal was 
generally the lowest in price of the three. 
Address: Asst. Agricultural Economist, 
USDA Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

1403. Berg, D.J. v.d.; Toit, F.M. du. 
1938. The soybean: Its production and 
industrial use. Farming in South Africa 
13(151):391-93. Oct.
• Summary: Part I, by Berg, is titled 
“Soybean production in South Africa.” 
It discusses adaptation, uses of soybeans 
as a fodder crop, for industrial purposes, 
and for human consumption, cultural 
practices, and soybeans in diversifi ed 
farming systems. Concerning use in 
human foods, the author notes: “But it 
is in the meal, after the oil is extracted, 
that its greatest value lies. The meal 
contains nearly 43 per cent. of protein, 
an ingredient so often absent from 
the diet of a very large proportion of 
South Africa’s population. The value 
that this meal, judiciously mixed with 
maize meal, would have in the feeding 
of the working classes and the native 
population of South Africa cannot be 
overemphasized.”
 Part II, by Toit, is titled “The 
importance of the soybean in industry.” 
Fig. 2 (photo) shows ten soybean 

food products, including soybean fl our 
(Soyolk, 7 lb), Worcestershire sauce (Lea and Perrins), 
soybean biscuits, soybean cocoa, soybean chocolate (Eden 
Chocolat au Soja), soft soap, laundry soap, invalid and 
diabetic food, soybean meal, and compressed soybean cake 
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for stock feed. With the exception of the chocolate and cocoa 
which originated in France, all of these products were made 
in England. Fig. 3. shows auto parts made of soybean protein 
and oil made at the Ford River Rouge plant. “One fi rm in 
this country is treating and milling soybeans and preparing 
a meal which is becoming increasingly popular as a source 
of protein in the rations of mine natives. This fi rm is to-day 
forced to import a large proportion of its requirements owing 
to the low production of soybeans in the Union.” Address: 
1. Research Offi cer and Superintendent, Summer Cereal 
Station, Kroonstad; 2. Field Husbandry Section, Div. of Plant 
Industry.

1404. Landbouw (Buitenzorg, Java). 1938. De situatie 
van kedelee (sojaboonen) in Nederlandsch Indie en de 
beoordeeling van het product in Nederland [The soybean 
situation in the Netherlands Indies and its reception in the 
Netherlands]. 14(10):643-56. Oct. [5 ref. Dut; eng]
• Summary: During the depression years of the 1930s, the 
area under sugar in the Netherlands Indies was restricted, 
the greater part of the surplus land reverting to the natives 
who, especially in Java, increased soybean cultivation. In 
1934 imports of soybeans ceased and in 1937, 16,000 tons 
were exported. Sample shipments shoed that in Holland 
the Java soybean is considered inferior to the Manchukuo 
bean, although it has a high protein content. The causes of 
the defects of the Java bean are discussed and improvements 
suggested.

1405. Interessengemeinschaft Farbenindustrie 
Aktiengesellschaft. Volkswirtschaftliche Abteilung. 
1938. Soja-Anbau in Rumaenien [Soybean production in 
Romania]. n.p. 10 p. Nov. 23. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The development of 
soybean cultivation. Price and auditing the harvest of each 
grower. Reconciliation of the difference between the world 
market price and the compensation price for the Romanian 
harvest. The enrollment of offi cial Romanian places for 
soybean cultivation. The compensation. Standing of the 
participants with the Romanian government.
 In recent years, since 1931, the balance of trade with 
Romania has been in Germany’s favor. Research showed 
that Romania’s climate and soil conditions were well suited 
to soybeans. Therefore in 1934 the I.G. Farbenindustrie 
A.G. [the German Dye Trust] undertook large-scale soybean 
trials (ca. 1,400 ha) with the farmers of German groups 
in Siebenbürgen and Bessarabia. The result led to the 
conclusion to establish, in the fall of 1934, the Soia S.A.R., 
Bucharest, as a soybean production and compensation 
organization. During the next years, production grew 
rapidly. Soybean culture is now well established in northern 
Bessarabia
 Note 1. Bessarabia is now located mostly in Moldova, 
but the southern tip is in Ukraine.

 Note 2. This document contains no statistics (other 
than ca. 1,400 ha) for soybean area or production. Address: 
Germany or Romania.

1406. Indische Mercuur (De) (Amsterdam). 1938. De situatie 
van kedelee (sojaboonen) in Nederlandsch Indie en de 
beoordeeling van het product in Nederland [The soybean 
situation in the Netherlands Indies and the evaluation of 
the product in the Netherlands]. 61(48):685-87. Nov. 30. 
Berichten van de Afdeeling Handelsmuseum van de Kon. 
Ver. “Koloniaal Instituut.” No. 132. [5 ref. Dut]
Address: Afdeeling Handelsmuseum van het Koloniaal 
Instituut, Amsterdam.

1407. Imperial Economic Committee. 1938. Vegetable oils 
and oilseeds. London: H.M. Stationery Offi ce. 116 p. *
• Summary: The world’s leading soybean exporters in 1937 
(in million lb) were: Manchuria 3,350, Korea 343, Other 
countries 179. The world’s leading soybean importers in 
1937 (in million lb) were: Japan 1,670, Germany 1,324, 
Denmark 542, Sweden 258, and Netherlands 220. Address: 
England.

1408. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 1938. 
Imports into Canada for consumption, years ended March 31, 
1933 to 1937: Agricultural and vegetable products. Trade of 
Canada. Fiscal year ended March 31, 1937.
• Summary: Table No. 37, titled “Imports into Canada for 
consumption, Years ended March 31, 1933 to 1937, shows: 
Imports of soy sauce–from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, 
China, Japan, Syria, United States (p. 287). It shows that 133 
gallons of soy sauce with a value of $15 were imported from 
Syria in 1933, but none in 1934, 1935, or 1936.
 Imports of soya beans (Fèves de soja, p. 288). Imports 
of peanut oil (Huile d’arachide, p. 303). Imports of soya 
bean oil (Huile de soja, p. 300).
 Imports of soya bean cake and soya bean meal, for 
use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of 
fertilizers (Included “Soya Beans” prior to April 1, 1934; to 
April 1936, p. 339.7).
 Imports of soya bean oil meal, for use exclusively in the 
manufacture of cattle food and of fertilizers (From May 1, 
1936, p. 339.8).
 Imports of soya bean oil meal (Tourteaux d’huile de 
fèves de soja) and soya bean fl our (Farine de fèves de soja), 
when imported by manufacturers of glues or adhesives for 
use exclusively in the manufacture of such glues or adhesives 
(From May 1, 1936, p. 339.9; Note: 5,600 cwt was imported 
from the USA only) [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds].
 Imports of peanut oil and soya bean oil for the 
manufacture of soap, and peanut oil for canning fi sh (p. 
344.1). Imports of soya bean oil for the manufacturing of 
soap (p. 344.5). Address: Ottawa, Canada.
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1409. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1938. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. Index. 26 cm. Fifth 
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. This book was published in late 
1937.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year.
 Page xxii: A pie chart shows principal exports from 
Manchoukuo in 1936. In descending order of importance 
they are: Soya beans 41.0%. [Soya] bean cake 10.1%. Coal 
6.7%. [Soya] bean oil 4.0%. Millet 3.5%. Groundnuts 3.0%. 
Other beans 2.8%, etc.
 Page 341: Table 28 shows production of “Beans, 
potatoes and sweet potatoes” in hectolitres from 1931 to 
1935. 1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels 
(USA). For soya beans:
 4.079 million hectoliters in 1935
 Page 793: Two large tables show “Area under various 
crops (in hectares)” and “Amount of crops (metric tons)” 
in Manchoukuo yearly from 1924 to 1936. For soya beans: 
4.175 million metric tons in 1936
 The other principal crops shown in the tables are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, upland rice, and 
other cereals.
 Page 794: A large table gives the forecast (as of 1 
July 1937) of major crops for crop year 1937-30 in all of 
Manchuria, South Manchuria, and North Manchuria. The 
text about soya beans is repeated.
 Page 795: A table shows soya bean (exports in metric 
tons) from 1930 to 1936. Exports in 1936 were 1.963 million 
metric tons.

1410. Orr, Joseph L.; Froehlich, Paul; Christy, D.F.; et al. 
comps. 1938. Agricultural statistics 1938. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 544 p. Index. 24 cm. For 
soybeans and soy products see p. 252-55, 271-275.
• Summary: This volume presents information formerly 
published [until 1935] in the statistical section of the 
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1).
 In this 1938 volume, tables concerning soybeans are on 
pages 252-55, 271-75.
 One new table (#381 on p. 275) is Soybean meal, 
41-percent protein, average price per ton [each month] at 
Chicago 1929-1938. The prices range from a low $20.83 
in 1931 to a high of $50.39 in 1929. Address: U.S. Dep. of 
Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington, 
DC.

1411. Bloch, Kurt. 1939. Netherlands India takes advantage 
of soybean situation. Far Eastern Survey 8(3):34-35.
• Summary: Japanese expansion in East Asia and the 

worldwide economic depression have combined to encourage 
the cultivation of soybeans outside of Manchuria, especially 
in the Netherlands Indies [today’s Indonesia] were soybeans 
have long been a basic foodstuff and where new land has 
become available because of the decrease in area planted 
to sugar cane. “The area devoted to soybean cultivation in 
Netherlands India has increased its relative position from less 
than 5% to more than 10% of the Manchurian area.”
 During the past eight years [since 1931], two main 
factors have infl uenced the international soybean market: (1) 
Japan’s occupation of Manchuria has led to a sharp reduction 
of soybean acreage and production there; (2) Germany’s 
Fettwirtschaft (edible fats’ consumption regulation), initiated 
in 1933, resulted in a sharp reduction in the international 
demand for soybeans since Germany used to consume more 
than half of all European supplies. In addition, the fact that 
soybeans were dependent on a silver exchange standard has 
made them comparatively high priced, and soybean oil has 
been unable to compete with rival products.
 “As a result soybeans have developed into a profi table 
crop in other areas, especially since in recent years the 
German-Manchurian barter trade has served to support the 
international level of prices in this commodity.” There has 
also been a great expansion of soybean area in southeastern 
Europe–especially in Roumania and Bulgaria.

1412. Associated Press (AP). 1939. Soy bean price rise aided 
by export needs. Detroit News. March 17. p. 33, col. 8.
• Summary: Chicago–Soy beans are the highest price 
commodity, bushel-for-bushel, sold on the Chicago Board 
of Trade. Their price is now 88 cents a bushel, the highest 
in more than 7 months. Last fall they were at a low of 68¼ 
cents a bushel for May delivery. “Production of the bean in 
the Middle West has increased rapidly in recent years...”

1413. G. 1939. Germany and the soya bean: Building 
up reserves (Letter to the editor). Manchester Guardian 
(England). April 6. p. 20.
• Summary: This letter (dated April 4) begins: “Sir.–It is 
reported that last year exports of Manchurian soya beans to 
Europe totalled 1,370,000 tons, divided as follows” (in tons):
 “Germany 790,000. Denmark 195,000. Sweden 165,000. 
Holland 90,000. Britain 75,000. Norway 25,000. Italy 
20,000. France 10,000.”
 Observe Germany’s immense imports. “The soya bean 
is clearly being used (1) as a concentrated food reserve, (2) 
for present food supply, (3) in the preparation of synthetic 
products such as oils and fats (especially for adulterating 
butter, which in Germany is half synthetic [margarine] at the 
present time), tinned ‘milk.’ paints, synthetic rubber, and so 
on. This, I suggest, is an interesting sidelight on what is now 
happening in Germany.” Address: Manchester.

1414. Primmer, George H. 1939. United States soybean 
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industry. Economic Geography 15(2):205-11. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Recent phenomenal 
acreage increase. Soil relationships. Effect of slope. Climatic 
infl uences. Relation to pests and diseases. Use of soybeans 
for food and feed (coffee substitute, “cooked as a green 
vegetable,” “soy sprouts of about two inches receive praise 
as a winter vegetable,” “Duluth confectionary counters 
display ‘Salted Soys’ alongside other exotic nuts,” “Recipes 
for preparing soybean ‘milk’ circulate widely”).
 Note. This is the 3rd earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that contains the modern term “soy sprouts.”
 Industrial uses of soybean oil and residue: the regional 
industrial products laboratory in Urbana, Illinois, staffed by 
40 men.
 Figures show: (1) Bar chart of the world’s principal 
soybean producing countries in 1924-25, and in 1935-
36. In 1936, Manchuria was by far the leader, followed 
by the USA, Chosen [Korea], Japan (whose production 
has decreased since 1925), and Netherland India [today’s 
Indonesia].
 (2) A map of the eastern half of the United States, with 
carefully located 50,000-acre dots showing areas of heaviest 
soybean production. Between 1934 and 1939, the area 
increased 5-fold in Mississippi and 21-fold in Minnesota. 
The area in Oklahoma decreased.
 (3) A graph shows that the number of combines used to 
harvest soybeans in Illinois skyrocketed from 0 in 1924, to 
about 20 in 1925, to about 75 in 1926, to about 300 in 1927; 
by 1935 the number had increased to an estimated 3,000. (4) 
A photo shows a combine harvesting soybeans.
 (5) A photo of a “Superior fi eld of Indiana soybeans 
probably cultivated for the last time as plants shade most 
of the fi eld’s surface. Two-row corn cultivators or “beet 
cultivators may till four such soybean rows simultaneously.
 (6) A graph shows soybean oil imports into the United 
states; these imports increased dramatically during World 
War I, peaking in 1918 [at 335.98 million lb].
 (7) A map shows the location of soybean oil mills in the 
United States. There are large numbers in Illinois, Indiana, 
Ohio, Iowa, and North Carolina.
 (8) A bar chart shows “Utilization of soybean oil 
processed in the United States” in 1934, 1935, and 1936. 
In 1934 the 30 million lb was used mostly by the drying oil 
industry. In 1935 the 140 million lb was used mostly for 
[lard] compounds and vegetable shortenings. In 1936 the 280 
million lb was still used mostly for compounds and vegetable 
shortenings, but a signifi cant amount was used for oleo, other 
edible, the drying oil industry, and soap.
 (9) A photo shows a mill for removal of oil from Corn 
Belt soybeans; the processing plant serves an area tributary 
to Champaign, Illinois, and ships the oil to Chicago factory 
area.
 “Soybeans provided some of the none-too-kindly 
remembered ‘coffee’ rations to Union Civil War soldiers. 

Sausage makers, at times, put up to 50 per cent soybean fl our 
in part of their product.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Salted Soys” to refer to 
soynuts.

1415. Times (London). 1939. Import duties orders. Aug. 22. 
p. 18, col. 7.
• Summary: This Treasury order reduces “the rates of 
drawback in respect of soya beans used in the manufacture 
of soya bean oil and soya bean fl our. The reductions are 
consequent upon a fall in the price of imported soya beans, 
and take effect from August 23.”

1416. Boiscorjon d’Ollivier, Andre. 1939. La production 
métropolitaine des oléagineux: “Le soja” [French production 
of oilseeds: Soya]. Revue des Combustibles Liquides (la) 
17(167):225-35. Aug/Sept. (Chem. Abst. 34:3937). [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The agricultural situation in France. 
Heavy motor oils and vegetable oils. The production of oils 
in France. Soya (Le Soja). The cultivation of soya in France. 
Soya from the oil / lipid point of view. Possibilities of 
production of soya in France. Conclusion.
 Tables show: (1) Area planted to major crops (in 
hectares) in 1910 and 1935, and the change in area. The 
two main crops in 1935 are wheat and oats; soya is not 
mentioned. (2) Area (ha) and production (metric tons) of 
soybeans in Manchuria, 1924-1933. (3) Exports (in metric 
tons) of soybeans from Manchuria and their value (in Hai 
Kwan [Haikwan] Tael), 1922-1931. (4) Imports (in piculs) 
of soybeans to England, Germany, Holland, and France in 
1931, and their value in Hai Kwan Tael. Holland imported 
6.3 million, England 2.3 million, Germany 0.593 million, 
and France 0.024 million piculs. (5) Imports (in metric 
quintals = Q.M.) of soybeans to Germany in 1936 and 1937 
from Bulgaria, Rumania, and Manchuria. (6) Imports of 
soy oil (huile de soja) to Germany (in metric quintals) in 
1936 and 1937 and its value each year in Deutschmarks. 
(7) The countries supplying that soy oil (in metric quintals) 
to Germany in 1936 and 1937: Denmark 1.7, Holland 1.2, 
Manchuria 34.8 in 1937. (8) Area and production of soybeans 
in Bulgaria, 1933-1937, by La Société Anonyme Bulgare 
pour l’exportation et la production de graines oléifères Soja, 
at Sofi a. (9) Exports of soybeans from Bulgaria, 1935-1937. 
(10) Quantity of soybeans purchased by Germany from 
Bulgaria, 1935-1937. (11) Area and production of soybeans 
in Romania, 1936-1937, by two fi rms: (12) Société Soia, 
of German origin, and Société Planta, of Czech origin. (13) 
Production of soybeans in France, by region (in kg): Landes 
2,000. Saône-et-Loire 1,800. Seine-et-Oise 2,000. Massif 
Central 2,500. Soybean culture in France was started by 
Mr. Rouest, but the total is still tiny. (14) Cost of soybean 
cultivation in each of the above regions plus Seine-et-Marne. 
(15) Cost details per hectare. (16) Nutritional composition 
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of Broad beans (Vicia faba; féverolle), soya, and corn, incl. 
nutritive units (Unités nutritives) per 100 kg. (17) Yields of 
oil and protein from soybeans per hectare in seven different 
regions of Germany, by Prof. Dr. W. Riede and W.V. Haken. 
(18) Soy oil constants for soybean oil from France and from 
Manchuria. (19) Acidity of soya, peanut, and palmetto oils. 
Address: Secrétaire Général du Syndicat National pour 
le Développement de l’Utilisation des Huiles Végétales 
Combustibles.

1417. Bulletin des Matieres Grasses (Paris). 1939. La part 
des graines oléagineuses, huiles et tourteaux dans le trafi c du 
canal de Suez [The role of oilseeds, oils and oilcakes in the 
traffi c of the Suez Canal]. 23(9):202-07. Sept. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: These are extracts from study fi rst published 
in the Bulletin Décadaire Compagnie Universelle du Canal 
maritime de Suez concerning the quantities of oilseeds and 
their products that passed through the Canal from 1929-1938. 
The main oilseeds discussed are peanuts, soybeans, coconuts, 
and others. Palm oil and linseed cake are also discussed. 
Address: l’Institut Colonial de Marseille [Marseilles], 
France.

1418. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean”. 1939. Looking ahead with 
soybean growers. Proceedings of the American Soybean 
Association p. 3-8. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at 
Madison, Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybeans for export. 
Soybean growth in the last few years. Lack of storage 
handicaps oil marketing. Soybeans to replace restricted cash 
crops. Infl uence of foreign imports of oils. Industrial uses of 
soybean oilmeal (such as glues and paper sizing).
 It is likely that of the 1938 soybean crop, some 4-5 
million bushels have been exported to Europe, mostly to the 
Scandinavian countries and to Belgium and the Netherlands–
which have had diffi culty in being assured a supply from 
Manchukuo [Manchuria].
 “In 1938 the various European countries, not including 
Germany and Italy, imported about 15 million bushels of 
soybeans. Of this total, about 5 million bushels were handled 
through Unilever. And though they were shown as imports to 
other countries, they were actually being processed in transit 
to Germany. Germany and Italy are not allowed to buy 
American soybeans because both countries have contracts 
with Japan involving the exchange of Manchukuo soybeans 
for airplanes and other semi-war supplies.
 In Europe, ground nuts, known as peanuts in the USA, 
are the major source of vegetable oils and proteins. Imported 
from India and Africa, they limit American soybean exports 
to Europe.
 Of the 1938 U.S. crop, some 43 million bushels 
were used in domestic processing plants, resulting in the 
production of over a million tons of soybean oilmeal and 
375-400 million pounds of soybean oil. Today over 95% of 

the production of soybean oilmeal goes into the feeding of 
livestock and poultry; the rest goes into industrial utilization.
 Soybean oil usually sells for slightly less than cottonseed 
oil due to a partly higher refi ning loss, and a somewhat more 
expensive hydrogenating process (necessary to remove the 
“beany” taste). About 15-20% of our total soybean oil is used 
in the “industrial fi eld or technical fi eld,” as in the production 
of duco fi nishing for automobiles, blends with other oils 
in the production of paint and varnishes, absorption in the 
waterproof line of goods such as oilcloth and linoleum, and 
such other minor uses as printers ink and core binders.
 The meal from some 2 to 3 million bushels of soybeans 
is now used to make “highest type” soybean glues. 
Laboratory research shows that soy protein can be used 
in the production of paper sizing. “We recently learned 
through at least semi-offi cial sources that plants are under 
construction for the casting in one piece of the fuselage and 
wings of airplanes. The material that is intended to be used 
will carry a sizeable percentage of soybean protein.”
 “Today’s prices of soybean oilmeals place plastics 
produced therefrom on a cheaper basis than wood.” There is 
a defi nite possibility that shortly doors of all kinds of homes 
may be produced from soybean plastics.
 Soybean fl our, lecithin, and the “green vegetable 
soybean” are three ways of utilizing soybeans for food. 
Soybean fl our has large future possibilities, but the green 
vegetable soybean “has to my mind probably the greatest 
possibilities... I hesitate to make much comment on this new 
table delicacy, since without doubt the state of Wisconsin 
leads all others in the development and utilization of this 
soybean. Suffi cient research has been carried on so that the 
recommended varieties of edible soybeans are fairly well 
established. If you wish to grow them in your garden, you 
have opportunity to select varieties that will be ready to eat 
in 70 days or 150 days, as you wish... The development of 
the canning and quick freezing methods are such that we 
may expect a tremendous increase in the acreage devoted to 
the vegetable soybean.”
 The president of the American Soybean Association 
[Glen G. McIlroy of Ohio] is now said to be experimenting 
on the use of soybean oil for restoring hair to bald pates. “If 
such fantastic development should actually eventuate then 
indeed our amazing little oriental emigrant has earned the 
sobriquet of ‘the miracle bean.’”
 A portrait photo shows “Soybean” Johnson.

1419. McIlroy, G.G. 1939. Why the American Soybean 
Association needs every grower’s and processor’s support. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 53-
56. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at Madison, 
Wisconsin.
• Summary: “Our soybean industry shows promise of 
becoming one of the largest of our nation’s agricultural 
developments. That possibility cannot be realized unless 
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the American Soybean Association develops just as fast, 
or a little faster, than the industry. Therefore, the American 
Soybean Association has marvelous possibilities!
 “No industry nor economic interest is any stronger or 
bigger than its supporting organization.”
 “The American Soybean Association was originally 
set up by far-seeing pioneers of our industry.” Its work “for 
today and the near future must be, fi rst of all, educational... 
Letters of inquiry coming to our Association headquarters 
must be answered promptly, completely, and courteously... 
Another means of educating the public in regard to our 
product is by furnishing speakers for meetings of various 
kinds, and speakers for radio programs throughout the year... 
The third, and last method, of which I shall speak today, of 
educating the public relative to the products of our industry, 
is by the use of newspapers and magazines. Oftentimes they 
are happy they are happy to receive material such as we are 
able to give them, as they know their readers are anxious to 
learn more and more of the so-called ‘miracle bean.’”
 In legislative matters, the Association must work to have 
the duty on imported fats and oils increased from 3 to 5 cents 
a pound.
 The Association must also work for “the development of 
foreign trade in soybeans and soybean products. Apparently, 
the consumption of soybeans by European countries, is on 
the increase. Mr. [E.F.] Johnson has said, these countries 
have purchased American beans largely because of diffi culty 
in being assured a supply from Manchukuo. My idea is 
that this diffi culty of securing a supply is due not only to 
economic disturbances in the Far East but also to the fact that 
there are not enough beans to go around. Figures recently 
released from our Department of Commerce, supposedly 
coming from the Commissioner of Agriculture of Germany, 
show that in 1938 that country, alone, imported 783,000 
metric tons of soybeans and 8,000 metric tons of oil, which 
in all represents 31,000,000 bushels, or more than one half of 
our 1938 production.
 “Can’t we extend our educational campaign to include 
European countries? Haven’t we the same possibilities there 
that we have in the United States, and can’t we produce the 
beans?” Maybe our soybeans can take the position being lost 
by American cotton.
 “Now, how can we prepare our Association to be best 
able to develop these possibilities? Primarily, we must have 
a larger membership. You will now understand why we need 
every grower’s and processor’s support. Instead of having 
a few growers in each section of our producing territory, 
we must have practically all of them. And, in addition, we 
must have more associate memberships from processors 
and a large part of the elevator men in soybean producing 
territories, must also be enrolled. State organizations must be 
the nucleus for concerted efforts. Eventually, we must have 
some setup whereby ample funds will be available. Possibly 
this matter can best be handled by some method similar to 

that used by the National Livestock and Meat Board. This 
organization is fi nanced on a 50-55 basis. The growers put up 
one half, and the packers one half. Collections are made by 
the commission fi rms on the central market from the grower 
or shipper on the basis of 1 cent per head on cattle, 1/3 
cent per head on calves and hogs and 1/5 cent per head on 
sheep. When the packer buys the livestock, he matches the 
contribution of the grower or the shipper.
 “With reliable sources of income for the Association 
established, we will, then, be able to get away from donated 
help, which usually means ineffi ciency. We must have 
a high-class, paid executive-secretary (or what ever you 
may choose to call him) who will give his full time to 
organization work, and be available at any point for talks 
before various groups, and we must have well-equipped 
headquarters with a staff competent to handle publicity of all 
kinds.
 “I hope we can all have the pleasure at some future time 
of seeing the American Soybean Association so established. 
Then, and not until then, will we be ready for the work 
ahead.” Address: President, American Soybean Assoc. [from 
Irwin, Ohio].

1420. Morse, W.J. 1939. Soybeans–The world around. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 39-
44. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at Madison, 
Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Asia: China, 
Manchoukuo [Manchuria], Chosen (Korea), Japan, 
Netherlands Indies [Indonesia], Philippine Islands. Europe. 
Rumania. North and South America. Africa. Australia.
 In Europe, production is presently “confi ned largely to 
European Russia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and 
Rumania. In Europe as a whole, slightly more than 3 million 
bushels of seed were produced in 1938, 80 per cent of which 
was produced in Bulgaria, Rumania, and Yugoslavia. The 
largest increase has been in Rumania, due chiefl y to the fact 
that Germany, by guaranteeing purchases, has given a certain 
stability to cultivation... Russian scientists have for the past 
several years carried on extensive experiments with the 
soybean. At the present time the principal areas of cultivation 
are the Ukraine and certain regions in northern Caucasus.
 “Previous to the World War, Europe absorbed about 
50 per cent of the exports of soybeans from Asiatic 
countries, the largest of the imports being taken by the 
United Kingdom, with Denmark and the Netherlands taking 
the remainder. In the post-war period [after World War I] 
important changes took place, Germany taking fi rst place as 
an importer and other nations entering into the international 
trade in the bean and its products. At present Germany still 
holds fi rst place as an importer of soybeans, followed by 
Denmark, England, Sweden, and the Netherlands. Among 
other countries that have increased their imports are France, 
Norway, Latvia, and Italy...
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 In South America, soybeans are at the experimental 
stage. “Successful results have been obtained in Cuba, 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and in some parts of Mexico.”
 “Africa: Extensive experiments have been conducted 
with the soybean in various parts of Africa for many years 
but as yet it is an unfamiliar crop to the majority of African 
farmers. It has been successfully cultivated in the upland, 
midland, and coast districts of Natal and throughout Gambia, 
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony. In the 
cotton and corn growing districts of Belgian Congo the 
soybean has been grown successfully for and food purposes. 
Results in all cases, however, indicate that more and better 
varieties, and improved methods of culture and harvesting 
are essential before the soybean becomes a factor of much 
economic importance in African agriculture. The crop is 
advised more as a crop for domestic use than the European 
market. It is of interest to note that in 1938 nearly 4 million 
pounds of soybean meal were used in native rations in the 
mine compounds of South Africa.
 “Australia: Successful results have been obtained with 
a few American varieties in Victoria and Queensland, but 
thus far efforts to establish the soybean as a commercial 
crop have been disappointing. At the present time, however, 
more extensive tests are being conducted to obtain adapted 
varieties in order to produce beans on a commercial scale.”
 A table (p. 43) gives “Acreage, production, and imports 
of soybeans by countries (Compiled from offi cial sources),” 
based largely on 1938 statistics. The countries are: Austria, 
Belgo-Luxembourg [Belgium], British Malaya, Bulgaria, 
Canada, China, Chosen (Korea), Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Estonia, France, Germany, Hongkong, Italy, Japan, 
Kwantung, Latvia, Manchoukuo, Netherlands, Netherlands 
Indies, Norway, Poland-Danzig, Rumania, Sweden, Taiwan 
(Formosa), United Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R. 
(Russia), Yugoslavia.
 Leading soybean producers are: China 217,192,000 
bushels (1936), Manchoukuo 170,269,000 bushels, United 
States 57,665,000 bushels, Chosen 18,480,000 bushels, 
Japan 13,473,000 bushels (1937), Netherlands Indies 
9,873,000 bushels (production minus seed for planting), 
U.S.S.R. 2,502,000 bushels, Rumania 1,804,000 bushels.
 Leading soybean importers include: Germany 
28,766,356 bushels (the world’s largest soybean importer), 
Japan 27,796,787 bushels (#2 worldwide), Estonia 195,475 
bushels, Latvia 86,347 bushels, and Poland-Danzig 
19,106 bushels. Address: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, 
Washington, DC.

1421. Wing, David G. 1939. Legislative activities of the 
American Soybean Association. Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Association p. 15-17. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-
12 Sept. at Madison, Wisconsin.
• Summary: These activities began in 1928 when the 
American Farm Bureau Federation, the National Grange, 

and the Dairymen’s League cooperated with the American 
Soybean Association in procuring a tariff of $6 per ton on 
soybean cake and meal, most of which was being imported 
from Manchuria. This tariff was effective, however it did 
not stop the ever-increasing importation of foreign vegetable 
oils, of which, during 1935, over a billion pounds were 
imported. Of course, the major portion of these were coconut 
oil and palm oil coming from the Philippines, Brazil, the 
Dutch East Indies, and the west coast of Africa. These 
low-priced oils, selling for as little as 2 cents per pound, 
along with importations of soybeans and soybean oil from 
Manchuria, forced the price of vegetable oils in the USA to a 
very low level.
 “The Legislative Committee of the American Soybean 
Association spent much of its time that winter in supporting 
the Bailey Amendment to the 1936 Revenue Bill which 
provided for a processing tax of from 3 to 5¢ per pound on 
all the chief foreign oils imported for processing purposes. It 
was through the efforts of this Committee, and the thousands 
of soybean growers scattered over many states, that the 
Revenue Act passed and became effective August 21, 1936.”
 “This brings us up to the formation of our present 
legislative setup. Largely, through the efforts of the American 
Soybean Association with E.F. Johnson and President 
Glen G. McIlroy taking the lead, a meeting was held in St. 
Louis [Missouri] early last winter. The purpose of this St. 
Louis meeting was to get together all the allied fats and oils 
interests and to organize them into a conference which might 
work together to the good of all concerned. A great deal of 
enthusiasm was displayed, and a second meeting was called 
in Memphis [Tennessee] for the following month. Jacob 
Hartz of Stuttgart, Arkansas, representing the American 
Soybean Association, and E.F. Johnson attended this 
conference.”
 E.F. “Soybean” Johnson took charge of this meeting. 
President McIlroy represented the ASA at the next meeting, 
which was in Washington, DC. The associated groups hired 
A.M. Loomis of the National Dairy Union to serve as their 
lobbyist in Washington, DC.
 “Mr. Johnson and Mr. McIlroy have both been in 
Washington numerous times and have testifi ed before the 
Senate Finance Committee. They feel that our efforts are 
not in vain and that early next season we may be able to 
get relief from this deluge of cheap coconut and palm oils 
now coming into this country, which tends to force soybean 
oil down to 3½¢, and cottonseed oil and lard down to 5¢ 
and lower!... May I take this opportunity to congratulate 
President Johnson, his offi cers, and legislative committees 
for their efforts this last session of Congress. I, personally, 
want to congratulate the members of my Committee for 
the hundreds of letters and telegrams which they have sent 
in response to my call or to the call of our Washington 
representative, Mr. Loomis.” opportunity to congratulate 
President Johnson
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 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 1998) 
by or about David G. Wing (of the well-known Wing 
family) related to soybeans. Address: Chairman Legislative 
Committee, ASA. From Mechanicsburg, Ohio.

1422. United Press (UP). 1939. Nazis say Russia will aid on 
food: Assert Soviet railways will ship 1,000,000 tons of soy 
beans from Manchukuo. New York Times. Oct. 28. p. 4.
• Summary: Russia will transport the 1,000,000 tons of soya 
beans from Manchukuo to Germany’s eastern border over 
the Soviet railways. If this report is correct, this may help to 
solve Germany’s food problems, which are acute because of 
the Anglo-French blockade. “Germany has long been a major 
consumer of Manchukuoan [soy] beans, which were shipped 
by water and processed into margarine, meat substitutes, and 
other food products.”
 Next year, Germany plans to import 200,000 more tons 
of soy beans than last year. In an exchange, a broadcast last 
night said Russia would supply Germany with thousands, 
perhaps even millions “of tons of oil, cotton, ores, wood 
and fl ax, while Germany, in her turn, would deliver to 
the Soviet Union whole industrial plants, machinery, 
chemicals, apparatus and electrical appliances.” Hitler is now 
Chancellor of Germany.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2020) that contains the term “Soviet Union” in 
connection with soybeans–even though the Soviet Union was 
formed on 30 Dec. 1922.

1423. Detroit News. 1939. War demand for soy beans 
shatters U.S. export record. Oct. 30. p. 27, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: European demand for American soybeans, 
stimulated in part by the war, is breaking all U.S. export 
records. The main foreign buyers of U.S. soybeans, all in 
Europe, have been Denmark, the United Kingdom, Norway, 
Sweden, Holland, and Belgium. Before the war, these 
countries relied on Manchuria for much of supplies.
 In 1937 the U.S. exported about 1.3 million bushels, and 
in 1938 approximately 2.6 million bushels. Estimates for 
1939 soy bean exports run as high as 15 million bushels.

1424. Schuitemaker, B. 1939. Marktoverzicht van de 
voornaamste Nederlandsch Indische producten gedurende 
het jaar 1938 [Market overview of the leading Netherlands 
Indies’ products during the year 1938]. Landbouw 
(Buitenzorg, Java) 15(10):634, 641-42. Oct. [Dut]
Address: Java.

1425. Business Week. 1939. Soybean exports soar. Nov. 11. 
p. 17-18.
• Summary: Europe will buy 15,000,000 bushels of this 
“most versatile vegetable”–a gain of almost 500% over last 
year’s 2,645,000 bushels.
 “Most of these cargoes were consigned to Montreal, 

there to be transshipped to European ports–Great Britain, 
Holland, Belgium and the Scandinavian countries.
 “No item of consequence in the last war, the soybean 
takes on new importance in these days of Ersatz economies–
which explains why Germany last month was negotiating 
with the Soviet Union to obtain permission to ship the 
commodity from Manchuria, principal producing area, over 
the Russian state railway.
 “The soybean is still used primarily as animal feed and 
as a human food, but its industrial uses–for example, in 
the production of plastics–account for a steadily increasing 
portion of the crop. Henry Ford’s $5,000,000 processing 
plant at River Rouge takes in soybeans and turns out window 
frames, gear shift knobs, horn buttons, distributor caps, and 
automobile paint. A host of other companies are similarly 
putting the bean to new and unusual uses.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 1998) that uses the word Ersatz to refer to an 
inferior substitute.

1426. Chemische Industrie (Berlin). 1939. Sojamonopol 
in Mandschukuo [Manchuria: Soybean monopoly]. 
62(49):1000-01. Dec. 8. Partly summarized in Kunststoffe 
30:49 (Feb., 1940). [Ger]
• Summary: “For some years the soybean has been 
cultivated successfully in Europe. For example in 1939, in 
Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia, 118,000 ha were planted 
to soybeans, whereas 5 years earlier only 2,000 ha had been 
planted. Romania, in which 100,000 ha were planted in the 
last year, is far in the lead among the countries named. Last 
year the soybean harvest in the 3 countries named totalled 
about 92,000 tonnes, and almost all of it was delivered 
to Germany. For 1940, a further expansion of planting is 
expected.
 “Agronomic trials have shown that soybeans also 
grow and thrive in Sweden. It is, however, not yet clear if 
cultivation is economical there.”

1427. Grand Rapids Press (Grand Rapids, Michigan). 1939. 
War export demand lifts soybean price. Dec. 13.
• Summary: Soybean prices are rising because of increased 
demand resulting from the war and improved business 
activity. “Eleven million bushels of soy bean from this 
year’s 80,000,000 bushel crop have already been sold for 
export. Last year only 4.4 million bushels of soy beans were 
exported from a 58,000,000 bushel crop.
 “Most of the beans which have been sold for export this 
year were contracted earlier at low prices. And it is uncertain 
whether exports will continue heavy after present contracts 
have been fi lled...
 “If Russia allows shipment of soy beans over the Trans-
Siberian railway from Manchuria to Germany, the United 
States will face less competition from Manchurian beans in 
Western Europe.
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 “Soy beans are also fi nding increasing use in industry. 
In 1929 soy beans supplied only 1 per cent of the fats used 
in making margarine and were not used at all in making 
cooking fats [shortenings]. Last year soy beans provided 13 
per cent of the oil used in making margarine and 10 per cent 
of the oil used in making cooking fats.”

1428. Leschener, F. 1939. Anbau der Sojabohne in Java 
[Cultivation of the Soybean in Java]. Kolonialforstliche 
Mitteilungen (Hamburg) 2(2/3):301-02. [Ger; eng]*
• Summary: Prior to 1932 Java imported some 100,000 
tons per year of soybeans from Manchukuo. Since then 
the situation has changed entirely and soybeans are now 
exported from Java. The latter excel in their high content of 
oil, protein, and fatty acids.

1429. Granhall, I. 1939. Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande 
sojaböna, lin m.m.i Östersjöländerna och Mellaneuropa 
[Plant cultivation studies regarding soybeans, fl ax 
and other plants in the Baltic countries and Central 
Europe (Continued–Document part III)]. Sveriges 
Utsaedesfoerenings Tidskrift 49(2&4):161-79, 336-50. [Swe]
• Summary: (Continued): Romania (p. 340):
 In no other European country is soybean growing done 
on such a wide scale as in Romania. Even before World War 
I, the soybean appeared on a small scale in Transylvania, 
which at that time belonged to the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
In 1928, a series of experiments with soybeans was initiated 
by the agricultural research institute in Bucharest, which led 
to the area of soybean cultivation being estimated at up to 
400 hectares by 1933.
 In the fall of 1934, a company named “Soia S.A.R., 
Gesellschaft für den Anbau und die Ausfuhr von 
Ölsaaten” was formed. German capital stands behind this 
(I.G. Farbenindustrie). The company quickly increased 
soybean growing in Romania so that by 1937 it covered 
approximately 106,000 hectares. The increase in soybean 
growing along with soy export appear in the table below: 
The area is soybeans in hectares increased from 1,400 in 
1934, to 20,411 in 1935, to 58,027 in 1936, up to a very 
large 106,000 in 1937. The metric tons of soybeans exported 
[to Germany] likewise grew from zero in 1934, to 6,000 in 
1935, to 23,000 in 1935 up to 51,000 in 1937.
 During the week I stayed in Romania, I visited the 
following institutions: Soia, S.A.R. and the Institutului de 
Cercetari Agronomice al Romaniei (I.C.A.R.) in Bucharest; 
Siebenbürgisch-Sächsische Landwirtschaftliche Lehranstalt, 
in Medias; Stasiunea de Ameliorarea Plantelor, in Cluj.
 Bucharest
 It was with a great desire to be at my service that Mr. G. 
Bistriteanu and Mr. R. Ullman of Soia S.A.R. made time for 
me during my stay in Bucharest.
 That fi rst year that the soy company operated (1934), 
a good harvest was obtained. The following year, however, 

the soy harvest was rather poor (600 kg/ha). In 1936, things 
were more favorable again. Gradually, the climate over large 
parts of Romania proved to be rather unfavorable for soy 
growing. This is particularly the case with the extremely 
dry areas in the southeast, where the hot steppe winds from 
southern Russia in June and July result in premature ripening 
and extremely shriveled seeds. Such a dry period can often 
result in a 2/3 reduction in harvest, as was the case in 1935, 
in Dobruja and the surrounding areas.
 In the dry areas of southern and southeastern Romania, 
an average yield of only 170 kg/ha was obtained in 1937. 
In Bessarabia (today’s Moldova and Ukraine), 980 kg/ha 
was obtained and in Transylvania roughly 1,400 kg/ha. The 
highest yields achieved during that year were between 2,000 
and 3,000 kg/ha. For all of Romania the average was only 
650 kg/ha, which could be considered a rather low number. 
The fact that in spite of all this soybean growing is believed 
to be profi table, is to a large extent due to the low labor and 
planting costs in this relatively backward country.
 In the future they particularly want to avoid large areas 
of Dobruja. It can therefore be assumed that 1938’s soybean 
area (sojaareal) will be somewhat lower than the previous 
year’s, with approximately an estimated 80,000 hectares to 
be sown in all.
 In terms of organization, the soy company (sojabolaget) 
has divided the country into inspectorates, each one under a 
technical director. These in turn have a number of regional 
directors under them. The smallest organizational unit covers 
one or two towns, where a local agent representing the 
company divides up the sowing and checks on the planting. 
All of the growers have a contract with the company and 
each one has his own account, documenting the amounts 
of soybean seed received, inoculant, bags, etc., as well as 
delivered soybeans. Each fall, a railroad station and date/time 
are announced for where the respective towns will drop off 
their soybean harvest. The delivery is checked by a 3-man 
group (a weigher, a scribe and a treasurer), and payment to 
the growers is made in cash at the time of unloading, which 
has proven to be quite popular.
 Page 342: The export of soybeans to Germany is done 
either by train via Chernivtsi [Cernauti, Bukovina] (in 
today’s Ukraine) and Poland to Szczecin [Stettin] (in today’s 
Poland), or by ship through the Black Sea from Costanta to 
Hamburg.
 The soybean varieties that have come into use thus 
far include the Kleine Gelbe Ungarische and Reiner, of 
which the latter, which originates from Yugoslavia, takes 
up probably 2/3 of the cultivated area. Both are considered 
populations, even if the seed cores exhibit a rather uniform 
yellow color. Kleine Gelbe Ungarische is the more drought-
resistant of the two sorts, whereas Reiner has a larger 
seed, matures somewhere later and under normal weather 
conditions offers a higher yield.
 For the purpose of planting more suitable and uniform 
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varieties for the country, as previously mentioned, Dr. Lene 
Herb-Müller is conducting a rather extensive breeding 
project in Romania. For this purpose, she has a laboratory 
set up in Bucharest that also includes 4-5 hectares of testing 
land. In Brasov, where more experiments are conducted, 
there is another 3.5 hectares available for use. Together with 
Dr. Ullmann, I visited the laboratory in Bucharest, where 
the assistant (Ms. Mannhardt) demonstrated methods and 
materials.
 Soybean growing in Romania really needs to be 
patterned according to the precipitation conditions in the 
country’s different regions. As previously noted, Dobruja 
and southern Bessarabia are the driest areas, where up 
until now soybeans have produced less profi table harvests 
(from the soy company’s point of view). For the farmers 
themselves, soy has been of particularly great interest, since 
typically grain harvests are even worse. With more drought-
resistant varieties, growing even in these areas can probably 
become economically viable. The best soy area is actually 
Transylvania, where the cultivated areas are generally 
situated at 400-500 meters elevation and where precipitation 
amounts are more satisfactory. The scope of growing in this 
province is largely restricted, however, by competition with 
other crops which have proven to be quite profi table here, 
including malting barley and medicinal plants. Relatively 
decent soy areas are also located in central and northern 
Bessarabia (cf. G. Valuta, Kühn-Archiv, Bd. 44, 1938, 121-
160).
 In the materials people were working on at Dr. Müller’s 
laboratory, there are great differences in e.g. branches, stems, 
plant height, pod size and seed size.
 As far as the price of Romanian soybean goes, it was 
said that the growers receive a payment of 5 leu per kg, equal 
to 15 SEK per dt. The price is approximately the same as for 
Manchurian soybeans.
 The German soy company is now conducting even more 
extensive planting in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. growing 
starting in 1935 in Bulgaria, when 10,000 hectares were 
seeded. Guided by that year’s harvest results in various 
areas, the less suitable tracts of land were excluded in 1936, 
whereby the area of soy was only approximately 6,000 
hectares. In 1937, ultimately 15,000 hectares were seeded, 
and in 1938 a considerable increase in area is planned. 
Bulgaria is considered a real futuristic scenario for soy 
breeding, due to both the climatic conditions and the fact that 
the Bulgarian farmers are generally more enterprising and 
savvy than their Romanian counterparts. The average harvest 
has also been somewhat higher in Bulgaria (800 kg/ha), with 
decent prospects to improve further.
 Lead by professor Munteanu and Dr. Dragoescu, in 
Bucharest I also visited the stately building where the Central 
Romanian Institute for Agricultural Research (I.C.A.R.) 
resides. 9 research stations are administered by this facility in 
the country’s different climatic zones.

 Medias (p. 344):
 Medias is located in Transylvania, at approximately 300 
meters elevation, in an area with numerous German farming 
towns which trace their origins back to German immigrants 
during Middle Ages, primarily Saxons. The Transylvania-
Saxon School of Agriculture, where I visited, is run by 
director Herbert. Dr. A. Kornfeld, who as a teacher of plant 
cultivation and a grower of soybeans, works there. Among 
other things, in the periodical Pfl anzenbau (1936, vol. 13, p. 
161-206) he summarized a number of his experiences with 
soy growing in Transylvania. It should also be noted that he 
has a piece in Zeitschrift fuer Pfl anzenkrankheiten (1935, 
Bd. 45, p. 577-613), discussing diseases and pests that affect 
soybeans. Apparently he is currently working on publishing a 
large manual on soybean growing.
 Work with soybeans has been conducted in Medias 
since before World War I, and Dr. Kornfeld has been the 
director since 1923. In Transylvania’s so-called “Weinland”, 
relatively favorable conditions prevail for soy growing. The 
amount of precipitation in Medias is 500-600 mm per year 
and the average temperature is around +9ºC. The area of soy 
in Transylvania is estimated by Dr. Kornfeld to currently be 
around 1,500 hectares, about half of which is farmed through 
the soy company and the other half is grown by the farmers 
for their own use. Like elsewhere in Romania, corn plays a 
major role here in the diet and the availability of protein is 
commonly too low. Dr. Kornfeld therefore mixed soy into 
the corn porridge for the fi eld workers, where at fi rst they 
refused to eat the porridge. Later on, when they fi nally came 
around and Dr. Kornfeld did not have a suffi cient amount of 
soy to mix into the porridge, these same farmers refused to 
eat the soy-free porridge which they thought was too devoid 
of nutrition.
 The ultimate objective of soy breeding in Medias is the 
growing of soy varieties that the farmers here can make use 
of themselves. In several respects, Dr. Kornfeld has therefore 
deviated from the aims and methods Dr. Lene Müller, who 
thought soy only had applications in industrial use. Among 
other things, he attaches no weight at all to seed color (his 
most promising sorts also have black seeds). (Continued).

1430. Institut International d’Agriculture. 1939. La 
production et le commerce international des huiles et graisses 
[International production and trade in oils and fats. 2 parts]. 
Rome, Italy: Imprimerie de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles 
Colombo. [Fre]*

1431. International Institute of Agriculture. 1939. Oils and 
fats: Production and international trade. Studies of Principal 
Agricultural Products on the World Market No. 4. Part I. 345 
p. See p. 59-76. [Eng]
• Summary: Nine major oilseed crops and their respective 
oils are discussed: cottonseed, groundnut, linseed, soya beans 
(p. 59-76), sunfl ower seed, colza seed–rapeseed–mustard 
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seed, sesame seed, castor seed, perilla seed, others (hemp 
seed, poppy seed, maize/corn). I. Grinenco wrote section 
IV titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil.” Contents: I. 
Production (p. 59-68). Areas of production: Table 18 shows 
“Areas cultivated for soya.” Average 1924-1928, 1929, 1930, 
1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, in China, Manchukuo, 
Chosen [Korea], Japan, Netherlands Indies [Indonesia], 
United States, U.S.S.R. [USSR, p. 61-62] (Territory in 
Europe and Asia), Europe.
 Table 19 shows “Areas cultivated for soya” during 
the same time periods shown above. In 1936 the world’s 
leading soybean producing countries (in 1,000 metric tons) 
were: China 5,911.0, Manchukuo [Manchuria] 4,175.5, 
United States 816.0, Chosen [Korea] 487.1, Japan 339.8, 
Netherlands Indies (Java and Madura) 247.4, U.S.S.R. 
[USSR] 44.3, Kwantung 17.7, Taiwan 4.4.
 Table 20 shows “Area and production of soya in China 
by provinces (average 1931-1935).” The leaders in total 
production are (in 1,000 metric tons): Shantung 1,980.7, 
Kiangsu 1087.4, Honan 765.0, Szechuan 517.0.
 Table 21 shows “Production of soya in Manchukuo 
by provinces in 1936 (in 1,000 metric tons):” Northern 
provinces: Pinkiang 1,083.9, Kirin 980.8, Lungkiang 464.9, 
Sankiang 260.6, Chientao 91.4, Heiho 2.7. Total north: 
2,884.3. Southern provinces: Fengtien 985.4, Antung 154.7, 
Chinchow 151.1. Total south: 1,291.2.
 Table 22 shows “Area cultivated for the production 
of soya bean in the United States (in 1,000 ha):” Figures 
are given for Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, North Carolina, 
Mississippi, Missouri, Other states. Total.
 II. Trade (p. 68-76). Principal countries exporting 
soya beans: Manchukuo, Chosen [Korea], The United 
States. Principal countries importing soya beans: Germany, 
Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, France, Norway, Latvia, 
Italy, Japan, Chosen, Netherlands Indies. Principal countries 
exporting and importing soya oil: Manchukuo, Japan, 
United Kingdom, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, French 
Morocco, Hong Kong. III. Conclusion (p. 76).
 Concerning Norway: Table 24 (p. 71) shows “Net world 
imports of soya beans (in 1,000 metric tons),” yearly from 
1929 to 1936, plus average 1909-1913, and average 1924-
1928. A footnote shows that in 1910-11 Norway imported 
700 tonnes of soybean oil, followed by an average of 100 
tonnes in 1924-28. Norwegian imports of soybean oil were 
zero from 1929 to 1932, then 2,200 tonnes in 1933, rising 
to 15,300 tonnes in 1934, then 15,700 tonnes in 1935, and 
22,900 tonnes in 1936.
 Concerning Finland: Pages 74-75 state that Finland 
imports soya oil. Finland’s fi rst recorded imports were in 
1931, when 684 metric tons (tonnes) were imported. By 1936 
Finland was importing 2,565 tonnes of soya oil a year. Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (May 2002) concerning 
soybean products (soy oil) in Finland; soybeans as such have 
not yet been reported. This document contains the earliest 

date seen for soybean products (soy oil) in Finland (1931).
 Concerning Latvia: Page 72 states: “Among the 
countries that have increased their imports of soya beans are 
France, Norway, and Latvia, although the quantities imported 
up to the present are relatively small.” They are so small that 
no statistics are given. Address: Villa Umberto I, Rome, Italy.

1432. International Institute of Agriculture. 1939. Oils and 
fats: Production and international trade. Studies of Principal 
Agricultural Products on the World Market No. 5. Part II. 
423 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Section II. Land animal fats. Butter. 
Pig fats. Beef and mutton fats. Trends in world production 
of and world trade in fats of land animals. III. Marine animal 
oils and fats. IV. Production and consumption of fats and 
oils in certain countries. V. Utilisation of fats and oils. VI. 
Prices of fats and oils (with graphs). Address: Villa Umberto 
I, Rome, Italy.

1433. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1939. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. xxiv + 1202 p. Index. 26 
cm. Sixth annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. This book was published in late 
1938.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year. The Foreword states: “A special 
feature of this issue is the supplement entitled Japan’s 
Economic Position in China.”
 Page 332: Table 23 shows production of “Beans, 
potatoes and sweet potatoes” in hectolitres from 1927 to 
1936. 1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels 
(USA). For soya beans:
 4.751 million hectoliters in 1936
 Page 760: In the chapter on Railways. Table 5 shows 
“Staple commodities hauled” from 1931-1938.
 1931–4.927 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans & 
other beans, 0.739 mmt bean cake, and 0.103 mmt bean oil.
 1932–7.435 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans & 
other beans, 0.851 mmt bean cake, and 0.091 mmt bean oil.
 1933–7.643 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans & 
other beans, 0.566 mmt bean cake, and 0.030 mmt bean oil.
 1934–5.102 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans & 
other beans, 0.601 mmt bean cake, and 0.029 mmt bean oil.
 1935–5.427 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans, 0.502 
mmt bean cake, and 0.026 mmt bean oil.
 1936–4.407 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans, 0.428 
mmt bean cake, and 0.025 mmt bean oil.
 1937*–2.676 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans, 
0.233 mmt bean cake, and 0.022 mmt bean oil. * = 
Excluding North Chosen Line.
 1938*–2.640 million metric tons (mmt) soya beans, 
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0.321 mmt bean cake, and 0.024 mmt bean oil. * = 
Excluding North Chosen Line.
 Below this table is a section about the new freight rates.
 Page 761: Table 6 shows “Soya-bean freight rates in yen 
per metric ton. Table 6A shows rates F.O.B. Rashin [Rason, 
Rajin, a port city on the east coast of Korea, 20 miles from 
the Russian frontier] from 12 localities Table 6B shows 
F.O.B. Dairen. from the same 12 localities.
 Below that and on page 762 is a history of the South 
Manchuria Railway Company.
 Page 759: A large table shows “Area under various crops 
(in hectares)” yearly from 1924 to 1938. In 1938 soya beans 
were planted on 3.784 million hectares.
 Page 760: A large table shows “Output of principal of 
crops (metric tons)” in Manchoukuo yearly from 1924 to 
1938. The latter year is an estimate. For soya beans: 4.381 
million metric tons in 1938.
 The other principal crops shown in the tables are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, upland rice, and 
other cereals. The text about “Soya beans” is repeated on this 
page and the next.
 Page 761: A table shows soya bean exports from 
Manchoukuo (in metric tons) from 1930 to 1937. Exports in 
1937 were 1.974 million metric tons.

1434. Matagrin, Am. 1939. Le soja et les industries du soja: 
Produits alimentaires, huile de soja, lécithine végétale, 
caséine végétale [The soybean and soy industries: Food 
products, soy oil, vegetable lecithin, and vegetable casein 
(Continued–Document part III)]. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. x + 
390 p. 18 cm. [300 ref. Fre]
• Summary: (Continued): Japan: The great oil mills of 
Kobe. In Japan, for cooking, sesame oil is preferred and for 
illumination rapeseed oil.
 French Indochina: From 1931. It is estimated Tonkin 
cultivated about 12,000 ha of soybeans and harvested an 
average of 7,500 metric tons per year. The low yield of 
only 625 kg/ha, compared with a world average of 1,000, is 
explained by the fact that soybeans are generally cultivated 
with corn in a 1:1 mixture. Some soybeans are exported to 
Hong Kong. Since 1933 Paul Braemer, chief of agricultural 
services in Hong Kong, is exerting himself to propagate 
this nutritious plant more. Up till now the strong fl avor of 
the soy protein deters colonials from using soy for food and 
soymilk. Made experimentally at the Maurice Museum, 
these have not attained but a relative success in the European 
colony. However the natives use many products. The village 
of Cu-da / Cuda 10 km from Hadong [in today’s Vietnam] 
specializes in a type of soy sauce which cannot be made 
except from April to July, and which must be kept in sealed 
containers.
 English and Dutch Indies: Today Prof. D. Kanga of 
Gujerat College of Ahmedabad, recommends warmly this 
economical and fortifying food. Soy is now used increasingly 

in industrial dining rooms and universities (he lists names). 
It is likely that India will acclimatize varieties rich in oil, 
develop extraction mills in its centers of industry, and deliver 
a large tonnage to the English soap makers.
 Soybeans, propagated by the Russians, have long been 
grown on the plains of Turkestan [today’s Afghanistan] and 
tests have been done in Persia [today’s Iran] and the Soviet 
and Chinese republics of Central Asia northeast of there.
 Soy in Africa: The French tried growing soybeans 
successfully in Dahomey and Togo. In North Africa trials 
have been taken more seriously since 1918 in Algeria, then 
in Tunisia and Morocco. In Tunisia, the tests which began in 
the late 19th century, are now growing. In Morocco lots of 
other beans are grown.
 Australia is fi nally cultivating soybeans since the start of 
the century in the southeast, and today on all the east coast 
(Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria).
 Soybean etymology: Low Countries = Sojaboon. Russia 
= Soia. Italy = Soia or (better) soja.
 At the start of this century, when the German industry 
launched “Nitragine,” a liquid culture of nitrogen fi xing 
bacteria, there was much interest. The American practice, 
founded on the research of Norman Shaw (1910) and on 
the experience of the agricultural experiment stations at 
Michigan (1905), Wisconsin (1907, 1922). etc. consists of 
inoculating new soil with soil from former soybean fi elds.
 Matagrin has a lengthy and excellent review of soybean 
agronomy. Also one of the best bibliographies; the most 
extensive of any European book to date on all aspects of 
soybeans and soyfoods.
 The USA and the USSR were the fi rst two countries to 
mechanize soybean planting and harvesting.
 On the diseases and enemies of the soybean (p. 108): 
Earliest citation is 1919 from J. of Agricultural Research, and 
from the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station. Third is 
Wolf and Lehman 1920.
 Most of the early studies on soybean diseases and 
enemies are analyzed in Morse (1927) “Soy Beans: Culture 
and Varieties.” In the same publication is found a summary 
of U.S. work on insect enemies of soybeans established by 
H.R. Walton, Bureau of Etymology, Washington, DC.
 The early research on the chemical composition of the 
soybean plant was to determine its value as forage. The key 
work in France was done by Lechartier and Joulie. The latter 
also studied the composition of the soybeans from Etampes, 
as did Giljaranski. and H.L. North.
 The structure of the soybean cells was studied in France 
by Colin and Blondel (1888).
 Matagrin has a strong historical dimension running 
through every chapter.
 The median oil content from Asian soybeans is not more 
than 17%, while that of American soybeans attains 19%.
 In about 1920, West and Levene developed the chemical 
formula and structure for animal lecithin.
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 The importance of soybeans as a protein source was not 
pointed out by researchers for 69 years, i.e., until the 1880s, 
and was not considered from an economic point of view 
until the World War I put into relief the problems of feeding 
populations and armies. Then interest and patents multiplied. 
For example, in 1910 the processes of S. Satow of Sendai, 
Japan for the precipitation of soymilk by a ferment or by 
sulfuric acid.
 Most legumes contain only 1.6 to 2.9% oil, with the 
exception of peanuts which contain 45%. Soy contains 20%.
 Concerning soy lecithin, From 1870 to 1910 W. Koch 
(1902), Fraenkel, (p. 152) not only verifi ed the initial 
conclusions of Thudichum about this agent of nutritional 
assimilation. Koch showed in 1902 that this phosphatide was 
important.
 At the start of the 20th century, soy pap was prescribed 
with success for diabetics in the hospitals of Algeria, as in 
Japan and Austria.
 Page 158: Number of calories costing 15 centimes in 
1938. Li Yu-ying had a similar chart but he omitted potatoes.
 Potatoes: 80 grams give 224 calories
 Soybeans: 40 grams give 188 calories
 Rice: 50 grams give 180 calories
 Bread: 45 grams give 145
 Followed by 16 other foods.
 Etymology: Matagrin (p. 160-61) says “fève de soja” 
and “soja à l’etat vert” (for green vegetable soybeans).
 Miss Ellen Kingsley (p. 161) of the U.S. Bureau of 
Home Economics published many recipes using whole dry 
soybeans.
 Durand (no citation) discussed cooking whole soybeans 
in water with sodium bicarbonate. This well-known 
process for all legumes leaves an unpleasant taste. So he 
recommended pressure cooking. Then he gives recipes for 
whole dry soybeans.
 At whole dry soybeans, there is considerable discussion 
of their use in vegetarian diets. Was Matagrin a vegetarian?
 Etymology: Matagrin (p. 166) says “la farine des fèves 
grilles” for roasted soy fl our.
 At the Iowa College of Agriculture, Nelson made a 
soynut butter as follows: Deep-fry soybeans in oil at 100-
110ºC for about 5 minutes. Grind the soybeans fi nely. Then 
grill at 160ºF for about 20 minutes. Finally mixing these with 
some of the deep-frying oil.
 Soy coffee is cafe without caffeine. Matagrin uses lots 
of information from Li Yu-ying; likewise information from 
Li appeared in countless later articles. Li was one of the two 
original sources; Paillieux was the second.
 Is soymilk presently consumed more widely that animal 
milks in China? Not in Japan.
 Carles (note spelling) was not a Frenchman who did 
work on soymilk.
 Soymilk (p. 172): According to an article by Prof. R. 
Lepine of Lyon (1919), concerning a communication of 

Mlle. Castet of the Society of Horticulture of Alger (Algiers).
 Rouest was director du Laboratoire du Soja in Russia’s 
North Caucasus.
 Castagnol (soymilk) in Bulletin of Indochina, uses a 
centrifuge.
 Soymilk patents from France. G.D. Thevenot (1920-25), 
A. Serault (1931), M. Adler (1933).
 Arao Itano (1918). Made soymilk from soy fl our with 
Bacillus inoculum. So it was fermented soymilk developed 
by a Japanese.
 Etymology: Fèves de soja entieres = whole soybeans.
 Li Yu-ying used cold extraction of soymilk, Chinese 
style.
 Matagrin has an excellent review of all the various ways 
of making soymilk.
 Muggia and Gasca (1921) made soymilk with a bland 
fl avor in Italy.
 1933 process for making soymilk in Russia by 
Bogatskij, Storozhuk and Morumtzev.
 In raising animals, soymilk renders a great service. It 
is very wildly used now in USA and in Asia. but its use is 
limited by that fact that it is more economical to feed the 
animals the bean itself or the cake.
 Adding lecithin to soymilk gives it a light fl avor of 
butter.
 Etymology: Matagrin unfortunately calls yuba Crème 
de lait de soja (Phu-chuc of Indochina) [dried yuba sticks]. 
According to an analysis by a pharmacist, Monnier, of the 
Pasteur Institute of Hanoi, it contains 64.62% oils, 8.98% 
Nitrogen. It is often prepared with fi sh bladders or minced 
meat.
 Just. Hatmaker (p. 190) made powdered soymilk, as did 
three other processes, including a spray process of Bevenot 
and Neveu. This process was also widely used in English 
soap factories. Matagrin gives 3 analyses of powdered 
soymilk, the earliest from Li Yu-ying.
 Pages 192-93: Discusses soy yogurt (Yoghourt au lait 
de soja), soy kefi r (Kéfi r au lait de soja), and soy koumis / 
koumiss (koumys).
 Matagrin gives detailed descriptions of many methods of 
making tofu and 9 pages of information (p. 194-202)
 Bloch said the best coagulant is magnesium chloride. 
Beltzer preferred acids to calcium salts.
 Ellen J. Kingsley (1935) of the USDA gives a method 
for making tofu.
 Drs. Labbé (Labbe) and Marchoisne have shown that 
vegetable albumines, despite current opinion, are very 
assimilable.
 Matagrin gives a number of nice tofu recipes including 
French-style tofu in Petits-fours (fancy biscuits; p. 201) and 
Tofu meringue. Address: France.

1435. Japanese American News Inc. / Nichi-Bei Shinbunsha. 
1940/01. Nichibei jûshoroku [The Japanese American 
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directory. No 36]. San Francisco, California: Nichi-Bei 
Shinbunsha; The Japanese American News. 688 p. Jan. 1. 
Index of cities. 23 cm. [Eng; Jap]
• Summary: On p. 7, under “Food products manufacturers,” 
are listings (name, address, phone no.) in San Francisco 
for: Azumaya Co., Fujimoto Co., Umino Tofu Mfg., and 
Norio Co. On the facing page is a full-page ad for Fujimoto 
Co., importers, manufacturers & exporters, 246 Front 
St., San Francisco. The company makes miso, koji, and 
pickled salmon (sake tsukemono). They sell tofu ingredients 
(presumably imported soybeans and nigari). Address: 350 
Ellis Street, San Francisco.

1436. United Press. 1940. Nazis outbid British for beans. 
New York Times. Feb. 26. p. 23.
• Summary: Tokyo. Feb. 25. British agents, working 
through neutrals, have tried to buy up export surpluses of 
soya beans in Manchukuo to prevent these supplies from 
reaching Germany, according to the Domei news agency. 
The British purchased 100,000 sacks offered at Yingkow 
[pinyin: Yingkou, in today’s Liaoning province at the mouth 
of the Liao River] “before German exporters in Manchukuo 
discovered their activities and outbid them on additional 
offers, Domei said.”

1437. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering. 1940. 
Report on chemical raw materials. 47(2):63-94. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: The graph on p. 65 shows that most U.S. wars 
since 1800 have caused wholesale prices to rise. This was 
especially true during the War of 1812, the Civil War and 
World War I. Prices fell during the Mexican War (1845-48) 
and rose only slightly during the Spanish American War 
(1898).
 The section titled Oils and Fats (p. 87-91) by Gordon 
W. McBryde has a graph showing the following from 1924-
1938: soybean prices (which fell from 1924 to 1931, rose to 
1936, then fell thereafter), and soybean production divided 
into uses for seed and feed, crushed in domestic mills, and 
exported. Production has increased steadily with 1939 being 
a record year of 87 million bu, up 50% over 1938. Of this, 
the great majority was crushed by U.S. mills. 1935 was the 
fi rst year that domestic crush made use of more than 50% 
of U.S. production. 1931 was the fi rst year that American-
grown soybeans were exported. Domestic consumption of 
soy oil is mainly in shortenings.

1438. Cigné, Conrad. 1940. La Roumanie fournisseur du 
Reich [Romania, supplier of the Reich]. Bulletin Quotidien 
de la Societe d’Etudes et d’Informations Economiques. 
Supplement. Feb. 7. [Fre]*

1439. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1940. New everyday uses 
developed from soy bean: Its protein is valuable in many 
fi elds. March 29. p. 31.

• Summary: “Soybeans... held the center of attention 
yesterday at the sixth annual chemurgic conference of 
agriculture, industry, and science in the Stevens hotel” in 
Chicago.” Lyman Peck, of the Soybean Nutritional Research 
Council, said that industrial research is developing many new 
uses for soybean oil and meal. New uses for the protein in 
soybean meal include plastics, glue and sizing for washable 
wallpaper, and water paint. There is a rapid increase in the 
use of “soybean fl our and other byproducts [such as lecithin] 
in the human edible fi eld.”
 Some soybean meal is being used for fertilizer in 
growing shade tobacco, and research shows it may be used in 
fertilizers for golf greens and lawns. Peck said that about 90-
95% of the soybean oil meal made in the USA is used in the 
rations for live stock, poultry, and small animals.
 “G.G. McIlroy, president of the American Soybean 
association, advocated an increase in duties on fats and 
oils competing with those domestically produced to a point 
where importation would be defi nitely curtailed.”
 The U.S. imports an average of 2,298 million pounds of 
foreign produced fats and oils every year. If we give these 
a value of 4 cents/pound, the U.S. has imported $251,940 
worth of “tropical fats and oils” each day for the past 6 
years. “Power alcohol,” made from corn, could be raised on 
currently idle acres in the middle west, then used to operate 
farm machinery.

1440. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1940. Soy 
bean export records shattered by war demand. 22(7-10):12. 
March.
• Summary: “European demand for American soy beans, 
stimulated partly by the war, is shattering all United States 
export records, grain men say.
 “Traffi c in soys, until a few years ago a minor American 
crop, is expanding rapidly as farmers in the middle west 
send the biggest harvest they’ve ever produced to market. 
The 1939 soy bean crop has been valued at approximately 
$75,000,000.
 “In the month of October almost 3,000,000 bushels 
were cleared in lake vessels from the Chicago [Illinois] area, 
in which soy bean marketings from the rich middlewestern 
belt are centered. Two boatloads carrying 109,000 bushels 
were booked directly to Norwegian ports. Direct shipments 
abroad are rare, most of the cargoes being transshipped from 
Canadian ports.
 “Exporters say the war has cut off supplies from 
Manchuria, which for centuries has been the world’s 
principal soy bean producing area, and Europe has been 
forced to depend more on the United States for supplies.”
 “Principal foreign buyers of United States beans have 
been Denmark, the United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, 
Holland and Belgium. United States producers estimated 
a crop in excess of 80,000,000 bushels, compared with 
57,600,000 the preceding crop year. Prior to 1934 domestic 
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production of soy beans never exceeded 20,000,000 
bushels.”

1441. Walsh, R.M. 1940. Soybeans: New problem. 
Agricultural Situation (The) (USDA Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics) 24(3):12-14. March.
• Summary: “The rapid increase soybean production in 
the United States during the past 6 years has provided 
many farmers with a new cash crop, and other farmers 
with valuable hay, forage, and green manure crops. On the 
other hand, the greater soybean production has materially 
increased the domestic surplus of edible fats and oils, and 
has been an important factor depressing prices of lard and 
cottonseed oil.” Note: This is the “new problem” referred to 
in the title.
 “Production of soybeans has increased even more 
sharply than acreage. Approximately 5 million bushels of 
beans were harvested in 1924, 13 million bushels in 1933, 
and 87 million bushels in 1939.
 “In the four States where the greatest increases in 
soybean acreage have taken place–Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
and Iowa–soybean acreage has tended to take the place of 
land previously planted to oats and corn. These four States in 
1939 accounted for 61 percent of the total soybean acreage 
and 91 percent of the beans harvested.
 “The marked increase in the production of soybeans in 
the Corn Belt has been conditioned by several factors. These 
include the ability of the soybean plant to withstand drought, 
its relative freedom from pest hazards, its adaptability to 
crop rotations, the possibility of harvesting the beans with 
the small combine, and the fact that soybeans provide an 
additional source of cash income for many farmers. The 
necessity for fi nding a more profi table crop than oats, and 
in some cases corn, has been important in bringing about 
increased soybean production.”
 A large table shows “Production, disposition, and 
products obtained from crushings of soybeans; and 
production of lard and cottonseed oil in the United States, 
Average 1924-33, Annual 1934-39.” Disposition includes: 
(1) Used for feed or seed. (2) Exported. (3) Crushed (the 
largest of the three; in million bushels. Increased from 1.943 
in 1924-33 average, to 9.105 in 1924, to 25.181 in 1935, to 
30.310 in 1937, to 44.470 in 1939). Address: USDA.

1442. Times (London). 1940. A vital German supply: The 
magic bean. Soya food for man and beast. April 23. p. 7, col. 
6; p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: “From a correspondent. Since the war began 
there have been frequent references in the Press to soya 
beans, mainly in relation to the Trans-Siberian railway 
transport of raw materials to Germany and the so-called 
‘Nazi food pills.’ Few people noticing these references 
will have appreciated the extent to which Germany is now 
making use of the soya and the importance of the part it 

plays both in the Nazi food economy and in the general 
economic structure of the Reich. The soya has become 
vitally important to Germany from the food, the economic, 
and the military standpoints.”
 “It has been described as ‘unquestionably the most 
important food plant in the world.’ Its chief economic 
importance lies in an oil with various industrial applications 
and in a special fl our... But it has also a multitude of 
industrial applications. With good reason the Germans have 
called the soya ‘the magic bean’.
 Note the use of the term “magic bean” in the title to 
describe the soybean.
 “A substitute for meat: As for the food aspect, one of 
the greatest weaknesses of Germany is the relative lack of 
foodstuffs of animal origin (meat, milk, eggs). The Germans 
are facing this weakness by developing from the soya a fl our 
called Edelsoja, which, because of its high content of good 
proteins (40 to 45 per cent.) and of fats and carbohydrates, 
can completely replace meat or the other animal foodstuffs. 
This fl our is introduced in the traditional prepared foods and 
culinary dishes (soups, sausages, bread, biscuits, macaroni) 
in such a way that the taste is unimpaired, the protein content 
greatly increased, and through a daily arrangement of diet the 
individual receives, without reliance on meat, the minimum 
ration of proteins, fats, and mineral salts indispensable for 
human nutrition. This soya fl our is not an Ersatz, not a ‘food 
pill,’ but a new and superior foodstuff with the experience 
of centuries in the Far East to confi rm its nutritive value. 
We cannot afford to smile indulgently on German efforts 
to develop its consumption. The United States cannot be 
called a starving country, yet, according to offi cial fi gures, 
the Americans produce and consume over 300,000 tons 
of soya fl our annually and more than forty concerns there 
are manufacturing soya fl our and soya food products. In 
Germany the beans are also used for the production of 
margarine, soya oil being the basis of the fi nal product; and 
before the war 400,000 tons appear to have been annually 
applied as cattle feed.
 “Germany built up huge reserves of soya beans in view 
of the war. It is believed that these amounted to 2,000,000 
tons, suffi cient to provide the whole German population with 
the equivalents of animal food for fi ve months.” Soya beans 
can be imported into Germany from countries like Rumania, 
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Hungary, by barter.
 “The military aspect: The military importance of the 
soya is due as much to the food products as to the explosives 
and other war chemicals which can be manufactured from 
it. The fl our and prepared products are the ideal military 
foods, and are now an established part of the German Army’s 
war-time diet... The German soldier can easily carry in 
his haversack a three-day ration... At the end of the Polish 
campaign Nazi offi cial circles were boasting in Berlin, that 
without the soya it would not have been possible for the 
German Army to advance so quickly as it had done.
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 “Germany has always been the largest soya importing 
country in the world. From 1928 to 1933 she imported over 
1,000,000 tons annually, according to offi cial fi gures, but 
these dropped to about 500,000 tons in 1935-36 and then 
rose to 800,000 tons in 1938, and 500,000 tons for the fi rst 
six months of 1939. The greater part of these imports came 
from Manchuria, but in 1937 and 1938 about 50,000 tons 
are said to have been admitted annually from Rumania. It 
seems clear, however, that the fi gure for Rumania cannot be 
correct. In 1937 the Rumanian production was estimated at 
150,000 to 250,000 tons. No soya is retained by Rumania; it 
is known to be all exported to Germany. From this it would 
follow that the German import fi gures deliberately understate 
the true position. As long ago as 1933 the Germans realized 
that dependence on Manchurian soya, which was almost 
entirely brought by sea to German ports, would be dangerous 
in time of war and that reliance on Trans-Siberian railway 
consignments, even assuming Russia to be bienviellant 
[benevolent, friendly], would be precarious. For this reason 
immediately Hitler came into power the Germans took 
steps to develop the production of the soya in Rumania 
and other Balkan countries. The large chemical group I.G. 
Farben Industrie, with the full support and encouragement 
of the Reich Government, began preparations in 1933 to 
promote the cultivation of the soya in Rumania. Thousands 
of tons of seed were taken into the country. A Rumanian 
company, the Soja S.A.R., was incorporated with German 
capital for producing and trading in the beans. The company 
provided the Rumanian peasants with seed and bacteria; it 
made the necessary advances against future delivery; and 
it looked after technical instruction in soya cultivation. Its 
activities reached into almost every village in those districts 
where production was possible. Further, by guaranteeing 
a minimum purchase price to the peasant, the company 
encouraged him to concentrate on soya rather than on the 
more uncertain maize or wheat which market fl uctuations 
made less profi table.
 “In Germany itself a subsidiary company, the Deutsche 
Olsaat Verwertungs, was set up to import from Rumania. 
Payments for the soya were to be effected within the ambit 
of a clearing system, and by virtue of this arrangement, inter 
alia [among other things], the I.G. Farben Industrie was to 
export its chemical and other industrial products in return. As 
the price paid to the peasants amounted to only 60 per cent. 
of the export price, the result of this ingeniously planned 
system was to provide Germany with secure and accessible 
source of supply on the cheapest possible terms, and without 
risk of losing foreign exchange. A similar story may be told 
in regard to Bulgaria. In 1934 two companies with German 
capital were set up there, having the same range of activities 
as the Rumanian. A clearing system to pay for the soya 
was likewise developed, and minimum prices guaranteed 
to the peasant. In Yugoslavia also efforts were made by the 
Germans to encourage production, but the possibilities there 

were less favourable in view of transport diffi culties.
 “Silos in Austria: Precise fi gures are diffi cult to obtain of 
the quantity of soya produced in the Balkans under German 
promotion. The largest production is certainly in Rumania, 
and must certainly have greatly increased since 1937. In the 
autumn of last year [1939], it was reported on good authority 
that Germany had appropriated 5,000 railway wagons for 
the transport of soya from Rumania; and that in addition 
200 barges were waiting at the port of Braila to pick up soya 
beans. Large silos have been constructed in Austria for the 
storage of the soya as it comes up from the Balkans by rail or 
by the Danube. It is probable that an estimate of 500,000 tons 
for the annual Rumanian production would not be an outside 
fi gure. Latest reports say that production is still further to be 
increased. The most recent development is the creation of a 
new Germano-Rumanian company to operate from February 
1 of this year [1940], its object being expressly to increase 
production in Rumania. Apart from Rumania, efforts are now 
being made by the Germans to promote soya cultivation in 
Hungary.
 “As we have said, Russian and Trans-Siberian railway 
transport is precarious in any event. It is estimated that with 
the present railway material 500,000 tons of soya at most 
could be carried annually from Manchuria across Siberia, 
and the cost of the product when it reached Germany would 
be almost prohibitive. So far as is known, little or no soya 
has come during the war by the Trans-Siberian route. 
Germany cannot afford to lose her soya supplies, from 
whatever quarter they come. The soya has become for the 
Germans a vital sinew of the ‘total war’ which they have 
conceived, prepared, and developed.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2003) with the term “soya food” in the title.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2003) 
that describes the use of government policies (guaranteed 
minimum prices) to promote soybean production.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2019) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for eastern 
Europe.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2019) 
that contains the term “Nazi food pills.”

1443. Puget, R. 1940. La question du lait et le soja [The 
question of milk and the soybean]. Les Cahiers de la santé 
publique. Hygiène. Hygiène publique. Hygiène et médecine 
sociale 13(4):69. April. [Fre]
• Summary: Hervé Berbille, who found this article, writes: 
“In my opinion, this it is a very important article for two 
fundamental reasons:
 “(1) It seems that the tariffs were increased in France 
in order to nip soymilk rise in the bud: ‘There was, indeed, 
more than ten years ago, a French company, now defunct, 
named “Les Établissements Iris” which had begun to 
manufacture, at Montrouge, a plant milk plant whose 
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nutritional value and easy digestibility threatened for a 
moment a disastrous competition with cow’s milk.’
 “’A brutal rise of the customs duties on the entrance 
into France of the ‘pea of China,’ or soya aborted’” [the 
development of this soymilk].
 “(2) Probably shortly after the ceasing of activity of the 
Caseo-Sojaïne [founded by Li Yu-ying], there was a second 
attempt to market soy milk in France by a company (‘Les 
Établissements Iris’), located in Montrouge (a town near 
Paris) which I had never heard of before (I did not fi nd any 
additional information about it).”
 Note: Hervé thinks that Les Établissements Iris probably 
produced soymilk during the period of roughly 1920 to 1930. 
Address: France.

1444. Morse, W.J. 1940. Soybeans around the world. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 72-
74. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn, 
Michigan.
• Summary: The areas where soybean production has 
recently increased are the East Indies, Rumania, Austria, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia. “Soybean 
production in the Danube Basin in 1939 amounted to 
approximately 5 million bushels. The acreage in Bulgaria, 
Hungary, Rumania, and Yugoslavia increased more than 
60% in 1940, this being attributed to the activities of two 
German companies which distributed selected seed and 
inoculation culture, and contracted in advance for taking the 
entire production at increased prices. The Greek government 
planned extensive cultivation of soybeans in 1940, providing 
for importation of seed, requiring compulsory cultivation of 
the crop, and the purchase of the entire crop from farmers at 
remunerative prices. In addition to their attempts to establish 
the crop, extensive investigations have been carried on in 
the research laboratories of government agencies and private 
industries of many countries in the development of new food 
and industrial products from the soybean and its by-products, 
oil and oil meal.”
 The increase in production has been largely due to the 
development of adapted soybean types through introduction, 
selection, and hybridization. “Soybean breeding programs 
have been carried on extensively in Germany, Russia, 
Netherland Indies, Rumania, Japan, Manchuria, South 
Africa, Canada, and some of the Balkan countries, and to 
a lesser extent in Sweden, England, Holland, France, Italy, 
Poland, Australia, India, and the Philippines.”
 “The outbreak of hostilities in Europe and the resulting 
interference with the fl ow of Manchurian soybeans into 
European markets brought about a rather critical situation 
to the producers in that part of the Orient. Moreover, 
Manchurian authorities on November 1, 1939, set up a 
soybean monopoly whereby the government purchases 
all soybeans for sale, fi xes the price, and makes all export 
sales... Soybean exports from Manchuria for the fi rst 

8 months of the 1939-40 marketing year amounted to 
approximately 24 million bushels as compared with 59 
million bushels for the corresponding period last season. 
Exports to Europe during the 8 months of this season were 
estimated at about 4 million bushels as compared with actual 
exports of 32 million bushels for the same months in 1938-
39. About one million bushels were exported this year to 
Germany via Trans-Siberian Railway, and over 2.5 million 
bushels to Europe by sea, a major portion of which went to 
Italy.
 “With practical cessation of direct shipments to 
European countries, Japanese and Manchurian offi cials 
began concentrating on the development of new industrial 
outlets for soybeans. The process of making usable protein 
from soybean material as a substitute for imported milk 
casein has been widely studied by government and industrial 
agencies in Manchuria and Japan. At present the principal 
ways in which soybean protein is substituting for milk casein 
are as glue for wooden articles, furniture, veneer, plywood, 
etc., paper sizing, as the adhesive element in insecticides and 
water paints, and as material for artifi cial wool and plastics. 
In 1938 more than 22 million pounds of soybean glue were 
used. A few Japanese companies have industrialized the 
manufacture of protein on rather an extensive scale. In 
Japan only one fi rm is reported to be producing soybean 
plastics, and these are not entirely satisfactory. Soybean 
fi ber, or casein fi ber as it is known in Japanese trade circles, 
is manufactured exclusively by one concern which sells its 
products to a spinning fi rm for making into yarn and cloth. 
The present capacity of the factory is about 22,000 pounds 
per day although actual daily production is said to be only 
about 13,000 pounds. The fi ber known as ‘Silkool’ has not 
yet been exported. The domestic prices range from 33 to 35 
cents per pound.
 “A sample of ‘Soyalex’ recently received from Japan 
was said to contain not less than 60% pure lecithin. This new 
soybean product may be used in making butter, chocolate, 
for dressing of leather, making of shoe polishes and toilet 
foods such as face creams and soaps, for cooking, making 
noodles and macaroni, and in the preparation of valuable 
chemicals.”
 A portrait photo shows W.J. Morse.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Sweden.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2017) that uses the term “soybean fi ber” to refer 
to spun soy protein fi ber used like a textile fi ber. Address: 
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.

1445. N.G. 1940. Extension de la culture [du soja] dans les 
pays du sud-est de l’Europe [Expansion of soybean culture 
in the countries of southeast Europe]. Revue Internationale 
des Produits Coloniaux et du Materiel Colonial 15(173-
76):106-07. May/Aug. Summary from Revue Internationale 
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d’Agriculture, Jan. 1940. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: As was shown by Mr. Schuren in the periodical 
Der Vierjahresplan (The Four-Year Plan) (5 May 1939), the 
countries of southeastern Europe have taken advantage of 
the virtual soybean monopoly enjoyed by Manchuria and 
China, by profi tably expanding their production of soybeans 
in recent years. In Romania, soybean production increased 
from 11,000 tonnes in 1935 to 52,000 tonnes in 1938. In 
Yugoslavia, soybean production increased from 484 tonnes 
in 1936 to 4,648 tonnes in 1938. In 1934 German industry 
conducted large soybean agronomic trials in Romania. 
Their success led to the founding in Bucarest, Romania, of 
the Society “Soia S.A.R.” and in Bulgaria of the society 
“Uljarica” (Dec. 1935). In 1938 Germany imported 783,000 
tonnes of soybeans from the following sources: Manchuria 
717,400 tonnes, Romania 57,300, Yugoslavia 4,800, and 
Bulgaria 3,200.

1446. Wirt, F.A. 1940. What the implement manufacturers 
are doing to assist the soybean grower. Proceedings of the 
American Soybean Association p. 40, 43-52. 20th annual 
meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn, Michigan.
• Summary: “Address delivered Aug. 20, 1940 at the 20th 
Annual Meeting of the American Soybean Association, 
Dearborn, Michigan.”
 Contents: Introduction: Some reasons for rapid increase 
in soybean acreage. Preparing the seedbed (Plows, disk 
harrows, notched coulter blades, levers). Disk harrows. 
Planting (grain drills, fertilizer attachments, beet and bean 
planters). Cultivating (spike tooth harrow, rotary hoe, beet 
and bean cultivator–for rows less than 21 or more than 21 
inches apart). Harvesting for hay (horse-drawn mowers, 
tractor mowers, side delivery rakes, hay loaders, silage 
cutters, power row-crop binders). Harvesting for beans 
(combines). Tractors. Conclusion.
 “Surprising to many within as well as outside agriculture 
is the rapidly increasing acreage planted to soybeans–
especially in the mid-west states.
 “It is not within the scope of my remarks on ‘What the 
Implement Manufacturers are Doing to Assist the Soybean 
Grower’ to discuss the many reasons why soybean acreage 
has increased so rapidly beginning with the year 1929.
 “Other speakers at this and previous meetings have 
explained these reasons–commercial use, effect of Chinese-
Japanese war on shipments from Manchuria, increased 
demand from Europe until very recently, reduced corn 
acreage, soil conservation program, more drouth resistant 
than most crops, freedom from chinch bug and most other 
insect damage, the Fat and Oil Tariff of 1934, the Bailey 
Amendment of 1936, improved varieties, and better cultural 
methods.
 “Every acre planted to soybeans, and then later 
turned under, grazed, or harvested, requires the use of 
farm machinery. This equipment has been and is today 

an extremely important factor in making this increasing 
acreage possible and profi table. Before discussing recent 
developments in farm machinery, therefore, it might be well 
to look at the record of acres planted to soybeans, and bushel 
yields in the last few years.
 “Last year (1939), 9,023,000 acres were grown 
in soybeans alone; 4,226,000 acres were raised for 
beans; 4,423,000 acres for hay and, taking into account 
interplantings, 1,357,000 acres for grazing or plowing under.
 “This year there is an increase of 17.6 percent over last 
year in soybeans grown alone, or a total of 10,610,000 acres.
 “In 1919 the number of acres grown for beans was 
suffi cient to justify recording by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. The increase since then is nothing short of 
phenomenal–from only 99,000 acres in 1919 to 1,008,000 
acres in 1930; and 4,226,000 acres grown for beans alone in 
1939. (See Chart 1)
 “From 1924 to 1939 the yield in bushels virtually 
doubled–from 11 to 20.7 bushels. Three of the important 
factors tending to bring about this increase in yield include 
improved varieties, better cultural methods and more 
effi cient harvesting. (See Chart 2)
 “In total number of bushels of beans a phenomenal 
increase has taken place in the last fi fteen years. In 1924 only 
4,947,000 bushels were harvested. By 1939 it had climbed 
to 87,409,000, and for 1940 it is estimated that if yields this 
year equal those of 1939, a total of 110,000,000 bushels may 
be expected. (See Chart 3)
 “In 1929, there were 2,400,000 acres of soybeans grown 
alone for beans, hay, grazing and plowing under. By 1940 
this acreage had increased to 10,610,000. Previously it was 
stated that the indicated 1940 acreage was 17.6 percent 
greater than last year. (See Chart 4)
 “The amazing increase in acreage is illustrated by what 
has happened in the four leading soybean states. In the last 
four years, 1936 to 1940, the soybean acreage in Illinois 
has increased from 1,887,000 to 3,108,000; in Indiana from 
748,000 to 1,652,000; in Iowa from 560,000 to 1,496,000; 
and in Ohio from 330,000 to 1,111,000.
 “The operations of preparing the seedbed, planting 
and harvesting will be discussed in that order, from the 
standpoint of ‘What the Implement Manufacturers are Doing 
to Assist the Soybean Grower’.
 “Where soybeans are turned under to add organic matter 
to the soil, plowing takes the place of harvesting. If the 
soybeans are grown for grazing, the ‘harvesting’ is done by 
animals.
 “Preparing the Seedbed: About fi ve years ago, I was 
driving through Illinois when the farmers were plowing 
under their cornstalks and soybean vines. Toward evening 
fi res could be seen in every direction. Farmers were burning 
crop residues which the soil required.
 “Just as I was leaving an implement dealer’s place of 
business, a farmer drove up. When introducing me, the dealer 
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explained, ‘Here’s a farmer who doesn’t burn his stalks and 
vines.’ When asked the reason, this farmer told me that his 
neighbors were still using old, light-weight tractor plows 
which long since should have been replaced with modern 
equipment. These old plows had been built to sell at a price, 
but please note that I did not say they were low-priced plows. 
Actually these plows proved to be an expensive investment.
 “This spring a week was spent driving through the 
Corn Belt. Again cornstalks were seen raked in windrows 
and burning, but fortunately there were not so many 
being handled in this Manner as fi ve years ago. Why the 
difference?
 “First, there is a better understanding of the need for 
organic matter in the soil, and how plowing under crop 
residues improves tilth, increases water-holding capacity and 
makes soils easier to work.
 “Second, plows and disk harrows developed and 
marketed within recent years are better adapted to turning 
under cornstalks and soybean vines.
 “Recent tractor moldboard plows have more clearance 
between bottoms and between soil and beams. They are built 
so bottoms raise high when the plow is tripped at the end 
of the fi eld, so very little trash, if any, catches on the share 
points when turning.
 “Notched coulter blades, eighteen inches in diameter, 
improve the non-clogging qualities of a plow operated in 
trashy conditions.
 “Levers for raising and lowering plow bottoms, and for 
leveling the plow, have, within the last few years been made 
adjustable in length and angle, so regardless of tractor or 
operator, plow levers can now be operated more easily from 
the driver’s seat.
 “In connection with lever control, one important 
development has been the half-notch adjustment of the depth 
lever. That is, the depth of the plowing as the bottoms are 
raised or lowered varies as little as one-fourth of an inch 
from notch to notch. In the past, the depth adjustment was 
likely to result in going deeper or shallower than the operator 
desired to meet the soil, crop and power conditions.
 “Purchasers of small tractors buy the lighter and less 
expensive plows which, for want of a better description, 
might be referred to as two-wheel plows. They are built to 
sell at a price and, for obvious reasons, cannot incorporate 
all of the many advantages of the larger, more substantial 
three-wheel tractor plows previously described. At that, these 
lighter plows of recent years are surprisingly effi cient under 
diffi cult soil and trash conditions.
 “Disk Harrows: The tandem and wide-cut disk harrows 
are important machines in the operation of preparing the 
seedbed. Some times the disk harrow alone is used for 
this purpose. More frequently disking precedes plowing, 
especially if the fi eld is covered with trash.
 “A Wheatland Disk Plow can take the place of a disk 
harrow. Being heavier, it has better penetration, but if not 

already available, its purchase is not recommended for this 
one operation. In general, soybean growers very properly 
wish to use their present machinery rather than invest in 
special soybean equipment.
 “Marked improvement has taken place in disk harrow 
design and performance within recent years.
 “Blades are heat-treated, and cutting edges are sharper, 
even when subjected to adverse conditions.
 “Connections between the front and rear gangs improve 
penetration–that is, the ability to cut through crop residues 
and the soil surface.
 “Lubrication of bearings has been improved by pressure 
fi ttings and the use of heavy oil or soft grease.
 “For those who prefer wide-cut harrows in the single 
style, they can be obtained in the ten, fourteen and twenty-
one foot size.
 “Sod strips are more noticeable this spring than a year 
ago. Before crossing sod strips, the disk gangs, of course, 
should be straightened. After crossing they are angled to 
resume working position. Straightening and angling can be 
accomplished in different ways -
 “1. Pull a rope, without stopping, for automatic 
straightening or angling of the gangs;
 “2. Stop and back up to straighten the gangs before 
crossing the grassy draw. To angle, pull a latch, and go 
ahead.
 “From the nature of the plant the seedbed must be fi rm 
with no air pockets and free from large lumps to obtain 
maximum yield of soybeans. Seedbed preparation, therefore, 
frequently includes the use of a roller packer. In outward 
appearance of working parts very little change has taken 
place in this machine, but they are now built for tractor 
operation, which is of no little importance” (Continued). 
Address: Chairman, Advisory Council to the Research Dep., 
Farm Equipment Inst.

1447. Davidson, Glenn M. 1940. The use of soybean oil 
in edible products. National Farm Chemurgic Council, 
Chemurgic Paper [No. 42]. 7 p. Sept. 17.
• Summary: Presented “at the Second Mid-American 
Chemurgic Conference September 16 and 17, 1940, 
Cleveland, Ohio.”
 “Available records indicate the fi rst soybeans were 
introduced into the United States in 1804. At that particular 
time, soybeans ware regarded as a botanical curiosity and it 
was not until recent years when this industry was extensively 
developed. The fi rst soybeans milled in this country were 
pressed in a cottonseed oil mill in North Carolina in 1913. 
The industry is now using three methods for extracting oil 
from the soybean, namely, the hydraulic, the expeller, and 
the solvent process. The resulting oils are known according 
to the method of extraction employed. Hexane is used in this 
country for all commercial extraction of soybean oil and the 
resulting oil has very desirable characteristics as concerns its 
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use in edible products.
 “During the past few years, we have witnessed the 
rise of soybean oil to a position of major importance in 
our domestic consumption of fats and oils. The extent of 
the uses of soybean oil in the edible and inedible products, 
particularly the former, and the keen interest in same, have 
been steadily growing in our country and offer ample room 
for further expansion of soybean oil consumption. It is 
expected that trading in soybean oil futures will be instituted 
on the New York Produce Exchange in the near future. This 
futures market will afford hedging facilities to merchants 
and processors of soybean oil, such as have been available 
hitherto in cottonseed oil and other agricultural commodities.
 “Soybeans have been grown for many years in the 
United States, but the crop and its processing have become 
of major commercial importance only during the past few 
years. Up to 1929 the major portion of the crop was cut 
green for hay, plowed under for green manure, and grazed or 
hogged off. From the 1929 crop of soybeans approximately 
eighteen per cent was crushed for oil, yielding 13,424,000 
pounds. Ten years later, in 1939, the production of beans 
aggregated 87,409,000 bushels, and it was estimated sixty-
six per cent was crushed for oil, yielding approximately 
535,000,000 pounds. It appears possible that the coming 
decade will witness continued rapid expansion in the 
acreage, and production of soybean oil in the United States.
 “The rapid growth of soybean production during the 
past few years is attributed to a number of causes. The 
tariff act of 1930 imposed a duty of $1.20 a bushel on 
imported soybeans. The acreage restriction programs of 
the agricultural adjustment administration, beginning in 
1933, made available millions of acres that formerly had 
been planted in major crops. The government slaughter of 
pigs in 1933 and the draught in 1934 created a shortage of 
fats and oils for human consumption and of feed for cattle 
that sent soybean prices soaring. Farmers’ response to 
this combination of available acreage and high prices was 
inevitable. In 1939 soybeans were grown in twenty-eight of 
the 48 states with Illinois leading in production.
 “The utilization of soybean oil as an edible oil on a large 
scale is new to this generation. During the world war and 
the immediate post-war period, however, large quantities of 
soybean oil were imported from the Orient for processing 
into oleomargarine and compound lard. At that time, the 
United States was exporting large quantities of lard and 
other fats to the Allies, and the resultant shortage in domestic 
supplies of edible fats and oils and the attendant very high 
prices necessitated the importation of soybean and other oils 
for edible purposes. The 1921 price decline, larger supplies 
of domestic fats and oils, and the imposition of duties in 
1921 and 1922 put a halt to large imports of soybean oil. In 
1934, coconut oil originating in the Philippines, formerly 
duty free, was subjected to an excise tax of three cents a 
pound on the fi rst domestic processing. At about the same 

time, a number of states imposed excise taxes of ten to 
twelve cents a pound on oleomargarine containing imported 
oils. As a consequence of these measures, the demand for 
domestically produced soybean oil for processing into 
oleomargarine was greatly enhanced. Coincidentally, 
the low level of hog slaughter and the short 1934 
cottonseed production enhanced the demand for soybean 
oil for processing into compound lard, and vegetable oil 
shortenings.
 “Consumption of fats and oils for edible and inedible 
purposes has been increasing steadily for many years and 
this is partly the result of a gradual change in dietary habits 
and partly the result of new uses in industry. In 1920, the 
United States consumed 5.9 billion pounds of all fats and 
oils, including butter and lard, or 55.8 pounds per capita. 
Last year, 1939, consumption was the largest on record, 
aggregating 9.8 billion pounds, or 75.0 pounds per capita.
 Domestic consumption of soybean oil in 1939 of 447 
million pounds constituted 4.5 per cent of the all fats and 
oils total. This may appear small, but soybean oil stood in 
seventh place last year among all fats and oils. The relative 
position is shown in the following table:
 “Total Consumption of Leading Fats and Oils in the 
United States in 1939
 “1. Butter 2,325,205,000 pounds
 “2. Lard 1,655,182,000 pounds
 “3. Cottonseed Oil 1,415,334,000 pounds
 “4. Tallow (Inedible) 878,437,000 pounds
 “5. Coconut Oil 609,575,000 pounds
 “Linseed Oil 561,151,000 pounds
 “7. Soybean oil 446,925,000 pounds
 “The consumption of soybean oil in edible products 
alone, for the United States during the year 1939, was 
approximately as follows:
 “Shortening Products 201,599,000 pounds
 “Oleomargarine 70,822,000 pounds
 “Other edible Products 32,345,000 pounds The use of 
oleomargarine in the United States is not large, but is tending 
to increase. During recent years, it has averaged around 
three pounds per capita, comparing with an average per 
capita butter consumption of around seventeen pounds. In 
some European countries where the per capita consumption 
of butter is fully as high as in the United States, per capita 
consumption of oleomargarine is much greater. Exponents 
of increased domestic oleomargarine consumption aver that 
it compares favorably in nutritive value with butter, and that 
prejudice and legislation are preventing a large portion of the 
population from using suffi cient quantities of table fats.
 “The per capita consumption of oleomargarine and of 
butter in United States and in some foreign countries in 1937 
is interesting in that it suggests the possibilities for some 
domestic expansion of oleomargarine consumption.
 A table shows Per Capita Consumption of 
Oleomargarine and Butter in Various Countries (in pounds) 
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and total.
 “1. United States: O = 3.1 B = 16.7 T = 19.8
 “2. Denmark: O = 45.6 B = 17.9 T = 63.5
 “3. Sweden: O = 21.6 B = 17.2 T = 38.8
 “4. Belgium: O = 14.6 B = 17.2 T = 31.8
 “5. Germany: O = 11.9 B = 19.6 T = 31.5
 “6. United Kingdom: O = 6.5 B = 24.2 T = 30.7
 “7. Australia: O = 3.6 B = 36.1 T = 39.7
 Note: Lowest per capita consumption of margarine is in 
the USA, highest is in Denmark.
 Lowest per capita consumption of butter is in the USA, 
highest is in Australia.
 Lowest per capita consumption of the total (by far) is in 
the USA, highest total (by far) is in Denmark.
 “The comparatively low level of consumption of table 
fats in the United States is partially offset by a larger use of 
fat meats and of lard, compound lard, standard vegetable 
shortening (part hydrogenated) and 100% hydrogenated 
vegetable shortenings than in most other countries.
 “The composition of oleomargarine has undergone 
considerable change over the years. Originally, it was 
produced largely from animal fats and oils, of which oleo oil 
and neutral lard were the principal constituents. Gradually, 
the use of animal fats declined, and they now constitute but 
a minor component. Coconut oil replaced animal fats and 
oils to such an extent that, at one time, it constituted 75 per 
cent of the total of all fats and oils used in the production of 
oleomargarine. As a consequence of the revenue act of 1934 
and of taxes in some states on oleomargarine containing 
imported oils, the use of coconut oil has declined very 
rapidly during the past few years. Simultaneously, the use of 
cottonseed oil and soybean oil has increased sharply.
 “The following table shows the changes that have 
occurred in the use of fats and oils in the production of 
oleomargarine in the United States:” (Continued). Address: 
General Superintendent, Durkee Famous Food Div., The 
Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois.

1448. Bricker, John W. 1940. Progress of the soybean 
industry in Ohio. Proceedings of the American Soybean 
Association p. 75-77.
• Summary: The Ohio Department of Agriculture made no 
mention of the soybean prior to its 1915 annual report. That 
year less than 5,000 acres were planted. In 1939 soybean 
acreage in Ohio was 13 times what it was in 1924 and 1925, 
and more than 4 times what it was in 1934. “Up to 1935 the 
soybean was utilized principally as a supplementary hay and 
seed crop. Not until 1938 did the acreage harvested as beans 
exceed that harvested as hay.” During the past 2 years the 
rate of increase in the production of soybeans in Ohio has 
been faster than that in any other state in the USA.
 “Of course, we know the Japanese invasion of 
Manchuria and the present war situation has been responsible 
for the fact that the United States became an exporter of 

soybeans to the extent of 628 million bushels in 1939.”
 Gives 7 reasons for the rapid increase in soybean 
production in Ohio: (1) The entire state lies in a favorable 
climatic belt. (2) “The Extension and Agronomy 
Departments at the Ohio State University have been 
successful in working out more crop rotations to include 
soybeans.” (3) “The geographical location of Ohio places 
it in the line of traffi c from the Corn Belt to the industrial 
sections and heavy feeding areas of the East.” (4) Ohio ranks 
fi rst among all the states in diversity of population location; 
it is both urban and rural. (5) Today 10 huge soybean 
processing plants are located in Ohio. “These plants have 
twice the crushing capacity of the soybean production of the 
state in 1939.” (6) Chemists in laboratories are fi nding new 
and varied uses for soybean oil and meal. (7) The combine 
has greatly decreased the time and cost of harvesting 
soybeans for beans. Not until 1926 were soybeans fi rst 
harvested by combines in Ohio. Before that time they “were 
either ‘hogged-off’ or harvested with a grain binder, shocked, 
and afterwards threshed with a regular separator.” This was 
an expensive and tedious procedure costing more than 40 
cents per bushel, while combine harvesting may cost less 
than 10 cents per bushel.
 Last year the Ohio Chemurgic commission was created 
to help fi nd new ways to put men and idle acres back to 
work.
 “You had the courage and vision to pioneer in the 
development of that industry. You are entitled to protection 
in that industry from the importation of products with which 
you cannot possible compete.” Address: Governor of Ohio.

1449. Edmondson, J.B. 1940. Report of the secretary. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 80.
• Summary: “The twentieth anniversary of the founding 
of the American Soybean Association marks an interesting 
milestone in the remarkable development of the soybean 
industry. The increase in the production of soybeans in this 
country from 4,300,000 bushels in 1922 to an estimated 
yield of over 100,000,000 bushels in 1940, clearly indicates 
that the intention of farmers to continue to make soybeans a 
major crop, can be accepted as established.
 “In view of the above situation, the Association is less 
concerned today about questions of cultural practice, but is 
giving more and more attention to problems of utilization. 
This shift in the Association’s activities is signifi cant 
and important... With twenty to fi fty percent increases in 
production taking place each year, it is obviously no longer 
necessary for the Association to encourage greater acreages 
of soybeans; instead, the problem now is one of developing a 
continuously expanding market through industrial processes, 
that may be absorbing these increasing supplies.
 “From the standpoint of a grower’s organization, we 
believe that no problem is of more vital importance to the 
soybean producer than the one involving the use of soybeans 
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in industry. With the possibility of our European markets 
being seriously disrupted or permanently cut off, the future 
development of the crop will depend very largely on the 
extent to which industry can continue to absorb the beans.
 The activities of the Secretary during the past year 
can be summarized briefl y as follows: (1) A number of 
news-letters have been distributed to members, and many 
copies of the 1939 Proceedings have been distributed to 
interested parties. “In this connection, the commendable 
work of Mr. George Strayer, Hudson, Iowa, a director of the 
Association, in publishing a number of news-letters for Iowa 
people in collaboration with the local processors, should be 
commended.” (2) A wide correspondence.
 (3) “The offi ce has been able many times to bring 
together through correspondence, individuals whose interests 
were mutual, with benefi cial results to both.” (4) Work to 
remove restrictive state taxes on the manufacture and sale of 
margarine. “The fact that the margarine industry is now using 
about 20% of all the soybean oil produced in this country 
is one of the startling developments of the past two or three 
years.”
 (5) Recognizing the importance of industrial uses, the 
Association has “cooperated in every possible way with the 
state and national chemurgic organizations whose object it 
is to fi nd new and more extensive uses for farm products in 
industry.” (6) “The Association has continued to cooperate 
with the Pennsylvania railroad in keeping an educational 
soybean exhibit before the public during many months of 
the year. The new exhibit now being shown for the fi rst time 
can be seen in the lobby of this hotel and should be studied 
by every visitor.” Address: Secy-Treas. [American Soybean 
Assoc.].

1450. Ralston Purina Co. 1940. This page is contributed 
by the world’s largest consumer of soybean oilmeal (Ad). 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 8.
• Summary:  See next page. A full-page ad. A large table 
gives statistics for soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean 
meal each year (Oct. 1 to Sept. 30) from 1930-31 to 1940-
41. Under “soybeans” are 3 columns (in 1,000 bushels): 
Harvested for grain, exported, and imported. Under “soybean 
oil” are 3 columns (in 1,000 lb): Produced, exported, 
imported. Under “soybean oilmeal” are 3 columns (in 2,000 
lb = tons): Produced, exported, imported.
 “Contact our processing plants when you have soybeans 
to sell or soybean oilmeal to buy.” St. Louis, Missouri. 
Lafayette, Indiana. Osceola, Arkansas. Circleville, Ohio. 
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

1451. McBride, Gordon W. 1940. What’s happening with 
soybeans? Greatly increased production, with accompanying 
increase in soybean oil output and wider utilization of other 
soybean products, is infl uencing all food industries. Food 
Industries 12(10):55-57. Oct.

• Summary: A wide-ranging discussion of soybean 
production and utilization in the USA.
 A large photo shows an aerial view of the Archer 
Daniels Midland Co, soybean products plant, recently 
erected at Decatur, Illinois. A table gives “Salient soybean 
statistics.” A diagram (p. 56) shows the many different food 
products made from soybeans, with estimated output of the 
major products in 1939.
 Bar charts show: (1) The uses of soybean oil made in 
the USA each year from 1931 to 1939 (Source: USDA, 
based on Bureau of Census data). The three uses are: Food 
products, drying industries, and soap + miscellaneous and 
loss including foots. The total and the percentage used in 
food products increased dramatically after 1934, so that in 
1939 about 83% was used in food products.
 (2) Production, utilization, and average farm price of 
soybeans in the United States, 1924-1939. The price of 
soybeans fell steadily from 1924 ($2.50 per bushel) until 
1931 ($0.50 per bushel) then it rose gradually to about 
$0.80 a bushel in 1939. The bar for each year shows the 
total production, amount used for seed and feed, crushed 
by domestic mills, and exported. Soybeans were exported 
in 1931, 1932, 1935, and 1937-39. Address: Chemical 
Engineer, Washington, DC.

1452. Minneman, P.G. 1940. Sweden’s agriculture and 
the war. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service) 4(10):577-616. Oct. [20 ref]
• Summary: The Swedish net import (average) of soybeans 
for the years 1936-38 was 146,000 tons. For soybean oil it 
was approximately 21,000 tons, and for soybean oil meal 
and cake it was approximately 125,000 tons. Address: 
Foreign Service Offi cer, Dep. of State, detailed to the Dep. of 
Agriculture, Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural Relations.

1453. Soybean Digest. 1940. Behind the scenes: The 
American Soybean Association, now of age, shifts interests 
with expansion of the industry. Nov. p. 2.
• Summary: This is a good 1-page history of the American 
Soybean Association.
 “For many years the culture and utilization of the 
soybean in the United States had been the work of pioneers. 
Through the distribution of seed and literature on cultural 
methods, the early growers in the great Corn Belt enlisted 
new friends for the crop in increasing numbers. Through the 
efforts of growers and state colleges and experiment stations 
Soybean Field Days became quite common in many sections 
of the Corn Belt. American agriculture and industry soon 
realized the value of the soybean and its products.
 “First organized 1920: The fi rst movement to organize 
the soybean interests of America dates back to September 
3, 1920, at a mammoth soybean meeting held on the 
Soyland Farms, owned by the Fouts Brothers, Camden, 
Indiana. This meeting was called under the auspices of the 
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Purdue Extension Department, primarily for the purpose 
of acquainting corn belt farmers with the virtues of this 
new crop. In contrast to similar meetings of today, it is 
signifi cant that the attendance was practically one hundred 
percent farmers, county agents, and members of educational 
institution staffs.
 “The enthusiasm aroused by the possibilities of this 
crop expressed itself at this fi rst meeting in the formation 
of an organization which was named, ‘The National 
Soybean Growers Association’ [sic, ‘The National Soybean 
Growers’ Association’]. It’s purpose was largely educational; 
no membership dues were provided for, as the leaders 
anticipated no particular need for funds to carry on the 
program of the organization. Working in close cooperation 
with the agricultural experiment stations and extension 
departments in the different states, the Association, 
thus organized, carried on a comprehensive educational 
program during the next four years. This program proved of 
incalculable value to the future development of the industry.
 “Attain Commercial Status: During this period, the 
soybean rose from a freak crop in the garden to one that 
was threatening to challenge the claims of old King Corn 
himself to the best acres on the farm. The great Middlewest, 
somewhat bored by too much corn growing, seized on 
this new plant with gusto and began cultivating it in ever 
expanding acreages. Soon soybean production reached a 
point beyond the needs of the farm itself, and new outlets 
were needed to prevent a surplus.
 “In the minutes of the third business meeting of the 
Association, held in Chicago in 1922, appears this interesting 
statement: ‘Mr. I.C. Bradley, pioneer in soybean oil 
extraction in the corn belt states, was called upon to discuss 
the possibilities of using domestic grown beans for crushing. 
Some very interesting and valuable information was given by 

Mr. Bradley concerning his experience in crushing corn belt 
soybeans for oil and oil meal.’
 “Thus the soybean in a few short years moved away 
from the farmer’s grain bin and entered the commercial 
world. This not only introduced for the fi rst time a marketing 
problem but it also claimed the attention of a host of keen 
minded men who were interested, not in the production, 
but in the processing of soybeans. This situation with its 
multiplicity of new problems, made it imperative that 
the Association broaden its fi eld of activity if it hoped to 
continue serving the soybean interests. The clear headed 
leaders of that day appreciated the need.
 “Adopt New Name: At a winter meeting of the group 
at Chicago in 1925 a complete reorganization of the old 
association was made. The result of this important meeting 
was ‘The American Soybean Association,’ as we know it 
today. A constitution and bylaws were eventually adopted, 
a membership fee was included, and provisions made to 
insure representation in the commercial and legislative fi eld 
through the activities of special committees. This last feature 
was especially important since it allowed opportunity for 
a tremendous broadening of the Association’s infl uence in 
fi elds that were sorely in need of attention.
 “For the past twenty years the American Soybean 
Association has carried on its work with varying degrees 
of success, under the guidance of able and enthusiastic 
leaders. A highly complex situation has long since brought 
into the fast moving drama a demand that the American 
Soybean Association broaden its activities, not only to 
include production problems, but the more intricate ones 
of marketing, processing, and the ultimate utilization of the 
product.
 “Even though handicapped with fi nances inadequate to 
wage many of the legislative battles necessary to maintain 
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satisfactory domestic markets for soybeans, the work of the 
American Soybean Association legislative committee during 
the past few years has been remarkably effective. Much of 
this committee work has been accomplished by men who 
were willing to give freely of their time and money so that 
soybean growers everywhere might profi t thereby.
 “The twentieth anniversary of the founding of the 
American Soybean Association marks an interesting 
milestone in the remarkable development of the soybean 
industry.
 “Emphasis shifts: First interests of the organization 
were in the production fi eld. Today the Association is less 
concerned about questions of cultural practice, but is giving 
more and more attention to problems of utilization. This shift 
in the Association’s activities is signifi cant and important in 
appraising its value and infl uence to the soybean industry. 
With twenty to fi fty percent increases in production taking 
place each year, it is obviously no longer necessary for this 
Association to encourage greater acreages of soybeans; 
instead, the problem now is one of developing a continuously 
expanding market through industrial processes that may 
absorb these increasing supplies. The crop is here. Today’s 
problem is to utilize it. The American Soybean Association 
is concentrating a large part of its efforts in that fi eld. 
Legislative action is also still very important.
 “Enter legislative fi eld: It was through the efforts 
of the Legislative Committee of the American Soybean 
Association, in cooperation with the American Farm Bureau 
Federation, the National Grange, and the Dairyman’s League 
that the $6.00 per ton tariff on imported soybean cake and 
meal was levied in 1928. This built the foundation for the 
Legislative Committee. Since that time it has assisted in the 
enactment of the Bailey Amendment to the 1936 Revenue 
Bill which levied a processing tax of from three to fi ve cents 
per pound on the chief foreign oils imported for processing.
 “During the 1938-39 fi scal year the Association 
cooperated in the work of the Domestic Fats and Oils 
Conference, along with eight other national organizations. 
Efforts to increase the import levy on foreign fats and oils 
have been unsuccessful to date. However the Legislative 
Committee has been continued in an active capacity and its 
members closely watch all developments which may affect 
the industry.”

1454. Soybean Digest. 1940. Association adopts trade barrier 
stand. Nov. p. 12.
• Summary: To clarify its position on trade barriers, the 
American Soybean Association, at its annual meeting in 
Dearborn, Michigan, in August, adopted a resolution on 
the use of soybean oil in oleomargarine as number seven of 
its resolutions. The American industry is becoming larger 
and more than 82 million lbs of American soybean oil were 
used in oleomargarine during the fi scal year ending 30 June 
1940. The association deplores the federal and state laws 

which unfairly tax and restrict the sale and consumption 
of oleomargarine and at the same time restrict a profi table 
market for soybean oil. The association believes these taxes 
and restrictions are unnecessary and constitute a trade barrier 
to commercial soybean oil.
 Therefore the association pledges its support and active 
cooperation in seeking the repeal of all such laws and 
restrictions. “This resolution submitted by the resolutions 
committee consisting of K.E. Beeson, Indiana, chairman; 
George Strayer, Iowa; George Banks, Arkansas; and David 
Wing, Ohio, was submitted to the business meeting for 
discussion and then adopted by that body. It presages the 
stand of the organization on legislative matters during the 
1940-41 year.”

1455. Strayer, George M. 1940. Editorial–Development of 
domestic markets: Rumor that Cuba may increase duties on 
soybean oil and other oils which compete with peanut oil. 
Soybean oil in shortening. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 6.
• Summary: This is the earliest known editorial in Soybean 
Digest signed by George Strayer. It has no title, and the word 
“editorial” does not appear anywhere on the full page of 
text. At the top left is the American Soybean Association’s 
circular logo with an outline map of North and South 
America superimposed on an almost-round soybean with 
its hilum at the top. Around the top border is written the 
Association’s name. Below that: “Founded 1920–Organized 
1925.”
 “It has been our contention that the big fi eld work of 
the American Soybean Association is in the development 
and stimulation of new uses and markets within our nation. 
Toward that end we should be pointing our efforts. Trade 
barriers between states make a likely place to start. The last 
annual convention took defi nite steps when it adopted a 
resolution to that effect.
 “Now a new angle develops. Rumor has it that there is 
a movement afoot in Cuba to increase the duties on soybean 
oil and other oils which compete with peanut oil. A strong 
infl uence in the move, so the story goes, is a representative 
of an American company growing large acreages of peanuts 
there.
 “A slight increase in the duty would exclude soybean 
oil. Last year Cuba imported over 100 million pounds of fats 
and oils. A good share of that was American soybean oil. 
There should be no discrimination between it and lard, with 
which it competes in Cuban markets. Yet the proposed duties 
do not apply to lard.
 “With the United States now making huge loans to Latin 
American countries it would seem that this is no time to 
be making trade concessions too. In fact, it would seem an 
opportune time to be obtaining such concessions–not giving 
them.
 “Offi cials of the American Soybean Association have 
called this matter to the attention of Hon. Cordell Hull, 
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Secretary of State, and requested that he advise the Cuban 
government, through diplomatic channels, to weigh carefully 
the potential dangers of such action. Instead of higher duties, 
American vegetable oil growers should be granted further 
concessions in both crude and hydrogenated oils in order to 
equalize our trade balance with Cuba.
 “Soybean oil is only one of several domestically 
produced oils which compete for the same market. Usage 
is determined by relative price. Cottonseed oil, peanut oil, 
linseed oil, corn oil, and lard all are in direct competition... 
Discrimination against one, favors all the others.”
 “For the fi rst time since the World War the American 
farmer fi nds himself in the position of producing suffi cient 
fats and oils to supply the domestic market. From the 
standpoint of national defense, this is strategically sound.”
 “For a year the Surplus Marketing Administration 
has been making lard available to families using the food 
stamp plan of distribution. The hog producers favored this, 
applied pressure, and were rewarded. Most of us in the 
lard producing belt have not yet awakened to the fact that 
encouraging such measures we were discriminating against 
the markets for our own soybean oil and thus our cash 
soybeans... We do believe the housewife should be the judge 
of which shortening she is to use.
 “Awake to that belief, the Institute of Shortening 
Manufacturers requested the Surplus Marketing 
Administration to include other shortenings along with lard. 
The request was refused. Objection seemed to be to the 
blended compounds of vegetable and animal fats.”
 Note: George Strayer was the American Soybean 
Association’s fi rst paid employee. Address: Secretary, 
American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa.

1456. Custom House Guide and United States Customs Tariff 
(New York City). 1940. 78th year. 1548 p.
• Summary: In this annual periodical, which began 
publication in 1900 (as Custom House Guide of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce), the word “mamenoko” (meaning 
kinako or “roasted soy fl our”) appears in section titled 
“Alphabetical Import Commodity Index” in the issues for the 
following years: 1940, 1945, 1950, 1951, 1954, 1956, 1963, 
1970, 1975, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 
1986.
 In the 1940 edition, miso appears on p. 650. And “soy” 
appears on p. 712 as follows: Soy or shoyu, Japanese 35%. 
Soy, thick 20%. Soybean fl our 35%. Soybean oil 3½ cents/lb. 
n/u 45%. Soybean oil cake meal 0.3 cents/lb. Soybean fatty 
acid. Soy beans [whole, unprocessed] 2 cents/lb. Soy beans, 
prepared or preserved 35%.

1457. Izvlechenie ot iszledvaneto varhu prilojenieto na 
soevoto brashno pri hraneneto na pelenacheto s osoben 
ogled na deistvieto mu varhu hranosmilatelnite funktsii 
[Investigation on the use of the soy fl our for infant feeding 

and especially its action on the gastro-intestinal functions 
(Abstract)]. 1940. Sofi a, Bulgaria: SOEKS (Soya Export 
Publisher). 35 p. [Bul]*
• Summary: Rosen L. Paskalev (1986) notes: SOEKS is 
the name of the new Bulgarian-German soybean export 
company. See: Balgaria Aktsionerno Drujestvo (1933). This 
is a Bulgarian abstract of a study performed at the Clinical 
Institute of Pediatrics, Univ. of Bologna, Italy. The work 
was done by Profs. Pinkerle, Pacioli, and Mengoli. Address: 
Bulgaria.

1458. Becker, Joseph A.; Froehlich, Paul; Fraser, W.O.; et al. 
comps. 1940. Agricultural statistics 1940. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 737 p. Index. 24 cm. For 
soybeans and soy products see p. 299-311, 377, 383-84, 455-
56, 459-60, 519, 523.
• Summary: This volume presents information formerly 
published [until 1935] in the statistical section of the 
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1).
 In this 1940 volume, tables concerning soybeans are on 
pages 299-311, 377, 383-84, 455-56, 459-60, 519, 523.
 Page 301: Table. Soybeans: Acreage and production in 
specifi ed countries, average, 1930-34, annual 1935-40. The 
countries in approximate descending order of production 
are: China (excluding Kwangsi Province; Guangxi 
Autonomous Region in southern China), Manchuria, United 
States, Chosen [Korea], Japan, Taiwan, Netherlands Indies, 
Rumania (assuming that Bessarabia accounted for 80% of 
the total), Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Hungary. The world 
total each year excludes the USSR.
 Page 305: Table. The main countries exporting soybeans 
are China, Manchuria and the United States. The main 
countries importing soybeans in 1938 are Germany, Japan, 
Denmark, United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands and 
Canada.
 Page 305: Table. The main countries exporting soybean 
oil are China, Manchuria, Denmark, Japan, and Sweden. 
The main countries importing soybean oil in 1938 are 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, United States, 
Belgium, Chile, France, Morocco, Norway, Algeria [a French 
colony], Austria, Czechoslovakia, Canada, USSR.
 Page 308: Soybean production in specifi ed countries 
in 1924-1939. The countries are United States, China, 
Manchuria, Chosen [Korea], Japan. Netherlands Indies.
 Page 309: Soybean crushed, and production, imports and 
exports of soybean oil, cake, and meal, 1929-39. Soybeans 
crushed rose from 1.666 million bushels in 1929 to 44.648 
million bushels in 1939. Production of crude soybean oil rose 
from 13.424 million lb in 1929 to 416.111 in 1938. Soy oil 
was both imported and exported every year. Soybean meal 
and cake production increased from 40,000 tons in 1929 to 
1,054,000 tons in 1938. There were small imports each year 
but no exports.
 Page 377, 383-384: Fats and oils used in the 
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manufacture of compounds [shortening] and vegetable 
cooking fats, United States, 1929, 1931-40. The main fat 
used was cottonseed oil, but soybean oil increased from 10.8 
million lb in 1931 to 201.599 million lb in 1939. Imported 
palm oil was also used largely.
 Page 455, 458-60: Tables. Oleomargarine: Materials 
used in manufacture, United States, 1924-1940. The main 
animal materials were oleo oil and neutral lard. The main 
vegetable oils were cottonseed oil (by far). Soybean oil 
increased from 11,000 lb in 1929 to 87.1 million lb in 1940. 
Coconut oil was also largely used. Address: U.S. Dep. of 
Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington, 
DC.

1459. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1940. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. Index. 26 cm. Seventh 
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary:  Each year’s book is divided into two main 
parts: Japan, and Manchoukuo. This book was published in 
late 1939.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year.

 Page 290-91: In the chapter on “Agriculture and 
stockbreeding” in Japan, Table 19 shows “Production of 
various grains, potatoes, etc.” in koku from 1927 to 1938. 
1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels (USA). 
For soya bean:
 2.700 million koku in 1938
 Table 19B gives the value of each crops (in yen) from 
1927 to 1938. Other crops in this table are oats, millet, 
barnyard millet, proso millet, maize, buckwheat, red bean, 
sweet potato, and Irish potato.
 Page 391: In the chapter on “Chemical industry” Table 
3 shows the “Production of chemical fertilizers” (in metric 
tons) from 1926 to 1937. The quantity (in metric tons) and 
value (in yen) of each is given. These fertilizers are: Sulphate 
of ammonia [ammonium sulfate], calcium cyanamide, 
superphosphate of lime, and muriate of potash [potassium 
chloride].
 Table 5, “Imports of commercial fertilizers” from 1931 
to 1938 include “Bean-oil cake,” the imports of which 
steadily decreased from 1.032 million metric tons in 1931 to 
0.623 million metric tons in 1938.
 Page 403: In the same chapter Table 38 shows 
“Vegetable oil production” with quantity in metric tons and 
value in yen, from 1930 to 1937. Soya bean oil production 
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increased from 36,977 metric tons (mt) in 1930 to 65,455 
metric tons in 1937–making it the leading vegetable oil 
produced in Japan. The other leading vegetable oils made in 
Japan in 1937 were:
 Rapeseed 28,893 metric tons
 Perilla 23,206 metric tons
 Cottonseed 23,154 metric tons
 Coconut 16,112 metric tons
 Peanut 7,648 metric tons
 Sesamum [Sesame] 6,653 metric tons
 Linseed 4,254 metric tons
 Hempseed 329 metric tons

Paulownia 76 metric tons
 On the same page, Table 39 shows exports and 
imports of vegetable oils from 1933 to 1938. Exports of soya 
bean oil decreased from 2.242 million kin in 1933 (1 kin = 
0.6 kg) to 1.795 million kin in 1938. Imports of soya bean oil 
increased from 128,000 kin in 1933 to 321,000 kin in 1938. 
The three main vegetable oils imported into Japan in 1937 
were cottonseed oil (10.324 million kin), coconut oil (2.400 
million kin), and paulownia oil (1.439 million kin).
 Page 444: In the chapter on “Commerce,” Table 13 
shows the “Average wholesale price of staple commodities 
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in Tokyo” in yen per koku, average December each year 
from 1934 to 1938. The brand of soya beans was “Manchu 
White.” The price dropped from a high of 19.37 yen in 1936 
to a low of 7.70 yen in 1937.
 Page 453-54: In the chapter on “Foreign Trade,” Table 
B, “Imports,” shows trade of “Oil cake” from 1927 to 1938.
 Pages 470-71 in the same chapter contain a very large 
table titled “Imports by countries of origin” in yen from 1937 
to 1938. Categories include “Beans & Peas,” “Oil yielding 
materials” and “Oil cake.” For each of the three categories, 
Manchoukuo is the main country of origin, followed by 
Kwantung Province, then China, then British India, then 
D.E.I. [Dutch East Indies].
 Page 714: In the chapter on “Agriculture” in 
Manchoukuo, a large table shows “Output of principal of 
crops (metric tons)” from 1924 to 1938. For soya beans: 
4.612 million metric tons in 1938.
 The other principal crops shown in the tables are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, upland rice, and 
other cereals.
 Page 715: The text about “Soya beans” is repeated on 
this page.
 Page 739: In the chapter on “Commerce,” Table 12 
shows “Wholesale prices of principal staple commodities in 
Hsinking [Changchun, in Jilin province] from 1934 to July 
1939 in M¥ [million? yen]. The price of 1st grade soya beans 
went from 3.36 per 100 kin in 1934 to 7.76 per 100 kin in 
July 1939. That of bean cake rose from 0.90 per piece in 
1934 to 2.68 in July 1938. The wholesale price of bean oil 
increased from 10.50 per kin in 1934 to 20.88 per kin in July 
1939.
 Page 779-80: The chapter on “Manufacturing 
industries,” has a long section “IV. Bean oil & cake.” The 
four principal cities of manufacturing in Manchoukuo are 
Dairen, Yingkow, Antung, and Harbin. Table 22 shows 
“Output of bean oil at the principal cities” in 1,000 kin [1 
kin = 0.6 kg] from 1932 to 1938. The leading city by far 
was Dairen. The total bean oil produced decreased at the 
four centers decreased from 221.061 million kin in 1932 to 
97.255 million kin in 1938.
 The text below this table states (p. 779-80): “At fi rst 
the main business of the industry was the extracting of 
linseed oil. The primitive linseed oil extraction method was 
applied to soya beans in Tiehling and Changchun (present 
Hsinking) districts, important market of beans, some sixty 
years ago. As the result obtained was satisfactory, the bean 
oil industry commenced. At that time, the bean oil was 
directed for local consumption alone, and was used for 
cooking, lighting, and other domestic purposes.
 “The original method of pressing oil out of beans was 
very simple and primitive, only hand or mule operated 
wedge or screw system being used. But with the rapid 
progress made in the utilization of bean oil and the 
increased demands abroad, the method of oil extraction 

was improved. Hydraulic power came to be used in place 
of human labour or mule power, in operating the presses. 
Then a more scientifi c method of extraction by means of 
chemical solvents was discovered by the Central Laboratory 
of the South Manchuria Railway Company. Under this new 
extraction method, benzine, benzol or alcohol is used to 
extract and dissolve oil contained in beans.
 “Uses of Bean Oil.–The uses of soya bean oil have 
increased markedly in the last three decades. At present they 
are used for such diversifi ed purposes as the manufacture 
of soap, as a lard and butter substitute, as a constituent of 
paint, varnish and shellac, glycerine, water proofi ng, and as 
substitutes for rubber and petroleum.
 “Bean Cake.–Soya bean cake is used for various 
purposes, the principal uses being fertilizer and animal 
feed, while with further processing it is manufactured into 
a celluloid substitute, medicine, sizing for paper-making 
and for ‘Ajinomoto.’ It is also used extensively for the 
manufacturing of sauce material, bean fl our and ‘shoyu’ and 
‘miso.’”
 Below this (p. 780) is a large Table 23 “Output of bean 
cake in the principal cities” from 1932 to 1937 in 1,000 
pieces (1 piece weighs 27.6 kg). Again, Dairen is by far the 
leading city. The total decreased from 44.744 million pieces 
in 1932 to 20.585 million pieces in 1938.
 Below this (p. 780) is a large Table 24 “Number of 
bean-cake mills and productive capacity” in major South and 
North Manchuria [customs] districts from 1923 to 1937.
 Page 782: In the same chapter, Table 29. “Production, 
etc. of soy and miso (bean paste) in Kwantung” gives values 
from 1931 to 1937. The number of plants increased from 
16 in 1931 to 22 in 1937. The volume of miso increased 
from 646,691 kwan in 1931 to 1,485,739 kwan in 1936. The 
volume of soy sauce increased from 20,950 koku in 1931 to 
116,734 koku in 1936.
 Above this table is a brief section on “Soy” sauce: “In 
sympathy with the rapidly increasing number of Japanese 
residents since the foundation of the country, the soy 
industry has made marked developments. The output of soy 
was 44,253 koku in 1937. Imports of soy were valued at 
¥1,564,000 in 1938.”
 Page 798: In the chapter on “Foreign trade” we read: 
“Soya beans constituted in 1938 the most important export 
article, representing 32% of the total export value, and 44% 
if other varieties of bens and derivatives are included. The 
most important customer for beans was Japan, followed by 
Egypt and Germany. In bean cakes and oil, Japanese imports 
concentrated on cake whilst European countries such as 
Germany, the Netherlands, and Great Britain mostly bought 
oil.”
 On the same page (p. 798) Table 4, “Volume of principal 
articles imported and exported” from 1934 to 1938 gives 
values for soya beans (decreased), bean cakes (decreased), 
and bean oil (decreased).
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 Page 800: In the same chapter, Table 6, “Exports of 
principal commodities” 1934-1938 by country of destination 
shows that the total increased from 160,349 million yen in 
1934 to 234,363 million yen in 1938.
 Page 801: A similar table for bean oil appears.
 Page 803. A similar table for bean-cake appears.

1460. McIlroy, G.G. 1940? The farmer’s new cash crop. 
National Farm Chemurgic Council, Chemurgic Paper [No. 
22]. 4 p. Undated.
• Summary: “I wish I might present to you something new in 
regard to the soybean as the ‘Farmer’s New Cash Crop.’ In a 
general way that is impossible, as those of us who have been 
growing soybeans for the last 25 or 30 years have always 
been enthusiastic as to its possibilities and what we can say 
today is no more than a repetition of our statements made 
years and years ago which you have heard at meetings of this 
type many times before.
 “You are all familiar with the farmer’s idea that it is a 
so-called ‘sure’ crop; that from the time it is placed in the 
soil it seems to have but one thought and that is to germinate 
and fi ght its way into the production of more soybeans, 
overcoming all adversities of weather, soil conditions and 
poor handling on the part of the grower. These facts are 
known and acknowledged by everyone. The pioneer soybean 
grower discovered these characteristics for himself and 
enjoys the satisfaction, today, of realizing that his original 
conclusions were correct.
 “I am going to use the short time allotted me in placing 
before you some observations, mostly original, in regard to 
the sudden and spontaneous development of this New Cash 
Crop and in addition to that I shall give some ideas as to 
what should be done to develop and preserve our soybean 
market along with our continued increase in production.
 “Let me speak of Ohio, my own state. From 1924-1934 
inclusive, 11 years, our average annual acreage devoted to 
the production of soybeans for seed was 26,000 acres and 
the average income for the Ohio farmer from the sale of 
soybeans harvested for seed was $488,000. In 1935, one 
year later than the period mentioned, this acreage jumped 
to 124,000 acres and last year (1939) we had 416,000 acres 
from which our Ohio farmer received, or will receive, not 
less than $8,000,000. During the past two years the rate of 
increase in Ohio has exceeded that of any other state; in 1938 
it was 48% over 1937 production and last year’s production 
exceeded that of 1933 by 68%. This tremendous increase has 
occurred in as sudden and spectacular a manner in all of our 
high-producing states.
 “The total acreage in the United States harvested for 
seed in 1933 was 997,000–even less than in 1930 and 1931, 
yet in 1935 this national acreage for seed production jumped 
to 2,697,000 and last year, 1939, it was 4,226,000.
 “Why, after the production in the United States had 
practically stood still for 11 years, did it suddenly increase 

so rapidly? Some will say it was due to the improvement of 
the small combine, or to the development of our soybean 
processing industry, but it seems more reasonable to think 
that both the combine and processing industry were results of 
increased acreages of soybeans rather than the cause of the 
increase in production.
 “Let us consider another plausible reason for such 
a spontaneous increase. Through the period 1924-1934, 
when our production was standing still, we were importing 
annually thousands of bushels of soybeans, thousands of tons 
of soybean meal, and millions of pounds of soybean oil. But 
we had the passage of the Fats and Oils Tariff Act in 1934 
and the Bailey Amendment of 1936, secured through the 
combined effort of the National Grange, the Farm Bureau, 
and the American Soybean Association. After the Fats 
and Oils Tariff of 1934, we had a 3½¢ duty per pound on 
imported soy oil, $6 per ton on soy meal and 2¢ per pound 
on soybeans, and the Bailey Amendment in 1936 gave us 
a 3¢ per pound tariff or import duty on many competing 
oils. It was not until our industry secured this protection and 
encouragement that our production really got under way. Our 
production in 1935, the fi rst year after the Tariff Act of 1934, 
was 2.7 times that of 1933, the year before the tariff was in 
effect.
 “Let me give you another convincing argument why the 
farmer suddenly decided he wanted to grow soybeans.
 “In the fall of 1933 the highest price the farmer of 
Illinois was able to get for his beans was 60¢ a bushel, but 
after the Tariff of 1934 went into effect, May 11, 1934, he 
sold his 1934 crop of beans harvested that fall at 80¢, and 
after the Bailey Amendment of 1936 went into effect, August 
21, 1936, he was able to get $1.10 a bushel. Don’t you think 
that increase in price had something to do with the farmer’s 
desire to plant more beans? And, coming immediately and 
defi nitely after the enforcement of the tariff acts, is it not 
logical to give the credit to the tariff? If this increase in 
soybean production had been brought on by the development 
of the combine and of the soybean processing industry, it 
surely would not have been so sudden and defi nite; it would 
have been a more gradual development.
 “We, of the American Soybean Association, accept 
this argument and believe that if we had not had this tariff 
protection, the soybean industry would still be struggling 
along as it was prior to 1934.
 “Now we are concerned in regard to the future of our 
industry, as well as that of other similar industries, whose 
welfare is connected with the production and processing of 
animal and vegetable fats and oils. This is due to constant 
importation of cheap Oriental fats and oils produced on 
low priced land by low cost laborers. The present duty 
has proven entirely inadequate to off-set this difference in 
cost of production. Few of us realize the enormity of this 
importation or the opportunities it takes from the American 
farmer.
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 “According to fi gures taken from the 
February, 1940 issue of Food Stuffs Around 
the World, published by the United States 
Department of Commerce, we have imported 
during the last six years, an average of 
2,298,000,000 pounds of foreign-produced 
fats and oils each year. This amounts to 3,148 
tons for each of the 365 days of the year, and, 
if valued at 4¢ per pound, it means that during 
the last six years, each day we have imported 
$251,94O worth of tropical fats and oils which 
compete with, and replace, our domestically 
produced fats and oils. From another angle we 
can say that this tremendous foreign purchase 
means that every day we import materials, the 
production of which would furnish the American 
farmer with a good income from 20,000 acres 
of land. It would require Eight to Ten Million 
Acres of our farm land, annually, to produce 
oil-bearing seeds suffi cient to make up our 
total importation. This acreage would be taken 
from acres which now are producing surpluses 
of cotton, corn, and wheat. Taking this into 
consideration, and with a full realization of our 
present large production of lard and continued 
high production of cottonseed and soybean 
oil, we, of the American Soybean Association, 
feel it is pertinent to the welfare of our nation 
that, these duties on competing fats and oils be 
increased to a point where the importation would 
be defi nitely curtailed. This is necessary if the 
soybean is to continue in good repute as the 
‘Farmer’s New Cash Crop!’ We believe we are 
right and will continue to fi ght for this increase 
until we are successful.” Address: President, 
American Soybean Assoc., Irwin, Ohio.

1461. Fujimoto Shokai. 1941. Fujimoto Co.: 
Importers, manufacturers & exporters (Ad). 
In: The Japanese American News Inc. 1941. 
The Japanese American Directory (Nichibei 
Jûshoroku). No. 37. p. 6. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: Ad (full page). The top 1/5 of this ad is in 
English. They make Kanemasa brand miso, koji, and 
Japanese-style pickles (tsukemono). They sell raw materials 
for making tofu (presumably whole soybeans and one or 
more coagulants) and also sake. Address: 246 Front St., San 
Francisco, California. Phone: EXbrook 1756.

1462. New York Times. 1941. Soy bean exports cut: 
Manchurian shipments off due to shortage of gunny sacks. 
Jan. 11. p. 27.
• Summary: “Special to The New York Times. Washington, 
Jan. 10.” Manchuria’s export trade in soy beans is said to 

be handicapped by a shortage of gunnysacks [sic]. With 
Manchuria’s 1940 crop offi cially estimated at 3,837,000 
metric tons, exports are not expected to exceed 800,000 tons, 
says the Commerce Department.
 The government of India has practically ceased issuing 
permits for the export of these sacks because of their use in 
shipments of the beans to Germany, expected this year to 
be about 300,000 tons. Bulk shipments of the beans are not 
possible unless constant temperatures can be maintained.

1463. Soybean Digest. 1941. Cuba suspends consumption 
tax; action seen as answer to rumor of new tariff. Jan. p. 10.
• Summary: Effective January 1, 1941, the Cuban 
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Government suspended the consumption tax of 1 percent 
on all oils and fats. The suspension applies to imported as 
well as domestically produced oils and fats. “Last year Cuba 
imported over 100 million pounds of fats and oils, part of 
which was soybean oil from the United States.”

1464. Pornin, Pierre. 1941. Le marché allemand du soja 
[The German soybean market]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
1(1):27-29. Feb. Also in Revue Internationale des Produits 
Coloniaux, No. 14. Feb. 1939. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans were introduced into Europe only 
about 30 years ago. In 1908, a Japanese company sent its 
London-based correspondent a test shipment of a few tons of 
soybeans (fèves de soja). A 5,200-ton order was then placed. 
The merchandise had garnered interest. In December 1909, 
sales in Europe reached 300,000 tons, for a total of 2 million 
pounds.
 It was in 1910 that Germany really began importing 
soybeans (graines de soja). Up until this time, these oilseeds 
were subject to a customs duty of 20 or 40 marks per ton, 
depending on whether or not the soybeans were imported 
from a country that had concluded a trade treaty with 
Germany. Since soybeans were primarily used to extract oil, 
the German Federation of Oil Mills (Fédération des Moulins 
à Huile Allemande) asked the Reichstag for an exemption 
from entry taxes. This request was granted, and the infl ux of 
soybeans into Germany increased. In December 1910, the 
fi rst freight of soybeans to benefi t from the lack of customs 
duty was brought to Hamburg on a Swedish steamship, with 
a total of 4,600 tons. Large shipments quickly followed. 
The fi rst, largest soybean seed shipper was Mandschurische 
Export Comp. G.m.b.H., with its headquarters in Hamburg. 
Another large company that dealt in these goods was Henry 
P. Newmann & Co. from Hamburg. But in reality, these two 
companies were simply branch offi ces of parent companies 
that were established in other countries. It was Thörl’s 
Vereinigte Oelfabriken from Hamburg that can be considered 
the fi rst German factory to work with soybeans.
 Before the war, these beans from Manchuria were 
exported almost equally via Vladivostok and Dalian. 
Vladivostok is about one-third closer than Dalian to the place 
where soybeans are assembled, which makes transport to 
Vladivostok signifi cantly less expensive. Vladivostok is also 
a more protected port, and is accessible to all types of ships. 
For these reasons, it was preferred for exporting to Japan and 
Europe, while Dalian shipped primarily to China.
 After the war, Germany became more specialized in 
working with soybeans, and its imports increased more 
or less steadily until around 1932-1933, a time when they 
reached almost 1,200,000 tons annually. First and foremost, 
these soybeans provided Germany with oils and fats. The 
press cakes were used as livestock feed. Perfectly equipped 
factories, in particular Hansa-Mühle (which could process 
up to 1,200 tons of soybeans per day) and Thörl’s Vereinigte 

Oelfabriken A.G., pressed soybeans, extracting and refi ning 
their oil. A signifi cant portion of this oil was exported to 
numerous European countries, and even to French Morocco 
and Tunisia. Annual exports surpassed 30,000 tons in 1932 
and 1933. It is true that Germany also imported soy oil (huile 
de soja), particularly by way of the Hamburg-America Line, 
but the quantities never surpassed ten thousand tons per year.
 During recent years, Germany has markedly reduced its 
soybean imports, which only reached 515,000 tons in 1935, 
485,000 tons in 1936, 600,000 tons in 1937 and 705,000 
tons from January to November in 1938. Germany’s soy oil 
imports have mostly held steady, but exports, on the other 
hand, have almost stopped altogether. Of course, the Far East 
remains the main soybean supplier for Germany. In 1935, 
out of the 515,000 tons imported, 494,000 tons came from 
the Far East. For several years, the Balkans have provided 
an increasingly large portion of Germany’s supplies, but this 
amount has not surpassed 70,000 tons per year.
 The average purchase price for a ton of soybeans was 
set at 94 reichsmarks in 1933, 93 reichsmarks in 1937 
and 99 reichsmarks in 1938. This price has therefore held 
remarkably stable for several years.
 Germany’s main port of entry for soybeans is Hamburg, 
where, for example, from August 1937 to May 1938, no 
fewer than 378,000 tons were unloaded, of which 357,000 
tons came from Dalian and Korean ports. As a percentage, 
Hamburg receives more than 60% of German imports.
 Germany never had an actual market for soybeans. 
An autonomous body of importers never existed: shippers’ 
representatives would sell their merchandise directly to oil 
mills through brokers or other intermediaries.
 This situation has changed, in that for several years now, 
the government has exercised its policy of economic control 
and fi xed soybean prices, along with the operational profi ts 
that the mills are authorized to receive.
 Even brief studies on soybeans in Germany would be 
gravely lacking if they did not cover the work that has been 
carried out in the Balkans to introduce soybean cultivation in 
these regions, in a way that created powerful economic ties.
 The large chemical products group, I.G. Farbenindustrie, 
took the initiative to address the problem around 1932. 
Facing fi nancial diffi culties due to the collapse of the Vienna-
based banking establishment Osterreichische Kreditanstalt 
in 1931, I.G. Farbenindustrie was seeking a way to access 
its assets that were frozen in the Balkans, which amounted 
to no less than 600 million lei [a unit of Romanian currency] 
in Romania alone. The group decided to introduce soybean 
cultivation to the region, as Germany was a signifi cant 
importer. First, it was important to select the species that 
were best suited to Balkan soil, and to procure certain 
bacteria that play an important role in cultivating soybeans.
 In 1934, I.G. Farbenindustrie was able to bring 
42,000 tons of seeds to Romania, along with the necessary 
inoculation bacteria. In 1936, it decided to create the public 
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Romanian company Soja S.A.R. This company has an 
extremely broad fi eld of activities. It provides farmers with 
seed and bacteria, and gives them advance payment as 
necessary; it provides them with technical instruction; in 
some districts of northern Bessarabia [in today’s Moldova 
and Ukraine], along the Moldova River and in Bucovina [in 
today’s Romania and Ukraine], it created an organization 
that has ramifi cations in every village. Finally, it guarantees 
farmers a fi rm price, which is currently 5 lei per kilo, from 
the nearest railway station.
 At the beginning of December 1938, Soja S.A.R. held 
an extraordinary meeting during which it decided to increase 
its capital stock from 3 to 50 million lei. This increase in 
capital refl ects the considerable growth soybean cultivation 
has made in Romania over four years. It appears that the 
company’s balance sheet total, which reached a total of 
approximately 600,000 lei in 1937, will reportedly be around 
1 billion in 1938.
 The efforts of I.G. Farbenindustrie have thus proved 
successful. There were more than 100,000 hectares of sown 
areas in 1937, but they were reduced to around 65,000 in 
1938, since the company did not renew the contracts of 
the more irresponsible farmers. In all likelihood, however, 
soybean cultivation will continue to develop in Romania 
over the coming years.
 Production [yield] per hectare in Romania is around 
1,500 kilos for average harvests, but it can be higher, and 
exceptional harvests have yielded up to 2,500, or even 3,000 
kilos.
 Almost all Romanian soybeans go to Germany (11,297 
tons in 1936, 43,489 tons in 1937, and around 50,000 tons 
in 1938). The soybeans are imported into Germany by 
Deutsche Ölsaat-Verwertungs- G.m.b.H., a subsidiary of I.G. 
Farbenindustrie.
 Germany is also trying to encourage Bulgaria and 
Yugoslavia to grow soybeans, but the results so far are not 
yet on par with those from Romania.
 Finally, attempts have long been made to introduce 
soybeans within Germany itself. Tests in Bonn-Poppelsdorf, 
Hamburg-Wohldorf, Giessen, Delitzsch, and other areas, 
have led to the selection of species [sic, varieties] that–even 
in the German climate–ripen and produce a good yield. To 
encourage these efforts, the Reichsnährstand (corporative 
food organization) guaranteed producers a fi rm price of 32 
reichsmarks. That price is at least three times higher than 
global soybean prices.
 Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle, 
Washington.

1465. MandRailCom. 1941. Sojas de Mandchourie [The 
soybeans of Manchuria]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
1(2):69-73. March. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Largely a discussion of soybean production and 
exports by the Japanese, who now control Manchuria. The 

soybean has a very important place among the grains and the 
grain exports of China.
 Since 1908 when Mitsui, for the fi rst time, exported 
soybeans [from Manchuria] to Europe, the trade with 
Europe has only grown. Actually, Europe alone, during 
1932, imported nearly 2,000,000 metric tons of soybeans (de 
sojas) of which the immense majority is from this Chinese 
province.
 Note: Japan denies that Manchuria is a Japanese colony. 
Japan pretends that she has been simply administering 
Manchuria (since 1931 when she grabbed it) for the good of 
all.
 A table (p. 72-73) shows: Imports into Europe of 
soybeans from Manchuria during the years 1930, 1931, and 
1932 (in metric tons). The leading importers (countries) in 
1932 were:
 Germany 1,139,383
 Denmark 199,772
 Great Britain 161,481
 Italy 36,000
 Netherlands (Pays-Bas) 23,493
 France 14,512
 Sweden 9,007.
 Near the end (p. 73) is a separate section titled 
“Strengthening governmental control in the trade of soybeans 
and cereal grains in Manchuria.” It justifi es the strict 
Japanese controls, and refers to soybeans as haricots soja. 
On 10 Feb. 1940 the Ministry of Economy of Manchuria has 
promulgated a new decree concerning the terms by which 
soybeans and their derivatives, with the exception of soy oil, 
are the object of a state monopoly and which concerns their 
buying, the transport and distribution.
 The same also applies to Manchuria’s main cereal grains 
such as all species of kaoliang, wheat, all species of millet, 
as well as all the derivatives of kaoliang, maize, millet, and 
wheat.
 The price of the soybean is now excessively high; the 
new decree will make it more affordable to all. However, 
opinions are sharply divided concerning the new monopoly–
just like everything else which is attributed to the state of 
Manchuria concerning the country’s production, commerce 
and industry.

1466. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations). 1941. United States soybean-oil 
exports below corresponding date last season. 42(21):745. 
May 26.
• Summary: A half-page table shows U.S. soybean oil 
exports (in pounds) to various countries during 4 periods: 
Oct. to Sept. 1938. Oct. to Sept. 1938-39. Oct. to Sept. 1938-
39. Oct. to March. 1939-40. Oct. to March. 1940-41.
 The countries are: Cuba, Finland, Canada, French West 
Indies, Switzerland, Curacao (Netherlands West Indies / 
Dutch West Indies), Chile, Costa Rica, Colombia, Iceland, 
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Ecuador, Panama, Union of South Africa, Others.
 The largest exports went to Cuba and Finland. These 
fi gures show the complete loss of the European market.

1467. Soybean Digest. 1941. Soybean oil exports [from 
USA] drop 27 percent. June. p. 5.
• Summary:  “Exports of soybean oil from the United 
States during the fi rst 6 months of the 1940-41 marketing 
season (October to September) were 27 percent below the 
same period the previous year but exceeded those for the 
entire 1938-1939 season, according to the Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations.
 “Shipments to Finland increased, but not suffi ciently to 
offset the decrease to Switzerland and the complete loss of 
other European markets. Approximately one-third of the total 
exports went to Latin American countries.”

 A table shows U.S. soybean oil exports, Oct. to March, 
1939-40 and 1940-41, in thousands of pounds. Exports went 
to the following countries (in descending order of amount 
exported in 1940-41): Cuba (2,306), Finland, Canada, 
French West Indies, Switzerland, Curacao (Netherlands West 
Indies), Chile, Costa Rica, Colombia, Iceland, Ecuador, 
Panama, Union of South Africa (54), and Others.
 From Oct. to March 1940 the U.S. exported 157,000 lb. 
of soybean oil to Iceland.
 From Oct. to March 1941 the U.S. exported 121,000 lb. 
of soybean oil to Iceland.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
concerning soybean products (soy oil) in Iceland. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Iceland (March 1940); soybeans as such have not 
yet been reported.

1468. Soybean Digest. 1941. FSCC enters soybean market. 
July. p. 3.

• Summary: “The Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation 
entered the soybean market early this month with a call for 
bid to supply soybeans to the corporation. July 8 was set as 
the deadline for offer acceptance, and 151,166 bushels of 
soybeans were purchased.
 “The FSCC purchases considerable quantities of 
agricultural products for export purposes under the lend-lease 
act, and it is thought likely that the soybeans were desired for 
foreign markets.”
 Note: “Federal Surplus Relief Corporation was one 
of the so-called alphabet agencies during the New Deal. 
It was organized under powers granted to U.S. President 
by act of June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 195).” On 18 Nov. 1935 
its name was changed to Federal Surplus Commodities 
Corporation; this amendment also named the Secretary of 
Agriculture, “Administrator of Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration, and Governor of Farm Credit Administration 
as Board of Directors. Continued as agency under Secretary 
of Agriculture by acts of June 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 323) 
and February 16, 1938 (52 Stat. 38). The agency was 
consolidated with Division of Marketing and Marketing 
Agreements into Surplus Marketing Administration by 
Reorg. Plan No. III of 1940, effective June 30, 1940. Merged 
into Agricultural Marketing Administration by Executive 
Order 9069 of February 23, 1942”–at which time it ceased to 
exist (Source: Wikipedia May 2010).

1469. New Canadian (The). 1941. Shoyu supplies cut off–
Local fi rm prepared to meet demand. Community consumes 
fi fty thousand gallons annually. Aug. 22. p. 8.
• Summary: Mr. Teiichi Amano, head of Amano Bros. Ltd. 
makes Maruten brand shoyu bean-sauce, miso, and vinegar 
in his plant at 2141, 2135, 2131 Dundas Street, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada. In January 1941 he started to brew shoyu, 
which used to be imported from Japan before budget import 
restrictions took effect. It must age for 7-12 months. His 
soybeans are imported from California. For 12 years he 
has made miso and vinegar, and in Japan his father and 
grandfather made shoyu. Mr. Amano estimates that shoyu 
consumption in British Columbia exceeds 48,000 gallons/
year. A photo shows the inside of the shoyu plant.
 A large ad (5 x 4 inches) at lower left of page is titled 
“Amano Bros. Ltd.: Manufacturers of shoyu bean-sauce, 
miso, vinegar.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the term “shoyu bean-sauce” to refer to soy 
sauce or shoyu. Address: British Columbia, Canada.

1470. Ladejinsky, W.I. 1941. Manchurian agriculture under 
Japanese control. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service) 5(8):309-40. Aug. [37 ref]
• Summary: Japanese control of Manchurian agriculture 
has assumed two forms. The fi rst, initiated shortly after the 
“incident” of 1931–the occupation of the country by Japan–is 
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Japanese colonization of Manchuria on a large scale. The 
second and more recent phase is the establishment of a 
stringent control over all aspects of Manchurian agricultural 
economy in order to enable Japan to get a large supply of 
foodstuffs as soon as possible and at the lowest possible 
price. So far neither program has achieved the expected 
results.
 Until about the end of the nineteenth century, the 
country was a primitive, sparsely settled agricultural and 
cattle-grazing region. Since then, however, the fertile soil, 
suitable climate, the laying of a network of railways, and 
the removal of all barriers against Chinese immigration 
have been responsible for the development of Manchuria 
into one of Asia’s most important agricultural regions. 
The industrialization of the country during the 1930s, 
so energetically fostered by Japan, has produced almost 
no change in its rural character. The recent program of 
expansion of agricultural production, as compared with the 
downward revision of the ambitious industrialization plans, 
serves to emphasize the importance of agriculture.
 Agricultural control in Manchuria did not come into 
its own until the Government monopolized the soybean 
trade, both domestic and foreign, in the fall of 1939. In 
order to raise exports to non-yen countries, the reduction 
of Manchurian prices of soybeans and bean products 
became a necessity. Accordingly, Manchuria instituted a 
comprehensive system of control over its most important 
industry by enacting on October 17, 1939, the Law for 
Control of Staple Produce. This law aims to control and 
regulate the price and distribution of staple products 
(soybeans, seeds, bean cake, and bean oil), and to expand 
production and exports, as well as to develop industries 
using such produce as raw material. The Manchuria Staple 
Products Company was created by a special act of October 
17, 1939, to carry out these provisions.
 The two acts transformed the country’s leading industry 
into a state monopoly. The farmers must now sell their chief 
cash crop to the monopoly at offi cially fi xed prices; the 
monopoly in turn sells to the exporters in accordance with its 
own regulations. The main reason for the establishment of 
the monopoly was to supply Japanese farmers and consumers 
with beans and bean products at the lowest possible price and 
to get possession of the remainder of the crop for the purpose 
of securing the much-needed foreign exchange. Address: 
Agricultural Economist, Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations.

1471. Washington Post. 1941. Japan hems in Vladivostok, 
Soviet ‘Doorway to Pacifi c.’ Sept. 5. p. 11.
• Summary: A bulletin from the National Geographic 
Society explains that Vladivostok, which 75 years ago [i.e., 
about 1866] was a boisterous outpost of muddy streets, 
wooden shacks, saloons and gambling houses, is now a 
modern, busy city of about 206,000 inhabitants, and a 

Soviet air and naval base. The picturesque harbor, known 
as the “Golden Horn,” is normally fi lled with ships. It has 
always been a link between the vast reaches of Siberia and 
the outside world, yet only a few miles from the border 
of Japanese dominated Manchukuo. A bit further south is 
Chosen [Korea], also dominated by Japan. And Japanese 
ships dominate the waters around the port.
 “Vladivostock’s harbor freezes over later in December 
and the ice lasts until mid-April.” Ice-breakers keep the way 
open for steamers to enter and leave the port during that 
time.
 “Warehouses along the waterfront [in Vladivostok] 
ordinarily are fi lled with soy beans and by-products, such as 
soy bean oil and soy bean cakes.” These are the port’s main 
export items, along with Siberian timber and dried fi sh.

1472. Burns, W. 1941. The soybean–Its politics, 
performances and possibilities. Indian Farming 2(9):451-57. 
Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: The author contends that soybeans should be 
cultivated and used on a large scale in India. Contains an 
excellent, early review of the history and past agronomic 
investigations of the soybean in India. Contents: 
Introduction. Wide range of uses. Soybean production. Iron 
ration. Spread in the U.S.A. Commercial exploitation. In 
the British Empire. Soybeans in Germany. Nutritive value. 
A strange fact. Comprehensive tests. Doubtful palatability. 
Points for consideration. Preparation of recipes (Note: No 
actual recipes are given). Cultivation of soybean in India. 
Cultivation procedure. Some non-offi cial experience.
 “In the British Empire: In 1908 when the fi rst large-
scale importations began to be made into Europe, soybean 
was admitted into England without tariff, while other 
countries imposed an import duty. When the other countries 
recognized the disadvantages of this imposition they 
cancelled it and England then lost its premier place as a 
soybean importer. England withdrew soybean from its free 
list in 1935 in order to give effect to the principle of Imperial 
preference. Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, then Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, emphasized that every colony producing 
palm kernels, groundnuts or soya beans had asked for this 
preference owing to the increasing competition in soybeans. 
He hoped that the preference would stimulate the production 
of soybeans in the territories concerned. There was certainly 
ground for hope that there might be commercial production 
of soybeans within the Empire.
 “The story of the successful introduction and cultivation 
of soybean in England is told by Elizabeth Bowdidge in a 
book The Soya Bean (Oxford University Press, London, 
1935). This success was obtained by Mr. North on the Ford 
Company’s farm at Boreham in Essex in 1933 and 1934. 
Soil inoculation and plant acclimatization were necessary 
but success was obtained and yields of from 15 to 25 bushels 
were got. Soybean cultivation has not yet, however, spread 
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in England. As an imported crop it has been used as a food 
for farm animals, and until the outbreak of the present war a 
large part of the imports was converted into fl our, oil, etc. as 
well.
 “Soybeans in Germany: Under the auspices of the 
Forschungsdiest (the All-Germany Agricultural Research 
Organization) research on soybean in Germany was much 
speeded up in the years 1934-37. Attempts to introduce 
soybean into German cultivation had up till then been 
a failure, mainly for the same reason that keeps it from 
spreading in India, i.e. its low price on the world market. 
The fi xing of a more attractive price for soybeans grown in 
Germany and a greater appreciation of their nutritive value 
put a different complexion on the matter. Scientifi c work has 
been mainly in the direction of plant breeding, one institution 
dealing with no less than 30,000 single plant cultures. The 
plant breeding work has shown that the supposed antagonism 
between high fat and high oil content does not always exist, 
and that it may be possible to breed varieties that are high in 
both.
 “On the agricultural side the following are some of the 
results obtained [in Germany]: (1) Drill sowing is better than 
broadcasting. (2) Thick sowing accelerates maturity. Breadth 
between rows should not exceed 50 cm. (= 20 inches). The 
lighter the soil, the smaller the space between the lines, 
but not less than 35 cm. (= 14 inches). In the rows the best 
distance between plants is 10 cm. (= 4 inches). (3) Seed 
rate should not be less than 15 kilograms per ¼ hectare (67 
lb. per acre). (4) Soybeans can be successfully grown as a 
mixed crop with early potatoes. It is to be noted that these 
recommendations are for German conditions and might not 
suit India.”
 The author recently received a letter from an agricultural 
chemist who noted a strange fact: “’I fi nd that the 
explanation of why soybeans are not more widely grown 
than they are, in India, is because there is no market for 
them. Now in these days of defi cient dietaries, fi nancial 
stringency and other economic factors connected to the 
War, it does seem to me to be a very strange fact that there 
is no market for one of the most nutritious foodstuffs both 
for humans and animals in this country... Here is a produce 
which can be easily grown, easily transported, without 
deterioration, and for which in these days there ought to be 
an almost unlimited demand and yet it is not grown because 
we are told there is no market for it. I myself take soybean 
in vegetable curry two or three times a week and it is a most 
excellent food... We ought to be supplying this to the army 
in large quantities. In addition there are many industrial 
products which can be manufactured from the soybean and 
which are manufactured in other countries but not in India. I 
suggest that we ought to consider the soybean for India and 
get down to the problem of propaganda and the production of 
the soybean and soybean products on a considerable scale.”
 “Preparation of recipes: There are two ways by which 

soybean could be introduced into the Indian dietary. The 
bean might be prepared and cooked by domestic methods 
and consumed as an alternative or addition to other pulses... 
Alternatively, soybean fl our of neutral taste could be 
manufactured [using the Berczeller process], as in Germany, 
and used as an ingredient in biscuits, cakes, etc.” The author 
doubts that either approach would succeed. “In addition to 
the Darjeeling district of North Bengal, soybean is grown 
also in Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim, the total area in all these 
places being probably about 20,000 acres. It is also grown 
in the Kumaun hills. In addition there has been experimental 
cultivation in almost every part of India and soybean has 
been grown in the Punjab, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Assam, 
the Central Provinces and Berar, Madras, Bombay, Baroda, 
the United Provinces, Sind, Mysore and Kashmir. The 
Agricultural Departments of several of these provinces 
and states have issued leafl ets giving directions for its 
cultivation.”
 “Some non-offi cial experience: Mr. M.R. Dokras, LL.B., 
of Chandur, Berar, published a small pamphlet in which he 
gave his experience of growing soybean since 1916.” Seed 
yields ranged from 500 to 2,000 lb/acre. “Mr. George A.C. 
Hearsey has, since 1936, grown soybeans on his place–Palia 
Ranch, near Palia Kalan Station, R. & K. Railway, Oudh. In 
1937 he harvested 185 maunds from 45 acres, an average 
of just over 4 maunds (330 lb.) per acre... His dairy cows 
ate greedily the dried soybean plants and soybean bhusa. 
“In 1940 Dr. W. Thompson, of St. Luke’s Hospital, Chabua, 
Upper Assam, grew for the fi rst time soybean supplied by 
the Assistant Director of Agriculture, Shillong. Two sowings 
done in August ripened together and gave a heavy yield.
 “Economics: In 1934 a Crop Planning Conference 
was called in Simla by the Government of India, when 
consideration among other things was given as to what 
new or substitute crops should be encouraged. Notes were 
submitted by various Directors some of which reported 
that soybean could be grown quite well in their provinces 
or states but that the price was so low that it was not 
worth while to try to produce it.” In 1934 the Director of 
Agriculture from Sind (Karachi), and from Punjab each made 
such a statement. “It is not an impossibility to introduce a 
new crop into India (the history of groundnut in India shows 
this) but the new crop must put more money in the pocket of 
the cultivator than the crop it is going to replace.” Address: 
C.I.E., D.Sc., I.A.S., Agricultural Commissioner with the 
Government of India.

1473. Foucault, Raoul. 1941. Le soya n’est pas une manne 
[Soybeans are not manna]. La France (France). Nov. 21. 
[Fre]
Address: France.

1474. Jansen, H.W. 1941. De invoer van- en de handel in 
olien en vetten [Exports and imports of oils and fats]. Olien, 
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Vetten en Oliezaden, Jubileumnummer. p. 141. [Dut]*

1475. Becker, Joseph A.; Froehlich, Paul; Jackson, D.; et al. 
comps. 1941. Agricultural statistics, 1941. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 731 p. For soybeans and 
soy products see p. 7, 299-305, 490, 494, 496, 519, 523. 24 
cm.
• Summary: “This volume presents information formerly 
published (until 1935) in the statistical section of the 
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1). “Export and import statistics 
of the United States include trade with the Philippine Islands. 
They also include any trade between foreign countries 
and Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, but do not include 
shipments between continental United States and these 
possessions. Prior to January 1, 1935, the Virgin Islands of 
the United States were treated in the same manner as the 
Philippine Islands, but since that date the Virgin Islands are 
treated in the same manner as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico.” (p. 5). A bushel of soybeans weighs 60 lb and a 
gallon of soybean oil weighs 7.5 lb (p. 7). Note: No separate 
statistics are given for soybeans or soybean products grown 
in or exported to or from Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the 
Virgin Islands.
 Table 392 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean acreage statistics 
for the years 1924-1940, including: Acreage grown alone for 
all purposes, total acreage (incl. half the interplanted acres), 
acreage harvested for beans, yield per acre, production, price 
(dollars/bushel), farm value (in 1,000 dollars), foreign trade 
(imports and exports, year beginning in July). In 1924 for 
soybeans: Acreage grown alone for all purposes: 1,567,000. 
Total acreage: 1,782,000. Acreage harvested for beans: 
448,000. Yield per acre: 11.0 bushels. Production: 4,947,000 
bushels. Average price per bushel received by farmers: $2.46.
 The corresponding fi gures in 1928 were: Acreage grown 
alone for all purposes: 2,154,000. Total acreage: 2,439,000. 
Acreage harvested for beans: 579,000. Yield per acre: 13.6 
bushels. Production: 7,880,000 bushels. Average price per 
bushel received by farmers: $1.88.
 Table 393 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean production and 
farm disposition statistics for the years 1924-1940, including: 
Total production, used for seed (total, or home grown), fed to 
livestock, sold.
 Table 394 (p. 300) gives U.S. soybean statistics for 
acreage, yield, production, and season average price received 
by farmers, by States, average 1929-38, annual 1939 and 
1940. The states are: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland, 
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, and USA total.
 Table 395 (p. 301) gives soybean statistics for acreage 
and production in specifi ed countries, average 1930-34, and 
annual 1935 to 1940. The countries are China, Manchuria, 

United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan, Taiwan, Netherlands 
Indies, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, and 
estimated world total.
 Table 396 (p. 302) gives the average price per bushel of 
soybeans received by U.S. farmers each month and season 
average from 1930 to 1940.
 Table 397 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for seed” gives 
the average wholesale price per bushel at Baltimore and 
St. Louis, 1931-1941, each month from Jan. to May and 
average.
 Table 398 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for crushing” 
gives the average price per bushel, U.S. No. 2 Yellow, bulk, 
carlots, net track Chicago, 1933-40, each month from Oct. to 
Sept.
 Table 399 (p. 303) gives statistics on amount of 
soybeans crushed, and production, imports, and exports of 
soybean oil (crude basis), and soybean cake and meal, USA, 
1930-1940.
 Table 400 (p. 303) gives the average price per pound of 
soybean oil (domestic crude) in tank cars, midwestern mills, 
1929-1940, each month and yearly average.
 Table 401 (p. 303) gives the average price per pound 
of soybean oil (domestic crude) in drums, New York, 1931-
1940, each month and yearly average.
 Table 402 (p. 304) gives the average price per ton of 
soybean meal (41% protein), at Chicago, 1930-1940, each 
month and yearly average.
 Table 403 (p. 305) for soybeans and soybean oil, 
gives international trade (exports and imports), averages 
1925-1934, annual 1938, 1939. For soybeans: Principal 
exporting countries–China, Manchuria, United States, total. 
Principal importing countries–Germany, Japan, Denmark, 
United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands, Canada, 
total. For soybean oil: Principal exporting countries–China, 
Manchuria, Denmark, Japan, Sweden, total. Principal 
importing countries–Netherlands, United Kingdom, Italy, 
Germany, United States, Belgium, Chile, France, Morocco, 
Norway, Algeria, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Canada, Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, total.
 Table 659 (p. 490) gives U.S. exports (in pounds) of 
vegetable oils (incl. corn, cottonseed, linseed, cocoa butter, 
coconut, peanut, and soybean oil) from 1914 to 1939.
 Table 617 (p. 455) gives statistics on oleomargarine–
materials used in manufacture, USA, 1924-1940. Concerning 
soybean oil: Less than 500 lb were used in 1924 and 1925, 
but 33,000 lb were used in 1926. The fi rst signifi cant amount 
was used in 1930: 2.25 million lb. Note: Additional statistics 
on oleomargarine production and consumption in the USA 
are given on p. 454-57.
 Table 660 (p. 494) gives U.S. imports (in pounds) of 
oilseeds (incl. soybeans {but no data given for 1918-1926}, 
sesame seeds, rapeseed) and vegetable oils (incl. olive oil, 
palm oil, palm kernel oil, peanut oil, perilla oil, rapeseed oil, 
soybean oil, and tung oil) from 1914 to 1939.
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 Table 662 gives imports of principal agricultural 
products (incl. soybean and soybean oil) into the United 
States, by countries, each year 1932-1940. The source 
countries for soybean (p. 519) are: Kwantung, Japan, 
China, Germany, other countries, total. The source countries 
for soybean oil (p. 523) are: Kwantung, Japan, China, 
Netherlands, other countries, total. Address: U.S. Dep. of 
Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington, 
DC.

1476. Blanchard, Marcel. 1941. Le soja en France: Ses 
possibilités culturales. Ses débouchés industriels. Son 
intérêt économique [The soybean in France: Its cultural 
possibilities. Its industrial outlets. Its economic interest]. 
Paris: Societe d’Editions Geographique, Maritimes et 
Coloniales, 17 rue Jacob, 6eme. ii + 200 p. Illust. 22 cm. 
[158 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part 1: Cultivation of 
soya. 1. The soybean. 2. Soybean cultivation worldwide. 
3. The varieties of soybeans. 4. The requirements of the 
soybean crop. 5. Sowing soybeans. 6. The soybean during its 
vegetative stage. 7. Harvesting soybeans. 8. Mixed cropping 
and intercropping of soybeans. 9. The enemies and diseases 
of the soybean.
 10. History of soybean cultivation in France 
(introduction in 1739 at Jardin des Plantes under direction of 
Buffon, 1850–National Society for Acclimatization, around 
1880 MM Vilmorin-Andrieux, M. Paillieux, M.P. Olivier-
Lecq, Messrs. Lechartier, Denaiffe, Dr. Le Goff, Boulanger 
& Dausse, Brioux, Semichon, Carle de Carbonnières, 
Rouest, de Guerpel).
 11. The vegetative cycle of the soybean in France. 12. 
The soybean at the various French agricultural research 
centers (les Centres de Recherches agronomiques français) 
including Centre de Versailles, Station de Dijon, de Colmar, 
de Clermont-Ferrand, d’Antibes. 13. The possibilities of soya 
in France in terms of its cultivation.
 Part 2: The nutritional value of the soybean. 1. The 
nutritional value of the soybean.
 Part 3: Utilization of soya. 1. Soybeans in the farm 
economy. 3. The soybean in human nutrition and in industry.
 Part 4: The soybean from an economic viewpoint. 1. 
Commerce and trade in soybeans and soybean products 
up to Sept. 1939. 2. The present economic possibilities 
of the soybean in France. Conclusion. Bibliography. 16 
illustrations. 8 maps.
 The introduction begins: “In a letter written on 15 
Jan. 1935, on board the Chenonceaux which was sailing 
toward Shanghai, Li Lu-Ying [sic, Li Yu-ying], president 
of the National Academy of Peiping (l’Académie Nationale 
de Péping) offered to furnish us with the translation of 
important documents in the Chinese, Japanese, and Russian 
languages concerning all aspects of soya. Let him fi nd here 
the expression of our gratitude, because he introduced us to 

a plant, in which there is more interest abroad than in the 
country of its origin.”
 The publisher was formerly named Maison Challamel, 
founded in 1839.
 Illustrations show: (1) The branch of a soybean plant, 
with the fl owers and young pods, enlarged 3x. (2) The fl ower 
of a soybean plant as it is about to open, enlarged 5x. (3) 
A soybean branch with mature pods and leaves, enlarged 
2x. (4) Two views of a soybean seed with parts labeled. 
C = chalaza (chalze). H = hilum (hile). M = micropyle 
(micropyle). R = radicle (radicle). A-H = hypocotyl 
axis (germ) (axe hypocotylé). G = raphe, bud, leaf-bud 
(gemmule). Enlarged 3x. Note: The raphe is a small grove 
extending to the chalaza, where the integuments were 
attached to the ovule proper.
 (5) Microscopic view of a transverse section of the 
seedcoat: C.P. = palisade layer of cells (cellules en palisade). 
C.S. = hourglass cells (cellules en sablier). P.E. = spongy 
parenchyma (parenchyme externe). C.A. = aleurone 
layer (cellules à aleurone). P.I. = remains of parenchyma 
cells of endosperm or internal parenchyma (parenchyme 
interne). Enlarged 247x. (6) Cells of the epidermis facing 
the microscope. Enlarged 460x. (7) Microscopic view of 
a transverse section of a cotyledon, two views, showing 
starch grains (grain d’amidon), oil droplets (oléolaste), and 
aleurone grains (grain d’aleurone; high in protein). (7a) Six 
large maps of soy in Asia and in Oceania, in North America 
and in South America, in Europe and in Africa in 1939 (p. 
12-36). (8) Nodules containing nitrogen-fi xing bacteria on 
the roots of a soybean plant (p. 66). (9) Planting soybeans; 
a man walks behind a planter pulled by two horses (p. 84). 
(10) Cultivating soybeans; a man sits on a cultivator pulled 
by two horses (p. 89). (11) A fi eld of long, straight, weed-
free rows of soybeans in the United States. (12) Drying of 
soybean hay in shocks. (13) Harvesting soybeans; a man 
sits on a harvester pulled by two horses. (14) Threshing 
soybeans using a machine (p. 99). (15) Intercropping of soya 
and maize. (16) The soybean variety Lisbonne growing at 
the Central Station for Seed Trials (Station Central d’Essais 
d Semences) (p. 122). (17) Map of France with isotherm 
lines of July and a line showing the northern limit of maize 
cultivation (p. 134).
 Tables: (1) Asiatic varieties: Chinese and Manchurian 
varieties (6 varieties), varieties from the British Indies (7), 
from the Dutch Indies (11), Japanese varieties (17).
 (2). American varieties: Canadian varieties (7), U.S. 
varieties (40 varieties) (for each is given: Days to maturity, 
fl ower color, seed color, color of the oil, oil content, protein 
content, weight of 1,000 seeds in grams, seed yield (in kg/
ha), yield of hay containing 15% moisture (in kg/ha)). (3) 
European varieties: German (7), Austrian (3), English (4), 
Italian (1), Polish (7), Czech (9), Soviet Russian (9).
 Mineral needs of the soybean. Yield of two soybean 
varieties, with and without inoculation. Yield of three 
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soybean varieties with and without inoculation. Germination 
percentages of 8 French soybean varieties at the Station 
Centrale d-Essais de Semences in 1938-39 (ranges from 91% 
to 100%). Variation in the composition of soybean hay at 
4 stages of maturity. Weight of seeds vs. straw for 10 U.S. 
soybean varieties (the straw weighs 1.5 to 2.7 times as much 
as the seeds). Average yield of soybeans in four countries in 
1933 (in kg/ha): Manchuria 1,200. Japan 1,000. Korea 650. 
China 950. Length of the vegetative cycle at four stations 
with 10 varieties in France (ranges from 98 to 157 days). 
Length of the vegetative cycle at four more stations with 16 
varieties in France (ranges from 95 to 172 days). 18 varieties 
that completely matured their seeds at 2 stations in 1921 
and in 1922. Oil and protein content of 7 French soybean 
varieties at Station de Clermont-Ferrand. The seed yield of 
10 soybean varieties at the same station. The seed yield of 6 
soybean varieties at Station d’Antibes. Six tables (p. 138-42) 
on the nutritional value of soybeans. Six tables (p. 148-61) 
on the utilization of soybeans in the farm economy and for 
feeding animals 2 tables (p. 162-42) on the soybean in the 
human diet and in industry. 5 tables (p. 175-42) in trade in 
soybeans and its by-products. 7 tables (p. 181-86) on the 
present economic possibilities of the soybean in France.
 Chinese and Manchurian varieties soybean varieties (p. 
48): Chu Yen Tou Erh, Kung-Chu-ling pai Mei, Pai Hoa Tso 
Tse, Su Li Huang, Ta Li Huang, Tieh Chia, Tou Tse.
 Soybean varieties from the British Indies (des 
Indes britanniques) (p. 48): Behrum, Hto-nao, Hto-
nang, Mirjanhat, Pekyat-pyin, Pe-Ngypi [pè-ngapi], and 
Santonauk. Note: According Thompstone & Sawyer (1914), 
some of the above names are the names of the yellow 
soybean in different parts of Burma.
 Soybean varieties from the Dutch Indies (des Indes 
néerlandaises) (p. 48): Djepoen, Idjo, Ireng, Krawe, Mentik, 
Poetik, No. 16 sélectionné, No. 17 sélectionné, No. 27 
sélectionné, No. 28 sélectionné, No. 29 sélectionné.
 One variety from Indochina (p. 48) is Langson.
 Soybean varieties from Japan (p. 50): Akasaya, 
Banseihikarikuro [Bansei hikari kuro], Chinseihikarikuro 
[Chinsei hikari kuro], Gindaizu [Gin daizu], Ishikarishiro 
[Ishi kari shiro], Kanro, Kurosaya, Mitsuishidaizu [Mitsuishi 
daizu], Naktchadaka, Oyachi no. 2, Rankoshi no. 1, 
Shimoshirazu no. 1 [Shimo shirazu no. 1], Shirokotsubu, 
Shirotsurunoko, Tsurunoko, Wasehodaka / Waschodaka, 
Yoshiokatairin [Yoshio katairin].
 Soybean varieties from Canada (p. 50): A.K. (Harrow), 
Brun du Manitoba, Soja jaune de Montréal / Montreal, Soja 
jaune de Québec / Quebec 92, Manchu (Hudson), Mandarin 
(Ottawa), O.A.C. No. 211. Address: Directeur interimaire, 
Station d’Essais de Semences (Ministere de l’Agriculture), 
France; In 1946 Chef de Travaux at this station.

1477. Fallon, F. (Baron). 1941. Le soja [The soybean]. 
Belgique. Ministere des Colonies. Direction Generale de 

l’Agriculture et de l’Elevage. Propagande et Vulgarisation 
Agricoles No. 21. 39 p. Bruxelles: Impr. Industrielle et 
Financiere. [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical description: Introduction, 
the plant’s needs, varieties. Soybean cultivation in Europe: 
Introduction (for some countries preferred early, medium, 
and late varieties are listed), France, Great Britain, Hungary, 
Poland (selection has been done at the Wilna experiment 
station using varieties imported from Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia), Romania (About 30,000 ha are devoted 
to soybeans, primarily in Bessarabia [Besarabia], Dobrouja 
[Dobrudja, Dobrogea], Bukovina [Bucovina], Walachia or 
Wallachia or Valachia [now called Muntenia, a fertile belt 
across southern Romania], and Moldavia. Most of these 
varieties came from Austria), Switzerland, USSR (the main 
soybean regions are all warm ones–the Caucasus, Ukraine, 
and Transcaucasia). Soybean cultivation in America. 
Soybean cultivation in Africa (especially in South Africa, 
mainly for forage in the Natal and Transvaal). Soybean 
cultivation in Asia: China and Manchuria, Malaysia, British 
Indies, Dutch Indies, Indochina, Japan. Soybean cultivation 
in Oceania (mainly Philippines).
 Cultivation: Crop rotation, inoculation, planting 
and propagation, maintenance and manuring the land, 
harvest, seed storage, yield, selection of varieties. Soybean 
utilization: As human food (dry soybeans, soy sauce, soy 
fl our, soymilk, tofu, soy oil), industrial uses (soy oil, refi ning 
and use, soymilk casein). Soya as a fertilizer: Green manure, 
or soybean cakes. Soya as a feed for domestic animals: 
Green forage, hay, silage, pasture, seeds, cakes. Soybean 
cultivation in the Belgian Congo. Soybean trade.
 In the Congo various soybean trials have been 
undertaken since 1936 at the stations of the National Institute 
for Agronomic Study of the Belgian Congo (l’Institut 
National pour l’Etude agronomique du Congo Belge). 
Numerous varieties from the USA and Manchuria have 
been tested. Address: Directeur au Ministere des Colonies, 
Professeur a l’Institut Agronomique de Gembloux [Belgium].

1478. Silva, Benedito Bruno da. 1941. A soja: Sua 
importancia na alimentacao. Seu emprego no pao [The 
soybean: Its importance in food and nutrition. Its use in 
bread]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Revista dos Tribunais. 188 p. No 
index. 24 cm. Secretaria da Agricultura, Industria e Comercio 
do Estado de Sao Paulo. [19 ref. Por]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part I. Introduction–
general considerations on the problem of food and nutrition. 
General concepts and principles relating to food and 
nutrition. Criteria employed in appreciating the nutritional 
value of foods. Classifi cation of foods. Metabolism of 
proteins, fats, and carbohydrates. Daily requirements of basic 
nutrients.
 Part II. The importance of bread in human nutrition. The 
problem of wheat in Brazil. Nutritional analysis of wheat. 
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Nutritional value and types of bread. Substitutes for wheat 
fl our–Bread made of mixed fl ours.
 Part III: The importance of soya in human nutrition–
breads based on wheat, soy and bran. Protein defi ciency 
in regular or mixed breads in Brazil. The role of soya in 
nutrition: Nomenclature and history, world centers of 
soybean production, imports and exports, ways of using 
soybeans: Green or dry plants, green seeds (graos verdes; 
green vegetable soybeans–Store cooked or refrigerated; use 
as a green vegetable or in salads), dry seeds (graos secos), 
soymilk (leite vegetal), whole soy fl our (farinhas de graos 
secos), fl our from soybean cake (defatted) (farina de torta 
de soja), soy oil (óleo de soja), soy lecithin (Lecitina de 
soja, p. 118). Varieties of soybeans. Microscopic structure 
of the soybean seed. Chemical composition of the soybean 
seed. Nutritional value of soya. The introduction of soy fl our 
into bread–soy bread. Mixed breads based on wheat, soy, 
and bran. Digestibility of bread based on wheat and soy. 
Conclusions. Bibliography.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (June 2009) that mentions green vegetable 
soybeans, which it calls graos verdes.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (March 2001) that uses the word “Lecitina” 
to refer to lecithin or the term “Lecitina de soja” to refer to 
soy lecithin.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term leite vegetal to 
refer to soymilk.
 Note 4. This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (Jan. 2019) that mentions whole soy fl our, 
which it calls farinhas de graos secos. Address: School of 
Veterinary Medicine (Escola de Medicina Veterinaria de) Sao 
Paulo, Brazil.

1479. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the soil. 
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. April. Index. 21 
cm. Revised ed. March 1943. 122 p. Includes index, Illust., 
22 cm. [205 ref]
• Summary: A landmark popular book and a good 
description of the pioneering period of soybean production 
and processing in the United States.
 Contents: 1. A certain man of science (William Morse 
and Dr. C.V. Piper). 2. Vignette from antiquity (how the 
soybean vine saved a caravan in China besieged by bandits). 
3. Birth of an industry (U.S. soybean crushing). 4. The big 
drive starts (A.E. Staley, Glidden, Central Soya, Buckeye 
Cotton Oil Co., Drackett Co., ADM, Allied Mills, Ralston 
Purina, Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Swift & Co., Shellabarger 
Grain Products Co. Standard Soybean Mills, Iowa Milling 
Co.). 5. Breeding new types (Burlison, Hackleman). 6. 
Scientists commend product (oil and meal). 7. Lakes of oil. 
8. In the fi eld of industry (U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial 
Products Laboratory, and Henry Ford). 9. Listening post 

for soy (NRRL at Peoria). 10. Whims and price turmoil. 11. 
Milk for the tots of China (Dr. Harry Miller). 12. Soys in the 
home garden (“the vegetable soybean for table use,” “garden 
varieties of soybeans,” “green soybeans,” “green vegetable 
soys,” “vegetable type soybeans,” “edible varieties”). 12. 
Americanizing soy foods (mainly about soy fl our and 
improving its taste for use during World War II). 14. Little 
bean, what now? Appendix: Chronology of the soybean (27 
entries). Bibliography. Dies was born in 1891.
 Illustrations and diagrams show: (1) Principal centers 
of U.S. soybean production (p. 19, map). “Almost 90 per 
cent of all soybeans are harvested in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, 
and Ohio. If three other states are included as shown on the 
map–Missouri, Michigan, and Virginia–the total is 97 per 
cent. (2) Principal centers of U.S. soybean processing (p. 20, 
map). Discs of different size show the various centers. Since 
Illinois produces 52% of the harvested soybeans, central 
Illinois is the center of soybean processing [crushing] in 
the USA. “Total processing capacity in late 1942 exceeded 
100 million bushels for the regularly established soybean 
processing plants.” (3) Diagram of uses of the soybean (p. 
68).
 Chapter 2, “Vignette from antiquity” begins: “Even 
when the Pyramids were being built, three hundred years 
before the Tower of Babel, and twelve centuries before 
Solomon fashioned his temple, the soybean was hoary with 
age. The earliest writings on the subject go back to the period 
of the Pyramids.
 “But of the science of soybean growing you will fi nd 
no recorded beginnings in the musty tones [sic, tomes] of 
oriental history. No book reveals the name of the inquisitive 
oriental who in the misty long ago began sowing the seeds, 
harvesting the beans, pounding them into a mash for cooking 
and eating, and probably boring his friends no end with tales 
of their merit. There is no record depicting this unsung hero’s 
foresight in saving the seed of the magic plant against next 
year’s hunger. Likely as not he was a crude dreamer who 
fumbled his hunches and accomplished little in a lifetime of 
wrestling with the problem of proper cultivation.
 “Oriental literature of a later date contains much about 
the plant but of its origin as a food product again there are 
only legends.
 “A choice vignette from antiquity on the initial use of 
soybeans runs something in this fashion. Long, long ago, 
far back in the dim past, a caravan pulled out of an eastern 
China town. It consisted of a number of merchants and 
their servants... The caravan was bound for a distant inland 
settlement intent upon disposing of its valuable wares.” After 
trading in the north, the caravan headed home, “now laden 
with gold, silver, and choice furs received in payment for the 
merchandise. Suddenly at dusk on a day when the caravan 
was still far from home it was surrounded by bandits who 
had learned of the rich prize at hand. Merchants and servants 
took quick refuge in a rocky defi le easy of defense. Here 
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they were besieged day on day until their scanty provisions 
ran low and starvation seemed inevitable. At length a 
servant whispered to his master and pointed to a vinelike 
plant bearing some sort of legume. No one could recall 
having seen such a plant before but all were touched with 
the pinch of hunger. So with grave doubts the men pounded 
the beans into a thick fl our, mixed it with water, and made 
coarse cakes. Upon these cakes the caravan survived, and 
with renewed strength fought off the foe until help arrived. 
And, so the legend goes, from that day forth the miracle 
bean became the staff of life in China.” Note 1. This story 
of the caravan besieged by bandits in China is a longer and 
embellished version of the tale fi rst dreamed up and told by 
H.W. Galley in Soybean Digest (Dec. 1940).
 “True or false, the story has lived through the ages.
 “For the fi rst written record of the soybean one must 
turn to ‘Materia Medica,’ written by Emperor Shen-nung in 
2838 B.C. It describes many plants of China including that 
of the soybean, but even the name is clouded with antiquity. 
In the early Chinese history the name ‘Shi-yu’ [sic] and the 
‘Ta-tou’ were applied to the soybean. These names probably 
antedate the fi rst authoritative records of the plant.”
 Dies then discusses Engelbert Kaempfer, Linnaeus, and 
Moench.
 “Then in 1804 a Yankee Clipper ship in full sail glided 
down the coast of China searching for ports for a return 
cargo. Not sure of the length of the return journey, the 
captain ordered several bags of soybeans tossed into the hold 
as a reserve food supply. And thus did the fi rst soybeans 
enter America. Little was done about the soybeans then.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2003) 
that further embellishes the myth of the “clipper ship” 
with phrases like “glided down the coast of China” or 
“ordered several bags of soybeans tossed into the hold”–
all supposedly in connection with the introduction of 
the soybean to the United States. This is also the earliest 
document seen (Aug. 2000) that compares the age of the 
soybean with that of the pyramids (in Egypt; the oldest and 
largest was built for Khufu at Giza in the 26th century B.C.), 
the Tower of Babel (in Babylon [today’s Iraq]), or Solomon’s 
Temple (in today’s Israel), arguing that the soybean was 
much older than all of them.
 “James Mease of Pennsylvania fi rst mentioned in 
American literature shortly after this importation that the 
soybean was adaptable to Pennsylvania and should be 
cultivated” (p. 9).
 In Chapter 3 (p. 14) Dies notes: “The fi rst soybeans 
processed in this country were imported from Manchuria in 
1911 and sold to Herman Meyer who had a small crushing 
plant in Seattle, later called the Pacifi c Oil Mills. From the 
raw material he produced the two chief products–soybean 
oil meal for livestock feed and soybean oil, selling the latter 
locally for industrial use. The meal was advertised and sold 
as ‘Proteina,’ a high-protein feed. The venture did not last 

for any considerable period; a few years later Meyer passed 
away.” Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 
2010) that mentions Herman Meyer.
 “Soybeans grown in this country were fi rst processed by 
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company at Elizabeth 
City, North Carolina. W.T. Culpepper, now postmaster at 
Elizabeth City, was manager of the new mill, started in 1912. 
The fi rst domestic soybeans were crushed for commercial 
purposes there in the late fall of 1915. It was a small 
operation.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
that mentions W.T. Culpepper.
 “At that time, most of the soybeans were grown in 
North Carolina, and the Winterville Cotton Oil Company 
at Winterville, North Carolina, purchased expellers for 
processing purposes, and these operated on soybeans for a 
limited period. Still another mill, operated by Havens Oil 
Company at Washington, North Carolina, crushed thirty 
thousand bushels of beans as an experiment in 1916”
 “’My uncle, Jonathan Havens,’ says J. Havens Moss, 
‘was the fi rst to plant soybeans in this section, devoting 
considerable acreage to the mammoth yellow [Mammoth 
Yellow] type which grew and matured splendidly from the 
very start. Its value to the land was obvious’” (p. 14-15).
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2016) 
which mentions that Havens Oil Co. crushed soybeans as 
early as 1916.
 Note 6. On the fi rst page of the copy owned by Soyfoods 
Center is a signed inscription, in dark blue ink, which reads: 
“With kind regards to Russell East, who has done much on 
behalf of the soybean–Edward Jerome Dies.”
 Note 7. Only minor changes were made on about 13 
pages of the revised edition published in March 1943. None 
of the statistics in the many tables were been updated, and 
the bibliography was not changed. Address: USA.

1480. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Tables (Document part). In: E.J. 
Dies. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the Soil. New York, NY: 
The Macmillan Co. 122 p. April. 21 cm.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) U.S. soybean acreage, yield, 
and production, 1924-1941 (p. 5). During this time acreage 
has increased more than 12-fold from 448,000 to 5,855,000 
acres. Yield as increased 88% from 11.0 to 20.7 bushels/
acre. Production has increased more than 21-fold from 4.947 
million to 106.712 million bushels.
 (2) Soybean production in specifi ed countries and 
estimated world total (p. 10-11). The countries are: 
China, Manchuria, United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan, 
Netherlands India [later Indonesia], Kwantung [Leased 
Territory], Taiwan, U.S.S.R., Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, 
other Europe (incl. Poland, Czechoslovakia, and what was 
formerly Austria).
 (3) Illinois soybean acreage, yield, and production, 
1919-1941 (p. 25). Production (in bushels) increased from 
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30,000 in 1919, to 46,000 in 1920, to 167,000 in 1921, to 
812,000 in 1922, to 1,431,000 in 1925, to 6,970,000 in 1930, 
to 24,012,000 in 1935, to 34,912,000 in 1940, to a peak of 
49,128,000 in 1941.
 (4) “Soybean varieties–Origin and varietal 
characteristics” (p. 38-47). For each variety is given: Place 
of origin, year introduced to USA, days to mature, fl ower 
color, pubescence color, seed characters (seed coat color, 
germ color, hilum color, seeds per pod, seeds per pound, oil 
percentage, protein percentage), use (de = dry edible beans, f 
= forage, gra = grain, gv = green vegetable).
 Soybean varieties described in the table on p. 38-47 are: 
Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arisoy, Arksoy, Avoyelles, 
Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame, 
Charlee, Chief, Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei, 
Clemson, Columbia, Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie, 
Dunfi eld, Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Emperor, Etum, Fuji, 
Funk Delicious, George Washington, Georgian, Green Giant, 
Goku, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote, Harbinsoy, 
Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido, Hollybrook, 
Hongkong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini, Ilsoy, Imperial, 
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kanum, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo, 
Lexington, Macoupin, Magnolia, Mamloxi, Mammoth 
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin, 
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Green, Midwest, Mingo, Minsoy, 
Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mount Carmel, Mukden, Nanda, 
Nanking, Norredo, Ogemaw, Old Dominion, Oloxi, Ontario, 
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Patoka, Pee Dee, Peking, 
Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun, Sato, 
Scioto, Seminole, Seneca, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei, 
Southern Green, Southern Prolifi c, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel 
Black, Tastee, Toku, Tokyo, Virginia, Waseda, Wea, White 
Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson Five, Wisconsin Black, 
Wood’s Yellow, Yelredo, Yokoten.
 (5) U.S. production and crushing of soybeans, and 
production of soybean oil and meal from 1924 to 1941 (p. 
53, based on government reports). Domestic production 
of soybean oil, only 2.2 million lb in 1924, had increased 
almost 6-fold by 1929 to 13.424 million lb. Then in June 
1930 the protective Smoot-Hawley tariff went into effect. 
By levying a tariff on imported soybeans and soybean oil, it 
stimulated domestic soybean crushing and production. Oil 
production (in million lb) jumped immediately, from 13.424 
in 1929 to 34.688 in 1930 (even though the Great Depression 
had begun), to 208.9 in 1935, to 565.2 in 1940. Note: A 
semi-log graph of U.S. soy oil production vs. time shows 
that it increased at the most rapid rate from 1924 to 1935. 
This rate decreased slightly between 1935 and 1942, then 
decreased again from 1942 to about 1980.
 (6) Soybean oil imported and exported (pounds to and 
from USA, from 1912 to 1940) (p. 58). The fi rst soybean 
oil was exported from the USA in the latter half of 1919. At 
least 1 million pounds/year was exported from that time until 
1940. The peak year was 1920, when 46.7 million lb were 

exported. Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census.
 (7) Factory consumption of soybean oil by classes of 
products, 1931-1940 (p. 61). The classes are: Compounds 
and cooking fats [shortening], oleomargarine, other edible 
products, soap, paint and varnish, linoleum and oilcloth, 
printing ink, miscellaneous, foots and loss, total. In 1931 and 
1932, and in most subsequent years, the leading class was 
shortening. In 1939 the top four classes were (in million lb): 
shortening 212.3, oleomargarine 87.1, other edible products 
39.9, and paint and varnish 29.8. Source: Bureau of Census 
reports.
 (8) Supplies of feed in 1939 (p. 78). Feed supplies are 
composed of feed grains (91.73% of the total), cereal by-
products (5.16%, including wheat meal products, gluten 
feed, distillers and brewers dried), and oil and cake meals 
(3.10%, including cottonseed {1.55%}, soybean {1.04%}, 
linseed {0.32%}, and other 0.17%). Address: USA.

1481. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from the soil 
(Statistical tables and charts). New York, NY: The Macmillan 
Co. 122 p. April. Index. 21 cm. Revised ed. March 1943. 122 
p. Includes index, Illust., 22 cm. [205 ref]
• Summary: Page 5: Soybean acreage and production, 1924-
1941. United States crop. Soybean harvested for beans. Each 
crop year extends from Oct. 1 to Sept. 30. Acreage increased 
from 448,000 acres in 1924 to 5,855,000 acres in 1941. 
Yield per acre rose from 11.0 bushels in 1924 to a peak of 
20.7 bushels in 1939. Production increased from 4,947,000 
bushels in 1924 to 106,712,000 bushels in 1941. Sources: 
(1) Crops and Markets, USDA. (2) Illinois Crop Statistics, 
Circular 440-441. (3) Latest government reports, 18 Dec. 
1941.
 Page 10: Soybeans: production in specifi ed countries, 
and estimated world total, in thousand bushels, excluding 
China. Estimated world production rose from 163.000 
million bushels in 1922 to 266.700 million bushels in 1940. 
China production rose from 210.038 million bu in 1931 to 
231.302 million bu in 1937. Manchuria production rose from 
113.469 million bu in 1922 to a peak of 196.949 million 
bu in 1930, falling to 149.435 million bu in 1939. United 
States production rose from 4.947 bu in 1924 to 106.712 
million bu in 1941. Chosen [Korea] production rose from 
13.017 million bu in 1910 to 18.333 million bu in 1938. 
Japan production decreased from 17.855 million bu in 1909 
to 13.473 million bu in 1937. Netherlands India [today’s 
Indonesia] rose from 2.603 million bu in 1917 to 9.873 
million bu in 1938. Kwantung production rose from 375 
thousand bu in 1911 (with a gap between 1919 and 1924) to 
650 thousand bu in 1937. Taiwan production decreased from 
280 thousand bu in 1921 to 159 thousand bu in 1937. USSR 
rose from 2.060 million bu in 1936 to a peak of 10.384 
million bu in 1932 falling to 2.504 million bu in 1934. 
Rumania production rose from 26,000 bu in 1934 to 2.572 
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million in 1939. Bulgaria production rose from 77,000 bu 
in 1934 to 827,000 bu in 1939. Yugoslavia production rose 
from 26,000 bu in 1934 to 213,000 bu in 1939. 1909-1941. 
Other European (Poland, Czechoslovakia, Austria) rose 
from 55,000 bu in 1932 to 60,000 bu in 1935. With many 
footnotes.
 Page 19: Principal centers of soybean production in the 
USA. “Almost 90 per cent of all soybeans [in the USA] are 
harvested in Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, and Ohio. If three other 
states are included as shown on the map–Missouri, Michigan 
and Virginia–the total is 97 per cent. The size of the baskets 
is proportional to the volume produced.
 Page 20: Principal centers of soybean processing 
[crushing] in the USA. “As Illinois produces about 52 per 
cent of the soybeans harvested for seed, Central Illinois is 
the center of soybean processing as shown on this map. The 
discs indicate relative importance of the processing centers. 
Total processing capacity in late 1941 probably exceeded 90 
million bushels.
 Page 25: Illinois acreage and production of soybeans 
for beans, 1919-1941. Acreage harvested increased from 
3,000 acres in 1919 to 2.285 million acres in 1941. Yield, 
in bushels per acre, rose from 10.0 in 1919 to 21.5 in 1941. 
Production increased from 30,000 bu in 1919 to 49.128 
million bu in 1941.
 Pages 38-47: Soybeans: Origin and varietal 
characteristics. This excellent table contains 18 columns. 
Variety. Origin (introduction from what country, selection, 
or cross). Year. Days to mature. Flower color. Pubescence 
color. Seed characteristics: coat color, germ color, hilum 
color, seed per pad (range), seed per pound, percent oil, 
percent protein. Use (green vegetable, grain, forage). The 
varieties are: Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arisoy, Arksoy, 
Avoyelles, Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, 
Chame, Charlee, Chief, Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei, 
Clemson, Columbia, Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie, 
Dunfi eld, Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Emperor, Etum, Fuji, 
Funk Delicious, George Washington, Georgian, Giant Green, 
Goku, Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote, Harbinsoy, 
Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido, Hollybrook, 
Hong Kong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini, Ilsoy, Imperial, 
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kanum, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo, 
Lexington, Macoupin, Magnolia, Mamloxi, Mammoth 
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin, 
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Green, Midwest, Mingo, Minsoy, 
Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mount Carmel, Mukden, Nanda, 
Nanking, Norredo, Ogemaw, Old Dominion, Oloxi, Ontario, 
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Patoka, Pee Dee, Peking, 
Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun, Sato, 
Scioto, Seminole, Seneca, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei, 
Southern Green, Southern Prolifi c, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel 
Black, Tastee, Toku, Tokyo, Virginia, Waseda, Wea, White 
Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson Five, Wisconsin Black, 
Wood’s Yellow, Yelredo, Yokoten. Note: This long table 

“Specially prepared by the Division of Forage Crops and 
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S.D.A.
 Page 53: “United States crop production of soybean 
oil meal and soybean oil, 1924-1940.” This valuable table 
is poorly titled. It has 5 columns: (1) Year. (2) Production 
of soybeans. Increased from 4,947 bu in 1924 to 106.712 
million bu in 1941. (3) Crushings [crushed]. Increased 
from 307,000 bu in 1924 to 64.180 million bu in 1941. (4) 
Production of meal. Increased from 7,400 tons in 1924 to 
1.5369 million tons in 1941. (5) Production of oil. Increased 
from 2.269 million pounds in 1924 to 565.169 million 
pounds in 1941.
 Page 58: Soybean oil imported and exported, 1912-
1940. Imports rose from 24.959 million lb in 1912 to a peak 
of 335.984 million lb in 1918, decreasing to 4.848 million lb 
in 1940. Domestic and foreign oil exported decreased from 
34.803 million lb in 1919 (For 6 months beginning July 1) to 
15.953 million lb in 1940.
 Page 61: Soybean oil: factory consumption by classes of 
products, 1931-1940. Compounds [shortening] and vegetable 
cooking fats rose from 10,869 lb in 1931 to 212.317 million 
lb in 1940. Oleomargarine rose from 623,000 lb in 1931 
to 87.106 million lb in 1940. Other edible products rose 
from 180,000 lb in 1932 to 39.980 million lb in 1940. Soap 
rose from 3.816 million lb in 1931 to 17.612 million lb in 
1940. Paint and varnish rose from 6.256 million lb in 1931 
to 29.828 million lb. Linoleum and oilcoth rose from 2.612 
million lb in 1931 to 29.828 million lb in 1940. Printing 
ink rose from 33,000 lb in 1931 to 82,000 lb in 1940. 
Miscellaneous rose from 2.051 million lb in 1931 to 16.538 
million lb in 1940. Foots and loss rose from 1.625 million 
lb in 1931 to 20.924 million lb in 1940. The total of these 
uses for soybean oil rose from 27.885 million lb in 1931 to 
431.641 million lb in 1940.
 Page 68: Diagram of uses of the soybean. The major 
categories are: Green soybeans, used as fresh vegetables or 
in canned vegetable salads. Dry soybeans, used for seed or 
to make bean sprouts, soup, soy sauce, roasted soybeans, 
boiled soybeans, stock feeds, vegetable milk [soymilk] (used 
to make liquid milk products, dry soy milk products, bean 
curds, soy cheese), debittered soybeans (used to make full 
fat soy fl our, soy coffee, soy butter, soy cereal). Soybean oil 
meal, soybean fl our, soy lecithin, crude soybean oil (used 
to make fatty acids, alkyd resins. glycerine, core oils, soft 
soaps, hard soaps, insecticides, and many non-food products 
mentioned above). Refi ned soybean oil (used to make food 
products–vegetable shortening, margarine, salad dressing, 
edible oils, frying oils). Address: USA.

1482. Ladejinsky, W.; Rossiter, Fred J. 1942. Food situation 
in far eastern and southeastern Asia. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 6(4):147-64. April.
• Summary: Rice is the most important food product in all of 
the countries except North China and Manchuria. Following 
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the Japanese invasion of 1931, soybean production dropped, 
declining 38% by 1934. Between 1935 and 1939 agricultural 
output increased once again, though it did not attain previous 
levels. Then beginning in 1939, a new decline in agricultural 
production set in. This coincided with the establishment of a 
stringent control over all aspects of Manchurian agricultural 
economy in order to enable Japan to get a large supply of 
foodstuffs as soon as possible and for as little as possible. 
Because of the opposition of the Manchurian farmers to this 
scheme, the shortage of both human and animal labor, and 
not altogether favorable climatic conditions–the soybean 
crop was reduced from 157 million bushels in 1938 to 
145 million bushels in 1939 and in 1940 and 1941 to an 
estimated 125 and 115 million bushels, respectively. The 
net effect of reduced production has been a sharp decline in 
agricultural exports.
 Since soybeans and soybean products constitute 
Manchuria’s leading export crop, the exported volume of 
these products is especially revealing. In 1939-40 (October-
September) Manchuria exported 25 million bushels of 
soybeans, 775,000 short tons of beans cake, and 150 million 
pounds of bean oil, as compared with 77 million bushels, 1.1 
million short tons, and 220 million pounds of soybeans, cake, 
and oil, respectively, the previous year.
 This decline in Manchurian soybean exports affected 
Japan’s food supplies adversely. Aside from the direct use 
of soybeans for food, probably the most important soybean 
product from the viewpoint of diet is bean curd [tofu], one 
of the main sources of protein for the great majority of the 
Japanese urban population. In 1939-40 Japan was able to 
get 41 million bushels of soybeans (including cake and 
meal), against 58 million the previous year. In 1940-41 
Japan increased its soybean takings to 48 million bushels, 
but it was much below the planned record import volume of 
84 million bushels. Address: Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations [USDA].

1483. Matagrin, A. 1942. Le Soya à travers le monde [The 
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
2(13):232-27. July/Aug. [35 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The expansion of the soybean crop 
worldwide and in Europe (I.G. Farben and Dr. Lene Herb-
Müller). Bulgaria. Croatia. France (at the stage of trials). 
Romania. Serbia.
 Bulgaria: Among the southeastern countries, as written 
in the Bulgarian Weekly Review (La Revue de la Semaine 
Bulgaire), Bulgaria has long recognized its role in the new 
European order. This is clear in that the production of rose 
oil, a specialty of Bulgaria, has been slowly giving way 
to the production of soybean seeds (graine de soya). This 
evolution will bring change to the agricultural structure of 
modern Southeast Europe.
 Soybeans have been increasingly grown since 1934, and 
since this time, the price has only continued to rise. 70,000 

hectares are currently planted with soybeans. Up until now, 
almost all of the harvested crop has been exported, with the 
country only saving a small portion for its own consumption.
 It is likely that by increasing the surface area for 
growing, the Bulgarian industry will be able to increase its 
oil production.
 To this end, at the beginning of last March, the Ministry 
of Agriculture ordered its bodies to accelerate the distribution 
of sunfl ower and soybean seeds (semences de soya) to 
farmers.
 The warehouses for the “Management of the purchase of 
cereals” have accumulated large quantities of these oilseed 
seeds for this purpose.
 Croatia: The Ministry of Agriculture distributed 7,000 
quintals [1 quintal = 100 kg] of soybean seeds to farmers. 
Moreover, the same ministry distributed thousands of 
promotional brochures among farmers to expand the growth 
of this product.
 Romania: In 1939, the soybean (fève de soya) was 
being grown on 130,000 hectares in Europe (not including 
the U.S.S.R.), producing a total of 103,400 metric tons. 
Romania led European producers with 103,000 hectares 
dedicated to this product, producing 86,100 metric tons of 
soybeans. Following the war and occupation of Bessarabia 
[today’s Moldova and Ukraine] by the Soviets, this crop 
decreased signifi cantly, because Bessarabia, on its own, 
grew 100,000 hectares of this crop. Now that this region has 
been recovered, there will be a renewed interest in growing 
soybeans.
 Serbia: Recently, a company was founded in Belgrade 
that is offering to turn the fl ooded area of the Macva 
(Matchva–this appears to be an approximation of Macva 
with a diacritic over the “c”), located near Belgrade, into a 
garden of soybeans. This region is unsuitable for all winter 
crops. Germany has committed to providing this company 
with artifi cial fertilizers and agricultural machines.
 Translated by Elise Kruidenier of Seattle, Washington. 
Address: Technical Adviser of the National Soybean Center 
(Conseiller technique du Centre National du Soya).

1484. Farrington, C.C. 1942. Soybeans in the Food-For-
Freedom Program. Paper presented to Annual Convention 
of the American Soybean Assoc. Washington, DC: USDA 
Commodity Credit Corporation. 10 p. Held 17 Sept. in 
Lafayette, Indiana.
• Summary: Wars inevitably lead to an increased demand 
for edible fats and oil. After Pearl Harbor it became clear 
that U.S. imports, which averaged about 2 billion pounds 
annually during the 5-year period from 1936 to 1940, would 
decrease to less than 1 billion pounds and that our exports, 
which had averaged less than ½ billion pounds annually, 
would need to be increased to about 2 billion pounds in 
order to satisfy even the minimum essential needs of our 
Allies. This change from a net import to a net export position 
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alone required an increase of 2½ billion pounds in domestic 
production of fats and oils.
 “In order to achieve this objective the Secretary of 
Agriculture, shortly after Pearl Harbor, announced further 
increases in the acreage goals for oil-bearing crops and 
the output of animal products. The Secretary announced 
also, in accordance with the provisions of Public Law 147, 
77th Congress, that the prices of those products would be 
supported at specifi ed levels. Soybean producers were asked 
to increase their acreage to be harvested for beans to at least 
9 million acres in 1942 as compared with less than 6 million 
in 1941 and a 5-year (1936-40) average of about 3.4 million. 
In turn, soybean producers were assured that prices to them 
would be supported at the $1.60/bushel level for high oil 
content beans.
 “Peanut growers were asked to increase their acreage 
from about 2 million acres to 5 million acres and they were 
assured of prices averaging about $80/ton for peanuts for 
oil.”
 “The farmers responded nobly to the Secretary’s request. 
Soybean producers increased their acreage to almost 11 
million acres.”
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Nov. 
2016) that mentions the Commodity Credit Corporation (a 
U.S. government agency) in connection with soybeans. It 
is also the earliest document seen that gives the details of 
the CCC’s incentives (price supports) to promote soybean 
production. Address: Vice President, USDA Commodity 
Credit Corp.

1485. Bunnell, D.J. 1942. Soybean oil in the war time 
economy. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: Germany has long needed to import large 
amounts of edible oils. Anticipating war, Germany prepared 
for the time when she would be cut off from world trade. A 
program was instituted to build stock-piles and plans were 
made to increase production within her zone of infl uence. In 
1937 Germany imported 21½ million bushels of soybeans 
from Manchuria, up from 16 million bushels in 1936. 
Indications of stock-piling were fi rst apparent in 1937, and 
increased progressively up until the war started in 1939.
 After extensive experiments, Germany found that 
she was not well suited to large production of oil-bearing 
seeds. Her best potential source of new supply was from 
corn-growing countries within her zone of infl uence in 
southeastern Europe. Germany’s Ministry of Agriculture 
worked out a plan in which Bulgaria and Romania were 
guaranteed 10% better return per acre, independent of yield, 
if they would convert corn acres to growing soybeans. 
The results were not large, yet several million bushels 
of soybeans were grown to add to Germany’s oil supply. 
“During the present growing season, soybeans have been 
planted in the conquered territory of the Ukraine.”
 In the spring of 1940 when Germany invaded Norway, 

the 60-70 million pounds/year of mostly fi sh oil that the USA 
imported from Norway were cut off. When Germany moved 
into Spain, southern France, Italy, and Greece, American 
imports of about 100 million pounds/year of olive oil were 
cut off. Yet as long as the war was confi ned to Europe, the 
USA was not seriously handicapped. Our total imports 
of edible oil had amounted to 1½ to 2 billion pounds/
year before the war; so we had lost only about 10% of our 
imports.
 The picture changed abruptly in Dec. 1941 when Japan 
invaded the Philippines and the South Pacifi c. That area had 
been supplying us with well over one billion pounds/year of 
edible oils–mainly coconut oil from the Philippines, palm 
and palm-kernel oil from the Netherlands East Indies and 
Malaya, tung oil from China, and perilla oil from Japan. The 
USA now faced severe oil shortage within months.
 To aggravate this situation, our domestic consumption 
had increased in 1941 to almost 11 billion pounds, from 9.7 
billion in 1940. In addition, our allies needed oil from us; 
Russia had lost her main source (the Ukraine) and we were 
already supplying England and the other United Nations 
under the Lend-Lease Act. In early 1942, U.S. government 
offi cials awoke to the fact that she would have to be the 
world’s largest exporter of edible oils for the duration of the 
war.
 Our domestic production had to be sharply increased if 
shortages were to be avoided. American farmers were asked 
to sharply increase their acreages of soybeans, peanuts, and 
fl ax. The soybean current soybean harvest is estimated at 
211 million bushels, up from 106 million one year ago. Also, 
peanut acreage doubled. A portrait photo shows D.J. Bunnell. 
Address: Vice-President, Central Soya Co., Chicago, Illinois.

1486. Becker, Joseph A; Froehlich, Paul; Brandt, A.E.; et al. 
comps. 1942. Agricultural statistics 1942. Washington, DC: 
U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 840 p. Index. 24 cm. For 
soybeans and soy products (main entries) see p. 196-203, 
219-21, 549, 574, 602, 637.
• Summary: A digital search reveals that soybeans are 
mentioned 56 times in this book: pages 7, 99, 196-97, 199-
203, 219-221, 349-50, 353-56, 574, 581, 598, 602, 636, 638, 
and 659.
 Tables on pages 196-203 are entirely about soybeans.
 The major oilseeds and oils imported in 1939-40 but cut 
off by the war were: copra 559 million lb, coconut oil 319 
million lb, olive oil 64 million lb, and palm oil 246 million 
lb. Address: United States Dep. of Agriculture, Yearbook 
Statistical Committee.

1487. Masuno, Minoru. 1942. Sekai no daizu to kôgyô 
[Soybeans and their industries worldwide]. Tokyo: Kawade 
Shobo. 208 p. [Jap]
Address: Tokyo.
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1488. Matagrin, A. 1943. Les points obscurs de la question 
“Soya”: à propos de l’huile de Soya et du Soya en tant 
qu’oléagineux [The obscure points of the “soy” question: 
Concerning soy oil and the soybean as an oilseed]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 3(16):8-13. Jan/Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybean cultivation, oil extraction, tariffs, and 
nutritive value. Address: France.

1489. Lloyd, J.H. 1943. Soybean problems of the 
Commodity Credit Corporation. National Farm Chemurgic 
Council, Chemurgic Paper No. 237. 5 p. March 25.
• Summary: Presented “at the Ninth Annual Chemurgic 
Conference, Chicago, Illinois. March 25, 1943.
 “Mr. Ticknor’s invitation to present a 15-minute paper 
to this group informed that the subject ‘Soybean Problems 
of Commodity Credit Corporation’ had been assigned by our 
amiable chairman–Soybean Johnson.
 “On second thought, I want to modify that adjective as 
applied to Soybean. The fact of the matter is that there have 
been times during the past six months when he and some of 
my other good friends among the soybean processors have 
not been in the best possible frames of mind–especially when 
they were engaged in following some of the procedures and 
in making up the too numerous and tedious report forms 
required by Commodity of contracting soybean processors. 
While those report forms are some of the soybean problems 
of Commodity, they are not the ones that I want to briefl y 
discuss with you this evening.
 “As everyone knows, Commodity is in the soybean 
business because this war, like all other wars, has created 
a larger than normal demand for vegetable oils and, at the 
same time, has reduced supplies.
 “When it became evident early last year that our 
country’s imports of fats and oils, which had averaged about 
2 billion pounds annually from 1936 to 1940, would decline 
to less than 1 billion pounds, and that our exports, which 
had averaged less than ½ billion pounds during the same 
period would need to be increased to around 2 billion pounds 
in order to meet even the minimum essential needs of the 
Allies, prompt and effective steps were taken to increase the 
acreages of oil seed crops, particularly soybeans, peanuts, 
and fl ax.
 “This switch of our country from a net import to a net 
export position required an estimated increase of 21 billion 
pounds in domestic production of fats and oils to a total 
of around 12 billion pounds. If that goal is to be attained, 
approximately 105 must come from the soybean crop.
 “In speaking to this group I need not quote oils and fats 
statistics nor dwell on the drastic curtailment of imports. 
I do feel, however, that you will be interested in a brief 
recounting of the various steps taken by Government in 
setting up this wartime program for increasing domestic 
production of vegetable oil seeds, particularly soybeans.
 “A little more than a month after Pearl Harbor, Secretary 

Wickard announced a 1942 Producer Support Price schedule 
for soybeans, based on $1.60 per bushel at harvest time for 
yellow and green beans grading No.2 or better. Comparable 
support prices were provided for other classes of soybeans 
and for lower grades. Provision was also made for Producer 
Loans on farm stored beans. These programs included 
provision for a monthly step-up of one cent per bushel 
in the producer price for soybeans over the six months 
period beginning January 1. That was for the purpose of 
encouraging producers to hold their soybeans in farm 
granaries.
 “In February of last year, the Agricultural Adjustment 
and Conservation Administration set out to obtain a 
substantial increase in soybean acreage. Farmers responded 
by planting 10,600,000 acres to be harvested for seed–by far 
the largest crop of “soybeans for beans” that had ever been 
produced in this country.
 “Last fall the crop yield was estimated at approximately 
210,000,00 bushels, an increase of almost 100% from the 
1941 production, which, in turn, was the highest on record. 
Today I am of the opinion that the 210,000,000 bushel fi gure 
will not be reached by perhaps 20 or 25 million bushels, 
principally because of shrinkage due to unfavorable weather 
for ripening and for harvest over much of the soybean belt.
 “Under a Presidential order and a War Production 
Board Directive, both issued last August, Commodity Credit 
Corporation was authorized to administer the United States 
Department of Agriculture’s price supporting, processing and 
products distribution program for soybeans.
 “It was the task of Commodity to accomplish the 
processing of the crop and a prompt and orderly distribution 
of the products–oil and meal. At the same time, provision 
had to be made for increased production of soy fl our and 
for a limited amount of soybeans for export by the Federal 
Surplus Commodities Corporation.
 “With a prospect of around 140 million bushels of 
soybeans to be available from the 1942 crop for processing, 
Commodity set out to contract with plants in the normal 
soybean processing area of the country and with processors 
located in other areas.
 “Since soybean oil must be marketed within ceiling 
prices established by the Offi ce of Price Administration, 
and because it was deemed advisable to furnish soybean 
oil meal to livestock producers at relatively low prices, it 
was necessary to provide contracts which would enable 
processors to crush, without fi nancial losses, the soybeans 
they purchased at support prices.
 “In other words, the contracts, or rather all but one of 
them, were so drawn as to provide a processing subsidy. 
The notable exception is the so-called Form A contract, 
under which each of the 11 solvent (extraction) plants which 
are processing soybeans are operating. Under that contract 
there is no subsidy, with the exception of a $1.00 [?] per ton 
payment by Commodity on soybean oil meal sold in certain 
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areas, by such contacting processors at a full $2.00 per ton 
under the Decatur base price.
 “Commodity entered into 65 plant contracts with 49 
companies, covering the soybean processing operations 
of practically all plants in the so-called normal soybean 
processing area, extending from Minnesota to Kentucky 
and from New York to Nebraska. Of those 65, 14 are Form 
A contracts, covering an estimated 26,000,000 bushel 
(principally solvent) processing capacity; and 51 are Form 
B contracts, covering an estimated 57,000,000 bushel 
(principally expeller) processing capacity. In addition, four 
Form B (Area 5) contracts, covering an estimated 3,650,000 
bushel (principally expeller) crushing capacity, were entered 
into with four processing companies in Kentucky for 
operation primarily on black soybeans.
 “Arrangements were effected for the processing of 
southern grown soybeans in 61 advantageously located 
cottonseed and peanut mills (principally hydraulic) operating 
under so-called cotton states contracts. It is estimated that 
around 6,000,000 bushels of soybeans have been crushed to 
date by those mills.
 “Contracts were also written with nine Pacifi c Coast 
processing plants (principally expeller) which normally 
operate primarily on copra, cottonseed and fl axseed, covering 
the processing of approximately 5,000,000 bushels of Iowa, 
Nebraska and Kansas soybeans.
 “Other contracts were entered into with two processors 
whose Edgewater, New Jersey plants (principally hydraulic) 
ordinarily operate on imported fl axseed, covering the 
crushing of 8,000,000 bushels of mid-western grown 
soybeans on the east coast.
 “In addition, contracts were written with southern 
processors located all the way from West Texas to North 
Carolina, and from Oklahoma to Florida, for the processing 
of around 15 million bushels of northern grown soybeans in 
plants (principally hydraulic) which ordinarily operate on 
cottonseed and peanuts. 138 of these southern contracts are 
for the processing of Commodity owned soybeans, while 
the remaining 15 plants are committed to make their own 
purchases from producers or handlers.
 “With the exception of those 138 southern mills, 
processors contracted with Commodity to purchase and 
store the soybeans needed for the year’s crush. However, 
due to a number of reasons, principal among which was the 
lack of storage capacity, many processors were unable to 
acquire during the normal harvest season suffi cient stocks of 
soybeans to run until October 1 on a full-time basis.
 “Failure of processors to purchase during the harvest 
season soybeans disadvantageously located as regards 
movement of the meal on basis of transit privilege, created 
Commodity’s number one problem last fall, but some new 
problems have come along to over-shadow that one. For 
illustration, last December, while we were in the midst 
of trying to fi nd a home for the ‘off line’ and ‘cross haul’ 

soybeans, country offerings disappeared–dried up at the 
source due to continued unfavorable weather for harvest 
and bullish sentiment among producers. There followed a 
scramble for soybeans with generally a dozen buyers for 
every car offered” (Continued). Address: Asst. Regional 
Director, Commodity Credit Corp., Chicago, Illinois.

1490. Dies, Edward J. 1943. Soybeans: Gold from the soil. 
Rev. ed. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. March. 
Index. 21 cm. First published in April 1942. [205 ref]
• Summary: This revised edition is very similar to the fi rst 
edition published in April 1942. Minor changes have been 
made on the following pages: 20, 28, 70-73, 84-85, 90-94, 
121-22. None of the statistics in the many tables have been 
updated, and the bibliography is unchanged. Address: USA.

1491. Soybean Digest. 1943. In the markets: Step up soya 
purchases. May. p. 19.
• Summary: “The rapid increase in production of edible soya 
products for war needs since the Government launched its 
expansion program last December is refl ected in the March 
report of purchases for Lend-Lease, Territorial Emergency, 
Red Cross and other purposes, the War Food Administration 
reports.
 “Soya fl our purchased by the Food Distribution 
Administration reached a peak of 37 million pounds in 
March, and purchase of soya grits totaled 41 million pounds. 
These quantities represent more than one-third of all the 
purchases of soya fl our and grits made since food shipments 
to our Allies began two years ago.
 “While a large part of the increased production of soya 
products is needed for direct war requirements, the expansion 
program is expected to make available for civilians this year 
a quantity many times greater than in 1942.
 “Soybeans in Lend-Lease: Tables show the amount, 
in pounds, purchased by the Agricultural Marketing 
Administration for lend-lease:
 Oleomargarine 33.6 million
 Salad oils, edible 149.8 million.
 Shortening 11.8 million
 Soy beans 49.5 million
 Soy fl our and grits 50.8 million
 Soya sauce 7,555 lbs.

1492. Holt, Rackham. 1943. George Washington Carver: An 
American biography. New York, NY: Doubleday Doran & 
Co. 342 p. 2nd ed. 1963, 360 p. [18* ref]
• Summary: This is considered by some to be the best 
biography of Carver. The author is a woman. There are ten 
entries on soy in the index of the 1963 second edition.
 Dr. Carver was born a slave in Missouri, around 1864. 
After working his way through school by washing clothes, 
Carver applied for registration at the University of Iowa and 
received a letter of acceptance. However, when he arrived, 
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and offi cials learned that he was a Negro, he was rejected. 
Later he attended Simpson College at Indianola, Iowa, and 
then Iowa State College, where he was appointed to the 
faculty after graduation. In 1896 Carver accepted Booker 
T. Washington’s invitation to come to Tuskegee Institute 
in Alabama, where he stayed until he died. The Iowa State 
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts was already an 
eminent institution in 1891. “It was the seed bed from which 
sprouted 3 men who were to rule the agricultural destinies of 
the United States for 28 years.
 “James G. Wilson, director of the Agricultural Station, 
was soon to become Secretary of Agriculture in the 
cabinets of McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt, and Taft; Henry 
Cantwell Wallace was Assistant Professor of Agriculture, 
later to become Secretary of Agriculture in the cabinets of 
Harding and Coolidge until he died in 1924. His son, Henry 
Agard Wallace, was to fi ll the same post during the fi rst 2 
administrations of Franklin D. Roosevelt.” The school term 
had already started when George Washington Carver arrived 
in May.
 Before the turn of the century, Carver was preaching that 
the South should balance its agriculture by growing peanuts 
and sweet potatoes. He later developed more than 300 uses 
for the peanut.
 Shortly after arriving at Tuskegee in Oct. 1896, Prof. 
Carver started experimentation on various relatively new 
members of the legume family, which he felt could enrich 
the soil and serve as valuable additions to the diets of 
livestock. “In 1896 there was no crimson clover anywhere 
in the county, nor for many counties roundabout. He planted 
this and the cowpea and hairy vetch. In ‘97 [1897] he 
secured a pint of velvet-bean seed which yielded fully three 
pecks. He experimented with the peanut, which was no more 
considered a farm crop than was parsley; the children liked 
to eat peanuts, so a few families had a few vines.
 “Developing agriculture means keeping an eye out 
for new things. The soja pea, now known as the soybean 
(Glycine soya), the little honorable plant and the main 
dependence of China for its food supply, was said to have 
been brought back by Commodore Matthew C. Perry, but 
nothing had been done about it in this country. This, too, 
Professor Carver planted” (p. 168). He would make every 
effort to educate away from the one-crop system. A photo (p. 
169) shows young Carver at Tuskegee.
 In 1901 Carver noted the occurrence of a fungus, which 
he designated as Cercospora canescens E. & M., on soybean 
and several other unrelated hosts. This appears to be the 
earliest reported occurrence of a Cercospora on soybean 
in America.” It was not recorded in the U.S. again until 
1924. In 1903 Professor Carver’s exhibit in the capitol drew 
crowds to see his dried foods and soja peas and demonstrated 
the value of sweet potatoes and cowpeas.
 With the notable exception of Professor Carver, few 
people in the U.S. had heard of the soybean until 1907 when 

the Department of Agriculture instituted experimentation 
on imported plants and tried adapting it to American soils 
and climatic conditions. Professor Carver had already 
successfully tried his own hand at experimentation. He was 
lecturing on the soybean and the derivatives he had found–
fl our, meal, coffee, breakfast food, oil, milk–long before it 
had been picked up by Midwestern growers. He could not 
emphasize the soybean for industrial purposes, however, 
because of Southern unfamiliarity. He concentrated his 
efforts, therefore, on the peanut.
 Concerning peanuts, page 237 notes that “Professor 
Carver had started publishing recipes for cooking peanuts 
for the table before 1913, but these were constantly being 
augmented, and the bulletin was in its sixth edition by 1916, 
carrying directions for growing and 105 ways of preparing 
it for human consumption.” During this time he was 
teaching senior girls at Tuskegee Institute how to cook with 
peanuts. The girls served a 5-course luncheon to Booker T. 
Washington and nine guests–”soup, mock chicken, creamed 
as a vegetable, salad, bread, candy, cookies, ice cream, 
coffee–all from peanuts.”
 Pages 239-40 describes a conversation, in “God’s Little 
Workshop,” between Prof. Carver and God in which Carver 
asks God about the meaning of the universe, of human life, 
and of the peanut. Responding only to his third question, 
God replied that “my mind was too small to know all about 
the peanut, but He said He would give me a handful of 
peanuts. And God said, ‘Behold I have given you every herb 
bearing seed, which is upon the face of the earth... to you it 
shall be for meat...” Then God instructs Carver what to do 
with peanuts in order to unravel their mysteries and uses. 
Page 242 describes Carver’s preparation of peanut milk. 
“Cream would rise upon it which could be turned into butter 
without souring. The cream could be removed to produce 
buttermilk, and from either an inexpensive, palatable, and 
long-lasting cheese could be manufactured; where a hundred 
pounds of cows’ milk made ten pounds of cheese, the same 
amount of peanut milk made thirty-fi ve pounds. This milk 
proved to be truly a lifesaver in the Belgian Congo. Cows 
could not be kept there because of leopards and fl ies, so if a 
mother died her baby was buried with her; there was nothing 
to nourish it. Missionaries fed the infants peanut milk, and 
they fl ourished.”
 On 22 Jan. 1921 Carver spoke at the hearings of the 
General Tariff Revision before the Committee of Ways and 
Means of the House of Representatives. Given 10 minutes 
to speak, he was found to be so interesting and persuasive 
that his time was extended to 105 minutes. He showed the 
Committee a bottle of peanut milk on which the cream 
had risen, a bottle of rich peanut milk for ice cream, plus 
samples of buttermilk and evaporated milk. He explained 
that Secretary of Agriculture Wilson had been his instructor 
at Iowa State College for 6 years.
 William Jay Hale, a chemist, coined the term 
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“chemurgy,” which fi rst appeared in print in 1934 in his 
book The Farm Chemurgic. “Chemi,” the root from which 
“chemistry” was derived, originally meant the black earth 
of Egypt; “ergon” was the Greek word for work. Hence 
“chemurgy” could be defi ned as “chemistry at work,” an 
implied the application of this work to the soil.
 In his book Pioneers of Plenty, author Christy Borth 
called Carver the fi rst and greatest chemurgist. Carver later 
became close friends with Henry Ford.

1493. New York Times. 1943. Bulk of our soya beans going 
abroad while home supply increases 12 times. Aug. 9. p. 95.
• Summary: Special to the New York Times. The War Food 
Administration announced today, Aug. 8, that the majority of 
expanded U.S. soybean production is scheduled to be sent to 
areas liberated from Axis occupation.
 About 744 million pounds of an estimated 1,350 million 
pounds for the year which began July 1 will be set aside for 
the Offi ce of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations. 
“The rest will be divided as follows: Civilians in the United 
States, 362,500,000 pounds; lend-lease, 240,000,000 pounds; 
the armed services, the Red Cross and other uses, 4,000,000 
pounds.
 “The amount set aside for civilians in the United States 
compares with about 30,000,000 pounds used by them in the 
year ending June 30.”
 “Dry soup powders and porridges which are being 
prepared for use in the liberated areas are being fortifi ed with 
soya fl our.”
 Soya bean production in the U.S. increased from 46 
million bushels in 1937 to an estimated 200 million bushels 
in 1943.

1494. Matagrin, A. 1943. Les points obscurs de la question 
“Soya”: A propos de l’huile de Soya et du Soya en tant 
qu’oléangineux. II. [Minor points on the “soybean question.” 
About soybean oil and the soybean as an oilseed. II.]. 
Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Material 
Colonial 18(194):72-75. May/Aug. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 2. Techniques and yields in oil mills 
processing soybeans. 3. Tariffs on soybeans and soybean oil; 
the effective value of the oil and the edible quality.
 Note: Wayne Olson of the USDA National Agricultural 
Library writes (Nov. 2006): The Sept.- Dec. 1943 issue 
is Volume 18, No. 195. The issues in this journal were 
consecutively numbered. The Jan/Feb. 1946 issue is in 
Vol. 21 and is numbered Nos. 196-197. [From this we can 
conclude that Volumes 19 and 20 were never published]. It 
appears World War II probably intervened–From the table 
of contents of the Jan/Feb. 1946 issue, which states: La 
Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du Material 
Colonial apologizes to its readers for the abrupt interruption 
of its services, caused by the deportation of its director. 
Address: France.

1495. Bulletin Agricole du Congo Belge. 1943. L’importance 
du commerce du soja en Belgique [The importance of 
soybean commerce in Belgium]. 34(3/4):553. Sept/Dec. 
[Fre]
• Summary: A table shows yearly imports of soybeans from 
1935 to 1938 for Germany (770,566 tonnes in 1938, by far 
the biggest importer), Denmark, Great Britain, Sweden, 
Holland, and Belgium (22,047 tonnes, the smallest importer). 
Most of the soy oil in Belgium before the war was used to 
make soap, with some used to make margarine. A second 
table shows imports of soy oil to Belgium from 1935-1939, 
and its price at Antwerp (Anvers). The imports of soy oil 
were 4,141 tonnes in 1935, 4,935 tonnes in 1936, 3,808 
tonnes in 1937, a peak of 6,987 tonnes in 1938, and a low of 
1,237 tonnes in 1939.

1496. U.S. Food Distribution Administration. 1943. Soybean 
cake and meal: Production, quarterly, annually and 10 year 
average; imports, exports and domestic supply 1919-41 
(Leafl et). Washington, DC. 1 p. Single sided. 28 cm.
• Summary: The earliest statistic for production of soybean 
cake and meal is 1,100 tons in Oct/Dec. 1922.
 In 1928/29 production was 21,500 tons. tons in Oct/Dec. 
1922. The total produced in 1922/23 was 3,800 tons.
 In 1928/29 production was 21,500 tons.
 In 1930/21 production was 96,800 tons.
 In 1938/39 production was 1,064,400 tons.
 In 1941-42 production was 1,884,900 tons. The earliest 
statistic for imports of soybean cake and meal is 3,700 tons 
in 1922-23. This rose to a peak of 72,500 tons in 1929-30, 
then decreased to only 8,100 tons in 1940/41.
 Soybean cake and meal was exported in only 3 years:
 27,000 tons in 1938-39.
 62,30 tons in 1939-40.
 25,400 tons in 1940/41.
 These fi gures were compiled by “Marketing 
Services Div., Grain Products Branch, Food Distribution 
Administration.” They show the infancy of the U.S. soybean 
crushing industry.
 Note: This 1-page table bears no publication date; the 
date received stamp is 25 Aug. 1943. Address: Washington, 
DC.

1497. Billard, Juan J.; Aiub, Alberto. 1943. La soja; estudio 
económico posibilidades de su cultivo en la Argentina 
[The soybean: Economic studies on the possibilities of 
its cultivation in Argentina]. Universidad Nacional de 
Buenos Aires, Instituto de Economia y Legislacion Rural. 
Publicacion 4(5):150-273. [37 ref. Spa; eng; por]
• Summary: Most of the contents is taken from a 1936 
report by the International Institute of Agriculture in 
Rome. Contents: Prologue. Introduction. 1. Utilization. 
2. Development of soybean cultivation worldwide: By 
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continent, by country, importance of soya worldwide 
compared with other major crops. 3. International commerce: 
Soybeans (importing countries, exporting countries), oil 
(importing countries, exporting countries), soybean cakes 
and meal (tortas y harina de tortas), world exports compared 
with other vegetable products. 4. Prices: European markets, 
U.S. markets, correlation. 5. Possibilities of soybean 
cultivation in Argentina. 6. Conclusions. 7. Summary. 
Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina.

1498. Nye, G.W. 1943. Foreword. Uganda Protectorate 
Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 1-2. For the 
period 1st July 1941, to 30th June 1942. (Entebbe).
• Summary: “The long awaited demand for foodstuffs for 
export [during World War II] materialised early in 1942 
with a request for maximum production of oilseeds for 
the Ministry of Food. Later in the year, a full production 
programme for East Africa was drawn up by the newly 
formed East African Production Committee... In addition 
to targets of 10,000 tons of groundnuts and 5,000 tons of 
sesame, Uganda was called upon to produce maximum 
quantities of rice and soy beans, and to increase production 
of wheat and European vegetables.” Address: Acting 
Director of Agriculture, Uganda.

1499. Morse, W.J. 1944. Marketing and storage of soybeans 
in Manchuria. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “The soybean is the most important agricultural 
crop in Manchuria.” Soybeans make up more than 25% of 
Manchuria’s staple crop acreage; annual production is about 
150 million bushels. About two-thirds to three-fourths of 
Manchuria’s soybeans and soybean products (the oil and 
cake) are exported, and account for more than 60% of the 
value of Manchuria’s exports.
 The great movement of soybeans from the farmer to 
market begins in November or December, after the ground 
and rivers freeze, since the trails across the country are 
otherwise unfi t for heavy hauling in the cumbersome two-
wheel carts.
 The farmer threshes his beans using a primitive fl ail, or 
by having a donkey or horse pull a stone roller over them on 
the dirt threshing ground. The seeds are then stored in small 
bins made of hand-woven grass matting along the side of the 
threshing ground. When travel conditions permit, the farmers 
sacks his beans, loads from 8 to 12 sacks upon the cart, and 
starts overland to the nearest rail or river point, where the 
beans are sold to Chinese grain merchants.
 In North Manchuria, where the fall and winter months 
are comparatively dry, open storage with little covering 
on the beans prevails. The beans are placed in bags, each 
holding 213 pounds, and piled in large ricks. In some cases, 
matting or canvas is used to cover the top and part way 
down the sides of the ricks. In South Manchuria, where there 
is more or less rain or snow during the winter months, the 

beans are placed in covered storage. Osier bins are widely 
used by the Chinese grain merchants in this region to store 
beans, millet, or kaoliang. “In the construction of these bins, 
logs or heavy pieces of timber are placed close together in a 
circle with a diameter of about 18 feet. A matting of closely-
woven kaoliang stalks is then placed over the logs or timber 
forming the fl oor of the bin. The wall of the bin is made of 
strips of rice straw matting about 15 inches wide. As the bin 
is being fi lled the strips are gradually wound around until 
about 20 feet high. The roof of the bin consists of bundles 
of rice or millet straw overlapping each other like shingles. 
The average osier bin is said to hold about three carloads of 
beans, each carload containing 150 sacks.”
 Photos show: (1) Many large, cylindrical osier bins, 
about 20 feet high, in the storage yard of a Chinese merchant, 
Kaiyuan, Manchuria. Some 6-8 two-wheel carts, piled high 
with bags, are arriving and unloading their cargo. In this 
storage yard, more than 80 osier bins are fi lled with new-
crop soybeans and many others are being fi lled. The yard is 
said to receive about 1,000 carts of beans a day during the 
height of the bean season. (2) Soybeans, piled high in large 
sacks, stored in a modern metal warehouse of the South 
Manchurian Railway, Dairen, Manchuria. (3) Transporting 
soybeans in bags on a junk with one rectangular sail. (4) Two 
men standing by a soybean storage bin (about 4 feet high) 
made of woven grass matting at the side of the threshing 
ground. (5) An osier bin for storing soybean seed commonly 
used in South Manchuria. (6) The foundation of an osier bin, 
showing the logs over which a matting of kaoliang stalks is 
laid. (7) Inspecting soybean seed in a railway yard. Address: 
Senior Agronomist, USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, 
Washington, DC.

1500. Walsh, Robert M. 1944. Soybeans after the war–4: 
Soybeans and world trade. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 4-5.
• Summary:  “Production of soybeans in the United States 
is now second only to production in China and is perhaps 
in excess of output in that country. The upward climb in 
production of soybeans in the United States has been truly 
spectacular–from 14 million bushels in 1933 to over 200 
million bushels in 1943. More will be required in 1944. 
In 1942 we wrested second place in soybean production 
from Manchuria. In 1943 we were about on a par with pre-
war China, which for many years was the world’s largest 
producer and consumer of soybeans. Other countries lag far 
behind in output of this once lowly crop.
 “What are the prospects for American soybeans in the 
post-war world?
 “For the short-term the outlook is fairly clear. Until the 
collapse of the Japanese hold on the South Pacifi c, demand 
for soybeans will exceed supplies. The defeat of Germany 
will release European purchasing power and a desire for 
adequate feeding. World markets will be scoured for oil-
bearing materials, oils and fats, and high-protein animal 
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feedstuffs.
 “European demands for fats and oils and for oilcake 
and oilmeal after the defeat of Germany will not, of course, 
be supplied wholly from American soybeans or from other 
American oil-bearing materials and fats. Argentine and 
Indian fl axseed, sunfl ower seed from Latin America, palm 
oil and palm kernels from West Africa, copra from the free 
islands of the South Pacifi c, whale oil from the Antarctic, and 
other oil-bearing materials and oils still available in remote 
areas will be drawn upon to restore food consumption in 
Europe to something approximating its pre-war level and to 
essay a rebuilding of livestock herds.
 “Stringent supply: No one can say when the period of 
stringent supply following the war in Europe will end. The 
defeat of Japan may mark the turning point. Even then, time 
will be required to restore the plantations and trading centers 
of the East Indies, Malaya, and the Philippines, so that 
supplies of oil-bearing materials–which furnished about three 
billion pounds of fats annually in the pre-war period–may 
again be shipped in volume overseas.”
 A graph shows: Soybeans harvested for beans: 
Production, crushings, and price, United States, 1924-43.
 Note: This article speaks as if the defeat of Germany 
and Japan are assured; it is just a matter of time. But victory 
in Europe did not come until 8 May 1945. And, after being 
devastated by atomic bombs dropped by the USA on 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan did not sue for peace until 10 
Aug. 1945. Address: Principal agricultural economist, Div. of 

Statistical and Historical Research, USDA.

1501. Dies, Edward J. 1944. Our common interests. Soybean 
Digest. March. p. 9, 12.
• Summary: This paper was presented at the Soybean 
Processors’ Conference held 24 Feb. 1944 at the University 
of Illinois. Mr. Dies opened the conference. He discusses 
opportunities for the soybean and its products during World 
War II, and asks questions about the post-war situation.
 “Out of all great wars come new ideas, new inventions, 
and new products. The composite mind, when restless and 
combative, and under the drive of necessity, seems to break 
barriers and set new forces in motion.”
 “Some questions: There are of course many things 
processors and growers would like to know in fashioning 
post-war plans. They would like to know, for instance, 
whether tariffs will be lowered or abolished, as some global-
minded men now predict. If so, will surplus soybeans 
and their products move easily and naturally into export 
channels?
 “Will renewed imports of vegetable oils lessen the 
demand for soy oil?
 “Will competing proteins, in an era of fewer animal 
numbers, depress the price of meal and, accordingly, the 
price of soybeans to a point of unprofi tability to the grower? 
Or, through educational efforts by experiment stations and 
others, will feeders utilize the percentage of proteins actually 
needed in the animal and poultry ration and thus help justify 
continued bumper crops?
 And what of plastics and chemurgy? Can this feed and 
food crop actually be grown profi tably in large volume for 
industrial purposes? The factual evidence at hand is not yet 
conclusive.
 “And what of the soya food outlook? Under urgent 
government pressure the soy fl our industry performed 
a near miracle of rapid, vast expansion of capacity, and 
improvement of quality. The industry thus guaranteed a 
national supply of food protein, come drouth or fl ood or 
excess Allied demand. Will the government relax and forget, 
or will it see that this capacity is used for better protein 
nutrition of the future? Will it retreat before competitive 
pressure groups? Or will Food and Drug Administration 
and the Bureau of Animal Industry adjust regulations in 
recognition of the high protein food value of soya foods? 
Thus Americans in the lower [income] brackets could obtain 
the low-cost protein supply long denied them, with no ill 
effect upon other standard proteins. This, as leaders of the 
growers contend, is vitally important to the over-all future of 
soy.”
 Note the very interesting use of the last word, “soy.” 
Address: President, National Soybean Processors Assoc.

1502. Dawson, Owen L. 1944. China’s food problem. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 
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8(5):99-109. May. [7 ref]
• Summary: Normally, about 331,000 short tons of soybeans 
have been imported to supplement the production of about 
2 million short tons in China proper. Most of these imports 
came formerly from Manchuria, and they will not be 
available again until after the war. With a wider and better 
use of soybeans in China, where they are already known 
to most of the population, and by supplementing these 
with other legumes not now widely grown, many of the 
pronounced diet defi ciencies can be overcome. Address: 
Foreign Service Offi cer, on detail to the Dep. of Agriculture.

1503. Eastman, Whitney. 1944. Progress versus heartaches: 
Soybeans after the war–5. Soybean Digest. May. p. 10-11.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “A straight-from-the-
shoulder account of what the soybean industry may expect 
after the war: tremendous progress–with major adjustments. 
Mr. Eastman is president of the vegetable oil and protein 
division of General Mills, Inc., and formerly vice president 
of Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., in charge of soybean 
operations. He organized the National Soybean Processors 
Association and served as its president for a number of years.
 “Tremendous progress will be made in the soybean 
industry in the postwar period, but this period of progress 
in the industry will be accompanied by many heartaches. 
There will be heartaches for those who guess wrong or who 
have not laid-by for a rainy day, and there will be golden 
opportunities and just rewards for others who have the 
‘know how’ and have the courage and the resources to take 
advantage of opportunities as they occur.
 “While there should be marked progress in the breeding 
and production of improved varieties of soybeans for special 
classifi ed uses, the notable changes in the industry will take 
place in the fi elds of scientifi c development, processing and 
distribution.
 “The vegetable oil processing industry is one of the 
oldest industries in the United States, dating back to colonial 
times. The industry, taken as a whole, has operated for 
over a century by empirical methods based largely on the 
experience of a previous generation.
 “What technological advances have been made have 
taken place very largely outside the industry itself or have 
been transplanted from Europe. Very little attention has 
been given to scientifi c research within the industry except 
in very recent years. The industry has been nurtured and 
protected by a high import tariff barrier to foster and expand 
domestic oilseed crops, but relatively little progress has been 
made by vegetable oil processors in reducing conversion 
costs, developing more effi cient processes, and reducing 
distribution expense. The processing industry owes it to the 
oilseed crop producers and the consuming public to develop 
more effi cient conversion processes so as to be prepared to 
meet foreign competition under lower tariff protection when 
that day comes.

 “The trend in horizontal expansion in American 
industry in recent years has brought its full impact upon the 
vegetable oil processing industry. This movement has gained 
tremendous momentum in all segments of the industry in the 
last decade.
 “Tendency to Control: The tendency is for the processor 
to control the two principal products of the vegetable 
oil processing industry; i.e., vegetable oil and protein 
concentrates, for use in the manufacture of products which 
are marketed direct to consumers. This trend toward the 
control of the vegetable oils and protein concentrates has 
resulted in greatly reduced quantities of these commodities 
being offered for sale as such in the open market. In order to 
justify this trend to our growers and consumers, tremendous 
economies in conversion and distribution methods will have 
to be developed.
 “The vegetable oil industry, taken as a whole, is one of 
the vital industries in our domestic economy. It is becoming 
increasingly signifi cant in our national economic pattern as 
the derivatives of the vegetable oilseed crops expand their 
commercial horizon. It is hard to visualize an industry of 
greater importance to our national economy and security in 
time of either war or peace.
 “The soybean processing industry is the infant segment 
of the vegetable oil processing industry in the United 
States. Except for a few isolated and intermittent processing 
operations the industry is only about twenty years old. 
The domestic processing industry and soybean production 
expanded simultaneously. Up until the war, soybean 
processing facilities have been provided in excess of soybean 
production. During the wartime period–under Government 
sponsorship, through the mechanism of price supports, 
price controls and subsidies–the processing industry has 
greatly expanded. The expansion has taken place very 
largely by providing additional processing capacity in the 
form of expeller or screw press equipment. While there are 
sound arguments in favor of this procedure under a wartime 
economy, the policy developed under this exigency may 
haunt us during the postwar adjustment era. Advance is 
Overdue: Research and technological advances–resulting 
in operating economies and enhancement of the value of 
the fi nished products and competitive advantages–are long 
overdue in the vegetable oil processing industry in the United 
States. An abundant supply of relatively cheap imported 
vegetable oils and the lack of severe competition among the 
larger domestic vegetable oil producers have delayed the 
expansion of the continuous solvent extraction process in this 
country.
 “In Europe–particularly in Germany–before the war the 
vegetable oil processing industry had been forced by strained 
economic conditions and an acute shortage of fats to convert 
their processing systems over to the extraction process. In 
this country for approximately a century we have continued 
to use the antiquated process known as the hydraulic 
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process. In recent years some progress has been made in the 
development and utilization of the expeller or mechanical 
screw press, especially in the soybean industry.
 “Perhaps because of the wide diversifi cation of interests 
in the soybean processing industry, greater technological 
advances have been made than in the older segments of the 
industry. However, research, scientifi c development and 
technological advancement have not kept pace with the rapid 
overall growth of the soybean industry. There have been 
many pioneers and individualists giving birth to new ideas 
and developments in various channels of the industry, but the 
widely diversifi ed interests of the dominating groups within 
the industry have greatly impeded scientifi c advancement.
 “The fi rst continuous extraction unit to be built in 
this country was brought from Germany and installed in 
Chicago in 1934. Subsequently, other extraction units were 
purchased in Germany by domestic soybean processors 
prior to the war. We are no longer dependent upon Germany 
for this type of equipment. Already several progressive 
and resourceful American machinery manufacturers have 
developed and built several such units. Several other large 
and resourceful machinery manufacturers are exploring 
the possibilities in this fi eld–studying the several process 
applications and the economics of the large plant versus the 
small plant. Machinery manufacturers who have been in 
on the ground fl oor in the oil mill machinery business for 
many years have tried to protect their old established lines of 
equipment–perhaps because the repair part business has been 
so lucrative.
 “Immediately following the end of the war, there will, 
without doubt, be a broad swing to the continuous solvent 
extraction process. The Government under the provisions 
of the soybean processors’ contract has recognized the 
effi ciency of the extraction process, as have the various 
interests who have already invested their money in these 
units.
 “As the industry swings over to the extraction 
process, there will develop a unifi cation of interests among 
surviving processors such as the industry has not yet seen. 
The upheaval caused by such a technological advance 
in the industry will result in far reaching repercussions. 
Obsolescence will be exceedingly heavy in writing off 
undepreciated capital investment, and large amounts of new 
capital will be required to build the new modern plants and 
auxiliary facilities. New faces will appear in the industry, 
and old faces will disappear. Only those who can perform an 
effi cient economic function as a converter or distributor will 
remain. The industry will be fraught with many heartaches 
during this transition period but will emerge as a strong 
segment of our agricultural and industrial economy.
 “In order to stabilize the soybean industry and make it 
secure as a permanent part of our agricultural and industrial 
economy, we must closely correlate and harmonize the 
interests of the soybean grower, the processor and the 

consumer of the fi nished products. The soybean processing 
industry buys the raw materials from the grower and sells 
back to the farmer a large part of the manufactured products. 
The soybean processor, therefore, holds a key position in 
the industry, but in order to justify his existence and not 
be responsible for the upheaval of the industry’s economic 
stability, he must convert soybeans into marketable high 
quality products effi ciently and distribute the manufactured 
products to the ultimate consumer at the least possible 
cost. If the soybean grower is to be expected to produce an 
adequate supply of soybeans, and this same grower or his 
farmer neighbor is to be expected to buy a large part of the 
fi nished soybean products, the grower is entitled to get a fair 
price for his soybeans in relation to the price he is asked to 
pay for the soybean products he is expected to buy.
 “The soybean industry is unique in this respect–perhaps 
more so than any other segment of agriculture. This is a real 
challenge to the soybean processor. American ingenuity and 
resourcefulness will meet the problem squarely and solve it. 
If one group fails to do the job, another will come forward 
to solve the problem. This is the price of progress.” Address: 
President, Vegetable Oils and Protein Div., General Mills, 
Inc. Formerly vice president of Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. 
in charge of soybean operations.

1504. Soybean Digest. 1944. Canadian supply [of soybeans] 
is lower. May. p. 17.
• Summary: “Of the 55,400 acres planted in 1943, about 
47,000 [84.8%] were in Ontario”–according to the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics. “A recent survey of that Province 
indicates that only 68 percent of the planted area was 
harvested and that approximately 35 percent of the beans 
will be fed to livestock.”
 “In order to keep domestic crushers operating, it has 
been necessary to import small quantities of soybeans from 
the United States. This is probably one of the reasons for 
increasing the 1944 goal from 55,100 to 90,000 acres. A 
price of $1.96 per bushel for No. 1 soybeans, basis Toronto, 
was established as a fl oor level for the 1942 and 1943 crops. 
This price nets the grower about $1.86 at the shipping point.
 “Canada has produced soybeans for several years, but 
it is only since the war began that acreage has expanded 
suffi ciently to make possible a commercial crop of 
importance. The area has been centered chiefl y in southern 
Ontario, although experimental growing has taken place also 
in Manitoba and parts of British Columbia.”
 A table gives Canadian soybean acreage, production, 
and yield from 1936 to 1943. One bushel weighs 60 pounds.
 1936–Acreage: 11,217. Production: 247,984. Yield: 22 
bu/acre.
 1937–Acreage: 8,602. Production: 159,244. Yield: 18 
bu/acre.
 1938–Acreage: 9,250. Production: 203,500. Yield: 22 
bu/acre.
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 1939–Acreage: 9,786. Production: 215,292. Yield: 22 
bu/acre.
 1940–Acreage: 10,600. Production: 233,200. Yield: 22 
bu/acre.
 1941–Acreage: 10,900. Production: 216,900. Yield: 20 
bu/acre.
 1942–Acreage: 44,000. Production: 925,000. Yield: 21 
bu/acre.
 1943–Acreage: 50,400. Production: 907,250. Yield: 13 
bu/acre.
 Note: This is one of the few documents seen that gives 
statistics on soybean production in Canada before 1943.

1505. Naval Medical Research Institute, Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery. 1944. Far Eastern nutritional relief (Japanese 
culture). OPNAV 13-18. Civil affairs guide. Restricted. 
Washington, DC: Offi ce of the Chief of Naval Operations. vi 
+ 19 p. See p. 4-13, 15-16. Aug. 15. 18 cm.
• Summary: From the title page: “Prepared by the Naval 
Medical Research Institute, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 
for Military Government Section, Central Division, Chief of 
Naval Operations.” At the top of every page is written the 
word “RESTRICTED,” which is also underlined for added 
emphasis.
 Note: On 6 Aug. 1945 the U.S. dropped the fi rst atomic 
bomb on Hiroshima, Japan. This manual was prepared about 
one year before that event. Therefore it appears that the U.S. 
believed, a year before the war was over, that it would win 
the war.
 Page 4: Table 3. Proposed basic rations (daily intake per 
person). In the left column are the basic foodstuffs needed. 
Across the top are: Weight, calories, calcium, iron, vitamin 
A, thiamin, ribofl avin, niacin. Soy sauce can be used as a 
source of salt. “Provisional emergency nutritional plan”–
when the optimal diet is unavailable but a bare subsistence 
diet is all that is possible–for 2-3 months.
 Page 5: Table 4, “Recommended emergency nutritional 
plan” includes soybeans and groundnuts as types of 
“Pulses”–of which 100,000 people will need 9.0 long tons 
per day.
 Page 6: The basic Japanese food habits may be 
summarized as follows:
 “(a) All Japanese, rich and poor, eat fair quantities 
of three types of food: rice, which provides bulk and 
carbohydrates; beans, especially the soybean, which provide 
protein and some fats; and pickled vegetables and fruits, 
which provide vitamins.
 “(b) Fish is eaten by all, but only the more well-to-do eat 
it in quantity. It never replaces rice.
 “(c) Fresh vegetables are common in the diet of all 
Japanese, although (as in other countries) the farmer 
probably eats more than the poor city dweller does.
 “(d) Meat is not a major article of diet, although its 
popularity has increased greatly in recent years.”

 Azuki bean paste is also used as a covering on some 
rice cakes. As for salads: “A Japanese dressing of vinegar, 
soy sauce, and sugar on thinly sliced cucumber or cold, 
boiled spinach would be more in keeping with Japanese food 
habits.”
 Page 7: “Fried bean-curd (age) is sometimes served with 
boiled rice (gohan).” Discusses various types of sushi.
 Page 8: Including inarizushi (with fried bean curds).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the word inarizushi (one 
word without hyphenation). “3. Beans (Mame). Beans are 
almost as important as rice in the Japanese diet. The two 
most important beans are the soybean (daizu), and a small 
red bean (azuki).”
 Page 9: “The soybean forms the basis of the salty miso 
paste which in turn is the basis of bean soup or misoshiru. 
This bean soup, together with rice and pickles, is the 
standard breakfast throughout the country, and is eaten as 
part of dinner by millions of Japanese. Added to the thick 
salty soup are various bits of vegetable and fi sh which the 
housewife may have available.
 “In cities miso is made by specialists and sold in small 
food shops, but each summer in the country every housewife 
makes her own annual supply.
 “Soy sauce or shoyu is of vital importance in the 
Japanese diet. This is used as a sauce for fi sh, for rice dishes, 
and for meat dishes. It is to the Japanese what salt is to us, an 
indispensable adjunct to any meal. Any strange food might 
be made palatable if there were soy sauce to go with it.
 “Tofu is a third important soybean product. This is a 
bean-curd cake. As a rule it is prepared in square blocks 
by special tofu makers who peddle it to the neighborhood. 
It forms a substitute for fi sh at a modest meal. The fl avor 
and consistency of tofu vary with the region and maker. 
Tofu makers often raise pigs on the waste products of tofu 
making.
 “The small red azuki beans are made into paste and used 
as stuffi ng for rice cakes, and the beans are sometimes mixed 
with rice on festival occasions. Azuki beans are in the nature 
of a minor special treat.”
 “Most farmers grow at least part of the beans they need.
 “4. Pickles (Tsukemono or okoko. ‘fragrant thing’). 
Almost nothing is served in Japan without some pickled 
product to go with it as an appetizer. Thus, pickle is served 
with all ordinary meals, with boxed lunches (bento), or often 
together with tea or wine at meals.
 “The commonest form of processed pickle purchased 
in shops is pickled radish or daikon. (The pickle itself is 
called takuan). Another common form is pickled plum or 
umeboshi.”
 Page 10: “Fish and shellfi sh often form a part of sushi, 
which is plain rice fl avored with vinegar, with slices of fi sh, 
shellfi sh, or omelet laid on top or rolled in seaweed or fried 
bean-curd. Fish are also eaten in soup, especially a clear soup 
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with chunks of the fi sh in it.”
 Page 11: Fruits and vegetables include “(f) Konnyaku 
(paste made from the starch of the plant ‘devil’s tongue’).” 
“Konnyaku is boiled and processed into squares and sold–
then cooked in soy sauce or soup. It is also used in shredded 
form.”
 Other vegetables include “(d) Bean sprouts (moyashi).”
 Page 12: “Most vegetables are boiled and eaten with 
soy sauce and a little sugar. They are frequently put into 
soup, cooked into a stew, chopped up and mixed with rice, or 
pickled.”
 Page 13: “Salt (brine production) is used generously 
in making miso and green vegetable pickles. Salt is a 
government monopoly and is sold at little or no profi t.”
 “8. Meat. Such meat dishes as sukiyaki, using either 
beef or chicken, are common in middle and upper-class 
urban families. Soy sauce is an important element in cooking 
sukiyaki. In general, before the war beef and pork were 
coming to be eaten more and more among the poorer classes, 
especially in cities.”
 Page 14: “Major Japanese dislikes” include:
 “(a) Entrails and internal organs of cattle or pigs, e.g., 
livers, tongue, or brain. (b) Lamb (said to smell). (c) Mutton. 
(d) Cheese (strongly disliked by most Japanese). (e) Milk 
and butter would be hard to make acceptable. This applies to 
foods fried in butter...”
 Page 15: “11. Field recommendations:
 “(a) Basic food habits are ingrained early in childhood. 
Food is a center of anxiety and fear. In times of war and 
calamity. Thus, food will be subject to wild rumor and 
constant criticism.
 “(b) The cultivation of gardens should be encouraged.
 “(c) So far as Japan is concerned, a general supply 
of fresh pickled vegetables and shoyu will go a long way 
toward making even the handouts of a conqueror palatable.
 “(d) Because food habits are often diffi cult to change, 
it would probably be helpful to enlist local assistance in 
the preparation and distribution of food supplies. Cooks 
make excellent anthropologists. Given any food, a Japanese 
cook would manage to Japanize it. For instance, in cooking 
vegetables Japanese use soy sauce and sugar, not salt and 
butter. Similarly, spaghetti in tomato sauce or macaroni in 
cheese would not be acceptable. Cooked in soy sauce, sugar 
and dried bonito shavings, however, it would probably be 
eaten, as in this form it would be similar to Japanese soba or 
udon.”
 Table 5, “Composition of Japanese foods per 100 grams 
(Ready to be eaten)” includes: “Bean-curd omelet. Pea curd. 
Bean curd (Tofu). Bean residue [okara]. Sprouted beans (5% 
protein).”
 Page 16: Table 6 (8 columns), “Production and 
consumption of foodstuffs in Japan proper–1936” includes 
rice, wheat, barley, other cereals, soybeans, other beans,... 
For each food is given: Name of food. Area (1,000 acres). 

Value of production (million yen). Production (million 
pounds). Exports (million pounds). Imports (million pounds). 
Total (million pounds). Consumption per capita (pounds; 
Rice: 350.9. Wheat 42.2. Barley 36.3. Soybeans 27.2. Fish 
67.3. Meat 4.8. Eggs 5.9. Dairy products 0.8, but fresh milk, 
of which consumption amounted to 1.04 gallons per capita, 
has not been included). Extensive notes accompany Table 6.

1506. Moyer, Raymond T. 1944. The agricultural 
potentialities of Manchuria. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service) 8(8):171-91. Aug. [12 ref]
• Summary: The name Manchuria has been used for 
some centuries by Western peoples as a designation for 
the territory located outside the Great Wall, northeast of 
China proper. The Chinese during more recent times have 
called it the Three Eastern Provinces, meaning Liaoning 
(Fengtien), Kirin [Jilin], and Heilungkiang Provinces. Under 
the Japanese after 1931 this territory, together with that of a 
fourth Province, Jehol, was organized into a political entity 
to which the name “Manchoukuo” was given. As used in 
this discussion, Manchuria refers to the territory included in 
the four Provinces. Together they cover an area estimated at 
496,531 square miles, which is greater than the combined 
areas of Germany, France, Belgium, and the Netherlands. 
The population in 1940 was stated to be about 43 million, at 
least 90% of which was Chinese. A distinction is often made 
between North Manchuria and South Manchuria. No sharp 
line of demarcation divides these regions. The 44th parallel 
is sometimes used as a line divided the two.
 Slightly more land is devoted to the production of 
soybeans than to any other crop. The important pre-war crop 
regions and their principal crops are as follows: Kaoliang-
millet-soybean region–grows a tall, grain sorghum called 
kaoliang, Maize-soybean-kaoliang region, Soybean-millet-
kaoliang region, and the soybean-wheat-millet region. 
The soybean acreage of Manchuria was 8,700,000 acres, 
Kaoliang covered 7,300,000 acres, millet had 6,300,000, 
and maize and wheat had 3,300,000 and 2,700,000 acres 
respectively. The calculated yield of soybeans, over the 
5-year period 1934-38, averaged 16.8 bushels per acre as 
compared with 17.2 for China and 16.1 for the U.S. (1931-
39).
 Of the total value of all products exported, average 
1933-37, approximately 70% was contributed from 
agricultural and animal products. Soybeans and soybean 
products alone accounted for 49% of the total. The annual 
export of soybeans averaged about 2,300,000 short tons. 
Soybean oil averaged about 88,000 tons which, if converted 
into its equivalent in soybeans, brings the total, in terms of 
soybeans, to about 3,200,000 tons. Further amounts of other 
beans exported raises the total average quantity to about 
3,400,000 tons. In addition, about a million tons of soybean 
cake were exported (see table 6). Of the soybeans exported, 
about 60% went to Europe and most of the remainder to 
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Japan and to China proper. Of the oil, Japan took a major 
part, but China also took a large quantity. Of the cake, about 
80% went to Japan and most of the remainder to China.
 From 1934-38 the average amount of soybeans produced 
was 4,362,000 short tons. There were 3,157,000 short tons 
available for export, and they imported none. Thus there 
were 1,205,000 short tons available for utilization, and 
1,024,000 tons available after providing for feed and seed. 
The number of pounds available, per capita, for human 
consumption in Manchuria was 57.8 pounds. In China 
proper, it was only 29.8 pounds. Address: Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations.

1507. Nature’s Path (New York City). 1944. The soybean. 
Sept. p. 333.
• Summary: From Catholic Digest: “The soybean was 
introduced into the U.S. about 1804 [sic], but serious 
experiments in cultivation started only in 1808 [sic, 1765], 
when it soon became established mainly as a forage crop. 
After the fi rst World War it began to attain commercial 
importance, due chiefl y to the development of the oil-
extracting industry.” It is now a crop of major importance in 
this country. In 1931 some 15 million bushels (about 400,000 
tons) were harvested. That same year, soybeans grown in the 
U.S. were exported for the fi rst time to Europe–mainly to 
Germany.

1508. Riegel, W.E. 1944. Twenty-fi ve years of soybean 
growing in America. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 23-24.
• Summary: “Prominent among the early soybean growers in 
the Midwest, who began to study and visualize the possible 
future of this new crop as early as 1890 in Illinois was 
J.C. Utter of Wabash County, later followed by Stoddard, 
Hurrelbrink, Rowe, Allen, Meharry, Smith, Oathout, and 
Riegel. In Indiana were the Fouts Brothers of Carroll County, 
J.B. Edmondson of Hendricks County, and Frank Goodwine 
of Warren County. In Ohio were Glen G. McIlroy of Union 
County and Leonard Hill of Miami County. In Iowa, Bert 
Strayer, William McArthur, John Sand, and J.W. Horlacher 
were some of the earlier growers. Many other states like 
Wisconsin, Missouri, and the Carolinas had their earlier 
growers and champions.”
 “As early as 1915 demonstration projects were set up 
in different counties in the various states for the purpose 
of acquainting farmers with the new soybean crop and 
its culture.” “Early processors: The value of such fi eld 
demonstrations may be illustrated by referring to some 
of Illinois’ early progress. First in 1920, Illinois had three 
demonstrations in the state and in 1925, 28 counties had 
demonstration plots. This brought the soybean work to the 
very front door of many farmers.
 “Second in 1922, approximately 50 bushels of a pure 
selection of Manchu soybeans were introduced into the state 
from A.A. Evans, West Branch, Michigan, and certifi cation 

of that seed started. A soybean survey made at the end of 
1927 indicated that the Manchu occupied between 65 to 
70 percent of the commercial soybean-producing area in 
Illinois.
 “Third, the rapidity with which farmers have changed 
to new and better varieties of a crop is illustrated by the 
swing from Manchu to Illini... Illini was introduced into the 
(demonstration) plots in 1924 and was released for increase 
in 1926. A survey made in the fall of 1930 showed the Illini 
on three-fourths of the commercial acreage.
 “A very defi nite ‘bottle neck’ began to show up in the 
soybean production in the early ‘20’s, because of the lack of 
proper harvesting equipment. The small grain harvesting and 
threshing machinery was not at all adequate and satisfactory. 
Due to the fact that soybean were not ready to harvest until 
late fall, the soybean grower encountered many diffi culties, 
such as fall rains, mud, competing with corn harvest, etc.
 “As early as 1920, at a large soybean meeting held on 
the Fouts Brothers farm at Camden, Indiana, Taylor Fouts 
showed us a small direct harvesting machine for soybeans. 
I am sure that the most optimistic persons attending that 
meeting did not realize that the combine harvester would 
become prominent in harvesting soybeans so quickly.
 “In the fall of 1924 Garwood Brothers used the 
fi rst combine in the state of Illinois to harvest soybeans. 
Fortunately the fi rst combines which came into the soybean 
fi elds did a good enough job to prove that they had a future 
in soybean harvesting, but they were far from being perfect. 
Consequently for several years, many of the combine 
builders spent days and weeks with their respective machines 
in the soybean fi elds. From 1926 to about 1930 it was no 
uncommon sight to see a carload of men, including president, 
vice-president, chief engineer and the best mechanics the 
company had drive into the soybean fi eld and spend plenty 
of time, not only studying to improve their own machine but 
not missing an opportunity to see what improvements the 
other manufacturers had made. The agricultural engineers 
of the various college made a very defi nite contribution in 
helping improve the combine. As an example, during those 
early years Mr. Blauser and Mr. Young of our own [Illinois 
Univ.] Agricultural Engineering Department spent many 
days in the fi elds behind the combine gleaning the straw and 
stubble for wasted soybeans.
 “Another stalemate in the development of the soybean 
industry seemed unavoidable previous to the establishing 
of a commercial market for the surplus beans. The earlier 
popularity and demand for seed kept pace with production 
for a few years but in the early 20’s many of the producers 
began to see the day when the demand for seed beans 
would not be equal to the crop harvested. Efforts to fi nd a 
commercial processor willing to help pioneer a new industry 
made relatively slow progress. The processor immediately 
found it diffi cult to interest manufacturers of mixed-feeds 
in soybean products. They were reluctant to attempt to add 
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soybean oil meal to their formulas because there was no 
assurance of being able to get the needed amount each year. 
The producer, at the same time, was thinking about reducing 
his acreage of soybeans because he feared there would 
not be a market outlet for his beans. This rather uncertain 
production program came to a climax in 1928.
 “Peoria Plan: As a result of suggestions made in the 
winter of 1927-28, H.G. Atwood, president, and Arthur G. 
Heidrick, vice president, of Allied Mills offered to discuss 
the possibilities of working out a marketing plan for the 
increased output of soybeans. At a conference attended by 
Messrs. Atwood, Heidrick, James McConnell of G.L.F. 
Farms, Farm Adviser Wilfred Shaw and J.C. Hackleman, 
a plan was formulated for underwriting the production of 
50,000 acres of soybeans. Press and radio helped acquaint 
producers with the program.”
 “This guaranteed price for soybeans did not stop in 1928 
but was renewed in 1929 not only with Illinois but was also 
offered to Indiana and Ohio. This was surely the turning 
point in soybean history.
 “In the winter of 1928-29 a small group of members 
of the American Soybean Association, Walter Godchaux of 
Louisiana, C.L. Meharry of Indiana, John T. Smith and W.E. 
Riegel of Illinois went to Washington [DC] in the interest 
of tariff protection in soybeans, soybean oil and soybean oil 
meal. Until 1930 soybean producers had very little protection 
on beans and oil and none on the meal.
 “With the increased demand for soybean products 
in the United States, many people felt that our soybean 
farmers should not and could not compete with the Orient in 
producing cheap soybeans. As the result of the committee’s 
week in Washington, we now enjoy the protection of the 
tariff passed June 18, 1930, of $1.20 per bushel on soybeans, 
3½ cents per pound on soy oil and $6.00 per ton on soy oil 
and meal.” Also discusses the Peoria Plan, and the NSPA, 
soybean standards (1925), the Bankhead-Jones Act, and the 
U.S. Regional Industrial Products Laboratory.
 A portrait photo shows W.E. Riegel. Address: Farm 
manager of the Meharry land in Champaign County, Illinois.

1509. Bordas, Jean. 1944. Le Soja: Agronomie du soja, 
utilisations agricoles et alimentaires, usages industriels, 
économie du soja, état actuel de la question en France. 
Dieuxème ed. [The soybean: Agronomy, agricultural and 
food uses, industrial uses, economics, and present status in 
France. 2nd ed.]. Montpellier, France: Dubois et Poulain. 32 
p. The 1st edition (36 p.) was published in 1937. [39 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction (he notes that 
World War II is “the war we have just lost”). 2. Soybean 
agronomy: Botanical characteristics, varieties (in Japan, 
China, Manchuria, USA), acclimatization trials in 
Europe, soybean cultivation (incl. inoculation), 3. Food 
and agricultural uses of soya: Chemistry of the soybean, 
alimentary physiology, as a feed for animals (soybean cake, 

forage, soybean seed and fl our, soymilk mixed with 25% 
animal milk), other agricultural uses, as a human food (soy 
sprouts, tofu, fermented tofu, smoked tofu, how to make 
tofu), condiments–sauces (soy sauce, miso, tuong of the 
Annamites, soy coffee, provisions / rations), human therapy 
(incl. infant foods).
 4. Industrial uses: Soybean oil, casein, plastic materials 
(Sojalithe), vegetable lecithin, cellulose, sterol.
 5. Soy in the economy: Production, imports and exports.
 6. The present state of the soybean question in France–
Conclusion.
 A full-page table (p. 7) shows varieties developed and 
acclimatized to various countries. France: Rouest 29. Rouest 
250. Rouest 104. Rouest 14. Rouest 71. Rouest 60. Rouest 
178. Rouest 16. Rouest 36. Rouest 85. Rouest 6. Rouest 67. 
Rouest 40. Rouest 500 M. Rouest 13. Vilnensis.
 Russia: Schribaux (Rouest). Lawes et Gilbert (Rouest). 
Miège (Rouest). Staroukrainskaya. Halton 502/2. Kouben 
0.354. Kouben 0.375. Kharbinskaya 190.
 Germany: Früheste Mittelhôhe gelbe. Mittel Frühe. 
Mitteleurope. Diekmanns frühgelbe. Diekmanns hel’gelbe. 
Diekmanns grungelbe. Platter silo [what does this name 
mean?]. 236 Pappelsdorf. 238 Pappelsdorf.
 England: Green Jap. Brown C. Yellow J.
 United States: Cayuga. Manchu. Illini. Tokio noir 
[Tokyo Black]. Mandell. Black Eyebrow. Wisconsin. 
Chestnut. Mandarin. Lisbonne.
 On page 8 is an interesting map of France which shows: 
(1) Twelve centers of agronomic research. (2) A shaded 
zone which is the area of optimal production of soybean 
seeds. It is in the southeast of France and along the eastern 
side of France all the way to the northern border. This zone 
includes (from southwest to northeast) the following centers: 
Toulouse, Montpellier, Avignon, Antibes, Clermont, Dijon, 
and Colmar (in Alsace).
 Pages 5-6: The fi rst trials made by the agronomic 
stations in France date from 1901. Mr. Lechartier, director 
of the station at Rennes, concluded at the end of his 
observations, that the production of soybean seeds would be 
more advantageous in a climate that was drier and warmer 
than that of Brittany (Bretagne).
 These were the same conclusions that Mr. Brioux, 
director of the agronomic station at Rouen, arrived at some 
years later.
 Starting in 1924 the agronomic station at Avignon, the 
central station for plant improvement at Versailles, in 1935 
the stations at Colmar, Clermont-Ferrand and Dijon, and in 
1940 the School of Merle (Bouches-du-Rhône), established 
soybean [germplasm] collections which originated in 
many different places, in order to test the earliest and most 
productive varieties that were adapted to each region.
 Rouest and Rondet in the south of France, Dr. Balzli 
in Alsace and de Guerpel in Normandy were the main 
agronomists and selectionists who were passionately 
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interested in the cultivation of Soya in France.
 Note: Rouen is the historic capital city of Normandy, 
in northern France on the River Seine. Address: Ingénieur 
Agronome, Directeur de la Station Régionale de Recherches 
Agronomiques d’Avignon, France.

1510. International Institute of Agriculture. 1944. 
Agricultural commodities and raw materials produced and 
consumed in the different parts of the world 1934-1938. Villa 
Umberto, Rome, Italy: IIA. 229 p. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Concerning world soya production (worth 
$184 million gold), Asia [mainly China, Manchuokuo 
[Manchuria], Chosen [Korea], Netherlands Indies (Java and 
Madura), Japan, Kwantung, and Taiwan; based on 1939 IIA 
studies of world market #4] produces 89.6% (393.5 million 
bu of 60 lb each, worth $165 million), North America 9.4% 
(41.2 million bu, worth 17 million), USSR 0.6% (2.6 million 
bu, worth $1 million), and Europe 0.4% (1.8 million bu, 
worth $1 million).
 Concerning world soya consumption (worth $184 
million gold), Asia consumes 78.4% (worth $145 million), 
Europe 11.6% (worth $21 million), North America 9.3% 
(worth 17 million), USSR 0.7% (worth $1 million).
 Between 1934 and 1938 soya production has increased 
greatly, rising 90% in Asia, 9% in North America, and 1% in 
the USSR and Europe. The biggest soya exporting continent 
is Asia, and the biggest importer is Europe. In Europe, 
Germany (at 24.3 million bushels, each 60 lb) imports more 
than all other European countries combined, followed by 
Denmark (8.8 million), the UK (4.8), Sweden (4.4), and 
Netherlands (3.7). Address: Rome, Italy.

1511. Markley, Klare S.; Goss, Warren H. 1944. 
Development of the soybean processing industry (Document 
part). In: K.S. Markley & W.H. Goss. 1944. Soybean 
Chemistry and Technology. Brooklyn, New York: Chemical 
Publishing Co. vii + 261 p. See p. 137-43. [190 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rst soybean crushing in the United States, 
for which records are available (Footnote: L.W. Eilertsen, 
personal communication) however, appears to have been 
on Manchurian beans in about 1911. The soybeans were 
imported by the Albers Brothers Milling Company and sold 
to a Mr. Herman Meyer who operated a small hydraulic 
press oil mill in Seattle, Washington. The establishment 
was later known as Pacifi c Oil Mills, but it is no longer in 
existence. The meal, produced in these operations, was sold 
as a feed ingredient under the name of ‘Proteina.’ It was 
found, however, that the oil and meal could be imported 
more cheaply than they could be domestically produced from 
imported raw materials, and the crushing operations were, 
therefore, discontinued after the initial shipment of beans had 
been processed.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2018) 
that mentions Albers Brothers Milling Company, and states 

that they imported the fi rst soybeans crushed in America–by 
Herman Meyer.
 “The earliest recorded crushing of American-grown 
soybeans took place at the cottonseed oil mill of the 
Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company in Elizabeth City, 
North Carolina. This mill was later operated by the Eastern 
Cotton Oil Company, but its operations were discontinued 
in the early 1930s. The fi rst soybean crush was largely a 
test run, extending from December 13 to 20, 1915. During 
that time, 10,000 bushels of local soybeans were pressed 
in the six expellers with which the mill was equipped, and 
the resulting meal was reported to be of excellent quality, 
containing 5.0 to 5.5% oil. The test was conducted by Mr. 
W.T. Culpeper [sic, Culpepper], manager of the fi rm, as 
part of his activities toward encouraging local soybean 
production. The experiment was so successful that the 
company continued to process local soybeans, as supplies 
became available, and they reportedly offered production 
contracts with the growers in advance in order to induce 
farmers to grow more of this crop. In spite of their efforts 
to develop the production of soybeans suffi ciently to assure 
regular operations, diffi culties were encountered, from time 
to time, in obtaining enough beans to warrant crushing them. 
In 1916, for example, it is said that German interests bought 
and exported the entire available supply, at prices as high as 
$4.50 per bushel.
 “In late 1917 or early 1918, the Chicago Heights Oil 
Manufacturing Company (Footnote: *”E.J. Dies, Gold 
From the Soil, The Macmillan Co., New York, 1942”) 
experimentally processed a small amount of soybeans in 
expellers which were originally designed for crushing corn 
germs. During 1918, this company is said to have added two 
expellers specifi cally for crushing soybeans. These expellers 
had a combined capacity of 600 bushels per day and were 
used intermittently during the ensuing years as supplies 
of beans became available. In the fall of 1922, the same 
company is said to have experimented with hydraulic press 
equipment which had been used for producing linseed oil. 
The Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing company continued 
its pioneering efforts toward the establishment of a soybean 
industry in the present ‘soybean belt’ until August 1923, 
when it went out of business. The equipment was purchased 
by Funk Brothers Seed Company of Bloomington, Illinois, 
during the following year, and the latter company has been 
continuously engaged in the soybean processing business.
 “On September 30, 1922, the A.E. Staley Manufacturing 
Company of Decatur, Illinois, commenced operations in 
a mill which was equipped with expellers designed for 
crushing soybeans. This company has been in the soybean 
processing business continuously since that date. The Staley 
development was soon followed by others of a similar 
nature, and the early twenties saw the establishment of a 
permanent soybean processing industry.
 “Not all the earlier ventures proved successful. For 
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example, the Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Company 
(sometimes referred to as the Monticello Grain Company) 
was organized in 1922 in Monticello, Illinois, and installed 
batch solvent extraction equipment for processing 300 
bushels of soybeans per day. The solvent is said to have been 
benzol. This ill-fated undertaking was apparently unable to 
cope with the scarcity of beans and was in operation for only 
about six months during the period 1923 to 1924.
 “Another early attempt, at solvent extraction of 
soybeans, was undertaken during the years of 1924 and 1925 
by the Eastern Cotton Oil Company of Norfolk, Virginia. A 
Bollmann type of continuous extractor, having a capacity 
of approximately 80 tons per day, was used on soybeans 
obtained from North Carolina, but the supply proved to be 
inadequate. Diffi culty was also encountered in adapting 
the German-manufactured equipment to the processing of 
American-grown soybeans. After exhausting the available 
stocks of soybeans, the mill’s operations were transferred to 
the extraction of Argentine fl axseed, but this was said to have 
been found unprofi table.
 “At about the same time, soybeans were solvent-
extracted by the Prossco Oil Company, also in Norfolk, 
using Scott rotary extractors. Their operations, however, 
consisted mainly in the extraction of cocoa butter and other 
fats, and only a small amount of soybeans is said to have 
been processed. Others, who engaged in soybean processing 
during the early twenties, include the Seeds Oil Company 
in Indianapolis [Indiana] and the Jonathan Havens Oil 
Company at Washington, North Carolina.” Address: 1. 
Principal Chemist, Southern Regional Research Lab., New 
Orleans, Louisiana; Northern Regional Research Lab.; 2. 
Senior Chemical Engineer, Northern Regional Research 
Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1512. Shelledy, F.H. 1945. Japanese trade studies: Soybeans. 
U.S. Tariff Commission, Special Industry Analysis No. 13. 6 
p. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction and summary. 
Description and uses. Production. Imports. Post-war 
problems.
 This “report is one of a number which were prepared 
during 1944 and 1945 for the Foreign Economic 
Administration...” Most of the data “were taken from 
offi cial and semi-offi cial Japanese sources.” Errors and 
inconsistencies in these data have frequently been detected.
 “Japan is not important as a world producer of soybeans. 
It is, however, normally the world’s principal soybean 
importer. Its annual production during 1928-39 was only 10 
to 14 million bushels. By comparison, the production in the 
United States was 90 million bushels in 1939 and more than 
190 million bushels in 1943 and 1944; the average annual 
production of soybean in Manchuria during the thirties was 
more than 150 million bushels annually.
 “Prior to the present war Japan took most of the 

exportable surplus of Manchuria, the principal world 
exporter of soybeans, as well as substantial quantities from 
Korea, a country which produces almost twice as many 
soybeans as does Japan. During the 10 years 1928-1938, 
Japanese imports averaged 26 million bushels annually, 
approximately double its own production.”
 “If an annual per capita consumption of 0.5 bushels 
[30 lb] of soybeans were to be maintained in Japan in the 
post-war period,” Japan would require a total supply of 
about 37 million bushels/year, based on a 1940 population 
of 73.1 million. An estimated 10-14 million bushels could be 
produced in Japan in the short term period after the war. The 
rest must be imported.
 Uses of soybeans include miso, soy sauce or shoyu, and 
tofu. The main center of soybean production in Japan is the 
island of Hokkaido. The soybean is the principal oilseed 
imported into Japan.
 Tables show: (1) Soybeans: Production, imports, 
exports, and apparent consumption, Japan Proper and 
Karafuto, 1928-39. Columns show: Production. Imports from 
Empire. Other imports. Total imports. Exports. Apparent 
consumption: Total and per capita. (2) Soybeans: Imports 
into Japan from principal sources, average 1928-32, annually 
1933-39. The graph has two main parts: Quantity (1,000 
bushels), and value (1,000 yen). Empire areas: Manchuria 
(incl. Kwantung), Korea, Formosa, total. Non-Empire areas. 
Grand total. Source: Monthly and annual returns of foreign 
trade of Japan, Korea, and Formosa. Address: U.S. Tariff 
Commission, Washington, DC.

1513. Soybean Digest. 1945. Canada climbs aboard soybean 
bandwagon with Victory Mills Ltd. June. p. 9.
• Summary: Victory Mills Ltd. was recently constructed on 
5½ acres of vacant land on Toronto’s busy waterfront. The 
continuous solvent extraction plant is now actively crushing 
soybeans, and “is the last word in mechanical ingenuity and 
oil processing technology.” It is bounded on two sides by 
deep water anchorage and served by railway sidings, and “is 
designed to get the utmost value out of the humble soybean.”
 “Victory Mills Limited is the answer to Canada’s 
vegetable oil paradox; Canada is one of the largest 
consumers, per capita, of vegetable oils in the world... yet, 
Canada is one of the lowest producers. The fault has been 
inadequate processing facilities. Consequently, Canadian 
farmers could see no point to growing soybeans on a big 
scale.
 “On the other hand, Canadian industrialists were 
reluctant to build a modern soybean plant, if they had to rely 
on imports. This picture changed almost overnight owing to 
the courage and foresight of Canadian business men, headed 
by E.P. Taylor, chairman of the board of Canadian Breweries 
Limited, and also, chairman of the board of Victory Mills 
Limited. Convinced that the soybean had a great future, and 
convinced that Canadian farmers would be quick to take 
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advantage of opportunity, these men built Victory Mills. 
Their judgment has already been proven sound. Canadian 
soybean acreage is starting to jump”–from a trifl ing 200,000 
bushels in 1942 to 686,600 bushels in 1944. “That’s a long 
way from Victory Mills’ present 3 million bushel capacity so 
Canada will have to depend on U.S. farmers for some time to 
come.”
 An architect’s drawing shows an aerial view of the 
Victory Mills plant. A photo shows the interior of the plant.

1514. Ladejinsky, W.I. 1945. Agriculture in Japan: Prewar. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 
9(9):130-42. Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: The soybean is a staple food of the Japanese. 
Soybeans are also in demand for a number of industrial 
products, chief of which is soybean oil. The 1939 soybeans 
are estimated to have occupied 795,000 acres. Because 
of the competition from imported Manchurian soybeans, 
extension of mulberry-tree plantations prior to the 1930s, 
and increased acreage under orchards and vegetables, the 
soybean area declined from an annual average of 1,091,000 
acres during the 5-year period 1920-24 to 808,000 acres in 
1935-39, or by 26%. Production decreased from 18 to 13.5 
million bushels. Despite the declining output, consumption 
of soybeans during the same period increased from an annual 
average of 32 million to about 44 million bushels. Production 
of soybeans in recent years has averaged about 30% of the 
country’s consumption. The shortage of about 30 million 
bushels was made up by imports from Manchuria (80%) 
and Korea (20%). Address: Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations.

1515. Lautensach, Hermann. 1945. Korea: Eine 
Landeskunde auf Grund eiener Reisen und der Literatur 
[Korea: A geography based on the author’s travels and 
literature]. Leipzig, Germany: K.F. Koehler Verlag. xv + 
542 p. Illust. (black & white photos). Maps (part folded, part 
color). 24 cm. Series: Geographische Handbücher. [1038* 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: A superb, scholarly work, with a huge 
bibliography, printed just as Germany was losing World War 
II.
 Chapter 6, titled “The anthropogeographical character 
of ancient Korea” (p. 141+) contains extensive information 
about agriculture and food. Page 154: In wealthier sites, the 
farm buildings enclose a courtyard, to which an entrance 
gate gives access (Fig. 21e, p. 151). Some enclosures are so 
complete that a square courtyard results. In some corner or 
other of the courtyard stand the huge brown earthenware jars, 
in which soy sauce (Sojabohnensosse, jap. shoyu) is prepare 
and stored.
 Page 176-77: In East Asia, after cereal grains, pulses / 
legumes are the next most important crop. In Korea, by far 
the most important is the soybean (Sojabohne, jap. daitsu 

[daizu] = large bean) which makes few demands on the soil. 
Korea’s climate is ideal for soybeans (Tanaka 1931, p. 18); it 
is even better than Manchuria’s climate, because of the large 
amount of precipitation during the summer. Today, soybeans 
are an indispensable part of the various dry-fi eld crop 
rotations. After planting of the paddies has fi nished, soybeans 
are planted on the ridges too; there they grow extremely well 
without being fertilized. Soybeans are grown throughout 
Korea, but least in the Kaema upland because of the warmth 
they require. In northern Korea, on dry fi elds, they are 
planted between the end of March and beginning of May. 
Toward the south, planting is delayed until the end of June. 
They are generally harvested in October, except in Chejudo, 
where they are not harvested until early November. Soybeans 
are the crop that is left standing the longest, and they are not 
harvested until their leaves have turned brown and started to 
fall.
 Soybeans are used as a very nutritious food for both 
humans and horses. Also, cooked soybeans are used as a 
fertilizer for the rice paddies. Above all, though, the hot 
brown soy sauce (Shoyusosse), which is never lacking on any 
Korean or Japanese table, is made of them, using salt and 
pepper and a process of fermentation. Bean curd (Käse, jap. 
tohu [tofu]) and soybean paste (Mus, jap. miso) are also made 
of them.”
 Page 180: The place of soybeans (Soja) in rotations, 
such as soya / hemp is mentioned. The winter crops consist 
of wheat, barley, or rye; the summer crops of soybeans, other 
beans or cotton. Page 181 mentions soybeans as a summer 
crop. Page 196: Soybeans are planted on the bunds of the 
rice fi elds. Page 199. Those who farm in central Manchuria 
are likely to grow soybeans. Page 224: Soybeans are 
mentioned several times.
 A fold-out map facing p. 400 shows the distribution of 
soybeans in Korea. They seem to be slightly more densely 
grown in the south than in the north.
 Page 435: Soybean oil mills (Sojabohnenmühlen) are 
mentioned. Page 460: Discusses imports and exports of 
soybeans. The main beans exported from Korea to Japan are 
soybeans, amounting to a weight of 1.3 to 1.9 million dz. 
in 1939. Note: One dz (doppelzentner) = 100 kg. Exports 
to other countries was small. By comparison, Manchurian 
soybeans were exported to the northern harbors of 
Germany and England. In addition, a signifi cant amount of 
Manchurian soybeans were imported to Korea (0.29 to 1.02 
million dz.). Also, a signifi cant quantity of soybean products 
made in Korea were exported to Japan (Soy oil up to 11,550 
dz. and soybean cake up to 1.2 million dz.). Likewise, up 
to 3,210 dz of soy oil and up to 1.3 million dz of soya cake 
were imported to Manchuria from Korea.
 Page 466-67: A comparison of soybean production in 
Korea and soybean production in Japan is given. 85% of the 
imports of soy oil to Japan came from Korea.
 Page 473. Soybeans are grown in the deep valleys of 
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Korea.
 Facing p. 144: A photo shows a man carrying a large, 
empty, pottery soy sauce jar on a rack on his back.
 Hermann Lautensach lived 1886-1971. Korean place 
names are the old ones in the Japanese system. Address: 
PhD, Prof. of Geography at the University of Greifswald 
[northeastern Germany].

1516. Löbbe, Henrique. 1945. Cultura da soja no Brasil. 7th 
ed. [Culture of soybeans in Brazil. 7th ed.]. Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil: Directoria de estatistica da produccao, Ministerio da 
Agricultura. 74 p. Illust. 2nd ed. was 1935. [Por]
• Summary: This 7th edition (1945) contains more than 
twice as many pages as the 6th edition (1942). There are no 
references and no English abstract.
 Contents: Historical. World production of soybeans. 
Economic importance of soy production in the Far East. 
Economic importance of soy cultivation in the United 
States. Markets. Trade in soy and its by-products. Botanical 
description.
 Varieties (500 varieties exist; list of names of very 
early–80 to 90 days; early–90 to 100 days; semi-early–100 to 
110 days; semi-late–120 to 130 days; late–130 to 150 days). 
Experiments.
 Copy of letter from William Morse of USDA dated 28 
Sept. 1926. “In accordance with a promise made to you on 
your visit to Arlington Farm [Virginia], I am taking pleasure 
in sending you one ounce each of the following varieties of 
soybeans, and one ounce each of the following varieties of 
cowpeas:
 “Soybeans: Haberlandt, Minsoy, Ilsoy, Mammoth 
Brown, Ito San, Sooty, Yokoten, Mandarin, Midwest, Merko, 
Hongkong, Virginia, Wea, Easycook, Barchet, Ebony, Hahto, 
Chiquita, Dixie, Medium Green, Laredo, Hoosier, Aksarben, 
Wilson-fi ve [Wilson Five], Brooks, Mikado, Sherwood, 
Mammoth Yellow, Morse, George Washington, Habaro, 
Old Dominion, Peking [Pekin], Austin, Goshen Prolifi c, 
Chestnut, Jet, Hamilton, Dunfi eld, Arlington, Wellmann, 
Hermann, Tokio, Southern Prolifi c, Lexington, Tarheel, 
Black [Tarheel Black], Pinpu.”
 Climate and soil. Soil preparation. Seeding, 
Bacterization of the soil. Chemical fertilizer. Cultural care. 
Diseases and insects. Harvest and threshing. Yield. Crop 
rotation. Cost of production. Chemical composition of seeds. 
Green manure. Byproducts of the soybean: oil, soybean 
cake. soy casein, soy fi ber, plastic substances, silage, hay 
and pasture. Nutritional value of the soybean. Feeding the 
animals. Soy for human consumption. Conclusion.
 The section on Soy for human consumption mentions 
the following: In the Orient, the soybean (a soja) is always 
used as human food, to complement the rice diet, as a 
substitute for meat, milk and eggs, by virtue of its richness 
in protein and oils. Specifi c foods from the soybean include: 
Dry seeds (Sementes sécas); easy varieties to cook include 

Easycook, Hahto, Chusei, Rokusun, Jogun, Hokkaido, and 
Kauro. Green seeds (Sementes verdes); the most popular 
varieties include Hahto Easycook, Willomi, Imperial, Shiro, 
Nanda and Tunk.
 Soy sauces (Môlho de soja); miso (Misso) and shoyu 
(Shôyu). Soy milk (Leite de soja). Soy cheese (Queijo 
de soja) called To-fu [tofu] in Japanese. Koji is used to 
make miso and shoyu. Yuba is a fi lm that forms atop soy 
milk. Soybean curd (Coalhada de soja) made by adding 
magnesium or calcium salts to hot soy milk. The curd is 
made into tofu. Soy fl our (Farinha). Bread for diabetics (Pâo 
para os diabéticos). Soy sprouts (Grelos de soja). Address: 
Eng. Agronomo, Brazil.

1517. Soybean Digest. 1946. Soybean oil to Spain and Italy. 
May. p. 24.
• Summary: “Five thousand metric tons of soybean oil have 
been allocated for export to Spain during the April-June 
quarter, in return for an equal amount of olive oil for export 
from Spain to the U.S., the Department of Agriculture has 
announced.
 “Arrangements have been made with the Italian 
government for a trade of 2,500 metric tons of soybean oil 
for olive oil on the same basis and during the same period, 
according to USDA.
 “In order that the shipments might be made as early 
as possible, USDA announced that applications by private 
fi rms for export licenses to ship soybean oil to the above 
countries would not be received after April 25 and April 22 
respectively.”

1518. Marquis, Arnold. 1946. The Pacifi c story. Radio 
broadcast. National Broadcasting Company (NBC). 
Hollywood, California. June 2. 30 minutes. 23 p. transcript.
• Summary: This radio broadcast is a fascinating story–told 
by many voices–of how the Japanese scientifi cally developed 
soybean production, utilization, and export in their puppet 
state of Manchukuo, and, how the USA intends to capture the 
soybean export markets lost by the Japanese when they lost 
World War II.
 The Chinese speak of the soybean this way: “It is the 
poor man’s meat. It is the cow of China. It is meat without 
bones. The Japanese speak of it this way: If we could have 
held Manchuria, it would have guaranteed that Japan could 
never be starved out. American nutritionists speak of it 
this way: It is high in protein. It is rich in vitamins–in A, 
B-1, C, G, and E–and also in the blood-clotting vitamin K. 
Weight for weight it contains several times as much B-1 as 
beefsteak. And as for minerals: One-half cup of soy fl our 
contains as much calcium as a whole cup of milk... [and] 
as much phosphorus as two cups of milk. And weight for 
weight, it contains as much iron as liver, twice as much iron 
as molasses, and three times as much iron as whole wheat 
fl our. The soybean is a wonder food. One pound of soy beans 
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is almost a complete one-day ration for an adult.”
 The USA is now developing two famine-relief foods 
based on soybeans. The fi rst contains 50% soybean, plus 
split peas, wheat fl our, and a little peanut-meal, onion, salt, 
and fi sh-oil. Four million pounds of this mixture and twelve 
million pounds of another soy-based mixture are being sent 
“to the famine areas of China.” In other words, soybean are 
being sent from the USA to the land of their origin, “where 
they have been a mainstay for fi ve thousand years.”
 Discusses: The growing of soybeans in Manchuria. 
The Japanese takeover and extension of their control via the 
South Manchuria Railroad, whose terminus is Dairen. The 
importance of Manchurian soybeans to Japan. The Japanese 
Central Laboratory at Dairen and its research on soybeans. 
The two Japanese agricultural experiment stations in 
Manchukuo, outside of Dairen and at Kungchuling [pinyin: 
Gongzhuling]. Development of the benzine [benzene] 
solvent extraction process for soybean oil, “until there were 
200 large bean plants in southern Manchuria.” Soybeans as 
a livestock feed in Manchuria. Use of soybeans as food in 
China: “Tofu is bean-curd... This is fermented tofu. It is very 
good. Tofu is eaten in several forms. Fresh, fermented, dried 
or frozen. Just about any way it is prepared, its food value is 
preserved... We also use the oil of the soy bean. And with the 
soy bean we make soy sauce.” Many Asiatic peoples also use 
soybeans to “make bean milk and bean fl our.” “They roast 
them for confections [kinako]. They eat them green [green 
vegetable soybeans]. They sprout them [soybean sprouts] 
and they even make drinks of them.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that contains the term “fermented tofu.
 Industrial uses of soybeans in America. How Dairen 
became Japan’s great center of the soy bean industry in 
Manchuria, and the Mixed Storage System. “About 55% of 
the soybeans grown in Manchuria are used for human food.”
 “You see, its all tied together. The growing of the 
bean, the processing, the transportation, and the export. 
Since 1937, the economy of Manchuria has been developed 
for the benefi t of Japan.” The Japanese and the Bank of 
Manchukuo (which is an instrument of the powerful Mitsui 
and Mitsubishi fi nancial combines) are “buying up all 
the soybean business” and trying to eliminate the major 
European companies that were exporting soybeans before 
the Japanese moved in, such as Dreyfus Co. (France), and 
Wassard Co. (Denmark). Although the Japanese claim that 
Manchukuo is an independent nation, other nations realize it 
is a puppet state. The Chinese Eastern Railway, which was 
built by the Russians and has its terminus at Vladivostok, 
is in competition with the Japanese-controlled South 
Manchuria Railroad for the soy bean business of Manchuria. 
The latter uses rebates (kickbacks) to try to eliminate 
competition.
 In 1937, after 6 years of dominating Manchuria, Japan 
invaded China proper–using Manchuria to supply their 

troops. “By 1941, Manchuria was yielding some four million 
tons of soybeans. The Japanese controlled every pound of 
it. And by 1941 they had fostered the growing of soybeans 
in Korea, and also in Japan itself. Also, by this time, the 
Japanese had seized a good part of the soybean country of 
China proper. But by Pearl Harbor [7 Dec. 1941], the United 
States was also growing soybeans: Over 3 million tons in 
1941. By 1945 it was nearly 6 million tons.”
 Now that the war is over, the Japanese have lost 
the entire soybean industry in Manchuria–including the 
laboratories, bean oil mills, Dairen, the South Manchuria 
Railroad, and the Bank of Manchukuo which controlled it. 
China, which now controls Manchuria, “will consume much 
of the soybeans which, before the war, were exported to 
European countries, and to Japan.” The United States has 
begun to supply this soybean export demand, and in fact “is 
already shipping soybean products back to the Far East–to 
the famine stricken areas of China.”
 America Doctor: “So far most of our soybeans have 
gone for feeding livestock. But now we known what they 
can mean to man. Narrator: Now, in this great crisis, we 
are learning what the Chinese have known for thousands 
of years. Chinese: It is the poor man’s meat. It is the cow 
of China. It is meat without bones... Announcer: This is the 
story of the wonder food and the part it has played in our 
time.”
 Next comes a 5-minute segment in which W.J. 
Morse of the USDA Bureau of Plant Industry (Beltsville, 
Maryland) talks about the signifi cance of the soybean and 
its development, and the new Pacifi c Program. Then the 
conclusion: “For a reprint of this program, send ten cents in 
stamps or coin to University of California Press, Berkeley, 
California. The Pacifi c Story is written and directed by 
Arnold Marquis. The original musical score was composed 
and conducted by Thomas Peluse. Your narrator–Gayne 
Whitman... This program came to you from Hollywood. This 
is N.B.C.–The National Broadcasting System.” Note 2. A 
cover letter accompanies this manuscript. It is from Arnold 
Marquis, Writer-Producer, The Pacifi c Story, to Mr. John 
Baker, Department of Radio, USDA, Washington, DC. The 
letterhead reads: National Broadcasting Company, Inc., A 
service of Radio Corporation of America, Sunset and Vine, 
Hollywood 28, California. [Phone]: 6161. Dated May 13, 
1946. Address: USDA.

1519. Soybean Digest. 1946. W.E. Riegel soybean pioneer. 
Oct. p. 24.
• Summary: W.E. Riegel of Tolono, Illinois, died 
unexpectedly on September 2 at age 63. The following 
sentiment was uttered by Dr. W.L. Burlison, head of the 
department of agronomy of the University of Illinois shortly 
after his passing: “The death of Mr. Riegel is a tremendous 
loss to the University and to the agricultural college in 
particular. He was one of the most outstanding agricultural 
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leaders in the state and nation, a leader who stood for 
progressive education, and certainly one of the most 
prominent contributors to farming practices in the Cornbelt.”
 Mr. Riegel had not been in the best of health during the 
past year, but was thought by his friends to be improving. 
“In company with Mrs. Riegel and Mrs. Charles Meharry, he 
had attended the American Soybean Association convention 
in St. Louis [Missouri] the week before his death. He drove 
a tractor to the fi eld on the morning of September 2, when he 
suddenly became ill. He died late that evening.
 “W.E. Riegel was a true soybean pioneer. He had been 
association with soys in Champaign County for over 30 
years. Champaign leads the world in soybean production, is 
regarded as the very heart of the soybean belt.
 “He was given much credit for the fact that soys became 
a major crop in the Midwest. He began growing them ‘and 
hogging and cattling them down’ long before there was any 
hint of a soybean industry. It was a decade and more later 
when processing plants were built, the combine came east 
from the wheat belt, and the American Soybean Association 
was born.
 “Riegel helped found ASA. The second meeting of the 
Association was held in Champaign County in 1921 and 
he was elected president. He was active in the Association 
throughout his 26-year history.
 “Mr. Riegel did not go to high school. Instead, he made 
the long jump from grade school to the University of Illinois 
in the fall of 1905. ‘Compared to other students I learned 
very little, but compared to what I knew when entering 
college, I learned much,’ he said. The fi rst part of this 
statement must be taken as coming from a modest man.
 “Though he did not graduate, he maintained a close 
relationship with his alma mater after he left the university. 
He served on the agronomy advisory committee as well as 
the general advisory committee of the University for many 
years. His two daughters and son are all graduates of U. of I.
 “Following graduation and marriage and a few years 
on his father’s farm, Mr. Riegel went as manager to the C.L. 
Meharry farm two miles southeast of Tolono in 1913. He was 
still actively managing the 1,200 Meharry acres at the time 
of his death.
 “Meharry had been growing soybeans since 1908. He 
had planted 19 acres of them in 1909 to the astonishment 
of his manager, who could not understand what he could do 
with so many soys. Riegel began growing the crop 3 years 
before he went with Meharry [i.e., Riegel began growing 
soybeans in about 1910]. Now together they pioneered 
in soybeans as well as lespedeza in Illinois. They were 
generally credited with introducing lespedeza into that part 
of Illinois.
 “Riegel helped introduce soybean into many Illinois 
counties. For years he was in demand by county farm 
advisors to speak on soys. Once he spent almost a week in 
Chicago speaking on the subject daily or oftener over Radio 

Station WLS.
 “The Meharry farms still grow big crops of soybeans, 
as well as large acreages of corn and wheat. Lespedeza 
furnishes extensive pastures for cattle.
 “Riegel was instrumental in securing protection for the 
growing industry in the tariff act of 1929. With Meharry 
and that other well known soybean pioneer of Tolono, John 
T. Smith, he testifi ed before a congressional committee in 
Washington [DC] in favor of such protection. It was duly 
accorded to soybeans, soybean oil and oil meal. Under the 
protecting wing of the government, which shut out huge 
importations of soy products from the Orient, acreage 
expanded rapidly in the 30’s.
 “In recognition of his ability as a farmer, Riegel was 
named ‘Master Farmer’ by Prairie Farmer, and ‘Champion 
Farmer by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
 “But he did not confi ne his efforts to soybeans or even 
the Meharry farms. The names of the groups in which he 
was active read like a catalog of Champaign County service 
organizations.
 “To list a few: he was a member of the board of 
directors of a Tolono bank and member of the school board; 
president of Champaign County Farm Bureau; an organizer 
of Champaign County Service Co.; president, secretary, and 
member of board of Illinois Crop Improvement Association; 
trustee of Farm Foundation; director of Farm Security 
Administration; agricultural chairman war bond drive for 
Champaign County; member board of Alumni Association 
of University of Illinois; and on the boards of Wesley 
Foundation and Young Men’s Christian Association.”
 “If Champaign County leads the nation in soybean 
production and is more progressive in other ways than most 
counties it must be due in some degree to Mr. Riegel’s 
efforts.”
 A portrait photo shows W.E. Riegel.

1520. Portères, Roland. 1946. Observations sur les 
possibilités de culture du soja en Guinée forestière 
[Observations on the possibilities of growing soybeans in 
the forested parts of French Guinea]. Bulletin Agronomique 
(Ministere de la France d’Outre Mer, Direction de 
l’Agriculture, de Elevage et des Forets) No. 1. 80 p. Nov. 
[Nogent-sur-Marne (Seine), France]. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Table showing the 
climate of the Sérédou [Seredou] station. 1. Varieties tried 
at the Sérédou Station: Introduction of soybean varieties (in 
1935 [from Manchuria, and Japan], in 1938 [from Annam, 
Cochinchine, and Cambodia], in 1939 [from Tonkin, Java, 
USA, and France], and in 1940 [from French Cameroon, 
Poland, Argentina, Netherlands, Italy], new acquisitions in 
1939 and 1940, multiplicity of varieties), classifi cation of 
the soybeans at Sérédou, agro-botanical observations on 
the varieties, attempt at classifi cation (general, botanical 
classifi cation, classifi cation of seed varieties), principal 
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characters (incl. name and place of origin) of the soybean 
varieties cultivated at Sérédou in 1940.
 2. Ecology: The ecological behavior of some (39) 
varieties, general ecological behavior (the phases of 
vegetation and critical periods), soya for forage, soybean 
seeds and their selection, facilities needed for cultivation and 
production during the year, inoculation of the seeds, quality 
of the soil, enemies of the soybean including parasites and 
diseases.
 3. Plan for production of soybeans in a forested tropical 
zone: Organization of cultivation, map of precipitation 
in West Africa (Sérédou receives about 2,000 mm/year), 
exports (3-4 crops a year can be grown), cropping patterns, 
growing soybeans for use as food.
 4. Modifi cations of indigenous methods: The need to 
introduce soya as an indigenous food and badly needed 
source of protein, diffi culty of cooking soybeans, selecting 
varieties best suited to cooking, soaking, washing and 
cooking, cooking by the local people, times of year favorable 
for introducing soya into the diet, place of soya in the crop 
rotation.
 5. The nutritional composition of soybeans grown in 
West Africa (analyses of varieties cultivated at Sérédou 
were made by M. Nguyen Van Cuc, a chemist at Nogent-
sur-Marne), graph showing that oil content and protein 
content are inversely related. 6. General conclusions based 
on the fi rst trials: Based on the 1939 and 1940 trials one can 
conclude that in the forested areas of [southeast] Guinea 
(Gueckedou, Macenta, N’Zerekore [Nzerekore]), and the 
sub-forested areas (Kissidougou, Beyla), soybeans can be 
grown with good results, and every effort must be made in 
this direction in the years to come. Soybeans can help meet 
the food shortages that exist in June, July, and part of August.
 The preface (p. 3) states: “Sporadic attempts at the 
introduction of soybean cultivation have been in French West 
Africa since 1900. They have been conducted on a small 
scale in the various stations of Dahomey [later Benin], Ivory 
Coast, Upper Volta, French Guinea, French Sudan (Soudan 
français [Mali]), Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal-Niger 
[Mali]), and at the Offi ce of Niger (Soninkoura [probably 
Soninnkoura in the Segou region of Mali on the Niger 
River], using irrigated cultivation). Practical results have 
been obtained in forested Guinea (at the Sérédou Station) 
and in the upper Ivory Coast. This study focuses on the 
results of trials conducted at Sérédou in 1939 and 1940.
 The section on “Introduction of soybean varieties at 
the Sérédou Station” (p. 5) states that in 1935 fi ve varieties 
were tested at Macenta by M. Barthes. They were Nogent 
2856–Black Wou T’ecu, from Manchuria. None germinated 
(ne germèrent pas). Nogent 2855–Black Hoi T’ecu, from 
Manchuria. None germinated. Nogent 2852–Yellow Huen 
T’ecu, from Manchuria. 102 plants matured. Nogent 2817–
Yellow of Japan. 17 plants matured. Nogent 2853–Green 
Tsing T’ecu, from Manchuria. 1,000 plants matured. Of 

these fi ve, only No. 2853, the green-seeded soybean from 
Manchuria did well, and was kept and appreciated, but its 
cultivation was continued until 1939.
 The best The best period for vegetation is from October 
to March in low irrigated lands, and until June in high lands. 
The vegetation period varied from 80 to 160 days for the 
different varieties (in the short cycle varieties branching is 
very reduced). Soybeans can be cultivated for export or for 
local consumption, both as forage and as food for the natives. 
Soybeans for export must be harvested during March-April 
and exported during the dry season. As a food for the natives 
it can be a supplement during the food-short months of June 
and July. Since soybean seeds lose their germination power 
quickly during the rainy season, it is necessary to have a 
little cultivation during June, August, and September in order 
to produce the necessary seeds for export. This cultivation 
cannot be integrated into the cultivation for food as it 
produces in a season when rice, which is preferred by the 
natives, is available.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2021) 
concerning soybeans in Upper Volta (renamed Burkina Faso 
in 1984), or the cultivation of soybeans in Upper Volta.
 Note 2. This is the earliest reliable document seen 
(March 2021) concerning soybeans in Dahomey (renamed 
Benin in 1975), or the cultivation of soybeans in Dahomey.
 Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in French Guinea, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in French Guinea (1935). The source of these soybeans was 
Manchuria and Japan. Address: Ingénieur d’Agronomie 
Coloniale, Licencié ès Sciences.

1521. Soybean Digest. 1946. China’s soybean production 
gains. Nov. p. 18.
• Summary: “Despite the fact that China’s 1946 oilseed 
production is reported to he approaching the prewar output, 
the supply of processed edible vegetable oils is inadequate 
for domestic demand, and only limited amounts are being 
imported, reports Foreign Crops and Markets.
 “The defi ciency is caused mainly by lack of 
transportation from producing centers and of processing 
equipment at consuming centers. It is believed that there will 
be little if any export of edible oilseeds from China’s 1946 
crops unless there is a decided improvement in transportation 
and general economic and political conditions.
 A table shows soybean production in China, 1931-37, 
1941-46. in bushels. Compiled from offi cial sources (a) for 
the 15 provinces once included under Free China.
 “1931-37–72,602,000
 “1940–70,871,000
 “1941–63,776,000
 “1942–54,024,000
 “1943–61,241,000
 “1944–60,535,000
 “1945–62,354,000
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 “1946–67,313,000 (b)
 “1946–84,413,000 (c)
 “(b) Excluding the Hsiens of Honan, Hupeh, and 
Chekiang, omitted in surveys since 1931.
 “(c) Including the Hsiens of Honan, Hupeh, and 
Chekiang, omitted in surveys since 1931.
 “The 1946 soybeans estimate for the 15 provinces is 
placed at 67.3 million bushels (84.4 million including the 
Hsiens of Honan, Hupeh, and Chekiang omitted in wartime 
surveys), indicating an 3 percent increase over last year’s 
crop, but a 7 percent decrease from the 1931-37 average. 
The Manchurian soybean crop is much below prewar, but 
carry-over is believed to be quite heavy. The crop in the 
Nationalist controlled areas is estimated at 38.9 million 
bushels, compared with 40.5 million in 1945. It is likely that 
from the 1946 crop, plus the stocks on hand, approximately 
7.3 million bushels will be available for export. Actual 
shipments, however, may be adversely affected by disturbed 
economic and political conditions. The major part of 
soybean production is now outside the Nationalist controlled 
areas, and good yield prospects on a reduced acreage are 
evidenced. The amount, if any, of exportable surplus that will 
be available is not known.
 “During 1935-39, China’s average annual soybean 
production amounted to about 200 million bushels 
and Manchuria’s, 150 million, together representing 
approximately 75 percent of the world output. About 90 
percent of the total world exports before the war originated 
in Manchuria. Annual 1935-39 shipments of beans averaged 
about 70 million bushels and oil, 78,000 tons. China’s 
average annual exports (100,000 bushels of soybean and 
300 tons of oil during 1935-39) have been negligible, 
since practically all the production is consumed within the 
country.”

1522. El Salvador Ministerio de Agricultura. 1946. La soya 
[Soya]. San Salvador. 89 p. [Spa]
• Summary: The two Latin American countries in which 
soybean cultivation has acquired importance are Argentina 
and Brazil. In Argentina, cultivation began in 1908. In 1940 
Argentina produced 15 tonnes of soybeans on 300 hectares, 
increasing in 1941 to 204 tonnes on 5,000 hectares. Rio 
Grande do Sul in Brazil exported 6,420 kg of soybeans in 
1937, rising to 40,000 kg in 1939.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2021) 
stating that Brazil is now exporting soybeans. Address: El 
Salvador.

1523. Hayes, T.R. 1946. Report of the provincial agricultural 
offi cer, Eastern Province. Uganda Protectorate Department 
of Agriculture, Annual Report. p. 5-13. See p. 9. For the 
period 1st July, 1944–30th June, 1945. (Entebbe).
• Summary: Section 8, titled “Soya Beans,” states: “In 
Busonga the progress of this crop is disappointing. The 64 

tons of seed issued in the spring of 1944 at the nominal price 
of 4 cts. per lb. were mostly eaten instead of being sown and 
only 11 tons were marketed. In the spring of 1945, 46 tons 
were again imported from Buganda and sold at 9 cts. in the 
hope that the higher cost would prevent the seed being used 
as a cheap food; of this, 36 tons have had to be sold to the 
Soya Bean Factory as they were not taken up. In Mbale 10 
tons of seed were imported and sold to growers and a market 
will be offered departmentally to extend seed supplies. It is 
thought that, even if soya beans do not become a cash crop, 
the offer of a price may stimulate production for food and 
thus improve the diet of the people.” Address: Provincial 
Agricultural Offi cer, Eastern Province, Uganda.

1524. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Soybean production 
[statistics, USA]. p. 20-32.
• Summary: This section consists of many tables of U.S. 
soybean acreage, yield, and production statistics: (1) 
Soybean production in the United States, 1924-1946. Source: 
Div. of Agricultural Statistics, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, USDA. For each year the following 10 columns 
are given: Acres planted: Grown alone, interplanted, 
equivalent solid. Acres harvested: For beans, for hay, 
grazed, plowed under or abandoned. Average yield per 
acre harvested: For beans (bushels), for hay (tons). Total 
production: For beans (thousand bushels), for hay (thousand 
tons). Total production of soybeans grew from 4.9 million bu 
in 1949 to 196.7 million bu in 1946.
 (2) Soybeans: Supply and utilization in the United 
States, 1924-1946 (1,000 bushels). For each year, beginning 
October 1, the following 10 columns are given: Supply: Total 
stocks Oct. 1, production, imports, total supply. Utilization: 
Seed, feed, processing, exports, other uses, carryover Sept. 
30. Exports of soybean are as follows:
 1937-38: 1.368 million bushels
 1938-38: 4.401 million bushels
 1939-40: 10.949 million bushels
 1940-41: 0.237 million bushels
 1941-42: 0.469 million bushels
 1942-43: 0.904 million bushels
 1943-44: 0.934 million bushels
 1944-45: 5.057 million bushels
 1945-46: 2.813 million bushels
 (3) Soybeans: Acreage, yield and production 1924-1946 
by states. The columns given for each state are the same as 
those for table (1). A complete table is given for each of the 
following states (which appear alphabetically by state name): 
Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, 
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, 
Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, Wisconsin. Minnesota 
(1933-1947). Other states, 1946 only: West Virginia, Texas, 
Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, 
South Dakota.
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1525. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Production of crude 
soybean oil in the U.S., 1921-1945, including trade, stocks, 
and apparent disappearance. p. 33.

• Summary: For each year in this table the following 
6 columns of statistics (in 1,000 lb) are given: Factory 
production, imports, exports, reexports, factory and 
warehouse stocks Dec. 31, apparent domestic disappearance.
 U.S. factory production grew from 751,000 lb in 1922 to 
1,391 million lb in 1945.

1526. Soybean Blue Book. 1947. Soybean oil meal 
production [statistics, USA]. p. 34.
• Summary: This section consists of 3 tables of statistics: 
(1) Soybean oil meal and cake: Supply and utilization in the 
United States, 1924-1945. For each year, beginning October 
1, the following 6 columns are given (in 1,000 tons): Supply: 
Domestic production, total supply. Utilization: Exports, food 
industry and other non-feed, feed. Source: Feed statistics, 
Oct. 1946. Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Domestic 

production increased from 7,600 tons in 1924-25 to an 
estimated 3.8 million tons in 1945-46. Exports of soybean oil 
meal started in 1938-39 as follows:
 1938-39: 35,000 tons

 1939-40: 62,300 tons
 1940-41: 25,400 tons
 1941-42: 19,700 tons
 1942-43: 20,900 tons
 1943-44: 16,100 tons
 1944-45: 10,000 tons
 (2) Production of 
soybean oil meal by quarters, 
USA, 1922-41. (3) Production 
of soybean oil meal by month 
for 4 crop years: 1942-43 to 
1945-46.

1527. Food Industries. 1947. 
China is importing soybean 
products. 19(4):502. April.
• Summary: It is rumored that 
the U.S. Army is purchasing 
soy fl our for civilian relief 
feeding in the “Far East” 
[East Asia]–the home of the 
soybean. An announcement 
by A.E. Staley Manufacturing 
Co. (Decatur, Illinois) tends 
to substantiate these rumors. 
Staley stated that it has 
contracted with the U.S. Army 
Quartermaster Corps to ship 
17,000,000 lb. of soy fl our 
within the next two months 
from ports on the Gulf of 
Mexico.
 Of this total, 7,000,000 
will be low-fat soy fl our (made 

from expeller-pressed soybeans) containing not more than 
6% soybean oil, and 10,000,000 lb. will be defatted soy 
fl our (made from soybeans whose oil has been extracted by 
hexane solvent) containing less than 1% oil.

1528. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Échos et 
informations [Echoes and news]. 7(37-38):45-46. March/
April. [Fre]
• Summary: During the fi rst 6 months of 1946, France 
imported: 335 metric tons of soybean seeds & 2,428 metric 
tons of soybean oil.
 The stock of soybeans at Port Bouet (Abidjan, French 
Equatorial Africa) as of October has increased to 97 tons.
 In Cambodia, about 3,000 to 4000 ha were planted to 
soybeans.
 The soy products industry (L’industrie des dérivés du 
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soja) has doubled its production since the end of World War 
II. A long article follows, including A.E. Staley making 
monosodium glutamate. Drackett Co., General Mills, Roth 
Products Co. (according to the Wall Street Journal).

1529. Kerle, W.D. 1947. Soybeans. Agricultural Gazette of 
New South Wales 58(5):227-31. May 1; 58(6):295-98. June 
1. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1947, p. 34.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World distribution. 
Experience in New South Wales. Soil and climatic 
requirements. Soil preparation. Time and methods of sowing. 
Fertilisers. Inoculation of seed. Varieties. After cultivation. 
Rotation. Harvesting. Storage. Yields. Insect pests and 
diseases. Uses of soybeans (soybean oil for food and 
industrial purposes, soybean meal for livestock feed, soybean 
plastics and wool, soybean fl our, green vegetable soybeans, 
soybean milk, sprouts, mature soybeans). Economic aspect 
of soybean growing.
 Experience with soybeans in New South Wales 
extends over the past 30 years [i.e., since about 1917]. 
Hundreds of varieties have been imported from East Asia, 
the USA, and other countries, and fi eld experiments have 
been conducted in all districts of the State. Numerous 
trials have been conducted at Hawkesbury Agricultural 
and Experiment Farms with varieties, cultural practices, 
fertilisers, seed inoculation, etc. Several soybean varieties 
are now recommended and the Northern Tablelands have 
been shown to be the district best suited to seed production, 
yet the yields there (averaging 7 bushels/acre over a ten year 
period) have not been suffi cient to recommend soybeans as 
a commercial crop. Yields of over 20 bushels/acre, however, 
have been obtained in variety trials. The best variety is 
Potchefstroom 169, originally from South Africa. Other good 
varieties available in NSW include Easy Cook [Easycook], 
Haberlandt, Otootan, Lincoln, Dunfi eld, and Richland.
 Before World War II, soybeans were imported from 
China and the Netherlands East Indies for about 6 shillings 
per bushel. During the war the price for soybeans (whose 
production was very small) was as high as 42 shillings 
per bushel, and contracts were let at 25 shillings by the 
Commonwealth Government in 1942-43. Of all the states of 
Australia and New Zealand, Queensland now seems to show 
the best promise of success in growing soybeans.
 In 1924 in the USA only about 6% of soybean 
production was crushed for oil, but in 1940 this fi gure rose to 
83%.
 Photos show: (1) Farmer standing in a fi eld of high 
soybeans on the North Coast. (2) A fi eld of soybeans in the 
early stages of growth. (3) Soybean roots showing well-
developed nodules. (4) Mature plant of Potchefstroom 169. 
(5) A man examining Easy Cook [Easycook] soybeans 
growing in a fi eld. (6) Soybeans “cocked” after harvesting 
with reaper and binder. (7) Soybeans being grown as a 
green manure crop between tung oil trees. Address: Special 

Agronomist, New South Wales.

1530. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in 
Oesterreich [The cultivation of the soybean in Austria]. 
Vienna, Austria: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. Scholle-Buecherei, 
Bd. 80. With 33 illust. and 16 tables. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword (written in May 1947 
at Braunsdorf-Wien). 1. The origin of the soybean and 
how it spread throughout the world. 2. The history of its 
introduction into Europe: Into Austria, into Germany, into 
France, into Poland, Hungary, and the Balkans. 3. Botanical 
information about the soybean: Its morphology, physiology, 
Austrian varieties, European varieties, diseases and pests, 
nodule bacteria and hormones. 4. Breeding, the goals of 
breeding, and conduct of investigations (Versuchswesen). 5. 
Climate and suitable varieties. 6. Culture: Soil, preceding 
and subsequent crops in rotations, preparation of the soil, 
fertilizing the soil, time of seeding, inoculation, seeds, 
scarifi cation (Beizung) of the seeds [to “wound” or scratch 
the seed coat so that the seeds imbibe water and thus 
germinate better], plant spacing and density of planting, 
amount of seeds and depth of planting, damage done by wild 
animals (game), care of the crop, harvest, threshing, storage.
 Note: Throughout this book, the author uses the word 
“Soja” to refer to the soybean. Occasionally he also uses the 
German words Sojafrucht (for the bean / seed).
 During the summer months, the days grow longer the 
further north you go and the closer you get to the summer 
solstice (p. 33-34).
 Soybean varieties in Austria (p. 41-43): Soybean 
breeding in Austria began with the small-seeded black Platter 
SS 14; the weight of 1,000 seeds was 65 gm. But from it 
large-seeded varieties were developed with a 1,000 seed 
weight of 160 gm. The yield of SS 14 was low. In the 1929 
seed catalog from Platt the following new soybean varieties 
appeared for the fi rst time: Platter gelbe Riesen (Platt Yellow 
Giant). Platter gelbe (Platt Yellow). And on the price list the 
following varieties appeared: Frühe Braune (Early Brown). 
Braungelbe I und II (Brownish Yellow I and II). Fruwirth’s 
Black Eyebrow. Schwarze von Rastatt (Black from Rastatt 
[in Baden-Württemberg]).
 In 1927 twenty varieties were received from the USA; 
the names and days to maturity are given.
 In 1937 in Austria the Soya Ring (Sojaring) was 
founded. Growing contracts were signed with industry and 
prices agreed upon. The processing industry was built mainly 
on processing imported soybeans, but it was soon agreed 
that with the import license a part of the duty could be used 
to buy a certain amount of domestic soybeans and process 
them.
 European varieties (p. 45-47): A list of 10 German 
varieties, two Polish varieties, eight Austrian varieties, one 
Hungarian variety, and 20 French varieties is given. In 1947 
most of the French varieties were developed by Rouest. A 
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report by H. Gay in Tunisia reports on various U.S. soybeans 
grown there. When Henry Ford went to Europe, he fi rst tried 
growing soybeans he brought from Michigan. But when 
they didn’t ripen, he began to work with Mr. J.L. North. Two 
Yugoslavian and two Romanian varieties are mentioned.
 The Romans understood that growing legumes improves 
the soil for later crops. The Chinese probably understood 
that too. But Hellriegel was the fi rst to clearly understand the 
nature and function of root bacteria. (p. 50-51).
 Soybean breeding in central Europe started in about 
1927 (p. 54). The soybean is a plant that prefers warmth (p. 
65).
 Illustrations show: (1) Exports of soybeans from Asia 
to Europe, 1908-1933 (p. 7). From about 100,000 tonnes 
[metric tons] in 1908 the exports increased linearly to 
1,700,000 tonnes in 1932, then fell to 1,200,000 tonnes in 
1933.
 (2) Soybean growing areas in Asia, Africa, and Europe 
(p. 8). (3) Soybean growing areas in the USA (p. 9). (4) The 
four stages of a soybean seed as it sprouts in the soil (p. 26). 
(5) A young soybean plant. (6) The main axis of a soybean 
plant (p. 27). (7) Three soybean plant growth types (p. 28). 
(8) Growth of the plant’s root systems (p. 28). (9) The shape 
of two different sets of leaves. (10) Pods fi lled with seeds on 
a stem (p. 30).
 (11) Empty pods on a stem. (12) Vegetative and 
reproductive of the soybean plant (p. 31). (13) Development 
of the underground portions of the plant with time. (14) 
Graph of day length in Vienna. Maximum length on June 20 
(p. 34). (15) Graph of day length in Vienna and Lamagistere 
(shorter days than Vienna). (16) Relationship between 
planting date and yield of seeds and straw (p. 41). (17) 
Damage by rabbits to young soybean plants (p. 49). (18) 
Development of the vegetative phases of the soybean plant 
with time (p. 55). (19) Vegetative development of a late 
variety. (20) Vegetative development of a very late variety.
 (21) Vegetative development of an ideal variety (p. 
56). (22) Shortening of the vegetative period. (23) Map of 
Europe showing where large-scale cultivation of soybeans 
is possible (p. 63). (24) Map of Austria showing three zones 
where large-scale cultivation of soybeans is possible; most 
are in eastern Austria (p. 64). (25) The soybean root system 
needs deep penetration of the soil (p. 67). (26) A crust on the 
soil surface reduces water loss from sun and wind (p. 68). 
(27) One ha of soybeans takes from the soil: 80 kg water, 
130 kg nitrogen, 120 kg lime / calcium, 80 kg silicon, 56 kg 
potassium, 40 kg phosphorus, 40 kg magnesium. (28) Record 
the dates of soybean planting and harvest (p. 70). (29) How 
to store soybeans: right way and wrong way. (30) Different 
distances between seeds in a row: 5, 7¼, 10 and 15 cm.
 (31) Widths between rows. (32) Planting rows for 
mechanical harvest. (33) Square, rectangular and triangular 
planting patterns (p. 76).
 The 33 interesting photos at the back of the book 

include: (1) A single soybean plant of the variety Platter 
gelbe Riesen [Platt Giant Yellow] with pods. (2a) A plant of 
the fi rst acclimatized soybean variety, SS 14. (2b) A soybean 
plant of the variety Pfl anze gelbe Riesen in Lamagistere, 
heavy with pods growing close to the stem. (3a) The fi rst 
soybean fi eld in 1924 growing the variety Platter SS 14. (3b) 
The same fi eld one year later.
 (4a) A soybean breeding nursery in Platt: In the 
foreground, early, low soybean varieties. In the background, 
late fodder varieties. A man is standing in the middle of the 
fi eld. (5a) A soybean breeding nursery in southern France (at 
Lamagistere). A man is standing in the middle of the fi eld. 
(5b) In April 1937 the best Austrian soybean varieties being 
planted at St. Sylvain d’Anjou. Five people are involved 
with planting at the front of the fi eld, and two are standing 
in the distant background. (6a-b) Already in France, soybean 
varieties harvested in Austria are being planted in the 
breeding nursery, above at Lamagistere, below at St. Sylvain.
 (7a) Preparing the soil for planting in a soybean fi eld in 
Austria using a team of bullocks; behind them 3 people are 
standing in the fi eld.
 (7b) Threshing the cream of the crop of Platter gelbe 
Riesen varieties harvested in Casablanca, Morocco. (8a) A 
fi eld of Austrian soybean varieties in Marrakech (Marakesh), 
French Morocco. (8b) Storing threshed elite soybeans in a 
light rectangular wooden box (with two narrow cross-pieces 
across the top) in Casablanca. Three men on bended knees, 
looking happy, are just behind the box with their hands in the 
clean soybeans–which will later be used for seed.
 (10a) Marcel Blanchard with a breeding nursery of 
Austrian soybeans at Agen (Garonne), France. (10b) Close-
up of soybean seeds from Platt. (11a). Soybean nodules 
inoculated with Radicin. (11b). Inoculating the sterile agar 
nutrient solution with pure culture at the Radicin factory. 
The Radicin factory. (12a) Propagation / multiplication of 
the bacteria in the incubation room. A scientist in a white lab 
coat, is standing in front of fl oor-to-ceiling cubbyholes for 
inoculant in test tubes stoppered with a plugs of cotton. (12b) 
A man, standing by a planter as he inoculates the soybean 
seeds in the seed box (Säkasten).
 (13a-b) a fi eld where investigations of hormone- and 
vitamin use on soybean seeds is taking place in Braunsdorf, 
Lower Austria. (14a) The fi rst hoeing of emergent soybean 
seedlings using a hoeing machine. (14b) Trials with varieties, 
row width, and time of planting in Casablanca, Morocco. 
Two white houses (one having two stories) are visible behind 
the fi elds of soybeans. (15a) Elite plants in the soybean 
breeding nursery at Platt. (15b) Two stoppered test tubes. 
Results of inoculation trials with Radicin in Rumania. (16a). 
The soybean breeding plots at Platt, Lower Austria. (16b) A 
soybean plant heavy with the pods of a new variety, Platter 
Gelbe [Platt Yellow].
 A ¼-page ad on page 79 states: Seed breeding 
enterprise. F.A. Brillmayer. Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf, 
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Nieder Oesterreich [Lower Austria]. High quality varieties 
of the following: Soybeans, bush beans, red beetroots, 
sunfl owers, polebeans, carrots, fl at millet, Kolben millet. 
Address: Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf, Niederoesterreich 
(Lower Austria), Austria.

1531. Soybean Digest. 1947. To live: Japan must import 
more soybeans. May. p. 36.
• Summary: “The Manchurian soybean crop in large part 
holds the key to the economic health of the Japanese people. 
This situation is revealed in a special analysis prepared for 
the Foreign Economic Administration by F.H. Shelledy of 
the U.S. Tariff Commission... In the past the heavily peopled 
islands have grown only one-third of their needed soybeans. 
The rest have come from Manchuria, chief supplier to 
the world soybean trade, and to a smaller extent, from 
Korea. The soybean was one reason why the Japs over-ran 
Manchuria... Now, however, the Manchurians are growing a 
third fewer soybeans than they were before the war... Before 
the war Japanese farmers grew from 10 to 14 million bushels 
of soybeans annually. Most of their crop found its way to the 
island markets, being superior for food to the beans imported 
from Manchuria and Korea... But Japanese farmers used a 
large part of the crop as green manure, since they lacked 
animal manures. They also depended on the Manchurian 
soybeans as a source of fertilizer... Before the war the 
Japanese were importing 26 million bushels of soybeans 
annually...
 “’Actually there appears to be little chance of any 
substantial increase in soybean production in Japan. If Japan 
is to have suffi cient soybeans to supply its needs, it will have 
to import most of them,’ Shelledy says.”

1532. Walsh, Robert M. 1947. Soybean production–Here 
and abroad: And possible competition from other oilseeds. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 18-21.
• Summary: Editor’s note: “It may be 10 or 15 years before 
world oilseed supplies become excessive, the author says.”
 Contents: Introduction: Soybean production 
concentrated in China, Manchuria, and USA, uses of 
soybeans oil. War-time role. Short during the war. Early 
postwar situation. Possible future developments. Long time 
[term] outlook.
 “Before the war, Asia produced 400 million bushels 
of soybeans a year; the United States 56 million.” China 
was the leading producer, with slightly over 200 million 
bushels/year–all of which was used domestically. Manchuria 
produced about 150 million bushels/year and was the 
world’s chief exporter. “The United States, Korea, Japan, 
and the Netherlands Indies [today’s Indonesia] were the 
only remaining producers of any consequence. Contrary to 
popular belief, output in southeastern Europe was extremely 
small.”
 In the USA, production grew from 5 million bushels 

in 1924 (mostly for seed use) to 23 million bushels in 
1934, with an increasing percentage “going to oil mills for 
crushing. The severe drought of 1934 was a notable factor 
leading to the present day importance of soybeans as a 
cash crop in the United States. Soybeans proved to be more 
drought-resistant than corn. In 1935 farmers more than 
doubled their 1934 production.” By 1939 production had 
reached 90 million bushels.
 “Drought related shortages of lard in 1935-37 resulted 
in a rapid gain in the use of soybean oil in shortening.” 
Between 1935 and 1939, soybean oil went from being used 
mostly in nonfood industrial products (paint and related 
products was the biggest use in 1935) to being used mostly 
in food products (such as shortening and margarine). 
Cottonseed oil was still the main liquid oil used in processed 
foods and linseed oil was still the main oil used in “drying-
oil products.”
 “To sum up, soybean oil made notable gains in 
production and use during the late 1930’s. This upward 
movement was sharply accelerated by the war which 
followed.
 “War-time role: Throughout most of 1940 the United 
States had large supplies of domestic and imported oils, 
and prices were low. And our consumption of fats in 1941 
was the largest in peace-time history. Real trouble began 
in 1942. Imports fell abruptly after the Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor. The United States had been dependent on 
Pacifi c sources for about half its imports of fats and oils. 
In the fi ve years 1937-41, imports had averaged 2 billion 
pounds annually. From 1942 through 1946, yearly imports 
were less than half that amount. The major loss was in 
coconut oil,” followed by palm oil from the Netherlands 
Indies, and tung oil from China. In addition, the U.S. had 
previously lost nearly 100 million pounds of olive oil from 
the Mediterranean region, and fairly large amounts of fi sh- 
and fi sh-liver oils from the European North Atlantic area.
 During World War II, the U.S. government acted to 
increase domestic oil production and to ration supplies. 
Soybean production increased. “To induce larger output, 
AAA [Agricultural Adjustment Administration] restrictions 
on soybean acreage were partially relaxed in June 1941. The 
government offered to support prices of 1941-crop soybeans 
at approximately $1 per bushel. These actions, together with 
rising market prices, brought forth an increase of over 1 
million acres in soybeans harvested for beans.
 “An all-out war production program for oilseeds was 
launched in 1942. High production goals were set for 
soybeans, fl axseed, and peanuts... Large-scale increases in 
livestock production were fostered.”
 Production of soybean oil showed steady gains 
throughout the war, rising from some 500 million pounds in 
the 1940 season, to 1,200 million pounds in the 1942 season, 
and reaching a peak of 1,400 million pounds in 1945-46.
 A graph shows “Soybeans harvested for beans: 
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Production, crushings, and price, United States, 1924-
46.” The upper graph shows U.S. soybean production and 
crushings in millions of bushels. The lower graph shows 
the price received by farmers in dollars/bushel and the 
“comparable price (September 15).”
 Photos show: (1) A storage yard of a Manchurian grain 
and soybean merchant. (2) The new fl ax and soybean plant 
of Cargill, Inc. at Port Cargill, Savage, Minnesota. Address: 
Special Asst. to the Chief, Bureau of Agricultural Economics 
[USDA].

1533. Rossiter, Fred J. 1947. Export demand for soybeans. 
Washington, DC: USDA Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations. 5 p. Paper presented at American Soybean 
Assoc. annual meeting, 6 Sept. 1947 at Columbus, Ohio. 
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Between World War I and World War II 
an average of 70 million bushels of soybeans moved in 
international trade each year. European countries and Japan 
were the principal importers. The soybean as a source of oil 
and oil cake was fi rmly established in Europe prior to World 
War II. Since hostilities ceased in 1945, European countries 
have been inquiring where soybeans can be obtained. I have 
been asked to give some indication as to the export demand 
for American soybeans during the next 10 years. I am sure 
there is a great deal of interest in this subject not only on 
the part of our soybean industry but also on the parts of 
the importing countries of Europe and the exporting areas 
of Asia. No one of course dares to predict what the export 
prospects will be for American soybeans 10 years hence. I 
do not know at this time how many bushels of beans will be 
exported from the 1947 crop. I am glad, however, to discuss 
some of the factors that will infl uence the export demand 
during the next few years.
 “In order to appraise the foreign demand for American 
soybeans, we must examine the supply of and demand for 
fats and oils in other parts of the world. Since soybean oil 
has many uses and many competitors, it is recognized that 
either a domestic or a world wide shortage or surplus of one 
fat or oil affects the price and consumption of all others.
 “Although the total production of fats and oils in 
the United States is continuing above the prewar level, 
production in most parts of the world remains below prewar. 
World production of 21 major edible and industrial fats and 
oils during the prewar period (1935-39) is estimated at about 
21.5 million short tons oil content. This estimate includes all 
the important vegetable oils such as soybeans, cottonseed, 
peanut, sunfl ower seed, coconut, palm, and fl axseed as well 
as the animal fats–lard, tallow, butter–and the marine oils–
whale and fi sh. The production of the same commodities for 
1946 was estimated at 17.7 million tons, or about 20 percent 
below the prewar average. A preliminary estimate for 1947 
places the production at about 19 million short tons or at 
about 13 percent below the 1935-39 annual output.”

 “The oilseed crushing mills in Germany were partially 
destroyed and in Italy they were severely damaged, but in the 
other continental European countries the crushing capacity 
is fully equal to that of prewar years. In fact, as a result of 
the conversion to solvent extraction, the capacity in several 
countries has increased.
 These countries for several months have been craving 
oilseeds to crush. They want to use their own facilities for 
crushing the oilseeds, refi ning the oil, and making their own 
margarine and shortening. They cannot afford to use their 
limited foreign exchange to purchase fi nished products and 
leave idle their own labor and crushing plants. Furthermore, 
European countries want oilseeds to obtain protein feed to 
rehabilitate their livestock industry. I know that our own 
industry would like to have the business of crushing and 
processing the oilseeds for Europe. The same is true with 
wheat–our millers would like to grind the wheat, the bakers 
would like to bake the bread, and the margarine industry to 
spread the bread for sandwiches ready to feed the Europeans. 
However, I believe the American taxpayer does not want this 
country to continue large relief appropriations, but would 
like to have the European countries get on their own feet.
 “The oil mills of France, Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Denmark are operating in 1947 at about 22 percent of their 
present capacity whereas in the prewar years they operated 
at about 85 percent of their capacity.” Address: Offi ce of 
Foreign Agricultural Relations, USDA, Washington, DC.

1534. Lehberg, F.H. 1947. Production and processing of 
soybeans in Canada. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 31-32. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Most oil is imported. 
Crushing industry. Most soybeans are grown in Ontario. 
Uses are much like U.S. Mixed feed industry.
 “Victory Mills Ltd., under the direction of its president, 
H.D. Egly who brought to us in Canada many years 
of invaluable experience in soybean production in the 
United States, undertook a most extensive educational and 
promotional program with the result that in 1947, we will 
produce more soybeans than heretofore in our history, or an 
estimated 1,134,000 bushels.” Address: Victory Mills, Ltd., 
Toronto, ONT, Canada.

1535. Rodrigo, P.A. 1947. Soybean culture in the 
Philippines. Philippine J. of Agriculture 13(1):1-22 + 5 
plates. Third quarter. Summarized in Soybean Digest, May 
1948, p. 41. [14 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description and history. 
Climatic and soil requirements. Varieties. Propagation. 
Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation. 
Planting. Care of the crop. Harvesting and production: 
For day, for seed. Cost of production. Uses of soybeans. 
Diseases. “In the big cities in the Islands, many of the 
soybean products like soy sauce or toyo, tokua, tajuri 
[fermented tofu], tojo [soymilk curds], miso, etc. are 
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becoming more popularly used by the Filipinos, and will be 
more so as their nutritive values become more fully realized. 
Already, in some sections of the country where soybean is 
being grown, the seed is used either as a green or as a dry 
vegetable. The dried bean is roasted and is eaten offhand 
or is used in adulterating coffee, and the bean in the dough 
stage is boiled and eaten like peanut” (p. 2).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word tajuri to refer to 
fermented tofu.
 Table 1 shows annual imports (in kg) of soybeans and 
soybean products into the Philippines from 1929 to 1940, 
including dried beans, soy sauces, soybean meal, tausi 
(fermented black soybeans, salted), paste (miso), and total. 
By far the leading import (by weight) from 1929 to 1937 was 
dried soybeans. In 1929 some 4,574,497 kg were imported. 
This fi gure rose gradually (with ups and downs) to a peak of 
5,660,575 kg in 1937, then fell sharply to only 237,666 kg in 
1940. Soybean sauces were the No. 2 import, starting with 
606,231 kg in 1929, rising to a peak of 1,441,563 kg in 1932, 
then remaining above 1,000,000 for most years thereafter. 
Imports of soybean meal started in 1935 with 660,699 kg; 
they reached a peak 1,023,303 in 1936 (the next year), then 
remained near 1,000,000 thereafter. Tausi was fi rst imported 
in 1940, the amount being 151,571 kg.
 Table 2 shows the value of these items (in pesos). In 
1940 the imports of greatest value were soy sauces (120,346 
pesos), soybean meal (50,682), and tausi (20,280).
 “In the Philippines, while the plant has been under 
cultivation since the Spanish regime [1571-1898], it has not 
gained much headway due mainly to the lack of a variety 
suitable for commercial planting, and perhaps due to want 
of interest among farmers” (p. 4-5). The Philippine Bureau 
of Plant Industry has, to date, introduced more than 200 
soybean varieties to the Philippines from the USA, China, 
Japan, Hawaii, Java, and India, but it presently recommends 
only a few varieties for commercial planting. These include 
Ami, which has long been cultivated there and is well 
adapted to the varied soil and climatic conditions.
 Based on the results of a number of years’ trials in 
different regions of the Islands, the following varieties 
have been found to be productive: Yellow Biloxi Hybrid 
(introduced from Hawaii in 1936), Mis 28 E.B. Str. 3910 
(introduced from India in 1937), Mis 33 Dixi (introduced 
from India in 1937), Head Green (introduced from the USA 
in 1935), and American Black. All of these varieties are good 
for May and June planting, and all but Yellow Biloxi Hybrid 
are good for September to December planting (dry season).
 “In the Philippines, the green but fully developed pods 
are harvested, and the seed is cooked and eaten in practically 
the same way as lima bean or patani... In Lipa, Batangas, 
soybean in the dough stage is boiled in the pod and sold and 
eaten offhand” like peanuts. The more common soy products 
made in the Philippines are soy sauce or toyo, tokua [tofu], 

tausi [fermented black soybeans], and miso. “Soybean milk 
is being manufactured by the Bureau of Plant Industry in 
a limited scale and a big modern fi rm has started putting 
soybean milk and other products in the local markets” (p. 15-
16).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the word tausi to refer to 
fermented black soybeans. Address: Chief, Horticulture 
Research Section, Bureau of Plant Industry.

1536. Soybean Digest. 1947. Export to Japan? Nov. p. 36.
• Summary: “There is some prospect that a limited volume 
of whole soybeans may be exported to Japan this year for use 
in preparation of soya base foods for human consumption. 
This has been discussed by Army and State Department 
offi cials with the Department of Agriculture. Army and 
State Department are reported to be strongly in favor of 
some whole soybean exports. Fats and oils offi cials haven’t 
been too keen on the idea since there is plenty of crushing 
capacity in this country.”

1537. Fats and Oils Situation (USDA Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics). 1947. Supply and disposition of soybeans and 
soybean oil, 1910-47. FOS-122. p. 13-17. Nov/Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: This article begins: “Tables 7-10 present data on 
United States acreage, production, Supply, and disposition 
of soybeans, and supply and disposition of soybean oil, 
1910-47–Soybean acreage has been reported only since 1924 
(table 7). Total solid equivalent acreage expanded from 1.8 
million in that year to a peak of 15.4 million in 1943, then 
declined somewhat. Until 1941, the acreage harvested for 
hay was larger than the acreage harvested for beans. After 
1940, however, the acreage harvested for hay declined 
materially while the acreage for beans more than doubled. 
Production of soybeans reached a peak of 201 million 
bushels in 1946 when the yield per acre was unusually high. 
This crop was almost 90 percent larger than 5 years earlier, 
nearly 6 times as large as 10 years earlier, and about 38 times 
as large as 20 years earlier. The yield of soybeans per acre 
harvested for beans increased rather steadily from 11 bushels 
in 1924 to about 18 bushels in 1937. Since then yields have 
fl uctuated about an average of 18.7 bushels per acre.”
 Table 9 shows soybean oil, crude basis: Production, 
trade (imports or exports), factory and warehouse stocks 
Dec. 31 and apparent disappearance, 1910-1947. Factory 
production of crude soybean oil rose from 0.751 million lb in 
1922 (the fi rst year for which statistics are available) to 1,454 
million lb in 1946. Imports of soybean oil rose from 20.1 
million lb in 1910 to a peak of 336 million lb in 1918, then 
plunged from 112.2 million lb in 1920 to only 17.3 million 
lb in 1921, when on May 28 the fi rst U.S. tariff on imported 
soy oil (20 cents per gallon) went into effect. Soy oil imports 
averaged 20.4 million lb/year during the rest of the 1920s 
(1922-1929), and only 6.8 million lb/year during the 1930s. 
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After 1941 they fell to zero.
 Exports of soybean oil rose steadily from 0.5 million lb 
in 1925 to 90.4 million lb in 1946. From 1921 to 1930 use of 
soybean oil in the U.S. averaged only 21 million lb annually. 
An increasing percentage of the total was supplied by 
crushing the domestic crop. Production and use of soybean 
oil increased rapidly after 1934. Production rose from 35.3 
million lb in 1934 to 105.1 million lb in 1935 to 533 million 
lb in 1940, to an all-time high of 1,454 million lb in 1946.
 Table 10 shows utilization of soybean oil by classes of 
products, USA, 1931-1947. Food products are margarine, 
shortening, and other. Nonfood (Industrial) products are paint 
and varnish, other drying oil products, miscellaneous, loss. 
In 1933 nonfood uses of soybean oil reached 22 million lb, 
accounting for 69.5% of all uses; this was, percentagewise, 
an all-time high. The main uses that year were paint and 
varnish (8.5 million lb), other drying oil products (7.1 
million lb), and soap (4.2 million lb). After 1933 the amount 
(weight) of soybean oil used in nonfood products steadily 
increased, to 172.3 million lb in 1946, but the percentage 
steadily decreased. In 1946 only 12.2% of U.S. soybean oil 
went for nonfood uses.
 Table 10 shows that the amount of soybean oil used in 
margarine was as follows:
 1931–622,000 lb.
 1932–3,000 lb.
 1933–7,000 lb.
 1934–24,000 lb.
 1935–1,740,000 lb.
 1936–14,261,000 lb.
 1937–31,791,000 lb.
 1938–39,885,000 lb.
 1939–70,822,000 lb.
 1940–87,103,000 lb.
 1941–76,634,000 lb.
 1942–133,346,000 lb.
 1943–198,020,000 lb.
 1944–211,105,000 lb.
 1945–206,642,000 lb.
 1946–200,681,000 lb.

1538. Brillmayer, Franz Anton. 1947. Die Bedeutung der 
Soja fuer die Ernaehrung Oesterreichs [The signifi cance of 
the soybean for the nutrition of Austria]. Vienna, Austria: 
Wilhelm Frick Verlag. 103 p. Illust. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Austria’s food situation: The 
country cannot feed itself. 2. The human organism as a 
motor (with certain fuel / nutritional / food needs). 3. How 
do we feed ourselves? How to grow enough food when the 
percentage of agricultural land is constantly shrinking. 4. The 
soybean (Die Soja) as a nutritional factor: The soybean is 
the most concentrated foodstuff, and is also called “meatless 
meat.” Comparison of the nutritional value of soybeans with 
animal products. Protein and fat.

 5. Soya in our kitchen: 20 years ago the use of soya in 
Austria was promoted in the form of Edelsojamehl (Edelsoja 
fl our), made largely from foreign-grown soybeans. Products 
now made from soya (dry egg substitute, soybean paste 
(Sojabrei), soya nuts, soya almonds, cocoa, coffee {the last 
3 are roasted}). Debittering of soybeans (Sojaentbitterung). 
How does one cook with soya? Green vegetable soybeans 
(Gruene Sojakoerner; similar to green peas in the pods), 
soy sprouts, soya tea. Soybean recipes for 6 people by Frau 
Friedl Brillmayer (17 pages of Austrian-style recipes).
 6. Soybean production in Austria and the possibilities 
for its expansion: Statistics on increase in planted hectares 
and number of growers from 1937-1944. 7. Possibilities for 
industrial uses of soybeans. 8. Soya as a fodder plant: Green 
fodder, hay, silage, ground soybeans (Sojapfl anzenmehl), 
straw and chaff, soybean cake and extracted meal, industrial 
waste. 9. The effect on agriculture, the nutrition of the 
people, and maintenance of their good health: Measures 
needed for gaining acceptance and success in Austria.
 Pages 68-73: The soybean pioneer in Austria was 
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna, starting in 1878. His 
interest in the signifi cance and relevance of soya for Austria 
was inspired by the Chinese booth at the Vienna World 
Exhibition (Wiener Weltausstellung). In the following years 
he worked successfully to introduce the plant and make it 
better known. On the basis of extensive variety trials, he 
confi rmed his hypothesis, that the soybean would do well 
wherever maize (corn) would ripen. At that time, however, 
the soybean varieties used did not ripen as early as today’s 
varieties especially bred for spring maturity, and because of 
this the main areas where trials were conducted lay in south 
Hungary, Croatia [before 1991 a republic of Yugoslavia; the 
capital is Zagreb], and Dalmatia [a region on the Adriatic 
coast of Yugoslavia, and a former Austrian crownland].
 Haberlandt’s varieties ripened too late to be grown in 
the area that is today Austria. And since the Monarchy had 
enough food, the soybean soon disappeared and came to be 
forgotten.
 In 1920 in Austria, after a long pause, the fi rst soya 
acclimatized in Austria was planted. Once again soybean 
production began in this country.
 Starting in 1921 Prof. Dr. Drahorad and I 
began cooperative work at Platt in lower Austria 
(Niederoesterreich). The varieties we used were adapted over 
a number of years using strict selection processes. Then in 
the following years we initiated preliminary trials in all the 
Austrian provinces (Bundeslaendern).
 In 1929 the fi rst soybean exposition was held in the 
banquet hall of the country villa at Linz (Landhaus in 
Linz), sponsored by the Austrian Department of Agriculture 
(Landwirtschaftskammer), and there were already more 
than 100 samples exhibited, all from upper Austria 
(Oberoesterreich).
 Up until 1937 about 1,400 farmers in Austria were 
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registered, part of them grew soybeans experimentally and 
part of them expanded their production area year after year.
 But there was no ready market. The soybean was so 
cheap on the world market, that its production in Austria was 
not profi table. The world market price dropped to its lowest 
level in 1933, £6.07 sterling per tonne! The unassuming and 
easily satisfi ed Chinese peasant could produce soybeans so 
cheaply that the nutritional value of a kg of meat cost 5 times 
as that from a kilogram of soya...
 The Viennese soybean industry that existed at the time 
using primarily imported soybeans, decided to support and 
buy Austrian-grown soybeans and voluntarily paid the higher 
price. Nevertheless, because of the low world market price, 
the possibilities for sale were at hand, but the price offered 
no incentive to expand soybean acreage.
 Contrary to this was the promotion I did for soya as 
being excellent fodder, and defatted soybean meal soon came 
to be widely used in this way.
 Thus did the soybean breeding work, with fi nancial 
support, start again. We then succeeded in moving our Platt 
breeding operation partially to foreign countries, to Voorburg 
in Holland, to St. Sylvain d’Anjou in France, and to 
Casablanca in Morocco. On a modest scale, soybeans grown 
in Austria could also be exported. Also several large batches 
were dispatched. So to Turkey and Greece, to Dobruja [a 
region now in southeast Romania and northeast Bulgaria], to 
Persia, Holland, and France, and a shipment of 15,000 kg of 
Platter gelben Riesen to Morocco.
 In 1937 the Austrian soybean growers formed a “Soya 
Ring” (Sojaring) in order to better represent their position 
as a solid organization. Soon new soybean breeding places 
developed, and from them came new varieties: the Angerner 
and the Wolfsthaler. The Soya Ring continues to expand.
 During World War II, I.G. Farben had large areas planted 
to soya in Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. This total area 
reached a peak of about 150,000 hectares in 1942.
 In 1937 in Austria, only 16 farms (Betriebe) grew 68.14 
hectares yielding 83,521 kg of soybeans (1,226 kg/ha). 
In 1940 this increased to 315 farms growing 1,526.99 ha 
yielding 957,809 kg of soybeans (627 kg/ha). In 1944 868 
farmers grew a record 2,461.17 ha of soybeans (production 
not given for 1944). The four main growing areas, in 
descending order of number of hectares grown in 1944, 
are: Lower Austria and Burgenland 1,311.67, Kaernten and 
Steiermark 71.54, Vienna 46.27, and Upper Austria 1.24. 
The climate in Austria varies widely from region to region. 
Production is measured in units of Doppelzentner (dz); 1 
Doppelzentner = 100 kg. In 1943 the best yield in one region 
was 28.00 dz/ha (2800 kg/ha or 41.6 bu/acre) in Lower 
Austria. The best yields per region rose from 2,100 kg/ha in 
1937 to 2,800 kg/ha in 1943, both in Lower Austria.
 Figures: (1) Austria is 25.2% cultivated land, 27% 
grassland, 37.3% forests, and 10.5% unproductive (p. 4). (2) 
Area in Austria used to grow: Wheat 12%. Rye 17%. Barley 

8%, Oats 13%, Potatoes 10%. Beets 3%. Sugar beets 1.8%. 
Gardens 4.5%, Vineyards 1.8% (p. 6). (3) Graph shows 
Austrian domestic-production + imports of wheat, rye, 
barley, oats, maize, and potatoes (p. 7). (4) Food needs (in 
million dollars): Cereals 120. Swine 60. Cattle 15. Flour 12. 
Coffee, tea & semi-tropical fruit 35. Fruit 20. Vegetables 10. 
Beer 10. Poultry 10. Rice 8. Oil 5 (p. 11).
 (4) Photosynthesis drives the human motor (p. 13). 
(5) The human motor needs carbohydrates and protein. (5) 
Austrian population in 1875 was 61% rural, 33% towns, 6% 
cities; in 1900 46% rural, 28% towns; 16% cities; 1925 was 
36% rural, 37% towns, 27% cities (p. 25). (6) In 1942 about 
150,000 ha of soybeans were planted in southern Europe. In 
the USA it was 1,389,000 ha in 1940, 3,960,000 ha in 1941 
and 5,660,000 ha in 1942.
 (7) Composition of the soybean shown graphically (p. 
33). (8-9) The many different foods that can be made from 
the soybean (p. 44 & 67).
 (10) Increase in soybean cultivation area and production 
of the Soya Ring (Sojaring) (in hectares) from 1937-1944 (p. 
72-73; see above). (11) Industrial products that can be made 
from the soybean (p. 83).
 Photos: (1) A single soybean plant, with pods, of the 
Austrian breed Platter 458 (p. 30). (2) Austrian soybean 
varieties being raised in the Platt breeding nursery and 
several experiments are underway (p. 69). (3) Trials with 
varieties, row width, and time of planting in Casablanca, 
Morocco. Two white house (one having two stories) are 
visible behind the fi elds of soybeans (p. 70).
 (4) A soybean purifi cation and drying facility. The next 
step will be to process the soybeans into soy oil and soybean 
meal at the factory of Dr. Winkler & Co. in Vienna, XII, 
in the year 1946. (5) Making soybean silage (p. 77). (6) A 
soybean debittering apparatus (p. 78).
 (7) Hydraulic presses with which part of the oil is 
pressed from the soybeans. (8) Lehmann milling machinery. 
(9) Soybean cleaning equipment; an aspirator (p. 81).
 (10) One of the large soybean meal warehouses in which 
is meal is stored in sacks. (11) Round, pressed soybean 
cakes. Half of the oil remains in the cakes and, after milling, 
ends up in the meal (p. 82). (12) High-growing fodder 
soybeans, suited for making hay or silage. A smiling lady 
with two long braids, holding up a rake in her right hand, 
stands waist-deep in the tall plants (p. 88).
 (13) Soybean plant-meal (Soja-Pfl anzenmehl, slightly 
enlarged) (p. 90). Address: Austria.

1539. Freitag, Felix. 1947. Die Sojabohne: Ihre Geschichte, 
Bedeutung, Kultur und Verwertung [The soybean. Its history, 
signifi cance, culture, and utilization]. Berlin: Siebeneicher 
Verlag. 57 p. Illust. 28 cm. [60 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The solution of the protein- 
and fat/oil problems via the soybean. 2. General and 
historical: Origin and description of the soybean, history 
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of its expansion and utilization. 3. The signifi cance and 
modern utilization of the soybean: The nutritional/chemical 
composition of the soybean, modern methods of utilization. 
4. The culture of the soybean under European and especially 
German conditions: Variety selection, soil and climate, 
tillage, cultivation, and harvest. 5. Instructions for the 
utilization of soybeans by the grower, in the household and 
in the food industry. Bibliography (Literaturverzeichnis).
 Page 12: Only since 1840 did larger agronomic trials 
take place in Europe, specifi cally in Italy and France, and 
then later in Hungary and the Balkan countries with growing 
success. The soybean was fi rst introduced to Germany in 
1870 by Captain Wehrhan. He had brought seeds back 
from France from the botanical garden of Montigny near 
Metz. He carried out agronomic trials on his estate near 
Meissen through 1876 without results because of the lack of 
knowledge in the cultivating conditions of the bean.
 A photo (p. 12) shows bean oil pots (Bohnenöltöpfe) 
(soybeans), each covered with a conical lid of woven 
bamboo. Soy oil is a signifi cant export good. The soy oil 
export of Manchukuo in 1938 amounted to 5.7 million 
quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg); that of the world was 
7.6 million quintals. In Austria [Austria-Hungary] and 
Germany, the interest in the soybean was awakened by the 
botanist, Professor Friedrich Haberlandt. At the Vienna 
World Exhibition of 1873, he acquired seeds from China, 
Mongolia, and Tunisia. And as a result of his experiments 
and agronomic trials, he reported on the soybean and its 
signifi cance as an outstanding provider of protein and 
fat for European nutrition. After his death, though, the 
interest waned again, and in 1911, the Austrian Ministry 
of Trade (österreischische Handelsministerium) even 
declared the agronomic trials that had been carried out to be 
unsatisfactory. Thus the destiny of the soybean for Central 
Europe seemed to have been decided, up until the great 
shift as a result of its utilization in Europe occurred from 
Japan after the Russo-Japanese War, the turning point which 
spawned the intensive exploitation of the soybean in modern 
countries.
 Note: Translated by Philip Isenberg (MM, CT), Long 
Beach, California. Address: Berlin, Germany.

1540. FAO Trade Yearbook. 1947--. Serial/periodical. Rome, 
Italy: Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 
Nations. Yearly. ca. 350 p. Supersedes the Yearbook of Food 
and Agricultural Statistics, Part II.
• Summary: The 1964 Yearbook contains information 
available as of 31 Oct. 1964.
 The 1964 Yearbook was the fi rst to break out “Soybean 
cake and meal” as a separate category from “Oilseed cake 
and meal.” From 1964 on, data is given on: (1) Soybean cake 
and meal. (2) Soybeans (whole). (3) Soybean oil. Similar 
data is also given in 1964 on groundnuts, palm nuts, palm 
kernel, linseed, rapeseed, sunfl ower, castor, rape, colza and 

mustard seed, olive, and tung.
 Ireland’s soybean imports: In 1965 imported 1,160 
tonnes (metric tons) worth US$110,000 (See 1970 Trade 
Yearbook, p. 342).

1541. Deutsches Soja-Archiv. 1948-. Serial/periodical. 
Freising, Oberbayern: Deutscher Soja-Verband. Vol. 1. No. 
1-8. Feb.-Sept. 1948. Monthly or bimonthly. Absorbed by 
Deutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft Soja, Mitteilungen in late 
1948. [Ger]
• Summary: This short-lived periodical was published by 
the Deutschen Soja-Verband [German Soybean Association] 
and edited by Dr. Wolfgang von Schuh. Address: Freising, 
Germany.

1542. Soybean Digest. 1948. Plan production of soys in East 
Africa. Feb. p. 21.
• Summary: “The Soya Overseas Development Company 
Ltd., composed of most of Britain’s soya manufacturers, is 
seeking to stimulate large-scale soybean production in Kenya 
and Uganda, East Africa, reports USDA’s Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations. Special seed is to be obtained from 
the United States...
 “The Company has expressed the hope that East Africa 
will produce 100,000 tons of soybeans within the next 3 
years, and has offered to pay growers a guaranteed minimum 
price in 1948, or the United States market price in sterling on 
the day of the sale, whichever is higher.
 “Advocates of the soybean project say it would create 
a valuable East African export trade, and ease Britain’s 
tight fats and oils situation, and that if soya fl our can be 
introduced into local diets, it will greatly increase the 
economic effi ciency of the East African natives...
 “A British program calling for the clearing of 3,210,000 
acres for production of peanuts to relieve the fats and 
oils shortage began last year in East Africa, but has been 
hampered by diffi culty in obtaining delivery of tractors and 
farm machinery, and other factors.”

1543. Morse, W.J. 1948. Soybeans yesterday and today. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 
12(5):91-95. May. Summarized in Soybean Digest, June 
1948, p. 32.
• Summary: A good overview of soybeans and their history 
in China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan (the principal 
regions of world soybean production), plus thoughts on their 
relatively recent introduction to the Western world.
 “In China, the soybean is one of the leading and most 
ancient of crops, ranking fi fth in extent of culture and 
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although 
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean 
acreage and production is confi ned largely to 3 northern 
Provinces, Shantung, Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes 
practically all its production, estimates indicating 55% for 
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food, 27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for 
stock feed, and 8% of the total cultivated area of Manchuria 
and is a dominating factor in the life of that country. As a 
cash crop, it provides fully half the total volume of freight 
handled by Manchurian railroads. Estimates have indicated 
that from one-third to two-thirds of the production of 
soybeans was exported; 15 to 20% utilized for food, feed, 
and planting; and the remainder processed for oil and oil 
meal.
 “Korea occupies third place among the soybean-
producing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are 
confi ned largely to the central and northern areas, because 
southern Korea, growing chiefl y cotton and rice, seems less 
well adapted to soybean-seed production. The entire seed 
production is used for food, stock feed, export, and planting, 
none being used for oil extraction.
 “Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has 
consumed all its own production and imported large 
quantities of seed from Manchuria and Korea. Since World 
War I, production of soybeans in Japan has decreased to 
some extent, more emphasis being placed on the greater 
production of rice. The proportion of soybeans used by Japan 
for various purposes was: Miso (soybean-rice fermented 
paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil cake, 21.5%; 
bean curd, 15.5%; confections, 7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green 
manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green vegetable beans, 0.8%; and 
miscellaneous 0.5%.
 “In the Soviet Far East the soybean is said to be one of 
the chief industrial crops and in some districts to constitute 
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have 
increased markedly since 1926, especially in the Khabarovsk 
territory.
 “Previous to 1935 soybean oil in the United States was 
utilized chiefl y in soap, paint, and varnish. Since that time, 
however, 70 to 85% of the soybean-oil supply has been used 
in the food industries... The soybean has become one of the 
most valuable, if not the most valuable, of China’s gifts to 
the Western World.”
 Photos show: (1) Manchurian soybean in bags being 
loaded on a freighter at the Dairen wharves for shipment 
to European oil mills. (2) Two horses pulling a plow, and a 
2nd man planting soybeans on ridged rows in Manchuria. 
(3) Soybean plants growing along the edges of rice paddies, 
as is common in oriental countries; the green beans will be 
used for home consumption. (4) Two Korean men threshing 
soybean plants in a courtyard with bamboo fl ails. “In Korea, 
as well as in many other oriental countries, bamboo fl ails 
are used in threshing soybeans.” (5) A man with a sickle in 
a fi eld of dried soybean plants. “Soybeans are harvested by 
hand in all the soybean-producing countries of the Orient.” 
(6) A combine harvesting soybeans in the USA. It has “been 
one of the important factors in the economic production 
of soybeans in the United States.” (7) “General view of a 
Chinese oil-mill yard in Manchuria, showing mill, storage of 

soybeans in osier bins, and steel tanks.” Address: Principal 
Agronomist, USDA Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, 
BPI [Bureau of Plant Industry], SAE [Soils and Agricultural 
Engineering], ARA, Beltsville, Maryland.

1544. Chevalier, Aug. 1948. La culture du Soja en 
Afrique occidentale [The cultivation of soybeans in West 
Africa]. Revue Internationale de Botanique Appliquee et 
d’Agriculture Tropicale 28(307-308):259-60. May/June. 
[Fre]
• Summary: “Interesting efforts have been made for some 
time to expand the culture of soya in the upper Ivory Coast 
and in the territories of Volta, in Sudan, in Togo, and in 
Dahomey. The question concerns a crop only recently 
recommended by the agricultural services. It made its debut 
in 1939 in the Ivory Coast starting with several tonnes of 
seeds produced at the agricultural stations of Ferké and 
Saria. It then spread to the middle of the Ivory Coast (to the 
area around Korhogo) and into Upper Volta, except for the 
regions with a semi-desert (sahélien) climate. In 1941 this 
crop emerged from the trial stage in which 984 hectares gave 
a yield of 417 tonnes.
 “For the campaign of 1942-43, the program envisioned 
a yield of 400 to 450 kg/ha, with an amount of 1,800 to 
2,000 tonnes left over for consumption and export, plus 225 
kg for future planting. But these fi gures were not attained. 
Consequently, the potential production was evaluated at 
2,000 tonnes, divided as follows: Bobo Dioulasso 240 
tonnes, Gaoua 270 tonnes, Korhogo 50 tonnes, Koudougou 
1,170 tonnes, Man 10 tonnes, and Ouagadougou 260 tonnes. 
[Note: These towns and cities are in Upper Volta, today’s 
Burkina Faso.]
 “In 1946 the Ivory Coast exported 380 tonnes. 
Thereafter, the natives of Bobo and Koudougou refused to 
grow the crop.
 “The market price of soya at Bobo on 1 Jan. 1946 was 
only 2.65 francs/kg (West African francs), which was totally 
insuffi cient remuneration. Then the purchase price there rose 
to 15 francs/kg. At Koudougou a yield of 1,696 kg/ha was 
obtained from a white variety named Kédélé blanc.
 “In the subdivisions of Diebougou at Boromo, good 
results were also obtained.
 “At Dahomey the report of 1945 indicates that the black 
soybean variety Makara noir gave better results than the 
Kédélé blanc, however the yields were very low: 296 kg/ha 
for Kédélé blanc and 355 kg/ha for the Makara.
 “The soybean varieties planted in West Africa are mainly 
the white-seeded Kédélé blanc and the black-seeded Makara 
noir. It looks like the crop will expand. At the time of our 
visit to Bobo in Jan. 1948, it was estimated that deliveries 
to the trading depots for that harvest would be about 3,000 
tonnes. However, certain tribes are reluctant to grow this 
crop. The blacks prefer growing peanuts and haricot beans. 
The culture of the teperary bean, introduced to the Sudan 
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about 15 years ago, has made great progress and the product 
is currently delivered to the trading markets in West Africa.”
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date 
seen for soybeans in Dahomey (today’s Benin), or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Dahomey (1945). The source of 
these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 2. This document also contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Upper Volta (Burkina Faso), or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Upper Volta (1942). The source of 
these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 3. This document also contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in the Ivory Coast, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in the Ivory Coast (1939; one of two documents). 
The source of these soybeans is unknown.

1545. Ross, J.V. 1948. Soybeans in the Canadian fats and 
oils economy. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 47-48.
• Summary: “You are aware of the fact that Canada is 
defi cient in edible vegetable oils, and that we have always 
been an importing nation. During the last war however, 
when imports from other countries were cut off, it became 
apparent that we would have to produce more of our 
requirements, consequently, the growing of oilseed crops, 
such as soybeans, sunfl ower and rapeseed was encouraged 
and promoted.
 “Of these crops, the production of soybeans was by 
far the most successful in Ontario. In prewar years, our 
annual production totalled a mere 50,000 bushels... this 
year it is estimated the production in Ontario will exceed 
by a considerable margin the 2 million bushel mark. This, 
however, will supply only about 20 percent of our present 
domestic edible oil requirements. There is a possibility the 
requirements will become still greater by the legalizing of 
the manufacture and sale of margarine.
 “At the present time, soybean oil represents over 30 
percent of our total liquid edible oil consumption. The 
source of this oil is, of course, our domestic production plus 
importations of beans and oil from the United States. During 
the war, and until August 1st of this year, our fats and oils, 
both domestic and imported, were under strict government 
control. The sale of soybean oil could only be made to 
certain manufacturers as designated by the government, and 
the oil was allocated almost exclusively to the shortening 
trade.” Address: Victory Mills, Ltd., Toronto.

1546. Soybean Digest. 1948. 28th annual convention: 
American Soybean Association. Sept. p. 20-22.
• Summary: Almost 1,000 people from 28 states and 9 
other countries attended the 3-day sessions of the 28th 
annual convention of the American Soybean Association 
which closed at Memphis [Tennessee] September 15. The 
meetings, which included the fi eld trip into the Delta section 
of Arkansas, were undoubtedly among the best attended and 
most successful in the entire history of the Association.

 “The efforts of several groups beside the Association 
committees and staff contributed greatly to the success of 
this meeting held in one of the world’s great cotton centers. 
These included the Memphis Merchants Exchange, the 
Clarkedale Experiment Station [in Arkansas], and Lee 
Wilson & Co.
 “Members of the convention committee of the Memphis 
Merchants Exchange had literally put in months of effort in 
preparing a rousing welcome for the convention attendants; 
and their efforts paid off. Wives of Exchange members were 
in charge of ladies hospitality. The Exchange was host at a 
cocktail party which preceded the annual banquet.
 “The staff of the Clarkedale station had been busy in 
preparing the test plots for the fi eld trip; which included 
all named commercial varieties in the U.S. for inspection 
of convention visitors, and the preparation of the plots for 
demonstrations of fl ame weeding, artifi cial defoliation and 
mechanical cotton picking.
 “The Lee Wilson & Co. people under the able 
generalship of Manager J.H. Crain had likewise gone allout 
to make the visit to the world’s largest cotton plantation 
and one of the world’s largest agricultural enterprises 
a memorable occasion. A large number in addition to 
those registered at the convention attended the tour of the 
plantation, which was in charge of Glen (Bud) Green, Wilson 
public relations man. About 800 were fed at the barbeque 
lunch put on by Wilson’s at Bassett Park.
 “The Memphis Merchants Exchange and Lee Wilson 
& Co. each published a well printed and liberally illustrated 
book in honor of the occasion.
 “Ersel Walley, Walley Agricultural Service, Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, was reelected president of the Association. Geo. M. 
Strayer, Strayer Seed Farms, Hudson, Iowa, was reelected 
secretary-treasurer. John W. Evans, Montevideo, Minnesota, 
was elected vice president, succeeding W.G. Weigle, Marsh 
Foundation Farm, Van Wert, Ohio. Newly elected directors 
were Leroy Pike, Pontiac, Illinois, succeeding Walter W. 
McLaughlin, McLaughlin Agricultural Service, Decatur, 
Illinois; and O.H. Acorn, Little River Farms, Wardell, 
Missouri, succeeding Harry A. Plattner, Malta Bend, 
Missouri.
 “Strayer, Weigle and G.G. McIlroy, Farm Management, 
Inc., Irwin, Ohio, were reelected directors.
 “Holdover directors include: Walley, Evans; J.B. 
Edmondson, Danville, Indiana; Howard L. Roach, Plainfi eld, 
Iowa; Jacob Hartz, Sr., Stuttgart, Arkansas; John P. Dries, 
Saukville, Wisconsin; F.S. Garwood, Stonington, Illinois; 
and R.H. Peck, River Canard, Ontario.
 “The Association went on record favoring immediate 
announcement by the government of allocation of a 
‘reasonable amount’ of whole soybeans for shipment abroad 
to bolster the price of 1948-crop beans before the bulk of the 
crop begins to move.
 “The Association pointed out that the 1948 crop is 
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estimated to be the largest in history, and the adopted 
resolution stated that exportation of soybeans would stabilize 
the market and encourage growers to maintain an acreage 
large enough to meet future U.S. and foreign demand.”
 A photo at the bottom of page 20 has this caption: “The 
new ASA beard of directors–the men who will serve you 
during 1948-49. Standing left to right: R.H. Peck, John W. 
Evans, John Dries, Howard Roach, G.G. McIlroy, W.G. 
Weigle and Frank S. Garwood. Seated: J.R. Edmondson, 
O.H. Acorn, President Ersel Walley, Secretary-treasurer Geo. 
M. Strayer, and Jacob Hartz, Sr. Leroy Pike is not in the 
picture.”
 Page 21: “At the Convention: On this page you see just a 
few of the people who attended the 28th convention at Hotel 
Peabody.
 “Top left, examining a soybean plant, Geo. U. Shelby, 
Charleston, Missouri, grower; W.E. Tidwell, Columbus, 
Mississippi, seed dealer and handler; John Gray, Louisiana 
State University agronomist; and John A. Hendrix, Northeast 
Louisiana Experiment Station, St. Joseph, Louisiana.
 “Top right, visiting in a booth, N.H. Pace, dealer and 
exporter of soybeans, Cleveland, Mississippi; ASA President 
Ersel Walley, Walley Agricultural Service, Fort Wayne, 
Indiana; A.A. Williams, Happy Mills, and J.M. Trenholm, 
Standard Commission Co., Memphis. Williams and 
Trenholm were members of the convention committee of the 
Memphis Merchants Exchange.
 “In picture second from top, three Tallulah, Louisiana, 
growers compare two varieties of soybeans. They are: Walter 
M. Scott, Sr., Walter M. Scott, Jr. and W.S. Patrick. The 
senior Scott was a program speaker.
 “Second from bottom, four Illinois elevator men 
compare notes: Frank Garwood, president Stonington 
Cooperative Grain Co., and Irwin W. Larrick, manager; 
Elmer T. Frobish, manager of the Morrisonville Farmers Co-
op Co.; and C.G. Simcox, manager Assumption Cooperative 
Grain Co.
 “Bottom left, S.S. De of India and Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and Florence Rose, executive 
secretary for Meals for Millions, fi nd they have much in 
common in their concern for better diets for the world’s 
hungry.
 “Bottom right, three Canadians confer in corridor: Ivan 
Roberts, Guelph, Ontario; R.H. Peck, River Canard [Ontario] 
grower and member of ASA board; and J.V. Ross, Victory 
Mills, Ltd., Toronto.
 “All pictures read from left to right. Photos by Soybean 
Digest.
 “The Association asked strong producer backing 
in soybean-growing areas for its promotional program 
announced this summer. The program is being fi nanced by 
grower contributions of one-fi fth cent per bushel collected by 
elevators on 1948-crop soybeans at the time of harvest.
 “The Association also went on record on the butter-

margarine issue by demanding repeal of ‘all regulatory 
taxes and controls–local, state or federal–which discriminate 
against the use of edible products made from domestic oils.’
 “The usual informal smoker [smoking cigarettes and 
cigars] was held the evening preceding opening of the 
convention, and was presided over by Secretary-treasurer 
Geo. M. Strayer. Two fi lms, Progress in Products, the 
margarine fi lm produced jointly by the American Soybean 
Association and the National Cotton Council, and the
 “Allis-Chalmers fi lm, The Soybean Story, were shown.
 “Five hundred and fi fty-fi ve people bought tickets to 
the annual banquet and took part in the group singing led by 
Joe Seabold, McMillen Feed Co., Napoleon, Ohio; saw the 
presentation of lifetime memberships to the men elected this 
year; and heard Clayton Rand’s humorous talk, ‘Jack and the 
Beanstalk.’ Robert Snowden, Horseshoe Plantation, Hughes, 
Arkansas, was toastmaster. A feature of the banquet was 
‘Stake-lets,’ a soy product of Madison Foods.
 “Over 100 women attended the convention–a new 
record. They were guests at a noon luncheon tendered by 
the Interstate Bag Co., a Wilson & Co., enterprise at Wilson, 
Arkansas. All ladies attending the banquet were presented 
with corsages by Memphis Merchants Exchange.
 “Exhibit booths of fi rms serving the industry received 
many visitors during the convention. They offered a good 
cross-section of services offered to the industry and were a 
center of much interest.
 “The following men were members of convention 
committees: Nominations committee: Howard L. Roach, 
Plainfi eld, Iowa, chairman; Jacob Hartz, Sr., Stuttgart, 
Arkansas; David G. Wing, Mechanicsburg, Ohio; Dr. W.L. 
Burlison, Urbana, Illinois; John Dries, Saukville, Wisconsin.
 “Awards committee: W.G. Weigle, Van Wert, Ohio, 
chairman; J.B. Edmondson, Clayton, Indiana; J.W. Calland, 
Decatur, Indiana; J.C. Hackleman, Urbana, Illinois; W.J. 
Morse, Beltsville, Maryland.
 “Resolutions committee: J.B. Edmondson, Danville, 
Indiana, chairman; K.E. Beeson, Lafayette, Indiana; W.G. 
Weigle, Van Wert, Ohio; George Hale, Burdette, Arkansas; 
John Evans, Montevideo, Minnesota; John Sand, Marcus, 
Iowa; Paul Hughes, Hudson, Iowa.”
 Two photos on page 22 have these captions: (1) “Barges 
in tow on the Mississippi. These lines now bring millions 
of bushels of grain and soybeans to the port of Memphis for 
distribution throughout the South.”
 (2) “Contributing greatly to the good fellowship so 
evident at the 28th convention was Joe Seabold, McMillen 
Feed Mills, Inc., Napoleon, Ohio, our song leader again this 
year. Seabold led off all sessions.”

1547. Walley, Ersel. 1948. Soybeans in the European 
recovery program. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26, 58, 68-70.
• Summary: The author, who is president of the American 
Soybean Association, spent most of the summer of 1948 
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in Europe securing fi rsthand information on European 
agriculture and food and observing “at grassroots the general 
economic conditions of those countries in order to evaluate 
the likely effect of those factors on American farm business.
 “Having learned of my plans, our aggressive secretary 
[George Strayer] and several members of the board of 
directors of the American Soybean Association urged me to 
make a study of the place that soybeans might play in the 
rehabilitation and postwar economy of Europe. In fact our 
secretary wrote letters to many contacts which his offi ce has 
throughout Europe, so many in fact, that time and conditions 
did not permit me to visit all the people to whom he had 
written.” Paying all of his own expenses, Walley conducted 
in-depth investigations in France, Italy, Germany, Holland 
and England. He discovered a “big potential market for 
American soybeans abroad.”
 “Soy in France: An important group of food industries 
has made a valiant effort to popularize soy products. This 
campaign has been slowed up due to the fact that various 
industries hesitate to put more money into it until they have 
some assurance that they will be able to receive adequate soy 
supplies, including whole beans.
 “The unfavorable reports on the use of soy products in 
France arose from the use of soya fl our with corn fl our alone 
during the emergency of 1947. The bread was evidently very 
bad and aroused some opposition to soya fl our due to the 
misuse of it.”
 “One must remember that the new Germany is not the 
old Germany. Cut off in the Russian zone is only one-third 
of the original population but with that population there went 
at least one-half of the original food production, and worse 
than that, considerably more than one-half of the valuable 
proteins and fats. This means that a completely new appraisal 
and shift must be made in the German food economy. 
Before the war, Germany had a very adequate diet but to 
attain a satisfactory standard it had for many years imported 
considerably more than 20 million bushels of soybeans each 
year in addition to liberal imports of soybean oil. This means 
that Germany is thoroughly familiar with the use of soybean 
products. The work which they are doing with soybeans in 
meeting the present deplorable food problem there is, in my 
opinion, very outstanding... Soybeans, with their high edible 
protein and fat content, immediately occupy the spotlight 
of that country. It would be impossible in this brief report 
to elaborate on the benefi cial results which I saw in railroad 
canteens, hospitals and many other places which I visited 
in Germany where their present meager diet, consisting 
principally of carbohydrates, has been supplemented with 
additions of full fat soy fl akes.
 “I was particularly impressed with the fi ne work 
being done by CRALOG (Christian Relief Organizations 
Authorized to Operate in Germany), cooperating with 
German food manufacturers in preparing soybean products in 
the most palatable form. I was pleased at the large shipments 

of soy fl our being fl own into Berlin over the blockade and 
was reliably informed that the addition of soy fl our to wheat 
fl our in the Berlin area has been generally satisfactory and 
successful...
 “I visited three experimental stations where German 
agronomists are working with soybean varieties...
 “We must... recognize the fact that prewar Europe 
imported 30 to 40 million bushels of soybeans a year, mostly 
from Manchuria, a source of supply not now available. 
Today the mills which used those beans are idle. They are 
going to fi ght for oilseeds to process and the American 
soybean grower must decide whether or not he wants to get 
into that market now.” A portrait photo shows Ersel Walley.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
concerning the activities of the American Soybean 
Association in Europe, or overseas (worldwide)–not 
including earlier ASA meetings in Canada.
 It is also the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
describing a trip overseas by an offi cer or member of the 
American Soybean Association to study market conditions 
and potential, or to investigate the possibility of a postwar 
market for American soybeans.
 It is also the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
concerning ASA interest in soyfood products (soy fl our) 
overseas. Address: President, American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa.

1548. Banks, George Heartsill. 1948. South goes east [to 
Korea]. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 16-18.
• Summary: Mr. Banks, formerly associated with Ralston 
Purina Co., recently returned from a governmental mission 
of almost 2 years in Korea. In this paper, presented at the 
American Soybean Convention in Memphis, Tennessee, he 
tells of soybeans in Korea, where there is no national debt, 
no income tax, and where women do all the work. South 
Korea is about the size of Arkansas. 75% of the land is steep 
and mountainous, and thus entirely unsuited for crops. On 
the remaining small area of arable soil struggle about 20 
million Koreans. The farms are small; in some provinces 
they average less than 2.5 acres. In South Korea every 
farmer grows some soybeans but one has “to look hard and 
long to fi nd even a small fi eld of soybeans. They are grown 
in gardens, on the dikes in the rice-paddies, and among the 
trees. The most widely grown varieties are large-seeded 
yellow beans with a short, stiff stalk. Almost all of the beans 
are consumed at home. Soybean processing [i.e., crushing] 
plants as we know them do not exist... The Koreans eat 
soybeans in many ways, including soysauce, soy sprouts, 
soy curd, and green soybeans. They press out some oil in 
the home or farm village and use the oil for cooking and the 
meal for feeding farm animals.” Rice is the predominant 
crop. “Korea, along with its neighbors in the Orient, is 
defi nitely a ‘have-not’ nation.” They waste nothing, recycle 
everything, and use human wastes (night soil) for fertilizer. 
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Agriculture is run by hand-power.
 A portrait photo shows George H. Banks.

1549. Soybean Digest. 1948. Henry W. Galley pioneered 
usage of soybean oil in America. Oct. p. 26.
• Summary: “H.W. Galley, manager of oil sales for A.E. 
Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, Illinois, died August 7 
after a long illness. He had been in poor health for several 
years but had been at the offi ce part of each day until June.
 “Mr. Galley was one of the real pioneer workers with 
soybean oil. He had dealt in it most of his business career, 
and probably had sold more of it than any other American.
 “He was one of the group of men interested in importing 
soy oil from Manchuria at the time of World War I. His 
work was to a large degree instrumental in guiding the use 
of Manchurian soybean oil into edible channels during the 
shortage of fats and oils that existed during the fi rst world 
war. He was also prominent in developing industrial uses for 
the Manchurian soy oil in the period before U.S. produced 
oil became available.
 “Born in Cleveland, Ohio, March 24, 1887, Mr. Galley 
started in the oil business as soon as he fi nished school, 
by taking a position as a purchasing agent with Sherwin-
Williams Co. in Chicago. Later he was a district sales 
manager for Spencer Kellogg & Sons in Cleveland [Ohio]. 
He left that company to take a position with the American 
Linseed Co., of which he was general sales manager before 
he came to the Staley Co.
 “When he came to Staley’s in 1931, soybean oil refi ning 
processes were just getting under way.
 “Mr. Galley had been in the vegetable oil business for 38 
years. He had been identifi ed with the production, promotion 
and sale of every type of imported and domestic vegetable 
oil. He was one of three or four men most experienced 
in handling linseed oil. And he had followed soybean oil 
from its earliest pioneer period down to and through the 
tremendous expansion of the soybean industry during and 
following the second world war.
 “Mr. Galley served his country during both world wars. 
During the fi rst one he was an operative in the Department 
of Justice. And in the second war he served in the edible oils 
division of the War Food Administration, spending part of 
each month in Washington [DC].
 “For several years he was chairman of the oil trading 
rules committee of the National Soybean Processors 
Association, and he was prominent in Association activities.”
 A portrait photo shows Henry W. Galley.

1550. Strand, Edwin Gustaff. 1948. Soybeans in American 
farming. USDA Technical Bulletin No. 966. 66 p. Nov. [50 
ref]
• Summary: An excellent overview. Contents: Introduction. 
Rise of soybean production: Early developments, recent 
trends, geographic pattern. Factors affecting trends: Prices 

and market outlets, adaptation to climate and soils, variety 
improvement, intercrop competition (competition between 
corn, oats, wheat, barley, tame hay, and soybeans for beans), 
yield per acre, mechanization, relative costs and returns. 
Estimates of future supply: Alternative price relationships, 
balancing permanent cropping systems, relative trends in 
production costs, supply estimates. Long-time demand 
and market outlook: Market outlets for fats and oils, 
role of technology, market outlets for high protein feeds. 
Comparison of prospective supply and demand. Summary. 
Basic statistical tables. Literature cited.
 Strand states that soybean yields have almost doubled 
during recent good years compared to yields of the 1925-
1929 period. Also, that the yield of soybeans has risen 
considerably more than the yields of corn, wheat, and oats 
over the past 20 years.
 He attributes the greatly increased yield of soybeans 
largely to improved varieties, mechanization, better 
management of soils, improved and more timely cultural 
operations, and more experience with the crop. Other factors 
include such practices as increased use of inoculation, row 
planting, and improved cropping systems.
 He states, too, that the fl uctuations in yield are much 
less with soybeans than for corn, wheat, or oats. The strong 
foraging power of the soybean may help it in this regard. It 
makes good use of plant food materials that remain in the 
soil after other crops are grown. Also, it suffers less from 
drought or wet weather. The soybean is a crop that can take 
it.
 Figures: (1) Graph of soybean acreage–total for all 
purposes: Harvested for beans, harvested for hay, and 
grazed or plowed under, United States, 1924-47. (3) Map 
of soybeans harvested for beans in the USA, acreage, 1944. 
90% of soybean acreage is in the North Central region.
 (4) Map of farms reporting soybeans harvested for 
beans, as a percentage of all farms, United States, 1944. The 
heaviest concentration of farms growing soybeans is in the 
North Central region. (5) Map of soybeans harvested for 
beans, as a percentage of all land used for crops, 1946 (by 
county). Soybeans for beans occupied 20% or more of the 
cropland in 52 counties in 1946. (6) Graph of prices received 
by farmers for soybeans, corn, and oats, United States, 
season average, 1924-47. Soybeans received the highest 
prices followed by corn then oats.
 (7) Graph of acreage of soybeans for beans and other 
specifi ed crops harvested in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, 
1924-47. Soybeans take up a small percentage of the total 
acreage. (8) Graph of trends in yield per acre of soybeans for 
beans, corn, oats, and winter wheat, in fi ve Corn Belt States 
(Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri), 1925-47. 5-year 
moving average (1925-29 = 100). Yields of soybeans have 
increased the most (in 1940 they were 50% above 1929), 
followed by corn, winter wheat, oats. “The principal factors 
infl uencing the upward trend in yield of soybeans appear to 
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have been improvement of varieties and mechanization of 
harvesting operations [which has reduced harvesting losses]. 
Additional factors were experience with the crop, better 
management of soils, more timely operations,... and other 
phases of mechanization... plus increased use of inoculation, 
row planting, and improved cropping systems” (p. 27-28).
 (9) Map of soybeans: Yield per acre, 3-year average, 
1942-44. Areas of highest yields of soybeans for beans 
coincide closely with the areas of heaviest concentration of 
soybean acreage. There are some exceptions: Illinois is north 
west of the area of heaviest acreage concentration, Iowa is 
the highest yielding area southeast of the most concentrated 
acreage. (10) Graphs of production of vegetable oils (crude 
basis) and oilseed meals (including cake) from soybeans and 
other oil crops, domestic materials only, United States, 1924-
46.
 Tables: (1) Acreage of soybeans planted for all purposes, 
United States, and selected groups of States, averages 1925-
29, 1930-34, and 1935-39, and each year from 1940 to 1947. 
The groups of states are: Corn Belt, Lake States (Minnesota, 
Wisconsin Michigan), Plains States (Kansas, Nebraska, 
South Dakota, North Dakota), Delta States (Arkansas, 
Mississippi, Louisiana), Atlantic States (North Carolina, 
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware), All other states. (2) Acreage 
of soybeans harvested for beans, United States and selected 
groups of States, averages 1925-29, 1930-34, and 1935-39, 
and each year from 1940 to 1947.
 (3) Plant-food elements added or removed by selected 
crops. Soybeans grown for beans add 16 pounds of nitrogen 
per 20 bushels harvested. The elements removed are nitrogen 
(N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), calcium (Ca) and 
magnesium (Mg). (4) Average yields of corn, soybeans, oats, 
and wheat in the fi rst year after soybeans and other specifi ed 
crops, Indiana experiments, 19 years, 1922-1940.
 (5) Yields per acre of corn following corn and following 
soybeans, Iowa experiments, 1942. (6) Percentages of total 
cropland from which specifi ed crops were harvested, and 
percentages in pasture and in other uses, fi ve Corn Belt 
States, 1947.
 (7) Corn-soybean yield rations in fi ve Corn Belt States, 
averages 1925-29, 1935-39, 1942-46. (8) Soybeans, corn, 
oats, and winter wheat: Average net returns per acre on 
farms keeping farm-account records in Champaign and Piatt 
Counties, Illinois, specifi ed years, 1937-1946. (9) Average 
value per acre for soybeans, corn, and oats, Illinois, 1925-29, 
1930-34, 1935-39, and annual 1940-47 and index numbers 
(1935-39 = 100).
 (10) Labor and power inputs per acre for soybeans on 
farms keeping cost records in Champaign and Piatt Counties, 
Illinois, averages 1924-26, 1937-39, and 1944-46. (11) 
Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans harvested for 
beans, Illinois and Iowa, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, and 
estimated 1955 at alternative price ratios. (12) Acreage of 
soybeans harvested for beans, United States and specifi ed 

groups of States, averages, 1935-39, 1942-45, and estimated 
1955 at alternative price ratios.
 (13) Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans 
harvested for beans, United States, averages 1935-39, 1942-
45, annual 1946-47, and estimated, 1955, at alternative price 
ratios. (14) Fats and oils produced from domestic materials, 
and net trade, United States, average 1935-39 and annual 
1943-46. (15) High-protein feeds produced from domestic 
materials, and net trade, United States, average 1935-39, 
annual 1943-46.
 (16) Acreage, yield, and production of soybeans in the 
United States, 1924-47. (17) Percentage that the acreage of 
soybeans harvested for beans is of the acreage planted for 
all purposes, United States and selected groups of States, 
averages 1925-29, 1930-34, and 1935-39, and each year from 
1940 to 1947. (18) Supply and utilization of soybeans in the 
United States, 1924-1947. Supply: Total stocks, production 
(bushels), imports, total supply. Utilization: Seed, feed, 
processed for oil and meal, exports, other uses, carryover.
 (19) Utilization of soybean oil by classes of products, 
United States, 1931-17. Food products: Margarine, 
shortening, other (mainly in salad and cooking oils, 
mayonnaise, and salad dressings, and direct use in homes, 
bakeries, restaurants, and institutions), total. Nonfood 
products: Soap, paint and varnish, other drying oil products, 
miscellaneous nonfood products, loss including oil in foots, 
total, total domestic disappearance.
 (20) Supply and utilization of soybean-oil meal and 
cake, United States, 1924-46. Supply: Domestic production, 
imports, total supply. Utilization: Feed, food, industrial 
and other, exports. (21) Average yield per acre of soybeans 
harvested for beans, United States and specifi ed groups of 
States, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, and estimated 1955 at 
alternative price ratios. Note: The highest yields were in the 
Corn Belt; 19.2 bu/acre in 1935-39 and 19.6 bu/acre in 1942-
45.
 (22) Production of soybeans in the United States and 
specifi ed groups of States, averages 1935-39, 1942-45, 
and estimated 1955 at alternative price ratios. (23) Seasons 
average prices of soybeans, soybean-oil meal, and other 
specifi ed vegetable oils and oil meals in the United States, 
1924-46 (incl. peanut, cottonseed, and linseed oils). Address: 
Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
USDA.

1551. Koens, A.J. 1948. Peulgewassen [Leguminous crops]. 
In: C.J.J. van Hall and C. van de Koppel, eds. 1948. De 
Landbouw in de Indische Archipel [Agriculture in the 
Indonesian Archipelago]. ‘S-Gravenhage: N.V. Uitgeverij W. 
van Hoeve. Vol. IIA. 905 p. See p. 241-42, 258-274, 473. In 
collaboration with G.G. Bolhuis. [79 ref. Dut]
• Summary: This chapter on Leguminous plants has three 
parts: (1) Peanuts. (2) Soybean. (3) Kratok.
 The part on the soybean (Sojaboon) has the following 
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contents: The plant. Varieties. Selection. Soil and climate. 
Methods of cultivation. Insects and diseases. Economics. 
Planting. Utilization. Value as a food (source of nutrients) 
for the people of Indonesia (Indonesië). Trade and commerce 
(Handel). Contains an excellent bibliography.
 The section on “Utilization” mentions (and describes 
briefl y how each is made): green vegetable soybeans (de 
halfrijpe planten), whole dry soybeans, roasted soybeans, 
ketjap (or soja or shoyu or taoyoe), tofu (tao-hoe, 
bonenkaas), baked tofu, fi rm tofu (tao koan; also simmered 
with Curcuma longa), sprouts (taogè. Taogè of katjambah 
bestaat uit kiemplantjes van sojabonen–which means “Taogé 
or sprouted seeds consists of germinated soy beans”), 
Indonesian-style miso (tao-tjiong), fermented black soybeans 
(tao-dji), tempeh (tempe), MSG (Vetsin), soybean meal 
(sojameel).
 Note. This is the earliest Dutch-language document seen 
(Jan. 2013) that gives a name to soy sprouts; it calls them 
kiemplantjes van sojabonen.

1552. Nieves, Raimundo. 1948. Mercado interno y 
internacional para una produccion argentina de soja [The 
domestic and international market for Argentinian soybean 
production]. Buenos Aires, Argentina. [Spa]*

1553. American Soybean Association. 1949. Soybean Blue 
Book. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 128 p. 
Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.

• Summary: A table (p. 43) shows “Soybeans: supply 
and utilization in the United States, 1924-1948” (1,000 
bushels). The 11 columns (which are divided into Supply and 
Utilization) are: (1) Year, beginning Oct. 1. (2) Total stocks 
Oct. 1. (3) Production; crop of year listed fi rst. (4) Imports 
for consumption. (5) Total supply. (6) Seed. (7) Feed. (8) 
Processed [crushed] for oil and meal. (9) Exports. (10) Other 
uses. (11) Carryover Sept. 30.
 A table (p. 56) shows “Production of soybean oil and 
cake in Canada” (1945-1947). In 1946-47 Canada produced 
22.8 million lb of oil and 105 million lb of cake and meal. 
Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1554. Business Week. 1949. Cargill reaps new harvest: 
Grain giant has built a mighty business on little grains of 
wheat. Its multimillion-dollar activities cover shipping, farm 
merchandising, irrigation. Now it’s trying new agricultural 
fi elds. April 16. p. 65-68, 70, 72, 74, 76-78.
• Summary: Cargill is a family-owned grain marketing and 
merchandising house. John H. MacMillan, Jr., president 
and grandson of the founder, discusses the company’s 
plan to diversify into processing more crops, including 
sunfl ower, saffl ower, and soybeans. For years Cargill has 
been America’s biggest grain company–and one of the top 3 
or 4 fi rms in the world grain trade. It has the greatest storage 
capacity of any U.S. company and operates the world’s 
largest grain elevator. Today Cargill handles more than 10 
million tons a year of farm products. An estimated $150 

million in capital is tied up in 
Cargill’s operations.
 During the period just 
prior to World War II, as much 
as 60% of Cargill’s business 
had one end outside the USA. 
The war shut off this trade and 
it has never really recovered. 
Faced with this problem, 
Cargill decided to diversify 
in the fi eld of agriculture. 
During and just after World 
War II, Cargill entered into 
two non-grain lines–vegetable 
oils and animal feeds. Today, 
17% of Cargill’s dollar volume 
comes from these two non-
grain activities, plus seeds and 
farm supplies. Now Cargill is 
letting contracts for a solvent 
extraction plant in Chicago to 
process soybeans. Located on 
the Calumet River, next to the 
company’s big grain elevators, 
the plant will be able to handle 
700 tons of soybeans daily.
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 Contains an excellent, lengthy history of the company. 
In 1865 the founder, W.W. Cargill, at the age of 21, began 
buying an interest in country elevators in northern Iowa. As 
the railways reached farther across the central states in the 
years after the Civil War, young Cargill followed them.
 Photos show: (1) Portrait of “Austen S. Cargill, 
executive vice president, is son of founder W.W. Cargill.” 
(2) “Cargill MacMillan, vice president and comptroller, is 
brother of the president.” (3) “E.J. Grimes, another vice-
president, is one of the brains that keep Cargill moving.” 
(4) “Modern barges, developed for effi cient use of inland 
waterways, got Cargill into...” (5) “Naval vessels, like this 
tanker. All told, Cargill built 18, plus four Army vessels.” (6) 
“Homequarters–and not a bit humble–is former mansion near 
Minneapolis.” Situated on 200 acres of wooded hills with 14 
bathrooms. (7) “In trading room, luxurious trappings have 
yielded to communications network.”

1555. Detroit News. 1949. Surely not intentional. May 28. p. 
4, col. 2. Editorial.
• Summary: Germans reported fi nding datura seeds in a 
cargo of soybeans imported from the USA. The seeds of this 
plant–the common jimson weed–are so poisonous that only 
about 33 them would cause death.

1556. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1949. India’s tea 
garden problems. Sept. 4. p. 6.
• Summary: From a London correspondent–One of India’s 
major tea associations has announced that it is having trouble 
surviving. A basic reason for this has been simmering below 
the surface for years: There are two currency worlds. There 
is a tendency for prices of essential commodities to diverge 
into one of these two worlds according to whether they 
are available only for dollars or for a soft currency such as 
sterling. This tendency has become more pronounced in the 
recent past. The most striking examples are found among the 
commodities from which edible oils are derived. “Copra, for 
example, costs fully one-third more in sterling than in dollars 
and soya oil is almost twice as dear” [expensive].
 One cause of the problem was the Marshall Plan aid, 
“some 250 million dollars having been specifi cally allocated 
during the past year for the purchase of oils and fats by 
Europe in the American market.”
 The non-dollar world is also very short of such 
important commodities as mineral oils, base metals, cotton, 
and sugar.
 Note 1. The American Soybean Association must have 
benefi ted greatly from such allocations of Marshall Plan 
funds for the purchase of oils and funds in the USA.
 Note 2. How and when did the U.S. dollar become the 
world’s dominant currency? Wikipedia (Aug. 2010) states: 
“In the period following the Bretton Woods Conference of 
1944, exchange rates around the world were pegged against 
the United States dollar, which could be exchanged for a 

fi xed amount of gold. This reinforced the dominance of the 
US dollar as a global currency.
 “Since the collapse of the fi xed exchange rate regime 
and the gold standard and the institution of fl oating exchange 
rates following the Smithsonian Agreement in 1971, 
most currencies around the world have no longer been 
pegged against the United States dollar. However, as the 
United States remained the world’s preeminent economic 
superpower, most international transactions continued to be 
conducted with the United States dollar, and it has remained 
the de facto world currency.”
 “Since the mid-20th century, the de facto world currency 
has been the United States dollar. According to Robert 
Gilpin in Global Political Economy: Understanding the 
International Economic Order (2001, p. 255): ‘Somewhere 
between 40 and 60 percent of international fi nancial 
transactions are denominated in dollars. For decades the 
dollar has also been the world’s principal reserve currency; 
in 1996, the dollar accounted for approximately two-thirds of 
the world’s foreign exchange reserves.’”

1557. Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quarantine, Bureau of 
Animal Industry–U.S. Food & Drug Administration. 1949. 
Food and Drug–Agriculture. List of Imports Detained by 
the Federal Food and Drug Administration. July 22 to Aug. 
19, 1949. American Import & Export Bulletin 31(3):684-89. 
Sept.
• Summary: This is a long (6-page) table with 3 columns: 
(1) Product and port of entry. (2) Quantity. (3) Reason for 
detention. Note that the country of origin is not given.
 Page 684: Port of Chicago [Illinois]. “Thin Soy 
[Sauce]–2 cases–Labeling inadequate.” “Chinese Foods 
(Canned Fish and Thin Soy)–35 cases–Labeling incomplete, 
decomposed.”
 Page 684: Port of San Francisco–continued.
 Page 686: Port of New York–continued “Tuna (solid 
pack in soybean oil)–600 cartons–Decomposed; no English 
label; not “Tuna” but “Bonita.”
 Page 687: Port of San Francisco. “Bean Sauce–480 lbs–
Filthy.” “Bean Curd–320 lbs–Filthy.” “Cnd. [Canned] Bean 
Sauce–720 lbs–Filthy.” “Dried Bean Curd Sticks [probably 
dried yuba sticks]–400 lbs–Filthy.” “Cnd. [Canned] Salted 
Bean Curds–200 lbs–Insect infected.” Note 1. This may well 
be fermented tofu.
 Page 688: Port of San Francisco–Continued. “Bean 
Curd–400 lbs–Filthy.” “Dried Bean Curd–400 lbs–Filthy.”
 Note 2. “Dried Bean Curd” is probably dried yuba rather 
than dried tofu. If it is: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “Dried Bean 
Curd Sticks” to refer to dried yuba sticks.
 “Cnd. [Canned] Bean Curd–48 lbs–Filthy.” “Dried Bean 
Curd–280 lbs–Filthy.” “Bean Sticks–800 lbs–Filthy.”
 Note 3. This periodical was published once a month, 2 
volumes a year (6 numbers per volume), from July 1934 to 
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March 1974 by the North American Publishing Co. (New 
York). 80 volumes total.

1558. Hendel, Julius. 1949. Soybeans in the world fats, oils 
picture: World trade. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38-41.

• Summary:  “The secretary of your Association has asked 
me to discuss the possibility of continued foreign markets for 
United States soybeans. It has been my good fortune to have 
attended the International Congress of oilseed crushers held 
recently in Switzerland. Many informative and interesting 
papers were presented there.
 “What Is the World Fats and Oils Picture? 1. Statistically 
there is a big demand for fats and oils all over the world. 2. 
The amount that will enter foreign trade will depend entirely 
on government policies, particularly Washington [DC].
 “What Is the Statistical Situation? Let us review 
the general fats and oils situation. There is great 
interchangeability and substitution in the use of various oils. 
What is true with oils in general is also true with regard to 
soybeans in particular.
 “A review of the world situation shows that there is 
an extreme world shortage of fats and oils. Statistically, 
there is a large demand which must go unsatisfi ed. The 
shortage is particularly acute in Europe. The defi cit of world 
exports for 1949 is estimated at 1,300,000 long tons of oil 
as compared with 1938. The defi cit of European production 
for 1949 compared with 1938 is estimated at 600,000 long 
tons. Adding these two factors together we arrive at a world 
statistical shortage of 1,900,000 long tons for 1949. This is, 

indeed, a large hole to be fi lled.
 “What Has Happened in Europe? In Europe proper, 
1948 estimates indicate an actual increase, as compared 
with the previous year, in the production of animal fats and 
rapeseed. The increase was, however, more than offset by a 
poor olive crop in Southern Europe.
 “In this connection, I think it is well to bear in mind 
that local consumption of an agricultural commodity which 
is used for food or feed is generally accelerated with the 
distance from the market. This is true in the case of olive oil. 
A short crop of olives in the Mediterranean Countries will 
reduce consumption of oil rather than increase imports. On 
the other hand, a large crop of olives will result in greater 
local consumption, and will not mean a corresponding 
increase in exports.
 “What Has Happened to Crushing Capacity? During 
the war there was a marked increase in crushing capacity 
in the oilseed producing countries. In fact, the world 
crushing capacity is now far in excess of total prewar oilseed 
production. There is now and will be for a long time to come, 
a heavy demand for all kinds of oilseeds by the crushers. If 
hard currency exchange were adequately available at present, 
oilseed production would have to increase in order to keep 
the present crushing capacity busy.
 “What Are the Principal Sources of Present World 
Exports? The countries which had normally supplied Europe 
are not now exporting at prewar levels. The decline in 
shipments from Manchuria, China, Indonesia, Argentina, 
and to a lesser extent India, Malaya and the Pacifi c Islands 
has contributed to the world shortage in 1948 as compared 
with 1938. There was a slight increase in shipments from the 
United States, Canada and the Belgian Congo.
 “The 1949 world exports are estimated at about 300,000 
long tons above 1948. This increase will probably come 
largely from African colonies, Indonesia, Brazil, and to a 
lesser extent from the Philippine Islands and North America. 
Africa will probably supply about the same quantity of copra 
and peanuts in 1949 as in 1948, but it is unlikely to ship as 
large a quantity of palm or palm kernel oil.
 “The progress of the New British East African peanut 
enterprise is not known, and it is still too early to make 
a good estimate of the amount that will be produced and 
shipped. Palm kernel shipments from Indonesia and Malaya 
may recover to prewar levels, but it is diffi cult to say how 
much copra can be spared.
 “Other Pacifi c areas, naturally, will recover their prewar 
production levels before long, but they will not ship out as 
large a percentage because of labor going into better paid 
occupations.
 “The situation in regard to Argentina presents an entirely 
different set of circumstances. This country has on hand large 
stocks of surplus edible and inedible oils and oil meals. It 
seems reasonable to suppose that sooner or later these stocks 
will reach world markets, but it is quite impossible to say 
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when, inasmuch that determination must be made almost 
exclusively on the basis of political considerations. The 
recent Argentine-British trade agreement is an indication of 
how Argentina is apt to trade in the future.
 “The situation in regard to exports from most countries 
is further clouded by local politics and exchange problems. 
For example, in the case of Indonesia and Malaya, shipments 
of copra will be affected by the increase or decrease in the 
supply of rice, as the latter commodity is accepted by the 
natives as the medium of exchange. Rice also enters into 
many of the barter arrangements with those areas.
 “Why Are Exports from Surplus Producing Countries 
below Prewar? Many of the countries which supplied 
the prewar surplus of fats and oils will consume a larger 
percentage of their production domestically. In the fi rst 
place, the increase in population requires larger quantities, 
and secondly standards of living have been improved, and 
a smaller proportion of the population is being devoted 
to agriculture. As an example, production of fats and oils 
in India and Egypt will probably surpass prewar levels. 
However, unless trade balances require accumulation of 
exchange, it is doubtful if much or any will be exported. 
Furthermore, it is likely that exports from surplus countries 
will be made in the form of oil rather than oil bearing 
materials, because of increased crushing capacity.
 “What Did the Americas Do? The North American, 
and particularly the United States contribution to world 
shipments of fats and oils is worthy of special mention. Prior 
to World War II, the United States was a large net importer 
of fats and oils. We have succeeded in exporting large 
quantities during the last few years. Our farmers have done 
a remarkable job of increasing the domestic production of 
fats and oils. This contribution to both the war effort and the 
peace effort was due in no small measure to our producers of 
soybeans.
 “How Do Detergents Affect the Supply? The 
development of detergents and their substitution for animal 
fats and vegetable oils in soap making has had a direct effect 
on the overall demand. The United States consumption of 
fats and oils in the manufacture of soap declined from 1,060 
million pounds in 1947 to 955 million pounds in 1948. This 
reduction of about 10 percent is due primarily to the increase 
in the use of detergents.
 “Detergents are not, of course, exactly new. Their 
growth, however, was rapid during and since the last war. In 
1945 the United States production amounted to 125,000 tons, 
and production in 1949 is estimated at 270,000 tons. Plans 
call for an increase in plant capacity to 450,000 tons annually 
by 1952. The rate of growth, however, will diminish as the 
prices of fats and oils, particularly tallow, decline or stabilize 
at a lower level.
 “It is interesting to note that even in England the 
increase in the use of detergents has shown a rapid rise. This 
has been due largely to the fact that they are entirely ration-

free, as contrasted with ‘austerity’ restrictions in the use of 
fats and oils in the manufacture of soap.
 “As to the future of detergents–they are here to stay. 
They possess marked advantages over soaps in hard water 
areas, and are especially useful in washing cold surfaces, 
such as motor cars, streets and even vegetables.
 “It has been pointed out that lower costs of fats and 
oils used to make soap might prove to be too strong a 
competitive factor for further expansion of detergent 
production. However, we must bear in mind that cost of 
raw materials is relatively small compared with the costs 
of marketing, including advertising. Once a brand has been 
introduced and consumer acceptance has been established, it 
is highly unlikely that the product would be withdrawn from 
the market.
 “In summarizing the world situation, it seems apparent 
that for some time to come there will be a large gap 
between the needs of consuming countries and the available 
exportable surplus. The statistical supply and demand 
situation will not, within the next 5 years, show a per capita 
consumption equal to the prewar level.
 “I have been discussing supply and demand from 
the statistical angle. To assume that such facts portray 
effective demand, however, is unrealistic. We are inclined 
to underestimate the ability of people to do without, and 
forget that once the period has passed without exports it is 
not likely that any considerable portion of the unsatisfi ed 
demand will be accumulative. Most of that quantity will 
simply remain in the surplus producing areas.
 “Let us re-emphasize that statistically there is a 
big demand for fats and oils all over the world, but the 
amount that will enter foreign trade will depend entirely on 
government policies, particularly in Washington.” Continued. 
Address: PhD, Vice President, Cargill, Inc.

1559. Hendel, Julius. 1949. Soybeans in the world fats, oils 
picture: World trade (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 38-41.
• Summary: (Continued): “How Much Will Enter World 
Trade? The amount of fats and oils that will enter world trade 
will depend on:
 “1. The amount of dollars that ECA will allocate for: a. 
United States purchase. b. Purchase in other countries. Note: 
ECA is the European Cooperation Administration, a United 
States government agency set up in 1948 to administer the 
Marshall Plan.
 “2. The portion of free dollar exchange allocated for 
purchase of oil. This depends on the amount of free dollar 
exchange the buying countries can accumulate through 
normal transactions, including: a. Exports to the United 
States. b. Payments for services in dollars. c. Amount of 
gold reserves or new mining. d. Private loans with adequate 
guarantees. e. Other transactions.
 “The amount of exchange that foreign countries can 
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accumulate naturally is the paramount factor. It requires a 
revamping of our behavior. There is very little free exchange 
available in the consuming countries at present. The only 
way they can accumulate dollar exchange is:
 “1. By willingness of dollar countries to increase 
imports.
 “2. By adopting a realistic attitude in providing the 
things dollar countries need: a. Cheaper production. b. 
Streamlined distribution through modern methods of 
packaging, advertising and sales promotion. The role that 
the Marshall Plan (ECA allocations) will play in stimulating 
foreign trade is of considerable importance. We must not, 
however, assume that it will solve the whole problem. The 
quantity purchased with free dollars will be very small.
 “Remove Barriers: The public at large, and the business 
community in particular, must encourage governments to 
remove wherever possible the barriers to international trade 
such as quotas, price restrictions and embargoes. Above all, 
governments must seek an early solution to the currency 
problem, looking to the establishment of free foreign 
exchange markets. Without free exchange, the needs of 
defi ciency countries cannot be supplied by the exporting 
areas. Without free exchange, the statistical shortage cannot 
become the effective demand it should, backed by buying 
power.
 “The lack of fl uidity and convertibility of foreign 
exchange has actually created two separate markets:
 “A hard currency market with a surplus of low priced 
fats and oils.
 “A soft currency market with a high price level and in 
great need of oils.
 “Such countries as the United States, Canada and the 
Argentine have large surpluses that cannot be marketed. 
Conversely, in the sterling area, the same oils will sell at two 
to three times as high when payment is in sterling rather than 
dollars.
 “The exportable surplus of fats and oils for 1949 
is estimated at 1,500,000 tons, while the defi ciency in 
importing areas is about 3 million to 4 million tons.
 “What Brought This Situation About? Whenever a 
country is at war, the important objective in the mind of the 
government and the people is victory, regardless of cost. 
Naturally, under these conditions, changes are made in the 
production pattern, with subsidies for unnatural production.
 “How Are We Going to Remedy the Situation? It is very 
discouraging to note that the trend toward free international 
trade continues to meet opposition on all sides. This is true 
in spite of the apparent desire for and talk of freer commerce 
among nations.
 “What Are the Obstacles? Some of the more important 
stumbling blocks to greater freedom in foreign trade are:
 “1. Defi ciency of hard currency exchange.
 “2. Insistence on the part of governments to continue 
dealing in commodities.

 “3. Reluctance on the part of the established trade to 
assume the challenge of free trade.
 “Let us discuss these three points in detail.
 “1. Defi ciency of hard currency exchange. The United 
States is the only country in the world which has no 
restrictions as to the amount of currency which one can take 
with him upon leaving our shores. All the rest of the world, 
and particularly Europe, have stringent regulations governing 
the movement of capital between countries.
 “An example of the diffi culties which may be 
encountered occurred on my recent visit to Europe. I invited 
one of our representatives from Holland to join me in Paris 
for the weekend so that we might discuss our problems. 
Although he was enjoying a good business and was fairly 
well-to-do, he expressed his regrets, and told me it would be 
impossible unless I would supply him with foreign exchange 
to pay his expenses while in France.
 “To cite another example, on arrival in Denmark the 
customs offi cial asked how long I expected to remain 
there. Not knowing the exact length of my stay, my answer 
naturally was, ‘I don’t know.’ To that the offi cial remarked, 
‘You had better know, because you will get no butter 
without coupons.’ The answer is, of course, that even though 
Denmark has an exportable surplus of butter, rations at home 
are strictly controlled in order to add to exports. It is simply a 
case of building up foreign exchange which Denmark needs 
for payment of needed imports.
 “These restrictions make travel inconvenient and even 
impossible. They are a great hindrance to the interchange of 
goods. In fact, we cannot over-emphasize the importance of 
convertibility of exchange in facilitating international trade. 
It is a ‘must’ if we want to enjoy peace. To me, peace and 
free trade are indivisible.
 “It is, indeed, very discouraging that Western Europe 
is unable to come to an agreement on convertibility of the 
various currencies, based on free market quotations as 
determined by supply and demand. Until the problem is 
solved Europe will simply be obliged to produce its needs, 
though at an uneconomic price.
 “Trade Restrictions: All one hears on every hand in 
Europe is ‘trade agreements.’ The big share of trade at 
present throughout the world is on the basis of bilateral trade 
agreements. In plain English they are nothing more than 
barter, and have caused a retrogression in foreign trade until 
we are now a half century behind the times.
 “Prior to the war a buyer or seller merely contacted a 
broker. He told him what he wanted, where he wanted it, 
how much he wanted, what position he wanted, and what 
kind of payment, dollars or any other currency.
 “It was simply a matter of working out amounts, price 
and terms and arranging foreign exchange by calling a bank.
 “Under present conditions the procedure is entirely 
different. The seller must secure a government permit–this 
is most important. It takes a long time to convince some 
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government offi cials that the transaction is a proper one. 
Unfortunately, in some countries, ‘5 percentism’ is an 
accepted procedure. After the permit is granted, he must line 
up the exchange, which today is dollars.
 “Foreign exchange brokers have always been men of 
keen and searching intellect. They studied exchange balances 
in all markets. It was their business to fi nd out the needs for 
exchange by different banks. Their services were performed 
at a very nominal fee. Today the seller must make his own 
exchange transactions, involving a minimum of about fi ve 
different banks, before the fi nal trade can be consummated.
 “The following is an actual transaction in the sale 
of United States soybean oil to Germany. Holland had a 
surplus of dollars. Switzerland needed the dollars for an 
offset account against a trade agreement. Switzerland bought 
coconut oil from a soft currency for dollars of the offset 
account. Switzerland sold soya to Holland for guilders. 
Switzerland bought Dutch coconut oil and paid guilders. 
Switzerland bought Swiss francs for the offset account and 
got dollars in return.
 “Is that not expecting too much of a seller?
 “It is an ineffi cient and time-consuming process. The 
margins must naturally be high, thus widening the spread 
between producer and consumer. This in turn causes 
dislocation in production and increases unemployment.
 “Free interchange of goods among the nations of the 
world encourages production in those areas which can 
produce most effi ciently, stimulates consumption, and 
increases the volume of trading. Full production and full 
employment all over the world are essential to the well being 
of all of us, and thus to peace. Empty stomachs may be a 
more explosive spark for struggles between nations than 
differences in ideologies as such” (Continued). Address: 
PhD, Vice President, Cargill, Inc.

1560. Hendel, Julius. 1949. Soybeans in the world fats, 
oils picture: World trade (Continued–Document part III). 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38-41.
• Summary: (Continued):
 “2. Insistence on the part of governments to continue 
trading. Our government offi cials should be given the benefi t 
of every doubt. They should be given credit for trying to do 
that which they think is best for their country and the people. 
They are not naturally equipped to deal in commodities on 
the most practical and economic basis. Not only are their 
decisions apt to be based on political considerations, but they 
tend to follow rather than lead a trend. Their operations are 
guided by what has already happened, whereas successful 
business enterprise relies on good forecasting. Actions 
based on sound forecasts often result in reducing the 
undesirable effect of the trend or may even reverse it. Instead 
of removing the cause of adverse infl uences, government 
trading often introduces practices which make things worse. 
Such trading is very apt to result in unnatural changes in 

production. The present excessive production of rapeseed in 
Europe is one fact in point.
 “A second example is the economic diffi culties in which 
Argentina is involved at the present time. Only 2 years ago 
when I was in Argentina, foreign missions there were eager 
to pay hard currency for oils and other food stuffs at high 
prices. Greed and business inexperience led the offi cials 
to raise prices, disregarding performance of the terms of 
existing contracts. This created great animosity on the part 
of their natural customers. As a result, Argentine fats and 
oils went into surplus stocks rather than export channels, and 
today the Argentine [Argentina] has large unsold surpluses of 
oils and oilcakes.
 “A third example, but on a lesser scale, developed in the 
United States last year. Following the then popular political 
cry against infl ation, the Secretary of Commerce restricted 
the issuance of export allocations and licenses on fats and 
oils. He had not foreseen the developing picture. By the 
time he withdrew his restrictions the damage had been done. 
Instead of being exported, a sizeable quantity of United 
States fats and oils had gone into surplus stocks.
 “The resulting concern over excessive stocks at home 
caused a severe drop in our prices of fats and oils. Europe 
needed and wanted our oils at that time. There are many 
other examples of a similar nature, in fact, too many to 
discuss all of them here.
 “Government restrictions and state trading, irrespective 
of how well meaning, have no place in the economy in time 
of peace. The sooner they are removed, the quicker the world 
economic body will recover.
 “3. Reluctance on the part of the established trade 
to assume the challenge of free trade. The greatest 
disappointment to me on my recent trip to Europe was to 
note the loss of faith by old established business houses 
everywhere in their ability to meet free competition. 
It is quite well established that under bulk buying and 
‘grandfather rights’ established business is now well paid; 
in fact, far better than they would be under free competition. 
The marginal producer is guaranteed a fair return, which 
gives the effi cient producer an extremely handsome margin. 
It was disillusioning to see delegates to the Seed Crushers 
Congress table a resolution asking their governments to 
withdraw from bulk buying.
 “This fear of free competition was prevalent not only 
among the crushers alone. The well established grain houses 
unfortunately felt the same way. It seems unbelievable 
that top ranking business organizations should be afraid to 
meet competition again. It makes no difference how much 
we resist natural laws. Nature will triumph in the end. The 
detour is only temporary.
 “’Give a Little’: My own academic training and 
experience naturally have made me a free trader. We must 
have faith in our statesmen. The technical men see the 
situation clearly; the powers, however, are waiting for public 
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opinion to crystallize. Business must take the long view and 
be willing to sacrifi ce temporary fi nancial advantages. They 
will disappear anyway. Why not take the initiative before 
it is too late? History tells us we must be willing to give a 
little every now and then. If we do not we will lose all our 
advantages later on, one way or another.
 “We must foster policies which will lead to a better 
distribution of productive resources the world over. Today 
in Europe agriculture is very ineffi cient. Many of you have 
seen Swiss and German farming of small strips of land. How 
can such practices produce desired results? World production 
can be made effective by letting each area produce those 
commodities which it can produce most effi ciently. Only 
through full production and free distribution can the world 
avoid unemployment. We must not forget that unemployment 
brought Hitler.
 “Our methods of handling and storing, and our technique 
in processing of soybeans have no equal in any other place 
in the world. Within the span of less than 20 years, we have 
increased the effi ciency of our crushing operations far in 
excess of our European competitors. The increase in the use 
of the solvent extraction process has played an important part 
in the growth of that effi ciency.
 “Should our soybeans be forced out of foreign markets, 
soybean producers and the industry generally can still 
continue to prosper. Only a small percentage of the soybean 
is oil, while the biggest part is meal. The increase in 
population together with our improved standards of living 
will afford a ready market for meat and dairy and poultry 
products. This in turn means a fair price for the meal to feed 
livestock and poultry. The price of soybean meal, which 
is the largest part of the bean, shows quite clearly that 
soybeans can stand on their own merits, and can get along, if 
necessary, without foreign demand.”
 A portrait photo shows Julius Hendel. Address: PhD, 
Vice President, Cargill, Inc.

1561. Kurakake, T. 1949. Soybeans in Japan. Soybean 
Digest. Oct. p. 18, 20.
• Summary: “Though soybeans have been grown for 
centuries in Japan the tendency has been to neglect them 
due to a lack of ingenuity among farmers in improving 
varieties, to the fact that government laboratories did not 
take measures to improve them, and to the fact that growth 
was rather satisfactory even when they were allowed to grow 
naturally.
 “It is very diffi cult to fi nd out the number of varieties in 
Japan, but the Japanese Soybean Association estimates the 
number at more than 1,000. The reason for this large number 
is assumed to be that they appeared naturally during the long 
span of time over which they were grown in the various 
localities.
 “Experiment Stations: In Japan, each prefecture has its 
own agricultural experiment station, and each experiment 

station selects varieties that are most suitable for the 
prefecture and encourages the farmers to grow them. There 
are about 170 of these recommended varieties. Of the above, 
about 10 are the result of cross breeding carried out at the 
experiment stations; about 50 to 60 are by selection and the 
remainder are produced naturally.
 “The characteristics of good varieties in Japan have 
been: resistance to disease, high yield and a good taste when 
roasted. However, recently soybeans have been looked on as 
a source of oil because of the shortage of fats and oils, and 
soybeans with high oil content are in great demand.
 “Japanese soybeans are classed as summer, autumn and 
intermediate types according to the planting and maturing 
periods. Summer type varieties are planted in April and May. 
The fl owers bloom with the high temperatures of the early 
summer, and the beans can be harvested in late July or early 
August. The period from planting to harvest is from 90 to 
100 days.
 “It seems that the summer varieties are generally heat-
sensitive and have relatively low photo-sensitivity. They are 
widely grown in the plains of western and eastern Japan and 
in Hokkaido. Most of the varieties grown in Japan are of this 
type. Usually they are small-seeded.
 “The autumn type soybean in contrast to the summer 
type is highly photo-sensitive and has almost no heat 
sensitivity. It is planted from the middle to the latter part of 
June. Flower bloom is accelerated as day length is shortened 
after mid-summer. The beans are harvested in November. 
The time from planting to harvest is more than 130 days. 
Varieties of this type are usually grown in the western part 
of Japan where it is relatively warm. But the acreage is 
comparatively small.
 “Varieties of the intermediate type are in between the 
summer and autumn types. Planting is from May to June. 
They have photo- and heat-sensitivity to about the same 
extent, and require from 100 to 130 days to mature. This type 
is grown widely in northern Japan with the exception of the 
mountainous districts of eastern Japan and Hokkaido, and the 
number of varieties is next to the summer type.
 “The total soybean acreage and production in Japan 
has been declining since about 1910, which was the peak. 
The acreage during the latter part of the 1880’s was more 
than 400,000 chobu [1 chobu = 1 chô = 2.45 acres] with a 
production of over 300,000 tons. Acreage and production 
gradually increased to about 460,000 chobu and 500,000 
tons. However, with this as the peak, acreage and production 
have gradually decreased so that since the Pacifi c War 
acreage has been 220,000 chobu and production 200,000 
tons. With the decrease in acreage and production there was 
also a decrease in yield per area planted.
 “During the same period, from the 1880’s to just before 
the Pacifi c War, the yield of rice, wheat and barley increased 
from 180 to 200 percent, but that of soybeans fell from 20 
to 30 percent from the peak period. The reduction in yield 
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shows to what extent the farmers neglected improvement 
of varieties, while the government was inactive and without 
progressive policies.
 “Were unprofi table: Another reason for the decline is 
that soybeans were an unprofi table crop for farmers. Japan 
began to import large quantities of cheap Manchurian and 
Korean soybeans during the 1890’s. As a result the farmers 
in Japan were compelled to sell their soybeans at a cheap 
price. At about the same time the capitalistic economy began 
to develop in Japan with the gradual evolution of exchange 
economics. Japanese farmers quit planting unprofi table 
crops and changed over to more profi table ones. Soybeans 
were replaced with mulberries for silk raising, orchards, 
vegetables and sweet potatoes.
 “Soybeans were always sold at about 60 percent of the 
price of rice and at about the same price as fertilizer. Actually 
much of the soybean crop in Japan was formerly used as 
fertilizer.
 “However, in spite of the fact that soybeans were an 
unprofi table crop, they did not disappear entirely from the 
farms in Japan. Farmers continued to plant them not as a 
commercial crop but for their own consumption. Only the 
excess above their own needs was sold on the market.
 “The districts where soybeans are grown most widely 
are areas where agrarian economics is most backward–in 
the mountainous areas of Tohoku, Hokuriku or Kanto and 
in the Kyushu area. In the advanced agricultural areas they 
are limited to the banks of rice paddies, roadsides or plots 
around the houses. In other words, the existence of soybeans 
indicates feudalism in Japan. Under such conditions there is 
no opportunity to improve varieties to fi t specifi c farms. Here 
lies the answer to the question of why the soybean declined 
in importance year after year but still continued to exist.
 “The rise and fall of soybeans in Japan has a very close 
relation with the importation of foreign soybeans, which has 
increased six-fold since 1897.
 “The principal exporters of soybeans to Japan were 
Manchuria and Korea. Quantities imported by Japan 
gradually increased from about 200,000 tons during the 
1910’s to 800,000 tons following 1928. As a result of this 
large quantity of cheap soybeans, domestic soybeans were 
almost neglected.
 “However, defeat in war caused a great change in the 
soybean picture in Japan. Japan lost Manchuria and Korea 
and the importation of soybeans from these territories was 
completely cut off. As a result, Japan faced a grave fats and 
oils and protein shortage.
 “Total imports of soybeans since the war have been less 
than 10 percent what they were before the war.
 “Formerly, the greater part of the soybean meal obtained 
after the extraction of the oil was used as fertilizer or 
livestock feeds; but soy bean oil meal and soy fl our imported 
from the United States are now used for making miso and 
shoyu. This indicates the critical shortage of soybeans.”

 Note: This is one of the most interesting articles we have 
ever seen on the history of soybeans in Japan from the late 
1800s until 1949. Address: Secretary, The Japanese Soybean 
Assoc., Tokyo, Japan.

1562. Soybean Digest. 1949. German soybean possibilities 
[Report released by Cartter and Strayer from Frankfurt, 
Germany]. Nov. p. 13, 16.
• Summary: “The fi rst team of agricultural experts sent to 
West Germany under the program of technical assistance 
provided in the Marshall Plan completed its work and 
returned to the United States early in November according to 
an announcement made by the German Foods Ministry.
 “Composed of Jackson L. Cartter, director of the 
Regional Soybean Laboratory of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture at Urbana, Illinois, and Geo. M. Strayer, Hudson, 
Iowa, secretary of the American Soybean Association and 
editor of the Soybean Digest, this technical assistance team 
was fi nanced by Marshall Plan funds, went to Germany at 
the request of Foods Ministry offi cials to make a survey 
of soybean production and utilization possibilities in West 
Germany. They spent 5 weeks traveling over Germany, 
Holland and south Sweden studying the soybean breeding 
and testing work being done on European and American 
varieties, as it would apply to German conditions together 
with the processing of the crop and its incorporation into 
food products.
 “Recommendations of the team of experts to German 
government offi cials included:

“A strong recommendation for continuation and 
expansion of soybean breeding work in an endeavor to 
produce varieties combining suffi ciently early maturity with 
high yields;
 “A suggestion that in today’s West German national 
economy commercial production of soybeans cannot be 
economical in view of present relatively low soybean yields 
as compared with high yields of carbohydrate crops; and a
 “Strong recommendation that in a German food 
economy which falls far short of correct protein levels for 
growth and maintenance of the human body soybean protein 
should be incorporated in small amounts into staple items of 
the average diet.
 “’Contrary to current opinion in Germany,’ commented 
Strayer, ‘soybean protein is not an ersatz product. In reality 
it is the most nearly balanced and complete of all vegetable 
proteins available in commercial quantities today. The 
quality of the protein compares very favorably with that 
of the best meats, and can be supplied at only a fraction of 
the cost. Proof of its nutritional qualities and commercial 
adaptation lies in its use in a high proportion of the candy, 
confectionery, bakery, and ground meat products made in the 
United States today.
 “’Properly prepared soy fl our contains about 50 percent 
pure protein,’ Strayer continued,’ and when used in small 
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quantities to enrich meat and bakery goods, two of the 
staples of the German diet, will naturally increase food 
values. Five percent soy fl our added to wheat fl our will 
increase by 50 percent the protein content of the loaf, as well 
as supplying a much more complete balance of essential 
amino acids.
 “’Germany,’ Strayer continued, ‘has been a leader in 
soybean processing since the 1920’s, having developed the 
fi rst solvent processing plants for oilseeds. The German 
foods industry has developed a number of very desirable 
food products, utilizing the value of soy protein in acceptable 
food products. Importations of raw soybeans are again 
possible, thus enabling Germany to produce the style and 
types of protein-fortifi ed foods most desirable.’
 “In discussing the possibilities of soybean production 
on a commercial basis in West Germany Cartter, who 
is in charge of the soybean breeding laboratory, which 
has developed varieties comprising 95 percent of the 13 
million acres of soybeans now grown each year in the 
U.S., pointed out that European plant breeders have made a 
distinct advance through the production of soybean varieties 
suffi ciently early for the German climate. American varieties 
do not lend themselves to commercial production here 
because of the difference in climatic conditions, however, 
they should be included in the breeding program.”
 “However, we are convinced that at the present stage of 
development, and in view of the need for high tonnages of 
carbohydrate foods for human consumption, soybeans can be 
produced more economically for the time being in other parts 
of the world than Germany. For the time being it is only good 
logic to produce potatoes, wheat, rye and root crops here, 
supplementing them with proteins from outside sources.”
 A photo shows J.L. Cartter (head to waist).

1563. Soybean Digest. 1949. Norton reports on European 
market. Nov. p. 34, 36.
• Summary: “Denmark, Holland and Belgium all offer 
a market for U.S. soybeans, according to reports of L.I. 
Norton, University of Illinois farm economist, who is in 
Europe at present for the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
 “Norton is making a study of market outlets for and 
competition with U.S. fats and oil under the Research and 
Marketing Act.
 “Denmark has been buying U.S. soybeans and will 
continue to buy soybeans, meal and oil from the U.S. to the 
extent that ECA [European Co-operation Administration] 
dollars will permit, Norton says.
 “’For the longtime viewpoint, however, purchases of 
American soybeans by Denmark will depend on the ability 
of the country to acquire dollars, and possible competition 
for the market from other areas. “The Danes use soybean oil 
for three reasons:
 “’1–They need a soft oil, such as soybean, to use with a 
hard oil (coconut) in the manufacture of margarine. (This is 

also true in Holland and Belgium.)
 “’2–An estimated 750,000 tons of protein feeds a year is 
needed for the livestock industry, particularly in the feeding 
of dairy cows.
 “’3–Full time operation of the Danish oilseed crushing 
industry, with its annual capacity of about 400,000 tons, is 
important to Denmark’s economic well being. ‘If Denmark 
cannot obtain soybeans, the margarine industry likely will 
take other oils that will complement copra. There appears 
to be, however, a potential market for U.S. soybeans in 
Denmark in the coming year equivalent to a maximum of 
about 80,000 to 90,000 tons of cake. It would seem that at 
present Danish prices a considerable part of this likely would 
consist of soybeans.’
 “The list price of soybean oil in barrels, delivered, at the 
time of Norton’s visit in August was equivalent to 22.5 cents 
per pound. Coconut oil was quoted at about 17 cents per 
pound.
 “The Netherlands is planning to buy small quantities of 
oilseeds in the U.S. in 1949-50, according to Norton. The 
purchases, to be made with ECA funds, will involve many 
soybeans, and some soybean oil.
 “With its extensive crushing industry, the procurement 
of oilseeds is of great importance to the Netherlands. There 
are 30 mills distributed throughout Holland. Recent oilseed 
imports have consisted chiefl y of copra, fl axseed and 
soybeans.
 “The so-called ‘theoretical price’ of crude soybean oil in 
the Netherlands was 13.6 cents per pound in August, and on 
soybean oil meal 4.5 cents. The theoretical value of a bushel 
of soybeans, based on meal and oil content, was $3.55.
 “Belgium has recently bought soybeans and soybean 
oil in the U.S. The Belgians reported to Dr. Norton that the 
quality of the beans was satisfactory but the imported oil, 
even when degummed, was dirty and of poorer quality than 
the domestic oil. There is no duty on beans but a 5 percent 
duty on crude oil and a 10 percent duty on refi ned oil.
 “Soybeans have been bought from the U.S. for October 
shipment at $103 per ton, c.i.f. Antwerp, or about $2.75 
per bushel. More will be bought as needed. The total might 
amount to 16,500 to 22,000 short tons from all sources. 
Offers of soybeans have been received from Brazil and 
Manchuria. If quality and terms prove satisfactory, these 
countries may share in the Belgian market, according to 
Norton.
 “Belgium has a considerable number of oil mills, 
but only six of any size. Only two of the larger [solvent] 
extraction plants are handling soybeans. These have a 
capacity of about 800 tons a week. Soybean oil is exported 
and the price of the oil, both for domestic use and for export, 
is based on the cost of United States soybean oil.” Address: 
Farm economist, Univ. of Illinois.

1564. Strayer, George M. 1949. Editor’s desk: Agriculture is 
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being outsold. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 4.
• Summary: “Agriculture needs more and better salesmen. 
It needs men to champion its cause and sell its products. It 
needs to place those men in key positions in government, 
for whether or not we like it government is entering into 
business more and more each day. It needs to place those 
men in key positions on the basis of their abilities and worth, 
not through political maneuvering.
 “We are consistently being outsold abroad. And we 
do nothing about it. We accept it as inevitable. It is not–it 
is premeditated by others. A good example is the ECA 
program. It is not and should never be regarded as a means of 
disposing of agricultural surpluses. It is not a relief program. 
but rather a rehabilitation program. It must continue on that 
basis.
 “But industry and labor are outselling us. As mission 
chiefs in the agricultural nations of Europe we have 
businessmen and labor leaders–not agricultural men. Yes, we 
have an agricultural advisor in the major ECA missions, but 
his role is subservient to others. When funds are allocated 
and decisions made at the tap level they are made by men 
who think in terms of drill presses and textiles and steel and 
coal. So–the ECA dollars–too many of them–go for those 
products. Too few dollars go for the purchase of foods and 
agricultural raw materials for processing purposes.
 “Agriculture is being outsold consistently–and it is time 
our leadership realized it and made some amends.” Address: 
Hudson, Iowa.

1565. Ian, James T. 1949-1950. Soybean trade of China. 
MBA thesis, Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, 
University of Pennsylvania. *
Address: Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, Univ. 
of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.

1566. Kuo-chi mao-i ts’ung-k’an she. 1949. Ta tou sheng-
ch’an yü mao-yi [Soybean production and trade]. Hong 
Kong: KMTS. 38 p. [Chi]*

1567. Smith, Richard K.; Froehlich, Paul; Battles, Ralph U.; 
et al. comps. 1949. Agricultural statistics 1948. Washington, 
DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 752 p. Index. 24 cm. 
For soybeans and soy products see p. 146, 149-155, 166, 
481, 504, 521, 523, 558, 560.
• Summary: In this 1948-49 volume, main tables concerning 
soybeans are on pages 146, 149-155, 166, 481, 504, 521, 
523, 558, 560.
 “Introduction: Agricultural Statistics brings together 
each year the more important series of statistics compiled in 
the Department of Agriculture or in other departments whose 
work concerns agriculture. Although far more information is 
available than can be included in a single volume, the tables 
selected give a wide variety of facts in forms suited to most 
common uses. Inquiries concerning more detailed data or the 

statistical methodology used should be addressed directly 
to the agencies to whom tables in this volume are credited. 
These agencies can also answer questions about past and 
prospective revisions in published data.
 “Historical series have again been generally limited 
to data beginning with 1929 or 1930, or to the most recent 
10 years. Agricultural Statistics for 1942 is still the most 
complete reference for earlier data. In building up series 
from earlier volumes, however, it should be remembered that 
statistics most recently published supersede those published 
previously.”
 “Through 1935, approximately one-half of each 
Yearbook of Agriculture carried the kind of material that is 
now published separately in Agricultural Statistics.” Address: 
U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, 
Washington, DC.

1568. Strayer, George M. 1950. Why soybeans are worth 
more. From statement of the ASA [American Soybean 
Assoc.] Secretary-treasurer before U.S. Senate sub-
committee on agriculture and forestry. Soybean Digest. Jan. 
p. 19-20.
• Summary: “Soybeans are a unique crop in several respects. 
In a short period of years they have jumped from obscurity 
to the point where they are the second most important cash 
grain crop in the great Midwest area.
 “Much of the current acreage of soybeans–and the 
United States produced 220 million bushels of this crop 
in 1948–has come into being during the past 2 decades. 
Acreage and per acre production have both risen steadily 
since 1930, and in many of those years it appeared that 
we were going to have more soybeans than could possibly 
be utilized to advantage. Yet, in every case, some type of 
demand materialized and before the new crop matured a 
major portion of the old crop had been put to use.
 “Up to date soybeans are not, then, a crop which has a 
history of surpluses which have been bothersome. Instead, 
increased utilization has followed increased soybean 
production.
 “Historically, however, the price of soybeans in the 
United States has been low–too low–because we did not 
have adequate means of utilizing their full value.
 “Why Priced Low? The price of soybeans has 
consistently been too low because the high value of the 
soybean meal as a protein feed had not been established. We 
had no historical back-ground–no experience–upon which to 
base values. It was not until the war years that we began to 
truly appreciate the value of soybean oil meal.
 “The price of soybeans has been too low because we 
needed more research and facilities to properly process and 
establish the uses for soybean oil; because the prejudices 
built up during past generations of consumption of other 
edible fats had to be overcome; and because soybean oil 
competed unduly with cheap imported oils brought in this 
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country at prices far below the cost of similar products 
produced in the U.S.
 “Then came Pearl Harbor, and our supply of vegetable 
oils from other parts of the world was cut off. We were put 
in a position of replacing about two-fi fths of our oils–the 
imported portion–and doing it immediately. We turned to 
increased acreages of soybeans. Farmers were asked to 
double the acreage in 1942 and again in 1943. The use of 
soybean oil in anything other than foods was practically 
prohibited as a war measure. All during these years about 97 
percent of the total amount of soybean oil produced by our 
farmers was consumed in food products.
 “At the same time those economical livestock 
production practices which become so necessary in a 
wartime economy demanded that we feed greater amounts 
of protein to greater numbers of livestock than ever before 
in our history. The livestock program which supplied our 
nation, our armies and our allies with milk. meat, and eggs 
was made possible only by the increased production of 
soybean oil meal which became available during that period. 
During that period real progress was made in utilizing 
all soybean products in those fi elds where their greatest 
contributions lay. But all during that period the established 
price for soybeans was based upon a price historically too 
low.
 “40% of U.S. Protein: Nevertheless, today, soybeans 
produce 40 percent of all the protein feed–animal and 
vegetable–which is used in our livestock feeding programs, 
including swine, poultry, beef, mutton and dairy production.
 “Soybean oil today accounts for about 20 percent–one-
fi fth–of all the edible fats and oils produced within the 
United States. Today one half of all the vegetable shortening 
produced in our nation is made from soybean oil, and nearly 
40 percent of all the margarine produced in the United States 
is made from soybean oil. Soybeans, directly or indirectly, 
have become a major and essential part of our food program.
 “But as we look ahead we cannot ignore the increased 
food demands of the increased population of our nation. 
Between 1938 and 1948 the population increase of the 
United States was greater in numbers than was the total 
population of Canada at the start of that period. Those 
mouths must be fed. Our international obligations require 
continued enormous exports of edible protein and fats to 
correct malnutrition abroad. We are committed to a policy 
which in our best self interest demands continued supplies of 
both commodities.
 “We are considering in this country a program of 
grassland and livestock farming in order to more nearly 
balance our domestic agricultural economy and at the 
same time build and conserve our soil resources. Such a 
program requires sustained large supplies of protein feeds 
for economical production. With the total of other protein 
supplies destined to head downward, and with the average 
protein content of the corn crop of our nation several points 

below levels of 15 years ago, soybeans would seem to be 
the logical source of protein for our postwar agricultural 
economy. Soybeans can be, and often are, an integral part of 
a sound soil-building and conservation program, and as such 
they have become an essential part of our grain and livestock 
economies.
 “As soybeans come from the harvester they contain from 
30 to 35 percent of edible and highly nutritious protein–more 
than the conventional dairy feed supplement. Each bushel 
also contains from 8 to 10 pounds of edible oil–golden in 
color and rich in food value. Thus an acre of soybeans will 
produce, on the same acre of ground, large quantities of both 
of the two scarcest food commodities in the world today.
 “Valuable Products: A bushel of soybeans contains about 
three times as much protein, 10 times as much fat, and nearly 
three times as much valuable minerals as a bushel of wheat. 
That same bushel of beans contains four times as much fat, 
four times as much protein and nearly four times as much 
valuable minerals as a bushel of corn.
 “The soybean end products–soy-bean meal and soybean 
oil–are converted into hundreds of valuable food, industrial 
and medicinal uses. Almost daily science discovers new 
values in and applications for the crop. Based on the actual 
food value contained, soybeans are worth more money than 
they now bring.
 “In our nation we have come to accept what we call 
agricultural surpluses as inevitable. In doing so we assume 
that all people are well fed–that they have no nutritional 
needs. That is a fallacious assumption. We have not begun 
to meet the protein and the fat needs of our own people. We 
have supplied them with carbohydrates, perhaps, but we have 
not supplied those nutritional factors which are conducive to 
sustained and productive work.
 “At the same time we are faced with a problem in 
world feeding which demands huge supplies of proteins if 
we are to rehabilitate the peoples of Germany, Japan, and 
our allied countries. Our national economy demands that 
we rehabilitate those people just as economically, yet as 
adequately as possible. We can neither afford nor begin to 
supply pork chops and beefsteak to feed those people. We 
could not stand the cost; they could not stand the cost.
 “In the main we must supply alternative products. 
Soybean protein and soybean oil are the logical commodities. 
In sending soybean products we will not be short-changing 
our own people nor taking from them the commodities which 
they like and can afford. We will be supplying from our own 
economy a commodity which from the standpoint of price, 
supply and inherent nutritional qualities is unexcelled.
 “Approximately one-half of the returns from the sale 
of soybeans come from the sale of the oil. During the past 
decade, because of the increased production of soybeans, 
the United States has changed from a program in which we 
imported about two-fi fths of our fats and oils to a program of 
self-suffi ciency.
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 “Fats and oils touch more segments of agriculture than 
any other one commodity. The cottonseed producer, the 
peanut producer, the hog producer and thus the corn grower, 
the dairyman, the beef producer–all of them have a direct 
interest. For that reason soybeans have become, during 
the past decade, a balance-wheel in American agriculture. 
Increases or decreases in soybean production directly affect 
every other source of oil or fat, and every other source of 
proteins. Through this increased production of soybeans 
coupled with wartime price controls, American soybean oil 
has become the cheapest edible oil in the world today.
 “Within the last 16 months the price of soybean oil has 
dropped from 23 cents or 24 cents a pound to 8 cents and 9 
cents a pound. In other words it brings less than half as much 
as it did 16 months ago. This automatically makes beans 
bring more than $1.00 a bushel less money.
 “Heavy Blow: No other segment of our economy has, 
within such a short period, taken such a severe blow as have 
the producers of fats and oils. As the older soybean grower 
experiences this drop in price, he is of course immediately 
reminded of the depression days of 1932 and 1933 when 
soybean oil sold at less than 3 cents a pound, loaded in tank 
cars at Midwest mills. He knows also what the problem at 
that time was and has during peace time continued to be, 
aggravated by the competition of imported oils and fats, 
produced under conditions with which the American farmers 
cannot successfully compete.
 “We are now faced with a basic decision. Are we going 
to maintain in this country this agricultural industry which 
has supplied a good portion of our fats and our protein, or 
are we going to allow this 700-million-dollar agricultural 
industry to deteriorate and crumble away?
 “The problem is apparently one of equitable distribution 
within our nation and to those sections of the world where 
the two commodities offered by the soybean crop are most 
needed. It is our suggestion that the possibilities be explored 
of wider distribution of soybeans and soybean products as 
a means of maintaining an essential agricultural industry in 
this nation, providing a crop which can act as a balancing 
factor in our agricultural economy during the next decade of 
adjustment, and raising the levels of human nutrition among 
our own people and those of the other sections of the world 
in which we have an interest.
 “It is our conclusion that proper utilization and 
distribution of edible oils and proteins can do more than 
any other single factor to stabilize our domestic agricultural 
economy and at the same time make our greatest contribution 
to world peace.”
 A portrait photo shows George Strayer.
 Note: Indeed, wider distribution (through exports) of 
soybeans and soybean products turned out to be the key to 
the future prosperity of the U.S. soybean industry. The key 
partner was USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service. Address: 
Secretary, American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].

1569. Bureau of Entomology & Plant Quarantine, Bureau of 
Animal Industry–U.S. Food & Drug Administration. 1950. 
Food and Drug–Agriculture. List of Imports Detained by 
the Federal Food and Drug Administration. Nov. 18 to Dec. 
16, 1949. American Import & Export Bulletin 32(2):145-46, 
148-49. Feb.
• Summary: This is a long (4-page) table with 3 columns: 
(1) Product and port of entry. (2) Quantity. (3) Reason for 
detention. Note that the country of origin is not given.
 Page 146: Port of Chicago [Illinois]. Chinese 
Merchandise. “Salted Bean Sauce–10 cases–Insects. “Dried 
bean sticks [probably dried yuba sticks]–10 cases–Insects. 
“Salted Bean Curds–2 cases–Labeling incomplete and 
fi lthy.” Note 1. This could well be fermented tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the word “Dried bean sticks” 
(regardless of capitalization) to refer to what are probably 
dried yuba sticks.
 Page 149: Port of San Francisco. “Bean Sauce–1,440 
lbs.–Insect larvae. “Dried Bean Curd–1,800 lbs.–Insects, 
insect larvae. Note 3. This could be either dried yuba or 
pressed tofu (doufu-gan).

1570. Watts, Sybil. 1950. Women’s lives tied in with legume, 
in cosmetics, soap, cleaners, candies. Windsor Daily Star 
(Essex County, Ontario, Canada). March 23. p. 9.
• Summary: Few home makers or business girls realize how 
closely their lives are tied to the soybean. Soy lecithin is used 
in cosmetics, such as lipstick, as well as in baked goods, 
soaps, dry cleaners, gasoline, oils, and candles. Essex County 
grows more than 35% of the soybeans cultivated in Canada, 
and Essex and Kent counties combined account for 70%. Yet 
despite the rapid growth of this crop in Canada, the country 
still imports about two-thirds of the soybeans it needs. 
Dr. G.F.H. Buckley, of the Dominion Experimental Farm, 
Harrow, points out that “The soybean is the closest thing in 
the vegetable kingdom to animal protein.” Thus soybeans 
can be used with good results “to pad out [extend] meat 
dishes” with almost the same protein value.
 Four photos titled “Soybean ills are cured at laboratory 
of plant pathology in Harrow” show (1) Miss Gladys Hedges 
of Harrow (hand sorting soybeans to separate discards from 
basic seed stock); (2) Dr. A.A. Hildenbrand of the Dominion 
Laboratory of Plant Pathology, Harrow (he has diagnosed 
and cured 14 soybean diseases); (3) Dr. G.F.H. Buckley and 
Mr. C.W. Owen (who share responsibility for the extensive 
growth of soybeans in this area); and (4) and Mrs. Joseph 
Menard, who is applying lipstick made in part from soybean 
lecithin.

1571. Field Crop Abstracts. 1950. Argentina: Soybean 
growing. April. p. 126 (Abst. #0690). [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1946-47, soybeans were grown on 1,650 
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hectares, 460 of which yielded a total grain/seed harvest of 
572 tons (average yield = 1.24 tons/ha), while the remaining 
1,190 acres were used as fodder, plantation cover, etc. R. 
Nieves, Head of the Oil Plants Division of the Argentine 
Ministry of Agriculture, urges an extension of the area 
in view of Argentina’s own need of proteins and plant 
oils, and of the export opportunities given by the present 
disorganization of the normal world sources of soybeans. 
Address: Almanaque Ministry of Agriculture, Argentina.

1572. Associated Press (AP). 1950. Crawford hits soybean 
deal: U.S. fi rm profi ted heavily, he charges. Detroit News. 
May 22. p. 31, col. 3.
• Summary: Rep. Crawford, a Republican of Michigan, 
accused the USDA’s Commodity Credit Corp. today of 
swapping $7,600,000 worth of cotton for $2,800,000 worth 
of Communist grown soybeans–when the U.S. already had 
a soybean surplus. He promised to investigate this “fantastic 
deal” which netted the World Commerce Corp. of New York 
(the brokers) an estimated $2,700,000.

1573. Norton, L.J. 1950. Domestic and foreign outlets for 
soybeans and soy products. Soybean Digest. May. p. 23-26. 
Initially issued as a USDA Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations 6-page manuscript.
• Summary: “I believe that your industry may be 
approaching a time when major decisions will have to be 
made. Dr. A.B. Paul, in a thesis which he prepared at the 
University of Illinois on ‘The Development of the Oilseeds 
Industries in the United States,’ pointed out that the soybean 
industry grew more rapidly than any other industry in 
the economic history of this country that had come to his 
attention.
 “But it is not the nature of any industry to grow rapidly 
for an indefi nite period. Sooner or later they have always 
leveled off...”
 “Conclusions: On balance I conclude that we will have 
considerably larger than prewar exports of soybeans and 
soybean products from the 1949 crop less than from the 1948 
crop. If supplies of liquid oils from non-dollar areas become 
available, the needs for our soybean oil will become less 
urgent. China must have Western goods and north China and 
Manchurian oil seeds could come back onto Western markets 
faster than many people anticipate.
 “The U.S. soybean industry will be in a healthier 
condition if it has a foreign outlet for a portion of its output 
than if it does not. In the long run the retention of such 
markets will be largely infl uenced by the success of our 
national efforts in increasing the size of the dollar trading 
area. If we succeed in including Europe in such an area, then 
our exports will be based on comparative costs here and in 
foreign areas. Our effi cient producing industries will gain. 
I would classify the soybean industry in this category. This 
will require convertible currencies and an end to the system 

of discriminatory bilateral trade and exchange controls which 
now hamstring world trade. To go into detail on these is 
beyond the scope of this talk, but I have a feeling that we are 
closer to convertibility than many people think. After all it is 
easier for the pound sterling to be convertible at $2.80 than at 
$4.03.
 “A question of the most fundamental character to 
all industries which need export outlets and have a price 
structure which makes them competitive is: Will the U.S. act 
like a creditor nation or will it not? We have been much more 
realistic about this since World War II than we were after 
World War I. We are still in the process of scaling down our 
tariffs rather than jacking them up as we did after World War 
I. Perhaps this is because we have not found it necessary to 
subject our economy to the harsh process of infl ation as we 
did in the earlier period. Regardless of the reasons we have 
been more realistic on behaving like a creditor nation. The 
soybean industry if it wants exports had better be right on 
this fundamental question.
 “I have been discussing these matters from what many 
of you think, I suspect, is a rather hard-boiled point of view. 
But the world needs more food. It will be better fed if it is in 
a position to draw on the food producing resources of North 
America including our great soybean industry than if it is 
not. From the standpoint of better nutrition with all that this 
can mean to more productive, healthier. and happier people 
and to maintenance of peace, this matter is of the highest 
importance. It does not need to be solved on a give-away 
basis, either. It had best be solved on a return to the old 
effi cient basis of multilateral, nondiscriminatory trade with 
convertible currencies. But it cannot if we do not have the 
elementary sense to behave like a creditor nation must in 
such a world.”
 A portrait photo shows L.J. Norton. Address: Prof. of 
Agricultural Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

1574. Fletcher, Merna Irene. 1950. Changes in world 
soybean production in 1949. Soybean Digest. June. p. 20-21, 
28.
• Summary: The USA is again the world’s largest soybean 
producer, followed by China and Manchuria. All three 
countries reported smaller soybean crops in 1949 than in 
1948. Production in Canada continues to increase, as it has 
for the past 6 years. Canada’s average yield per acre was 
25.1 bushels/acre or nearly 3 bu/acre higher than the U.S. 
average. Brazil is the only other country besides Canada in 
the Western Hemisphere with recorded soybean production 
for 1949. Brazil produced an estimated 1 million bushels 
in 1949, which is double the fi gure for 1947. Slightly more 
than half the 1948 crop was exported. European production 
continues to decline. The only country reporting during 
1949 was Italy, which had only 52,000 bushels, compared 
with 107,000 in 1948. Production in the USSR is increasing. 
“The extensive research program begun several years ago 
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is no doubt bearing fruit, particularly in the Soviet Far East 
where Balzac (Economic Geography of the USSR, American 
edition) reports a big development in the Amur-Ussuri River 
Valley.
 “The major decline in world production occurred in 
Asia, more specifi cally in Manchuria and China... No fi gures 
have come out of North Korea since 1946. Previously it 
was the great producing area of the country. South Korean 
production continues to show marked increase. The 1949 
crop of 6,654,000 bushels is 1.7 million bushels more than 
was produced in that area in 1948. The average production 
for Korea from 1935-39, when most of production was in the 
north, was 17,654,000 of which less than 2 million bushels 
were produced in South Korea.”
 In Africa, Tanganyika reported only 36,000 bushels, less 
than half the 1948 crop. The Union of South Africa reported 
80,000 bushels, the largest soybean crop ever produced there.

1575. Munn, Alvin A. 1950. Production and utilization of 
the soybean in the United States. Economic Geography 
26(3):223-34. July. [7 ref]
• Summary: An excellent historical overview. Contents: 
Introduction. Trends of production in the United States. 
Regions of production in the United States: The North 
Central Region, the Central Mississippi Lowlands, the 
Middle Atlantic Coast. Factors in the localization of 
production in the United States. The soybean through the 
mill. Consumption of soybean products: Soybean oil (food 
products, industrial products), soybean oil meal, lecithin, 
soybean fl our. Prospects.
 Figures show: (1) Graph of soybean acreage planted 
for all purposes and acreage harvested for beans and for 
hay, USA and fi ve Corn Belt states, 1922-1944. (2) Map 
(pointillist; 1 dot = 2,000 acres) of soybeans harvested for 
beans, 1944. This map shows vividly the importance of the 
Corn Belt states. (3) Graph of soybean acreage harvested for 
beans in the fi ve Corn Belt states and the USA, 1924-1945. 
(4) Full time soybean processing mills in the United States. 
72 mills are shown; data from Markley & Goss 1944.
 Tables show: (1) Soybeans crushed in the United States, 
1935-1944 (bushels). (2) Soybean oil, supply in the USA, 
1924-44. (3) Soybean oil utilization in the USA, 1924-
1944–shortening, margarine, drying industries, soap, exports, 
carryover. Note: Soybean oil was exported every year, 
starting with 2.26 million lb in 1926. Address: U.S. Bureau 
of the Census.

1576. English, Hazen P. 1950. 1949 grain standards: Their 
effect on soybean marketing. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 74.
• Summary: “Most of you will recall that the offi cial 
standards of the United States for soybeans were amended 
effective Sept. 1, 1949. The principal change made in the 
standards at that time was the abolition of the dockage 
system and the combination of the previously considered 

dockage material with foreign material as one factor. Trade 
sentiment at that time seemed to be preponderantly favorable 
toward making such a change and the percentage limitations 
adopted seemed to be a desirable compromise between the 
various suggestions and the production possibilities.
 “It was our thought then that if soybeans were 
shipped to terminals in the same condition in which they 
had been received in previous years, we could expect a 
higher percentage to be degraded on foreign material than 
previously.
 “An examination of the information we have gathered 
does not indicate that this has occurred. For the 1948 crop 
year 22 percent of the inspected receipts graded No. 1, 52 
percent No. 2, and 20 percent No. 3. This was under the 
dockage system and with a limit also of 1 percent foreign 
material in No. 1, 2 percent in No. 2. and 3 percent in No. 3.
 “A study of the receipts from the 1949 crop at six 
selected important soybean markets indicates that 71 percent 
would grade No. 1 with not more than 2 percent foreign 
material. and 19 percent would grade No. 2 with not over 3 
percent foreign material.
 “This total of 90 percent of the crop falling in the two 
upper grades on this factor and containing not more than 3 
percent foreign material compares very favorably with 94 
percent which graded No. 3 or better in the previous crop 
although dockage was assessed on a great many carlots in the 
previous year.
 “A further study of the foreign material fi gures for the 
1949 crop indicates that 32 percent of the receipts contains 1 
percent or less foreign material. This is approximately one-
third of the crop as received at terminals. There is, however, 
some variation between areas in this respect. At Toledo and 
Cedar Rapids 50 percent of the receipts fall in this category 
with 1 percent or less foreign material: at Chicago 40 percent 
and at Decatur, Illinois 25 percent. The fi gures for Decatur, 
however, do show that 65 percent of the receipts contain 2 
percent or less foreign material.
 “The information above regarding the 1949 crop is 
based on foreign material studies alone. An examination 
of further statistics shows that approximately 35 percent 
are actually grading No. 1 and 45 percent No. 2. This 
would indicate that approximately 10 percent of the crop 
as received may be grading below No. 2 on factors such as 
splits, moisture, etc. This seems to be about a normal amount 
to be so graded.
 “The increases made in the percentage of splits allowed 
in the numerical grades below No. 1 have apparently had 
no noticeable effect on the grading of this crop. This is not 
ordinarily considered to be a serious deleterious factor unless 
present in abnormally large amounts in storage. And we have 
heard no unfavorable comment from any segment of the 
industry regarding the present practice of grading as yellow 
soybeans those green varieties which are yellow colored in 
cross-sections.
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 “We informed your organization at your meeting a year 
ago that we would be interestedly watching the way these 
revised standards worked on the 1949 crop. The fi gures given 
herewith represent a resume of that study. We will continue 
to welcome your constructive criticism of the standards and 
your suggestions for their improvement.” Address: In Charge 
of General Field Headquarters, Grain Branch.

1577. Rossiter, Fred J. 1950. American agricultural 
commodities in world trade. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 20-22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Korea, Formosa. 
Europe.
 A large graph, titled “U.S. soybean production and 
exports, crop years October-September 1924-1950,” shows 
trends clearly. A large portrait photo shows Fred J. Rossiter. 
Address: Assoc. Director, Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural 
Relations, USDA.

1578. Soybean Digest. 1950. Japan shifts from whole beans 
to meal. Nov. p. 24.
• Summary: Two pie charts show Japanese usage of 
soybeans in 1940 and 1948. In 1940 the Japanese were 
consuming about half of their 562,000 tonnes of soybeans 
as whole soybeans used to make various foods such as 
shoyu, miso, and tofu. But by 1948 nearly all their soybeans 
were being used in the form of soybean oil meal, especially 
to make miso, shoyu, and amino acids. Consumption of 
miso and shoyu have greatly increased, while other uses 
(especially tofu) have shrunk.
 “During the 10 years preceding the end of World War 
II, Japan imported an average of about 700,000 tons of 
soybeans, chiefl y from Manchuria. This infl ow of soybeans 
was stopped almost entirely immediately after the war, which 
resulted in critical protein and oil supplies. But imports 
since then have increased, overcoming the extreme shortage. 
About 80 percent of total soybean imports during 1946-48 
were from the U.S.”

1579. Soybean Digest. 1950. Exports to Cuba. Nov. p. 20.
• Summary: Exports of soybean oil to Cuba from the USA 
in 1949 amounted to 4,812 tons, crude oil equivalent, more 
than to any other country in the Western Hemisphere except 
Canada, and 2.5 times the annual average quantity sold to 
Cuba in 1935-39.

1580. USDA Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural Relations. 1950. 
Soybeans: Beans and oil equivalent and oil–Net imports and 
exports (Leafl et). Washington, DC. 1 p. Single sided. 28 cm.
• Summary: For the years 1929 to 1949 gives following 
statistics, all in 1,000 lbs: Net imports of soybeans and 
their oil equivalent. Net exports of soybeans and their oil 
equivalent. Net imports and exports of soybean oil. Net 
imports and exports of total soybean oil.
 Soybean imports during this period were insignifi cant. 

The only year with signifi cant soybean exports prior to 
World War II was 1939 (709.8 million lb), then in 1948 
soybean exports leaped to 1,107 million lb (six times as 
much as in 1947). Exports of soy oil (as such) rose steadily 
from 3.5 million lb in 1937 to 273 million lb in 1949. 
Address: Washington, DC.

1581. Burtis, E.L. 1950. World soybean production and 
trade. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 61-108. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical summary. 2. The 
Far East: China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Netherland 
Indies, other countries of Asia, net foreign trade of Asia. 3. 
Europe: Production, foreign trade. 4. United States: Varietal 
development, trends in planted acreage, soybeans for seed, 
acreage and production of soybeans for hay, vegetable-
type soybeans, growth of the soybean-processing industry, 
soybean oil production, trade, and utilization, production and 
utilization of soybean oil foots (the residue from refi ning), 
soybean meal and other soybean protein products (incl. 
soybean fl our, soybean glue, and other industrial soybean 
products). 5. Minor world areas.
 Korea: Soybeans are a major crop, especially in the 
northern part of the country.
 Tables: (2) Soybean production in leading countries 
and estimated world total, 1922-1948. Statistics are given 
for China (excluding Manchuria), Manchuria, Korea, Japan, 
Formosa [Taiwan], Netherlands Indies [Dutch East Indies, 
later Indonesia], United States, Canada (1936 on), USSR 
(1928-1938), 5 Danubian countries (Austria, Yugoslavia, 
Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria, 1934 on, partly estimated 
by author).
 (3) Net exports or imports of soybeans (million bushels) 
by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-1913 and 
1922-1948. China and Manchuria (combined) dominate 
world soybean exports from 1910 to 1940, with the peak 
year being 1929 (100 million bushels) and with more than 
50 million bushels being exported every year from 1926 
to 1939. But by 1941 exports as fallen to almost zero. The 
only other exporter was the USA, which had its fi rst net 
soybean exports in 1932 (4.2 million bu); this rose to a 
peak of 10.5 million bu in 1939 then dropped to almost zero 
during World War II. Europe was the largest a net importer 
of soybeans from 1910 to 1948; the peak years were 1929 
and 1933, when 62.6 million bushels were imported. Japan 
was the second largest net importer of soybeans from 
1910 to 1948; the peak year was 1938, when 29.8 million 
bushels were imported. The Netherland Indies (today’s 
Indonesia) is the only country from Southeast Asia in this 
table. The country imported 2.0 million bushels in 1913. 
Imports steadily decreased from 4.2 million bushels in 
1922 to less that 50,000 bushels in 1936. Then the country 
switched to being an exporter, with 400,000 bushels in 
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1937, and averaging about 300,000 bushels per year from 
1937 to 1941. Trade stopped during World War II (1942-
1947) then resumed again in 1948 with 200,000 bushels of 
exports. Other countries mentioned in Table 3 include Korea, 
Formosa, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Belgium and 
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Italy, 
Danubian countries (Yugoslavia 1931-39, Bulgaria 1934-45, 

Rumania 1935-38).
 (4) Net exports or imports of soybean oil (million 
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-
1913 and 1922-1948. (5) Net exports or imports of soybean 
cake and meal (thousands of metric tons) by major exporting 
and importing countries, 1929-1948. (6) Net exports or 
imports of soybean oil and soybean in terms of oil (million 
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pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-
1913, 1922-1948.
 (7) Net exports or imports of soybean cake and meal 
and soybeans in terms of meal (thousands of metric tons) 
by major exporting and importing countries, 1929-1948. (8) 
Apparent consumption of soybean oil and soybean cake and 
meal by principal European countries, 1929-1938 (based on 
tables 3-7). (9) Soybean acreage grown in the United States 
for all purposes (equivalent solid acreage), by states and 
groups of states, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres).
 (10) Soybean acreage harvested for beans in the United 
States, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres). (11) Soybean production in 
the United States, by states and groups of states, 1924-1948 
(1,000 bushels). (12) Soybean supply and disposition in the 
United States, 1924-1948 (1,000 bushels).
 (13) Acreage and production of soybeans, soybeans 
processed for oil and meal, and soybean oil produced in 
the United States, 1924-1948. (14) Soybean oil production, 
trade, (imports and exports), stocks (crude basis), and 
domestic disappearance in the United States, 1910-1948 
(1,000 pounds; compiled from reports of the Bureau of the 
Census). (15) Soybean oil utilization by classes of products 
in the United States, 1931-1948. Food products: Margarine, 
shortening, other, total. Nonfood products: Soap, paint 
and varnish, other drying oil products, miscellaneous non-
food products, loss, incl. oil in foots, total. Total domestic 
disappearance. One table is in 1,000 lb.; a 2nd is in per cent 
of total.
 (16) Supply and utilization of soybean protein products 
(meal basis) in the United States, 1921-1947 (1,000 metric 
tons). For each year is given: Estimated production, imports 
or soybean cake and meal, total supply, exports of soybean 
cake and meal. Domestic utilization in: Full-fat soybean 
fl our, low- and medium-fat soybean fl our, soybean glue for 
softwood plywood, soybean glue for hardwood plywood, 
other uses (largely feed for livestock).
 A map (p. 90) shows soybeans harvested for beans in the 
USA, 1944. Each dot represents 2,000 acres.
 A graph (p. 105) shows tonnage of high-protein feeds 
fed to livestock, 1926-1947. Within this are four graphs for: 
Soybean cake and meal, other oilseed cake and meal (mostly 
cottonseed), tankage and meat scraps, fi sh meal, dried 
milk products, gluten feed and meal, and (beginning 1935) 
brewers’ and distillers’ dried grains, and total.
 A graph (p. 66) shows world soybean production from 
1922 to 1949. The data is from Table 2. Within this are 
graphs for USA and for East Asia (incl. China, Manchuria, 
Korea, and Japan).
 One bar chart (p. 73) shows domestic consumption 
and net exports of soybeans and soybean oil, in terms of 
oil (million lb.), by principal consuming countries, annual 
average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2-4. Oil equivalent of 
soybeans calculated at 8.4 pounds per bushel). By far the 
biggest consumer is China. By far the biggest exporter is 

Manchuria. Others: Japan, Germany, United States, Korea, 
Netherlands Indies, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, 
Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.).
 Another bar chart (p. 74) shows domestic consumption 
and net exports of soybeans and soybean meal, in terms of 
meal (1,000 metric tons), by principal consuming countries, 
annual average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2, 3, 5, and 
7. Meal equivalent of soybeans calculated at the rate of 
0.02117 metric tons per bushel). The biggest consumer is 
China, followed by Japan. By far the biggest exporter is 
Manchuria. Other small exporters: Germany, United States, 
Korea, Formosa, Netherlands Indies, Denmark, United 
Kingdom, Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.). Address: Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington, DC.

1582. Burtis, E.L. 1950. World soybean production and 
trade: Historical summary (Document part). In: K.S. 
Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. 
New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. 
xvi + 1145 p. See p. 61-63. [17 ref]
• Summary: “World soybean production and trade have 
passed through three major stages of development. In the fi rst 
phase, extending from prehistoric times to 1908, soybean 
production and trade were confi ned almost exclusively to 
eastern Asia. Uncultivated species of soybeans still grow 
wild in North China, Manchuria, and Korea. Apparently 
culture of soybeans as an agricultural crop originated in that 
area, and spread fi rst to Japan, Formosa, southern China, 
Indo-China, Siam, the northern border districts of India, and 
the Netherland Indies.
 “In North China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan, 
soybeans have long been a major crop. They are mentioned 
in ancient Chinese writings as one of the fi ve sacred grains. 
Farther south, soybeans are less important both in agriculture 
and in the diet.
 “A lively coastwise trade in soybeans, soybean cake, 
and soybean oil was carried on between Manchurian and 
southern Chinese ports for centuries before Chinese ports 
were opened to foreign ships in the mid-1800’s. Exports of 
soybeans and soybean products from Manchurian ports to 
Japan increased rapidly in the late 1800’s, especially after 
China made special trade concessions at the end of the 
Sino-Japanese war in 1895. Japanese import demand for 
soybeans and soybean cake was strong, and the population 
of Manchuria was growing rapidly. Opportunities in 
Manchuria attracted a steady stream of agricultural workers 
from northern China after restrictions on immigration to 
Manchuria were relaxed by the Chinese government in the 
third quarter of the 19th century.
 “The second stage of development in soybean 
production and trade, extending from 1908 to 1939, was 
marked by large exports of soybeans and soybean oil 
from Manchuria to Europe. The beginning of this trade 
was an indirect result of the Russo-Japanese War in 1904-
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1905. Food requirements for Japanese troops stationed 
in Manchuria had led to an increase in production of 
soybeans. When these troops were withdrawn, a surplus 
of soybeans developed. At the same time, the Japanese 
acquired a substantial interest in the Manchurian export trade 
through their lease of the South Manchurian Railway and 
development of the port of Dairen at the southern end of the 
railway.
 “Japanese fi rms in 1908 made several shipments of 
Manchurian soybeans to England, where the soybeans were 
found to be a suitable source of oil for soap manufacture 
and meal for use in mixed feeds for livestock. Nearly all 
previous shipments of soybeans from the Orient to Europe 
had arrived in an unsatisfactory condition largely because of 
poor shipping practices. Exports of Manchurian soybeans to 
Europe increased rapidly after 1908. At fi rst these shipments 
went to England, but by 1910 to other European countries 
also, especially Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands. 
After an interruption during World War I, trade with Europe 
continued to grow, reaching a peak in the late 1920’s and 
early 1930’s. Soybeans were one of the leading materials 
processed by the expanding oilseed-processing industry in 
Europe.
 “Large exports of soybean oil from Manchuria to Europe 
also developed, beginning about 1910 and reaching a peak 
in 1926. Soybean-processing capacity in Dairen grew along 
with this trade; the oil mills in Dairen produced largely 
for export and by 1924 accounted for about half the total 
soybean-processing capacity located along Manchurian 
railroads. Exports of Manchurian soybean cake also were 
large in the 1920’s and 1930’s, but the cake was too high 
in oil and water content to stand the tropical sea voyage to 
Europe and therefore went mainly to Japan, Formosa, and 
Korea.
 “The growth of imports of Manchurian soybeans and 
soybean oil into Europe was the natural consequence of an 
active European import demand for fats and oils and protein 
concentrates, and a vast immigration from China into the 
relatively empty but fertile Manchurian farmlands during the 
1920’s.
 “The third and present stage in the world history of 
soybeans is marked by the pre-eminence of the United States 
in production and processing of soybeans for oil and meal. 
This phase began in 1940 when war disrupted the trade 
between Manchuria and Europe. Exports of soybeans from 
Manchuria to Europe had not been resumed by 1948, except 
for small quantities moving through northern China ports.
 “Soybeans were very little grown before 1910 as an 
agricultural crop in the United States. Production fi rst began 
to assume commercial importance during World War I; it 
showed a steady upward trend in the 1920’s and early 1930’s, 
expanded rapidly after 1936, and in 1942 rose sharply to a 
new high level in response to strong wartime demand for 
domestic sources of fats and oils and oilseed meal. Soybean 

acreage and production were well maintained through 1948. 
Soybeans are well adapted to the climate and soils of the 
Corn Belt and to the crop rotations and mechanized farming 
practiced in the Corn Belt.
 “Since the early 1920’s the soybean-processing industry 
in the United States has actively carried on research to 
improve methods of processing soybeans and soybean 
products and to develop new uses and markets. Mill capacity 
has always been ample for the increasingly large output 
available for processing, except early in World War II, 
when steel and other materials needed for new additions 
were reserved for more urgent war uses. The United States 
soybean-processing industry now stands fi rst in the world 
in size and in technical knowledge and ability.” Address: 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington, DC.

1583. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 5. 
World distribution (Document part). In: K.S. Markley, ed. 
1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. New York: 
Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. 
See p. 10-14.
• Summary: “The production of soybeans, which for many 
centuries was confi ned to the countries of Asia, spread 
rapidly after World War I to the western world, and since 
World War II practically all leading nations have become 
more and more interested in the culture and production of the 
crop. Agricultural experiment stations throughout the world 
have become engaged in the development of varieties suited 
to their soil and climatic conditions through introduction, 
selection, and hybridization. Successful results have been 
obtained in many countries and, in a few, acreage and 
production have increased to the extent that the crop has 
become an important factor in that nation’s agriculture. This 
is especially true of the United States, Netherland Indies, 
Rumania, U.S.S.R., Austria, Bulgaria, and Poland.
 “The principal zones of soybean production in the Orient 
are China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. In Manchuria, the 
soybean occupies about 25% of the total cultivated area and 
is a dominating factor in the economic life of the country. As 
a cash crop it provides fully half the farm income in the north 
and more than half the total volume of freight handled by the 
railroads. It is estimated that from one- to two-thirds of the 
production of soy beans is exported; 15 to 20% is utilized 
for food, feed, and planting, and the remainder is used for oil 
extraction.
 “In China, the soybean is one of the principal and 
most ancient of crops, ranking fi fth in extent of culture and 
occupying about 9% of the total cultivated area. Although 
grown everywhere in China, about 60% of the soybean 
acreage is confi ned to three northern provinces, Shantung, 
Kiangsu, and Honan. China consumes practically all of her 
production, estimates indicating more than 50% for food, 
27% for oil extraction and other purposes, 10% for stock 
feed, and 8% for planting.
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 “Korea occupies third place among the soybean-
producing countries of Asia. Acreage and production are 
confi ned largely to central and northern Korea, as southern 
Korea, which grows principally cotton and rice, seems to 
be less suited to the successful production of soybeans. 
The entire Korean production is used for food, stock feed, 
planting and export, and none is used for oil extraction.
 “Japan, although a large producer of soybeans, has 
consumed all her production and has imported large 
quantities from Manchuria and Korea. Acreage and 
production of soybeans in Japan have decreased since 
World War I and greater emphasis has been placed on 
increased production of rice. The proportions of soybeans 
used by Japan for various purposes are: ‘miso’ (soybean-
rice fermented paste), 22%; soy sauce, 22%; oil and oil 
cake, 21.5%; soybean curd [tofu], 15.5%; confections, 
7.2%; forage, 6.2%; green manure, 2.5%; seed, 1.8%; green 
vegetable beans, 0.8%; and miscellaneous, 0.5%.
 “In the Soviet Far East, the soybean is said to be one of 
the chief industrial crops and in some districts constitutes 
20% of the cultivated area. Acreage and production have 
increased markedly since 1926, especially in Khabarovsk 
territory, the largest seed-producing area.
 “South of China, the soybean is cultivated to some 
extent in the Netherland Indies, India, Siam, Cochin China, 
Philippines, and Australia. Until 1932, the production of 
soybeans in the Netherland Indies was not suffi cient to meet 
the domestic demand. Since then, acreage and production 
have gradually increased until soybeans began to be exported 
to Holland about 1936. The soybean has been widely 
cultivated for a long time by the natives of the hilly regions 
from the borders of Afghanistan eastward to Burma, to 
northern Siam, and French Indo-China. The crop in India 
has been grown for its forage and food value rather than for 
commerce. Although successful results have been obtained 
in some of the provinces with varieties of good oil content, 
the growing of the crop as an oil seed does not appear to 
have been popular with the native farmers. In Australia 
successful results with American varieties have greatly 
increased acreage and production, especially in the states of 
Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria.
 “Although attempts to grow soybeans in European 
countries have extended over many years, it is only within 
the past few years that there has been any appreciable 
production. At present, production is confi ned largely to 
European U.S.S.R., Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Austria, Rumania, 
and Czechoslovakia, production being largest in Rumania, 
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. In the development of adapted 
varieties, some progress has been made in Sweden, Poland, 
Netherlands, and Hungary. Because of the economic 
importance of the soybean, scientists of the U.S.S.R. have 
carried on extensive experiments with it, especially in the 
development of adapted varieties and utilization. At present, 
the principal areas of production are Ukraine, Moldavia, and 

certain regions in the North Caucasus.
 “Experiments have been conducted with the soybean 
in nearly all regions of Africa but as yet it is an unfamiliar 
crop to the majority of African farmer. It has been grown 
successfully in the upland, midlands, and coastal districts of 
Natal [South Africa] and throughout Gambia, Nigeria, Egypt, 
the Gold Coast Colony, and also in the corn- and cotton-
growing districts of the Belgian Congo.
 “Although the soybean has been the subject of 
considerable experimental work in practically all countries 
of the Americas, little progress has been made in commercial 
culture except in the United States and Canada.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) that 
clearly refers to soybeans in Afghanistan, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Afghanistan. This document contains the 
earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Afghanistan, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Afghanistan (long before 
1950). The source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: 
6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; formerly Principal 
Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering, USDA, 
Beltsville, Maryland.

1584. Soybean Digest. 1951. Ship fi rst soybeans by barge 
(Photo caption). Feb. p. 22.
• Summary: This photo shows soybeans being loaded into 
containers on a barge. The caption reads: “The Missouri 
Soybean Co. of Caruthersville and Haiti, Missouri, shipped 
its fi rst barge load of soy beans from Caruthersville in 
December. The barge was destined for New Orleans, 
Louisiana, for export, and was the fi rst barge load of beans 
to be shipped by river from the area. Shipment totaled 
46,000 bushels of which 39,000 bushels were destined for 
one overseas customer. It was understood that the large 
order would go to Norway. The beans were loaded onto the 
barge by conveyor from the company’s warehouse. Missouri 
Soybean Co. is one of the largest soybean handlers in 
southeast Missouri.”

1585. Soybean Digest. 1951. Hold fi rst Ontario soybean 
convention. March. p. 28.
• Summary: “The fi rst annual Ontario Soybean Convention 
held at Chatham, Ontario Feb. 15 and 16, was a big success; 
as a result its sponsors plan to make it an annual affair.
 “About 400 soybean growers, processors and others 
attended the event. Sponsors were Canadian processors, 
the Ontario Elevator Association, the Ontario Soybean 
Marketing Board and the Farm Products Marketing Board of 
Toronto.
 “The Ontario soybean growers, concentrated in Essex 
and Kent Counties, were told that they should at least 
double the 3 million crop they grew in 1950, by Harry Pugh, 
chairman of the Ontario Soybean Marketing Board. He 
suggested that the growing area could be extended further 
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north and east with earlier maturing varieties.
 “Pugh also urged the growers to store at least half their 
annual crop. ‘Freight cars are at a premium in the fall, labor 
is scarce to handle the crop and large terminal elevators 
are costly. What we would like to see is a steady supply of 
beans going to the processor so he can supply meal and oil 
to his customers throughout the year. That, alone, will offset 
foreign oil and meal imported to compete with us.’
 “The problems of marketing and storage of soybeans 
were also discussed by Geo. M. Strayer, secretary-treasurer 
of the American Soybean Association, who was on the 
program.
 “New varieties should be available soon with a higher 
oil yield, C.E. Jones, fi eld husbandry department, Ontario 
Agricultural College, told the group. Jones said Mandarins 
are proving to be the highest yielders of oil. Blackhawks 
are showing good oil yields, good per acre yield and 
have the height and straw necessary for combining, Jones 
said. Monroes have not been consistent in their per acre 
yields, but have shown good oil content and are excellent 
for combining. Hawkeyes have good oil content and per 
acre yield but tend to be short for combining in Ontario, 
especially when grown on clay.
 “The fi lm, Soybeans, the Feature Story, was shown 
twice during the meeting.”
 “Other speakers included: Dr. F. Dimmock, Dominion 
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa; C.W. Owen, Dominion 
Experimental Farm, Harrow; Dr. S.J. Slinger, poultry 
department, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph; Don 
McLachlin, Tupperville, Ontario; Gillis De Putter, Appin, 
Ontario; and James Ferris, sales manager, Ford of Canada.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019) 
that mentions the “Ontario Soybean Marketing Board.” The 
name, written exactly like this, is mentioned twice.

1586. Soybean Digest. 1951. It’s time to face cold facts! 
May. p. 4.
• Summary: “On these editorial pages we have repeatedly 
called attention to the inferior quality, especially from the 
standpoint of foreign material content, of soybeans reaching 
European markets from the U.S. Percentages of split 
beans and especially unrelated foreign material have been 
extremely high on arrival of the beans in European ports. 
Your editor saw cargoes delivered at Hamburg and Bremen 
[Germany] which were vastly different than the buyer would 
like to have, and different than the domestic processor 
would consider. We have repeatedly called attention to the 
probability of our losing foreign markets unless we ship a 
better quality product...
 “Most soybean growers of America are delivering an 
excellent average quality soybean. They are being penalized 
for doing so... Handlers are blending foreign materials into 
relatively clean soybeans. The practice has been going on 
since the export market opened up in April 1949. An attempt 

to correct a bad situation through tightening of the grain 
grading standards on soybeans was unsuccessful.”

1587. Chicago Board of Trade, Public Relations Dept. 1951. 
The story of soybeans, soybean oil, soybean meal: Their uses 
and products. Chicago, Illinois. 32 p. July. 21 cm. Revised 
ed: 1 Sept. 1956. Cited in Chemurgic Digest, Oct. 1951, p. 
19.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical background of soybeans. 
2. Production of soybeans. 3. Marketing of soybeans. 4. 
Methods of processing soybeans, 5. Products resulting from 
processing soybeans. 6. Consumption of soybean oil and 
soybean meal. 7. Soybean oil and meal prices.
 This 34 page booklet devotes an entire chapter to listing 
and identifying the products resulting from processing of 
soybeans. Even chemurgists familiar with the versatile 
oriental bean will be surprised at some of the new uses which 
have come into being during the last few years. The list runs 
from anti-knock gasoline through cosmetics, inks, pottery, 
and sausages, to vitamin carriers, waffl es, and the mysterious 
and all inclusive ‘etc.’
 Trading of soybean futures on the Chicago Board of 
Trade began on 5 Oct. 1936. Trading of crude soybean oil 
futures on the CBOT started on 17 July 1950. And the Board 
recently established a futures market in soybean oil meal.
 Concerning marketing (p. 6-7): Soybeans differ 
from other major grains in the USA in that “such a large 
percentage of the crop actually passes into processing 
channels. Only a small portion of the annual production is 
consumed on the farm either as seed or feed. This poses 
problems in marketing that are not present in the marketing 
of other grains such as wheat, corn, oats, etc. For instance, 
a study covering the disappearance of soybeans during the 
past fi ve years reveals that more than 80% of the harvest is 
processed into oil and meal. Contrast this with corn, where 
only 10% of the crop passes into commercial channels for 
processing. In the case of wheat, only about 45% of the crop 
during the past 10 years was milled into fl our, cereals, etc.”
 The back of this booklet states: “The Chicago Board 
of Trade does no buying or selling. Rather it conducts 
strictly a public marketing institution. It provides facilities 
and services where farmers or their representatives, and 
consumers or their representatives, meet openly to buy and 
sell agricultural commodities. As a result of bringing the 
competitive forces of supply and demand together in this 
fashion, grain and grain products are distributed nationally 
and internationally. The operations of the exchange are under 
rigid self imposed rules of business conduct as well as well 
as government regulation. The Board’s primary objective is 
to provide the nation with the best possible grain marketing 
services at lowest possible costs.” Address: 141 West 
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois.

1588. Soybean Digest. 1951. Manchurian beans are back in 
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Europe. Aug. p. 31.
• Summary: “The re-entrance of Manchurian soybeans into 
Western Europe on a fairly large scale is a development of 
considerable interest to American farmers, according to Paul 
E. Quintus, marketing specialist of the Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
 “Quintus recently visited the European continent. His 
conclusions are set forth in a Foreign Agriculture circular.
 “While the quantity of Manchurian soybeans is still 
small in terms of prewar trade (about 10 percent) its 
signifi cance is great, says Quintus. The East needs Western 
goods and soybeans are one of the best trading commodities 
for this purpose. Now that trading arrangements have been 
worked out, the volume can be expected to increase.
 “Competent observers believe that at least 18 million 
bushels of Manchurian soybeans will reach Western Europe 
from the 1951 crop if the international situation does not 
change for the worse. If the situation improves, trade could 
conceivably return to the prewar rate of some 85 million 
bushels of soybeans, including the bean equivalent of 
soybean oil.
 “The Europeans who commented on this trade generally 
expressed a strong preference for Manchurian beans over 
those of United States origin. The Manchurian soybeans 
were said to have a higher oil content, fewer brokens, and 
less foreign matter. Moreover, they preferred the method of 
sale, which is based on inspection at port of arrival with a 
guaranteed 17 percent oil content.
 “It is probably accurate to conclude that the Communists 
are bent on winning back the European markets and are 
doing an especially good job on quality as an important step 
in this direction.
 “Another consideration is that Manchurian supplies 
are generally available in the form of beans rather than 
crude or refi ned oil. The cake and meal is urgently needed 
for livestock feed in Europe. And the oilseed crushing 
industries of Western Europe are greatly overexpanded in 
terms of available raw materials. Assuming competitive 
prices, soybeans from Manchuria would be preferred to a 
corresponding quantity of soybean oil from the U.S., quite 
aside from any considerations of quality. In France and 
Western Germany particularly, many rebuilt and modernized 
mills are operating at a fraction of capacity and face a 
desperate economic situation.
 “Also, Manchurian soybeans can be bought without 
dollar exchange. As long as dollar balances remain a problem 
to European countries, Manchurian soybeans are in a 
preferred position.”

1589. Mining, Metallurgical and Chemical Section, Industry 
and Merchandising Division, Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 
Department of Trade and Commerce, Canada. 1951. The 
vegetable oils industry 1950. Ottawa, ONT, Canada. Vol. 2–
Part XVIII–p. J-1 to J-8. Oct. 13.

• Summary: Ontario province is Canada’s leading producer 
of vegetable oils. The leading oilseed, in terms of value at 
the mill, is fl axseed ($18.5 million) used to make linseed oil 
and meal, followed by soya beans ($14.4 million). Most of 
the soya bean oil in Canada is processed by companies in the 
slaughtering and meat packing industry to make shortening, 
etc. Other major uses are in fi sh packing (5.5%), paints (3.3% 
of total), and miscellaneous foods (3.2%). In 1950 Canadian 
imports included $878,794 worth of edible soya bean oil and 
$627,095 of non-edible soya bean oil, $1,265,296 of soya 
bean oilcake and oilcake meal, and $269,120 of soya bean 
fl our. Page J-8 gives a “Directory of Canadian fi rms in the 
vegetable oils industry, 1950,” including: (1) Victory Soya 
Mills at 285 Fleet St. E., Toronto. (2) Toronto Elevators, 
Limited (Oil Crushing Division), Queens Quay, Toronto. (3) 
Edible Oils Limited, Fort William.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019) 
that mentions “Victory Soya Mills.” Address: Ottawa, ONT, 
Canada.

1590. Soybean Digest. 1951. Letters: U.S. beans in Europe. 
Oct. p. 24.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “The following letter was 
received by American Eastern Corp., New York City, and 
forwarded to the Soybean Digest. It concerns the quality of 
soybeans exported from the U.S. to Europe compared with 
Manchurian soybeans.
 “Dear Sirs: We received your letter of the 12th of 
September, with enclosure and we read with considerable 
interest the reply you received from the American Soybean 
Association.
 “We suppose you know that Holland has proved that 
the grading certifi cates issued in the U.S. are absolutely 
unreliable. We are of the opinion that Mr. Strayer has no 
right whatsoever to accuse European buyers of looking 
for excuses for the business which they do in Manchurian 
soybeans. It is a fact that Manchurian beans are of better 
quality than American and that there are never complaints 
about the quality of Manchurian soybeans. This does not 
only apply to postwar business, but also to prewar trade.
 “It is logical that European mills are not cleaning 
soybeans before processing, because there is no need of 
cleaning soybeans of good and reliable quality.
 “It may interest you to learn that some time ago 
German mills have experienced enormous diffi culties when 
poisonous seeds were found in shipments of American 
soybeans to Germany. The danger of these seeds is so big, 
that the German mill in question had to erect concrete walls 
in their warehouses, in order to separate the soybeans from 
other oilseeds.
 “Under these circumstances we are of the opinion that it 
is logical that all European mills, without any exception, will 
do their best to buy nonpoisonous Manchurian soybeans. It is 
only natural that the American Soybean Association is more 
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or less jealous of the good results obtained by European mills 
with Manchurian soybeans.
 “If the U. S. wishes to hold the European market, it must 
fi rst try to issue reliable grading certifi cates.
 “We cannot confi rm that Europe purchased Manchurian 
soybeans at about $10 per metric ton more than the price at 
which American varieties could be bought, but we would 
be interested to receive more information on such prices. 
It is of course correct that Europe paid relatively high 
prices in sterling, but we do not believe that Europe bought 
Manchurian soybeans in dollars at $10 over the price for 
American beans.
 “N. Schrok, N.V., Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerpen, 
Rotterdam, Holland.”

1591. Hirano, Mitsuo. 1951. Complaint from Japan 
[Crushers dissatisfi ed with quality of U.S. soybeans] (Letter 
to the editor). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 38.
• Summary: Notes that in 1951, Japan purchased about 
270,000 tons of soybeans from the USA on a commercial 
basis–in part because it was diffi cult to import soybeans from 
China and Manchuria after World War II and because of the 
“Korean incident.” Japanese processors have expressed their 
dissatisfaction with the quality of these U.S. soybeans. The 
beans were purchased on the basis of Yellow No. 2, but it is 
the common opinion in Japan that they are of lower quality, 
and in fact are “much inferior to Manchurian soybeans.” The 
U.S. soybeans contained a much higher percentage of foreign 
material (such as corn, cottonseed, broken stems, sand, and 
splits) and damaged kernels than Manchurian soybeans. 
American exporters should pay more attention to the quality 
of the soybeans they export from Japan.
 A table shows Japanese imports of soybeans by country 
of origin from 1946 to 1951. The USA was the main source 
every year except 1950, when China was. In 1948 Japan 
imported 6,158 tons from Java, and in 1951 about 100 tons 
from Siam [Thailand]. Address: President, Assoc. of Fat and 
Oil Manufacturers, Tokyo, Japan.

1592. Soybean Digest. 1951. In Italy. Dec. p. 24.
• Summary: “Per acre yield of soybeans in Italy in 1951 was 
42 percent greater than in 1950, reports Foreign Crops and 
Markets of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
 “The 1951 soybean yield was 945 short tons from 1,263 
acres compared with 875 short tons from 1,670 acres in 
1950.
 “Net imports of oilseeds during the fi rst half of 
1951 were 40 percent over the same period last year. An 
outstanding development in 1951 imports was the shift from 
the United States to China as the leading source of supply.
 “Chinese sources accounted for about 44 percent of 
the January-June imports. Bulk of the oilseeds imported 
from China and Hong Kong consisted of soybeans, but also 
included peanuts, rapeseed, sesame and castor beans.”

1593. Burnett, R.S. 1951. Soybean protein industrial 
products. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 1003-54. [139 ref]
• Summary: One of the best early summaries of industrial 
uses of soybeans. Contents: 1. Manufacture of soybean 
protein: Introduction, nature and evaluation of protein 
modifi cation, choice of raw materials, industrial isolation 
and modifi cation processes, improvement of color, plant 
operation and equipment. 2. Industrial utilization of soybean 
fl our and isolated protein: Introduction, control of bacterial 
and mold growth, plywood glues, soybean fl our paper-
coating adhesives, Soybean protein [isolate] paper coating 
adhesives, paper and textile sizes (paper sizes, textile sizes), 
water-thinned paints, plastics, textile fi bers, fi re foam 
stabilizers, tacky and remoistening adhesives, printing inks, 
miscellaneous uses.
 “The fi rst large-scale industrial use of soy fl our was 
the development of plywood glue in the Pacifi c Northwest 
about 20 years ago by I.F. Laucks and Glenn Davidson, who 
imported specially prepared hydraulic pressed soybean meal 
from Manchuria. The Douglas fi r plywood industry needed 
a cheap, water-resistant adhesive. While casein was suitable 
for the purpose, it was more costly and subject to wide 
fl uctuations in price and availability. Soybean fl our adhesives 
produced a strong bond which, although not waterproof, is 
highly water resistant. Because the adhesive mixtures are not 
tacky, the glued veneer is easy to handle, and therefore the 
manufacturing process can be speeded up considerably... In 
1942, 60 million pounds of soybean glue (dry basis) were 
used for gluing plywood. This amount, together with a small 
amount of casein glue, represented 85% of the total plywood 
glue production. By 1945, the amount had fallen to 70%. In 
1947, consumption of soybean glue was 25 million lb. Dike 
(pers. comm. 1947) estimates that two-thirds of the 1947 
production of Douglas fi r plywood was glued with soybean 
adhesive and hence intended for interior use, while one-
third (wet basis) was glued with phenolics and intended for 
exterior use. In the plywood industry as a whole, soybean 
glues represent, on a dry basis, by far the largest tonnage of 
any type of adhesive.”
 “It is noteworthy that the single largest use of casein and 
[isolated] soybean protein is in paper coatings. The average 
1940-46 consumption of casein in the U.S. was about 65 
million lb and of soybean protein about 15 million lb, 
approximately one half of each amount being consumed in 
paper coatings.
 “Production of soybean fi ber had reached 900,000–
1,200,000 pounds by 1939 in Japan. No production of 
soybean fi ber in Japan during and after the war has been 
reported. Pilot plant production of soybean fi ber by the Ford 
Motor Company reached 5,000 pounds per day in 1940, but 
production was subsequently discontinued and the plant and 
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equipment disposed of to The Drackett Company.
 “The Federal Trade Commission, recognizing the 
potential and increasing importance of man-made protein 
fi bers, has adopted for them the general name ‘Azlon,’ 
following the same pattern of using ‘Rayon’ for synthetic 
cellulose fi bers... All protein fi bers made on a commercial 
or pilot plant scale possess low dry and especially low wet 
strength.”
 Synthetic protein fi bers can be classifi ed and discussed 
in terms of the “wool model” or the “silk model.” The 
mechanical properties of each of these two fi bers is related to 
its structure. Wool has long-range elasticity but moderately 
low strength, whereas silk has much greater strength, but a 
signifi cantly lower range of elasticity. The “full realization 
of the fact that that textile fi bers are, for the most part, made 
of fi brous molecules has undoubtedly been one of the major 
factors contributing to the present activity in the fi eld of 
synthetic fi bers.”
 “During World War II, the greater part of the isolated 
soybean protein produced was hydrolyzed and used by the 
U.S. Navy to prepare a foam for fi ghting oil and gasoline 
fi res on war ships. A soybean protein solution was fed into 
a water stream and the mixture converted into a foam by 
means of an aerating nozzle.”
 Tables show: (165) Effect of water-fl ake ratio on 
recovery of soybean protein. (166) Performance of 
gyrating screen with petroleum-naphtha extracted fl akes 
extracted at pH 9.5. (167) Properties of phenolic plastics, 
containing treated soybean meal, prepared by wet and dry 
compounding. (168) Properties of high-impact, cord-fi lled, 
soybean protein-modifi ed phenol-formaldehyde molding 
compounds. (169) Properties of Soybean Azlon Fiber (R.A. 
Boyer, The Drackett Co., private communication, 1 Nov. 
1948).
 Figures show: (203) Graph of viscosity-pH curves 
for 14% solutions of unmodifi ed soybean protein, 18% 
solutions of modifi ed soybean protein, and 18% solutions 
of casein. (204-210) Graphs concerning paper coating with 
isolated soybean protein: Parts of adhesive per 100 parts of 
pigment in Denison wax test; amounts of casein, soybean 
protein, oxidized corn starch, and thin boiling starch that 
must be used with clay and calcium carbonate to produce 
a coated paper with Denison wax test of 4-5; brightness of 
papers coated with clay and calcium carbonate, sized with 
soy protein and other sizings; opacity of papers coated with 
clay and calcium carbonate, sized with soy protein and 
other sizings; receptivity of ink on papers coated with clay 
and calcium carbonate, sized with soy protein and other 
sizings; smoothness of papers coated with clay and calcium 
carbonate, sized with soy protein and other sizings; gloss of 
papers coated with clay and calcium carbonate, sized with 
soy protein and other sizings, to produce a coated paper 
with Denison wax test of 4-5. Address: Protein By-Products 
Research, Research and Technical Div., Wilson & Co., 

Chicago, Illinois.

1594. Shen, Tsung-Han. 1951. Agricultural resources of 
China. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press. xviii + 
407 p. See p. 49, 247-50, 345. 25 cm. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: Under “Insects injurious to miscellaneous food 
crops,” page 49 notes: “Twenty-four species of soybean 
insects were found in Kwangsi by the National Agricultural 
Research Bureau in 1940. The most injurious ones are 
Agromyza phaseoli Coquillett, Coptosoma punctatissima 
Mont., Corigetus sp., Mylabris cichorii L., and Etiella 
zinckenella Treitschke. In 1940, in Kwangsi Province, the 
loss of the soybean crop due to these insect pests was over 90 
per cent of the total crop.”
 In part IX. Oil Crops, Chapter 27 is titled “Soybeans.” 
It discusses important areas of production, soybean regions, 
uses, home consumption, and foreign trade. During the 
period 1931-37, soybean production in China averaged 
6,093,000 tonnes (metric tons). In Manchuria, soybean 
production is largely centered in the Liao and Sungary 
(Sungari) valleys. In China proper the top 6 soybean 
producing provinces are (in 1,000 metric tons): Shantung 
1,574, Kiangsu 1,130, Honan 734, Szechwan 483, Anhwei 
405, Hopei 312. But by 1947, soybean production had fallen 
to 5,478,000 tonnes, which was 10% below the 1931-37 
average.
 A large part of the soybean crop produced in China 
proper is consumed as food rather than being crushed for oil 
and meal. An estimated 27% of the crop is crushed in the 
rural districts, and 31-32% in the industrial centers. “Much 
of the oil produced by crushing is also used as a staple food, 
particularly by the lower-income groups, who consume 
large quantities of crude oil. Some of the oil is used in the 
manufacture of low-grade soap and certain paints. The 
pressed cake, after the extraction of oil, is used both as a 
livestock feed and as a fertilizer.
 “With Manchuria excluded, China, despite her large 
production, has never been able to meet her domestic 
demand for soybeans. According to the Chinese customs 
returns, the annual average exports from China, 1934-
1939, of soybeans, oil, meals, and cakes in terms of seed 
amounted to only about 9,472 metric tons, while her imports 
averaged about 39,305 metric tons. These offi cially recorded 
imports are believed to be lower than the actual amounts, 
as it is understood that large-scale smuggling was then in 
existence. The Manchuria customs statistics put the average 
of Manchuria’s export of soybeans to China during the same 
period at no less than 264,958 metric tons. If this fi gure is 
accepted, China proper would have an import excess of 
255,486 metric tons in a normal year. Consumption was 
possibly higher during the Sino-Japanese War, as soybean 
oil also served for illuminating purposes in the absence of a 
supply of petroleum products...
 “Vegetable oils and seeds are the most outstanding 
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among Chinese exports of modern times. Included under this 
classifi cation are eleven major oils and oil-yielding materials: 
soybeans, tung oil, peanuts, rapeseed, cottonseed, sesame 
seed, tea oil, linseed, perilla, castor seed, and hempseed, with 
their related by-products, in addition to a number of minor 
oils and seeds. Exports of vegetable oils and seeds, which 
came into the foreign-trade picture around 1900, rose rapidly 
and soon overtook the long-established trade in silk and tea. 
By 1920 this category of commodities was the leading group 
of all Chinese exports, with soybeans from Manchuria as the 
main item. In 1931, Manchuria became a separate customs 
unit. Since then the Chinese Customs Returns, which did 
not include the trade of Manchuria, have shown tung oil as 
the leading export, a position it still maintains.” Address: 
Member of the China-United States Joint Commission on 
Rural Reconstruction and former Director of the National 
Agricultural Research Bureau, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Nanking, China.

1595. Smith, Richard K.; Froehlich, Paul; Battles, Ralph U.; 
et al. comps. 1951. Agricultural statistics 1951. Washington, 
DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 742 p. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: For soybeans and soy products see p. 136-141, 
153-54, 470-71, 474-75, 501, 503, 514, 524, 526, 548.
 The index shows, by product: Soybean cake, exports, 
1940-49.
 imports, 1941-49
 imports, by origin, 1948-49
 production, 1941-49
 Soybean fl our, exports, 1940-49
 exports, destination, 1948-49
 Soybean meal-
 exports, 1940-49
 imports, 1941-49
 imports, by origin, 1948-49
 prices, market, 1940-49
 production, 1941-49
 Soybean oil- exports, 1940-49
 destination, 1948-49
 factory consumption and disappearance,
 imports–1940-49
 origin, 1948-49
 prices, market, 1935-50
 production, 1941-49
 Soybean–acreage, 1929-60
 crushed, 1941-60
 distribution, 1942-60
 exports, 1931-49
 destination, 1948-49
 farm disposition, 1941-60
 futures-
 open contracts, 1941-60
 prices, 1941-60
 imports, 1929-49

 prices- farm, 1929-50
 market, 1940-49
 production. 1929-60
 receipts graded, 1940-49
 stocks on and off farms, 1942-61
 supply and distribution, 1942-60
 value, 1929-60
 yield, 1929-60. Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, 
Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington, DC.

1596. Sakai (G.T.) & Co. (Sakai Shokai [Wholesale]). 1952. 
Yushutsu nyû sho [Jobbers and Wholesale: Imported Oriental 
Food Products (Ad)]. In: Nichi Bei Times. 1952. Nichi-Bei 
Jiji Jushoroku [Japanese American Times Directory]. [Eng; 
jap]
• Summary: Ad (¼ page), p. 177. Name of company with 
diacritics is: Sakai Shôkai. The company sells soybeans 
and azuki beans. Address: 1111-1115 4th St., Sacramento, 
California. Phone: GI. 3-0252.

1597. Soybean Digest. 1952. Nigerian price [of soybeans set 
at $1.50 per bushel]. Feb. p. 9.
• Summary: “A price equivalent of $1.50 per bushel has 
been set for the current soybean crop in Nigeria, reports 
USDA’s Foreign Crops and Markets. Crop prospects are 
rated as good.
 “During the 1950-51 season 131,400 bushels of 
soybeans were purchased in Nigeria for export.”

1598. Strayer, George M. 1952. Are European markets lost? 
Soybean Digest. April. p. 5-6.
• Summary: “High foreign material content on American 
soybeans received at European ports, plus low oil content as 
compared with competitive soybeans, have literally ruined 
our chances of continued export markets on this crop! For 
a period of three years I have repeatedly called attention to 
this high foreign material content, and have pointed out the 
necessity of cleaning up export beans if we were to hold our 
market. Look at the export fi gures from 1951-crop beans on 
page 29 and you can easily see what has happened.
 “Why? Because we have been too eager to dump our 
trashy beans and foreign buyers. Domestic processors have 
taken their pick of the crop, what was left has gone into 
export–and we expected our buyers to like it. When soybeans 
and other oilseed crops were scarce we could get away with 
it. Now that world supplies are more plentiful European 
buyers are turning elsewhere for their supplies. Price has not 
become the deciding factor. Quality has been the factor.
 “We have failed to supply the type of soybean which 
the market demanded. Competition has eliminated us. And 
it has had some help. Growers have been at fault for not 
cleaning up their crop as it was combined. Too much foreign 
material–trash, weed seeds, sticks, and stems–have remained 
in the crop as marketed.”
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 No incentive from present grades: “But under the 
present federal grading system there has been no incentive 
to market clean beans. The incentive has continued to be 
favorable to the man who marketed his crop just under the 
3 percent allowable foreign material–he sold more pounds 
total and got more money. Sharing the blame with the grower 
are the men in the grain grading section, grain branch, PMA 
[Production and Marketing Administration, established on 
20 Aug. 1945], Washington [DC]. They failed to heed the 
demand for a change in the grading standards. They listened 
to the grain handlers protecting their selfi sh interests and 
ignored the over-all benefi ts to the industry to be derived 
from proper grading standards.” Address: Editor, Soybean 
Digest [Hudson, Iowa].

1599. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: 
Representation at Copenhagen. Soybean Digest. May. p. 4.
• Summary: “Representatives of European oilseed buyers 
attending the International Oilseed Crushers conference 
in London last year were highly critical of the quality of 
American soybeans reaching those markets. Reference was 
made on this editorial page to the resolution passed by the 
conference. World-wide in scope, this organization is made 
up of the crushers of soybeans and all other oilseed crops.
 “At the meeting one year ago there was no one present 
to speak for American soybean producers, defend their 
position, or bring back suggestions for betterment of the 
situation. The 1952 conference will be held in Copenhagen 
on June 10 to 13. Invitation has been issued to the Offi ce 
of Foreign Agricultural Relations, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, to have a representative present at the 1952 
sessions. Paul Quintus, head of the fats and oils division of 
OFAR, will be present. As a representative of the Department 
of Agriculture he will be a direct representative of the 
growers of soybeans in the United States.
 “We have invited Quintus to appear on our convention 
program at Lafayette in September to discuss the meetings 
and the consideration given to export problems on American 
soybeans. We hope he will fi nd it possible to do so. We 
need direct contacts with export buyers, in order that we 
may better know the type of product desired, and the steps 
necessary to supply.
 “Take a Step in Right Direction:
 “To be congratulated are the men responsible for calling 
a meeting of representatives of the soybean production, 
handling and export industries in New Orleans on May 5. 
A sincere effort to determine why exporters have not been 
satisfi ed with some cargoes of soybeans, and, why there 
have been especially large discrepancies in foreign material 
analysis, will be made.
 “Growers from Mississippi, Louisiana and Arkansas 
have been invited, as well as shippers, brokers, along with 
representatives of the public elevator, the dock board, and 
governmental grain grading agencies. These are the men who 

have an especially large stake in the export market. They 
are to be congratulated for facing the situation squarely.” 
Address: [American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1600. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: Protests come 
from Japan now. Soybean Digest. June. p. 4.
• Summary: “It has hit from another quarter this time. 
Japanese buyers have fi led with the American Soybean 
Association a protest on the quality of soybeans received by 
them in several cargoes during recent months. Full details are 
not yet available, but are being obtained.
 “It is only natural that buyers want the very best product 
at the cheapest possible price. Each of us buys in the same 
manner. But continual protests from every quarter must 
signify something.
 “To us it merely means that soybean buyers throughout 
the world are again becoming selective. Manchurian beans 
reaching world markets are normally sold on the basis of 
fair average quality of the crop. That fair average quality 
apparently has been somewhat better than the average quality 
of the soybeans reaching their shores from the United States. 
Hence, the protests.
 “It is strange that with our improved varieties, our 
mechanical production methods and our know-how we 
cannot compete, quality-wise, with hand production methods 
of the Old World. The answer probably lies in our grading 
standards. There has been no incentive for clean production. 
If clean beans came to market they were brought up to the 
maximum allowable foreign material content before export.
 “There is something radically wrong with a system that 
allows this. We need change. We need it now. Our export 
markets are fast getting away from us.” Address: Hudson, 
Iowa.

1601. Soybean Digest. 1952. European imports [of 
soybeans]. July. p. 24.
• Summary: “Imports of soybeans into Western Europe 
totaled 778,604 metric tons last year compared with 271,248 
tons during 1950... The sharp rise resulted largely from 
greatly expanded imports from China (Manchurian beans).
 “The fi rst postwar exports from China to Europe of any 
consequence began in 1950 when the Netherlands received 
58,069 tons and other countries received smaller quantities 
bringing the total to 97,000 tons. By 1951, imports from 
China rose to 503,400 tons and China replaced the United 
States as the principal supplier... China’s share rose from 
35 percent in 1950 to 65 percent in 1951. Other countries, 
mainly Brazil, accounted for some 10 percent of the 
soybeans shipped into Western Europe during 1950, and 
about 5 percent in 1951.”

1602. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: Terrifi c threat 
to soybean oil. Soybean Digest. July. p. 4.
• Summary: A bill (H.R. 6292) introduced by Congressman 
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Havenner of California, would remove the processing tax 
of 3 cents per pound now levied at the fi rst processing of 
coconut oil. If this bill were to become law, it would be “a 
terrifi c threat to the soybean industry.” It would, in effect, 
lower the price of soybean oil by 3 cents per pound–”three 
cents below prices which are already less than half the 
ceiling price placed on soybean oil a year ago...” Address: 
Hudson, Iowa.

1603. Faure, J.C.A. 1952. American soybeans in Europe. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 34, 36-38.
• Summary: The International Association of Seed Crushers 
(London) started in 1911 under the name of the International 
Seed Crushers’ Committee to enable the crushers in the 
various European countries to get together periodically 
to discuss the various diffi culties arising in the course of 
business. The organization was resuscitated after World War 
I and the present name was adopted. In June of 1951 Mr. 
Kretzchmar, representing the crushing industry in “Holland” 
gave a full report on the quality of American soybeans 
that had arrived in Holland during 1949 and 1950. The 
“experience of Holland was shared by crushers in Germany 
and other countries. The main cause for complaint was the 
high percentage of foreign matter found in the beans on 
arrival in Europe. After a very full discussion the following 
resolution was carried unanimously by the Congress.”
 Although there was extensive correspondence with the 
American Soybean Assoc. and USDA, and articles appeared 
in the April and June 1952 issues of Soybean Digest, there 
has been no noticeable improvement in the quality of U.S. 
soybeans arriving in Europe. Europeans would prefer to 
buy U.S. soybeans on the same basis as beans from other 
countries. “It is an established fact that the Manchurian 
soybean is a much better bean than we are getting from the 
United States... What we cannot understand however is why 
the United States soybeans cannot be as good and as clean 
and free from foreign matter as the beans that are shipped by 
the Chinese and the Russians.”
 A portrait photo shows J.C.A. Faure. A cartoon titled 
“We are outsmarted” (p. 36) shows a Manchurian walking 
away with European soybean markets. Little ASA says he 
feels like a dunce! He grows, harvest, stores, and ships by 
modern methods, yet Manchurian exports are taking away 
more of his business every day. Address: Vice president, 
International Assoc. of Seed Crushers [IASC], London.

1604. Hirano, Mitsuo. 1952. Using American soybeans in the 
Japanese economy. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 28-29.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean situation 
and its supply and demand in Japan. The soybean oil milling 
industry in Japan. The Japanese soybean industry and 
American soybeans. Conclusion.
 The main purpose of the writer’s present trip to the USA 
is to make a careful study of the American soybean market.

 Soybean production in Japan gradually increased from 
210,000 metric tons in 1880 to a peak of 540,000 tons 
in 1921. Thereafter production declined as imports from 
Manchuria rapidly rose. In 1945, the year that World War 
II ended, production in Japan was only 180,000 tons, but 
as a result of government policy aimed at increasing food 
production, it had risen to 440,000 tons by 1951. However 
most of this production is transformed into foods, so 
Japanese oil mills have had to depend almost entirely on 
exports for their raw material. In 1952 exports are expected 
to be about 350,000 tons.
 The earliest Japanese government records of soybean 
imports show that in 1897, 131,000 tons were imported 
from Manchuria. That amount increased each year, reaching 
a peak in 1944 when approximately 930,000 tons were 
imported. However since the end of World War II, the pattern 
of Japanese soybean imports has changed dramatically. 
The United States and the West replaced Manchuria as the 
main source of Japanese soybean imports. At fi rst, imports 
were made by the Japanese government from China and by 
the Occupation Forces from the USA under the GARIOA 
program. But imports from China was made increasingly 
diffi cult by the expansion of the Communist sphere of 
infl uence. Finally, in 1950, with the outbreak of the Korean 
War, soybean imports from China came to a complete stop. 
Since then, American soybeans have dominated the Japanese 
market.
 From the late 1800s, the Japanese oil milling industry 
used mostly Manchurian soybeans. From the end of World 
War I (in 1918) until about 1925, many large soybean 
crushing mills were constructed in Japan. Just before World 
War II, in about 1940, the nine large solvent plants in Japan 
had a crushing capacity of 970,000 tons/year. World War 
II reduced this to six mills with a capacity of 490,000 tons. 
Since 1948, many smaller mills have been constructed; in 
1951 there were 38 soybean oil extraction mills with a total 
capacity of about 1.2 million tons.
 “I believe that the phenomenal increase in the 
production of soybeans in the United States is an 
accomplishment unequalled by anything in the agricultural 
history of the world... I fi rmly believe that it could not have 
been attained without the untiring efforts of the American 
farmers, agriculturists, government agents, and the American 
Soybean Association.” With Communist forces entrenched 
in China, Manchurian soybeans are unavailable to Japan at 
the present time. So Japan is very grateful for this in U.S. 
production. However there is one problem–quality. Although 
Japanese oil millers buy Yellow No. 2 grade, the soybeans 
that arrive in Japan are of much inferior quality. The main 
problem is that they contain much more foreign material 
than is allowed–4 to 6% rather than 3% of pebbles, weeds, 
pebbles, sand, and dirt.
 “American soybeans will continue to play as important 
role as a source of supply for the Japanese oil industry.” 
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However there will soon be growing competition from 
China. A portrait photo shows Mitsuo Hirano. Address: 
Managing Director of Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. and President, 
Assoc. of Oil and Fat Manufacturers, Japan.

1605. Houghtling, R.G. 1952. The processor looks at today’s 
soybean grading standards. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 60-61.
• Summary: “In his annual report to the 1950 convention 
of the American Soybean Association, George Strayer, your 
capable secretary-treasurer, stated in part:
 “’Current federal grades on soybeans need revision. 
Changed a year ago, they do not, in my estimation, refl ect 
values. They penalize the careful producer, subsidize the 
careless one. They should be made to reward the man who 
brings to the market mature, sound, clean soybeans. Now 
they reward the man who can come closest to 3 percent 
foreign material. That must be changed. Export shipments 
have refl ected our lack of adequate grades and grading. We 
should ask for public hearings and for revision of standards 
to tighten allowable percentages, rather than loosen them as 
was done a year ago.’
 “Resolution No. 1, passed by the membership of the 
American Soybean Association at that annual meeting, 
stated:
 “Whereas the present grades of soybeans have been 
in effect for one year and have proven a handicap to the 
effi cient producer,
 “’And whereas it is the conviction of the soybean 
grower that lower standards for grading will always result in 
less return to the grower from the soybean crop,
 “’Therefore the American Soybean Association goes on 
record as recommending a change in the grades of soybeans 
with No. 1 grade to call for 1 percent foreign material and 
12 percent moisture; No. 2 grade to call for 2 percent foreign 
material and 13 percent moisture; No. 3 grade to call for 3 
percent foreign material and 15 percent moisture; and No. 
4 grade to call for 5 percent foreign material and 17 percent 
moisture.
 “’And that a copy of this resolution be sent immediately 
to the grain branch of USDA requesting immediate 
announcement of public hearings to effect such revision of 
grade.’
 “The National Soybean Processors Association 
supported the Resolution and became one of the sponsors 
for a change in the soybean grading standards. Hearings 
were held at Toledo, Chicago, Cedar Rapids, Decatur and 
Minneapolis. Processor and grower representatives ably 
presented their positions at those hearings but to no avail. 
The grain branch of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
decided to make no changes in the established soybean 
grading standards.
 “The domestic soybean processor provides the outlet for 
a very large percentage of the soybean crop. Even though 
the growth of the soybean crop has been phenomenal, there 

has never been a year when the grower was unable to market 
his product. The soybean grower has never been plagued 
with the over-production problems which have affected the 
grower of practically every other farm crop.
 “Marketing not Easy: Providing markets for the soybean 
oil and soybean oil meal produced from the increased 
soybean production has not been easy. The processor had to 
enter into competition with well-established industries, and 
it is literally a miracle that today the domestic processor is 
disposing of nearly 6 million tons of soybean oil meal and 
some 2½ billion pounds of soybean oil in markets where 
the products were almost unknown 15 or 20 years ago. The 
industry has grown to be the largest domestic producer of 
vegetable oils and oilseed meals.
 “Continual improvement in the quality of the products 
produced by the soybean processing industry has played 
an important role in the establishment of our industry. 
The quality of the raw material–soybeans–is of extreme 
importance if we are to maintain and expand the present 
market for soybean products. Thus, the soybean processor 
is vitally interested in soybean grading standards that 
will provide the most practical high quality soybean for 
processing.
 “Although we have not polled our industry recently, 
I am confi dent that the soybean processor is still of the 
opinion, and would agree with the statement made in 1950 
by your secretary-treasurer, that the present soybean grading 
standards penalize the careful producer and subsidize the 
careless one. The amendments requested by the American 
Soybean Association and supported by our processors in 
1950 are still necessary.
 “The soybean processor bases his buying requirements 
on the No. 2 grade of soybeans. This is the grade recognized 
by, the Chicago Board of Trade futures market in which 
processors hedge their operations, and is for all practical 
purposes the fundamental, grade used by the industry. The 
allowance of 3 percent of foreign material in that grade under 
the present standards allows for deterioration of quality up to 
that point. In addition to providing a problem of cleaning, the 
foreign material oftentimes is of high moisture content which 
gives the industry a problem in the storing of the commodity. 
This factor becomes even more important as a larger 
percentage of the crop is stored on farms where turning of 
the beans is practically impossible. The careful producer 
of soybeans has no real problem in maintaining foreign 
material at less than 2 percent. The present moisture standard 
allowing a maximum of 14 percent in the No. 2 grade is also 
unreasonable. Prudent warehousemen seldom attempt to 
store soybeans of 14 percent moisture content for any length 
of time without turning the beans. In addition, it should be 
borne in mind that the present maximum moisture content of 
soybean oil meal traded under our rules is 12 percent. Thus, 
the processor is heavily penalized when the raw material 
runs as high as 14 percent moisture.
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 “Export Markets: We have been told that export markets 
have objected to the present soybean grading standards. 
Reports indicate that the presence of foreign material, in 
particular, and relatively high moisture have had an effect 
on the export demand for U.S. soybeans. At one time a 
suggestion was advanced that an export grade lowering 
both moisture and foreign material below the present U.S. 
standards should be established to maintain that market. It 
certainly would be folly to recognize the need for cleaner, 
lower moisture beans for the export market, which at best 
supplies a market for a small percentage of the crop, and at 
the same time attempt to enforce the present standards on the 
primary consumer–the domestic soybean processor.
 “Would the amendments requested in 1950 be practical? 
I believe that a review of the grading reports from shipments 
of soybeans to country elevators will adequately prove that 
the good grower can well meet a 2 percent maximum foreign 
material standard and a 13 percent moisture maximum for 
the No. 2 grade.
 “In my estimation, a more realistic and tighter soybean 
grading standard would benefi t the entire industry. The 
quality program of the soybean processor would be 
maintained and, as a result, we could look for further 
improvement in our markets for soybean products. The 
prudent grower would benefi t because the prices paid for 
soybeans would be based on a higher quality product. The 
improvement in quality of the soybean products would also 
maintain and, I believe, expand the market for soybean 
products. This would directly infl uence the demand for 
soybeans, and the soybean grower would certainly benefi t.
 “I, for one, am hopeful that the Department of 
Agriculture will review the able testimony presented at the 
1951 series of meetings and make the changes in the soybean 
standards which the soybean growers and processors 
requested.”
 A portrait photo shows R.G. Houghtling. Address: 
President, National Soybean Processors Association.

1606. Quintus, Paul E. 1952. Europeans look at American 
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 24-26. Initially issued 
as a USDA Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural Relations 6-page 
manuscript.
• Summary: This is an expanded and updated version of the 
following article: Soybean Digest. 1951. “Manchurian beans 
are back in Europe.” Aug. p. 31. Address: Head, Fats and 
Oils Div., Offi ce of Foreign Agricultural Relations, USDA.

1607. Rossiter, Fred J. 1952. United States agricultural 
exports are big business. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service) 16(9):151-54. Sept.
• Summary: In the years 1935-39, the average amount 
of soybeans exported from the U.S. as a percentage of 
production was 10%. In 1951, that number had increased to 
about 18%. Record exports from the 1950 harvest totaled 

about 79 million bushels. With the reentry of Manchurian 
soybeans in world markets, our exports from the 1951 
harvest have met severe competition and will equal less than 
50 million bushels. Address: Associate Director, Offi ce of 
Foreign Agricultural Relations.

1608. Soybean Digest. 1952. Hieronymus says U.S. markets 
endangered. Oct. p. 17.
• Summary: “Market outlets of United States soybeans are 
being endangered by two recent developments–increased 
world production of fats and oils and the re-entry of 
Manchurian soybeans into European markets.
 “This is the view expressed by T.A. Hieronymus, 
marketing specialist in the College of Agriculture, University 
of Illinois. Urbana.
 “The rapid growth of our soybean industry from small 
commercial supplies in 1935 to about 300 million bushels 
per year has been based on a strong European market during 
a period of world fats and oils shortage. During 1935-39 our 
imports of fats and oils exceeded our exports by an average 
of 960,000 tons a year. In 1951 our exports exceeded our 
imports by 500,000 tons. This net change of about 1,450,000 
tons is just the amount of oil that is produced from a 
300-million-bushel crop of soybeans.
 “After 13 years of shortage, the world per capita 
production of fats and oils has returned to pre-World War II 
levels. That will make it increasingly diffi cult to fi nd markets 
for our surpluses, Hieronymus believes.
 “As Manchuria practically disappeared from the export 
market from 1940 to 1949, we increased production and 
exports to where we were selling the equivalent of 375,000 
tons of oil abroad in 1951. This was 25 percent of our crop, 
and nearly equal to the Manchurian exports of prewar ears.
 “Now Manchurian exports are coming back; by 1951 
they were up to 101,000 tons. Manchurian soybeans, 
Hieronymus said, are preferred in European markets.”

1609. Morse, W.J. 1952. Some export history (Letter to the 
editor). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 30, 32.
• Summary: “I have read with interest your editorials on the 
export beans.” During the 1930s, American soybeans were 
cleaner, of better color, and better quality than Manchurian 
soybeans. This was one reason that European mills preferred 
to buy soybeans from the USA rather than from Manchuria, 
and “would pay 5 cents more per bushel for American soys.”
 During the early 1930s: “In Japanese-held Manchurian 
territory and Korea, the Japanese soybean inspectors did a 
pretty thorough job of inspection. All of the beans I saw from 
those places–and I saw plenty–were clean and seemed to be 
of good quality. Of course these beans were taken largely 
by the Japanese mills and the Chinese mills in Manchuria. 
The Korean beans all went to Japan and were mostly used 
for food products. The Japanese soy sauce factories used the 
Manchurian beans.”
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 Now Mr. Morse laments: “I just cannot see why with 
all our good modern machinery we send such trashy beans 
abroad. Must be a colored gentleman in the woodpile 
somewhere!” “It is quite obvious that if America wants to 
hold the European market they must ship something beside 
trashy beans.”
 Note: Tuckahoe, N.Y. was just a mailing address. 
Before Eastchester got its post offi ce, W.J. Morse resided on 
Interlaken Drive, Tuckahoe 7, New York. Both Tuckahoe and 
Bronxville are villages in the town of Eastchester, New York. 
Address: Tuckahoe, New York.

1610. Saunders, A.R. 1952. Soybeans in South Africa. 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “There is an assured future for the soybean 
crop in South Africa. Due to extensive breeding work, non-
shattering varieties are now available and a profi table market 
exists. As in the U.S., soybeans fi t well into the rotation with 
corn.
 “Although the soybean was introduced into South Africa 
even before the beginning of this century, the crop has not 
yet attained a position of importance in the agricultural 
economy of this country.
 “There have been many reasons for this comparatively 
slow progress, but the most important ones have in the past 
been the lack of a remunerative market and the fact that the 
fi rst varieties to be tried out shattered their seed so badly that 
losses from this cause were excessive. Both these inhibiting 
factors have now disappeared.
 “Prior to World War II, soybeans could be imported 
so cheaply from the Orient that the South African farmer 
could not compete, and even a measure of price support for 
the local product did not stimulate production. Moreover, 
until recently the market was in any case limited, because 
manufacturers were not much interested in the crop. Lately 
the position has changed very considerably and local 
production falls far short of the demand.
 “The problem of shattering has been overcome by 
scientifi c breeding work. In 1925, over 300 varieties were 
introduced from the Orient, the United States, and elsewhere, 
and tested at the College of Agriculture at Potchefstroom 
in the Transvaal. All varieties shattered severely but in 
two of them from China a few individual plants retained 
their seed fairly well. Seed were selected from these plants 
and some others, and by 1929 two non-shattering strains 
were available, one brown and the other yellow-seeded. 
Unfortunately, both were very low in yield.
 “The brown-seeded strain, designated as P258, which 
traced back to a single non-shattering plant of the 1925-26 
crop, has formed the basis of most of the soybean breeding 
work in South Africa. It was one of the parents in the original 
crosses made in 1928 from which the majority of our present 
varieties have been developed. The crosses involved P258 
(brown) and P449 (yellow) on the one hand and the varieties 

Dixie. Haberlandt, Manchu, and Yellow on the other.
 “Selections from these crosses are either grown as 
varieties today or have been used in further breeding work, 
which is being continued at the Potchefstroom College of 
Agriculture and at the Natal Agricultural Research Institute, 
Pietermaritzburg, a new institution started in 1947 and 
not fully established. Several hundred breeding lines are 
included in breeding experiments at the two centres.
 “The latter institution is testing the fi rst product of its 
soybean breeding work cooperatively with farmers this 
year. This strain, No. S212, is a medium-late, erect, non-
shattering, dual-purpose type bearing its lowest pods well 
off the ground to reduce loss from mechanical harvesting. 
Practically nothing is known about its adaptation to 
and yielding capacity under different conditions of soil 
and climate, but at the Ukulinga Experiment Station at 
Pietermaritzburg it appears to be superior to any other type 
so far tried. especially as far as seed retention is concerned.
 “Such famous American varieties as Lincoln and 
Hawkeye shatter so severely under Natal conditions that 
their commercial production is impossible, but Lincoln has 
been crossed with a sister line of S212 and several other non-
shattering strains in an effort to combine the early maturity 
of the U.S. varieties with the good seed retaining qualities 
of the South African strains in new types intended for high-
lying, cooler areas with a shorter frost-free period.
 “Despite the fact that suitable varieties bred in the 
country are now available, it will be some years before the 
soybean attains its rightful place in our agriculture. The 
arguments advanced against it are more or less the same 
as those advanced in the United States 25 or 30 years ago: 
the crop is said to be fastidious in its soil and climatic 
requirements, it is diffi cult to grow and to harvest, etc.
 “Over most of the Maize Triangle of the Union these 
arguments really don’t hold water any more. It is all a 
question of raising the general standard of cultivation, just 
as in the Cornbelt of the United States the standard had to 
be raised before the soybean could come into its own. One 
drawback at the moment is the very high cost of machinery 
for handling the crop. Many machines, especially combine 
harvesters, are imported and are either not available at 
present or sell at prices which would shock even the 
American farmer.
 “However, one can but hope that the present diffi culties 
will pass over, for the fact remains that for certain parts of 
the country, particularly in Natal and the better sections of 
the Maize Triangle, the soybean is the best summer legume 
both for seed production and hay, and fi ts in excellently as 
a rotation crop with maize. A newly awakened interest in 
the soybean on the part of farmers as well as manufacturers 
is a good augury for the future of the crop in this country. 
The writer believes this future to be assured but there is still 
a long row to plant and hoe before the soybean attains the 
status to which it is entitled.”
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 Photos show: (1) “A fi eld of soybeans maturing at 
Potchefstroom.” (2) “Soybean breeding experiments at 
Potchefstroom College of Agriculture.” Address: Director, 
Natal Agricultural Research Inst., South Africa.

1611. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: There’s still 
a big market for U.S. soys in Europe, but only through two-
way trading. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 4.
• Summary: Frankfurt am Main, Germany–”There has been 
a vast change in the food situation in most of Europe in the 
three years which have elapsed since I last visited there. 
Everywhere food is more plentiful, of a greater variety, and 
in most places higher in price.
 “To date I have traveled through France, Belgium, 
Netherlands, and Germany.”
 “Belgium snapped back faster after the war than any 
other European country. Everywhere there is new housing, 
new industry, new activity. Belgium retains the Congo, now 
the source of much of her income and raw material. Belgium 
imports fats and oils, but largely from the Congo. Prosperity 
is everywhere evident.
 “The Netherlands, mighty little agricultural fortress 
of Europe, is doing everything in her power to make every 
acre produce every possible pound of foodstuffs. She has 
population problems. Since the war her population has 
increased about 25 percent. Before the war her surplus 
population went out to the empire. Today there is very little 
empire left. Holland’s farm people are wondering where 
their sons and daughters are to go–there are no more farms, 
and no room for expansion. Already, with the newer farming 
methods being adopted in Holland, the farms are too small.
 “Holland’s people for many generations have been 
traders. They are in that category today. They must import 
for their own use, and for resale, rather large quantities of 
oilseeds and oil-bearing materials. They have made some 
purchases of U.S. soybeans recently. They will continue to 
buy when they have dollars available–and when they can 
be sure of getting the quality to which they believe they 
are entitled. They make no bones about telling you that 
they prefer Manchurian soybeans over most of those they 
have received from the United States, because of foreign-
material content. If they can buy our beans at a discount from 
Manchurian prices they will do so. They want to buy on the 
basis of delivered weights and grades, feeling it gives them a 
greater measure of protection.
 “Germany (Western) today consists of two-thirds of 
the people of the old Germany, concentrated in about one-
third the area, and on the poorer soils of the old nation. The 
heavy black lands are in the Russian zone, being exploited 
as sources of food for shipment to Russia. Given the very 
best of crops, West Germany can expect to produce only 
about one-half of the necessary food. She must import large 
quantities of bread grains, and of fats and oils. German 
oilseed crushers would like to buy, and are prepared to 

handle, up to 60,000 tons of material per month. Available 
dollar supplies permit only small purchases. Some oilseeds 
are coming in from soft currency areas. Germany would 
like to import U.S. soybeans in large quantities, will do so if 
dollars can be arranged. Rapeseed is about the only domestic 
oil crop. Production can never approach Germany’s needs.
 “There are some signifi cant developments in German 
today, at least partially due to incentive provided by our 
representatives in the Food and Agriculture branch of 
HICOG [Allied High Commission for Occupied Germany]. 
One of them is the production and marketing, for the fi rst 
time, of a vegetable shortening. Up to recent weeks there has 
never been such a product made or sold in Germany. It is 
fi nding a ready market.
 “Another development which may affect the market for 
soybeans is the recent change in German law to allow the 
sale of vitamin-fortifi ed margarine. Now, with 15,000 units 
of Vitamin A added, along with other vitamins, margarine 
is fi nding a rapidly increasing market. Selling for less than 
half the cost of butter, the new margarine has even had the 
endorsement of farmers’ organizations in Germany. This 
is a highly signifi cant development in Germany, just as it 
would be in the United States if general farm organizations, 
traditional foes of this farm product, were to suddenly 
endorse margarine. It is expected that a greatly expanding 
market for margarine will now be reached.
 “There is a market for rather large quantities of soybeans 
in European countries. We must accept their products in 
return, so they may continue to buy. And we must, as I have 
pointed out many times before, arrange to supply European 
oilseed crushers with the type of soybean our domestic 
processors like to buy–or we will not retain that market. 
There will be some buying of soybean oil, too, when it 
is more economical than the buying of whole beans, or 
when European markets for oilseed meals are unfavorable. 
The latter is the case right now–hence recent soybean oil 
purchases in the U.S.” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa].

1612. Porteous, W.L. 1952. Utilization and prices of 
soybeans in Canada. Economic Annalist (The) 22(6):125-
31. Dec. Reproduced in 1953 as part 2 of a 15-page booklet 
titled Soybeans by Dept. of Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada. [1 
footnote]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Domestic crushings 
of soybeans. Domestic crushings in relation to production. 
Foreign trade in soybeans and soybean products. Tariffs 
on soybeans and soybean products. Comparison of the 
market for soybean oil and oilcake and meal (1946 and 
1951). Domestic uses for soybean oil. Domestic uses for 
soybean oilcake and meal. Total domestic disappearance of 
soybean oil oilcake and meal. Prices for soybeans. Prices for 
soybean oil. Soybean oilmeal prices. Processors’ margins and 
transportation charges. Seasonal pattern of soybean prices. 
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“The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Scheme.”
 The section titled “Domestic uses for soybean oil” 
(p. 128) states: “Between 1920 and 1930 almost all of the 
soybean oil used in Canada (about 1,500 tons per year) was 
used for making soaps and paints; about 90 per cent was 
used for soap and 10 per cent for paints. During the next 
decade the pattern of utilization began to shift and soybean 
oil was used more widely as an edible oil; about 35 per cent 
went to food uses and 65 per cent was used to make soaps 
and paints. This trend was accelerated during World War II. 
At present most of the oil is used by various food processing 
industries. Margarine and shortening accounted for 79.5 per 
cent of the total utilization in 1950 and 71.1 per cent in 1951 
(Table 6). Industrial use is mainly for paints and varnishes.”
 The section titled “The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Scheme” (p. 130) states: “This organization, 
established in 1949 under the ‘Farm Products Marketing 
Act’ of Ontario, negotiates an agreement annually or as 
often as necessary with the processors and dealers regarding 
the conditions of sale of Ontario soybeans. Under the 1951 
agreement no fi xed or contract price for soybeans was 
established.
 “In drawing up the agreement, six representatives of 
the producers meet with three processors and three dealers’ 
representatives. The agreement reached by these groups is 
submitted to and must be approved by the Farm Products 
Marketing Board. No buyer may do business on terms below 
those set out in the agreement.
 “Under the 1951 agreement the minimum price was 
the trading price for each day as established on an open 
market basis. However, the processors undertook to pay the 
best possible prices consistent with the prevailing market 
prices obtainable for the end products of processing. In 
addition processors were to inform the Marketing Board 
as to the causes of major price fl uctuations and co-operate 
in providing information relative to prices based on the 
previous day’s trading price.
 “The agreement specifi ed the discounts to be imposed 
on soybeans containing over 14 per cent moisture. Soybeans 
containing over 14 per cent and up to 18 per cent (inclusive) 
moisture were to be discounted with the maximum rate being 
1½ cents per bushel for each ½ per cent of moisture content.
 “The maximum charge to any grower by every dealer 
for cleaning, handling and selling soybeans was fi xed at ten 
cents per bushel under the 1951 agreement. The maximum 
storage charge to any grower was 1/30 of one cent per bushel 
per day.
 “The agreement stipulates that dealers are to pay cash on 
demand for soybeans and procure specifi c information about 
the conditions of sale such as the date of sale, condition 
of the soybeans, weight and prices paid. The name of the 
purchaser, the name and address of the grower, date of 
purchase and the number of bushels sold is to be forwarded 
to the Secretary of the local Board by the 15th of the 

following month. The agreement also stipulates that matters 
of dispute between the growers and a dealer as to grade and 
moisture content are to be referred to an Inspector of the 
Board of Grain Commissioners at Chatham, Ontario, and his 
decision is to be fi nal.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000) 
that mentions “The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Scheme.”
 Tables show: (1) “Soybean crushings and production of 
soybean oil, cake and meal, 1946 to 1951.” The number of 
soybean bushels crushed in Canada grew from 1,846,000 in 
1946, to 2,702,000 in 1947, to 4,508,000 in 1949, to a record 
7,483,000 in 1951. Soybean oil production grew from 9,101 
tons in 1946, to 13,536 tons in 1947, to 22,982 tons in 1949, 
to a record 36,757 tons in 1951. Soybean oilcake and meal 
production grew from 42,712 tons in 1946, to 62,975 tons in 
1947, to 105,314 tons in 1949, to a record 177,982 tons in 
1951.
 (2) “Canadian supplies of soybeans in relation to 
total crushed, 1946 to 1951. Soybean imports grew from 
1,136,000 bushels in 1946 to 4,659,000 in 1951. During this 
period Canadian supplies accounted for about 42% of the 
total crushed (range: 29.1% to 58.3%).
 (3) “Production, trade, and apparent domestic 
disappearance of soybean oilcake and meal, 1946-51.” (4) 
“Production, trade, and apparent domestic disappearance of 
soybean oil, 1946-51.” (6) “Soybean oil used in margarine 
and shortening and total disappearance, 1950-51.” In 1950 
some 9,040 tons of soybean oil were used in margarine and 
16,943 tons in shortening for a total of 26,037 tons (refi ned 
basis). In 1951 some 17,599 tons of soybean oil were used in 
margarine and 15,368 tons in shortening for a total of 32,967 
tons (refi ned basis). Address: Canada.

1613. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: U.S. standards 
not liked abroad. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4.
• Summary: “The federal grading standards under which we 
are now selling soybeans were developed for carbohydrate 
grains. They were not, at fi rst, intended for oilseeds. No other 
oilseeds [except soybeans] are traded under them. Not even 
fl axseed,...
 “It was the good fortune of your editor to spend a 
half day in the offi ces and laboratories of the Incorporated 
Oilseed Association in London in October. There I saw 
samples of soybeans originating all over the world. There I 
was allowed to learn, fi rst hand, the system of trading which 
was described by J.C.A. Faure at the September convention, 
and which has been developed through many years of 
experience.
 “European nations have been buying Manchurian 
soybeans for long periods of years. They were doing 
extensive trading in the commodity before most of the men 
in our American soybean industry knew there was such a 
crop. They have handled the production of good years and 
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bad. They have bought from good traders and bad, and over 
this period of years have evolved a system of grading which 
gives them, as buyers, a measure of protection and security. 
That system recognizes that the crop varies with different 
years, that arbitrary standards which will fi t all conditions are 
diffi cult or impossible to draw. It establishes a fair average 
quality of crop, uses it as the basis of trading, and individual 
shipments are then compared with that fair average quality 
and priced accordingly. Settlement is based on the soybeans, 
or other oilseed, actually delivered to the buyer.” Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1614. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: U.S. standards 
not liked abroad. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4.
• Summary: “The federal grading standards under which we 
are now selling soybeans were developed for carbohydrate 
grains. They were not, at fi rst, intended for oilseeds. No other 
oilseeds are traded under them. Not even fl axseed, grown in 
some of the same territories, is traded on a system of foreign 
material grade determination as we have developed for 
soybeans.
 “It was the good fortune of your editor to spend a 
half day in the offi ces and laboratories of the Incorporated 
Oilseed Association in London in October. There I saw 
samples of soybeans originating all over the world. There I 
was allowed to learn, fi rst hand, the system of trading which 
was described by J.C.A. Faure at the September convention, 
and which has been developed through many years of 
experience.
 “European nations have been buying Manchurian 
soybeans for long periods of years. They were doing 
extensive trading in the commodity before most of the men 
in our American soybean industry knew there was such a 
crop. They have handled the production of good years and 
bad. They have bought from good traders and bad, and over 
this. Period of years have evolved a system of grading which 
gives them, as buyers, a measure of protection and security. 
That system recognizes that the crop varies with different 
years, that arbitrary standards which will fi t all conditions are 
diffi cult or impossible to draw. It establishes a fair average 
quality of crop, uses it as the basis of trading, and individual 
shipments are then compared with that fair average quality 
and priced accordingly. Settlement is based on the soybeans, 
or other oilseed, actually delivered to the buyer.
 “The London contract form of purchasing has some 
defi nite advantages to the buyer in the form of protection. It 
has some advantages to the seller where better-than-average 
product is delivered. It recognizes differences, and pays 
accordingly. The European buyers prefer to buy on London 
contract, and will continue to buy from other sources of 
soybeans than ours so long as they can do so on London 
contract, and so long as our exporters will not agree to such 
terms of shipment.
 “There are, too, advantages to our federal grades 

as a basis of shipment. They provide for known basis of 
settlement before a shipment moves from American ports. 
They do not place a shipper in the position of having a 
shipment, with accumulated shipping charges, on the other 
side of the globe and at the mercy of the buyer. Terms of 
settlement can be very severe under such conditions if the 
buyer wants to take advantage of a situation.
 “But we must also recognize that we are losing our 
markets because European–and Asiatic–buyers are not 
getting what they want. They are being forced to take high-
foreign-material content when they do not want it. They 
maintain that analysis as graded out on loading here does 
not correspond with the same analysis run on delivery. They 
feel they are being taken for a ride, and they are buying 
elsewhere whenever they can do so.
 “After seeing our side of the story for a period of years, 
and after seeing shipments of American soybeans arriving 
in European ports, together with studying analysis of other 
shipments, I am convinced that there are advantages in 
both systems. I’ am convinced that some middle ground is 
possible. I have a feeling that it would be possible to evolve 
a basis of trading which would protect both the buyer and the 
seller, which would embody the good points of both systems, 
and which would result in far greater sales of American 
soybeans in world markets.
 “It is my sincere belief that representatives of American 
soybean producers, country soybean handlers, export 
shippers, federal grain grading agency representatives and 
representatives of European and Asiatic oil mills should 
accumulate and analyze all available information, summarize 
it, and then meet for a suffi cient period of time to work out a 
basis of trading which would be equitable to all concerned.
 “In the forefront in such deliberations should be the 
fact that it is the value of the oil and the meal contained in 
a bushel of soybeans which determines the value of that 
bushel. While the relationship between the values of those 
two products may vary between countries, the end value can 
be determined largely by the value of the human food those 
two commodities will supply or produce. We must recognize 
that we have been doing a job of merchandising which is 
shameful. We must recognize that weed seeds, sticks, stems, 
pods, wheat chaff, corn and other foreign material do not 
produce soybean oil and meal. We must also recognize that 
while other nations would like our soybean crop, they can 
fi nd ways to get along without it and they will do so unless 
we enter such suggested deliberations with a spirit of give 
and take.
 “If we do not work out a system of trading which is 
agreeable to both American sellers and European and Asiatic 
buyers we will have no choice but to see our markets taken 
over by others. We need these markets. We cannot afford to 
see them disappear. The choice is ours.” Address: Hudson, 
Iowa.
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1615. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: Send the junk 
back to the farm. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 5.
• Summary: “When you buy fl our at the grocery store, you 
expect to get pure fl our. When you buy sugar you expect 100 
percent sugar. When you buy gasoline you expect the pure 
product. Why, then, does not the buyer of soybeans have a 
right to expect the pure product? Rather than one which is 
97 percent pure? What is the logic of allowing 3 percent of 
some other commodity?
 “It is not always possible to bring soybeans from the 
fi eld free from weed seeds, sticks, stems, pods and other 
materials. Weather conditions during the growing season and 
at harvest time sometimes interfere. It is possible, under most 
conditions, using combines adequately equipped for soybean 
harvest, to deliver that crop at one-half percent foreign 
material or less. Under the present grading standards there is 
no incentive to do so–in fact a soybean producer would be 
foolish to do so.
 “Before the grower of soybeans can ever expect 
adequate pay for his crop we must do two things:
 “1. We must change the federal soybean grading 
standards to allow less foreign material, and to compensate 
the man who delivers a crop free from foreign material.
 “2. We must establish a uniform system, as has already 
been done in some areas, of recleaning all soybeans 
purchased by local buyers, returning the foreign material to 
the producer for disposal, and paying him on the basis of 
clean soybeans.
 “Such a system would eliminate all handling of foreign 
material, all freight on useless material, and the problem of 
disposal of foreign material at processing plants. It would 
enable the processor to know his exact yields of oil and 
meal, so that he might pay in accordance with those values. 
It would bring a higher return to the grower, and it would 
discourage hauling to market the weed seed and junk now 
being delivered.” Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1616. Goldberg, Ray A. 1952. The soybean industry: 
With special reference to the competitive position of the 
Minnesota producer and processor. Minneapolis, MN: The 
University of Minnesota Press. xv + 186 p. Index. 24 cm. 
[156 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Purpose and scope, 
source of data, procedure. 2. Production: World production, 
national production, acreage changes in the Corn Belt, 
Minnesota production, areas of production, suitable varieties, 
acreage changes in Minnesota, summary.
 3. Utilization: World utilization, national utilization, 
soybean meal utilization, soybean oil utilization, world 
and national trade movements, price relations, shortening, 
margarine, other edible uses, industrial uses (paints, 
varnishes, linoleum), Minnesota utilization, summary.
 4. The processing industry: Marketing channels of the 
crop, historical evolution, the national processing industry, 

the Minnesota processing industry, technical development, 
processing costs, Minnesota processing costs, summary.
 5. Factors affecting the competitive position of the 
Minnesota soybean processor: Transportation, Minnesota 
transportation, Buffalo–New York, Fargo–North Dakota, St. 
Cloud–Minnesota, Chicago soybean prices, qualifi cations, 
foreign market, summary, storage, commodity markets, price 
formulation, government action, the Minnesota processor, 
crushing margins, specifi c example, crushing-margin 
relationships over time.
 6. Summary and conclusions: The producer, 
the processor. Appendixes. I. Tables. II. Interviews. 
Bibliography.
 Although Minnesota was one of the last states to 
develop a soybean crop, the state now ranks 6th in total 
soybean production in America. In the decade from 1940 to 
1950 the dollar value of the Minnesota soybean crop rose 
from $76,000 to $37,000,000.
 The U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory is discussed on 
pages 24 and 56,
 Tables: (1) A comparison of the twelve leading soybean 
producing states for 1920 to 1950. (2) A summary of 
protein content, and iodine number of soybeans, by area, 
three-year averages, 1945-1947. (3) The results of tests 
on two groups of varieties of soybeans. (4) The averages 
for soybean varieties for date mature and oil content at 
three locations, Waseca, Blue Earth, and southwestern 
Minnesota. (5) Percentage changes in the use of land by 
forty-two Minnesota farmers, 1941 through 1945 (1940 = 
100 per cent). (6) Changes in crop acreages between 1939 
and 1949. (7) Index numbers (by percentage) of acreage on 
fi fty southern Minnesota farms, 1941 through 1950 (1941 = 
100 per cent). (8) Percentage of total tillable land in specifi c 
crops on fi fty southern Minnesota farms, 1941 through 
1950. (9) Tillable land and specifi ed crops in Minnesota. 
(10) Percentage of total tillable land in specifi ed crops in 
Minnesota. (11) The dollar value per acre of grain crops in 
Southern Minnesota. (12) The comparative cost and returns 
per acre for grain crops in southern Minnesota, 1945-1949. 
(13) The indicated frequency with which forty-seven selected 
farms produced soybeans, 1941-1950. (14) The number and 
percentage of fi fty southern Minnesota farms producing 
soybeans. (15) Soybean acreage and soybean farms in 
Minnesota. (16) Canada: Soybeans crushed, soybean oil, 
cake and meal production, 1950, with comparisons. (17) 
Canada: Imports of soybeans, edible and inedible soybean 
oil, 1950, with comparisons. (18) The production and 
distribution of soybean meal by states, 1945. (19) The defi cit 
in protein for all livestock, using requirements given in feed 
standards as the quantity needed, 1937 through 1949. (20) 
Prices paid by farmers per 100 pounds of cottonseed meal 
and soybean meal, by months, United States, 1950. (21) The 
production and processing of soybeans in Minnesota, Iowa, 
and Illinois. (22) Minnesota monthly production of soybean 
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meal, October 1950 through September 1951, and monthly 
consumption of soybean meal, October 1945 through 
September 1946. (23) Marketing channels for soybeans, 
Illinois, 1947-1948 crop years, as a percentage of total sales 
off farms. (24) The relative costs of acquiring soybeans for 
large and small processing plants, Illinois, crop year 1948. 
(25) Soybean-processing plants in the United States, 1950. 
(26) The estimated soybean-processing capacities of the 
nine largest operators, May 1945 and January 1951. (27) 
The number of soybean plants in the United States on July 
1, 1944 by size. (28) The number of soybean plants in the 
United States on January 1, 1951, by size. (29) Soybean 
mills in operation in Minnesota, October 1, 1945. (30) 
Soybean production in Minnesota, actual and potential, 
December 1951. (31) A summary of soybean-processing 
facilities and operation status, excluding mills crushing 
soybeans temporarily or less than half their operating time, 
United States, May 1945 and January 1951. (32) Soybean 
processing margin by size and type of plant, 1943-1944. 
(33) The processing costs of six Minnesota soybean plants, 
percentage breakdown and actual cents-per-bushel range, 
1951. (34) The capacity of soybean mills in specifi ed areas, 
excluding mills crushing soybeans temporarily or less than 
half their operating time, May 1945 and 1950. (35) The over-
all freight advantages per ton of meal shipped, as used by 
commercial men for territories rather than specifi c locations. 
(36) Available storage space and estimated requirement for 
United States soybean mills, 1951-1952 crush. (37) Monthly 
sales of soybeans by farmers, as percentage of total sales, 
in ten soybean-producing states, marketing year, 1947-
1948. (38) Soybean stocks on Minnesota farms, quarterly, 
1943-1952, by thousand bushels. (39) Range of contract 
cash prices of soybeans at Chicago, monthly. (40) Range 
of contract cash prices of soybeans at Chicago, yearly. 
(41) Receipts of soybeans at Chicago and Minneapolis 
grain centers for the last fi ve years. (42) Price supports, 
price ceilings, and average prices received by farmers for 
soybeans, crop years 1940-1951. (43) Country elevator 
base ceiling prices for No. 1 and No. 2 yellow and green 
soybeans. (44) Ceiling prices for crude soybean oil, in 
tank cars, in cents per pound. (45) Estimated differences 
in crushing margins among Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota 
processing plants.
 Appendix I tables: (1) Soybeans: Acreage, yield per 
acre, and production in specifi ed countries, average 1935-
1939, annual 1948-1950. (2) Soybeans: Exports from 
specifi ed countries, average 1935-1939, annual 1947-1950. 
(3) Soybean oil: Exports from specifi ed countries, average 
1935-1939, annual 1947-1950. (4) Suez Canal: Northbound 
movement of Manchurian soybeans, December 1950–June 
1951. (5) Soybeans: Acreage, yield, and production in 
the United States, 1924-1950. (6) Acreage of soybeans 
harvested for beans, United States and selected groups of 
states, averages 1925-1929, 1930-1934, and 1935-1939, and 

annually 1940-1950. (7) Soybeans: Supply and utilization 
in the United States, 1924-1950, by number of thousand 
bushels. (8) Acreage changes in the six leading soybean 
states. (9) Soybeans harvest for beans: Acreage, yield, 
and production for the ten leading states, 1945-1950. (10) 
Soybeans: Yield per acre, oil content, and oil yield per 
acre in the principal soybean-producing states, by states, 
1944 and 1945. (11) Soybean oil content, temperature, and 
length of day in the principal soybean-producing states, 
May-October averages, 1944 and 1945. (12) Soybean oil 
meal and cake: Supply and utilization in the United States, 
1924 through 1949, by number of thousand tons. (13) 
State-to-state movements of soybean meal in the six main 
meal-producing states, 1948, 1949, and 1950. (14) Protein 
concentrates: Estimated use for feed in the United States, 
prewar average and years 1944 through 1950, year beginning 
October 1, by number of thousand tons. (15) Relationships 
between the prices of soybean meal and prices of other high-
protein feeds. (16) Soybean oil, crude basis: Production, 
trade, stocks December 31, and apparent disappearance, 
1910–September 1950, by number of thousand pounds. 
(17) State-to-state movement of soybean oil, 1950. (18) 
Vegetable oils: Wholesale prices, in cents per pound, at 
specifi ed markets, annual averages, 1930 through 1950. (19) 
Wholesale prices, in cents per pound, of leading fats and 
oils, United States, for specifi ed periods. (20) State-to-state 
movements of soybeans. (21) The cost of the component 
parts of a 300-ton capacity, solvent extraction-plant. (22) 
The price per ton of shipping soybean meal from Decatur, 
Illinois, December 1951. (23) The average per-ton railroad 
freight revenue for soybeans, soybean meal, cottonseed, 
cottonseed meal, linseed meal, and fl ax, United States, 1947 
through 1950. (24) The total freight traffi c, by number of 
cars, for 1947 (including duplications). (25) The total freight 
traffi c, by number of cars, for 1950 (including duplications). 
(26) Soybeans: Stocks in various positions, United States, 
quarterly dates, 1942-1951, by number of thousand bushels. 
(27) The typical cost to farmers, in cents per bushel, for 
soybean storage on farms and at country elevators, for three-
month and six-month storage periods, Midwestern soybean-
producing states. (28) Offi cial United States grades and 
grade requirements for all classes of soybeans. Continued. 
Address: Minnesota.

1617. Goldberg, Ray A. 1952. The soybean industry: 
With special reference to the competitive position of the 
Minnesota producer and processor (Continued–Document 
part II). Minneapolis, MN: The University of Minnesota 
Press. xv + 186 p. 24 cm. [156 ref]
• Summary: (Continued): List of fi gures (graphs unless 
otherwise stated). 1. Soybean acreage harvested for beans, 
Minnesota, 1934-1950. 2. Soybean production, Minnesota, 
1934-1950. 3. Value of Minnesota soybean production, 1935-
1950. 4. Map: International trade in soybeans, average for 
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1935-1939. 5. Map: International trade in soybeans, average 
for 1948-1949. 6. Acreage of soybeans for beans and other 
specifi ed crops harvested in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, 
1924-1950. 7. Map: Ten soybean-producing areas. 8. Prices 
received by farmers for soybeans, corn, and oats, United 
States, season average, 1924-1950. 9. Map: Concentration 
of soybean production in the various types of farming 
areas in Minnesota, 1949-1950. 10. Map: Types of soils in 
Minnesota.
 11. Bar chart: Cash receipts by commodities, Minnesota, 
1949-1950. 12. Bar chart: Destination of exports of soybeans 
and soybean oil from the United States under the Economic 
Cooperation Administration (ECA, established in 1948 
to administer the Marshall Plan): April 3, 1948-June 30, 
1951. 13. Pie chart: United States exports of soybeans. 14. 
Diagram: The soybean: Uses–derivatives–applications. 15. 
Map: Distribution of soybean meal in 1945 and production 
of soybean meal in 1950, by states. 16. Production of 
specifi ed protein concentrates, United States, 1937-1949. 17. 
Utilization of soybean oil meal among classes of livestock: 
Percentage distribution, United States, 1950. 18. Prices of 
soybean, cottonseed, and linseed oil meals, 1940-1950. 19. 
Utilization of soybean oil in food and non-food products, 
percentage distribution, United States, 1940-1950. 20. 
Supply of cottonseed, soybean, coconut, and other oils 
and food fats, not including butter and lard: Percentage 
distribution, United States, 1920-1949.
 21. Supply of food fats and oils, United States, 1920-
1949 (cottonseed oil, coconut oil, soybean oil). 22. Map: 
Location of principal producers of shortening, margarine, 
salad and cooking oils, United States, June 1945. 23. Supply 
of butter, lard, and other major food fats and oils: Percentage 
distribution, United States, 1920-1950. 24. Wholesale prices 
of cottonseed oil and soybean oil, United States, 1935-1949. 
25. Utilization of fats and oils in shortening: Percentage 
distribution, United States, 1920-1950. 26. Map: Location of 
Minnesota soybean-processing plants, 1951. 27. Proportion 
of soybeans processed by specifi ed methods, United States, 
1937-1950. 28. Flow chart: Soybean oil meal processing, 
hydraulic method. 29. Flow chart: Soybean oil meal 
processing, expeller method. 30. Flow chart: Soybean oil 
meal processing, extraction method.
 31. Map of USA: Price of shipping soybean meal per 
ton from Decatur, Illinois, December 1951. 32. Prices of 
soybeans: Cash prices of number 2 yellow at Minneapolis, 
on track bids at Minnesota country points; and futures 
prices at Chicago, 1950. 33. Cash prices of number 2 yellow 
soybeans at Minneapolis and Chicago.
 34. Soybeans under price support programs, United 
States, 1941-1950. The fi rst government price support 
program was in 1942, designed to increase soybean acreage 
during World War II; both a support price and a ceiling price 
were established each year for soybeans (see table 42). In 
1942, however, only 4,000 bushels were under this price 

support program; the average price received by farmers for 
soybeans nationwide was $1.61/bushel whereas the price 
support was only $1.60 a bushel and the ceiling price was 
$1.66. From 1943 to 1946 the average priced received by 
farmers for soybeans was higher than the support price, 
so essentially no soybeans were under the price support 
program. During the war there were also price supports for 
soybean oil and meal. Soybean price supports were higher 
than ceiling prices of soybean meal and oil. So during this 
time the government paid the extra cost of the processor’s 
soybeans so the processor would be sure of an adequate 
crushing margin.
 “Supports for soybeans were continued after the war. 
However the market price remained higher than the support 
price.” Consequently, very few soybeans were purchased 
by the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC). The largest 
percentage of the crop to be under price-support programs 
was 7% (16,000 bushels) in 1949; this fi gure fell to 5% 
(about 14,000 bushels) in 1950.
 35. Prices of soybeans: On track bids at Minnesota and 
Illinois country points. 36. Prices of soybeans: On track bids 
at Minnesota and Iowa country points. 37. Solvent crushing 
margins compared to weighted processing costs, seven 
Minnesota farms. 38. Soybean crushing margins for solvent 
and expeller plants in Minnesota. 39. Soybean crushing 
margins for solvent plants in Minnesota and Illinois. 40. 
Soybean crushing margins for solvent plants in Minnesota 
and Iowa.
 41. Soybean crushing margins for expeller plants in 
Minnesota and Illinois. 42. Soybean crushing margins for 
expeller plants in Minnesota and Iowa. Address: Minnesota.

1618. Smith, Allan K. 1952. Over-all look at industrial 
proteins. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 601-06. For the 
year 1950-51. Crops in Peace and War.
• Summary: Discusses proteins from both animal and 
vegetable sources. The most important industrial uses of 
proteins are in making adhesives or glues. A long section 
(p. 604) discusses casein, “a dairy product.” To offset the 
fl uctuations in U.S. production, casein imports have been 
large. The main foreign source has been Argentina. The 
import duty was $0.055/lb until 1941, when it was reduced 
to $0.0275/lb. The total of casein imports plus domestic 
production increased from 30 million lb in 1929 to 89 
million lb in 1941. The most important industrial use for 
casein is for coating paper, which typically takes about 60% 
of the total supply.
 Vegetable proteins are relatively new, and the main 
source is soybeans. The fi rst plant for isolating soy protein, 
built in 1933, had a capacity of one ton a day. Three plants 
now produce isolated soybean protein, and in 1950 their 
estimated capacity totaled more than 15,000 tons. The fi rst 
isolated soy protein was sold mainly to the paper industry 
for sizing and coating paper. Address: Chemist, Northern 
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Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1619. Bening, W. 1953. Soy fl our and milk powder in 
Europe. I. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 18-19. See also Part II. 
March, p. 20-21. Part III. April, p. 20.
• Summary: Discusses the pioneering work with soya done 
by six Europeans:
 “A. Urbeanu was a medical doctor in Bucharest, 
Rumania, at the beginning of the 20th century. From his 
work with countless patients he came to the conclusion that 
insuffi cient nutrition was the reason for the backwardness 
of his nation; that lack of protein was the cause of the 
nationwide lack of energy, the poor labor output and low 
living standard. He decided that the manufacture of palatable 
cheap protein foods from home-grown soybeans could raise 
his people’s living standards and place his beloved Rumania 
among the civilized nations.
 “In 1905 Urbeanu published the fi rst Rumanian booklet 
on soya. It recommended the bean for systematic fortifi cation 
of the national diet. He emphasized that the Rumanian 
farmer did not have more than half of the daily protein 
requirement. He pointed out that the composition of the 
mature soybean is very similar to that of foods of animal 
origin, and therefore can well fi ll this gap in the diet.
 “Urbeanu’s publication was the fi rst suggestion of a 
complete soya project in Europe that included growing and 
processing the bean to make its fats and proteins available 
for human nutrition. Little attention was paid to it. Its ideas 
were too strange. Maybe the lack of suitable varieties and of 
experience in breeding and growing as well as processing 
soybeans contributed to the failure.
 “Thirty years later the Rumanian government 
successfully developed a large-scale soybean-growing 
program, for export. Preliminary tests were made in 
Rumanian hospitals to cure diseases caused by protein 
defi ciencies. Political events smashed this project before 
the crop became extensive enough so that part of it could be 
consumed at home.
 “Urbeanu was undoubtedly infl uenced by Friedrich 
Haberlandt’s booklet [sic, book], Die Sojabohne. Haberlandt, 
an Austrian botanist, was the real founder of soybean work in 
Europe.
 “He noticed the soybeans at the Vienna World 
Exhibition in 1873, and procured seed there for planting in 
test plots at the High School for Soil Cultivation in Vienna. 
The seed consisted of 19 varieties from China, Japan, Tunis, 
and Transcaucasia–one each from the latter two countries.
 “Some of the plots were successful. Haberlandt soon 
had co-workers growing soybeans widely in Europe. By 
1877 there were 144 soybean test plots in addition to those in 
Vienna. They were scattered from the Puszta in Hungary to 
the Atlantic Coast, and from the Baltic to the Adriatic Sea.
 “Haberlandt died in 1878 and with him his work–except 
for his book with its continuing infl uence on work with 

soybeans in Europe; and some of the beans that he had 
distributed. In recent years French soybean literature has 
referred to varieties in Spain that were called “Haberlanda” 
by the producers there. Haberlandt cooperated with Heck the 
physiologist to study the usability of the soybean for human 
food. They developed a potato-soya dish that their families 
and professor-friends ate with relish. Haberlandt wrote in his 
book that “this combination offers to those who have to save 
on food, the content of nitrogenous nutrients that are needed 
in the diet...”
 “Laszlo Berczeller was a doctor in Budapest, Hungary, 
some 20 years after Urbeanu. Like Urbeanu he was driven 
by his experience with his medical practice to seek better 
protein nutrition for the people.
 “By that time soybeans were grown, to a small extent 
at least, in his country, also Serbia, and other parts of the 
former Austrian Empire. They may have been the offspring 
of Haberlandt’s seeds.
 Berczeller learned “how to remove the disagreeable taste 
of the raw bean. He discovered the principle of combined 
moisture and heat treatment to make the bean and its 
products palatable. And he became known as the discoverer 
of soy fl our.
 “But his discovery remained in the primitive stage 
until Austrian, German, French, and other factories began 
to process the bean commercially to produce full-fat and 
defatted soy fl our, grits and fl akes for human consumption.
 “Urbeanu and Berczeller set two of the fi rst signposts 
for the long road on which the soybean is still moving to 
become a staple ingredient in the daily diet of Europe. Both 
men clearly saw decades ago the central problem of modern 
European nutrition. Both worked in and for two of the 
unfortunate nations that are now blocked from participation 
in the progress and welfare of the free world. It is a sobering 
question whether the fascists and bolsheviks would have 
been able to swallow the two countries if Urbeanu and 
Berczeller had been listened to by their contemporaries. 
Both men worked hard to assure regular protein at low cost 
for everybody. Their aim was to strengthen resistance to 
contagious diseases, and also to those modern epidemics that 
we call political radicalism.
 4. “Paris was the scene of another remarkable soybean 
play. Li You Ying [Li Yuying], famous Chinese soya 
specialist, and Dr. L. Grandvoinnet started a factory in 
Paris and invaded the famed ‘Cuisine Francaise’ with soya 
products of Chinese style, such as tofu, miso, soy milk, soy 
sauce, and so on. Great was their enthusiasm and greater still 
the failure. More extreme opposites can hardly be imagined 
than the French and Chinese tastes. There was only one 
product of their promotion that eventually conquered the 
market. It is shoju [shoyu; Japanese soy sauce], the tasty, 
spicy, delicious soy sauce. Li You Ying and Grandvoinnet 
also left traces in European soya history, in the form of 
a book. It was published in 1912 and was an excellent 
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monograph. It could not fail to interest other people who 
were at work on the same problem.”
 A small photo shows Dr. Berczeller reading a book at a 
desk.

1620. Soybean Digest. 1953. Canadian imports continue 
large. June. p. 15.
• Summary: “Canada’s imports of soybean and soybean 
oil, which made up 27% of the total importation of fats 
and oils in 1952, are expected to continue large in 1953, 
reports William L. Rodman, assistant agricultural attache, 
at the American Embassy, Ottawa, according to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s Foreign Crops and Markets.
 “Canadian soybean production in 1953 is again expected 
to be well below processor’s needs. Flaxseed output will 
probably decrease due to a heavy carry-over of stocks and 
relatively low prices. Production of other oilseeds in Canada 
this year will probably remain near the 1952 level.
 “Edible oils imported in 1952 included cottonseed oil, 
32,858 tons; soybean oil, 7,840 tons; peanut oil, 918 tons; 
sunfl ower oil, 1,068 tons; and 5,178 tons of other edible oils. 
Coconut oil imports totaled 8,375 tons and palm oil, 4,198 
tons.
 “With the exception of the palm and sunfl ower oils, 
which came principally from the Belgian Congo and 
Uruguay, almost all of the above oils came from the U.S.
 “The oil equivalent of oilbearing materials imported in 
1952, mainly soybeans from the U.S. and copra from the 
Philippines, amounted to about 50,000 tons.
 “The oilseed processing industry in Canada has 
expanded signifi cantly during the last decade and now 
exceeds the domestic production of oilseeds. Canadian 
processors are fi nding it increasingly economical to import 
oilseeds for crushing now that ample facilities are available.”

1621. Roberts, Ivan. 1953. Canada as a continuing market 
for soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 48.
• Summary: A table shows production and importation of 
soybean oil, whole soybeans, and oilcake meal from 1948 
to 1952. Soybean production has more than doubled during 
this period, from 1,824,000 bu in 1948 to 4,128,000 bu in 
1952. At the same time, imports of whole soybeans from the 
United States increased from 1,245,000 bushels in 1948 to 
4,004,000 bushels in 1950, and remained at about 4,600,000 
bu in 1951 and 1952, where it is predicted to remain in 1953.
 This year, in Ontario and most other provinces, the dairy 
industry has sponsored legislation, which has been passed 
into law, to “prohibit the manufacture or sale of any edible 
oil product, other than margarine, that contains any fat or oil 
other than that of milk, which has been blended or mixed 
with a dairy product in such a manner that the resultant 
edible oil product is an imitation of, or resembles, any dairy 
product.”
 While soy meal enters Canada duty free, the U.S. 

government about 18 months ago doubled the rate of duty on 
soy meal imported to the USA–from $3 a ton to $6 a ton.
 In Canada almost all soybeans are planted in rows that 
are 24 inches or less apart; this is a narrower spacing than 
in the USA. Canada has the potential to produce 4 times as 
many soybeans as it now produces. Address: Agronomist, 
Victory Mills, Ltd., Toronto, ONT, Canada.

1622. Benedict, Murray Reed. 1953. Farm policies of the 
United States, 1790-1950: A study of their origins and 
development. New York, NY: The Twentieth Century Fund. 
xv + 548 p. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 10, titled “Equality for Agriculture,” 
discusses and analyzes the McNary-Haugen plan, and its 
predecessor the Peek-Johnson plan of the early 1920s. The 
fi rst McNary-Haugen Bill was introduced in Jan. 1924 by 
Senator McNary of Oregon and Representative Haugen of 
Iowa (S. 2012 and H.R. 5563). The fi rst plan calling for U.S. 
government intervention in agriculture, it was to become the 
central feature in the struggle over farm legislation during 
the second half of the 1920s. The bill was introduced 5 times, 
once each year from 1924 to 1928. Each time it either failed 
or was vetoed by President Calvin Coolidge. However many 
of the ideas developed in the McNary-Haugen era were to 
reappear in the Roosevelt period starting in 1933.
 Chapter 11 discusses “The Hoover Period,” the 
Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929 (which was not accepted 
with enthusiasm by the major farm groups), the Smoot-
Hawley Tariff Act of 1930, and the drought of 1930.
 Chapter 12, titled “From Defense to Attack,” 
discusses the Roosevelt period and the New Deal starting 
in 1933. “In a sense, Herbert Hoover rather than Franklin 
Roosevelt inaugurated the New Deal.” Hoover was the fi rst 
American president who “undertook to apply the powers 
of government, and his own personal leadership, in solving 
the problems facing the nation.” There were many early 
initiatives related to agriculture including the Emergency 
Farm Mortgage Act of 1933, the Farm Credit Act of 1933, 
and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA; 
Title I of the Agricultural Act of May 1933–which had many 
similarities with the McNary-Haugen plan; it worked to 
curtail farm production and raise prices). Henry A. Wallace, 
editor of Wallaces’ Farmer, was appointed secretary of 
Agriculture.
 The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 (section 202) 
“provided for the establishment, under the direction of the 
Department of Agriculture, of four regional laboratories 
for scientifi c research, to develop new uses and outlets for 
farm commodities and their products. This feature of the 
act grew out of a persistent belief on the part of certain 
farm leaders that vast new markets might be opened up for 
by-products and farm wastes by producing new kinds of 
products for use in industry... The possibilities of farm relief 
by such means had been grossly oversold, and assumed far 
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larger proportions in the minds of some farm leaders and 
congressmen than the cold facts of the situation would seem 
to warrant*” (p. 379-80).
 Footnote 10 (p. 380): *”This exaggerated conception of 
the place of so-called ‘Farm Chemurgic’ in solving the farm 
problem had been widely propagandized for many years by 
the Farm Chemurgic Council. This Council grew out of a 
Conference held at Dearborn, Michigan, as a result of the 
wide interest created by William J. Hale’s book The Farm 
Chemurgic (1934)... This and numerous other propaganda 
books were fi nanced by the Chemical Foundation, a 
nonprofi t agency set up by President Woodrow Wilson in 
1919 to license the use of German patents taken over under 
the ‘Trade with the Enemy Act.’ The Farm Chemurgic 
Council, in its various publications presented glowing 
accounts of the possibilities of the gains to agriculture from 
the industrial use of farm products, and also carried on 
intensive propaganda for American self-suffi ciency and high 
tariffs.” This footnote further discusses chemurgy and the 
Farm Chemurgic Council–though neither term is listed in the 
index!
 Soybeans are discussed only in relation to World War II. 
During that war, the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) 
subsidized soybean production to permit increased grower 
returns and encourage production of oil. In 1945 the cost of 
the soybean subsidy was $44.0 million. The soybeans were 
purchased at support prices and resold at a loss to processors 
[crushers] at differentiated prices based on processor 
effi ciency (p. 429).
 “For soybeans, the 1942 goal was more than twice the 
prewar average, and was more than fi lled. The goal was 
stepped up again in 1943, from 9 million acres to 12 million, 
but performance fell short. Only 10.4 million acres were 
planted” (p. 436).
 During the war, the largest production increase was 
in “oil crops, from a index of 165 (1935-1939 = 100) in 
1940 to 274 in 1945, having reached a peak of 300 in 1943. 
These crops, principally soybeans, had started to increase 
sharply as early as 1938. The stimulus given in the war years 
was thus an acceleration of a shift already well under way. 
Peanut acreage was nearly doubled during the war years” 
(p. 441). Address: Prof. of Agricultural Economics, Prof. of 
Agricultural Economics, Giannini Foundation of Agricultural 
Economics, Univ. of California, Berkeley.

1623. Tanganyika Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. 
1953. For the year 1952. Parts I and II.
• Summary: C.E.J. Biggs is Director of Agriculture. Under 
“Main Crops,” the section on “Pulse Crops” (p. 21-22) states: 
“A wide range of pulses is grown in the Territory, including 
pigeon peas, chick peas, soya beans, gram, bonavist beans 
[Lablab purpureus], haricots, fi eld peas introduced from 
Europe, and a number of others”–including cowpeas The 
Territory’s total recorded marketings of pulses (which is 

much smaller than total production) was 14,155 tons in 1950; 
24,360 tons in 1951; 20,751 tons in 1952. Soya beans are 
grown in the Northern Province. Other main crops include 
groundnuts, maize, sunfl owerseed, and sesame.
 The section titled “The Ilonga Agricultural Station and 
the Work of the Empire Cotton Growing Corporation in the 
Eastern Province” (p. 70-72) states that 4 soya bean varieties 
were sown for observation. Observation plots of Lucerne and 
Kudzu were also planted. At the Mahiwa Experiment Station 
in the Southern Province, soya beans and sesame were the 
subject of trials and observations. It was decided there “to 
abandon further attempts to cultivate soya bean, which again 
yielded poorly.”
 A table on p. 101 shows that soya beans are considered 
an export crop along with other beans and pulses. Address: 
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika.

1624. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture. 1953-. Serial/
periodical. Honolulu, Hawaii: Cooperative Extension Work 
in Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Hawaii. 
Frequency: Annual. *
• Summary: Notes: Issued by: (1) Cooperative Extension 
Work in Agriculture and Home Economics, University of 
Hawaii, 1953-1954; (2) and by: Hawaii Cooperative Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service, 1955-1960; (3) and by: 
Hawaii Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, 1961-
1975; (4) and by: Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service, 
1976-<1982>; (5) and by: Hawaii Agricultural Statistics 
Service, <1988->; and by: (6) Hawaii Dept. of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Development Division, <2003 on>. Address: 
Honolulu, Hawaii.

1625. Warden, Philip. 1954. Weeks hints U.S. approval of 
Red trade. Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 14. p. D7.
• Summary: Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks [1953-
1958] indicated his agency might soon approve a proposed 
swap of 100 million dollars worth of surplus U.S. butter and 
vegetable oils for Russian manganese, chrome, or gold.
 Dwayne Andreas, president of the Honeymead Products 
company of Mankato, Minnesota, soybean oil producer and 
exporter, told reporters “that he is one of the applicants for a 
license to sell the vast stocks of surplus butter and vegetable 
oils overseas.”

1626. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: Situation must 
be corrected. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 4.
• Summary: “High foreign material content of soybeans 
marketed is still one of the major problems of our industry...”
 “The New Orleans Public Elevator on Jan. 22 reported 
376,678 bushels (by weight) of soybean dockage on hand. 
This was removed from the soybeans loaded out through the 
elevator in recent months in order to bring those beans up to 
grade as called for in export contracts. This it was the excess 
above the allowable 3 percent level of No. 2 beans. Handling 
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and freight charges between point of origin and New Orleans 
had already been incurred. Shipping space was utilized. 
Storage space is new being used, and cleaners were tied up in 
operations on beans, slowing down the elevator operations.
 “For what good reason? None. Nothing useful had been 
accomplished, no contribution made to marketing operations. 
Practically valueless, the foreign material merely added costs 
without contributing.
 “Soybean handlers, especially in the areas serving 
the export markets, must make up their minds to provide 
adequate cleaning facilities at the country points, removing 
the foreign material there, and returning it to the farms from 
which it came. Only by doing so will foreign material levels 
be brought down where they should be.
 “It is utterly silly to haul huge quantities of useless 
foreign material around the country when simple cleaning 
equipment at country points will solve the problem. Country 
bean handlers should prepare now for 1954-crop beans by 
making plans for proper cleaner installations.” Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1627. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: In this case 
duty is only an expense. Soybean Digest. March. p. 4.
• Summary: For many years a duty of 2 cents per pound 
of $1.20 per bushel has been levied by the United States 
government on all soybeans brought into the United States. 
“This duty was fi rst levied back in the days when the 
soybean industry was just getting started, and when growers 
needed all possible protection. In the meantime we have 
fought a war [World War II], have changed from a debtor to 
a creditor nation, and have expanded our soybean industry 
from a few million bushels to the 300 million bushel level.
 “Now the Experiment Station in Ontario, Canada, has 
come up with a variety of soybeans which growers in the 
areas adjacent to the Great Lakes fi nd very interesting.” But 
when they enquire about importing seed from Ontario they 
are immediately confronted with the $1.20 per bushel duty. 
So today, instead of protecting American farmers, the duty 
imposes an additional expense on the buyer of the seed.
 “Attempts are being made to lift the duty on certifi ed or 
registered seed.”
 “The best laid schemes o’ mice and men” oft go astray 
(Robert Burns 1785). Address: [American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa].

1628. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: The trade 
mission to Europe. Soybean Digest. April. p. 4.
• Summary: “By the time this reaches you I will be in the 
European countries as a member of one of the Agricultural 
Foreign Trade Missions being sent by the United States 
Department of Agriculture. As a member of the soybean 
industry I will be one of a group of men entrusted with the 
responsibility of analyzing the European markets for our 
products, steps which we, as a nation, are going to have to 

take in order to continue and expand our export sales.
 “I am particularly interested in this mission for I see in it 
an opportunity for soybeans. With the largest crop in history 
staring us in the face, and with cottonseed oil supplies resting 
in the hands of CCC, the export market can be of great 
importance to soybean producers.”
 Strayer will be visiting 12 northern European countries. 
He has visited Europe twice before on behalf of soybeans, 
“once as a representative of government, once as a private 
individual. Conditions have changed vastly since 1949, and 
even since 1952.”
 “It is my hope... that my visitation will pay off in 
dividends for you and for the nation.”
 Note: George Strayer was part of this “Eisenhower 
Trade Mission to Europe” in the summer of 1954. Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1629. Kirby, Riley H. 1954. The Japanese market for U.S. 
agricultural products. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service) 18(5):79-84. May.
• Summary: The population of Japan proper, 87,000,000 
persons, is confi ned to an area of about 147,000 square miles. 
Only 16% of the country is farmed. Large-scale machinery is 
little used because the nearly 6 million farms are small–they 
average 2.5 acres–and labor is abundant–43% of Japan’s 
population is employed on farms. The average amount of 
soybeans produced in Japan from the years 1931-40 was 
358,000 short tons. Then, in 1949, Japan produced 247,000 
tons; in 1950, 364,000 tons; in 1951, 523,000 tons; in 1952, 
575,000 tons; and in 1953, 460,000. Rice alone occupies 
40% of the planted areas of Japan.
 Japan’s imports of soybeans in recent years have 
approached 300,000 tons. There is some feeling that if Japan 
could produce margarine from soybean oil at suffi ciently 
low cost, the Japanese people might further increase their 
consumption of bread, thus expanding the markets for both 
wheat and soybeans. Address: Regional Economist, Asia and 
the Middle East branch, Foreign Agricultural Services.

1630. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: Good export 
demand for 1954 crop. Soybean Digest. May. p. 4.
• Summary: “Brussels, Belgium–It has become a standing 
joke with members of the Agricultural Foreign Trade 
Mission of which I am a member that whenever we go into 
another country the one commodity they want in quantity 
is soybeans. Wheat, cotton, corn, the other commodities we 
have in surplus are also in plentiful supply over here. Fats 
and oils and proteins are not in plentiful supply.”
 “Protein meals are becoming more and more of a factor 
in their livestock feeding operations... Soybeans produce 
more high quality per tons of raw material than anything 
else they can buy. They like it for feeding. The crushers like 
soybeans because they supply work for their plants in greater 
tonnages before they reach saturation of the oil markets.”
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 “London, England–England and the United Kingdom 
have made remarkable strides down the comeback trail in 
recent years. A nation which was the world’s largest creditor 
nation when she entered the war was the world’s largest 
debtor nation when the war ended. The British people 
accepted austerity,...
 “My observations lead me to believe that a rapidly 
increasing market for our soybeans is being established here 
in Britain. They want our oil and they want our meal. What 
more can we ask?
 “We have only two things that can stand in our way.” 
High prices and low quality. Address: [American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1631. Soybean Digest. 1954. Canadians process bulk of 1953 
crop. June. p. 21.
• Summary: “The bulk of the record 4,406,000-bushel 
soybean crop in Canada in 1953 will be processed in Canada 
as usual... During calendar year 1953 a record 8.6 million 
bushels of soybeans was crushed in Canada, yielding 45,285 
short tons of oil and 206,581 tons of oil meal. The fi rst 
overseas shipment of Canadian soybeans ever made was 
reported to have left an Ontario port bound for Western 
Germany during the early part of last October...
 “The continued increase in the production of margarine 
and shortening in Canada has been a major factor 
contributing to the increased production and consumption of 
soybeans... In 1950, soybean oil represented 24 percent of all 
fats and oils consumed in margarine production; and in 1953, 
48 percent.”

1632. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: World market 
can absorb 1954 surplus. Soybean Digest. June. p. 4.
• Summary: “Seven weeks of travel throughout the Northern 
European countries as a member of an Agricultural Trade 
Mission has convinced me of one thing–those countries are 
passing out of the era of dollar shortages as the major reason 
for purchases channeled to the non-dollar areas, into an era 
where competitive prices will be the major consideration.”
 If we are going to continue to export to those countries, 
we are going to have to be able to compete on the basis of 
price and quality. Farm subsidies are not the answer; they 
create more problems than they solve, and threaten to price 
us out of the market. “Why are we not being realistic about 
prices?” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, 
Iowa].

1633. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: We can assure 
foreign markets of quality beans. Soybean Digest. July. p. 4.
• Summary: “Quality has no substitute. Buyers of soybeans 
throughout the world want quality, and they insist they are 
willing to pay for it.”
 “Our present system of federal grades on grains and 
soybeans needs some attention. The administration of those 

grades, and the issuing of certifi cates under those grades, 
needs much closer supervision. Confi dence in U.S. grades 
must be restored. In numerous countries we were told that 
U.S. grading certifi cates are valueless. In one country we 
were told that the Soviet certifi cates were reliable, but that 
the U.S. certifi cates could not be relied upon! That is a sorry 
state of affairs and one that is materially hurting our export 
business.”
 “On soybeans there are several logical steps. The fi rst 
is the reduction of the allowable foreign material content on 
each grade by 1 percent, bringing U.S. No. 2’s to 2 percent 
allowable foreign material. This should be easy–soybeans 
do not normally run above 1 percent foreign material as they 
come from the farm. Opposition to such a move can come 
only from the handlers, and their stake in continued markets 
is so great they cannot afford to oppose a change, even 
though they are profi ting by present blending.
 “Second step is much closer supervision of grading 
agencies. There have been cargoes of soybeans (and other 
grains) graded out by local accredited grading agencies 
which should never have been allowed to leave this country. 
Fraudulent certifi cates, misrepresentations, pure deception 
have on occasion entered the picture.”
 “Third step is a campaign to acquaint buyers with their 
privileges under the federal grading system, and with the 
provisions of that system.”
 “Fourth step is an aggressive campaign of export selling, 
promotion and service.” Address: [American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1634. Hedge, Porter M. 1954. Push is on for farm exports. 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 40.
• Summary: “Exports. There will be plenty of ways for 
moving soybeans into export channels in the next year or 
so, if normal market demand is not suffi cient to move all the 
beans desired.
 “Congress and the Administration are putting a big push 
on farm exports and surplus farm product disposal. In funds 
involved, it amounts to a total export program bigger than 
any since the years immediately following World War II.
 “The main new vehicle for moving surpluses is the 
new Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act. It 
authorizes $1 billion to be spent within the next three years, 
and is now law.
 “The total funds, however, can be spent at any time, 
whether the three-year period has elapsed or not. If the 
program goes well, it’s generally understood that Congress 
will provide additional funds.
 “The billion is broken into two parts: $700 million 
are earmarked for sale of farm surpluses in exchange for 
foreign currencies. This is similar to the Section 550 program 
carried out by Foreign Operations Administration during the 
last fi scal year. The other $300 million are for giveaway of 
surpluses to countries in need during emergencies.
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 “The law authorizes making surpluses available to 
friendly populations, as well as to friendly nations. This 
opens the way to grants of food to the peoples in iron curtain 
countries, as well as to the people in Russia itself, if desired.
 “The Department of Agriculture will have a big hand 
in management of this export program–probably a major 
one. Exports under this program have to be above ‘normal.’ 
Offi cials are investigating in Europe, the Far East and in 
Latin America the possibilities of increasing exports above 
normal without cutting into regular commercial business.
 “The trade development act is only a part of this year’s 
export fi nancing. A big chunk of Mutual Security Act 
funds will be tagged for surplus crop disposal. House has 
earmarked $500 million for this purpose; the Senate only 
$350 million. The lower fi gure probably will be accepted.
 “In addition, regular foreign aid funds under Foreign 
Operations Administration will be available for purchase 
of farm products. In the last fi scal year total funds spent 
under the FOA program were $713 million. Of this, Section 
550 funds (used for sale of products for foreign currencies) 
approximated $245 million.
 “Only a small volume of soybeans–$2,925,000 in 
purchases–moved under Section 550 in the last fi scal year 
due to the domestic shortage.
 “However, many countries wanted soybeans put on the 
550 list so they could pay in their own currencies instead of 
dollars.
 “A fair-sized volume of beans might move under the 
new program in the coming marketing year -provided the 
crop is well above 300 million bushels, and soybeans are 
placed on the ‘surplus’ list.” Address: Washington [DC] 
Correspondent for The Soybean Digest.

1635. Brim, Charles A. 1954. New Lee soybean: from 100 
plants to 20,000 acres. Research and Farming (Agric. Exp. 
Station, North Carolina State College, Raleigh). Summer & 
Autumn. p. 12-13.
• Summary: “Its to the Tar Heel farmer’s advantage to switch 
to the new Lee soybean. The new variety is the most shatter-
resistant variety so far developed, it’s resistant to several 
major soybean diseases, and it has the yellow seedcoat color 
preferred by soybean importers in foreign countries. (About 
80 per cent of the soybeans produced in North Carolina go 
into export channels.)
 “There should be a plentiful seed supply for the 1956 
crop. More than 20,000 bushels, enough to plant 20,000 
acres, of Lee seed were produced by certifi ed seed growers 
in North Carolina in 1954.
 “If the season is good, these 20,000 bushels should 
produce around a half million bushels of seed in 1955. This 
is enough to fulfi ll the 1956 demand.
 “Will Replace Ogden: Lee is expected to replace the 
Ogden variety over much of the area where this variety is 
now grown. Although Ogden usually produces high yields, 

shattering losses often occur with this variety. Shattering is 
especially bad where the harvest period is longer than two 
weeks. Lee has shown very little shattering eight to 10 weeks 
after maturity. It is the fi rst soybean variety developed in 
which disease control was a major objective, and is resistant 
to bacterial pustule, wildfi re, and frogeye. Lee is moderately 
resistant to purple seed stain. Where Ogden will have 80 per 
cent purple mottling, Lee will have 8-10 per cent.
 “Lee is also more tolerant to the root knot nematode 
than the Ogden variety.
 “Agronomists in the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and the several state experiment stations who developed and 
tested the new variety believe it will help stabilize yields in 
the mid-southern area for which it was developed.
 “The North Carolina station had a big hand in the 
development of the new soybean. Dr. Edgar E. Hartwig 
of the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, working in 
cooperation with the North Carolina Agricultural Experiment 
Station, made the fi rst cross at Raleigh in 1944. Lee is a 
selection from this cross (S-100 x CNS).
 “An advanced F3 line from this cross, N46-2566, was 
widely tested in North Carolina and appeared to be one of the 
better lines which combined good agronomic qualities with 
resistance to the bacterial pustule disease–a disease often 
found in soybean fi elds in the southeastern United States.
 “100 Plants in 1948: In the fall of 1948, approximately 
100 plants were harvested individually from N46-2566. 
These new lines were evaluated jointly by Dr. Herbert W. 
Johnson in North Carolina and Dr. Hartwig at the Delta 
Branch of the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.
 “The variety now designated as Lee proved outstanding 
in performance in the North Carolina and Mississippi 
plantings. In 1951 it was entered in the cooperative regional 
trials conducted by the U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory 
in cooperation with research workers in the 12 Southeastern 
states. These tests were carried out for three years, with 
tests at 35-40 locations each year. In North Carolina the 
new soybean was tested at McCullers, Plymouth, Willard, 
Statesville, Rocky Mount, and Weeksville. Lee is especially 
adapted to the eastern two-thirds of North Carolina, the 
southeast corner of Virginia, and parts of several other 
southern states, as far west as Texas. Because of its later 
maturity (average of 5 days), Lee is not suitable for planting 
as far north as Ogden is now grown.
 “In comparison with Ogden, Lee produces higher yields, 
has slightly higher oil content, and sounder seed coats. Lee 
seed averaged 29.3 bushels per acres to Ogden’s 27.5 bushels 
per acre in three years of testing.
 “Oil content of the seed averaged 21.5 per cent on a dry 
weight basis for Lee and 21.3 per cent for Ogden. Lee gave 
an outstanding performance in the tests under a wide variety 
of weather conditions.”
 “Lee is the third in a series of new, superior varieties 
adapted for production in the Southern states. Dorman was 
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introduced in 1951, Jackson in 1952.”
 A map shows that Lee is adapted to the eastern half of 
North Carolina.
 Note: Because Lee was the most shatter-resistant variety 
to date, it was instrumental in putting an end to farmers 
growing soybeans for fodder; they could now grow them for 
seeds (beans). Address: North Carolina State College.

1636. Strayer, George M. 1954. Report of secretary-treasurer. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 21-23.
• Summary: “Each year as we gather at convention we 
are faced with different problems. Two years ago the 
major item of discussion at our convention was ceiling 
prices–and soybean grades. One year ago as we met at 
St. Louis [Missouri] many were still thinking in terms of 
a 329-million-bushel soybean crop, and there was talk of 
surpluses and support prices.
 “Before the season had advanced very far we were 
worrying about the short crop and the high prices of soybean 
oil meal–together with the effect upon consumption. If 
nothing else, the soybean industry is one in which the same 
conditions never confront us in two consecutive years–or 
even two consecutive months.
 “The 1953-54 fi scal year of the American Soybean 
Association has been an interesting one, for it has, brought 
some more of the changes which were anticipated shortly 
after the close of World War II, and which did not come at 
that time. We have the biggest soybean acreage in history. 
Logically we should have the biggest crop in history. But 
this year the weather man started his inroads early, and by 
the end of July had convinced many people that he meant 
business. We will, unless I miss my guess, have the biggest 
soybean crop this country has ever produced. But in spite of 
that many people are talking about trying to limit exports, 
and about shortages.
 “We are in a period of agricultural adjustment. Somehow 
we delayed that period of adjustment, through legislative 
and other means, several years longer than seemed probable 
at war’s end. Now we are engaged in a concerted effort in 
America to fi t our production to consumption and exports, 
maintaining a reasonable carry-over or reserve of major 
commodities. Soybeans are caught in that adjustment. 
Actually, there would appear to be no surplus of soybeans or 
soybean products.
 “But there are surpluses of competitive products such 
as cottonseed oil, and when there are surpluses of any 
edible or vegetable oil they affect the market for soybean 
oil. As Rhea Blake, Jim Thigpen and others have so ably 
told you, we cannot isolate ourselves from these other 
commodities. Their surpluses and reserves are also ours, 
and we must consider them in making plans. In the drafting 
of our recommendations for any governmental programs 
affecting soybean acreage and production in 1955 we must 
give consideration to our competition and the effects of their 

products on ours.
 “And at this time I want to point out the necessity 
for this meeting, today, formulating the groundwork on 
which your offi cers and directors can build a program to be 
recommended to the Secretary of Agriculture for 1955 crop 
soybeans. It was upon the basis of recommendations from 
this organization to the Secretary of Agriculture last fall 
that the current 80 percent of parity support level on 1954 
crop soybeans was adopted and announced. Your thinking 
was apparently a year ahead of that of Congress! And in 
spite of the protestations of a few, the great glut of soybeans 
apparently is not going to be with us this year! But with 
lowered support price levels on other crops, and with limited. 
acreages on many of them, we must carefully consider what 
we want in 1955, and be ready to recommend and fi ght for it.
 “This has not been a legislative year in most states, 
and because of that there has been very little action in that 
fi eld. We have made some preparations for further work on 
both margarine and mellorine legislation in 1956, attending 
meetings with other interested groups, and formulating plans 
for action.
 “But this has been a Congressional year, and there have 
been chores to do in Washington [DC]. For a period of three 
years we have been participating in a joint endeavor with a 
number of other agricultural groups, aimed at increasing the 
federal appropriations for basic research work in agriculture. 
It has been our feeling, and that of many other groups, that 
we have been, during the past decade, living off the basic 
research of previous periods, and that we were not adding to 
that basic knowledge at a speed which would enable us to 
continue the progress which we should make. It was our fear 
that we were using up the knowledge faster than it was being 
brought forth, and that some place along the line, in the next 
decade or so, we would reach a stalemate.
 “Funds for basic research in agriculture had not been 
increased in many, many years. But costs had increased 
tremendously in that same period. It was necessary that 
some group or groups be responsible for engineering 
added research funds for USDA through Congress. The 
appropriations for the year starting July 1, 1954, were 
increased by a considerable sum. Of that increase, a total 
of $100,000 was allocated to the basic research work on 
soybean varietal development. This $100,000, specifi cally 
earmarked for soybean work, is in addition to the funds 
previously appropriated in the regular appropriations bill, 
in approximately the same amount as in the previous year. 
Thus, Dr. Johnson and the other men doing the soybean 
varietal development work are going to have, for the fi rst 
time in a number of years, more nearly adequate funds with 
which to work.
 “But in addition to the allocation of additional funds 
for soybean varietal development work there was also an 
allocation of $60,000 additional funds for work on the 
utilization of soybean oil. This will enable the folks at the 
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Peoria Laboratory [in Illinois] and at other points to expand 
the work they have under way, perhaps launch new Projects, 
more adequately fi nance those which have been started. 
I think it may be said that the joint efforts of the many 
organizations paid off, for agriculture for the fi rst time in 
several years has again been recognized as a basic industry 
requiring adequate federally-fi nanced basic research work. 
We should pay our respects to the American Farm Bureau 
Federation, the National Grange, the National Cotton 
Council and to the other commodity groups which carried 
the ball on this legislative effort. I must admit we profi ted 
out of proportion to our contribution. We still have with us 
one of the major problems plaguing our industry for the past 
several years. The federal grades on soybeans have not been 
satisfactory from the standpoint of the producer since they 
were last changed in 1949. One year ago, in report to you, I 
dwelt at length on the trends in our industry because of the 
laxness of foreign material allowances in our grade.
 “The situation has not changed. The same problems are 
with us today that have existed for several years, and one 
of the steps which must be taken before the situation rights 
itself is the downward adjustment of the foreign material 
allowances in our federal soybean grades. It is my sincere 
hope that this meeting, in the adoption of resolutions, will 
call for public hearings on a proposal to lower foreign 
material percentages by 1 percent on each grade, and will 
instruct the board of directors to petition for such hearings by 
the grain grading branch of USDA.
 In spite of the short crop and the relatively high prices 
which our soybeans have been selling for during recent 
months, We have exported more soybeans from the United 
States during the past crop year than ever before in history. 
Estimates run at about 40 million bushels. The prospects 
for exports from the 1954 crop are even brighter. The 
lowering of the allowable foreign material content will tend 
to increase those exports and make the buyer more satisfi ed 
with our commodity. While it would not affect the 1954 
crop movement, changes announced for 1955 would be of 
material psychological value.
 “I should point out here that under the increased 
appropriations made by Congress more funds are now 
available to the grain grading branch of USDA, and that we 
should demand closer supervision of local grading agencies 
and constant research on better sampling methods. More 
money is available, and I am sure E.J. Murphy and his staff 
will give us more and better service.
 “We have a product which the world wants, and so long 
as we are willing to supply quality and be competitive in 
price with other soybean production areas and other oilseed 
crops we will have a continued and expanding market. I 
am fi rmly convinced that we can produce better soybeans 
more cheaply than at any other place in the world today, 
and that we should capitalize on it. Of all the commodities 
represented on the Trade Missions to Europe soybeans were 

one item that practically every country wanted in quantity.
 “The Mission was a liberal education in foreign trade 
and foreign affairs, and it is my hope that through a period 
of years I can make the contacts and the information pay off 
for you as members of the American Soybean Association. 
You paid my salary while I was on the Mission–Uncle Sam 
paid the expenses. You invested about seven weeks pay in 
me in order that I might participate, and I hope you got your 
money’s worth! One-tenth of 1 cent per bushel on the fi rst 1 
million additional bushels of soybeans exported as a result of 
my participation in this Mission will far more than pay the 
costs incurred. If we do not sell at least 10 million additional 
bushels of soybeans into export markets in each of the next 
two years I’ll be greatly disappointed!
 “However, to do that we must have free exportation of 
soybeans, without restriction, and we must have soybeans 
placed on the list of commodities available to foreign buyers 
through purchase of foreign currencies, under Public Law 
480, the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act 
of 1954. Soybeans are not on that list now, and will not be 
there unless concerted efforts are made to place them there. 
Your offi cers have a job cut out for them during the next few 
weeks in this one!” (Continued). Address: American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa.

1637. Strayer, George M. 1954. U.S. soybeans as viewed by 
European buyers. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 28, 30, 32, 34, 36.
• Summary: “I will try to relate to you some of the things 
we learned on the Agricultural Trade Mission dispatched 
by President Eisenhower and Secretary of Agriculture 
Benson last April. It was my good fortune to be a member 
of the Northern European Mission, and to visit the 10 
northern countries of Europe. We spent eight weeks on 
this assignment, six and one-half weeks in the European 
countries.
 “We were instructed to survey the markets, appraise 
the potentials, analyze the things preventing expanded sales 
of our products, and investigate the possibilities of greater 
imports of their goods so they might have dollars available 
with which to buy. Let me assure you that we had a busy six 
and one-half weeks!
 “Coupled with the things I learned on this Trade Mission 
I would also like to include some of the things I learned in 
these same countries during visits in 1949 and 1952. It has 
been my good fortune to watch trends develop, and through 
large volumes of correspondence to keep in touch with many 
of them during the years since the war.
 “First of all I want to stress, as I have many times 
outlined on the editorial pages of the Soybean Digest that 
I well recognize the domestic market, to our American 
processors, as being far more important to us as soybean 
producers than is the export market. During the past year we 
have exported only about 40 million bushels of our soybean 
crop, out of production of 262 million, and the 1953 crop 
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exports are the largest in our history. We will continue to 
consume far greater quantities of our soybeans here at home–
and we must recognize that.
 “At the same time we must also recognize that the 
soybean processing facilities of our nation are largely 
concentrated in the Midwest area–the Cornbelt states–and 
that a vast new soybean production area has been opened 
up here in the Midsouth which lies close to ocean ports, 
and which does not have a favorable domestic market for 
its production. This Midsouth area, along with the East 
Coast areas in Virginia and the Carolinas, has easy access to 
the export markets because of location. The Midsouth has 
river transportation available to hold its freight rates to a 
minimum. The area of expansion in soybeans is now coming 
in these areas–not in the older production areas, except as 
corn acreage reduction may increase acreage.
 “A very small portion of any crop, when in surplus, can 
greatly affect price. A surplus of 10 percent may sometimes 
reduce the per unit price far more than 10 percent. An 
alternative market for any commodity is an extremely 
healthy thing. Some year we are going to reach the point 
where our domestic economy will not utilize to advantage all 
the soybeans which we grow in the United States.
 “Value of Exports: I am sure there is no man present 
who would contend that soybean exports during the postwar 
years have not meant millions and millions of additional 
dollars to the producers of the soybean crop–above the 
returns which would have been available had there been no 
export market. Just compare the prices paid for soybeans 
in this Delta area today with those paid before the export 
market came into the picture. The previous spread of 25 to 
50 cents per bushel under Chicago has now disappeared. In 
fact, prices paid in the Delta area are now at times higher 
than farther north. I believe there is also no man here today 
who would not readily admit that we are producing more 
soybeans today, and have a healthier industry today, than 
would have been possible without the export market.
 “Today we have a healthy, growing, thriving soybean 
industry. We have a product which people want. We have a 
crop easily produced with a minimum of hand labor, which 
lends itself to mechanization, which has no waste products, 
which is storable, easily handled and transported. Each day 
we learn more about the utilization of soybean oil, and each 
day soybean oil meal becomes more valuable as a source of 
highly nutritive protein for man and beast. I challenge any 
man to show me where the export markets we have enjoyed, 
small though they may have been, have not contributed to 
the healthiness of our industry.
 “Europe is a food-defi cient area of the world. Many 
countries of Europe have increased their food production, 
thanks to Point 4 programs [technical assistance programs for 
“developing countries” announced by U.S. President Harry 
S. Truman on 20 Jan. 1949] and technical assistance from 
the United States. More and more of the northern European 

countries are becoming self-suffi cient, or nearly so, in wheat 
and coarse grains. But their location–the very thing which is 
conducive to high yields of good quality cereal grains–makes 
it impossible for them to produce vegetable oils and proteins 
in quantity at anything resembling a reasonable cost. In my 
estimation the northern European countries can never expect 
to produce, in the foreseeable future, either vegetable oil or 
vegetable protein to compete with other parts of the world. It 
just is not in the cards.
 “There is a potential market in the European countries 
for vast quantities of oilseeds. I doubt if it is possible to 
estimate that potential accurately. It will suffi ce to say that 
prewar Germany crushed as high as 100 million bushels of 
soybeans alone, in addition to all the copra, peanuts, palm 
kernels, palm nuts and other raw materials utilized. When I 
returned from Europe in 1949 I was convinced there was a 
potential market in the European countries for as much as 
100 million bushels of American soybeans if we could be 
competitive in price and supply the quality desired. I have 
not changed my opinion. There is a tremendous market–
which someone will supply.
 “The European mills want raw materials upon which 
to operate. They do not want American soybean oil or 
cottonseed oil. Up to a certain point they want the materials 
which will keep their plants busy, their people employed, 
their livestock fed, and their shipping busy. Soybeans are 
among the most attractive of all raw products available to 
them. Wherever I went on this Trade Mission governmental 
offi cials and private buyers were interested in soybean 
supplies. It was one commodity every country wanted–and 
needed.
 “Must Be Competitive: To sell in world markets we 
must be, of course, competitive in price. Aiming toward that 
goal, your Association requested a reduction in the 1954 
crop soybean support price to 80 percent of parity–$2.22 
per bushel to the farmer. That request was granted. 
Unquestionably the support price is not now limiting our 
market on soybeans. While soybeans are selling well above 
support levels, it is the value of the end products and the 
competition between processing companies and between 
processors and exporters which is establishing price today. 
Competition–not government–is establishing our market 
values. We can safely say that the support price on soybeans 
in 1954 is not going to determine our markets. So long as 
soybeans are selling here at prices which are competitive 
with other vegetable oil and protein sources of the world 
we can sell our soybeans in European markets. When our 
prices get too high we lose our market. When they get to low 
levels we increase our market out of proportion. European 
buyers are happy with our present support price structure, are 
willing to compete on our markets for their supplies.
 “They are not so happy about some other things. Some 
of them are things we can correct. I would like to tell you 
about them.
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 “But before doing so let me remind you that all 
through the period from the close of the war in Europe 
until the present time we have had a sellers’ market in the 
European countries. Millions of people were hungry. The 
production of food had been disrupted, manpower had 
been diverted, fertilizer supplies halted, farm machinery 
production discontinued, markets lost, sources of supply of 
food products had changed hands. The normal channels of 
trade between nations–and even within nations–had been 
disrupted. People were hungry, and unemployed, and without 
funds with which to buy food. Yet they had to eat, and the 
war-stimulated food production of the United States was 
their major source of supply.
 “But the day of the sellers’ market seems to be over. 
Buyers in European countries are becoming more selective. 
Instead of buying whatever is available they are again buying 
the things which they want, and which are available at 
favorable prices” (Continued). Address: Secretary, American 
Soybean Association [Hudson, Iowa].

1638. Strayer, George M. 1954. U.S. soybeans as viewed by 
European buyers (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 28, 30, 32, 34, 36.
• Summary: (Continued): “Since 1949 I have repeatedly told 
you that European buyers were not happy with our soybeans, 
in general, because they were high in foreign material. For 
decades they had imported soybeans from Manchuria. The 
Manchurian soybeans were harvested and handled by hand. 
The percentage of extraneous materials was relatively low. 
The percentage of split beans was likewise low. Our beans 
produced with machinery, contained more foreign material 
than the European mills were accustomed to handling. 
They were not equipped to remove it. They objected, and 
strenuously, to receiving grading certifi cates on export 
shipments which did not according to their calculations, 
correctly represent the shipment. They objected to paying for 
U.S. No. 2 yellow and receiving shipments which ran 4, 5, 6 
and even higher percentages of foreign material, according 
to their analysis, on arrival for unloading. You would have 
objected too!
 “I became convinced that some of those complaints 
were justifi ed when Jack Cartter and I were sent over in 
1949, and then in 1952 I became more convinced of it. There 
were things going on which should never have been allowed.
 “Twice in recent years the American Soybean 
Association has asked for public hearings on proposals to 
lower the allowable foreign material in U. S. soybeans. 
Those hearings have been held. On both occasions the 
proposals were turned down because of opposition from 
those who were profi ting from the lax grades and the 
opportunity to sell screenings, corn and other things at 
soybean prices. I\ “n 1952, following the appearances of 
J.C.A. Faure of England and Mr. Hirano of Japan on our 
convention program at Lafayette, Indiana, some of the 

buyers of U.S. soybeans began making their purchases on 
the basis of federal appeal on grade. Strangely, on that date 
the soybeans reaching the world markets took on a different 
appearance. Figures shown to me by European buyers during 
this last April and May indicate that since federal appeal 
came into the picture the general average of the cargoes of 
soybeans leaving this country has been considerably lower 
in foreign material on arrival at destination. In one case the 
foreign material content had been reduced by nearly one-
half, when averaged over a number of cargoes. There still are 
problems. Occasional cargoes still show wide discrepancies. 
But the buyers are much more happy than previously–for the 
certifi cates now are more dependable.
 “But buyers are still objecting to paying for 3 percent 
foreign material. And our own domestic processors last 
November started buying on the basis of U.S. No. 1 
soybeans in order to get away from the high foreign material 
percentages on soybeans reaching them. Soybeans reaching 
the European markets from competitive sources, chiefl y 
Manchuria, have over a period of years averaged about 
½ percent foreign material. We must clean up our U.S. 
soybeans so they will be competitive in quality–and that 
means in lowered foreign material content. We must stop 
shipping pods, sticks, stems, weed seeds, corn, screenings 
and other extraneous material in our soybeans. We must 
restore further confi dence in U.S. grading certifi cates.
 “We must place on the markets of the world the very 
best quality soybeans which it is possible for us to produce–
not the soybeans containing the very largest amount of 
foreign material we can get by with and still qualify under 
the grade stipulated in our contracts. Other countries are 
selling on a quality basis. We are going to have to do so, or 
we will be sitting out in the cold.
 “Like Our Beans Otherwise: Except for this deplorable 
foreign material content our American soybeans are liked 
by European buyers. The high oil content, the uniformity, 
the things placed in our beans by the plant breeders are 
recognized as being highly desirable, and if they could obtain 
clean soybeans and dependable certifi cates the European 
buyers would, in most cases, be perfectly willing to pay a 
premium for them. We can well use that premium, and we 
should be doing whatever is necessary to assure it on a year-
after-year basis.
 “I should point out here that one of the complicating 
factors in our foreign material determinations is this matter 
of broken soybeans. Anything which passes through the 8/64 
inch round hole screen is considered to be foreign material. 
In those seasons when soybeans are dry, as they were in 
1953, when moisture was sometimes running as low as 9 
percent and 10 percent, the combine cracks and breaks some 
of the beans. Every time they are handled through an elevator 
or in and out of a car or barge or steamer more of the beans 
are broken. The small particles pass through the screen 
making a grade determination, and the foreign material 
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content is increased. But those particles of soybeans are in 
reality not foreign material. They produce soybean oil and 
meal just as do the whole beans. They are not extraneous. 
They are not added, they are, for all practical purposes, just 
as valuable as the whole beans. We must devise some means 
of making practical separations of these particles of soybeans 
so they do not show as foreign material in making grade 
determinations. We should not continue to classify as foreign 
material broken pieces of soybeans which actually indicate 
lower moisture percentage and thus greater value in that lot 
of soybeans.
 “There has been much agitation by European buyers 
for the sale of American soybeans on the basis of a contract 
which would establish value upon arrival of a cargo, rather 
than at time of shipment. This system, using the contracts 
promulgated by the International Oilseed Association, has 
been used in the purchase of most oilseeds and oil-bearing 
materials for a period of years. It is only natural that the 
European buyers would like to make their purchases of our 
soybeans on that basis. That is especially true when the 
foreign material content of the soybeans received from this 
country has run consistently high, and when the certifi cates 
issued here on those cargoes have not, in their estimation, 
been truly representative of the cargoes shipped. Mr. Faure 
suggested this basis of buying when he appeared on our 
program two years ago, and it has been suggested at various 
other times and places.
 “After visiting with buyers in the European countries I 
can sympathize with their desire to buy on an IOSA contract. 
with delivered weights and/or grades. It would merely be 
a continuation of the basis of buying used over a period of 
years.
 “Yet I also recognize that there are inherent dangers 
in such a system of buying, so far as the American shipper 
is concerned. Once a cargo is delivered to a foreign port 
the shipper is at the mercy of the buyer. The cargo is out 
of position, cannot profi tably be returned to our shores, 
and conceivably the shipper might take an unjustifi ed loss. 
Certainly I am not going to recommend to any American 
shipper today that he plunge headlong into the selling of 
American soybeans on the basis of an IOSA contract.
 “At the same time I would like to see a number of 
shipments made where the returns to the shipper under the 
IOSA contract would be calculated, so that an exact basis 
of comparison might be established. Then we would know 
much more accurately how the two systems compare. There 
may be suffi cient premium available under an IOSA contract 
to offset the increased liability.
 “Until we know how the two systems of selling compare 
certainly we are not in a position to intelligently compare 
them. Let us not be guilty of condemning something which 
merits consideration. And at the same time let us proceed 
cautiously until we know whether or not there is something 
better than our own system of federal grades for export 

selling.
 “Price supports on soybeans in the United States are 
now on a basis where they allow us to be competitive with 
soybeans and other oilseeds from other places around the 
world. There have been times during the past year when, as 
a result of the short crop in 1953, our soybeans have been 
too high priced for world markets. They were of more value 
to us here at home than they were to our foreign customers. 
Price eliminated us from the markets of the world. That is as 
it should be. Whenever our soybeans are more valuable to us 
than to someone else we should utilize them here at home.
 “If we actually believe that we want to be exporters 
of agricultural commodities–if we actually believe that a 
world which has a free fl ow of trade between nations is a 
world which has fewer wars and greater prosperity–if we 
actually believe in the free-enterprise system–if we actually 
believe that we can produce soybeans effi ciently here in our 
United States of America–then we must also believe that the 
banning or limiting of exports by government decree on a 
commodity being produced in quantities of over 300 million 
bushels is not the logical method of procedure” (Continued). 
Address: Secretary, American Soybean Association [Hudson, 
Iowa].

1639. Strayer, George M. 1954. U.S. soybeans as viewed by 
European buyers (Continued–Document part III). Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 28, 30, 32, 34, 36.
• Summary: (Continued): “Frankly, I am greatly concerned 
by rumors being published with Washington origins that 
our soybean processing industry is requesting bans or limits 
on soybean exports. You heard Rhea Blake’s presentation 
yesterday. You know about the interdependence of our fats 
and oils, both vegetable and animal. You know we have 
tremendous surpluses of them at the present time. In my 
estimation we must have free exportation of soybeans from 
1954 crop or we are going to fi nd ourselves still further 
involved in costly price-support activities.
 “Placing of restrictions on our soybean exports will 
immediately lower our market potential, drive our buyers 
to other sources, and seriously injure our industry. Let’s 
forget this idea of trying to control our domestic and the 
world economies by decree, and allow the law of supply and 
demand to operate again. If our soybeans are worth more 
to the European buyers than to you domestic processors, 
then there is something wrong. European buyers want to 
buy as and when they please, and they want to know that a 
continuing supply will be available if they are willing to pay 
the price. Governmental controls of soybean exports would 
be a sad mistake. Let’s not allow ourselves to be caught in 
that trap. European markets want our soybeans both from 
the standpoint of the basic quality of the product, and from 
the price standpoint, or they will not buy from us. We have 
something they want-and something for which they are 
willing to pay a reasonable price which will show a profi t to 
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the producer and the handler.
 “But there are other people in the world who have 
oilseeds to offer. Manchuria once supplied the greater portion 
of the world’s soybeans, and at some future date may try 
to do so again. It might come in 1954! The competitors for 
our markets compete not only on basic quality and price, 
but they supply a clean commodity to their customers. 
Now that the holiday is ended we must recognize that the 
world appreciates a clean, high quality product, will pay 
some premium for it, and that we are going to have to be 
competitive on the cleanliness of our product as well as on 
general quality and price.
 “To summarize, I believe there are certain steps we must 
take in our soybean industry if we are going to continue to 
hold and further expand our export markets for American 
soybeans. Some of these same steps will also benefi t the 
processor of soybeans in this country, for they will insure 
delivery to him of a better quality product than is now the 
case. Step number one in my book is revision of our federal 
grades on soybeans to lower the foreign material content 
allowed in each grade. In my estimation this association 
should unequivocally go on record as asking for public 
hearings on a proposal to lower the foreign material content 
by 1 percent in each grade, and we should support in every 
way possible the proposal when the public hearings are held. 
We must use all possible infl uence to see that handlers of our 
commodity who have opposed this proposal in past hearings 
are fully acquainted with the fact that they are ruining our 
markets for soybeans, over a period of years, by their short-
sighted policies.
 “We must do the educational work necessary to secure 
proper support for our proposals when hearings are held. We 
must be sure that growers, handlers, processors and exporters 
all support our proposal, so there will be no question in 
the minds of the men who must make the decision that the 
change is warranted. We should, in my estimation, prepare 
our timetable so that the changes can become effective with 
the start of the 1955 crop movement.
 “Once the grades are changed so that it becomes 
necessary to remove more of the foreign material from 
our soybean crop, we must insist that the grain grading 
branch of the Department of Agriculture has suffi cient 
funds and personnel to do a much more extensive and 
thorough job of supervising the grading and issuance of 
federal certifi cates on export cargoes. I recognize that an 
extensive study has recently been conducted on the methods 
of obtaining representative samples on grains, and it is my 
recommendation that the study be continued, and that new 
sampling methods being tested be adopted just as soon as 
they have proved themselves more reliable than the previous 
methods.
 “And we must insist that never again will we allow 
grading certifi cates to be issued by grading agencies in this 
country which are unreliable and which place us at such a 

great disadvantage in the markets of the world. When the 
purchasing agencies in several European countries tell you 
that U.S. grain grading certifi cates are totally unreliable and 
have been so since the end of the war, it is time for us to take 
a close look at what we have. Closer federal supervision of 
local grading agencies is a MUST in my book.
 “Coupled with these tighter grades and closer grading 
must come a recognition of the change, and a willingness on 
the part of growers and local handlers to clean up the crop. 
We must make it profi table for these recleaners to go back on 
the combines, for new combines to be sold with recleaners, 
and for better operation of the combines. We must get away 
from the steadily increasing percentage of foreign material 
coming to market in our soybeans. Our farmers are not 
getting worse–they are now only profi ting by the lax grades. 
They can clean up the crop if they need to do so. They will 
do so if they are paid a premium for clean soybeans.
 “Elevator Must Clean: And in those cases where it is 
impossible or impractical to operate the combine for closer 
cleaning, either the producer or the local country elevator 
operator must be prepared to reclean that portion of the 
soybean crop that is harvested with high foreign material. 
Soybeans carrying any appreciable amount of weed seeds, 
screenings, and other refuse should never leave the country 
point in that condition. Why pay freight on junk? We 
must insist that it be removed before the crop is marketed 
to processor or to exporter, rather than raising costs by 
shipping it around then removing it. This means installation 
of adequate cleaning equipment in country elevators and by 
local bean buyers, as well as in terminal and export elevators. 
It is a must to proper soybean marketing. When we have the 
clean-up job done we must then do some of the promotional 
and educational work which will be necessary to keep our 
markets growing. We must do an active selling job. That 
selling job must logically be done by the trade organizations 
representing the soybean industry. We must get out and 
actively sell the soybeans, the soybean oil and the soybean 
meal which the markets of the world will absorb.
 “Recent changes in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
provided in the bill passed in mid-August, make a step in 
that direction. Our agricultural attaches stationed in other 
countries of the world are going to become much more active 
salesmen for American farm products than has ever before 
been the case. But they can go only so far–then our industry 
itself must take over. We must get our affairs so arranged that 
we will be ready to do this educational and selling work. And 
then we must follow it up with the servicing which is always 
necessary in the continued sales of any product. The actual 
sales will of necessity continue to be made by private fi rms–
as they should be. But some agency must be ready to sell 
soybeans and soybean products in general. The time is not 
far off when the selling will be a major necessity if we are 
to prevent chaotic prices, government purchases of soybeans 
under price supports, and the reduced acreage which will be 
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a consequence.
 “There is an export market for at least 100 million 
bushels of American soybeans per year. A major portion of 
it can be ours if we are willing to do the things necessary to 
supplying the demands of that market. The European buyer 
prefers our products and our methods of doing business. He 
asks only fair treatment, a good product, and a reasonable 
price. His demands are entirely reasonable. Let’s supply 
them!” Address: Secretary, American Soybean Association 
[Hudson, Iowa].

1640. Patzsch, H. 1954. Analysen und 
Handelsklassifi kationen der vegetabilischen Oele aus dem 
Kongo [Analysis and trade classifi cation of the vegetable 
oils from the Belgium Congo]. Seifen, Oele, Fette, Wachse 
80(23):613-14, 638-39, 664, 699. See last two pages. Nov. 
10. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil included. Address: Duisburg.

1641. Quincy Herald-Whig (Illinois). 1954. Soybean meal 
from Quincy is shipped abroad: Will be used in Europe and 
Southeastern Asia. Nov. 12. p. 18.
• Summary: The meal from the Quincy Soybean Products 
Co., shipped down the Mississippi River to New Orleans 
[Louisiana], will be used to carry livestock through the 
winter. The company bought 1,500,000 bushels of soybeans 
from area farmers this year.
 Many thousands of bushels of soybeans have been 
loaded on barges at the Farmers co-operative elevator at 
Meyer, and shipped down the river for export this fall.

1642. Soybean Digest. 1954. World soybean exports below 
prewar. Dec. p. 25.
• Summary: “World exports of soybeans and soybean oil 
in 1953 are estimated at 360,000 tons, oil equivalent basis, 
according to Foreign Agriculture Circular of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture.
 “This is an increase of 14 percent from 1952 but is 
considerably short of exported quantities both in 1951 and in 
the prewar period.
 “The United States, with exports of 41.6 million bushels 
of beans and 24.851 tons of oil, or a total as oil of 239,000 
tons, accounted for 68 percent of the total exports from 
producing countries. Bean shipments from the United States 
were at an all-time high but oil shipments dropped to the 
lowest point since 1945.
 “Bean and oil exports from the United States in each 
of the past two years have been equivalent to 16 percent 
of soybean production in the preceding year. The record 
shipments of 1951 were one-fourth the 1950 production. 
Soybean exports from China-Manchuria last year are 
estimated unoffi cially at around 23 million bushels or one-
third the prewar volume. Northbound shipments of beans 
(mainly from Manchuria) through the Suez Canal were 

reported at 11.8 million bushels in 1953, compared with 7.3 
million in 1952 and 18.4 million in 1951.
 “Present indications are that exports of soybeans and 
soybean oil during calendar year 1954 may fall short of the 
1953 tonnage.”
 Tables show: (1) “Soybeans: Exports from specifi ed 
countries, average 1935-39, annual 1930-1953 (1,000 
bushels).” In 1953 the two leading soybean exporters 
were the USA (41,606) and Manchuria & China (23,455. 
unoffi cial estimate). (2) “Soybean Oil: Exports from 
specifi ed countries, average 1935-39, annual 1950-1953 
(short tons).” In 1953 the USA was by far the leader with 
28,451. (3) Soybeans: Imports into specifi ed countries, 
average 1935-39, annual 1950-1953 (1,000 bushels). Japan 
was the leading importer with 16,461. (4) (3) Soybean Oil: 
Imports into specifi ed countries, average 1935-39, annual 
1950-1953 (short tons). West Germany is by far the leading 
importer with 31,166.

1643. Soybean Digest. 1954. See Manchurian offerings as 
the determining factor in U.S. exports. Dec. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “With the 1954 soybean harvest completed, 
record supplies are balanced against the strong holding 
movement on the part of farmers and expectation of a good 
volume of exports.
 “But clouding the export picture is the question of 
what volume of Manchurian soybeans may be available to 
compete with U.S. beans.
 “Farmers are again reported generally holding for that 
$3 price this fall, as they did last year. But some observers 
are cautioning that the 1954 market may not repeat 1953.
 “Says J.E. Johnson, Champaign, Illinois, ‘Even at this 
late date for harvesting the estimated sale of the crop will not 
exceed 20 percent of the total. There continues that bullish 
attitude with the $3 objective.’”

1644. SriRam, Koppa Venkataramaniah. 1955. The possible 
effects of freer trade on the United States soybean producer. 
PhD thesis, Purdue University, Indiana. 269 p. Page 654 in 
volume 15/05 of Dissertation Abstracts International. [50+ 
ref]*
Address: Purdue Univ., Indiana.

1645. Soybean Digest. 1955. West Germany continues to 
offer large market for fats and oils. Feb. p. 22.
• Summary: “Western Germany continues to be a large 
and expanding market for fats, oils, and oilseeds, including 
those from the United States, reports William F. Doering, 
agricultural economist in the Offi ce of the U.S. High 
Commissioner for Germany at Bonn.
 “In 1953 the total net imports of oils and oilseeds were 
about 1.5 million short tons, an increase of 25 percent over 
1952.
 “The United States’ share of the West German market 
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in 1953 remained about 21 percent, though much of the 
business was via third countries, reports Doering.
 “The principal U.S. commodities shipped were soybeans 
plus some soybean oil, lard and fat back and, for industrial 
use, inedible tallow and fi sh oils.
 “Imports from the United States are restricted by the 
government’s policy of:
 “1–Buying from soft-currency debtors where possible to 
conserve dollars.
 “2–Insisting on oilseeds rather than oil.
 “Although a few industrial fat-and-oil items are on the 
dollar-area liberalization list of last February, U.S. edible fats 
and oils can enter Western Germany only via transit, barter 
or under U.S. aid or other programs. In practice, Western 
Germany purchases those American items that are either 
priced so low as to absorb the added costs of switch or barter 
transactions, or are not obtainable in suffi cient quantity 
elsewhere.
 “Western Germany’s oilseed milling industry, of nearly 
2 million short tons annual processing capacity, is almost 
entirely dependent on imports. For this reason, the country 
is vitally interested in obtaining a large proportion of its 
vegetable oil in the form of oilseeds.
 “Rather Buy From U.S.: Trade circles would rather 
purchase direct from the United States, which they regard as 
one of their best and often cheapest sources. They favor an 
extension of the dollar liberalization list to include soybeans, 
soybean oil, and other fats and oils. Unfortunately, as long as 
Western Germany’s European Payments Union (EPU) trade 
balance remains unchanged, there is small chance of this 
taking place.
 “In 1953 Germany’s oilseed imports increased almost 38 
percent from 1952. At the same time, imports of vegetable 
oils decreased by almost 7 percent. This increase in seed 
imports enabled the country’s processing industry to operate 
at around 40 percent capacity as compared with only 33 
percent in 1952.
 “Such a trend has helped to stimulate business activity 
in Western Germany. Much of the imported seeds went into 
the production of edible oils for domestic consumption. But 
more than 130,000 tons of oil were processed for re-export 
on a contract basis. An additional 22,000 tons was processed 
for domestic industrial use.
 “In summary, the fats and oils import situation in 
Western Germany in 1953 was infl uenced largely by the 
following factors:
 “1–Germany’s continuously growing creditor position 
within the European Payments Union. This increased the 
emphasis on purchases of oils and oil-bearing materials 
from the Organization of European Economic Cooperation 
(OEEC) countries.
 “2–The government’s unchanged policy of seeking 
to build up dollar reserves, which for the most part forced 
imports from the United States into triangular and barter 

transactions.
 “3–The fi nancial recovery of the import trade and the oil 
milling industry from the heavy fi nancial losses suffered in 
1952. This reemphasized the preference for seeds over oils.
 “4–The further expansion of trade and commodity 
agreements with respect to fats and oils.
 “Western Germany consumed approximately 1.3 million 
short tons of edible oils in 1953. Of this quantity only 46 
percent, or 600,000 tons, was obtained from domestic 
production. Actually 91 percent of the ingredients used in 
margarine, shortening and table oils were from imports.
 “Margarine Production: Production of margarine in 
Western Germany has been increasing in recent years, 
keeping abreast of the rising trend in consumption. 
Margarine has continued to strengthen its position as the 
dominant item in the retail fat market. Strong competition 
among producers resulted in further quality improvements, 
price savings, and large-scale advertising, and a striking shift 
in sales from lower and medium-priced brands to the ‘super’ 
types.
 “Vegetable shortening and table oil continued to 
experience a quiet but stable market in 1953. Shortening 
experienced some competition from the much cheaper low 
grade margarine.
 “For the complete report see. ‘Western Germany 
Continues Large Imports of Fats and Oils,’ Foreign 
Agriculture Circular, Dec. 21, 1954, Foreign Agricultural 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, 
D.C.”

1646. American Soybean Association. 1955. Soybean Blue 
Book. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 160 p. 
Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Under the heading “Canadian production” are 
three tables (p. 30) with the following titles: (1) “Production 
of soybeans in Canada, 1942-1955.” For each year gives 
acreage, yield per acre, and total production. Production 
grew from 925,000 bushels in 1942 to 5.055 million bushels 
in 1954.
 (2) “Production of soybean oil and oilcake in Canada.” 
For each crop year from 1943-44 to 1954-55 gives soybeans 
crushed (bushels), oil produced (tons), and oilcake and meal 
produced (short tons). The crush increased from 241,315 
bushels in 1943-44 to 8,837,753 bushels in 1953-54.
 (3) “Soybean production, utilization and value, Canada.” 
The columns are: (1) Year beginning Aug. 1, from 1936 to 
1954. (2) Production. Statistics for early years are given: 
248,000 bu in 1936. 159,000 bu in 1937. 204,000 bu in 
1938. 215,000 bu in 1939. 233,000 bu in 1940. 217,000 bu 
in 1941. 872,000 bu in 1942. Footnote: “With the exception 
of the period 1943-45 when small quantities were grown in 
Manitoba and British Columbia, the production of soybeans 
in Canada has taken place in the province of Ontario.” (3) 
Imports. Increased from 7,000 bu in 1936 to 4,948,000 bu 
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in 1953 Imports dropped sharply during the years 1940-
1942. (4) Supplies (1,000 bu). (5) Exports of soybeans. 
Started in 1953 with 568 (units not given). (6) Farm value 
of production. Increased from $1,509,000 in 1942 to 
$10,795,000 in 1953. (7) Processed for oil and meal (000 
bu). (8) Soybean oil produced (000 lb). (9) Soybean oilcake 
produced (short tons). Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1647. Nigeria Trade Journal. 1955. Marketing Boards’ news. 
3(1):28-29. Jan/March.
• Summary: A table titled “Purchases by The Nigeria 
Produce Marketing Boards” shows purchases of “Soya 
beans” in tons annually, as follows:
 1949/50 not listed.
 1950-51 3,520 tons.
 1951-52 8,035 tons.
 1952-53 3,899 tons.
 1953-54 8,742 tons (provisional).
 Average over 5 years (6,049 tons provisional over 4 
years).
 Also discusses: Purchases of groundnuts (400,000+ tons 
per year), palm oil and palm kernels. Introduction of new 
special grade of palm oil. Palm oil prices. Groundnuts.

1648. Oyenuga, V. Adenuga. 1955. Nigeria’s foods and 
feeding-stuffs: Their chemistry and nutritive value. Univ. 
of Ibadan, Faculty of Agriculture, Technical Bulletin No. 1. 
53 p. March. 2nd ed. 1959 (65 p.). 3rd ed. 1968 (vi + 99 p.). 
[64* ref]
• Summary: The Introduction begins: “There are more 
than eight million head of cattle and approximately the 
same number of sheep and goats in Nigeria.” There is also 
a large and rapidly increasing number of pigs, donkeys, 
asses, horses and camels, and a large number of fowl, ducks, 
turkeys, guinea-fowl and other domestic birds.
 A table (p. 12-13) gives the average chemical 
composition (per cent. of dry matter) of various feeding 
stuffs used in Nigeria, including the scientifi c name of the 
feed, the calculated digestible nutrients, and various values 
calculated from the digestible nutrients (per 100 lb. of dry 
food). For example: Soya bean: Glycine max, Merr. (see 
Errata), 93.23% dry matter, 44.08% crude protein, 40.81% 
true protein, 19.10% ether extract [oil], 5.71% crude fi bre, 
26.05% nitrogen free extract, 5.06% total ash, and 4.40% 
silica free ash. 39.23% digestible crude protein, 36.32% 
digestible true protein, 16.81% digestible (oil) ether extract, 
4.17% digestible fi bre, 17.45% digestible nitrogen free 
extract. Nutritive ratio 1.54. ‘V’ correction factor 98, protein 
equivalent 35.22, starch equivalent 90.46, total digestible 
nutrient 91.99.
 The section (p. 44-46) titled “Glycine max Merr. (The 
soyabean)” states: “Soyabean has not been successfully 
in Nigeria or in any other part of West Africa, where its 
cultivation in native agriculture seems totally unknown.”

 Footnote: “Within the past few years, however, soyabean 
has become fairly well established in Nigeria. Just under 
9,000 tons of soyabeans were exported in 1953-54 (Nigeria 
Trade Journal, Vol. 3, No. 1. 1955).”
 “Climatically West Africa would appear a suitable area 
for soyabean production and the importance of the crop in 
commerce as well as its high nutritive value seem suffi ciently 
great to justify the amount of labour and money that may 
be necessary in any determined attempt for its successful 
establishment. China (particularly Manchuria), Korea, Japan 
and the United States are the world’s leading producing 
countries. The crop is also grown in the Philippines, Siam 
[Thailand], and the East Indian islands [probably today’s 
Indonesia].”
 Discusses the use of soyabeans for food, feed, and as a 
forage crop (including soilage and hay crop), its chemical 
composition (see table 8, p. 45), and the biological value of 
the protein of soyabean oil meal. Conclusion: “Soyabean 
and soyabean oil meal.” Address: B.Sc., Ph.D., A.R.I.C. 
[Associate of the Royal Inst. of Chemistry?], Lecturer in 
Animal Nutrition, University College, Ibadan, Nigeria.

1649. American Soybean Association. 1955. Late News. 
Soybean Digest. April. p. 12a-12b.
• Summary: This is Vol. 3, No. 5 of Late News, printed 
on yellow paper. Contents of this two-page issue: Acreage 
outlook. May export CCC beans. 1954 crop carryover. 
Market outlook. No soybean surplus. Processor operations. 
Loans called. Grade changes. Cash price to farmers for No. 2 
soybeans, Feb. 2, in seven leading states (bulk or bagged).
 Concerning CCC soybeans: “Soybeans may be put on 
the ‘Public Law 480’ list of commodities eligible for export 
in exchange for foreign currencies–providing any sizeable 
volume of beans goes to the Commodity Credit Corp. to 
satisfy loans this spring.
 “The attitude among Washington [DC] offi cials is that 
if CCC has to take over commodities for price support 
purposes, that automatically qualifi es those commodities for 
special export.
 “Should this develop, a sizable increase in soybean 
exports could occur during the latter part of the marketing 
year. Offi cials have been anticipating export of more than 
50 million bushels, but additions of any beans taken in price 
support operations would increase the total by that much, and 
easily above 60 million bushels.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) 
concerning Public Law 480 (P.L. 480) and soy.

1650. Soybean Digest. 1955. 1954 world [soybean] crop hit 
new record. April. p. 20. [1 ref]
• Summary:  A large table shows soybean “acreage, yield 
per acre, and production in specifi ed countries of the world, 
averages 1945-49 and annual 1953-54.”
 According to the 2nd estimate of USDA’s Foreign 
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Agricultural Service, world soybean production established 
a new record in 1954; 742.8 million bushels were harvested, 
up 14% over 1953. Over 80% of the increase was accounted 
for by the United States. Most of the remaining increase 
occurred in China-Manchuria. In 1953 China produced 
198 million bushels and Manchuria produced 134 million. 
In 1954 Manchuria’s production statistics were included 
with those of China, the total being 350 million bu. Canada 
also set a new record with 5.065 million bu harvested. Also 
mentioned (with production statistics for 1953 in bushels) 
are Italy (35,000), Yugoslavia (155,000 avg. 1945-49), Other 
Europe (565,000) USSR (NA), Turkey (125,000), Indonesia 
(10,839,000), Japan (15,777,000), South Korea (4,995,000), 
Taiwan (Formosa) (640,000), Thailand (743,000), Brazil 
(3,242,000), Tanganyika (25,000), Nigeria (the biggest 
producer in Africa with 140,000 to 150,000 bu for export), 
and the Union of South Africa (68,000).
 In Brazil, soybeans are produced in the states of Rio 
Grande do Sul and Sao Paulo. Average soybean acreage 
(harvested acres) in Brazil: 1945-1949: 23,000 acres. 1953: 
148,000 acres. 1954 (preliminary): 162,000 acres. Average 
soybean yield in Brazil: 1945-1949: 19.0 bu/acre. 1953: 21.9 
bu/acre. 1954 (preliminary): 22.7 bu/acre. Average soybean 
production in Brazil: 1945-1949: 446,000 bushels. 1953: 
3,242,000 bushels. 1954 (preliminary): 3,674,000 bushels. 
“Brazil’s harvest at 3.5 million bushels was up 13% from the 
year before. Some 2.6 million bushels were expected to be 
available for either crushing or export. The much-publicized 

program to increase soybean planting 
in Sao Paulo has so far met with 
discouraging results. This reportedly 
is due to the farmers’ dissatisfaction 
with the earnings derived from 
soybeans compared with cotton and 
some other crops and to a shortage in 
Sao Paulo of combine harvesters.”
 Note: This is the earliest 
document seen (Jan. 2005) that gives 
soybean production or area statistics 
for Brazil.

1651. Soybean Digest. 1955. Changes 
in U.S. standards [soybean grades]. 
May. p. 24.
• Summary: “Changes in the offi cial 
standards under which 1955-crop 
soybeans will be traded were 
announced by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture on April 11. They 
will become effective Sept. 1. Main 
change in the standards will lower 
the foreign material allowance in 
each grade by 1 percent. No. 2 
grade on which soybeans have been 
customarily bought will allow only 2 

percent foreign material instead of the 3 percent allowed by 
the present standards.
 “However, observers point out the change may make 
no difference in actual buying practices so far as foreign 
material content is concerned. Soybean processors have been 
buying soybeans on a basis of 2 percent foreign material the 
past two seasons in order to obtain better quality beans. The 
U.S. Department of Agriculture decision followed hearings 
called at the request of the American Soybean Association. 
The Association put up a long battle to clean up marketing 
practices and change the grading standards to encourage the 
marketing of higher quality soybeans, and to eliminate the 
confusion due to trading on a combination of two grades 
since 1953. Soybean processors have used the No. 1 grade 
limit on foreign material. and No. 2 factors on such items as 
splits and test weight.
 “The Association contends that the present ‘loose 
standards’ have resulted in the marketing of lower quality 
beans that have in the long run been costly to producers, says 
Geo. M. Strayer, executive vice president of the American 
Soybean Association. Buyer resistance to dirty beans has 
been built up, particularly in foreign markets, and our whole 
export market for soybeans has been jeopardized, Strayer 
says.
 “The Soybean Association will conduct a campaign 
in coming months to encourage producers to do a cleaner 
job of combining 1955-crop soybeans to take advantage of 
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the changes in the grading standards, and to encourage the 
marketing of better quality soybeans.
 “The Department of Agriculture has announced there 
will be no changes made in moisture requirements in the 
standards. No. 2 grade will still allow 14 percent moisture. 
USDA also decided to take no action on its proposal to 
change the classifi cation on green and yellow soybeans.
 “Other changes in the standards which will become 
effective Sept. 1 will include fi xing special limits on 
heat-damage in each grade; redefi ning splits as pieces of 
soybeans that are not damaged; and restricting the grade 
of purple mottled or stained soybeans to not higher than 
No. 3. The Soybean Digest has recommended that soybean 
processors pay premiums on low-moisture-content soybeans 
to correspond to discounts taken for high moisture content, 
effective with the 1955 crop.”

1652. Soybean Digest. 1955. Canadian imports set record. 
June. p. 25.
• Summary: In October 1953 Canada exported its fi rst 
soybeans. During 1954 approximately 650,770 bushels were 
shipped overseas, largely to the United Kingdom.
 Tables show: (1) Canada–Soybean crushed (bushels), 
soybean oil production (short tons), and soybean oilcake and 
meal production (short tons) (1945-1954). Soybeans crushed 
increased from 973,178 bu in 1945 to a record 9,438,795 bu 
in 1954. (2) Canadian imports–Soybeans (bushels), edible 
soybean oil, and inedible soybean oil (short tons). Soybean 
imports increased from 1,311,417 bu in 1945 to a record 
6,873,965 bu in 1954.

1653. July 10–President Dwight D. Eisenhower signs the 
Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act–or 
Public Law (P.L.) 480–an action which simultaneously 
creates the Offi ce of Food for Peace (Important event). 1955.
• Summary: By signing this legislation, the President 
laid “the basis for a permanent expansion of our exports 
of agricultural products with lasting benefi ts to ourselves 
and peoples of other lands.” The bill, a solution for food 
defi cient, cash-poor countries, created a secondary foreign 
market by allowing food-defi cient countries to pay for 
American food imports in their own currencies instead of 
in U.S. dollars. The law’s original purpose was to expand 
international trade, to promote the economic stability of 
American agriculture, to make maximum use of surplus 
agricultural commodities in the furtherance of foreign policy, 
and to stimulate the expansion of foreign trade in agricultural 
commodities produced in the United States.
 Kennedy era and Food for Peace Act (1966)
 In 1961, President John F. Kennedy termed the law 
“Food for Peace,” stating, “Food is strength, and food is 
peace, and food is freedom, and food is a helping to people 
around the world whose good will and friendship we want.” 
Through new amendments, the law switched its focus from 

disposing of surplus agricultural commodities to addressing 
humanitarian needs and responding to growing food crisis 
demands. In signing the extension of the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act in 1959, President 
Eisenhower criticized the shortcomings of the amendment. 
He specifi cally referred to the extension as the Food for 
Peace program. Although Kennedy may have expanded the 
program, he was not the fi rst to refer to the program as Food 
for Peace.
 Former U.S. Representative from South Dakota George 
McGovern was picked to become a Special Assistant to the 
President and fi rst director of Kennedy’s high-priority Food 
for Peace program, which realized what McGovern had been 
advocating in the House. McGovern assumed the post on 
January 21, 1961.
 As director, McGovern urged the greater use of food to 
enable foreign economic development, saying, “We should 
thank God that we have a food abundance and use the over-
supply among the under-privileged at home and abroad.” He 
found space for the program in the Executive Offi ce Building 
rather than be subservient to either the U.S. Department of 
State or U.S. Department of Agriculture. McGovern worked 
with deputy director James W. Symington and Kennedy 
advisor Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. in visiting South America 
to discuss surplus grain distribution, and attended meetings 
of the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization.
 By the close of 1961, the Food for Peace program was 
operating in a dozen countries, and 10 million more people 
had been fed with American surplus than the year before. 
In February 1962, McGovern visited India and oversaw a 
greatly expanded school lunch program thanks to Food for 
Peace; subsequently one in fi ve Indian schoolchildren would 
be fed from it, and by mid-1962, 35 million children around 
the world. During an audience in Rome, Pope John XXIII 
warmly praised McGovern’s work.
 McGovern resigned his post on July 18, 1962, wanting 
to resume his electoral political career. Kennedy said that 
under McGovern, the program had “become a vital force 
in the world”, improving living conditions and economies 
of allies and creating “a powerful barrier to the spread of 
Communism”. Columnist Drew Pearson wrote that it was 
one of the “most spectacular achievements of the young 
Kennedy administration,” while Schlesinger would later 
write that Food for Peace had been “the greatest unseen 
weapon of Kennedy’s third-world policy.”
 During the 2010s the program underwent revisions 
offered by in the Administrations Fiscal Year 2014 budget. 
These revisions would change the program to provide 
cash donations rather than American grown and delivered 
food. On April 24, 2013, USA Maritime Chairman James 
L. Henry wrote a statement which discussed the effi cacy 
of the program and specifi cally the importance of the U.S. 
Merchant Marine in delivering the U.S. food aid to people 
who are undernourished around the world. Henry sited 
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the fact that USAID’s own data actually revealed that the 
traditional efforts to deliver food as opposed to cash transfers 
for countries to buy their own food is actually 78 percent 
cheaper per ton of food. Henry offers that this is a signifi cant 
fact in the effort to address global hunger.
 In different administrative and organizational forms, 
the Food for Peace program of the United States has 
provided food assistance around the world for more than 
50 years. Approximately 3 billion people in 150 countries 
have benefi ted directly from U.S. food assistance. The 
Offi ce of Food for Peace within the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID) is the U.S. 
Government’s largest provider of overseas food assistance. 
The food assistance programming is funded primarily 
through the Food for Peace Act. The Offi ce of Food for 
Peace also receives International Disaster Assistance Funds 
through the Foreign Assistance Act (FAA of 1961) that can 
be used in emergency settings.
 Source: Wikipedia, at Food for Peace (retrieved Nov. 
2016).

1654. Andreas, Dwayne O. 1955. The world fats and oils 
situation... and its effect on U.S. soybeans. Soybean Digest. 
Sept. p. 25-26, 29.
• Summary: Note: Here you see can see Dwayne Andreas’ 
brilliant mind at work–analytical, and ultimately fair and 
reasonable.
 “Most of the problems which lie ahead for crushers and 
producers are mutual problems. Our interests are much more 
mutual than divergent. Recognition of this fact is becoming 
more and more apparent and more urgent to both of us. 
And we in the crushing industry look forward to more and 
closer cooperation with you and other organizations which 
represent the growers of soybeans.
 “We crushers are in a real sense the agents of the 
growers in marketing their soybeans in the form of products. 
If we will keep this concept uppermost in our minds we will 
see why it is that on most issues the crushers and the soybean 
growers naturally fi nd themselves on the same side of the 
fence.
 “Although soybeans might be considered essentially 
a feed grain because 85 percent by weight is protein feed 
eventually consumed on the farm, the value of soybeans 
is also affected by the value of the oil since it is the oil 
that goes directly into off-farm markets. Therefore, for the 
purpose of this discussion I would like to sum up the world 
fats and oils situation for the 1955 crop marketing year 
beginning Oct. 1.
 “World production for 1955 is estimated at 
approximately 26.7 million metric tons of all oils and fats. 
This exceeds 1954 production by some 600,000 to 700,000 
tons and continues supplies at a level above prewar per 
capita consumption. Prewar per capita consumption was 
attained in 1953 for the fi rst time.

 “In the United States we again have prospects for a new 
record production and a record surplus for export. Although 
this surplus oils and fats production today is far larger than 
it was when our Department of Agriculture made some far-
reaching decisions as to its 1955-crop price support policies, 
the possibilities were even then quite evident.
 “On the basis of the latest offi cial crop reports the 
United States supply of edible oils and fats for the new 
marketing year exceeds the supplies of last Oct. 1. This is a 
remarkable truth in spite of the fact that last year’s supplies 
included a huge government accumulation of cottonseed oil. 
Production of edible fats is indicated nearly 1 billion pounds 
larger than in 1954-1955. Let me repeat, we will have more 
fats and oils to market this year than last year even after 
including in last year’s supplies the entire accumulation of 
cottonseed oil in government hands.
 “The U.S. government by supporting prices for edible 
oils and fats through the cottonseed products purchase 
program has in effect represented the farmer in disposing of 
his oil and fat surplus. If the government elects (as presently 
indicated by its announced plans for the 1955 crop) to 
change from this position of acting as agent of the farmer in 
disposing of surplus oil production then we must face some 
even more unpleasant possibilities.
 “One puts the farmer at the mercy of cartel or 
government dominated buying. True, this is only with respect 
to the surplus oil production but this is one of the most 
dominant factors in determining U.S. prices for oil and in 
turn for oilseeds. This is always true for a surplus exporting 
nation.
 “The other possibility is that the grower will be entirely 
dependent on the price support program. I am assuming 
of course that oilseed prices will continue to be supported 
above the world market level for oils and fats. This will 
be true if soybean supports continue at levels which are 
in proper relationship to other price supported crops. This 
latter alternative would attempt to support all edible oils and 
oilseeds impounding large quantities of soybeans under loan.
 “That is one reason why U.S. government domestic and 
export policies as carried out through the Department of 
Agriculture and the Commodity Credit Corp. are of primary 
importance to you as growers. These policies also affect 
processors, manufacturers of products, consumers, exporters, 
customers abroad and probably the most important the 
American livestock, dairy and poultry producers.
 “Nobody Consulted: A recent example of the way in 
which government policies affect our whole industry and 
related industries was the decision to offer CCC soybeans 
for export at less than the price for domestic crushing. This 
policy–entirely a new policy for soybeans–was inaugurated 
without any prior consultation of any offi cial nature with 
the affected segments of the industry. From the growers’ 
viewpoint, it can have far reaching effects and none of them 
good. To the extent that CCC sells for export now, precisely 
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that much less export demand will be in the market place 
when your new crop begins to move.
 “Even more important is the precedent involved. After 
all, the small quantity of 1954 crop soybeans involved is not 
too important in and of itself. If freely offered for domestic 
as well as export, it could easily have been absorbed with a 
minimum of market effect. As it is, buyers abroad, not being 
required to compete with U.S. crushers, name bargain prices. 
I was in Europe when this announcement was made. The 
unanimous reaction was in essence, ‘We can now and in the 
future buy soybeans cheaper from CCC.’
 “Future policies could be inherently just as disruptive 
to growers, processors and others. We should work together 
to see that they are not. It is a simple fact that the major 
problem is one of disposing of surplus oil production. And 
that this could be solved on a longtime basis and with more 
regard to all parts of the industry by better means than the 
policy the government is drifting into for oilseeds. This new 
policy is going to be quite a shock to soybean growers who 
have been accustomed to selling their soybeans for prices 
well above support levels.
 “Let’s look at the 1955 oilseed price support programs 
as announced by the Department of Agriculture on Mar. 16 
to June 22. It puts the crusher and producer of soybeans in an 
untenable position.
 “The March 16 and subsequent announcement of 
June 2 says the effect on price support activity is expected 
for cottonseed because of a ‘better balance between the 
consumption and production’ of oilseeds. Further, that the 
reduced levels of support provide less incentive for planting 
soybeans. What a different picture we have today when the 
offi cial Department estimates of production are available. 
A record soybean crop of 420 million bushels. Cotton oil 
production of about 1.6 billion pounds, crude. Total edible 
supply larger than even the last year’s record.
 “Policy by Guess: The government’s price support 
policy for soybeans and cottonseed seems to have been 
determined largely on the guess that cottonseed would sell 
above support levels. Even though this belief has been 
shared by some in the trade, it is inherently wrong for the 
government to make such far reaching decisions upon its 
assumption of market prices prevailing a year ahead.
 “The people who suffer for bad government decisions 
are processors and others in industry who, however capable 
they may be of judging supply and demand factors, cannot 
foresee possible actions or lack of actions by the government 
which becomes the most dominant factor in the market place 
with prices below or about the support level.
 “Back when the 1955 support programs were being 
developed some of us urged the Department to adopt a 
different policy. Our proposal was based upon what we 
honestly believe to be best for the government and for all 
segments of the oils and fats industries. We proposed that the 
CCC implement its oilseed programs with an agreement to 

buy oil. We suggested that it buy soybean and/or cottonseed 
oil from processors who in turn agreed to pay support price 
or more for soybeans and cottonseed. Had this been done, the 
millions of bushels of soybeans already sold all would have 
brought you at least the full support price.
 “I want to emphasize again it is quite obvious that 
this would not have an effect on the margin of profi t for 
processors as such, but it would make it possible for 
processors to pay full support price for your soybeans and 
you could market them freely and in an orderly fashion. That 
is what we want. The proposal that CCC buy oil is no cure-
all for the soybean processing industry, but it has obvious 
advantages for all of us. They include the following and I 
hope you will keep in mind that these reasons are based on a 
longtime view and not for a single crop year:” (Continued). 
Address: Chairman of the Board, Honeymead Products Co., 
Mankato, Minnesota.

1655. Andreas, Dwayne O. 1955. The world fats and oils 
situation... and its effect on U.S. soybeans (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 25-26, 29.
• Summary: (Continued): “1–The surplus is obviously in the 
form of oil, not meal. Most tradesmen agree that this country 
could absorb the meal from not only 400 million bushels of 
soybeans, but within the next few years, 500 to 600 million 
bushels, providing it is marketed at a reasonable price.
 “On the other hand if CCC should cause high domestic 
prices of soy meal by impounding soybeans you are apt to 
lose some more of your other customers to urea.
 “Edible fat consumption in the United States is inelastic, 
one of the most inelastic items in the whole U.S. economy. 
Experts can predict to a fraction of a pound per capita how 
much edible fats will be consumed in this country regardless 
of price. Thus a fl oor price under vegetable oil does not mean 
any apparent change in the total domestic consumption of 
fats.
 “2–It is a double-edged weapon, tending to increase the 
price of beans, and decrease the price of meal. Both edges 
favor the farmer whose interest CCC is supposed to represent 
and protect. CCC is best able to cope with the problem of 
cartel buying, government buying, and the needs of under-
developed nations.
 “3–Oil buying is by far the cheapest method of operation 
to CCC. Crude soybean oil can be stored and shipped more 
cheaply than soybeans. It does not have to be refi ned for 
storage as does cotton oil. The industry can and will store it 
for nominal charges on a quality guaranteed basis. If CCC 
does encourage the marketing of soybeans at prices above 
the loan congested storage facilities will be relieved.
 “4–Let us use simple arithmetic. If CCC puts a fl oor on 
edible oil at say 2 cents a pound over what it might otherwise 
sell for in the domestic market, it could take over the surplus 
of possibly 500 million pounds. If it sold this oil at a loss 
of 2 cents a pound which today seems to be a reasonable 
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estimate, it would lose $10 million. This operation would, 
however, raise the entire edible fats market for the U.S. 
farmer by 2 cents a pound–that is 2 cents a pound on 10½ 
billion pounds of edible fats production or an increase in 
farm income of over $200 million.
 “5–Oil buying by CCC at a proper level would permit 
soybeans to be marketed at prices equal to or likely above 
the loan level. This would restore the function of price to 
its proper place in our industry. Soybeans and meal could 
fl uctuate freely according to supply and demand. Similarly 
cottonseed would fl ow freely into the market and the 
resultant enhancement in the price of lard would be a boon to 
hog producers now harassed by low prices. This would tend 
to get the government out of our business to the maximum 
extent possible.
 “6–Last and perhaps most important of all is the outlook 
for future years. It is evident that soybean production in 
the United States can and should be further increased. It is 
a natural crop to replace other crops, the acreage of which 
will be further decreased. Soybean meal consumption can 
be expanded. Edible oils consumption can expand only 
in line with population increases. All of which adds up to 
one conclusion. The simplest and best way to handle an oil 
surplus is to handle it as oil.
 “After outlining some of the favorable points for the 
proposal to CCC to buy oil at fi xed levels, it is in order to 
give you the objections to such a program as I understand 
them and with some comments as to the validity of the 
objections.
 “It has been argued that an oil purchase program would 
result in increased crushing in the early part of the season 
because of more favorable crushing margins. It is claimed 
that meal would then be cheap but would skyrocket later in 
the year when crushing decreased. First, in the past, when 
government operations have held oil at 12 to 13 cents per 
pound, processors’ margins have not widened. The enhanced 
value of oil has been passed right on to the grower in the 
soybean price. That is an indisputable fact.
 “But even more important, meal storage is available 
everywhere. At processing plants, warehouses, feed mills, 
and on farms. And there are adequate futures markets. When 
meal prices get too low purchases for future delivery are 
made by buyers and by speculators. This natural action in 
normal market channels results in a carrying charge for 
meal and it is stored until needed, or else the processor 
delays crushing. It happens automatically–and is the normal 
way of doing business. I for one am confi dent that buyers 
are perfectly capable of scheduling purchases of these 
requirements in any given year.
 “Does it make sense to you that the spot meal market 
would be so glutted that meal would be too cheap and at the 
same time crushing margins would be excessive? Certainly 
not!
 “Umbrella for Lard: Another objection advanced is that 

by supporting vegetable oils the government will be holding 
an umbrella for lard marketing so that lard might tend to take 
the place of vegetable shortening and margarine as a cooking 
fat. I regard this objection as not valid for the simple and 
obvious reason that irrespective of whether the government 
does or does not buy oil the lard as always will be consumed. 
It is a byproduct that fi nds its way rather quickly into 
consumption channels in either case, that is, with or without 
a vegetable oil price support. It is a fact, of course, that 
vegetable oil buying would tend to enhance the value of lard 
and from the CCC viewpoint this must be considered a plus 
factor.
 “Furthermore, let’s face it, in either case the government 
will be impounding the same amount of oil. It is only a 
question of whether they own it as oil, or own it as beans, 
thereby dominating the bean and meal markets as well.
 “Another school of thought simply says ‘It’s easy to 
export the soybeans instead.’ Let’s use more arithmetic. If 
CCC were to export the estimated 250,000 tons of fat in the 
form of soybeans, it would fi nd itself in the extraordinary 
position of shipping 1,250,000 tons of soybean meal as beans 
to European livestock producers at prices far cheaper than 
the American farmer would be required to pay. Thus CCC 
would be engaging in the ridiculous operation of cornering 
the meal market against the very people it is supposed to be 
protecting, the American livestock producers, thereby raising 
the already high costs of producing milk, butter, eggs, and 
meat in the U.S.
 “Furthermore, with CCC soybeans available at bargain 
prices you will lose the legitimate market for soybeans built 
up in Europe over a period of many years. Naturally they 
will buy CCC bargain counter beans and ignore the free 
market supplies. This will result in accumulation under the 
loan of the free market supplies, which Europe otherwise 
would have bought. This further complicates the problem. 
Eventually it would result in a complete two price system. 
CCC would take the loss not only on the small quantity of 
surplus oil, but on the corresponding meal portion as well, 
and on the entire 50 to 75 million bushels of otherwise 
normal soybean exports.
 “The most serious concern to me and others in industry 
has been the apparent lack of an overall analysis of the 
impending situation by government, growers and industry 
collectively. Both industry and government have considered 
the oilseed price support problems on more a piecemeal 
expediency basis rather than on an overall longtime basis. 
Make no mistake–price supports are here to stay, whether we 
like it or not. And price support programs should be devised 
on a basis which will give greatest freedom in the market 
place, cause the least interference with normal commerce, 
and at the same time effectively support prices to growers at 
reasonable levels. Impounding vast quantities of bulky raw 
materials under loan is proven to be a clumsy way to operate. 
On the other hand, the proposal for CCC to buy crude 
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soybean oil seems to me to meet these criteria far better 
than presently announced programs and better than any 
other proposals we have heard. By entering the oil market 
they will automatically take themselves out of the soybean 
and soybean meal markets where their interference with the 
function of price is infi nitely more troublesome. If there are 
other and better plans, I assure you the National Soybean 
Processors Association will consider them” (Continued). 
Address: Chairman of the Board, Honeymead Products Co., 
Mankato, Minnesota.

1656. Chipperfi eld, G. 1955. Market for soya products in 
Europe. Chief diffi culties: U.S. soybeans are sold under grain 
standards but Europeans regard them as oilseeds. And they 
deteriorate in transit. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32, 35, 36, 
38-39, 41-42.
• Summary: “I have called this paper ‘The Market for Soya 
Products in Europe,’ but I suppose my main assignment is 
to tell you whether there is still anything wrong about your 
soybean trade over there and, if so, what is wrong.
 “As the tonnage fi gures show, the position is not a 
depressing one. Undoubtedly you people produce soybeans 
which, although they may vary in quality, are second to 
none in the world. But, in some cases, by the time they have 
reached us, there have been causes for complaint and there 
have been complaints, and it is my purpose to endeavor to 
put before you as clearly as possible a picture of the position 
to date.
 “Your executive vice president, Mr. Strayer, has told 
me he wants me particularly to give you a frank appraisal 
of the value attached in Europe to the U.S. Federal Appeal 
Certifi cates which involves the question of grading and 
analysis, following which I propose to stress again the 
objections we have in Europe to what we regard as the ‘take 
it or leave it’ attitude of shippers over here. They expect 
to win the preference of European buyers for your beans, 
while insisting on methods of trading which are tolerable 
only during the temporary absence of other and more 
accommodating sources of supply. I thought I would fi nish 
by saying something about the demand for soya products in 
Europe as a whole and what prospects of development there 
may be in the future.
 “I suppose there is no oilseed in the world from any 
source which has a 100 percent record for perfection of 
quality. In the case of your soybeans there have certainly 
been some very bad shipments according to the fi gures 
of analysis and no doubt there always will be exceptional 
cases. The matter has now been discussed at our last three 
congresses and it was acting on the advice of Paul Quintus 
that European buyers decided in 1952 to have recourse to 
Federal Appeal.
 “Since then there has been some improvement but we 
do have to face the fact that diffi culties still exist and that 
damage has been done to good will which it will take time 

and a consistently high reputation for quality to repair, 
especially as no such complaints appear to have arisen in 
connection with Manchurian beans in the past.
 As I see the position, there are still fundamental 
diffi culties which have nothing whatever to do with 
the quality of your product. They arise rather from the 
application of an American standard for grain to an article 
which the European importer regards and buys as an oilseed. 
I can see two special points of incompatibility.
 “Firstly, whatever may happen in practice, this grain 
standard which you apply to soybeans allows, according to 
the defi nition of ‘soybeans,’ for the inclusion of up to 10 
percent of cereals, such as corn or barley (and even wild 
oats!) which, to the European importer, are useless materials 
and are regarded as a form of adulteration.
 “If you were to import lead and you found that there 
was 10 percent of iron in it, you would be annoyed. If the 
exporter said that, according to the standard in his country 
up to 10 percent of iron is allowable as lead, what would you 
say?
 “I am afraid that I am not familiar with current 
derogatory expressions over here, but, judging by American 
fi lms, you would probably say, ‘Nuts! Iron isn’t lead!’
 “If you tell oil millers that 10 percent of maize is to 
be regarded as soybeans, you must pardon them if they 
say, “Nuts! Maize isn’t soybeans! Let’s get back to the 
Manchurians!”
 “Secondly, according to the American standards, splits 
or broken particles are in certain circumstances recorded 
as impurities. If the beans are relatively dry owing to low 
moisture content, say 13 percent, which is what we prefer, 
they may break up further enroute and analysis on American 
basis may show the amount of so-called foreign material to 
have increased by the time the consignment arrives at the 
port of destination.
 “To what extent these factors may affect the situation 
I am not sure, because arrival fi gures showing details of 
how much of the foreign material is stalks and pods and 
oddments, how much is cereals, such as maize or barley, and 
how much is soya particles are often lacking.
 “May Prefer Manchurian: As the matter seems to me, 
so long as a domestic grain standard is applied to a product 
which the foreign importer buys as an oilseed, and, so long 
as payment is not settled on the basis of the actual quantity 
of processable soya material ascertained on arrival by 
independent sampling and analysis, the importer is liable 
to be dissatisfi ed and to give preference to Manchurian 
beans purchasable under the established c.i.f. terms of 
the Incorporated Oil Seed Association, which provide the 
assurances he requires. Under I.O.S.A. arrangements, a 
standard sample representing all the shipments in any month 
of each description of beans is agreed on the basis of sealed 
samples drawn at the time of discharge.
 “These standard samples are established by the 
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appropriate standards committee of the association, 
consisting of an equal representation of shippers and crushers 
under an independent chairman. This decides the fair average 
quality for the month of shipment for each description and 
in case of arbitration no allowance would be made for splits 
or particles of beans unless the parcel in dispute showed a 
much greater content of splits or particles than the standard. 
All foreign material other than soybeans is classifi ed under 
I.O.S.A. rules as such, but split beans are not objectionable 
to seed crushers because they are processable and do not 
cause an increase in acidity as happens, for instance, in the 
case of peanuts.
 “But, in order to give you a full picture, let me fi rst 
say something about the complaints and I would like to 
quote from what one of the continental seed crushers said at 
Baden-Baden in June of this year.
 “’For years American shippers have persisted in their 
refusal to meet the wishes of the soybean processors of 
Europe. Observations made last year have shown, as we 
have established from all the countries concerned, that there 
has been a slight improvement but there have still been 
defi cient shipments. We shall have to wait to see whether 
the recent reduction of 1 percent in the admixture will mean 
an improvement. In many instances we found the Federal 
Appeal Certifi cate to be completely useless.
 “’There has been a case in Germany where soybeans 
have shown 10 percent admixture of maize. Compensation 
was refused by pointing out that the Federal Appeal 
Certifi cate had established an admixture of under 3 percent. 
This shipment was No. 2 Yellow beans and that was that.
 “’In another case different parcels of soybeans, for 
which different certifi cates had been issued, have been 
mingled, thus making it impossible for the consignee to 
establish to whom the parcel with the better certifi cate and 
to whom the one with the less favorable certifi cate belonged. 
Several cases have occurred where, on arrival, the admixture 
turned out to be over 3 percent and up to 11 percent, 
although the Federal Appeal Certifi cate showed an admixture 
of under 3 percent. We have been told that the beans are 
being delivered by the farmers and dealers to the elevators 
at the port of shipment in good condition with an admixture 
never exceeding 2 percent. It is only at these elevators that 
there is subsequent deterioration by admixture of foreign 
matter to an extent which is just suffi cient for a certifi cate in 
the corresponding grade.
 “’If this is so, these practices can hardly be altered by 
talks with individual sellers, for the reason why we receive 
bad shipments lies in the entire organization and in the 
wording of the contracts from which, as I pointed out earlier, 
the U.S. appears unwilling to depart. If the conditions in the 
U.S.A. in relation to the shipping of soybeans do not change, 
many European buyers will no doubt resume purchasing 
Manchurian and Chinese beans. The extent to which 
these are delivered relatively free of admixture is really 

noteworthy. The same is true of soybeans of various origins 
which come from Africa, whether East African, Nigerian or 
South African beans. The same applies to Brazil. They are 
mostly loaded on a pure basis with 1 percent admixture and 
one bean looks like another.
 “’This seems to be suffi cient evidence that, provided 
there is good-will, a substantial improvement in the export 
quality can be achieved in the U.S. as well. We must reiterate 
at this congress our opinion that the Americans should 
devote greater care to these matters, as a failure to do so will 
cause serious disadvantages to their export prospects.’
 “That is what a continental processor had to say” 
(Continued). Address: President, International Assoc. of Seed 
Crushers, London, England.

1657. Chipperfi eld, G. 1955. Market for soya products in 
Europe. Chief diffi culties: U.S. soybeans are sold under grain 
standards but Europeans regard them as oilseeds. And they 
deteriorate in transit (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32, 35, 36, 38-39, 41-42.
• Summary: (Continued): “Now let me quote from an 
earlier report of a prominent fi rm of cargo superintendents 
in England, who have operated for 50 years or more and 
have the full confi dence of soybean importers there. This 
report related to 2,500 tons of beans from Mobile [Alabama]. 
Federal Appeal claimed 2.9 percent of foreign matter. The 
Incorporated Oil Seed Association of London, on whose 
contract the beans were fi nally purchased, showed 6.1 
percent of impurities. The mill outturn showed 5.5 percent. 
The I.O.S.A. sample was rescaled and returned to America 
and was found by the Board of Grain Supervisors in Chicago 
[Illinois] to contain 8 percent of impurities.
 “’It was very obvious,’ wrote the cargo superintendents 
in their report, ‘that the consignment throughout contained 
a very high percentage of extraneous matter such as stalks, 
dry pods, foreign seed and dust. As the beans were weighed 
out in the elevator clouds of dust arose and at one period the 
elevator became clogged, bringing it to a stop. The stalks, 
pods, etc. had jammed it.’
 “The buyers remarked, and this was in May last year:
 “’The Department of Agriculture believes that the 
solution will be found in the method of sampling and 
they suggest that the sampling adopted at Mobile is more 
satisfactory than the method by which the samples were 
drawn on arrival. The Department of Agriculture, however, 
appears to overlook the mill report which showed 5.5 percent 
of impurities and it seems very doubtful whether the beans at 
the time of shipment contained only 2.9 percent.
 “’It is hardly surprising in such circumstances if 
European buyers lose confi dence in U.S. sampling and 
analysis.’
 “Can Produce Quality: As I have said, you are producers 
of fi rst quality soybeans. I daresay there is no reason at all 
why beans should not leave your farms with a maximum of 
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1 percent impurities and why they should not arrive at the 
elevators in the port of shipment in that condition. But the 
buyer in Europe is not concerned with their condition at that 
stage, nor is he primarily interested in what shippers claim 
is the percentage of impurities in the soybeans which he 
imports. What concerns him is the actual quality and quantity 
of processable beans which he receives.
 “I have studied a good deal of information on the subject 
and I have been glad to note the improvement indicated 
by some of the fi gures: For instance, 30,000 tons shipped 
to Rotterdam for Germany showed 2.4 percent impurities 
according to Federal Appeal, against 3.3 percent on arrival; 
54,000 tons processed in the Netherlands showed 2.5 percent 
Federal Appeal against 4.14 percent on arrival.
 Another 30,000 tons shipped there early this year 
showed an average of 2 percent as per Federal Appeal 
certifi cates against 2.8 percent on arrival.
 “A further 42,000 tons which arrived at Rotterdam 
between November last year and June this year showed 2.1 
percent average according to Federal Appeal against 2.73 
percent average on arrival.
 It should be noted, however, that, whereas Federal 
Appeal showed a maximum of 2.8 percent, the Dutch fi gures 
showed cases of 7.4 percent, 6.1 percent and 5.2 percent, 
all from New Orleans [Louisiana], while several shipments, 
mostly from Atlantic ports, showed less than 1 percent. I do 
not wish to infer, however, that there are invariably these 
differences between the Gulf and the Atlantic ports.
 “In the case of Great Britain, I received the following 
fi gures: 24,000 tons shipped to Cardiff processors over 
12 months ending February this year showed impurities 
averaging 2.49 percent according to Federal Appeal against 
2.34 percent average analysis on arrival; 27,000 tons bought 
through London merchants on I.O.S.A. c.i.f. contract terms 
showed an average of 2.48 percent admixture as per I.O.S.A. 
analysis.
 “Bearing in mind the new standards coming into force, 
it does look as though we are at last getting somewhere and 
we in the International Association of Seed Crushers will 
continue to do our best to cooperate with your association 
and with all others interested in establishing the export trade 
in your beans on a sound competitive basis. We will do 
everything we can to help tackle any diffi culties which arise.
 “You will appreciate, of course, that overseas buyers 
are not going to regard your Federal Appeal certifi cates as 
being like Caesar’s wife just because they are government 
sponsored. I have no doubt, however, that those who are 
responsible for that service will themselves keep check 
on its effi ciency and investigate impartially any criticisms 
from those making use of it. I have no doubt either that they 
will continue to give careful consideration to any recurring 
impediments to the smooth conduct of this export business.
 “As regards what happens prior to shipment, I was 
interested to hear some comments made by Julius Mayer of 

the Chicago Board of Trade at Baden-Baden:
 “It is necessary,’ he said, ‘to remember that the 
processors as well as the grain trade in the U.S. who 
purchase these beans from a farmer or dealer, buy them 
at country stations, in truck loads or car loads, or in boat 
loads at central or terminal markets or the point at which 
the processing takes place and will accept any grade lower 
than No. 1. However, settlement is based on No. 1 with 
an appropriate discount calculated from the discounts 
announced annually by the interested associations. I would 
like to repeat that the beans arrive at the elevators by truck, 
car or barge and that is where the trouble starts.
 “’Due to the long haul a lot of these beans have to travel, 
the fi ne material sifts to the bottom of the cars. It is not 
unusual for the admixture by the time the beans go into the 
bin to be 2½ percent, and sometimes more, because with the 
fast handling at the time of harvest, a lot of breakage occurs 
and it is noteworthy that beans with a moisture content of 
10-11 percent break up much more than if they contain 14 
percent moisture. Last year I would say that the average 
moisture content must have been above 13 percent and for 
that reason there was less trouble than formerly when the 
average was down to as little as 11 percent.’
 “There appear to me to remain two sets of diffi culties. 
Firstly, those diffi culties arising from the application of a 
domestic grain standard to an article which the overseas 
buyer regards and purchases as an oilseed for processing as 
an oilseed. Secondly, those diffi culties arising from possible 
deterioration in analysis in transit. These include the effect 
of transport and handling between the time the beans leave 
the farm and the time they are shipped; the possibility of 
further breaking up before they reach the port of destination; 
and the effect of mixed shipments where the Federal Appeal 
certifi cate may well be accurate in respect of the whole 
shipments but, in course of delivery, one unlucky recipient 
may receive the bulk of the impurities.
 “In this connection, German buyers reported that they 
paid a premium of 1½ percent for beans on the basis of 
identity and origin preserved, but, owing to consignments 
being mixed in transit, the certifi cate in respect of their 
purchases proved to be useless.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2021) 
that introduces the concept of “identity preserved”–but not 
the exact term.
 “Except perhaps for the complication of mixed 
shipments, all these diffi culties could be removed overnight 
by meeting the perfectly reasonable wish of the European 
processors that they should be able to buy your beans on the 
terms which have been established and accepted for their 
seed purchases for half a century or more. There just are not 
any reasonable grounds why American soybeans should not 
be offered to European importers on level terms with beans 
from other sources.
 “On the subject of sampling at the port of arrival and 
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the nature of the impurities discovered, you may like to hear 
the following report dated July 18 this year from important 
Dutch seed processors and I would mention that I have the 
samples A to D, which they refer to, here for your inspection:
 “’We have every confi dence in the method of sampling 
applied at Rotterdam. The material out of which the samples 
are composed, is collected by taking, at frequent intervals, 
a shovelful of the stream of beans coming from the spout of 
the elevator during transshipment from ocean steamer into 
barge for further transport. Thus about 500 kilos of sampling 
material are collected out of every 500 tons of beans.
 “’The sampling material so collected is thoroughly 
mixed together; four sample bags of about fi ve kilos each 
are fi lled and sealed, and the remaining sampling material 
returns to the relative parcel.
 “’One of these samples, i.e. one sample out of each 
500 tons, is separately analyzed by our own laboratory 
and the foreign matter is determined in accordance with 
the regulations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The 
percentage is calculated on the basis of the weight of the 
original sample.
 ‘Our works recently started cleaning the cargoes of 
soybeans in a special installation by means of series of 
sieves, prior to their passing them on to the extraction plant, 
and we are forwarding to you a specimen of what is removed 
from the soybeans at each stage of that sifting procedure, 
enabling you to form an idea of the nature of the foreign 
matter:
 “’A–Removed after 1st sifting: twigs, stalks, pods of 
soya beans, seed coats, string, paper, rubber, stones.
 “’B–Removed after 2nd sifting: chiefl y skins of soya 
beans, maize, oats, wheat and small pieces of all foreign 
substances mentioned in A.
 “’C–Removed after 3rd sifting: mainly husks, whole or 
bits.
 “’D–Removed after 4th sifting: When looking at this 
sample through a magnifying glass you will notice that this 
sifted matter consists for the greater part of innumerable 
kinds of foreign seeds, including perhaps also those of 
poisonous plants. Furthermore, very small pieces of soya 
beans and other elements” (Continued). Address: President, 
International Assoc. of Seed Crushers, London, England.

1658. Chipperfi eld, G. 1955. Market for soya products in 
Europe. Chief diffi culties: U.S. soybeans are sold under 
grain standards but Europeans regard them as oilseeds. And 
they deteriorate in transit (Continued–Document part III). 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32, 35, 36, 38-39, 41-42.
• Summary: (Continued): ‘During the cleaning procedure 
outlined above, about 80 percent of the total content of 
foreign matter present in the beans is removed.
 “’We need hardly add that the foreign matter stated in 
A is not found in Manchurian soybeans, while in beans of 
that origin the impurities as per B and C are met with in a 

much smaller measure than in the case with U.S. soybeans 
and the presence of impurities in Manchurian beans as per D 
is negligible. All this results in Manchurian soybeans having 
the advantage that they need not be cleaned, to the effect 
that their processing costs are lower and there is no loss on 
account of worthless admixture. Moreover, the oil obtained 
from beans of this origin is of a much better quality than that 
of U.S. soybeans.’
 “Mixed Shipments: With regard to the diffi culty of 
mixed shipments, I consulted a well-known fi rm of cargo 
superintendents in London and you may like to hear some of 
their comments:
 “’1–Regarding the mixing of parcels sold separately 
in vessel’s hold at time of shipment, we see no reason why 
separate sales should not be stowed separately in vessels’ 
holds, thus preserving identity for all practical purposes. It 
is quite common in the bulk grain trade to separate parcels 
in bulk stowage. This is achieved by using tarpaulins for 
horizontal separation and separation boards and/or bag walls 
if vertical separation is required.
 “’It is necessary for the contracting parties to notify the 
ship owners or agents of this requirement and to insist that 
the instructions be carried out.
 “’There may be some slight seepage between separations 
on voyage which would call for weight adjustment, as is 
common in the trade, but there would be no signifi cant effect 
on the admixture content of the whole parcel.
 “’2–It is desirable to ascertain exactly at which point the 
samples are drawn, which go for Federal Appeal test. If the 
certifi cates are to be of any use to the buyer, then they should 
be issued on a sample drawn of each parcel, as loaded to 
export vessel. We are not at all clear on this point at present. 
It is obvious at time of discharge that the admixture is not 
uniformly spread throughout ship’s stowage, and presumably 
the same conditions apply in storage elevators.
 “’3–”Admixture” should be quite clearly defi ned in 
any selling contract–preferably as “all matter other than 
soybeans,” or at least a very small allowance of other seeds 
or grains.
 “’We understand that in the U.S.A. defi nition 
of soybeans a very high percentage of other grain is 
permissible. This is obviously of no use to a European buyer 
of soybeans who wants soybeans only.
 “’4–It is signifi cant that Manchurian soybeans have 
never contained a high percentage of admixture and that 
even a country such as Nigeria, with relatively primitive 
cultivation methods, can produce regularly shipments of 
soybeans with admixture never exceeding 1 percent, and 
almost always less than 0.5 percent.
 “’5–The remarks of Julius Mayer were mainly 
concerned with broken soybeans, but on this side we are 
concerned with excessive percentages of stalks, pods, chaff, 
corn cobs, dried leaves and dust. None of these arise from 
excessive handling; they may be due to bad threshing or even 
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deliberate adulteration.
 “’6–Much depends on the methods of sampling used 
at either end. In Europe bulk grains and oilseeds have been 
constantly passing through the main ports for the past 
50 years, all on strict contract terms for quality. We feel 
that the methods used must be reasonably correct, or they 
could never have stood up to the daily test of competitive 
trade. Certainly they have not been changed for American 
soybeans.
 “’If doubt is felt on either side as to the sampling, then 
why not allow say two European sampling experts jointly to 
sample a series of test shipments with the U.S.A. authorities 
at time of loading? Two U.S. sampling experts could then 
attend at the sampling of the same parcels on discharge in 
Europe. It seems that a practical demonstration is the only 
solution, if doubts are felt as to the effi ciency of sampling 
methods at either end.
 “’7–You mentioned occasions when large parcels 
are split to several buyers. The trouble is not due, in our 
opinion, to one man getting the last delivery, but rather 
to one man getting a part of the stowage where the beans 
have a particularly high admixture. This is due either to 
inconsistent admixture content at time of loading, or to 
deliberate additions of admixture during or before loading. 
A reasonably uniform admixture content at time of loading 
would obviate this trouble.’
 “Before I comment further on the conditions of sale, 
there is one point which I would like to mention. An 
American speaker at Baden-Baden this year expressed 
surprise that European buyers do not buy No. 1 yellow 
beans. J.C.A. Faure replied that he had tried very hard to buy 
them but had never been successful. He thought the reason 
was that the elevator companies at the ports were opposed 
to selling No. 1 for export and therefore made it impossible. 
What I want to do is to confi rm that European buyers 
defi nitely do want to buy No. 1 yellow beans and pay the 
correct and proper premium for them. Therefore, any shipper 
willing to export No. 1 yellow is invited to make offers to 
European buyers accordingly. We are quite willing to pay the 
right price for what we want. What we object to is paying 
any price for what we do not want.
 “Coming now to the question of terms of shipment, I 
would like to refer to a letter to the Incorporated Oil Seed 
Association dated April 15, 1954, in which the North 
American Export Grain Association Inc. wrote as follows:
 ‘It has been decided that the principle of selling 
soybeans on the basis of quality and analysis guaranteed on 
arrival cannot be accepted by this Association, inasmuch as 
it is entirely incompatible with the grain trading practice and 
offi cial grain standards structure exclusively used throughout 
the United States.’
 “Personally, I doubt whether that is the best way to 
foster and develop an export trade and I wondered what had 
happened to the American sales slogan that the customer is 

always right! I was also surprised to read that Mr. Strayer 
said at Memphis [Tennessee] last year, ‘Once a cargo is 
delivered to a foreign port the shipper is at the mercy of 
the buyer.’ That suggests some misconception of the whole 
principle of sampling on arrival.
 “The Incorporated Oil Seed Association is an impartial, 
nonprofi t earning international trade body which has enjoyed 
the complete confi dence of European oilseed shippers and 
importers for years and continues to do so, and rightly so. 
It is one of those trade bodies which specializes in giving 
impartial service to seller and buyer, and all your European 
customers have complete confi dence in its impartiality 
whether in connection with the analysis of samples submitted 
to it or such functions as arbitration or appeal.
 “There may be differences of opinion about methods of 
sampling, which can no doubt be compared and reconciled, 
but no fi rm of cargo superintendents worthy of the name 
would last very long if any doubt arose as to its reliability 
in establishing true samples of the commodities it handles. 
The North American Export Grain Association said in the 
same letter, ‘With soybeans being used more and more for 
crushing purposes, rather than for milling, there is no reason 
why they should not be transacted on an I.O.S.A. contract 
form. Such amended contract form would, of course, be 
required by the association to provide for quality and 
condition to be fi nal at the time and place of shipment, as 
explained above.’
 “Raw Materials: The demand in Europe is for what 
comes within the general term ‘oilseeds’ (be it seed or nuts or 
beans); in other words, raw materials for those who process 
oilseeds and, whatever classifi cation may be used exclusively 
throughout the United States in respect of grain, to attempt to 
impose it on overseas buyers of oilseeds may prejudice your 
chances of displacing the trade in beans from other sources 
which existed before the war, and I have in mind, of course, 
the large quantities exported from Manchuria or Manchukuo 
before the war.
 “I do not quite understand why your exporters should 
appear to be so reluctant with all the existing safeguards 
even to make the experiment of establishing impartially the 
quality of the beans as they arrive at the port of destination, 
rather than prefer to impose their wishes on reluctant buyers 
on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis. Undoubtedly, one of these days 
the present barriers will disappear and trading between all 
the countries of the world will be resumed, for civilization 
can hardly endure indefi nitely with the world divided into 
two camps and, sooner or later, political and racial problems 
will have to be solved sensibly. In fact, many people believe 
that one of the big infl uences for peace is international trade.
 “We cannot take it for granted that every simple Chinese 
farmer or Ukranian peasant is a political communist. We 
shall expect to trade again with such peoples, and once 
the diffi culties between China and what is known as ‘the 
West’ are eventually overcome, there are many products of 
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industrial countries which will be needed by the Chinese 
people. How are they going to pay for them? Obviously 
they will need to export commodities...” Address: President, 
International Assoc. of Seed Crushers, London, England.

1659. Hirano, Mitsuo. 1955. Market situation on U.S. 
soybeans in Japan. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 44-45.
• Summary: A portrait photo shows Mr. Hirano smiling. 
Address: President, Assoc. of Oil and Fat Manufacturers of 
Japan.

1660. Strayer, George M. 1955. Need industry council for 
vast selling job! Sees 100 million bushels annual exports in 
the not-far-distant future. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 12, 14-15.
• Summary: At each year’s annual convention, the problems 
are different. “Cottonoil stocks: Last year when we met at 
Memphis [Tennessee] the federal government owned vast 
quantities of cottonseed oil. Today those stocks are gone. 
Large tonnages were placed in the export markets of the 
world.” At the same time, “we have sold about 55 million 
bushels of 1954-crop soybeans into export markets–about 15 
million bushels about the highest previous fi gure.”
 “Our association has a vast educational and public 
relations job to do with foreign buyers”–as in Europe 
and Japan. It is now a buyer’s market and ASA must do 
everything possible “to assure proper administration of the 
grades under the new standards.”
 “For several years I have pointed out at this meeting 
the desirability of forming an industrywide [industry-wide] 
organization to carry on the promotional and educational 
work which our industry needs. The soybean industry has 
now reached a point where we are faced with a vast sales 
and promotional job... We must begin to do as many other 
industries have done–we must be prepared to sell and sell 
and sell. For some months a joint committee from this 
Association and from the National Soybean Processors 
Association has been meeting on this subject... Full report 
will be made today, together with suggested action by this 
group. It is my personal feeling that we have fi nally reached 
agreement on an industrywide Council or Institute, and that 
we must now move ahead just as rapidly as possible.” ASA 
does not have the income to do this work alone.
 Photos show: (1) George Strayer. (2) Chester B. Biddle 
and family of Remington, Indiana; he was president of the 
American Soybean Association from 1951 to 1953. (3) 
Charles P. Taft behind a podium, speaking about world trade. 
Address: Executive Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1661. Taft, Charles P. 1955. The farmer’s stake in world 
trade: lower tariffs on chemicals and bicycles would help pay 
for U.S. soybeans abroad. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 22-23.
• Summary: “The battle over ‘protection’ and ‘high tariffs’ 
versus ‘free trade’ has burst into the headlines again during 

the last two weeks, during the dog days in Washington. The 
President has raised the tariffs on bicycles (and the prices 
the kids pay–I mean the parents pay), and last Saturday 
the Defense Department took high American prices for 
generating equipment on the Chief Joseph dam, at an excess 
cost to the government of about $1 million.” Address: 
President, Committee for National Trade Policy.

1662. Soybean Digest. 1955. Strayer on special mission to 
Japan. Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: The USDA has announced “the appointment of 
Geo. M. Strayer, executive vice president of the American 
Soybean Association, as a marketing specialist in the fats and 
oils division on a temporary basis for a special agricultural 
mission in Asia,...”
 “Strayer will leave in mid-October, will spend 
a minimum of a month in Japan, Hongkong and the 
Philippines surveying the market potential for American 
soybeans and soybean products.
 “Japan has been the largest single buyer of U.S. 
soybeans the past two years. Strayer will contact buyers of 
soybeans and soybean oil meal, since the Japanese are also 
large buyers of the latter commodity, and will discuss the 
handling with them of soybean exports and the problems 
involved.
 “He will be accompanied by Mrs. Strayer. They expect 
to return to the U.S. at the end of November.”

1663. Strayer, George M. 1955. Why Japan wants clean 
soybeans. Blow to U.S. exports to Japan. Soybean Digest. 
Dec. p. 4-5.
• Summary: “Those of us residing in the United States have 
no conception of the needs of people in other parts of the 
world for fats and oils and protein. Until you see those needs 
with your own eyes, until you experience those needs with 
your own stomach, you cannot understand them. And even 
then it is impossible to describe them in words.
 “Japan is a country of over 80 million people. Total 
area is about the same as California. Only a very small part 
is tillable–the remainder is mountainous, is marsh, or is 
otherwise unusable. Rice is the major crop, and the staff of 
life.
 “Livestock, except for the occasional draft animal, is 
nearly nonexistent, except in Hokkaido, the northern island. 
Fish is plentiful, or so it seems, along the coast. But the cost 
is high and out of reach of the average farmer or village 
inhabitant.
 “Soybeans supply the protein of the Japanese people. 
And they supply the fats. They are as indispensable as milk 
or bread to us in the United States.
 “The average income is about one-fi fteenth that of the 
average American. Governmental agencies control food 
distribution, and all imports of foodstuffs are under strict 
control. Soybeans are included.
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 “Japan produces soybeans in some quantity. No one 
knows how many, for most of them are used by the family 
which produces them, or never go beyond the local village. 
Throughout central and south Japan soybeans are grown on 
the dykes around the rice paddy, only a few rows to a farmer. 
The average farm is less than 2.5 acres. An entire family 
must eke its existence from that area. Every foot is utilized.
 “Soybeans supply the protein to go with the rice, but are 
grown only where rice cannot be grown. Most of them never 
reach a market.
 “Last year Japan imported a total of about 750,000 
metric tons of soybeans (27.5 million bushels). About 
250,000 tons were crushed in oilseed mills. The remainder 
went directly into foods usage, producing soy sauce, soybean 
paste [miso], and soybean curd [tofu]. Over 90% of the 
fl akes from the soybean crushing at the oil mills went to 
these same food plants.
 “Soybeans are the life blood of Japan. They are an 
absolute necessity, for they are the food of the people. They 
are used directly, not indirectly, as is our soybean meal in the 
form of livestock products.
 “There are over 3,000 vegetable oil mills in Japan, all 
except about 30 of them small community plants. Only 33 
are on the list to receive imported soybeans. There are over 
6,000 manufacturers of soy sauce in Japan. There are over 
50,000 manufacturers of tofu or soybean curd, and there are 
several thousand small manufacturers of soybean paste or 
miso.
 “These small plants do not and cannot have cleaning 
facilities. They must use the soybeans as they come. They 
prefer domestic beans, second choice is Chinese beans, 
and next come our beans. Why? Only one answer–foreign 
material. Their reaction is exactly as would be yours under 
similar conditions. They merely ask–why can you not sell us 
clean soybeans?”
 “Blow to U.S. Exports to Japan: The Japanese are 
importing more and more soybeans from Red China. 
The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) 
favors increased trade with China. “Authorized imports of 
soybeans [to Japan] total 335,000 metric tons. Of these, 
203,000 metric tons were allocated directly to oil mills and 
food manufacturers. They may be purchased on a global 
basis–wherever the buyer can buy at the lowest price and 
fi nd acceptable supplies. Oil millers will favor U.S. beans 
because of higher oil content, while food manufacturers will 
probably buy Chinese beans when available.
 “The remaining 132,000 tons were allocated to import 
fi rms. If a fi rm had a record of U.S. imports during the 
previous year the quota for that fi rm is based on 50% of the 
tonnage handled. But if a fi rm imported Chinese soybeans 
during that same period, the fi rm’s quota is based on 100% of 
that tonnage.
 “As soon as I discovered the content of the allocation I 
called it to the attention of embassy offi cials here in Tokyo, 

and a protest was fi led with the Japanese government. 
However, at this writing much more work remains to be 
done.
 “As closely as can be fi gured about 9 million bushels of 
soybean business was lost by the U.S. in this one allocation.
 A large photo shows George Strayer standing behind 
a podium, addressing a room full of men seated in chairs. 
A movie projector is visible in the center aisle. The caption 
reads: “Strayer addressing meeting of 110 representatives 
of the soybean industry in Japan at the University Club in 
Tokyo Nov. 14. Invitations were issued by W.D. Termohlen, 
Agricultural Attache in the American Embassy, to the 
leadership of oilseed crushers, miso, soy sauce and soybean 
curd associations of Japan. At his side is Hiroshi Nakamura 
of Honen Oil Co., who served as interpreter. Mr. Nakamura 
was a Fulbright scholar in the United States during the 1954-
55 university year.”
 Note 1. This article was written by Strayer in Tokyo, 
where he is conducting a marketing study for the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2001) concerning the activities of the American Soybean 
Association in Asia, in East Asia, or in Japan. This is also 
George Strayer’s fi rst trip to Japan. Address: [American 
Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1664. Soybean Digest. 1956. In the markets: world imports. 
Jan. p. 34.
• Summary: “Indications are that total imports of soybeans 
into Western Europe in 1955 were greater than in any year 
since 1951, according to Foreign Agricultural Service. In that 
year about 28.7 million bushels were imported. The total in 
1954 was 20.6 million bushels, of which 14.8 million came 
from the United States.
 “During 1955 imports of soybeans from the United 
States appeared to be running about the same. Imports from 
China-Manchuria seemed to be increasing.
 “Japan, still the world’s major market for soybeans, 
imported 20.9 million bushels through August as compared 
with 18.7 million during the entire year of 1954. Of the 1954 
total, 92% came from the United States. During the fi rst 8 
months of 1955 70% of the imports came from the United 
States.
 “Other important buyers of soybeans are Canada and 
Taiwan, and both received practically all of their imports in 
1954 from the United States.
 “Israel also has become an important importer during 
the past few years.”
 A table shows: “Soybeans: Imports into major markets, 
1954 and specifi ed months.”

1665. Strayer, George M. 1956. We must remember: U.S. 
soybeans are food for the Japanese. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 
8-10.
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• Summary: This is the fi rst in a series of reports by the 
editor covering his recent marketing study for the USDA 
in East Asia. Above all, Japan wants clean soybeans from 
the U.S., with less foreign material. New U.S. standards 
allow No. 2 soybeans to contain up to 2% foreign material. 
U.S. standards classify all particles of soybeans which go 
through a 8/64-inch round hole screen as foreign material. 
Manchurian standards classify such broken particles of 
soybeans as unsound soybeans but not as foreign material. 
An estimated half of U.S. foreign material is these 
broken particles–which still end up making adequate soy 
products. “Because Manchurian [soy] beans have for years 
arrived with a foreign material content of ½% or less, the 
approximately 3,000 oil mills, 6,000 soy sauce plants, 5,000 
soy paste [miso] plants and the 50,000 tofu or soybean curd 
plants in most cases do not have cleaning facilities... The 
role played by milk, meat, and eggs in the diets of America is 
taken by soybeans in the diets of Japan.” The industries that 
uses soybeans are well organized, and each has its own trade 
association.
 Photos show: (1) Strayer with the heads of the Yokkaichi 
oil mill and the Japan Oil and Fats Manufacturers Assoc. (2) 
The plant of the Hohnen Oil Co. at Shimizu which processes 
only soybeans into edible oil, glue, fl our, and fl akes for 
miso and tofu production (capacity 300,000 tons/year). (3) 
K. Sugiyama, chairman of the board of Hohnen Oil Co. 
receiving a medal. (4) Three men examining soybeans at the 
Takeya miso plant. (5) A cover photo shows a shipload of 
U.S. soybeans under new standards docks at the Ajinomoto 
plant in Yokohama, Japan. Address: [American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1666. Strayer, George M. 1956. Japan’s processors could 
use far more U.S. soybeans: Second of a series of reports by 
the editor covering his recent trip to the Far East. Soybean 
Digest. Feb. p. 6-9.
• Summary: Mr. Sugiyama, age 80, is chairman of the board 
of the Hohnen Oil Co., Tokyo, and is generally recognized as 
the dean of the Japanese oil industry. The soybean is today 
the major oilseed in Japan, but after crushing, most of the oil 
and meal go into food products, rather than into feeds. “The 
Japanese oilseed crushing industry is an old one as compared 
with ours. According to information given me by Mr. 
Akaguchi, vice president of the Oil and Fat Manufacturers 
Association, the crushing of oilseeds in Japan on a 
commercial basis was started about 1630. Rapeseed was the 
fi rst commodity crushed. The oil was the commodity desired. 
As soybeans came into the crushing picture they, too, were 
crushed for the oil, and the meal at the outset was of little 
consequence. Through the years the meal has become of 
increasing importance in the economy.
 “Today there are two types of oilseed mills or plants 
in Japan. The fi rst, and most numerous, is the small village 
plant, usually located in the interior villages, and operated 

by two or three persons. This is many times a strictly family 
enterprise. There are about 3,000 of these plants in Japan 
today, and in the trade they are known as ‘mountain plants.’ 
These plants operate on indigenous soybeans, garnered from 
the farms surrounding the village, and the oil and meal are 
utilized in the same village. Their production never enters 
normal trade channels...
 “The other group of oilseed mills, known as ‘sea plants,’ 
are located on or near deep water, are comparatively large in 
size, and usually operate on imported raw materials, using 
solvent process equipment.”
 Before World War II, Japan’s oilseed crushers imported 
about 800,000 tons/year of soybeans and up to 1 million 
tons/year of soybean oil meal and cake from the Chinese 
mainland. “Following the Japanese march into Manchuria in 
the early 1930s, the Japanese assumed ownership of many of 
the mills at Dairen and other Manchurian ports.”
 “During the 1955 calendar year total imports of 
soybeans into Japan were approximately 750,000 metric 
tons. Roughly half of this tonnage went to the oil mills, the 
other half to foods plants.”
 Photos show: (1) Mr. and Mrs. K. Sugiyama in formal 
Japanese dress. (2) Bags of soybeans being loaded onto 
trucks to be a warehouse of the Yoshihara Oil Co. near 
Osaka, Japan. (3) An Allis-Chalmers continuous solvent 
extraction unit at Yoshihara Oil Co. near Osaka. Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1667. American Soybean Association. 1956. Soybean Blue 
Book–Canada. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 160 
p. Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Under the heading “Canadian production” are 
three tables (p. 30) with the following titles: (1) “Production 
of soybeans in Canada, 1942-1955.” For each year gives 
acreage, yield per acre, and total production–which was 
5.650 million bushels in 1955.
 (2) “Production of soybean oil and oilcake in Canada.” 
For each crop year from 1943-44 to 1954-55 gives soybeans 
crushed (bushels), oil produced (tons), and oilcake and meal 
produced (short tons). The crush increased from 241,315 
bushels the fi rst crop year to 10,211,418 bushels the last year.
 (3) “Soybean production, utilization and value, Canada.” 
The columns are: (1) Year beginning Aug. 1, from 1936 to 
1955. (2) Production. Statistics for early years are given: 
248,000 bu in 1936. 159,000 bu in 1937. 204,000 bu in 
1938. 215,000 bu in 1939. 233,000 bu in 1940. 217,000 bu 
in 1941. 872,000 bu in 1942. Footnote: “With the exception 
of the period 1943-45 when small quantities were grown in 
Manitoba and British Columbia, the production of soybeans 
in Canada has taken place in the province of Ontario.” (3) 
Imports. Increased from 7,000 bu in 1936 to 7,683,000 bu in 
1954. Imports dropped sharply during the years 1940-1942. 
(4) Supplies (1,000 bu). (5) Exports of soybeans. Started in 
1953 with 568 (units not given), increasing to 905 in 1954. 
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(6) Farm value of production. Increased from $1,509,000 in 
1942 to $11,857,000 in 1954. (7) Processed for oil and meal 
(000 bu). (8) Soybean oil produced (000 lb). (9) Soybean 
oilcake produced (short tons). Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1668. Soybean Blue Book. 1956. Production, exports soy 
fl our and grits, U.S.A., 1935-1955 (1,000 lbs.). p. 43.

• Summary: This table has 6 columns: (1) Year beginning 
Oct. 1. Production: (2) Full fat products. (3) Low fat 
and defatted products. (3) Total production. Exports: 
(4) Commercial (includes exports under the Lend Lease 
program). (5) Military (for relief feeding in Europe after 
World War II). (6) Total exports.
 (1) The fi rst statistics for production of full fat soy 
fl our are 28,000,000 lb in 1941-42. This increases to a 
peak of 90,600,000 lb in 1942-43, then decreases steadily 
to 50,914,000 in 1945-46, falling to an all-time low of 
7,746,000 lb in 1947-48. After that, from 1948-49 to 1953-
54 it averages about 11,173,000 lb per year. (2) The fi rst 
statistics for production of low fat and defatted soy fl our 
and grits are 56,125,000 lb in 1941-42. This increases to 
181,000,000 lb in 1942-43, then decreases to an all-time low 
of 72,715,000 lb in 1944-45. After the war, as relief feeding 
in Europe accelerates the fi gure increases to 322,761,000 lb 
in 1945-46, rising to an all-time peak of 667,633,000 lb in 
1947-48. After that, from 1948-49 to 1953-54 it averages 
about 126,168,000 lb per year.
 (3) Total U.S. production of soy fl our and grits. The fi rst 

statistics, from 1935-36 are for 22,000,000 lb increasing 
to 50,000,000 lb in 1940-41–before the start of World War 
II. The fi gure jumps to 84,135,000 in 1941-42, increases 
to 271,600,000 lb in 1942-43, then decreases to an all-time 
low of 116,640,000 lb in 1944-45. After the After the war, 
as relief feeding in Europe accelerates the fi gure increases 
to 373,675,000 lb in 1945-46, rising to an all-time peak of 

675,379,000 lb in 1947-48. 
After that, from 1948-49 to 
1953-54 it averages about 
137,341,000 lb per year.
 (4) Commercial exports 
of soy fl our and grits: The fi rst 
statistics are for 22,971,000 
lb in 1942-43. This quickly 
rises to 100,540 lb in 1943-
44, hitting a wartime peak of 
183,642,000 lb in 1945-46. 
After the war, this export 
fi gure reached a peak of 
479,674,000 lb in 1947-48, 
then dropped dramatically, 
with no exports reported in 
1950-51. After that, from 
1951-52 to 1954-55 it averages 
about 6,075,000 lb per year.
 (5) Military exports: 
Figures are given for only four 
years: 14,374,000 lb in 1944-
45. 3,604,000 lb in 1945-46. 
125,223,000 lb in 1946-47 
(the peak military year). 
74,879,000 lb in 1947-48 (the 

last military year).
 (6) Total exports: Figures are given for only seven years, 
including four years when there were both commercial 
and military exports. During these four, the peak year was 
1947-48 when 554,500,000 lb were exported; the next most 
important year was 1946-47, when 241,037,000 lb were 
exported.
 Notes on sources at bottom of table. Production statistics 
based on reports of the soy fl our Association [sic, Soy Flour 
Association, Chicago, Illinois] supplemented by information 
furnished by the War Food Administration for 1935-48 and 
the Bureau of Census for 1949 to date. Date for 1935-41 
are rough approximations used during the war years, since 
no exact data were available. Data for commercial exports: 
Reported by the Bureau of the Census–not available prior 
to 1943. Thus the fi rst fi gure is for Jan. to Sept. 1943 only. 
Includes exports under the Lend Lease program. Shipments 
for military relief feeding furnished by the National Military 
Establishments for 1944-46 and by the Bureau of the Census 
for 1947. Beginning with Jan. 1948 military exports are 
included with commercial exports. The export fi gures do not 
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include purchases by the military for its own use. Compiled 
by the Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA.
 Note 1. These statistics relate to Soya Corporation of 
America, Dr. Armand Burke, and Dr. A.A. Horvath; they 
made only full fat soy fl our.
 Note 2. The Soy Flour Association existed from 1936 to 
1949–as part of the National Soybean Processors Association 
(NSPA).

1669. Strayer, George M. 1956. Communist China courts 
Japanese soybean market. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service) 20(3):6-7. March.
• Summary: “The Communist Chinese are carrying on 
vigorous promotional campaigns to regain the markets 
China once held in Japan. I saw an example when I was 
in Tokyo recently. It was the Chinese Trade Fair. One of 
the commodities most strongly featured at this fair was 
soybeans. U.S. soybean growers and exporters may well look 
closely at this Chinese effort, for Japan is one of their best 
markets.
 “Featured immediately inside the entrance to the 
auditorium was a large display of Chinese and Manchurian 
soybeans and soybean products. The placement of the 
soybean exhibit, and the way it was emphasized, left no 
doubt in the minds of the thousands of people attending that 
Communist China is actively promoting the Japanese market 
for its soybeans. Beside large piles of soybeans, carefully 
selected for quality and freedom from foreign material, were 
baskets containing samples of varieties produced in the 
different areas and of types of soybeans available. These led 
the visitor into an extensive display showing various kinds of 
crude, refi ned, and semi-refi ned soybean oil, and to extensive 
displays of soybean cake and meal, all carefully selected and 
displayed in a manner to convince the average Japanese that 
Communist China is the logical source of superior quality 
soybeans for food purposes.
 “Promoted extensively among the Japanese population 
of the Tokyo area, this Chinese Trade Fair drew, according 
to published fi gures, an average of 30,000 persons per day 
during the week, and an average of 80,000 persons on each 
Saturday and Sunday throughout the month.
 “Traditionally the Japanese soybean market has been 
supplied from Chinese and Manchurian sources. Annual 
prewar imports were as high as 800,000 metric tons of 
whole soybeans and 1,000,000 tons of soybean cake and 
meal. During an average year, Japanese buyers took over 50 
percent of all soybeans and soy bean cake exported. After 
Japan marched into Manchuria the Japanese confi scated a 
large portion of the crushing capacity located at ports such as 
Darien. Those same plants have now been taken over by the 
Communist Chinese. Apparently they have not yet reached 
prewar production levels, for since the war exports have been 
limited to soybeans alone. No Chinese or Manchurian meal 
or cake has reached world markets.

 “Since 1945 the major part of Japan’s soybean ports has 
come from the United States, fi rst in shipments by the Army 
of Occupation, then in foreign aid programs, and recently in 
outright purchases for dollars. As the Japanese dollar position 
has improved, the tonnage fi gures for soybean imports have 
pushed upward, until during the 1951 U.S. soybean year 
Japan imported approximately 20 million bushels of U.S. 
soybeans as against its total imports of slightly over 26 
million. The remaining imports were divided between Brazil 
and Manchuria.
 “There is considerable interest among certain Japanese 
groups in restoring the soybean market to Manchuria and 
China, as a means of reopening markets in those areas 
for Japanese goods. Certain import fi rms greatly desire to 
channel their trading in the direction of Communist China; 
Japan, with bulging cities, active factories, and rapidly 
increasing production of heavy and consumer goods, feels it 
must exploit every possible market opportunity.
 “The Communist Chinese are doing everything in their 
power to encourage this trade. Continual streams of Japanese 
merchants, professional men, government employees, 
educators, and members of the Japanese Diet are being taken 
on all-expense-paid trips to Peking, and every effort is made 
to convince them that the old ‘Asia for the Asians’ policies 
must be restored.
 “Soybeans happen to be one of the few commodities that 
Communist China has in quantity and that the world wants. 
True, according to information I was able to pick up from 
a wide range of sources in Japan and also in Hong Kong, 
Manchurian production has not yet reached prewar levels. 
Some soybeans have entered European markets, and a rather 
sizable quantity has gone to Japan. However, information 
obtained from men who have visited interior China and 
Manchuria recently, and who were familiar with those 
territories before the war, indicates that both Communist 
China and the European satellites are placing great emphasis 
on human nutrition and that Iron Curtain countries are 
using more soybean oil and soybean protein than they did 
previously. In addition, it appears that Manchurian beans are 
being traded to satellite countries for consumer goods and 
essential or strategic materials, on a barter basis, and that 
some of the Manchurian beans reaching world markets are 
actually sold by the recipient nations.
 “The Japanese soybean market is tremendously. 
important both to the U.S. farmer and to the U.S. exporter. 
As acreage has been removed from production of crops that 
are in surplus, some of it has been transferred to soybean 
production in both the Midwest and Midsouth areas of the 
United States.
 “Japan has become the biggest export customer for 
U.S. soybeans. About 20 percent of our 1951 soybean crop 
entered export markets, and about a third of this tonnage 
went to Japan. The Japanese imports have not yet reached 
their maximum, as food-product plant capacities and 
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retail markets will absorb considerably larger quantities of 
soybeans than are now reaching Japan.
 “Oil millers in Japan like American soybeans, which 
contain decidedly more oil than the Manchurian or Brazilian 
beans. But they object strenuously to the foreign material 
content of U.S. deliveries and as I visited about 15 of these 
plants I observed that there was some basis for protest. We 
also have a problem in the delivery of green seed-coated 
soybeans as yellow beans. Neither of these problems is 
insurmountable–both are man-made and thus open to man-
made solutions.
 “U.S. soybeans are selling today at a cheaper price 
delivered to Japanese ports than soybeans from any other 
origin. If we will solve our problems of quality we can, 
in my personal estimation, retain our present market for 
American soybeans in Japan–and we can share in the 
expansion of Japan’s soybean imports which will come in 
future years. I am convinced that the growers and handlers of 
this crop, with this huge market potential at stake, will take 
the necessary steps.”
 Photos: (1) A large and ornate container of Chinese 
soybeans. The caption: “This pyramid of selected 
Manchurian soybeans was the fi rst display to greet visitors 
at the Communist China Trade Fair in Tokyo.” (2) “Wheels 
of soybean cake from Communist China’s processing plants 
were displayed at the fair. Before the war, Japanese soy food 
manufacturers imported from China as much as a million 
tons of soy cake each year.” (3) “Also shown were soybean 
cake and oil in various stages of crushing operations, 
together with bags of the raw product in the background.” 
Address: American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].

1670. Soybean Digest. 1956. Proceed on Japan project 
[Japanese-American Soybean Institute]. April. p. 7.
• Summary: In early April, 1956, the signing of a market 
development project for soybeans in Japan was announced 
jointly by the Foreign Agricultural Service, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, and the American Soybean Association 
[ASA]. Designated as soybean project No. 2, it supplements 
the general market development agreement (signed 
previously by the two organizations), which designated 
the ASA as the offi cial cooperator with USDA in projects 
involving P.L. 480 funds.
 Up to $75,000 in Japanese yen may be used by the 
project to conduct an extended survey of deliveries of 
American soybeans, under the new grading standards which 
went into effect on 1 Sept. 1955. Preliminary details were 
worked out during October and November 1954 by George 
M. Strayer, while he was in Japan, with Japanese soybean 
trade groups.
 “Establishment of an offi ce in Tokyo, Japan, by a 
joint committee of the Japanese interests and the American 
Soybean Association is contemplated. First step will be the 
formation and activation of this Japanese-American Soybean 

Institute, and the employment of a managing director to be in 
charge of Tokyo operations.”
 Ersel Walley of the American Soybean Association is 
now in Japan as an offi cial representative of ASA. The funds 
for the cooperative project will come from three sources: P.L. 
480 sources, Japanese Trade Association sources, and ASA. 
The basic purpose of the project is to collect the necessary 
information on the “requirements of the Japanese market for 
soybeans so that exports of American soybeans may more 
nearly fi ll those needs, and thus expand the Japanese market 
for American soybeans.”
 Before World War II, Japan, which had a population of 
about 60 million people, imported as much as 800,000 metric 
tons of whole soybeans and 1 million tons of soybean cake 
and meal per year. Today Japan has a population of nearly 90 
million people yet imports only 700,000 metric tons of whole 
soybeans and no soybean meal. Thus, there is demand which 
needs to be fi lled.
 Japanese buyers have repeatedly objected to the “foreign 
material content and green-seedcoat color of many shipments 
of soybeans received” from the USA. This study will try to 
determine just how American soybean deliveries compare 
with those from Manchuria and Brazil, and how Japanese 
buyers who require a special quality or type of soybeans will 
be able to secure their needs–as through a special contract.
 The current project is written to cover a period of one 
year starting 1 April 1956.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2016) 
concerning the Japanese-American Soybean Institute (JASI).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 
2016) concerning a joint venture between USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service and the American Soybean Association. 
This soon became a large, thriving project.

1671. Strayer, George M. 1956. Editor’s desk: Promotion 
needed in Europe, too. Soybean Digest. May. p. 4.
• Summary: “Fortunately soybeans have never been 
marketed under Public Law 480. There have been no 
surpluses. Let us hope that situation continues.
 “Other commodities have been marketed under Public 
Law 480 in Europe and the Orient. By law a portion of 
the local currencies accepted in payment must be used for 
the promotion of markets for agricultural commodities. 
Application is not limited to the commodities sold under P.L. 
480, but can be applied to all agricultural products.
 “The United States has never, until recent years, been 
an exporter of soybean products. But the potential market 
for them is tremendous. In recent months, since soybean oil 
became eligible for export under P.L. 480, large tonnages 
have been sold. Present prices for soybeans refl ect the higher 
oil and meal prices received by processors.
 “The Japanese Market Development Project is now 
activated and under way. Preliminary discussions have 
taken place on the possibilities of a similar project for the 
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European countries. It would be designed to promote the 
sale of soybean oil, soy fl our, lecithin, soybean oil meal, soy 
fl akes and soybeans. Sales would be for dollars.
 “In the world economy of today markets must be 
created and promoted. Up to this time we in the United 
States have done a very poor promotional job on agricultural 
commodities. It is time we become active and alive to 
opportunities. The creation of new demands, the expansion 
of present markets, and the creation of new ones can result 
only in greater prosperity for every grower of soybeans and 
every processor of soybeans in the United States. P.L. 480 
funds are available–we suggest their use on soybean product 
promotion in Europe.” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa].

1672. Strayer, George M. 1956. Editor’s desk: Cooperative 
project under way. Soybean Digest. May. p. 5.
• Summary: Favorable markets exist when a commodity 
changes hands on a basis that is profi table to both buyer and 
seller. Trade continues only so long as such conditions exist. 
Price, quality and terms of sale are all factors.
 “Japan is our largest export customer and will be so 
long as it is profi table for her, as well as for us, to continue 
trading.
 “Establishment of the Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute, with headquarters in Tokyo, with membership 
from both Japanese and American sides, has now been 
completed and a program of work outlined for 1 year 
starting April 1, 1956. Participants include the American 
Soybean Association, the Japan Association of Oil and Fat 
Manufacturers, Nippon Shoyu Association, Japan Miso 
Industry Association, Japan Tofu Association, and the 
Oil and Fat Importers and Exporters Association. Ersel 
Walley, member of the ASA board of directors and former 
president of ASA, who has been in Japan since mid-March, 
completed the arrangements with the Japanese trade groups. 
A managing director has been employed, and an offi ce was 
established as of May 1.
 “Financing of the 1-year study of continuation and 
expansion of the Japanese market for U.S. soybeans will 
come from three sources. Funds paid to the U.S. government 
for agricultural commodities sold under Public Law 480, 
and in Japanese yen, will be available up to $75,000. The 
cooperating Japanese trade groups named above will supply, 
in yen and in service, $7,500. The American Soybean 
Association will supply dollar expenses anticipated to total 
about $10,000.
 “The Japanese market for soybeans is a different one 
than that of our own country, or that of European countries. 
There are many things we need to know about deliveries of 
soybeans from competitive suppliers. Also about the actual 
arrivals of our own soybeans in Japan, especially on those 
cargoes which are broken into many small lots upon arrival 
at Japanese ports.

 “This Market Development Project, of which the 
American Soybean Association has assumed responsibility, 
should give us many of the answers during the next year. A 
comprehensive research study, to be done by a qualifi ed and 
competent agency and under our direction, should place us 
in position to compete in the Japanese market as we have 
never been able to do previously. Can you think of a better 
way to spend Japanese yen, owned by the U.S. government, 
and paid to it in the purchase of U.S. surplus agricultural 
commodities, than outlined above? When the law requires 
that a percentage of such funds be spent on the promotion 
of markets for American agricultural commodities? And 
when the Japanese market offers a potential of two or three 
times present exports.” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa].

1673. Benson, Ezra Taft. 1956. Why cotton loses and 
soybeans gain: The Secretary of Agriculture addresses the 
margarine conference. Soybean Digest. June. p. 16.
• Summary: Presented before the margarine all-industry 
conference at Hot Springs, Virginia, May 24, 1956.
 If you want to keep your car on the highway, you must 
make good use of your steering wheel.
 “The steering wheel of agriculture is price. A rising price 
calls for increased production. A falling price stimulates 
consumption and discourages production. A fl uctuating price 
generally guides a commodity through the channels of trade. 
Agriculture cannot keep on the road if its steering apparatus 
is locked or frozen. This is especially true if agriculture is 
in the midst of profound changes, and has many diffi cult 
adjustments to make. Price is the measuring stick people use 
to make decisions.
 “Let me illustrate in terms especially familiar to you 
margarine manufacturers.
 “You have two main sources of supply. One is 
cottonseed oil and the other is soybean oil. One of these, 
cotton, has elected to freeze its steering apparatus with rigid 
high price supports. The other, soybeans, has chosen to keep 
its steering wheel free so it can round the curves. Let us 
compare the history of these two commodities during the 
past quarter of a century.
 “Twenty-fi ve years ago, cotton grew on 43 million acres 
of U.S. farm land. In 1956 the acreage is not 43 but 17.4 
million.
 “Twenty-fi ve years ago, before American cotton 
growers began to hold the price umbrella for foreign cotton 
producers, cotton production abroad totaled 12 million bales. 
This past year foreign production was not 12 but 25 million 
bales.
 “Lost Export Market: Twenty-fi ve years ago the United 
States exported 7 million bales of cotton. During this present 
year our exports are not 7 but 2 million bales.
 “Twenty-fi ve years ago, before cotton tied its own 
hands, synthetic fi ber consumption in the United States 
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totaled the equivalent of about a quarter of a million bales of 
cotton. Today synthetic fi ber consumption has reached the 
equivalent of about 4½ million bales.
 “The cotton industry, which was afraid to live with 
abundance, this year will carry over nearly 15 million bales. 
This is the largest carryover in history and a major threat to 
world cotton markets.
 “Today, after 25 years of the utmost government 
solicitude, cotton has lost markets everywhere. Its producers 
have lost freedom. Cottonseed crushers are limited in 
the availability of their raw material. Your cottonseed oil 
supply is limited and you are using a bigger and bigger 
proportion of soybean oil in your product. As a prominent 
southern senator has said, it is not accidental that the big 
income-depressing surpluses in Commodity Credit stocks 
consist almost entirely of commodities for which the federal 
government has followed a rigid price support policy that has 
held prices at levels higher than effective demand. Certainly 
this is true in the case of cotton where prices have been and 
are considerably above those of our competitors.
 “Destructive Policy: Again quoting the senator, ‘as far as 
cotton is concerned, farm policies based only on price will, 
in the long run, destroy the industry.’
 “Compare the experience of the cotton producer, 
who feared the problems of abundance, with the history 
of the soybean grower, who risked the growing pains of a 
fl uctuating price and an expanding market.
 “During the past 25 years, soybean acreage increased 
from about 1 million to 19 million acres.
 “While cotton was losing an export market that it 
already had, soybeans were developing an export market 
where none previously existed. Sixty-fi ve million bushels 
will be shipped abroad this year as beans, with substantial 
additional amounts as oil.
 “Soybeans now supply nearly 50% of our tonnage of 
the high protein feeds, over twice as much as we get from 
cottonseed meal. Soybeans supply about 30% of our food fat, 
twice as much as we get from cottonseed.
 “While cotton producers have elected to accept strict 
acreage controls, soybean farmers have steadfastly resisted 
any restrictions on the acreage of soybeans they could plant. 
While cotton reduced its acreage through fear of abundance, 
soybeans willingly expanded, even on the very acres taken 
out of cotton.
 “Soybean producers have resisted the siren song that 
would categorize soybeans as a basic commodity, even 
though their crop now ranks fi fth in terms of farm income.
 “A major difference between cotton and soybeans is the 
fact that cotton decided to fi ght its battles in the legislative 
halls, while soybeans decided to fi ght in the market place.”
 A portrait photo shows Ezra Taft Benson. Address: U.S. 
Secretary of Agriculture.

1674. Jogaratnam, T. 1956. The marketing of soybeans in 

Ontario 1945-1954. MSc thesis in agriculture, University 
of Ontario. Published by the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board, Chatham, Ontario, Canada. iv + 122 p. 
June. 28 cm. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The world situation 
in fats and oils: Edible vegetable oils, palm oils, industrial 
oils, animal fats, marine oils. 3. Canadian production of 
fats and oils: Edible vegetable oils, industrial oils, animal 
fats, marine oils. 4. Canadian trade in fats and oils: Edible 
vegetable oils, industrial oils, palm oils, animal oils, marine 
oils, tariffs, on fats, oils and oilseeds. 5. Grades and grading 
of soybeans in Ontario. 6. Utilization of soybeans in Canada: 
Utilization of soybean oils, utilization of soybean oilcake 
and meal. 7. The prices of soybeans in Ontario: Basis for the 
establishment of prices, marketing and processing margins, 
seasonal variations in soybean prices, hedging and the 
effectiveness of hedging. 8. Transportation of soybeans in 
Ontario: Road transportation, water transportation, railroad 
transportation, transit privileges and benefi ts to growers, 
local freight rates to Toronto. 9. The Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Scheme. 10. Summary and conclusions.
 Contains the following 31 tables: 1. Fats, oils, and 
oilseeds: Estimated world production, average 1935-
39, annual 1946-1954. 2. Fats, oils, and oilseeds: World 
exports, average 1935-39, annual 1947-1954. 3. Fats and 
oils used in shortening in U.S.A. & U.K. 4. Fats and oils 
used in margarine in U.S.A. 5. Percentage distribution of 
consumption of fats and oils in all drying oil products, by 
kind of oil, in United States, 1931-1954. 6. Utilization of 
fats and oils in drying oil products, by type of product, in 
United States, 1932-1953. 7. Production of fats, oils and 
oilseeds in Canada, 1945-54. 8. Oilseed crushings and 
production of oil, and oil cake and meal in Canada, 1945-54. 
9. Production of soybeans in Elgin, Essex, Kent, Middlesex 
and Lambton counties, 1945-54. 10. Imports of fats, oils and 
oilseeds into Canada, 1945-54. 11. Exports of fats, oils and 
oilseeds from Canada, 1945-54. 12. Customs tariff on fats, 
oils and oilseeds imported into Canada. 13. Tariffs levied on 
Canadian exports of fats, oils and oilseeds by some of the 
principal markets. 14. Comparison of Canadian and United 
States grading standards for soybeans. 15. Apparent domestic 
disappearance and quality of soybeans crushed in Canada, 
average 1945-1949, and annually 1950-1954. 16. Apparent 
domestic disappearance of soybean oil in Canada, average 
1945-1949, and annually 1950-1954. 17. Total domestic 
disappearance of soybean oil, and its utilization in margarine 
and shortening in Canada 1950-1954. 18. Utilization of 
oils and fats in margarine and shortening in Canada, 1950-
1954. 21. Total domestic disappearance of soybean oils and 
its utilization in the manufacturing industries in Canada, 
1948-1954. 22. Utilization of industrial oils in the paints and 
varnishes industry in Canada, 1948-1954. 23. Production, 
trade and apparent domestic disappearance of soybean oil 
cake and meal in Canada, 1950-1954. 25. The average cost 
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per pound in Canada of digestible protein from different 
sources, 1948, 1951, 1953. 26. Utilization of soybean meal, 
linseed meal and meat meal in the feeds industry in Canada, 
1948-1953. 27. Average annual prices and marketing margins 
of soybeans in Ontario, 1948-54. 28. Changes in cash 
prices of Ontario soybeans over 8 week periods, by years, 
1951-1954. 29. The number of effective and ineffective 
eight week hedges on near or second near month futures at 
Chicago [Board of Trade, Illinois] having various degrees of 
effectiveness, by years, 1951-1954. 30. Amounts by which 
gains or losses were decreased or increased by using the 
hedge over not using the hedge, at Chicago over 8 week 
periods, by years, 1951-1954. 31. Freight rates on soybeans 
and soybean meal from points in S.W. Ontario to Toronto, 
Montreal and St. John, New Brunswick–1956.
 Production of margarine in Canada has been permitted 
only since Jan. 1949. Table 18 (p. 62) shows that the amount 
of soybean oil used in margarine has increased steadily 
(mostly at the expense of cottonseed oil) from 9,093 tons 
in 1950 to 22,009 tons in 1953–at which time it was by far 
the most widely used oil or fat used in Canadian margarine, 
accounting for 49.1% of all oils used. The amount of soy oil 
used in shortening in Canada has likewise increased from 
16,943 tons in 1950 to 22,744 tons in 1954–at which time 
it was also by far the most widely used oil or fat used in 
Canadian shortening, accounting for 28.9% of all oils used.
 The volume of soybean oil used in industrial, non-food 
products is relatively small, but increasing. The volume 
used in paints and varnishes rose from 266 tons in 1948 to 
3,440 tons in 1954. The volume used in the primary plastics 
industry rose from 748 tons in 1951 to 1,746 tons in 1954.
 “The Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Scheme 
for regulating and controlling the marketing of soybeans in 
Ontario was established in 1949 under the Farm Products 
Marketing Act of Ontario 1946. The Act created a Farm 
Products Marketing Board with powers to regulate or enter 
into the actual marketing or regulated farm products.” 
Under the Marketing Scheme “was established a local 
producer board known as the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board. The Board as it operates today consists 
of eleven members who are elected annually by the District 
Soybean Growers Committee. Growers producing soybeans 
are divided into six districts, comprising the counties of 
Essex, except Pelee Island; and the counties of Elgin, Kent, 
Lambton and Middlesex. Growers of soybeans who do not 
belong to any of the above districts may become members 
of the district that is closest to their places. Growers 
belonging to each district elect members annually to the 
District Soybean Growers’ Committee on the basis of one 
representative for every 250 growers” (p. 112-13).
 “The Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board has, since its 
formation, entered into yearly agreements with the dealers 
and processors. These agreements have mainly concerned 
themselves with minimum prices, moisture contents and 

cleaning, handling, storage and selling charges and have 
differed very little from year to year. The minimum price for 
soybeans produced in Ontario have been set at the trading 
price for each day on an open market basis. The maximum 
discounts for soybeans containing over 14 percent moisture 
content have been set at 1½ cents per bushel for each ½ 
percent of moisture content over 14 percent. It has also been 
agreed that dealers should charge a maximum of 10 cents per 
bushel for cleaning, handling, and selling soybeans” (p. 114).
 “The activities of the Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board would thus seem to be mainly limited to negotiating 
prices, dealers’ commissions and storage charges. No 
attempts have been made to handle the product and engage 
directly in marketing activities. Even in negotiating prices, 
it is interesting to note that in no year has any defi nite 
minimum price been set” (p. 115).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000) 
that mentions the “Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board” (see title page) or the “Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board” (slightly different spelling of “Soya-
Bean,” see p. 112). Mr. Kenneth Standing is Secretary of the 
Board. Address: Ontario, Canada.

1675. Quincy Herald-Whig (Illinois). 1956. Modern grain 
terminal will be built here: Quincy Soybean Products plans 
project on river front. July 31. p. 22.
• Summary: Quincy Soybean Co. has drawn up plans to 
build this Mississippi River terminal on the west side of 
Front street between York and Kennedy. Expected to cost 
$150,000, it will consist of a boxlike dock 100 feet long and 
projecting about 40 feet into deep water; barges can tie up 
here. The dock will be constructed of steel pilings and steel 
sheeting in much the same way the cofferdams were built 
for the Quincy lock and dam. This “box” will be fi lled with 
earth, stones and rubble until it is fi lled to ground level, then 
it will be covered with concrete to create a fl oor.
 “Three dump pits: On the Front street side there will 
be a one-story building with scales and three dump pits 
to facilitate unloading,” speed up handling, and eliminate 
delays in weighing and getting payment. An endless 
conveyor belt running through each pit will take the grain 
to the barge at the river end of the terminal, or to storage. 
Six silo-type storage tanks, with a capacity of 100,000 bu of 
grain will be constructed. A bucket elevator will be used to 
lift the grain from the dump pits to the tops of the tanks.
 “Irving J. Rosen, president of the Quincy Soybean 
Products company said that the company will be prepared 
to barge all the grain that can be bought either to terminal 
markets in St. Louis [Missouri] or Chicago [Illinois], or to 
New Orleans [Louisiana] for export. More than six million 
bushels of soybeans will be bought if offered, and what is 
not needed for processing in the company’s plant south of 
Quincy” will be shipped out by barges. Vernon Simmons, 
assistant manager, will direct construction of the terminal. 
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He hopes to start work by Dec. 1 to “take advantage of the 
lower water when the navigation season ends and the water 
is lowered in the Quincy Canton pool.” He expects to have 
the entire plant ready before the 1957 grain crops move. The 
tanks and offi ce will be constructed next winter.
 Quincy Soybean, which has been buying soybeans for 
years, started buying wheat three years ago to ship by barge. 
When the dock is completed, the company will buy all types 
of grain–wheat, soybeans, corn, rye, and oats–that can be 
trucked from the tri-state area of Illinois, Iowa and Missouri.
 “Quincy merchants will share in the business for a large 
share of the money received for grain may be spent here.”

1676. Glitz, Arno. 1956. Soybeans in Brazil (Letter to the 
editor). Soybean Digest. July. p. 37.
• Summary: “Soya is produced in exportable quantities (in 
Brazil) only in the south, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul. 
Some soya is produced in the west of Santa Catarina, which 
is exported by us from Rio Grande do Sul.
 “The state of Sao Paulo is trying hard to introduce the 
cultivation of soya. It seems that there is diffi culty in getting 
a variety that should do good over there. But they are doing 
fi ne research and good results are expected.
 “The new large crushing plant will be located in the 
outskirts of Porto Alegre, our state’s capital and some 350 to 
400 miles from the main production region. It belongs to the 
Bunge and Born international concern.
 “The area in our state [Rio Grande do Sul] that produces 
99% of our soya is located in the northwest,...”
 “Railway transport is diffi cult because of the bad 
condition of our railroad.
 “Over 90% of our soya is produced by small 
landowners, who constitute the bulk of our production 
possibilities. Most soya is planted by family farmers and this 
together with corn in separate rows, since most soya farmers 
are primarily pig growers and their most important interest 
is the pigs. They sell only the soya they do not need for their 
feeding purposes.
 “Soya was introduced in our region in the 30s [1930s] 
by farmers coming from Rumania.
 Even a large increase in soya production will be mostly 
for internal use. We are still short of fats, and will be able to 
consume a lot of soya oil in the future.
 “Soya is taken very seriously over here now. Our state’s 
Agricultural Department is maintaining an experiment 
station for soya in Julio de Castilhos in our state. So you see 
we are trying hard to develop our soya production.” Address: 
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

1677. Soybean Digest. 1956. Now launched: The Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. July. p. 6-7. Cover story.
• Summary: “The Soybean Council of America, Inc. is 
an industry-wide non-profi t commodity group patterned 
after the National Live Stock and Meat Board and other 

commodity groups that have successfully promoted their 
products.
 “Its basic purpose is to further expand the markets for 
soybeans and their products and keep soybeans out of surplus 
position through the united efforts of producers, processors, 
handlers, exporters and others.
 “Early activities include export projects in Asia, Europe 
and South America, and assistance to needed research here at 
home.
 “Program will be fi nanced by voluntary contributions 
of 10¢ per 100 bushels ($1.50 per carlot) at the point of sale. 
Collections start Sept. 1 on all 1956-crop soybeans sold on or 
after July 15.
 “Organization of the Soybean Council of America, 
nationwide non-profi t commodity group for the soybean 
industry, was completed in Chicago June 5 with election 
of offi cers from a joint committee of the American 
Soybean Association and the National Soybean Processors 
Association, the founding organizations. Incorporation of the 
Council was announced by the Secretary of State for Illinois 
May 22.
 “Council headquarters will be at Hudson, Iowa. First 
offi cers of the new Council are:
 “President–Howard L. Roach, Plainfi eld, Iowa. Vice 
President–David G. Wing, Mechanicsburg, Ohio. Secretary–
R.G. Houghtlin, Chicago, Illinois. Treasurer–Albert Dimond, 
Lovington, Illinois. Executive Director–Geo. M. Strayer, 
Hudson, Iowa.
 “’The new organization is designed to do the 
promotional, educational and research work both domestic 
and foreign which faces the soybean industry,’ stated the 
joint committee on completing the organization.
 “The Council is an endeavor on the part of soybean 
producers, handlers and processors to promote both domestic 
and export markets for soybean products and soybeans in 
order to continue to keep the crop from becoming in surplus 
and demoralizing the market as has happened to many other 
farm crops.
 “’Potential markets are immense because soybeans 
are a leading source of fats and proteins, two food items 
which are still in world shortage,’ stated the committee. ‘But 
these markets must be developed and promoted if we are to 
continue to expand soybean acreage as we have in the past 
without eventually piling up a surplus and ruining the crop.’
 “First undertaking of the Council was the trip to 
Europe by Strayer to explore the possibilities of a market 
development project for soybean products in Western Europe 
similar to the one on soybeans already in operation in Japan 
and sponsored by the American Soybean Association. Strayer 
fl ew to Europe early in June. His trip was sponsored jointly 
by the American Soybean Association and the Soybean 
Council of America.”
 Individual portrait photos show: President Howard 
L. Roach. Vice President David G. Wing. Secretary R.G. 
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Houghtlin. Treasurer Albert Dimond. Executive Director 
Geo. M. Strayer.
 On the cover, in large black letters on a gold 
background, we read: “Introducing The Soybean Council of 
America.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2021) 
stating that Howard L. Roach is president of the new 
Soybean Council of America, Inc.

1678. Walley, Ersel. 1956. The Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute: Soybean marketing development program project 
No. 2. Soybean Digest. July. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Under agreement with the USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service, the American Soybean Association is 
charged with carrying out a year-round soybean marketing 
development program in Japan. This is the fi rst such project 
to be conducted by an American commodity group in foreign 
sales promotion–so there were few guidelines or examples of 
how to proceed.
 Walley went to Japan and initiated the fi rst project, the 
soybean exhibit at the Osaka Trade Fair. The next project 
was the formation of this institute [JASI]. Mr. Shizuka 
Hayashi was hired as managing director. He “enjoys unusual 
respect and prestige throughout the entire Japanese soybean 
industry. He speaks and writes English excellently.” He has 
devoted most of his life to oils and fats, and has visited the 
United States.
 The Japanese members are the manufacturers of oil and 
fat, miso, tofu, and shoyu, plus the fat and oil importers-
exporter associations.
 Photos show: (1) Walley and Hayashi. (2) Signs above 
the American soybean exhibit at the Osaka Trade Fair. 
A large round sign shows two pods fi lled with soybeans 
plus soybean leaves at the top. Two rectangular signs read 
“Soybeans” in Japanese and English.
 Note: According to a report titled “The Evolution of 
the Market Development Programs and the Public / Private 
Partnerships,” by the U.S. Agricultural Export Development 
Council (USAEDC) concerning the cooperator program: 
“The fi rst cooperative agreement was signed with the 
National Cotton Council in 1955, followed quickly by 
one with the Oregon Wheat Council. Soon the agreements 
expanded to include tobacco, soybeans, dairy, millers, 
poultry and rice in 1956, followed by prunes, raisins, Florida 
citrus, Sunkist (California / Arizona), canned peaches, 
red meat, tallow and grease, hides and skins in 1957 and 
Northwest apples and pears and a small feed grains project in 
1958.” Address: Special Representative and Past President of 
the American Soybean Assoc.

1679. Burner, A.H. 1956. The operation of screw presses on 
soybeans. Oil Mill Gazetteer 61(2):33-35. Aug.
• Summary: Screw-type soybean meal for export brings as 
much as $7.00 per ton more than solvent-extracted meal. 

Address: The French Oil Mill Machinery Co., Piqua, Ohio.

1680. Strayer, George M. 1956. Europe: Multi-million dollar 
market. But it will take a strong program of sales and service 
to hold it. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 18, 33.
• Summary: In southern Europe, extremely cold weather 
during the past two years has sharply cut olive production 
and killed some olive trees. Spain and Italy, both olive 
growing countries, are now importing soybean and 
cottonseed oil in large quantities. In both countries there is 
interest in importing whole soybeans to be crushed locally. 
Italy already has modern facilities adapted to crushing 
soybeans. Spain has only one such plant.
 Austria also offers a market for some quantities of edible 
oils. “Unlike the Mediterranean countries, Austria uses lard 
and solid fats along with liquid oils.” Austria has crushing 
facilities for oilseeds which are now used only on domestic 
rapeseed and sunfl ower seed, then stand idle most of the 
year.
 In northern Europe the market is much different. 
Rapeseed is the most important oilseed crop. Most countries 
(Germany, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, 
Belgium, France, and England) have large oilseed crushing 
industries. Our major problem is still that of low soybean 
quality. “Every buyer readily acknowledges that the change 
in Federal Grade Standards on Sept. 1, 1955, brought 
considerable improvement.” But the major problem of 
foreign material still exists. We must sell buyers the product 
they want.
 A photo shows a ship unloading soybeans in Hamburg, 
Germany. Floating elevators lift beans from the ship’s hold 
and deposit them in river lighters. Address: [American 
Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1681. Chicago Board of Trade, Public Relations Dept. 1956. 
The story of soybeans, soybean oil, soybean meal: Their uses 
and products. Chicago, Illinois. 32 p. Sept. 21 cm. First ed.: 
July 1951.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical background of soybeans. 
2. Production of soybeans. 3. Marketing of soybeans. 4. 
Methods of processing soybeans, 5. Products resulting from 
processing soybeans. 6. Consumption of soybean oil and 
soybean meal. 7. Soybean oil and meal prices. Address: 141 
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4, Illinois.

1682. Fraser, Gordon O. 1956. Fats and oils under Public 
Law 480: Government’s edible oils programs are designed 
so soybeans will be crushed rather than stockpiled. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 34, 36-37.
• Summary: A paper presented before the annual meeting 
of the National Soybean Processors Association at Urbana, 
Illinois.
 “I have been asked to speak to you on ‘Public Law 480 
as it relates to fats and oils.’
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 “The Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance 
Act of 1954, as P.L. 480 is offi cially called, has as its central 
purpose the promotion of trade in U.S. agricultural products 
through the use of surplus commodities. The Act provides 
three Titles under which surplus commodities may be 
exported.
 “For the moment I’ll skip over Title I under which sales 
for local currencies are made to friendly countries.
 “Title II authorizes donations of surplus agricultural 
products to be made by our government to provide 
emergency relief to foreign countries in times of disasters 
such as earthquakes, fl oods, crop failures and famine. These 
donations may be made to any nation whose people are 
considered friendly to the United States even though their 
government may not be.
 “Title III of the Act permits donations of CCC-
owned [CCC = Commodity Credit Corporation, created 
in 1933] commodities to private relief agencies and to 
intergovernmental organizations, such as the United Nations 
Children’s Emergency Fund, for distribution here at home 
and abroad. This Title also permits the barter of CCC-owned 
surpluses for strategic materials from friendly countries.
 “The use of surpluses for donation or barter is not new 
in U.S. government programs, but the opportunities to do so 
are greatly expanded under P.L. 480.
 “Most of you are probably more familiar with Title I 
programs of P.L. 480. It is under Title I that sales are made 
of our surplus commodities in exchange for the currency 
of a foreign country. The fi rst step is the negotiation of a 
sales agreement between our government and the foreign 
government. The sales agreement permits foreign importers 
to purchase the commodities specifi ed with their own 
currencies which are deposited to the credit of the U.S. 
government. The commodities are sold and exported by 
our private trade who are reimbursed in dollars by the 
Commodity Credit Corp. I’ll come back later to the uses 
being made of the local currencies which have been acquired 
through our Title I sales.
 “Public Law 480 is not intended to take the place of the 
regular commercial trade in agricultural products. In fact, the 
Act requires safeguards to be written into every agreement 
that the purchases made by the foreign country under Title I 
will not displace its regular imports for dollars. In practice, 
the agreements generally provide that the foreign country 
must spend a stated amount of dollars, representing its 
normal purchases, for imports of the respective commodities 
covered by the agreement. The Department of Agriculture, 
and the entire Administration, place fi rst emphasis on regular 
commercial exports for dollars. And to the greatest extent 
possible, the commodities exported under the Act are routed 
through private trade channels.
 “P.L. 480 was conceived as a temporary measure to 
bridge the period of adjustment between supply and demand 
for our surplus commodities. Our domestic agricultural 

program is aimed at bringing about a better balance of 
production and supplies. P.L. 480 is intended to help achieve 
this balance through expanded exports.
 “Exports Under P.L. 480: Our exports of all agricultural 
products totaled $3.5 billion in 1955-56, as compared with 
$3.1 billion in the previous year. Exports under all titles of 
the Act accounted for about $900 million, or roughly 25% of 
the total 1955-56 exports. Nearly half of the P.L. 480 export 
shipments were made against sales for foreign currencies 
under Title I.
 “By June of this year, we had committed virtually all 
of the $1.5 billion authorized by Congress for sales for 
local currencies, and, as you know, Congress increased the 
authority in July by an additional $1.5 billion. We have 
entered into some new agreements with foreign governments 
since the increase was approved, and, at the present time, 
we now have made a total of 63 sales agreements with 28 
countries. In terms of the cost to CCC, the total value of the 
commodities involved now stands at $1.6 billion.
 “In terms of the export market value, which is somewhat 
less than the CCC cost due to the difference between the 
acquisition cost of wheat, cotton and other commodities 
under the price support programs and world prices, the total 
stands at just over $1 billion. Of this, wheat made up 28%, 
cotton 27%, and oils and fats 17%. I should mention that, 
with few exceptions, since 1954 oils and fats have been 
priced in our markets at levels that were fully competitive 
in world markets. Other major products programmed under 
Title I are tobacco, feed grains, rice, and dairy products.
 “Local Currencies: It might be of interest to you to 
describe what use is being made of the cruzeiros, yen, 
pesetas, dinars, etc., being acquired abroad for our sales 
under P. L. 480.
 “Up to the present, 49% of these local currencies have 
been set aside to be loaned to the foreign governments for 
economic development purposes. It is hoped that these loans 
will assist in the stimulation of economies, particularly those 
of the underdeveloped countries, so that their capacity to 
purchase our agricultural products on a normal commercial 
basis will be improved.
 “Another 16% of the local funds is being used to cover 
common defense needs abroad. Small amounts are also 
being used for the purchase of strategic materials, to fi nance 
international educational exchange activities and for other 
worthwhile purposes.
 “Of particular interest to agriculture are the local 
currencies reserved for market development purposes. About 
2% of the total has been set aside for this purpose and under 
the sales agreements entered into so far, a total of about $20 
million will be available. Programs for the use of these funds 
are administered by the Foreign Agricultural Service.
 “Market Development Programs (Sec. 1040)” You 
might be interested to hear about these market development 
programs in a general way, especially since we already have 
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some contemplated or under way for soybeans and soybean 
products. Although only 2% of the foreign currencies 
becoming available through Title I is being used for market 
development programs, the absolute amount is large–it stood 
at about $20 million on July 1 this year and the problem 
of setting up sound programs and fi nding personnel for 
administering them constitutes more of a problem than the 
amount of money available.
 “The Department of Agriculture cooperates closely 
with U.S. trade groups in initiating and carrying out 
marketing development projects. It is our rule also to enlist 
the cooperation of foreign trade groups. In most cases, the 
bulk of the funds required for the project are supplied by 
the U.S. government, from the foreign currencies received 
as a result of Title I sales, but the cooperating foreign trade 
group is expected to fi nance a part of the costs. The U.S. 
trade group has primary responsibility for carrying out the 
project, and it fi nances any dollar costs. The Department of 
Agriculture acts in an overall supervisory capacity in the 
project. This procedure gives trade groups in the United 
States and abroad the opportunity to work together on the 
problems of expanding old markets and developing new ones 
for U.S. agricultural commodities. It ensures that projects are 
benefi cial to both the United States and the foreign country.
 “A wide variety of market development projects have 
been approved so far. They can be classifi ed into fi ve 
types: market surveys; nutrition education; two-way visits; 
advertising and sales techniques; and trade fairs.
 “Market surveys are designed to appraise the potential 
demand for particular products and to determine how the 
demand may be developed and supplied.
 “Projects for education in nutrition are aimed at 
improving the health and welfare of people abroad and at the 
same time expanding the market for farm products that can 
be supplied by the United States.
 “Visits by foreign offi cials and experts to the United 
States and U.S. people to foreign countries have been 
arranged to increase the understanding, on both sides, of 
marketing and other problems that arise here and abroad in 
connection with the trade in U.S. agricultural products.
 “U.S. advertising and sales techniques are being used 
abroad with appropriate variations to meet local conditions.
 “Market development projects are also conducted 
through participation in international fairs. The United States 
participates in two types of fairs: one is the diversifi ed fair of 
a largely industrial type, the other is the food fair. Exhibits 
are planned where the greatest number of potential buyers 
are expected to congregate. Typical of the agricultural 
exhibits staged abroad was the market promotion exhibit 
at the International Trade Fair held in Osaka, Japan, last 
April. The U.S. exhibit demonstrated the availability, quality, 
and uses of U.S. dairy, wheat, cotton, tobacco, rice, and 
soybean products. Market promotion exhibits are not limited 
to trade fairs; however, one of the largest exhibits was the 

‘supermarket erected in Rome, Italy, last June in connection 
with the International Congress on Food Distribution.” 
Continued. Address: Asst. Administrator, Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

1683. Fraser, Gordon O. 1956. Fats and oils under Public 
Law 480: Government’s edible oils programs are designed so 
soybeans will be crushed rather than stockpiled (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 34, 36-37.
• Summary: (Continued): “In the fi eld which directly 
concerns your industry, the market development work has 
resulted in the formation of the Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute. This grew out of a trip to Japan last fall by George 
Strayer and Howard Kurtz of the Board of Grain Supervisors 
in Chicago. There had been a series of complaints from 
Japan about the quality of U.S. soybeans and threats that 
much of the business might be lost to Communist China. As 
a result of their study, Mr. Strayer and Mr. Kurtz emphasized 
that the Japanese use soybeans mainly for food, and that 
in this use green seed-coats and certain types of foreign 
material were especially objectionable. Chinese-Manchurian 
soybeans are claimed by the Japanese to be virtually free of 
foreign material and to have yellow seed-coats as well as 
interiors. The team found, however, that the Japanese are 
better satisfi ed with U.S. soybeans since the U.S. grading 
standards were revised last September. They concluded that 
the market for U.S. soybeans in Japan can be maintained or 
even expanded.
 “On the basis of the fi ndings and recommendations 
of these two men, the Department entered into a contract 
with the American Soybean Association to carry out 
market development work in Japan. The Association, in 
turn, joined, hands with the various soybean trade interests 
in that country to form the Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute. The purpose of this Institute is to foster closer 
relationships between the soybean trade groups in the two 
countries, exchange technological know-how to encourage 
use of U.S. soybeans in food and other products, establish 
mutual understanding of trading practices and methods, 
and disseminate appropriate educational and promotional 
material in Japan. The Institute has sent a delegation to the 
United States and they are present here today. They will 
spend about a month in discussions with the U.S. trade and 
in fi rsthand observation of U.S. practices in harvesting, 
storing, shipping, and sampling and grading soybeans. A new 
contract has just been completed for market development 
work in Europe and the Middle East between the Department 
of Agriculture and the American Soybean Association and 
the Soybean Council of America.
 “Fats and Oils Exports: Now, I would like to discuss 
with you in more detail the exports of fats and oils under P.L. 
480. Programs to export fats and oils under all these titles of 
P.L. 480 since its beginning (July 1954) add up to nearly 1.5 
billion pounds.
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 “We can now narrow our attention to the recent 
programs that you are most closely concerned with. These 
are the Title I agreements providing for edible vegetable 
oils. In the fi scal year ended June 1956, agreements of this 
kind were concluded with 13 countries. About $118 million 
was allotted, permitting the purchase of approximately 700 
million pounds of cottonseed and soybean oils. Spain was 
the leading country in these programs with $50 million 
or about 280 million pounds. Argentina ranked second, 
with nearly $25 million or about 175 million pounds. The 
agreement with Chile calls for $12.5 million or about 70 
million pounds; and for Italy, $10 million or about 60 million 
pounds.
 “Other countries included are Greece, Turkey, Israel, 
Ecuador, Peru, Colombia, Iran and Paraguay. Some of these 
agreements included lard as an optional commodity but 
all of these countries, except Korea, chose to take edible 
oils exclusively since the preference of the people in these 
countries is for liquid oils rather than solid fats in the kitchen 
and on the table.
 “Shipments under these programs by the end of June 
totalled about 400 million pounds, 60% of the total program. 
July shipments are estimated to have been about 45 million 
pounds, and it is probable that by the end of September the 
total will reach 550 to 600 million pounds. This will leave a 
carryover of 100 to 150 million pounds, from the programs 
that have already been announced, to be shipped in the new 
marketing year beginning Oct. 1, 1956.
 “Outlook: We are frequently asked to explain why and 
under what conditions an agricultural commodity is or is not 
declared eligible for fi nancing under P.L. 480. The answer 
necessarily hinges on the defi nition of a surplus commodity. 
The Act provides in brief that a ‘surplus agricultural 
commodity’ is a U.S. agricultural commodity either publicly 
or privately owned which is or may be reasonably expected 
to be in excess of domestic requirements, adequate carryover 
and anticipated exports for dollars, as determined by the 
Secretary of Agriculture. In other words, the Secretary must 
make a fi nding based on the best information available as to 
supplies and expected domestic and foreign sales for dollars. 
In the case of, say, wheat or cotton there is no problem and 
the calculations are a mere formality to determine the extent 
after dollar sales have been maximized. In case of edible oils 
the answer is considerably more involved. For all practical 
purposes the CCC has no stocks of oilseeds or edible oils and 
thus there is no surplus in this sense. But the Act also covers 
a situation where a commodity is ‘reasonably expected to be 
in surplus,’ so we can and have used P.L. 480 to help prevent 
the building up of government stockpiles as well as to reduce 
or remove past accumulations.
 “The edible oils program this past year was designed to 
expand the foreign market so that soybeans would be crushed 
rather than piled up to the account of CCC. While there were 
some rough spots in the program, you are all aware that this 

major objective was accomplished.
 “We have now reached a time when we are looking at 
the crop ahead. Many may have assumed that there certainly 
must be a surplus of edible oils coming up within the 
meaning of P.L. 480 because of the magnifi cent prospects 
for the soybean crop this year. With USDA’s August crop 
report now in hand, there appears to be little doubt that this 
assumption is correct. There are, however, some factors 
that partly offset the heavy increase in the soybean crop. 
Cotton acreage is down slightly and the yield per acre this 
year is likely to be slightly less than last year’s altogether 
exceptional fi gure. Hence, there will be some decline in 
cottonseed oil production in 1956-57. Lard production will 
fall off substantially in the year beginning this October. 
Finally, heavy exports in the current marketing year, along 
with a normal domestic disappearance, are reducing stocks 
of edible oils. It is estimated that these stocks, beginning in 
October this year, will be considerably smaller than on last 
Oct. 1. It is fortunate that we can face this record soybean 
crop with low beginning inventories.
 “Let me say again that our main objective is to 
maximize exports for dollars. U.S. fats and oils enjoy a 
tremendous dollar market abroad. In recent years there 
has been a steady increase in this demand refl ecting the 
economic progress made by most countries and particularly 
the leading importers of fats and oils–Western Europe, Japan 
and Canada. For example, we should expect to export some 
75 million bushels of soybeans and perhaps 500 million 
pounds of edible oils next year on a straight commercial 
basis for dollars. Our regular customers, some traditional and 
some rather newly won, such as Canada, Cuba, Belgium, 
Germany, the Netherlands and Spain, will be purchasing 
large quantities of oil for dollars.
 “Now what are the prospects for P.L. 480 fats and oils 
programs during 1956-57? At this point it would be well 
to remember that there will be a carryover from the 1955-
56 programs including the one for Greece announced last 
week, of at least 150 million pounds to be shipped out of 
1956-57 crop-year supplies. Adding to this more than 100 
million pounds for past commitments under Title I not yet 
formalized and for possible ICA programs we have almost 
300 million pounds of edible oil already in the export column 
for P.L. 480.
 “I think you will agree that it is too early in the season 
to be defi nite as to the total prospects for additional P.L. 
480 sales of edible oils in the year ahead. I can assure you, 
however, that we will use P.L. 480 to the fullest extent 
justifi ed in the light of available U.S. supplies, domestic 
requirements, anticipated exports for dollars and the 
requirements for an adequate carryover.” Address: Asst. 
Administrator, Foreign Agricultural Service.

1684. Kurtz, Howard D. 1956. Marketing problems of U.S. 
soybeans in Japan: Change in U.S. grading standards was a 
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big step in the right direction. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 41.
• Summary: “The purpose of my visit to Japan was to study 
the Japanese soybean requirements in relation to our U.S. 
grades and standards; to learn more about the uses they make 
of our soybeans, and the marketing problems involved.
 “The Department had from time to time, as this group 
knows, received quality complaints on certain deliveries. 
It was therefore thought a fi rsthand knowledge stood to 
aid us in developing standards that might better refl ect 
character and quality from the export standpoint, for we in 
the Department are just as much interested as you folks in 
industry, to see that the grades enable buyers, both domestic 
and foreign, to get the kind and quality of commodities they 
want and need.
 “To sum up briefl y, from observations and discussions 
with Japanese industry people, the major marketing problems 
insofar as quality is concerned can, I believe, be broadly 
stated under two primary headings: foreign material and 
color.
 “Foreign material: Comments by the Japanese indicated 
that we made a big step in the right direction last year when 
we reduced our foreign material by 1%. It is believed the 
Japanese interests are now reasonably well satisfi ed with 
the overall allowance of total foreign material. The kinds 
of foreign material contained in some of our deliveries, 
however, still remain a problem. The food manufacturers in 
particular object to such material as stems and certain weed 
seeds as they affect both the palatability and appearance 
of their products. For food purposes this is readily 
understandable.
 “Due to the nature of my assignment, considerable 
time was spent observing the unloading of cargoes. The 
average results between the U.S. inspection and the Japanese 
inspection checked remarkably close, especially when one 
considers the handlings that occur between inspections. 
The Japanese use our standards and apply them in a manner 
similar to the way they are applied in this country.
 “I did fi nd, however, unevenness in foreign material 
in occasional holds of our ships, even though I am satisfi ed 
uniformity existed at the time they were sampled at our 
ports. As you know, soybeans containing foreign material are 
diffi cult to load uniformly in any type of container, because 
foreign material does not fl ow freely as do the soybeans. 
When this condition exists and our cargoes are broken up 
into many small lots, such as they are in Japan, the party 
receiving his delivery from an area of high foreign material 
is not satisfi ed. In fact, it appeared that many of our past 
complaints on the foreign material factor have probably 
stemmed from this distribution problem.
 “Color: It was apparent the Japanese do not like any 
form of green coloring in soybeans. The oil people object 
to the color the green soybeans give oil, and to the reduced 
price they take when they market the fl akes to the food 
people. The food manufacturer objects to the color the green 

soybeans give their product. To illustrate the importance 
the Japanese place on color, in addition to their inspectors 
showing the usual quality factors, the trade requires them 
also to show the percentage of light and dark green kernels. 
Color is a quality guide in that country. From observations 
both in Japan and since my return, it does not appear that the 
present Illinois-Minnesota origin buying arrangement is the 
solution to this problem. By this I do not wish to imply that 
it has not accomplished anything, rather it appears to have 
served its usefulness.
 “It would seem the color problem could best be solved 
by separately classifying the green and yellow seed-coated 
soybeans under the framework of the standards. Our quality 
certifi cate itself could then better relate an accurate picture of 
the type of soybeans inspected.
 “Color again enters into the picture in the form of purple 
mottling. Due to this not being pronounced in our Midwest 
and Midsouth crops the past two seasons, emphasis in Japan 
was not placed on this factor. Should We encounter years 
again though where they are prevalent, comments indicated 
there would be serious objections.
 “Another indirect color problem in Japan deals with our 
splits. High percentages of splits are objected to, especially 
by the miso and tofu industries. They contend that soybeans 
that have been split for long periods of time fade and lose 
their natural yellowish color, resulting in a food product that 
has a dull appearance.
 “It is believed if we can iron out most of these quality 
problems, through the combined efforts of all concerned, 
it will help put our trade with Japan on a much more 
solid foundation.” Address: Board of Grain Supervisors, 
Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, Chicago, Illinois.

1685. Sakaguchi, Yukio. 1956. American soybeans in Japan: 
Japan will have to import greater quantities of soybeans in 
the future, and will rely on U.S. soybeans if problems can be 
solved. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 33.
• Summary: “On behalf of the Japanese soybean delegation 
consisting of fi ve representatives, Goro Kawamura, president 
of Japan Miso Association; Saihei Toriumi, vice president 
of Japan Shoyu Association; Kumazo Abe, president of the 
Japan Tofu Association; Keiichi Matsuoka, president of Oil 
and Fat Importers and Exporters Association, and I, Yukio 
Sakaguchi, vice president of Oils and Fats Manufacturers’ 
Association, I wish to express our sincere gratitude to the 
American Soybean Association for having invited us not 
only to attend this convention but to visit various places of 
interests and study conditions for the eventual benefi ts of 
both you and ourselves.
 “In Japan, as you probably know, soy beans are 
consumed not only for oil extraction but also for various 
food products such as Shoyu sauce, Miso, Tofu and Natto, 
etc., also for making Monosodium Glutamate. We need 
900,000 to 1 million tons of soybeans for these purposes. 
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Although about 500,000 tons of domestic soybeans are 
produced a year, most of them are consumed by producers 
themselves and only about 200,000 tons are sold in the 
market. The balance, 700,000 to 800,000 tons, therefore, 
depends on imports.
 “Approximately 500,000 tons of soybeans in 1954 
and 800,000 tons in 1955 were imported to Japan, out of 
which 440,000 tons in 1954 and 570,000 tons in 1955 were 
imported from the U.S.A. I am sure Japan is one of the best 
customers for your country so far as soybeans are concerned.
 “Before World War II, Japan depended solely on 
Manchurian soybeans but since the end of the war, owing to 
various diffi culties involved in importing from Communist 
China, U.S. soybeans have taken the place of Chinese beans. 
However, it is noteworthy that lately due to the difference 
in freight distance in favour of Chinese beans and the fact 
that quality of Chinese beans is more suitable for food 
products than are American beans, import of Chinese beans 
is gradually increasing. That is to say, imported Chinese 
beans have been increased to 200,000 tons in 1955 from only 
50,000 tons in 1954. Whereas the total imports of U.S. beans 
have decreased to 71% in 1955 and 95% in 1951, Chinese 
beans have come up to 25% from 3% in the same years.
 “U.S. soybeans are better in oil content but contain more 
foreign material, damaged beans, broken beans, other seeds 
and other colored beans than Chinese beans. If improvement 
can be made in these points I am sure Japan will come to buy 
more U.S. beans in the future.
 “Since Japan’s consuming level of oils and fats at 
present is still very low as compared with other world 
nations and further in view of the demands for soybeans 
for various food manufacturers are increasing. I believe 
considerably greater quantity of soybeans will have to be 
imported in the future.
 “It is therefore desirable that an overall study 
involving not only in respect to quality but also to other 
trade conditions and loading be made. Fortunately through 
the efforts of your Association, your government and 
your people, the Japanese-American Institute [JASI] has 
been established having as its members the American 
Soybean Association and the fi ve Japanese organizations 
and is carrying out activities since early this spring. The 
various pending problems mentioned will surely be solved 
satisfactorily through the efforts of this Institute.
 “Taking this opportunity, we wish to assure you that we 
will cooperate with the Japanese-American Soybean Institute 
in its activities.
 “In conclusion I again wish to thank you for having 
offered us a chance to attend your convention and to see 
and talk with all those concerned in the soybean industry 
in the U.S.A. At the same time, we sincerely hope that the 
friendly relations between the U.S.A. and Japan will be ever 
strengthened through the trading of soybeans.”
 A photo shows Y. Sakaguchi standing by a microphone 

at a podium. Address: Vice President, Oils and Fats 
Manufacturers’ Assoc., Tokyo.

1686. Shaw, Elmo A. 1956. Marketing problems of U.S. 
soybeans in Europe: Dissatisfaction with U.S. soybeans due 
in part to misunderstanding. Report of international study 
team. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38.
• Summary: “In recent years the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture has received a number of complaints relative 
to the quality of American soybeans received at European 
ports. In an effort to evaluate justifi cation of these complaints 
an offi cial team comprised of two Americans and two 
Europeans was chosen and a project was undertaken to 
observe the loading, sampling, and grading of soybean 
cargoes at United States ports and the discharge, sampling, 
and grading of the same cargoes at European ports. Three 
cargoes of soybeans were covered under this study.
 “Conference Table: In addition to observation of the 
handling of the three cargoes, the team assembled at a 
conference table on several occasions with oil seed crushers 
and processors in England and on the Continent. Virtually all 
phases of soybean production, marketing, grading, and usage 
were discussed. Several soybean factory grading laboratories 
were visited, as well as the offi cial laboratories of the 
Rotterdam Trade Association and the Incorporated Oil Seeds 
Association in London. All offi cial analyses and grading 
of the discharged soybeans were performed in the I.O.S.A. 
laboratory.
 “Foremost among complaints received from foreign 
buyers of soybeans have been those relative to excessive 
amounts of foreign material. There have also been 
complaints on green seed-coated and purple mottled 
soybeans.
 “It will be recalled that effective Sept. 1, 1955, U.S. 
standards for soybeans were changed whereby the maximum 
foreign material content was reduced by 1% in each of the 
numerical grades. In my opinion this was a much needed 
change and has resulted in a very marked improvement in the 
appearance and quality of soybeans being exported from the 
United States today.
 “Since soybeans for export are sold on a certifi cate 
fi nal basis in the European ports. If they were offi cially 
sampled and graded in Europe, the foreign material content 
would be based on non-soya matter only. When considered 
on a non-soya matter basis only, the difference in results 
between samples drawn in the United States and those 
drawn in Europe, on the three cargoes under study, was 
most gratifying. On the largest of the three cargoes, a 
414,000-bushel shipment, the difference was only .04%. 
On the other two cargoes, the difference in results was only 
slightly more than a variation which might normally be 
obtained on analyses of two different portions of the same 
sample.
 “When the samples drawn in Europe were graded 
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under offi cial U.S. Grain Standards Act methods, using the 
8/64-inch round-hole sieve to remove the readily separable 
foreign material, the results were not encouraging. Under 
our grading methods, the maximum foreign material content 
permitted in the No. 2 grade was exceeded on four of six 
tests that I made in London. When soybeans are reasonably 
dry, they are by nature a rather brittle grain. Since the non-
soya foreign material checked very closely on opposite sides 
of the Atlantic, this increase in foreign material obtained on 
European samples under U.S. grading procedures can only 
be attributed to an increase in fi nely broken soybean particles 
produced in the loading and discharge operations.
 “Our discussions in Europe disclosed that some of the 
complaints we have received arose from a failure to properly 
understand the application of our standards. In Denmark, 
for example, it had not been understood that our green seed-
coated soybeans were properly classifi ed when certifi cates 
of grade were received describing them as yellow soybeans. 
Danish processors prefer yellow seed-coated soybeans. They 
stated the oil produced from green soybeans carries a slightly 
greenish tint and is not so readily salable as the oil of yellow 
soybeans. They also stated that while defi nite conclusions 
have not been reached, they are not sure that green soybean 
oil possesses as stable keeping qualities as yellow soybean 
oil.
 “Since approximately 80% of the U.S. crop is of yellow 
varieties, we were asked many times why green soybeans 
are usually received from this country. Objection to purple 
mottling was not particularly stressed when it was explained 
that our No. 2 grade permits a limited percentage of purple 
mottled soybeans.
 “Oil Content: One German crusher said soybeans of 
the 1955 crop from one of our surplus producing areas ran 
1% lower in oil content than the 1954 crop from that area. 
He also said oil of the 1955 crop from this same area was 
of lower quality than that of preceding crop years. He then 
expressed a desire for information on percentage of oil 
content for all producing areas in the United States shortly 
after harvest time each year, and asked if this information 
were available and where it might be obtained.
 “Questions were asked regarding the number of 
inspections that may be made on a given lot of soybeans in 
this country. We were questioned as to whether additional 
changes are contemplated in the standards. We were involved 
in discussions on soybean culture and of principles of 
economics when questions were raised as to why American 
soybeans are not as clean and free of foreign material as 
Manchurian soybeans.
 “It is believed our mission to Europe achieved some 
worthwhile results. Soybean production in the United States 
has expanded in recent years until it is now an important 
segment of the national economy. Due chiefl y to increasing 
exports we have not yet produced a surplus of this crop. To 
hold and increase our export market, let us not be unmindful 

of the needs and wishes of the foreign buyer. If at any time 
the quality of our exports needs improvement to hold our 
position in the world market, we should not hesitate to make 
such improvements, insofar as they would be compatible 
with production and usage in our own land.” Address: Board 
of Grain Supervisors, Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. 
Dep. of Agriculture, Chicago, Illinois.

1687. Soybean Digest. 1956. European export program the 
fi rst undertaking of Soybean Council! Sept. p. 26-27.
• Summary: At the top of the fi rst page are two letters under 
the heading: “Endorsements for Soybean Council from 
USDA.” These are: “Copies of actual letters [with signature 
on letterhead] received [in mid-August 1956] from True 
D. Morse, Acting Secretary of Agriculture, and Marvin L. 
McLain, Assistant Secretary, by Howard L. Roach, president 
of the Council.”
 The article begins: “A huge export market development 
program in European countries to be implemented with over 
one-half million dollars in P.L. 480 and soybean industry 
funds will be the fi rst undertaking of the new Soybean 
Council of America.
 “The Council is an industry-wide organization formed 
this past summer for the purpose of research, education and 
promotion of the nation’s soybean crop.
 “An agreement between the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s Foreign Agricultural Service and the Council to 
implement the program was approved by the Council’s board 
of directors and signed by the offi cers. It was submitted to 
and signed by FAS Aug. 22. The program will be similar to 
the soybean market development program already in effect 
in Japan under the sponsorship of the American Soybean 
Association and Japanese trade groups.
 “The European export program will include Italy, 
Spain, Germany, Austria, France, Finland and possibly other 
countries. It will in general follow the recommendations of 
Geo. M. Strayer, executive director of the Council, to USDA 
on his recent return from Europe. Strayer, who saw possible 
unwieldy surpluses developing from the 1956 and 1957 
soybean crops, believes there is a potential increase of 60 to 
70% in European markets for soybeans and soybean products 
over a period of years.
 “A European offi ce will be set up, and the Soybean 
Council will carry out projects in research, market analysis, 
sales promotion and related trading activities for soybeans, 
soybean oil and other soybean products in the above named 
European countries.
 “The program will be fi nanced by:
 “$500,000 in foreign countries made available by FAS.
 “$25,000 advanced by the Soybean Council.
 “Funds advanced by European trade groups.
 “The program is thus a massive attack by the Council on 
the threat of soybean surpluses during the next 2 crop years.
 “The overall program of the Council, of which the 
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European export project is a fi rst step, will be fi nanced by 
voluntary contributions from soybean producers at the point 
of sale. The operation will be simple. The collection of 10¢ 
per 100 bushels ($1.50 per carlot of 1,500 bushels) will be 
made by the buyer at the time of purchase. And soybean 
processing plants will deduct $1.50 per carlot on soybeans 
coming into their plants. The proceeds will be turned over to 
the Soybean Council of America. That is all there is to it.
 “The checkoff will begin with the 1956-crop movement 
as originally planned.
 “First report on the Council was made by its offi cers 
during the American Soybean Association convention at 
Urbana.
 “Said President Howard L. Roach: ‘The question has 
been asked, Why aren’t the grain men represented on the 
Council?’
 “’We had to make a start somewhere. For the producer 
and processor associations to set up the Council seemed to be 
the most practical method of getting it started. That was what 
was done. Grain handlers will be brought into the Council as 
soon as they wish, and as soon as they have representation 
able to speak for them as a group.’”
 “On the cover: In the lower left-hand picture on the front 
cover Treasurer Albert Dimond, Secretary R.G. Houghtlin 
and President Howard L. Roach give their fi rst report on the 
Soybean Council of America at the ASA convention.”
 A photo shows: “Board of Directors of the Soybean 
Council of America. Left to right, R.G. Houghtlin, secretary, 
Chicago, Illinois; Geo. M. Strayer, executive director, 
Hudson, Iowa; Scott Cramer, Chicago; Dwight Dannen, 
St. Joseph, Missouri; Albert Dimond, treasurer, Lovington, 
Illinois; Dave Wing, vice president, Mechanicsburg, Ohio; 
Chester B. Biddle, Remington, Indiana; Howard L. Roach, 
president, Plainfi eld, Iowa; Jake Hartz, Jr., Stuttgart, 
Arkansas; John W. Evans, Montevideo, Minnesota; Wayne 
Lichty, assistant executive director, Hudson, Iowa; Ralph G. 
Golseth, Danville, Illinois; and John Sawyer, London, Ohio.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2021) 
that contains the word “checkoff” (spelled as one word).

1688. Strayer, George M. 1956. Calls for aggressive sales 
campaign. There is need for every bushel of the U.S. crop 
but markets won’t come to us. Report of the Executive Vice 
President and Secretary-Treasurer. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 
18-20, 22.
• Summary: This long article begins: “The Department of 
Agriculture crop estimate of soybeans was issued Aug. 10. 
It indicates a 1956 soybean crop of 443 million bushels. If 
that materializes it will mean slightly over 70 million bushels 
more soybeans than were produced in 1955.
 “The soybean industry of the United States is faced 
with the possibility of actual surpluses for the coming year. 
Whether or not those surpluses materialize will be dependent 
on the degree of wisdom which we exercise in marketing 

the soybean crop and in marketing the products from it. 
There is need in the world for this quantity of soybeans 
and for additional supplies. If we will immediately launch 
a campaign of sales and promotion there is no reason why 
we should have surpluses of soybeans at the end of the 1956 
crop year. If we wait for markets to come to us it may be a 
vastly different story.
 “Let us recognize at the outset that practically every 
year since 1946 there has been fl urry of excitement during 
the month of August, when the fi rst bushelage report came 
out, and that there have been many people who were greatly 
concerned that surpluses of soybeans were going to build 
up. Each year we have been able to fi nd a place for those 
supplies of soybeans, and each year we have had the supplies 
depleted by the time the new crop movement began. If we 
plan intelligently we may have the same situation at the end 
of this crop year.
 “The 1955-56 fi scal year of the American Soybean 
Association has been a particularly interesting one. One 
of the signifi cant developments was the announcement by 
USDA that the support price on 1956-crop soybeans was 
going to be raised from a $2.04 national average which 
applied in 1955 to a $2.15 national average on the 1956 crop. 
This increase in the support price was announced over the 
protests of representatives of this Association, and over the 
protests of the men who felt they knew the reaction which 
would take place.
 “As a result of the acreage control measures invoked on 
other crops, and of the increase in the support price, coupled 
with the very favorable selling price on soybeans during the 
planting season, the soybean acreage in 1956 has been by far 
the largest in history.
 “Weather conditions throughout most of the soybean 
production area have been favorable, and the Aug. 10 crop 
report indicated an average yield of 21.1 bushels per acre. 
So far during the month of August the weather has been 
favorable throughout most of the production area, and it 
seems very likely that we will not see the shrinkage in the 
September report which was true last year and which some 
folks had forecast for the current crop year.
 “To me it becomes increasingly apparent that we have 
now reached the place where we cannot continue to increase 
soybean production each year in huge jumps without 
jeopardizing our entire industry. Perhaps we must consider 
measures for 1957 which have not been practical up to this 
time. While there are expanding markets for soybeans and 
soybean products in other areas of the world, and while 
there are expanding markets for soybean oil meal here at 
home, even in soybeans it is not possible to keep expanding 
production indefi nitely without encountering market 
diffi culties.
 “As this is written I do not have knowledge of any 
announcements which Mr. Marvin McLain is going to make 
on our Tuesday morning program. However, as I understand 
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the soil bank program as announced at the present time, 
there is good probability that rather free planting of soybeans 
will be allowed in 1957. If this is true we may have another 
large increase in 1957 soybean acreage, and as a result fi nd 
ourselves in very serious marketing trouble. I suggest that 
your board of directors should look carefully at the 1957 
program plans, and make sure that the heavy shift from other 
crops into soybeans is not going to be continued without 
restriction.
 “We have now had almost one year’s experience in 
trading in soybeans on the basis of the new standards which 
went into effect on last Sept. 1. Last year the announcement 
of the change in the standards had been made, but we had no 
experience. In most respects the operations under the new 
grading standards have been very successful. Foreign buyers 
tell me that the foreign material content on soybeans received 
by them after the standards change was made on Sept. 1 has 
been much lower than was true previously. In fact, Japanese 
buyers tell that the foreign material content has been running 
approximately one-half of that which previously existed.
 “Change Desirable: It is my feeling that the overall 
acceptance of the change in the standards has been very 
good, and that the change was a very desirable one. There is 
no question but that the 1955 soybean crop moved to market 
on a cleaner basis than any crop in history. When there 
is incentive to do so farmers can produce a good quality 
soybean crop relatively free of foreign material. So long as 
we operated on the previous standards there was no incentive 
to do so.
 “We do have one serious problem which must still be 
solved. It is my hope that your resolutions committee is 
presenting a resolution on it, and that this meeting will take 
favorable action. I refer to the current classifi cation of broken 
particles of soybeans as foreign material. Broken particles 
of soybeans which pass through the 8/64-inch round-hole 
screen are, according to our standards, foreign material. They 
are actually not foreign material. They produce soybean oil 
and soybean oil meal. They are incorrectly classifi ed when 
they are shown in our grading standards as foreign material, 
and we must insist that the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
grain grading branch give serious consideration to fi nding a 
practical method of eliminating broken particles of soybeans 
from consideration as foreign material [FM].
 “As I have traveled in Japan and also in the European 
countries I found that we are the only country in the world 
which classifi es broken particles of soybeans as FM. In 
other countries they are classifi ed as unsound soybeans, split 
soybeans or some similar classifi cation. However, so long 
as we class these broken particles as FM our buyers will 
continue to do so, and we place ourselves at a disadvantage.
 “We must recognize that every time a certain lot of 
soybeans is handled through elevators into cars, barges, 
trucks, lighters and ships more soybeans are broken. 
Foreign buyers admit that we are giving them a considerable 

advantage under our present standards. Trading in soybeans 
would be much simpler both on a domestic and export 
basis, if proper foreign material classifi cation included only 
that material which is truly foreign, and not those pieces of 
soybeans that have suffered mechanical breakage. It is my 
understanding that this change in the classifi cation of broken 
particles of soybeans could be made by the grain grading 
branch without further public hearings, since the matter was 
considered at the hearings one year ago. I do feel that this 
problem is so serious we must give consideration to solving 
it immediately.
 “Today you will hear considerable about the formation 
and operation of the Soybean Council of America. We have 
talked about such an organization for a period of years. I 
have editorialized on the need for such an organization for 
a long period of time. Our soybean industry has been most 
fortunate in that we have not been faced with some of the 
problems of other agricultural industries. With the 1956 crop 
it appears we are faced with some of the same problems. 
We must make every effort to see that the Soybean Council 
of America becomes operative at the fi rst available date, so 
that funds may be collected to do some of the jobs which are 
so important and which will mean the difference between 
favorable prices and unfavorable prices on soybeans.
 “We must recognize that no longer is there someone 
waiting at the door eager to take away the meal and the oil 
produced from our soybeans. We must begin to do as many 
other industries have done–merchandise, sell and service 
our products. For a period of 2 years a joint committee from 
this Association and from the National Soybean Processors 
Association has been meeting on this subject, and you have 
already seen the announcement of plans for the organization. 
I am very hopeful that the organization is going to get 
off the ground promptly, and that it will succeed with the 
full cooperation of processors, handlers, and producers of 
soybeans.
 “I sincerely hope that our industry is wise enough to 
make preparations for solving its problems before we are 
forced into areas of distress as some other agricultural 
industries have been. When you have surpluses they depress 
prices and you start a whole series of events which are 
unfavorable. We must make the Soybean Council of America 
work from the outset, and we must make absolutely sure that 
the objectives are obtained with a minimum of expenditure 
and a maximum of effectiveness.
 “For a series of years now the American Soybean 
Association has found itself in a position of having an 
appetite which is bigger than its income. There have been 
so many things which needed doing, and there has not 
been income to the Association commensurate with those 
demands. To the average soybean producer of the United 
States all those things which have happened in the soybean 
industry have happened because of the soybean crop, and 
not because men spent time, effort, sweat and toil in making 
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those things happen. The average producer, I am afraid, does 
not recognize that this Association has had something to do 
with the prices which he has received for soybeans through 
the last several years. Because of that situation we are in an 
unfortunate fi nancial position.
 “Revenue Down: Revenue from advertising in both the 
Soybean Digest and Soybean Blue Book during the 1955-
56 fi scal year was down from the previous year, refl ecting 
the general decrease in trade magazine advertising. At the 
same time there was no expansion in the soybean processing 
industry, low margins existed in the industry, and the 
industry as such was just not buying...”
 A photo shows George Strayer. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].

1689. Walley, Ersel. 1956. Japan: Soybean gateway to the 
Orient. Twin problems of foreign material and green color 
are still the chief ones facing us in the Japanese markets. 
Walley says we can develop markets at home and abroad for 
a billion bushels of soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 31-
32.
• Summary: This article begins: “Our reference here to 
Japan as the ‘Gateway to the Orient’ is not based primarily 
upon her geological location. It is based on the outstanding 
intelligence, aggressiveness, and willingness of the Japanese 
people to work.
 “Soybeans were centuries old in Japan before they were 
even known in the United States. It is well established that 
tofu and perhaps other soya products have been used for food 
in Japan for over 400 years. We have before us the record 
of one soya sauce factory which is over 100 years old, and 
commercial oil extraction was established in Japan near the 
beginning of this century.
 “The fact that Japan has for centuries supplemented their 
rice diet, rich in starch, with the essential proteins, fats, and 
minerals of soybeans may bear causal relation to the unusual 
energy of the Japanese people.”
 A photo shows the “Offi cial visitation team of the 
Japanese-American Soybean Institute and Ersel Walley, 
who helped set up the Institute. Left to right, Matsuoka, 
Sakaguchi, Walley, Abe, Kawamura, Toriumi.” Address: 
Past President and Director, American Soybean Assoc., Fort 
Wayne, Indiana.

1690. Soybean Digest. 1956. Strayer on another trip to 
Europe. Oct. p. 25.
• Summary: Geo. M. Strayer, executive vice president of the 
American Soybean Association, left Sept. 29 by plane for 
Hamburg, Germany, on his second trip to Europe this year. 
He will return to Hudson, Iowa, in 3 weeks.
 In June Strayer visited nine European countries to 
investigate possible export markets for U.S. soybeans and 
soybean products.
 This time he will be exploring “possible markets for 

U.S. fats and oils in the Iron Curtain countries of Poland and 
Czechoslovakia.
 “Strayer says considerable quantities of U.S. soybean 
oil and cottonseed oil are now fi nding their way indirectly 
behind the Iron Curtain, but are fi rst being fi ltered through 
European countries trading with the Soviet bloc.
 “Strayer will also contact buyers of hybrid seed corn 
for Associated Hybrid Producers, of which he is executive 
secretary. He is accompanied by Charles Wilmarth, 
Tomahawk Hybrid Corn Co., Belmond, Iowa.”
 A small portrait photo shows George Strayer.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 
2015) concerning the activities of the American Soybean 
Association in Eastern Europe (Poland and Czechoslovakia).

1691. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1956. The work of the Japanese-
American Soybean Institute. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 20.
• Summary: This Institute was established in May 1956. The 
initial work has concentrated on a study of the condition of 
soybean from the USA and other countries when they arrive 
in Japan. Additional studies have been made of the shoyu 
and miso industries in Japan.
 The Japanese soybean crop this season has been a poor 
one, estimated now at about 170,000 tons, far below the 
earlier estimate of 220,000 tons. These domestic soybeans 
are preferred by makers of miso, shoyu, tofu, glue, and feeds.
 To make up the total requirements of 954,130 tons, some 
784,130 tons must be imported. This includes 10,000 tons 
of Brazilian soybeans and at least 86,000 tons of Chinese 
soybeans–both depending on the price.
 New-crop U.S. soybeans purchased by Japan are 
estimated as follows: 60,000 tons for October shipment, 
110,000 tons for November shipment, and 30,000 tons for 
December shipment. Total: 200,000 tons. The average price 
is about $112 to $113/ton, C&F Japanese ports. A small 
photo shows Shizuka Hayashi.
 Note: This is the fi rst article seen by Shizuka Hayashi in 
Soybean Digest. Address: Managing Director, JASI, Tokyo.

1692. Hieronymus, T.A. 1956. Growth problems of the 
soybean processing industry: Increased consumption of 
protein by the livestock industry seems likely. Continued 
exports of oil are needed to maintain an expanding crop. Part 
I. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 14-15.
• Summary: A paper presented at the National Soybean 
Processors Association annual meeting, Aug. 13, 1956, 
Urbana, Illinois.
 “Statistical forecasts are systematic extensions of past 
interrelationships of events and facts. This is true whether the 
forecast is of prices, the weather, or horse races.
 “Some times principles can be evolved from specifi c 
statistical studies and applied to other situations. For 
example, experience with price forecasting might lead one 
to conclude that as the quantities of soybeans to be crushed 
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increase the crushing margin will widen and, as new record 
crushes are established, margins will be very wide indeed. 
Such does not seem to be the case. To my subsequent sorrow, 
I have put this kind of thinking into soybean price forecasts.
 “If we forecast the future of the soybean processing 
industry we fi nd that on the basis of recent history (a) new 
record volumes will be crushed each year, (b) crushing 
margin will continue to decrease, even becoming negative, 
and (c) most processor’s balance sheets will continue to 
show sizable profi ts!
 “This apparent anomaly is suffi cient proof that the 
processing industry has some interesting problems. The more 
interesting of the problems are of a long range nature.
 “Long range outlook. The long range outlook for the 
soybean processing industry depends on the volume of 
production of soybeans. If the soybean crop continues to 
increase in size the industry will expand and prosper. If 
on the other hand. the current level of production cannot 
be maintained, the crushing industry will decline. Yours is 
a service industry and your long range success or failure 
depends mainly on factors beyond your control. You can 
affect volume to a degree by the quality of the service that 
you render. However, other factors will affect the ultimate 
size of the soybean crop much more importantly.
 “Long range production of soybeans depends on the size 
of the markets that can be developed for soybean meal and 
soybean oil and on alternative uses of production facilities.
 “Rapid expansion of the soybean crop has been made 
possible by expansion of the markets for the two products. 
Growth curves of the type that have existed for these two 
products over the past 25 years cannot continue indefi nitely. 
It would be a mistake to project growth at the current rate. At 
the same time, it should be remembered that large increases 
in the past have been absorbed with ease.
 “Soybean Meal Study: During periods of rapid growth, 
a continual appraisal of the status of markets needs to be 
made. Some conclusions of a recent study of the market for 
soybean meal are: ‘The quantity of high-protein feeds fed has 
increased signifi cantly relative to other concentrates since 
the end of World War II. These increases in the proportion of 
high protein feeds in livestock rations have been associated 
closely with increases in the production of livestock products 
per unit of concentrate feed fed.’
 “’Much less protein is fed to livestock than is needed for 
balanced nutrition. The protein defi cit is probably greatest 
with respect to hogs. Some classes of poultry are also fed 
less protein than is needed for balanced nutrition.’ “’Whether 
or not it would be economically feasible to overcome the 
protein defi cit in livestock rations is subject to question. 
The record of performance of broiler and turkey producers 
indicates that it pays to feed adequate amounts of protein 
of the right quality. The limited data available indicate that 
it would pay hog producers to eliminate at least part of the 
protein defi cit in hog rations.’ “’Supplies of the 11 principal 

high-protein feeds have increased relative to supplies of feed 
grains since 1935. During that same period, prices of these 
feeds have increased relative to prices of feed grains.’
 “’Mixed feeds have been the most important means 
by which the high-protein feeds have been moved into 
consumption. As the volume of mixed feed production 
has increased, the mixed feed industry has increased in 
importance as a market outlet for high-protein feeds. The use 
of soybean meal by the mixed feed industry has increased 
relative to the use of other protein feeds. The quantity of 
soybean meal used in mixed feeds exceeds, by far, that of 
any other single high-protein feed.’
 “’Further increases in the production of mixed feeds 
seem likely. It also seems likely that the mixed feed industry 
will require increasing quantities of natural protein feeds of 
the quality of soybean oil meal.’
 “One additional factor needs to be mentioned in 
connection with the market for meal: there are limits to the 
rate of expansion. Even though the market may ultimately 
absorb the meal from as much as 1,000 million bushels 
or more soybeans, the increase in any one year is limited. 
Increases in meal usage depend on educating the farmers and 
on the rate of increase of livestock numbers.
 “Soybean meal is approximately the equivalent of corn 
on a TDN or net energy basis. It is diffi cult to visualize meal 
prices below the price of corn at the farm level.
 “Export Market for Oil: We are dependent on the export 
market for soybean oil. Several things indicate that the U.S. 
export market will continue to expand. World production of 
edible fats per capita is still below prewar levels. Population 
outside of the United States appears to be increasing faster 
than production of edible fats. There is pressure for better 
diets in many countries.
 “The very low dietary levels in Asia indicate that exports 
from this region will not be restored to prewar levels. The 
huge increase in U.S. exports that has accompanied the 
expansion of the soybean crop has been offset largely by a 
decrease in Asia.
 “Price Important: Price policy is of singular importance 
in maintaining or expanding exports. We have only recently 
concluded an experience in price policy that should have 
driven the lesson home for all time. From 1951 to early 1954, 
under the cottonseed support program, fats and oils were 
priced out of world markets and huge inventories were built 
up. Since February 1954 these products have been priced in 
line with world prices and the ‘surplus’ has disappeared. It 
recently looked as if a real scarcity had developed. Prices 
recovered to the highest level since before the support 
program was undertaken.
 “If we are to continue to produce soybeans at current 
or expanded levels we must continue to export oil. This can 
be done only so long as oil sells at prices that consuming 
nations can afford to pay and at prices that will discourage 
the expansion of production elsewhere.
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 “The cheapness of U.S. fats has probably been a factor 
in the failure of production to expand outside of the United 
States.
 “The price support programs for the so-called basic 
crops have been an important factor in soybean production. 
Acreage control is a basic feature of the support programs for 
these crops. Much of the land diverted from these crops has 
been used to expand soybean production. This has been true 
since the beginning of the price support program in the early 
1930’s.
 “These, considerations raise some interesting questions. 
Will controls continue to aid the expansion of the soybean 
crop, or will the soybean crop itself get caught up in the 
web of controls? The increased support price for the 1956 
crop was a step in this direction. Will support prices and 
limitations on production of other crops be reduced? If they 
are, what will be the effect on soybean production? I do not 
know the answers to these questions but consider it unlikely 
that soybean acreage will be reduced in the near future. 
Further expansion, but at a reduced rate seems more likely.
 “Much of the increase in soybean acreage has been at 
the expense of corn. The 1956 corn acreage is the smallest 
in over 50 years. Even so we are producing feed faster than 
we are using it. Hogs normally have used over one-half of 
the corn produced. Pork and lard are falling into consumer 
disfavor. The per capita consumption of other animal 
products has been increasing rapidly, that of pork has been 
barely holding its own. The price of pork relative to beef is 
declining.
 “These considerations raise a basic agricultural question. 
Do we have any reasonable use for the current level of corn 
production? It appears that we can get rid of it at prices 
moderately below prevailing prices. Further increases in 
technology relative to population will pose diffi culties.
 “Population has doubled in the past 50 years but no new 
agricultural lands have been added. Each year our people 
have been better fed and we have been increasingly plagued 
by abundance rather than shortage. Technological advances 
are more apt to accelerate than to slow down.
 “Improving technology adds stress to the importance 
of price policy. If technology improves more rapidly than 
demand increases, prices or production must be reduced. 
Thus far the soybean industry has priced soybeans and their 
products to sell. If farmers understand the consequences 
of price supports that are too high, they will keep soybean 
production free of control. If they have to cut soybean 
production they will have to switch to forage production. 
It would take very low soybean prices to make such a shift 
desirable. (To be continued [in the December issue]).”
 A photo shows many hogs in a pasture. The caption: 
“Dietary shift away from pork is taking place in the 
United States. What effect will this have on the processing 
industry?” Address: Assoc. Professor, Agricultural 
Marketing, College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 

IL.

1693. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1956. China to grow more 
soybeans. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 19-20.
• Summary: The quality of U.S. soybeans arriving in 
Japan has improved over the past year. This is due to the 
new U.S. standards (which went into effect on 1 Sept. 
1955), the work of the Japanese-American Soybean Inst. in 
monitoring the quality of soybean shipments, and the work 
of Mitsuo Hirano, president of the Oil and Fat Manufacturers 
Association, who visited the U.S. several years ago [in 1952] 
and strenuously negotiated with the government and trade 
groups to try to improve the quality of U.S. soybeans shipped 
to Japan.
 Production of soybeans in Communist China in 
recent years is as follows (in tons): 1949–5,086,000. 
1952–9,519,000. 1953–9,931,000. 1954–9,080,000. 1955–
9,121,000. 1956–9,550,000 (estimate).
 This year China will be a soybean exporter, with more 
than 50% of total exports going to Soviet Russia and the 
Eastern satellite countries. The next largest export buyer 
is Japan, for which approximately 200,000 tons will be 
available. Address: Japanese-American Soybean Inst., 
Tokyo.

1694. Hieronymus, T.A. 1956. Growth problems of the 
soybean processing industry. Government, in supporting 
prices, regulating futures markets, and promoting exports, 
has a strong impact on soybean processors. Part II. Soybean 
Digest. Dec. p. 16-17.
• Summary: A paper presented at the National Soybean 
Processors Association annual meeting, Aug. 13, 1956, 
Urbana, Illinois.
 “Development of the processing industry: The soybean 
processing industry has expanded very rapidly since its 
beginning in the early 1920’s. The quantities processed have 
been increased from an average of 21 million bushels in 
1936-37 to about 280 million during the current year. It is 
very likely that this coming year it will be greater still.
 “One very outstanding feature of the growth of the 
soybean processing industry is that, in spite of the rapid 
expansion of the soybean crop, the crushing capacity has 
always exceeded the supplies of soybeans available for 
crushing. We must expect that there will always be unused 
capacity. It cannot be expected that soybean production 
will develop in a pattern that will coincide with crushing 
facilities.
 “Precisely how many soybeans could be crushed in 
the year ahead if all facilities were taxed to the utmost is 
conjectural. But the amount is undoubtedly greater than the 
quantity that will be available.
 “Adjustments of your industry to the increasing crop 
size have been complicated by a change in process. The 
standard method of soybean processing 20 years ago was the 
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screw press or Expeller. A very high proportion of the crop 
is now processed by solvent extraction. The change from 
Expellers to solvent was not a substitution but was mainly an 
addition to capacity.
 “The development of the crushing industry has varied 
by areas. In 1951-52, for example, the average quantity 
of soybeans processed per solvent mill in Illinois was 2.4 
times as large as the Iowa average. Part of the difference 
is accounted for by uncertainty about the best solvent 
method, part by the nature of markets for meal, part by the 
density of soybean production, and part by promotion of 
particular types of business organization by institutions. 
Recent additions to crushing capacity indicate that the most 
profi table type is the relatively large mill. Smaller mills 
enjoy locational advantages.
 “Governmental problems: Some of the most severe 
problems confronting the industry as a whole are those 
involving the U.S. government. There are several ways in 
which government has importantly infl uenced the processing 
industry.
 “During World War II and the subsequent Korean 
campaign price ceilings were imposed on soybeans and 
soybean products. These importantly affected profi ts. 
During the second of these experiences the ridiculous 
99.5% soybean meal formula feed came into being. It seems 
worthwhile to recall this as an example of how much like 
‘Alice in Wonderland’ government can become.
 “As was noted earlier, government price support 
programs have importantly infl uenced the volume of 
production of soybeans. In the past, the effect of these 
programs has been to increase production. The effects may 
not be so fortunate in the future.
 “Low Parity: Soybeans were not grown commercially 
during the base period of 1909-1914. They were spliced 
into the parity system on the basis of their 1935 price. The 
result was, a relatively low parity price for soybeans. Also, 
soybeans were not supported at the 90% level as early as 
were other crops. These discriminations against soybeans 
kept restrictions off of production and have permitted 
expansion of the industry.
 “In 1954 the entire soybean industry, including growers 
and farm organizations, promoted a reduction in support 
prices. Had support prices for soybeans been comparable 
with those for other crops we would likely now have 
production restrictions. The reduction in supports was a truly 
remarkable bit of foresight.
 “I have not been able to fi nd anyone in the industry who 
claims credit for the increase in the level of support on the 
1956 crop. Several people have modestly declined.
 “The federal government plays an important role in 
the regulation of future markets. In 1953 speculative limits 
were imposed on trading and positions in soybean oil, 
cottonseed oil, and lard. These were later suspended. Their 
suspension appears to have been desirable from a processor 

point of view as well as the good of the market generally. 
There has been consideration of legislation that would affect 
designation of delivery points on soybean futures contracts. 
Such legislation would affect the soybean processing 
industry and presents a governmental problem with which 
the industry must reckon.
 “In the year ending June 30, 1956, edible vegetable 
oils included in agreements negotiated under Title I, Public 
Law 480, amounted to 730 million pounds. This particular 
program has had an important effect on soybean oil and 
accordingly on the soybean processing industry.
 “From January through June of this year, $801 million 
of farm commodities were sold for $538 million worth of 
foreign currencies. Of this total, $273 million will be loaned 
to foreign countries for economic development, $158 million 
will be used to pay American expenses abroad, $87 million 
will be contributed to ‘common defense,’ and the balance 
will be used to develop markets for U.S. farm produce, 
purchases of strategic materials, and educational exchanges.
 “There is a record soybean crop in sight. The support 
is higher than last year. There is at least a possibility that 
a substantial carryover will be developed. This may well 
be called a surplus. As a result, or even in anticipation of a 
surplus, soybeans and soybean meal may be placed under 
Public Law 480.
 “If soybean processors take a short-run view of these 
several areas of problems of government, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ 
judgments can be made. It is ‘good’ that support programs 
have promoted the production of soybeans, but ‘bad’ if such 
programs restrict production. Elimination of regulation of 
soybean oil trading is ‘good’ but failure to regulate delivery 
points is ‘bad.’ Public Law 480 for soybean oil is ‘good’ but 
for soybeans, it is ‘bad.’
 “Rational and reasonable arguments can be developed 
for these several points of view. The fundamental 
contradictions involved are obvious. It is important that the 
soybean processing industry develop a consistent attitude 
toward government. I doubt that governmental interference 
can be had when it is desired and avoided when it is not 
desired. The soybean industry has a great growth potential 
that is apt to be stifl ed if government comes to play an 
increasing role. (To be continued [in the Jan. 1957 issue]).” 
Address: Assoc. Professor, Agricultural Marketing, College 
of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

1695. Product Name:  Dried Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Industrial Caterer’s Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Salisbury, Rhodesia.
Date of Introduction:  1956.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  2 shillings per pound.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Van Veen. 1962. 
“Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for 
Protein in Human Foods.” p. 212. “After the war, as Dr. 
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Gyorgy knows, one of my former coworkers came to South 
Rhodesia, and saw a lot of soybeans exported, and not 
eaten by the population. He went to a local food technology 
institute, where the staff became interested. For some time 
the interested scientists made ‘tempeh’ for the hospitals, but 
the population having no experience with fungus products at 
all (as the people in Southeast Asia have) just did not want to 
embark on tempeh manufacture and at the moment tempeh 
has disappeared from Rhodesia.”
 Orr and Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute Report 
G-31. “The production of protein foods and concentrates 
from oilseeds.” p. 67. “Tempeh was produced in Africa 
on an industrial scale for a limited period about ten years 
ago. The fi rm concerned was Industrial Caterers Ltd., of 
Salisbury, Rhodesia, which produced dried tempeh for sale 
at 2 shillings per lb. However our information [based on a 
personal communication from Dr. S. Graham, Offi ce of the 
Provincial Medical Offi cer of Health, (Northern) Rhodesia] 
is that the product... was not readily accepted by the African, 
nor was the European interested in it. It would have required 
a very extensive propaganda campaign to establish it and 
money for this was not forthcoming.”
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made in Southern Rhodesia (later renamed Zimbabwe).

1696. U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on 
Agriculture, Subcommittee on Soybeans and Oilseeds. 1956. 
Hearings. Washington, DC: The Subcommittee. 19 cm. *
Address: Washington, DC.

1697. American Soybean Association. 1956. Soybean Blue 
Book. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 160 p. 
Index. Advertisers’ index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Advertisements (throughout the 
book). Index. American Soybean Association. Ontario 
Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. National Soybean 
Processors Association. Soya Food Research Council. 
Offi cial standards for soybeans, revised effective Sept. 
1, 1955. Soy fl our standards. Steps in soybean grading. 
What farmers can do to grow soybeans that will grade 
high. Storage and different moisture levels (Safe storage 
if moisture level is below 12%; unsafe if 13% moisture 
or above). U.S. Department of Agriculture: Agricultural 
Research Service, disease research, entomological 
research, utilization research (incl. Northern Utilization 
Research Branch, Peoria, Illinois), marketing research 
(Agricultural Marketing Service), Foreign Agricultural 
Service, Commodity Stabilization Service. Terminology (for 
the soybean industry). Weights and measures. Marketing 
channels for soybeans. Soybean production, acreage and 
yield in the United States, from 1924. Value of the soybean 
crop in major producing states and total, from 1924. Soybean 
production in Canada, since 1942. Soybean utilization 
and value in Canada. World soybean production. Soybean 

production by U.S. states, since 1924 (alphabetical). 
Soybeans–Supply and distribution (USA) since 1949-50. 
Soybean oil meal production (USA), imports and exports. 
Production of protein concentrates (many animal and plant 
sources). Volume of futures trading in soybeans, meal and 
oil. U.S. soy fl our production, low fat and full fat, since 
1942-43. Production and exports of soy fl our and grits. 
Fats and oils production (all kinds). Production of soybean 
oil, since 1930. Soybean oil utilization, since 1931. Prices 
of U.S. soybeans. Prices of U.S. soybean oil meal. Prices 
of U.S. soybean oil. U.S. price support operations, since 
1932-33. Imports, exports of soybeans and oil. Exports to 
individual countries. Leading soybean varieties (northern and 
southern varieties, with description and date of release; many 
developed cooperatively with the U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory). Map of the USA showing where varieties 
are best adapted. Processors [crushers] of soybeans (listed 
alphabetically by state and within each state alphabetically 
by city or town). Foreign soybean processors. Refi ners 
of soybean oil. Manufacturers and handlers of soy foods 
(alphabetical by product name: Beverages incl. soy coffee, 
breakfast foods, canners of green vegetable soybeans, 
canners of mature soybeans, cookies, crackers, toasts & 
wafers, frozen desserts, health food stores & supply houses, 
lecithin, macaroni, spaghetti & noodles, margarine, meat 
substitutes, proteins, pudding powders, salad & cooking oils, 
shortening, sausage binders, seasonings, soups, soybean oil, 
soybeans for cooking or sprouting, soy butter, soy cheese 
[tofu], soy fl our, fl akes & grits, soy fl our mixes, soy milk, 
soy sauce, vitamins, whipping agents). Manufacturers of 
industrial products employing soybeans. Services for the 
soybean industry. Equipment and supplies for the soybean 
industry. Soybean processing and oil refi ning equipment and 
supplies. Soybean seed suppliers. Vegetable soybean seed. 
Advertisers’ index. Address: Executive offi ce: Hudson, Iowa. 
Phone: 314-432-1600.

1698. Benedict, Murray R.; Stine, Oscar C. 1956. The 
agricultural commodity programs: Two decades of 
experience. New York, NY: The Twentieth Century Fund. xii 
+ 510 p. See p. v-xli, 145-77. Index. 24 cm. [770* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 4, titled “Oilseed crops” contains a 
long section on “The support program for soybeans” (p. 
169-76) with the following contents: Introduction. First 
price program in 1941 (“as a means of expanding production 
to replace imports of vegetable oils that might be cut off 
by war”). Support prices increased in 1943 (but were 
decontrolled in Oct. 1946). High demand in postwar years. 
Higher supports and larger crops, 1951-1953. Program costs.
 Tables show: (29) Soybeans: Acreage, yield, production, 
crushing for oil, and exports, average 1937-1941, annual 
1939-1955 (p. 171). (30) Soybeans: Support level, farm 
price, farm value and price-support operations, 1939-1955 
(p. 172). (75) Prices of soybean meal per ton and oil per 
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pound, and their combined values, 1949-1954 (p. 175). 
Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture.

1699. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and cooking fats: 
Their history and world trade. I (Document part). In: M.K. 
Schwitzer. 1956. Margarine and Other Food Fats: Their 
History, Production and Use. New York, NY: Interscience 
Publishers, Inc. 385 p. See p. 59-78. Chap. 2. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The invention of margarine in 
France. Other countries follow. The coining of a new word. 
The history of cooking fat [shortening]. Impact of fat 
hydrogenation. Recent expansion in margarine consumption. 
Consumption levels of margarine (per capita). Present 
world trade in margarine. The production of cooking fats 
(shortenings).
 Margarine was invented in France in 1869 by the 
French chemist-turned-business man, Hippolyte Mège-
Mouriés. Production started at Poissy in about 1872-73. In 
other European countries, margarine production started as 
follows: Netherlands in 1871, by the Jurgens and Van den 
Berghs in the little village of Oss; Denmark 1870-71, by Otto 
Monsted, Denmark soon had the highest per capita margarine 
consumption; Austria-Hungary 1873-74, in Liesing near 
Vienna; Germany 1875; United Kingdom 1889–Otto 
Monsted established England’s fi rst margarine plant in an 
old hat factory in Godley, Manchester. Demand was so great 
that he had to erect a new factory in Southall near London. 
Production began in March 1895 at the rate of more than 
1,500 tons/week. The word ‘margarine’ was fi rst used by 
Mège’s teacher, Michel Eugène Chevreul, around 1813. At 
a meeting of the French Academy on 13 July 1813 Chevreul 
reported on a fat-like substance that he had prepared and 
which he named margarine or margaric acid.
 Page 59 states: “When Napoleon III had offered a prize 
in 1869 for a butter substitute that would be cheaper and 
would keep better than cows’ butter, Mège was an easy 
winner, as by then he had produced a satisfactory product. A 
factory was installed in Poissy, but manufacture did not get 
under way until after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71 [in 
which France under Napoleon III was defeated by Prussia 
under Bismark]. The way was not clear, however, until Félix 
Boudet, a distinguished chemist retained by the French 
health authorities for the purpose, had reported favourably 
on the new product. On 12th April, 1872, a regulation was 
passed permitting the sale of margarine, but it was not to be 
called butter. Mège promptly formed the ‘Société Anonyme 
d’Alimentation’ with a capital of 800,000 francs. Large scale 
production started in 1873.”
 The Mège patent in the USA, issued in May 1874, was 
purchased by the United States Dairy Co., which hired Henry 
A. Mott to improve on Mège’s method. A number of U.S. 
margarine patents were issued in the following years. Many 
of these suggested the use of lard or vegetable fats instead 
of oleo oil. One of the improved methods was used by the 

Commercial Manufacturing Co. in New York, which soon 
became America’s largest margarine manufacturer.
 Margarine was introduced to the USA after the Civil 
War, when the country was undergoing profound economic 
changes. Farmers strongly resisted the introduction of 
margarine, believing that it would compete with the butter 
made on their farms.
 The word “margarine” was coined by Mège’s teacher, 
Michel Eugène Chevreul, in about 1813. At a meeting of 
the French academy on 13 July 1813 Chevreul reported on a 
fat-like substance that he had prepared and which he named 
margarine or margaric acid. The name was derived from 
the Greek word for pearl (margarites) He gave its chemical 
formula as C17H34O2. What Chevreul thought to be a new 
substance was, in fact, a mixture of palmitic and stearic 
acids.
 Since Mège’s crystalline substance had a pearly luster, 
he gave the soft portion of the tallow, expressed after 
digestion, the name oleo-margarine, since he believed it to be 
a mixture of oleine and margarine.
 As in the Greek root the g is pronounced hard like the g 
in garlic; it is incorrect to pronounce margarine as marjarine, 
as if the g were replaced by j.
 In England, margarine (imported from Holland) was fi rst 
sold under the name of Butterine. This name was dropped in 
1887 after Parliament passed the fi rst Margarine Act (p. 63).
 The histories of margarine and cooking fat [shortening] 
are closely connected. “Whereas all the important 
developments in the early history of margarine took 
place in Europe, the fi rst signifi cant pages in the history 
of cooking fat were written in America. It is ironical that 
one of the largest lard-consuming and exporting countries 
[USA] should have been the fi rst to turn to an alternative. 
There is here a parallel with Denmark, which as the biggest 
exporter of butter had the highest par caput consumption of 
margarine. The new lard substitute was called ‘compound’ 
lard or ‘shortening’ in the United States; both were 
misnomers. There was often very little or no lard present, nor 
was the new product used only for baking purposes where 
‘shortness’ was required. Compound fat or cooking fat are 
more correct designations” (p. 63).
 “The introduction of hydrogenation into fat technology 
can be regarded as the re-birth of the margarine and cooking 
fat industries... No more was it necessary to rely on animal 
fats which were available only as by-products of the meat-
packing and dairy industries.” In 1902 Normann announced 
that he had hardened a liquid fat by hydrogenating it with 
a catalyst. Early commercial success was expected. Patents 
were applied for in Germany by a plant engineering fi rm 
(Leprince and Sivke; German Patent No. 141,029, of 1902) 
and by Normann himself in the United Kingdom (No. 1,515, 
or 1903). Normann’s work was based on earlier experiments 
by Varentrapp (1840), Sabatier, Senderens, and others. 
The fi rst large-scale hydrogenation plant began operations 
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in 1906 in England, at Crosfi eld’s factory in Warrington. 
In Germany the Oelwerke Germania, at Emmerich on the 
Rhine, started a plant for hydrogenating whale and linseed 
oils. Several years later, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, began commercial hydrogenation in the USA.
 Canada: Recent developments with margarine in Canada 
have followed those in the USA. In 1948 the Supreme 
Court rules that the provisions of 1935 Dairy Industry Act 
relating to margarine were invalid; in 1949 margarine was 
fi rst produced in Canada. By 1952 margarine production 
had reached 47,000 tons, making Canada the second largest 
margarine producer in the British Commonwealth, after 
Great Britain. Address: Highgate, UK.

1700. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1957. The versatile soybean has become the United 
States fourth-ranking farm export. 21(1):18-19. Jan.
• Summary: “Twenty years ago soybeans were a 
comparatively minor crop in the United States. Most of 
them were used for hay or soil enrichment, and only a small 
part was harvested for beans. Yet in the next two decades 
soybeans were to become a leading U.S. agricultural product, 
ranking just below wheat, tobacco, and cotton in dollar 
export value.
 “A more versatile plant than the soybean has never 
been known to science, and its development is one of the 
agricultural marvels of this century. Its early history is lost 
in obscurity; ancient Chinese literature, however, reveals 
that it was extensively cultivated and highly valued as a 
food centuries before written records were kept. Introduced 
into Europe in the 1700’s and to America in 1804, it had a 
place only in botanical gardens, where it was regarded as a 
curiosity rather than a plant of economic importance.
 “Requiring a hot, moist growing season, the soybean 
never adapted itself to Europe. And even in the United 
States, where many areas resemble China in soil and climate, 
the soybean was slow to take hold. But like many other farm 
crops, the soybean was projected into world trade by the 
events of history, the fi rst being the Sino-Japanese War in 
1895. Food requirements for Japanese troops in Manchuria 
led to an increase in soybean production. When the troops 
were withdrawn, a soybean surplus developed. Then two 
things happened: Chinese farmers poured into Manchuria 
as immigration restrictions were eased, and the Japanese, 
through treaty rights acquired in Manchuria after the Russo-
Japanese War, began an extensive export trade with Europe 
in soybeans and soybean oil.
 “It was World War II that gave the United States pre-
eminence in soybeans, and eventually led to its becoming the 
world’s largest exporter of this commodity. Production had 
fi rst begun to show some commercial importance after the 
First World War, and during the 1920’s and early 1930’s it 
has climbed steadily. But in 1942 it shot up to a new high in 
response to strong wartime demand for domestic sources of 

fats and oils and oilseed meal.
 “After the war, U.S. soybean production, instead of 
declining, continued to mount. China, formerly the world’s 
largest soybean exporter, was entangled in political strife, 
and its production and trade had fallen off. Europe, just 
starting its economic recovery, needed fats and oils and 
animal feed. And Japan–now the biggest customer for U.S. 
soybeans–was not only cut off from its Manchurian supplies 
but badly in need of food.
 “How U.S. soybean production and trade developed 
in those years is a tribute to U.S. farmers. In 1936, acreage 
totaled 7.2 million acres, of which 2.4 million were harvested 
for beans. Total production was 34 million bushels; exports, 
nil. By 1956, acreage had expanded to 22 million, of which 
21 million were harvested for beans. Production reached 
457 million bushels; exports are forecast at over 75 million 
bushels, about 10 million more than the previous year. At the 
same time, domestic consumption of soybeans and soybean-
products increased tenfold in this 20-year span.
 “Greater demand is only partly responsible for this 
tremendous gain. To scientifi c research must go much of the 
credit. Through hybridization and selection the original eight 
varieties [sic] which were brought to the United States have 
been developed into some 2,500 distinct types. Yields have 
been increased and area of cultivation extended. But even 
more important are the many uses to which the bean is now 
put.
 “For centuries soybeans, because of their high protein 
content, have been an important food in the Far East, where 
they are roasted, boiled, pounded into fl our, eaten as sprouts, 
converted into milk, curds, sauces, and other edible forms. 
In the United States, however, soybeans won approval fi rst 
as a legume. Introduced into the Southeastern States–though 
production now is largely concentrated in the Corn Belt–they 
were grown for hay, or were plowed back into the soil. Only 
a small part was harvested for beans, which, in turn, were 
pressed into oil for use in paints, varnishes, soaps, and other 
industrial products. The meal, of course, was used as animal 
feed, as it is today.
 “What boosted soybeans out of their hay-and-fertilizer 
status was the development of processing which removed 
disagreeable fl avor from the oil. Immediately there opened 
up a whole new fi eld–oil for the manufacture of shortenings 
and margarine. During World War II, when cotton production 
was cut back, reducing the amount of cottonseed oil 
available, the production of soybean oil expanded; and, 
today, shortenings and margarine are the two most important 
soybean oil products. The soybean meal produced along 
with the oil is an excellent high protein feed and its use has 
expanded rapidly.
 “So adaptable is the soybean that many scientists say 
only a start has been made in exploring its possible uses. 
Even so, the list is long. Its meal has adhesive qualities, 
and thus is used in plywood adhesives, orchard sprays, 
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fl oor coverings, paper lamination, magazine and wallpaper 
coatings, and so forth. Its oil contains lecithin, a minor 
phosphorous compound with emulsifying properties and 
also nutritive value. And so it [lecithin] is used not only in 
shortenings and margarine, but in cosmetics, confectionery, 
and resins, and in vitamin tablets as an absorption aid. 
The oil’s fatty acids are important constituents in soaps, 
detergents, plasticizers, resins, and paints. And as a food, 
soybeans as beans or as fl our have won recognition in this 
country.
 “U.S. soybean exports are not in these derivative 
products but in beans, oil, and meal. Beans alone rank fi fth 
among U.S. agricultural exports,” and the beans, oil, and 
meal together rank fourth. “Japan is the largest market, 
Europe next–particularly Western Germany. And last year 
large quantities of oil went to Spain, Greece, and Chile, 
largely under P.L. 480 programs.”
 A photo shows a hydraulic press, used to extract oil 
from soybeans; “the cake of meal that is left makes a highly 
nutritious livestock feed.”

1701. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1957. Japan’s soybean imports rank 
sixth in value of total imports. 74(7):38. Feb. 18.
• Summary: “Japan imported 26.0 million bushels of 
soybeans valued at 83.7 million dollars in 1956 compared 
with 29.7 million bushels valued at 98.2 million dollars in 
1955. Over 70 percent of the total came from the United 
States.
 “Soybeans ranked sixth in value of all agricultural 
commodities imported into Japan 1956, representing 7.1 
percent of the total value of all agricultural imports.”

1702. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1957. Japanese soybean mission to 
visit Red China. 74(9):17. March 4.
• Summary: “Negotiations have been conducted with the 
Communist Chinese Export-Import Corporation regarding 
the dispatch of a 15-man mission to Red China, according 
to the Japan Soybean Association. The Association is 
selecting representatives from all segments of the soybean 
industry, including oil processsors, miso makers, shoyu 
makers, tofu makers, natto makers, soybean importers, and 
soybean products wholesalers. The mission, scheduled to 
leave for Red China some time in April for a one-month 
visit, will check the production, quality, stocks, availability, 
warehousing and loading facilities of Chinese soybeans. It is 
rumored that the mission may also negotiate for the purchase 
of soybeans.”

1703. Sokolsky, George. 1957. These days: The China trade. 
Washington Post, Times Herald. March 20. p. A19.
• Summary: “There use to be a commercial attache in China, 
Julean Arnold, who tried hard to push American products. He 

tried to get the Chinese to like raisins.”
 Today the Chinese market has grown to 600 million 
people, who have a low standard of living. The Japanese, 
British and Germans would like to do more business with 
China. “The Japanese, particularly, are bound to fi nd a way 
to barter manufactured goods for foodstuffs, especially the 
soybean, which is a staple of the Japanese cuisine and which 
grows plentifully in Manchuria and areas of North China.”

1704. DeGraff, Herrell. 1957. Big impact of beans on U.S. 
economy: Cornell man notes. Soybean Digest. May. p. 24.
• Summary: “The number one reason for recently depressed 
prices of fats and oils is that the United States has shifted 
dramatically in the last 20 years–from having been a major 
importer to its present status as the world’s largest exporter, 
in the opinion of Herrell DeGraff of the Graduate School of 
Nutrition, Cornell University.
 “And the soybean crop is largely responsible for the 
changed position of the United States in the world’s fats and 
oils economy.
 “DeGraff spoke before the National Institute of Animal 
Agriculture at Purdue University April 9. He stated that in 
1935-39 this country received as net imports 20% of its total 
supply of vegetable and animal fats. In 1956, by contrast, our 
net exports were 28% of our production.
 “DeGraff said fats and oils are now selling at only two-
thirds of their prewar price in terms of constant dollars. We 
are on a permanently lower relative price basis for fats and 
oils, in his opinion.
 “’Adopted into the agriculture of the Midwest, the 
soybean has had nothing short of a revolutionary effect 
on the fats and oils economy of this country-and a very 
important effect on the whole world.
 “’Soybean people have had the courage and wisdom to 
avoid price supports at levels that would bring the crop under 
production controls. It has been free to compete–which is an 
important part of why it has competed so successfully.
 “’Our soybean oil production last year, including the oil 
equivalent of soybeans exported, reached the almost startling 
fi gure of 43% of all the edible fats and oils we produced. 
USDA has estimated that the soybean will continue to gain 
against other fats–and within 5 years may be producing over 
50% of our total edible fats and oils.
 “’As recently as 1950, cottonseed oil was the number 
one ingredient in margarine. Soybean oil has displaced it–
and last year was used in a ratio of almost three to one over 
cottonseed oil. Similarly it has gone far ahead of cottonseed 
oil in the manufacture of vegetable shortenings.
 “’Both of these vegetable oil products in which 
soybean oil has fi gured so strongly have been increasingly 
competitive with butterfat and lard–our two most important 
animal fats.
 “’In the production of salad oils and cooking oils the 
soybean product has again moved in–in competition with 
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cottonseed, peanut, and corn oils. And now soybean oil is 
increasingly invading the drying oil category, in competition 
with linseed oil.
 “’Important as soybean oil is to our agriculture and food 
supply, perhaps soybean meal is even more important. Data 
developed by USDA indicate that supplies of high-protein 
feeds per animal unit have doubled since prewar. This fact 
can hardly be overestimated in its importance to the effi cient 
use of feed grains and to the output of animal-product feeds.
 “’The rising supply of high-protein feed has been 
possible only because of the soybean. Production of soybean 
oil meal rose from 1 million tons a year before the war to 
8 million tons last year–and it is now over 50% of our total 
supplies of all high-protein feeds.
 “’Export opportunities plus further expanding use of 
protein meals in our own livestock production seem likely to 
keep this road open also for even more soybeans in the years 
ahead.
 “’What further increases in soybeans will mean to other 
fats and oils–both vegetable and animal, both edible and 
inedible–is not entirely clear. The way things look now:
 “’1–Milk-solids-not-fat will have to carry more of the 
burden of milk price in the future, because butterfat will 
carry less, and
 “’2–Red meat likewise will carry a larger share of 
livestock prices because lard and tallow will carry less.’” 
Address: School of Nutrition, Cornell Univ.

1705. Humphrey, Hubert H. 1957. Public Law 480: Its untold 
benefi ts to U.S. agriculture. Soybean Digest. May. p. 14-16.
• Summary: The long subtitle continues: “P.L. 480 is no 
giveaway program–and it offers us the chance to use our 
farm abundance [surpluses] wisely. Soybeans are one of a 
number of U.S. farm crops being promoted abroad under 
market development projects. From a speech by Senator 
Humphrey before the U.S. Senate March 29.”
 Note: This legislation, technically known as the 
Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, was 
signed into law on 10 July 1954 by president Dwight D. 
Eisenhower. His action simultaneously created the Offi ce of 
Food for Peace.
 “The major objectives of this law are spelled out in the 
policy provisions of the law. They are as follows:
 “1–To expand international trade between the United 
States and friendly nations.
 “2–To promote the economic stability of American 
agriculture.
 “3–To make maximum effi cient use of surplus 
agricultural commodities in furtherance of the foreign policy 
of the United States.
 “4–To facilitate the expansion of foreign trade by 
providing a means whereby U.S. surplus agricultural 
commodities in excess of the usual marketings of such 
commodities may be sold through private trade channels and 

foreign currencies accepted in payment.
 “Use of foreign money: Contrary to many 
misconceptions, the P.L. 480 program is not a gigantic 
giveaway. Congress spelled out the policy on the use of 
foreign currencies accruing from the sales, as follows:
 “1–To expand international trade.
 “2–To encourage economic development.
 “3–To purchase strategic materials.
 “4–To pay U.S. obligations abroad.
 “5–To foster in other ways the foreign policy of the 
United States.
 “Title I of this legislation authorizes the use of not in 
excess of $3 billion CCC [Commodity Credit Corporation] 
funds or assets to fi nance the export sale of surplus 
agricultural commodities to friendly countries for foreign 
currencies.
 “The present bill, extending the entire law for another 
year, adds an additional billion to that authorization.
 “Title II of the law provides for famine relief and other 
emergency assistance, providing a means by which we can 
help friendly foreign people in time of urgent need.
 “Title III of the law provides a mandate to the Secretary 
of Agriculture to seek to protect the assets of Commodity 
Credit Corp. by bartering surplus food and fi ber for strategic 
materials with less risk of deterioration and less cost of 
storage.”
 A portrait photo shows Hubert Humphrey. Address: 
Senator from Minnesota.

1706. Soybean Digest. 1957. Duty on soybean meal [in 
Japan]. May. p. 35.
• Summary: A 5% import duty on soybean oil meal will 
become effective on 1 April 1957. A 10% tariff on imported 
soybeans, which had been suspended for some years, again 
became effective on 1 Oct. 1956. In 1956, the value of 
soybean imports to Japan was exceeded only by that of 
cotton and wheat.

1707. Markley, K.S. 1957. Fat and oil resources and industry 
of Brazil. Economic Botany 11(2):91-125. April/June. See 
p. 91, 94-95. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1958, p. 
24-25.
• Summary: The summary in Soybean Digest titled 
“Sees rapid demand in Brazil’s demand for fats” states: 
“Improvements in the supply situation of edible oils in Brazil 
may be expected as a result of the erection in Rio Grande 
do Sul of a large solvent extraction plant for processing 
soybeans.
 Production of soybeans in the states of Rio Grande 
do Sul and Sao Paulo increased rapidly after they were 
fi rst introduced into Brazil. Production is practically static 
at present, owing to lack of suffi cient farm machinery to 
mechanize the crop.
 “The soybean is the only cultivated oilseed exported 
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from Brazil in signifi cant quantity in recent years. During 
1949-54 exports averaged about a million bushels annually.
 “The population of Brazil increased from 41.1 million in 
1940 to 57.2 million in 1954, or 30%. According to a report 
of the United Nations, it is anticipated that the population of 
Brazil will reach 100 million in 30 years.
 “It can be anticipated that Brazil’s demand for fats and 
oils will increase even more rapidly than population due to 
increasing per capita purchasing power.
 “During recent years the continually increasing domestic 
demand for fats and oils was satisfi ed largely by the almost 
complete cessation of exports of edible oils and oilseeds, and 
by importation of increasingly larger quantities of edible oils 
and palm oil.
 “In view of Brazil’s foreign exchange position it is 
unlikely that imports of fats can be increased. It is equally 
unlikely that the production of cottonseed oil can be 
augmented because of lack of market for fi ber. It is evident 
that the production of the so-called extractive oils (babassu 
and other palm oils) will decline instead of increase because 
of lack of labor.
 “The defi cit in edible oils can probably be overcome by 
increased production of peanuts and soybeans and possibly 
of olives which are being planted in the south of Brazil.” 
Address: U.S. Mission to Brazil, International Cooperation 
Administration, Rio de Janeiro.

1708. Soybean Digest. 1957. Brazilian soybean production 
up 10%. Aug. p. 27.
• Summary: “Soybean production in Brazil is expected to 
increase about 10% from last year, reports USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service. Soybeans have been an important 
export crop in Brazil in recent years, with Japan the principal 
market... A crushing plant in Porto Alegre with an annual 
capacity of 45,000 tons was recently brought into operation...
 “A soybean extension service was recently added to 
the Sao Paulo Secretariat of Agriculture for the purpose of 
increasing soybean production.”

1709. United States Department of Agriculture. 1957. USDA 
announces study to promote wider use of U.S. soybeans in 
Japan (News release). Washington, DC. 1 p. Sept. 12. USDA 
2775-57.
• Summary: “The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
announced today that it will send a a specialist to Japan to 
work with private trade groups and Government offi cials 
there to promote wider and more direct use of United States 
soybeans in Japanese diets.
 “Although this country has been exporting about 20 
million bushels of soybeans annually to Japan in recent 
years, only a relatively small quantity of the beans have 
been used in making such food products as ‘tofu’ and 
‘miso,’which utilize the whole soybean and not just the oil or 
the meal.

 “Tofu and miso are a primary source of protein in 
the Japanese diet. The former is a custard-like curd eaten 
in soups, and the latter is a paste eaten in many food 
preparations.
 “Dr. A.K. Smith of USDA’s Northern Utilization and 
Development Division Peoria, Illinois, will go to Japan to 
study the reasons for the Japanese preference for their own 
and Chinese soybeans in the manufacture of products such 
as tofu and miso. His purpose will be to determine what 
differences exist between Japanese and Chinese soybeans 
and American soybeans, and why they occur. He also will 
seek to determine how foods can be made from United States 
soybeans which will be more acceptable to the Japanese.
 “Success in his investigation can mean a broader market 
for United States soybeans in Japan.
 “’USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service and the 
American Soybean Association of Hudson, Iowa, for some 
time have been conducting an overall program to promote 
the market for United States soybeans in Japan. That 
program has been expanded to include USDA’s Agricultural 
Research Service, which has made Dr. Smith’s services 
available.” Address: Washington, DC.

1710. Garnett, Gwynn. 1957. Developing export markets: 
P.L. 480 is a useful temporary device. But our long-range 
objective must be maximum exports of U.S. farm products 
through commercial channels for dollars. Soybean Digest. 
Sept. p. 28-29.
• Summary: “All of us in agricultural work noted with some 
pride this past fi scal year (July 1956-June 1957) that U.S. 
agricultural exports rose to $4.7 billion and set a new all-
time record. The fact that you are exporting about one-third 
of your crop in the form of soybeans and soybean products 
contributed substantially to that record-breaking total.
 “Successful foreign marketing spells the difference 
between big surpluses and normal reserves.
 “I have been asked to discuss with you two phases 
of foreign marketing, as they apply not only to soybeans 
but to all agricultural commodities. One of these is Title 
I of Public Law 480, the program that permits sales of 
commodities for foreign currencies. The other is the foreign 
market development program. Under this latter program, the 
Department of Agriculture and various agricultural groups 
such as your own are working together to build long-term 
expanded export markets for U.S. farm products.
 “Before getting into P.L. 480, let’s consider some of the 
background leading to this legislation.
 “Whether you’re selling soybeans or anything else to 
a foreign customer, your U.S. exporter needs to be paid in 
dollars. Dollars are the medium of exchange for American 
business. Therefore, the gold and dollar holdings of a foreign 
country are a barometer of that country’s ability to buy 
from us. These gold and dollar holdings vary considerably, 
from one part of the world to another. West Europe, which 
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is our best customer for farm products, at present has gold 
and dollar holdings in the neighborhood of $14 billion. But 
Latin American countries have gold and dollar holdings 
only somewhat over $4 billion, and Asian countries have 
considerably less. Their smaller gold and dollar reserves 
show up in their smaller purchases.
 “When Congress 3 years ago enacted P.L. 480, it was 
trying to meet two problems with one piece of legislation. 
One problem was how to move the big agricultural surplus 
that the United States had accumulated. The other was 
how to sell to the many foreign countries that needed our 
commodities but didn’t have the gold and dollar holdings to 
pay for them. The program was set up as a temporary means 
of bridging the gap. Countries short of dollars could arrange 
to pay for our farm surpluses in their own currencies, with 
the U.S. government taking over the currencies and paying 
off our exporters in dollars.
 “As we all know, the export marketing of soybeans is 
being done for dollars. Soybeans have not been eligible for 
P.L. 480 foreign currency sales for the reason that they have 
been in heavy demand, both domestically and abroad, with 
most customers able to pay in dollars.
 “Oil Exports: The export sale of soybean oil is another 
matter. Countries in need of vegetable oils in many cases 
also are countries short on dollars. During the past 3 years, 
we have programmed 1.33 billion pounds of vegetable 
oils. Most of this has been shipped. In the absence of this 
program, we can expect that our domestic vegetable oil 
market would have been in trouble. Reviewing the P.L. 480 
program, we fi nd that through last June 30 farm commodity 
sales agreements totaling $3 billion were made with 34 
countries. Export shipments under this program accounted 
for nearly 20% of last year’s agricultural exports. By 
commodities, shipments during the year included 195 million 
bushels of wheat, 14 million bushels of corn, 20 million bags 
of rice, 1.4 million bales of cotton, and 665 million pounds 
of vegetable oil, of which 578 million pounds was soybean 
oil.
 “P.L. 480 also has two other features–barter and 
foreign donations. Each accounted for additional export 
movements of our farm commodities. In the aggregate, P.L. 
480 programs last year accounted for 32% of total exports. 
For some commodities, the proportion was large: Rice 81%; 
wheat 57%; cottonseed and soybean oil 47%; corn 43%; and 
cotton 30%.
 “Reaction Good: This tremendous additional movement 
of U.S. farm products was carried out carefully. There was 
surprisingly little adverse reaction in the highly-competitive 
world market. Two-thirds of the volume went to countries 
low in gold and dollar holdings, that otherwise would 
have been unable to buy from us; the other one-third was 
programmed above and beyond the normal purchases of 
other importing countries.
 “To keep the record straight on this P.L. 480 program, 

however, we need to keep one big fact in mind. That fact is 
that commodities sold for foreign currencies under P.L. 480 
are not marketed, in the true sense of the word. American 
agriculture will be making a big mistake if it gears its exports 
permanently to a program like P.L. 480. Every sale under the 
program represents a loss to the American taxpayer. Every 
sale under the program leaves you leaning that much more 
on your government.
 “P.L. 480 is a useful temporary device. It was with our 
recommendation that Congress recently extended it for one 
more year, and authorized $1 billion of additional funds to 
cover costs. But bona fi de marketing is marketing for dollars, 
not for foreign currencies. Our long-range objective is, and 
must continue to be, maximum exports of American farm 
products through commercial channels with payments in 
dollars.
 “Action is being taken under P.L. 480 and other 
programs and policies of our government to try to help these 
countries, which are currently short of foreign exchange, to 
become better cash customers in the future.
 “A large part of the P.L. 480 foreign currencies, for 
example, is being loaned to the countries for economic 
development purposes. Also, at the same time, a considerable 
portion of the foreign aid programs and loans made by 
the Export-Import Bank and the World Bank are aimed at 
improving the foreign exchange position of many of these 
countries.
 “Moreover, there is increasing recognition in all 
segments of our economy that our purchases of goods 
produced abroad are the basis for a solid and expanded 
export trade.
 “This leads me into the second subject–market 
development.
 “What is being done to help build larger, continuing 
dollar markets for American farm products?
 “The P.L. 480 program has given us a useful mechanism 
to aid this objective, since it provides that part of the foreign 
currencies coming from sales of surpluses may be used 
for foreign market development. I do not want to leave the 
impression, however, that our market development work 
is tied entirely to P.L. 480. A great amount of activity in 
direct support of expanded exports is taking place–in the 
Department of Agriculture and in your agricultural and trade 
organizations–that has no direct tie-in with P.L. 480. One 
example is the continuing work to lower trade barriers so 
our farm products will have better entry to foreign markets. 
Another is the research done overseas by our marketing 
specialists and your trade people on marketing opportunities 
and foreign competition. A third is the informational and 
contact service provided American agriculture by our 
agricultural attaches at 54 foreign posts.
 “Agreement with Council: But the foreign currency 
funds resulting from P.L. 480 export sales have provided 
the energy to set a number of specifi c market development 
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projects in motion. Typical of these projects is the 
cooperative agreement between the Foreign Agricultural 
Service and your own association, as well as the agreement 
with the Soybean Council. Under your agreement, as you 
recall, your association is conducting market development 
activities in Japan. You are working with the Japanese 
American Soybean Institute to increase per capita 
consumption of soybeans and soybean products in Japan and 
to strengthen the competitive position of American soybeans. 
The Soybean Council has organized similar programs in 
Spain and Italy.
 “Cooperative Projects: We have started 74 of these 
cooperative projects, in 26 countries. They include such 
leading U.S. export products as wheat, cotton, dairy 
products, soybeans, poultry, fruits, tallow, beans, feed, rice, 
seeds and lard.
 “Market development is a long-term program, but 
already we see evidence that these new projects are useful. 
Cotton’s place as a leading fi ber is being strengthened in 
Europe. Wheat is gaining greater acceptance in Japan. 
Countries short of milk are setting up recombining plants so 
as to use our dried non-fat milk and butter oil to supplement 
their own supply. The U.S. tallow industry has taken steps to 
maintain the uniform quality of tallow demanded by foreign 
importers. Through exhibits and samples at international 
trade fairs–in Europe, Latin America, and the Far East–
millions of potential customers are getting better acquainted 
with our agricultural export products.
 “We have just concluded a year of record exports. We 
do not expect our agricultural exports this year will be quite 
as high. The maintaining of high level exports will be a real 
challenge. The job cannot be done alone by government, or 
by P.L. 480, or by special projects based on available foreign 
currencies. The job can be done only through a cooperative 
approach, involving in my opinion these four factors:
 “1–We need sound domestic programs that help, not 
hinder, the expanded export of farm products.
 “2–We need to participate actively in trade programs 
that give our farm products freer access for foreign markets. 
The reciprocal trade agreements program (GATT–General 
Agreements exports go on Tariffs and Trade) is the 
outstanding example. Today we are exporting 75% of our 
farm products to countries which, through trade agreements, 
have liberalized their attitude toward our farm products.
 “3–As long as we have severe surplus problems, we 
need special government programs. But our objective 
should be to work toward a balanced production that does 
not force the creation of surplus-disposal programs. These 
programs are diffi cult to handle, at best. They create strained 
international relationships, even when well handled. They 
make our American agriculture subservient to government.
 “4–We need to continue our joint efforts to aggressively 
build foreign markets for our farm products. But here again, 
private industry must take the leadership. The proper role 

of government should be that of lending a helping hand.” 
Address: Administrator, Foreign Agricultural Service, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

1711. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1957. The Japanese-American 
Soybean Institute. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 33-34, 36.
• Summary: Subtitle: “The Japanese know the quality of 
U.S. soybeans is improving. Mr. Hayashi expects every 
Japanese family to include soybeans in the daily diet as a 
result of the Institute campaign.”
 “Membership in the Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute [JASI] is made up of the Japanese Oil Processors 
Association, the Japan Soy Sauce Association. the Japan 
Miso Industry Association, the Japan Tofu Association, and 
the Oil and Fat Importers and Exporters Association–in other 
words all groups connected with the soybean industry in 
Japan. The American Soybean Association is also a member 
of the Institute.
 The Institute carries out a variety of research and 
educational programs. Under the initial agreement, JASI 
was established in April 1956 for a period of 1 year with a 
total budget of $75,000; it began functioning on 1 May 1956. 
Each of the Institute’s main projects and contracts signed 
during the fi rst year is described. The production of a movie 
fi lm, approved by USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service 
(FAS), is now in progress. “This will be a documentary 
colored fi lm in three rolls of about 24,000 feet long. The 
theme of this fi lm involves grammar school children working 
on a special subject of soybeans in their practical science 
room.”
 Before JASI was established, most Japanese did not 
realize that soybeans were grown in the U.S.–except on a 
small scale. “Before the war [World War II] we knew that 
Manchuria, China, was the only major soybean growing 
country. I was in Manchuria for more than 10 years before 
the war as an exporter of soybeans to Europe and Japan. 
We [Japan] imported about 1.5 millions tons of soybeans 
annually from China. Production in China was then around 
6 million tons. In 1948 I visited this country [USA] and 
was surprised to learn for the fi rst time of America’s huge 
production of soybeans. After the war when Japan was still 
under the SCAP’s [Supreme Commander Allied Powers 
= General Douglas MacArthur] control, soybeans were 
not available from China. It was then that Japan received 
soybeans from America for the fi rst time in history. It is since 
then that Japan has gradually become familiar with American 
[U.S.] soybeans.
 “However, soybeans coming into Japan right after the 
war were very bad. They contained enormous amounts of 
foreign material, worm-eaten damaged beans, broken beans; 
besides sizes were irregular and color was bad. The quality 
of American beans was so bad that it gave Japanese users 
the impression that U.S. soybeans were not comparable 
with Chinese soybeans. Everywhere we went we received 
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complaints of foreign material.” No makers of miso or tofu 
wanted to buy them.
 Now, a year after JASI was established, the situation has 
improved. Everybody in the soybean industry now knows 
about U.S. soybeans, and knows their quality is improving. 
JASI sends these people a newsletter, the Soybean Digest 
Late News, translated into Japanese. A photo shows Shizuka 
Hayashi. Address: Managing Director, JASI, Tokyo.

1712. Hirano, Mitsuo. 1957. Greetings from the oil and 
fat manufacturers of Japan: Sees the possibility of greatly 
increased barter trade by Japan with China with fewer 
soybeans being bought from the United States. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 37.
• Summary: “In recent years the American government and 
trade people concerned have been doing much to increase 
exports of soybeans from America by improving the quality 
of American beans and also by meeting other wishes of 
importing countries, the result of which has been favorable 
and certainly commands our respect and cooperation. In this 
connection, I may mention the achievements of the Japanese-
American Soybean Institute which was organized in April of 
last year under the mutual cooperation between the American 
Soybean Association and our fi ve Japanese soybean trade 
groups. The activities of the Institute are being carried out 
smoothly and its programs are being gradually accomplished.
 “Now I should like to spend a few moments on the 
recent soybean situation in Japan. According to the demand-
and-supply plan for the 1957 fi scal year of the Ministry 
of Agriculture and Forestry, the total demand of soybeans 
in Japan for the year starting on April 1 is estimated at 
1,070,000 tons, of which 220,000 tons are to be supplied 
by the domestic soybean production and the rest is to be 
imported from abroad. In the plan of the Ministry the total 
production of the 1957 soybean crop in Japan is estimated 
at 490,000 tons, of which 270,000 tons are considered to 
be consumed by the growers themselves and the remaining 
220,000 tons are expected to be sold on the market.
 “Of the 850,000 tons to be supplied from foreign 
sources, the preponderant portion of 610,000 tons are the raw 
material for the crushing industry and the rest is for other 
soybean food industries in the country.
 “As you know, Japan’s soybean imports are still under 
the foreign exchange allocation system, and for the fi rst 
half of the 1957 fi scal year 315,000 tons out of the above-
mentioned total of 850,000 tons were allocated to consumers, 
who are expected to have already imported the respective 
amounts allocated to them. For the second half of the fi scal 
year, according to the original plan of the government, 
about 500,000 tons of soybeans are to be imported from 
abroad. But in view of the shortage of foreign exchange that 
Japan has been experiencing in the past few months nobody 
can deny that the government may be forced to change its 
original plan and cut the amount of soybean imports for the 

second half.
 “In order to cope with the problem of the dollar 
shortage, our government, as you may know, is now 
negotiating with your government to use the loans from the 
Export-Import Bank of Washington [DC] for the importation 
of about 150,000 tons of soybeans out of the amount to 
be allocated for the second half of the fi scal year. The 
negotiations may soon be concluded, I think.
 “The amount of Chinese soybeans that were purchased 
under the allocation for the fi rst half of the fi scal year was 
estimated at about 70,000 tons. Up to last April the payment 
was made in cash sterling, but since then the trade has been 
placed on a barter basis. Importers of Chinese soybeans 
must export to China within a certain period the equivalent 
value of the beans in other commodities. This obligation 
on the part of the importers appears to work as a brake on 
imports of Chinese beans. However, in view of the fact 
that the Japanese government has quite recently eased 
restrictions on a number of commodities to be exported to 
communist China, the barter trade between the two countries, 
according to general expectations, will be greatly improved. 
Furthermore, the Chinese trade being controlled by the state, 
prices and quantity of exports can be decided from political 
viewpoints and there is no knowing what policy may be 
taken by them to increase their exports of soybeans.
 “Of course the quality of Chinese soybeans is not 
perfect in every respect, but still the very small percentage of 
foreign material and the shorter period of transportation give 
a favorable impression on the Japanese importers. This is 
particularly so when Japan is suffering from the shortage of 
foreign exchange.
 “Rapeseed is the most important of all the oilseeds 
produced in Japan. The preliminary production estimate 
for 1957 is 270,000 tons, which is about 50,000 tons less 
than the production of last year. This decrease in production 
would mean a decrease of 17,000 tons in rapeseed oil, and 
if this decrease is to be compensated for by soybean oil, 
100,000 tons of soybeans would have to be imported in 
addition to the original amount of 850,000 tons imports.
 “But as mentioned before, because of the present foreign 
exchange situation it is feared that the whole of the original 
amount will not be allowed to be imported within the present 
fi scal year. On the other hand it must be remembered that the 
increase of soybean imports can be attained by increasing 
our exports of soybean oil to overseas markets, for in case of 
soybean oil exports we can get an exchange allocation for the 
equivalent quantity in beans in addition to the normal import 
allocation.
 “I understand that an American soybean delegation will 
visit Japan this fall as a part of the activities of the Japanese-
American Soybean Institute, and I believe that this kind 
of inspection tour is most appropriate and will certainly 
contribute much to deepening the mutual understanding.”
 Photos show: (1) A portrait photo of Mitsuo Hirano, 
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smiling and looking dapper. (2) “Hirano’s talk was presented 
by Ichiro Kashiwagi of New York,” who is shown speaking 
at a podium with microphone. Address: President, Assoc. of 
Oil and Fat Manufacturers of Japan.

1713. Humphrey, Hubert H. 1957. New horizons for 
American agriculture. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 67-70.
• Summary: “Minnesota has now risen to be the second most 
important soybean producing state in the nation, second only 
to Illinois. Last year, we produced 12% of the total national 
output.”
 “The greatest hope for American agriculture today rests 
in building markets abroad, both for the present and for the 
future.
 “The greatest hope for strengthening the bonds linking 
our allies of the free world in an all-out stand against the 
onward march of Communism is solidifying our economic 
and cultural ties.
 “These two objectives are too interlocked for either to be 
considered alone.
 “As a result, agriculture’s future rests to a great 
degree on the extent to which we recognize its vital role in 
international trade, and make wiser use of our abundance 
to supply the needs of other people who might otherwise 
be compelled by necessity or naiveté to turn to the Soviet 
orbit for food and fi ber to survive.” Address: Senator from 
Minnesota.

1714. Parks, George A., Jr. 1957. American soybeans in trade 
fairs around the world: Sixteen trade fairs in many parts of 
the world have demonstrated their value in U.S. agricultural 
trade promotion. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38, 40, 41.
• Summary: “International trade fairs operate beyond 
boundaries of countries and areas in the world. They offer 
excellent opportunities for the interchange of commodities 
and products produced often in areas thousands of miles 
apart.
 “These fairs are a major means by which trades people 
in many countries do business. Some U.S. fairs are regarded 
as gala public occasions. But the trade fair abroad is a 
more serious event that brings buyers and sellers together 
to examine products and to carry on business. The chief 
objective of the fair is to demonstrate products of interest to 
industrial users or the professional trader. The origin of this 
method of ‘seeing, tasting, and feeling’ salable merchandise 
goes back to Biblical times or maybe before. Actually, the 
origin of fairs is unknown. Early fairs were usually held in 
connection with religious celebrations. The name derives 
from the Latin feria, meaning a festival.
 “There is nothing particularly new about trade fairs–but 
they are very new to the Department of Agriculture.
 “The idea of the Department putting on exhibits at the 
international trade fairs was to promote our export outlets 
and thus help to remove surplus agricultural production 

overhanging the markets.
 “You are all familiar with the background of our 
surpluses. They came about through a multitude of 
circumstances. But in addition to the usual list of increased 
yields, declining exports, and similar reasons must also be 
added a spirit of complacency in merchandising. With World 
War II drawing on our accumulations and the postwar era 
requiring a heavy volume of food exports from this country 
we were inclined to let selling take care of itself.
 “Next, when surpluses again started accumulating we 
were faced with the Korean situation and again a large part 
of our stock accumulations were taken up through increased 
demand here and abroad.
 “Recently, however, production techniques have further 
improved and people generally are realizing that if we are 
to produce abundantly we must also be in a position to 
consume and export abundantly. It is for this purpose that the 
Department of Agriculture entered into international trade 
fair work. The trade fairs, it should be explained, are not a 
merchandising scheme within themselves. They are most 
effective when combined with an active market development 
program in the countries where the fairs are being held. 
In other words, the trade fair might be considered more or 
less a showcase for displaying our market development 
activities and for bringing to the attention of traders and 
consumers alike the products which are available for export 
by American agriculture.
 “First Fair in 1955: The Department fi rst participated 
in an international trade fair in October 1955 at Cologne, 
Germany. Since that time 16 agricultural trade promotion 
exhibits have been held at which total attendance has been 
more than 12 million people. These exhibits ranged from a 
small display at the Dominican Republic’s International Fair 
for Peace and Progress to a complete American supermarket 
occupying 10,000 square feet at Rome’s Third International 
Congress on Food Distribution, and a modernistic pavilion of 
15,000 square feet at the 1957 Japan International Trade Fair 
in Tokyo.
 “In organizing exhibits, FAS [USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service] works with private agricultural 
trade groups and other government agencies, chiefl y the 
Department of Commerce. In general, the industry concerned 
provides exhibit ideas, technical personnel, display 
materials, and, in some cases, commodities for sampling. 
FAS organizes and manages the exhibit, arranges for design, 
construction and operation, and provides travel expenses of 
industry technicians and commodity specialists.
 “Costs are met through the use of foreign currencies 
acquired under Title I of P.L. 480 and through contributions 
from U.S. and foreign trade groups. Samples for distribution 
are furnished by private trade and on several occasions have 
been furnished by the Commodity Credit Corp. from its 
surplus stocks.
 “In areas where not enough foreign currencies are 
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available for market development, exhibits are fi nanced 
with dollars under a joint operating arrangement with the 
Department of Commerce. Under this plan, the Department 
of Agriculture pays certain Commerce trade fair expenses in 
foreign currencies. Commerce, in return, provides equivalent 
dollars for agricultural exhibits elsewhere. As an example 
of this cooperation, Commerce dollars will supplement the 
Department’s Deutsche marks to make possible our exhibit 
next month at the food fair in Cologne, Germany. This is the 
largest fair of its kind in the world and I am glad to say that 
soybeans and soy products will be represented there.
 “A wide variety of U.S. commodities has been displayed 
and in many cases distributed in sample form at these 
exhibits. The commodities include lard and meat products, 
citrus fruits and vegetables in various forms, soybeans and 
soybean products, dairy products, grain and grain products, 
cotton, tobacco, and poultry, in addition to many others.
 “Soybean and soy products have been displayed on 
two different occasions in Japan, last year at Osaka and this 
year at Tokyo. At the Osaka Fair the American Soybean 
Association cooperated with the Foreign Agricultural Service 
in arranging for the exhibit which depicted the production 
of soybeans in the United States, plant breeding, handling, 
sampling and grading, as well as soybean processing and 
products produced therefrom. This year your Association 
was again represented in Japan at the Tokyo Fair. However, 
in this year’s fair we began a new chapter in the promotion of 
foreign markets for this country’s farm products. The Tokyo 
display was the fi rst overseas market promotion exhibit 
in the Department’s trade fair program in which foreign 
trade groups assumed major responsibility for promoting 
the sale of American farm commodities. The Japanese-
American Soybean Institute, of which your Association is a 
member, cooperated with the Foreign Agricultural Service in 
presenting the exhibit.
 “I rather imagine that Ersel Walley and your president, 
Al Dimond, who attended the Tokyo Fair and did an 
excellent job for you, will want to discuss some of the details 
and consequently I will not attempt to elaborate further on 
these shows.
 “Work with Council: The Soybean Council has 
cooperated with the Department in preparing exhibits at 1957 
fairs in Verona and Palermo, Italy, and Barcelona, Spain. 
Howard Roach, president of the Council, ably represented 
your industry at both the Verona and Barcelona exhibits. In 
addition, technicians from industry, government and colleges 
have taken an active part particularly in the feed shows. The 
Council is participating also in a fair which is to open soon in 
Salonica, Greece, as well as the food fair in Cologne which 
will open next month.” Address: Director, Fats and Oils Div., 
Foreign Agricultural Service [USDA].

1715. Roach, Howard L. 1957. Soybean Council of America, 
its aims and its achievements. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-

27.
• Summary:  “The aims of the Soybean Council of America 
are to bring together growers, handlers, processors and 
manufacturers, with common interests in soybeans or 
soybean products, in order that the soybean crop may 
continue to expand under free economy.
 “Now let us look at what has just been said, ‘To bring 
together growers, handlers, processors and manufacturers.’ I 
am glad to report that this has been partially accomplished. 
The growers, the processors, many manufacturers and 
many handlers are now giving wholehearted support to the 
Soybean Council of America.
 “There are some, of course, who have not yet been 
told the story and others who would rather wait and see 
how successful this operation will be before pledging their 
support, but every mail brings new individuals, companies 
and organizations pledging support to the Soybean Council 
of America.
 “Next, when we say ‘continue to expand,’ we do not 
know in just what proportion this expansion will continue. 
Certainly the expansion in the last 25 years has been 
phenomenal but so too have been phenomenal the many and 
varied uses found for soybean products.
 “With the growing population of the world and of our 
own United States, it is anybody’s guess as to what the 
soybean business will be 25 years from today.
 “Third, let us look at the last part of the statement 
of aims of the Soybean Council of America under a free 
economy. Soybeans have won their place in the agricultural 
economy today, not through the incentive of high support 
prices, but rather through an active merchandising or 
marketing program. In order to keep expanding we must 
keep moving our annual soybean crop into consumptive 
channels, both home and abroad, and always remember that 
crops are grown to be consumed, not to be stored.
 “The Soybean Council of America is embarked on two 
programs, one having to do with domestic economy at home, 
and the other with the exportation of soybeans and soybean 
products to overseas markets.
 “Active programs: First, I would like to speak of some 
of the programs now underway within our own country. 
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The research committee of the Soybean Council is watching 
carefully and giving support to research that may provide the 
answer to the great saturated and unsaturated oil controversy 
that has been given so much publicity. Coordinating of 
research already being encouraged by the American Soybean 
Association, the National Soybean Processors Association 
and private companies among our various land grant 
colleges and with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
private research institutions, is going forward. Studies are 
being made as to additional avenues of research that seem 
desirable, and ways and means of having same instituted are 
being investigated by the research committee of the Soybean 
Council.
 “Your merchandising committee has been most active. 
Last winter, Ed M. James, oil consultant, was hired to make 
studies for the Council of all aspects of the soybean oil 
industry. His services were made available to the users of 
soybean oil, both at home and abroad. Food packers such 
as the sardine people, the tuna fi sh packers and others have 
been contacted, offering the services of Mr. James when 
needed. Many manufacturers of livestock feeds have been 
contacted and the merchandising committee is considering 
the advisability of engaging the services of a nutritionist to 
be of service to this segment of the industry.
 “Your committee has also contacted manufacturers 
of soy food products and is serving as a liaison committee 
between inquiries originating by the American public for 
certain soy products.
 “The industrial fi eld has not been forgotten. Contact 
has been made with the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer 
Association and many other industrial users of soybean 
products.
 “In other words, the merchandising committee is looking 
to every avenue where the future of soybean products can be 
expanded.
 “Your education committee has been instrumental in 
telling the story about the Soybean Council to the various 
members and to the public. They are also compiling a library 
of reference material for use both at home and abroad as well 
as a morgue of pictures that will be available to those people 
desiring to use pictures of soybeans and their various uses. 
Only the lack of suffi cient staff curtails the activity of the 
education committee.
 “Less than a year ago, the Soybean Council of America 
wrote a contract with Foreign Agricultural Service to do 
market development work in certain areas of the world, 
principally Western Europe. I would now like to report 
on some of the developments of the Soybean Council’s 
activities in overseas places.
 “Your president made a survey of Spain, Italy and the 
United Kingdom in December of 1956 and while in these 
places made plans for further market development activity. 
Returning to Europe in February of this year, I spent much 
time in contacting business organizations and government 

offi cials in Spain. An offi ce was opened in Madrid and 
placed under the supervision of Mr. Javier de Salas, a 
Spanish national who has been working in the past for the 
American Embassy. Mr. de Salas is advisor to the newly 
formed extension director for agriculture and is an author, 
writing articles for one of the leading Spanish agricultural 
magazines.
 “Your president has become well acquainted with 
Mr. Navarro, head of the olive oil syndicate, and a 
working arrangement has been perfected between the 
Soybean Council of America and the olive oil syndicate. 
Parenthetically, I would like to state that the olive oil 
syndicate is probably the most powerful of all Spanish 
agricultural organizations, being semi-offi cial as far as 
government is concerned.
 “Dr. Fred R. Marti, who was assistant agricultural 
attache for Spain, was hired by the Council to head the offi ce 
for Europe which is located in Rome.
 “Miss Audrey M. Capes was engaged as administrative 
assistant and the Rome offi ce is now functioning under the 
direction of Miss Capes.
 “Plans were made for a display of American soy 
products with the emphasis on soybean oil at the Fair in 
Barcelona which was held June 1 to 20.
 “Ed James, oil consultant, arrived in Spain in the month 
of May and your president and Mr. James spent some time in 
fi eld trips and interviewing various oil refi ners in Spain.
 “Barcelona Fair: At the Barcelona Fair, arrangements 
were made with four Spanish companies that were engaged 
in the business of making potato chips, to make potato chips, 
frying same in pure soybean oil. These potato chips were 
given away at the Fair to all visitors and were received with 
great enthusiasm.
 “After the Fair, request was made by companies 
producing potato chips, for permission to use soybean oil 
exclusively in the manufacture of potato chips in the future. 
The Council also provided soybean oil as the medium for 
cooking fried chicken at the exhibit sponsored by the poultry 
people.
 “Many important contacts were made at the Barcelona 
Fair, with important business concerns that can use and will 
use quantities of soybean oil.
 “Also contact was made with many people and 
companies interested in importing and using soybean meal as 
a source of protein for livestock and poultry feeds.
 “Your president attended an Agricultural Fair at Verona, 
Italy on March 10 to March 19. Dr. James W. Hayward of 
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., was also present to serve as 
nutritional advisor at this Fair. Many important contacts were 
made at the Verona Fair that can lead to extremely good 
markets for soybean meal.
 “The Council also cooperated with Foreign Agricultural 
Service in a Fair at Palermo, Sicily, May 24 to June 10. Dr. 
K.N. Wright of the A.E. Staley Co., was the nutritionist 
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furnished by the industry through the Soybean Council to 
the Palermo Fair. Dr. Wright succeeded in making additional 
important contacts in south Italy.
 “The Soybean Council is participating in an Agricultural 
Fair at Salonika, Greece, beginning Sept. 1 and running 
through Sept. 12. Dr. Edward L. Stevenson of the University 
of Arkansas will represent the Council at the Salonika Fair 
and serve as nutritionist there.
 “A Fine Foods Fair will take place in Cologne, 
Germany, Sept. 28 to Oct. 6. Your president has agreed with 
Foreign Agricultural Service to be present at this Fair to 
represent soybean interests there. Much time and effort has 
been spent in planning for this Fair and materials are now 
aboard ship and on the way to Germany.
 “I want to take this opportunity to thank all industry 
people for the splendid cooperation given the Soybean 
Council as requests have been made for services and 
materials in carrying out the Fair operations this past year. 
The Council had but to ask and everyone pitched in to see 
that all road blocks were cleared and it indeed has been a 
pleasure for your president to work with such a group of 
cooperative people.
 “I could go into great detail regarding ramifi cations of 
the activities as plans are being laid and dreams realized 
both domestically and in Europe. This report to you today 
is like trying to make a report on a horse race that has not 
yet reached the quarter post. I learned a long time ago that 
you can’t spit in the ocean and create a tidal wave but I do 
sincerely believe that the program of the Soybean Council 
is sound and will have a great effect on the marketing of 
soybeans and soybean products. It can do one more thing. It 
can serve as a pattern for other commodity groups to come to 
the realization that crops are produced to be consumed, not 
stored.
 “Surely we have an ambitious pro- gram. Given a 
staff and time, we can make good on the old saying, ‘The 
impossible takes just a little longer.’”
 A portrait photo shows Howard Roach. Address: 
President, Soybean Council of America, Plainfi eld, Iowa.

1716. Strayer, George M. 1957. We are on the threshold of 
big things. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 19, 20, 22, 24.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Went to Japan. Work of 
the Soybean Council of America. Legislative front. Finances 
better (American Soybean Assoc. {ASA} is in the black, in 
part because the Soybean Council of America has assumed 
some of the fi nancial burden of the development work in 
Japan that had previously been borne by ASA). Thanks to 
many who have contributed time, effort, and talent to ASA 
during the past year (Ersel Walley, Albert Dimond, Kent 
Pellet, George McCulley, Del Cobie).
 USDA statistics project a very large soybean crop in 
1957. And U.S. soybean exports, the largest in history, are 
expected to reach 80 million bushels. Huge quantities of 

soybean oil have also been exported in 1957. “We have 
begun to capitalize on the tremendous potential markets for 
[U.S.] soybeans and soybean products which exist around the 
world.”
 The Japanese-American Soybean Institute (JASI) 
completed its fi rst full year of operation on 31 March 
1957. About $69,000 in Japanese yen were contributed 
under Public Law 480. Japanese trade groups contributed 
approximately $15,000 in Japanese yen in services, 
personnel time, and cash. ASA contributed approximately 
$25,000 in personnel time. In total, about $109,000 were 
spent during the fi rst year to “conduct a rather thorough 
study of the needs of the Japanese markets.” JASI has only 
one objective–to increase the markets for U.S. soybeans 
in Japan. Strayer spent the month of February in Japan 
reviewing the work of JASI and meeting with governmental 
agencies and the fi ve Japanese trade groups which are 
participating in JASI and wish to continue. Upon returning 
to the USA Strayer immediately fi led a request with USDA’s 
Foreign Agricultural Service for a project which would use 
$150,000 in FAS funds. This project was approved on April 
3 and is now in operation. So the JASI program has doubled 
in size over the past year. There “is a potential market 
in Japan for several times the quantity of soybeans now 
being purchased. The greatest single limiting factor is the 
allocation of dollars by the Japanese government. Another 
deterring factor is the 10% import duty which is levied on all 
soybeans imported into Japan today.”
 Photos show: (1) George Strayer. (2) Four processors 
from Halstead Elevator Co (Halstead, Minnesota) and 
Farmers Cooperative Association (Ralston, Iowa). (3) 
Four men visiting in the Crown Iron Works. (4) David 
G. Wing, Mechanicsburg, Ohio, giving the report of the 
nominating committee. (5) Agronomists G.P. Webster 
(Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington) and J.B. Peterson (Purdue 
Univ., Indiana). (6) Three Iowans from Iowa Cooperative 
Processing Association, Farmers Grain Dealers Assoc., and 
Farmers Cooperative Co. Address: Executive Vice President 
and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, 
Iowa].

1717. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1957. City notes: 
Vanaspati exports. Oct. 1. p. 4.
• Summary: The government of India has decided to reduce 
the excise duty on the vegetable oil content of vanaspati in 
hopes of promoting more exports. Shipments of vanaspati 
have been negligible with only 2,600 tons until August of 
this year as compared with 10,000 tons in 1956 and 16,000 
tons in 1955.
 This decline in exports is due mainly to the relatively 
high price of groundnut and cottonseed oils in India, 
compared with tallow, fi sh oil, palm oil and American soya-
bean oil used for making vanaspati in foreign countries. 
“Holland has been offering keen competition to India in the 
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Middle East, Burma and Aden” despite the good quality of 
Indian vanaspati.
 Note: The previous article discusses India’s “ever-
increasing shortage of foreign exchange.” This makes it very 
diffi cult to import the best types of machinery developed 
abroad.

1718. Butz, Earl L. 1957. Growth without ceiling! Prosperity 
in the industry depends on producing for a growing market 
and not for the government. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Presented before the National Soybean 
Processors Association annual meeting in Minneapolis 
[Minnesota].
 “The phenomenal growth of the soybean industry was 
made possible by the ability of growing markets to absorb 
soybean products (oil and meal) at competitive prices. Your 
industry has always insisted that soybeans and soybean 
products be priced to sell in both domestic and world 
markets. Even though price supports were maintained at 
relatively low levels, soybean output has increased by two 
and one-half times since the end of World War II. In the 
main, this increased output has moved into commercial 
markets through private channels.
 “Exports of soybeans have increased each year since 
1951 from 17 million bushels to an estimated record 80 
million in the current season. The 1956-1957 exports 
represent about 80% of the world trade in soybeans. 
Expressed in oil and meal equivalent terms, they represent 
about 860 million pounds of oil and 1.8 million tons of meal. 
While the largest growth has been in the commercial export 
of soybeans as such, the recent increase in the movement 
of both soybean oil and meal into the world market also 
has been signifi cant. In 1956-57 soybean oil exports are 
estimated at about 850 million pounds and soybean meal at 
about 450,000 tons.
 “A sizable proportion of total fats and oils exports 
in the postwar period has moved out in connection with 
governmental programs. As foreign distress needs were 
alleviated by increased production abroad, and as surpluses 
accumulated in CCC in connection with U.S. price supports, 
programs were developed that assisted in the movement of 
surplus fats and oils abroad.
 “The most important current program of this type is 
export sales for foreign currency under P.L. 480. During 
the 1955-56 marketing season, about 279 million pounds 
of soybean oil or about one-half of the total soybean oil 
exports were shipped abroad under P.L. 480. It is estimated 
that during the current 1956-57 season P.L. 480 exports of 
soybean oil may be almost double last season’s volume and 
the proportion of total soybean oil exports will also be much 
higher.
 “The growth of the soybean industry has been coupled 
with a similar expansion in the mixed feed industry, which 
utilizes soybean meal in its feeding formulas. Without this 

outlet, the soybean processing industry would not have been 
able to market its ever-increasing supplies of soybean meal. 
Soybean meal accounts for about half of the total value of a 
bushel of beans. On the other hand, the mixed feed industry 
could not have reached its present status without the ever-
increasing supply of protein meals.
 “Other factors important in the rapid development of 
the soybean industry have been the dynamic changes in the 
technology of production and processing and the improved 
methods of marketing.
 “Improved varieties adapted to different areas have 
increased the yields. Mechanized production methods have 
reduced labor inputs. Better cultural methods have been 
adopted as growers have gained experience with the crop. 
These developments have lowered production costs per 
bushel and given soybeans a stronger competitive position 
in the cropping system. Technological advances are still in 
progress. The soybean processing industry has shifted to 
the more effi cient solvent extraction technique. At the end 
of World War II this method accounted for only about one-
fourth of all soybeans crushed; during the current season it 
probably accounts for around 95%. Oil yield per bushel of 
soybeans crushed during the same period increased by 20%, 
from about 9 pounds to 11 pounds.
 “The enormous expansion in the production of 
soybeans has also paralleled technical development in the 
methods of processing soybean oil. On the marketing side, 
improvements in the standardization of grades, such as the 
recent reduction in foreign material, have been real strides 
forward.
 “Another example is the close attention given such 
factors as providing the quality of bean demanded in foreign 
markets, such as yellow beans for Japan. The active fostering 
of foreign markets and the expansion of domestic outlets 
refl ect the philosophy of the industry to market its crop 
rather than to restrict production. Our own soybean growers 
have been doing an outstanding job of market development 
abroad, using market development funds generated under 
P.L. 480 sales.
 “What of the Future? Soybeans are expected to play an 
even more important role in the U.S. fats and oils economy 
in the years ahead. Increases in soybean acreage in the 
future, as in the past, will result from gradual reduction in 
acreage needed for wheat and cotton, as well as corn, due in 
part to acreage control programs.
 “Still broader market outlets will be needed with this 
continuing expansion in soybean production. The good 
work done so far by the industry in expanding markets 
for soybeans, both at home and abroad, provides a solid 
foundation on which to build for the future.
 “Even though the soybean industry has been remarkably 
successful in avoiding governmental controls on production 
and marketing, there are some signs that it is fl irting with 
danger. There was considerable apprehension last winter 
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regarding the amount of beans that would be taken over 
by CCC under the price support program. As it turned out, 
only about 25 million bushels were taken over by CCC 
at the May 31 maturity date for the 1956 price support 
program. Fortunately, the bulk of these have already been 
sold at market prices which ranged as high as 50 above the 
minimum selling price.
 “It can be argued that we enter the new soybean year 
with no government-owned stocks only because of the very 
substantial programming of soybean oil under P.L. 480 
sales for foreign currency during the past year. Such sales 
for foreign currency do, of course, represent an indirect 
federal subsidy to the entire industry. This large movement 
of soybean oil under P.L. 480 made possible a somewhat 
higher farm price for soybeans and a somewhat lower price 
for soybean meal in the domestic market than would have 
prevailed in the absence of the P.L. 480 program. On the 
other hand, the entire soybean industry is to be commended 
for pushing its exports of soybeans through commercial 
channels and at competitive world prices to the record high 
of approximately 80 million bushels in the current season.
 “No one can predict how long the Congress will 
continue to authorize sales of surplus agricultural 
commodities for foreign currencies in the present magnitude. 
The renewal of the current year’s authorization met repeated 
delays and some opposition in the Congress. We must all 
recognize that there is developing, especially in nonfarm 
circles, some question about indefi nite continuation of this 
program. In any event, the prudent course for an industry like 
yours will be to continue your vigorous push for expanded 
outlets at competitive prices through private marketing 
channels, both at home and abroad.
 Controls with Supports: There is, unfortunately, a 
small number of people now in the industry, and perhaps 
a larger number of political leaders in the Congress, who 
press for high level price supports for soybeans. No doubt 
such people are sincere in their desire to improve returns 
to soybean growers. On the other hand, one cannot ignore 
the fact that the phenomenal growth in the soybean industry 
during the last decade and a half would have been impossible 
had soybeans been given the same kind of price support 
treatment that was ‘enjoyed’ by the six so-called basic 
commodities. Let us sit for a moment alongside producers 
of our so-called basic crops. Many such producers have so 
small an allotment that they fi nd it diffi cult to meet operating 
and living costs with production so curtailed.
 “A cotton farmer with his 3-acre allotment, a tobacco 
farmer with his half-acre allotment, or a wheat farmer with 
an allotment of only 60% of what he used to grow, needs 
something besides 90% of parity. One hundred percent of 
parity won’t solve his problem. There isn’t much that any 
kind of price support program can do for him. His big need is 
for an opportunity to expand production. But his government 
prevents him from producing enough to make a decent 

living.
 “The soybean industry, fortunately, has steered clear 
of any such pitfall as this. Your leaders have recognized 
that when a commodity gets itself into the fi x of producing 
for the government rather than producing for a growing 
market, it almost inevitably fi nds a ceiling placed on 
opportunity. Government production and marketing controls 
are essentially backward looking–not forward looking. 
Under these circumstances, producers with above-average 
managerial capacity and ambition are severely limited in 
what they can do. They suffer, consumers suffer, and all 
America suffers. The future of the soybean industry is 
closely tied in with increased effi ciency of production, 
processing, and distribution, through which you can reach an 
ever-growing circle of consumers in the market place here 
and abroad. Private enterprise must exercise the initiative in 
getting this job done.
 “You must keep before you always the concept 
that soybeans, like other farm products, are grown to be 
consumed in useful outlets, and not diverted into purposeless 
storage or uneconomic uses through politically inspired 
governmental price support programs.
 “One of the great challenges facing all of us is to see 
that our economy is not dominated by government–that 
government helps rather than displaces private enterprise. We 
can do this only if we are willing to throw our infl uence on 
the side of keeping government the servant of all of us–not 
our master.”
 A portrait photo shows Earl L. Butz.
 Note: In 1937 Butz earned his PhD in agricultural 
economics from Purdue University. From 1954 to 1957 
Butz was Assistant Secretary of Agriculture in Washington, 
D.C. under President Dwight Eisenhower, From 1957 to 
1967 he was head of the College of Agriculture at Purdue 
University. In 1971, President Richard Nixon appointed 
Butz as Secretary of Agriculture, a position in which he 
continued to serve after Nixon resigned in 1974 as the result 
of the Watergate scandal. He was Secretary of Agriculture 
from 1971 to 1976 under presidents Richard Nixon and 
Gerald Ford. In his time heading the USDA, Butz drastically 
changed federal agricultural policy and reengineered many 
New Deal era farm support programs by sharply reducing 
federal subsidies to farmers. Closely associated with 
agribusiness, his mantra to farmers was “get big or get out.” 
His decision to sell massive quantities of grain to the USSR 
quickly transformed the basic problem of U.S. agriculture 
from what to do with the surplus to how to make up for 
the shortage. Address: Dean of Agriculture, Purdue Univ., 
Lafayette, Indiana.

1719. Ferrara, A. 1957. Semi e olio di soia nel mondo 
[Soybean seed and oil in the world]. Olearia, Rivista delle 
Materie Grasse 11(9/10):218-28. Sept/Oct. [Ita]
• Summary: Examines soy products and their uses: the chief 
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producing countries and the world trade in seeds and oil. 
Studies the period 1951-55 and makes projection of future 
trends. Address: Italy.

1720. Soybean Digest. 1957. USDA sending soy specialist 
[A.K. Smith] to Japan. Oct. p. 16-17.
• Summary:  “The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
announced it will send a specialist to Japan to work with 
private trade groups and government offi cials there to 
promote wider and more direct use of U.S. soybeans in 
Japanese diets.
 “Although this country has been exporting about 20 
million bushels of soybeans annually to Japan in recent 
years, only a relatively small quantity of the beans have been 
used in making such food products as tofu and miso, which 
utilize the whole soybean and not just the oil or the meal.
 “Tofu and miso are a primary source of protein in 
the Japanese diet. The former is a custard-like curd eaten 
in soups, and the latter is a paste eaten in many food 
preparations.
 “Dr. A.K. Smith of USDA’s Northern Utilization and 
Development Division, Peoria, Illinois, will go to Japan to 
learn how U.S. soybeans may be utilized to best advantage in 
Japanese food products. He will seek to determine how foods 
can be made from U.S. soybeans that will be most acceptable 
to the Japanese.
 “Success in his investigation can mean a broader market 
for U.S. soybeans in Japan.
 “USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service and the American 
Soybean Association of Hudson, Iowa, have been conducting 
an overall program to promote the market for U.S. soybeans 
in Japan. That program has been expanded to include 
USDA’s Agricultural Research Service, which has made Dr. 
Smith’s services available.”
 A portrait photo shows Dr. Allan K. Smith.

1721. Soybean Digest. 1957. Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute: Good attendance at soy food courses. Oct. p. 16.
• Summary: “Short courses in food uses of soybeans 
were sponsored by the Institute for Japanese health center 
nutritionists in four cities during June, July and August.
 “Attendance by the nutritionists ran from 54 to an 
even 100. The short courses were held in Amori [Aomori] 
City, Gifu City, Nikko City and Kochi. The nutritionists in 
turn will discuss the high nutritive value of soybeans and 
their utilization in the Japanese diet in future courses for 
consumers to be held by the local health centers and also in 
talks before local organizations and women’s meetings.
 “Speakers at the short courses were from the National 
Nutrition Research Institute, the Welfare Ministry, the 
Japan Nutrition Association and other organizations. They 
discussed the usage of soybeans in the diet as a low-cost 
means of correcting ‘low-protein disease’ which is prevalent 
in parts of Southeast Asia and Africa, and demonstrated the 

cooking of soybean dishes and some uses of soybean oil.
 “The health center nutritionists correspond somewhat to 
the home demonstration agents in the United States.
 “By fi rst taking the information to the nutritionists and 
through them to the Japanese consumers, the Institute hopes 
to make the great majority of the Japanese people conscious 
of the part soybeans can play in raising the nutritional level 
of the diet in Japan.
 “Japan exported a total of 12,429 metric tons of soybean 
oil in the January-July 1957 period, according to a dispatch 
from Shizuka Hayashi, managing director of the Institute. 
This compares with 7,951 tons for the full year of 1956.
 “Japan exported no soybean oil in August, however. This 
is due to the great diffi culty of obtaining soybeans during the 
latter half of the year because of Japan’s foreign currency 
situation and the manufacturers’ concern that any export of 
oil would hamper the fl ow of soybean oil into the domestic 
market during the period when plants have shut down for 
periodic repair.
 “The Association of Oil and Fat Manufacturers of Japan 
reports that the target for edible oil and fat consumption in 
Japan in 1957 is 294,000 metric tons, of which 140,000 tons 
are to be imported.
 “Soybean oil forms about 60% of the oils and fats 
processed from imported materials, and this percentage is 
expected to increase.
 “Oil and fat consumption per capita is 8.5 grams per day 
in Japan, about the lowest level in the world. This may be 
expected to rise with the help of appropriate public relations 
activities.
 “Other oils might be replaced by soybean oil if soybeans 
were placed on the free import list, and through a public 
relations program for soybean oil. A 10% customs duty was 
placed on soybeans last October.
 “The Association of Oil and Fat Manufacturers plans 
to protest the import duty on soybeans during the coming 
session of the Diet.
 “Some Japanese agricultural organizations want to 
restrict imports of soybeans to protect domestic soybeans 
and rapeseed. But organizations that use imported soybeans 
as raw materials and also the consumers of soybean products 
are opposed to the import duty.
 “The Japan Soybean Association plans to send a soybean 
mission to China to discuss problems affecting Japanese-
Chinese trade in soybeans and to study the Chinese crop and 
industry.
 “Total Chinese soybeans contracted for delivery in the 
August-September-October 1957 period are 22,500 metric 
tons.”
 Note: The “Japan Soybean Association” appears to be a 
relatively unimportant entity, which was most active in the 
1940s and 1950s. “It was founded on March 4, 1946 for the 
purpose of increasing production of soybeans, improving 
varieties and increasing the rational utilization of soybeans” 
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(Kurakake 1948, p. 10).

1722. Strayer, George M. 1957. Editor’s desk: A pioneer in 
market promotion. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: “The major problem of American agriculture 
today lies not in production–but in selling. Our production 
machine can turn out far more products than our domestic 
consumptive capacity can absorb to advantage. Our own 
soybean industry has not yet been plagued to the extent of 
most major crops.
 “Our crop is one for which we have found some 
expanding export markets. Japan is one of them–our No. 1 
customer for American soybeans. To the Japanese soybeans 
are human food–used for producing miso, tofu, shoyu, 
natto and other products for direct consumption along with 
the essential soybean oil. American soybeans are produced 
mechanically, as contrasted with the hand methods of 
competitive countries.
 “Signifi cant, then, is the contract signed in Washington 
[DC] on Sept. 10. A joint agreement between the Foreign 
Agricultural Service, the Agricultural Research Service 
and the American Soybean Association, it provides for an 
initial study and survey of how U.S. soybeans are used in 
Japan, and of the problems confronting the manufacturers 
of soybean food products there. Ultimate goal is to assist 
Japanese food product manufacturers in making even better 
products than are now offered, thus stimulating the usage of 
soybean foods and the consumption of U.S. soybeans.
 “For the fi rst time the research arm of the Department 
of Agriculture is being utilized to assist in analyzing current 
market situations in order that a commodity group can 
expand markets in a foreign country. Again the American 
Soybean Association has become a guinea pig in building 
world markets–as we have on numerous previous occasions. 
Many of the programs now being conducted by other 
commodity groups are based on initial work done in soybean 
market promotion.” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa].

1723. Soybean Digest. 1957. Japan: Soybean imports by 
source. Nov. p. 24.
• Summary: This graph, compiled from USDA statistics, 
shows imports of soybeans to Japan during the period 1925–
1956, from the United States, China, and other countries. 
Prior to 1934, most of the soybeans were imported from 
China. Imports from the U.S. began in 1934 and have risen 
steadily, especially since 1952, until in 1956 they account 
for 75% of the total. In the period since World War II, 
imports from China have been small but have grown steadily, 
accounting for about 20% of total imports in 1956. Total 
imports were about 22,500,000 bushels in 1925-29, falling to 
a low of about 5,000,000 bu in 1952, then reaching a peak of 
about 30,000,000 bu in 1955.

1724. Developing foreign markets for U.S. farm products. 
1957. Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA. 54 p. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, April 1957, p. 37. *
• Summary: This is the fi rst publication that gives a general 
summary of export market development operations of 
USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service. These promotional 
activities constitute one of the main purposes of establishing 
the agency in the reorganization of the Department in 1953.

1725. Hosono, Shigeo. 1957. Kokusai shôhin to shiteno 
daizu: Kakaku kôzô to kaigai jijo [Soybeans as an 
international commodity]. Tokyo: Zakkoku Shôreikai. 120 p. 
21 cm. [Jap]*
• Summary: Summarized in Soybean Digest, Feb. 1958, p. 
22. Address: Staff member, General Agricultural Research 
Institute of Japan.

1726. Hayward, J.W. 1958. Soybean oil meal in livestock 
and poultry feeds. I. A world traveler’s viewpoint. Soybean 
Digest. Jan. p. 14-16.
• Summary: “The two following articles are from speeches 
of Dr. Hayward and Dr. Hanson before the American 
Soybean Association in Minneapolis” [Minnesota].
 “U.S. soybean oil meal, as a whole, is the best of its kind 
in the world. Many foreign countries are defi nitely in need 
of our soya for use in formulating adequate feeds for their 
productive’ animals, especially poultry, calves and swine. 
My travels have proved to me very convincingly that there is 
a dire need for high quality protein for animals and humans 
in most foreign countries. Soya protein from the U.S.A., as 
50% meal or as edible soy fl our, is the answer.
 “We are producing a surplus of soybean oil meal here 
in the States for the best interest of the soybean grower and 
processor. This is all based on the premise that government 
price supports will continue. If the production of soybeans 
continues at recent rates, we are now geared to increase the 
production of soybean oil meal in the future at a much faster 
pace than the experts estimate our population will increase.
 “I think we should do a real selling job abroad to create 
a preference for our high-quality soybean oil meal. I would 
confi ne our efforts entirely to 50% dehulled soybean oil 
meal. At such distances this dehulled meal is signifi cantly 
cheaper per unit of protein than a full fi ber meal. It looks like 
we should try to export about 1 million tons of our soybean 
oil meal during the crop year 1957-58, and increase that to 
some 2 million tons within the next several years if soybean 
production continues to increase at its present rate. Don’t 
forget that soy fl our has a defi nite place, also, in the food 
picture abroad.”
 Tables show: (1) Comparison of soybean oil meal 
(SBOM) with all other protein concentrates, U.S.A. In the 
period 1930-40 on average, SBOM accounted for 13% of 
all U.S. protein concentrates, but in 1956-57 this fi gure had 
climbed to 54%.
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 (2) World production of protein crops, 1954-55 (1,000 
metric tons; excluding the USSR). The world’s top 3 protein 
crops were soybeans (19,500 tons), cottonseed (13,700 tons), 
and peanuts (10,600 tons).
 (3) U.S. use of soybeans 1955-56. 74% of the total 
bushels were crushed.
 (4) Essential steps in processing soybean oil meal.
 (5) Value of protein fed to chicks.
 (6) Effect of processing on nutritive value of herring 
meal.
 (7) Basic ingredients of a 22% broiler starter.
 (8) Ingredients used in a typical modern broiler starter. 
(9) Animal nutrition research council broiler ration (60.7% 
corn, 28.0% SBOM; 50% protein).
 A photo shows Sr. J.W. Hayward, in a coat and hat, 
standing next to bags of SBOM at the U.S. exhibit at the 
Verona (Italy) Trade Fair last year where he was a technical 
assistant. Address: Director of Nutrition, Archer-Daniels-
Midland Co.

1727. Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics & 
Statistics (FAO). 1958. Trade: Table 9–Soybeans and oil: 
Trade by quarters, 1953-57. 7(1):28. Jan.
• Summary: This full-page table is divided horizontally 
into exporting countries and importing countries, for the 
years 1953 to 1957. Of the exporting countries–In Europe: 
Belgium-Luxembourg, Netherlands, and the United 
Kingdom all export oil (O).
 In the Americas: Canada exports soybeans (SB). United 
States is a huge exporter of oil and soybeans. Brazil exports 
soybeans.
 In Asia: Hong Kong exports soybeans and Japan exports 
soybean oil
 Importing countries–In Europe: Austria O. Belgium-
Luxembourg SB & O. Denmark SB. France SB & O. 
Germany, Western SB & O, Greece O. Italy SB & O. 
Netherlands B & O. Norway SB, Spain O. United Kingdom 
SB. Total SB & Oil. The Americas: Canada SB. Cuba O. 
Netherlands Antilles O. Asia: China (Taiwan) SB. Hong 
Kong SB & O.
 Israel SB. import of soybeans rose from about 3,200 
metric tons (tonnes) in 1953 to 22,900 tonnes in 1957,
 Japan SB. Malaya-Singapore SB.
 Africa: Morocco (former French zone) O. Imports of 
soybean oil rose from 600 tonnes in 1953 to 34,000 tonnes in 
1956.
 World total SB, O, Oil equivalent.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2015) 
concerning soybeans in Luxembourg. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Luxembourg 
(1953), when Belgium-Luxembourg exported 5,800 metric 
tons of soybeans (and 100 metric tons of soybean oil. Also 
in 1953 Belgium Luxembourg exported 900 metric tons of 
soybean oil).

1728. Soybean Digest. 1958. The soybean: Miracle crop of 
the twentieth century. Jan. p. 1A-16A. Insert.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and history. The meaning 
(to America, the American consumer, the consumer, to 
labor). The growers. The processor. Two maps showing 
economic importance of soybeans by state. The export 
market. The government. The future.
 Contains many unnumbered tables, graphs, illustrations, 
and photos.
 This 16-page insert is “A Soybean Digest Extra. 
Prepared and published as a public service by the Andreas 
Foundation of Mankato, Minnesota, and the Lauhoff 
Foundation, Box 571, Danville, Illinois.”

1729. Soybean Digest. 1958. Exports are vital to the soybean 
producer. Feb. p. 18-19.
• Summary: “(Charts and much of the information are from 
the Foreign Agricultural Service publication, ‘The Problem 
of Maintaining High Level Agricultural Exports’).
 “The soybean producer’s prosperity depends in high 
degree on exports.
 “In the 1956-57 marketing year 35¢ of every soybean 
dollar came from exports, compared with 12¢ of the farm 
dollar as a whole.
 “Total soybeans exported in 1957, including soybean oil 
as beans, was 160 million bushels, out of a 1956 crop of 455 
million bushels.
 “One bushel of every fi ve produced in this country is 
now being shipped abroad. The other four are sold to U.S. 
processing plants where they are processed into meal and 
oil. But 40% of the soybean oil turned out by our processing 
plants is also sold into export channels.
 “So exports are important to the North Dakota farmer 
whose beans fi nd their way to a nearby processing plant as 
well as the farmer in Arkansas whose beans may be sold for 
export.
 “It is safe to say that without exports domestic prices for 
soybeans and their products would be badly depressed and 
100 million bushels or more might now be in government 
storage, overhanging the market.
 “Exports of soybeans have increased rapidly in recent 
years and to a large extent have kept pace with the increase 
in soybean production. While U.S. soybean production 
jumped from the 1950-54 average of almost 300 million 
bushels to 491 million bushels in 1957, the volume of 
exports of soybeans and soybean products nearly tripled in 
the same period, from 54 million bushels of soybeans and 
soybean oil (as beans) to 157 million in 1957.
 “And 1957 set an all-time record for exports of soybeans 
and soybean products, as well as for all U.S. farm products.
 “The factors supporting high U.S. agricultural exports in 
1957 included:
 “1–Abundant U.S. supplies of farm products.
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 “2–Economic expansion and prosperity abroad, 
particularly in West Europe and Japan.
 “3–Commodity Credit Corp. sales of surplus 
commodities for export at competitive world prices.
 “4–Sales for foreign currency under P.L. 480.
 “5-Lower production of some crops abroad.”

1730. Soybean Digest. 1958. Sees clash of U.S. and China in 
Japan market. Feb. p. 22.
• Summary: “Interests of the United States and communist 
China are certain to clash over the Japanese market for 
soybeans, which is important to both countries, according to 
a Japanese view.
 “Dr. Shigeo Hosono, staff member of the General 
Agricultural Research Institute of Japan, points out that the 
United States depends on Japan for about 40% of her export 
market for soybeans. At the same time China–the world’s 
second largest producer of soybeans–expects to export a 
substantial part of her surplus beans to Japan.
 “Also, China has begun to export rice to Japan and is 
coming into confl ict with U.S. rice exporters.
 “The relationship of Chinese soybeans to international 
trade is discussed by Dr. Hosono in his book, the Soybean as 
an International Commodity, which was published in Japan 
in 1957.
 “China’s postwar production of soybeans has fallen well 
below the average prewar output of 10 to 11 million metric 
tons annually (in the neighborhood of 400 million bushels). 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates 1957 soybean 
production in China-Manchuria at 335 million bushels.
 “The sharp postwar decline in soybean production in 
China may be ascribable to the fact that some provinces, 
particularly Manchuria, did not recover entirely from war 
damage. And sudden changes in agriculture caused by land 
reform measures brought about a general decrease in crop 
production.
 “In Dr. Hosono’s view, production may be expected to 
recover entirely sooner or later since efforts are being made 
to increase yields of soybeans as well as other food crops in 
order to boost the supply of edible oils.
 “Dr. Hosono sees communist China’s potential exports 
at the present time as about 1 million metric tons (36.6 
million bushels) annually, with about 300,000 tons going to 
Japan.
 “Exports of soybean oil meal are restricted since meal is 
in heavy demand as a fertilizer to boost the output of cotton, 
according to the author. This is one reason why a larger part 
of the Chinese soybean crop is not available for export.
 “Dr. Hosono points out that exports are controlled by 
the Chinese government’s foreign trade policy and are a 
monopoly of state-operated export-import companies.
 “China’s trade with countries in the Soviet orbit has 
rapidly increased since 1951 and reached 81% of total 
exports in 1954. Under the Soviet-Communist China trade 

agreement China imports machinery and equipment and 
exports raw materials including soybeans and vegetable oils.
 “The changes in China’s trade policy brought about by 
the communist government has naturally transformed Japan’s 
trade with China. And Japan’s peculiar relationship with the 
United States has brought Japan’s trade with China under 
even more rigorous restriction.
 “The U.S. embargo policy toward China hampers the 
development of Asiatic continental trade not only for Japan 
but also for West European countries. But Hosono believes 
there will be no diffi culty for Japan to import Chinese 
soybeans if Japan can export goods demanded by China.
 “Japanese tradesmen consider Chinese soybeans of 
excellent quality. Export standards call for less than 15% 
moisture, less than 3% foreign material and over 16% 
oil. And Japan can save considerable on freight charges 
by buying Chinese soybeans due to her geographical 
proximity.”

1731. Soybean Digest. 1958. The news in brief: Crops, 
markets and other items of note. Feb. p. 11-12.
• Summary: This is a new section of Soybean Digest, printed 
on 2 pages of green paper in each issue. In a box below the 
title we read: “This issue introduces to our readers ‘The 
News in Brief,’ which will be made up at the last possible 
minute before press time to include the latest information.
 “Together with ‘Washington Digest,’ by Porter Hedge 
[from Washington, DC], ‘In the Markets’ section in the back, 
and a monthly crop report during the growing and harvesting 
season, ‘The News in Brief’ will be part of the continuing 
earnest effort of your editors to provide the most complete 
and thorough coverage of the soybean crop and markets and 
soybeans generally to be had anywhere.
 “Late News, which has appeared in these pages, will no 
longer be part of the Soybean Digest. It will be mailed only 
to its subscribers.
 “We believe this change will improve service both to 
Digest and Late News readers–The Editors.”
 Contents of this fi rst section: Freight increase postponed. 
Oil content not quite so good. Some beans never harvested. 
Some high moisture beans. Meal production up a little. 
Canadians want tariff on beans. Stocks of soybean oil up. 
Japanese short of soybeans. Prices of oilseeds and fats, cif 
Rotterdam [Netherlands] and Hamburg [Germany], week 
of Jan. 25 (dollars per metric ton). Sixteen oils are listed. 
Reported by Albrecht H. Zetsche, Hamburg, Germany.

1732. Soybean Digest. 1958. The news in brief: The crop, 
markets and other items of note. March. p. 13-14.
• Summary: Contents: Acreage may be up a little. Some 
country sales in Illinois. Heavy processor operations. May 
boost exports estimate. Movement to loan not large. Freight 
rates are hiked. Watch trade act discussion.
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1733. Black, H. 1958. Die Sojabohne–Ein 
Hauptnahrungsmittel der Zukunft [The soybean–A major 
food for the future]. Ernaehrungs-Umschau 5(2):33-34. 
March/April. [Ger]
• Summary: A photo shows soybeans in a spoon, on a plate, 
and in a can, labeled Edelsoja–GmbH, No. 97/37. The article 
states that Edelsoja is a full-fat, debittered soy fl our (ein 
vollfettes, intbittertes Sojamehl).
 A map of the world shows the major soybean producing 
countries. A black circle next to each is proportional in area 
to the soybean production of that country. The three main 
producers are (1) USA. (2) Manchuria. (3) China. Address: 
PhD, Bonn, West Germany.

1734. Smith, Allan K. 1958. Use of United States soybeans 
in Japan. USDA Agricultural Research Service. ARS-71-12. 
iii + 36 p. April. April. Illust. 28 cm. Typewritten.
• Summary: An extremely well researched, interesting 
document based on a survey conducted in 1957 in 
Japan. Contents: Defi nitions of Japanese food products. 
Introduction. 1. Problems of Japanese food processors in 
using U.S. soybeans: Food production problems, foreign 
material, broken and dark-colored soybeans in exports. 2. 
Analysis of the problems. 3. Research proposals. 4. Miso: 
Processing, uses, production, composition. 5. Tofu and 
its modifi cations: Processing fresh tofu and frozen tofu, 
aburage. 6. Natto. 7. Hamanatto. 8. Kinako. 9. New products 
research: Soybean “milk,” fermented cheese, soybean fl our 
and isolated protein for foods, isolated soybean protein. 
Acknowledgments.
 “Isolated soybean protein” (p. 34-35): “More than 50 
million pounds of isolated soybean protein are produced 
in the United States each year. Present construction will 
increase this capacity an estimated 30 percent. Current 
outlets in the U.S. for isolated soybean protein are mostly 
industrial, such as for paper coating, sizing, lamination, latex 
paints, fi re-extinguisher foam, and others. However, with the 
increasing interest in its use in foods, it is anticipated that 
such uses will soon catch up to and even surpass industrial 
uses. Japanese processors have had an interest in isolated 
protein for several years, but none is produced. Technical 
assistance to establish factories for isolating soybean protein 
would appear to be another means of increasing the export of 
U.S. soybeans.
 “Japanese oil processors use U.S. soybeans almost 
entirely. Because defatted meal is the base material for 
isolated protein, there will probably be no competition for 
U.S. soybeans in this area of utilization. Japan has industries 
where uses for the protein would be very similar to those in 
the United States.
 “Textile fi bers have been produced on an experimental 
scale from isolated protein in the United States, but further 
research is required to develop them into a commercial 
product. Because textile fi bers are a large and expanding 

market throughout the world and because Japan has 
practically no domestic wool, fi ber production from soybean 
protein is of interest to Japanese processors. Successful 
production of soybean fi bers in Japan would be an entirely 
new outlet for U.S. soybeans.”
 A graph on the front cover (and on p. 6) shows soybean 
production in the USA from 1938 to 1957 (in millions of 
acres harvested). Photos show: (1) Drying soybeans before 
threshing in Japan. (2) Manually operated threshing machine. 
(3) Power operated threshing machine. (4) Modern small-
scale equipment for cleaning soybeans and grading for 
size. (5) Straw weaving equipment. Straw bags are used for 
soybeans, rice, and other farm products. (6) Cooling roasted 
soybeans and hand cleaning for making kinako. (7) Soybean 
varieties: Lincoln, White Hilum Iwate, and Acadian (six 
photos, showing each variety wet and dry). (8) Wooden vats 
used for fermenting miso; each stands a little taller than a 
man, and is bound with 4 bamboo hoops. (9) Miso in wooden 
tubs [kegs] ready for market. (10) Hand assembly of wooden 
tubs for shipping miso and shoyu. (11) Stone mill for wet 
grinding of soybeans to make tofu. (12) A modern tofu shop, 
with boiler, pressure cooker, fi lter, and precipitation vat. 
Photos 11 and 12 courtesy of Sugiyama Chemical Research 
Inst., Tokyo. (13) Deep fat frying of tofu for making aburage. 
(14) Wooden kegs used for fermenting hamanatto. Stone 
weights are used to compact the beans during fermentation.
 Other fi gures: (1) Flow diagram of the miso 
manufacturing process (incl. koji). (2) Table showing total 
production of miso in Japan (about 1957) as reported by 
All Japan Miso Industrial Association. Factory made miso 
consists of: Rice miso 379,000 tonnes (metric tons), barley 
miso 146,000 tonnes, soybean miso 58,000 tonnes, total 
factory made 583,000 tonnes. Homemade miso of all types 
is 391,000 tonnes (67% of factory made). Total factory 
and home made: 974,000 tonnes. Ingredients used in this 
grand total: Soybeans 361,000 tonnes, rice 115,000 tonnes, 
barley 58,000 tonnes, salt 159,000 tonnes. (3) Table showing 
nutritional composition of rice miso, barley miso, and 
soybean miso. (4) Table showing composition of sweet miso, 
salty miso, and enriched miso. (5) Diagrammatic sketch of 
equipment used in making fresh tofu. (6) Flow diagram of a 
frozen tofu factory.
 Note: The author was in Japan from Oct. 24 to Dec. 
24, 1957. The principal localities visited were: Tokyo, 
Yokohama, Tochigi City, Nagano, Matsumoto, Suwa, 
Hamamatsu, Nagoya, Kyoto, Osaka, Fukuoka, Kumamoto, 
Nagasaki, and Sendai. His trip was sponsored by the 
Agricultural Research Service and the Foreign Agricultural 
Service of the USDA, and the American Soybean 
Association (Hudson, Iowa).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2021) 
that mentions “barley miso”–a type of miso made with 
barley koji, soybeans, and salt, or that gives statistics for 
its manufacture in Japan. Address: Head of Meal Products 
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Investigations, Oilseed Crops Lab., Northern Regional 
Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1735. Kirby, Riley H. 1958. Communist China and the 
Japanese farm market. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service) 22(6):5-7. June.
• Summary: The article starts: “After this article went 
to press, Communist China notifi ed Japan that it was 
suspending all trade between the two countries.”
 For many years before World War II, China was one of 
Japan’s major trading partners. “During the early and middle 
1930’s China accounted for one-eighth of Japan’s total 
imports and one-fourth of its exports.” Today about 75% of 
Japans imports from Mainland China consist of agricultural 
products. “Rice and soybeans make up about 70% of this 
amount,” with soybeans being Japan’s main import from 
China since 1955. Five graphs (p. 7) show these various 
import and export relationships between Japan and China. 
Address: Regional Economist, Asia and the Middle East 
branch, Foreign Agricultural Services.

1736. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1958. Foreign competition in oils and oilseeds. 
22(7):19-21. July.
• Summary: “The United States is the world’s largest 
producer of oils and oilseeds, and our competitive position in 
the international market is enhanced by our large exportable 
supplies of these commodities. We ship about 45 percent 
of the edible oils and oilseeds that move in world trade and 
about 50 percent of the fl axseed and linseed oil. Without 
substantial supplies of our edible oils the importing countries 
of the world would fi nd it hard to meet their requirements, 
since the amounts available for export from other countries 
fall short of what is needed.
 “For U.S. growers this trade is essential. Currently, our 
edible oil exports–mainly soybean and cottonseed oil–total 
about one third of our production, fl axseed and linseed oil 
about one-fi fth. We have the potential to produce even more, 
so the question is–can we move it into world trade?”
 “Dual market for soybeans: The United States and 
Communist China produce and export nearly all of the 
world’s soybeans. There is a dual market for them. In the 
Western world the beans are crushed, the oil is used for 
both edible and non-edible products, and the meal is fed to 
animals. In the Orient a large portion is consumed as food.
 “Japan is one of the major markets for soybeans and it 
is a dual market. Here large quantities of beans go directly 
into food products, and the remainder are crushed. Yet even 
after the crushing, most of the meal is used for human food 
and very little for animals. While Japan imports many more 
soybeans from us than it takes from Communist China, 
there are signs that we may lose part of this market to China 
because Japan is short of dollar exchange. Some groups in 
Japan, mainly the steel industry, would like to expand trade 

with China as an alternative market for their products, which 
cannot be absorbed domestically. Two trade agreements 
between groups in Japan and China were signed earlier 
this year for just this purpose. Apparently they have fallen 
through, at least temporarily.
 “Where the United States gains most in world markets 
is through its large exportable supplies of soybeans. Europe 
has a sizable modern crushing industry which must be kept 
busy. Since the trend in many of the other oilseed-exporting 
countries is to crush the seed locally and only export 
products, Europe has increasingly turned to the United States 
for raw materials. India and Argentina, for instance, are 
exporting oilseed products and not the seeds.”
 A photo shows soybeans being loaded onto a ship in 
Tientsin Harbor, China.

1737. Myers, Max. 1958. Export programs for soybeans. 
Washington, DC: USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 7 p. 
Aug. Unpublished manuscript.
Address: Administrator, Foreign Agricultural Service.

1738. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1958. Activities of the Japanese 
American Soybean Institute. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chronology of activities 
carried out by JASI. October, November 1957. December 
(JASI’s new fi lm about soybeans titled “Green Bud” was 
shown for the fi rst time). January 1958. January. February. 
March. April. May. June. July. Kitchen car. Results. Chinese 
soybeans (the most important problem of all).
 Japan has a long history of importing soybeans from 
China. The quality is good and the freight is less than 
soybeans shipped from the U.S. “Until the trade between 
Japan and China came to a break,” many Japanese food 
manufacturers preferred Chinese soybeans. In March 1958 
a barter contract was signed between Japanese importers 
and “Red China” involving about 300,000 tons of Chinese 
soybeans. Most of these were to be bartered for Japanese 
steel goods to be exported to China. Japan-China trade 
groups made strenuous efforts to persuade the Japanese 
government to approve the purchases. JASI, George Strayer 
(who happened to be in Japan at the time), and top level 
offi cials at the U.S. embassy in Japan struggled to stop these 
soybean imports from China–for they would have replaced 
U.S. soybean imports to Japan. This strong protest, followed 
by suspension of trade talks between Japan and Formosa 
[Taiwan] led to a “fi nal disruption of the overall trade 
between Japan and Red China. The soybean contracts have 
been scrapped.” JASI won–this time. Address: Managing 
Director, JASI.

1739. Roach, Howard L. 1958. Program of the Soybean 
Council of America: Export market development activities 
of the Council now include European and Asiatic continents, 
Central and South America. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 28-29.
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• Summary: The Soybean Council of America, born in 1956, 
is fi nanced by voluntary contributions of 1/10¢ per bushel on 
soybeans grown in the United States; one half of this amount 
or 1/20¢ per bushel to be contributed by the processing 
industry, and the growers share, 1/20¢, to be collected by 
the handlers from the growers. “Over 80% of the processing 
industry is now voluntarily contributing 1/20¢ per bushel to 
fi nance the Council...”
 “The activities of the Council are controlled by a board 
composed of growers, processors, and handlers, this board 
carefully allocating a budget of $130,000 during the current 
year.”
 The Council, which is working to create new markets, 
has established an overseas offi ce in Rome, Italy, for the 
direction of our European activities. “Under the supervision 
of the European offi ce is an offi ce for Italy and an offi ce 
for Spain. These offi ces are possible through cooperation 
with the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service, and part of 
their costs are paid for through the use of counterpart funds 
generated through the sale of commodities under Public Law 
480.”
 The Council presently has a technical representative, 
accompanied by a representative from the Foreign 
Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
making a survey of market possibilities in the Caribbean 
area, starting at Bermuda, and going through the Bahamas, 
Greater Antilles, Lesser Antilles, Leeward Islands and 
Windward Islands.
 “In September another technical representative will visit 
Chili, Peru, Equador, and Colombia to survey the possibility 
of increased markets in that area for soybeans and soybean 
products.”
 A portrait photo shows Howard Roach.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 
2001) concerning the activities of the American Soybean 
Association in Latin America, in the Caribbean, or in South 
America. Address: President, Soybean Council of America, 
Plainfi eld, Iowa.

1740. Strayer, George M. 1958. Export market programs 
begin to show results. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 18-20, 22.
• Summary: This long article begins: “Again it appears that 
in 1958 we are going to have the largest soybean crop in 
history. Acreage fi gures unmistakably are the highest ever 
recorded in the United States, and with anything like normal 
weather conditions it now appears we will go over the 
500-million-bushel mark for the fi rst time. It was 7 years ago 
at the Springfi eld, Illinois, meetings that Clyde Hendrix of 
Pillsbury Mills, Inc., predicted some day we would produce 
and utilize 500-million-bushel soybean crops. As I recall, he 
predicted it would come within a decade. Apparently it has 
arrived in just 7 years.
 “And in spite of the largest soybean crop in history in 
1957, the carryover of soybeans at the end of this crop year 

will be very small. CCC [Commodity Credit Corporation] 
took possession of more beans than ever before, started 
selling them immediately, and has moved a large portion of 
them into export and processing channels already. It does 
not now appear that we will have many more bushels of 
soybeans on hand on Sept. 30 than we did a year ago–which 
is in itself quite a remarkable feat.
 “Consistently high monthly fi gures for the processing 
industry have whittled away at the stocks of soybeans. The 
largest exports in history have also helped. Exports would 
have been even greater on this date had it been possible to 
move the beans out of the Port of New Orleans as fast as 
buyers would have liked them. Japanese buyers planned on 
rather large quantities of Manchurian soybeans–in fact were 
being forced into buying the so-called Red Chinese soybeans 
by the Japanese governmental agencies, when one day the 
Red Chinese government decided it was going to cancel the 
contracts–and cancel it did! The move caught many Japanese 
buyers short, and they rushed into our market for unexpected 
purchases. The demand came at a time when corn and wheat 
were also moving, so there have been some very expensive 
and disconcerting delays in shipments. The situation is now 
being controlled, and the Port of New Orleans is taking steps 
to increase capacities to much greater levels of exports.
 “This year we will export approximately 1 out of 
every 5 bushels of soybeans produced in the United States, 
with something over 90 million bushels going into export 
channels. We have also exported the oil from approximately 
another 100 million bushels, if my calculations are correct. In 
other words, in terms of oil, we have exported two-fi fths of 
our 1957 soybean crop. Can there be any question that export 
markets are important to us as soybean producers? And to the 
processor as well? Can there be any question about the need 
for doing some extensive work in this fi eld?
 “Men from Abroad: Today we have with us here 
representatives from Japan, Italy and Spain, as well as 
from England. In the case of the fi rst three countries we are 
operating, either through the American Soybean Association 
or the Soybean Council of America, market development 
programs in those countries. We can only begin to see 
results from those programs. We have a long way to go in 
developing those programs to their potential levels. But they 
do demonstrate some of the possibilities of well planned and 
executed programs designed to create greater markets for our 
products.
 “Many of the countries of the world are still plagued 
with a so-called dollar shortage. They buy more from us 
than we buy from them. Thus, they do not have dollars with 
which to buy our soybeans and soybean products. There is an 
undisputed need for oil and protein. But we insist on dollars 
when we sell soybeans. As you heard in Mr. Sugiyama’s 
speech yesterday, Japan is going to be forced to buy more 
soybeans elsewhere unless we are willing here in the United 
States to buy more Japanese goods. The same situation exists 
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in Spain, in Italy, and in most other countries.
 “We here in the United States, if we are going to sell 
more soybeans into world markets, are going to have to 
assume responsibility for stimulating purchase and usage 
of more goods from countries other than our own. Japanese 
porcelain and chinaware, Japanese soy sauce, German 
Volkswagens, English Fords, Italian cheeses, Italian women’s 
clothes, Spanish leather goods, Spanish mercury, Dutch 
cheeses–all these items brought into the United States help 
those producing countries to earn dollars with which to buy 
soybeans. It is our job to see that the purchase of soybeans is 
more attractive than the purchase of Cadillacs! It is our job 
to get our share of the dollar earnings, as well as to stimulate 
them.
 “Two years ago, at our meetings at Urbana, it was our 
pleasure to have with us a group of men representing the 
various segments of the soybean industry in Japan. You will 
remember their remarks to the convention. During the past 
year a similar delegation went from our industry to Japan, 
to meet with the leadership of the Japanese industry on their 
own soil. Our president, John Sawyer, was the leader of that 
team. Dave Wing and John Evans of your board of directors 
were also members. In addition, Jim Martin of the New 
Orleans Port Commission, representing the port elevator 
operation there; Jack Haymaker of Cargill, representing the 
shippers of export soybeans; and Howard McWard of Illinois 
Grain Corp., representing the country handlers, made up the 
team. Since their return these men have given innumerable 
speeches, and have explained the problems involved in the 
shipment of U.S. soybeans to Japan to many groups and 
many people.
 “The Japanese American Soybean Institute is now 
over 2 years old. The second full year of operation has 
been completed. After our experience of the fi rst year we 
doubled our budget, assumed new responsibilities for raising 
dollars for our share of the costs, made new contracts for 
the educational work, based on our previous experience, and 
really launched an aggressive campaign. You heard about 
it yesterday from Mr. Hayashi. With the combination of 
Japanese yen made available to us by the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, our dollar expenditures, and the funds 
contributed by the Japanese trade groups, we have spent in 
the past year in Japan about $200,000 preaching the doctrine 
of your products.
 “Osaka Trade Fair: I spent the month of March in Japan, 
and Albert Dimond and Cliff Gregory spent April there at the 
Osaka Trade Fair. I believe those men will agree with me that 
we are getting a job done. The combination of approaches is 
reaching millions of people with the story of the value of soy 
oil and soy protein products in the Japanese diet.
 “On May 1 of this year we instituted, together with the 
Oregon Wheat League, the fi rst joint market development 
project ever written. The Oregon Wheat League has been 
conducting a promotional program on wheat products, 

utilizing the so-called kitchen cars. In reality they are 
small buses, especially built and equipped to conduct 
demonstrations in the villages all over Japan. They were 
doing an excellent job with them. Wheat products and 
soybean products, in the Japanese diet, are complimentary 
products–they do not compete with each other.
 “Why not combine our forces and operate a joint project 
to promote both wheat and soybean products? That has been 
done. Four new buses have been purchased to supplement 
the eight already in use. And those 12 buses, together with 
the crews, are today preaching the doctrine of miso, tofu, 
shoyu, natto and other soybean products throughout Japan.
 “They are at the same time preaching the doctrine of 
noodles, bread, rolls, and other wheat products as a source 
of starch to go along with the soy protein and oil. In my 
estimation this is a very wise step forward in our whole 
philosophy of market development work.
 “We have some problems in Japan. Convertibility of 
Japanese yen into dollars with which to buy international 
transportation prevents our having a Japanese delegation 
with us at this convention. In fact, it almost prevented the 
appearance of Mr. Hayashi. When I was in Japan in March 
I spent a large amount of time neutralizing the efforts being 
made by Japanese governmental agencies to channel soybean 
purchases away from the United States and toward Red 
China, because of the trade balance with that country. For the 
time being that problem has largely solved itself.
 “We still have not solved all our problems of quality on 
exports to Japan, but we have made much progress. We still 
need to produce varieties adapted to their types of usage and 
establish some basis of trading so the Japanese buyer can be 
sure he will get the type of bean desired for his processing.” 
Address: Executive Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer, 
American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].

1741. Sugiyama, Mototaro. 1958. The soybean situation in 
Japan. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 34.
• Summary: Mr. Sugiyama is also president of Hohnen 
Oil Co., which consumes the largest quantity of soybeans 
imported into Japan.
 “As you know, our country is today the No. 1 buyer of 
American soybeans in the world, and approximately 80% of 
the total imports are used by our crushing industry.
 “First of all, I wish to report to you about the problem of 
Chinese soybeans in Japan in which, I think, all of you are 
most interested at the moment.
 “The modern Japanese crushing industry started from 
the processing of Manchurian soybeans about a half century 
ago, and because of the long experience and familiarity with 
Manchurian soybeans many processors even today have a 
feeling of nostalgia for soybeans from the Chinese Mainland. 
But nostalgia and actual commercial trade are two entirely 
different things.
 “At the beginning of this year, there arose the problem 
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of importing Chinese soybeans on a barter basis in exchange 
for Japan’s exports of steel products to Communist China, 
and we as buyers of soybeans felt it necessary at that time to 
state our position clearly as follows:
 “1. We will be prepared to buy Chinese soybeans if they 
are competitive both in quality and in price with American 
soybeans.
 “2. We strongly desire that the trade method employed 
by the Chinese be improved to one of more reasonable 
basis, because we are not satisfi ed with the way in which 
the Communist government authorities one-sidedly decide 
quantity, price, and time of shipment, and even designate 
Japanese importers to handle the transactions.
 “3. We ask the Japanese government to maintain in a 
strict sense the system of Global Budget Allocation under 
which we can import soybeans from any source of the world 
according to our own choice.
 “In spite of the announcement of our basic attitude as 
above, the pressure in favor of soybean imports from China 
was increasing from the so-called ‘China trade expanionists’ 
in the government–diet and trade circles as well–and fi nally 
toward the end of April we were forced to contract for a 
certain amount of Chinese soybeans.
 “While the situation was such, both the Chinese and 
Japanese governments were discussing the problem of 
treatment of the Chinese national fl ag in Japan and in the 
midst of the negotiation an unfortunate fl ag incident occurred 
in Nagasaki. Following those political developments, the 
Communist government suddenly announced on May 10, for 
political reasons still not exactly known to us, to break off 
all trade relations with Japan, including of course soybean 
exports to our country. Thus, what we feared most now 
became a reality.
 “As mentioned before, we had a sense of insecurity for 
our trade with Communist China, and consequently, we were 
not willing to rely on China for the supply of the important 
raw material for our industry and the source of fat and 
protein to our population.
 “Then, what will be the future development of this 
problem? Nobody can answer this question with certainty 
as it now involves basic differences in the political and 
economic systems of Communist China and Japan.
 “Next, I would like to have a few words on American 
soybeans in Japan.
 “The percentage of American soy- beans in the total 
amount of our soybean imports was 91% in 1953, 87% in 
1954, 71% in 1955, and 75% in 1956 and in 1957, while 
that of Chinese soybeans was 4%, 6%, 3%, 23%, and 24% 
respectively. We can tell from these fi gures that about three-
quarters of the total soybean oil and other soybean products 
consumed by the Japanese people are today made from 
soybeans grown by the American farmers. It is now 10 years 
since products from American soybeans were introduced to 
our Japanese households, and during those years the feeling 

of nostalgia among the Japanese people for Manchurian 
soybeans has [sic] been gradually replaced by a new sense of 
attachment and friendship for American soybeans.
 “In recent years competent offi cials of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and many leaders of your soybean 
industry have visited our country and established personal 
contacts, which I am sure have greatly contributed to 
deepening our sense of attachment for and understanding of 
your soybeans.
 “I think there is a bright future for American soybeans 
in the Japanese market, but we should not be mere optimists 
simply watching the situation take its natural course. It is 
quite possible at any moment that the Chinese will abruptly 
decide to return to our market to compete with American 
soybeans, for which we must be well prepared.
 “Also, the restrictive measures and boycott of Japanese 
commodities in America may strengthen the position of 
the ‘China trade expansionists’ in various sections of our 
economy. I am convinced that these and other problems 
confronting our processing industry will be fully understood 
by the people who have today assembled here from all 
segments of the American soybean industry.” Address: 
President, Assoc. of Oil and Fat Manufacturers of Japan, 
Tokyo.

1742. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1958. Japanese housewives’ contest highlights use 
of soybean oil. 22(10):18. Oct.
• Summary: Over 200 contestants submitted original recipes. 
Sponsors and supporters included the Japan Oil and Fat 
Manufacturers Association, Japanese American Soybean 
Institute, and Osaka Food-Life Improvement Society. Japan 
is the world’s top importer of soybeans, and the U.S. is its 
top source, with Communist China second and Brazil third. 
Japan crushes most U.S. beans for oil, using Chinese beans 
for food.

1743. Strayer, George M. 1958. Two new P.L. 480 
provisions. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: “The new Public Law 480 bill, passed by 
Congress just previous to adjournment, contains two 
provisions of great interest to the producer of soybeans.
 “The fi rst is the provision that products of oilseeds, 
including soybean oil, fl our and meal, may be made available 
by the Secretary of Agriculture for relief feeding programs 
in other countries of the world. This has not been true in the 
past. Soybeans have never been classifi ed as surplus under 
P.L. 480, hence have not been available for distribution to 
the recognized church and charity groups operating in other 
areas of the world. A tremendous potential usage of soybean 
oil exists in countries not now using it. Let’s hope the 
Secretary will immediately implement this provision of the 
new law.
 “The second provision makes it possible to barter 
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soybeans from CCC stocks for strategic materials from 
other countries of the world. CCC holds some stocks of 
1957-crop soybeans at this time. With a revision of pricing 
policy on Oct. 1, as is expected, soybeans can move in 
barter transactions for the fi rst time. This should provide 
some markets for U.S. soybeans that would not otherwise be 
supplied from U.S. sources. We hope the responsible offi cials 
in USDA will immediately launch this program, also.” 
Address: Editor and publisher, Soybean Digest, Hudson, 
Iowa.

1744. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1959. Seek suitable U.S. food 
varieties [of soybeans]. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 25-26.
• Summary: “Nagano prefecture with about 320 miso 
manufacturers is the largest miso producing area in Japan. 
Its annual output is approximately 140,000 tons, more than 
one-fourth of the total Japanese production. Nagano miso is 
popularly known as ‘Shinshu miso.’ It is lighter in color than 
the miso produced in other areas.”
 Miso made from U.S. soybeans sells for a lower price 
than that made from Japanese or Chinese soybeans. “The 
biggest objections to U.S. soybeans were that they contained 
morning glory seeds, corn and other foreign material not 
found in beans of other origin. U.S. soybeans take much 
longer time in cooking to obtain the required softness. Due 
to the extra time required in steaming the color of the miso 
produced becomes darker. Further, the irregularity in size of 
the U.S. soybeans causes unevenness in softness when they 
are cooked. Broken beans are objectionable for this reason. 
Above all, the ‘taste’ of the soybeans after they are cooked 
is claimed to be unsatisfactory as compared with other 
beans, and this affects the sweetness or fl avor of the miso 
produced.”
 Japanese miso makers used to import signifi cant 
amounts of soybeans from China, but since the breakoff in 
trade between Japan and China last April, Chinese beans 
are no longer imported to Japan. So manufacturers of miso 
and tofu will have to rely more on U.S. soybeans. “Even 
the largest frozen (dried) tofu makers in the Nagano area 
are using U.S. soybeans.” They met recently in Nagano 
city to discuss ways of getting better quality soybeans 
from America. A photo shows Mr. Hayashi speaking at this 
meeting. Address: Managing Director, Japanese American 
Soybean Inst., Nikkatsu International Building, No. 1, 
1-Chome, Yuraku-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1745. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1959. Hindustan 
Lever Limited: Speech of the chairman at the annual general 
meeting. India’s future needs of oils and fats. April 7. p. 4.
• Summary: This is a summary of a speech by Mr. S.H. 
Turner, chairman of Hindustan Lever, who gave the 
shareholders an excellent picture of India’s supply and 
demand position with respect to vegetable oils.
 Whether it is liquid or solid, ghee or vanaspati, whether 

it comes from an animal or a vegetable, fat is a food of very 
high value. Weight for weight it provides 2½ times as much 
energy (calories) as the foodgrains. Moreover, the hard fats 
such as ghee and vanaspati contain signifi cant amounts of 
vitamins A and D, which the foodgrains lack.
 Filling the gap: The demand for oilseeds and edible oils 
in India is often greater than the supply. There are various 
ways to fi ll at least part of this gap. In 10-15 years, if India’s 
need for foreign exchange is not quite so desperate as at 
present, it might be possible the country’s requirements. 
“More immediately it might be possible to get large 
quantities of soya bean oil from the United States under P.L. 
480.”
 Secondly, the government should actively pursue its 
policy of encouraging cottonseed crushing. Last year, 4% 
of the oil used by the vanaspati industry was cottonseed oil, 
and the industry will make every effort to increase this to 
10% by 1961. Indian farmers could also help by changing 
their habits. If they would feed their cattle with cottonseed 
cake instead of cottonseed, to their great benefi t, then large 
amounts of cottonseed would go to the crushers. If all of the 
country’s cottonseed were to be sent to crushers, it would 
add 150,000 tons to India’s oil supply every year.

1746. De Salas, Javier. 1959. U.S. soybean oil gains in 
Spain. Soybean Digest. April. p. 27.
• Summary: “When the Soybean Council opened an offi ce 
in Madrid not quite 2 years ago, the attitude of the Spanish 
people and the olive oil interests toward soybean oil was 
frankly distrustful. The man on the street fi rmly believed 
that the reason for the imports of soybean oil into Spain was 
that huge amounts of olive oil were exported to the United 
States. The phrase, ‘Our liquid gold is taken to America,’ was 
used freely by everybody. Some intriguers even used it for 
political reasons as a sample of the mismanagement of the 
Spanish economy by the government.
 “The real reason for the imports was entirely different. 
Spain through increased per capita consumption and 
increased population had passed from having a surplus of oil 
to being in a defi cit position so soybean oil had come to fi ll 
the gap between production and consumption.
 “Now let’s study briefl y how the situation has improved 
through the permanent and friendly contact that the Soybean 
Council has had with Spanish interests.
 “Through the seminars held by the Council in 
cooperation with various Spanish trade groups and the 
continuous press and radio campaigns, more and more 
people are fi nding out the real reason for the import of 
soybean oil. The Spanish government has allowed soybean 
oil to be sold as such and the Spanish housewife is learning 
that good quality soybean oil is entirely suitable for cooking 
purposes.
 “The suspicion of the refi ners has been dispelled. Dr. 
Edward M. James, technical consultant of the Soybean 
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Council, has helped the Spanish refi ners through his advice 
on the best methods of refi ning soybean oil. As time 
passes, we have more and more people on our side who are 
convinced that:
 “1–Soybean oil does not compete with olive oil but 
rather imports of soybean oil will allow Spain to export more 
olive oil to increase our foreign currency earnings.
 “2–U.S. Public Law 480 is understanding and allows the 
purchasing country to decide the stage of processing of all 
goods bought.
 “3–Soybean oil can substitute if properly refi ned for any 
other edible oil. Good quality soybean oil is much better than 
poor quality olive oil.”
 A photo shows: “Reception at Madrid offi ce of the 
Soybean Council. Mr. Navarro, chief of the Spanish Oil 
Syndicate (left), and De Salas.” Address: Director for Spain, 
Soybean Council of America, Madrid.

1747. Haldeman, Robert C. 1959. Potential effects of St. 
Lawrence Seaway on costs of transporting grain. Marketing 
Research Report (USDA Agricultural Marketing Service) No. 
319. 149 p. April. [80 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Grain 
production–Great Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway tributary 
area: Wheat, corn, barley, soybeans (p. 5), other grains. 
Characteristics of inland grain movements to interior and 
port destinations. Export grain movements: Wheat, corn, 
barley, soybeans and soybean oil, other grains. Potential 
export volume via the St. Lawrence Seaway. The Great 
Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway. Physical limitations of the 
waterway: Season of navigation, capacity of the Welland 
Canal, relationship of estimated traffi c volume to capacity, 
capacity of the St. Lawrence Seaway locks, other physical 
limitations. Enabling legislation and seaway tolls: The 
Wiley-Dondero Act of May 13, 1954, The St. Lawrence 
Seaway Authority Act (of Canada), December 21, 1951. 
Grain handling expenses. Transportation costs and charges: 
motortrucks, railroads, inland waterways, Great Lakes, ocean 
transportation, liberty-type vessel, lake-ocean bulk carrier, 
comparative costs and charges. Summary of computed costs 
and charges on grain from interior points to foreign ports. 
Summary of computed costs and charges on grain to Atlantic 
Coast ports and tributary areas. Appendix.
 Maps show: The Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence 
River and the Seaway (p. 2). An outline map of the United 
States with the areas where white wheat, hard red spring 
wheat, hard red winter wheat, and soft red winter wheat are 
grown (p. 4).
 Illustrations show: A grain elevator truck dump, raised, 
with a truck in dumping position (p. 27).
 Photos show: Grain fl owing from the rear of a truck 
into a hopper-conveyor for movement into a grain elevator 
(p. 28). Automatic boxcar unloader with a boxcar being 
unloaded as it is gently oscillated; it can empty 5 cars per 

hour (p. 29). A Tennessee River tow, which is over 1,300 
feet long and includes 21 bargeloads of grain. Pushed by a 
tugboat, the cargo totals 33,429 tons, or the equivalent of 
over 500 loaded railroad cars (p. 30). Unloading grain using 
fl oating pneumatic grain elevators, widely used at Antwerp 
and Rotterdam (p. 38).
 Tables show: (1) Grain production (incl. soybeans) in 
selected states, average 1945-1954, 1955 and 1956 (p. 61). 
(14) Soybeans and soybean oil: U.S. exports by country of 
destination, averages 1945-49, 1945-54, 1950-54; annual 
1955 and 1956. Figures are given for: North America–
Canada, Cuba, Other, Total. South America–Chile, Other, 
Total. Europe–Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, 
Finland, France, West Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, Yugoslavia, Other, Total. Asia–Japan, Taiwan 
(Formosa), Other, Total. Africa. Australia and Oceania. 
Other. Grand Total. Soybean oil is converted to bushels of 
soybeans. The exports are on a calendar year basis. The units 
are 1,000 bushels.
 In 1945-49 U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean oil 
were largest to: West Germany (and Austria) 3,345. France 
2,100. Italy 1,745. Japan 1,548. Grand total: 21,219.
 In 1956 (preliminary) U.S. exports of soybeans and 
soybean oil were largest to: Spain 36,630. Japan 19,148. 
West Germany (and Austria) 12,524. Netherlands 11,311. 
Grand total: 131,226–a remarkable 6.2-fold increase over 
1945-49. Address: Transportation Economist, Marketing 
Research Div., Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

1748. Huge, W.E. 1959. Soybean horizons: Unlimited! 
Chemurgic Digest. April. p. 11-12.
• Summary: “Soybeans have occupied an essential role 
in this agricultural revolution. The increasing supplies of 
vegetable oil supplied by soybeans in the course of this 
agricultural revolution made possible this nation’s transition, 
10 years ago, from a fat defi cit nation to today’s position of 
the world’s largest exporter of fats and oils.
 “Those who still remember the consumer rationing 
of such products just 15 years ago, can visualize the 
signifi cance of the approximately 4 billion pounds of annual 
soybean oil production to U.S. food consumers.
 “While soybeans are usually classed as an oil seed, a 
more proper classifi cation would be that of a protein seed. 
For every pound of oil resulting from the processing of 
soybeans there is produced 4½ pounds of protein meal.
 “This soybean meal fraction might well be classed the 
keystone in the phase of the agricultural revolution involving 
production of meat, milk, and eggs. Soybeans, in this 
agricultural revolution, have performed somewhat the same 
function as iron ore in the industrial revolution.”
 A large portrait photo shows W.E. Huge. Address: Vice 
President, Central Soya Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana.
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1749. Hedge, Porter M. 1959. Washington Digest: Seaway 
offers cheaper trade route abroad. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
38, 40.
• Summary: “Soybeans will be able to move to Europe and 
the Mediterranean and Middle Eastern areas at rate 12¢ to 
more than 20¢ a bushel cheaper through the newly opened 
St. Lawrence Seaway.” “Minimum channel depth of 27 feet 
will be completed by midyear between Lake Ontario and 
Montreal [Quebec] and Lake Ontario and Lake Erie.”
 Oil outlook. Big crush (Oil may be shipped late to Spain 
and Turkey. Argentina wants edible oil. “Nearly 140 million 
bushels have been put under price support through March 
31... A substantial part of the crush of soybeans during the 
summer months will have to come from beans under loan, 
offi cials feel. CCC takes over soybeans on May 31. The 
announced sale price is the 1959 loan rate plus 5%”).
 “Humphrey Bill: The food for peace program advocated 
by Senator Humphrey of Minnesota is now in bill form and 
introduced in the Senate. It provides for a 5-year program 
similar to P.L. 480 and would authorize the use of $2 billion 
worth of surplus commodities a year. About $1½ billion are 
now being used.”
 “There is little chance of the Humphrey bill becoming 
law this year or next. USDA is opposed to a longtime 
program of the P.L. 480 type, but considers it useful as an 
emergency program.”
 A portrait photo shows Porter M. Hedge. Address: 
Washington Correspondent for the Soybean Digest.

1750. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1959. Miso makers protest F.M. in 
U.S. beans. Soybean Digest. June. p. 26.
• Summary: On May 9, all 49 directors of the All Japan 
Miso Industry Association signed a petition protesting the 
unacceptably high levels of foreign material [F.M.] is U.S. 
soybeans exported to Japan. The greatest problems are with 
corn, morning glory seeds, and split beans. Morning glory 
seeds must be picked out (usually by hand) and burned in 
accordance with Japanese food and hygiene laws.
 The entire contents of the petition is given. Address: 
Japanese American Soybean Inst., Nikkatsu International 
Building, No. 1, 1-Chome Yurakucho, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, 
Japan.

1751. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1959. Japanese users react to U.S. 
beans. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 34.
• Summary: “The fact that soybean in Japan are used 
100% as food should by now be well realized by those 
in the soybean industry as well as by the growers. It has 
been repeatedly emphasized that soybean trade between 
the United States and Japan is to be based on the complete 
understanding of this fact.”
 One of the fi rst projects of JASI “was to fi nd out the 
causes of the unpopularity of U.S. soybeans among the 

Japanese users, especially the manufacturers of soybean 
products.” The major complaints concern excessive “foreign 
material, broken beans, irregularity of sizes, and mixture of 
different varieties received. All these problems have been 
time and again called to the attention of interested parties 
in the United States.” Considerable improvement has been 
made but there is still work to do. “The writer believes in the 
very near future specifi c varieties can be chosen for different 
food manufacturers and business will be done on the basis of 
[those] specifi c varieties.”
 A list gives the specifi cations for soybeans desired 
by Japanese oil processors (6 specs), miso manufacturers 
(3 specs), shoyu makers (3), tofu makers (2), frozen tofu 
makers (1), kinako makers (3), and natto makers (3). For 
example, for miso: (1) Soybeans with white hilum with rich 
protein content and of big size are preferred. (2) Soybeans 
should be stored separately by varieties [identity preserved]. 
(3) Foreign material, especially seeds of other plants, sand 
and stones should be eliminated.
 And for tofu: (1) Soybeans should be rich in protein 
content with thin seedcoat. (2) Soybeans should be free from 
foreign material, especially that of poisonous seeds of other 
plants.
 A photo shows Shizuka Hayashi tasting miso made from 
the U.S. soybean varieties Dorman, Mamloxi, and Jackson at 
the Inamari miso factory in Shizuoka city. Arthur Rollefson, 
U.S. assistant agricultural attache, is also shown. Address: 
Japanese-American Soybean Inst., Tokyo.

1752. Kaufmann, H.P. 1959. Fifty years of fat research 
in Germany. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
36(9):415-20. Sept. Symposium on fi fty years of fat and oil 
research in selected countries of the world.
• Summary: During the past 50 years, research has not been 
limited to the glycerides, but includes the other lipids such 
as phosphatides, sterols, lipovitamins, and lipochromes. 
During the period 1909-1914 oil analysis was based on the 
determination of characteristic values. The Austrian chemist 
Meissl was one of the leaders. “In chemical technology 
there were many signifi cant developments. Catalytic 
hydrogenation of oils is the foremost among them all, 
discovered by the Westphalian chemist Normann... Although 
he had obtained his basic patent in 1902, the technical 
utilization of his great discovery in Germany had to wait 
until the years preceding the fi rst World War...
 “1914-1923: Now came the war, which was marked by 
an acute shortage of oils... Although all possible means were 
tried to solve it through the increased cultivation of oil seeds 
in the former German colonies in Africa [such as Tanzania], 
the yearly import of oil seeds required still about one billion 
gold marks... The emphasis in internal production was upon 
animal fats... The blockade of the country created conditions 
of extraordinary scarcity. Towards the end of the war people 
had to be satisfi ed with only 7 g. of fat per week per person. 
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The fatless diet of those years, which resulted in disease and 
death for hundreds of thousands of women, children, and old 
people, has been described as ‘Experiment on Living Beings’ 
by A. Grün...
 “1923-1933: The preceding era of war and infl ation 
ended with the currency reform. The stabilization of the 
mark led to increased imports in a very short time. During 
the infl ation most Germans had lost their fortunes... The 
Renten-Mark (new German currency) permitted the import 
of oil seeds and fats at the cheapest possible prices. Toward 
the end of the ‘20’s cost of one kilogram of soya oil from 
Manchuria was about 20 pennies...
 “1933-1945: The political situation led to the steadily 
growing economic isolation of Germany, and with that came 
the motto: ‘Nahrungsfreiheit des deutschen Volkes’ and the 
efforts for self-suffi ciency... In the fi eld of plant breeding 
valuable work was done on... soybeans by Sessous.
 “1945 Until Today: The collapse of the National-
Socialist regime struck German scientifi c research heavily. It 
had already suffered very much during the war... According 
to the Morgenthau Plan, Germany was to be converted into 
an agricultural country. Various scientifi c associations were 
dissolved under the order of the occupying powers. The 
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Fettforschung met the same fate 
although it was the only society, which, in spite of the strong 
discriminatory actions of the National-Socialist regime had 
not switched over to their program; in other words, it had 
maintained its independence during those diffi cult days. 
The Reichsinstitut für Fettforschung was closed, and the 
publication of its scientifi c organ, Fette und Seifen, was 
banned...
 “It was only in 1948 that the initial steps for 
the reorganization of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Fettforschung could be undertaken. Because of the necessity 
of obtaining the consent of all the occupation powers, we 
did not have much success in the beginning. All research 
was under strong control, and the name of our society was 
changed to the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Fettwissenschaft...
 “From the technical point of view the interesterifi cation, 
which had been already exploited during the war and 
catalytic hydrogenation were studied.” Address: Deutsches 
Institut fuer Fettforschung und Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer 
Fettwissenschaft, Muenster, Germany.

1753. Oyenuga, V.A. 1959. Nigeria’s feeding-stuffs: Their 
chemistry and nutritive value. 2nd ed. Ibadan, Nigeria: 
Ibadan University Press. 65 p. Sept. 22 cm. First published as 
Faculty of Agriculture Technical Bulletin No. 1, March 1955. 
[74* ref]
• Summary: On page 18, the average chemical composition 
of the soya bean (% of dry matter) is given, along with 
its calculated digestible nutrients, nutritive ratio, and “V” 
correlation factor. Page 22 states that the soya bean contains 
452.42 calories per 100 gm. Pages 55-57 give a detailed 

discussion of the soyabean and its feeding value. According 
to the Nigerian Trade Report (1956) “Soyabean is being 
successfully established in Nigeria. Over 9,000 tons were 
exported in 1954 and about 10,200 tons in 1956 valued at 
over £369,000.”
 Table 8 compares the composition of soyabean grown 
in Nigeria with those grown in the USA. The Nigerian 
soyabeans contained 44.08% protein and 19.1% oil (ether 
extract), compared with 40.00% and 18.00% oil for those 
grown in the USA. Address: Senior Lecturer in Animal 
Nutrition, University College, Ibadan, Nigeria.

1754. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1959. West Africa’s fats and oils 
industry. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M 62. 42 
p. Sept. Summarized as “West African soybean production is 
down” in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1959, p. 28. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans in West Africa are grown mainly in 
the Tiv areas of Benue Province. They are also grown in the 
provinces of Kabba and Zaria, and the Jos Plateau region. 
In the Tiv areas where soybeans are grown in rotation, they 
are planted on land that is just being taken out of fallow or 
following millet in July or August.
 “At Samaru, an effort is being made to introduce new 
high-yielding varieties of soybeans. Imported varieties are 
being studied, including some U.S. varieties. As present per-
acre yields are low, expansion of the crop will be modest 
until high-yielding varieties are developed.
 “Soybean production for export has expanded rapidly 
since 1950, but production of the 1959 crop was down 
considerably.” Address: Fats & Oils Div., USDA, FAS.

1755. Strayer, George M. 1959. Marketing opportunities lie 
before us. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 18-21.
• Summary: Last year U.S. soybean production topped the 
500 million bushel mark for the fi rst time in history. “For the 
fi rst time in history we will export over 100 million bushels 
of soybeans as beans during the present crop year ending 
Sept. 30. That means that 1 bushel out of every 5 produced 
on the farms of American fi nds its way to plants in Japan, 
Germany, England, Israel and the other countries of the 
world. This year again we will export about one-fi fth of our 
[soybean] oil production... The soybeans have all been sold 
for dollars, while some portions of the oil have been sold for 
dollars and the remainder for foreign currencies under Public 
Law 480.
 “The U.S. soybean crop has truly become an 
international commodity”–thanks in large part to ASA 
[American Soybean Assoc.] market development programs 
in Japan, Spain, Italy, Israel, and Germany. The Japanese 
program is the biggest and most successful; a long 
description of its activities is given. In India, the Soybean 
Council exhibited at a trade fair in Madras. Also discusses 
problems with grading standards (broken soybean particles 
are now classifi ed as foreign material) and ASA’s need for 
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more members (it now has only 7,000).
 The entire soybean industry has been saddened by the 
death of W.J. Morse on July 30. “More than any other man 
in the United States he was responsible for soybeans as we 
know them today. He made the plant exploration trips that 
uncovered the thousands of varieties and strains of soybeans 
that were brought to the United States for trial purposes, and 
which supplied the germ plasm for all [sic, many] of today’s 
varieties of soybeans. One of the fi rst two honorary life 
members chosen by this Association, Bill Morse retired from 
his work in the U.S. Department of Agriculture just 10 years 
ago. His contributions to the present billion-dollar soybean 
industry can never be adequately appraised.”
 Thanks to the nine men (serving without pay) who have 
represented ASA on the board of directors of the Soybean 
Council of America.
 “Thanks to Kent Pellet for his continued faithful 
allegiance to the editorship of the Soybean Digest, the Blue 
Book and Late News,...” Address: Executive Vice President 
and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, 
Iowa].

1756. Watanabe, Tokuji; Shibasaki, Kazuo. 1959. Japanese 
scientists look at U.S. soybeans: Most diffi culties of U.S. 
soybeans in Japan arise from a difference in usage in the two 
countries, and from our harvesting methods. Soybean Digest. 
Sept. p. 66-68.
• Summary: “We are very glad to have this opportunity to 
speak to you about the use of U.S. soybeans for food uses 
in Japan. We are members of the Japanese government 
food research organization and at home we work for the 
soybean food industry. We are glad to cooperate with the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and the American Soybean 
Association in improving the use of your beans for Japan. 
Japan imports large quantities of soybeans as they are a very 
important source of protein and oil for our people.
 “Soybeans in Japan: It is indeed reasonable that the 
Japanese government should plan to increase the available 
protein by about 1 million metric tons in the next 10 years 
for the purpose of increasing the protein in the diet of its 
people. The signifi cance of soybeans in the Japanese diet 
is indicated in that this plan shall include a 40% increase in 
daily consumption of soybeans.
 “It is well known that the soybean is very rich in oil 
and protein, but it is not easy to digest after normal cooking 
because of its hard cell wall structure. Cooking, roasting, 
or grinding does not overcome this diffi culty satisfactorily. 
However, the Japanese traditional soybean foods, some 
of which were adopted from China in ancient times, are 
easily digested. The hard texture of soybeans is partially 
digested by enzymes produced by microorganisms as in 
the fermentation of miso, natto, and shoyu. In making tofu 
and frozen tofu the indigestible seedcoat and cell walls 
are removed during processing. The beany fl avors are 

completely removed in these products. Japanese people get 
10% to 15% of their daily protein from soybean foods. They 
have a longtime custom of using these foods with cooked 
rice. These foods are not only nutritious, but are also very 
suitable for use with cooked rice. As long as Japan uses 
rice as a staple food, she will need these traditional soybean 
foods as supplements. The recent consumption of soybeans 
in Japan is about 1.3 to 1.4 million metric tons per year. Over 
half of this amount is used in traditional foods. Miso, tofu, 
and shoyu each consume in the range of 250,000 to 300,000 
metric tons (9 to 11 million bushels) of soybeans a year. 
Although the consumption of these foods per capita has not 
yet recovered to the levels before War II, total consumption 
has increased in recent years. It is true that Japan wants more 
soybeans.
 “U.S. Soybeans for Japan: Now we know that the total 
amount of soybeans exported to Japan from your country last 
year is about 670,000 metric tons (25 million bushels) which 
is the largest to date. This amount is much more than the 
total produced in our country. This might have been caused 
partially by stopping of trade between Japan and China but 
also by increasing demand for soybeans in our country. A.K. 
Smith of the Northern Regional Laboratory [NRRL, Peoria. 
Illinois], who conducted an investigation in Japan in 1957, 
has already reported that U.S. soybeans are used in Japan 
mainly for oil extractions and not for food. One reason is the 
attitude of Japanese food processors toward U.S. soybeans. 
What we can say about U.S. soybeans exported to Japan is 
perhaps repetition of the remarks by Dr. Smith. Because the 
discontent by the processors has an important bearing on 
their use of your soybeans, we cannot emphasize the point 
too much.
 “Japanese Soybean Foods: Before we speak about 
U.S. soybeans. we believe it may be more useful to outline 
for you the processing of whole soybeans by the two most 
important Japanese soybean food products. miso and tofu. 
Miso is the fermented product made from cooked whole 
beans and rice which has been inoculated with Aspergillus 
oryzae. The soaked soybeans are cooked for 1 to 2 hours to 
make them reasonably soft and then mixed with molded rice, 
salt, and water.
 “Resulting mixtures are packed in wooden or cement 
vessels for fermentation. The product is light, medium, or 
sometimes deep brown in color and is used in about 10 times 
its weight of water to fl avor and improve the nutritional 
value of soup.
 “We believe you understand that soybeans for making 
miso must have certain requirements, for instance, they 
should be free of foreign matter, contain few cracked beans, 
be even in size and light in color, absorb water uniformly, 
and soften easily on cooking.
 “Tofu, which is another important soybean food product, 
is made from soybean milk by precipitating the protein 
and oil with a calcium salt. Soaked: soybeans are crushed 
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by grinding, are cooked and them fi ltered to give soybean 
milk. A calcium-sulfate suspension is added to the milk to 
coagulate the protein. Coagulated curd is molded in wooden 
boxes to make a rectangular cake of soft white tofu.
 “Soybeans for tofu also have certain requirements, 
whites include absence of foreign matter and cracked beans, 
evenness of size, uniform water absorption, high protein 
solubility, and in the fi nal product good texture, and a light 
color.
 “Problem for Japanese Foods: Now we wish to speak of 
the principal complaints made by Japanese food processors 
about U.S. soybeans, These are foreign matter, cracked 
beans, diffi culty in absorption of water and cooking, 
difference of fl avor, and color of fi nal products.
 “We have found while in this country that the foreign 
matter in U.S. soybeans, which may be much more than for 
those raised in Japan, results from your large-scale farming 
and system of mechanical harvesting. This is the greatest 
problem in Japan for the food processors. The fact that we 
use soybeans for food rather than animal feed is enough to 
explain this problem.
 “Many Japanese food processors are accustomed 
to using only clean domestic soybeans. If they use U.S. 
soybeans, they must purchase new expensive cleaning 
equipment, otherwise they remove foreign matter by 
ineffective hand picking. All miso and tofu makers want to 
use clean U.S. beans.
 “Whether the U.S. beans might be cleaned before or 
after shipping must be determined from economical and 
technical studies. However, it is true if U.S. beans are to be 
used for Japanese foods, they must be much cleaner than 
they are now before they can be used.
 “When we visited the public grain elevator in New 
Orleans 2 months ago, we found that new and effective 
cleaning equipment had been installed. We believe this new 
equipment will make a valuable contribution to the exporting 
of clean soybeans to Japan.
 “We think also improvement of weed control in the 
fi elds may be another effective way to encourage the use of 
U.S. soybeans for foods in our country., Morning glory and 
jimson weed seeds mixed in with U.S. soybeans must all be 
completely removed.
 “The cracked beans, which are also undesirable 
because of their too rapid rate of water absorption and easier 
spoilage, are caused mainly by handling, particularly in bulk 
transportation when their moisture is low. The transportation 
of bagged beans to Japan is now being tried. This method of 
shipment, if successful, will supply clean whole beans for 
our use.
 “The diffi culty in water absorption and cooking of U.S. 
soybeans was explained to Dr. Smith by many Japanese 
miso makers when he visited Japan. Some hard beans which 
do not absorb water in the period allowed for soaking were 
found in some varieties. U.S. beans cooked under the same 

conditions as Japanese beans are usually harder. This is not 
desirable for miso, although hardness is different among 
batches of beans. To make U.S. beans as soft as Japanese 
beans, longer cooking is necessary, but this causes darkening 
of the color which is not desirable for making light colored 
miso.
 “One solution to the problem of using U.S. beans for 
Japanese foods may be to select varieties from which good 
products can be made. We can suggest some possibility for 
tofu from our laboratory experiments conducted in Peoria. 
We would obtain fewer cracked beans, more even size, and 
even quality from the bagged beans of selected varieties. 
These beans would be appreciated by Japanese food 
processors.
 “Some trials on modifying the usual processing of 
the Japanese foods are being investigated to overcome the 
trouble of U.S. beans mentioned above and some of them are 
very promising. We have succeeded in making good miso 
from U.S. beans by a new process. We hope commercial 
trials also will be successful.
 “During our visit in the United States we were able 
to observe the many varieties of soybeans, their planting, 
growing, harvesting, handling, storing, and transporting. We 
are very glad to have had this opportunity to speak to you of 
some of the problems of using U.S. soybeans for Japanese 
foods. We believe some of the diffi culties can be solved 
fairly soon by mutual understanding, and cooperation and 
the others by promoting further scientifi c research. We are 
preparing our experimental results for publication soon in 
technical journals.
 “Dr. Shibasaki and I wish to express our thanks to the 
American Soybean Association for their fi nancial assistance, 
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture for inviting us to the 
Northern Regional Laboratory, to A.K. Smith and C.W. 
Hesseltine of the Northern Regional Laboratory for guiding 
our research, and to V.H. Hougen of Foreign Agricultural 
Service, W.D. Macray and J.C. Cowan of Agricultural 
Research Service, S. Hayashi of the Japanese American 
Soybean Institute, and Dr. Y. Sakurai of the Food Research 
Institute of Japan, who helped and encouraged us in 
promoting our program.” Address: Dep. of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Tokyo.

1757. Strayer, George M. 1959. A special message to 
members of Ohio Valley Soybean Cooperative. Ohio Valley 
Soybean Cooperative News (Henderson, Kentucky) 5(5):1. 
Nov.
• Summary: “Out of every 20 acres of soybean you grew last 
year eight acres, in terms of oil, went into export markets. 
Roughly half the production of those acres were exported 
as beans, the remainder in the form of oil. That eight acres 
determined the price you received for your entire crop...”
 “For only $3.00 you [an individual] can become a 
member of the American Soybean Assn. You should be a 
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member! Help to help you, join A.S.A.” Address: Exec. 
Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa.

1758. Cavanagh, Helen M. 1959. Seed, soil and science: The 
story of Eugene D. Funk. Chicago, Illinois: Lakeside Press, 
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co. xii + 544 p. Portrait. 22 cm. [170 
endnotes]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Part I: One family. 1. The 
heritage, 1865-1890. 2. Cattle, crops and land, 1865-1890. 
3. Civic responsibility, 1865-1890. Part II: Wider horizons. 
4. Leadership in state and nation, 1890-1893. 5. Town 
and country, 1894-1901. 6. Education for the future, third 
generation. 7. Country life on the Illinois prairie, 1894-1901.
 Part III: A guardian of the heritage. 8. The seed company 
early works with corn, 1901-03. 9. Methods and problems, 
corn, 1903-1912. 10. Alfalfa, silage and organizations, 
1901-1903. 11. Oats, soil and cattle, 1903-1907. 12. The 
old order changes, 1907-1912. Part IV: The betterment of 
agriculture. 13. National Corn Association and expositions, 
1907 Chicago. 14. Omaha (Nebraska) 1908 and 1909. 15. 
Columbus [Ohio], Columbia [Missouri], and Dallas [Texas].
 Part V: 16. The changing times, 1913-1920. 17. The 
enemy in the dark. 18. War and price fi xing, 1917-1919. Part 
VI: A spokesman for the Corn Belt 1920-1940. 19. Eugene 
D. Funk at home through the years. 20. Appointments and 
appointees. 21. Problems and persistence. 22. Confi dence 
amid confusion. 23. Depression years.
 Part VII: Not the largest but the best. 24. The company, 
leadership, personnel and policy, 1918-1944. 25. Field 
seeds. 26. The miracle bean [soybean]. 27. Revolution in the 
corn fi elds [hybrid corn]. 28. Consistently good, year after 
year. 29. Tomorrow’s hybrids today. 30. Funk Bros. Seed 
Company, 1944-1958.
 Epilogue. Appendices: 1. Funk family, second 
generation. 2. Bryant family moves west. 3. Directors of 
National Corn Association. 4. Roster of employees. 5. 
Hybrid corn associates. Notes (p. 473-526). Bibliography: 
1. Original materials, manuscript. 2. Newspapers and 
periodicals. 3. Public journals and records. 4. Reports. 5. 
Articles. 6. Unpublished (typed copies). 7. Books.
 An excellent, carefully documented history of the Funk 
Bros. Seed Co., which was organized and incorporated in 
Nov. 1901, with headquarters in Bloomington, Indiana. This 
family story in centered in Bloomington, McLean County, 
Illinois. From 1824 to 1865 Isaac Funk acquired more than 
25,000 acres of land in McLean County. Eugene D. Funk, 
Sr. was the grandson of Isaac Funk. An agricultural leader 
and pioneer, he was born in about 1867 and died in 1944. 
The family company was established as a corn breeding fi rm, 
breeding fi rst open pollinated corn than later hybrid corn. 
Eugene D. Funk, Sr., who experimented with corn breeding 
as early as 1892, believed that the story of hybrid corn began 
in 1904; he was a pioneer in both corn and soybeans. Funk 

Bros. sold soybeans for seed purposes as early as 1903. 
Eugene’s son was E.D. Funk, Jr.
 In 1890 E.D. Funk, Sr. took a trip to Europe. The 
high point of the tour was his visit to the Vilmorin estates 
at Verriers, 10 miles south of Paris, France. “He was 
profoundly impressed by the activities of this family and 
their contributions to scientifi c improvement in agriculture.” 
This trip left a lasting imprint on his life (p. 66-67).
 In a speech at Funk’s Grove in Nov. 1902 (published in 
Bloomington’s Weekly Pantagraph newspaper on 21 Nov. 
1902), professor W.A. Henry, dean of the Wisconsin College 
of Agriculture, recognized the profound beginning made by 
the Funk Brothers and compared their plant breeding work 
with that of the Vilmorins. “I have a parallel in my mind. 
It was my pleasure two years ago this past summer to visit 
the greatest seed farm on earth, historically I refer to the 
Vilmorin seed farm, Paris. That farm has been under the 
present management for some 200 years. The name Vilmorin 
is known all over the world. It has a signifi cance like pure 
gold; it is untarnished... The sugar beet industry of the world 
owes its production largely to the Vilmorin family... This has 
been my third visit to a great seed growing establishment 
[Funk Bros.]. His second visit was to the Dupres farms, 
run by another illustrious family (p. 95-96). The Vilmorin 
experimental farm had been organized in 1815. In about 
1904 (when Lyle Funk visited it), there were only about 145 
acres at this farm, and it was detached in tracts of ten to 40 
acres (p. 140-41).
 By 1903 Funk Bros. Seed Co. was one of the most 
extensive producers of seed corn in America (p. 100).
 By 1930 Funk was a supporter of tariffs to protect 
soybeans, a comparatively new crop (p. 302-03). In June 
1941 Edward J. Dies of the National Soybean Processors 
Assoc. wrote: “We may rake the records of Midwest 
agriculture without fi nding a more sterling and inspiring 
character than Gene Funk. He is not only brilliant but 
downright lovable.”
 Photos show: (1) Eugene D. Funk, wearing a cowboy 
hat and necktie, standing tall by tall corn (opposite the title 
page). (2) Aerial view of the Funk Bros. Seed Co., and side 
view of the Research Center, both Bloomington, Illinois (p. 
324). Address: Bloomington, Illinois.

1759. McVay, M.D. 1960. More soybean oil goes abroad as 
exporting techniques improve. Chemurgic Digest. Jan. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “Never in history has food from soybeans 
been the bargain it is today. A hungry foreign buyer can 
get soybean oil at U.S. ports today for much less than the 
per-calorie cost of competing foods. One thousand calories 
of ready-to-ship soybean oil costs 2.2 cents; the equivalent 
caloric value in the form of wheat fl our costs 3.2 cents; rice, 
3.8 cents.
 “One reason, as notable in the exporting of soybean oil 
as in the various stages of production and processing of the 
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soybeans themselves, is a constant striving by the industry to 
improve effi ciency and reduce consumer costs.
 “This attitude, shared by producers, processors, 
exporters and the government, underlies the industry’s 
phenomenal pattern of growth in recent years. The rate of 
future growth will be determined in great part by continued 
application of the same hope and vigor.
 “Big Five-Year Increase: Past progress is best illustrated 
by the increase in exports. Soybean oil shipments abroad 
have gone from 50-million pounds in 1954 to 950-million 
pounds in 1958-59. This dramatic rise was brought about 
primarily by four factors:
 “1. Farmers’ great effi ciency made it possible to increase 
production of soybeans and sell them to users of meal and oil 
at lower prices-prices competitive with the best sources of 
protein and calories throughout the world.
 “2. A growing protein demand by our livestock industry 
which provides a domestic market for 80 per cent of the 
beans. This effi cient feeding permitted production of meat, 
milk and eggs at less cost and thereby increased consumption 
of these products.
 “3. The government’s Public Law 480 program made 
possible payment with local currencies, giving buying power 
to many nations whose people need oils but who could not 
otherwise buy them. As their standards of living increase and 
as their currencies become more acceptable in international 
trade, many of these countries become free-dollar buyers. 
Italy is an excellent example.
 “4. The processing industry and exporters have found 
new ways to serve customers cheaper, in addition to 
considerably lowered costs and margins.
 “Waterways Much Used: Processors pioneered in 
making signifi cant use of the inland waterways for less 
costly transports of soy-bean oil from interior to export 
locations. Even before P.L. 480’s impact on overseas sales, 
oil was being loaded in barges at various installations on the 
Mississippi and its tributaries and moving downstream for 
export at the Gulf. This inland waterways traffi c, begun only 
experimentally, expanded with each passing year and will 
doubtless continue to expand.
 “Since well before this year’s opening of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway, the Great Lakes also received a share of 
soybean oil traffi c.”
 “Advantages in Bulk: Nor have efforts to improve 
effi ciency ended at seaboard. Especially in the export of 
crude or degummed soybean oil, large-scale bulk handling 
by ocean vessels is more and more the rule. Such oil has, to 
be sure, moved historically in bulk to a degree, but ten or a 
dozen years ago drummed crude accounted for a very large 
part of total shipments and bulk crude was shipped only in 
comparatively small lots, with full tank cargoes virtually 
unheard of. Today, while some drummed crude still moves to 
countries where no unloading facilities exist for bulk, such 
shipments represent only a fraction of the total.

 “Elimination of drumming has cut handling costs by 
2 cents per pound. Large quantity shipments have reduced 
freight costs 1 cent per pound. With lowered water and rail 
charges. there is an aggregate saving of 3 to 3½ cents per 
pound. Put beside the present seaboard price of 8.5 cents per 
pound, these savings assume obvious importance.”
 In Spain, soybean oil is now preferred to olive oil.
 A photo shows an aerial view of a new Cargill soybean 
crushing plant. The caption: “New Soybean Processing 
Plant, foreground, has been opened in South Norfolk, 
Virginia, by Cargill, Incorporated, in connection with its 
recently expanded 4.5-million-bushel export grain elevator, 
background. The new plant, designed to process 7-million 
bushels annually, increases by 50 per cent the crushing 
capacity for rapidly expanding area soybean production and 
supply of soybean oil for export and for east coast industrial 
use.” Address: Asst. vice president, Vegetable Oil Div., 
Cargill, Inc.

1760. Soybean Digest. 1960. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc.: Council-FAS in fi rst global contract. Jan. p. 24-25. 
Cover story.
• Summary:  “The fi rst export market development 
project ever written on a global basis for any commodity 
organization was approved and signed by USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service and the Soybean Council of America, 
Inc., in Washington [DC] the last of January.
 “Considered a major breakthrough for the soybean 
industry, the agreement designates over 40 countries for 
market development work utilizing foreign currencies 
acquired by USDA.
 “The agreement gives the Council the mechanism with 
which to use foreign currency, obtained through the sale of 
surplus U.S. agricultural commodities, to develop markets 
for U.S. soybeans and soybean products in all parts of the 
globe. Regional offi ces will be established in South America, 
India and Italy and other possible locations.
 “Signing the contract were Howard L. Roach, Soybean 
Council president, and Max Myers, FAS administrator.
 “Basically, the agreement calls for 16 areas of 
exploratory work looking toward expansion of markets for 
soybeans and soybean products in the countries where the 
project will operate. Included will be studies and surveys to 
determine the factors restricting U.S. exports. Regulations 
of the various countries which affect the sale of oilseed 
products will be published. Foreign buyers will be assisted 
in obtaining soybeans and soybean products of the quality 
desired and in solving technical and sales problems in 
utilizing U.S. beans. Usage will be promoted at the consumer 
level through such efforts and demonstrations and seminars. 
Exchange of ideas, knowledge and technical information 
and experience between U.S. and foreign industries will be 
encouraged. There will be close coordination between the 
Council and FAS on all projects.
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 “Countries in which market development work will be 
permitted using foreign currencies under the new global 
contract include Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British Guiana, 
Burma, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, 
Egypt, Finland, France, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Iran, 
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Malaya, Mexico, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Portugal, 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Surinam, Sweden, Thailand, 
Turkey, United Kingdom, Venezuela, West Germany, West 
Indies Federation and Yugoslavia.
 “The signing of the global contract is the culmination 
of 5 years of pioneering work in developing export markets 
by the American Soybean Association and the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. During the past year the Council 
has been making intensive surveys of the market potentials 
for U.S. soybeans and products in many parts of the world, 
looking toward market development programs in many of the 
countries. The fi rst export market program on oilseeds ever 

undertaken jointly by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
a commodity group was sponsored by FAS and the American 
Soybean Association in Japan, beginning early in 1956. The 
program is still active with the Japanese American Soybean 
Institute as the operating agency. Japan is the leading foreign 
market for U.S. soybeans, and imported over 36 million 
bushels in the last marketing year.
 “The Soybean Council of America was organized in 
1956 to further expand the markets for soybeans and soybean 
products. The fi rst market development projects under the 
sponsorship of the Council and FAS followed the next year, 
in Spain and Italy.
 “The Council now has active market development 
projects in Israel, Germany, Egypt, Chile, Ecuador and 
Colombia, in addition to Spain and Italy.
 “The Cover Picture: The men in the picture were present 
at the signing in Washington, D.C., of the historic global 
contract that assures market development projects for U.S. 
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soybeans and soybean products in 42 countries.
 “Standing left to right, John Sawyer, London, Ohio, 
Council director and past president of the American Soybean 
Association; Volorus H. Hougen, director foreign marketing 
branch, fats and oils division, Foreign Agricultural Service; 
Carle G. Simcox, Assumption, Illinois, Council director and 
president of the American Soybean Association; Robert G. 
Houghtlin, Chicago, Council secretary; and Geo. M. Strayer, 
Hudson, Iowa, executive director of the Council.
 “Seated, left to right, Max Myers, administrator FAS; 
Howard L. Roach, Plainfi eld, Iowa, Council president; and 
Walter W. Sikes, director fats and oils division, FAS.
 Photos show: (1) At the New Delhi World Agricultural 
Fair (India), visitors learn how shortening is made in a U.S. 
plant from Javier de Salas, of Madrid, Spain. De Salas, 
who is assistant director for Europe and the Near East for 
the Soybean Council of America, Inc., was in charge of the 
Council’s booth at the fair. A model of a U.S. vegetable oil 
refi nery and processing plant is in the foreground. (2) C.R. 
Weber, in charge of New Delhi exhibit. (3) R.G. Spears, in 
charge of Council’s exhibit in Bombay. (4) Don E. Edson 
will represent U.S. soybean industry at Verona, Italy, fair. 
(5) Mrs. Indira Gandhi, daughter of India’s Prime Minister 
Nehru, is shown the U.S. soybean exhibit by Javier de Salas 
of the Soybean Council.

1761. Spears, Robert G. 1960. Nature’s miracle bean. Times 
of India (The) (Bombay). Feb. 14. p. 7.
• Summary: “The author is a member of the Agricultural 
Mission at the U.S. Small Industries Exhibition now on view 
in Bombay. The Soyabean Council of America, Inc. has a 
very interesting section at this Exhibition.”
 The article begins: “The soyabean is among the most 
valuable foods known to man, because of its high protein and 
fat content.” The USA is the world’s largest producer and 
exporter of soyabeans. Most of the soybeans produced in the 
USA are yellow in color. The protein quality of the soyabean 
is higher than that of other legumes.
 “Body-building: It is well known that soyabean eaters 
[such as Japanese, Chinese, and Koreans] are of greater 
stature and have more stamina than people who subsist 
largely on rice, millet, or other grains.”
 In many countries soyabean curd [tofu] and milk 
furnish good nutrition. The soyabean can be fermented to 
yield various sauces and seasonings, pressed to yield oil for 
cooking, sprouted to furnish a fresh green vegetable that is 
rich in vitamins, only ground dry to make a fl our (soyafl our) 
that is used in baked goods and confections. During the 
early 20th century the soyabean fi rst became important and 
popular in the Western World.
 Many countries now buy U.S. soyabeans and make them 
into “their own soya foods.”
 Note: This is the earliest article or ad seen (Aug. 2010) 
in The Times of India that contains the term “soya foods.” 

Today soya bean oil is used in the manufacture of more than 
50 food products in the United States.

1762. Cotton Gin and Oil Mill Press. 1960. USDA research 
with Japanese foods shows promise for U.S. soybeans: May 
mean greater exports. 61(6):65. March 19.
• Summary: U.S. soybeans are not widely used in Japanese 
food processes that start with whole beans–even though total 
Japanese imports of U.S. soybeans in 1959 were estimated at 
35 million bushels–almost ten times as many as imported in 
1950. Recognizing this, Dr. A.K. Smith of the Agricultural 
Research Service, recommended studies of U.S. soybeans in 
Japanese food processes at the Northern Utilization Research 
and Development Division, Peoria, Illinois. About half of 
the soybean used in Japan are eaten as traditional foods, and 
the other half are crushed to make oil and meal. Most U.S. 
soybeans are crushed. About 20% of the soybeans are used to 
make miso.
 Dr. Clifford Hesseltine and Dr. Kazuo Shibasaki 
developed a new miso process in which the soybeans are 
cracked into grits. A photo shows Dr. Tokuji Watanabe (on 
leave from Japan’s Ministry of Agriculture) and A.M. Nash 
of the Northern Division as they work with typical Japanese 
equipment and study the process of making tofu from U.S. 
soybeans.

1763. Chemurgic Digest. 1960. Open new export areas for 
soybeans. Feb/March. p. 10.
• Summary: “Development of vastly expanded markets for 
U.S. soybeans and soybean products throughout the world 
is foreseen as the result of the signing of a global operations 
contract for market development work between Foreign 
Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
and the Soybean Council of America, Inc. The fi rst such 
commodity contract ever negotiated, this agreement opens 
up new areas of the world in which P.L. 480 funds are made 
available for the development of markets for soybeans and 
soybean products. Considered a major breakthrough for the 
soybean industry, the agreement designates over 40 countries 
for market development work utilizing foreign currencies 
acquired by USDA. Pioneering work in the development 
of foreign markets has been done in recent years by the 
Soybean Council and its sister organization, the American 
Soybean Association... The agreement gives the Council the 
mechanism with which to use foreign currency, obtained 
through the sale of surplus U.S. agricultural commodities, to 
develop markets for U.S. soybeans and soybean products in 
all parts of the globe. Regional offi ces will be established in 
South America, India and Italy and other possible locations.”

1764. Strayer, George M. 1960. A new direction for U.S. 
agriculture! Vast numbers of people around the world would 
be happy to buy our farm products. Soybean Digest. March. 
p. 18-19.
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• Summary: “Excerpts from a speech before the National 
Farm Institute in Des Moines, Iowa.
 “Perhaps we have made it too profi table for business–
and farmers–to store these (farm) commodities! Is there a 
possibility it has become more profi table to store than to sell? 
To collect storage charges from Uncle Sam... rather than to 
concentrate on merchandising our products?
 “Is it not possible that one of the New Directions in 
Foreign Agricultural Affairs may lead us to Europe, Asia, 
Africa and South America–where people have need for what 
we have? And where we will sell rather than store?
 “Vast numbers of people around the world would be 
happy to buy and to use some of the things we now produce.
 “There are markets for U.S. wheat. There are markets 
for corn, for rice, for cotton, for grain sorghums and other 
commodities. There are markets for lard, for cottonseed oil, 
soybean oil, for tallows and greases.
 “In many cases our products, produced to meet our 
market demands and standards, are not acceptable in the 
markets of other countries. The pure white, bland, colorless 
and odorless lard desired by the U.S. housewife is not 
acceptable to the German or Austrian who wants a porky 
odor and fl avor, and a darker colored lard. If we are going 
to ship lard to those countries we must ship the type of lard 
the housewife there wants–not what our housewife wants or 
what we want them to have.
 “In the period during and since the war we seem to have 
acquired a complete disregard for the demands of the export 
consumers. We have taken the attitude that they can buy what 
we have as we have it–and like it. They are not doing so. 
They have not done so. They will not do so. If we are going 
to sell in export markets we must learn to produce what the 
buyer wants, in the form he wants it, and at a price he can 
pay. Let me illustrate what can be done by the experience 
of the industry with which I work–soybeans. Since 1946 we 
have pushed soybean production from 180 million bushels 
to 250 million, to 325 million, then to 400 million, to 500 
million and now to nearly 600 million bushels. Almost 25 
million acres have been removed from corn, oats, wheat, 
cotton and hay and transferred to the soybean crop.
 “U.S. Largest Exporter: Today the United States is the 
world’s largest net exporter of fats and oils and oilseeds. In 
1940 we were the world’s largest importers. Where have the 
soybeans gone? Last year we exported 110 million bushels–1 
bushel out of every 5 produced. The crop from 4 acres out 
of every 20 acres of soybeans was sold into markets that did 
not even exist 12 years ago! Japan bought almost 40 million 
bushels, the European countries bought 45 million bushels–
and every bushel was sold for dollars and only dollars!
 “In addition the oil from another 120 million bushels 
of soybeans went into export markets, so that in terms of oil 
more than 2 bushels out of every 5 of U.S. soybeans were 
sold to customers who did not exist 12 years ago. On top 
of that 512,000 tons of U.S. soybean meal went into export 

markets–also for dollars and only dollars.
 “To add to the story we have produced for the U.S. 
farmer the supplies of protein that have made it possible to 
produce livestock products more effi ciently and cheaply than 
ever before in U.S. history.
 “How were these soybean sales made? How were the 
markets developed? By exactly the same way every other 
commodity group will have to do its job of merchandising. 
By planning, by hard work, by tramping the market places 
of the world day after day contacting the men in government 
and in the private trade who are the potential buyers of our 
products.
 “In 1956 we worked out a market development program 
in conjunction with Foreign Agricultural Service of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture under which Japanese yen funds 
accrued to the U.S. government were made available to us 
for expenditure in Japan in developing soybean markets. I 
want to point out again that no soybeans were sold for yen–
all soybean sales, 40 million bushels to Japan last year, were 
made for dollars.
 “Since 1956 we have worked steadily with the 
oilseed crushers association, the miso association, the 
tofu association, the shoyu association and the importers 
association through the Japanese American Soybean 
Institute which is made up of these fi ve Japanese trade 
groups plus our American Soybean Association. By utilizing 
contributions from these fi ve trade groups, the yen funds 
made available by FAS, and dollar funds of our own, we 
have carried on a concentrated educational campaign on 
soybean food products.
 “Cooking Demonstrations: We have worked through 
the Japan Nutrition Association, the Food Life Improvement 
Association, the tofu, miso and shoyu associations 
in conducting thousands on thousands of cooking 
demonstrations where the value of soy protein and fat have 
been demonstrated and told. We have produced a motion 
picture fi lm used for thousands of showings, which has now 
been seen by a good percentage of the total population of 
Japan.
 “We brought two leading Japanese scientists to the 
United States to spend a year working at the Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory of USDA at Peoria, Illinois, 
on proper usage of U.S. soybeans in manufacturing 
Japanese-type food products. For the past 2 years we have 
cooperated with the Western Wheat Associates, Inc., in 
the operation of 12 kitchen buses that travel all over Japan 
giving cooking demonstrations on proper usage of wheat and 
soybean food products in feeding the Japanese family.
 “To Japan the soybean is the major source of the protein 
you and I get from milk, meat and eggs. Soybeans supply 
the major part of their protein–and a good part of their fat 
intake. The intake of both by the average Japanese is far 
below minimum nutritional levels [whatever that means]. 
Consumption has been increased materially in 5 years–and 
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still has far to go before reaching proper levels. Thus we 
have not reached maximum exports to Japan and we are 
continuing our work there.
 “In Japan we are (a) educating, (b) selling, (c) studying 
market demands and providing our commodity in the 
form desired by that market, (d) servicing our accounts, 
(e) eliminating and carrying on research designed to more 
advantageously utilize greater quantities of U.S. soybeans in 
the Japanese economy, and (f) working with Japanese trade 
groups to remove or minimize restrictions, duties and other 
deterrents to imports of U.S. soybeans into Japan.
 “In the European countries similar programs are now 
being conducted in Spain, Italy, Germany and Israel. All are 
tailored to fi t the local situation. In Spain and Italy major 
emphasis has been on soybean oil sales to supplement 
inadequate olive oil crops... We feel there are tremendous 
potential markets for a high quality and low priced edible 
oil such as soybean oil. In one recent year Spain has taken 
300,000 tons of U.S. soybean oil. The Spanish are fi nding 
it acceptable, they are learning to use it, and they offer a 
longtime market for increasing quantities of U.S. soybean 
oil. Egypt, Turkey, Greece and other countries in the 
Mediterranean area offer similar market possibilities.
 “Along with soybean oil sales we also talk about 
soybean oil meal and its value in livestock feeding. Last year 
Italy purchased–for dollars–over 80,000 tons of U.S. soybean 
oil meal. Spain is also making sizable purchases of meal.
 “The exporting of one-fi fth of our soybean crop, one-
fi fth of the oil from the soybean crop, and the meal from 
another 25 million bushels of soybeans has been brought 
about by hard work by a lot of people in a great many places 
all over the world.
 “Our men, along with representatives of the fats and 
oils division of USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service, have 
visited 40 countries of the world in the past 18 months 
surveying the potential markets for U.S. soybeans and 
soybean products, and at the same time analyzing supplies 
and competition from other products.
 “In the past month the Soybean Council [of America] 
has signed a ‘global market development agreement’ with 
Foreign Agricultural Service that will enable us to use certain 
amounts of foreign currencies which are the property of the 
U.S. government, accrued from sales of surplus agricultural 
commodities, in some 40 countries of the world. This global 
agreement is the fi rst of this type ever signed, and represents 
the experience gained in work in this fi eld in the past 5 years.
 “The Job to Be Done: Why do I relate this story of 
soybean sales? Because it represents the type of work other 
commodity groups must do in markets around the world if 
we are to solve our problems of overabundance. It represents 
a ‘new direction’ in our foreign agricultural affairs. It 
represents the type of job that other producers must do if 
they are to remain in business on their present scale.
 “There remains, in my estimation, but one group 

qualifi ed to do this job–the commodity organizations 
representing individual commodities... The one solution, it 
seems to me, is for the producers of each major commodity 
for which there is an export market or a potential export 
market to pool their efforts, organize themselves and go 
about their job. Until they do so the job will go undone–or 
government may try to do the job as a result of political 
pressure.”
 A photo shows: U.S. soybean meal arriving in Spain, 
in burlap sacks on one pallet hoisted off a ship. The meal 
was donated by a U.S. processing [crushing] fi rm for 
experimental purposes. Address: Executive Vice President 
and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, 
Iowa].

1765. Strayer, George M. 1960. Editor’s desk: Are direct 
sales out? Soybean Digest. March. p. 4.
• Summary: “Deliveries of U.S. soybeans containing more 
than the allowable level of morning glory and/or bindweed 
seed continue to create problems in Japan. To ship foreign 
material from farm to elevator to terminal and/or to point 
of export, handle it many times, ship it to Japan, and then 
have to clean it out and throw it away does not make good 
sense. For those buyers who must have clean beans we must 
provide the mechanism to assure them of such deliveries. 
This subject has been mentioned on this page several times 
in recent months.
 “Perhaps I am a maverick. I see nothing in our grain 
grading standards and in our customs and methods of 
handling soybeans that is sacred. If the standards, which 
admittedly were developed for carbohydrate crops and not 
for soybeans, do not fi ll our needs, then in my estimation 
we should amend them or otherwise provide protection for 
the buyer of U.S. soybeans. If we refuse to do so we risk our 
market. Reports reaching me from Israel, Japan, Norway 
and Germany indicate that buyers prefer Chinese soybeans 
over ours, in spite of our higher oil content, because they 
are cleaner. This has existed for years. Our standards were 
changed once, and certainly the objections are fewer and less 
violent than they were before.
 “Most of the soybeans containing morning glory seed 
come from one general area of the United States. Over a 
period of time growers will eliminate this weed and the 
problems it is creating for us. In the meantime the buyers 
will go to those areas where clean soybeans are produced. 
The price advantage enjoyed by the producers located close 
to ports will be lost. Good beans will go by their doors to 
the export market, take the price advantage, force the beans 
containing morning glory seed to go to processing plants.
 “But why should it take us years to make one small 
needed change in the information that can be carried on a 
grain grading certifi cate? Why should a potential market be 
jeopardized because a few objections are voiced against any 
move to change the status quo? When our major buyer wants 
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a determination of morning glory seed content shown, why 
can it not be done?
 “The cheap, effi cient way to handle soybeans is in bulk, 
in large quantities. That manner of handling will result in 
sales of the greatest possible bushelage of soybeans. But 
if the grain grading section of USDA will not provide the 
mechanism to assure buyers of satisfactory deliveries then 
we will see a great trend toward direct sales, on a recleaned 
basis, handled on an identity preserved basis. No local or 
federal inspections will be needed. Contracts will circumvent 
such inspections, provide for direct negotiation.
 “In my estimation the U.S. grades and grading standards 
have been good. They should be changed to fi t the needs 
of today. If they are not–then perhaps so far as soybean 
sales are concerned other mechanisms of sales will replace 
Federal Grading. Perhaps our industry will be better off for 
it–but it would be totally unnecessary if administration were 
realistic.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2021) 
that contains the term “identity preserved” in connection 
with soybeans. Address: Executive Vice President and 
Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, 
Iowa].

1766. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1960. City notes: 
Soyabean oil import. April 19. p. 4.
• Summary: It seems likely that soyabean oil will be 
imported into India from the United States under the P.L. 480 
Programme. “New Delhi has been keen on the commercial 
use of the soyabean oil by the indigenous vanaspati industry 
and is reported to have already sanctioned imports of about 
4,000 tons for experimental purposes.”
 Vanaspati makers have welcomed the move and are 
confi dent of the success of the programme. The main goal 
of this programme is to reduce the vanaspati industry’s 
dependence on groundnut oil, whose price has risen 
dramatically during the past three years. It is estimated that 
soya bean oil will cost about 59% as much as groundnut oil–
exclusive of import duty and other charges.

1767. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1960. City notes: 
Soyabean oil import. June 23. p. 4.
• Summary: The prospects of importing 4,000 tons of 
soyabean oil for experimental purposed from the United 
States are said to be not very bright. “Although the principle 
of importing soyabean oil without the impost of a duty” of 
45% has been accepted by the Union Commerce Ministry, 
the industry points out that no concrete steps in this direction 
have been taken so far. Vanaspati makers point out that it 
will not be economical for them to import soyabean oil if an 
import duty is levied on the oil.

1768. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1960. Developing markets in Italy for U.S. feed 

grains, soybeans, and breeding stock. 24(6):6-7. June.
• Summary: The Italian market for U.S. soybean products is 
growing by leaps and bounds and shows no sign of slowing 
down. In the years prior to the fall of 1957, when USDA 
and the Soybean Council of America began their promotion 
campaign, U.S. soybean shipments averaged only about 
25,000 bushels annually. In the 1958-59 marketing year 
exports rose to 1.3 million bushels; and they are expected 
to double during the current marketing year. Also, in 1957 
Italy had no plants for processing soybeans for oil or meal, 
whereas by the end of last year there were at least 18 plants 
either processing soybeans or planning to do so.
 Four photos show scenes of the fair. In the fi rst, men 
are observing cows on a raised platform. The caption: “For 
Italian farmers one of the highlights of the 62d Verona 
International Agricultural Fair was the daily milking of the 
three Holstein-Friesian cows in the modern milking parlor at 
the U.S. farmyard exhibit.”

1769. Rattray, A.G.H. 1960. The soya bean in Rhodesia. 
Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 57(3):179-85. May/June. [3 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical classifi cation. 
Climatic conditions. Soil requirements. Position in the 
rotation and effect on the soil. Inoculation. Preparation of 
seed bed. Time of planting. Depth of planting. Spacing 
and rate of seeding. Manuring and fertilizing. Cultivation. 
Harvesting. Yields. Diseases. Insect pests. Varieties. 
Chemical analyses. Use of soya beans. Production of soya 
beans. Prices and marketing. The future of soya beans in 
Rhodesia.
 “In spite of its great potential value, and the fact that for 
fully twenty years it has been grown successfully on research 
stations and been found well suited to Rhodesian conditions, 
the soya bean is to-day planted on few farms in this country. 
This neglect seems surprising when one considers the 
lack of, and the search for, additional cash crops to maize 
which can be cultivated on the more fertile soils in the 
higher rainfall areas. It seems, and is, inexplicable when 
one considers that many of the other leguminous crops, 
planted on an extensive scale both for green manure and 
fodder purposes, are to-day proving increasingly diffi cult 
to cultivate successfully, and farmers cry out for suitable 
substitutes. If this paper, intended as a summary of soya bean 
cultivation experience on the Salisbury Experiment Station 
over the last twenty years, helps in any way to popularize the 
crop and indicate how it can be grown more widely, it will 
have served some purpose.
 “In Rotation F2 on the Salisbury Experiment Station, 
soya beans and maize have been grown alternately since 
1940...”
 Table 10 shows acreages and yields of soybeans in 
Southern Rhodesia from 1954-55 to 1957-58. During this 
period total acreage rose from 1,902 acres in 1954-55, to 
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a peak of 4,658 acres in 1956-57, falling to 2,871 acres in 
1957-58. In the peak year, 41% of the acreage was for use as 
green manure, 38% for hay or silage, and 21% for seed.
 The last 2/3 page of this article is titled “Soya beans in 
Nyasaland,” written with help from Mr. S.T. Hoyle, Chief 
Agricultural Research Offi cer, Nyasaland. Contents of 
Nyasaland: Variety. Inoculation. Fertilizers. Time of planting. 
Spacing. Acknowledgments.
 “A number of attempts have been made to introduce 
soya beans into the local diet [of Nyasaland] on account 
of their high nutritive value but none of these has been 
successful. Production of soya for export has always been 
on a limited scale and has never exceeded 700 tons per 
annum. Soya grows well in most parts of the country and in 
some, characterized by higher than average rainfall the beans 
grow exceptionally well.” In one soybean variety trial at 
Bvumbwe, the variety Volstate gave the best yield, 15.7 bags/
acre. Note: 1 bag weighs 200 lb, so 3,140 lb/acre or 52.3 bu/
acre, an outstanding yield. Address: Salisbury, Rhodesia.

1770. Smith, Allan K.; Watanabe, Tokuji; Nash, Arlo M. 
1960. Tofu from Japanese and United States soybeans. Food 
Technology 14(7):332-36. July. [8 ref]
• Summary: Most of the U.S. soybeans exported to Japan 
are processed for oil and meal that are used for making food 
products. A survey conducted in 1957 in Japan by A.K. 
Smith (“Use of U.S. soybeans in Japan,” published April 
1958) indicated that at least 25 million bushels of whole 
soybeans were used in making traditional Japanese foods 
such as miso, tofu, and natto, and that the Japanese wished to 
use more.
 This paper describes pilot plant investigations 
comparing U.S. and Japanese soybean varieties to determine 
which U.S. varieties make the best tofu. Lee and Jackson 
varieties appeared to make tofu equal in yield, fl avor, texture, 
and color to Japanese soybeans. “When such varieties are 
known to U.S. exporters and Japanese importers, more 
soybeans may be exported to Japan ‘identity preserved’ at 
some increase in cost over the U.S. No. 2 yellow beans” (p. 
332-33).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2010) 
that uses the term “identity preserved” to refer to soybeans. 
Address: 1. Northern Regional Research Lab., Peoria, 
Illinois; 2. Food Research Inst., Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry, Tokyo, Japan.

1771. Chemurgic Digest. 1960. The global market for 
soybeans. Sept. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “A ready market for $367 million worth of 
U.S. soybeans and soybean products is ours for the taking. 
That was the message that Howard L. Roach, president of 
the Soybean Council of America, Inc., delivered to offi cials 
of USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service and others in the 
Department of Agriculture after his last trip abroad in behalf 

of soy products markets... Mr. Roach presented a carefully 
documented report, country by country, following a 70-day 
trip covering 16,000 miles through Europe, the Mid-East, 
India and Pakistan. He left the United States Jan. 23 and 
returned April 4...
 “The international marketing program is being 
developed under P.L. 480 on a 42-nation contract between 
FAS and the Council signed last January.” In the report, 
Mr. Roach discussed the present and/or potential status of 
soybeans in Egypt, Greece, Israel, Lebanon, India, Pakistan, 
Iran, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Spain, Germany, Netherlands, 
Belgium, France, the United Kingdom, and Ireland. A photo 
shows Howard Roach and FAS administrator Max Myers.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2009) 
concerning the activities of the Soybean Council of America 
or the American Soybean Association in Africa or the Middle 
East, or (by country) in Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, or Iran.

1772. Farlow, David R. 1960. The Japanese American 
Soybean Institute. When Automatic Allocation goes into 
effect you will see the full impact of JASI’s promotion work. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 35-36.
• Summary: JASI is starting to get involved with soy milk in 
Japan. There are about 60,000 tofu makers in Japan and they 
can readily make both tofu and soy milk. Dr. Harry W. Miller 
“has long been a strong advocate of the utilization of soy 
milk to aid in the increased consumption of protein and fat 
by the Japanese people... K.S. Lo of the Hong Kong Soybean 
Co. showed me his plant last fall, and I saw huge amounts of 
soy milk being manufactured and bottled for the Hong Kong 
area alone. Pepsi Cola is bottled in the same plant and Mr. 
Lo informed me that soy milk was outselling Pepsi Cola by 
about two to one in the Hong Kong area. I drank a bottle and 
I have to admit that much to my surprise it was delicious.”
 The increase in exports of U.S. soybeans to Japan 
has been accomplished under a “controlled allocation 
system”–controlled by the Japanese government. “When 
the Automatic Allocation system goes into effect, and the 
consumer alone decides the amount of soybeans and soybean 
products that are consumed, you will see the full effect that 
the promotion work that we have done has had.” A small 
portrait photo shows David Farlow. Address: Asst. to the 
Executive Vice President, American Soybean Assoc.

1773. Johnson, Loren W. 1960. Factors affecting soybean 
prices–III: As viewed by the soybean exporter. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 68-70.
• Summary: A portrait photo shows Loren Johnson. Address: 
Exec. VP., Continental Grain Co.

1774. Marti, Fred R. 1960. European operations of the 
Soybean Council: The total U.S. production of soybeans 
could easily be absorbed by the world market. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 45-47.
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• Summary: “My remarks will be limited to:
 “1–Some of the activities that the Soybean Council has 
undertaken and is currently planning in market development 
work overseas.
 “2–Plans to implement programs under the World 
Agreement which now covers 52 countries.
 “3–The results achieved to date.
 “4–General comments.
 “Some promotional activities used by the Soybean 
Council overseas to promote sales of soybeans and soybean 
products follow:
 “1–Seminars, oil and protein (animal and human).
 “2–Fairs, country and local.
 “3–Publications, such as the Spanish Nutrition and Oil 
publication which goes out every 2 months to appropriate 
people in Spain.
 “4–Law Digest; such as the Margarine Story in Italy and 
compiling information on the common market and related 
activities which are very helpful in our appearances before 
GATT.
 “5–Marketing and technical assistance–an example 
being Dr. Edward James assisting the vegetable oil people 
in utilizing soybean oil in Spain, Israel, Italy, Egypt and 
Pakistan this past spring.
 “6–Foreign visitors to the United States. The example 
we have here is the Spanish oil and feed team and the 
president of the Israel Oil Seed Crushers Pool.
 “7–In addition to the foregoing media our story is told 
through the farm magazines, appropriate newspapers, radio 
and television in countries where we have active programs 
and a trained staff to properly carry out promotion activities. 
One of the most effective ways of promoting the exchange of 
ideas is direct business tieups by executives of the soybean 
industry with the overseas counterparts.
 “Council Offi ces:
 “I would like to tell you some of our plans and hopes 
for the future. We now have a Soybean Council offi ce in 
Bombay, India, which is under the direction of Ferroze 
Nallaseth.
 “The Spanish offi ce, located at Madrid, is under the 
direction of Javier de Salas.
 “Our Italian offi ce, located at Rome, is under the 
direction of Dominic J. Marcello. The Rome offi ce also 
houses the overseas staff which assists in the overseas 
country programs, the channel of communication being the 
country offi ces through the Rome overseas offi ce through the 
home offi ce at Waterloo [Iowa].
 “The Benelux offi ce located at Rotterdam is under the 
direction of William A. Luykx. Offi ce space in Rotterdam 
is in conjunction with the Great Plains Wheat Association, 
while our Rome offi ce space is shared by the Feed Grains 
Council.
 “The Israeli offi ce located in Jerusalem is headed up by 
Joseph Mazur.

 “Our German offi ce at Hamburg is represented by Dr. 
Leonhard Lennerts, who is an employee of the German 
Oil Seed Crushers. This program is being expanded and a 
small country staff is being employed by the Council for our 
Hamburg offi ce.
 “Further plans call for a small country offi ce that 
will be located in Copenhagen or Stockholm to serve the 
Scandinavian countries.
 “Within the next year we have plans to open small 
country offi ces in Belgrade [Yugoslavia], Cairo [Egypt], 
Teheran [Iran], Karachi [Pakistan], and London [England], 
provided suffi cient 104A funds are made available for our 
use. This will give us good representation and offer an 
excellent opportunity to continue to increase exports of 
soybeans and soybean products in these areas.
 “Other countries listed in the World Agreement will 
be covered periodically by the home and overseas staffs. 
Ground work will be laid for small country programs where 
opportunities seem greatest.
 “In order to effectively promote soybeans and soybean 
products, our experience has shown it is necessary to have 
a full-time representative staff in a country to work directly 
with local industrial groups and government offi cials on joint 
promotion programs. You have to call on people and solicit 
business. You can’t wait for them to call on you or do the 
job with periodic visits. To do the job, it is necessary to have 
direct representation in that country.
 “A trip made to 17 Middle East and European countries 
during February and March 1960 by Council and FAS 
[USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service] representatives again 
pointed out the need for market development work. Local 
cooperative groups in these countries told representatives 
of the Council’s good work they had observed and said 
they were ready to go on a joint promotion program now. 
Concurrence for such a program from almost all agricultural 
attaches was obtained.
 “Of these countries, besides the four where programs 
are under way, only one, Yugoslavia, had suffi cient 104A 
funds earmarked for program operations. However, enough 
money was allocated for limited program operations in India, 
Pakistan, and Netherlands for 1960-61. By having active 
country programs in these countries in 1961, possible sales 
may reach over 1 million metric tons of soybean oil; 300,000 
metric tons of soybean meal; and 1 million metric tons of 
soybeans.
 “I would like to point out some of the results that have 
been achieved where we have active programs.
 “1–Results obtained in Italy show imports of soybeans 
and soybean products valued at $17 million for the fi rst 6 
months of 1960. This was the total value for 1959 imports. 
This compares with $12 million in 1958 and $8 million in 
1957. Member fi rms of the Soybean Council have made 
arrangements with Italian counterparts to increase soybean 
processing capacity. The increased processing of soybeans 
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in foreign markets is directly refl ected in increased demand 
for oil since soybeans yield only one-half as much oil as 
peanuts and only one-third as much as copra. Germany is 
an example. In spite of record processing in the fi rst part of 
1960, Germany still purchased 20,000 tons of soybean oil 
from the United States in the fi rst 4 months of 1960.
 “U.S. soybean oil exports to Spain averaged 36 million 
pounds in 1950-54; and increased to 335 million pounds in 
1956-57; 382 million pounds in 1957-58; and 446 million in 
1958-59.
 “U.S. soybean meal exports to Spain increased from 
100 metric tons in 1954-55 to 21,000 metric tons in 1958-
59. There has been a gradual increase in the per capita 
consumption of vegetable oil in Spain. Soybean oil is being 
introduced into new non-food products in Spain, including 
paint.
 “Council activities in Spain have established in that 
country one of the important markets for U.S. soybean oil–
with annual average imports in excess of 150,000 tons. Two 
or 3 years ago, Spanish government regulations authorized 
blends of soybean oil with olive oil. These blends prejudiced 
soybean oil in consumer channels because of the low quality 
of olive oil used. Later, however, when high quality olive 
oil was blended with soybean oil, immediate acceptance of 
U.S. soybean oil resulted and is continuing, as evidenced by 
increasing demand for this product.
 “Work in Israel: Israel hopes to import 200,000 metric 
tons of soybeans in 1960-61 or over 100,000 metric tons 
for each 1 million population. Israel has the highest per 
capita consumption of soybeans and soybean products in the 
world. This is an indication of what can be achieved in other 
countries. Because of intensive and extensive efforts of the 
Council in Israel, which program is now in the beginning 
of the second year, Israel has accepted soybean oil as the 
preferred cooking and salad oil of that nation. Israel is a 
showplace. Advances made here are quickly known in other 
countries.
 “U.S. soybean exports to Israel have increased as 
follows: 1957-58, 110,000 tons; 1958-59, 128,000 tons; 
estimated 1959-60, 165,000 tons.
 “Prior to 1957, the United States shipped no soybean 
oil to Israel. In 1957-58 and 1958-59, United States exports 
of soybean and cottonseed oil to Israel averaged about 
15 million pounds annually. U.S. technical assistance to 
the Israel Mixed Feed Association and fl our millers has 
improved feeding techniques and the quality of domestic 
fl our production, and expanded the use of soy protein. 
Everywhere, people are interested in soya protein and request 
information on it.” Continued. Address: PhD, Director of 
Overseas Operations, Soybean Council of America, Italy.

1775. Marti, Fred R. 1960. European operations of the 
Soybean Council: The total U.S. production of soybeans 
could easily be absorbed by the world market (Continued–

Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 45-47.
• Summary: “West Germany is the United States’ most 
important dollar market. In 1958-59 Germany imported 
430,000 metric tons of soybeans from the United States. 
Bean imports for 1959-60 are expected to reach over 650,000 
metric tons. Vegetable oil imports from the United States 
are expected to reach 125,000 metric tons in 1959-60, or 
double those of the previous year. Soybean meal imports are 
expected to reach 100,000 metric tons for 1959-60 compared 
to only 7,600 the previous year. The Council emphasized the 
value of high quality margarine produced with soybean oil 
as a major ingredient at relatively low prices and available 
in dependable supply. Increased exports of U.S. soybean 
oil is proof of the acceptability in Germany of margarine 
containing soybean oil.
 “As a result of Soybean Council programs, it is 
estimated that over two-thirds of all U.S. processed soybean 
oil and meal imported into Europe and the Near East this 
year will go to these four countries, as well as over one-third 
of soybean exports. In fact, it is now estimated that over 50% 
of all the U.S. vegetable oil imports from the United States 
will go to these four countries in 1959-60.
 “The importance of the export market is shown by the 
fact that currently every third bushel of beans produced 
in the United States is exported as soybeans or soybean 
products.
 “Member fi rms of the Soybean Council now have or are 
planning to grant licensing agreements on patents in Spain, 
Italy, Germany and Israel. Limited Council activities in other 
countries have stimulated similar arrangements there.
 “The surface has only been scratched for increasing the 
consumption of soybeans and soybean products in foreign 
markets. With the margarine, shortening, and mixed feed 
industries just getting under way in most of these countries 
there is an excellent opportunity for expanding oil and 
protein sales. This, coupled with the high interest in soy 
fl our, isolated proteins, lecithin, etc., presents the opportunity 
of a lifetime to get the soybean industry fi rmly established 
in foreign markets. Other nations are viewing our promotion 
work in the fats and oils fi eld and have requested the 
Soybean Council’s assistance to help them. Examples were 
given by President Roach in his remarks.
 “General Comments The interest generated concerning 
soybeans and soybean products, as elsewhere, is very high. 
In fact it is so high that one of the fi rst questions asked by 
people when the soybean story is told them is, ‘How can we 
grow more soybeans?’
 “In addition to pointing out why the United States 
is the largest producer of soybeans because of climatic 
conditions, mechanical harvesting equipment, etc., we still 
offer them limited information on growing soybeans for 
these reasons: We know they can only grow a small amount 
because of economic or climatic factors in most countries. 
This maintains the interest which, by having a few soybean 
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growers in a country, puts the local government in a most 
favorable position when it comes to the importation of 
soybeans and soybean products regarding tariffs and so forth. 
This opens up markets tremendously and offers us unlimited 
possibilities for sales of soybean and soybean products.
 “The potential markets for soybeans and soybean 
products are unlimited and today’s total U.S. production 
could easily be absorbed in the world market. The legislative 
machinery that has been set up to promote foreign markets 
gives the industry the greatest opportunity it has ever had to 
expand and increase these markets.”
 A portrait photo shows Dr. Fred R. Marti. Address: 
PhD, Director of Overseas Operations, Soybean Council of 
America, Italy.

1776. Roach, Howard L. 1960. Overseas markets for 
agricultural products: In food the United States has the 
greatest weapon, but we still do not know how to use it. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 40, 42-44.
• Summary: This long article begins: “You are all familiar 
with the story of the growth of the soybean production in the 
United States. In the brief span of 20 years we have moved 
from a production of about 78 million bushels to an expected 
harvest of 557 million bushels in 1960. Much of that growth 
has taken place since 1954 and I am sure that all of you are 
aware that the years of this great growth were ones in which 
abundant expanding production of agricultural products was 
unlikely to win a medal of merit.
 “In those years the Congress wrestled with the problem 
of what to do with our expanding production and Uncle Sam 
collected some $10 billion worth of feed and food grains, 
cotton fi ber and other assorted agricultural products into his 
benevolent storage bosom. The cry was to cut production, 
not expand it.
 “Here is the dramatic story of the soybean industry.
 “In 1948 farmers had a capital investment of land on 
which soybeans were grown of $1,618,438,000 and if we 
add to this fi gure the value of machinery needed to plant, till 
and harvest the crop in that year, we come up with a total 
capital investment of $1,965,488,000. A rough estimate of 
capital investment in crushing plants in 1948 is $150 million, 
which added to the farm investment makes a total of industry 
investment in 1948 of in excess of $2 billion. A decade, 10 
years later in 1958 which by the way is the last year fi gures 
are complete, we fi nd that the farmer had invested in land to 
grow the 1958 crop $5,544,800,000 and by adding the cost 
of machinery required to handle the crop we have a total 
capital investment of $6,381,300,000. During this decade the 
capital investment in crushing plants rose to a total of $275 
million, which added to the farm investment totaled in excess 
of $6½ billion invested in industry.
 “While the major political parties are quibbling about 
whether the so-called ‘growth factor’ of America should be 
3% or 5%, ours is a segment that shows over 12% growth 

factor per year for the last decade. To this fact we point with 
pride.
 “Fortunately, the soybean producers and the processors 
were not pushing for a medal in this fabulous story of 
expanding production, a production that raised this crop 
from a minor position in our agriculture to the fourth most 
important, dollarwise, and much more nutritionally, in our 
fi eld crops.
 “We have done such a good job that this booming 
production has never added to the existing surplus problem 
or created one of its own. In my book this is a record to tell 
others about.
 “Further, I could point out that the acres that have gone 
into soybeans have come directly from acres that could have 
been contributing to a further enlarged production of corn, 
wheat, or any of the crops now in surplus. During the past 
4 years the Soybean Council of America has served as one 
of the tools in making this dramatic story come true through 
a program of worldwide market development. This market 
development program was under way before SBC came into 
being through the efforts of the ASA. Substantial market 
development had been started in Japan and surveys indicated 
possibilities in other parts of the world.
 “It was in 1955 that forward looking growers and 
processors realized that more could be done in the fi eld 
of market development abroad by working together as a 
single industry than could ever be done by processors and 
growers working separately. There was the danger of either 
duplicating each other’s efforts or of working at cross 
purposes. Hence the Soybean Council of America. My 
assignment here today is a report of SBC’s accomplishment 
to date.
 “The fi rst program of the SBC began in Spain. It is no 
secret that Spain was a traditional and historic producer of 
olive oil. The natural reaction there was that soybean oil was 
an undesirable competitor for the home product. Today, with 
the cooperation of the farsighted citizens of Spain, and with 
SBC working in cooperation with the Foreign Agricultural 
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the 
Department of State, the situation is completely reversed.
 “Global Contract: The accomplishments have been 
recognized by our U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
our government when, through the Foreign Agricultural 
Service, the fi rst global contract in history for the sale of 
American agricultural products was completed. SBC was 
given a contract to carry on market development work in 52 
countries around the globe.
 “As a start to implementing this contract I, along with 
Volorus H. Hougen, chief, foreign marketing, fats and oils 
division, FAS, Washington [DC], and Fred R. Marti, director 
of foreign operations, Soybean Council of America, Rome, 
took a swing through 17 European, Middle East and Far East 
Countries. We came up with an estimate of a potential sale of 
$367 million of soybean products in these countries. Present 
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shipments and purchase authorizations indicate that this is a 
modest estimate.
 “In selling abroad we have placed substantial emphasis 
on the increased consumption of fats and oils. There is a 
good reason for this. Most of the countries need additional 
fats and oils in their human diets and one of the aims of our 
whole food export program is to upgrade the diets of other 
peoples. There is no quicker way than through abundant, 
relatively low-priced soybean oil and through the superior 
vegetable protein of soybean fl our and meal.
 “Also, we had the domestic producer and his problem 
in mind. The demand here for beans is directly related to 
the price received for soybean oil and if it became a drug 
on the market our producer price would go down. We do 
not want that to happen or we might fi nd ourselves in bed 
with our wheat, cotton and feed grain friends. Then, too, 
the other part of the bean, the meal, is needed here at home 
for the production of livestock and poultry and in many 
instances the producer of the beans is also the producer of 
this livestock. So, we have tried to sell soybean oil and have 
succeeded in a modest way.
 “However, one of the lessons we learned in this 
marketing program is that you cannot build overseas markets 
on a single product. In offering our products to the countries 
of the world we fi nd ourselves in the same position as the 
hometown merchant during rationing who tried to hide 
part of his inventory under the counter for sale to selected 
customers at a premium. You can’t build sales for the whole 
inventory in that way. Another lesson we have learned is 
to never talk about our ‘surplus’ but rather state that our 
commodity is in ‘abundant supply.’ The word ‘surplus’ is a 
bad word and everyone seems to be afraid of it, so why use 
it?
 “A third thing we have learned is that people’s tastes 
vary. People with a taste for rapeseed oil or mustard oil do 
not care for bland soybean oil any more than I care for green 
cheese. So–keep still about ‘reversion.’ Let’s supply the best 
oil we can supply but let’s not talk about a characteristic that 
we do not happen to like.
 “Finally, perhaps the most important point the Council 
has learned is to not try to explain price but to reveal that 
our prices are set in the open market and not by the stroke of 
a pen. Instead we stress dependability of supply, for many 
oilseed crushers around the world have already found out 
there is no profi t in trying to crush ‘contracts to deliver’–you 
have to have the commodity on hand to yield oil and meal.
 “This was pointed out to me by one of the top 
businessmen in the British Empire when I saw him in 
London this spring.
 “’The British people,’ he said, ‘know that we are losing 
our dominant position as the controlling economic and 
fi nancial force in the world. We feel that you can inherit it, 
but, if you do not, the Soviets will take it up, and then God 
help all of us.’

 “’To take it up successfully there are two things you 
must learn and, frankly, for the record, we doubt if you 
understand. As of now you only enter the foreign market 
when you have surpluses to dispose of. You come in and 
put on a huge sales campaign, dump your products and then 
back out of the market leaving customers to wonder what 
happened.
 “’In some instances you do not even sell your products, 
you just empty them on the market, disrupting historic trade 
channels, and then withdraw when you are through. You 
create havoc.
 “’To take your rightful place in the market places of the 
world you must go into the market places to stay. You must 
stop selling from a side-show tent and begin to sell from a 
marble-front place that, by itself, indicates you are in the 
market to stay.
 “’Second, you must establish confi dence in your 
customers by indicating that you are in the market to stay. 
You must share your scarcities. You must be willing to care 
for the needs of your customers in your bad times as well as 
good.’”
 Photos show: (1) Howard Roach. (2) “At the Soybean 
Council booth: Fritz Schiess, Buhler Mill Engineering Co.; 
Euriel Shalon, chairman, Israel Oilseed Crushers Pool; D. 
Wittenberg, chief engineer, the Shemen Oil Mills, Israel; and 
Alfred Horst, Buhler.” Address: President, Soybean Council 
of America, Inc.

1777. Strayer, George M. 1960. Commodity organizations 
that sell can fi nd dollar markets overseas. Chemurgic Digest. 
Sept. p. 7-11.
• Summary: Today in the USA we have large surpluses 
of wheat, corn, cotton, rice and grain sorghums. “They 
are, in part, a result of the three great revolutions that 
have taken place in American agriculture in the 1900s: 1. 
Mechanization. 2. Hybridization. 3. Feeding effi ciency.” 
“Our single greatest problem today is wheat.”
 In 1946, just after World War II, the USA produced 
180 million bushels of soybeans. “Many people thought we 
would drop back to 100 million bushels annual production.” 
But instead production has increased, until today it is 
now nearly 600 million bushels. “Almost 25 million acres 
have been removed from corn, oats, wheat, cotton and hay 
acreages and transferred to the soybean crop. Today the U.S. 
is the worlds largest net exporter of fats and oils and oilseeds. 
In 1940 we were the world’s largest importers. Where have 
the soybeans gone? Last year we exported 110 million 
bushels of soybeans–1 bushel out of every 5 produced.” The 
soybeans were “sold into markets which did not exist for use 
12 years ago! Japan bought almost 50 million bushels. The 
European countries bought 45 million bushels. And every 
bushel was sold for dollars and only dollars.”
 “Part of our increase is due to the breaking off of 
political relations between Japan and Red China, the 
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traditional source of soybeans for Japan.”
 Discusses how these large soybean exports were 
developed. Recently Spain imported 300,000 tons of U.S. 
soybean oil. Last year Italy purchased 80,000 tons of 
soybean oil meal.
 “Last winter the Soybean Council of America signed 
a ‘global development agreement’ with the Foreign 
Agricultural Service [FAS]...” Representatives of the fats and 
oils division of the FAS work together with representatives 
of the Soybean Council to sell soybean oil overseas. But 
the real work, Strayer emphasizes, must be done by “the 
commodity organizations representing the individual 
commodities... My point is this. No one else is personally 
interested in your markets except you!” Address: [American 
Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1778. Strayer, George M. 1960. Our industry can go as far as 
our vision permits. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 21-22, 24.
• Summary: This long article begins: “One year ago as I 
reported to you at our convention in St. Louis we had the 
largest carryover of soybeans in history staring us in the 
face, but a crop that was smaller in bushelage than during 
the previous year. Today we are not concerned with the 
problem of carryover, for the quantity of soybeans remaining 
on hand on Sept. 30 of this year will be relatively small and 
inconsequential. In addition, crop forecasts indicate a crop 
about the same size or perhaps even smaller than a year ago, 
for the 1960 crop is late and in poor condition.
 “During this crop year we have enjoyed the largest 
export market on soybeans in the history of our industry–it 
now appears we will exceed the 130-million-bushel mark–20 
million bushels more than a year ago. And the exports of oil 
and meal have also been sizable–the largest exports of meal 
in our history, and total exports of vegetable oils which are 
the highest in history, including a higher proportion sold for 
dollars. Total soybean oil movement has not been as high as 
hoped by some, for more cottonseed oil has gone into export 
channels.
 “Total exports of soybeans this year will reach almost 
25% of our total crop. In addition we will have exported 
almost 25% of the oil produced from that portion of the crop 
processed in the United States so that in terms of oil we will 
have exported almost 45% of our total crop. This, is my 
estimation, is an amazing record for a crop which had no 
export markets only 12 years ago!
 “The U.S. soybean has truly become an international 
commodity! As I spoke to the International Association of 
Seed Crushers at their annual conference in London just a 
month ago I became fully aware, after talking with a large 
number of people from a large number of places over the 
world, that we have a commodity that is very much in the 
limelight, and which has a great future ahead of it–if we 
capitalize on that future and do the work necessary to make 
those markets ours.

 “For 4 years now the American Soybean Association 
has been conducting a market development project on 
soybeans in Japan. During that period of time we have seen 
the purchases of soybeans from the United States rise to 
double the previous high marks. On July 1, 1960 we signed 
a contract with Foreign Agricultural Service continuing that 
program for two more years or until July 1, 1962. Our close 
cooperation with the Japanese trade groups in the operation 
of the Japanese American Soybean Institute has been in a 
great measure responsible for this increase. It has also been 
at least partially responsible for the decision by the Japanese 
government that soybeans will be placed on the Automatic 
Allocation system of imports as of Oct. 1, 1960. As Mr. 
Hayashi has pointed out in his report, we anticipate that 
when this system is placed in operation the imports of U.S. 
soybeans into Japan will take another spurt, increasing by 
perhaps as much as 50% above present levels.
 “During the past year the kitchen car project in Japan, 
which has been operated jointly with Western Wheat 
Associates, Inc., the successor to the Oregon Wheat League, 
has been renewed for another year, and it is now scheduled 
to be discontinued as of Dec. 31, 1960. Disposal of the 
buses being used in the project is still to be decided–we are 
hopeful that some of them may be made available to us for 
operation by our cooperators in Japan. The JASI is still under 
the very capable leadership of Mr. S. Hayashi, who was our 
fi rst employee in Japan, and we feel it has made remarkable 
progress in a number of fi elds. As a result of our JASI work 
the products made from soybeans are being really promoted 
through public relations and advertising campaigns now in 
Japan, and markets are being expanded far beyond previous 
levels because of it.
 “In late September we will have with us in the United 
States a team of eight representatives of the Japan Shoyu 
Association. We have planned an itinerary for them that will 
take them through the production, harvesting, marketing and 
processing phases of our industry so they will be thoroughly 
acquainted with U.S. soybeans when they return to their 
companies in Japan. They are coming under the auspices of 
JASI.
 “Those of you who read the Soybean Digest regularly 
are familiar with some of the problems of quality on 
soybeans we have encountered in Japan. Some of those 
problems have now been solved. Certainly our normal 
shipments are far more acceptable than was true in past 
years. During the current year the Japanese Ministry of 
Welfare issued a ruling which established a maximum 
tolerance level on morning glory or bindweed seeds in 
soybeans imported into Japan. Last fall a few shipments were 
condemned, recleaning was required, and other expense was 
involved. The tolerance level was placed at a very unrealistic 
fi gure, and Japanese authorities have recently apparently 
recognized this and relaxed enforcement of their ruling. At 
the same time, shipments going to Japan have been cleaner 
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and the problem has not been as acute.
 “This brings into focus the same problem that we have 
faced for a period of years, and which I have called to your 
attention on several previous occasions. Soybeans are now 
bought and sold on grades that were fi rst promulgated for 
cereal grains, and which give no recognition to the oil and 
protein content of the soybean crop. Portions of broken 
soybeans are still classifi ed as foreign material, and the 
continued handling of the same lot of soybeans with the 
same grade designation is almost an impossibility without 
recleaning. We must give proper recognition to the factors 
that establish the value of a bushel of soybeans, and we 
muse develop grades or standards that will refl ect values 
more accurately than today’s federal grades. This is one of 
our major problems and it must be solved. Until we develop 
realistic soybean grades that refl ect the true values of the 
major ingredients of our crop we will not have a satisfactory 
basis of buying and selling.
 “The very close working relationship between the 
American Soybean Association and the Soybean Council 
of America has been continued, as was reported a year ago. 
As the industrywide organization which was largely the 
result of activities by the American Soybean Association 
and members of the board of directors of this Association 
it is logical that the two organizations should work closely 
together, for their objective is the same–the promotion 
of markets for U.S. soybeans and soybean products. The 
Council activities have been enlarged in area and in scope 
through the signing of the world agreement, which Howard 
Roach reported to you yesterday. The close working 
relationship must continue in order to make maximum use 
of the manpower and the facilities and the funds that are 
available to us.
 “During the current fi scal year we have shown a net gain 
of nearly 500 memberships in the Association. The gain has 
come in those states where soybean production is gaining 
most rapidly, in terms of percentage, most notably Arkansas. 
As has been the case during the recent years the state with 
by far the largest production of soybeans is the one where 
we have great diffi culty in even holding our membership 
constant. Illinois and Indiana show net losses in membership 
this year, while Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri and Arkansas 
show nice net gains. We have developed some direct mail 
techniques which we feel will bring greater results during 
this next year, and it is my belief that we will have some 
really outstanding results to report to you a year from now.
 “Almost since the inception of the Soybean Digest we 
have employed as our advertising representative Mr. R.E. 
Hutchison of Chicago. Through the years he has become 
known to our advertisers and prospective advertisers as Mr. 
Soybean Digest, and he has commanded great respect and 
admiration from the many people with whom he has worked. 
During the period of years in which he has represented us 
Mr. Hutchison has had many helpers, but none of them 

commanded the respect nor achieved the results as did Mr. 
Hutchison.
 “On Aug. 1 of this year Mr. Hutchison found it 
necessary to retire from active advertising solicitation. 
Last December he notifi ed me of this, and during the 
intervening months I interviewed many men from different 
companies who were interested in handling our account. 
We have selected a Mr. Arthur Hutchison of Chicago–who, 
incidentally, is no relationship to R.E. Hutchison even though 
he does spell his name the same way–to represent us in the 
Midwest territory. Art Hutchison is here at the convention, 
and I hope that you will get acquainted with him while you 
are here. We have not, as yet, been able to make satisfactory 
arrangements in the Eastern territory, but we are working on 
contacts there now.
 “I do want to take this opportunity to publicly extend to 
R.E. Hutchison a most sincere vote of thanks for the manner 
which he has conducted himself during the 18 years he has 
represented the Soybean Digest and the Soybean Blue Book. 
He has been advisor, counselor and confi dant on advertising 
matters, and he has gone far beyond the necessities of 
business relationships all through that period of time. His 
wisdom and his counsel are going to be missed by us and 
by our advertisers. We want him to know that as he enjoys 
retirement those of us who have worked with him through 
the years will be thinking of him in terms of the contributions 
he has made to our progress.” Address: Executive Vice 
President and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc.

1779. Castro Ramos, R. de; Nosti Vega, M. 1960. 
Características relacionadas con la refi nación de los aceites 
de soja importados [Problems related to the refi ning of 
imported soybean oils]. Grasas y Aceites 11(5):213-19. Sept/
Oct. [4 ref. Spa]
Address: Instituto de la Grasa y sus Derivados. 
Departamento de Quimica y Microbiologia, Sevilla [Spain].

1780. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1960. Japanese soy sauce team in 
United States. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 22.
• Summary: “A group of top executives of the Japan Soy 
Sauce Brewers Association is making a 36-day tour of the 
U.S. soybean industry as guests of the American Soybean 
Association. The trip was arranged by the Japanese American 
Soybean Institute. The soy sauce manufacturers are traveling 
at their own expense, however.”
 They arrived in Waterloo, Iowa, Sept. 25. They plan to 
“visit farms where soybeans are grown and harvested, U.S. 
elevators, and soybean processing [crushing] plants; the 
Northern Regional Research Laboratory at Peoria, Illinois; 
grain grading and export facilities; and the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture in Washington, D.C.
 The team from Japan includes Keizaburo Mogi, 
managing director, Noda Shoyu Co., Ltd.; Yoshiro 
Hamaguchi, managing director, Yamasa Shoyu Co., Ltd.; 
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Kichiemon Hamaguchi, president, Choshi Shoyu Co., 
Ltd., and Mrs. Michiko Hamaguchi; Motoyashi Kinoshita, 
president, Marukin Shoyu Co., Ltd.; Heibei Yamashita, 
president, Kinoeno Shoyu Co., Ltd.; Chujiro Yamanouchi, 
vice president, Japan Shoyu Association, and president, 
Kyushu Shoyu Association; and Akira Komiya, managing 
director, Japan Shoyu Association.
 “The team will be accompanied on their tour by David 
R. Farlow, assistant to the executive vice president of the 
American Soybean Association.” Address: Managing 
Director, Japanese American Soybean Inst., Nikkatsu 
International Building, No. 1, 1-Chome Yurakucho, Chiyoda-
Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1781. Standing, K.A. 1960. The organization of Ontario 
[soybean] growers. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 26-17.
• Summary: From a speech before the American Soybean 
Association in Memphis, Tennessee. Contents: Introduction. 
Powers granted under legislation. Finance. Activities of the 
Board: Transportation, storage, market development, price 
support, tariffs and import restrictions.
 “Canada imports 15 million bushels of soybeans from 
the United States, double her domestic production plus 6 
million in the form of soybean meal.” “There are 15,000 
soybean growers all of whom are members of the Ontario 
Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Plan under provincial and 
federal legislation.”
 Finance. Under the legislation, each grower has 
deducted from the selling price of his soybeans a fee, at 
present ½¢ per bushel, which is forwarded by the buyer 
to the board offi ce with a record of each grower’s name, 
address and number of bushels sold.” A portrait photo shows 
K.A. Standing.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000) 
that mentions “The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Plan.” “The Ontario Soybean Growers Marketing Board” 
is referred to but not actually mentioned in the text of the 
article; it is mentioned only under the writer’s name as the 
organization of which he is Secretary-Manager. Address: 
Secretary-Manager, Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board, Chatham, Ontario.

1782. Strayer, George M. 1960. Editor’s desk: Entertain 
Japanese trade teams. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: “Japan is our No. 1 customer for U.S. soybeans. 
Out of total exports now estimated at nearly 140 million 
bushels during the 1959 crop year closed on Sept. 30, Japan 
took over 40 million bushels [i.e., more than 28%].
 “Very signifi cant is the tour of the soybean industry of 
the United States now being made by the team representing 
the Japan Soy Sauce Brewers Association.” Shoyu 
manufacturers are the largest users of soybean meal; they 
also use some whole soybeans.
 “This type of activity is obviously a means of creating 

more markets for U.S. soybeans.” Address: [American 
Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1783. Lauhoff Soya Co. 1960. How soybeans have grown 
(Ad). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 33.
• Summary: “Just take a moment’s time to consider the 
remarkable growth of the soybean industry through the last 
quarter-century, and its practical meaning: To the United 
States of America–It shifted our country from dependence 
on imports to the largest exporter of fats and oils in all the 
world. Give major credit to the soybean!
 “To the American Farmer–It means an annual 
cash income of more than one billion dollars... without 
government controls; and the ability to divert acreage 
from chronic surplus crops. To the consumer–It has meant 
freedom from reliance on uncertain import supplies to meet 
oil and fat needs... To labor–It has brought millions of man-
hours of work, at good wages.
 “We are proud to be a hard-working factor in the growth 
of this great industry.” Address: Danville, Illinois. Phone: 
Hickory 6-4770.

1784. Soybean Digest. 1960. Ask Canadian tariff on 
soybeans, soy products. Nov. p. 9.
• Summary: “The Ontario Federation of Agriculture recently 
submitted a brief to the Canadian government calling for 
tariffs of 45¢ per bushel on imported soybeans, 5¢ per pound 
on vegetable oil, and $6 per ton on soybean meal, according 
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
 “Soybeans and soybean cake and meal now enter 
Canada duty-free. Soybean oil, when imported for specifi ed 
nonfood uses and for fi sh canning, enters duty-free. When 
imported for other uses ‘not otherwise provided for’ specifi c 
ad valorem rates apply. They are 15% (preferential); 20% 
(most favored nation); and 25% (general).
 “The Canadians contend, according to the brief, that 
domestic prices of soybeans are depressed because of duty-
free imports of U.S. soybeans. The Federation has calculated 
that the proposed tariff structure would increase the price to 
producers of Canadian soybeans to about $2.30 per bushel 
from the present $1.90. This in turn would lead to diversion 
of acreage in southwestern Ontario from the present 
production of oats and mixed grain–now surplus products–to 
soybeans, thereby making Canada self-suffi cient in soybeans.
 “Ontario soybean growers maintain, according to the 
Federation, that were it not for competition from below 
the border, production in Ontario could expand to meet 
domestic requirements. It is estimated that self-suffi ciency 
in soybean products would require an additional 370,000 
acres in soybeans. (This year 256,500 acres were planted to 
soybeans.)”

1785. Soybean Digest. 1960. Total oil supply under last year: 
Soaring U.S. soybean exports refl ect expanding use in major 
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markets. Dec. p. 5-6.
• Summary: “The total U.S. supply of edible fats, oils, and 
oilseeds during the 1960-61 marketing year which began 
Oct. 1 is forecast at 14.1 billion pounds (oil equivalent 
of oilseeds), only 0.1 billion pounds less than the record 
quantity available last year, according to the 1961 outlook 
issue of Agricultural Marketing Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. Smaller beginning stocks on Oct. 1–mainly of 
soybeans–account for the reduction in supply.
 “With the growth in population expected, total domestic 
use of food fats should increase by over 0.1 billion pounds. 
Prospects indicate that the quantities of edible oils, lard and 
soybeans available for export in 1960-61, while 0.2 billion 
pounds less than last year’s availabilities, will be nearly 
as large as the record 3.9 billion pounds shipped abroad in 
1959-60.
 “Export prospects for food fats and oils through 
September 1961 appear bright. In fact, with many foreign 
countries such as Japan, Spain and the countries of Western 
Europe continuing to need substantial quantities of these fats, 
exports will be as large as the 3.9 billion pounds (including 
the oil equivalent of oilseeds) in the marketing year just 
completed. Thus a close balance between our exportable 
supplies and export demand in 1960-61 appears likely. The 
actual balance will depend on the size of foreign oilseed 
crops and on world political and economic developments, 
according to AMS.”
 Goes no to discuss: Edible oils. Price spread. High 
protein feeds.

1786. Strayer, George M. 1960. Crotalaria is real threat to 
exports! Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4.
• Summary: “A new crisis faces us in soybean exports. With 
the bushelage loaded for export running well ahead of last 
year on the same date, we seem headed for an excellent 
export year. Government fi gures indicate a probable total 
export the same as last year–140 million bushels. The same 
forecast was issued a year ago! And we far exceeded the 
previous year’s fi gure. But now we have troubles. In some 
areas where soybean production is growing crotalaria was 
introduced through a period of years as a soil-building 
and soil-conserving crop. It served admirably for that 
purpose, was most helpful throughout the southeastern and 
southern areas. Usage became widespread. Volunteer stands 
established themselves. The seed lives over in the soil for 
several years. Recently it has been showing up in soybeans 
harvested, and in corn and grain sorghums where harvested 
with combines with corn heads.
 “Seed of crotalaria evidences certain toxic 
characteristics when fed to livestock. This is especially 
true when contained in broiler rations. Processors in the 
United States discovered this sometime ago. They, together 
with state agricultural extension workers, county agents, 
soil conservation offi cials and others concerned with the 

marketing of the soybean crop, instituted a campaign to 
eradicate crotalaria from the soybean production area. 
Farmers in 1960 were encouraged to remove all crotalaria 
plants from soybean seed before harvest. Most farmers did 
so. Processors announced they would refuse to buy all lots 
of soybeans containing crotalaria seed in any quantity. Most 
local buyers made similar announcements. But some unwise 
or uninformed local buyers and export buyers continued to 
make no differential on lots containing crotalaria seed.
 “Now crotalaria seed has been found in several cargoes 
delivered to European buyers. In self-defense those buyers 
have three alternatives: (1) refuse to accept delivery on all 
cargoes containing crotalaria seed in any quantity and buy 
on a contract so stating; (2) buy on a discount basis which 
will permit cleaning before crushing; or (3) buy directly 
from areas not infested with crotalaria, handle on an identity 
preserved basis, assuring clean deliveries.
 “There is no question about toxicity of crotalaria seed. 
There is no question about what will have to be done. All lots 
of soybeans containing any crotalaria seed must be recleaned 
before marketing. The seed can be removed. It is a relatively 
slow operation, but with proper equipment it can be done.
 “From this date forward there is no excuse for a single 
lot of soybeans containing crotalaria seed being exported 
from the United States. No domestic buyer for processing 
will touch such lots. The 142-million-bushel export market 
is too valuable to us to allow improper exports to be made. 
No foreign buyer should be plagued with the embarrassment 
and the cost of infested shipments. Crotalaria can easily be 
eliminated in the fi elds. No farmer who does not eliminate 
it should be allowed to sell his crop without recleaning to 
remove the crotalaria seed. No buyer should knowingly 
accept delivery on infested lots of soybeans. If he does so 
he will be stuck with the costs of cleaning and the shrinkage 
inherent in the cleaning process.
 “There is no fooling about this situation! In those areas 
where crotalaria is present it must be eliminated now or there 
will be no market for soybeans from those areas. It’s just 
as simple as that. No buyer can afford to take a chance. We 
can only agree with the buyer who writes into his purchase 
contract the right to refuse delivery if crotalaria seed is 
found.
 “This foreign material originates on farms. It must be 
eliminated there. If it is not, the farmer who fails to cooperate 
must pay the penalty.” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa].

1787. Soybean Futures Trading. 1960--. Serial/periodical. 
Washington, DC: USDA Commodity Exchange 
Administration. *
Address: Washington, DC.

1788. Soybean Digest. 1961. Now can sell soybean oil 
straight in Spain. Jan. p. 16.
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• Summary: “For the fi rst time U.S. soybean oil can be 
sold directly to the Spanish people without combining with 
olive oil, it was announced at the 20th International Fair at 
Zaragosa, Spain. This should result in a marked increase of 
exports of U.S. soybean oil during the coming year.
 “The Spanish government has required that imported 
vegetable oils be blended with home produced olive oil to 
protect Spanish industry and to make the resulting product 
more palatable since people were accustomed to the olive 
oil taste and not soybean oil. But many Spanish people 
have become acquainted with pure soybean oil through the 
Soybean Council’s exhibits at the trade fairs.
 “So the Spanish government is now permitting the sale 
of straight soybean oil because some consumers now prefer 
it, and it is cheaper than the blend with olive oil–20 pesetas 
to the litre for the straight soybean oil as compared with 21 
pesetas for the blended product.
 “Javier de Salas, Spanish director for the Council, says 
sales of U.S. soybean oil in Spain should reach 500 million 
pounds in 1960-61 under the new ruling, as compared 
with 446 million pounds this past year. In 1955, before the 
Council’s export program began, sales of U.S. soybean oil to 
Spain were only 36 million pounds.”

1789. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1961. City notes: 
Soyabean oil import. Feb. 11. p. 4.
• Summary: About 3,600 metric tons of soyabean oil will 
soon be imported into India from the United States under the 
Agricultural Commodities Agreement signed last September. 
The oil will be used by the vanaspati industry which is 
presently facing an acute shortage of groundnut oil. This is 
the fi rst time that soyabean oil have ever been imported to 
India, and it has not yet been tried by the Indian vanaspati 
industry.
 The price of soyabean oil compares very favorably 
with other edible oils in India. “Its landed cost including the 
ad valorum import duty of 10 per cent. and countervailing 
excise duty of Rs. 112 per ton comes to about Rs. 1,730 per 
ton against the cost of groundnut oil at Rs. 2,500 per ton and 
that of cottonseed at Rs. 1,900 per ton.”
 Vanaspati makers believe that soyabean oil will be a 
good substitute for cottonseed oil. However the new oil will 
comprise hardly 1% of the annual vanaspati requirements 
for edible oils. Yet the manufacturers believe (1) that imports 
will be increased in the years to come since soyabean oil 
imported from the U.S. can be paid for in rupees [a soft 
currency], and (2) that soyabean oil will help the government 
to slow the upward trend in prices of edible oils in India.
 Note: This is the earliest article seen (May 2020) in The 
Times of India that mentions soyabean oil (regardless of 
spelling) in close connection with vanaspati.

1790. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1961. Oilseeds make 
fresh headway: Imports of soyabean oil. Feb. 13. p. 4.

• Summary: The price of oilseeds is high and rising in India, 
with groundnuts leading the way. So the government of India 
has decided to allow imports of about 3,600 tons of soyabean 
oil from the United States under the P.L. 480 programme–a 
decision welcomed by both the oilseed crushing trade and 
the Vanaspati industry. It is believed that imported soyabean 
oil will slow the rising prices of edible oils in India–but 
the amount of slowing will depend on the amount of oil 
imported. “Vanaspati interests, however, pointed out that 
imports of soyabean oil were hardly 1 per cent. of their 
annual requirements of edible oils.”

1791. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 1961. U.S. 
agricultural exports past and present, 1925-1960. USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS M-109. 33 p. Feb.
• Summary: Graphs: (1) Grains have replaced cotton as the 
chief U.S. export. (2) Vegetable oil exports have expanded 
sharply [after 1945] to meet greater world requirements. 
Soybean oil is the leader by far, with cottonseed oil in 
second place. (3) Exports of soybeans and oil have risen 
dramatically since World War II; soy exports were negligible 
before 1938.

1792. Tawa, Andre. 1961. Soybean market grows in Egypt. 
Soybean Digest. March. p. 21.
• Summary: Because Cairo is the natural center of the Arab 
world and its 60 million people, Cairo was selected as the 
site of the Soybean Council of America’s offi ce in the UAR 
(United Arab Republic). The offi ce was opened, with full 
government support, in Oct. 1960.
 “The UAR response was prompt and effective. In 
1959, 6,948 tons of soybean oil were imported under Public 
Law 480 for soap manufacture. In 1960, 16,986 tons were 
imported for use in vegetable butter manufacture.” Address: 
Director for the United Arab Republic, Soybean Council of 
America, Cairo, Egypt.

1793. Fischer, R.W. 1961. Stimulating foreign markets for 
American-grown farm products. Chemurgic Digest. May. p. 
5-10.
• Summary: Includes a discussion of (1) The origins of the 
Agricultural Market Development and Assistance Act, better 
known as Public Law 480; (2) Howard Roach and the origins 
of the sale of soybean oil to Spain.
 A large portrait photo shows R.W. Fischer. Address: 
Asst. to the President, Soybean Council of America, Inc.

1794. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1961. Soybeans in the nutrition of 
Japan. Soybean Digest. June. p. 31.
• Summary: “Japan, with a population of 95 million people 
on a land area smaller than that of the state of California, 
is confronted with the problem of how best to feed its 
population. With the population increasing at a rate of 
1 million annually, the problem perhaps will become 
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permanent. According to 1959 government statistics, the 
following amounts of soybeans (in tonnes or metric tons) 
were used to produce oil and soyfoods in Japan: Crushed for 
oil 840,583, tofu 318,150, shoyu (soysauce) 217,686, miso 
173,933, frozen tofu 40,000, natto 35,000, kinako [roasted 
soy fl our] 13,000.
 Japan uses 420,000 tonnes of soybeans that are grown 
domestically and 1 million tonnes imported from the U.S. Of 
the 26.7 gm of fats and oils available to each Japanese daily, 
7.6 gm (28%) is supplied by soybeans. Of the 67.7 gm of 
protein available to each Japanese daily, soybeans provide 
10.6 gm (15.7%).
 “Meat is not only scarce but the price is too high to 
meet the daily needs of average people. Annual per capita 
meat consumption in the United States is 237 pounds while 
in Japan it is only 2.3 pounds.” “The Japanese intake of fats 
and oils is less than 10 pounds per capita in comparison with 
about 50 pounds in western countries.”
 “The Japanese live too much on carbohydrate foods. 
Rice eating must be minimized and more protein foods eaten. 
The obvious conclusion is the increased consumption of 
soybeans.”
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan. 
2012) that contains industry or market statistics for natto by 
geographical region.
 Note 2. On the cover of this issue is written, in large 
black letters: “Export Issue.” Above and below are two large 
hemispherical maps of the world. This is the fi rst issue to 
have the words “Export Issue” written on either the cover 
or inside. In this issue a block of 9 articles (pages 31-458) 
is about exports. Most relate to the work of the Japanese 
American Soybean Institute or the Soybean Council of 
America. Each year after this, the May (or June) issue will 
usually be named the Xth Annual Export Issue. Address: 
Managing Director, Japanese American Soybean Inst., 
Nikkatsu International Building., No. 1-chome Yurakucho, 
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1795. Sondergaard, Ejvind. 1961. Growing Scandinavian 
poultry industry. Soybean Digest. June. p. 38-39.
• Summary: Discusses Denmark, Norway, and Sweden 
separately. “Until 1960 very little soybean oil was used in 
Sweden... The only oil mill in Sweden, at Karlshamn, is in 
the process of doubling its capacity. If fully utilized, this will 
mean that the plant will import 80,000 to 90,000 metric tons 
of soybeans or comparable oilseeds a year. Until 1960, a very 
small amount of U.S. oilseeds was crushed.
 “Swedish consumption of soybean meal varies 
according to the feed situation and domestic production of 
oilseeds, but totaled some 120,000 metric tons a year for 
the last 2 years, all of which was imported. The expanded 
Karlshamn plant will fi ll most of this need. Some of the 
oil produced by the plant may have to be exported at fi rst.” 
Address: Director for Scandinavia, Soybean Council of 

America, Inc.

1796. Strayer, George M. 1961. Editor’s desk: Our stake in 
exports. Soybean Digest. June. p. 4-5.
• Summary: “The soybean industry–and American 
Agriculture in general–is highly dependent on foreign trade 
for its livelihood. This special Export Issue is our means 
of focusing attention on the dire necessity and the great 
advantages of trade between nations, and on the nature of 
and importance of the overseas market for U.S. soybean 
products.
 “What would be the price of soybean oil in the United 
States today if we did not have the export markets for this 
commodity? And what would be the price of U.S. soybean 
oil if we did not have the export market for soybeans? When 
fi gured on the oil content basis we exported a good portion 
of our entire crop, either as oil or as beans. What if there 
were no export market for soybean meal?
 “For continuing world trade both the buyer and the 
seller must benefi t from the transactions. The seller must 
have goods to offer, and the buyer must need those goods, 
either for direct usage or for further trading. The world 
has need for the oil and the protein from U.S. soybeans, 
which can be produced as economically as any source of 
commercial edible oil in the world. Through the combination 
of temperature, moisture, land area, mechanical production 
methods and highly productive adapted varieties the U.S. 
soybean producer is able to produce and sell his commodity 
into domestic and world markets at competitive prices which 
benefi t both the producer and the buyer.
 “In 1959 we produced in the United States a total of 
533 million bushels of soybeans. In the form of beans we 
exported 142 million bushels during that crop year–26.6% 
of the crop. We exported during that same crop year 
1,554,810,000 pounds of soybean oil–which at 11 pounds 
oil yield per bushel fi gures out to the oil from 141 million 
bushels of soybeans. Thus, in terms of oil from the 1959 
crop we placed in export markets 53.2% of our total soybean 
crop!
 “Can anyone dispute this being our major market? Prior 
to World War II the United States was the world’s largest 
importer of fats and oils and oil-bearing materials. Today, 
principally because of soybean oil exports, we have reversed 
our position and are the world’s largest net exporters. 
Without these exports of soybean oil, and assuming the same 
production, what would butter be selling for in the United 
States today? And lard?
 “The soybean industry of the United States today has 
been built on export trade. Every processor, every producer, 
every handler, every edible oil refi ner, every manufacturer 
relies on that trade for his success. It has become an integral 
part of our U.S. soybean industry, yet many people do not 
recognize it as such. No longer can we in our industry crawl 
into our shell and disregard what happens in the fats and oils 
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markets of the rest of the world.
 “And our very existence is dependent on imports of 
goods into the United States. Trade is a two-way street. If 
the Germans and the Japanese and the English and the Dutch 
and the Danes are to buy from us for dollars they must have 
means of earning those dollars. We must buy from them! 
Our sales of soybean oil, soybean oil meal and soybeans for 
dollars are dependent on their selling goods for dollars so 
they can buy our products. It is our responsibility to see that 
they can continue to do so. If we restrict their sales to us, we 
automatically restrict our sales to them. It is just that simple! 
The wave of Buy-Americanism that is again rearing its ugly 
head in our legislative halls must be curbed–and now!” 
Address: [American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1797. Strayer, George M. 1961. Editor’s desk: Your stake in 
imports. Soybean Digest. June. p. 4-5.
• Summary: “In the world of 1961, food supplies are a 
major item. Among those food supplies the two most scarce 
commodities are edible oils and fats and proteins. In most of 
the world carbohydrate crops are relatively more plentiful 
than oils and protein.
 “But the sources of supply of edible oils and proteins 
are not so abundant. And the probability of their ever being 
relatively abundant, compared with the world’s increasing 
population, seems scant. The probabilities of continued 
expansion, through a period of time, of the tree nuts and 
fruits for oil purposes, are very small. The large amounts of 
hand labor involved preclude much increase in either area or 
yields. As labor becomes more scarce and higher priced in 
the present underdeveloped areas the chances of economic 
production of these products becomes even more remote. 
India, for instance, produces millions of tons of tree nuts, 
seeds and fruits which contain oil. But the cost of harvesting 
is so great that it rules out the chances of commercial 
utilization.
 “As incomes rise and living standards move upward 
where, then, will the supplies of fats and proteins for the 
rapidly-increasing population come from? Where will the 
food to feed these hungry people come from? What are the 
potential sources of supply?
 “The major source lies concentrated in one place–the 
great area of black lands concentrated in the midsection 
of the United States. Here lies a unique combination of 
rich soils, proper temperature and moisture conditions, 
soybean varieties developed for high yields and high oil 
and protein content, farmers with the knowledge and know-
how to produce increasing quantities of soybeans, and the 
mechanical equipment with which to produce that crop with 
a minimum of hand labor and a maximum of economy. No 
other place in the world has this favorable combination of 
factors today over so wide an area.
 “What does this mean to the buyer of oil and protein? 
It means a reliable source of supply, with the raw material 

and the fi nished products available throughout the year 
and from year to year. It means prices that are reliable and 
known in advance because of the futures trading available to 
both buyer and seller. It means reliability of quality through 
federally administered grades known to both buyer and 
seller.
 “Inherent in this picture is the ability of the United 
States to produce far greater quantities of high quality 
soybeans and soybean products than are now being 
produced–whenever the market demands such production.
 “The American farmer is in the soybean business to 
stay, and he is going to use every resource at his command to 
make his production profi table to both himself and the buyer 
who uses his product.
 “What is necessary to expand this trade? Continuing and 
expanded efforts to produce goods acceptable to the U.S. 
market. Volkswagens from Germany, Renaults and perfumes 
from France, shoes from England, typewriters and cheeses 
from Netherlands, radios and cameras and shipbuilding from 
Japan–these things must keep abreast of the demands of the 
U.S. market. If they do so, the U.S. customer will continue 
to buy, the dollars will be available, and soybean oil and soy 
protein can be purchased in return.
 “From the standpoint of the buyer of soybean products 
trade must also be a two-way street. The United States 
cannot sell unless the overseas buyer can get the commodity 
as wanted, and has the dollars with which to pay. Then both 
sides profi t.” Address: [American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, 
Iowa].

1798. Tawa, Andre. 1961. Soybeans for the Arab world. 
Soybean Digest. June. p. 40.
• Summary: In 1952 Egypt set out on an industrial 
awakening, which has resulted in a marked increase of per 
capita income. “The Soybean Council chose Cairo to set 
up an offi ce to serve the Arab World comprising 60 million 
inhabitants in Africa and Asia. Taking the area as a whole, 
fats and oils consumption is estimated at 10 kilos per year 
per person, and totals 600,000 tons a year. The demand is 
partially met by foods produced in the various regions.” 
Egypt uses cottonseed oil. Syria uses sheep fat. North Africa 
produces mainly olive oil. The Arab Peninsula, including 
Jordan and Lebanon, relies mainly on imports.
 “At the recent Cairo Fats and Oils Symposium... it was 
unanimously decided that soybeans and their products have 
helped and will continue to be needed in aiding nutrition in 
this area.
 “As an example, Egypt imported 6,000 tons of oil in 
1959 for use in soap. In 1960, 17,000 tons were used in 
vegetable butter manufacture and the demand is constantly 
rising. The housewife is switching from higher priced 
animal fats to the good, cheap vegetable shortening that is 
available.” Address: Director for UAR, Soybean Council of 
America, Cairo, Egypt.
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1799. Nakamura, Hiroshi. 1961. The Japanese soybean 
market. Illinois Agricultural Economics 1(2):7-13. July.
• Summary:  See below. Contents: Introduction. Soybeans in 
the Japanese diet. Patterns of soybean consumption. Changes 
in tastes and preferences. Preferences for types of soybeans. 
Supply of soybeans to Japanese market. Soybean production 
in Japan. Future of soybean consumption in Japan. Japanese 
government import policy.
 Table 1 shows “Soybean supply and consumption in 
Japan, 1934-1936 average and 1950-1959.” Vertical columns 
show domestic production, imports, crushings, used as whole 
soybeans, and percent of imports from United States. By 
1951, 95% of imports were coming from the USA.
 Table 2 shows total and per capita consumption (in kg 
and lb) of miso, shoyu, and edible oils (all types) in Japan, 
1934-1936 average and 1950-1959. In 1957, compared with 
the 1934-36 average, per capita consumption of miso is 
19.62 lb (down 14.4%), shoyu is 30.20 lb (down 0.8%), and 
edible oils is 7.05 lb (up 350% from 1.98 lb).
 “In Japan, soybeans are considered a food grain like 
rice and wheat and, in fact, serve as an important source of 
protein supply in the Japanese diet. Total annual consumption 
exceeds 1,500,000 metric tons; but as production in Japan is 
only 400,000 tons, more than a million tons of soybeans are 
imported each year, mostly from the United States. Of all the 
agricultural exports of the United States to Japan, soybeans 
today occupy the most important position, amounting to 
nearly 100 million dollars per year.”

1800. Reed, R.H. 1961. The miracle crop, soybeans: A 
glowing future is predicted for the fi fth most important 
cash crop in the United States. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service) 25(7):3, 16. July.
• Summary: “Increasing sales of soybeans and oil in 

foreign markets are a refl ection of rising economic levels in 
numerous countries, but a great deal of credit goes to market 
development work by the Soybean Council of America and 
the American Soybean Association.
 “The Soybean Council was incorporated in 1956 for the 
specifi c purpose of expanding markets at home and abroad. 
The fi rst projects were activated as recently as 1957 in Spain 
and Italy, and at present SCA is working in 54 countries. 
Using well-established techniques, this soybean team–made 
up of producers, processors, exporters, and FAS–is carrying 
the soybean story to dollar markets in protein- and oil-
defi cient countries all around the world.
 “Although soybeans have already absorbed 20 million 
acres in the United States formerly devoted to other crops, 
mostly oats and hay–and production is increasing rapidly–
agricultural authorities believe that future demand, both 
at home and abroad, will keep in step with production and 
that unmanageable surpluses can be avoided. Livestock is 
requiring greater quantities, the food industry is making 
bigger use of soybean products, and industrial uses are 
growing. Measured against total world needs for protein and 
edible oils, U.S. soybeans would seem to have a tremendous 
job ahead in a developing world.
 “Now the fi fth most important cash crop in the United 
States, soybeans are certain to be a symbol of agricultural 
growth and strength in the next quarter-century.”
 Two illustrations show the upper parts of soybean plants. 
Address: Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA.

1801. Soybean Digest. 1961. Soybeans go on free list in 
Japan. July. p. 25.
• Summary: “Japan: Imported soybeans went on the free list 
(automatic allocation) in Japan July 1 as originally planned, 
The dropping of import restrictions on soybeans was 
confi rmed by the Japanese cabinet in extraordinary session 

June 8.
 “Trading in U.S. 
soybeans on all Japanese 
grain exchanges will 
follow, with trading to be 
initiated Sept. 1. Detailed 
rules for trading in U.S. 
beans have been adopted 
by all Japanese grain 
exchanges, which up to 
now have traded only in 
domestic soybeans.
 “The tariff on imported 
soybeans will remain 
at the current 10% rate 
until an extraordinary 
meeting of the Diet in 
early August, when a 
13% tariff is expected to 
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be approved.
 “In the meantime, the Japanese 
Agriculture-Forestry Ministry is taking 
steps to protect Japanese soybean growers 
following the freeing of imports through 
increasing the subsidy and the price support 
program. Japan produced only 14.5 million 
bushels of soybeans in 1960 as compared to 
41 million bushels imported. Observers have 
been predicting a rapid expansion in imports 
following automatic allocation. According to 
the Japanese economic planning board, Japan 
will need to import 75 million bushels by 
1965 and 98 million bushels by 1970.”
 “Mainland China: In view of the 
export importance of soybeans and the 
unsatisfactory internal supply of cooking 
oils and protein foods, Communist China 
probably will strive to maintain soybean 
acreage at around the 4-million-acre level 
this year, according to Foreign Agricultural 
Service, USDA.
 “Over the long run, and in the 
circumstances in which Mainland China fi nds 
itself, pressures for the expansion of grain 
acreage will impose relatively infl exible 
limits on the possibilities for expansion of oilseed acreage, 
including soybeans.
 “Exports of soybeans from Communist China, which 
reached a postwar high of about 59 million bushels in 1959, 
declined sharply in 1960, refl ecting reduced movement to the 
Soviet Bloc. In view of the serious food shortage in China 
the total level of foodstuff exports in 1961 undoubtedly will 
be cut back and soybeans likely will share in this downward 
trend.”

1802. Berg, Eric R. 1961. Structure of the soybean oil export 
market. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin 
No. 674. 92 p. Aug. [37 ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. The domestic fats, oils, and oilseed 
economy. II. The foreign fats, oils, and oilseed economy. III. 
Competition for export markets.
 Pages 3-4: “The objectives of this study were to 
estimate trends in the availability of food and soap fats and 
oils over the 15-year period 1960-1975, and to appraise the 
foreign demand for this period in view of post-World War II 
developments in the major oilseed-producing and oilseed-
consuming countries. Since the end of the war, changes in 
economic and political organization and policies, and in the 
development and application of technologies, have been 
relatively rapid in many producing and consuming countries 
and may even be accelerated during the next 15 years. These 
changes will affect the demand for fats and oils in general, 
and soybean oil in particular.

 “Soybean culture is an integral part of agricultural 
production in the United States. In 1958 the acreage 
harvested for soybeans accounted for 14 percent of total 
cropland harvested. The seven leading soybean-producing 
states (Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Arkansas, Ohio), which produced four-fi fths of the total in 
1958, devoted 20 percent of harvested cropland to producing 
soybeans.
 “The growth of the soybean industry is a recent 
development. Before 1930, annual production was below 10 
million bushels. Between 1933 and World War II, production 
continued to increase, reaching a prewar high of 90 million 
bushels in 1939. However, the major expansion in acreage 
and production came with the beginning of World War II. 
The demand for fats and oils increased due to wartime needs 
and to a slight reduction in imports. Soybean production 
consequently increased rapidly in response to relatively high 
prices, and continued to expand after the war ended. In 1958, 
estimated production reached an all-time high of 574 million 
bushels.
 “During the postwar period, agricultural resources 
presumably were more profi tably used in soybean production 
than in alternative uses, but several other developments 
tended to increase production.
 “In 1954 acreage restrictions were put on corn, 
cotton, and wheat, and part of the acreage formerly used in 
producing restricted crops was planted to soybeans, which 
were not restricted. In the major soybean-producing areas, 
soybeans partly replaced oats because soybeans were a more 
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profi table crop. Since soybeans are planted and harvested 
at different times from corn, they enable a farmer to make 
better use of expensive farm machinery and labor.
 “The primary products of soybeans are meal and oil. (A 
bushel of soybeans yields about 11 pounds of crude oil and 
47 pounds of 44-percent protein meal.) The domestic market 
has readily absorbed larger meal supplies through increased 
broiler and livestock production, and through advances in 
animal nutrition demonstrating the profi tability of feeding 
high-protein supplements. During the three marketing years 
beginning in October, 1955, and ending in September, 1958, 
an average of only 5 percent of the soybean meal from 
domestic crushings was exported.
 “The United States has historically been a net exporter 
of food fats and oils because per capita consumption is 
relatively stable. Resulting increases in the total supply of 
fats and oils due to expanded soybean production make the 
export market for oil particularly important to the soybean 
industry. From October, 1955, through September, 1958, 
21 percent of the soybean oil from domestic crushings was 
exported. During the decade ending September, 1958, the oil 
accounted for an average of 48 percent of the value of the 
products obtained in crushing.
 “Except during the immediate postwar years, the price 
of oil has been subject to frequent pressure, and various 
measures to support prices have been employed. Starting 
in 1948, price-support operations caused stocks of oil to be 
acquired by the Commodity Credit Corporation; by 1954, 
cottonseed oil stocks alone totaled over 1 billion pounds. Part 
of this stock was sold for export below domestic prices.
 “The most important price-support and export-subsidy 
plan undertaken up to 1959 is Title I of Public Law 480, fi rst 
enacted into law on July 1, 1954, and periodically extended. 
Under this program 1.6 billion pounds of soybean oil and 
2.9 billion pounds of cottonseed oil and lard were sold for 
foreign currencies between October, 1954, and September, 
1958. Almost 900 million pounds of food oils, largely 
soybean, were exported under this program between October, 
1958, and September 30, 1959. Funds obtained under this 
program are mainly used by United States embassies, in 
market development programs, and in loans and grants for 
economic development projects in the countries from whom 
these currencies were obtained.
 “A review and appraisal of emerging trends affecting 
the foreign demand for soybean oil exports should be helpful 
in formulating plans for meeting foreign competition and 
expanding the export market for soybean oil.”
 Table 2: “Total fats and oils: Domestication utilization 
as food, 1935-1957.” Soybean oil passed cottonseed oil in 
1946; it passed lard in 1953, and it passed butter (fat content) 
in 1950. Address: Formerly Asst. Prof. of Agricultural 
Economics; now with Economic Research Service, USDA.

1803. Roach, Howard L. 1961. Soybean Council of 

America–promotional progress. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 61-
64.
• Summary: This long report, presented at ASA’s 41st annual 
meeting, begins as follows: Promotional progress is just a 
high-sounding term to describe what the soybean Council is 
doing and how it is being done. It would be well, therefore, 
to defi ne our objectives in broad terms. The Soybean 
Council is embarked on an ‘educational program to teach 
better nutrition and diets to the people of the world and, 
how soybean products can be of assistance in this effort.’ 
Responsibility has been given the Council to carry forward 
this teaching to 41 countries located on all of the continents. 
The Council has responded in 21 countries thus far, with 
active offi ces located in 14 countries. The population of these 
41 countries exceeds 1 billion persons.
 “The question naturally follows, ‘What does the Council 
have to offer?’ The answer is, ‘Soybean products–a superior 
vegetable protein and a wholesome, palatable vegetable oil.’ 
The Council is not alone in this effort to improve the diet 
and satisfy hungry people. Other commodity groups such as 
Great Plains Wheat Market Development Association, U.S. 
Rice Export Development Association, Millers National 
Federation, U.S. Feed Grains Council, Dairy Society 
International, National Renderers Association, Institute of 
American Poultry Industries and many others also have 
the same objectives as the Council. The Council works and 
cooperates closely with many of these organizations.
 “It should be pointed out that consumers are not 
interested in soybeans but are interested in products made 
from soybeans and, therefore, the Council does not spend 
time cultivating the desire for soybeans as soybeans, but 
rather devotes its efforts to the promotion of soy products. 
It makes no difference to the Council where the processing 
takes place. We, of course, would like to see the processing 
done in the United States, but we realize, and our processors 
realize, that others also want to perform this task. The most 
effi cient processor will watch his business grow while the 
less effi cient processor will have a struggle to survive.
 “Within the past 9 months, your president has visited 25 
countries located in South America, Asia, the Middle East, 
Africa and Europe. Everywhere we have heard the call, as 
Paul and Luke were called 1,900 years ago, and as recited in 
Acts 16:9, ‘And a vision appeared to Paul in the night; there 
stood a man of Macedonia, and prayed him, saying, “Come 
over into Macedonia and help us.”’
 “Peoria Conference [in Illinois]: Every good thing 
should start at home and, therefore, the Council has spent 
much time and effort on programs here in the United States. 
Through our director of nutrition, Dr. James W. Hayward, a 
conference will be held in September when many scientists 
and others will for 3 days consider ‘Soybean Products for 
Protein in Human Foods.’ Two weeks ago the entire soy 
protein committee of the Council met with the Food for 
Peace offi cials in Washington [DC] and presented ways 
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and means that soy products could be of assistance in this 
program. Preparation and planning for these important 
conferences takes much time and effort here at home. 
Communicating the telling of what the Council is doing, 
checking with authorities to see if proper statements are 
being made and all of the efforts of communication, writing 
statements and speeches, letter writing, telephone, cable and 
other methods of communication take a large part of the 
efforts of our domestic staff.
 “Our methods of promotion overseas are undertaken 
in the following manner: Realizing that there are long-
established food customs, religious taboos, climate, and 
many other factors too numerous to mention, we are forced 
to generalize on methods of education used by the Council 
in different countries. Following are some of the general 
policies and methods used to tell the soybean story:
 “1. Survey the market situation in each country, and 
determine the role which U.S. soy products can profi tably 
play in the life of that country.
 “2. Establish an offi ce that gives the impression of an 
on-going business organization that will be permanent. 
This means a suite of offi ces in a good business district, 
equipped in good taste according to the business customs 
of the country. We have learned that our overseas friends do 
not want to do business with companies and organizations 
that are here today and gone tomorrow. Our friends overseas 
are in business for keeps and expect us to feel and act in 
like manner. The Council does not emphasize price of our 
products but rather, dependability of supply from U.S. 
sources. Many nations have now learned that in order to stay 
in business, dependability of supply is far more important 
than price. They demand an assurance of supply. Our 
offi ce, our staff and all our actions must carry forward the 
impression of dependability.
 “3. Employ a national of the country where the offi ce 
is located as director for the Council and charge him with 
the responsibility of telling the story of soybean products to 
those who make or infl uence decisions within his country. 
The Council has a comprehensive training program for all 
employees. The director is made responsible for employing 
other members of his staff. To tell the story effectively, 
the director must have a good personality, be able to meet 
persons important in business and government, know English 
and other languages, and must have executive ability to hire, 
organize and supervise his own staff as well as organize 
seminars, fairs and other information media the Council may 
see fi t to employ.
 “4. Obtain cooperation from local organizations such 
as fats and oils associations, vanaspati associations, mixed 
feed manufacturers associations, livestock syndicates, 
universities, particularly the departments of nutrition, both 
animal and human, extension services, school authorities, 
international organizations such as UNICEF, WHO, FAO, 
all to serve as advisors and cooperators with and for 

the Council. The Council works closely with other U.S. 
government agencies such as International Cooperative 
Administration, U.S. Information Service, U.S. Operations 
Missions and others. In many cases these organizations 
contribute money, time and services to assist the Council in 
achieving our objectives... telling the story of soy products to 
the people of the country.
 “5. The Council exhibits at national and international 
trade fairs, exhibits and bazaars to place the story of soybean 
products before the people.
 “6. The Council organizes symposiums and schools and 
supplies, either from the United States or other countries, 
internationally known nutritionists and technicians to deliver 
papers on specifi c subjects. After the close of the meetings 
we encourage these persons, representing the Council, to 
meet with local business interests.
 “7. We furnish technicians and advisors as consultants 
that have particular knowledge in:
 “(a)–Livestock nutrition.
 “(b)–Fats and oils technology.
 “(c)–Human nutrition.
 “(d)–General engineering knowledge on shipping, 
feed handling, storage of both oil and meal and product 
packaging.
 “8. We establish liaison with individuals and companies 
wishing to procure knowledge of U.S. merchandising 
methods.
 “9. Give to local press as well as U.S. Information 
Service information on use of soybean products.
 “10. Bring to the United States persons selected by local 
business interests, after counsel by our local director and 
the agricultural attache of the American embassy, to view 
agricultural production of food in the United States and to 
visit the U.S. soybean processing industry. We also afford 
opportunities for our guests to observe U.S. merchandising 
methods.
 “11. Sponsor magazines and publications. One example, 
Nutrition, fi rst published in Spain and now used in all 
Spanish speaking countries.
 A large table (p. 62), titled “Dietary levels of various 
countries,” has the following 8 columns: (1) Country name. 
(2) Population. (3) Calories per day [per capita]. (4-7) 
Protein per day [per capita] (grams) from animal, pulse, other 
and total. Fat per day [per capita] (grams). The countries are 
ranked from top to bottom in descending order of calories 
per day.
 A caption below the graph states: “* Denotes SBC offi ce 
and/or suboffi ce. Soybean Council offi ces are in 21 countries 
with 892,900,000 population. Peru offi ce: Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela; Denmark offi ce: Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden; Netherlands offi ce: Belgium, Netherlands. 
$ Dollar markets.–P.L. 480 markets, all or part.”
 A portrait photo shows Howard L. Roach. Address: 
President, Soybean Council of America. He is from 
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Plainfi eld, Iowa.

1804. Stelly, Randall; Kirby, James E. 1961. Developing 
markets for U.S. agricultural commodities in Italy–an 
economic evaluation. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 539. 43 p. Sept. See p. 21-26. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, June 1962, p. 27.
• Summary: The section on soybeans has the following 
contents: Production and utilization. Import restrictions. Seed 
oil use regulations. Meal and cake. Italy’s seed oil trade. 
Italy’s soybean and soybean oil trade. Prices. Consumption. 
P.L. 480, 104(a) program, program of activities, future plans, 
program operations evaluation.
 Under “Conclusions,” soybeans are also discussed as 
follows (p. 42): “In terms of expenditures up to November 
15, 1960, the Soybean Council of America has the second 
largest (next to cotton) market development program 
operating in Italy under Section 104(a).
 “After spending much time and effort developing a 
staff and obtaining permanent offi ce space, the SCA has 
developed and put into operation an effective and aggressive 
market development program in Italy. Much credit must 
be given to the SCA, and the U.S. agricultural attaché and 
his staff for the large increases in imports of U.S. soybeans 
into Italy during the past couple of years. Apparently, good 
working relationships have been established with the two 
Italian cooperators, ASSALZOO and FEDERCONSORZI. A 
favorable atmosphere has been created for soybean products. 
However, it appears that greater emphasis needs to be given 
to working closely with both the mixed feed and the soybean 
processing industries in helping them solve their technical 
and marketing problems, and in obtaining their unifi ed 
efforts in promoting soybean products.
 “Obtaining and posting daily U.S. market quotations is a 
good and commendable service. However, the full potential 
of this can only be realized by making this information 
available on as wide a basis as possible.
 “Feeding trials and demonstrations are serving a useful 
and necessary purpose and should be continued. However, 
there is obvious need to disseminate the results of these 
experiments on a broader basis to all breeders and feeders.
 “There was evidence of satisfaction on the part of Italian 
soybean processors with the quality of U.S. beans they were 
receiving. The importance of retaining that satisfaction by 
maintaining the quality and uniformity of U.S. soybeans 
cannot be overemphasized.”

1805. Strayer, George M. 1961. Concerted effort on the part 
of all is needed. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-27.
• Summary: This long report, presented at ASA’s 41st annual 
meeting at Indianapolis, Indiana, begins as follows: “This 
occasion marks a milestone in my relationships with the 
American Soybean Association in that it is my 21st report 
to you as both an elected and an employed secretary of your 

organization and it marks the start of my third decade of 
service to ASA. During the period of time I have served you, 
the soybean crop in the United States has increased from the 
78 million bushels of 1940 to the contemplated 700 million 
bushels of 1961. From the position of the world’s largest net 
importer of fats and oils we have reversed ourselves to the 
point of being the world’s largest net exporter of fats and oils 
and oil-bearing materials–chiefl y because of our soybean 
production increase.
 “During this period of time I have seen the monthly 
average price of soybeans, as paid to farmers, vary from a 
low of 67¢ per bushel to a high of $4 per bushel. During the 
same period of time I have seen soybean oil sell as low as 
3.9¢ per pound at midwestern points and as high as 33.6¢ per 
pound, while meal has sold as low as $25 per ton and as high 
as $117.20 per ton average price per month, basis Chicago 
[Illinois].
 “Through this period of years since World War II, as the 
major expansion in soybean production has taken place, it 
has been the established policy of this Association to keep 
support prices on soybeans at levels where we could have 
an opportunity to determine who our potential customers 
might be, how much of our products they could use, and at 
what prices they would buy. We have had support prices on 
soybeans as low as $1.05 per bushel and as high as $2.56 per 
bushel since supports were instituted in 1941. The general 
trend since 1953 has been to reduce support prices gradually 
as the market potentials have developed and to rely on the 
selling price rather than the support. However, this year we 
were given a 25% increase in the support price over that of 
the previous year.
 “At least partially because of this higher support price 
we are faced with the largest soybean crop in history–the 
Aug. 1 USDA crop forecast predicted a crop of 683 million 
bushels, which is approximately 25% greater than last year’s 
crop. Fortunately we will have practically no carryover at the 
end of the current crop year.
 “Market Outlook: However, after having talked with 
buyers in Japan and in the European countries within recent 
months I am gravely concerned about our ability to move the 
1961 soybean crop into channels of consumption so it will 
not accumulate in government hands. I recognize that many 
people do not share my views, and I sincerely hope they are 
correct. However, when the U.S. government announced a 
support price of $2.30 on 1961-crop soybeans they, in effect, 
announced to the remainder of the world that we were going 
to hold a price umbrella over the production of peanuts and 
palm kernels, sunfl ower seed, rapeseed and mustard seed, 
cottonseed, copra and the long list of oilseeds and oil-bearing 
materials. The real effects of this move will not be known 
for many months, and actually not for 2 or 3 more years. 
Up to this time we have been fortunate in not facing an 
accumulation of stocks of soybeans in governmental hands 
and therefore not having the problems of wheat, cotton, 
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grain sorghums, corn and many of our other commodities 
which have been in surplus position. I sincerely hope we 
can, through united efforts of industry and government, 
fi nd a place to utilize the 683-million or 700-million-bushel 
soybean crop of 1961 to advantage. It is going to take 
concerted effort on the part of all concerned.
 “During the past year we have seen wild speculation 
in the U.S. soybean market, principally based on the rather 
close supply-demand situation which came about as a result 
of the smaller 1960 crop, brought to a head by the apparent 
failure of the Chinese to place their normal quantity of 
soybeans into world markets. Unfortunately the spectacular 
price rises came after most of the soybeans had left farmers’ 
hands, and neither the producer nor the processor benefi ted 
by the market spirals. This is not a desirable type of market, 
but it demonstrates very clearly to all of us that a support 
price of $1.85 per bushel does not necessarily mean a selling 
price of $1.85, and it did demonstrate that the law of supply 
and demand still operates on soybeans.
 “This has been a year of extremely interesting 
developments in our Japanese market development program. 
I will not go into details on it, for Mr. Hayashi will do so 
in his report. I do want to point out that at least partially as 
a result of our program in Japan the Automatic Allocation 
[AA] system on soybean imports into Japan was placed in 
effect on July 1, 1961. This means that the Japanese buyer 
may buy as many soybeans as he wants and of such quality 
as he wants. Very strict dollar allocations had been in force 
since the end of the war, hence this year, for the fi rst time, 
we will have an opportunity to determine, without Japanese 
governmental interference, just how many soybeans the 
foods manufacturers and the oilseed crushers of Japan can 
use when adequate supplies are available to them.
 “During this year we have signed an additional market 
development agreement with Foreign Agricultural Service 
which provides for the purchase and operation of four 
demonstration buses. Public Law 480 funds are being used to 
purchase the buses, two of which have now been delivered, 
and the Japanese trade groups with whom we work in the 
Japanese American Soybean Institute have agreed to be 
responsible for all operational costs, including staff, supplies, 
fuel, maintenance and repairs. The work of these buses 
will be under the supervision of Mr. Hayashi and his staff, 
and will be the fi rst demonstration buses operated by trade 
groups in Japan. We will watch their effectiveness with great 
interest.
 “Team from Japan: Last September it was our pleasure 
to entertain in the United States a group of representatives 
of the soy sauce industry in Japan. We tried to give them 
an overall view of the U.S. soybean industry, for they are 
among our best customers in Japan. In October of this year 
we will have with us a team of three ladies representing the 
foods organizations of Japan who will study our school lunch 
programs, our extension home economics programs, the use 

of soybean oil and protein in the food economy of the United 
States.
 “The economy of Japan is progressing very rapidly. 
More and more people are moving into income brackets 
which will allow them to purchase animal products–milk, 
meat and eggs. As this trend continues, as it surely will, 
and as the price of soybean meal in Japan becomes lower 
because of increased imports under the AA system, there 
will be increased usage of soybean meal in the production 
of poultry, meat, eggs, milk, and pork and beef. A vast fi eld 
for increased usage of soybean meal is just opening up in 
this nation of nearly 100 million people, and our market 
development program in Japan is being geared to supply this 
need.
 “Through a combination of hard work on the part of 
staff members, a market situation conducive to interest 
on the part of both buyers and sellers, and to thousands 
of mailings made during the year, the membership in the 
American Soybean Association is at the highest point in 
history. The net paid membership now stands at 6,445 
persons, the highest in history, and a 31% gain over 2 years 
ago. This now gives us a normal circulation on the Soybean 
Digest of well above 7,000 copies per issue.
 “The income from membership sales together with 
a satisfactory year in advertising sales for both the 
Soybean Digest and the Soybean Blue Book has given us 
a satisfactory year in Association fi nances. Like all trade 
organizations, our funds are totally inadequate to do all the 
things which should be done. It has been necessary to hold 
down on expenditures, sorting out the more important pieces 
of work, allowing others to go undone. This, of course, is not 
new, and is not unique to the American Soybean Association. 
We have adhered very closely to the budget for the year and 
we hope that 1961-62 may be even better.
 “As the program of the Soybean Council of America 
has expanded, the work done by ASA for that organization 
has also increased. Mr. Roach is giving you further details 
on that program later this morning, and I will not go into 
detail here. Many of the things about which some of us 
talked and dreamed for a period of years are coming closer 
to reality now. Recently I had the pleasure to read some 
of the editorials which I wrote through a period in the late 
1940’s and early 1950’s, pointing out the foreign market 
opportunities available to the soybean industry if we would 
but take advantage of them. Public Law 480, which was 
fi rst enacted in 1954, with the attendant usage of foreign 
currencies with which to do such promotional work, made 
foreign sales work possible for the fi rst time. It is extremely 
satisfying to see such dreams now becoming reality as we 
continue to move soybean products from the United States 
into food and industrial channels around the world. This 
year, with the huge crop, it becomes even more important to 
increase our exports of soybeans and soybean products, for 
we will have far more than we can use here at home.
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 “Lost Walter Scott: During the year we again lost one of 
our members of the board of directors. Walter M. Scott Jr., 
who was reelected to the board of directors again last year, 
was badly burned in an explosion in his plantation offi ce 
very shortly after our Memphis [Tennessee] convention, and 
passed away about 1 month later after suffering untold pain 
during his hospitalization. The unexpired 1-year portion of 
his term should be fi lled at this meeting today.
 “The American Soybean Association owes a debt of 
gratitude to the members of the board of directors–the 18 
men who during the past year have guided the affairs of the 
organization. These men serve without pay, take their own 
time from their farming and/or business operations to attend 
board meetings and committee meetings, they go down to 
Washington [DC] to represent you in conferences, meetings 
and hearings,...” Address: Executive Vice President and 
Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, 
Iowa].

1806. Nov. 3–President John F. Kennedy signs the Foreign 
Assistance Act (Public Law 87-195) (Important event). 1961.
• Summary: Enacted by Congress on Sept. 4, this act 
reorganized the structure of existing U.S. foreign assistance 
programs, separated military from non-military aid, 
and created a new agency, the United States Agency for 
International Development (USAID) to administer those 
non-military, economic assistance programs. On November 
3, 1961, President John F. Kennedy signed the Act and issued 
Executive Order 10973, detailing the reorganization.
 The agency unifi ed already existing U.S. aid efforts, 
combining the economic and technical assistance operations 
of the International Cooperation Administration, the loan 
activities of the Development Loan Fund, the local currency 
functions of the Export-Import Bank, and the agricultural 
surplus distribution activities of the Food for Peace program 
of the Department of Agriculture.
 This act states that no assistance will be provided to 
a government which “engages in a consistent pattern of 
gross violations of internationally recognized human rights, 
including torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment 
or punishment, prolonged detention without charges, 
causing the disappearance of persons by the abduction and 
clandestine detention of those persons, or other fl agrant 
denial of the right to life, liberty, and the security of person, 
unless such assistance will directly benefi t the needy people 
in such country.”
 “This Act was amended in 2004 specifi c to the treatment 
of orphans and other vulnerable children. This amendment 
allows the president to provide aid to the peoples of other 
countries to look after children in cases of HIV/AIDS and 
to set up schools and other programs for the advancement of 
child treatment.
 Source: Wikipedia, at Foreign Assistance Act (retrieved 
Nov. 2016).

1807. Guyot, Stéphane. 1961. Le soja Américain a la 
conquête de l’Europe [The American soybean in the 
conquest of Europe]. Oleagineux 16(11):693-98. Nov. [13 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: American exports of soybeans and soybean oil 
to Europe. Address: Paris.

1808. Ko Swan Djien; Hesseltine, C.W. 1961. Indonesian 
fermented foods: Made from soybeans. Soybean Digest. Nov. 
p. 14-15. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The manufacture of various popular 
Indonesian fermented foods is a part of applied microbiology 
to which modern science has not yet had the time to pay 
much attention. Indonesian people still produce these food 
products at home in this ancient way, little disturbed by 
the automation of modern techniques. Totally, these food 
products are produced in large quantities. Many thousands of 
people, perhaps hundreds of thousands, make their living in 
this domestic home industry.
 “The more than 3,000 islands of Indonesia, with a total 
land area of 736,000 square miles and a population of 85 
million people, are scattered along the equator. Because of 
Indonesia’s location near the equator, its mean temperature at 
sea level is about 26ºC. (= 79ºF.); every 300 feet of elevation 
reduces the temperature by 1ºF. For example, Bandung, a 
city which is about 2,200 feet above sea level has an average 
temperature of 22ºC. (= 72ºF.). The temperature variation 
at any given place is usually not more than 5ºC. or about 
10ºF. Greater variations than these limits are exceptional 
and do not occur often. People can almost predict the 
weather themselves, therefore there is no need for hourly 
announcements about the weather as in the United States.
 “The temperature range in Indonesia, roughly between 
20º and 30ºC., is the optimum for most microbes. Therefore, 
it is not so surprising that for centuries the people in 
Indonesia have prepared several kinds of food using the 
activities of microorganisms without realizing that they were 
making use of microbes. This kind of situation is similar to 
that which existed in Europe with alcohol and wine making 
before Pasteur discovered yeast. In no case are controlled 
temperatures used, such as are encountered in incubators.
 “Some of the information reported on fermented foods 
popular with Indonesians was obtained from the rather sparse 
literature on the subject (1, 3, 4, 5); most of it comes from 
personal observations by Mr. Ko.
 “Témpé (Tempeh): One of the most popular fermented 
foods in Indonesia is tempe kedelé, or simply called témpé, 
which is made from yellow soybeans fermented with several 
species of Rhizopus. Work at the Northern Laboratory has 
shown that at least four species (R. stolonifer, R. oligosporus, 
R. oryzae, and R. arrhizus) can be used to make témpéh.
 “There are several variations in the domestic procedure 
of manufacturing témpé, but the main points in the procedure 
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are as follows: Soybeans are soaked overnight so that 
the seed-coats can be easily removed. Seedcoats can be 
removed by hand, but people also do it by placing the soaked 
soybeans in a bamboo basket and then trodding in it by 
foot at the edge of a river, so that the seedcoats, which are 
easily freed from the beans, fl oat away with the streaming 
water. The combination of food and feet from the viewpoint 
of ethics is somewhat confusing. But, microbiologically, 
one need not be troubled because after the seedcoats are 
removed, the beans are cooked.
 “After being cooked in boiling water without any 
pressure for about one-half hour, the beans are spread as a 
thin layer on a fl at bamboo tray (tampah) or bamboo mat to 
cool and to dry. Now a well-made témpé of a previous batch 
(dried or fresh) is broken into small pieces and mixed with 
the heap of cooked soybeans. The inoculated soybeans are 
ready to be packaged.
 “The most usual method of packaging is to wrap a 
handful of beans with banana leaves into packages of about 1 
x 5 x 10 cm. (0.5 x 2 x 4 inches). These packages are kept at 
room temperature for 1 or 2 days; during that time the mold 
forms a mycelial mass which ties the beans together so that 
a white compact cake is formed. This cake is called témpé. It 
has a white color and a very attractive fresh odor.
 “In Indonesia the témpé, wrapped in banana leaves, is 
sold at the market by the people who manufacture it at home. 
They make about 100 pieces of témpé every day. For a batch 
this size about 5 kilograms of soybeans are needed.
 “To make a big cake of témpé, the bottom of 
a fl at bamboo tray (tampah, diameter of about 20 
inches) is covered with several layers of banana leaves 
(monocotyledonous), on which the inoculated beans are 
spread in a layer about 2.5 cm. thick (about 1 inch).
 “The beans are covered again with several layers of 
banana leaves and now something heavy is placed on the 
leaves to press them down and to prevent too much aeration, 
because excess aeration will cause the development of too 
many black sporangia. Although these black sporangia do 
not affect the quality of the témpé, the black color may be 
unattractive to some people.
 “Another method is to keep the inoculated beans in the 
hollow space of a bamboo stem which is cut lengthwise 
in two halves. After it is fi lled with the inoculated beans, 
the halves are put together again by binding them with a 
string. In this case, one gets a cylindrically formed témpé. 
The témpé which is sold at the market in one of the three 
mentioned forms, is ready to be prepared by the housewife 
in several ways. The témpé can be cut into thin strips, dipped 
into a salt solution and deep-fried in coconut oil.
 “At the Northern Laboratory we have found that various 
vegetable oils can be used in place of coconut oil. In no case 
is there a moldy taste or odor and the fried material takes 
on a delightful fl avor and a light brown color. This is the 
simplest method, which we have used in the laboratory and 

which has attracted so many to the place where we work. 
Apparently our fellow associates have good taste!
 “Another method is to coat thin slices of témpé with 
fl our and fry it in coconut oil. Témpé is also used in a 
special soup of coconut milk which contains red peppers, 
corn, beans and some other ingredients. There are still other 
methods of preparing témpé which would take too long to 
describe here.
 “The latest news which we have recently from Indonesia 
is that fried témpé is now sold in a dry form in tin containers. 
This indicates that efforts are already being made to make 
témpé on a larger scale. But even in the old traditional way, 
if you think of cities like Djakarta with a population of 3 
million or Bandung with a population of 1 million, there are 
maybe thousands of people who make their living in témpé 
making. Half or more of Indonesia’s soybean production, 17 
million bushels in 1959, is possibly used for making témpé 
(2). Recently an abstract by Wagenknecht et al. (6) has been 
published on témpé.
 “Ketjap: Ketjap is soy sauce made from black soybeans. 
Black soybeans are boiled and fermented with Aspergillus 
oryzae for 2 or 3 days. The fermented soybeans are then 
put into salt brine and kept for about 8 days. Then they are 
fi ltered and the residue is cooked several times with fresh 
water to extract all the soluble parts. To the collected liquid, 
aren sugar and other fl avorings are added according to the 
specialty of the manufacturer. The fl uid is then concentrated 
by slow boiling and the thick solution is ketjap, ready for 
use. Variations in procedure are possible. In Indonesia ketjap 
is sold in bottles of about ½ liter.
 “Studies at the Northern Laboratory Investigations are 
being carried out at the Northern Laboratory on the species 
and strains of Rhizopus which have proved to make good 
témpé. These investigations include study of the carbon and 
nitrogen sources, especially various forms and fractions of 
soybeans, which the témpé molds can use or convert.
 “Also being investigated are the types of enzymes, 
especially proteases lipases and amylases, as well as organic 
acids and other products present in the Rhizopus cultures. 
Since the optimum temperature for the témpé fermentation 
of soybeans is important, temperature ranges for growth and 
fermentation have been established. Temperatures from 25º 
to 40ºC. may be used for making témpé. At 32ºC. témpé may 
be made in a period of 20 hours with certain cultures.
 At the Northern Laboratory we have used Petri dishes to 
prepare batches of témpé from U.S. soybeans, especially the 
variety Hawkeye, not only from the whole soybeans but also 
from beans which have had their seed-coats removed and the 
cotyledons cracked into several pieces.
 “Although Indonesia grows all the soybeans consumed 
there at this time, it is hoped that suffi cient basic information 
can be established in order to make it possible to prepare this 
nutritious and delicious food in other parts of the world. Such 
a food might be introduced into countries where good protein 
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foods are desperately needed and, in turn, the development 
might promote the export of U.S. soybeans.”
 Photos show: (1) Dry soybeans in a Petri dish. (2) 
Soybeans in a Petri dish after soaking, dehulling, cooking 
and inoculating, ready to be placed in incubator. (3) Mature 
témpé [round cake, with wedge-shaped slice removed], 
prepared with Rhizopus sp. NRRL, removed from the Petri 
dish. Note growth of mycelium throughout the cake.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2019) by 
Ko Swan Djien. Address: Northern Regional Research Lab., 
Peoria, Illinois.

1809. Soybean Digest. 1961. Look for lower soy production 
in Japan. Nov. p. 23-24.
• Summary: It is very likely that Japanese soybean 
production will decrease rapidly following the freeing of 
soybean imports which took place on July 1, according to 
Hiroshi Nakamura, a former employee of the Hohnen Oil 
Co. who is now a graduate assistant working toward a Ph.D. 
degree at the University of Illinois.
 The Japanese consume more than 1.5 million metric tons 
[tonnes] of soybeans per year, but only about 400,000 tons 
are grown in Japan. The rest is imported, mostly from the 
USA.
 Also on July 1, the Japanese government raised the 
import duty on soybeans, an offsetting factor which may 
lower potential imports. Resumption of trade with Mainland 
China could also hurt U.S. soybean exports to Japan.

1810. Co-op. Vegetable Oils Ltd. 1961. Brief to the Tariff 
Board Canada supporting proposals relative to Reference No. 
131 as submitted to the Secretary of the Tariff Board under 
date of November 6, 1961. Altona, Manitoba, Canada. 12 + 6 
p. Dec. 1. [2 ref]
• Summary: This report was prepared by J.J. Peters, 
President of Co-op. Vegetable Oils Ltd. on behalf of its 
member oilseed producers. This co-op is owned and operated 
by oilseed producers, and its members constitute over 90% 
of the sunfl ower growers, and over 66% of the rapeseed 
growers in Manitoba province. They are addressing proposed 
tariff changes.
 Appendix 1 shows that in 1956 in Canada rapeseed 
acreage (351,900 acres) fi rst passed soybean acreage 
(240,000 acres). In 1957 rapeseed acreage had skyrocketed 
to 617,900 acres, versus 252,000 acres for soybeans. 
However (as shown by Appendix 3) during the 1950s, most 
of the edible vegetable consumed in Canada from crushing 
domestic oilseeds was soya bean oil. In 1959, for example, 
52.0 million lb of such soya bean oil was consumed, 
compared with 18.0 million lb of rapeseed oil and 2.0 million 
lb of sunfl ower oil. However in 1959 Canada’s main source 
of edible vegetable oil came from the crushing in Canada of 
imported soybeans–which produced 118.0 million lb of soya 
bean oil.

 By far the leading source of oilcake meals consumed in 
Canada was the soybean. In 1959, some 117,000 tons of soya 
bean meal were produced from domestic soybeans, versus 
50.0 tons from domestic linseed and 12.0 tons from domestic 
rapeseed. In addition that year, 266,000 tons of soya bean 
meal were produced in Canada by crushing imported 
soybeans, and another 249,000 tons of soya bean meal were 
imported. Address: Altona, Manitoba, Canada.

1811. Department of Trade and Commerce, Canada. 1961. 
Oilseeds from Canada. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 24 p. 28 
cm.
• Summary: “Oilseeds have been grown commercially in 
Canada since 1720 when the pioneers of New France grew 
fl ax for fi bre and later for oil.” Canada has gradually changed 
from a net importer of fats and oils to a net exporter. “Last 
year there were more than 4 million acres in Canada planted 
to various types of oilseeds, and the bulk of the oilseed 
production was exported to more than 25 countries of the 
world. Flaxseed, rapeseed, soybeans and mustardseed are the 
principal oil-bearing seeds exported from Canada.”
 A table (p. 3) shows acreage and production of Canada’s 
4 major oilseeds from 1948-52 to 1960. Throughout this 
period, fl axseed was the leading oilseed, with production 
growing from 230,000 tonnes to 638,000. Rapeseed grew 
from a minor crop to the second largest one, 9,000 tonnes in 
1948-52 increasing to 250,000 tonnes in 1960. Soybeans are 
third, having grown from 86,000 tonnes to 154,000. In 1960 
rapeseed fi rst surpassed soybeans in production. Most of 
Canada’s rapeseed is grown in the three prairie provinces of 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. Virtually all soybeans 
are gown in southern Ontario. Canada is the world’s leading 
exporter of rapeseed. The leading importers of this rapeseed 
are Japan (40,128 tonnes in 1960), followed by Italy (37,138 
tonnes).
 The section titled “Soybeans in Canada” (p. 16) gives 
statistics (tons exported and dollar value) on acreage and 
production, and on yearly exports from 1956 to 1960 of 
soybeans, soybean oil, soybean meal, and total. In 1960, 
Canada exported $20,939,000 worth of soybeans and 
soybean products, down from $26,988,000 in 1956. The 
main trend has been toward increased exports of soybeans 
and decreased exports of oil and meal [value-added 
products]. Address: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

1812. Statistics of Hawaiian Agriculture (Honolulu). 1961-. 
Shipments. p. 30-41. See p. 33, 34, 36. *
• Summary: Hawaii imports 680-907 metric tons/year 
of soybeans from the United States mainland. Address: 
Honolulu, Hawaii.

1813. Soybean Council of America, Spanish Offi ce. 1961? 
The role of soybeans and soybean products in the Spanish 
food supply. Madrid, Spain: AmSoy. 174 p. Undated. [23 ref. 
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Eng]
• Summary: On the front page: “This publication is the result 
of the foreign market development activities of the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. in cooperation with the Foreign 
Agricultural Service of the United States Department of 
Agriculture.”
 In the center of the front cover is the new “AmSoy” logo 
of the Soybean Council of America, Inc.
 Summary: The Spanish diet is short on animal protein 
and on fats; both need to be increased signifi cantly.
 Survey on the diet:
 Protein furnished by Cereals
 Protein furnished by Pulses
 Summary on Vegetable Protein in the Spanish daily Diet
 Protein furnished by Meat
 Protein furnished by Eggs
 Protein furnished by Milk
 Protein furnished by Fish
 Summary on Animal Protein in the Spanish daily Diet
 Summing up the Protein Content of the Spanish daily 
Diet
 Problems of Spanish livestock:
 Livestock Market Products
 The Mixed Feed Industry
 Postal addresses of mixed feed manufacturers
 List of laboratories
 Edible oils:
 Production
 Oil Trade
 Exports
 Imports
 Purchasing procedures
 Purchasing Organizations
 Methods of Spanish Foreign Trade
 Freights unloading and refi ning
 Unloading Stations
 Freight and Transportation
 Refi ning
 Oilseed:
 Trade Imports, Exports
 Crushing industry
 Soybean cultivation in Spain
 The role of soybeans in the Spanish food supply
 Literature
 Page 139: “In 1917 the Spanish Consul in Shanghai 
sent to the Spanish State Department a report on soybean 
cultivations in China, and proposed to start growing this 
plant in Spain.
 “A few years later the Agricultural Stations of Jerez de 
la Frontera and Malaga (both in the South of Spain) began 
experimenting with this new crop in small plots of land. The 
soybeans grown were used only for animal feeding.
 “In 1925 soybeans were grown in the Province of 
Lérida (Catalonia), but only on a small scale, most of the 

production being devoted to the preparation of special foods 
for diabetics. Some tentative cultivation was also started in 
the Province of Pontevedra, in the Northwest of Spain, where 
the climate is humid and mild.
 “The School of Agricultural Engineers began 
experiments on soybean cultivation between 1930 and 
1935; the crops obtained on small pieces of dry land were 
equivalent to a yield of 680 to 720 kgs. per hectare. Further 
experiments were interrupted in 1936, at the time of the Civil 
War.
 “In view of the increasing shortage of olive-oil, the 
Government decided to encourage cultivation of oilseeds, 
soybeans among them. The Ministry of Agriculture 
published an order in the State Gazette of January 30th, 
1957, regulating future cultivation of soybeans. This order 
stated that the Servicio Nacional del Trigo (National Wheat 
Service) would pay 8 pesetas per kilogram to any farmer 
selling his crop to the Service; at the same time, the National 
Wheat Service would provide fertilizers and grant credits 
to encourage soybean cultivation. Soybean cultivation, 
however, did not reach high production fi gures, as can 
be seen in table No. 91a.” This table (p. 152) shows that 
soybean production in Spain increased from 250 tons in 1955 
to 350 tons in 1960. Address: Spain.

1814. Canadian Press. 1962. Soybean fi rms ask tariff hike. 
Calgary Herald (Calgary, Alberta, Canada). Jan. 17. p. 22.
• Summary: “Ottawa (CP)–The three leading soybean-
crushing fi rms in Canada were questioned Tuesday before 
the tariff board on their suggestions for revised and increased 
duties on imported vegetable oils.
 “Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing Limited, Victory 
Soya Mills Limited and Toronto Elevators jointly urged a 
15-percent duty on soybean oil imported for industrial use 
under British preference.
 “The rate would be 20 per cent for most-favored-
nation suppliers such as the United States, main provider 
of soybeans and products. The general rate for all other 
countries would be 25 per cent.”

1815. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1962. Southeast Asia as a market 
for U.S. soybeans and vegetable oils. USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service. FAS-M-126. 41 p. Feb. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, March 1962, p. 26.
• Summary: Gives an excellent, detailed discussion, with 
many statistics, of the soybean markets in Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, British Borneo (Sarawak, 
Brunei, and North Borneo [Sabah]), and Burma.
 “The 350,000 Chinese of British Borneo are large 
consumers of soybean food products and fats and oils, but 
this market is small. Domestic production of soybeans in 
North Borneo is more than suffi cient to supply domestic 
demand for that country, and some exports are made each 
year. Imports of soybeans into Sarawak and Brunei, though 
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small, have been growing each year. In 1960 Sarawak’s 
imports were 608 long tons, compared with 526 tons in 1959 
and 403 tons in 1958. Thailand, Mainland China, Vietnam, 
and Cambodia are the main suppliers, as U.S. soybeans have 
been scarce in this market.”
 Burma: “The domestic production of soybeans in 
Burma has been small, but output is large enough to provide 
demands of the Burmese people in the Shan State, population 
approximately 500,000, who use soybeans for food.” The 
peanut is the main oilseed crushed in Burma. The majority 
of peanut crushing mills are located in Rangoon, Insein, 
Mandalay, and Myingyan.
 Table 6 (p. 29) shows imports (in piculs; 1 picul = 133 
lb) of soybeans to Sarawak, by country of origin, annually 
1958-1960. The main source countries are Thailand, 
Mainland China, and Indochina. Imports increased from 
6,853 piculs in 1958 to 10,343 piculs in 1960.
 Appendix: Hong Kong: Importers of U.S. soybeans, 
manufacturers of wet and dried bean curd for export to U.S., 
soybean sauce manufacturers. Singapore: Importers of U.S. 
soybeans, importers agents providing services to soybean 
importers, manufacturers of soybean curd, largest soybean 
sauce manufacturers, soybean milk companies. Federation 
of Malaya: Importers of soybeans, soybean sauce factories 
(Penang, Province Wellesley, Kedah, Perak, Selangor, 
Malacca, Negri Sembilan). Sarawak: Soybean importers 
and dealers (all of Kuching). Burma: Fats and oils importers 
(Rangoon), vegetable oil mills (Rangoon).
 Note 1. Sarawak became part of Malaysia in 1963. Note 
2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) concerning 
soybeans in Brunei. This document contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Brunei (Feb. 1962). Address: Fats and 
Oils Div.

1816. Thompson, David. 1962. Soybean: tempting paradox. 
National Post (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). March 17. p. 3.
• Summary: “Versatile and popular, the soybean faces a 
challenge to achieve its potential in Canada.
 “This fantastic plant, with scores of industrial and 
agricultural [and food] uses (see graph) could be grown in 
quantity in Canada. But it isn’t.
 “How to encourage production is a question agitating 
farm and industry currently.
 “Some farmers would like a tariff on imported soybeans 
from the U.S...”
 “(Four present [soybean] processing plants: Canadian 
Vegetable Oil Processing Co., Maple Leaf Mills Ltd., Victory 
Soya Mills Ltd., all Toronto, an Co-op Vegetable Oils Ltd., 
Altona, Manitoba).”

1817. Allewelt, Robert W. 1962. Japanese boom sparks 
U.S. soybean gains. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service) 26(3):11. March.
• Summary: “The U.S. soybean industry foresees a 10- to 

20-percent annual increase in its $100-million Japanese 
market over the next few years under the impact of Japan’s 
booming economy and recent liberalization of soybean 
dollar imports. The expected liberalization of soybean dollar 
imports in 1962 generates some of the optimism.
 “The United Stares supplied all but 3 million bushels 
of Japan’s total imports of 42 million bushels in 1961–and 
hopes to supply nearly all of the 50 million bushels Japan is 
expected to import in 1962.
 “Neither Japan’s domestic production nor possible 
imports from a traditional source, Mainland China, seem 
likely to affect this estimate.
 “Uncertainty of supply and generally lower quality 
make large imports from China problematical, though 
Japan may import somewhat more than the 2 million to 3 
million purchased in late 1961. This was the fi rst substantial 
purchase since trade relations between the two countries 
were terminated in 1958. Prior to World War II, Japan 
imported around 20 million bushels a year from China.
 “Only one-fourth of Japan’s consumption requirements 
was met by domestic production of over 14 million bushels 
in 1961. Future production is not expected to increase and 
may possibly decline because of competition from lower-
priced imports.
 “Even with a 13-percent ad valorem tariff, the wholesale 
price of U.S. soybeans in Tokyo last October averaged about 
$116 a metric ton, compared to $165 a ton for domestic 
soybeans. The 1961 support price for Japanese soybeans 
was $3.93 a bushel compared to the U.S. support of $2.30 a 
bushel.
 “Japan’s tariff structure favors oilseed imports to support 
the domestic oilseed-crushing and fats-and-oils-processing 
industries. Soybean oil imports carry a 20-percent duty, 
compared with a 5-percent duty on soybean meal. The 
crushing and processing industries are rapidly adopting up-
to-date methods, such as the solvent extraction system, to 
obtain oil from oilseeds,
 “Changed Consumer Tastes: Consumption of soybeans 
in Japan is shifting from whole soybean foods to soybean oil 
and meal.
 “Crushed soybeans, used as oil or meal, now account 
for nearly two-thirds of all soybeans consumed in Japan. Out 
of the 1962 consumption estimate of 54 million bushels, 34 
million will be crushed, and 20 million will be used directly 
in the production of whole soybean foods. The 780,000 short 
tons of meal obtained from the crushed soybeans will be 
about equally distributed between food uses and livestock 
feeds.
 “Per capita consumption of edible vegetable oils, used 
mostly in liquid form, has nearly tripled in the postwar 
period and in 1961 reached an estimated 10.9 pounds. The 
current decade should see a further increase to 20 pounds per 
capita.
 “In Japan, edible oil is sold mostly in bulk form to 
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consumers who supply their own containers, though sales of 
packaged vegetable oils are increasing in metropolitan areas. 
As income levels rise, the present limited use of margarine 
and shortening (hydrogenated oil) is expected to grow and 
further the use of packaged oil products.
 “The demand for soybean meal is growing even more 
rapidly than the market for fats and oils. Imports of U.S. 
soybean meal soared to about 65,000 short tons in 1961 
from former import totals of less than 1,000 tons a year. 
Following the anticipated liberalization of soybean meal in 
1962, Japanese imports of U.S. soybean meal are expected 
to increase. All imports of meal, which are controlled by the 
government, are used for feed purposes.
 “Intensive Market Development: The market 
development program of the Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute has, with the assistance of the Foreign Agricultural 
Service, contributed much to the growth of this market for 
U.S. soybeans. Since 1956 the Institute has worked closely 
with Japanese Government and industry groups in providing 
U.S. soybeans ‘tailored’ to Japanese consumer preferences, 
and specially cleaned for the variety of uses to which the 
soybean is put in Japan. The Institute continually conducts 
promotional and educational activities at industry and 
consumer levels.
 “Japanese industry groups have contributed considerable 
time and money to the promotion of U.S. soybeans in Japan. 
The high level of this participation makes it likely that Japan 
will continue to be a major foreign dollar market for the 
fourth largest cash crop produced by American farmers.”
 A photo shows on Japanese woman teaching many other 
women. The caption: “The preparation of soybeans for group 
feeding was the subject of this meeting held by the Japanese-
American Soybean Institute at the Nishinomiya Health 
Center.” Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural 
Service, USDA.

1818. Peter, George. 1962. Washington Digest: More status 
given FAS. Soybean Digest. March. p. 30.
• Summary: “A major reorganization of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture has taken place to enable Foreign Agricultural 
Service to play a bigger role in the export and import of farm 
products.
 “The realignment of numbers of service divisions inside 
USDA is aimed at gearing the Department’s activities in the 
farm export fi eld to President Kennedy’s rapidly developing 
new overall foreign trade program.
 “This is the more important news for the soybean 
grower and processor surrounding the recent resignation of 
Assistant Agriculture Secretary James Ralph. He was top 
man under Secretary Freeman and headed up production 
control, price support and adjustment programs.
 “Plans call for a new top-level status for FAS. A ‘big 
name’ is scheduled at this writing to take over something 
equivalent to a post of assistant secretary whose main job 

would be to direct all FAS activities in a direct line of 
authority to the Secretary and in liaison with the White 
House.
 “In the new lineup, Raymond Ioanes, assistant 
administrator, would replace Robert C. Tetro as FAS 
administrator. Under Secretary Charles Murphy was placed 
in direct charge of FAS until the new assistant secretary 
could be appointed. Murphy also retains his title of president 
of the Commodity Credit Corp.
 “Giving you both the before and after, the changes took 
place like this: Ralph was assistant secretary of Agricultural 
Stabilization. This means he was overall supervisor of 
Commodity Credit Corp., Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service, and Federal Crop Insurance Corp. He 
will become agricultural attache to the Philippines.
 “John P. Duncan, Jr., was assistant secretary of 
Marketing and Foreign Agriculture. This means he was 
general supervisor of Agricultural Marketing Service, 
Commodity Exchange Authority, and Foreign Agricultural 
Service.
 “Duncan now becomes assistant secretary of Marketing 
and Stabilization. He is general supervisor of Agricultural 
Marketing Service, Federal Crop Insurance Corp., and the 
Commodity Exchange Authority.
 “Net result: FAS becomes the sole service division 
within the USDA to be directed by an assistant secretary of 
agriculture who will report directly to Freeman. This will 
become increasingly important to watch. The changes are 
taken here to mean that President Kennedy is confi dent that 
he will get a good portion, if not all, of the powers he wants 
to build a new foreign trade policy.
 A portrait photo shows George Peter. Address: 
Washington Correspondent for the Soybean Digest.

1819. Soybean Digest. 1962. Peru shifts to dollar purchases: 
World oils and fats. April. p. 14.
• Summary: “Peru: Secretary of Agriculture Orville 
L. Freeman on March 20 announced a Food for Peace 
agreement between the United States and Peru to fi nance 
a sale of $2 million worth, or about 13 million pounds, 
of soybean oil or cottonseed oil through long-term dollar 
credits. The agreement was negotiated under Title IV of P.L. 
480.
 “Peru thus becomes the fi rst country to shift its purchase 
of U.S. agricultural commodities from Title I, P.L. 480, 
which provides for payment in foreign currencies, to dollar 
purchases under Title IV of the law.
 “Under the agreement, Peru will use proceeds from 
sale of the vegetable oil in Peru for economic and social 
development programs. Credit purchase authorizations will 
be issued later.”

1820. Soybean Digest. 1962. World oils and fats: Canada. 
April. p. 14.
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• Summary: “The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board has proposed to the Canadian Tariff Board a tariff of 
$0.30 per bushel on soybeans, $6 per ton on soybean meal, 
and $0.04 per pound on soybean oil. The board points out 
that about $50 million worth of U.S. soybeans and soybean 
products enter Canada duty-free annually.” The board 
believes that by reducing imports, soybean production in 
Canada would more than double without any surpluses 
developing. 15.4 million bushels of soybeans were crushed 
in Canada in 1961.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
that mentions “The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board.”

1821. Soybean Digest. 1962. Iran an expanding market for 
U.S. oil. April. p. 26.
• Summary: “Iran is an expanding market for U.S. vegetable 
oil and tallow and is an important potential market for high-
protein meal or cake. In 1960 the United States exported for 
dollars over 6,000 tons of semirefi ned cottonseed oil to Iran. 
In early 1961, Iran imported over 4,000 metric tons of U.S. 
cottonseed and soybean oil under P.L. 480, while dollar sales 
of U.S. vegetable oils continue strong.
 “Iranian vegetable oil processors share optimism for the 
future and plan to increase their refi ning capacity from its 
current operational level of about 40,000 tons to 85,000 tons 
by 1963.
 “The Soybean Council of America, Inc., has an active 
market development project in Iran.”
 Source: “Market for U.S. Fats, Oils, and Oil Meal in 
Iran. By George E. Wanamaker, fats and oils division, and 
Tilmer O. Engebretson, U.S. agricultural attache, Tehran. 
FAS M-124, December 1961. Foreign Agricultural Service, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, D.C.”

1822. Duffy, M. 1962. The American soybean industry. 
Agricultural Merchant (The) (London) 42(5):77-78. May.
• Summary: A review of the industry using as an illustration 
two of the leading companies in the fi eld: Central Soya and 
Allied Mills.

1823. Fangauf, K.W. 1962. Germany: Soybeans lead 
[agricultural] import list. Soybean Digest. May. p. 56, 58.
• Summary: “Soybeans regained fi rst place in the list of 
agricultural products imported by West Germany from the 
United States in the calendar year 1961. For the past 4 years, 
537,000 metric tons were imported in 1958, 675,000 in 1959, 
785,000 in 1960, and 842,000 in 1961, a new record. This 
is a yearly average increase of about 3.7 million bushels of 
soybeans.”
 A table shows Germany’s leading agricultural imports 
from the United States in 1960-61 (in million dollars). The 
top fi ve are:
 Soybeans $84.4

 Cotton $77.2
 Tobacco $50.3
 Corn $28.0
 Poultry 25.1. Address: PhD, Director for Germany, 
Soybean Council of America, Hamburg.

1824. McGovern, George. 1962. The role of the soybean 
industry in Food for Peace. Soybean Digest. May. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “I don’t need to tell soybean producers and 
processors of the vigorous demand that has been developed 
for our soybeans and its products here and abroad. The rising 
trend in soybean exports will enable us to utilize record 
quantities abroad in 1961-62; the previous high was 141 
million bushels 2 years ago. A similar uptrend in the foreign 
demand for soybean oil should raise such exports to almost 
1.4 billion pounds–far above the previous record of nearly 
a billion pounds. Exports of soybean meal in 1961-62 will 
be at least as high as the record 649,000 tons that went out 2 
years ago.”
 We have catalogued the nutrition levels over the world 
in specifi c quantitative terms and are fi nding great defi cits in 
fats and oils and protein. The experts of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture have provided fi gures on a country-by-country 
basis. The main feature of their study is the fi nding that 
total calories and total proteins are extremely low for large 
segments of the population of Western Asia, Africa, the Far 
East, and Latin America.
 “These are the underdeveloped areas of the world where 
shortages of fats and oils and of protein produce defi ciency 
diseases which sap the vitality and energy required for 
general economic development. Do I need to add that where 
there are protein defi ciencies, especially in areas where these 
defi ciencies are more readily met with vegetable rather than 
animal proteins, there lie the Food For Peace opportunities 
for the soybean industry?”
 “Industry Efforts Still another reason for my certainty 
that the future for U.S. soybeans is an expanding one is 
the fact that your industry leaders working under the trade 
promotion provisions of the Food For Peace Act (P. L. 480) 
are actively and very successfully engaged in expanding the 
world market for soybeans and in devising ways in which 
soybeans can serve to directly provide vegetable proteins and 
oils to meet the nutritional defi ciencies of their populations 
and build up livestock industries in underdeveloped areas.” 
Address: Special Asst. to the President and Director, Food 
For Peace.

1825. Sondergaard, Ejvind. 1962. Soybean Council of 
America–Scandinavia: SBC has active program. Soybean 
Digest. May. p. 54-55.
• Summary: Discusses the council’s activities in Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, and Sweden.
 Concerning Finland: The author visited Finland twice 
during the last half of 1961. “U.S. soybeans are preferred 
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to Chinese beans by the crushers in Finland because the oil 
content is higher.
 “Norway: As in Denmark, Norway is interested in 
soybeans primarily for crushing.” In 1960 Norway imported 
80,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans, and consumption 
of soybean oil rose to approximately 13,000 tonnes. “One of 
the reasons for the increase in the consumption of soybean 
oil is the continuously declining production of marine oils 
in Norway. Consequently, vegetable oils are expected to 
constitute a larger percentage of the fats used in production 
of margarine in the future. In 1960, 57,000 tonnes or 72% of 
the raw materials used in the margarine industry consisted of 
hardened marine oils.” Address: Soybean Council Director 
for Scandinavia, Copenhagen.

1826. Sullivan, H. 1962. Soybean farmers: Count your 
blessings and accept your obligations. Soybean Digest. May. 
p. 6.
• Summary: Note: This issue of Soybean Digest is the 
“Second Annual Export Issue” as stated on the cover in 
big, bold red letters. U.S. soybeans are increasingly being 
exported, for a complex variety of reasons, many of them 
due to initiatives taken by the American Soybean Association 
under the leadership of George Strayer, the Soybean Council 
of America, the loss of China, Manchuria, and Japan and 
competing exporters, the important role of soybeans in 
the Food for Peace program (P.L. 408), etc. Address: Vice 
President, American Soybean Assoc.

1827. Roytenberg, M.M.; Hughes, R.G. 1962. Soybean 
prices: Some relationships between Canadian and United 
States markets. Economic Annalist (The) 32(3):61-65. June. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: Canadian soybean prices, production, imports, 
exports, net imports and domestic utilization for 1956-61.

1828. Taylor, Clifford C.; Singh, Bhagwant. 1962. The 
competitive position of Maryland soybeans. Maryland 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 473. 73 p. 
June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. 1. Competition in price: 
Production expansion at lower prices, substitution and prices. 
2. Competitive position in total consumption: Consumption 
of soybean meal. 3. Competitive position of oil in end 
products: Margarine, shortening, drying oil products, soap. 
4. Competitive position of meal in feeding. 5. Competitive 
position in export markets: Potentialities of Africa as 
a competitor of United States soybean oil in Europe, 
competitive position of United States soybean oil in Asia, 
competitive position of United States soybean oil in Latin 
America, competitive position of United States soybean oil 
in Oceania, recapitulation. Appendix. Contains 39 tables and 
6 fi gures.
 “Summary: The soybean market has become of prime 

importance to growers on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. 
Here, as in nearby areas of Delaware and Virginia, soybean 
production has multiplied very rapidly within recent years. 
The rate of expansion has been even more rapid than in the 
principal corn-and-soybean belt of the Mid-west. In the 
southern counties of the Eastern Shore of Maryland soybean 
acreage has increased to over one-third of all harvested 
cropland, without notably reducing the acreage of corn, 
which is relatively high priced in Maryland.
 “Maryland farm sales of soybeans are exceeded by only 
two other crops, tobacco and corn. Soybean meal is in great 
demand in the Delmarva peninsula, particularly for poultry 
feeds. However, until quite recently, only one sizeable plant 
for crushing soybeans has existed in this area.
 “As elsewhere, soybean prices in Maryland fell sharply 
after 1947-48 and rather steadily after the Korean War until 
1960-61, even though the general price level was rising. 
However, market prices for soybeans were generally above 
government support prices. They were a refl ection of market 
supply and demand forces, including the direct effects of 
certain government aids to exports and also the indirect 
effects of other kinds of government controls.
 “During the 13 years from 1947-48 through 1959-60 
the straight line trend of soybean prices at Illinois country 
shipping points (when calculated terms of constant dollars 
at the 1947-49 level) declined 11 cents per bushel per year 
and centered at $2.40 in 1953-54. The straight line trend 
of soybean oil prices at Decatur, as similarly calculated, 
declined 0.8 cents per pound per year and centered at 11.9 
cents in 1953-54. By this calculation, soybean meal prices 
at Decatur declined $2.64 per ton per year and centered at 
$57.98 in 1953-54. During this 13-year period the trend 
value of prices in Illinois fell 58 percent for soybean oil, 43 
percent for soybean meal and 43 percent for soybeans. These 
price declines were related to straight line trend increases of 
U.S. supply (production plus carryover) of 242 percent for 
soybeans, 170 percent for soybean oil and 143 percent for 
soybean meal. Production increased rapidly without very 
much government price assistance and despite falling prices 
and refl ected technological improvements in production, 
transportation and processing and also various restrictions on 
alternative enterprises.”
 Page 3: “Soybean meal is preeminently suitable for 
poultry feeds in great demand, especially for the rapidly 
expanded broiler industry. The use of soybean meal for hog 
feeding increased because more hog feeders were using 
protein supplements, less skim milk was separated on the 
farm because of the vanishing production of farm butter and 
only moderately increased supplies of tankage were available 
from the parking industry.
 “For cattle feeding, soybean meal meets real competition 
from cottonseed meal. Dairy cattle and beef cattle can 
depend more upon cottonseed meal because their bodies 
have the ability to produce from its proteins certain essential 
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amino-acids which characterize soybean meal. The same 
is true for sheep, but in any case they use relatively little 
of the aggregate supply of meals. However, the supply of 
cottonseed cannot be readily expanded to meet the expanding 
demands of the beef cattle industry. The greater availability 
of soybean meal at a comparable price adds to its relative 
magnitude in consumption.
 “Maryland needs more meal, not oil. Shifting back 
to varieties of lower oil yield per bushel would not help; 
it would hurt fi nancially. Sacrifi cing a pound of oil for a 
pound of meal would be like trading 10 cents for 3 cents. 
What Maryland has needed and perhaps still needs is 
enlarged processing facilities to produce meal nearby so as 
to narrow the margin of about $15 a ton between Midwest 
and Maryland prices for the meal at wholesale. However, 
questions concerning markets for the additional quantities 
of soybean oil, which are jointly produced with the meal, 
inevitably pose price problems for soybean growers. A more 
rapid development of export markets for the oil could help to 
check the widening spread between prices of meal and oil.” 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics.

1829. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. U.S. exports of soybeans, edible 
oils and meal rose in April. 85(2):20-21. July 9.
• Summary: Major markets for U.S. soybeans in April, with 
their percentages of total exports were: Japan 28, Canada 24, 
the Netherlands 17, and West Germany 14.

1830. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Mexican government to permit 
soybean meal exports. 85(3):15. July 16.
• Summary: “The Mexican Ministry of Industry and 
Commerce on June 12, 1962, granted import permits for 
soybean meal to the mixed feed manufacturers.
 “The tonnages permitted are dependent on individual 
needs and will be effective through October 31, 1962, after 
which domestic production is expected to become available. 
The permission was granted in response to a request for the 
importation of 5,288 metric tons (5,829 short tons) of meal 
by the National Association of Animal Feed Manufacturers 
on June 5, 1962. About one-fi fth of this tonnage already has 
been approved for import.”

1831. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Suez Canal oil-bearing material 
shipments continue at reduced volume. 85(4):17-19. July 23.
• Summary: A table (p. 18) titled “Oil-bearing materials: 
Suez Canal, northbound shipments by kinds, April 1961, 
and October-May 1960-61 and 1961-62. In April 1962 only 
155 metric tons (MT) of soybeans were shipped, down from 
versus 5,000 MT in April 1961. On Oct. to May 1961-62, 
some 142,549 MT were shipped, down from 207,000 MT 
in Oct. to May 1960-61. Footnote: 1 metric ton of soybeans 

equals 36.743333 bushels.
 “The movement of soybeans (presumed to be Chinese) 
through the Canal from October through May of the current 
marketing year are running below the volume shipped in the 
comparable period of the marketing years beginning October 
1, 1957, 1958, 1959, and 1960.”

1832. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. U.S. exports of edible oils to 
reach record 1.9 billion tons. 85(5):17-18. July 30.
• Summary: “U.S. exports of cottonseed and soybean oil 
in the October, 1961–September, 1962 marketing year are 
expected to attain a new high of 1.9 billion pounds.”
 A table shows exports of soybeans (with oil and meal 
equivalent), edible oils (soybean and cottonseed, with 
soybean oil far ahead of cottonseed oil), and cakes and meals 
(soybeans, cottonseed, and linseed). These fi gures include 
products “exported under foreign donation programs” 
(Public Law 480 Titles II and III).
 “Earlier this year, about 154 million pounds of vegetable 
oils were programmed to Pakistan under Title I, Public Law 
480 Purchase Authorization 15-87.” It was fi nally delivered 
in late June and July due to a labor stoppage that prevented 
ship loading.

1833. Soybean Digest. 1962. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc.: The Second Annual Staff Conference. July. p. 18-20.
• Summary: A large photo shows the entire staff of the 
Soybean Council of America at Waterloo, Iowa, June 4-15, 
standing in four rows. “Since the Council was formed a 
little over 5 years ago, business and market development 
has increased to where exports [of soybeans and products] 
amount to over $1.5 billion per year from the United States. 
The International Operations Offi ce of the Soybean Council 
is now operating in over 42 countries throughout the world. 
For each person is given the name, position, country, and 
city. These include: Andre Tawa of Egypt. Dominic Marcello 
and Dr. Fred Marti, international relations, Rome, Italy. 
Howard L. Roach, SBC president, Waterloo, Iowa. Dr. 
James W. Hayward, SBC director of nutrition, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. Dr. Carlos Giraldo, Columbia. Reginald Ion 
Wood, United Kingdom. Vasfi  Hakman, Turkey.
 Dr. Adolino DiGiorgio, Italy. Dr. Guillermo 
Ivanissevich, Peru. Alfred S. Kohl, Region III, Rome. R.W. 
“Robert” Fischer, assistant to the president, Waterloo. Paul 
D. Vermette, manager, SBC plans and evaluation div., Rome.
 Rustom S. Patel, Pakistan. Maharajkumar Virendrasingh, 
India. Elvind Sondergaard, Denmark. Roger Campbell, 
budget and fi nancial assistant.
 Juan de Madariaga, France. Javier de Salas, region II, 
Rome. Gonzao Riviera, Spain. Frank W. McWalters, Rome. 
William A. Luykyx, Belgium. Karl W. Fangauf, Germany. 
Volorus H. Hougen, FAS [USDA’s Foreign Agricultural 
Service], Washington, DC. Dr. Reynold P. Dahl, special 
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consultant on the Common Market to SBC, Brussels, 
Belgium.
 In addition, there is a full page of candid photos from the 
conference and a half page of photos of the SBC’s activities 
in Italy, Spain, England, Norway, and Pakistan.

1834. Soybean Digest. 1962. Vanaspati production up in 
Pakistan. July. p. 29.
• Summary: Production of vanaspati (hydrogenated 
vegetable oil) in Pakistan rose to 49,000 tons in 1961-62, 
a new record and up more than 25% over the previous 
year. The vanaspati industry has expanded greatly because 
increased availability of cottonseed and soybean oils under 
P.L. 480. These imported oils are exempt from import taxes 
and may be placed on Open General License (OGL) if the 
government receives assurance that continuous and increased 
supplies will be available under P.L. 480.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2020) 
stating that soybean oil was used to make vanaspati in 
Pakistan.

1835. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Argentina may expand soybean 
production. 85(6):15-16. Aug. 6.
• Summary: “Argentine production and exports of soybeans 
are expected to rise rapidly within the next few years. 
Producers may even be encouraged to shift from sunfl owers 
to soybeans because of serious disease and insect problems 
with the former.
 “Soybean production in Argentina has been sponsored 
by a fi rm which distributes the seed and handles the crop. 
The fi rm estimates this year’s crop at 10,000 metric tons 
(367,430 bushels) with 4,000 tons (147,000 bushels) being 
used domestically. Production in 1960-61 was estimated at 
only 37,000 bushels and in the previous 10 years averaged 
about 30,000 bushels annually.
 “The sponsoring fi rm reportedly has enough seed for a 
crop next year of 120,000 tons (4.4 million bushels). Acreage 
of soybeans in 1965 is projected at about 2.5 million acres. 
While this would appear optimistic in view of past failures, 
seed varieties well adapted to Argentine soil and climate 
apparently have been found.
 “The fi rst shipment of Argentine soybeans (110,230 
bushels) took place the second week of July, and went to 
West Germany. Another equal quantity is expected to be 
exported later this year.”

1836. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Canada continues to import 
soybeans for crushing duty free. 85(6):16. Aug. 6.
• Summary: “Under Canada’s austerity program, a 5-percent 
surcharge would be assessed on imported soybeans, 
according to the announcement made on June 24, 1962. 
However, the surcharge is not applicable to soybeans 

imported for crushing, which continue to enter Canada duty 
free.”

1837. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Canada raises soybean, and 
sunfl ower support prices. 85(6):16-17. Aug. 6.
• Summary: “The Canadian Agricultural Stabilization Board 
recently announced that 1962-crop soybeans would be 
supported at C$2.14 per bushel and sunfl ower seed at C4.22 
cents per pound. This compares with 1961-crop support 
prices of $2.12 and 4.15 cents, respectively.
 “The support for Ontario-grown soybeans applies to 
Canada No. 2 grade or better quality, 14 percent moisture, 
delivered at elevator in Ontario from July 1, 1962, to June 
30, 1963. The support level is 100 percent of the base price 
of the last 10-year average.
 “If the average price received during the 1962-63 
marketing year falls below $2.14, the Board will pay the 
difference to producers. During the marketing year ending 
June 30, 1962, prices were well above the support level of 
$2.13 and, consequently, no defi ciency payment was made. 
Returns to producers in the season just ended were the 
highest since 1954.”

1838. Knopf, H. 1962. Soya beans: Notes on their uses and 
the world market. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 59(4):221. 
July/Aug.
• Summary: This is the summary of a lecture given by Mr. 
Knopf at a fi eld day for soya beans at Bauhinea Farm. He 
urges Rhodesian farmers to familiarize themselves with the 
world market and prices for soya beans. “The Canadian soya 
bean, enjoying Imperial preference of 5 per cent over beans 
from non-Commonwealth countries, is greatly favoured 
in the market in Britain due to its reputation for purity and 
consistently high quality.”
 “While we are gaining experience in handling the crop, 
soya beans which cannot be used locally for stock feed and 
seed, may be sold on the London or Liverpool markets, 
provided they are clean, sound, of good quality, and of 
suffi cient quantity.”
 Negotiations are now being conducted to establish a 
modern and effi cient solvent extraction plant in Rhodesia, 
in which Rhodesian Producer Farmers would provide the 
bulk of shareholders. By the use of solvent extraction, 1,000 
tons of beans would yield about 170 tons of crude oil and 
800 tons of meal with a residual oil content of only 1%. 
This meal can serve as an excellent stock feed or it may be 
refi ned and processed into a high protein fl our for human 
consumption, and used for fi lling sausages and meat loaves, 
in baby foods and in the bakery trade. It is used as a nutrient 
in the manufacture of yeast, antibiotics, beer and ale. Isolated 
protein is used in the confectionery trade...
 “The refi ned oil is making an excellent cooking oil and 
is also used pharmaceutically; in salad oils, mayonnaise, 
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margarine, sandwich spreads, and special varnishes.” 
Address: Chairman, Glendale Intensive Conservation Area, 
Rhodesia.

1839. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1962. Argentina makes fi rst shipment of soybeans. 
26(9):23. Sept.
• Summary: Argentina’s fi rst export of soybeans (3,000 
tonnes to West Germany) marks the beginning of what it 
hopes will be rapidly increasing exports and production. 
Argentina estimates the 1962 crop at 10,000 tons [sic, 
tonnes?], compared with 1,000 tons last year.

1840. Spurlock, Hughes H. 1962. Trends and developments 
in Communist China’s world trade in farm products 1955-
60. USDA Economic Research Service, Foreign Agricultural 
Economic Report No. 6. 44 p. Sept. See p. 26-29. 
Summarized as “Chinese soybeans static” in Soybean Digest, 
June 1963, p. 24. [11 ref]
• Summary: Since its founding on 1 Oct. 1949, the PRC has 
sought rapid industrialization and development of heavy 
industry. Most modern machinery and technology must be 
imported from advanced countries, using income from farm 
exports.
 Table 12, titled “Export summary: Communist China’s 
principal agricultural exports, 1955-1960” (p. 26), gives 
statistics (by weight only) for soybeans, peanuts, other 
oilseeds (sunfl ower seed, rapeseed, sesame seed, castor 
beans, cottonseed), tung oil, other vegetable oils (peanut 
oil, soybean oil, cottonseed oil, rapeseed oil, castor oil), 
rice, fresh fruit (apples, oranges, bananas, grapes), tea, and 
tobacco. The two largest exports by weight in 1960 were 
rice and soybeans. Soybean exports (in 1,000 metric tons) 
were: 1955–950.1. 1956–970.4. 1957–972.1. 1958–944.0. 
1959–1,279.9. 1960–1,011.6.
 The United States and Communist China do not trade 
with each other, but they compete in world export markets. 
“Sino-U.S. competition is sharper for soybeans than for any 
other product.”
 Table 13, “Soybeans: Communist China’s exports, as 
recorded in available data of importing countries, 1955-60, 
in 1,000 metric tons.” The importing countries are divided 
into two groups: “Free world” and “Soviet bloc.” In 1955 the 
three leading importers were: Soviet Union (483.6), Japan 
(203.5), and West Germany (90.4). In 1960 the four leading 
importers were: Soviet Union (351.0), West Germany 
(212.0), Denmark (126.0), and Italy (110.0). Address: 
Regional Analysis Div., ERS, USDA.

1841. Strayer, George M. 1962. We have come far... we have 
far to go Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 21-22.
• Summary: His report to ASA’s 42nd Convention. “My 
report for the second year of my third decade of employment 
as an employee of the American Soybean Association will 

be abbreviated over that of some past years because of the 
number of items of business scheduled for this morning’s 
meeting.
 “During the past year we produced by far the largest 
soybean crop in history. We are again in 1962 producing 
a crop of 700-million-bushel proportions. The domestic 
crush of soybeans has been by far the largest in history, and 
the consumption of soybean meal in livestock feeding has 
exceeded proportions of any year in history.
 “The exports of soybeans during the current year are 
running well ahead of any past year, and will exceed the 
highest previous exports by more than 10%. This is in spite 
of our higher prices, due to the higher support level on 1961-
crop beans.
 “There are, in my estimation, some signifi cant 
developments in the export picture. One of these is the 
increase in production of competitive commodities which our 
soybean price support levels have sponsored. It is too early 
to see the full signifi cance of these increases, for they take 
time. However, in my estimation there is no doubt that the 
production of copra, peanuts, rapeseed, sesame seed, mustard 
seed, sunfl ower seed, palm kernels and palm nuts and a host 
of other oilseeds has been stimulated in many countries of 
the world by our 25% increase in the 1961 soybean support 
price. Just how much competition we have stimulated for 
ourselves we can not yet tell, but most certainly there has 
been some. Once this production has been instituted it will 
rise to haunt us in the market places of the world for many 
years to come. Price will be the selling factor which the 
growers of those commodities offer. Once the production 
is under way their price will always be somewhat less than 
ours–no matter what level we may establish. Certainly this 
competitive production of other products which we have 
stimulated through our soybean price supports will be an 
important factor in future export markets of soybeans, 
soybean oil and soybean meal.
 “Much has been written and said about the European 
Common Market and its effect on markets for American 
agricultural commodities. Present information indicates there 
will be only minor restrictions and import duties on soybeans 
going into the Common Market countries. In some countries 
there will be more free access to the market than has been 
true in the past. In others some additional restrictions will 
apply. It would appear at this time that we, as producers, 
have little to be concerned about so far as our markets for 
soybeans are concerned.
 “Meal, Oil, in EEC: However, very defi nite restrictions, 
limitations and duties will apply on imports of oil and 
meal. The markets open to the American soybean processor 
are defi nitely limited in the European Common Market 
countries. The duties and restrictions are defi nitely slanted 
toward protection of the European processor, who will bring 
in his raw materials relatively duty-free but sell his end 
products in protected and restricted markets which are not 
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available to the U.S. oilseed processor.
 “We have on hand in the United States today a 
tremendous supply of vegetable oils. The door has now 
been slammed in our face by the European Common Market 
countries, so in simple terms we must look elsewhere in the 
world for markets for the biggest supply of soybean oil we 
have ever carried in stock in the United States. The Common 
Market restrictions are going to make this situation worse. 
There will be the increased tendency of countries such as 
Germany to replace their dollar purchases of oil with dollar 
purchases of unrestricted soybeans, crush the beans, use 
the oil in their economies, and market the meal wherever 
they can fi nd buyers. To the grower of soybeans this is not 
particularly signifi cant, but certainly to processors this poses 
problems not heretofore facing them. The total market for 
soybeans is not affected–but certainly the form in which they 
will be exported is altered.
 “Your American Soybean Association is continuing 
to operate the market development project in Japan. First 
instituted in early 1956, this is the original and oldest market 
development activity on soybeans or soybean products. 
Howard Grow will give you details on what has been done, 
on our accomplishments and on our plans for the future.
 “I do want to point out that plans have been made to 
expand this program and to introduce the usage of soybean 
meal in livestock feeding in Japan. As the per capita income 
in Japan increases people there are in position to eat more 
eggs, more meat, more dairy products. The use of soybean 
meal in livestock feeding has been relatively unknown, due 
to the extremely high price of meal, which in turn was due 
to the restricted imports of soybeans and the ban on imports 
of meal. This situation has changed considerably since the 
freeing of soybean imports a year ago, and will change some 
more when meal import restrictions are lifted, for at that 
time Japanese processors will be forced to be competitive 
pricewise on meal with supplies available from other 
sources.
 “Double Japanese Exports: We have doubled our 
exports of soybeans to Japan since we started our market 
development program there. We can continue the market 
expansion far beyond present levels. We have planned a 
program to do this job, and are adding personnel to our 
Tokyo staff to do the necessary work to reach our goals. The 
Japanese market is far from saturated.
 “During this past October it was our pleasure to have 
in the United States a team of three women from Japan. 
They spent a month studying our nutritional education 
programs, our school lunch and relief feeding programs, our 
home economics teaching and extension programs. Of this 
group Miss Kojima is now in charge of our soybean foods 
promotional program in Japan, Miss Matsutani is employed 
by the Japanese government in nutrition education work, and 
Mrs. Kondo is president of a large and prominent Japanese 
women’s organization carrying on nutritional work.

 “During the past year we have made some staff 
personnel changes. For a portion of the year we worked 
shorthanded, but on Dec. 1 Howard Grow, formerly of 
Faribault, Minnesota, joined our staff as my assistant. In 
mid-December, Larry Krueger joined our staff to take over 
responsibilities for advertising solicitation and circulation 
sales work. We have had a good year in advertising sales in 
our publications, the sale of membership-subscriptions has 
been satisfactory, and because we operated with decreased 
personnel for a portion of the year our fi nancial income 
exceeded our expenditures this year. As is always the case 
with commodity organizations such as ours, we have been 
limited in the work we could do by the funds available. 
However, I believe we have represented the interests of 
soybean producers in a manner of which we can be proud.
 “Soybean Council’s Program: You have heard Howard 
Roach’s report on the Soybean Council of America activities. 
This organization, as you know, is a product of the American 
Soybean Association, for the impetus for its formation came 
from our board of directors and we name nine members to 
the Council board membership, along with the nine men 
named by the National Soybean Processors Association. The 
very extensive market development program being carried 
on by the Council is resulting in greater markets for your 
soybeans, the oil, meal, fl our and products therefrom. The 
Soybean Council program is an extensive one, and every 
soybean producer has a stake in it, for without our export 
markets for soybeans and soybean products our industry 
becomes just another surplus farm crop.
 “The American Soybean Association owes a debt of 
gratitude to the members of the board of directors–the 18 
men who during this past year have guided the affairs of the 
organization. These men serve without pay, take their own 
time from their farming and/or business operations to attend 
board meetings and committee meetings, they go down to 
Washington to represent you in conferences, meetings and 
hearings, and in most cases they receive little or no thanks 
for their efforts. These men have served you well, they have 
represented you to the very best of their abilities, and they 
deserve your heartfelt thanks.
 “Your Association and every producer of soybeans in 
the United States also owe a debt of gratitude to the nine 
men who represent ASA on the board of directors of the 
Soybean Council of America. Again serving without pay, 
and taking their own time away from their farming and 
business enterprises, these men have represented the interests 
of soybean growers in Council board meetings, committee 
meetings and negotiations with other groups. Without a 
dedicated group of men willing to devote their time to a 
cause in which they believe there would be no Soybean 
Council today.
 “To all members of the staff of the Hudson [Iowa] offi ce 
I want to extend my personal thanks for their cooperation 
and their devotion to your interests. Without a staff of people 
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willing and ready to go ahead with the work to be done, 
and willing to proceed with a minimum of expense and a 
maximum of accomplishment, it would not be possible to 
carry on the Association affairs as effi ciently as has been 
done. To each member of the staff I want to express my 
personal appreciation.
 “During a part of this past year it has been my 
misfortune to have been the victim of a recurrence of the 
illness contracted in 1958 when I was doing market survey 
work in other parts of the world for this organization. I hope 
and believe that I now have it whipped and I am looking 
forward to resuming my full-time responsibilities for the 
organization at the conclusion of this convention.
 “I do want to hereby publicly extend to our president, 
Charles Simpson, my most sincere thanks for his 
understanding, and for the large amount of time he has spent 
on Association affairs because of my inability to assume 
full responsibility for a period of months. You owe to him 
a sincere debt of gratitude...” Address: Executive Vice 
President and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean Assoc. 
[Hudson, Iowa].

1842. Wanamaker, George E. 1962. Marketing soybean oil, 
soybeans, and soybean meal in Cyprus, Lebanon, and Malta. 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-141. 43 p. Sept.
• Summary: Discusses U.S. foreign trade with these 
three countries. Contains an appendix on Jordan–but soy 
is not mentioned in it. Malta, an area within the British 
Commonwealth, has a general economy that is closely tied 
to military and naval expenditures of the United Kingdom. 
Malta’s excellent deep seaport of Valletta has port-handling 
and bulk facilities for grains and vegetable oils. Malta 
imports each year with free currency over 3,000 tons of 
crude degummed soybean oil in bulk, and about 2,000 tons 
of margarine and shortening. From its excellent, relatively 
new refi nery, Malta re-exports fully refi ned soybean oil to 
neighboring countries. “U.S. crude soybean oil was exported 
directly to Malta for the fi rst time in 1960... Following a 
gradual introduction of 500 to 1,000 tons of soybean meal, 
import requirements for this high-amino-acid meal could 
average 5,000 tons a year by 1965, especially if the planned 
30,000-unit poultry farms are set up. The United States, 
which is currently delivering bagged soybean meal to 
Greece, can export soybean meal to Malta at a per-protein-
unit price that is competitive with other proteins now being 
imported.
 “Imports of crude soybean oil, begun in 1958, have 
now all but replaced other seed oil imports. Refi ned soybean 
oil has been supplied primarily by Denmark, the United 
Kingdom, Japan, and the Netherlands. Crude degummed 
soybean oil is currently being imported from Denmark and 
the United States, but in earlier years it had originated from 
Israel and Japan.
 Table 10 (p. 33) shows Malta’s imports of selected 

animal fats and vegetable oils, 1957-1961. In 1957 Malta 
imported 1,228 tonnes (metric tons) of refi ned soybean oil 
and no crude soybean oil. In 1958 the country imported 
1,440 tonnes of refi ned soybean oil and 1,446 tonnes of 
crude soybean oil. In 1961 (preliminary fi gures) Malta 
imported 43 tonnes of refi ned soybean oil and 3,186 tonnes 
of crude soybean oil.
 Page 35 states: “The vegetable oil industry of Malta 
is represented by The Edible Oil Refi ning Company, Ltd., 
with its plant at [72 Merchants Street] Marsa, a suburb of 
Valletta. The refi nery has always concentrated on the refi ning 
of crude degummed soybean oil, imported primarily in bulk 
from Western Europe.” Photos show the refi nery. Soybean 
cultivation in Malta is not mentioned. Address: Fats and Oils 
Div.

1843. Waters, H.J. 1962. AID: Its relationship with the U.S. 
soybean industry. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 58, 60-61.
Address: U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID).

1844. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Japan may postpone 
liberalization of soybean oil and meal. 85(14):22-23. Oct. 1.
• Summary: “The Japanese Government may postpone 
action on the liberalization of imports of soybean oil and 
soybean meal from the scheduled date of October 1 to at 
least April 1, 1963, (Foreign Crops and Markets, July 16, 
1962.)
 “Domestic oil manufacturers maintain that the 13 
percent levy on soybeans, which were liberalized July 1, 
1961, is too high. Domestic oil, manufactured from imported 
soybeans, will hardly compete with imported soybean oil at 
current prices, even though the import tariff on oil may be 
raised to a specifi c duty of 28 yen per kilogram (3.5 cents per 
pound) from the current temporary ad valorem of 20 percent.
 “The soybean crushers have been appealing to the 
government for some time to reduce, or preferably eliminate, 
the 13 percent import duty on soybeans. The government is 
considering the recommendation of the Food Agency, which 
reportedly is in favor of a reduction. The tariff rate will be 
studied and a decision is expected to be made by April 1, 
1963.”

1845. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Brazil’s soybean production 
increases slightly. 85(16):29. Oct. 15.
• Summary: “Brazil’s 1962 soybean harvest is offi cially 
estimated at 10.3 million bushels, only slightly larger than 
the 1961 crop, estimated unoffi cially at 10.1 million bushels.
 “Area planted to soybeans in late 1961 for harvest in 
1962, at 667,000 acres, was one-fourth above the previous 
year’s level. However, killing frosts at fl owering time 
destroyed about one-fourth of the buds, reducing production 
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considerably.”
 “Increased production can be absorbed by local 
crushers or will be exported... However, crushers are asking 
authorities to suspend exports until the local industry’s 
requirements are met.”

1846. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Finland to increase imports of 
oilseed cakes, meals, and soybeans. 85(16):30. Oct. 15.
• Summary: “Finland, which in 1962 had a partial crop 
failure, will require increased quantities of high-protein feeds 
through May of next year. The increased requirements will 
probably be met by imports of both cake and meal as well as 
of soybeans.”
 “Finnish imports of oilcake and meal in calendar year 
1961 totaled 50,723 tons, virtually all from the U.S.S.R. In 
the same period, soybean imports totaled 427,913 bushels, 
more than 90 percent of which originated in Mainland 
China, with the remainder from the United States. However, 
soybean imports during January–July 1962 totaled 185,113 
bushels, all of which originated in the United States although 
purchased mostly from the Netherlands.”

1847. Soybean Digest. 1962. Japan is best U.S. market. Oct. 
p. 26.
• Summary: This is the summary of a report titled “Japan, 
the American Farmer’s Best Export Market,” published by 
the United States-Japan Trade Council, 1000 Connecticut 
Ave., Washington 6, DC. The report’s date of publication 
is not given. “Japan is the best U.S. customer for soybeans, 
purchasing $100 million worth in 1961.” Sales have doubled 
since 1956, the year the Japanese American Soybean Institute 
was established. Japan presently imports more than 75% of 
the soybeans it consumes.
 A graph shows U.S. exports to Japan (in million bushels) 
from 1952 to 1961, with two lines projecting future growth. 
These imports have grown from 10 million in 1952, to 20 
million in 1956, to 40 million in 1960, with a possibility of 
65 to 80 million by 1968.

1848. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Denmark’s oilseed production 
and imports increase in 1962. 85(20):16-17. Nov. 12.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) The main oilseed produced in 
Denmark is rapeseed ([Brassica napus]; 50,000 short tons 
in 1962) followed by mustard seed ([Brassica nigra or B. 
juncea]; 16,530), and fl axseed (990).
 (2) The main oilseed imported into Denmark by far (80-
85% of the total), is soybeans. In 1961 the number of short 
tons was 165,012 during Jan. to June and 58,499 during July 
to Aug. In 1962 the number of short tons was 206,876 during 
Jan. to June and 32,284 during July to Aug.

1849. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 

Agricultural Service). 1962. Japan buys soybeans from 
mainland China. 85(21):20. Nov. 19.
• Summary: “Japan’s purchases of soybeans at the Canton 
trade fair this fall were unoffi cially reported as of November 
1, 1962, at 60,000–70,000 metric tons. However, as of the 
date reported, the fair was only half over and further sales 
were expected.
 “It is also reported that Hong Kong is now buying 
Chinese beans at the rate of 1,00–1,500 tons per month. 
Prices at which these transactions are being made are not 
readily verifi able.”

1850. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Mainland China sells more 
soybeans. 85(22):14. Nov. 26.
• Summary: “On November 15, trade sources reported the 
sale by Mainland China of 32,000 tons (1.2 million bushels) 
of soybeans, of which 22,000 tons (0.8 million bushels) 
were sold to Europe. The destination of the remainder was 
undisclosed.
 “This is in addition to the 60,000–70,000 metric tons 
(2.2–2.6 million bushels) which Mainland China reportedly 
sold to Japan at the Canton Fair.”
 “Current offi cial trade reports indicate that Mainland 
China will have about 220,000 tons (8.1 million bushels) 
of soybeans available for export to Japan during the current 
year. This indicates a sharp decline from the 390,000 tons 
(14.3 million bushels) estimated earlier by unoffi cial sources. 
according to a trade publication China exported about 6 
million bushels of soybeans to Japan from the 1961 crop.”

1851. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Costa Rica to expand cottonseed 
and soybean oil imports. 85(24):18. Dec. 10.
• Summary: “Costa Rica is expected to expand imports 
of cottonseed oil and possibly soybean oil... Imports of 
cottonseed oil in 1961 were 2,241 short tons, but imports of 
soybean oil were negligible.”

1852. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Spain liberalizes soybean 
imports. 85(24):21. Dec. 10.
• Summary: “The Spanish Offi cial State Bulletin of October 
24, 1962, published a resolution including soybeans (tariff 
item 12.01 B-3) in the list of liberalized commodities which 
may be imported into Spain without an import license.
 “Soybean imports under liberalization are subject to a 
5 percent import tariff. According to latest reports, no fi scal 
tax is being applied. This supersedes information previously 
published in Foreign Crops and Markets, October 8, 1962. 
Prior to liberalization, soybeans had been imported only by 
the State and were subject to a 1 percent import duty.
 “The National Supply Commission in a circular released 
October 26, 1962, has issued the following regulations 
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governing crushings of imported soybeans and the handling 
of oil obtained therefrom.
 “1. Oil obtained from import soybeans will be purchased 
by the General Supply Commission.”
 “Spanish imports of soybean oil as such, as well as 
cottonseed and cottonseed oil, remain under state trading and 
are, therefore, subject to only a 1-percent import duty.”

1853. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1962. Plan to import 
soyabean oil from U.S.: Stabilising home prices. Dec. 13. p. 
5.
• Summary: “New Delhi, Dec. 12–The Government of India 
is considering the import of large quantities of Soyabean oil 
from the U.S. under P.L. 480 to stabilise prices of edible oils 
and to release groundnut oil for export.”
 The announcement was made today by the Minister of 
Industry.

1854. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Japan-Communist China 
conclude 5-year trade agreement. 85(25):15-16. Dec. 17.
• Summary: “A Japanese economic mission to Communist 
China has concluded a trade agreement whereby Japan 
will import 700,000 metric tons (25.7 million bushels) of 
soybeans from China over a 5-year period.”
 “The quantity covered in this agreement is said to be in 
addition to the 71,500 tons (2.6 million bushels) bought by 
Japanese fi rms at the Canton Trade Fair (Foreign Crops and 
Markets, November 26, 1962).”

1855. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1962. Japan to implement soybean 
agreement. 85(26):18. Dec. 24.
• Summary: “Japanese importers are preparing to implement 
the agreement to buy 150,000 metric tons (5.5 million 
bushels) of soybeans from Communist China for 1963 
delivery (Foreign Crops and Markets, December 17, 1962). 
Procurement of the fi rst half of the quantity, or 75,000 tons, 
was to be committed by December 15, and the other half by 
January 15.
 “The Japan-Communist China Trade Council had sent 
notices to all principal soybean users asking each to specify 
the quantity of beans each fi rm would guarantee to buy. If the 
total exceeded 75,000 tons for the fi rst portion, there would 
be pro-rata sharing.”
 “It was expected that the miso (soybean paste) 
manufacturers would take as much as they could use, since 
Chinese beans have traditionally been favored for miso 
making. However, their annual capacity is only about 
100,000 tons (3.7 million bushels). The oil crushers, on the 
other hand, are reluctant to buy the Chinese beans... As the 
oil content of the Chinese beans is lower than that of U.S. 
beans, the crushers do not want to pay an equal price. The 
Chinese had refused, at least until recently, to concede (about 

$7 per ton differential was requested) on this point. Whether 
the crushers will ‘cooperate’ despite this disadvantage is 
unknown.”

1856. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1962. Japan expects to import more soybeans in 
1962-63. 26(12):23. Dec.
• Summary: Japan, the single largest outlet for U.S. 
soybeans, buys 83% of its needs from the USA. A 13% duty 
on imported soybeans is now in effect, but Japanese soybean 
crushers have been appealing to the government to reduce or 
eliminate it.
 “Soybean consumption in Japan has expanded sharply 
in recent years but soybean acreage has declined every year 
since 1954.”

1857. Landero Perez, Robledo. 1962-1963. La soya en 
Panamá. Estudio evaluativo de fertilizantes y variedades 
[The soybean in Panama: An evaluative study of fertilizers 
and varieties]. Tesis Ingeniería Agronómica, Facultad 
de Agronomía, Universidad de Panamá, Panamá. 135 p. 
(Mecanografi ada). [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part I: The soybean 
(El frijol soya). General description. Botanical description. 
Morphology. Physiology. Inoculation of seeds. Utilization 
of the soybean (3 pages of tables showing food, industrial, 
and feed uses of the soybean, soy protein, and soy oil). 
Part II: The soybean in Panama. History of soybean 
experiments conducted in Panama. Imports and exports of 
soybeans and soy products. Potential in the oil industry. 
The importance of soybean cultivation in Panama. Part III: 
Fertilizer experiments with soybeans. Brief explanation. 
Treatments. Experimental plan. Details of different factors 
of the experiment. Variations: Observations in the fi eld, 
observations of the pods and seeds. Details and explanation 
of the plots (cuadros): Observations in the fi eld, observations 
of the pods and seeds. Analysis of variance: Explanation of 
the tables, conclusion.
 Part IV: Replicated experiments with soybean varieties: 
Brief explanation, varieties, experimental plan, details of 
different factors of the experiment. Variations: Observations 
in the fi eld, observations of the pods and seeds. Details 
and explanation of the plots: Observations in the fi eld, 
observations of the pods and seeds. Analysis of variance: 
Explanation of the tables, conclusion.
 Part V. Non-replicated experiments with soybean 
varieties: Brief explanation, varieties, experimental plan, 
details of different factors of the experiment. Variations: 
Observations in the fi eld, observations of the pods and 
seeds. Explanation of the plots: Observations in the fi eld, 
observations of the pods and seeds. Table showing the 
production of different varieties. Conclusion.
 Part VI. Discussion of the experiment. General 
conclusions. Recommendations. Appendixes: 1. 
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Classifi cation of the varieties used in the experiments 
according to the color of their pubescence (chocolate, 
cream, or white). 3. Classifi cation of varieties according to 
their growth habits (erect, semi-crawling, crawling/vining/
procumbent) (rasteras). 4. Varieties according to the size 
of their leaves. 5. Varieties according to the color of their 
leaves (green, greenish yellow, yellowish). 6. Varieties 
according to the wrinkling/creasing (arrugamiento) of their 
leaves. 7. Varieties according to defoliation at maturity. 
8. Varieties according to uniformity during maturation. 9. 
Varieties according to the size of their fi rst node (Entre 
Nudos, in cm). 10. Varieties according to the length of their 
pods. 11. Varieties according to the color of their pods. 12. 
Varieties according to the caída of their pods. 13. Variety 
and number of pods per axil. 14. Varieties according to the 
average number of seeds per pod. 15. Varieties according to 
the characteristics of the seed: Color of the seed, hilum, and 
cotyledons. 16 Varieties according to vanas pods.
 The section on the history of soybean experiments in 
Panama (p. 12-13) states: “The soybean is a crop that is of 
interest to the Department of Agricultural Investigations 
(Departamento de Investigación Agrícola) of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry for its qualities useful 
in the commercial production of oil, its derivatives to make 
protein-rich foods, and its great usefulness in industry and in 
feeding animals.
 “Recently, in relation to the state of our agriculture, 
various experiments have been conducted to determine 
the soybean’s adaptability and yield potential, the effect 
of fertilizers on yield, the effect of time of planting on 
production, etc.
 “At the Alanje Experimental Station fi eld trials have 
been conducted for 5 years [since about 1958] on 86 soybean 
lines and commercial varieties, and presently the department 
mentioned above is working on the process of determining 
the results obtained, and before long they will publish a 
pamphlet explaining the conditions.
 “Previous to the work of Alanje, the National Institute 
of Agriculture at Divisa (el Instituto Nacional de Agricultura 
en Divisa) had dedicated a large part of its efforts to 
experimentation with soya. But unfortunately, for reasons 
I cannot analyze here, the information that should have 
come from these experiments did not yield the benefi ts that 
would have been hoped for. However, the investigators 
explain, the experience obtained will be of great use in future 
experiments.
 “For all of the trials conducted in Divisa, and later 
in Alanje, the Ministry obtained the technical help of the 
Interamerican Service for Agricultural Cooperation (Servicio 
Interamericano de Cooperación Agrícola).
 Pages 13-14 discuss imports and exports. A graph 
on page 14 shows imports of soya to Panama from 1952 
to 1962. In 1952 some 2,677 kg of soya were imported, 
however the type of soy product imported is not indicated. 

The source of this information is the Directorate of Statistics 
and the Census of the General Controllership of Panama 
(Direcciónde Estadística y Censo de la Contraloría General 
de la República).
 The author conducted soybean fertilizer and variety 
trials at Tocumen, Panama. He planted seeds for the trials on 
2-3 June 1962 and harvested the crop on 10-11 Oct. 1962. 
He observed the fungus Cercospora sojina attached to the 
foliage of the plants.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Panama proper (not including the 
Canal Zone), or the cultivation of soybeans in Panama. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Panama (1952 or 1958), or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Panama (1958). The source of these soybeans is unknown. 
Address: Tesis Ingeniería Agronómica, Facultad de 
Agronomía, Universidad de Panamá, Panama.

1858. Hafner, Fred H. 1962. Problems involved in increasing 
world-wide use of soybean products as foods in the Near 
East and India. In: USDA Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference on Soybean 
Products for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA 
NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 195-99.
• Summary: Contents: The problem. Problems at our end. 
Selection of foods a problem. Indigenous foods. Short-
sightedness. Problems abroad. Suggested solutions.
 “Ten years ago, Spain used very little soybean oil. 
Spain has large olive groves and olive oil is ‘king’ there. The 
mere suggestion that Spain export its olive oil and purchase 
soybean oil from the U.S. seemed ridiculous to those who 
knew the eating habits of the Spanish people. Now, 10 years 
later, Spain is our largest off-shore buyer of soybean oil; 
Spanish people are using and, in many cases, preferring 
soybean oil as a food oil; and Spanish olive oil is being 
exported at a price considerably above its replacement cost 
as soybean oil. As a result, Spain has a net export income 
that is much greater than if they continued to utilize their 
olive oil production in Spain.” Address: Director of Edible 
Protein Products, Specialty Products Div., General Mills, 
Inc., 9200 Wayzata Blvd., Minneapolis 26, Minnesota.

1859. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1962. Problems involved in 
increasing world-wide use of soybean products as foods in 
Japan. In: USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, 
ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products 
for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 
242 p. See p. 200-06.
• Summary: Contents: Price. Quality. Margarine and 
shortening. Mayonnaise. Miso, shoyu, tofu. Soybean meal. 
Soy fl our. Soy milk. Frozen tofu. Food sources of Japan.
 The 400,000 tons of soybeans produced in Japan are 
used for foods. From approximately 1 million tons of 
imported soybeans, Japan produces 150,000 tons of oil and 
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700,000 tons of meal. “Japanese oil consumption is the 
poorest [i.e. lowest = best] among the world nations. We 
need to consume oil at more than 5 times the present quantity 
to reach the level of the western countries.” In 1952 Japanese 
consumption of edible oils was 7.52 gm per person per day, 
increasing to 11.52 gm in 1960. Soybean oil supplies about 
30% of Japan’s total oil supply. The main obstacles to greater 
consumption are price and quality (due to fl avor reversion). 
The leading oil is rapeseed oil. The main oils used in 
margarine and shortening are fi sh oil (35.8% of total), beef 
tallow (25.4%), whale oil (10.0%), and coconut oil (8.0%).
 New developments with traditional Japanese soy foods 
include: Dried, powdered miso in instant form is now 
available. Soybean meal is now the main ingredient in shoyu, 
rather than whole soybeans. A few soy milk plants have 
been erected and bottled soy milk is now sold in the market 
in limited areas. A certain culture is used to eliminate the 
beany fl avor. Today, soybeans and soybean products provide 
the average Japanese with 10.6 gm/day of protein (16% of 
total protein consumption of 67.7 gm), and 7.6 gm/day of fat 
(28% of total fat consumption of 26.7 gm). During the period 
1934-38, average Japanese protein consumption was 54.9 
gm per person per day and fat consumption was 13.2 gm 
(less than half what it is today). Address: Managing Director, 
Japanese American Soybean Inst., Nikkatsu International 
Building, Room 410, No. 1, 1-Chomo Yurakucho, Chiyoda-
Ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1860. Hougen, Volorus H. 1962. Activities of the Foreign 
Agricultural Service in developing markets for U.S. soybeans 
and soybean products. In: USDA Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of Conference 
on Soybean Products for Protein in Human Foods. Peoria, 
IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 38-41.
• Summary: Over 100 trade fair exhibits have been held in 
the last 5 years. These have been seen by 45 million visitors 
representing industry and consumers. Address: Chief, 
Foreign Marketing Branch, Fats and Oils Div., Foreign 
Agricultural Service, USDA, Washington 25, DC.

1861. Lambuth, Alan L. 1962. Soybean glues. In: Irving 
Skeist, ed. 1962. Handbook of Adhesives. New York, NY: 
Reinhold Publishing Corp. 683 p. See p. 148-57. Chap. 10. 
26 cm. [51 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Requirements for 
adhesive-grade soybean fl our. Manufacture and formulation. 
Application and pressing. Viscosity. Supplementary seed and 
nut meal fl ours.
 “The use of soybean fl our for adhesives and binders is 
a recent development in view of its long history as a food. 
This development was pioneered about 30 years ago by 
Otis Johnson, Glenn Davidson, and I.F. Laucks. It required 
a supply of soybean meal from which the oil had been 
extracted without altering the solubility of its protein, the 

principal adhesive ingredient. The original soybean meal 
for this purpose was a special hydraulic-pressed product 
imported from Manchuria. It contained a fair amount of 
residual oil that acted as a defoaming agent in the ultimate 
soybean glue” (p. 148).
 “The annual consumption of soybean fl our in wood 
adhesives, as opposed to paper coating adhesives [such as 
wallpaper glue], increased to a peak of about 60 million 
pounds during the early 1940’s; subsequently it declined 
gradually to an average level of about 30 million pounds 
after World War II, primarily under the impact of synthetic 
resin adhesives and the growing demand for all-weather 
plywood. By 1950 the use of soybean adhesives was again 
increasing steadily, reaching a new peak of almost 100 
million pounds in 1956 and remaining nearly constant to the 
present. Although a long-term decline in consumption from 
this tremendous volume is anticipated, soybean glues are 
expected to remain an indispensable portion of the adhesive 
spectrum, contributing heavily in many phases of the wood 
utilization industry” (p. 148). Address: Monsanto Chemical 
Co., Seattle, Washington.

1862. Singh, Bhagwant. 1962. Competitive position of 
United States soybeans and by-products at home and abroad, 
with particular reference to Maryland soybeans. PhD thesis, 
University of Maryland. 223 p. Page 3084 in volume 26/06 
of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Maryland.

1863. Smith, Richard K.; Fleming, Sophie P.; Betts, 
Ronald E.; et al. comps. 1962. Agricultural statistics 1961. 
Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 624 p. 
Index. 24 cm. For soybeans and soy products see p. 136-142, 
150, 286, 289-90, 450, 452, 504.
• Summary: Page 140. Table 205. “Soybeans: Crushings, 
and oil and meal stocks, production and foreign trade, United 
States, 1950-1960.” Soybeans crushed rose from 251.990 
million bushels in 1960 to 401.225 million bu in 1958. 
Address: U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical 
Committee, Washington, DC.

1864. Strayer, George M. 1962. Market development on 
U.S. soybeans and soybean products. In: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of 
Conference on Soybean Products for Protein in Human 
Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 29-37.
• Summary: “Among producers of major agricultural 
products in the U.S. producers of soybeans are in a unique 
position. Despite increases in production which are out of all 
proportion to normal expectations the markets for the crop 
have grown in approximate proportion to the production and 
there have never yet been surpluses of a proportion to justify 
classing the crop in the same surplus category with wheat, 
corn, cotton, tobacco, and other major U.S. crops.”
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 As the production of soybeans in the United States 
continued to grow during the postwar years it became 
evident that we could produce in this country more soybeans 
than we could consume advantageously. At the same time 
it began to appear that other countries in the world might 
adopt U.S. soybeans into their economies, and that we had 
something which might offer potential export markets, 
either in the form of bean or as oil, meal, fl our, or other end 
products.
 “In 1949, I made my fi rst trip overseas to explore 
market possibilities. J.L. Cartter of the U.S. Regional 
Laboratory at Urbana [Illinois] and I went into several of 
the northern European countries to determine what the 
soybean production potentials might be–and what our market 
possibilities looked like. In 1952, I went back again and at 
that time made a careful study of potentials in 10 European 
countries. In 1954, I went back as a member of a Foreign 
Trade Team sent by USDA to determine why we were losing 
our foreign markets for U.S. farm products.
 “During 1954, Public Law 480 was passed by Congress, 
providing for the sale of U.S. surplus farm commodities for 
foreign currencies, with a portion of the proceeds to be made 
available to trade groups to enlarge and expand the markets 
for U.S. agricultural commodities. Soybeans were not in 
surplus, and were not made available for sale for foreign 
currencies. However, this did not preclude use of money 
accumulated from the sale of wheat, cotton, tobacco, butter, 
lard, and other commodities from being used to sell soybeans 
and/or soybean products.
 “By the time P.L. 480 became operative a sizable group 
of people in the soybean industry had become aware of 
overseas market potentials for our products. We knew that 
potential markets existed, and that it was our responsibility to 
go after them. We decided to do just that.
 “By 1955 Japan had become our largest single customer 
for U.S. soybeans. We were hearing complaints on quality, 
especially on foreign material content. Our varieties were 
strange to them, our methods of mechanical handling not 
understood and our grades and grading standards were 
confusing. Japan appeared to be an even bigger potential 
customer if we could help them solve some of the problems 
of using our product.
 “Recognizing the situation, the Agricultural Attaché in 
Tokyo requested that the American Soybean Association, 
representing the soybean producers, send someone to Japan 
to work with the trade in that country. The Fats and Oils 
Division of Foreign Agricultural Service concurred, and it 
was my personal pleasure to spend 6½ weeks in Japan in 
late 1955. Out of that visit came the organization of a joint 
operational agency, called the Japanese-American Soybean 
Institute. Mr. Shizuka Hayashi was employed as managing 
director in early 1956, and since he will appear on this 
program later I will not describe in detail that organization or 
its operations.

 “Since early 1956 the American Soybean Association, 
in conjunction with Foreign Agricultural Service and fi ve 
Japanese trade groups has been operating this market 
development project on soybeans in Japan. The major 
activities have been in the fi eld of education of the housewife 
on the place of protein and edible oil in the diet of the 
members of her family. Soybeans have been grown and used 
in that country for centuries, but the intake of both protein 
and oil were far below minimum standards, especially in 
the rural areas. Animal products were not available, and 
would not become available in quantity in the foreseeable 
future. Increased intake of protein and oil had to come from 
vegetable sources. The Japanese consumer was familiar with 
miso, tofu, shoyu, natto, kinako, and a long list of soybean 
protein products, and also with soybean oil for a cooking and 
salad oil. The services of trade organizations, governmental 
and quasi-governmental agencies, prefectural governments, 
and many other groups were enlisted. Throughout Japan 
the story of soy products and their value to health were 
repeated in a myriad of ways. Demonstrations, movies, 
training schools, extension workers, nutritionists, mobile 
demonstration buses, and a host of other avenues of approach 
have been used. Millions of housewives have been told the 
story in many ways and in many places.
 “Results are the only true measurement of success or 
failure in an endeavor of this type. In the 1955 crop year 
U.S. exports of soybeans to Japan were 20,402,000 bushels. 
In the 1959 crop year, the last on which export fi gures are 
available, Japan’s imports of U.S. soybeans had increased 
to 40.8 million bushels–every bushel sold for dollars. And 
this increase came under very strict governmental currency 
controls which greatly limited soybean imports into Japan. 
At least partially as a result of the buildup of demand for 
U.S. soybeans by foods manufacturers in Japan, created 
by demand for soybean oil and soy protein products, the 
Japanese government on July 1, 1961, for the fi rst time since 
World War II, placed soybeans on the Automatic Allocation 
basis. It is our expectation that imports of U.S. soybeans 
into Japan will increase materially above present levels as a 
result of this action. In fact, at our recent American Soybean 
Association convention Mr. Hayashi predicted a virtual 
doubling of Japanese imports of U.S. soybeans in the next 
decade.
 “Our experiences in Japan demonstrated to us early 
in the game that soybean markets could be expanded 
by expanding consumption of products. Our Japanese 
experience suggested that in many areas of the world 
the job was an industry-wide job, rather than a job for 
producers alone. We visualized that soybean handlers, 
soybean processors, exporters of soybeans, exporters of 
soybean oil and exporters of soybean meal all had a stake 
in expanding our overseas markets. In 1956, I made an 
intensive study of the potential markets for U.S. soybean 
products in 10 European countries. As a result of this study 
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a series of committee sessions and industry conferences 
were held, resulting in the formation of an industry-wide 
nonprofi t promotional organization, the Soybean Council 
of America. Financed by a voluntary check-off on the basis 
of bushelage or tonnage of soybeans crushed, handled or 
exported, the Soybean Council of America, Inc. now has 
active promotional programs launched in over 20 countries, 
and has 15 overseas offi ces scattered from India to Denmark 
to Peru, where staff members are stationed to do educational 
and promotional work designed to increase the markets for 
U.S. soybean products and soybeans. We recognize that in 
those countries where processing facilities are located they 
will buy soybeans and produce their own end products. We 
also know that many countries have need for oil and not for 
protein, and that other countries have adequate supplies of oil 
but are badly in need of protein supplies. As representatives 
of the U.S. soybean industry we consider it our function to 
sell the products the buyer wants in the form in which he 
desires them. Cooperation among producers and processors 
of soybeans in the fi nancing of the Soybean Council program 
has been gratifying. The dollar expenses of the promotional 
programs are borne by the U.S. soybean industry, and 
through the cooperative program with Foreign Agricultural 
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, as will 
be explained by Mr. Hougen, your next speaker, foreign 
currency funds are made available in certain countries for 
payment of market promotional and development expenses 
within those countries...”
 This talk continues for 2 more pages and contains 3 
tables: (1) U.S. soybean production and usage by crop years 
(Oct. 1 through Sept. 20) from 1924-25 to 1961-62. (2) U.S. 
soybean oil exports 1951-52 to 1959-60. (3) U.S. soybean 
meal exports 1950-51 to 1959-60. Address: Executive Vice 
President and Secretary-Treasurer, American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa.

1865. van Veen, A.G. 1962. Panel discussion on problems 
involved in increasing world-wide use of soybean products 
as foods: Possible contribution of FAO. In: USDA Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. Proceedings of 
Conference on Soybean Products for Protein in Human 
Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See p. 210-13.
• Summary: About “25 years ago, a group of missionaries 
from Travancore, a poor region in South India, wanted to 
make ‘tempeh’ from soybeans (which you had yesterday 
and enjoyed). For 3 weeks we gave them short courses in 
how to make tempeh. When the missionaries went back 
to Travancore they made tempeh and it was fi ne, but the 
Indian population did not have any interest in this unknown 
fermentation product and the experiment failed.” Note: This 
document contains the earliest date seen for tempeh in India–
about 1937.
 “After the war, as Dr. Gyorgy knows, one of my 
former coworkers came to South Rhodesia, and saw a lot 

of soybeans exported, and not eaten by the population. He 
went to a local food technology institute, where the staff 
became interested. For some time the interested scientists 
made ‘tempeh’ for the hospitals, but the population having 
no experience with fungus products at all (as the people 
in Southeast Asia have) just did not want to embark 
on tempeh manufacture and at the moment tempeh has 
disappeared from Rhodesia.” Address: Chief, Food Science 
& Technology, Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations, Viale delle Terme di Caracalla, Rome, Italy.

1866. Zivkovic, Slobodan; Pavlovic, Milivoje; Milovancev, 
Svetozar. 1962. Efi kasnost zamene proteina sojine sacme 
ureom uz dodatak mikroelemenata u tovu junadi [The 
substitution of soya meal proteins with the urea added 
with the microelements in the fattening of young cattle]. 
Veterinaria (Veterinary Medicine) 11(3):339-45. [9 ref. Scr; 
eng]
• Summary: Urea could be effectively and economically 
substituted for imported protein, such as the protein 
from soybean meal. Address: Inst. for Cattle and Swine 
Husbandry, Novi Sad, Yugoslavia.

1867. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1962? 
About soybeans: “A know your industry presentation.” 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 12 p. Undated. 23 x 11 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A message from Dick Smith, 
Chairman, OSGMB. The big three: Soybeans, soybean oil, 
and soybean meal. Other soybean products: Soybean fl our, 
milk, cheese (tofu), sauce, and sprouts. Where soybeans are 
grown worldwide. The position of soybeans in world fats 
and oils production. The import and export pictures in 1961. 
Production of soybeans by county in Ontario. Marketing the 
crop. Soybean grades. Activities of OSGMB.
 In 1961 Canadian soybean production accounted for 
only 30.5% of Canada’s need for soybean oil, and 31% of 
the country’s needs for soybean meal; the rest had to be 
imported. In 1954, in order to establish a healthy market 
situation, OSGMB initiated a soybean export program. “The 
establishment of this ‘second market’ has proven its intended 
worth in helping to maintain price levels in Canada. In 1961, 
Canadian exports of soybeans and the bushel equivalent of 
meal and oil totalled 11.7 million bushels.” Address: Box 
668, 143 Wellington St. West, Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

1868. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. U.S. soybean sales to western Europe brisk in 
‘62, will set record in ‘65. 1(1):6. Jan. 7.
• Summary: “Western Europe’s rising prosperity, refl ected 
in its expanded livestock and poultry industries, points to a 
considerably larger market for U.S. soybeans and soybean 
meal within the next few years.
 “These increased shipments will be absorbed largely 
by Western Europe’s rapidly growing mixed feeds industry. 
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Stimulated by consumer demand for meat, livestock 
industries are increasing their numbers and improving the 
rations of hogs, poultry, and cattle. Soybeans and soybean 
meal, important to the quality and effi ciency of mixed feeds, 
will be needed in greater amounts. By 1965, the mixed feeds 
industry is expected to produce 40 million metric tons of 
mixed feed, as compared to 30 million in 1962.
 “Potential buyers: The biggest boom is anticipated in 
soybean meal exports. By 1965, Western Europe could be 
taking nearly 1.5 million metric tons of U.S. soybean meal, 
an increase of 85 percent over U.S. exports of 800,000 tons 
in 1962. Our biggest potential customers for soybean meal 
will be France, West Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Spain, and Denmark.
 “France’s growing poultry and hog industries, plus 
the anticipated improvement in feeding practices, should 
make that country the largest market for U.S. soybean meal 
exports. France may be taking 400,000 tons of soybean meal 
in 1965, as against 175,000 tons in 1962.
 “West Germany and the Netherlands will remain good 
customers for our meal, as their mixed feeds industries will 
need 200,000 tons in 1965, 50,000 more than 1962 exports.
 “Denmark’s crushing industry is operating at near 
capacity. In 1962 Denmark took 75,000 tons of soybean 
meal, and prospects are good that by 1965, it will double that 
amount.
 “Now in the process of revitalizing its poultry and 
mixed feeds industry, Spain is expected to import 150,000 to 
200,000 tons of soybean meal by 1965, most of it from the 
United States. Imports in 1962 are expected to be well above 
those of 1961, or about 50,000 tons.
 “Belgium continues to be an important outlet for U.S. 
soybean meal, and exports to that country may be expected 
to expand from 90,000 tons in 1962 to 150,000 tons in 1965.
 “The United Kingdom took only a small amount of U.S. 
soybean meal in 1962 to supply its mixed feeds industry, 
largest in Western Europe. Should the United Kingdom join 
the Common Market, however, its present high tariff of 15 
percent may be reduced, allowing the United States a bigger 
share of the British market by 1965. Sales of soybean meal 
to Italy have been good in the past few years, but will not 
increase signifi cantly if Italian crushers meet their goal of 
producing enough meal domestically.
 “Beans to gain too: Soybean exports will also enjoy 
this growing European market, but because of the limited 
demand for additional edible fats and oils, they will not 
share the same boom as U.S. soybean meal. U.S. soybean 
exports to Western Europe could increase 40 percent–from 
90 million bushels in 1962 to nearly 125 million bushels in 
1965. About half of the soybeans imported will be crushed 
locally to supply meal to the mixed feeds industry. Volume 
will vary from country to country, depending on the capacity 
of the local crushing industry and the ability of the country to 
market soybean oil in domestic and foreign markets.

 “West Germany takes the largest amount of U.S. 
soybeans–1 million tons last year–and is expected to take an 
additional 200,000 by 1965. The Netherlands and Denmark, 
now buying 350,000 tons each from the United States, will 
probably buy 500,000 and 450,000 respectively by 1965. A 
big jump is anticipated in Italian sales–from 300,000 tons to 
500,000 by 1965. To be doubled are U.S. soybean exports to 
Belgium, France, the United Kingdom, as crushing mills in 
those countries improve.”

1869. Soybean Digest. 1963. Spain acts to liberalize soybean 
imports: World fats and oils. Jan. p. 14.
• Summary: “Spain: The Spanish Offi cial State Bulletin of 
Oct. 24 published a resolution including soybeans in the 
list of liberalized commodities which may be imported into 
Spain without an import license, USDA reports.
 “Soybean imports under liberalization are subject to 
a 5% import tariff. According to latest reports, no fi scal 
tax is being applied, contrary to earlier reports. Before 
liberalization, soybeans had been imported only by the state 
and were subject to a 1% import duty.
 “Oil obtained from imported soybeans will be purchased 
by the General Supply Commission. Spanish imports of 
soybean oil as such, as well as cottonseed and cottonseed 
oil, remain under state trading and are subject only to a 1% 
import duty.”
 On this same page are sections about Burma. Suez 
Canal. Costa Rica. Brazil. Tung nut support by USDA. 
Export orders covering U.S. soybeans and soybean products 
during late November and December, 1962. Address: 
Soybean Council of America, Spain.

1870. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Thailand’s soybean production up slightly. 
1(7):16. Feb. 18.
• Summary: Thailand produced 907,560 bushels of soybeans 
from 57,330 planted acres in 1962, for a yield of 15.8 
bushels/acre. Exports, however, declined to 68,875 bushels, 
compared with 76,830 in 1961. In 1960, they had reached 
148,921. Malaya, Singapore, and Penang continued to be 
the principal destinations. There is a slow movement by 
the government toward achievement of increased soybean 
cultivation. A variety test on soybeans was conducted at two 
experimental stations in 1960-61 for the fi rst time.

1871. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Brazil to harvest record soybean crop. 
1(7):15. Feb. 18.
• Summary: Brazil’s 1963 soybean harvest is expected to 
reach a record 12,860,000 bushels from 716,590 planted 
acres, for a yield of 17.95 bu/acre. Increased acreage was 
stimulated by the high prices farmers received for 1962 
crop. Brazil’s exports of soybeans in the fi rst 8 months of 
1962 totaled 2.4 million bushels, with the major markets 
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West Germany, Spain, and Taiwan. Exports in 1961 were 2.7 
million bushels, sent principally to Italy, West Germany, and 
the Netherlands.

1872. Burnett, Alvin A. 1963. Fats and oils: A review of 
recent world trends in production, trade and consumption 
with some notes on the Canadian industry. 57 p. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Trends in production 
of fats and oils. 2. World trade in fats and oils. 3. World 
utilization and consumption of fats and oils. 4. Some notes 
on the Canadian fats and oils industry.
 Each chapter has at least one substantial section on 
soybeans and soybean oil. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Economics, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, ONT, 
Canada.

1873. SoyaScan Notes. 1963. Letters (4) received by Glenn 
Pogeler from U.S. government offi cials in reply to his letters 
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: During 1963 Glenn Pogeler was Manager, 
North Iowa Cooperative Processing Association, 1605 19th 
Street, S.W., Box 1338, Mason City, Iowa. These letters are 
each typed on a letterhead with a signature.
 1963 Feb. 21–Re: Pogeler’s concern with proposal in 
[European] Common Market countries to levy an internal 
duty on vegetable oils. From H.R. Gross, 3d District, Iowa, 
U.S. House of Representatives.
 1963 May 22–Re: “I am glad to hear that House File 208 
will be of some value to your cooperative.” From Harold E. 
Hughes, Governor, State of Iowa, Des Moines.
 1963 July 27–Re: “Too many labor disputes and 
problems are being settled on the basis of partisan politics.” 
Threat of rail strike. From H.R. Gross, 3d District, Iowa, 
U.S. House of Representatives.
 1963 July 29–Re: Thanks for article from Wall Street 
Journal entitled “Compulsion to Cure Compulsion.” 
Railroad problem has dragged on too long. From: B.B. 
Hickenlooper, Iowa, U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2015) 
that contains the term “Common Market countries.”

1874. Soybean Digest. 1963. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc.: Council opens new offi ce in Greece. Feb. p. 24.
• Summary: “The Soybean Council has opened a new offi ce 
in Greece, jointly with the U.S. Feed Grains Council, at 5 
Neofi tou Douka St., Athens 138. Themos A. Lykiardopulo is 
the new country director.
 “Mr. Lykiardopulo, a native of Greece, was associated 
with Ralli Bros., Ltd., London, a grain exporting fi rm dealing 
in soybeans and oils, and other products. He saw service 
in both New York and Calcutta, India, and retired in 1962. 
Mr. Lykiardopulo was director of the North American Grain 

Export Association, Inc., New York, for 4½ years.”
 A small portrait photo shows T.A. Lykiardopulo.

1875. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan soybean imports may equal 1962. 
1(10):14. March 11.
• Summary: Japan’s imports of soybean meal in 1963 are 
expected to equal the approximately 16,000 tons believed to 
have been imported from the USA in 1962.
 However in 1961, Japan imported 56,355 metric tons 
of soybean meal–the largest amount since 1951. Soybean 
imports were liberalized on 1 July 1961.

1876. Ebine, Hideo; Matsushita, Z.; Sasaki, H.; Hasunuma, 
T.; Otake, T.; Mouri, M. 1963. Dai 3 kai Miso Zenkoku 
Hinpyo-kai sogo seiseki. I. Sogo seiseki to butsuri kagaku 
bunseki kekka no kentô [Results of the third annual 
inspection of miso (1960). I. Relation of organoleptic test 
and chemical or physical analysis]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo 
Kenkyu Hokoku (Report of the Food Research Institute) No. 
17. p. 179-201. March. [4 ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: Samples of 226 miso varieties, collected from 
throughout Japan, were subjected to organoleptic tests, and 
both physical and chemical analysis. Organoleptic tests 
revealed that miso made from whole soybeans was superior 
to that made from soybean fl akes or from a mixture of whole 
soybeans and fl akes. Miso made from Japanese soybeans 
was superior to that made from soybeans imported from the 
USA or China.
 Most miso graded as excellent or good conformed to the 
following formula: N = 0.1 (5S-R) where N is the weight of 
ordinary salt (NaCl), R is the weight of rice or barley, and 
S is the weight of soybeans. Address: Food Research Inst., 
Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1877. Ebine, Hideo; Ito, Hiroshi; Kosaka, Shokichi; Furusho, 
Shinji; Matsushita, Zenichi; Sasaki, Hirokuni; Hasunuma, 
Toshiko; Kumai, Keiji. 1963. Dai 4 kai Miso Zenkoku 
Hinpyo-kai sogo seiseki [Results of the 4th annual inspection 
of miso (1961)]. Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) No. 17. p. 201-37. March. [6 
ref. Jap; eng]
• Summary: 257 miso samples, collected from throughout 
Japan, were subjected to organoleptic tests, chemical analysis 
(including moisture, sodium chloride, acidity I, acidity II, 
and glutamic acid), physical analysis (pH and color), and 
microbiological counts. Seven conclusions are given.
 (1) As observed in the 3rd annual inspection, Japanese 
soybeans showed general superiority to imported soybeans 
as a raw material for making miso. Note, however, that 
samples of miso made from U.S. soybeans and graded as 
excellent or good, increased in number during the past year. 
Imported soybeans can even be used successfully to make 
bright colored miso. However, soybean fl akes are not yet 
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considered a suitable raw material for making miso of good 
quality.
 (3) Miso of high moisture content was graded as poor in 
consistency.
 Reprinted from Miso Kagaku (Miso Science), No. 9, p. 
30. Address: Food Research Inst., Shiohama 1-4-12, Koto-
ku, Tokyo, Japan.

1878. Parrott, Robert B. 1963. The soybean industry: Its 
growth, opportunities and problems. Soybean Digest. March. 
p. 20-22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Fourth largest crop. 
Increase in exports. The Soybean Council. Germany and 
Italy (top two importers of U.S. soybeans & products in 
Europe). New products. The new nations (developing nations 
and former colonies). Address: Executive Vice President, 
Central Soya.

1879. Soybean Digest. 1963. Greece authorizes soybean oil 
blend. March. p. 31.
• Summary: In Jan. 1963 the government of Greece 
authorized the marketing of a 50-50 blend of olive oil and 
soybean oil, according to the Soybean Council of America. 
“During the fi rst 15 days after the order was issued a total of 
2,300 metric tons were sold. It is expected that the new blend 
will be readily accepted by the Greek housewife.
 “The retail price of the new blend is 570 per kilogram, 
which compares favorably with the price of 730 to 870 
per kilogram of olive oil and 430 per kilogram of refi ned 
soybean oil.
 “The future of the new vegetable oil blend depends 
on the size of future olive crops, and also the policy of the 
Greek government in favoring or restraining exports of olive 
oil. At present, the government has banned all exports of 
olive oil except small quantities related to trade agreements. 
It is expected that the 1962-63 olive crop in Greece will be 
short.
 “Recent purchases by the Greek government total 
13,550 tons of refi ned olive oil from the United States, West 
Germany, and Holland.”

1880. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan’s soybean meal may be liberalized. 
1(13):15. April 1.
• Summary: “According to trade sources, the Livestock 
Bureau of the Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 
has recommended that soybean meal be liberalized soon. The 
Bureau maintains that a shortage of the meal is hindering the 
development of the livestock feeding industry and that this 
industry will be unstable if it has to rely on domestic soybean 
meal, which has been fl uctuating widely in supply and price.
 “While liberalization had been expected about July 1, 
1963 (Foreign Agriculture, March 11, 1963), recent press 
reports indicated it probably would be postponed for at 

least another year. However, with the strong support of the 
Livestock Bureau and such industry groups as the shoyu 
and miso producers, the timing of liberalization may be 
reconsidered.”

1881. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Turkey to get fi rst soybean oil sold by own 
name in an olive oil country. 1(15):9. April 15.
• Summary: Turkish consumers are now being introduced to 
Soya, the fi rst packaged soybean oil sold as such in an olive 
oil producing country. Prior to this year, Turkish imports of 
soybean oil have been used only in margarine and shortening 
products and in soap. The Soybean Council of America has 
spent 3 years in paving the way for the new product. Olive 
oil is also twice as expensive as the soybean oil.

1882. Bunge Corp. 1963. Bunge Corp., dedicated to the task 
of expanding America’s agricultural exports. New York, NY. 
20 p. *
• Summary: This color booklet describes Bunge’s operations 
in exporting soybeans and other farm commodities. Address: 
Bunge Corp., 1 Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York 5, New 
York.

1883. Times (London). 1963. Japan seeks expansion of trade 
with China: Five-year programme in full-swing. May 17. p. 
20, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: From a correspondent in Tokyo. “With extreme 
caution, the Japanese Government has begun to tiptoe 
through the door that leads to expansion of trade with 
Communist China... with many anxious backward glances 
toward Washington” [DC]. Last year Japan concluded a £36 
million trade agreement with China, and the programme is 
now in full swing.
 But there is not much that the Japanese want to buy. 
“American soya beans are of better quality than China’s, and 
the demand for Chinese soya beans is not likely to go beyond 
what is needed for purely culinary purposes.”

1884. Barrett, Keith. 1963. Britain: Major growth market? A 
British economist’s view. Soybean Digest. May. p. 39-40.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Three reasons for the 
writer’s intense interest in American soybeans and products 
markets; great potential in the UK). Present handicaps. 
Import duty structure, Effects of Commonwealth Preference 
System (soybeans grown in Canada, Nigeria, etc. are 
preferred). Effects of a change in the preference system. A 
dilemma for U.S. policy.
 “Where the Commonwealth has an overall defi cit of 
an item, Commonwealth production tends to command a 
premium over the world price, nearly equivalent to the duty 
preference it enjoys. Soybeans fall within this category. U.K. 
does import them from Canada and Nigeria but the overall 
Commonwealth availability is inadequate and the British 
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buyer has also to purchase dutiable non-Commonwealth 
beans, mostly from the United States.” Address: Raw 
Materials Economist, J. Bibby and Sons Ltd., Liverpool, 
England.

1885. Dahl, Reynold P. 1963. Soybeans and soybean 
products in the Common Market. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
22-24.
• Summary: “The six European countries (Belgium, France, 
Italy, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands) which 
make up the European Economic Community (Common 
Market) are very important export markets for United States 
soybeans and soybean products. In the 1961-62 market 
year, the Common Market took 62 million bushels of U.S. 
soybeans or 40% of our total exports of this commodity. The 
Common Market took 546,000 short tons of U.S. soybean 
meal or 55% of total U.S. shipments. In addition, U.S. 
soybean oil shipments to the Common Market totalled 17 
million pounds.
 “Much has been said and written in recent months 
about the dire consequences that the Common Market will 
have on American agricultural exports. The hard cold facts 
are that the Common Market agricultural policy presents 
problems and challenges for certain of our commodities that 
have been exported to Europe in large volume. However, 
it is dangerous to generalize on the basis of the so-called 
‘problem’ commodities. This may result in conclusions that 
are gloomier than the facts warrant. We must consider the 
impact that unqualifi ed pessimism has on our own diplomats 
and policy makers as well as on our customers, which in this 
case are the six countries comprising the Common Market.
 “The Jan. 7 issue of Newsweek Magazine, international 
edition, which is sold here in Brussels, carried an article 
on the Common Market in which the results of a ‘gloomy 
projection’ were summarized. Professor Lawrence B. Krause 
cautions that the United States should be prepared for sizable 
reductions in our exports of many commodities to Europe, 
including oilseeds. He reasons that ‘ownership of African 
production is generally in the hands of European users of 
oilseeds and they will certainly use their own sources of 
raw materials before buying from outsiders.’ Furthermore, 
he anticipates growth in production of oilseeds in Africa 
due to investment of funds in commercial agriculture and a 
demonstrated ability to produce oilseeds.
 “African Share Declines: In analysing the validity of 
the above argument, it should be pointed out that European 
ownership in African production is not new. It has been 
part of the relationship between ‘mother’ countries and 
overseas territories for many years. Despite this ownership, 
Africa’s share of the total imports of oils and oilseeds into 
the Common Market countries declined from 35% in 1938 to 
28% in 1960. During the same period, the share of the United 
States rose from 12% to 37% (Figure I). The principal reason 
is the soybean–a crop that can be produced cheaply under 

mechanized agriculture in the United States. Europeans 
have found it to their advantage to buy large quantities of 
soybeans and soybean products from us.
 “There is good reason to believe that U.S. sales of 
soybeans and soybean products to the Common Market will 
continue to grow. The soybean contains a higher ratio of 
high protein meal to oil than almost any oilseed–about 83% 
meal to 17% oil on a weight basis. Soybean meal should 
enjoy a sizable increase in demand as livestock production–
particularly poultry–expands in the Common Market 
countries. In recent years, the demand for soybean meal in 
Europe has exceeded the meal extracted by local crushers, 
hence increased quantities have been imported. This will 
probably continue.
 “A Foreign Agricultural Service marketing specialist 
has recently projected an increase in U.S. exports to Western 
Europe of 40% for soybeans and 85% for soybean meal from 
1962 to 1965. He reports that U.S. soybean meal exports to 
Western Europe could increase from 800,000 metric tons in 
1962 to 1,500,000 metric tons in 1965. U.S. soybean exports 
to Western Europe may increase from 90 million bushels to 
nearly 125 million bushels in this period. (Footnote: U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agriculture Circular. 
November, F.F.0. 10-62).
 “Certainly, the United States soybean industry will have 
to compete with African producers of vegetable oilseeds 
and products in the European Market. We should not fear 
this competition of our African friends. Production of 
vegetable oils in Africa has not shown a marked upward 
trend in recent years. Furthermore, domestic demand may 
increase in these developing countries and it is possible that 
recent export levels will not be maintained. A recent FAO 
study, ‘Agricultural Commodities–Projections for 1970,’ 
makes the following projection: ‘In the developing regions, 
the indicated increase in demand is overwhelmingly larger 
than the projected increase in production. Instead of having 
net exports of 1.9 million tons, as in 1957-59, Asia, Africa 
and Latin America as a group would have a net import 
requirement of 1.6 million tons. Only Africa would remain as 
a net exporting area.’
 “African groundnuts and groundnut oil have historically 
been able to capture a sizable share of the French market 
due to price supports provided by France and special trading 
arrangement. Although the new agreement between the EEC 
and the associated overseas countries (18 African states) has 
not been ratifi ed and the terms made public indications are 
that the EEC will provide price supports for certain African 
commodities (probably including groundnuts) on a declining 
scale over a 5-year period. At the end of this period, the 
only advantage that these products will presumably have in 
the European market will be a tariff-free access of the oil as 
such.
 “Tariffs on Soybean Products: An important factor 
contributing to the favorable outlook for U.S. sales of 
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soybeans and soybean meal in the Common Market is their 
current duty-free status in each of the six countries. They are 
also scheduled to be duty-free under the common external 
tariff. The U.S. received a duty-free binding from the EEC 
on both soybeans and soybean meal in the fi fth round of 
tariff negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT).
 “As shown in Table I, import duties are currently 
assessed on other soybean products. The individual countries 
of the Common Market will gradually adjust their tariffs 
toward the common external tariff which will become 
effective by 1970, or possibly as early as 1967. The common 
external tariff will be 10% on crude soybean oil, 8% on 
full-fat soy fl our, 11% on lecithin and 10% on soy protein 
concentrate.
 “These duty rates have been bound to the United States 
under GATT negotiations. This means that should the EEC 
wish to raise the rates, they would have to be prepared to 
accept increases in the tariffs of other GATT members on 
an equal volume of trade. On the other hand, the EEC may 
lower these rates in return for tariff concessions granted by 
the United States in future GATT negotiations. The next 
round of tariff negotiations under GATT, will probably not 
take place until sometime in 1964.
 “The Trade Expansion Act gives the United States 
broader authority to reduce its own tariffs in return for 
reductions in tariffs on U.S. exports. Consequently, the 
prospects for a reduction of 20% and perhaps even more, 
in the EEC common external tariff on soybean oil appear 
favorable.
 “The common external tariff on soybean oil, currently 
scheduled at 10%, represents a doubling of the 5% duties 
that previously were in effect in the Benelux countries and 
West Germany. The present duties in these countries are 
6.5% as they are being increased in steps to the common 
external tariff. These increases will afford more protection 
to the European crushing industry and will tend to further 
restrict the relatively modest sales of U.S. soybean oil to 
Europe.”
 Table 1 shows current tariffs in individual countries 
of the common market and the common external tariff on 
soybean products. The countries are Germany, France, Italy, 
Benelux, and Common external tariff. The commodities 
are soybeans, soybean meal and defatted soy fl our, crude 
soybean oil, full fat soy fl our, lecithin and soy protein 
concentrate.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
that contains the term “European Economic Community” 
in connection with soy. Address: PhD, E.E.C. Consultant, 
Soybean Council of America, Brussels.

1886. Di Giorgio, A.L. 1963. Prospects good in Italy. 
Soybean Council of America–Italy. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
50, 52.

• Summary: “Italy’s market potential for U.S. soybeans 
and soybean products remains good. With the continuing 
post-war industrialization, Italy is steadily evolving better 
economic and social conditions and, in spite of limited 
agricultural resources, is improving her dietary standards.
 “Per capita wheat consumption is gradually decreasing 
while the consumption of protein foods, notably meat, is 
increasing correspondingly. This is bringing about the need 
for larger feed and livestock production, with the obvious 
favorable implications for soybean meal. On the basis of 
latest information, nearly 250,000 metric tons of soybean 
meal were used by the Italian feed industry in 1962.
 “There are also good reasons to believe that imports of 
U.S. soybean meal, slow during the last couple of years due 
to expanded local soybean processing, will pick up again 
during 1963. In fact, major feed manufacturers and one 
soybean processor have already bought substantial quantities 
of U.S. meal for delivery later in 1963.
 “Several new feed mills as well as poultry farms are 
going up. Quite a number of U.S. companies have lately 
shown great interest in this sector, aiming at extending 
their operations in this part of Europe, which, for reasons 
of climate, seems to offer the best conditions to become the 
poultry supplier of the Common Market.
 “Italian meat consumption amounts to only 60 pounds 
per person, of which almost one-half is imported. In the 
government’s recent ‘Green Plan,’ the target is for a per 
capita consumption of 84 pounds by 1965. It is doubtful 
that this can be entirely accomplished in such a short 
period of time. However, there will be a steady growth in 
both livestock and mixed feed industries for the next few 
years with an increasing demand for soybean meal, which 
is already the most largely used protein source in formula 
feeds.
 “The foregoing tells why the phenomenal upward 
trend in soybean imports, which started in 1958 with the 
beginning of Soybean Council operations in Italy, will 
continue. Offi cial import fi gures show that during 1962, 
337,000 metric tons of soybeans were imported into Italy 
from all sources. Of this, 318,000 metric tons were from the 
U.S.A. Compared with the previous year there was a gain 
of 75%. The outlook for 1963 is good, although it would be 
unrealistic to expect the rate of increase to be as great as in 
1962.
 “However, market prospects in Italy for soybeans and 
soybean products will remain good for the following reasons:
 “1–Livestock and feed industries are just beginning 
and it will be some time before they are able to meet the 
increased demands of a growing population and an evolving 
economy.
 “2–Soybeans have little chance of being widely grown 
in Italy. Available farming land is already taken over by 
more-needed and better-paying crops. Also, the land is so 
divided that inability to use mechanized farming would make 
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competition with the American product highly unprofi table.
 “As for oil and fats, with the improved standard of 
living, consumption has increased with seed oil profi ting 
the most, despite the fact that prices are disproportionately 
high compared with other food staples. Soybean oil, almost 
unknown in Italy 5 years ago, is taking more than its share 
of this increased consumption, and it is now second only to 
olive oil.
 “Some 55,000 metric tons of soybean oil reached the 
Italian consumer during 1962. A still larger potential exists. 
In fact, domestic production of edible oils–350,000 metric 
tons annually–can meet only a little over half of total Italian 
requirements. The difference must be imported, partly in the 
form of seeds to be crushed and partly in the form of liquid 
oil. This year in particular the need for imports will be much 
greater due to poor local olive production and even poorer 
supply prospects from other olive growing areas.
 “In addition, there is also a good potential for soybean 
oil for technical purposes, particularly in paints and 
varnishes. Italy is currently importing large quantities of 
other drying oils.
 “All these conditions indicate that 1963 and following 
years will continue to offer outstanding opportunities to U.S. 
and Italian soybean industries.”
 A photo shows: “65th International Agricultural Fair, 
Verona, Italy: Dr. A. L. Di Giorgio, SBC director for Italy, 
(center), explains SBC exhibit to G. Frederick Reinhardt 
[left], U.S. Ambassador to Italy; and Hon. Guiseppe 
Trabucehi, Italian Minister of Finance and president of the 
Fair, during visit to U.S. Pavilion.” Address: PhD, Director 
for Italy, Soybean Council of America.

1887. Fischer, R.W. 1963. U.S. soybeans and soybean 
products in world trade. Soybean Digest. May. p. 36-38. 
Speech presented at the Annual Soybean Day, Dawson, 
Minnesota.
• Summary: Contains a brief history of the Soybean Council 
of America. Address: Asst. to the President, Soybean Council 
of America.

1888. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Ireland alters soybean-meal import rules. 
1(18):16. May.
• Summary: For the past 2 years, shipments of raw (that 
is, untoasted) soybean oil meal into Ireland have created 
problems when used in feeds for pigs and young calves; the 
animals are unable to assimilate the raw meal. After thorough 
investigation, Irish authorities have now issued instructions 
that no raw or partly cooked soybean oil meal is to be 
imported for use in livestock feed.
 “This ruling should lead to renewed confi dence in this 
commodity as a protein supplement for livestock feeding 
when appropriately processed, and thus to its increasing use 
for this purpose. Ireland is already becoming an important 

market for soybean oil meal; its imports in 1962, at 25,902 
short tons, registered a signifi cant gain over the 20,866 tons 
of 1961. The U.S. share of this market refl ected an even 
more notable increase, from 15 percent of the 1961 total to 
37 percent of the much larger tonnage that Ireland imported 
in 1962.”

1889. Saltzwedel, Gerhard. 1963. Soybeans and the German 
oil millers. Soybean Digest. May. p. 57-58.
• Summary: “Soybeans have played an important part as 
a raw material in German oil mills since 1910. Up to the 
beginning of the 1930’s, as long as beans could be freely 
purchased on the market, the processing of soybeans by 
German oil mills increased year after year. Of the 2.26 
million tons total oilseeds processed in 1933 by the oil mills 
of the German Reich 1.2 million tons or 53% were soybeans. 
Soybeans came almost exclusively from Manchuria, the 
world’s largest area for growing and export of oilseeds at that 
time.
 “This favorable development of soybean processing 
underwent an abrupt setback during World War II. Only 
in 1948, after fi rst imports were possible again, could 
soybean processing on a moderate scale of 1,000 tons 
yearly be resumed. With increasing import liberalization 
of raw materials for oil mills soybean imports increased to 
an ever greater extent, reaching 1.07 million tons in 1962. 
The soybean market which had developed in the USA after 
World War II contributed largely to this considerable new 
increase of soybean processing by the German postwar oil 
mill industry. The U.S. market took the place of the Chinese 
soybean market which had lost its importance because of 
political events.
 “The share of soybean imports in total imports of 
oilseeds increased, as is shown by the table, from 17% in 
1950 to 64% in 1962. In other words, in 1962 almost two-
thirds of the Federal Republic’s total oilseed imports were 
soybeans.
 “In addition, table 1 demonstrates to what extent the 
USA participated in the increased soybean imports. From 
1950 to 1962 soybean imports from the United States 
increased 20-fold. In the same period the U.S. share in 
total soybean imports rose from 71% to 91%. These fi gures 
clearly underline the importance U.S. soybeans gained in the 
last 10 years as raw material for the German oil mill industry.
 “The constant improvement of soybean imports was 
only possible because the two products, oil and meal, found 
a ready market in the Federal Republic. The greatest part of 
soybean oil is sold as edible oil to households, which have 
constantly increased in recent years. Such sales rose from 
65,000 tons in 1953 to 123,000 tons in 1961, an increase 
of more than 90%. Calculated as consumption per capita 
per year this means an increase of edible oil from 2 to 3 
kilograms in the years from 1953 to 1961.
 “In addition to edible oil, soybean oil is used in 
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numerous branches of the foodstuff industry, such as 
mayonnaise, tinning of fi sh, confectionery products, and 
baked goods, as well as to a smaller extent in the production 
of margarine and in the industrial sector.
 “The ready market soybean meal found in animal 
feeds, also contributed its share to the upswing of soybean 
processing in German oil mills.
 Table 2 gives a clear picture of the increase of soybean 
meal consumption in the Federal Republic since 1950. The 
big increase in 1962 is particularly conspicuous. In recent 
years soybean meal as a part of the total quantity of oil cakes 
and oil meal fed to animals fl uctuated between 30% and 
40%. According to estimates of experts (exact records are 
not avail- able) in recent years soybean meal consumption 
was divided as follows: cattle feeding 77% to 80%, pig 
feeding 15% to 18%; poultry feeding 5% to 6%. As to how 
the soybean meal was fed, i.e., either alone or in mixed 
feeds, in 1961 55% to 60% was sold in mixed feeds and 40% 
to 45% as straight feeds, but certain shifts occur from year 
to year depending on the market situation in the soybean 
meal sector. In 1960, for example, in which year the sales of 
soybean meal were particularly high, one-half of the soybean 
meal was sold to buyers as straight feed and the other half 
was sold in mixed feeds.
 “As regards a further increase in consumption of 
soybean meal it can be stated that with cattle feeding only 
a rather moderate increase is likely. The conditions are 
different with pig and poultry feeding. Since in recent years 
the German oil mills started to toast soybean meal its animal 
protein improved considerably particularly with pig and 
poultry feeding. Doubtless in this sector increases are still 
possible.
 “Table 3 gives information about the soybean meal 
imports in the years from 1950 to 1962.
 “Table 3 shows that soybean meal imports increased 
more and more in recent years and that 1962 was a record 
year with about 227,000 tons. The portion of U.S. soybean 
meal in total imports increased consistently, amounting 
to about 76% in 1962. This is a development that rather 
troubles the German oil mills. In their opinion the large 
U.S. soybean meal exports are only possible on account 
of the U.S. government’s farm policy, particularly because 
of P.L. 480. With the help of the price-stabilizing effect 
of P.L. 480 the U.S. soybean oil market is able to obtain 
higher prices than it is in the Federal Republic. Due to this 
fact the U.S. soybean processors are in a position to export 
their soybean meal at prices with which the German oil 
mills cannot always compete on account of the much lower 
German oil prices. The consequences for the German oil mill 
industry are, despite an increasing processing of soybeans, a 
permanent deterioration of processing margins.
 “Added to this is the pressure on the oil market through 
offers of cheap ‘any origin soybean oil’ often made by 
countries who in the scope of P.L. 480 for aid purposes 

received U.S. soybean oil at reduced prices and who export 
soybean oil against free dollars at disturbingly low prices 
to Europe. In the future soybean imports from the USA will 
be possible at the present level or even at a higher level, 
on the condition, however, that a depression of prices due 
to the import of soybean oil and meal at reduced prices is 
prevented.” Address: President, German Oilseed Processors 
Assoc., Bonn, Germany.

1890. Senti, Frederic R. 1963. Current status of soybean 
utilization research under P.L. 480. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
28, 30-34.
• Summary: This is the third in a series of USDA research 
reports under the P.L. 480 program. Discusses progress on 
active projects: Soybean oil in Seville, Spain; Chemical 
changes in sterols during refi ning of soy oil by Prof. H. 
Niewiadomski in Gdansk, Poland; Flavor stability of soy oil 
in by Prof. Y. Toyama at Toyo Univ. in Japan; Improving the 
frying quality of soybean oil by Prof. G. Varela at Univ. of 
Granada, Spain; Meal constituents.
 Oriental foods: Production of shoyu (soy sauce) using 
U.S. vs. Japanese soybeans, use of dehulled soybean grits 
for making miso, miso-type food in Israel, use of U.S. 
soybeans in making tofu, or soybean curd, by the Japan Tofu 
Association, Tokyo.
 Industrial applications: Polymerization studied in Milan, 
Italy. Soybean constituents. Oriental foods #2: Dried tofu 
in Japan, Saccharomyces rouxii yeast in shoyu and miso, 
development of fermented products from soybean milk 
in Japan, fermented soybean cheese in Taiwan, fermented 
soyfoods (tempeh, ontjom, ragi) in Indonesia.
 Domestic research for increasing imports: Work with 
soy oil, UNICEF trainees from Brazil studying tempeh, 
projects saponins, protein complexes, and isolated protein 
quality in Israel.
 A small portrait photo shows F.R. Senti. Address: 
Director, Northern Utilization Research and Development 
Div. (also known as the Northern Regional Research Lab.), 
Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

1891. Sondergaard, Ejvind. 1963. Soybean Council of 
America–Scandinavia: More imports from U.S. Soybean 
Digest. May. p. 48.
• Summary: Discusses the council’s activities in Denmark. 
“Import of soybeans to Denmark increased to 374,000 metric 
tons in 1962 from 302,000 metric tons in 1961. The United 
States supplied 319,000 metric tons in 1962, an increase of 
105,000 metric tons or approximately 50% from 1961. Only 
55,000 metric tons was supplied by China. The U.S. share of 
the Danish soybean market reached 87% in 1962.
 “The Danish oil mills expect to crush a similar quantity 
in 1963. Since China is not expected to be active in this 
market–at least not until late 1963–prospects for U.S. exports 
of soybeans to Denmark are very good in 1963.
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 “Soybean Oil for Mayonnaise, Salads and Salad Oil: 
Figures for consumption of soybean oil are not readily 
available but information obtained from the different 
industries and trade contacts indicate that a sizable increase 
in consumption of soybean oil has taken place in the 
mayonnaise and ready-made salad industries as well as 
for salad and cooking oils. Consumption of soybean oil by 
the margarine industry has declined somewhat for several 
reasons: (1) Margarine production has declined slightly; (2) 
both lard and fi sh and marine oils have been very cheap and 
have consequently gone into margarine production to a larger 
extent than previously; (3) due to the low export prices for 
rapeseed some rapeseed oil went into margarine production 
in 1962. The end result is estimated by the soybean crushers 
as being a total Danish consumption of soybean oil for all 
uses unchanged from 1961.
 “A large part of our efforts in 1962 were directed 
towards increasing the Danish consumption of soybean oil. 
Since we have little infl uence on the amounts of soybean oil 
used by the margarine industry where price relationships are 
decisive our efforts have been concentrated on promotion 
of salad and cooking oils, mayonnaise, ready-made salads, 
salad dressings etc. through demonstrations, participation 
in exhibits, production of educational materials, technical 
assistance and some direct market and sales promotion.
 “A fi lm strip on food uses of soybean oil has been very 
successful. It has been supplied to all Danish schools where 
home economics instruction is given and to extension service 
personnel as well as to home economics colleges and home 
makers schools. We also have a very effective arrangement 
with about 30 home economists engaged in either extension 
service or teaching who demonstrate food uses of soybean 
oil. The only cost to the SBC is to supply the outlines for 
demonstrations, recipes and pamphlets. The result of these 
activities has been a spectacular increase in marketing of 
liquid soybean oil, mayonnaise, ready-made salads and salad 
dressings.
 “Consumption of Soybean Meal: Total consumption 
of soybean meal was estimated at 320,000 metric tons 
in 1962 with 245,000 metric tons resulting from Danish 
crushings. Net imports were 75,000 metric tons. This was 
approximately the same as in 1961. The United States 
supplied 102,000 metric tons in 1962. This was two-thirds of 
total imports of soybean meal into Denmark (Danish exports 
of soybean meal amounted to 88,000 metric tons in 1962).
 “The future possibilities for marketing of soybean 
meal in Denmark are rather confused. In 1963 many factors 
point toward larger consumption such as an increasing pig 
population, higher protein levels recommended for growing 
fi nishing pigs, the severe winter weather, a small harvest of 
root crops in 1962 and a defi nite tendency towards buying 
ready-made mixed feeds.
 “On the other hand production of poultry and eggs, 
beef, veal and dairy products is temporarily declining 

because of the very uncertain marketing conditions for 
Danish agricultural products. At present (March 1963) 
the relationship between the price of animal products and 
soybean meal is such that farmers are very reluctant buyers 
of soybean meal.
 “The break-down of the negotiations in Brussels on the 
admission of Great Britain to the EEC has been a severe 
blow to Danish farmers. The countries in the EEC are almost 
as important as a market for Danish agricultural products as 
Great Britain. Now Danish farmers will not be allowed to 
export to these countries on equal terms in the foreseeable 
future. Danish farmers and Danish society depend on foreign 
exchange earnings from agricultural exports to pay for 
necessary imports.
 “The marketing possibilities for soybean meal and 
soybeans depend entirely on the export possibilities for 
Danish agricultural products. Danish farming is very effi cient 
and production can be increased greatly in a short time if the 
outlets can be found. Naturally Denmark hopes for an early 
understanding between ‘The Six’ and ‘The Seven.’
 “Due to the importance of the soybean meal market, 
which is really the basic interest for imports of soybeans, 
promotion of soybean meal as a protein supplement in 
Danish livestock production must not be overlooked. During 
1962 soybean meal was promoted at livestock fairs and in 
close cooperation with Danish research establishments and 
the extension service.”
 Photos show: (1) A small portrait photo of Ejvind 
Sondergaard. (2) “SBC home economists tell customers 
about the food uses of soybean oil in shopping center near 
Copenhagen, Denmark. Chicken drumsticks were deep-fat 
fried in soybean oil and given as samples. Other food uses of 
soybean oil were also demonstrated.”
 An illustration shows a map of Scandinavia–Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark and Finland. The SBC offi ce is shown as 
a star in Copenhagen. Address: Soybean Council Director for 
Scandinavian Countries [Copenhagen, Denmark].

1892. Strayer, George M. 1963. Development of the 
Japanese market for soybeans: The fi rst and largest U.S. 
market development project for soybeans and soybean 
products. Soybean Digest. May. p. 13, 16.
• Summary: A good historical overview of the American 
Soybean Assoc. soybean program in Japan, from Strayer’s 
speech presented at the Agricultural Trade with Japan 
conference in Chicago.
 “For a long period of years Japan has produced a sizable 
tonnage of soybeans, a part of them in the northern island 
of Hokkaido, and a part of them grown on the other islands 
largely on the dikes or dividers around the rice paddies. 
But these supplies were not adequate to fi ll their needs, 
so considerable tonnage was imported from China and 
Manchuria each year.
 Note: By 1886 Japan was producing 11.5 million 
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bushels of soybeans a year; most were consumed as food 
(Tamari 1886).
 The conquest of the Red Force [Red Army] in China, 
followed by the Korean episode [Korean war], cut off 
these Chinese supplies. The American military government 
shipped supplies of U.S. soybeans to Japan in the years 
immediately following World War II, as a source of protein 
for the Japanese people. The Japanese were also importing 
soybeans from Manchuria during these years, and at the 
same time Japanese interests owned processing facilities 
in Korea and in Dairen and Port Arthur of Manchuria. The 
Korean episode ended all that, and Japan found herself badly 
in need of a source of supply for her protein.
 “During this same period things had been happening on 
American farms. At the start of World War II we were the 
world’s largest net importer of fats and oils. The sea lanes 
were cut off, and we doubled and redoubled our soybean 
production as a means of supplying our requirements of fats 
and oils. We increased soybean production from 60 million 
bushels to over 180 million bushels during the war years. 
We learned what soybean oil could do in human foods and 
in industry, and what soy protein could do in contributing 
to economic livestock production. So, in the years since the 
war ended we have continued to increase soybean production 
from 180 million bushels per year to a predicted 725 million 
bushels in 1963. Today we are the world’s largest net 
exporter of fats and oils and oil bearing materials.
 “Early export troubles: As this process was going on 
Japan was restoring her economy, putting her people to 
work, increasing their incomes and their demand for food. 
Soybeans were being purchased from the United States but 
they were produced and handled mechanically, delivered in 
bulk, and the Japanese buyers were not accustomed to this 
type of handling and production nor happy with our beans. 
When I fi rst went to Japan in 1955 we had a market for about 
250,000 metric tons of soybeans but we were in trouble. I 
spent 6 weeks contacting the trades people, seeing for myself 
just what problems confronted us. A gentleman from the 
grain grading branch of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
joined me, so that agency might understand our soybean 
sales problems. When we came home we agreed to try to do 
something about the situation.
 “Exporters were appraised of the situation in meetings 
at export ports. Growers were told what the Japanese market 
demanded. Sampling and grading was tightened up. Japanese 
buyers were taught how to buy on our federal grade basis 
to get the desired quality. A Japanese fi rm was employed to 
make impartial samplings and grade determinations on the 
basis of our U.S. federal grades on cargoes as they arrived 
in Japan. By focusing much attention on our problems and 
their solutions we solved them–today U.S. soybeans are not 
only accepted but preferred in the Japanese market by most 
buyers, especially the oilseed crushers. Our quality is better, 
the oil content higher, our supply more dependable.

 “In 1955 Japan was buying about 250,000 tons of 
soybeans per year from us. This seemed to be only a small 
portion of the potential, for per capita consumption of both 
oil and protein was far below levels necessary for proper 
nutrition. In early 1956 the American Soybean Association 
signed a contract with Foreign Agricultural Service to 
use some Japanese yen accrued under Public Law 480. A 
contractual working arrangement was worked out with the 
fi ve trade groups in Japan representing the major users of 
soybeans plus the importers, and an offi ce was established 
in Tokyo in April 1956. A campaign to increase per capita 
consumption of soybean food products was launched, using a 
variety of approaches.
 “Working closely with the Ministry of Health, 
the Ministry of Agriculture, with private promotional 
organizations and with the miso, tofu, shoyu and oil trade 
groups a concerted campaign was carried on the educate the 
Japanese housewife on the functions of protein and oil in 
the human diet, and with the necessity of providing proper 
amounts of both in the meals prepared for her family. Very 
naturally, the Japanese, who had used soybeans for centuries, 
turned to soybean food products because of availability, 
price, and knowledge of how to use them.”
 Today Japan buys 1.2 million tons–42 million bushels–
of U.S. soybeans a year, “and we visualize further increases 
to nearly double those fi gures by 1970.”
 “Last year Japan paid U.S. farmers about $100 million 
for soybeans.”
 Photos show: (1) A tofu maker in Japan selling tofu 
from a wooden box on the back of his bicycle to a group 
of laughing Japanese housewives. (2) Participants in the 
Agricultural Trade with Japan conference. Left to right: 
Ferenc Molnar, operations assistant, Soybean Council of 
America. V.H. Hougen, chief foreign marketing branch, 
fats and oils division, Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA; 
David G. Wing, vice president of the Soybean Council. 
Geo. M. Strayer, American Soybean Assoc. executive vice 
president. Howard E. Grow, assistant to ASA executive vice 
president. Address: Executive Vice President, American 
Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].

1893. Tawa, Andre. 1963. Egypt: Plan 50,000 tons extra 
storage for oil in Cairo. Soybean Digest. May. p. 61-62.
• Summary: Egyptian imports of vegetable oils has increased 
rapidly in recent years, from only 6,000 tons in 1959 to a 
peak of 100,000 tons in 1962, owing to a short cotton crop. 
90% of the latter oil was imported from the USA. In Feb. 
1963 the Minister of Supply issued an order lowering the 
price of vegetable oil to industry to $230 per metric ton 
provided one metric ton of soybean oil is purchased for every 
metric ton of cottonseed oil. Oil storage space is now being 
expanded in Cairo. Address: Soybean Council of America, 
Director for Egypt.
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1894. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan’s soybean, meal imports down. 
1(23):15. June 10.
• Summary: A table show’s Japan’s imports of soybeans 
and soybean meal from the USA in 1961, 1962, and the fi rst 
quarter of 1963.

1895. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. U.S. Soybean Council exhibiting in Cyprus. 
1(22):10. May.
• Summary: In the Cyprus International Fair in Lamassol, 
the fi rst U.S. agricultural commodity group to participate in 
this exhibition will be the Soybean Council of America. The 
fi rst imports of U.S. meal are now moving into Cyprus and 
are expected to increase. U.S. soybeans will be crushed there 
on an experimental basis for meal and oil.

1896. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japanese to negotiate for Chinese soybeans. 
1(35):13. Sept. 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Some groups forecast that Japan will take 
about 250,000 metric tons (9.2 million bu.), either under the 
agreement alone or with outside purchases included.
 “Japanese and Chinese groups agreed in November 
1962 on a 5-year program for the exportation of 700,000 
tons (25.7 million bu.) of soybeans from Communist China 
to Japan. For 1963, the fi rst year of the agreement, 150,000 
tons (5.5 million bu.) were programmed. However, actual 
imports probably will exceed 200,000 tons (7.3 million bu.), 
for some soybeans have been bought outside of the agreed 
quantity. Communist China is pricing its soybeans below 
those of the United States, as an inducement to Japanese 
buyers.”

1897. Broche, Georges. 1963. The French oil industry and 
the soybean problem. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 41-44.
• Summary: “I wish to thank you not only for having invited 
me to this convention, but also for allowing me to present 
to the members of your great Association the point of view 
of the French oil industry in respect to the use of soya and 
especially of soybeans produced in this country.
 “This point of view is essentially of the future, which, 
however, as you will see, is a very near future, as it will fall 
within the framework of a new regime which will be applied 
to our French industry in accordance with the Common 
Market treaties, probably from Jan. 1, 1965.
 “I would like to explain to you the present French 
system and the reasons why our industry, up to now, has 
not been able to attach to these supplies of soybeans the 
importance it would have liked to.
 “I–The French Oil Industry System before and after the 
War of 1939-1945: The French system and use of oilseeds 
has been entirely determined, for more than a century, by the 
help that France wanted to give to the production of oilseeds 

in those overseas countries which are connected with her–in 
the past as colonial possessions and today, since the political 
evolution of the last few years, within the framework of 
warm friendship and of contractual ties established between 
France and those countries that obtained their independence.
 “In the year 1834 French settlers organized the fi rst 
consignment of peanuts to be exported from Senegal to 
France.
 “Since that time our imports have never ceased to 
increase, until the French cultivation of rapeseed, which in 
the middle of the last century still amounted to 300,000 tons 
and until then had provided our most important needs, had 
progressively disappeared by the time of the Second World 
War, putting those oilseeds which emanate from our overseas 
countries at a great advantage.
 “Senegal is by no means the only point of origin of these 
supplies, as they also come from most of the other African 
countries or those countries of the Pacifi c which have ties 
with France and which also provide supplies of oleaginous 
substances–palm kernels or palm kernel oil, copra seed from 
Oceania, peanuts and, in the dim past, sesame.
 “To this increase of imports there was a corresponding 
increase in the consumption of oilseeds in France, above all 
in the sphere of table oils, which was certainly supported by 
the increase in population numbers and in the standard of 
living. But it was also connected with a defi nite reduction in 
the consumption of animal fats, lard and suet.
 “Some fi gures for this period of time:
 “In 1913, at the beginning of the First World War, the 
French oil industry processed 1 million tons of oilseeds.
 “In 1938, 1,350,000 tons (of which 700,000 tons came 
from our overseas possessions).
 “In 1962, 950,000 tons of seed alone, a further 350,000 
tons being crushed in Senegal in factories whose creation has 
been promoted by our government.
 “The war of 1939-1945, the progressive blockade of the 
French coast and the stoppage of imports resulting therefrom, 
led to a new development in France, the cultivation of 
rapeseed. There is now also a tendency to add the cultivation 
of sunfl owers.
 “How does the French oil industrialist work at the 
moment?
 “The two factors that I have just called to mind, i.e. 
the support of the cultivation of oilseeds in the overseas 
countries with which we are associated, and the support 
of the cultivation of rapeseed and other assimilated seeds 
in France, have made it a fact that for the last 20 years our 
industry has worked under an absolutely closed economic 
system in this sector of edible liquid oils on which soya 
depends.
 “This system is ruled by a legal text: that of the law 
dated Nov. 13, 1954. The French producer must use as his 
supplies and by priority the seeds emanating from countries 
overseas that are associated with France and the subsidized 
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seeds of the French cultivations. The market of home 
consumption which he serves is divided into two distinct 
sectors: that of peanut oil and that of the other table oils 
(rapeseed, sunfl ower, soya, etc.), the peanut oil thereby 
benefi ting in France from a preference due to taste and 
consumption which causes it to be sold normally on the 
market at a price which is 0.25 francs per litre higher than 
the other oils.
 “In 1962 our factories sold about 400,000 tons of liquid 
oils for edible consumption: Peanut oil–330,000 tons Table 
oils other than peanut oil (rapeseed, sunfl ower and soya–
23,000 tons of soybean oil): 70,000 tons.
 Total: 400,000 tons.
 “What percentage of this tonnage then represents oils 
emanating from foreign seeds?
 “Peanut oil: 285,000 tons emanate from African 
seeds of the French zone (Senegal, Niger, etc.), of which 
approximately 165,000 tons are produced by our factories 
and about 120,000 tons by the factories of Senegal (Whose 
products are admitted to France as priority and are not 
subject to customs duties). 45,000 tons emanate from foreign 
seeds bought on the international market and processed in 
our factories.
 “Table Oils Other Than Peanut Oil: 36,000 tons were 
produced in our factories from French seeds (rapeseed, 
sunfl ower), the remainder of the French seed crop being 
exported above all to Algeria. 34,000 tons were produced in 
our factories from seeds imported from abroad, rapeseed and 
sunfl ower (11,000 tons of oil) and fi nally and above all soya 
(23,000 tons of oil, representing 150,000 tons of seed).
 From these fi gures you can see what part we can play 
at this moment in the processing of soybeans. Our part is 
very limited. We are only authorized to interest ourselves in 
soybeans, for the time being, as a complementary resource at 
certain times of the year.
 To fi nish this rapid outline of the French oil industry, 
I would add that as the production is naturally based on 
the importation of its raw materials, its factories are also 
normally located at the ports or big river ways of France. 
From north to south: Dunkirk and the Lille-Arras region with 
its network of canals serving Antwerp, Le Havre, the Coastal 
Seine district and the lower Seine; the Bordeaux region; and 
last but not least the Marseilles region, which for a long time 
has been the most important location in our trade. Altogether 
there are now about 40 factories as the result of industrial 
concentration.
 “II–The French market’s requirements of soybeans 
and the possibilities for the French Oil Industry resulting 
therefrom: It seems to me that you must be a little surprised 
to see me presenting this situation initially from the point of 
view of ‘oil,’ the requirements of oil. I have pointed out to 
you that our regulated French system obliges us to do so.
 “What is regulated in our system is the production and 
the supply of oil. The meal, in contrast, is totally free and is 

not subject to any restriction of imports or to any customs 
duties. This has the result that the French producers, limited 
and regulated as far as the raw material of the seed and the 
fi nal product of the oil are concerned, occupy a poor position 
as far as competition of meal from America, Belgium, 
Holland and Germany is concerned. All these foreign 
competitors work under much more liberal conditions and 
serve a wide portion of the French oilcake market. The 
problem is particularly accentuated in the case of soya, 
which 75% by weight and 66% by value is a meal seed.
 “French consumption of oil cakes has increased 
strongly during the last few years. The increase during 
1962 amounted to 50% of that of the previous year and 
this consumption has not been reduced during the fi rst few 
months of 1963.
 “French consumption of soybean meal made a 
considerable leap during last year. The increase over the 
previous year amounted to about 100%.
 “The French oil industry has unfortunately contributed 
only about 25% to fulfi ll these requirements, which have 
been essentially satisfi ed by the importation of oilcakes of 
foreign origin.
 “Most of the 310,000 tons of imported soybean 
meal came from the United States, but our partners in the 
Common Market, above all Holland, and also Belgium and 
Germany, had a defi nite part in the production of oilcakes 
consumed in France.” Continued. Address: Delegate-General 
of the General Syndicate of the French Oilseed Crushers and 
Oil Cake Manufacturers, Paris, France.

1898. Broche, Georges. 1963. The French oil industry 
and the soybean problem (Continued–Document part II). 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 41-44.
• Summary: (Continued): “These 310,000 tons of soybean 
meal consumed in France and which we did not produce 
correspond to about 400,000 tons of soybeans which we 
should have had a chance to crush in order to raise the 
level of our industrial activity. You will understand that 
this objective would allow us to fully utilize our crushing 
potential (the production rhythm which is at the moment 
especially reduced because of the necessity of providing 
room in our market for the products of the factories in 
Senegal).
 “I have no intention whatever to criticize the basis of 
this system. It has its justifi cations from the point of view 
of the French public interest: Support of the agricultural 
production of our associated African countries as well as of 
French agricultural production in the same manner as you 
yourselves in the United States have a subsidized price for 
soybeans and a Commodity Credit Corp. that guarantees it.
 “You will however easily understand that we in France 
have wished for a long time that this support should take 
another form and that the producer in France should not be 
the intermediary–and often the victim–but that it should 
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take place under the direct control of the public fi nance 
authorities and should be compatible with the free supply of 
our factories through an open world market.
 “This is why we hopefully welcomed France’s signature 
to the Treaty of Rome in 1957, the constitution of the 
European Common Market and the new opportunities it 
could bring within the framework of a system common to 
countries which, like Germany, the Netherlands or Belgium, 
have already experienced far more fl exible working 
conditions in our trade.
 “III–The possibilities of supplying soybeans to the 
French Oil Industry within the framework of the European 
Common Market: The system of our industry within the 
framework of the European Common Market has as yet not 
been decided on. We live at this hour in a transitory stage 
of application of the Treaty of Rome. Discussions are being 
held and defi nitions made in different sectors of agriculture 
which the treaty calls ‘Common Agricultural Politics.’
 “But already one thing seems certain: France, by means 
of the Convention of Association between the European 
Common Market and the associated African and Malagassy 
states, has engaged itself to abandon the excess price of 
peanuts for the peanut crop of 1964-1965 at the latest, on 
the date already mentioned in my opening paragraph, Jan. 1, 
1965.
 “After this date–which even if it is put back by common 
agreement does not seem to be feasible for more than one 
year–the peanuts from Senegal and the other countries of 
the free zone will have to be sold freely on the international 
market, and the support represented up to now by the 
artifi cial purchase price will be converted into a direct 
fi nancial subsidy paid by the Common Market to producing 
countries.
 “This arrangement must normally bring about the 
disappearance of the whole of the system of a closed 
economy which includes our market of liquid oilseeds, to 
which soybeans belong.
 “By reason of the preponderant role played in our 
market by peanut oil, it is impossible to let two separate 
systems remain functioning here. We are led to think that 
the system of direct fi nancial aid to the producers will be 
extended by necessity in one manner or another to the whole 
of the oleaginous cultivation of Europe.
 “Perhaps we shall have to support a tax on our products 
in order to insure at least this partial direct aid.
 “But from the moment when our own rapeseed and 
sunfl owerseed can at last be sold freely on the international 
market, we shall also have a free choice again in respect of 
our raw materials.
 “We think that within a relatively short time, perhaps 
in 2 years at the latest, we shall be able to buy defi nitely 
larger tonnages of soybeans from the USA–without having 
to pay customs duties on their entry into France, and without 
any other limitation of the tonnage than is provided by the 

possibilities of a reasonable sale of the fi nished products, 
whether they be oils or oilcakes.”
 A large table shows: “Oilcakes, French production, 
foreign trade and consumption for 1962.”
 A small portrait photo shows Georges Broche. Address: 
Delegate-General of the General Syndicate of the French 
Oilseed Crushers and Oil Cake Manufacturers, Paris, France.

1899. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Brazil’s soybean production still rising. 
1(39):14. Sept.
• Summary: Exports of soybeans in 1962 at 3.6 million 
bushels earned over US$8 million in foreign exchange. The 
major market was West Germany, which took 1.5 million 
bushels. Soybean meal exports, at 54.079 short tons, earned 
over $3 million. Over 32,000 tons went to West Germany.

1900. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Soybean promotion in Egypt stresses best 
way to use U.S. vegetable oils. 1(35):10. Sept.
• Summary: Despite its defi cit in edible oil, Egypt’s fi rst 
import of U.S. soybean oil in 1959 went into soap and other 
industrial products. The reason: unfamiliarity with storage, 
handling, and processing the oil for human consumption. 
Today, soybean oil is fast taking hold as a foodstuff, and 
Egypt is sixth largest importer of U.S. soybean oil. Produced 
in 1961 and still being shown in Egypt’s theaters is a 
soybean nutrition fi lm short, “Miracles with Modern Foods.” 
In Arabic it tells how to prepare fi ve complete low-priced 
meals using soybean oil. In 1962, the Council estimated 
that through all promotional media–trade fairs, publications, 
broadcasts, personal contacts–over 12 million persons have 
been introduced to U.S. soybean products.

1901. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan’s soybean imports and consumption 
up. 1(39):14. Sept.
• Summary: Japan’s imports of soybeans in the Japanese 
fi scal year, beginning April 1963, are estimated at about 
1,360,000 tonnes (50 million bushels). The U.S. supplied 
86% of the January-July imports, and Communist China 
supplied 14%. Area planted to soybeans in 1963 declined by 
10% to 593,000 acres. Liberalization of imported soybean 
oil and soybean meal is expected to be postponed until 
sometime in 1964.

1902. Francois, R. 1963. The processing of soybeans by the 
French oil industry. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38-40.
• Summary: “The French oil industry is at present limited 
in its activities and its development by interferences of a 
political nature.
 “On the one hand, there is agricultural support in favor 
of homegrown oil plants such as rape and sunfl ower; on the 
other, help to African countries who have recently acquired 
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their independence, in the shape of a guarantee of export for 
tropical oil-bearing plants, such as ground nut.
 “However, our agreements with the EEC (Common 
Market) countries will bring us a certain freedom of imports 
in the near future.
 “Also, the French oil industry is today overequipped, 
since former suppliers such as the countries of Black Africa 
have started to produce their own oil. We shall, as a result, 
have to look elsewhere for the oilseeds which we need to 
supply our plants, not to increase our oil production, but in 
order to insure the normal functioning of our installations.
 “At this juncture, soybeans offer a twofold interest:
 “The seed contains 17% to 18% oil for which we can 
fi nd a market.
 “The meal for the preparation of animal feed is much 
appreciated for its nutritional qualities.
 “Method Not Specialized: The methods at present used 
employ equipment which also serves for the processing of 
other seeds. They have not been especially conceived for 
soybeans.
 “For reasons mentioned above, the processing of 
soybeans has not developed in France so far. The enterprises 
that do process soybeans work on a relatively small tonnage, 
not exceeding 30,000 tons a year, which may bring the total 
of seeds processed to 150,000 tons a year. It should be noted 
that several of these enterprises are considering equipping 
themselves better in order to increase their output.
 “This equipment would pay off only for an output of at 
least 75,000 tons.”
 Describes in detail the crushing and degumming 
processes presently used (including the lecithin recovery), as 
well as the dry and moist process for treating the meal, which 
has been impregnated with solvent.
 A small portrait photo shows R. Francois. Address: 
Director-Generale, Institut des Corps Gras, Paris, France.

1903. Hume, David L. 1963. Overseas market development 
work under Public Law 480. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 54-56.
• Summary: “The cooperative market development program 
of the Foreign Agricultural Service is an extensive business. 
At the present time there are about 44 trade organizations 
which are in cooperative relationship with the Foreign 
Agricultural Service. Since the inception of the program 
there have been over 750 projects, and work has been done 
in about 60 countries throughout the world. This program, as 
you may know, is a joint venture in which the dollars of the 
U.S. agricultural industry are pooled along with government-
supplied foreign currencies, made available by P.L. 480. 
Since 1955 the U.S. agricultural industry, in aggregate, has 
supplied almost 25 million in dollars and services. P.L. 480 
has authorized more than $50 million equivalent in foreign 
currencies for use in these programs.” Address: FAS USDA.

1904. Roach, Howard L. 1963. Market promotion in a 

changing world. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 35-37.
• Summary:

“The Soybean Council was born 7 years ago this fall 
at an ASA convention in Champaign, Ill. I am sure that 
those persons present today who were present and acted 
as midwives at the Council’s birth, little anticipated the 
accelerated tempo of events that have taken place in these 7 
short years.
 “While preparing this paper one night, I had a dream 
and in that dream I was back in college writing a fi nal 
examination. My classmates were seated around me and the 
professor walked by and handed me the list of questions. The 
fi rst one that caught my eye was, ‘Describe the Universe and 
give three examples.’ Trying to answer that question was 
as easy as is the assignment that I want to discuss with you 
today in the brief time allotted to me. So much happens so 
fast in the jet age in which we are living that infl uences the 
many programs for which the Soybean Council has assumed 
responsibility that many of the plans devised have to be 
discarded before the ink is dry.” Address: President, Soybean 
Council of America.

1905. Sikes, Walter W. 1963. Export prospects for soybeans 
and soybean products. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 32-33.
• Summary: “Someday a speaker is going to endear himself 
to an audience by dealing with the assigned subject in one 
precise sentence and then sitting down–amid deafening 
applause.
 “The subject, ‘Export Prospects on Soybeans and 
Soybean Products,’ invites a one-sentence dissertation–a 
simple statement that next year’s export outlook is for 
shipments even bigger than this year’s record performance. 
That’s the outlook as we see it.
 “At the moment we are on target to export a record 175 
million bushels of soybeans. We are on target to export a 
record 1.3 plus million tons of oilseed meal. And despite 
many delays, disappointments, and in one instance a disaster, 
we expect to equal or exceed last crop year’s record export of 
vegetable oil.
 “Remarkable Export Performance: Considering export 
performance of the past several years, a person hardly needs 
to be an optimist to predict expanded exports. Rather a 
person would have to be a pessimist to predict the contrary.
 “The only recent year U.S. exports failed to show a 
substantial increase over the previous year was when beans 
supported at $1.80 reached $3.33 in the U.S. market place. 
This, as you know, occurred in 1960-61. With beans selling 
in the $2.50 area and meal around $70, both moderately 
above the 1961-62 level, we will export about 175 million 
bushels of soybeans in 1962-63 as compared to about 154 
million bushels in 1961-62–and export 1.3 to 1.5 million tons 
of [soybean] meal as compared to 1.0 million tons in 1961-
62.
 “Today we are on target for a record breaking 
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470-million-bushel crush of soybeans. Obviously, a 
470-million-bushel crush is dictated by meal demand and so 
we predict a crush as great or greater in 1963-64.
 “With carry-in stocks of almost a billion pounds of 
oil, the crush of 470 million bushels of beans for meal this 
year plus the cottonseed crush has resulted in an exportable 
supply of 3 billion pounds of vegetable oils. About this time 
a year ago we had anticipated exports of about 2.2 billion 
pounds of vegetable oil if all of the possibilities became 
realities.
 “As time passed, certain countries had to be written off 
or reduced and certain P.L. 480 programs other than title I 
moved lesser quantities of oil. One country taking oil last 
year under title I became ineligible for title I this year due to 
an unexpected large rapeseed crop putting her into the oil-
exporter category. A larger cotton crop than expected reduced 
title I requirements of another country. Disaster struck the 
port area of another. And in our largest dollar purchasing 
country over 100 million pounds of Russian sunfl owerseed 
oil moved in to give us competition.
 “Be this as it may, we will still likely equal or exceed 
last year’s record exports, and while indications point to a 
larger olive oil crop in certain Mediterranean countries next 
year, we do not expect a reocurrence of some of the other 
problems, and anticipate a large export movement in 1963-
64. Anticipated building of additional bulk oil handling 
facilities will be helpful and will tend to mitigate against 
prolonged disruption, such as was caused by the hurricane at 
Chittagong, Pakistan.
 “It appears a bit more vegetable oil will be sold for 
dollars this year than last, and it may come as a surprise to 
some of you that Iran has become our second largest buyer 
of soybean oil for dollars, replacing Hong Kong, which 
occupied the No. 2 spot the year before.
 “Looking into the vegetable oil future–and I am talking 
of many years from now–the situation will probably get 
much better before it gets worse. While actual export 
tonnage of refi ned vegetable oil may increase for several 
years I would expect the percentage of refi ned oil in total 
U.S. oil exports to decrease. Total tonnage of vegetable oil 
exports could well increase for several years to come. The 
more expansive and the more dynamic market development 
activities are in this area, the longer will this huge market 
persist. But there should be expected a shift to exports 
from oil to beans–a long time coming–but reasonably sure 
to come. (You people are in a much better position than 
I to determine how much this shift will be cushioned by 
increased domestic demand throughout the years, due to 
population increase and availability of other domestically 
produced oils.)
 “Coming Shift in Exports: This shift in exports 
should be expected, for if there is continuing improvement 
of economies throughout the countries of the world as 
currencies become more and more usable in worldwide 

commerce and as meal demand becomes more universal, 
it would seem that countries would purchase equipment 
and move into the refi ning business themselves. And with 
continued recovery, they will probably seek to move into 
the crushing business themselves–as they get the hard 
currencies to buy equipment and beans, and as their feeding 
requirements are built up.
 “To repeat, an intensifi ed and increasingly effective 
market development activity to increase per capita oil 
consumption and introduce oil into new markets could mean 
continued increased exports of oil in absolute terms, but I 
do believe there will occur this percentage shift from oil to 
beans.
 “Much of this transition of countries from oil-importing 
to soybean-crushing countries is a long, long way down the 
road. Meanwhile, we are not only justifi ed but obligated 
to fi ght against any arbitrary or discriminatory actions 
or artifi cial stimuli on the part of a country or group of 
countries, which would speed up this uncertain time table on 
any other basis than sound economics.
 “I’d like to elaborate a bit on why all of us should 
battle arbitrary trade restrictions, while, at the same time, 
accepting changes in trade patterns that the economies of 
a country justify. The producer and seller of soybeans who 
looks at the European Common Market with a soybean 
import duty bound at zero can ill afford to disengage himself 
from the arguments we are making against the economically 
unjustifi ed increase of import duties on soya and cotton oil.
 “The pattern is being set, the mold is being cast, and 
the psychology of Common Market leadership is being 
established for years to come. What now looks okay to the 
producer-exporter of soybeans may not look good to the 
Common Market later. If the Common Market is wedded 
to expediency and internal special interests pressures, and 
shows a disregard of others’ rights to share in their markets 
on a competitive basis–a right its members have in our 
market–then there can be trouble ahead for exporters of any 
U.S. agricultural commodity.
 “Dollar Return to U.S.: Just what this spectacular rise in 
soybean and product exports means in terms of dollar return 
to the United States is certainly recognized by all too few. 
The export outlook now is such that dollar returns from the 
sale of U.S. soybeans and products may soon exceed the 
dollar returns of any other exported agricultural commodity. 
All except a negligible quantity of the 175 million bushels of 
beans exported this year will be for cash-on-the-barrelhead 
dollars, the same for the 1.3 to 1.5 million tons of oilseed 
meal, and for between 40% and 50% of the vegetable oil 
exported. Of the total exports of soybeans and products only 
15% of the sales value (which is U.S. market prices) will be 
paid for in foreign currencies, and, mind you, a portion of 
the local currencies generated are used to expand markets in 
dollar as well as nondollar areas.
 “It is a sad fact that both at home and abroad there is 
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an unclear picture of the soybean phenomena, the whys 
and wherefores of U.S. soybean price support policies, and 
effects and purposes of P.L. 480 in this commodity area. 
The overseas producers of copra and peanuts for crushing 
are becoming more realistic in their understanding of what 
would happen to their markets as we crushed for meal 
and had no P.L. 480 program to move a large quantity of 
the resultant oils. But their understanding is by no means 
complete and, on a reducing scale, they still tend to criticize 
a program that could well be their salvation in the market 
place; they still tend to view with alarm U.S. market 
development activity in vegetable oils which could well be 
their–and our–brightest hope in the markets of the world.
 “Produce soybeans we will do; crush for meal we will 
do; and where will the producer of competing products be 
if market development work falters or a slowed down P.L. 
480 aims all oil products at the same market and a relatively 
limited market at that?
 A portrait photo shows Walter W. Sikes. Address: 
Director, Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural Service, 
USDA.

1906. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Chinese soybeans reportedly of better quality. 
1(40):11. Oct. 7.
• Summary: Importers and crushers indicate that on the basis 
of present quality Chinese soybeans can be used for crushing 
on a $3/tonne differential below U.S. soybeans. Formerly 
$5 to $7 was considered necessary. In 1962 China supplied 
13% of Japan’s total soybean imports and the U.S. supplied 
virtually all of the remainder.

1907. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. U.S. soybean exports, biggest cash earner. 
1(41):11. Oct. 14.
• Summary: Soybeans and soybean products were the 
leading “cash on the barrelhead” dollar earner of all U.S. 
agricultural exports during the 1962-63 marketing year, 
according to preliminary comparisons of leading U.S. farm 
products exported for dollars. Major customers have been 
fast-growing commercial feed industries–fi rst in Western 
Europe and later in Japan–particularly feed for poultry and 
hogs and to some extent for beef cattle.

1908. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1963. Western Europe, a 
growing market for U.S. soybeans and soybean meal. USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-153. iv + 145 p. Oct. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1963, p. 27. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. West 
Germany. France. United Kingdom. Denmark. Italy. The 
Netherlands. Belgium. Spain.
 Within each country, the situation is discussed under the 
following headings: Demand for soybeans and soybean cake 
and meal, soybean crushing industry, soybean meal in mixed 

feed and other uses, soybean oil uses and demand, marketing 
and government controls, summary. Address: USDA.

1909. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1963. Western Europe, a growing 
market for U.S. soybeans and soybean meal: Denmark, 
soybean crushing industry (Document part). USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service. FAS-M-153. p. 71. Oct.
• Summary: “The oilseed crushing industry in Denmark 
is based on domestic demand for fats and a growing 
export market for processed oil. As a result, the industry 
is relatively small. Two large crushing concerns make up 
the vegetable oil industry. Those mills are: Aarhus Olie 
Fabrik A/S, 27 Brunsgade, Aarhus and Dansk Sojakage 
Fabrik [Sojakagefabrik] A/S, 24 Islands Boygge [Brygge], 
Copenhagen; they crush imported oilseeds, refi ne vegetable 
oils produced, and also refi ne fi sh and whale oil. The oil 
is used mainly for margarine, and also is sold to soap 
producers. Some soybean oil is exported.”
 Denmark’s Soybean Crushing Capacity, 1962, by 
solvent extraction, follows (their solvent crushing capacity is 
given in metric tons [tonnes] per 24 hours):
 Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S, Aarhus, 750 tonnes continuous 
solvent + 350 tonnes batch solvent*.
 Dansk Sojakagefabrik, Copenhagen, 750 tonnes 
continuous solvent.
 Total yearly crushing capacity using continuous solvent 
extraction is 450,000 tonnes. *The Aarhus batch solvent 
crushing capacity is not being operated because of high 
operations cost, but it could process 100,000 tons of oilseeds 
a year if necessary.
 “The two large crushing mills in Denmark are equipped 
with refi ning and hardening plants, and all have modern 
materials-handling and storage facilities for moving large 
volumes of soybeans and other oilseeds. Soybean oil mills 
in Denmark are restricted from operating on Sundays, but 
are allowed to do so during nine Sundays every 6 months... 
Labor costs still remain low compared with mill costs in 
the United States, as the average worker in the industry is 
reported to make around $2,000 a year.”
 Note that this document mentions Aarhus Oliefabrik 
in connection with soya. However in 1909 John M. Carson 
(p. 19), in a section on Denmark, gave the detailed views 
of a Danish importer of cotton-seed products in Aarhus, 
Denmark, concerning soya beans in England and Denmark. 
This company was probably Aarhus Oliefabrik, which was 
founded in 1871. Address: USDA.

1910. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan to import more Chinese soybeans. 
1(44):13-14. Nov. 4.
• Summary: This is part of the 5-year agreement negotiated 
in Peking in November 1962 to import 700,000 tonnes (25.7 
million bushels) of soybeans from Mainland China. (See 
Foreign Crops and Markets, Dec. 17, 1962).
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1911. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. USSR bought no oilseeds from China in 
1962. 1(47):12. Nov. 25. [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1962, the USSR imported neither oilseeds 
nor vegetable oils from Communist China, although before 
1961, imports of both products came almost entirely from 
that country. In 1961, imports of Chinese oilseeds had 
already dropped to 12,000 tonnes in contrast to about 
392,000 the year before, of which 90% was soybeans.

1912. Godfrey, Horace D. 1963. The government’s program 
for soybeans. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 6-8.
• Summary: “U.S. fats and oils are needed in many 
countries; with government help we are building new 
markets.” Discusses the work of the Commodity Credit 
Corporation (CCC), the impact of wheat on soybeans, and 
the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS). Address: USDA.

1913. U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1963. U.S. soybean 
exports biggest cash earner. Soybean Digest. Nov. Front 
cover.
• Summary: “Soybeans and soybean products were the 
leading ‘cash on the barrelhead’ dollar earner of all U.S. 
agricultural exports during the 1962-63 marketing year, 
according to preliminary comparisons of leading U.S. farm 
products exported for dollars.
 “U.S. soybeans and soybean meal, exported at 
competitive U.S. market prices, are in active demand on the 
world market. This export dollar demand takes up all the 
soybeans not being purchased by the U.S. crushing industry. 
It also takes up all the soybean meal that is not consumed 
domestically.
 “Major customers have been fast-growing commercial 
feed industries–fi rst in Western Europe and later in Japan–
particularly feed for poultry and hogs and to some extent for 
beef cattle, all of which have been fi nding ready markets as 
meat consumption has risen along with per capita incomes.”

1914. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan, Communist China agree on soybean 
prices. 1(48):15. Dec. 2.
• Summary: “The price agreed on by the Japan-Communist 
China Trade Mission for the 30,000 metric tons (1.1 million 
bushels) of soybeans scheduled for shipment to Japan 
in November and December was $103.74 per [metric] 
ton ($2.82 per bushel), f.o.b. Addition of the freight rate 
expected to be $5.60 per ton, makes the c.i.f. price $109.34 
per ton, or $2.98 per bushel. This price was reported at the 
end of October to be about $6 per ton lower than that of U.S. 
soybeans.”
 Japan is to take 150,000 tons of soybeans from 
Communist China in 1963, the fi rst year of its 5-year 
agreement to import 700,000 tons (25.7 million bu) of 

Chinese soybeans. An additional 70,000 tons (2.6 million 
bu) was purchased outside the agreed contract, bringing 
Japan’s total 1963 purchases to 220,000 (8.1 million bu). 
Increased purchases from China this year have been brought 
about mainly by increased U.S. domestic prices. The quality 
of Chinese soybeans that Japan has imported this year is 
reported to be better than that of previous imports, and the oil 
content has been higher.

1915. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japan probably to import U.S. soybean meal. 
1(50):10. Dec. 16.
• Summary: An apparent soybean meal shortage in Japan 
has prompted the Livestock Bureau of the Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) to request permission to 
import 50,000 tonnes of soybean meal. In all of 1962, Japan 
imported 15,821 tons of soybean meal (5,945 from the 
United States and 9,627 from the USSR). Japan’s production 
of mixed formula feed continues to grow at a rapid rate and 
soybean crushings have not increased rapidly enough to meet 
the growing demand for soybean meal by the mixed feed 
industry.

1916. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1963. Japanese buy soybeans at Canton trade fair. 
1(51):13. Dec. 23.
• Summary: Japanese purchases from China in 1964 
are expected to total 300,000 tonnes (11.0 million bu). 
The Japanese trading fi rms have become very active in 
purchasing Chinese beans recently owing mainly to an 
increased oil content this year, less cleanout, and lower 
prices than U.S. beans.

1917. Keaton, Clyde. 1963. Japan: An expanding market for 
soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service) 1(51):9. Dec. 23.
• Summary: A good overview. “Of total commercial 
utilization of soybeans in Japan, about 19 percent goes into 
the manufacture of tofu (bean curd) and 8 percent into miso 
(soy paste). Largest user, however, is the soybean crushing 
industry, which takes about 67 percent of the total–and most 
of the American beans–for the production of oil and meal.”
 “Price is a major factor in soybean sales to Japan. The 
Communist Chinese Government has been pricing Chinese 
beans below those of the United States as an inducement to 
Japanese buyers; it can set prices at any level to move the 
desired quantity of beans into the Japanese market. This puts 
U.S. exporters at a disadvantage.” Address: Asst. Agricultural 
Attaché, Tokyo, Japan.

1918. Direcciónde Estadística y Censo de la Contraloría 
General de la República. 1963. Importación y exportación de 
semillas, nueces y almendras oleaginosas: Años 1952-1962 
[Importation and exportation of seeds, nuts/kernels, and 
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oilseeds: Years 1952-1962]. Panama. [Spa]*
• Summary: Figures for soya imports from 1952 to 1962 
show that 2,677 kg of soya were imported. Note: It is not 
clear whether soybeans or soy products were imported, and if 
products, what kind. Address: Panama.

1919. Special Advisory Authority on Emergency Import 
Restrictions. 1963. Report under part V of the Tariff Board 
Act, 1921-1962, on saffl ower seed and soya bean oils, 17th 
December 1963. Canberra, Australia. 6 p. Tables. 34 cm. *
Address: Canberra Australia.

1920. Anyane, Seth La. 1963. Ghana agriculture: Its 
economic development from early times to the middle of 
the twentieth century. London and Accra: Oxford University 
Press. xiv + 228 p. See p. 161-62. Index. 22 cm. [99* ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent, comprehensive history of 
the subject. Chapter 19, which concerns Ghana’s Department 
of Agriculture after World War II, notes that “the new crop 
which was receiving a good deal of experimental attention 
on all [agricultural] stations at this time was soya bean. Soya 
beans were a crop with a good world demand at this time. 
But the interest shown in Ghana was still largely confi ned to 
experiment: (1) The yields on agricultural stations averaged 
400 lb. per acre. (2) Diffi culties were experienced with 
loss of viability of seed resulting in uneven germination. 
(3) The seeds of three varieties from subtropical areas in 
the United States of America–namely Mamloxi, Acadian, 
and Avoyelles–were distributed in all parts of Ghana, 
and produced very variable results. Some farmers had 
taken to the growing of soya beans on a limited scale, and 
Government offered to foster the industry by undertaking 
to buy farmers’ crops at 4d. per pound weight.” Soy is not 
mentioned before this time period. Ghana’s main export 
cash crop has long been cocoa, followed by much smaller 
amounts of palm oil, palm kernel and oil, rubber, fresh 
coconuts, copra, coffee, and cotton. In 1951 the author wrote 
his thesis at London University on “Economic Organization 
of Agricultural Production in West Africa.” Address: Chief 
Agricultural Economist, Div. of Agricultural Economics, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Ghana.

1921. Larsen, Marion R. 1963. The agricultural situation and 
crop prospects in Communist China, 1963. USDA Economic 
Research Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report 
No. 10. 16 p.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Weather conditions and 
crop prospects. Food availability. Retrospect and prospect.
 Under the Communist regime, China has undergone 
“convulsive change. The Great Leap Forward, enmeshed in 
the Second 5-Year Plan, backfi red economically, politically 
and socially. The emerging, more conservative long-range 
approach to economic and social problems will necessarily 
extend beyond the scope of the Third 5-Year Plan. 

Modernization (mechanization) of agriculture currently has 
precedence over socialization.
 The main crops discussed are wheat and rice. In the 
section on “Fall harvested crops” we read (p. 8-9): “The 
category of so-called industrial crops as received special 
emphasis by the Communist regime this year. The acreage 
of soybeans, which, during past years was probably less than 
previously estimated, is believed to be larger than in 1962. 
Weather conditions probably favored higher yields in some 
areas. Peanut acreage may be down somewhat, but yields 
should be up slightly.” Address: Agricultural Economist, 
Far East Branch, Foreign Regional Analysis Div., USDA, 
Washington, DC.

1922. Oleagineux. 1964. Industrie du soja [The soybean 
industry]. 19(1):41-42. Jan. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Worldwide production of soybeans. 
Predictions for soybean exports. The need for research and 
the American Soybean Association. The effect of molybdium 
on soya. Soybean crushers and oil refi ners in Canada. 
Market development in Germany by the Soybean Council 
of America. Denmark’s purchase of soya. Soybean Council 
fair on Cyprus. Sales in Colombia. Sales in Japan. New uses. 
Address: Paris.

1923. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1964. Big year for U.S. soybean promotion in 
Japan ends in record sales of U.S. soybeans in 1963. 2(12):9. 
March.
• Summary: The Japanese-American Soybean Institute 
(JASI), in 1963, pushed closer to its 20-pound goal for per 
capita consumption of edible oils in Japan. Consumption–
now at 13 pounds per capita (of which about a third is 
soybean oil)–has nearly doubled since 1956.

1924. Hutchison, George S. 1964. The soybean industry fi fty 
years ago. Soybean Digest. March. p. 24-25.
• Summary: “There was no such thing as a soybean industry 
in this country 50 years ago, nor for a number of years 
thereafter. But while on a business trip to the Orient in 1915 
for my employer, Albert Dickinson Co., seed merchants, I 
had the opportunity to learn something of how it operated in 
Manchuria at that time.
 “By the courtesy of Mr. Hatsumi Okura, Okura & Co., 
Tokyo, whom I met on the train traveling from Japan and up 
through Korea to Manchuria, I was permitted to go through 
the modern experimental extraction mill built by the South 
Manchurian Railroad at a cost of about $200,000, which had 
been put into operation about one year earlier. This mill used 
a Benzine extraction process developed in Germany and 
had a daily capacity of about 17 tons of oil and 100 tons of 
soybean meal. It was rated the fourth largest oil extraction 
plant in the world at that time. This was the fi rst attempt 
to use the extraction method of processing soybeans in the 
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Orient. Prior to that, practically all the processing was done 
by screw press.
 “There were perhaps a dozen or more smaller soybean 
mills at Dairen. The Nisshin mill, operated by Okura & 
Co., used hydraulic presses but most of the others, operated 
by native Chinese, were of small capacity and used screw 
presses operated by manpower with capstan bars to rotate 
the screw. The method of processing the beans was the same 
as had been used for centuries. First the beans were rolled 
fl at and steamed. The fl akes were placed into molds, which 
were made of heavy straw or fi ber circular mats, one lower 
and one upper, about 3 feet in diameter and when fi lled 
with the fl akes, about 8 inches thick. The upper and lower 
edges of the mats were folded around the circumference and 
bound with an iron hoop. These molds were stacked one on 
top of the other around the press and when the pressure was 
applied the oil was squeezed out and trickled down into a 
trough at the bottom of the press where it was drained off 
into storage vats. The recovery of oil was about 9%. The 
residue came out of the molds as bean cake in the shape of 
a grindstone which became quite hard and would withstand 
rough handling. The bean cake was shipped in large volume 
to Japan to be used mainly as fertilizer.
 “The crop of soybeans in Manchuria, season of 1914, 
was estimated at about 1,500,000 tons. About two-thirds of 
the crop was converted into oil and cake. A total of 700,000 
to 800,000 tons of cake and 200,000 to 300,000 tons of oil 
was exported annually. About 300,000 tons of beans were 
shipped from Vladivostok and about 200,000 tons went 
from Darien annually to Europe and Japan, but principally to 
Europe. Before the war (World War I) Germany and Belgium 
were large buyers of soybeans which were crushed in mills 
located in Stettin and Antwerp.
 “In 1913, 5,925,000 pounds of soybean oil were shipped 
from Dairen to the United States and in 1914 this was 
increased to 7,735,000 pounds. Later on, as World War I 
got under way and Japan was involved as an ally of Great 
Britain, the export to Europe was curtailed to some extent 
and the importation of soybean oil into the United States 
was greatly increased. No doubt this led to the production 
of soybeans in this country. No need to recount what has 
happened since then.
 “To have seen, within the span of one’s lifetime, the 
evolution of the soybean industry from one of relative 
unimportance, as it was operated 50 years ago in the land 
of its origin, to an industry such as we have here in this 
country today and its tremendous impact on the economy, 
agriculturally and commercially, the wide diversity of uses 
of the products of the Golden Bean that science and research 
have evolved, is indeed a privilege and a thought-provoking 
experience. Who can foretell the ultimate potential?”
 Photos show: (1) Mr. Hutchison riding in a rickshaw 
[with rubber tires and spokes] during his trip to Manchuria in 
1915. (2) A portrait photo of George S. Hutchison. Address: 

Former director and treasurer, Albert Dickinson Co.

1925. Humphreys, J.R. 1964. A case for expansion of soya 
bean production in Rhodesia. Rhodesia Agriculture Journal 
61(2):23-24, 26. March/April. Summarized in Soybean 
Digest, June 1965, p. 28.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production and markets: 
Major world importers and exporters. A place for soya 
beans in Rhodesia’s agricultural economy. Crop credentials. 
Problems to be studied if effi cient expansion is to be 
achieved. Bulking up of seed.
 The author believes that there is a potential export 
market and a domestic market for soybean oil and meal. 
“A crop of suffi cient magnitude could well infl uence the 
establishment of a solvent extractor unit.” Address: Seeds 
Offi cer, Dep. of Research & Special Services, Rhodesia.

1926. Di Giorgio, A.L. 1964. Partners in progress with our 
Italian cooperators. Soybean Digest. May. p. 56.
• Summary: “Meet the Italian Cooperators of the Soybean 
Council of America:
 “ASSOLIOSEMI, National Association of Seed Oil 
Millers, made up of all seed oil refi ners, wholesalers and 
some crushers, accounting for 85% of the seed oil consumed 
in Italy.
 “ASSALZOO. Italian National Association of Animal 
Feed Producers accounting for 70% of the commercial feed 
produced and sold. The Italian subsidiaries of two American 
fi rms–Ralston Purina and Central Soya–belong to Assalzoo 
as do all Italian processors of soybeans.
 “FEDERCONSORZI. National Federation of Farm 
Cooperatives, accounting for 30% of the commercial feed 
sold and 15% of seed oils consumed in Italy.
 “The Italian offi ce of the Soybean Council of 
America signs yearly cooperative agreements with these 
organizations, but the agreements are only the ‘formal’ basis 
of working together. The confi dence and trust with which our 
Italian cooperators view the SBC are based on the quality 
of the products which we represent and our identity in the 
business community of Italy. They know we are American 
but do not regard us as ‘outsiders.’ By being integrated in the 
economic and commercial life of the country we have taken 
on the moral strength that most private organizations could 
not have, solely because we are accepted.
 “Since our cooperators represent, besides ours, other 
commodities also, we promote all seed oils, confi dent that if 
people use more seed oils soybean oil will get its usual major 
share of this market. Likewise, we have everything to gain 
from the use of compound feeds because soybean meal is the 
best protein source and will certainly be blended in.
 “Why do we work with these cooperators?
 “Italy’s population is 51 million. With a budget of not 
over fi ve fi gures and a staff of only six–just a shade over 
one person for every 10 million–we cover Italy through our 
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cooperators by the technique of the ‘multiplying point.’ Our 
‘communication potential’ with the consumer is enormously 
magnifi ed through these organizations.
 “For instance, a single communication to Federconsorzi 
alone assures that it will be passed on through their 5,000 
outlets to their many times more thousands of customers.
 “These organizations spend their own money in 
joint activities proposed and planned by the Soybean 
Council. From the beginning of the current Italian project 
Jan. 28, 1960, to Dec. 31, 1963, Italian cooperators have 
contributed as their part about 135 million lire ($216,000) 
which matches almost dollar for dollar the FAS [USDA’s 
Foreign Agricultural Service] expenditure of 150 million 
lire ($240,000). With U.S. industry’s share, it practically 
balances out. They give us advice on how to adapt 
promotional ideas to the local situation and they help us to 
implement these ideas. In return, we supply them with high 
caliber technical help, usually top American scientists in all 
pertinent branches.
 “One of our 1964 joint activities will be participation 
at the Milan Trade Fair in the USA exhibit. There we will 
hand out to visitors small cans of oil, prominently carrying 
the stamp of the Assoliosemi. To avoid possible friction 
with some of the public which might arise from handing 
out samples of pure American soybean oil, it will be a blend 
of the most popular seed oils in Italy, the label noting the 
soybean oil content. This is adapting to the local situation 
and in so doing we and our cooperators are ‘scratching one 
another’s backs.’
 “SBC belongs. Warm personal relations with the heads 
of these organizations guarantee SBC ready access and 
friendly cooperation. Even government, realizing the degree 
of our integration into the economic life of the country 
and the extent of our contribution to Italy’s progress, looks 
sympathetically at our operations. It considers us a part of 
the country as well as a link between American and Italian 
industries.
 “This makes us Partners in Progress.”
 At the bottom of this article is a small map of Italy 
(including Sicily /Sicilia, and Sardinia / Sardegna) with a 
white star marking the capital city, Rome. Address: PhD, 
Director for Italy, Soybean Council of America.

1927. Fangauf, K.W. 1964. Germany may lift restrictions, 
use more soybean meal. Soybean Digest. May. p. 52-53.
• Summary: “The Soybean Council of America began to 
operate in Germany in 1958 when an agreement was reached 
with the German Oil Seed Crushers Association to conduct 
promotional activities for soybeans and soybean products in 
West Germany.
 “The German association represents all major German 
oilseed crushers. Among many functions of the association 
two are of principal importance: fi rst, to represent the interest 
of the oilseed crushing industry in dealing with the local 

government and the EEC authorities; and second, to conduct 
promotional work for the products of its members.
 “There are two major processing areas in Germany. 
These are the Hamburg area and the lower Rhine area. 
Additional oilseed crushing plants are located in the upper 
Rhine area and on canals of the inland waterway system. 
The connection of the crushing industry with large and 
effi cient sea ports is very essential since the German industry 
depends on the processing of imported oilseeds of which 
U.S. soybeans play the most important role. The indigenous 
production of oilseeds is limited to approximately 3.5 to 4 
million bushels of rapeseed.” Address: PhD, Director for 
Germany, Soybean Council of America, Inc., Hamburg.

1928. Madariaga, Juan G. de. 1964. France sees increasing 
imports of [soybean] meal and oil. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
54.
• Summary: “As France is becoming a highly effi cient 
livestock producing country, with substantial amounts of 
feed grains available domestically, it is expected that the 
consumption of soybean meal will continue to go up during 
calendar year 1964.”
 A graph, containing 4 graph lines, shows “Soybean meal 
consumption in France 1958-1963.” The top line shows total 
French consumption. Below that is total imports. Below that 
is imports from the United States. And the bottom line shows 
soybean meal produced by oil factories in France [mostly 
from imported soybeans]. The top line (total consumption 
of soybean meal) has risen dramatically, from 97,223 metric 
tons in 1958 to 424,603 metric tons in 1963. Address: 
Soybean Council of America, Director for France.

1929. Peitzner, G. 1964. Soybeans for the German market. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 31.
• Summary: “The Federal Republic of Germany is fi rst 
among buyers of U.S. soybeans in Europe. Import fi gures of 
soybeans from different countries of origin in recent years 
are as follows (million bushels):
 A small table shows soybean imports to Germany from 
1960 to 1963 from USA, from others, and total. In 1963 
the fi gures were 38,467 from USA, 1,444 from others, and 
39,911 total.
 The author emphasizes the need for tariff reform to 
protect the vital needs of German oil millers. Address: 
Giebel-oel Raffi nerie GmbH., Hamburg, West Germany.

1930. Rivera, Gonzalo. 1964. Spain: A large increase in 
soybean meal imports. Soybean Digest. May. p. 58-59.
• Summary: “The Spanish government in April 1963 
authorized 14 licenses to set up solvent extraction plants in 
Spain, the only condition being that they have a minimum 
crushing capacity of 50,000 metric tons per year. Only six 
groups are working at present on setting up their plants. The 
total capacity of these plants will be 440,000 metric tons 
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yearly. Exisa in Seville and Savicsa in Osuna are already 
working; Aceprosa started operations in the second half of 
March; and the other three plants will be ready to operate at 
the end of this year or the beginning of 1965.
 “In spite of the locally produced soybean meal from 
beans imported from the United States, the imports of this 
product in 1963 reached the fi gure 216,000 m.t. [metric 
tons] compared to 65,000 m.t. in 1962. The mixed feed 
industry has increased its production considerably due to the 
liberalization of the raw materials and the strong demand 
for animal protein. The production of mixed feeds can be 
estimated at 2 million m.t. compared to 1,560,000 m.t. in 
1962.
 “The small olive oil crop, estimated at 290,000 m.t., 
led the Spanish government to limit the exports of olive oil, 
liberalize peanut oil and, due to the poor quality of soybean 
oil received, purchase Russian sunfl owerseed oil. In May 
1963, the Spanish government was informed by the National 
Olive Oil Syndicate that the olive oil crop would be over 
320,000 m.t. This is the reason why only 105,000 m.t. of 
soybean oil was purchased.
 “When the Spanish government authorized the selling of 
blended soy- bean and olive oil, the Soybean Council and the 
National Oil Packers group jointly prepared a promotional 
campaign which never took place since the blend was 
authorized only for a period of 2 months.
 “Later, a new regulation established that all seed oils 
should be sold identifi ed pure and bottled, to the public. For 
the fi rst time, soybean oil was sold as such, in 1-liter bottles 
which had an enormous success among consumers. A second 
campaign to promote the sale of pure soybean oil was then 
studied but due to the reduced stocks of soybean oil the 
campaign was never begun.
 “The Spanish olive oil crop for 1963-64 will be over 
630,000 m.t. This will be the most important crop in this 
century and, due to the fact that the olive oil crops in the 
other producing countries will also be very large, Spain 
may have diffi culties in exporting its oil, mainly to Italy 
which is the leading importing country of this product. For 
this reason, and in order to protect olive oil, the Spanish 
government has established a support price for it. The price 
of fi rst-class olive oil is the same as that of peanut oil at the 
retail level (27 pesetas per liter).
 “As a consequence of the high support prices paid by 
the government, bottled olive oil is sold at 32 ptas. per liter 
to the public. For low-income groups, the government is 
subsidizing the sale of sulphur and cottonseed oils and other 
seed oils, to be sold either pure or blended at the price of 21 
ptas. per liter to the public in refundable bottles.
 “Soy fl our is being very well accepted by the meat 
packing industry. Imports went up from 25,000 pounds in 
1962 to 100,000 pounds in 1963.” Address: Director for 
Spain, Soybean Council of America, Madrid.

1931. Savage, Jack. 1964. The UK market for oils and fats: 
There’s an increasing need to import oilseeds for their animal 
feeding value. Soybean Digest. May. p. 34-36.
• Summary: A graph shows imports of oilseeds to the 
UK from 1913 to the present. In 1913 the main oilseeds 
imported were cottonseed and linseed. Today they are soya, 
groundnuts, and palm kernels. Address: Economist, Unilever, 
Ltd.

1932. Strayer, George M. 1964. Editor’s desk: World market 
absorbs half soy crop. Soybean Digest. May. p. 6.
• Summary: “U.S. soybeans are no longer solely a U.S. 
commodity. They are the major source of oil and protein in 
the markets of the world today. They are the No. 1 dollar 
earner for the United States in world trade. That which 
affects the U.S. soybean grower also affects the buyer 
wherever in the world he may be located. It also affects the 
producer of every other oilseed or oil-bearing product in the 
world.
 “Likewise, that which affects our buyers of oils, proteins 
or products in any country of the world affects the demand 
for our soybeans, and therefore the price. No longer can the 
soybean grower in Mississippi, Minnesota, or Ohio look 
only at the domestic market. More than 1 bushel of soybeans 
out of every 4 goes into world markets as beans. But the 
total, in terms of oil (adding soybean exports and oil exports 
together) shows nearly half of our soybean crop going into 
the markets of the world.
 “Much has now been written and said about the Allied 
Crude Vegetable Oil Co. scandal and the loss of some $150 
million on soybean and other oils that did not exist.
 “The effects were not only nationwide–they were 
worldwide. Firms and companies outside the United States 
were affected along with U.S. fi rms. The vegetable oil world 
was rocked.
 “Out of each catastrophe usually comes some good. 
This should be no exception. The marketing system on 
soybean oil for a period of years has left something to be 
desired–it had not kept pace with the growth of production 
and processing. This applied especially to overseas sales. 
Out of the adjusting should come a marketing mechanism on 
soybean oil that will do a better job than has ever been done 
before. The exchanges concerned have or are taking steps to 
prevent reoccurrence of this type of maneuvering. The gain 
in dollar sales of soybean oil since Oct. 1, as compared with 
a year ago, is already indicating this. If we are to overcome 
the U.S. overabundance of vegetable oils there must be 
confi dence and faith in the market. This is now evidence that 
such confi dence is asserting itself.
 “Up to this time the United States has been carrying the 
reserve stocks. This will now change. Active sales work by 
U.S. companies which were formerly sitting on their hands 
is now evident. There are more companies who are active 
sellers. This will create more active buyers.
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 “Announcement of the 1964-crop soybean support price 
of $2.25 per bushel, the same as in 1963, was certainly the 
only wise decision the Secretary of Agriculture could make. 
With passage of the cotton-wheat bill there will probably be 
about 3 million acres more soybeans than in 1963.
 “What will we do with the crop? Probable carryover 
from the 1963 crop now appears to be in the area of 50 
million bushels. Three-million-acres increase should produce 
about 75 million more bushels. This would make a total 
availability of about 825 million bushels next fall. We have 
never yet used and/or sold 700 million bushels in 1 year.
 “Given normal growing conditions it probably means 
large CCC takeover and the fi rst 100-million-bushel 
carryover in history.
 “Through a period of years we have been able to 
increase soybean markets by about 40 million bushels 
per year–until this year. A good product and a favorable 
price have worked in our behalf. The unrealistic talk of $3 
soybeans to the farmer–much as I liked it as a producer and 
would like to see it continue–has done irreparable damage to 
our markets. High prices of soybeans and low prices for U.S. 
livestock products put us in a squeeze here at home from 
which we will not emerge this year. High prices defi nitely 
reduced our exports of beans, oil and meal below the 
potential levels which existed last October.
 “Can this be the same crop Secretary Freeman said we 
would be short on in the current crop year? Without enough 
beans to supply our markets? And on which a higher support 
price was needed to stimulate production? It was apparent 
to the close observer in October what was going to happen 
to us. USDA has now recognized it.” Address: [American 
Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1933. Suzuki, Kyoji. 1964. Japanese oil manufacturing 
industry. Soybean Digest. May. p. 45.
• Summary: “1. Past Development. In Japan the processing 
of oilseeds has been going on since very olden times. In 
about the 10th century extraction of oil chiefl y from perilla 
and sesame was started, and in the 17th century extraction 
from rapeseed and cottonseed was started full scale. It 
was, however, in the beginning of the 20th century that the 
Japanese oil industry was fi rmly established as a modern 
industry.
 “When Japan founded the South Manchurian Railway 
Co. in Dairen, Manchuria, in 1907, a laboratory devoted 
to the study of utilization of Manchurian soybeans, an 
internationally known specialty crop, was established within 
the Central Research Institute attached to the company. The 
laboratory adopted the benzine extraction method developed 
in Germany, and a pilot plant was set up for the fi rst time in 
Dairen in 1910.
 “In the 1920’s oil mills, each with an annual processing 
capacity at the 100,000-ton level, were established in rapid 
succession for production of soybean oil. These mills 

exported vegetable oils in considerable quantities in the fi rst 
third of the 20th century. Their exports totaled 82,883 tons 
in 1935, 83,407 tons in 1936, and 58,953 tons in 1937. It is 
especially noteworthy that in those days the United States 
purchased vegetable oils from Japan. About 59,000 tons 
were exported to that country in 1935, as many as about 
70,000 tons exported in 1936 and about 40,000 tons shipped 
in 1937, though the United States is at present the world’s 
largest exporting country of vegetable oils and oil-bearing 
materials.
 2. Present Condition. As Japan has a land which is 
climatically unsuitable for growth of some kinds of oil-
bearing crops, suffi cient yields cannot be obtained except for 
rapeseed. Most of the required oil-bearing materials must be 
imported from abroad. Moreover, Japanese oil mills which 
were mostly ruined in World War II had to pass about 10 
years of diffi culties due to the work of restoration and an 
insuffi cient supply of raw materials. However, in proportion 
to the steady increase in the supply of raw materials, 
improvement of equipment and production techniques 
has progressed rapidly in such a way that crushing of 
oilseeds totaled 2,280,604 metric tons in 1963. This shows 
an increase of 18% over 1962 which recorded 1,930,617 
metric tons and reached about double prewar crushing. Of 
the oilseeds crushed during 1963, domestic crops totaled 
355,665 tons and the remaining 1,924,939 tons were imports, 
which included 1,185,410 tons of soybeans.
 “Japan’s imports of soybeans totaling 1,185,410 
tons during 1963 included Chinese soybeans for food 
uses (chiefl y for production of miso and tofu). At present 
soybeans for oil extraction are almost entirely imported from 
the United States. About 200,000 tons of domestic soybeans 
are in the market, but they cannot be used for oil extraction 
because of their low oil content.
 “3. Problems in the Japanese Crushing Industry. One of 
the biggest problems confronting the developing Japanese 
oil industry is the complete liberalization of manufactured 
oils and fats imports. In preparation for Japan’s transition on 
April 1, 1964, as an Article 8 nation in IMF [International 
Monetary Fund], the Japanese government has so far 
gradually expanded the list of liberalized goods, also 
liberalizing a few manufactured oils and fats several times. 
The government is now studying liberalization of soybean oil 
and about 10 other commodities which are still remaining. 
As stated before, Japanese oil mills cover about 80% of their 
raw materials by imports.
 “For protection of domestic soybeans an import duty of 
13% or 4,800 yen per ton is imposed on imported soybeans 
which are large in quantity and occupy the biggest share 
in the raw materials of oil mills. It is very unreasonable to 
liberalize manufactured oils and fats when a high duty is 
imposed on raw oilstuffs in addition to the disadvantageous 
situation of Japan as an importing country. So Japanese 
processors have given detailed explanations to the 
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government clarifying their situation, and the government 
understanding this point is now taking a policy to liberalize 
soybean oil and other soybean products after abolishing the 
duty on soybeans.
 “4. Outlook for the Future. We desire that the crushing 
industries in all countries of the world will develop by 
refi ning their techniques and rationalizing their management. 
We should try to develop our industry on a fair-play basis 
by repealing the government’s unreasonable tariff policy, 
by overcoming any disadvantage which may be imposed on 
Japan as an importing country by countries producing the 
raw material.
 “Oil intake by the Japanese people has been very low 
since olden times because of their diets based on rice. In 
spite of its remarkable increase in recent years, oil intake 
is still at a lower level than the American and European 
diets, but it is expected to increase hereafter little by little 
as diets improve. Future demands for oils and fats in Japan 
are expected to maintain a fairly high rate of expansion 
in parallel with the increased demand for protein meals 
resulting from development of the livestock industry.
 “In order to meet such increased demands, equipment 
of Japanese post-war oil mills has been all modernized 
attaining a processing potential to more than satisfy domestic 
requirements. Therefore, imports of raw materials will 
increase year by year. There is absolutely no need for Japan 
to import end products such as oils and meals. We would like 
to make clear that the half-century-old Japanese oil industry 
will more and more need increased imports of various oil-
bearing materials but no imports of processed goods.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2014) that mentions the Japan Oilseed Processors 
Association. Address: President, Japan Oilseed Processors 
Assoc.

1934. Tawa, Andre. 1964. Egypt: Varied program by 
[Soybean] Council to expand oil sales. Soybean Digest. May. 
p. 64.
• Summary: “Late in 1963, the Egyptian Ministry of Industry 
reorganized the oil trade, concentrating 56 processors into 
13 companies geared to crush by solvent extraction, refi ne, 
hydrogenate and market 5 million metric tons of Egyptian 
cottonseed, 150,000 metric tons of liquid edible oil local and 
imported by continuous refi ning, and 65,000 metric tons of 
shortening, soap and mixed feeds...
 “These 13 companies will be completely fi tted out with 
modern machinery during 1964 and 1965, increasing UAR 
requirements of imported oils to a minimum of 80,000 metric 
tons per year, instead of the average of 35,000 metric tons 
per year for the period 1959-1963.”
 To take advantage of these opportunities, the Soybean 
Council is demonstrating soy shortening (named “samna”) 
at fairs, sending consultants to help companies improve their 
processing techniques, showing fi lms such as “Miracles 

with Modern Foods” (produced by the Council), helping 
Ain Shams University study the protein value of legumes 
(including soybeans), working with the Egyptian Oil 
and Soap Co. in promoting their new Giza brand of soy 
shortening, and with consumer co-ops that market soy oil 
through 300 supermarkets. “Meanwhile we look forward 
to the challenging task of servicing an industry committed 
to meet the requirements of a steadily rising vegetable oil 
intake per capita, which is now 12 pounds per year compared 
with 9.5 pounds in 1959, and which is bound to near 24 
pounds per year as the country develops.” Address: Director 
for United Arab Republic, Soybean Council of America, 
Egypt.

1935. Virendrasingh, M. 1964. The place of soybean oil in 
Indian economy. Soybean Digest. May. p. 66-69.
• Summary: India is in the middle of its Third Five Year 
Plan. Peanut oil is the main vegetable oil in India. Yet while 
production has increased modestly, per capita consumption 
has decreased because of large population increases. “While 
production of oilseeds has not risen in the last 7 years, 
population has shot up from 396 million in 1956 to an 
estimated 464 million in 1963, an increase of 66 million.” 
Table 1 shows that the shortage of peanut oil has led to a 
rapid rise in price since 1955-56.
 Moreover India has embarked on a policy of exporting 
vegetable oils in order to earn direly needed foreign 
exchange, primarily to buy copra and palm oil for its soap 
and allied industries.
 “Ever since the defi cit in edible vegetable oil loomed 
in sight the Soybean Council of America, Inc., has had an 
offi ce in India. It has over the years steadfastly attempted to 
highlight to Indian industry, trade and government the great 
need to narrow the gap between supply and demand of edible 
vegetable oils, by the import of soybean oil under P.L. 480. 
Most of the time in the last 4 years soybean oil imported in 
drums has been over $55 cheaper than domestic peanut oil.”
 “The vanaspati industry is a well-organized one. Since 
1950 it has more than doubled production. Whereas, in 
1950 production of vanaspati was 175,196 tons, in 1963 
it is estimated to be 382,500 tons. Despite handicaps and 
diffi culties in recent years the industry is making steady 
progress.
 “However, it has suffered considerably owing to 
the high price of peanut oil the last few years. Peanut oil 
constitutes more than 75% of the industry’s manufacturing 
cost. It is obvious, therefore, that it will be afforded much 
relief if its request for importing soybean oil under P.L. 480 
is granted by the government of India.” Address: Director, 
Soybean Council of America, India.

1936. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1964. North Africa’s rising imports of U.S. soybean 
oil spur increased promotion efforts in area. 2(25):9. June 22.
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• Summary: The emergent market for U.S. soybean oil 
in three North African countries–Morocco, Tunisia, and 
Algeria–has prompted the Soybean Council of America to 
step up soybean promotion in this traditionally olive oil area. 
The sales were under Title I, P.L. 480.

1937. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1964. Some renewal of Japan-China 
soybean trade. Soybean Digest. June. p. 26.

• Summary: A table shows Japan’s imports of Chinese 
soybeans from 1956 to 1963, including the imported quantity 
(in metric tons) and the unit price (CIF in metric tons). A 
third column, for comparison, gives the unit price of U.S. 
soybeans (CIF in metric tons). The U.S. price is usually (but 
not always) less that the Chinese price. Japanese imports of 
Chinese soybeans started in 1956 with 165,859 metric tons 
(tonnes), fell to zero in 1959, and then increased to an record 
high of 226,664 tonnes in 1963.
 The rest of the article explains the reasons for these 
fl uctuations. Address: Japanese-American Soybean Inst., 
Tokyo.

1938. “The Times of India” News Service. 1964. Soyabean 
oil imports. Times of India (The) (Bombay). July 28. p. 9.
• Summary: “New Delhi, July 27–The Union Government 
has decided to import 100,000 tons of soyabean oil from the 
U.S. under P.L. 480.”
 This move is being made to meet the increased demand 
for edible oils.
 Note: Since 1961 India has rapidly become increasingly 
dependent on imports of U.S. soybean oil to meet its 
domestic needs.

1939. Soybean Digest. 1964. China promotes soybean trade 
in Japan. July. p. 29.
• Summary: “For the fi rst time since 1955, Mainland China 
is holding trade fairs in Japan to promote soybeans and other 
farm products.” Chinese soybeans have a lower oil content 
than American soybeans, and sell for about $10/ton less. 
Through this year in Japan, they have been used mostly in 
the production of miso.

1940. Soybean Digest. 1964. Two-ounce sample of soybean 
oil is examined by U.S. Ambassador Frederick Reinhardt 
(left) (Photo caption)... July. p. 19.

• Summary: “... at Soybean Council exhibit at 42nd Milan, 
Italy, International Sample Fair. Over 20,000 of the cans of 
the soybean oil along with 50,000 bags of potato chips were 
given away at the Fair. Also in the picture are (center & 
right) Robert C. Tetro, U.S. agricultural attache; and Dr. A.L. 
Di Giorgio, SBC director for Italy.”

1941. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1964. Brazil’s soybean production down. 2(35):13. 
Aug. 31.
• Summary: Around 90% of Brazil’s total production of 
soybeans is grown in Rio Grande do Sul. The decline is 
attributed to excessive rain, which delayed planting, followed 
by dry weather. The Foreign Trade Department of the Bank 
of Brazil (CACEX) is permitting exports of 28,200 tons of 
soybean bran from Brazil.

1942. Strayer, George M. 1964. Editor’s desk: Oil sales 
prospects are bright. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 6.
• Summary: “Prospects for soybean oil sales in the 
remainder of the current crop year–the August-September 
period–appear to be exceptionally bright. While deliveries 
will not be completed within the crop year they will certainly 
tend to strengthen the oil market, and we hope the bean 
market. Assuming normal August weather we’ll have a 
plentiful supply of soybeans, and we need all the positive 
factors in the market we can marshal.
 “But countries never before interested in U.S. soybean 
oil are now becoming interested. Price, quality, and 
salesmanship all are contributing. Demand for beans also 
looks favorable, especially for new crop, for much of the rest 
of the world is learning the real value of soy protein. With 
our prices competitive with other commodities we should 
again be in the ‘mainstream’ of world oil and bean trade.
 “If India, now in the grip of food shortages, buys 
soybean oil this will be the entering wedge of what could be 
a rapidly building market. With 440 million people to feed 
look what an increase of 1 pound per person per year in fat 
intake would require! Over 200,000 metric tons of oil! That’s 
the oil from roughly 45 million bushels of soybeans! Just 
to raise fat intake by 1 pound per person per year! And they 
need not 1 pound of increase, but 10 pounds!”

1943. Grow, Howard E. 1964. Japanese American Soybean 
Institute market development activities. Soybean Digest. 
Sept. p. 45-47.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Increased soybean 
exports to Japan. China has been supplying an increasing 
amount of Japan’s soybean imports during the past 2 years. 
New approach to promotion of soy oil. Modern processing 
plant now making properly “toasted” soybean meal in Japan. 
Study Japan soybean varieties for making foods. Nine U.S. 
fi rms will exhibit on the fi rst fl oor of the Trade Center.
 “As you perhaps know, soybeans took over fi rst place as 
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the largest dollar earner of all agricultural commodities in the 
export market during last year. Soybeans were also in fi rst 
place in dollar sales of all exports to Japan this year. Cotton 
and scrap iron have been in fi rst place in exports to Japan 
for many years, but are falling behind soybeans this year. 
Japan imported nearly 49 million bushels of soybeans from 
the United States during the 1962-63 marketing year. This 49 
million bushels is 27% of the total soybean exports as beans 
for 1962-63. Our exports of soybeans to Japan during the 
previous year were approximately 40 million bushels.”
 “Soybean meal has been a minor source of protein for 
livestock feed in Japan. The percentage of soybean meal was 
only 4.4% of total feed ingredients in 1960 and amounted to 
only 133,000 metric tons. There has been a steady increase 
in the percentage of soybean meal used in feed, along with 
increased tonnage. During 1963 soybean meal supplied 
6.6% of the total feed ingredients. This amounted to nearly 
400,000 metric tons. The estimated volume for 1964 is 
470,000 tons of soybean meal in feed, while the projected 
requirement for 1965 is 560,000 tons.” Address: Asst. to 
Executive Vice President, American Soybean Assoc.

1944. Mizukami, Masanao. 1964. The Oil and Fat Importers 
and Exporters Association [of Japan]. Soybean Digest. Sept. 
p. 43-44.
• Summary: Provides statistics about soybeans in Japan but 
relatively little new information. Address: President, OFIEA, 
Tokyo, Japan.

1945. Strayer, George M. 1964. Building markets is 
challenge of sixties. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 22, 24, 26-27.
• Summary: His report to ASA’s 44th Annual Convention.
 “The soybean crop year which will come to an end on 
Sept. 30, 1964, has been, if nothing else, a different one! A 
combination of circumstances which we have never before 
faced in our industry has set us back on our haunches, and 
they require a close look.
 “1–The 1963 soybean crop was the largest in history, 
exceeded that of the previous year by 30 million bushels, yet 
the highest prices of the season came during and immediately 
following the harvest.
 “2–For the fi rst time since World War II the domestic 
crush of soybeans declined from the previous year for a 
reason other than availability of supply. Not only did we 
slide backward–we went way back to the levels of the 1960 
soybean crush.
 “3–The Allied Crude Vegetable Oil Co. demise and 
all its accompanying disturbing factors, plus the wishful 
thinking of some people that Russia was going to buy beans 
or oil as well as wheat, pushed soybean prices to levels 
unjustifi ed by market potentials.
 “4–As a result of high prices the exports of soybeans fell 
far below last year’s levels during the early months of the 
season, and it now appears we will exceed last year’s export 

total, but will not reach the projected level. Our prices in the 
fall and early winter months defi nitely contributed to greater 
usage of other commodities by our overseas customers–
strengthening prices on those commodities, tending to 
encourage their production, and thus stimulate long-time 
production and continued competition in world markets.
 “5–The use of synthetic sources of protein through the 
use of nitrogen-bearing materials, such as urea for ruminant 
feeding, was stimulated during this period of high bean 
prices to the point where regaining these markets may 
be diffi cult or impossible. We may have to face up to the 
permanent loss of at least a portion of domestic markets 
which were formerly ours.
 “6–Low livestock prices during the period of high 
soybean and meal prices certainly contributed to the loss in 
meal markets.
 “7–U.S. feed and soybean processing companies are 
actively engaged in surveying overseas markets. Some of 
them have built new plants in overseas locations. Others 
have instituted joint operations with fi rms within the 
countries concerned.
 “One year ago in my secretary’s report I made the 
following statement:
 “’We must be continually vigilant on the matter of price 
for soybeans, for either support prices or selling prices at too 
high levels can stimulate production of competitive products 
and put us out of business.’
 “Priced out of Market: Little did I realize then that 
we were to see within a few months such a dramatic 
demonstration of what price can do you. We had an 
extremely favorable price for soybeans during and 
immediately following the harvest season–and there is no 
man in the industry more dedicated to favorable prices 
when growers have beans to sell than am I. But we priced 
ourselves out of the market. It will now take a year, perhaps 
2 or more years to buy back the markets we lost–and there is 
no assurance we can ever get some of them back...” Address: 
Executive Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer, American 
Soybean Assoc. [Hudson, Iowa].

1946. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1964. Thailand’s soybean production down. 
2(40):14. Oct. 5.
• Summary: Unoffi cial estimates placed Thailand’s 1964 
soybean crop at only about 990,000 bushels, harvested 
from 63,000 acres, for a yield of 15.7 bu/acre. The decline 
in plantings is attributed to unfavorable prices received 
by farmers. Soybeans are widely consumed as a pulse in 
Thailand. No soybeans are consumed in oil production; small 
quantities of oil are imported annually for use as salad oil.

1947. Ezedinma, F.O.C. 1964. The soybean in Nigeria. 
Proceedings of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria 3:13-16. 
Oct. Papers Presented at the Annual General Meeting. [10 
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ref]
• Summary: “Introduction of Soybean into Nigeria: The 
soybean was probably introduced into Nigeria in 1908. 
It was fi rst reported in 1910 (in the Annual Report of the 
Nigeria Department of Agriculture) that soybeans planted at 
Moor Plantation, Ibadan, on 1.35 acres failed. Introductions 
of new varieties were made in the years following but there 
was no indication that a successful crop was obtained from 
these. The soybean was probably taken from Ibadan to 
Samaru in 1928. In 1937, ten varieties were obtained from 
the United States of America and one each from Malaya and 
British Guiana. Of these, only one U.S. variety, Otootan, the 
Malayan and Creole from British Guiana [Guyana] survived; 
the rest either failed to germinate in the fi rst planting or 
failed in the second year planting. Two varieties obtained 
from Ottawa [Ontario, Canada] in 1938 did not germinate 
at Ibadan. A variety which had been brought into Itu in 
Eastern Nigeria was taken to Moor Plantation in 1940 and 
further introductions were made in the same year from the 
Philippines (six varieties) and Trinidad [Lesser Antilles] 
(one variety). Eight varieties were introduced from Southern 
Rhodesia in 1942, and in 1949 a total of 11 varieties were 
obtained from India, Ceylon, and the Philippines. By 1954, 
there were 38 varieties in the collection at Samaru and this 
had increased to 60 including some pure line selections 
by 1960. More varieties of soybeans have been introduced 
by the various Regional Ministries of Agriculture in 
recent years, notably by the International Development 
Services working in Western Nigeria. The problem of poor 
germination of soybean introductions is still experienced. 
The sudden change in ambient temperature in transit might 
be responsible for the rapid deterioration of the embryos and 
the subsequent failure of the seeds to germinate.
 “Production Trends: Although the early attempts to grow 
soybeans in the forest belt of Southern Nigeria failed owing 
essentially to the poor quality of imported seeds, subsequent 
trials in the guinea savanna belt proved successful. In 
1928, soybeans were successfully grown at the Samaru 
Experimental Station. This success apparently encouraged 
the formulation of a programme which eventually resulted 
in the issue of seeds to subsistent farmers in the adjoining 
districts in order to establish soybean as a cash crop. 
Soybean was thus meant to replace such commodity 
crops as benniseed (Sesamum sp.) in Benue Province and 
cotton (Gossypium sp.) in Southern Zaria Province. A 
world shortage of oil-seeds immediately after World War 
II accelerated the drive for increased soybean production 
in Nigeria. A variety ‘Malayan,’ which showed promise of 
yielding above 1100 kg/ha was multiplied and issued to 
farmers about 1946.
 “Following an initial export of 10 tons (25,110 kg) from 
Nigeria in 1947, soybean became a cash crop and was grown 
in parts of the three provinces of Benue, Katsina and Zaria.” 
The main production area was the Tiv Division of Benue 

Province where output grew from 10.5 tons in 1946 to 700 
tons in 1948.
 Today “Benue Province [in east central Nigeria] is the 
most important soybean producing area in the country. From 
this ‘nucleus’ soybean has spread into the adjoining districts 
of Plateau, Niger, Kabba, as well as Ogoja and Abakaliki 
provinces in Eastern Nigeria.”
 Page 15: Table 2: The amount of soybeans purchased for 
export increased steadily from 10 tons in 1947 to a peak of 
15,860 tons in 1963. Table 5. Yields of soybean in Nigeria 
range from 340 to 1120 kg/ha.
 Page 16: Table 6: Experimental yields (kg/ha) of some 
soybean varieties at various locations in Nigeria [1951-
1955]. The varieties are: Malayan Bilomi No. 3, Yellow 
Bermelly, Misc. 94, Black Matted Java, Bilomi No. 1, 
Dixie, 2 EB, Benares. The locations are: Samaru, Yandev, 
Kontagora, and Riyom.
 “Summary and Conclusions: In spite of its 
comparatively recent history as a farm crop in Nigeria, the 
soybean has achieved a signifi cant place as a commercial 
crop, contributing increasingly to the annual foreign 
exchange earnings of the country. The acreage and total 
production of the crop has more or less increased steadily 
since it was fi rst distributed to farmers after World War 
II. Due to the fact that virtually the entire soybean crop 
is currently exported, its domestic and commercial 
potentialities have not been fully exploited in Nigeria.
 “Either due to ignorance of suitable methods of 
preparing soybean recipes or because of the longer history 
and relative abundance of other grain legumes like cowpea 
and bambara groundnuts, the soybean is not eaten to any 
extent even in the producing districts of Nigeria. Soybean 
which contains about 40 percent crude protein would 
probably go a long way to augment the present protein 
shortage in the diet of many Nigerians. This will depend on 
the development of suitable methods of preparing acceptable 
recipes and integrating. these into Nigerian cookery.
 “The present system of exporting all the harvest in the 
crude form denies the country of a chain of much needed 
secondary industries including extraction of oil and related 
manufacturing processes. Moreover, the cost of handling 
the bulky crude commodity reduces the net income to the 
Nigerian producer. Above all, if soybean is processed locally, 
the by-product (soybean cake) from oil extraction processes 
would become available to augment other high protein 
feedstuffs for livestock.
 “Although acre yields are still relatively low, it would 
seem that a higher price incentive which local processing 
and dietary demands will introduce might evince a more 
extensive cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria. In anticipation 
of this, an intensive programme of agronomic and home 
economics research could be usefully initiated in order to 
ensure higher returns per acre and maximum utilisation of 
the products.”
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 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen 
(March 2020) for soybeans in Nigeria (probably 1908), or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria (1910). The source 
of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Federal Dep. of 
Agricultural Research, Moor Plantation, Ibadan.

1948. Larsen, Marion R. 1964. The agricultural situation and 
crop prospects in Communist China, 1964. USDA Economic 
Research Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report 
No. 20. iv + 10 p. Oct.
• Summary: The section on “Crop outlook” contains a 
subsection titled “Soybeans” (p. 403) states: “Acreage 
of soybeans in 1964 continued to expand, following a 
substantial reduction in 1962... Yields are expected to 
exceeded those in 1963, resulting in a larger total harvest. It 
does not appear, however, that acreage and production will 
equal that in 1957, although both appear to be the largest 
since about 1960, when it is believed the crop began to 
decline.”
 “Imports of food: Including shipments delivered in 
1964, the communist regime has imported over 22 million 
metric tons of grain [mostly wheat] since 1960 at an 
estimated cost in excess of $1.5 billion... Various government 
offi cials have indicated recently that it is now an economic 
policy to continue to import the cheaper grains (wheat, corn, 
barley, etc.) and export the higher priced rice and soybeans. 
Most of the country’s exports of rice would go to soft-
currency countries.
 “Contracts with Canada and Argentina for grain 
purchases extend into 1966, and negotiations with France 
and Australia are expected to result in additional continued 
imports.” Address: Agricultural Economist, Far East Branch, 
Foreign Regional Analysis Div., USDA, Washington, DC.

1949. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1964. 
Research on soybeans: Presented to the Honourable Harry 
Hays, Minister of Agriculture, Ottawa. Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada. 7 p. Oct. 26. 28 cm.
• Summary: Ontario’s 10,000 soybean growers have 
assessed themselves via a levy on their Marketing Board in 
order to study ways to increase soybean yields and expand 
production. “Soybean production in Ontario has had a 
phenomenal growth. Production was spurred by the war 
effort and shortage of fats and oils. Production has been 
limited to the southern part of the Province of Ontario and to 
a lesser extent the southern part of the Province of Manitoba, 
and has reached about one-third of Canada’s requirements...
 “It is a rarity today in agriculture to fi nd a commodity 
with so much domestic market potential. Vast defi ciencies 
of protein meals and vegetable oils exist in Canada–it 
is imperative that every effort be made to fi ll the gap by 
domestic production.”
 Canada presently has to import $60 million worth of 
soybeans, soy oil and soybean meal. Although exports of 

soybeans and soybean products total $30 million, this defi cit 
of $30 million is a major factor in Canada’s trade balance 
with the U.S.
 A chart on page 4 shows exports, production, imports, 
and crushings of whole soybeans only from 1965-1963. 
Research is needed on weed control in soybeans, and the 
development of growth regulators that enable the soybean 
plant to produce less leaves and more pods.
 The report closes with the following: “Request: This 
submission is made to request the government to make more 
funds available specifi cally for soybean research, and to 
place more emphasis on the needs of the soybean industry. 
Respectfully submitted, F. Hyatt–Chairman, R. Smith, Past 
Chairman, L. Longhurst–Vice-Chairman K.A. Standing–
Secretary-Manager, The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board.” Address: Box 668, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada.

1950. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1964. Japan now using U.S. soybeans in food. 
2(46):7. Nov. 16.
• Summary: More than 10% of the nearly 49 million 
bushels of U.S. soybeans exported to Japan during the 1963 
marketing year went into the production of three staple 
foods–shoyu, tofu, and miso. Until 6 years ago, Japan 
imported no soybeans from the U.S. for food manufacture–
all U.S. imports were processed into oil and meal.

1951. Continental Grain Co. 1964. Where will the world get 
the protein it needs? (Ad). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 31.
• Summary: This full-page ad is mostly blank space. The 
answer to the question is across the bottom.
 “From soybeans–now America’s fi fth largest cash crop.
 “In most areas of the world, carbohydrates are relatively 
plentiful. Not so for proteins. Soybeans, which contain about 
20% edible oil and 40% protein, are the protein base on 
which America’s huge livestock industry was built.
 “Now history repeats itself in other countries. Population 
growth, combined with rising standards of living, has led to 
greatly increased demands for meat products. And with it 
has come a growing demand for U.S. soybeans, particularly 
soybean meal–a major constituent of poultry and livestock 
feeds.
 “For example, western Europe’s imports of U.S. soy 
meal could reach 1.5 million metric tons by the close of 
1965. This amounts to an increase of 85% in just three years. 
Biggest potential customers now and in the years ahead are 
Japan, France, West Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Spain, Denmark and Italy.
 “Overall, U.S. exports of soybeans and meal for the next 
fi ve years are expected to increase some 40%–from a record 
180 million bushels in the last Crop year, to over 250 million 
bushels. A bright future indeed for soybeans and soybean 
growers. Continental Grain Co., 2 Broadway, New York, N. 
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Y. 10004–helping American Agriculture serve the nation and 
the world.” Address: 2 Broadway, New York, NY 10004.

1952. Strayer, George M. 1964. Editor’s desk: The strong 
arm of the government. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 4.
• Summary: On December 1, 1964, the Soybean Council 
of America (SBC) will be moving its offi ce to Washington, 
DC. U.S. government funds are expended by SBC in doing 
overseas market promotional work on soybeans and soybean 
products, under section 104(a) of the Agricultural Trade and 
Adjustment Act of 1954. The Council was organized in 1956. 
Certain governmental regulation of expenditures are to be 
expected. “I see in this move the strong arm of government 
moving out to rigidly control that which it helps to fi nance.” 
In trying to deal with such problems, the Washington 
offi ce will inevitably begin to lose touch with the soybean 
processors, exporters, and producers who fi nance the dollar 
expenses of the Council. “It will, in my estimation, gradually 
but surely be swallowed by government and become just 
another adjunct to bureaucracy.”
 “The time has now come when we as soybean producers 
must provide the organization and the fi nancing to do our 
own market promotional work. Producer fi nancing of this 
work has now become a MUST. The day of reckoning has 
arrived.” Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1953. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1964. Soybean Council takes part in Delhi oils 
meeting. 2(49):8. Dec. 6.
• Summary: The U.S. has just agreed to supply India with 
its fi rst large shipment of soybean oil under Title I of P.L. 
480. The 150 million pounds to be delivered during 1964-65 
compare with a 5-year average of only 1.5 million pounds. 
More than 200 Indian technicians working directly in the 
vegetable oil refi ning and processing industries are expected 
to attend the meeting, sponsored by the Soybean Council of 
America, and FAS (USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service) 
as part of a continuing program to promote use of soybean 
products in India. Most of the U.S. oil for shipment in 1964-
65 will be manufactured into vanaspati, a dietary staple 
among vegetarian Indians. Vanaspati production has been 
hampered by shortages and peak prices for Indian peanut and 
cottonseed oils–customarily used in vanaspati.

1954. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1964. 
Research on soybeans: Presented to the Honourable William 
A. Stewart, Minister of Agriculture, Toronto. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada. 7 p. Dec. 15. 28 cm.
• Summary: The contents of this document is identical to 
that presented to Harry Hays, the Minister of Agriculture 
in Ottawa on 26 Oct. 1964. Address: Box 668, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada.

1955. Tanganyika Ministry of Agriculture, Annual Report. 

1964. For the year 1962.
• Summary: Soya beans are discussed in two divisions of 
this report: Agricultural Extension, and Research. D.A. 
Mwakosya, Director of the Agricultural Extension Division, 
notes under “Pulses” (p. 8) notes that those grown in 
Tanganyika include mixed beans, peas, chickpea, cowpea, 
soya bean, pigeon pea, haricot beans, and bonavist beans 
[Lablab purpureus]. In 1962, some 19,600 tons of pulses 
were grown in Tanganyika. The Northern region produced 
the most pulses (8,300 tons). Soya beans are grown mostly 
for sale rather than for subsistence. The country’s main 
agricultural exports are sisal, cotton lint, and coffee.
 B.C. Akehurst, Director of Research, notes (p. 2) that 
“The soya bean breeding project neared its completion 
with further testing of a number of potential new varieties. 
Wider testing of some of these varieties has revealed a much 
greater range of adaptability than was expected.” On page 
12, research on soya is discussed in detail and summarized. 
“The breeding programme is reaching its conclusion. Four 
hundred new varieties were tested in strain trials. HLS 
219 and 11 H 55 F4/137, leading performers for the past 
three seasons, again did well.” Experiments at Ilonga, 
Wami, and Suluti showed a general yield level of 1,500 lb/
acre. “Everywhere HLS varieties out-yielded their parents 
(Light Speckled and Hernon 237). HLS 147 and 223 were 
prominent at all sites. HLS 263 also performed well at Suluti 
and Mtopwa.”
 Note: We learn from Auckland in 1966 that “HLS” 
stands for “Hernon Light Speckled.” Address: Dar-es-
Salaam, Tanganyika.

1956. Daizu ni Kansuru Shiryo (Statistics on Soybeans and 
Soyfoods in Japan). 1964--. Serial/periodical. Tokyo: Norin-
sho, Engei Kyoku, Tokusan-ka (Japan Dep. of Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Fisheries). Annual. 26 cm. [30 ref. Jap]
• Summary: This annual publication of the Ministry of 
Agriculture, all in Japanese, is the single best unifi ed source 
of statistical information on soybeans and soyfoods in Japan. 
By the 1970s the name of the publishing organization had 
changed to Norin Suisan-sho, Nosan Engei Kyoku, Hatasaku 
Shinkoka. The average length of a volume was 146 pages in 
the 1960s, increasing to 170 pages in the 1980s.
 Table of Contents for the 1984 Edition reads: I. Finding 
where soybeans fi t (in Japanese agriculture) (p. 1). 1. 
Changes in the size of area of the cultivated fi elds (p. 1). 2. 
Changes in usage of land (p. 2). 3. Changes in the rate of 
usage of cultivated fi elds (p. 6). 4. Converting rice fi elds to 
other crops (p. 7).
 II. Production trends (p. 14). 1. Results of production (p. 
14). 2. Present status of management (p. 28).
 III. Grant money system (p. 56). 1. Outline of grant 
money system for soybeans and rapeseeds (p. 56). 2. 
Changes in the standard price of soybeans and the amount 
of soybeans subject to the grant money (p. 58). 3. Results of 
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the regulated sales of soybeans (p. 59). 4. Monthly changes 
in the price of soybeans (p. 60). 5. Standards of inspection 
of soybeans (p. 62). 6. The present status of inspecting and 
ranking soybeans (p. 66).
 IV. Outlines of the budget of the countermeasure of 
promoting the production of soybeans (p. 70). 1. Changes in 
the budget (p. 70). 2. Outline of budget of soy-related items 
in 1984 (p. 72). 3. The present status of enforcement of the 
enterprises (p. 82).
 V. Varieties of soybeans (p. 86). 1. Table of the soybean 
varieties which were registered as Norin Bango (agriculture 
& forestry number) (p. 86). 2. Table listing the main existing 
varieties (p. 96). 3. Table of the varieties which each 
prefecture recommends (p. 102). 4. The status of planting 
different varieties of soybeans (p. 104).
 VI. The present status of management techniques of 
cultivation (p. 109). 1. The season of soybeans in the main 
producing prefectures (p. 109). 2. Outline of the national 
association of promoting the improvement of management of 
beans in 1983 (p. 112).
 VII. Trend of demand for soybeans (p. 132). 1. Changes 
in the demand for and the rate of self supply of soybeans (p. 
132). 2. The status of demand for soybeans by year (p. 133). 
3. Changes in the amount of soybeans imported for food 
use and the amount of soybeans used in various items (p. 
133). 4. The results of production, shipping, and the usage 
of raw materials of miso and shoyu (p. 136). 5. The status 
of consumption of processed soybean products (p. 140). 6. 
Nutrients of soybeans and soybean products (= soyfoods) (p. 
144). 7. Long term view (p. 150). 8. Changes in the rate of 
making soybeans as merchandise (p. 150). 9. The status of 
the production of soybeans in main producing countries (p. 
151). 10. Changes in the amount of soybean production in 
the USA (p. 152). 11. The amount and the price of exported 
soybeans of main exporting countries, by countries (p. 
153). 12. The amount and the price of imported soybeans 
of the main importing countries, by countries (p. 154). 13. 
The Japanese import situation for soybeans, by years and 
countries (p. 156). 14. The imported amounts, exported 
amounts, and the domestic prices by years (p. 162). 15. 
Changes in the soybean tax (p. 164).

1957. New York Times. 1965. Export license issued. Jan. 27. 
p. 45, 52.
• Summary: “The issuance of the fi rst export license for 
the sale of soybeans to the Soviet Union was announced 
yesterday afternoon by the Department of Commerce and the 
Continental Grain Co.”
 The license authorized the sale of 90,000 tons of 
soybeans for cash by Continental Grain, a transaction that is 
valued at $10.25 million at current market prices.
 Just a year ago Continental was instrumental in selling 
$250 million of American grain to the Soviet Union.
 Soybean traders are nervous because there is a fi ne 

balance between supply and demand for this crop.

1958. Australia Tariff Board. 1965. Tariff revision; report 
on saffl ower seed and soya beans, saffl ower oil and soya 
bean oil, 26th February, 1965. Canberra, Australia: Canberra 
Government Pr. 13 p. 34 cm. *
Address: Canberra Australia.

1959. Nakamura, Hiroshi; Hieronymus, Thomas A. 1965. 
Structure of the soybean processing industry. Illinois 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 706. 84 p. Feb. 
[36 ref]
• Summary: An outstanding history and analysis of the U.S. 
soybean crushing industry.
 Contents: Introduction. Growth and development of 
the soybean industry [excellent history]: Pioneering period 
(starting in 1911 with Herman Meyer in Seattle, and with 
A.E. Staley in 1922 in Decatur, Illinois), tariff problem (in 
June 1930 the Smoot-Hawley Tariff was passed giving high 
tariff protection to U.S. soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean 
meal), rapid growth (starting in 1935), postwar period (“In 
1948 there were 185 [crushing] plants with a capacity of 
about 200 million bushels.” During the 1950s, the soybean 
crush increased by more than 50%), expanding markets 
for soybean products (“Soybeans produce nearly twice as 
much meal per pound of oil as cottonseed and saffl ower, 
and about three times as much as peanuts,...”) (utilization of 
soybean oil, nonfood uses–as in soap and paint, food uses–
especially soybean oil, exports–especially soy oil to Europe, 
utilization of soybean meal–as feed for livestock and poultry, 
technological development), expanding soybean production 
(total acreage, geographical distribution of soybean acreage, 
development of soybean varieties, yields and production, 
government farm programs affecting soybean production), 
location of soybean processing plants (U.S. Census of 
Manufacturers 1939, 1951-1952 industry survey, 1954 
situation, 1957-58 situation), capacity and mill operations.
 Cost analysis of soybean processing: Yields and 
processing costs by types of operation (processing costs of 
different types of operation, economic advantage of solvent 
extraction, economies of scale in the soybean processing 
industry, changes in levels of processing costs, processing 
costs and revenue, effects of economies of scale).
 Analysis of processing margins: Processing margins for 
the industry and individual mills (defi nition of processing 
margins, annual variations in processing margins, seasonal 
variations in processing margins, determination of processing 
margins for individual mills), processing margins and net 
returns (importance of operational factors, profi tability of 
processing operations by area).
 Locational analysis of soybean processing: Economics 
of plant location (processing of soybeans in transit, effect of 
transit on soybean processors, location of soybean processing 
plants {Decatur, Illinois; New Orleans, Louisiana}), 
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transportation by barge and truck (competition among 
railroads, barge, and truck), effects of pricing system in the 
industry (pricing of soybean products), competitive position 
of processing plants by area.
 Causes and effects of business integration in the 
industry: Types of integration, causes of integration (vertical 
integration in meal, vertical integration in oil, vertical 
integration in soybean acquisition, horizontal integration in 
processing operations, processing of other oilseeds), effects 
of integration.
 Summary and probable trends.
 Tables: (1) Quantity of soybean processed by method 
of extraction, annual 1936-49, 1951, 1952, 1956, and 1957, 
year beginning October. (2) Changes in harvested acreages 
of soybeans and other selected crops [corn, cotton, hay, oats, 
wheat], Corn Belt, South, and total U.S., selected years, 
1949-1960. (3) Geographical distribution of U.S. soybean 
processing plants, 1950-61. (4) Estimated processing 
capacity and quantities of soybeans processed in fi ve major 
soybean states, and all others, 1951-52, 1957-58, 1960-61. 
(5) Yields of oil and meal by method of processing, and 
combined value from a bushel of soybeans, 1947-52.
 (6) Price ratio of soybean oil to meal, averages 1931-35, 
1936-40, 1941-45, and annual 1946-60 crop years (the ratio 
peaked at 6.54 in 1946-47). (7) Processing costs per bushel 
of soybeans by type of operation, 1951-52 and 1952-53. 
(8) Operating margins according to type and size of mills. 
Solvent, expeller and screw press, hydraulic. Large, medium, 
small. (9) Distribution of processing costs, solvent oil mills 
by size of mill, 1952-53 season. (10) Changes in levels of 
processing costs per bushel of soybeans (300 tons per day 
solvent plant).
 (11) Calculated costs and returns of solvent soybean 
oil mills by size of mill, 1951-54 average. For 11 mill sizes 
(in thousands of bushels per year annual capacity) gives: 
Investment per bushel, total cost per bushel, gross revenue 
per bushel, net revenue (profi t) per bushel, return per dollar 
of investment (the bigger the mill, the higher the return per 
dollar). A mill with annual capacity of 11 million bushels 
per year returns 13.2% per dollar invested. (12) Price spread 
between the value of products per bushel of soybeans 
crushed and farm price of soybeans, 1947-61. (13) Average 
processing margins in the soybean industry, monthly and 
season average, 1951-60, cents per bushel of soybeans 
processed. Highest in Sept., lowest in May. Ten year average 
35.5 cents. (14) Yields [in pounds] of oil and meal per short 
ton [2,000 lb] of soybeans processed, specifi ed states and 
U.S. average, 1959-61 crop years. Also gives average yields 
of oil and meal per bushel, 1959-61 average for each of the 
10 states + other states. (15) Average processing margins for 
Illinois processors, monthly and season average, 1951-60, 
cents per bushel of soybeans processed.
 (16) Transportation costs in cents per bushel of soybeans 
under nontransit, as compared to the cost of transporting 

equivalent quantities of oil and meal under transit from 
Decatur, Illinois, to specifi ed markets, 1946 and 1962. 
The markets are Boston (Massachusetts), New York City, 
Baltimore (Maryland), New Orleans (Louisiana), Los 
Angeles (California), Seattle (Washington). (17) Average 
price of soybean meal at specifi ed markets, dollars per short 
ton, bulk, 1956-60. (18) Farm prices of soybeans in specifi ed 
states, 1956-60 crop years, dollars per bushel. (19) Soybean 
processing margins in specifi c states, 1956-60, cents per 
bushel of soybeans processed. (20) Average freight rates 
paid on soybean meal in state-to-state movement by Class 
I railroads in 1960, dollars per sort ton, bulk carload. Gives 
many states of origin and destination.
 (21) Average freight rates paid on soybean oil in state-
to-state movement by Class I railroads in 1960, dollars 
per sort ton, bulk carload. Gives many states of origin and 
destination. (22) Average freight rates paid on soybeans 
in state-to-state movement by Class I railroads in 1960, 
dollars per sort ton, bulk carload. Gives many states of 
origin and destination. (23) Integrated operations at soybean 
processing plants by state, 1950 and 1960. (24) Share of total 
shipments accounted for by largest companies in the soybean 
processing industry, 1958 and 1947.
 Graphs: (1, p. 31) Processing costs of solvent extraction 
plants by size in 1952-53. The larger the plant capacity, the 
lower the processing cost in cents per bushel. The plant 
capacity should be greater than 1.5 million bushels. The 
maximum plant capacity shown is 11 million bushels per 
year. (2, p. 37) Processing costs and return per dollar of 
investment for solvent extraction plants, by size in 1952-53.
 In 1939, according to the U.S. Census of Manufacturers, 
some 47 soybean processing plants were operating in the 
USA as follows: Illinois 14, Ohio 7, Iowa 6, and 20 in other 
states. By 1942 this number had increased to 79, with a 
total capacity of 106 million bushels, 71% of which was in 
the four largest soybean producing states of Illinois, Iowa, 
Indiana, and Ohio. By 1944 this number had increased to 
137 plants, with a total processing capacity of 172 million 
bushels, of which 81% was in the four states mentioned. 
In 1950 there were 251 plants crushing soybeans either 
exclusively or as part of their operations. Of this total 
number, 139 plants crushed only soybeans, and these plants 
were highly concentrated in the four states mentioned. In the 
early 1950s the total number of U.S. soybean plants began a 
long and fairly rapid decline (p. 15).
 In the case of cooperative processing plants, during 
and immediately after World War II, forward integration by 
cooperative country elevators was motivated primarily by 
the desire on the part of farmers to obtain soybean meal from 
their soybeans at a time of shortage of high protein livestock 
feeds (p. 77). Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, 
Univ. of Illinois.

1960. Soybean Digest. 1965. Sale of soybeans to Russia. 
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Feb. p. 12.
• Summary: “The government on Jan. 26 approved an 
$11-million sale of soybeans to the Soviet Union. The license 
to sell the soybeans–about 3,500,000 bushels–was issued by 
the U.S. Department of Commerce to the Continental Grain 
Co., New York. Continental said it was selling 90,000 tons of 
soybeans to Russia, deliveries to begin shortly, for payment 
in cash. Offi cials described the transaction as strictly a 
commercial deal. There is no surplus in government stocks.
 “For the second consecutive year oilseeds and oilseed 
products returned more dollars to the United States than 
any other group of agricultural products in the 1963-64 
marketing year that ended last October, USDA reports. Total 
value of these exports in 1964-65 is expected to reach $1 
billion, involving record movement of soybeans, soybean oil 
and meal, and cottonseed oil, USDA says.”

1961. Soybean Digest Blue Book Issue. 1965-1972. Serial/
periodical. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. Annual.

• Summary: Titled Soybean Blue Book from 1947-1964; 
Soybean Digest Blue Book Issue from March 1965 to March 
1972; Soybean Digest Blue Book from March 1973 to 
1979; Soya Bluebook from 1980 to 1994. A directory and 
information book for the soybean production and processing 
industries. One of the most valuable sources of worldwide 
information on soybeans. Address: Hudson, Iowa.

1962. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. Eight U.S. food and feed products to be 
shown at Madrid’s international farm fair next month. 
3(15):16. April 12.
• Summary: Spain also ranks high as a market for U.S. 
soybean cake and meal. In 1962-63, purchases hit a record 
196,331 short tons, and although this fi gure went down to 
161,125 the following year (refl ecting the growth of Spain’s 
soybean crushing industry), the country was nonetheless 
second biggest buyer of these U.S. products in Europe 
for both years. The Soybean Council will also promote 

soybean oil for table use by sampling of french-fried 
potatoes, chicken legs, and fi sh sticks deep-fat fried in 
soybean oil. Two years ago (1962-63 marketing year), 
Spain became the U.S.’s biggest cash customer for 
soybean oil with purchases reaching $27.8 million. The 
following year–with Spanish olive oil output way up–
soybean oil imports ceased.

1963. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. Finland contracts for more Chinese 
soybeans. 3(16):15. April 19.
• Summary: The 1965 quota for Finnish imports 
of Chinese soybeans is 35,000 tonnes. Over half of 
Finland’s soybean purchases comes from China, and 
most of the rest, from the U.S.

1964. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. West German imports of soybeans hit 
new record. 3(17):15. April 26.
• Summary: German imports of soybeans during 1964 
rose to a new high of 1.4 million tonnes–29% above 
those of 1963. Imports to the various countries was as 
follows: The U.S. sent 1,355,755 tonnes; Canada, 2,293 
tons; Brazil, 298 tonnes; Mainland China, 44,597 tons; 
and others at 1,670 tonnes. The total number of tonnes 
of soybeans that West Germany imported in 1964 was 
then 1,404,613 tonnes.

1965. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1965. City notes: 
More use of soyabean oil. April 28. p. 4.
• Summary: “The vanaspati industry has received a 
pleasant gift. New Delhi [the government of India] has 
permitted the industry to use soyabean oil to the extent 
of 50 [?] per cent. of its requirements. Its limit till now 
was only 20 per cent.”
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1966. Strayer, George M. 1965. Editor’s desk: This is no 
time for abdication. Soybean Digest. April. p. 4.
• Summary: “The soybean industry–growers, handlers, 
processors, exporters–is confronted with a series of 
problems. They are the problems of growth and they are 
principally the problems of governmental farm programs.
 “For a period of years we have been expanding the 
production and the sale of soybeans at the rate of about 40 
million bushels per year. This has been sound growth, for 
it has brought neither surpluses and the resultant low price 
levels, nor has it brought shortages.
 “While I like $3 [per bushel] soybeans when I sell them, 
I also recognize that this price is an artifi cial one, and an 
unhealthy one, and that continuation of such a price would 
eventually replace my commodity in the world markets. 
Copra, peanuts, sunfl owerseed, saffl ower, palm and a host of 
other oilseeds and oil-bearing materials would take over our 
soybean markets. Once the production of those commodities 
has been stimulated, it will continue in spite of anything we 
can do.
 “The real problem facing us is expansion of production 
of soybeans fast enough to supply our domestic and world 
markets as they grow, and at the same time not increase 
production too fast. The problems arise in agreement on the 
solution.”
 A small portrait photo shows George Strayer. Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1967. Cowan, J.C. 1965. HWSB: Hydrogenated-winterized 
soybean oil. A new soybean oil for export. Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 16-17. [6 ref]
• Summary: “One of the latest commercial developments in 
edible oils in the United States is hydrogenated-winterized 
soybean oil (HWSB oil). Although much technical 
information on how to prepare this oil has been available to 
industry for some time, commercial use of this information 
had to wait for an opportune time. During the past 7 years 
the average annual differences in prices between soybean 
and cottonseed oils varied from 1.60¢ to 3.40¢ per pound. 
These relative price differences gave the necessary impetus 
to industry to go into the production of HWSB oil.
 “In 1964, nationwide distribution to the consumer of 
an oil with the general characteristics of HWSB oil was 
begun. Previously, regional distribution and marketing tests 
had been carried out. Considerable amounts of similar oils 
have been furnished to food manufacturers for salad and 
cooking oils both for testing and use. Now the potential of 
the export market should be considered. This article reviews 
the preparation and quality of the HWSB oils.
 “The combination of hydrogenation-winterization 
improves soybean oil by lowering its linolenate content and 
by removing solids that would cloud the oil if stored in a 
refrigerator. Soybean oil contains 5% to 9% of linolenate 

(3 double bonds). This fatty ester oxidizes more readily 
than other fatty esters, such as linoleate (2 double bonds), 
oleate (1 double bond), palmitate, and stearate. Presence 
of linolenate lowers stability of soybean oil. Reports show 
that when linolenate is reduced or removed, soybean oil 
becomes more stable provided other factors are kept equal. 
Hydrogenation lowers linolenate. Winterization removes 
the higher melting glycerides that are formed during 
hydrogenation to give an oil that will pass a cold test for 
salad oils. Since 1960, a number of commercial organizations 
have tried large-scale methods of manufacturing an oil with 
a lowered linolenate content. Currently, at least three refi ners 
are marketing what analyzes to be a hydrogenated-winterized 
soybean oil.
 “To establish the value of hydrogenation-winterization, 
we initiated studies to learn how much improvement could 
be made by a combination of hydrogenation, winterization, 
and deodorization. In our studies, the major improvement 
turned out to be in frying potato chips.
 “Preparation: Selective catalysts and conditions are 
desirable for operations involving hydrogenation and 
winterization. In our work, we used nickel catalysts. One was 
a nickel in hydrogenated cottonseed fl akes; the other was 
based on electrolytic nickel precipitated on kieselguhr and 
protected in hardened vegetable oil. We used a commercially 
refi ned and bleached oil of good quality that had an iodine 
value of 128. The composition of the fatty esters, as 
determined by gas-liquid chromatography (GLC), is shown 
in table 1.
 “A summary of the conditions used for hydrogenation 
is given in table 2. The hydrogenation was carried out 
under both selective and nonselective conditions. The 
selective conditions used were: (1) a catalyst prepared 
from an electrolytic nickel to avoid modifi ers likely to 
give a higher content of ‘trans’ isomeric fatty esters in the 
oil; (2) comparatively higher temperatures, such as 170ºC, 
to accelerate reduction of polyunsaturated esters without 
formation of stearic esters; and (3) low hydrogen pressures. 
A special stirrer to give a high dispersion of hydrogen was 
installed in a 3-gallon autoclave (fi gure 1).
 “Hydrogenations were made to lower unsaturation to 
iodine values of 117 to 87, but results from only three runs 
are given here. Winterizations were conducted as follows: 
The hydrogenated sample was slowly cooled in a 1-gallon 
wide-mouthed insulated fl ask in a constant temperature 
room, controlled at about 40ºF. (8ºC.) for 4.5 days. The oil 
was fi ltered through a coarse cloth onto a large Buchner 
funnel, and the solid fat was pressed into a stearin cake.
 “The only practical hydrogenations to give HWSB oils 
under selective conditions decreased the iodine value of the 
oil to around 110. This value was chosen because yields of 
winterized oil are too low with hydrogenated oils of iodine 
values less than about 105 and improvement in stability is 
not suffi cient with iodine values above about 115. Table 3 
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summarizes some of the yields we obtained under selective 
and nonselective conditions at different iodine values.
 “Composition: Compositions of the winterized oils are 
shown in table 4. The sample with an iodine value of 111, 
HWSB oil B-2, is representative of the quality product that 
can be manufactured. Its analysis by GLC shows about 2% 
linolenate, 39% linoleate (diunsaturated), and 45% oleate 
(monounsaturated). Since it contains only 14% to 15% 
saturated fatty ester, it can be classifi ed as an oil low in 
saturates and high in polyunsaturates.
 “Flavor and Oxidative Stability: HWSB oils are the most 
stable liquid edible soybean oils we have studied. Table 5 
shows the initial and aged fl avors of several different HWSB 
oils. These oils had good to excellent quality initially and 
good quality after aging at 60ºC. for 4 days (a rather severe 
aging test). In our laboratory studies, citric acid improved the 
HWSB oil more than the unhydrogenated control oil. This 
difference is easily seen by comparing the data for samples 
with and without citric acid in table 5. This difference in 
improvement is most striking in the peroxide values of the 8 
hr. A.O.M. test. The HWSB oil improved from a value of 36 
to 2.4 whereas the unhydrogenated control oil changed from 
a peroxide value of 18.5 to 5.
 “Table 6 shows the superior oxidative stability of two 
commercial HWSB oils as compared with a commercial 
soybean salad oil. Aging at 60ºC., heating to 300ºF., or 
passing air through under conditions of the A.O.M. test gives 
lower peroxide values for the commercial HWSB oil.
 “Frying Tests: Tests with HWSB oil for frying 
potatoes indicate a substantial improvement in its frying 
characteristics (fi gure 2). The fl avor scores of the potato 
chips from HWSB oils and soybean oil, when fresh, are 
about equal. After continued use of the oils and after aging 
of the potato chips, however, chips from the HWSB oil are 
clearly better. These oils were commercially available oils 
and are not oils A and B used in our laboratory experiments 
reported on hydrogenation and winterization. Commercial 
HWSB oils contained added antioxidant to stabilize the fried 
product towards oxidation.
 “Summary: Improved soybean oils for salad and 
cooking use can be prepared by a combination of 
hydrogenation and winterization. Such oils have good 
fl avor and oxidative stability. They represent a commercial 
improvement in edible liquid soybean oil, particularly for 
consumer use as a salad and cooking oil and for frying of 
foods. Serious consideration should be given to the export of 
these oils to foreign countries.”
 Contains 6 tables and 2 fi gures. Address: Northern 
Regional Research Lab., Peoria, Illinois.

1968. Dhalla, Mohammed H. 1965. Progress of edible oil 
refi neries in Pakistan. Soybean Digest. May. p. 61.
• Summary: “I was one of the participants to the regional 
oil conference held by the Soybean Council in Teheran in 

October 1964. I returned to Pakistan from this conference a 
better informed man on the various uses in which soybean oil 
could be employed for human consumption.
 “The edible oil refi ners in Pakistan rank second in 
importance after the vanaspati manufacturers in the edible oil 
world of the country. Pakistan has 13 refi neries with a total 
annual output of 57,600 tons. These fi gures may sound very 
insignifi cant to American edible industry circles, particularly 
in view of the fact that Pakistan’s population is 110 million 
people. However, one needs to take into consideration the 
various economic factors which ruled in the country before 
partition in 1947, and the tremendous progress made by us 
since.
 “When the story of the edible oil industry in Pakistan 
is written, one must mention soybean oil which has been 
fi nding favor ever since we started importing it. Soybean oil 
has not only helped Pakistan to tide over its various edible 
oil shortage problems, but has undoubtedly helped the people 
to get a good quality oil at a reasonable price.
 “The most important reason for the increasing demand 
for soybean oil can be pinpointed to one important factor–
service after sale. This magnifi cent job of placing soybean 
oil on a permanent footing in Pakistan is ably performed 
by the Soybean Council of America. We cannot thank the 
Soybean Council enough for the numerous purposeful, 
highly enlightening and educational programs which have 
been implemented, and which have resulted directly in 
higher consumption of fats and oils in Pakistan. Moreover, 
the technical assistance offered by the Council to industry 
circles is truly noteworthy. The Council has also helped trade 
and industry circles with the buying and shipping procedures 
of soybean oil from the United States. All these important 
functions have indeed played a signifi cant part in placing 
soybean oil on a permanent footing in the country.
 “However, there is a great deal more to be learned about 
the various uses to which soybean oil could be fruitfully 
adapted.
 “There are two important matters I would like to place 
before the American processors and the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. First, the Soybean Council of America should 
hold periodical seminars like the edible oil conference held 
in Teheran. I am fully convinced these seminars would be 
a welcome move, and would receive support from industry, 
trade circles, and also government departments.
 “Secondly, we would like American processors to take 
more interest in the edible oil requirements of Pakistan. They 
should have their representatives stationed in this country. 
This would enable the Pakistani buyers to get their oil at 
reasonable prices directly from the processors.
 “The future of soybean oil in Pakistan can be considered 
extremely bright, provided the export prices of this 
commodity from the United States maintain certain levels. 
In the not-too-distant future, Pakistan may buy soybeans 
from the United States in dollars and crush them in our own 
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plants. I am sure nobody can dispute Pakistan’s right to 
utilize its own resources and draw the maximum benefi t from 
soybeans.”
 A small portrait photo shows Mohammed H. Dhalla. 
Address: Convener, Pakistan Edible Oil Refi ners’ Assoc., 
Karachi; and Manager, Taj Oil Industries, Ltd., Karachi, 
Pakistan.

1969. Hakman, Vasfi . 1965. Market problems of edible oils 
and fats in Turkey. Soybean Digest. May. p. 74.
• Summary: In the rural areas of Turkey, animal fats and 
butter are widely consumed. Olive oil is the most commonly 
used vegetable oil in Turkey, which produces 50,000 
to 100,000 metric tons (tonnes) per year. The 2nd most 
important oil crop is cottonseed, with 35,000 to 48,000 
tonnes / year. Sunfl owerseed is now making a comeback.
 In the Black Sea region of Turkey, only about 5,000 tons 
of soybeans are produced annually. They are interplanted 
with corn and in past years have been exported. Now a plant 
with 10,000 tons / year capacity is being built at Ordu, where 
locally grown soybeans will be processed to make oil and 
meal.
 A table shows the amount in tons of vegetable oil 
imported into Turkey from 1957 (the fi rst year of imports) 
to 1964, and the percent of this that was soybean oil each 
year. For example, in 1958 soybean oil was fi rst imported–
accounting for 61.3% of the 69,900 tonnes of vegetable oils 
imported. In 1960 soybean oil accounted for 100% of the 
19,700 tonnes imported, and in 1964 for 66.5% of the 73,700 
tons imported.
 Oils imported from the United States come through the 
Oil Purchasing Agency of Turkey (Et ve Balik Kurumu). 
A photo shows the front panels of various containers of 
vegetable oil sold retail in Turkey. Address: Director for 
Turkey, Soybean Council of America.

1970. Knudsen, H.L. 1965. Denmark’s fats and oils industry. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 36, 39.
• Summary: “Denmark covers some 17,000 square miles, 
about 12,000 square miles being under agriculture. The 
population numbers about 4.7 million. The standard of 
living is among the highest in Europe and the foreign trade 
per inhabitant one of the largest in the world. From an oil 
miller’s point of view two facts are of particular importance: 
Danish agriculture consumes very large quantities of high-
grade protein feedstuffs, and consumption of edible fats is 
high–about 23 pounds of butter and 40 pounds of margarine 
per capita annually.
 “The Danish fats and oils industry consists of two 
large modern factories situated in Aarhus and Copenhagen. 
Their total crushing capacity is about 2,000 tons per day 
on a soybean basis, and they also manufacture a range 
of semiprocessed goods, such as confectionery butters, 
fractionated fatty acids, fatty alcohols, etc. Furthermore, both 

companies control quite important overseas interests. Their 
activities are thus not confi ned to the crushing business only.
 “During the postwar years soybeans have become the 
predominant raw material and during the last 4 years the 
quantities processed have been as follows:”
 A table shows quantities of oilseeds processed yearly 
by Danish mills (1,000 metric tons) from 1961 to 1964. For 
each year is given: The total, soybeans, and other seeds. The 
total has increased from 355 in 1961 to 474 in 1964. The 
amount of soybeans has increased from 289 in 1961 (81.4% 
of total) to 394 in 1964 (83.1% of total).
 “It will be seen that the increase in total quantities 
processed during these 4 years has been 33%, mainly due to 
expanding soybean operations, which account for some 80% 
of the total volume.
 “Besides feedstuffs, this crushing activity yields a total 
quantity of oils and fats roughly twice the requirements for 
Danish consumption. About half of our production must 
therefore be exported in the form of crude or refi ned oils or 
as derivatives thereof. Our products are shipped to some 70 
countries on all continents.
 “The export ratio is particularly high in the soybean 
sector where the domestic demand for oil has remained 
comparatively static through recent years while the demand 
for soy meal has expanded rapidly. Needless to say, the 
operation of P.L. 480 has meant quite serious competition for 
the Danish oil mills in their export business.
 “Tariffs Are Low: It should also be remembered that 
the Danish tariff protection is comparatively small: no duty 
on feedstuffs, 8% on crude oils and 12% on refi ned and/or 
hardened oils.
 “In the following analysis of the main factors governing 
the demand for our products in the feedstuffs and in the oils 
and fats sectors, I shall primarily deal with the products 
processed from soybeans.
 “The total quantities of all feedstuffs bought by Danish 
farmers during the last 4 years have increased by nearly 25%, 
from 876,000 tons in 1961 to 1,089,000 tons in 1964. In 
soybean meal the corresponding increase has been as much 
as 45%, from 316,000 tons in 1961 to 456,000 tons in 1964. 
During the same period the two Danish oil mills’ production 
of all feedstuffs and of soybean meal has increased by about 
40%.
 “In assessing whether this expansion is likely to 
continue, we have to consider separately the three main 
outlets for soybean meal in this country: cattle, poultry and 
pigs. Under each heading we must examine two principal 
factors: First, the volume of soybean meal used for each 
purpose in relation to other feedstuffs; and secondly, the 
probable development in the three sections of animal 
husbandry in the years to come.
 “In cattle feeding, the use of soybean meal is very 
sensitive to price changes; only a slight increase in the price 
of soybean meal compared with the price of other protein 
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feedstuffs will normally result in a quick switch-over in 
consumption. In poultry and pig breeding this is not the case. 
The composition of feed used in these fi elds is quite constant 
and has not so far been infl uenced perceptibly by changes in 
price relations.
 “The second question is more diffi cult to answer 
precisely. Until recently a very large part of the Danish 
production of beef and veal, as well as of frozen poultry, 
has been exported to countries in the European Economic 
Community. These exports appeared to offer scope for 
expansion until the Community’s regulations governing 
the importation of various agricultural products came into 
force during 1964. Since then the chances of maintaining 
these exports in their former volume have grown ever more 
remote. Other markets may be developed, especially for 
frozen poultry. But this is a long-term project, and so far 
sales prospects to these outlets do not look very promising.
 “More Optimism on Swine: A somewhat more 
optimistic view may be held where pig breeding is 
concerned. The bulk of Denmark’s bacon production is 
sold to Great Britain, where a large and steadily expanding 
market is at hand. Danish pig breeding has increased rapidly 
during recent years and we may be facing a certain degree 
of overproduction. But serious long-term diffi culties do not 
seem very likely in this fi eld.
 “A Danish saying runs: ‘It is diffi cult to prophesy–
especially about the future.’ This applies, as everybody will 
recognize, to agricultural exports and consequently also to 
the question at issue: the prospects for feedstuffs, including 
soybean meal, in our market. Prospects are determined by 
so many different factors that the total picture must perforce 
be somewhat nebulous. If we try to look some years ahead 
I think, however, that there is no reason to expect that our 
feedstuffs market will contract. But, on the other hand, I 
believe that the rapid expansion that we have experienced 
during the last few years may slow down to a certain degree.
 “Margarine Leads: In the Danish market for oils and 
fats the margarine industry is by far the most important 
consumer. The production of margarine is about 90,000 tons 
annually, which gives a demand for about 70,000 to 75,000 
tons of fats and oils. About 15,000 tons of soybean oil per 
annum go into margarine.
 “For salad oil as such and for the manufacture of 
dressing and mayonnaise, there is only a steady demand in 
this country. It is mainly met by soybean and corn oil.
 “The market for soybean oil for industrial purposes 
is also rather limited. There is some demand for soya 
fatty acids in the soap industry, but preference distinctly 
is for other types of oils and fats. A special fi eld such as 
alkyd resins may in the years ahead become of growing 
importance.
 “A substantial proportion of our soybean oil production 
is shipped abroad. Our exports of crude soya oil have 
increased steadily from 28,000 to 36,000 tons and refi ned 

oil from 2,000 to 7,000 tons during the period 1961 to 1964. 
The crude oil is largely sold to North European markets. The 
refi ned oil, on the other hand, goes to many countries all over 
the world.
 “Limited Oil Market: As mentioned above, the Danish 
oil mills have only a limited domestic market for their 
soybean oil. And externally, in the foreign markets, they 
are in many cases faced with various forms of restrictive 
practices and subsidized sales which often render normal 
economic competition almost impossible. The successful 
expansion during the last 10 years or so demonstrates, 
on the other hand, that our industry is well organized to 
compete under marketing conditions as we fi nd them today. 
We therefore feel that we can look ahead with reasonable 
confi dence and we expect that we shall also in the future 
continue to be large and constant buyers of soybeans.”
 A round photo (almost 3 inches in diameter) next to the 
title of the article shows an aerial view of an oilseed crushing 
plant–probably Aarhus. Address: Managing Director, Aarhus 
Oliefabrik A S, Aarhus, Denmark.

1971. Richter, Jay. 1965. Soybeans hurt by shipping subsidy: 
Washington Digest. Soybean Digest. May. p. 98-99.
• Summary: U.S. law gives special preferences, called 
“cargo preferences,” to U.S. shipping companies. There is 
growing concern that they could eventually hurt soybean 
exports. These preferences have been in force for some time 
under Food for Peace, foreign aid, and other government 
programs. Address: Washington correspondent for the 
Soybean Digest.

1972. Rivera, Gonzalo. 1965. Chance for soybean oil to 
cover olive oil defi cit [in Spain]. Soybean Digest. May. p. 76.
• Summary: “Spain is in its second year of the Development 
Plan. During these fi rst 2 years the results obtained have 
been far more successful than expected.
 “At the present time, there are fi ve crushing plants in 
operation with an annual total capacity of 470,000 metric 
tons. In the very near future two more plants will be ready 
to start working, with an extra total capacity of 200,000 tons 
per year.
 “The Spanish government does not authorize the 
opening of any further crushing plant since the present 
crushing capacity is beyond the needs of the local market. 
Meal requirements will shortly be approximately 300,000 
metric tons.
 “Suppose that Spain processes 300,000 metric tons 
of soybeans per year. Less than 60,000 tons of soy bean 
oil would then be produced in the country. According to a 
statement made recently by the president of the National 
Olive Oil Syndicate, and deducting 100,000 tons for exports, 
the local production of edible oils will be under 300,000 
tons. With a national consumption of over 500,000 tons, 
Spain will have to import 200,000 tons of liquid edible oils.
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 “The 1963 Spanish olive oil crop, which was consumed 
during 1964, was the largest crop of the century. Although 
the government expected that this tremendous crop would 
produce a considerable surplus and a carryover for 2 or 3 
years, due to the extremely poor crop obtained in 1964, olive 
oil stocks in 1965 are practically nonexistent. As a result 
of this olive oil shortage, the Spanish government stopped 
exports during 1 month following which period an export 
duty has been established which will undoubtedly limit 
exports.
 “Soybean oil has, therefore, a good opportunity at the 
present time to cover that part of the market which olive oil 
cannot supply due to its short production and high prices. 
The cheapest olive oil in the market is sold at 32.00 pesetas 
per litre in bulk, and the prices range up to 45.00 pesetas per 
litre in bottles. The selling price to the public of soybean oil 
is 22.00 pesetas per litre. It is sold under the generic name of 
“refi ned vegetable oil.” This label permitted the government 
to blend soybean oil with low quality sulphur and cottonseed 
oils. The Council’s Spanish offi ce is working at present to 
obtain permission from the authorities for sales of soybean 
oil identifi ed as such.
 “The SBC Spanish offi ce is preparing a publicity 
campaign on soybean oil at the consumer level to be carried 
out during 1965. It is expected that soybean oil will cover the 
Spanish edible oil defi cit, at least in great part. The Spanish 
food code is almost fi nished. The objective of the code is 
that all edible products are to be sold packaged and labeled. 
Such action has already been taken in the edible oil fi eld. 
Decree has been issued by the Spanish government that all 
edible oils should be sold packaged and under a trademark, 
except in those towns where the population is under 5,000 
inhabitants.
 “During these fi rst months of 1965, Russia has 
sold 30,000 metric tons of sunfl ower oil to Spain, 
under government-to-government trade. The Ministry 
of Agriculture is studying the possibilities of having 
sunfl owerseed grown in Spain. This could represent a serious 
competitor to soybean oil.
 “Although it is very early to predict this year’s olive 
oil crop, the feeling is that it will be quite short. If the 1965 
crop is 300,000 tons and the exports, 100,000 tons, Spain 
will have a defi cit of 300,000 tons. This is the market that 
soybean oil should cover, competing with sunfl ower oil, 
peanut oil and other edible oils.
 “Soy fl our is well accepted by the Spanish meat packing 
industry. Some tests have also been carried out for the use 
of soy fl our in artifi cial milk for early weaning, since the 
price of powdered milk has been extremely high thus far 
this year.” Address: Director for Spain, Soybean Council of 
America, Madrid.

1973. South Carolina Crop Reporting Service, Crop and 
Livestock Series. 1965. South Carolina soybean statistics: 

Trends 1945-1964, county estimates 1954-1964. No. 43. 
10 p. May. Foreword by J. Sam Taylor. Also published as 
South Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Dept. of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology, AE273. Supersedes and 
supplements South Carolina soybean statistics, AE212, 
issued in Aug. 1961, which superseded AE143, dated May 
1958.
• Summary: Contents: Production, farm disposition, and 
value, 1949-1964. Acreage, yield, production and value of 
soybeans, South Carolina, 1945-1964. Soybeans, acreage, 
yield, production and value, by county, South Carolina, 
1954-1964. Capacity of off-farm grain storage facilities. 
U.S. Soybean processing capacity. Export prospects for U.S. 
soybean and cottonseed oils.
 Soybean production in South Carolina increased from 
500,000 bu in 1949 to about 17,158,000 bu in 1964, a record 
high. Address: Clemson Univ., South Carolina.

1974. Strayer, George M. 1965. Editor’s desk: We will soon 
produce a billion-bushel crop. Soybean Digest. May. p. 6.
• Summary: This is the “5th annual export issue.”
 “Annually we salute our friends outside the United 
States with this Export Issue. We do so in order to bring as 
much information as possible to our readers in the United 
States on the importance of our export markets, on how 
U.S. soybeans, soybean oil and soybean meal are used in 
each of the countries. Several thousand extra copies are 
printed for distribution outside the United States to buyers 
or potential buyers of U.S. soybeans, soybean products, 
and the equipment for handling, processing and utilizing 
our commodity, so they, too, may know more about U.S. 
soybeans.
 “In terms of oil 3 bushels out of every 7–nearly one-half 
of our crop–goes to customers outside our borders. This year 
we will approach 2 million tons of meal exports, 200 million 
bushels of soybeans as beans, and the oil from well over 100 
million bushels.
 “Imports of soybeans from the United States have grown 
because we have a commodity the world wants and can use 
to advantage. Soybean meal is being increasingly recognized 
around the world for its superiority.
 “No longer can we consider soybeans as solely a U.S. 
commodity. They have become the major source of oil and 
protein in the markets of the world. They are the No. 1 
dollar earner for the United States in world trade. This year 
they have passed wheat in value and became the third most 
valuable crop grown in the United States.”
 A small portrait photo shows George Strayer. Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1975. Tawa, Andre. 1965. Egypt: Soy products for the UAR. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 72-73.
• Summary: In calendar year 1964 Egypt imported only 
15,000 metric tons [tonnes] of soybean oil, because of its 
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high price; 5,000 tones were paid for in dollars and 10,000 
tonnes came in under P.L. 480. “Another bottleneck to wider 
use of U.S. soybean oil is the lack of hydrogenation, refi ning 
and bottling facilities, restricting its use to the production of 
“samna” or industrial cooking fat.”
 “From 1959 to date our imports of edible oils have been 
some 295,000 metric tons of which only 100,000 metric tons 
were U.S. soybean oil, or one-third of the market.” Address: 
Director for UAR, Soybean Council of America, Cairo, 
Egypt.

1976. Thigpen, J.E. 1965. Proteins increase more rapidly 
than fats, oils. Soybean Digest. May. p. 8-10.
• Summary: Paper read before the National Institute of 
Oilseed Products. Ojai, California.
 “The charts were prepared by one of our statisticians 
from data compiled by the USDA, the Food and Agriculture 
Organization and the Oil World. They are not based on 
offi cial Department fi gures. Aggregate fi gures of the kind 
refl ected in the charts are inadequate at best and must be 
considered with reservation. Hopefully, they do indicate 
broad trends.
 “The oil and protein meal equivalents of oilseeds are 
included. The period shown on the charts, except for the 
protein meal exports chart, begins with the average for 1951-
52 and ends with 1964. The difference in annual fi gures 
refl ected on the charts is caused by use of the calendar year 
for some and the U.S. crop year for others.
 “Total production of fats and oils, both for the United 
States and for all other countries of the world, continues to 
show an upward trend.
 “Per capita production for the world including the 
United States has been near 21.5 pounds for the past several 
years. Per capita production for the world other than the 
United States has fl uctuated around 17 pounds. The gains in 
world production of fats and oils have been largely in edible 
vegetable oils and animal fats. Palm oils, industrial oils and 
marine oils show little increase.
 “The United States has increased its share of the world 
production of fats and oils from just under 23% to over 27% 
during this period. The USSR and other Eastern European 
countries increased their share between 2% and 3%. Africa, 
India and the China Mainland and the major copra areas are 
producing a smaller portion of the world’s fats and oils.
 “World exports continue to increase. Of the approximate 
9-billion-pounds rise during the period, about 5.8 billion is 
from the United States.
 “Edible vegetable oils and animal fats have provided 
most of the additional exports.
 “The United States share of world exports has climbed 
from about 16% to more than 36%.
 “The major increases in U.S. production have been in 
soybean oil and tallow.
 “Domestic consumption of fats and oils continues up but 

exports are rising much faster.
 “Look at Protein Meals: Suppose we look now at protein 
meals. Production in the United States is up by 9.3 million 
tons–almost 100%–since 1951-52. Production in all other 
countries of the world is up by 8.8 million tons–almost 60%. 
The 100% and 60% increases for protein meals compare 
with increases of 65% and 30% for fats and oils.
 “For countries other than the United States, 
sunfl owerseed, cottonseed, and Peruvian fi sh were the main 
sources of larger supplies of meal. In the United States the 
source was soybeans. The total world gain in production 
of protein meal is about 18 million short tons. Almost 10 
million of this is from soybeans. The only major expansion 
of beans was in the United States.
 “The chart showing world exports of protein meal, 
unlike the others, covers only the years 1958 to 1964. While 
all sources show increases, soybeans supplied almost 3.1 of 
the 6-million-short-tons increase.
 “In the United States, consumption of protein meal has 
leveled off in the last few years. This indicates that the unit 
rate of feeding is near an optimum point. If this is correct, 
further increase in consumption will be associated with 
larger numbers of animal units.
 “U.S. exports, by contrast, show a continued steep 
upward trend. This indicates growth in consumption abroad 
associated with both higher unit rates of feeding and larger 
numbers of animal units. Food use of vegetable proteins–
soybeans in Japan, for example–also may be a factor.
 “U.S. Part Larger: In summary, the United States in 
years ahead likely will supply a larger part of the oilseeds, 
fats and oils and protein meals in world markets. Supply and 
demand are rising faster for protein meals than for fats and 
oils. The rate of growth in consumption of protein meals 
in the United States has tapered off. Demand for protein 
meals in the years immediately ahead probably will climb 
faster in the rest of the world than in the United States. If the 
larger part of the increased supply continues to come from 
soybeans and fi sh, the supply of meal should become larger 
relative to ‘effective’ demand than it has been in recent years.
 “Every year is an interesting one for fats and oils. Six 
months ago some people still were concerned about a surplus 
and the large stocks of soybean and cottonseed oils in this 
country. Since then, these stocks have exercised a stabilizing 
infl uence as they moved into the market.
 “The United States still has a surplus of fats and oils 
relative to the ‘effective’ demand. By ‘effective’ demand, I 
mean what can be sold for dollars in this country and abroad. 
U.S. stocks of fats and oils still would be burdensome if 
it were not for exports under the Food for Peace program, 
including sales under title I of P.L. 480 for foreign currency 
and uses under titles II and III for AID and donation 
purposes. The Food for Peace program helps to fi ll part of the 
‘potential’ demand or ‘need’ for fats and oils which people in 
some countries would be unable to obtain otherwise.
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 “The buildup of U.S. stocks of soybean and cottonseed 
oils to high levels in 1963 and early 1964 was associated 
with the crushing of soybeans to supply protein meal needed 
to fi ll effective demand.
 “One of the charts showed that consumption of protein 
meals in the United States has tapered off in recent years. 
This may indicate a near optimum level of protein in feeds.
 “Unoffi cial estimates indicate that the average 
percentage of protein in the U.S. concentrate feed supply 
in 1950 was approximately 11%. One of the men in the 
Department then expressed the view that a desirable level of 
protein would be around 12%. For 1963, it is estimated at 
12.6%, exclusive of protein added by the use of urea.
 “The source of the increase in protein in the concentrate 
feed supply is interesting. The domestic use of soybean meal 
moved from an average of 5.6 million tons in 1951-52 to 
9.2 million tons in 1964, an increase of 3.6 million tons. The 
protein content of corn is estimated to have increased from 
an average of 6.5% in the years 1940-56 to 8.5% in 1963. 
This increase of protein in corn is equivalent to between 3 to 
4 million tons of 44% soybean meal. Protein in the corn does 
not have as much feeding value for all purposes as does the 
protein in soybean meal. Nonetheless, it is signifi cant that a 
large part of the increase of protein in feed has come from 
the higher protein content of improved hybrid corn varieties.
 “The increased supply of protein in feed also has 
been affected by urea. The Department does not presently 
have enough information to estimate the feed use of urea 
accurately. However, urea in 1963 probably supplied the 
protein equivalent of over a million tons of 44% soybean 
meal.
 “Cost factors continue to favor the use of urea in lieu of 
soybean and cottonseed meals. This being so, urea is likely 
to show further gains in the feeding of ruminant animals.
 “Petroleum Industry, Too: Recently, there have been 
reports of research and experimental work in the petroleum 
industry directed toward the production of protein that can be 
used in feeding poultry and nonruminant animals. As one of 
my friends said, ‘It is possible, whether or when I do not now 
know.’
 “In discussing protein meal today I have raised 
questions which I cannot answer. The supply of protein 
meal is increasing more rapidly than is the supply of fats 
and oils. How fast demand will grow for vegetable proteins 
for feeding and for food is uncertain. If soybeans and fi sh 
continue to be the major sources of additional supplies, then 
the supply of meal will increase faster than the supply of fats 
and oils. Further, urea and possibly other synthetic sources 
may provide larger supplies of protein without adding to 
supplies of fats and oils.”
 This article contains 6 bar charts, all of which show 
gradual change in the supply of oils, fats and proteins from 
about 1951 to 1964. Address: Director, Oils and Peanut 
Policy Staff, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation 

Service, USDA.

1977. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. Soybeans again rank as top dollar U.S. export 
crop. 3(30):3-4. June 21.
• Summary: Of total oilseed and product exports, soybeans 
and soybean products are expected to account for about $750 
million in cash export earnings, more than any other single 
U.S. farm crop. This is a new record high in cash exports 
of soybean and also is the third fi scal year in a row that this 
crop has been the No. 1 dollar earner in the export market. 
Soybean and soybean product shipments this year represent 
nearly 15% of the value of total agricultural exports 
(including concessional sales and donations under P.L. 480). 
Soybean exports prior to 1945 were negligible. This leading 
dollar export earner wasn’t even listed separately among 
crops shipped abroad prior to 1938 when total exports of 
soybeans and soybean oil were a meager 2 million bushels in 
bean equivalent.
 The rapid increase in soybean sales to these markets 
abroad is the result of a number of factors, but primarily 
refl ects a growing demand for high-protein feed components 
for expanding livestock industries and intensive market 
promotion by the U.S. soybean industry in cooperation 
with the U.S. Government. While dollar sales account for 
about 90% of total oilseed and product exports, government 
programs are an important factor in shipments of soybean 
and cottonseed oils. More than half of U.S. exports of these 
vegetable oils are under government programs, mainly sales 
for foreign currency under Title 1 of Public Law 480. Largest 
buyers under the concessional sales terms of this legislation 
are Turkey, Pakistan, and the UAR (Egypt).

1978. Soybean Digest. 1965. Research leads to a new food 
market for soybeans. June. p. 16.
• Summary: “Acceptance of U.S. soybeans in traditional 
foods of Japan is growing as U.S. exporters and Japanese 
processors apply results of research, the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture reports.
 “More than 10% of the nearly 49 million bushels 
exported to Japan during the 1963 market year went into 
production of three staple foods in the Japanese diet. These 
are shoyu, or soy sauce; tofu, a soft, white gelatin-like food 
used in soup or for frying; and miso, a food paste used in 
soup.
 “Until about 6 years ago, Japan imported no soybeans 
from the United States for use in making these foods–all U.S. 
imports were processed into oil and meal.
 “Reinforcing this new Japanese food market is a new 
export industry in the United States–selecting soybean 
varieties for Oriental food processing and maintaining the 
identity of the selections during shipment.
 “These developments are the direct result of research 
by USDA’s Agricultural Research Service and Japanese 
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institutions working under grants from ARS. The work 
was begun in 1957 at the Northern Utilization Research 
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, when ARS scientists, with the 
cooperation of two Japanese scientists on leave from their 
institutions, set out to fi nd differences between U.S. and 
Japanese soybeans that might explain why Japanese food 
processors preferred domestically grown beans. Later, 
companion studies were initiated in Japan–by the Japan 
Shoyu Research Institute, the Japan Tofu Association, the 
Food Research Institute, and the Central Miso Institute. The 
American Soybean Association, through its operating arm in 
Tokyo, the Japanese American Soybean Institute, was active 
in initiating the project.
 “These studies show that:
 “1–U.S.-grown soybeans can be used to make traditional 
Japanese foods equal in quality to food made from Japanese 
beans.
 “2–U.S. No. 2 beans–the most commonly available 
commercial grade–yield more shoyu than Japanese beans 
selected for shoyu production.
 “3–Hawkeye variety is the best of 12 varieties tested for 
making tofu.
 “4–Comet, Yelnanda, and Harosoy varieties are best for 
making miso.
 “5–Characteristics required in soybeans for Oriental 
foods can be used as a basis for selecting and breeding U.S. 
varieties for this purpose.
 “The Peoria scientists demonstrated for the fi rst time that 
high-quality miso and tofu can be made from U.S. soybeans. 
The miso processing time was shortened by cracking the 
beans and removing the seedcoats. This dehulling reduces 
soaking and cooking time and increases protein content and 
uniformity of the fi nished miso.
 “The Japanese scientists have found (1) that lower 
production costs and higher yields of shoyu make U.S. 
soybeans more profi table in Japan than domestically grown 
beans; (2) that Chippewa and CNS-4 varieties rank next to 
Hawkeye in tofu yields and quality and that a high protein 
content is essential to high tofu quality; and (3) that miso 
color is affected by cooking time before fermentation is 
started–better color is produced by shorter cooking.
 “A laboratory test of soybeans for tofu production, 
now being developed, will be made available to U.S. plant 
breeders for screening and improving varieties for the export 
market.
 “The grants to Japan, awarded under Public Law 480, 
were fi nanced with foreign currency obtained by the United 
States from the sale of farm products abroad. This money 
cannot be converted into dollars for use in the United States, 
but a portion of it can be used to pay for foreign research that 
will benefi t U.S. agriculture.”
 A photo shows: USDA scientists Dr. C.W. Hesseltine 
and Dr. A.K. Smith, and Japanese scientists Dr. Tokuji 
Watanabe and Dr. Kazuo Shibasaki (left to right). They 

started research in 1957 at the Northern Utilization Research 
Laboratory, Peoria, Illinois, on using U.S. soybeans in 
traditional Oriental Foods.

1979. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1965. More soyabean, 
tallow imports: Narielwala’s plea. July 2. p. 4.
• Summary: The president of the Indian Merchants Chamber, 
Mr. P.A. Narielwala, has urged the Government of India 
to import additional quantities of soyabean oil and tallow 
during the next 12 months to help bring down the prices of 
edible oils.

1980. Soybean Digest. 1965. Soybeans again top dollar 
export crop. July. p. 31.
• Summary: “Record dollar exports of soybeans and soybean 
products in fi scal year 1965 are expected to carry the oilseed 
and product commodity group to a fourth consecutive year as 
top dollar earner among U.S. agricultural exports, according 
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
 “Commercial exports for dollars of this commodity 
group–chiefl y soybeans, soybean meal, soybean and 
cottonseed oil–are estimated at $880 million for the year, 
ending this June 30.
 “Of total oilseed and product exports, soybeans and 
soybean products are expected to account for about $750 
million in cash export earnings, more than any other single 
U.S. farm crop. This is a new record high in cash exports of 
soybeans and also is the third fi scal year in a row that this 
crop has been the No. 1 dollar earner in the export market.
 “Total soybean and product exports, including soybean 
oil under government programs, in fi scal year 1965, are 
expected to reach a value of $850 million. The makeup 
of this current estimate is soybean exports, $560 million; 
soybean oil, $170 million; and soybean meal, $120 million.
 “Impact on U.S. Economy: Exports of this scale, 
mostly dollar earnings, are obviously making a direct and 
very important contribution to the improvement of the U.S. 
balance-of-payments position. Shipments of such great 
quantities of soybeans also have a great impact on the U.S. 
agricultural economy, as underscored by these highlights 
from projected soybean export statistics:
 “Soybean and soybean product shipments this year 
represent nearly 15% of the value of total agricultural exports 
(including concessional sales and donations under P. L. 480).
 “Total export shipments of soybeans plus oil and meal 
should represent about 40% of total 1964 U.S. production of 
soybeans.
 “The volume that is expected to move into export 
channels was grown on an area equal to the total harvested 
acreage of Illinois and Indiana, two of the leading states.
 “The real growth in soybean and soybean product 
exports has come in the past 10 years. For example, in fi scal 
year 1955, soybean exports were only 51 million bushels. 
Exports of soybeans began moving at an accelerated rate 
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in fi scal year 1960 when shipments reached 133 million 
bushels. Soybean exports for fi scal 1965 are estimated at 205 
million bushels.
 “Exports of soybean oil have had a more rapid rate 
of increase–from 36 million pounds in fi scal 1955, to 928 
million in fi scal 1957, and an estimated 1,300 million in 
fi scal 1965. Soybean meal exports also soared from 200,000 
short tons in fi scal 1955 to 976,000 tons in fi scal 1962, and 
an estimated 2 million tons in fi scal 1965.
 “Why Sales Mounted: The rapid increase in soybean 
sales to these markets primarily refl ects a growing demand 
for high-protein feed components for expanding livestock 
industries and intensive market promotion by the U.S. 
soybean industry in cooperation with the U.S. government.
 “While dollar sales account for about 90% of total 
oilseed and product exports, government programs are an 
important factor in shipments of soybean and cottonseed 
oils.”

1981. Soybean Digest. 1965. Overseas reports on soybeans. 
July. p. 12.
• Summary: “The Soviet Union’s $11-million purchase of 
soybeans from the United States early this year arose directly 
from the Sino-Soviet rift, according to Radio Free Europe’s 
experts on Communist China, as reported by the Chicago 
Daily News. Up to 1961, the experts point out, the Soviet 
Union was almost completely dependent on China for its 
soybean imports and they formed a major item in Sino-
Soviet trade. When economic exchanges between the two 
Communist giants were at their peak in 1959, the Soviets 
purchased 639,000 tons of soybeans from the Chinese at a 
cost of $66 million.
 “In 1962 and 1963, according to offi cial Soviet records, 
no soybeans were imported by the Soviet Union, from China 
or any other country. The Soviets would undoubtedly have 
preferred to make this year’s 90,000-ton purchase from any 
country except the United States, but with China eliminated 
there was almost nowhere they could turn. The United 
States and China between them produce 93% of the world’s 
soybeans.”

1982. Strayer, George M. 1965. Editor’s desk: Plague in 
export markets. Soybean Digest. July. p. 4.
• Summary: “Jimsonweed seed and morning glory seed 
continue to plague us in export markets for soybeans. This 
is further refl ection of the fact that weed control is the No. 
1 problem in soybean production in the United States and 
one which needs even further attention from USDA, state 
experiment stations, chemical companies and machinery 
manufacturers.
 “Neither jimsonweed seed nor morning glory seed 
is considered poisonous in this country. Both are hard to 
control. Both are considered poisonous or suffi ciently 
undesirable in some other countries that they are banned or 

given severe discounts if found in shipments of soybeans.
 “With the largest soybean acreage in history now 
growing, we need all the friends we can acquire in the world 
markets. This means we must:
 “1–Plant only clean fi elds to soybeans.
 “2–Use chemical and mechanical weed control to do the 
best possible weed control job.
 “3–Hand cut or otherwise remove conspicuous weeds 
from our fi elds.
 “4–Use the recleaner on the combine when harvesting, 
have the right screen in it to remove all possible weed seeds, 
and destroy them.
 “5–Handle and store the crop to prevent breakage and 
contamination.
 “6–Sell a soybean crop of which we can be proud.
 “If handlers and exporters will then do their part the 
steady stream of protests from overseas buyers of U.S. 
soybeans should decline and fi nally disappear.”
 A small portrait photo shows George Strayer. Address: 
[American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1983. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. Who grows, sells, and buys the world’s 
soybean crop. 3(31):6-7, 16. Aug. 2.
• Summary: World soybean production and trade were at an 
all-time high last year. U.S. remains the principal supplier, 
Japan and West Germany the big buyers.

1984. Byrd, Tom. 1965. Pioneer agronomist saw soybean 
potential in state [Charles Burgess Williams]. News and 
Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina). Aug. 16. p. 17.
• Summary: “What satisfaction C.B. Williams would 
probably get if he could ride across the green fi elds of North 
Carolina today!
 “On almost every farm, he would see evidence of a 
dream come true.
 “Charles Burgess Williams was a man who in one 
respect lived before his time. He had a vision for the farmers 
of North Carolina and that vision centered around the 
soybean. He promoted the soybean for more than 50 years. 
And at time of his death, it looked as if much of this effort 
had been in vain.
 “Flourishing: But now the story is different. The 
soybean has taken hold. It is growing, fl ourishing, and, in 
fact, providing one of the brightest spots in the nation’s 
agricultural economy.
 “C.B. Williams (1871-1947) earned many distinctions 
in life. Born at Shiloh in Camden County, he was a member 
of the fi rst class at North Carolina A. and M. College, 
now N.C. State University at Raleigh. He was captain of 
the university’s fi rst football team, its fi rst instructor in 
chemistry, its fi rst head of the agronomy department and its 
fi rst dean of agriculture.
 “All told, he was to serve the university for 53 years, a 
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record that is yet to be equalled. It is said that in his prime 
he knew more about the crops and soils of North Carolina 
than any other man. Williams Hall, the university agronomy 
building, is named for him.
 “Almost Alone: It was the soybean, however that was to 
occupy a special place in the life of this pioneer agronomist. 
He became convinced early in his career that the soybean 
was one of the most valuable plants ever to come to North 
Carolina. At that time, Williams stood almost alone in his 
convictions; his was a voice in the wilderness. Few trained 
agronomists, even in the U.S. Department of Agriculture, had 
yet seen the potential of this plant. Williams saw that all new 
introductions of soybeans were tested in North Carolina. he 
conducted variety demonstrations, fertilizer demonstrations 
and breeding work. He wrote pages of copy for newspapers 
and farm Magazines extolling the virtues of soybeans. He 
used the old Farmers’ Institutes and their successors as part 
of his campaign.
 “Not only did he encourage farmers to grow soybeans, 
but he urged oil mills to buy the beans for crushing purposes, 
and he made suggestions to manufacturers about using the 
beans for varnishes, paints and other purposes.
 “The late Frank Jeter, who was associated with Williams 
for 40 years, once wrote in his capacity as agricultural 
editor at N. C. State: “’Many a time, I have seen the learned 
agronomist crunching a bit of cracker or cookie made from 
soybean fl our... He claimed it was delicious. Perhaps if 
he had let his claim remain at ‘nourishing’ and left off the 
matter of taste, he would have been more successful in 
having soy fl our adopted as a staple item of diet.’
 “Williams’ interest in soybeans probably stemmed from 
his boyhood days on a Camden County farm. The plant had 
been brought into the area a few years before. Williams 
himself once said that the fi rst soybeans coming to North 
Carolina had been brought to Hyde County about 1870 by 
an old sea captain from the Orient. They later spread to 
other coastal locations. Growers called them ‘Japan,’ ‘coffee 
berries’ and other names.
 “In a way Williams was successful with his promotional 
campaign. North Carolina adopted the soybean for a brief 
period. Some new verities were originated; studies were 
made as to shattering; the two-wheel mechanical soybean 
harvester was invented; and the place of the bean in crop 
rotations was investigated.
 “First Oil Plant: A signifi cant milestone was reached 
on Dec. 13, 1915. On that date the Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Company changed over from crushing cottonseed 
to crushing soybeans. This was the fi rst commercial 
manufacturer of soybean oil and meal in the United States.
 “But then trouble set in. As soybeans began to spread 
from the coastal lowlands, tobacco growers said the land 
was made too fertile by the legume. Other kinds of troubles 
seemed to follow the bean when it was planted for a number 
of years on a farm. Tobacco growers did not know about 

crowding more plants on the more fertile soil or balancing 
the increased nitrogen, with more phosphate and potash.
 “So soybeans lost favor in North Carolina. The Midwest 
took them on.
 “Editor Jeter observed shortly after Williams’ death 
in 1947: ‘He was not a man who could be rushed into rash 
statements (about) his convictions... I think... he... (was) 
somewhat disappointed in his fellow North Carolinians who 
would not see in the soybean the crop what he believed it to 
be.’
 “Large Acreage” If only Williams could have lived a 
few more years! The tide had already begun to turn by 1947. 
Soybeans were coming back to North Caroline in a manner 
that probably would have exceeded his fondest dreams.
 “This year, Tar Heel farmers are expected to plant nearly 
900,000 acres of the crop. Only tobacco and cotton will bring 
them more cash income.
 “Nationally, the soybean has become the country’s 
greatest oilseed crop. It has overtaken such traditional crops 
as wheat, cotton and tobacco as America’s chief earner of 
dollars in the export market.
 “Production continues to expand. Prices remain good. 
There are no burdensome surpluses. Truly the soybean is an 
abnormality in this area of farm plenty.
 “Many Uses: Williams’ dream of soybean cookies and 
soybean fl our for human consumption has not materialized, 
at least not in the United States. But it is doubtful if many 
Americans go through many days each year without using a 
soybean product.
 This versatile little legume now provides about two-
thirds of all domestic vegetable oil. From this oil comes 
such things as margarine, shortening, salad dressing, paints, 
detergents and industrial chemicals. About three-fourths 
of all oilseed meal for livestock and poultry comes from 
the soybean. Separated soybean protein is used in such 
things as adhesives, paper coatings, textile sizing and other 
manufactured products.
 “And looking to the future, scientists see in the soybean 
the hope for getting more protein for the half-starved peoples 
of the world.”

1985. Schnittker, John A. 1965. U.S. offi cial outlines role 
of market promotion and P.L. 480 in U.S. soybean’s record 
sales. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service) 3(35):11. Aug. 30.
• Summary: Excerpts from a speech by Under Secretary of 
Agriculture John A, Schnittker at the Annual Meeting of the 
National Soybean Processors Association in early August, 
1965.
 “It would be hard to over emphasize the importance 
of market development. When the history of this period is 
fi nally written, I think that economists will say, ‘The United 
States, at long last, took a positive approach to foreign 
agricultural trade and found–somewhat to its surprise–that 
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market development paid off in the form of increased dollar 
sales.’ There was a time when we waited for customers to 
come to us. All too often, however, they didn’t come. We 
were left holding huge inventories of farm products whose 
quality fell as storage costs rose. I won’t detail all of our 
overseas development activities. We make wide use of 
trade fairs, advertising, demonstrations, samples, technical 
assistance, trade-sponsored visits of foreign buyers to the 
United States, and many other development and promotion 
techniques. The Soybean Council of America and the 
American Soybean Association have been very active 
in development work. The National Soybean Processors 
Association has given solid support to the overall effort to 
expand foreign markets for soybeans, soybean oil, and meal.
 “Sales effort pays: I don’t know how much market 
development work has added to export volume. But I think 
that, as sensible businessmen who have learned how to 
appraise cause and effect, you know that positive sales 
effort is always necessary. This is true even of ‘hot’ export 
items such as soybeans and soya products. I have heard it 
said that these items ‘sell themselves.’ So they do–to some 
extent. Any item does–to some extent. But a good item, 
merchandised vigorously and intelligently, can set all-time 
records. ‘Record’ is a word that has become commonplace 
in connection with soy beans and products.” Address: Under 
Secretary of Agriculture.

1986. Soybean Digest. 1965. Nigeria is second exporter of 
oils. Aug. p. 40.
• Summary: “Nigeria is second only to the United States as 
a world exporter of oilseeds and vegetable oils from 1957 
to 1961. Consequently, Nigeria is a major competitor of the 
United States for sales of these products, especially to the 
EEC [European Economic Community] countries.”
 For details, see the report: “Nigeria: Projected level of 
Demand, Supply, and Imports of Farm Products in 1965 
and 1975, with Implications for U.S. Agriculture,” by Lyle 
E. Moe. Foreign Regional Analysis Division, Economic 
Research Service, USDA, Washington, DC 20250.

1987. Soybean Digest. 1965. Freeman credits success of 
soybeans to research. Aug. p. 30.
• Summary: Speaking at the Northern Utilization Research 
Laboratory in Peoria, Illinois, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture 
Orville L. Freeman said soybeans now rank fi rst among U.S. 
oilseed crops and earn more dollars in farm exports (about 
$700 million/year) than any other crop. Soybeans have a 
farm value of nearly $2 billion and provide about two-thirds 
of all domestic vegetable oil and 75% of all oilseed meals 
for livestock and poultry. Yet 25 years ago they were only a 
minor hay crop.
 The dramatic soybean success story has been due largely 
to research by scientists at the USDA, state agricultural 
experiment stations, and industry. Working together they 

have:
 “Introduced breeding stocks and used these to breed 
high-oil varieties with disease resistance and adapted to the 
soybean-production areas of the country.
 “Worked out mechanized growing and harvesting 
practices that produce maximum yields and best seed quality.
 “Developed processing methods for obtaining high 
yields of oil with improved color and fl avor that remain 
stable during storage.
 “Found new uses for soybean oil–in foods such as 
margarine, shortening, and salad dressing and in paints, 
plastics, detergents, and industrial chemicals.
 “Formulated livestock and poultry rations based on 
high-protein soybean meal.
 “Separated soybean protein for use in adhesives, paper 
coatings, textile sizing, and other manufactured products.
 “Developed methods of processing soybeans for high-
protein foods needed in many areas of the world.”

1988. Soybean Digest. 1965. India relaxes restrictions on 
oils. Aug. p. 47.
• Summary: “The government of India has decided to 
relax even more its restrictions on the use of imported 
soybean and cottonseed oils in the manufacture of vanaspati 
(hydrogenated vegetable oil), according to the USDA. 
According to an announcement these oils may now account 
for up to 50% of all oils used in vanaspati, compared with 
the previous maximum of 20%.”

1989. Sullivan, Hays. 1965. A challenge to producers: Shall 
we allow soybeans to join the list of surplus commodities, or 
shall we unite as growers to meet the demands of increased 
production? Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 7.
• Summary: The soybean is presently “the No. 1 export 
dollar earner among all agricultural commodities. Soybeans 
are No. 3 in value among all U.S. agricultural crops, 
exceeded by only cotton and corn.”
 “The Soybean Council, incorporated in 1956, with 
ASA and NSPA joining together, has during the past year 
developed and expanded markets for soybeans and soybean 
products in the European and other areas. This work in 
cooperation with Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA has 
certainly proved without a doubt that market development 
is the best guarantee against surplus production ad also a 
great stimulus for fair and good prices to the U.S. farmer in 
the market places.” Address: President, American Soybean 
Assoc.

1990. Dodson, J.C. 1965. U.S. soybeans in the economy of 
Japan. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 27-28.
• Summary: Three broad elements have an important bearing 
on how well we do in maximizing our sales of soybeans to 
Japan: (1) the state of the Japanese economy, (2) the present 
market situation for soybeans, and (3) the ASA-USDA 
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market development program. He discusses each of these in 
detail.
 There is presently a recession in Japan, a normal part 
of the business cycle. Yet the “Japanese economy has great 
underlying strength and is basically sound. The foreign trade 
balance is good, foreign exchange reserves remain at a high 
level, consumer expenditures are holding up well, and there 
is virtually no unemployment. The current problems are 
temporary.”
 “Japan’s domestic production of soybeans is on a steady 
downtrend, as the planted area declines each year. On the 
other hand, requirements for soybeans for food and feed are 
going up. This obviously means an increasing reliance on 
imports.
 “The competition for the Japanese soybean market is 
between the United States and Communist China. If quality 
is maintained and if the price relationships are satisfactory, 
the Japanese processors prefer to buy from the United States 
because of the reliability of supplies and their preference 
for the free market mechanism. Purchases from Communist 
China tend to be hampered by political considerations and 
arbitrary pricing.
 “At the same time, there are strong pressures in Japan 
for expansion of trade with Communist China to provide an 
outlet for more of Japan’s products. Not too many products 
which Japan can use are available from China. Soybeans are 
one commodity in ready demand.”
 “Consumption of the traditional Japanese soybean 
foods–miso, tofu, and shoyu–has leveled off, and may 
begin to decline as the shift in diet [toward a Western diet] 
continues.” Address: Former Agricultural Attache, U.S. 
Embassy, Tokyo.

1991. Hirano, Kiyoshi. 1965. Market for soybeans in the 
Japan oil industry. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 31.
• Summary: “Quality is wanted: I now sincerely wish to 
all of my friends in the American soybean industry the 
betterment of quality which you export to us, and secondly a 
stable supply in all respects.
 “First, the shipments we have been receiving from you 
still show considerable admixture and cause many problems. 
I would like to take this opportunity to ask you to consider 
supplying us on pure basis as has been customary for other 
oilseeds. I also draw your kind attention to shipping us good 
soybeans with higher oil and protein content.
 “Second, erratic price swings and shipment irregularities 
also force us to try to be less dependent on American 
soybeans due to the risks involved during the rather long 
ocean voyage. I am concerned with the possible danger of 
the traditional share of American soybeans in our growing 
crushing industry being affected adversely due to these 
problems.
 “However, I would like very much to see that you could 
continue to improve and stabilize the supply for us and 

remain as the largest supplier of soybeans in the World. I also 
wish your Association prosperous progress in its capacity to 
help us all in the soybean processing business.”
 A small portrait photo shows Kiyoshi Hirano. Address: 
President, Japan Oilseed Processors Assoc., Tokyo, Japan.

1992. Pogeler, Glenn H. 1965. What the Soybean Council is 
doing for you. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38-40.
• Summary: “Just a few short years ago, Howard Roach had 
a dream and it was about Spain. His research showed that 
the per capita consumption of edible oils was pitifully low in 
that country. Because Spain was almost entirely dependent 
on the olive crop as a source of edible fat, she was fi nding 
her supply of fats for the population always at a low level. 
Because olives are a tree crop, the production is based 
on a cycle of on one year, and off the next. This makes a 
tremendous fl uctuation in supply from year to year.
 “Howard Roach convinced the Spanish government 
that a program of supplementing their olive oil supply with 
soybean oil would make it possible to increase the per capita 
consumption of oil for the benefi t of all. This would also 
allow Spain to continue her normal exports of olive oil which 
were needed to produce foreign exchange to enable them to 
continue the industrial expansion of the nation.
 “Spain negotiated a P.L. 480 agreement, and for several 
years bought soybean oil under P.L. 480 [using local 
currency, pesetas]. As her fi nancial situation improved, she 
was able to switch to dollar purchases and today, Spain is the 
largest buyer of soybean oil from the United States.”
 “Iran is another example of a country which originally 
began by buying U.S. soybean oil under P.L. 480 and has 
now switched to dollar purchases. Iran, in the fi scal year 
ending 1960, took from the United States 11,000 metric tons 
of soybean oil and, just 5 years later, is expected to import 
45,000 metric tons.”
 “India is our newest large buyer of soybean oil and last 
fall signed an agreement with the U.S. government to take in 
approximately 75,000 tons...” Other users of U.S. soybean 
oil this past season include Pakistan, Greece, Guinea, 
Iceland, Tunisia, Egypt, Sierra Leone, Yugoslavia, Chile, 
Taiwan and several others.
 “Europe and Canada are the major dollar buyers of U.S.-
produced soybean oil.” Major buyers of U.S. soybeans are 
Japan, Netherlands, Canada, West Germany, Denmark and 
many other countries.
 “Spain is building up a crushing industry and, by the end 
of 1965, is expected to be able to crush very close to 700,000 
metric tons of oilseeds per year...”
 Soybean exports will top 200 million bushels this year 
and are expected to continue to rise. “Latest government 
estimates indicate that approximately 2 million tons of 
soybean meal will fi nd their way overseas from the 1964 
crop of soybeans. This year is another record breaker 
with France, Germany, Netherlands, Canada, Belgium, 
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Yugoslavia, Italy, Denmark, and Spain being the major users.
 There has been a tremendous expansion in the exports 
of U.S. soybeans and soybean products. The Soybean 
Council of America deserves part of the credit. “In my 
travels overseas, it seems as though everyone is talking about 
soybeans and soybean products.”
 Also discusses how the Soybean Council operates and 
is fi nanced, its relationship to USDA’s Foreign Agricultural 
Service, its overseas offi ces, some of its problems, and 
reasons for expanding the program. A portrait photo shows 
Glenn Pogeler. Address: President, Soybean Council of 
America, Inc.

1993. Strayer, George M. 1965. We may live to see 1½ 
billion-bushel soybean crop. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 22-24.
• Summary: “Once again we meet in our annual convention 
with a further increase in soybean acreage, with by far the 
greatest acreage of soybeans ever planted in any one year 
in the United States, and with prospects of by far the largest 
soybean crop we have ever produced. The month of August 
is the crucial one in soybean production, but it would appear 
at this time that we could very well produce the 864 million 
bushels of soybeans which USDA forecasts for 1965–164 
million bushels more than we have ever before produced 
in history. This is an increase of 23% above the previous 
high production, and if this bushelage of soybeans does 
materialize it poses some very defi nite problems for our 
industry during the next 12 months.
 “In a situation where a 23% increase in bushelage faces 
us we can expect that for the fi rst time in several years 
support prices are going to be a major factor in determining 
the selling prices of soybeans.
 “During the past year soybeans became the No. 3 crop 
in American agriculture, surpassing wheat in value for the 
fi rst time. For the third consecutive year soybeans have 
been the No. 1 crop among all agricultural exports from the 
United States. With the probability of prices at lower levels 
than during the past 2 years there is certainly a probability of 
greater exports of soybeans and soybean products than we 
have ever attained up to this time.
 “I do think we need to face up to two possibilities. One 
of these is the possibility of large CCC stocks of soybeans 
at the end of the crop year and the probability of pressures 
being exerted on the Secretary of Agriculture to place 
soybeans on the surplus commodity list. Soybeans have 
never been on this list, and so far as I am concerned we 
never want them on this list. Soybeans, supplying protein 
and oil, are suffi ciently important in the world food economy 
that they should sell for dollars and I sincerely hope we can 
continue to sell them only for dollars.
 “The second possibility is that with a large carryover 
of soybeans, as we will probably have at the end of the 
1965 crop-year on Aug. 31, 1966, and with soybeans selling 
at about the support price level, we could see a shrinkage 

in acreage of soybeans in 1966. This is a very defi nite 
possibility which we must face. If the shrinkage is relatively 
small we have no major problem, but if it is large we would 
have problems. We must keep in mind that the production 
of corn and cotton per acre, with present-day knowledge of 
fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides is considerably more 
profi table than the production of soybeans at support price 
levels. If acreage were to shrink in 1966, we might fi nd 
ourselves faced in 1967 with suggestions of an increase in 
support price in order to obtain desired acreage. This is in 
the future, and it would be an undesirable development. 
However, we must face the possibility.
 “Diverted Acres: In September of this year I will have 
completed 25 years of service as secretary of the American 
Soybean Association. In this period of time I have seen the 
soybean crop grow more than 10-fold. We produced about 78 
million bushels of soybeans the year I took over these reins, 
and this year it appears we will produce 860 million bushels. 
We have been fortunate, for we have had a crop which the 
world needed and could use in quantity. The world still 
needs protein and oil, and if we play our cards right we can 
continue to expand our production far above today’s levels.
 “Most of you are familiar with the proposal made in 
President Johnson’s farm message to place soybeans on 
the list of commodities which might be planted on diverted 
acres in the 1966 farm program. Your offi cers and members 
of your board of directors, together with the offi cers of the 
affi liated state organizations, immediately went to work on 
this one, and while the 1966-68 Farm Bill is not yet through 
Congress it appears that there will not be provision for 
the planting of soybeans on diverted acres. I think we can 
consider this as one of our major accomplishments during the 
year. A rather extensive survey made among the Association 
members gave the offi cers no alternative but to fi ght this 
matter just as far as possible, for we found practically no 
support for the proposal that would allow the planting of 
beans on diverted acres.
 “State Associations: During the past year we were also 
successful in convincing members of the staff of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture that the relatively high selling 
price of soybeans during the previous year as well as during 
the current year would bring suffi cient acreage in 1965 that 
there should not be an increase in the price support level. 
Meetings with USDA offi cials resulted in the announcement 
that there would be no change in price support levels.
 “A new chapter is now being written in American 
Soybean Association organizational history. It is that of 
the affi liated state organizations. There are now fi ve state 
associations affi liated with ASA, in the states of Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, and Illinois. Several other states 
are giving consideration to such state groups. It is hoped 
that these state associations will be successful in bringing 
ASA matters closer to the soybean producers in the states 
concerned, make Association affairs more realistic and 
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personal to soybean producers, and at the same time result in 
greater membership in the state associations and thus in the 
American Soybean Association.
 “Some of the state associations have made distinct 
progress in membership work. Others are only getting 
started, but would appear to be headed in the right direction. 
Another year of experience should give us a much better 
barometer of effectiveness of our work, but it does appear we 
are making progress.
 “Acting on instructions from the board of directors, 
two new employees have been added to our American 
Soybean Association staff. Both of these men will be doing 
organizational work for the Association and working with 
the affi liated state associations. John Stephens of Marion, 
Arkansas, a former county agent and a man well acquainted 
with people, conditions and things in the Midsouth, started 
work for us on June 15 and will be spending his time in 
Arkansas, southeast Missouri, Mississippi, Louisiana and 
perhaps Tennessee.
 “Chet Randolph, a neophyte on our staff of just 1 week’s 
experience, is a veteran of 15 years of radio and television 
farm programming work, and his assignment will be to cover 
the Midwest states working with the state associations and 
telling the story of the American Soybean Association and 
what it is doing. As a member of what I consider to be the 
No. 1 radio and TV farm department in the Midwest area, 
we are expecting big things from Chet. I hope that those of 
you here will take advantage of the opportunity to become 
acquainted with both John Stephens and Chet Randolph 
today and tomorrow on the tour.
 “I will mention only briefl y our market development 
program in Japan. Howard Grow and Joe Dodson, the 
agricultural attache in Tokyo, are covering it in detail, and 
Mr. Hirano, president of the Oilseed Crushers Association, is 
representing the Japanese processors viewpoint. The program 
is now in its 9th year, and it is changing from the status of an 
amateur program to one with a certain degree of professional 
status based on the years of experience and the things which 
we have learned. The Japanese market continues to expand, 
although we have lost ground during the past year for 
two reasons. The fi rst of these is our relatively high price, 
wherein Chinese sources were able to undersell us. The other 
was the maritime strike, where for a long period of time it 
was not possible to make shipments out of this country. In 
my estimation the maritime unions in the United States have 
done more to damage the reputation of the United States as 
an export country than all other forces combined.
 “Finances Okay: During the past year we have had 
fi nancial income greater than disbursements, for a change. 
We are operating in our new offi ce building, with much 
greater effi ciency, and I believe this is refl ected in the 
fi nancial statement. We look forward to the opportunity to 
serve a much greater number of soybean producers through 
our publications and our representation in working with 

governmental agencies and other organizations. Sales of 
advertising in our publications have been moving upward, 
and we expect them to continue the upward trend during the 
coming year” (Continued). Address: [American Soybean 
Assoc., Hudson, Iowa].

1994. Dodson, Joseph C. 1965. U.S. offi cial notes new trends 
in utilization of soybean in Japan, predicts rising demand. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 
3(40):11. Oct. 4.
• Summary: Excerpts from a speech given at the annual 
convention of the American Soybean Association in 
Memphis. The soft spot in the potential magnitude of 
Japanese soybean consumption may well be the level of 
oil consumption. The level needs to be raised substantially. 
Address: Former U.S. Agricultural Attaché in Tokyo.

1995. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. Spain suspends import duties on soybeans. 
3(44):11. Nov. 1.
• Summary: The Spanish Government has suspended 
import duties on soybeans, soybean meal, and oil. This is 
a continuation of a suspension in effect since December 
1964. Former ad valorem duties applied against the c.i.f. 
prices were 2.5% for soybeans and soybean meal and 1% for 
soybean oil.

1996. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1965. The export and promotion of U.S. oilseeds 
and oilseed products. 3(48):10-12. Nov. 29.
• Summary: “U.S. oilseeds and oilseed products have 
continued as the nation’s top dollar export earner of all 
agricultural commodities in the past year–a fi rm member of 
the ‘billion dollar club.’ FY [fi scal year] 1965 was a record 
export year with $1.1 billion total trade up 30 percent over 
1963-64 and over 90 percent represented dollar business... 
Most of the ‘nondollar’ exports were soybean and cottonseed 
oils that moved under Public Law 480.”
 The year 1964-65 was a record year for exports of 
soybeans and soybean products. Leading importers of U.S. 
soybeans (in million bushels) were Japan (48.4), Canada 
(33.9), Netherlands (26.9), and West Germany (22.4). 
Leading importers of U.S. soybean meal (in 1,000 tons) were 
France (358.4), West Germany (300.7), Canada (249.4), and 
Netherlands (245.2). Leading importers of U.S. soybean oil 
(in million lb; 2,204.6 lb = 1 metric ton) were Spain (239.5), 
Pakistan (195.2), India (137.0), Morocco (79.5), Iran (70.7), 
Greece (54.7), Israel (42.9), and Yugoslavia (41.7).
 “In Japan, one of the largest U.S. markets, continued 
check sampling at the rate of 5-10% is being made on 
imports to insure that the same quality of beans purchased 
is actually shipped and that U.S. exporters are informed of 
low-quality shipments. The American Soybean Association, 
through the Japan Oilstuff Inspectors Corporation, points out 
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specifi c shipments of low quality thus allowing ASA to back 
up requests for exporters to maintain grade standards.
 “ASA sponsored trips of two teams of Japanese Soybean 
Crushing Association offi cials to the United States in 1965 
(the larger team came at its own expense) to view U.S. 
soybean production, marketing, and shipping methods. Since 
then, Japanese crushers have had a better understanding of 
the dependable supply and quality of U.S. soybeans.”

1997. Dahl, Reynold P. 1965. Demand for U.S. soybeans 
in the European Common Market: A case for optimism. 
J. of Farm Economics 47(4):979-92. Nov. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, Feb. 1966, p. 54. [17 ref]
• Summary: U.S. exports of soybean and soybean meal to 
the European Common Market have increased substantially 
in recent years, and prospects appear good for a continued 
rise. Address: Prof. of Agricultural Economics, Univ. of 
Minnesota.

1998. Grow, Howard E. 1965. Need 6 million bu. more 
soybeans: Japanese American Soybean Institute. Soybean 
Digest. Nov. p. 17.
• Summary: Japan has the fastest growing economy in the 
world. “The increased income is being used to purchase 
more food, such as animal products and fats and oils. 
Increased animal production requires more feed. The outlook 
for increased use of soybean meal is favorable and for 1965-
66 the estimate is for 736,000 metric tons. This is up from 
565,800 metric tons for the present year. After allowance for 
imports of soybean meal, there will be a need for Japan to 
import approximately 6 million bushels more soybeans than 
during 1964-65.
 “Edible oil intake during the past few years has 
increased by more than 10% each year. The Japanese Food 
Agency forecasts an increase of only 2.7% during 1965-66. 
On this basis there will be more soybean oil produced in 
Japan than is expected to be used. An effective program must 
be developed that will stimulate increased oil intake, which 
is still at only about one-half the level recommended for 
proper nutrition.
 “Imports from China: Japan will import about 300,000 
metric tons or about 11 million bushels of soybeans from 
China this year. Expectations are that the volume will be 
about the same in 1966. Chinese soybeans contain less 
foreign material, are about 2% lower in oil content than U.S. 
soybeans. Chinese beans can be purchased for about $7 per 
ton less than U.S. beans, because of the lower oil content. 
Chinese beans also have the advantage of a shorter time in 
delivery and fewer split beans. The Chinese government 
determines the volume of soybeans to be exported and there 
isn’t much we can do about it. Some food manufacturers in 
Japan use Chinese soybeans...”
 “There will be a further shrinkage of soybeans in native 
foods as more western-type foods are consumed. There will 

continue to be activity in the promotion of the native foods, 
but major emphasis for market development activities will 
be in soybean meal and soybean oil.” Address: Asst. to the 
Executive Vice President, American Soybean Assoc.

1999. Lauhoff Grain Co. 1965. Gold from the soil (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 33.
• Summary: “At a time when the United States is losing 
more and more of its gold by a defi cit of payments–soybeans 
and soybean products are becoming increasingly important 
in the export market as they are bringing gold into the United 
States and not taking it away.
 “In the 1965 fi scal year the exports of soybeans and 
soybean products are expected to carry the oilseed and 
product commodity group to a fourth consecutive year as the 
top dollar earner among U.S. Agricultural Exports. They will 
earn more than $110,000,000 above their closest agricultural 
competitor for the United States.
 “We are proud to be a hard-working factor in the growth 
of this great industry in storing, transporting, and processing 
the soybean–and in manufacturing, transporting, and 
merchandising the end products.
 “Cereals of quality since 1862.”
 An illustration shows a bearded miner, with a pistol in 
his holster, panning gold. Address: Danville, Illinois.

2000. Soybean Digest. 1965. Say we’ll double soybean 
exports by 1975. Nov. p. 33.
• Summary: This according to research by Richard 
Ackerly, a graduate student at Southern Illinois University, 
Carbondale, Illinois. Three major groups of trading partners 
are the European Economic Community (EEC), the 
European Free Trade Association (EFTA), and the Latin 
America Free Trade Area (LAFTA). “Ackerly’s study points 
out the increasing importance of international markets.”

2001. U.S. Dep. of Commerce; Advertising Council. 1965. 
Want to help America reduce its balance of payments defi cit? 
Start exporting. Who knows? You may even show a profi t 
(Ad). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 31.
• Summary: “Despite a favorable ratio of exports to imports, 
United States has a balance-of-payments defi cit. That’s 
because our total dollar ‘outgo’ is greater than our total dollar 
‘income’ from abroad.
 “Some of this is due to military and other necessary 
government expenses overseas plus economic assistance to 
our world neighbors and future trading partners.”
 “The Department of Commerce will be happy to get you 
started as an exporter.”

2002. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1965. If you’re in the 
agribusiness, look to ADM for a world of service (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 32-33.
• Summary: This 2-page black-and-white ad begins: “ADM 
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serves everyone who travels the road that leads from farm to 
market–including those whose markets lie abroad.
 “ADM’s newest gateway to world-wide markets is the 
huge export terminal at Destrehan, Louisiana, a joint venture 
with Garnac Grain Company of New York. The 94 concrete 
storage bins of the terminal have a capacity of 2¼ million 
bushels...”
 An illustration shows a large tanker loading grain at the 
terminal. Address: Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440.

2003. Kay, Hubert. 1965. The two-billion-dollar company 
that lives by the cent. Fortune. Dec. p. 166-69, 196, 200, 
202.
• Summary: Cargill, the biggest U.S. grain merchant, is 
a family-owned fi rm of great affl uence, that operates in 
relative secrecy. “Among the fast-moving men who live by 
dealing in the stuff of life called grain, Cargill is a name 
to chill the heart. Competitors speak of Cargill, Inc.–of its 
huge size and diversity, of its ‘audacity’ and ‘smartness’ 
and ‘aggressiveness’–in a tone of mixed admiration, envy, 
and caution, for in the split-second business of commodity 
trading, where volume is measured in billions of bushels 
and prices in fractions of a cent, Cargill is the shrewdest, 
toughest trader of them all. Yet among the multitudinous 
people who eat the end products of what Cargill sells, its 
name is little known. Even people who live in Minneapolis 
[Minnesota], asked about the Minneapolis-based company, 
have been known to reply: ‘Cargill? What do they do?’
 Contains a good history of the company and dynasty, 
founded when Will Cargill began buying wheat for 
Milwaukee commission houses 100 years ago. “Will set 
up a number of companies in partnership with his younger 
brothers. In 1873 he fatefully settled his family across the 
street from another prosperous Scotch Presbyterian family 
named MacMillan. The children of the two families became 
close friends. In 1895 John Hugh MacMillan married Will’s 
elder daughter and soon went to work for his rich father-
in-law. Will’s elder son, William S. Cargill, married John’s 
cousin.
 “After Will died intestate, a family struggle ensued 
to save and control his companies. The winner was Will’s 
steady, reliable son-in-law John MacMillan, who had 
become general manager of the Minneapolis-based Cargill 
Elevator Co. that Will founded. MacMillan became president 
of an expanded Cargill Elevator, after displacing a Cargill 
and leaving Cargills and MacMillans to a feud of festering 
bitterness and mutual recrimination. But, despite the feud, 
Cargill Elevator kept climbing, especially after war in 
Europe created an enormous demand for American food. By 
1916, Cargill Elevator–which became Cargill, Inc., in 1930–
had a net worth of more than $4 million, and it has been 
gaining ever since.
 “The man who propelled the company to its great 
growth was John H. MacMillan Jr., who succeeded his 

father as president in 1936. ‘John Junior,’ as Cargilians 
still call him, was a contentious, abrasive, uncompromising 
free enterpriser who embroiled Cargill in many a hassle 
with competitors, the Chicago Board of Trade, and the U.S. 
Government.”

2004. Port of New Orleans. 1965. New Orleans–World’s No. 
1 soybean port (Ad). Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 17-19.
• Summary: “A special section on the Port of New Orleans 
through which passes nearly one-half of the soybeans 
exported each year–and a large part of the meal and oil.” 
Part of the ad is an article titled “Plan $200 million in 
capital improvements,” by James W. Martin. “The Port of 
New Orleans consist of three separate but interconnected 
waterways: One is natural [the Mississippi River], the 
other two man-made.” The port is about 110 miles up the 
Mississippi River from the Gulf of Mexico. The two man-
made waterways are the Industrial Canal (dredged between 
Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi River) and the 
Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet (a new waterway providing 
this port, for the very fi rst time, with an alternate route to the 
sea, 76 miles in length).
 The Board of Commissioners of the Port of New 
Orleans plans $200 million in capital improvements. The 
port is building a new container terminal (the fi rst on any 
Gulf port) and a Public Bulk Terminal with “three huge 
unloading cranes with a combined capacity of 3,300 tons of 
bulk commodities per hour and the ability to transfer inbound 
bulk cargoes from vessel to barge, rail car or adjacent 
industry, or outbound cargoes from barge to vessel. Soon to 
be added are rail car dumping facilities...” A photo (p. 17) 
shows the public grain elevator at Port of New Orleans.

2005. Arimoto, Kinitaro; Sakurai, Yoshito. 1965. Food and 
nutrition in Japan. In: Martin S. Peterson and Donald K. 
Tressler, eds. 1965. Food Technology the World Over. Vol. II. 
South America, Africa and the Middle East, Asia. Westport, 
Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co., Inc. ix + 414 p. See p. 359-
94. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [13 ref]
• Summary: This chapter, after the Introduction, is divided 
into two parts: 1, titled “Nutrition (p. 360-74)” by Arimoto, 
and 2, titled “Food technology” (p. 374-94)” by Yosito 
[Yoshito] Sakurai. In Part 1, table 110, “Food supply in 
Japan” includes average statistics on soybeans, miso, and 
shoyu in kg/year and gm/day for 1944-1948, 1961, and 
1961. in kg/year for the three periods: Soybeans: 3.5, 5.4, 
and 5.0. Miso: 10.6, 8.1, and 7.7. Shoyu: 15.9, 13.0, and 
11.1. Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, Balance 
Sheets. Surprisingly, supplies were greater for each during 
and immediately after World War II than in the early 1960s.
 Table 116, “Intake of foods classifi ed into food groups 
and type of work (gm per capita per day), 1963” gives 
statistics for the entire nation, agricultural households, and 
non-agricultural households, as follows: Soybeans: 1.3, 
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1.7, 1.0. Miso: 25.1, 30.1, 22.5. Soybean products: 37.3, 
29.9, 41.5. Seaweeds: 4.6, 4.2, 4.7. Shoyu: 26.2, 30.0, 23.6. 
Soybean products as a source of high quality protein are 
discussed (p. 366).
 Part 2 begins with a section on “Rice” (p. 374-77) which 
notes that rice supplies half the calories in the Japanese diet. 
Japan produces all of the rice it needs–about 13 million tons. 
Imported rice (about 150,000 tons) is used only as a raw 
material in confections and miso. Japan imports most of its 
soybean from the USA and China, and these soybeans are 
processed by characteristically Japanese methods to make 
tofu, miso, and shoyu (p. 377).
 Animal husbandry is not widely practiced in Japan, 
largely because the land is hilly with few grazing lands. Thus 
most beef, pork, and chicken are imported. The production 
of cow’s milk is gradually increasing; it is now 27 million 
hectoliters.
 Packaging of foods has changed greatly during the 
past decade. Packaged foods are now common. Shoyu and 
miso, once sold by the measure, are now sold in bottles and 
plastic bags, respectively. Table 128 (p. 378), titled “Supply 
of raw materials and food consumption of their products in 
1959 (Japan)” shows the following for soybeans (in metric 
tons = tonnes). Soybeans–Domestic supply: 410,000 tonnes. 
Imports: 1,000,000 tonnes. Miso consumption: 850,000 
tonnes. Shoyu: 1,280,000 tonnes. Tofu: 640,000 tonnes. 
Aburaage 170,000 tonnes. Natto 60,000 tonnes. Meat 
330,000 tonnes. Fishery products: 6,170,000 tonnes.
 The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 380-86) has the 
following contents: Introduction. Miso, shoyu, natto, tofu, 
koritofu (dried tofu) [dried-frozen tofu], yuba. Photos show: 
(1) Shoyu brewing in tanks in a large factory. (2) Pressing 
and washing of tofu in koritofu manufacture in a large, 
modern factory. (3) Aerial view of a large, modern plant for 
koritofu production. (4) The thawing operation in making 
koritofu. (5) The drying operation in making koritofu. 
Address: 1. PhD, Director, National Inst. of Nutrition, Tokyo, 
Japan; 2. PhD, Prof., Dep. of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty 
of Agriculture, Tokyo Univ., Tokyo, Japan.

2006. Brandemuhl, William. 1965. Soybean utilization in 
Japan. San Francisco, California. xxii + 478 p. Unpublished 
manuscript. Illust. No index. 28 cm. [189 ref]
• Summary: A superb, in-depth, pioneering study, based 
on extensive original fi eld research in Japan. It is carefully 
documented with hundreds of original interviews and 
published sources properly cited in two different lists of 
sources (numerical and alphabetical) Contains 30 tables and 
190 excellent photos–including 7 of the author.
 Table of contents: Preface. Notes. List of tables. List 
of fi gures. Map. Part I: Background. 1. The soybean: Birth 
and spread (legend, botanical inception, Nagata’s theory of 
origin, spread to Japan and beyond, the American story).
 Part II: Japan’s production and supply of soybeans. 1. 

Japan the country and supply of domestic soybeans (Japan 
the country, domestic soybean production, planting and 
harvesting, marketing domestic soybean). 2. Importation of 
Red Chinese soybeans (background, mechanics, advantages, 
and prospects). 3. Importation of U.S. soybeans (history, 
method and mechanics of importation, the American 
shippers, concluding comments on importation). 4. 
Distribution (use in brief, super-wholesaler, wholesaler, 
retailer wholesaler, Japan’s grain exchange).
 Part III: Soybean utilization in Japan. 1. Utilization of 
soybeans for oil and meal (oil crushing history, soybean 
source, delivery of soybeans, the crushing industry, 
liberalization of soybean oil and meal, oil utilization in 
Japan, meal utilization in Japan). 2. Tofu (history, use 
of soybeans, manufacture, the tofu factory, marketing 
tofu products, recently developed tofu products, tofu as 
food, concluding comments). 3. Miso (importation, home 
production of miso, quantity of miso produced, soybean 
used for producing miso, kinds of miso, fermentation 
time, comparison of miso fi rms, manufacturing, packing 
and marketing, price, instant miso, use of miso, miso 
consumption outlook). 4. Shoyu (introduction, production 
and manufacturers, manufacture, raw materials, preparation 
of raw materials for natural shoyu, preparation of materials 
for chemical method shoyu, preparation of materials for 
mixed method shoyu, fermentation, fi ltering and pressing, 
sterilization, bottling, price, use of shoyu, miscellaneous 
shoyu products, concluding comments). 5. Natto 
(description, history, Daitokuji natto, the natto industry, 
consumption, natto soybeans, processing, making cost and 
price, marketing, use of natto, problems, new ideas and natto 
products). 6. Frozen tofu (history, development, frozen tofu 
soybeans, processing, freezing, defrosting, drying, treatment 
with ammonia and packing, marketing, preservation, use). 7. 
Kinako. 8. Yuba (history and development, the plight of the 
yuba industry, soybeans for yuba, manufacture, classifi cation 
of yuba, use). 9. Tsukudani and nimame (description, 
soybean tsukudani, nimame). 10. Hamanatto (history, 
manufacture, use). 11. Edamame. 12. Moyashi [bean sprouts] 
(manufacture, use). 11. Miscellaneous products (fermented 
soybean curd, MSG–monosodium glutamate, confectionary 
products {roasted soybeans for Setsubun, soybean candy, 
isonori, mameheto, shinseimame, suhama}, other products). 
Conclusion. Sources (numerically arranged). Sources 
(alphabetically arranged).
 Tables: 1. U.S. soybean production, 1924-1963. 2. 
United States, Red China, and world production of soybeans 
(bushels), 1950-1963. 3. U.S. soybean importation, 
exportation and amount processed for oil and meal, 1924-
1963. 4. U.S. exportation of soybeans (1,000 bushels) 
total, by continent, and to six largest importing countries, 
1958-1962. 5. Japan’s soybean acreage, production, and 
merchandising rate. 6. Japan’s importation of soybeans, 
total, and Red China’s portion, 1945-1963. 7. Japan’s total 
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importation of soybeans and U.S. portion, 1945-1963. 8. 
Soybean usage in Japan, 1963. 9. Japan’s processing of 
oilseeds, 1963. 10. Crushing capacity of selected Japanese 
oilseed crushers. 11. Eight largest crushers of soybeans 
and amount of soybeans crushed per month in 1963. 12. 
Total quantity of soybeans crushed in Japan, 1950-1963. 
13. Japan’s daily per capita intake of edible fats and oils. 
14. Japan’s consumption of edible fats and oils, 1945-1961. 
15. Use of soybean meal. 16. Chemical composition of tofu 
and aburaage. 17. Quantity of soybeans and soybean meal 
used for tofu-aburaage productions (all Japan), 1950-1963. 
18. Miso production and quantity of soybeans and soybean 
meal used, 1950-1963. 19. Composition of miso. 20. Daily 
per capita consumption of miso in Japan, 1950-1963. 21. All 
Japan production of shoyu and use of soybeans and soybean 
meal, 1950-1963. 22. Composition of shoyu. 23. Yearly per 
capita consumption of shoyu, 1950-1963. 24. Composition 
of natto. 25. Production of frozen tofu and use of soybeans. 
26. Composition of frozen tofu. 27. Yearly per capita 
consumption of frozen tofu. 28. Composition of kinako. 29. 
Composition of yuba. 30. Monosodium glutamate production 
and use of soybeans and soybean meal. Continued.
 This typed manuscript was sent to Soyfoods Center in 
July 2004 by Tomoko Brandemuhl, the wife of the author. 
About the author (based on several interviews with Tomoko, 
July 2004): William Victor Brandemuhl was born on 30 Nov. 
1940 at Iron Mountain, Michigan. He grew up in Florence, 
Wisconsin, then attended the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison. He roomed for 3-4 years with various Japanese 
cancer researchers at the university. He also became close 
to Tomoko Arai (born 12 Dec. 1937 in Tokyo), a Japanese 
woman, who was doing graduate studies in social work 
there as a Rotary International Fellowship student. William 
initially intended to graduate in June 1962, but stayed an 
extra year in order to pursue independent studies in Japanese 
language and soybeans. He became interested in the soybean 
and its history in an anthropology class taught by Dr. R.J. 
Miller; William fi nished his excellent research paper on 
soybeans in Jan. 1963. He also took one year of Japanese 
language instruction (night classes). William graduated in 
Jan. 1963 with a BSc degree in economics.
 William obtained a grant (no strings attached) from 
Honeymead Products Co. of Mankato, Minnesota, to study 
soybean utilization in Japan. Only one American had studied 
this subject in Japan after World War II–Allan K. Smith of 
the USDA, who visited Japan and wrote short but detailed 
reports in 1948-49 and 1958. In Jan. 1963 Brandemuhl 
arrived in Japan and became a research fellow at the 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Kyoto University, 
Kyoto, Japan. Between Feb. 1963 and May 1964 (15 
months) he conducted fi eld research on soybean utilization 
in Japan. In June 1963 (after William had been in Japan for 4 
months), Tomoko completed her graduate studies, graduated 
from the University of Wisconsin, and (since her scholarship 

was fi nished), returned to Japan–to be with William and 
to help him with his research in Japanese, which he spoke 
only moderately well. She traveled with him throughout 
Japan and translated for him during the many interviews he 
conducted. At each destination, she spoke about America to 
the local Rotary club–which paid her transportation, room, 
and board. William’s monthly check from Honeymead paid 
for his room and board–but not for his travel and research, 
so he had to work part time doing English translation for a 
Japanese company. On trips, he took many photos using his 
expensive Nikon camera. Tomoko’s family lived near Kobe, 
where she and William were married on 8 Aug. 1964–three 
months after he fi nished his fi eld research. Several days after 
the marriage, they returned to the USA to visit his parents in 
Florence, Wisconsin, and enjoy a wedding party there.
 William now knew he wanted to pursue a career in 
international business. He was soon offered a job at Crocker 
Citizen National Bank (International Division) in San 
Francisco, California. They drove to San Francisco and got 
an apartment at 1701 21st Avenue; he began work that fall, 
and was soon learning the basics of international business. 
Every evening after work at the bank he returned home to 
work on transforming his fi eld notes into a manuscript. As 
he wrote the rough draft, Tomoko (a skilled pianist but not a 
skilled typist) typed it on a manual typewriter. The next day 
he would correct any mistakes and she would retype each 
page into fi nal form. In 1965 he had the best carbon copy 
bound and sent it to Honeymead; he kept the original. It was 
never published and he received no academic credit for it.
 On 26 May 1966 their fi rst son and only child, Konrad 
Victor Brandemuhl, was born in San Francisco. They bought 
a house in Pacifi ca. In 1967 he was offered a job with 
Caterpillar Tractor Co. (International Div.) in Peoria, Illinois. 
In 1968 he moved with his boss to work at Allis-Chalmers 
Manufacturing Co., West Allis, Wisconsin. In 1969 he was 
transferred to Tokyo, Japan, as Far East Representative of 
the company. In 1970 he was transferred to Singapore as Far 
East Manager of the company.
 William and Tomoko later lived for about 10 years 
near Tokyo, Japan (mostly in Mitaka), and for a while in 
Singapore. Over the years he showed his typescript on 
“Soybean Utilization in Japan” to many people, but nobody 
was interested. In 1986 he started his own trading company, 
specializing in textiles, natural rubber, latex thread, and 
various machine mechanisms. Tragically, William died on 
2 April 1998 in Bangkok, Thailand, of pneumonia, during 
a business trip. He loved the excitement of international 
business and interaction with people of different cultural 
backgrounds. Address: San Francisco, California.

2007. May, Jacques M. 1965. Food technology and nutrition 
in Communist China. In: Martin S. Peterson and Donald K. 
Tressler, eds. 1965. Food Technology the World Over. Vol. II. 
South America, Africa and the Middle East, Asia. Westport, 
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Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co., Inc. ix + 414 p. See p. 245-
74. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [7 ref]
• Summary: This chapter is reprinted with permission from 
“The Ecology of Malnutrition in the Far and Near East,” 
by Dr. Jacques M. May, with the collaboration of Irma S. 
Jarcho, M.P.H., New York, 1961.
 Despite its vast territory, China lacks good arable land. 
Only 11% of the total surface area is presently cultivated. In 
1958 China was one of the poorest fed nations in the world, 
with 1,830 calories per capita per day; 75% of these came 
from grain foods, 9.2% from vegetable fats, and only 4.5% 
from animal proteins.
 Forced industrialization competes with agricultural 
growth for fi nancial and labor resources. Table 79 shows 
production of various food crops (in millions of tons) in fi ve 
recent years (see below). For soybeans these fi gures were 9.5 
in 1952, 10.2 in 1956, 10.0 in 1957, 12.5 in 1958, and 15 in 
1959 (target).
 China’s Second Five-Year plan (1958-1962) divided 
China into zones and sought to increase agricultural 
production.
 China’s main trading partner is Japan. Table 85 (p. 258) 
shows exports to Japan in metric tons. For soybeans: 204,000 
in 1954, 66,000 in 1955, and 200,000 in 1956.
 Relaxation of the Western economic embargo against 
communist bloc nations may cause China to purchase 
more products from the West. Address: Director, Medical 
Geography Dep., American Geographical Society, New York 
City, NY.

2008. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1965? 
The world of soybeans (Leafl et). Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 
3 panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 9 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Two panels list the many food and industrial 
products that can be made from soybeans. A little cartoon 
character “SO-ME-O says: Soybeans make life better all 
over the world.” In Ontario, soybean have a total farm value 
of over $20 million. “Canadian soybean production only 
accounts for 30.5% of all Canadian needs of soybean oil. 
Meal production from Canadian soybeans provides only 31% 
of our requirements.” Most of the rest is imported from the 
USA.
 In 1964 81 million pounds of soybean oil was consumed 
in Canadian margarine and 62.5 million pounds was 
consumed in Canadian shortening. Address: Box 668, 143 
Wellington St. West, Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

2009. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1966. City notes: 
Larger fl ow of soyabean oil! March 12. p. 4.
• Summary: There are indications that the government of 
India will soon embark on a larger programme of importing 
soyabean oil because of the persisting shortage of oilseeds 
and vegetable oils in the country. The government contracted 
for purchases of 75,000 tons of soyabean oil last year, but the 

amount is likely to be twice as large this year.
 “The proposed two-fold increase in the import of 
soyabean oil is being justifi ed by the oilseed trade and the 
vanaspati industry on the ground that it will go a long way in 
relieving the shortage of vegetable oils which is refl ected in 
the relatively high prices for groundnut oil.”
 These high prices have prompted the vanaspati industry 
to cut its production by 20% starting on Feb. 1.

2010. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1966. Japan’s city people, bakeries, institutions 
responsible for increased use of soybean oil. 4(12):11-16. 
March 21.
• Summary: “... according to a market research study on 
edible oils recently completed for the American Soybean 
Association... The key to continuing gains in U.S. exports to 
Japan is promotion of soybean oil consumption.”
 “Japan’s consumption of all fats and oils–at around 14 
pounds per person–still lags behind that of most other highly 
developed nations. It is one-fourth that of the Netherlands at 
60 pounds and one-third the U.S. level of 46 pounds.
 “Approximately half of the 313-grams of vegetable oil 
consumer per person each month is soybean oil.”

2011. Chemurgic Digest. 1966. Miraculous soybean crop 
nation’s number 1 export dollar earner. March. p. 1-2.
• Summary: U.S. farmers are now producing a record of 
900 million bushels of soybeans each year. Wheat is #2 after 
soybeans and the top U.S. export dollar earner.

2012. Haymaker, John. 1966. The world market potential for 
soybeans. Soybean Digest. May. p. 27-30.
• Summary: From his speech before the Arkansas Soybean 
Association. “When I contemplate the future for soybeans 
and soybean products, I can’t help but think of those little 
animals in the Li’l Abner comic strip called ‘schmoos.’ 
For the benefi t of those who may not go in for such serious 
reading, I suppose I’d better tell you what a schmoo is. It’s 
a little animal that serves just about every possible need of 
mankind. It not only gives milk of several fl avors, but it 
also lays eggs. Cooked, it provides a choice of ham, pork 
chops, beefsteak, or chicken with all white meat. Alive, it is 
a wonderful pet that has the combined characteristics of a 
lap dog, watchdog, cat or parakeet. It can make politicians 
honest and in-laws likable, and it feeds on mosquitoes, fl ies, 
chinch bugs and beatniks.
 “When it comes to versatility, the schmoo’s only 
competitor is the soybean. The soybean, or one of its 
products, is used in livestock feed, breakfast foods, diets 
for babies and diabetics, macaroni, crackers, sauces, 
shortening, peanut butter, cooking oil and salad oil, paint, 
soap, linoleum, candy, ice cream, cosmetics, textiles, and 
waterproofi ng. And this is only the beginning of the list. Soy 
lecithin alone is an ingredient in dozens of products, from 
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doughnuts to insecticides.
 “Since research both by the government and by private 
fi rms such as Cargill is continually seeking out new uses for 
the soybean, it seems inconceivable that we should ever see 
the day when there will not be plenty of markets for it.
 “It would be foolish indeed for anyone to look very 
far into the future of anything and come up with the 
conclusion that all is perfect, that, without any ifs or buts or 
qualifi cations of any kind, the future is pat. No one can, for 
instance, predict wars, drouths, pestilence or governmental 
whimsy.
 “But if we will disregard the chance of catastrophe and 
rely on the past and the present to point the way, we can 
truthfully say that the potential of the soybean is tremendous. 
Last year Arkansas planted almost a million more acres to 
soybeans than 10 years ago. And, as you know, markets for 
beans and bean products both here and abroad have been 
increasing at a faster rate than the population for some time.
 “We are convinced that the supply of soybeans and 
the demand will continue to climb rapidly–certainly for 
the next 5 years and very likely for the 5 years after that. 
Just take a look at the potential for the domestic market 
alone. The Census Bureau tells us that we can expect the 
U.S. population to rise by more than 16% in the coming 10 
years, and economists generally agree that the economy will 
continue prosperous.
 “This means that more people will be eating more of 
the high-protein foods, such as meat, milk, eggs and poultry 
and that all of us will be more able to afford these diets. One 
survey expects that by 1975 Americans will be consuming 
34% more beef, 12% more pork, and 29% more broilers. 
Milk and egg consumption also will rise, although not by 
such great strides. This same projection sees us feeding 
about 18% more of the natural high protein feeds which 
are produced mainly by the soybean grower, and it expects 
soybean oil demands to increase by about a third over the 
next decade.
 “Furthermore, none of these projections takes into 
consideration the possibility of new soybean uses that may 
develop as a result of the research that continues day in and 
day out. For instance, work already done in what researchers 
call the “isolated soy protein” fi eld points to tremendously 
expanded markets in areas of the world where people are so 
poor they cannot afford diets suffi ciently high in protein.
 “Here in the United States, there is enough available 
food to provide each American with about 3,300 calories 
a day. But in half the world there is only enough for about 
2,000 calories per person daily. While many of us worry 
about getting fat and while we are willing to try every new 
fad that promises to keep us slim, much of the rest of the 
world is worrying about how to get enough food to keep 
living. Because of food shortages, many of these people 
have a normal life expectancy of less than 25 years. And 
populations continue to rise at an ever-increasing pace. I 

expect that for much of the rest of our lifetimes we’ll not 
be so much concerned with how to get rid of food surpluses 
as we will with how to produce enough food for all these 
people. In this regard, Dr. J. Norman Efferson, dean of the 
school of agriculture at Louisiana State University, says 
that within the next 25 years we will need a minimum of 
almost double the present production levels of food, fi ber and 
timber.
 “Foreign Policy: Recently, President Johnson, after 
transferring the Food for Peace program from the Agriculture 
Department to the State Department, requested his Secretary 
of State to come up with some new ideas for using Food 
for Peace as an effective instrument of foreign policy. I 
feel certain that one reason for this request was a report 
from the National Academy of Sciences that included 
some startling facts on malnutrition of preschool children 
in underdeveloped countries. This report stated that, while 
infant deaths in these countries may be six to eight times 
as great as infant death rates in more advanced countries, 
mortality rates in the 1-to-4 age group in backward countries 
possibly are 50 to 60 times greater. It concluded that 
literally millions of preschool children die annually from 
malnutrition.
 “Such facts have not gone unnoticed in our government. 
For instance, Senator McGovern of South Dakota has 
introduced a bill calling for eventual expenditures of $3½ 
billion annually to ship more food to needy nations and 
to assure that this food is nutritionally adequate. This 
$3½-billion fi gure compares to the approximately $1½ 
billion we’ve been spending on Food for Peace annually in 
recent years.
 “It’s not surprising that experts predict the annual 
increase in soybean exports for the next 5 years will continue 
to be in the neighborhood of 20 million bushels–and that’s a 
100-million-bushel increase over the 5 years. Dean Efferson 
extends his optimism over a longer period–up to 25 years. He 
expects that, because of the worldwide population explosion 
and increases in per capita demand, worldwide demand for 
farm products will rise by 40% over the next 10 years and by 
100% over the next 25 years.
 “Those of us who have been in the business of 
exporting grain and oilseeds for many years know that the 
underdeveloped recipients of U.S. Food for Peace will not 
always be underdeveloped; as they develop their economies 
and technology, they also develop a taste for the products of 
American farms, and they become dollar-paying customers. 
Japan, Spain and Germany, for instance, for a period were 
the benefi ciaries of American largesse, but now they pay 
cash dollars for our farm products. In time–how long, no 
one knows–India and other southern Asian countries, as well 
as the developing nations of Africa and Latin America, will 
become important customers of ours.
 “As the world’s general living standards continue to 
climb, more and more people will fi nd the means to enjoy 
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more of life’s good things. And history is proof that as living 
standards improve, diets also improve. This has almost 
always meant more meat and eggs on the dinner table. With 
the rise in both population and living standards, more and 
more nations throughout the world will fi nd themselves 
more deeply involved in livestock and poultry production. 
More hogs, cattle and chickens mean a larger consumption 
of mixed feeds, and this in turn means a far larger demand 
for soybean meal. The demand will lead to increased output, 
which should stabilize meal prices, making feed less of 
an unknown cost factor. This will further stimulate the 
production of farm animals that, in turn, will require more 
meal. Thus the cycle will repeat and then repeat again, just as 
it has in this country.
 “I know that Arkansas farmers expect to play an 
increasingly important role in fi lling these ever-expanding 
food needs of the world, and I think that it will be done with 
the soybean.
 “Do I sound optimistic? Well, I am. But I hope it’s 
optimism that is warranted by the facts. I’m not trying to 
hedge, but I think I should repeat that all these things are 
possible for the soybean–indeed, probable–if certain things 
can be avoided. If, for instance, should we have another 
major war, all projections must be thrown out the window, 
for we must have free trade and open transportation channels 
if we are to export our abundance.
 “Occupational Hazards: I should also qualify my 
optimism by recognizing the possibility of production 
diffi culties. There is always the specter of a new plant 
disease or of a new insect pest arriving on the scene. As 
a matter of fact, the greatly increased acreage in the state 
increases the chance of just this happening” (Continued). 
Address: Cargill, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2013. Haymaker, John. 1966. The world market potential for 
soybeans (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 27-30.
• Summary: (Continued): “Now, this other side of the coin, 
which I’ve only partially outlined to you, is a side that is 
familiar enough to you. Anybody who has ever farmed is 
acutely aware of these ever-present occupational hazards of 
weather, insects and disease. But there are other factors that 
can cloud the bright future of soybeans of which you might 
not be so clearly aware.
 “First, consider the likely effect of a change in 
government policy regarding soybeans. This is a crop that 
has not been burdened by acreage restrictions or marketing 
quotas. We who grow or process soybeans owe a debt of 
gratitude to agricultural policymakers in Washington, who, 
by maintaining a free market for the crop, have spared us the 
problems that have beset other crops. The fast development 
of the soybean has taken place in, and has been possible 
because of, the workings of a free marketplace in which 
production and processing technology combined to meet 

real demand and need. Had any segment of this producer-to-
consumer complex been hampered by government controls, 
the tremendous rate of growth we’ve seen would not have 
taken place.
 “We have every reason to believe that the government 
will continue to follow this constructive and realistic 
approach which recognizes the potentials of competition 
abroad. But administrations change and lawmakers come 
and go. And for this reason we cannot be assured that 
this realistic policy will forever be there to guarantee our 
continuing growth.
 “Price of Soybeans: Another factor we must watch 
concerns price. All of us, I am sure, would like very much to 
see beans go to $3 and then stay there forever while demand 
and markets continue to expand year after year. That would 
be an ideal situation, but like so many truly ideal situations 
it’s impossible to attain.
 “I am speaking of a danger that you as the producer face 
and we as a processor face–that of soybeans being priced out 
of the market. We are all too familiar with the fate that befell 
cotton. It was dethroned by price–a price that, like poisoned 
cake, had a delightful taste but disastrous after-effects. For 
cotton simply priced itself out of both domestic and foreign 
markets by making it profi table to pour millions of dollars 
into research on synthetics. High prices for U.S. cotton also 
enticed foreign competition to produce more and sell it more 
cheaply.
 “I’m sure that even the schmoo could be replaced, 
and if you think the soybean cannot, then just consider 
urea for a moment. Periods of high soy bean meal prices 
have encouraged the development of the synthetic protein 
replacement, urea, which has cut into the consumption of 
soybean meal. For instance, in the 7 years from 1958 to 
1964, feed grade urea sales doubled. This year, for the fi rst 
time, we expect urea sales to feeders to reach a million tons. 
Be assured that unrealistically high soybean meal prices will 
encourage continued substitution. Currently urea is usable 
only in ruminant feed, but it’s not impossible that excessively 
high meal prices will lead chemists to develop substitutes to 
feed poultry and nonruminant livestock.
 “Unrealistic price levels also raise a wide economic 
umbrella under which other areas of the world can and will 
compete. Here again take a look at cotton. Twenty-fi ve years 
ago the United States produced 40% of the world’s cotton. 
Today, despite all of government’s efforts and all of its 
expenditures on double subsidies, we barely provide 25% of 
the world’s cotton supply. We were getting twice as much 
for our cotton, which in 1950 averaged around 40½, but 
our prosperity was an illusion because the rest of the world 
started buying elsewhere.
 “If you don’t think this can happen to soybeans, let me 
remind you that several countries in South America and 
Africa are speeding up their soybean development programs 
and taking a bead on traditional U.S. export markets. 
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And still other countries are concentrating on sunfl ower, 
groundnuts and other oil-bearing crops that provide 
substitution for soybeans.
 “As of now, the United States does have a tremendous 
technological lead over the rest of the world in soybean 
production. But if we are to keep this lead we are going 
to have to add continually to that know-how. Much has 
been done, of course, in fertilization, soil management and 
adaptation of varieties, but we have yet to break through 
production barriers in the way corn did when hybrids fi rst 
came into general use.
 Research continues in the laboratories and in the fi elds 
of government, land-grant colleges and private industry, and 
while nobody yet has come up with a 50-bushel seed, new 
and better varieties for certain areas are developed almost 
every year.
 “In closing, I’d like to make one point very clear to you. 
We who are processors of farm products are acutely aware 
of the interests we share with those of you who produce the 
things we process. Our well-being is tied directly to your 
own well-being, and we believe this is a two-way street, 
for we know that hard times and prosperous times come 
at once to the producer and the processor. Our effi ciencies 
have made possible business economies that further make 
it possible to pay the producer the price he deserves for his 
crop.
 “I would like to dwell on this for a moment, for I do 
not believe that the role of the processor has been fully 
appreciated. A combination of competitiveness, ingenuity 
and initiative has made possible in less than 20 years a 
reduction of over 40% in the difference between the prices 
paid the farmer for his soybeans and the value of the oil and 
meal product. The result has been that we can still pay the 
farmer a fair price for his beans while cutting the cost of the 
products to the consumer–and this consumer very often is the 
farmer.
 “In the years 1946 to 1950 the difference in prices paid 
the farmer and the value of the product averaged 80¢ a 
bushel. Over the years following that period a healthy spirit 
of competition in the industry made it necessary to cut that 
spread, and by 1959-63 the average of 80¢ had dropped to 
31¢. We were still paying a fair price for beans, we were still 
paying for the large costs of transportation, handling, storing 
and processing (which, of course, will always account for the 
largest part of the spread by far), we were still able to realize 
some profi t, and additionally, we could sell the end product 
for less. How did we do it?
 “Well, in order to compete more effectively, we 
modernized our plants. We stepped up research. We sought 
and found new markets. We found new ways to save a 
penny here and a penny there by increasing our effi ciency in 
handling, transporting, storing and processing. And so, the 
spread was cut from 80¢ to 31¢ and–believe it or not–there 
was still some profi t left for us.

 “I am proud–I hope understandably proud–that my 
company, Cargill, Inc., played a very major role in these 
successful pursuits of economy that have, so greatly 
benefi ted the producer, the consumer and the industry. 
Cargill is 100 years old this year. For a whole century we 
have had a close and rewarding relationship with the farmer. 
As we go into our second century, this relationship–this 
“romance,” I should say–will continue, I am sure, as warm 
and as close as it always has been.”
 Photos show: (1) A small portrait photo of John 
Haymaker. (2) A large photo with this caption: “Giant 
marine legs take soybeans from a grain company barge from 
upriver to be conveyed to the Bunge Corp. export terminal 
at Destrehan, Louisiana, for handling and conditioning. Note 
the front-end scoop unit being lowered into the barge. Such 
units push the grain from the far corners of the barge to the 
marine leg.”
 Note: This is the export issue of Soybean Digest. 
Address: Cargill, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2014. Humphrey, Hubert H. 1966. The War on Hunger 
challenges soybeans! Soybean Digest. May. p. 12.
• Summary: “Our agriculture is what really makes America 
strong. Other nations have bombs and other nations have 
steel plants and cement plants. But no other nation has 
mastered the problems of agriculture as has the United 
States.
 “The world’s expanding food need, especially human 
requirements for proteins, is one of the major crises in the 
world today. This must be understood by all of us if we are to 
meet the problem.
 “As President Johnson recently explained in his message 
on Food for Freedom, the United States must lead the world 
in a war against hunger.
 “The President pointed out that the developing countries 
must make basic improvements in their own agriculture. 
He urged that we tailor U.S. production to help solve the 
problem and develop markets for American farm products.
 “On my recent visit to Asia, I again was impressed with 
the fact that the rapidly expanding world population makes 
it imperative to expand some U.S. production to meet the 
nutritional needs of the present and the future.
 “The Food for Freedom program confronts American 
agriculture with a real challenge.
 “For example, the world demand for soybeans has been 
increasing annually in recent years. Soybeans provide the 
largest source of proteins, which are essential for both the 
growth and the maintenance of the human body.
 “This is where the emphasis must be–the primary need 
is food for humans. There’s a strong need for oils and fats 
such as soybean oil for human food.
 “This is the reason for the President’s call for increased 
soybean production in 1966. It is a challenge to American 
farmers. They have the opportunity to accomplish two 
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objectives in this war on hunger–to grow crops that are in 
short supply and at the same time help meet an increasingly 
urgent world food shortage.
 “Farmers can enlist in the fi ght against hunger and at the 
same time improve income and profi t by following sound 
practices to increase the soybean yield per acre.”
 A portrait photo shows Hubert Humphrey.
 Note: This is the “Export Issue” of Soybean Digest. 
Address: Vice President of the United States.

2015. Osman, Nixar; Morrison, W.R.; Bender, L.D. 1966. 
Factors affecting the estimated future foreign demand 
for soybeans. Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletin No. 712. 16 p. May. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans and soybean products are the third 
largest dollar-earning agricultural export commodity from 
the United States, following wheat and cotton.
 “Specifi c objectives of this study were (1) to isolate the 
most important factors affecting export demand for United 
States soybeans and soybean products in Japan, Canada, the 
Netherlands, West Germany, Belgium-Luxembourg, and 
the United Kingdom, and (2) to estimate the level of United 
States exports to these countries for the crop year October 1, 
1974, to September 30, 1975.
 “The most important variables were isolated by multiple 
regression analysis and these were used to estimate future 
exports to each of the countries studied.
 “Countries were selected from the nations that import 
United States soybeans and soybean products for dollars. 
Supply and demand conditions in these countries are 
relatively free. Conditions surrounding transactions with 
countries buying for other than dollars make estimating 
diffi cult in those countries.
 “Per capita national income was found to be an 
important variable in fi ve of the countries studied. A change 
of 1 percent in national income of the importing country, 
with all other variables held constant, changed imports of 
soybeans and soybean oil from the United States, in the same 
direction, by 3 percent for Belgium-Luxembourg, 2.8 percent 
for the United Kingdom, 2.1 percent for Canada, 1.3 percent 
for the Netherlands, and 1.1 percent for Japan.
 “How much per capita national income will infl uence 
future exports of soybeans and soybean oil from the United 
States to those countries will be determined by changes in 
purchasing power of the monetary units used in the exporting 
and importing nations.
 “Another important variable is the average annual 
soybean prices received by American farmers. A 1 percent 
change in soybean prices in the United States adversely 
changed exports by 0.9 percent for West Germany, 0.3 
percent for the Netherlands, 0.2 percent for Japan, and less 
than 0.1 percent for Belgium-Luxembourg.
 “Gold and exchange reserves were found to be an 
important variable in estimating West German imports.”

 Page 16: “Recently, in order to promote their domestic 
oilseed crushing industries, the countries studied have 
imported less soybean oil and more whole soybeans. 
Indications are that their soybean oil imports will continue 
to decline in favor of Whole soybeans. The membership of 
the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and West Germany 
in the European Economic Community (European Common 
Market) dictates their demand for relatively cheaper whole 
soybeans since the Common Market foreign trade policy 
requires that a 10 percent custom duty shall be paid by 
importers of soybean oil whereas whole soybeans can be 
imported free of duty.
 “The results of this study indicate that by 1974 the 
1961 United States soybean acreage of 28.0 million acres 
will need to be increased by 3.2 million acres in order to 
meet an increased import demand of 80.4 million bushels 
in the countries studied. This assumes that the 1961 average 
soybean yield will be maintained.
 “Soybeans and soybean oil imports of the countries 
studied accounted for 43.3 percent of all soybean product 
exports, in soybean equivalents, from the United States 
during 1961. Soybean and soybean oil exports to all 
countries will be around 459 million bushels (in soybean 
equivalents) in 1974 if the selected countries continue to 
import the same percentage of total United States exports 
as they did in 1961. If this occurs an increase in soybean 
acreage of 7.4 million acres would be required by 1974 to 
produce an additional 185 million bushels of soybeans, the 
estimated increase in total foreign demand for soybeans and 
soybean oil.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics and 
Rural Sociology, Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville.

2016. Pogeler, Glenn H. 1966. Exports of soybeans and 
products continue to grow. Soybean Digest. May. p. 70, 72.
• Summary: “Exports of soybeans and soybean products 
during the past year have continued to expand at a rapid 
rate in all areas and prospects for future expansion seem 
unlimited. New markets are being opened for soybean meal 
due mainly to the rapid development of the poultry industry 
in practically all areas. Oil demand continues to expand 
as the economies of our overseas friends improve and we 
expect this trend to continue.” The Soybean Council of 
America now has 11 offi ces in 10 countries. The address and 
director of each is given: Rome, Italy; Bogota, Colombia; 
Cairo, Egypt, UAR; Hamburg, Germany; New Delhi, India; 
Tehran, Iran; Casablanca, Morocco; Karachi, West Pakistan; 
Ankara, Turkey; and Madrid, Spain.
 “In the Tehran, Iran, offi ce [whose director is Iraj 
Dehlavi] is Fred Martin, SBC oil technician, who serves 
Turkey, Iran, Pakistan and India. Our oil technicians also 
serve any other countries on special assignment.” A photo 
shows Pogeler. Address: President, Soybean Council of 
America, Inc.
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2017. Soybean Digest. 1966. Three U.S. fi rms are processing 
[soybeans] in Spain. May. p. 51, 54.
• Summary: “The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. has 
announced that its new joint venture processing plant in 
Santander, Spain, will begin production in May... When 
fully operational it will have a daily processing capacity of 
more than 350 metric tons of soybeans. The joint venture 
company, Sociedad Iberica de Molturacion, S.A., known 
as SIMSA, is owned equally by Staley and Sonaco, S.A., a 
prominent Madrid commodities fi rm... The Spanish plant 
marks Staley’s fi rst overseas venture in soybean processing.”
 Cargill, Inc. of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and a group 
of Spanish investors have a processing plant in Tarragona, 
Spain. It has been operating at peak capacity (700 tons/day of 
soybeans) since Feb. 1965. It is “operated as an independent 
Spanish corporation and is know formally as Industrias de 
la Soja S.A. which shortens to Indusoja and is pronounced 
‘Indu-soya.’”
 “Archer Daniels Midland Co.’s affi liate in Spain, 
Oleotecnica, S.A., produces soybean-based margarine at 
its plant in Castro-Urdiales. Oleotecnica refi nes soybean 
oil imported from the United States for its margarine. The 
plant also crushes some soybeans imported from the United 
States.”

2018. Norton-Taylor, Duncan. 1966. World hunger. Fortune 
73(6):111-14, 170, 174, 177, 180, 184. June.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “No problem presses more 
remorselessly on this generation. Giving food away only 
postpones crises and may compound them. What the U.S. 
should be exporting is a practical version of the capitalist 
revolution that made its own agriculture one of the wonders 
of the world.”
 How can we feed whose population is now doubling 
every 30 years or so, and is expected to reach 7.4 billion by 
the year 2000? And population growth is most rapid in those 
regions least able to support more people. Most burdensome 
is India, with its 500 million. The challenge is to raise the 
Third World to a state where it can feed itself. Note: This 
is the earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) 
that uses the term “Third World” for what French call the 
tiers monde, to refer to “underdeveloped countries not in the 
Communist bloc.”
 During the 1940s population worldwide began to 
accelerate as DDT and antibiotics reduced the death rate in 
the Third World from about 30 per 1,000 right after World 
War II to about 20 per 1,000 at present. Meanwhile the birth 
rate in the Third World continues to exceed 40 per 1,000. 
Before World War II, the Third World had net exports of 
about 11 million metric tons (tonnes) of grain to industrial 
nations. From 1948 to 1952 the fl ow reversed: the Third 
World imported an average of 4 million tonnes a year, 
increasing to 13 million tonnes/year from 1957 to 1959 and 
25 million in 1964.

 Economist Theodore W. Schultz of the University of 
Chicago, Illinois, in his book Transforming Traditional 
Agriculture, has shown how Western European farmers have 
successfully substituted capital for land. With a population 
density much greater than that of Asia and a generally poor 
endowment of farm land, farmers in Italy, Austria, Greece 
(and Israel) have been increasing agricultural production at a 
remarkable rate.
 The U.S. Public Law 480 (once called “Food for Peace” 
and fi rst developed during the Eisenhower administration) 
has failed; it may have helped feed hungry people but it has 
not helped the needy countries to be able to feed themselves. 
During the past 11 years the U.S. has shipped, mainly to 
Third World countries, food that cost it some $25 billion. 
When food was shipped in emergencies, the recipient 
countries were not billed at all. Taiwan and Japan have used 
this food successfully so that now they no longer need it. But 
the three countries which have received the most PL 480 aid, 
India, Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic [Egypt and 
Syria] have not. Turkey, for example, received soybean oil in 
exchange for an agreement not to export its olive oil.
 Can U.S. private enterprise help Third World agriculture 
and food? Corn Products sells Maizena–a mixture of edible 
corn oil and soybean oil. And in order to make this new food 
more profi table, Corn Products is teaching Brazilian farmers 
how to grow soybeans, which now have to be imported to 
Brazil from the U.S. In Brazil, Mexico, and Peru, Anderson, 
Clayton provides agricultural service for local farmers 
who grow soybeans, peanuts, and cotton seeds for a line 
of cooking and salad oils, shortening, and margarine that 
the company processes and markets. “It fi nances seed, 
fertilizers, and insecticides, and gives advice on planting and 
harvesting.” Anderson, Clayton plants provide 6,000 jobs in 
Brazil, 4,500 in Mexico, and 800 in Peru.
 The Ford and Rockefeller foundations are also doing 
important work in the Third World. The Ford Foundation has 
already spent $300,000 in an experiment to crossbreed West 
Pakistan’s wheat with high-yielding Mexican dwarf strains.
 Americans must realize that the world will be unsafe 
unless there is economic and political stability–and adequate 
food–throughout the Third World.

2019. Richter, Jay. 1966. USDA may drop P.L. 480 
cottonseed oil shipments: Washington Digest. Soybean 
Digest. June. p. 36-37.
• Summary: “Growers and the trade fi gure to be helped 
considerably by the sharp cutback in cotton acreage which is 
about one-fourth less than last year. Soybean oil should move 
in relative quantity compared with cottonseed oil.
 “The price differential in recent months has been heavily 
favorable to purchase of soybean oil. Cottonseed oil has been 
running about 3½¢ per pound higher lately, compared with 
what USDA sources describe as a ‘normal’ difference of only 
about a cent.
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 “Decatur [Illinois] prices for crude on May 20, for 
example, were 14.7¢ per pound for cottonseed oil and 11.2¢ 
for soybean oil.
 “USDA, by law, is required to keep support prices for 
the two products on a comparable basis. In line with this 
dictum, the Department announced the other day that support 
for cottonseed oil in the new season will be increased by 
$5 per ton–up to $48. That compares with the increase in 
soybean supports of 25¢ per bushel, up from $2.25 to $2.50.”
 Most of the rest of this article is speculation about 
cottonseed oil.
 A portrait photo shows Jay Richter smiling. Address: 
Washington, DC, Correspondent for Soybean Digest.

2020. Time. 1966. Commotion in the bean pit. 88:77-78. July 
8.
• Summary: The soybean is now “the hottest item in the 
seething U.S. commodities market. Last week futures for 
soybeans, soybean oil and soybean meal set seasonal records 
after a month of wild trading.” Prices tripled during the 
month.
 “Introduced to the U.S. from Asia in 1804, the soybean 
did not become a signifi cant agricultural product until World 
War II cut off normal U.S. imports of fats and oil. From a 
crop of 193 million bu. in 1945, output rose to 843.7 million 
bu., worth nearly $2.5 billion last fall. Soybeans are the 
U.S.’s most valuable agricultural export, ranking ahead of 
wheat and corn...
 “Worthington Foods Inc. takes edible soybean 
fi ber produced by Ralston Purina, turns it into meatless 
frankfurters, roast beef and fried chicken, sells them to 
Seventh-day Adventists and vegetarians. Archer-Daniels-
Midland Co. is testing a soy beverage to be sold in powder 
form, and Central Soya has developed an ice cream-like 
frozen dessert made of soybeans.
 “What interests researchers the most about the soybean 
is its high protein content (up to 50%), and this month 
Central Soya will begin mass production of Promine, an 
isolated soybean protein, at a new Chicago plant. Promine 
binds and emulsifi es pulverized meats, such as sausages, 
meat loaf and bologna.”

2021. Boinville, Charles de. 1966. Increasing dependence on 
U.S. beans. Soybean Digest. July. p. 16-18.
• Summary: Discusses a recent FAO study on oilseed 
crushing in developing countries such as Philippines, 
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia, etc.
 “In Nigeria the groundnut crush has doubled [since 
1960]... Until 1964, Nigeria supplied 69% of the world’s 
supply of palm kernels and her own crush was limited to a 
few thousand tons. But last year the fi rst large processing 
plant came into operation and others are to follow.
 “Nigeria provides the most outstanding example of 
the growth of crushing in developing countries but similar 

reports come in regularly from many parts of the world–new 
palm kernel mills in Dahomey and Sierra Leone, expanded 
crushing of groundnuts in Gambia and the former French 
West African territories, new cottonseed mills in Nicaragua 
and the prospects that the Philippine crush of copra will 
double over the next 10 years.”
 A photo shows Charles de Boinville. Address: Chairman, 
British Oil & Cake Mills, and President, International Assoc. 
of Seed Crushers.

2022. Soybean Digest. 1966. China also has a “yield barrier.” 
July. p. 29.
• Summary: “Farmers in the United States may be interested 
to know that China is having the same trouble breaking 
the soybean yield barrier as we are in the United States. 
And they also are working on such things as new varieties 
and fertilizers to increase yields. Of course the soybean 
originated in China and they’re the major competitor of the 
United States. China supplied Japan with 18% of her soy 
beans last year.
 “A report released through Hong Kong says the yield in 
China last year was not as high as originally forecast. There 
was a story in the People’s Daily of China that yields per 
acre have gone up very little in recent years. It appears that 
the 1965 soybean crop in the main soybean area in northeast 
China was closer to 250 million bushels than the more than 
300 million estimated.
 “The People’s Daily says commune members, cadre 
leaders and research leaders have been trying to fi nd the 
answer to higher yields. The Liu Chia Brigade did have 
double the yields of most others. The land there is hilly and 
infertile but years ago Liu developed an eight-character 
charter specifi cally for the area. All the farmers, according 
to the story, took each step in production seriously. Their 
success has led to higher yields year after year. One man in 
the Brigade was named Soybean King. The man said the 
secret was in doing what worked in that area.
 “’A low-yield crop: Quoting China’s Soybean King: 
‘One of the reasons for the low soybean yields was that 
most people simply did not pay much attention to their 
culture, thinking they were a low-yield crop.’ (We have this 
in common with the Chinese.) So the Soybean King started 
high-yield demonstration plots in the area. He convinced 
others high yields were possible. They had meetings to talk 
fertilizer, erosion control, and the eight-character charter 
program, which included careful spacing of the seed. This 
man’s success caught the attention of the nation. In China, 
just as here, there were skeptics saying it might work 
for Chia but wouldn’t in their area. Instead of looking to 
fertilizer, improved seed, etc., they tried to select their own 
seed and take other inexpensive measures which didn’t work.
 “An unpublished report from a Japanese member of 
a team touring China shows the Chinese put a lot of stress 
on ‘Reconstruction by self-efforts’–pulling themselves 
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up by their bootstraps. H. Chang, vice president for the 
China International Trade Promotion Commission, told 
the Japanese team they consider political and economical 
measures inseparable. They require that for trade a country 
not be hostile to China, and not follow the two-China idea. 
The Japanese are interested in trade because the Chinese 
have a good soybean at a lower price, often cleaner, plus the 
fact that the two have been trading partners for 1,500 years.
 “New varieties coming: The Chinese leader 
acknowledged their beans have a lower oil content but 
he said new varieties are being developed with higher oil 
content. They’re already being grown experimentally. If 
the Chinese succeed, this will be real competition for U.S. 
beans because China is closer to Japan with lower freight 
costs. He said total trade between China and Japan exceeded 
$300 million last year. Mr. Chang said China is trying to 
surpass U.S. soybeans. He said they’re working in four 
areas: perfection of irrigation for beans, fertilizer use, variety 
improvement and control of plant diseases–an all-out effort.
 “The Japanese team member said there is a lot more 
food in China than 12 years ago when he was there. He was 
the fi rst Japanese to see any soybean food processing plants 
in China. They were small and hired many people, and 
were 15 to 20 years behind Japanese mills in automation. 
The Chinese admitted this and asked advice of the Japanese 
visitors. The Japanese team member was impressed with the 
cleanliness at the soy sauce plant where not a speck of dust 
was to be found.
 “The team member reports ships of more than 40 
countries were at the Tientsin port so many are trading with 
Mainland China. They handle a lot of grain with much of it 
piled outdoors because they don’t have silos or warehouses 
in which to store it. They have few cranes, railroad cars 
or trucks. He said the port was lagging remarkably in 
improvements.”

2023. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1966. U.S. soyabean 
oil. Aug. 24. p. 5.
• Summary: “Soyabean oil from the U.S. under the P.L. 480 
programme will start arriving in Bombay next week.” The 
State Trading Corporation has purchased about 35,000 tons, 
and has also purchased about 10,000 tons of sun-fl ower oil 
from Russia [USSR].

2024. Bowen, William; Shook, Edgar. 1966. Why they call 
those soybeans “golden.” Fortune 74:126-29, 186, 191. Aug.
• Summary: Soybeans have become a $2.5-billion crop 
in the U.S., a major U.S. export, and the basis of a hefty 
domestic processing industry. In the futures market, soybeans 
have outdistanced all other commodities in dollar volume of 
transactions. At Chicago’s Board of Trade soybean futures 
are bought and sold in the largest of the seven commodity 
pits–the pit, the famous arena formerly occupied by the old-
time champion, wheat...

 “The U.S. produces about 70 percent of the world’s 
soybeans, and is the only nation with a substantial surplus for 
export. The only other big producer of soybeans, Red China, 
consumes most of its crop at home...
 “Last fall’s crop was four times as big as 1945’s, and 
about 170 times as big as that fi rst offi cially recorded crop in 
1924...
 “Since the early 1950’s, demand for meat, and hence 
for soybean meal, has grown faster in Western Europe and 
Japan than in the U.S., and as a result U.S. soybean exports 
have expanded at an average annual rate of 16 percent since 
1953... In dollar earnings, soybeans and soybean products 
now rank as the U.S.’s No. 1 agricultural export...
 “In recent years margins have tended to be 
uncomfortably narrow...For a big, effi cient crusher, the 
breakeven crushing margin comes to about 17 cents a bushel. 
During the past several years average industry-wide crushing 
margins... have tended to run considerably below that 
breakeven level...
 “Intense competition and meager margins have driven 
many companies out of soybean processing. The number 
of companies in the business has shrunk from about ninety 
in 1946 to sixty-fi ve or so today. Some big companies have 
dropped out, including Spencer Kellogg and General Mills. 
The companies still in soybean processing include six giants, 
all headquartered in the Midwest. Among them they have 
something like 60 percent of the industry’s total crushing 
capacity. The biggest are Central Soya Co. of Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, with a capacity of 84 million bushels a year, and 
Cargill, Inc., of Minneapolis [Minnesota]. Cargill claims to 
have about the same capacity as Central Soya. The other four 
members of the Big Six all have capacities on the order of 50 
million to 60 million bushels a year: Archer Daniels Midland 
Co. (Minneapolis), Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis), Swift 
& Co. (Chicago), A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, 
Illinois).
 “These companies all have large interests apart from 
soybeans, Archer Daniels, Cargill, Ralston, and Staley in 
grains, and Swift in meats. Even Central Soya, despite 
its name, gets less than half its revenues from soybean 
processing; the company has spread out on a grand scale 
into other fi elds, including feed manufacturing and grain 
merchandising...
 “Soybean futures work like other commodity futures. 
The future bought or sold constitutes an enforceable contract 
to take delivery of, or deliver, a specifi ed quantity at a 
specifi ed price in a specifi ed month at a specifi ed place. But 
at any time prior to the delivery month the buyer or seller 
can cancel out the contract at will (though not always, of 
course, without loss), simply by taking an equal action in 
the opposite direction. The trader who bought sells, or the 
trader who sold buys, and, lo, everything washes out. The 
earlier and later transactions offset each other. Most futures 
contracts are offset in this way, prior to maturity; at the 
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Board of Trade only 1 percent or so are settled by actual 
delivery of the commodities.
 “Basically, the commodity-futures market enables 
holders of large inventories to hedge against inventory losses 
resulting from price declines.”
 Contains a detailed discussion of hedging and 
its complexities and uncertainties. “Hedging is more 
sophisticated than crushing.”

2025. Kirchner-Dean, Otto. comp. 1966. Soybean processing 
and utilization: A selected list of references, 1955-1965. 
USDA Library List No. 83. iv + 183 p. Aug. Author index. 
Subject index. 28 cm. [2218 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Part I: Processing. Meal. Oil. 
Beans. Part II: Utilization. Meal in feed. Oil in feed. Beans 
in feed. Meal in food. Oil in food (General, margarine). 
Beans in food (general, fl our, milk, soy sauce). Meal 
for industrial uses (general, coatings). Oil for industrial 
uses (general, coatings, drying oils, paints, resins, 
soaps). Beans for industrial uses. Part III: Chemistry 
and research. Amino acids, bibliography, biochemistry, 
chromatography, composition, enzymes, fatty acids, 
lecithin, lipides, lipoxidase, organic chemistry, pesticide 
residues, phosphatides, proteins, research, sterols. Part IV: 
Miscellaneous. Argentina, Australia, Brazil, California, 
Canada, China, Congo, cook books, Far East, government 
loans, India, industry, international trade, Japan, laws and 
legislation, markets and marketing, nutrition, pesticide 
residues, varieties.
 “All citations except those to patents have been 
examined and verifi ed by the compiler. Patents cited were 
obtained from Chemical Abstracts. All foreign language titles 
have been translated into English with the original language 
indicated. [Warning: Many patent titles listed in this are 
different from those appearing on the actual patent.]
 “Sources consulted: Agricultural Index, Bibliographic 
Index, Bibliography of Agriculture, Biological and 
Agricultural Index, Card Catalog of the National 
Agricultural Library, Chemical Abstracts, Dissertation 
Abstracts, Engineering Index, Food Science Abstracts, 
Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture, Nutrition 
Reviews, and Pesticides Documentation Bulletin.” Address: 
National Agricultural Library, Div. of Reference, Special 
Bibliographies Section.

2026. USDA Economic Research Service, Statistical Bulletin. 
1966. U.S. fats and oils statistics 1909-1965. No. 376. 222 p. 
Aug.
• Summary: Table 74 (p. 67) gives “Soybeans: Acreage, 
supply, disposition, and price, 1924-65.” The 21 column 
heads include: Production (increased from 4.9 million 
bushels in 1924 to 701.9 million in 1964). Exports (began in 
Oct. 1931, with 2.2 million bu reported for 1931, increasing 
to 205.9 million bu in 1964; based on inspections by Federal 

licensed inspectors). Crushings (increased from 0.3 million 
bu in 1924 to 473.1 million bu in 1964). Average price per 
bushel received for the season by farmers ($2.46 in 1924, 
falling to a low of $0.50 in 1931, staying below $1.00 until 
1941 except for $1.27 in 1936, fi rst topping $2.00 again at 
$2.05 in 1944, reaching an all-time peak of $3.33 in 1947, 
then staying between $2.00 and $2.75 until 1964).
 Production of oil (increased from 2 million lb and 7.4 
lb per bushel crushed in 1924 to 5,146 million lb and 10.9 lb 
per bushel crushed in 1964). Production of meal (increased 
from 8,000 tons and 49.5 lb per bushel crushed in 1924 to 
11,286,000 tons and 47.7 lb per bushel crushed in 1964).
 Table 86 (p. 76) shows “Soybean oil: Supply and 
disposition and oil equivalent of exports of soybeans, 191-
64.” Soybean oil production increased from 2 million lb 
in 1922 (the earliest year for which fi gures are reported) 
to 5,146,000 lb in 1964. Soybean oil imports started at 27 
million lb in 1911, dropped slightly for several years, then 
skyrocketed to 118 million lb in 1915 after the start of 
World War I, and peaked at 332 million lb in 1917. They 
were negligible after 1922, when a tariff effectively shut 
off imports and promoted domestic U.S. soy oil production. 
The earliest fi gures for soy oil exports show that 58 million 
lb were exported in 1919, but in the following years soy oil 
exports were negligible, and did not top the 1919 fi gure until 
1943. The big increases came starting in 1955 and by 1964 
had reached 1,353,000 lb/year. Consumption/disappearance 
of soy oil in the U.S. was very large during World War I 
(when the amount consumed equaled the amount imported), 
then it was very small until the mid-1930s. It grew from then 
on, fi rst in industrial uses, and after World War II in food 
uses. It rose from 1,076,000 lb in 1941 to 4,072,000 lb in 
1964.
 Table 87 (p. 77) shows “Soybean oil: Supply, 
disposition, and utilization, and oil equivalent of export 
of soybeans, 1912-1965. Utilization is divided into food 
uses and nonfood uses. Food uses included (in order or 
importance in 1917): Cooking and salad oils, shortening, 
and margarine. Nonfood uses included (with the earliest year 
reported after each): Soap (1912), paint and varnish (1931), 
linoleum and oilcloth (1931), resins (1949), other (1931). 
In 1965 the main food uses (in million lb) were: Shortening 
(1,471), cooking and salad oils (1,135), and margarine 
(1,112). In 1965 the main nonfood uses (in million lb) were: 
Paint and varnish (96), resins (96).
 Table 173 (p. 155) lists “Soybeans: United States exports 
by country of destination, 1947-64.” In 1964 the leading 
importers of American soybeans (in 1,000 bushels) were: 
Japan (49,298), Canada (34,951), Netherlands (28,066), West 
Germany (23,325), Denmark (13,444), Italy (10,401). In 
South America, the leading importer was Venezuela (1,228). 
In Eastern Europe it was Poland (1,785) and the USSR 
(1,320). In Africa it was Morocco (418).
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2027. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1966. City notes: 
Soyabean oil arrives. Sept. 14. p. 4.
• Summary: The long awaited soyabean oil from the U.S. 
has begun to arrive. “The fi rst shipment of about 1,069 tons 
arriving in Bombay this week will be followed by a tanker 
with about 15,000 tons.” The remaining 15,000 tons are 
expected to arrive next month.

2028. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1966. U.S. soybean producers and Japanese 
crushers promote consumer use of soybean oil in Japan. 
4(38):9. Sept. 19.
• Summary: “Japanese oilseed crushers and U.S. soybean 
producers are joining forces in a consumer promotion 
program designed to increase Japanese demand for vegetable 
oil, particularly soybean oil. This program–fi rst large 
direct-advertising campaign to promote use of the oil in 
Japan–was launched on August 22 with the signing in Tokyo 
of a program contract between Japan Oilseed Processors 
Association and American Soybean Association.
 “Details of the promotion are not yet settled, but it is 
likely that a variety of approaches to the consumer will be 
used. Part of the campaign will be generic (or institutional) 
media advertising by individual Japanese oil producers.
 “Oil promotion will be carried on year round through 
December 1967, but will be most active during the March-
through-May and December-through-November periods. 
Emphasis will be given to educating consumers on proper 
handling of oil in the home and on new uses.
 “With the inauguration of the oil-promotion campaign, 
the American Soybean Association begins a new phase of the 
successful market development project for U.S. soybeans in 
Japan that it has carried on in cooperation with FAS [USDA’s 
Foreign Agricultural Service] for nearly 10 years. A previous 
phase of this program, a market research study, documented 
the possibilities and reasons for strengthening the Japanese 
market for U.S. soybeans by increasing the use of soybean 
oil. (See Foreign Agriculture, March 21, p. 11.)
 “Currently, Japan’s consumption of all fats and oils is 
notably low–about 15 pounds per person a year. This is not 
quite half the per capita intake recommended by the World 
Health Organization, less than one-third U.S. consumption, 
and less than one-fourth the consumption of the Netherlands. 
Although Japan’s fat consumption has grown steadily during 
the past few years, indications are this trend will level off or 
turn down soon unless special efforts are made to encourage 
greater use of fats and oil.
 “Main uses: Today soybean oil is Japan’s leading edible 
oil, accounting for about 45 percent of all the fats and oils 
used in food or food preparation. Its use has increased 
steadily in recent years, especially since the freeing of 
soybean imports by the Japanese Government in 1961.
 “Practically all of the soybean oil consumed in Japan is 
made from U.S. soybeans crushed in Japan. More than 80 

percent of the soybeans imported by Japan come from the 
United States, and most of these are crushed for oil and meal. 
Domestic soybeans, which account for about 10 percent of 
the total supply, are used primarily in Japanese traditional 
foods; since they have a low fat content they are not suitable 
for crushing for oil. Imports from Mainland China account 
for most of the remainder of soybeans used by Japan. These 
have been supplying a growing percentage of Japanese 
imports in recent years, particularly those used in foods.
 “Soybean oil is marketed in Japan chiefl y as the main 
ingredient of “tempura oil” or “edible oil,” widely used in 
Japanese households and restaurants for tempura cooking–a 
form of deep frying. Only a little is used in the production of 
margarine, shortening, or products sold as “salad oil.” These 
salad oils are sometimes used by the Japanese for frying as 
well as to dress salads.
 “In the past most of the fat in Japanese food preparation 
has been used in liquid form. The use of hard or hardened 
fats–butter, margarine, lard, and other shortening–has been 
low but is increasing.
 “Biggest export market: Japan today is the largest single 
importer of U.S. soybeans, buying for dollars about one-
fourth of all soybeans exported as beans and a relatively 
small amount of soybean meal and cake. Japanese imports of 
U.S. soybeans amounted to a record 53.8 million bushels in 
calendar year 1965.
 “The U.S. soybean crop has grown from an annual 
production of 180 million bushels a year at the end of World 
War II to over 844 million bushels in 1965. As the crop has 
grown, so has industry’s dependence on foreign markets, 
which took close to half of the crop in fi scal year 1966.”

2029. Grow, Howard E. 1966. The Japanese market 
development project. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 63-65.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Increase in exports. Use 
of vegetable oil. Expansion in crushing. The activities of Mr. 
E.D. Griffi n, director of member relations for the American 
Feed Manufacturers Association and former vice president 
and sales manager of Allied Mills. Team of U.S. producers 
visits Japan for 3 weeks (Laurel Meade and Harris Barnes).
 “Many of you will remember that at last year’s 
convention in Memphis [Tennessee] we had three men from 
Japan representing the oil industry. Mr. Kiyoshi Hirano, 
president of the Japan Oilseed Processors Association, 
presented a report at the convention. Mr. Masao Hoshino, 
president of the Margarine Manufacturers, was present, as 
well as Mr. Ichiro Omori, an oil press reporter.
 “In October a team of 15 representatives of the 
processing fi rms in Japan visited the United States for 
15 days under the leadership of Mr. Y. Sakaguchi, who is 
president of the Japan Oilseed Processors Association. This 
team of 15 men represented processing fi rms that crush over 
50% of the 62 million bushels of soybeans sold to Japan this 
year.
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 “These two groups saw how soybeans are produced 
and harvested under our production methods and practices 
and they were much impressed. They viewed the marketing 
system in operation and were intrigued by what they saw. 
Because of these visits the Japanese are now more inclined 
to purchase their requirements from the United States when 
prices are competitive.” Address: Asst. to the Executive Vice 
President, American Soybean Assoc.

2030. Pogeler, Glenn H. 1966. The Soybean Council and 
today’s market needs. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 75-77.
• Summary: “It is my personal opinion that we are on the 
threshold of a tremendous expansion of demand for soy 
protein and soybean oil around the world.”
 “I am still sticking with my estimate of the need for a 
1½-billion-bushel crop by 1975. If the present pattern of 
increase in demand for soybeans and products continues, we 
could very well reach the 1½-billion-bushel goal by 1972 or 
1973.
 “Offi ce at Madrid: In Madrid, Spain, we have completed 
the setting up of the supervisory-servicing offi ce. This has 
been under the direction of Ferenc Molnar, our executive 
vice president. We have staffed this offi ce with a comptroller, 
an accountant, a technical director and clerical help.
 All other offi ces of the Soybean Council are continuing 
on the same basis as in the past. We continue to maintain 
country offi ces at Bogota, Colombia; Rome, Italy; Madrid, 
Spain; Hamburg, Germany; Casablanca, Morocco; Cairo, 
Egypt; Ankara, Turkey; Teheran, Iran; Karachi, Pakistan; and 
New Delhi, India.
 “The major function of the Soybean Council offi ces 
in P.L. 480 countries is of a technical nature. We attempt 
to serve the local industry, such as refi ners and fi nished 
product manufacturers, by furnishing technical services on 
plant operation and production. We also engage in consumer 
education programs on the usage of products manufactured 
from U.S. soybean oil.
 “We continue to work with the livestock and poultry 
industries in a number of these countries. Many of the P.L. 
480 countries are just beginning to expand their livestock 
and poultry feeding operations. Modern feeding practices 
call for a tremendous increase in protein demand.
 “To be of further aid and assistance to the developing 
countries, we publish and distribute articles on soybean oil 
and soybean protein.
 “Moving now to the dollar markets, we engage in 
technical service programs of assistance to crushers, refi ners 
and protein users. We cooperate with local industry in 
conducting direct consumer promotion programs.
 “We are presently cooperating with crushers, refi ners, 
feed mixers and margarine producers to put on special 
promotional programs.
 “In many of the countries in which we work we have 
completed plans or have them under way for visits to the 

United States on the part of technical groups representing 
all facets of the industry. These visitors come to the United 
States to get a fi rsthand eye-view of the industry and the 
product we produce. We have enjoyed very close cooperation 
and assistance on the part of the U.S. industry in helping 
to give our foreign visitors an opportunity to learn how 
American business operates. We afford them an opportunity 
to view the magnitude of the U.S. fats and oils industry and 
to see the U.S. soybean crushing and feed-mixing industries.
 “Through our newly set up technical services division in 
Madrid, Spain, which is under the direction of Raymond S. 
Burnett, we expect to increase the output of technical papers 
on processing, refi ning and product production. Our technical 
services division also acts as a trouble-shooter and stands 
ready to assist foreign buyers of soybeans and products to 
iron out bugs that may develop in the use of the raw material 
and in the fi nished product.
 “This year we are witnessing a tremendous expansion 
in consumption of soybean meal in foreign markets. 
Information which I have been able to pick up on my 
overseas visits is that we can expect a further continuation of 
the increase in demand.
 “Recently, soybean meal prices have been on the 
upgrade. This could eventually limit the demand. If the 1966 
soybean crop should improve so that we can produce close to 
900 million bushels we might expect a more moderate level 
of prices. Large quantities of soy protein will fi nd their way 
into the overseas market and the demand will continue to 
expand.”
 A photo shows Glenn Pogeler. Address: President, 
Soybean Council of America, Inc.

2031. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1966. The Soybean Council 
of America, Inc. 8(1):1, 4. Sept.
• Summary: “An industry wide non-profi t organization 
to represent all branches of the soybean industry has been 
incorporated under the laws of Illinois as The Soybean 
Council of America, Inc.
 “The basic purpose of the Council is to further expand 
the market for soybeans and their products and to keep 
soybeans out of surplus position and Government controls 
through the united efforts of producers, processors, handlers, 
exporters and others.
 “The program will be fi nanced by voluntary 
contributions of 10 cents per 100 bushels ($1.50 per car lot) 
at the point of sale. Processors will make deductions of this 
amount on all soybeans coming into their plants and turn this 
money over to the Soybean Council of America.
 “One of the fi rst activities of the Council will be the 
study and development of markets for soybeans and soybean 
products in several countries of Western Europe. The Council 
has signed an agreement with the Department of Agriculture 
covering this project which makes $500,000 of PL480 
foreign currency money available along with $25,000 in U.S. 
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currency provided by the Soybean Council.”

2032. Strayer, George M. 1966. We have now built the 
groundwork for additional members. Soybean Digest. Sept. 
p. 26-28.
• Summary: This is his report to ASA’s 46 annual 
convention. “In 1965 we produced the largest soybean 
crop in history, exceeding the previous high by 144 
million bushels. Yet 10 months after that harvest began 
we are hearing stories about shortages of soybeans, and 
unquestionably we have lost markets both here at home 
and abroad because we have seen soybean prices go higher 
than some of our customers will or can afford to pay. For 
instance, in the last few weeks we have seen the export of 
U.S. soybeans practically dry up because of price. European 
buyers have turned to other commodities, and they will 
continue to do so until the new crop movement begins.
 “In 1966 we have increased our acreage of soybeans 
by over 2 million acres. We are in the middle of the crucial 
month so far as soybean yields are concerned, and the size 
of this crop, in terms of bushels, is still to be determined. 
However, we do know that there have been unfavorable 
cropping conditions in rather widespread areas, hence it 
appears that the 1966 crop might be in the area of the 860- to 
880-million-bushel total which some of the crop forecasters 
have predicted in recent weeks.
 “This year I am going to depart from my usual review 
of the activities of the American Soybean Association. If 
you have been reading the Soybean Digest you are familiar 
with these. I want, instead, to dwell on some of the most 
important problems which I see facing us.
 “Let me point out that soybeans are now the No. 3 crop 
in American agriculture, surpassed only by corn and cotton. 
For the 4th consecutive year soybeans have been the No. 1 
crop among all agricultural exports from the United States. 
We have a crop that has reached proportions which demand a 
different type of program than the soybean crop of a decade 
ago.
 “Exported 46% of Crop: When we add together the 
soybeans exported from the United States as beans, the meal 
and the oil and put them into terms of soybeans, we exported 
46% of our entire soybean crop. We have seen soybean 
meal exports soar to tonnage fi gures which no one could 
have predicted, and we have seen the disappearance of oil 
in the domestic market, together with that going into export 
markets, absorb the available supplies as rapidly as they 
became available.
 “Some people have been demanding of Congress and 
the Department of Agriculture that exports of soybeans be 
stopped. Others have suggested that export controls should 
be put on until the new crop is harvested. It is a situation no 
one could have forecast a year ago, when it appeared that we 
would likely see supplies of soybeans in government hands 
for the fi rst time.

 “We must assume that some determined efforts will be 
made to materially increase soybean acreage in 1967. I think 
we would all agree that a suffi cient supply of soybeans to 
fi ll the market demands here at home as well as in foreign 
countries is desirable. At the same time, our industry has 
been one which has not depended on Commodity Credit 
Corp. stocks in the past, and I think we must watch any 
government programming very carefully to be sure that 
we do not create surplus stocks and for the fi rst time fi nd 
ourselves in a position where the supply and demand on our 
product do not establish price.
 “We must recognize that we are now in a world where 
the psychology of agriculture is vastly different than that 
of even 1 year ago. We talk of food shortages, of our 
inability to feed the world and of our attempts to utilize food 
supplies as a means of gaining our goals in the political 
battles of the world. We have seen some purchases, for the 
fi rst time, of soy beverage powder for overseas use, and of 
sizable quantities of corn-soya mix, a product which has 
been developed specifi cally for overseas feeding purposes, 
utilizing corn and soy protein. We will see much more of this 
type of purchase in coming months.
 “One year ago I pointed out to you that we had spent 
a good bit of time working with members of Congress to 
prevent the allowance of planting of soybeans on diverted 
acres on which diversion payments were being made. A 
rather extensive survey made among the members of your 
Association indicated that they were fi rmly opposed to such 
a move. Recently in his trips into the Midwest area mending 
political fences the Secretary of Agriculture has repeatedly 
asked the question of farmers, ‘Would you not like the 
privilege of planting soybeans on diverted acres in 1967?’ 
In every case, of which I have heard, the answer to the 
Secretary’s question has been a resounding no.
 “Your Association is going to be faced with the job of 
preventing the allowance of planting of soybeans on diverted 
acres, at the same time providing for a suffi cient increase 
in acreage in 1967 to supply the needs for soybeans. These 
two goals are not at cross purposes. Your Association has 
taken the attitude in its contacts with members of Congress 
and with representatives of the Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service that conservation base acres 
on which no payments are made should fi rst be used in 
increasing acreage of soybeans, and that it should be done on 
a basis which will defi nitely not force us into a position of 
overproduction.
 “Affi liated Associations: Members of your board of 
directors will have a session here at the meetings in Des 
Moines with ASCS representatives on this matter. Further 
work will be done on it during coming weeks and months. 
We must provide for an orderly increase in acreage, but at 
the same time we must assure ourselves that we do not force 
soybeans into a surplus position.
 “Now I would like to devote a few minutes to the 
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problems of your Association itself. At the present time there 
are 10 state soybean associations either affi liated with the 
American Soybean Association or organized and preparing 
for affi liation with the American Soybean Association. This 
is double the number of state associations which we had 1 
year ago. Since the inception of the state association program 
the dues to the American Soybean Association and to the 
state associations combined have remained the same as the 
dues to the American Soybean Association were prior to 
inception of the state soybean association program. Out of a 
total of $5 annual membership dues the American Soybean 
Association has been getting $3 and the state associations 
$2. In affi liating with the American Soybean Association the 
state associations accepted the responsibility for membership 
promotion within their states, with some assistance from the 
national association.
 “You are well aware of what has happened on costs. 
Travel now costs much more than it did a few years ago. 
Manpower costs more. Paper, printing, all kinds of goods 
and services have increased in price. Yet the dues to the 
American Soybean Association have not been 
changed, and the net income to the Association 
per member has actually been reduced below the 
previous level.
 “At this meeting a proposal will be made 
to increase the American Soybean Association 
dues, at the same time increasing the dues to 
the state associations in those states where there 
is a state organization. Experience has taught 
us that in today’s times neither the American 
Soybean Association nor the state associations 
can adequately serve you on the dues which 
we have been receiving. If your Association 
is to continue to do the market development 
work, the promotional work, is to continue to 
represent you before the committees of Congress 
and in negotiations with the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture we must have more adequate 
fi nancing.
 “Several proposals have received very 
serious consideration by your board of directors 
and I hope that before this business meeting is 
over you will approve one of the proposals which 
will provide more adequate fi nancing with which 
to do the job of representing you as producers of 
soybeans.
 “If each soybean producer in the United 
States were to contribute 1 bushel of beans per 
year toward the Association work we would 
have far more funds than we would know what 
to do with. However, our present membership 
represents only a small portion of the total 
number of soybean producers, hence those of you 
who are members must be prepared to pay part of 

the costs of doing the job for those who are not members.
 “I do sincerely hope that you will take action this 
morning which will result in more adequate fi nancing for 
your American Soybean Association, and for the respective 
state associations. Together with this we must continue to 
build membership numbers to levels far above our present 
levels. State and county associations will materially assist in 
this job.”
 Note: A photo (p. 26) has this caption: “Inspecting 
convention exhibits: Dr. Harold L. Musen, Clemson 
University, Blackville, S.C.; Robert L. Judd, National 
Soybean Crop Improvement Council, Urbana, Illinois; and 
D. Leslie Tindal, president of the South Carolina Soybean 
Association, Pinewood, S.C.”
 (Continued). Address: Executive Vice President & 
Secretary-Treasurer, [American Soybean Assoc., Hudson, 
Iowa].

2033. Photograph of Glenn Pogeler receiving an award from 
Orville Freeman, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture. 1966.
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• Summary:  The two men are standing side by side and 
shaking hands on 17 Oct. 1966 in Kansas City, Missouri. 
Freeman is handing Pogeler the “Billion Dollar Export 
Award” being presented to the Soybean Council of America, 
of which Pogeler is president.
 A digital scan of this black-and-white photograph was 
sent to Soyfoods Center on 16 June 2005 by Allen Pogeler of 
Encinitas, California.

2034. Freeman, Orville L. 1966. The billion dollar export 
awards: Closing the protein gap. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 10.
• Summary: A photo shows Secretary of Agriculture Orville 
Freeman giving, and George Strayer, Laurel C. Meade, 
Glenn H. Pogeler, Ray Fiedler, and A.H. Becker receiving 
the Billion Dollar Export Award.
 Three small graphs show that exports of three U.S. farm 
crops are now above the billion-dollar mark. Wheat and 
fl our passed the mark in 1960, followed by feedgrains, and 
soybeans and products, in 1965.
 A separate graph shows that total U.S. farm exports 
increased from 4.5 billion dollars in 1960 to about 6.7 billion 
dollars by the end of 1966.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) 
that mentions the “protein gap”–the difference between the 
amount of protein people (or a person) need and the amount 
they are consuming. Address: U.S. Secretary of Agriculture.

2035. Vandenborre, Roger J. 1966. Demand analysis of 
the markets for soybean oil and soybean meal. J. of Farm 
Economics 48(4):920-34. Nov. [19 ref]
• Summary: “A 10-equation simultaneous model of 
the soybean economy was constructed. This involved 
relationships representing quantities demanded domestically 
as well as exported, for both soybean oil and soybean meal.” 
The models assume constant prices for vegetable oils and 
increase in human and animal populations.
 The estimates indicate that an additional 30 million 
bushels per year need to be produced to cover U.S. domestic 
and export needs. Address: Asst. Prof. of Agricultural 
Economics, Univ. of Illinois.

2036. Cohen, Maxim M. 1966. Seaport of Chicago–Gateway 
to the Midwest’s soybean lands. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 15-
16, 19-21, 23.
• Summary: The cover story of this issue of Soybean 
Digest is “Seaport of Chicago.” This story reads more like 
an advertisement than an article, although it does contain 
valuable information. The entire fi rst page of the article is an 
aerial photo of the “Seaport of Chicago,” with those words 
written in red across the middle.
 Contents: Introduction. Other facilities (on the Calumet 
River). International port. Calumet elevators. Bulk terminals. 
Access to all roads.
 Photos show: (1) Chicago Harbor Lighthouse. (2) 

Portrait photo of Maxim M. Cohen. (3) General Mills 
Chicago installation with 2½-million-bushel Rialto elevator 
at left. The elevator supplies domestic and export demand. 
(4) Cargill’s 20-million-bushel elevator on the Calumet 
channel–largest on the Great Lakes. (5) Archer Daniels 
Midland Co.’s 4,800,000-bushel Calumet elevator. (6) 
Continental Grain Co.’s B elevator. Continental has three 
big elevators at Chicago, A, B, and C. All these elevators are 
domestic and export terminals, with facilities for receiving 
soybeans by rail, barge, and truck, and shipping out in rail 
cars, barges, and ships. Address: General Manager, Chicago 
Regional Port District.

2037. Plant Food Review. 1966. The foreign market for U.S. 
soybeans and products. 12(4):18. Winter.
• Summary: From: FAS-USDA, January 1967. “The outlook 
for soybeans and soybean products indicates that the value 
of exports in 1966-67 will reach a new record high that will 
keep them among the Nation’s top dollar earners-a fi rm 
member of the ‘billion dollar’ club.
 “Demand for soybeans and meal continues strong in the 
industrialized countries as a result of expanding livestock 
production and improving incomes. The 1966 U.S. soybean 
crop is estimated at 931 million bushels–10 percent above 
that of 1965. Adding the carryover of 36 million bushels 
brings the total of 1966-67 supply to 967 million–92 million 
more than last year.
 “Responding to these two favoring circumstances-
rising demand and steady supply-U.S. exports of soybeans 
for the 1966-67 marketing year are forecast at an all-time 
high, exceeding the record 251 million bushels of 1965-
66. Exports of soybean cake and meal also are expected to 
set a new record, passing the 1965-66 high mark of over 
2.5 million tons. Last year, the gains in soybean and meal 
exports more than offset a decline in the value of exports of 
soybean oil, and the same is expected to be true during the 
current year.
 “Value rising faster than quantity: Increases in the total 
value of U.S. soybean and soybean-product exports may be 
even greater than the increases in quantity, because of higher 
prices. Last fi scal year, the value of these exports topped the 
billion-dollar level for the fi rst time. At approximately $1.1 
billion, it rose 13 percent over the previous year.
 “Regular commercial exports reached $966 million–
also a record, well above the 1965 level of $841 million. 
This includes all the exports of soybeans and soybean meal 
and nearly half those of soybean oil–the rest having been 
made under Public Law 480 programs, including sales for 
foreign currency, long-term dollar credits, barter, and foreign 
donations. Western Europe, Japan, and Canada are the major 
foreign markets for U.S. soybeans. Together they account 
for about 90 percent of the total–Europe taking 55 percent, 
Japan (the largest single market) 25 percent, and Canada 10 
percent.
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 “Last year, West Germany and the Netherlands, 
traditional U.S. markets, increased their takings of U.S. 
soybeans by 40 and 20 percent, respectively; and U.S. 
soybean exports to the European Economic Community, as a 
whole, were over 92 million bushels, or close to 40 percent 
of total soybean exports. Spain emerged as a signifi cant new 
outlet, taking 18 million bushels.
 “In Japan, expanding poultry and livestock feed 
requirements are calling for large supplies of soybean meal 
and other feed concentrates. U.S. soybean exports to Japan 
in 1966-67 are expected to surpass the 62 million bushels 
shipped there last year.
 “Although U.S. soybean exports to Canada are large–
over 30 million bushels–substantial but undetermined 
quantities are held in storage or transshipped to other 
countries, mainly those in Western Europe. Imports retained 
for Canadian use may range between 15 million and 18 
million bushels.
 “Prospects are for a record world output of about 17 
million metric tons of edible vegetable oil in 1967–6 percent 
above the previous record set in 1966. World edible oil 
exports in 1967 are expected to equal or slightly exceed 
the 1966 estimate of 3.8 million tons. The aggregate gain 
in exportable supplies of U.S. soybeans and soybean oil 
(in terms of oil) will more than offset the decline in U.S. 
cottonseed oil.”
 A bar chart shows U.S. soybean exports, domestic use, 
and ending stocks (in million bushels) from 1959 to 1966.

2038. Ohsato, Katsuma. ed. 1966. [Hundred-year statistics of 
the Japanese economy]. Tokyo, Japan: Statistics Dept., Bank 
of Japan. 616 p. 25 cm. Including loose-leaf supplement: 
‘Revised Revised national income statistics 1951-1964’. 
[Jap; eng]*
• Summary: Title-page, preface, and tables in Japanese and 
English. Text in Japanese only.
 Pages 110-11, “Principal Products of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fishing,” give Japanese soybean production 
statistics from 1878 to 1964.
 Pages 286-89, “Exports and Imports of Principal 
Commodities,” give soybean import statistics from 1897 to 
1965 by tonnage and value. Address: Bank of Japan (Nihon 
Ginkô, Tôkeiyoku).

2039. Simerl, L.H. 1967. Soybeans are now the no. 1 U.S. 
cash crop! Continued strong market seen for soybean meal, 
oil depends on government help. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 12-
13, 16-17.
• Summary: “This is an especially appropriate time to 
consider the soybean situation and outlook, for it appears that 
soybeans have become the leading cash-producing crop of 
the United States.
 “The U.S. Department of Agriculture probably won’t 
release offi cial estimates of cash receipts from farm 

marketings of individual commodities in 1966 until next 
July. Since offi cial fi gures are not available, we have made 
our own calculations. These indicate that soybeans rocketed 
to the top of the standings in the cash-crop league. Sales of 
soybeans produced about $2.4 billion for farmers in 1966, 
compared with less than $2 billion in 1965.
 “Cotton, the longtime leader, fell to fourth place with 
about $1.7 billion from sales. Sales of cotton produced $2.3 
billion in 1965. These amounts included the return from 
cottonseed as well as lint.
 “Cash receipts from sales of corn also increased in 1966, 
but not so much as receipts from soybeans. We estimate 
receipts from corn at $2.3 billion, up from about $2.1 in 
1965. Corn ranked second below cotton in 1965 and second 
below soybeans in 1966, we believe.
 “Wheat, holder of fourth place for 2 years, probably 
climbed to third in 1966. Receipts from sales of wheat 
totaled about $1.9 billion in 1966, up from $1.6 billion the 2 
previous years.
 “Tobacco, the fi fth member of the big cash crop league, 
continued in last place with cash receipts of about $1.3 
billion.
 “Soybeans are, as most readers of the Soybean Digest 
well know, the newest major crop in the United States. Some 
were brought to this country as early as 1804, but their 
potential value was largely unrecognized for more than a 
century.”
 Outstanding leaders have been W.J. Morse of USDA and 
J.C. Hackleman of Univ. of Illinois.
 Export market: The U.S. exports nearly half of our 
soybeans in 3 main forms: whole soybeans, soybean oil, and 
soybean meal.
 Demand is the biggest factor in making forecasting 
diffi cult.
 Exports of soybean meal continue to increase in great 
steps.
 The rising demand for soybean meal has caused a 
decrease in the demand for cottonseed meal.
 Tables: (1) Leading states in soybean production and 
rank of soybeans among cash-producing crops. The ranking 
is by sales of soybeans in millions of dollars.
 (1) Illinois 402.
 (2) Iowa 296.
 (3) Indiana 188.
 (4) Missouri 180.
 (5) Arkansas 162.
 (6) Minnesota 161.
 (7) Ohio 115.
 (8) Mississippi 77. Address: Univ. of Illinois Extension 
Economist, Agricultural Marketing.

2040. Schertz, Lyle P. 1967. Trends in grain and soybean 
exports. Washington, DC: USDA Economic Research 
Service. 29 p. Feb. 1. Unpublished manuscript. [6 ref]
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• Summary: This paper, presented at the ninth Agricultural 
Industries Forum Grain Marketing Program (University 
of Illinois, 1 Feb. 1967), has two purposes: (1) To identify 
increased world dependence on U.S., and particularly 
Illinois, grain and soybeans, and (2) To discuss some trade 
policy developments of major importing countries which 
need to be considered in appraising prospective export 
trends. Address: Acting Deputy Administrator, International 
Agricultural Development Service, USDA, Washington, DC.

2041. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1967. City notes: More 
soyabean oil from U.S.? Feb. 14. p. 4.
• Summary: The government of India is trying to obtain a 
large amount of soyabean oil from the U.S. this year. New 
Delhi is willing to pay for it in Indian rupees.
 The vanaspati industry has welcomed the move as the 
only realistic way to bring down vegetable oil prices in India.
 “Famine conditions in the country and a marked fall in 
the output of vanaspati from 449,000 tons in 1965 to 349,000 
tons in 1966, thanks to restrictions on production, have 
compelled New Delhi to think in terms of continuing imports 
of soyabean oil from the U.S. this year.” The imported 
soyabean oil will cost Rs. 2,100 per ton, far below the 
current cost of indigenous groundnut oil at about Rs. 4,600 
per ton.

2042. American Soybean Association. 1967. Soybean Digest 
Blue Book Issue. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 
170 p. Index. Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The title page of this year’s Blue Book states: 
“Blue Book issue. Vol. 27. March, 1967. No. 6.”
 A table (p. 26) gives world soybean production by 
continent and country, from 1955-59 to 1966 (preliminary) 
as follows: North America: Canada, United States, Mexico. 
South America: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay. 
Europe: Italy, Romania, Yugoslavia, Other Europe (excluding 
U.S.S.R.). USSR (Europe and Asia). Africa: Nigeria, 
Rhodesia, Tanzania. Asia: Turkey (Europe and Asia), China–
Mainland, Cambodia, China–Taiwan, Indonesia, Japan, 
Korea–South, Thailand. Total #1. Total #2.
 Soybean production in Mexico increased from about 
39,000 bu in 1955-59, to 1,315,000 in 1964, to 2,205,000 in 
1965 to 4,410,000 (preliminary) in 1966.
 Soybean production in “China, Mainland” [including 
Manchuria] decreased from about 344,000,000 bu in 1955-
59, to 255,000,000 in 1964, to 250,000,000 in 1965, and 
250,000,000 in 1966 (preliminary).
 Soybean production in “China, Taiwan” increased from 
about 1,248,000 bu in 1955-59, to 2,117,000 in 1964, to 
2,414,000 in 1965.
 A table (p. 29) gives U.S. exports of soybeans, oil and 
meal from 1962 to 1965 (preliminary) to the following 
regions and countries (for marketing years beginning Sept. 
1; in bushels): North America: Canada, Mexico, other, 

total. South America: total. Western Europe: Belgium & 
Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany–West, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, other, total. Eastern Europe: 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, USSR (Europe and Asia), Poland, 
other, total. Africa, total. Asia and Oceania: Hong Kong, 
Israel, Japan, Korea–South, Philippines, Taiwan, other, total. 
Grand total.
 Exports of U.S. soybeans to Mexico increased from 
33,000 bu in 1962 to 177,00 in 1964.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 
2009) that gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of 
soybeans, soy oil, or soybean meal to Mexico or Central 
America. Address: Hudson, Iowa.

2043. Deveza, Manuel Carneiro. 1967. A cultura da Soja no 
mundo e o comércio internaiconal desta oleaginosa: Situaçao 
de Moçambiqe como produtor [World soybean cultivation 
and international trade in its oil. Mozambique’s situation as a 
producer]. Gazeta do Agricultor (Mozambique) 19(214):66-
72. March. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: General considerations. Soybean 
producing countries and continents and their production 
in tons (1948-1965). International commerce: importation 
of soybeans, soy oil, and soybean meal by countries and 
continents (in 1963 the 5 largest importers of soy oil were 
Spain, Pakistan, Turkey, Morocco, and Yugoslavia; the 5 
largest importers of soybean meal were France, Canada, 
Germany, England, and Denmark). Value of the seeds, meal, 
and oil. Uses of the soybean. Cultivation of the soybean in 
Mozambique. Potential for soybean culture in Mozambique. 
Address: Engenheiro agrónomo, Director Serviços de 
Agricultura, Província de Maçambique, Serviços de 
Veterinária, Mozambique.

2044. Pogeler, Glenn H. 1967. Aims, objectives and 
experiences of the Soybean Council of America, Inc. 
Paper presented to United Grain Growers at a Conference 
to Discuss Formation of a Canadian Rapeseed Council. 
13 p. Held 14 March 1967 at the Royal Alexandra Hotel, 
Winnipeg, Canada.
• Summary: Last year the U.S. produced a record “931 
million bushels of soybeans and present estimates are that 
approximately one-half of the crop will fi nd its way to 
overseas users of soybeans, soybean oil and soybean meal.” 
“Soybeans are truly a crop of the future.” He will “talk about 
the part that the Soybean Council of America [SCA] has had 
in the expansion of this crop overseas.”
 Some background: In the mid-1950s there were 
large agricultural surpluses in the USA. This led to a 
concentrated effort by U.S. industry and government “to 
expand the markets for American agricultural products.” 
In the mid-1950s, “Public Law 480” was passed. “This 
bill was designed to expand the sale of surplus agricultural 
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commodities around the world on a concessional basis with 
built-in encouragement to convert foreign buyers from 
concessional purchases to dollar business.” The USDA was 
authorized to “negotiate with foreign countries to sell them 
surplus agricultural commodities in exchange for foreign 
currency. The foreign currencies received by the United 
States government were to be used for projects within the 
countries in which the agreements and trades were made 
and were to be used primarily as loans for the development 
of agriculture and industries related to agriculture.” Part of 
the funds received by the USDA were to be used to expand 
exports.
 The Soybean Council was organized in 1956. A full page 
of its Articles of Incorporation is given, showing its various 
purposes. “The major emphasis of the Soybean Council is 
to explore market potential and to conduct promotional and 
servicing activities that will help to expand the markets for 
the U.S. soybean industry throughout the world.”
 Back in 1955, at a convention of the American 
Soybean Association [ASA] and the National Soybean 
Processors Association [NSPA], it was decided to explore 
the possibilities of setting up the organization. A committee 
of fi ve, including growers and processors, was appointed 
to study this matter and report back to the two sponsoring 
organizations. It was my fortune to be elected to this 
committee.” After much discussion and research, the 
committee strongly recommended the establishment of SCA.
 The Soybean Council as an organization consists of 
a board of directors totaling 21 members, with 9 directors 
selected by ASA, and 9 by NSPA. In addition, there is 1 
director from each of the following: the North American 
Export Association, the Farmer cooperatives, and the 
National Grain Trade Association. The two types of members 
are regular and participating. “The bulk of the funds 
collected for the Soybean Council are generated through the 
collection of 1/20 of one cent for each bushel crushed by 
the member soybean processors. Other trade interests have 
contributed to our budget on the basis of negotiated amounts. 
The soybean growers are at the present time actively engaged 
in a program of setting up state soybean organizations and 
hope to soon generate funds for the Soybean Council’s work 
through a minimum per bushel deduction from soybeans 
bought at the local level. At present, a number of states are 
attempting to pass legislation that would require a deduction 
from the farmer by the fi rst purchaser. This money would 
be funneled through a state organization charged with the 
responsibility for distributing such funds for plant breeding 
work, market research and market development programs.
 “Dollars that are used in the United States to cover the 
costs of the Executive Offi ce and staff total about $250,000 
per year. The balance of the funds, used for our market 
development projects, which has run from a total of about 
$700,000 per year up to slightly over a million dollars, are 
funds that are contracted from and furnished by the Foreign 

Agricultural Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
 “The Soybean Council presently has ten offi ces oversees 
which are located in Bogota, Colombia; Madrid, Spain; 
Hamburg, Germany; Rome, Italy; Casablanca, Morocco; 
Cairo, Egypt; Ankara, Turkey; Teheran [Tehran], Iran; 
Karachi, Pakistan and New Delhi, India. We have a market 
development program in each of these countries and, in 
addition, we have limited market development activities in 
an additional 19 countries.”
 The Council’s main emphasis is on selling soybean 
oil, which has been in surplus in the USA for a number of 
years. “We have produced motion pictures in which special 
emphasis is given to the quality of U.S. processed soybean 
meal. We have conducted, over a period of years, feeding 
tests that are designed to demonstrate the value of soybean 
meal in feeding rations of all kinds.
 “At present, we are especially interested in the 
expansion of poultry production in a number of the areas 
of the world and it is our sincere belief that we are about 
to witness a tremendous expansion in the production and 
consumption of poultry in many of the meat-short areas.”
 The SCA has been very active in promoting the use of 
hardened soybean oil in the form of vanaspati in Pakistan 
and India. “In liquid oil consuming countries such as Spain, 
Turkey, Morocco, Tunisia and Italy we have found a ready 
acceptance for high quality soybean oil.” “Spain and Iran are 
shining examples of P.L. 480 countries that have switched 
to dollar purchases. Soybean crushing has expanded at a 
tremendous rate in Europe, and Spain is presently crushing 
about 20 million bushels of soybeans a year.” As recently as 
1960, Spain was not crushing any soybeans at all.
 The future promises to hold increased competition and 
higher soybean yields. Address: President, Soybean Council 
of America, Inc.

2045. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1967. Soyabean oil 
import. May 21. p. 4.
• Summary: “Mr. H.A. Sujan, resident director of the State 
Trading Corporation of India Ltd., revealed in Bombay 
on Saturday that the S.T.C. would import 30,000 tons of 
soyabean oil in the next three months.”

2046. Moolchand (H.) & Co. 1967. Classifi ed ad: Booking 
orders on our import licenses under Austrian and German 
credits... Times of India (The) (Bombay). May 22. p. 12.
• Summary: “... Hyfoama, Soya Flour, Soya Lecithin, 
Ethyl Vanillin 100%,...” Address: 25, Parsi Bazar Street, 
Bombay-1.

2047. Bentley, Orville G. 1967. Soybean production in 
the world–Limitations and potentials. USDA Agricultural 
Research Service. ARS-71-35. p. 2-19. May. Proceedings of 
International Conference on Soybean Protein Foods. Held 
17-19 Oct. 1966 at Peoria, Illinois. [18 ref]
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• Summary: This is the fi rst paper in Session I, titled 
“Potentials for soybean production and use as related to 
world protein needs,” Nevin S. Scrimshaw presiding. 
Contents: Introduction: “It is generally agreed by students of 
world food problems that the shortage of protein is the most 
critical need now and in the foreseeable future.” Historical 
overview: Piper and Morse, Mildred Lager. An overview of 
worldwide soybean production: USA, Europe. Production 
in Eastern Asia: China, Indonesia, Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, 
India, Soviet Union, Latin America (Brazil, Paraguay), 
Mexico, Colombia, Argentina, Australia (no statistics given), 
Europe (European Russia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Rumania, 
and Czechoslovakia).
 Prospects for further production: USA, southeastern 
Europe, Russia, Thailand, Japan, Brazil, Colombia, 
Argentina, Mexico. Summary.
 “In southern European Russia, commercial soybean 
plantings were reported in the 1870s. In the Far East, 
soybean cultivation may be even older as a part of the culture 
of the local Chinese. Before the revolution, acreage was 
small, however.”
 “Latin America is a relative newcomer in soybean 
production. Brazil is the only country where large acreage 
has been planted for more than a decade. In recent years 
soybeans have been planted in Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, 
Paraguay, and Surinam. Brazil is the major exporter with 
smaller amounts coming from Paraguay and Surinam. 
Venezuela is a major importer and Mexico imports some.
 “Estimates for 1965 show that Brazil produced 
16,610,000 bushels (453,000 metric tons), Mexico produced 
2,482,000 bushels (67,690 metric tons), Colombia produced 
1,835,000 bushels (50,000 metric tons), Paraguay 660,000 
bushels (18,000 metric tons), and Argentina 360,000 bushels 
(9,800 metric tons). Total production of Central and South 
America would be only slightly more than 1 percent of world 
output. In Brazil about 90% of the production is concentrated 
in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, the southern-most part of 
the country. The balance is grown in nearby Santa Catarina 
and Parana. The climate is similar to some of our southern 
states... A major processing plant has been built near Porto 
Alegre.”
 “In Mexico, production began very recently. Almost 
all acreage is in the State of Sonora, bordering Arizona and 
Southern California. Here plantings started in 1959... In the 
Yaqui Valley, soybeans are always grown under irrigation 
where they fi ll in successfully as a second crop following 
wheat and cotton.” In Colombia, acreage is concentrated 
in the Cauca Valley on the western slope of the Andes. 
In Argentina, acreage up to a few years ago amounted to 
about 1,000 hectares, most of which is grown in the state of 
Misiones, the far northeast area bordering upon Rio Grande 
do Sul in Brazil. In recent years there has been expansion in 
the pampas.
 In the USA, “some expansion to the West is possible 

under irrigated conditions. Research trials in Oregon, 
Washington, and California show yields as high as 80 
bushels an acre. But where water is limited, the highest 
value crops will be favored.” Address: Dean, College of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois.

2048. Dunaway, J. Wade. 1967. U.S. soybean products sell in 
South America. Soybean Digest. May. p. 65-66.
• Summary: “For over a year now intensive market 
development work has been carried out in the fi ve South 
American markets of Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru 
and Venezuela, from the Soybean Council’s regional 
headquarters in Bogota, Colombia. The major objective of 
my export trade development efforts in all these countries 
is to increase the sale of U.S. soybean oil in particular, and 
soybeans and products in general.”
 Colombia imports 5,000 to 15,000 metric tons per year 
of soybean oil. Colombia is one of the two countries in South 
American where soybeans can be cultivated. The biggest 
harvest to date was in 1966-67 when three harvests per year 
produced a total of 27,000 metric tons of soybeans.
 Ecuador: Can the soybean be grown in Ecuador? It is 
doubtful, but experiments are underway. Five vegetable oil 
refi neries in Ecuador import about 5,000 tons per year of 
crude degummed soybean oil.
 Venezuela has the highest per capita income in Latin 
America. The country does not import vegetable oil, but they 
do import U.S. soybeans for crushing in their own new and 
modern solvent plants.
 Photos show: (1) J. Wade Dunaway. (2) Fabrica “La 
Perla” in Guayaquil, Ecuador. This modern plant has 
solvent extraction capability; it produces salad oil from 
pure vegetable oil, plus vegetable shortening and fi ne soaps. 
Address: Director for South America, Soybean Council of 
America.

2049. Fangauf, K.W. 1967. German consumption of soybean 
oil up sharply. Soybean Digest. May. p. 57-58.
• Summary: This is the annual export issue of Soybean 
Digest. Total consumption of soybean oil in Germany 
increased 27.9% over the previous year.
 A bar chart shows total imports of soybeans to Germany 
every other year from 1954 to 1966, and the U.S. share of 
those imports (about 90% average). The total increased from 
about 9.5 million bushels in 1954 to 61 million bushels in 
1966.
 A chart shows total consumption of soybean oil in 
Germany from 1955 (203 million lb) to 1966 (645 million 
lb)–a threefold increase in only 11 years.
 Tables show: (1) Total and per-capita consumption of 
fats and oil products in Germany in 1965 and 1966 (year 
ending June 30). The products with the highest per-capita 
consumption (in lbs) in 1966 are:
 margarine 16.5
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 butter 15.6
 slaughter fat 12.6
 table oil 8.2
 shortenings 2.4
 total 55.3 (pure fat basis).
 (2) Total consumption of soybean oil in Germany 
(import of oils and oil equivalent of seeds) from 1955 to 
1966, and the percentage change each year. In 1966 almost 
all of the soybean oil consumed in Germany came from 
soybeans that were imported and crushed in Germany. Very 
little soybean oil as such was imported and some soybean oil 
was exported. Address: PhD, Director for Germany, Soybean 
Council of America, Hamburg, West Germany.

2050. Grow, Howard E. 1967. “Hard-sell” oil campaign 
under way. Soybean Digest. May. p. 52-53.
• Summary:  “The various programs and activities of the 
Japanese American Soybean Institute since 1957 have 
been successful in increasing U.S. exports of soybeans to 
Japan from approximately 20 million bushels in 1957 to 
over 65 million bushels in 1966. The activities have been 
carried out in cooperation with various quasi-governmental 
agencies and product organizations in the promotion of 
traditional Japanese foods and increased use of soybean 
oil in the human diet, and greater use of soybean meal in 
feeds for livestock and poultry. Mr. Hayashi’s report shows 
the increased use of U.S. soybeans in the production and 
manufacturing of these traditional foods over the past 10-
year period. He has also indicated the possibilities for future 
use of these products.
 “Several programs and activities have been carried out 
during the past 10 years to promote greater use of edible 
oils in the human diet. The per-capita edible-oil intake has 
increased from 4½ pounds in 1956 to slightly over 16 pounds 
per person in 1966. This increase has come about through 
activities such as demonstrations, cooking schools, and 
group-feeding seminars, which have been on a soft-sell basis, 
carried out through educational and extension-type meetings. 
The Japan Welfare Ministry, through the Japan Nutrition 

Association, has established a goal of per-capita intake of oil 
of 30 pounds as a minimum for the Japanese population.
 “An increased demand for manufactured feeds has 
resulted from the developing livestock and poultry industry 
in Japan. In 1958-59 slightly over 58,000 metric tons of 
soybean meal were used in the manufacture of feed for 
poultry and livestock. This amounted to 4.4% of the total 
tonnage of feed ingredients. The demand for manufactured 
feeds has grown so that in 1966 over 623,000 metric tons of 
soybean meal were used in the manufacture of feed, 7.6% of 
the total tonnage of feed ingredients. It is expected that the 
broiler industry will expand rather rapidly in the next few 
years and as a result the need for soybean meal will continue 
to increase. This will provide additional supplies of soybean 
oil from the processing of the required tonnage of soybeans 
to supply the meal.
 “Eight of the major oilseed processors who are members 
of the Japan Oilseed Processors Association and who in 
the past relied on brand advertising for the promotion of 
oils have joined with the American Soybean Association in 
developing a consumer type of promotion for vegetable oil, 
with major emphasis on soybean oil, in a program covering a 
15-month period ending Dec. 31, 1967.
 “In 1965, the J. Walter Thompson Co. was employed by 
the American Soybean Association and Foreign Agricultural 
Service to conduct a study on edible oil consumption in 
Japan. Based on this study, negotiations were undertaken 
with the oilseed crushers in Japan toward an industrywide 
edible-vegetable-oil promotion campaign.
 “In July 1966, agreement was reached between eight 
major oilseed crushing companies, the American Soybean 
Association, and FAS to institute such a program. A working 
agreement between ASA and JOPA was fi rst drawn, and then 
these two organizations, with FAS approval, selected Dentsu 
Advertising Ltd. to conduct the campaign. Funds came from 
oilseed crushers and from the ASA Market Development 
Project.
 “The mass media hard-sell vegetable oil promotion 
program, the fi rst ever conducted in Japan on an industry-
wide basis, includes a 25-minute video tape television 
program on Saturday morning over four tv stations in Tokyo, 
Osaka, Nagoya, and Fukuoka. Viewers over these four 
stations total 65 million people, which is two-thirds of the 
population of Japan. The entire program of promotion is 
channeled to the housewife. A symbol was designed and used 
along with slogans in all the promotion activities. In addition 
to the tv program, publicity is channeled to newspapers and 
women’s magazines, with some newspaper advertising.
 “Other promotion activities will be distributed 
throughout the period with major activity during May, June, 
September, and November. These are the periods preceding 
the gift-giving seasons in June and December when a large 
amount of brand advertising is done by the processors.
 “This new approach to promotion for increased use of 
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oil in Japan will be evaluated by a research organization 
through surveys. Benchmarks from which the evaluation 
will be determined were established by a survey made in 
November 1966. A half-way evaluation will result from a 
survey made this May, and a second evaluation will be made 
on the basis of a survey in November. The results of these 
evaluation studies will be used in determining the type and 
extent of future programs.
 “In addition to the mass media program, increased 
activity has been carried out in the past few months in the 
promotion of vegetable-oil margarines. Very little vegetable 
oil has been used in the manufacture of margarine in Japan 
until recently. Only 370 metric tons of soybean oil were used 
in the manufacture of margarine and shortening in 1964. This 
increased to 990 metric tons in 1965 and to approximately 
4,000 metric tons in 1966. This increase came about as a 
result of a few margarine manufacturers in cooperation with 
the Japanese American Soybean Institute developing interest 
in a high-quality vegetable-oil margarine.
 “During December 1965 and January 1966 a pilot 
program was carried out, demonstrating the use of vegetable-
oil margarine with sampling in stores. As a result of these 
demonstrations and sampling activities, reports from 10 
selected stores during the following 12 months indicated that 
margarine sales had increased by over 20%.
 “A program for promotion of vegetable-oil 
margarine has just been completed with the sampling and 
demonstrations by trained demonstrators in 200 stores for 
a period totaling 600 days. Results from these activities in 
increased sales of margarine are not yet available. In addition 
to the in-store demonstrations, 50 outdoor signboards were 
used for the promotion of vegetable-oil margarine during 
February and March, and car cards were used in trains, 
subways, streetcars, and buses during the same period. These 
activities were all coordinated. An attempt was made to tie 
in the promotion through the use of the same symbol and 
slogan used in the oil promotion campaign carried out by 
Dentsu.”
 An illustration shows the smiley-face “Symbol used 
extensively in the vegetable oil promotion campaign.” See 
also pages 25 and 27. A photo (p. 53) shows a large billboard 
/ signboard with a woman’s hand, using a butter knife to 
spread margarine on a piece of toast. Written, in Japanese, 
on the billboard is “Delicious. Vegetable-oil margarine.” The 
caption states: “Signboards in Japan promote both use of 
margarine made from U.S. soybean oil and toast made from 
U.S. wheat. Even the use of toast is relatively new in Japan.”
 Note: Wheat contains almost twice as much protein as 
rice. Address: Asst. to the executive vice president, American 
Soybean Assoc., Hudson, Iowa.

2051. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1967. Soybean exports to Japan 
have tripled. Soybean Digest. May. p. 50, 52.
• Summary: A graph shows that total soybean imports to 

Japan have tripled from 1956 to 1966; about 82% of these 
imports come from the USA. Address: Managing Director, 
Japanese American Soybean Inst., Tokyo, Japan.

2052. Pentis, James R. 1967. Outlook for oilseeds, meal and 
oil in the USSR and East Europe. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
16-20.
• Summary: “By many of the customary yardsticks, Eastern 
Europe and the USSR should be using signifi cantly larger 
quantities of oilseeds and oilseed meals. West Europe is 
consuming more than 11 million metric tons of high protein 
meals, the United States is approaching 14 million short 
tons; both fi gures greatly exceeding the estimated 5.5 million 
metric tons consumed in the USSR. In addition, the Eastern 
countries have lagged far behind the West in consumption 
of meat and have every incentive to increase output with the 
help of an effi cient feed program.
 “Beginning in 1961 when the Chinese discontinued 
their sizable soybean exports (704,600 metric tons in 1959) 
to Russia, Western traders have speculated on the possibility 
of large-scale exports to make up this defi cit. This did not 
occur and the subject was not revived until late in 1963 when 
a disastrous harvest focused attention on the meager food 
reserves in the USSR. Despite record imports of wheat in 
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early 1964 and again in 1966, little is heard concerning the 
much-sought-after increase in meat production or the way 
the animals are to be fed.
 “Russia continues to be a net exporter of oilseeds, oil 
meals, edible oils and feed grains, and in recent years has 
imported only minimum quantities of soybeans or other 
oilseeds. Many in the West do not understand this apparent 
contradiction of a pressing need on the one hand, and exports 
to frustrate the growing demand on the other.
 “Trade Is Political
 “In the world of sovereign states, international trade 
is not only an economic but also a political activity. Even 
between free countries with similar political structures, the 
fl ow of goods is rarely free from governmental direction. It 
is understandable then that two blocs with basically different 
political systems will invoke rigid governmental controls 
resulting in paradoxes that seem unanswerable when only the 
economic yardsticks are considered. The problem of East-
West trade is primarily political, and a real understanding 
of trade possibilities can best be approached by examining 
the political rules. This paper will attempt to outline briefl y 
some of the practical economics and examine the important 
roadblocks to increased East-West trade.
 “Some important facts of USSR agriculture are these:
 “1–Soviet per capita meat consumption is about one-
third of that of the United States. They have acknowledged 
the inadequate meat supply and the repeated failure in 
reaching planned goals.
 “2–The lagging feed supply has been singled out as the 
most serious bottleneck in increasing livestock production. 
For many years, the Soviet Union has tried to increase the 
feed supply, fi rst by indiscriminate expansion of corn acreage 
and secondly by an extensive restructuring of the cropping 
pattern to replace low-yielding crops with those that were 
thought to be better performers.
 “3–Livestock and poultry prices have been substantially 
increased in a move to stimulate production. These increases 
have meant a current price level two to three times that of the 
United States. Despite this, production in 1966 is estimated 
to have increased only 14% as compared with 1962, when 
one of the heavier up-price adjustments became effective.
 “4–These prices as well as the feed-meat price 
relationships (hog corn, 25-35:1) suggest that USSR 
livestock production is high cost and in effi cient. Much labor 
is required and underemployed. It is estimated that 35% 
of the livestock production originates from small private 
farms of 1 acre or less. This, of course, greatly hinders 
mechanization and development of feeding techniques to 
lower cost. The government has tried to eliminate these small 
units by various laws. However, the restrictions have been 
lifted recently because they were so unpopular. The contrast 
between these small holdings and giantism of the state farms 
is an extraordinary feature of Soviet agriculture.
 “5–USSR agriculturists realize that increases in crop 

production must now depend on raising yields since most 
arable land has been exploited. Realistic plans have been 
made to expand fertilizer production as well as to increase 
the area under irrigation.
 “6–The problems associated with raising livestock 
production are different. Production of corn for grain has 
not been successful, so the country must still largely depend 
on feeding silage, fodder and root crops. Further research is 
needed to develop effi cient methods of utilizing these raw 
materials both dietary and in mechanized handling. Most 
livestock is reared indoors, and the task of getting feed to 
animals is enormous.
 “7–Investment in agriculture has been inadequate 
due to the concentrated demands of industry. The 1966-70 
agricultural plan calls for a capital investment of almost 
triple that of 1956-60.
 “8–USSR estimated population in 1964 was 228 
million, up 19 million in the 5 years since the last offi cial 
census of 1959 or an annual growth rate of 1.8%. Increased 
urbanization and demands for the better life have forced the 
government to program increased consumer goods in the 
1966-70 plan.
 Over one-third of the population is employed in 
agriculture. This is a drag on the economy, and since wages 
are only 40% of the industrially employed, effective demand 
due to ingrained habits and low income is increasing at a 
slow rate in this sector.
 “9–The average Russian is far from being 
undernourished-caloric intake is over 3,000 per day which 
is not much different from the United States. Likewise, 
per capita protein intake at 93 grams per day is about the 
U.S. level, and, in fact, slightly above Western Europe. At 
this point, the similarity ends since there are signifi cant 
differences in makeup of the protein’s origin. In the United 
States about 70% of our protein intake is derived from meat, 
eggs, fi sh and milk, whereas the Russian diet contains only 
half as much.
 “Over half of the USSR protein is obtained from grain 
so the diet is high in starch, low in protein and also low in a 
variety of fruit and vegetables that we consider so important. 
There is certainly enough to eat. However, the diet is dull, 
monotonous and unappetizing. This is what the people want 
change and why more resources and research are being 
allocated to raising livestock production.
 “10–In the last 5 years, oil meal consumption has 
increased about 1.5 million tons from 3.8 million in 1962 to 
5.3 million tons estimated for 1967. About 800,000 tons of 
the increase have come from sunfl owerseed and 600,000 tons 
from cottonseed. The new 5-year plan calls for only a modest 
increase in cotton production and, since sunfl owerseed is so 
high in oil content and considering the present surplus of this 
commodity, it seems unlikely that much additional protein 
will come from these sources unless a sizable edible oil 
export program is developed.
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 “Shift to Sunfl owers
 “Even if this were possible, the historic pattern does not 
show a rapid shift to sunfl owerseed despite the well-known 
successes the Soviets have enjoyed in this area. In the last 
10 years, acreage has been increased only 1.3 million acres. 
It seems illogical to expect any signifi cant breakthrough 
in protein production from this source. The 1966 soybean 
production was approximately 600,000 tons, roughly 
double the production in 1961. Anyone expecting this rate 
of increase to continue must consider that Asiatic yields are 
about half those of the United States and that China, with a 
long history of soybean culture, has been unable or unwilling 
to increase her production in the last 10 years. Russian 
soybean yields have been slightly higher than China’s. 
However, being realists, I doubt that they would encourage 
this production unless a yield breakthrough appeared 
forthcoming.
 “Finally, if we assume that the Soviet’s oilseed target for 
1980 (10 million tons) will be reached, and the past shows 
this to be highly uncertain, it would increase availability 
of oil meals by only 1.9 million tons over this year to a 
total of about 7.25 million tons. This might be considered 
a maximum increase, and yet it is modest considering the 
job done, the additional 60 million mouths to feed and a 
population approaching 300 million.
 “Clearly the need for protein is increasing. Whether this 
will become an effective demand for imports is contingent on 
development of a large-scale compound-feed industry in the 
USSR, and eliminating the roadblocks that stand in the way.
 “Livestock numbers for a series of years are given 
in table 1. Rate of number increases appears favorable. 
However, the USSR production problem is one of converting 
these animal units into fi nished meat. Table 2 shows that 
this is far from satisfactory. Feeding practices and effi ciency 
must be greatly improved before the consumer can reap the 
benefi t of increased numbers.” Continued. Address: Deputy 
Director, Rome Area Offi ce, Soybean Council of America.

2053. Pentis, James R. 1967. Outlook for oilseeds, meal and 
oil in the USSR and East Europe (Continued–Document part 
II). Soybean Digest. May. p. 16-20.
• Summary: (Continued): “In summary, we can say that the 
USSR has a pressing need to increase meat production. The 
lagging feed supply has been the most serious bottleneck in 
the past. If this is to be corrected, increased production of 
feed grains is needed, and perhaps the ban against feeding 
even offgrade wheat and rye should be reevaluated. When a 
suffi cient grain base has been established, then the Soviets 
will be faced with the problem of balancing out the ration 
with protein. It will be at this point, possibly 5 or more 
years hence, that a decision must be made to continue the 
present pattern of uneconomic feeding or to import proteins 
in suffi cient quantity to permit a changeover to a compound 
feed program.

 “In many of the East European countries we have been 
observing assertions of nationalism and independence from 
Soviet dominance that has been as unusual as it has been 
welcomed. It has resulted in improved communications 
with the West and, no doubt, has been a factor in stepped-
up foreign trade. The six East European countries used 
over 500,000 tons of soybean meal in 1966, and their total 
consumption of oil meals now exceeds 1.8 million metric 
tons.
 “Per capita use is not signifi cantly different from the 
USSR. A difference does exist however, in that practically 
all of these oil meals were imported (sunfl owerseed and 
cottonseed meal account for only 20% of use), whereas 
the USSR mainly depends on its domestic supply of 
sunfl owerseed and cottonseed to meet its needs.
 “One thing that all of these countries have in common is 
the many obstacles that stand in the way of increased trade 
with the West, and especially so with the United States.
 “Obstacles to Trade
 “The principal obstacles to increased trade hinge largely 
on the East European countries’ limited ability to pay, which 
limitation involves four separate elements:
 “1–Limited production of gold and gold reserves.
 “2 Nonconvertibility of East European currency in 
the world money markets, and their limited ability to earn 
dollars or convertible foreign exchange from trade with third 
countries which could be used for purchases from the United 
States.
 “3–Lack of credit availability for purchases from the 
United States.
 “4–Questionable marketability of East European 
products in the United States.
 “Only the USSR is a sizable producer and maintains 
reserves of gold. Some of it is used to settle accounts arising 
from trade agreements with individual Western countries and 
to pay for extraordinary imports such as its large purchases 
of wheat in recent years. The USSR husbands these gold 
resources very carefully, and only an extremely limited 
supply would be available for outright imports from the 
United States.
 “Eastern Europe’s international trade is primarily 
conducted under bilateral agreement and these countries tend 
to keep their trade in rough balance with individual Western 
nations. This severely limits the amount of foreign exchange 
earnings which could be diverted to increased purchases 
from the United States. This problem would not exist if 
currencies of the Eastern European countries were freely 
convertible into dollars or other hard currencies.
 “Most of the Eastern European countries have followed 
the lead of Italy in encouraging tourism, recognizing the 
benefi ts that can be obtained by securing hard currencies in 
this manner.
 “An important element in the conduct of international 
trade is the availability of credit on reasonable terms. This 
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has been forthcoming from most Western European countries 
which has resulted in their maintaining a high level of trade 
with East Europe. U.S. fi rms, on the other hand, have had 
only limited access to credit facilities in support of trade 
with the East. The principal obstacles are the Johnson Act of 
1934 which states that private loans may not be extended to 
any government which is in default of its obligations to the 
United States; and legislation which prohibits export-import 
bank guarantees on private credit fi nancing of commercial 
exports to Communist countries unless the President 
determines such action to be in the national interest. Recently 
some concessions have been made, and rulings by the 
Attorney General have liberalized extension of credit so that 
the U.S. exporter has become more competitive with other 
industrialized countries.
 “Probably the most important obstacle to our increased 
participation of trade with the East is the inaccessibility of 
the U.S. market. This is not entirely a matter of tariffs, but 
also of knowing the type of products that our market will 
absorb and making them available at prices that will sell. A 
review of Eastern trade with European countries shows that 
it is a two-way affair and the exports and imports are kept 
roughly in balance. Major Eastern exports are petroleum, 
lumber, coal and coke, and nonferrous metals. Secondary 
materials include hides, skins and furs, textile fi bers, iron 
and steel, and chemicals. It can be observed that not many 
items on this list would be needed by the United States, but 
the crucial point remains that unless imports are accepted, no 
amount of sales effort or relaxation of controls will be able to 
substantially increase our exports to them.
 “Another obstacle to access to each other’s markets is 
the absence of most-favored-nation treatment of each other’s 
goods. The Eastern countries would like to be so classifi ed 
since, among other reasons, they would like the lower tariffs 
that such recognition would bring. Last May, Secretary Rusk 
sent to the Congress a legislative proposal for expanding 
U.S. trade in peaceful goods with the East. One of the items 
in the proposed East-West Trade Relations Act would enable 
the President to grant most-favored-nation tariff treatment to 
Eastern countries willing to grant equivalent benefi ts to the 
United States. No defi nite action was taken during the 89th 
Congress. However, the President is pressing for favorable 
action at this time.
 “It should be pointed out, however, that even if the 
bill gained a consensus this would not signal an immediate 
increase in oilseed trade. The above paragraphs have 
outlined some of the internal problems in the USSR that 
must be corrected, and balancing feed requirements is but 
one of them. Also, it is reasonable to assume that fi rst claim 
on scarce foreign exchange will be won by machinery and 
technological products that the Soviets place so high on 
their priority list. For instance, they have shown an interest 
recently in acquiring complete broiler plants and machinery 
for mixing feed from West Europe. However little is heard 

regarding the feed ingredients these plants will require.
 “Even if these plants are used only as operating show 
places or prototypes on which to build future expansion, they 
may indicate a recognition by the Soviets that some of their 
food problems can be solved via the route of scientifi cally 
blended compound feeds.
 “Sunfl ower Success
 “One of the real successes that the Soviets have 
enjoyed in agricultural production has been in production 
of sunfl owerseed and, especially, development of high oil-
yielding varieties. Production of cotton has also increased. 
However, acreage has been slow to expand due to the fact 
that all of it must be irrigated and resources for this purpose 
have been limited in the past. Progress made in these two 
areas is shown in the production and yield data above (Tables 
3 & 4)
 A great deal of sunfl owerseed research has been done 
in Russia and also in Yugoslavia. It has been found that 
sunfl owerseed has a more powerful root system than corn 
and a greater capacity for withdrawal of water from the soil. 
Since a great deal of the arable land in Russia can be likened 
to the Great Plains of Canada, a moisture problem exists 
which sunfl owerseed has been able to overcome. Average 
yield in 1966 was 1,290 kg. per hectare and it is claimed that 
by using intensive cultural practices, a yield of 3,000 and 
even 3,500 kg. per hectare is possible. In the early 1960’s, a 
breakthrough was made in oil content which has raised oil 
yield from about 35% to the current 42% level.
 “These factors plus an extremely good harvest in 1966 
have resulted in the current exportable surplus of edible oil. 
From the short term viewpoint, there is indeed a surplus; 
however, it is probably more in the form of seed than oil due 
to limitations of processing capacity. The current surplus 
has tended to hide the low per capita consumption but an 
increase in this, as well as population growth, will make 
heavy demands on the domestic supply in the future.
 “Some idea of what has happened in the past and an 
appraisal of future demand is contained in the data below 
(Tables 5 & 6).
 “Many learned observers of the Soviet scene say that a 
permanent crisis exists in its agricultural production system 
that will not be easily corrected. This paper has touched 
on a few of the problems, successes and possibilities and 
has attempted to show how a greatly enlarged formula feed 
industry would help solve the problem of increasing the 
meat, milk and egg supply.
 “Creation of such an industry will require major internal 
decisions as well as stepped-up international trade. If the 
barriers are broken, there will be no losers and the Soviet 
people will certainly reap a handsome reward.”
 Tables show: (1) Livestock numbers, United States and 
USSR (million head), 1950-1967. Compares all cattle, cows 
(included in cattle; US cows are 2 years old and over kept for 
milk), hogs and sheep.
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 (2) Meat and egg production in the United States and 
USSR, 1965-1969.
 (3) Sunfl owerseed area, production and yield, 1959-
1966 [in the USSR].
 (4) Cottonseed area, production and yield, 1959-1966 [in 
the USSR].
 (5) Fats and oils (including butter) balanced by regions 
1961-1963 average. The 4 regions are North America, West 
Europe, USSR and East Europe, USSR (1,000 metric tons 
of fat content). The 6 columns are: Production. Net imports. 
Available supply. Nonfood uses. Food uses. Per capita food 
consumption (kg).
 (6) Production of oils and fats (in million metric tons). 
The 4 regions are the same. The columns are: 1950. Avg. 
1961-63. 1975 projection (low, high). Avg. 1950 to 1961-63. 
Annual increase 1961-63 to 1975 (low projection). Address: 
Deputy Director, Rome Area Offi ce, Soybean Council of 
America.

2054. Schubkegel, Martin G. 1967. Edible oils in Argentina. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 28.
• Summary: “Argentina produces 10 or more types of edible 
vegetable oils, but the most important in output and exports 
have been sunfl owerseed oil, peanut oil, and cottonseed oil. 
The fi rst two usually account for over three-fourths of total 
production,...”
 “Soybeans present an uncertain but interesting picture. 
Last year’s production was only 18,000 metric tons. It’s 
too early for a 1967 estimate, but acreage this year–up 9% 
from the 1966 fi gure–is double the recent 10-year average. 
Soybeans provide and example of the crop diversifi cation 
approach being promoted by the Argentine Oilseeds 
Institute as a long-range solution to the problem of future 
availabilities. Local experiment stations have obtained 
promising results from experimental plots with soybeans, but 
as yet production on a large scale is uneconomic in terms of 
both domestic and world competition.”
 A photo shows Martin Schubkegel. Address: Asst. 
Agricultural Attaché, American Embassy, Buenos Aires.

2055. Tawa, Andre. 1967. Egypt: Growing market for soy 
products. Soybean Digest. May. p. 59-61.
• Summary: Between 1959 and 1966 the total consumption 
of oil increased to 198,400 metric tons (tonnes), from 
111,804 tonnes, a 77% increase. During this period, 
consumption of liquid oil increased 72%, whereas 
consumption of shortening grew to 48,000 tonnes from 7,021 
tonnes, a 6.8-fold increase. Also during this period, 141,101 
tonnes of U.S. soybean oil and 160,967 tonnes of U.S. 
cottonseed oil were imported.
 “At present there is no P.L. 480 agreement between the 
United States and the UAR and the above purchases are 
made either by international agencies such as FAO/UNRWA 
or against short-term (3 years) bank dollar credits.”

 “As a result of our previous work, the Ministry of 
Supply is fi nally putting 1,000 metric tons of fully refi ned 
U.S. soybean oil on the market. This was purchased in 
February 1967, and will probably be distributed in drums 
through government and private grocers to the public this 
spring. It will be the fi rst time that liquid soybean oil is on 
sale in the UAR, and will allow us to enter a closed market... 
During the past year 1,000 metric tons of U.S. soybean 
meal 50% protein have been purchased by the Poultry 
Organization.” Address: Director for UAR, Soybean Council 
of America, Egypt.

2056. Ward, John J.; Pentis, James R. 1967. Opportunities 
in Europe for U.S. soybeans and products. Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 14.
• Summary: “The year 1966 saw huge gains for export of 
U.S. soybeans and soybean meal to Western Europe. Western 
soybean meal usage was up almost 1.2 million tons in 1966 
over 1965. Soybean meal usage is almost half of the total 
high protein meals used in Western Europe.
 “Last year the Rome Area Offi ce predicted that during 
1967 the rate of growth of soybean meal usage would slow 
to about 25% of the growth rate in 1966–or about 300,000 
tons. Admittedly at the time this article is being written, such 
a prediction seems optimistic, but it is not unrealistic. Italy 
should continue to be the leading growth country and Eastern 
Europe no doubt will continue increasing their imports of 
protein from the West.
 “Both Eastern and Western Europe have experienced a 
high-yield harvest of feed grains–up 3 million metric tons 
to 55 million metric tons. Fodder crops were up 4 million to 
189 million metric tons.
 “Fish meal production and inventories continue 
high, and priced at around $150 per metric ton Rotterdam 
[Netherlands] are offering more competition to soybean 
meal. It is therefore possible that fi sh meal may pick up 
150,000 metric tons of use in 1967 as compared with 1966.
 “Feed-meat ratios in Europe have deteriorated and the 
prospects for a comeback in the next several months are not 
bright. Overproduction of poultry has reduced prices and 
profi tability has been reduced.
 “Soy processing margins are low and the prospects for 
betterment via price appreciation appear dim.
 “We have had a report direct from one U.S.-owned 
European feed mixer, indicating that he has been successful 
in persuading three of his major suppliers to sell him soybean 
meal on the basis of NSPA rules. This is an encouraging 
report and one that should help curtail the production and 
trade of 42% [protein] meal, which was a major problem in 
1966.
 “The United States is again building stocks of 
cottonseed and soybean oil which has reduced processing 
margins and caused many to reevaluate downward their idea 
of the 1966-67 U.S. crush. Russia and Eastern Europe have 
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substantial stocks of sunfl owerseed oil that are no doubt 
cutting into soy use in several historic markets. Whether 
East Europe will continue to sell at these lower price levels 
remains to be seen since it depends on their willingness to 
carry these stocks versus their desire to convert the stocks 
into cash. It appears that soy oil disposition in Europe could 
become a growing problem in the months ahead. The bright 
spot is that total world fat supplies have increased a lot less 
in the current year than in previous years.
 “Realistically speaking, it appears that in 1967 no U.S. 
soybean oil will enter the Common Market countries and 
only irrelevant quantities are likely to enter any other country 
in Western Europe. This pessimistic outlook is based on the 
assumption that the relationships of edible oil prices will 
remain throughout 1967 as they were at the beginning of the 
year. See table above.
 “So far as Europe is concerned, the above edible oil 
price relationships constitute a real problem–and the largest 
problem–for the U.S. soybean industry. Not only does it 
preclude direct exports of soybean oil to Europe but it tends 
to discourage European processors of soybeans and refi ners 
of soybean oil from actively promoting the product.
 “Since this heaviness of soybean oil on the market is 
of concern to European soybean processors, an opportunity 
exists to secure their collaboration in promoting acceptance 
of soybean oil in internal markets. The strategy of the 
Soybean Council for soybean oil in Europe for fi scal year 
1968 is therefore based on collaboration with European 
processors and users of soybean oil for consumer education 
for product acceptance. A necessary part of such strategy is 
the provision for technical servicing to producers whenever 
product quality appears to be a problem for consumer 
promotion.” Address: Director and Deputy Director, Rome 
Area Offi ce, Soybean Council of America.

2057. Ward, John J. 1967. Italy: A glance back and a look 
forward. Soybean Council of America, Inc. Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 64-65.
• Summary: “Italy is one of the European countries 
which has made the greatest gains in oilseed, meal and oil 
consumption in the last 10 years, and it will remain one of 
the areas of largest potential for the next several years.
 “Italy showed a 35% increase in imports of oilseeds in 
1966 as compared to 1965 by importing 1,120,000 tons of 
oilseeds as compared to 828,000 tons the year before.
 “Over the last 10 years, Italy’s oilseed imports have 
grown as follows [Tables 1 & 2]:
 Importation of the following decreased as shown below 
[Tables 3-6].
 Imports of solid oils increased noticeably: Coconut oil 
imports rose to 18,720 metric tons as compared to 15,830 
metric tons in 1965, while palm and palm kernel oils 
remained almost unchanged at 43,310 metric tons in 1966 
compared to 42,030 metric tons in 1966.

 “A rise of approximately 80% was recorded for olive 
oil which jumped to an importation fi gure of 73,020 metric 
tons over the 1965 fi gure of 40,210 metric tons. Temporary 
importations in 1966 accounted for 34,320 metric tons of the 
above fi gure against 25,170 metric tons in 1965.
 “Animal fat imports rose to 151,340 metric tons over 
135,880 metric tons in 1965. The most noticeable rise came 
in imports of tallow (from 73,090 metric tons to 91,720 
metric tons) and bone and coaltar oil (from 16,130 to 22,150) 
while butter imports fell to 23,540 metric tons from 35,160 
metric tons.
 “Purchase on the foreign market of various fatty 
substances (such as refi ned oil, fatty acids, glycerine, 
hydrogenated fats, etc.) increased over 1965 from 27,260 
metric tons to 29,440 metric tons. Imports in 1966 of 
oilcakes and extracted oilseed fl ours reached 165,780 metric 
tons compared to 134,610 in 1965, while exports were 
147,220 in 1966 and 105,680 in 1965.
 “A Look Ahead
 “The Italian Mixed Feed Manufacturers Association 
estimates that soybean meal consumption (both from 
imported soybean meal and meal produced locally from 
soybeans) should amount to 700,000 metric tons in 1967 
and 800,000 tons in 1968. The Italian seed crushers would, 
in theory, prefer to crush in their own plants all the soybeans 
to meet this meal requirement but they will continue to face 
the problem of soybean oil disposition. As is well known, 
sunfl ower oil from Eastern European sources is at present 
offered in Italy at a cif price less than that of degummed U.S. 
soybean oil. This puts Italian soybean crushers in a serious 
situation with regard to disposal of their own oil.
 “Looking many, many years ahead, it seems safe to 
predict a further decline in Italian olive oil production due 
to the continuing reduction of the farm population and of 
consequent higher costs of farm labor. Population increases 
will require additional amounts of edible oils and only seed 
oils will be able to fi ll this requirement. The long-term 
outlook for soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil is very 
defi nitely a positive one.”
 Tables: (1) Oilseed imports into Italy (10-year period). 
Imports increased from 242,460 metric tons (MT) in 1957 to 
1,120,980 MT in 1966.
 (2) Amount of various oilseeds imported into Italy in 
1965 and 1966. In descending order of importance in 1966: 
Soybeans 530,070. Rapeseed 209,840. Peanuts (shelled) 
154,330. Sunfl ower 122,940. Sesame 40,700. Peanuts (in 
shell) 14,058. Castor 12,410. Linseed 6,240.
 (3) Imports of the following oilseeds decreased in 1966 
compared with 1965: Cottonseed, copra, palm kernel, and 
undesignated. The amount of decrease is given in metric 
tons. But total imports of oils rose from 79,900 MT in 1965 
to 91,840 MT in 1966.
 (4) Imports of oils into Italy (10-year period). Imports 
decreased from 116,820 MT in 1957 to 91,840 MT in 1966.
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 (5) Imports of liquid oils for food use from 1965 to 
1966. Most increased: Groundnut, rapeseed, sunfl ower, 
soybean, or not designated. Amounts given in MT.
 (6) Imports of oils for industrial uses: Linseed, tung and 
castor. All but the last increased slightly. Address: Director, 
Rome Area Offi ce, Soybean Council of America, Inc.

2058. Orr, Elizabeth; Adair, David. 1967. The production 
of protein foods and concentrates from oilseeds. Tropical 
Products Institute Report No. G31. 104 p. June. Also titled 
T.P.I. Report (London). [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgements. 
Introduction. 1. The use of oilseeds as a source of protein. 
2. Oilseed resources. 3. The manufacture of protein fl ours 
by standard oil milling processes. 4. Some cost aspects of 
the manufacture of protein fl our by standard oil milling 
processes. 5. Examples of the use of edible fl ours made by 
standard oil milling processes. 6. Full fat soya fl ours. 7. 
Oriental methods of processing soya. 8. Other processes 
for making protein products. 9. The distribution of protein 
products. 10. Current experience of making protein fl ours 
and foods from oilseeds. 11. The initiation of protein food 
programmes with particular reference to the role of the 
administrator. Appendices. 1. Protein nutrition. 2. Oilseed 
statistics. 3. Toxic hazards. 4. P.A.G. Guides [PAG]. 5. 
Afl atoxin. 6. Questionnaire. 7. Some examples of the cost 
of packaging oilseed-based protein foods. 8. Prices of edible 
oilseed products and protein fl ours and foods made from 
oilseeds. Bibliography. Chapters 6 and 7 are especially 
relevant to soyfoods.
 “Full fat soya fl our (FFSF) is manufactured in the USA 
by Archer Daniels Midland Co. and Central Soya, and in 
the UK by 3 fi rms: British Arkady Co. Ltd., Soya Foods 
Ltd., and British Soya Products Ltd. There are no offi cial 
statistics for production in either country. A trade source of 
information has estimated UK usage of soya fl our at 30,000 
tons per annum, but this fi gure includes defatted soya fl our 
made from meal imported from the USA. Full fat soya 
fl ours can be divided into 2 main categories: (a) fl ours used 
primarily for bleaching purposes in bread, and (b) general 
purpose fl ours. When the fl our is to be used mainly for 
bleaching it is made from uncooked beans, since the natural 
enzymes in the bean must remain active until the bleaching 
process has been completed. It is estimated that about half 
the full fat soya fl our made in the UK is used in bread 
manufacture.”
 A table lists all known commercial full-fat soy fl ours, 
their composition and prices. Describes the Promo Process 
and Wenger Process for making FFSF, with cost data. Gives 
case histories for Pronutro in South Africa and Nutresco in 
[Southern] Rhodesia.
 Chapter 7. Oriental methods of processing soya beans: 
Kinako (“a fl our made from ground toasted [soy] beans, 
used in making cakes”). Fermentation products: Soya 

sauce (shoyu), miso, natto, tempeh. Developing the use of 
fermented products. Aqueous extracts: Soya milk and tofu, 
kori-tofu. Soya milk as a substitute for cow’s milk. The 
package soy milk shop (including Tetra Pak and Prepac 
packaging; the Prepac system, developed by the S.E.A.B. 
Co., Villejuif, France, has a capacity of 1,500 packs/hour). 
Case histories for soya milk: Rural cooperatives in Taiwan, 
Saridele in Indonesia, and Vitasoy in Hong Kong. Soya milk 
made from soya fl our: The 4 known manufacturers of soya 
milk are Promo Ltd. of the U.K. (“The product made by 
Promo is marketed under the brand name of ‘Velactin’ by the 
Wander company.”), and Loma Linda Foods (Soyalac and 
Granogen), Mead Johnson (Sobee or Soybee), and Borden’s 
Soy Processing Co., all of the USA. Promo and Loma Linda 
use the traditional Oriental method rather than using soy 
fl our.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
concerning Tetra Pak and soy. Address: TPI, 56/62 Gray’s 
Inn Road, London WC1.

2059. Collins, R.F. 1967. Soybean Council helped tap big 
European market for U.S. soybeans. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 5(33):9-10. Aug. 14.
• Summary: “Fantastic growth has been the story for 
U.S. soybean exports since the United States got into 
the soybean market development business 11 years ago. 
While salesmanship by itself is hardly responsible for the 
190-million bushel gain in soybean exports during this time, 
it has played a big role in bringing the foreign buyer and U.S. 
exporter together.
 “Here are some of the changes that the Soybean Council 
of America–FAS [USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service] 
cooperator in soybean market development–has been a party 
to in the important European market.
 “Expansion in the European economy, with increasing 
population and growing food and feed requirements, started 
the boom in purchases of U.S. soybeans–a product that 50 
years ago was a novelty in the United States.
 “During the infant years of the industry, soybeans 
were grown here mainly for hay, forage, and soil building 
purposes, with exports in any form unheard of. By the 
beginning of World War II, acreage was still about evenly 
divided between soybeans for beans and for hay.
 “Demand begins in war years: But with the war 
came a tremendous demand for agricultural commodities, 
particularly soybeans and other oil-bearing seeds. U.S. 
farmers, acquainted with soybeans through their limited 
output of earlier years, moved rapidly to meet the demand.
 “At the conclusion of the war, the devastated countries 
of Europe found themselves critically short of fats and oils. 
To help Europe rebuild, the U.S. Government did its utmost 
to supply fats and oils and other necessities.
 “As the economies of individual European countries 
slowly began to improve, opportunities for actual market 
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promotion presented themselves. Consumers’ needs for 
vegetable oil continued to grow, and–even more important–
Europe began a tremendous buildup in poultry and livestock 
numbers. Livestock producers looking for reliable sources 
of protein supplements found U.S. soybean meal the answer 
to their requirements for a top-quality product at attractive 
prices; and this was a product in steady supply and with 
minimum delivery problems.
 “The U.S. processing industry made information 
available on the use of soybean meal as a livestock feeding 
supplement. Government sources and U.S. market promotion 
agencies added to the fl ow of information.
 “Program begun in 1956: Responding to this increased 
buying interest from abroad, the U.S. soybean industry 
established the Soybean Council of America in 1956. With 
assistance from FAS, the Council set up offi ces in various 
European countries. Aim of the new program was to increase 
world demand for U.S. soybeans and products.
 “In subsequent years, even the most optimistic export 
expectations were exceeded. U.S. exports of soybeans 
and their products rose 200 percent between 1956-57 and 
1965-66, making the United States the world’s largest 
single exporter of oilseeds and making soybeans our No. 
2 agricultural dollar export behind feedgrain. In 1965-66, 
U.S. exports of 251 million bushels of soybeans, 923 million 
pounds of soybean oil, and 2.6 million short tons [1 short ton 
= 2,000 lb] of cakes and meal accounted for about 90 percent 
of world soybean trade.
 “Spain an outstanding example: Although Japan is now 
our largest single market, Europe continues to increase its 
purchases of U.S. soybeans, in 1966 taking about 56 percent 
of our soybean exports, 80 percent of the soybean meal, and 
11 percent of the oil. West Germany, France, Italy, and the 
Netherlands are among the European countries accounting 
for these sales, but one of the most outstanding examples of 
the day is Spain.
 “Despite its position as the world’s largest exporter of 
olive oil, Spain was convinced to use some U.S. soybean oil. 
Introduced to soybean oil when their country was still a P.L. 
480 market, Spanish processors found it advantageous to 
blend the low-cost soybean oil with the higher priced olive 
oil. This reduced the price to consumers of cooking oil and 
freed more olive oil for export.
 “At fi rst, the soybean oil was blended with a low-quality 
olive oil that resulted in a rancid product. The Council 
provided technical service to the processors in refi ning and 
blending of the oils and in building bulk-handling facilities.
 “As Spain’s economy began to expand rapidly, another 
use for U.S. soybeans arose–soybean meal as an ingredient 
in animal feed was introduced by the Council. An immediate 
response prompted the Council in 1960 to begin additional 
work to tap the new market. It started holding livestock 
feeding seminars, designing trade fair exhibits on the use 
of meal, and distributing reams of material on livestock 

nutrition and feeding.
 “Still another change took place in the market in 1964: 
with its crushing industry rapidly developing, Spain turned 
to importing U.S. soybeans. This prompted an appropriate 
change in tactics of the Council; it has since helped Spain 
establish an oil quality control lab, brought study teams 
to the United States, and undertaken promotions aimed at 
selling the beans as well as U.S. oil and meal.
 “As a result of its fl exibility in a changing market 
situation, the Council has helped to continue the sharp 
upward trend in Spanish imports of U.S. soybeans. From 
none in 1956, Spain’s purchases of U.S. soybeans rose to 22 
million bushels in 1966, and they are expected to go even 
higher in 1967.
 “Similar programs have paid off in the other European 
markets for U.S. soybeans. In addition to large purchases of 
the meal, West Germany imported 59 million bushels of U.S. 
soybeans in 1966 while the Netherlands bought 15 million. 
And France–whose livestock feeding industry has grown 
tremendously over the years–bought 465,000 short tons of 
meal.
 “With soybean output continuing upward, the United 
States expects to expand further its overseas business in 
this valuable oilseed. A record 41.0 million acres have been 
devoted to soybeans this year, or some 10 percent more than 
in the preceding year. Normal yields and continuing good 
weather could turn this into a billion-bushel crop, compared 
with 931 million in 1966.
 Photos show: (1) Hans Kwuk, manager of a German 
mixed feed plant, describes his operation to Glenn Pogeler, 
president of the Soybean Council of America; Dr. Paul G. 
Minneman, U.S. Agricultural Attaché. Bonn; and Dr. Karl 
W. Fangauf, Council Director in Germany. (2) Visitors to 
German Green Week Exhibition go after samples of French 
fried potatoes cooked in hydrogenated soybean oil. Address: 
Soybean Council of America.

2060. Robinson, Hugh V. 1967. U.S. export of soybean 
products high despite stiff competition. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 5(37):9. Sept. 11.
• Summary: Taken from a speech given at the American 
Soybean Association’s (ASA) annual convention, Peoria, 
Illinois. Address: Director, Fats and Oils Div., Foreign 
Agricultural Service, USDA.

2061. Watanabe, Bunzo. 1967. Report from Japan [on the 
Japanese soybean crushing industry]. Soybean Digest. Sept. 
p. 64-66.
• Summary: “Thirdly, I wish to mention the advanced usages 
of soy protein in Japan. You may already be aware of the 
large quantities of soybeans that are used in a broad range 
for the production of traditional Japanese foods, such as soy 
sauce, miso (a soup base in paste form), tofu (bean curd) and 
others. Studies on concentrated soy protein are conducted 
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by scholars and soybean processing fi rms for various uses, 
chiefl y as food products. Soy protein is already used in 
large quantities in bakery products, confectioneries, ice 
cream, fi sh sausages, processed meat products, alimentary 
pastes, etc., and further applications are under research. At 
present, approximately 110,229,000 pounds of soy protein 
are consumed for such purposes. Soy protein of special high 
content is marketed for specifi c uses, and concentrations 
of even over 90% [soy protein isolates] protein are being 
developed.”
 “Fourthly, I would like to make a request, which I 
believe should be for the benefi t of all.
 “At present, 2% is set as the maximum allowance of 
foreign matter for No. 2 yellow soybeans, but the actual 
imports to Japan show this allowance is taken for granted 
as a privilege. The 1966 crop proved to be better than the 
1964 crop, but 30% of the arrivals were at the maximum 
allowance of 2% or more. Forty-seven percent of the 1965 
crop arrivals fell in this poor category. It is a great loss to 
the Japanese processors, who are not receiving guaranteed 
quality products, on top of which they are paying extra 
freight and other charges for the extra foreign matter.
 “Pure-soybean basis: As all crushers naturally prefer to 
take delivery of clean beans, some inducement, if necessary, 
should be given to transactions on a pure-soybean basis. 
This problem is so grave that I hope it will be given prompt 
consideration and cooperation by all the people concerned, 
from growers to shippers, exporters or any others involved in 
the distribution channel.”
 A small portrait photo shows Bunzo Watanabe. Address: 
President, Japan Oilseed Processors Assoc., Tokyo, Japan.

2062. Brewster, L.R. 1967. The market for soybeans in East 
Europe. The story of a U.S. trade mission. Soybean Digest. 
Nov. p. 16-18.
• Summary: “May Day, 1967, will always be a memorable 
day in my life because on that day I was one member of a 
22-man trade mission which headed for Moscow, Warsaw, 
Bucharest, and Belgrade behind the Iron Curtain. This 
3-week trade mission was sponsored by the Minneapolis 
Chamber of Commerce and approved by the U.S. 
government.
 “I was the only member of the mission interested 
primarily in the sale of ingredients for formula feeds.
 “My two main objectives were:
 “1–To survey the animal feed industry with the intention 
of selling various feed ingredients which the Eastern 
European countries are either not using now, or of which 
they could be using more (primarily soybean meal and meat 
meal).
 “2–To determine the possibilities of selling certain 
edible soybean products (including artifi cial meat products 
manufactured from soybeans).
 “For sake of simplicity I am breaking this report into 

four parts, each part covering fi ndings and conclusions for 
the country under consideration.
 “The USSR: In Moscow I did have an opportunity to 
visit with M. Kalganov, chief, directorate of feeds, meadows, 
and pastures. Mr. Kalganov had a speaking knowledge of the 
Soviet formula feeding program, but it was apparent from 
our discussion that their main ingredients are sunfl ower cake, 
cotton cake, fi sh meal, leguminous plants and a few animal 
byproducts–almost all of these are indigenous products.
 “According to Mr. Kalganov, cattle in most areas 
are wintered in stables in areas of pastureland, and fed in 
pastures whenever possible. When necessary to be fed in 
stables, they feed a mixture of silage, hay, sugar beets, and 
a feed concentrate (he had no idea of the analysis of the 
concentrate). At the present time they are not interested 
in protein ingredients or formula feeds. However, he did 
acknowledge their need for information about our animal 
feeding program.
 “The director of V/O Exportkhleb, a state trading 
organization responsible for importing ingredients ordered 
by their customers, commented that the farmers feed their 
cattle only what is available locally. It appears that they 
do not know much of the sophisticated formula feeding of 
animals as we know it in the United States.
 “Soybeans formerly were imported from China 
primarily for the oil and they used the soybean meal in their 
feeding operations only because it was available–not because 
they respected the high nutritional value of soybean meal.
 “The Soviet sunfl ower crop has expanded rapidly, 
and the oil content has been increased to 52% to 55%. 
This production currently supplies them with their full 
requirements of this type of oil–consequently they use the 
residual sunfl ower cake in their animal feeding operation 
because it is available.
 “I was one of 10 who visited a collective farm at 
Krasnodar, about 1,000 miles south of Moscow. We were 
given an excellent tour of the 30,000-acre farm, but did not 
see any major animal feeding units–this was primarily a 
wheat and sugar beet farm. I do not anticipate any immediate 
trading with the USSR. I do anticipate trading with them 
in the future, assuming the ‘bridges to East-West trade’ are 
eventually completed. Lack of suffi cient amounts of hard 
currency for other than industrial equipment is a problem to 
be recognized from the beginning.
 Poland: In Warsaw, those people I contacted were very 
knowledgeable about formula feeding in general and with the 
Polish formula feeding program.
 “Poland is the world’s largest producer of rapeseed 
meal. As a result, they import a relatively small quantity 
of other meals. Depending on the success of their rapeseed 
crop, Poland imports 50,000 to 200,000 tons of oilseed 
cake and/or meals per year in various forms such as fl akes, 
meals and pellets. They import those oilcakes that are the 
most economical at the time of need. The volume of imports 
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usually are in this order:
 “1–Groundnut meal.
 “2–Soybean meal.
 “3–Cottonseed meal.
 “4–Linseed meal.
 “5–Some each of sesame meal and sunfl ower meal.
 “The soybean meal which they import is primarily from 
the United States, although they prefer Danish production 
because it is somewhat higher in protein and lower in 
fi ber than U.S. soybean meal. All of their soybean meal is 
imported in bulk in cargo-lot shipments.
 “The Polish total formula feed program is less than 8 
years old and their broiler industry only 2 years old. They 
raise over 13 million swine per year. These swine are fed 
potatoes as part of their ration, and they claim this gives 
them the special fl avor which Polish hams are famous for. 
(Polish hams are exported all over the world, including the 
United States.)
 “Less bread per capita is consumed each year and 
more meat per capita is consumed in Poland. This trend is 
bound to increase the demand for formula feeds and feed 
ingredients. The volume potential for the immediate future 
will be affected by rapeseed production, but as they become 
more experienced with formula feeds, and if they fi nd ways 
to obtain more hard currency, I predict a greater interest in 
feed ingredients that will give them a continuous formula 
feed program to improve the effi ciency of their feeding 
operations.
 “I also had some very interesting discussions about 
edible soy products for use in both their sausage and baking 
industries. They have requested and have received followup 
in this area.
 “My observations of the visit to Poland are summarized 
as follows:
 “1–There has been a reasonable beginning in formula 
feeding of all types of animals. Although I did not get to 
see a feed plant, I was at least given a few samples of their 
mixed feed which I have had analyzed since returning 
home. The contacts I made should prove very benefi cial in 
continuing my investigation in this market.
 “2–I found enough interest in our edible soybean 
products to warrant continued investigation of this market.
 “3–I had expected a fair reception in Poland, but I felt 
we were even better received than I could have hoped for. 
The biggest problem I see in doing business with the Polish 
trading organizations is their lack of hard currency.
 “Romania: The Romanian Chamber of Commerce was 
responsible for all of our contacts with the various Romanian 
trading organizations.
 “During my personal contacts we discussed soybean 
meal and meat meal. These people are well versed both in 
the market and in the need for such products. They want 
and use both. However, U.S. meat meal has not been able 
to compete with meat meal from Argentina. The soybean 

meal they have used to date has usually been imported from 
the United States in cargo-lot shipments of bulk material.” 
Continued. Address: Wellens and Co.

2063. Brewster, L.R. 1967. The market for soybeans in 
East Europe. The story of a U.S. trade mission (Continued–
Document part II). Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 16-18.
• Summary: (Continued): “As for edible soy products and 
artifi cial meats, they expressed a mild interest, but they did 
not feel now is the time for serious consideration of such 
products. However, when I made my presentation to the 
fi rst vice president of the Higher Agricultural Council, he 
expressed a great deal of interest and I expect to hear further 
from one of his subordinates.
 “My Romanian observations are summarized as follows:
 “1–Again, I was not able to visit a feed plant or any 
animal feeding operation. However, I have the feeling they 
are well along in their formula feed program. They can be 
customers for some of our products, but, if we’re going to 
trade with them, we must come up with some method of 
buying some of their products either for import to the United 
States or into third countries.
 “2–Whether or not serious interest can be developed in 
edible soy products, only further investigation will tell. If the 
interest is there, it will take ‘third country’ trades to complete 
a sale to Romania, at least to begin with.
 “3–There is a defi nite lack of hard currency that restricts 
trading organizations in this country from being completely 
free traders. This will deter efforts of many U.S. traders and 
make it mandatory to consider ‘third country’ trades if one is 
to get started trading early in Romania.
 “Yugoslavia: This was by far the most westernized 
country we visited–at least as far as trading policies and 
enthusiasm is concerned. Several of us visited one of their 
large collective farms–a 60,000-acre operation about 60 
miles from Bucharest.
 “This was primarily a wheat and sugar beet farm. They 
told us of various industrial plants on the farm, including a 
feed plant. However, when asked to see it, they said it was 
too far to go and actually it was not operating at the time. 
I was told they are using both soybean meal and fi sh meal 
in their feeds. These, of course, are imported. The only 
meat meal they use is what they produce from their own 
slaughterhouse operations, and they do not intend to import 
any.
 “Summarizing my observations in Yugoslavia:
 “1–The formula feed industry appears to be about at 
the same level as it is in Romania. They are importing U.S. 
soybean meal in bulk in cargo-lot shipments.
 “2–There was some interest expressed in our edible soy 
products, but I believe trades are in the distant future.
 “3–As in all of the other Eastern European countries we 
visited, lack of ample amounts of hard currency is a trading` 
problem that will have to be faced for at least the next few 
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years.
 “Summary: I believe there are four different marketing 
situations to be considered in Eastern Europe:
 “1–Excess production capacity. If your product line is 
one which already is a surplus item, don’t try to export, but 
you might well consider importing.
 “2–Balanced supply-demand picture. If your product 
is one which is produced by the East European country in 
suffi cient quantities to supply their needs, it is useless to 
offer your product there.
 “3–Required low priority product. If your product is 
actually in demand in insuffi cient supply, but low on the 
import priority list, it is doubtful if the government will 
allocate hard currency to your customers to purchase such 
goods.
 “4–Required high priority product. When your product 
is high on the required product list and high on the priority 
list but low in supply, then, and only then, is it worthwhile to 
promote the sale of your product in that country.” Address: 
Wellens and Co.

2064. Bunge Corporation. 1967. There’s a Bunge elevator 
near you to give you top dollar for your soybeans (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 7. March.
• Summary: “Bunge is one of the nation’s leading exporters 
of soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean meal. Because we 
do such a large volume of business, we’re in the market for 
soybeans 365 days a year. And we pay the best possible price 
for your beans–by the truckload or by the carload!
 “We also pride ourselves on our service. Each of 
our elevators is run by professionals who know market 
conditions–make sure that you’re unloaded swiftly–and see 
that you’re paid promptly.
 “Where to Sell: River Grain Company, a division 
of Bunge, has elevators strategically located throughout 
soybean country in Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana 
and Tennessee. District headquarters are in Greenville, 
Mississippi, and Osceola and Clarendon, Arkansas.
 “Mikco Grain Company, another division of Bunge, 
services farmers in Southern Illinois and Eastern Missouri.
 “Other divisions of Bunge service soybean growers in 
other sections of The United States.
 “Remember–if you want the best in price and service, 
see Bunge before, during or after the harvest season.”

2065. DeBlois, Eleanor N. 1967. 12 years of achievement 
under Public Law 480. ERS Foreign (USDA Economic 
Research Service) No. 202. 133 p. Nov. Summarized as 
“Government programs moved most oil exports” in Soybean 
Digest, Feb. 1968, p. 42.
• Summary: Page 24: Soybean oil. Under Title I, sales 
increased from $30.7 million in 1956 (the 1st year) to a peak 
of $97.3 million in 1956, decreasing to 29.0 million in 1966. 
Total sales of soybean oil under Title I of PL 480 were $62.8 

million.
 Under Title II (famine and other emergency relief), sales 
increased from $1.3 million in 1962 (the 1st year) to a peak 
of 6.0 million in 1963. Total sales under Title II were $19.3 
million.
 Under Title III (foreign donations), the total sales were 
$76.1 million and under Barter were $37.8 million. Under 
title IV total sales were $23.3 million. Including several 
other programs the total sales of soybean oil were $1,290.4 
million.
 For sales of soybeans, see p. 37.
 For another set of fi gures for much larger sales of 
soybean oil, see pages 38 and 125. Address: International 
Economist, Washington, DC.

2066. Product Name:  Super Maeu, and Liquid Super Maeu 
(1970).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nutresco de Moçambique.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Mozambique.
Date of Introduction:  1967.
New Product–Documentation:  E. Orr. 1972. Tropical 
Products Inst. G73. The use of protein-rich foods for the 
relief of malnutrition in developing countries: an analysis 
of experience. p. 22-23. “Super Maeu is manufactured in 
Mozambique by Nutresco de Mocambique, a local company. 
The company manufactures a number of food products, but 
the production of protein-rich foods is its major activity. 
Super Maeu is made to the Nutresco formula, which is 
owned by the Nutritional Research and Food Products 
company of Rhodesia, and a royalty is paid for its use. 
Based on pre-cooked maize meal plus malt and vegetable 
and animal protein concentrates, Super Maeu is sold in 
powder form but is intended to be mixed with water and 
left for twenty-four hours, to allow fermentation to take 
place, and then to be consumed as a beverage. In fl avour 
and appearance it closely resembles a traditional African 
fermented drink, made from maize, and known as maeu or 
mahewu. The company began by importing Nutresco in bulk 
from Rhodesia in 1965 and packing it locally. This enabled 
the acceptability of the product to be tested. It later imported 
the raw materials and mixed these locally. Finally in 1967, 
when suitable local supplies of raw materials had been 
obtained, it opened a factory.
 “Initially sales were made to industrial and plantation 
canteens. Business appears to have been slow until a 
considerable stimulus was given by a direction of the 
Provincial Commission of Nutrition, which had been 
studying the nutrition of labourers, that all employers had to 
include a high-protein supplement in the menu at least twice 
a week. The Commission also worked with the company 
to improve the nutritive value of the product. An additional 
stimulus to sales was given by the Health Department’s 
sponsorship of the product for use with lower-income group 
patients, particularly children. Super Maeu is also used in 
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school feeding schemes.
 “The capacity of the factory has been increased from 
300 to 500 tons per month. Value fi gures only are available 
for sales. These show a steeply rising trend from US$42,759 
in 1967 to US$290,467 in 1970. Break-even point for sales is 
1,800 tons per annum.
 “Initially State-owned institutions were the biggest 
customers–Government receives a price discount of 20 per 
cent–but the increase in sales is said to refl ect purchases 
made by the private sector... Eighty per cent of the sales have 
been in rural areas. It is said that the fact that Super Maeu 
has to stand for twenty four hours before consumption is a 
constraint on the trade in urban areas, where people are now 
accustomed to ‘instant use’ foods. To increase urban sales 
the company installed ‘Vending Posts’ in a number of towns 
in 1970, and are selling from these Super Maeu which is 
reconstituted and ready for use. This operation has been so 
successful that the company now intends to produce Super 
Maeu in this form as a standard item. The company states 
that profi tability has exceeded expectations, and has enabled 
the company to make sizeable donations of the products to 
Missions and for disaster relief. The intention is to expand 
capacity further, partly for the production of liquid Super 
Maeu, but also to meet the existing demand for the other 
products.” A table (p. 66) shows that this product contains 
10% soya, 8% DSM (dry skim milk), and 61% maize.
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made in Mozambique.

2067. Commonwealth Economic Committee. 1967. 
Vegetable oils and oilseeds. A summary of fi gures of 
production and trade... London: HMSO. *
• Summary: This is a series of reviews of production, 
trade, utilization, and prices relating to cottonseed, linseed, 
rapeseed, sesame seed, soya beans, ground nuts, copra, palm 
kernels, palm oil and olive oil, etc. Previous summaries were 
published by the Empire Marketing Board as part of the 
series “Series of Commodity Reports.” Address: England.

2068. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 
1967. A summary of board structure and marketing aspects. 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 6 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: In the early days of the soybean industry in 
Canada, marketing the crop was diffi cult and prices were 
unstable. “Because of such factors, growers could see 
benefi cial results of a representative organization. After 
grower concern became widespread, a vote was held in 1949 
for the establishment of a marketing board. The vote carried 
by a majority of over seventy per cent of the eligible growers 
and the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board was 
in business.
 “To represent some six thousand growers, directors 
were elected on the basis of six districts comprising Elgin as 
District 1; Essex, District 2; Pelee Island, District 3; Kent, 

District 4; Lambton, District 5 and Middlesex, District 6. 
Original membership of the local board consisted of eleven 
directors. Amendments to the Plan due to increased numbers 
of growers brought present membership up to fi fteen 
directors representing about 10,000 growers.
 “The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Plan, 
under which the board was formed, incorporated a 
negotiating agency and it is through this that growers have 
realized the greatest benefi ts. From its beginning, the board 
has concentrated its efforts on the area of marketing... Freight 
rates have been lowered, exports initiated and soybeans were 
brought under the Federal Agricultural Stabilization Act...
 “Operation of the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board is fi nanced by licence [license] fee only. 
During the fi rst year, the licence fee was one-half cent per 
bushel. In 1950 it was raised to one cent and remained there 
until 1960... In 1960, the fee was reduced to one-half cent 
per bushel.” Address: Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

2069. Bernitz, Alexander. 1968. German mixed feed need 
ups U.S. soybean sales. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Jan. 15. p. 14.
• Summary: “Record exports of U.S. soybeans at 280-
300 million bushels are expected in 1967-68, a substantial 
increase over the 257-million bushel record set last year. 
Higher estimate fi gures are due principally to larger 
shipments to Japan and Western Europe, with West Germany 
continuing as an especially good market. In 1966-67 almost 
22 percent of U.S.-Europe soybean exports went to West 
Germany.
 “Soybeans, generally considered as the source of oil for 
human consumption, are also an excellent source of high 
protein animal feed, and it is this that most interests German 
oilseed crushers. Domestic production of soybean meal 
from imported soybeans is about twice the amount imported 
directly as meal. During 1966 total consumption of oilcakes 
and meals in Germany exceeded 4 million metric tons, a 
record amount. Imports of soybean meal rose from 470,000 
metric tons in 1965 to 755,200 last year, with the U.S. share 
increasing from 76.9 percent of the total to 78.6 percent.”
 One problem faced by German soybean millers is what 
to do with all the excess soybean oil. Address: U.S. Asst. 
Agricultural Attaché, Bonn.

2070. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1968. Asian trade in U.S. soybeans and feedgrains. 
March 11. p. 9.
• Summary: “Taiwan, formerly a food aid recipient, now 
buys U.S. agricultural products chiefl y for cash. It already 
buys about $20 million worth of U.S. soybeans a year and is 
expected to increase its purchases of both of soybeans and 
feedgrains to expand its livestock industry, the team reports.
 “While the Japanese market is growing, so is the 
competition to serve it, according to the team. U.S. corn has 
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encountered increased competition from Thailand, Argentina, 
and South Africa. Oilseed competition is also on the increase, 
lately with sunfl owerseed from the USSR.
 “In Japan, team members conducted several days 
of discussions with government trade offi cials on trade 
questions and problems. They report Japanese complaints 
about high moisture, broken kernels, and foreign material 
content of U.S. corn. “

2071. Saikowski, Charlotte. 1968. America’s foods expand 
Japan’s menu. Christian Science Monitor. April 19. p. 6.
• Summary: Orville Freeman, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, 
wants to export more American products to Japan. In Tokyo, 
he and his wife attended the recent “American Festival of 
Fun, Food, and Fashion.” He noted that “The Japanese diet 
is still low in protein...” which means a great market for 
American brooder chicks.
 “Such traditional Japanese foods as ‘miso’ (soybean 
paste), ‘shoyu’ (soy sauce) and ‘tofu’ (bean curd) are made 
for the most part from American-produced soybeans.” 
Address: Staff correspondent.

2072. State Trading Corporation of India Ltd. 1968. 
Classifi ed ad: Tender for clearing, handling and 
transportation of STC’s imported soyabean oil. Times of 
India (The) (Bombay). May 19. p. 16.
• Summary: STC “invites sealed tenders for clearing, 
handling and transport etc. of imported soyabean oil from 
Bombay docks. Firms who have customs clearing agent’s 
licence will be eligible for participation in the Tender.”
 STC “is not bound to accept the lowest tender and may 
reject any or all the tenders without assigning any reason 
whatsoever.” Address: 2nd. fl oor, Dugal House, Backbay 
Reclamation, Bombay–1.

2073. Lachinian, Enoch. 1968. Vegetable oil production and 
trade in Iran. Soybean Digest. May. p. 55-56, 58.
• Summary: Almost all Iranian use of vegetable oil is in a 
hardened [hydrogenated] form; half as granulated semiliquid 
vegetable ghee and half as shortening.
 “Iran consumed around 118,000 metric tons (mt) 
of vegetable oil in 1967; approximately 40,000 mt were 
produced in the country and about 78,000 tons were 
imported. Local production consisted primarily of cottonseed 
oil. Imports were mostly sunfl owerseed oil from the USSR 
and Eastern Bloc countries, from Rotterdam and other 
sources, with some soybean oil from the United States.”
 In 1967, Iran exported about 5,000 tons of shortening 
to Afghanistan and Kuwait. Discusses the advantages of 
USSR sunfl owerseed oil. Address: Director for Iran, Soybean 
Council of America.

2074. Randolph, Chet. 1968. Soybean sales expand rapidly 
in Taiwan: More money to spend. Soybean Digest. May. p. 

39.
• Summary: “Soybean sales have expanded rapidly in 
Taiwan as the people have had more money to spend on 
food. The USDA soybean-feed grains team heard one 
prediction that Taiwan will buy 11 million bushels (10.5 
million last year). Their purchases have been doubling in 
recent years. And now they’re buying for dollars.
 “The Taiwanese use more whole soybeans per capita 
directly for human food than they do in Japan. But the big 
increased demand for beans has come from the rapidly 
expanding mixed feed business. The volume of mixed feed 
has doubled in the last 3 years. As in most countries, pigs and 
poultry are the main users.
 “Tax on Hogs: There are 3 million hogs in Taiwan. In 
fact, in the farming area pigs are a measure of wealth–so 
much so that they are a main source of tax revenue to pay the 
local education bill. The tax on a 220-pound hog worth $50 
would be $6. That’s over a 10% tax on hogs. In the States 
[USA] personal property taxes on cattle especially seem 
pretty high but not like the slaughter tax on hogs in Taiwan. 
Especially when the average Taiwan farmer only sells seven 
pigs a year and sees 12% go to taxes. They have a land tax 
also.
 “But hogs are the most universal commodity on which 
to place a tax. It’s a tradition that’s hard to change. It’s hoped 
the government may eventually earmark a small percentage 
of that tax to promote the swine industry and thus increase its 
tax revenue. Actually the National Diet in Taiwan did react 
favorably because of this tax. They voted local veterinary 
diagnostic laboratories in every county over a plea for some 
hospitals for humans.
 “Laurel Meade of our American Soybean Association 
board and a member of Secretary Freeman’s soybean-
feed grains team, along with Scott Sawyers, our ASA 
country director in Japan, visited Taiwan. There Dr. Lee 
of the livestock bureau of the Joint Commission for Rural 
Reconstruction (JCRR) pointed out they have made great 
progress in reducing disease. Being an island, they have 
eliminated many of the main diseases.
 “In the States we hear about socialized medicine. In 
Taiwan they have what Dr. Lee calls socialized veterinary 
medicine. Dr. Lee was educated at Cornell University in 
New York. Many of the vets in Taiwan were educated in 
the States. In fact, many things in Taiwan are patterned 
after stateside organizations and adapted to fi t the needs of 
Formosa.
 “The Taiwanese are proud that they lead the world in 
artifi cial insemination in hogs. They average 75% conception 
on fi rst service. The charge is a dollar per hog fi rst time, half 
price if a second service is necessary, free on the third. A 
great percentage of their hogs are A.I.
 “They started with the Landrace breed from Iowa along 
with Durocs and Yorks, and now have good breeding over 
much of Taiwan. They’re also proud they offer livestock 
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insurance in Taiwan. They’ve advanced far enough in disease 
control and with good management so they can do this.
 “World’s Highest Yield: When bragging a little, they’ll 
also admit they have the highest production per acre of any 
nation in the world because they average two crops a year on 
farms that average 2 acres in size.
 “Taiwan farmers have almost entirely American 
grandparent stock in poultry. This is another rapidly growing 
industry and the biggest user of soybean meal in Taiwan. 
Fortunately, the Taiwanese processors sought help and 
have good toasted meal for livestock feed from their newer 
solvent plants. This is not true in all crushing plants of the 
Orient. They’re using 18% to 20% protein feed.
 “They have a lot of Peking ducks, the national dish 
of Japan. The highest tribute to a friend is to serve a meal 
including smoked fried duck skin.
 “They use soybean cake instead of soybean meal. The 
meal won’t keep because of the high humidity so they press 
it into a hard cake.
 “To End AID Program: The U.S. government AID 
program closes out in Taiwan in June, a real tribute to the 
great strides made there the last 4 years. Taiwan has tripled 
its exports in the last 4 years. However, she still has to watch 
her trade dollars so soybean imports are limited somewhat by 
the trade allocation set by the government. But government 
offi cials have asked that pig production, for example, double. 
This will take more protein so soybeans should receive 
favorable attention.
 “At the present time, Taiwan buys almost twice as much 
from the United States, in the form of soybeans and feed 
grains, as she sells. Incidentally she is a major producer of 
mushrooms and asparagus sold in the States.
 “Some big electric plants, joint ventures with U.S. 
fi rms, and many other major factories are going into Taiwan. 
There is every indication the economic growth is on a fi rm 
foundation and not just a result of U.S. buying because 
of the Vietnam war. The China Trade & Development 
Corp. is a large private trading group with government 
backing, adequate fi nancing and staffed with men skilled in 
management.
 “One of the biggest problems in Taiwan is port, storage, 
and transportation facilities. Too often soybeans have had 
to be put into bags at the dock and carried by hand which is 
wasteful and costly. But they are working on dock facilities. 
They have a target to improve rail and truck transportation 
and storage. As in any developing country, they are working 
to streamline sales channels and improve slaughter facilities.
 “Need More Credit: A key to future expansion is 
additional credit to fi nance upgrading of handling facilities 
and pay for the shipments. They have some new Rotocel 
solvent processing plants but others are the old screw and 
some still older hydraulic systems.
 “But no question Taiwan is on the move as they join the 
countries paying for their products in hard currency. They 

buy all their beans from the United States. They’re a good 
customer. We hope to be of some help in the future in market 
development activities.” Address: [American Soybean 
Assoc.].

2075. Ward, John J. 1968. The market in France for soybeans 
and soy products. Soybean Digest. May. p. 22-23.
• Summary: In 1966 France imported 178,000 tons of 
soybean, practically all from the USA. France’s oilseed 
“processing industry works at far under capacity despite the 
fact that its 17 plants are modern extraction units.
 “Rapeseed production in France continues to increase 
due to the EEC subsidy system... High-fi ber rapeseed meal 
is generally fed only to ruminants whereas more versatile 
soybean meal is generally fed to all animals and specifi cally 
to swine and poultry.”
 Note: The May issue of Soybean Digest each year is 
the “Export Issue.” Address: Soybean Council of America, 
Rome.

2076. Wilcke, H.L.; Martinez, W.; Calvert, F.E. 1968. 
Oilseed meals and fl ours for food use: Export issue. Soybean 
Digest. May. p. 18, 20.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Flour for humans. 
Categories of use: Functional characteristics (binder, 
emulsifi er, etc.), texture, color, nutrition. We never buy 
protein (“In fact, if the average housewife were asked to 
defi ne protein, she would probably respond in terms of meat, 
milk, or eggs”).
 Flour from oilseeds (at a 6% moisture level) typically 
contains about 50% protein, 1½% fat, and 3% fi ber. Full-fat 
soy fl our is available on the market, as well as the typical 
defatted fl our.
 Soy concentrate has been defi ned as, “The product 
prepared from high-quality, sound, clean dehulled soybeans 
by removing most of the oil- and water-soluble nonprotein 
constituents and shall contain not less than 70% protein (N x 
6.25) on a moisture-free basis.
 “The isolates, as the name implies, are protein fractions 
isolated from the defatted fl akes or fl our. The protein content 
of the isolate, when calculated on a nitrogen x 6.25 basis, 
varies from approximately 92% to 95%, or on a moisture-
free basis from approximately 97% to 100% protein 
equivalent. The fi ber is quite low and the ash is also low. 
This the protein is provided in a much more concentrated 
form, and consequently less of these products are added than 
when the fl our is used directly.”
 Note: Frank E. Calvert came to Ralston Purina from the 
Ford Motor Company, where he did research on soy proteins. 
Address: Ralston Purina.

2077. Photograph of Glenn Pogeler shaking hands with 
President Lyndon Johnson. 1968.
• Summary:  The two men are dressed formally. In Johnson’s 
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left hand is a small white box; in it is (according to a note 
found by Allen Pogeler in the box in March 2008): “One of 
the pens used by the President on July 29, 1968 in signing S. 
2986, an Act to extend the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954 [P.L. 480], as amended, and for 
other purposes”
 President Johnson gave the pen to Glenn Pogeler, and 
his son Allen still has it. On both the box and the pen are 
printed “The White House.” Note: At the time, Pogeler was 
president of the Soybean Council of America, whose mission 
was to increase exports of U.S. soybeans and soybean 
products. A digital scan of this black-and-white photograph 
was sent to Soyfoods Center on 16 June 2005 by Allen 
Pogeler of Encinitas, California. The eldest son of Glenn and 
Ardis Pogeler, he owns the 8 x 10 inch original.

2078. Brewster, Louis R. 1968. U.S. soybean meal in 
Australia. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 29.
• Summary: Much U.S. soybean meal is exported to 
Australia in 100 lb sacks, which are not well liked because 
they leak and tear. Hooks are often used to move the heavy 
sacks. The meal is facing increased competition from low-
priced South African fi sh meal.
 “Piggeries,” as they are called in Australia are just 

coming into their own, and they do not yet use much soybean 
meal. The author sees a bright future for soybean meal in 
Australia, especially if the U.S. helps the country solve the 
problem of packaging, assists in development of the broiler 
and swine industries, and maintains competitive prices.
 Photos show: (1) Louis R. Brewster. (2) Wooden 
pallets stacked high with sacks of soybean meal. “Note 
meal leakage at various levels, caused by stress at seams.” 
Address: Vice President, Wellens & Co., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, MN.

2079. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1968. Soybeans to Asia. Sept. 16. p. 12.
• Summary: “Two Asian buyers of American soybeans have 
emerged in recent years–the Republic of China (Taiwan) and 
South Korea–both of which import beans to supplement local 
supplies.
 “Taiwan’s purchases of U.S. soybeans doubled to 
312,000 metric tons after its 1967 import liberalization. In 
1968 this import fi gure could reach 320,000. Most of the 
increase in soybean imports would be for consumer products, 
but purchase of soybean meal for feed are likely to show 
some increases as well. The country is on a campaign to 
double the output of its swine industry in the next 2 or 3 
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years.
 “South Korea, although not now a large buyer of U.S. 
soybeans (21,000 tons in 1967), also shows some indications 
of future growth. The South Korean Government has moved 
away from efforts for self-suffi ciency and has become more 
dependent on imports. The country could be in the market 
for some 70,000 tons of soybeans this year depending on 
weather conditions and its continued ability to improve its 
foreign exchange situation.”

2080. Sawyers, Scott. 1968. Japan–Best U.S. Soybean 
market and still growing. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Sept. 16. p. 12.
• Summary: From a speech given at the American Soybean 
Association’s (ASA) 48th annual meeting in August.

2081. Continental Grain. 1968. The bean that launched a 
thousand ships (Ad). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 37.
• Summary: This full-page ad is mostly blank. Two large 
cargo ships sail in from the upper right corner. The text, 
in a narrow column down the left side, reads: “In the ten 
years from 1948 to 1958, America’s soybean exports put a 
thousand ships to sea. But we’ll need 500 ships to move this 
year’s exports alone. And in the near future, we could see 
that annual fi gure go over the thousand mark. Reason? Our 
exports are growing as fast as our production. In 1968 for 
instance, 280 million bushels of soybeans–almost one-third 
of our 972-million bushels crop–will go overseas. That’s 
90% of all soybeans in international trade–and considerably 
more than the second-largest producer even grows. More 
importantly, soybeans will account for about 750 million 
dollars of our 7 billion dollars in agricultural exports. And 
since 100% of our soybean exports are for cash, they’re not 
only our second-ranking dollar earner; they’re an important 
factor in the battle to reverse our balance of payment defi cit. 
Soybeans can also help solve the world’s defi ciency of 
protein and fat. Is it any wonder, then, that soybeans are 
called our miracle crop? Not when you realize that these 
protein and fat-rich beans may yet work the miracle of 
saving the world from starvation.”
 This ad also appeared in the Nov. 1968 issue of this 
magazine.

2082. Cook Industries, Inc. 1968. Worldwide merchandisers 
of soybeans, wheat, and corn (Ad). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 
49.
• Summary: A half-page horizontal ad with no graphics.
 Note: This is the earliest ad seen (Aug. 2021) by Cook 
Industries in Soybean Digest. Address: Headquarters: 131 
Gayoso, Memphis, Tennessee 38101.

2083. Dimler, R.J. 1968. Progress–In food use of soybeans. 
Oil Mill Gazetteer 73(3):8-14. Sept.
• Summary: This paper was “Presented at Convention 

of the Tri-State Oil Mill Superintendents Association in 
Mississippi, June 9-11, 1968.” Contents: Feeding hungry 
people. Soybean oil. Flavor stability of soybean oil. Soybean 
meal and protein. Full-fat soy fl our (village process). 
Formulated food products. Conclusion.
 “The incorporation of soy fl our, either defatted or full-
fat, in formulated food supplements was initiated in 1966 
as part of the Food for Freedom program... The product 
purchased in largest amount by the government is... Blended 
Food Product, Formula No. 2, and is commonly referred to 
as CSM.”
 “Purchases of CSM by the Department of Agriculture 
were started in late 1966. To date more than 500 million 
pounds have been distributed by AID... under the Food for 
Freedom program.” CSM costs very little to make. In May 
1968 the cost was just under 7½ cents/pound, packaged in 
50-pound multi-wall [multiwall] bags, and delivered at Great 
Lakes ports.
 “Other cereal-based formulated foods containing soy 
fl our have been used or are under consideration for the Food 
for Freedom program. The fi rst to be purchased in limited 
quantities was Blended Food Product, Formula No. 1, known 
as Ceplapro. It is a kernel-like product containing corn 
meal, wheat fl our, soy fl our, nonfat dry milk, minerals, and 
vitamins. It was developed by the American Corn Millers’ 
Export Institute. While it was well suited for adult feeding, a 
fl aked or powdered product seemed more suitable for child-
feeding programs.”
 Pie charts show: (1) Disposition of U.S. soybean oil 
(1966-67, Preliminary): Shortening 29%, margarine 22%, 
cooking and salad oil (22%), exports (19%), nonfood use 
(8%). Total: 5.8 billion lb.
 (2) Disposition of U.S. soybean meal (1967-68, 
Forecast): Domestic feed use (77%), exports (20%), nonfeed 
use (3%). Total: 14.3 million tons. Address: Director, 
Northern Regional Research Lab., N. Utilization R&D Div., 
ARS, USDA, Peoria, Illinois.

2084. Haymaker, J.N. 1968. Selling soybeans overseas. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 48-51.
• Summary: “They say there is a fi ne line between keeping 
your chin up and sticking your neck out and it well behooves 
one to know the difference. For years I have been searching 
for the difference. This afternoon we are going to discuss a 
business that is surely different–the export bean business.
 “It is viewed differently by all the participants–you the 
producer, the country elevator, the terminal elevator, the 
export merchants, the consumer overseas–your customer–
and fi nally Uncle Sam, who is hungry for the monetary 
exchange it generates and its effect on the U.S. balance of 
payments.
 “First, let’s talk about how the overseas buyers view 
U.S. soybeans. We have various categories of buyers with 
different interests. The buyer in Japan, who is manufacturing 
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the traditional Japanese foods for human consumption, 
is interested in fi nding a source of soybeans that are very 
clean, evenly sized–preferably a large seed, a variety with a 
white or colorless hilum and with the highest protein content 
possible.
 “The emphasis placed on the various characteristics 
mentioned varies depending on the type of food to be 
manufactured from it, be it soy sauce, soy paste [miso] 
or soy curd [tofu]. It will also vary from manufacturer to 
manufacturer and year to year, depending on alternative 
soybean choices.
 “Try to Get Quality: To meet their particular demands, 
the Japanese food buyers are constantly trying various 
schemes to get the quality they want in an ever-continuing 
effort to reduce the premium they have to pay over ords–
trade jargon for the most traded grade, ordinary 2YSB (No. 2 
yellow).
 “As the years have gone by they have paid premiums 
for Minnesota origins (believe it or not), Illinois origins and 
most recently Ohio / Indiana / Michigan origins. This area 
selection system requires that they pay the least premium on 
a delivered basis.
 “Several years ago, we were selecting Harosoy beans 
as they came into our Illinois river houses and selling a 95% 
pure variety bean. This was, obviously, more expensive 
than area selection as it tied up valuable space in river and 
terminal elevators or incurred barge demurrage to keep 
identity preserved.
 “Some buyers have arranged with country elevators to 
contract with growers for the variety that best fi ts their needs. 
This is, obviously, raising the cost over the selection system. 
Some buyers prefer their beans shipped in bulk and others 
go to the additional expense of having their seed cleaned 
and bagged. In addition to the expense of cleaning and 
bagging goes the much higher ocean freight cost for sacked 
commodities versus bulk commodities.
 “Soy sauce manufacturers require 15,000 m/t of 
soybeans and 180,000 m/t of high protein soybean meal. 
They have the least critical quality requirements. Normally, 
they will select a certain area of production and be willing to 
pay a premium.
 “Soy paste has an annual requirement of 170,000 
m/t. They require a white hilum. Manchurian beans cover 
150,000 m/t, U.S. Kanrich variety 15,000 m/t and U.S. 
Harosoy the balance.
 “Soy curd has an annual requirement of 290,000 
m/t. Manchurian beans cover 90,000 m/t, U.S. Hawkeyes 
25,000 m/t, and the past couple of years Ohio, Indiana, 
and Michigan, 120,000 to 130,000 m/t. The balance comes 
from the domestic Japanese crop. They have no hilum 
requirement, but prefer Hawkeyes.
 “All three products, curd, sauce and paste, are protein 
products. Therefore, their most critical requirement is a 
high content of water soluble protein. A clue as to why the 

Manchurian beans are so highly regarded can be seen in the 
average grade factors of receipts of Ohio/Indiana/Michigan 
reported by food manufacturers in Japan (see table above).
 “Manchurian beans are largely hand harvested and 
handled and consequently low in f.m. [foreign matter]. The 
higher U.S. nitrogen content is preferred, but the Manchurian 
beans have another factor going for them. They trade at a $4 
to $6 m/t discount to U.S. beans delivered in Japan.
 “The Japanese buyers realize that weather during the 
maturing season and at harvest time affects quality, but their 
buying programs are based on comparisons. This year’s 
lower protein and higher damage in the Ohio/Indiana/
Michigan area has lost some markets for those origins, 
diverting buyers to special varieties in other areas even at 
premiums.
 Constant Change: I would like to be able to give you 
the relative value that the Japanese food trade places on the 
various items we have been discussing, but it is a constantly 
changing premium as the quality factors of the alternative 
choices change. Likewise, premiums vary at certain times of 
the year and as the relationship of Gulf ocean freight changes 
relative to Great Lakes ocean freight.
 “The Ohio/Indiana/Michigan beans are usually shipped 
on liner freight which trades at higher prices than large bulk 
self-trimmers, normally used to ship the ords. In 1966, the 
quality of O/I/M beans was very good and narrowed the 
spread to recleaned special variety beans to 100 a bushel. 
This past year with poor quality O/I/M, the spread has been 
as wide as 30¢ a bushel in Japan.
 “Of one thing we can be sure–the search for the answer 
to the problem at the lowest premium to ords will continue. 
Japan takes about 250,000 m.t. of soybeans from Manchuria 
yearly. As indicated earlier, 150,000 m.t. of that quantity are 
earmarked for the miso trade, 90,000 t. for soy curd or tofu, 
and the balance are crushed. If we want that market we have 
to produce and ship a competitive product and be willing 
to meet the price. The other overseas customer we have in 
Japan, Europe and other areas of the world is the processor 
who services the mixed feed industry with soybean meal and 
the margarine, shortening and salad oil manufactured with 
soybean oil. Minor quantities of oil go to the technical trade, 
but primarily it’s a food oil.
 “Here again we have various categories of customers. 
Some have the fl exibility in their operation to allow them 
to choose the oilseed available in world markets that shows 
the best crushing margin–that is, the highest gross monetary 
return from the sales of the two products manufactured from 
a ton of raw material relative to the cost of the new material. 
Among their choices are soybeans, rapeseed, fl ax, copra, 
cottonseed, groundnut seed, sunfl owerseed and others of 
lesser importance.
 “In earlier years much of the capacity of Europe and 
Japan was of such a switch nature. In later years, as the 
dramatic growth of the soybean crop took place in the U.S., 
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more and more processors worldwide built and expanded 
plants designed to process soybeans only. They bet on the 
availability of year-around supplies at prices competitive 
with competing oilseeds.
 “Cadillac of Quality: Soybeans had other factors going 
for them–a low oil content relative to other oilseeds during a 
period when many areas of the world were fast moving from 
oil defi cit to oil surplus. However, the biggest factor was the 
gain in nutritional knowledge and feeding technology which 
resulted in the acceptance of soybean meal as the Cadillac of 
quality in world protein markets. This corresponded with a 
period of rapidly expanding mixed feed business in the U.S., 
Europe and Japan.
 “Until recently, U.S. soybeans have warranted the 
faith of those who counted on their competitive position. 
They were becoming a larger and larger percentage of total 
available world oilseed supplies until they became the 
dominant crop–last year 36%.
 “Pleasing our overseas customers is of vital importance 
to us as they buy about 40% of the annual disappearance of 
the crop. In the current situation of depressed oil and meal 
prices, both in Europe and Japan, you can imagine how 
a foreign processor, who is limited to soybeans, which to 
him are artifi cially high-government-support priced, and is 
facing the competition of cheap rapeseed oil, fi sh oil and 
sunfl owerseed oil, feels. He has been running at a loss and 
probably feels like Jose Jiminez. Jose put out a phonograph 
record in which he played the part of the astronaut who 
was preparing for the fi rst trip to the moon. He was being 
interviewed and was asked what he planned to do with his 
time on that trip. He replied, ‘Well I don’t know–I plan to cry 
a lot!’
 “I guess processors’ complaints against U.S. soybeans 
haven’t changed much over the years, aside from the recent 
complaint that they are not a competitively priced raw 
material. What a processor wants above all is a raw material 
that allows him to sell the resulting end products in the 
market place at prices that leave him a profi t after costs. 
Soybeans have failed to meet that requirement for some 
time” (Continued). Address: Asst. Vice President, Oil Div., 
Cargill, Inc.

2085. Haymaker, J.N. 1968. Selling soybeans overseas 
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 48-
51.
• Summary: (Continued): “Still Complain of FM: We still 
hear complaints of high foreign material. The Japanese trade 
say they spent $200,000 in ocean freight last year to move 
dirt, weed seeds and other unwanted material to Japan. There 
is the occasional complaint about grades and weights.
 “The past several years have shown a declining trend 
in both oil content and protein content. This is an area of 
concern. They point to an increase in damage and split 
content in recent years, as well as increased moisture. There 

are no complaints in regard to their ready availability.
 “Next let’s note how the exporter looks at U.S. 
soybeans. He must look at it as a romantic business, as 
many times romance is all he gets out of it. It is a highly 
competitive and risky business. He is asked to sell, and he 
does sell, new-crop beans even before they are planted. He 
doesn’t know for sure he can make the 2YSB grade–it could 
be a crop high in damage, while only 3% is allowed in a 
2YSB grade.
 “One year we failed miserably to make grade due to 
high fi eld damage during a wet year. Another year it was 
stinkbug damage. Yet another year it was bicolored beans 
that gave us a headache.
 “In an inverse year, that is when old-crop beans are 
trading at a premium over new-crop, the exporter can count 
on all the overseas customers having their ships waiting 
for the fi rst harvested new-crop beans at places like New 
Orleans, Destrehan, Lake Charles, Mobile [Alabama], 
Pascagoula, Baton Rouge, to mention a few Gulf ports, and 
Duluth/Superior, Chicago, Toledo, Canadian and Atlantic 
ports.
 “He gambles on the harvest date and prays it doesn’t 
rain. If it rains (and it often does) he is penalized. If it is a 
wet crop he may be unable to make grade. If it is a dry crop, 
the beans break up in handling and he suffers severe shrinks 
in cleaning.
 “With Corn Mixed in: He may receive beans with corn 
mixed in, either picked up in country or terminal elevators in 
the interior or from the fi elds. This grades as f.m. and can’t 
be cleaned out.
 “He is often forced to go short ocean freight because 
vessel owners don’t care to sell freight in positions where 
his buyers want to buy. He is asked to take large fl at price 
risks as he offers beans overnight. The quantity offered per 
vessel is increasing so fast and with it goes the increase in 
the fl at price risk. In 1946, the normal vessel size was 9,000 
tons. Today we have self-trimming bulk carriers that run 
50,000 to 55,000 tons–that’s 2 million bushels. A 2¢ market 
increase overnight would cost him $40,000. But sometimes 
the market price drops.
 “In some cases there are credit risks, foreign exchange 
risks, collection risks, to name a few others. And if that isn’t 
enough, he is betting against the U.S. Treasury–that is, that 
the government loan program won’t be effective.
 “As an example, with the current level of the November 
futures in Chicago at $2.52, the exporters are bidding $2.54 
delivered Gulf. Backed up by a 11½¢ freight rate to an origin 
in Arkansas and giving the country elevator a 5¢ margin 
leaves the farmer a price of $2.371/2. He can sell them to 
the government under the price support program at $2.52 
to $2.54, depending on the county in which he resides. The 
current bid of 161/20 discount to loan price gives the farmer 
quite an incentive to fi nd storage space and frightens an 
exporter who is short cash beans. We have mentioned the 
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trend to larger vessels. As they get larger, their earnings 
potential per day increases and delay costs rise. The current 
ocean freight market for large bulk carriers is $4.25 free 
in and out to the vessel per long ton, Gulf to Amsterdam/
Rotterdam. The comparable cost fi gure for the old 9,000-ton 
vessel would be $6.75 per long ton. That $2.50-per-long-
ton reduction equals 6.690 per bushel. Export elevators 
have been speeded up to the point where many can load 
at speeds up to 100,000 bu. per hour. New facilities are 
being built overseas to speed up the discharge at places like 
Kawasaki and Chiba in Japan and in Rotterdam, Holland, 
to name a few. Handling grain at high speeds reduces costs 
of transportation, but increases the breakage and foreign 
material.
 “Lower barge rates and recent innovation in the rail 
freight-rate structure have reduced the cost of interior 
transportation. Larger tow boats that can handle larger tows 
of larger barges, together with extreme competition within 
the industry have resulted in a reduction in barge rates by as 
much as 50%. From Minneapolis to the gulf that is a savings 
of 6.95¢/bu.
 “Competition among the various elevators to load the 
grain to vessels is keen. Many new export elevators have 
been built in the last 10 years. In fact, in theory, if every Gulf 
elevator could turn its house twice a month, there is enough 
capacity there to load 3¼ to 3½ billion bu. at the gulf alone. 
Total grain exports from the U.S. were 1.7 billion bu. in 
calendar 1967.
 “Force Modernization: The effect of all the new capacity 
at the Gulf has been to force modernization and speed up 
projects at older elevators. The cost of elevating a bushel 
of grain goes down. Exporters fi ght for business to keep 
their facilities busy. That competition lowers elevation 
costs. We have seen instances when the spread between the 
price delivered Gulf to free on board vessel has been as low 
as 1¢/bu. The current new-crop bid is 2 over the Chicago 
November futures price delivered Gulf and beans have sold 
as low as 3½ over the November f.o.b. vessel. Several years 
ago a more nearly normal spread would have been 3¢ to 5¢. 
Here again the exporter has done his share of cutting costs 
with the savings ultimately going to the producer or the 
overseas buyer, or both.
 “Every facet of the trade has cut costs, including the 
producer. We must remember that as highly sophisticated 
as is U.S. agribusiness (farming plus transportation and 
handling), we see the emerging competitive oilseed 
producing countries of the world starting to make progress in 
the same direction and they will fast narrow the gap.
 “Plenty of Competition: To summarize, there is lots of 
competition the world over for U.S. soybeans and for the 
products of soybeans to our customer who buys them. Over 
the past 6 years the growth rate of soybean exports has been 
about 10% per year of an ever-increasing fi gure.
 “This year we may not exceed last year. The prospects 

for next year don’t look good. There are many theories on 
how to attack the problem–increase yields, build a better 
image for soybean oil, lower price supports and others, all of 
which have merit.
 “The transportation industry has spent millions of 
dollars to lower costs, modernize equipment and to remain 
competitive. The same is true in the case of elevator 
facilities. Producers have likewise been concentrating on a 
program designed to increase yields and reduce costs. State 
and national government agronomists are at work in behalf 
of producers.
 “Sound programs to make soybeans competitive from a 
production point of view have been formulated and put into 
effect.
 “I also believe in a program designed to promote all the 
good qualities of soybeans and their products, directed at 
buyers and the ultimate consumers, provided the dollars are 
spent promoting a product that is competitive.
 “I believe we must exert all our efforts to see that 
national policies permit soybeans to compete and do not 
allow other nations to set up duties, tariffs, levies, taxes, or 
other ‘newly to be dreamed up’ restrictive devices that may 
prevent soybeans and their products from competing.”
 A small portrait photo shows J.N. Haymaker. Address: 
Asst. Vice President, Oil Div., Cargill, Inc.

2086. Krogh, Kenneth K. 1968. Promoting world markets for 
soybeans: challenge and opportunity. Soybean Digest. Sept. 
p. 76-79, 83.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The areas differ. Import 
restrictions. ASA leadership. Swine revolution. Soybean oil 
in Spain. Soybean alone. Hard work needed.
 This long article begins: “The present day soybean 
situation is one of such bewildering complexity that I will do 
well, perhaps, to explain where I fi t into the general scheme 
of things here at this convention.
 “First off, even though I helped to grow a lot of 
soybeans back on the farm, I’m not a soybean specialist. 
Fortunately, most of the technicalities relating to the soybean 
situation have been covered earlier in the program, and the 
way now is clear for me to go into a somewhat more general 
fi eld in which I do have a greater amount of experience–the 
fi eld of overseas promotion. The challenge that exists and the 
opportunities that prevail in the fi eld of promoting expanded 
world markets for soybeans are among the most important of 
all the factors facing the soybean industry.
 “I think it is fair to say that the import of the discussions 
so far on this program has been such as to support and 
substantiate one special point of view that can be taken with 
respect to overseas promotion: the question is not whether 
soybeans and soybean products should be promoted in world 
markets, but how they should be promoted and to what 
extent they should be promoted.
 “With 2 out of every 5 acres of U.S. soybeans now going 
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into export markets in one form or another,...
 “With an all-time record supply of beans now in 
prospect here at home,...
 “And with competing oilseeds from foreign producing 
areas moving into world markets as never before, we have no 
realistic alternative but to work harder than ever at the job of 
promoting overseas markets. We need to do this not only to 
take advantage of the opportunities that exist for expanding 
our overseas markets still further. We need to do it to save 
the markets we now have from serious inroads by foreign 
competitors.
 “In the modern and increasingly competitive world in 
which we live, we have to run hard even to stand still.
 “The Areas Differ: Looking at the overseas market 
situation from a promotional point of view, we fi nd that each 
market area differs in its characteristics and promotional 
challenge.
 “In Western Europe, per capita consumption of fats and 
oils is already at a relatively high level and we cannot expect 
much if any per capita increase as such. The challenge in 
that area is to infl uence buyers, users and consumers to shift 
away from other products to soybean products. This will be 
diffi cult.
 “In Japan, as Chet Randolph and Scott Sawyers will tell 
you, the challenge is to lead per capita consumption of oil 
to higher levels by persuading consumers that it is in their 
interest nutritionally to use more than they are now using.
 “In countries where income levels are so low that most 
consumers, despite their needs, cannot possibly buy more 
food–and where soybean oil is coming in primarily under 
concessional sales arrangements–the challenge is essentially 
one of providing more thorough technical assistance to 
handling and processing industries. Such industries need 
help in improving their products and their effi ciency of 
production. When economic circumstances permit additional 
imports, such industries will then possess a sound basic 
use of soybean products that can readily be expanded. In 
countries where economies have been strengthened to the 
point that consumers are able to exercise some options 
regarding what they buy and where further economic growth 
and further improvement in incomes are in sight, signifi cant 
opportunities for effective promotion of both soy oil and 
meal are likely to exist. In a number of such countries, infant 
poultry and livestock industries challenge us to promote 
soybean meal as a basic ingredient in local feedstuffs.
 “Import Restrictions: In some areas, of course, the 
major problems have to do with restrictions on imports, 
prohibitive tariffs, food and feed laws, industry commitments 
and preferences and the like. Such diffi culties often require 
resolution before promotional activities of any kind can be 
effective. But whatever the challenge, we in the Foreign 
Agricultural Service want you to know that we are prepared 
to work with you in all appropriate ways to try to overcome 
the problems involved and to push on toward the prime 

objective of expanding overseas markets for soybeans and 
their products...”
 A portrait photo shows Kenneth K. Krogh. Address: 
Asst. Administrator, FAS, USDA, Washington, DC.

2087. Sawyers, Scott. 1968. The soybean market in Japan, 
Taiwan, and Korea. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 68, 70-72.
• Summary: “Soybean inspections for export to Japan this 
marketing year, from September 1967 through July 1968, 
have totaled 65,816,000 bu [bushels]. Shipments to Japan 
for the same 11 months the previous year amounted to 
56,311,000 bu., or about 10 million bu. ahead of last year. 
This is good news to all of us in the soybean industry, 
particularly those of us involved in market development in 
Japan. Let’s examine what has accounted for these increased 
sales.
 “1–The Japanese economy has continued to grow. Their 
population continues to show preference for more and better 
foods.
 “2–The swine industry has recovered and resumed 
growth after undergoing a period of market adjustment in 
1966 and early 1967.
 “3–The poultry industry has recovered from severe 
disease problems in 1966 and 1967 and has now resumed a 
normal growth pattern.
 “Regarding the market situation in Taiwan and Korea, 
as a result of a recent visit to Taiwan, it appears purchases of 
U.S. soybeans will also again increase considerably. Before 
liberalization Taiwan purchased between 5½ and 6 million 
bushels per year. During 1967, after liberalization, volume 
doubled to over 11 million bu. per year.
 “The Taiwan Market: The Taiwan market could grow 
to 12½ or 13 million bu. for 1968 based on a desire to 
process greater quantities of soybeans for oil for human 
consumption.
 “Over the last 2 years Taiwan has imported about 
1.1 million bu. each year, to supplement the domestic 
production, particularly as a result of dry weather conditions, 
but also in recognition of their increased foreign exchange 
capabilities and the growth in demand for more and better 
food items. The Taiwanese want to expand the swine 
industry, double it if possible, in the next 2 or 3 years. This 
will require more soybean meal.
 “Korea, although not a large market now, shows 
indications of future growth. The government has departed 
from an effort to be self-suffi cient in soybeans. Import 
allocations have been permitted through private channels as 
of 1967.
 “During a recent survey trip I learned that the expected 
Korean purchases this year could jump to 2.4 to 2.6 million 
bu. This is highly dependent on weather conditions and their 
continued ability to improve a very tight foreign exchange 
situation.”
 The American Soybean Assoc. offi ce in Japan, known as 
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the Japanese American Soybean Institute, has concentrated 
on mass media and consumer promotions to increase the 
utilization of soybean oil, meal, and traditional foods 
prepared from soybeans. In Japan, this means liquid cooking 
oil, tempura oil, salad oil, vegetable oil margarine, miso, 
tofu, and soy sauce. Also, the growing preference for more 
meat, milk, and eggs in the Japanese diet requires the use 
of more soybean meal to support an expanding livestock 
and poultry industry. Efforts were made to popularize two 
slogans: “Take Oil Once a Day for Foods Cooked with 
Vegetable oil.” And: “Take Oil for Health, Stamina, and 
Vitality.” The key focus is to encourage the Japanese to 
consume more soy oil in their diet.
 A small portrait photo shows Scott Sawyers. Address: 
Country Director, Japanese American Soybean Institute-
American Soybean Assoc., Tokyo.

2088. Schnittker, John A. 1968. The supply-demand 
imbalance of soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Oct. 14. p. 4-5.
• Summary: Discusses the world abundance of soybeans 
and the opportunities and responsibilities which fall on 
producing countries. Trade in oilseeds was freed somewhat 
in the Dillon Round of negotiations back in the early 1960’s. 
The trade door was opened wider in the Kennedy Round 
of discussions which ended in 1967, when the United 
Kingdom agreed to completely eliminate the import duty on 
soybeans and Japan, our major market, agreed to a 50% cut 
in the import duty on soybeans. Address: Undersecretary of 
Agriculture.

2089. Tawa, Andre. 
1968. Marketing soy 
proteins in the Lebanon. 
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 
13-14.
• Summary: “More than 
50,000 people visited the 
soy protein stand at the 
Food Fair at Beyrouth 
and sampled ADM’s 
textured vegetable 
protein in Lebanese 
foods.”
 “The Lebanon, 
a tiny Arab republic 
tucked away on the 
eastern corner of the 
Mediterranean Sea, 
is well known in 
international fi nance 
as the oil banker of the 
Gulf.
 “The 2 million 

people of Lebanon, in ritzy-Riviera-like Beyrouth, or on the 
snow covered slopes of the ski resorts in the Cedars, do make 
an ideal market for any new food product.”
 “Estimated consumption of all meats is around 40,000 
mt/year, 90% of which is imported.” Note: “mt” = metric 
tons.
 “Poultry growing is expanding rapidly and has become 
one of the major agricultural industries.”
 “Last year’s imports of soybean meal rose to about 
10,000 m.t., mostly bulk, from the U.S.”
 “A more challenging market, which is practically 
untouched, is the one for soy proteins in human 
consumption.”
 ADM is introducing its TVP to Beyrouth, Lebanon 
under the brand name Aminos; their goal is 1 lb/year 
per capita consumption. “Other soy proteins just being 
introduced to this market are soy fl our for bakery products, 
soy milks, and other soy extenders for the meat packing 
industries.”

2090. Borgstrom, Georg. 1968. Principles of food science: 
Food microbiology and biochemistry (Vol. 2). New York, 
NY: Macmillan. xiv + 473 p. Index. 26 cm. [9 ref]
• Summary:  In Chapter 4, “Fermentation,” is a section titled 
“soybeans” (p. 110-12) which discusses: Tofu or teou-fu, 
miso, sufu, natto, tempeh, taotjo and ketjap (shoyu / soy 
sauce).
 “Frozen tofu (kori tofu, or koya dofu) is tofu that has 
been frozen for several weeks and dried. Aburage is fresh 
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tofu dried in deep fat. Namaage is fresh tofu that has been 
surface-fried.”
 In Chapter 10, “Trends in food utilization,” is a section 
titled “Soybean” (p. 297-301) which discusses: Soybean 
products and fermented products (“These foods are all rather 
unknown among Western peoples, although they are eaten by 
millions of people and constitute some of the most common 
foods on earth.” Yet some “typical oriental soy foods,” such 
as tofu and tempeh, are fi nding acceptance in the West. 
One soy product that is widely used in most parts of the 
world is soy sauce. Soy fl our and soy grits were fi rst made 
commercially in the USA in the early 1930s. Milk made 
from the soybean is important in China {see Vol. I, Chap. 
15}. Fermented products include taotjo, soy sauce or ketjap). 
Soybean protein, including soybean oil and defatted soybean 
oil meal (In 1961, 9.5 million tons of soybean oil meal was 
used in the USA, mainly for animal foods, with special 
grades used for food and industrial products, such as isolated 
soybean protein. Purifi ed proteins extracted from dehulled 
and defatted meal, when toasted, are used in “Civil Defense 
emergency rations” and by the “international organization 
Meals for Millions.” Some 90% of the processed soybean 
oil in the USA now goes into food uses. Soybean oil is 
now the most important ingredient in oleomargarine {see 
Fig. 10.1}. About one-third of the soybeans moved off the 
farm are exported; Japan is our biggest customer {taking 
about 57%} followed by Western Europe {27%}, Canada 
{8%} and Israel {5%}). Soybean uses (Despite its nutritive 
value, “the soybean is not looked upon with favor in many 
areas” for two main reasons: it does not soften well during 
cooking and it is diffi cult to digest. Many other legumes 
share these problems, but they are generally require less 
cooking. When soy fl our is used, alone or with cereal 
fl ours, the drawbacks almost vanish. “Soybean milk is not 
comparable to animal milk or human milk except in protein 
content.” And it usually has an unpleasant, bitter taste, but 
this can be removed at least cost by bulk processing. When 
soybean curd is made in the typical way, “many nutritious 
components are lost,” yet it is easy to digest. Soy sauce can 
be used only as a condiment because of its high salt content. 
Germinated soybeans make an excellent vegetable, which is 
rich in vitamin C).
 Table 10-1 (p. 300) shows utilization of soybean oil 
(in millions of pounds) (1947-49 to 1967). The columns 
are: Shortening (the largest use and steadily increasing), 
margarine, cooking, salad and other edible oils (No. 2), total 
for food uses, total nonfood uses.
 Toasted soy protein (Made by General Mills, starting in 
Belmont, Iowa, and named Hi-Pro and Protein Plus. “The 
Belmont plant has been running at capacity to supply for 
American Civil Defense stockpiling of toasted soy protein”). 
MPF (Multi-Purpose Food) made by a joint venture between 
General Mills and the Meals for Millions foundation. 
Gelsoy (the “fi rst vegetable protein found to have gelling 

properties”). Promine (an edible soy protein). Fibrotein (soy 
protein spun into edible fi laments). Soybean oil (The initial 
purpose of the U.S. soybean crushing industry was to obtain 
oil. The residual meal was considered virtually useless).
 Chapter 13, titled “The world food issue,” is about world 
hunger, which is “an ever-present specter for 2.3 billion 
people of the present world population of 3.4 billion.” These 
people are concentrated largely in warm parts of the globe. 
Also discusses “protein malnutrition” (the main problem) 
and the need for more animal protein. North America has 
an animal protein “intake nine times that of the Far East.” A 
section on “Plant milks” (p. 428-29), which are made from 
pulses and cereals, includes a subsection titled “Soybeans” 
which begins: “Soybeans form the basis of the most widely 
used and successful plant milks in China, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, and the Philippines. Such milk has recently 
become available in Europe and the United States, primarily 
for clinical purposes”–for children allergic to the proteins in 
cows’ milk.
 Notes: Many references, divided into English and non-
English, books and papers, are given at the end of each 
chapter. Address: Michigan State Univ.

2091. Goldberg, Ray A. 1968. Agribusiness coordination: A 
systems approach to the wheat, soybean, and Florida orange 
economies. Boston, Massachusetts: Harvard University 
Graduate School of Business Administration. xix + 256 p. 
See p. 101-47. Index. 29 cm. [402 ref]
• Summary: Section III, titled “Soybeans,” contains 
three chapters. 6. The Dynamics of the Soybean System. 
Changes in Domestic Consumption: The Utilization of 
Soybean Meal, The Utilization of Soybean Oil. Changes in 
Export Consumption: Soybeans, Soybean Meal, Soybean 
Oil, Changes in Production. Changes in Processing and 
Marketing. Summary.
 7. The Structure of the Soybean System. Channels. 
Firms and Entities. Coordinating Patterns: Common 
Ownership in the Soybean Industry (farm cooperatives, 
export fi rm ownership patterns, soybean processing fi rm 
integration, edible oil product manufacturers’ ownership 
patterns, nonintegrated fi rms in the soybean industry). 
Coordinating Institutions and Arrangements (the futures 
markets, trade associations, bargaining associations, 
pool arrangements). Vegetable Oil Export Company: 
governmental activities, contractual relationships. Summary.
 8. Behavioral and Performance Patterns in the Soybean 
Economy. Behavioral Patterns: Storage, Consumption, 
Output. Performance Patterns: Profi tability (Allied Mills, 
Inc., Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., Central Soya Co., Inc., 
General Mills, Hunt Foods and Industries, Inc., The Procter 
& Gamble Co., Ralston Purina Co., Swift & Co., Textron’s 
Spencer Kellogg Div.), Price Stability, Competition (ease 
of entry and exit, concentration). Adaptability. Summary. 
Address: Assoc. Prof. of Business Administration, Harvard 
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Univ., Boston, Massachusetts.

2092. Houck, James P.; Mann, Jitendar S. 1968. An analysis 
of domestic and foreign demand for U.S. soybeans and 
soybean products. Minnesota Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Technical Bulletin No. 256. 59 p. [50 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans rose from obscurity in the 1930’s to 
third place among U.S. cash crops in 1966. Only cotton and 
corn now return more cash income to the nation’s farmers, 
even when government payments are included... About 40 
cents of each soybean dollar now earned by farmers comes 
from the export of beans, meal, and oil, contrasted with 6 
cents shortly after the war.”

2093. Randolph, Chet. 1969. EEC proposes tax on oils and 
meals: Strong protest by ASA [American Soybean Assoc.]. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 7, 46.
• Summary: “The European Economic Community’s 
proposed internal tax on all oilseed products but bearing 
most heavily on soybean oil and meal as announced Dec. 
18-19 drew swift action from the American Soybean 
Association. ASA got in immediate touch with all major 
farm organizations, other affected commodity groups, the 
affi liated state soybean associations, and with the nationwide 
news media networks to alert them to what is perhaps the 
most serious threat to soybeans ever. Approval of the new tax 
could trigger widespread tariff retaliation, with U.S. soybean 
producers the fi rst to suffer.
 “ASA plans coordinated action with other interested 
groups to back the government in its efforts to head off 
the tax. Final decision on the tax by the EEC Council of 
Ministers is expected early in 1969. The following letter by 
Chet Randolph to Ambassador William Roth tells the story:
 “Ambassador William Roth
 “Special Trade Representative
 “Executive Offi ce of the President
 “Washington, D.C. 20506
 “Dear Ambassador Roth:
 “The American Soybean Assn. has been in the forefront 
for years in the fi ght against trade barriers. The Association, 
at its annual meeting, Aug. 20, 1968, reiterated a long-
standing position: ‘We recommend that no import restrictions 
be passed that would result in retaliatory action unfavorable 
to soybeans, or jeopardize present and future overseas 
markets.’
 “This growers’ Association emphatically urges that you 
and Ambassador Schaetzel bring to bear all the powerful 
infl uence at your command to persuade the European 
Economic Community that their proposed internal tax on 
vegetable oils and oilseed meals would jeopardize relations 
between the European Community and the U.S. and cause 
inestimable economic loss to both.
 “Feeds Protectionism: “With the protectionist mood 
still growing in the U.S. as evidenced by the congressional 

hearings, retaliation to such action by the EEC is almost 
inescapable. To have the Community propose such a devious 
barrier to trade after successful conclusion of the Kennedy 
Round of trade negotiations in Geneva under GATT, which 
you and leaders of the world worked on in good faith, has 
provoked the ire of farmers. European leaders need to keep 
in mind the U.S. farmers are faced with problems, too.
 “At some point the U.S. must say, ‘This is it.’... ‘This is 
where the line is drawn.’ The ASA believes that time is now. 
It is understood that all segments of the Administration are 
more united on this than any other recent issue, and farmers 
are gratifi ed by this.
 “The Association does not seek retaliation. Farmers 
want to prevent retaliation, which would only raise the cost 
of items they buy at the very time they’re losing markets 
for what they sell. ASA does urge thorough documentation 
of the facts on what is almost certain to happen if the EEC 
imposes this unfair tax on oilseed products. And, it asks that 
these facts be laid before the decision-makers of Europe as 
clearly and forcefully as possible.
 “Seven Reasons Against: “ASA believes there are seven 
valid reasons why the EEC, in its own self-interest, should 
not adopt the proposed tax on oilseed products:
 “1–With the present protectionist mood in America such 
action will inevitably create round after round of retaliatory 
barriers to trade with damaging economic effects to both the 
European Community and the U.S.
 “2–The tax places an unfair burden on an innocent 
industry within the Community. A tax that cuts the sales 
of, processors, manufacturers, and retailers of food and 
feed products, when they are in no way responsible for the 
unworkable price policies of the EEC, is grossly unfair.
 “3–Raising prices of basic food items is politically 
dangerous. Consumers greatly outnumber farmers in the 
EEC as in the U.S.
 “4–Purposely raising the price of feed, his major cost 
item, to the Community livestock farmer is indefensible.
 “5–With the present unrealistic subsidies on butter, 
grains, rapeseed and other agricultural commodities that are 
an artifi cial incentive to produce, the EEC simply cannot sell 
its way out of trouble. EEC leadership must deal with the 
basic problem: the unrealistic price policy that, to farmers in 
the Community, is a clarion call to produce.
 “Fire of Retaliation:
 “6–This proposed tax on soybean and other oilseed 
products is not just a simple, isolated trade problem. It is the 
match that would ignite the fi re of retaliation that could burn 
out of control. Trade is global. Other major economies, such 
as Japan, are deeply concerned that if this proposal becomes 
effective the protectionist reaction will severely threaten 
their trade. Trade barriers on products are seldom limited to 
country of origin.
 “7–Against a background of unsettled diplomacy, 
including some recent dramatic military moves, the above 
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points become even more important. It is just such actions 
as this proposed devious maneuver on the part of the EEC 
that touch off negative emotions of the people of a nation... 
precipitating a gradual erosion in relations at all levels. Any 
escalation of trade barriers, gradual or severe, can have 
serious repercussions far beyond the specifi c issue involved.
 “Soybeans and soybean products are the No. 1 farm 
export commodity for the U.S. and a major dollar earner. 
Germany is the largest buyer of soybeans and soybean 
products. Sales of soybeans and products to EEC countries 
last year totaled nearly $500 million. Add to that the loss 
suffered by cottonseed and other oilseeds, feed grains, and 
other commodities, and the threat to the U.S. becomes 
obvious. Losing any part of this market would materially 
affect the U.S. balance of payments position and particularly 
increase the imbalance with Germany.
 “A letter similar to this is being written to Secretary 
of State Dean Rusk, to Secretary of Agriculture Orville 
Freeman and to Secretary of Commerce C.R. Smith.
 “The American Soybean Assn., representing U.S. 
soybean producers, joins with other commodity groups and 
farm organizations in united support behind a fi rm stand on 
this tax which breaks faith with the agreement achieved at 
the bargaining table in Geneva.
 “Please let us know if the Association can be of service 
by supplying facts, contacting our 16 affi liated state soybean 
associations, coordinating the effort of the private sector, or 
providing leadership in any area.”
 “Yours truly,
 “Chet Randolph
 “Executive Vice President
 “American Soybean Assn.” Address: Executive Vice 
President, American Soybean Assn.

2094. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1969. 
Ontario soybeans: Submission to Honourable H.A. Olson, 
Minister of Agriculture. Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 12 + 2 p. 
Feb. 28 cm.
• Summary: Ontario soybean growers are in desperate 
fi nancial troubles. Canadian processors paid up to $0.19 
per bushel more for imported soybeans than for domestic 
soybeans during the past year. The soybean growers are 
requesting a “defi ciency payment” from the Canadian 
government. Address: Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

2095. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1969. Three stages in Far East 
soybean markets. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). April 14. p. 6-8.
• Summary: “Today soybean markets in the Far East, the 
original home of the soybean, have emerged from time-
honored Eastern patterns and have differentiated into what 
may be called three types–traditional, transitional, and 
industrial.
 “In traditional markets soybeans continue to be sold and 

used chiefl y for human protein foods, and volumes traded are 
comparatively small. Also, volumes processed by modern 
methods are small. Transitional markets are characterized 
by larger volume, the modern processing of considerable 
quantities of soybeans for oil for human consumption, and 
the developing use of soybean meal for human food products 
and for high-protein animal feeds for emerging livestock 
and poultry industries. In industrial markets very large 
quantities of soybeans are effi ciently imported, marketed, 
and processed for oils and fats for human use and for meal 
for vigorous livestock industries; at the same time soybeans 
are still used in traditional foods and soybean meal is used to 
make a variety of new food products.
 “Republic of Korea: Korea is a traditional soybean 
market. Nearly all soybeans are processed into human 
protein foods such as synthetic milk, fl our, paste for soup 
[miso], curd for consumption in more solid form, mash, 
sprouted beans, soy sauce, and even fermented ‘cheese’... 
About 60 to 70% of the domestic crop of about 200,000 
tonnes annually is sold in the country’s food markets directly 
to private and commercial consumers. Total imports in 1968 
were 28,000 tonnes–all from the United States.”
 “Most processing of soybeans for human use is done in 
individual homes by housewives. For example, nearly every 
Korean family makes a product known as kochojang, or hot 
bean mash, which consists of powdered, fermented soybeans 
mixed with red pepper, salt, and water. Some foodmaking 
(soybean curd and soy sauce) is organized into cottage 
industry.”
 “Most of the soybeans imported from the U.S. are made 
into traditional soybean foods for rations for the Korean 
army by one large food factory. Crushing soybeans and other 
oilseeds for oil is done by about 100 small mills throughout 
the country. The estimated capacity of all the mills added 
together is about 200,000 tonnes per year of oilseeds of all 
types... The largest mills have capacities less than 25 tons per 
day.”
 In Taiwan, very little of the imported soybeans are used 
to make traditional Far East foods. The larger crushing and 
extraction facilities are clustered around large cities–Taipei, 
Taichung, Tainan, and Kaohsiung. Only the last is a port, 
and even there no mills are located on deep water. Imported 
soybeans are discharged by ships’ equipment onto docks, 
where they are bagged and then stored. Bagged beans are 
sent by truck or rail to inland processing plants. Modern 
deep-water bulk discharge facilities are to be built at 
Kaohsiung along with storage for soybeans and grain.
 Japan is the giant of Far Eastern markets for U.S. 
soybeans. One of the most important recent improvements 
in soybean logistics has been the development of modern 
deepwater grain and soybean terminals where soybeans can 
be rapidly discharged from ships’ holds directly to storage, 
interim transportation, or crushing mills. The fi rst fast-
discharge elevator on deep water for soybeans or grain was 
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built by an American-Japanese company. At present four 
terminals have been built in the Tokyo and Kobe areas, and 
two more are under construction. Unloading is accomplished 
by pneumatic suction tubes with capacities of 600 to 800 
tons per hour (about 6,000 tonnes per 8-hour day). In Korea 
and Taiwan, facilities for the fast unloading of large tankers 
do not exist. Many large, new crushing mills have been built 
on harbor frontage rather than inland so that they can benefi t 
from bulk transportation methods. The annual capacity 
of the 15 large, modern mills in Japan is estimated at 1.8 
million tons of soybeans. The fi rst mills in Japan were in the 
mountains because most oilseed crops were grown there. 
Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural Service.

2096. Barnes, Harris H., Jr. 1969. President’s report: Let’s 
put our men where the action is. Soybean Digest. April. p. 
4-5.
• Summary: “New marketing organization: Recently 
in Washington [DC], in company with Sheldon Houck, 
representing the National Soybean Processors Assn., fi nal 
plans were made for closing the Soybean Council of America 
offi ce as of June 30. The work of this offi ce will be taken 
over and expanded by the newly named American Soybean 
Institute, a market development organization, conceived by 
the American Soybean Assn. in St. Louis [Missouri] last 
December.
 “The sole purpose of the new organization will be to 
increase sales of whole soybeans and soybean meal and 
soybean oil all over the world, including the U.S.
 “ASA members think this is the time for action. Never 
was there a time where unity in the soybean industry 
was needed as much as today. With this in mind we have 
asked the processors–who along with the growers will 
be the greatest fi nancial contributors to this agency–to 
band together with the exporters and country elevators 
and the terminal elevators, the exporters and transporters 
of soybeans, the soybean trade such as farm machinery, 
chemicals and fertilizers, the national farm organizations, 
extension service, research and Foreign Agricultural Service.
 “It is felt that this band of interested soybean people 
can pool knowledge and be able to come up with concrete 
recommendations where market development money should 
be spent and in what amounts.
 “As I write this, Chet Randolph, our executive vice 
president, is winging his way to Japan to supervise our 
activities there, under the capable leadership of Scott 
Sawyers, our Far East director. From Japan, Chet will 
move on to Taiwan where we hope to do our next market 
development work in the Far East.
 “Markets in Europe:
 “Europe will be included in Chet’s trip this time as we 
contemplate new markets and the enlarging of markets which 
we will take over from the Soybean Council as more funds 
from growers, processors, and agribusiness become available 

to ASI.
 “Money is the only thing that keeps us from moving 
right now into countries like Taiwan, Iran, Egypt, Turkey, 
Yugoslavia, Australia, and North Africa... to mention 
several.”
 “If we are to sell soybeans, we have to have people 
where the action is... in purchases of soybeans and soybean 
products! It takes big money to open offi ces in spots where 
we need them. And the grower must be motivated in the 
direction of market development.
 “In the fall we are going into our Phase 2 program, that 
of collection of the ½¢/bu at fi rst point of sale... the elevator 
or the oil mill. Your help will be greatly appreciated as you 
visit with your neighbor and with your good friend, your 
elevator operator.” Address: President, American Soybean 
Assoc.

2097. Soybean Digest. 1969. Form institute for market 
development: Soybean Council dissolved. April. p. 28.
• Summary: “Changing sales patterns overseas resulting in 
growing demand for soybeans as well as soybean meal and 
oil caused the American Soybean Assn. and the National 
Soybean Processors Assn. to dissolve the 13-year-old 
Soybean Council of America and establish a trusteeship.” 
Named the American Soybean Institute [ASI], it is in the 
process of being formally organized to coordinate market 
development efforts and boost sales of soybeans and soybean 
products around the world.
 Soybean growers, through ASA, have taken the lead 
in forming the new organization. The greatest opportunity 
to expand sales is through increased exports of soybeans. 
However larger carryover, increased competition from other 
crops, and lower support prices also prompted the action. 
While soybean growers will form a majority on the board, 
processors, handlers, and general farm organizations will 
also be active participants.
 The fi rst organization meeting of ASI is scheduled for 
the end of April. ASA is prepared–starting on 1 July 1969, 
pending approval of the trusteeship–to assume administration 
of certain valuable market development programs to insure 
their continuity.
 ASA President Harris Barnes Jr. of Clarksdale, 
Mississippi, urged growers to renew efforts in their states to 
establish the mechanisms to provide long-range fi nancing. 
“He called this a wonderful opportunity for growers to take 
the initiative in aggressively promoting their own product.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007) 
concerning the American Soybean Institute.

2098. Ioanes, Raymond A. 1969. Europe’s protectionism can 
hurt our soybean industry. Soybean Digest. May. p. 26-28.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. U.S. protests against the 
tax. Why the tax was proposed by EEC. Burden placed on 
U.S. farmers. Poses important trade problem.
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 This long article begins: “New and heavy internal 
taxes proposed by the Commission of the European 
Community–$30 a metric ton on protein meal and $60 a 
ton on vegetable oils–would hit our growing trade with 
the Community in soybeans and products. This is highly 
important trade. U.S. exports of oilseeds, vegetable oils, and 
meal to the Community have been running at an annual rate 
of almost $500 million. That represents close to half of our 
shipments of these commodities to all destinations.
 “The U.S. has taken a strong stand against the 
taxes–and with good reason. We are convinced that taxes 
would damage rights we are entitled to under the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), an agreement 
that sets trade guidelines for most countries of the world. 
Specifi cally, the U.S. contends that the tax proposal would 
nullify or impair concessions gained for U.S. soybeans, 
soybean meal, and soybean and cottonseed oils in the 
Dillon Round of trade negotiations in 1960-61. At that 
time the European Community granted duty-free entry on 
soybeans and soybean meal and fi xed duties on soybean and 
cottonseed oils to 10% on crude and 15% on refi ned.
 “The U.S. holds that the tax proposal would discriminate 
against imported products, because ‘directly competitive or 
substitutable products’ produced in the Community–butter 
and feed grains–would not be similarly taxed. To use a 
technical trade term, the U.S. has ‘bindings’ on oilseeds and 
products. A binding is in effect a concession granted by an 
importing country or area to exporting countries. A binding 
guarantees that duties will not be raised–or not be imposed 
in cases where duties do not exist. We consider that our 
bindings on oilseeds and products give us unimpaired access 
for these commodities in the European Community–a six-
country area made up of France, West Germany, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.
 “As we see it, unimpaired access not only allows 
‘bound’ products to enter a country or area without 
restriction but also protects them from discriminatory 
internal taxes that can be just as restrictive in their effect 
as duties levied at the border. Internal taxes would hurt us 
because they would add to the price that users would have 
to pay for our oilseeds and products–which would reduce 
consumption.
 “To use another trade term, we have ‘paid’ for this 
unimpaired access for our products. We have paid by 
granting foreign countries and areas unimpaired access to the 
U.S. market for many of the items they export. For example, 
we give unimpaired access to automobiles, canned hams, 
wines and cordials, tulip bulbs, perfumes. glassware, steel, 
chemicals, and many other items produced in the European 
Community.
 U.S. protests against the tax: Because we have paid 
for the concessions we have in the Community, we have 
vigorously pro- tested the Commission’s tax proposal. We 
have protested in several ways:” Five ways that the U.S. has 

protested are described.
 “Why the tax was proposed by EEC: Why does the 
European Community Commission want to tax oilseed 
products? Briefl y, the Commission thinks the taxes will help 
them solve some of the sticky problems that are growing 
out of the rigid agricultural protectionism the area has been 
practicing.
 “The European Community has merged the agricultures 
of the six member countries into a ‘common agricultural 
policy.’ In the process, the level of protection for Community 
agricultural producers has been raised substantially above 
the average of the protection previously granted them by the 
individual member states.
 “Protection of many important products is assured by 
means of variable import levies that operate to keep the 
levy-paid prices of these items at all times above the support 
prices for the commodities produced by the Community’s 
farmers. This protectionism keeps the U.S. and other low-
cost producers and exporters from competing within the 
Community on an even footing with the Community’s 
producers.
 “Protectionism of feed grain production explains in part 
the Commission’s proposal to tax protein meal.
 “About 2 years ago the Community started to increase 
the internal price of corn in relation to other grains–and 
protected this price against foreign competition with the 
variable import levy system. As might have been expected, 
the high protected price unduly stimulated corn production. 
But also as might have been expected it decreased corn 
consumption. Farmers turned from corn to lower-priced 
feed materials, including soybean meal, sugar beet pulp, and 
dehydrated alfalfa.
 “Soybean meal prices in the Community are about the 
same as corn prices on a per-ton basis, so use of this material 
in feeding rations has increased in relation to use of corn and 
other feed grains. To encourage greater use of corn and other 
grains, the Commission proposes to raise the price of meal 
with an internal tax of $30/mt” [metric ton].
 Photos: (1) A small portrait photo shows Ray Ioanes. 
(2) “Five-million-bushel elevator operated by the Farmers 
Export Co. at New Orleans [Louisiana] was opened last year. 
The elevator can unload eight barges and 50 rail cars (one-
half million bushels) daily. Farmers Export Co. is made up 
of seven regional cooperatives that operate elevators in the 
Mississippi valley.”
 A bar chart (from USDA’s Economic Research Service) 
shows soybean supply and disposition from 1957 to 1968 
(for the year beginning Sept. 1). Each bar gives total supply, 
domestic use, and exports. Each year, all three components 
of each bar have increased. Address: Administrator, FAS 
USDA.

2099. Mehr-ayin, Hushang. 1969. The role of imported 
soybeans in the Iranian poultry industry. Soybean Digest. 
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May. p. 60-61.
• Summary: During the past decade, the poultry industry in 
Iran has experienced remarkable growth. Ten years ago, rural 
areas supplied urban areas with eggs and poultry. Today, 
modern poultry farms around the cities not only meet the 
urban demand, but also “export” eggs and chickens out to 
the villages. Poultry is gradually taking the place of mutton, 
the most important traditional source of animal protein 
consumed by Iranians.
 The Soybean Council of America is now organizing a 
Poultry Nutrition Seminar in Tehran. The main problem of 
the poultry industry in Iran lies in the feed. The mix is not 
optimal and too expensive. Soy protein is being imported in 
the form of soybean meal (rather than as soybeans) because 
there is a 5 rial per kilo ($66.60/metric ton) tariff on the 
importation of soybeans, but not on soybean meal. “This 
duty was levied several years ago partially to protect the 
local production of soybeans. But since then it has been 
proved that local conditions for soybean cultivation are not 
suitable and that other oilseeds, essentially sunfl owerseed, 
can be cultivated much more easily here to supply vegetable 
oil processing plants with raw material.” It is expected 
and hoped that the import tariff on soybeans will soon be 
removed.
 The advantage of importing soybeans, rather that 
soybean meal, is that the meal will end up selling for much 
less. “Fortunately, feed plants in Iran have the machinery and 
capacity to crush soybeans into meal.”
 Photos show: The inside of a poultry farm in Iran. (2) H. 
Mehr-Ayin, the writer. Address: Economic Editor, Kayhan 
International Publications.

2100. Savage, Jack. 1969. World markets for fats and oils: 
Some problems. Soybean Digest. May. p. 24-25.
• Summary: The U.S. soybean crop estimate of Nov. 1, 1968 
was 1.066 million bushels or about 20 million tons.
 “What is the world production of oils and fats? This 
year it could reach 40 million tons. Just over 30 years ago, 
it was some 21 million tons. Of this 40 million tons, soya 
contributes over 5 million. The production of vegetable oils 
in the world reached 24 million tons last year, of which some 
19 million consisted of the liquid oils including soya. The 
industrial-type oils such as linseed and castor totaled about 
1.75 million tons. The remainder of world production comes 
from animal fats, some 10 million tons of butter and lard 
together and nearly 5 million tons of tallow. Marine oils, 
mainly fi sh, total some 1.4 million tons.
 “All these fi gures include estimates for China and the 
Communist bloc but, as readers of the Soybean Digest will 
know, to miss out [on] the production of sunfl ower oil in the 
USSR is to ignore one of the factors which, during recent 
months, has been very important in world markets. I refer, of 
course, to the exports of sunfl ower oil from Russia last year.
 “Export market: For several years world exports of fats 

and oils have been some 25% of the world’s production, a 
high proportion compared with some other commodities. 
In 1968 world exports of oils and fats reached 10.8 million 
tons, including the oil content of oilseed exports, and of this 
soybeans contributed 2 million tons or 20%.
 “The export availability of soybean oil in 1969 will be 
a record and well above the actual exports of 2 million tons 
in terms of oil in 1967. It looks as if soy oil will be more 
competitive on the world market than it has been for some 
time.
 “Thus, although world export supplies of cottonseed 
oil are larger than in 1968, it is doubtful whether groundnut 
(peanut) oil availabilities will reach last year’s, and one 
expects sunfl ower oil export availabilities to show a 
reduction on those of the last 2 years.
 “Even if the relatively large sup- plies of fi sh oil of 
the last 2 years continue, there is some doubt whether this 
production will be fully maintained in the next year or two.
 “To some extent this might be counterbalanced by 
increased palm oil supplies from new Malaysia plantings but, 
even so, world exports of oilseeds and oils used primarily for 
food may not greatly exceed last year’s shipments.
 “The European dairy problems: There are, however, one 
or two clouds on the soybean horizon. Some 21 years ago I 
remember reading an excellent article in Fortune magazine 
entitled, ‘The cow versus the soybean.’ It showed that the 
yield per acre of soybeans was a much more remunerative 
one than the yield per acre of dairy cows. Events have 
confi rmed this diagnosis. Today the number of dairy cows in 
the U.S. is only half of what it was 20 years ago.
 “Milk production has been maintained as a result 
of increased milk yields per cow, but the residual use of 
milk for butter production has been halved. Thus, butter 
consumption now is 5.5 lb/caput compared with 11.2 pounds 
in 1947. In contrast per-caput margarine consumption has 
risen from 5 to 10.5 pounds, refl ecting the remarkable 
growth in U.S. soybean oil supplies.
 “In some respects, therefore, a modus vivendi has been 
achieved between these two sectors of U.S. agriculture. 
However, the same problem and economic pressures that 
faced the U.S. dairy industry 20 years ago face the European 
industry today. High-cost butter surpluses are piling up and 
the problem of disposal looms large in the thinking of the 
Council of Ministers in the European Economic Community.
 “Where disposal of this high-cost butter means increased 
consumption within Europe by subsidy or other measures, 
so must this situation affect European demand for imported 
vegetable oils.
 “Adjustments faced by developing countries: I would 
like now to turn to what seems to me a very important 
underlying factor in the world oils and fats situation. I have 
tried to illustrate it visually on the chart. You will see that 
an increasing tonnage of the world’s exports is coming from 
the developed countries, which are in the more temperate 
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regions of the world.
 “To some extent these supplies are a byproduct of crops. 
As a result, there is not the same degree of adjustment as 
between production and consumption. Thus, production of 
soybeans is considerably affected by the basic demand for 
protein rather than demand for oil.
 “The net result of all this is that, with world production 
increasing and effective demand for oils not rising at quite 
the same rate, there is a depressive effect on prices.
 “I have made the graph as simple as possible but you 
will see that as exports have gone up the price line has 
declined. In other words, there is an average downward 
trend in prices due to increased agricultural effi ciencies 
in developed countries and the byproduct nature of their 
production.
 “This highlights the problem of developing countries, 
particularly those which produce tropical oils and fats. Their 
own agricultural effi ciencies are growing at a slower rate; 
the very fact that they are tropical areas means that the oil 
content of their crops is higher, so that their remuneration 
comes mainly from oil, and of course the interchangeability 
of oils and fats means that the same long-term price decline 
effect becomes their problem.
 “There seem to be no simple solutions. International 
commodity agreements have hardly had a glorious history.
 “There are some doubts whether viable or workable 
schemes can be devised in the oils and fats sphere at 
the international level. Probably the only solution is for 
developed countries to give real access to their markets, and 
with developing countries being aided as far as practicable to 
change their agricultural setup and increase their agricultural 
effi ciencies.” Address: Unilever Ltd., London, England.

2101. Sawyers, Scott. 1969. Japan could buy 80 million 
bushels this year. Soybean Digest. May. p. 34-35.
• Summary: “Additional shipments of soybeans to Japan will 
have plenty of company and there could even be increased 
competition. Canadian rapeseed is available in greater 
volume and at lower prices. Soviet sunfl ower plus Malaysian 
palm and other sources of oils will continue to compete for 
this important market.
 “Soybeans are now priced rather competitively with 
other oilseeds. This is more evident when full value is 
attributed to the protein from soybean meal.
 “Rapeseed is being aggressively promoted to Japanese 
buyers and feed manufacturers. Rapeseed meal is being 
pushed as a cheap replacement for some soybean meal in 
swine and poultry feed rations.”
 Last year Japan purchased 74 million bushels of 
soybeans valued at $228 million.
 A small portrait photo shows Scott Sawyers. Address: 
American Soybean Assoc., Far East Director.

2102. Soybean Digest. 1969. The Soybean Council of 

America. May. p. 41.
• Summary: A brief summary of the activities of SCA during 
its 13-year history. “Some of the last reports to come from 
the Soybean Council of America are carried on following 
pages. The Council, which has had a distinguished 13-
year history in market development work for soybeans 
and soybean products, is now being superseded by other 
organizations geared to project marketing efforts in-to new 
dimensions.
 “The Council and the Japanese American Soybean 
Institute, both founded in 1956, have been pioneering efforts 
in this fi eld. The Council was a joint effort of the American 
Soybean Assn. and the National Soybean Processors Assn.; 
JASI, of ASA alone.
 “Both were created to match what was considered to 
be an abundant supply of soybeans back in 1956 with the 
need of the world’s people for a better diet. Government and 
growers and industry were just beginning to perceive the 
immensity of this problem.
 “ASA-JASI signed with the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture the fi rst contract for market development work 
for a U.S. farm commodity. And SBC made the fi rst contract 
on a global basis.
 “At its zenith, the Council was actively engaged in 50 
countries and had 15 country offi ces overseas in addition to 
supervisory offi ces in the U.S. and Europe. Both production 
and exports of soybeans have tripled in the 13 years since 
SBC and JASI were founded.
 “Many people both in the U.S. and abroad have 
participated in the Council’s work, including dedicated staff 
members and offi cials and directors of both NSPA and ASA.
 “Worthy of special mention are the two men who have 
served as president–the late Howard Roach and Glenn 
Pogeler; also George Strayer, one of the founders and 
executive director until 2 years ago.”

2103. Randolph, C. 1969. Italy is a major market–but it 
needs promotion. Soybean Digest. June. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “One of a series of reports by Chet Randolph on 
his recent round-the-world trip in behalf of soybean markets.
 “Italy is a major market for soybeans and soybean meal 
that will take a sizable market development program if we’re 
to increase demand there.
 “In Italy, soybean sales jumped 60% back in 1966 and 
were really booming. Then sales held only steady in 1967 
and last year we actually lost 15%.
 “Fortunately meal sales picked up by approximately 
25% last year. So the total sales to Italy amounted to $70 
million. Obviously that makes her a valuable customer that 
we want to pay attention to.
 “Prospects for the year ahead
 “What are the prospects for the year ahead? The best 
opportunity to increase sales is to join with the U.S. Feed 
Grains Council in its lean pork campaign. In Italy they’ve 
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been fattening hogs up to 300 pounds. That is ineffi cient as 
to feed and gives fatty pork. For 3 years the Feed Grains 
Council has worked with the feed industry, hog breeders, 
packing plants and retailers and they are all geared up for 
this lean pork campaign.
 “Production of hogs is going up 15% to 20%/year. We 
think the thing is really ready to bloom–that consumption of 
lean pork, which is only 7 pounds of fresh pork per person 
now, could be increased by 1 pound per person.
 “If we achieve this it would mean a demand for 
considerably more soybean meal because lean pork takes 
more meal and means a greater consumption of total pork.
 “Poultry takes 60% of the soybean meal in Italy, so we 
have to look at poultry too. There has been a spectacular 
growth in the layer and broiler industry, but it leveled off last 
year.
 “Yet, poultry meat consumption per person is still 
relatively low. A 5% increase in poultry consumption would 
create a demand for another 20,000 tons of meal.
 “Italians prefer beef, but it is very expensive. They 
get mostly veal or old dairy cows. Again, we need to join 
with the U.S. Feed Grains Council in boosting the program 
they’ve started of fattening steers to 1,000 pounds on a high-
silage ration.
 “An additional 2-3 million bu.
 “It would take about 700 pounds of soybean meal per 
head on the ration they are pushing. Increasing the number 
fed by 100,000 head would mean an additional sale of 
30,000 tons of meal.
 “If you add up the three objectives–that is, lean 
pork, poultry and beef–it would require the meal from an 
additional 2 or 3 million bushels of soybeans.
 “Italy has bought beans for the meal in the past and has 
always utilized the resulting oil without exporting it. The 
chief executive of the Italian Oil Crushers says the resulting 
additional soy oil, if they were to buy this many more beans, 
would simply displace other seed oils and would be used 
within Italy.
 “He claims the younger generation of Italians is not 
hung up on olive oil. For one thing, they don’t want to pay 
four times the price. They will buy soy oil, not identifi ed 
necessarily, but as a table oil.
 “I would add as a side note here that tomatoseed oil 
and grapeseed oil are minor competitors in Italy. This was a 
surprise to me.
 “We can expect competing oils and proteins to take 
much of the anticipated small natural growth of the market 
in Italy. But, with the spendable income per person going up, 
a market development program could stimulate demand for 
more poultry, lean pork and beef, creating a signifi cant new 
demand for more beans or meal.”

2104. Soybean Digest. 1969. All-out campaign blocked 
proposed EEC oilseed tax: The ASA in action. June. p. 24.

• Summary: “The announcement of a proposal by Common 
Market countries to tax oilseed products, threatening as it 
did the destruction of the U.S. export market for soybeans in 
Europe, hit the industry like a bombshell last December.
 “The proposal of $60/ton on oil and $30/ton on 
meal provoked the American Soybean Assn. to mount in 
opposition the strongest, the most thorough, and the most 
consistent campaign in its 49-year history.
 “The response to ASA’s campaign has been widespread 
and massive, extending from soybean growers throughout 
U.S. industry and government, and to the Common Market 
countries themselves. Oil World, Hamburg, observed 
recently that the proposed taxes are meeting with strong 
opposition both inside and outside the EEC.
 “As a result, the threat of the tax appears to have been 
laid low, if only temporarily.
 “Here is a round-by-round account of ASA’s 
counteraction, which began immediately following the 
announcement:
 “Round 1: Chet Randolph alerted U.S. farmers to 
the threat in his weekly broadcast to more than 100 radio 
stations.
 “Letters went to national board members and presidents 
of 16 affi liated state soybean associations the same day.
 “A news release went to over 5,000 newspapers, radio 
and tv stations, monthly publications plus all state soybean 
association directors and county soybean committeemen. 
An ASA representative appeared in person on a radio-tv 
broadcast. Personal phone calls were made to key individuals 
in major farm and commodity organizations.
 “The Soybean Digest carried a banner headline story. 
Late News called for producers to contact their legislators.
 “Round 2: ASA sent a special three-page letter to 
Ambassador William Roth, then special trade negotiator. 
Copies of the Roth letter went to three Cabinet members 
and a large number of other individuals in government, 
the Congress, farm and trade organizations; also to vice 
presidents of the German Oil Millers Assn. and the 
International Oilseed Crushers Assn.
 “The letter made a strong case for freer trade and 
warned of the protectionist mood that could be spawned 
by the proposed tax and the resulting retaliation. Further, it 
emphasized ASA’s long-standing position favoring reduction 
of trade barriers.
 “The Scoreboard: There was a vast pickup of the news 
release and editorials in the Wall Street Journal, Chicago 
Tribune and other leading newspapers. ASA-supplied 
information including the news release and the Roth letter 
inspired protest letters, resolutions, or stories by many other 
organizations.
 “Statements in the Roth letter were incorporated as key 
segments in the national Administration’s communications 
in opposition to the tax to leadership of the Common Market 
and the governments of the countries involved.
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 “ASA was the most-quoted source nationwide.
 “Round 3: After the fi rst immediate and shocked 
reaction, efforts swung toward working with leadership in 
Agriculture and the Administration. It became apparent that 
all farm organizations, the Administration, and Congress 
were solidly united behind a fi rm line on trade barriers raised 
by the Common Market.
 “The EEC tax was fully discussed at all winter meetings 
of state soybean associations. Several passed resolutions in 
opposition.
 “Laurel Meade, chairman of the ASA market 
development committee, and Glenn Pogeler, president of the 
Soybean Council of America, called on Dr. Sicco Mansholt’s 
No. 1 advisor in Europe–the man who actually wrote the 
Mansholt plan which included the tax on soy products–to be 
sure the views of the soybean industry and the mood of the 
U.S. were absolutely clear. There was also a discussion with 
top-level policy men of the EEC in order to give expression 
in as strong terms as possible to the opposition building up in 
the U.S.
 “Round 4: With the change in Administration and a new 
Congress in Washington, the emphasis shifted to talking with 
as many Congressmen and top men in the Administration as 
possible, including Clarence Palmby, Assistant Secretary of 
Agriculture, and other Department leaders.
 “ASA staff and board members called on 14 leading 
members of Congress or their assistants including Senators 
William Fulbright, Allen Ellender, and Everett Dirksen; and 
Representative Wilbur Mills.
 “ASA was a co-signer–along with many farm 
organizations–of a letter to President Nixon urging that an 
ambassadorial-rank offi cer be appointed to carry on the 
important work of the offi ce of special trade negotiator.
 “The Scoreboard: There were strong statements of 
opposition to the EEC tax by key members of Congress. 
Resolutions of opposition were adopted by the House 
agriculture committee, the House ways and means 
committee, the Senate resolutions committee–and others.
 “One Congressman said that Franz Joseph Strauss. West 
German Minister of Finance, had given assurances that he 
would oppose the tax.
 “Well-authenticated reports from Europe are that the 
EEC has temporarily shelved its plans to impose additional 
restrictions on vegetable oils and meals.
 “The fi nal decision has not been registered as yet. For 
the time being, visible action has receded. But ASA stands 
ready to continue the fi ght–to answer the bell at the drop of a 
soybean.”

2105. Soybean Digest. 1969. Japan’s soybean demand 
expected to increase 66%. June. p. 44.
• Summary: “Japan’s demand for soybeans by 1977 will be 
about 4.5 million tons, or an increase of 66% over 1968 and 
more than three times the demand in 1961, Yasuyuki Suzuki, 

manager of the Chicago produce department of Mitsui & Co. 
(USA) Inc., says.
 “Mitsui is one of the largest of Japan’s international 
trading fi rms.
 “Ninety-nine percent of Japan’s imported soybeans, 
he said, is for human consumption–72% to extract oil and 
produce meal, and 27% to make such traditional Japanese 
staple foods as tofu (soybean curd), miso (soybean paste), 
and shoyu (soy sauce).
 “Mr. Suzuki said that U.S. soybeans compete 
throughout the world with other source materials such as 
sunfl owerseeds, peanuts, rapeseed, palm kernels, and copra 
as sources of oil; and urea, fi sh meal, and perhaps future 
petro-proteins as sources of protein. He said that, while 
Japan is in a position to choose from among these sources, 
Japan prefers to concentrate on its present good relationship 
with U.S. soybean growers, rather than change to alternate 
sources.
 “As an example of this, he cited his own company’s 
active promotion of Hawkeye soybeans in Japan for the last 
13 years.”

2106. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1969. Four visiting teams view two different 
aspects of soybean use. 7(28):13. July 14.
• Summary: Teams from Sweden, Portugal, India, and 
Pakistan, sponsored by the Soybean Council of America, 
Inc., toured soybean production, processing, and shipping 
facilities in the USA during May and June. The Indian and 
Pakistani teams were chiefl y interested in soybean oil and 
the different methods of processing, refi ning, and shipping 
this commodity. They arrived in the USA separately but 
during June combined their itineraries from Minnesota 
(Minneapolis, Mankato, Albert Lea), to Iowa (Mason 
City [The plant formerly managed by Glenn Pogeler, now 
of SCA]), Illinois (Peoria–USDA’s Northern Utilization 
Research Lab.), Arkansas, and fi nally Louisiana (New 
Orleans–USDA’s Southern Utilization Research Lab.). 
“India, for example, is the second largest market for 
semirefi ned U.S. soybean oil, and our exports to that country 
in 1968 were 200 million pounds. About the same amount 
will be shipped by the United States in 1969 to India under 
P.L. 480. The names of the team members from India and 
from Pakistan are listed.
 By contrast, the Swedish and Portuguese teams were 
primarily interested in the processing and use of soybean 
meal. Portugal is working to develop a modern beef 
industry, whereas Sweden is developing a poultry industry. 
The Portuguese team (whose members names are given) 
began their U.S. visit on May 16 with a tour of the Chicago 
Board of Trade, then visited soybean storage and milling 
facilities, and farms in the area that produce soybeans 
and feed the cattle rations containing soybean meal. Then 
they visited sites in St. Louis, Missouri, and Dallas, Texas. 
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The Portuguese and Swedish teams joined temporarily on 
May 26-27 in Kansas City, Missouri, to participate in the 
Third National Feed Production School, sponsored by the 
American Feed Manufacturers Association.
 The names of the Swedish team members are given. 
On May 21 they visited the USDA’s research facilities on 
the feeding of animals in Beltsville, Maryland, followed by 
visits to a cooperative poultry processing plant (Rockingham, 
Virginia), a large integrated farm cooperative (Des Moines, 
Iowa), and the Chicago Board of Trade.

2107. Soybean Digest. 1969. Fish meal ranks second to 
soybean meal in world trade. July. p. 30.
• Summary: “Fish meal–used primarily as an ingredient in 
poultry rations–has grown in importance in recent years with 
the rise in poultry and livestock production.
 “Today it ranks second, after soybean meal, among 
the meals traded internationally. Chief benefi ciary has been 
Peru. The fi sh meal industry there has grown spectacularly 
since the early 1950s and is now the country’s top earner of 
foreign exchange.”
 From: Peru’s Fish Meal Industry. FAS M-204. April 
1969, USDA.
 Note: FAS stands for USDA’s Foreign Agricultural 
Service.

2108. Randolph, Chet. 1969. Israel offers an important 
market for U.S. [soybean] producers. Soybean Digest. Aug. 
p. 32.
• Summary: “Israel uses a larger percentage of soybean 
meal in its livestock and poultry rations and consumes more 
vegetable oil per person than almost any other country in the 
world. Religion and international politics work in favor of 
soybeans, While Israel has a few hogs [they are not kosher], 
basically Israelis prefer vegetable oil to animal fats. The 
margarine and shortening are mostly 95% soybean oil and 
many brands are 100% soybean oil. While margarine sales 
are 32,000 tons / year, butter sales are 3,000 because of 
religious customs and price.
 “Israelis consume over 400 eggs per year per capita–the 
highest in the world.” The broiler business has increased 
rapidly. Practically all protein fed is soybean meal.”
 Soybean imports to Israel last year totaled nearly 9 
million bushels (240,000 metric tons). Over the years, Israel 
has exported about as much oil as they have imported. They 
have also had large exports of soybean meal.
 The government buys all the soybeans, and sets the 
price of the soybeans, meal, bulk oil and consumer oil. But 
the export of soybean meal is unregulated. There are feed 
cooperatives throughout Israel. “The interest now is in soy 
protein foods.” An illustration shows Chet Randolph.

2109. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1969. The U.S. soybean market in 
the Republic of China (Taiwan). USDA Foreign Agricultural 

Service. FAS M-209. 20 p. Aug. Summarized in Soybean 
Digest, Nov. 1969, p. 52.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Howard A. Akers. 
Introduction. The market. The oilseed crushing industry: 
Organization and mill location, number and type of mills, 
crushing capacity. Soybean oil and foods: Soybean meal 
demand for swine, soybean meal demand for poultry. 
Domestic oilseed supplies: Soybeans, peanuts, rapeseed, 
sesame, minor oilseeds. Marketing: Discharging and 
handling facilities, freight costs, government controls, 
purchasing, credit, quality problems, crushing margins wide. 
Appendix: Directory of major soybean and oilseed crushing 
mills, by region.
 The Foreword notes: “This small island made near-
phenomenal strides in both agriculture and industry in the 
late 1950s and early 1960s, and by the mid-1960s was 
recognized as a growing dollar market for U.S. soybeans and 
soybean products.” In 1965 Taiwan moved from aid to trade 
status. In 1966 soybeans were removed from controls, and 
with the booming economy of 1967-68, imports of soybean 
from the USA–all paid for in dollars,–leaped to record levels.
 Today, Taiwan has one of the world’s highest economic 
growth rates. Since the end of World War II, and especially 
since 1955, the Taiwan oilseed crushing industry has 
undergone a complete technological transformation. The 
country now boasts 36 solvent extraction plants, many of 
them with modern continuous systems.
 In Taiwan today, per capita consumption of soybeans for 
food is estimated at around 5½ pounds/year, compared with 
about 4 pounds in 1958. Soybean oil is now Taiwan’s major 
source of edible fats and oils; per capita consumption is 
about 6 pounds/year compared with 4 pounds/year for peanut 
oil. Total per capita vegetable oil consumption is about 12 
pounds/year. Per capita consumption of animal fats is 6-8 
pounds/year.
 Domestic production of soybeans rose from 4,000 
metric tons (tonnes) in 1935-39 to 72,997 tonnes in 1968. 
Historically, imports of soybeans and soybean products have 
been large. In 1938 over 45,000 tonnes of soybeans and 
about 164,000 tonnes of soybean cake were imported, mainly 
from Manchuria.
 In 1950, Taiwan’s vegetable oil crushing industry was 
fi rst organized into a trade association by a group of 20 
crushers using screw presses. By 1967 some 86 crushers 
were members; this included 35 solvent-extraction operators. 
Known today as the Taiwan Regional Association of 
Vegetable Oil Expelling and Refi ning Industries, the group 
is located at 82 Nan Yuan Street in Taipei. Today in Taiwan 
there are 99 oilseed crushing mills with a total crushing 
capacity of 1.3 million tonnes–up from only 400,000 tonnes 
in 1954-55.
 As in many countries of East Asia, the Taiwanese 
consumer has a taste preference for crude peanut oil, sesame 
oil, and rapeseed oil, in that order. For this reason, soybean 
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oil is often marketed as a blend with peanut or rapeseed oil.
 The soybeans required for the manufacture of bean 
curd [tofu], soybean paste [jiang], [soy] sauce, milk, and 
other foods are largely produced domestically. In 1969 an 
estimated 40,000 tons of soybeans will be required for bean 
curd and 3,000 tons for soybean sauce. “In the rural areas 
of Taiwan, soybean milk cooperatives have been organized 
under government auspices. Members use their own 
soybeans and make their soybean milk at common soybean 
milk shops.”
 A map (p. 9) shows the island of Taiwan, each of its 
prefectures, and where each of four oilseeds (soybeans, 
peanuts, rapeseed, sesame) are produced. Tables show: (1) 
Production of four oilseeds in Taiwan from 1965-1968. 
Peanut production decreased from 88,000 to 74,000 tonnes. 
Soybean production increased from 66,000 to 73,000 
tonnes but was still No. 2 after peanuts (p. 8). (2) Taiwanese 
soybean production, imports, and utilization from 1955 to 
1968 (p. 11). Address: Fats and Oils Div.

2110. Palmby, Clarence D. 1969. U.S. soybeans: Production 
and world sales. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Sept. 1. p. 2-5.
• Summary: Taken from a paper presented to the 49th annual 
convention of the American Soybean Association (ASA), 
August 11, 1969. The soybean is a typical American. It came 
in as an immigrant, struggled in obscurity. Finally, a century 
and a half after its introduction to America, the soybean 
began the sudden expansion that has made it the second 
ranking income producer among cash farm crops. There is 
a proposal before the European Community to impose an 
internal consumption tax of $60 per tonne on vegetable and 
marine oils and $30 per tonne on oil cakes.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2015) 
that contains the term “European Community” in connection 
with soy.

2111. Fischer, R.W. 1969. Opportunities unlimited [for soya 
worldwide]. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 64-68, 72.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World’s largest 
market program. Situation in Hong Kong. In 1967-68 the 
roof fell in (due to competition). Europe, a billion dollar 
potential. Situation in South Asia. Mixed picture in Western 
Hemisphere. Australia & New Zealand. There are still great 
new areas to conquer.
 A portrait photo shows R.W. Fischer. Address: President, 
Soypro International, Inc.

2112. Palmby, Clarence D. 1969. Production and world sales 
of U.S. soybeans. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 48-51.
• Summary: Discusses: How soybeans more than make 
up for declines in cotton production. Sales of soybeans to 
western Europe, Asia, and Oceania. The mistake in 1966 
which raised the price support level from $2.25 to $2.50 per 

bushel. The threat of the proposed EEC internal consumption 
tax of $60/tonne on vegetable and marine oils, and $30/
tonne on oil cakes. The growing importance of substitutes–
especially those made from soybeans.
 “The soybean is a typical American. It came as a lonely 
immigrant. It struggled in obscurity. Slowly it began to 
thrive–to succeed in its new environment–to become a part 
of the American scene. Finally, a century and a half after its 
fi rst introduction, the soybean began the sudden expansion 
that has made it the second ranking income producer among 
cash farm crops. This is a phenomenon of only the past 20 
years.”
 A photo shows Palmby. Address: U.S. Asst. Secretary 
of Agriculture for International Affairs and Commodity 
Programs.

2113. Palmer, Lane. 1969. Can we save our export markets? 
Farm Journal 93(9):20-21, 42. Sept.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association, an 
aggressive commodity group, has been very successful in 
developing export markets for soybeans. 40% of all U.S. 
soybeans are now exported. ASA has increased soybean 
exports to Japan from 20 million bushels in 1954 to nearly 
80 million in 1968. “ASA has made a remarkable record on 
a small budget.” ASA is now launching a 3-stage program 
to expand exports. A key part of the program is a ½ cent per 
bushel [checkoff] from farmers. Address: Editor.

2114. Van Doorn, Barth A. 1969. Soybeans and soybean 
products in Europe: Yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 38-44, 46.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. What kind of a customer 
is Europe? The future of soybeans and soybean meal in 
Europe. Observations on split Europe [Eastern Europe 
under Communist rule]. On the EEC and Mr. Mansholt. The 
political problem. The agricultural problem. The effect on 
U.S. exports of soybeans and meal. Why it won’t work out in 
that fashion. Observations on soybean oil. On sunfl owerseed 
oil from the USSR. Conclusion. Address: Partner, Van Doorn 
& Co., N.V., Rotterdam, Netherlands.

2115. Feedstuffs. 1969. Cargill: $2 billion-a-year ag products 
fi rm discloses scope of U.S., international operations. Nov. 1.
• Summary: This detailed, 2-page article begins: 
“Minneapolis–Cargill, Inc., this week disclosed publicly for 
the fi rst time that its sales exceeded $2 billion during each of 
the past four years and that sales in 1968-69 declined nearly 
$200 million from the previous year. Company earnings have 
averaged better than $14 million in each of those years.
 “Cargill board chairman Erwin E. Kelm revealed 
these and other fi nancial and operating details about the 
privately-held agricultural products fi rm in a speech before 
the Harvard Business School Club of the Twin Cities. In 
accepting the club’s ‘honored company’ citation, he told 
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more about the 104-year-old company than had ever been 
reported in public. He also discounted any thought that 
Cargill might become a publicly-owned corporation.
 “Cargill’s sales of $2 billion would place it alongside the 
top 30 or 40 U.S. industrial corporations which are publicly 
held.
 “Cargill is known as the world’s leading grain merchant 
and largest U.S. processor of vegetable oils. In addition, 
Kelm told the Minneapolis audience, Cargill believes itself 
to be the second largest producer of animal feeds in the 
world, with 35 U.S. feed plants and more than 20 overseas. 
Its commercial trade contacts extend to every major part of 
the world except Mainland China.
 “Kelm explained that Cargill has developed its own 
individual set of characteristics, with private ownership 
the dominating factor. He added that Cargill has ‘no plans 
whatsoever of going public.’”
 Also: Cargill employs 9,000 persons worldwide.
 “Although parts of Cargill’s business exert a cyclical 
effect on earnings, diversifi cation has begun to have a 
steadying infl uence, Kelm reported. Despite the cycles, the 
company’s net worth has doubled every seven or eight years 
and today surpasses $150 million. Working capital is close to 
$90 million and long term debt is about $55 million.”
 “Company sales abroad have contributed to the U.S. 
balance of payments as much as $1 billion in single year–the 
second largest of all U.S. corporations.”
 “Oilseed Processing: In the U.S. and Europe, Cargill 
operates 18 processing plants that handle soybeans, copra, 
fl ax, sunfl ower and saffl ower. A vegetable oil group was 
begun two years ago to apply its processing experience to 
wet corn milling. It now turns out corn syrup and starch 
products for use in the food, paper, textile and other 
industries.
 “Cargill is continuing is expand and shift its plant 
capacity as oilseed production patterns change. It will soon 
open a new plant in France, the third in Europe. All three will 
process soybeans exported from the U.S.
 “In recent years the company has begun to reline the oil 
and now bottles it in France for grocery sale.
 “Animal Feed Production: Kelm said that Cargill is 
a growing factor in the production of beef, pork. poultry, 
eggs and milk on four continents. It plays ‘a basic role’ 
in development of improved breeding stock, computer 
formulation of animal feeds, devising management systems 
for growing, and actual production and processing of 
broilers, eggs and turkeys.
 “Most of the U.S. feed plants produce under the Nutrena 
label. (Recently, the company acquired Hales & Hunter 
Co. which has its own feed brand.) Cargill is also rapidly 
expanding feed plants in Europe, Latin America and Asia.”
 “In large measure, Cargill’s growth is related to its 
progress in transportation,” Kelm added.
 “Overseas Operations: Kelm pointed out that Cargill’s 

operations overseas were almost nonexistent 15 years ago 
[i.e., in about 1954]. Today those operations claim 27% of 
the total invested capital and are growing rapidly.”
 “When named president in 1960. Kelm was the fi rst 
reason outside the Cargill and MacMillan families to hold 
that post. Now 58 years old. Kelm has served as chief 
executive offi cer and chairman of the board since 1968.”

2116. Harrison, D.W. 1969. Analysis of the Uganda 
experience based on Africa Basic Foods Inc. Paper presented 
at United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
Expert Group Meeting on Soya Bean Processing and Use. 43 
p. plus 6-page summary. Document: ID/WG.45/4. Held 17-
21 Nov. 1969 at Peoria, Illinois.
• Summary: Africa Basic Foods (ABF) Ltd. was established 
in Uganda to develop soybeans as a food cash crop with 
small farmers, to produce and market low-cost soyfoods, 
and to educate the people about their value for good 
health. In 1965 ABF asked the Ministry of Agriculture at 
the Department of Agriculture at Makerere University to 
do research on soybean production. The company built a 
food factory 4 miles from Kampala, and by May 1966 was 
producing various soy-based foods, and marketed them 
throughout Uganda, especially to hospitals, schools, the 
government, and various institutions.
 “The soya bean was introduced in Uganda from America 
and South Africa in 1938. Within a few years various 
varieties were tested and the crop distributed to the farmers. 
The crop increased in production as the demand from 
overseas grew during the wartime shortage of proteins in 
England.
 “The highest acreage achieved during the Second World 
War was about 35,000 to 40,000 acres. After that time (about 
1948) the acreage gradually dropped, due to lack of demand, 
to only a few thousand acres under cultivation by 1965.
 “Since 1965, ABF Ltd. has been actively promoting 
the growth of soya beans. First, the Ministry of Agriculture 
initiated variety trials. Then in 1966 the University of 
Makerere Department of Agriculture started variety trials 
with over 50 varieties available. The crop production has 
grown very rapidly as the farmers heard of a local demand, 
and the price of 25 cents per pound (US¢ 3½). In 1968 about 
12,000 to 15,000 tons were produced. A large share of this 
was used locally by the oil milling industry...
 “Aside from the oil millers, there is an animal feed plant 
now operating in Uganda since about 1967, as well as our 
human food plant. The consumption from these two plants is 
small, about 352 tons and 120 tons respectively...
 “Over 50% of the local production is perhaps exported.”
 By 1969 ABF was making the following (for each 
is given processing details, and the name and brand of 
equipment used): Roasted soybeans ground to a fl our, soy 
milk sterilized in bottles (adapted from Dr. Harry Miller’s 
method), soy cheese (tofu mixed with a little nonfat dry 
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milk, curry, sage, and salt, packed into 1-inch diameter 
casings, pasteurized at 190ºF for 20 minutes, then cooled and 
refrigerated, p. 16-17), soy butter (like peanut butter, from 
soy fl our, oil, sugar, and salt), soy bread mix (wheat fl our 
fortifi ed with 20% soy fl our, plus sugar, nonfat dry milk, 
salt, and yeast), soy fortifi ed maize fl our (25% soy), school 
porridge, and soy porridge (soy fortifi ed corn porridge).
 Note: This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “soy cheese” to 
refer to a Western-style soy cheese.
 In Dec. 1964 Dr. Harrison was hired by the government 
of Uganda, Buganda region, to serve as Director of Nutrition 
and Health Education, with emphasis on local, commercial 
production of high-protein foods (p. 28). Then ABF was 
registered in Uganda as a nonprofi t corporation. Dr. Harrison 
and two of his government departmental employees “operate 
the entire scheme.” Their salaries come entirely from the 
Uganda Government, so the government is to some extent 
helping to fi nance the project. The company has hired 3 other 
persons full time and one part time. They receive salaries 
from sales income. Address: President, Africa Basic Foods 
Inc., Kampala, Uganda.

2117. Ioanes, Raymond A. 1969. 1970 soybean export 
outlook is bright. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Dec. 22. p. 11-12.
• Summary: The U.S. is the world’s most effi cient producer 
of soybeans. The increasing prosperity of the world has made 
it possible to move ever-larger crops into consumption. Our 
responsible trade policies have stood us in good stead when 
foreign ministers have taken our side in efforts to improve 
our access to markets, or to combat threats to existing access 
arrangements. Action by the Dep. of Agriculture this year to 
reduce the support price of soybeans is being translated into 
expanded exports.

2118. Padilha, Alvaristo do Amaral. 1969. Soja [Soya]. Porto 
Alegre, Brazil: Departamento Estadual de Estatistica, Rio 
Grande do Sul. 55 p. [15 ref. Por]
Address: Porto Alegre, RGS, Brazil.

2119. Kwon, Shin Han. 1969. Soybeans and soybean 
products in Vietnam. Saigon: Republic of Vietnam: Ministry 
of Land Reform and Development of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, Agricultural Research Inst. (Saigon). 113 p. 28 cm. 
[60 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Map of South Vietnam showing 
all provinces and their names. Preface, by the author. 1. 
Introduction: History of soybean, production and trade in the 
world and in Vietnam, utilization of soybean (uses, nutritive 
value of the soybean). 2. Botany of the soybean plant: Seed, 
stem and pubescence, leaves, fl ower parts, root and nodule 
bacteria, genetics. 3. Ecological requirement: Germination, 
temperature, rainfall, day length, soil. 4. Cultivation and 

storage: Planting (land preparation, depth of seeding, 
methods of seeding, rate of seeding, time of seeding, 
rotation, erosion), fertilizer (manure, nodule bacteria, 
nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium, potash, molybdenum, 
application), insects (maggot fl y, soybean insects found in 
Vietnam, control), diseases (root disease, foliage disease, 
seed disease), weed control, harvesting and threshing 
(harvesting time, methods of harvesting, drying). 5. Variety 
improvement: Aims of improvement (high yielding variety, 
disease resistance, insect resistance, day length, varieties 
tolerant to unfavorable soil conditions, seed size, seed color, 
oil and protein content in seed, palatability), introduction 
method, pure line selection method, breeding method 
(making the cross, pedigree method, bulk method), regional 
trials, variety purifi cation and multiplication (breeder’s seed, 
foundation seed, stock seed, extension seed, maintenance). 6. 
Seed certifi cation standard. 7. Bibliography.
 The author thanks for their help: Dr. Thai-Cong-Tung, 
Director of the Agriculture Research Institute, and Mr. 
Nguyen-Huu-Quyen, Manager of Eakmat Experiment 
Station.
 “The history of soybean in Vietnam is meager, but 
the references by Loureiro (1790) and Rumphius (1747) 
mentioned the cultivation of soybean in Malaysia and 
Vietnam. Harmand (1877) collected wild soybean (Glycine 
laotica) in the Hue and Bassac areas, and the herbariums 
[herbarium specimens] are still available at the Agricultural 
Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Vietnam.” Since 
the history of Vietnam is closely related to that of China, it 
seems likely that the soybean has been cultivated for many 
centuries in what is today Vietnam (p. 1).
 In Vietnam, the soybean is still not a very familiar 
crop to the majority of farmers. Although the acreage has 
gradually increased since 1958, production had not yet 
reached 10,000 tons by 1967. According to the Agricultural 
Statistics Yearbook of Vietnam, in 1966 in South Vietnam, 
total soybean acreage was 6,610 hectares and production 
was 7,585 metric tons, or 1.148 tonnes/ha (p. 7). The main 
soybean producing provinces are all in the southern half of 
South Vietnam: Long-Khanh (40% of total South Vietnamese 
acreage), An-Giang (20.4%), Chau-Doc, Kien-Phong, and 
Binh-Dinh (5%). In 1963 some 1,440 tones of soybeans were 
imported and in 1966 some 100 tonnes were exported (p. 6).
 Table 4 shows an estimate of the costs and returns per 
hectare of growing soybeans at the Eakmat Agricultural 
Experiment Station in Ban-Me-Thuot in 1968. The net 
income or profi t from one hectare was about VN$26,000, 
which is larger than for any other fi eld crops, including: 
cassava (VN$22,766), mung beans ($20,267), sweet potatoes 
($19,269), upland rice ($6,828), corn ($6,569), and peanuts 
(VN$5,100).
 Uses: “In Vietnam, the soybean is not commonly used in 
daily food, but a number of foods such as soysauce, tuong [a 
soft kind of miso resembling Chinese chiang in consistency, 
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and sold in crocks], bean curd, vermicelli, soymilk, soybean 
wine, chao [fermented tofu, sold in bottles], soybean 
oil, [soy] bean sprouts, and green pods [green vegetable 
soybeans] are available in the market and they are gradually 
becoming popular among Vietnamese.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “chao” to refer 
to fermented tofu.
 Photos (p. 11-12) show: (3) Bean sprouts and cooked 
beans with tomato sauce. (4) A shop that sells soybean 
products in a Saigon market. Soybean paste [tuong] is in big 
jars, chao [fermented tofu] is in bottles in front, and bean 
curds [tofu] are in the front left corner. (5) A Vietnamese 
girl frying bean curds in the market. (6) Bottles with labels 
showing various kinds of soy sauces made in Vietnam.
 The highest yielding soybean varieties in Vietnam are 
presently Palmetto and E-32. In trials, they yield about 1 
tonne per hectare. Address: FAO Agricultural Offi cer. Phone: 
Saigon 91.746.

2120. Muelenaere, H.J.H. De. 1969. Development, 
production, and marketing of high-protein foods. In: M. 
Milner, ed. 1969. Protein-Enriched Cereal Foods for World 
Needs. St. Paul, MN: American Assoc. of Cereal Chemists. x 
+ 343 p. See p. 266-77. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The necessity to produce high-protein 
foodstuffs from vegetable protein sources to alleviate the 
ever-increasing food shortage has generated considerable 
thought, endeavor, and effort over the last 10 years. Yet 
in spite of this, very few products have been produced 
and marketed successfully. To our best knowledge, only 
two products have made some impact in the fi ght against 
malnutrition and have succeeded commercially, namely, 
Incaparina and ProNutro. Sales of these products are 
estimated to range between 5-10 million lb. per annum 
with a steady yearly increase.” This is an in-depth look at 
ProNutro in South Africa and at its progress during its fi rst 
5 years. Table VIII (p. 271) shows sales of ProNutro each 
quarter during its fi rst year from June 1962 (3,500 lb) to June 
1963 (450,000 lb).
 “As well as utilizing such products as maize and 
groundnuts, it should also be mentioned that Hind 
Brothers, through the production of ProNutro, has created a 
considerable interest in farming communities to plant soya 
beans. Initially, all soya beans had to be imported. At present 
only locally grown high-quality soya beans are used in the 
manufacture of ProNutro.” ProNutro chocolate bars have 
recently been put on the market.
 “I would again emphasize that sales of ProNutro are 
confi ned primarily to the private competitive sector of the 
market. People pay for it. There is no question of large state 
or government take-off for free or subsidized feeding. It is 
a striking example of achievement in the highly specialized 
fi eld of protein nutrition by a private enterprise.” Address: 

ProNutro Research & Development Div., Univ. of Natal, 
Union of South Africa.

2121. Rubaihayo, P.R. 1969. Investigations into some 
aspects of the production of genetic improvement of 
soyabean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in Uganda. MSc thesis, 
University of East Africa (Makerere University College), 
Kampala, Uganda. *
• Summary: Between 1913 and 1960 fi fty-three soybean 
cultivars were introduced to Uganda from the United States, 
South Africa, Nigeria, and Trinidad. Past information on 
research and development is presented. According to Uganda 
Department of Agriculture records, experimental yields of 
the order of 1,100 kg/ha were being obtained in 1955 without 
the use of fertilizers. Soybean exports between 1944 and 
1952 rose to a peak of 4,314 tons valued at £38,799 before 
declining. These soybeans were grown as part of Uganda’s 
contribution to Britain’s war-time and post-war needs. 
Thereafter the market collapsed and production fell to a low 
level but persisted nevertheless over large areas of Uganda.
 Renewed interest in the crop in Uganda developed in 
about 1965 in response to three factors: 1. Recognition of the 
need for agricultural diversifi cation. 2. Interest in potential 
production by European buyers. 3. Pressure from groups 
primarily interested in the problems of human malnutrition.
 Serious work was restarted with cooperation between 
the Uganda government at Kawanda Research Station at 
1965 and the Faculty of Agriculture at the University Farm, 
Kabanyolo with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation in 
1966.
 The author carried out a number of agronomic 
investigations and studied such factors as spacing, fertilizer 
response, planting date, the effect of weed competition, and 
the response of the crop to weed-control measures, both 
mechanical and chemical. Several seed yields in excess of 
2,530 kg/ha were recorded, and these performances led to 
increased optimism about the crop.
 Note: During the 1960s and part of the 1970s, 
Makerere University in Uganda was also called (sort of 
as an administrative title) the University of East Africa. It 
was supported by the 2 other countries in the East African 
Community (Kenya and Tanzania) and accepted a quota of 
students from each country. The Community was formed in 
1967 and disbanded in 1977. When the other countries built 
their own universities, the name “University of East Africa” 
stopped being used. But Makerere Univ. still exists. Address: 
Kampala, Uganda.

2122. Saito, Akio. 1969. [Chronology of soybeans in Japan, 
1950 to 1969] (Document part). In: Akio Saito. 1985. Daizu 
Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). Feb. p. 15-16. [Jap]
• Summary: 1950–The production of soybeans increases 
greatly to 446,900 tonnes (2.1 times more than in recent 
years).
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 1950–In March, the food ration system organization is 
closed. In July the ration systems for miso and shoyu are 
removed.
 1951 March–The restrictions for soybeans and rapeseed 
are removed. From this time on, the number of natto makers 
increases rapidly.
 1952–Soybean production in Japan reaches 521,500 
tonnes, the largest since World War II.
 1953 Jan.–Restrictions are imposed on imports of 
foreign soybeans paid for in foreign currencies.
 1955. Rice production in Japan this year is 12,390,000 
tonnes (up 35.9% over last year). This is the fi rst time it has 
topped 12,000,000 tonnes. Irrigated rice cultivation (suiden) 
is 20% more than last year. The days of rice shortages are 
over and the black-market price of rice falls. The per-capita 
direct consumption of soybeans for the year is 4.5 kg (This 
information comes from Norin Suisan-sho, Shokuryo Jukyu-
ho).
 1955 April–Soybeans from Brazil are graded using the 
AA system (Yunyu jido shonin sei).
 1956–A new natto container is invented, made of shaved 
wood (kyogi) lined with a polyethylene sheet.
 1956 June 13–New regulations for agricultural products 
and price stabilization. Domestic soybeans are added to 
them.
 1956 Oct.–The tax on imported soybeans rises to 10% 
and the no-tax system for soybeans is removed.
 1959–The fi rst instant miso soup is introduced by 
Yamajirushi Miso in Nagano. It contains dried green onions, 
wakame, dried tofu [probably dried-frozen tofu], etc.
 1959–At about this time research begins on meat 
analogs made from soy protein.
 1960–Per capita consumption of shoyu drops to 13.7 kg. 
It has now fallen below 14 kg/person.
 1960 Soybean imports rise to 1,128,000 metric tons 
topping 1,000,000 tons for the fi rst time.
 1961 July 1–The tax on imported soybeans is removed.
 1962–A new natto container made of Styrofoam is 
invented (PHP yoki, happo suchiroru).
 1963–In the USA General Mills starts to sell meat 
analogs made from soy protein.
 1965–Per capita miso consumption drops to 7.8 kg, 
falling below 8 kg/person.
 1965–Production of defatted soybean meal reaches 
1,074,000 tonnes, passing the 1 million tonne mark for the 
fi rst time. Production has risen 56% in during the past 5 
years.
 1966–At about this time meat analogs, based on modern 
soy protein products, start to be sold commercially in Japan–
to institutions.
 1966–Soybean imports rise to 2,168,467 tonnes, passing 
the 2 million tonne mark for the fi rst time.
 1966–Production of soybeans in Japan drops below 
200,000 tonnes for the fi rst time. Japan now produces only 

9% of the soybeans it consumes.
 1966 May–Kikkoman starts to sell low-salt shoyu. 
1968–Meat analogs based on soy protein start to be sold to 
the general public in Japan.
 1968 June–Research conducted by the Mainichi Shinbun 
shows that the size and price of tofu is now different in 
different areas. In Tokyo it sells for 25 yen per 300 gm or 
over. Cakes of tofu sold in downtown Tokyo (shitamachi) 
are smaller than those sold uptown (in the hilly sections) 
(yamanote). Some tofu shops that are not members of the 
tofu association sell it for 15 yen per 350 gm. In Nagoya it 
retails for 30 yen per 450 gm, and in Northern Kyushu 25 
yen per 450 gm. Per capita consumption of tofu is 33 cakes 
(cho) a year.
 1969–Annual per capita consumption of soy oil in 
Japan rises to 3.2 kg per person, passing the 3 kg mark for 
the fi rst time. In 1960 it was 1.2 kg/person. Address: Norin 
Suisansho, Tokei Johobu, Norin Tokeika Kacho Hosa.

2123. Sun, Kungtu C.; Huenemann, Ralph W. 1969. The 
economic development of Manchuria in the fi rst half of the 
twentieth century. Cambridge, Massachusetts: East Asian 
Research Center, Harvard University. Distributed by Harvard 
University Press. 124 p. Index. 20 cm. Harvard East Asian 
Monographs No. 28. [158* footnotes and 79 ref]
• Summary: Page 14 lists the customs revenues (in taels; 
the duty on soybeans was 0.022 taels per 100 shih) and 
estimated soybean exports (in shih) during the three years 
1777-78, 1778-79, and 1779-80. During this period, revenues 
increased to 28,133 taels from 26,881 taels. Soybean exports 
increased to 1,278,773 shih, from 1,221,867 shih. [Note: 1 
shih = 1 picul = 100 kin = 132 lb.] “This is an underestimate, 
however, [of soybean exports] since some unknown fraction 
of the exports were in the form of beancake, which was 
taxed at the rate of only 0.022 taels per 150 shih. It should be 
noted that according to the Shan-hai-kuan chiao-cheng k’ao, 
Manchurian exports at this date consisted mainly of [soy] 
beans and beancake; no other kinds of grain or pulse are 
specifi cally mentioned.
 “As time went on, the center of Manchuria’s trade 
with China shifted from I-chou and Chin-chou [Jinzhou] to 
Ying-k’ou [Yingkou], situated near the mouth of the Liao 
River. This place, under the misname Newchwang, became 
in 1861 the fi rst treaty port opened to foreign commerce in 
Manchuria. The earliest detailed statistics for Newchwang’s 
trade are for the year 1867, and they provide an interesting 
comparison with the fi gures for 1777-1780 cited above.” 
Address: Statistical Offi ce of the United Nations (1949-
1955).

2124. Product Name:  Black [Soy] Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Erewhon Trading Co., Inc. 
(Importer). From Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  342 Newbury St., Boston, MA 
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02115.  Phone: (617) 262-3420.
Date of Introduction:  1970 January.
New Product–Documentation:  Erewhon Trading Company 
Inc. 1970. Jan. 1. Wholesale-retail catalogue. “Kuromame, 
a black soy bean import. Price: Due to foreign market 
fl uctuations, prices on request.”

2125. Oster, Merrill J. 1970. Yes, we can sell more soybeans. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 14-16.

• Summary:  “Soybean export offi cials peg 1970 as one of 
the key years in soybean exports. Farmer support of market 
development could make the difference between soybeans 
being in big trouble or maintaining a fi rm market which 
responds to supply-demand trends. The success of soybean 
market development in the 1950’s and 1960’s brought on 
higher prices, but the resulting acreage switch to soybeans 
has proved to be more than the market would bear.
 “As an increase in soybean carryover appeared a sure 
thing, USDA announced a lower price support about a year 
ago. Economists almost to a man predicted that the 1969-
crop price would be set by the loan.
 “But in typical fashion, soybeans fooled the experts. 
Instead of prices dropping the expected 30¢, prices held 
substantially above the loan price during the 1969 harvest 
season. Increased total demand and smaller supplies of 
sun oil and fi sh meal resulted in an unexpectedly large call 
for soybean meal and oil. This upped bean prices, even at 
harvest time.
 “’It’s entirely possible that with a strong promotional 
effort we can sell the entire 1970 crop,’ Chet Randolph 
told interested growers at recent meetings in the South and 
Midwest. Obviously, this would not put soybeans completely 
out of the woods. There is still a 320-million-bushel 

carryover hanging over the market. But just stemming the 
rising tide of soybean supplies would be an encouraging 
sign for farmers. All American farmers have a lot more at 
stake than is commonly realized. Soybeans have been the 
“stopgap” crop when corn farmers cut back their production. 
They have been a profi table alternative for thousands of acres 
once planted to cotton, another crop in deep surplus trouble. 
If soybeans should fall into the same trap as corn and cotton 
it would be a severe profi t blow to thousands of growers.
 “’A free soybean market unburdened by surpluses has 
signifi cance far beyond farm profi ts,’ says Bob Fischer of 
Soypro International, a leading industry consulting fi rm. 
‘If soybeans run into surplus problems and prices are 
pegged by the government, our entire free farm market is in 
danger. Soybeans are the big hope, as far as major crops are 
concerned, to keep a free market which responds to supply 
and demand.
 “’The surprising strength of soybean prices late last 
summer was a direct result of the strong export market, and 
dynamic proof that in a market where the supply and demand 
are reasonably in balance the farmer benefi ts,’ says Fischer.
 “What the experts are saying is that farmers have a lot at 
stake as this key sales year gets underway. There’s something 
you can do about it. Most state soybean associations are 
entering into Phase II of a major campaign to raise market 
development money. The goal is to encourage farmers to 
agree to have ½¢ per bu deducted at the fi rst point of sale.
 A pie chart has this caption: “This “market development 
fund pie” shows the leverage farmers get through their ASA 
investment. The example is last year’s actual expenditures in 
Japan where just over $50,000 of farmer money multiplied 
to nearly three-quarter million dollars available to help 
soybeans. The budget is close to $1 million this year.”

2126. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1970. The story of the 1960s: U.S. meal and oil in 
world trade. 8(7):2-6. Feb. 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article, prepared by the staff of the Fats and 
Oils Division, Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA, explains 
that soybeans, and soybean meal and oil were leaders in the 
world trade of meals and oils in the 1960s. Several graphs 
show the trends and rates of growth.

2127. Soybean Digest. 1970. U.S. soybean team met with 
Gandhi. Feb. p. 50.
• Summary: “A market development team of U.S. soybean 
processors has discussed marketing of soybean products 
with India’s Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. The meeting took 
place in the Prime Minister’s private quarters in New Delhi.
 “Above, from left, Khuba Ray, Swaika Oil Mills, 
Calcutta; Prime Minister Gandhi; James W. Moore, 
president National Soybean Processors Assn.; Maharajkumar 
Virendrasingh, NSPA representative in New Delhi; Sheldon 
J. Hauck, NSPA executive director; James W. Hogan, 
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NSPA secretary; and Kermit Head, a member of the NSPA 
executive committee.
 “The NSPA representatives recently completed a 2-week 
market development tour of Central Asia.”

2128. Soybean Digest. 1970. Indian production won’t hurt 
U.S. soy exports. Feb. p. 17.
• Summary: “’The adaptation of soybeans to India won’t 
hurt U.S. soybean exports,’ says a University of Illinois 
agronomist, recently returned from India.
 “’In fact,’ says J. A. Jackobs, ‘India is so food-defi cient 
that it will be years before the production can keep up with 
population growth. And in the long run, India will probably 
import more soybeans than it will export.’
 “Jackobs spent 2 years at the J. Nehru Agricultural 
University working on the Coordinated Soybean Research 
Project, and he thinks that soybeans are adapting 
well to the Indian climate.
 “The crop performed exceptionally well and it 
looks as if soybeans may yield as much as 65 bu/a 
in some areas, he reports. Soybeans will give the 
Indian farmer an opportunity to grow more than 
one crop a year.”

2129. Mehr, Stanley. 1970. Soybean exports are 
again setting new records. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). March 16. 
p. 3-4.
• Summary: In 1969-70 exports rose to an 
expected record value of $1,250 million. The 
unusually strong foreign market for U.S. soybeans 
and meal this season refl ects a highly unusual 
conjunction of helpful forces: A shortfall in 
world supplies of other competing protein meals, 
particularly fi shmeal, and of competing oils such 
as peanut, fi sh, and sunfl ower; A spurt in expansion 
in European livestock and poultry production, 
with increased demand for protein meals for feed; 
Lower export prices of U.S. soybeans and meal as 
a result of lower U.S. Government support prices; 
Rebuilding of reduced oilseed inventories in 
importing countries.
 These developments have been reinforced by 
the fact, unusual in today’s world markets, that 
most developed countries give duty-free or fi xed 
duty treatment to U.S. soybeans. For reasons that 
still are not adequately known, during the second 
half of 1969, Peruvian fi shermen were not able 
to fi nd the large catches of fi sh that ordinarily are 
processed into fi sh meal and oil. During the last 
couple of years, about 85% of U.S. exports of 
soybean oil have been made under Public Law 
480 programs. Soybean exports are currently the 
brightest spot in the U.S. export picture. Address: 

Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural Service.

2130. American Soybean Association. 1970. Soybean Digest 
Blue Book Issue. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 
176 p. March. Index. Index of advertisers. 22 cm.
• Summary:  Starting on page 54 is a section titled “Charting 
the course of soybean trade,” which states: “Steadily bigger 
harvests, strong foreign demand, and aggressive market 
development have combined to make soybeans the leading 
U.S. crop as a dollar earner in foreign markets. We exported 
over $1.1 billion worth of soybeans and soybean products in 
1967-68, and our share of world exports has risen from 2% 
in 1934-38 to about 90%. Output from about 2 out of every 
5 harvested soybean acres goes abroad as beans or products. 
See the following pages.”
 On the top half of p. 55 is a bar chart titled “U.S. 
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soybean exports as a share (percentage) of total U.S. 
agricultural exports. The percentage increased from about 
1½% in 1948 to about 17½% in 1968.
 On the bottom half of page 55 is a graph titled “Trend of 
U.S. soybean exports, 1944-68. It starts at zero in 1944-48 
and increases to just over 250 million bushels in 1968. Since 
1964 it has been growing more rapidly that previously.
 On the top half of p. 56 is a bar chart titled “State shares 
of U.S. soybean exports,” which shows the dollar value of 
exports from 10 leading states in 1954 and 1968. The states, 
in descending order of 1968 exports are Illinois, Iowa, 
Arkansas, Missouri, Indiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, Ohio, 
Louisiana, and North Carolina.
 On the bottom half of p. 56 is a bar chart titled “Ten 
leading U.S. soybean export markets, 1968,” with the 

amount of soybeans exported to each market 
in million bushels. The countries in descending 
order are Japan (50), Netherlands (38), West 
Germany (32), Spain (28), Canada (23), 
Denmark (15), Italy (16), Taiwan (12), Israel 
(10), and Belgium-Luxembourg (9). Address: 
Hudson, Iowa.

2131. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1970. The market 
for U.S. soybeans and soybean meal in Eastern 
Europe. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 
FAS M-216. 29 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The market. 
The oilseed crushing industry. Domestic oilseed 
supplies. Meal imports. Use of soybean meal in 
the mixed feed industry. Production and use of 
fats and oils.
 Country profi le–Yugoslavia: Purchasing, 
Oilseed crushing capacity, Port development and 
soybean imports, Production of sunfl owerseed 
oil, Mixed feed industry, Poultry and hog 
production.
 Country profi le–Poland: Oilseeds, fats, and 
oils, Oilseed crushing industry, Soybean, meal 
imports, Demand for poultry meat, Mixed feed 
industry.
 Country profi le–Hungary: Sunfl owerseed 
production, crushing, Oilseed research, 
Purchasing soybeans and meal, Mixed feed 
industry, Livestock and meat.
 Country profi le–Czechoslovakia: The 
market, Feed and livestock.
 Country profi le–Bulgaria: Domestic 
oilseeds, Crushing industry, Purchasing, Mixed 
feeds and livestock. Address: Fats and Oils Div.

2132. Ball, Charles E. 1970. How promotion is 
selling your soybeans. Farm Journal 94(5):38-
39, 76. May.

• Summary: Discusses soybean promotion and 
sales in Japan. Each dollar an American farmer contributes 
for increasing soybean sales in Japan is matched with $15 
from other sources–mainly the U.S. Foreign Agricultural 
Service and Japanese cooperators. Address: Southern Field 
Staff.

2133. Fangauf, K.W. 1970. Soybean farmers’ initiative paid. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 28-30.
• Summary: The money spent on market development in 
West Germany by American soybean farmers has been a 
good investment. Address: PhD, Country Director, Germany, 
American Soybean Assoc., Hamburg.

2134. Farmer City Grain Co. 1970. Soybean exporters–
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Variety pure–recleaned our specialty (Ad). Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 43.
• Summary:  “We are located in the heart of the Soybean 
Belt and will be glad to quote you a price at any port.
 “Write, Phone or Telegraph
 “Also Certifi ed Seed Dealer”
 “Amoy, Hark, Harosoy, Hawkeye, Clark, Corsoy, 
Wayne, Kanrich, Disoy, Magna, Prize, Provar, Beeson, 
Calland and Cutler”
 In the middle of the ad is the SRF+ logo. “Under the 
direction of Dr. Arnold Matson, Director of Research and 
Plant Breeder for Soybean Research Foundation, we have the 
following private varieties:
 “SRF 300–Released in 1970. Available for 1971 
planting.

 “We also have the following varieties available for 1971 
planting:
 “SRF 307–An improvement over SRF 300
 “SRF 400–A new variety of Clark Maturity
 “SRF 100–A new variety suitable for Northern areas.
 “We are taking orders for SRF varieties now.
 “Dealers or Distributors Wanted
 “Be Alert For New SRF Varieties
 “Pacifi c Grain Co.
 “A 50-50 Venture with
 “Mitsui, U.S.A. Inc.
 “Farmer City Grain Co.
 “(1945-1970)
 “Celebrating 25 years of Service
 “Cable: Pacgrain.
 “Telephone Area Code 217-928-2185
 “TWX–Farmer City 217-928-8780.” Address: Farmer 
City, Illinois. Phone: 217-928-2185.

2135. Moore, James W. 1970. Processors boost soy product 
sales to key Asian markets. Soybean Digest. May. p. 64-65.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean exports. Our 
foreign expenditures: India, Pakistan, Turkey.
 “Nearly 700 million bushels of your 1970 soybean crop 

will pass through the plants and elevators of the nation’s 
soybean processors. A signifi cant number of these bushels 
will be exported abroad in the form of soybean oil and 
meal.” “Last year more than 40% of all U.S. soybean oil 
exports went to” India and Pakistan–two great oil-defi cient 
nations.
 Current estimates indicate that about 45% of the 1970 
soybean crop will be exported overseas–either as soybeans 
or as oil and meal.” “The U.S. now accounts for over 90% of 
the world’s total soybean trade.”
 “The 40 member companies of NSPA will invest 
$120,000 in foreign market development during 1970. 
Nearly $70,000 of this amount will go to support 
representatives and their efforts in the three Asian nations 
[India, Pakistan, and Turkey]. Address: President, National 
Soybean Processors Assoc.

2136. Soybean Digest. 1970. Grits and fl akes... from the 
world of soy: Cargill Soya Industrie of Amsterdam... May. p. 
90.
• Summary: “... has announced plans to raise the capacity 
of its plant from 300,000 to 500,000 metric tons yearly, 
the project to be completed by midyear. About 75% of 
the plant’s production moves into exports with the most 
important markets Germany, France, the United Kingdom, 
and Scandinavia.”

2137. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1970. U.S. soybeans and meal 
play vital role in Eastern Europe. Soybean Digest. May. p. 
19-21.
• Summary: “If you were to visit Yugoslavia, Poland, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, or Romania this 
summer you probably would be delighted to eat U.S.-type 
broiler meat at the hotel where you are staying or at many 
restaurants and small cafeterias. Also the ham in these 
countries is exceptionally delicious, like the chicken. Part 
of the reason for this is the use of new soybean-meal-
formulated rations, many of which are based on corn just like 
we have back home.
 “In most of these countries soybeans cannot be raised 
profi tably. So the development of modern balanced feeding 
programs in this area, both for the new broiler and layer 
industries using U.S. developed breeds and the traditional 
hog industries, has brought a growing demand for quality 
toasted 44% protein soybean meal from the U.S.
 “This is the same story that has happened in France, 
Spain, Italy, and all the other Western European countries, 
and which is now spreading to the Far East and for that 
matter all over the world. Soybean meal and American 
chickens have been a blessing in disguise and only now are 
we starting to view the potential of this dynamic and basic 
scientifi c approach in livestock feeding.
 “Last year in CY [Calendar Year] 1969 our exports 
of U.S. soybean meal to the Eastern Europe countries 
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ranged from Romania’s 10,000 metric tons to Yugoslavia’s 
135,010 tons, for a total of 302,004 tons. Bulgaria took a 
near record 29,698 tons in 1969, Hungary a record 39,493 
tons, and Poland a second year of 90,000 tons. Including 
the direct shipments of soybeans to be crushed by the 
oilseed processing industries of Poland, Hungary, and 
Czechoslovakia the total in terms of soybeans would be 
476,000 tons–nearly fi ve times the average for 1960-64.
 “Area can take more soy meal: What will happen in 
coming years? Conversations with customers in the Eastern 
Europe countries indicate that the area can and will absorb 
considerably more soybean meal, most of it from the U.S.
 “Livestock producers and feed mixers in the area say 
they are looking forward to the time when enough soybean 
meal will be available so that most poultry and nearly all hog 
rations can be formulated at the recommended U.S. ratios, 
which they have found highly productive and profi table. As 
a result, we are looking forward to a market for an additional 
150,000 to 200,000 tons, or more, of U.S. soybean meal in 
the next 2 to 5 years.
 “How has this widespread acceptance come about? The 
answer is twofold:
 “1–The quality of U.S. soybeans and meal has built an 
excellent reputation.
 “2–U.S. private industry technicians and salesmen have 
done a stellar job of helping the customers.
 “Of course there are problems, among them the growing 
competition of other meals–notably peanut, sunfl owerseed, 
and fi sh; but the secure place that high-quality soybean meal 
has already won in Eastern Europe’s mixed feeds indicates 
that the use of competing meals will tend to be limited more 
by scientifi c formulation and practical results.
 “The possibilities for soybean meal are refl ected in the 
current trend toward more–and more effi cient–crushing 
of soybeans by the area’s rapidly modernizing oil mills. 
Eventually, this trend may in turn be refl ected in smaller 
cash markets for U.S. meal but larger ones for U.S. beans. 
Because of oilseed shortages at home and the rising demand 
for soybean meal, Poland had bought 4.9 million bushels of 
soybeans for crushing from the U.S. as of March 1970 and 
Czechoslovakia was back in the market.
 “In all the East European countries that I visited in 
1969, U.S. soybean meal and/or soybeans are purchased by 
government monopolies, which are empowered to import 
feedstuffs, oilseeds. or vegetable oils, depending on the 
commodities allocated to them by the governments. The 
monopolies charged with importing soybeans and soybean 
meal are:” HRAN-EXPORT and RODOPA in Bulgaria, 
KOOSPOL in Czechoslovakia, AGRIMPEX in Hungary, 
ROLIMPEX in Poland, and CENTROPROM in Yugoslavia.
 Also discusses: Quality is appreciated. The mixed 
feed industry growing. Modernization of oilseed crushing. 
Address: Foreign Marketing Specialist, Fats and Oils Div., 
FAS, USDA.

2138. Pitcher, Shackford. 1970. Brazil’s soybean output 
reaches new records. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). June 22. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “Soybean production in Brazil saw an 
unprecedented growth in the 1960’s with continued growth 
expected in the 1970’s... In one decade soybean production 
increased from the 1960 level of 7.6 million bushels to 34.9 
million bushels in 1969. The 1969 crop enabled Brazil to 
achieve record soybean exports totaling 11.4 million bushels, 
valued at $29 million... By 1967 Brazil had surpassed the 
outturn of the Soviet Union and become the world’s third 
largest soybean producer...
 “Presently almost all of Brazil’s soybean production 
is limited to the four southern States, with Rio Grande do 
Sul, the southernmost State, accounting for 70 percent of 
the crop. The State’s fi rst experiments with soybeans were 
conducted in 1941... Today, the bulk of Rio Grande do Sul 
soybeans come from larger farms growing wheat as well. 
These two crops are grown in rotation, with the soybeans 
planted in November and December–often in the same fi eld 
on which a crop of wheat was just harvested...
 “The tremendous expansion of soybeans in Rio Grande 
do Sul can be attributed to the work of the State’s department 
of agriculture and IPFS (Instituto Privado para Fomento de 
Soya), a private, trade-sponsored institute active in soybean 
development during the early 1960’s... Paraná is Brazil’s 
second largest soybean producer...
 “Sao Paulo, where soybeans were fi rst introduced into 
Brazil about 60 years ago by Japanese immigrant farmers, 
is third among Brazil’s soybean-producing States. In 1925 
soybean research was initiated at Sao Simao Experiment 
Station in Sao Paulo, based on a collection of about 50 U.S. 
varieties. Cultivation was on a small scale until the early 
1950’s, when the Sao Paulo Department of Agriculture 
(SPDA) initiated an expansion program, loaning farmers 
combines and purchasing most of the crop. Now almost 
100-percent mechanized, Sao Paulo soybean farmers plant an 
average of 250 acres of soybeans each; although some plant 
as few as 60 acres and others as many as 2,200 acres...
 “Much of the research work on soybeans in Brazil is 
being done by the Agronomic Institute at Campinas (IAC), 
an SPDA agency in eastern Sao Paulo... In late 1969, a 
factory for isolating soy protein was inaugurated in Rio 
Grande do Sul with a yearly capacity of 1,000 metric tons 
of product. Soybean fl ours of various kinds are already 
produced by a number of Brazilian companies.” Address: 
U.S. Agricultural Offi cer, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

2139. Randolph, Chet. 1970. Market development laid the 
groundwork for 1970’s spectacular sales. Soybean Digest. 
July. p. 14-16.
• Summary: “Never has any crop made such a spectacular 
sales record in any one year as soybeans this year.
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 “Market development work for more than a decade has 
played a signifi cant role in laying the groundwork so that 
soy oil and meal are capturing the lion’s share of this year’s 
increased total demand for protein and oil worldwide.
 “George Kromer of the USDA and others are confi dent 
exports and domestic crush will each increase by over 100 
million bushels. We have gone from prospects of doom a 
year ago to reports that we can’t raise enough soybeans this 
year to fi ll world demand. Wouldn’t it be great if farmers 
could plant more beans in 1971 because the world’s buyers 
want them!
 “A few foresighted leaders started market development 
work overseas 14 years ago on a minimum budget. The 
American Soybean Assn. signed the fi rst cooperator project 
agreement with Foreign Agricultural Service. Then the 
Soybean Council was organized and developed a sizable 
program in Europe in the early 1960’s. Now, years later, we 
are seeing the efforts of these two organizations paying off. 
Market development is a longterm project.
 “While there has been an increased demand in this 
country, the truly great growth in demand has been for beans, 
meal, and oil overseas. It appears both bean and meal exports 
will increase by approximately one-third. What no one 
foresaw a year ago was that in addition to the total increased 
demand we would have at the same time less competition 
from our two main competitors, sun oil and fi sh meal.” 
Address: Executive Vice President, American Soybean 
Assoc.

2140. Soybean Digest. 1970. Iran removes tariff, spurs sales. 
July. p. 20-21.
• Summary: “A decree removing the duty on soybeans by 
the Cabinet of Ministers in Iran is already resulting in the 
sale of more soybeans to that country.” The previous Iranian 
tariff on soybeans was so high as to effectively prohibit their 
import. Those involved in removal of the tariff include the 
U.S. ambassador to Iran, the FAS [U.S. Foreign Agricultural 
Service] Agricultural Attache, and Enoch Lachinian, 
American Soybean Association country director for Iran.
 Iranians have been buying soybean meal bagged in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, with expensive overland shipment that 
made the meal very expensive. Processing the soybeans in 
Iran will reduce the cost of the meal–to everyone’s benefi t.
 There are two new plants in Iran that can crush 
soybeans. One of the fi rms is now arranging to purchase 
large quantities of U.S. soybeans, while the other is looking 
at equipment to build another plant. Iranians may sell some 
of their new soybean meal into Eastern Europe and possibly 
Russia. However Iran is expect to continue buying large 
amounts of soy oil from the U.S.
 Photos show: (1) U.S. Ambassador Douglas MacArthur 
II and Enoch Lochinian at the recent American Soybean 
Institute (ASI) booth of the U.S. Exhibition in Tehran. (2) A 
wide view of the ASI booth in Tehran, demonstrating a wide 

variety of uses for the soybean.

2141. Cook Industries, Inc. 1970. Worldwide merchandisers 
of soybeans, wheat, and corn (Ad). Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 
34.
• Summary: A half-page horizontal ad with no graphics. 
Address: Headquarters: 131 Gayoso (P.O. Box 265), 
Memphis, Tennessee 38101.

2142. Hayward, J.W. 1970. 50 years of soybean meal. 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 78-83. [16 ref]
• Summary: “To my knowledge no feed ingredient in the 
U.S. compares with soybean meal in its importance to our 
human food supply from animal and poultry sources. Its 
timely increase in availability (table 1) and high content of 
potentially excellent quality of protein (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9) made 
it possible for farmers and commercial growers to increase 
materially the production of poultry meat, both chicken and 
turkey, as well as pork, beef, milk, and eggs, over the past 40 
years.
 “In fact, this nutritional discovery for monogastric 
animals and the increase in protein as soybean meal were 
timed just right so that the men and women in our armed 
forces everywhere during World War II could receive 
adequate meat products. Yet back home we had to have meat 
rationed for only a very short time.
 “The U.S. production of chicken broilers was pretty 
much a seasonal business even by the late twenties. In fact, 
the total production in 1934 was only 34 million birds. It 
increased to 310 million broilers by 1947. But today the 
production of U.S. chicken broilers exceeds the 2½-billion 
mark annually (11). This segment of the poultry industry 
alone must use in excess of 2½ million short tons of soybean 
meal annually (44% or 49% protein type). Currently most of 
our U.S. broiler rations contain 25% to 28% soybean meal. 
They contained little or none even by 1930.
 “Chicken layers and turkeys for meat (11) bring the 
annual requirement of poultry for soybean meal up to some 
4½ to 5 million short tons. I estimate also that U.S. hogs will 
require another 3 to 4 million short tons annually of soybean 
meal. The turkey diet in 1930 contained no soybean meal, 
while the one in 1969 contains 37% and seems to be well 
balanced nutritionally in all respects.
 “The 1908 Minnesota hog ration contained no soybean 
meal–6.3% in 1947, 10.3% in 1953, and 20% in 1958 with 
ground yellow corn at 77.5%. (11). The 1958 Illinois hog 
ration contained 76.10% ground yellow corn and 20% of 
soybean meal (11).
 “In view of all of the increase in numbers of our 
animals and poultry for meat, which require more of our 
domestic soybean meal each year, it may come as a surprise 
to many that at the same time we have been increasing 
considerably our exports of soybeans and soybean meal. 
This year, soybean meal exports should exceed 3 million 
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short tons. Soybean exports are likely to exceed 400 million 
bushels, with soybean oil about holding its own on exports at 
somewhat less than 1 billion pounds.
 “Here are some of the many pertinent highlights over 
the past 50 years, concerned with the nutritional, product 
development, and promotional aspects of our U.S. soybean 
meal:
 “Nutritional: 1–Discovery of the mineral defi ciencies 
of soybeans and soybean meal, especially calcium and 
phosphorus, during the early twenties.
 “2–Unextracted soybeans, raw or heated, tended to 
produce objectionable soft carcasses and soft fat when fed 
at 14% or more of the entire ration to young pigs (50 to 60 
pounds) in drylot and continued on to market weights of 200 
to 250 pounds-years 1930-35 (12, 13).
 “3–The protein of raw soybeans and underheated 
soybean meal had favorable amino acid content but failed to 
produce satisfactory growth of white rats, baby chicks, and 
pigs. The same was suspected for humans (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 
13, 15, 16).
 “4–Proper cooking greatly improved the biological value 
of the protein of soybeans and soybean meal made by either 
of the three processes of oil extraction–hydraulic, expeller or 
screw press, and the continuous solvent extraction method. 
Dry heat was usually ineffective. Overheating was about 
as bad as raw or underheating of soybeans and soybean 
meal for improving the biological value of its protein for 
laboratory rats, chicks, and pigs. (2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 15).
 “5–Ribofl avin needed in soybean meal rations for young 
poultry and pigs was discovered and made available in 
crystalline from 1935-37. Many other B-complex vitamins 
and essential trace minerals were identifi ed. The limitation 
of phytin phosphorus in soybeans and soybean meal was 
reported.
 “The animal protein factor (APF) required in soybean 
meal rations for young monogastric animals and poultry 
was identifi ed, given the name of vitamin B-12, and made 
available in a concentrated form about 1948.*
 * Footnote: “One of the fi nders of B-12 was Geo. M. 
Briggs of the University of Minnesota, son of George Briggs 
of Wisconsin, a founder of the American Soybean Assn. See 
the latter’s article on page 50.
 “Some of the antibiotics were also identifi ed and 
produced initially for use in feeds in the late forties (11, 12).
 “The Sept. 6, 1969, issue of Feed-stuffs (11) is an 
excellent source of information on most of these basic early 
nutritional discoveries and developments.
 “6–By the early to mid-forties proof was available that 
we could use high levels of a properly cooked soybean meal 
in improved poultry and pig feeds to replace all but some 3% 
of the animal-source proteins such as fi sh meal, meat scraps, 
and dried skim milk (9, 12).
 “7–The formula for the original Connecticut Broiler 
Ration was released in 1947. Its supplemental protein was 

largely a combination of 8% soybean meal, 8% meat and 
bone scraps, and 8% fi sh meal.
 “To my knowledge, the latest version of the ANRC 
(Animal Nutrition Research Council) reference diet for 
broilers was released in May 1956. It contained 27.98% of 
the 50% protein (now 49%) de-hulled soybean meal, 60.7% 
ground yellow corn (grade No. 2) and very little animal 
source protein.
 “8–Cornell University investigators at Ithaca, New York, 
conducted a considerable amount of excellent research on 
heated full-fat soybean meal as well as determined on chicks 
the metabolizable energy of various soybean products (2, 
13).
 “9–In 1949, the uniform rules and standards committee 
for soybean meal in cooperation with the Soybean Research 
Council, both of NSPA (National Soybean Processors Assn.), 
conducted an industry survey and prepared a soybean meal 
exhibit for members of the Nutrition Council of AFMA 
(American Feed Manufacturers Assn.) at their midwinter 
meeting. The samples collected consisted of 28 different 
expeller meals and 25 solvent extracted meals. The fi rst 
choice of the Nutrition Council (AFMA) was a 44% protein 
solvent extracted soybean meal. This meal was practically 
nondusting with 1.2% for the total portion through a 
combination of 80-, 100-, and 200-mesh screens, and its PER 
(Protein Effi ciency Ratio) was excellent. These features are 
still preferred by the majority of our feed industry of today.
 “10–There was no substitute years ago (1940-1960) 
and there is none that I know of today for actual periodical 
animal feeding tests supplemented by proven laboratory 
tests for use by the soybean processor in maintaining top 
performance of his daily soybean meal production when it 
is to be used in current critical feeds for young monogastric 
animals and poultry (2, 3, 8, 12-16).
 “11–In the early fi fties a top-ranking industrial fi rm 
interested in feed additives conducted chicken broiler feeding 
tests to compare fi ve different name brands of soybean meal. 
Two meals were close, with the best one worth $55 more 
per ton than the poorest of the fi ve meals. The additives used 
in most broiler feeds today would overcome a part of this 
difference but not all of it. Most additives are expensive and 
same of them need not be used at all if the soybean meal is 
precision cooked (toasted) and periodically animal tested.
 “12–Urea is on the increase, replacing a part or all of 
many of the natural proteins such as soybean meal in feeds 
for ruminants, especially for growing and fattening beef 
cattle. There is good evidence favoring a combination of 
urea and soybean meal for beef cattle.” Continued. Address: 
Consulting specialist, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2143. Pellett, Kent. 1970. Soybeans: a crop made by people 
who tried harder. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 24-28, 30-32, 34-
35.
• Summary: A superb history of the American Soybean 
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Association on its 50th anniversary and of soybeans in 
America.
 “Soybeans have often been called the ‘miracle crop of 
the 20th century.’ They were only a minor hay crop when the 
American Soybean Assn. was founded 50 years ago. Now 
they are the No. 1 U.S. crop in export markets. They are the 
No. 2 cash crop, which brings in $2½ billion yearly to U.S. 
farmers. Soybeans were the fastest growing U.S. industry in 
the past decade.
 “But the real miracle is the hundreds of individuals who 
caught the vision of what the soybean crop could mean to the 
U.S. and the world, and tried harder to make it so.
 “People nowadays are apt to assume that the meteoric 
rise of the soybean crop from chiefl y forage to 1 billion 
bushels yearly sold in the marketplace just happened.
 “Not so. It has been a struggle over the whole 50 
years of ASA’s existence. At the time of ASA’s founding 
in 1920, most farmers did not wish to grow soybeans and 
did not know how to market them even if they succeeded 
in growing them. Processors did not wish to crush the crop. 
The available supply was too small to be worthwhile and the 
products–oil and the meal–were inferior. It was a battle every 
step of the way, to grow the crop, to improve the products, 
and to fi nd a market for them.
 “W.E. Reigel of Tolono, Illinois, an early ASA president, 
described the early problems:
 “Commercial processors were at fi rst unwilling to help 
pioneer a new industry. They had trouble persuading mixed 
feed manufacturers to add soybean meal to their formulas 
as the supply was too uncertain. The farmers were thinking 
about reducing their soybean acreage as they feared they 
would not have an outlet for their beans.
 “The impasse was broken when an agreement was 
worked out with processors in 1928 to underwrite the 
production of 50,000 acres of soybeans at a minimum price 
of $1.35/bu for No. 2.
 “Prairie Farmer commented: ‘For the fi rst time in 
history, except during the war (World War I) Illinois farmers 
have the opportunity of planting a major crop in the spring 
with the certainty that they will get a specifi ed price for it 
when it is ready for market in the fall.’
 “There was a jump in soybean production in Illinois and 
the U.S. the following year and soybeans were on their way.
 “The names of many of the people who have tried 
harder for soybeans are to be found in the following pages, 
in the lists of ASA offi cers and directors, and of honorary life 
members–though by no means all. Their names are legion 
and they exist in all ranks and at all levels.
 “ASA and the soybean have attracted many fi ne 
leaders. But the organization from the fi rst has been short of 
fi nancing and the membership needed to solve the problems 
facing the crop and industry. It still is. Nevertheless, ASA has 
a remarkable record of accomplishment.
 “ASA has presided well over the turbulent growth of 

a great industry–with other agencies taking a hand, the 
processors and handlers and their organizations, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and the universities, the research 
men, to say nothing of that great and nebulous entity, 
agribusiness. Sometimes ASA has fought with one or another 
of these other groups. More often we have all cooperated 
heartily in behalf of a common goal.
 “Market-oriented from the fi rst: Looking back, what 
surprises you is not how much ASA has changed over the 
years, but how little. The Association has been remarkably 
consistent in its overriding philosophy.
 “Soybean growers knew from the fi rst that they would 
have to work harder to sell their crop. Soybeans were No. 2 
in many ways. Soybean oil was inferior to linseed oil as a 
paint oil and to cottonseed oil as a food oil. Soybean meal 
was second to linseed meal as a livestock feed.
 “It is true that ASA had a worthy band of followers even 
at its founding. And the Association was already market-
oriented when it hired its fi rst paid executive and founded the 
Soybean Digest in 1940. The board of directors knew then 
the basic problem was `not production but markets. They so 
stated in the fi rst issue of the Digest, in November 1940:
 “’With 20% to 50% increase in production taking 
place each year, it is obviously no longer necessary for this 
Association to encourage greater acreages of soybeans; 
instead, the problem now is one of developing a continuously 
expanding market through industrial processes that may 
absorb these increasing supplies.”
 “Soybean people early in the game took the attitude that 
soybeans should be priced to sell rather than for takeover 
by the government. They would work hard to make their 
products No. 1 in quality, then scratch gravel for markets 
rather than ask for government protection, high supports, and 
acreage controls.
 “And this philosophy, along with enlightened 
government policies and a strong research program, which 
ASA also encouraged, has made soybeans the outstanding 
success story of U.S. agriculture in the 20th century.
 “ASA’s founding at Camden, Indiana: It is not quite 
true–as has been said–that soybeans were merely an oriental 
curiosity when ASA was formed. They were already the 
object of tremendous enthusiasm on the part of many 
leaders... agronomists and extension men, and also many 
farmers. Soybean days were frequent between 1910 and 
1920. Large numbers of people turned out for them.
 “Over 1,000 attended the fi rst ‘Cornbelt Soybean 
Conference’ on the Fouts farm, named ‘Soyland,’ Sept. 3, 
1920, under the auspices of the Indiana Experiment Station 
extension service and the state’s county agents. The Fouts 
brothers were already growing large acreages of soybeans 
and two previous soybean days had been held on the farm.
 “The people attending the meeting formed the National 
Soybean Growers Assn., elected Taylor Fouts its fi rst 
president, and agreed to hold a national soybean day each 
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year. The organization was completed 5 years later with the 
adoption of a constitution and bylaws, and the name was 
changed to the American Soybean Assn.
 “ASA fi rst met as a defi nite organization in Mississippi 
in 1928, on its 9th anniversary. A Mississippian became 
ASA’s president, followed by a North Carolinian, so it early 
became a truly national organization. In 1929, ASA met in 
Canada and went international.
 “But only three of ASA’s early presidents were 
producers. Otherwise, the Association largely depended 
on agronomists to keep it going the fi rst 18 years. The 
presidency was usually extended to the ranking soybean 
professor in the state where the annual meeting was to be 
held.
 “ASA’s evolution–and that of the soybean crop–has 
followed somewhat typically the pattern of many new ideas, 
crops and industries, which have been spawned and cradled 
and nurtured by the universities and government until they 
could make a profi t and stand on their own feet.
 “This has been especially true of soybean research, 
which has centered mostly in USDA and the state experiment 
stations. Recently the trend has been more to private 
research. See the articles by A.H. Probst and Dean Mayberry 
on pages 66 and 77.
 “ASA was ready to stand on its own feet by 1939 when 
Glen G. McIlroy, an Irwin, Ohio, producer, was elected 
president. Since that time, the Association has been fi rmly in 
the hands of producers with all offi cers and directors from 
their ranks.
 “And it was when growers really took charge of their 
own organization that things began to happen.
 “Strayer takes helm; founds Soybean Digest: A year 
later, in 1940, ASA made Geo. M. Strayer, a young farmer-
seedsman of Hudson, Iowa, its fi rst paid executive offi cer on 
a part-time basis and he founded the Soybean Digest. George 
had publishing experience and his father had probably grown 
the fi rst soybeans west of the Mississippi River. Strayer Seed 
Farms is still a producer of soybeans and one of the leading 
growers of vegetable varieties.
 “And it was that fact that George lived in the little town 
of Hudson that established the national headquarters here, 
where it has remained, in the heart of Iowa soybean land.
 “ASA President Glen G. McIlroy laid down the 
guidelines for the new magazine, still good today:” 
(Continued).

2144. Pellett, Kent. 1970. Soybeans: a crop made by people 
who tried harder (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Aug. p. 24-28, 30-32, 34-35.
• Summary: (Continued): “’Although we are primarily a 
growers organization the editorial policy of this organ will 
be to work for the general welfare of the soybean industry, 
and not for any one of the special interests to the detriment of 
associated interests. Future success can be attained only by a 

strict adherence to this policy.’
 “We have, over the years, tried to be the voice of and to 
serve the entire soybean industry.
 “The Soybean Blue Book issue, yearbook and directory 
of the industry, was founded in 1947; and Late News, the 
Association newsletter, with crop and market news and late 
happenings in the industry, in 1953. Both are edited by the 
Soybean Digest staff.
 “The great growth of the markets: By the time of the 
entrance of the U.S. into World War II, the soybean crop had 
grown from 5 million bushels harvested on one-half million 
acres in 1924 to 78 million bushels harvested on 5 million 
acres in 1940.
 “The acreage was expanding rapidly and ASA members 
did not quite know what they were going to do with the 
crop, a situation they have usually been in since, with the 
exception of some war years with their insatiable demands.
 “Back in 1930, an ASA delegation journeyed to 
Washington to ask for protection for their young crop. 
They obtained duties on soybeans, oil, and meal against the 
importation of soybeans and products from Manchuria.
 “ASA joined with other fats and oils groups to form a 
council whose purpose was to maintain duties on ‘cheap’ 
foreign fats and oils, such as copra and coconut oil.
 “In 1940, the year the Soybean Digest was founded, 
soybean men thought the coming uses for soybeans were 
industrial, with soybean meal going into plastics, the oil into 
paints.
 “That year Henry Ford took an ax to a car body trunk 
lid made with soybean plastic to demonstrate the durability 
of this product. So effective was Ford’s publicity that even 
today, 30 years later, many people still think plastics are a 
main outlet for soybeans.
 “Soybean derivatives are used in a considerable number 
of industrial products today, but such usage has remained 
relatively minor.
 “The big uses for soybean products in addition to 
livestock feed are in the food fi eld–the oil in margarine, 
shortening, and salad dressings, the protein in a wide variety 
of products.
 “Restrictions on margarine: ASA helped to open a door 
to the food fi eld by joining the National Cotton Council in 
its fi ght to repeal the federal and state taxes on margarine 
and the ban on the yellow color which greatly hampered the 
sale of margarine. The battle was completely successful after 
innumerable trips by ASA representatives to Washington and 
state capitals to appear before congressional and legislative 
committees.
 “The 10¢/lb federal tax on yellow margarine was 
repealed in 1950. Since then, the ban on yellow margarine 
and other restrictions have been repealed in 15 states, with 
Minnesota and Wisconsin the only holdouts.
 “Soybean growers helped to open up the margarine 
market not only through the repeal of the margarine laws, 
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but also by providing a large and plentiful supply of soybean 
oil. Margarine production and usage on the present scale of 
over 2 billion pounds yearly would not be possible without 
soybean oil.
 “The U.S. was importing two-fi fths of all its fats and 
oils when the supply was cut off by World War II. Soybean 
producers doubled soybean production and processors built 
plants to provide the needed oil.
 “Great technical advances made the use of soybean oil 
practical in many products where it had not been acceptable. 
Industry learned how to process, store, refi ne, deodorize, 
bleach, and hydrogenate soybean oil to fi t any need.
 “And from this expanded production of soybean oil 
came a vast increase in soybean meal–high-quality protein 
at a cheap price. This triggered the greatest explosion in 
livestock production the world has ever seen. The broiler 
industry, the turkey industry, and modern livestock feeding 
resulted.
 “The market for exports: Incredibly at the end of World 
War II only a few were able to see the possibilities of the 
export market for U.S. soybeans, even though half the world 
was hungry and some soy fl our was already being used 
in overseas feeding. In 1947 the U.S. government and the 
United Nations were shipping soy fl our to a score of nations 
in Europe and Asia.
 “A panel on ‘Soybeans in Human Nutrition’ was held at 
the fi rst ASA, convention after the U.S. entrance into the war, 
in 1942. Experts from industry, the universities, USDA, and 
Col. Roland A. Isker of the U.S. Army Subsistence Research 
Laboratory participated and their remarks generated 
tremendous interest. The Soybean Digest published their 
papers in booklet form. The booklet has had considerable 
circulation in the industry until recent years.
 “But most people, including some high in government, 
expected soybean acreage to be cut back when the fi ghting 
stopped.
 “In fact, fantastic as it seems to us now, USDA thought 
so little of soybeans as a crop to solve world hunger 
problems that it actually took steps to cut back on soybean 
acreage in 1946. The ceiling prices on corn, wheat, and other 
grains were raised 10¢ to 25¢/bu to persuade farmers to 
plant these crops instead of soybeans! The plan was to ship 
feed grains and wheat abroad for feeding hungry people–not 
soybeans.
 “The act provoked a blast from Strayer in the Soybean 
Digest: ‘The world cannot be fed with starches alone. Fats–
and proteins–are also required. No other one commodity can 
produce so many pounds of highly nutritious edible oil per 
acre as soybeans. No other crop can produce so many pounds 
of highly nutritious protein per acre.’
 “’Most economical source of oil and protein!’ ASA 
spokesmen have been shouting these words into the ears of 
people the world over ever since.
 “ASA asked for a comparable increase’ in the ceiling 

price on soybeans from $2.10/bu.
 “In May 1968, Ersel Walley, then ASA president, made 
a 3-month tour of Europe, at his own expense, for a fi rsthand 
study of the possible markets for U.S. soybeans and soybean 
products on that continent.
 “Walley reported at the ASA convention following 
his return that there was a big potential market for U.S. 
soybeans abroad. He said U.S. soybean growers could well 
afford to spend some money for sales promotion in Europe 
because there ‘soybeans are being put to high-value uses,’ in 
comparison to the low-value uses in industry, which could 
command only lower prices for soybeans. See Mr. Walley’s 
account on page 48.
 “Strayer made repeated trips to Europe in following 
years, and a similar trip to Japan.
 “Walley and Strayer were the fi rst of a long line of ASA 
emissaries who have packed their bags and traveled to the 
far places of the earth in search of soybean markets. The line 
continues to this day.
 “European and Japanese businessmen began appearing 
on ASA programs to report on their needs for U.S. soybeans 
to members. They were followed by trade teams from Japan 
and other countries who made U.S. soybean tours. And U.S. 
trade teams in turn made trips abroad to meet their potential 
customers face-to-face.
 “The fi rst market development contracts, for work in 
Europe and Japan, were signed between ASA and USDA’s 
Foreign Agricultural Service in 1956, and the Japanese 
American Soybean Institute and the Soybean Council of 
America came into being. The Council was a joint effort of 
ASA and the National Soybean Processors Assn.; JASI, of 
ASA alone.
 “Both were created to match what was then considered 
to be an abundant supply of soybeans with the urgent need 
of the world’s people for more food. Both were pioneering 
efforts in the fi eld of market development for U.S. farm 
commodities. ASA signed with USDA the fi rst such 
contract for any U.S. farm commodity. And ASA’s market 
development project in Japan has become the largest such 
project in the world.
 “Last year Japan bought 81 million bushels of U.S. 
soybeans worth nearly a quarter billion dollars, compared 
to 22 million bushels the year the contract for the project 
was signed. And the cost of market development in Japan 
has been only 1/10¢ for each bushel of increased sales” 
(Continued).

2145. Pellett, Kent. 1970. Soybeans: a crop made by people 
who tried harder (Continued–Document part III). Soybean 
Digest. Aug. p. 24-28, 30-32, 34-35.
• Summary: (Continued): “The Soybean Council made the 
fi rst market development contract on a global basis. At its 
zenith, the Council was actively engaged in 50 countries and 
had 15 country offi ces in addition to supervisory offi ces in 
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the U.S. and Europe.
 “A year ago, the Soybean Council was disbanded 
and the American Soybean Institute was organized as the 
nationwide, industrywide funding organization for market 
development work. Trustees are from ASA, affi liated state 
soybean associations, the National Soybean Processors 
Assn., USDA, and the Louisiana Promotion Board.
 “The fi rst annual meeting of ASI was held at Hot 
Springs, Arkansas, last December. ASA and FAS have 
cooperated extensively over the years in developing new 
markets for soybeans and soybean products. A year ago, ASA 
signed a long-range agreement with FAS–a $1.6 million 
contract–for market development work in Japan and 16 other 
countries.
 “The National Soybean Processors Assn. also carries on 
market development projects in countries where the main 
export is soybean oil. Exports of soybeans have more than 
quadrupled and production has more than doubled since 
market development work was started in 1956. Soybeans 
have become the nation’s No. 1 agricultural export, with a 
total value of over $1.4 billion last year.
 “Soybeans are big business: Today, soybeans are big 
business. They are second only to corn in dollar returns 
to U.S. farmers. They have now become No. 1 in many 
respects. In addition to being the No. 1 export crop, they are 
by all odds the No. 1 source of protein in livestock feeds. 
More than 85% of the protein meal in U.S. livestock and 
poultry feeds is derived from soybeans–13 million tons 
annually improve the profi t margin for the livestock man, 
mean lower cost and better quality of poultry products.
 “And soybean oil is the No. 1 food oil. Soybean oil 
constitutes over two-thirds of all oils in margarine, over half 
the oils in shortening, and over two-thirds of the oils in salad 
oils.
 “The soybean without acreage restrictions has given 
cotton, corn, rice, and wheat farmers a profi table alternative 
crop. Farmers planted 42.4 million acres of soybeans this 
year. Soybean acreage has expanded southward out of the 
northern Cornbelt, where production was concentrated in 
the early years, fi rst into the Midsouth, then to the southeast. 
Expansion still continues into new areas like Alabama, 
Georgia, and Florida. And there is still a big potential for 
increased soybean production in Texas coastlands.
 “Soybeans have helped to make possible for the 
American people the best diet in all the world’s history They 
have made possible the abundance of livestock and poultry 
products, of dairy foods [meat, milk and eggs] and fats 
Americans enjoy today.
 “Soybeans can do the same for the world’s people 
tomorrow. People the world over can in time enjoy the same 
abundant diet... if soybean people retain the vision, continue 
to try harder.
 “State assns., a fi eld staff: With the inevitable problems 
that face the big business soybeans have become, ASA had to 

greatly broaden its membership base, involve more people, 
and devise methods for more adequate fi nancing.
 “The Minnesota Soybean Growers Assn., the fi rst 
affi liated a Association, was founded in 1962 [but did not 
affi liate with ASA until Jan. 1965]. Since then, 16 other state 
associations have been formed, and a fi eld staff has been set 
up to service them. At present there 1,900 directors of county 
committees, state associations, and ASA itself. A Mid-South 
offi ce was opened in Memphis, Tennessee, a year ago.
 “Several approaches to fi nancing have been developed. 
The market development program is fi nanced through funds 
invested by soybean producers, which are matched by FAS 
and in some cases by processors. Each $1 contributed by 
farmers is multiplied 5 to 10 times.
 “Farmer fi nancing of the program is being done through 
Phases II and III in the various states this year. Many states 
are participating in Phase II, a voluntary checkoff at the point 
of sale.
 “The legislative program and referendum, Phase III, 
which enables an automatic deduction of ½ cent per bushel 
from all soybean sales in a state, was passed in North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and Louisiana, but was defeated 
in Minnesota and Missouri. The memory of the defeated 
checkoff in those two states is still painfully fresh. Texas and 
Ohio have passed enabling legislation for referendums this 
year.
 “Funds for market development work have also 
been provided by the marketing boards or departments of 
agriculture in Iowa, Ohio, Mississippi, Missouri, Louisiana, 
and Tennessee.
 “The great task confronting us: So ASA has grown 
from a small organization to an association with grower 
members in 47 states, 90 foreign countries, 17 affi liated state 
associations, and four overseas offi ces with an international 
staff of 19.
 “ASA has done a great job with the facilities at hand. 
But the Association has now come of age. More adequate 
membership and fi nancing are needed to solve the problems 
facing the nation’s No. 2 crop.
 “The question is, are growers even yet willing to 
accept the responsibility, to take on the worldwide task that 
confronts them? The memory of the defeated checkoff in two 
states is still painfully fresh.
 “As Chet Randolph recently commented: ‘Brother, 
you ain’t seen nothin’ yet! You’ve got a sales story to tell–
and you can, make the sales effort just what you and your 
neighbors are willing to put into it.’”
 Photos (from front to back) show: (1) Kent Pellett, 
soybean historian for 28 years, managing editor then editor 
of Soybean Digest.
 (2) ASA President D. Leslie Tindal, of Ten-Dale 
Farms, Pinewood, South Carolina. He raises 500-600 acres 
of soybeans annually, helped organize the South Carolina 
Soybean Assn., and has made 2 trips to Europe on behalf of 
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ASA’s marketing program.
 (3) Taylor Fouts, the fi rst ASA president. He and his two 
brothers held the fi rst meeting of the ASA on their Soyland 
Farm at Camden, Indiana, in 1920, when they had 150 acres 
in soybeans plus another 200 acres of soybeans interplanted 
with corn. Several soybean fi eld days had been held at 
Soyland Farm in earlier years.
 (4) An amazing panoramic photo (courtesy of George 
M. Briggs, of Wisconsin) of the more than 1,000 people 
who attended the “First Cornbelt Soybean Conference” or 
fi rst ASA meeting in Camden, Indiana, at “Soyland Farm 
in Sept. 1920. Two previous soybean days had been held at 
“Soyland” where the Fouts brothers were growing substantial 
acreages of soybeans.
 Note: As of March 1999, this photo is owned by Bill 
Fouts of Indiana and by the American Soybean Association. 
On page 26, from right to left, the people seated in the 
second row are: Unknown, Louanna Fouts (wife of Finis), 
Finis Fouts, Lillie May Fouts (wife of Taylor), Taylor Fouts, 
Lillie Jane (wife of Noah), Noah Fouts.
 (5) Some ASA fi rsts: Paul C. Hughes, the fi rst ASA 
fi eldman, 1948-1951. He is now manager of the Farmers 
Soybean Corp., Blythville, Arkansas. David R. Farlow was 
the fi rst executive assistant 1958-61. He is now manager of 
the Bunge Corp. vegetable oil division in New York. Shizuka 
Hayashi was managing director of the Japanese American 
Soybean Institute for ASA in Tokyo from its founding in 
1956 until his retirement in 1968.
 (6) Dr. Steve Chen, director of the Taiwan offi ce, with 
staff. (7) Scott Sawyers, Far East director, in Tokyo, with 
Karl Sera, Yoshiko Kojima, and his staff. Ms. Kojima, who 
has been with ASA since 1957 and is the longest serving 
overseas employee, is chief of the food section of ASI’s Far 
East Offi ce.
 (8) Dr. Karl-Wolfgang Fangauf, director of the German 
offi ce in Hamburg, with staff. (9) Enoch Lachinian, director 
of the Iran offi ce, with staff.
 (10-14) ASA staff in the United States, which started 
with one part-time person in 1940 and has grown to 45 in 
1970, including regional offi ces and overseas staff of 19 in 
4 foreign offi ces. Executive, business, market development, 
and custodial, incl. Chet Randolph, Howard E. Grow, George 
McCully, Merv Syverson. ASA publications incl. Larry 
Krueger, Merrill Oster.
 (15) Soybean Digest advertising staff: From left: Larry 
J. Krueger, director of advertising and circulation 1961; Art 
Hutchison, Midwest, Chicago 1960; Ed Dawson, East, New 
York 1964.
 (16) Princesses and queens: Mary Ellen Laatz of Illinois 
and Julie Carlson of Minnesota were the fi rst to be named 
national “Princess Soya” in 1968 and 1969. But “soybean 
queens” were being named as long ago as 1948, when Edith 
Harris of Dyersburg, Tennessee, was given that title at 
Portageville, Missouri.

 On the cover of this issue are two oval photos: (1) A 
man [probably Taylor Fouts] seated on a cultivator pulled by 
two horses. “Cultivating soybeans on farm of Taylor Fouts, 
fi rst ASA president, in 1923.” (2) A modern tractor with a 
cultivation attachment behind. “Cultivating soybeans on 
farm of Leslie Tindal, 33rd ASA president (left in picture) in 
1970.”

2146. Probst, A.H. 1970. Fifty years of soybean variety 
improvement. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 66-70.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The trend to yellow 
seed. Common objectives of soybean breeders: High yield, 
high oil content, high protein content, disease resistance, 
improved seed quality, maturity to fi t rotations, shattering 
resistance, desirable plant height, lodging resistance, high 
podding from soil level. Threat of root rot. Reasons for 
yields of 100 bushels/acre.
 “Soybean varieties have played a vital role in the 
expansion of soybean production and in the development of 
a soybean industry which has been favorable to the producer, 
the processor, and the consumer in the U.S. Soybeans were 
scarcely known in the U.S. before the beginning of the 20th 
century. Prior to the numerous introductions by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture beginning in 1898, there were not 
more than eight varieties grown in the U.S.
 “The slow but steady growth of the soybean crop in 
the early part of this century, especially up. to 1920, was 
tied mainly to its use as a forage crop. The crop was used 
extensively for hay, and to a lesser extent for soilage, silage, 
green manure, lambing- or hogging-off when grown as a 
companion crop with corn, and for direct feeding of the 
beans.
 “The importance of soybeans as grain in this early 
period related primarily to production of seed for the above 
purposes. When offi cial production estimates of the crop 
became available in 1924, of the 1,782,000 acres produced, 
only 448,000, or 25%, were harvested for beans. It was not 
until 1941 that 5,881,000 acres harvested for beans surpassed 
the 5,510,000 acres grown for all other purposes.
 “The development of the soybean processing industry 
was nudged into being mainly by World War I when 
there was such a shortage of fats and oils in the U.S. that 
it was necessary to import Manchurian soybean oil. The 
industrialization of an otherwise entirely farm crop in the 
U.S. began to take place.
 “Although a processing industry was emerging, the need 
of high-oil-type soybeans continued to have competition 
from hay-type soybeans. The acreage for hay reached 
4.8 million acres in 1940 and then declined very rapidly. 
Production of soybeans for processing increased at a 
phenomenal rate following the start of World War II in 1941.
 “Thus, through the fi rst 15 to 20 of the past 50 years 
there was still considerable work done in the development 
of soybean varieties for hay and nongrain uses. There was 
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an increasing emphasis on development of varieties with 
a high-oil content as well as emphasis on the development 
of vegetable varieties for human consumption. In this early 
period there was a shift in emphasis from black- or brown-
seeded hay types to yellow-seeded varieties which were thin-
stemmed and would serve a dual purpose for both hay and 
processing for oil and meal.
 “The trend to yellow seed: There was a trend to 
produce meal only from yellow-seeded soybeans to give a 
uniform-appearing product. This trend was a factor in the 
development of yellow-seeded varieties.
 “Of major importance in variety development in the 
past 50 years has been the introduction of many varieties and 
types from the Orient and other areas of the world. Well over 
10,000 introductions have been brought into the U.S. since 
1898. Approximately 4,775 introductions were brought in 
by W.J. Morse and P.H. Dorsett who spent 2½ years during 
1929-1931 on an agricultural exploration trip in Japan, 
Korea, and Manchuria.
 “The germplasm collection today numbers about 3,200 
types plus nearly 300 named varieties. These introductions 
range from very early to very late in maturity and serve as a 
base for the development of superior varieties.
 “Through 1940 most varieties were released either as 
direct introductions, rogued introductions, or selections 
from introductions. Some selections from introductions may 
have been of hybrid origin. A few varieties developed from 
introductions which played an important role in the rapid 
expansion of acreage planted for processing 20-50 years 
ago included Dunfi eld, Illini, Manchu, Richland, Mukden, 
Mandarin, Habaro, Boone, Patoka, and Roanoke. All 
vegetable-type varieties up to 1956 were introductions.
 “Only a few varieties released through 1940 are 
known to have come from artifi cial hybridization-breeding 
programs. These include Mamloxi, Mamotan, Mamredo, 
Ogden, Volstate, Tennessee Non-pop, Oloxi, Pee Dee, and 
Yelredo.
 “Of this group, only Ogden, with numerous good 
qualities sought in varieties today, was grown extensively for 
a long period. The popularity of Ogden was such that nearly 
30 years after its release in 1941 some of it was still being 
grown commercially.
 “Following 1940, and especially after 1950 there have 
been few varieties released which have come directly from 
introductions. A few varieties, developed mainly by farmers 
or seedsmen, have originated as selections from released 
varieties. These varieties have seldom, if ever, been a distinct 
improvement over the best varieties recommended by 
experiment stations at the time of their release.
 “The establishment of the U.S. Regional Soybean 
Industrial Products Laboratory (now the U.S. Regional 
Soybean Laboratory) in 1936 at Urbana, Illinois, brought 
about a tremendous increase in soybean breeding. Variety 
development immediately lost its provincialism and went 

‘big league’ to have an immediate impact nationally and 
eventually internationally. Today, the efforts of personnel 
working both within the agricultural experiment stations and 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture are refl ected in better 
varieties in many parts of the world, including some areas 
where the soybean originated.
 “Soybean breeders generally have had a common set of 
objectives in developing new varieties which include:
 “High yield
 “High oil content
 “High protein content
 “Disease resistance
 “Improved seed quality
 “Maturity to fi t rotations
 “Shattering resistance
 “Desirable plant height
 “Lodging resistance
 “High podding from soil level
 “These objectives in total add up to the development 
of higher yielding, higher protein, and higher-oil-content 
varieties–all of which are direct benefi ts to the producer, the 
processor, and the consumer.
 “Threat of Root Rot: During the American Soybean 
Assn.’s 50-year period there have been times when soybean 
breeders have had to make a quick change in direction to 
meet emergencies. The inroad on yield and the threat to 
eliminate soybeans as a crop created by phytophthora root-
rot, especially in parts of Ohio, Indiana, Ontario [Canada], 
the [Mississippi] Delta area, and elsewhere, dictated 
immediate action. Phytophthora root-rot-resistant varieties 
were developed and released in the early 1960’s. There has 
been a succession of resistant varieties since to minimize 
effects of the disease. Resistance to other diseases are 
available in numerous other varieties to minimize losses and 
avoid emergencies.
 “The emergency created by the presence and spread 
of the cyst nematode required a crash breeding program. 
Obstacles were overcome and varieties were developed 
quickly which changed the emergency into ‘production as 
usual.’ New resistant varieties are now a part of breeding 
programs where the cyst nematode is a problem.
 “Several extensive soybean breeding programs are 
devoted now to the development of brown-stem-rot-resistant 
varieties and to improve quality of seed in varieties. These 
are major problems in extensive soybean-producing areas.
 “Soybean breeders have recognized the need for 
special-purpose varieties, especially for foreign markets. 
Several vegetable-type and high-protein varieties have been 
developed.
 “Today, there are many excellent varieties available to 
fi t any production area from about 27º latitude in Florida to 
near 50º latitude in Canada. A recent listing of the leading 
soybean varieties for the U.S. and Canada included 39, plus 
seven special-use varieties, fi ve of which were vegetable 
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types and two were high-protein types.
 “Since 1943 over 80 varieties have been or are in the 
process of registration by the American Society of Agronomy 
or, more recently, the Crop Science Society of America.
 “The major part of soybean-variety development in the 
past has been accomplished by public agencies, particularly 
the agricultural experiment stations and the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. At least one private company has been 
breeding soybeans for many years; a few for shorter periods” 
(Continued). Address: USDA Research Economist, and Prof. 
of Agronomy, Purdue Univ. [Indiana].

2147. Probst, A.H. 1970. Fifty years of soybean variety 
improvement (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Aug. p. 66-70.
• Summary: (Continued): “During the past few years, a 
few number of private companies have entered the fi eld of 
soybean breeding and the development of private-brand 
soybean varieties, some rather extensively and others to a 
lesser extent. Still other companies may become active in 
this endeavor if Congress passes the Plant Variety Protection 
Bill. This recent activity in soybean breeding is certain to 
bring many new varieties on the market. Much progress has 
been made in soybean-variety improvement in the past 50 
years. Yield, one of the best criteria with which to measure 
progress, has increased from a national average of 11 bu/a in 
1924 to the all-time high of 27.3 in 1969.
 “The impact of recently released, improved varieties 
should put the national yield average above 30 bu/a in a few 
years. Some individual state yields have risen from a lowly 
11-to-12 bu/a in 1924 to 33 to 33.5 in 1969, which are all-
time highs.
 “Reasons for the 100-bu. yields: In recent years a 
number of top soybean growers, who have put all their 
know-how into production, have consistently produced 
above 60 bu/a. Some have reported just above 100 bu/a. 
This yield progress is not due to better varieties alone. Yield 
depends also on many cultural improvements. But today’s 
varieties do have the genetic potential to produce!
 “As an average overall of today’s varieties, there has 
been a reasonably good improvement in oil and protein 
content over varieties developed and used in the past several 
decades. Natural shattering losses of seed are of little or no 
concern in today’s varieties. Many varieties have a marked 
resistance to lodging. Also, many varieties pod well above 
the ground, which helps to minimize seed loss. Most of 
today’s varieties have resistance to one or even several 
important diseases.
 “No review of the past 50 years of soybean improvement 
would be complete without recognizing those men who have 
administered the work. This includes all the administrators 
in many agricultural experiment stations and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture who have quietly, but effectively, 
helped bring the soybean crop to its place of prominence. Of 

particular note are those men who have guided the soybean 
improvement program as USDA soybean project leaders, 
including the late W.J. Morse, 1907-1949, who probably 
did more than any other man to bring soybeans to their state 
of improvement and prominence today; Dr. M.G. Weiss, 
1950-1953, now assistant to deputy administrator, Farm 
Research. USDA; Dr. H.W. Johnson, 1953-1964, now head, 
department of agronomy and plant genetics, University 
of Minnesota; Dr. R.W. Howell, 1964-1965, now chief, 
oilseed and industrial crops research branch, crops research 
division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA; and Dr. B. 
E. Caldwell, 1966-present.
 “Also playing an important role in soybean development 
are those men who have directed the work of the U.S. 
Regional Soybean Laboratory at Urbana, Illinois. These 
include J.L. Cartter, 1936-1965; Dr. R.L. Bernard, interim 
geneticist-in-charge, 1966; and Dr. R.L. Cooper, 1967 to 
present.
 “Dr. E.E. Hartwig has coordinated the work in the 
southern states since 1948 and has contributed immeasurably 
to variety development in that area.”
 A large portrait shows: George Kimmons (Ozark, 
Missouri; the fi rst person to get 100 bu/acre yields, in 1968 
with 109.6 bu/acre).
 Small portrait photos across the top of page 70 show: 
W.J. Morse. M.D. Weiss. H.W. Johnson. R.W. Howell. B.E. 
Caldwell. J.L. Cartter. R.L. Bernard. R.L. Cooper. E.E. 
Hartwig. Address: USDA Research Economist, and Prof. of 
Agronomy, Purdue Univ. [Indiana].

2148. Randolph, Chet. 1970. Soybeans–on the threshold of 
a new era: a look ahead. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 14-16, 18, 
20-21.
• Summary: “Chet Randolph was named ASA executive 
vice president in 1967 after 2 years as the Association’s fi eld 
director. Previously, he was a well-known Midwest radio 
farm broadcaster. Chet has been in charge during the period 
when the membership and structural bases have been greatly 
broadened and strengthened. ASA now has 17 affi liated state 
associations. Offi cers, directors, and county committeemen 
total 1,900 at the various levels. Says ASA Past President 
Laurel Meade: ‘Chet has demonstrated uncanny 
comprehension and understanding of market development, 
its meaning, its objectives, and its methods. His world travels 
in the interest of U.S. soybeans and soybean products have 
proved of tremendous benefi t to the entire U.S. soybean 
industry.’”
 An oval portrait photo shows Chet Randolph.
 “We’re witnessing the start of a new era for U.S. 
agriculture, world food production, and soybeans. Soybean 
acreage could double and production triple before the year 
2000.
 “World protein demand will accelerate. Soybeans can 
capture a larger share of the potential market if farmers, 
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industry, and government fi nance a creative, united program 
to develop markets for an annual 3-billion-bushel crop.
 “From the beginning of time until the late 1930’s 
farming was in the labor era. The man who worked hard and 
had the most children had the edge. Then we moved into the 
machinery era of the forties. In the sixties we witnessed the 
era of technology when the man who was the early adopter 
of new ideas was one jump ahead.
 “Now we’ve entered the era of money management 
and marketing. If soybean growers focus on marketing 
and money management they will usher in a new era for 
soybeans.
 “New wheats and rice have opened a new era in world 
food production–and a great new potential for soybeans. The 
man overseas whose worry was enough food suddenly, on 
that same tired plot of ground, raised enough for his family 
and had some to sell. That means buying power and enough 
feed for some chickens so he can further improve his diet.
 “Not many years ago scores of Americans didn’t have 
enough meat, milk, and eggs in spite of a cereal grain 
surplus. Then soybean meal brought a new ration that 
lowered meat production costs. Both farmers and consumers 
benefi ted.
 “Broilers triggered protein boom. While millions around 
the world are still seriously short of protein, we’re seeing 
some change ahead. The great broiler boom of the fi fties in 
the U.S. and the sixties in Europe will be the boom of the 
seventies in less developed areas.
 “Vast areas will discover the broiler’s potential to lower 
meat cost for the common man. What does this mean to 
you? Nothing grown locally equals soybean meal for poultry 
rations, so it means a huge potential to increase soybean 
sales.
 “Even in such highly developed countries as the U.S., 
Japan, and the Netherlands there is still growth potential 
ahead for broilers and, therefore, for soybean exports. Four-
fi fths of all soybean meal is consumed by poultry and pigs.
 “We will see a tremendous demand for protein over 
the next three decades. Population and spendable income 
continue to grow in rich countries. There’s a greatly 
increased demand ahead for poultry, meat, milk, and eggs in 
many middle income countries such as Italy and Spain.
 “And, the broiler boom in less developed countries will 
open new markets. Soybean growers can capture a lion’s 
share of the increased protein demand if farm and industry 
leaders invest leadership and money in developing those 
markets.
 “The market had to be created. Fifty years ago there 
was practically no ‘market’ for soybeans. Nobody ‘found’ 
the market–it had to be created. The soybean miracle is not 
the miracle it appears. Soybeans didn’t sell themselves. 
Company salesmen and Association men, driving up and 
down the roads, created the markets in every state and in 
every country before the sales could be made.

 “Creating markets-1970 style. We’re now helping 
to create a market for vegetable margarine and for salad 
dressings in Japan. The groundwork was laid this year for 
an all-vegetable shortening industry. Ten years from now 
people will likely forget that key men like Shizuka Hayashi 
and Scott Sawyers helped these industries develop and will 
assume the market was always there.
 “Ten years from now people may forget the 
experimental work Dr. Karl Fangauf initiated in Germany 
to establish 75% to 100% soy oil margarine. In Iran 
salesmen will forget Enoch Lachinian’s work to develop the 
margarine industry, soy-fl our-enriched bread, or the cattle-
feeding industry. In Taiwan they may forget the pioneering 
work pushed along by Dr. Steve Chen for quality control, 
consumer containers, instant tofu, and dried soy beverage 
premix.
 “We forget that 10 years ago just a few visionaries 
were working on a spun fi ber from soy. Now we accept the 
successful story of Bac-Os. But none of these were there–
they were created.
 “Remember when there was no market for soybeans 
for animal feed? Critics said soybeans created soft pork. 
Research and promotion created a market. Now soybeans 
supply more protein for livestock and poultry around the 
world than any other source!
 “With aggressive market development by men on an 
industrywide basis and capable salesmen on a company 
basis, we can continue to capture a bigger share of this great 
total demand for protein. The demand curve for protein will 
keep going up with no end in sight–Unless we drop the ball, 
soybean sales can follow it right up, or lead it.
 “The oil market remains important. (Oil is worth two 
to three times as much per pound as meal, and soybeans are 
sold on a weight basis.) In Iran, for example, it would take 
20 million bushels of soybeans to satisfy the demand for oil 
but only 10% of that would provide all the meal they can use. 
Market development work will stimulate protein demand. In 
Southeast Asia and other densely populated areas we’ll see 
a big demand for oil with improved ability to pay. Even in 
Japan we’re seeing the demand for vegetable oil growing up 
to near that of vegetable protein.
 “Here in the U.S. cooking oil demand has doubled in the 
past 10 years and can double again in the next 10 years with 
improved soy oil. Soy oil has captured over two-thirds of the 
market. Fried chicken and other fast service food chains will 
demand more oil in the U.S., Japan, and other areas.
 “But in the years ahead the worldwide demand for 
protein will give soybeans the competitive edge over high-oil 
seed crops such as sunfl ower and rapeseed.
 “While we reached our fi rst billion bushels in sales 30 
years after beans were called on to serve during World War 
II, in the next 30 years we can see 3 billion bushels in sales 
at profi table prices. We’ve already watched soybeans pass 
cotton. And this year we’ll sell soybeans from 3 million more 
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acres than wheat.
 “We will probably never again see a 25% gain in 
soybean sales like this year. We’ll see a leveling off in a year 
or two but the longterm trend will be up. The steepness of the 
sales curve depends on the amount of funds farmers invest to 
develop markets.
 “This year proves without a doubt that increased 
demand is translated into 25¢ or more per bushel to farmers. 
The entire market development effort is aimed at improving 
net profi t by increasing sales at favorable prices rather 
than forcing an oversupply on the market at cutrate prices 
as farmers have done time after time with beans, corn, 
hogs, etc. Low prices are an expensive, uncreative, and 
unprofi table way to develop markets.
 “The big expected upswing in soybean sales could be 
stifl ed by several stumbling blocks:
 “First, big sales increases won’t happen if we have a 
serious worldwide economic setback.
 “Second, it won’t happen if an unknown, or 
unrecognized, competitor forces the price of soybeans below 
the profi t level.
 “Third, if we have a backslide to protectionism with new 
tariff barriers here and overseas, markets will be hurt.
 “And fourth, market growth won’t occur if farmers 
and the industry fail to provide the leadership and funds 
necessary to sell their soybeans and soybean products.
 “My projection of a 3-billion-bushel market this century 
assumes no longterm major worldwide economic upset. It 
includes a certain optimism on the tariff issue. I have reason 
to believe that the negotiators who gained relatively free 
entry into most important markets will keep them open” 
(Continued). Address: Executive Vice President, American 
Soybean Assoc.

2149. Randolph, Chet. 1970. Soybeans–on the threshold 
of a new era: a look ahead (Continued–Document part II). 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 14-16, 18, 20-21.
• Summary: (Continued): “U.S. soybeans have tough 
competition: The outstanding soybean sales record of this 
year will attract new efforts from competitors to get a bigger 
piece of the profi table protein and oil market.
 “Several competitive factors could limit U.S. soybean 
sales in the future: The Japanese are pushing soybean 
production in Thailand. The Spanish government guaranteed 
farmers $4.05/bu to stimulate production. The Iranians 
invested a lot over a 4-year period without success. The 
Romanians are now raising soybeans with some success on a 
small scale.
 “India is starting soybean production, and someday may 
export meal in competition with the U.S. But eventually 
India will increase poultry production to use all its own meal 
and even be a meal buyer. India will continue to take oil to 
meet the vast unsatisfi ed demand at home.
 “So I don’t foresee a great deal more competition from 

soybeans grown in other countries. The U.S. should increase 
its share of the world’s soybean trade.
 “Watch sunfl ower, rapeseed. We’ll see quite a big 
increase in our major competitor, the sunfl ower. Sun oil will 
solidify and improve its hold on second place in the world oil 
race. Production will increase in Russia, Eastern Europe, and 
Argentina.
 “Production will spread to many drier areas. In Iran, for 
example, sunfl ower production is increasing where soybean 
production is faltering.
 “But the sunfl ower is an oil crop and the great world 
demand will be for protein. There the soybean stands head 
and shoulders above all other vegetable sources.
 “Rapeseed production, the second biggest oilseed threat 
in the next few years, will increase in marginal land areas 
as wheat profi ts buckle under mounting production pressure 
worldwide. Rapeseed will replace some wheat in Canada, 
Poland, maybe Australia, and others. But low gross return 
per acre limits its growth.
 “Peanut production will increase but not as fast as the 
total demand for meal and oil. Cotton is grown for lint, not 
seed. Cotton will meet increased competition from manmade 
fi bers.
 “Olive oil production won’t increase much. It is too 
high-priced because of hand harvesting. The younger set just 
isn’t convinced it likes the strong fl avor of pure olive oil and 
won’t pay twice the price per liter.
 “Saffl ower and sesame are good on oil but weak on 
protein. They don’t pay enough per acre to compete with 
other crops.
 “Corn oil isn’t the big factor U.S. tv commercials might 
have you believe and it’s relatively expensive. Soybeans 
have a good polyunsaturate story of their own.
 “While both geneticists and chemists are working on 
it, we need more money behind a team effort to reduce the 
linolenic fatty acid content of soybeans from 8% to 2% 
without lowering the polyunsaturate rating. That would 
eliminate the major disadvantage of soy oil and put it as high 
as corn oil and others on the health rating which will be of 
increasing signifi cance.
 “Lard won’t be a competitor, thanks to meatier 
pork. And, the cholesterol issue will continue to grow in 
importance here and abroad.
 “Since maximum solar energy per year is in the tropics, 
we will likely see a big increase in palm oil trees within 
this century. You fi nd for the most part cheap land and 
cheap labor which, together with heavy oil yields per acre, 
make cheap oil possible. This gives the palms an inherent 
economic advantage for producing oil. As the cost of labor 
increases, however, that advantage goes down.
 “As of now, researchers haven’t done the breeding and 
management research on the tree fruits and nuts (coconut) 
that they have on the sunfl ower and soybeans.
 “Palm is not as good an oil for many uses. It is not 
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completely substitutable. But it is a threat if it is cheap 
enough–the way chemists can change molecular bonds 
nowadays.
 “Fish meal will not be a big threat because harvesting 
great new quantities of fi sh will be too expensive unless 
dramatic new methods can be developed. I don’t foresee 
soybean meal prices going so high that raising fi sh 
domestically for fi sh meal production would ever be 
profi table. Facts are, you have to feed protein to fi sh, too, for 
good growth.
 “Threat of single-celled protein. So what is the big 
one to watch out for? Probably the most dangerous new 
competitor down the road this century is the single-celled 
protein. Japan is putting a lot into new protein plants. This is 
partly because they must import their protein, which makes it 
more expensive than it is here–partly because Japan wants to 
be ready to produce protein in her own homeland in case of 
war or major emergency where economics are secondary.
 “If enough money is poured into research this could 
be a tough competitor and shut off soybean growth at the 
2-billion-bushel level.
 “Synthetic sources of protein may be a real threat by the 
end of this decade. But remember the great excitement and 
fear over urea. Urea has taken a 100-million-bushel soybean 
market. But soybeans have continued to set new sales 
records in spite of this loss.
 “Now an Illinois scientist has reported that with a 
new treatment soybean meal can compete with urea again. 
E.E. Hatfi eld will tell his story at the ASA convention in 
Minneapolis. What inroads the synthetics make depends on 
whether we simply worry about them or invest the manpower 
and money to beat the competition.
 “The higher-protein cereals like high-lysine corn 
and higher-protein wheat may be a threat. Some predict 
they’ll make the soybean obsolete. I don’t believe so, if 
fl ock owners around the world can buy soybean meal 
economically. I’m counting on them being able to.
 “New soy uses will offset competition. The big demand 
in the eighties and nineties may come from soy proteins 
used directly for human consumption as beverages, as snack 
foods, as fortifi ers in bread and meats, or as new foods. 
But basically the demand is going to be for poultry feed–to 
produce what some folks nowadays call ‘poor man’s meat.’
 “It is hard to foresee the technical accomplishments we 
haven’t even thought of yet. But at the same time that we see 
a threat to soybeans coming out of one research laboratory 
we see an equally important breakthrough favoring soybeans.
 “The soybean is easy to process. Its products can be 
reworked, modifi ed, and fabricated to create a vast range 
of products for human nutrition, animal agriculture, and 
industry. Because of the plant’s versatility in adapting to 
production areas and because of the versatile use of soy 
products, soybeans will survive many threats of competition–
readjust and move ahead again.

 “Soy oil has changed the whole pattern of spreads, 
shortening, and cooking oils around the world in the last 20 
years. The fl avor and consumer appeal of our soft margarines 
today are far superior to the oil and margarine 20 years ago.
 “Farmers must have an incentive. Farmers won’t 
produce beans at a competitive price unless they can make 
a profi t. This demands higher yields per acre to increase net 
profi ts per acre. If farmers lose interest in production because 
of low profi ts, sales will level off. Here’s where research and 
education are so essential.
 “I’m banking on these two areas to fi nd and relay 
answers to farmers so they can improve profi ts and still keep 
soy meal cheap enough to hold on to its No. 1 position while 
allowing soy oil to be priced where it’ll continue to force its 
way into the market. While I don’t foresee dramatic increases 
in yields and profi ts I look for a steady improvement year 
after year to a national average 40 bushels per acre this 
century.
 “We’ll have varieties tailored for the needs of each area, 
responding to fertility more consistently, with a combination 
spray program that will allow us to eliminate rows in the 
eighties” (Continued). Address: Executive Vice President, 
American Soybean Assoc.

2150. Randolph, Chet. 1970. Soybeans–on the threshold 
of a new era: a look ahead (Continued–Document part III). 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 14-16, 18, 20-21.
• Summary:   (Continued): “Market development is needed. 
Market development can’t infl uence the weather for 
sunfl owers in Russia, the fi sh catch off Peru, the unfriendly 
attitude of Egypt, or politics in India or Spain. But it can lay 
the groundwork which develops whole new industries and 
sways the demands of an entire nation.
 “This year we have 65 market development activities 
in eight countries with 27 cooperators. We can and should 
increase activities tenfold.
 “I repeat: we didn’t sell the fi rst billion bushels by a 
great spectacular headline program. Sales grew a half million 
bushels here, a million bushels there, an added sale here, 10 
million more one year, 25 another.
 “So sales can go up 5% to 8% a year over the long pull. 
Before many years that translates into an average increase of 
100 million bushels a year requiring nearly 3 million more 
acres each year.
 “If we increase our market development we will step 
on the threshold of a new era, or we can lean back and let 
soybeans sell themselves.
 “If we do we’ll see overproduction again (which is 
really “undersales”), a buildup in the carryover again, and 
low prices with farmers again taking the rap.
 “Instead of losing 25¢/bu by failing to sell, let’s invest 
½¢/bu now to keep developing markets. If cotton farmers are 
willing to invest $10 million a year to rescue their faltering 
sales, think what half that amount could do for the crop 
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that has what the world wants. Any investor will tell you to 
put your money on a winner–the commodity with growth 
potential. If we miss this opportunity to keep beans moving 
we’ll let the biggest opportunity agriculture has ever seen 
slip away.
 “No industry anywhere has ever had such prospects as 
the soybean farmer and the entire industry have now. With a 
united, dependably fi nanced effort 2 billion and then 3 billion 
bushels in sales can be a reality. That will let you plant more 
beans on your own farm and sell them at profi table prices. 
That’s what market development–and farming–are all about.”
 Photos: (1) A team of U.S. agricultural attache service 
representatives from 12 countries acquired fi rsthand 

information of U.S. farming 
during a visit in this country 
in June and July. They were 
hosted by ASA 2 days. Here 
they are shown during an 
evening spent at the Randolph 
home. U.S. agricultural 
attaches promote the use of 
farm products in the countries 
they represent.
 From left, ascending: 
Randolph; Don Motz, 
Washington, D.C.; Dieter 
Ramm, Germany; Agnes 
Randolph; Julio Castilla, 
Peru; Kathleen P. Ryan, New 
Zealand; Mrs. Irene Rolnar, 
Denmark; Ulrico Diaz, 
Colombia; Diana Flood, 
Washington, D.C.; Jacques 
Laruelle, Belgium; Rafael 
Rosenweig, Israel; Christian 
Langezaal, Netherlands; 
Corneis de Goede, Australia; 
Dharam Khosla, India; Odigie 
Oniha, Nigeria; and Kunio 
Uyeno, Japan.
 (2) Two hog carcasses 
cut up to demonstrate the 
lean trim and cuts of fresh 
meat being jointly promoted 
by the American Soybean 
Institute and the U.S. Feed 
Grains Council in the lean 
pork program in Italy. Several 
different breeds from the 
U.S. and Europe were used to 
pinpoint not only breeds but 
also feeding and management 
methods. There is complete 
cutout data on 200 hogs, the 

most complete work of that type 
in Italy. This is one phase of a total program that includes 
butchers, retailers, and consumer promotion.
 Graph (p. 16): Fats and oils used in salad and cooking 
oils, 1960-69. Address: Executive Vice President, American 
Soybean Assoc.

2151. Spicola, James R. 1970. Fifty years of soybean 
marketing. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 62-64.
• Summary: “It has been commonplace lately to refer to 
soybeans as the ‘Cinderella’ crop. If by that is meant sudden 
discovery and overnight ‘belle-of-the-ball’ status, the term is 
more popular than accurate.
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 “The recorded history of the soybean goes back to 2838 
B.C.
 “Its present wide acceptance in the U.S. and world 
markets came painfully and slowly.
 “As early as 1804 a Pennsylvanian named James Mease 
advocated the cultivation of soybeans and development 
of markets. But it didn’t happen. The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture undertook some initial soybean research projects 
in 1898 and recorded the fi rst soybean statistic in 1919 
with a scant report that there had been 99,000 acres of U.S. 
farmland planted in beans during that year.
 “It wasn’t until 1924 that the Department reported acres, 
yields, and production fi gures on soybeans grown for beans, 
as they had long done for other crops.
 “In the early stages of commercial soybean production 
in the U.S. the marketing system was basic and quite simple, 
far different from the highly competitive, price-sensitive 
marketplace we know today. Buyers, primarily processors, 
contracted with producers to grow a specifi c acreage. The 
buyer would guarantee a price for the total production on that 
acreage prior to planting time. When the crop was harvested, 
whatever the farmer produced was delivered to the buyer and 
payment was made at the contract price.
 “This marketing system gave producers confi dence 
to plant the new crop, to experiment and to concentrate 
on production with no concern whatever for marketing 
problems. It provided the buyer with a reasonably well 
guaranteed source of supply at an agreed price, enabling him 
to plan and develop markets for the products.
 “Under the contract production system, markets for 
products were developed and acreage expanded.
 “Contract buying no longer needed: By the mid-
thirties, production had grown to 49 million bushels and it 
became clear that the industry had reached a point when the 
contract market system was no longer needed to stimulate 
production and that soybean producers wanted to expand 
their horizons, to open their crop to the opportunities that a 
broad competitive marketplace could provide. The industry 
had reached an important point in its maturity.
 “Even so, the typical country elevator had space for 
perhaps 20,000 bushels of all grains and served a radius of 5 
to 10 miles. They reshipped beans to pioneer processors in 
small lots and on irregular schedules.
 “Then a soybean futures market was established by the 
Chicago Board of Trade in 1936. Country elevators and grain 
merchandising fi rms began to compete aggressively for the 
soybean crop.
 “World War II marked the end of the beginning. 
Stimulated by wartime restrictions on imports of oils and 
proteins from traditional world sources, soybean production 
expanded rapidly. Production increased from 78 million 
bushels in 1940 to 201 million bushels in 1946.
 “Many in the industry expressed fearful concern that 
with peace would come a severe restriction of demand 

for soybean products. This fear proved to be ill-founded, 
as it soon became clear that soybean products had fi rmly 
established their favor with consumers and, as we have seen 
so happily, the greatest growth was still to come.
 “Until 1948, prices received by producers for their 
soybeans were determined basically by meal and oil demand 
conditions within the U.S. That demand for products, 
converted to raw soybean price values, was transmitted back 
through the market system to farm price values. During 
1948-49, there began a development that was to have long-
term benefi cial effects, not only for the American soybean 
farmer, but for U.S. industry and the taxpayer.
 “What happened was that the U.S. began to turn the 
balance from a net importer of oils, proteins, and oilseeds to 
a net exporter. In 1948-49, 23 million bushels of soybeans 
were exported, and there was presented to America the 
opportunity to become a major supplier of edible oil and 
protein to the world.
 “Competition is keen in the export market: As with 
every opportunity, there comes challenge; the opportunity to 
serve world markets presented the challenge of competition. 
Foreign buyers had a wide range of supply sources, and if 
U.S. farmers were, together, to become a major exporter they 
would have to prepare to compete vigorously.
 “And by that time, the competitive marketing system 
had developed the capacity to demonstrate its vigor, its 
creativity, and its ability to serve producers effectively.
 “To build sound, growing markets for soybeans and 
soybean products overseas as well as at home a number of 
diffi cult challenges had to be overcome.
 “1–Interior handling costs had to be reduced. To this 
end, large capital investments in faster, larger, more effi cient 
country elevators were required. The 20,000-bushel crib 
house gave way to the high-speed, 100,000-to-2-million-
bushel elevator, equipped with modern drying, cleaning, and 
conditioning facilities.
 “2–Transportation costs had to be reduced. To that end, 
water movement by barge on the river system was initiated. 
Trucks increased capacity from 100 bushels to 800 bushels. 
Railroads, spurred by new competition and encouraged 
by the ingenuity of grain marketing and processing fi rms, 
increased car size, instituted unit shipments and trainload 
movements of soybeans and soybean products. The results 
have brought a reduction of about 50% (adjusted for 
infl ation) in the cost of moving soybeans and soy products 
to domestic consumers and to positions for marketing both 
beans and products abroad.
 “3–Highly effi cient handling facilities at ports and 
processing locations were developed. Export elevators 
made multimillion-dollar investments to perform the job of 
transferring soybeans and other grains more effi ciently from 
barges and railcars to ocean vessels. Export elevators now 
can load ocean vessels at the rate of 100,000 bu/hour, making 
possible the most effi cient use of modern low-cost ships, 
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many with capacities of more than a million bushels.
 “4–Although processing is covered in another 
article in this issue, it is not possible to review marketing 
developments without reference to the remarkable 
technicians who have pushed processing to the fi ne degree 
of effi ciency that they have. Without that effi ciency–that 
saving of cost between producer and consumer–the entire 
development of marketing of soybeans would not have been 
possible.
 “But it has been possible. The product is good. The 
quality is there. The need is expanding. The price is right. 
Soybeans already produce more cash income for the U.S. 
than any other agricultural product. Push that growth of 
effi ciency in production, processing, and marketing another 
50 years and we will have the most fabulous product in 
America!”
 Photos show: (1) An early Cargill elevator in northern 
Iowa. (2) “Barge traffi c has helped reduce transportation 
costs.” Here we see the barge Capt. W.D. Cargill at Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana, on the Mississippi River. (3) A portrait 
photo of “James R. Spiccola, vice president and head of the 
processing and refi ning division of Cargill, Inc. He served 
in a merchandising position with the company’s processing 
and refi ning division in Ft. Dodge, Iowa, and was manager 
of its Memphis soybean plant before being transferred to 
Minneapolis as administrative assistant with responsibility 
for supervision of soybean plants in Minnesota, Iowa, and 
Kansas. He is a director of the National Soybean Processors 
Assn. and represents that group in the American Soybean 
Institute.” Address: Vice President, Cargill Inc.

2152. Strayer, George M. 1970. Basic problems haven’t 
changed (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. 
Aug. p. 54-57.
• Summary: (Continued): “But as the war ended and the 
supply lines began to fi ll we began to look for additional 
markets. Working with processors, ASA promoted the sale 
and use of soybean meal for livestock feeding purposes–
when meal was selling as low as $17/ton at the processing 
plant. We went to work on anti-margarine laws, repealing the 
federal and then 14 state laws in quick succession. We began 
to cast our eyes at overseas markets, and the possibilities of 
selling either beans or products outside the USA.
 “Takes fi rst trips abroad: In 1949 Jack Cartter and I 
became the two members of ECA Technical Assistance 
Mission No. 1, sent to Europe, and especially Germany, 
to study the possibilities of soybean production there–and 
the possibilities of markets for U.S. soybeans or soybean 
products.
 “In 1952 I went back again and made the rounds of 
Western European potential customers at my own expense. 
In 1954 I served as a member of an offi cial USDA-sponsored 
agricultural trade mission, visiting 10 countries of western 
Europe to analyze possible markets and determine why our 

exports of agricultural commodities were sliding downward.
 “These trips, of course, were the subject matter of many 
writings in the Soybean Digest, and at times I made myself 
very unpopular with the U.S. processors of soybeans, some 
of whom at that time took the very determined attitude that 
only end-products should be exported–no soybeans should 
leave the U.S. as such.
 “Then in 1955 Paul Quintus, head of fats and oils 
division of USDA, asked me if I would go to Japan and 
make a study of the possibility of selling soybeans to that 
country. I spent 7 weeks in Japan meeting with processors, 
foods manufacturers, shoyu manufacturers, tofu makers, 
miso makers, and Japanese governmental offi cials. “The 
Japanese American Soybean Institute was formed in early 
1956, and became the fi rst overseas market development 
project on soybeans or any oilseed.
 “With soybean production zooming, and with the 
Japanese project well underway, it appeared logical to 
explore other possible markets. In May of 1956 Paul Quintus 
again asked me to serve as an emissary of USDA and the 
soybean industry, this time to survey market possibilities and 
potentials in 10 Western European countries. Given a free 
hand, I spent about 2 months on this assignment, came back 
convinced that we had both problems and opportunities in 
Europe.
 “I recommended that an industry-wide organization 
be formed. The European market was not solely a soybean 
market. Some countries would use oil, others meal, still 
others soybeans. It was too big a job for the small American 
Soybean Assn. Processors as well as growers had a stake in 
that market.
 “Out of the arguments, discussions and deliberations 
the Soybean Council of America was formed to do the 
market development work in Europe and eventually in 
South America and in parts of Asia, with both growers, 
through ASA, and processors, through the National Soybean 
Processors Assn., participating.
 “The problems are the same: Today’s problems are the 
same as those of 1945–creation of larger and larger markets 
for U.S. soybeans. We still have the potential of producing 
many times as many soybeans as we are growing today–if 
we can create the markets for them. The exact manner of 
promotion may be different, but the basic problem is still the 
same.
 “Building of markets overseas twice as large as those 
enjoyed today needs only the understanding of the market 
potentials, the manning of the programs, a sympathetic 
working relationship with the local industry people and the 
necessary fi nancing. Without dedicated men who will give 
their all without thought of remuneration to themselves, 
overseas programs will be diffi cult to operate.
 “The one thing I shall always cherish about the 
American Soybean Assn. is the long list of dedicated men 
who gave of their time to make the crop grow. I have worked 
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with many organizations, but I have never encountered any 
organization where so many capable doers of deeds gave so 
freely of their time.
 “They were my friends through the years. I will always 
deeply cherish their memories, and I shall always remember 
what they gave of themselves to help build an organization 
and a market for America’s largest export crop.” Address: 
Former Executive Vice President, American Soybean Assoc. 
and former editor, Soybean Digest.

2153. Business Week. 1970. Soybean exports jump to new 
highs. Sept. 12. p. 30. No. 2141.
• Summary: Soybean exports in 1970 were a record 425 
million bushels, up from 287 million bu in 1969. The 
increase is attributed to the rise in world demand for 
vegetable oils, the increasing use of soybeans in animal 
feeds, and the lowering last year of government price 
supports to $2.25/bu from $2.50/bu. The support price was 
at $2.50 from 1966 to 1968, and this hurt the U.S. soybean 
industry.

2154. Spilsbury, Calvin S. 1970. Israel makes multi-use of 
U.S. soybeans in its economy. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Oct. 5. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Israel, having no major oilseed crop of its own, 
relies on soybean oil as the mainstay of the country’s edible 
fats and oils supply. Israel’s poultry industry is the major 
market for soybean meal feeds. All soybean imports are 
handled directly by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 
Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural Service.

2155. Palmby, Clarence. 1970. U.S. soybean exports: 
Trends and policies. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Oct. 12. p. 11-12.
• Summary: Four reasons for U.S. soybeans’ success: 1. 
Effi cient production. 2. Rising demand: With better living 
standards around the world, more vegetable oil, meat, 
dairy products, and poultry products are being consumed. 
Soybeans yield both oil and high-protein meal for livestock 
feed. 3. Good market access: They enter the European 
Community with no duty, “bound free” under GATT. 4. 
Responsible marketing.

2156. Soybean Digest. 1970. Limited ASA-ASI program in 
Mexico approved. Oct. p. 29.
• Summary: Chet Randolph, director of market development 
for the ASA (American Soybean Association), recently 
traveled to Mexico City under the American Soybean 
Institute (ASI) program. Mexico has the highest birth rate in 
the world, said Randolph, and her population is increasing 
3.6% annually. Moreover, Mexico’s gross national product 
increased an impressive 6.4% in 1969.
 Randolph believes that, to meet oil and protein needs, 
Mexico will import mostly raw materials–such as soybeans–

because of her great political need to keep the processing 
plants running and the workers employed.
 Mexico also plans to increase domestic oilseed 
production. Estimated soybean production is Mexico in 
recent years has ranged from 150,000 to 300,000 metric tons. 
Soybean acreage is projected to increase by 25% to 33% 
each year for the next 5 years.
 Mexican per capita consumption of oils and fats is about 
half that in the USA, but it has risen 5.3% each year for the 
last fi ve years. By far the greatest use of vegetable oil is for 
cooking oil, followed by shortening (to replace lard; a high 
percentage of this oil is soybean oil). There is relatively 
little use of vegetable oil in margarine or salad dressing. The 
biggest opportunity is to promote the use of “soy oil” as a 
cooking oil. There is also a strong demand for soybean meal 
as a poultry feed.
 Soybeans imported to Mexico face a tariff of $202/mt 
(metric ton). But CONASUPO (a government agency similar 
to the U.S. Commodity Credit Corp.) issues permits to 
import soybeans duty free. This gives CONASUPO complete 
control over the buying.
 “The opportunity is there: 1–To increase the percentage 
of soy oil in cooking oil and to broaden its use in products 
like margarine and salad dressing.
 “2–To help plant owners who have always crushed 
cottonseed gear up for soybeans once they are convinced 
soybeans are the crop of the future in Mexico.
 “3–To increase the consumption of broiler meat and 
eggs, and possibly hogs.
 “It is possible for ASA-ASI to make a major 
contribution with limited funds and manpower in Mexico by 
supplying plant equipment and an oil technician. The ASA 
board has approved limited market development activities 
in Mexico under the ASI contract.” A small portrait photo 
shows Chet Randolph.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
that mentions ASI–the America Soybean Institute.

2157. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1970. The soybean and ASA–Fifty years of 
growing up together. Nov. 16. p. 2-3.
• Summary: Soybeans had been known in America since 
1804 when a few bags were brought from China as a reserve 
food supply in the hold of a Yankee Clipper. Civil War 
soldiers carried them as “coffee berries,” using them to 
brew coffee when the real thing became scarce. The USDA 
recorded the fi rst soybean statistics in 1919 with a report 
that there had been 99,000 acres of U.S. farmland planted 
in beans during that year. In 1956 the American Soybean 
Assoc. signed a contract with USDA’s Foreign Agricultural 
Service to cooperate in soybean market development work 
in Europe and Japan. This was the fi rst such contract for 
overseas promotion of any U.S. farm commodity. Out of the 
effort came the Japanese-American Soybean Institute and 
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the Soybean Council of America (a joint effort of ASA and 
the National Soybean Processors Association). Last year 
soybeans ranked as the nation’s #1 agricultural export with 
a total value of over $1,400 million. Photos show: The fi rst 
plant [Elizabeth City Oil & Fertilizer Co.] to process U.S. 
soybeans, located in Elizabeth City, North Carolina. Farmers 
harvesting Laredo soybeans at Mississippi State University 
in about 1920.

2158. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1970. U.S. soybeans, oil, 
and meal have mixed future in Latin America. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Nov. 16. 
p. 4-6, 12.
• Summary: The Dominican Republic, Venezuela, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru, and Chile have an “exploding” poultry 
industry, offering a substantial potential market for soybean 
meal. There is also a growing consumption gap for edible 
oils, with domestic supplies down in several countries and 
needs up as populations and incomes both increase. On the 
down side, however, there is marked success of oilseed self-
suffi ciency programs in Colombia and Venezuela. Also, there 
is tight government control of soybean and soybean meal 
imports in most of the countries. Until this year, Venezuela 
was the only one of the countries crushing U.S. soybeans, 
with a solvent-extraction plant of the Lurgi type which has 
been crushing 40,000 tons of U.S. soybeans annually for 
several years. Colombia is now developing its own soybean 
crop for crushing. The Dominican Republic received in 
September, its fi rst shipments of U.S. soybeans for its new 
solvent-extraction plant. The soybean is a new crop for 
Colombia, but production–chiefl y in the Cauca Valley–has 
already reached 100,000 tons, compared with 22,500 in 
1962. Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural 
Service.

2159. Diaconescu, O.; Hymowitz, T. 1970. The soybean in 
Romania. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “Romania is situated in Southeast Europe and 
bounded by the USSR, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, 
and the Black Sea. Romania has an area a little larger than 
Minnesota, a population estimated at about 20 million in 
1969. Agriculture and forestry account for about 29% of 
Romania’s national income. The main crops are wheat, 
maize, sunfl ower, potatoes, dry beans, pumpkin, grapes, and 
fruits.
 “In 1934, a German-Romanian company ‘Solagra’ 
controlled by the German Dye Trust (I.G. Farben) was 
founded for the purpose of encouraging the cultivation of 
soybeans in Romania. In the mid-1930’s Mrs. Muller, a 
German plant breeder, released two varieties, Herb 620 and 
Herb 622, in Romania. High prices were offered to stimulate 
interest in the crop. By 1938, about 150,000 acres were sown 
to soybeans. The beans were exported to Germany and used 
as a meat substitute.

 “After World War II, acreage was sharply reduced due 
to low yields and uneconomic returns. The average yearly 
acreage from 1950 to 1959 totaled 55,000 acres.
 “Today, there is revived interest in soybean production 
in Romania. Attention is now focused on the soybean as a 
internal source of (1) cooking oil to replace animal fats, and 
(2) protein for increased swine and poultry production.
 “The areas of adaptation: Soybeans are adapted to a 
wide range of climatic conditions in Romania. The rainfall 
in the northern and western regions is quite favorable for 
raising them. However, in the south, they must be irrigated as 
the mean annual rainfall is never more than 19 inches.
 “In 1957, Mr. Dimitru Ionescu of the Institute of Cereals 
and Technical Plants (ICCPT), Fundulea, initiated a modest 
program on germ plasm collecting and testing. His program 
was greatly expanded by the government of Romania in 
1965.
 “Mr. Ionescu’s data revealed that the Chinese and North 
Korean soybean varieties matured too late under Romanian 
conditions. The Russian varieties matured too early and in 
addition were very low yielders. The German, Polish, and 
Czechoslovakian germ plasms were also rejected because of 
low yields.
 “The only germ plasms that appeared to be adapted to 
Romanian climatic conditions and gave economic yields 
were the U.S. and Canadian varieties, especially Chippewa 
64 and Merit. These two varieties averaged about 40 bu/a in 
the trials conducted by Mr. Ionescu.
 “In 1969, approximately 150,000 acres were sown to 
soybeans. In 1970, the Ministry of Agriculture planned to 
expand soybean production to 250,000 acres. By 1974, soy-
bean acreage will probably reach close to 1 million acres.
 “Production in Romania: At present, farm soybean 
yields have been 30% to 50% of that reached by ICCPT. 
This is mainly due to the farmers’ lack of experience in 
inoculating soybeans. Many fi elds have soybean roots with 
few effective or no nodules.
 “Date of planting, plant population, fertility, irrigation, 
herbicide, and rotation studies are being carried out at the 
ICCPT as well as in several regional stations. The results 
from these experiments have been encouraging. For example, 
at Fundulea irrigated soybeans have produced up to 65 bu/a. 
Although the soybean is not an important economic crop in 
Romania, it appears to have enormous potential as a major 
source for cooking oil and protein for increased swine and 
poultry production in that country.
 “The results of variety trials indicate that Chippewa 64 
and Merit are outstanding varieties for Romanian climatic 
conditions. However, farm production practices need to be 
adapted to Romanian conditions.”
 “The authors wish to acknowledge the grants given by 
FAO and the U.S. National Academy of Science-Romanian 
Academy for allowing us to visit each other’s country.”
 Neither the American Soybean Association nor the 
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Institute are involved in this project. An illustration shows 
a political map of Romania. Address: 1. Ministry of 
Agriculture, Romania 2. Univ. of Illinois.

2160. Dawson, Owen L. 1970. Communist China’s 
agriculture: Its development and future potential. New York, 
Washington, and London: Praeger Publishers. xvii + 326 
p. See p. 254-60. No index. 24 cm. Series: Praeger Special 
Studies in International Economics and Development. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soybean production in China declined after 
World War II, then gradually recovered–only to decrease 
again during the “Great Leap Forward.”
 1949–5.10 million metric tons
 1952–9.5 million metric tons
 1957–10.05 million metric tons
 1958–10.50 million metric tons
 1959–11.50 million metric tons
 1960–8.58 million metric tons
 1961–8.59 million metric tons
 1962–8.57 million metric tons
 1963–8.89 million metric tons
 1964–9.03 million metric tons
 1965–9.03 million metric tons
 1966–9.03 million metric tons
 1967–9.03 million metric tons
 Table 2 gives China’s soybean exports from 1955-1959.
 Table 3 (p. 260) gives China’s exports of soybeans and 
soybean oil from 1956-1965, based on FAO estimates and 
USDA estimates. Address: USA.

2161. Census of manufacturers. Norinsho, Research 
and Statistics Dept. 1970--. Serial/periodical. Norinsho, 
Kasumigaseki 1-2-1, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan. Annual. 
*
Address: Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

2162. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1971. Mexico boosts imports 
of U.S. soybeans and cottonseed to fi ll oil and meal gap. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). 
Jan. 25.
• Summary: Mexico’s production of oilseeds in the 1971-
72 season was as follows (given in thousands of tons): 
Cottonseed 650.0-750.0; Saffl owerseed [saffl ower seed] 
400.0; and Soybeans 250.0. The total amount of oilseeds 
produced in Mexico during this period was 1,655,000–
1,805,000 tons. Soybeans have provided a major new 
profi table crop in Mexico since 1959. Production has 
increased rapidly in recent seasons (except for 1970, when 
drought reduced crops). Output for 1971 is projected at 250-
300,000 tonnes. Most soybeans are grown on the irrigated 
land of Sonora (particularly in the Yaqui Valley) and Sinaloa, 
in rotation with wheat and often with cotton, if there is 
enough irrigation water. In May, after the wheat harvest, 
soybeans are sown as fast as the land can be prepared, for 

harvesting in September and October by modern combines. 
Soybean meal (49-50% protein) is used at rates of up to 
30%, but the average rate is around 15% in poultry feeds, 
combined with around 5% fi shmeal. Conversion ratios for 
broilers have been running as low as 2.2 pounds of feed 
to 1 pound of meat produced. Address: Fats and Oils Div., 
Foreign Agricultural Service.

2163. Pitcher, S. 1971. Soybean production in Brazil. USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS M-225. 13 p. Jan.
• Summary: The section titled “Marketing of soybean 
products” states: “Many fi rms refi ne and package edible oils, 
either processing their own crude oil or buying it from other 
mills. Nonetheless, about fi ve fi rms dominate the production 
of canned soybean oil for the retail market. These same fi rms 
manufacture margarine and account for most of Brazil’s 
margarine output. The wholesale prices of edible oils, 
including soybean, are price controlled by a Federal agency 
(CIP).
 “Domestic consumption of soybean cake and meal in 
mixed feeds is increasing, but exports continue to take the 
majority of the output. Brazil’s commercial feed industry is 
centered in Sao Paulo and dominated by fi ve or six fi rms, 
at least two of which crush soybeans. The industry’s feed 
output is estimated at 120,000 metric tons monthly. Poultry 
feed accounts for about 70 percent of the commercially 
manufactured feeds in Brazil; dairy feed, 15 to 20 percent; 
and hog feed, about 5 percent. Soybean meal is the major 
protein meal used in formulated feeds, whereas corn is the 
major feed ingredient. Generally most of the peanut meal 
produced in Brazil is exported. Cottonseed meal and cake are 
fed to dairy cattle to supplement grass and silage. Practically 
all of Brazil’s beef cattle are grass fed and fattened. Very 
little supplemental feeding is done, even during the dry 
season when pastures in many areas are inadequate.
 “In late 1969, a factory was opened [by SAMRIG] near 
Porto Alegre in Rio Grande do Sul for isolating soy protein. 
The capacity of this plant is 1,000 metric tons [2.2 million 
pounds] of product per year. Soybean fl ours of various kinds 
are produced by a number of Brazilian companies, the largest 
of which has a yearly output of 2,000 to 3,000 tons.”

2164. Soybean Digest. 1971. Simpson on 2-year Tanzanian 
mission. Jan. p. 50.
• Summary: Charles V. Simpson of Tetonka Farms, 
Waterville, Minnesota, was one of four men who left for 
Tanzania to head up a seed increase program for soybeans 
and other crops. USAID and the Government of Tanzania 
granted the $14.9 million seed multiplication contract to 
Experience Inc. of Minneapolis. The purpose of the program 
is “to increase Tanzanian food production. Tanzania now 
produces only 500 bushels of soybeans annually, but can 
eventually produce 3 million bushels, Mr. Simpson believes. 
But the country needs about 21 million bushels of soybeans 
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yearly to supply oil and protein needs, so the balance will 
have to be imported.” A photo shows Simpson.

2165. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1971. Markets for U.S. soybeans 
and soybean products in Asia and Oceania. USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service. FAS-M 227. 27 p. Feb.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Hong Kong: The market 
for soybeans and soybean products, marketing problems. 
Indonesia: Production of oil-bearing materials, prospects. 
Korea (South): Domestic oilseed production, the oilseed 
crushing industry, use of soybeans for food, use of soybeans 
for feed. The Philippines: Domestic soybean production, 
the crushing industry, poultry and mixed feed industries. 
Singapore and Malaysia: Soybean crushing, shipping, feed 
production and use. Australia: Domestic soybean production, 
production of other oilseeds, oilseed crushing industry, 
mixed feed and poultry industries, margarine. New Zealand: 
Domestic oilseed production, feed situation and imports.
 Contains many photos–some showing soybeans. 
Address: Fats and Oils Div.

2166. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1971. Growers of poultry and 
hogs in eastern Europe welcome U.S. soybeans and meal. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). 
April 26. p. 19-22.
• Summary: Five of the seven East European countries–
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and 
Poland–have developed into a major market for high-quality 
U.S. soybean meal. Their total purchases are now over 
500,000 short tons, or more than fi ve times the average for 
1960-64. The two remaining countries–East Germany and 
Romania–are occasionally direct buyers of U.S. meal and 
frequently indirect buyers. Address: Fats and Oils Div., 
Foreign Agricultural Service.

2167. Bolsa de Cereales: Revista Institucional (Buenos 
Aires). 1971. La soja en la Argentina [The soybean in 
Argentina]. 99(2840):42-45. May. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Quality of Argentina’s 
soybeans. Two pages of tables: (1) Compiled quantities. (2) 
Medians of the different items of analysis. (3) Commercial 
quality of soybean foreign bodies. (4) Grains broken and / or 
split. (5) Damaged grains. (6) Calcined grains. (7) Black and 
/ or bicolor grains. (8) Humidity (most are less than 14%). 
(9) Chamic/burned seeds.
 (10) World production and the main countries 
(thousands of metric tons; 1965-1969). The columns are: 
World total. Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Communist China 
(FAO estimate), USA, Indonesia, Russia. The world total 
soybean production has increased from 36.420 million 
tonnes in 1965 to 44.599 million tons in 1969. The USA is 
by far the largest producer with 30.397 million tonnes in 
1969.
 (11) Soybeans and soybean oil exports (thousands of 

metric tons; 1965-1969). The columns are: World total. 
Argentina, Brazil, Communist China (FAO estimate), USA, 
Canada. Argentina exports the largest amounts of seeds 
(soybeans) and oil to the USA.
 (12) Quotations at the Rotterdam market (in US dollars 
per metric ton). The three columns are: (a) Months of the 
year, from Jan. 1970 to Feb. 1971. (b) Soybean seeds, USA. 
(c) Soybean oil of any origin. Source: Department of Market 
Analysis–”J.N.G.”

2168. Cook Industries, Inc. 1971. Worldwide merchandisers 
of soybeans, wheat, and corn (Ad). Soybean Digest. May. p. 
25.
• Summary: A half-page horizontal ad with no graphics. 
Address: Headquarters: 2185 Democrat Rd.–P.O. Box 16912, 
Memphis, Tennessee 38116.

2169. Corley, Joseph .R. 1971. U.S. soybean exports. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 16-17.
• Summary: “Twenty years of almost continuous growth 
in soybean production accompanied by a corresponding 
expansion in exports has brought enrichment into the lives of 
many American producers and foreign consumers throughout 
the world. The value of U.S. soybean exports, including 
products, totaled more than $1.5 billion in fi scal year 1970, 
a far cry from the $44 million in 1950. Soybean exports in 
1970, including the soybean equivalent of soybean products, 
represented half the 1969 production. U.S. soybean exports 
were over 90% of the world soybean trade in 1969–all 
as regular commercial sales without any form of export 
assistance. They are helping the U.S. to maintain a positive 
trade balance.
 “Has helped farm income: A growing soybean export 
market has contributed much to the growth of farm income 
in the soybean-producing states. In 1969, soybeans ranked 
fi fth in cash receipts from farm sales in the U.S. (including 
both crops and livestock).
 “Ten states received 85% of the total U. S. estimated 
cash receipts from the farm sales of soybeans. The estimated 
soybean export shares in the same 10 states were valued at 
$884 million, equivalent to 42% of their cash receipts from 
soybean sales in 1969.
 “These producers benefi t from the expanding export 
markets, and foreign trade is a key factor in providing 
income stability for them.
 “The phenomenal growth in export demand for soybeans 
relates to several factors. First, the soybean is a versatile 
product, providing vegetable oil, protein meal for animal 
consumption, and protein fl our for human consumption.
 “Second, while demand for vegetable oil and soybean 
meal for feed has brought about most of the expanded 
demand, new uses are evolving rapidly from product 
development. Soybeans have long been recognized as a raw 
material for many uses in supplementing the human diet.
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 “Soybeans provide a rich source of protein although 
exploitation for this use has not yet been fully consummated. 
Soybeans promise to bring enrichment to the diets of many 
people throughout the world who now must manage on 
less than enough protein. Soy fl our can be added to bakery 
products or bagged fl our for home use. Soy protein made 
into various foods and drinks adds tasty variety as well as 
nourishment to diets of many of the world’s deprived people.
 “Continuing research and product development will 
introduce more tasty treats to the growing list of new foods 
made from soybeans. Techniques of mass production are 
bringing these products within the economic reach of almost 
everyone.
 “Third, the excessive production capacity for several 
crops has encouraged U.S. farmers to shift to soybeans 
as an alternative. This shift was made possible because a 
substantial demand for edible and high-protein feeds for 
livestock existed.” Address: Foreign trade economist, Federal 
Extension Service, Washington, DC.

2170. Fangauf, K.W. 1971. A strong demand for soy products 
in Germany. Soybean Digest. May. p. 28-30.
• Summary: A good overview. A large photo shows: 
“Unloading U.S. soybeans in Hamburg Harbor at the Neuhof 
Hafengesellschaft grain elevator. Elevator capacity is 60,000 
metric tons [mt], but this is expected to be increased by 
40,000 tons. Unloading capacity is 1,000 mt/hr.” Address: 
PhD, American Soybean Assoc.–ASI Country Director, West 
Germany.

2171. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1971. Japanese imports of U.S. soybeans peak at 
2.9 million tons in 1970. June 7. p. 5.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean imports. 
Rapeseed imports. Peanut imports. Soybean production. 

Rapeseed production. Peanut production.
 Soybean production in Japan has dropped steadily for 
several years, from 135,700 metric tons in 1969 to 126,000 
tons in 1970 (down 7%).
 “The [Japanese] Government–in order to encourage 
diversion of riceland to other crops and to promote 
the production of oilseeds–has proposed payment of 
approximately $393 per acre if soybeans, rapeseed, or other 
annual crops are planted on paddy fi elds in 1971. Certain 
farmers who plant soybeans cooperatively will receive 
approximately $450 per acre.”
 A photo shows 4 Americans watching a Japanese worker 
preparing to press moromi in a hydraulic press to make soy 
sauce.

2172. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1971. Danes lead Scandinavia in imports of 
soybeans. June 21. p. 12.
• Summary: Norway is the second largest soybean importer 
in Scandinavia, second only to Denmark, where U.S. 
soybean sales reached an all-time high last year. Denmark 
imported 534,769 tonnes worth $57.2 million. Norway 
imported 183,000 tonnes. In Sweden, a much larger oilseed 
production than in the other Scandinavian countries–166,000 
tons in 1970 and 180,000 forecast for 1971–has kept this 
country’s oilseed imports at relatively low levels.

2173. Parker, John A. 1971. South Asia–an expanding market 
for U.S. soybean oil. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). June 28. p. 8-9.
• Summary: India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Afghanistan, and 
Nepal are turning increasingly to the U.S. to meet their 
vegetable oil needs. Currently, they are importing over 
$100 million worth of such oils a year, compared with $37 
million 5 years earlier. Of the total import, 80% is U.S. 
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soybean oil. This growing dependence is an upward spiral in 
demand for oils, couple with more-or-less static production 
of several local oilseeds. This has led to a sky-rocketing 
of prices for indigenous oils, particularly in India. Also 
serving to buoy soybean oil sales is the increased consumer 
acceptance of it as an ingredient in vanaspati–the major 
hydrogenated vegetable oil used in India. West Pakistan 
also has been experimenting with soybeans in some areas 
between Lahore and Rawalpindi. But the big push has been 
in India, especially in the northern part of the Gangetic Plain. 
Currently, some 75,000 acres are in soybeans in the States 
of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and Punjab, and 1970 
production was about 35,000 tons. Most of the outturn is 
being purchased by the Indian pharmaceutical industry.

2174. Danyluk, A. Paul. 1971. Italy: $70-million market 
for U.S. soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). July 5. p. 10-11.
• Summary: Helping to sustain this growth has been the 
rapid expansion in Italy’s livestock and meat industry and 
in its consumption of oilseed cake and meal. Currently that 
industry is consuming an estimated 1.1 million tons of cake 
and meal annually. Soybean cake and meal account for 
about 65% of this consumption. Italian imports of soybeans 
are concentrated in the hands of a few fi rms, which have a 
virtual monopoly on the Italian market. About 75% of the 
production is in the hands of 10 major plants. Address: Asst. 
U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Rome.

2175. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1971. U.K. fats and oils imports up as Britain buys 
more soybean oil. July 19. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Imports of soybean oil as oil in 1970 reached 
the very high level of 60,500 tons. As usual, most of it came 
from Canada, with shipments totaling 25,900 tons. Second 
most important supplier of soybean oil in 1970 was Spain, 
with 16,400 tons. Direct soybean oil imports from the U.S. 
totaled 1,600 tons.

2176. Perkins, Louise. 1971. Soybeans spearhead record 
U.S. farm sales to Japan. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. 30. p. 5-6.
• Summary: Since the mid-1960’s Japan has been the top 
dollar market for U.S. agricultural exports. Australia has 
ranked fi rst among U.S. competitors in agricultural trade, 
followed by Japan, since 1965. Canada, Mainland China, 
Mexico, and Thailand all contribute to Japan’s soybean 
imports.

2177. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1971. Yugoslavia may import sunfl ower and 
soybean oils and soybeans. Nov. 22. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Yugoslavia has been the largest U.S. 
commercial soybean oil customer in 1970-71.

2178. Frink, J.C. 1971. Greek olive oil production faces 
rising competition from soybeans. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Nov. 29. p. 6.
• Summary: Part of the present market for olive oil may 
be taken over by soybean oil, which is expected to become 
more competitive as a new soybean crushing mill comes 
into operation. Olive oil accounts for 74% of the total 
Greek production. The new soybean crushing plant on the 
Saronic Gulf between Athens and Corinth is expected to 
begin operations in late 1972, crushing about 150,000 tonnes 
of soybeans a year, which would produce 27,000 tons of 
oil. Initially it is expected that a large portion of the mill’s 
production will be exported since present Greek soybean 
meal and soybean oil consumption are only about 35,000 and 
8,500 tonnes, respectively, a year. Address: U.S. Agricultural 
Attaché, Athens.

2179. Endo, Koichi. 1971. Nosanbutsu bôeki no kôzô 
bunseki [Structural analysis of the trade in agricultural 
products]. Tokyo: Toyo Keizai Shimposha. 215 p. [20+ ref. 
Jap]*
Address: Tokyo, Japan.

2180. Estudos Economico-Fiscais. 1971. Soja: 
Producao, comercializacao, ICM [Soybeans: Production, 
commercialization, and the ICM export tax]. 119 p. (Porto 
Alegre, Secretaria de Estado dos Negocios da Fazenda do 
Rio Grande do Sul). 5 maps. [18 ref. Por]
Address: Porto Alegre, RGS, Brazil.

2181. Godin, V.J.; Spensley, P.V. 1971. Oils and oilseeds: 
Soyabean. TPI Crop and Product Digests No. 1. p. 148-51. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: World soybean production has been increasing 
at the rate of 2.3% per annum from 1959 to 1968. World 
production has grown from an average of 19,724 tonnes in 
1959-63 to an average of 38,405 tonnes in 1964-68. The 
three leading producing countries are USA (24,789,000 
tonnes average 1964-68), China (10,978,000), and Brazil 
(559,000). The major importing countries are Japan (347,000 
tonnes average 1964-1968), West Germany (262,000), Spain 
(136,000), Netherlands (97,000), Italy (93,000), Canada 
(83,000). Fluctuating prices and major infl uences affecting 
the basic trends are discussed. Address: TPI (Tropical 
Products Inst.), 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1X 8LU, 
England.

2182. Dirks, Harlan J. 1972. Norway, a growing market 
for U.S. soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Feb. 7. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Norwegian soybean processors, through an 
aggressive campaign urging consumers to use “healthful” 
all-vegetable margarine, have managed to double sales of 
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soybean oil margarine in a 10-year period. Total imports of 
soybeans have risen from 23,000 tonnes in 1955 to 183,000 
tonnes in 1970. At the same time, crushing capacity has 
expanded from one small plant to three modern extraction 
plants. The driving force behind this growth in the soybean 
processing industry has been soybean oil margarine. In 
1970, Norway produced 33,000 tonnes of soybean oil. 75% 
of this total was used by the margarine industry. Soybean 
oil has gradually displaced fi sh oil as the base for margarine 
in Norway. Photos show three soya margarine products: 
Soft Soya Margarin (2 packages), and Solei Soya Margarin. 
Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Copenhagen, Denmark.

2183. O’Mara, Charles J. 1972. Brazil’s new soybean crop 
may beat record by million tons. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). March. p. 11.
• Summary: “From a record 1970-71 crop estimated at 2.1 
million metric tons, some optimists expect Brazil’s soybean 
production in 1971-72 to climb by another 1 million tons 
to slightly more than 3 million. The 1969-70 crop was 1.3 
million tons.
 “Rio Grande do Sul is expected to be top producer in 
1971-72 with an output estimated at 1.9 million tons. Parana 
will likely produce some 850,000 tons, while Sao Paulo will 
grow another 150,000 tons. The States of Mato Grosso, and 
Goias will produce yet another 100,000 tons between them.
 “Increased yields and greater acreage have been largely 
responsible for the boost in production. Area grew by 59 
percent between 1969-70 and 1970-71, from 2.9 million 
acres to 4.6 million.
 “Growth in the production of soybeans has, strangely 
enough, been advanced by Government assistance given to 
wheat growers. Because farmers have found it is economic 
to rotate soybeans with wheat, soybean production will 
probably continue to grow apace as wheat output increases.
 “Brazil’s estimated calendar 1971 exports of soybeans 
and soybean products were 3,000 tons of oil, 655,000 tons 
of meal, and 200,000 tons of beans. Compared with 1970, 
oil exports increased, meal shipments were up by 25 percent, 
and bean exports declined.
 “Brazil’s export volume depends not only on price, but 
also–and perhaps more importantly–on the soybean situation 
in the United States. Brazil’s soybean crop comes in toward 
the end of the U.S. crop and, therefore, the size of the U.S. 
carryover limits Brazilian soybean exports.
 “Generally the market for Brazilian meal has been good 
and indications are that its export will increase steadily in 
the next few years. But because of the larger production 
predicted for the 1971-72 crop and also because of the 
expected oil surplus this year prices will probably drop.
 “Whether these factors will make Brazilian oil more 
attractive on the world market this year cannot be determined 
at this time. The trade is pessimistic about this year’s market, 
but it hopes that within the next year or two, the Government 

of Brazil will take action (probably in the form of additional 
tax incentives) to insure the competitiveness of Brazilian oil.
 “Within Brazil, consumer use of soy products is 
increasing between 6 and 7 percent a year and the future 
looks bright. Soft margarine was market tested in Rio de 
Janeiro last year and its production and sale will begin in San 
Paulo soon.
 “Consumption of soybean products by the feed industry 
is also expanding, especially as Brazil’s poultry and swine 
industry grows and becomes more aware of the advantages 
of using protein meals. Figures are not available on actual 
use by the feed industry, but there is no question that soybean 
meal will fi nd an ever expanding market as its use in animal 
feed increases.
 “Although the domestic soybean price situation was 
so unstable in 1971 that cheaper alternatives were often 
substituted in feed rations, feed companies now believe that 
within the next 5 years they may be supplying domestically 
produced soybean meal to Brazilian cattle operations.”
 Note: Based on a dispatch by C.J. O’Mara. Address: 
Asst. Agricultural Offi cer, Sao Paulo [Brazil].

2184. Jaeger, Martin. 1972. Marketing soybeans. Ontario 
Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Factsheet AGDEX 
141/840. 3 p. April.
• Summary: “More than 300,000 acres of soybeans are 
grown in Ontario. Ontario farmers received about $24 
million from sales of soybeans in 1970. Most soybeans are 
crushed to produce meal and oil. The meal is used in mixed 
feeds for swine and poultry, while the oil is used in human 
food, mainly as cooking oil or as a component of margarine 
or shortening. Ontario-grown soybeans account for less 
than half of the soybean crushings in Ontario. The rest are 
imported by boat from the U.S.A.”
 “Sixty pounds of soybeans provide about 47.5 pounds 
of soybean meal” and 10.5 pounds of oil. There are three 
soybean crushing fi rms in Ontario: Canada Vegetable Oil 
Products in Hamilton, Victory Soya Mills Ltd. in Toronto, 
and Maple Leaf Mills Ltd. in Toronto.
 “Pricing soybeans: Ontario processors have an 
agreement with the Soya-Bean Marketing Board under which 
the processors are supposed to pay as much for Ontario 
soybeans as they do for American soybeans of equal quality.
 “In practice this means that current U.S. soybean prices 
determine Ontario soybean prices while the navigation is 
open in the autumn, spring and summer. Ontario farmers 
deliver about 75% of their soybeans during this crop period.”
 Also discusses: Chicago futures prices. Forward pricing 
(pricing soybeans before the time of delivery, e.g., before 
planting). Direct marketing (from farm to processors). 
Competition from rapeseed.
 Tables show: (1) Hypothetical example of soybean 
pricing in the autumn, spring and fall (per bushel). (2) 
Hypothetical example of soybean pricing in winter (Feb. 1). 
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Address: Economics Branch, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture 
and Food.

2185. Rahe, Dewain H. 1972. U.S. farm exports set new 
record. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). May 15. p. 2-4, 12.
• Summary: U.S. exports of soybeans were up to $1,050 
million from $967 million a year earlier. Address: Foreign 
Demand and Competition Div., Economic Research Service.

2186. Soybean Digest. 1972. “Our reason for being is to 
provide markets” [says Ralph T. Jackson, American Soybean 
Association]. May. p. 41.
• Summary: “Ralph T. Jackson, executive vice president 
of the American Soybean Assn. (ASA), testifi ed in Kansas 
City, Missouri, at recent hearings held to examine the 
effectiveness of the Foreign Agricultural Service’s (FAS) 
promotional activities in selling U.S. farm products abroad.
 “’Soybeans can continue to capture a fair share of the 
increased world demand in the years ahead, but it will take 
competitive prices, a dependable supply, effective promotion, 
and aggressive salesmanship,’ said Mr. Jackson.
 “’Instead of taking the negative approach of limiting 
supply through reduced acreage, we have taken the positive 
approach of increasing the demand for our product. When 
we started working with FAS in 1955, the U.S. exported only 
68 million bushels of soybeans. By 1970, this fi gure was 433 
million bushels, an increase of 536.7%,’ he continued.
 “Government offi cia1s who determine foreign currency 
allocations and soybean purchases believe there is no 
substitute for soybean meal, according to Mr. Jackson. “’For 
example, he said, ‘U.S. specialists reached large numbers 
of key Taiwanese technicians during seminars and visits to 
major processing and feed plants in Taiwan. These programs 
have played an important role in soybean sales increasing 
15% in 1971. In addition, the Taiwan processors have 
committed themselves to increase purchases another 15% the 
fi rst 6 months of this year.
 “’Our competition is fi erce, well funded, and has 
excellent management. To sell any raw material on a 
consistent basis, we must deliver quality and quantity. Our 
reason for being is to provide markets for all the soybeans 
U.S. farmers produce, and at a price yielding a profi t 
consistent with good business practices.
 “’The foreign market intelligence, the use of foreign 
currency provided under P.L. 480, and other services of the 
FAS have been invaluable in helping us reach this goal,’ Mr. 
Jackson concluded.”

2187. Randolph, Chet. 1972. U.S. soybean group adapts 
overseas promotion to individual markets. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). June 5. p. 
6-7, 9.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association (ASA) uses 

the term “market development” to mean a total program from 
the farmer to the consumer. It is not just advertising, not just 
promotion, not even just marketing. Market development 
in Taiwan. The ASA went to Taiwan in 1969, and set about 
modernizing the domestic and industrial uses of soybeans in 
that country. In order to do this they established a monthly 
trade journal, invited teams of local executives to visit 
the U.S., and sent technicians to Taiwan to instate many 
different programs to improve the production, processing, 
and marketing of soybeans and soybean products. Market 
development in Germany. Here, the ASA set about trying 
to change the government’s requirement that fi shmeal 
was necessary in every pig and poultry ration. They fi rst 
stimulated research in the German universities to convince 
the German government that the fi shmeal requirement was 
harmful to the soybean trade. The ASA also campaigned to 
remove the stigma that soybean margarine could not contain 
more than 25% soybean oil as it would then require salt to 
mask the oil’s fl avor.
 In Japan the ASA works on developing mass media 
advertisement for soy oil. They also work with the Japan 
Nutrition Association, which conducts small group cooking 
schools. They have worked for years to help start the 
Japanese vegetable margarine industry and then encouraged 
an effective, merchandising campaign. Address: Director of 
Market Development, American Soybean Assoc.

2188. Kromer, George W.; Gazelle, Stanley A.; Norris, 
Evelyn L.; Wiggins, Syble M. 1972. U.S. fats and oils 
statistics 1950-71. USDA Economic Research Service, 
Statistical Bulletin No. 489. 203 p. July.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Supply, disposition and 
utilization tables for individual commodities (alphabetically). 
Aggregate series for fats and oils and protein meal 
(alphabetically): Soy protein foods. Foreign trade in U.S. 
oilseeds, fats, oils and meal (annual tables): U.S. exports, 
total and by country of destination; U.S. imports, total and 
by country of origin; world production and world exports. 
Prices and index numbers. Conversion factors. Glossary of 
fats and oils terms. Index. Address: Fats and Oils Section, 
Economic and Statistical Analysis Div., Economic Research 
Service, USDA.

2189. Rubaihayo, P.R.; Radley, R.W.; Khan, T.N.; Mukiibi, 
J.; Leakey, C.L.A.; Ashley, J.M. 1972. The Makerere 
Program [of grain legume improvement]. In: M. Milner, 
ed. 1972. Nutritional Improvement of Food Legumes by 
Breeding. xiii + 389 p. See p. 117-30. [27 ref]
• Summary: “As an approach to meeting the protein needs 
of the poor in Uganda in particular and eastern Africa as a 
whole, the Makerere grain-legume improvement program 
was started in 1965.”
 “Greenway (1945) has reported that soybeans fi rst 
were introduced to Uganda around the turn of this century. 
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However, the crop failed to establish itself as an important 
food crop, and it was not until the outbreak of World War 
II that an export market for seed stimulated production. 
That production declined with the end of the war... In 
1965, research activity in soybeans was revived once more. 
Genotype collections were made and evaluated at both 
Kawanda Research Station and on the University Farm 
at Kabanyolo.” Address: Dep. of Crop Science, Makerere 
Univ., Kampala, Uganda.

2190. Kirby, R.H. 1972. Agricultural trade of the People’s 
Republic of China, 1935-69. USDA Economic Research 
Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 83. 95 p. 
Aug. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1972, p. 20.
• Summary: Two graphs (p. 43) show “U.S. agricultural 
exports to China and the Far East, 1935-1969.” The top 
graph is in billions of dollars, the bottom graph in percent 
of U.S. worldwide exports. Both graphs follow the same 
patterns. To the Far East: Decreasing from 1935 to 1942, 
then increasing thereafter. To China: Very small from 1935 
to 1938, rising to 1940, falling to zero from 1940 to 1942, 
rising from 1944 to 1946 (remember, China was a key 
U.S. ally against Japan during World War II), then falling 
after 1946 to zero in 1951 as the Chinese Communists took 
control.
 Table 57 (p. 73) shows “China: Exports of soybeans by 
country of destination, 1951-1969,” in 1,000 metric tons. The 
countries are: Total, Belgium-Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, Finland, France, West Germany, Hong Kong, 
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Singapore, United Kingdom, USSR, Yugoslovia, 
Other.
 The main destination countries were USSR (1955-1961) 
and Japan (1955-57, 1962-69). Address: USDA.

2191. Soybean Digest. 1972. Brazil to become world’s 
largest processing center. Aug. p. 44.
• Summary: “Three new soybean processing plants, due to 
go into operation within a year, will turn the city of Ponta 
Grossa in Parana, Brazil, into the world’s largest soybean 
processing center, according to USDA. All of the new 
soybean processing plants will have an eye on the export 
market.”

2192. Soybean Digest. 1972. Soybean research: Funded by 
farmer checkoff. Aug. p. 16-20, 22-23.
• Summary: “Soybeans are one crop free of government 
control–and also free of payments for not planting. The 
prime reason soybeans are free of control is that soybean 
people have always been market oriented, and willing to 
put up their own funds in support of that philosophy. For 15 
years farmers and processors have been fi nancing worldwide 
market development activities for soybeans, as American 
Soybean Assn. President Harold Kuehn pointed out to the 

House appropriations subcommittee last April.
 “The results of this do-it-yourself approach have been 
nothing short of tremendous. As U.S. farmers were forced 
to reduce their corn and cotton acres during the 1960’s, they 
could turn to soybeans because of their growing markets. 
And soybeans, beginning as a little-known crop, moved up 
the ladder with astonishing rapidity to the nation’s No. 1 
export crop, then No. 1 cash crop.
 “And soybean producers have begun to take the same 
route with regard to soybean research in various states... 
ASA Executive Vice President Ralph Jackson stressed to the 
National Soybean Research Coordinating Committee the 
need to plan now to solve future problems.”
 “The funding of production research on soybeans is 
now being done by state checkoff funds, and there will be 
more such funding in the future. U.S. soybean producers 
are spending $400,000 this year for such research, and will 
contribute about $500,000 of their own money next year, all 
raised through checkoffs.
 “In addition, the National Soybean Processors Assn. 
is contributing $500,000 annually for soybean production 
research. NSPA has provided funds in the past to support the 
research work of fi ve full-time scientists. Now the policy is 
to provide additional funds to undergird the work of current 
researchers.
 “In addition to grower and processor funding, there is 
funding of research by state and federal governments.
 “The concept of using the checkoff for funding both 
market development and research originated at the ASA 
convention in 1968. In 1969, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
and Louisiana passed the necessary enabling acts, followed 
by Mississippi and Texas in 1970; Arkansas, Florida, 
Virginia, and Georgia in 1971; and Iowa in 1972.
 “Now the checkoff is operating in ten states and Illinois 
is in the process of establishing constitutional authority for a 
checkoff system.
 “As outlined by the National Soybean Research 
Coordinating Committee [established in March 1972 under 
the sponsorship of the agricultural Research Policy Advisory 
Committee], checkoff funds in general should be used for 
short-term, quick-payoff types of research that show concrete 
results. Federal and state funds can be best used for basic 
research where the results may be less tangible and longer in 
coming.”
 Details on research projects and current checkoff 
funding for research in the following states are given: 
Mississippi ($58,000), Georgia ($40,000), Texas ($2,250), 
Arkansas ($117,766, the leader in funding), South Carolina 
($22,500), Louisiana ($70.945), Iowa ($26,000), Virginia 
($10,000), Florida ($10,000), and North Carolina ($40,273). 
Research Foundation funding: The Iowa Soybean Promotion 
Board has two unique concepts in mind when it allocates 
funds for market development and research. First, it tries 
to involve the state soybean association in decisionmaking. 
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Second, it tries to induce the state association and its 
members to think of research as a national effort, rather than 
just an individual state effort. Photos show William Colville, 
Harold Musen, Edgar Hartwig.

2193. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1972. U.S. vegetable oil mission to Latin America 
reports oil sales down, potential for beans. Sept. 4. p. 5-6, 12.
• Summary: The U.S. is rapidly losing its cash soybean 
oil markets in certain Latin American countries. In some 
countries the chief problem is price competition from other 
imported oils, principally soybean oil from Brazil; in others, 
it is governmental oil import and resale policies designed 
to protect the expansion of domestic oilseed production. 
In the Dominican Republic, every effort is being made to 
attain self-suffi ciency in vegetable oil production. Haiti is 
reportedly interested in a new soybean crushing complex. 
Jamaica is pushing hard for oil self-suffi ciency through 
expanded coconut production. Panama, Ecuador, and Peru 
are all increasing the imports of U.S. soybean oil.

2194. Baker, Bruce. 1972. U.S. soybean complex exports top 
$2 billion in fi scal year 1972. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Sept. 18. p. 5, 12.
• Summary: For the fi rst time, the U.S. soybean crop has 
become the Nation’s leading cash crop. In fi scal year 1972, 
U.S. farmers reported higher cash receipts for soybeans 
than for corn, which has long been the leading cash earner. 
The soybean crop also reached another important milestone 
when it became the fi rst agricultural commodity to have 
total annual exports valued at more than $2,000 million; the 
total export value of soybeans and soybean production hit an 
all-time high of $2,004 million. The devaluation of the U.S. 
dollar lowered the price of U.S. soybeans in terms of many 
foreign currencies. The price was reduced most for Japan 
and the European Economic Community–which together 
take 65% of total U.S. soybean exports. Within the EC, 
the Netherlands was the leading market for U.S. soybeans. 
Japan is the second largest market for U.S. soybeans, Spain 
the third. Address: Fats and Oil Div., Foreign Agricultural 
Service.

2195. Brunthaver, Carroll G. 1972. Are U.S. farmers planting 
enough soybeans to meet world market opportunities? 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). 
Sept. 18. p. 2-4, 12.
• Summary: From a speech given before the National 
Soybean Processors Association, August 21, 1972, restating 
U.S. opposition to an international oils agreement. A major 
commercial sale of soybeans has been made to the Soviet 
Union–the fi rst purchase of U.S. beans by the Soviets since 
1965-66. The quantity has been unoffi cially estimated at 1 
million tons. The goal of the Soviets’ current 5-year plan is 
to increase the protein in Russian consumer diets by 25%.

2196. Butz, Earl L. 1972. Setting the pace for agriculture. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-28.
• Summary: “As we look back on the situation in 1968, the 
soybean industry was on a suicidal path. The carryover was 
building up and reached 324 million bushels in September, 
1969–about a third of a year’s production. The support price 
of $2.50/bu gave incentive to competing oilseeds and protein 
sources to try to take over soybean markets. Worse yet, some 
people were calling for production cutbacks and Government 
controls which would mean a general contraction of your 
operations,
 “And, as you know, a saving move was made. 
One of the fi rst agricultural decisions under the present 
Administration was to put the support at a level of $2.25 
per bu so as to remove the umbrella of price protection 
from your competition. The Export Marketing Service was 
established to give a new thrust to overseas sales–and now, 
incidentally, there’s a good soybean man in charge as general 
sales manager, your former ASA president, Laurel Meade.
 “Then came the Agricultural Act of 1970 with its 
innovative set-aside approach which freed farmers from so 
many of the old restrictions and controls. For many farmers, 
the 1970 Act was a declaration of independence, giving them 
new freedom to produce for the best market opportunities. 
And the new programs are bringing results, in record-high 
exports and record-high farm income.
 “The soybean success story illustrates the coming debate 
on farm policy: You soybean producers have shown America 
and the world what farmers can do when they follow an 
expansionist policy and gear their output to the potential of 
markets.
 “You have demonstrated what market-oriented 
production really means. You are proving what can be 
accomplished when you are backed by programs that are 
dedicated to economic expansion, not contraction–to ‘a 
competitive spirit that results in rising productivity,’ in the 
words of President Nixon.
 “When I addressed your convention 4 years ago, the title 
of my talk was, ‘Can Uncle run your business?’ My answer 
was No–Government alone can’t solve the soybean problem 
if we want an expanding and prosperous industry. No–If we 
want an industry that grows with our growing population, 
our dynamic economy, and the growing world need for food. 
No–If we want an industry in which producers who are 
effi cient, ambitious, and imaginative can enlarge the scale of 
their operations with advancing science and technology, and 
thus secure an adequate income for themselves.
 “My answer is still No–Especially in light of what you 
have accomplished since that fundamental change in price 
support policy was made. It’s quite true, of course, and to 
your everlasting credit, that you had made a great running 
start with your highly successful market development 
programs. Through them you had and still have tremendous 
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momentum. Your expertise, and the imaginative ways 
in which you are applying it, are vital ingredients of the 
soybean success story.
 “Thus when the support level became competitive and 
your competition began to back off, you had the marketing 
know-how to move in fast. You took a commanding lead 
which you have held to this day. Your aggressiveness helped 
work down the carryover rapidly, from its 1969 peak of 324 
million bushels to 230 million in 1970, 99 million last year, 
to an estimated 60 million as of this coming September. Now 
the increase in soybean production is running slower than 
the increase in demand. And market prices have fi rmed in the 
range of $3.40 to $3.50/bu.
 “You are truly setting a fast pace among all of 
agriculture in America–in your statesmanship on price 
supports, your vigorous development of markets, and 
in making your market-oriented philosophy a reality–a 
workable and profi table business approach to farming. In 
so doing, you are sharpening the perspective of farmers 
and consumers alike as they face the issue of future farm 
policy–the issue of whether Uncle will be the heavy-handed 
price setter and rule maker, or whether farmers will have the 
initiative to produce and market what they produce, with the 
opportunity to grow with an expanding economy.
 “You have a commanding position to hold: As we look 
ahead, the great challenge for soybeans is to stay on top of 
the competition and hold the commanding position that you 
now enjoy. You have a natural advantage, inherent in your 
product–the lowest oil yield per acre and highest protein 
yield per acre, relative to competitive oilseeds.
 “Also, of course, you enjoy the prospect of growing 
markets the world over. Economies of other countries are 
improving, and, as this happens, people upgrade their diets 
with more oil and more proteins. The Japanese per capita 
intake of vegetable oil averages 27 pounds a year compared 
with 56 in America. The Japanese government has said 
it wants to see the consumption rate stepped up at least 
another 10 pounds. If this increase alone were to be met by 
U.S. suppliers, it would require an 8% expansion, about 90 
million bushels, in soybean production.
 “That’s but one indication of the tremendous 
potential that exists. In Japan, for example, per capita 
beef consumption runs about 8 pounds a year, whereas in 
this country we are approaching the 20 pound mark. The 
Japanese have a growing appetite for good red meat, and will 
be wanting more. The same is true of the Russians or almost 
any other people you can name. Consumer demands for meat 
here and abroad keep increasing–and the demands for protein 
feeds likewise keep increasing.
 “Big Soviet purchases prove the growing demand for 
soybeans: The announcement made during the last few 
days of a major sale of 1971 and 1972-crop soybeans to the 
Soviet Union–a private transaction in which the Department 
of Agriculture was not involved–confi rms that the Russians 

mean business when they say they intend to increase protein 
consumption.
 “When I visited the Soviet Union in April of this year, 
heading up the U.S. grain negotiating team, I pointed out to 
Chairman Brezhnev that in the U.S., the use of soybean meal 
and other protein supplements has added immeasurably to 
the effi ciency of our livestock and poultry production–that a 
protein supplement should make their short supplies of feed 
and grain go farther.
 “The Soviet Union, in its current 5-year plan has 
announced a goal of increasing the protein in the average 
Russian consumer’s diet by 25%. Our message to the 
Russians, both during my April visit and the President’s 
conference in Moscow in May was that the farmers of the 
U.S. have the land, the climate, and the know-how to help 
the Russian people meet their goal through commercial sales 
of feed grains and proteins.
 “We are delighted, of course, that these peace initiatives 
and trade initiatives are leading to substantial sales of grain 
and soybeans to the USSR. Soybeans will have a substantial 
part in boosting our total farm exports to Russia far beyond 
their agreement, signed last month, to buy a minimum of 
$200 million worth of U.S. grains this year as the fi rst stage 
of a $750 million, 3-year deal.
 “But let me emphasize that this is no time to be 
complacent and overconfi dent. We are moving into the kind 
of situation that can spur your competition, with soybean 
prices as high as they are now. The critical job facing you is 
to deliver the goods, on time and economically, and to hold 
the lead for soybeans as markets keep on growing.
 “Uncle can help you meet your challenges: You know 
the value of working with the Foreign Agricultural Service 
and Export Marketing Service to spur market development. 
This partnership with government in areas of production 
strategy, quality regulation, research, and promotion, will 
continue to be a winning arrangement as the future unfolds.
 “Production strategy underlines the signifi cance of the 
‘set-aside’ plan as markets around the globe call for more 
and more soybeans. In the seven states that produce more 
than two-thirds of our soybeans, we now have around 16 
million ‘set-aside’ acres. Portions of that reserve acreage can 
move systematically into production, as necessary, to meet 
market demands. This can help reduce farm program costs, 
put more acres into profi table use, and make larger amounts 
of food available.” Continued. Address: U.S. Secretary of 
Agriculture.

2197. Butz, Earl L. 1972. Setting the pace for agriculture 
(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-
28.
• Summary: (Continued): “Throughout the entire U.S., there 
are about 60 million acres of unused reserve land–the best 
kind of strategic reserve the Department of Agriculture can 
maintain, in my opinion. However, we must recognize that 
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these reserve lands tend not to be our best acreages. Certain 
portions, including some in the seven major soybean states, 
may be less than ideal prime farmland.
 “The point is, that in order to fi ll market demands, to 
keep up with the rising world level of meat consumption, 
we must have more than acres alone. We need to achieve 
effi ciencies in production and marketing that will enable 
America to keep its commitments to expanding markets. We 
need to keep at the job of getting costs down. We need to do 
our best to make sure that we stay ahead of the competition.
 “Uncle can help, as I said, but the real job of 
accomplishing all this will be yours. As you do this, you 
can keep posted on the research work being done by the 
Agricultural Research Service and the states. You can team 
up for better management in planting rates, weed control, 
fertilizer use, and harvesting techniques. You will want to 
infl uence the scientifi c community in your states to be on the 
alert to any and every research program that promises more 
effi cient production.
 “For soybeans, yield-increase deserves the highest 
priority: Whether we are talking about the President’s goal 
of $10 billion in farm exports by 1976 or sooner–and the 
signifi cant part that soybeans can play in attaining that 
objective, now that soybean exports have broken the $2 
billion mark–or whether we’re talking about an average 
American farmer hoping to get a little more black ink on his 
balance sheet, what your industry needs most of all is a yield 
breakthrough.
 “Soybean research is just now coming of age. Most of 
the solid research input took place during the 1960’s, and we 
hope to see research during this decade of the 1970’s come 
up with new concepts, new ideas, and better varieties. We’ve 
seen corn yields increase more than 400% from 20 bu/acre in 
1930 to 40 bu/a during the 1950’s to a national average of 86 
bu/a at present. We know the contribution that research has 
made to this advance.
 “Over the same years, the improvement in soybean 
yields has been far more gradual, from 13 bu/a in the 
1930’s to 28 bu/a today. Where and when a soybean yield 
breakthrough will occur, causing an upward spurt like that 
which resulted from corn hybridization, nobody can predict. 
Perhaps some of the answers will come from plant breeding.
 “Since January 1969, 17 improved varieties of soybeans 
have been released by the Agricultural Research Service 
through state experiment stations. These will have higher 
yields and greater resistance to nematodes and disease. 
One is a newly discovered male-sterile line that could lead 
to hybrid varieties. Next month we plan to send a plant 
geneticist to Japan and Korea to collect strains of cultivated 
soybeans and related species, in the continuing quest for 
a key to the breakthrough we seek. As one of the many 
promising outcomes of the President’s historic Summit 
Meeting in Moscow, preparations are being made now at the 
White House level for an agricultural scientifi c team to visit 

Russia. This type of undertaking will be based on a mutuality 
of interest between the farmers of the two nations–it won’t 
be a one-way street, but an investment in agricultural 
progress.
 “Looking farther ahead, it’s not inconceivable that as 
the bamboo curtain moves open a bit wider, some day it 
may be possible for American scientists to seek higher-
yielding soybean strains from Mainland China. Some of the 
varieties that have contributed most to our soybean plasm 
[germplasm] resources have come from China–it’s been 
40 years since we have obtained varieties from the original 
home of the soybean.
 “So the future has much in store. In the meanwhile, 
every step you take to economize and move up agriculture’s 
high effi ciency rate will count.
 “Keep trying to do better–and keep on setting the pace 
for American agriculture.”
 Photos show: (1) A large portrait of Earl Butz in a circle. 
(2-5) Small rectangular photos as he speaks with multiple 
microphones at the podium. Address: U.S. Secretary of 
Agriculture.

2198. Cheng, Chien-pan. 1972. Current situation of food 
legume crops production in Taiwan, The Republic of China. 
Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 6. p. 11-22. Sept. 
Symposium on Food Legumes. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the soybean, peanut, mungbean, 
and red bean (Phaseolus angularis; adzuki in Japanese). 
“Currently, peanut and soybean are the two leading legumes 
produced in Taiwan. They were introduced from the China 
mainland by Chinese immigrants at the end of the fi fteenth 
century. However, full attention to their production was only 
given during the last two decades...
 “In Taiwan, the most distinctive feature for the 
production of soybean, peanuts and other fi eld crops is the 
practice of a specifi c of a specifi c rotational pattern–the 
multiple cropping system–which will be discussed in this 
text for each of the concerned crops.”
 “Prior to 1945, soybean production in Taiwan was 
very limited and its cultivation was largely for use as a 
green manure.” During that period, soybean for human 
consumption depended mainly on imports. In 1953 both 
varietal and cultural improvements were started in order to 
make Taiwan more self-suffi cient in soybeans. Table 1 shows 
the growth of soybean production in China each year from 
1946 to 1971, including area (hectares), production (metric 
tons), and yield (kg/ha). Production peaked in 1967 at 75,226 
metric tons. Yield peaked in 1970 at 1,525 kg/ha.
 Taiwan is favored with three soybean planting seasons–
spring, summer, and fall. Planting is usually greatest in the 
fall.
 Note: This document contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Taiwan (late 1400s). The source of 
these soybeans was Chinese immigrants from the China 
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mainland. Unfortunately no citations is given for the source 
of this information. Address: Joint Commission on Rural 
Construction.

2199. Motomiya, Giichi; Ito, Ryuji. 1972. Domestic 
production, importation and utilization of food legumes 
and research organization in Japan. Tropical Agriculture 
Research Series No. 6. p. 23-32. Sept. Symposium on Food 
Legumes.
• Summary: “The history of soybean cultivation in Japan 
seems to be fairly old, because some descriptions on ‘Daizu’ 
(soybean) can be seen in the ancient chronicles of Japan 
(Kojiki and Nihonshoki, written at the beginning of 8th 
century) and the carbonized ‘Daizu’ was found in the vestige 
of ancient civilization of the strawrope pottery in the period 
of B.C. But the statistical data of soybean production was not 
yet established completely before 1878... But the production 
of soybean in Japan was gradually decreased by the cause 
of sudden increase of importation from China since 1930, 
and this decrease was accelerated furthermore by the cheap 
American soybean imported abundantly since 1961 under the 
free trade system, and consequently the cultivation areas of 
soybean decreased to 100,000 hectares in 1971...
 Research and experiment on food legumes in Japan. 
Soybean: The agricultural experiment stations were 
established one after another in every prefecture in Japan 
since the establishment of the National Agricultural 
Experiment Station in 1893. And about 80 years have passed 
since the breedings of rice, wheat, barley and soybean were 
started in these experiment stations...
 “Breeding objectives are as follows: High yielding 
(more than 4 tons per ha.), good qualities (yellow hilum, 
large seed, protein contents over 50% or oil contents over 
25%), resistance against disease and insects,... resistance 
against cold weather and adaptability for mechanized 
cultivation...
 “The whole country has been divided into fi ve breeding 
regions according to the ecological types of cultivated 
soybean to accomplish the above described breeding 
objectives.”
 Soybean production / imports in Japan in tonnes (metric 
tons): 507,100 / 808,177 in 1955; 417,600 / 1,128,290 in 
1960; 229,700 / 1,847,469 in 1965; 126,000 / 3,243,790 in 
1970; 122,400 / 3,211,568 in 1971.
 Page 32 discusses peanuts, kidney beans, and azuki 
beans. Address: Ministry of Agriculture & Forestry, 
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2200. Soybean Digest. 1972. Russian [soybean] sale captures 
convention attention. Sept. p. 3.
• Summary: “The sale of 35 million bushels of soybeans to 
Russia provided the most dramatic backdrop that an ASA 
convention has ever had. The sale, confi rmed just 3 days 
before the rap of the opening gavel, infl uenced nearly every 

conversation as growers assembled from 25 states.
 “Rightly so, because as ASA Director of Market 
Development Chet Randolph points out, ‘The Russian sale 
is far more signifi cant than the 35 mil. bu. would indicate. 
This fi rst sale cracked a political barrier which could allow 
millions of bushels of soybeans to fl ow behind the Iron 
Curtain in the years ahead.’
 “Ad Blankestijn of Cargill’s Amsterdam plant 
interpreted the meaning of the sale to U.S. growers. ‘This 
sale further points up the need for U.S. growers to expand 
their soybean acreage next year,’ he noted. Blankestijn had 
pressed for a 50 million acre U.S. crop this year. He told 
reporters that Russia has purchased soybean processing 
equipment from some of his suppliers. ‘This means Russia is 
serious about soybeans.’
 “Secretary of Agriculture Butz told reporters that sales 
of U.S. farm products to USSR could swell to over $1 billion 
the fi rst year.
 “Butz was warmly applauded when he told growers, 
‘The direction of farm programs in the future will be away 
from government control, and toward more freedom of 
choice for the farmer.’
 “The ASA market development staff is concerned about 
the average soybean yield this year, because each staff 
member expects an increase in demand for soybean or meal 
in the year ahead in the area in which he serves. ‘We’ve been 
increasing the exports of soybeans to Western Europe by 8% 
to 10% a year,’ noted Fred Watts, ASA’s European director.
 “So farmers were given the message to grow more 
soybeans from several sources, including their own staff of 
ASA personnel from several marketing areas.”

2201. King, Seth S. 1972. The soybean boom. New York 
Times. Oct. 29. Sunday Business and Finance. Section 3. p. 
F1-2.
• Summary: A long, excellent article. Callender, Iowa–This 
year’s soybean harvest is as good in both yield and prices as 
Garland C. Hansen can remember. He uses his new battery-
powered pocket calculator to calculate its value. The USDA 
agrees; its latest estimates, published Oct. 12, put the 1972 
U.S. crop at 1.3 billion bushels, about 13% higher than last 
year’s record total. The average yield is estimated to be 28.7 
bushels per acre, up almost 4% over last year’s 27.6 bushels. 
This summer large quantities of soybeans were sold to the 
Soviet Union. USDA estimates that U.S. soybean exports 
this year will total more than 500 million bushels [38% 
of the crop], up at least 20% from last year’s 423 million 
bushels.
 The large world demand and the low carry-over from 
last year’s huge crop are pushing soybean prices to record 
highs. USDA predicts that this year’s average price will be 
5-10% above last year’s outstanding average price of $2.96 a 
bushel.
 Graphs show: (1) U.S. soybean production from 1961 
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(0.7 billion bushels) to 1972 (1.3 billion bushels). (2) Value 
of the U.S. soybean crop from 1961 ($1.5 billion) to 1972 
($4.2 billion).
 (3) A bar chart shows “Leading U.S. farm exports” 
yearly from 1968 to 1971. In 1968, wheat was No. 1 
followed by soybeans ($0.81 billion), then corn. In 1971 
soybeans were No. 1 ($1.33 billion), followed by wheat, then 
corn. Address: Head, Chicago Bureau, New York Times.

2202. Chen, Steve; Pettipaw, Norman J. 1972. Rapid 
expansion of Taiwan’s feed industry spurs bigger imports 
of U.S. soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Oct. 30. p. 7-8.
• Summary: The Taiwan Feed Industry Association (TFIA) 
was organized in 1963 with 38 member fi rms. The Taiwan 
Farmers’ Association, a nationwide farm cooperative, has 
15 small feed mills in operation. These mills, utilizing 
locally manufactured equipment, were built with fi nancial 
and technical assistance of the Joint Commission on Rural 
Reconstruction (JCRR). Taiwan’s imports of soybeans in 
1962 was 62,000 tonnes, while in 1971 it rose to 525,000 
tonnes. Address: 1. American Soybean Inst.; 2. U.S. 
Agricultural Attaché, Taipei.

2203. Banerji, Sushidal. 1972. India still needs to import 
vegetable oil: India and the developing world. Soybean 
Digest. Oct. p. 12-13.
• Summary: From his address before the National Soybean 
Processors Assn.
 “Vegetable oils: Turning now to the matter of special 
interest to you, vegetable oil is one of the basic needs of 
our people. We were relatively late in programming for an 
increase in the supply of edible oils. While there has been 
substantial increase in domestic production in recent years, 
we have had to rely on signifi cant imports of both oilseeds 
and oil. In the last 3 years, soybean oil has been by far our 
largest import, totaling close to 300,000 tons. In the same 
period, we imported some 80,000 tons of other oilseeds, 
mainly rapeseed and mustard. We grow oilseeds annually 
over an area of 16 million hectares in India. Our major 
oilseeds are groundnut, rapeseed, mustard, sesamum, linseed, 
and castor. Groundnuts cover close to 43% of the total area 
in oilseeds.
 “Under the current fourth 5-year plan [India has 
a centrally-controlled (socialist) economy], we are 
implementing an elaborate program to raise the production of 
oilseeds, including propagation of high-yielding and early-
maturing varieties of castor with encouraging results.
 “Signifi cant success has also been achieved in growing 
oilseeds in nontraditional areas of the southern states. 
Starting with only 6.84 million tons of production of oilseeds 
in 1968-69, we reached over 9 million tons in 1970-71. 
Productivity fi gures also registered a steady increase in the 
case of groundnut, for example, from 653 kgs. per hectare 

to 831 kgs. in 1970-71, we crushed an estimated 2.4 million 
tons of edible oil.
 “We still have, however, some way to go before 
attaining self-suffi ciency in oils and imports may be 
necessary for some time to meet our full needs. Meanwhile, 
we are pressing on with our own efforts. The potential is 
great. Only 5% of the area under oilseeds is at present in the 
irrigation zones, 95% is dependent on rains.
 “Our research scientists are hard at work to achieve for 
oilseeds the kind of miracle they have achieved for wheat 
and hope to do for rice. The tempo of current programs is 
being accelerated to make up for lost ground.
 “An ambitious program to undertake soybean cultivation 
over a targeted area of 400,000 hectares in the next 3 years 
or so has been initiated this year, and is being pursued with 
vigor and determination. We have been trying out certain 
high-yielding sunfl ower varieties.
 “At present, cottonseed, rice bran and oilseeds of tree 
origin such as palm–which are regarded as good potential 
sources of vegetable oil–are not being adequately exploited 
in our country.
 “It is our hope that by 1973-74, we can attain a level 
of 9.8 million tons of oilseeds, excluding the production of 
oilseeds of tree origin–such as palm oil.
 “Prospects of future trade What ought to be the basis of 
long-term economic relations between developing countries 
and developed, affl uent countries with surpluses to export, 
like the U.S.? Personally, I believe that sooner or later we 
have to see an orderly transition from government programs 
like P.L. 480 or AID to trade. The long term interests of both 
sides lie in a continuing relationship of trade, rather than of 
AID or P.L. 480.
 “In 20 years of planned development 77% came from 
our own resources, and foreign aid provided the valuable 
remainder of 23%. Today the proportion of foreign assistance 
in our development outlay is around 10% to 12%. In 1965-
66, the net infl ow of foreign aid or assistance was $1,314 
million; by last year, we had reduced this reliance on external 
assistance to $339 million. Today, two-thirds of the foreign 
aid we receive in India from all over goes back to the 
AID-giving countries by way of repayment of past loans.” 
Address: Minister, Embassy of India, Washington DC.

2204. Ontario. Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Economics 
Branch. 1972. The soybean industry in Ontario. Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada. ix + 93 p. Oct. 6. 28 cm. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Background, U.S. 
production and utilization of soybeans, Canadian supply and 
utilization of soybeans, supply and disposition of protein 
meal in Canada, supply and disposition of edible oils in 
Canada.
 2. Soybean production in Ontario: The importance of 
soybeans to Ontario agriculture, agricultural land use in 
southwestern Ontario, yields and farm value of principal cash 
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grain crops, characteristics of farms producing soybeans, 
proportion of soybeans grown on farms in different size 
groups, soybean production on crop and livestock farms, 
size and income potential of farms producing soybeans, 
comparative costs and returns for soybeans and other crops.
 3. Marketing soybeans in Ontario: Timing sales of 
Ontario soybeans, the country elevator system, handlings by 
county, comparison between Ontario and Indiana elevators, 
services performed by country elevators, terms of fi rst sale, 
grading, purchase and transport of soybeans by processors, 
the Ontario Soya-Bean Marketing Board.
 4. Processing soybeans in Ontario: Structure and 
technology of the industry, the market for Canadian oil, the 
market for Canadian meal, processing margins.
 5. Price determination for Ontario soybeans: The general 
price level for soybeans, Chicago prices and Chatham Track 
prices, tariff change and price, on-boat prices and handling 
expense, summary of price adjustment, signifi cance of the 
difference in relative prices in May and December, quality 
difference and price, the dealer margin.
 6. Prospects and outlook for soybeans: U.S. and world 
prospects for soybeans, prospects for Ontario soybeans 
in present markets, competition from prairie rapeseed, 
alternative opportunities for Ontario soybeans, summary of 
price outlook.
 Soybeans were introduced into Canada in 1893 at the 
Ontario Agricultural College. They began to be produced 
commercially in the early 1930s. “From 1941 to 1971, 
the area planted to soybeans in Ontario increased from 
10,000 to 360,000 acres. Although soybeans are not a major 
contributor to total farm income in Ontario, they are a vital 
part of the cash grain economy of southwestern Ontario... 
Cash receipts from soybeans amounted to $16.7 million 
in 1969, $23.9 million in 1970, and $29.1 million in 1971. 
From 1969 to 1971, soybeans accounted for 29.2% of 
Ontario farm cash receipts from grain and 1.7% of all farm 
cash receipts.
 “In Canada, soybean production and processing is 
concentrated in Ontario, where the industry was established 
during World War II. The original impetus came from 
war-time government policies designed to alleviate the 
shortage of edible vegetable oils that resulted from the War’s 
disrupting world production and marketing.” p. 4.
 “Very few farms in Ontario produce only soybeans. The 
crop is usually combined with other cash grain enterprises or 
with livestock production. In 1966, there were 7,652 farms in 
Ontario with soybeans, 7,325 of which were in Elgin, Essex, 
Kent, Lambton, and Middlesex counties.” p. 17.
 “Only three edible oilseed processing plants are in 
operation in central Canada and all are in Ontario. One is 
in Hamilton and the other two are in Toronto... Canadian 
crushers continue to rely largely on imported soybeans.”
 “Vertical integration is important in the soybean 
crushing industry. Victory Soya Mills is owned by Procter 

and Gamble, a large refi ner and user of vegetable oils. 
Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing Limited (CVOP) is 
owned by Canada Packers, which refi nes and uses large 
quantities of oil. Canada Packers also uses soybean meal in 
preparing feed for sale through its owned and franchised feed 
dealers. Maple Leaf Mills is not integrated in terms of oil 
but is integrated with respect to both purchase of grains and 
manufacture and sale of animal feed. In view of its lack of 
integration into use of oil, Maple Leaf is in a good position 
to sell to Lever Brothers (Monarch Fine Foods) and to Swift 
Canadian.
 “About 23 million bushels were crushed in Ontario in 
1970-71. About half of this total was crushed by Victory. The 
other two fi rms divided the rest, with CVOP crushing a little 
more than Maple Leaf Mills” (p. 46). Address: Parliament 
Buildings, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

2205. Thorburn, W. Garth. 1972. Growing world demand for 
soybeans and soybean meal stimulates Brazilian production 
and trade. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). Oct. p. 2-3.
• Summary: “Business has never been better for U.S. 
soybean producers, who this year are enjoying record high 
prices as world demand for soybeans and soybean meal 
continues to spiral. However, this same strong demand 
is also sparking a challenge to U.S. dominance of world 
soybean trade, as a onetime insignifi cant producer, Brazil, 
makes increasing inroads in the important European 
Community (EC) market.
 “Brazil this year is planning to export about a million 
tons of soybeans and over a million of soybean meal. If 
realized, this would be a nearly fi vefold gain over 1971 for 
soybean exports and a 13-percent gain for meal. Both go 
mainly to the EC.
 “The Brazilian Government has been a major force 
behind this growth, actively encouraging the acreage 
expansion needed to bring about larger production and 
trade. This, plus unprecedented high world prices, has led 
to production rising more than 60 percent in 1971-72 to 
an estimated 3.4 million metric tons. More increases are 
planned in the years ahead, and production could double by 
1976-77.
 “Brazil’s record soybean crop this season comes from 
an estimated 5.7 million acres–42 percent more than area 
planted in 1970-71. Unusually good yields accompanied the 
acreage expansion, especially in Parana, where they were 
described as spectacular.
 “Most Brazilian sources believe that the high yields 
cannot be repeated again in 1972-73. But large acreage gains 
will keep production moving sharply upward. In Parana, a 
50-percent increase in area to 1.9 million acres is expected 
to raise production to 1.3 million tons from 930,000 this 
season. And in Rio Grande do Sul, the State Government 
is conducting a campaign to boost production 50 percent 
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to nearly 3 million tons. (Recent heavy rains here have 
damaged wheat severely, with a resulting loss of income. 
Farmers might thus fi nd it necessary to reach the 3-million-
ton mark in order to compensate.) Sao Paulo State also plans 
to increase production to about 300,000 tons from 220,000.
 “These increases are expected to expand Brazil’s total 
soybean crop next season to at least 4 million tons, and 
it could go even higher if some of the planting forecasts 
materialize.
 “Brazil’s soybean exports through the fi rst 7 months of 
1972, according to unoffi cial sources, were 628,563 metric 
tons–a good start toward the 1-million-ton export goal for 
the full season. This compares with sales in all of 1971 
of only 213,000 tons–a decline from the 290,000 tons of 
1970 as a result of domestic prices being 15 percent above 
export prices. (Presumably, only Sao Paulo’s exports were 
competitive last year because of removal of the 15-percent 
ICM levy, a State municipal sales tax, from exports.)
 “The drop in soybean sales during 1971 was more than 
made up by increased shipments of soybean meal–up by 
78 percent from 1970 to 872,000 tons. These larger sales 
created stiffer competition for U.S. meal in the important 
EC market–which last year purchased 75 percent of Brazil’s 
meal exports and 2.7 million metric tons of U.S. meal. This 
year, expected Brazilian sales of at least a million tons of 
meal will mean greater competition for the United States. 
However, world demand for soybean meal is so strong that 
meal prices are at record levels.
 “Between January and July of this year, 217,454 tons of 
soybean meal had actually been shipped out.
 “Exports of soybean oil totaled 21,559 tons in the fi rst 
7 months of 1972, according to unoffi cial data, and some 
sources believe that they may reach 100,000 by year’s end. 
This compares with 7,000 tons shipped out last year.
 “Domestic consumption of soybean oil and meal 
continues to grow, but at a slow rate when compared with 
exports. Total fats and oils consumption, for instance, is 
estimated at 565,000 metric tons in 1972 and is forecast to 
rise to around 605,000 in 1973 and 690,000 by 1975. Since 
production of soybean oil is forecast at 375,000 tons and 
consumption at 275,000, efforts are being made to ship all 
exportable oil as soon as possible.
 “The Brazilian Government has been encouraging 
expansion in production and exports by providing ample 
credit and good minimum prices. Its reasoning reportedly 
is that since only the United States and Brazil are exporters 
of note and since it estimates that demand for soybeans and 
meal is rising at about 10 percent a year, there is room for 
expansion in both countries without harming their markets.
 “Government support prices were increased 20 percent 
to $2.01 a bushel. in 1971-72 and were upped to $2.29 
beginning July 14 of this season.
 “Prices have remained well above support levels–
actually reaching a peak of $2.97 a bushel last season–and 

have thus attracted land away from cotton, corn, and coffee 
and encouraged the use of new land. In Parana State, for 
instance, most of the expanded acreage can be attributed to 
cotton farmers turning to soybeans after being disappointed 
with returns.
 “Crushers also fi nd soybeans profi table (despite some 
statements that they make no money exporting soybean 
oil) because high returns from meal sales enable them to 
gain an adequate crushing margin. Exports of the beans as 
such reportedly provide small profi t margins to exporters, 
depending upon time of year and volume of sales.
 “An important factor that has indirectly boosted soybean 
production is Brazil’s wheat program. Farmers who benefi ted 
from the Government’s subsidized wheat price of $95 per 
metric ton in 1971 learned that using a wheat / soybean 
rotation is more economic than merely planting wheat.
 “This rotation spreads wheat capital costs for fertilizer 
and equipment over the two crops because soybeans benefi t 
from residual fertilizer, and farmers are able to use combines 
to harvest two cash crops in the same year. The 1971 wheat 
area of 5.3 million acres, mostly in Rio Grande do Sul, 
suggests the acreage available for double cropping of wheat 
and soybeans.”
 Bar graphs show: (1) Brazilian soybean exports in 1969 
and 1970, with estimates for 1971 and 1972. (2) Brazilian 
soybean meal exports in 1969 and 1970, with estimates for 
1971 and 1972. Most of Brazil’s exports go to the European 
Community, with small amounts to East Europe and Spain 
and Portugal. Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Brasilia.

2206. Gerald, John O.; Hutchinson, T.Q. 1972. Problems 
mount in moving fi scal 1973 grain and soybean exports to 
ports. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). Nov. 6. p. 6-9.
• Summary: A new dimension has been added to the U.S. 
crop movement task through the necessity of moving 
unprecedented quantities of wheat, corn, and soybeans to the 
Soviet Union during the current fi scal year. In fi scal 1973, 
exports are projected at 83.4 million tons, 93% grains and 
soybeans. The 21.3-million tonne increase in exports over 
1972 would fi ll 587,500 general-service boxcars (of 40 short 
tons each) or 874 ocean-going vessels (of 24,000 2,240-
lb long tons each). Address: Marketing Economics Div., 
Economic Research Service.

2207. Wanamaker, George E.; Euler, Roger S. 1972. USSR 
import of U.S. soybeans may indicate diffi culties in meeting 
oil needs. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). Nov. 13. p. 4-7.
• Summary: The USSR has had a declining sunfl ower output 
since 1968. The USSR purchased a million tons of U.S. 
soybeans in August. This move was explained as a measure 
to upgrade the protein content of livestock feed and spur a 
25% increase in livestock-product output by 1975. While the 
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Soviet Union’s soybean processing region is concentrated 
in the Far East, roughly 75% of the Soviet oilseed crushing 
capacity is of the pre-press solvent type. It is estimated that 
in recent years, Soviet edible oil consumption may have 
approximated only about 20 pounds per person.
 A graph shows USSR exports of sunfl ower oil, actual 
1960-71 and estimated 1972. It rose from about 105,000 
metric tons in 1960 to a peak of about 860,000 metric tons 
in 1968, then fell to about 400,000 metric tons in 1970. 
Forecasts are for continued decrease to 320,000 metric tons 
in 1972. Address: 1. Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural 
Service; 2. Foreign Demand and Competition Div., 
Economic Research Service.

2208. Soybean Digest. 1972. Brazil going all-out for 
soybeans? Dec. p. 27.
• Summary: Brazilian farmers are expected to produce 
4 million tons of soybeans next year, nearly 150 million 
bushels. “USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service says 
Brazilian production might be doubled by 1976, due to 
unprecedented high world prices. Most of the Brazilian 
output for export–1 million tons each for beans and meal–is 
going to the European Common Market, prime customer of 
U.S. farmers.”

2209. Wisner, R.N.; Corley, J.R. eds. 1972. Marketing 
soybeans and soybean products around the world. 
Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1972, p. 20. *

2210. Houck, James P.; Ryan, M.E.; Subotnik, A. 1972. 
Soybeans and their products: Markets, models, and policy. 
Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press. vi + 284 
p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This classic work developed the standard 
framework for soybean sector analysis based on the joint 
product characteristics of soybean oil and meal.
 Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. World markets for food oils 
and high-protein meals. 3. Soybean markets in the United 
States. 4. Prices in the soybean sector. 5. Dynamic supply 
and demand model of the market for U.S. soybeans and their 
products. 6. Policy analysis with the dynamic model. 7. The 
economic and statistical framework for regional demand 
analysis. 8. Analysis of regional export demand for U.S. 
soybean oil: Mediterranean region, developed countries, 
Eastern Europe, developing countries, Latin America, Asia 
and Africa. 9. Analysis of regional export demand for U.S. 
soybean meal. 10. Analysis of regional export demand for 
U.S. soybeans: European community, other Western Europe, 
Canada, Japan, Israel and Taiwan. 11. Summary of regional 
analyses. Appendixes: Description and sources of data. 
Effective support prices and acreage supply functions: A 
general approach. Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2211. Whyte, R.O. 1972. Rural nutrition in China. Hong 
Kong, London & New York: Oxford University Press. 54 p. 
[77 ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in Chap. X, “Sources of 
Plant Protein” (p. 37-40). Table 14 (p. 39) shows the value of 
soybean exports from China, 1959 to 1967. They increased 
from $49.46 million in 1959 to $68.24 million in 1967. 
Table 15 discusses soybeans as a source of plant protein for 
China’s population of 640 million people.

2212. Chico-San Inc. 1972? Chico-San history and outline 
for future development. Chico, California: Chico-San Inc. 5 
p. Undated. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: A good early history of Chico-San, typewritten 
on the company’s letterhead probably by Bob Kennedy. 
Atop the letterhead is printed: “Macrobiotic foods, rice 
cakes, cereals, sea vegetables.” “By 1961 eleven macrobiotic 
families had packed their belongings, left their jobs behind 
in New York City, and headed for Chico, California, in the 
heart of the California rice growing country. In a short time 
Chico-San, Inc. was formed by some of these people for the 
purpose of importing foods of superior quality which were 
not available domestically, and locally producing foods of 
the highest quality for distribution throughout the United 
States.”
 One of the company’s fi rst popular products was the 
“Rice Cake, a light cracker made from puffed up whole 
grain brown rice. The fi rst “machine,” imported from Japan 
in 1963, made one cake at a time and was a crude, hand-
operated device. Soon, three more machines were tied to 
the original one, still hand operated. Bob Kennedy, Dick 
Smith, and a few others found it necessary to work twelve 
hour shifts, and for six and seven days at a time to meet the 
steadily increasing demand for the unique new cracker. In 
1965 pulled shoulder muscles ceased to be a problem when 
the fi rst semi-automatic Rice Cake machine was put into 
operation...
 “Central to the guiding philosophy behind Chico-San 
was the search for an organically grown brown rice–the 
prince of grains. This search ended in 1969 when the fi rst 
organically grown short grain brown rice was harvested just 
south of Chico, in Richvale, California. This product, grown 
under exclusive contract for Chico-San, further enhanced 
their growing reputation...
 “Back in the late fi fties and sixties people who were 
interested in food and health were called ‘food faddists’, or 
‘health food nuts.’ The food products found in most health 
food stores at this time consisted of a vast array of vitamin 
and mineral supplements, super protein concentrates, natural 
cosmetics, and a scattering of whole grains, few of which 
were organically grown.
 “But little by little products with the Chico-San label 
found their way onto store shelves. First the Rice Cakes, 
then natural soy sauce, Miso Soybean paste, Sesame Butter 
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and Sesame Salt, and organically grown Brown Rice became 
popular...
 “In the back room too is Junsei Yamazaki, who 
emigrated to Chico from Japan in 1963 for the purpose of 
producing natural soy sauce and miso for Chico-San. These 
two products make up the greater percentage of the imports 
from Japan, and are subject to high duties and shipping 
costs. For 17 years Junsei was a rice farmer in Japan 
after graduating from Tokyo University with a degree in 
agriculture.
 “Combined with the income from Stage I, Chico-
San will be ready to begin Stage III. This stage includes 
the construction of a plant for the production of, at fi rst, 
miso, and then soy sauce.” Address: Chico-San Inc., 1262 
Humboldt Ave. Chico, California 95926.

2213. Cook Industries, Inc. 1973. Export merchandisers of 
wheat, feed grains, and soybeans (Ad). Soybean Digest. Jan. 
p. 5.
• Summary: A full-page ad showing the front of a huge 
ship moored to a dock with hawsers. Address: [Memphis, 
Tennessee].

2214. Mehr, Stanley. 1973. Brazil is expected to have 
excellent soybean harvest again in 1973. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Jan. p. 2-4.
• Summary: “Brazil’s soybean harvest in 1973 may be up 
as much as 24 percent compared to last year, according to a 
U.S. team which visited soybean-producing areas of Brazil in 
mid-December 1972. Acreage may mount by 28 percent.
 Note: “In addition to the author, the team included 
Seymour Johnson, American Soybean Institute, W. Garth 
Thorburn, U.S. Agricultural Attache, Brazilia, who 
accompanied the team in Sao Paulo and Parana States, and 
Joseph O’Mara, Assistant U.S. Agricultural offi cer, Sao 
Paulo, in the State of Rio Grande do Sul.”
 “Once a relatively insignifi cant soybean producer, Brazil 
last year ranked as the world’s second largest exporter of 
soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil–trailing only the 
United States. Although the high demand for soybeans and 
products on world markets has kept prices high, rocketing 
Brazilian output and exports may eventually infl uence U.S. 
prices.
 “Although the forecast for 1973 is still highly tentative, 
Brazil’s soybean crop this season may reach 4.1 million 
tons–up from 3.3 million tons in 1972. Area in soybeans is 
projected to climb to 7.2 million acres from 5.6 million acres 
planted last year. Average yield. however, may drop to 21 
bushels per acre, down slightly from last year’s unusually 
high 22 bushels per acre.
 “The excellent early condition of the crop in mid-
December indicated that Parana, the second largest 
producing State, could repeat its record 1972 yield–the 
highest in Brazil–of 20 bushels per acre. For Rio Grande 

do Sul, the largest producer, yield is expected to be slightly 
below the record high of 20.3 bushels per acre.
 “By mid-December, roughly 60 percent of the expected 
acreage had been planted in Rio Grande do Sul, 80 percent in 
Parana, and 100 percent in Sao Paulo State, a much smaller 
producer than the fi rst two.
 “Acreages and yield estimates are, of course, subject to 
considerable modifi cation, depending primarily on future 
weather.
 “In recent years, Brazil’s rapid development in soybean 
production has been due mainly to acreage expansion and 
secondarily to yield improvement. If bean output continues 
to increase at a 20-percent rate for the next three crops (after 
this year), production would total 7 million tons by 1976, 
equivalent to 257 million bushels. A subsequent annual rise 
of 10 percent would result in an output of 10 million tons by 
1980, or 367 million bushels–triple the 1972 level.
 “Exports: New production highs are causing a related 
gain in export trade. In 1972, exports totaled about 1 million 
tons of beans, 1.2 million tons of meal, and 50,000 tons of 
oil, substantially exceeding previous export levels. Needless 
to say, if a 4.1-million-ton crop is harvested in 1973, exports 
of beans, meal, and oil will again set new records.
 “Brazilian State and Federal Governments are 
encouraging the export of soybean products, particularly oil, 
rather than beans, in an effort to expand exports of processed 
products rather than raw materials.
 “States levy a tax on bean exports which averages about 
14 percent nationally. However, meal and oil are exempt 
from this tax. In addition the Federal Government levies an 
‘industrialized products tax,’ which is rebated to the extent 
of 8 percent of f.o.b. value on soybean oil exports. Also, 
processors receive a tax credit on meal and oil exports, 
which can be applied to income from domestic sales.”
 A table, “Brazil: Soybean acreage, yield, and production, 
1960-1972,” gives statistics for Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil’s 
leading soybean-producing state), Parana, and total (which 
includes other states). Address: Fats and Oils Div., USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service.

2215. Ioanes, Raymond A. 1973. Soybeans: U.S. challenge 
and opportunity. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Feb. 5. p. 3-5.
• Summary: World consumption of high-protein meals 
is on the rise, and so is that of oils, though more slowly. 
However, competition from palm oils and Brazilian soybeans 
is increasing. This season two factors, both bullish, have 
entered the picture: The Peruvian fi shing failure and the 
Russians’ fi rst signifi cant purchase of U.S. soybeans–40 
million bushels. Both U.S. and Brazilian soybean growers 
face the likelihood of more severe oil competition, and it 
will come from palm oil. Address: Administrator, Foreign 
Agricultural Service.
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2216. Mehr, Stanley. 1973. Brazilian soybean 
competition. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 12-13.
• Summary: The author and co-workers traveled 
to Brazil in Dec. 1972 to evaluate the current 
soybean situation there. They say Brazilian 
soybean production could triple by 1980 as 
compared with 1972. The1973 crop might 
amount to 4.1 million tonnes or 150 million 
bushels. Exports may grow at an even faster rate. 
The Brazilian state and federal governments are 
encouraging the exportation of soybean products, 
particularly oil, rather than whole soybeans. They 
want to expand processed products rather than 
raw materials.
 “The states levy an export tax, known as 
ICM, which averages about 14% nationally, 
on exports of beans. However meal and oil are 
exempt from this tax. In addition, the federal 
government levies an ‘industrialized product tax’, 
which in the case of soybean oil is rebated to 
the extent of 8% of FOB value. Also, processors 
receive a tax credit on meal and oil exports which 
they can apply to the income from domestic 
sales. Finally, if a processor exports up to 25% 
of his output, he is entitled to a special line of 
credit both at commercial banks and the federally 
owned Banco de Brazil. This is an extremely 
attractive incentive since Brazilian processors 
depend almost entirely on back credit for working 
capital...
 “It is interesting that Brazil appears to be the 
only country in the world where soybean oil is 
prominently identifi ed on consumer containers, 
even to the extent of carrying a picture of 
soybean pods...
 “Mato Grosso, a huge undeveloped state with 
only insignifi cant soybean acreage, or any crop 
for that matter, presents an enormous potential for 
soybean expansion... However, roads, railroads 
and warehousing are all practically nonexistent and most of 
the land is not even settled. So it will take years before Mato 
Grosso becomes an important factor.”
 Note: See also Stanley Mehr’s longer account in 
USDA’s Foreign Agriculture (29 Jan. 1973). Address: Chief, 
Commodity Analysis Branch, Oils & Fats Div., USDA.

2217. Forbes. 1973. Can agriculture save the dollar? The 
Nixon Administration is betting heavily that wheat, corn and 
soybeans can go a long way toward it. 111:32-34, 37-40, 44. 
March 15.

2218. Soybean Digest Blue Book. 1973-1979. Serial/
periodical. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. Annual.
• Summary:  On the title page of the March 1973 issue (from 

top to bottom) is: “American Soybean Association’s Soybean 
Digest Blue Book. P.O. Box 158, Hudson, Iowa 50643. 
Volume 33, No. 6. Telephone (319) 825-3296. Editor: Kent 
Pellet...
 Offi cial publication for: American Soybean Assn. 
Alabama Soybean Producers Assn. Arkansas Soybean 
Assn. Georgia Soybean Assn. Indiana Soybean Growers 
Assn. Iowa Soybean Assn. Land of Lincoln Soybean Assn. 
Louisiana Soybean Assn. Minnesota Soybean Growers Assn. 
Mississippi Soybean Assn. Missouri Soybean Assn. Ohio 
Soybean Assn. South Carolina Soybean Assn. Tennessee 
Soybean Assn. Texas Soybean Assn. Virginia Soybean 
Assn.”
 On the cover of this issue is: “March 1973. Blue Book. 
The most complete compilation of data available on the 
soybean industry. ASA. Soybean Digest.”
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 Titled Soybean Blue Book from 1947-1964; Soybean 
Digest Blue Book Issue from March 1965 to March 1972; 
Soybean Digest Blue Book from March 1973 to 1979; Soya 
Bluebook from 1980 to 1994.
 A directory and information book for the soybean 
production and processing industries. One of the most 
valuable sources of information on soybeans. Address: 
Hudson, Iowa.

2219. Soybean Digest. 1973. Secretary Butz’ gamble. March. 
p. 41.
• Summary: ‘We’re gambling,’ Agriculture Secretary Earl L. 
Butz says.
 “That frank statement in a recent appearance before the 
Senate agriculture committee sums up the administration’s 
approach this spring to farm and food program operation.
 “Put bluntly, as we’ve reported before, President Nixon 
and his top economic policy aide, Treasury Secretary George 
Schultz, view their battle against rising food prices as the key 
to success of their overall anti-infl ation program. Because 
they’re unwilling to put direct controls on farm products, 
they’re using the only other weapon available–increasing 
farm production to the hilt.
 “Recently, the feed grains program was revised to make 
another 9 million acres available for cropping; with offi cials 
estimating about 6 million would actually be used, including 
4 million in soybeans. At press time, offi cials were saying 
that if this action didn’t bring the 54 million planted soybean 
acres they hoped for, they’d take other steps–probably 
an order opening acres still listed for set-aside to use for 
soybeans.
 “Butz and his aides know perfectly well that many 
grower spokesmen are not as confi dent as they are that 
markets will remain strong enough to absorb the big new 
crops without substantial declines. But they felt they had 
no option; they couldn’t take a chance on production levels 
that would drive food prices still higher and short foreign 
markets.
 “’We’re gambling on the side of plenty of foodstuffs 
rather than not having enough,’ said Butz.”

2220. “The Times of India” News Service. 1973. Price rise 
in the U.S. may hit import of grains. Times of India (The) 
(Bombay). May 31. p. 11.
• Summary: Washington, DC, May 30–The steady rise in the 
prices of soyabeans, corn and wheat is causing concern to the 
U.S. government which had hoped to slow this rise during 
the second half of the year.
 “During the past four weeks alone, the price of 
soyabeans has risen by more than 45%, wheat 22%, and corn 
about 30%.”
 The prices began to rise soon after Russia [the USSR] 
began to buy U.S. wheat on a massive scale last summer.
 Mr. Lee Stern, a director of the Chicago Board of Trade, 

said yesterday: “There is absolutely no truth in the rumors 
about suspending the trading” to control the rise of prices.
 India, it is reported, is looking for two million tonnes of 
additional food grains, but may have to pay a high price on 
the regular market.

2221. Soybean Digest. 1973. Mexico a major new market for 
soybeans. May. p. 40.
• Summary: “Planned soybean purchases, combined with 
a full-scale plan to expand the livestock industry, makes 
Mexico a major new market for U.S. soybeans.”

2222. Vergnaud, Henri. 1973. Protéines de choc accélérées 
[Proteins of accelerated shock]. Qualite–Loyaute–Sante 
(France). June 1. p. 15-20. [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the need to grow crops which provide 
vegetable protein in France. The soybean is a top candidate. 
Address: Founder, l’Institut Agricole et Industriel du Soja, 
France.

2223. Lee, Edward. 1973. Soybean embargo stirs uneasiness. 
Chicago Tribune. June 29. p. C11.
• Summary: “Trading of soybean, soybean meal, and 
soybean oil futures was suspended yesterday on the 
Chicago Board of Trade after the government announced 
late Wednesday an immediate ban on exporting soybeans, 
cottonseed, and their products.”
 The director of the Chicago Board of Trade, who 
ordered the suspension, voted late yesterday to resume 
trading today. They gave no reason for the one-day 
suspension, although some believe it was to allow time to 
evaluate the impact of the ban on futures trading.
 The embargo brought cheers from housewives who 
dislike the high cost of food, but it aroused indignation from 
U.S. trading partners, many of whom depend on American 
soybeans for animal feeds and/or human consumption. 
The Japanese were especially upset, because soybeans are 
a key ingredient in a host of Japanese foods, and 98% of 
Japan’s soybean supplies come from the USA. The European 
Common Market was unhappy but had no comment.

2224. Oberdorfer, Don. 1973. Now even the soybean curd 
seems lost to Japanese. Washington Post. June 29. p. D11.
• Summary: Tokyo–Last night the USA announced an 
embargo on soybean exports–a big surprise and shock in 
Japan. Now even tofu, the ubiquitous and much-enjoyed 
soybean curd, will become more expensive. Soybeans are 
very important in Japan as a source of both food (beancurd, 
miso soup, soy sauce, etc.) and feed. 60% of the cooking oil 
in Japan is soybean oil. The USA supplies more than 90% of 
Japan’s soybeans, and they are a major item of trade.

2225. Pond, Elizabeth. 1973. The day the soybeans stop–
Japanese concern. Christian Science Monitor. June 29. p. 
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1-2.
• Summary: On June 27 the United States government 
started rationing soybean exports. This has become 
a new sore-spot in Japan-U.S. relations. On June 28, 
Japan’s Foreign Minister, Masayoshi Ohira, expressed his 
government’s concern to American Ambassador Mr. Robert 
Ingersoll. Mr. Ingersoll replied with a promise that the U.S. 
would try to meet Japan’s demand for a stable supply of 
soybeans, cotton seeds, and cotton-seed products. He also 
mentioned that U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, Earl L. Butz, 
had stated at a press conference that “he would give special 
consideration to agricultural exports to Japan.”
 Japan could be hit hard by a shortage of soybeans. “No 
Japanese dinner is complete without miso soup (made of 
soybeans), and 92 percent of Japan’s 3-million-ton annual 
imports of soybeans comes from the United States.”
 Now the Japanese are anxiously awaiting July 2, when 
the U.S. will issue its country-by-country export allocations 
[quotas]. “Japan fears that it might not even be allocated 
the full amount of soybean exports that have already been 
contracted.” Once the U.S. export allocations are announced, 
the Japanese are hoping that the soybean export embargo 
will be lifted within a month–even though it is scheduled to 
last until the next soybean crop is harvested in September. 
Nevertheless, dealers will start contracting once the 
allocations are announced.
 Japan is called a “surplus-trade” country by the U.S. 
meaning that the U.S. buys more from Japan than vice versa. 
So the U.S. has recently been browbeating Japan to buy more 
from the United States [conveniently forgetting that Japan 
has a much smaller population than the U.S.].
 Last year Japan bought 3.12 million tons of soybeans 
worldwide,” and it will buy an estimated 3.2 to 3.5 million 
this year if the supply is available.
 “The price of tofu (bean curd) has already been shooting 
up in this infl ationary year. Now Japan’s many small and 
medium-size bean-curd and soy-sauce manufacturers and 
restaurant owners fear that the price will skyrocket 100 
percent”–hitting every family budget that includes these 
daily necessities.
 Japan no longer grows many soybeans. Production on 
the small farms is ineffi cient, and many Japanese farmers are 
leaving their farms for the cities. “Even a high price support 
has failed to halt the decrease in Japanese soybean acreage.”

2226. Wall Street Journal. 1973. Export curbs apt to be 
extended to corn; Soybean embargo causes an outcry abroad. 
June 29. p. 4.
• Summary: In June 1973 the U.S. (Nixon administration) 
imposed a soybean export embargo.
 The U.S. government’s export controls, which “brought 
howls from foreign customers, are likely to be extended 
to corn”–according to Nixon administration offi cials. The 
embargo on soybeans and cottonseed, two commodities most 

widely used as livestock feeds, was imposed late Wednesday 
and “will continue until an export-quota system is announced 
by the government, which won’t be later than Monday.”
 Overseas, the ban on soybeans, cottonseed, and their 
products brought dismay and anger.
 Note: Pro-meat people always consider that eating more 
meat and oil are ways of “upgrading one’s diet.” Yet health 
and longevity statistics show that this is not true.

2227. Pond, Elizabeth. 1973. The day the soybeans stop–
Japanese concern. Christian Science Monitor. June 30. p. 1, 
3.
• Summary: On June 27 the U.S. government began 
rationing soybean exports–a move that could hit Japan hard. 
Japan imports 3.12 million tons of soybeans a year and 
92% comes from the USA. The Japanese are now anxiously 
awaiting July 2, when the U.S. will announce country-by-
country export allocations. In Japan, the “price of tofu (bean 
curd) has already been shooting up...” The Japanese are 
hoping the “soybean-export embargo” will be lifted within a 
month after the allocations are announced.
 What is the need for rationing? Last year America 
harvested a bumper crop of soybeans, and this years’ is 
expected to be 15-20% larger. So the supply is adequate. 
The problem is that world demand has suddenly outstripped 
American supply, in part because of a scarcity of Peruvian 
anchovies, which are used as feed, and in part because of the 
rising cost of soybeans as feed to produce meat, poultry, and 
dairy products within the USA causes domestic infl ation. So 
Americans have decided to fi ll their own soybean demand 
before exporting.
 In Japan, soybean production is ineffi cient, and 
many Japanese farmers are leaving their farms. Even a 
high Japanese price support program has failed to stop 
the decrease in Japanese soybean acreage. Address: Staff 
correspondent, Christian Science Monitor.

2228. Washington Post, Times Herald. 1973. The soybean 
embargo (Editorial). July 2. p. A22.
• Summary: Excellent analysis. “The administration’s 
soybean embargo is a staggering confession of 
incompetence. To say that the embargo had become 
necessary does not render it desirable. It only demonstrates 
how far our government had let matters slide. This 
administration lurches from one economic crisis to the next, 
reacting in haste, with little evidence of thought or careful 
planning.”
 Last summer the USDA got an expensive lesson in 
the costs of carelessness in promoting farm exports, when 
the Russians unexpectedly bought a billion dollars worth 
of grain; it sat on its hands while grain traders sold off the 
nation’s wheat stocks. This year they continued to do nothing 
while traders sold off our soybean stocks. If the USDA didn’t 
know what was happening, the market surely did. The price 
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of soybean meal and soybeans skyrocketed. Why? Because 
professional brokers realized that, between foreign and 
domestic sales, they had sold more soybeans than there were 
to sell.
 Earlier this month, the administration was forced to 
freeze food prices.
 “The soybean has become, over the past two decades, 
crucial to the nutrition of Americans and a large part of the 
world’s population overseas. It is the cheapest and richest of 
all the sources of protein.”
 “Particularly in East Asia, soy products are an important 
part of the human diet. The embargo cuts off the fl ow of 
protein to people in Japan and Korea in order to control 
the prices of eggs and beef in the United States.” The 
administration has made a “sudden and drastic decision to 
tear up our commitments to deliver the food supplies that we 
have already sold.”

2229. Goodwin, June. ed. 1973. Inside the news briefl y. 
Christian Science Monitor. July 3. p. 6.
• Summary: An excellent, large photo shows a Japanese 
woman (holding a young child) standing at the window of a 
traditional tofu shop while the tofu maker cuts her a cake of 
tofu from the large block of tofu fl oating in cold water in a 
large, rectangular, stainless-steel sink.
 The caption reads: “Bean curd to the Japanese is like 
meat to Americans. To this Japanese mother, a meal just 
wouldn’t be the same without the usual tofu (bean curd made 
from soybeans) which she is buying in a Tokyo shop. The 
latest U.S. ban on soybeans adds to her current woes of high 
food prices... Some Westerners may be switching from high-
priced meat to lower-priced soybeans” (which contain 44% 
pure protein).

2230. Lee, Edward. 1973. Licensing replaces bean export 
ban. Chicago Tribune. July 3. p. C6.
• Summary: Yesterday the government lifted its fi ve-day-old 
embargo on exports of soybeans, cottonseed, and their by 
products. On the Chicago Board of Trade, renewed heavy 
buying was expected today.
 “In place of the export ban, the Department of 
Commerce announced a system of export validated licenses 
which will permit exports in reduced quantities on a contract-
by-contract basis.
 “Soybean contracts will be reduced to 50 per cent of 
the quantity originally scheduled for delivery. Contracts for 
soybean oil cake and meal will be reduced to 40 per cent or 
the original quantity.”
 “Soybean licenses will expire Sept. 15 while oilcake and 
meal licenses will continue until Oct. 15.”
 Last week the government ordered the embargo 
“explaining that foreign shipments were depleting domestic 
supplies” which was causing infl ation and thus upsetting 
consumers / voters.

2231. Wall Street Journal. 1973. Licensing replaces soybean-
export ban; Most iron, steel scrap shipments barred. July 3. 
p. 2.
• Summary: “Washington [DC]–The government replaced 
its fi ve-day-old embargo on exports of soybeans and soybean 
products with a tough licensing system.”

2232. Jameson, Sam. 1973. Japan shocked by U.S. decision 
to cut soybean export contracts. Los Angeles Times. July 4. 
p. C11.
• Summary: “Tokyo–Japanese government and industry 
leaders expressed shock and disappointment Tuesday over 
the United States’ decision to slash export contracts in 
soybeans to Japan and other countries by 50%.”
 Yukio Sakaguchi, the chairman of the Japan Cooking Oil 
& Fat Association called the decision “a form of economic 
war which must be considered a grave problem”–and “a 
violation of international justice.” Sakaguchi is also president 
of Nissei [sic, Nisshin] Oils Corp.
 Japan’s Ministry of Agriculture, which had stated 
clearly its expectation that Japan–America’s best soybean 
customer–would be given special treatment, was reported 
to be especially shocked by Washington’s indiscriminate 
announcement. Japan is said to face the danger of running 
out of soybeans in late October. Feed manufacturers in 
particular said they would be unable to meet demands in the 
fall. Address: Times staff writer.

2233. Ungar, Peter. 1973. Soybean embargo (Letter to the 
editor). Washington Post, Times Herald. July 6. p. A23.
• Summary: “The administration’s embargo on soybean 
and cottonseed exports is not only a very shortsighted and 
unworthy breach of contract with our customers but also 
an act of appalling callousness at a time of worldwide crop 
failures. To avoid price increases at home we are causing 
much steeper increases abroad. Yet for us food price 
rises mean a somewhat less tasty diet at worst while for 
populations which can barely survive on their incomes even 
now, further rises will constitute a desperate emergency. The 
awful truth is that for many a food price rise will be a virtual 
death sentence.
 “To make matters worse the soybeans and cottonseed we 
withhold are earmarked to produce beef, a process in which 
most of the calories and proteins in the seed are lost in order 
to produce something more pleasing to our palate.” Address: 
Scarsdale, New York.

2234. New York Times. 1973. Japanese upset by U.S. soybean 
curbs. July 7. p. 27, 32.
• Summary: Many Japanese are angry at President Nixon 
for his ban on exports of soybeans last week. Japan obtains 
92% of her soybeans (nearly 3 millions tons a year) from the 
USA. These soybeans are needed, however, to meet shortage 
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of cattle feed in the USA. Last Monday in Washington, DC, 
offi cials replaced the embargo on soybeans with a system 
of export licenses. Meanwhile, the price of soybeans has 
skyrocketed.
 Japanese use soybeans in many foods, including “miso 
soup, a soybean broth.” Tofu (soybean curd) and fi sh are 
the two most important sources of protein for Japanese, 
according to Kuniyoshi Takagi, managing director of the 
Federation of Tofu Makers’ Associations. Makers of soy 
sauce say the USA has supplied all of the 240,000 tons 
of soybeans the industry consumes each year, according 
to Kaoru Ito, managing director of the Japan Soy Sauce 
Brewers Association. There was even concern at the 
restaurant Sasa-no-Yuki (snow on bamboo sprouts), which 
serves only tofu in 12 varied dishes; a full tofu dinner of 8 
tofu dishes costs not more than $3.00.
 The Japanese government, deeply upset, placed 
soybeans at the top of a list of controlled commodities 
under a new regulation (that went into effect today) against 
hoarding and price manipulation. Japan’s “stocks of soybeans 
stood at 400,000 tons at the end of May, and are expected to 
drop to 200,000 tons by Sept. 30, and be exhausted by Oct. 
31 if there are no further imports,” according to a spokesman 
for the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.
 While the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry urges 
the U.S. government to insure that Japan has a steady 
supply of soybeans, Japanese offi cials are also “looking for 
other sources and accelerating programs to increase local 
production.”
 A bar chart shows: (1) U.S. soybean exports to the 
world: In 1971–420 million bushels worth $1.3 billion. In 
1972–441 million bushels worth $1.5 billion. In 1973 (fi rst 
5 months)–248 million bushels worth $1.3 billion. (\ 2) U.S. 
soybean exports to Japan: In 1971–98 million bushels worth 
$311.1 million. In 1972–109.4 million bushels worth $375.4 
million. In 1973 (fi rst 5 months)–62.5 million bushels worth 
$347.7 million.

2235. New York Times. 1973. Japanese upset by U.S. soybean 
curbs. July 7. p. 27.
• Summary: Hiroshi Higashimori, Secretary-General of the 
Japan Oilseed Processors Association, expressed the feelings 
of many Japanese in all walks of life, when he said, “We’re 
really angry at Nixon-san.”
 The anger is a result of the U.S. president’s ban last 
week of soybean exports. “In Washington [DC] last Monday, 
offi cials replaced the embargo on soybean with a system of 
export licenses. Exporters will be allowed to ship 50 per cent 
of their soybean orders on hand as of June 15 and 40 per cent 
of their order for soybean meal.
 Not long ago, when President Nixon established détente 
with Peking, without fi rst informing Tokyo, the Japanese 
called it the “Nixon Shokku.” Now the soybean export 
embargo is being called the “Shoyu Shokku” [soy sauce 

shock].
 Soybeans are used in Japan to make foods and 
ingredients that appear in almost every meal. They are a key 
source of protein in the Japanese diet. The typical breakfast, 
for example, includes miso soup. Fish and tofu [soybean 
curd] are two of the most important sources of protein in the 
Japanese diet, said Kuniyoshi Takagi, managing director of 
the Federation of Tofu Makers’ Association. Yet he fears that 
both will become remote from the daily diet, “fi sh because of 
contamination and tofu because of the U.S. embargo.”
 Makers of soy sauce are also concerned says Kaoru 
Ito, managing director of the Japan Soy Sauce Brewers 
Association. The U.S. has supplied all of the 240,000 tons of 
soybeans that the soy sauce industry imports and processes 
each year in Japan.
 There was even concern at Sasa-no-Yuki (“Snow on 
bamboo sprouts” [leaves]), a restaurant that features tofu 
as the centerpiece of 12 varied dishes; a full dinner of 8 
tofu dishes costs a maximum of $3–which is remarkably 
low for Tokyo. The Japanese government, deeply upset at 
Washington, “has placed soybeans at the top of a list of 
controlled commodities under a new regulation against 
hoarding and price manipulation that went into effect today.”
 Meanwhile, Japanese offi cials are looking for other 
sources of soybeans.
 A two-part bar graph shows U.S. soybean exports in 
millions of bushels. (1) Exports to the world grew from 
420 in 1971 to 441 in 1972 to 248 for the fi rst 5 months 
of 1973. (2) Exports to the Japan grew from 98 in 1971 to 
109.4 in 1972 to 62.5 for the fi rst 5 months of 1973. Source: 
Department of Commerce.

2236. Jones, John A. 1973. Grain traders reeling under new 
export curbs: Depressed prices won’t avert meat shortage, 
they say. Los Angeles Times. July 9. p. B8, B9.
• Summary: Shocked grain traders are wondering what 
the government will do next–”and some are predicting that 
whatever it is, it probably won’t work.” The government is 
clearly trying to use controls to depress grain prices.
 All of the grain export commitments are in private 
contracts. The real purpose of the export licenses is to enable 
the government “to keep track of exactly how much grain is 
committed for export.”
 Yet in doing this the government has (1) Made our 
foreign trading partners angry at us, (2) caused many export 
houses to lose millions of dollars, (3) violated the sanctity of 
contracts, and (4) hampered the ability of futures markets to 
do their job.
 There are price ceilings on processed commodities such 
as soybean oil and meal, but not on soybeans themselves. 
Price ceilings alone won’t work, but combined with export 
controls, the combination should work.
 The soybean crop was probably oversold. Traders made 
commitments to sell a certain amount of soybeans, but 
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there simply may not be enough soybeans to fulfi ll all the 
contracts.
 “The Japanese and West Germans are appalled at what 
we’ve done.” Address: Times staff writer.

2237. Associated Press (AP). 1973. Freeze, embargo 
‘inexcusable,’ Farm Bureau Chief tells Nixon. Los Angeles 
Times. July 10. p. B7.
• Summary: “Park Ridge, Illinois (AP)–William J. Kuhfuss, 
president of the American Farm Bureau Federation, asked 
President Nixon Monday to amend the price freeze on food 
and to rescind the export ban on soybeans, cottonseed and 
other commodities.
 “In a letter to the President, Kuhfuss said many farmers 
are being forced to sell their products at a loss and predicted 
possible food shortages.” He said that many freeze ceilings 
are below production costs, and the embargo is “not in the 
best interests of American agriculture and the American 
economy.”

2238. Childs, Marquis. 1973. The mismanaged soybean 
embargo (Editorial). Washington Post, Times Herald. July 
10. p. A19.
• Summary: “Doubts about who is minding the store come 
into sharp focus” when we look at the soybean embargo. 
“Intended to try to insure against food shortages here at 
home, the consequences in world markets and the blow to 
the already battered American dollar seem scarcely to have 
been considered.”
 Describes how the decision was made, starting with 
President Nixon, who passed the order on to General 
Alexander Haig, who is said to have consulted with Melvin 
R. Laird.
 Note: In Jan. 1973 the Watergate break-in trial began. 
Five of 7 defendants pleaded guilty; the other two were 
convicted on Jan. 30.

2239. Moser, Benjamin B. 1973. Grain sales (Letter to the 
editor). Washington Post, Times Herald. July 10. p. A19.
• Summary: “Your editorial on the soybean embargo rightly 
criticizes administration stupidity in handling grain exports 
to Russia, but it misses the major stupidity. It would have 
been bad enough to sell too much grain too cheap last year, 
even if we had gotten paid for it. Grain supply would still 
have been short, and the result would have been high priced 
chicken in Washington [DC], and cheap chicken in Minsk 
and Odessa. But if the sale had been genuine, we would at 
least have gotten something useful in exchange, like caviar, 
vodka, or gold. As it was, all we got was an IOU.”
 Note: As of July 2021, Minsk is the capital of Belarus 
and Odessa is the 3rd largest city in Ukraine.
 “You should not accept at face value the administration’s 
story that it did not know about the magnitude of the Russian 
‘sale.’ The fact of the matter is that one can’t export 10 

bushels of grain, even a cash sale, without the Agriculture 
Department [USDA] knowing about it. In the Russian case, 
the Agriculture Department not only knew all about it, they 
paid for it with U.S. taxpayers money.” Address: Vienna 
[Austria].

2240. Moorhead, John D. 1973. Little yellow bean pushing 
up prices: Whole world wants multipurpose soy meal. 
Christian Science Monitor. July 11. p. 1.
• Summary: Boston–”Soybeans: These unassuming yellow 
beans are the richest and cheapest source of protein known. 
And their meal makes the world’s best animal feed.” When 
president Nixon slapped an embargo and then strict controls 
on exports of soybeans, he was hoping to reduce soybean 
prices in the USA, and thereby eventually to reduce the price 
of meat.
 Exports of soybean meal were 27% ahead of expected 
levels and a serious domestic shortage of soybeans was 
feared.
 Nixon’s soybean embargo has hurt the Japanese hardest–
even though they were the best customer for U.S. soybeans. 
U.S. soybeans comprise 92% of all soybeans imported to 
Japan. Of those, 80% are “used for animal feed and the rest 
for such human staples as tofu (bean curd) and soy sauce.”
 A cartoon shows a personifi ed soybean, wearing a big 
smile and a king’s crown, holding in one hand a scepter with 
a dollar sign on it, sitting on a little mountain of dollar bills.

2241. Jameson, Sam. 1973. U.S. soybean curb is personal, 
national snub: Tokyo offi cial. Los Angeles Times. July 13. p. 
B15, B21.
• Summary: Tokyo–Yoshio Sakurauchi, “Japan’s agricultural 
minister said Thursday night the United States, in slashing 
export contracts of soybeans by 50%, had combined neglect 
of Japan with a personal snub to him.”
 He added his belief that the “four American Cabinet 
secretaries who will arrive here Saturday for two days 
of trade talks ‘would not be in a position’ to renew long-
standing U.S. demands that Japan abolish its remaining 23 
agricultural import quotas, ‘having just restricted their own 
exports.’” Address: Times staff writer.

2242. Bodin, Paul. 1973. Soja: Ils sont les plus menacés 
et les plus vulnérables. L’inquiétude gagne du terrain chez 
les éleveurs [Soybeans: They are the most menaced and 
vulnerable. Mounting worry for farmers]. Ouest-France. July 
13-15. [Fre]
Address: France.

2243. Bourget, Jacques-Marie. 1973. Le soja n’aime pas le 
climat français: Mais on peut le remplacer par le tournesol, 
le colza, la féverole et... l’herbe pour nourrir les animaux 
[The soybean does not like the French climate: But it can be 
replaced by the sunfl ower, rapeseed, broad beans... and grass 
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for feeding animals]. L’Aurore (France). July 15. Sunday. 
[Fre]
• Summary: A photo shows barges fi lled with soybeans 
descending the Mississippi River (USA). Address: France.

2244. Domenge, Jean. 1973. Le soja et ses succédanés: Le 
France peut couvrir une partie de ses besoins [The soybean 
and its substitutes: France can supply a part of its needs]. Le 
Figaro (France). July 15. Sunday. [Fre]
Address: France.

2245. New York Times. 1973. Japanese fi nd U.S. unreliable 
on trade: 2 nations meet in Tokyo tomorrow amid anger over 
soybean curbs. July 15. p. 3.
• Summary: Tokyo, July 14. High Japanese offi cials feel that 
“the Nixon administration has taken this country’s needs too 
lightly in recent steps to shore up the American economy.”

2246. Time. 1973. Commodities: Saga of the superbean (Web 
article). July 16.
• Summary: “The U.S. exports more than 50% of its crop. 
Last year sales hit $2 billion, without which the dollar would 
have become even shakier in money markets. Western 
Europe bought more than $1 billion worth of U.S. beans 
and Japan $375 million worth. Now the Government’s 
export controls threaten the U.S.’s near monopoly. Properly 
indignant, Japanese and European offi cials have intensifi ed 
their search for more reliable suppliers of superbean.”
 “U.S. exporters can now ship no more than 50% of the 
soybean orders that they had on hand as of June 13, and 40% 
of the orders for soybean meal. No orders will be fi lled until 
October at the earliest... The restraints could cost the U.S. 
about $500 million in lost exports of soybeans alone.”

2247. Oberdorfer, Don. 1973. Japanese attack U.S. trade 
policy. Washington Post, Times Herald. July 17. p. A1.
• Summary: Tokyo, July 16–Secretary of State William P. 
Rogers and other senior U.S. offi cials were subjected to a 
barrage of criticism today for alleged American defi ciencies 
as a trading partner.” At this joint cabinet-level conference 
on economic affairs, Rogers said that the curbs were 
“unavoidable and temporary.”
 Until just a few months ago, Washington [DC] was 
doing the complaining concerning the very large bilateral 
trade imbalance in favor of Japan; Washington made strong 
demands that the Japanese buy more from the U.S.
 “At least four Japanese ministers, headed by Foreign 
Minister Masayoshi Ohira, expressed offi cial dismay at the 
export restrictions during today’s meeting here.” Secretary 
of Agriculture Earl Butz was scheduled to be at the joint 
meeting, but he cancelled at the last minute, saying that he 
had urgent business to attend to in Washington. In his place 
he sent Undersecretary of Agriculture J. Phil Campbell.
 “At a private hotel luncheon Sunday in the resort town 

of Hakone, Campbell and his wife heard little or nothing 
about Japan’s special need for soybeans from the lips of their 
host, Agriculture Minister Yoshio Sakurauchi. However it 
did not escape their notice that the luncheon menu included 
boiled soybean snacks (edamame), Japanese soybean soup 
[miso soup], soybean curd squares (tofu), vegetables mixed 
with soybean curd [shira-ae], and cucumber with soy sauce.”

2248. Ouest-France. 1973. Soja: Les Etats-Unis autorisent 
l’exportation de 100 000 T. avant la prochaine recolte 
[Soybeans: U.S. authorizes the export of 100,000 tonnes 
(metric tons) before the next harvest]. July 23. p. 19. [Fre]
Address: France.

2249. Ministère de l’Agriculture et du Développement Rural 
(Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development). 1973. 
Revue de presse [Summary and extracts of articles (News 
release)]. France. 1 p. Wed. July 25. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A summary of articles on U.S. soybean exports 
from three French newspapers. The United States will 
authorize the exportation of 80-100,000 supplementary 
tonnes (metric tons) of soy fl our to the European Community 
(la Communauté européenne), Mr. Lardinois revealed 
before the ministers of foreign affairs of the Nine [member 
countries?] This quantity will be added to those of the 
contracts taking into account the embargo. Mr. Lardinois 
announced besides that the Nixon government could free the 
exportations as soon as this week. (Les Echos, Le Figaro)
 Soybeans are diffi cult to grow in France, emphasizes an 
article from L’Aurore. In the best hypothesis, its cultivation, 
developed in the Midi region or the southeast, would permit 
a production of 70-100,000 tonnes of beans in 1976 to 
arrive at 150 or 200,000 tonnes in 1980. “It seems that this 
would be the limit.” Besides the “chemical” solutions to 
the shortage of protein, indicates L’aurore again, “we will 
without a doubt witness a return to the growth of grass, a 
bit abandoned because of the great favor accorded to corn.” 
Address: France.

2250. Ministère de l’Agriculture et du Développement Rural 
(Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development). 1973. 
Revue de presse [Summary and extracts of articles (News 
release)]. France. 1 p. Thursday. July 26. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A summary of articles on U.S. soybean exports 
from three French newspapers. As for the protein shortage, 
it would seem, La Croix again indicates, that any radical 
measure could only be envisioned at the national level to halt 
it [the shortage of protein] in the immediate.
 The same daily dedicates an article to the possibilities 
of the soybean in the countryside of the Adour River [in 
southwestern France]: perhaps “a new chance, after corn,” 
for the agriculture of these regions.
 After the announcement of a supplementary quota of 
100,000 tonnes of American soybeans for Europe, (Combat, 
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Le Monde, La Nation): “A drop in the bucket for European 
needs,” notes Le Monde. La Nation observes from its side 
that Mr. Lardinois has returned to the U.S. “almost empty-
handed;” and for this journal, there remains only two 
possibilities for Europe: “take the Chirac plan seriously that 
faces today’s problems and prepares for future independence; 
wait for a new move from the masters of soybeans [the U.S.], 
this new currency of exchange and blackmail.”
 In the U.S., stocks [supplies in storage] of soybean were 
slightly higher than expected July 1... Les Echos give the 
fi gures.
 The daily Temoinage chrétien analyzes in turn the 
soybean crisis, emphasizing the “improvidence” of French 
and European authorities in this matter. Address: France.

2251. Saint Croix Courier (St. Stephen, New Brunswick). 
1973. Connors’ soyabean oil reserves low. 108(44):1. July 
26.
• Summary: “Soyabean oil, a vital ingredient in Connors 
Brothers sardine products,” cannot be obtained by the 
company at this time, since it is on a “list of critical items 
including soya beans, soya bean mash and oil restricted by 
President Nixon...” The freeze was ordered on June 13.
 “Connors Brothers was caught unawares in June. A ban 
was lifted that month and assurance was given that soya 
beans would be available indefi nitely. One week later a 
second soya bean freeze was imposed.
 The U.S. is concerned that its reserves of soya beans 
will be depleted. Because of the shortage of anchovies in 
Peru and a subsequent lack of high protein commodities, 
many countries are in desperate need of soya beans. And 
despite the vast U.S. soya bean reserves, it is very possible 
they would sell out.
 “However Canada is not a big user of soya beans and is 
perhaps unfairly included in the general ban.”

2252. Le Figaro (France). 1973. Soja: Nous ne spéculons 
pas affi rment les fabricants d’aliments [Soybeans: We do not 
speculate affi rm food manufacturers]. July 27. [Fre]
Address: France.

2253. Matthews, Jimmy L. 1973. Conditional market 
forecasts and implications for the U.S. soybean economy. 
Fats and Oils Situation (USDA Economic Research Service) 
FOS-268. p. 17-31. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Implications of dollar devaluation, 
short supplies of competing high protein feeds and soybean 
exports to the Soviet Union for the U.S. soybean economy 
in 1972/73 are explored with an econometric model. 
Incremental impacts of these variables along with many 
factors affecting the U.S. soybean economy are identifi ed 
and discussed. Ramifi cations of recent events are extended 
to the 1973/74 and 1977/78 crop years for soybeans. 
Conditional market forecasts shown for these years indicate 

the most likely course of events but alternative forecasts 
could be derived by altering the basic assumptions.
 “The 1972/73 marketing year saw prices for soybeans 
and soybean meal go into orbit. The escalation was not solely 
due to new Soviet purchases of soybeans and grains. Events 
in Peru, Japan, Germany, India, Saudi Arabia, and Brazil as 
well as in the United States contributed. The diverse set of 
circumstances and their impact on the U.S. soybean economy 
caught many forecasters by surprise, leading to heightened 
concern over future implications. The impact of dollar 
depreciation in soybean importing nations for 1972/73 is still 
largely unmeasured. Full ramifi cations may not be known for 
some time. In creased demands in the Soviet Union and the 
Eastern Bloc nations are not fully known either. Supplies of 
competing products such as fi sh meal from Peru have been 
sharply lower. In addition, the sharp increase in grain exports 
to the USSR has limited the handling capacity at U.S. ports 
for soybeans. This had led to sharply higher f.o.b. charges for 
beans and sharp increase in gross margins.”
 Discusses soybeans, soybean oil and soybean meal. 
Contains 17 large tables. Address: Agricultural Economist, 
National Economic Analysis Div., ERS, USDA.

2254. Soybean Digest. 1973. Threat of export controls hangs 
over market. July. p. 20.
• Summary: “he soybean market’s been saying for some 
time already that the July 10 USDA crop report would be 
especially important this year, but it took on even more 
signifi cance following President Nixon’s economic message 
June 13. The report will be the fi rst offi cial indication of 
what 1973 crop production might be, and offi cials say that 
report together with export monitoring reports started in late 
June could be the basis of the big decision on whether we’ll 
have export controls or not.
 “The request for legislation to implement export controls 
in case he determines they’re needed was the key item for 
soybean growers in Nixon’s announcement of a 60-day price 
freeze as he stressed that American food needs would come 
before foreign demand. The mention of controls–some say 
it was only a threat to cool off prices, others think they may 
become a fact–was no real surprise to the market, which had 
been speculating on various economic moves for several 
weeks. But it still shook traders somewhat, considering 
that previous Administration emphasis had always been on 
increasing exports, not restricting them. ‘A drastic mistake,’ 
American Soybean Assn. President Harold Kuehn described 
the idea of controls in a letter to Nixon, and dozens of other 
farm leaders agreed.
 “Even if controls do not become reality, the market 
has, in effect, been under export controls voluntarily since 
Nixon’s speech. Exporters have been warned that any trades 
negotiated after June 13 may be nullifi ed by future controls, 
and the result, naturally, has been a reluctance to make sales 
under such uncertain conditions. How long such a situation 
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will continue, of course, depends now upon how government 
economists read the supply picture, beginning with the July 
crop report.”

2255. Ouest-France. 1973. Soja: vers un assouplissement 
de l’embargo sur les exportations? [Soybeans: Towards a 
softening of the export embargo?]. Aug. 2. [Fre]
• Summary: The American departments of commerce and 
agriculture just announced that supplementary quantities 
of soybeans can be exported to the traditional clients of the 
USA. Address: France.

2256. Ministère de l’Agriculture et du Développement Rural 
(Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development). 1973. 
Revue de presse [Summary and extracts of articles (News 
release)]. France. 1 p. Friday. Aug. 3. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A summary of articles on U.S. soybean exports 
from several French newspapers. Address: France.

2257. Gaxotte, Pierre. 1973. Soja, protéines, etc. [Soybeans, 
proteins, etc.]. Le Figaro (France). Aug. 5. [Fre]
Address: L’Académie française, France.

2258. Meung, Claude. 1973. De l’urée pour les boeufs 
français [Urea for French cattle]. L’Aurore (France). Aug. 9. 
[Fre]
• Summary: “The shortage of soybeans from which France 
suffers following the U.S. embargo on this vegetable often 
used for animal feed will have an unanticipated consequence: 
the chemical cocktail that nourishes more and more livestock 
will complicate a bit more. Cows risk soon to benefi t from 
a new ‘technique’: the incorporation of granules of urea 
in feed.” The author discusses the repercussions of this 
initiative, emphasizing the deterioration of taste in beef 
raised in this manner and the introduction of possibly 
harmful chemicals, such as antibiotics and hormones, into 
cattle and hence human diets. Address: France.

2259. Greenwood, Leonard. 1973. Brazil farmers harvest 
soybean crops of gold: World-wide shortage trebles prices, 
changes life in agricultural towns. Los Angeles Times. Aug. 
12. Section IV. p. 6.
• Summary: The soybean boom has transformed the daily 
life of many towns and people in Rio Grande do Sul.

2260. Le Figaro (France). 1973. Après le soja, le blé et la 
viande l’huile d’olive va-t-elle manquer? [After soybeans, 
wheat, and meat, will olive oil fall short?]. Aug. 23. [Fre]
Address: France.

2261. New York Times. 1973. How families abroad are 
coping at the market: Some Japanese changing diets. Aug. 
28. p. 37.
• Summary: In Tokyo, there is a widespread awareness that 

fi sh is too contaminated with mercury to eat safely. The other 
traditional source of protein, soybean products, have jumped 
in price because of the U.S. soybean embargo. In the last two 
months, the price of “tofu (bean curd or bean pudding)” has 
gone up 13 cents to 19 cents; a bottle of soy sauce 51 cents to 
64 cents; cooking oil 55 cents to 70 cents,...”
 Despite the rise in prices, tofu and miso soup are still 
regular parts of the diet for most Japanese.
 A bar graph shows the percentage of income spent for 
food in 1971 in various countries: U.S. 17.6%. Germany 
21.9%. Britain 22.3%. France 26.5%. Japan 30.7%. India 
60.0%. Africa (various) 70.0. Source: Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. Grocery Manufacturers of America.

2262. Lynam, John K.; Mills, W.J.; Wanamaker, G.E. 1973. 
Production and trade prospects for Argentine oilseeds 
and their products. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 
FAS-M-253. 96 p. Aug.
• Summary: A full-page table (p. 22) shows Argentine 
production of oilseeds, in metric tons [tonnes], from 1935 to 
1970, with average production for the previous 5 years given 
every year ending with 4 or 9. The oilseeds are sunfl ower, 
peanut, cottonseed, soybean, total edible, total linseed, total 
all.
 For soybeans, the fi rst statistics are given for 1940 to 
1944; the average of these 5 years was 1,225 tons. Note: The 
fi gure of 2.46 million tons given for 1940 appears to be an 
error.
 Production fi rst passed 10,000 tonnes in 1961, with 
11,220 tonnes, and it fi rst passed 50,000 tonnes in 1970 with 
production of 59,000 tonnes.
 Before 1948 Argentina’s major crop was linseed / fl ax 
seed; after 1948 it was sunfl ower seeds, followed by peanuts 
and cottonseed.
 Table 2 (p. 90) gives “Argentine production of vegetable 
oils” (in metric tons) from 1936 to 1969. The column 
titled “Other edible” includes corn, soybean, sesame, and 
grapeseed oils.

2263. Soybean Digest. 1973. Export control: Growers call it 
a serious mistake. Aug. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “It all started somewhere back about the time 
of the meat price ceiling announcement. But the latest 
in a series of government economic moves–the export 
embargo and restrictions announced in late June and early 
July–may be one of the most stunning blows ever for the 
soybean industry, from the grower who again feels like the 
government’s scapegoat to the processor here and overseas 
who’s also suffering from the consequences.
 “’The Administration used every tool at its disposal 
to encourage increased production of soybeans this year. 
Once the beans were planted, however, the Administration 
removed 50% of the market,’ ASA Secretary Seymour 
Johnson of Indianola, Mississippi, summed up the situation 
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before a Senate sub-committee in mid-July. ‘Now, we feel 
that the government has slapped us in the face with the 
embargo and export restrictions.’
 “The U.S. farmer isn’t alone in feeling betrayed. 
Almost without exception, overseas reaction to U.S. export 
restrictions has been one of stunned shock.
 “’It’ll take years, if ever, to restore the credibility of 
the U.S. as a reliable supplier,’ says Ralph Jackson, ASA 
executive vice president. ‘This move could jeopardize 
our whole identifi ed soy oil program,’ adds Wes Randell, 
ASA market development director. ‘The U.S. has been 
trying to gain greater entry into European countries for 
our agricultural products, but now we’ve lost most of the 
leverage we ever had going into the trade talks this fall.’
 “Some form of export controls was almost inevitable 
following several previous mistakes by the government:
 “1. The meat price ceiling. Limiting retail meat prices 
while feed prices were going up meant profi ts of livestock 
and poultry raisers were getting squeezed hard on both 
ends. Result: farmers began cutting back on animal numbers 
rather than feed them out for sure losses. The possibility of 
actual meat shortages became very real and the likelihood of 
promised lower food prices very slim. Solution according to 
administration offi cials:
 “2. A price freeze. Hold feed prices, including soybean 
meal, down to certain levels to help the livestock producer 
and production would increase, offi cials reasoned. So feed 
prices came under the June 1-8 price ceilings as part of the 
battle to slow infl ation. But with prices limited in the U.S., 
processors and grain dealers found sales overseas to be more 
profi table. USDA discovered in its fi rst effort to establish 
export fi gures, that export sales of nearly all commodities, 
especially soybean meal, were running well ahead of what 
offi cials had anticipated. So under the guise of preserving our 
domestic supplies, offi cials decided on the next ‘solution’:
 “3. An export embargo and then restrictions limiting 
exports to 50% of the existing contracts on old crop beans–
about 33 million bu. maximum exports for the remainder 
of the year–and only 40% of the existing meal contracts. 
The rest of the contracts and any new deals would not be 
honored. Even a foreign processor who owned beans and had 
them in his own storage in the U.S. could not take more than 
half of his own beans out of the country–as a major Italian 
crusher found out.
 “The reverberations from these export decisions, even 
if controls had been in effect only a few days, will likely 
shake the soybean market for some time. U.S. processors, 
who bought some beans at pretty high prices, are now stuck 
with their storage full of meal, and some shut down their 
plants rather than sell at low, freeze-limited prices. Overseas 
processors and consumers are being hurt by much higher 
prices. Although meal prices went down in the U.S., soybean 
meal prices went up over $100/ton in Rotterdam the day after 
the embargo announcement, and prices of all competitive 

meal and oil products also went up sharply.
 “Jackson happened to be in Japan at the time of the 
embargo announcement and was besieged by questions from 
the Japanese press, processors, top government offi cials, 
etc. Essentially, he says, their questions–and those of many 
others around the world–boil down to these three:
 “1. Why spend time developing markets for your 
products and then shut off the supply?
 “2. Soybeans in particular and agricultural products in 
general have been the largest contributor in the U.S. favor 
in the balance of payments problem with Japan. Now, you 
choose to add to this problem by limiting exports. Again, 
why? (Limits on soybeans alone will lower our gains in 
world trade by an estimated $300 million.)
 “3. Why wasn’t Japan, as one of your traditional 
customers and your No. 1 buyer of soybeans, at least given 
the courtesy of some advance notice in order to work out an 
orderly rationing of the short supply–if a critical short supply 
actually exists?
 “Jackson and other members of ASA’s executive 
committee relayed these concerns to the Cost of Living 
Council and other top Administration economic offi cials as 
have delegations from a number of foreign countries. ASA 
offi cials would especially like to see a reassessment of the 
export fi gures. It is believed that the fi gures are somewhat 
infl ated by exporters anxious to make sure their fi gures are 
high enough so that they will get better allotments if it comes 
to licensing exports. Even the forms invite infl ation of the 
fi gures several exporters have confi ded. USDA reports, even 
before July 1, showed that 1973 overseas sales of soybeans 
were already larger than total sales of any season prior, to 
this year. But are they really?
 “In addition, the export restrictions were designed to 
hold back 145 million bu. of beans for domestic use. That’s 
the total maximum crushing capacity in the U.S. for the July-
August period, Jackson points out, and processors have never 
worked at that capacity in the past 5 years.
 “’I’m convinced that we could go into Sept. 1 with 
better than 100 mil. bu. carryover,’ Jackson says. That 
compares with USDA’s latest prediction of 40 million bu.
 “There’s some doubt that President Nixon’s export 
action is even legal. Prior to the announcement, some 
observers said that existing law allows the President to 
impose controls only when a critical shortage exists or when 
the U.S. domestic food Supply is imperiled. Offi cials claim 
these conditions were met by the existing situation, but 
since over 50% of our soybeans are normally exported, it 
appears controls were implemented not because of shortages 
but because of high prices, not a valid reason for imposing 
controls under present law, according to ASA offi cials.
 “What makes export restrictions–or even the idea of 
them hanging over the market–a particularly bitter pill for 
U.S. farmers to swallow is that this is fi nally one of those 
years when good economic conditions exist for a farmer 
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to make a good profi t, Randell points out. ‘The release of 
acreage, free markets, free trade–this is what we’ve always 
been talking about. And now the government’s taken this 
away from farmers.’”
 A half-page photo shows four men seated around a table 
in Japan. The caption: “Left to Right: Network Director, Fuji 
TV, Tokyo, Japan; Jack Yamashita, assistant country director 
for Japan; Ralph Jackson, ASA executive vice president and 
the Program Director, Fuji TV.”

2264. Soybean Digest. 1973. Embargo reactions. Aug. p. 10.
• Summary: “Excerpts from a Japanese newspaper editorial:
 “’The importation of soybeans was liberalized not long 
after the end of World War II at American request. As a 
result, Japan made little effort to produce this commodity 
at home. We cannot understand why the U. S. is restricting 
its exports now when it surely knows that Japan will be 
seriously affected.
 “’If the U.S. refuses (to fulfi ll its contracts), it certainly 
will lose whatever ground it has to demand that Japan should 
remove its restrictions on agricultural imports...
 “’It is extremely risky for our country to depend on 
agricultural imports from the U.S. Our government should 
try to diversify the source of its soybean imports. For 
example, both the government and industry should try to 
negotiate long-term soybean import contracts with China, 
which already supplies this commodity to this country.’
 “French Finance minister: ‘It is striking that the 
American move comes at a time when the Common Market 
is being asked to open up its frontiers to American farm 
goods.’
 “Steve Chen, ASA country director for Taiwan, 
which gets 95% of its soybean supply from the U.S.: ‘The 
news really came as a shock to us. Processors and pork 
producers have expanded with expectations of getting an 
adequate supply of soybeans but now they are faced with 
restrictions. We have always thought of the U.S. as having 
good managers who should know what they’re doing, but 
now we are disappointed. It’ll make the work of promoting 
U.S. beans much more diffi cult in gaining back confi dence 
and respect in the U.S. as a supplier. One thing that it will 
defi nitely mean is that the Japanese will take an even more 
active and positive role in developing soybeans and other oil 
supplies in Brazil, Malaysia and other countries.’
 “U.S. soybean growers: ‘There is nothing fair about the 
embargo. All the money we spent to gain foreign trade has 
been lost. I planned to plant beans on my wheat ground, but I 
won’t now.’ Donald Bareither, Mattoon, Illinois.
 “I’d call June 27 ‘Black Wednesday’ for U. S. soybean 
growers when notice was given the rest of the world that we 
won’t let them have the beans they want even if we produce 
them in abundance.’
 “Gordon Martinson, Humboldt, Iowa. ‘If it isn’t a dock 
strike, it’s an export embargo to keep farm prices down and 

food cheap.’
 “Heye Franzen, Rantoul, Illinois. ‘Most farmers here 
feel it hurts soybeans and won’t help livestock producers that 
much. I hope western Europe and Japan bite Nixon’s ears 
off.’ Joe Pepper, Weston, Missouri.
 ‘The embargo’s a more stupid move than Watergate if 
that is possible!’ D. Leslie Tindal, Pinewood, South Carolina.

2265. McGuire, Ellen V. 1973. U.S. soybean sales continue 
headlong climb in 1972-73. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Sept. 24. p. 5, 12.
• Summary: Average U.S. soybean prices in June soared 
to an unprecedented peak of $10.84 per bushel. Soybean 
meal prices in June mushroomed to average $412.50 a ton, 
and soybean oil and cottonseed oil advanced to an average 
20 cents per pound. Underlying the burgeoning prices was 
a combination of market forces, including record world 
demand, shortage of peanut meal and fi shmeal in other 
exporting countries, and sharply reduced U.S. supplies 
of soybeans and meal in the latter months of the 1972-73 
season. Despite expanding U.S. production, large exports to 
the Soviet Union in 1972 and 1973 diverted supplies from 
traditional markets. As a result of these situations, the U.S. 
imposed export control measures on soybeans, cottonseed, 
and their products in late June and early July. This action 
moderated soybean and soybean meal prices in August to 
an average $9.08 per bushel for beans and $281.22 per ton 
for meal. Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign Agricultural 
Service.

2266. Murray, Roger. 1973. World seed, oil and protein 
situation. In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 
ed. 1973. Ontario Soybean Symposium 1973. Ottawa: 
Agriculture Canada. 110 p. See p. 36-46.
• Summary: “Gentlemen, this is my fi rst visit to Southern 
Ontario and it is a great pleasure for me. I feel that it is quite 
an honour for a humble rapeseed trader from the West to be 
invited to address a group so dedicated to soybean. Indeed, I 
do feel a little like Daniel in the lions’ den and trust you will 
allow me to return in one piece, remembering that I do spend 
quite a lot of my working day trying to fi gure out ways of 
selling rapeseed, fl ax and sunfl ower seed at the expense of 
soybeans. After the year we have just been through, however, 
perhaps there’s room for all of us. However, my American 
parent company, Cargill Incorporated, are of course, major 
participants in the U.S. soybean industry and I have been 
able to draw much of my material today from their resources.
 “I do not want to spend time discussing the incredible 
events of last year. You are well aware of the major reasons 
why soybeans went from a low of 3.31 to a high of 12.90 
per bushel on the Chicago market. World headlines have 
been made almost daily by the dramatic events in our own 
agricultural industry. As we come out, therefore, from the 
72/73 season it is a particularly opportune time to review 
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where we are and where we are going.
 “I believe that in the compound growth in the world 
today, our standards of living and economic expansion have 
caught up with us. We lived through most of the sixties in a 
period of agricultural surpluses. When we were hit suddenly 
by Soviet crop failures Indian droughts–the arrival of the 
El Nino Ocean current that drove away the fi sh from the 
Peruvian shore and other poor world crop situations such as 
your own and the U.S. soybean crop last year, it took us by 
surprise and has left us in a new ball game.
 “Today it is almost a disadvantage to be a trader with 
experience–the best results and market judgments are made 
by looking at the completely new situation and trying not 
to relate it too much to the past. World stocks, not only of 
oilseeds but of all major grains are down to near minimum 
carryover levels and from now on we are dependent upon 
the production from new crops. In that situation we are not 
going to see stable commodity markets until the world has 
had a chance to build up a strategic grain reserve. During the 
sixties we failed to realize how important this was to overall 
economic growth. Hence, although, I do not forecast the wild 
markets ahead of the last 12 months, we are going to see 
some big swings sometimes brought about through factors 
which don’t fully justify them. A small crop scare in a major 
producing area could be good for 50 cents or even a dollar 
a bushel in the bean futures, and a rumor of more Chinese 
interest in beans all of that. In short, supply and demand are 
tight at the moment and we need time to adjust to this.
 “It is also clear that grain and oilseed prices have moved 
onto another plateau. In order to stimulate production the 
farmer has got to be paid an attractive economic price 
that will encourage him. I think that the days of beans at 3 
dollars a bushel have disappeared and likewise those of corn 
at a dollar. During the recent Canadian Feed Manufacture 
Convention in Winnipeg I was surprised how many people, 
particularly from Ontario, just did not believe in current 
markets. Well we have recently seen something of a sell off, 
but the basic reasons why we have a new situation are still 
with us. In this respect let me mention 2 other points which 
are very relevant.
 “First, the major dollar devaluation of the last 12 months 
makes 6 dollar beans equivalent in local currencies to about 
4 to many of our overseas customers. To them, therefore, 6 
dollars is not exorbitantly high by today’s standards. This is 
a very obvious remark but too many of us in North America 
fail to realize how important the devaluation of the dollar and 
for that matter the rise in the price of gold has been to the 
world outside this continent.
 “Second, the world expects to live better and at a higher 
standard than it used to and that means better diets–primarily 
more meat. That is not to say that the growth in standards 
of living and therefore of meat consumption will carry on 
regardless of price as we shall come to in a moment, but 
it is nevertheless the major underlying supporting factor. 

I have just spent the weekend entertaining a delegation 
of Czechoslovakian oilseed buyers in Winnipeg. These 
gentlemen are the largest customers of North American 
sunfl ower seed. Yet sunoil is almost the most expensive of 
all oils in the food section today. I asked them why they 
continued to buy sunoil and not rape or bean oil. I was told–
to my surprise–that the standard of living in Czechoslovakia 
is among the 12 highest countries in the world today. For 
taste reasons the people demand a high proportion of sunoil 
and so they have turned to North America for supplies even 
though big brother to the East produces 15 times as much 
seed as we do. This East European expansion has as you 
know been a decisive factor in the market place of the last 12 
months.
 “Now I would like to turn to a more statistical picture 
and analysis of the current situation.” Address: President, 
Cargill Grain Canada, Ltd., 1414 One Lombard Place, 
Winnipeg, MAN, Canada.

2267. Ruff, Samuel O. 1973. Brazil plans to increase sales 
via export corridors program. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Oct. 8. p. 2-5.
• Summary: This program is intended to strengthen Brazil’s 
competitive position in world soybean markets. Export 
corridors go end at the ports of Vitoria, Santos, Paranagua, 
Porto Alegre, and Rio Grande (in RGS). Each of these 
ports is being improved. Address: Foreign Demand and 
Competition Div., Economic Research Service.

2268. Woodland, John. 1973. Heavy Russian buying now 
seen as a cause of soya bean shortage: Chinese imports 
behind soaring cost of vegetable oils. Times (London). Oct. 
25. p. 26, cols. 5-7.
• Summary: Conditions for growing crops were bad last 
year; for example, the Soviet sunfl ower harvest was poor, as 
was India’s groundnut crop and Argentine crops in general. 
Moreover, for the six years prior to the end of 1971 imports 
of soybeans to Russia and China had been near zero. By July 
of this year a shortage had developed and become so acute 
that the United States and various other countries temporarily 
curtailed exports.
 Soybean price increases resulted and “were greatly 
accentuated by the devaluation of the dollar and the 
subsequent currency weaknesses which led to speculators 
moving into commodities.”
 Another cause was the sharp running down of 1972-
73 soybean supplies with the resulting uncertainty as to 
whether supplies would last until the 1973 harvest [in about 
September].

2269. Baker, Bruce. 1973. U.S. and world soybean output 
due to reach record heights. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Oct. 29. p. 5.
• Summary: Recording the highest annual growth rate in 
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history, world soybean production in 1973 is preliminarily 
estimated at 58.21 million tonnes (2,139 million 
bushels)–22% or 10.44 million tons above the revised 1972 
total. The unprecedented increase primarily refl ects a major 
expansion in soybean acreage in the U.S. and, to a lesser 
extent, Brazil. The U.S. and Brazil, the two major exporting 
countries, account for 80% and 11%, respectively, of the 
net advance in world production this year. Address: Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

2270. Bryan, Harry C.; Vieira, Carlos A. 1973. Soybean 
oil: A newcomer to Portugal’s edible oil industry. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Oct. 29. 
p. 8-9.
• Summary: On May 25, the Portuguese Government 
announced that soybean oil may now be sold to the public 
as an edible vegetable oil to fi ll a widening gap between 
domestic production and consumption of edible vegetable 
oils. Portugal has been importing soybeans in volume since 
1969. Crushing of imported soybeans is expected to expand 
rapidly, and may well exceed 100,000 tons by 1974 unless 
the 16 cents per liter “differential” fee on soybean oil sales 
proves restrictive. Only one plant with a 75,000-ton annual 
capacity is now exclusively crushing soybeans and refi ning 
oil. This capacity is expected to double shortly. Another 
plant, with 300,000-ton annual capacity, is currently crushing 
and refi ning other edible oilseeds but can switch to soybeans 
and is expected to do so. While the soybean star is rising, 
the outlook for production of olives for oil is not optimistic. 
Address: Offi ce of U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Lisbon, 
Portugal.

2271. Soybean Digest. 1973. Commerce Department lifts 
export controls. Oct. p. 25.
• Summary: “Export controls, which probably had snipped 
20 million bu. out of 1973 soybean shipments, were dropped 
Sept. 8 as anticipated. Licensing requirements may be phased 
out by Oct. 1, although fi rms will still be required to report 
anticipated and actual exports. Commerce action came after 
repeated assertions by USDA that export controls should be 
dispensed with as quickly as possible. Privately, comments 
of some USDA veterans are that such restrictions were 
never needed. Although the restrictions are gone, they’ll 
continue to cast a shadow over every U.S. soybean market 
development effort for years to come.”

2272. USDA World Agricultural Production and Trade–
Statistical Report. 1973. Record increase in 1973 for U.S. 
and world soybean production. Oct. p. 15-16.
• Summary: “World soybean production in 1973 is 
preliminarily estimated at 58.21 million metric tons (2,139 
million bushels)–22 percent or 10.44 million tons above 
the revised total for 1972. The unprecedented increase in 
world soybean output refl ects primarily a major expansion in 

soybean acreage in the United States and, to a lesser extent, 
Brazil. The total world acreage harvested for soybeans in 
1973 is forecast at 92.63 million acres, indicating an increase 
from the previous year of 15 percent or 12.03 million acres.
 “This year’s record increase by over one-fi fth in world 
soybean production follows a 9-percent gain in 1972 and 
compares with the average annual increase of 5 percent 
during 1966-70. The United States and Brazil, the two 
major-exporting countries, account for 80 and 11 percent, 
respectively, of the net increment in 1973 world production.
 “The 1973 soybean harvests in the Soviet Union and 
Mainland China are expected to achieve a partial recovery 
from their weather-reduced volumes of 1972 equivalent to 
5 percent of the net increase in world production. Aggregate 
soybean production in the rest of the world, refl ecting larger 
crops in Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Paraguay, Australia, 
Romania, and Thailand, accounted for 4 percent of the net 
increase in world production.
 “U.S. soybean production in 1973, based on crop 
conditions as of October 1, is offi cially forecast at 43.23 
million metric tons (1,588 million bushels)–24 percent or 
8.31 million tons (305 million bushels) above the 1972 
volume. The record increase in the 1973 U.S. soybean crop 
refl ects an increase in plantings 2.5 times greater than the 
previous record. Acreage harvested for soybeans is placed 
at 56.17 million acres–up 23 percent, or 10.4 million acres, 
compared with the previous year. The prospective yield is 
28.3 bushels per acre, 1 percent above the 1972 level and a 
new all-time high.”
 “Mainland China’s 1973 soybean harvest is tentatively 
placed at 6.70 million tons–400,000 tons above the estimate 
for 1972. Fragmentary reports point to improved growing 
conditions in 1973, compared with 1972 when drought on 
the North China Plain and excessive rainfall in Manchuria 
are believed to have reduced output. Soybean area is 
estimated to have declined by roughly 5 percent in 1973, 
refl ecting competition from foodgrains and cotton on the 
North China Plain.
 “Soybean production in the Soviet Union also is 
expected to recover from the sharp decline of 1972 and 
may approximate 400,000 tons in 1973. The 1972 harvest, 
offi cially estimated at 260,000 tons, was 51 percent smaller 
than the 1971 crop. Production in the Soviet Far East in 
1972 is believed to have suffered from the same poor harvest 
weather that affected the harvest in Manchuria.” Address: 
USDA.

2273. Le Figaro (France). 1973. Soja: Production mondiale 
en hausse de 22% [Soybeans: World production rises 22%]. 
Nov. 2. [Fre]
Address: France.

2274. Agbo, F.M.O. 1973. Soybean variety and nodulation 
studies in East Central State, Nigeria. In: International Inst. 
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of Tropical Agriculture. Proceedings of the First IITA Grain 
Legume Improvement Workshop. 325 p. See p. 205-10. Held 
29 Oct.–2 Nov. 1973 at Ibadan, Nigeria. [7 ref]
• Summary: “Improved legume production and increased 
utilization would reduce the dearth of protein supply 
in the average Nigerian diet. Soybean is becoming an 
increasingly important protein and oil source in Nigeria. 
Soybean is grown mainly in the Benue Plateau State, 
primarily for export... Investigations conducted at the 
Agricultural Research Station, Umudike, have indicated 
that soybean could be grown successfully in parts of the 
Eastern States–Ogoja, Obubra, Adani, Bende.” Address: 
Federal Agricultural Research & Training Station, Umudike, 
Umuahia–Ibeku, Nigeria.

2275. Leng, Earl R. 1973. Breeding soybeans for high 
productivity under conditions of developing areas. In: 
International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture. Proceedings of 
the First IITA Grain Legume Improvement Workshop. iii + 
325 p. See p. 42-52. Held 29 Oct.–2 Nov. 1973 at Ibadan, 
Nigeria.
• Summary: Tables show results of variety trials in Costa 
Rica (1972), Nigeria (1971), Madhya Pradesh, India (1972), 
Thailand (1971), Jogjakarta, Indonesia (1971), Brazil (1970-
71).
 “While a few years ago there were grounds for believing 
that the USA could supply all the soybeans needed in world 
grain trade, at the present time it is very clear that this crop is 
in acutely short supply on a world-wide basis, and that many 
countries which previously have imported their soybean 
requirements will be considering means by which they may 
produce part or all of their needs.
 “Development of the soybean from a forage crop into 
a major grain crop in the USA was made possible by a 
breeding breakthrough at the University of Illinois in the 
early 1920’s. Dr. C.M. Woodworth developed types which 
had an upright, non-branching growth habit, rather than 
the prostrate, vining habit which previously had been most 
common. As a result, it became possible to harvest the 
crop with normal fi eld machinery. Growth in acreage and 
productivity was explosive.”
 “In the USA there is at present a sharp distinction 
between ‘northern’ and ‘southern’ types. The ‘northern’ 
varieties are almost all of indeterminate growth habit and are 
based primarily on Manchurian and Hokkaido germ-plasm. 
The Manchurian types predominate, except in varieties 
adapted to extreme northern areas. While these ‘northern’ 
varieties are considered to be especially day-length sensitive, 
recent evidence indicates that their early maturity under 
warmer conditions is infl uenced more by high temperatures 
than by actual day-length.”
 “The ‘southern’ types may be traced generally to 
germ-plasm imported from Taiwan or southern China. All 
the modern U.S. varieties in this class are of determinate 

growth habit; that is, increase in height virtually ceases once 
fl owering begins. Although these varieties are popularly 
regarded as less sensitive to day-length, they actually tend to 
be more day-length sensitive and less temperature-sensitive 
than the ‘northern’ types.”
 “In our experience with variety trials on a worldwide 
basis, we have found that some of the ‘southern’ types from 
the USA give superior performance when grown under 
favorable conditions, as compared with nearly all other 
germ-plasm tested.”
 “Soybean breeding is generally not well developed 
in countries other than the USA and Canada. Recently, 
however, Brazil and India have undertaken programs on a 
signifi cant scale.” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL.

2276. SoyaScan Notes. 1973. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1973 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1973. The Asian Vegetable Research and 
Development Center (AVRDC), an international agricultural 
research center in Taiwan, starts soybean research. It does 
early work in introducing soybeans to the tropics and semi-
tropics.
 1973. Nelson, Steinberg, and Wei at the University of 
Illinois develop the pre-blanch wet-grind method of making 
a suspended soymilk–without removing the okara and 
by using an homogenizer to pulverize the okara into tiny 
particles.
 1973 March. Beef-soy blends, containing 25% hydrated 
textured soy fl our and 75% ground beef, introduced to U.S. 
supermarket chains in response to skyrocketing hamburger 
prices. This opens a second large new market for such 
products, following the school lunch market. Early brands 
include Burger Pro, Plus Burger, and Pro/Teen. Advertising 
stresses lower cost than all-beef products and less shrinkage 
in cooking. By Sept. 1973 they had captured 29% of the 
ground beef market. At that time beef prices tumbled and by 
Nov. 1975 the market share of the blends had fallen to only 
10%.
 1973, April-July. INTSOY (International Soybean 
Program) established at the University of Illinois, with 
funding from USAID, to do applied research on soybean 
production, varietal development, and utilization in tropical 
and subtropical environments and low-income countries. The 
International Soybean Variety Experiment (ISVEX) begins 
and by 1980 is being conducted in 110 countries.
 1973 June. U.S. imposes a soybean export embargo, 
fearing that the drought-induced short supply will drive 
up domestic meat and poultry prices. Soybean prices soon 
explode into a new world of double digits, temporarily 
hitting $12 a bushel.
 1973 June. Kikkoman opens the largest shoyu plant 
in the Western world at Walworth, Wisconsin, and starts 
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production. Capacity is 10,000 kiloliters (2.6 million gallons) 
a year.
 1973 Sept. The USDA removes all regulations for 
exporting agricultural products, thus lifting the June 
soybean embargo. But permanent damage has been done 
that undercuts confi dence in the USA as a reliable soybean 
supplier and trading partner and stimulates numerous foreign 
countries (including Brazil and France) to expand their 
soybean production.
 1973 Oct. Arab oil-producing nations (OPEC) abruptly 
increase petroleum prices fourfold, regulate the production of 
petroleum, and impose a total ban on oil exports to the U.S. 
after the outbreak of the Arab-Israeli war. The fi rst oil shock 
results. Gasoline prices skyrocket. The ban is lifted on 18 
March 1974.
 1973 Nov. The fi rst World Soy Protein Conference held 
in Munich, Germany, attended by over 1,100 delegates from 
45 countries, and sponsored by the U.S. Foreign Agricultural 
Service and the American Soybean Association.
 1973. Pro-Nuts, the fi rst dry-roasted soynuts in the 
Western world, launched by Edible Soy products in Hudson, 
Iowa.
 1973. Energy and Protein Requirements published by 
the Joint FAO/WHO Ad Hoc Expert Committee. It reduces 
protein requirements for adults by 20%. The National 
Academy of Sciences in the USA follows suit by lowering its 
RDA for protein by 25%. These two events essentially defi ne 
away the “protein crisis,” and mark a crucial turning point 
in the ongoing “protein versus calories” debate. Insuffi cient 
food energy comes to be viewed as the main nutritional 
problem in poor countries. If a person has suffi cient calories 
(i.e. suffi cient food), it is argued, protein intake is also likely 
to be adequate.
 1973. Oregon enacts America’s fi rst organic food 
labeling law. A boost to organically grown crops.
 1973. The era of biotechnology begins when Stanley 
Cohen of Stanford University and Herbert Boyer of the 
University of California at San Francisco successfully 
recombine ends of bacterial DNA after splicing a foreign 
gene in between. They call their handiwork “recombinant 
DNA,” but the press preferred to call it “genetic 
engineering.”

2277. Cook Industries, Inc. 1973. Export merchandisers of 
wheat, feed grains, and soybeans (Ad). Soybean Digest. Back 
cover.
• Summary: A full-page ad showing the front of a huge 
ship moored to a dock with hawsers. Address: [Memphis, 
Tennessee].

2278. Soybean Digest. 1973. Soy protein grabs world food 
spotlight [at Munich conference]. Dec. p. 8-9.
• Summary: This is a summary of the World Soy Protein 
Conference in Munich, Germany. Conference proceedings 

were also published.
 “An amazing increase in the use of soy protein was 
predicted at the recent international World Soy Protein 
Conference.
 “’The soy protein market for human food will 
mushroom from $75 million today to $2 billion [2,000 
million] by 1980,’ predicted Secretary of Agriculture Earl 
Butz.
 “’On a global basis, distribution of protein must change,’ 
predicted Prof. John Coppock, University of Surrey, Surrey, 
England. ‘Economic pressure will inevitably reduce Western 
use of meat on a per capita basis. As the limited supply 
is spread around the world, the void will be fi lled by soy 
protein.’
 “With these dramatic comments as openers, the 
Conference immediately grabbed the intense attention of 
the conferees. With over 1,100 delegates from 47 nations 
converging on Munich, Germany, for the Soy Protein 
Conference, it is obvious that leaders of many nations feel 
the American soybean farmer will play a mighty role in 
feeding the world in the years ahead.
 “’We will have to make as much progress in world 
food production in the next generation as we have since 
the dawn of history,’ Butz told the Conference of business 
and government leaders from around the world. ‘As world 
affl uence increases, there will be a demand for both quality 
and quantity of food,’ he noted. ‘I’m optimistic that we will 
be able to answer the demand, but it will require the utmost 
effort of our scientists. We need a breakthrough in soybean 
yields. We have no more untouched plains to cultivate, no 
more native timber to use. In fact, the number of acres of 
land is decreasing, so we will have to learn how to use them 
wisely,’ Butz told the conferees.
 “Without doubt, the number one concern of most 
delegates is the U.S. Government export embargo which 
reduced available soybean supplies to the world just a few 
months ago. ‘As long as I am Secretary of Agriculture, I will 
fi ght vigorously to prevent another embargo on the exports of 
U.S. commodities,’ noted Butz. ‘In fact, I have said that only 
over my dead body will the U.S. pursue such a policy again. 
And I might add that President Nixon, Henry Kissinger and 
others are now in agreement with that philosophy. Perhaps 
we had to pursue the policy of an embargo to prove to 
ourselves that we should never do it again.’ Butz emphasized 
that U.S. agriculture had moved in the direction of a market-
oriented system and freedom to produce for free market 
demands. Secretary Butz pleased the large delegation of 
American farmers when he said that we won’t see 79¢/lb 
beef roasts for a long time. ‘I tell my consumer audiences 
that we won’t see 79¢ roasts again until we see a $1/hr 
minimum wage and when we see a new automobile selling 
for $1,000.’
 “Although the Conference dealt primarily with a 
series of technical papers aimed at helping scientists better 
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understand the properties and potential uses of soy proteins, 
there was a consistent pattern of comments that paint an 
optimistic picture for the future of soybean production.
 “’As we increase acres, we’ve got to increase uses, too’ 
says Seymour Johnson, ASA vice president from Indianola, 
Mississippi. ‘The role of the American Soybean Assn. in 
the Soy Protein Conference is to help assure the American 
soybean farmer a profi table return on his investment. In order 
to do that, we have to insure these markets overseas. There 
are places where the market calls for red meat. In these areas 
protein extenders which can replace up to 20% of the meat 
may be useful.’ He said that we have all we can do to keep 
up with our own demand for red meat in the U.S. Johnson is 
a large soybean, cotton and beef producer.
 “Many commercial company representatives see a 
substantial growth in the use of soy proteins in the years 
ahead. Typical of their comments was one by Oscar Santos 
representing a large Mexican bakery. ‘We use soy proteins in 
a cookie and cracker business. In short, we use soy protein to 
improve the nutritional properties of our foods. The soybean 
has great potential in our foods. But, we hope that your price 
stabilizes so that we can use soy protein on a continuing 
basis.’
 “Arnold Mergell, representing a large German 
soybean processor [Brinckmann und Mergell], noted that 
the information generated by the Conference will allow 
companies and governments to better evaluate the potential 
use of soy protein around the world. ‘We must be careful 
about predicting explosive increase in the use of soy protein, 
but I am convinced that we will use soy proteins on a much 
larger scale than in the past.’
 “’Soy protein is receiving more attention than any other 
source of protein in the world today,’ says R.W. Fischer, 
Conference consultant. `We’re on the threshold of an 
exponential growth in the use of soy protein as the world 
becomes more prosperous. We can’t all eat meat at the level 
of the U.S. today. We must share the present supply through 
commercial channels, then make up the difference with soy 
proteins.’
 “ASA’s Steve Chen of Taiwan, says soy protein has a 
great potential for growth in that part of the world. On price 
Chen noted, ‘Today’s price is not high in relation to the 
$12.50/bu price of a few months ago. My job has been to 
relate to Taiwanese buyers that they should look at $5.30/bu 
as a reasonable price.’
 “Dr. William Elstow, of Associated British Foods in 
London, whose company produces about 25% of the nation’s 
bread noted that soy protein is an excellent product as an 
additive to bread. ‘We use it to give bread crumb which is 
more white and moist. But unless price becomes competitive, 
we will use other alternatives. Studies are underway to see 
which substitutes will work best.
 “’Once soy proteins were dropped out of our program, it 
would be a market the American farmer could lose for a long 

time,’ noted Elstow.
 “Stefi n Darveled, research director of the Swedish 
Corporation Farmers Assn. noted, ‘Prices of soybean 
products are going up too fast. We are actively studying 
rapeseed and legumes as substitutes in our feeds. The price 
has not gone up proportionately for these because we can 
produce them in Sweden. We will sacrifi ce some effi ciency 
because soy protein is the best, but at some point it can price 
itself out of the market.’
 “Several Japanese representatives expressed deep 
concern over their imports being cut off. ‘Soybeans are the 
best, so we prefer not to look for substitutes. We’re buying 
even at high prices,’ says Turo Yoneyama of Nisshin Flour 
Co. of Japan.
 “’This Conference is a wonderful idea,’ says Laurel 
Meade, head of USDA’s export marketing service. ‘It’s 
an opportunity to exchange information. We’ll see a big 
increase in soy protein both as extenders and as direct use in 
human food.
 “’The price level at the moment may be more than the 
U.S. farmer can sustain in international trade, but the price 
will stay at levels much higher than we have seen in recent 
years. Price hasn’t hurt us as much as export embargos in 
the world market. That is where we have hurt our image as a 
reputable supplier.’
 “Senator Carl Curtiss of Nebraska attending the 
Conference commented, ‘This is a tremendous Conference; 
it will promote the use of soybeans. There no doubt will be 
some resistance to the high price, but people who understand 
the American system understand that high price encourages 
production, and that is the main concern of the world today. 
Constancy of supply is more important than price.’
 “’Soy protein is the new market to watch. As world 
income rises, the demand for meat and meat substitutes will 
increase,’ noted Senator Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota. 
“The world supply of food is tight today. If we lose oil, we 
will reduce food production. We won’t starve in the U.S. 
but someone in the world will suffer, so that’s an important 
factor to watch. I’m pessimistic about the energy situation 
over the next 3 to 5 years. We must waste less energy in the 
years ahead. The Arab embargo may be a blessing in disguise 
if it forces us to be conservative.’
 “In his concluding speech, R.W. Fischer noted, ‘The 
proceedings of this Conference have shown that soy protein 
has a marked advantage over most other protein sources 
as a base for foods which the human family requires.’ He 
predicted that soy protein use would triple by 1985, making 
up 3% of the world’s food protein, compared with about 1% 
today.
 “ASA President W.B. Tilson’s welcoming remarks were 
right on target. ‘Most often those few who stand in the very 
center of world change do not realize the far-reaching impact 
of their own actions and decisions at the time.’ Delegates 
to the Conference and American soybean growers could 
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well be at the center of a change of history which will affect 
economies and diets for some years to come.
 “The name of that change is soy protein.”

2279. Borgstrom, Georg. 1973. World food resources. New 
York and London: Intext Educational Publishers. xi + 237 
p. For soybeans, see p. 20-21, 136-37, 222. Index. 23 cm. 
Series: Intext Series in Ecology. [210* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Series preface. Preface. Introduction. 
Section I: Production. 1. Food commodities. 2. Prerequisites 
for crop production. 3. The tropics. 4. Crops and water. 
5. Livestock and poultry. 6. What oceans and freshwaters 
provide. 7. Visions of the future. Section II: Utilization. 8. 
Food storage, processing, and marketing. 9. International 
trade in food and feed. Section III: Consumption. 10. Man’s 
needs. 11. Food and population. 12. Nutrition and health. 
13. Protein: the key issue. 14. Food and the ecology crisis. 
Supplementary tables.
 The United States is presently the world’s largest 
producer of soybeans, producing 67% of the total; China 
produces 24.5% and Others produce the remaining 8.5%. 
Three pie charts show global production of soybeans and 
peanuts (groundnuts) (p. 20-21). The section on “Oilseeds” 
(p. 136-37) also discusses soybeans and peanuts. Tables 
show (p. 222): (1) “Soybeans–world trade–annual average of 
1967-1969 (millions of metric tons).” The USA has 90.1% 
of the 8.74 MMT of world exports. Europe has 58.3% and 
Asia has 36.3% of the 8.64 MMT of world imports. The 
leading countries for net soybean imports are: Japan 2.39, 
West Germany 1.48, Spain 0.92, Netherlands 0.66, Italy 
0.61, Denmark 0.42, Taiwan 0.40, and Canada 0.38. (2) 
United States soybean exports (millions of bushels). Gives 
quantity and percentage of total for major regions and 
individual countries in 1967-68 and 1969-70. The protein in 
these exports is used mostly for livestock feed; no hungry 
countries are major importers of soybeans.
 India is the world’s leading producer of peanuts, 
producing 33% of the total, followed by China (13.5%), 
Nigeria (7.3%), the USA (7.2%), and Other (39%). Address: 
Michigan State Univ.

2280. Caldwell, B.E. ed. 1973. Soybeans: Improvement, 
production, and uses. American Society of Agronomy, 677 S. 
Segoe Rd., Madison, WI 53711. xviii + 681 p. Illust. Index. 
24 cm. Agronomy series: No. 16. [1500+ ref]
• Summary: Contains 20 chapters by various authors, 
each cited separately. Address: National Program Staff, 
Agricultural Service, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

2281. Chicago Board of Trade. 1973. The soybean 
phenomenon. Chicago, Illinois. 20 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: The best chronicle seen of the events leading to 
the 1973 soybean embargo and the dramatic rise in the price 
of soybeans which eventually exceeded $12.00 a bushel by 

early June of 1973. Simultaneously, the price of soybean 
meal soared from approximately $130 a ton to more than 
$400 and soybean oil from $0.10 a pound to $0.20. The 
purpose of this paper is to attempt, with the advantage of 
hindsight, to answer a single question: Why did this happen?
 Contents: Introduction. The role of the market. A 
collision course: “The world entered the 1972-73 soybean 
and soybean meal marketing year walking a tightrope. 
Demand was at record levels and was increasing year 
by year. Simultaneously, however, the only signifi cant 
reserves of protein meal, those held by the U.S., had been 
sharply reduced. At best, the supply-demand balance was 
precarious.” The causes of a shortage: 1. Unusually large 
Soviet purchases of soybeans. 2. Unfavorable harvesting 
weather in 1972 leading to a delayed, reduced, and damaged 
U.S. soybean harvest in the fall of 1992. 3. Reduction of 
Peruvian fi shmeal production and exports. 4. Drought in 
India and Senegal that sharply reduces peanut production and 
peanut meal exports. 5. Continued increases in worldwide 
demand for animal foods resulting from general prosperity. 
6. China switches from being a soybean exporter to an 
importer.
 The foreign supply and demand equation for soybean 
meal leaving a defi cit of the equivalent of 225 million 
bushels of soybeans. Price behavior: The following drove up 
prices: “1. Decline in the value of the dollar against major 
foreign currencies and the resulting ‘cheapening’ of U.S. 
soybeans to foreign buyers. 2. Infl ation which encouraged 
the ownership of commodities rather than currencies. 3. 
Uncertainties regarding the size of the supply and possible 
governmental actions. 4. Heavy rains and fl oods which 
threatened plantings of 1973 crop soybeans and led to 
fears of continued shortages. 5. Possible overselling of the 
1972 soybean crop due to strong demand both in the U.S. 
and abroad. 6. Unresponsiveness of demand and delays 
in refl ecting higher prices at the level of consumption. 7. 
Pressures of an increasing shortage against a decreasing 
supply.”
 The role of the markets. A closing perspective on 
soybean prices.
 Two very similar versions (or perhaps identical) of this 
report, each with the same title and number of pages, appear 
to have been published in 1973. On the cover of the fi rst 
edition is a color photo of several piles of yellow soybeans. 
The second edition was published by 31 Oct. 1973; it had a 
stylized illustration of soybean leaves and pods on a green 
cover. Address: 141 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 
60604.

2282. Encyclopedia Britannica: International Institute 
of Agriculture. 1973. Chicago, London, Toronto...: 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. See vol. 12, p. 419. [1 ref]
• Summary: “International Institute of Agriculture, a 
clearinghouse of world agricultural information in the 
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international sphere whose functions included the collection, 
analysis, and publication of facts about crop and livestock 
production, trade, prices, and related subjects ‘for the 
protection of the common interests of the farmers’ of all 
nations. The institute was founded in Rome in May 1905. It 
was disbanded and its activities were transferred in 1946 to 
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United 
Nations, which had superseded it.
 “The idea of the institute was proposed by David 
Lubin, a merchant of Sacramento, California. King Victor 
Emmanuel III of Italy called the fi rst conference at Rome 
in 1905. The convention treaty establishing the institute 
was later ratifi ed by the governments of 77 nations. The 
convention provided for a staff of experts to be directed 
by a permanent committee consisting of one delegate of 
each country. The institute was fi nanced by contributions of 
the member nations according to the class of membership 
chosen.
 “The technical staff eventually grew to about 100 men 
and women of more than 30 nationalities. They assembled 
one of the largest agricultural libraries in the world, housed 
in the building donated to the institute by the king of Italy; 
later a special library building was erected, aided by a grant 
of funds by the International Education Board.
 “The institute published several series of journals, 
monographs, yearbooks, and special reports in both 
French and English. The fi rst attempt to make a worldwide 
agricultural census was begun for the years 1930 and 1940. 
Much of the work of the staff was done in connection 
with the biennial general assemblies held at Rome as well 
as hundreds of special meetings throughout Europe. The 
institute collaborated with the League of Nations, with the 
International Labour Organisation, and with the economic 
conferences of 1927, 1933, and 1939, and also participated 
in the organization of world congresses on forestry, wheat, 
poultry, and dairying.
 “During World War II the international character of the 
institute was recognized by the belligerents and its work 
continued on a reduced scale. When the FAO was started in 
1943, the member nations of the institute decided to dissolve 
it and turn its archives and staff over to the new organization. 
The staff was either retired or employed by the FAO, and the 
work of the institute terminated on July 31, 1946. The library 
of the institute, designated as the David Lubin Memorial 
Library, was transferred to the FAO headquarters building in 
Rome, which had been provided by the Italian government.”

2283. Fornari, Harry. 1973. Bread upon the waters: A history 
of United States grain exports. Nashville, Tennessee, and 
London, England: Aurora Publishers. xvii + 174 p. Illust. 
Index. 23 cm. Summarized in Soybean Digest, July 1973, p. 
18. [103* ref]
• Summary: The publication of this history of the U.S. 
grain trade coincides with Bunge’s 50th anniversary as a 

grain trader and handler. Bunge has more than 30 offi ces, 
and owns and operates over 100 grain storage elevators, 
terminals, and other facilities throughout the U.S. and 
Canada.
 Contents: Preface. Acknowledgments. 1. Corn from 
the colonies. 2. Antebellum seesaw. 3. La Belle Epoque. 4. 
Feasts, famines, and world wars. 5. 1945-1970: The staff of 
life. 6. 1945-1970: Feed grains, unlimited. 7. 1945-1970: The 
soybean explosion. 8. Portrait of an exporter. Bibliography.
 Chapter 7 titled “1945-1970 The soybean explosion” 
(p. 131-42), discusses early history of the soybean (poor), 
introduction into the USA, expansion of cultivation, early 
exports, effect of World War II on increased production, 
soybean oil and meal, Soybean Council of America.
 A graph (p. 139) shows U.S. soybean exports from 
1945-1970. A table (p. 140-41) gives the following U.S. 
soybean statistics yearly from 1945-1970: Acreage grown 
for all purposes, acreage harvested for soybeans, yield in 
bushels/acre, production (million bushels), domestic crush 
(million bu), exports of soybeans (million bu), soybean 
oil (million lb), and soybean meal (1,000 tons), exports of 
soybeans as a percentage of production, exports of beans 
and meal as a percentage of bean production, price received 
by farmers ($/bu), average prices of soybeans (#2 yellow 
at Chicago, $/bu), soybean oil (crude Midwest, cents per 
pound), soybean meal (44% protein, bulk, Decatur, $/ton of 
2,000 lb).
 This book contains 47 pages of illustrations (many very 
old) and photos.
 On the inside back dust jacket is a photo and biography 
of Harry Fornari, who was born in Rome in 1919 and came 
to the USA in 1939. Address: Great Neck, New York, Vice 
President, Bunge Corp.

2284. Kromer, G.W. 1973. World oil and protein meal 
situation [for soybeans]. In: B.E. Caldwell, ed. 1973. 
Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and Uses. Madison, 
Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xviii + 681 p. 
See p. 573-87. Chap. 18. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. Soybeans impact on world oil and 
protein situation. 2. World oil situation. 3. U.S. role in world 
fats and oils markets. 4. world protein meal situation. 5. U.S. 
soybean industry foreign market development activities. 
6. World outlook for oilseeds and protein. Address: ERS 
USDA.

2285. Probst, A.H.; Judd, R.W. 1973. Origin, U.S. history 
and development, and world distribution [of soybeans]. 
In: B.E. Caldwell, ed. 1973. Soybeans: Improvement, 
Production, and Uses. Madison, Wisconsin: American 
Society of Agronomy. xviii + 681 p. See p. 1-15. Chap. 1. 
[74 ref]
• Summary: This chapter contains the best account seen 
to date, with an excellent bibliography, of the early history 
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of the soybean in the United States. Many of the earliest 
citations for the soybean in America, including many letters 
from farmers to the Patent Offi ce, are fi rst cited in this 
chapter.
 Contents. 1. Origin and early history. 2. Early uses. 
3. Introduction into the United States. 4. Early soybean 
trade expansion in Asia and Europe. 5. Development of the 
soybean industry in the United States. 6. Rise to prominence 
in the United States. 7. Major production areas in the United 
States. 8. Status of soybeans as a farm crop in the United 
States. 9. Status in the world with special reference to the 
United States position.
 In section 1, titled “Origin and Early History,” the 
authors cite two main sources. The fi rst, Morse (1950) 
was written before truly scholarly and critical study of the 
subject was begun by Hymowitz in 1970. Many of the 
statements by Morse have subsequently been shown to 
be without basis in historical fact and incapable of being 
documented. Unfortunately, because Morse was probably 
the world’s leading authority on the soybean up to 1950, his 
statements were later cited or quoted repeatedly. The second 
main source is Hymowitz (1970) who “has challenged the 
version of history related by Morse.” Hymowitz’s version is 
now generally accepted as the more scholarly and accurate 
one. Address: 1. ARS-USDA and Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana; 2. National Soybean Improvement Council, Urbana, 
Illinois.

2286. Roberts, John G. 1973. Mitsui: three centuries of 
Japanese business. New York, Tokyo: Weatherhill. xiv + 
564 p. Foreword by Chitoshi Yanaga. Illust. Index. 24 cm. 
[100+* ref]
• Summary: Page viii: The founder of the House of Mitsui 
was Mitsui Hachirobei Takatoshi (1622-1694). But the fi rst 
Mitsui enterprise was established not by Hachirobei but by 
his father, Sokubei Takatoshi, who showed great foresight 
and courage in abandoning the family’s samurai status to 
become a merchant, or chonin. His fi rst business was a small 
brewery that made saké and soy [sauce]. Much later, in 1868, 
after the demise of the feudal regime or bakufu, the Meji 
restoration began. Mitsui provided valuable expertise and 
fi nancial resources toward the building of a new Japan.
 Page 12: Sokubei, head of the Mitsuis, went to Edo 
(today’s Tokyo) and declared solemnly: “The shogun rules 
fi rmly and with justice at Edo. No more shall we have to live 
by the sworde. I have seen the great profi t that can be made 
honorably. I shall brew saké and soy sauce and we shall 
prosper.”
 Page 13: Mitsui Sokubei started his shop in the castle 
town of Matsusaka, an excellent place to start his career. 
It is relatively simple to brew saké and soy sauce; only a 
small amount of capital and a few workers who know the 
traditional process are required. Sokubei’s shop was different 
from others only in that it was owned and operated by a 

former samurai. People began to call it Lord Echigo’s saké 
shop (Echigo-dono-no-sakaya). The business got off to a 
slow start, and it was Echigo’s wife that made it a success.
 Page 14: In 1633 Sokubei died prematurely and his 
widow had to live simply, work hard, waste nothing, and 
pray fervently. She saved and even scavenged. She converted 
the lees from the saké and soy vats into edible by-products.
 Mitsui Bussan Kaisha (Mitsui & Co.) is the shipping 
arm of Mistui. Soybeans are mentioned several times: Page 
169: In the late 1800s Bussan set up offi ces in Mukden 
and other Manchurian cities. while a branch in Dairen 
exported Manchurian products. The most profi table export 
was soybeans, which were a staple foodstuff in both Japan 
and China. As early as 1895 Bussan had started to market 
Manchurian soybeans; before 1900 this had become a 
million dollar a year business. After the Russo-Japanese War, 
Mitsui tried exporting soybeans to Europe, where they were 
greeted as a source of edible oil. Within 20 years, about 80% 
of Manchuria’s soybean production, which totaled more than 
4 million tons a year, was being shipped to Europe, mainly 
by Bussan.
 Page 261: Bussan was the biggest dealer in Manchurian 
soybeans, exports of which amount to more than 2 million 
tons a year around 1930.
 Page 406: Mitsui joint ventures grow soybeans in the 
United States.
 Pages 518-19: Some of Mitsui’s overseas ventures: 
Pacifi c Grain grows and exports soybeans in the USA. 
Address: Author and foreign correspondent, Japan.

2287. Hartz (Jacob) Seed Company, Inc. 1973? Hartz seed. 
Stuttgart, Arkansas. 8 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Arkansas’ Grand Prairie: 
a major seed producing area for soybeans, rice and oats. 
Facilities. Research. Real estate and farm management. 
Export.
 Jacob Hartz Sr. (1888-1963), pioneer in the development 
of soybean production in the South, founded Jacob Hartz 
Seed Company in 1926 [sic, 1942] and later that year built 
the fi rst small seed cleaner in the State.
 “More farmland in Arkansas is planted in soybeans 
than any other crop... Jacob Hartz Seed Company contracts 
upwards of one and one-half million bushels of Arkansas 
Certifi ed “Blue Tag” Soybeans each year. This seed is 
produced by 150 Certifi ed Seed Growers. The company’s 
export operations have been directed into many areas of the 
Pacifi c, especially for natto, tofu, and miso in Japan.
 Photos show: A portrait of Jacob Hartz, Sr. (p. 1) 
An early binder, pulled by a tractor, cutting oats. Modern 
combines harvesting soybeans. An aerial view of the plants 
elevators and offi ces in Stuttgart. Company President Jake 
Hartz, Jr. with Dr. Curtis Williams in one of the company’s 
three greenhouses. Address: P.O. Box 946, Stuttgart, 
Arkansas 72160. Phone: 501-673-8565.
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2288. Butz, Earl L. 1974. World protein markets: A 
supplier’s view. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
51(1):57A-58A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Soy protein–
basis for better eating. Uses of textured vegetable protein in 
schools. Expanding commercial opportunities.
 “It was not until the mid-1960s that the western world 
began to give serious consideration to soybeans as food, 
other than for babies and dietetic uses.”
 “Food use accounts for only ca. 3% of U.S. soybeans 
crushed and exported, compared with 85% that goes into 
animal feeds and 12% into industrial uses.” Address: U.S. 
Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, DC.

2289. Judd, R.W. 1974. What makes Cinderella beautiful–
the demand for soybean products. Soybean News (NSCIC) 
25(2):4-5. Jan.
• Summary: Excerpts from a presentation by Robert 
W. Judd, Managing Director, National Soybean Crop 
Improvement Council at the Symposium: New Development 
in Soybean Production sponsored by the American Society of 
Agronomy at their Annual Meeting, November 11-16, 1973, 
Las Vegas, Nevada. A portrait photo shows Robert Judd.
 “Soybeans, the U.S. Cinderella crop, have doubled in 
acreage and production during the last ten years. No other 
major crop in this country has equaled that rate of growth in 
acreage. Yield gains have also improved. When estimated 
1973 crop yields are compared with 1963 yields, the 16% 
soybean yield increase exceeds the gains made by cotton, 
fl ax, tobacco, rice, sugar beets, and oats. Soybean scientists 
are on offense as well as defense.
 “You are well aware of the successes and 
disappointments in soybean production research. A great job 
has been done by the few scientists engaged in the battle. But 
that’s not the tale I’m to tell. My objective is to describe the 
total soybean demand-supply situation.
 “Our carryover stocks of wheat, corn and soybeans 
present a dramatic contrast to our previous history of the 
burdensome surpluses still prevailing in the minds of many 
taxpayers. On July 1 this year we had 428 million bushels 
of wheat carried over into the new crop year–enough for 
domestic use and exports for 11 weeks. On October 1 we 
had 707 million bushels of corn on hand–a six week supply 
at current usage. On September 1 we carried over 60 million 
bushels of soybeans–enough for only 2 to 3 weeks of our 
crush and export use.
 “The general demand picture for agricultural goods is 
bright–governments wish to improve diets, general world 
prosperity exists, dollar devaluation makes our food less 
expensive for other nations, and people are concerned about 
the availability of food. The world gains 80 million more 
persons each year who will need food. That’s equivalent to 

the total U.S. population west of the Mississippi river. We 
are seeing a continuation of a shift in diet habits as incomes 
improve. People in low income countries move from 
potatoes, cassava, rice and bread to higher protein foods as 
they prosper.
 “Meat consumption in the United States has been 
increasing: Meanwhile many other countries are learning to 
enjoy this American way of life we took for granted until 
perhaps this year.
 “What has all this to do with the soybean situation? It’s 
directly related. Soybeans must compete for cropland use 
with our feed grains and cotton. Also, better diets require 
more protein feed for livestock and more oil for margarine, 
cooking and salads.
 “Let’s focus our attention on the increased demand for 
soybeans and keep in mind what the world really wants. I 
have found that folks have a general misconception of the 
uses for soybean meal and oil. Ninety-eight per cent of the 
soybean meal produced by the 50 processors in about 120 
plants in this country is used in livestock, poultry and pet 
food rations. Of that 98%, all poultry accounts for 42%, 
cattle 28%, hogs 16% and the remaining 14% goes to 
pets, sheep and horses. Only two per cent of the meal goes 
into the highly publicized uses such as edible soy foods, 
meat extenders, soy fl our and industrial products such as 
wallboard. Soy fl ours, concentrates and isolates used the 
meal from about 7 million bushels of beans out of the more 
than 700 million bushels crushed domestically in 1970. 
Now, after years of research, soybean protein for human 
consumption is leaving the toddler stage and learning to run.
 “Ninety per cent of our soybean oil is used for edible 
purposes. It’s high in polyunsaturates and is the world’s most 
plentiful and economical vegetable oil. It provides three-
fourths of the oil used in America’s margarine, two-thirds 
of our salad and cooking oils, and half of the frying and 
baking fats in our diet. The remaining 10% of our soybean 
oil is used for industrial products such as paint, soap, drying 
oils, and plastics. The industrial use of soybean oil has been 
declining for 20 years.
 “Carroll Brunthaver, assistant Secretary of Agriculture, 
expects agricultural products, including soybeans, to be in 
strong demand ‘at least thru 1974 and probably thru 1975.’ 
He expects prices to stay on a new plateau. However, an 
old adage might fi t here ‘The best cure for high prices is 
high prices.’ Meal prices may be double their old price level 
for the next few years. Secretary Brunthaver believes the 
soybean market strength will come from meal rather than 
oil in 1974 but oil prices will remain high by historical 
standards. World livestock numbers will grow faster than 
they have in the past. Meal demand rate of growth may 
increase above the old trend line if the price remains 
competitive. During the immediate past year ending 
September 1, the U.S. soybean meal use was down 6% due 
to high prices and competition from urea. Higher protein 
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corn may come on the scene in the future. Peruvian fi sh 
catches fl uctuate. Many factors infl uencing the meal demand 
continue to change. There are several sources of feed 
protein other than the conventional soybean and fi sh meals. 
Yeast shows the most promise. Countries producing some 
hydrocarbon yeast are the Soviet Union, England, Japan, 
and France. Romania and Italy also have the necessary 
technology but are not producing. The cost is higher than for 
equivalent protein from fi sh and soybeans.
 “Our closest competitor to supply feed protein will come 
from soybeans produced in other countries. China produces 
about one-sixth as much as we do but exports very little. 
Brazil is coming into the supply picture. Brazil increased 
its 1972 soybean production 50% over 1971, went up 20% 
more in 1973 and is expected to gain another 41% in 1974. 
Their estimated 1974 production of 250 million bushels is 
16% of our current output. It is estimated that by 1980 Brazil 
will produce 350 to 400 million bushels of beans–20% of 
our estimated production of 2 billion bushels in 1980. Only 
Brazil and the U.S. are expected to supply the protein needed 
for the meal market growth in the foreseeable future.
 “World soybean meal demand is estimated by U.S.D.A. 
to increase from 18 million tons, the current rate, to 26 
million tons by 1985. The U.S. will need much of this 
increase. Soybean meal may account for three-fourths of the 
total high-protein feed available by then. This past season 
soybeans supplied 65 per cent” (Continued). Address: 
Managing Director, National Soybean Crop Improvement 
Council.

2290. Judd, R.W. 1974. What makes Cinderella beautiful–the 
demand for soybean products (Continued–Document part II). 
Soybean News (NSCIC) 25(2):4-5. Jan.
• Summary: (Continued): “The outlook for soybean oil 
supply and demand encompasses a look at the many 
competitors. World oilseed competition is based primarily on 
supply and price. There is very little commercial loyalty to 
any oil except perhaps olive oil. Our soybean oil competes 
with sunfl owerseed oil from Russia, Eastern Europe and 
Argentina; rapeseed oil from Canada and Europe; fi sh oil 
from Peru and Scandinavia; as well as groundnut, palm, and 
coconut oils from Africa and Asia. Other oils such as olive 
oil and cottonseed oil are limited competitors. The closest 
domestic rivals to soybean oil are cottonseed oil and lard, 
with edible tallow, corn oil, peanut oil, and saffl ower oil 
following.
 “The U.S. per capita consumption of edible oils has 
risen from 45 pounds per person in 1947 to 52 pounds in 
1969 and it’s still rising. Meanwhile, per capita consumption 
of U.S. animal fats dropped 44% from 1947 to 1969. 
Soybean oil has about 60% of the total U.S. edible oil market 
including butter and lard.
 “Nearly 85% of our soybean oil production is used 
domestically. More than half of our soybean oil exported 

is under PL 480 in our ‘Food for Peace’ programs. This 
has helped stabilize our markets, and contributed to human 
welfare and economic development abroad.
 “The British Commonwealth Secretariat anticipates 
there will be a considerable increase in edible vegetable 
oil output in the world in 1973-74. He expects supplies of 
palm, soybean, groundnut, sunfl owerseed and cottonseed 
oils to increase with rapeseed staying the same and copra oil 
decreasing.
 “Production of palm oil has doubled since 1967 and is 
expected to double again by 1980. Trees bear 5 years after 
planting and continue to produce for 30 years. Although 
the amount of palm oil sold in this country is only equal to 
the oil from 30 million bushels of soybeans, world sales are 
equivalent to 430 million bushels of soybeans. Half of our 
oil is exported as beans or oil and so competes directly with 
palm oil in world markets. Secretary Brunthaver says ‘Oil 
supplies will grow rapidly almost regardless of price.’
 “Soybean specialist David Bartholomew from Merrill 
Lynch, et al. believes world oil production and consumption 
will increase from 42.2 million metric tons in 1972 to 51 
million by 1980. He expects soybean oil to account for 43% 
and palm oil to supply 26% of the growth.
 “I’ve quoted a lot of dry statistics to give the 
background for a simple prediction. The U.S. farmers can 
produce and sell 2 billion bushels of soybeans by 1980 and 
2.4 billion bushels by 1985. Mr. Jan Randag, president of 
the International Seed Crushers Association has reported 
the European’s estimate of the size crop we can successfully 
market in 1980. Our U.S.D.A. has predicted we will need 2.4 
billion bushels by 1985.
 “We have probably reached the end of an era when 
U.S. soybean production is increased primarily by planting 
more acres. Freedom from government acreage restrictions 
in planting feed grains and other crops in the future places 
soybeans in more direct competition for land use. The last of 
the idle acres have been released.
 “The U.S.D.A. estimate of 63 million acres of soybeans 
harvested here in 1985 to produce 2.4 billion bushels is 
based on an assumed half bushel yield gain per acre per year. 
In the last 12 years we have averaged 1/3 bushel increase 
per year. I know of no quick yield increase factor discernible 
in scientists’ plots or minds at present which will change 
the yield trend in the next 5 years. Varieties will continue 
to be improved as will management with some acceleration 
possible in weed control effectiveness.
 “I’ll close with the challenge we need to improve 
soybean yields faster in the future than we have in the past. 
It’s essential to make the soybean crop more competitive for 
land use and achieve the production needed for worldwide 
protein and oil demand.” Address: Managing Director, 
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council.

2291. Kromer, George W. 1974. As perspectivas da soja 
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[Perspectives on soybeans]. Revista Agricola (Lourenco 
Marques) 16(166):23-24. Jan. [Por]
• Summary: A summary of the soybean situation in the 
United States in 1973-74, including prices (at record highs), 
area planted, use of hexane solvent, and exports. Address: 
USDA, USA.

2292. Dovring, Folke. 1974. Soybeans. Scientifi c American 
230(2):14-21. Feb. Cover story.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “Now in a class with 
wheat and not far behind corn as a major U.S. crop, they 
have become one of the nation’s main exports. They are 
thus playing an important role in balancing payments for 
imports.”
 A chart (p. 19) shows that in the year ending 30 June 
1973, soybeans and soybean products were America’s largest 
agricultural export, followed by wheat and fl our, feed grains, 
animals and animal products, fruits and vegetables, cotton, 
tobacco, and rice, in that descending order. Soybeans now 
account for more than 5% of all U.S. exports.
 A map (p. 16) shows soybean growing areas in the USA; 
Each dot represents 10,000 acres planted to soybeans as 
determined by the 1964 census of agriculture. Most soybeans 
are grown in the Midwest (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa), 
north of the Ohio River, and all along the Mississippi and 
Wabash Rivers.
 Photos show: (1) A close-up of a page full of harvested 
soybeans. (2) A fi eld of soybeans. (3) A man standing atop a 
large quantity of soybeans, surrounded by metal silos.
 A nice illustration shows a soybean plant heavy with 
pods, and a close-up of two soybeans in a pod.
 Graphs show: (1) Production of soybeans from 1935 
to 1973, worldwide, USA, China, and Brazil. (2) U.S. 
consumption of margarine and butter (total and individually) 
from 1930 to 1972, plus use of soybean oil for making 
margarine. Consumption of margarine in the U.S. passed 
that of butter in about 1955-56. (3) Consumption of meat, 
poultry, and energy; both are rising in the USA, leading 
simultaneously to an increased dependence on imports of 
petroleum and meat, and to the use of more farmland to raise 
food for domestic animals.
 Page 17: Over the past fi ve years or so, foreign trade 
in soybeans has become the largest item among U.S. 
agricultural exports, exceeding in value both wheat and corn.
 The idea of producing soy protein foods for direct 
human consumption is not just a thing of the future. “Meat 
analogues and other soy-protein dishes that many people fi nd 
tasty are already on the market.”
 Concerning dietary changes (p. 19): “Soy protein is 
nutritionally somewhat less complete than meat, but the few 
defi ciencies can be made up easily from other vegetables, 
including corn. A complete [vegan] diet without animal 
products is therefore readily attainable. Many more meat 
imitations than are currently available could be made from 

soybeans, including analogues of several boneless meat and 
poultry cuts.
 “A move toward a more vegetable diet would have 
several advantages for the public, such as lowering the cost 
of living and reducing the ingestion of fat. It would lessen 
the pressure of economic activity on the environment, since 
the current energy crisis is symptomatic of an impending 
scarcity of resources that would be greatly relieved if less 
land were used to feed domestic animals.
 “The production of natural bacon, for example, requires 
ten times as much cropland as the same quantity of bacon 
analogue from soybeans; beef production calls for from 
15 to 20 times as much land as is needed for soy protein. 
Moreover, since soybeans obtain their own nitrogen 
fertilizer, they draw less on the energy intensive industries 
that manufacture commercial fertilizers. The ecological 
pressure from high levels of application of nitrogen 
fertilizers would also diminish, because less nitrogen would 
leak into the ground water and streams.” Address: Prof. of 
Agricultural Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana.

2293. Berg, James F. 1974. Commercial storage and handling 
facilities. Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 109-
16. March. Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Where is the grain 
stored? Producer selling practices. U.S. soybean crushing 
capacity. Export capacity. Address: Research Economist, 
COMCO, Cook Industries, Inc., Memphis, Tennessee.

2294. Eckstein, Alexander; Chao, Kang; Chang, John. 1974. 
The economic development of Manchuria: The rise of a 
frontier economy. J. of Economic History 34(1):239-72. 
March. [24 footnotes]
• Summary: This excellent history is actually only “an 
interim research report.”
 The basic article runs from p. 239 to p. 260. There are 
tables on pages 261-64. Pages 265-72 contain a lengthy 
comment on the paper by Peter Mathias (All Souls College, 
Oxford).
 Contents: Introduction. Expansion of Manchuria’s 
agricultural frontier, 1860-1930: Population (1860-1940), 
cultivated land, exports, a recapitulation. Industrial 
development in the interwar period, 1924-41: The rate of 
growth, changes in economic structure, comparative growth 
patterns in China and Manchuria.
 “The economic development of Manchuria holds special 
fascination, since within the compass of a limited area and 
a self-contained time span of about one hundred years–
between 1860 and 1960–we witness three different types of 
development patterns, based on three alternative sources of 
economic growth. The fi rst and longest period, extending 
roughly from 1860 to 1930, was based on the development 
of an open frontier, the settlement of a new region.”
 “Industrialization based to a considerable extent on 
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the importation of foreign capital and entrepreneurship–
primarily from Japan–provided the principal engine of 
growth during the second period, which extended roughly to 
the end of World War II.”
 The third period, starting around 1950, when Manchuria 
was reunited with China Proper, came about through 
profound transformation of the whole economic system 
under a centrally-controlled economy.
 In 1860 the Sino-Russian Treaty of Peking was signed, 
and “this was soon followed by the opening of Newchwang, 
the fi rst treaty port in Manchuria. The opening of this port 
clearly marks the beginning of a continuous and sustained 
rise in the volume of exports.”
 Table 1 on page 245 shows Manchuria’s estimated 
population (in millions) for selected years from 1860 to 1940 
as follows: 1860 = 3.283. 1872 = 4.454. 1887 = 5.150. 1898 
= 6.943. 1908 = 17.055. 1910 = 17.942. 1914 = 19.652. 1930 
= 31.300. 1940 = 38.400.
 Soy is mentioned 22 times in this article. Address: 1. 
Univ. of Michigan; Univ. of Wisconsin; Asian Development 
Bank.

2295. Leitherer, A.E. 1974. Innovations in transportation. 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 118-30. March. 
[13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Early history. 
Competitive infl uences. Government infl uences. Motor 
carriage infl uences. Pricing practices. Early grain rate 
history. Rates on soybeans. Grain rates into southeast. Major 
grain rate inquiry. Grain rates since 1945. Committee of 
nine rates. Big John rates. Need for stability in pricing on 
grain movement. Changes in equipment for grain movement. 
Jumbo hoppers. Forward step in grain handling. Early 
soybean oil shipments. Advent of private car companies. 
Change in tank car size and design. Water carriers. Motor 
carrier advances. More joint usage needed. Address: Vice 
President, Traffi c, Allied Mills, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

2296. Meade, Laurel C. 1974. Status of the soybean industry. 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 151-54. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Supply and demand. 
Factors affecting plantings. Intensifi ed production. Effi cient 
protein use. More soy demand. Controls isolate market. 
Great agriculture record. Factors in export growth. Moving 
from restrictions. Buyers must compete. Impact of exports. 
Bright future.
 Export growth: “There are several reasons for this 
tremendous increase in exports.
 “1. There were severe droughts in Asia and Eastern 
Europe.
 “2. The tight oilseed meal situation was created partly by 
the short fi sh catch off the Peruvian coast.
 “3. Standards of living of peoples of the world, 
especially in Japan, Western Europe, and even Eastern 

Europe, have moved up. As this happened, their diets shifted 
to one calling for more meats. In turn, the needs for more 
feedstuffs for the feeding of livestock increased.
 “4. The revaluation of U.S. currency made it easier for 
other nations to buy our goods.
 “5. The work that has been done by both trade 
associations, and local and Federal governments in 
developing unique and effective marketing programs.
 “6. World population is increasing and will virtually 
double between now and year 2000.
 “The boom in U.S. agricultural exports is one of the 
main factors in this tremendous improvement in our trade 
balance. It has helped to stabilize the dollar, strengthen our 
international trade posture and help pay for much needed 
oil and consumer goods that add to our level of living 
affl uence.” Address: Formerly General Sales Manager, 
USDA, Washington, DC.

2297. Reynolds, Gary. 1974. Let’s break the soybean yield 
barrier. Farm Journal 98(3):21, 44. March.
• Summary: There is reason to believe that soybean yields 
can be doubled in the next 20 years–if you [American 
farmers] get the help you need from researchers and if you 
give soybeans the attention they deserve.
 The 1973 national average was 27.8 bu/acre–a disgrace, 
up only 53% from 20 years ago, while corn yields are up 
125% and grain sorghum yields have jumped a remarkable 
220%.
 But Wilbur A. Wassenburg (photo) and sons of Nemaha 
Co., Kansas, made a remarkable 91.2 bu/acre last year on 5.2 
acres of bottom land. “That’s the highest yield ever recorded 
in a state contest.” A yield of 80.1 bu/acre was recorded in 
Mississippi and 70.1 bu/acre in North Carolina. Other top 
yields for 1973 range from 44.3 to 67.6 bu/acre.
 So how do they do it? Scientists know that soybeans 
give higher yields when the rows are much closer together 
(thicker stands), with 15 inches between rows rather than the 
typical 30 inches. Some record holders believe in shallow 
planting–no more than 1½ inches–if the moisture is there. 
And in inoculating seed at extra heavy rates. And in using 
“better drills and precision planting.” Perhaps the quickest 
and easiest way to increase yields is to cut harvest losses by 
running your combine slowly and keeping the cutter bar low. 
Harvest losses run from 2-3 bushels/acre and about 80% of 
that occurs at the cutter bar. Of course, choosing the best 
variety is crucial, “but don’t hold your breath waiting for 
hybrids.” Even if breeders do manage to develop a hybrid, it 
may not be commercially viable “because of exorbitant seed 
production costs.”
 Laurel Meade, former head of USDA’s Export 
Marketing Service, notes that U.S. markets for soybeans 
have grown by 600 million bushels since 1967 and he 
predicts they will grow that much again by 1980–if farmers 
focus on increasing their soybean yields. precision planting.
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2298. Spicola, James R. 1974. Trends in consumption of 
soybeans and soybean products. Tennessee Valley Authority, 
Bulletin Y-69. p. 6-10. March. Soybean Production, 
Marketing and Use. Muscle Shoals, AL: TVA.
• Summary: Introduction. Historical developments. Relating 
past to future. Some projections.
 The 5 main reasons responsible for the phenomenal 
growth in soybean product [meal and oil] consumption since 
World War II are: 1. Economic prosperity. 2. Rapid increase 
in consumption of meat, poultry and dairy products, leading 
to increased use of soybean meal. 3. Soybeans have taken 
over land from surplus crops such as wheat, feed grains, 
and cotton. 4. Good conditions for and expansion of food 
commodity trade with few barriers and reduced handling 
and transportation costs. 5. Advances in the technology for 
converting grains and protein feeds to meat.
 “For example, scientifi c feeding management has 
reduced the amount of feed necessary to produce a pound 
of broiler from 4.9 lb in the late 1940s to 2.1 lb today. 
Substantial technological advances were also made in 
the processing and distribution of the meat produced, 
particularly broilers. These advantages obviously reduced the 
relative cost to the consumer.
 “These fi ve factors have been the principal underlying 
conditions that have made it possible for soybean meal 
consumption in the U.S. to expand from about 5 million 
tons in 1953 to over 13 million tons in 1973; for U.S. 
soybean meal exports to grow from less than 400,000 tons 
to 5 million tons in 1973 (fi gure 2). Domestic soybean use 
increased from 250 million bu in 1953 to 1.1 million bu in 
1973 and soybean exports increased from 40 million bu in 
1953 to 479 million bu in 1973 (fi gure 3).
 “Paralleling the expansion in soybean meal consumption 
was a steady growth in the consumption of soybean oil. This 
trend also resulted from the factors listed previously, but 
most importantly from the diet shifts. First of all, total fat 
consumption in the U.S. has increased from 45 lb per capita 
in 1953 to 53.3 lb in 1973. This has been largely the result of 
the substantial increase in the consumption of convenience 
foods prepared outside the home, many of which require 
substantial quantities of fat in their preparation” (p. 7). 
Address: Group Vice President, Cargill, Inc.

2299. Al-Zand, Osama A. 1974. Canada’s oilseed sector–an 
overview of marketing and trade. Canadian Farm Economics
9(2):9-16. April.
• Summary: Table 1 shows “Estimates of farm cash receipts 
from oilseeds produced in Canada, crop years, 1968-1972. 
During those years rapeseed receipts have grown the fastest 
by far. Receipts from soybeans have grown from $22,363 to 
$30,744 or about 50%.
 A large photo shows Dr. O.A. Al-Zand. Address: 
Research Economist, Economics Branch, Agriculture 

Canada.

2300. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 
Information & Public Relations Dept. 1974. Canadian 
soybean industry trends & related rapeseed industry trends. 
2nd ed. Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 20 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Figures related to soybeans show: (1) Table: 
Acreage, yield, production, and farm value (per bushel, 
total, and per acre) in Ontario, by county, 1972. The three 
counties with the biggest acreage are Kent (130,200), Essex 
(128,000), and Lambton (98,000). Total Ontario acreage: 
405,000. Average yield: 34.0 bu per acre. Total production: 
13,770,000 bushels.
 (2) Table: Acreage, yield, production and farm value, 
Ontario, 1942-1972, with fi ve-year averages.
 (3) Table: Canadian soybean production, crushings, 
imports, exports, and net consumption yearly from 1961-
62 to 1973-74. Peak imports were 18.263 million bushels 
in 1969/70. Peak exports were 3.909 million bushels in 
1964/65. Production statistics from OMAF (Ontario Ministry 
of Agriculture and Forestry). All others from Statistics 
Canada.
 (4) Graph: Of statistics in table 3.
 (5) Table: Canadian soybean oil statistics. Production, 
imports, exports, and net consumption yearly from 1961-62 
to 1972-73.
 (6) Graph: Of statistics in table 5.
 (7) Table: Canadian soybean meal statistics. Production, 
imports, exports, and net consumption yearly from 1961-62 
to 1972-73.
 (8) Graph: Of statistics in table 7.
 (9) Canadian edible oil production statistics, for 
soybean, rapeseed, and all others, 1966-67 to 1972-73. One 
column each: Margarine, shortening, salad and cooking 
oil, grand total. * All others includes coconut, corn, palm, 
peanut, sunfl ower marine and animal oils. In 1972-73 about 
2/3 of the total oil used was rapeseed and one-third was 
soybean.
 (10-11) Graph: Of statistics in table 10.
 (12) Oils used in Canadian margarine, 1961-62 to 1972-
3. One column each: Vegetable, marine & fi sh, animal. The 
amount of vegetable oil has increased steadily, while the 
amount of marine & fi sh, and of animal, have both decreased 
steadily.
 (13) Graph: Of statistics in table 12.
 (14) Oils used in Canadian shortening, 1961-62 to 
1972-3. One column each: Vegetable, marine & fi sh, animal. 
The amount of vegetable oil has increased steadily, while 
the amount of marine & fi sh has decreased steadily, but the 
amount of animal has increased slightly.
 (13)
 (15) Graph: Of statistics in table 14.
 (16) Oils used in Canadian salad & cooking oils, 1961-
62 to 1972-3. One column for vegetable only. The amount of 
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vegetable oil has increased steadily.
 (17) Graph: Of statistics in table 16.
 (18) Ontario soybeans: Mean values and ranges of oil 
& protein content (all counties), 1970-1973, by grade. There 
are only two grades: No. 1 and No. 2. Address: Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada.

2301. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1974. Hindustan 
Lever. May 11. p. 6.
• Summary: This is a summary of a speech by Mr. T. 
Thomas, chairman of Hindustan Lever, who gave the 
shareholders an excellent picture of India’s supply and 
demand position with respect to vegetable oils for the next 
15 years. He predicts the shortage of vegetable oils will grow 
rapidly, and that prices will rise. The price of indigenous 
edible oils in India has risen by 300% during the last 15 
years.
 “On the trade front, exports of groundnut oil should be 
permitted in view of the fact that from the proceeds of one 
tonne of groundnut oil the country can import 1,5 to 1.6 
tonnes of soyabean or sunfl ower oil.”

2302. Wanamaker, George E. 1974. Price incentives for 
soybeans could boost EC’s production. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). May 20. p. 2-4.
• Summary: The European Community (EC)–leading 
market for U.S. soybeans- is considering a proposal to 
include soybeans in its common farm support program. A 
revised proposal recommending a Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP) for soybeans was submitted to the Council 
of Ministers by the EC Commission on April 18, 1974. An 
earlier Commission proposal was approved “in principle” 
by the EC Council in early 1974. The EC’s common farm 
policies were initiated in 1962. Oilseeds, particularly 
soybeans and meal, remain one of the most important 
agricultural commodities not subject to the EC’s variable 
levy. Duty-free bindings on soybeans were negotiated by 
the U.S. in 1961, well before the EC oilseed CAP of 1967. 
The EC Commission indicated that the proposed support 
system could expand EC production of soybeans to 100,000 
tons annually by 1978. Last year, the Community’s total 
soybean output amounted to an insignifi cant 800 tons from 
about 9,900 acres [0.08 tons/acre or 2.7 bu/acre yield], 
predominantly in France, and probably only for seed.
 The stated purpose of including soy-proteins in a 
CAP is to decrease the Community’s growing dependence 
on imports, particularly of soybean meal for livestock 
feeding. Experimental production of soybeans has already 
been undertaken on 1,000 acres in southwest France. The 
projected rise in EC soybean acreage would probably occur 
largely in France, replacing corn area. Although Japan 
remained the leading market for U.S. soybeans and meal 
in 1973, the four next most important markets were West 
Germany, France, Denmark, and the UK. This large U.S. 

market share is a result of booming demand for livestock 
products in the EC. Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

2303. Kay, Theodore. 1974. Soybeans in the Nigerian diet. 
Samaru Agricultural Newsletter 16(1):18-22. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional value of the 
soya bean. Daily amino acid requirements for men, women, 
and children. Suggested methods of incorporating soya bean 
into the Nigerian diet: Soya bean paste (soaked, uncooked 
soya beans, with the hulls on, ground to a white paste) and 
whole beans (not dehulled). Utilization of the paste: Directly 
for kosei (akara ball) and panke (puff-puff), for preparation 
of soya bean milk, which can be used to make protein-
enriched pap, fu-fu, bean curd (to-fu), awara or wara. Use 
of the residue from preparation of soy bean milk [okara]: In 
Alele (moin-moin), or biscuits. Utilization of whole soya 
beans: baked soya bean, sweet baked soya bean powder, soya 
bean stew.
 Discussion: Why do we need soya bean in Nigeria? Five 
reasons are given.
 “1. It has higher protein content and net protein 
utilisation (NPU [a measure of protein quality]) than 
cowpeas, groundnut and other legumes.” A table compares 
the nutritional value of cowpea, groundnut and soya bean.
 “Moreover, soya bean is much cheaper than other 
legumes in Nigeria. The producer price for soya bean has 
been N4.50 per ton compared to the producer price for 
groundnut, N94.50 per ton. (Northern States Marketing 
Board 1973/74 season).
 “2. Soya bean proteins which we called soya bean 
milk have little taste and can therefore be incorporated into 
traditional foods without changing the original taste and 
texture.
 “3. It can be processed into traditional foods such as 
kosai, alele, panke and awara in northern Nigeria or akara 
ball, moin-moin and puff-puff in southern Nigeria, with 
acceptable taste.
 “4. In this way prevention of protein defi ciency in 
children becomes possible without reliance on imported 
foods such as dried skim milk, which are no doubt valuable 
for the treatment of patients in hospitals, but useless in the 
villages.
 “5. The bean has been used from time immeasurable in 
China and Japan and is the most effective way of preventing 
protein defi ciencies in a largely vegetarian community. It is 
therefore a reliable and safe food.
 “Soya bean protein is a top quality protein. If the use of 
soya bean products were widely promoted, kwashiorkor, the 
protein defi ciency disease which causes so many children’s 
deaths in Africa, could disappear from Nigeria.”
 Acknowledgments to many co-workers.
 “Introduction: The soya bean has been cultivated in the 
Far East since about 2800 B.C. It has [been] the main source 
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of protein for all of East Asia, particularly for the vegetarian 
Buddhist. It has been used as bean curd (To-fu) and soya 
sauce in most parts of the Far East from Indonesia up to the 
Northern end of Japan, as soya bean milk in China, as soya 
paste (mi-so) in Japan, and as a fermented product (Tempe) 
in Indonesia.
 “The soya bean grows best in warm and moist climates. 
It will succeed on nearly all soil types except very deep sand 
soils. The crop is well established in Benue Plateau State 
south of Makurdi, in the North-Western State around Abuja 
and in the southern part of North-Central State. However, it 
has been very diffi cult to cook the beans in a traditional West 
African way so it has never become popular in this country. 
Most of the soya bean produced in Nigeria has been exported 
as a cash crop, except a little for animal consumption.” 
Address: Inst. for Agricultural Research, Samaru, Ahmadu 
Bello Univ., PMB 1044, Zaria, Nigeria.

2304. Julien, Bruno. 1974. France’s soybean imports up with 
growth of feed industry. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). June 17. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Refl ecting the infl uence of the compound feed 
industry on protein sources, soybean meal accounted for over 
half of France’s 2.6-million-ton protein source supply during 
1970-72, followed by peanuts. The National Institute for 
Agronomic Research (INRA) recently confi rmed the growth 
of protein use. For a long time there was only one soybean 
crusher in Northern France, the S.I.O. company [Societe 
Industrielle des Oléagineux], which crushed about 60,000 
tons a year. Since 1970, however, Soya France has been 
crushing imported soybeans in a plant on the Brittany Coast. 
During 1974, the plant is expected to reach its full production 
capacity of 400,000 tons. The French Government recently 
authorized the construction of two new plants in the western 
part of France in Brest. Address: Offi ce of U.S. Agricultural 
Attaché, Paris.

2305. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1974. Koreans expand soybean output by planting 
rice paddy dikes. July 8. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Korea, which doubled its imports of U.S. 
soybeans last year, is again promoting a program to boost 
domestic oilseed production by planting soybeans on rice 
paddy dikes. This practice, which was mandatory under the 
Japanese occupation, had been abandoned until revived last 
year. In 1973, “dike-bean” acreage was estimated at 86,485 
acres. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) 
estimates that the maximum area for dike-beans now ranges 
from 93,900 to 135,900 acres. A signifi cant portion of the 
crop harvested daily in the summer to be consumed as a 
cooked, green vegetable, much as Americans eat lima beans. 
Nearly all of Korea’s soybean production is consumed as 
food. Industry sources estimate that 70% is used in homes 
for making soy sauce and paste, 20% for bean curd, and 

10% for bean sprouts. Address: Offi ce of U.S. Agricultural 
Attaché, Seoul.

2306. Oyloe, Turner L. 1974. Germany sets soybean import 
record; Meal purchases drop. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). July 29. p. 6-7, 20.
• Summary: Soya Mainz is a new West German soybean 
crushing plant that started operations in June 1973. West 
Germany imported 2,160,900 tonnes of soybeans in 1970, 
96% of which were from the U.S. In 1973, the country 
imported 1,379,500 tonnes of soybeans, only 73% of which 
were from the U.S. Also in 1973, Germany imported 350,000 
tonnes of soybean meal, 60% of which was American.
 Photos show: (1) An outside view of the Soya Mainz 
plant. (2) U.S. soybeans being loaded from Ocean vessels 
to barges at Hamburg. Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, 
Bonn, West Germany.

2307. Drummond, H. Evan. 1974. Georgia’s share of U.S. 
agricultural exports. Georgia Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Research Report No. 189. 19 p. July. [12 ref]
• Summary: Under “Georgia’s export share of specifi c 
commodities,” one section discusses soybeans. Address: 
College of Agricultural Economics, College of Agriculture, 
Univ. of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602.

2308. Greenshields, Bruce L. 1974. Changes in exchange 
rates: Impact on U.S. grain and soybean exports to Japan. 
ERS Foreign (USDA Economic Research Service) No. 364. 
17 p. July. [21 ref]
• Summary: “The U.S. dollar/Japanese yen exchange rate 
changed several times in 1971-73 after a long period of 
stability. The rate had been 360 yen per dollar from April 24, 
1949, to August 28, 1971, when the yen fl oated. Changes 
that occurred thereafter resulted in a 32 percent increase in 
the purchasing power of the Japanese yen in the U.S. export 
market by the end of 1973.” Address: Economist, Foreign 
Demand and Competition Div.

2309. Soybean Digest. 1974. Edible oils background. July. p. 
11-13.
• Summary: Contains detailed information on edible oils and 
fats worldwide. As of 22 May 1974, soy oil costs 2.8 times 
as much as it did, on average, in 1972. However the price of 
every other edible oil and fat has increased about that much 
and, in some cases much more. Coconut oil is 4.7 times as 
expensive and palm kernel oil is 5.5 times as expensive. 
Tables show: (1) World production (in million metric tons) 
of leading oils and fats. Those with the largest production 
worldwide are: Soy 23.2%, butter 14.3%, sunfl owerseed 
11.3%, lard 8.8%, cottonseed 7.7%, groundnut / peanut 
7.1%, rapeseed 6.5%. (2) World production and export 
of soybeans and soy oil (1973-74). The top producers of 
soybeans are: USA 67.4% of total, China 15.3%, Brazil 
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11.4%, Argentina 0.9%. Top net exporters of soybeans are: 
USA 87.2%, Brazil 12.1%. Top next exporters of soy oil 
are: USA 73.7%, Brazil 21.4%, Argentina 4.7%. (3) World 
production and export of coconut oil (1973-74). Leaders 
are Philippines, Indonesia, and West Germany (processor 
only). (4) World production and export of cottonseed and 
cottonseed oil (1973-74). Leaders are USA, USSR, and 
China. (5) World production and export of sunfl owerseed and 
sunfl owerseed oil (1973-74). Leaders are USSR, Argentina, 
and Rumania. (6) World production and export of rapeseed 
and rapeseed oil (1973-74). Leaders are India, Canada, and 
China. (7) World production and export of groundnuts and 
groundnut oil (1973-74). Leaders are India, China, and USA.
 A bar chart shows price increases (%) of edible oils 
since 22 May 1974.

2310. Soybean Digest. 1974. Brazilian policy changes should 
start movement of soybeans. July. p. 32.
• Summary: “The government’s fi rst move was to allow 
processors to increase domestic soy oil prices by 10%... 
The government then took all price controls off soy oil, 
guaranteed farmers a price equivalent to over $5.50/bu, 
lowered export taxes on soybeans and meal and considered 
removing the total ban on soy oil exports.”

2311. Ouest-France. 1974. Les exportations de soja et de 
maïs au centre des entretiens Lardinois-Butz aux Etats-Unis 
[Soybean and corn exports at the center of Lardinois-Butz 
interviews in the U.S.]. Aug. 24-25. [Fre]
Address: France.

2312. Continental Grain Co. 1974. You wouldn’t think it, 
but she consumed a ton of grain and soybeans last year (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 5.
• Summary: The top half of this full-page ad shows a 
slender ballerina doing a pose on the fl oor. The text reads: 
“Assuming she’s an average American, she at about 300 lbs. 
of grain in the form of baked goods and other cereals and soy 
products.
 “But that’s the least of it. She ate 178 lbs. of beef–which 
took 600 lbs of feed concentrate [mostly corn and soybeans] 
to produce. She ate 61 lbs. of pork–which took 535 lbs. of 
feed concentrate. She ate 51 lbs. of chicken and turkey, plus 
292 eggs–which took 500 lbs of feed concentrate.
 “She consumed 120 quarts of milk, 14 lbs. of cheese, 5 
lbs. of butter, and other dairy products–which took 210 lbs of 
feed concentrate. Add it all up and you’ll see what we meant 
by a ton [2,000 lbs.] of grain and soybeans. The point is this: 
we Americans consume an extremely generous portion of the 
grain we produce–mostly in the form of meat.
 “In the European Common Market, per capita meat and 
poultry consumption is only 60% of ours. In the Soviet Bloc, 
less than 50%. In Japan, only 10%.
 “The grain and soybeans we don’t consume go into 

exports to help us achieve a favorable balance of trade. You 
might say its a case of having our cake and meat as well.” 
Address: 2 Broadway, New York, NY 10004.

2313. Cook Industries, Inc. 1974. Cook: Worldwide 
merchandisers and distributors of soybeans and soybean 
products (Ad). Soybean Digest. Aug. Back cover.
• Summary: This full-page ad has white letters on a jet-black 
background. The company’s address appears in small letters 
at the bottom.
 Note: This same full-page ad appears on the back cover 
of every issue of Soybean Digest from Aug. 1974 to May 
1976; then it appears on page 26 of the June 1976 issue. 
Address: 2185 Democrat Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38116.

2314. Soybean Digest. 1974. Market development opens up 
in Eastern Europe. Aug. p. 20-21.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean producers have opened a 
market development campaign in the increasingly affl uent 
countries of Eastern Europe-a market that has ‘tremendous 
potential,’ according to Wes Randell, ASA director of market 
development.
 “’I can tell you it looks good, but it takes a lot of careful 
consideration,’ Alex Cerne, program manager for Eastern 
Europe, said of the program which is being carried out as a 
joint market development effort by ASA and USDA.
 “’Our main idea is to export soybean meal,’ Cerne said. 
‘All these countries have a low per capita consumption of 
meat. Give the workers more money and the fi rst thing they 
buy is meat.
 “’There is not enough meat in the face of this rising 
demand to produce for the domestic market, so it is to their 
interest to upgrade their livestock industries, and it is to our 
interest to help them do it.’
 “U.S. exports of soybean meal the past 2 years indicate 
the added emphasis being placed on livestock production 
by Eastern European governments. Meal exports, excluding 
transshipments, to the seven countries (Yugoslavia, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria and 
East Germany) more than doubled between fi scal years 1972 
and 1973.”

2315. Soybean Digest. 1974. We’ve learned our lesson. Sept. 
p. 20-21.
• Summary: ‘We have learned our lessons on export 
controls; we have learned that we cannot afford them,’ 
according to Clayton Yeutter, Secretary of International 
Affairs and Commodity Programs in his keynote address to 
Convention delegates.
 “Yeutter continued, ‘We learned from last year’s 
soybean embargo just how self-defeating export controls 
are. We didn’t help our consumers with that embargo, 
but we certainly succeeded in scaring the daylights out of 
good customers around the world. The market had already 
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adjusted for the scarcity of soybeans at that time; the price 
adjustments had taken place; and enough beans had been 
sold back to take care of this country’s pressing needs. Then 
after the market had already made all of these adjustments, 
the government’s heavy hands let it down with the export 
embargo.
 “’We learned from the Arab oil embargo how it feels to 
be cut off ourselves from vital supplies.’ Yeutter explained 
that Japanese consumers felt the same panic as we did with 
the oil embargo when they saw the source of 85% of their 
soy protein suddenly cut off without warning.
 “’We have learned from the devaluation of the dollar 
that the United States can no longer afford foolish economic 
mistakes.’ According to Yeutter the value of our dollar is tied 
directly to our farm export earnings. Exports, which make 
up a fourth of our overseas sales, caused our trade balance 
to show a slight surplus last year. However, due to sharply 
higher oil import bills, our import bill is up to $25 billion this 
year and predictions are that we will run at least $2 billion in 
the red for 1974. ‘If our trade balance deteriorates, the value 
of the dollar will fall and that will mean an across the board 
boost in the cost of living for all Americans.
 “’With the trade defi cit already likely, an export 
embargo on farm products or any other U.S. export would 
have to be classed as a foolish economic mistake.
 “’We learned from both our soybean embargo and the 
Arab oil boycott that one cannot maintain export markets by 
cutting them off.
 “’We suffered market losses as a result of last year’s 
soybean embargo. The Japanese reacted by investing 
huge amounts of money to encourage Brazilian soybean 
production.
 “’We have learned from the past decades that U.S. 
agriculture can prosper only when it can export. U.S. 
agriculture has the capacity to produce far more than we 
can consume domestically. It makes no sense to jeopardize 
our export markets when so much of our agricultural output 
has to be sold there. The strong farm income of the past fi ve 
years–and the strong contribution of our agriculture to the 
economy–has been the direct result of export opportunities.
 “’Our costly farm subsidy programs were started in the 
1930’s when world trade was almost eliminated by a tariff 
war. Export controls are a step back towards those dark days.
 “’We have learned that we cannot legislate profi ts for 
one part of agriculture at the expense of another. High price 
supports for grain farmers have never assured good income 
for livestock producers; neither can an artifi cial ceiling on 
grain prices. We must simply let the market work out the 
proper price relationship.
 “’We have learned that consumers lose even more 
with export controls than without them. The United States 
economy makes a profi t on each bushel of soybeans we ship 
overseas because we produce soybeans very effi ciently. If we 
do not ship soybeans, we get to keep the beans but we lose 

the profi t.
 “’If we embargo soybeans we can cut back soybean 
prices here temporarily, but consumers lose more on 
the nonfood front than they gain through lower food 
prices. What good does it do to reduce food prices 5% by 
controlling farm exports if the result is a 10% price increase 
in nonfood items?
 “’Even lower food prices are a temporary illusion 
because farmers will not plant soybeans for which they 
cannot expect a profi table return. Next year there may not 
even be enough soybeans to meet domestic requirements, 
and consumers will have both higher food prices and high 
nonfood prices.’
 “On the grain reserve question, Yeutter remarked, ‘We 
have also learned that the U.S. government cannot afford 
to hold the world commercial food reserves at our own 
expense. This has been a much more expensive lesson 
because it took us longer to learn it. The government has 
been stockpiling farm commodities in this country for most 
of the past 40 years. We began the stockpiling in an effort to 
put a fi rm fl oor under farmers’ prices and provide better farm 
income. The results were not what we anticipated.
 “’In the fi rst place the fl oor quickly became the ceiling. 
Since surplus commodities were not sold off, they simply 
sat there overhanging the market preventing prices from 
increasing. Farmers lost billions of dollars in income as 
a result. The real damage done by government reserves, 
however, can be found in our foreign trade accounts. We 
can see now, looking back, that our government’s storage 
policies have cost this country billions of dollars in export 
earnings without appreciably increasing the world’s food 
security. American taxpayers–and particularly American 
farmers–were simply subsidizing cheap food for the tables 
of Western Europe, Japan and other countries fully able to 
afford their own food security.
 “’With Russia and India as examples, we have learned 
that it is not even in the long-term interest of developing 
countries to have a huge U.S. grain reserve readily at hand. 
We can still respond to real food emergencies.
 “’We have learned that the cost of a big government 
grain reserve is enormous. The current value of the suggested 
stockpile of soybeans alone would be over a billion dollars, 
and the entire reserve would be valued at billions of dollars 
more. Storage costs would add millions more; but to get at 
the real cost of reserves, we would also have to fi gure the 
loss of export earnings. If we include that fi gure in the cost 
estimate, then the fi nal fi gure would be very large indeed.
 “’The United States cannot afford to risk further 
devaluation of the dollar either through export controls or 
through a massive government reserve program that would 
cheapen the value of our agricultural output. Neither of these 
will increase food production nor ease the forces of infl ation.
 “’Our fi rst priority must be sound long-term 
economic policies. This is the only way we can fulfi ll our 
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responsibilities to our own people and to the rest of the 
world.’”
 Three photos show Clayton Yeutter speaking from a 
podium. Address: Secretary of International Affairs and 
Commodity Programs.

2316. Soybean Digest. 1974. New agreement to increase 
identifi ed soy oil use. Sept. p. 28.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean producers may be seeing an 
increased use of U.S.-produced, identifi ed soy oil and 
shortening in the Caribbean and Middle East areas as 
the result of an export incentive agreement signed in late 
July between ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] market 
development offi cials and Antonio Teijeiro of the Cadur 
Trading Corp. of Miami, Florida...
 “All identifi ed soy oil marketed by Teijeiro is produced 
in the U.S. and sold under the ‘Olivano’ brand name. When 
the fi rst contract was signed in 1972, Teijeiro was marketing 
only about $250,000 worth of oil in the Caribbean. Through 
Teijeiro’s contact with ASA, however, activities expanded 
this past year to the Middle East (primarily Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait). Cadur’s sales have now increased to $1.5 million 
for the Caribbean and Middle East.
 “The success of this promotion program can be seen 
in Nassau [capital of the Bahamas] in the Caribbean. When 
the program was started [1971], soy oil was fourth on the 
market, but now 3 years later, soy oil is fi rst in the market–
well ahead of other competitors.
 “’Soy oil has had an image problem in the Middle East, 
but new technology which improved the quality is proving 
that it can be as good as any other oil. It is improving its 
position based on the fact that all these countries consider 
American products the fi nest in quality and dependability,’ 
Teijeiro said.”
 Note: This may be the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) concerning soybean products (soy oil) in Kuwait, or 
Saudi Arabia. This document may contain the earliest date 
seen for soybean products in Kuwait, or Saudi Arabia (1974); 
soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date.

2317. Soybean Digest. 1974. Honorary life memberships 
[American Soybean Assoc.]: Arnold Mergell and Harold 
Kuehn. Sept. p. 24.
• Summary: Mr. Arnold Mergell of Hamburg, Germany, 
has advised the American Soybean Association (ASA) 
since 1958 on market development activities in Germany 
and contributed substantially to the fact that Germany is 
Europe’s largest importer of U.S. soybeans and soybean 
products. Mergell is president of the soybean processing 
plant Harburger Olwerke Brinckman und Mergell. This plant 
is one of the largest soybean processing plants in Germany, 
crushing 12 million bushels/year of U.S. soybeans. Mergell 
is also president of the German Oil Millers’ Assoc. (GOMA), 
and president of the Federation of European Oilseed 

Processors (FEDOIL).
 Harold Kuehn of Du Quoin, Illinois was president of 
the ASA in 1971 and 1972. He also helped to organize the 
Land of Lincoln Soybean Association. Photos show Arnold 
Mergell and Harold Kuehn.

2318. Soybean Digest. 1974. Still no soybean futures trading 
in Japan. Sept. p. 38.
• Summary: “Soybean futures prices have been so wild 
that the Japanese have decided to postpone re-opening 
futures trading in imported soybeans in Tokyo. Trading in 
soybeans was originally suspended by the Tokyo Cereal 
Exchange last July due to the wild price springs surrounding 
the export embargo announcement. Offi cials had planned 
to begin trading again when times got to be a little more 
normal, but weather in the U.S. has caused a new round of 
wild fl uctuations this summer that will delay indefi nitely the 
resumption of soybean futures trading in Japan.”

2319. Cohen, Marshall H. 1974. Demand for soybean meal 
in Denmark. ERS Foreign (USDA Economic Research 
Service) No. 368. 36 p. v + Oct. [26 ref]
• Summary: Total use of soybean meal in Denmark is 
projected to increase to 756,000 tons in 1980, compared to 
the base period estimate (1969) of 468,000 tons. In 1973 the 
USA accounted for over 90% of Denmark’s soybean imports. 
Denmark imports almost all of the oilseeds it processes. 
Soybeans account for about 95% of the crush. Danish 
oilseed meal–principally soybean, copra, and palm kernel–is 
produced at two crushing plants: The Dansk Sojakagefabrik 
A/S (Danish Soycake Factory) in Copenhagen, and the 
Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S (Aarhus Oil Factory) in Jutland. 
A photo on the cover shows the Dansk Sojakagefabrik in 
Copenhagen. In 1970, the two factories together produced 
approximately 460,000 tons of meal, or over 80% of soybean 
meal utilization.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the word “Soycake” (or 
“soycake”) to refer to soybean cake.
 Note 2. The EC (European Community) is also referred 
to as the EEC, EC-9, and Common Market. The CAP is the 
Common Agricultural Policy. Address: Foreign Demand and 
Competition Div., Economic Research Service, Washington, 
DC.

2320. Lankford, James F. 1974. ASA and FAS–Partners in 
market development. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 13-14.
• Summary: “Within the Department of Agriculture the 
leading role in developing and servicing foreign markets 
is taken by the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), which 
works with U.S. producers, processors and exporters.
 “On-the-spot representation of American farm interests 
overseas is provided through the Agricultural Attache 
system, part of FAS. Agricultural attaches serve in 60 posts, 
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covering agricultural developments and keeping in touch 
with potential market outlets for U.S. products in over 100 
countries. The reports they provide give U.S. producers 
an accurate picture of the market situation, potential 
competition, and information necessary for placing U.S. 
products in the marketplace.
 “Reports from the agricultural attaches are reviewed, 
with special emphasis on pinpointing the potential for U.S. 
producers, by staff specialists in Washington [DC]. The 
U.S. agricultural exporter is then informed through circulars 
outlining world activity on a commodity-by-commodity 
basis.
 “The questions of trade patterns, trade policies of other 
nations, tariffs and other trade impediments are also dealt 
with by the agricultural attaches. This is some of their most 
important work for the American producer, and they pay 
particular attention to the possibilities of extending access for 
U.S. agricultural products to the markets in their countries of 
assignment.
 “Since the 1950’s FAS has maintained a special staff to 
work exclusively on market development. Their work has 
been important to the rise in U.S. exports.
 “Faced with the prospect of vigorous export promotion 
by foreign agricultural producers, U.S. agricultural leaders, 
specialists in government, and experts in fi elds such as 
market promotion, foreign trade and business management 
laid the groundwork upon which the present USDA-industry 
cooperative program was built.
 “The program relies heavily on industry and farmer 
cooperation in U.S. Government export programs. To the 
fullest extent possible, U.S. producers and exporters provide 
fi nancing and manpower for market development projects. 
The U.S. Government provides staff work and a share in the 
fi nancing of market development projects.
 “To provide producer and industry support, nonprofi t 
organizations broadly representative of producers of farm 
commodities or manufacturers of processed foods were 
organized to cooperate with FAS’s export development 
program. FAS is now working with more than 40 leading 
U.S. agricultural trade organizations on a continuing basis, 
and 26 others on an activity-by-activity basis. These trade 
groups–market development cooperators–work with some 
125 foreign trade organizations to promote the sale of U.S. 
agricultural products in 75 foreign countries. They maintain 
32 overseas offi ces in 16 countries, with 130 employees, 
providing on-the-spot direction to the market development 
efforts. Of course, our 95 agricultural attaches and assistant 
agricultural attaches also lend support and direction to this 
program.
 “Under the program, primary responsibility is placed 
on private U.S. trade groups–such as the American Soybean 
Assn. These organizations are charged with undertaking 
activity leadership of promotional programs for their 
products overseas, providing supervisory staff and sharing a 

large proportion of the program’s expenses.
 “These promotional activities fall into two categories–
trade servicing and consumer promotion. Together they are 
designed to reach buyers at each step in the chain–foreign 
importers, bulk users and consumers of the end products.
 “One important gauge of the importance of U.S. trade 
groups placed on market promotion is the funding they 
provide for the program. FAS, working on promotion which 
cuts across commodity lines, and also in joint efforts with 
the cooperators, spent $9,480,000 in fi scal year 1974 ending 
June 30. The U.S. cooperators, for their part, nearly matched 
that amount spending close to $8 million last fi scal year. 
Our foreign cooperators, an essential part of the chain which 
reaches to overseas buyers, spent an additional $15 million 
for promotion purposes. Together these cooperators–at home 
and overseas–matched U.S. funds by nearly $2.50 for every 
U.S. Government dollar spent.
 “We believe there is room for additional growth in 
countries where we have joint programs. Japan, Western 
Europe, Mexico; Latin America, Korea, Taiwan and others. 
We also anticipate a growing market in the centrally-planned 
economies of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The 
United States has even sold some soybeans to the People’s 
Republic of China–the original home of the soybean and for 
many years our most important competition for the soybean 
market of Japan.
 “There continues to be competition from other areas 
of the world–particularly the Brazilian soybean area. In 
addition, there are a wide variety of competitive products in 
fats and oils including palm oil from Malaysia and Africa, 
peanuts from Africa, sunfl ower oil, rapeseed oil and the 
whole gamut of competitive products.
 “That is why it is so important for American soybean 
producers to continue expanding their effi ciency and their 
productivity.
 “We need to produce. We need to export. Our farm 
economy depends on it. Our national economy requires it. 
Furthermore, our international economic position is linked 
increasingly to our success in selling our farm products 
abroad. This is a major goal of our national policy.” Address: 
International Marketing Director, Oilseeds and Products, 
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), USDA.

2321. Soybean Digest. 1974. The international outlook of the 
soybean market. Oct. p. 8-10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Western Europe. Italy 
(Ferruzzi). Japan. Taiwan and Korea. Latin America.
 “Italy: ASA’s [American Soybean Assoc.] already made 
a solid start in expanding soy oil prospects in Europe with an 
identifi ed soy oil campaign now in its second year in Italy. 
Watts calls the agreement with Ferruzzi and Company the 
one outstanding market development activity carried out in 
Europe recently.
 “’Di Soia Si Vivra’ (with soy we live), Italian 
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housewives heard again and again during the advertising 
campaign. And soy oil sold. ‘After 7 months, over 50% of 
the Ferruzzi production at his two plants was identifi ed soy 
oil. After 12 months, 96% of it was identifi ed soy,’ Watts 
says. ‘In the 12 months of the campaign about 20 million lbs. 
of soy oil were sold to the Italian people.’
 “A major competitor began a similar campaign on its 
own only a few weeks after Ferruzzi started his promotion 
effort. ‘Now, at least 11 brands of soy oil are on the shelves 
in Italy,’ reports Watts.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Aug. 
2020) concerning the work of Ferruzzi and Co. with 
soybeans.
 Page 10: Karl Sera is now ASA animal nutritionist in 
Japan.
 A pie chart shows 1974-75 U.S. soybean sales 
commitments: EEC 45%, other Western Europe 6.1%, Japan 
21.9%, China 4%, other 4%, undesignated 19.5%.
 Tables show: (1) U.S. soybean exports (July to June 
fi scal year basis) for two years (1972-73, and 1973-74) in 
quantity (million bushels) and value (million dollars) to: 
EEC, Spain, Canada, Israel, Japan, Soviet Union, China, 
Taiwan, unidentifi ed (transshipments), other. (2) U.S. 
soybean meal exports; the fi ve biggest buyers are West 
Germany, Japan, Italy, Netherlands, and Poland-Danzig. (3) 
U.S. soy oil exports; the fi ve biggest buyers are Pakistan, 
Peru, Mexico, Canada, and Yugoslavia.

2322. Soybean Digest. 1974. ASA works for you. Oct. p. 11-
17.
• Summary: Contents: Market development. Soybean 
research. Public relations. “The 54-year-old American 
Soybean Association is an organization designed to serve 
the soybean producer by developing and servicing markets 
for soybeans and soybean products overseas, creating the 
opportunity for higher-yielding, disease-resistant soybeans 
through research projects and telling the soybean story in 
various publications, publicity efforts and through effi cient 
service to our membership.
 “The following series of articles are correlated to tell 
how the programs work and through these programs the 
complete association story.”

2323. Tontz, Robert L. 1974. U.S. agricultural exports under 
Public Law 480. ERS Foreign (USDA Economic Research 
Service) No. 395. 257 p. Oct.
• Summary: “Preface: This publication presents a statistical 
summary of agricultural exports made under food aid 
programs authorized by Public Law 83-480, the Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as 
amended, and Mutual Security (AID) programs. It covers 
19 fi scal years, 1955 through 1973, and updates 12 Years 
of Achievement under Public Law 480, ERS Foreign 202, 
issued in November 1967.

 “Exports are reported by commodity group, value, and 
quantity, when possible, for each year of the 19-year period. 
The value of exports by country is shown for each year and 
for the total period. This report adds two new statistical 
series on exports under food aid programs: (1) country by 
commodity group and (2) commodity group by country.
 “Exports under credit sales programs–the Commodity 
Credit Corporation (CCC) export credit sales program and 
Export-Import Bank loans and loan guarantees–are reported 
by commodity group and by country.
 “Statistics on exports under the barter provisions of 
P.L. 480 have been included in commercial sales for dollars 
and excluded from exports under Government programs 
beginning January 1, 1963, as such sales were considered to 
be equivalent to cash sales.
 “This publication was prepared under the general 
direction of Robert L. Tontz, Program Leader, Statistics 
Program Area, Foreign Demand and Competition Division, 
Economic Research Service.
 “Louise E. Stanton, Statistical Assistant, was responsible 
for developing the data base and the research required for 
updating the complete Government Programs Statistical 
Series. Linda C. Myers did most of the statistical tabulations 
and calculations. Betty Case with the help of Nina M. 
Brandt and Thelma J. Carpenter designed the system and 
programmed the information for automatic data processing.
 “Background: Public Law 480 is the basic legal 
authority for sharing the abundant agricultural production 
of the United States with the developing countries that have 
food defi cits. Since its inception in July 1954, P.L. 480 has 
evolved from a temporary measure of surplus removal into a 
major tool in the world struggle for freedom from hunger and 
an effective instrument to stimulate economic development 
and support of U.S. foreign policy goals.
 “The Agriculture and Consumer Protection Act of 1973 
extended P.L. 480 legislation through December 31, 1977. 
The Food for Peace Act of 1966 substantially amended the 
basic legislation and authorized a comprehensive program 
which emphasized agricultural self-help by recipient 
countries. It also called upon other highly developed 
countries to contribute toward bringing the world food 
supply into better balance with a rapidly increasing world 
population. As a result of the 1966 amendments, P.L. 480 
food aid was no longer limited to surplus commodities, but 
encompassed commodities determined to be available by the 
Secretary of Agriculture. Another important feature of the 
1966 legislation was a provision for transition from sales for 
foreign currencies to sales for dollars on credit terms.
 “Food has been furnished under P.L. 480 to hundreds of 
millions of people, not only to meet emergency situations, 
but also to supply nutritional needs and thereby contribute to 
the economic development of recipient countries. Loans to 
recipient countries for economic development have been the 
largest single use of foreign currencies generated under the 
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program. Commodities sold under long-term dollar credits 
have generated local currencies which recipient governments 
apply to economic development.” Address: Program Leader, 
Statistics Program Area, Foreign Demand and Competition 
Div., Economic Research Service, USDA.

2324. Ruff, Samuel O. 1974. Brazil harvests record crops–
Soybean exports to gain by half. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Nov. 11. p. 2-4, 15.
• Summary: Brazil’s spectacular 1974 soybean harvest 
at 7 million tonnes is almost 30% higher than last year’s 
and nearly double that of 1972. In 1973, coffee exports 
were valued at $1,340 million, soybeans at $917 million, 
and sugar, $600 million. Underlying Brazil’s farm export 
push is a desire to increase export earnings in the face of 
the world energy crunch. Brazil must import a large part 
of its petroleum and related products. A major stimulus 
to Brazilian farmers has been the increase in guaranteed 
producer prices. Although the Government maintains quotas 
on soybean exports to insure adequate domestic supplies, 
it removed the export tax on meal in 1973 and has since 
reduced the tax on soybeans from 13 to 9.5% for 1974 
exports. Address: Foreign Demand and Competition Div., 
Economic Research Service.

2325. Central Soya Company, Inc. 1974. Annual report 1974, 
year ended August 31. 1300 Fort Wayne National Bank 
Building, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802. 21 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Highlights: Net sales increased to a record 
$1,749.3 million in 1974 from $1,297.6 million in 1973. Net 
earnings [after taxes] increased to $31.572 million in 1974 
from $26.002 million in 1973.
 Dale W. McMillen, Jr. is Chairman of the Board and 
Joseph F. Jones is president,
 Cash dividends increased to $9.212 million in 1974 from 
$7.692 million in 1973.
 Page 5: “The importance of the soybean meal export 
market is evidenced by the fact that about 28 per cent of U.S. 
total production is sold to customers abroad. Central Soya 
maintained its share of this market.”
 Page 9: “Refi ned Soya and Processed Foods Products-
Chemurgy–All-time highs in sales and profi ts were attained 
by Central Soya’s Chemurgy Division. This division 
manufactures and sells the broadest line of soya protein 
products of any organization in the world.
 “Demand for Chemurgy’s many varieties of soya 
proteins was strong throughout the fi scal year, and a new line 
of textured soy proteins was introduced in June under the 
brand name Centex®.
 Page 10: “Foodservice–The rapid growth of Central 
Soya’s foodservice companies, Fred’s Frozen Foods and 
Davis-Cleaver, was slowed in fi scal 1974 by raw material 
problems and consumer resistance to generally high food 
prices.” Address: Fort Wayne, Indiana.

2326. Soybean Digest. 1974. The quadruple whammy. Nov. 
p. 6.
• Summary: “This has been the year of the ‘triple whammy,’ 
says Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz–fi rst, the spring rains 
that made planting late; second, the summer drought that hurt 
crop prospects in many areas; and third, the early freezes that 
cut further into already reduced crops.
 “But the USDA itself provided another ‘whammy’–
perhaps the crucial one–in early October when it, in effect, 
put a type of control on exports despite all of the promises 
and assurances that the disastrous experiences of the 1973 
soybean embargo would never be repeated.
 “Weather problems were well known into harvest and 
were something that most farmers with reduced crops could 
contend with if they could get a good price on the smaller 
crop: that they salvaged. After the earliest frosts in history 
in some areas–as early as Sept. 2-3 in the northern Corn 
Belt–farmers realized that yields generally would be down 
and that green soybeans might mean a quality problem. In 
fact, the October crop report estimate of 1,262 million bu. 
for soybeans was higher than most of the trade expected, 
although the report did not make any allowances for 
soybeans that might have been lost in the southern Corn Belt 
from the Oct. 1-2 freeze. But the crushing blow on top of 
the weather was the government action on exports that was 
brought on by the smaller crops and then a mistake in timing 
on a large sale of grain to the Soviet Union.
 “’If the weather doesn’t wipe us out, the government 
will,’ a strongly worded ASA statement said immediately 
after the sale of 90 mil. bu. of corn and 35 mil. bu. of wheat 
to the USSR was cancelled by the administration on Oct. 4. 
What is especially discouraging is that the government has 
clamped down on what farmers export. But nothing has been 
done about exports of those input items that farmers need 
like fertilizer and machinery that are skyrocketing in cost 
because farmers must meet the price that export buyers are 
willing to pay.
 “’The action causes loss of confi dence on both sides 
of the ocean,’ says ASA executive vice president Ralph 
Jackson. ‘Our foreign customers say we are not a reliable 
supplier, and the U.S. farmer is now asking himself, `Why 
produce more when the government limits what I can sell?’
 “Jackson was absolutely correct when he predicted after 
a September trip to the USSR that the Soviets would need 
to get into the world grain market if they wanted to build up 
their livestock production. Rumors of such major grain sales 
to the Soviet Union and possibly to China, which spurred 
soybean futures prices to over $9.50/bu and corn futures over 
$4/bu, was more than the administration could take when the 
reports started coming true. Republicans didn’t need another 
Russian grain sale heading into the election, especially since 
it would probably mean more infl ation. So President Ford 
used the threat of tougher controls, and two major grain 
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companies decided it would be wiser to back out of their 
deals with the Russians.
 “USDA also initiated a ‘voluntary’ reporting system 
which ‘requires’ exporters to get approval from USDA 
before making any sales to any one country of 50,000 tons or 
more or for all sales during a week when the cumulative total 
of sales by a fi rm tops 100,000 tons. USDA will not approve 
any sales for unidentifi ed destinations and will carefully 
consider all sales of a large quantity to any country or sales 
that appear to differ from normal buying patterns.
 “That doesn’t spell out-and-out export controls that 
many had feared, but it does give USDA almost total say on 
how much grain or soybeans will be shipped and to whom 
the shipments will go. In the long run, that’s the effect of the 
early October export action that could linger on to hurt future 
foreign sales long after the cancelled Soviet sale is behind 
us. It’s another example of government meddling in the 
marketplace in an effort to control domestic prices, and every 
time that has occurred in the past, it has not worked out for 
the benefi t of the American soybean grower.”
 A sidebar table shows “How USDA sees supply and 
demand” in the 1973-74 season and the 1974-75 season.

2327. Soybean Digest. 1974. Soviet Union–Long range 
[soybean] market. Nov. p. 31.
• Summary: “Rapid expansion of the livestock industry in 
the Soviet Union is creating a potential long range market for 
U.S. soybeans. The Soviets are searching for high-quality, 
dependable protein supplies to formulate into their livestock 
rations.
 “’There is a noticeable shortage of protein in most 
livestock rations and the protein being fed could be 
substantially improved,’ said Ralph Jackson, ASA executive 
vice president.
 “’This is particularly true for poultry and swine 
rations. In many cases the rations are formulated away 
from where the feeding actually takes place and there is no 
chance to supplement or modify the feed to fi t the livestock 
requirements at a particular location.’
 “Jackson made his observations after an 11-day tour 
of the Soviet Union’s prime livestock producing areas in 
Moldavia and the Ukraine. The tour, sponsored by the 
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), was designed to explain 
the types of services FAS and nonprofi t cooperators can offer 
and the relationship between cooperators and FAS.
 “’We do see some market development possibilities for 
ASA in lending technical assistance for the formulation of 
balanced livestock rations,’ Jackson noted. ‘However, this 
won’t happen until the Soviets request our assistance, but we 
feel this will be forthcoming.’
 “At the present time there is a generic weakness in the 
livestock–especially in cattle-that reduces the effi ciency of 
feed conversion and production.
 “’But if high performance animals are introduced, the 

feed should be improved in order to achieve an improvement 
in feed conversion and production,’ Jackson said.
 “The Soviets are very interested in improving the quality 
of their livestock herds, Jackson believes. They also know 
about the quality of U.S. soybeans but showed some concern 
for the long range supply situation of U.S. soybeans.
 “Jackson explained that the U.S. could be counted on 
for a dependable supply but that demand could be calculated 
more easily if they could tell us their needs and U.S. growers 
could plan accordingly.
 “The Soviets are rapidly developing specialized 
complexes for livestock production. The plan is for all 
livestock to be combined from all the collective farms in a 
specifi ed district into one central complex where they will be 
raised and fattened in total confi nement. The group visited 
several of these operations for swine, cattle and poultry. One 
swine complex housed 54,000 hogs with one operator for 
each 1,000 head.
 “The Soviets have raised approximately 800,000 acres 
of soybeans this year but only harvest yields of 15 bu/per 
acre, Jackson said. The soybean crop is primarily grown in 
the far eastern area of the Soviet Union and is a long distance 
from the prime livestock producing area of the country.
 “The soybeans are processed with the meal used in 
livestock feeds and the oil used in margarine for cooking.
 “Included in the delegation making the tour were Jimmy 
Minyard, assistant sales manager for FAS; Koy Neeley, grain 
and feed division of FAS; Robert Rumler, vice president of 
the Holstein Friesian Assn.; and Jackson.”

2328. Soybean Digest. 1974. Brazilian production rises. Dec. 
p. 30.
• Summary: “As recently as 1970, Brazilian soybean 
production was just 1.5 million metric tons. This year, 
the crop was up to a record 7 million tons and experts are 
forecasting another jump to 8.5 million tons for 1975. The 
Brazilian government meters out exports through a quota 
system to assure protection of domestic supplies, but it has 
steadily been expanding export sales. From a token 270,000 
tons in 1970, exports have jumped to 1 million tons in 1972, 
nearly 1.9 million tons in 1973 and about 2.8 million tons 
this year.”

2329. Food for Peace: Annual Reports (on Public Law 480). 
1974-1986. Serial/periodical. FVA/FFP, Room 402, SA-8, 
Agency for International Development, Washington, DC 
20503. 27 cm.
• Summary: These reports are loaded with statistics on 
shipments of soy-fortifi ed foods. Address: Washington, DC. 
Phone: 703-875-4707.

2330. Hsiao, Liang-lin. 1974. China’s foreign trade statistics, 
1864-1949. Cambridge, Massachusetts: East Asian Research 
Center, Harvard University. Distributed by Harvard 
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University Press. xvi + 297 p. 29 cm.
• Summary: Table 3 (p. 80-82) shows “Principal exports of 
China 1867-1941, 1945-1948,” tracks “Beans and peas,” 
“Bean cake” and “Yellow bean.” For each of these three it 
gives statistics for quantity (in piculs) and value (before 1874 
in taels, 1874-1932 in Haikwan taels, 1933-1947 in dollars, 
1948 in gold yuan. 000 omitted). The defi nitions of the three 
basic products, which change frequently, are explained in 
detail at the bottom of each page.
 The peak year for exports of “Beans and peas” was 1929 
(45,588 piculs), with a collapse in exports of “Beans and 
peas” in 1933.
 Statistics for “Bean cake” exports started to be recorded 
in 1894 and the peak year was 1926 (26,055 piculs), with a 
collapse in bean cake exports in 1933.
 Statistics for “Yellow bean” [soybean] exports started 
to be recorded in 1913 and the peak year was 1929 (41,015 
piculs), with a collapse in yellow bean exports in 1933.
 Similar tables show: Kaoliang, millet, wheat, wheat 
fl our (p. 83). Groundnuts, groundnuts–shelled, sesamum seed 
(p. 99-100).
 “China’s imports and exports by principal countries 
1864-1941, 1946-1948,” shows imports, exports and total for 
Italy, Japan, Korea (p. 152-53).
 “China’s imports and exports by principal ports 1867-
1941, 1946-1948,” shows imports, exports and total for 
Antung, Canton, Dairen, Hankow, Harbin and Tsingtao” (p. 
168-73).
 “Foreign exchange rates 1862-1941 (Equivalent of one 
Haikwan tael before 1933, one dollar from 1933 to 1941)” 
shows rates for the British pound (from 1862), American 
dollar (from 1868), French franc (from 1868), Reichmark 
(from 1886), Hong Kong dollar (from 1881), Japanese yen 
(from 1903), Mexican dollar (from 1881), Russian ruble 
(from 1913), and Indian rupee (from 1895).

2331. Melo, Fernando B. Homem de. 1974. O Brasil e o 
mercado internacional de carne bovina, milho e soja [Brazil 
and the international market for beef, corn and soybeans]. 
Agricultura em Sao Paulo 21(3):1-39. [45 ref. Por]
Address: Dep. of Economics, Universidade de Sao Paulo, 
Brazil.

2332. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1974. 
25th anniversary, 1949-1974. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT 
N7M 5L8, Canada. 32 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A mark in time (History of soybeans 
in Ontario). For each year from 1949 to the present, a 
summary of the year’s major events and activities related to 
the board and to soybeans, a photo of the chairman of the 
board with the names of the directors from the 6 districts: 
Elgin, Essex, Pelee Island, Kent, Lambton, and Middlesex. 
Elected county committeemen in 1974 from the 6 districts. 
Soybean variety development through the years. Extension 

programs benefi cial to all. Table: Estimated acreage and total 
production of Ontario soybeans–1973 (Total Ontario soybean 
production in 1973: 14,753,000 bushels from 475,200 acres. 
Leading counties: Kent 5,348,000 bu. Essex 4,234,000 bu. 
Lambton 3,383,000).
 Examples of some early history: 1949–”The fi rst board. 
Provisions under the newly created soybean marketing plan 
regulations specifi ed eleven directors to represent some 
6,000 soybean growers in six districts. John H. Wilcox is 
chairman. The fi rst offi ce of the board was located in the 
offi ce of the Ag. Rep. in Essex, and Angus McKinney was 
the fi rst secretary. K.A. Standing acted as assistant on a part-
time basis. Board operations were fi nanced during the 1949-
1950 crop year by a one-half cent per bushel license fee.” In 
1950, the license fee was increased from one-half cent to one 
cent per bushel, the level at which it remained until 1959. In 
1960 the license fee was reduced by the board from one cent 
to one-half cent per bushel.
 1951–The fi rst annual convention of soybean growers 
was held February 15-16, 1951 at Community Hall, 
Chatham. Canadian soybean acreage in 1951 reached a high 
of 155,000 with an average yield of 24.8 bushels per acre. 
Production was a record 3.8 million bushels, while soybean 
imports from the USA were about 5 million bushels per year.
 1952–K.A. Standing was appointed full-time secretary-
manager, and in 1973 he became general manager of the 
soybean and wheat boards. In 1952 the board established its 
offi ce in Chatham, Ontario, sharing facilities and staff of one 
secretary with the Ontario Seed Corn Marketing Board on 
Market Street. Expansion of offi ce requirements resulted in a 
move to new quarters on Fourth Street in 1953.
 1954–The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board organized the fi rst export of Canadian soybeans in 
1954. The shipment was made from Port Stanley to interests 
in the United Kingdom. Initiated to generate competition 
in the domestic market, exports were to continue in every 
succeeding year. Some 1,492,000 bushels were exported 
during the 1954-55 crop year.
 1958–This year the board was successful in having 
soybeans brought under the Agricultural Stabilization Act. 
The crop was supported at $2.10 per bushel. The average 
price to growers was $1.90, resulting in a defi ciency payment 
of 19.6 cents per bushel for a total of $1,200,000 paid to 
soybean growers. Also in 1958 the offi ce was moved from 
Fourth Street to Wellington Street West. Joint offi ce and staff 
arrangements were made with the newly established Ontario 
Wheat Board, and Otis McGregor was appointed assistant 
secretary-manager.
 Licensed varieties developed at both Canada and 
Ontario government research stations are: A.K. (Harrow) 
(licensed in 1931-33), Mandarin (1934), Harman (1944), 
Capital (1944), Harly (1948), Blackhawk (1950), Harosoy 
(1951), Hardome (1953), Acme (1953), Comet (1953), 
Crest (1957), Merit (1959), Harosoy 63 (1962), Chippewa 
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64 (1964), Vansoy (1970), Harwood (1970), Amsoy (1971), 
Wells (1972), Steele (1972), XK 505 (1973), Evans M61-96 
(1974), Harlon OX 643 (1974). Address: Chatham, ONT, 
Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

2333. Radley, R.W. 1974. Soya bean adaptation to the cool, 
maritime climates of Northern Europe, with special reference 
to the U.K. Outlook on Agriculture 8(1):3-9. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Sharp increases in soya bean prices, and 
restrictions on US exports, have stimulated interest 
in the possibility of growing this crop in NW Europe. 
The principal limitations are temperature–especially at 
night–and daylength. One variety has often yielded well, 
experimentally, in Southern England, but in general yields 
are at present too uncertain and the lowest pods too near the 
ground. Development of better-adapted varieties would call 
for substantially increased research effort.”
 Table 1 shows that during the period 1961-70 the UK 
imported about US$50 million worth of soybeans and 
soybean products each year. Imports of whole soybeans 
decreased from a peak of 294,000 tonnes in 1964 to only 
38,000 tonnes in 1970–worth $6.2 million. Imports of soya 
oil rose from 18,000 tonnes in 1961 to 61,000 tonnes in 1970 
(worth $17.2 million) and imports of soya cake and meal 
rose from 142,000 tonnes in 1961 to 248,000 tonnes in 1970 
(worth $28.5 million). A shortfall in Peruvian fi shmeal from 
March 1972 onwards increased the demand for soybeans and 
soy products.
 Production of soybeans in Europe is largely confi ned to 
Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia which together in 1972 
produced no more than 188,000 tonnes on about 169,000 
ha (average yield = 1.11 tonnes/ha). The location and extent 
of soybean production in Japan is of real signifi cance for 
northern European countries. Japan cultivates about 90,000 
ha/year of soybeans, largely on the northernmost island of 
Hokkaido, which, as Sven Holmberg (1956) writes “is the 
only country in the world where soya beans are grown as a 
major crop in a relatively cool and partly marine climate.”
 In 1973 Dr. E.S. Bunting of the Plant Breeding Institute, 
Cambridge, sowed several varieties of soybeans at Oxford; 
these included Fiskeby V (bred by Algot Holmberg & 
Soner A B in Sweden), Altona (the earliest of the varieties 
commercially available in Canada), and two Russian 
varieties grown in Eastern Siberia–Saliut 216 and Amurskaja 
41 (both reputed to be cold-tolerant). Fiskeby 5 gave the 
best grain yields. Also on 21 May 1973 the author planted 
110 varieties of soybeans (including Fiskeby V) at Silsoe, 
Bedfordshire, and showed how critical the planting date is 
in terms of germination. In 1974 Summerfi eld conducted 
controlled environment studies at Reading University.
 “Eleven year (1960-70) growth and yield data for 
Fiskeby V grown at Norrköping, Sweden (latitude 58º 
36’N), supplied to Bunting (1973, private communication) 
by Holmberg, indicate that the variety requires a ‘heat-

sum’ of approximately 825 degree-days above 0ºC to bring 
about fl owering and between 1,880 and 2,000 degree-days 
for completion of its growth cycle. The mean number of 
days from planting to harvest in the eleven year period was 
133 but, perhaps more important, the range was from 115 
to 165, refl ecting to some extent the seasonal variation in 
temperature... (see also Holmberg 1956).”
 “Fiskeby V would appear to be the only variety worthy 
of serious consideration in Britain at the present time... 
[but] for the crop to be a contender for a place in British 
agriculture, the variety will need further improvement 
through breeding.”
 “The real question is whether or not there is suffi cient 
evidence at this stage for a higher level of research resources 
to be channelled into the crop.” Address: National College of 
Agricultural Engineering, Silsoe, Bedford, England.

2334. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1974? 
Ontario soybeans: Meeting the challenge of tomorrow 
(Leafl et). Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 3 panels each side. 
Each panel: 22 x 9 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Title page. Basic description of 
soybeans, soybean oil, and meal. World production. Here 
in Ontario, a 54 million dollar crop. A very important 
commodity to the economy. Imports of soybeans, oil 
and meal for 1972-73 (quantity and value). Margarine. 
Shortening. Cooking and salad oils. Meal. Flour. Diagram of 
soybean utilization.
 “In Canada, 95% of the production is confi ned to 
Southern Ontario where a record 13.8 million bushels were 
produced in 1972. Prior to World War II, soybean acreage 
in Ontario ranged in the area of some 30,000 acres. New 
varieties of soybeans and improved production techniques 
have contributed to acreage expansion.” Address: Box 668, 
Chatham, ONT N7M 5K8, Canada.

2335. Lee, Kyung. 1975. Soybeans and the world economy. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 6-8.
• Summary: “As the International Monetary Fund (IMF) puts 
it, the World economy faces three major threats: (a) deeply 
embedded infl ationary psychology, (b) a marked slowdown 
of economy in industrial countries and (c) a severe balance 
of payments defi cit. To solve these problems, however, a 
nationalistic policy could lead to a policy of disregarding 
other countries resulting in a competitive exchange 
depreciation and trade restrictions.
 “Depreciation means the adjustment of exchange rate by 
which the values of the domestic currency become cheaper 
relative to foreign currency than before the depreciation. 
For example, one Japanese yen was equivalent to 28¢ in 
1970, but it was 36¢ in 1973. In this case U.S. dollars were 
depreciated. Japanese goods became expensive in the U.S. 
while U.S. goods became cheaper in Japan. Theoretically, 
it leads to more exports of U.S. goods to Japan and less 
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imports of Japanese goods to the U.S.
 “Trade restrictions are in several forms: tariff barriers, 
licensing imports, allocation of foreign currency for imports, 
quotas (quantitative restriction on imports), government 
preference of domestic producers in purchasing and other 
administrative and technical barriers.
 “However, it is warned that such policies may lead to a 
serious international recession and thus make the eventual 
adjustment more costly to all concerned. In this respect, the 
world’s major economic powers try to evade such a serious 
problem by fi nding other cooperative means. As is widely 
known, the oil price hike by major producers was a major 
contributor to present infl ation, economic slowdown and 
a defi cit balance of trade. If the present levels of oil prices 
and production are sustained, little external adjustment is 
feasible in the near future. While more effort is being exerted 
to lower the demand pressure on resources than has been 
customary, some way to divert the petrodollar should be 
achieved for the benefi t of the world economy.
 “The infl ation rate in different countries during a one-
year period (May 1973-May 1974) exemplifi es the condition 
of a baffl ed world economy. As usual, developing countries 
experience more severe infl ation than developed countries; 
the average rate of infl ation in developing countries was 
30%, while it was 12% in developed countries..
 “Chile 709%
 “Uruguay 77%
 “Taiwan 63%
 “Indonesia 47%
 “Israel 44%
 “Philippines 40%
 “Korea 24%
 “Japan 23.2%
 “U.K. 15%
 “France 13%
 “U.S. 10.7%
 “Canada 10.4%
 “United States Economy: David Rockefeller (Chase 
Manhattan Bank) noted that we might have a second 
depression. However, ideas on the U.S. economy vary. 
After looking at the GNP which has slipped down, Paul 
Samuelson, MIT economist, noted that two consecutive 
quarters with decreased GNP implies a recession. GNP in the 
fi rst quarter of 1974 was down 7.1% from the same quarter 
in 1973, and the second quarter was down 1.2% from 1973.
 “GNP (Gross National Product) is the total aggregation 
of goods and services which a nation produced in a period of 
time, such as a year or quarter, in terms of monetary value.
 “In some cases, limited infl ation can be an incentive for 
the economy to grow. The prices of products which increase 
slightly over a certain period of time will yield more profi t 
for the industry and allow industry to utilize its increased 
profi t to expand production. This is a simplifi ed explanation 
of why a slight infl ation can be an incentive for economic 

growth. In this respect, infl ation does not necessarily lead 
to decreasing GNP. However, the 10.7% infl ation and 
slipping GNP puzzles the people concerned, who call the 
situation stagfl ation (stagnation plus infl ation). Because of 
this contradictory situation, there is diffi culty in fi nding a 
solution. To cure infl ation, policies such as a tight money 
supply can be tried and may aggravate the economic growth. 
To relieve the stagnation (raise the GNP) a loose money 
policy may be desired, but will in turn aggravate infl ation.
 “Infl ation refers to any increases in the general price 
level which are sustained and nonseasonal in character. 
Keynes defi ned ‘true’ infl ation as a condition in which any 
additional increase in aggregate demand produces no further 
increase in output. When the economy reaches this point, 
any increase in aggregate demand expands itself wholly in 
price increases. In this respect, the U.S. economy falls into 
the category of ‘true’ infl ation as defi ned by Keynes. There 
are three hypothesis as causes of infl ation: the demand 
pull hypothesis, the cost push hypothesis and the structural 
hypothesis. The demand pull hypothesis refers to the case 
where excess demand to pump money into markets exceed 
the available supply of goods and services. The cost push 
hypothesis refers to the case where some producer or group 
of workers succeed in raising the prices for either their 
products or services above the, level that would prevail 
under more competitive conditions. The high oil price 
raised by collective bargaining of Arab oil producers falls 
in this class. The structural hypothesis refers to the case 
where wages and prices are fl exible upward in response to 
increase in demand but not fl exible downward when demand 
declines. In this respect, the ongoing infl ation is based on all 
three hypotheses. The Vietnam War made the government 
expenditure higher than it would have been without the war 
(demand pull) and the price hike of Arab oil was a factor for 
cost push. In addition to these, the economic structure also 
contributes to the infl ation (structural).
 “To cure this economic confl ict in which the economy 
does less but charges more, ideas have been advanced such 
as wage and price control, credit allocation for priority 
areas, export control, tax reform, special interest laws and 
rules, easier money supply to lower interest rates, cutting 
government expenditures, lifting import quotas and tax free 
savings deposits.
 “Of different suggestions made, however, the majority 
of the delegates at the Conference on Infl ation held in 
Washington, D.C., September 1974, called for cutting 
government spending.
 “It may be suggestive for fi nding the solution to discuss 
the causes of infl ation, so-called stagfl ation, where we 
have too many dollars and too few goods. The following 
reasons are listed: government defi cit spending, rapid 
expansion of consumer credit, devaluation of the dollar, lack 
of competition to break wage and price increases, growth 
of income in nonproductive spheres of the economy, lack 
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of capital investment, past wage and price controls, labor 
union restrictions on production and ineffi cient government 
programs such as subsidies, tariffs and environmental and 
safety restrictions. If these diagnoses are right, the solution is 
to undo them.”
 Part III: Control Farm Exports to Fight Infl ation.
 Part IV: United States Soybean Economy. Address: PhD, 
American Soybean Assoc. Market Analyst.

2336. Steyn, Ruth. 1975. Agricultural research: Impact on 
soybeans. Iowa State University of Science and Technology, 
Special Report No. 77. 62 p. Jan.
• Summary: Contents: The golden bean, Cinderella crop, 
poor man’s meat. Breeding soybeans (“Yields of common 
soybean varieties are proportional to their photosynthetic 
ability”). Growing soybeans. Using soybeans. Putting it all 
together: Biological potential, management, utilization. The 
challenge ahead.
 Page 50 notes that 55% of American soybeans are 
exported as whole beans, meal, or oil. 37% of U.S. soybeans 
are exported as whole beans, and 63% are crushed in 
America, resulting in soybean meal and oil. Of the meal, 
25% is exported for use as livestock feed and 75% is used 
domestically as livestock feed. Of the oil, 5% is used in 
industrial, non-food products, 74% is used domestically as 
human food, and 21% is exported for use as human food. 
Address: Assoc. Experiment Station Editor, Agriculture and 
Home Economics Experiment Station, Iowa State Univ. of 
Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa.

2337. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1975. Japan’s imports of U.S. soybeans down in 
1974; Some gain now. Feb. 24. p. 9.
• Summary: The Japanese Soybean and Supply Consultative 
Council estimates that soybean imports from the U.S. for 
all of the Japanese fi scal year 1974 will be 3.08 million 
tons. In addition to the 3.1 million tons of soybeans that the 
U.S. provided in calendar 1974, the People’s Republic of 
China is expected to have shipped another 230,000 tons, and 
Brazil about 50,000 tons. Total Japanese soybean utilization 
in 1974 is estimated at 3.6 million tons, including 2.76 
million tons used by the crushing industry and 730,000 tons 
for traditional foods. Address: Offi ce of U.S. Agricultural 
Attaché, Tokyo.

2338. Kay, Theodore; Ifeacho, C.L.; Onowu, G.; Udenze, 
V.; Nnamani, G.; Anazonwu-Bello, J.N.; Ifenu, F.; Modebe, 
V.; Emembolu, M. 1975. Use of soya bean to improve the 
protein content of the diet in West Africa and thus prevent 
kwashiorkor. J. of Tropical Pediatrics and Environmental 
Child Health 21(1B):45-48. Feb. Special issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutritional value of 
soya bean. Nigerian foods prepared with soya bean paste: 
Soya bean paste (soaked, ground soybeans without the 

“husk” removed), kosei (akara ball), panke (puff-puff). 
Nigerian foods prepared with soya bean milk: how to make 
the basic milk, wara (milk curd), and alele (moin-moin, 
made with soya milk residue [okara]). Note: “The above fi ve 
recipes have been fully accepted in many parts of Nigeria. 
The taste and the preparation procedure of these traditional 
Nigerian foods made from soya beans worked out to be 
almost the same or very similar to the foods traditionally 
made from cow peas (white beans) for kosei and alele, wheat 
fl our only for panke, and cow milk for wara.”
 Nigerian foods made with soya bean fl our (pre-cooked): 
How to make the basic fl our, protein enriched pap (with 
akamu), and protein-enriched fu-fu (with gari or cassava 
fl our). Discussion.
 “Soya bean is being successfully established in Nigeria, 
but it has been very diffi cult to cook in a traditional West 
African way so it has never become popular in this country. 
Most soya bean produced in Nigeria has been exported as 
cash crop except a little for animal consumption.”
 Kosai, alele, panke, and awara are traditional foods in 
Northern Nigeria, while akara ball, moin-moin and puff-puff 
are traditional foods in Southern Nigeria.
 Discussion: “Why do we need soya bean in Nigeria?”
 “1. It has higher protein content and net protein 
utilisation (NPU) than cowpeas, groundnut and other 
legumes [a table shows this]. Moreover, soya bean is much 
cheaper than other legumes in Nigeria.
 “2. Soya bean fl our and soya bean milk have little taste 
and can therefore be incorporated into traditional foods such 
as pap and fu-fu without changing the appearance, taste and 
texture.
 “3. It can be processed into traditional foods such as 
kosai, alele, panke and awara in Northern Nigeria or akara 
ball, moin-moin and puff-puff in Southern Nigeria, with the 
same or almost the same taste and similar cooking process.
 “4. In this way prevention of protein defi ciency in 
children becomes possible without reliance on imported 
foods such as dried skim milk, which are no doubt valuable 
for the treatment of patients in hospitals, but useless in the 
villages.
 “5. The bean has been used from time immeasurable in 
China and Japan and is the most effective way of preventing 
protein defi ciencies in a largely vegetarian community. It is 
therefore a reliable and safe food.
 “Soya bean protein is a top quality protein. If the use 
of soya bean products were widely promoted, kwashiorkor 
could disappear from Nigeria.” Address: 1. Dep. of Chemical 
Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, Ahmadu Bello Univ., 
Zaria, Nigeria; 2-5. East Central State Ministry of Health 
and Social Welfare, Enugu, Nigeria; 6. East Central State 
Ministry of Education, Enugu, Nigeria; 7-9. Univ. of Nigeria 
Teaching Hospital, Enugu, Nigeria.

2339. Julien, Bruno. 1975. French harvest small fi rst crop 
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of soybeans, potential remains. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). March 17. p. 2-4, 20.
• Summary: France’s drive to produce soybeans–launched 
in earnest last year following the 1973 world soybean 
crunch–got off to a poor start, as devastating weather 
reduced the 1974 harvest 20% from the 350,000 bushels 
originally anticipated. The country has a strong interest in 
lessening its dependence on imported U.S. soybeans. Among 
those exerting pressures were the powerful French farmer 
organizations, which began prodding the Government to 
develop a protein production plan and apply lessons learned 
from experimental trials with soybeans. The experimental 
work was launched in 1966 by the Interprofessional 
Technical Center for Oilseeds (CETIOM; Centre Technique 
Interprofessionnel des Oléagineux Métropolitains) which, 
with fi nancing from a tax on oilseed production, undertakes 
research. Between 1966 and 1969, CETIOM conducted a 
series of surveys to fi nd varieties of soybeans adaptable 
to French agriculture, the best production regions, and the 
economic feasibility of soybean cultivation, including the 
advisability of pushing for its inclusion in the EC’s system of 
Common Agric. Policies.
 The U.S. variety, Amsoy, was found to give the best 
results, although a limiting factor with all varieties was the 
need for a temperature of no less than 13ºC (55ºF) during 
the 3-week fl owering period. Because of this requirement, 
a relatively small area in southwestern France was the only 
one judged suitable for commercial soybean production. 
Commercial testing of soybeans began in 1970. The tests 
were fi nanced by the Ministry of Agriculture and limited 
to 1,000 acres. CETIOM issued a booklet giving technical 
information to farmers.
 France in 1973 began formulating its own protein 
production plan in the fall of 1973 to encourage, on its 
own, the planting of 10,000 acres of soybeans in 1974. 
60% of the acreage in the Departments of Haute-Garohne, 
Gers, and Tarn–an area with a latitude the same as that of 
northern Iowa and southern Minnesota. The 1,500 farmers 
participating in the effort averaged only 6 acres of soybeans 
per farm due to unusually wet weather and below-normal 
temperatures. France’s 1974 soybean production is now 
estimated at about 280,000 bushels. Address: Offi ce of U.S. 
Agricultural Attaché, Paris, France.

2340. Amirshahi, M.C. 1975. Soybean cultivation and 
production in Iran. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 209-10. 
D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and 
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of 
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric., 
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soya bean is a new crop in Iran, having been 
introduced only about 36 years ago [i.e., in about 1939]. 
About 6 years ago, interest in soya bean cultivation started to 
increase sharply.

 “Soya is regarded in Iran as a source of edible vegetable 
oil. Reports show that in 1973 the national oil consumption 
was about 250,000 tons, of which some 190,000 tons 
were vegetable oils and the rest animal oils. The national 
vegetable oil production in Iran in 1973 was 70,000 tons and 
the balance–120,000 tons, 80 percent from soya bean–was 
imported. The principal sources of vegetable oil in Iran are 
cotton seed, which supplies 35,000 to 40,000 tons of oil; 
sunfl ower, supplying 25,000 to 30,000 tons; and saffl ower, 
sesame, and soya bean, supplying the rest...
 “The total area under soya bean cultivation and soya 
bean production in Iran have been reported as follows:
 “In 1972, 7,000 ha produced 9,700 tons with a yield of 
1,380 tons/ha. In 1973, 6,360 ha produced 9,540 tons with a 
yield of 1,500 tons/ha. In 1974, 21,794 ha produced 31,000 
tons with a yield of 1,422 tons/ha.
 “Three fourths of the soya bean crop is cultivated in the 
northern littoral plain of Iran–that is, the Caspian Sea area, 
Mazandaran and Gorgan–and only one-fourth in the central 
plateau and the west...
 “It is estimated that by next year the total soya bean 
area will be increased to 60,000 hectares, of which 50,000 
hectares will be in the Caspian. It is estimated that in the 
next 5 years the total area for soya bean will be raised up to 
100,000 to 120,000 hectares...
 “The spectacular increase in area under soybean is being 
promoted... (1) By informing the farmers of the benefi ts of 
soya bean farming through extension agents. (2) Due to the 
high cost of cotton production the farmers are switching 
to other crops like soya bean. (3) The soya bean price has 
been raised by the Oil Seed Company. (4) Subsidies and 
loans in the form of seed, fertilizers, and even money are 
paid to interested farmers by the Oil Seed Company and the 
government.” Address: Vice Dean, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Teheran [Tehran] Univ., Karadj, Iran.

2341. Ashaye, T.I.; Asenime, I.O.E.; Afolabi, N.O.; Van 
Rheenen, H.A. 1975. Soybean production in Nigeria. 
INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 223-26. D.K. Whigham, ed. 
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings 
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and 
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). [13 ref]
• Summary:  “It has been rightly observed that prejudice 
and custom are among the factors that prevent people from 
adopting new crops of foods quickly. But Ochse et al. (9) 
had this to say on the future development of soybeans: ‘The 
remarkable progress made in the culture of soybean in the 
United States can be duplicated in many other countries 
provided due attention is paid to the selection of varieties 
adapted to the particular conditions of soil, climate, and 
length of day under which the crop is to be grown. They will 
form a valuable addition to the diet of any area and can serve 
as a source of raw material for a widely diversifi ed chemical 
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industry.’
 “It appears the time has come when more attention 
should be paid to the production of soybean in Nigeria. 
At present, our greatest need is to stimulate interest in 
soybean production and use. When the Governments of the 
Federation show interest and are fi nancially ready to back 
up a production campaign, it will not be diffi cult to fi nd 
industries to consume the product. When this happens a 
great revolution can take place in Nigerian agriculture. This 
paper tries to put together data on the production and use of 
soybean in Nigeria.
 “Areas of Production: The main soybean-growing area 
in Nigeria is in the Southern Guinea Zone of Nigeria where 

a rainy season of 5 months or more discourages 
the cultivation of groundnuts.
 “Benue Province in Benue-Plateau State 
is a center of production, followed by the Abuja 
area in the North Western State and Southern 
Zaria Province in North Central State as minor 
production areas. The crop is produced in small 
holdings of 1 to 2 hectares per farmer, with an 
average yield of 600 to 800 kg/ha. All the areas 
of production and centers where research work 
is in progress are shown in Fig. 1.
 “By 1964 the highest tonnage of soybeans 
ever produced for export in Nigeria was 26,450 
long tons from about 32,000 hectares (7). The 
production of soybeans and its market value is 
shown in Table 1.
 “Nigerian soybeans form a minor part 
of the total world production and most of the 
crop is sold to United Kingdom consumers. 
Italy, Hungary, and Western Germany are other 
markets for Nigerian soybeans. When compared 

with other world producers such as China and the United 
States of America, Nigerian produce is infi nitesimal (0.05%). 
Between 1961 and 1968, world production has risen from 
30 to 42 million tons with the United States of America 
producing more than half and China one-third of the world 
crop of soybean.
 “Nigeria soybean production has been erratic, due 
mainly to the fact that much of the production is left to the 
initiative of the farmers with little governmental control. 
Sharp declines between 1967 and 1969 may be mainly due 
to the Civil War, and the decline between 1970 and 1973 
may be the result of a combination of factors such as lack of 

interest on the part 
of farmers and 
drought (Table 1).
 “Primary Uses 
of Soybean in 
Nigeria: Onochie 
(10) discussed 
the potential 
value of soybean 
as a protein 
supplement in 
Nigeria’s diet. 
He observed 
that soybean has 
a higher total 
digestible nutrient 
percentage 
(91.99%) than 
cowpeas (79.52%) 
and therefore more 
metabolizable 
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energy. Soybean also has a higher content of lysine (6.0 to 
6.5%) than all other common vegetable protein sources. 
Soybean has never become popular in the Nigerian diet 
because it is very diffi cult to cook in traditional Nigerian 
ways, and it lacks the familiar taste. Onochie (10) noted 
that its use for the common ‘bean’ recipes in Nigeria (olele 
and akara ball) is limited by its poor soaking and cooking 
qualities, lack of palatability, and change of color during 
cooking which renders it unattractive.”
 “Most of the soybeans produced in Nigeria are exported 
as a cash crop, except for a few that are used for human 
consumption in some parts of the northern states. Yuwa (13) 
stated that the Gwarrin Genge around Diko have discovered 
that soybeans can be used for making ‘daddawa’ [dawadawa] 
in place of the usual locust bean. Also the Koros around 
Ija pound it into powder and use it in place of melon seed 
to thicken their soup. Recently, however, because of the 
prevalent kwashiorkor (acute protein defi ciency syndrome) 
in many poor Nigerian children, there appears to be 
stimulated interest in the use of soybean for human food.
 “Incorporating Soybean into the Nigerian Dietary: There 
have been many suggested methods of utilizing soybeans for 
human consumption in Nigeria. Onochie (10) suggested that 
the use of soybean in the Nigerian menu can be improved by 
mixing it with the more desirable cowpeas paste for ‘olele’ 
and ‘akara,’ by using it to fortify wheat fl our for bread, or by 
making it into soybean milk. This soybean milk can then be 
processed into traditional foods such as kosai, alele, panke, 
and wara in the northern states of Nigeria or akara ball, moi-
moi, and puff-puff in the southern states of Nigeria, with 
acceptable taste.
 “Recently, protein-enriched pap (soy-ogi) has been 
developed by the Federal Institute of Industrial Research 
(1). This is made by mixing soybean fl our with corn fl our 
and adding sugar for taste. Soy-ogi is meant for cheap baby 
food and so replaces costly dried skim milk. From test 
results, soy-ogi appeared to be well accepted by children. 
If the product is not expensive this may be the fi rst step 
toward large-scale use of soybean for human consumption in 
Nigeria. The present cost of frying oil and protein meal for 
livestock in Nigeria points to the great potential for industrial 
uses of this crop when grown in large quantities. The oil will 
supplement groundnut oil and the very rich soybean meal 
will be valuable to the Nigerian livestock industry.
 “Varieties: Until recently, little attention was paid 
to soybean research in the southern states of Nigeria 
because most people did not recognize the nutritional 
value of soybeans for human consumption or their multi-
industrial value. In the northern states, where most of the 
export crop of soybean comes from, attention has been 
paid to variety development. Gowen (5) observed that, in 
variety trials carried out in 1964, the collections from the 
United States exhibited striking differences in yield, plant 
maturity, plant size, pod shattering, standing ability, and 

disease resistance. In Northern State of Nigeria, the variety 
Malayan, the standard recommendation for all soybean 
growing areas (8), has been partly replaced by varieties 
such as Bf-S/58, Hernon No. 107, II G-1-7, and II G-1-1. 
Variety improvement through breeding was reported by 
the Institute for Agricultural Research, Samaru (11). At 
Mokwa Agricultural Research Station, which forms part of 
the Institute for Agricultural Research, Samaru, crosses had 
been made between CNS and Malayan. In a bulk population 
program, selections were made that exceeded yields of the 
recommended varieties in subsequent trials by about 40 
percent. At the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA) in Ibadan, a soybean breeding program was started in 
1970 and work has continued since then.
 “Fertilizer requirement for soybean in the northern states 
of Nigeria has been investigated. Super-phosphate has been 
found to be the best phosphorus fertilizer for soybean and, 
provided sulfur is not limiting, nitrogen fi xation will occur. 
No response to potash has been found.
 “Regional Trials: Active research work in soybean 
started in eastern Nigeria in 1965 but was discontinued 
from 1968 to 1971 (3). Research attention was focused on 
variety trials. Most of the varieties tested were the local, low-
yielding types, and yield results were generally low.
 “Research work in soybean in Western State has 
been inconsistent but has been given more attention since 
1969. The period 1969-1971 was used for collection and 
multiplication of seeds. Variety trials started in 1972 have 
continued until the present.
 “Variety trials were carried out at Mokwa Agricultural 
Research Station and about fi ve other locations in 
the northern states of Nigeria, which resulted in the 
recommendation of new varieties.
 “With the foundation of the IITA in Ibadan, more 
varieties became available for trial and breeding and 
agronomic work are in progress there” (Continued). Address: 
1&3. Inst. of Agricultural Research and Training, Univ. of 
Ife, Ibadan, Nigeria.

2342. Ashaye, T.I.; Afolabi, N.O. 1975. The effect of 
pedoclimatic factors and agronomic practices on soybean 
performance in the Western State of Nigeria. INTSOY Series 
No. 6. p. 254-63. D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, 
Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference 
for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia 
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 
[10 ref]
• Summary: Contains a brief history of the soybean in 
Nigeria from 1908 to the present, based largely on earlier 
publications.
 “Ezedinma (1965) reviewed the history of the crop 
in Nigeria. According to him, soybean was introduced 
into Nigeria in 1908. An attempt to grow the crop at Moor 
Plantation at that time failed. In 1937, ten new varieties were 
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introduced from the United States, one from Malaya, and one 
from British Guyana. Of these, only one U.S. introduction 
(oto otan), the Malayan, and Creole from British Guyana 
survived; the rest either failed to germinate or failed in the 
second year of planting due to poor handling. Between 1954 
and 1960, the number of varieties in the Samaru collection 
increased from 38 to 60.” Note: This citation for Ezedinma 
is incorrect. It should be: Ezedinma. 1964. “The soybean in 
Nigeria.” Proceedings of the Agricultural Society of Nigeria 
3:13-16.
 “A number of varieties were introduced to Western 
Nigeria by the International Development Service Mission 
(IDS). There was hardly any trace of this latter collection by 
1969. Gowen (1965) reported that two variety collections–
imported in 1960 and 1963–failed to germinate.
 “The success of the early introduction into Samaru in 
1928 led to the introduction of the crop into other parts of 
Northern Nigeria. With the high demand for oilseeds during 
the second World War, the Malayan variety, which had a 
promising yield of over 1,100 kg per hectare, was rapidly 
multiplied and led to an initial export of 10 tons in 1947. 
Soybean soon became a cash crop in the Tiv division of 
Benue province. Its cultivation later extended to Ogoja and 
Abakaliki provinces of Eastern Nigeria.” Address: 1. Acting 
Director, Inst. of Agricultural Research and Training, P.M.B. 
5029, Moor Plantation, Ibadan, Nigeria; 2. Research fellow.

2343. Ashaye, T.I.; Asenime, I.O.E.; Afolabi, N.O.; Van 
Rheenen, H.A. 1975. Soybean production in Nigeria. 
INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 223-26. D.K. Whigham, ed. 
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings 
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and 
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). [13 ref]
• Summary: (Continued). “Research and Production: 
Average yield of the commercial soybean varieties on a 
farmer’s farm is 400 to 800 kg/ha of threshed grains (13). 
Low yields have been attributed to poor maintenance.
 “Results from experimental plots from the Federal 
Agricultural Research Stations at Bende and Umudike, 
the Institute of Agricultural Research and Training, Moor 
Plantation, Ibadan, and the International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture, Ibadan, showed high potentials for soybean 
yield. Some exotic varieties such as Bossier, Hardee, CES 
407, CES 486 and Improved Pelican yielded over 1,800 kg/
ha with Bossier leading with 3,389 kg/ha at Bende, 3,246 kg/
ha at IITA, 2,646 kg/ha at Ikenne, and 2,164 kg/ha at Moor 
Plantation.
 “Trial results from the northern states showed 
satisfactory results (11). At Mokwa, yields of well over 2,000 
kg/ha were obtained. Experiments at Ganye and Jalingo 
yielded well. The variety Jackson gave the best yield at 
Jalingo with 2,162 kg/ha. The variety Bossier has been tested 
at Mokwa but gave disappointing results. However, in the 

south the prospects look very good for introducing Bossier as 
the best adapted variety (6).
 “Future Outlook: From the projected fi gures for 1972 to 
1980 for Benue-Plateau State, it is estimated that area under 
soybean will rise from 36,951 hectares in 1972 to 40,405 
hectares in 1980: This is an increase of 1 percent per year. 
Rise in seed production is estimated at about 2.5 percent per 
year, from 10,266 long tons in 1972 to 12,629 in 1980. This 
is a very conservative projection. Considering the stimulated 
interest in other parts of the country, by 1980 a larger area 
of land from the southern rain forest will have been devoted 
to soybean growing. With the introduction of high-yielding 
varieties and an increased knowledge of soybean culture, 
coupled with the awareness of its industrial potentials and its 
role in human nutrition, it may be assumed that Nigeria has 
the factors that are likely to stimulate increased production of 
this crop. In Benue-Plateau State, for example, a feasibility 
study was carried out on vegetable oil seeds processing. It 
was established that soybean was one of the oil seed crops 
that has great potential (12). It is not unlikely therefore that 
Nigeria may turn out to be a major producer in the future.” 
Address: 1&3. Inst. of Agricultural Research and Training, 
Univ. of Ife, Ibadan, Nigeria.

2344. von Oppen, Matthias. 1975. Economic evaluation of 
simultaneous development of production and processing 
of soybeans in India. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 108-23. 
D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and 
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of 
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric., 
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Agricultural production 
of soybeans. Marketing and processing of soybeans and soy 
products. Role of government. Conclusion. “Over the past 
ten years several countries have experienced large increases 
in soybean production. Some of these countries, such as 
Argentina, Paraguay, Romania, and India, have started their 
soybean production from virtually zero levels...
 “The higher the absolute levels of production the more 
rapid are the increases in area under soybeans until an 
upper limit is approached. During the early stages, soybean 
development is restricted by a lack of processing facilities, 
and processing facilities generally are slow to come up until 
certain minimum quantities of soybeans are available in 
suffi cient densities for processing in large-scale industrial 
operations...
 “When a production density of 0.1 tonnes/sq. km is 
reached, it will be possible for a plant with a capacity of 
50 tonnes/day to assemble its required 15,000 tonnes/year 
from an area of about 150,000 sq. km, i.e., an area which, if 
circular, would have a radius of about 230 km. Even though 
the radius would be the maximum and the average distance 
would be about 150 km, these are fairly long but feasible 
distances to assemble soybeans by truck. It is at this level 
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of about 0.1 tonnes/sq. km that we expect several sizeable 
plants to begin to process soybeans quite economically. In 
the soybean development program special efforts should be 
made to concentrate, rather than spread, further development 
and extension work, preferably in areas where there is 
already a processing plant.”
 Tables: (1) “Production and export-import of soybeans 
and soy products in selected countries.” Gives statistics for 
Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Mexico, Romania, Thailand, 
and India–for four time periods: 1961-65, 1970, 1971, and 
1972. For each country and time period the following are 
given: (1) Soybean production (1,000 metric tons). Net 
exports or imports of: (2) Whole soybeans, (3) Soy oil, 
and (3) Soy meal. Footnote (a) states that in each of these 
countries, the area planted to soybeans has increased by at 
least about 200% or more between 1961-65 and 1972. (2) 
“Weekly prices of soybeans and competing crops in selected 
primary markets of North India in November and December 
of 1972 and 1973 in rupees per quintal.” Groundnuts in the 
shell bring the highest price, followed by soybeans, with 
Jowar (yellow) and maize (white) far behind. (3) Recorded 
soybean processing [crushing] capacity in India in 1974 
and 1975, producing either edible quality soy meal or 
industrial quality soymeal. Statistics are given for screw 
press / expeller plants and solvent extraction plants. (4) 
Average costs of processing soybeans by different methods. 
(5) Production costs of protein and energy for soybeans, 
groundnuts, jowar, and maize.
 Figures: (1) A semi-log graph (p. 110) shows the 
increase in area planted to soybeans in each of the countries 
in table 1. (2) “Agricultural production costs per kilogram 
of protein from different crops in Madhya Pradesh, India”–
graph from 1970 to 1973. Soybean is by far the least 
expensive, followed by groundnut, maize, and jowar. (3) 
“Agricultural production costs per million calories from 
different crops in Madhya Pradesh, India”–graph from 
1970 to 1973. Soybean is the least expensive, followed by 
groundnut. (4) Average costs of crushing soybeans in India 
based on the capacity of the crushing machinery. Economical 
operation requires a capacity of at least 100-200 tons per 
day. Address: Economist, International Crops Research Inst. 
for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), Hyderabad 500-016, 
India.

2345. Soybean Digest. 1975. Brazil–Coming on strong. 
April. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Brazil’s production of soybeans is growing 
rapidly, aided by support from the Brazilian government, 
West Germany and Japan. ACAR (The Association of Credit 
and Rural Assistance) provides “both interest-free loans and 
technical assistance to farmers interested in developing land, 
with soybeans as a top priority now...”
 The article quotes the opening lines of four Reuters 
News Service stories from early 1975: (1) “Washington, DC, 

Feb. 6–Brazil will have a sharp increase in the availability of 
soybeans, soybean meal and oil for export over the coming 
year, according to a USDA fi eld dispatch...”
 (2) “Brasilia, Jan. 29–President Ernesto Giesel has 
announced approval of a Brazilian government plan to 
develop 1.3 mil. square kilometers (about 50 mil. acres) of 
scrublands in the Brazilian middle west... The area... could 
double Brazil’s production of soybeans...”
 (3) “Rio de Janeiro, Jan. 31–West German and Brazilian 
farm cooperatives will form a joint company to increase 
soybean production in Brazil and guarantee supplies to 
Germany...”
 (4) “Brasilia Feb. 13–An offi cial Japanese technical 
mission began a 6-day visit to investigate possibilities for 
private joint ventures in agricultural development in Minas 
Gerais State...”
 The “soybean price boom began 2 years ago.” A graph 
shows Brazilian soybean production from 1968-69 (50 
million bushels) to 1974-75 (320 million bu).

2346. Berlan, J.P.; Bertrand, J.P.; Chabert, J.P.; Marloie, M.; 
Spitz, P. 1975. Blé et soja, pénurie sur commande? [Wheat 
and soybeans, scarcity to order?]. Recherche (La) No. 56. 
May. [Fre]*
Address: INRA Economie, Paris, France.

2347. Berlan, J.P.; Bertrand, J.P.; Chabert, J.P.; Marloie, M.; 
Spitz, P. 1975. Blé et soja: Pénuries sur commande? [Wheat 
and soya: Scarcities to order?]. Recherche (La) No. 56. May. 
[Fre]*
Address: France.

2348. Doty, Harry O., Jr. 1975. Decisionmaking in the 
oilseed processing industry. ERS (USDA Economic Research 
Service) No. 598. 19 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Cover title: “Speech before the 21st annual 
conference of Cooperative Soybean and Cottonseed oil 
Mills, Las Vegas, Nevada, March 10, 1975.” Contents: 
Introduction: Soybean crushings, oil yields, value of 
products, oilseed processing mills, processing capacity, 
processing margins, components of oil products margins.
 Possible changes ahead for the oilseed crushing industry: 
Increased food production, palm oil, sunfl owers, peanuts, 
Brazilian soybean production, edible soy protein (soy fl our 
and grits, extruded textured soy protein), polyunsaturated 
fatty acids (for concern over blood cholesterol and heart 
attacks), refi ning, new processing methods and equipment. 
Oil crops research program: New research, automating price 
and quantity data in a data bank.
 Tables show: (1) Soybean crushings, oil and meal 
production by regions and states, year beginning September, 
selected years, 1954-1973. (2) Soybean crushings, by 
months, actual and percent of total, 1960-1974. Soybeans are 
crushed year-round, but slightly larger amounts are crushed 
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in Nov., Dec., and Jan. (3) Soybean crushings and yields 
of oil per bushel crushed. (4) Soybean exports by months, 
actual and percent of total, 1960-1974. (5) Estimated number 
of soybean oil mills and processing capacity in the United 
States, 1963-1974. (8) Estimated number of soybean oil 
mills in the United States, and soybeans crushed by regions 
and states, 1969-1973. (9) Soybean oil mills. Number of 
companies and plants, concentration ratios, production and 
value of shipments for products, Census years, 1947-72. (10) 
Salad and cooking oil: Components of margins per 24-ounce 
bottle, 1973. (11) Margarine: Components of margins 
per 1-pound package, 1973. (12) Vegetable shortening: 
Components of margins per 3-pound can, 1973.
 “In recent years, a big boost was given to the use of 
vegetable soy protein by the development of an inexpensive 
texturizing process. Another boost took place when the 
USDA School Lunch Program allowed 30 percent textured 
soy protein to be added to beef to make a beef-soy patty 
in February 1971. Then, U.S. edible soy protein use for its 
protein value was here to stay. Use of edible soy protein in 
the School Lunch Program has continued to grow ever since. 
Production of soy fl our and grits was 326 million pounds in 
1962 and increased to 474 million pounds in 1972” (p. 7). 
Address: USDA Economic Research Service, Washington, 
DC 20250.

2349. Soybean Digest. 1975. Export control: The aftermath. 
May. p. 13-14.
• Summary: Few things raise the ire of soybean growers 
more than talk about export controls. “When politicians start 
messing with exports, they’re talking about more than half 
of the soybean market–a market that’s been developed over 
years of hard work but which has been endangered by export 
manipulations in each of the last 2 years.”
 “Most of the shackles on soybean exports are off now 
and are expected to remain off so long as we don’t have a 
disastrous crop year. But what about the lingering effects of 
controls? Short-term, of course, it means we obviously ship 
fewer soybeans–the graphs comparing the 1973 summer 
embargo-controls period and the 1974-75 prior-approval 
period with comparable periods in other years indicates that 
plainly.
 “But what about the effect over the long term? Here are 
just some of the undesirable things controls bring with them:
 “1. Soybean and all commodity prices are lower.” The 
“prior-approval program” started in early October and ended 
in early March. Clayton Yeutter admits it had a dampening 
effect on soybean prices.
 “2. Controls endanger our ability to produce and the 
farmers’ image.
 “3. Prices go higher in other parts of the world when 
we control our supplies, encouraging foreign production of 
competitive supplies.
 “4. Controls encourage substitution of other products.

 “5. Our credibility as a reliable supplier has been hurt 
severely.
 “6. Two experiences with controls set a dangerous 
precedent for similar moves in the future.
 “7. Not only are earlier soybean export controls a 
precedent for future soybean controls in the U.S., but our 
controls policy is a precedent for other nations to embargo or 
control their natural resources.
 “8. Another part of the economic problem is that 
controls damage the U.S. balance of payments situation.
 “9. In talking about precedents, perhaps one of the worst 
aspects of export controls is that their implementation has 
been the result of political motivations that have nothing to 
do with the good of agriculture.
 “10. Controls have severely damaged the attitude toward 
export market promotional efforts.”

2350. Freckmann, James K. 1975. Soybean crops draw 
attention of growth areas. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service) 13(23):10-11. June 9.
• Summary: Summarizes the regional conference on 
soybeans at Addis Ababa in October 1974 which “featured 
exchanges of soybean information and research in 
subtropical areas by agricultural scientists and planners 
representing countries in Africa, the Mideast, and South 
Asia.
 “Up to now, there has been no substantial expansion of 
local soybean production in these areas, although a number 
of countries are expressing growing interest in soybean 
agronomy and cultivation.
 “Several factors–including a 10-15 year lead time before 
quantities of beans are available for export, disease, storage, 
and harvesting problems–suggest that the long-term outlook 
for production of soybeans in many tropical and subtropical 
countries of Africa and the Mideast is dim.
 “Also, average yields of soybeans in these areas have 
proven to be very low even in test trials at research stations–
another factor that acts as a disincentive to commercial 
production.
 “The growing interest in soybean production now being 
expressed by some African and Mideastern countries arises 
both from the desire of these countries to improve the levels 
of human nutrition as well as to earn more foreign exchange 
from exports of soybeans.
 “However, the 10-15 year lead time applying to new 
soybean production precludes any immediate hope of export 
earnings from this crop.
 “The following highlights summarize steps taken in 
soybean production by some developing countries:
 “Ivory Coast: Crash program started in 1974 to grow 
soybeans for seed on about 173 acres. About 2,500 acres are 
to be sown in 1975... Tanzania: Soybean production was fi rst 
tried in 1907. About 1,800 acres sown to soybeans are in 
various trials as an intercrop for small farmers and another 
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2,000 acres have been sown in a peanut area. Japanese are 
seeking rights to grow soybeans for export to Japan.
 “Ethiopia: About 60 metric tons of soybeans were grown 
in 1973 and about 80 tons in 1974 for the Food Nutrition 
Institute for use in human (baby care) nutrition. About 700 
tons of soy fl our were imported from the United States in 
1974...
 India: Area sown to soybeans may reach about 750,000 
acres by 1980, compared with about 210,000 acres in 
1974. Twelve processing plants, of which fi ve are solvent 
extraction plants, average 50 tons of beans per day. These 
plants have a total capacity of 83,000 tons annually, but are 
now processing only about 40,000 tons.
 “Nigeria: Government has plans to plant 100,000 acres 
by 1980 for export crops...
 “Sierra Leone: Some trials have been carried out since 
1966, but no commercial production has been tried or 
contemplated. The country’s small poultry industry imports 
meal from the United States, and is pushing for location 
production of soybeans to reduce feed costs.
 “Ghana: Soybean production was fi rst tried in 1906, 
with poor results. In 1972, the Government decided to try 
again in hope of reducing large imports of soymeal and oil. 
Trials are still being conducted. About 1,300 acres are to be 
sown to soybeans in 1975...
 “Rwanda: Soybeans were grown on about 4,000 acres in 
1974, and plans are to increase this area to 10,000 acres over 
the next few years. All current production is for domestic 
food, and plans are to export beans to neighboring countries 
in the future. A French aid group is encouraging production.
 “Sri Lanka: Soybean crops were fi rst tried in 1947. 
Varietal testing is now being conducted, and about 5,000 
acres were planted in 1974 on rice land as a rotational crop. 
Government is issuing free seed to farmers willing to plant 
soybeans. Plantings were zero in 1970, but world prices are 
encouraging expansion of plantings.
 “Iraq: About 13,000 acres were assigned to a seed 
multiplication scheme in 1974, and about 50,000 acres are to 
be planted in 1975 to meet domestic oil and meal needs.
 “Saudi Arabia: Varietal testing is planned.”
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Ghana, or the cultivation of soybeans in Ghana 
(1906). However there is good reason to distrust this very 
early date, since no source is given and since many earlier 
reports give the date of introduction as 1909.
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen 
(June 2007) for soybeans in Iraq, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Iraq (1974; one of two documents). The source 
of these soybeans is unknown. Address: U.S. Agricultural 
Attaché, Nairobi, Kenya.

2351. Associated Press (AP). 1975. Foreign customers urge 
U.S. to improve soybeans’ quality. Japan Times. June 20. p. 
10.

• Summary: “Washington–Taken at face value, the 
grumblings of some foreign customers about poor-quality 
U.S. soybean meal indicate that in the future they will turn to 
Brazil and other countries fi rst before buying beans and meal 
from American suppliers.
 “But regardless of how serious the complaints may be, 
the plain facts are that no foreign country that wants to boost 
livestock production can afford to ignore U.S. soybeans very 
long.
 “In most years, the U.S. soybeans crop comprises 
nearly three-fourths of all the soybeans in the world and puts 
American farmers in an enviable position of wielding the 
most muscle in the international market.
 “That is not to say there is room for complacency since, 
for now at least, there are more soybeans around than will 
be used. It’s a buyer’s market, and this provides a chance for 
foreign customers to be choosy.
 “A six-man delegation of European livestock feed 
manufacturers raised questions about U.S. soybean supplies 
and quality in a two-day visit last week with Agriculture 
Department and congressional farm leaders.
 “The complaints were indicative of growing concern 
about U.S. grain quality in general and the effectiveness of 
the inspection system being probed by federal investigators 
and Congress.
 “Kenneth Arnott, president of the Federation of 
European Feed Compounders, said members of his 
association are increasingly aware of U.S. quality problems 
and are leaning more heavily toward other sources of supply, 
particularly soybeans and meal from Brazil.
 “’We will tend to go there if nothing is done about U.S. 
quality,’ Arnott told reporters.
 “Brazil has increased soybean production dramatically 
in recent years and, according to USDA offi cials, ‘is now the 
single most important U.S. competitor in world markets for 
oilseeds and products.’
 “In the past year, for example, while U.S. soybean and 
meal exports dropped from previous record levels, Brazilian 
exports soared.
 “However, the sheer size of the crop produced by 
American farmers will continue to be the biggest factor in 
international soybean traffi c for many years to come.
 “American farmers now are planting soybeans at a rate 
which, according to USDA projections, could mean a harvest 
of around 1,500 million bushels. That would be up sharply 
from the 1,230 million bushels produced in 1974 and within 
reaching distance of the record 1973 harvest of almost 1,550 
million.
 “Brazil, meanwhile, may produce a record harvest 
of 395 million bushels, according to some estimates, up 
dramatically from 272 million in 1974, and 184 million in 
1973.
 “There is no question that the emergence of Brazilian 
soybeans has had an impact on prices American farmers 
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receive, USDA economists say. Coming at a time when 
livestock feeding is in a slump in nearly all developed 
countries, the addition of even a few bushels to an already 
overloaded market acts as a depressant.
 “According to some authorities, however, the future of 
the soybean market–meaning U.S. farm prices–will depend 
more on what happens to the world economy and whether 
Western Europe, Japan and other traditional markets will 
resume all out livestock feeding.
 “In that event, goes one argument, soybeans will regain 
a large part of their former fi nancial glamour and be in large 
demand with or without Brazilian production.
 “Other factors enter the future picture, including feed 
protein sources such as Peruvian fi shmeal–now back in 
production after a severe slump several years ago–and other 
seed crops which produce meal and oil.
 “The Soviet Union also is an unknown factor. If 
Moscow continues with plans to increase consumer supplies 
of meat, milk and poultry products–as now seems likely–
Russian soybean demand could play an important role in the 
market a year or two from now.
 “USDA estimates, however, set world production of 
protein meal from all sources at 62,300,000 metric tons of 
soybean meal equivalent, down 4,300,000 from last year’s 
record.
 “However, livestock feeding has declined so much that 
total meal supplies are expected to exceed use in 1975 by 
4,400,000 tons.
 “Thus, offi cials say, a big U.S. soybean crop in the range 
of 1,500 million bushels this year will mean a buildup of 
reserves to about 470 million bushels by Sept. 1, 1976, when 
another crop year begins.
 “That would be more than double the old-crop reserve 
of 225 million bushels estimated to be on hand this Sept. 1 
when the 1975 crop begins moving to market. Last fall, the 
carryover was 171 million bushels.
 “Soybean exports in the 1975-76 year are projected 
at 400 million to 450 million bushels, compared with 400 
million estimated for this season and a high of 539 million in 
1973-74.”

2352. Goldsborough, Clarence; Akers, Howard. 1975. Mixed 
prospects for oilseeds in North Africa, South Asia. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). June 30. 
p. 6-8. Summarized in Soybean Digest. 1975. Sept. p. 35, as 
“Mideast Shows Potential for U.S. Soybeans.”
• Summary: “With some assist from the petroleum boom–
plus generally expanding incomes and population growth–
demand for U.S. oilseeds and their products appears to be 
on the rise in North Africa. South Asia, however, is another 
story, with Malaysian palm oil cutting into traditional U.S. 
soybean oil markets there and economic woes limiting all 
spending on imports, no matter what the need.”
 Among North African countries, details are given 

on imports and use of soybeans and soybean products in 
Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, and Egypt. Algeria has yet to 
buy much soybean products, except for $1 million worth 
of oil in 1974. Morocco, which produces mainly live oil, is 
growing a small amount of soybeans, and has one soybean 
processing facility with an annual capacity of 75,000 
metric tons. Tunisia also produces mainly olive oil, but the 
government purchased an estimated 30,000 tons of crude, 
degummed soy oil in 1973. Egypt imports mostly cottonseed 
oil, plus about 28,000 tons/year of soybean meal for use in 
mixed feeds. Soybean meal imports should expand as poultry 
production expands. “Egypt appears to be a good market 
for soy protein–some private U.S. fi rms are already actively 
exploring the market. On the South Asian subcontinent, U.S. 
sales prospects are clouded, by the abundance of Malaysian 
palm oil at low prices in India and Pakistan and by the dire 
economic conditions in Bangladesh. The stiff competition 
from Malaysian palm oil dropped Indian imports of U.S. 
soybean oil to less than 50 million pounds in the 1973-74 
marketing year (beginning Sept. 1 for soybeans and Oct. 
1 for soybean products) from 285 million in 1970-71.” 
Address: 1. Foreign Commodity Analysis, Fats and Oils, 
Foreign Agricultural Service; 2. American Soybean Assoc.

2353. A.T. Kearney, Inc. 1975. Feasibility of developing 
containerized transport and storage system for grains and 
soybeans to facilitate use of wide range of transport vehicles. 
Chicago. 79 p. Prepared for the USDA Agricultural Research 
Service.
Address: Chicago, Illinois.

2354. Goldsborough, Clarence; Akers, Howard. 1975. The 
Mideast–Growing market for U.S. oilseed products. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). July 23. 
p. 2-4. Summarized in Soybean Digest. 1975. Sept. p. 35, as 
“Mideast Shows Potential for U.S. Soybeans.”
• Summary: “During February 21–March 20, 1975, the 
authors visited the Mideast, North Africa, and South Asia 
to assess the market potential there for U.S. oilseeds–
particularly soybeans–and their products. This is the fi rst of 
two articles on their fi ndings.
 “With their spending power now vastly increased, the 
oil-rich nations of the Mideast and North Africa are making 
that almost inevitable turn toward better diets [i.e. more meat 
and fats], launching a number of programs that bode well for 
U.S. sales of oilseeds and their products.
 “Within this group of potentially larger markets are Iran, 
Lebanon, Iraq, Syria, and Saudi Arabia. Countries here are 
aiming for large increases in meat production, particularly 
poultry meat, which of course enhances demand for feed 
ingredients like soybean meal. They are looking for soy 
proteins as a means of enriching school lunches and other 
feeding programs. And they are in need of more vegetable 
oil.”
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 Iran’s growing oil revenues will be used to import soy 
oil. Vegetable oil consumption rose 45% last year to 20 
lb per capita, pushing Iran to the forefront of U.S. soy oil 
markets with the feeling that soy oil imports could double 
again in 1975 to 300,000 tons. Iran imported about 55,000 
tons of soybean meal in 1974. “Also interested in soy protein 
for direct human consumption, Iran hopes to use it in a 
nationwide school lunch program beginning in September. 
Each if the 5-6 million children in the program will receive 
about 2 grams of protein in a biscuit or wafer...
 “Meanwhile, the University of Kareem in Iran is 
working to fi nd varieties of soybeans suited to conditions 
in Iran. About 350 tons of seed soybeans have already been 
imported from the United States and are currently being 
planted on a wide number of sample plots.
 “The managing director of Iran’s Oilseed Research 
and Development Company sees these and commercial 
production efforts leading to a 120,000-ton soybean crop in 
1975, compared with 45,000 in 1974 and 20,000 in 1973. 
Some of this big expansion will come from a shift of nearly 
200,000 acres of Iranian cotton land to soybeans. A high 
support price, equal to about $9.80 per bushel, makes such 
changes fi nancially attractive...
 “In other countries of the Mideast–primarily Jordan, 
Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia–there is also a growing interest 
in soybeans and soybean meal for poultry production. One 
fi rm estimates the area’s so-called ‘poultry appetite’ currently 
totals 700,000 tons of mixed feed and will rise to 1.5 million 
by 1980. Soybean meal could be expected to account for 
about 22% of the total...
 “One of the biggest spenders of the Arab oil nations 
is Iraq, which is aiming at rapidly improving the living 
conditions of its people... Iraq is embarked on a program 
to become self-suffi cient in egg production. A British trade 
publication estimates current Iraqi egg consumption at 60 
million eggs a year, with 55 million imported from Eastern 
Europe...
 “In Syria, the Ministry of Agriculture has contracted 
with at least 5 fi rms for the construction of 10 large state 
poultry farms designed to produce 195 million eggs annually 
and 22 million broilers...” Address: 1. Foreign Commodity 
Analysis, Fats and Oils, Foreign Agricultural Service; 2. 
American Soybean Assoc.

2355. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). 1975--. Serial/
periodical. Tokyo, Japan: Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai 
(Soybean Supply Stabilization Assoc.). Mr. Eiichi Kimura, 
editor. Frequency: Monthly. [Jap]
• Summary: This interesting magazine began publication 
in July 1975, shortly after the American soybean embargo 
of 1973, primarily to help Japanese commercial soybean 
buyers keep informed on the status of soybeans worldwide. 
However the magazine also contains many interesting 
articles on soyfoods, including some of historical interest. 

Address: #2 Makoto Bldg. 5F, 1-4-4 Toranomon, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo 105, Japan.

2356. Soybean Digest. 1975. Cook wins NAMA award. July. 
p. 34.
• Summary: “Edward W. Cook, chairman and chief 
executive offi cer of Cook Industries Inc., Memphis, 
Tennessee, was named Agri Marketing Man of the Year 
by the National Agri Marketing Assn. (NAMA) at their 
meeting held in Chicago in April. Cook was honored by 
the 2,000-member marketing and advertising group for his 
success in developing and serving export markets for U.S. 
farm commodities.
 “The Memphis-based fi rm, headed by Cook, is the 
nation’s third largest grain exporter. The company is also a 
leading processor of soybeans and cottonseed,...”
 “Cook was recognized for his innovative approach to 
serving international grain markets. In 1972, he sold 37 
million bu. of U.S. soybeans to the Soviet Union, the fi rst 
signifi cant sale of U.S. soybeans to that country. Cook 
attributed part of the success and profi tability of the company 
to its unique dual emphasis on commodity marketing 
expertise by experienced merchants and commodity research 
by its agricultural economists.”
 Note: This year, Cook ran many full-page ads on the 
back cover of soybean digest.

2357. Butz, Earl; Abe, Shintaro. 1975. The Butz-Abe 
Understanding, 1976-1978. Washington, DC. 3 p. 
Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: “The Butz-Abe Understanding grew out of 
a meeting between the then U.S. Secretary of Agriculture 
and the Japanese Minister of Agriculture (and Forestry) on 
August 12, 1975 in Washington [DC]. The details of the 
Understanding were specifi ed in a November 7 letter by Butz 
to Abe (a copy is attached), outlining ‘trade targets for the 
coming three years for grains and soybeans.’”
 “There were two important developments in the early 
seventies [1970s] that were precursors to this agreement. 
First, as a result of worldwide shortfalls in grain production 
in 1972, U.S. wheat and corn exports increased 80 and 50 
percent, respectively, over the previous year with large 
volumes going to the centrally planned economies, notably 
the USSR. This represented a major shift in the pattern of 
the U.S. trade. Until 1972, U.S. agricultural exports to the 
centrally planned economies, with the exception of Eastern 
European countries, were negligible. Whereas the USSR was 
a residual market for U.S. wheat in 1971 (No. 42), by 1972 it 
became number one, and likewise in 1973. This situation was 
similar for coarse grains. The USSR purchased no coarse 
grains from the United States in 1970 but then became the 
second most important U.S. market in 1972 and 1973. Japan, 
on the other hand, traditionally had been a stable market for 
U.S. agricultural commodities, purchasing large quantities of 
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coarse grains, wheat, and soybeans annually for many years. 
The USSR is not the only country that has shown irregularity 
in the size of its grain purchases from the United States, but 
because of the abruptness of its entry into the market and the 
size of its purchases, it had an important impact on U.S. and 
world commodity prices. In light of this, and the fact that 
other countries were becoming more and more dependent on 
imported grains, Japan was interested in securing its grain 
supplies from its most important supplier of agricultural 
products, namely the United States.
 “The soybean embargo in 1973 was the second 
precursor to the Butz-Abe Understanding. Because soybeans 
were in short supply in mid-1973, as an infl ation-fi ghting 
measure, the U.S. secretary of Commerce imposed an 
embargo on the sport of soybeans, cottonseed and various 
meal and oil products from these commodities until all 
controls were lifted on September 21. The soybean embargo 
and the tripling of oil prices in 1973 are still mentioned as 
the two most important “shocks” to the Japanese economy 
during the early seventies. However, whereas the tripling 
of oil prices had a real and lasting effect on its economy, 
the soybeans embargo was viewed as a symbolic of Japan’s 
vulnerability to interruptions in food supplies resulting 
from policies in major exporting countries. In actuality, the 
embargo did not affect the volume of soybean imports that 
year since Japan imported a record volume from the United 
States in 1973.”
 In 1974 Mr. Abe was named Minister of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries, the fi rst of four Cabinet posts he 
held. Later he served as chief Cabinet secretary, Minister 
of International Trade and Industry, and Foreign Minister. 
He died in May 1991 at age 67. Address: 1. Secretary of 
Agriculture, USA; 2. Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (MAFF), Japan.

2358. Gardner, Brian. 1975. Embargo: A European view. 
Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 26-28.
• Summary: “Though the 1973 U.S. Government export ban 
on soybeans lasted for less than a month, its effects were 
traumatic. In Europe, no other event since WWII had more 
effect on the food industry.
 “There was a rash of bankruptcies among feed 
compounders right across Europe, ministers of agriculture 
sent panic stricken pleas to Washington for the lifting of 
the ban, and the European Economic Community’s (EEC) 
agriculture supremo, Commissioner Petrus Lardinois, fl ew to 
Washington for urgent talks with Agriculture Secretary Earl 
Butz.
 “The European’s attitude to the 1973 ban was summed 
up with an angry statement by Lardinois a few days after the 
imposition of the ban.
 “’The modern development of the EEC livestock 
industry has been based on availability of secure supplies of 
imported protein-principally U.S. soybeans and meal. The 

U.S. Government embargo threatens the very existence of 
this industry and brings into question the reliability of the 
U.S. as a supplier of Europe’s major food production raw 
material.
 “’In return for becoming the United States’ best 
customer, we are rewarded with a wholly unjustifi ed 
suspension of supplies.’
 “To the European trade, the realization that the sources 
of supply which they had grown to depend on over the 
previous 10 years were not always going to be reliable was a 
considerable shock.
 “Two other aspects caused by the embargo are: (1) 
several suppliers of the other oil seeds attempted to jack up 
prices by temporary embargoes in the period following June 
1973 and (2) It was not so much the interruption of supplies 
that caused the trouble as the aid it gave to the speculators.
 “Experts agree that there was no real interruption of 
supplies except in isolated areas such as Northern Ireland 
where the users were ‘living from hand to mouth.’ The 
reason for this was that the international shippers had 
overcontracted for soybean and meal deliveries well in 
advance of the embargo. Indeed, it is likely that their action 
was largely responsible for the embargo.
 “The European trade alleges that the big shippers had 
registered contracts for at least twice the deliveries they 
actually expected to be able to sell in the fi rst half of 1973.
 “The U.S. Government played right into the hands of 
the speculators by imposing the ban. To the uninformed it 
appeared to be a complete interruption of supplies. It was 
little wonder, therefore, that the price of soybeans on the 
EEC market in August 1973 reached as much as 700% more 
than its 1969 level.
 “In the short term, the immediate effect of the 1973 ban 
on the feed compounders was to cause a mild switch from 
soya to other meals and animal oil feed protein sources.
 “The high 1973 prices–which the June ban jacked up 
even further–precipitated animal feed price increases which 
in turn brought about the wholesale slaughter of livestock 
throughout the European Community. Pig numbers in the 
latter half of 1973 and early 1974 were reduced by 4%-6% 
and poultry numbers an average of 4%-5% throughout the 9 
countries of the Community.
 “The 1973 soya export embargo and the price escalation 
in which it played a major part, were brought about by the 
combination of two main factors: the drastic reduction in 
Peruvian fi shmeal output in the 1972-73 season and the rapid 
increase in livestock production throughout the world.
 “Without doubt a great deal of this increased demand–
particularly in Europe–was speculative. In the opinion of 
most leaders of the European feed and oilseed trade, the U.S. 
administration then played into the speculators hands by 
imposing the June 27 ban and, at a stroke, brought an already 
bad situation to crisis point.
 “Some of the diffi culties suffered by the trade at the 
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time of the embargo are outlined by Brian Rutherford who 
is chief buyer for British Oil and Cake Mills, largest feed 
compounder in the U.K. and part of the Unilever food 
combine.
 “’Our Northern Ireland feed compounding plants were 
most seriously affected because of their lack of reserves,’ 
says Rutherford. ‘Because there had never been any problem 
of interruption of supplies, plants had always depended on 
direct deliveries from Canada for the bulk of their needs. 
Because of this, they suffered the most severe effects of any 
group of compounders anywhere in Europe. There was an 
inevitable switch away from soymeal to anything they could 
get.’
 “There is agreement that the most important effect of the 
embargo was to make the British trade aware of the danger 
of their dependence on a hand to mouth supply of imported 
meal. Since 1973 there has, therefore, been a vigorous 
development of oil crushing capacity in the U.K.
 “The attitude of British users is best summed up by 
Desmond Bird, director of the British feed compounders 
trade association. ‘The embargo left a nasty taste for a while 
but it is realized that the U.S. Government recognizes the 
mistake that it made in 1973 and is very unlikely to take 
the same action again.’” Address: Correspondent for Agri-
Europe and Feedstuffs Magazine.

2359. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1975. Denmark slashes imports of U.S. soybeans in 
1974. Sept. 8. p. 13.
• Summary: Denmark’s takings of cheaper Brazilian 
soybeans rose and soybeans from the People’s Republic of 
China (PRC) came in for the fi rst time since 1967. The U.S. 
provided Denmark with 297,100 tonnes of soybeans of total 
1974 soybean imports of 471,000 tonnes. This was a 63% 
share of a market that historically supplied 90-95% of its 
needs from the U.S. Paraguay also supplied 1,000 tons of 
beans to the Danish crushing industry. Address: Offi ce of 
U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Copenhagen.

2360. Proctor, Stuart. 1975. Romania boosts soybean imports 
and output. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). Sept. 8. p. 11.
• Summary: From 8,200 tonnes in 1965, Romania’s soybean 
meal imports jumped to 117,000 tons in 1972 and 220,000 
tons in 1974. Romania’s oil needs are supplied from its 
huge sunfl owerseed crop. The country is moving ahead 
with expansion in the area of soybeans, which aside from 
a limited acreage in Yugoslavia represents the only major 
East European commitment to soybean production. Their 
output was 244,000 tons on 452,000 acres [0.54 tons/acre 
or 18.0 bu/acre yield] in 1973. Since 1970, the Romanian 
Government has been stressing livestock production above 
all as a means of increasing farm export earnings from beef 
and pork sales. However, supplying more meat–especially 

poultry meat and pork–for domestic consumption is also a 
major goal. The original aims of the Romanian Government 
in its 1970-74 5-year plan were for a 43% increase in 
cattle numbers, 70% in swine, and 63% in poultry. While 
these goals were never fully achieved, they did spark an 
impressive expansion in livestock numbers and production. 
Address: Foreign Agricultural Service.

2361. Food Systems Branch and Research Branch, 
Agriculture Canada; Grain Marketing Offi ce. Industry, Trade 
and Commerce. 1975. Plant proteins in Canada: Utilization 
for human food. Canada. iii+ 163 p. Sept. 28 cm. [25+ ref]
• Summary: The title page depicts this as “An assembly of 
information describing protein crops, status of ingredient 
manufacturers and marketing, potential markets, research 
effort, government incentives and regulations, protein status 
reports, and sources of information.”
 Contents: Introduction. Protein crops: 1. Trends in 
breeding Canadian protein crops. 2. Statistical summaries, by 
crop, of production area, yield, production, farm price, farm 
value and protein yield.
 Manufacturing: 1. Manufacturers, distributors, and 
vegetable protein associations in Canada, U.S.A., United 
Kingdom, Australia and Japan (incl. Canadian Vegetable 
Protein Association, Don Mills, Ontario; Food Protein 
Council (USA)). 2. Extraction processes for broad bean 
protein, oilseeds, soybean protein, rapeseed protein, wheat 
gluten, oat protein, corn refi ning, alfalfa protein.
 Markets: 1. Canada’s position in world plant protein 
markets. 2. Canada’s position in world gluten markets. 3. 
Projected growth of plant protein food ingredients.
 Tariffs: 1. Tariff description, by country and BTN 
number. 2. Canadian tariffs on vegetable fl ours, protein, 
oilseeds, oilcake and meal. 3. Countries entitled to British 
Preferential Tariff, Most Favoured National Customs Tariff, 
General Tariff, General Preferential Tariff.
 Regulations: 1. Status of plant protein under Canadian 
Food and Drug Regulations. 2. Canadian regulations–protein 
and fat content in simulated and extended meat products. 3. 
Problems in evaluating protein quality. 4. Aspects of current 
U.S. legislation. 5. Proposed revised regulations for plant 
protein in U.S.A.
 Government incentives: 1. Federal government 
assistance programs. 2. Provincial government assistance 
programs. 3. POS Pilot Plant Corporation.
 Research effort: 1. Estimate of research effort, in man-
years, on utilization of plant protein in Canada. 2. Non-
exhaustive list of research topics on plant protein in Canada.
 Status of Canadian plant protein development: 
1. Canadian role in development of plant proteins. 2. 
Production and utilization of sunfl ower. 3. Current status of 
leaf protein. 4. Status of rapeseed protein. 5. SCP status. 6. 
Review of buckwheat as a potential source of human food. 7. 
Status of oat protein.
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 U.S.A. situation: 1. Review of “U.S. Plant Protein 
Situation.” 2. Non-conventional food sources. Major sources 
of information on plant proteins. Address: Canada.

2362. Morrissy, J.D. 1975. Riceland Foods: Innovative 
cooperative in the international market. USDA Farmer 
Cooperative Service, FCS Information No. 101. 128 p. Sept. 
[44 ref]
• Summary: A chronology titled “Historical landmarks” 
(p. 12) states: 1921 Sept. 23–Organized as Arkansas Rice 
Growers Cooperative. 1958–Initial marketing of soybeans. 
1961–Startup of soybean crushing plant at Stuttgart, 
Arkansas. 1965–Startup of crushing plant at Helena, 
Arkansas. 1970 Aug. 1–The Arkansas Rice Growers 
Cooperative Association adopted the trade name Riceland 
Foods. By now its 20,000 soybean grower-members 
outnumbered rice growers four to one. Its sales volume of 
hundreds of millions of dollars ranked it midway among the 
top 500 U.S. industrial forms listed by Fortune magazine. 
1970 Sept. 3–The company dedicates a modern new 
headquarters building in Stuttgart, Arkansas.
 Chapter IV, titled “Soybean growers: A new branch of 
the Riceland Foods family” (p. 45-53) tells the story of the 
rise of soybeans in a rice cooperative. The 1955 rice acreage 
controls legislation cut back rice production and prompted 
Riceland to initiate a soybean program–which soon sent the 
company’s sales skyrocketing.
 A graph (fi g. 2, p. 6) shows Riceland Foods’ sales from 
1943 to 1973, including total sales ($563.7 million in 1973), 
sales of soybean sand other grains ($337.5 million), and sales 
of rice ($210.8 million).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2005) that 
mentions “Riceland Foods” in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Washington, DC.

2363. Soybean Digest. 1975. Mideast shows potential for 
U.S. soybeans. Sept. p. 35.
• Summary: This is the summary of two articles from 
Foreign Agriculture (June 30 and July 23, 1975) by 
Goldsborough and Akers. “ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] 
Animal Nutritionist Keith Smith who did a market study 
of fi ve Mideast countries in June and July supported the 
observations of Akers and Goldsborough.”

2364. Soybean Digest. 1975. Far East soybean demand to 
grow. Sept. p. 21.
• Summary: “H. Nakamura, director of Hohnen Oil Co. Ltd., 
in Tokyo, explained that the demand for soybeans in Japan 
is determined largely by the amount of demand for soybean 
meal.”
 Japanese soybean processors are concerned with the 
effects of the 1973 U.S. soybean embargo, hope for more 
stable soybean prices, and wish that America would develop 
soybean varieties for different uses and with different 

compositions (such as high protein or high-oil varieties).
 “Assessing the potential of future soybean exports from 
the People’s Republic of China, Nakamura said any increase 
in Chinese soybean production will probably be absorbed 
in the domestic market. The Chinese consume only 10 
kilograms of soybeans per capita per year, compared to more 
then 30 kilograms per capita in both Taiwan and Japan, he 
noted.
 “’Low yields of soybean production in China (12 to 13 
bu/acre) indicate a great potential for increasing Chinese 
soybean production in the future,’ he said. ‘China could at 
least double its soybean production on the same acreage as 
today.’”

2365. Soybean Digest. 1975. An East Europe opportunity 
[for soybeans]. Sept. p. 37.
• Summary: “Increased interest in livestock production by 
the Communist governments of Eastern Europe provides 
an excellent opportunity to expand the market for soybeans 
and soybean meal in these countries, according to Alek 
Cerne, Eastern Europe program manager for ASA [American 
Soybean Assoc.]. A native Yugoslavian and now a U.S. 
citizen, Cerne conducts soybean market development 
activities from ASA’s Vienna, Austria, offi ce which covers 
the countries of Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary... Cerne noted that Eastern Europe is lagging 
about 50 years behind the United States in agricultural 
development and technology.”

2366. Brown, Lester R. 1975. The politics and responsibility 
of the North American breadbasket. Worldwatch Paper No. 
2. 45 p. Oct. No index. 22 cm. [3 ref]
• Summary: North America has emerged as a major supplier 
of food to the rest of the world. World grain trade has 
changed dramatically during the past 40 years. Grains now 
occupy more than 70% of the world’s cropland area. Prior 
to World War II (in the period 1934-1938), all of the world’s 
geographic areas except Western Europe (which imported 
24 million metric tons) were net exporters of grains. Latin 
America was the world’s leading grain exporter (9 million 
metric tons), followed by North America (5 MMT), and 
Eastern Europe and the USSR (5 MMT). Asia exported 2 
MMT.
 However since that time Asia has turned from a small 
grain exporter to the world’s largest grain importer (47 MMT 
in 1976, led by Japan, China, and India). Other regions with 
large grain imports are Eastern Europe and the USSR (27 
MMT), Western Europe (17 MMT), Africa (10 MMT), and 
Latin America (3 MMT). In 1976 North America exported 
94 MMT of grain, and Australia and New Zealand exported 
8 MMT. The main reason for this change is the varying rates 
of population growth. Areas with high population growth 
rates have not been able to grow enough food to keep up 
with population. Many countries in these regions have a 
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population growth rate of 3% or more per year which, if 
allowed to continue, will lead to a nineteenfold population 
increase within a century. Japan (with a population equal 
to nearly half that of North America squeezed into an area 
smaller than California) is the world’s leading food importer, 
relying on imports to feed 62% of its 110 million people.
 Brazil has recently emerged as a soybean exporter. 
Address: Worldwatch Inst., 1776 Massachusetts Ave., 
Washington, DC 20036.

2367. Edem, Edem U. 1975. Soybean in Nigeria (a review 
article). Nigeria Department of Agricultural Research 
(Ibadan), Memorandum No. 116. 8 p. Oct. [16 ref]
• Summary: This is a brief review of the literature. Contents: 
Introduction and chemical composition. General: Botanical 
description, classifi cation. Introduction into Nigeria. 
Importance in Nigeria: Economic importance, soybean 
exports from Nigeria (1967-1972), nutritional importance. 
General cultural environment. Cultural methods. Research: 
Variety selections, agronomy. Federal Department of 
Agricultural Research soybean improvement programme: 
Variety improvement–proposed steps, agronomy. 
Conclusion.
 Page 3 notes: “Soyogi [soy ogi] produced by the Federal 
Industrial Research at Oshodi may soon become a popular 
Nigerian baby food replacing costly imported baby food 
items. During the time of our National crisis 1967–1970 [The 
Biafran civil war], ‘Formula Two’ corn–soybean–milk meal 
helped to avert malnutrition in the war affected areas.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the term “soyogi.” Address: 
Federal Dep. of Agricultural Research, Ibadan, Nigeria.

2368. Soybean Digest. 1975. Farmers act; the White House 
reacts. Nov. p. 22.
• Summary: “The White House has agreed to lift its 
moratorium on the sale of grain to Russia and Poland. This 
action was taken for several reasons, the main one was the 
tremendous outcry of farmers and the farming industry 
against the moratorium. If farmers band together in suffi cient 
numbers and take a stand they can be heard and their advice 
will be heeded.
 “Following are excerpts of letters from ASA members 
that went to President Ford calling for honesty in his farm 
and free market policy.
 “In order for a ‘market-oriented agriculture’ to function 
effectively, farmers must have full and free access to both 
domestic and export markets. In recent years, farm exports 
have been responsible for our favorable balance of trade. 
This is of critical importance to our national economy.
 “’While we certainly support long-term trading 
arrangements with all possible export customers, to invoke a 
moratorium on export trading of grains and soybeans while 
these arrangements are being developed is to invite disaster. 

Export customers will surely buy from other available 
sources while we are ‘negotiating.’ “
 “... ‘Respectfully urge you reprimand State and 
Agriculture Departments and Presidential advisors for 
playing politics with grain and soybean exports. End 
moratorium at once. You promised us farmers a free market. 
We don’t want subsidy handouts. All we want is a chance to 
sell what we raise.”
 “... ‘A very fl agrant violation of decency, sound 
judgment and protocol was made by the State Department 
when asking Poland to withhold purchases without 
consulting Mr. Butz and USDA.
 “’The moratorium on grain sales to Russia or anyone 
else is very injurious to farmer and purchaser confi dence in 
the USA and your administration. “Farmers were urged to 
produce to maximum ability and promised free access to 
world markets-farmers feel that they have been betrayed by 
you and people in your administration.
 “’Your capitulation to Mr. Meany without a show of 
strength as to who was in authority was very poor-or was this 
strength shown and we now know who the authority is?’
 “’You must release our grain to a free market now or 
jeopardize American agriculture and the free enterprise 
system.
 “You are unfairly treating one section of the country 
(farmers) in order to appease another section (labor); a 
section (labor) which has done more to raise prices than any 
other. George Meany should not dictate national policy.
 “’The federal government is so inept at handling most 
of its functions I shudder at the thought of depending on 
bureaucrats to sell my grain overseas. Private grain fi rms or 
individuals should negotiate all grain deals overseas.’ “... 
‘Why should soybeans be under any kind of moratorium 
or embargo to anyone when your records show us facing 
a surplus of soybeans larger than any ever recorded in the 
U.S. We should be encouraging sales to anyone who can use 
them.’ “... ‘I would like to express my disapproval on both 
the moratorium on grain sales to Russia and to capitulation to 
George Meany. Labor unions have served a vital need in this 
country, but one of the needs is not blackmail. If Mr. Meany 
is allowed to control the price of farm products, by all rights 
the Farm Bureau should be able to pass all future teamster 
union raises.’ “... ‘Those of us who have made substantial 
investments in the farming business, with the thought in 
mind that we not only could establish a profi table business, 
but would contribute to the overall well-being of our country, 
fi nd it absolutely impossible to understand the recent action 
taken with regard to the moratorium on grain sales to Russia.
 “I can assure you that the farmer no longer can continue 
to make the investments that are required and be encouraged 
to increase productivity, if we are not shown the same 
consideration that the unions are shown.
 “I feel it is the responsibility of our government to see 
that the people of our country truly understand that it is 
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the increase in wages which is responsible for the majority 
of the current infl ation, and the fact that the farmer is only 
asking for, but not making, a fair and equitable return for his 
labors.” “... ‘Actions of your administration in recent weeks 
regarding the export of soybeans, wheat and feed grains to 
Soviet Russia and Poland are in total a grievous mistake. 
Hundreds of thousands of U.S. farmers who responded to 
yours and Secretary Butz’ call for maximum production 
in 1975, now feel they were terribly deceived. For you to 
acquiesce to George Meany and his irresponsible and unfair 
demands for cheap food is unforgivable in the circumstances 
of the present agricultural economic picture. “’(you must) 
make it explicitly clear to George Meany that he is not 
running the foreign affairs of this country, immediately 
cancel the moratorium on export grain sales to any 
destination and return to the American farmer his free access 
to the world market which you have consistently promised. 
Stop playing center and fi ll the position of quarterback 
of your administrative team. It is ridiculous for the State 
Department to be calling the plans in agricultural marketing.’
 “A letter to ASA President Seymour Johnson suggested 
action American soybean farmers must take to act 
effectively.
 “... Farmers and ranchers must unite together. While 
soybeans are your and my concern, this embargo and new 
foreign policy affects all producers of agricultural products 
in the U.S. and the world. Our government obviously 
believes that we the people are no longer capable of 
governing ourselves and deciding what is best for ourselves. 
I feel our foreign policy no longer refl ects what is best for the 
American people, but what certain key people in nonelected 
positions of our government feel is best, possibly just for 
themselves. For that reason, if the government does not 
allow us to function in a free market system, we must be 
organized.’”

2369. Soybean Digest. 1975. Korean / German teams study 
soy protein [on U.S. tour]. Nov. p. 29.
• Summary: “A Korean Soy Protein Team recently visited 
the U.S. on a 16-day study tour to help acquaint them with 
the latest developments in using soy protein and oil in 
foods. The group studied the uses of soy protein products–
textured soy protein, soy fl our, meat analogues and dairy 
analogues–as a means of improving human diets. “’For 
centuries soybeans have been a major source of protein 
in the Korean diet,’ said ASA Market Analyst Kyung Lee 
who accompanied the team. ‘However, this consumption 
of soybeans has been through the traditional Oriental 
foods, which account for 70% of the total Korean soybean 
consumption.’
 “Team members, Mrs. Jun Ryun Wang of the Korean 
Food Development Institute; Mr. Churl Woo Park, a 
government food policy offi cial; and Mrs. Kyung Hwa Chun, 
a member of the Korean press, will relay information on new 

soy protein developments to the government, food industry 
and public.
 “Their visit, which included stops in Minnesota, Illinois, 
New York, Missouri and California, was arranged by 
ASA in cooperation with the Foreign Agriculture Service. 
Places visited during the trip included: the department of 
food science at the Univ. of Minnesota; General Mills in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota; Central Soya, Chicago, Illinois; 
the Univ. of Illinois, Champaign; Nabisco International Co., 
New York; and Ralston Purina, St. Louis, Missouri.
 “According to Dr. Lee, the demand for better diets 
including more protein can be met partially by the soy 
protein foods which have been developed in recent years.
 “A team of country feed dealers from West Germany 
also visited Iowa and Nebraska during the month of 
September to update their knowledge of mixed feed 
production, grain elevator operation, livestock production 
and animal science research. The group of 23 spent time at 
the Story Cooperative at Story City, Iowa; the Don Newby 
hog operations in Bondurant, Iowa; the Livestock Exchange 
in Omaha, Nebraska; and at the Univ. of Nebraska in 
Lincoln.
 “’In 1973, U.S. agricultural exports to West Germany 
amounted to $1.5 billion of which $570 million was for 
soybeans,’ said Dr. Lee, who helped arrange the trip. ‘These 
soybeans imported are consumed for livestock feed and in 
this respect, the role of country feed dealers in the soybean 
industry in Germany is very important,’ he said.”

2370. Holz, Alan E. 1975. U.S. soybean, meal exports 
to stage comeback in 1976. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Dec. 8. p. 2-4, 16.
• Summary: Another plus factor is the quality of the 1975 
U.S. soybean crop–higher than last year’s in terms of oil 
content–suggesting that the U.S. market share in certain 
countries may improve. A larger-than-expected gain occurred 
in Brazilian soybean production and exports. Address: 
Foreign Commodity Analysis, Oilseeds and Products, 
Foreign Agricultural Service.

2371. Howell, Robert W. 1975. Golden beans from China 
now our No. 1 cash crop. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 
225-36. For the year 1975. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent historical overview of 
soybeans in America. Contents: Introduction. Travels in 
Manchuria (Dorsett and Morse, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Industrial Products Laboratory, U.S. Regional Soybean 
Lab. at Urbana, O.S. Aamodt of USDA who was Morse’s 
immediate superior, Herbert W. Johnson, Lincoln variety 
released in 1943, Richard Bernard, C.R. Weber, E.E. 
Hartwig). Phytophthora rot (The fi rst major threat to the 
soybean crop, fi rst observed in 1948). China variety saved 
day (Peking variety contained resistance to cyst nematode). 
Living together (nitrogen fi xation, chemical control of 
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weeds, mechanized agriculture). Deodorizers developed 
(deodorized soybean oil, shortening & margarine, food uses 
of soybeans, Sybil Woodruff and Olive Zwerman of Illinois). 
Beans and the world scene (India, INTSOY, NSPA, National 
Soybean Crop Improvement Council).
 “By 1973, soybeans had become our No. 1 cash crop, 
the leading export commodity, the major alternative crop of 
midwestern and southern farmers, the world’s most effective 
producer of protein per acre, and the hope of starving 
millions for a better diet.
 “How was this miracle achieved? It was made possible 
by a combination of fortuitous conditions... a need for oil 
and protein, accentuated by war-time demands and post-war 
population growth... land newly available as production of 
other crops outpaced demand, partly because there were 
fewer draft animals and thus less need for land for feed grain 
production... the ability of soybeans to adapt to a wide range 
of climates and to farming methods already known to corn 
and cotton farmers... and removal of legal restrictions on 
margarine.
 “But there was another element, just as important 
or even more so. First a few and then many more men 
and women of vision, imagination, energy, dedication–
remarkable people and institutions who saw the potential of 
the soybean and worked hard to make that potential a reality.
 “First mentioned by Mease in 1804 in Pennsylvania, the 
soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) increased in importance 
slowly. Few varieties were available by the turn of the 
century, perhaps no more than eight in 1898. Early varieties 
selected in experiment station programs included Haberlandt 
from North Carolina; Dunfi eld, Mandell, and Richland from 
Indiana (Purdue); Scioto from Ohio, Illini and Chief from 
Illinois, Mukden from Iowa, and Arksoy from Arkansas.
 “C.A. Mooers of Tennessee noted in 1908 that the 
fl owering habit of soybeans was infl uenced by the date of 
planting. His observation led to the discovery, 10 years later, 
by W.W. Garner and H.A. Allard of the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) that the length of the day controls 
the initiation of fl owering. This phenomenon is called 
‘photoperiodism’ and is now known to affect fl owering in 
many plants and reproductive behavior of some birds.
 “Soybean research in USDA in the early part of the 
20th century was the responsibility of C.V. Piper. But the 
man who deserves the most credit for establishing soybeans 
as a signifi cant crop in the United States was W.J. Morse. 
Morse began his work with USDA in 1907 and soon was 
responsible for soybean research. For more than 40 years, 
until he retired in 1949, he was the guiding light and 
inspiration of soybean researchers in USDA and the States 
alike.
 “He cooperated with all who responded to his invitation, 
and promoted soybean production by direct face-to-face 
contact with farmers. Morse was one of the founders of 
the American Soybean Association and was its president 

three times. He published more than 75 articles about the 
soybean, and in 1923 was co-author with Piper of a book The 
Soybean.
 “Travels in Manchuria: Morse made a plant exploration 
trip to Manchuria, Korea and China with P.H. Dorsett from 
1929 to 1931. Most of the soybean varieties now in use in the 
United States are descended from lines which he collected on 
that trip or which Dorsett had collected on an earlier trip.
 “The potential of the soybean was recognized by many 
people of great vision in the State Agricultural Experiment 
Stations in the early decades of this century. Nearly every 
State had a ‘Mr. Soybean’, some more than one, and the titles 
were well deserved.
 “These experiment station and USDA leaders were 
joined by industry leaders of comparable vision. Firms such 
as A.E. Staley Co., which in 1921 offered a soybean contract 
to farmers with a guaranteed price of $1.35 per bushel, 
encouraged farmers to grow soybeans and offered them a 
market.
 “Offi cial coordination of the soybean programs in 
experiment stations and USDA began in 1936. In that year 
the U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory 
was established at the University of Illinois in Urbana 
under authority of the Bankhead-Jones Act. Utilization 
research was transferred to the Northern Regional Research 
Laboratory in Peoria, Illinois, in 1942.
 “Production research, mainly plant breeding and 
production practices, remained at Urbana as the U.S. 
Regional Soybean Laboratory. A cooperative effort of State 
Agricultural Experiment Stations and USDA, the program 
of the Soybean Laboratory is still defi ned in Memoranda of 
Understanding between USDA and the stations of the North 
Central and the Southern States. USDA has located most of 
its soybean production research staff at State Agricultural 
Experiment Stations.
 “Little or no distinction was made between a ‘Federal’ 
and ‘State’ program in many States. Much of the credit for 
fi xing this cooperative philosophy in soybean research is due 
to O.S. Aamodt, who was Morse’s immediate superior and 
had been head of the Agronomy Department at Wisconsin 
before joining the USDA staff in 1939.
 “Aamodt was dedicated to the importance of cooperative 
USDA-State effort. He counseled new Federal employees at 
great length to this effect. Cooperation became the tradition, 
the norm, in soybean research and has continued so.
 “The most signifi cant expansion of soybean production 
research in both numbers and scope occurred under the 
leadership of Herbert W. Johnson, who was leader of 
soybean investigations from 1953 to 1964, and is now head 
of Agronomy and Plant Genetics, University of Minnesota. 
He emphasized the importance of basic research and 
interdisciplinary studies, and the need to relate research 
to practical problems. Following Aamodt’s counsel, he 
stressed the importance of State-Federal cooperation. The 
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fi rst soybean variety to come from the cooperative USDA-
State program was Lincoln, released in 1943. Actually the 
hybridization from which Lincoln was selected was done by 
C.M. Woodworth of Illinois several years before the Soybean 
laboratory was established. Later came Hawkeye, Ogden, 
Roanoke, Clark, Lee, Amsoy, Corsoy, Beeson, Calland, 
Cutler, Wayne, Pickett, Jackson, Hardee, Williams, and many 
others. Previous varieties had been the result of selection 
from introductions, not hybridization to combine the good 
points of two parents.
 “The variety development program is based on a strong 
foundation of genetic fundamentals. Soybean breeder-
geneticists have, therefore, been able to make major 
contributions to genetic theory.
 “An example is the study of the genetic controls of 
maturity by R.L. Bernard, with USDA at Illinois. Maturity of 
a variety is governed by numerous genes and is infl uenced by 
environmental conditions. Using a ‘back-crossing’ technique 
to produce closely related genotypes which differed by 
a single morphological trait such as leaf shape, Bernard 
discovered that a single gene can condition a difference 
of as much as 23 days in time to fl owering and 18 days to 
maturity.
 “Most breeding effort has been on so-called industrial 
varieties as contrasted with ‘vegetable’ types. But C.R. 
Weber, with USDA at Iowa State, developed Kanrich and 
Kim, and later the large-seeded Disoy, Magna, and Prize, 
varieties intended for vegetable use, as contrasted with 
crushing for oil and protein.
 “In 1961 the Minnesota legislature authorized several 
soybean research positions. This was the fi rst State action 
specifi cally directed toward building a soybean research 
program” (p. 242).
 “A signifi cant private (commercial) soybean breeding 
effort began during the 1960s. Stuart and Hampton varieties 
were developed at Coker Pedigree Seed Co. in South 
Carolina. In 1964 a group of seed producers organized 
Soybean Research Foundation, Inc. to conduct a breeding 
program based at Mason City, Illinois. In 1967 a soybean 
breeding program was initiated by Peterson Seed Co. 
of Waterloo, Iowa, now a division of Pioneer Seed Co.” 
[Pioneer Hi-Bred].
 “Enactment of the Plant Variety Protection Act in 1970 
has stimulated more companies to begin breeding soybean 
varieties.” (p. 235).
 Photos show: (1) Geneticist Richard L. Bernard. (2) A 
food plant making spun soy protein fi bers. Address: Head, 
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.

2372. Goranov, G. 1975. Soeviyat shrot–Mestno 
proizvodstvo ili vnos [Soybean meal–Produced domestically 
or imported]. Khranitelna Promishlenost (Food Industry) 
24(1):7-8. [4 ref. Bul]*
Address: Bulgaria.

2373. Pacheco, J.O.M. 1975. Comercializacao e mercado da 
soja [Soybean commercialization and marketing]. Cultura 
da Soja (Boletim Tecnico) No. 5. p. 112-19. Santa Maria: 
Universidade Federal. [Por]*
Address: Brazil.

2374. Associacao Nacional dos Exportadores de Cereais–
ANEC. 1975. Dez anos de contribuiçao ao desenvolvimento 
nacional, 1965-1975 [Ten years of contribution to the 
national development, 1965-1975]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: 
ANEC. 28 p. [Por]
• Summary: ANEC, Brazil’s National Association of Cereal 
Exporters, was founded in June 1965, with 16 member fi rms. 
The booklet outlines its subsequent achievements. Address: 
Brazil.

2375. Shibles, R.; Anderson, I.C.; Gibson, A.H. 1975. 
Soybean. In: L.T. Evans, ed. 1975. Crop Physiology: Some 
Case Histories. London: Cambridge University Press. vii + 
374 p. See p. 151-89. Chap. 6. [209 ref]
• Summary: “Although a crop of some importance in the 
USA since about 1880, its primary use was as a forage prior 
to the late 1930s. Currently, the USA produces nearly 75% of 
the world’s soybeans; China is the second largest producer, 
with an estimated 17%. Over 50% of the United States’ crop 
is exported, primarily to Europe, Japan and Canada.”
 Contents: Seedling establishment. Root growth and 
Function: Nodulation and nitrogen fi xation. Top growth and 
development. Reproductive development. Yield determining 
processes. Yield, etc.
 The soybean is epigious; in botany this is of or relating 
to seed germination in which the cotyledons emerge above 
the surface of the ground after germination. Address: 1. Dep. 
of Agronomy, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2376. Berg, Steve. 1976. Soybean growers told future may 
brighten. News and Observer (Raleigh, North Carolina). 
Feb. 9.
• Summary: Growers attending the North Carolina Soybean 
Producers Association’s annual meeting at the Hilton Inn 
Friday were unhappy about tumbling soybean prices.
 The Association leadership has criticized the federal 
government which in August imposed an export ban 
[embargo] on soybeans. Within two months the price fell 
from $6.17 a bushel to $4.67. The leadership has blamed 
Secretary Gerald Ford and Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger for using soybeans as a tool of U.S. international 
foreign policy–to the detriment of farmers. Address: Staff 
writer.

2377. Hacklander, Duane. 1976. The decade ahead for 
U.S. soybeans. Fats and Oils Situation (USDA Economic 
Research Service) FOS-281. p. 30-33. Feb. Reprinted in 
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USDA Economic Research Service, ERS-622. p. 29-33. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: U.S. soybean production is projected 
to increase 20 percent from 1975 to 1,835 million bushels 
by 1985, despite increased competition from Brazilian 
soybeans and rising palm oil imports. Exports, especially in 
the form of beans, are projected to increase during the next 
decade. Domestic food fats and oils consumption is expected 
to increase with soybean oil maintaining its position of the 
total. During the next 10 years, demand for livestock and 
poultry products is expected to rise, boosting demand for 
soybean meal as a livestock and poultry feed.” Address: 
Agricultural Economist, Commodity Economics Div., ERS, 
USDA.

2378. Truran, James. 1976. A look at Brazil’s export 
incentives for soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). March 15. p. 5, 12.
• Summary: Brazil is now the world’s second largest 
exporter of soybean oil after the USA–thanks, in part, to 
the country’s export incentive program. “Brazil’s soybean 
incentives most often are in the form of exemptions from one 
or more taxes or favorable credit terms” and encouragement 
of “shipment of processed products–such as soybean meal 
and oil–over exports of the actual raw materials.”
 Two important taxes that encourage soybean exports 
are: (1) The Industrialized Products (IPI) tax, a value-added 
federal tax on processing that ranges up to 60% for some 
products. (2) The ICM tax, a value added State sales tax 
ranging up to 14% on domestic sales and 13% on exports. A 
table shows the effect of the IPI and ICM taxes on domestic 
and export sales of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil. 
Address: Trade Operations Div., Foreign Agricultural Service 
(FAS).

2379. Business Week. 1976. Palm oil threat to U.S. soybeans. 
March 22. p. 41.
• Summary: Palm oil tends to be less expensive than 
vegetable oils more widely used in the USA. That’s largely 
because an acre of palm trees will produce eight times as 
much oil as an acre of soybeans. Thus, the World Bank has 
decided to encourage production with loans of $240 million 
over 10 years to poor palm-growing countries and regions.
 But the National Soybean Processors Assn. says this was 
a mistake, since palm oil is glutting the vegetable oil market 
in the USA and driving down prices.
 Yet ironically the U.S. soybean industry’s good fortune 
helped create the problem. Soy beans were so scarce in 1973 
that exports were temporarily embargoed and the price went 
to more than $10 per bushel. That spurred a big interest in 
palm oil. Today the price of soybeans is down to about $4.80 
per bushel.

2380. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 

Service). 1976. Outlook better for soybeans in three Far East 
markets. March 22. p. 2-4.
• Summary: The improved forecast is for Japan, Taiwan, 
and South Korea. Once virtually free of competition for 
the important Japanese soybean market, the U.S. must now 
reckon with Brazil as a competitor, while facing Malaysian 
palm oil in the vegetable oil market. Brazil’s soybean 
exports to Japan last year, for instance, probably totaled only 
about 60,000 tons, compared with the 2.8 million tons of 
U.S. beans. The cost of shipping Brazilian beans to Japan 
in 1975 averaged $5-$10 per ton more than from the U.S. 
This difference refl ected the longer distances from Brazilian 
ports, plus Brazil’s use of smaller ships. The 10-day-longer 
shipping time from Brazil is especially important in Japan, 
where timeliness of cargo is a key market factor.
 There is only one major oilseed crusher and meal 
supplier in Korea. The Government production plan calls for 
self-suffi ciency in soybeans and the country has launched 
a strong drive in this direction. Current Korean production 
of soybeans totals about 311,000 tons. The low-oil variety 
of bean produced in Korea is best suited for food use (e.g. 
miso).
 Taiwan is the largest per capita consumer of soybeans 
in the Far East, with a per capita soybean oil consumption of 
about 11 pounds in 1975 (out of 13 pounds for all vegetable 
oils).

2381. Graham, Larry. 1976. Palm oil threat grows. Soybean 
Digest. March. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “Federal offi cials are using phrases such as 
‘markets are awash with fl oods of palm oil’ and world oil 
markets will be ‘slipping and sliding in a sea of vegetable oil’ 
over the next decade.
 “Soybean growers are worried as they watch their 
domestic and foreign markets threatened by palm oil 
being produced in Malaysia, Africa and Indonesia. Federal 
offi cials, aware of the concern, are looking for ways to deal 
with the situation.
 “A USDA report released January 22 confi rmed 
implications of the rapid expansion in world palm oil 
production. It stated that if expansion continued according 
to projections and if exports into the United States continued 
unchecked, the domestic oilseeds industry could be seriously 
affected.
 “The 43-page report documents massive increases in 
world production of palm oil, and projects further increases. 
Led by Malaysia, world production will reach 2.12 million 
tons this year and will be double that amount by 1985. 
The bulk of this production is scheduled for export and, 
according to the report, by 1985 palm oil exports could 
account for 20% of all fats and oils exports, compared to 
13% of the world’s total last year and only 6% in 1965.
 “With the U.S. as one of the few major markets not 
imposing quantitative restrictions or import tariffs, it 
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absorbed nearly 3/5 of the increase in world exports of palm 
oil last year. Domestic imports climbed to an estimated 
400,000 tons last year, more than double the 1974 volume. 
Experts say this amount could reach 1.1 million tons by 
1985.
 “If that happens, the oil production from 15 million 
bu. of soybeans will be displaced each year for the next 10 
years!”
 A sidebar (p. 9) titled “Palm becomes greatest 
competitor” begins: “Palm oil is the greatest competitor soy 
oil has ever faced. It can be produced in greater quantities 
at less cost per acre than any other oilseed.” Because it is so 
inexpensive, U.S. vegetable oil and shortening manufacturers 
“have been substituting palm oil for soy oil in their products 
in increasing quantities. This substitution has been taking 
place on such a scale that there was more palm oil brought 
into the U.S. this past year than there was soy oil exported.”
 “Malaysia is the principal producer of palm oil,” with 
Indonesia and Nigeria not far behind. Malaysia plans to 
increase its palm-oil acreage by 44% and output by more 
than 100% by 1980.
 “The oil palm was introduced into Malaysia in 1870 as 
an ornamental plant. It was fi rst planted commercially 47 
years later in 1917. As late as 1974 there were only 187,000 
acres of oil palm in the entire country. [But the U.S. soybean 
embargo of 1973 changed all that]. By 1975 some 1,488,000 
acres were planted to oil palm. Of those 920,000 (61.8%) 
were of producing age.
 Photos show: (1) A row of oil palm trees. (2) A bunch of 
the oilseeds.

2382. Jones, James R.; Morrison, W.R. 1976. Import demand 
for soybeans and soybean products in Eastern Europe. 
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 803. 
29 p. March. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: Political and 
commercial considerations, objectives of the study, methods 
of study. Effect of foreign trade practices and mechanisms 
in Eastern Europe: Role of central planners, FTO’s, and 
end users, role of world prices in import decisions, role of 
bilateral trade arrangements. Estimates of import demand: 
Meal sector, oil sector. Appraisal of past and future import 
markets: Poland, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, 
Bulgaria, German Democratic Republic, Romania, 
aggregated import projections for Poland, Yugoslavia, and 
Hungary. Summary and conclusions.
 “In the ten years from 1961 to 1970, exports of U.S. 
soybeans and soybean products to Eastern Europe witnessed 
phenomenal growth. Exports of soybeans increased from 
1,141,000 bushels to 6,059,000 bushels [5.3 fold], shipments 
of soybean oil increased from 145,000 pounds to 278,000 
pounds [1.9 fold], and soybean meal exports [used almost 
entirely for feeding livestock and poultry] rose from 22,947 
to 532,772 metric tons” [23.2 fold].

 The nations of the region have experienced impressive 
rates of economic growth. “Offi cial plans in the various 
Eastern European countries have focused on dramatic 
expansion of livestock production to upgrade the diets 
of the populace... Modern practices of mixed feed [e.g., 
corn + soybeans] are being rapidly adopted as apart of 
this program... Of the various sources of protein meal, 
consumption of soybean meal has increased fastest.” 
Address: Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville.

2383. Soybean Digest. 1976. Japanese to help produce even 
more Brazilian [soy] beans. March. p. 44.
• Summary: “Brazil continues to look ahead to much greater 
agricultural production, with soybeans a key crop, in a 
massive land development plan backed by Japanese funds. 
Brazilian and Japanese offi cials met in mid-February to 
work out further details of the plan to turn a huge wasteland 
area of about 7.5 million acres stretching over 3 states into 
farmland to produce mainly soybeans and corn. The joint 
venture is Japan’s biggest overseas cooperative agricultural 
development and is part of Japan’s effort to diversify 
her overseas food supply sources, offi cials say. The U.S. 
currently provides over 90% of Japan’s soybeans, but that 
share will probably dwindle if the Brazilian development 
project is a success.”

2384. Iso, James. 1976. Iraq and Syria show potential as 
markets for U.S. soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). April 12. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Since the 1973 boost in petroleum prices 
lifted their spending power, Iraq and Syria have embarked 
on vast programs to improve their levels of diet and 
living. In Iraq, the Government is the sole purchaser of all 
commodity imports. The Government’s ambitious livestock 
development programs have moved from the drawing boards 
to construction projects. Plans call for production in 1977 of 
1,400 million eggs, and 800 million broilers, and an output 
by 1980 of 1 million tons of feed. The Government also 
is focusing on developing a feed industry. Production of 
scientifi cally formulated feeds has risen from 70,000 tons in 
1974, the fi rst year of production, to 80,000 in 1975.
 Until recently, Syria had never imported soybeans 
or soybean oil. Its fi rst purchase of soybean meal from 
abroad–13,000 tons from the U.S.–occurred in 1974. Syria’s 
two key edible oil crops are olive oil and cottonseed oil. 
Though presently soybean production is of no consequence, 
the Government is reportedly test planting varieties that may 
be suited to Syria’s climate and soil. All of the 13,000 tons of 
soybean meal imported by the Government in 1974 went to 
poultry producers at low, subsidized prices. Address: Foreign 
Market Development, Oilseeds and Products, Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

2385. Persi, Alfred R. 1976. Colombia cuts soybean area in 
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response to lower prices: After brief self suffi ciency. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). April 26. 
p. 8-9.
• Summary: “In the aftermath of falling world prices for 
soybeans, Colombian farmers last September turned away 
from this crop, reducing total plantings by about 30 percent 
below those of 1974, a record year. Their move assuredly 
ended Colombia’s brief attempt at exporting soybeans–and 
has prompted imports of soybean oil and possibly soybean 
meal in 1976. However, with domestic use of soybeans 
on the rise, and research underway to fi nd better adapted 
varieties, many Colombians retain hope that soybeans will 
eventually live up to their earlier promise.”
 The Cauca Valley is the center of the nation’s soybean 
production industry. “As in the past, much of the production 
growth will be in the lush Cauca Valley of Colombia’s 
Southwest. Here, soybeans were introduced as a fl edgling 
experimental crop in 1928, then nourished and adapted to the 
region’s climate and soil during the next 2 decades.”
 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Colombia, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Colombia (1928). The source of these soybeans is unknown. 
However, this undocumented date is probably incorrect. We 
believe the real date should be March 1929; see Patiño 1969. 
Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Bogota.

2386. Reynolds, Gary. 1976. We saw Brazil’s biggest 
soybean crop. Farm Journal 100:22-23, 32, 34. April.
• Summary: Extended subtitle: “Here’s what impressed the 
66 farm people who visited Brazilian farms recently with 
Farm Journal. Your leading export competitor could harvest 
16% more this year.”
 In 1976 Brazil’s soybean crop is expected to be 415 
million bushels. 1973 was the turning point for Brazil after 
the U.S. government briefl y slapped export controls on 
soybeans. This sent soybean prices skyrocketing. In the past 
5 years, Brazil has increased soybean production more than 
sixfold. “Her share of world trade in soybeans and meal has 
catapulted from 5% in 1970 to 30% in 1975.”
 Most of the farms are large, ranging from 750 to 5,000 
total crop acres. Parana has the highest soybean yield among 
Brazilian states at 30 bu. per acre. but Brazil’s average 
soybean yield is about 25 bu. per acre
 A map shows southern Brazil and how many million 
acres of soybeans are grown in each state. Rio Grande do 
Sul, Brazil’s southernmost state, leads in soybean acreage 
with 8.4 million acres. Soybeans usually follow wheat in 
the rotation. Farmers use the same equipment for planting 
and harvesting both crops, and they generally double-crop 
soybeans after wheat. Brazil’s soybean expansion has come 
partially as a byproduct of the government’s recent drive for 
self-suffi ciency in wheat. Many large farms were recently in 
jungle.
 Brazil’s two main soybean production problems are 

acidic soils and erosion on newly cleared land. The climate 
is frost free and labor is inexpensive. And both transportation 
and storage are cheap. Nearly all soybeans move to ports 
by truck. The government is funding “export corridors” and 
farm storage in efforts to ease this problem.
 A large sidebar is titled “Plenty of money and new 
services at ag banks.”
 Brazil’s military government supports soybean 
farming in many ways. It guarantees farmers a minimum 
price, presently at $3.70 per bushel. Since last March 
the government has paid 40% of farmers’ fertilizer bills. 
And farmers can borrow money interest-free to buy farm 
machinery. Address: Crops Editor.

2387. Yeutter, Clayton. 1976. EEC import deposits 
on vegetable protein products. Washington, DC: U.S. 
Government Printing Offi ce. ii + 8 p. April 12.
• Summary: Statement of Clayton Yeutter, Offi ce of Special 
Trade Representative at Hearing before the Subcommittee on 
Oilseeds and Rice of the Committee on Agriculture, House 
of Representatives, 94th Congress, Second Session, 12 April 
1976. Address: Washington, DC.

2388. Caruso, Robert V. 1976. Profi table soy based foods 
marketing. Soybean Digest. May. p. 20I-20L.
• Summary: “Most of the developing countries that are 
producing soybeans are utilizing the bean primarily for 
oil products. They have not developed industries capable 
of producing other soybean food products for human 
consumption. Animal feed industries have also been slow 
to develop in these countries because of the low internal 
demand for such products. As a consequence, the soybean 
producing countries are forced to look at the export market 
as a means of selling their soybean production.” Address: 
Former Director, Meals for Millions Project, Guayaquil, 
Ecuador.

2389. Continental Grain Company. 1976. In world trade, 
what goes out supports what comes in (Ad). Soybean Digest. 
May. p. 38.
• Summary: On the top half of this full-page ad is a photo of 
an in-box and an out-box, the in-box on top, as seen on many 
desks. The out-box is fi lled with soybeans. The text:
 “The U.S. is by far the world’s largest importer of non-
agricultural products and raw materials.
 “Many of the products we use every day are 
manufactured abroad, contain foreign-made components, or 
are made in the U.S. with imported raw materials.
 “We also export non-agricultural products–but not 
nearly enough to balance the imports. In fact, during the 
fi scal year ended June 30, 1975, non-agricultural world trade 
showed a defi cit of more than $10 billion.
 “American agricultural exports, however, offset this 
fi gure.
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 “During the fi scal year we exported nearly $22 billion 
worth of grain, soybeans and other farm commodities, while 
importing about $9.7 billion in farm products.
 “Farm exports thus wiped out the non-farm defi cit, and 
helped produce an over-all favorable balance of trade of 
more than $1 billion.
 “We at Continental Grain salute this system and 
welcome the chance to serve America’s farmers as an active 
conduit for export.
 “Continental Grain Company, 277 Park Avenue, New 
York, N.Y. 10017.” Address: 277 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10017.

2390. Koch, Carol. 1976. Eastern Europe emerges as an 
important soybean market. Soybean Digest. May. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “Government programs for increasing per capita 
meat supplies available to the people and American Soybean 
Assn. market development programs designed to increase 
herd size and rate of gain and improve production effi ciency 
through use of soybean meal have resulted in an emerging, 
important market for U.S. soybeans in Eastern Europe.
 “Following World War II, East Europe began to 
recover from a war that set them back industrially and 
agriculturally. In most cases, there was a complete 
reconstruction of economies including new boundaries, 
governments, rebuilding of cities, factories, transportation 
and communication. These countries had to regroup and 
catch up with the industrial revolution that was taking place 
in the Western World.
 “As a result of the drive to industrialization, agriculture 
played second fi ddle. In the past 5 years, however, 
governments of these countries have focused their attention 
on agriculture and pledged to make the living for their 
people better through more affl uent agriculture and resultant 
increased supplies of meat.
 “The American Soybean Assn. opened an offi ce in 
Vienna, Austria, in 1974 to provide technical assistance 
and on-the-spot representatives to supply soybean 
meal information to aid in bettering livestock feeding 
rations. Headed by Ken Lepley, ASA regional director 
for East Europe, and aided by Alek Cerne, ASA program 
manager and a native of Yugoslavia, ASA operations 
have been primarily in Hungary, Poland, Yugoslavia and 
Czechoslovakia.
 “With the exception of Czechoslovakia, all the countries 
are agriculture oriented, exporting ag products to achieve a 
favorable balance of trade.
 “In Hungary, importation of meals increased in 1974 due 
partially to a short sunfl ower seed crop but also because of a 
growing poultry and livestock production. In addition to an 
increasing domestic demand for meat, meat as well as live 
animals is one of the major hard currency earners and will 
continue to be exported to the West European markets.
 “Importing 431,000 MT [metric tons] of soybean meal 

in 1974 (63% from the U.S.), Lepley reports that optimum 
promotion could result in imports of 666,250 MT by 1981 
with 69% from the U.S.
 “Poultry and livestock production are both increasing in 
Yugoslavia. The Yugoslavian Government plans to increase 
this production through 1985 and this would indicate 
increased imports for oilseed meals. The livestock industry 
shows potential for large increases from two sectors since (1) 
domestic demand is increasing due to increased population 
and (2) meat and live animals are a hard currency earner.
 “Consumption of soybean meal has increased so greatly 
in recent years that Yugoslavia has a soybean processing 
plant on stream at Zadar capable of processing 300,000 MT 
of soybean meal, 60,000 MT of crude soy oil and 2,000 
MT of lecithin per year. Two other plants are scheduled for 
production by 1977-78.
 “Soybean meal imports to Yugoslavia in 1974 amounted 
to 250,000 MT with 56% coming from the U.S. Lepley 
reports that optimum promotion in this country could result 
in imports of 563,760 MT of soybean meal by 1981 with 
74% of that coming from the U.S.
 “While meat products are not an export product for 
Czechoslovakia, the projected trend for increased meat 
consumption is from 76 kilograms in 1973 to about 80 
kilograms by 1980. Beef will account for most of the 
increase, but a moderate increase will also be realized in 
poultry and hog numbers.
 “With the advent of new government leadership in 
1970, agriculture in Poland has taken on new life. Livestock 
production has risen 30% and total ag production has risen 
25%. Livestock production is the single most important 
sector of the Polish agricultural economy accounting for 
about 45% of total ag production.”
 “The general trend in human nutrition in several of the 
countries has been away from starchy foods, switching from 
animal fats to a larger use of vegetable oils and the situation 
commands a new potential in food uses of soy oil and edible 
soy protein.
 “ASA, in cooperation with the Polish Government, is 
conducting a study into utilizing soy protein in their school 
lunch program, and the International Soy Protein Seminar to 
take place in mid-May will explain how to use soy protein 
in local foods and expand the way for this economical food 
protein source in Poland and other East European countries.
 “This market may open up more as the processing 
technology is developed to produce a higher quality soy oil 
from processing facilities.
 “The outlook for U.S. soybean exports to Eastern 
Europe looks bright, according to Lepley. By 1981, soybean 
meal imports to the 4 countries will total 2,368,000 MT, an 
increase of 123% or about 17.5% annually. Imports of crude 
soy oil could increase by 200% or about 25% per year to 
150,000 MT in the same period.
 “In 1977, ASA market development activities will begin 
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in three additional countries of East Europe–East Germany, 
Rumania and Bulgaria.
 “In this opportune situation, ASA can help increase the 
market for the United States No. 1 cash crop and at the same 
time aid East Europe in raising the life style and nutrition 
level of their people in a time of emerging agricultural 
importance.”
 One photo shows a “Yugoslavian house that is typical 
of the privately owned farmsteads on the majority of 
agricultural lands.”

2391. Ryan, Mary E.; Houck, James P. 1976. A study of 
U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean meal. University 
of Minnesota, Department of Agricultural and Applied 
Economics, Staff Paper P76-19. 54 p. May. [3 ref]
• Summary: This same report was published with the 
same authors and title in a different periodical (which see). 
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2392. Berlan, Jean-Pierre; Bertrand, J-P.; Lebas, L. 1976. 
Éléments sur le développment du “complexe soja” américain 
dans le monde [Information on the development of the 
worldwide American soybean complex]. Tiers Monde 
17(66):307-30. April/June. [4 ref. Fre]
Address: Institute National de la Recherche Agronomique 
(INRA), Economie et Sociologie Rurales, France.

2393. Mielke, Siegfried. 1976. World supply and demand 
situation for oilseeds, oils, and meals. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 53(6):224-31. June.
• Summary: In recent years, the demand for oilseed meals 
has been stronger than the demand for the corresponding 
oils. Among the various types of meal, soybean meal 
predominates and is steadily increasing, from 49% ten years 
ago to as much as 61% today.
 Soybean oil output is generally determined by the more 
rapidly increasing demand for soybean meal. Therefore there 
is often a surplus of soybean oil, as is the case today. “The 
marketing of soybean oil is becoming even more diffi cult 
as world supplies of low-cost palm oil and lauric oils are 
increasing more and more sharply.” Address: Editor, Oil 
World, Oil World Publications, Hamburg, West Germany.

2394. Shaughnessy, Daniel E. 1976. Food for Peace 
Program: Past, present, and future. LEC Report No. 1. p. 
141-44. D.E. Wilson, ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: 
International Workshop Proceedings. (Fort Collins, CO: Dep. 
of Agric. and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.).
• Summary: “The Past and Present:
 “Footnote 1: The factual and background material 
presented in this section represents a combination of 
several documents prepared recently by the AID Offi ce of 
Food For Peace. In particular, a paper dealing with U.S. 
Public Law 480 foods recently presented to the United 

Nations Committee on Food Aid Policies in Rome by 
Peggy Sheehan, Chief, Food For Peace Program Operations 
Division, has been heavily drawn upon.
 “Public Law 480, the Agricultural Trade Development 
and Assistance Act of 1954, authorizes the United States 
Government to fi nance long-term credit sales of U.S. 
agricultural commodities to friendly countries that cannot 
pay on normal commercial terms. It also authorizes donation 
of commodities to feed underfed, undernourished, and 
disaster-stricken populations of developing nations. The 
overall P.L. 480 Program is generally referred to as Food for 
Peace. In recent years, it has accounted for U.S. agricultural 
exports valued at approximately $1 billion Sales of food 
and fi ber are made through private trade channels, generally 
from privately owned commodity stocks. The Commodity 
Credit Corporation (CCC) of the United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) fi nances the sales and is reimbursed 
through appropriations.
 “The donation program authorized under Title II of 
the Act is administered by the Agency for International 
Development (AID), with the Department of Agriculture 
determining commodity availability and purchasing 
the commodities for overseas shipment. Actual foreign 
distribution is made by voluntary agencies (PVO’s), 
international organizations, or foreign governments and is 
monitored by AID.
 “As originally enacted, P.L. 480 stated as its general 
purpose ‘To increase consumption of United States 
agricultural commodities in foreign countries, to improve 
foreign relation of the United States, and for other purposes.’ 
The original law was not substantially changed until 1966. 
During the fi rst 12 years of the program, the period from 
1955-1966, United States surplus stocks played a major role 
in maintaining the balance between world food consumption 
and world food production. It was in this period that the 
U.S. food aid program reached its highest volume levels. 
From 1955 to 1966 the total food aid program, i.e., donations 
and concessional sales, averaged 14 million tons per year 
with a peak of 18.8 million tons in 1962. Of this amount, 
the donation program averaged about 2 million metric tons 
per year, reaching the peak of 2.9 million tons in 1962. The 
principal commodities shipped under the donation program 
during this period were wheat, feed grains, rice, nonfat dry 
milk (NFDM) and oil. Since these were surplus years in 
the United States, the program served the dual purpose of 
feeding the hungry while at the same time reducing surplus 
commodities held in U.S. warehouses and grain elevators. 
The quantity of food aid available for shipment under 
P.L. 480 during this period was limited by a legislative 
dollar ceiling of $1.9 billion for concessional sales and 
$600 million for donations. During the early part of this 
period, there was not a great deal of emphasis placed on the 
development of fortifi ed foods; nor was the development 
potential of food aid fully recognized.
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 “In 1966 there were major shifts in P.L. 480 policy. 
The commodities are now determined by the Secretary 
of Agriculture to be ‘available’ if using them for food aid 
purposes will not reduce the supply needed for domestic 
consumption, carry-over and commercial export needs. 
The 1966 Amendment added reference to self-help efforts 
on the part of the recipient country. It is required, before 
an agreement is made, that an evaluation be done of the 
country’s attempt to achieve self-reliance, including its 
efforts to meet food production and population growth 
problems. Since 1967, agreements have included self-help 
measures. The Congress also included a requirement in 
the 1966 legislation that a progressive transition be made 
from foreign currency sales to long-term credit sales. This 
transition was completed at the end of 1971. In addition, 
an amendment to Section 203 authorized the CCC ‘To pay, 
with respect to commodities made available under Title II 
of the Act, cost for packaging, enrichment, preservation, 
fortifi cation, processing, transportation, handling and other 
incidental costs up to the time of their delivery free on board 
vessels in the United States ports...”
 “These changes in P.L. 480 legislation added a [new] 
dimension to the Food For Peace Program. It enabled the 
Food For Peace Offi ce of AID and the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, in cooperation with food processors and trade 
associations–such as The Miller Federation, The Wheat 
Associates and Bulgur Associates–to develop low-cost 
fortifi ed foods specifi cally engineered to overcome serious 
dietary defi ciencies of recipients in developing countries.
 “For several years prior to the change in the legislation, 
there was a growing awareness of the need to provide more 
nutritious foods through the donation program. In December 
of 1961, the Secretary of Agriculture established the 
‘Committee on Food Processing in Developing Countries.’ 
The members of the committee included several agencies 
of the USDA and the AID Offi ces of Food For Peace and of 
Nutrition. The committee’s function was to ‘consider specifi c 
research and development in or for developing countries and 
to recommend appropriate courses of action.’ It worked very 
closely with United States private industry and international 
organizations such as UNICEF and the Protein Advisory 
Group (now the Protein-Calorie Advisory Group) of the 
United Nations.
 “Through the combined efforts of the United States 
Government, private industry, universities, voluntary 
agencies and the international community, the U.S. donation 
program has evolved from a program which provided only 
whole-grain cereals, nonfat dry milk and vegetable oils into 
a program which, in the fi scal year 1975, provided almost 50 
percent of its volume in the form of enriched, fortifi ed and/or 
blended foods.
 “This change did not take place overnight. There have 
been successes and false starts. In the early 1960’s numerous 
studies and experiments were conducted to produce low-

cost nutritious foods which would meet caloric, protein, 
and vitamin-mineral requirements of the undernourished 
and the malnourished. As a result of 15 years of research 
and fi eld testing, there are three blended foods and six 
fortifi ed foods currently available under the P.L. 480 Title 
II Program. A blended food can be defi ned as a blend of 
ingredients generally consisting of a cereal-based fl our or 
sweet whey, a protein-fortifying agent (such as soy fl our 
or NFDM), vitamins and minerals. In particular, the blends 
have been engineered to meet the nutritional requirements 
of the young child or pregnant and lactating women. The 
blends have about 20% protein with a PER range of 2.1-2.4. 
A fortifi ed food is a cereal product to which either soy fl our 
or soy grits has been added to increase the protein level of 
the base cereal. The end product appears much the same as 
the nonfortifi ed cereal. The cooking properties and recipes 
of the fortifi ed cereal are usually the same as those of the 
nonfortifi ed version.
 “In December 1975, the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 
was amended to include signifi cant changes in the P.L. 480 
legislation. The new foreign assistance act was renamed 
the ‘International Development and Food Assistance Act 
of 1975’ and amended certain sections of the Agricultural 
and Trade Development Assistance Act of 1954 (P.L. 
480). The new act makes specifi c reference to goals set by 
the World Food Conference and amends P.L. 480 to read 
‘Pursuant to the World Food Conference recommendation 
that donor countries provide a total of 10 million tons of 
food assistance to needy countries annually, the President is 
urged to maintain a signifi cant contribution to this goal and 
to encourage other countries to maintain and increase their 
contributions as well.’ Another amendment of particular 
signifi cance to the Title II Donation Program is the addition 
of a minimum tonnage requirement giving priority to Title 
II activities. The law reads ‘The minimum quantity of 
agricultural commodities distributed under this Title (Title II 
Donations) shall be 1,300,000 tons, of which the minimum 
distributed through nonprofi t voluntary agencies and the 
World Food Program shall be one million tons in each 
fi scal year, unless the President determines and reports to 
the Congress, together with his reasons, that such quantity 
cannot be used effectively to carry out the purposes of the 
Title: provided that such minimum quantity shall not exceed 
the total quantity of commodities determined to be available 
under this act pursuant to Section 401, less the quantity of 
commodities required to meet famine or other urgent or 
extraordinary relief requirements.’ Additional amendments 
to Title I require that 75% of all Title I resources go to 
countries with an annual per capita income of $300 or less; 
added a ‘15% loan forgiveness’ provision; and tightened 
certain reporting requirements” (Continued). Address: Offi ce 
of Food for Peace, Agency for International Development, 
Washington, DC.
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2395. Soybean Digest. 1976. Soybean Digest Gold Book. 
June. p. 3, 28-42.
• Summary: The “Gold Book” is the June issue of Soybean 
Digest published as “An aid to soybean producers for 
profi table soybean marketing.” The last section in the issue, 
titled “Soybean data supplement,” contains the following: 
(1) Soybeans: Acreage, yield and production, 1924-1975, 
by states. Gives statistics for 18 states. (2) Full-page ad by 
ASA: “Soya calculator offered.” “This new slide calculator 
was designed especially for use in the soybean industry.” 
Two photos show the device. (3) Full-page colored bar charts 
showing “Average price per bushel of soybeans received 
by farmers, USA, by months, 1968-1975 (dollars).” (4) 
Half page color bar chart: Farm marketings of soybeans, 
USA, 1970-71 to 1974-75. Percent of Open Market Farm 
Sales, by months. (5) Half page bar chart “Ten leading U.S. 
agricultural exports as percentage of farm production, 1975” 
(year ending June 30): Wheat 58%, rice 56%, cattle hides 
56%, soybeans 48% (* include bean equivalent of meal). (6) 
Metric conversion tables (length, weight, area, soybeans, 
temperature). (7) Three graphs: “Price trends as a glance 
(weekly close; yearly for 1972-73 to 1974-75): Crude soy 
oil, tankcars. Bulk soybean meal, Decatur. Yellow soybeans, 
Chicago” [Illinois]. American Soybean Association: 
Activities, publications (Soybean Digest {monthly}, Gold 
Book {each June}, Blue Book {each June}, Soybean 

Profi ts newsletter {weekly, 32 issues/year}), membership. 
ASA’s Market development program. Educational fi lms (5). 
Directory of affi liated states: Gives for each state the name of 
the organization, year organized, names and addresses of the 
3 main offi cers. Current publications related to soybeans by 
state experiment stations, alphabetically by state (p. 37-42). 
Advertisers’ index. Reader inquiry service.
 Note 1. The Advertiser’s Index shows that Soybean 
Digest now has a southern edition. For example, Coker’s 
Pedigreed Seed Co. and Jacob Hartz Seed Co. advertise only 
in the southern edition.
 Note 2. The Gold Book only appeared twice, in June 
1976 and June 1977.

2396. Soybean Digest. 1976. Ten leading U.S. agricultural 
exports as percentage of farm production, 1975. June. p. 32.
• Summary:  This bar chart shows that about 48% of 
soybeans grown in the USA are exported. Year ending June 
30. Soybeans include bean equivalent of soybean meal.

2397. Associated Press (AP). 1976. Soviets buy more 
soybeans. Detroit News. July 7. p. C-2, col. 3.
• Summary: The Soviet Union has just purchased another 
700,000 metric tons (1 metric ton = 2,205 lb) of this year’s 
crop of U.S. soybeans worth about $175 million, the USDA 
announced yesterday. Last Friday the USDA announced the 
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sale of 800,000 tons to the USSR, bringing the total for this 
year to 1.5 million metric tons worth $375 million.

2398. Robbins, William. 1976. Russians buying more 
soybeans: Second sale by an American grain company in 
recent days reported by U.S. Also from ‘76 harvest. Latest 
deal is for 700,000 tons, similarly specifying ‘optional 
origin’ basis. New York Times. July 7. p. 57.
• Summary: An American grain company [name unknown] 
has just sold 700,000 tons of soybeans, worth about $195 
million, to the Soviet Union. On Friday, Cargill Inc. 
announced a million ton sale. In both cases, the soybeans 
can be supplied from “optional origins.” “This means 
the soybeans could be shipped from harvests of foreign 
countries, depending on supplies, prices, and shipping 
situations, if the seller chooses.”

2399. United Press International (UPI). 1976. Review: a 
soybean fl ap. Detroit News. July 18. p. E-3, col. 1.
• Summary: Last week a serious trade dispute threatened 
to erupt between the USA and Europe–over soybeans. 
Most European countries have heavily subsidized dairy 
industries and huge surpluses of powdered milk. Leaders of 
the European Common Market want to encourage (or force) 
farmers to feed this powdered milk to their livestock. To 
this end, they are considering putting a special import tax on 
soybeans.
 The Ford administration in the USA has threatened to 
retaliate against European imports, contending that such a 
tax would be a fl agrant violation of the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).

2400. Cook Industries, Inc. 1976. Export controls cost 
farmers 50¢ a bushel once. Don’t let it happen again (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. July. Back cover.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “In each of the last three years, 
the Federal Government placed controls on the export of 
American farm products. These controls dealt a severe blow 
to U.S. farmers. Last year, for instance, export controls 
dropped the price of a bushel of corn from $3.09 to $2.59. A 
loss of 50 cents a bushel: Export controls in 1974 cut wheat 
prices down 52 cents a bushel, and soybean prices dropped 
$3.90 a bushel during the 1973 embargo. And the damage 
didn’t stop at the farm. These controls also:
 “1. Cost U.S. workers thousands of jobs.
 “2. Reduced U.S. food production.
 “3. Reduced U.S. economic activity.
 “4. Reduced U.S. dollar earnings in foreign trade to pay 
for oil imports.
 “5. Gave windfall profi ts to U.S. farmers’ foreign 
competition.
 “6. Reduced the dependability of U.S. agriculture as a 
reliable supplier of food.
 “7. Increased the risk that America’s No. 1 industry may 

be forced to return to government controls and subsidies.
 “It should be clear to everyone that nothing is as vital 
to America as agriculture. More Americans owe their jobs 
to the production, processing and distribution of food and 
fi ber than to any other industry. Since 1972, agriculture has 
made an important transition from government controls and 
subsidies to a major earner of income and foreign exchange 
for ALL Americans: Subsidies that had cost American 
taxpayers over $84 billion over the years have been reduced 
to practically zero. American agriculture has been a prime 
reason why the U.S. is leading all other nations out of the 
recent worldwide recession:
 “The authority to control American farm exports expires 
in September. It is imperative that all Americans act how to 
help amend the Export Administration Act. Not eliminate it. 
Just Amend It.
 “There may occur in the future, times when it will 
be necessary for the Federal Government to control U.S. 
farm exports to protect our national security. But to allow 
the indiscriminate use of export embargoes as a tool 
of everchanging foreign policy is dangerous, and more 
damaging than helpful to America. To allow the judgmental 
use of export controls as an artifi cial infl ation fi ghter serves 
only to damage our economy; not help it.
 “When the natural supply and demand balance of 
American agricultural economics is upset, two important 
things happen. Nations around the world cannot depend on 
the U.S. as a dependable food supplier. Competitive farming 
countries reap huge profi ts. Because despite popular belief 
among millions of Americans, we do not have a monopoly 
on food production. Our foreign competition produces each 
year, for instance, excess food and feed cereals totaling 
approximately 65 million metric tons.
 “When the U.S. reduces or stops food sales to selected 
countries, these customers simply turn to our competitors, 
as the Soviet Union did in 1975, and again this year. After 
the 1975 moratorium on grain sales to the Soviet Union 
and Poland, they turned around and bought 15 million 
metric tons of wheat, corn and soybeans from our foreign 
competition. This kind of buying causes extraordinary profi ts 
for our foreign competitors, who then, based on these profi ts, 
increase their production. As a result, the American farmer 
is reduced to a residual supplier, taking what markets are left 
after the foreign competition sells all their production.
 “Export controls on American farm products have 
clearly benefi tted only our foreign competitors. They have 
not driven American food prices down. And they have not 
helped U.S. foreign policy.
 “If you are concerned about the future of American 
agriculture, help to convince your Senators and 
Representatives in Washington [DC] that the expiring Export 
Administration Act needs to be amended to provide export 
controls only for purposes of national security.”
 Note: This same pull-page ad also appears on the back 
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cover of the August, September, October, November and 
December issues of Soybean Digest. Address: Memphis, 
Tennessee.

2401. Jobman, Darrell. 1976. Subsidies aid Brazilian 
expansion: Government involvement makes Brazil’s beans 
an attractive alternative. Soybean Digest. July. p. 18-19.
• Summary: Every American who has traveled to Brazil to 
see their soybean crops fi rst-hand has come home impressed 
with the progress they’ve “already made with soybeans 
since starting almost from scratch a few years ago and, even 
more so, with Brazil’s potential as a soybean producer in 
the future.” USDA estimates the 1977 crop of 13 million 
metric tons will be 12% larger than that of 1976. Yields 
average about 26 bushels per acre nationwide, not far below 
those of the USA. Brazil’s intentions to move closer to self-
suffi ciency in wheat production will mean increased areas 
available for doublecropping with soybeans. Government 
subsidies include price aids, export subsidies, and tax 
arrangements that effectively subsidize domestic soybean 
crushers. The cruzeiro, Brazil’s currency, was devalued six 
times in the fi rst 4 months of 1976. Each time it had the 
effect of making Brazilian soybeans a little less expensive 
than U.S. soybeans. On March 19 Brazil’s government also 
raised the subsidy on soy oil exports to 20% from 14%, a 
move that made Brazilian soy oil $20-$30 per metric ton less 
expensive than U.S. soy oil in world markets.
 But Brazil also dislikes U.S. subsidies. When the U.S. 
made soybeans and soybean meal eligible for PL 480 export 
credit for the fi rst time ever a few months ago, it cut into 
Brazilian sales for example to Poland.
 A photo shows a big bulldozer surrounded by rubble. 
“Brazilain jungle is logged and cleared with bulldozers by 
the thousands of acres to make way for new soybean fi elds.”

2402. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1976. USSR buys U.S. soybeans. Aug. 2. p. 6.
• Summary: The recent purchase of 1.7 million tonnes 
of soybeans, including 1.5 millions tons of probable U.S. 
origin and 200,000 tons of Brazilian origin, may signal the 
opening of a steady long-term market for oilseeds in the 
Soviet Union. USSR soybean production in 1976 is currently 
forecast to range between 400,000 and 500,000 tons, well 
below the record 1975 level of 780,000 tons.

2403. Holz, Alan E. 1976. Brazil, Malaysia set to gain more 
of oil and meal market. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Aug. 2. p. 2-4, 8.
• Summary: Soybean production in Brazil will continue to 
increase as long as world soybean prices remain fi rm and 
Brazil’s weak foreign exchange position continues. Since 
domestic demand is not keeping pace with the country’s 
growth in soybean production, the emphasis will be more 
on exporting soybean oil and meal rather than soybeans. 

Address: Foreign Commodity Analysis, Oilseeds and 
Products, Foreign Agricultural Service [USDA].

2404. Feedstuffs. 1976. Soy protein use grows in EC 
countries; nutrition, economics motivate increase. 48(35):3, 
34. Aug. 30. [1 ref]
• Summary: Based on a USDA report, growth potential 
exists for use of soy proteins in European foods, but food 
regulations need to become more fl exible, tariff barriers 
more clearly defi ned, and end users better educated. “Most 
European countries allow soy protein in food items not 
containing meat, and within limitations, soy protein may be 
added to some meat products. Legal harmonization of EC 
regulations would eliminate the confusion surrounding soy 
protein, the report said.
 “Using soy fl our and grits, textured soy protein, soy 
concentrates and isolates, the EC countries most frequently 
use soy proteins in bakery goods, dietetic foods, baby foods, 
sauces, soups, and in some cases sausage, ground beef and 
other processed meats, the report said. The institutional 
and food processing areas most frequently use soy protein 
products, while the retail level is generally limited to health, 
dietetic, and vegetarian foods...”

2405. Abel, Martin E.; Smaciarz, Mary. 1976. Growth in 
world grain and soybean trade and the importance of state 
trading countries. Minnesota Agricultural Economist No. 
582. p. 1, 2, 5. Aug/Sept.
Address: 1. Prof.; 2. Research Asst. Both: Dep. of 
Agricultural and Applied Economics, Univ. of Minnesota, St. 
Paul, MN 55108.

2406. Carlson, Jerry. 1976. South Americans: From 
competitors to customers. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 20-21.
• Summary: Discusses potential soybean markets in Brazil, 
Colombia, Argentina, Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, and Venezuela, 
in terms of economist Walter Rostow’s fi ve stages of 
economic growth. Several South American nations are now 
reaching the “takeoff” stage–an era of rapid industrialization 
and growing real incomes. This country by country tour is 
based on an interview with R.W. Fischer, president of Soypro 
International, who recently traveled through several South 
American countries–on business to help design and install 
soybean processing plants to meet growing domestic sales.

2407. Johnson, Seymour. 1976. Freedom is the cornerstone. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 25.
• Summary: “The American Soybean Assn.’s position on 
1977 farm legislation was outlined in the annual President’s 
address by ASA President Seymour Johnson.
 “Johnson noted that current farm legislation expires next 
year and said: ‘We need to begin to inform our Congressmen 
about ASA policy on certain provisions of that legislation.’
 “The cornerstone of ASA’s position, he said, is freedom–
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’the freedom to plant as much or as little as each individual 
farmer wishes, the freedom to market his crop anywhere and 
anytime he wishes and freedom from undue government 
interference in the marketplace.’
 “Calling soybeans a model of free enterprise in the 
United States, Johnson pointed out that they have become the 
top crop in the nation in terms of cash income to the farmer 
and cash income to the nation through exports.
 “Regarding a government loan program for soybeans, 
he said ASA favors a loan level just high enough to ensure 
farmers against economic disaster, but not so high as to 
encourage stockbuilding and excessive production in the 
U.S. and abroad.
 “Johnson added that he personally feels the loan 
program should be abandoned if the government begins 
using it as an instrument to get soybeans into a government-
held strategic grain reserve.
 “’There is no need for a soybean reserve,’ he said. 
‘Farmers and the commercial trade provide the best reserve 
possible. As of July 1, 1976, farmers were holding 41% 
of the soybean stocks, and they have been marketing their 
soybeans in an orderly manner.
 “’If anyone wants soybeans, all he must do is bid the 
price.’ Johnson further stated that if government stocks 
existed, the market would interpret every government-owned 
bushel as excess and would react accordingly by bidding less 
for soybeans.
 “’Lower prices would beget lower production, and the 
farmer, the consumer and the nation would lose,’ he said.
 “On export controls, Johnson said ASA believes such 
restrictions should be imposed only in case of a declared 
national emergency.
 “’New legislation is necessary to clarify the United 
States Government position,’ he said. ‘Our foreign customers 
must know that we have a clear-cut policy on export 
controls, or they can and will take much of their business 
elsewhere.’
 “The association also recommends increased 
appropriations for soybean research; more funding for 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service market development 
programs and a halt to U.S. Government subsidization of 
foreign products that compete with soybeans in world export 
markets.”

2408. Lee, K.W. 1976. Middle East and soybeans. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 18a-b, d-f.
• Summary: Discusses the following countries with 1975 
population and 1974 GNP (Gross National Product) per 
capita, ranked in descending order of population: Egypt 
(36.5 million, $280), Iran (35.5 million, $1,060), Iraq (11.0 
million, $970), Syria (7.4 million, $490), Saudi Arabia (6.2 
million, $2,080), Lebanon (3.5 million, $1,080), Jordan (2.7 
million, $400), Kuwait (0.9 million, $11,640).
 Population is growing at about 3% a year, and GNP at 

about 18%. The economic outlook is favorable. Each country 
is developing a poultry industry and requires imports of 
soybean meal. “Since the area does not have a temperate 
climate, all of the countries except Iran show no record of 
growing soybeans except for test plantings. Iran planted 
175,000 acres of soybeans and harvested 90,000 tonnes 
(metric tons) in 1975, about three times the 1974 production 
of 36,000 tonnes. In addition, most of the countries did not 
actively trade in soybeans until recently...
 “In the 1968-70 period, the only soybean imports were 
62 tonnes to Saudi Arabia. In the case of soy oil trade, the 
countries of Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, 
Saudi Arabia and Syria imported 61,000 tonnes in the 1968-
70 period, but increased their total imports to 228,000 tonnes 
in 1972-74. When countries are in a low income bracket, 
the demand for fats and oils grows faster than the demand 
for livestock and poultry products. This may be what has 
happened in this area until recent years.
 “The fact that most of these countries did not import 
either soybeans or soy bean meal until 1970 indicates 
that they may not have needed soybean meal due to the 
unpopularity of feed grain-consuming animals until 1973...
 “In 1975, it was estimated that about 80-100,000 tonnes 
of soybean meal was used for poultry rations in Egypt, Syria, 
Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Jordan...
 “Two main obstacles stand in the way of growth 
of soybean consumption. One is the low recognition of 
soybeans as a valuable ingredient in commercial feeds, and 
the other is the lack of oilseed crushing and storage facilities 
in these countries.”
 Note: This document also contains the earliest date for 
seen (June 2007) for soybeans in Saudi Arabia (1968-70). 
Address: American Soybean Assoc.

2409. Ryan, Mary E.; Houck, James P. 1976. Exports of 
Minnesota soybeans. Minnesota Agricultural Economist 
No. 582. p. 1, 5. Aug/Sept. (Univ. of Minnesota Agricultural 
Extension Service).
Address: 1. Asst. Prof.; 2. Prof. Both: Dep. of Agricultural 
and Applied Economics, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55108.

2410. Martin, Everett G.; Meyer, Gene. 1976. Brazil’s rising 
soybean production is seen as less of a threat to U.S. Wall 
Street Journal. Oct. 26. p. 40, col. 2.
• Summary: Brazilian soybean production is expected to 
increase about 17% this year. Brazil is expected to ship more 
soybeans and soybean oil and meal (rather than soybeans) to 
the world next year because, by then, the country’s crushing 
capacity is expected to expand to 8 million tons, from 7 
million; this would reduce soybean exports by about 1 
million tons. Address: Staff reporters.

2411. Wanamaker, George E. 1976. USSR seen becoming 
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regular soybean customer. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Nov. 8. p. 6-7, 16.
• Summary: The USSR–heretofore an erratic buyer of 
soybeans–may be importing 2-2.5 million tonnes of soybeans 
a year in the near future, to equal or surpass the all-time high 
of 2 million tons purchased in 1976. This is the fi nding of 
the U.S. oilseed team that visited the USSR during Sept. 13–
Oct. 2 to assess that country’s oilseed production and import 
potential. The USSR has made a major policy decision to 
step up the rate of investment in oilseed processing during 
1976-80. The USSR is the world’s largest producer of 
sunfl owerseed and in most past years has been able to satisfy 
its vegetable oil–if not meal–needs domestically.
 However, with growing emphasis on livestock product 
output–and widely fl uctuating sunfl owerseed production–the 
USSR has been in and out of the soybean market several 
times during the past decade. That trade began in 1965. A 
relatively poor sunfl owerseed harvest that year prompted 
the purchase of 93,400 tons of soybeans. During the 1976-
80 Five Year Plan, Soviet oilseed processing capacity is 
scheduled to be increased by 50%. Soviet production of 
soybeans for crushing is currently limited to the Soviet Far 
East, while Moldavian production of 30,000-40,000 tons 
annually is used for feed. The processing of 1.3 million 
tons of soybeans requires 2.6 million tons of sunfl ower 
processing capacity because of the higher meal content of 
soybeans. The Ministry of Food indicates a special effort is 
being made to turn the Vinnista plant in the Western Ukraine 
into a showcase for soybean processing. It is probable that 
this plant will be able to handle 150,000-200,000 tons of 
soybeans in 1977. Address: Foreign Commodity Analysis, 
Oilseeds and Products, Foreign Agricultural Service.

2412. Cook Industries, Inc. 1976. When America uses food 
as a weapon, three things happen. All bad (Ad). Soybean 
Digest. Nov. Back cover.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “The capability of the American 
farmer is one of the principal reasons America has remained 
a powerful force for good in world politics. The political 
implications for helping to ease world tensions through the 
wise and skillful applications of our vital food supply are 
exciting. But also terribly complicated. And there is grave 
danger to America and the world if American agricultural 
clout is misused.
 “One increasingly popular misuse is to consider food as 
a weapon in our international political negotiations. Because 
when America tries to use food as a weapon by refusing to 
sell it to those countries who disagree with us, three things 
inevitably happen. All are bad.
 “1. Rich nations buy elsewhere: The rich countries, like 
Russia, Communist China and the OPEC nations, simply buy 
it from our competitors. Withholding food as a weapon has 
been characterized as ‘old-fashioned blackmail.’ And, more 
importantly, it has not worked. Last summer our Government 

proposed that we should sell Russia food at world prices, if 
they would, in turn, sell us oil at 10 to 15% under the OPEC 
price. Our ‘weapon’ backfi red. Russia simply turned around 
and bought the grain they needed elsewhere. The American 
farmer lost $2.2 billion in sales, and America lost the impact 
of the many turns those billions would have made throughout 
our entire economy.
 “The reason food won’t work as a weapon with the rich 
countries is very simple. We have no monopoly on putting a 
seed in the ground. Our international competitors annually 
produce 65 million excess tons of grain for export. When 
our political policies drive customers to our competitors, 
those competitors will simply increase future production and 
become tougher competitors. The result may be that U.S. 
agriculture is once again placed in the position of being a 
residual supplier.
 “2. Poor nations get hurt: When we artifi cially drive up 
prices of foreign grain by withholding our grain from the 
rich countries who disagree with us, the poor nations are hurt 
because they have to pay more for foreign grain, and because 
U.S. farmers are discouraged from planting full crops in 
the future. The poor countries are helped most when there 
is maximum incentive for U.S. farmers to invest in all-out 
production.
 “3. U.S. economy suffers: The entire United States 
economy suffers. Agriculture is America’s largest industry. 
One-sixth of our total gross national product comes from 
agri-business and its offshoots. After subtracting our own 
domestic requirement, America still has for export 60% of 
our wheat and rice crops, about half of our soybeans and 
one-fi fth of American corn. We produce for export almost 
75% of the world’s net grain exports. And our farm exports 
earned for American about $22 billion a year in foreign 
exchange. It was the increase in U.S. grain exports that 
provided the dollars to pay for the increases in imported oil 
and still avoid a huge trade defi cit.
 “U.S. food exports in recent years have balanced our 
trade defi cit, virtually eliminated farm subsidies so costly to 
the American taxpayer, and led the way out of the national 
economic recession. So you can see that there are dangerous 
implications to any ‘food as a weapon’ policy that would 
upset the delicate agricultural economic balance.
 “Food can be a positive tool: If the United States is 
to continue being a prime force in international affairs our 
currency–the dollar–must remain strong. The dollar is our 
weapon, and used properly can promote peace and can work 
for the good of all. Grain exports are vital to the strength 
of the dollar. America provides 60% of the worldwide food 
aid to poor nations which we are able to provide due to 
the strength of our dollar. Any attempt to use food directly 
as a weapon would probably lead to misuse. This could 
point agriculture toward the same failures so evident in 
those countries whose agriculture is centrally controlled, 
and whose agriculture is truly used as a weapon to sustain 
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domestic political control.
 “As one of the principal salesmen for the American 
farmer, Cook Industries is vitally interested in helping 
to inform all Americans of the importance of American 
agriculture, and to guard against self-defeating misuse of 
our nation’s most vital industry. Your opinions would be 
welcome to your representatives in Washington [DC] and 
to us. Urge your Senators and Congressmen to oppose any 
Government policies that would use American food as a 
weapon.”
 An illustration (cartoon) shows Uncle Sam (top hat, 
striped trousers and all) sitting on the ground, looking 
unnerved and shell-shocked, behind a cannon with a 
big smoking hole in one side. Out the front of the barrel 
comes an ear of corn. Address: P.O. Box 16901, Memphis, 
Tennessee 38116.

2413. Solkoff, Joel. 1976. The grain drain: Cargill’s private 
empire. New Republic. Dec. 18. p. 9-11.
• Summary: “’The confrontation between the multinational 
corporation and its enemies,’ Richard J. Barnet and Ronald 
Muller write in Global Reach, ‘promises to infl uence the 
shape of human society in the last third of the century more 
than any other political drama of our time.’ This summer, 
while Frank Church was making an abortive run for the 
presidency, his Senate Subcommittee on Multinational 
Corporations provided the fi rst real introduction to those who 
control the food we eat.
 “The fact that six trading companies control over 90 
percent of US grain exports fi rst came to public attention 
in the summer of 1972. Then, the Soviet Union secretly 
bought from the big companies–Cargill, Bunge, Cook, 
Dreyfus, Continental and Garnac–the last of the world’s 
grain reserves (America’s), triggering a 50 percent increase 
in retail food prices, providing the Republican administration 
with a constituency in favor of getting the government out 
of agriculture, generating full agricultural production and 
forcing farmers onto the international market.
 “This June, for the fi rst time, offi cers of a major trading 
company reluctantly appeared in public to describe their 
operations and answer questions.” Address: Washington, DC, 
writer.

2414. Harrison, Gil. 1976. The Brazilian competition: Will 
we meet it? Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 20-21.
• Summary: In 1969 no one thought of Brazil as a producer 
of soybeans; the country’s annual soybean production 
was only 35 million bushels [0.95 million metric tons]. 
“However, in 1976 the world was astonished to learn that 
Brazil had surpassed mainland China” to become the world’s 
No. 2 producer of soybeans with a record harvest of 426 
million bushels [11.6 million metric tons].
 “How did Brazil, Paraguay, Argentina, Colombia and 
Bolivia get into the soybean business in the fi rst place? 

There are fi ve explanations. (1) U.S. export embargo [from 
June 27 to July 2, 1973] that artifi cially raised world prices 
until it was profi table for even the most ineffi cient producers 
to grow soybeans; (2) U.S. Government help through the 
Agency for International Development, which provides 
fi nancing, funding and technology for soybean production; 
(3) U.S. private industry (in the form of seed companies, 
farm machinery salesmen, fertilizer producers and insecticide 
and herbicide manufacturers) is constantly looking for export 
markets for its products and gives away technology along 
with sales contracts with overseas farmers; (4) Japanese 
technical assistance to increase soybean production in a 320 
million acre area of marginal frontier land in Brazil; and (5) 
an urgent need for a highly marketable foreign exchange 
earner.”
 “The Brazilian farmer realizes only too well that he is a 
marginal producer with production costs much higher than 
the U.S. and that he is at the mercy of world market prices. 
He would welcome help in the form of market development 
to increase domestic demand.”
 Concludes with eight steps that U.S. soybean farmers, 
through their appointed spokesman, ASA, should take to 
retain their profi tability and growth in soybean production. 
Address: American Soybean Assoc., Mexico and Northern 
Latin America Regional Director.

2415. Berlan, J.P.; Bertrand, J.P.; Lebas, L.; Marloie, M. 
1976. Les conditions de la concurrence internationale entre 
arachide, soja et colza [The conditions of international 
competition between peanuts, soybeans, and rapeseed]. 
Economie Rurale (L’) 6(116):10-22. [6 ref. Fre; eng]
Address: INRA Economie, Paris, France.

2416. DeKalb County Exports, Inc. 1976. Annual report. 
Ottawa, Illinois. 16 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This company, a subsidiary of DeKalb County 
Farm Bureau, exports soybeans and corn, which it obtains 
mostly from northern Illinois. The president is George 
Tindall. Sales in fi scal were $17.01 million. Address: P.O. 
Box 734, Towpath Road, Ottawa, Illinois 61350. Phone: 
(815) 433-3635.

2417. Frahm, Donald G. 1976. Trends in marketing and 
distribution of soybeans and products around the world. In: 
L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. World Soybean Research [Conference 
I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and 
Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. See p. 650-56.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World soybean 
production and trade. World soybean product trade. 
Summary. Statistical appendix. Address: Research Assoc., 
COMCO, Cook Industries, Inc., Memphis, Tennessee.

2418. Hill, Lowell D. ed. 1976. World Soybean Research 
[Conference I: Proceedings]. Danville, Illinois: Interstate 
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Printers & Publishers, Inc. xvii + 1073 p. Held 3-8 Aug. 
1975 at Champaign, Illinois. Illust. No index. 25 cm. [1000+ 
ref]
• Summary: The book contains the following major 
divisions: Foreword. Preface. 1. Production (p. 5-374): 
Growth habits and cultural practices, fertilization and 
nitrogen fi xation, equipment, genetics and varietal research, 
techniques of research and selection. 2. Protection (p. 
375-638): Control of soybean pests, weed control, disease 
control, insect control (incl. nematodes). 3. Economics of 
marketing and production (p. 639-774): World trade and 
competition, price relationships, storage and transportation. 
4. Utilization (p. 775-998): Food products and human 
consumption. Animal feed. 5. Summing up (p. 999-1024). 
Contributed papers–authors and titles. Authors of invited 
papers (directory of 199 authors). List of participants 
(directory by country of 522 people).
 Note 1. 622 people from 48 countries attended this fi rst 
World Soybean Research Conference. It was held on 3-8 
August 1975 at the Ramada Inn, Champaign, Illinois. 168 
papers were presented at the 5-day session. The Conference 
was sponsored by the University of Illinois, Illinois Natural 
History Survey, USDA, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, and the National Soybean Crop Improvement 
Council.
 Note 2. These are the proceedings of the world’s fi rst 
international soybean research conference, held in Aug. 1975 
at Champaign, Illinois. Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign.

2419. Huang, Chung-Liang. 1976. An econometric study on 
the market structures of the world demand for high protein 
meals, with special emphasis upon the United States soybean 
economy. PhD thesis, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University. 188 p. Page 2317 in volume 37/04-A of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ.

2420. Hymowitz, T. 1976. Soybeans. In: N.W. Simmonds, 
ed. 1976. Evolution of Crop Plants. London and New York: 
Longman. xii + 339 p. See p. 159-62. [10 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: The soybean is the most 
important legume grain crop in the world in terms of total 
production and international trade...
 “Cytotaxonomic background: Plant breeders and 
geneticists attempting to improve the soybean have often 
been frustrated by the state of confusion concerning its 
taxonomy. Over 280 species, subspecies and taxonomic 
varieties have been listed under Glycine. Fortunately, recent 
studies by Hermann (1962) and Verdcourt (1966, 1970) have 
greatly clarifi ed the taxonomy of the genus Glycine. There 
are nine species listed here.
 “Early history: Probably, the eleventh century B.C. date 
will be pushed back in time as additional archaeological 

evidence is uncovered in the People’s Republic of China.
 “Recent history: However, starting in 1924, soybeans 
began their almost incredible rise to prominence in the 
United States... The northern central states of Illinois, Iowa, 
Missouri, Indiana, Minnesota and Ohio produced 66 per 
cent of the US total and the Mississippi river delta states of 
Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana and Tennessee produced 
16 per cent... Starting in the 1940s, the US Department of 
Agriculture initiated a programme to maintain germplasm 
and to screen the germplasm for certain economic traits... 
Soybeans are responsive to day length.
 “Prospects: The last major international collecting effort 
was made by W.J. Morse and P.H. Dorsett... collected over 
4,000 soybean seed samples. Unfortunately, less than one-
third of their collection still survives. The other seed was 
either thrown out or lost. Obviously, a new effort must be 
undertaken to collect soybean seed samples from the Orient 
to provide new germplasm for contemporary plant breeders... 
Soybean breeding, thus far, has been directed towards the 
needs of temperate countries. The trend in the next decade 
will be toward breeding the crop for subtropical and tropical 
countries.” Address: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2421. Jones, James Robert. 1976. A study of the import 
demand for soybeans and soybean products in Eastern 
Europe. PhD thesis, University of Arkansas. 162 p. 
Page 3053 in volume 37/05-A of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Arkansas.

2422. Nakamura, Hiroshi. 1976. Daizu no keizai. Sekai no 
daizu seisan, ryûtsu, shôhi no jittai [Soybean economics. 
Present status of world soybean production, trade, and 
consumption]. Tokyo: Saiwai Shobo. 180 p. [Jap]
Address: Hohnen Oil Co.

2423. Nicholas, C.J.; Bailey, W.A. 1976. Transport problems 
in marketing soybeans overseas. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. 
World Soybean Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. 
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii 
+ 1073 p. See p. 762-70.
• Summary: Contents: Background of problem. Exploratory 
research. Identity-preserved (IP) beans. Importance 
of transport costs. Local transport. Transport to ports. 
Comparison of ocean transport rates. Arrival condition. 
Address: 1. Agricultural Economist; 2. Agricultural Engineer. 
Both: Transportation and Packaging Research Lab., USDA 
ARS, Beltsville, Maryland.

2424. Ryan, Mary E.; Houck, James P. 1976. A study of 
U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean meal. Minnesota 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin No. 309. 
16 p. [3 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans are a major income earner for 
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U.S. farmers. In 1973 and 1974 sales topped $8 billion and 
reached about $7 billion in 1975. Soybeans constitute about 
20 percent of total cash receipts that farmers receive from 
sales of all crops.
 “Close to half of U.S. soybean output is destined for 
markets overseas. In the 1970’s, foreign buyers took two of 
every fi ve bushels of soybeans and in addition purchased 
about 25 percent of the soybean meal and 15 percent 
of the soybean oil produced in the United States. These 
facts highlight the importance of soybean exports in the 
agricultural economy of the United States.
 “The research reported in this bulletin examined the 
export market for U.S. soybeans and soybean products. 
The major forces affecting past exports were identifi ed and 
measured to provide a framework for estimating future 
export levels. This information about soybean exports can 
be combined with information from other sources about 
domestic soybean use and production to evaluate the entire 
U.S. soybean market and its implications for growers, 
processors, and others in the industry.”
 “Demand for soybeans arises almost entirely out of 
the demand for the two major soybean products–oil and 
meal. Although food use of whole soybeans is growing, it 
is a small share of total use. Soybean oil’s primary use is 
as a food. It is eaten as margarine, shortening, and cooking 
and salad oil. Soybean meal is a high protein supplement, 
containing 45-50 percent high quality vegetable protein 
for use in livestock feed. Expanding demand for meat 
and other livestock products has stimulated the growth 
and commercialization of animal industries in developed 
countries. Such modernization involves greater attention to 
animal nutrition and effi cient feeding practices. When these 
developments occur, demand grows for soybean meal and 
other sources of protein. Markets for high protein feedstuffs 
are mainly in developed countries, while oil markets exist in 
developed and less developed nations.
 “Soybean oil and meal are obtained simultaneously and 
in rather fi xed proportions in the processing operation. Each 
60-pound bushel of soybeans yields 47-48 pounds of meal 
and 10.5-11 pounds of oil. As a consequence of high oil 
prices from mid-1972 until mid-1975, the values of the oil 
and meal components of soybeans were nearly equal. That 
differs from the 1960’s, when about two-thirds of the value 
of soybeans was derived from its meal component. Earlier, 
in the 1950’s, nearly equal values had been obtained for oil 
and meal. Forecasts for the 1975-76 marketing year suggest 
a return to the two-to-one relationship for the values of meal 
and oil.
 “Prices: The shifting values of the meal and oil 
components of soybeans stem from changes in the relative 
prices of meal and oil since the quantities of each are 
essentially fi xed in each soybean. Variations in the relative 
prices of soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil indicate 
that the forces affecting prices in the oil market move 

differently from their counterparts in the meal market.
 “Figure 1 shows prices of soybeans, soybean meal, 
and soybean oil since World War II. The dramatic rise in 
the 1970’s dwarfs earlier price movements.” Address: 1. 
Asst. Prof.; 2. Prof. Both: Dep. of Agricultural and Applied 
Economics, Univ. of Michigan.

2425. Schmidt, S.C. 1976. World trade in soybeans and 
soybean products: Past and prospects. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 
1976. World Soybean Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. 
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii 
+ 1073 p. See p. 639-49. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Trade pattern. Trade determining 
factors. Trade prospects for soybeans and their products. 
Supply prospects and competition. Supply prospects 
for competing products. References. Address: Dep. 
of Agricultural Economics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-
Champaign.

2426. Schultz, John M.; Mason, William P. 1976. Soybeans: 
Brazil as a competitive force. MBA thesis, Harvard Business 
School. vii+ 151 leaves. 28 cm. [49 ref]
• Summary: This is the best report seen to date on the 
soybean industry in Brazil. Contents: Preface. Indexes of 
tables and fi gures. Introduction. 1. World food demand. 2. 
Fats, oil & meals. 3. Brazilian production. 4. Comparative 
cost of production. 5. Development of agricultural inputs and 
infrastructure. 6. Brazilian commercialization of soybeans 
and its products. 7. Government’s role in the Brazilian 
soybean system. 8. Brazilian soybean supply-demand model. 
Summary & Conclusions. Appendices: Conversion rates, 
Glossary of Brazilian organizations. Bibliography.
 Tables: (1) Change in world population growth. (2) 
World population, 2000: Less developed regions, developed 
regions, total–for high, medium, and low projections. (3) 
Where population is growing fastest (percentage growth 
from 1950 to 1970): Latin America 75% (doubling time 
22 years), Africa 59%, Asia 52% (DT 24 years), Oceania 
46%, North America 37%, Russia 35%, Europe 18%. (4) 
Percent of world population by regions: In 1973 developing 
world has 75% of total, developed world has 25%. In 2000 
those fi gures are expected to change to 80% and 20%. (5) 
Per capita demand for related commodity groups by areas 
worldwide (kg per year): (6) Net demand for fats and oils 
by region: 1970, 1985, 2000. (7) Index of world net food 
demand by commodity: 1970, 1985, and 2000. (8) Index 
numbers of total and per caput food production. (9) Joint 
product derivation for 8 oilseeds (average percentage weight 
of oil and meal; soybean is 80 to 18). (10) World production 
of fats & oils, market shares for edible vegetable oil, palm 
oils, industrial oils, animal fats, marine oils (1965, 1970, 
1975). (11) Gross fats & oil exports, for 13 oils and fats, 
annually from 1971/72 to 1974/75, with projections to 
1980/81 at which time–#1 Palm oil 3.1 million metric tons 
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(mmt). #2. Soybean oil 1.02 mmt. Sunfl ower oil 1.00 mmt. 
Butter 0.75 mmt. (12) World production of fats & oils, for 
14 oils and fats. (13) Exports of fats & oils (vegetable & 
animal), Malaysia and Brazil. (14) U.S.A. food oils and fats 
domestic use, 1960, 1974, & 1985 projections. In 1960 the 
diet was 58% vegetable fats and 42% animal fats. In 1985 
the projected diet was 90% vegetable fats and 10% animal 
fats. (15) Soybean yields for selected regions (1971-75): 
World average, USA, Brazil, China. (16) World cropland 
area by commodity, 1970. All cereals have 73.5% of the 
total, vs. 10.8% for oilseeds and 6.3% for pulses and nuts. 
(17) World soybean production (1970/71 to 1975/76): USA, 
Brazil, China, Others. “The U.S. embargo in 1973 gave 
Brazilian exports a boost as importing countries placed 
greater emphasis on double sourcing.” (18) Cottonseed oil 
production and export for U.S. and world, 1970-1975. (19) 
Sunfl ower seed oil production, 1970-1975. (20) Palm oil: 
Production and exports in major producer-exporter countries 
and the world annual 1965-75 with projections for 1976, 
1980 and 1985. Countries are West Malaysia, Sabah (a 
Malaysian state located on the northeast tip of the island of 
Borneo), Indonesia, Ivory Coast, Zaire. (21) Value of four oil 
crops per hectare for selected countries. Crops: Oil palms, 
soybeans, sunfl ower, peanuts. Countries: West Malaysia, 
USA, USSR, Nigeria. Oil palms have by far the greatest 
oil yield and value per hectare. (22) Palm oil: Production 
in specifi ed countries (Western hemisphere 3.5%, Africa 
39.1%, Asia 57.4%): Forecast for 1975 and percentages. 
(23) Palm oil–local consumption vs. exports (1974): For 
West Malaysia (exports 96% of production), East Malaysia 
(92%), Indonesia (92%), Ivory Coast (60%), Zaire, Western 
Hemisphere. (24) Palm kernel oil–production and exports 
1971-75. (25) Coconut oil: Production & export. (26) Lard 
production & export: Selected years. (27) Lard rendered 
per hog: USA. Yield of lard per hog in USA decreased 
from 13 kg in 1963 to 6.7 kg in 1974–as demand for lard 
decreased. (28) World meal production and gross exports 
by commodity: Selected years 1955, 1967, 1974. Soybean 
meal is always the leader by far, with cottonseed meal 2nd. 
(29) Present and projected world consumption of animal 
products: Poultry, pork, and beef. Poultry and hogs are the 
main consumers of soybean meal. Cattle consume mostly 
pasture and grass–as nature designed. (30) Protein meal: 
World production exports, share of market by commodity, 
1955, 1970/71, 1974/75. Soybean meal is by far the leader, 
followed by cottonseed meal. A U.S. moratorium on soybean 
exports in 1973 and 1975 enabled Brazil to enter major 
markets as a source of dependable supply. (31) Soybean meal 
and seed, production and exports (U.S., Brazil, and world) 
(meal equivalents). (32) Peruvian fi shmeal, production and 
exports. (33) Peruvian fi shmeal exports, soybean equivalents. 
(34) Brazilian production by states. (35) Changes in acreage 
planted. (36) Land area of Rio Grande do Sul. (37) Parana 
production by regions. (38) Cultivated land in Sao Paulo. 

(39) Land area of central-west states. (40) Weighted average 
comparison of costs of production. (41) Comparison 
of fertilizer and lime costs (Brazil and the U.S.). (42) 
Comparison of machinery cost. (43) Brazilian labor rates. 
(44) Comparison of regional costs of production. (45) Seed 
soybean variety usage by state. (46) Fertilizer demand. (47) 
National fertilizer program. (48) Chemical demand. (49) 
Land costs by state. (50) 1974 storage capacity by states. 
(51) Comparison of transportation systems. (52) Capacities 
at main ports. (53) Comparison of average export profi ts. 
(54) 1975 crushing capacity by state. (55) Major crushing 
fi rms. (56) Exports. (57) Major importers of Brazilian 
soybeans and soybean products. (58) Exporter percentages 
of soybeans. (59) Brazilian ICM tax rates, Jan. 1, 1976. (60) 
Historical supply-demand relationships. (61) Projection of 
supply-demand relationships.
 Figures: (1) World population growth (in millions) 
1900-2000. (2) Soybeans and their products. (3) Relationship 
between beans and end products. (4) European Community: 
Apparent consumption of fats and oils, 1965-1975. (5) 
Oilseeds. (6) Price comparison, coconut, palm, and soybean 
oil, average monthly cash prices. (7) Per capita consumption 
of poultry meat. (8) Peruvian anchovy catch, 1960-1975. 
(9) Map of Brazil. (10) Comparison of average prices for 
wheat and soybeans at the farm level. (11) Comparison of 
wheat-soybean acreage. (12) Index changes of soybean 
production, acreage, and yields. (13) Map of Rio Grande do 
Sul. (14) Map of Parana. (15) Map of Sao Paulo. (16) Map 
of Santa Catarina. (17) Map of Central-west states. (18) 
Comparison of rainfall during growing season. (19) Industry 
structure. (20) Map of climatic conditions. (21) Map of soil 
conditions. (22) Brazilian railroad systems. (23) Export 
corridors program. (24) Comparison of Brazilians–U.S. 
prices at he farm. (25) Map of crushing facilities. (26) 
Per capita Brazilian vegetable oil demand. (27) Per capita 
Brazilian meat consumption. (28) Brazil’s major agricultural 
exports. (29) Comparison of market share in exports of 
soybeans. (30) Schematic supply-demand relationships. 
(31) 1976 planting estimates (Based on wheat & soybean 
prices). Address: Harvard Business School, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

2427. Shearson Hayden Stone Inc. 1976. Soybeans–the crop 
the whole world wants (Ad). New York, NY. 4 p.
• Summary:  “Soybeans are one of the most eagerly sought 
commodities in all the world. Their protein and oil promise 
better diets in a world on the brink of widespread hunger. 
The soybean serves both the peasant fi ghting for survival and 
the affl uent American enjoying a thick steak.
 “Soybean oil is on most tables at every meal in 
margarine or salad dressing. It is used in cooking and in 
a host of other foods. Soybean protein is showing up in 
hamburger, cold cuts and canned meat. Its use is increasing 
year by year at home and abroad.
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 “Soybean products are used in paints, resins, solvents 
and dozens of other industrial products. They create jobs and 
provide income for thousands of Americans.
 “No other commodity of the U.S. has such a competitive 
advantage in foreign markets. We expect to export 500 
million bushels of soybeans in this marketing year. These 
beans win earn over $2.5 billion of foreign exchange–money 
urgently needed to pay for oil and other imports. Soybeans 
are helping us make the dollar stronger.
 “The maps on these pages are a salute to the soybean 

farmers who have done so much to help achieve the 
remarkable record of the miracle crop. Just 10 states in the 
Midwest and South produce 80% of the nation’s soybeans. 
The top counties are shown on the color-keyed map.
 “Each year, over the past two decades farmers have 
planted more soybeans. Time and again, the harvest seemed 
more than the market could take. But as the marketing year 
progressed, those bins emptied into feed mills, into industrial 
tanks or into ships headed east and west around the world.” 
Address: One Western Union International Plaza, New York, 
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NY 10004.

2428. Walter, Alan S. 1976. Intercountry competition in the 
production and export of soybeans. In: L.D. Hill, ed. 1976. 
World Soybean Research [Conference I: Proceedings]. 
Danville, Illinois: Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. xvii 
+ 1073 p. See p. 657-68.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of soybeans. 
Soybean exports. Relative production of soybeans and 
competing commodities. Production of oil crops by 
geographic area. Exports of competing commodities. 
Conclusions. Address: Agricultural Economist, Commodity 
Economics Div., ERS USDA, Washington, DC.

2429. Wang, H.L.; Mustakas, G.C.; Wolf, W.J.; Wang, 
L.C.; Hesseltine, C.W.; Bagley, E.B. 1976. An inventory of 
information on the utilization of unprocessed and simply 
processed soybeans as human food. Peoria, Illinois: USDA 
Northern Regional Research Center, Interdepartmental 
Report. AID AG/TAB-225-12-76. 197 p. On contract AID 
AG/TAB-225-12-76. Undated. No index. 27 cm. Comb 
bound. [65 ref]
• Summary: This was submitted to The Agency for 
International Development.
 Contents: Introduction. Home and village traditional 
soybean foods by country. 1. Soybean food uses and 
production in Asia. Soaking dry soybeans. In China: Tou 
chiang (soybean milk; preparation, ways of serving), tou fu 
(soybean curd; yen-lu is the Chinese name for nigari), tou fu 
nao (soft curd), tou fu kan (dry / fi rm bean curd), chien chang 
(pressed tofu sheets), yu tou fu (fried tou fu), tung tou fu 
(frozen tou fu), tou fu pi (protein-lipid fi lm; yuba), huang tou 
ya (yellow bean sprout or soybean sprout), mao tou (hairy 
bean, green soybean, or immature soybean), dry soybeans 
(roasting and frying, stewing and boiling), roasted soybean 
fl our. Fermented soybean foods. Production and consumption 
of soybeans (China and Taiwan).
 Japan: Tofu (soybean curd), kinugoshi tofu, processed 
tofu products (aburage or age, nama-age and ganmo), kori 
tofu (dried-frozen tofu), yaki tofu (grill tofu), yuba (protein-
lipid fi lm), soybean milk, gô (ground soybean mash), daizu 
no moyashi (soybean sprouts), edamame (green vegetable 
soybeans), whole soybeans, kinako. Fermented soybean 
foods: Production and consumption.
 Korea: Tubu (soybean curd), soybean sprouts, whole 
soybeans (green soybeans, parched or roasted soybeans, 
boiled soybeans), soybean fl our (“Soybeans are fi rst roasted 
and then ground to a fl our. The fl our is extensively used as 
an ingredient in various food preparations.” Note: This is the 
earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions roasted 
whole soy fl our in Korea–however no Korean name of this 
roasted soybean fl our is given), soysauce, bean paste [Korean 
soybean miso], natto (no Korean name is given), production 
and consumption of soybeans.

 Indonesia: Tahu or tahoo (soybean curd), bubuk kedele 
(soybean powder), tempe kedele, tempe gembus [the name 
in Central and East Java for okara tempeh], oncom tahu 
[the name in West Java for okara onchom], other soybean 
products (soybean sprouts, green soybeans, roasted and 
boiled soybeans, kecap or soysauce, tauco or bean paste 
[miso]), food mixtures (Saridele, Tempe-fi sh-rice or TFR, 
Soy-rice baby food, soybean residue [okara]-fi sh-rice), 
production and consumption of soybeans.
 To make bubuk kedele (p. 58): “Soybeans of the white 
variety are roasted until no beany fl avor can be detected. 
They are ground into a powder and mixed with such spices 
as garlic and chili. Bubuk kedele is kept in a jar and served 
on special occasions with a rice product, longtong (rice 
wrapped in banana leaves and boiled for 3 to 4 hours). Bubuk 
kedele is always homemade and is eaten by everyone” 
(Source: I. Gandjar 1976, personal communication).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the word bubuk or the term bubuk 
kedele to refer to Indonesian roasted soy fl our.
 Thailand. Philippines: Soybean sprouts, soybean coffee, 
soybean cake (made from equal amounts of soybean fl our 
and wheat fl our), soybean milk, tou fu and processed tou 
fu products, production and consumption. Burma. India. 
Malaysia. Nepal. Singapore. Sri Lanka (Ceylon). Vietnam. 
West Asia [Middle East; Iran and Turkey]. References–
Soybean food uses in Asia.
 2. Soybean food uses and production in Africa. Ethiopia: 
Injera, wots and allichas, kitta, dabbo, dabokolo, porridge. 
Kenya. Morocco. Nigeria: Whole soybeans, soybean paste, 
corn-soy mixtures (soy-ogi). Tanzania. Uganda. Production. 
References–Soybean food uses in Africa.
 3. Soybean food uses and production in Europe [both 
Eastern and Western]. 4. Soybean food uses and production 
in Latin America. Argentina. Bolivia. Brazil. Chile. 
Colombia. Ecuador. Guyana. Paraguay. Peru. Uruguay. 
Venezuela (fried arepas with textured soy). Mexico: New 
village process, commercial developments of soy-based 
food products, Gilford Harrison, Ruth Orellana, Seguras 
Social. Honduras. Costa Rica. Panama. Dominican Republic. 
Jamaica. Haiti. Trinidad. References–Soybean food uses in 
Latin America.
 5. Soybean food uses and production in North America. 
United States: Oriental populations, vegetarian communes, 
The Farm in Tennessee. Canada. References–Soybean food 
uses in North America. 6. Soybean food uses in Oceania. 
Australia. New Zealand. 7. Summary of soybean food uses. 
Traditional soybean foods: Soybean milk, soybean curd and 
processed soybean curd products, protein-lipid fi lm, soybean 
sprouts, tempe (tempeh), green soybeans, boiled soybeans, 
roasted soybeans, soybean fl our, soysauce, fermented 
soybean paste, fermented whole soybeans [Toushih, 
hamanatto], natto, fermented soybean curd. Experimental 
soybean foods: Whole soybean foods, soybean paste, soy 
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fl our, soy beverage. Production and consumption.
 8. Recent simple soybean processes, other than 
traditional. Simple village process for processing whole 
soybeans: Equipment, process, sanitation requirements, 
quality of product, evaluation of product in formulas and 
procedures for family and institutional use in developing 
countries. NRRC village process. Foods from whole 
soybeans developed at the University of Illinois (drum dried 
fl akes, canned and homecooked soybeans, soy beverages and 
beverage products, spreads, snacks).
 Ways of cooking and serving soybeans in the American 
diet. 9. Industrial processes. Industrial production and 
selling prices of edible soybean protein products. 10. 
Barriers to acceptability and utilization of soybeans in food 
and research recommendations: Availability. Cultural and 
social factors. Texture. Flavor. Nutrition and food safety. 
Technology development. Technology transfer. Research 
recommendations [concerning each of the above barriers].
 Concerning Morocco: Cereal-soy blends have been 
used extensively in Morocco; in fi scal year 1974 some 
14.7 million lb were shipped to Morocco. Mmbaga (1975) 
reported that soy fl our is being used in making porridge, with 
1 part soy fl our to 3 parts maize / corn fl our.
 Tables show: (1) Soybean production and imports in 
Taiwan, 1962-1975 (tonnes = metric tons, p. 33). Production 
rose from a 53,000 tonnes in 1962 to a peak of 75,200 
tonnes in 1967, then fell to 61,900 tonnes in 1975. Imports 
skyrocketed from 62,400 tonnes in 1962 to a record 827,300 
tonnes in 1975. (2) Consumption of soybean foods in 
Taiwan, 1964-1974 (kg/capita/year, p. 34). Total soybean 
foods not including tofu rose from 1.08 kg in 1964 to a peak 
of 2.61 kg in 1972 then fell to 1.99 kg in 1974. Consumption 
of tofu (80% water) rose from 18.75 kg in 1964 to a peak of 
33.89 kg in 1972, then fell to 32.04 kg in 1974. (3) Supply 
and disposition of soybeans in Japan, 1971-1974 (p. 49). 
Total supply is beginning stocks, plus domestic production, 
and imports. Total disposition is crushing, plus traditional 
foods and feed. In 1974 imports accounted for 87.5% of the 
supply, and crushing accounted for 71.0% of the disposition. 
(4) Whole soybeans used in the production of traditional 
foods in Japan, 1970-74 (tonnes / metric tons, p. 50). Tofu 
and others rose from 508,000 in 1970 to 539,000 in 1974. 
Miso rose from 177,000 in 1970 to 192,000 in 1974. Shoyu 
rose from 13,000 in 1970 to 14,000 in 1974. (5) Defatted 
soybean meal used in the production of traditional foods in 
Japan, 1970-74 (tonnes / metric tons, p. 51). Shoyu rose from 
163,000 in 1970 to 176,000 in 1974. Tofu and others was 
constant at 130,000 from 1971 to 1973. Miso decreased from 
4,000 in 1970 to 2,000 in 1974. (6) Production of traditional 
soybean foods in Japan, 1970-74 (tonnes / metric tons, p. 52). 
Tofu and others rose from 1,867,800 in 1970 to 2,264,900 in 
1973. Shoyu rose from 1,334,1000 in 1970 to 1,455,800 in 
1974. Miso rose from 552,200 in 1970 to 587,200 in 1974. 
(7) Production and food use of beans [various types] and 

consumption of some soybean products in Korea, 1964-
1967 (p. 56-57). In 1967 consumption (in tonnes / metric 
tons) was: Bean curd 290,000. Bean sprouts 270,000. Bean 
sauce 69,700. Bean paste 27,700. Total: 11.6 kg per capita 
per year. (8) Soybean production in Indonesia, 1960-1974 
(p. 65). It rose from 442,862 tons in 1960 to 550,000 tons 
in 1974. (9) Consumption of soybeans in various parts of 
Indonesia in 1970 (p. 66). (10) Production of soybean foods 
in the province of Central Java, 1968-1972 (tons, p. 67). 
Kecap rose from 914,695 in 1968 to 1,524,000 in 1972. Tahu 
decreased from 18,570 in 1978 to 17,000 in 1972. Tempe 
rose from 506 in 1968 to 39,000 in 1972. (11) Area planted 
to soybeans and total soybean production in Thailand, 1964-
1974 (p. 70). Area rose from 213,000 rais (6.25 rais = 1 ha) 
in 1964 to 1,016,000 rais in 1974. Production (in metric tons) 
rose from 31,300 in 1964 to 252,400 in 1974. (12) Utilization 
of soybeans by soybean-consuming countries, 1964-66 
(based on FAO 1971 Food Balance Sheets, 1964-66 average, 
p. 150). The countries leading in per capita consumption (kg/
person/year) are: China (PRC) 6.7. Japan 5.1. Korea(s) 5.0. 
Singapore 4.3. Indonesia 2.8. Malaysia 2.6. Taiwan (ROC) 
1.1. (13) Amounts of cereal-soy blends distributed under 
Title II, Public Law 480 in fi scal year 1974 (p. 152-155). (14) 
U.S. exports of full-fat soy fl our, 1974-75 (p. 156). Address: 
Northern Regional Research Center, Agricultural Research 
Service, Department of Agriculture, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2430. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1977. Changes in the making for East Europe’s 
soya trade. Jan. 10. p. 2-4.
• Summary: Eastern Europe–heretofore one of the fastest 
growing markets for U.S. soybeans and meal–probably 
boosted its 1976 imports of soybean meal some 6% over 
1975’s, but took more from Brazil than in the past. Miles 
Lambert of the USDA’s Economic Research Service, 
recently completed an in-depth study of Eastern Europe’s 
oilseed trade. Much of the study was devoted to analyzing 
transshipments of soybean meal to and within Eastern 
Europe. Brazil through 1974 had made its gains in Eastern 
Europe largely at the expense of soybean meal from Western 
Europe. Total amount of East European imports of soybean 
meal in 1971 was 1,331,000 tonnes and 2,720,000 tonnes in 
1976.

2431. Garric, Daniel. 1977. Les maîtres du soja gouverneront 
le monde [The masters of soya will govern the world]. Le 
Point No. 226. Jan. 17. p. 107-18. [Fre]*

2432. Garrie, D. 1977. Les maîtres du soja gouverneront le 
monde [The masters of soya will rule the world]. Point (Le) 
No. 226. Jan. [Fre]*
Address: France.

2433. Lee, Kyung. 1977. Panama Canal key to shipping 
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effi ciency. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 24a-24b, 24d.
• Summary: “Negotiations are underway with the 
Panamanian Government for a new Panama Canal treaty. 
Along with defense issues, international trade is being given 
top consideration.
 “Soybean producers and marketers have a lot at stake. 
Nearly all soybeans exported to Japan go through the 
Panama Canal. And, Japan is our largest single customer. 
They imported around 3.2 million MT (metric tons = 120 
million bu.) during the 1975-76 year. That is 20% of our total 
soybean exports.
 “The distance from New Orleans to Japan, through 
the Panama Canal, is shorter than the distance from Santo, 
a Brazilian port, to Japan. As long as we ship through the 
canal, we have a shipping advantage over Brazil.
 “The 1903 Hay-Banau-Varilla Treaty gave the U.S. 
permission to build and operate the canal. However, 
complaints in recent years by Panamanians have led to new 
negotiations.
 “Basically the new negotiations point toward a new 
treaty to replace the present 1903 treaty. The new treaty will 
have a fi xed termination date, and canal territory will be 
returned to the Panamanians promptly upon termination.
 “The Canal Zone is about 10 miles wide and 51 miles 
long. The President of the United States appoints the 
governor who heads the U.S. Government in the Canal Zone 
and serves as the President of the Panama Canal Co. The 
company sets toll rates for the canal with the approval of 
the President of the United States. Tolls must be set not to 
make a profi t. The rate did not change for the fi rst 60 years, 
but was raised 19.7% in 1974 and another 19.4% in 1976. 
Currently, merchant vessels pay $1.29/ton for laden ships 
and $1.03/ton for unloaded ships (a ton equals 100 cubic 
feet of capacity or 77.8 bu. of soybeans). Under the 1903 
treaty, the U.S. is currently paying an annual payment of $2.3 
million to Panama.
 “In fi scal 1975, 139.9 million long ton passed through 
the canal. Soybeans accounted for 14% of all agricultural 
commodities which totaled 17.8% of all commodities. 
Most soybean traffi c is from the Atlantic Ocean to the 
Pacifi c Ocean. For example, in 1975, 3,484,000 long ton of 
soybeans moved from the Atlantic to the Pacifi c. Movement 
in the other direction was only 31,000 long ton. This Atlantic 
to Pacifi c movement is mainly to Asian countries such as 
Japan, Taiwan and Korea.
 “The Current Status: Freight rates fl uctuate with supply 
and demand of freight vessels at a specifi c port at a specifi c 
time. For example, the freight rate per long ton between the 
gulf and Japan has ranged from $3.50 (summer 1972) to $33 
(fall 1973).
 “On Dec. 20, 1976, the U.S. gulf to Japan freight rate 
was about $10/long ton including the canal toll of $1.29/
ton for laden ships. (This quotation is from Mitsui Shipping 
Co. based on 30,000 long ton vessels.) On the other hand, 

the ocean freight rate per ton from the west coast to Japan 
will be about $1.00 to $1.50 less than the freight from 
the U.S. gulf to Japan. But, because of the difference of 
inland railroad rates, soybeans and grains go to the gulf, 
which costs a lot less. On Dec. 20, the rail rate from Iowa 
to the Columbia River district (west coast) was 64 cents/bu 
($23.89/long ton) on a 50-car base. It costs 38.75 cents/bu 
($14.46/long ton) from Iowa to the gulf area. The difference 
of $9.43/long ton on inland transportation overrides the 
small difference of $1.00 to $1.50 on ocean freight. This is 
why most all soybeans exported to Japan and other Asian 
countries go through the Panama Canal.
 “Brazil’s ocean freight to Japan was about $16/ton on 
Dec. 20 (30,000 ton vessel). This provides a signifi cant 
advantage to the U.S. The route through the canal is a 
shortcut from the U.S. gulf to Japan, but is not from Brazil 
to Japan. The shortest route from Brazil to Japan is through 
the Strait of Magellan. There are four different routes from 
the U.S. to Japan and three routes from Brazil to Japan. (See 
chart.)
 A table titled “Distance of Different Routes” shows the 
distance to Japan from the U.S. or Brazil via four different 
routes. Route 1: Through the Panama Canal. Route 2: 
Through the Strait of Magellan (South America). Route 3: 
By Cape Town (Africa). Route 4: From the West Coast.
 “Shortest distances from the U.S. are in the order 
of route 4, route 1, route 3 and route 2. But because of 
expensive rail rates, route 4, in spite of its short distance on 
the ocean, is more expensive than route 1. For Brazil, the 
shortest distance is route 2 (through the Strait of Magellan). 
However, route 2 has some problems during winter (June and 
July in South America). During that period, route 3 (by Cape 
Town) is used. As routes 2 and 3 for Brazilians are shorter 
than route 1, Brazilians do not need the Panama Canal to 
move their soybeans to Japan. The current, common freight 
rate from the U.S. gulf to Japan is $10/ton, lower than the 
$16/ton from Brazil to Japan. The rate of $10 for gulf-Japan 
is for the route through the canal, while the rate of $16 for 
Brazil-Japan is for the route through the Strait of Magellan. 
This means the low rate advantage is the benefi t of the canal. 
The most common rate now is $10 for route 1 for U.S. and 
$16/ long ton for route 2 of Brazil.
 “What Will Happen If the Canal Toll Is Raised 
Signifi cantly? The canal toll has been $1.08/ton (100 cubic 
feet = canal ton) for laden ships until Nov. 18, 1976, when 
the toll was raised to $1.29. The net cost of the canal toll to 
move soybeans through is approximately 2.2 cents/bu.
 “As a hypothetical case, however, what if the toll is 
raised by 100%? Then the toll would be $2.58/ton or 4.4 
cents/bu. This increase would be refl ected as a rise in the 
total freight rate of about 10%. Price fl uctuation at the 
Chicago Board of Trade is larger than 4.4 cents/bu. So 
Japanese customers would be more sensitive to the price 
change in the U.S. than the change in the Panama Canal toll.
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 “Even if the toll rate is raised by 100%, the U.S. would 
maintain its advantage over Brazil. Freight cost to Japan 
would be lower from the U.S. than from Brazil as long as the 
canal toll does not cancel out the $6/ton advantage.
 “If the toll rate becomes high enough to override the 
U.S. advantage over Brazil, it would be cheaper to move 
soybeans from Brazil to Japan. However, it is very doubtful 
that the toll would be that high, as the U.S. would control the 
operation of the canal.
 “What Will Happen If The Canal Is Closed? How 
would the closing of the Panama Canal affect U.S.-Brazilian 
competition? There are three alternative shippers could use. 
First, load ships at the gulf and navigate through the Strait 
of Magellan and to Japan. Second, load ships at the gulf 
and navigate by Cape Town (Africa) to Japan. Third, load 
the ship at the west coast and navigate to Japan. Remember, 
Brazilian suppliers are not affected by the closure of the 
canal.
 “Since route 3 is shorter than route 2, route 2 (through 
the Strait of Magellan) will be dropped out of consideration. 
The alternative routes considered would be routes 3 and 4. 
Route 3 contains a long distance on the ocean but advantage 
of inland transportation from the Midwest to New Orleans. 
Route 4 has a shorter distance on the ocean but a costly 
inland-railroad coast from the Midwest to the west coast.”
 A table compares routes 3 and 4. in terms of price per 
long ton.
 “Although route 3 is a long way to haul on the ocean, 
inland transportation to New Orleans is less than to the west 
coast. Also, facilities at the gulf can accommodate a larger 
volume of soybeans than the west coast. For example, west 
coast (Columbia River district, San Francisco, Long Beach 
and San Diego) has an elevator storing capacity of 51 million 
bu., while the gulf area (New Orleans, Houston, Mobile and 
Galveston) has a capacity of more than 100 million bu.
 “If the movement of grain and soybeans is diverted from 
route 3 to route 4, the demand for railroad service to the west 
coast and for the port facility will increase. Limited capacity 
of railroads and port facilities will eventually raise the cost of 
moving products to the west coast. Therefore, route 4 would 
most likely be used if for any reason the canal closes. Ocean 
freight rates depend on several factors such as demand and 
supply of service, size of vessel, type of vessel and location 
and time of loading and unloading. For example, the Panama 
Canal cannot handle vessels larger than 50,000 ton. Because 
of this, some cargo ships of 180,000 ton already carry iron 
ore from North America to Japan using route 3. If the canal 
is closed over a long period of time, ship size will get larger 
and thus the unit cost per ton would decline.
 “At any rate, closure of the canal would bring more 
unfavorable conditions to U.S. exporters than to Brazilian 
exporters. Unless there are other ways to increase effi ciency, 
transportation cost from the U.S. to Japan would then be 
higher than from Brazil to Japan.” Address: PhD.

2434. Successful Farming. 1977. Soviet Union may be 
steadier soybean customer. 75(3):F52. Feb.
• Summary: In the past, the USSR has been an erratic 
soybean customer. But U.S. offi cials now feel the Soviets 
may import 2-2.5 million metric tons annually–largely 
because the Soviet sunfl ower seed output isn’t keeping 
up with demand. Moreover, the USSR is purchasing large 
solvent extraction plants–apparently for the fi rst time.

2435. Meyer, Gene. 1977. Brazil soybean dealings seen tied 
increasingly to Chicago mart prices. Wall Street Journal. 
March 1.
• Summary: “Chicago futures prices will become 
increasingly infl uential in determining when Brazilian 
soybeans come to market... Brazilian export offi cials watch 
the futures prices closely in dealings with the half-dozen 
giant international grain-trading companies that handle 
about 95% of Brazil’s soybean and soybean-product exports 
as well as most of the U.S. soybean exports.” In 1974 the 
Brazilian government fi rst allowed the Brazilian co-ops to 
deal directly with U.S. futures traders.

2436. Cook Industries, Inc. 1977. An inside look at grain 
trading by a former Oklahoma farm boy (Ad). Soybean 
Digest. March. p. Inside front cover.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “’When I was a boy, and 
we thought about markets, we didn’t think much beyond 
the country elevator. Farmers today are much more 
sophisticated. They are aware of the role of international 
markets in their business.’–Richard Crow, Trade Room, 
Cook Industries, Inc., Memphis, Tennessee.
 “Richard Crow is a grain merchant with an instructive 
memory. “’I’ll never forget what it was like the fi rst day I 
went to work,’ he says. ‘The company had completed loading 
a vessel with two million bushels of wheat.
 “’It was really hard for me to imagine two million 
bushels of grain in one location at a time. I pulled out a map 
with my home town in Oklahoma on it and drew a circle 
with a 30-mile radius. Two million bushels was just about the 
total amount of grain produced in that area around my home 
town.’
 “It took a long time before he fully grasped the 
complexity of the export marketing system.
 “’We gather grain in small quantities from a large 
number of individuals and put it together at the right time in 
enough volume to meet the demand abroad.’
 “’Even with a doctorate in agricultural economics, 
my perspective was still pretty narrow. I didn’t really 
understand what is involved in putting it all together. The 
transportation system, the fi nancing system, the role of the 
futures market and the logistical problems of getting grain 
from the American farm to the foreign consumer.’ He has 
merchandised several agricultural commodities. Currently, 
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he is involved with soybeans and the soybean products of 
meal and oil.
 “’About half the soybeans grown in this country are 
exported,’ he says. “More than half the wheat and around 
25 percent of the corn go to foreign markets. The impact is 
tremendous. Agricultural exports are a major factor in our 
balance of trade. Expansion of exports has provided farmers 
with markets we didn’t have when I was growing up.
 “’There is great fi nancial risk involved in that activity. If 
it wasn’t for the futures markets, where we can hedge against 
price fl uctuations, we couldn’t do it.
 “’When I left the farm I wanted to do something 
benefi cial. I think I am. What I do is challenging and 
exciting. I think it is a necessary part of a complex system 
which makes American agriculture the most effi cient in the 
world.’”
 Note: This ad also appeared on the back cover of the 
May 1977 issue of Soybean Digest. Address: Memphis, 
Tennessee.

2437. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1977. Japan’s 1977 soybean imports may rise 
slightly. April 4. p. 5.
• Summary: The country’s fats and oils industry refl ects 
the sluggish pace of Japan’s economic recovery from the 
“petroleum shock” of recent years. Increasing palm oil 
imports were a major factor contributing to excessive 
supplies of oils in Japan. As a result of rising stocks, member 
companies of the Japan Oil Processors Association (JOPA) 
have been forced to curtail operations for a few months 
until inventories of both oils and meals are drawn down to 
normal levels. Soybean planted area in Japan declined about 
5% to 83,000 hectares in 1976, despite a 10% rise in the 
Government support price of $21.28 per bushel. The 1976 
soybean production dropped 13% to 109,500 tons.

2438. Garnier, Jean-François. 1977. Fièvre sur le soja: Les 
Etats-Unis réinstaurent le contrôle sur les exportations [Fever 
/ excitement over soybeans: The USA reinstates export 
controls]. Ouest-France. April 6. [Fre]
• Summary: Is this the beginning of a reenactment of the 
crisis of 1973? Address: France.

2439. Iso, James. 1977. Southeast Asia–emerging growth 
market for soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). April 11. p. 2-4.
• Summary: With rising incomes and changing eating habits 
whetting their appetite for meat and quality protein foods, 
four nations of Southeast Asia–the Philippines, Thailand, 
Malaysia, and Singapore–are turning to the world market 
for more livestock feed ingredients. Brazil–by gearing up its 
export program–has recently gained a substantial foothold in 
these markets. And soybeans and soybean products also have 
come from Asian suppliers like the People’s Republic of 

China (PRC), Indonesia, and even Japan, the latter exporting 
soybean meal crushed from U.S. soybeans. Philippine 
imports of soybean meal in recent years have varied 
between 50,000 and 70,000 tons a year. The Philippines 
also is a viable market for soy proteins for food, thanks to 
the presence there of three major U.S. meatpackers. Some 
50% of the processed meat produced by these fi rms has 
contained soy protein since the product’s introduction into 
the Philippines in 1969. Ground red meat containing 20% 
soy protein enjoys good consumer acceptance. Owing to the 
large Chinese population in the Philippines, food soybean 
consumption already is signifi cant. Although domestic 
soybeans make up the major supply for traditional foods, 
such as bean curds [tofu] and soy sauce, some 500-600 tons 
of these beans must be imported each month.
 Thai soybean production has yet to make much 
headway. Thailand’s climatic and soil conditions apparently 
have not been conducive to expansion, despite attempts by 
local growers and some Japanese interests to establish a 
large-scale industry in the highlands. In 1976, the country 
produced about 155,000 tons of soybeans, of which 20,000 
tons were exported and the rest either used domestically for 
food or crushed. This year, if the Government approves, a 
multimillion-dollar soy protein plant will be constructed 
with the possibility of producing 10,000 tons of a soy infant 
food annually and 2,000 tons of meat analogue. The Institute 
of Feed Research and Product Development–a private 
Government-backed research organization affi liated with 
Kasetsart University–has spearheaded textured soy protein 
(TSP) and soy fl our research. Malaysia is mainly noted for 
its huge and rapidly growing production of palm oil.
 Although its population of 2.25 million is dwarfed 
by that of the rest of Southeast Asia, Singapore plays a 
disproportionately large role in the region’s trade. This is 
because it is a major transshipment port for the region–and 
for Malaysia in particular. Most of the imported soybeans 
are crushed, although signifi cant volumes of beans also are 
used in producing traditional soy foods for the large Chinese 
population. The only major soybean crusher outside of the 
Philippines is located in Singapore, an operation which the 
management anticipates will crush 100,000 tons of soybeans 
in calendar 1977. One fi rm is using soy proteins in canned 
foods, soy sauce, soft drinks, combined milk, and other 
products. Address: Foreign Market Development, Oilseeds 
and Products, Foreign Agricultural Service.

2440. Wicks, Robert J. 1977. Brazil’s support program 
spurs soybean output. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). April 25. p. 12-13.
• Summary: Effective March 23, 1977, the Brazilian 
Government imposed an export tax on soybeans, oil, and 
meal amounting to 7% of the value at that point of sale by 
the exporter. The tax revenues will be used to subsidize 
domestic prices of soybean oil and meal. Brazil’s recent and 
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rapid rise in soybean production has resulted not only from 
increased world demand, but also from Government policies 
that have encouraged soybean plantings often at the expense 
of traditional crops. From 1970 to 1977, the average annual 
increase in production amounted to just under 36%. Soybean 
and soybean products became Brazil’s top foreign exchange 
earner in 1974 and 1975. For 1976, Brazil’s export earnings 
from soybeans and soybean products totaled $1,800 million, 
an increase of 38% from the previous year’s $1,300 million. 
However, coffee resumed the top spot by collecting an 
estimated $2,400 million in foreign exchange earnings.
 Brazil’s soybean culture originally was largely 
concentrated in Rio Grande do Sul, the southernmost 
State–where soybean production began in 1947 with a crop 
of 7,000 tonnes. In 1969, this State accounted for 70% of 
Brazil’s total production, followed by Parana, 20%, and Sao 
Paulo, 6%. One motive for expanding soybeans in Parana 
was the country’s coffee diversifi cation program, as some 
1.5 million coffee trees were old, and low in productivity. 
With a surplus of 60 million bags (60-kilogram bags), Brazil 
began a coffee eradication program to liberate 1.5 million 
hectares, and for the fi rst time, soybeans were included 
among the crops receiving Government fi nancing. Also, 
coffee fund monies from the Brazilian Coffee Institute 
were made available to fi nance construction of new oil 
crushing facilities in Parana. As well, producers in the south 
discovered the lucrative practice of double cropping wheat 
and soybeans, which was developed in Rio Grande do Sul 
with the highly supported wheat campaign that began in 
1968.
 Besides the incentive of attractive international prices 
for soybeans, national policies aided Brazil’s growth as 
a soybean giant on the world scene. The most important 
internal factors appear to be the policy of guaranteed 
minimum producer prices, highly subsidized prices for 
wheat, which increasingly has been double cropped with 
soybeans, and a greatly expanded availability of low-interest 
credit. Address: U.S. Agricultural Offi cer, Sao Paulo.

2441. Hall, John B. 1977. Soy protein, wheat starch and vital 
wheat gluten in convenience foods. Cereal Foods World 
22(4):144-46, 148. April. [3 ref]
• Summary: The following fi gures are for estimated 1977 
volume and approximate list price per pounds for various 
soy protein foods: Soy fl our and grits (55% protein on a dry 
weight basis), 540 million lb, $0.15-0.15/lb. Soy protein 
concentrates (70% protein), 80 million lb, $0.34-0.36/lb. Soy 
protein isolates (90% protein), 80 million lb, $0.70-0.76/lb. 
Textured soy fl our (55% protein) costs $0.25/lb. Spun soy 
fi ber (90% protein) costs $0.90.
 “Soy fl our for human consumption was fi rst made in 
the United States in 1926. The product was sold as ‘health 
fl our’ and had a very limited market, as most people could 
not tolerate the bitter fl avor.” But over the years, product 

quality has steadily improved. Today the “edible soy protein 
industry has sales of an estimated $180 million annually. 
Approximately 45% of this would be the sale of soy fl our 
(including textured soy protein). Soy protein concentrate 
would provide approximately 16% and soy protein isolate 
approximately 33%. The remaining 6% would be other 
further processed soy products.”
 Vital wheat gluten: The projected annual growth of 
the market should exceed 8%. “Of the current (1977) 
estimated annual [U.S.] consumption of 110 million pounds, 
approximately 40% is currently imported with a 10% tariff. 
The growth of convenience foods will provide an increased 
market for vital wheat gluten.
 The estimated edible utilization of vital wheat gluten 
in 1975 (according to a 1976 private study by Technomic 
Research Associates) was: Baked goods (rolls, specialty 
breads, crackers/breadsticks) 55 million lb, 69% of total use. 
Prepared cereals 12 million lb, 15% of total use. Pet foods 7 
million lb, 8% of total use. Meat analogs 3 million lb, 4% of 
total use. Processed meats 1 million lb, 1% of total use. All 
other foods 2 million lb, 3% of total use. In these foods, the 
gluten serves as a binder and adds protein. A photo shows 
J.B. Hall, the author.
 Update: 1995. Oct. 20. Talk with Giles Kinast in 
Personnel Dept. at PMS Foods. John Hall died several years 
ago. His wife, Doby or Dobie Hall, may still live in the area 
of Kansas City or Overland Park, Kansas. Address: Far-Mar-
Co, Inc., 960 North Halstead, Hutchinson, Kansas 67501.

2442. O’Mara, James P. 1977. Mexico’s 1976 drought cuts 
soybean, rice crops. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). May 2. p. 2-4, 12.
• Summary: Soybeans have replaced cottonseed as the 
principal oilseed in Mexico. The water shortage last spring 
caused a decline in the 140,000 hectares (ha) programmed 
for soybeans in Sinaloa to an actual planted area of around 
40,000 ha; rice area was reduced from 50,000 ha to about 
33,000 ha. In Sonora, irrigated summer-crop area was 
reduced by some 80,000 ha, with soybean plantings reaching 
just 50,000 ha. The two-state region accounts for about 
90% of annual soybean production (grown in the summer). 
During the 1975 summer season this area produced around 
585,000 tonnes of soybeans while output in 1976 was under 
220,000 tons. Countrywide the totals were 625,000 tons in 
1975/76 and an estimated 280,000 tons in 1976/77. Other 
new areas into which soybean production can be expanded 
are limited largely because of wide variations in the amount 
of daylight and in elevation. Hence, large expansion into 
other areas is not expected. Poultry and swine consume 
about 90% of Mexico’s domestically produced soybean 
meal; the remainder goes for dairy cattle and pet rations, 
and for soy fl our for human consumption. Consumption is 
showing steady growth, especially for texturized soy protein. 
Because of its increasing requirements for soybeans, Mexico 
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would like to augment production to at least 600,000 tons 
or more a year to avoid sizable imports. Address: Asst. U.S. 
Agricultural Attaché, Mexico City.

2443. Iso, James Y. 1977. Japan looks to the U.S. for more 
food-quality soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). May 16. p. 6, 16.
• Summary: When the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 
cut back on its soybean exports last year because of a poor 
domestic harvest and disruption of marketing channels by 
the devastating earthquake, Japanese manufacturers of miso, 
tofu, and other native soy foods were among the fi rst to feel 
the pinch, having traditionally bought large quantities of 
PRC soybeans. Their shift could lead to perhaps a 100,000-
ton gain in U.S. exports of food-quality soybeans to Japan.
 “In 1976, the U.S. shipped about 520,000 tons of these 
food-use soybeans to Japan out of total U.S. soybean sales 
there of 3.2 million tons and Japan’s total soybean imports 
of 3.5 million. Japan received another 132,000 tons of food 
beans from the PRC and a few thousand tons from other 
supplying countries.
 “Adding to this a domestic production of 60,000 tons 
puts Japan’s total soybean use in traditional foods last year at 
about 750,000 tons.
 “Each year, Japan uses about 720,000 tons of soybeans 
in traditional foods, including roughly 350,000 tons of 
tofu (bean curd), 180,000 of miso (bean paste), and 70,000 
of natto (fermented beans). The remaining tonnage goes 
into other native products, such as kinako (processed [dry 
roasted] beans) and frozen tofu, and into fresh soybean 
consumption.
 “Manchurian beans, produced in the colder regions of 
North China (usually north of 43º latitude), have long been 
considered the best tasting for fermented foods like miso and 
natto.”
 “Outside of the PRC, the varieties of beans preferred by 
the food manufacturers are found in colder climates, such 
as Canada and the northern regions of the United States.” 
Several “Japanese trading fi rms involved in importing 
food-type beans have come to prefer soybeans produced in 
Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, and Michigan. These beans, known 
among the trade as IOM (Indiana, Ohio, Michigan) beans, 
made up close to 500,000 tons of the food beans imported by 
Japan last year and go largely into tofu and related foods.” 
Note: This is the earliest English-language document seen 
(May 2016) that uses the abbreviation “IOM” in connection 
with soybeans.
 “Around 55,000 tons of ‘identity-preserved’ varieties 
also were imported last year.” Producers are looking for 
a large bean with a white hilum and high protein and 
carbohydrate content. All food beans must be #1 grade 
quality. Talks with miso/natto manufacturers have revealed 
that U.S. varieties Amsoy, Corsoy, Kanrich, and Beeson 
meet this general description. However, a bean with all the 

desired features comparable to the PRC’s, particularly as 
related to taste, is not as yet commercially available in the 
U.S. Address: Foreign Market Development, Oilseeds and 
Products, Foreign Agricultural Service.

2444. Breedlove, Sally E. 1977. Soybeans and cotton boost 
U.S. agricultural exports. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). May 25. p. 8-9.
• Summary: U.S. agricultural exports: Value by commodity, 
October-March, 1977: Animals and animal products 
(including dairy, hides, meat, and poultry), $1,313,000; 
Grains and preparations (including feedgrains, rice, and 
wheat), $4,858,000; Oilseeds and products (including 
cottonseed and soybean oil, and soybeans), $3,550,000; 
Other products and preparations (including cotton, tobacco, 
fruits, nuts, and vegetables), $2,978,000. Address: Foreign 
Demand and Competition Div., Economic Research Service 
[USDA].

2445. Lee, Kyung W. 1977. Will an embargo stabilize prices? 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 18a-b, d, f.
• Summary: “There are four main strategies a government 
can use to stabilize grain commodity prices by affecting 
market supplies. They are: (1) Adjust (expand) grain 
production, (2) impose export quotas, (3) impose export 
embargoes and (4) maintain contingency reserve stocks. 
A fi fth strategy of perhaps minor signifi cance would be to 
induce commodity imports.
 “Depending on the severity of soaring commodity 
prices, the means available to stabilize prices and the time it 
takes to initiate action, a particular strategy or a combination 
of not enough time to expand production and no contingency 
stocks available to release into the market, the only strategy 
available would be controlling exports by imposing quotas or 
embargoes.
 “An embargo is the extreme form of an export quota. 
An embargo may become necessary when export quotas 
or other measures have failed. In 1972/73-marketing year 
when carryover stocks became unusually small and some 
commodity users may have built up their own inventories 
(stockpile, hoard) to an unusual level, all four of these 
strategies were used by the government.
 “The purpose of an embargo is to hold remaining stock 
only for domestic use. The embargo returns to domestic 
supplies all stocks purchased or contracted for export, but not 
yet physically shipped.
 “As experienced in 1972/73, however, an embargo 
is a drastic action which results in serious international 
repercussions. This is why embargoes are controversial and 
should be used only as a last resort.
 “The most serious was the embargo on various 
commodities in 1973. The aftermath still remains in the 
minds of concerned parties. While the 1973 embargo applied 
to all countries which imported commodities listed on the 
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embargo list, the embargo on grain exports to Russia in 
1975 applied only to Russia. Therefore, impacts of these two 
embargoes were not identical.
 “This discussion will be presented for the embargo of 
1973 and for the embargo of 1975 separately.
 Table 1, titled “Chronology of recent export controls,” 
has 4 columns: Year (1973, 1974, 1975). Form of control. 
Date on. Date off. For example, the 1975 Embargo on 
exports to Russia [USSR] had: Date on: July 24. Date off: 
October 20.
 Table 2 titled “Grain shipment to Russia and grain 
price,” shows the amount of grain (not just soybeans) 
exported and the wholesale price index of grain–which 
decreased.
 “Dispute Over Embargoes: Embargo of 1973: Facing 
a low stock and soaring commodity prices, the embargo 
was enforced on June 27. From then until August 3, when 
the embargo was eased, allowing some exports by the 
export license system, any movement of grains or other 
commodities to foreign countries was banned. To some 
extent, it attained its goal of curbing prices and made 
commodities available to domestic users, but it also brought 
about several side-effects which are not always benefi cial to 
the U.S. economy.
 “In the case of soybeans, there was a drastic reduction 
in prices from the pre-embargo period to the post-embargo 
period. Average cash price of soybeans for the 4-week period 
prior to the embargo was $11.05 per bushel but dropped to 
$8.43 for the 4-week period after the embargo. This lower 
price may have benefi ted the domestic users. However, if 
domestic user benefi ts were overridden by some negative 
effects of the embargo on the overall economy, we should 
reconsider whether the embargo was the right remedy to cure 
soaring prices. What we have to avoid is the case where, ‘the 
remedy is worse than the evil.’
 “What problems are caused by an embargo? First it was 
contradictory to close the supplying source while advocating 
free international trade. The embargo set another example: 
A country turning its face suddenly from customer countries 
and disrupting orderly international trade to protect domestic 
interest.
 “Secondly, soybeans are a food item. Especially for 
Japanese, whose supply of soybeans almost entirely comes 
from over seas imports, soybeans are an indispensable item 
in their diet. As there are no substitutes for soybeans, what 
really matters to them is not high prices but the absolute 
supply of soybeans. They can live without ‘Sony,’ but not 
without ‘soy.’ The embargo of 1973 implanted some distrust 
among Japanese about the U.S. as a dependable source of 
supply. So was the case for other importing countries to 
a little less degree. This distrust led some to alternative 
means of procuring adequate supplies–either by encouraging 
domestic production or by going to other countries. These 
will eventually add some fuel to U.S. soybean competition.

 “Even though the expansion of Brazilian soybean 
production was not due mainly to the embargo, the embargo 
added fuel to the expansion as shown in the following table” 
titled “Share of World Production” which shows that the U.S. 
share fell from 73.4% in 1970 to 57.9% in 1976. Brazil’s 
share rose from 3.6% in 1970 to 18.9% in 1976.
 “Third, theoretically an embargo keeps the prices at an 
artifi cially lower level than would the free market. Relatively 
low prices caused by an embargo induce smaller production 
than would free price mechanisms. This hampers the longrun 
adjustment where short supplies bring higher prices, which 
will induce more production and cool off high prices. ‘A 
patient should not mislead a doctor’s diagnosis by taking 
aspirins before reading the right temperature.’
 “Fourth, the relatively low price itself caused by the 
embargo is not fair to producers who could otherwise earn 
more income and offset many years of depressed commodity 
prices.
 “The Selective Embargo of 1975: (Embargo on Exports 
to Russia) If the embargo on grain exports to Russia was to 
curb infl ation, that was a wrong thought. Some argue that 
grain sales cause infl ation. Many consumer advocates were 
ready to blame any increase in food prices that year on grain 
shipments to the Russians. However, food prices did not 
rise along with the grain shipment to USSR as shown in the 
following table:
 “In this respect, fear of soaring prices by consumer 
advocates or longshoremen was a kind of groundless 
apprehension.
 “Moreover, as Russians were able to buy grain and 
soybeans from other countries during the embargo period, 
producers were losing out on important exports. These would 
have equaled 5 to 8 million tons. Assuming the additional 
5 to 8 million was lost, grain prices wouldn’t necessarily 
be lower than they otherwise would be. The world is not 
a closed society. Grain exported to Russia from Argentina 
or Australia, which would have gone to other countries, 
such as EEC or Japan, left an unfi lled demand there which 
must have been fi lled by U.S. grain. In this respect, if the 
export embargo to Russia was initiated to stabilize prices, 
the embargo did not serve its initial purpose. If the embargo 
was designed to bring Russians to the table of long-term 
sales agreement for regular grain purchase, it contributed to 
serve the purpose to remove the factor of instability to some 
extent. The variation in Russian purchases has been, in fact, 
extremely unsettling to U.S. agriculture.
 “This leads us to a discussion of using food power 
as a political lever. However, using food power has its 
limitation in terms of two points: morality and effi ciency. In 
terms of morality, food is basic to maintaining human life. 
Wielding food power would be counterproductive, since this 
country would be condemned severely on moral grounds. 
Addeke Boerman, the former FAO director general argues, 
‘The world will judge nations on their willingness to give 
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food to nations in need much more than it will judge those 
nations who might withhold oil.’ In terms of effi ciency, food 
power as a tool is not as effective as once expected. When 
an embargo is placed on U.S. exports, other countries will 
increase production–as shown by the surging corn and grain 
sorghum production in Thailand and soybeans in Brazil. 
Arabs are placing a high priority on expanding their region’s 
agricultural output as shown by pouring money into Sudan 
for agricultural development. Japanese argue that Japan 
lived on rice once and could live on rice again. They also 
argue the U.S. must sell because it has grain surpluses and 
needs overseas sales to improve balance of payment. These 
indicators show that an embargo is not an effective tool even 
as a political lever in the longrun.
 “With past experience we can predict the following:
 “1. Indiscriminatory embargoes to every country may 
relieve the price upsurge temporarily, but its side-effects 
do more damage to the U.S. in the longrun in terms of 
credibility of U.S. commitment, etc.
 “2. Embargoes speed up building stronger competition 
in other countries as shown by production expansion of 
soybeans in Brazil and corn and grain sorghum in Thailand.
 “3. Short supply can be solved eventually by more 
production. The artifi cially low price caused by embargoes, 
interrupts the market mechanism which otherwise brings in 
more production.
 “4. A partial embargo to one or more specifi c countries 
does not bring any cooling down effect on prices. It only 
eliminates chances of selling U.S. grain and earning foreign 
exchange.
 “5. Using embargoes as a tool to create a political food 
lever is not acceptable because it is morally wrong and also 
ineffective in attaining the desired goal.” Address: PhD.

2446. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1977. Japan to import more soybeans in 1977. June 
27. p. 8-9.
• Summary: The U.S. will supply about 92% of these 
imports. Palm oil imports soared 40% last year to 153,500 
tons–mainly as a result of palm oil’s lower price compared 
with that of soybean oil. To encourage greater soybean and 
rapeseed production, the Government has annually increased 
its support level for both crops. Although additional 
increases are expected this year, it is generally recognized 
that these support and incentive payments will not result 
in a substantial diversion of rice to soybeans and rapeseed. 
Despite a total Government support level, including 
production incentive payments of $21.28 per bushel for 
soybeans and $14.49 per bushel for rapeseed, area and 
production of both crops decreased in 1976. Consumption 
data show that over 75% of soybean oil used in Japan is 
consumed directly as cooking or salad oil, with the market 
almost equally divided between home use (retail sales) and 
institutional use (restaurants, fast-food outlets, etc.). Of the 

remainder, about three-quarters is used for food processing 
and the rest for nonfood usage. Vegetable oils account for 
nearly 75% of Japan’s consumption of edible fats and oils.

2447. Cook Industries, Inc. 1977. Cook exports American 
grain everywhere (Ad). Soybean Digest. June. p. 31.
• Summary: A full-page ad. The company name is written 
on the side of two railroad hopper cars, standing on tracks in 
front of towering grain elevators.
 Note: This ad also appeared on the back cover of the 
August issue of Soybean Digest. This was the last as that 
Cook Industries ever placed in Soybean Digest. Address: 
Memphis, Tennessee.

2448. Henry, Richard R. 1977. Price formation in the 
international soybean meal market: A dynamic analysis. 
Davis, California: University of California, Dept. of 
Agricultural Economics. 44 p. June. Research fi eld essay. 
Unpublished manuscript. [63 ref]
Address: Davis, California.

2449. Byrne, Sally Breedlove. 1977. Soybeans and 
cotton spark 9-month gain in U.S. farm exports. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. 29. 
p. 10-11.
• Summary: Boosted by exports of soybeans and cotton, 
the total value of U.S. agricultural exports during the fi rst 
9 months of fi scal 1977 reached $19 billion, up from $17.4 
billion a year earlier. The unit value of cotton was up 31% 
to $335 a bale. Address: Economist, Foreign Demand and 
Competition Div., Economic Research Service.

2450. Rodriguez C., Alejandra. 1977. Re: Soybeans in Latin 
America. Letter to William Shurtleff at New-Age Foods 
Study Center, Lafayette, California, Sept. 28–reply to a letter 
of Sept. 17. 1 + [8] p. attachments. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: Shurtleff’s letter, dated 17 Sept. 1977, addressed 
to their Regional Director Gil Harrison, was unfortunately 
received during his absence. At this time he is in South 
America and will proceed to the States.
 Enclosed please fi nd some statistical tables on the 
subject of interest. Brazil and Argentina are the two major 
soybean producers in Latin American, with a production 
of 10 and 1 million metric tons respectively, and the only 
exporters.
 Consumption of soybeans and their products in all 
Latin American countries is generally distributed: 75-80% 
for poultry, 10-15% for swine, and 5-10% for humans and 
domestic animals [pets].
 “Regarding the proceedings of the First Latin American 
Soy Protein Conference held in Mexico City in November 
1975, these have been published, but in Spanish. Anyhow, 
the book has been sent under separate cover to your address 
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in Japan. Enclosed I am also forwarding a list of the 
participants to the above mentioned event.” The attached 
pages are:
 (1) Table 2, p. 11: U.S. exports of soybean meal and 
soybean meal equivalent (SME) to all Latin American 
countries, 1972-1975.
 (2) Table 3, p. 11a: U.S. and Brazilian exports of 
soybean meal and soybean meal equivalent (SME) to all 
Latin American countries in 1976.
 (3) Table 3: Swine and poultry numbers and potential 
soybean meal consumption–in all Latin American countries.
 (4) Table 4: U.S. exports of soybean equivalent (SOE) to 
all Latin American countries, 1972-1975 + 1976.
 (5) Table 5: U.S. export soybean products for human 
consumption. to all Latin American countries, 1972-1976. 
Divided into (a) Soy fl our and meal. (2) Vegetable protein.
 (6) Production of different oilseeds–soybeans and 
cottonseed–in all Latin American countries, 1961-65, 1973-
1977.
 (7) Projected imports of soybean meal equivalent to fi ve 
regions or countries in Latin America, 1977-1982, under 
two scenarios: Optimal promotion, no promotion. Address: 
Administrative Assistant, Asociacion Americana de Soya, 
Ofi cina Regional para Latinoamérica, Rio Sena No. 26-101, 
201, Mexico 6 D.F.. Phone: 566-94-90.

2451. Soybean Digest. 1977. What is the competition up to? 
Sept. p. 14h-14j, 14l.
• Summary: Discusses the grain (mostly wheat) and oilseed 
(mostly soybean) marketing systems in the following 
countries (summarized from a report by the U.S. Comptroller 
General’s offi ce): Canada, Australia, Argentina, Brazil, and 
the European Community.
 Brazil currently produces about one-third as many 
soybeans as the USA. Cooperatives dominate the national 
marketing system in Brazil. Though the government has 
set minimum price levels (announced 2 months before 
planting time) high enough to guarantee producers a profi t, 
world prices have been such that support prices have been 
unnecessary. Credit is available from the government up to 
80% of the support price. Even though Brazil’s export and 
domestic soybean trade is in private hands, the government 
exercises strong regulatory power over the trade.
 “The European Community was fi rst formed in 1957 
with Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands 
and Luxembourg agreeing to integrate their agricultural 
community programs. In 1973, Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom also became members.
 “The agricultural goal for the European Community is to 
stabilize commodity prices at levels that afford producers fair 
returns while assuring adequate supplies at reasonable prices 
for consumers. It is nearly impossible to have an agriculture 
program that will satisfy both producers and consumers; in 
the European Community countries the bias is in favor of 

the producer. There are many complaints by consumers that 
the price supports are too high, the program too costly and 
that the program fosters ineffi cient production. The domestic 
price is protected by levies and duties on imports.
 “The agriculture policy is fi nanced through a European 
community guarantee fund fi nanced by the levies and duties 
collected and by assessments... The European Community, 
even with the intra-European Community trade, still imports 
about 25% of its agricultural commodities and products. The 
European Community is the largest importer of agricultural 
commodities in the world and the largest U.S. customer.”

2452. Missiaen, Edmond. 1977. Brazil soybean output 
up; Exports slip. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Oct. 17. p. 8-10.
• Summary: Introduction: “Brazil’s soybean production is 
rising and there is a great potential for even larger output 
in the future. However, the success of such an enlargement 
depends on the meshing of a number of factors: New land 
must be cleared, traditional land used more advantageously, 
and incentives continued at a level to encourage production. 
And above all, the weather must cooperate.”
 “Brazil’s soybean boom is continuing. Production in 
1977 was up 11 percent from 1976’s and, despite current, 
disappointing price levels, it appears that output in 1978 will 
be up by 7 percent or so.
 “Exports of soybeans during the current Brazilian 
marketing season (March 1977-Feb. 1978) are likely to be 
down slightly, but shipments of meal and oil will be up. The 
growth in export availabilities of soybean meal and oil will 
continue through the next several years.
 “The 1977 soybean crop (harvested Feb.-June) is 
estimated at 12 million metric tons, up 11 percent from the 
revised 1976 production estimate.
 “Yields in Parana and Sao Paulo were down in 1977 
because of very dry weather in December 1976 to January 
/ February 1977. Yields in Rio Grande do Sul, however, 
were higher than anticipated because of favorable weather 
throughout the growing season. Area and production 
estimates from Santa Catarina, Mato Grosso, Minas Gerais, 
and Goias are fairly rough because of the lack of accurate 
information.
 “Soybean exports have been moving more slowly 
during the current export season than during last season. 
Nevertheless, by the end of the season exports should total 
around 3.2 million metric tons, down only slightly from the 
previous season’s 3.33 million tons.
 “The slow rate of exports is largely because of producer 
resistance to falling prices. Brazil’s most important 
soybean markets are the Soviet Union, Spain, the European 
Community, and the People’s Republic of China.
 “Producers were euphoric early in the market year when 
Chicago prices were in the US$9-$10-per-bushel range. 
Producer prices in Brazil reached their peak in April when 
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they averaged Cr$215 per 60-kilogram bag ($7.34 per bu). 
The general feeling among producers at that time was that 
prices would rise even further. When prices began to fall, 
producers and cooperatives–hoping for price recovery–
resisted selling their stocks.
 “Stocks Large: As of early September, when producer 
prices had fallen to Cr$130 per bag ($4 per bushel), large 
stocks of soybeans were still in the hands of producers and 
cooperatives who were waiting for prices to improve. A 
Government announcement extending price support loans 
through November took pressure off producers to sell all of 
their stocks immediately.
 “The Brazilian crush of soybeans for the 1977/78 season 
is now forecast at 7.8 million tons, up 1.1 million tons from 
last year’s estimated crush. The exact crush, however, could 
go as high as 8 million tons. The 1978/79 crush could be 
around 9 million tons, but as yet there are no fi rm indications 
of what this fi gure will be. It could easily be more.
 “Total crushing capacity for the current year–
discounting capacity used for cottonseed, peanuts, and 
castorseed–is about 11.5 million tons. Capacity next 
season should be in the 12-12.5-million-ton range and by 
the opening of the 1979/80 season it could reach 15-16 
million tons. Soybean meal consumption in Brazil, based 
on crushers’ sales to the mixed feed industry, is forecast at 
1.15 million tons for the current season-up from last season’s 
estimated 11-month total of 980,000 tons. On an average 
monthly basis, consumption this season is forecast to be 
up 7.5 percent from last year’s. This growth is attributed to 
increased demand for feed by broiler producers, as well as by 
dairymen and hog producers. Beef animals are not fed mixed 
feeds in Brazil.
 “Soybean meal exports for this marketing year are 
expected to be around 4.8 to 4.9 million tons, up from 4.1 
million tons in 1976/77. Major markets are the EC, Eastern 
Europe, and Spain.
 “Domestic soybean oil consumption (not including 
oil refi ned for subsequent export) is expected to be around 
840,000 tons during 1977/78, up 40,000 tons from the last 
11-month marketing year. The current marketing year’s 
consumption on a monthly basis, however, is down nearly 
4 percent from last year’s. The decline can be attributed to 
greater domestic supplies of cottonseed oil this year.
 “It is expected that, for the whole of the 1977/78 market 
year, exports of soybean oil will reach about 500,000 tons, 
up from 430,000 tons last year. Brazil’s largest soybean oil 
markets are Iran and India, but also include the PRC [China], 
Morocco, Pakistan, and Peru.
 “Forecast oil availabilities would permit exports of up 
to 600,000 tons, but at this point it appears unlikely that 
much will be shipped. This is mainly because the Brazilian 
Government has limited the export fl ow of soybean oil 
to assure abundant supplies for the local market. The 
Government has asked crushers to reserve 1 million tons for 

domestic consumption, even though actual consumption will 
probably be somewhat less.
 “Soybean oil exports in 1976/77 included over 40,000 
tons of refi ned oil. Most went to Egypt and Colombia. So 
far, in 1977/78, less than 1,000 tons of refi ned oil have been 
shipped.
 “Indefi nite Policy: Brazil’s export marketing policy has 
been less precisely defi ned this year than last. Overall export 
quotas for soybeans, meal, and oil were not announced 
early in the year as in recent years. Instead quotas have been 
released little by little and usually have not been publicly 
announced.
 “As in previous years there are quotas for cooperatives, 
crushers, and export fi rms. Crushers are allowed to export 
only meal and oil, although cooperatives that own crushing 
facilities may export soybeans as well as meal and oil. State 
cooperative organizations and trade associations distribute 
quota exports among fi rms in their sectors.
 “The director of CACEX (Foreign Trade Department of 
the Bank of Brazil) has announced that next season’s export 
marketing policies will be less restrictive than this year’s. 
The August 15 withdrawal of individual export quotas could 
be an indicator of export policy next year.
 “Exports of processed soybean products are given more 
favorable tax treatment than unprocessed soybean exports.
 “During January-June 1977, exporters of soybean oil 
received an 8-percent credit toward their IPI (Industrial 
Products Tax–a federally administered VAT) account on 
export sales.
 Contains 1½ pages of additional information. A sidebar 
titled “Recent Brazilian Soybean Actions” has them listed in 
chronological order.
 A table, “Brazil: Soybean Production, yield and area by 
state, preliminary 1977” shows that about 83% of Brazil’s 
soybeans are produced in two states: Rio Grande do Sul and 
Parana. Address: U.S. Agricultural Offi cer, Sao Paulo.

2453. Los Angeles Times. 1977. Japan: Top market for U.S. 
soybeans. Oct. 27. p. H25.
• Summary: Japan now imports 55,000 tons of soybeans a 
year from the United States, which makes Japan the leading 
customer for U.S. soybeans in the world, according to USDA 
fi gures.
 The Japanese use soybeans in a variety of traditional 
foods including “tofu (soybean curd of which 10 million 
bricks are sold daily in Japan), miso (fermented soybean 
paste, the basis for the soup served in most Japanese 
restaurants [and homes]), aburage (deep-fried tofu) or natto 
(fermented cooked soybeans), kinako (roasted soybean 
powder) and shoyu (soy sauce). The use of soy in bread, 
biscuits and noodles consumes 15,220 tons of soybeans each 
year.”
 Exports of soybeans and soy products (such as soybean 
oil and meal) have played an important positive role in the 
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U.S. balance of trade and the U.S. farm economy.

2454. Bale, M.D.; Greenshields, Bruce L. 1977. Japan: 
Production and imports of food. An analysis of the welfare 
cost of protection. USDA Economic Research Service, 
Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 141. 20 p. Nov. 
See p. 15. [17 ref]
• Summary: “Soybeans grown in Japan are used in food 
products... Domestic production currently supplies 21% of 
the domestic demand for food use; the balance comes from 
China and the United States. By 1985/86, plans call for 
increasing the level of domestic production to 60 percent 
of quantity demanded. Domestic soybean production is 
encouraged by incentive payments which raise producer 
prices above world levels, thus giving rise to a net welfare 
loss... Consumption rose from 4.9 kilograms per capita in 
1955/56 to 6.2 kilograms in 1975/76, or a total of 637,000 
tons in 1975/76... In 1955/56, production was almost 
507,000 tons, while by 1975/76 it had fallen to 126,000 
tons.” Address: Washington, DC.

2455. Merchier, Georges. 1977. L’extraordinaire pouvoir du 
soja. I. La France dépense des milliards pour importer des 
Amériques une plante cultivée en Chine il y a 3000 ans [The 
extraordinary power of the soybean. I. France spends billions 
to import from the Americas a plant cultivated in China for 
2,000 years]. L’Aurore (France) End Dec. 1977 or early Jan. 
1978. [Fre]
• Summary: A cartoon titled “The cycle of soya” shows a 
Chinese emperor on his throne (1100 B.C.) hand a small 
soybean plant to a Christian missionary (18th century), who 
hands it to Benjamin Franklin (18th century), who hands it to 
a farmer resembling Jimmy Carter (20th century), who pops 
a soybean seed into the mouth of a French rooster wearing a 
Napoleonic hat.
 How did the USA arrive at such soybean supremacy? 
The history of the soybean in the West begins in the 18th 
century when missionaries brought soybeans back to France 
from China where their agriculture goes back to at least the 
eleventh century B.C., during the Chou dynasty.
 The good idea of Benjamin Franklin
 Innovation found here [in France] few devotees and no 
one worried when the ambassador of the young American 
republic, a certain Benjamin Franklin, brought soybeans into 
his country.
 For it arrived that in the Middle West [Midwest] the 
Chinese plant found ideal farming conditions.
 First a botanical curiosity, its agriculture began to 
develop at the end of last century. Soybeans experienced a 
veritable boom during the last war because of their oil, not 
very succulent it is true, but indispensable in particular for 
salads of which Americans consume considerable quantities. 
Now soybeans cover 21 million hectares. Address: France.

2456. Ministry of Agriculture–France. 1977. Spécial 
protéines: Rapport sur les possibilités de réduire 
notre dépendance en matière de protéines destinées à 
l’alimentation animale [Special proteins: Report on the 
possibilities of reducing our dependence on protein materials 
used as animal feeds]. Paris. 20 p. Dec. [13 ref. Fre]
• Summary: At the top of title page: bulletin d’information 
du ministère de l’agriculture. By far the main source of such 
proteins is soya meal and cake imported from the USA. 
Address: Agronomy Station, INRA Toulouse-Auzeville BP. 
12, 31320 Castanet Tolosan.

2457. Successful Farming. 1977. Strong soybean price 
infl uence from Brazil. 75(30):C20. Dec. Marketing Issue.
• Summary: In March of this year the Brazilian government 
put an embargo on soybean export sales. In April they 
replaced the embargo with a 12% tax on soybean export. 
They thought this would help the country’s balance of 
payment problem and also hold down domestic soybean 
prices to help curb the 46% infl ation in 1976. But the tax 
backfi red, and hurt Brazilian soybean farmers–who held 
their soybeans to avoid the tax, which was fi nally removed in 
August.

2458. Vellianitis-Fidas, Amalia; Manfredi, Eileen Marsar. 
1977. P.L. 480 Concessional sales–History, procedures, 
negotiating and implementing agreements. USDA Economic 
Research Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report 
No. 142. 37 p. Dec. [13 ref]
• Summary: This report discusses the origin, basic 
objectives, and history of Public Law (P.L.) 480, the 
general and specifi c considerations in negotiating P.L. 
480 agreements, and procedures for implementing the 
agreements. The glossary lists P.L. 480 terminology. This 
report is an update of two previous reports: FAER-17 
published in 1964, and FAER-65 published in 1970. Address: 
Foreign Demand and Competition Div., ERS, USDA.

2459. Agriculture Canada, Food Systems Branch. 1977. 
Canada’s trade in agricultural products 1974, 1975, 1976. 
Ontario, Canada. No. 77/11. *

2460. Berlan, Jean-Pierre; Bertrand, J-P.; Lebas, L. 1977. 
The growth of the American ‘soybean complex.’ European 
Review of Agricultural Economics 4(4):395-416. Translated 
from Revue Tiers-Monde 17:66 (April-June 1976) by Adda 
and Jean-Pierre Berlan. [10 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Developments in the 
production and use of soybean in the U.S.A.: The origins of 
the American ‘soybean complex,’ the War [World War II]. 
The post-war period and the international expansion: The 
U.S. livestock production model and European livestock 
production. Prospects: Direct use in human food, adapting 
the soybean to the taste of the white man, or adapting the 
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white man to the taste of the soybean? Conclusions. Address: 
INRA, Paris, France.

2461. Eckstein, Alexander. 1977. China’s economic 
revolution. New York, NY: Cambridge University Press. *
• Summary: An important analysis of China’s economic 
development through the mid-1970s, with considerable 
attention to the role of foreign trade.

2462. George, Susan. 1977. How the other half dies: The real 
reasons for world hunger. Montclair, New Jersey: Allanheld, 
Osmun & Co. xxix + 308 p. Index. 21 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in several places: 
Between 1972 and 1973 U.S. soybean production increased 
by 25% (p. 9).
 Chapter 4, titled “Technology: Now who pays to do 
what to whom?” shows that no new technology, not even a 
new crop is neutral in the effects it has on different classes 
of people. A report on soybeans in Brazil commissioned by 
the French Government Center for External Trade showed 
that they are becoming an increasingly important crop there. 
Since Brazil can produce and sell its crop between the two 
U.S. soybean harvests, the government’s offi cial agricultural 
policy encourages Brazilian farmers to grow more soybeans 
since they are a profi table export crop. The price of soybeans 
is attractive, so farmers have abandoned corn, a traditional 
crop, as well as wheat (to a lesser extent) because soybeans 
demand less fertilizer. Since soybean production is easily 
mechanized, fewer Brazilians need be employed. Soybeans 
are usually crushed to make oil and meal. This complex 
processing technology is being taken over by the world’s 
most competent processors–large multinational agribusiness 
fi rms, such as Cargill and Bunge. Small Brazilian processors 
are going bankrupt. Since Brazil’s infrastructure for 
transporting and loading the soybeans is substandard, the 
World Bank has been kind enough to contribute half the 
price of new private export corridors to the seaports, which 
the Brazilian government has kindly declared necessary for 
the multinationals. No doubt the Brazilian soybean industry 
will be profi table for multinational agribusiness, but what 
will be the consequences for ordinary Brazilians. From 1970 
to 1972, the price of corn, a traditional staple food and feed, 
has risen 60%, while the price of chicken has gone up 33%. 
Soybeans have drastically decreased the amount of land 
previously used for growing the feijao or black bean–another 
staple crop and key human protein source; during this period 
its price jumped by 275%. Rice production also suffered 
from the soybean competition. All of these developments 
hurt average Brazilians, and especially the poor.
 In addition, real estate prices in areas best suited to 
soybean production have risen dramatically; one hectare in 
Rio Grande do Sul, which sold for 1,500 cruzeiros in 1972, 
sold for less than 10,000 cruzeiros less than a year later. 
Thus, smaller farmers with less mechanization are losing out 

to those who can afford to buy more than and agricultural 
equipment. Soybean production in Brazil directly counteracts 
the efforts of the Brazilian government to limit infl ation (p. 
67-69).
 Chapter 6, titled “Planned scarcity,” notes that in the 
USA, one acre in 6.5 is now planted to soybeans. Europe 
is only 2% self-suffi cient in plant protein production. After 
World War II, Europe introduced American hybrid corn 
to replace local varieties; though the yield was higher, the 
protein content was lower. Thus a new protein source had 
to be found for feeding livestock, and U.S. soybean meal 
seemed to be the most rational and inexpensive solution. 
Export of soybean meal from the U.S. to Europe jumped 
from only 47,000 tons in 1949 to nearly 5 million tons in 
1972-73. Major U.S. processors set up crushing mills in 
Europe. In short, the entire post-war European livestock 
industry has been developed on the basis of extensive use 
of low-price soybean meal. The U.S. established a “near-
monopoly position for supply not only of Europe but of 
Japan and other nations.”
 Discusses the 1973 U.S. soybean export embargo, 
which began in June and sent prices soaring to $12 a bushel, 
from $2. The embargo was removed 3 months later and 
at year’s end it became clear that the scare over shortages 
was unwarranted. The Food for Peace program introduced 
soya oil into countries like Spain and Tunisia that had 
never before tasted anything but their own olive oil. Even 
the butter-rich Netherlands now consumes more imported 
soy margarine than butter. “Far be it from me to suggest 
collusion I can’t prove, but it is at least evident who profi ts 
from higher prices and who suffers. A futures market in soya 
meal was opened in London in April 1975 as a measure 
that might check price fl uctuations.” Yet the key fact is 
that European countries do not produce soybeans, nor any 
alternative protein crop.
 Discusses the new effort to extend the use of soya 
beyond feeding animals by promoting TVP, and the 
international conference held at Munich, Germany, in 
Nov. 1973. Earl Butz (U.S. Secretary of Agriculture) led 
the American delegation; Hubert Humphrey stated: “Food 
is a new form of power. Food is wealth. Food is an extra 
dimension in our [U.S.] diplomacy.” “Americans presented 
24 out of the 38 papers (including 13 by agribusiness 
representatives and 10 by USDA people). Only one was by a 
nutritionist. “One sees absolutely no alternative to continued 
US MNC (multinational corporation) control of the world 
plant-protein production and prices.” “The only rational 
way to offset price and foodstock manipulation by the giant 
traders would be to have grain stocks held in government 
hands, to be released or held back as the market situation 
demanded.” The grain traders are “frantically opposed to any 
reserve system...” (p. 122-25).
 Chapter 8, titled “Food aid?... Or weapon,” discusses: 
Importance of feedgrains exports, Soybean Council of 
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America, American Soybean Association, PL 480, promotion 
of soybean exports to Spain, Iran, and Korea, Ralston Purina 
and Cargill, Food for Peace counterpart funds used to fi nance 
research in recipient countries, “common defense” military 
expenditures (p. 172, 176).
 Chapter 11, titled “What can ‘they’ do?” discusses 
alternative food sources, single-cell protein (SCP), America’s 
energy-devouring food-production system which could 
exhaust U.S. fossil fuel reserves within 25 years, research 
by DuPont showing that when soybeans are experimentally 
fl ooded by carbon dioxide, they quadruple yields and 
fi x more nitrogen (p. 239-40). Address: A Smith College 
graduate now studying at the Sorbonne. Fellow of the 
Transnational Inst.

2463. Nosan Gyoson Bunka Kyokai. 1977. Nôgyô gijutsu 
taikei. Sakumotsu-hen. Vol. 6 [Outline of agricultural arts 
and techniques. Crops. Vol. 6]. Tokyo: Nôsan Gyôson Bunka 
Kyokai. See p. 3-7. [Jap]
• Summary: Page 4 shows 2 pie charts with statistics from 
the year 1974. The 3,500,000 tonnes of whole soybeans 
consumed in Japan are used as follows: Soy oil 78% of the 
total, tofu and products 10.5% (except frozen tofu), miso 
5.5%, natto 1.5%, frozen tofu 1.3%, kinako (roasted soy 
fl our) 0.4%, shoyu 0.2%, and other 2.6%. The 2,20,000 
tonnes of defatted soybean meal are used as follows: 
Livestock feed 84.6%, shoyu 7.5%, tofu 4.1%, miso 0.3%, 
other food uses 2.0%, other nonfood uses 1.5%.
 A graph on page 7 shows soybean production in Japan 
and soybean imports. Imports were static from about 1895 
to 1918 at about 100,000 tonnes, then they rose rapidly 
to about 1,000,000 in 1944. They dropped to almost zero 
following Japan’s defeat in World War II, then starting in 
about 1954, skyrocketed, reaching 1 million tonnes in about 
1960, 2 million tonnes in about 1968, and 3 million tonnes in 
about 1970. After about 1954, soybean production in Japan 
dropped steadily. Address: Japan.

2464. Paarlberg, Philip Lynn. 1977. The demand for 
soybeans and soybean products in West Germany. MSc 
thesis, Purdue University. xiii + 184 p. *
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Purdue Univ., W. 
Lafayette, Indiana.

2465. Bader, Kenneth L. 1978. World soybean supply, 
production, distribution, utilization. In: American Soybean 
Assoc., ed. 1978. International Soya Protein Food 
Conference, Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 136 p. See p. 
7-8.
• Summary: “Introduction: It is a pleasure for me, as 
the Chief Executive Offi cer of the American Soybean 
Association, to welcome each of you to this International 
Soya Protein Food Conference. As an agronomist, I 
understand the role of protein in our human nutrition. I am 

particularly pleased that our organization in cooperation with 
the USDA and many local organizations, is sponsoring this 
conference to bring you the latest knowledge about vegetable 
protein for human growth and development. It is appropriate 
that scientists, government leaders and others interested 
in improving our human diets in an expanding world 
population, meet to learn more about soya as a valuable 
source of human protein food.
 “Growth of Industry: There is something a bit nostalgic 
about holding this conference in this part of the world, the 
original home of the soybean. While this leguminous plant 
has been grown in Asia for many centuries, it has been a 
signifi cant commercial crop in the United States only since 
the early 1920’s. American farmers and consumers were slow 
to recognize the full potential of this ‘miracle golden bean’ 
crop. A review of the cropland in the United States devoted 
to soya production reveals the relatively recent evolution of 
the importance of this crop in American agriculture (Table 
1).
 “There are few crops anywhere with a success story 
to match that of soya. The phenomenal growth in the 
production of this crop in the U.S. paralleled the recognition 
that soya was an excellent source of protein and oil. As use 
and demand for soya increased, so did the American soybean 
producer shift his cropland acres into the production of soya. 
Today, soya is grown on tremendously fertile soil across 
the Midwest and down the Mississippi Delta. Favourable 
climate, excellent production and marketing technology and 
farmer ingenuity have been brought to bear on the production 
of soya.
 “The American farmer has always responded to market 
demand by producing that crop which gave him a reasonable 
prospect of profi t. The soybean producers, however, have 
been among the most aggressive in developing new markets 
for their protein and oil-rich soybeans. Through their own 
money and with the cooperation of the USDA, soya was 
introduced to people around the world. Consumption 
increased at home and abroad as the data reveal (Table 2).
 “The exports of soybeans from the United States has 
grown rapidly during this period. The U.S. soya producer 
exports fi ve of every ten rows of soybeans they produce. 
And the U.S. producers provide approximately 65% of the 
world’s present supply. Countries like Japan have become 
good customers of U.S. produced soybeans and they 
presently import one out of every ten rows of soya produced.
 “As citizens around the world recognized the virtues 
of soya, other countries began to produce this rich protein 
and oilseed crop. Brazil has become a signifi cant producer 
to name one. To place the phenomenal growth in the 
production of soya in perspective, consider that in 1955 the 
world production of soya was only 20 million metric tons–
about half of what the U S. is now producing in one year. 
World soybean production reached the level of 27 million 
metric tons in 1960, 34 million tons in 1965, 40 million 
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tons in 1970 and 69 million tons in 1975! The ASA and the 
American soybean producers have been at the forefront 
of this phenomenal growth. But for the growing demand, 
this expansion would not have been possible. Creating 
awareness of the valuable properties of soya has been one of 
the primary programs of ASA since 1956 with the opening 
of our fi rst offi ce in Tokyo, Japan. U.S. soybean farmers 
have invested over $9 million of their own money in the 
development of new soya markets at home and abroad since 
1956. We value greatly our customers and strive to meet our 
obligations as a reliable supplier of a quality product.
 “Future Growth Potential: Knowing that the past 
development in world soybean production has been 
remarkable, it is logical to ask what the possible expansion 
of soybeans will be in the future.
 “By 1985, world production of soybeans is expected to 
be 85 million metric tons, assuming a modifi ed continuation 
of trends and basic policies around the world. U.S. 
production should be around 50 million metric tons at that 
time comprising about 60% of the world production. And, 
the potential U.S. production could be greater if the demand 
for soya is evident. Consider, for example, that the states of 
Illinois and Iowa have over 20 million hectares of excellent 
cropland. If all this cropland were used to produce soybeans 
at the present yield level, these two states alone could 
produce over 44 million tons–more than the entire 1975 U.S. 
soybean crop!
 “The ASA and the U.S. soybean producers know that 
additional research is urgently needed on soya. Research 
on soya has become a national priority. With the relative 
newness of soya as a commercial crop, meager information 
about the genetic make-up of this plant is known. Average 
yields in the U.S. have been increasing only about 20 
kilograms/hectare a year over the past ten years. The yield 
potential of other crops such as maize and wheat have 
increased 65 kg/hectare and 32 kg/hectare respectively in the 
same time period.
 “The commitment to research on soybeans by the 
American producer is exemplifi ed by the fact that $8 million 
of their own money has been invested in research since 
1970. These funds, in addition to those from private industry 
and our USDA totaled more than 10 million dollars last 
year. The trend of support is defi nitely upward as we realize 
the value of our nation’s number one cash crop and export 
commodity...”
 Tables show: (1) Soybean hectarage in the USA every 
10 years from 1930 to 1970 plus 1977. It grew from 0.4 
million hectares in 1930 to 23.5 million hectares in 1944, a 
58.8-fold increase.
 (2) “Consumption of U.S. soya and soya products” 
[mainly soy oil and meal] every 10 years from 1950 to 1970 
plus 1977. U.S. consumption grew from 7.1 million MT 
(metric tons) in 1950 to 24.3 million MT in 1977, a 3.4-fold 
increase. World consumption grew from 1.0 million MT 

in 1950 to 21.5 million MT in 1977, a 21.5-fold increase. 
Address: Chief Executive Offi cer, American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa.

2466. Brown, Elaine. 1978. Soviets tackle increasing protein 
defi ciency: Soviet Union’s expanding need for high-protein 
livestock feed may be a bright spot for soybean exports. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Dr. Victor Lishchenko, a leading Soviet expert 
on oilseeds, predicted that Soviet soybean production will 
expand rapidly in the next few years but added that the 
potential for that expansion is limited. Production could 
double from the present 2 million acres, but that’s all. On 
irrigated land they get yields of 25-50 bu/acre but on dry 
land its much lower. To increase production, they would 
have to rely on irrigated land which is very expensive. “The 
Soviets’ current Five-Year Plan for 1976 through 1980 calls 
for new production of soybeans on irrigated land in the south 
of the Russian Federation and the Ukraine, in Moldavia and 
the Transcaucasian Republics [of Georgia, Armenia, and 
Azerbaijan]. It also outlines plans ‘to evolve suitable strains 
of soya and develop a technology for cultivating it in the 
republics of Central Asia and in Southern Kazakhstan.’...
 “Lishchenko says the Soviet Union’s ‘protein problem’ 
is not a lack of protein in Soviet diets, but instead it’s a 
problem of increasing animal protein... He points out that 
even though the USSR is the world’s second largest meat 
producer, per capita meat consumption is only a little over 
half of that in the United States. The average Soviet citizen 
now consumes 56 kilograms (kg) of meat per year. But 
Lishchenko says his government hopes to raise that to 80 kg 
in the near future.
 “To meet growing demand for meat, milk and eggs, 
one goal of the current Five-Year Plan is to switch livestock 
production over to what Soviets call ‘industrial’ methods. 
Lishchenko says changeover got underway in the early 
1970’s when collective farms and state farms began 
pooling their resources to form large-scale poultry and hog 
‘factories.’...
 “’Our livestock population consumes about 370 million 
tons of feed units a year,’ Lishchenko explains. ‘But they’re 
not adequately balanced with protein. As a result, feed 
consumption is unduly high.’”

2467. Herron, Steve. 1978. Local elevator sells soybeans 
direct: Farmers get more for their beans at this Iowa co-op. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 13.
• Summary: Last year Farmers Co-operative Elevator at 
Albert City, Iowa, sold 695,000 bushels direct to a Japanese 
grain buying fi rm. Not many regional co-ops export grain for 
dollars. “By making direct sales, the elevator saves brokers 
commissions.” That means about 10 cents more per bushel 
for the farmer. Of all the grain handled by co-ops in Iowa, 
only 7% is exported. About 80% of the soybeans grown in 
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the Albert City area have white hilums, making them good 
for human consumption. Manager Bruce Anderson hopes to 
contract a year in advance for a certain quantity and quality 
of soybeans. The Japanese are interested in large quantities 
of good quality edible, white hilum soybeans.
 About 2½ years ago Anderson fi rst made contact with 
a Japanese trading fi rm. He visits their New York offi ce 
regularly. They come to Albert City once in the summer and 
once at harvest time to see how the soybeans are handled, 
stored, and separated. The process builds confi dence. “The 
Japanese like to know who they’re dealing with. They like to 
do business with people they feel they can trust.”

2468. Thompson, Robert L. 1978. Brazil’s soybean power: A 
dark horse running strong. Big Farmer Magazine 50(1):14-
16. Jan.

2469. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1978. Spain’s edible oil marketing regulation may 
be opposed. Feb. 13. p. 9-10.
• Summary: The regulation further restricts consumption 
of seed oils from crushed oilseeds (mainly soybeans), and 
imposes a fee, possibly an increase in the import duties, 
on soybean oil imports. The U.S. supplies most of Spain’s 
soybeans. The ruling will set the soybean oil consumption 
level at 10,000 tonnes/month. It will make mandatory 
the bottling of all edible oil for the retail trade, a move to 
prevent fraudulent blending of edible oils, particularly olive 
oil. Spain produces about 320,000 tons of soybean oil from 
nearly 2 million tons of imported soybeans. Address: U.S. 
Agricultural Attaché, Madrid.

2470. Reddington, John J. 1978. Eastern Europe seen as 
promising market for U.S. oilseeds. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Feb. 20. p. 2-5.
• Summary: The two major oilseed crops in Eastern Europe 
are sunfl owerseed and rapeseed. Rapeseed is dominant in the 
northern countries, while sunfl owerseed is the major oilseed 
crop in the southern countries. Eastern Europe’s imports of 
soybeans and soybean meal rose dramatically between 1971 
and 1976, from 1.59 million tons to 3.43 million (soybean 
meal equivalent)–a gain of 60%. Most of these imports are 
of meal. Owing to various quality problems with U.S. meal 
and more favorable Brazilian meal prices, the U.S. share 
of the soybean meal market in 1973 was 41%; by 1976, 
it had slipped to 35%. East European soybean production 
is generally low owing to unsuitable growing conditions. 
Margarine use is on the rise in Eastern Europe; per capita 
consumption increased 15.9 kg in 1960 to 23.4 kg in 1975. 
Address: Agricultural Economist, Oilseeds and Products, 
Foreign Market Development, Foreign Agricultural Service.

2471. Lee, Kyung Won. 1978. Soybean exports increase 
profi ts. Soybean Digest. March. p. 6, 8, 10-SID.

• Summary: “Knowing that we have had a record stock of 
grains since 1974 and a record-breaking trade defi cit, no one 
would argue against expanding farm exports as a beautiful 
way to kill two birds with one stone.
 “Without agricultural exports, the trade defi cit in FY77 
would have been much larger. In fact, agricultural trade left 
a trade surplus of $11 billion while the nonagricultural trade 
came up with a record trade defi cit of $34 billion.
 “One of the conspicuous results of the huge trade 
defi cit is the declining value of the dollar which touches 
everybody’s daily life through higher prices of goods and 
services purchased from overseas countries.
 “Therefore, we can agree that expansion of grain exports 
will contribute to strengthening not only farm prices, but also 
the national economy as a whole.
 “This is well exemplifi ed by the fact that every billion-
dollar farm export creates 53,000 non-farm jobs.
 “Increasing exports means more jobs, more income and 
more profi t.
 At this point market development comes on the scene as 
one of the strongest tools to increase profi ts.
 “What is market development? Market development 
is often confused with sales promotion. Though there 
are similarities, there is a signifi cant difference. Market 
development relates to marketing, and sales promotion 
relates to sales. By differentiating between marketing and 
sales, we see what is involved in market development.
 “The sales concept starts with products, and considers 
the task as one of using selling and promotion to stimulate 
volume of sales. The marketing concept starts with existing 
and potential customers and their needs, and plans a 
coordinated set of products and programs to serve their 
needs.
 “This is why market development is not limited to 
advertisement promotion of products but extends over a 
wide range, including market surveys, market research, trade 
servicing and seminars.
 “With this concept in mind, let’s take a look at what 
market development has done, what it can do and what the 
opportunities and challenges for market development are 
by citing examples of work done by the American Soybean 
Association.
 “From its inception over 56 years ago, the American 
Soybean Association has worked to further research, 
education and use of soybeans, a relatively new crop in the 
United States. In 1956, ASA began a new venture with its 
fi rst market development program in Japan, in cooperation 
with USDA. Since that time, market development programs 
have expanded to include 69 countries around the world, 
covering more than 100 different marketing activities.
 “The springboard to this level of activity is a tremendous 
fi nancial support gained through grower self-help checkoffs 
and fi nancial assistance from USDA. In addition, third-
party cooperators contribute funds or services in kind to 
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multiply the magnitude of soybean market development 
programs. Funds from growers and FAS are outlayed by the 
United States to attract additional funds from third-party 
cooperators.
 “In FY77, for example, in addition to expenditures 
of $1,643,000 invested by FAS and $1,838,000 by ASA 
growers, third-party cooperators added $1,920,000 in funds 
or services, creating a total market development fund of 
$5,401,000.
 “Return on investments from these activities has been 
dramatic. As people around the world learn about the 
versatile and valuable properties of soya, new customers for 
U.S.-grown soybeans develop.
 “Soybeans are exported in the form of soybeans, 
soybean meal and soy oil, and the total quantity of exports 
can be expressed in terms of ‘soybean meal equivalent.’ 
In soybean meal equivalent, exports were only 2.5-million 
short tons (ST) in 1956-57 but increased to no less than 
18.3-million ST in 1975-76. This is more than 7-times 
expansion during the past 20 years, a direct contrast to 
domestic consumption. Domestic consumption has only 
doubled in the same period of time.
 “In soy oil equivalent, exports were about 1.7-billion 
pounds in 1956 but increased to 7-billion pounds, more than 
quadruple. In the same period, domestic consumption has 
tripled.
 “In terms of value, exports of soybeans and soybean 
products were only about $263 million in FY56 but increased 
to $5.6 billion in FY77. This expansion in value refl ects 
expansion in quantity shown above and also an increase in 
prices, which implies that market development programs 
create new demand for soybeans, shifting the demand curve 
upward, thus demanding higher customer prices.
 “Imports of soybeans and soybean products to a country 
depend on the country’s demand, its domestic production, its 
economic capabilities and its trade policy.
 “Demand for products depends on factors such as 
population, income level, diet pattern, consumer behavior, 
prices of products, availability of substitutes, livestock 
population, livestock feeding practices and government 
regulations.
 “Of all these factors infl uencing demand, some are 
irresponsive to market development programs while others 
are responsive. For example, market development cannot 
infl uence the country’s economic capabilities to import, its 
consumer income, its prices, its population, etc.
 “Therefore, the targets of market development are 
those which are believed to be subject to the infl uence of 
market development programs. For example, trade policy 
or government regulations on food and feed can be changed 
through negotiation and persuasion. ASA knows that zero-
tariff binding by EEC on imported soybeans and soybean 
meal has been an important contributing factor to expanding 
the EEC market for soybeans. ASA will continue to do its 

best to keep that zero-tariff binding. This may not appear to 
be a market development program, but it is.
 “Consumer behavior and diet patterns can be changed 
by promotion through mass media, seminars and cooking 
demonstrations. Livestock feeding practices can be changed 
by seminars on feed, feeding trials or study tours for key 
people of the industry to view advanced U.S. technology. 
Product quality can be improved by training local 
technicians, exposing them to advanced techniques and 
dispatching U.S. technicians to the area.
 “What are the challenges and opportunities lying ahead?
 “According to the World Bank, world population was 
about 3.3 billion in 1965 and increased to about 4 billion in 
1974, an increase of about 700-million more people to feed.
 “In addition to this, the economic status of people has 
improved. In 1965, for example, there were about 1-billion 
people living in countries with GNP per capita of $500 or 
more, but in 1974 the number increased 70%, to about 1.7 
billion.
 “The impact of economic improvement has shown up 
in the demand for food in terms of quality and quantity. As 
income rises, people tend to consume more fats and oil, 
especially at the intermediate income level, consumption 
tends to taper off at the very high income level.
 “The effect of rising income is more distinctive in the 
case of demand for animal protein in the forms of livestock, 
poultry and dairy products. These animal protein products 
can be produced effi ciently by an adequate supply of 
vegetable protein. Soybean meal is a major source.
 “Notwithstanding this fact, demand for soybean meal 
and oil does not increase unless that potential demand is 
tapped–this is where market development comes in. Through 
market development, factors infl uencing demand described 
above are utilized to create and expand demand.
 “While it is important to capitalize on potential new 
markets, it is also important to maintain the growth trend in 
established markets, where a 5% to 10% increase represents 
more total sales than a 100% to 200% increase in emerging 
markets” (Continued).

2472. Lee, Kyung Won. 1978. Soybean exports increase 
profi ts (Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. 
March. p. 6, 8, 10-SID.
• Summary: (Continued): “If there were not appropriate 
treatments to protect the market for U.S. soybeans, even 
established markets would erode and be overtaken by 
competitors. This requires a lot of work in facilitating 
functions such as monitoring customer responses to U.S. 
products and relating them to U.S. suppliers, persuading 
customers of the dependability of U.S. supply and providing 
needed market information.
 “In the case of soybeans, expansion in Brazilian 
production and its inroad into the world export market does 
not need to be reemphasized. Brazil supplied the world 
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export market with about 2.2% of the soybean meal and 
0.7% of the soy oil in 1965, but supplied about a quarter 
of the world exports for both products in 1975–28.8% for 
soybean meal and 24.2% for soy oil, respectively.
 “Considering that there are other exporting countries in 
addition to Brazil, such as the People’s Republic of China, 
Argentina and Paraguay, obviously protecting markets is as 
important as expanding new markets.
 “In addition to that, competition from other products 
should be heeded. In the case of fats and oils, world 
consumption is expected to be less than 52-million metric 
tons in 1980, while world production is forecast to be almost 
54 million.
 “This surplus is equal approximately to the increased 
export availability of Malaysian palm oil from planted 
trees now reaching maturity. Total world export availability 
will grow by an estimated 22% by 1980, or 4 times as 
fast as consumption growth projected for the period. The 
competition is coming not only from palm oil but also from 
other edible oils. This calls for appropriate countermeasures 
to protect the market.
 “In the case of protein meal, tradition in livestock 
feed formulation frequently has to be changed from 
historical sources such as peanut meal and fi shmeal, to 
fi rst, acceptance, and then preference for soybean meal. 
Government regulations also usually favor historically 
used or locally produced protein and often ignore economic 
rationality.
 “Despite world need for more grains in most areas, 
there is substantial potential in other areas which can be 
devoted to production of competitive oilseeds if the U.S. 
soybean industry fails to hold and expand its share of the 
world market–rapeseed in Canada, peanuts in West Africa, 
sunfl owerseed in Eastern Europe and palm oil in tropical 
areas.
 “Market development will play a key role in fi nding 
additional markets for increased soybeans and soybean 
products. A USDA study indicates a need for a 44% increase 
in soybean exports, 18% for soybean meal and 64% for soy 
oil, requiring intensive programs for market development in 
extensive areas.
 “In addition, harmonious cooperation among parties 
concerned with marketing should exist. Specifi cally, 
U.S. suppliers should be able to supply products of good 
quality. In order to assure that quality, inspection and 
grading systems should accommodate the need. In order 
to be competitive with other supplying countries, our 
transportation mode should be able to deliver products 
effi ciently at low cost. The domestic price policy should be 
set in such a way that U.S. products would be competitive in 
the world market.
 “With market development work in creating, expanding 
and maintaining the market, effi ciency attained in other 
stages would lead to more profi t. It is always better to try 

to get a pie of increasing size than only to try to get a large 
piece of a constant-size pie.”

2473. Horsley, Beverly. 1978. Drought cuts Brazil’s soybean 
production and export prospects. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). April 3. p. 5-6.
• Summary: A spate of freak weather has reduced Brazil’s 
soybean crop for the fi rst time in 11 years. Brazil is already 
the world’s largest exporter of soybean meal, with exports 
last year of about 5.4 million tons against 4.2 million for 
the U.S., and Brazil comes close to U.S. exports of about 
700,000 tons of oil. Address: Associate Editor, Foreign 
Agriculture.

2474. Piason, Frank J. 1978. U.S. soybean, product exports 
gain in Mideast, North Africa. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). April 3. p. 2-5.
• Summary: “Exports of U.S. soybeans and products to the 
Middle East and North Africa topped $100 million for the 
fi rst time last year.” “Petroleum money is fueling the rapid 
takeoff in poultry and livestock industries.” Competition in 
the market from domestic soybeans has been limited largely 
to Iran, where 86,000 tons were produced in 1977. Egypt 
produced 26,000 tons that year also and plans to increase 
production. However, Egypt’s limited arable land area, plus 
its need for basic staples, such as bread, and export earners, 
such as cotton, probably will limit soybean production 
mainly to second cropping.
 Tables show: (1) U.S. exports of soybeans and products 
to the Middle East and North Africa in calendar years 1975, 
1976, and 1977. In 1977 they were (in thousands of U.S. 
dollars): Iran, $44,328; Egypt, $25,428; Morocco, $12,587; 
Libya, $4,996; Lebanon, $4,734; Saudi Arabia, $2,613; Iraq, 
$2,391, Algeria $1,382, Tunisia $1,358, Kuwait $356, Jordan 
$152, Bahrain $98, Yemen $72, Sudan $52, United Arab 
Emirates $14, Oman $1, Syria $0 (down from $2,995 in 
1976), South Yemen $0 (down from $6 in 1975).
 (2) U.S. exports of soybean oil to the Middle East and 
North Africa in 1975, 1976, and 1977 (in both quantity, 
metric tons, and value, 1,000 dollars). In 1977 they were: 
Iran, 49,784; Morocco, 5,356; Egypt, 4,690; Tunisia, 2,523; 
Lebanon 735; Algeria 510; Saudi Arabia 402; Jordan 217; 
Yemen 108; Sudan 73; United Arab Emirates 12; Bahrain 6 
(down from 53 in 1975); Kuwait 2; Oman (down from 13 in 
1975); Syria 0 (down from 5,561 in 1976); South Yemen 0 
(down from 5 in 1975); Total 64,418 tonnes.
 (3) U.S. exports of soybeans to the Middle East and 
North Africa in 1975, 1976 and 1977 (in metric tons). In 
1977 they were: Egypt, 42,032; Morocco, 38,509; Libya, 
22,001; Lebanon, 16,506; Iran 52; Syria 0 (down from 248 
tonnes in 1976); Sudan 0 (down from 18 tonnes in 1976); 
Kuwait 0 (down from 8,960 tonnes worth $2,006,000 in 
1975). Total 119,100 tonnes.
 (4) U.S. exports of soybean cake and meal to the Middle 
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East and North Africa in 1975, 1976, and 1977 (in both 
quantity, metric tons, and value, 1,000 dollars). In 1977 they 
were: Iran, 56,082; Egypt, 25,122; Iraq, 10,000; Saudi Arabia 
8,548; Algeria 4,627; Jordan 2,135; Lebanon 1,999; Kuwait 
1,356; Bahrain 350; Syria 0 (down from 1,599 tonnes in 
1975). Total 110,219 tonnes.
 “Soy protein and soy fl our still have limited acceptance 
in the region. Yet they enjoy a strong potential as ingredients 
in food products.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybeans in Kuwait. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Kuwait (1975).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybean products (soy oil) in Bahrain, or the 
United Arab Emirates; soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybean products in Bahrain, or the United Arab Emirates 
(1975). In 1975 Bahrain imported 53 metric tons of soybean 
oil worth $56,000 from the USA. In 1977 Bahrain imported 
350 metric tons of soybean meal worth $90,000 from the 
USA.
 In 1975 Oman imported 13 tons of soybean oil worth 
$19,000 from the USA. In 1975 the United Arab Emirates 
imported 68 tons of soy oil worth $83,000 from the USA. 
Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Rabat, Morocco.

2475. Piason, Frank J. 1978. Three nations lead Mideast / 
North African buying of soy products. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). April 10. p. 6-7, 10-
11.
• Summary: “Three countries–Iran, Egypt, and Morocco–
took more than 80% of the record $100.6 million worth of 
U.S. soybean and product exports to the Middle East and 
North Africa last year. But rapidly growing incomes and 
populations, alongside burgeoning poultry and livestock 
industries, suggest that there is a reservoir of untapped 
buying power in many of the 16 other nations of the region.
 “Indicative of the potential was the opening for the fi rst 
time last year of a sizable soybean meal market in Libya; 
the fi rst sales in several years of soybean meal to Jordan, 
and partial recovery in shipments to Lebanon following 
reductions incurred as a result of that country’s civil war.
 “Iran: U.S. Exports of soybeans and products to this 
largest market in this region, totaled $44.3 million in 1977.” 
Soybean oil was the most important export, followed by 
soybean meal ($12.3 million), then soybeans ($11,000). 
The country still must import 75-80% of its vegetable 
oil needs. The country has 10 large vegetable oil refi ning 
plants. “Vegetable oil consumption in the form of hardened 
vanaspati ghee is expanding by about 10% a year...
 “Egypt: With a large and growing population–about 38 
million–Egypt has one of the brightest long-term market 
potentials in the region. Foreign currency shortages and vast 
development needs make it a prime candidate for food aid, 

including soybeans and products. Last year, U.S. soybeans 
moved to Egypt for the fi rst time since the 1950’s refl ecting 
the coming on stream in early summer of the fi rst new 
crushing plant in the free trade zone of Alexandria. U.S. 
soybean oil exports to Egypt were 4,690 tons in 1977, rather 
small in proportion to those from Brazil. All told, Egypt 
needs about 320,000 tons of vegetable oil a year and must 
import around 75% of this.
 “Morocco: A steadily growing U.S. market, Morocco in 
1977 took 38,509 tons of U.S. soybeans to rank as second 
largest soybean market in the region. The re-opening of the 
large Government SIGO oil mill at Kenitra in 1976, with 
a 120,000-ton annual capacity, cleared the way for more 
imports. Morocco also was the second largest U.S. soybean 
oil market in the region in 1977, with purchases of 5,355 
tons. About two-thirds of the estimated 175,000 tons of oil 
imported in 1977 was in the form of soybean oil. Much 
of this comes from Spain, which exports oil crushed from 
imported soybeans (in great part from the United States)... 
Olive oil is by far the most important domestic oil in 
Morocco.
 “Jordan: In 1977 the United States shipped Jordan 2,135 
tons of soybean meal, the fi rst such sale in several years, 
and 217 tons of soybean oil. Prospects for further increases 
are brightest for soybean meal, refl ecting rapid expansion in 
private-sector poultry production...
 “Syria: No U.S. soybeans and products moved to Syria 
last year, although 5,000 tons of U.S. soybean oil under 
Public Law 480 Title I, and a small amount of soybeans were 
shipped in 1976...
 “Iraq: The United States sold 10,000 tons of soybean 
meal to Iraq in 1977, making this the third largest soybean 
customer in the region. Further growth is likely as a result 
of heavy Government investment in poultry production and 
oilseed crushing plants...
 “Lebanon: Before its civil war in 1975, Lebanon was 
the third largest outlet in the region for U.S. soybeans and 
products, taking about 22,000 tons of U.S. soybeans and 
11,000 of U.S. soybean meal that year...
 “Tunisia: So far, the United States has shipped to 
Tunisia only soybean oil, sales of which plummeted from 
10,366 tons in 1975 to 179 in 1976 as a result of a ban on 
all vegetable oil imports in early 1976. This ban–intended to 
reduce large domestic supplies of olive oil–was relaxed in 
1977, with exports recovering to 2,523 tons... Tunisia has no 
major crushing facilities for oilseeds...
 “Libya: This market took 4,996 tons of U.S. soybean 
meal in 1977, its fi rst such import from the United States. 
There is considerable potential for future exports of soybean 
meal, given Libya’s concentration on expanding poultry 
output and its shift from exclusive reliance on imports of 
complete poultry rations...
 “Algeria: U.S. sales to Algeria in 1977 totaled 4,627 
tons of soybean meal and 510 of soybean oil...
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 “Saudi Arabia: U.S. exports of soybean meal to Saudi 
Arabia have increased steadily, reaching 8,548 tons in 1977. 
Further growth will be determined by the pace of expansion 
in production of Saudi poultry and livestock (especially 
sheep). Efforts are being made to boost production of eggs 
and poultry–the latter from the current level of about 2 
million birds... Currently, about 110,000 tons of meat are 
consumed domestically each year, with imports accounting 
for about half the total. Moreover, meat consumption is 
expected to increase by 5-6 percent annually from the present 
16 kilograms per capital.
 “Sudan: Total U.S. exports of soybeans and products to 
Sudan came to only $52,000 in 1977. However, the future 
holds considerable promise, since Sudan has the greatest 
agricultural potential of any country in the Middle East 
and North Africa. Even now, Sudan is the largest oilseed 
producer in the region–producing cottonseed, peanuts, and 
sesame...
 “Others: Among the seven remaining countries are 
the OPEC members, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, United Arab 
Emirates, and Bahrain. All of these have per capita incomes 
well over the $1,018 mean average in the Middle East and 
North Africa, but also have fewer than 1 million inhabitants. 
Their high living standards make them potential markets 
for consumer-ready soybean oil and soy protein foods. 
Kuwait, the largest and most wealthy of these, has been a 
past customer for U.S. soybean meal, and is planning further 
development of its poultry industry. Yemen has a relatively 
strong agriculture but like its neighbor, South Yemen, 
has low per capita income and at present limited market 
potential.”
 A map shows U.S. exports of soybeans and products in 
1977 (estimates) to each of the above nations in the Middle 
East and North Africa. Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, 
Rabat, Morocco.

2476. Lee, K.W. 1978. U.S. prospects in Russian market. 
Soybean Digest. April. p. 6, 9, 10, 12-SID.
• Summary: “Purchases of U.S. grain by the Soviet Union 
has been the most dynamic factor in the U.S. grain economy 
for the past 6 years. Since the middle of 1971, the Soviet 
Union has purchased nearly 40-million metric tons of U.S. 
grain, not including the 15-million tons expected to be 
delivered in 1977/78. In recent years, the Soviet Union has 
emerged as the third largest export market for U.S. grain, 
being exceeded only by the nine-nation European Economic 
Community and Japan. The Soviet Union has been taking 
about 12% of total U.S. grain exports, and at times Soviet 
buying has given tremendous impetus to the U.S. grain 
market.
 “The United States has not had the same success in 
selling soybeans to the Soviet Union. There is no doubt that 
Soviets need U.S. soybeans, but they have been at best a 
sporadic buyer of U.S. beans. Since the fi rst sale was made 

to the Soviet Union in 1972/73, the Soviets have purchased a 
total of only 1.2-million metric tons of U.S. soybeans. Since 
the summer of 1972, the Soviet Union has taken only 1% of 
all U.S. exports of soybeans, soybean meal and soy oil.
 “There are several reasons why sales of U.S. soybeans 
to the Soviet Union have been slow to develop. A major one, 
however, is that only within the past 2 years have the upper 
echelons of the Soviet Government and Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union begun to appreciate the fact that grain 
can be fed more effi ciently to livestock if it is adequately 
balanced with protein. In the past, when the Soviets bought 
soybeans from the world market, it generally was because 
they needed vegetable oil due to shortfalls in their own 
sunfl owerseed production.
 “This is no longer true. There is now ample evidence 
that many top-level Soviet economic planners know that 
balancing livestock rations with protein is essential if 
maximum benefi t is to be attained from the grain fed, 
particularly under intensive feeding conditions. In fact, this 
knowledge has sparked Soviet interest in trying to grow 
more soybeans in their own country.
 “The Soviet Union already produces some soybeans, 
but production is concentrated in the Soviet Far East which 
is many thousands of miles from where the beans are needed 
in the form of soybean meal to be fed to livestock. The 
Soviets also produce some soybeans in Moldavia and other 
southwestern areas of the Soviet Union, but soil type and 
climate limit the potential for soybean production in these 
areas as they also do in the Soviet Far East. There is no doubt 
that the Soviets will need to turn to the world market if they 
are going to obtain the supplies of soybeans needed for the 
type of modern livestock industry that they are planning.
 “Whether the Soviet Union buys large quantities of 
U.S. soybeans in the future, however, probably will depend 
on how overall trade relations progress between the two 
countries. Thus far, since the easing of tension between the 
two countries began in 1971, the development of trade has 
been very uneven and mostly to the advantage of the United 
States.
 “Consequently, in the past when the Soviet Union 
has decided it must import soybeans to offset shortfalls 
in sunfl owerseed production, it has attempted to direct its 
purchases away from the United States, and Brazil has 
been the main benefi ciary of Soviet soybean purchases. 
The Soviets also attempt as much as possible to direct their 
purchases of grain away from the United States, but this has 
been extremely diffi cult because of the tremendous size of 
the Soviet import needs and the U.S. dominance in the world 
grain market, particularly corn and other feedgrains.
 “According to Soviet foreign trade data, and using the 
offi cial Soviet exchange rate of 0.734 rubles to the dollar, 
overall trade between the United States and the Soviet Union 
was equivalent to nearly $3 billion in 1976. This is more than 
a 14-fold increase over trade between the two countries in 
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1970, the year immediately preceding the beginning of the 
policy of ‘detente,’ or the easing of tension between the two 
countries.
 “Although this is a tremendous increase, most of 
the trade has occurred as a result of much greater Soviet 
purchases of U.S. goods, including large volumes of grain. 
In fact, Soviet purchases of U.S. goods in 1976 amounted to 
a 20-fold increase over those in 1970. According to Soviet 
trade fi gures, and again using the Soviet offi cial exchange 
rate, the Soviet Union imported the equivalent of $2.7 billion 
worth of U.S. goods in 1976, compared with $140 million 
in 1970. Soviet exports to the United States, meanwhile, had 
increased to only the equivalent of $271 million in 1976, 
compared to $79 million in 1970.
 “It is obvious from these trade fi gures that the Soviet 
Union has a huge trade defi cit with the United States. The 
defi cit was $2.5 billion in 1976. The defi cit was only $62 
million in 1970.
 “It is this trade defi cit with the United States that has 
caused the Soviet Union to attempt to shift its purchases of 
grains and soybeans away from the United States, and it is 
this defi cit which threatens to prevent development of the 
Soviet Union as a major export market for U.S. soybeans.
 “Unquestionably, one of the major reasons for the Soviet 
trade defi cit is the Soviet Union’s inability to produce goods 
which meet the more rigorous quality standards of the U.S. 
market. But also important is the fact that most Soviet goods 
imported into the U.S. face a much higher tariff than the 
same goods from most other countries.
 “Goods imported into the United States are subject 
to one of two tariff rates. In a few cases the two rates are 
the same, but usually there is a general rate which is much 
higher than the rate charged on imports from most countries. 
The lower rate is referred to as the most-favored-nation 
(MFN) rate. The MFN rate is the result of trade negotiations 
between the U.S. and other countries aimed at reducing 
barriers to international trade.
 “Most of the tariff reductions have been negotiated 
during trade conferences of the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT). Under the MFN principle of GATT, any 
tariffs reduced by negotiations between two contracting 
parties of GATT are generalized by being extended to other 
contracting parties, hence, the name ‘most-favored-nation.’
 “Most countries of the industrialized West as well as 
most developing countries are contracting parties of the 
GATT, and therefore are able to sell goods into the U.S. at 
tariff rates lower than the general rate. Since Poland and 
Yugoslavia are members of the GATT, their goods are also 
subject to the lower MFN rate when imported into the United 
States. The MFN rate also has been extended to Romanian 
goods through a separate bilateral trade agreement between 
the United States and Romania.” Continued.

2477. Lee, K.W. 1978. U.S. prospects in Russian market 

(Continued–Document part II). Soybean Digest. April. p. 6, 
9, 10, 12-SID.
• Summary: (Continued): “The Nixon Administration in 
1972 attempted to extend the MFN rate to goods from the 
Soviet Union through a bilateral trade agreement concluded 
between the United States and the Soviet Union in October 
of that year. When this agreement was considered for 
ratifi cation, however, the United States Senate qualifi ed its 
approval of the agreement by linking the extension of the 
MFN rate on Soviet goods to Soviet emigration policy. This 
qualifi cation was included in the Trade Act of 1974.
 “In early 1975, the Soviet Union abrogated the 1972 
bilateral trade agreement, contending that the U.S. linkage of 
the MFN rate to Soviet emigration policy was interference 
in internal Soviet affairs. The matter has been at an impasse 
since that time, and the impasse threatens to limit further 
increases of U.S. exports of farm commodities to the Soviet 
Union, including further sales of soybeans.
 “The problem has been partly overcome in the case of 
grains through the U.S.-Soviet Grain Supply Agreement 
concluded between the two countries in October 1975. The 
Soviets accepted this agreement because in their view it was 
negotiated on the basis of equality and mutual advantage.
 “There is a distinct trade-off between the two countries 
in the 1975 grain agreement. By this agreement, the Soviet 
Union obtained status as a recognized regular buyer of U.S. 
grain. The Soviet Union is no longer at the end of the line 
as was the case in late 1974 when the U.S. suffered a short 
grain crop. The Soviet Union now has equal claim with 
other regular foreign buyers for U.S. grain export supplies 
in accordance with its historical purchases since mid-1971. 
In return for this advantage, the Soviet Union agreed to buy 
a minimum quantity of 6-million metric tons of U.S. grain 
each year for 5 years.
 “At one time, it might have been possible to have 
negotiated a similar trade agreement for soybeans or to have 
soybeans included as part of the 1975 grain agreement. This 
is probably no longer possible. Overall U.S.-Soviet trade 
relations have deteriorated to the extent that the Soviets 
probably are no longer interested in such an agreement.
 “Enormous potential exists for U.S. soybeans in the 
Soviet market. There is easily potential for the U.S. to sell 
on a regular basis between 2- and 3-million metric tons of 
soybeans a year to the Soviet Union. This is equivalent to 
75- to 100-million bushels of soybeans a year. This potential 
market cannot be developed, however, unless there is an 
improvement in overall trade relations between the United 
States and the Soviet Union, and this improvement cannot 
take place unless the U.S. extends its MFN tariff rate to 
Soviet goods. Extension of the MFN rate to Soviet goods 
would not mean that Soviets would be gaining an advantage 
greater than that now accorded most other countries. It would 
merely put Soviet goods on the same footing as those from 
most other countries.
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 “This would be a small price to pay in return for the 
enormous potential that exists for further sales of U.S. farm 
commodities to the Soviet Union.”

2478. Reddington, John; Iso, James. 1978. The East 
European market for U.S. soybeans and products. USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS M-281. 20 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction: Imports of 
Soybeans and Products, Domestic Supply and Demand, 
Economic Overview, Market Development,
 Bulgaria: Oilseed Situation, Livestock Situation, 
Problems, The Future.
 Czechoslovakia: Oilseed Situation, Livestock Situation, 
Problems, The Future.
 German Democratic Republic [East Germany]: Oilseed 
Situation, Livestock Situation, Problems, The Future.
 Hungary: Oilseed Situation, Livestock Situation, 
Problems, The Future.
 Poland: Oilseed Situation, Livestock Situation, 
Problems, The Future.
 Romania: Oilseed Situation, Livestock Situation, 
Problems, The Future.
 Yugoslavia: Oilseed Situation, Livestock Situation, 
Problems, The Future.
 Appendix.
 Exports rose dramatically from 1971 to 1973, but since 
then have fallen a little.

2479. Thompson, Robert L. 1978. The Brazilian soybean 
situation and its impact on the world oils market. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(5):391A-398A. May. [13 
ref]
• Summary: An excellent history of soybean production, 
crushing and exports in Brazil. Contents: Abstract. 
Introduction: Expansion of soybean production in Brazil, 
soybean crushing industry in Brazil, Brazilian export policy, 
domestic markets for soyoil and soymeal, 1978, 1979 and 
beyond. Conclusion.
 Tables: (1) Evolution of soybean production in Brazil, 
1960-1979. (2) Brazilian soybean production by states, 1968-
77. Rio Grande do Sul has been #1 and Parana #2 during 
this time. (3) Soybean crushing capacity, by size of fi rm and 
state, Brazil, Aug. 1977. (4) Relationship between soybean 
production, crush, and exports, Brazil, 1969-1977.
 Figures: (1) Map of Brazil showing percent of normal 
precipitation, Jan. 1978. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 
Economics, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

2480. Wall Street Journal. 1978. Mitsui & Co. acquires eight 
grain elevators from Cook Industries. June 7. p. 15.
• Summary: Cook Industries (Memphis, Tennessee) left the 
grain trading business yesterday as the U.S. unit of Mitsui & 
Co. fi nished its acquisition of Cook’s eight grain elevators 
for $53 million. Mitsui is a major Japanese trading company.

 Seven of the elevators and their related grain businesses 
will be operated by Gulf Coast Grain Inc., a new are of 
Mitsui based in Memphis. The elevators are in Heloise, 
Tennessee; Dorena, Missouri; Henry, Chillicothe and East 
Peoria, Illinois; and Dennison and Hartley, Iowa.
 The 8th elevator, in Reserve, Louisiana, will be operated 
by Continental Grain Co. under a 6-year agreement. Part of 
the elevator’s capacity of 4 million bushels will be reserved 
for Mitsui.
 Cook has been forced to exit the grain trading business, 
where it was one a major fi rm, after taking sharp losses 
in trading on contracts calling for the future delivery of 
commodities. Address: Staff Reporter.

2481. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1978. Despite big harvests, Korea’s corn, soybean 
imports remain high. June 12. p. 6-8.
• Summary: Korea was the sixth largest export customer for 
U.S. farm products in 1977. The country imported record 
volumes of corn, soybeans, and tobacco. 70% of the total 
came from the U.S. All of the soybeans in the shipments 
came from the U.S.
 In 1977, Korea’s 318,735-ton soybean crop was 8% 
higher than the 1976 level, largely because of greater use of 
improved varieties, favorable weather, and a 1% expansion 
in area to 250,620 hectares. Soybean yields reached a new 
peak–1,270 kg/ha. Korea’s imported soybeans–150,600 tons 
included 109,385 tons for crushing, 15,814 tons for food-
industry use, 5,401 tons for military use, and 20,000 tons for 
price-control purposes. Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, 
Seoul.

2482. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1978. U.S. soybean exports to France hit record; 
Brazil tops in meal. June 26. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Brazil replaced the U.S. as the top soybean 
meal supplier to France–and the world. French imports of 
soybeans and products have risen in recent years despite 
national efforts toward “protein independence” through 
developing an indigenous soybean crop and raising oilseed 
production while reducing imports of protein feeds. The 
opening of a new soybean crushing plant at Brest-Soja in late 
1976 almost doubled France’s crushing capacity, upping it 
to about 1 million tons. Last year, however, Brazil became 
the world’s largest soybean meal exporter with shipments of 
5.4 million tons, compared with 4.2 million from the U.S. 
Brazil’s achievement resulted in part from an export policy 
that encourages exports of meal at the expense of soybeans. 
So far, France has been a very small market for soybean oil 
because of consumer demand for other vegetable oils.

2483. Hesseltine, C.W.; Rogers, R.F.; Bothast, R.J. 1978. 
Microbiological study of exported soybeans. Cereal 
Chemistry 55(3):332-40. May/June. [9 ref]
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• Summary: “An overseas shipment of bulk soybeans was 
studied microbiologically both before and after shipment. 
Samples were collected at four levels (0-3, 3-6, 6-9, 9-12 
ft) in three holds of the ship. Each sample was analyzed 
microbiologically as the original sample, as whole intact 
beans, and as splits. Bacterial counts on the surface of intact 
beans did not change generally during shipment. Counts per 
gram of splits or damaged beans, however, increased from 
6,400 to 170,000 before shipment to 36,000 to 2,100,000 
after shipment. Fungal counts were generally higher on yeast 
extract agar than on Czapek’s agar. No apparent increase 
in fungi on sound beans was observed; counts were much 
higher on the splits, ranging from 17 to 13,000 per gram, but 
did not increase after shipment. A small but rather uniform 
actinomycetous fl ora was found. A variety of fungi was 
encountered, the two most common forms on the surfaces 
of the beans were members of the Aspergillus glaucus 
group and species of Penicillium. Soybean germination 
was reduced during shipment except for those held at the 
lower level. Contamination of the beans by fungi increased 
markedly at the top three levels but not at the lowest level. 
The splits from all lots were heavily contaminated (66-98%), 
and the infection rate went up during shipment at all levels 
except the lowest. The fungi isolated from the soybeans 
were represented by many genera, with A. glaucus and 
Penicillium species being the ones most often encountered. 
A. glaucus infected whole beans, and splits were about equal. 
Penicillium species occurred three times more often in splits 
than in whole beans.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2484. National Soybean Processors Assoc. 1978. How do 
exports grow? By keeping trade free. By meeting customer 
needs (Ad). Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 13.
• Summary: A full-page ad. “That’s our formula for keeping 
competitively priced U.S. soybeans and soybean products in 
the forefront of the world market.
 “We’re the National Soybean Processors Association 
(NSPA), and our member fi rms process 98% of the soybeans 
crushed annually in the United States. This year, our 
members expect to produce a signifi cantly larger volume of 
soybean meal and soybean oil for the export market. Strong 
foreign demand for these products is a prerequisite for heavy 
buying of American growers’ beans.
 “That’s why we’ve taken aggressive action in the last 
few years to keep exports growing:
 “First, to keep trade free:
 “NSPA joined with ASA [American Soybean 
Association] in 1976 to persuade the U.S. Government to get 
the Government of Brazil to stop export subsidies for that 
country’s soybean oil.
 “NSPA and ASA fi led a joint complaint in 1976 
with the President’s Special Trade Representative (STR), 
demonstrating why the European Community’s protein 

import deposits were a violation of zero-duty bindings on 
soybeans and soybean meal. Our complaint was accepted 
by the U.S. Government, which carried it formally to the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in Geneva.
 “NSPA and ASA have worked closely during the 
current multilateral trade negotiations to protect duty-free 
entry of U.S. soybeans and soybean meal into the European 
Community. As one result of that effort, President Carter 
declared on February 15, 1978 that ‘we have no intention of 
relinquishing that right.’
 “Second, to meet customer needs:
 “NSPA’s Meal Export Development Committee will 
meet during May 8-12, 1978 in London, Paris, Brussels and 
Vienna with Western and Eastern European purchasers of 
U.S. soybean meal, to discuss how to increase the U.S. share 
of the meal export market, and to examine the impact of 
subsidized Brazilian soybean meal prices.
 “To preserve its freedom, trade must be responsive to 
customer needs. That’s why NSPA has taken the initiative to 
consult with our foreign customers on ways to enhance and 
enlarge the U.S.-European trading relationship in soybeans 
and soybean products.
 “As John G. Reed, Jr., Chairman of NSPA, said on 
February 21, 1978: ‘U.S. soybean processors want to insure 
that the commitment of American soybean growers to 
expand acreage and production in 1978 will be rewarded by 
increased exports of soybean products.’”

2485. Nicholas, C.J.; Whitten, M.E. 1978. Analysis of 
soybean shipments at U.S. origin and overseas destination. 
Marketing Research Report (USDA Agricultural Marketing 
Service) No. 1090. 19 p. June.
• Summary: “This is an interim report to determine whether 
there are grade and quality differences in soybean shipments 
between U.S. origin and overseas destination. Conditions and 
grade standards are compared and other factors affecting the 
availability and suitability of U.S. soybeans are identifi ed. 
This study quantifi es the extent of soybean damage, with 
suggestions for its reduction. It describes specifi c handling 
and transport environments and operations that cause losses 
as soybeans are moved through the various marketing 
channels. Increasing demands by industry for this type of 
information prompted this study.
 “Ten soybean shipments with 767 origin and 428 
destination samples were found to be highly variable. The 
foreign material and the splits, or broken beans, were within 
the U.S. standards for grade 2 soybeans at both origin and 
destination. The data show an increase in foreign material 
and splits as the soybeans were moved from U.S. ports to 
overseas buyers.
 “The foreign material variations may have been due to 
in-transit deterioration or to grading or sampling errors, or 
they may have been the natural result of sampling variations. 
Although the amount of foreign material in the shipments did 
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not exceed the grade standards, more samples are needed to 
determine the amount at the export elevator, based on various 
sampling methods and modes of transport.
 “The quality analyses of origin and destination samples 
were surprisingly similar for oil and protein content, 
averaging 20.7 percent of oil at origin and destination and 
40.3 and 40.2 percent of protein at origin and destination, 
respectively.
 “Gravity activated loading systems for moving 
soybeans caused less impact damage than pneumatic 
unloading systems. Overseas handling and unloading 
systems, including clam buckets, pneumatic suckers, and 
Vac-u-vators, damaged the soybeans when they were 
moved from the ship to the processor or end user.” Address: 
1. Agricultural Economist; 2. Research Chemist. Both: 
Beltsville Agricultural Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland 
20705.

2486. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1978. Meat boom sparking Latin American demand 
for U.S. soy products. July 10. p. 2-5.
• Summary: Some of the world’s fastest rates of population 
growth, together with chronic protein defi cits and rising 
incomes, are stimulating meat production in Latin America. 
Last year, the U.S. shipped $357 million worth of soybeans 
and soybean products to Latin America, more than doubling 
the fi gure for 1976. Dr. Don H. Bushman, animal nutritionist 
with the Mexico City offi ce of the American Soybean 
Association (ASA) sees shipments of U.S. soybeans and 
meal to the region rising by at least 50% in the next 5 years. 
Mexico was the market for nearly half of all U.S. exports 
of soybeans and products to the region last year. Peru was a 
$40.6 million market for U.S. soybeans and products (largely 
oil) last year. The third largest U.S. market in Latin America 
is Venezuela. U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean meal to 
Latin America in 1977 were as follows (fi gures in thousands 
of tonnes): Mexico, 519.4; Venezuela, 157.2; Jamaica, 49.4; 
Dominican Republic, 26.9; El Salvador, 22.4; Peru, 20.8.

2487. Nicholas, C.J. 1978. Analysis of selected shipments 
of U.S. and other soybeans received in Japan, 1972-76. 
Agricultural Research Service ARS-NE-92. 26 p.
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Method of 
study. Foreign material. Oil and protein content. Poisonous 
seeds and insect infestation. Weight analyses. Comparison of 
soybeans from Brazil and China. Conclusion.
 “Most Japanese receivers expressed some dissatisfaction 
with the quantity of foreign material in the shipments they 
received; however, they were primarily concerned with the 
oil content and protein (nitrogen) content of the soybeans, 
weight shortages, and insect infestations.
 “The Japanese importers mostly commented on the low 
oil content of the U.S. soybeans in comparison with that of 
the Brazilian soybeans. They wanted soybeans containing 

over 19 percent of oil. In most cases the oil content of 
U.S. soybean shipments sampled in 1973-76 was under 19 
percent, whereas, in the Brazilian soybean shipments, it 
averaged over 20 percent.”
 “The presence of poisonous seeds, such as morningglory 
and crotalaria, among soybeans requires that additional steps 
be taken by oil processors to remove the seed residues. Most 
U.S. shipments contained poisonous seeds in greater quantity 
than the legal Japanese limit.” Address: USDA, Beltville, 
Maryland.

2488. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1978. Feeding trials boost Mexican use of U.S. 
soybean meal. Aug. 7. p. 8-9.
• Summary: On two ejido farms in the Mexican State of 
Puebla, hog feeding trials are winning converts to soybean 
meal. Ejido means “common public land”. On these ejidos 
the land belongs to the Government but remains in a family’s 
hands as long as the land is actually farmed. Ejidos account 
for close to half of Mexico’s total farmland.

2489. Belnap, David F. 1978. Soybean is Brazilian farmer’s 
golden egg. Los Angeles Times. Aug. 20. Section VII. p. 1.
• Summary: Many sleepy little towns in southern Brazil have 
been transformed by soybean agriculture into modern rural 
centers. “The word spectacular is inadequate to describe 
the growth of soybean culture in Brazil during the past two 
decades. Average annual soybean production from 1961 
through 1965 was 353,000 metric tons, and most of it was 
grown in the southernmost state of Rio Grande do Sul, where 
soybeans were planted for the fi rst time in 1947. The take-
off began in 1968, with an 85% increase in production over 
the 1961-65 average. Every year afterward, through 1977, 
soybean output climbed at an annual average rate of 40%, 
fi nally reaching 12.2 million metric tons from 17.3 million 
planted acres last year... (Soybean planting in Brazil is 
done in September through December, during the Southern 
Hemisphere’s spring and early summer, and harvest is in 
March and April–late summer and early fall.)
 “Two factors enhanced Brazil’s position in soybean 
trade:
 “-The United States exports only about half of its crop. 
The rest is consumed domestically... Brazil exports two 
thirds of its total output of soybeans and soy products.
 “Brazil converts a relatively higher proportion of its 
soybeans into oil and meal than does the United States. In an 
average year, the United States stays far ahead in exporting 
the raw beans, but Brazil sells abroad more meal than the 
United States (5.5 million metric tons, compared with 
4.5 million) and nearly as much oil (500,000 metric tons 
compared with 720,000)...
 “Rio Grande do Sul continues to be the most productive 
soybean state, but Parana, once Brazil’s chief coffee region, 
is closing in fast...
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 “Curiously, a government-backed drive to make the 
nation self-suffi cient in wheat launched the soybean boom. 
Helped by offi cial subsidies, farmers began to plant more 
wheat. But wheat is grown in the winter here, and wheat land 
used to lie fallow in summer, when rains made raising wheat 
impractical. Soybeans were soon being planted to take up the 
summer slack, and not long afterward, the tail began to wag 
the dog. Wheat today is a secondary crop...
 “The soy boom was helped by another offi cial project 
begun in 1968: a campaign to root out about 1.5 billion low-
producing old trees on southern Brazil’s coffee plantations. 
This freed millions of acres for fi eld crops in Parana alone, 
and showed farmers the advantages of modern, mechanized 
agriculture. Soybeans are harvested with the same combines 
used for wheat, while coffee beans, everywhere in the world, 
still must be gathered by hand...
 “Soybeans now rival coffee as Brazil’s main source of 
export income. In 1974 and 1975, soybeans even exceeded 
coffee in export value. Coffee, once responsible for 80% of 
all Brazil’s export income, nowadays accounts for only about 
20%.
 “The main source of oil and fats for human consumption 
in Brazil used to be lard. Today it’s soy oil...
 “Soybean cultivation’s most important social impact has 
been a tremendous growth of rural cooperatives. Small farms 
were traditional in Brazil, but the soybean boom introduced 
a whole new agricultural system, tied to mechanization. 
With it came expansion of the cooperative movement. Today 
an estimated three quarters of Brazil’s nearly 400,000 soy 
farmers are members of cooperatives...
 “Brazil’s main overseas markets for its soybeans and 
soy products are the European economic community, Spain, 
Iran, India, Eastern Europe–including the Soviet Union–and 
China.”
 A map of Brazil shows that the major soybean producing 
states are all located in the southern part of the country.

2490. Hamby, Thomas A. 1978. Major U.S. soybean 
competitors: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. 21. 
p. 7-9, 15.
• Summary: “Although Brazilian soybean production in 
1997 was only one-third that of the United States, Brazil 
exported almost 5.4 million tons of soybean meal, 1.1 
million tons more than the United States.”
 Editorial introduction: “The outlook for expansion 
in oilseed production in Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay 
continues to be bright. But rapid growth hinges on improving 
infrastructural problems-transportation, crushing facilities, 
and seed varieties. For Peru, however, only imports of 
soybeans and oil can help fi ll the void caused by the decline 
in the domestic fi shmeal and oil industry.”
 “During the 1950’s, soybean production in Brazil, 
Argentina, and Paraguay was so low that it was hard to 

imagine that by 1978 these three countries would account for 
the bulk of U.S. competition in the world soybean meal and 
oil market. But today, this is a reality and Latin American 
oilseed output is still expanding steadily.
 “On the other hand, Peru, once the world’s largest 
producer/exporter of fi shmeal and oil, has fallen on hard 
times and is becoming a major market for U.S. soybean oil, 
another situation no one could have foreseen even 10 years 
ago.
 “The long-range oilseed production potential in Brazil, 
Argentina, and Paraguay is good, provided various problem 
can be dealt with or eliminated. Potential for recovery of 
Peru’s fi shmeal industry, however, is not very bright, at least 
in the short term.
 “Brazil. Because of the severe drought in the southern 
states of Brazil, this year’s soybean output is being reduced 
to around 9.95 million metric tons-down 18-20 percent from 
last year’s crop.
 “Soybean production has grown tremendously in Brazil, 
rising from 152,000 tons in 1959 to 12.2 million tons in 
1977. Recently, soybeans and products have challenged 
coffee for supremacy as the top foreign exchange earner.
 “Although Brazilian soybean output in 1977 was only 
one-third that of the United States, Brazil exported almost 
5.4 million tons of soybean meal, 1.1 million tons more than 
the United States. While Brazil has not threatened seriously 
U.S. dominance of the world soybean market, it has made no 
secret of its goal to increase soybean production dramatically 
from current levels. To further this goal, heavy emphasis is 
being devoted to research into varieties suitable to Brazil’s 
various climate and soil types.
 “Soybean production in Brazil had its inception in 
the State of Rio Grande do Sul in the southernmost part 
of Brazil. It was a natural place to begin because the 
infrastructure was already in place for wheat, a crop that has 
been and continues to be plagued by many problems that 
result in poor yields. By planting soybeans in rotation with 
wheat, farmers have another cash crop to cushion the effect 
of possible wheat crop failures.
 “Area in production grew slowly from 114,000 hectares 
in 1959 to 1.3 million hectares in 1970. With the explosion 
in world demand for soybeans and products, Brazilian area 
in production expanded dramatically -rising from 1.3 million 
hectares to an estimated 7.5 million in 1977.
 “One of the most signifi cant aspects of development 
in the oilseed industry infrastructure in Brazil has been the 
growth of crushing capacity. Currently estimated at 13-14 
million tons, capacity is expected to exceed 15 million tons 
by 1980.
 “This capacity far exceeds the availability of supplies 
for crushing and this year, particularly, some of the smaller, 
less effi cient crushers may be forced out of business owing to 
high prices caused by the short crop.
 “This capacity has resulted from easy availability of 
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credit and has been motivated by Brazil’s desire to export 
fi nished products rather than raw commodities. There is 
some indication that credit for this type of investment is 
being restricted, but expansion and modernization of existing 
plants will continue.
 “Inland transportation facilities present a problem 
because of limited availability of large bulk carriers such 
as trains and barges. In many areas, trucks provide the only 
means of transportation and must haul long distances to ports 
or crushing plants.
 “Much of the road system in Brazil is inadequate to 
handle the heavy traffi c required of it. The ineffi cient and 
inadequate transportation infrastructure results in high 
costs to the producer. Unless rapid improvements are made, 
inadequate transportation facilities will present an effective 
barrier to rapid development of Brazil’s frontier soybean 
production areas.
 “These areas in the States of Mato Grosso and Goias are 
expected to account for the bulk of Brazil’s future soybean 
expansion. Since these States are much further from the sea 
than Brazil’s current soybean production areas, adequate 
transportation facilities must be developed if Brazil’s 
soybean industry is to be viable in these areas.
 “Modernization of handling facilities at the two major 
soybean export ports of Paranagua and Rio Grande in the 
States of Parana and Rio Grande do Sul, respectively, is 
expected to continue.
 “In calendar 1977, these two ports handled 44 and 43 
percent, respectively, of Brazil’s exports of soybeans and 
products by volume. The port of Paranagua also handled 
approximately 73 percent of Paraguay’s soybean exports.
 “Rapid unloading and loading facilities are being 
improved. In addition, most of the new soybean storage 
capacity in Brazil is being built at the ports.
 “Domestic consumption of soybean products–oil and 
meal–is increasing; oil consumption is rising rapidly, meal 
consumption somewhat more slowly. Currently, soybean oil 
consumption is estimated at 80,00090,000 tons per month. In 
the Brazilian crop year April 1977-March 1978, an estimated 
60 percent of total soybean oil production was consumed 
domestically. Consumption of this oil is expected to continue 
to increase rapidly since the Government maintains a 
price ceiling on soybean oil and meal destined for internal 
consumption that is below the world price.
 Soybean meal consumption is much smaller in relation 
to total production than is soybean oil consumption. In April 
1977-March 1978, only about 18 percent of meal production 
was consumed domestically, compared with around 60 
percent of the oil.
 “Most soybean meal consumed internally in Brazil goes 
to the poultry and swine industries. Brazil hopes to develop 
its poultry industry to provide a cheap source of protein to 
the domestic market. It also plans to expand rapidly into the 
poultry export market. These efforts could raise domestic 

consumption of soybean meal.
 “Another plan–to add soybean fl our to bread to 
improve the nutritional value of that product–could also 
boost soybean meal consumption. However, this program is 
handicapped by lack of milling capacity to produce soy fl our.
 “The expansion of planted soybean area in Brazil has 
been accompanied by growth of research into varieties of 
soybeans that are more suitable to the different soil types and 
climates in various parts of Brazil.
 “Prior to 1972/73, all soybean varieties planted in Brazil 
were of U.S. origin. Since these varieties were developed 
for U.S. soils and climatic conditions, they could not realize 
their full potential in Brazil.
 “For this reason, the Center for National Soybean 
Research was established. Headquartered in Londrina in the 
State of Parana, the Center coordinates the activities of 200 
soybean researchers.
 “They have been developing varieties of soybeans more 
suitable to Brazilian climatic conditions. These are being 
introduced to farmers as they are developed. The result is 
that today only 25-30 percent of soybeans planted in Brazil 
are U.S. varieties, compared with 100 percent 5 years earlier.
 “A major problem the Center is working on involves 
wheat/soybean doublecropping programs. Wheat production 
is a high-risk venture. Despite relatively high minimum 
price levels set by the Government to encourage production, 
the risk of crop failure because of disease and other factors 
makes it advisable to have an alternative cash crop.
 “Doublecropping declined in Brazil this year, however, 
and a further decline is expected in 1979, as much as 30 
percent in Rio Grande do Sul. In Rio Grande do Sul, wheat 
cannot be harvested until November or December. Because 
of the late wheat harvest, farmers sometimes miss the 
optimal planting time for soybeans, which occurs between 
October 15 and November 15” (Continued). Address: 
Agricultural economist, Oilseeds and Products Div., 
Commodity Programs, USDA FAS.

2491. Hamby, Thomas A. 1978. Major U.S. soybean 
competitors: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay (Continued–
Document part II). Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Aug. 21. p. 7-9, 15.
• Summary: (Continued): “Researchers estimate that 
planting soybeans between November 15 and December 
15 reduces yields by an estimated 30 percent. This type of 
situation is encouraging Brazilian farmers to move away 
from the wheat/soybean rotation program in favor of soybean 
monoculture.
 “Since wheat production remains a high-priority goal, 
research is being concentrated on developing new soybean 
varieties that can be planted later in the season and still 
produce good yields.
 “Another potential problem is the occurrence of insect 
infestation and disease in soybeans. This has not been a 
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major problem yet, but this year, there were reports of some 
damage caused by insects.
 “Brazil’s climate is very warm year round relative to 
major soybean-producing areas in the United States. The 
lack of freezing weather is conducive to increasing insect 
populations because temperatures do not drop low enough 
to kill insect eggs and larvae. The present trend toward a 
soybean monoculture in Brazil can only increase the risk of 
insects and plant diseases becoming a major problem in the 
future.
 “In addition to developing suitable varieties for 
the traditional soybean-producing areas, the Center is 
concentrating on developing varieties for planting in frontier 
soybean areas in the States of Mato Grosso, Goias, and 
Minas Gerais.
 “Being highly acidic and low in organic material, 
soils in these States are not as fertile as those in traditional 
soybean-producing states in the south. This does not appear 
to be an insurmountable problem, however.
 “The Center is also working on developing soybean 
varieties suitable to tropical climates and soils. In the near-
equatorial State of Maranhao in northeast Brazil, 2,000 
hectares of soybeans were planted as a commercial crop in 
1978. Although it is too early to assess the future of soybeans 
in the Amazon Basin, researchers indicated satisfaction with 
results to date.
 “They expressed concern, however, with potential 
problems that soybean production in the Amazon Basin 
could cause. One problem is that high heat and humidity 
provide an environment conducive to plant diseases that 
could migrate south to other production areas.
 “Different growing seasons for soybean production 
in tropical areas and the more temperate south would 
mean that Brazil would have soybeans in various stages of 
growth practically the year round. This would provide an 
environment conducive to developing insect and disease 
problems. Whether Brazil realizes its goal depends on 
many factors including world prices, improvement in 
infrastructure, demand, cost of inputs, as well as weather, 
disease, and insect problems.
 “The 1978 crop encountered serious drought problems 
resulting in the fi rst drop in production since 1968. Should 
planted area expand next season at the 7-8 percent rate of 
previous years and should yields reach the level attained 
in 1977, Brazilian soybean production should resume its 
upward climb in 1979.
 “According to various cooperatives, currently there is 
no real alternative to soybeans in the State of Rio Grande do 
Sul. This is not true in the State of Parana, where–depending 
on the price–other possibilities include coffee, cottonseed, 
and perhaps corn. Another crop that could show increased 
production is peanuts.
 “Argentina: Unlike Brazil, Argentina does not have 
unlimited open lands; most of Argentina’s extremely fertile 

land is already in production of some crop, so that any 
expansion in oilseed area is going to be a tradeoff with other 
crops.
 “Oilseed production estimates for Argentina’s 1978 
crops are: Soybeans, 2.4 million tons; sunfl owerseed, 1.6 
million tons; fl axseed, 800,000 tons; peanuts (in-shell basis), 
375,000 tons; cottonseed, 370,000 tons; tung nuts, (old crop), 
60,000-65,000 tons; and tung nuts (new crop–crushing began 
in August) 70,000 to 75,000 tons.
 “Soybean exports were estimated at 1.5-1.7 million 
tons, with most of the shipments to move in the May-August 
1978 period because of lack of crushing capacity and storage 
facilities. Since no large-scale increase in either storage 
facilities or crushing capacity is expected in the near future, 
it is anticipated that this pattern of exports will be maintained 
in the future.
 “Since existing crushing facilities were designed to 
crush sunfl owerseed, fl axseed, peanuts, and cottonseed, 
these seeds will be crushed fi rst. Soybeans are crushed 
after supplies of other oilseeds are depleted. Consequently, 
soybean crushing will not begin on a large scale until 
September or October.
 “Since soybeans and products are used as a residual 
supply in Argentina (i.e., soybean meal and oil make up any 
difference between availabilities of oils and meals from other 
oilseeds and total requirements), actual export volumes of 
soybean meal and oil will depend on availabilities of other 
oils and meals.
 “Before 1977, exports of oilseeds from Argentina 
had been prohibited in favor of products; but during 1977, 
exports of soybeans as seed were authorized. This year, 
further liberalization is anticipated with all oilseeds to be 
available for export in seed form.
 “An evaluation of long-range oilseed production in 
Argentina indicated that most likely expansion would occur 
in sunfl ower-seed production. Large-scale expansion is not 
foreseen in area, but rather in yields owing to larger plantings 
of higher yielding varieties.
 “It is hoped that by increased plantings of hybrids, 
national average yields can be boosted from the currently 
low 720 kilograms per hectare to around 2,000 kilograms 
per hectare by the early 1980’s. Assuming area remains 
unchanged, production of sunfl owerseed could increase to 
around 3.5 million tons–or 2.5 times greater than current 
production.
 “Soybean production is also expected to rise; however, 
expansion is limited by available land, since increasing land 
in soybeans decreases land available for corn–an important 
crop in Argentina. By 1980, soybean outturn could be in 
excess of 3.0 million tons.
 “It should be emphasized that expansion in area to 
soybeans and sunfl owers will depend on the oilseed grain 
price ratio, since soybeans compete with corn and sunfl owers 
compete with wheat for land in Argentina.
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 “Of particular concern to Argentine sunfl ower producers 
is the recent expansion of sunfl ower area in the United 
States. The U.S. crop was only 86,000 tons in 1970, but had 
mushroomed to 1.3 million tons in 1977.
 “The 1978 sunfl owerseed crop is estimated at 1.7 
million tons–more than Argentina’s expected out-turn for this 
year–making the United States the world’s second largest 
producer of sunfl owerseed after the Soviet Union. Fears have 
been expressed that U.S. exports might diminish Argentina’s 
market share in the valuable West German sunfl owerseed 
market.
 Paraguay: Regarding oilseed production, Paraguay has 
a great deal of potential but also many problems. Following 
the United States, Brazil, and Argentina, it is the world’s 
fourth largest producer/exporter of soybeans. For 1978, 
production is estimated at around 275,000 tons, compared 
with an estimated 375,000 tons in 1977.
 “Exports of beans reached an estimated 260,000 tons in 
1977. Nearly 200,000 tons of this amount were transported 
overland through the Brazilian State of Parana and exported 
through the port of Paranagua. Some soybeans are crushed 
in Paraguay, but the oil and meal are primarily for domestic 
consumption. Only insignifi cant amounts of meal are 
exported, mainly to Chile and Europe.
 “Soybean production in Paraguay is confi ned primarily 
to an area east of the Paraguay River; about 70 percent of 
the country’s soybeans are grown in Itapua and Alto Parana 
Departments. The country is getting some investment in 
soybean production from Brazil.
 “Soybean production has been expanding rapidly in 
the past few years, but severe limitations exist, such as 
inadequate transportation facilities, poor farming techniques, 
and lack of credit.
 “According to one source, if these limitations could be 
surmounted, there is suffi cient land available to produce 5-10 
million tons of soybeans; however, much of this land has not 
been cleared. In some areas of Paraguay, yields are equal to 
those of Parana, but this is not the case everywhere. Yields 
on land currently in production are estimated at around 
1,600 kilograms per hectare. At present, Brazilian varieties 
of soybeans are being planted. One infrastructural problem 
is crushing mills–most of them are old, in poor shape, and 
designed for cottonseed” (Continued). Address: Agricultural 
economist, Oilseeds and Products Div., Commodity 
Programs, USDA FAS.

2492. Hamby, Thomas A. 1978. Major U.S. soybean 
competitors: Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay (Continued–
Document part III). Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Aug. 21. p. 7-9, 15.
• Summary: (Continued): “Peru: Until surpassed by Norway 
in 1977, Peru was the world’s largest producer/exporter of 
fi shmeal and oil. In the early 1970’s, Peru’s catch was in 
excess of 10 million tons of anchovies (the equivalent of 

2.2 million tons of fi shmeal and 301,000 tons of fi sh oil) for 
processing into fi shmeal and oil.
 “In 1973, however, the anchovies disappeared from 
what had been one of the richest fi shing areas in the world. 
Several theories have been advanced as to why this occurred. 
The most prominent of these theories cite either a change 
in the Humboldt sea current–depriving the fi sh of necessary 
nutrients–and/or heavy overfi shing in the late 1960’s and 
early 1970’s. Whatever the reason. Peruvian production of 
fi shmeal and oil had suffered.
 “Although recovered somewhat from the low 1973 
volume of 423,000 tons of meal and 40,000 tons of oil, 
production has not approached the pre-1972 volume. In 
1977, production of fi shmeal and oil reached only 493,000 
and 101,000 tons, respectively; the meal level was near to the 
1973 output. The relatively higher oil output, compared with 
that of 1973, is the result of the increased catch of sardines 
and mackerel-species that contain more oil than the smaller 
anchovies. However, availability of these species is limited. 
For 1978, there is little prospect of recovery. Currently, total 
catch estimates for fi shmeal and oil production approximate 
last year’s 2.2 million tons.
 “The disappearance of the anchovies has had a 
devastating effect on the shaky Peruvian economy; the fi sh 
meal and oil industry had been a major source of revenue, 
accounting for a large share of Peru’s export earnings. In 
1970, Peru’s exports of fi shmeal and oil brought in $331 
million, or 31 percent of total export earnings. In 1977, 
fi shmeal exports accounted for $184 million, or 11 percent 
of total export earnings. No fi sh oil was exported in 1977. 
In real terms, the decline in earnings has been even greater 
because of infl ation.
 “In addition to aggravating balance-of-trade problems, 
the decline in anchovy catch is causing a shortage of edible 
oils for Peru’s rapidly growing population. Fish oil is 
the largest component of domestic edible oil production, 
accounting for 74 percent of total production of 135,000 tons 
in 1977. Total domestic consumption of all fats and oils in 
1977 has been estimated at 203,000 tons.
 “If fi sh oil production continues to decline, this demand 
will have to be met with greater imports, primarily of 
soybeans for crushing and soybean oil from the United 
States. During October 1977-September 1978. U.S. soybean 
oil exports to Peru under commercial and Public Law 
480 programs may total over 90,000 tons, compared with 
57,326 tons during the previous year. Domestic production 
of soybean oil and cottonseed oil is small.” Address: 
Agricultural economist, Oilseeds and Products Div., 
Commodity Programs, USDA FAS.

2493. Paarlberg, Philip L.; Thompson, R.L. 1978. Joint 
products and the impact of a tariff: The case of soybean meal 
in West Germany. Paper presented at American Agricultural 
Economics Association (AAEA) annual meeting. 12 p. Held 
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6-9 Aug. 1978 at Blacksburg, Virginia. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Analysis demonstrates that an import tariff 
on a joint product may lower the world price of the product 
suffi ciently that the domestic price also declines. That excess 
supply elasticities are important determinants of the net 
effect is illustrated by the case of a hypothetical tariff on 
soymeal imports in West Germany.”
 “One result of the U.S. embargo on exports of soybeans 
and related products has been the European Community’s 
(E.C.) inclusion of soybeans in the oilseed Common 
Agricultural Policy (C.A.P.) since 1974. Although soybean 
meal currently enters the E.C. free of duty under the 1961 
Kennedy Round G.A.T.T. agreement, the potential effects of 
an import tariff on soybean products should not be ignored.”
 “The work builds on the standard Houck, Ryan, 
Subotnik framework for soybean sector analysis, and 
demonstrates that due to the joint product characteristics 
of soybean meal and oil, the usual one-product partial 
equilibrium framework for tariff analysis is inappropriate.” 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Purdue Univ., W. 
Lafayette, Indiana.

2494. Soybean Digest. 1978. Far East market expands. July/
Aug. p. 8, 10-SID.
• Summary: “Asian imports of American soybeans have 
increased from 125-million bushels in 1974 to 177-million 
bushels in 1977. [Lloyd] Reid points out that current Asian 
imports of American soybeans represent about three-fourths 
of all beans currently produced in Iowa. And, he adds, Asia 
will probably be importing about 250-million bushels of 
American soybeans by 1983.”

2495. Robin, Mike. 1978. The reign in the U.S. lies mainly 
in the grain. Lincoln Gazette (Nebraska). Sept. 20. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The Soviet wheat deal. 
Cargill and the state. Tradax. And back home. Food for Peace 
in Korea. Soybeans in Brazil.
 This 4-page report shows how Cargill has grown 
through effi ciency, predicting the future, taking advantage 
of every opportunity, and–whenever possible–using public 
monies and subsidies to fi nance its operation
 The Soviet wheat deal: “Because farmers had no 
advance knowledge of the Russian sales, they sold their 
grains at prices ranging from $1.25 to $1.50 a bushel. The 
grain companies scurried about trying to buy these cheap 
grains from farmers, co-ops, and government-held reserves 
all through the early part of the summer of 1972. Several 
months later, when the Soviet sales were announced and 
the price of wheat rose as much as 50 percent, farmers 
realized the extent of the beating they had taken on what 
came to be known as the ‘Great American Grain Robbery’. 
Agriculture Department offi cials claimed that even they 
had no knowledge of how much wheat had been sold to the 
Russians. Then Agriculture Secretary Earl Butz stated at a 

press conference, ‘Farmers knew precisely as much as the 
grain companies. Some money has been made in the deal. 
Some trading companies made it. But it’s the name of the 
game.’”
 Although Cargill is adamant about the merits of free 
trade and looks askance at government regulation of the 
grain trade, the company nevertheless has many friends and 
employees in high government positions.
 “Tradax: In order to market and export its grain, 
Cargill set up a new corporate entity, Tradax International, 
in Panama. Vice President Walter Saunders explained: 
‘Organizing the new company in Panama enabled us to 
conduct our trading activities in the international grain 
market on the same tax footing available to our major 
competitors.’”
 “Finding that Panama was less than ideal for doing 
business, Cargill then set up a Swiss Company called Tradax 
Geneva. Tradax is so large that by itself it ranks as one of the 
world’s largest grain traders. Cargill Chairman Erwin Kelm 
told the U.S. Senate subcommittee on multinationals that 
Cargill sells as much as 50 percent of its grain yearly to its 
own subsidiaries abroad. Now, when the Soviets buy U.S. 
grain, they no longer go to Cargill in the U.S. as they did in 
1972. Instead, they buy from Tradax Geneva, which makes 
it diffi cult to monitor Soviet purchases–U.S. law doesn’t 
require Tradax to report its sales,–and, additionally, Cargill 
does not pay U.S. taxes on its sales through Tradax.”
 “Soybeans in Brazil: Again in Brazil, Cargill was 
successful in using public monies to fi nance its operations. 
In 1972 Cargill received a loan of $25 million from OPIC, 
a semi-public agency, to build a soy-bean crushing plant in 
Brazil. The Export-Import Bank also helped by underwriting 
loans of more than $1 million. Soybean prices were 
skyrocketing in the early 1970s, and Brazil had already 
emerged as one of the world’s largest soybean producers, 
second only to the U.S. Cargill jumped at the opportunity to 
get a foothold in the Brazilian market and its potential large 
profi ts.
 “What both of these lending agencies and Cargill 
chose to overlook is the fact that much of Brazilian soybean 
production is for export and would be competing with United 
States-grown soybeans in world markets, thus undercutting 
the position of U.S. soybean farmers in the international 
market.
 “As Verl Loyland of the Finley Farmer Grain and 
Elevator Company of North Dakota told the Senate 
Committee on Multinationals in 1976, ‘I think the big 
problem, the way we look at it, is that these few [grain] 
companies are multinational companies. They are really not 
our salesmen. The multinational companies can pick up grain 
in any country they so desire, at whatever price advantage, 
or what have you. Just because a big sale is made to Russia 
doesn’t necessarily mean they are going to buy from the 
U.S.’
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 “To underline this point, in 1976 Cargill’s European 
subsidiary, Tradax, sold 37 million bushels of soybeans to 
the Soviets. Terms of the sale allowed the beans to originate 
anywhere.
 “Dennis Blankenship, director of market development 
for the American Soybean Association, claims that the soy 
processing boom in Brazil accounts in part for the recent 
drop in volume of American meal shipped to Western 
Europe. The Brazilian government heavily subsidizes its 
soybean exports and ships abroad as much as 70 percent 
of its soy production, most of which is processed by 
subsidiaries of the grain giants, such as Cargill Agricola, 
Dreyfus, Bunge, and Archer-Daniels-Midland.
 “While there appears to be little question that American 
agribusiness promotion of soybeans in Brazil has had 
harmful effects for U.S. producers, the expansion of 
soybeans has been far more deleterious to Brazil farmers 
and consumers alike. How The Other Half Dies, by Susan 
George [1977], summarizes a French government report on 
the introduction of soybeans to Brazil. Much of what follows 
is drawn from that study.
 “The authors of the report are certain that soybeans have 
drastically reduced the amount of land previously devoted 
to staple crops, particularly the feijao or black bean... [see 
Susan George]
 “In this article I have tried to break the veil of secrecy 
that has shrouded Cargill and its activities from public view. 
Cargill’s infl uence on our lives is profound, and demands 
much more study...”

2496. Sharp, John W. 1978. Grain facilities in the U.S. 
specializing in originating grain for export and soybean 
processing plants. Ohio Agricultural Research and 
Development Center, Research Circular No. 241. 38 p. Sept.
• Summary: “There are 66 port grain elevators in the U.S. 
with a combined storage capacity of 360,494,000 bushels; 
251 river barge loading facilities with a combined capacity 
of 393,214,000 bushels; and 241 unit train facilities with a 
combined capacity of 477,690,000 bushels. These facilities 
are specifi cally designed to serve the export market, although 
some domestic shipments are made through the unit train and 
barge loading facilities... Expressed in terms of market value, 
the 66 port facilities would carry a value of approximately 
$1.8 billion; the 251 river facilities have a value of $785 
million and the 241 specialized unit train facilities have 
a value of $720 million. The total market value of the 
three categories of facilities is in excess of $3.3 billion. If 
replaceable value were used, the total would be in excess of 
$6 billion.”
 A detailed list of port facilities in the U.S. is given, 
including the location, fi rms having facilities, capacity 
owned by each fi rm, and the 1976 volume of grain per port 
(in 1,000 bushels) for various commodities (especially corn, 
wheat, and soybeans). The capacity owned by one fi rm at 

one port ranges from 1,500,000 bu to 8,000,000 bu. Address: 
Wooster, Ohio.

2497. Trend (Austria). 1978. Agraraffaere: Das Sojawunder 
vom Marchfeld [An agricultural affair: The soya wonder 
from Marchfeld]. 9(9):42-51. Sept. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the achievements Anton Wolf has 
made in adapting soybeans to Steiermark, Austria. His yields 
have averaged 3000 kg/ha, higher than the U.S. average. The 
U.S. is actively trying to kill soybean production in Austria, 
so that the country will have to buy U.S. soybeans. But 
Austria also grows rapeseed, which has a higher oil content 
than soybeans.
 Of the 62.2 million metric tons of soybeans produced 
worldwide in 1976, the U.S. produced 34.4 million. China 12 
million, but uses them all within the country. So the USA is 
the main soybean exporter worldwide (Brazil sold a meager 
330,000 metric tons in 1976). U.S. exports are controlled 
by a small “soya clique” (Soja-clique) consisting of fi rms, 
such as Cargill, Continental Grain, ADM, Central Soya, and 
Bunge–all of which are owned by eight Jewish families [sic, 
not true!]. A photo shows soybean breeder Anton Wolf.

2498. Missiaen, Edmond. 1978. Government incentives 
spur increased Brazilian soybean product exports. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Oct. 16. 
p. 7-9.
• Summary: Brazil’s rapid surge soybean meal and 
oil exports in the past few years is largely the result of 
Government incentives that favor exports of processed 
products and of Brazil’s spectacular expansion in soybean 
crushing capacity. Brazil’s export earnings from soybeans 
and products were over $2,100 million in 1977, more than 
double the amount earned in either 1973 or 1974. Most 
of this growth has been the result of increased shipments 
of soybean meal and oil. Brazil’s exports of unprocessed 
soybeans reached their peak in the 1975/76 marketing year 
(April-March) when 3.5 million tons were exported. In the 
meantime, meal exports have increased from 1.4 million 
tons in 1973/74 to over 5 million tons in 1977/78, and oil 
exports increased from 80,000 tons to 560,000 tons. The 
Brazilian value-added tax (ICM) on exported soybeans is 
13%, compared with 9.6% for soybean meal (rising to 11.1% 
on Nov. 1) and zero for soybean oil.
 Until November 1977, the value-added tax on soybean 
meal was only 5%. Total annual soybean crushing capacity 
has increased from about 2 million tons in 1971 to around 
12 million tons during the current season. About one-half 
of total soybean crushing capacity consists of plants with 
1,000 tons/day or more of capacity. A little over half of 
Brazil’s total soybean crushing capacity is owned by private 
Brazilian fi rms. Another one-third of capacity is controlled 
by multinational fi rms and the remainder is owned by 
Brazilian cooperatives. The growth in domestic demand for 
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soybean products in Brazil has been even more spectacular 
than the growth in exports. In recent years, domestic 
requirements have absorbed about 65% of Brazil’s soybean 
oil availabilities and 20% of meal supplies.
 The Brazilian Government controls the export fl ow of 
soybeans and products through a system of quotas designed 
to assure adequate supplies for the rapidly growing domestic 
market. The Government often imposes price ceilings on 
meal and oil sold on this market. Over the past 2-3 years, 
the Government-controlled trading companies, Interbras and 
COBEC, have been handling a growing share of soybean, 
meal, and oil exports. Most of Brazil’s soybean export 
trade, however, is done on straight commercial terms and is 
expected to remain that way. Western Europe is by far the 
largest market area for Brazilian soybean and soybean meal 
exports.
 The most important single-country markets for Brazilian 
soybeans are Spain, the USSR, and the Netherlands. The 
largest individual country markets for soybean meal are the 
Netherlands and West Germany. The greatest market for 
Brazilian soybean oil exports are India and Iran. In 1977, 
63% of all soybeans and 55% of all meal and pellets arriving 
at ports were truck transported. Rail transport accounted 
for 26% of soybean shipments and 37% of meal and pellets 
arriving at Brazilian ports. The ports of Rio Grande and 
Porto Alegre are the only ones able to receive barge traffi c.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2000) 
that mentions the term “value-added” in connection with 
a tax on soybeans and soybean products. Address: U.S. 
Agricultural Offi cer, Sao Paulo.

2499. National Soybean Processors Association. 1978. Year 
book and trading rules 1978-1979. Washington, DC. ii + 106 
p.
• Summary: On the cover (but not the title page) is written: 
Effective October 1, 1978. This is the 50th anniversary issue. 
Contents: The National Soybean Processors Association 
[Introduction and overview]. Constitution and by-laws. 
Offi cers and directors. Executive offi ce. Members. Standing 
committees. Food Protein Council. Trading rules on soybean 
meal. Sales contract. Appendix to trading rules on soybean 
meal: Offi cial methods of analysis (moisture, protein, 
crude fi ber, oil {only method numbers listed}), sampling of 
soybean meal (automatic sampler, probe sampler), offi cial 
weighmaster application, semi-annual scale report, offi cial 
referee chemists (meal). Trading rules on soybean oil. 
Sales contract. Defi nitions of grade and quality of export 
oils. Soybean lecithin specifi cations. Appendix to trading 
rules on soybean oil: Inspection, grading soybean oil for 
color (N.S.P.A. tentative method), methods of analysis 
(A.O.C.S. offi cial methods): Soybean oil, crude; soybean oil, 
refi ned; soybean oil, refi ned and bleached; soybean oil for 
technical uses; soap stock, acidulated soap stock and tank 
bottoms (only method numbers listed), offi cial weighmaster 

application, semi-annual scale report, offi cial referee 
chemists (oil). Soybean oil export trading rules. Foreign 
trade defi nitions (for information purposes only).
 The page titled National Soybean Processors Association 
(p. ii) states: “During the past crop year about 900,000,000 
bushels of soybeans moved through processing plants of 
NSPA’s 29 member fi rms. Approximately 55 percent of 
America’s 1.7 billion-bushel soybean crop is bought and 
processed by NSPA members. Exporters account for another 
41 percent of the crop, and the remainder [4%] is returned to 
farms for seed, feed, and residuals.” Also discusses industry 
programs, soybean research, and international market 
development.”
 The section on offi cers, executive committee, and board 
of directors (p. 7-8) gives the name, company affi liation, 
and phone number of each person. Offi cers–Chairman: 
John G. Reed, Jr., Continental Grain Co. Vice Chairman: 
C. Lockwood Marine, Central Soya Co., Inc. President: 
Sheldon J. Hauck. Secretary: A.E. Idleman, A.E. Staley 
Manufacturing Co., Inc. Treasurer: Edward J. Cordes, 
Ralston Purina Co. Immediate past chairman: Lowell K. 
Rasmussen, Honeymead Products Co.
 Executive Committee: Gorge A. Heinz (‘79), Buckeye 
Cellulose Corp. Donald H. Leavenworth (‘79), Spicola, 
Cargill, Inc. C. Lockwood Marine, Central Soya Co. Inc. 
John G. Reed, Jr., Continental Grain Co. Gaylord O. Coan 
(‘80), Gold Kist, Inc. Lowell K. Rasmussen, Honeymead 
Products Co. William T. Melvin (‘80). Planters Oil Mill, Inc. 
Theodore W. Bean (‘79), Quincy Soybean Co. Edward J. 
Cordes, Ralston Purina Co. Richard E. Bell (‘80), Riceland 
Foods, Inc. Austin E. Idleman, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.
 Board of Directors (alphabetically by company; each 
member company has one representative on the board): 
Thomas H. Wolfe, Anderson, Clayton & Co. Charles 
Bayless, Archer Daniels Midland Co. Keith Voight, Boone 
Valley Coop. Processing Assn. George H. Heinz, Buckeye 
Cellulose Corp. David C. Thompson, Bunge Corporation. 
Donald H. Leavenworth, Cargill, Inc. C. Lockwood Marine, 
Central Soya Co., Inc. John G. Reed, Jr., Continental Grain 
Co. Joe C. Givens, Dawson Mills. Alfred Jenkins, Delta 
Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Co. Kenneth E. Sullivan, Farmers 
Grain Dealers Assn. of Iowa. Donald M. Chartier, Farmland 
Industries, Inc. Gaylord O. Coan, Gold Kist Inc. Lowell K. 
Rasmussen, Honeymead Products Co. Kenneth J. McQueen, 
Land O’Lakes, Inc. Floyd W. Brown, Lauhoff Grain Co. 
Kermit F. Head, Missouri Farmers Assn.–Grain Div. Robert 
E. Hicks, Owensboro Grain Co., Inc. Sewell L. Spedden, 
Perdue Incorporated. John H. Payne, Planters Manufacturing 
Co. William T. Melvin, Planters Oil Mill, Inc. Theodore 
W. Bean, Quincy Soybean Co. Edward J. Cordes, Ralston 
Purina Co. Richard E. Bell, Riceland Foods, Inc. J.D. 
Morton, Sherman Oil Mill. Stiles M. Harper, Southern Soya 
Corp. Austin E. Idleman, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. Preston C. 
Townsend, Townsend’s Inc. Tyler Terrett, West Tennessee 
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Soya Mill, Inc.
 Executive offi ce, Washington, DC: Executive 
Director, Sheldon J. Hauck. Director, Public Affairs: Jack 
DuVall. Director, Regulatory Affairs: William F. Sullivan. 
Administrative Asst.: Helen Miller. National Soybean Crop 
Improvement Council: Robert W. Judd, Managing Director.
 Members (listed alphabetically by company; within 
each company, fi rst the name of the offi cial Association 
representative {who is on the Board}, followed by the 
other personal members listed alphabetically by surname. 
For example, Archer Daniels Midland Co., the company 
with the most personal members, has 26. After the name 
of each personal member is given with his address and 
phone number. In the listing below, the number of personal 
members is shown in parentheses after the name of each 
company, followed by city and state of the various locations): 
Anderson, Clayton & Co. (6); Phoenix, Arizona; Jackson, 
Mississippi; Houston, Texas. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 
(26); Decatur, Illinois; Galesburg, Illinois; Granite City, 
Illinois; Fredonia, Kansas; Mankato, Minnesota; Red Wing, 
Minnesota; Fremont, Nebraska; Lincoln, Nebraska; Kershaw, 
South Carolina. Boone Valley Coop. Processing Assn., 
Eagle Grove, Iowa. Buckeye Cellulose Corp. (8); North 
Little Rock, Arkansas; Augusta, Georgia; Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Memphis, Tennessee. Bunge Corporation (6); Cairo, Illinois; 
Logansport, Indiana; Emporia, Kansas; New York City, New 
York; Cargill, Inc. (18); Osceola, Arkansas; Gainesville, 
Georgia; Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Des Moines, Iowa; Sioux 
City, Iowa; Washington, Iowa; Chicago, Illinois; Wichita, 
Kansas; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Fayetteville, North 
Carolina; Sidney, Ohio; Memphis, Tennessee; Chesapeake, 
Virginia. Central Soya Co., Inc. (11); Gibson City, Illinois; 
Decatur, Indiana; Fort Wayne, Indiana; Indianapolis, 
Indiana; Belmond, Iowa; Marion, Ohio; Bellevue, Ohio; 
Delphos, Ohio; Chattanooga, Tennessee. Continental 
Grain Co. (6); Guntersville, Alabama; Chicago, Illinois; 
Taylorville, Illinois; New York City, New York; Cameron, 
South Carolina. Dawson Mills (3); Dawson, Minnesota. 
Delta Cotton Oil & Fertilizer Co. (1); Jackson, Mississippi. 
Farmers Grain Dealers Assn. of Iowa (Cooperative), 
Soybean Processing Div. (1); Mason City, Iowa. Farmland 
Industries, Inc. (5); Van Buren, Arkansas; Sergeant Bluff, 
Iowa; Hutchinson, Kansas; St. Joseph, Missouri. Gold Kist 
Inc. (3); Atlanta, Georgia. Honeymead Products Co. (3); 
Mankato, Minnesota. Land O’Lakes, Inc. (2); Fort Dodge, 
Iowa; Sheldon, Iowa. Lauhoff Grain Co. (1); Danville, 
Illinois. Missouri Farmers Assn.–Grain Div. (5); Mexico, 
Missouri. Owensboro Grain Co., Inc. (2); Owensboro, 
Kentucky. Perdue Incorporated (2); Salisbury, Maryland. 
Planters Manufacturing Co. (2); Clarksdale, Mississippi. 
Planters Oil Mill, Inc. (2); Rocky Mount, North Carolina. 
Quincy Soybean Co. (4); Quincy, Illinois. Ralston Purina 
Co. (8); Bloomington, Illinois; Lafayette, Indiana; Iowa 
Falls, Iowa; Louisville, Kentucky; Kansas City, Missouri; 

St. Louis, Missouri; Raleigh, North Carolina; Memphis, 
Tennessee. Riceland Foods, Inc. (8); Helena, Arkansas; 
Stuttgart, Arkansas. Sherman Oil Mill (1); Fort Worth, Texas. 
Southern Soya Corp. (1); Estill, South Carolina. A.E. Staley 
Manufacturing Co. (7); Decatur, Illinois. Townsend’s Inc. 
(2); Millsboro, Delaware. West Tennessee Soya Mill, Inc. 
(1); Tiptonville, Tennessee.
 Associate Members: ACLI Soya Co, White Plains, 
New York. Anderson Clayton Foods, Dallas, Texas. Balfour 
MacClaine International, Ltd., New York City, New York. 
Best Foods, a Unit of CPC International Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey. California Vegetable Oils, Inc., San 
Francisco. Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing Co., Hamilton, 
Ontario, Canada. Cobec Brazilian Trading and Warehousing 
Corp. of the U.S., New York City. Louis Dreyfus, Stamford, 
Connecticut. Durkee Foods, Div. of SCM Corporation, 
Chicago, Illinois (Gerald J. Daleiden). Gordon-Kutner Co., 
Dallas, Texas. Grain Processing Corp., Muscatine, Iowa 
(H.P. Woodstra). Hartsville Oil Mill, Hartsville, South 
Carolina (Richard A. Koppein). Humko Products, Memphis, 
Tennessee. Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc., Fullerton, California. 
Lever Bros Co., New York City, New York. Maple Leaf Mills 
Ltd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada (W.G. Milliken). Marwood 
Company, San Francisco, California. Overseas Commodities 
Corp., Minneapolis, Minnesota. Pillsbury Co., Bloomington, 
Minnesota. Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. PVO 
International Inc., San Francisco, California. Quaker Oats 
Co. (The), Chicago, Illinois. Schouten International, Inc., 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Sofi co, Memphis, Tennessee. 
Spencer Kellogg, Div. of Textron, Inc., Buffalo, New York. 
Alfred C. Toepfer, Inc., New York City, New York (Dieter 
Rahlmann).
 Standing committees: For each committee, the function 
of the committee, the names of all members (with the 
chairman designated), with the company and company 
address of each are given–Crop Improvement Council. 
Meal trading rules. Oil trading rules. Safety and insurance. 
Soybean Research Council. Technical. Address: 1800 M St., 
N.W., Washington, DC 20036. Phone: (202) 452-8040. Telex 
89-7452.

2500. Schroeder, R.C. 1978. Soybean power. Americas 30:9-
10. Nov.
• Summary: “For decades, the United States has had a virtual 
monopoly on the soybean trade, supplying up to 95 per cent 
of all beans and bean products in international trade. Lately, 
however, three Latin American nations have been making 
inroads on the soybean market. A recent U.S. Department of 
Agriculture publication calls Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay 
the ‘major U.S. soybean competitors.’
 “Brazil’s soybean output has risen from 350,000 tons 
a year in the mid-1960’s to 12,200,000 in 1977. In 1977, 
Brazil actually exported more soybean meal than the United 
States (5,400,000 tons vs. 4,500,000 tons), although the U.S. 
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maintained its lead in oil and whole beans.
 “Argentina upped its soybean production 57 per cent 
in one year, from 1,400,000 tons in 1977 to 2,200,000 tons 
in 1978. The 1979 crop is projected at nearly three million 
tons. Paraguay has more than tripled its output in the past 
fi ve years, boosting production from 122,000 tons to 375,000 
tons.
 “Brazil began cultivating soybeans as a second crop in 
rotation with winter wheat in the southern states of Minas 
Gerais, Sao Paulo, Santa Catarina, and Rio Grande do 
Sul. The soybean market proved so lucrative that wheat 
soon became the secondary crop. Soy production was 
also bolstered by a government decision to uproot some 
1,500,000,000 old, low-producing coffee trees in 1968. The 
cleared land was planted in beans.”

2501. Successful Farming. 1978. U.S. soy trade edge to 
eastern Europe narrows. 76(11):47. Nov.
• Summary: Brazil is challenging America’s dominance in 
exports of soybeans and soybean meal to Eastern Europe. 
The region’s imports of soybeans and meal have more than 
doubled since 1971 (from 1.59 million tonnes to 3.45 million 
tonnes) due to rapid expansion in the livestock industries. 
Brazil’s share of the market jumped from only 16% in 1971 
to 47% in 1977, while the U.S. market share slipped.

2502. Funnah, S.M.; Mak, C. 1978. Variety evaluation 
and correlation studies of an exotic population of soybean. 
Malaysian Applied Biology 7:131-37. Dec. [9 ref. Eng; mal]
• Summary: “A varietal evaluation and correlation study of 
an exotic soybean population was conducted for two seasons 
at the University Farm, University of Malaya. A total of 
111 entries was used in the fi rst trial [starting on 28 Feb. 
1977], while the second trial included 51 entries selected 
from the original 111... The grand mean yields for Trials 1 
and 2 were 1,844.8 and 2,137.0 kg/ha respectively.” The 
soybean varieties used in these trials were foreign varieties 
already available in the country plus additional imports from 
AVRDC (Taiwan) and IITA (Nigeria).
 “Over the years, Malaysia has been importing virtually 
all her soybeans. The demand is estimated to reach 71,000 
metric tons by the year 1980. On the whole, records of 
organized research on soybean in Malaysia are relatively 
scant.” Address: Dep. of Genetics & Cellular Biology, Univ. 
of Malaya.

2503. Bedestenci, Halil Cetin. 1978. Foreign market demand 
for U.S. soybeans and soybean products: A policy approach. 
PhD thesis, The Ohio State University. 186 p. Page 3057 in 
volume 39/05-A of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: The Ohio State Univ.

2504. Goldenberg, I.J.E.; Topel, R.; de Lins, E.R. 1978. 
Exportacoes agricolas de Sao Paulo e seu potencial: soja 

em grao [Agricultural exports from Sao Paulo and their 
potential: Soybean meal]. Sao Paulo, Brazil: Secretaria da 
Agricultura. Instituto de Economia Agricola. 51 p. [7 ref. 
Por]*

2505. Norman, A. Geoffrey. 1978. Background [soybean 
history, and use in research on plant physiology]. In: A.G. 
Norman, ed. 1978. Soybean Physiology, Agronomy, and 
Utilization. New York: Academic Press. xii + 249 p. See p. 
1-15. Chap. 1.
• Summary: Contents. 1. Soybean production: In the United 
States, worldwide. 2. Uses and economics of soybean 
products. 3. The soybean in physiological research.
 “There is general agreement that the soybean plant 
had its origins in the northeastern provinces of China and 
Manchuria.”
 “The soybean has been the experimental plant of 
choice in a diversity of physiological studies. It is rapid in 
growth. Most cultivars do well in greenhouses or controlled 
environment chambers if the light level is adequate. A 
high degree of uniformity between individual plants can 
be obtained by selecting quality seed of equal weight from 
a pure cultivar lot. Plants may be grown satisfactorily in 
soil, in nutrient solution, or in gravel culture. Attention has 
to be given to day length and light intensity if there is a 
requirement that studies at different times of year be directly 
comparable. Good predictions of probable yield under 
fi eld conditions cannot be made from plants grown in the 
greenhouse or controlled environment rooms.
 “In studies on the initiation of fl owering, the soybean 
has frequently been used as a representative of the class 
of short-day plants. The onset of fl owering is mediated by 
exposure to a night or dark period in excess of a critical 
length. The soybean cultivar Biloxi was the plant of choice 
in classical studies on the photoperiodic response.
 “The leaf arrangement on the stem of the soybean 
makes it convenient for experiments on assimilation and 
translocation, much aided by the use of isotope tracers... 
The leaf site is the site of photosynthesis. Export of 
photosynthate from the leaf to the roots or to the developing 
shoot can therefore be followed by isotopic labeling. Similar 
procedures have been adopted in the study of the maturation 
process of pod-fi lling, when leaf components including 
mineral nutrients are depleted by transport to the seed.
 “The soybean has been of special signifi cance in 
researches on the biochemistry of the process of symbiotic 
nitrogen fi xation in the root nodules which are developed 
on plants in the presence of Rhizobium japonicum. Soybean 
nodules are large and not as convoluted in form as those 
developed on most pasture legumes. Surface sterilization 
of the nodules is easily accomplished if nodular tissue is 
required. Nitrogen fi xation by excised soybean nodules 
has been demonstrated for a limited period after removal, 
again with the aid of isotopic nitrogen. Soybean nodules 
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have proved to be a good source of the respiratory pigment, 
leghemoglobin, which is essential to the fi xation process and 
unique to the nodule, not being found either in unnodulated 
root tissue or in the symbiotic bacteria.
 “In greenhouse and fi eld experiments the soybean has 
been used in attempts to understand the relationship between 
available soil nitrogen and the amount of nitrogen fi xed by 
the symbiotic mechanism. Maximum yields are not obtained 
if no fi xed nitrogen is present in the root zone, but fertilizer 
nitrogen additions depress the contribution made by the 
nodular mechanism.” Address: Univ. of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48109.

2506. Turnbull, Roderick. 1978. Turnbull on grain: Covering 
the most exciting period in American grain history. Danville, 
Illinois: Interstate Printers & Publishers. xv + 366 p. No 
index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This book has a fatal fl aw: It has no Index. A 
smaller fl aw is that the entire book consists of reprints of 
dated articles written by Turnbull when he was the Kansas 
City Board of Trade’s director of public affairs. The fi rst nine 
chapters are about the period 1971-77, and especially about 
wheat and the Kansas City Board of Trade–founded before 
1877. Chapters 10-16 are supposed to be about “pertinent 
history” but they aren’t really.
 Contents: Preface. Introduction. The role of futures. 1. 
Bountiful America. 2. Before the Soviet sale. 3. After the 
Soviet sale. 4. Grain trade–factors that affect it. 5. Grain 
trade–the nature of it. 6. Crop reports. 7. Livestock feed 
and grasses. 8. Elevators and storage. 9. Transportation. 10. 
Individual grains and their roles. 11-16. Pertinent history 
I-VI.
 Soybeans are discussed on p. 63, 166, 182, 204, 258, 
278, 282. Address: Director of Public Affairs, The Board of 
Trade of Kansas City, MIssouri, Inc.

2507. Industrial Services Centre. 1979. Soyabean processing 
industry in Nepal. Kathmandu, Nepal: Industrial Services 
Centre. ii + 39 p. + 15 p. Appendix. Jan. Prepared for NIDC. 
39 cm. [1+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Background. Market: 
Uses and introduction of soybean products (soybean oil, 
fl our and grits, milk, sauce, curd, lecithin, neutral spray dried 
soybean protein, soybean protein and fl our in ice cream), 
possible uses of soybean products in Nepal, basic idea of 
consumption of soybean in Nepal, possibilities of export 
of soybean oil in India, general conclusion. Raw material. 
Technical. Financial. Conclusion.
 “The purpose of this study is to examine the feasibility 
of setting up a soybean processing industry in Nepal and the 
report is prepared by the Centre at the request of the Nepal 
Industrial Development Corporation (NIDC), Kathmandu.”
 “Out of the various crops under cultivation in Nepal, 
soybean is one of them but a very little attention is given 

to the cultivation of this product. It is usually cultivated 
during the Monsoon time and harvested during November-
December. The Department of Agriculture is carrying 
out varietal trials in the different stations with a view to 
introduce high yielding varieties and promote the cultivation 
of it in the different parts of the country. Although at present, 
it is cultivated mainly in the hilly regions at different 
altitudes ranging from 6000 to 4000 feet, the observations 
made at the plain region reveal that there is a possibility of 
extending its cultivation in the terai region too.”
 “Soybean oil: In India, soybean oil is being widely used 
in the manufacture of vegetable ghee and constitutes the 
major part of consumption in the Vanaspati industry. The 
little production of soybean oil in Nepal is being used as a 
cooking oil.”
 “Possible uses of soybean products in Nepal. A few of 
the soybean products that are in use in Nepal are soybean oil 
for cooking, soy curd and soy sauce in the restaurants and 
full-fat soy fl our product by simple grinding in the different 
houses. If soybean oil could be made available, it may fi nd 
its wide use in the future in the Vegetable Ghee Factory 
the installation and erection of which is nearly complete at 
Hetuuda, Soap factory, and in Paint Varnish industry to act as 
a fi lm forming material. The soy sauce requirement of to-day 
in Nepal is met by the imports... Soy milk would be another 
product which might come into wide use in the future.” 
Address: Balaju, Kathmandu, Nepal.

2508. Muchlis, Atjeng. 1979. The LEC program in 
Indonesia. LEC Report No. 7. p. 101-05. D.E. Wilson, 
ed. Low-Cost Extrusion Cookers: Second International 
Workshop Proceedings (Fort Collins, CO: Dept. of Agric. 
and Chemical Engineering, Colorado State Univ.). Held in 
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
• Summary: In 1977, soybean production in Indonesia 
was only 0.5 million metric tons (tonnes), and 0.75 million 
tonnes had to be imported from foreign countries to meet 
domestic needs. IPB (The author’s university) and CARE 
(Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere) have worked 
together in developing supplemental foods of high nutritional 
value and, since April 1976, in testing food products made 
by a Brady crop cooker (model 206). In August 1976 a 
two-week LEC training program was held in Indonesia; the 
instructor was Mr. Ronald E. Tribelhorn of Colorado State 
Univ. One of the foods developed was composed of rice 
polish (70%) and soybean (30%). Address: Institut Pertanian 
Bogor (IPB, Bogor Agricultural Univ.), Bogor, Indonesia.

2509. Soybean Digest. 1979. Brazil pushes for more acres, 
higher yields. Jan. p. 38.
• Summary: Soybean production in Brazil is being spurred 
by government incentives, timely rainfall, and larger acreage. 
After last year’s shortfall because of drought, a quick 
rebound was almost mandated by a crushing industry that 
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needs to operate to repay capital commitments, by a nation 
that needs revenue from exports, and by the need to prove 
that Brazil is a reliable supplier. There are 2 major soybean 
producing regions in Brazil: (1) Rio Grande do Sul produces 
more than 10 million acres of soybeans; that is 50% of the 
country’s entire soybean acreage and more total acres than 
produced last year by Illinois. (2) Parana grows about 6 
million acres of soybean. That is less than Iowa but more 
than third-ranked Missouri. Together these 2 regions account 
for 80% of Brazil’s soybean acreage.
 Excluding lang charges, it costs about $3.39 to grow a 
bushel of soybeans in Parana and $4.24 in Rio Grande do 
Sul. Brazil’s support price this year is $3.72 per bushel.

2510. Goldthwait, Christopher. 1979. German use of soybean 
meal hits record while EC debates use of nongrain feeds. 
Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). 
Feb. 5. p. 5.
• Summary: Increasingly, EC feed manufacturers have 
turned to soybean meal in conjunction with nongrain 
feed, such as manioc, corn by-products, nonfat dry milk, 
and tapioca, as substitutes for more expensive domestic 
feedgrains. 24% expansion during the previous 3 years 
in German imports of soybean meal; 60% for corn gluten 
feed; and 71% for tapioca. Address: Asst. U.S. Agricultural 
Attaché, Bonn, West Germany.

2511. Soyworld (American Soybean Association, St. Louis, 
Missouri). 1979. China–Our next big soybean market? 
China’s 900 million populace is a vast new potential market 
for American soybeans. 1(1):3. Feb.
• Summary: “The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has 
fi nally been recognized by the United States in the formal 
diplomatic sense. The Communist government there, long 
recognized by Western Europe and Canada as a politically 
legitimate entity, has fi nally gained U.S. acceptance. And 
that means its 900 million people have become potential 
customers for U.S. goods, or so popular opinion goes.
 “The prospect of that many consumers for any 
commodity has long tantalized U.S. producers of agricultural 
and industrial goods. In the nineteenth century piano 
manufacturers and kerosene lamp makers alike calculated 
astronomical sales increases if they could just teach Western 
music or make night reading essential.
 “In the twentieth century, beginning with Richard 
Nixon’s acceptance of Chinese overtures in the early 1970’s, 
businessmen and U.S. Department of Agriculture offi cials 
began projecting fantastic sales again, if only Chinese 
dress styles, consumer needs and eating habits could be 
Westernized.
 “Like an echo, the refrains are heard anew. Agriculture 
Secretary Bob Bergland projected, shortly after the U.S. 
announced normalization of relations in December, that if the 
Chinese increased annual per capita consumption of chicken 

by a mere one pound, China would be required to buy or 
grow an additional 32 million bushels of corn and soybeans 
each year.
 “The American Soybean Association itself projected 
that an increase of one pound per capita of vegetable oil 
consumption would require the oil from 170 million bushels 
of soybeans annually. Merely to keep pace with population 
growth, oil from an additional 85 million bushels of 
soybeans would have to be provided each year.
 “Optimism premature: It is not likely that the image 
of the Chinese market will turn into a mirage, as it did in 
the nineteenth century as the ‘Open Door’ swung shut. But 
it is likely that the boom town optimism about supplying 
China’s vast needs out of the U.S. storehouse exclusively is 
premature.
 “Long-term prospects for the U.S. as a major supplier 
of Chinese agricultural needs is very good. The U.S. is the 
largest or one of the largest producers of most of the world’s 
food and feed grains and their by-products.
 “In the past several years China has been an erratic 
customer of U.S. goods, often preferring to buy from 
other countries if supplies were available and prices 
were competitive in the world market. But in the current 
marketing year its purchases of U.S. commodities have 
included more than 3 million metric tons of wheat, over 3 
million metric tons of corn and over 1 million metric tons of 
soybeans.
 “China is not yet self-suffi cient in any of these 
commodities, even in the best of production years. In drought 
or fl ooding she has enormous defi cits that must be fi lled in 
world markets merely to maintain her people’s basically 
adequate, but low protein diet.
 “And China’s goal is to upgrade the standard of living 
of the populace, primarily through increased animal protein. 
This goal is more immediate than her potential to expand 
feedstuff production to meet it.
 “Reaching the market: So the prospect for the U.S. 
developing a good customer of some magnitude is great. The 
American Soybean Association, cognizant of the signifi cance 
of the Chinese market for U.S. soybean producers, is actively 
pursuing the establishment of working assignments to begin 
the exchange of technical information on soybean utilization 
as ASA is now doing in 76 other countries. In addition the 
Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA and several other 
commodity groups are pursuing similar activities.
 “However, the road is not necessarily a clear and easy 
one. A business man who recently returned from sensitive 
negotiations there, told a reporter for the Import, Export 
Bulletin that other foreign suppliers have established contacts 
and are stiff competition. They got there fi rst and, although 
they may not have the quantity or variety of commodities 
available that the U.S. does, they remain just as eager for 
their share of this ‘number one market in the world’ and will 
offer U.S. sales teams and experts some heavy competition.
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 “Tough traders: The Chinese are extremely tough traders 
and they fully understand the value of comparative shopping 
and diversifying supply sources, the businessman said.
 “This prospect heightens the necessity of the U.S. 
granting the PRC full tariff and fi nancing concessions 
accorded our other regular trading partners: most favored 
nation status (MFN). While Congressional approval may be 
hard to win, due to congressional concern with moving ahead 
too rapidly, there is general consensus that it is necessary 
in some form to give the U.S. an equal footing in the China 
market.
 “The primary goal of the Chinese remains self-
suffi ciency. Their buying will be disciplined, shrewd and 
selective. They tried to achieve self-suffi ciency without 
opening the Asian continent to Western or modern 
commerce.
 “With the death of Mao and gradual eclipse of some 
of his more xenophobic and protectionist policies, the 
policies of his popular aide, Chou En-lai, have been 
resurrected. Following Chou’s lead, the new vice premier, 
Teng Hsiao-p’ing [Deng Xiao-ping], has ventured farther 
into the world trade scene to fulfi ll his party’s specifi c goals 
of modernization in agriculture, science and technology, 
industry, and defense.
 “Thus, while he is shaping China’s emergence into 
the arena of world trade, his primary objective is to 
systematically and selectively strengthen his nation by 
importing advanced Western technology.
 Rather than buy meat, he’d prefer to pay dairy, swine, 
cattle and poultry experts to teach animal production to 
Chinese; set up turn-key feeding operations and import top 
quality breeding stock to achieve maximum effi ciency of 
production. The teaching process completed, the technicians 
would then go home and let the Chinese do the rest.
 “The competition: Even though commodity buying 
is not a primary goal, vegetable protein supplies will have 
to increase to meet these needs. The U.S. is the biggest 
most consistent, closest and therefore cheapest source of 
soy protein–whether crushed or in bean form. Brazil and 
Argentina will also make a play for this vast Asian market, 
but shipping costs will prohibit much direct competition.
 “Nevertheless, long-term demand of the magnitude 
likely from China will make its impact in the U.S. by 
increasing demand for oilseeds and providing incentive for 
expanded production.
 “As the globe shrinks and interdependency increases, 
the nationalistic focus of buyers and sellers fades. Overall 
supply-demand forces loom as more signifi cant to the U.S. 
producer than the registration of the exporter marketing his 
or competing products to defi cit nations.”

2512. Soyworld (American Soybean Association, St. Louis, 
Missouri). 1979. U.S./Taiwan trade ties unchanged. 1(1):3. 
Feb.

• Summary: “A USDA team and representatives of 
commodity association cooperator groups, including the 
American Soybean Association have traveled to Taiwan to 
assure customers for their U.S. goods that their intentions are 
to maintain all ties. The American Soybean Association will 
maintain its Taipei offi ce established in 1969 and continue to 
service the oilseed and related industries there.
 “Since the trade agreements are between private fi rms, 
USDA will be unable to guarantee their fulfi llment, but will 
at least be able to promise no government interference in 
them.
 “Taiwan has been a good and consistent buyer of U.S. 
soybeans and other commodities. In fact, it has bought 100 
percent of its soybean needs in the U.S. for the past four 
years.
 “Taiwan purchases of U.S. soybeans have been 
averaging 30 million bushels in recent years and this crop 
year trade sources in Taiwan indicate they will surpass 37 
million bushels.
 “Shortly before the break in relations, a “Buy American” 
team from Taiwan completed a heavily publicized mission 
in which they spent $1.5 billion on U.S. agricultural 
commodities.”
 A large photo shows the Taiwan team members (about 
10 people) standing under a theater marquee, on which 
is written in big, bold letters: “Welcome Taiwan Grain 
Mission.”

2513. Gazelle, Stanley A. 1979. The United States soybean 
industry and its role in world markets. Washington, DC: 
USDA Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service. 9 p. 
March 27. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Soybeans in this country are now one of the 
top three crops in terms of cultivated acreage, along with 
corn and wheat. Today, these golden nuggets put about $12 
billion into U.S. farmers’ pockets. A leading cash crop, 
soybeans are now the world’s most important oilseed. 
They rank at the top of the list of U.S. agricultural export 
commodities. About two-thirds of all the food fats and oils 
used in the United States are obtained from soybeans. About 
90 percent of all the oilseed meals fed to our domestic 
livestock and poultry are derived from soybeans.” Address: 
Agricultural Statistician, Commodity Economics Div., 
Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

2514. Abbot, Sue. 1979. Look who’s number three: Now you 
can beef about Argentine beans too. Soybean Digest. March. 
p. 14.
• Summary: Argentina is already the world’s third largest 
soybean exporter–right behind the U.S. and Brazil. 
Argentina’s soybean production has grown about eightfold in 
the past 3-4 years, and is now roughly half that of Brazil. In 
terms of latitude, Argentina is more favorably situated than 
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Brazil, and Argentina’s soybean growing areas are closer to 
ports than those in inland Brazil.

2515. Lischenko, V.F. 1979. World production of food 
proteins: Situation, structure, trends. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):178-80. March.
• Summary: All statistics are based on FAO Production 
Yearbook, Rome, Italy, 1977. Tables show: (1) World food 
protein production, 1961-65 to 1972-76. Includes both 
major animal products and vegetable products, per capita 
consumption of each. Per capita consumption of animal 
proteins increased from 11.6 kg to 12.5 kg, and increase of 
7.8%. Per capita consumption of plant proteins increased 
from 44.9 kg to 50.3 kg, and increase of 12.0.
 (2) World food protein production, when protein from 
cereals and oilseeds used for feed was excluded, 1961-65 
to 1972-76. Only 10.0% of world oilseed protein in used 
for direct edible purposes. Oilseed protein is “becoming 
more and more important in the general structure of world 
protein resources potentially edible for man. In 1972-76 this 
protein category amounted already to 15.78% of total protein 
production in the world...”
 (3) World food protein production of animal origin, 
1961-65 to 1972-76.
 (4) World food production of plant origin, 1961-65 to 
1972-76.
 (5) World oilseeds production 1961-65 to 1972-76, 
1000 metric tons. Soybean production has increased the 
most, by 86.6% between these two time periods. No. 2 is 
saffl owerseed.
 (6) World oilseeds protein production 1961-65 to 1972-
76, 1000 metric tons. Again soybean protein production 
has increased the most, by 86.6% between these two time 
periods. No. 2 is again saffl owerseed.
 A photo shows Lischenko. Address: Lead, Section of 
Agricultural Problems Inst. of USA and Canadian Studies, 
Khlebny pereulok 2/3, Moscow, USSR.

2516. Manternach, Dan. 1979. What will China buy? 
Soybean Digest. March. p. 22-23.
• Summary: “Anyone trying to forecast soybean export 
potential to China must do so with a great deal of humility 
or be labeled a fool. Fact is, nobody really knows. U.S. 
diplomatic recognition has fi nally opened the door, but it’s 
a far cry from knowing what lies inside. Here’s what we do 
know.
 “The People’s Republic of China has roughly 900 
million mouths to feed and is adding 17 million more each 
year. In perspective. that’s the same as feeding four times the 
U.S. population and adding another New York, our second 
biggest state, every year.
 “On the map. China’s 3.7-million square miles is just a 
bit larger than the U.S. at 3.6 million. Even more astounding. 
only 13% of the land is arable. You may well wonder how 

China’s been feeding so many people. The answer lies in the 
most intensive ‘garden-type’ agriculture in the world. With 
such an awesome labor pool, you’ll never fi nd any weeds in 
Chinese fi elds–they’re pulled by hand. Most harvesting is 
also done by hand, keeping harvest losses negligible.
 “Another key factor is multiple-cropping. Producing 
several crops per year on the same land explains why USDA 
statistics show Chinese harvested grain acreage beat the 
U.S. by 7% in 1978. despite a much smaller actual acreage 
base. Farming in the Peking area provides a good example of 
Chinese multiple-cropping prowess.
 “First they plant winter wheat. Then, in the spring, corn 
is interseeded with wheat so it’s about 18-inches tall when 
wheat is harvested. After wheat harvest, they promptly 
interseed sorghum and millet in the corn–getting two-plus 
crops per year.
 “Despite a dry 1977, this intense agriculture produced 
a 280-million ton grain crop for China. 15-million tons 
more than the U.S. Early estimates peg their 1978 crop at 
290-million tons. 20-million more than our own crops.
 “Chinese Production Peaks Out: But by Peking’s own 
admission, production potential has peaked under their 
current system. Chinese leaders have decided to embark 
on a goal: transform China from an agrarian society to a 
major world industrial power by the year 2000. To get the 
people behind such massive change. Chinese leadership 
has undergone an incredible transformation in the past year. 
They use terms like democracy, free speech and fi nancial 
incentives for farmers and businessmen.
 “Two reasons are seen for the dramatic shift. First, 
Chinese leaders know industrialization is vital to improving 
living standards for their people. Without such improvement, 
murmurings of rebellion are inevitable.
 “Second, leaders are probably convinced that China 
must become an industrial power to keep the Soviet Union at 
bay–even if it means economic alliance with the U.S.
 “Massive Grain Imports Needed: Industrialization 
of China will transfer millions of peasants from farms 
to factories, cutting deeply into the farm labor pool. The 
Chinese will have to replace them with Western-style 
agricultural technology. Awareness of this shows up in 
the shopping list given U.S. Agriculture Secretary Robert 
Bergland on his winter trip to China. At the top of the list: 
U.S. farm machinery, irrigation equipment, fertilizers and 
herbicides.
 “Another big item on the list is U.S. breeding stock and 
animal feeding technology–especially for hogs and poultry. 
Chinese are committed to increasing the quality of their 
diets, the fi rst element of a better living standard. They have 
already hired U.S. advisors to set up huge poultry operations 
and have imported thousands of U.S. hogs. Especially 
signifi cant for grain imports is their interest in taking hog 
production from a cottage manure industry to a bona fi de 
meat industry.
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 “But as the Chinese give up much of their hand labor, 
they will also have to give up much of their interseeding. No 
machinery or chemical herbicides can replace the hand labor 
that makes their multiple-cropping work.
 “Much of the yield increase they can expect with better 
seed and fertility programs will be offset by loss of multiple-
crop capability. In the short run at least, China’s goal for 
better diets, including more meat, will require massive grain 
imports.
 “Unlike the Soviets, the Chinese have been remarkably 
frank about disclosing their needs. They’ve openly 
admitted intentions to buy 10 to 11 million tons of grains 
annually for several years. Even before U.S. diplomatic 
recognition. Chinese leaders told visiting Oklahoma Senator 
Henry Bellmon the U.S. share of those purchases would 
be 6-million tons in 1978/79, and at least 5-million tons 
annually for the following 3 years.
 “But China has no intention of becoming addicted to 
imported grain. They’ve set a grain production goal for 
1985 of 400-million tons–enough to meet their needs at the 
present growth rate. With 1978 output at 290-million tons, 
that means an annual increase of 15-million tons. Given the 
inevitable problems they’ll have adapting U.S. technology to 
Chinese conditions, such goals seem extremely optimistic. 
It’s doubtful they’ll be able to forego their annual infusion of 
imported grain after short years.
 “Implications For Soybeans: It was no accident oilseeds 
were left out of the big buying intentions Chinese leaders 
revealed to Senator Bellmon. Remember, soybeans are 
native to China. Until their crop fi asco in 1972, the Chinese 
were the main U.S. competitor in soybean exports. The 
1972 disaster led to importing soybeans for the fi rst time, 
including some from the U.S., as shown in the table below. 
But these soybean imports were puny compared to the 
millions of tons in corn and wheat imports during 1972 to 
1974. It was the beginning of a pattern.
 “With good crops in 1975 and 1976, the Chinese didn’t 
import a bushel of U.S. beans. In fact, we had virtually no 
agricultural trade with China those 2 years. Their offi cial 
reason: some smut in the U.S. wheat they bought in 1974. 
The more likely reason: “punishment” for our support of 
Taiwan.
 “But another drought year in 1977 made China a 
soybean importer once again. U.S. soybean exporters got 
only 55,000-tons of the 362,000-ton Chinese business, but at 
least we had our foot in the door again.
 “We now have evidence that China will be a regular 
net soybean importer; regardless of crop size. An excellent 
1978 soybean crop has allowed resumption of bean exports 
to Japan–probably about 100,000 tons. But offsetting these 
sales to Japan are 117,000 tons of U.S. beans, with exporters 
predicting purchases of at least 50,000-tons more before the 
season ends.
 “The Chinese are probably getting a good premium for 

the special variety they sell to Japan. The foreign exchange 
generated allows them to buy back a considerably larger 
volume of U.S. beans. But even so, 1978/79 soybean sales 
expectations are far short of 1973 levels and once again 
they’re downright minuscule compared to 6-million tons of 
U.S. corn and wheat sold to the Chinese for 1978/79.”
 “Livestock Expansion Is The Key: Barring another short 
crop year, it appears large bean sales won’t occur until the 
Chinese hog and poultry expansion has had a couple years to 
develop.
 “The payoff for patience may be huge. Consider this: 
when you’re talking about a billion people, the supplement 
needed to boost annual pork and poultry production per 
capita by 10 pounds could nearly wipe out the entire U.S. 
soybean carryover for 1978.”
 A table shows “U.S. Soybean Exports to China 
(Thousand Metric Tons):”
 1972/73–32.6
 1973/74–687.7
 1974/75–37.5
 1975/76–0
 1976/77–0
 1977/78–55.0
 1978/79–167.0 (estimate).

2517. Business Week. 1979. Cargill: Preparing for the next 
boom in worldwide grain trading. April 16. p. 68, 70, 75-76.
• Summary: Cargill profi ts for 1979 are estimated at 150 
million. At this time, Cargill is seeking to expand its share of 
U.S. grain exports to 35% and is spending $150 million per 
year toward that end. Cargill controls 350 grain elevators, 
500 barges, 5,000 rail cars, and 14 ocean-going vessels. New 
export terminals are being built at Burns Harbor, Indiana, 
and at Toledo, Ohio. And Cargill is expanding its existing 
export terminals at Duluth, Houston, Chicago, and Norfolk.
 Note: Lappe (1971, p. 47, 460) notes that Cargill’s 
income rose 441% between 1969 and 1979–after adjusting 
for infl ation. The largest gain trader, Cargill’s major trading 
arm is Tradax, chartered in Panama and based in Geneva. 
Cargill calls it an “independent subsidiary,” but it is actually 
70% owned by Cargill and 30% owned by the Salevia 
Foundation–a trust whose benefi ciaries are all members 
of the Cargill and MacMillan families, owners of Cargill. 
The Panamanian charter gives Tradax (Cargill) signifi cant 
tax advantages. Based in Geneva, Switzerland, Tradax is 
protected by Swiss secrecy laws. (Cargill refused to provide 
some signifi cant information in 1976 Senate hearings, 
on the grounds that it would be illegal under Swiss law.) 
Transactions run through Tradax need not be reported, either 
to the USDA or to the IRS for tax purposes. This secrecy is 
both a tax advantage and a trading advantage.

2518. Bothast, R.J.; Rogers, R.F.; Hesseltine, C.W. 1979. 
Fungal deterioration of bags during international transport 
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of corn soya milk: A test shipment. J. of Food Science 
44(2):411-15, 424. March/April. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Beginning in 1973, a pattern of mold losses 
developed in shipments of corn-soya-milk (CSM) made 
under the U.S. Food for Peace Program. Generally, these 
losses occurred on shipments of CSM made from Lake Ports 
to India on Indian vessels with liftings in late fall or early 
winter. Approximately 25% of all shipments fi tting these 
criteria sustained losses of some degree with a total program 
loss of 2.76%.” Address: Northern Regional Research 
Center, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

2519. Bunker, Arvin R. 1979. American farmers in the grain 
export business: A guide to buying direct. USDA Economics, 
Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, Cooperative 
Information Report No. 22. 40 p. April.
• Summary: Begins with an overview on farmers’ 
cooperatives and what they offer. They receive no 
government subsidies. “Farmers’ grain marketing 
cooperatives are situated in all major grain-producing areas 
of the United States. In 1976, a total of 2,600 cooperatives 
had combined grain sales of $10,600 million. Local area 
cooperatives receive about 40% of total U.S. off-farm sales 
of grain. Half of this amount is moved into domestic and 
export markets through farmers’ regional or interregional 
cooperatives. At port locations, U.S. farmer cooperatives 
handle 20-25% of total U.S. grain and oilseed exports. U.S. 
regional grain cooperatives represent a massive farmer-
owned system. There are two interregional exporting 
cooperatives (p. 5-8). One of these, Farmers Export Co. 
[FEC] (Overland Park, Kansas), exports soybeans. It began 
exporting grain in the fall of 1968. Its owners include Agri 
Industries, Inc., Far-Mar-Co, Inc., Farmers Union Grain 
Terminal Assoc., and Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative 
Assoc. FEC has export facilities in Ama, Louisiana, 
Galveston, Texas, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The 
“loadout capacity” and draft of each facility is given.
 There are 13 regional exporting cooperatives in 
America. Those that export soybeans or soybean products 
include: American Grain Association (Lake Charles, 
Louisiana; founded 1965), Farmers Union Grain Terminal 
Assoc. (St. Paul, Minnesota; founded 1938), Gold Kist Inc. 
(Atlanta, Georgia; founded 1933), Indiana Farm Bureau 
Cooperative Assoc. (Indianapolis; founded 1926), and 
Riceland Foods (Stuttgart, Arkansas; founded 1920). A 
2-page profi le of each company is given, including address 
and contact persons, company history, activities, capacity, 
products exported, and location of export facilities.
 Also in America there are 8 major interregional and 
regional cooperatives supplying grain for export. Those 
that deal with soybeans are Far-Mar-Co., Inc. (Hutchinson, 
Kansas; founded 1968), Agri Industries, Inc. (Des Moines, 
Iowa; founded 1904), Missouri Farmers Association, Grain 
Marketing Div. (Columbia, Missouri; founded 1964), and 

Ohio Farmers Grain Corporation (Fostoria, Ohio; founded 
1938).
 “Far-Mar-Co, Inc., the Nation’s largest grain 
marketing cooperative, was formed in 1968 from 4 regional 
cooperatives and serves more than 600 local cooperatives in 
Kansas, Nebraska, and 7 surrounding states. Far-Mar-Co’s 
origin dates from 1914 when one of its predecessors, the 
Farmers Union Jobbing Association, was formed. In 1977, 
Far-Mar-Co merged with Farmland Industries of Kansas 
City, Missouri, to become the grain marketing subsidiary of 
the Nation’s largest regional supply cooperative.
 “Far-Mar-Co operates 16 inland terminals in fi ve States 
with a capacity of nearly 3.5 million metric tons (125 million 
bushels) of storage. Far-Mar-Co also operates a soy milling 
plant, three soybean processing plants, a food sales division, 
rail transportation equipment, barge loading facilities, a 
research division, data processing services for cooperatives, 
and other grain marketing activities. Far-Mar-Co maintains 
grain merchandising offi ces in eight midwestern cities plus 
a West Coast merchandising offi ce in the Los Angeles area, 
opened in 1977 to expand into the feed grain market on 
the western seaboard.” Photos show many of the export 
facilities. The logos of most co-ops are also shown.
 “Missouri Farmers Association, Grain Marketing 
Div., 201 South Seventh St., Columbia, MO 65201 (p. 40). 
The Grain Marketing Division of the Missouri Farmers 
Association was established in 1964 and markets corn, 
wheat, soybeans, and sorghum to farmers in Missouri and 
parts of Illinois. The division’s grain marketing facilities 
include 90 country elevators, 3 Mississippi River terminal 
elevators, 2 inland subtermial elevators, and a soybean 
processing plant [at Mexico, Missouri]. MFA Grain 
Marketing Division is a part owner of and markets through 
the Kansas City Terminal Elevator, the St. Louis Grain 
Corporation, and Farmers Export Co. The cooperative is also 
part owner of Agri-Trans Corporation.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
that mentions “Agri Industries Inc.” in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Agricultural Economist.

2520. Dawson Mills; Cooperative League of the USA 
(CLUSA). 1979. Historic cooperative meeting: Marking [the 
arrival in India of] the fi rst shipment from the $100-million 
grant of PL-480 vegetable oil for India oilseed growers’ 
cooperatives. Friday, May 18, 1979 (Brochure). Washington, 
DC: Cooperative League of the USA (CLUSA). 16 p. 22 cm.
• Summary: On the cover is a cartoon of a town crier with 
the caption “Hear ye, hear ye. A co-op milestone.” The 
meeting was held at Dawson Mills’ Food Products Plant, 
Dawson, Minnesota. Program: Master of ceremonies–Glenn 
M. Anderson, President, CLUSA (Cooperative League 
of the USA). Welcome–Joe Givens, President, Dawson 
Mills. Introduction of special guests, by Glenn Anderson. 
Guest speaker–Robert L. Beasley, US member, ICA Agric. 
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Subcommittee [and Farmland Industries]. CLUSA Oilseeds 
Committee Awards–Francis Lair, Executive Vice President, 
Universal Cooperatives, Inc. Guided bus tour of Dawson.
 Honored guests: Katheleen Bitterman, Coordinator, 
Offi ce of Food for Peace. CLUSA, a national confederation 
of U.S. cooperatives, is the “Common Ground” for 
cooperatives. U.S. cooperatives of all types make up its 
membership.
 “Dawson Mills is a cooperative soybean processing 
company located 150 miles due west of Minneapolis, St. 
Paul on Highway #212. The soybeans processed originate 
from 160 member cooperatives throughout midwest 
Minnesota and the eastern Dakotas.”
 The “India Cooperative Vegetable Oils Project... 
involves a grant of 117,000 tons of refi ned vegetable 
oil to CLUSA over three years by the U.S. Agency 
for International Development (AID). The oil, worth 
approximately $100 million plus another $10 million worth 
of transportation, will be used in India to help establish 
cooperatives owned by small scale oilseeds farmers.” “The 
purpose is to establish an integrated system of oilseed 
production and marketing cooperatives owned by the farmers 
who grow the bulk of the oilseeds. Farmers in the project are 
expected to double their incomes. The project is expected 
to contribute to a major India effort to increase oilseed 
production and vegetable oils supplies as well as bring 
stable prices to consumers. 8,000 cooperatives with 347,000 
members will be organized in 8 districts of India.”
 Award recipients are: Fritz Bloomberg of Riceland 
Foods. K.O. Pat Cagle, formerly of Gold Kist. Hugh B. 
Ellsworth, formerly of Soy-Cot Sales, Inc. Joe C. Givens 
of Dawson Mills (He “designed the ‘Crown’ vegetable oil 
extractor now used throughout the world... He has made 
three trips to India... Personnel from Indian cooperatives 
have studied Dawson Mills’ operations”). Kenneth J. 
McQueen of Land O’Lakes. Dwight Miller of USDA’s 
NRRC (Peoria, Illinois). Ralph Olsen of Boone Valley. 
Donald Sands of Gold Kist. Lloyd Smith of Soy-Cot Sales...
 Note: The Cooperative League of the USA (CLUSA) 
was founded in 1916. Today (May 2005) it is more widely 
known as the National Cooperative Business Association 
(NCBA), with headquarters in Washington, DC. Address: 
1. Dawson, Minnesota; 2. Suite 1100, 1828 L St., N.W., 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 612/769-4386.

2521. Thompson, Robert L. 1979. The Brazilian soybean 
situation and its impact on the world oils market. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(5):391A-98A. May. 
Based on a 39-page paper presented at the Commodity Oil 
Markets Symposium at the Annual Meeting of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society, St. Louis, MO, 15 May 1978; 39 p. 
and 21 ref. [13 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Purdue Univ., W. 
Lafayette, Indiana.

2522. Jaeger, Martin. 1979. The likely effects on Ontario 
soybean producers of the shift in the location of a soybean 
crushing plant from Toronto to Windsor. Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 17 p. 
June. Series: Economics Information. 30 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Trends in the Ontario 
oilseed industry: Production trends, facility changes, 
institutional trends. The current situation. The change: 
UCO (United Co-Operatives of Ontario) facilities, Maple 
Leaf-Monarch facilities. The likely effects of the change on 
Ontario farmers: The effect on pricing and delivery patterns, 
pricing during the close of navigation, direct delivery, effects 
of the new processing location on elevators. Summary. 
References.
 Index to tables: 1. Oilseeds production, imports and 
exports, Canada, crop year 1969-70 to 1977-78. 2. Soybean 
production and utilization, Canada, 1969-1977. 3. Area, 
yield, and production of soybeans, Ontario, 1967-1978. 
4. Farms reporting soybeans and area in soybeans, Elgin, 
Essex, Kent, Lambton, and Middlesex, Statistics Canada 
Survey, mid-year 1969, 1977, and 1978. 5. Availability of 
major edible oils, by type, Canada, 1967-1977 (calendar 
year). 6. Supply and disposition of oilseed meals, by crop 
year, Canada, 1967-68 to 1977-78, crop year beginning 
August 1. 7. Soybean marketings in Ontario as a percentage 
of crop year total by month, 1953-54 to 1977-78.
 Page 1: “Over the years, plant breeders have developed 
varieties which can mature with fewer heat units.” Soon, 
even earlier varieties will be introduced, making it possible 
to expand the Canadian areas suited to soybeans well beyond 
the traditional fi ve-county area of southwestern Ontario 
(Essex, Kent, Lambton, Elgin, and Middlesex).
 Pages 11-12: In 1972, the Canadian federal government 
expropriated some property on the Toronto shoreline (at 
the northwest end of Lake Ontario) which included the 
Maple Leaf crushing plant. Maple Leaf began to seek a 
new location. In 1977 it announced that it was forming a 
partnership with Monarch Foods (Lever Bros. Limited) 
to construct an integrated crushing and refi ning plant in 
Windsor alongside the proposed United Co-operatives of 
Ontario (UCO) deep water terminal on the Detroit River. The 
UCO and Maple Leaf-Monarch facilities are scheduled to 
open in the summer of 1979. Maple Leaf-Monarch is owned 
equally by Maple Leaf Mills and Lever Bros. Ltd. Lever 
Brothers Ltd. was not previously in the oilseed crushing 
business in Canada, although it is in this business elsewhere 
in the world on a far larger scale than was Maple Leaf Mills 
in Canada.
 The author thinks the opening of the Windsor crushing 
plant may increase slightly the average price received by 
Ontario farmers for soybeans. Address: Economics Branch, 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Legislative 
Buildings, Toronto, Ontario M7A 1B6.
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2523. Soybean Digest. 1979. No soybean slowdown in sight. 
May/June. p. SID-1, 3, 4, 6.
• Summary: This is largely a summary of a paper presented 
by Richard E. Bell, executive vice president of Riceland 
Foods at the recent World Soybean Research Conference in 
Raleigh, North Carolina (see Bell 1980).

2524. Soybean Digest. 1979. Argentina plays backstop to 
Brazil as the U.S. winds up for 1979 season. May/June. p. 
30.
• Summary: The decision to export whole soybeans instead 
of products gives Argentina a month’s head start on Brazil. 
“Argentina produced another record crop in 1979–beating 
last year’s record by 28%, with 33% more acres. Since she 
now produces one-fourth as many beans as Brazil, Argentina 
is not only a major power to be reckoned with, she can also 
take up the slack if Brazil’s crop should be sliced 20% or 
more by weather or other complications. It makes future 
Brazil problems less price explosive, with Argentina playing 
backstop.”

2525. Morgan, Dan. 1979. Cotton, wheat and corn bowing to 
the reign of king soybean. Washington Post. July 24. Section 
A. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: According to unoffi cial private estimates, 
America’s largest soybean crushers (with their estimated 
capacity in millions of bushels) are: Cargill 224, ADM 178, 
Central Soya 94, A.E. Staley 93, and Ralston Purina 92.
 “In West Germany soybean oil has gained wide 
acceptance and is produced by such major companies as 
Unilever. But the oil has encountered strong resistance 
in France as a cooking oil because ‘the French prefer a 
richer, peanut smell and like butter,’ says the American 
Soybean Association’s Michael A. Phillips. Efforts to 
promote soybean oil in France also have encountered strong 
resistance from French agricultural interests.
 “Earlier predictions that Brazilian soybean products 
would supplant those of the United States in markets abroad 
have proved to be exaggerated. Since the early part of the 
decade, foreign and local interests have invested massively 
in processing plants in Brazil. The Brazilian government 
backed this development with generous concessions to 
foreign investors and with enormous subsidies to exporters 
of meal. These subsidies have amounted to as much as 
$1 a bushel and have enabled exporters in Brazil to offer 
European and Japanese feed buyers discounts of $20 to 
$30 a ton below the U.S. price. But this year U.S. trade 
negotiators–spurred by the powerful Midwest farm bloc–
obtained a promise from Brazil to phase out the subsidies.”

2526. Morgan, Dan. 1979. Once-lowly soybean is nation’s 
top cash crop, beating corn and wheat. Los Angeles Times. 
Aug. 13. p. D14, D16.

• Summary: Across the American South, large areas that had 
once been planted to cotton are now planted to soybeans. In 
1979 American farmers will harvest more acres of soybeans 
than of either corn or wheat. Soybeans (all 21.3 billion 
bushels in 1979) are now also the leading U.S. cash crop, 
producing more income for farmers than corn, wheat, or 
cotton. In addition, soybean exports now “bring in more 
revenue than any other U.S. crop–$6.9 billion in 1978 
compared with $5.9 billion for feed grains and $4.6 billion 
for wheat.”
 “The rise of soybeans to the status of a glamour crop 
came about through” the increased consumption of animal 
products (especially poultry and hogs) at home and abroad 
since World War II. Soybean meal became the main source 
of protein in feeds for these animals.
 Pfi zer and several other pharmaceutical fi rms have 
entered the soybean seed business.
 A bar chart shows the largest U.S. soybean processors, 
based on the estimates of private security analysts. Figures 
are for capacity in millions of bushels per year: Cargill 224. 
ADM 178. Central Soya 94. A.E. Staley 93. Ralston Purina 
92.
 Soybeans grown near the Mississippi River–”the ‘Main 
Street’ of the world grain trade”–are like to be exported. 
The soybean trade up and down this river is largely 
dominated by multinational grain companies such as Cargill, 
Continental, and Bunge. In a 180-mile stretch of river from 
Osceola, Arkansas, up to Silkeston, Missouri, are 10 grain 
terminals belonging to those 3 multinationals. Address: The 
Washington Post.

2527. Goldich, Judith C. 1979. USSR agricultural 
trade 1955-77. A historical perspective. USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service. FAS M-289. 80 p. Aug.
• Summary: “Soviet agricultural trade expanded rapidly after 
1971, following many years of generally modest growth, 
with most of the gains occurring in imports. The USSR 
maintained net exports of grains for a long period–through 
1963 and again in the late 1960’s–only to abandon that role 
in the 1970’s. Since 1971, it has been a net grain importer in 
every year but 1974.
 “At present, the country also is a net importer of meat 
and animal products, vegetables, beverages, tobacco, and 
some other raw agricultural products, and a net exporter of 
fur and cotton.
 “The Brezhnev regime has attempted to increase 
production and distribution of consumer goods to the public. 
Real wages have increased substantially since the 1960’s, 
providing the population with ever greater amounts of 
disposable income” (p. 1).
 “Oilseeds: USSR oilseed production (including oilseeds, 
seeds from fi ber crops, and from miscellaneous crops) is 
severely limited by climatic conditions. At present it ranges 
from 11 million to 13 million tons per year. Sunfl owerseed 
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accounts for around 5-7 million tons of this total–the 
USSR is the world’s largest producer of sunfl owerseed and 
cottonseed. Soybean production, in contrast, reaches only 
about 500,000 tons annually, although efforts are underway 
to increase output.
 “Despite Soviet dominance in world sunfl owerseed and 
cottonseed production, total oilseed output is estimated to 
be well below requirements. Consumption of vegetable oil 
and oilseed meal produced from domestic crops remains low 
because of inadequate supplies.
 “Requirements for both oilmeal and vegetable oil 
are increasing, however. Oilseed meal production has not 
generally exceeded 5 million tons per year. Expanding 
livestock inventories have created a continuing livestock 
feed protein shortage, which the Soviets so far have declined 
to remedy with imported oilmeal. Vegetable oil production 
has about doubled since the mid-fi fties but is also below 
requirements” (p. 2).
 Oilseeds and products are also discussed on pages 4-5.
 Table 25, USSR soybean imports, 5-year averages, 
1956-1975, and annual 1955-1977 (p. 28) shows that from 
1955 to 1960 the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was 
the main source of Soviet soybean imports, averaging about 
500,000 metric tons a year. The USA started to export 
soybeans to the USSR in 1972 and Brazil began in 1973. 
Address: Centrally Planned Economies Div.

2528. National Soybean Processors Assoc. 1979. Selected 
events, quotes, and highlights in the history of NSPA. 
Washington, DC. 7 p. Aug. 24. 28 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: An in-depth chronology of this important 
organization consisting of 64 individual events from 1930 
to 1978. The trade group was named National Soybean Oil 
Manufacturers Association from 1930 to 1936. The entries 
read:
 “1930: First rules to govern the purchase and sale of 
soybean oil adopted; the association offi cially adopts the 
spelling of the word ‘soybean’ as one word, rather than ‘soya 
bean.’
 “1930: First General Meeting of Members. Getting 
involved right away with government matters, it was 
recommended that ‘the association exert its infl uence 
in having an Act of Congress passed providing for the 
marketing of soybeans under the Grain Marketing Act 
instead of under the Seed Division.’
 “1930: From minutes of an Executive Committee 
meeting: ‘A general discussion ensued in connection with 
the recent ruling at Washington permitting colored margarine 
to be sold with a tax of ½ cent per pound when made of 
imported palm oil.’ Dairy interests wanted a tax of 10 cents 
per pound to discourage the import of palm oil, but NSPA 
felt that ‘would be rank discrimination.’ Besides, it would 
also discourage the use of soybean oil.
 “1930: The association published a pamphlet on 

‘soybean oil meal.’ It was agreed that the association’s 
research program was ‘so vast an undertaking that no one 
academic institution was equipped to handle the problem,’ 
thus a number of universities were contacted. It was thought 
advisable to hire an Executive Secretary, and pay for him by 
making an assessment on the basis of the bushels crushed.
 “1932: The association decided to systematically 
support the American Soybean Association, and appealed 
to processors to ‘make a contribution of $5 or $10 or less 
to help meet the defi cit incurred by our sister association on 
account of bank failures.’”
 “1933: NSPA total dues receipts were $659.51; 
expenditures were $272.12 (of which the largest was a $150 
contribution to ASA), with a surplus of $387.39 on the year.
 “1933: The association fi led a protest with the Institute 
of American Meat Packers, which had published a bulletin 
warning that the feeding of soybean meal resulted in soft 
pork.
 “1934: The University of Illinois dramatized its 
campaign for soy oil utilization by painting all of its 
agricultural buildings with soybean oil paint.
 “1935: An Iowa Congressman assured the association 
that soybean processing would continue to be exempt 
from the agricultural processing tax (later declared 
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court anyway), because 
soybeans were a ‘non-basic commodity.’
 “1936: A report to the Executive Committee 
recommended a permanent, centralized offi ce staff, in part 
because of the need for continuous government relations 
activity. ‘Our Washington problems are more likely to 
increase than to decrease, and it is confi dently believed that 
an effective organization for handling these problems can 
and should be built up without delay.’
 “1936: The National Soybean Processors Association is 
offi cially adopted as the association’s name-changed from 
the National Soybean Oil Manufacturers Association. The 
new Executive Secretary–Edward Dies–insisted on the name 
change as a condition of his hiring.
 “1936: USDA approved establishing a U.S. Regional 
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory at the University of 
Illinois.
 “1937: Total sales of NSPA member fi rms was $32.4 
million.
 “1937: NSPA asked the U.S. Tariff Commission to slap 
50% duties on the importation of foreign soybean oil and 
meal.
 “1937: NSPA established a Soybean Nutritional 
Research Council, principally to disseminate proper 
information about the uses of soybean meal.
 “1938: NSPA examined the ‘uneconomic and perilous 
practice of making long time commitments on soybean oil 
meal at a fl at price, thus incurring severe carrying charge 
losses.’
 “1938: NSPA established a Crop Development 
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Committee, to bring about larger crops, ‘especially in Iowa.’
 “1939: NSPA fi rst exhibited at another association’s 
meeting, namely, the World Poultry Congress, convened in 
Cleveland [Ohio].
 “1939: From the President’s Report: ‘No other 
agricultural, processing or merchandising group enjoys 
greater friendship with the growers than exists between our 
Association and the American Soybean Association, and I 
regard the continuance of this mutual assistance policy one 
of our major responsibilities.’
 “1940: NSPA began distribution of growers’ literature 
through the vocational agricultural education program.
 “1941: NSPA defeated an attempt by the Bureau of 
Marine Inspection and Navigation to classify soybean meal 
and cake as a hazardous article.
 “1941: NSPA effectively countered ‘ugly rumors’ that 
feeding soybean meal caused yellow fat and dark colored 
meat in beef cattle.
 “1941: NSPA was fi rst investigated by the Federal 
Trade Commission, on the basis of complaints that members 
conspired to sell soybean oil at a fi xed price. Result: the 
allegations were found baseless.
 “1942: NSPA established an Edible Soybean Committee, 
and the government asked for a bid on 25,000 pounds of 
‘edible soybeans’ for use in the tropics.
 “1942: From the President’s Report: ‘A few years ago 
some authorities looked upon a hundred million crop as the 
saturation point. This past year such a crop was handled 
with comparative ease. We now face a crop twice as large. It 
constitutes a challenge to the ingenuity and operating talent 
of our industry.’
 “1943: The annual meeting was held in September for 
the fi rst time (it had always been in October), and a by-
law was approved permitting September meetings, since 
‘members had found it diffi cult to attend a meeting right after 
the crop starts moving.’
 “1943: NSPA went on record for the fi rst time deploring 
the ‘wholly inadequate’ commitment of research money 
by USDA to soybeans, and requesting an increase in the 
appropriation from $33,000 to $100,000. (USDA responded 
with an increase to $68,000.)
 “1943: NSPA’s Soybean Nutritional Research Council 
had to warn agronomists to stop breeding soybeans designed 
to produce oils with higher iodine value (thereby to enhance 
the paint-manufacturing characteristics), but rather to start 
breeding varieties that would enhance the oil’s edible value.
 “1945: NSPA formed a Special Committee on 
Margarine, to develop ways to include ‘the greater use of 
soybean meal in the manufacture of margarine.’
 “1945: NSPA’s President also served as chairman of the 
board of the new Soybean Flour Association, which got the 
Food and Drug Administration to allow the inclusion of 3% 
soy fl our in white bread.
 “1945: Two shortages plagued the industry: fuel oil and 

freight cars. Plus ca change, plus c’est la meme chose.
 “1945: From a memorandum to the NSPA Board: ‘It 
has become increasingly clear that most businesses today 
are living in a fool’s paradise by thinking that they are to 
be freed of government control and supervision. The real 
trend is in the other direction. The industries that exercise 
continuous vigilance in Washington... will improve their 
position over those industries which take an indolent or 
negative attitude.’
 “1945: NSPA establishes a Washington offi ce by 
retaining a permanent representative in the capital city.
 “1945: NSPA retains legal counsel for the fi rst time.
 “1946: The effectiveness of NSPA trading rules were 
‘severely tested,’ because: ‘With the return of free trading 
and the violent fl uctuations experienced during this past year, 
the trading rules again assumed considerable signifi cance.’
 “1947: The fi rst U.S. government purchases of soybean 
oil and soybean meal for overseas relief went to Greece, 
Austria and Italy.
 “1948: The National Soybean Crop Improvement 
Council (NSCIC) is established by NSPA, and Ward Calland 
is named its Managing Director.
 “1951: From the annual report of NSPA’s Washington 
representative: ‘Although it is a theorem of political science 
that government regulation deadens the urge of private 
initiative, I question whether I have ever seen such a display 
of the exercise of private initiative as was everywhere 
evident while we were all calculating our price ceilings 
under the General Ceiling Price Regulation. If all the man 
hours and creative energy which has been devoted to the 
calculation of price ceilings under GCPR, CPR 6, CPR 7, 
CPR 22 and the many other OPS orders, had been devoted to 
production, we no doubt would be able to feed and arm the 
world in a lavish style.’
 “1953: From the President’s Report: ‘This year will 
witness the fi rst sizeable carryover of soybeans from the old 
crop into the new crop. Always in the past, as the old year 
ended, we have been plagued by a shortage of soybeans and 
a consequent skyrocketing in soybean and soybean product 
prices. These year-end gyrations were not profi table for 
either soybean growers or soybean processors... I sincerely 
hope that we may have in the future a regular carryover 
of soybeans so that a more orderly marketing of the raw 
materials and our end products may be established.’
 “1954: NSPA begins publishing the ‘Washington Soy 
Letter,’ a forerunner of the NSPA Weekly Review. The 
Soy Letter, however, was distributed to all members of 
Congress from soybean-producing states, all members of 
the American Feed Manufacturers Association, meal and oil 
brokers, soybean scientists, country elevators and members 
of the Chicago Board of Trade–as well as NSPA members.” 
Continued. Address: Washington, DC.

2529. National Soybean Processors Assoc. 1979. Selected 
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events, quotes, and highlights in the history of NSPA 
(Continued–Document part II). Washington, DC. 7 p. Aug. 
24. 28 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: Continued: “1956: NSPA began shortening its 
business sessions conducted during the annual meeting, and 
also introduced a session of outside speakers. Basically, the 
members wanted to ‘speed up the proceedings.’
 “1956: NSPA witnessed the introduction of large-
scale fi nancing of oil and fat exports under P.L. 480, and 
played the prime role in organizing the Soybean Council of 
America, intended to pursue market development.
 “1957: From the annual report of the Washington 
representative: ‘Fortunately, our basic (NSPA) thesis that 
soybean production warrants continued expansion–that a vast 
unfi lled domestic market exists for protein feeds–that the 
only problem is an export market for surplus oil–seems to 
have almost unanimous acceptance by government and by a 
large part of the trade.’
 “1957: From an address to the NSPA Annual Meeting 
by Dr. Earl Butz: ‘The phenomenal growth of the soybean 
industry was made possible by the ability of growing markets 
to absorb soybean products (oil and meal) at competitive 
prices. Your industry has always insisted that soybeans and 
soybean products be priced to sell in both domestic and 
world markets.’
 “1958: From the report of the Chairman of the Board: 
‘1957-58 has been an interesting year–a year in which many 
new records are being established: A record production 
of 479 million bushels... 8,137,000 tons of soybean meal 
produced... 7,990,000 tons of soybean meal consumed 
domestically... 3,710,000,000 lbs. of soybean oil produced, 
of which 2,940,000, were consumed domestically.’
 “1960: NSPA fi rst approved direct fi nancial 
contributions for soybean research projects, fi rst made 
recommendations to the government about the GATT 
negotiations, and fi rst prevailed upon USDA to convene 
meetings on the ‘restrictions abroad upon imports of soybean 
products.’
 “1961: NSPA inaugurated its weekly statistical reporting 
service, started trading oil on a neutral oil basis rather than 
a refi ning loss basis, displayed ‘a growing interest in the 
activities of the International Association of Seed Crushers,’ 
and hired Bob Judd to head NSCIC [National Soybean Crop 
Improvement Council].

“1962: 
F r o m the 

Chairman’s annual report: ‘The poultry industry is growing 
rapidly in Western Europe and with the growth of this 
industry will come the increased demand for quality soybean 
meal. If we, as an industry, want to capture this market, we 
must make better quality meal than ever before and maintain 
that quality.’
 “1962: A Message to NSPA: ‘I am pleased to send 
greetings and good wishes on the occasion of the 33rd 
Annual Meeting of the National Soybean Processors 
Association... The effi ciency and foresight of America’s 
soybean producers and of your processing industry has had 
much to do with the rapid expansion of soybeans in this 
country... Soybean oil has made a signifi cant contribution 
to meeting the crucial requirements of hungry people in 
underdeveloped and developing countries. Your production 
of soybean meal is basic to our livestock feeding industry 
which supplies an abundance of meat, poultry and dairy 
products to our consumers.’ Signed, John F. Kennedy, 
President, August 20, 1962.
 “1963: From the President’s Report: ‘Your Soybean 
Price Support Committee, composed of Messrs. McVay, 
Chairman, L.W. Andreas, B.A. Townsend, J.R. Moore, 
Donald B. Walker, and Martin Hilby, with George L. 
Pritchard and R.G. Houghtlin as ex offi cio members, worked 
diligently with the Department of Agriculture during its 
deliberations on the 1964 price support level. I am confi dent 
that the factual presentation which the Committee made to 
the ‘Decision Makers’ was a vital element in the ultimate 
decision to make no change in the support level.’
 “1966: From the Washington representative’s report: 
‘Much work has been done with U.S. offi cials concerned 
with the GATT negotiations. NSPA thanks are due to 
Messrs. Andreas, Bruce, Carle, Golden, Hogan, Langsdorf, 
Larrick for their time and travel to meet with Ambassador 
Blumenthal and Jim Birkhead... It still appears that the 
U.S. should maintain the duty-free entry of soymeal into 
the Common Market and may possibly obtain some small 
reduction in the 10% crude oil duty.’
 “1967: From the Chairman’s annual report: ‘We are 
being drowned by exports of sunfl ower oil from Russia.’
 “1967: NSPA invited freshman Senator George 
McGovern to speak to its annual meeting. He said: ‘Noting 
the rapid expansion of your industry and the new plants 
going up all around, I’ve been hoping that one of you will be 
putting in a large soybean mill in South Dakota.’
 “1968: Robert G. Houghtlin retired as NSPA’s President, 
and enumerated the association’s accomplishments during 
his 23 years as being, principally: establishment of the 
National Soybean Crop Improvement Council, establishment 
of a Washington offi ce, establishment of the Soybean 
Council of America, and ingredient research programs under 
the Soybean Research Council.
 Note: In Sept. 1968 NSPA moved its headquarters to 
Washington, DC, from Chicago, Illinois. Smith, Bucklin 
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began to manage the association.
 “1970: From remarks by Maharajkumar Virendrasingh, 
NSPA’s representative for India, at the annual meeting: ‘I 
have been a representative of NSPA since July 1969. After 
our persistent knocking, the door in India has opened to the 
possibility of marketing soybean oil as an edible liquid... 
In November, a NSPA team consisting of Jim Moore, Jim 
Hogan, Kermit Head, and Sheldon Hauck came to India... 
Their visit created a good impression.’
 “1971: NSPA held its fi rst meeting out of the United 
States, in Montreal [Quebec, Canada]. NSPA also held its 
fi rst Soybean Effi ciency Contest, to get growers to compete 
for higher yields. As always, it amended the trading rules.
 “1972: NSPA fi rst disseminated radio releases and 
newspaper mat releases, emphasizing to growers the 
desirability of increasing production. The association also 
adopted its current modern logo and graphic look.
 “1973: For the fi rst time, NSPA systematically 
congratulated and welcomed new members of Congress just 
elected, and in the spring, published a brochure explaining 
the need for more soybean research–it was entitled, 
‘Increased Soybean Yields: An Important Key to Food Costs 
and Farm Income.’
 “1973: From the President’s speech to the ASA 
Convention: ‘I have to admit that there have been a few days 
lately when I almost wished for the old days of tranquility–
when we weren’t being pointed out as the whipping boys 
for the high costs of eggs, poultry and meat, and when the 
government was helping us fi nd new markets overseas 
rather than limiting our sales, and no one ever dreamed that 
we would have to contend with price controls in a time of 
peace.’ Note: On 27 June 1973 a soybean export embargo 
imposed by U.S. Secretary of Commerce. Soybean prices 
skyrocketed to their highest levels ever.
 “1974: NSPA began sponsoring speakers before the 
annual meeting of the American Agricultural Editors 
Association, tackled fuel allocation regulations, sponsored 
a congressional reception in Washington, attended the FAO 
meeting in Rome, exchanged views with the Federal Trade 
Commission, and, like the British raj three decades before, 
withdrew from India.
 “1975: Meeting in Kansas City [Missouri], NSPA 
heard CFTC Commissioner Gary Seevers, USDA Assistant 
Secretary Richard Bell, IASC President Jan Randag, and 
ASA Vice-President Seymour Johnson: This was also the 
year that NSPA began jousting with the Environmental 
Protection Agency, and asked Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger what the U.S. would do about Brazilian export 
subsidies.
 “1976: The Year of Palm Oil and Skim Milk Powder–
two international trade conditions that were the subject of 
NSPA complaints to the U.S. Government. Also the year of 
the second International Soybean Fair, in Washington, co-
sponsored by NSPA.

 “1977: New Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland said 
on June 2 that palm oil was ‘no longer a problem,’ since 
the oilseed market was strong and since ‘soybean industry 
leaders’ had told him it was just good healthy competition. At 
its annual meeting, NSPA heard Congressman Paul Findley 
denounce the new agriculture bill, just passed by Congress, 
and heard the president of the Brazilian production fi nancing 
commission characterize as ‘irreversible this tendency 
toward liberalization’ of Brazilian trade practices.
 “1978: NSPA inveighed against the coal strike [1977-
78 in the USA; 110 day national bituminous coal strike], 
testifi ed on the loan rate, opposed a soybean set-aside, 
requested special railcar orders from the ICC [Interstate 
Commerce Commission], helped to avert an Austrian oilseed 
imports tax, and began a major new program led by its new 
NSPA Meal Export Development Committee.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

2530. Smith, Keith J. 1979. American Soybean Association 
(1920-1979). In: R.W. Judd, ed. 1979. 50 Years with 
Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National Soybean Crop Improvement 
Council. 86 p. See p. 75-80.
• Summary: “The American Soybean Association (ASA) 
was founded in 1920 at a meeting of some 600 soybean 
enthusiasts at Taylor Fouts Farms at Camden, Indiana. For 
many years the Association existed mainly through the 
untiring efforts of the late W.J. Morse of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. He was recognized by some as 
the ‘daddy’ of soybean production in America.
 “During the early years, offi cers of the Association 
were agronomists from various universities in the Corn Belt. 
Many of these early names include such distinguished people 
as W.L. Burlison and J.C. Hackleman of Illinois, Keller 
Beeson of Purdue, J.B. Park of Ohio State, H.D. Hughes 
and E.S. Dyas of Iowa, G.M. Briggs of Wisconsin and many 
more. The presidency was usually extended to the ranking 
soybean professor in the state where the next annual meeting 
was to be held. A review of the papers presented at many of 
these early meetings provides some insight into what were 
then the production problems of the soybean grower.
 “The problems concerning the Association during 
these years were mainly adaptation of existing varieties and 
machinery needed to grow and harvest the crop. Most of the 
harvested crop in the early days was for seed, which was 
used to establish emergency hay crops, or for silage.
 “In the 1940 annual meeting of the Association held 
at Dearborn, Michigan, two suggestions were approved by 
the board of directors: the Association employ an executive 
secretary, and a soybean periodical be published as an 
offi cial organ of the Association. Shortly thereafter, George 
M. Strayer, a seedsman from Hudson, Iowa, was hired as the 
executive secretary, and the Soybean Digest became part of 
the American Soybean Association.
 “Since 1940, ASA goals and objectives have been to 
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work continuously for those things that are best not only for 
the soybean grower, but for the soybean user and the nation 
as well. The relationship of the growers association to the 
soybean processors has always been one of mutual interest 
and concern over vital problems of each group.
 “Since its founding, ASA has held an annual convention 
or conference. The sole exception was in 1945, during 
World War II, when travel restrictions made a convention 
impractical. These conferences, over the years, have served 
as a meeting place not just for the growers but for the entire 
soybean industry.
 “The problems dealt with have gradually shifted from 
those connected with production to selling and marketing 
the crop, and to relations with government. Often the 
Association has held fi eld days in conjunction with its 
conferences, especially when meetings were held at or close 
to state experiment stations.
 “Every year one or more papers were presented on the 
use of soybean products. Could soy oil be used in paint? 
Would soy oil work in food products? How did soybean oil 
meal compare with other proteins as a feed for hogs, cattle, 
sheep and chickens? (In 1940 the big question was whether 
the anticipated crop of 110 million bushels of soybeans could 
be marketed successfully.)
 “One of the early activities of the Association was 
to encourage soybean yield contests through which 
comparisons of growing practices and varieties were 
possible.
 “One of the most effective Association activities has 
been government relations. The offi cers have been alert 
to every congressional move that would reduce growers’ 
freedom to produce and market soybeans and thereby 
adversely affect the market and price for soybeans / soybean 
products.
 “In 1940, the Association adopted a resolution pledging 
‘support and active cooperation in seeking the repeal of 
all federal and state laws imposing unnecessary and unfair 
restrictions upon the sale of oleomargarine made of domestic 
fats and oils.’ Federal and state restrictive legislation has 
been repealed and margarine is now as common as the 
‘other’ spread.
 “In the fall of 1949, it was announced there would be 
acreage controls on 1950-crop soybeans. A delegation of 
ASA directors conferred with the USDA offi cials and with 
Secretary of Agriculture Brannan, and convinced them that 
no acreage controls were needed in 1950 for soybeans. No 
controls were imposed. This allowed the soybean acreage 
to be responsible to supply/demand factors and free of 
government controls. Many people are convinced that this 
decision has been one of the primary factors responsible for 
the rapid growth in U.S. soybean production.
 “Other accomplishments in 1950 included a request to 
USDA Secretary Brannan for announcement of a support 
price on 1950-crop soybeans before harvest; promotion of 

soybean exports; opposition to a freight rate increase by 
Southern railroads on soybeans shipped to New Orleans 
for export; work for repeal of federal margarine laws, and 
changes in the federal bread standards favorable to increased 
usage of soy products in baked goods.
 “Hearings were held in 1950 to consider proposals by 
the ASA and the National Soybean Processors Association 
(NSPA) to amend the U.S. soybean grading standards. Their 
suggestions have since been adopted.
 “At the 1952 convention, a resolution was passed calling 
for adequate appropriations for soybean research in USDA 
in line with the expanding importance of the crop. The 
resolution called for earmarking of federal funds to insure 
that funds so voted would be used for basic research. Since 
the early 1950s, ASA and NSPA have been great supporters 
of increased agricultural research appropriations. One of the 
most successful years was 1977, when funding of soybean 
research by USDA was increased by $2.78 million.
 “In 1953, another service was added for Association 
members when publication began of a newsletter to bring the 
latest available information on soybean crops and markets. 
Today 20,000 ASA members receive the weekly Soybean 
Update, a market newsletter.
 “In 1954, ASA Secretary-Treasurer George M. Strayer 
was a member of a trade mission sent to Europe by the 
United States Department of Agriculture to investigate 
possibilities of increasing trade in agricultural products. 
In March 1954, USDA announced it would cooperate 
with ASA in developing and promoting markets for U.S. 
soybeans abroad. This was the beginning of a vast, market 
development program entered into fi rst by ASA and joined 
later the Soybean Council of America, Inc.
 “In 1956, ASA started a market development project 
in Japan in cooperation with the Foreign Agricultural 
Service, USDA. This program is still in effect and is largely 
responsible for the increased Japanese importation of 
American soybeans from 250,000 tons per year to over 4.2 
million metric tons per year.
 “The market development activities were designed to 
promote the increased consumption of soybeans in Japan 
and thus increase their importation needs. ASA market 
development activities are designed to service the foreign 
buyer as well as the American shipper of soybeans. They 
have one aim in mind–to increase tonnage of soybeans 
exported to Japan. It is interesting to note that Japan 
imported 141 million bushels of soybeans from the United 
States in 1978. This makes them by far our largest foreign 
buyer.
 “After several years of organizational contact work 
by members and offi cials of ASA, a joint committee was 
appointed from ASA and NSPA, in August 1955, to work 
on proposed articles of incorporation and bylaws for a joint 
industrywide organization of the soybean industry. On June 
5, 1956, the Soybean Council of America, Inc. was born... 
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[It] was a nationwide nonprofi t commodity group for the 
soybean industry. Its basic purpose was to further expand 
the markets for soybeans and soybean products and keep 
soybeans out of a surplus position through the efforts of the 
producers, handlers, processors and others.
 “The Board of Directors of the Soybean Council 
consisted of producer, processor and grain handler 
representatives.
 “With funding from the FAS/USDA and NSPA, the 
Soybean Council of America grew rapidly. Offi ces were 
opened in numerous countries to promote the use of 
soybean meal and soy oil. Their infl uence on U.S. soybean 
production was tremendous. They were so successful that 
many foreign countries began to encourage construction of 
soybean processing plants to reduce dependence on imports 
of soybean products and concentrate on their soybean 
imports. With increased emphasis of soybean imports, came 
a decision to phase out the Soybean Council of America 
offi ces and establish ASA offi ces in key locations.
 “The establishment of ASA offi ces was aided by the 
passage of self-help grower investment checkoff programs 
in several states [starting with the organization of the 
Minnesota Soybean Association on 6 Dec. 1962]. The ASA 
Market Development program has grown; in FY80 ASA will 
have:
 “–10 foreign offi ces (in Tokyo, Taipei, Brussels, 
Hamburg, Mexico City, Vienna, Madrid, Paris, Seoul and 
Singapore.)
 “–over 150 individual market development activities in 
76 countries.
 “–a budget of $12.2 million ($4.8 million grower 
funds, $2.8 million FAS/USDA and $4.6 million third party 
cooperators).
 “The aggressive market development program has 
been one of the main factors responsible for the tremendous 
growth in the soybean export market.
 “The American Soybean Association Research 
Foundation (ASARF) was formally incorporated in 
November 1965. Early Foundation objectives were in 
part to ‘secure all available funds by any legal means in 
order to conduct and fi nance scientifi c research for the 
benefi t of the soybean industry including production, 
processing, marketing and utilization throughout the world’” 
(Continued). Address: Director of Research, American 
Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

2531. Smith, Keith J. 1979. American Soybean Association 
(1920-1979) (Continued–Document part II). In: R.W. Judd, 
ed. 1979. 50 Years with Soybeans. Urbana, IL: National 
Soybean Crop Improvement Council. 86 p. See p. 75-80.
• Summary: (Continued):
 “During the fi rst fi ve years, agribusiness contributions 
totaled $31,600. Eight grants were provided to initiate 
research on basic soybean production problems.

 “In August, 1971, at the annual convention in Hot 
Springs, Arkansas, the ASA board recommended an all-out 
effort be made to revitalize the Foundation to serve as a 
funding agency clearing house for soybean research.
 “To assure some equity in funding, the ASA board of 
directors in 1972 approved a resolution urging each state 
with a grower investment program to support the ASARF 
at the level of one-half cent per acre of soybeans harvested. 
This guideline was later increased to one cent per acre in 
1978. Several states are now funding the Foundation at this 
level.
 “Since 1972 there has been rapid growth and expansion 
of Foundation activities. In FY80, we anticipate support from 
all 20 states with grower investment programs and several 
agribusiness fi rms. The Foundation’s investment in soybean 
research will total approximately one-half million dollars.
 “In 1978, a domestic soy oil market development 
program was established. The objective of this program is 
to increase the awareness and improve the image of soy 
oil among the food industry and consumers. This program 
is responsible for the publication and promotion of the 
competitive aspects of soy oil.
 “In [Oct.] 1978, ASA moved its world headquarters 
from Hudson, Iowa to St. Louis, Missouri. The new location 
provides better transportation, making the organization’s 
physical facilities more accessible to members as well as 
domestic and foreign visitors.
 “ASA played a very active role during the recently 
concluded Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN). Its 
offi cers and staff met with key persons in government and 
industry to preserve soybean and soybean product trade 
benefi ts. Zero bindings on soybeans and soybean meal 
were maintained in the European Community and zero 
bindings on soybeans were obtained from Japan. ASA also 
actively supported and helped develop legislation designed 
to expand U.S. agricultural exports. The Agricultural Trade 
Expansion Act of 1978 as approved will create new trade 
offi ces, upgrade the status of many agricultural attaches and 
provide for CCC credit for the People’s Republic of China. 
ASA has successfully fought efforts to set higher soybean 
loan levels, establish target prices, restrict soybean acreage, 
set up government monitoring boards, allow soybeans on 
setaside acres and many other issues that restrict free trade 
for soybeans.
 “ASA’s information program is designed to help 
soybean farmers increase their profi t potential. ASA 
members receive the Soybean Update market newsletter 50 
times a year. Soybean Digest, the only soybean production 
/ marketing magazine,” is published nine time a year with a 
circulation of 110,000. “And, Soya Digest Bluebook serves 
as an annual international directory of the soybean industry.”
 “Current organization: The American Soybean 
Association serves as the umbrella organization for all 
soybean grower programs of market development, research, 
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government relations and information.
 “The 42 growers elected to the ASA board of directors 
set policies for the entire organization. Some 168 voting 
delegates meet annually to adopt resolutions that guide the 
Association. The ASA staff implements the policies and 
programs approved by the board of directors and the voting 
delegates.
 “The ASA Market Development Foundation [ASAMDF] 
serves as the funding agency for market development and 
education programs. ASA market development and education 
programs are reviewed by 28 soybean growers who are 
elected from each of the 20 states that currently have grower 
investment checkoff programs. The Foundation contracts 
with ASA to carry out these activities.
 “The ASA Research Foundation [ASARF] serves as 
the funding agency for research programs. Staff support 
is provided by ASA under a contract with the Research 
Foundation. Nine soybean growers, appointed from the 
ASA board of directors, serve as directors of the Research 
Foundation.
 “More than 700 soybean growers are involved 
in providing leadership to the various state soybean 
associations, state promotion boards, the ASA board, the 
ASARF board and the ASAMDF board.
 “The Future: Through its market development, research, 
government relations and information activities, ASA is 
providing programs which have made soybeans the number 
one U.S. cash crop and number one U.S. export. These 
program efforts continue to have the single goal of building 
and maintaining profi tability in soybean production. The 
future looks extremely bright. Soybeans are truly the ‘gold 
that grows.’” Address: Director of Research, American 
Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

2532. Soybean Digest. 1979. Korean demand spurs soybean 
imports: Escalating economy opens new market for protein, 
oil. July/Aug. p. SID-1-2.
• Summary: “Korea’s thriving economy presents the fastest 
growing new market for American soybeans. Between 1966 
and 1970 annual Korean imports of soybeans and soybean 
products totalled 40,000 metric tons (MT). In the next 
5 years imports increased to 58,000 MT. Then, in 1976, 
purchases leaped to 300,000 MT. Market growth is expected 
to continue, climbing to over a million MT in the 1980’s.
 “With affl uency has come a sharp consumer demand for 
animal protein and edible oil.”

2533. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1979. G’nut 
[Groundnut], oil prices recede further. Sept. 19. p. 10.
• Summary: Bombay–”Among imported oils,... soyabean 
refi ned was also placed lower at Rs. 86 against 87.50.”
 After “Groundnut” under “Oil” we read: “Ex-mill 
113,... Soyabean 865” [sic, 86?]. Note: The meaning of the 
“Soyabean” portion is unclear, unless it is a typographical 

error. Address: Reuter.

2534. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1979. Central 
Soya R&D unit fully operational. 56(9):601A. Sept.
• Summary: In mid-July Central Soya Co. unveiled its new 
$9 million corporate research and development complex on 
the outskirts of Fort Wayne, Indiana, with an open house for 
representatives of the trade press. The four-building complex 
replaces the company’s former R&D center in Chicago, 
Illinois. The 20,000 square foot main pilot plant houses 
small-scale processing units for edible oils, soy proteins, and 
lecithin.
 Dr. Joseph Endres is the company’s director of research 
and L.D. William’s is vice president for research. Bernard F. 
Szuhaj, research director for oils and fats, said his lecithin 
research team is seeking new basic information and uses 
for lecithin. Dr. Philip T. Tybor is director of soy protein 
research.

2535. Soybean Digest. 1979. U.S. soybeans face tough 
competition: result could be soybean surplus next year. Sept. 
p. SID-1, 2.
• Summary: “American soybean growers haven’t really 
seen competition for their product–but they soon will, says 
Siegfried Mielke, editor of Oil World. The result: a soybean 
surplus.
 “Despite increased soybean production in South 
America, palm oil production in Southeast Asia and 
increased demand for oils from other products, American 
producers have supplied the bulk of world demand for 
oilseed and non-oilseed raw materials, Mielke told American 
Soybean Association conventioneers in Atlanta last month.
 “’During the past 3 decades of outstanding growth, it has 
seemed you have been almost without competition,’ he says. 
‘You covered the bulk of increase in world needs of oilseeds 
and non-oilseed raw materials. The world largely depends on 
you. Except for 3 years from 1969 to 1971, you have had no 
surplus.
 “’But there are indications the competition will break 
through the veils and enter the open battlefi eld next season 
and in the early eighties,’ he projects.
 “’As a result, I expect soybean surpluses to develop 
in the U.S. next season and possibly in the early eighties,’ 
Mielke adds.
 “Surpluses also may be due in part to a slowing down 
of rates of increase in world competition of fats and oils 
and meal–because more money will be needed to pay for 
increased energy costs.
 “U.S. competitors have not been asleep during the past 3 
decades, cautions Mielke.
 “A sharp expansion of acreage was started by Philippine, 
Malaysian and Indonesian coconut- and oil-palm growers 
in the mid-sixties, by South American soybean farmers in 
the early seventies and by Canadian rapeseed growers and 
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Argentine, U.S. and other sunfl ower growers, Mielke notes.
 “Expansions have been based on solid factors, he adds.
 “Research has improved yield and quality of competing 
crops. Hybrid palm oil and coconut palm varieties have 
increased yields. New sunfl ower varieties have oil content of 
45% to 50%, compared to previous 25% to 30%.
 “Certain acids in rapeseed have been eliminated. 
New grain varieties are adapted to tropical and subtropical 
climates.
 “Another factor, Mielke says, is economic or other 
trouble with third crops such as rubber in Malaysia and 
Indonesia, coffee in Brazil and grains in North and South 
America. These countries are now producing sunfl owers, 
rapeseed and soybeans.
 “Mielke says consumer preferences also are changing. 
More consumers want oil containing more polyunsaturated 
fatty acids. This has favored sunfl ower oil over soy oil. A 
growing preference for animal protein over vegetable protein 
has meant increased consumption of meat and less grain 
products.
 “The resulting increase in livestock feed demand has 
helped soybean producers, and their oilseed competitors as 
well.
 “Low production costs for palm oil and kernels and 
coconut has brought higher profi ts and incentives for 
those growers, says Mielke. Government fi nancial aid and 
favorable foreign exchange rates have helped growth of palm 
and other competing oil seeds in several countries.
 “’So far effects of the competition have been 
counteracted by the long periods involved in bringing 
coconut and palm plantations to full production,’ explains 
Mielke. ‘Then there have been the droughts in Brazil, 
Malaysia and the Philippines.’
 “And a jump in the rate of increase in world 
consumption of oils and fats has helped U.S. producers and 
competitors fi nd markets for all products.
 “There is some good news for U.S. producers in his 
projections. Mielke forecasts competition by palm oil will 
lessen in the second half of the eighties.”

2536. Young, Stanley. 1979. The future of our trade with 
China. Soybean News (NSCIC) 31(1):3-4. Oct.
• Summary: China’s grand new plan, the four 
modernizations (agriculture, industry, defense, and science 
and technology), was fi rst espoused by Zhou Enlai in early 
1975. By the time Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping took the 
economic reins in July 1977 labor productivity had steadily 
declined for over 10 years and per capita grain consumption 
had fallen (291 kg/capita in 1978 compared with 298 kg/
capita in 1957). The grand plan unveiled by Chairman Hua 
Guofeng in May 1977 sought to achieve ambitious objectives 
by 1985 that relied heavily on foreign technology and 
reduced grain imports. Economic priorities given by Hua 
were agriculture, light industry, and heavy industry, in that 

order.
 The future of Sino-US trade:... “Assuming that 
America’s share of the China market remains unchanged, 
total US-China trade will increase by 17 percent per annum 
and reach $3.5 billion by 1985. But the US share in China’s 
exports and imports will undoubtedly increase in the years 
following the normalization of relations, and total Sino-
American trade is more likely to approach $8 billion by 
1985.
 “This will occur if the US export share in China’s trade 
doubles by 1985–a level that is still far short of parity with 
Japan’s share in the China market–then US exports to China 
would be around $5 billion by 1985.
 “For American companies this means a bigger China 
market. But, we should have no illusions that the Peking 
Duck has laid a golden egg for us all.
 “There are no magic formulas, no short cuts and those 
of you who are already veterans of doing business with 
Socialist countries know it is hard work. Still, China does 
represent almost 25% of the world’s population and they 
are going to develop their world markets. We want our 
share but the importance of the Sino-US Trade agreement 
for the future of our trade with the People’s Republic of 
China cannot be overemphasized. Both American exporters 
and importers will benefi t signifi cantly from passage of the 
agreement, which was signed by the two governments on 
July 7, 1979.
 “We in the National Council believe this legislation will 
be passed–then, and only then, will American companies 
be truly competitive in the China market.” Address: Vice 
President, National Council for U.S.-China Trade.

2537. Feedstuffs. 1979. Cargill research shows weaning 
weight affects later performance. 51(46):13. Nov. 12.
• Summary: Pigs with higher average weaning weights grew 
faster than those with lower weights at weaning, according to 
studies at the Cargill research farm.
 Note: Cargill has used its export bonanza to expand its 
poultry operations (Cargill already ranks 4th in the U.S.), 
and to enlarge its animal feed operations (Cargill is already 
America’s second largest producer).

2538. Williamson, Doug. 1979. Maple Leaf Monarch Co. 
oilseed plant will have little impact, study claims. Windsor 
Star (Essex County, Ontario, Canada). Nov. 20. p. 20.
• Summary: A new government report, commissioned by 
the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board and 
prepared by the economics branch of the Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food (OMAF), says that Ontario’s newest 
oilseed processing plant in Windsor (near central Michigan) 
will not have any dramatic impact on the provincial soybean 
industry. Though the oilseed crushing capacity of Ontario 
province is now 50% greater, there will be only minor price 
changes for area farmers because of the plant’s location and 
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therefore little incentive for them to increase production. 
The most signifi cant effect of the plant will be that western 
Canadian rapeseed and Ontario soybean meal will replace 
U.S. soybean meal in the southwestern Ontario market. Yet 
the 1979 crop is expected to total 25 million bushels, up 
32% from the 19 million bushels last year. Ontario processor 
requirements are between 35 and 40 million bushels; the 
difference is made up by soybean imports from Michigan 
and Ohio. During the warm months, crushers buy soybeans 
by the boatload. But in winter, when Seaway navigation is 
closed, they must rely on stored soybeans since trucking 
from elevators is expensive. Address: Star agricultural 
reporter.

2539. McNitt, Harold A. 1979. Soybeans fi ll growing French 
feed requirements. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Nov. p. 9.
• Summary: France has an offi cial goal of 35% self-
suffi ciency in protein feeds in 1982. France’s imports of 
soybeans in terms of soybean meal equivalent (SME–meal 
plus the meal content of beans) nearly quadrupled between 
1968 and 1978–from 780,000 tons to 2.9 million tons. 
Soybean meal is favored by feed compounders because of its 
nutritional value, ready availability, and relatively low cost 
(soybeans and meal enter the European Community duty-
free). The U.S. share of meal in 1978 was 372,000 tons, or 
16% of the market. French efforts to develop an indigenous 
soybean industry thus far have not been very successful 
because French agronomic conditions do not meet soybean 
requirements. When French commercial soybean production 
started–with Government encouragement–in 1974, a 
200,000-ton target was set for 1980. This goal proved to be 
unrealistic. Output in 1978 was only 4,500 tons. Production 
has been hampered by poor yields and prices relatively less 
favorable than those for corn and other grains. Address: 
USDA, Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service.

2540. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1979. Groundnut oil 
turns steadier. Dec. 8. p. 6.
• Summary: Bombay–”Among imported oils,... soyabean 
refi ned eased by a rupee to Rs. 85 on increased supplies”
 After “Groundnut” under “Oil” we read: “Ex-mill 96,... 
Soyabean 85.” Note: The “Soyabean” portion appears to be 
comparing the price imported soyabean oil with groundnut 
oil from the mill in India; if so, the soyabean oil is 11.5% 
less expensive. Address: Reuter.

2541. American Soybean Assoc. and Ciba-Geigy Corp. 1979. 
World soybean report: National Convention of the American 
Soybean Assoc. St. Louis, Missouri: ASA. 9 p.
• Summary: “World Soybean Report was a 60-minute 
television simulcast linking four continents for the fi rst time 
via the Atlantic, Pacifi c and domestic satellites for a live 
broadcast. Represented on the program were soybean experts 

from the U.S., Japan, Brazil, and Western Europe.
 “The program, sponsored by Ciba-Geigy Corporation’s 
Agricultural Division, was broadcast exclusively Mon., 
Aug. 13, 1979, at the national convention of the American 
Soybean Association in Atlanta, Georgia, to give members 
up-to-the- minute status reports and projections of soybean 
production and consumption in the major exporting and 
importing areas of the world.
 “Participating in the program were Dr. Hiroshi 
Nakamura, director of the Hohnen Oil Company, Japan; 
Paulo Roberto Vianna, executive director of Brazil’s 
Commission for Financing Production; Johannes M. Randag, 
president of the International Association of Seed Crushers, 
the Netherlands; and Merlyn Groot, president of the 
American Soybean Association.
 “Ciba-Geigy hopes this report proves helpful to soybean 
growers making marketing decisions in the months ahead.”
 Contents: “EEC to remain stable importer of soybeans,” 
by Johannes M. Randag. “U.S. soybean growers committed 
to expanding research, production and use,” by Merlyn 
Groot. “U.S. now meeting all requirements of Japanese 
soybean industry,” by Dr. Hiroshi Nakamura. “Brazilian 
soybean production to continue upward trend,” by Paulo 
Roberto Vianna (with 3 tables and 1 graph). Questions and 
answers.
 An illustration (line drawing) on the cover shows a 
satellite with signals connecting it to Earth.

2542. Lawn, R.J.; Byth, D.E. 1979. Soybean. In: Alec 
Lazenby and J.V. Lovett, eds. 1979. Australian Field Crops. 
Vol. II. Sydney: Angus and Robertson. 328 p. See p. 198-
231. [152 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Uses. Taxonomy, 
origin and distribution. Morphology. Crop growth and 
development: Seedling establishment, vegetative growth and 
development, reproductive growth and development, root 
growth, nodulation and nitrogen fi xation, Eco-physiological 
basis of adaptation: Photoperiod, temperature, soils, water 
requirements. Soybean improvement in Australia: Plant 
introduction, cultivars in Australia, soybean breeding, 
priorities for breeding in Australia. Agronomic principles 
and practice: Planting date, plant population and row width, 
planting, weed control, pests and diseases. Research needs.
 “The potential of the soybean in Australia has been 
recognized for several decades. A Commonwealth mission 
to the U.S.A. in 1946 recommended governmental action 
to assist oilseed crop development in Australia, with 
particular reference to soybeans. A number of short-term 
soybean investigations were initiated, particularly in 
southern Australia, and were largely unsuccessful. Gray 
(1955) recommended that introduction activity should 
center on regions of lower latitude than those of the 
existing major soybean areas of the world. The fi rst formal 
breeding program was started in 1958 by C.S.I.R.O. in 
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southeastern Queensland, although useful selection was 
practised previously by the Queensland Department of 
Primary Industries. Only limited soybean areas existed 
(500-2000 ha), until the late 1960s, mainly in the South 
Burnett region. Major expansion began in 1970-71 and 
has continued so that Australian production is approaching 
local demand and exports from Australia are conceivable in 
the near future. Most of the current commercial production 
occurs in Queensland, in the eastern Darling Downs and 
St. George, the Fassifern, Lockyer and Brisbane Valleys, 
and the South Burnett region. The major area of production 
in New South Wales is centered in the Gwydir and Namoi 
Valleys on the north-western plain, with smaller areas in 
the coastal Northern Rivers District, and in the Lachlan 
and Macquarie Valleys of the central west. Irrigated farms 
account for most of the area, particularly in New South 
Wales. Concentration on irrigated production in the 
major grain-producing areas of both States appears 
likely to continue, although expansion of dryland 
production is occurring in the coastal and sub-
coastal areas, and in northern Queensland.
 Table 9.1 shows (1) Australian imports of 
soybean cake and meal, non-defatted meal, whole 
soybeans, oil, epoxydized oil, other oil, and 
total imports yearly from 1967 to 1974; (2) total 
hectarage and production in Queensland, New 
South Wales, and total Australia for the same time 
period. About 70-80% of the country’s soybeans 
are produced in Queensland, and the rest in New 
South Wales.
 Most of the current soybean production in 
Australia is carried out under contract to the major 
processors, and is used primarily for oil and meal 
production.
 Soybean improvement in Australia has 
paralleled the pattern which occurred earlier in the 
U.S.: Introduction, selection among and within 
accessions, and hybridization. The majority of 
cultivars in Australia are direct introduction, unlike 
the U.S., where locally improved cultivars are 
used exclusively. The availability of improved 
cultivars from the southern areas of the U.S. was 
a major factor in the substantial expansion of 
soybean culture commencing in 1970-71. Regional 
experimentation has shown that a number of these 
cultivars are capable of high yields in sub-tropical 
Australia. Plant introduction has been active in 
Australia and over 1000 accessions have been 
obtained since the 1930s.
 The primary objective of soybean breeding 
in the U.S. has been and continues to be the 
development for each region of pure-line cultivars 
capable of producing high harvestable yields 
of seed with suitable quality characteristics (oil 

and protein percentage and composition). A great deal of 
attention has been given to lodging, shatter resistance and 
seed pigmentation because of their agronomic or marketing 
importance. There is increasing emphasis on disease and pest 
resistance.
 Expansion of soybean production in the immediate 
future will most likely occur primarily in irrigated areas. 
Present production areas are largely between 16ºS and 33ºS, 
and most of the anticipated expansion in the near future is 
expected to occur in this region. Address: CSIRO Div. of 
Tropical Crops and Pastures, Brisbane; Dep. of Agriculture, 
Univ. of Queensland.

2543. Morgan, Dan. 1979. Merchants of grain. New York, 
NY: The Viking Press. xiv + 387 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [112 
ref]
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• Summary:  A superb, original, carefully researched and 
well written book. The main soybean traders discussed 
in depth are the “Big Five”–Cargill (of Minneapolis), 
Continental Grain Co. (New York City), Louis Dreyfus 
Co. (Paris, France), Bunge Corp. (Argentina, Brazil, New 
York), and André (Lausanne, Switzerland). For the downfall 
of Cook Industries see p. 330-341. These are private 
companies, controlled by seven families: the Fribourgs at 
Continental; the Hirsches and Borns at Bunge; the Cargills 
and MacMillans at Cargill, and the Louis-Dreyfuses and 
Andrés at the fi rms with those names.
 Contents: Introduction (“It is diffi cult to understand how 
the international grain companies could have slipped through 
history as inconspicuously as they have. Grain is the only 
resource in the world that is even more central to modern 
civilization than oil”). 1. Glenas, Inc., of Panama (a history 
of the grain trade). 2. Bread and Dynasties (how and when 
each of the Big Five started selling grain. The 1946 repeal 
of the Corn Laws in England had a huge effect on the world 
grain trade). 3. Grain Barons. 4. Living by Their Wits.
 5. Rendezvous at Château Laurier. 6. “Cram It Down 
Their Throats.” 7. “Big Grain.” 8. Merchants of Grain. 9. 
Catch-22.
 10. Pyramid of Power. 11. The Food Weapon. 12. The 
Diplomatic Crop. 13. The Least Forgiving Business. 14. 
Blood Brother to the Earthquake. Acknowledgments. Notes 
on Sources.
 Maps and Charts: Major World Grain Routes, 1880 
(front endpaper) World Grain Routes, 1978 (back endpaper) 
World Wheat Acreage in the 1930s. American and World 
Grain Exports, 1962-78. Growth of World Trade in Major 
Export Crops, 1955-77. Cargill, Incorporated. The House of 
Cargill/MacMillan. Illustrations follow pages 98 and 264. 
Address: Washington, DC.

2544. Meilke, Karl D.; Young, Larry; Miller, Dorothy. 1980. 
A quarterly forecasting model of the Canadian soybean 
sector. Agriculture Canada, Policy, Planning and Economics 
Branch, Working Paper No. 9. 73 p. Jan. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean Domestic Demand and Trade (p. 3-5): 
Until very recently Canada’s three soybean crushers were 
located in the Toronto-Hamilton area and had a combined 
rated crushing capacity of approximately 635,000 mt. [metric 
tons = tonnes] per year. Actual soybean crushings varied 
from 547,000 mt. in 1968/69 to a high of 743,000 mt. in 
1978/79 and averaged 657,000 mt. over the eleven year 
period (Table 1).
 “Early in 1980 Maple Leaf Mills closed its small 
Toronto crushing plant and opened a new integrated crushing 
plant, jointly owned with Lever Brothers, in Windsor, 
Ontario. The opening of this new plant has implications for 
the pricing of Ontario soybeans and for Canadian trade in 
soybeans, soyoil and soymeal... Canada’s soybean crushing 
capacity will increase by almost 50 percent, to 890,000 mt. 

per year, when the new plant is in full operation.”
 “Two recent events may have an impact on the pricing 
of Ontario soybeans. The fi rst is the opening of the Windsor 
crushing plant, which Jaeger (1979) feels may increase 
slightly the average price received by Ontario farmers for 
soybeans. The second is the removal of the United States 
tariff of 60¢/bushel, on soybeans, during the recent GATT 
negotiations. The possibility of shipping Southwestern 
Ontario soybeans into defi cit producing areas in the U.S. 
adds a new element to marketing and possibly pricing 
Ontario soybeans.”
 With the “increased output of soyoil from the Windsor 
plant, Canada’s soyoil price may not be above the U.S. price 
by the full amount of the tariff. Since there is no publicly 
reported soyoil price it will be hard to know if this has 
happened” (p. 48).
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “soyoil” 
to refer to soybean oil, and the fi rst to use it consistently 
throughout a document. Address: School of Agricultural 
Economics and Extension Education, Univ. of Guelph, ONT, 
Canada.

2545. Reynolds, Bruce. 1980. Producers Export Company: 
The beginnings of cooperative grain exporting. USDA 
Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, Farmer 
Cooperative Research Report No. 15. 21 p. Jan.
• Summary: Producers Export Company (PEC), which 
existed from 1958 to 1969, was the fi rst attempt by grain 
cooperatives to develop an export merchandising program. 
“This report explores the development of PEC and analyzes 
reasons for its termination in 1969. This history can help 
co-op managers and directors carry out future efforts to 
consolidate and unify cooperative grain exporting.”
 “American farmers began establishing local grain 
elevator co-ops during the late 19th century. A second state 
of development occurred during 1911-32, when many 
local elevator co-ops facing extinction sought to improve 
their earnings by establishing regional organizations for 
merchandising in the terminal markets. The regionals sought 
to overcome boycotts imposed by the terminal merchants on 
their gaining representation on some of the major boards of 
trade. They were successful in a few cases.
 “The outbreak of global depression in 1929 brought the 
exporting of U.S. grains to a standstill that persisted for the 
most part until after World War II. Expansion of cooperative 
grain marketing, to a large extent, occurred during that 
period of unfavorable market conditions when U.S. grain 
export activity was dormant. The Great Depression ushered 
in a period of tight Government control over the grain 
market. In 1929 the Federal Farm Board established a 
nationwide cooperative organization, the Farmers National 
Grain Corporation (FNGC), for managing an orderly 
marketing system and for strengthening grain cooperatives. 
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Although the FNGC was not a Government agency, it sold 
most of its grain to the Grain Stabilization Corporation. 
When the Federal Farm Board was terminated in 1933, 
the FNGC participated in the program of the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration [AAA]... The FNGC was 
dissolved in 1938, and the regionals then had to develop their 
merchandising operations.” A chronology of the career of 
Roy F. Hendrickson from 1924 to 1968 (p. 20-21) includes 
his work with USDA (1941) and with “The regionals 
that participated in the two stages (pre-1962 and 1962) of 
merging activity that led to the formation in 1968 of Far-
Mar-Co, Inc. in Hutchinson, Kansas.”
 Stage 1 was: (1) Farmers Union Grain Terminal Elevator 
(Denver, Colorado). (2) Farmers Union Cooperative Elevator 
Federation (Omaha, Nebraska). (3) Farmers Union Jobbing 
Association (Kansas City, Missouri).
 Stage 2 in 1962 was: (1) Farmers Union Cooperative 
Marketing Association (Kansas City, Missouri). (2) Farmers 
Cooperative Commission Co. (Hutchinson, Kansas) (3) 
Equity Union Grain Co. (Lincoln, Nebraska). (4) Westcentral 
Cooperative Grain Co. (Omaha, Nebraska). The latter four 
cooperatives merged in 1968 to become Farmland Industries.
 The following regionals founded FEC [Farmers Export 
Co., formed in Jan. 1967]: (1) American Grain and Related 
Industries (formerly Farmers Grain Dealers Association of 
Iowa; Des Moines, Iowa). (2) Far-Mar-Co. (Hutchinson, 
Kansas). (3) Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association 
(GTA; St. Paul, Minnesota). (4) Illinois Grain Corporation 
(Bloomington, Illinois). (5) Missouri Farmers Association 
(Columbia, Missouri). (6) MFC Services (AAL; Madison, 
Wisconsin).
 “After 1968, FEC’s membership grew to 12. Much of 
FEC’s growth in membership was due to its expansion of 
port elevator operations to Galveston, Texas, in 1976, and to 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1979.”
 The 6 new members were: (7) Indiana Farm Bureau 
Cooperative Association, Inc. (Indianapolis, Indiana). (8) 
St. Louis Grain Corporation (St. Louis, Missouri). (9) Farm 
Bureau Services, Inc. (Lansing, Michigan). (10). Kansas 
City Terminal Elevator Company (Kansas City, Missouri). 
(11) Landmark, Inc. (Columbus, Ohio). (12) Ohio Farmers 
Grain Corporation (Fostoria, Ohio). Address: Agricultural 
Economist, USDA FCS.

2546. Barnes, Richard L. 1980. Peru: Fishing prospects dim, 
soybean oil imports to rise. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Feb. p. 31-32.
• Summary: “Peru’s hopes for a sustained recovery in its 
fi shmeal industry have dimmed once again, with the recent 
drop in the country’s anchovy catch and resulting cutback in 
fi shing activity. These bleak prospects, together with a stock 
drawn down during a strong 1979 export season, suggest that 
Peru’s fi shmeal supplies will be extremely tight this year.
 “Since fi sh oil production also is affected by the reduced 

catch, the country most certainly will have to import more 
soybean oil in 1980 than the 20,000 metric tons received 
in 1979. So far, Peruvian Government import plans call 
for purchases of 85.000 tons of oil this year, a large part of 
which could be supplied by the United States. Last year, in 
contrast, began on a positive note. The larger than expected 
1978 fi sh catch for reduction, particularly toward the 
year’s end, had given rise to hopes that 1979 would begin 
a revitalization of Peru’s fi shing industry. Enthusiasm was 
reinforced in early 1979 by fi shing results, which by the 
end of the fi rst 4 months had reached 1.6 million tons. Even 
after the offi cial March 5 to April 28 fi shing season ended, 
there were reported sightings of large and numerous anchovy 
schools.
 “As the months passed, however, prospects began 
to cloud. Sightings were less abundant for no discernible 
reason. This apparent drop in the anchovy population led the 
Ministry of Fisheries to authorize only exploratory fi shing 
activities to begin on October 1.
 “Fears of smaller catches of exploitable fi sh were soon 
confi rmed, with yields on some days totaling an unusually 
low 3,000 to 4,000 tons. As fi sh were located, daily catches 
approached 15,000 tons, still signifi cantly less than what 
had been expected. Consequently, after only a month in 
the waters, boats were called out on November 2, with the 
exception of limited activity in the extreme south. Through 
October 1979, the country’s fi sh catch for meal and oil 
production stood at around 2.4 million tons, compared with 
almost 3 million in all of 1978 and about 2.2 million through 
October 1978. In 1978, however, more than 800,000 tons of 
fi sh were landed in the fi nal 2 months, whereas only small 
tonnages will be recorded for the last 2 months of 1979.
 “Fishmeal production through October 1979 is estimated 
at 596,000 tons, compared with 669,500 in all of 1978, with 
output in the last 2 months of 1979 again minimal.
 “Exports in 1979, on the other hand, may have 
approached 700,000 tons, against only 483,200 in 1978, as a 
result of Government attempts to maximize profi ts during a 
period of strong world demand.
 “PESCAPERU, the Government agency responsible 
for most production and all marketing of fi shmeal, entered 
the 1979 season with sizable carryin stocks of 221,100 tons. 
It thus was able to export some 50,000 tons more fi shmeal 
during the fi rst 9 months than was actually produced.
 “Reasons for the abrupt turnaround are not clear. Some 
sources believe that the exceptionally mild winter was a 
contributing factor, as it may have been in 1973. That, of 
course, was the year of the big decline in Peru’s anchovy 
fi sh catch–from averaging more than 10 million tons 
annually during 1970-71 to only 1.5 million tons–owing to 
a mysterious depletion of the country’s fi sheries, normally 
among the richest in the world.
 “The cause of that shortfall is still being debated. One 
reason put forward is that a change in ocean currents sent 
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the cold ‘El Nino’ waters, in which anchovies thrive, on 
another course far off the coast of Peru. Another was that the 
fi sheries had been depleted by overfi shing in the late 1960’s 
and early 1970’s.
 “The resulting decline in Peruvian fi shmeal production 
and trade was one of many factors behind the extremely tight 
world supply of protein feed during 1973/74.
 “Circumstances now are vastly different from 
those of 1973/74, in the face of the large U.S. soybean 
harvest last year and resulting abundance of oil and meal. 
Consequently, the impact of any decline in Peruvian fi shmeal 
exports should be limited, especially in view of the ready 
substitutability of most protein meals.
 “In the intervening years since 1973, Peru’s fi shing has 
shown erratic results, but has never since approached the 
high levels of the early 1970’s. The industry’s decreased 
importance has worked to the detriment of the Peruvian 
economy, which in 1970 derived nearly a third of its export 
earnings from fi shmeal and oil, whereas by 1978 that share 
had fallen to 9 percent.
 “Meanwhile, the country has all but ceased fi sh oil 
exports in the face of declining production and rising 
domestic consumption. This trade reversal is refl ected in 
the Government’s preliminary plan to import 85,000 tons of 
soybean oil in 1980. With edible oil stocks extremely low, 
pure vegetable oil will make up a larger portion of sales and 
prices will rise accordingly.
 “Fish production for food uses, on the other hand, has 
experienced a renaissance during the past few years, with 
1978 exports reported to be some 1,450 percent above those 
in 1975. This industry, still largely in private hands compared 
with Government ownership of the fi shmeal and oil 
operations, recently has raised objections about the diversion 
of edible fi sh into meal and oil output.
 “The fi sh packers argue that most species other than 
anchovies should be reserved for human consumption. They 
are expected to maintain pressure against open fi shing for 
meal and oil production, particularly in view of the limited 
anchovy population. It is thus possible that no major open 
fi shing will occur during 1980, although limited fi shing may 
be permitted in the Ito Zone just north of Chile.
 “So far, the private sector has not established operations 
in this region, nor does fi shing for reduction there directly 
compete with the packing industry. Consequently, it has 
been suggested that the Ministry of Fisheries might allow 
expanded activities in this zone. Over 100 boats reportedly 
could be authorized to fi sh, compared with only a small 
number now.
 “Even such expansion, however, would not signifi cantly 
alter Peru’s total fi shmeal and oil out-turns, since the zone 
still would account for a small share of the country’s total 
fi sh catch.”
 A photo shows Peruvian fi shermen as they haul in a 
catch of anchovies in a huge net. The anchovies are used to 

make animal feed and a food oil.
 Note: This article is based on a report by Richard 
Barnes. Address: U.S. Agricultural Attaché, Lima, Peru.

2547. Strayer, George M. 1980. The battle of the coconut 
cow. The early days of the American soybean industry and 
its surprising similarity with today’s soyfoods movement. 
Soycraft (Colrain, Massachusetts) 1(2):50-53. Winter.

• Summary:  Contains an excellent history of Strayer’s 
work with soybeans, and an early history of the American 
Soybean Association. So far as George has been able to 
determine, his father, Bert Strayer, “was the fi rst man west 
of the Mississippi River to use a combine on soybeans.” One 
had been used successfully the year before by the Garwood 
brothers in Illinois. “We worked with the International 
Harvester Company and bought the fi rst of their combines to 
be used on soybeans. It was a power take-off drive machine 
with a folding platform. The outer end of the cutting platform 
folded up so that the combine could be driven through farm 
gates. It was a machine designed for farm use on grains and 
for a one-man operation. We soon learned that on soybeans 
the operation was a two-man job–one man driving the tractor 
and keeping the cutting platform in the right position on the 
rows, while the other man controlled the cutting height while 
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riding on the tractor platform.
 “For a period of several years, we had the only combine 
being used on soybeans in this entire area. The combine 
carried a tank, the top of which held about twenty-fi ve or 
thirty bushels that could be removed from the tank by driving 
a wagon or truck under the edge of the tank and pulling a 
lever which opened four holes along the tank bottom and 
allowed the soybeans to run out.”
 In Sept. 1927 George Strayer attended his fi rst meeting 
of the American Soybean Association, held at the University 
of Illinois. “One thing that sticks indelibly in my mind is 
a statement made by W.K. Kellogg, of Kellogg’s cereals, 
Battle Creek, Michigan. He said: ‘Some day people in the 
U.S. will realize how foolish it is to feed one hundred pounds 
of soybeans to livestock and get back a very small poundage 
of meat products which have a protein inferior to the protein 
fed to the livestock.”
 The “Battle of the coconut cow,” as Strayer calls the 
margarine-butter controversy, was the battle to get margarine 
legalized in America. First they had to work on the federal 
level, which took six years of cooperative work by the 
soybean, cotton and the margarine industries. “Then we went 
into fourteen different states to change the state laws. We 
were successful in getting a small tariff placed on coconut oil 
in favor of soybeans at the federal level.
 “In September 1940, the Board of Directors of the 
ASA met in Dearborn, Michigan and decided we needed a 
publication because here we are, growing soybeans all over 
the country, but who knows what’s going on, what’s being 
grown, the same thing soycrafters are now discussing. I 
took the job as editor of the Soybean Digest and we started 
out with sixteen pages and had a heck of a time fi nding 
advertising to support it. Before my career as editor ended, 
the magazine was going into seventy countries with as high 
as one hundred twenty pages per issue. It was designed 
for people who grew soybeans, giving them the kind of 
information soybean growers needed. And the growing 
association went just as far as we could in promotional and 
legislative work to protect the interests of soybean growers.
 “During the World War II period, the U.S. acreage in 
soybeans doubled, then redoubled, because we had been 
dependent on other areas of the world for our fats and oils, 
but the supply lines were cut off. At the end of the war we 
had far more soybeans than we could assimilate. Have you 
ever eaten white margarine? It tastes the same as yellow 
margarine, but doesn’t look nearly as good. Back then we 
had a federal law that said it was all right to make margarine, 
put it in a plastic bag, and put in a little capsule of yellow 
coloring matter which the consumer would work through 
the bag [by squeezing the bag innumerable times] to color 
the margarine. The legislation banning the sale of yellow 
margarine and making the sale of white margarine diffi cult 
went back to the days of the ‘coconut cow’ which had been 
a major issue before soybeans came into the picture to any 

extent. Right after the war we went to Washington [DC] 
and spent enough time there to have the federal margarine 
law changed to allow the manufacture and sale of colored 
margarine. Margarine is now in second place as a user 
of soybean oil in the U.S. and margarine consumption is 
approximately twice as much per capita as butter. When we 
were working on changing the law, it was the reverse.”
 “The German army had used soy protein during the war 
and issued a soybean cookbook to army chefs on how to use 
soy protein, soy fl our in army diets. Our basic answer was, 
yes, soy protein will eventually become a major part of the 
protein source for Germany, just as it will in much of the 
world.”
 “In 1955 I was asked to go to Japan to make a study of 
whether American soybean growers ought to be looking at 
Japan as a market for our beans. Keep in mind that soybeans 
came to us from the Orient and here we were talking about 
selling soybeans back to Japan. I spent seven weeks there 
and visited many miso, tofu, natto, kinako and tempeh [sic] 
plants, and I decided that, yes, there was a market. But the 
fi rst thing a Japanese buyer would tell me was, you can grow 
excellent soybeans in the U.S. but why do we get such poor 
quality beans from you? One of the fi rst things we did was 
change the federal grading standards in a manner which 
made it possible for the Japanese buyer to purchase soybeans 
on a federal grade that was meaningful. In 1956 I did the 
same job in ten countries of northern Europe and wherever 
I went, I heard the same story about poor quality soybeans. 
At that time we were in the process of changing the grading 
standards through public hearings. Today more than fi fty 
percent of all soybeans grown in the U.S. go into the export 
market as raw soybeans, meal, or oil.
 “Prior to World War II we were not an exporter of 
soybeans. A quarter of my time between 1955 and 1967 was 
spent outside the U.S. contacting potential buyers; I also 
helped establish the Japanese-American Soybean Institute, 
an unheard of concept previously because [in Japan] the 
miso makers didn’t talk to the oil crushers or tofu makers. 
There was no liaison, no cooperation among the commodity 
groups–each operated independently.
 “Our fi rst job was to form this institute with 
representatives from each of the trade groups on the Board. 
Today Japan imports over one hundred million bushels of 
soybeans each year from us–our largest customer for U.S. 
soybeans outside our own country.
 “Soy protein is the most successful food ingredient 
in the world because it is the most nearly complete of all 
the known vegetable proteins. There is no other vegetable 
protein grown widely and in quantity that can begin to match 
soy protein, It is the most nearly balanced in the ten essential 
amino acids of any vegetable protein. When we talk about 
soy protein, we mean something that has a potential far 
beyond anything we have yet realized,...”
 Photos show: (1) George Strayer, happily lecturing. 
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(2) A $75,000 grain combine, used to harvest soybeans. (3) 
Harvested soybeans being discharged into a waiting truck at 
a small New England farm. Address: President, Agricultural 
Exports, Hudson, Iowa.

2548. Whitton, Carolyn L. 1980. China: Soybean imports 
seen larger, most to come from U.S. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Feb. p. 28.
• Summary: Total soybean imports by the PRC for 1979/80 
are estimated at 550,000 tons, up from 254,000 tons in 
1978/79. Imports of soybean oil are expected to be similar to 
the previous year.
 “It appears that the PRC will be a net importer of about 
250,000 tons of soybeans in 1979/80, despite the fact that 
its exports to Japan are again rising to the levels of the early 
1970’s–about 250,000-300.000 tons.
 “In 1978/79, the PRC is believed to have been a minimal 
net soybean exporter.
 “As of the end of December 1979, contracted U.S. 
soybean sales to the PRC for 1979/80 already had reached 
450,000 tons, compared with 142,000 tons in 1978/79. and 
only 55,000 tons in 1977/78. Additional sales of U.S. beans 
could still be announced during the marketing year, but, in 
previous years, most U.S. purchases were made in the last 
quarter of the calendar year.
 “Sales of soybeans to the PRC in 1979/80 from other 
origins–mainly Brazil and Argentina–could equal the 
average levels of the past 3 years–roughly 150,000 tons. An 
increasing portion of imports from these suppliers, however, 
may he of Argentine origin rather than Brazilian because of 
Argentina’s rapidly expanding soybean surplus and Brazil’s 
preference for exporting meal and oil rather than beans.
 “In addition to shipments from the United States, in 
1978/70 only 10,000 tons were supplied by Brazil and 
102,000 tons by Argentina, compared 100,000 tons from 
Brazil and 33,000 tons from Argentina in 1977/78 and about 
230,000 tons from Brazil alone in 1976/77.
 “The rise in PRC soybean imports appears to be largely 
because of increased domestic demand pressures. Recently, 
the PRC has taken steps to increase individual incomes and 
loosen controls on consumption.
 “Imports of oil-quality beans should free more of the 
PRC’s domestic production for its traditional food uses.
 “The PRC also recently began experimenting on a small 
scale, so far, with livestock feeding. These factors could have 
added to the demand for soybeans, even though the 1979 
PRC soybean harvest did not experience major problems 
during the year and is estimated to have equalled the good 
1978 crop of 10.5 million tons.
 “PRC contracts for imports of soybean oil in the 
1979/80 [October-September] marketing year are expected to 
approximate last year’s imports of 123,000 tons, down from 
184,000 tons in 1977/78. The more limited level of PRC 
soybean oil imports in 1979/80 and 1978/79, compared with 

those of 1977/78, is likely because of the improved PRC 
oilseed harvests of 1978 and 1979. versus the poor harvests 
of 1977 and 1976.
 “But, as of the end of December, only one 1979/80 
optional origin contract for 20,000 tons of soybean oil had 
been registered with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
although there have been reports of additional purchases 
from the United States.
 “In 1978/79, the United States exported 61,000 tons of 
soybean oil to the PRC, 45,000 tons less than in 1977/78.
 “PRC discussion with Brazil will likely also result 
in agreement for additional purchases of soybean oil for 
1979/80 delivery. Brazil’s 1978/79 soybean oil exports to 
the PRC amounted to 45,000 tons–31,000 tons less than in 
1977/78.” Address: Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives 
Service.

2549. Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai. 1980. Gaiyo [About the 
Japan Soybean Supply Stabilization Association]. Tokyo: 
DKAK. 12 p. March 31. 26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Name of organization with diacritics is: Daizu 
Kyôkyû Antei Kyôkai. This association was founded on 26 
Dec. 1974, following the U.S. soybean embargo in 1973. It 
has 8 member associations, including the Japanese national 
tofu, dried-frozen tofu, natto, miso, shoyu, oil, oil importer, 
and coarse grain associations. The name and address of each 
is given. Address: #2 Makoto Bldg. 5F, 1-4-4 Toranomon, 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan. Phone: 03-591-3879.

2550. Beshoar, John M. 1980. Japan: Soybean imports to 
rise, decrease seen for soybean meal. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). April. p. 30.
• Summary: Japanese imports of soybeans, including those 
from the United States, are forecast to increase in calendar 
1980, while the relatively small purchases of soybean meal 
are expected to decline.
 “Currently, Japan’s imports of soybeans in calendar 
1980 are forecast at 4.4 to 4.5 million metric tons, compared 
with 4.13 million imported in 1979 and 4.26 million in 1978. 
Takings from the United States are forecast to reach 4.15 
million tons this year, up from both the 3.84 million imported 
last year and the previous record of 4.14 million received in 
1978. U.S. share of the import market is seen holding at last 
year’s level of 93 percent, compared with 97 and 95 percent 
in 1978 and 1977.
 “Soybean meal imports, on the other hand, are forecast 
to drop a third or more below the 1979 level. Current 
forecasts place these imports at 200,000 tons, compared with 
310,000 in 1979 and 430,000 in 1978. Meal from the United 
States will account for about 65 percent of the total, against 
nearly three-fourths of the total in 1978/79.
 “Brazil is the only other major supplier, accounting for 
the remaining one-third of Japanese imports. Japan’s 1980 
imports of soybeans from Brazil are expected to be at or 
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below the average level for the 1976-79 period.
 “Demand for vegetable oils in Japan is projected to 
rise by about 6 percent in 1980, compared with growth of 
more than 9 percent in 1979. Leading fi nancial institutions 
in Japan forecast 1980’s ‘real’ GNP (gross national product) 
growth at 3-5 percent, and per-capita-consumption growth 
at 3-4 percent. For the past few years, increases in edible 
vegetable oil consumption have exceeded these indicators 
signifi cantly.
 “Expansion of livestock feeding in the coming year is 
expected to slow from 1979’s rate of 7.0 percent to 4.0-4.5 
percent. This expectation refl ects some hesitancy on the part 
of swine and dairy producers to step up operations at a time 
of pork and dairy product surpluses.
 “Consequently, demand from mixed feed manufacturers 
for feedstuffs is forecast at 23.6 million tons-up some 
950,000 tons from the 1979 level. Use of high-protein meal 
in mixed feeds is expected to grow by some 170,000 tons.
 “During 1980, the price relationship between soybeans 
and rapeseed is expected to favor soybean crushing, whereas 
for much of last season rapeseed was more favorably priced 
c.&f. Japan. This reversal comes as a result of sharply 
increased soybean supplies in the United States and Brazil.
 “Soybean crush is forecast at 3.73 million tons, up from 
the 3.38 million estimated for 1979. Food use of soybeans is 
seen holding at about 775,000 tons.
 “Production of soybean oil in 1980 is forecast to 
increase 64,000 tons from the 1979 level to about 681,000 
tons. Meal output is forecast at 2.89 million tons for a 
260,000-ton gain from 1979’s.”
 A table shows Japan’s imports of soybeans and soybean 
meal by country of origin, calendar 1976-80. The U.S. 
supplied 92-97% of Japan’s soybean imports. Address: U.S. 
Agricultural Attaché, Tokyo.

2551. Dronne, Yves. 1980. Le phénomène multinational dans 
le secteur des protéines [The multinational phenomenon in 
the protein sector]. Presented at Symposium of the European 
Assoc. of Agricultural Economists, Saragossa, Spain. Held 
April 1980. [Fre]*

2552. Harrison, Kelly. 1980. Promotion important to sustain 
U.S. soybean efforts. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). April. p. 19.
• Summary: “We are still assessing the short- and long-term 
impacts of the President’s suspension of soybean exports to 
the Soviets, as a result of their aggression in Afghanistan...
 “Our more mature markets in developed countries 
seem to be indicating a slower growth trend. Our sales 
success in developed foreign markets has led to increased 
competition from other soybean exporters such as Brazil 
and Argentina. Thus, to maintain our foreign market sales 
growth in the years ahead, a larger share of U.S. exports 
must be to emerging growth markets such as Korea and 

Mexico.” Address: General Sales Manager and Associate 
Administrator, Foreign Agricultural Service.

2553. Surls, Frederic M. 1980. New directions in China’s 
agricultural imports. American J. of Agricultural Economics 
62(2):349-55. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Discusses factors determining China’s 
agricultural import levels. Address: Agricultural economist, 
PRC section, Asia Branch, Economics and Statistics Service, 
USDA.

2554. Le Claire, J.-M.; Le Meter, L. 1980. 1.–Sur la route du 
soja [1.–On the route of soybeans]. Ouest-France. June 9. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Part one in a series on “Strategies concerning 
proteins,” this article discusses how and from where 
soybeans get to France.
 Two companies have a quasi-monopoly: (1) Soja-
France, owned by the American multinational Cargill, owns 
two solvent extraction plants–at Saint-Nazaire and at Brest. 
(2) Archer-Daniels Midland (ADM), also of the USA.
 Tables show: (1) French consumption of soybean meal 
in 1978. That year some 595,515 tonnes (metric tons) of 
soybeans were crushed in France using solvent extraction. 
These soybeans were imported from the following counties–
in descending order of amount (tonnes): Brazil 1,197,281. 
USA 372,000. Belgium 325,045. Netherlands 176,740. 
Germany 88,253. Argentina 78,430. United Kingdom 
18,290. Other 18,320. Total: 2,274,889. Exports: 10,413. 
Used / consumed in France: 2,860,000.
 (2) Imports of soybean meal to France through various 
seaports in 1978. For each port is given the total amount 
imported, and how much of that total came from which 
countries. In descending order of total (in tonnes): 1. Lorient 
500,572 (83.2% from Brazil). 2. Bordeaux 375,606 (77% 
from Brazil). 3. Brest 210,159 (84% from Brazil). 4. Saint-
Nazaire 164,230 (55% from Brazil). 5. Nantes 67,476 (69% 
from USA). 6. Caronte 61,687 (100% from Brazil). 7. Rouen 
32,256 (68% from Argentina). 8. Saint-Brieuc 17,136. 9. 
Saint-Maio 14,510. Address: France.

2555. Le Claire, J.-M.; Le Meter, L. 1980. 2.–Du soja, 
mais aussi des anchois du coton, du tournesol... [2.–About 
soybeans, but also anchovies, cotton, sunfl ower...]. Ouest-
France. June 10. [Fre]
• Summary: Part two in a series on “Strategies concerning 
proteins,” this article compares various protein sources. Soy 
is the leading source of protein for both animal feeds and 
(among oilseeds) human foods. How soybeans have fl own 
into the lead: The history of soybeans is exemplary. This 
American yellow gold, of which only 1.4 million tonnes 
(metric tons) were produced in 1935, experienced a surge in 
production during World War II: cut off from their suppliers 
of vegetable oils, the U.S. rushed into growing soybeans as 
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a source of oil. Then came the aftermath of the war and the 
increase in meat consumption in industrialized countries. 
The needs of Japan and especially Western Europe strongly 
contributed to the spread a feeding model that has been 
described since as “Corn-soy,” the corn bringing energy and 
soybeans the indispensable proteins to balance the ration. At 
the same time, the Americans created animal stock adapted 
to the consumption of these products.
 A monopoly was thus effectively established because 
China, an equally important producer, was absent from the 
world market. But in ‘72, then especially in ‘73, came a 
shortage of fi sh fl our. At the time, all the press was concerned 
to know if, yes or no, a bed of anchovies had been located 
along the length of the Peruvian coast. A smaller-than-
expected American soybean harvest did not help to calm 
the appetites without a doubt fueled by a troubled demand. 
And this in addition to unanticipated Russian purchases 
came to again weigh upon the market. American farmers 
profi ted from it to ask for an embargo. Remember the few 
weeks of panic that this measure, nonetheless quickly lifted, 
provoked in places specialized in European animal feed? The 
Brazilians are infi ltrating this crack in the system: they are 
today at a production of the order of 15 million tonnes, while 
the U.S. produced 51 million tonnes in 1978. In three years, 
the Brazilian example has been followed by their Argentinian 
neighbors (about 5 million tonnes at present).
 The small place of other proteins: In the take-off of this 
primary material [soybeans], Europe is not neutral. It holds 
to the contrary a strategic role: that of principal importer 
(14 million tonnes in ‘78, for $4 billion). Here, the terms 
of exchange have been wisely studied. Everything happens 
as if the U.S. and the European Community (Communauté) 
had signed anew a pact of non-aggression. International 
negotiations provide proof of it: the Americans reluctantly 
accept the community protection of the cereal market, 
in exchange, the Europeans open wide their borders to 
American proteins; only France, among the nine, raises 
objections (it imports no less than 2.9 million tonnes of 
soybean oilcakes).
 What place remains for other protein sources? A few 
exceptions aside, it [the place of other protein sources] has 
a strong propensity to diminish. Thus for the cottonseed 
oilmeal, a by-product of textile fi ber: despite its second 
position of nearly 8 million tonnes, it does not represent 
more than 10% of world protein production destined for 
animal feed.
 Also fi sh, that experienced a considerable expansion 
between ‘60 and ‘71 however and whose production borders 
that of cottonseed, diminished with the over-exploited 
anchovy beds.
 As for the rest (less than 20% of world production), its 
small numerical importance does not however obliterate its 
future. It is in fact perhaps thanks to rape-seed, broad beans, 
forage peas, that Europe can diminish its dependence in 

regard to the American continent. Mr. Dronne writes about 
rape-seed: “The progress of technology and genetics leaves 
hope for a vast enlargement of its outlets for European and 
Canadian production...”
 Finally, we must not forget the sunfl ower, principal 
source of oilcakes in Eastern European countries, nor the 
peanuts of Senegal or India, if their quality can be a bit better 
mastered.
 Soybeans remain however and for a long time still, 
without a doubt, a principal material at a relatively good 
price. This fact, plus its “technical” qualities, explains 
its success. But it would be dangerous, for the countries 
that need it, to sleep on the laurels of the soybean. “Even 
more so,” insists Mr. Dronne, “in face of the growing rise 
of devices to pay for the importations of oil, the principal 
agricultural exporting countries can be tempted to utilize 
food arms.” Address: France.

2556. American Soybean Association. 1980. Soya Bluebook 
‘80. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 186 p. 
June. Category listings (Index). Index of tables. Directory, 
alphabetical. Buyer’s guide, alphabetical. Index to 
advertisers. 22 cm.
• Summary: See next page. A bar chart (p. 131) shows U.S. 
exports of soybean and products (oil and meal in billion 
dollars, for fi scal year beginning Oct. 1) from 1966 to 1979. 
The value rose from about $1.1 billion in 1966 to just over 
$3 billion in 1973 to just over $7 billion in 1979.
 A table (p. 148) gives supply and disposition of U.S. 
soybeans (in million bushels, year beginning September) 
from 1969 to 1979. Supply includes beginning stocks 
(Sept. 1), production, and total supply. Disposition includes 
crushings, exports, seed, feed (domestic), residual, total 
disposition, and ending stocks. Also included are acreage 
planted, acreage harvested for beans, percent harvested (%), 
yield per acre harvested, price per bushel: Support (U.S. 
farm basis), received by farmers, No. 1 yellow Illinois, No. 
1 yellow Chicago. Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-432-1600.

2557. Evans, J. Albert. 1980. India: Top U.S. soybean oil 
market may raise imports sharply. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). June. p. 34.
• Summary: This year, U.S. exports of soybean oil to India 
are projected to rise sharply as that country’s gap in edible 
vegetable oils continues to widen. If the export gains are 
realized, it will mark the fourth straight year that India has 
been the top export market for U.S. soybean oil. These 
exports are projected at 350,000 tons in 1980. Vegetable 
oils–essentially soybean oil and palm oil–have accounted 
for most of the volume and growth of India’s agricultural 
imports since 1976. During 1977-79, imported soybean oil 
accounted for 44% of India’s vegetable oil imports of 3.4 
million tons valued at $2,100 million. However, the U.S. 
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share dropped from two-thirds in 1977 to one-half in 1978, 
and to one-third last year. Address: International Economics 
Div., ESCS [Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives 
Services ].

2558. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1980. Additional assurance granted on U.S. 
soybeans to Poland. June. p. 38.
• Summary: An additional $5.02 million in risk coverage 

against payment defaults for non-commercial 
reasons is available to U.S. exporters selling 
soybeans to Poland, according to the General 
Sales Manager and Associate Administrator, 
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS). This 
coverage is available under the Commodity 
Credit Corporation’s noncommercial risk 
assurance program (GSM-101).

2559. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1980. Thailand: Imports 
of U.S. cotton, soybean meal to rise. June. p. 
31-32.
• Summary: The Thai economy continues 
basically agricultural, with 82% of the 
population classed as rural and agricultural 
products accounting for 60% of export 
earnings. Thailand imported about 57,000 tons 
of soybean meal in 1979. Some of the U.S. 
shipments were fi nanced under the Commodity 
Credit Corporation (CCC) export credit 
program.

2560. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1980. Taiwan: Island 
imports 1 million tons of soybeans in 1978 and 
1979. June. p. 32-33.
• Summary: U.S. soybean exports to Taiwan 
during calendar 1979 amounted to a record 
1.101 million tonnes (metric tons), compared 
with 1.070 million tons the year before. Total 
requirements have more than doubled in the 
past decade as imports totaled only 472,000 
tons in 1969.
 The sharp gain resulted from the expanding 
livestock sector’s increased demand for 
soybean meal and rapid expansion of demand 
for vegetable oils. Per capita consumption 
of soybean oil rose from 5.63 kilograms in 
1976 to 6.22 kilograms a year later. Taiwan’s 
soybean production fell by 21%–from 51,718 
tons in 1977 to 40,842 tons in 1978.

2561. Lopes, James. 1980. Italy: Imports $395 
million of U.S. soybeans and products in 1979, 
market to grow. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 

Foreign Agricultural Service). June. p. 34-35.
• Summary: In 1979, Italy was the third largest world market 
for U.S. soybeans and the second largest market in Europe 
for soybean meal. In 1976, Italy’s imports of oilseeds totaled 
1.48 million tons, of which 1.2 million tons were soybeans. 
Other major soybean suppliers to the Italian market are 
Brazil, Argentina, and Paraguay. Italy’s sizable imports of 
both soybeans and soybean meal are tied to the rapid growth 
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in its mixed feed industry. Despite the steady expansion in 
the livestock sector, Italy’s meat consumption continues to 
outpace production, the defi cit in red meat widens. Italy’s 
self-suffi ciency ratio has dropped to less than 60% in 
1978. Address: International Economics Div., Economics, 
Statistics, and Cooperatives Services.

2562. Nicholas, C.J.; Whitten, M.E. 1980. Transportation and 
handling factors in relation to quality in exporting soybeans. 
Marketing Research Report (USDA Agricultural Marketing 
Service) No. 1109. 30 p. June. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: In the 17 test shipments between 
sampling at loading and at unloading, both foreign material 
(FM) and splits increased during movement from the U.S. 
port to the overseas destination port, the former from an 
average of 1.6 to 1.8 percent, and splits from 12.2 to 14.2 
percent.
 “Soybeans are handled 15 to 20 times while moving 
from the farm to the overseas receiver. Breakage or damage 
increases as handling is repeated. The number of handlings 
not only increases the breakage, but also the cost. Industry 
sources estimate that marketing costs increase as much as 2 
cents per bushel after each handling.
 “A signifi cant analysis in soybean breakage is the 
development of the data on fi ne material, or fi nes. Of the 
eight test shipments analyzed for fi nes, in one-third of the 
samples, fi nes made up one-half or more of the FM content, 
and in all the shipments fi nes constituted more than one-third 
of the FM present.
 “Shortages of grain hopper cars and barges presented 
a serious transport problem to the soybean shipper. Also, 
the cost of moving soybeans from the U.S. interior terminal 
elevator to the port of embarkation was high.
 “Insect infestation continued to present a problem, 
especially to soybean receivers in the Far East. Seven of the 
11 shipments received in Japan were infested with insects 
and required fumigations
 “Analysis of ‘invoice’ and ‘loaded’ weights in 12 of 
the test shipments showed weight shortages in six of them, 
varying from 0.4 to 0.8 percent and averaging 0.5 percent.
 “Neutral oil content and free-fatty acids were 
determined on two shipments. One shipment showed a 
neutral oil loss of 3.3 percent at origin and 4.2 percent at 
destination and a 0.6 percent free-fatty acid content at both 
origin and destination, indicating a decrease in quality of the 
oil. In another shipment, neutral oil loss increased from 4.2 
to 4.9 percent, while free-fatty acid content increased from 
0.6 to 0.7 percent during transport.
 “Analysis of destination samples of four Brazilian 
soybean shipments showed the oil content 1 percent higher 
than in U.S. shipments, the protein content about the same, 
and free-fatty acids higher in the Brazilian beans, although 
the neutral oil losses were about the same as in the U.S. 
beans.” Address: 1. Agricultural Economist; 2. Research 

Chemist. Both: Beltsville Agricultural Research Center, 
Beltsville, Maryland 20705.

2563. Soybean Digest. 1980. Brazilian beans bounce back. 
May/June. p. SID-1, 2.
• Summary: “Government policies have made Brazil the 
second largest soybean producer and crusher and possibly 
the largest meal exporter in the world,...”
 “And, after 2 years of droughts, Brazil appears certain to 
increase production by 40% to about 15-million metric tons 
(MT) this year,...”
 The production increase comes from opening new lands, 
increasing average yields and diverting land from other crops 
to soybeans. And it comes when there is a surplus of beans 
on the market and prices are depressed. That has forced the 
Brazilians to change some export policies.”
 “Initial soybean crushing facilities were adaptations of 
cottonseed and peanut plants. The soybean crush has grown 
rapidly since 1970, when 1.68-million MT of beans were 
crushed, to 9.13-million MT in 1979-1980.” (next page).”
 A table titled “Brazil estimated crushing capacity (metric 
tons per day)” has fi ve columns: State, multinationals, 
Brazilian private, Brazilian cooperatives, and total. Seven 
states have crushing capacity. Multinational capacity exists 
in 3 states but is greatest in Parana (11,200), followed by 
Rio Grande do Sul (2,700) and Sao Paulo (2,400); total 
16,300. Brazilian private capacity exists in all 7 states, but 
is biggest in Rio Grande do Sul (16,000), followed by Sao 
Paulo (8,100) and Parana (8,000); total 37,100. Brazilian 
cooperative capacity exists in 3 states but is greatest in Rio 
Grande do Sul (5,200), followed by Parana (1,200) and Sao 
Paulo (200); total 6,600. The total capacity is greatest in Rio 
Grande do Sul (23,900), followed by Parana (20,400) then 
Sao Paulo (10,700); total 60,000. The annual capacity is 
given at the bottom of each column based on 300 days.
 A large photo shows men driving two huge combines 
harvesting soybean in Brazil.

2564. Ling, C.A. 1980. Plamil steps ahead. Alive (England). 
July/Aug. p. 12.
• Summary: Dairy milk is subsidised by a price support 
system in England; this enriches the dairy industry. Factory 
farms are exempted from a tax rate. Soybeans are subject to 
an import tax. Address: Managing director, Plamil Foods, 
England.

2565. Pitcher, Shackford. 1980. Brazil’s domestic soybean 
needs get fi rst call on record 1980 harvest. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. p. 
24.
• Summary: Brazil had a record 15.2-million-ton (estimated) 
1980 soybean crop. Although faced with a high rate of 
infl ation and the need for larger export earnings to help 
meet the rising cost of imported petroleum, Brazil evidently 
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has decided that meeting the needs of domestic users of 
soybeans and soybean products is to take priority over any 
drive to maximize export earnings. Because Brazil’s soybean 
crushing capacity exceeds the size of the crop, exports of 
meal and oil will take precedence over exports of beans. 
To provide suffi cient stocks of soybeans to keep crushing 
facilities operating at an effi cient level, Brazil probably will 
import 200,000–300,000 tons of beans from Paraguay, which 
also harvested a record large crop this year. CACEX–the 
foreign-trade department of the Bank of Brazil–is responsible 
for administering export quotas. The soybean meal export 
quota recently was increased by 500,000 tons to 5,725,000 
tons. The Soviet Union in 1979 began importing soybean 
meal from any source for the fi rst time.
 In addition to the export quotas, which are divided by 
originating state for soybeans and among different types of 
fi rms for meal and oil, Brazil’s export policy this year also 
combines fi scal measures such as the export taxes that were 
promulgated in April after last year’s sharp devaluation of 
the cruzeiro and the application of the 8% domestic value-
added tax (ICM) to export shipments in July. On July 1, an 
8% ICM tax on exports of soybean oil became effective, 
bringing the entire soybean complex under the ICM tax on 
exports. Soybeans were already subject to a 13% ICM tax, 
and soybean meal to an 11.1% rate. Address: Oilseeds and 
Products Div., Commodity Programs, Foreign Agricultural 
Service.

2566. Prevedell, Donna Russell. 1980. Farm exports and the 
U.S. economy. Soybean Digest. July/Aug. p. SID 8-9.
• Summary: U.S. agricultural exports play the leading role 
in fi nancing our import needs–especially our imports of 
petroleum. The price of petroleum has risen dramatically 
since 1973. The U.S. had a positive balance of trade almost 
every year prior to 1971. That year a rapidly growing trade 
defi cit began to develop; by 1979 America’s non-agricultural 
defi cit had passed $40,000 million a year, yet that year the 
U.S. had an agricultural export surplus of almost $20,000 
million. In 1979 exports of soybeans and products were 
worth $7,500 million, the largest single agricultural export 
category, accounting for 23% of all U.S. ag exports. Feed 
grains were second with 21%, and wheat and wheat fl our 
were third with 15% of total U.S. ag exports. Address: 
American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

2567. Harrison, Connie S. 1980. Group seeks to export 
soybeans to China along with U.S. hog-feeding practice. 
Wall Street Journal. Sept. 24. p. 36.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association (ASA) 
sees a huge untapped market for American soybeans to feed 
China’s 300 million hogs. The group recently sent 15 of its 
members to China to tout their product. The problem is, the 
Chinese see soybeans as a food for people, not as feed for 
hogs. Dairy farmers in Shanghai routinely kill baby male 

calves within 2 days of their birth. To Chinese dairy farmers, 
milk is too valuable to waste on raising unproductive males. 
But the ASA is providing the Chinese with samples of a soy-
based milk replacer that can be fed to baby calves; when they 
grow up, they can be killed and sold for their meat.
 In 1979 China bought 850,000 tonnes of U.S. 
soybeans, which was 10 times its earlier purchase. Before 
normalization of diplomatic relations between China and 
the USA, China preferred to buy its soybeans from Brazil or 
Argentina. Address: Staff reporter.

2568. Soyworld (American Soybean Association, St. Louis, 
Missouri). 1980. Soybean leaders seek markets in PRC. 
2(4):1. Fall.
• Summary: “The People’s Republic of China hosted 12 
volunteer leaders of the American Soybean Association in an 
11-day market development mission to that country early in 
September. The offi cial mission funded by Elanco Products 
Company is the fi rst step in the development of closer trade 
relations between the Chinese and U.S. soybean producers.
 “’There is vast potential in this market,’ says ASA 
President Frank Ray of Baker, Florida. ‘If PRC can sustain 
stable economic growth, we will see that country become 
one of the most important customers we have for soybeans 
and soybean products.
 “He points out that PRC has over 1 billion people and 
huge numbers of livestock. There are over 300 million 
hogs alone, he says. He notes however, that the PRC is not 
using modern technology to maximize use of soybeans and 
soybean products.
 “’If our efforts could eventually result in usage of just 
half a bushel per hog increase in soybean meal consumption, 
China would need an additional 147 million bushels of 
soybeans–the entire production of Ohio, the nation’s sixth 
largest soybean producing state,’ says Ray.
 “The offi cial mission arrived in Peking on Tuesday, 
August 26. Here the soybean leaders met for three days 
with high level Chinese offi cials from the host organization, 
the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture. They also met with 
the Ministry of State Farms, the Ministry of Cereals and 
representatives of the buying agency CEROIL Foods 
Corporation. The visit in Peking concluded with tours of 
local agricultural units including feed mills and state farms.
 “From Peking the offi cial mission traveled to the 
soybean producing area to the northeast near Changchun and 
Harbin. Here they spent four days visiting soybean farms, 
processing units and livestock and poultry production units. 
On Wednesday. September 3, the mission traveled to the 
province of a Chinese offi cial who will lead a similar mission 
of Chinese agricultural offi cials to the United States later this 
year.
 “On Friday the soybean leaders traveled to Shanghai 
where they visited port facilities, a dairy farm and a soybean 
processing plant. From Shanghai. the mission fl ew to Tokyo 
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where they spent two days that included a briefi ng at ASA’s 
Tokyo offi ce, a reception with Japanese trade contacts and 
visits to soybean industries in the Tokyo area.”

2569. Vankai, Thomas. 1980. Eastern Europe: Record 
shipments of U.S. grain, soybeans, oilmeal reached during 
January-March. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Sept. p. 31-32.
• Summary: The oilmeal market expanded in all seven 
East European countries, with the largest gains in the 
German Democratic Republic and Poland. Imports of U.S. 
agricultural products into the Soviet Union were suspended 
on January 7. Address: International Economics Div., 
Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service [USDA].

2570. Hardwick, Chuck. 1980. China modernizes soy 
industry: Results could open vast new market for U.S. beans. 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. SID-1, 2. SID is Soybean Industry 
Digest insert.
• Summary: Note: “SID” stands for “Soybean Industry 
Digest.”
 “The Chinese market for U.S. soybeans sits on the edge 
of a boom, report American Soybean Association (ASA) 
offi cials who recently visited the country to assess its trade 
potential.
 “Reasons for optimism: a revitalized processing 
industry, expanded port facilities, a large population to feed 
and potential for livestock expansion.
 “In Jilin Province, new soy oil solvent extraction plants 
increase edible oil production. Construction of newer plants 
began in 1960’s. Now 25 solvent factories in the province 
extract about 17% oil from beans. Older screw press plants 
extract only 12% to 13% oil from beans. Chinese soybeans 
typically contain 18% to 19% oil.
 “Chinese utilize oil in various edible oil and industrial 
products, but much of the meal goes on the ground as 
fertilizer, explains Dennis Blankenship, ASA director of 
market development.
 “The facilities process 200,000 tons of soybeans per 
year. Average plant processes about 100 tons per day. Largest 
plant Blankenship saw in Jilin Province processes 350 tons a 
day.
 “Port facilities offer faster handling. In Shanghai, 
Grain Elevator No. 3–a 5-year-old facility–compares well 
with modern grain handling facilities in any country, adds 
Blankenship. ‘They can receive 40,000-ton ships dockside 
and are discharging wheat, corn, soybeans and rice. They can 
discharge 1,200 tons of grain per hour at the No. 1 berth and 
a total of 1,700 tons per hour to all fi ve berths,’ he adds.
 “The facility has a 40,000-ton storage capacity, contents 
of a large freighter. Workers bag most grain for immediate 
shipment inland.
 “Chinese store most domestic production in large local 
granaries. Many are made of clay bricks, rice straw and 

other materials. Conveyors, elevators and ample amounts of 
human energy move grain, Blankenship notes.
 “Biggest factor in soybean imports: feeding the 
country’s one billion people. China wants to learn more 
about how to better utilize the crop, Blankenship says. 
“’Most of the Chinese soybean production is used for human 
consumption,’ he says.
 “But he feels there is a great potential for using more 
soybean meal in Chinese livestock rations. Example: At 
Shanghai Dairy Farm No. 2, workers feed cows pumpkins, 
silage and forage mixed with water. Feedgrains and protein 
supplements account for only 7% of their ration, Blankenship 
says. Soybean meal could become a more important feed 
ingredient to boost production of dairy cattle and supplies of 
beef, pork, milk and poultry.
 “In a cooperative project, ASA hopes to demonstrate 
how calf-milk replacer can help increase meat production. At 
the Shanghai diary farm, male calves are destroyed so milk 
isn’t ‘wasted’ on unproductive animals. But milk-replacer, 
containing soy protein, will be fed to male calves until they 
can be placed on feed or forage. This way, China’s dairy 
cattle will produce meat and milk.
 “’The goals of doubling the dairy cow numbers from 
10,000 to 20,000 in the Shanghai area by 1985 offers an 
excellent market prospect for milk-replacers,’ says Merlyn 
Groot, an Iowa grower representing ASA board of directors 
on the trip.
 “Price of beans may present the only roadblock to 
increased sales, adds Blankenship.
 “’Chinese offi cials said U.S. soybeans have been of high 
quality for industrial purposes,’ he reports. ‘They indicated 
China will continue to be a buyer of U.S. soybeans, with 
the price the major restraint on trade expansion.’ Chinese 
are buying U.S. soybeans and soybean products in record 
amounts, adds Ken Bader, ASA chief executive offi cer.
 “’I believe China will be the largest U.S. market within 
10 years,’ Bader adds. ‘They told me they want to modernize 
their livestock, poultry and swine industries. That means 
more soybean meal. If they can generate enough foreign 
exchange they could be importing about 5 to 10 million 
metric tons of soybeans by 1990.’
 “China still has problems to solve. But the Chinese 
are anxious to modernize their agricultural industry, says 
Blankenship.
 “ASA will sponsor three specialists in poultry 
production and soy processing at the U.S. National 
Exhibition in Beijing this month. It will be the fi rst U.S. 
exhibit in China in 31 years. Sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, the exhibition will feature goods 
and services by 254 companies.”
 A photo shows: “Port of Shanghai Elevator No. 3 
handles 2-million tons per year.”

2571. Soya Bluebook. 1980-1994. Serial/periodical. St. 
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Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc.
• Summary: A directory and information book (general and 
statistical) for the soybean production and processing.
 Titled Soybean Blue Book from 1947-1964; Soybean 
Digest Blue Book Issue from March 1965 to March 1972; 
Soybean Digest Blue Book from March 1973 to 1979; Soya 
Bluebook from 1980 to 1994.
 In 1987 the Soya Bluebook contained seven major 
sections: Organizations (incl. Associations), Soy Directory 
(Crushers, Soyfoods, Industrial Products), Soybean 
Manufacturing Support Industries, Marketing and 
Auxiliary Services, Soy Statistics, Glossary, Standards and 
Specifi cations. Well indexed, with color maps. In the early 
1980s the Bluebook started to include many more foreign 
soyfood manufacturers.
 The book contains many tables, including: “World 
Soybean Production,” which gives area and production 
in specifi ed countries (1974-1980). In 1980 this included: 
North America: Canada, Mexico, United States. South 
America: Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay. Europe: Bulgaria, 
France, Hungary, Romania, Spain, Yugoslavia. Soviet Union. 
Africa: Egypt, Ethiopia, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, 
Uganda, Zaire. Asia: Burma, China (Mainland), Taiwan, 
India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Kampuchea [Cambodia], 
Korea (north), Korea (South), Philippines, Thailand, Turkey, 
Vietnam. Oceania: Australia. World total.
 In early 1988 the American Soybean Association sold 
the Soya Bluebook to Soyatech, owned by Peter Golbitz. His 
fi rst print run was 8,800 copies. Yellow pages were added. 
In Dec. 1989 Soyatech announced that in 1988 estimated 
readership was 10,265 in 55 countries. 33.6% of the buyers 
were soybean processors / manufacturers, 28.7% were 
importers, exporters, transporters or marketers, 15.0% were 
suppliers of soybean processing or handling equipment and 
manufacturing support services, 9.9% were consultants, 
booksellers, or periodicals, 8.7% were organization or 
government agencies, and 4.1% were colleges, universities, 
libraries, and information centers. By region, 64.3% were 
sold in North America, 15.2% in Europe, 9.1% in Asia / 
Pacifi c / Oceania, and 9.1% in Latin America.
 The 1991 Soya Bluebook appeared in Aug. with a new 
larger (8½ by 11-inch) format and 264 pages. The indexing 
system is more complete and the pages are tabbed for easy 
access to each section. The “reference” section was expanded 
by adding nutritional information on soyfoods, a new chart 
of soyfoods products, and soybean oil trading standards.

Health Foods Business. 1992. Nov. p. 218. Soya 
Bluebook now reports its circulation to be 3,000.
 Talk with Joy Froding of Soyatech. 1995. Jan. 12. The 
1994 print run of Soya Bluebook was 2,300 copies. An 
estimated 4 people read each copy.
 Price of the Soya Bluebook (1 book sent to USA, 
Canada, or Mexico): 1992 = $28 (if paid before June 1; $38 

afterward). 1993 = Same price. 1994 = $38 (no prepayment 
discount; Available July 1994; this book has fold-out 
indexing tabs and 272 pages. The order form announcing 
the ‘94 Soya Bluebook states: “For 47 years Soya Bluebook 
has served as the noted information source for the world’s 
soybean industry”). Starting in Jan. 1994 four issues of 
Bluebook Update are available free of charge to all who 
subscribe to or are listed in Soya Bluebook. 1995-96 = $38 
($48 after 1 June 1995; then in Nov. 1995 the price is raised 
to $58; incl. indexing tabs, 292 pages). This 1995-96 issue 
is titled “Soya Bluebook Plus: the annual directory of the 
world oilseed industry.” Crops featured on the front cover 
are “soya, corn, cottonseed, palm, canola, rapeseed, and 
sunfl ower.” Address: St. Louis, Missouri; Bar Harbor, Maine 
(After Jan. 1988).

2572. Doane’s Washington Farmletter. 1980. Chronology 
of U.S. trade sanctions. Washington, DC. 2 p. Unpublished 
manuscript. [1 ref]
• Summary: “This list was compiled by Doane’s Washington 
Farmletter following the 1980 embargo.
 “1973 June 27–Soybean export sales suspended due 
to tight supplies and high prices. Suspension led to export 
licensing system for soybean and cottonseed products. 
Market impact: Soybean prices declined from $12 to $7 in 
matter of weeks.
 “1973 Aug. 10–Consumer Protection Act enacted–
required exporters of certain ag commodities to report sales 
to Ag Secretary on a weekly basis.
 “1973 Nov. 20–Licensing requirement for short-supply 
commodities discontinued.
 “1974 Oct. 7–Treasury Secretary Simon announced 
that Soviets could purchase 2.2 million tons of U.S. grain in 
return for a promise not to buy more American grain until 
the summer of 1975. Market impact: Prices dropped sharply. 
Soybeans declined about $2, wheat about 80 cents, corn 
about 60 cents–in a 6 week period.
 “1975 March 7–USDA removed requirement for prior 
approval of large export sales of wheat, corn and soybeans. 
Monitoring of export sales continued.
 “1975 Aug. 18–President of AFL-CIO called for an 
embargo against loading ships bound for the Soviet Union.
 “1975 Aug. 20–U.S. maritime workers load grain ships 
bound for USSR. Ford administration announced all future 
sales to the USSR would be halted until mid-October. Market 
impact: Soybean prices dropped about $1 from mid-August 
to early October, wheat declined 50 cents; corn about 30 
cents.
 “1975 Sept. 22–Temporary suspension of further grain 
sales to Poland.
 “1975 Oct. 20–U.S.–USSR sign 5-year grain trade 
agreement.
 “1975 Nov. 27–U.S. and Poland reach grain trade 
agreement.
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 “1980 Jan. 4–President Carter suspended all grain 
shipments to USSR in excess of 8 million tons. Other ag 
product exports also suspended.
 “1980 Jan. 9–International longshoremen announced 
they would not load Russian-bound ships with the remaining 
grain allowed to be shipped to the USSR.
 “1985 May 1–President Reagan imposed economic 
and trade sanctions against Nicaragua for foreign policy 
objectives.”

2573. Fan, Xiangqun. 1980. Peasants urged to grow more 
soybeans for export [Jilin]. China Report: Agriculture 
87:107-8. Orig. in Beijing Renmin Ribao, 1980-04-15, p. 1. 
[Eng; Chi]*

2574. Roberts, I.M.; Bain, R.A.; Saxon, E.A. 1980. Japanese 
agricultural policies: Their origins, nature and effects on 
production and trade. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
Australia, Policy Monograph No. 1. *

2575. Bell, Richard E. 1980. Soybeans in world trade. In: 
F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference 
II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 
897 p. See p. 763-66.
• Summary: Soybean trade is growing very rapidly. In 
1977-78 the volume of world trade in soybeans and soybean 
products totaled 35.6 million tonnes (metric tons); this was 
up 66% for 5 years earlier. Last year the value of world trade 
in soybeans and products was more than $8.5 billion.
 In 1977-78 world utilization / consumption of soybeans 
was a record 77 million tons; 85% of these soybeans were 
crushed for oil and meal. Only in East Asia are soybeans 
used on a large scale for human food.
 In recent years, the growth in world soybean 
consumption is the result of two trends: (1) Rapid expansion 
in world demand for high protein feed, especially in North 
America, Europe, the Soviet Union, and parts of East Asia; 
and (2) Growth in world demand for edible vegetable oil, 
especially in developing countries. North American and 
Western Europe have shown the largest growth in soybean 
consumption, followed by the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe.
 In Brazil, soybean production has increased 13 fold 
during the past 10 years, and nearly 80% of the increase was 
exported as beans, meal or oil, with most of these exports 
headed for Western and Eastern Europe.
 As a result of rising world demand, prices received by 
farmers have risen about 45% in the last 5 years, in real 
currencies–adjusted for infl ation. The higher prices have, of 
course, further encouraged expansion of soybean acreage. 
In the U.S. soybeans have passed both corn and wheat to 
become the top cash crop.
 In Brazil, government policies have actively encouraged 
soybean production while also protecting the country’s 

soybean crushing industry through a combination of 
tax incentives, export subsidies, and export controls on 
raw soybeans. Argentina has also increased its soybean 
production in recent years, but not nearly as much as Brazil.
 Government policies have also encouraged greater 
consumption of soybeans in Western Europe, especially in 
the European Community (EC)–and in the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe, by trying to raise living standards by 
increasing meat consumption.
 In Japan, international policies limiting offshore 
fi shing have encouraged more livestock production and 
consequently the demand for soybean meal used as a feed.
 Twenty years ago the European Community made a 
commitment during a world-wide trade negotiation not to 
impose any import duty / charge on soybeans imported into 
EC countries. “This concession is the most important one 
ever granted an agricultural product in international trade 
negotiations and is in large part responsible for the large 
growth in soybean consumption in Western Europe in recent 
years.”
 Japan plans to make a similar concession in the 
world trade negotiations soon to be concluded in Geneva, 
Switzerland. At that time, the world’s two largest soybean 
importers will be committed by treaties to the duty-free entry 
of soybeans.
 An extremely important development in the world 
soybean market was the emergence in 1978-79 of the Soviet 
Union as a net importer (estimated at 70,000 metric tons) of 
edible oils and fats for the fi rst time in history. There is no 
indication that this trend will be reversed. Address: Executive 
Vice President, Riceland Foods, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160.

2576. Burbach, Roger; Flynn, Patricia. 1980. Agribusiness in 
the Americas. New York, NY: Monthly Review Press. 314 p. 
Index. 21 cm. [62 ref]
• Summary: “In southern Brazil, more than a dozen 
multimillion-dollar soybean processing plants owned by 
U.S. multinationals are scattered throughout the region., 
surrounded by large-scale mechanized soybean farms, none 
of which existed two decades ago.” In Brazil, soybean 
production has been growing at the rate of 8-12% a year over 
the past decade (p. 84-85).
 The chapter titled “The U.S. Grain Arsenal” gives a 
history and assessment of PL 480, the U.S. Food for Peace 
Program (established in 1954), as “an institutionalized arm 
of U.S. imperialism... In the past 25 years, close to $30,000 
million worth of agricultural commodities have been shipped 
overseas under the PL 480 program. It is not surprising 
that little of this food has reached the hungry in recipient 
countries, since the original legislation did not even pretend 
to have a humanitarian purpose (The humanitarian intent 
clause was added to the law much later.) As suggested by its 
name–Agricultural Trade and Development Act–PL 480 was 
intended primarily to develop future commercial markets for 
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U.S. grain exports and to solve the problem of mounting U.S. 
farm surpluses by dumping them overseas.
 “In line with this purpose, over three-quarters of PL 480 
commodities have been shipped abroad under long-term, 
low-interest credits provided by Title I of the law. These 
credits allow foreign governments to import U.S. agricultural 
products for resale in their own countries...”
 The sale of Title I commodities generates funds for 
the recipient governments (known as “counterpart funds”); 
these funds as a form of U.S. economic assistance, which 
have often been used to fi nance military expenditures. The 
repayment of PL 480 loans in local currencies was allowed 
until 1981.
 Title II of the program, under which the U.S. fi nances 
food donations to “friendly countries” through private 
international relief agencies is of less direct political use.
 During the fi rst 12 years of the PL 480 program, “one-
quarter of all U.S. agricultural exports were fi nanced by PL 
480’s easy credit terms... In 1969 PL 480 accounted for only 
15% of U.S. agricultural exports, and by 1977 this fi gure had 
dropped to 4%.
 “Under the guise of the food aid program, the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture has worked hand in glove with 
grain multinationals to develop these commercial markets. 
One of their goals has been to generate demand for U.S. 
agricultural products by encouraging people abroad to adopt 
American-style eating habits. Trade associations representing 
the U.S. food industry have received millions of dollars 
worth of PL 480 local currencies toward this end. The U.S. 
Feed Grains Council, for example, has used these monies 
to promote the development of local livestock and poultry 
industries which rely on imported feed grains. Another 
example is the Western Wheat Growers Association, which 
has encouraged people throughout Asia to eat wheat-based 
products like bread instead of locally grown rice.”
 Page 255: Archer-Daniels-Midland Co.
 Brazil: 1974 acquired; soybean processing, edible oil 
refi nery; Technologia Tecnologia em Vegetais e Proteinas SA 
/ 50
 1974 acquired / soybean processing, edible oil; ADM do 
Brasil Productos Agricolas
 Cayman: 1974; soybean meal [built]; Agriproduct; 100
 1975; offshore insurance; Agrinational / 100
 Mexico: 1956 acquired; 1966: sold; grain mill products; 
Productos Api Aba SA / 50
 1964 acquired; 1967: sold; plastics, synthetic resins; 
Admex SA / 40
 1966; plastic resins; Quimica Organica SA
 Peru: 1956 whaling station [built]; Balanerna del Norte 
SA / 50 Address: Members of NACLA.

2577. Campbell, L.C.; Sale, P.W.G.; Carter, O.G. 1980. 
Soybean production in Australia (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, 
ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. 

Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 101.
• Summary: Prior to the late 1960s attempts to establish 
soybeans as a commercial crop were unsuccessful due to 
low and unreliable yields. But following integrated soybean 
research programs on the East Coast of Australia in the late 
1960s, appropriate cultivars and farming techniques were 
determined. The national average of 770 kg/ha (11.3 bu/acre) 
in 1967-68 doubled to 1,516 kg/ha (22.5 bu/acre) in 1977-78.
 Soybean production in Australia is unique in that at least 
80% of the crop is grown under irrigation or supplemental 
irrigation. In 1977-78 it was estimated that more than 
73,000 tons of soybeans were produced in Australia. There 
is presently a demand in Australia for approximately 80,000 
tons of soybean meal and 48,000 tons of soy oil. A crop of 
100,000 tons (an increase of 37%) would supply the nation’s 
meal requirement, with the shortfall of oil being supplied 
by imports. Any additional production would have to be 
exported as whole soybeans, since facilities for exporting 
meal are limited.
 Australia’s domestic requirement for soybean meal will 
probably be supplied by locally grown soybeans within the 
next few years. Australia will not be able to greatly expand 
soybean production, as Brazil has, due to the unreliability 
and lack of suitable summer rain over most of the country, 
and the lack of irrigation resources. Address: Dep. of 
Agronomy and Horticultural Science, Univ. of Sydney, 
NSW, Australia 2006.

2578. Carter, O.G.; Skurray, G.R.; Cunich, J.; Honey, S. 
1980. Quality assessment of Australian soybean varieties for 
the production of Japanese foods (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, 
ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 35.
• Summary: Japan imports 3,600,000 tonnes (metric tons) of 
soybeans each year for use as food and crushing. Previous 
studies have shown that the ratio of 7S to 11S proteins 
and the ratio of phosphorus to nitrogen are important in 
determining the texture of tofu. However this study shows 
that these ratios are not as important as the amount of 
calcium sulfate used as a tofu coagulant. Variation in the fi rst 
two ratios could be counteracted by changing the amount 
of calcium sulfate used. Address: Hawkesbury Agricultural 
College, Richmond, NSW 2753, Australia.

2579. Doty, Harry O., Jr. 1980. U.S. and world soybean 
oil markets. In: D.R. Erickson, et al., eds. 1980. Handbook 
of Soy Oil Processing and Utilization. American Soybean 
Assoc. (St. Louis, MO) and American Oil Chemists’ Society 
(Champaign, IL). viii + 598 p. See p. 483-510. [20 ref]
• Summary: Recently introduced: New higher yielding 
Tenebra varieties of oil palm, and new varieties of rapeseed 
which minimize or eliminate erucic acid from the oil and 
glucosinolates from the meal.
 Table 1, titled “Average yield and value per acre and per 
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hectare for oil crops and corn in selected countries,” shows 
that oil palm in W. Malaysia is by far the most valuable 
($1,014 U.S. dollars for the oil and meal produced on one 
acre), followed by corn in the USA ($244), then soybeans in 
the USA ($200).
 Fig. 13 (p. 503) is a graph showing world soybean 
production from 1967 to 1978. The USA has been by far the 
leading producer during this period. In about 1977 Brazil 
passed China (People’s Republic of China) to take 2nd place. 
China is now in 3rd place. Address: Economics, Statistics, 
and Cooperative Service, USDA, Washington, DC.

2580. Erickson, D.R.; Pryde, E.H.; Brekke, O.L.; Mounts, 
T.L.; Falb, R.A. eds. 1980. Handbook of soy oil processing 
and utilization. American Soybean Assoc. (St. Louis, 
Missouri) and American Oil Chemists’ Society (Champaign, 
Illinois). viii + 598 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [300+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Foreword. List of 
contributors. 1. Soybeans vs. other vegetable oils as sources 
of edible oil products, by E.H. Pryde. 2. Composition of 
soybean oil, by E.H. Pryde. 3. Physical properties of soybean 
oil, by E.H. Pryde. 4. Recovery of oil from soybeans, by 
G.C. Mustakas. 5. Edible oil processing–Introduction, by 
O.L. Brekke. 6. Oil degumming and soybean lecithin, by 
O.L. Brekke. 7. Refi ning, by T.L. Mounts and F.P. Khym. 
8. Bleaching, by O.L. Brekke. 9. Hydrogenation practices, 
by T.L. Mounts. 10. Shortenings and margarines: Base 
stock preparation and formulation. 11. Deodorization, 
by O.L. Brekke. 12. Partially hydrogenated-winterized 
soybean oil, by G.R. List and T.L. Mounts. Addendum, by 
G.E. Hamerstrand and G.R. List. 13. Cost estimates for 
soybean oil refi nery, by D.C. Tandy and W.J. McPherson 
(both of EMI Corporation, Illinois 60018). 14. Soybean oil 
fl avor stability, by E.N. Frankel. 15. Evaluation of fi nished 
oil quality, by T.L. Mounts and K. Warner. 16. Storage, 
handling, and stabilization, by G.R. List and D.R. Erickson. 
17. Special processing for off-specifi cation oil, by G.R. 
List. 18. Specifi cations for soybean oil, by O.L. Brekke. 19. 
Soybean oil food products–Their preparation and uses, by 
O.L. Brekke. 20. Nutritive value of soybean oil, by E.A. 
Emken. 21. Nonfood [industrial] uses for soybean oil, by 
E.H. Pryde. 22. U.S. and world soybean oil markets, by H.O. 
Doty, Jr. 23. Future developments in the markets for soy oil, 
by R.A. Falb. 24. A. Environmental concerns: Discussion, by 
W.H. Goodrich. B. Environmental concerns: An annotated 
bibliography, by E.H. Pryde and O.L. Brekke. 25. Summary 
and recommendations, by O.L. Brekke, T.L. Mounts, and 
E.H. Pryde. Address: 1. American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

2581. Gauthier, Wayne M.; Hadder, G.R.; Traylor, H.D. 
1980. Exporting soybeans through the Mississippi River 
gulf port. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research 
Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview 

Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 883-88. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Problem. The simulation 
model. Procedure. Comparative analyses: Assessing the 
lower limit of the range, assessing the upper limit of the 
range. Summary and implications. Notes. Address: Dep. of 
Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness, Louisiana Agric. 
Exp. Station, Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA 70803.

2582. Griffi th, Garry Richard. 1980. An econometric 
simulation of alternative domestic and trade policies in the 
world markets for rapeseed, soybeans and their products. 
PhD thesis, University of Guelph, Canada. Page 6366 in 
volume 40/12-A of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Guelph, Canada.

2583. Hauck, Sheldon J. 1980. Protectionism in trade–
Expansion in oilseeds. In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. World 
Soybean Research Conference II: Proceedings. Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 p. See p. 801-06.
• Summary: Contents: Case #1: Palm oil. #2: Non-fat dry 
milk. #3: Brazilian export subsidies on soybean oil and 
meal. #4: The Austrian oilseed tax. #5: Lower Japanese 
import barriers. #6: Communication with Europe. Address: 
National Soybean Processors Assoc., 1800 M Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20036.

2584. Knipscheer, Hendrik C. 1980. Demand for soybeans 
and soybean meal in the European Common Market. In: F.T. 
Corbin, ed. 1980. World Soybean Research Conference II: 
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xv + 897 
p. See p. 807-22. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Importance of the E.E.C. [European 
Economic Community] soybean meal imports. Need 
for an E.E.C. model. E.E.C. policy. Econometric model. 
References. Address: Agricultural Economist, International 
Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria.

2585. Laurent, C. 1980. La fi lière du tourteau de soja [The 
channels of soybean meal]. PhD thesis, veterinary medicine, 
Faculty of Medicine of Creteil?, Ecole Nationale Veterinaire 
d’Alfort. [Fre]*
Address: France.

2586. Morgan, Dan. 1980. Les géants du grain: traduit et 
adapte de l’americain par Marie-Hélène Dumas [The giants 
of grain: translated and adapted from the American by Marie-
Hélène Dumas]. Paris: Fayard. 317 p. [112* ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This is a French edition of Dan Morgan’s 
highly esteemed “Merchants of Grain” (1979). Address: 
Washington, DC.

2587. Jabara, Cathy L. 1981. Trade restrictions in 
international grain and oilseed markets. USDA Economics 
and Statistics Service, Foreign Agricultural Economics 
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Report No. 162. 41 p. [41 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: State trading practices and variable 
levies, which protect administered price levels set in 
importing countries, as well as tariffs, taxes, quotas, bilateral 
agreements, and other policies, tend to restrict the level of 
competition in international markets. In addition, many 
exporting countries implement similar types of policies that 
restrict or subsidize exports. Quantitative estimates of the 
degree of protection provided by trade and domestic policies 
of 18 major importing and exporting countries indicate 
that wheat and rice markets are the more heavily protected, 
followed by corn and soybeans. The importance of nontariff 
barriers in wheat, rice, and corn markets indicates diffi culty 
in enhancing competition in these markets.” Address: 
International Economics Div., Economics and Statistics 
Service, USDA, Washington, DC. 20250.

2588. Leath, Mack N.; Hill, L.D.; Fuller, S.W. 1981. 
Soybean movements in the United States: Interregional fl ow 
patterns and transportation requirements in 1977. Illinois 
Bulletin No. 766. 62 p. Jan. 28 cm. Also North Central 
Regional Research Publication No. 273. [3 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive study of grain 
movements ever conducted. Contains 110 tables and fi ve 
fi gures. Address: 1. Agricultural economist, ESS, USDA; 2. 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana; 3. Texas A&M Univ.

2589. Chen, Steve. 1981. The production and consumption 
of edible oils in Taiwan. Food Industries Monthly 13(3):13-
17. March. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The total soybean supply in Taiwan (domestic 
soybean production plus imports) has grown from 539,000 
tonnes in 1969 to 1,136,000 tonnes in 1979. The Taiwan 
Margarine Industry Assoc. was established in 1977, and 
there are about 10 margarine plants in Taiwan. Three of the 
larger plants are the Nan Chow Chemical Ind. Co. Ltd., the 
President Enterprises Corp., and the Far East Chem. Ind. 
Corp. The production capacity of these three fi rms is about 
14,000 tonnes/year. Address: Country Director, American 
Soybean Assoc., Taiwan.

2590. Parker, James V. 1981. Argentina: Near-record oilseed 
crop and record exports seen for 1981. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). March. p. 24-25.
• Summary: Argentina’s 1981/82 oilseed crop–soybeans, 
sunfl owerseed, fl axseed, peanuts (shelled), cottonseed, and 
tung nuts–is projected at 6.5 million tonnes. Address: U.S. 
Agricultural Attaché, Buenos Ares.

2591. Ponomarenko, Mary. 1981. USSR: Reduced vegetable 
oil production boosts imports of soybeans, oil. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). March. p. 
27-28.
• Summary: Total USSR production of vegetable oil from all 

sources in 1980 was as follows (fi gures given in thousands 
of tonnes): Sunfl ower oil, 1,500-1,550; Cottonseed oil, 
720-740; Soybean oil, 260-270. Also, USSR total imports 
of edible vegetable oils in 1981 were as follows (fi gures in 
thousands of tonnes): Soybean oil, 200; Coconut oil, 200; 
Palm oil, 160; Sunfl ower oil, 150. The Soviets imported 
a total of 730,000 tons of edible vegetable oil in 1981. 
Address: International Economics Div., Economics and 
Statistics Service.

2592. Landes, Rip. 1981. Indian vegetable oil imports seen 
declining slightly in ‘81; Policy changes portend further 
drop. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). May. p. 9-11.
• Summary: India will remain the world’s largest importer 
of vegetable oils in 1981 at 1.2 million tonnes. Shipments 
are estimated to have included 692,400 tons of soybean oil, 
515,000 tons of crude and refi ned palm oil, and 131,000 
tons of rapeseed oil. The major suppliers of soybean oil 
during 1980 were the U.S. (366,405 tons) and Brazil (about 
261,000 tons). India’s current policy of importing large 
amounts of vegetable oil, initiated in 1977, was predicated 
on a comfortable foreign-exchange position, and the need to 
satisfy growing consumer demand and arrest price increases. 
But continued chronic shortages of domestically produced 
oils, rising prices, and the size of the vegetable-oil import bill 
have led to growing concern in India over policies affecting 
the production and import of vegetable oils.
 Major importers of vegetable oils in 1980 were India at 
1,373,000 tons, France at 710,000 tons, the U.S. at 694,000 
tons, West Germany at 678,000 tons, and the Netherlands 
at 501,000 tons. U.S. exports of soybean oil by destination 
in 1980 were India, 366,405 tons; Pakistan, 150,221 
tons; China, 99,657 tons; Colombia, 79,301 tons; Peru, 
32,774 tons. Indian supply and distribution of peanut and 
rapeseed oil produced in 1981 was 1,440,000 and 666,000 
tons respectively. In the same year the country imported 
520,000 tonnes of palm oil and 500,000 tons of soybean 
oil. The amount of soybean oil imported annually by India 
from 1975-1977 was 4,000, 151,000, and 441,000 tons 
respectively. Address: Agricultural Economist, International 
Economics Div., Economics and Statistics Service.

2593. Sugiyama, Mieko; Griffi s, Gil. 1981. Japan–Soybean 
market extraordinary. Soyworld (American Soybean 
Association, St. Louis, Missouri) 3(2):1, 4-5. Spring.
• Summary: “When George Strayer, then the Secretary of 
ASA, announced in a 1956 edition of Soybean Digest that 
‘In Japan, soybeans are food!’ he was not only expressing 
one difference in the cultures of the U.S. and Japan, he was 
defi ning the state of the market.
 “During that year, Japan imported only 717,000 tonnes 
(26 million bushels) of food soybeans, of which only 80 
percent came from the United States. The domestic market 
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for these beans was limited. Human consumption preferences 
were for carbohydrates and animal feed protein was supplied 
from fi sh meal. Rapeseed oil was the standard cooking 
medium.
 “Considering the conditions, leadership of ASA and the 
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), showed great foresight 
in establishing the fi rst international offi ce in Japan. Born the 
Japanese-American Soybean Institute (JASI) it was made up 
of the fi ve leading soybean user organizations: the crushers, 
manufacturers of soy sauce, miso and tofu and the oil and fat 
importer/exporters.
 “The initial program of JASI was to check the arrival 
of cargoes and indentify which American varieties best met 
the strict requirements of Japan’s soy-food industry. Our 
competition was China and the poor quality of U.S. beans 
which were high in foreign matter and did not meet Japan’s 
exacting requirements. Our primary objective was to develop 
a food bean market.
 “In 1956 Mr. Shizuka Hayashi was appointed managing 
director. With the assistance of Ersel Walley, a past president 
of ASA, Marion Hartz of Jacob Hartz Seed Co. and Howard 
Akers, Assistant Agricultural Attache, he developed JASI’s 
fi rst activity–a soybean exhibit at the Osaka Fair. In his 
review of the market potential for soybeans following the 
fair, Mr. Walley noted that the Japanese may have diffi cult 
problems because of insuffi cient foreign exchange.
 “Vision of an Industry: In spite of this not totally 
optimistic appraisal, JASI proceeded with arrangements 
to host its fi rst study team to the U.S. The eight man team 
represented the leadership of oil importers and manufacturers 
and the food bean processors. Among them was Yukio 
Sakaguchi, then President of the Nisshin Oil Co. During his 
tour of U.S. crushing plants he and other leaders developed 
a vision of a similar industry for Japan. Six years later he 
presided over the opening of a new plant. Other crushers 
followed.
 “To increase consumption of food soybeans in Japan, 
JASI sent two senior scientists to work at the USDA’s 
Northern Region Research Lab in Peoria [Illinois] in 1958. 
They conducted production research on tofu and miso to 
determine which U.S. varieties of soybeans could best 
be used in Japan. Partially as a result of their work, U.S. 
exports of variety soybeans totaled over 750,000 tonnes in 
1979. Even today, Japan continues to be the world’s largest 
consumer of food quality soybeans.
 “In 1959 JASI conducted a survey of soy oil 
consumption in the Tokyo area. The study clearly showed 
the need for dietary improvements and the potential for soy 
oil as a nutritious substitute for the popular animal fats. 
Promotional activities and nutrition-education campaigns 
that came about from this modest research effort resulted in 
soy oil gaining a 47 percent share of the total vegetable oil 
market in Japan.
 “Lessons in Promotion: In 1961 JASI hosted a series 

of seminars on public relations and sales promotion. Many 
senior offi cials of the industry participated in the study of 
these marketing concepts. They learned the lesson well–
last year one oil processing company alone spent over $12 
million for sales promotion.
 “Also in 1961 JASI hosted the fi rst team of nutritionists 
to visit the U.S. Escorted by Ms. Yoshiko Kojima, team 
members had their fi rst sample of vegetable oil based 
margarine. Their enthusiasm resulted only three years later in 
the production of Japan’s own 100 percent soy oil margarine, 
Uni Soya.
 “During the year we had another special success. Based 
on many discussions with the government and the increase 
in demand for soybeans, import duty on soybeans was no 
longer collected. In 1980, soybeans became zero bound. In 
1964, when another new margarine was introduced to the 
market, the amount of soy oil used by the margarine and 
shortening industry was about one metric tonne per day. 
Today the industry uses over 148 metric tons every day of 
the year and ASA is continuing efforts to increase usage 
levels.
 “By 1970 the one-year-at-a-time program of JASI 
was fi nally recognized as a major contributing force to the 
marketing of U.S. soybeans in Japan. One result was that 
our name was offi cially changed to correspond to that of 
our parent organization–the Japan offi ce of the American 
Soybean Association.
 “Embargo Shock Waves: The close relationships which 
we worked so hard to establish were tested in 1973 when 
the soybean embargo sent shock waves through the industry. 
Although Japan had record soybean imports that year, the 
memories of that event remain strong.
 “Utilizing the marketing experience gained in Japan, the 
Tokyo offi ce assumed responsibility for developing new and 
promising markets elsewhere in Asia. In 1975, we initiated 
market development activities in Korea; in 1977 we began 
work in Southeast Asia. Programs in both areas matured to 
the point that independent offi ces and staff were established 
in 1979. In 1979 we opened the new offi ce of ASA/Japan. 
Our new offi ces, the pride of the commodity marketing 
community, far better refl ect the one billion dollar value of 
America’s soybean exports to Japan, the professional pride 
of American farmers and the Japanese staff which maintains 
their markets.
 “America’s Largest Customers: As we enter 1981, the 
25th year of our program, we note with pride that Japan 
today represents America’s single largest consumer of 
soybeans. This amounted to 4.4 million metric tons in 1980 
alone, 97 percent of which were of U.S. origin. To sustain 
this market it is interesting to note that FAS and ASA funds 
expended in 1979-80 represented less than one percent of 
the value of soybeans sold to Japan during the same period. 
In addition, the ratio of funds provided by the Japanese with 
whom we work was $3.55 for each $1 invested by ASA and 
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FAS.
 “Regardless where funds originate–from grower support, 
from FAS or from Japanese industry–their expenditure 
over the last 25 years has paid very attractive dividends 
to farmers. In the 1956-57 crop year, the value of soybean 
exports to Japan was $5.4 million. Today exports to Japan 
represent a market in excess of one billion dollars.
 “Success Brings Competition: While we are pleased 
with the success of our fi rst 25 years, we are also aware 
of the envy these successes have created among our 
competitors. China maintains its traditional interest in this 
market for her food-quality soybeans; Brazil continually 
seeks opportunities. Most important, Canada, with her new 
Canola variety of rapeseed is making a signifi cant marketing 
effort.
 “To counter these competitive initiatives, and to assure 
a growth market of not less than three percent or 4.7 million 
bushels of U.S. soybeans per year will require our best effort. 
We must be assured of adequate program funds to maintain 
our strong market thrust in human and animal nutrition and 
to expand our work in the increasingly sensitive vegetable 
oil market. We cannot afford the mentality that defi nes our 
market as developed with accompanying budget reductions.
 “It is with those whom we serve–the U.S. soybean 
farmer–and with those whom we work–the Japanese soybean 
industry–that we seek continued success. It is from this 
critical support that we have developed our anniversary 
theme and program philosophy of ‘Together Toward the 21st 
Century.’”
 Photos, each with a long caption, show: Gil Griffi s. 
Shizuko Hayashi. Kitchen on wheels, which took soy 
nutrition to the people in the early days of soybean market 
development. Facilities for unloading soybeans from a ship 
in 1956. ASA Asian Regional Offi ce staff. Yoshiko Kojima. 
Karl Sera.

2594. O’Neill, K. 1981. America, God willing, becomes a 
tempe nation. Tempo. June 13. p. 49-50. [1 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh has started to be sold in Indonesian 
supermarkets. They are displayed on the stands at Pekan 
Raya in Jakarta. KOPTI was founded on 11 March 1979. 
The cooperative split off from a fi rm which equalized the 
distribution of soybeans, which are still imported and always 
in short supply. Indonesia requires 4,300 tons of soybeans 
a day. Of that total, 3,000 tons is for tempeh and 1,300 tons 
for tofu. KOPTI, which now has more than 12,000 members 
from 40 cooperatives, is headed toward mechanization.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2011) 
that mentions KOPTI. Address: New York.

2595. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History of 
world soybean production and trade. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 39 p. June 20. Unpublished 
typescript. Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.

• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/production_and_
trade1.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. Part I: Six phases of world production and 
trade. All in East Asia. Expansion of soybean exports from 
Manchuria to the West. Rise of soybean production in the 
U.S. and decline of exports to Europe. Domination of the 
U.S. as the world’s largest producer. Leadership of the West 
over Asia and rise of the U.S. as major exporter. Rise of 
Latin America. Part II: Asia. China. Manchuria. Other Asia. 
Part III: United States and Canada. Part IV: Latin America. 
Brazil. Argentina. Part V: Europe and the USSR. Part VI: 
New Third World countries. Address: Lafayette, California. 
Phone: 415-283-2991.

2596. American Soybean Association. 1981. Soya Bluebook 
‘81. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 188 p. 
June. Category listings (Index). Index of tables. Directory, 
alphabetical. Buyer’s guide, alphabetical. Index to 
advertisers. 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Organizations: American Soybean 
Association, National Soybean Processors Association, Food 
Protein Council, Ontario Soya-Bean Growers Marketing 
Board, State Research Experiment Stations, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, 
Government Buying Agencies.
 Soy product directory: U.S. oil extraction plants / 
refi neries, non-U.S. oil extraction plants / refi neries, soyfoods 
manufacturers, industrial product manufacturers, exporters.
 Buyer’s guide to products & services: Category listings, 
products & services, manufacturers & suppliers guide.
 Soy statistics: Charts [graphs], maps, tables, metric 
conversion, glossary of soybean terms, United States 
standards for soybeans.
 Indexes: Directory (alphabetical company listings), 
buyer’s guide (alphabetical company listings), advertisers.
 Two tables on soybeans in Canada (p. 144) show: (1) 
Canadian soybean production: Estimated acreage seeded, 
yield, production, average farm price ($ per bu), and total 
farm value, crop years 1950-51 to 1980-81. (2) Canadian 
soybean production and utilization, 1950-80. Eight columns: 
Year (beginning Aug. 1). Production (000 bu). Imports 
of soybeans (000 bu). Supplies (of soybeans). Exports of 
soybeans (000 bu). Processed for oil and meal (crushed, 000 
bu). Soy oil produced (000 lb). Soybean oilcake produced 
(short tons [1 short ton = 2,000 lb]). Address: P.O. Box 
27300, St. Louis, Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-432-1600.

2597. Lappé, Frances Moore. 1981. Statement on agricultural 
export issues before the Committee of Agriculture, U.S. 
House of Representatives. San Francisco, California: 
Institute for Food and Development Policy. 23 p. July 28. 
Unpublished manuscript.
Address: IFDP, San Francisco.
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2598. Levins, Richard A.; Meyers, William H. 1981. 
Market implications of soybean oil use as a diesel fuel 
substitute. Mississippi State University, Dep. of Agricultural 
Economics. 12 p. July. Unpublished manuscript. AAEA 
paper presented at its annual mmetings, Clemson, South 
Carolina, 26-29 July 1981. [7 ref]
• Summary: Soybean oil is being considered as a diesel fuel 
substitute by both the United States and Brazil. The impacts 
of a fuel substitution program by each country on the U.S. 
soybean industry are evaluated. Export values and oil prices 
are expected to increase; negative impacts are expected on 
the soybean meal sector. Address: 1. Research Assoc., Dep. 
of Agricultural Economics, Mississippi State Univ.; 2. Dep. 
of Economics, Iowa State Univ.

2599. Brown, Shannon R. 1981. Cakes and oil: Technology 
transfer and Chinese soybean processing, 1860-1895. 
Comparative Studies in Society and History (University of 
Michigan) 23(3):449-63. July. [53 ref]
• Summary: Following China’s “loss in the second Sino-
British War in 1860, China’s economy became, against the 
wishes of its leaders, more open to foreign infl uence. In 1860 
there were 15 Chinese ports where foreign businessmen were 
allowed to reside and do business, and by 1895 this number 
had grown to 22.”
 In the middle of the 19th century the foreigners sought 
to enter the soybean trade and, through their superior 
technology, to dominate it. But trade in commodities such as 
soybeans, bean oil, and bean cake “was strongly dominated 
by a variety of craft guilds and regional merchant guilds, 
or landsmanschaften. The purchase of soybeans from the 
peasants and their resale to bean mills or to exporters was 
controlled by the soybean guild, whose headquarters were 
in Shenyang and which was dominated by merchants from 
Shansi. The transporting of beans from Shenyang, their 
major market, to Newchwang was dominated by a cart guild 
that, like the soybean dealers, set a common price each 
day. The native mills in Newchwang were also organized 
in a guild, most of whose members and employees came 
from Chefoo. The Chinese fi rms that exported the soybean 
products were members of a guild dominated by merchants 
from Swatow, while the junk owners who carried the 
products were members of the Shanghai junk guild. The 
presence of such a pervasive system of trade guilds and 
landsmanschaften meant that would-be entrants would have 
to come to terms with the existing organizations or face 
heavy opposition.”
 So the foreigners began by transporting bean cake from 
Manchuria, where it was made, to south China where it was 
used as a fertilizer for sugar cane. By 1867 westerners had 
completely dominated this trade because of the superiority 
of steamships in handling this commodity, their operation as 
common carriers, and the insurability of Western ships and 

cargo.
 In 1866 westerners fi rst tried to enter the soybean 
crushing business, producing soybean cakes and oil. In the 
port of Newchwang Thomas Platt, a British merchant, chose 
his location and ordered his machinery (incl. horizontal 
rollers and hydraulic presses) from England. Part of the 
fi nancing for this equipment was advanced by Jardine, 
Matheson and Company, the largest British trading fi rm 
in China. The machinery arrived in Aug. 1867, but Platt 
defaulted on his loan so Jardine took possession of Platt’s 
land and assets and began construction of the mill. Trial 
production of the coal-fi red steam mill began in Oct. 1868, 
and recommenced in the spring of 1869, but the results were 
unsatisfactory and the plant was closed in the summer of 
1870. The capacity of the mill was 1,728 bean cakes per 
day but output never exceeded 1,440. Charles E. Hill, an 
American, was the manager of the mill. His main problems 
were with the laborers. A detailed analysis is given of the 
reasons for the mill’s failure.
 The next attempt to establish a soybean mill using 
western technology was in Swatow, in 1880. It was smaller, 
with initial production of only 200 bean cakes per day, but 
rising to 600 cakes/day in 1884, and about 850 by 1893. 
This steam-powered mill, which probably used equipment 
purchased from the failed Newchwang mill, was probably 
less mechanized. But it grew slowly and was apparently 
successful fi nancially. A controversy that arose in 1881 
concerning the right of foreigners to establish businesses 
in treaty ports may explain why similar mills were not 
established at this time.
 The Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1895 gave foreigners a 
clear right to establish factories in treaty ports. After 1895, 
foreign-run factories using Western technology rapidly 
increased in number as, revealingly, did privately owned 
Chinese factories using Western technology.
 In 1896 in Newchwang, Butterfi eld and Swire (B&S; 
second only to Jardine, Matheson and Co. among British 
fi rms in China) fi nally opened the steam-powered bean mill 
that they had been considering since 1893. The Imperial 
Maritime Customs Decennial Report for 1892-1901 reported 
that “The mill is worked by Chinese only, and is practically 
Chinese owned.” “So successful was the mill that imitators 
quickly followed–one each in the summer of 1899, the fall 
of 1900, and the fall of 1901. By the latter year, the modern 
factories of Newchwang, using a technology quite similar 
to that of the original foreign mill [started 1868-69] had a 
combined capacity of 15,600 bean cakes per day. This fi gure 
represented most of the port’s total output of bean cakes. 
Furthermore, the costs per cake were about 20% less in the 
new mills and the yield of oil higher. This cost advantage 
enabled them ‘to make a profi t at prices which caused a loss 
to the old-style mills.’”
 Note: Much of the original information in this paper 
comes from the Jardine, Matheson Archive, Cambridge 
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Univ. Library, Unbound Correspondence, Newchwang. 
Address: Assoc. Prof., Economics Dep., Univ. of Maryland, 
Catonsville, Baltimore County, Maryland 21228. Phone: 
301-455-1000.

2600. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1981. Fact fi le: Success stories in market 
expansion. July. p. 27-28.
• Summary: One of the primary missions of the USDA’s 
Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) is to promote exports 
of U.S. agricultural commodities. Take soybean oil in West 
Germany for example. Now there are at least 10 identifi ed 
soy oil brands on the market. Also, an identifi ed soy oil 
margarine has been introduced on the market for the fi rst 
time. Then there is the expansion in Venezuela. In 1978, 
Venezuelan law was changed to allow for the blending of 
vegetable oils. U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean oil to 
Venezuela were valued at $30.6 million in 1980. The FAS, 
the National Soybean Processors Assoc., and the American 
Soybean Assoc. all worked to open up the market for 
soybean oil and meal in Europe.

2601. Lindell, Wallace A. 1981. ASA marks 26 years of 
soybean market development in Japan. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). July. p. 26.
• Summary: In 1956, the year the American Soybean Assoc. 
opened an offi ce in Japan, U.S. exports of soybeans to 
that country totaled 570,000 tons, valued at $5.4 million. 
4 million tons of U.S. soybeans worth more than $1,100 
million went to Japan in 1980. Here are some ASA gains 
over the years since 1956: Japan’s production of formula 
feed has grown from about 1 million tons to 22.5 million 
tons, and the soybean meal component of the feed has more 
than doubled, from 5% to over 11%. Dairy cattle numbers 
have increased by 4 times to 2 million head. The swine herd 
has expanded from 1.1 million head to 10 million. There 
was virtually no broiler industry in 1956; today there are 
approximately 130 million broilers in feed on any given 
day. Soy oil, then a pariah in the consumer market, now 
represents 46% of Japanese vegetable oil production, and 
production of new types of soy protein foods, nonexistent in 
1956, is increasing by 15% a year. Address: Acting editor, 
Foreign Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service.

2602. Pitcher, Shackford. 1981. Soybeans in the 1980’s: 
Expanding competition and changing trade patterns. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). July. p. 
7-10.
• Summary: A bar chart shows exports of soybeans, soybean 
meal, and bean equivalent of soybeans and meal, by the 
United States, Brazil, and Argentina, in calendar years 
1970, 1975, and 1980. Address: Oilseeds and Products Div, 
Commodity Programs, FAS.

2603. National Soybean Processors Association. 1981. 
NSPA: Your free market partner. We’re the biggest customer 
of America’s soybean growers. Soybean Digest. July/Aug. p. 
39.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean farmers and processors know 
there is no crop more American than the soybean. For us, this 
versatile bean rivals apple pie as a symbol of American free 
enterprise.
 “During the 1979-80 marketing year, American soybean 
growers harvested 2.3 billion bushels of soybeans with an 
aggregate value of $14.2 billion–the largest cash income-
earner for U.S. farmers.
 “In 1979-80, over 1.1 billion bushels of soybeans moved 
through, the processing plants of members of the National 
Soybean Processors Association (NSPA).
 “NSPA knows that unless America practices the free 
trade it preaches, the soybean industry and the American 
economy will suffer irreparable harm.
 “While we may have a $9 billion trade defi cit in autos 
with Japan, the European Community and Scandinavia, our 
trade surplus in agricultural products with those countries 
exceeds $14 billion.
 “Soybeans are America’s leading export commodity, 
accounting for $8.6 billion of last year’s agricultural exports.
 “NSPA believes that we can double America’s exports 
of soybeans and products within the next decade, but only if 
free market forces are allowed to play.
 “The soybean industry in America has evolved through 
a free world market system and it’s up to us as partners–
growers and processors–to keep it that way.”
 A large color illustration shows a processor and a farmer 
shaking hands–as they stand in front of a pile of yellow 
soybeans. Address: 1800 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20036. Phone: 202/452-8040 Telex: 248959.

2604. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History of 
the American Soybean Association. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 17 p. Sept. 8. Unpublished 
typescript. Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/ellen_white.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. Founding in 1920, reorganization in 1925: 
Description of annual meetings, publication of Proceedings 
of the American Soybean Assoc. and circular. Expanded 
activities in 1930s: Regional Soybean Lab., NSPA, 
Soya Foods Council, retrospect and tribute to workers. 
Turning point in 1940, hiring of Strayer and what he 
did: Strayer biography, early history of Soybean Digest 
(ASA’s magazine), work during 1940’s and World War II, 
articles, honorary members in 1946, fi rst Bluebook in 1947, 
postwar work. The 1950’s: First Economic Cooperation 
Administration (ECA) mission to Europe in 1949, trips 
to Europe in 1952 and 1954, trip to Japan in 1955 and its 
effects, establishment of Soybean Council of America. 
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The 1960’s: In 1962 the Minnesota Soybean Growers 
Association, the fi rst affi liated state soybean association, was 
founded; by 1981 some 22 other state soybean associations 
had been founded. Growers’ fund market development 
in 1966, history of checkoff. 1970’s: Move to St. Louis 
in 1978, publication program, efforts required for rise in 
soybean production. 1980’s: Major programs, organization, 
membership and funding, budget, overseas offi ces and 
exports, staff, education and publications. Address: 
Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

2605. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History of 
Cargill, Inc. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 
94549. 8 p. Sept. 8. Unpublished typescript. Available online 
at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/cargill.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction: Oldest company, last to enter the industry, 
now the largest. Early years (1865-1939): Origin in about 
1865, description of company, 1920’s and 1930’s. 1940-
1959: Entry into soybean crushing in 1942, four plants 
by April 1945, six plants by Sept. 1947, seven plants by 
1955 and move into international grain market, rapid 
expansion to lead in 1957, fi rst industrial oil refi ning. 1960-
1980’s: 1960 situation, started overseas in Spain in 1965, 3 
European plants, 9 foreign feed plants by 1969, big fi nancial 
disclosure in 1969, prosperity and controversy in the 1970’s, 
new plants, Brazil operations and government loan, 1973 
controversy setting off soybean boycott, Tradax, government 
requirement for grain companies to report big orders, 20 
plants on 5 continents in 1975, world’s largest grain trading 
company, diversifi cation, move into vegetable oil refi ning, 
14 U.S. and 6 overseas plants in 1980, enviable position 
of having plants in U.S.-Brazil-Europe triangle. Address: 
Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

2606. Dunn, John R. 1981. U.S. cooperative soybean 
processors (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center, Sept. 15. 1 p. typescript. [1 ref]
• Summary: It is now generally agreed that ADM has passed 
Cargill as America’s leading soybean crusher–but both 
companies have about the same crushing capacity. According 
to his best information, America’s top 12 soybean crushers 
are (as of Oct. 1979): 1. ADM. 2. Cargill. 3. A.E. Staley. 
4. Central Soya. 5. Bunge. 6. Ralston Purina. 7. Gold Kist. 
8. Farmland Industries. 9. Continental Grain. 10. Riceland 
Foods. 11. Quincy Soybean. 12. Land O’Lakes. Other 
leading cooperative crushers, in descending order of size, 
are Honeymead Products, Agri Industries, Boone Valley 
Processing & Marketing Assoc., and Missouri Farmers 
Association. All of these companies use solvent extractors.
 The top 4 fi rms own and operate 54.5% of the 
processing capacity. The next 4 control 20.6%, for an 8-fi rm 
total of 75.1%. The next 4 control 11.2%, for a 12 fi rm total 

of 86.3%. Bunge, which is based in Argentina, has moved up 
on the list through some recent acquisitions, including a plant 
in Mississippi in July from Gold Kist.
 Concerning cooperatives, each regional co-op is taken 
as a unit. They operate completely independently of each 
other. So it is not accurate to think of the co-ops as a whole–
although they do have some areas of cooperation with one 
another, e.g. export sales efforts and domestic processed 
product sales. The operate independently on procurement 
and processing. The total amount of soybeans crushed by the 
cooperatives is probably less than that crushed by ADM or 
Cargill. Address: USDA Agricultural Cooperative Service 
(ACS), Washington, DC 20250. Phone: 202-475-4929.

2607. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. History of 
cooperative soybean processors. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 4 p. Sept. Unpublished typescript. 
Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/coop_soybean_
crushers.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction: Started 1940, Shearson Hayden 1977 report, 19 
plants and 20.7% of industrial capacity in 1980. Background 
and 1940’s: brief history of farmers’ co-ops, fi rst co-op 
soybean mill in Kentucky (1940), number of mills by 1945, 
reason for starting mills, types and capacities of mills, 
organization (4 types), Iowa co-op example, buy from 
farmers, sell meal back, sell oil outside. 1950’s and 1960’s: 
expansion of number and solvent types, Soy-Cot Sales 
established 1963, Farmers’ Export Corporation. 1970’s and 
1980’s: Growth in capacity and number of mills, Intrade, 
power of farm crops in 1980’s, rank of co-ops in top 20 
processors, co-ops owning multiple plants, brand name co-op 
products, link with USDA Agricultural Cooperative Service. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

2608. Stancill, Martha. 1981. Brazil: Agricultural and trade 
policies. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-305. 
22 p. Sept. [11 ref]
• Summary: Page 19: Table 4 shows Brazil’s agricultural 
exports by commodity groups, 1975-1980. Oilseeds and 
products (including soybeans, peanuts, etc.) has increased 
from US$1.43 billion to $2.33 billion.
 Table 5 shows U.S. agricultural exports to Brazil, 1978-
80. Soybeans have decreased from $19,936 in 1978 to only 
$3 in 1978. Soybean oil has increased from zero in 1978 to 
$44,952 in 1979, decreasing to $2,450 in 1980. Address: 
USDA FAS, Washington, DC.

2609. Storup, Bernard; Ruel, Françoise. 1981. Re: Studying 
tofu in America and starting work with tofu in France. Letter 
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 31. 6 p. Typed, 
with signature. [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Bernard and Françoise enjoyed the 8 months 
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they spent studying soyfoods in the USA, and have now been 
back in France for nearly 10 weeks. “During the time we 
were in the U.S., we had a rather good survey of the small 
and medium scale tofu industry, and I think we learned a lot 
from all the people we met, and very often what not to do.
 “I have been really surprised by the quality of the 
welcome we had all along our way, as well as the spirit 
prevailing among most of the people involved with soyfoods 
(we did not visit the big factories). This too has been a good 
lesson. Another small surprise has been the general lack of 
technical experience of most of the people working with 
tofu... They could learn a great deal from the dairy industry–
chiefl y the small and medium scale cheese-making industry–
by using the techniques and the equipment (very often not 
expensive) employed when curding, putting in pressing 
boxes by gravity, pressing, etc.”
 Concerning Li Yu-ying, “we went with Jean de Preneuf 
to the location of ‘La Société Française pour l’exploitation 
du soja et de ses dérivés,’ located at 48 Rue Denis Papin, Les 
Vallées, Colombes (west of Paris). The buildings had been 
pulled down about 20 years ago, but were used for other 
manufacture since at least the beginning of the thirties. We 
met an old man who has always lived in the neighborhood 
and remembers that ‘some Chinese people were making 
cakes there before the fi rst world war.’ So, it is certain that 
this address was the one of Li’s plant in 1912. We have been 
to the town hall of Colombes, but nobody was able to help 
us. We have to come back there at the end of November...
 “Since our return to France, we had have, with Jean de 
Preneuf, a lot of contacts with different people to introduce, 
at least, the idea of soyfoods. We met people of the medical 
corps, all having an important role in scientifi c research 
(Dr. Sautier, INSERM, Hôpital Bichat, Paris; Dr. Mirouse, 
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine in Montpellier–the most 
important in France) working on plant proteins for years 
(as Dr. Cheftel, Universite de Montpellier, who has been 
to Japan several times and has worked on soymilk with 
experimental equipment made by Alfa-Laval) and people 
from INRA (Institut National de la Recherche Scientifi que). 
All these people knew or at least had heard about tofu, and 
are ready to help us in their own fi eld (analysis or sometimes 
technical assistance).
 “We also met people from large industry (researchers for 
Nestlé, and an executive of Prolait) to ask if they had worked 
on soy products other than T.V.P. and soymilk formulas for 
infants. They all knew tofu and other soyfoods very well 
but said that ‘the market in Europe is not ready yet for this.’ 
Finally, we met organic soybean producers (and non-organic 
too); we wanted to know more about the future policy of the 
Economic European Community on soybeans...
 “Actually, 9000 hectares of soya (22,500 acres) are 
cultivated in France, mostly in the south of France. Soya 
represents in value the second largest (after oil) national 
import for the French budget.

 “In France, we can fi nd tofu only in very few places, 
most of the time at a prohibitive price, between $4 and $7 a 
kilo. Vietnamese shops in all big cities have tofu, but their 
tofu is rather special with a sandy texture and a strong (sour) 
taste. We found only one (bad) tempeh producer in Paris. For 
these reasons, we have thought more and more that it would 
be a good thing to open a tofu shop and to work at the same 
time on the informational level. We are now working on a 
small recipe book (adapted to the French habits) as well as 
on a technical fl yer, a pamphlet and other things...
 “We are thinking of starting a Soyfoods Center in France 
but we will tell you about this in the future as soon as we 
have found a new place to settle (it should be near Paris). We 
have already made an application.
 “Jean de Preneuf contacted different (good) publishers, 
and one said The Book of Tofu has been found to be very 
interesting by a committee of readers. We are now waiting 
for a defi nitive answer from this publisher (Editions Denoel, 
one of the best in France, by quality and volume).”
 Accompanying the letter are photocopies of books by Li 
Yu-ying and Grandvoinnet (1912) and Rouest (1921) which 
Shurtleff had been unable to fi nd in America. Key portions 
were highlighted in yellow and translated into English.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2015) 
concerning Société Soy or its founders, Bernard and 
Françoise Storup. The company’s fi rst soy product was 
launched in June 1982. Address: 48 Rue Bouffard, 33000 
Bordeaux, France.

2610. Dunn, John R. 1981. Re: History of U.S. cooperative 
soybean processors. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Nov. 17–in reply to inquiry. 3 p. Typed, with 
signature. [2 ref]
• Summary: There are three basic organizational types for 
soybean plant cooperatives: (1) mills owned independently 
by single local cooperative associations, (2) mills owned by 
federated regional cooperatives which are, in turn, owned 
by local cooperatives, and (3) mills owned by centralized 
regional cooperatives, which are directly owned by farmer 
members. In reality, combinations of these three types are 
possible.”
 “Typically, the meal from cooperative soybean plants 
is sold either to cooperative feed mills (intra or inter-
association sales) to non-cooperative feed mills, or to 
exporters. Very little meal is sold directly back to farmer 
owners.
 “Most coop mills are not operated in direct conjunction 
with local cooperative grain elevators, as you indicate in 
the text. This may have been the case in the 1940’s perhaps, 
but since that time, mills have become more independently 
located, procuring soybeans from farmers, from several local 
elevators by truck, or from distant production regions by 
train.
 “I believe that ADM is now the largest processor–
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slightly ahead of Cargill. I don’t have good fi gures to back 
that, however, rather a growing consensus among industry 
experts.
 “Since our study, Gold Kist has sold its plants in Marks, 
Mississippi, and Decatur, Alabama, to Bunge, dropping Gold 
Kist to a 15 rank and raising Bunge to 3rd. The net effect on 
total cooperative share of processing capacity was to lower it 
to about 17 percent.
 “Finally, while ACS has worked closely with the 
cooperative processors over the years, it would probably be 
an overstatement to say that we have worked with them more 
than any other government agency–I just don’t know on that 
one. The credit for cooperatives’ success in soybeans accrues 
to cooperatives themselves, and what assistance we have 
provided pales by their accomplishment.
 “The following table shows various cooperative soybean 
processors, where they have or have had mills, and when 
each mill started or was operated. (1) Gold Kist: Decatur, 
Alabama 1974-1981; Marks, Mississippi 1977-1981; 
Valdosta, Georgia 1968-present. (2) Farmland Industries: 
Van Buren, Arkansas 1960 [sic, Oct. 1959]; Sergeant Bluff, 
Iowa 1974 [sic, Aug. 1975]; St. Joseph, Missouri 1963 (Far-
Mar-Co merger). (3) Riceland Foods: Helena, Arkansas 
1965; Stuttgart, Arkansas 1958. (4) Land O’Lakes: Sheldon, 
Iowa 1970; Dawson, Minnesota 1980; Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
1971. (5) Honeymead Products: Mankato, Minnesota 1960. 
(6) Agri Industries: Mason City, Iowa 1943; Manning, Iowa 
1979 [Formerly North Iowa Cooperative Processing Assoc., 
managed by Glenn Pogeler from 1943-1964]. (7) Boone 
Valley Processing Association: Eagle Grove, Iowa 1943. (8) 
Missouri Farmers Association: Mexico, Missouri 1946.”
 On other subjects: Intrade was formed in 1968. Farmers 
Export Co. [FEC] started in 1968. SoyCot started exporting 
soybean products in 1979. Address: USDA Agricultural 
Cooperative Service (ACS), Washington, DC 20250. Phone: 
202-475-4929.

2611. Marking, Syl. 1981. Checkoff: Profi t builder or ripoff? 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 37-39.
• Summary: The soybean checkoff program is not a 
government program. It was designed 13 years ago 
by growers to reduce government interference in the 
marketplace–and to create more markets. Dozens of surveys 
and interviews show that every farmer who takes the time 
to study the facts and understand the checkoff program, he 
will be sold on it almost 100% of the time–regardless of his 
previous views.
 “The American Soybean Association (ASA), organized 
in 1920, has 24 affi liated state associations. Nearly 20,000 
U.S. farmers pay up to $36 per year in state and national 
dues to belong.
 “And 23 states have grower checkoff programs–9 at 
one cent per bushel, 14 at one-half cent. Out of 630,000 U.S. 
soybean growers, roughly 475,000 in those 23 states invest 

a portion of their profi t–less than a tenth of a percent–in 
market expansion and research activities to increase demand 
for U.S. soybeans, increase yields, and cut per-bushel costs. 
It’s a lot like putting on fertilizer.
 In 1950, 13.9% of U.S. soybeans were exported. Since 
1970 the fi gure has ranged from 50% to 55.1%.
 In fi scal 1980 member dues collected totaled $311,483; 
they are used to fund member services. By state law, 
checkoff funds cannot be used for lobbying efforts, except 
in Minnesota. “Your checkoff dollars fund state and national 
research and worldwide market development programs. Your 
state soybean promotion board, also made up of soybean 
growers, allocates checkoff dollars on the state level. On the 
national level, soybean growers on the separate American 
Soybean Development Foundation (ASDF) are responsible 
for distributing funds for market development, research and 
education programs carried out by ASA staff.” Note 1. This 
is the earliest document seen (April 2007) that mentions the 
American Soybean Development Foundation (ASDF), a very 
important organization that distributes checkoff funds.
 ASA income for fi scal year 1980 totaled $16.17 million, 
as follows: Third party services 40.9% (Note 2. This is 
generally foreign industry interests cooperating with ASA 
on market development projects.) Soybean checkoff funds 
35.1%. FAS Foreign Agricultural Service / USDA funds 
17.8%. Other income 6.2%. Expenses for FY80: Market 
development 71.4%. Research 19.2%. Membership / 
government relations 4.7%. Administration 3%. Information 
and education 1.7%.
 A farmer who grows 300 acres of soybeans with a yield 
of 40 bushels/acre invests about $120 per year. But each 
dollar invested by this farmer attracts 2 more dollars to 
ASA’s total budget.
 Four states that have checkoff programs are examined: 
Iowa, Arkansas, Minnesota, and South Carolina. Two 
states without a checkoff program are also discussed: Ohio 
and Indiana. A map shows the number of cents per bushel 
checked off by each state.

2612. Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc. 1981. Commodity 
trading has recently become far more important, more 
specialized and more demanding. So have we. Introducing 
Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc. (Ad). Soybean Digest. Nov. 
p. 4.
• Summary: “Not many years ago, it was perfectly possible 
for a brokerage fi rm to trade commodities almost as a 
sideline.
 “Not any more. At Merrill Lynch, we saw that it wasn’t 
enough to be one arm–however strong–of a securities fi rm.
 “So, we created Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc.–a 
unique new kind of commodity company–in April, 1981. 
We’re a fully independent subsidiary of Merrill Lynch, 
streamlined and specifi cally organized to provide the 
best attainable service to both commercial and individual 
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commodity futures traders.
 “We’re among the largest futures brokers in the world, 
with $130 million in capital.
 “For many professional traders, we’ve become the 
source for accurate and timely commodity intelligence. We 
have the resources to assign an analyst to every single type 
of commodity traded in the U.S.
 “So we can spot opportunities anywhere in the market, 
not just activity in some specialized corner.
 “Our Commodity Account Executives are among the 
best in the business–they can help you fi nd the right strategy 
and the right level of risk–whether you’re a commercial 
hedger, an experienced speculator, or a qualifi ed newcomer 
ready to take your fi rst step into commodity futures trading.
 “All in all, we’re the kind of company you can’t afford 
to overlook. Even if you’re trading commodity futures with 
someone else... for the moment.
 “We Know Commodities Cold.
 “Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc.
 “A breed apart.”
 A small illustration shows the Merrill Lynch logo of an 
alert bull.

2613. SoyaScan Notes. 1981. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1981 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. Soyfoods magazine issue No. 4 published. 
Silver cover. 10,000 copies published. Steve Fiering loans 
SANA money for mailing it and agrees to make a loan for a 
test mailing.
 Jan. Union activity begins at New England Soy Dairy.
 Jan. Boxed tofu (1 lb. vacuum packed in a box with 
a window) fi rst made by Zakhi Soyfoods in Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. This important innovation of packaging tofu in a 
box was later employed by New England Soy Dairy (1982), 
Quong Hop & Co. (1983), Swan Gardens (1983), and White 
Wave (1985).
 Jan. Hain Food Co. starts nationwide color ads for 
Natural Onion and Jalapeno (Soy) Bean Dips.
 Jan. Travis Burgeson of Pacifi c Tempeh near San 
Francisco, California, introduces the world’s fi rst commercial 
tempeh burger.
 Jan. Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh, the fi rst European tempeh 
company in Europe outside of the Netherlands, opens in 
England.
 Jan 20. Ronald Reagan inaugurated as president of the 
United States. His Secretary of Agriculture is John R. Block. 
The regulatory climate in Washington, DC, begins to shift 
toward less federal regulation and more encouragement 
for industries to regulate themselves. The Republican 
administration favors free-market policies with less 
government involvement.
 Jan. 23. Legume, run by Gary and Chandri Barat, is 

incorporated in New York, then that month moves to Verona, 
New Jersey.
 Feb. 2. Island Spring in Washington state becomes 
America’s fi rst unionized tofu plant.
 Feb. San-Jirushi International starts its fi rst major 
American ad campaign using the slogan “San-J is the real 
tamari.” The full-color, full-page national ads aim to clarify 
the confusion between tamari and shoyu created by the 
macrobiotic movement.
 Feb. Soyfoods Unlimited tempeh plant starts operation 
in San Francisco area. It is the most modern U.S. tempeh 
plant, although output is small.
 Feb. Vitasoy soymilk and Morinaga tofu start to be 
imported to California and sold in the USA from Hong Kong 
and Japan respectively, immediately after the FDA lifts its 
ban on aseptic Tetra Pak type cartons. Morinaga tofu was 
sold by Beech Nut California Corporation, a joint venture 
with Beech Nuts Food Corp., established in 1977 in San 
Jose, California.
 Feb. “Soyfoods Catching On” by Judith Brown 
published in USDA National Food Review. About tofu and 
tempeh.
 Feb. Many tempeh plants switch to using GEM cultures 
tempeh starter.
 March 1. Svadesha Pfl anzen-Feinkost, West Germany’s 
fi rst commercial tofu company, starts production. Founded 
by Swami Anand Svadesha (Rudiger Urban) in Fuerth im 
Wald.
 March. Institute of Food Technologists meeting at New 
England Soy Dairy. Tour, dinner, and speeches.
 March. Richard Leviton on National Public Radio’s “All 
Things Considered” talks for 10 minutes about soyfoods to 2 
million people.
 March. The Book of Miso, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi 
published by Ballantine Books in a mass market paperback 
edition.
 April. USDA decides to establish tofu standards, then 
announce them in the Federal Register, but this plan is 
dropped in September, amid controversy over changes in the 
School Lunch Program.
 April. Dr. Cook at Kansas State University publishes 
a paper on the possible inhibitory effects of soy proteins 
on nonheme iron absorption in humans. USDA becomes 
concerned.
 April. Tofu at Center Stage, by Gary Landgrebe 
published by Fresh Press. First tofu cookbook containing 
many recipes calling for use of meat.
 April. Bean Machines introduces new sanitary 
disintegrators/ grinders for tofu and soymilk production.
 April. “The Miso-Master’s Apprentice,” by John 
Belleme published in East West Journal.
 May. “The Amazing Tofumobile,” by Janice Fillip, about 
Wildwood Natural Foods, published in East West Journal. 
Revival of interest in small tofu shops in areas where there is 
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a high density of interest and high food consciousness, and 
rediscovery of soyfoods craftsmanship.
 May. Tofu Boken by Ted Nordquist and Tim Ohlund 
published by Aros Sojaprodukter in Sweden. Europe’s fi rst 
book on tofu.
 June. Tofu Fever in New York, by Megan B. Murray 
notes that David Mintz is making 275 gallons of tofu ice 
cream a week. This is the earliest known publication on his 
work with soy ice cream. He had been making it for 3-4 
months.
 June. “Surprise, It’s Soy” by Barbara Bassett published 
in Bestways.
 June. FIND/SVP survey of the U.S. tofu industry and 
tofu consumer survey published. 33% of respondents in 
major metropolitan areas were aware of tofu and 10% had 
purchased it. Predicts market will grow 32% a year for the 
next 6 years... an over-optimistic prediction.
 June 29. “Trader Vic Bergeron Offers Timely Tips for 
Tofu” by Rose Dosti published in Los Angeles Times.
 July. Soyfoods magazine is incorporated by Richard 
Leviton, and offers stock.
 July 8-12. Fourth Annual Soycrafters Convention at 
Colorado State University. 240 people from 18 nations 
attend, 210 pay. First National Tofu Cheesecake Bakeoff and 
Soyfoods Equipment / Supplies Expo in the western world.
 July. Mary Tolan selected Registered Young Dietitian 
of the Year by the American Dietetic Association. Invited 
to present speech on “Tofu–Food of the Future” at ADA 
convention in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
 July. Tofu Cookbook, by Sally Sheppard published by 
Jack’s Beanstalk.
 July. “Soybean Ice Creams: Getting your Licks In” by 
Richard Leviton published in Vegetarian Times.
 July. Soyfoods Center is working to build the world’s 
largest library of documents on soyfoods, each with a 
bibliographic card, fi led by author. Also building a large 
library of color slides on soyfoods.
 Aug. “Tofu, Tofu Everywhere,” by Karen Dukess 
published in The New York Times’ Business section.
 Aug. “Soyfoods: The Future Is Here but Are You Ready” 
by Alan Richman published by Health Foods Business as a 
cover story.
 Aug. 12. “Soy Foods: Versatile, Cheap and on the Rise” 
by Lorna Sass, and “A Source of Quality Protein” by Jane 
Brody published in The New York Times, and syndicated 
nationwide.
 Aug. “My Favorite Tempeh Recipes” by Aveline Kushi 
published in East West Journal.
 Aug. Delights of Tofu, by Fox, O’Connor and Timmins 
published by New England Soy Dairy.
 Aug. Das Tofu Book, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi published 
in Germany by Ahorn Verlag.
 Sept. “Soyfoods Report” published by Natural Food 
Merchandiser.

 Sept. Home Soyfood Equipment, by Ray Wolf published 
by Rodale Press.
 Sept. 13. At SANA Board of Directors Meeting held 
near San Francisco, the Soycrafters Association of North 
America has its name changed to Soyfoods Association of 
North America to broaden scope and support base.
 Sept. SANA and The Soyfoods Center do a major press 
release on soyfoods production and consumption in America 
to 250 key media. Many magazines publish this report and 
conduct radio interviews.
 Sept. Okita Enterprises takes 22 tofu and bean sprout 
makers to Japan for a 10-day tour. SANA executives Richard 
Leviton and Luke Lukoskie make important contacts with 
Japanese tofu trade offi cials and publications.
 Sept. USDA publishes tofu regulations in the Federal 
Register, then withdraws entire school lunch revisions and 
revokes permission given to the Santa Cruz (Calif.) school 
system to use tofu in school lunches.
 Sept. Dr. Hirayama of the National Cancer Center in 
Japan announces that miso soup is effective in combating 
stomach cancer and stroke.
 Oct. “Things Go Better With Soyburgers: The New All-
American Food” by Richard Leviton published in East West 
Journal as a cover story.
 Oct. Cook with Tofu, by Christina Clarke published by 
Avon Books in mass market edition.
 Oct. John Belleme’s American Miso Corp. begins miso 
production in North Carolina.
 Oct. Workers at Hinode Tofu Co. in Los Angeles, 
California, go on strike for 2 weeks.
 Oct. Nasoya Tofu Cookbook, published by Nasoya 
Foods.
 Oct. O Livro da Soja, by Jane Cadwell published in 
Brazil by Editora Ground. One of the country’s fi rst books on 
soyfoods.
 Nov. 10. Erewhon, America’s natural foods pioneer, 
fi les for Chapter 11 reorganization under the U.S. bankruptcy 
laws. On 2 April 1982 Erewhon is sold to Nature Food 
Centers.
 Nov. Autumn Press, publisher of The Book of Tofu, 
original edition, fi les for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
 Nov. New England Soy Dairy announces 28-Day Self 
Life Advantage Pasteurized Tofu in a 2/3 page ad in Natural 
Foods Merchandiser.
 Nov. Soyfoods Unlimited advertises tempeh burgers in 
Natural Foods Merchandiser.
 Nov. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry in Japan 
announces a Japanese Agricultural Standard (JAS) for 
soymilk. The soymilk boom in Japan starts.
 Dec. Juel Andersen’s Tofu Kitchen published by Bantam 
Books in mass- market paperback.
 Dec. “World’s Best Tofu Cheesecake” by Richard 
Leviton published in Vegetarian Times.
 Dec. La Soya y Sus Derivados (Tofu, Tempeh, Miso), by 
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Shurtleff and Aoyagi published by Quadernos de Natura in 
Mexico.
 Dec. The Tofu-Miso High Effi ciency Diet, by Yoshiaki 
Omura M.D. published by Arco Publ.
 Dec. Cooking with Tofu. by Mary Anna DuSablon 
published by Garden Way.
 Dec. There are now 158 tofu manufacturers and 41 
tempeh manufactures in the USA.
 Dec. The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook published as Soja 
Total in German.
 * Global economic activity is shifting from the Atlantic 
to the Pacifi c. In 1981 Asia passed Europe to become the 
largest market for U.S. agricultural products. In fi scal 1981 
Japan bought $6,700 million worth of U.S. farm products.
 * Soybean breeders, which have formerly focused their 
research efforts on increasing quantity (yield) of soybeans, 
now start to give more attention to quality (composition). 
Increasing total protein, methionine, and oil, and decreasing 
linolenic acid and antinutritional factors are priorities.
 * U.S. soybean exports reach their peak this year of 25 
million metric tons (tonnes). By 1987 they have fallen to 18 
million tonnes, a 28% drop, due largely to competition from 
Brazil and Argentina, and to foreign subsidies. The market 
changes from a seller’s to a buyer’s market.

2614. Henry, Richard Robert. 1981. Short-run price 
formation in the international soybean complex: A dynamic 
econometric analysis. PhD thesis, Dep. of Agricultural 
Economics, University of California at Davis. 223 p. Page 
5194 in volume 42/12-A Dissertation Abstracts International.
Address: Davis, California.

2615. Hill, L.D.; Paulsen, M.R.; Mounts, T.L.; Heakin, A.J.; 
List, G.R. 1981. Changes in quality of corn and soybeans 
between United States and England. Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Special Publication No. 63. 16 p. Dec. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: Origin and destination samples 
of corn and soybeans exported from the United States to 
England were compared on their physical and chemical 
properties to determine the change in quality between the 
issuance of a grade certifi cate and unloading at the export 
elevator. Federal Grain Inspection Service, USDA, provided 
origin samples for vessels sampled in England through a 
diverter-type mechanical sampler during unloading. Analysis 
by USDA and University of Illinois laboratories established 
a reduction of one to three grades in the quality of corn 
and one to two grades in soybeans, always on the factor of 
broken grains recorded as FM or BCFM.
 “There were no signifi cant changes between origin 
and destination in weed seeds, other grains, or grain 
byproducts for either corn or soybean shipments. Handling 
and associated impact resulted in a larger percent of the 
destination sample falling into the smaller particle-size 

categories at destination for both corn and soybeans. The 
percent of corn remaining above a 12/64-inch screen 
decreased from 96.7 percent to 92.2 percent, while material 
passing through a 4.5/64-inch screen increased from 0.21 
percent to 2.76 percent between origin and destination. The 
changes in soybean breakage were similar but smaller.
 “Segregation within holds indicated serious problems 
with variability in BCFM among sublots from the same 
vessel of corn. Individual 1,000-ton sublots varied from 
3.6 to 11.7 percent BCFM within the same corn vessel at 
destination. This problem was intensifi ed by a consistent 
pattern of higher FM in the fi rst than in the last samples 
taken from the vessel for both corn and soybeans. The results 
of this study of eleven corn and four soybean vessels will 
provide more realistic expectations of quality at destination 
for foreign buyers as well as identify potential opportunities 
for improving quality through changes in marketing practices 
by exporters and importers.” Address: Agric. Exp. Station, 
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

2616. Marking, Syl. 1981. Checkoff: An export builder? Part 
II. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 37, 40, 42.
• Summary: “U.S. farmers now export more soybeans–worth 
a whopping $8.6 in 1980–than they grew in 1965.” Export 
expansion statistics for many countries are given: Japan–The 
Japanese paid $1 billion for U.S. soybeans in 1980. In 1956 
about 20 million bushels of U.S. soybeans were used in 
Japan, compared with about 160 million in 1980–an 8-fold 
increase in 24 years. Some 95% of the soybeans consumed 
in Japan are U.S. soybeans. The Japanese presently use more 
than 36.7 million bushels of U.S. soybeans for direct human 
consumption.
 North Europe: In 1960, about 40 million bushels of U.S. 
soybeans were exported to this 6-nation region–mostly to 
Germany. That fi gure as jumped to about 170 million bushels 
in 1980. Soy oil consumption has risen from 367,000 metric 
tons in 1977 to 550,000 in 1980–a 50% increase.
 Mexico: In 1980, Mexico imported about 55 million 
bushels of U.S. soybeans. Oilseed crushers predict that 
Mexico will be crushing 3 million metric tons of soybeans 
(120 million bushels) by 1985.
 Southeast Asia: Just before 1975, when U.S. soybean 
market development started here, Southeast Asia imported 
about 16 million bushels a year. In 1981 that fi gure will rise 
to about 55 million bushels.
 Taiwan: Since 1969, annual U.S. soybean exports have 
grown by 14%. In 1985 Taiwan is expected to import 60 
million bushels of U.S. soybeans.
 Every checkoff dollar invested by U.S. soybean farmers 
is matched by at least two dollars from other sources.

2617. Dronne, Yves. 1981. Le problème mondial du soja 
[The problem of soybean worldwide]. Paris: Institute 
National de la Recherche Agronomique. [Fre]*
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• Summary: Gives details on Japanese consumption of 
industrially processed plant proteins (tons/year of defatted 
soybean meal equivalent): Unfermented: Tofu 84,200, Dried-
frozen tofu 22,400, Other products. including texturized 
soy protein 87,800. Fermented: Soy sauce 173,000, miso 
157,400, natto 55,200. Total: 580,000
 Concerning Japanese consumption of new “purifi ed” 
protein in tons/year. In 1971/1977 total consumption was 
27,300/44,000. Of this the amount made from soybeans was 
15,900/17,000 and the amount made from wheat gluten was 
11,400/27,000. As for the texture, the amount sold in the 
form of a powder was 17,400/19,600 and the amount sold in 
textured form was 9,600/24,400.
 In 1977, of powdered products, the amount from 
soybeans was 9,500 (6,000 isolates and 3,500 concentrates) 
and from gluten 10,100. Of the textured products, the amount 
from soybeans was 7,500 (6,000 dry extruded, 1,500 moist, 
and no paste), whereas the amount from gluten was 16,900 
(200 dry extruded, 12,000 moist, and 4,700 paste). Address: 
Paris, France.

2618. IRAT, France. 1981. Rapport annuel 1980 [Annual 
report 1980]. Paris: IRAT (Institut de Recherches 
Agronomiques Tropicales et des Cultures Vivrieres). xxvii + 
256 p. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “Soybeans” (Le Soja) (p. 93-
111), after the Introduction, reports the results of: Varietal 
improvement: Genetic resources, criteria for selection, 
selection, varietal evaluation. Conditions and methods 
of soybean seed storage. Inoculation: Dosage of liquid 
inoculum, types and storage of inoculum, graph of number 
of nodules vs. dosage, production of inoculum, survival of 
Rhizobium bacteria, interaction of inoculation x variety. 
Mineral nutrition and fertilizers: Organic matter, phosphates. 
Cultivation techniques: Density of planting, date of planting. 
Control of pests, diseases, and weeds. Production systems. 
Publications. Soybeans were grown and research conducted 
in the following countries and areas: Senegal, Cameroon, 
Benin, French Guiana (Guyane), Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, 
Togo, Madagascar, and [French] Polynesia (Papara station, 
in Tahiti). Varieties mentioned include: Amsoy, Coker 240, 
Forrest, Hardee, IAC 2 (Brazil), ISRA 26/72, ISRA 44A/73, 
Jupiter, and Williams.
 The introduction discusses world soybean production, 
which in 1980 was 10% less than in 1979 but 80% more than 
in 1970. Only four countries produce more than 1 million 
metric tons of soybeans a year: USA 48.31 million. Brazil 
15.128 million. China 13.735 million. Argentina 3.240 
million. It is interesting to note that in 1970 Brazil produced 
only 1.5 million tonnes and Argentina only 40,000 tonnes. 
The average soybean yield worldwide is 1.5 tonnes/ha. It is 
about 1.8 tonnes in the USA, Brazil and Argentina.
 In 1979 world exports of whole soybeans was 25 million 
tonnes, with the USA exporting 21 million, Argentina 2.8 

million, and Brazil 0.6 million. Soybean production in 
Africa is 240,000 tonnes, of which 75,000 tonnes comes 
from Nigeria. Nevertheless, projects for the development of 
soybean production are underway in several other African 
countries: Madagascar, Cameroon, Togo, and Upper Volta 
(where this “new product” is used in making a traditional 
food product). Address: 110, rue de université, 75007 Paris 
550.32.10, France.

2619. Ageeb, O.A.A.; Khalifa, F.M. 1981. Irrigated soybean 
production in the Sudan. INTSOY Series No. 20. p. 173-
78. W.H. Judy and J.A. Jackobs, eds. Irrigated Soybean 
Production in Arid and Semi-Arid Regions (College of 
Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production technology: 
Varietal testing, seeding time, plant spacing, row spacing, 
seeding rate, fertilization and inoculation, irrigation, plant 
protection. Organization: Research facilities.
 Sudan has great potential for growing soybeans. The 
country is a “large exporter of vegetable oil and oil seeds. 
Soybeans are looked on by planters as a crop for the future 
when diversifying crop production for export.” Soybean 
varieties were tested at the Gezira Research Station, Wad 
Medani, between 1973 and 1977. Yields of over 2,700 kg/ha 
were obtained from the Hardee LS variety in 1978. Address: 
1. Senior Agronomist, Gezira Research Station, Wad Medani, 
Sudan; 2. Kenana Research Station, Abu Naama, Sudan.

2620. Gulliver, Karen Lynn. 1981. The Brazilian soybean 
economy: An econometric model with emphasis on 
government policy. PhD thesis, University of Minnesota. 181 
p. Page 1478 in volume 45/05-A of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2621. Hagrass, S. 1981. Comments [on soybeans in Egypt]. 
INTSOY Series No. 20. p. 2. W.H. Judy and J.A. Jackobs, 
eds. Irrigated Soybean Production in Arid and Semi-Arid 
Regions (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign).
• Summary: Until the early 1950s, cotton seed production 
was suffi cient to meet most of Egypt’s requirements for 
edible oil and protein meal. Today domestically grown 
cotton seed can supply only one-fourth of the country’s 
requirements. Most of the rest is imported, but Egyptian 
soybean production is increasing. In 1972 the Egyptian 
Soybean Council was established. It drew up a national 
policy for soybean development and research. The prices of 
fertilizers and pest-control measures have been subsidized, 
and farmers have been able to sell their crop at a high price 
and good profi t. In 1979, some 40,000 ha of soybeans were 
planted. Address: Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Cairo.

2622. Mathur, Murli Manohar. 1981. The vanaspati industry 
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in India. New Delhi, India: Concept Publishing Co. 157 p. 
Index. 23 cm. [213* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Acknowledgements. List of 
tables. 1. Introduction. 2. Story of margarine. 3. Location of 
vanaspati industry [factories]. 4. Manufacture of vanaspati. 
5. Vanaspati: Production and consumption. 6. Capital 
management and labour. 7. Economics of the industry. 8. 
Vanaspati and consumer. 9. Colouring of vanaspati. 10. 
Government and the industry. 11. Problems and conclusions.
 This work was originally completed in 1971 as a 
doctoral dissertation. The vanaspati industry was established 
in India during the British rule despite the fact that the 
British were opposed to any development of the country, 
especially industrial development. Today, Indians prefer 
butter to margarine because of the strong belief that 
margarine is prepared from animal fats; even though this is 
not true, because of strong religious sentiments, this does not 
suit most Indians who are vegetarians. In India, the product, 
made from hydrogenated vegetable oils, is now widely 
known as “vanaspati ghee.”
 During the early 1930s a scarcity of ghee began to be 
felt in India. The fi rst vanaspati sold in India was imported 
from Holland. Its good taste and low price soon made it 
very popular among the Indian masses. Since India was 
the principal supplier of edible oils to Europe countries 
that made margarine, the British rulers considered it more 
economical to establish a vanaspati factory in India instead 
of exporting vegetable oils and oilseeds, then importing 
the processed oils back to India from the same countries. 
Thus in 1930, in the midst of the Great Depression, the 
fi rst two vanaspati factories were started in India. The fi rst 
was established by the Indian Vegetable Products Co., Ltd, 
Bombay, with a capacity of 300 tons/year of vanaspati. It 
was soon followed by the Ganesh Flour Mill Ltd., Lyallpur 
(now in Pakistan), with the much larger capacity of 10,000 
tons. As production in India increased, imports declined–
aided by the fact that the Indian government soon imposed 
a heavy import duty on vanaspati. Sales rose from 18,000 
tons in 1935 to 137,000 tons in 1946. In 1939 the Vanaspati 
Manufacturers’ Association of India was established. In 
1943 the fi rst price controls on vanaspati were imposed by 
the government of India. In 1946 Mahatma Gandhi strongly 
opposed the growth of the vanaspati industry because he 
believed it adversely affected the rural economy. In 1951, at 
the beginning of India’s First Five Year Plan, 49 vanaspati 
factories were in production and ten more were under 
construction.
 In Chapter 4, “Manufacture of vanaspati,” the section 
titled “Soyabean oil” (p. 51-52) notes that soyabean oil fi rst 
appeared in India on a large scale because of imports from 
the USA. During 1964 plans were made to import 75,000 
tonnes (metric tons) of soyabean and cottonseed oil from 
the USA under PL 480. In 1965 the Indian government 
imported 150,000 tonnes of soyabean oil from the USA 

(again under PL 480) to help the vanaspati industry avoid a 
shortage of raw materials which could have caused a crisis. 
“In India soyabean oil has yet to be produced for commercial 
purposes.”
 The cost of processing soyabean oil for vanaspati is 
higher than for other oilseeds and it takes longer to refi ne. 
Moreover, the supply is uncertain (p. 107-08).
 Encouraged by the realization that soyabean oil could 
be used to make vanaspati, the Indian government took 
steps to encourage domestic soyabean cultivation. By 1958 
the soyabean was being cultivated in various parts of the 
country, and the total area under cultivation was 43,000 acres 
(p. 123-24).
 Also discusses groundnut oil and sesame oil. Address: 
New Delhi, India.

2623. Sair, R.A. 1981. Marketing plant protein in Europe. 
In: D.W. Stanley, E.D. Murray, and D.H. Lees, eds. 1981. 
Utilization of Protein Resources. Westport, CT: Food & 
Nutrition Press, Inc. 403 p. See p. 391-98. Chap. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Unrealized expectations 
for vegetable proteins (due to): Social habits, health, attitudes 
of food processors, attitudes of protein processors, legislation 
of protein products, revised marketing goals. Case history 
I–A commercial canned product (made by Cadbury in the 
UK; test marketing began in Jan. 1976). Case history II–Soy 
concentrates and isolates as ingredients (in meat products 
made by Griffi th Labs). Conclusion.
 “In the U.K. it was forecast that the use of vegetable 
proteins would increase from 1500 tons in 1972 to 60,000 
tons in 1980. More recent fi gures (1976) suggested U.K. 
production of textured vegetable protein of 6,000 to 
8,000 tons increasing to 30,000 tons by 1981 and a total 
consumption of all protein in the EEC of 23,000 to 32,000 
tons with vegetable proteins representing 4,500 to 5,000 
tons. New factories were built, marketing programs launched 
and research programs initiated; in short, the Western world 
mobilized its resources to cope with the expected demand for 
vegetable proteins. Europe generally followed the optimism 
concerning new proteins...
 “It is now 1979 and, theoretically, the world should be 
in the midst of a protein revolution. Obviously, the forecasts 
made earlier this decade did not materialize. In retrospect, 
there appears to be several reasons why Europe has not met 
these expectations... Soy protein was perceived as imitation 
meat, inferior nutritionally and used only to feed school 
children...
 “It became obvious in 1975-76 that the forecasts made 
previously for soy sales in Europe were not accurate. This 
forced a reexamination of marketing goals. Tariffs were 
a problem since the tariff on concentrates is higher than 
the tariff on isolates (20% versus 8%) and this made the 
competition of U.S. concentrates against isolates produced in 
Europe more diffi cult.”
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 On page 397, black-and-white photos show the labels of 
12 products that contain soy introduced in the UK: Cadbury’s 
Soya Choice (mince or casserole chunks). Danoxa Hot Dog 
Sausages or Kesp Pie Filling with Kidney (made in Holland). 
Clover Beef Steak & Kidney. Brooke Bond Oxo Soya 
Mince (in Bolognese sauce with onion, or in mild beef-curry 
sauce). Crosse & Blackwell Mince Savour. Sainsbury’s Soya 
Granules. Batchelors chopped and shaped Stewed Steak & 
Onions (Pie Filling). Birds Eye 4 Beef Burgers (Contain at 
least 80% beef with onion). Findus 4 Crispy Pancakes with 
Minced Beef Filling. Address: Vice-President–Technical, 
International Operations, Griffi th Laboratories, Alsip, 
Illinois.

2624. Jaccard, Anne-Marie; Krieger, Verena. 1982. Une 
graine pour l’an 2000 [A grain for the year 2000]. Illustre 
(Lausanne, Switzerland) No. 4. p. 59-63. Jan. 27. [Fre]
• Summary: This grain is the soybean, which is imported 
in huge quantities from the USA to Europe. The article 
discusses the soybean plant, tofu, miso, tamari and shoyu, 
tempeh, homemade soy sprouts, and yuba.
 A photo shows Paul Simon, a specialist in macrobiotic 
food at Lausanne. He makes tofu in the traditional way using 
nigari, and serves it with tamari and ginger. “Fresh tofu, 
prepared on the spot, is diffi cult to fi nd in Switzerland. In 
the French-speaking cantons of Switzerland, there are only 
two places: (1) The macrobiotic Center of Lausanne, 7 ruelle 
de Bourg, and (2) Le Grain d’Or, 7 rue Voltaire, Geneva.” 
Recently a factory opened at Zurich, and another will open 
soon at Nyon. In the two macrobiotic restaurants of French-
speaking Switzerland (Romandie), tofu is found regularly 
à la carte: at “The Bio” in Lausanne, and “La Moisson” in 
Geneva.

2625. Marking, Syl. 1982. Checkoff: A market builder? Part 
III. Competitors muscle in on U.S. soybean exports. Soybean 
Digest. Jan. p. 44-46.
• Summary: U.S. soybeans are down 17% from a year 
ago. Eleven reasons are given including: “Shipments to the 
Soviet Union were zero–due to the embargo [instituted by 
President Jimmy Carter shortly after the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan]–compared with 812,500 tons in 1979/80.
 “Shipments to the European Community were down 
22%.
 “Soybean exports by Brazil and Argentina increased 
38%–compared with only a 4% gain in 1979/80.
 “Sharp rise in U.S. interest rates helped boost the 
dollar’s value by more than one-third against major 
European currencies since 1980”–making soybeans even 
more expensive to European buyers.
 Soybean meal exports by Brazil and Argentina increased 
53% in 1980/81.
 Exports of soybean oil by Brazil and Argentina more 
than doubled in 1980/81 compared with a gain of only 6% in 

1979/80.
 Ken Bader, CEO of ASA, encourages soybean farmers 
to vote for and support the checkoff program, which will 
raise money to expand export markets for soybeans and 
soybean products. market development. This year U.S. 
farmers will export about 50% of their soybeans–not to 
mention 60% of their wheat, 45% of their cotton, and 37% 
of their corn. But farmers in other nations are competing 
aggressively for those same markets.

2626. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 
1982. “Canadian soyabean mission, South East Asia, Feb. 
12th–27th, 1982: Mission member reports.” 1982. Canadian 
soyabean mission, South East Asia, Feb. 12th–27th, 1982: 
Mission member reports. Chatham, Ontario: Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 12 p. Feb. 12 p. Feb. 24 x 
11 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Comments, by Peter H. Epp, 
Chairman. Japan: Home Shokuhin Tofu Manufacturing 
Co., Komatsuya Shokuhin (natto mfg. plant), Nihon 
Miso (manufacturing plant), Japan Miso Assoc., Japan 
Tofu Assoc., Federation of Japan Natto Manufacturers’ 
Cooperative Society, Wako Shokuryo Co. (makes natto; 
Jacob Hartz in Arkansas supplies them with “936X” variety 
small-sized natto soybeans; Wako also supplies Nihon Miso 
Mfg. Plant), X-Can Far East Ltd. Korea: Seoul meeting 
at embassy, Chung’s Food Ltd., Agriculture and Fisheries 
Development Corp., Korean Soybean Curd Cooperative 
Manufacturing Assoc. Singapore: Okura & Company Ltd., 
Eng Huat Pte. Ltd., Intraco. Malaysia: Yeo Hiap Seng Co. 
Ltd. (the largest manufacturer of soymilk in Malaysia and 
Singapore). Follow-up. Conclusion.
 Each of the following members of the mission wrote a 
chapter in this book, discussing each visit mentioned in the 
contents: Peter H. Epp, Bernard Calhoun, Otis McGregor, 
Richard I. Buzzell, M.D. Pennell (General Manager, R&D, 
H.J. Heinz Company of Canada Ltd.), Michael Loh (Export 
Development Specialist, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food).
 Details are given on the soybean characteristics desired 
for each type of soyfood product, especially in the chapter 
by Dr. Buzzell. Popular soybean varieties include: For Miso: 
Enlei [Enrei], Fujimejiro, Harcor.
 For natto: The main natto specifi cations are: 1. Seed 
size–small but fully developed, less than 5.0 mm diameter 
if possible. 2. Round seed. 3. Total sugar content < 22%. 
4. Oil content > 19%. 5. White / yellow hilum. Best natto 
varieties: Jizuka (the smallest, from Ibaraki prefecture) and 
Suzuhime (small, from Hokkaido), “two domestic [Japanese] 
varieties used for superior quality natto, were priced at $100 
U.S. for 60 kg. The U.S. varieties which have been, and 
are being used presently, are not satisfactory. Both Nattawa 
and Pioneer 1677 varieties should adapt well to the natto 
product.” Jennett (H24) from the USA is good. (p. 5, “Natto 
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specifi cations Japan, unnumbered page near rear).
 For tofu: Amsoy, Coles, Harcor.
 Letter from Fred Brandenburg of OSGMB. 1994. Nov. 
9. “Regarding export promotion before 1982, any activities 
would have been part of larger government sponsored trade 
missions. For example, in 1979 Otis McGregor participated 
in a mission to Asia which was co-ordinated by Michael Loh. 
It included a number of marketing boards and associations 
from Canada.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 1998) that 
(apparently) mentions the soybean variety Enrei. Address: 
P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 
519-352-7730.

2627. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1982. City notes: 
Trade body to canalise export of soyabean meal. March 3. p. 
10.
• Summary: “New Delhi’s reported decision to accept, in 
principal, the proposal to canalise the export of soyabean 
meal through the Soyabean Processors’ Association of 
Indore–an offi cial announcement is imminent–marks a step 
in the right direction.”
 Although the production of soyabean in India has 
expanded steadily over the past fi ve years, there is a growing 
need for an organisation that can collect data on soyabean 
production and on the exports of this new commodity, and 
can also generally promote the cultivation of the soyabean in 
this country.
 Most of the statistics pertaining to the production of 
soyabean, soyabean oil and soybean meal are unreliable. For 
example, estimates concerning the 1981-82 soyabean crop 
vary widely from 400,000 tonnes (metric tons) to 500,000 
tonnes, even among those interested in the commodity.
 Nevertheless, it is widely recognised that production of 
soyabeans in India will increase progressively in the years 
to come. Farmers in the rain-fed regions of Madhya Pradesh 
have been the pioneers of soyabean cultivation in India, yet 
its cultivation will almost certainly spread to other Indian 
states.
 Note: This is the earliest article or ad seen (Sept. 2010) 
in The Times of India that mentions the Soyabean Processors’ 
Association of Indore, which may have been an earlier name 
of the Soyabean Processors’ Association of India (SOPA). 
However see article of 27 May 1982 (p. 15).

2628. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1982. Lok Sabha 
questions: Cotton growers not hit by textile strike. March 27. 
p. 15.
• Summary: “Soyabean meal: Export of soyabean meal 
and extractions will be canalised through the soyabean 
processors’ association of India, Indore, from April 1, the 
deputy commerce minister, Mr. P.A. Sangma, announced in 
the house.”

2629. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1982. Imports of U.S. soybean oil could stage 
comeback in 1982. March. p. 21.
• Summary: U.S. soybean oils have been virtually cut out 
of Morocco’s import market for oilseeds the past couple of 
years because of stiff competition from other suppliers, most 
notably Spain.

2630. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1982. Portugal’s increase in crushing capacity to 
stimulate soybean imports. March. p. 23.
• Summary: New oilseed crushing equipment coming on 
stream during the fi rst quarter of 1982 will just about double 
Portugal’s crushing capacity, pushing the daily total to about 
3,000 tons. Soybean imports are expected to more than 
double–rising to 750,000 tons in 1982 from 300,000 tons in 
1981.

2631. Soybean Digest. 1982. ASA blazer marketing 
seminars. [Dr. Thomas A. Hieronymus]. April. p. 68-69.
• Summary: “’Soybeans are the most complex commodity 
in world trade. Indeed, they are really two commodities: 
meal and an edible oil–and therefore are the most diffi cult 
to analyze,’ declares Dr. Thomas Hieronymus, professor 
emeritus of agricultural economics from the University of 
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. “’Soybeans are extensively 
traded in world markets. Each of its components-meal 
and oil-has many substitutes and competitors produced 
worldwide. There are two major crops a year, one from 
North America, the other from South America. The price 
for each byproduct–and one of them is always in surplus–is 
determined very differently,’ Hieronymus says.
 “Price forecasting any commodity involves identifying 
the factors that infl uence price, then measuring relative 
value of the various factors. In the case of soybeans, the 
relative size of crops in North and South America indicate 
signifi cance of shortfalls. Politically motivated decisions 
in both hemispheres are involved: embargoes in the U.S., 
Brazilian government involvement in its crushing industry, 
Argentine supply agreements with the Soviets. And always, 
weather.
 “On the demand side, infl uential fundamental factors 
include health of the livestock sector in major customer 
countries like Japan and European Common Market nations. 
Population and disposable income in developing nations, 
the political climate in centrally planned economies, tariffs 
and levies among customer nations and relative value of 
currencies all have impact on soybean prices.” Address: 
American Soybean Assoc.

2632. Krieger, Verena. 1982. Die tausend Talente von Tofu 
[The thousand talents of tofu]. Natuerlich 2(5):69-73. May. 
[Ger]
• Summary: An excellent overview, with numerous color 
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photos of recipes, products, and plants. “Tofu found its 
way to Europe not over the steppes of Asia but through the 
kitchens of North America, starting with The Book of Tofu by 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi.”
 Contents: What is tofu? Why tofu? Soya–king of the 
beans (Switzerland imports 100,000 tonnes of soybeans 
each year to feed to animals). Tofu and its brothers. Is soy 
an exotic plant? The most important traditional soyfoods of 
East Asia: Tofu, miso, soymilk, tamari, shoyu and soy sauce 
(sojasauce), tempeh, soy sprouts (sojakeime).

2633. Foley, Terrence B. 1982. Soybeans and soyfoods 
in China (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center, June 12. 2 p. typed manuscript.
• Summary: Terry is now in the USA, visiting American 
Soybean Assoc. headquarters. He has been an ASA employee 
for 1½ years. He is a specialist in East Asia, who studied 
Chinese history in college and worked in Massachusetts. 
He knows our work, has all our books on soyfoods, and 
hopes we can meet some time. There are no offi cial statistics 
published by China on its agricultural production or area.
 Terry’s inquiries in Peking indicate that peanut oil is 
preferred for food use, followed by soybean oil, rapeseed 
oil, and lard–in that order. Sesame oil is not mentioned. He 
does not know what oils are preferred in southern China. 
He has read that Manchurians prefer soy oil. Like all basic 
foods, vegetable oil is rationed, to maybe a couple of cups 
per family per year; he has no fi gures on the exact amount. 
Vegetable oil is replacing lard. Koreans strongly prefer 
sesame oil; they drizzle it on foods.
 About 85% of the oil made in China is obtained using 
traditional hand-turned screw presses; the remaining 15% 
comes from modern solvent extraction plants. He has visited 
such plants in Shanghai, and knows they are operating in 
Dairen and elsewhere in Manchuria such as Harbin and 
perhaps Shenyang. These large solvent plants probably refi ne 
their oil. He would guess that both refi ned and traditional 
unrefi ned soy oil are sold in China. When a consumer buys 
oil, she takes her own bottle to a distribution point in a store, 
then has it fi lled. He strongly suspects the quality would be 
very poor by Western standards.
 The Chinese are moving to low-fat hogs, since the 
people want more meat and less fat. There are now two 
prices established by the government: fatty pork and lean 
pork.
 The main area of soybean production in China is the 
northeast (Manchuria), followed by the North China Plain. 
There is now a big export push in China to raise money. 
Some soybeans have been exported to Japan; most soybean 
meal is spread on the fi elds.
 Tofu is in especially short supply in China; housewives 
almost get into a fi stfi ght waiting in long lines for it.
 ASA’s top priority in China is the livestock industry, 
including the formulation of modern livestock diets, 

confi nement methods, disease prevention, and genetics (to 
get modern breeds of animals to China). Address: Director, 
China Offi ce, American Soybean Assoc.

2634. American Soybean Association. 1982. Soya Bluebook 
‘82. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 212 p. 
June. Index. Index to advertisers. 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Organizations: American Soybean 
Association, National Soybean Processors Association, Food 
Protein Council, Ontario Soya-Bean Growers Marketing 
Board, State Research Experiment Stations, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, 
Government Buying Agencies.
 Soy product directory: U.S. oil extraction plants / 
refi neries, non-U.S. oil extraction plants / refi neries, soyfoods 
manufacturers, industrial product manufacturers, exporters.
 Buyer’s guide to products & services: Category listings, 
commercial equipment & supplies, soy product processing 
equipment & supplies, farm equipment & supplies, 
commercial services, manufacturers & suppliers guide.
 Soy statistics: Charts [graphs], maps, tables, metric 
conversion, glossary of soybean terms, United States 
standards for soybeans.
 Indexes: Directory (alphabetical company listings), 
buyer’s guide (alphabetical company listings), advertisers.
 After p. 162 are two beautiful color fold-out maps, 
based on USDA fi gures as of spring 1980. (1) 1979 U.S. 
soybean production (bushels) by county. The color coding 
shows clearly that counties along the Mississippi River and 
in Illinois produce the most soybeans–more than 10 million 
bushels per county, in red (2) 1979 soybean acreage by 
county. The greatest acreage is found in the red counties 
having more than 150,000 acres planted to soybeans. 
Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 63141. Phone: 
314-432-1600.

2635. Food Engineering International (Chilton’s). 1982. 
Phil-Asia’s soy oil plant: Various soya products processed 
will boost the economy, cut imports. 6(6):48-51, 53. June.
• Summary: In 1979 the EMI Corporation of Des Plaines, 
Illinois, was awarded the contract by Phil-Asia Foods 
Corp to build this plant near Tabangao, a fi shing village in 
Batangas province adjacent to a deepwater port. Initially 
the plant will process 500 tonnes/day of soybeans, but 
eventually will double that. “At the present time, soybean 
meal is being imported at the rate of 24,000 tons per month 
by the country’s feed mills. Eventually, Phil-Asia’s plant 
will produce 22,500 metric tons per month for a direct 
substitution of the imported meal.” A key part of the plant 
will be the EMI Flash Desolventizing System, originally 
developed in the late 1950s by the USDA. The plant is 
eventually expected to produce textured vegetable protein 
that is tailor-made for local taste preferences. A photo shows 
that plant as it nears completion.
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2636. National Soybean Processors Association. 1982. Like a 
mighty river, the American free enterprise system is best left 
unfettered! (Ad). Soya Bluebook. Back cover. June.

• Summary: Most of this full-page color ad shows a raging 
white-water river in full spate. The text, which advocates 
free trade, reads: “Historically, the free fl ow of American 
agricultural exports to foreign consumers has been highly 
benefi cial to the economy of the U.S. soy complex. Only 
when America does not practice the free trade it preaches, the 
soybean industry, and indeed the whole American economy, 
suffers irreparable harm.

 “NSPA believes that America has the potential to 
continue signifi cant expansion of its exports of soybeans 
and products within the next decade, but only if free market 
forces are permitted to play. American soybean growers 

and processors know that their industry has 
evolved and fl ourished through a world free 
market system. It’s up to us as partners to keep 
it that way!
 “We’re The Biggest Customers Of 
America’s Soybean Growers.”
 Note: This powerful ad appears here for 
the fi rst time in the Soya Bluebook. It also 
appeared on the back cover of the 1984 Soya 
Bluebook. Address: 1800 M Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20036.

2637. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1982. 
The other oil problem. July 3. p. 8.
• Summary: India was a net exporter of 
oilseeds and their derivatives until 1978-79. 
But it is now a matter of great concern that the 
country has become a major importer of edible 
oils, with such oils being the largest item on 
the country’s import bill after petroleum.
 This article is not intended to belittle the 
various measures that have been taken to 
mitigate the edible oil problem. “Soyabean 
cultivation has been promoted on a large scale 
in Madhya Pradesh in areas that lie fallow 
during the kharif [rainy] season.” However 
soybean yields are still low.
 Dr. Verghese Kurien, the father of the 
famous dairy milk revolution in India, 
is working to apply the famous Anand 
model of cooperative dairy development to 
oilseeds also. He encourages farmers to form 
cooperative societies; an oilseeds federation 
would purchase the crop in bulk from these 
societies and process into oil and meal.
 Note: As of Sept. 2010 India is the 
largest producer of dairy milk in the world. 
Dr. Kurien began his work in India’s dairy 
industry in May 1949. He developed the Amul 
brand.

2638. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). 1982. Greece: Soybean imports from 
U.S. slated to grow. July. p. 22.
• Summary: The use of soybeans in Greece has expanded 
rapidly in recent years due to the gains in the use of soybean 
meal for livestock and poultry feeding. However, since 
soybean oil constitutes the main competition for olive 
oil–which furnishes income to a relatively large part of 
Greece’s farm population–the government requires soybean 
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processors to export the entire amount of soybean oil they 
produce, thus protecting the Greek olive oil industry. Imports 
of soybeans from the U.S. are anticipated to reach 250,000 
tonnes in 1982, up more than a third from 1981.

2639. J. of Commerce. 1982. Poland buys 150,000 tons of 
Brazilian soybeans. 353:12A. Aug. 3. *

2640. Gall, N. 1982. The Brazilian connection. Forbes 
118:118-22. Aug. 30.
• Summary: “Brazil now earns as much from soybeans as 
from coffee. In that startling fact is the story of a great crop 
migration–and a moral for U.S. farm policy makers.” In 
1973 when President Nixon announced an embargo on the 
export of U.S. soybeans, the Marubeni Trading Co. of Japan 
bought 50,000 acres of land in the Dourados region of what 
is now the state of South Mato Grosso. As Marubeni hoped, 
soybeans thrived there. Since the Nixon embargo, between 
1974 and 1981, America’s share of the world soybean trade 
has dropped from more than 90% to 67%.

2641. McGregor, Otis. 1982. Soybeans–The human 
consumption approach. Notes on Agriculture (Guelph, 
Ontario) 18(1):13-14. Aug.
• Summary: “In 1974 the Ontario Soya-bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board launched a program directed to the 
human consumption market... In 1974 the Ontario soybean 
export market represented a single shipment of white hilum 
soybeans to Japan for processing into tofu, miso and natto. 
Today tofu and miso are becoming popular in Ontario.
 “Since 1975 the Ontario Soy-Bean Board has 
experienced remarkable success in moving soybeans into the 
human consumption market and the diets of Canadians. Two 
cookbooks have been printed by the Board and distribution 
has exceeded 70,000. Tofu shops have emerged in Ontario, 
to the extent that franchising is in the offi ng. Toronto has 
restaurants serving soybean meals... Today, the Ontario 
Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board actively promotes 
whole soybeans in one pound bags in various supermarkets.” 
Address: Ontario Soya-bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada.

2642. Taylor, Patricia D. 1982. The European Economic 
Community’s vegetable oil tax proposal: A case study of 
trade confl ict. Cornell Agricultural Economics Staff Paper 
No. 82-24. 17 p. Aug. [17 + 44 footnotes]
• Summary: The paper begins with a quotation by Allan 
Aves: “’Exports are the lifeblood of the American soybean 
industry. In 1980 American soybean producers saw over 
55 percent of their production exported at a value of $8.6 
billion, the largest of any commodity and fully 20 percent 
of total U.S. agricultural exports. Strong export markets are 
essential to the prosperity of our industry. Unfortunately, 
we stand to lose much of our export market for soybeans 

because of protectionism on the part of Spain and the 
European Community...’”
 Source: “Testimony of the American Soybean 
Association. Submitted to U.S. Senate Governmental 
Affairs Subcommittee on Energy, Nuclear Proliferation and 
Government Processes. Urbana, Illinois, Oct. 16, 1981.”
 “This statement by Allan Aves, immediate past chairman 
of the American Soybean Association, refl ects the concern of 
U.S. farmers over the E.C.’s proposed import restrictions of 
U.S. soybeans and soybean products. This recent issue poses 
a serious threat to the trading relationship between the E.C. 
and the U.S.
 “The size of the world soybean market has increased 
fourfold in the last twenty years, for a variety of reasons. 
Consumer demand for meat (especially red meat and poultry) 
has risen quickly in traditional European markets, as well 
as in the centrally planned and middle income developing 
country markets. This increase in demand can be attributed 
to population growth, rising incomes and the increasing 
popularity of high protein diets.” During this time, soybeans 
have enjoyed an absence of major import restrictions. 
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, New York State 
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell Univ., 
Ithaca, New York.

2643. Williams, Gary W.; Myers, Lester H. 1982. The 
economic effectiveness of foreign market development 
programs: The case of soybeans and soybean products. Paper 
presented at American Agricultural Economics Association 
(AAEA) annual meeting. 15 p. Held 1-4 Aug. 1982 at Logan, 
Utah. [19 ref]
Address: International Agriculture Service, Chase 
Econometrics, 150 Monument Rd., Bala Cynwyd, 
Pennsylvania 19004.

2644. Acton, Robert W. 1982. A review of soybean 
embargoes. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 9 
p. Sept. 14. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: The United States government has imposed four 
embargoes on soybeans between 1973 and 1980. (1) Started: 
27 June 1973. Applies to all countries. Products: Soybeans, 
soybean products, cottonseeds, and cottonseed products. 
Reason: To control domestic prices. Richard Nixon was 
president.
 (2) Started: 7 Oct. 1974. Applies to USSR. Products: 
All grains and soybeans. Reason: To control domestic prices. 
Gerald Ford was president.
 (3) Started: 11 Aug. 1975. Applies to USSR. Products: 
All grains and soybeans. Reason: Uncertain crop supply. 
Gerald Ford was president.
 (4) Started: 4 Jan. 1980. Applies to USSR. Products: 
All grain seed, soybeans, meat, poultry, dairy products, and 
animal fats. Reason: Foreign policy–To punish the USSR for 
invading Afghanistan. Jimmy Carter was president.
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 Each embargo is analyzed in detail The effect on short-
term prices is shown to be downward. The impact of the 
embargoes on U.S. agriculture is shown to be very negative 
over the long run. Address: Dr., American Soybean Assoc., 
St. Louis, Missouri.

2645. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. History 
of soybean crushing: Soy oil and soybean meal. Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 157 p. Sept. 
16. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/soybean_
crushing1.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction: Description of soybeans are transformed 
into oil products and meal. Etymology. Basic concepts. 
Terminology. Processing (brief description of modern hexane 
solvent extraction and refi ning). History of soybean crushing 
worldwide: Oil and meal production and trade. History of 
soybean crushing in China (to 1949): Origins and early 
references, early observations by foreigners, the crush-stone 
mill and wedge press, uses of soy oil in China. History of 
soybean crushing in Manchuria (to 1949). History of soybean 
crushing in the People’s Republic of China (1949-1980’s). 
History of soybean crushing in Japan. History of soybean 
crushing in Europe: Early references and research (1855-
1909), introduction of soy oil and meal to Europe (1907-
1919), the interwar period (1920-1939), the war and postwar 
period (1940-1959), the modern era (1960-1982). History of 
soybean crushing in the United States–oil and meal: Early 
references and research (1893-1909), introduction of soy oil 
and cake to America (1910-1919), establishing America’s 
soybean crushing industry (1920-1929), takeoff of the U.S. 
soybean crushing industry (1930-1939), soybean oil and 
meal during World War II and the 1940’s, modern soybean 
crushing and oil refi ning processes, developments during the 
1950’s (oil), soybean meal and the American meat-centered 
diet, 1960-1982, problems with the meat centered diet and 
feedlot system, changes in meat and poultry consumption, 
new protein models, the future. History of soybean crushing 
in Third World countries: Third World–three routes to soy 
oil use, Brazil, Mexico and Argentina, India, Sri Lanka. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

2646. Khandekar, Sreekant. 1982. Soyabean success: 
Madhya Pradesh. India Today. Sept. 30. p. 127.
• Summary: “In 1970-71, Madhya Pradesh produced a 
measly 1,000 tonnes of soyabean. Five years later it was 
still only 39,000 tonnes. By 1978-79, the fi gure had tripled 
to 124,000 tonnes, and another four years later had gone 
up four times again to touch the half million tonne mark. 
This year the fi gure is expected to jump again to 620,000 
tonnes. Today the state produces roughly three-fourths of the 
national soyabean crop.”

 Soyabean is replacing groundnuts and is planted on land 
that was lying otherwise unused during the kharif season. 
80% of the soy oil is used to make vanaspati. The residual 
cake fi nds great demand overseas as a cattle feed. Last year a 
major 5-year soybean project began, sponsored by the central 
government, at a cost of Rs 150 million. “This together 
with the coming of the Madhya Pradesh State Cooperative 
Oilseeds Growers Federation Ltd–Oil Fed for short–is 
expected to give production a boost. Oil Fed is owned jointly 
by the National Dairy Development Board (NDDB), the state 
Government and oil growers’ societies...
 “However convenient or profi table soyabean is for 
farmers, the increasing shift to this oilseed raises important 
questions about Indian agriculture. A major use for soyabean 
is in the form of de-oiled soya cake, which is exported 
to the West as cattle feed. Nearly two-thirds of the land 
under soyabean in Madhya Pradesh was used for growing 
jowar, millet and a variety of lentils, apart from cotton and 
groundnut. To this extent, the cultivation of soyabean means 
less food for Indians.
 “Rajan of Oil Fed concedes that ‘It is a criminal waste 
to export more than 3 lakh tonnes of de-oiled cake annually 
as cattle feed from a country which suffers from protein 
defi ciency.’ But his solution is to use soyabean [probably in 
the form of soy fl our] for domestic human consumption after 
mixing it with fl our in bread, biscuits and baby foods. And, 
he says, Oil Fed is setting up a 12,000-tonne edible fl our 
plant which will be commissioned in 1984.”

2647. Knipscheer, Hendrick C.; Hill, L.D. 1982. The demand 
for soybean meal by the European Economic Community: 
An econometric model. University of Illinois, Department of 
Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Economics Research 
Report. AERR 186. 43 p. Sept. [35 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: EEC Soybean Imports and EEC 
Livestock Farmers, Objectives of the Study, Demand Models 
for Soybeans in U.S. Literature. EEC Common Agricultural 
Policy: The Objectives of the Common Agricultural Policy, 
The Price Structure of Agricultural Products, The Surplus 
Sectors, The Oilseed Sector, The Meat Sector. The Economic 
Model: Prices of Soybean Meal and Competing Products, 
Availability of Protein Substitutes, Livestock Numbers 
and Composition, Prices of Final Product(s), Changes in 
Technology, The Statistical Model: Methods, Data. Results. 
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research.
 Appendix 1: Semiannual Prices of Corn, 1961 to 1976
 Appendix 2: Semiannual Prices of Barley, 1961 to 1976
 Appendix 3: Semiannual Prices of Milk, 1961 to 1976
 Appendix 4: Semiannual Prices of Pork, 1961 to 1976
 Appendix 5: Semiannual Prices of Poultry Meat, 1961 to 
1976
 Appendix 6: Semiannual Prices of Eggs, 1961 to 1976
 Appendix 7: Semiannual Price Ratios of Decatur 
Soybean Meal Prices to Corn Prices, 1961 to 1976
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 Appendix 8: Semiannual Prices of Animal Feed, 1961 to 
1976
 Appendix 9: Semiannual Prices of Livestock Products, 
1961 to 1976
 Appendix 10: Semiannual Profi tability Index, 1961 to 
1976
 Appendix 11: Conversion of Units of Account into 
National Currencies
 References. Address: Urbana, Illinois.

2648. McNeil, Maggie. 1982. Soybeans: The payoff from 
export promotion. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Sept. p. 20-22.
• Summary: Every year since 1966, U.S. soybean growers 
have been using a checkoff program to invest a small part 
of their income in activities designed to create new or 
expanded demand for U.S. soybeans overseas. In fi scal year 
1982, some 475,000 farmers in 23 states ear-marked nearly 
$5 million for these activities. For example, soybean oil 
now commands a 50% share of the total German edible oils 
market. In 1977 Blauband, a Unilever Co. product, became 
the fi rst major identifi ed soybean oil product to hit West 
German retail shelves. Address: Soybean update editor, 
Information and Education, American Soybean Assoc., St. 
Louis, Missouri.

2649. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1982. Indonesia: Imports of U.S. soybeans to climb 
in 1982. Oct. p. 12.
• Summary: Imports of U.S. soybeans for food use reached 
361,000 tonnes in 1981, and could exceed 400,000 tons in 
1982. Indonesian soybean output has increased very slowly 
in the last few years, so today local beans make up only 60% 
of the more than 1 million tons consumed in traditional food 
products annually. Poultry feeding is the major outlet for 
soybean meal in Indonesia. Aquaculture (a major industry 
in Indonesia) also represents a promising area for soybean 
meal market development efforts in the future. Soybean meal 
purchases totaled 170,000 tons in 1981, and will be higher 
this year. The government took over all soybean meal trade 
in February 1982, and meal purchases are now being directed 
to the U.S. and away from Brazil.

2650. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1982. Malaysia: New outlet opens for U.S. 
soybeans. Oct. p. 13.
• Summary: The advent of soybean crushing in Malaysia 
last year has created a new market for U.S. soybean farmers. 
In 1981, soybeans became the leading U.S. agricultural 
export to Malaysia–about 89,000 tonnes–roughly three-fi fths 
of Malaysia’s total imports. However, Malaysia imports 
virtually no soybean meal from the U.S. because of China’s 
price advantage and a combination of price and ocean 
transportation factors favoring Brazilian meal.

2651. Laurent, C. 1982. Stratégie de diversifi cation des 
principales fi rmes de la fi lière soja [Diversifi cation strategies 
of the principal soybean processing and trading fi rms]. 
Memoire DEA, Paris VIII, GREMMA. Oct. [Fre]*
Address: France.

2652. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1982. Recent crushing trial paves way for U.S. 
soybean exports. Nov. p. 2.
• Summary: Farmers in Wisconsin, Indiana, and Ohio 
donated 100 tons of soybeans to two oilseed mills in Chile 
and Venezuela to show that U.S. soybeans can be crushed 
effi ciently and profi tably.

2653. McNeil, Maggie. 1982. Asian markets hungry for U.S. 
products. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 30d.
• Summary: Global economic activity is shifting from 
the Atlantic to the Pacifi c. In 1981 Asia passed Europe to 
become the largest market for U.S. agricultural products. 
Now 4 of our top 10 ag markets are in East Asia. In FY 
1981 Japan bought over $6,700 million worth of U.S. farm 
products. China and Korea each bought over 2,000 million, 
and Taiwan over $1,000 million.

2654. Soybean Update. 1982. USSR trying to improve 
protein supplies. Dec. 13. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The USSR has embarked on a ‘large-scale 
drive’ to decisively improve protein feed supplies, says Oil 
World. This will mean a ‘very sharp increase’ in soybean 
meal imports, projects Oil World.
 “USSR soybean meal imports this season will more than 
double from last year’s level to 2.2 million tonnes, forecasts 
Oil World. So far this season, USSR has purchased 1.7 
million tonnes of soybean meal–900,000 tonnes from West 
Europe and 800,000 from Brazil.”

2655. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. History of 
soya in Third World countries to which they have recently 
been introduced: Latin America, Indian Subcontinent, 
Africa, and the Middle East. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 5 p. Dec. Unpublished typescript. 
Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/new_third_world.
php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction: Third World countries in which soy is “new.” 
History and potential in “new” Third World countries: When 
introduced to each region, active history started in 1960 
(protein gap) and 1970’s: International Soybean Program 
(INTSOY), American Soybean Association (ASA), high 
prices, international conferences, call for further research, 
the potential: population and hunger. Basic approaches to 
introducing soybeans and soyfoods: Can’t introduce like rice 
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or wheat, need utilization training, how to get it, whole dry 
soybeans in Brazil and India, the traditional trickle-down 
approach (Japan–all village centered, Korea, Indonesia), 
the national integrated approach (examples of it–Sri Lanka, 
basic components: Cooperative funding, training center, 
well educated and inspired teachers, a publication, farm 
extension workers and farmers, soyfoods extension workers 
and resident students, soyfoods users–food industry and 
institutional, the people/villagers), the single enterprise 
integrated approach (examples of it, Soya Production 
and Research Association, Uganda, CARE in Costa Rica, 
teach farmers, guarantee crop, make food, advertise it), the 
commune village integrated approach (examples–the Farm, 
teach farmers, establish communal business, all use the 
food), the free market-government aid/extension/research 
approach (examples–Egypt, Brazil, oil mills and exports), 
the soyfoods missionary/mass movement approach or village 
uplift (examples–Blanca Dominguez, soyfoods movement in 
America, show others, they teach others, encourage starting 
of small businesses, broad-based, teach all over via books, 
programs, later start schools). Soyfoods applications: Oil, 
fl our, textured soy fl our (TSF), as is, traditional vs. new 
countries. Production and marketing approaches: Soybean 
crushing plant (oil and defatted meal, meal to fortify or 
TSF), middle level low-cost extrusion or soy dairy, small 
decentralized village and cottage industries, all traditional 
countries took this approach. Address: Lafayette, California. 
Phone: 415-283-2991.

2656. Vignarajah, N. 1982. Sri Lanka’s grain legumes. 
Soyanews (Sri Lanka) 5(4):4-6. Dec.; 5(5):4-5. Jan. (1983).
• Summary: This is the text of a Presidential address to the 
Sri Lanka Association for the advancement of Science–1981.
 “Sri Lankans have traditionally obtained more than 
three-quarters of their protein and carbohydrate requirements 
from vegetable sources, that is from non animal sources. 
From time immemorial grain legumes have been an 
integral part of our diet. However, in recent times, there 
has been a decline in the consumption of grain legumes. 
This has primarily been due to the decline in availability 
of grain legumes in the 1970s. This situation was caused 
by the curtailment of imports [due largely to the high price 
of petroleum products and of grain legumes] and local 
production being unable to meet the demand. Consequently 
prices of grain legumes increased.”
 “The major grain legumes cultivated in Sri Lanka (in 
order of importance): 1. Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata). 2. 
Green gram (Vigna radiata) [mung bean]. 3. Black gram 
(Vigna mungo). 4, Groundnut (Arachis hypogaea). 5. 
Soyabean (Glycine max).”
 “The high cost of animal protein places it beyond the 
reach of the average Sri Lankan who obtains 80% of his 
protein requirement from vegetable sources (40% from rice, 
20% from wheat fl our and the balance from other vegetable 

sources including grain legumes) and only about 20% from 
animal sources. The Food Balance Sheets further indicate 
that the contribution made by grain legumes to the protein 
component of the Sri Lankan’s diet was 9.36% during the 
period 1976-1970 but dropped to 3.27% during the period 
1971-73 and was 4.17% in 1978.”
 Table 3 shows “Quantities of grain legumes imported 
and cost to the government” (1969-1980). In 1966 about 
65,000 metric tons (tonnes) were imported at a cost of Rs. 60 
million. In 1972 this rose to an all-time high of 91,000 tones 
at a cost of Rs. 98 million. Then it plummeted. From 1974 to 
1978 imports of grain legumes to Sri Lanka were negligible. 
By 1980 they had risen to 32,000 tonnes at a cost of Rs. 127 
million.
 Table 4 shows “Current production and defi cit” (in 1,000 
tonnes) of grain legumes and rice in Sri Lanka. For each crop 
except rice the desired production is 49-83% greater than the 
actual production. Why?
 Part II: “The curtailment of imports in the 1970s [1974-
78] gave a tremendous boost to the cultivation of grain 
legumes.” Table 5 shows the “Progress of grain legume 
production in Sri Lanka” (1971-1981, for the fi ve key grain 
legumes). For each legume is given the acreage (1,000 
acres), production (in 1,000 cwts; 1 cwt = 100 kg), and yield 
(in cwt per acre). For soyabean, seed viability is a serious 
agronomic constraint. Address: PhD, Deputy Director of 
Agriculture (Research), Sri Lanka.

2657. American Soybean Assoc. 1982. Korean farmers turn 
to soybean meal. Checkoff Successfi le. Korea #803. 2 p.
• Summary: A photo shows Dr. Kyung Lee. Address: St. 
Louis, Missouri.

2658. Castle, Emery N.; Henmi, Kenzo; Skillings, Sally A. 
1982. U.S.-Japanese agricultural trade relations. Baltimore, 
Maryland: Published for Resources for the Future by the 
Johns Hopkins University Press. xvi + 425 p. Illust. Index. 
24 cm.
• Summary: “Based on papers presented at a conference held 
in Tokyo June 1980”.
 Page 75: “Tariff bindings: Tokyo Round tariff bindings 
by Japan cover some fourteen items of interest to the United 
States whose 1976 trade base value was $809 million. [4] 
(A tariff binding is an agreement not to raise a particular 
tariff above the existing level.) Although these bindings are 
scattered over a number of products, the zero tariff binding 
on soybeans alone accounted for $770 million, or 95 percent 
of this total. It is impossible to calculate or predict the value 
of this kind of trade concession. Most observers feel that 
a similar duty-free binding on soybeans obtained from the 
European Common Market during the 1962 Dillon Round 
has been at least partially responsible for the huge growth of 
soybean exports to that market.”
 Soybeans are mentioned throughout this book; see pages 
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27-28, 105-08, 167, 202, 358, 407, 410-12.

2659. Commodity Research Bureau, Inc. ed. 1982. 
Commodity year book: Soybean meal. Soybean oil. 
Soybeans. New York. See p. 310-26.
• Summary: Graphs show: (p. 311): Soybean meal cash 
price, Chicago [Illinois], 1930-1982 (Monthly average 44% 
protein).
 (p. 313): Soybean meal, Chicago, 1973-1982 (Weekly 
high, low and close of nearest futures).
 (p. 317): Soybean oil, Chicago, 1973-1982 (Weekly 
high, low and close of nearest futures).
 (p. 324): Soybeans, Chicago, 1973-1982 (Weekly high, 
low and close of nearest futures).
 (p. 326): Soybeans cash price, Chicago (monthly 
average): “Estimated average prices received by farmers to 
1935. Monthly highs and lows est. cash prices 1935-1949. 
1950 thru Sept. 1953–No. 2 yellow. Oct. 1953 to date–No. 1 
yellow.” Address: New York.

2660. Dunn, John R.; Reynolds, B.J.; Eversull, E.E.; Skinner, 
R.A.; Thurston, S.K. 1982. Cooperative involvement and 

opportunities in oilseeds. ACS Research Report No. 13. v + 
47 p. 28 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: A very important and original report showing 
the relationship between all aspects of soybeans and other 
oilseed crops in the USA, and between cooperative and 
noncooperative soybean processors. Contents: Highlights 
and recommendations. Oilseed crop production: Soybeans, 
cottonseed, peanuts, fl axseed, sunfl owerseed. Overview 
of cooperative oilseed system: Cooperative oilseed fl ows, 
cooperative organizational approaches, vertical integration 
by individual cooperatives, horizontal coordination by 
groups of cooperatives, vertical coordination by groups 
of cooperatives. Oilseed crushing: Soybeans, cottonseed, 
sunfl owerseed / fl axseed, peanuts, potential new locations 
for cooperative crushing, parts inventory for processing 
cooperatives. Processing plant output: Soybean plant 
output, cottonseed mill output. Processing plant costs: 
Soybean plant costs, cottonseed plant costs, economies 
of scale. Raw product marketing. Oilseed pricing 
mechanisms. Transportation of oilseeds and oilseed products: 
Cooperative control of transportation modes, transportation 
by cooperative soybean processors. Refi ning, product 
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manufacturing, and marketing: Demand for vegetable oil 
products, vegetable oil refi ning, increasing cooperative 
refi ning activity, marketing of vegetable oil products, 
manufacturing and marketing meal products, cooperative 
brand name oilseed products, retail product quality assurance 
association. The export markets for U.S. oilseeds: Global 
demand for oilseeds, global oilseed processing, world oilseed 
trade fl ows. Cooperative involvement in oilseed exporting: 
cooperative export fl ows, level of cooperative involvement, 
considerations for expansion of cooperative exporting, 
advantages and risks for cooperatives in oilseed exporting, 
the need for unifi ed cooperative export efforts. Challenges 
for oilseed cooperatives: Rail transportation, energy, growth, 
competitive pressures and the need for coordination. Selected 
oilseeds references. Appendix tables.
 Tables related to soy: (1) Regional shares of U.S. 
regional soybean production; Averages for 1959-69, 1970-79, 
1976-79. (6) Soybean crushing capacity; total cooperative 
and noncooperative. Cooperative share of crushing capacity, 
1971-1979 crop years. (7) Number of soybean crushing 
mills, U.S. total, co-op, and non-coop. Average mill capacity; 
U.S., co-op and non-co-op, 1971-1979 crop years. (8) 
Soybean crushed, U.S. total, cooperative crush, nonco-op 
crush, cooperative share of total crush, 1971-1979 crop 
years. (9) Utilization of soybean crushing capacity; U.S. 
overall average, noncooperative average, 1971-1979 crop 
years.
 (10) Soybean crushing capacity shares and cooperative 
shares of crushing capacity, by region, 1979. (11) Soybean 
crushing capacity and proportion of soybean production 
which may be crushed within each region, 1979. (12) 
Structural characteristics of the domestic soybean processing 
industry in terms of plant numbers and capacities, 1979. (16) 
Production of soybean oil and oil products by cooperatives, 
1971-1979 crop years (Million pounds and percentage; 
Crude oil, degummed oil, lecithin and by-products, refi ned 
oil, hydrogenated oil). (17) Soybean meal production by 
cooperatives, 1971-1979 marketing years (Thousand tons 
and percentage; Total, high protein meal, low protein meal, 
mill feed production).
 (20) Processing costs for cooperative soybean 
processing plants, 1971-1979, alternative years. (24) 
Soybean receiving methods by cooperative plants, 1971-
1979 crop years (by rail, cooperative owned truck, other 
truck). (25) Soybean meal shipment methods by cooperative 
plants, 1971-1979 (by rail, co-op truck, other truck, barge). 
(26) Soybean oil shipment methods by cooperative plants, 
1971-1979 (by rail, truck, barge). (27) U.S. utilization 
of soybean oil, by products, by crop years, 1964-1979 
(million lb): Shortening, salad and cooking oil, margarine, 
other edible, total food, total non-food, total domestic 
disappearance.
 (30) Total and per capita consumption of fats and oils, 
food and industrial products, USA, 1963-1979 (million 

lb and per capita) (butter, lard, margarine, shortening, 
edible oils, all [oleaginous] food products, all industrial 
products, all products). (31) Margarine: Fats and oils used 
in manufacture, United States, 1965-1979 (incl. soybean, 
cottonseed, peanut, corn, coconut, saffl ower, other vegetable, 
lard, beef tallow). (32) Shortening: Fats and oils used in 
manufacture, United States, 1965-1979 (incl. soybean, 
cottonseed, peanut, etc.). (34) Selected oilseeds, vegetable 
oils, and oilseed cakes and meals: value of U.S. exports, 
annual 1973-1979. (35) Major U.S. oilseed and products 
exports, 1973-1979 (Soybeans, sunfl owerseed, cottonseed, 
peanut). (36) Global soybean annual crushing capacities of 
major markets, 1979 (Soybean importing countries: Belgium 
& Luxembourg, Denmark, France, Italy, Netherlands, UK, 
West Germany, Spain, Poland, Yugoslavia, Soviet Union, 
Japan, Korea {Rep. of = South}, China {PRC}, Taiwan, 
Mexico, subtotal 42%. Soybean exporting countries: USA, 
Brazil, Argentina, subtotal 58%). (37) U.S. soybean exports 
by region or country of destination, 1973-1979.
 (40) Volumes of soybeans handled by regional and 
interregional cooperatives and regional cooperative share of 
total farm soybean sales, 1972-1979 marketing years. (41) 
Soybean shipments to cooperative and noncooperative port 
elevators, 1973-1979. (42) Soybean shipments to ports by 
port area, by regional cooperatives, 1973-1979 (Atlantic, 
Gulf, Great Lakes, Pacifi c, total). (43) Percent of regional 
cooperatives’ soybean sales shipped to port areas 1972-1979. 
(44) Cooperative port elevator capacities and share of total 
capacity, by port area, 1980.
 Figures: (1) Bar chart: Oilseed production by 
commodity for selected years, 1959, 1969, 1979. (2) Map 
of oilseed production areas, USA, 1979. (3) Cooperative 
export channels for raw oilseeds. (4) Cooperative channels 
for oilseed products. (5) Cooperative coordination paths 
(Complete integration, vertical integration, single activity, 
intercooperative coordination). (6) Bar chart: Oilseed 
crush shares by commodity for selected years (1959, 1969, 
1979). (7) Bar chart: Oilseed production percentage crushed 
domestically by commodity for selected years. (8) Map: 
Cooperative oilseed processing plants, 1979. (9) Soybean 
products. (10) Flow chart: Vegetable oil refi ning process. 
(11) Map: Edible fats and oils refi ning plants, with maximum 
capacity by region, 1975. Continued. Address: USDA 
Agricultural Cooperative Service (ACS). Phone: 202-475-
4929.

2661. Gilmore, Richard. 1982. A poor harvest: The clash 
of policies and interests in the grain trade. New York, NY: 
Longman. xv + 303 p. Illust. 24 cm. [120* ref]
• Summary: The author notes on p. 147, “If there is one 
thing that is now clear about the soybean embargo of 1973, 
it is that it was enacted in response to a shortage that never 
existed. The rapid surge in spot soybean prices in early 1973 
was the result of a rash of overselling by American grain 
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giants to their overseas affi liates.”

2662. Gordon, James Douglas. 1982. A study of international 
soybean production, trade, and storage, and the prospects for 
price stabilization. PhD thesis, University of Pennsylvania. 
242 p. Page 875 in volume 43/03-A Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Pennsylvania.

2663. Lardy, Nicolas R. 1982. Food consumption in the 
People’s Republic of China. In: R. Barker, R. Sinha and 
B. Rose, eds. 1982. The Chinese Agricultural Economy. 
Boulder, CO: Westview Press. xiii + 266 p. See p. 147-62. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: “Since the Communist Party rose to power, 
China’s economy has undergone signifi cant economic 
growth and structural change, yet that growth has been 
highly imbalanced, emphasizing industry and particularly the 
producer goods sector rather than agriculture. Consequently, 
for most of the past 3 decades average food consumption 
has been somewhat below the level achieved prior to the 
Sino-Japanese War [1937-1945]. After 1949, agriculture 
recovered rapidly from wartime devastation and by 1957-
1958 per capita food consumption reattained the prewar 
level. However, in the subsequent 2 decades the quantitative 
and qualitative standard of the average Chinese diet was 
signifi cantly below that of 1957-1958. Average food 
consumption surpassed the mid-1950’s level only at the end 
of the 1970 decade” (p. 147).
 Soybean production in 1957 (according to the 1960 
publication Ten Great Years) was 10,045,000 tonnes. 
USDA estimates of soybean production for 1977, 1978, and 
1979 (since no offi cial fi gures are available) are 7,300,000 
8,300,000 and 8,300,000 tonnes respectively. “Per capita 
consumption of soybeans, an important source of protein, 
must have fallen substantially, because shifting from being a 
net exporter in the 1950s to being a net importer by the mid-
1970s compensated for only part of the 50 percent decline 
in per capita production between 1957 and 1977-1978” (p. 
152). Address: Assoc. Prof. of Economics, Yale Univ., New 
Haven, Connecticut.

2664. Loewy, Richard A. 1982. The expanding world 
demand for U.S. soybean meal. In: Commodity Research 
Bureau, Inc., ed. 1982. Commodity Year Book. New York. 
385 p. See p. 42-48.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. United States. Hogs. 
Broilers. Cattle. EEC. USSR. Conclusion. Trading activity 
on the commodity futures markets. The volumes of 12 
exchanges are given, of which the Chicago Board of Trade 
traded the greatest number of contracts in 1981 and 1980, 
followed by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

2665. Shanmugasundaram, S. 1982. Role of AVRDC in 

soybean and mungbean improvement [for the developing 
tropical countries]. In: 1982. Grain Legumes Production in 
Asia. Tokyo: Asian Productivity Organization. 550 p. See p. 
137-50. [28 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean. Importance of 
soybean in the Asian region. Important changes in agronomic 
practices. Breakthroughs in varietal development.
 Tables: (1) Soybean area, production, yield, imports 
and exports for selected Asian countries: Taiwan (ROC; 
19,000 ha; 1,644 kg/ha), India, Indonesia (755,000 ha; 795 
kg/ha), Iran (70,000 ha; 150,000 metric tons; 2,143 kg/ha), 
Japan (100,000 ha; 2,000 kg/ha), Korea (Rep. of = South; 
260,000 ha; 1,350 kg/ha), Nepal (19,000 ha; 650 kg/ha), 
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand (160,000 ha; 783 kg/ha), 
China (PRC; 14,430,000 ha; 925 kg/ha) [1979 & 1980]. (2) 
Yield response of post-rice soybean crop to irrigation and 
tillage. (3) Effects of different soybean sowing methods on 
plant stand and yield. (4) Soybean responses to Rhizobium 
japonicum inoculum. (5) Effect of fungicide seed treatment 
on soybean plant stand when grown in rice stubble culture 
with excessive soil moisture after sowing. (6) Soybean 
germplasm collections available in Asian countries. (7) 
Soybean varieties and their characteristics identifi ed as 
moderately resistant to soybean rust. (8) Soybean varieties 
immune to soybean mosaic virus. (9) Soybean varieties 
susceptible to soybean mosaic virus but are symptomless. 
(10) Wild soybean, (G. soya Sieb and Zucc.) accessions 
least affected by beanfl ies, (Melanagromyza sojae and 
Ophiomyia centrocematis) at AVRDC. (11) Soybean 
varieties less affected by pod borer, Etiella zinckenella at 
AVRDC. (12) Major soybean varieties grown by farmers in 
different countries until 1972. (13) Major soybean varieties 
developed after 1972 and grown by farmers until 1980. 
(14) Performance of AVRDC selection compared to local 
cultivars in Indonesia. (15) Yield of six soybean cultivars in 
four locations during summer in a district trial experiment. 
Address: AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.

2666. Surls, Frederic M. 1982. Foreign trade and China’s 
agriculture. In: R. Barker, R. Sinha and B. Rose, eds. 1982. 
The Chinese Agricultural Economy. Boulder, CO: Westview 
Press. xiii + 266 p. See p. 183-98. [16 ref]
• Summary: “China’s foreign trade has grown rapidly 
since the death of Mao Zedong and the emergence of new 
leadership oriented toward economic growth. Between 1976 
and 1979 imports rose at an average annual rate of 37%, 
reaching $15,600 million by 1979, and exports jumped by 
24% per year to $13,800 million.”
 “New development policies have also had an important 
impact on agricultural trade. Between 1977 and 1979 
agricultural imports rose at an average rate of 33% per year 
and China became a leading importer of both wheat and 
cotton. The rise in agricultural imports is driven by policies 
to raise living standards and the emergence of demand 
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growth as an important factor infl uencing trade levels” (p. 
183).
 “Per capita production of soybeans has dropped by 
half over the past two decades and exports have declined 
markedly. This decline has reached the point where China, 
an exporter of over one million tonnes annually in the late 
1950s, is now a net importer of soybeans.” A graph shows 
soybean imports and exports from 1960-1980. Exports 
declined from about 600,000 tonnes in 1965 to about 
100,000 tonnes in 1978. The fi rst soybean imports began 
in 1973, and the next year hit about 600,000 tonnes, far 
surpassing exports (p. 190-91).
 “Agricultural imports have passed through at least 3 
distinct phases, each refl ecting policy changes. Agricultural 
imports during the fi fties were modest... The fi rst major 
change in agricultural import policy occurred in 1961. China 
began a major program of grain imports, following the 
sharp decline in agricultural production stemming from the 
failure of the Great Leap Forward... Beginning in late 1972 
agricultural imports jumped again. Grain and cotton imports 
reached record levels in 1973. The fi rst signifi cant imports of 
soybeans and edible oils also occurred and China temporarily 
became a net importer of soybeans... Since 1977 agricultural 
imports have risen to record levels and growth continued 
through 1980” (p. 192).
 “China’s traditional position as a net soybean exporter 
has clearly shifted to a net import position. Soybean imports 
are now consistently supplemented by imports of soybean 
oil” (p. 194).
 The government has actively promoted regional 
specialization and encouraged “key areas of the country to 
concentrate on production of specifi c crops and livestock. 
The insure success for these policies the central government 
will have to provide increased supplies of grain to these 
areas. Past attempts to promote specialization have failed, 
at least in part, because localities were not assured of grain 
supplies to replace crop area shifted to other uses. These 
developments all add up to signifi cant increases of demand 
for state supplies of basic food items at the same time that 
domestically procured supplies are growing only slowly. 
This gap appears to be a major reason behind the surge of 
imports of grain, soybeans, edible oils, and sugar” (p. 194-
95).
 “To date, China has mainly imported grain for food 
use and soybeans for processing of oil, industrial purposes, 
or human consumption. Livestock feed has not been an 
important source of import demand... China does not 
seem to intend to increase feedgrain imports” (p. 197). 
Address: Agricultural economist, PRC section, Asia Branch, 
Economics and Statistics Service, USDA.

2667. Vandemoortele NV. 1982. Vandemoortele, your 
European partner. Vandemoortele NV, Prins Albertlaan 12, 
B-8700 Izegem, Belgium. 26 p. 21 x 30 cm. Color. [Eng]

• Summary: A photo on the cover of this glossy booklet 
shows the globe, focusing on Europe. The company has 
numerous subsidiaries and plants. In Belgium: Safi nco 
NV [the holding company for the other companies], 
Vandemoortele NV, Vamo Mills NV, Vamix NV, Samo 
NV, Alpro NV, Edo NV, Metro NV, Befi co NV. In France: 
Vamo sarl. In the Netherlands: Vandemoortele NV. In West 
Germany: Meylip GmbH. In England: Vandemoortele 
U.K. Ltd. Note 1. NV is an abbreviation for Naamloze 
Vennootschap [a limited liability company; literally a 
nameless or anonymous partnership or company].
 Photos in this booklet show color aerial views of 
many of these plants; the fi rst and largest photo is of the 
Vandemoortele crushing plant complex in Izegem, Belgium. 
There is a color illustration of “The NV Vamo Mills new 
soya bean processing plant at Ghent (operational December 
1980).”
 “The fundamental changes in the balance of world 
power have resulted in a re-think in our company’s overall 
commercial strategy. An important aspect of this strategy 
focuses attention on the supply of raw materials, since the 
majority of these have to be imported. European industry 
will soon have to realize that it will only be able to continue 
acquiring raw materials if it turns to providing high 
technology products at competitive prices for both home and 
export markets. As a result, our group has decided to make 
a concerted effort to encourage the development of high 
technology products and thereby safeguard supplies of raw 
materials from abroad.”
 “What Vandemoortele means in fi gures: processing of 
oilseeds: 1,540,000 tons. Refi ning of fats and oils: 300,000 
tons. Production of margarines and edible fats: 130,000 
tons. Total industrial production area: 101 acres. Number 
of employees: 1,850. Growth of the Vandemoortele Group: 
1977: 12,436,000,000 BF (Belgian francs). 1981 (estimated): 
20,000,000,000 BF. Vegetable oil brands include 3 x Gold, 
Roda, and Reddy. Margarine brands include Fama, Reddy, 
Roda, and Vitelma. And there is Reddy mayonnaise, Reddy 
Vinaigrette, Samo snacks (chips and curls), Gold Cup 
industrial margarines and doughs, Vam-O-Mix and Whip 
Jumbo bread improvers, Risso catering supplies, Fama 
exported oils, margarines and energy drinks (incl. Fama Soya 
Oil and Fama Sojabean Oil).
 “Vandemoortele: Leading ‘crusher’ in Europe.” NV 
Vamo Mills has a total production capacity of 1,540,000 tons 
per year, with daily production reaching 5 million kg. From 
soybeans, Vamo Mills also makes Soya Oil “degummed,” 
Soya Lecithin Vamoline, and Soya Tourteaux-Schroot 
(Meal). One page discusses NV Alpro and Soyamel. Two 
photos show the Vandemoortele R&D department.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2016) that uses the term “Sojabean Oil” to refer 
to soybean oil.
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2668. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History of 
soybeans and soyfoods in Europe, including the USSR. 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 109 
p. Jan. 21. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/europe1.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Historical overview. History of soybeans and soyfoods: 1597 
to 1960, 1960-1980s: Imports and tariffs, oil, meal and meat 
consumption increase, exports, 1973 embargo, new interest 
in soybean production, modern soy protein products (Munich 
1973), soyfoods movement. Austria. Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Denmark. France. Germany. Greece. Ireland (including 
N. Ireland). Italy. Netherlands. Portugal. Spain. Sweden. 
Switzerland. United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, 
N. Ireland). Eastern Europe. USSR. Address: Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

2669. Soybean Update. 1983. China bans soybean purchases. 
Jan. 24. p. 1.
• Summary: “China last week retaliated against U.S. textile 
quotas and put a ban on U.S. soybean purchases.
 “Protesting recently imposed U.S. unilateral quotas on 
Chinese textile sales to the U.S., China announced a ban on 
purchases of U.S. soybeans, cotton, chemical fi bers and a 
reduction of imports of other U.S. ag products.
 “Although Chinese soybean imports are not a major 
market factor, the announcement was termed psychologically 
bearish for commodity futures due to concern over 
increasing world trade tensions.
 “USDA analysts hastened to point out, however, that 
the ban will have little immediate impact on U.S. exports. 
PRC purchases of U.S. soybeans have been declining from a 
peak of 606,000 tonnes in 1980 as PRC has increased oilseed 
production.
 “Total PRC bean imports from all origins in 1982-83 
marketing year are estimated at only 400,000 tonnes and 
could be even less, said USDA.
 “ASA China Director Terry Foley says long term, China 
will still have to buy sizeable quantities of soybeans from the 
U.S.
 “’China’s developing livestock and poultry industries 
will require enormous amounts of soybeans to fi ll protein 
needs,’ says Foley.”

2670. Soybean Update. 1983. South American fi sh not biting. 
Jan. 24. p. 5.
• Summary: “Fish meal supplies and shipments out of Peru 
and Chile will drop dramatically this year due to a shift in 
trade winds, according to USDA and private meteorologists.”
 The “coastal waters from Colombia down to Chile have 
been warmed by as much as 6 degrees by this wind shift. 
This temperature change has caused the heat sensitive fi sh 
[mostly anchovies] to go to deeper and cooler water. The 

result: a sharply reduced fi sh catch. January and February are 
the peak fi sh harvest months in South America.
 “Norton Strommen, USDA meteorologist, says the 
current situation is similar to 1972 when a trade wind shift 
devastated the South American fi shing industry and reduced 
the catch to a tenth of normal levels.
 “The 1972 disaster had a sharp impact on soybean 
prices, as traditional fi sh meal customers switched to 
soybeans to meet protein needs”–thus driving up the demand 
for and price of soybeans.
 Note: Anchovies are a family (Engraulidae) of small, 
common salt-water fi sh. There are about 140 species in 16 
genera, found in the Atlantic, Pacifi c, and Indian Oceans.

2671. Soybean News (NSCIC). 1983. U.S. free trade policies 
vs. the reality of foreign subsidies. 34(2):1. Jan.
• Summary: The adverse impact of foreign subsidies and 
other unfair trade practices on the world market shares of 
U.S. origin soybean meal and soybean oil was the subject 
of a recent study by the National Soybean Processors 
Association (NSPA). The Association’s International Trade 
Policy Committee recently released the text of a white paper 
addressing this industry concern.
 “The report, which comprehensively reviews subsidies 
and other incentives provided by foreign governments in 
countries with signifi cant oilseed processing facilities, 
documents a matrix of foreign subsidization which has 
caused the U.S. to lose 39 percent of the world export market 
for soybean meal and 40 percent of the global soybean oil 
export market over the last seven marketing years.
 “NSPA Chairman Gaylord O. Coan, commenting on 
the white paper, said, ‘The foreign subsidies and unfair 
trade practices we have identifi ed are so pervasive that the 
U.S. soybean processing industry, formerly the world’s 
largest supplier of soybean meal and oil, has now become 
the world’s residual supplier, absorbing most of the 
world’s excess capacity. We are now operating at a severe 
competitive disadvantage against foreign processors.’
 “This development has severe adverse consequences 
throughout the whole U.S. economy, among which are the 
following:
 “Reduced demand for U.S. soybeans.
 “Lower prices for soybean growers, and increasing 
dependence on subsidized foreign demand which is subject 
to foreign government policy changes.
 “Reduced farm income.
 “Lower volume of soybeans processed, with higher unit 
costs.
 “Reduced employment, both in the soybean processing 
industry and among the many suppliers to the industry.
 “Lower processor earnings (or outright losses).
 “Reduced capital investment.
 “Reduced federal, state, and local tax revenues.
 “In addition, reduced demand for U.S. soybeans means 
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less acres shifted to soybeans from surplus feed grains, 
cotton, and wheat. This results in larger surpluses and 
lower prices for these crops, which in turn raises federal 
government outlays for price support activities.
 “Foreign processing and export subsidies injure the U.S. 
processor in three ways:
 “They provide foreign processors with a major 
economic advantage in supplying their own domestic meal 
and oil markets.
 “They enable foreign processors in soybean producing 
countries to displace U.S. meal and oil in third country 
markets.
 “They even enable foreign processors in soybean 
importing countries to import soybeans (mostly U.S. 
soybeans) and re-export soybean meal and oil, again 
displacing U.S. meal and oil in third country markets.
 “NSPA International Trade Policy Committee Chairman 
C. Lockwood Marine, emphasized that the NSPA analysis 
found that ‘outside the United States, 81 percent of the 
world’s soybean crush occurs under foreign government 
subsidization and 14 percent occurs in centrally planned 
economies where market considerations do not apply. This 
leaves 5 percent of the world oilseed crush outside the 
United States occurring under free market conditions.’
 “NSPA President Sheldon J. Hauck said that ‘soybean 
processing in the United States is a 10 billion dollar industry. 
Its continued vitality is essential to the security of the 
nation’s food supply, and it makes a major contribution to 
farm income, general employment and the nation’s balance 
of payments. Because NSPA member fi rms process and 
market more than 98 percent of all soybeans crushed within 
the continental Unites States, we cannot sit idly by and allow 
our industry to continue to utilize less than 60 percent of its 
capacity and be cast into the role as a residual supplier to 
world markets. This is a waste of resources which, neither 
we as an industry, nor the United States, can afford.’
 “The NSPA white paper was an outgrowth of major new 
trade offensives unanimously approved by the NSPA Board 
of Directors at their Annual Meeting August 16, 1982.
 “The NSPA Executive Committee and International 
Trade Policy Committee were authorized to work with the 
United State government, allied associations, and on their 
own initiative to develop and implement programs which 
would assist in increasing exports of U.S. origin soybean 
meal and oil to world markets.”

2672. Coyle, William T. 1983. Japan’s feed-livestock 
economy: Prospects for the 1980s. USDA Economic 
Research Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report 
No. 177. iii + 79 p. Feb. [64 ref]
• Summary: Consumption of livestock products during the 
1980s by Japanese consumers will grow at a slower rate than 
during the period 1960-1980. Much of the feeds for Japan’s 
livestock will be imported from the USA. By 1990 it is 

estimated that Japan will be importing about one-third more 
U.S. grains and soybeans than are imported at present. The 
Japanese market for imported beef will also grow. Japanese 
imports of soybeans are expected to reach 6 million tons by 
1990. Japan has only about 1% as much arable land as the 
USA. Address: Agricultural Economist, USDA, Economic 
Research Service, Washington, DC 20250.

2673. Leclercq, Vincent. 1983. La politique française 
d’approvisionnement en grains et tourteaux d’oléagineux: 
La place croissante du soja [The French politics of supplying 
grains and oilseed meals: The growing place of soya]. 
Memoire DEA, IEDES, Paris I. Feb. [Fre]*
Address: France.

2674. Continental Grain Co. 1983. For U.S. farmers, the best 
price supports are exports (Ad). Soybean Digest. March. p. 
73.
• Summary: The top half of this full-page ad shows a farmer 
in a straw hat, with his elbows on a container, looking toward 
the camera.
 Below that we read: “This farmer knows it’s a lot better 
to put his grain on this ship than to put it in storage.
 “Our farmers raise grain to be used, and satisfactory 
prices can be realized only when that grain can fi nd a 
market both at home and abroad. In the past 10 years, U.S. 
grain exports more than doubled from the previous decade. 
Domestic usage in the same period increased by only 
11%. So, clearly, the growth market for U.S. grain is the 
international market.
 “At the same time, it’s inevitable that U.S. grain 
production will exceed our needs in some years and fall short 
in others.
 “This brings into play the government’s grain support 
programs. These loan and reserve programs can serve as a 
‘safety net’ for farmers by moderating price weakness when 
there are surpluses. But adding to government-owned or 
controlled stocks, over the long run, is no substitute for real 
markets.
 “Large stocks, regardless of who owns them, help 
depress farm prices. They increase government costs, which 
in turn lead to a cutback of U.S. grain production. If we cut 
our production and other grain exporting countries don’t, we 
eventually will lose our share of the world market.
 “Over the past fi ve years, the U.S. has supplied over 
55% of the world grain trade.
 “That compares with 45% in the decade of the 1960s. 
Our increase in market share is no accident; it was earned 
through an open, competitive system offering farm products 
at reasonable prices–when they’re wanted.
 “A policy that promotes growth in exports is a policy 
that works. In the fi nal analysis, that’s the best price support 
system for America’s farmers.” Address: 277 Park Avenue, 
New York, NY 10172.
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2675. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1983. Yugoslavia: Credit arrangements to spur 
purchases of U.S. soybean. March. p. 15.
• Summary: “Despite the near doubling of Yugoslavia’s 
soybean crop last year, domestic oilseed production 
still provides only about a third of the country’s needs. 
Approximately 200,000 metric tons of vegetable oil in the 
form of crude oil or oilseeds for crushing will be required. 
Most of the beans, oil and meal are expected to be imported 
from the United States under credit arrangements.”

2676. Wilson, David E. 1983. Re: Soybeans in Europe, 
especially Spain. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, April 23. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: EEC import taxes on soy oil are as follows: 
10% on crude edible, 15% on refi ned edible, 5% on crude 
technical/industrial, 8% on refi ned technical. Special 
consideration is given to developing nations where the tax on 
crude technical is reduced to 2.5%
 The main importers of crude Spanish soy oil in 1981 
were (in tonnes = metric tons): Turkey 104,000, Tunisia 
71,443, Morocco 70,749, Yugoslavia 41,000, Pakistan 
12,600. The main importers of refi ned Spanish soy oil in 
1981 were: Egypt 20,175, Turkey 19,101, France 6,698.
 Soy oil imports to Western Europe dropped sharply 
starting in 1960 because of the development of a soybean 
crushing industry there.
 The main food use of soya in Spain is as a meat 
extender. Legislation is pending for other uses. There is a 
reluctance to accept vegetable protein. Spain and Portugal 
will join the EEC after Jan. 1985. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc., Regional Director, Iberia, Africa & Middle 
East, Piquer #7, Madrid-33, Spain. Phone: 202 9142.

2677. Soybean Update. 1983. Strong dollar limits India bean 
oil purchases. April.
• Summary: “Plans to buy more U.S. soybean oil instead 
of palm oils are being hindered by the strength of the U.S. 
dollar... The State Trading Corp. of India, India’s veg oil 
buying agent, is uncertain about current price advantages 
between U.S. soyoil and Malaysian palm oil.”
 “In other news from India, the Indian government wants 
to increase soybean area in India to 1.85 million hectares 
(4.6 million acres) by 1985, India’s ag minister said recently. 
This would be up from 464,000 hectares planted to beans in 
1980/81.”

2678. Shellenbarger, Sue; Birnbaum, Jeffrey H. 1983. Lost 
exports. I. Long U.S. dominance in world grain trade is 
slowly diminishing. Wall Street Journal. May 19. p. 1, 20.
• Summary: This is the fi rst of two articles on U.S. farm 
exports. Other nations lower prices and seize political events. 
The PIK program may hurt but a turnaround is possible. 

The U.s. share of the world trade in grains has fallen from a 
peak of 60% in 1980 to about 53% this year. “The slippage 
hurts the whole economy. Agriculture is the nation’s biggest 
business, and farm products are the nation’s biggest export 
category, accounting for 18% of all U.S. exports. (Of last 
year’s $39.1 billion in farm exports, the State Department 
estimates, each $1 billion provided 30,000 jobs off the farm.) 
And agriculture, more than many industries, is hooked on 
exports During the 1970s, farm exports nearly tripled until 
U.S. farmers sold abroad about 40% of what they produced. 
Exports govern the health of the whole agricultural system... 
The export slowdown, along with bumper harvests, has 
created huge surpluses. To combat them, the U.S. has 
proposed its most ambitious farm program ever, called 
payment-in-kind, or PIK.”

2679. Shellenbarger, Sue. 1983. Lost exports. II. U.S. 
soybean salesman faces major obstacles peddling in 
Colombia. In a lagging world market, he uses pitchman 
ploys, promises of aid, credit. A pioneer with rosy glasses. 
Wall Street Journal. May 20. p. 1, 16.
• Summary: About the work of Gil Harrison, director of the 
Latin America offi ce for the American Soybean Assoc. A 
small illustration shows Harrison.
 The United States is strongly dependent on overseas 
markets since roughly half the crop is exported. Address: 
Staff Reporter.

2680. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1983. Soviet Union: U.S. left out of surge in 
soybean meal imports. May. p. 22.
• Summary: About two-thirds of Soviet needs are likely to 
be supplied by Brazil–the rest by the European Community. 
U.S. soybean meal has been ignored by the Soviets since the 
imposition of the U.S. sales suspension. Even though the 
embargo was lifted in April 1981, the Soviets have continued 
to seek out other suppliers. U.S. analysts believe the Soviets 
may be shifting to a strategy of depending on foreign 
suppliers for heavy infusions of processed oilseed meal. 
By the mid-1980’s, the Soviets may be feeding almost 10 
million tons of oilmeal, compared with about 6 million tons 
fed at the end of the 1970s.

2681. Soybean Update. 1983. Demand focus–Where the big 
bean markets are (Special feature). June 13. p. 3-6.
• Summary: “In the fi rst of a two-part series Update looks 
at major U.S. soybean importers throughout the world and 
potential growth areas for U.S. soybeans.
 “The European Economic Community and Japan buy 
over 64 percent of all U.S. soybean exports. The EEC alone 
takes nearly 65 percent of all U.S. bean meal exports. These 
traditional markets will continue to grow, but countries 
with young, developing livestock industries will take the 
lion’s share of future growth in soybean exports. The U.S. 
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export market will shift to more developing and communist 
countries whose commodity needs are purchased through 
state controlled agencies.
 “EEC: The European Economic Community is the 
world’s largest user of soybean meal. EEC meal consumption 
of 16.5 million tonnes outpaced that of the U.S. (16.1 million 
consumption) for the fi rst time last year.
 “Rotterdam is the hub of soybean and bean product trade 
for all of Europe and the surrounding areas, and is a major 
processing center as well, with an estimated yearly crush of 
2.6 million tonnes. Such is the importance of soybeans in 
the EEC that it is one of the few commodities that enter the 
community duty-free.
 “Protein meal has increasingly replaced feed grain 
in European animal feed rations. Since 1976, feed grain 
consumption in the EEC has increased only 4.3 percent, 
while meal consumption has jumped 49.1 percent.
 “West Germany is the largest single country importer of 
U.S. bean meal and of soybeans and meal combined, with 
1982 imports from the U.S. totalling 4.83 million tonnes for 
the two commodities.
 A table shows EEC soybean (SB) and meal imports from 
the U.S. in fi scal year 1982 (000 metric tons) (* = adjusted 
for transshipments through Rotterdam).
 Germany*, 3583 SB and 4830 total
 Netherlands*, 2782 SB and 3482 total
 Italy, 906 SB and 1938 total
 Belgium, 1406 SB and 1423 total
 France, 848 SB and 886 total
 UK, 640 SB and 741 total
 Greece, 219 SB and 219 total.
 Also Denmark, and Ireland.
 “Other West European countries outside the EEC buy 
large amounts of U.S. beans. In 1982, Spain was the fourth 
largest importer of U.S. soybeans with 2.960 million tonnes. 
Portugal bought 469,504 tonnes.
 Asia: Asian soybean users range from industrialized 
countries such as Japan, Taiwan and Korea, to developing 
countries with huge potential such as the Philippines, 
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. There are 
also communist countries with state-controlled importing 
agencies such as China.
 “Japan is the largest single country buyer of U.S. 
soybeans with 1982 purchases of 4.199 million tonnes, 
nearly 97 percent of Japan’s total soybean imports.
 “Food grain imports are controlled by the Japanese 
Food Agency, and sales are handled by a few large Japanese 
trading companies, such as Zen Noh, Mitsui, Mitsubishi, 
Marubeni, C-Itoh and Sumitomo. The big Japanese grain 
companies have now moved into foreign countries, including 
the U.S., and they now transact from 15-20 percent of all 
U.S. grain exporting business.
 “Due to a slowdown in economic growth, continuous 
weakness in the yen, and an emerging policy of increased 

food self-suffi ciency, Japanese imports of soybean products 
are projected to increase less than 1 percent annually for the 
short term.
 “The Southeast Asian countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand comprise the fastest 
growing market areas in the world.
 “Southeast Asia has 270 million consumers, more than 
double the population of Japan. Future growth potential is 
tremendous. Reasons: rapidly developing textile and leather 
industries, a bountiful supply of natural resources, a shifting 
of their economic base from agriculture to industry and a 
growing livestock-poultry sector.
 A table shows U.S. Soybean & Product Exports to S.E. 
Asia. MY 1981/82 (000 Metric Tons)
 Indonesia 305 SB and 82 meal
 Malaysia 139 SB and 0 meal
 Philippines 48 SB and 74 meal
 Also Singapore (1 oil) and Thailand (4 meal and 1 oil).
 “The fi nal Asian country with potential for market 
growth is the PRC [China], the most populous nation in the 
world with over 980 million people. Increased domestic 
production soybeans, decreased hog numbers and trade 
disputes over textile imports have virtually eliminated the 
market for U.S. beans in China for the near term.
 China bought 883,300 tonnes of soybeans from the 
U.S. in 1279/80, sixth largest customer that year. China’s 
agriculture is not expected to be able to keep pace with the 
growing population’s food needs in the long run, making 
soybeans important not only for use in China’s livestock, but 
also as an edible food source.
 “USSR: The Russian grain deal of 1972, in which 
the Soviets bought 17.5 million tonnes of grain including 
1 million tonnes of soybeans, triggered a boom in U.S. 
exports that changed the complexion of U.S. agriculture 
dramatically.
 “However, political tensions and a series of U.S. 
embargoes have sent the USSR looking elsewhere for more 
reliable sources of supply.
 “A recent development in the USSR has been a shift 
toward more protein meal in livestock rations. USDA 
estimates that USSR will import 2.6 million tons of bean 
meal this year, most coming from South America and West 
Europe.
 “Future increases in U.S. trade with USSR are uncertain. 
Although U.S. efforts such as contract sanctity legislation 
and a desire to negotiate a new LTA have been made, 
the damage done by previous embargoes will be hard to 
overcome.”

2682. China Daily. 1983. Balance sought in trade pacts with 
Nigeria. June 14. p. 2.
• Summary: China will try to correct its trade imbalance 
with Nigeria by encouraging more imports from that country. 
Some 30 Nigerians are now on a Far East Trade mission. 
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China would like to import soybeans, peanuts, cocoa, and 
palm kernels from Nigeria. Address: China.

2683. Wissel, Arnd von; Thiem, Heinz. 1983. [Re: Brief 
early history of soybean processing in Germany: Hansa-
Muehle and Oelmuehle Hamburg]. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, June 14. 7 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead. With 15 photographs. [Ger]
• Summary: We have your letter of 25 March 1983. With 
great interest we read that you are writing a book on the 
History of Soybeans and Soyfoods. We are pleased to be able 
to help you in our area of special interest.
 Oelmuehle Hamburg processes about 4,000 to 5,000 
tonnes of oilseeds every 24 hours, predominantly soybeans, 
on the piece of land formerly occupied by Hansa-Muehle, 
which no longer exists. We can look back on the tradition of 
leading old and well-known oil mills. It is from the following 
that our company was derived.
 Stettiner Oelwerke Aktiengesellschaft was founded in 
1910 in Stettin, a city which now lies in Poland. Toepfers 
Oelwerke GmbH was founded in Hamburg in 1915. Hansa-
Muehle was founded in Hamburg in 1916. Luebecker 
Oelwerke AG was founded in 1920 in Luebeck.
 Stettiner Oelwerke was the main factory of the fi rst 
group, and Hansa-Muehle performed pioneering work and 
established important basic requirements for the oil milling 
industry. Stettiner Oelwerke introduced the soybean to 
Germany with many valuable products, both feeds and foods. 
With the shipping company Det Oestasiatiske Kompagni, 
soybeans were imported economically from Manchuria to 
Germany. In 1911 Stettiner Oelwerke was the fi rst oil mill 
to undertake the processing of soybeans using the solvent 
extraction process (batch system). In about 1930 Hansa-
Muehle developed the fi rst economical continuous process 
solvent extractor. It became known to the trade under the 
name “Bollmann Extractor.” Mr. Bollmann (lived 1880-
1935) was a member of the board of directors of Hansa-
Muehle. The Bollmann Extractor was also at the heart of 
the extraction principle of the “Hansa-Muehle System.” The 
Bollmann Extractor was built by Hansa Muehle and also 
exported, for example to the USA, where it was used by 
Central Soya Co.
 In 1945 the Stettiner Oelwerke of Stettin was moved to 
Hamburg, and its sister fi rm, Toepfers Oelwerke GmbH, was 
given the name Stettiner Oelwerke Hamburg. This company 
and Hansa-Muehle were almost totally destroyed during 
World War II (1939-1945), but were rebuilt with much 
energy after the war.
 In 1965 the two traditional oil milling empires were 
fused under the now well-known name Oelmuehle Hamburg 
AG.
 Accompanying this letter are 11 numbered black-and-
white photos, each about 5 by 7 inches, and referred to by 
number with a reduced photocopy in the text. Many of these 

are very early photos, with captions, depicting the companies 
and people described above. Of particular interest are:
 1. The Walzmuehle in Zuellchow, built in 1850, in which 
the Stettiner Oelwerke began its work in 1910.
 2. View of the Toepfers Oelwerke GmbH factory in 
Hamburg, founded in 1915, from the Marktkanal [Market 
Canal].
 4. The Hansa-Muehle extraction plant at Neuhof, about 
1935.
 6. A logo to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Stettiner 
Oelwerke A.G. Their two products are Manchu Vegetable 
Oil (Mandschu Speiseöl) (top) and Imperial brand German 
Soybean Meal (Deutsches Soya-Schrot) (in a gunny sack; 
bottom).
 7. An early display, at an exhibition with signs, of 
soybean oils (in bottles shaped like wine bottles), corrugated 
presscakes, and meal (in gunny sacks or tall glass cylinders) 
made by Toepfers Oelwerke GmbH (Hamburg), Stettiner 
Oelwerke Aktien-Gesellschaft (Zuellchow bei Stettin; 
Imperial brand Soyaschrot), and Luebecker Oelmuehle A.G. 
(formerly G.E.A. Asmus) in Luebeck, maker of vegetable 
oil.
 8. An illustration (line drawing) shows the batch 
solvent extraction system used by Stettiner starting in 1911. 
The drawing has the following labels (from top left to 
bottom): Filling support (Füllstutzen). Benzine / gasoline 
entry (Benzin-eintritt). Outlet for fumes (Dämpfe-Austritt). 
Ventilation or air-vent (Entlüftung). Evacuation support 
(Entleerungs-stützen). Steam admission (Dampf-Eintritt). 
Miscella outlet (Miscella-Austritt).
 9. In the twenty extractors, the oil is purifi ed with 
benzine / gasoline withdrawn from the oilseeds (In den 
zwanzig Extrakteuren wird mit gereinigtem Benzin der 
Oelsaat das Oel entzogen).
 10. The oilseed, defatted and freed from benzine / 
gasoline, again leaves the extractor as defatted soybean meal 
(Die entölte und von Benzin befreite Oelsaat verlässt als 
Soyaschrot wieder den Extrakteur).
 11. Side view of the Hansa-Muehle or Bollmann solvent 
extractor.
 12. Another view of the same extractor.
 13. An excellent portrait photo of Mr. Hermann 
Bollmann, founder of Hansa-Muehle.
 14. The bombed ruins of Hansa-Muehle plant in 
Hamburg after World War II.
 15. An aerial color postcard of the Oelmuehle 
Hamburg plant at Hamburg, with the Köhlbrannd Bridge at 
Köhlbrandstrasse 1, 2102 Hamburg 93. Note 1. This address 
is printed on the rear (top left).
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest dates seen 
for the work of Stettiner Oelwerke with soybeans (1911) 
and of Hansa-Muehle with solvent extractors processing 
soybeans (1930).
 Note 3. The letterhead on which this letter was 
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written is also shown here. Address: Oelmuehle Hamburg 
Aktiengesellschaft, Postfach 930 320, 2012 Hamburg 93, 
West Germany. Phone: 040–75 19 41.

2684. Soybean Update. 1983. Pakistan eliminates meal 
import duty. June 20.
• Summary: “Pakistan has eliminated its 30% import duty 
on soybean meal, effective June 11. Pakistan has a potential 
to import 200,000 tons of bean meal within the next 3 years, 
says ASA Asian and Latin American Division Manager Ed 
Quinones.”

2685. Soybean Update. 1983. Demand focus–New bean 
markets: Problems and potential (Special feature, part II). 
June 27. p. 3-6.
• Summary: Six of the top ten countries that import soybean 
oil from the U.S. are in Latin America. The six are (with soy 
oil imports in 1,000 metric tons): Mexico 83.3, Colombia 
77.0, Peru 50.0, Venezuela 46.7, Dominican Republic 41.5, 
and Ecuador 40.9. Two other large soy oil importers are 
Panama (20.2) and Haiti (12.8). Latin America accounts for 
44.5% of all U.S. soybean oil exports. “Debt problems in 
Latin America are a serious obstacle to future economic and 
import growth.”
 “East Europe: Hard currency shortages and political 
tensions have reduced U.S. soybean and bean product 
exports to East Europe.” “One bright spot is that Yugoslavia 
has emerged as the number one U.S. soybean oil customer 
so far this year with purchases of 142,500 tonnes as of mid-
May. Though it was dominating the East European market 
for soybean products, the U.S. is now a residual supplier. 
Brazil and Argentina are now the main suppliers.
 “Mid East, North Africa:... Israel is the largest U.S. 
bean importer of the group, with 81/82 purchases of 496,000 
tonnes, while Saudi Arabia is the main buyer of meal at 
55,500 tonnes. The brightest prospects for near-term growth 
in U.S. bean product usage are Algeria, Egypt, Morocco, 
Nigeria and Tunisia.”
 “Asian Subcontinent: In the 1981/82 marketing year, 
Pakistan was by far the largest customer of U.S. bean oil 
with purchases of 286,100 tonnes, while Bangladesh ranked 
sixth with 41,500 tonnes. India was tenth with 30,900 
tonnes... The Indian bean oil market is traditionally the 
biggest in the world. However, subsidized bean oil sales 
from Brazil have taken away the majority of the market, with 
the U.S. once again assuming the role of residual supplier.” 
“Market growth for soybean oil in Pakistan remains good 
due to favorable credit and continued support of PL480 
credit. However, Bangladesh is becoming more dependent 
on palm oil products,...” Exports of soybean meal to Pakistan 
might increase due to the recent elimination of Pakistan’s 
30% import duty on soybean meal.

2686. Dutrow, Ralph. 1983. Soviet Union: Purchases of U.S. 

soybeans resumed. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). June. p. 23.
• Summary: The Soviet Union’s purchase of 200,000 tonnes 
of soybeans in April marked its fi rst entry into the U.S. 
market since late 1981. The purchase does not represent a 
policy shift by the USSR. The Soviets turned to the U.S. 
for soybeans because of the relatively small Argentine 1983 
crop and diffi culties in arranging shipments of soybean meal 
from Brazil. The Soviet government is committed to increase 
production of livestock and dairy products, as called for 
in the New Food Program adopted in May 1982. Address: 
Foreign Agricultural Service. Phone: 202-382-8881.

2687. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History 
of soybean production and trade in China (1949-1980s). 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 24 p. 
Aug. 31. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/china1.php
 A comprehensive history of the subject. Contents: 
Introduction. Before 1949. Founding of the People’s 
Republic of China and the fi rst Five Year Plan (1953-58). 
The Great Leap Forward. The Cultural Revolution (1966-69) 
and years following to 1976. New era of pragmatic economic 
policies. Soybean production since 1976. Soy trade (1949-
1980’s). Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-
2991.

2688. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1983. Egypt: Larger imports of U.S. soybeans 
likely. Aug. p. 22.
• Summary: “The Egyptian government plans to import 
more soybeans and soybean meal to satisfy the protein 
requirements for that country’s growing poultry market. 
Soybean requirements for 1983 are projected at 72,000 tons, 
up more than a third from last year. The United States was 
the sole supplier of soybeans to Egypt in 1982. Soybean 
meal requirements are projected at 75,000 tons, up 50% from 
last year.”

2689. Soybean Update. 1983. China lifts soybean purchase 
freeze. Sept. 12.
• Summary: “China this week lifted its freeze on purchases 
of U.S. soybeans. The freeze was imposed last January 
during a trade dispute over Chinese textile exports...
 “Chinese 1982 oilseed production, according to PRC 
statistics, hit a record 11.2 million tonnes (not including 
soybeans and cottonseed). That’s more than twice the 
level fi ve years ago... Although soybean acreage in China 
increased in 1982 to around 20.3 million acres, bad weather 
in main growing areas cut the crop to 7.46 million tonnes, 
down sharply from the previous year’s production of 9.33 
million.
 “PRC soybean production hit a record of over 10 million 
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tonnes back in 1957. Production then began to steadily 
decline, averaging around 6 million tonnes during the 1960’s 
and 1970’s. In the last two years, an intensive effort has 
been made to turn around the trend of decreasing soybean 
production. Bean acreage increased by 11 percent between 
1980 and 1981, and production jumped by 17.5 percent. 
Most signifi cant gains were made in the central Chinese 
provinces of Henan and Anhui where bean production almost 
doubled in 1981.”

2690. Marketing and Development in Ontario Agriculture. 
1983. Soybeans [in Canada]. Sept. p. 4-6.
• Summary: “Soybeans were introduced to Canada from 
the USA in 1893 by researcher C.A. Zavitz at the Ontario 
Agricultural College. Working alone for 30 years Zavitz, 
through painstaking research, developed the fi rst variety 
registered by the Canadian Seed Growers’ Association... 
More than 95% of all soybeans produced in Canada are 
grown by approximately 17,000 growers who are mainly 
located in southwestern Ontario.” Soybeans have become 
Ontario’s third largest cash crop in dollar value, worth nearly 
$188 million to growers in the 1981-82 marketing year. 
Discusses the history and work of the Ontario Soya-Bean 
Growers’ Marketing Board, established in 1949 under the 
Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Plan. Each grower 
pays 90 cents/tonne to the Board. Address: Ontario.

2691. Eagle Grove Eagle (Iowa). 1983. Boone Valley Co-op 
names chief exec. Oct. 19. p. 5A.
• Summary: James W. Lindsay, age 49, of Decatur, Illinois, 
has been named general manager and CEO of “Boone Valley 
Cooperative Processing Association, Omaha, a newly-formed 
soybean processing cooperative,... Lindsay has been serving 
as manager, operations, of the Archer Daniels Midland Co., 
Decatur, Illinois. His appointment as manager of the new 
company is effective October 24, 1983.
 “The new venture began operation September 1, 
1983, following unifi cation of the soybean operations of 
three regional cooperatives including Boone Valley,” Land 
O’Lakes, and Farmland Industries.
 A native of Des Moines, Iowa, Lindsay attended Drake 
University [Des Moines, but did not graduate], then served 
in the U.S. Army from 1956-1958. Lindsay comes to Boone 
Valley after “a 25-year career in oilseed and grains sales, 
production and transportation. He began his career in the 
traffi c department of Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Des Moines, 
Iowa, in 1958, moving through a series of traffi c and 
sales positions. In 1961 he joined Archer Daniels Midland 
Company (ADM).
 “With ADM, Lindsay held positions as general manager 
of soybean operations in Fredonia, Kansas, and Lincoln, 
Nebraska; manager, export sales; regional manager, soybean 
operations; vice president, soy processing group; president 
of ADM’s soy operations in Brazil; manager, general traffi c 

department; and vice president, corn sweetener operations, 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; before assuming his most recent 
position in 1980.
 One of the top priorities for the new CEO and board will 
be the selection of a new corporate name for the unifi ed soy 
processing venture.
 “The new company, headquartered in the First National 
Bank Building in Omaha, Nebraska, operates processing 
facilities in Eagle Grove, Sergeant Bluff, Fort Dodge, and 
Sheldon, Iowa; St. Joseph, Missouri; Dawson, Minnesota; 
and Van Buren, Arkansas.
 “Lindsay will report to the Boone Valley Board of 
Directors,” whose names and affi liations are given.

2692. Hillyer, Greg. 1983. Twenty years from today. Soybean 
Digest. Sept/Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: Highlights of Project 2002, and industry-wide 
survey of soybean growers concerning long-term issues and 
forecasts, sponsored by Elanco and the American Soybean 
Assoc. By the year 2002: World demand for soybeans is 
projected to be 7 billion bushels. U.S. soybean production 
could double over the next 20 years to 4.2 billion bushels. 
“Narrow rows, more productive varieties, better herbicides, 
new plant growth regulators and grower education will 
contribute to higher yields.” U.S. soybean acreage could 
increase to 100 million acres, from the current 72 million.
 Competition for the soybean markets will intensify, 
primarily from Brazil and Argentina, and from other 
oilseed crops such as rapeseed, sunfl ower, and palm. Soil 
conservation will become increasingly important.
 Recommendations include: “(1) Resist government 
control–trade restrictions or sanctions, acreage controls, 
soybean reserve policies and guaranteed prices; (2) Increase 
exports into emerging livestock economies; (3) Explore 
new export opportunities with current customers; (4) 
Aggressively promote farmer-designed soil erosion policies.” 
Address: Editor.

2693. J. of Commerce. 1983. Brazil brands as unfair U.S. soy 
subsidation. 358:9A. Nov. 10. *

2694. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Visit with Christian Daems 
and Philippe Vandemoortele at Alpro, Izegem, Belgium. Oct. 
28 (Document part). In: R. Leviton. 1983. Report of Trip 
to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. 82 p. See p. 21. 
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Vandemoortele doesn’t like soy protein isolates 
in soymilk because of their poor image. A good tasting plain 
soymilk is possible if it is properly made. Isolate-based foods 
don’t have the old basic food Oriental image. They also don’t 
like isolates because, if the product’s sales become large, the 
dairy industry will jump on the isolates for fakery and low 
quality. If used in place of dairy, the product would be called 
100% synthetic. So not using isolates is a defensive measure. 
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Codex Alimentarius (in Feb. 1984) will look at this issue. 
They may allow the term “soymilk” if a product is made 
from whole soybeans, but “soy drink” if it is made from 
isolates.
 Alpro is opening a new soymilk plant in Ghent in Feb. 
1984–the biggest in the world. They will make a 100% 
natural product from liquid and powder. [Note: Alpro never 
ended up making the powdered soymilk, says Philippe 
Vandemoortele 9/91.] This soymilk plant will have a sewage 
treatment system to recover all the water. The okara will 
be sold to the mixed feed industry. They will try to make 
soymilk powder at the same price as subsidized dairy milk 
and sell the powder for reconstitution. Alpro soymilk will be 
sold in supermarkets by Sept. 1984. They want high margins, 
will do promotions, and plan new products. Vandemoortele 
uses 50,000 tons of soybeans every 2 weeks [for all products, 
not just soymilk]. Alpro uses organically grown beans from 
France to make soymilk for Lima Foods in Belgium; these 
are 100% more expensive than regular soybeans. They will 
look to the USA and Asia for more markets for this output 
since the European market is too small. They will focus on 
areas that have a protein shortage or lactose intolerance. 
They have sold one turnkey soymilk plant to Madagascar. 
Alfa-Laval has not sold any soymilk plants recently due to 
currency problems.
 Europe is such a bad market for soymilk, in part because 
of the many languages. With 10 European countries and 
languages, labeling requirements make it very complicated 
to market one food uniformly. Alpro sells more soymilk 
in north Belgium than in the south. There are more 
macrobiotics and more money in the north. This is typical for 
Europe as a whole with natural foods.
 At ANUGA, British Arkady received lots of interest 
in their soymilk made from soy protein isolates, and health 
foods interest in their soy proteins. It is a Tetra Pack soymilk 
in raspberry, banana, and strawberry fl avors. They exhibited 
meats and biscuits using isolates. A.E. Staley was pushing 
isolates for bakery uses.
 Michael Martin of the American Soybean Assoc. 
explains European regulation problems. Soymilk is taxed 
at 17% when it is traded in the EC. This Value Added Tax 
(VAT) would be only 6% if soymilk were reclassifi ed as a 
health food instead of a liquid, powder, or paste. The VAT 
varies by country but is usually higher on beverages. Dinner 
with Martin at Le Paradoxe, a natural foods restaurant in 
Brussels. They serve “croquettes de soja, tofu brochette, 
and Tofu Ganmo (2 burgers). There are 6 natural foods 
restaurants in Brussels and all use tofu. The Japanese wanted 
Alpro to do their soymilk in Europe. They started soymilk in 
1975 with the idea of bringing alternative vegetable sources 
to developing countries.
 Vandemoortele’s sales are now $600 million/year. In 
1936 Philippe’s grandfather imported Manchurian soybeans 
for crushing in Europe. Vandemoortele, which now competes 

with Unilever in margarine, has a high level of expertise in 
R&D.
 “We sample Alpro soymilk. One tastes thin, metallic, 
then gives a fatty mouthfeel. Another with sugar and vanilla 
is too sweet. I’m not impressed with them.
 “Philippe is about age 35 and macrobiotically oriented 
in diet. Very confi dent, perhaps overly.”
 The tofu market is completely different from that of 
soymilk. Tofu is all education work and no comparison 
of products. With soymilk, there is comparison, but no 
education work needed. Philippe and Christian are concerned 
that most of the low-tech soyfoods industry and retailers in 
Europe are unskilled, small, and unprofessional. They don’t 
want the average public to associate their soymilk with this 
vegetarian style. They want it to be seen not as a special 
food, but for everyone.
 The European vegetable protein industry made a classic 
blunder. They put soy steaks in German supermarkets in the 
1970s using TVP from British Arkady and ADM. Address: 
Colrain, Massachusetts.

2695. Oil Mill Gazetteer. 1983. Phil-Asia soybean plant fully 
operational. 88(5):25. Nov.
• Summary: “The Phil-Asia soybean processing plant in 
Batangas, Philippines, a port area south of Manila, is now 
fully operational at the fi rst stage of 600 tons of soybeans 
per day. Management expects to increase the daily crush 
to the design capacity of 1,000 tons per day in early 1984. 
The National Food Authority (NFA) will be tendering for 
soybeans at regular intervals for this plant which is the 
Philippines’ fi rst operational oilseed crushing facility fully 
dedicated to soybeans. Philippine imports of soybeans 
in 1983/84 are forecast at 170,000 tons, most of which 
will come from the United States, according to a Foreign 
Agricultural Service, USDA Report.”

2696. Soybean Update. 1983. Portugal liberalizing soybean 
trade. Dec. 12.
• Summary: Portugal has recently decided to allow private 
imports of soybeans; Previously the Portuguese government 
has served as the sole importer. This will likely increase U.S. 
demand for soybeans, and will give Portugal’s processing 
industry more access to the soybean market and lead to 
increased competitiveness within the crushing industry.
 Portugal currently imports about 700,000 tonnes (metric 
tons) of soybeans. Estimates are that this fi gure could rise 
to 1 million tonnes with the liberalization of oilseed trading, 
which is scheduled to start in July 1984.

2697. Wall Street Journal. 1983. A.E. Staley Mfg. plans to 
close soybean plant: Cites sagging exports. Dec. 14. p. 45, 
col. 3.
• Summary: Staley “said it will close indefi nitely its soybean 
processing plant by the end of the year and try to fi nd 
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positions within Staley for the plant’s 50 employees.
 “Staley said it is closing the facility, the largest of the 
company’s six soybean mills,” because of declining soybean 
exports and an excess of soybean processing capacity in 
central Illinois.
 The U.S. soybean crushing industry has been in a 
deep slump for the past two years. The sagging exports are 
due to the strong U.S. dollar and the increase in foreign 
competition.

2698. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1983. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: Net sales for 1983 (the year ended June 30) 
were $4,291.957 million, up 15.6% from $3,712.977 million 
in 1982. Net earnings for 1982 were $110.185 million, down 
28.1% from $154.99 million in 1982.
 Page 2: Operating report: “Meanwhile the governments 
of all other grain exporting countries are encouraging record 
grain production through subsidized exports. Some examples 
are:...
 “Brazilian export subsidies have made Brazil the 
cheapest source of soybean oil and meal, frozen poultry and 
alcohol.
 “Spanish export subsidies have made Spain the third 
largest exporter of soybean oil and a growing exporter of 
soybean meal.
 “Malaysian export subsidies for processed palm oil 
lower the whole world price structure for edible oils.
 “Even Portugal has become a signifi cant exporter of 
soybean oil and meal under the impetus of export subsidies.”
 Page 4 is all about Mr. Albert C. Toepfer. Below 
a nice portrait photo of him we read: “Mr. Alfred C. 
Toepfer, founder and Honorary Chairman of Alfred C. 
Toepfer International (ACTI). By successfully managing 
ACTI’s growth during a turbulent period of over 60 years, 
Mr. Toepfer established his reputation as the ‘Dean of 
World Agri-Trade.’ He is also a respected worldwide 
philanthropist.”
 “Mr. Toepfer began his trading business in the Fall of 
1919 purchasing excess hay and straw from the large farms 
of Salle, an area now divided by East Germany and Poland, 
and carting it to Hamburg where it was baled and exported 
to fi ber defi cient Western European nations. From this 
inception, Mr. Toepfer developed a powerful world trading 
organization which by 1979 shipped nearly 25 million tons 
of grain and feedstuffs. In 1979, Mr. Toepfer sold 50 percent 
of his company to Intrade, a partnership of 11 dynamic 
cooperatives representing over 1,700,000 farmers from both 
sides of the Atlantic. Their common goal was to combine 
reliable supplies with formidable demand through the efforts 
of free and unrestricted trade.
 “The following farmer-owned cooperatives are our new 
partners through Intrade in Toepfer International:
 “Agway Inc., Syracuse, New York, U.S.A.

 “Cebeco Handelsraad, Rotterdam, Netherlands
 “Citrus World Inc., North Wales, FL [Lake Wales, 
Florida], U.S.A.
 “Deutsche Raiffeisen Warenzentrale (DRWZ), 
Frankfurt/Main, Germany
 “DSV-SILO-und Verwaltungsgesellschaft MBH., 
Duisburg, Germany
 “Gold Kist, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.
 “Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Assoc., Inc., 
Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A.
 “Landmark Inc., Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.
 “Land O’Lakes Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.
 “Union Nationale des Cooperatives Agricoles de 
Cereales (UNCAC), Paris, France
 “United Co-operatives of Ontario (UCO), Ontario, 
Canada
 “Our opportunity to join Toepfer and the cooperatives 
in this partnership in 1982 was no coincidence. ADM buys 
nearly half of its raw materials from cooperatives. More than 
half of our European customers are cooperatives. Together, 
we now have annual sales of over 30 billion dollars and 
execute over 30 million tons of export trade. At any given 
time we may have as many as 100 vessels at sea carrying out 
our international business. It is from this base that Toepfer 
International intends to expand and prosper. ADM has 
benefi ted from the young and experienced management team 
of ACTI, personally trained by Mr. Toepfer, and refl ecting 
nearly 65 years of accumulated trading wisdom. Led by Mr. 
Johanne Tonder (see color portrait photo, p. 1), Managing 
Director, the aggressive team of ACTL traders headquartered 
in Hamburg, Germany, Their 48 offi ces and agents around 
the world give them access to virtually every major supplier 
and customer on the globe. ACTI is one of the largest 
exporters of South American, Thai, Australian and European 
grain and agricultural products in addition to maintaining 
a solid North American base. This enables them to serve 
customers from all markets giving them essential fl exibility 
of trade and access to lowest-cost suppliers at all times.
 “Their sophisticated and disciplined approach to 
trading has enhanced ADM’s own operations. We have 
tied our communications systems together, forming a 
worldwide network with instant access to trading activity 
and information throughout the world. Their knowledge 
and experience in international currency exchange activities 
have already proven invaluable to our staff in the face of the 
crippling impact of the high U.S. dollar on U.S. products in 
the world markets.
 “ACTI owns signifi cant equities in various facilities 
around the globe. Equity interests in a tidewater oil mill in 
Germany as well as European fl our mills, tapioca facilities in 
Thailand and elevators and loading facilities throughout the 
world provide ACTI and ADM with enhanced trading and 
transportation opportunities.
 “Through ACTI we enjoy strong trade ties with all 
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nations. Our relationship will enable us to capitalize on the 
export subsidies provided by the governments of Brazil, 
Spain, Portugal, Malaysia, Argentina, the EEC and other 
countries for grain and processed products. While U.S. 
foreign trade policy has closed many doors to U.S. traders, 
it has opened the fl oodgate of production and trade for 
competing countries.
 “ACTI has fi rsthand experience in coping with the 
impact of individual nations’ agricultural and trade policies. 
Together with ACTI we are now in a position to benefi t from 
the abnormal trade fl ows created by subsidies and other 
government actions.
 “More importantly, by having access to supplies outside 
the U.S. ADM through ACTI can maintain an image and 
record of dependability with all of the hungry nations of the 
world.”
 Page 22: “Note 1–Business Acquisitions:
 “Effective December 1982, the Company purchased 
for cash a substantial minority interest in Alfred C. Toepefer 
International and related companies, an international 
commodity trading group based in Hamburg, West Germany. 
The Company’s equity in the net earnings of Toepfer since 
the acquisition date is included in other income.” Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

2699. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1983. Poland desires pork-for-soybeans barter. Dec. 
p. 15.
• Summary: Since the imposition of martial law, Polish 
imports of U.S. soybeans have dropped from 242,000 tons 
in 1980 to 87,000 tons in 1981 and then 47,000 tons during 
January-August 1982.

2700. Lipovsky, W.A.; Grant, L.; Pierre-Benoist, J.; 
Tempalski, J. 1983. U.S. embargoes on agricultural exports: 
Implications for the U.S. agricultural industry and U.S. 
exports. Report on investigation no. 332-157 under section 
332 of the Tariff act of 1930. U.S. International Trade 
Commission, Publication No. 1461. 107 p. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: Focuses on how the 1980 embargo hurt the U.S. 
international trade position in soybeans and other crops. Also 
discusses: Presidential authority and legislative history of the 
Export Administration Act. Use of export controls in 1973-
75 and their effects. The actions of 1973, 1974, and 1975. 
Export Control Act of 1949. Export Administration Act of 
1969. Export Administration Act of 1979.
 “Following the 1980 embargo, the U.S. share of the 
world market for grains, soybeans and soybean products 
declined despite irregular overall increases in U.S. exports of 
these items over the period.” Following the 1980 embargo, 
production of soybean oil and meal in Brazil and Argentina 
rose sharply. Consuming countries diversifi ed their sources 
of supply, and the USA came to be viewed as an unreliable 
supplier of agricultural commodities. Address: U.S. 

International Trade Commission, Washington, DC.

2701. Apolitano-S., Cesar. 1983. El cultivo de la soya en el 
Perú [The cultivation of the soybean in Peru]. In: INTSOY, 
Reunion Latinoamericana sobre Mejoramiento de Soya. 
Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois. INTSOY Project 
Reports. [Spa]*
• Summary: Peru imports about 90,000 tonnes of soybeans 
and soybean products and has only 1,000 ha under 
production. Commercial production began in the early 
1970s and peaked at 6,400 ha in 1981, with mean yields 
of 1.9 tonnes/ha. This expansion occurred when there was 
a government campaign with technical assistance from 
INTSOY. Address: Peru.

2702. Product Name:  [Soybean Oil (In a Tetra Brik Aseptic 
Carton, identifi ed with ASA’s SoyaSign)].
Foreign Name:  Crivellaro Oilio di Semi di Soia (Tutto 
Vegetale).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Crivellaro S.p.A.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Via Mazzini, 30, 35030 
Sarmeola di Rubano, Padova, Italy.  Phone: 049/63.14.55.
Date of Introduction:  1983.
New Product–Documentation:  ASA Member Letter. 1986. 
Nov/Dec. In 1983 the American Soybean Assoc. and Italy’s 
Crivellaro Company began promoting soybean oil in Italy. 
The company used ASA’s Soyasign on its soy oil product 
label to designate high quality. Sales are up 35% to more 
than 15 million liters for 1986. Now other Italian companies 
which market soy oil are also looking toward promotion to 
increase their sales. Crivellaro is now marketing its identifi ed 
soy oil in the UK.
 Talk with Joseph Maranelli. 1988. Oct. 7. He is an ASA 
consultant in Italy. Their identifi ed soy oil sells 22 million 
liters a year, which is number one in Italy for an identifi ed 
soy oil. ASA and Crivellaro are trying to improve the image 
of soy. Crivellaro puts in twice as much as TEA (Targeted 
Export Assistance) gives them and still fi nds it worth their 
while.
 Brochure, undated. In Italian and English. Shows close-
up color photos of the Carton/Label, which is green, yellow, 
and gold on white.
 Leafl et. 1990? Soia e salute [Soya and health]. Photos 
show top of package, dated June 1986 and Dec. 1987.

2703. Delgadillo, Roberto. 1983. Producción y investigación 
de soja en Bolivia [Soybean production and research in 
Bolivia]. In: 1983. Primera Reunion Latino-Americana de 
Mejoramiento de Soja (First Latin American Meeting on 
Soybean Improvement), Palmira, Colombia. [Spa]*
• Summary: Bolivia produces nearly 70,000 tonnes of 
soybeans, up from only 8,500 tonnes in 1975. Even so, 
Bolivia is not self-suffi cient in oil, importing about 20,000 
tonnes in 1985. Commercial production began in 1970 
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and expanded in the mid-1970s. The principal area of 
mechanized production is near Santa Cruz de la Sierra. 
Planting occurs from mid-November until mid-January. In 
recent years production has extended farther south to the 
Tarija zone and involves small scale farmers. In 1981 A 
breeding program was initiated.

2704. Diaz-C., Gorky. 1983. El cultivo y la investigación 
de la soya en el Ecuador [Cultivation and investigations of 
soybeans in Ecuador]. In: 1983. Reunión Latinoamericana 
Sobre Mejoramiento de Soya. Unpublished manuscript. 
INTSOY Project Reports. University of Illinois, Urbana. 
[Spa]*
• Summary: Although Ecuador currently grows soybeans on 
about 25,000 ha, with mean yields of about 1.8 tonnes/ha, it 
imports about 50,000 tonnes of soybean oil, which represents 
another 134,000 ha. If production were expanded, the 
country would need to identify a market for the excess meal. 
Soybeans are presently grown in the central coastal region 
where rainfall is generally adequate and the southern coastal 
region where irrigation is frequently necessary.
 Note: Programa de Oleaginosas Agropecuarias, which is 
part of the national institute of agricultural research (INIAP), 
undertakes varietal improvement. As of 1987, three varieties 
were produced commercially: INIAP Jupiter, 301, and 302.

2705. Product Name:  MacSoy Soya Cafe.
Manufacturer’s Name:  MacSoy Lanka Pvt. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  51 Layards Rd., Colombo 5, Sri 
Lanka.
Date of Introduction:  1983.
Ingredients:  (Not given on label).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm box. Retails for Rs. 7/5.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Jane 
Gleason. In March 1988 she talked with Mr. Davis Philip, 
the director. The managing director is Wesley Philip. The 
company began producing soyfood products in 1983, then 
diversifi ed. Davis Philip is looking for sources of TVP as 
the best quality English TVP is now priced too high. He is 
planning to produce TVP in Sri Lanka. “Initially the beans 
will be imported to insure the most suitable strain, then later 
they can be grown here.” Cost of the project: Rs. 4 million, 
half private, half government. He wants information on TVP 
machinery.
 The company presently uses 1000 kg/month of soybeans 
(purchased from a private source for Rs. 7/50–10/00 per 
kg) and 100 kg/month of soy fl our (purchased from SFRC 
at Gannoruwa for Rs. 16/kg). Production is now stable. 
“Consumers purchase the product for nutrition and economy, 
especially low income earners, vegetarians, and those who 
have to take low cholesterol foods. Soy sauce and soya 
noodles are sold to all income earners.”
 Note that this soy sauce is made for MacSoy by Eastern 

Food Products.

2706. Nieto-H, Jorge. 1983. La investigación agrícola 
de la soya en el trópico húmido de Mexico [Agricultural 
investigation of the soybean in the humid tropics of Mexico]. 
In: INTSOY, Reunion Latinoamericana sobre Mejoramiento 
de Soya. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois. INTSOY 
Project Reports. [Spa]*
• Summary: Mexico is the largest importer of soybeans in 
Latin America; about 1.7 million tonnes were imported in 
1985. Production increased from about 25,000 ha in 1965 to 
about 350,000 ha in 1975 and has since remained static. The 
majority of the production comes from the northern states of 
Sinaloa, Sonora, and Chihuahua. In this region the crop is 
grown under irrigation. Other states where the crop is grown 
include Chiapas, Tamaulipas, and Campeche.

2707. American Soybean Assoc. 1983. Seeing is believing 
for trade team visitors. Checkoff Successfi le. Trade Teams 
#1301. #83-16933. 2 p.
• Summary: “Problem: How can a U.S. soybean farmer 
convince overseas customers that he is a reliable supplier 
of a high quality, abundant crop? How can he convince a 
margarine manufacturer or a livestock producer in another 
country that the addition of soybeans offers an advantage 
over competing products?
 “Program: ASA brings trade teams to the United States 
to study and observe fi rsthand, through seminars and tours, 
the advantages and applications soybeans offer. Team 
members are most often infl uential leaders in industry, 
livestock and poultry production, research, government or 
the media.
 “Results: Since 1966, ASA has helped sponsor 315 trade 
teams from 76 countries. The team members return to their 
countries convinced of the benefi ts that use of soybeans can 
bring to their particular industries. Person-to-person contact 
makes new customers for U.S. soybean farmers.” Address: 
St. Louis, Missouri.

2708. American Soybean Assoc. 1983. Removing Pakistan’s 
long-standing import duty on soybean meal. Checkoff 
Successfi le. Pakistan #951. 1 p.
• Summary: “Problem: Pakistan’s longstanding import duty 
on soybean meal was effectively stopping meal shipments 
into that country. The expanding poultry industry in Pakistan 
needed soybean meal to create high-protein feed rations and 
stimulate production.
 “Program: ASA staff in Southeast Asia fi rst educated 
the Pakistan poultry industry about the nutritional benefi ts 
of bean meal. Then ASA and infl uential Pakistan poultry 
industry reps worked with government offi cials in Pakistan 
and Washington to push for removal of the duty.
 “Results: Pakistan lifted its 10 percent import duty on 
soybean meal in June of 1983. The removal of this trade 
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barrier opens up a new $40-million, 200,000-metric ton 
market for soybean meal.” Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

2709. Bertrand, Jean-Pierre; Laurent, Catherine; Leclercq, 
Vincent. 1983. Le monde du soja [The world of soya]. Paris: 
Editions La Decouverte/Maspero (1, place Paul-Painleve, 
75005 Paris, France). 128 p. Illust. No index. 18 cm. Series: 
Repères. [32 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part I: The global 
economy of soya. 1. Processing and utilization of soya. 2. 
The world market for soya. 3. The actors in the world soy 
market. 4. The formation of the price of soya.
 Part II: From colonial soya to American soya. 1. Soya 
and the colonial era. 2. The genesis of the American soy 
complex. 3. The victorious battle of soya on the domestic 
American market. 4. American soya and its conquest of the 
world. 5. The politics of the principal importing countries 
(incl. France and Japan).
 Part III: Soya and the international crisis–destabilization. 
1. The time of the 1973 soya embargo. 2. Soya, the new 
jewel of Brazilian agriculture. 3. The new exporters: 
Argentina and Paraguay. 4. The new demands: USSR and 
other Eastern European countries, China, some developing 
countries. 5. The new dynamic of the international economy 
of oleo-proteins: a general instability.
 Part IV: The soya model–what consequences and 
what alternatives? 1. Brazil: The down side of the miracle. 
2. Tunisia: Soya oil mixed with olive oil. 3. France: 
Consequences of the development of the soy model and 
research on alternatives. 4. Vegetable proteins versus animal 
proteins. Conclusion. Bibliography. About the authors:
 Jean-Pierre Bertrand, an agronomist (ingénieur 
agronome) and economist, is a research fellow at the French 
National Institute for Agricultural Research (Institut national 
de la recherche agronomique, INRA).
 Catherine Laurent, a veterinarian and economist, is the 
author of a doctoral thesis on the soybean industry (fi lière 
du soja). Vincent Leclercq, an agronomist (ingénieur en 
agriculture) and economist, is a research associate at the 
INRA, for the International Economics Laboratory in 
Montpellier (Laboratoire d’économie internationale de 
Montpellier). He is also a member of Solagral, which stands 
for Agro-Food Solidarity (Solidarités agro-alimentaires).
 A 2nd edition was published in 1984.
 Note: Translated by Elise Kruidenier, Seattle, 
Washington. Address: France.

2710. Ghaffar, Roslan Bin A. 1983. An econometric 
analysis of the markets for U.S. soybeans and soybean oil 
incorporating palm oil imports. PhD thesis, University 
of Kentucky. 222 p. Page 603 in volume 47/02-A of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Kentucky.

2711. Huyser, Wipada Soonthornsima. 1983. A regional 
analysis of trade policies affecting the soybean and soymeal 
market. PhD thesis, Iowa State University. 279 p. Page 818 
in volume 44/03-A Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2712. Lardy, Nicolas R. 1983. Agriculture in China’s 
modern economic development. Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Cambridge University Press. xiii + 285 p. Index. 24 cm. 
[515* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 1 (p. 1-12) offers two very useful 
sections on “The Role of Agriculture” and “Historical 
Perspective.” Chapter 4 (p. 146-89) contains extensive 
information on soybeans in China. Table 4.4 titled “Output 
of nongrain foods, 1952, 1957, 1965, 1975, and 1977-61 
(thousands of tons)” shows that soybeans grew from 9.500 
in 1952 to a local peak of 10.045 in 1957, to a local low of 
6.150 in 1965, rising to 9.245 in 1981.
 “Per capita consumption of soybeans, an important 
source of protein, fell substantially since China [plus 
Manchuria] shifted from being a net exporter in the 1950s 
to being a net importer by the mid-1970s, compensating for 
only part of the 50 percent decline in per capita production 
between 1957 and 1977-78” (p. 154).
 Several tens of millions of people belonging to minority 
races living in China do consume dairy products (p. 156).
 Protein intake in China “was almost certainly lower 
than in the 1950s because of the sharp decline in soybean 
production. The shortage of soybeans in most regions 
continues to be a major contribution to health problems, 
particularly among children. Widespread anemia among 
children has been attributed by Chinese medical sources to 
protein defi ciency in the diet, because anemia is widespread 
except in those traditional soybean-growing areas in the 
Northeast where beans are more readily available” (p. 156). 
Address: Assoc. Prof. of Economics, Yale Univ., New Haven, 
Connecticut.

2713. Makus, Larry Dean. 1983. Sensitivity of U.S. port 
market areas to changing world demands for grains and 
soybeans. PhD thesis, Texas A&M University. 216 p. 
Page 254 in volume 45/01-A of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Texas A&M Univ.

2714. McNamara, Dennis. 1983. Dependence and the grain 
trade: Japan and Korea, 1885-1904. Berkeley, California: 
Center for Korean Studies, Univ. of California. 30 p. [39 ref]
• Summary: Pages 1-2: Late 19th century Korea was an 
agrarian society with 84% of the households involved in 
agriculture. Korea’s total agricultural trade with Japan was 
always greater than her trade with China. “There was little 
demand in China for Korean grains. Yet a strong market 
for Korean grains was developing in Japan in the 1880’s, 
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made possible by a network of Japanese merchants in Korea 
itself, supported by Japanese banks and shipping lines. Rice 
end soybeans accounted for better than 80% of Korean 
commodity exports to Japan in the years of strong exports, 
1890-1892.

“Victory in the Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) strengthened 
Japan’s political infl uence in Seoul at the expense of the 
Chinese. Though temporarily checked by the Russians 
in 1896 and 1897, the Japanese were able to consolidate 
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their political position in Korea, eventually establishing a 
Protectorate in 1905.” From 1895 to 1904, the total value of 
Japanese-Korean trade increased more than 400%. This trade 
with Japan hastened the development of commercial or “cash 
cropping” in Korea across these two decades.
 Page 7: “With the foreigners restricted to residence 
areas, the Korean Government had retained some control 
of foreign trade through the licensed Korean brokers 
and commission merchants. But from June of 1885, the 
Chinese and Japanese merchants could deal more directly 
with Korean producers, eroding government control of 
the market. With more immediate access to Korean grain 
markets, Japanese merchants began developing an extensive 
grain trade.”
 Page 8: Table 1–”Value of Japan’s Grain Imports, 1885-
1894.” Column 3 is for Korean Soybeans and Column 5 
is Total Soybeans imported to Japan. The value of Japan’s 
imports of Korean soybeans grew from 54,000 yen in 1885 
to a peak of 1,341,000 yen in 1890, dropping to 629,000 
yen in 1894. From 1885 to 1890 these Korean soybeans 
represented from 58% to 99% of the value Japan’s total 
soybean imports. The value of Japan’s total soybean imports 
rose from 93,000 yen in 1885 to 1,856,000 yen in 1890 to a 
peak of 2,978,000 yen in 1894. “The Japanese had suddenly 
become major consumers of Korean grains” [soybeans and 
rice].
 Page 11: “Japanese transport and fi nance networks in 
Korea made possible such developments in the grain trade. 
The Nihon Yubin Kaisha (Japan Mail Steamship Company 
abbreviated NYK) and the Osaka Shôsen Kaisha (Osaka 
Commercial Shipping Company, abbreviated OSK) operated 
lines that brought grains from Inchon and Pusan to Japanese 
trade centers such as Kobe, Osaka and Nagasaki. Branches 
of the Dai Ichi (The First National Bank of Japan) provided 
Japanese merchants in Korea with both credit for grain 
purchases and insurance for storage and transportation. There 
was also a strong Japanese consular presence in Korea, and a 
growing population of Japanese residents, numbering better 
than 4,500 in 1885, and 9,300 by 1894.”
 Page 16: “Foreign grains were important for the food 
supply in the rapid industrialization program of the Meiji 
Government. The discrepancy between the domestic supply 
of agricultural products in Japan and the domestic demand 
began to widen from 1888. Imports from Korea accounted 
annually for an average of 57% of total Japanese rice imports 
between 1888 and 1892, and 74% of total Japanese soybean 
imports.”
 Page 18: “Seventeen embargoes on the transport and/
or sale of grains were imposed by various Korean provincial 
governors between 1884 and 1901, ostensibly to assure 
suffi cient domestic grains in times of poor harvests, and to 
prevent excessive speculation and infl ationary grain prices. 
The frequency of such embargoes, vigorous Japanese 
Government opposition, and the diffi cult indemnity 

negotiations suggest both Korean sensitivity to erosion of 
sovereignty in the grain trade, and Japan’s commitment to 
developing the Korean grain trade.”
 “Grain Trade: 1895-1904: Table Two (p. 20) shows 
“Value and volume of Japan’s grain imports, 1895-1904.” 
Column 3 shows: Export of Korean soybeans grew from 
36,000 tons in 1895 to a peak of 58,000 tons in 1900, 
decreasing slightly to 51,000 tons in 1904. Column 5 shows 
that imports of soybeans to Japan rose from 2.55 million yen 
in 1895 to 7.11 million yen in 1904.
 Page 22: “As in the earlier decade, Japan continued as 
Korea’s major export market, absorbing annually 85% of 
Korean imports between 1895 and 1904.
 Page 23: “The Japanese had also begun extensive 
investment in Korean farmland by the end of this decade. 
Such direct control of Korean farmland provided an 
alternative to earlier methods of grain transactions.”
 Page 24: “Japan needed rice and soybeans to feed the 
growing population involved in industry.” Address: Center 
for Korean Studies, Univ. of California, Berkeley.

2715. Wessel, James; Hantman, Mort. 1983. Trading the 
future: Farm exports and the concentration of economic 
power in our food system. San Francisco, California: 
Institute for Food and Development Policy. xiii + 250 p. 
Index. 22 cm. [431* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgments. 1. A time of 
crisis. 2. The ABCs of the food economy. 3. Export boom 
and bust: How the ‘Stompers’ win. 4. Wheat for oil: Is 
it really a bargain? 5. The free market in grain and other 
myths [Cargill]. 6. The food dollar and the export boom: 
Who gains and who loses? 7. Soil for oil: The invisible 
threat to our food security. 8. The export boom and 
vanishing water resources. 9. The global economic crisis 
and rising agricultural exports. 10. The export boom and 
its impact abroad. 11. Lessons of the export decade. Notes. 
Bibliography. List of farm organizations.

2716. Economist (London). 1984. Animal, vegetable or 
cartel? Brazilian soybeans. 290(7329):70-71. Feb. 18.
• Summary: “This week, when Brazil banned all exports of 
its $4 billion-a-year soyabean crop for up to two months just 
before the harvest, prices on the Chicago commodity markets 
fell... Brazil fi rst imposed the ban on exports of all soyabean 
products on February 6th... This appeared to be a protest 
against a buyers’ cartel that the Brazilians say is operating 
on the Chicago Board of Trade, the world’s biggest soyabean 
market... The Brazilians allege that big private trading houses 
are acting in concert to drive prices down... Soyabeans are 
Brazil’s biggest export earner, accounting for $2.7 billion of 
last years $22 billion earned abroad.”

2717. Goldich, Judy. 1984. Egypt: New crushing plant to 
stimulate soybean imports. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
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Foreign Agricultural Service). Feb. p. 22.
• Summary: With the opening of a new privately owned 
crushing facility–the country’s second largest–Egypt’s 
need for imported soybeans is expected to rise by 40,000 
tons during 1983/84. Soybean imports in Egypt during 
1982/83 totaled an estimated 60,000 tons. Address: Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

2718. Slough, David. 1984. Milk of human ingenuity and 
entrepreneurial skill. Asian Business 20(2):21-23. Feb. Cover 
story. See also related article on page 27.
• Summary: Discusses Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. 
Ltd.’s new connections with China. “The privately owned 
mini-transnational beverage maker’s fi rst product, Vitasoy, 
was made from China-sourced soyabeans and its latest 
product, milk, comes from the dairy farm it established 
in Guangdong province. The author repeatedly gives the 
company’s name as “Vita.”
 In 1982 the company had an authorized and paid-up 
capital of HK$210 million, 70% of which was owned by 
the Lo family, with the rest privately disposed among more 
distant relatives and friends. Turnover that year was HK$244 
million, and the profi ts are estimated at 15-20% of turnover. 
A fair market value for the company is estimated at about 
HK$750 million.
 “Those fi gures demonstrate quite remarkable growth for 
a traditional Chinese family-run company formed in 1940 
with an initial capital of only HK$18,000. In its fi rst year 
of operation turnover based on a single product operation 
was less than HK$90,000. It had 20 employees then and 
operated in rented premises. Despite a close-down during the 
Japanese occupation and a fi nancially disastrous entry in the 
early 1970s into the fast food business, the company enjoyed 
steady growth to the mid-1970s and impressive growth 
thereafter.”
 “In Hong Kong, Vita owns assets valued at HK$220 
million, it operates two plants with a combined fl oor area 
of 38,000 square meters, and has a labour force of 950. 
Production of beverages is running in excess of 12 million 
24-unit cases per year. It supplies something like 30% of the 
local soft drinks market.”
 But now the company is diversifying into dairy milk. In 
China, Vita has a 5-year compensation trade agreement with 
the Guangdong Province Guangming Overseas Chinese farm 
where 1,200 people and 3,500 milch cows produce 8,000 
tonnes of fresh milk a year. That agreement cost the company 
HK$22.7 in borrowed investment capital. Vita has used that 
milk to capture 60% of the Hong Kong milk market. Vita 
looks all set to monopolize the Hong Kong fresh milk market 
by late 1987. “Under that agreement, Vita provided the 
livestock, technological know-how, equipment, managerial 
expertise and market for the product of 4 dairy farms and a 
centralised milk processing facility.”
 The dairy farm isn’t Vita’s only investment in China. In 

late 1983 Winston Lo signed a US$5 million joint venture 
agreement to establish a vegetable processing facility in 
Guangdong province. It will pack and chill up to 20 tonnes 
of green leaf vegetables a day, for sale in Hong Kong.
 “Vitasoy was the company’s sole product–ignoring 
a venture into fast foods–until 1976. Turnover rose from 
HK$87,000 in 1941 to HK$3.3 million by 1955, HK$12.6 
million by 1965 and HK$40.2 million by 1975. In 1975, 
while founder K.S. Lo was still at the helm, Vita installed the 
fi rst Tetra-brik packaging line in Hong Kong and launched 
the UHT version of Vitasoy. The time, the product and 
the packaging were right. Sales took off. Under Winston 
Lo, Vita then decided to branch out into the packaging of 
juices. It started with orange, mango, guava and kalamansi 
and captured 30% of the fruit juice market in just 2 years. 
Chrysanthemum tea, lemon tea, herbal tea, lime juice and 
cane juice soon followed. Other lines and carbonated drinks 
(orange, cola, cream soda and root beer) were added to give 
Vita a product for every sector of the soft drink market. Vita 
products are now exported.”
 “Vita now purchases at least 50% of its soyabeans from 
Canada and the USA–despite the fact that soya beans from 
those countries have been developed for oil extraction rather 
than protein extraction (the latter is the case with Chinese 
soyabeans) and therefore give a lower protein yield. There 
are no plans for a public fl otation of shares in Vita. Founder 
K.S. Lo is still wielding considerable power as chairman 
of the board of directors. Day to day management is in 
the hands of managing director Winston Lo and deputy 
managing director Frank Lo.”

2719. Soybean Update. 1984. U.S. soybean meal, oil use 
picks up. March 19.
• Summary: “Increased bean oil exports caused USDA to 
raise its forecast of soyoil prices in its latest Supply/Demand 
report.”

2720. Vansickle, Janice. 1984. Bean worth weight in gold. 
Windsor Star (Essex County, Ontario, Canada). March 26. p. 
B1-B2.
• Summary: Soybeans are now Essex County’s major fi eld 
crop and the third largest cash crop in Ontario province 
(with a value of more than $203 million in 1982), but few 
people know what happens to the golden nuggets after they 
leave the farm. Most of the soybeans are crushed in Canada 
to make soybean oil and meal. Last week the Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board held a symposium in 
Toronto titled “Ontario soybeans–A journey into the next 
century.” Sheldon Hauck, vice-president of the Soy Protein 
Council in the USA and one of the speakers estimated that 
soy protein is an ingredient in over 2,500 readily available 
grocery store items. Contains a nice history of the soybean 
in Canada. Ontario now exports soybeans to 20 countries, 
“including major shipments to Japan, which buys only top 
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quality soybeans and turns them into soyamilk, soyafl our, 
tofu, miso–a soyapaste for soup–and natto–a fermented 
soybean used as an appetizer.” Speaker after speaker 
confi rmed a bright future for soybean exports. Moreover, all 
supermarkets in Windsor now carry tofu, a soya curd. Soy oil 
is found in margarine and cooking oils. Soy protein appears 
in soya sauce, simulated bacon bits, and infant formulas. The 
H.J. Heinz Company in Leamington has been working with 
the marketing board to develop a line of processed soybean 
products for the retail market.
 Ontario’s three soybean crushing plants are experiencing 
hard times, in part due to competition from canola oil (which 
enjoys subsidized freight rates); they are operating at 62% of 
capacity and could be forced to shut down. Photos show: A 
pair of cupped hands holding soybeans. Peter Epp, chairman 
of the Ontario Soybean Growers Marketing Board.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2021) that uses the word “soyapaste” to refer to 
miso. Address: Star agriculture reporter.

2721. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1984. Soybean in India–Retrospective 
and perspective. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 
17. p. 11-22. March. International Symposium on Soybean in 
the Tropics and Subtropics. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean in India. A 
fallacy. Soybean development. Research in India. Seed 
production. Production technology. Microbiology. Plant 
protection. Product development, utilization and production 
economics. Constraints to rapid expansion of soybean.
 Table 1 shows imports of soybeans and soy oil to India 
from 1970-71 to 1979-80. Imports of soybeans were zero 
or insignifi cant except for 516 tons in 1978-79. Imports 
of soy oil fl uctuated widely, from 78,956 tons in 1970-71, 
to only 3,509 tons in 1975-76, reaching a peak of 350,617 
tons in 1978-79. Address: Project Coordinator, All-India 
Coordinated Research Project on Soybean, ICAR, G.B. Pant 
Univ. of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar 263145, 
U.P., India.

2722. Churcher, Colin J. 1984. Canadian transportation 
policy and its effect on the Ontario oilseed industry. In: 
Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. 
Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: 
OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 142-53.
• Summary: Discusses the Crow Rate, the Minimum 
Compensatory Rates (MCRs established in 1976) on canola 
products, and the Western Grain Transportation Act, which 
came into effect on 1 Jan. 1984. “Soybean products are 
competing in Eastern Canada with canola products that move 
under a subsidized rail freight rate in Western Canada.” 
Address: Director of Grain Transportation and Handling, 
Transport Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.

2723. Davis, C. Murray. 1984. The state of the soybean 

crushing industry [in Canada]. In: Ontario Soya-Bean 
Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean 
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. 
See p. 103-12. Held March 18-20.
• Summary: In Canada, “the largest single soybean crusher 
is Victory Soya Mills, located in Toronto, rated capacity 
1,350 tpd (tons per day) or 480,000 tpy (tons per year). Next 
is Maple Leaf/Monarch at Windsor, rated at 1,300 tpd or 
462,000 tpy. Finally, Canadian Vegetable Oil Products in 
Hamilton, rated at 1,200 tpd or 1,367,000 tons/year.”
 “The soybean crushing industry created with private 
capital, until recently, progressive and profi table all without 
one dollar of government involvement, has been ignored, 
abused and generally kicked from pillar to post for the last 
5 years.” This industry has come under tremendous pressure 
from and been seriously damaged by market domination of 
canola oil fi nanced through massive federal and provincial 
government subsidies. “Fifteen years ago, rapeseed oil was 
unknown–today, Canola controls almost 55% of the refi ned / 
deodorised vegetable oil in Canada.”
 The most blatant subsidy is the freight rate structure 
that allows western Canadian oil access to eastern Canadian 
consumption. The Crow Bill (which allows canola oil 
reduced and subsidised freight rates to Thunder Bay, in 
western Ontario) and the Minister of Transport threaten to 
shut down Ontario’s soybean crushing industry. The author 
urges abolition of all subsidies. “Let the marketplace decide. 
We currently have a heavily subsidized Canola industry 
losing enormous amounts of money at the expense of a self-
supporting, and up until recently, profi table soybean industry. 
This is insanity. Compounding this are overpriced Canadian 
soybeans relative to soybean costs for competitive U.S. 
crushers.”
 The words “soyoil” (p. 3) and “soymeal” (p. 6) are 
mentioned.
 Note: The author began his career at Victory Soya Mills 
in 1962. Address: Manager of Commodity Operations, 
Victory Soya Mills, Toronto, ONT, Canada.

2724. Epp, Peter H. 1984. The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board’s view of the next century. In: Ontario 
Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario 
Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 
319 p. See p. 302-311.
• Summary: Discusses: Soybean pricing and the open tariff-
free border with the USA. The Oleomargarine Act. Minimum 
Compensatory Rates (MCR’s) and why they have put the 
Ontario soybean crushing industry in jeopardy (The program, 
established by the Canadian Transport Commission, 
originally encouraged the movement of raw rapeseed from 
Western to Eastern Canada. The government has poured $3 
million annually into the program, which ends up subsidizing 
rapeseed oil in Ontario), the present status and potential 
of soybean crushing in Ontario (in 1982-83 three Ontario 
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crushers crushed 1 million tonnes of soybeans). Market 
development.
 Tables and graphs show the following, related to 
Canadian edible oil production, from 1973-1983: Margarine 
oil, shortening oil, cooking and salad oil, soymeal and 
rapemeal, soyoil and rapeoil. Note that for cooking and 
salad oil, rapeoil has always and increasingly exceeded soy 
oil production during this period. Total rapeoil production 
passed soyoil production in about 1975 and is now more 
than double that of soyoil. Soymeal production has always 
exceeded rapemeal production.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2007) that contains the word “rapeoil.” Address: 
Chairman, OSGMB, Leamington, ONT, Canada.

2725. Hawkins, Kerry L. 1984. World oilseed outlook and 
implications for the Canadian market. In: Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean 
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. 
See p. 205-223.
• Summary: The world grain trade grew rapidly in the 
1970’s. The decade was a seller’s market for grain exporters. 
Between 1972 and 1980 total world trade in wheat, coarse 
grains, and oilseeds increased roughly 65%, and oilseeds 
and their related products more than doubled. 80% of the 
increase in imports in the 1970’s went to non-traditional 
markets, especially centrally-planned economies and newly-
industrialized countries. At the beginning of the 1970’s 
the centrally-planned economies [e.g. USSR] embarked 
on an ambitious program to improve diets [i.e. increase 
consumption of animal products]. But they tried to do too 
much too fast, and the food subsidies proved too costly to 
continue. Since 1980, only soybean exports have continued 
to grow.
 The main oilseeds produced worldwide are soybeans, 
cotton seed, ground nuts / peanuts, sunfl ower seed, rapeseed, 
sesame seed, copra, palm kernels, linseed / fl ax, and castor 
seed.
 Soybeans have the lowest percentage oil content of all 
oilseeds; copra and palm kernels have the highest. Canola 
contains 40% oil vs. 20% for soybeans. Palm oil has become 
the low-cost oil and increased its share in price-sensitive 
markets. Brazil has passed the USA as the leading exporter 
of soybean oil. Population growth rate is decreasing, 
and should be 1.75% by the end of the 1980’s. Address: 
President, Cargill Ltd., Winnipeg, Canada.

2726. Hong, E.H.; Kim, S.D.; Hwang, Y.H. 1984. Production 
and use and research on soybeans in Korea. Tropical 
Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 81-93. March. 
International Symposium on Soybean in the Tropics and 
Subtropics.
• Summary: Abstract. Trends in soybean production: 
importance of soybeans, area planted, yield, production 

and import, regional distribution. Trends in supply and 
consumption: demand and supply, utilization. Methods of 
cultivation currently applied: cultural practices (planting 
time, land preparation and planting, fertilizer application, 
management, harvesting and processing, marketing and 
procurement, cropping patterns, competitive power), 
varieties and their distribution, major diseases and pests, 
problems in farm cultivation. Soybean research and 
extension service. Government participation in and support 
for soybean production. Future prospects of soybean 
production and main constraints. Discussion.
 In Korea, soybeans rank third among all food grain 
crops, in both the area planted and in production, after rice 
and barley. Soybean “products such as soy paste [doenjang], 
soy sauce [kanjang], beancurd [tofu] and beansprouts are the 
primary side dishes in conventional daily Korean meals.” 
The area planted to soybeans has steadily decreased from 
about 300,000 acres average in 1967-1971 to only 183,000 
acres in 1982.
 Tables: (1) Area planted and production of major food 
crops in Korea. (2) Production, yield and import of soybeans 
by year in Korea. (3) Regional distribution of soybean 
production in Korea. (4) Demand and supply of soybeans 
in Korea. (5) Utilization of soybean in Korea. (6) Regional 
distribution of soybean planting times in Korea. (7) Results 
of sample investigation for the application of herbicides on 
soybean in Korea. (8) change of cropping systems in the 
central part of Korea. (9) Farm income derived from major 
summer crops in Korea. (10) Characteristics of main soybean 
varieties currently recommended and their geographical 
distribution in Korea. (11) Research institutions, location 
and number researchers related to soybeans in Korea. (12) 
Amounts, area planted, and production for every class of 
soybean seeds in Korea in 1982. (11) research institutions, 
location and number of researchers related to soybeans in 
Korea. (12) Amounts, area planted, and production for every 
class of soybean seeds in Korea in 1982. (13) The amount 
and purchasing prices of soybean by the government and the 
prices of imported soybeans by year in Korea. Figures: (1) 
Marketing channels for soybean in Korea. (2) Flow chart of 
soybean research and extension services in Korea. Address: 
Crop Exp. Station, Offi ce of Rural Development, Suwon 
170, South Korea.

2727. Na Lampang, Arwooth. 1984. Soybean production in 
Thailand. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 
37-43. March. International Symposium on Soybean in the 
Tropics and Subtropics. [6 ref]
• Summary: Abstract. Soybean production in Thailand. 
Cropping patterns and practices. Varietal adaptation and 
improvement. Pest management. Harvest and storage. 
Marketing. Consumption and utilization. Prospects and 
constraints. Acknowledgement. Discussion. Tables: (1) 
Soybean acreage, yield and production in Thailand (1971-
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81). (2) Balance of soybean export and importation during 
1976-1930. (3) Soybean prices at different locations (US g/
kg) (1977-1981). Address: Field Crop Research Inst., Dep. of 
Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok 10900, Thailand.

2728. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 
1984. Ontario Soybean Symposium. Ontario soybeans...a 
journey into the next century (Proceedings). Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. Held 18-20 March 1984 at 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. No index. 29 cm. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contains 30 papers by various authors; most are 
cited separately. Address: Chatham, ONT, Canada. Phone: 
(519) 352-7730.

2729. Rennie, J. Clare. 1984. A look at the progress of 
soybeans [in Canada] in the last decade. In: Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean 
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. 
See p. 22-35.
• Summary: “In 1893, Professor C.A. Zavitz, crop specialist 
at the Ontario Agricultural College, grew probably the fi rst 
fi eld of soybeans, as a replacement for cow peas which had 
failed, and set in motion a 30-year variety testing program 
for Ontario farmers. Canada’s fi rst new variety, OAC 211, 
was introduced in 1923; this was followed in the 1930’s 
by three early maturing ones, A.K., Mandarin, and Capital, 
introduced by Dr. Dimmock of the Harrow Dominion 
Experimental Station. A colleague, Dr. Cass Owen, was the 
originator of Harosoy, introduced in 1951. It quickly became 
a leading Ontario variety as well as the main one grown in 
the American soybean belt for many years...
 “However, soybeans were not a major crop in Ontario, 
or for that matter in the USA, until the Second World War. 
What was grown was largely for green manure and forage. 
The statistics on soybeans in Ontario were not even given 
separately until 1942. The predominance of linseed meal and 
cottonseed meal and oil was too strong to be easily overcome 
by another crop. The wartime demand for an easily available 
source of vegetable oil and protein gave soybean production 
its fi rst big boost...
 “In Ontario, the production fi gures for the last decade 
show... sharp increases. Aside from demand which made 
it economically attractive for farmers to grow soybeans, 
this increase has been made possible by a breeding and 
management research program to extend Ontario’s soybean 
area and to maintain yields at competitive levels. Until the 
late 1970’s, virtually all of the province’s soybeans were 
grown in Essex, Kent, Lambton, Middlesex, and Elgin 
Counties. With new early maturing, high-yielding varieties 
adapted to the growing conditions in Central, Western and 
Eastern Ontario, production in these areas is increasing 
rapidly. The number of hectares planted has risen from 4,010 
ha in 1972 to 61,500 ha in 1982...
 “The Ontario breeding program has emphasized not only 

early maturity and high yields, but also resistance to disease 
and to pod shattering, and good nodulation capabilities. 
Under the direction, since 1976, of Dr. Wally Beversdorf... 
the program is rapidly coming of age. Maple Arrow, a 
high-yielding variety adapted to 2,600 heat unit areas, was 
developed at the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa. Its 
introduction in 1976 was the shot in the arm needed to 
expand the soybean-growing area, and the OMAF/Guelph 
program is aimed at continuing this expansion...
 “In the last decade, we have largely overcome 
nodulation problems, with the introduction of granular 
inoculants in the mid-1970’s. These inoculants, which have 
proven particularly effective in fi rst-time soybean fi elds...
 “The introduction of a fl exible fl oating cutterbar has 
further cut harvest losses, which had been as high as 30 
percent with rigid cutterbars and conventional combines...
 “With the establishment of the [Maple Leaf Monarch] 
crushing facility at Windsor [in July 1979], the province’s 
daily crushing capacity has increased by 300 tonnes per 
day, and the three crushing plants at Toronto, Hamilton, and 
Windsor are crushing about 35 million bushels of soybeans 
each year.”
 Table 4 shows that in 1972 only 9,909 acres (2.5% of 
the total Ontario province planting) took place outside the 
traditional fi ve-county region. By 1982 this had increased to 
151,964 acres (17% of the total planting)–largely due to the 
development of new short-season varieties in the “Maple” 
series, which matured in 100-108 days at 2200 to 2550 heat 
units. Address: Asst. Deputy Minister of Technology and 
Field Services, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food 
(OMAF).

2730. Shanmugasundaram, S. 1984. Limited popularity of 
soybean cultivation in South and Southeast Asia. Tropical 
Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 115-25. March. 
International Symposium on Soybean in the Tropics and 
Subtropics. [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Research emphasis. 
Socio-economic aspects. Major causes for low yield and 
future prospects: varietal development, agronomic aspects, 
disease and insect problems, adaptability to unfavorable 
environments. Conclusion. References.
 Tables: (1) Soybean area, production and yield in 
South and Southeast Asia. (2) Soybean exports. (3) Asian 
soybean imports. (4) Soybean production costs and returns 
in Thailand, Philippines, and Taiwan. (5) Comparison of 
production factors between grain soybean and its competing 
crops–vegetable soybeans, pods, seeds, and adzuki bean 
in Taiwan, 1979-80 (in US$/ha). (6) Production costs and 
returns for soybeans in selected South and Southeast Asian 
countries and the USA. (7) Major soybean cultivars grown 
by farmers in different countries until 1972. (8) Major 
soybean cultivars developed after 1972 and grown by 
farmers until 1982. (9) AVRDC soybean cultivars released 
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by national programs. (10) Yield of G 2261 in three different 
densities at IRRI in the dry season. (11) Yield of selected 
AVRDC genotypes at Sukamandi in West Java, Indonesia. 
(12) Cultivars with high yield potential in the tropics.
 Figures: (1) Graph of area planted to soybean, adzuki 
beans and vegetable soybean in Taiwan (* Kaohsiung district 
only), 1971-1982. (2) AVRDC selections with high yield 
potential that are adapted to different seasons. Address: 
AVRDC, Shanhua, Taiwan.

2731. Sim, William J. 1984. Farmers’ experiences and 
experiments with growing soybeans [in Ontario, Canada]. 
In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. 
Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: 
OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 73-78.
• Summary: The author grows 500 acres of soybeans in 
Ontario. Soybean production in Canada is subsidized by 
the federal government. “Until 1973, the only export of any 
consequence was to the United Kingdom, mainly because 
of the preferential trade benefi t. This was phased out in the 
early 1970s and export sales greatly diminished. In 1973, 
after years of frustration, the Soybean Board subsidized a 
shipment of about 30,000 bushels to Japan for the human 
consumption market, mainly miso and tofu. Since then, 
the quality of Ontario soybeans has become so renown in 
the Pacifi c Rim countries that 1982 exports to this area 
accounted for 2.2 million bushels. The potential of this 
market is almost unlimited...
 “In summary, I would like to say that I am excited about 
our soy production. It is like a new lease on life to grow 
something other than corn. We’ll probably never get rich at 
it, but we’ll enjoy trying.” Address: Farmer, Moore township, 
Lambton County, ONT, Canada.

2732. Somaatmadja, Sadikin. 1984. Development of soybean 
culture in Indonesia. Tropical Agriculture Research Series 
No. 17. p. 23-36. March. International Symposium on 
Soybean in the Tropics and Subtropics. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Area and production: Share 
in national food production, national soybean production, 
producing centers, soybean area. Supply and demand 
situation: Export and import, future demand and production, 
utilization. Methods of cultivation: Cropping system, 
cultivation, pests, diseases and other problems. Research 
and CRIFC: Research program and activities. Support for 
soybean production. Further prospects and main constraints. 
Discussion (questions and answers).
 Utilization (p. 28): “1. Side-dish with rice: Tempe 
(fermented soybean cake), tahu (soybean cake), tauco 
(soybean paste), tauge (soybean sprout), kecap (soy sauce) 
and goreng kedelai (fried soybeans). Of these, tempe and 
tahu are very important in the diet of the people.
 “2. Snacks: Roasted soybeans, kerupuk tahu (tahu 
chips), boiled young soybean pods” [edamame].

 Tables: (1) Annual average soybean production during 
and before PELITA (Five-year development plan, 1964-
1981). (2) Soybean production in the last six years, 1977-
1982 (East Java, Yogyakarta, Lampung, Central Java, Nusa 
Tenggara Barat {NTB}, West Java). (3) Soybean production 
in six [major soybean producing] provinces, 1988-1981. (4) 
Soybean production in four additional centers, 1977-1981 
(D.I. Aceh, N. Sulawesi, Bali, S. Sulawesi). (5) Soybean 
harvested area, yield and production in sawah (rice fi elds) 
and tegalan (dry land), 1979-1981. (6) Export and import of 
soybean, 1969-1982 (Indonesia was a small exporter until 
1977 when exports stopped; imports over 100,000 tonnes 
began in 1976, and by 1982 had risen to 476,000 tonnes). (7) 
The estimated demand for soybean and production target, 
1983-1988 (Source: Directorate General of Food Crops). 
(8) The important insects of soybean. (9) Improved soybean 
varieties. (10) Packages of technology in the intensifi cation 
and areal [area] expansion programs.
 Graphs: (1) Demand, production, and import of 
soybeans, 1978-1982. (2) Target of soybean area, 1983-1988 
(tegalan fi eld area is expected to rise rapidly; sawah fi eld 
area will stabilize starting in 1985). A map of Indonesia 
(p. 31) shows seven research institutes under the Central 
Research Institute for Food Crops (CRIFC). They are located 
in Bogor, Sukamandi, and Lembang (W. Java), Sukarami 
(W. Sumatra), Banjarmasin (S. Kalimantan), Maros (S. 
Sulawesi), and Malang (E. Java). Address: Central Research 
Inst. of Food Crops, JL Merdeka 99, Bogor, Indonesia.

2733. Soybean Research Advisory Institute. 1984. U.S. 
soybean production and utilization research: A report to the 
Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry and 
the House Committee on Agriculture. Washington, DC. 81 p. 
March.
• Summary: Section 1446 of the Agricultural and Food Act 
(1981 Farm Bill) authorized the formation of a temporary 
Advisory Body to be called the Soybean Research Advisory 
Institute (SRAI), composed of 11 soybean research experts 
appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture. Address: St. 
Louis, Missouri and Washington, DC.

2734. Suzuki, Steven. 1984. Pacifi c Rim potential for edible 
soybeans. In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 
ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 224-41.
• Summary: Soybeans were fi rst exported from Canada 
about 12 years ago when a Japanese house approached 
the Ontario Soybean Grower’s Marketing Board for a trial 
shipment to Japan. The trial worked out very well and in a 
short time Ontario’s soybean exports became a multi-million 
dollar business. Ontario soybeans are very clean, the quality 
is comparable to Japanese and Chinese soybeans, and the 
supply is consistent. However the price is high in relation to 
Chinese and U.S. soybeans. As a result, Ontario soybeans 
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are sold in high-priced markets, as for making premium 
quality miso or soyamilk. The supply of Chinese soybeans is 
irregular. Address: Manager, Grain Trading Section, Okura & 
Co. America Ltd., New York, NY.

2735. Wan, Hsiung. 1984. Soybean production and research 
in Taiwan. Tropical Agriculture Research Series No. 17. p. 
45-51, 53-65. March. International Symposium on Soybean 
in the Tropics and Subtropics. [101 ref]
• Summary: Abstract. Production. Supply and demand. 
Methods of culture: varieties used, planting methods and 
fi eld management (conventional method, rice-stubble 
planting method), harvesting, disease and pest control. 
Soybean research and extension systems: research 
institutions, extension service. Major research programs 
completed: variety improvement, breeding and genetics 
research, physiology, nutrition and cultural practices, 
diseases. Major constraints in soybean production: import 
of low-priced soybeans, competitive crop in soybean-
producing center, unfavorable growing conditions in the 
tropics, high cost of production. Measures for promotion of 
soybean production: price support, expansion of acreage, 
change in the aim of variety improvement, reduction of 
production cost. Prospects. References. Tables: (1) Soybean 
production in Taiwan. (2) Soybean production in Kaohsiung-
Pingtung area, Taiwan. (3) Soybean production in different 
planting seasons in Taiwan. (4) Soybean varieties released 
in Taiwan and their characteristics. (5) Acreages of soybean 
and adzuki bean. Figures: (1) Location of soybean research 
and extension institutions. Address: Taiwan Agricultural 
Research Inst., Wufeng, Taichung, Taiwan.

2736. Wernham, Les. 1984. Exports–Problems and 
opportunities [for Canadian soybeans]. In: Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean 
Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. 
See p. 246-53.
• Summary: Soybean exports from Ontario have expanded 
dramatically during the past 10 years; in 1982 they reached 
a high of 132,000 tonnes worth $44 million. The East Asian 
market including Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and Malaysia 
accounted for 81% of Ontario’s export soybean sales in 
1983, with an additional 8% going to Europe. The main 
buyers in 1982 were: Japan 47,414 tonnes, Netherlands 
19,545 tonnes, Singapore 18,039 tonnes, Indonesia 16,652 
tonnes, Hong Kong 15,234 tonnes.
 Most of these soybeans are sold for human consumption. 
“For example, one of Sweden’s foremost pharmaceutical 
manufacturers has in the past years been that country’s 
largest single importer of Canadian soybeans. Taking about 
3,000 tons annually, this company produced a patented 
intravenous nourishment called Intralipid.” Tiny soybeans 
(5 mm diameter or less) are used to make bean sprouts 
and natto. For soybean exports, freight constitutes an 

average 21% of the net delivered cost to the buyer in his 
country. They are shipped in bagged or bulk (20 or 40 foot) 
containers. The main focus of breeding should be to develop 
varieties that do not carry a common bitterness or beany 
fl avor. Address: Grain Manager, King Grain, Chatham, ONT, 
Canada.

2737. Whelan, Eugene. 1984. [The soybean industry in 
Canada and its future]. In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board. ed. 1984. Ontario Soybean Symposium. 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 65-72.
• Summary: “Soybeans are a crop with a bright future. I am 
proud that my department has supported the development 
of this crop which, last year, brought Canadian farmers 
$250 million in farm cash receipts.” Discusses the Advance 
Payments for Crops Program, and the Agricultural 
Stabilization Act. “Support programs aside the main 
reason for the expansion of Ontario soybean acreage is the 
development of earlier-maturing varieties. Or, in two words, 
successful research. As a matter of fact, our earliest Ontario 
variety today matures in about 100 days, as opposed to over 
115 days for the earliest variety 25 years ago.
 “I’m sure you would agree with me that the $3 million 
Agriculture Canada allocated to oilseeds research in 1983-84 
was money well spent... It has been estimated that Eastern 
Canada could be self-suffi cient in soybean production by 
1990...
 “Although 51 per cent of the vegetable oil used in 
Canada is canola, most of the remainder is soybean oil... 
We’re still importing 370,000 tonnes of American soybeans 
annually, plus a lot of meal... When it comes to competing 
in export markets, you now have additional help on your 
side. I’m talking, of course, about the help of Canagrex... 
Speaking of canola, I know there’s one other matter that 
concerns your industry. That’s the matter of minimum 
compensatory rates on canola products moving east of 
Thunder Bay. As you know, the government last year 
accepted the principle that the existing MCRs should be 
replaced by freely negotiated, commercial rates.” Address: 
Minister of Agriculture, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, ONT, 
Canada.

2738. Traeger, Fred W. 1984. Spain: U.S. share of soybean 
meal market slipping. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). April. p. 23.
• Summary: Last season both Spain’s imports and exports of 
soybean meal were at an all-time high. A large proportion of 
Spain’s imports were Brazilian pellets, which were bagged 
in Spain and re-exported, chiefl y to Mediterranean countries. 
The U.S. share of Spain’s soybean meal market declined 
to a low of 9% in 1982/83. The strong U.S. dollar and stiff 
Brazilian competition are likely to continue to hamper sales. 
Address: Agricultural Counselor, Madrid.
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2739. Presse (La) (Montreal, QUE, Canada). 1984. Le soya, 
la protéine de l’avenir pour les gens d’ici [The soybean, 
protein source of the future for people here?]. May 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Canada is now a major exporter of soybeans to 
East Asia. Some return in the form of soymilk and tofu.

2740. Harvey, Gerald W. 1984. Market opportunities for 
U.S. soybean sales. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). May. p. 19-21.
• Summary: From $482 million in 1960, the value of U.S. 
soy exports rose to $7,900 million in calendar 1983 and 
is expected to surpass $8,000 million this year. Discusses 
the outlook for Mexico, Venezuela, Ecuador, Peru, Brazil, 
Argentina, Paraguay, Korea, China, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Indonesia, Burma, Thailand, Nigeria, USSR, Yugoslavia, 
Poland, and Romania. Address: Oilseeds and Products Div., 
Foreign Agricultural Service. Phone: 202-447-8809.

2741. Hansen, Barbara. 1984. Tofu. Los Angeles Times. June 
7. Food section (Part VIII). p. 1, 9, 12, 14. Thursday.
• Summary: Don Bushman, American Soybean Assoc. 
director in Singapore, notes that the Asian soybean market 
is growing rapidly. “Indonesians consume about 1 million 
tons of soybeans annually, 60% to 65% of them in the form 
of tofu, and 35% to 40% as tempe. The fi fth-largest nation 
in the world in terms of population, Indonesia imports 
400,000 tons of soybeans a year, about 90% of them from 
the United States. Some 25,000 to 30,000 tons of soybeans 
are used annually for food in Malaysia, and 15,000 to 20,000 
tons are imported to Singapore for food use, Bushman said. 
In Singapore and Malaysia, most of the tofu is made with 
Canadian beans, he added, explaining that Canada is able to 
deliver the beans at a lower cost. Thailand produces all of 
its food beans domestically and does not import additional 
supplies, Bushman said. However, the United States sends 
soy meal for animal feed to this and other Asian countries.”

2742. Soybean Update. 1984. Argentine bean exports up. 
June 11.
• Summary: “Soymeal exports out of Argentina are projected 
to hit 2.5 million tonnes, up 43 pct, and soyoil shipments 
should reach 525,000 tonnes, up a whopping 75 pct from last 
year.”

2743. Hill, Lowell D.; Brophy, J.P.; Leath, M.N. 1984. 
Production, utilization, and marketing patterns for Illinois 
grains and soybeans. University of Illinois, Department of 
Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Economics Research 
Report. AERR 196. 53 p. June. [5 ref]
• Summary:  See next page. “Historical patterns for 
surpluses and defi cits of feed grains and soybeans and 
projections to 1990 were shown for eight regions in 
Illinois (surpluses were calculated by subtracting estimated 
consumption by livestock from production of each 

grain). The data showed a general pattern of decreasing 
consumption by livestock and increasing production for 
most grains, requiring more storage capacity both on and off 
farms. Increases in storage capacity differed among regions, 
in part because of differences in production, harvesting, and 
marketing strategies.
 “A 1977 survey of Illinois grain-handling fi rms 
identifi ed the marketing channels for corn, soybeans, and 
wheat. Country elevators received most (60 to 74 percent) of 
the grain marketed by farmers. River elevators received up to 
18 percent of farm marketings and played a dominant role in 
the movement of grain from country elevators to export.
 “The availability of barge transportation infl uenced the 
choice of market channel and the relative importance of each 
mode of transportation. Barges accounted for 80 percent of 
corn and 90 percent of soybeans shipped to export points 
from Illinois elevators, with most of the remainder going by 
rail. Nearly all intrastate shipments were by truck.
 “Comparison of 1970 and 1977 survey data showed 
that river elevators, export demand, and barge transportation 
increased in importance in Illinois grain marketing and that 
more grain bypassed the country elevator, moving directly 
from farms to sub-terminal elevators, river elevators, 
or processing plants.” Address: Agricultural Economics 
Research Report, Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Agric. 
Exp. Station, College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, Urbana-Champaign, IL.

2744. Plato, Gerald; Gordon, Douglas. 1984. Stockpiling 
U.S. agricultural commodities with volatile world markets: 
the case of soybeans. Agricultural Economics Research 
(USDA) 36(2):1-9. Spring. [10 ref]
• Summary: “This article examines two alternative U.S. 
stockpiling objectives in the context of volatile world 
markets. The fi rst objective is to prevent the U.S. soybean 
price from falling below a support price and the second is to 
bound the U.S. soybean price by a set of support and release 
prices. A size limit of public soybean stocks is imposed 
and additional market intervention is not allowed. The fi rst 
objective can be fulfi lled more frequently and at less cost 
than the second. Both objectives are fulfi lled too infrequently 
when market volatility increases, unless the distance between 
the support and release prices is increased.
 “The most common rule for operating a public 
stockpiling program for an agricultural commodity is to buy 
at a support price and to sell at a higher release price. The 
U.S. Government has used this stockpiling method for fi ve 
decades. It is widely recognized that maintaining a support 
price above the average annual free market price is not 
always feasible unless supplies are sometimes controlled 
to prevent unacceptable accumulations of public stocks.” 
Address: Agricultural Economists, National Economics Div., 
Economic Research Service.
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2745. Wilson, John C. 1984. The manufacture of soymilk 
which is not contaminated with undesirable “beany 
fl avor,” resulting from enzyme induced oxidation of fats. 
Paper presented at the Singapore Inst. of Food Science & 
Technology Symposium. 19 p. Held June 14-15 at the Hyatt 
Hotel, Singapore. [8 ref]
• Summary: Introduction: “This paper anticipates a series of 
questions and tries to inform the reason for things pertaining 
to our topic according to the perspective from which we see 
things in 1984.” Who are the real giants? Shall we not give 
tribute?” 1. What is the interest in the world regions for a 
soymilk without the traditional ‘beany fl avour’? What need 
creates an interest, creates a demand of such proportions? 
China, South East Asia, North East Asia, North America, 
hippies, vegetarians, tofu, The Book of Tofu, by Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi.
 2. What is the history behind the long delayed but 
sudden phenomenal development of this product? Dr. Harry 
W. Miller in Shanghai (1936), K.S. Lo (of Vitasoy) in Hong 
Kong [1941], in-bottle sterilizing by K.S. Lo, development 
of UHT processing and aseptic packaging by Yeo Hiap 
Seng in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (1967), the advent of 
the brick shaped aseptic carton. The traditional soymilk 
process: “Filtering off the fi brous material,... one is left with 
the basic soymilk extract or soybase to which some sugar 
is added” (p. 8). Improvements in soymilk fl avor: Cornell 
hot-grind process. University of Illinois hot water blanch 
method “is the basis of most modern soymilk processing.” 
Developments in Japan since the mid-1970s, which have 
grown “out of the Illinois process but overcoming the 
‘chalkiness’ by a fi ltration step using a decanter or some form 
of continuous fi ltration.” The quality is excellent but the 
yield of protein is unfortunately only about half compared to 
the almost 100% achieved by the original Illinois method.”
 3. What are the developments in the market areas? 
Soyfoods industry and market statistics published annually 
by Shurtleff. Trends in: Japan, South East Asia, Indian 
Subcontinent, Mid East [Middle East], Europe (Flavor is not 
as good as in Japan. “There is also a political impediment. It 
would be suicidal to set up a soymilk industry as a ‘substitute 
cow’s milk...’ considering today’s ailing European dairy 
industry and the militant stand of the European dairy farmer. 
But as surely as margarine has come and been accepted, a 
prime quality soymilk will come to Europe. It is a matter of 
time”). Africa (fi nancing troubles, the good work of IITA 
in Ibadan, Nigeria). South America (“A market spoilt! Take 
Brazil–the world’s 2nd largest producer and exporter [of 
soybeans]. People have had inferior quality product almost 
forced down their mouth”). North America.
 4. What is the state of the art in the manufacturing 
technique for a “bean free” tasting soymilk? (Contains a 
fl ow chart with 13 steps, of which No. 10 states: “Blend 
ingredients: Blend into the soybase the ingredients necessary 
to a particular formulation, e.g., sugar, vegetable fat, 

emulsifi er–stabilizer, fl avouring–aromas,” p. 16)
 This paper deals with the phenomenal growth of the 
soymilk industry in northeast Asia, and the likeliness that its 
infl uence will spread worldwide in the near future.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the word “soybase” to refer to 
a concentrated form of soymilk. However, no defi nition of 
the degree of concentration or total solids content is given. 
Address: Soya Process Product Manager, Alfa-Laval, Box 
1008, S-221 03, Lund, Sweden.

2746. Freckmann, James K. 1984. Korea: Surge in vegoil 
use favors U.S. soybean sales. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). July. p. 21.
• Summary: Korea’s vegetable oil consumption has been 
increasing 10 to 15% a year ever since 1975, largely led 
by soybean and palm oil. The U.S. supplies virtually all of 
Korea’s imported soybeans. Address: Agricultural Counselor, 
Seoul.

2747. Soybean Update. 1984. India oilseed production up. 
Aug. 6.
• Summary: “India’s oilseed production in 1983/84 is 
estimated at 14.3 million tons, up from the drought reduced 
crop of 12.2 million last year.” “... USDA puts veg oil 
production in 1984/85 at 3.2 million tons, equal to last year,” 
up from 2.8 million in 1982/83.
 “Veg oil imports are projected to rise to 1.36 million 
tons in 1984/85, up from 1.33 the previous year. Soybean oil 
imports in 1983/84 are forecast to rise to 650,000 tons, up 
from 500,000 tons in 1982/83.”

2748. Wehr, Elizabeth. 1984. The free-marketer’s 
favorite vegetable: Can a soy-based farm policy halt U.S. 
agriculture’s slide? Congressional Quarterly. Aug. 11. p. 
1959-1962. *
• Summary: “Once so negligible that New Deal farm 
policies ignored them, soybeans are now grown by about 
600,000 farmers in 30 states. As much as a fi fth of U.S. crop 
land is planted in soybeans each year... It’s America’s largest 
cash-income crop, and the soybean complex–beans, meal 
and oil–is our second-largest agricultural export earner.” 
Reprinted by the Oakland Tribune (California) as “Could 
soybeans be the savior for American agriculture?” (9 Sept. 
1984).

2749. Higgins, Holly S. 1984. Soybean exports to Spain-
Portugal spell stiffer product competition. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. p. 
19-21.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean exports to Spain and Portugal 
have grown steadily in recent years, but U.S. exporters 
of soybean products–meal and oil–are now facing stiffer 
competition from these countries–primarily because of 
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policy changes to aid domestic producers.
 “Spanish and Portuguese production of soybean meal 
and oil now exceeds domestic requirements and the surplus 
is being exported to the world market.
 “However, despite efforts to boost domestic production 
of oilseed crops, both Spain and Portugal continue to depend 
on imported soybeans to meet their feed requirements.
 “Drought conditions reduced production of domestic 
oilseeds in 1983–notably sunfl owerseed–in both countries. 
Yet over the past few years, increased oilseed crushings 
for livestock and poultry feed have produced a surplus of 
vegetable oil and, more recently, protein meal.
 “This excess production led to the policy changes 
as farm offi cials in Spain and Portugal attempt to protect 
domestic olive oil and oilseed producers.
 “Spain has emerged as the world’s third largest exporter 
of soybean oil, behind the United States and Brazil. Portugal, 
with its own protectionist policies, has made a similar shift, 
and in 1982, it became an exporter of soybean meal.
 “U.S. Processors’ Group Files Petition: In response to 
the protectionist measures in both countries, the National 
Soybean Processors’ Association (NSPA) in April 1983 fi led 
a petition with the offi ce of the U.S. Trade Representative 
(USTR) under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974, alleging 
that Spain and Portugal maintain policies which burden and 
restrict U.S. trade in soybean products.
 “In May 1983, the USTR accepted portions of the NSPA 
petition and a public hearing was held in June to consider 
trade issues. Bilateral consultations under GATT Article 
XXII were held in Spain and Portugal in late 1983. Based on 
these talks, further information exchanges and consultations 
should take place shortly. U.S. exports to Spain of oilseeds 
and products, consisting mostly of soybeans and soybean 
meal, were valued at $549 million in 1983, compared with 
$721 million in 1982. Those to Portugal totaled $222 million 
in 1983 versus $177 million the year earlier, with the major 
products being soybeans and sunfl owerseed.
 “A closer look at the oilseed sector in these two 
countries follows:
 “Spain–Olive oil is Spain’s traditional vegetable oil 
for domestic consumers. Because yields normally fl uctuate 
as much as 25 percent from year to year, the government’s 
policy has concentrated on protecting Spain’s olive oil 
producers through price supports, direct subsidies and tax 
rebates on exports.
 However, as the Spanish livestock and broiler industries 
expanded over the years, large amounts of competing 
vegetable oils came onto the Spanish market as byproducts 
of oilseeds crushed for protein meals.
 “Domestic Expansion in Sun Oil Output: In addition to 
increased soybean oil production from imported soybeans–
mostly from the United States, Spain’s efforts to promote 
alternate oilseed crops resulted in a dramatic increase in 
sunfl owerseed oil production Rapidly expanding demand 

and the emergence of cheaper vegetable oils on the Spanish 
market led to a relative decline in olive oil consumption.
 “The government’s traditional policy of protecting 
olive oil producers needed revamping to keep olive oil 
consumption at high levels.
 “Soybean Oil Consumption Limited by Quota System: 
Spain established a domestic marketing quota in 1976 
to restrict the consumption of soybean oil. Originally set 
at about 240,000 tons, the quota has been progressively 
reduced to the current level of 90,000 tons. These marketing 
quotas are announced each autumn after taking into account 
estimated olive oil and sunfl owerseed oil production and 
consumption levels. Any residual vegetable oil requirements 
are allocated to soybean oil. Although marketing quotas have 
reduced Spain’s consumption of soybean oil, total vegetable 
oil consumption has increased substantially. Meanwhile, both 
sunfl owerseed oil and olive oil have benefi ted. The share 
of the traditional staple, olive oil, rebounded to 44 percent 
in 1982/83 while that for the relative newcomer, sun oil, 
rose to 33 percent. Together, these two oils are expected to 
account for more than 80 percent of Spanish vegetable oil 
consumption in 1983/84.
 “Spain Continues To Export Soybean Oil: Because 
soybean oil in excess of the marketing quota must be 
exported, Spain’s soybean oil exports have risen dramatically 
over the past 10 years. They averaged only about 60,000 tons 
annually in the early 1970s before peaking at 478,000 tons in 
1981/82.
 “Spanish soybean oil exports are expected to decline for 
the second straight time this year to 390,000 tons. But, they 
still benefi t from tax rebates and preferential export fi nancing 
schemes designed to enhance Spain’s competitiveness 
on the world market. Spanish oil competes with the U.S. 
counterpart in such markets as Morocco, Tunisia and 
Yugoslavia.
 “Oilseed Policies Avoided in EC Accession Talks:
 “This past February, offi cials of the European 
Community (EC) presented Spanish negotiators with a 
declaration on agriculture outlining the EC position on 
Spanish membership. However, they avoided any proposals 
on vegetable oils and oilseeds, which are to be discussed at 
some future date.
 “Spain’s current domestic oilseed policy of extensive 
subsidies, taxes and quotas is a major issue yet to be worked 
out in accordance with the EC’s Common Agricultural Policy 
(CAP). Plans call for negotiations to be completed in 1984, 
with Spain’s accession to take place in January 1986.
 “Portugal–The most signifi cant development in 
Portugal’s oilseed industry in recent years has been the 
growth of a government-supported crushing industry.
 “Given negligible local production of oilseeds, 
imports of soybeans (chiefl y from the United States) and 
sunfl owerseed have increased. At the same time, imports of 
protein meal for feed purposes have fallen dramatically.
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 “Procurement and price policies, as implemented by 
the government oilseed monopoly IAPO (The Olive and 
Oilseed Institute), have brought about these changes, which 
made Portugal self-suffi cient in protein meals and a surplus 
Producer of vegetable oils in 1983.
 “To keep vegetable oil stocks at reasonable levels and to 
help olive oil producers, the Portuguese government controls 
the vegetable oil market through domestic pricing programs 
that ensure healthy margins for the crushing industry.
 “Oilseed Production Off; Imports Up: Drought 
conditions in the major sunfl owerseed producing areas have 
cut Portugal’s oilseed production forecast nearly in half for 
1983/84. However, domestic output of sunfl owerseed and 
saffl owerseed represents less than 2 percent of Portugal’s 
annual oilseed crushing needs.
 “The country’s rapidly expanding crushing capacity 
pushed total oilseed imports, especially soybeans, to a record 
high in 1982/83, with soybean imports peaking at 638,000 
tons. Imports are forecast to decline in 1983/84 to 600,000 
tons due to reduced world supply as well as Portugal’s 
economic recession and foreign exchange problems.
 “The United States has always been a major supplier of 
soybeans to Portugal.
 “In 1981/82, roughly 97 percent of Portugal’s soybeans 
came from the United States. Because of a strong dollar 
and reduced Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) credit 
guarantees, the U.S. soybean share is projected to fall 
slightly in 1983/84.
 “Excess of Meal and Oil: Portuguese imports of protein 
meal are projected at only 40,000 tons in 1983/84, down 75 
percent from 1980/81.” Address: Oilseeds and Products Div., 
FAS. Phone: 202-447-6234.

2750. Reddington, John J. 1984. Pakistan: Modest growth 
likely in U.S. soybean meal sales. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Aug. p. 18.
• Summary: With the expansion of its poultry industry and 
an increase in its livestock population, Pakistan has not only 
begun to cut back on its fi shmeal exports, but also has begun 
importing soybean meal. The fi rst such purchase, in late 
1982, amounted to about 5,000 tonnes. The forecast for 1985 
is 30,000 tons. Address: Agricultural Attaché, Islamabad.

2751. Soybean Update. 1984. Indian imports to reach record. 
Sept. 3.
• Summary: “Indian imports of oils and fats in 1983/84 will 
hit a record level of 1.56 million tonnes, up from 1.26 last 
year and above the previous record of 1.38 in 1980/81.
 “Soybean oil imports should hit 669,000 tonnes, up from 
455,000 last season. Rapeseed oil imports are projected at 
209,000 tonnes, up sharply from 99,000.”

2752. High Plains Journal (Dodge City, Kansas). 1984. 
USSR grain imports approach all-time high. Sept. 10.

• Summary: Soviet grain imports for 1984-85 are now 
forecast at a near-record 43 million tons, well above the 
nearly 33 million tons for the past two seasons. The reason? 
Large feed requirements from a strong livestock sector and 
another reduced crop.
 The Indian Agriculture Ministry has approved a Rs. 380 
million (about U.S. $34.5 million) development project to 
raise oilseed production. Items such as seeds and fertilizers 
will be subsidized or supplied free to the project, to try to 
help reduce India’s huge imports of edible oils. These are 
expected to rise to a record 1.3 million tons in 1983-84.
 “The Ministry of Agriculture in Egypt announced 
informally the previously reported ban on imported soybean 
meal has been lifted, as the domestic surplus has abated. The 
local press has reported Egypt will begin to produce soymilk 
for infant feeding in conjunction with France. This soymilk 
plant will reportedly use 10% of Egypt’s annual soybean 
crop. The 1984-85 soybean crop is forecast at 180,000 tons; 
the 1983-84 crop is estimated at 162,000 tons.”

2753. Chen, Steve. 1984. Soyfoods in the Far East and USA: 
Products, markets, trends. In: American Soybean Assoc., 
ed. 1984. First European Soyfoods Workshop, Proceedings. 
Brussels, Belgium: ASA. 36 p. See p. C1-C38. Held Sept. 
27-28 at Amsterdam, Netherlands. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. 1. Introduction: Ten 
reasons why soybeans will be a key protein source for the 
future. 1. Soyfood products. A. Non-fermented soyfoods: 
Fresh green soybeans, soybean sprouts, soynuts, soymilk, 
soy fl our, yuba or soy protein fi lm, tofu. B. Fermented 
soyfoods: Soy sauce, miso, tempeh, natto, fermented tofu, 
fermented black soybeans (tou-shih, hamanatto). 3. Soyfoods 
markets and trends in the Far East: Taiwan, China, Japan, 
South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, 
Philippines. 4. Soyfoods markets and trends in the U.S. 5. 
References. Plus 15 tables and 8 fi gures.
 “It is our [American Soybean Association’s] strong 
intention that marketing and consumption of soy protein 
should not in any way deter the expansion of the production 
and sale of as much animal protein as the world can be 
expected to produce in the years ahead. Soy protein foods are 
being intentionally brought to the market to complement and 
not necessarily to replace animal protein products.”
 “Taiwan imported 1.41 million tonnes (metric tons) of 
soybeans in 1983 and used about 250,000 tonnes as soyfoods 
for direct human consumption, which made Taiwan one of 
the highest in per capita consumption of soyfoods (13.2 kg 
or 29 lb) in the world. In the past 10 years (1974-1983), the 
consumption of traditional soyfoods showed an average 
increase of 3% per year as compared to 12% and 8.1% for 
poultry and soy oil, respectively. The market for packaged 
soymilk, soy pudding and tofu has also been expanding 
rapidly in recent years in Taiwan.” Table 7 shows the 
production of soymilk in Taiwan, which grew from 103,600 
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tonnes in 1974 to 210,000 tonnes in 1983, for an average 
growth rate of 8.2% a year.
 China produces about 9 million tones of soybeans a 
year, and about half of these are consumed as soyfoods, 
giving a per capita consumption of 4.5 kg of soyfoods. 
“An improvement in the general economy and soyfood 
technology and equipment will bring a sharp increase in 
soybean demand and more soyfoods consumption.”
 In South Korea soymilk consumption has increased 
more than seven-fold in the last 4 years. Currently about 
10,000 tonnes of soybeans are used to make 70,000 tonnes 
of soymilk. “It is projected that soymilk production in Korea 
will double in 1984 as compared to the previous year.”
 Indonesia continues to be Southeast Asia’s largest 
consumer of soybeans as food. In 1982/83 soybean 
consumption was 6.7 kg per capita. Indonesia consumes 
about 1 million tonnes of soybeans annually, 60-65% of them 
in the form of tofu and 35 to 40% as tempeh.
 Malaysia consumes only about 30,000 tonnes of 
soybeans per year as food. In Singapore, more than 75% 
of the population of 2.5 million are Chinese. Therefore 
tofu, soysauce, and soymilk are the predominant traditional 
soyfoods consumed.
 Thailand consumes about 40,000 tonnes of soybeans a 
year as food, mainly in the form of tofu. The Philippines uses 
only 5,000 tonnes of soybeans annually for food, mainly as 
tofu.
 To summarize (Table 6), annual per capita consumption 
of soybeans in various East Asian countries, in descending 
order of the amount consumed, is as follows: Taiwan 13.2 
kg (population 19 million); Japan 8.3 kg (population 120 
million); South Korea 7.5 kg (population 40 million); 
Indonesia 6.7 kg (population 150 million); Singapore 6.25 
kg (population 2.4 million); China 4.5 kg (population 
1,000 million); Malaysia 2.1 kg (population 14 million); 
Thailand 0.8 kg (population 50 million); Philippines 0.3 
kg (population 15 million). Address: Director, American 
Soybean Assoc., Room 603, Kwang-Wu Building, No. 386, 
Tun Hua South Road, Taipei, Taiwan.

2754. Epp, Peter H. 1984. Growers’ interest in supplying 
export markets. In: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food, Market Development Branch. 1984. Workshop on 
Export Markets for Ontario Soybeans: Edited Proceedings. 
45 p. See p. 42-45. Held 5 Sept. 1984 at Wheels Motor Inn, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada. 28 cm.
• Summary: In 1954 Ontario soybean growers began to 
seek export markets when the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board organized the fi rst export of Canadian 
soybeans to the United Kingdom.
 In the late 1960s, samples of Canadian soybeans were 
forwarded to Pacifi c Rim countries to try to determine 
whether Canadian varieties were acceptable to the tofu and 
miso markets of those countries.

 The replies indicated that Japanese food manufacturers 
preferred U.S. varieties such as Kanrich, Amsoy, Corsoy, 
Ohio, and I.O.M. (Indiana, Ohio, Michigan) soybeans.
 In 1970 an export promotion booklet titled “Cansoy” 
was introduced to 52 foreign countries promoting the story 
of Canadian soybeans.
 “Ontario soybean samples continued to be forwarded 
annually but received no support or interest until the spring 
of 1972. At that time the C. Itoh people in Toronto indicated 
the Harwood variety, produced by the Harrow Research 
Station, possessed qualities favorable to the manufacture of 
tofu and miso. C. Itoh was willing to purchase a shipment 
of 750 tons for further testing by some of their customers. 
The soybean board made several important decisions: (1) To 
include a letter with the soybeans from the Canadian Grain 
Commission stating that the shipment consisted of 85-90% 
Harwood variety soybeans. In other words, the identity of the 
Harwood variety had been preserved or maintained, and not 
mixed with other varieties. This marks the start of Canada’s 
identity preserved (IP) program and a strong commitment 
to providing the soybean characteristics that Asian food 
products wanted. (2) To pay $6,920 of the total freight and 
stevedoring costs to Japan.
 In Feb. 1982 the OSGMB sponsored its fi rst export 
mission to Asia–to Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, and Malaysia.
 Since the Harwood variety, Dr. Buzzel of the Harrow 
Research Station has devoted a great deal of time breeding 
soybean varieties suitable for the edible market. Address: 
Chairman, Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada.

2755. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984. Inside 
AOCS: Focus [History of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society and of oils in America]. 61(9):1428-37. Sept.
• Summary: “Until the mid-1800s, the majority of U.S. 
edible fats and oils came from animals in the forms of 
butter, lard, and edible tallow.” The Interstate Cotton Seed 
Crushers’ Association was formed in July 1897 and formally 
incorporated in 1898. In May 1909 the Society of Cotton 
Products Analysts was founded; it was offi cially named 
and organized in May 1910, and it changed its name to 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society in 1920. In the early 
1900s cottonseed oil was the main vegetable oil used in 
America. In 1911-12 some 446 million lb were used in lard 
compounds (shortening) and 179 million lb for cooking and 
baking. These two uses accounted for 2/3 of the total. Of the 
remainder, 19% was used for soap making, 9% for salad oil, 
3% for margarine, 1% for sardine packing, and 1% for other 
uses.
 “It was not long before society offi cials realized 
cottonseed was only part of their future. One indication 
was the growing interest in soybeans. Although soy oil was 
introduced commercially to the U.S. between 1910 and 1919, 
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there was little interest initially in growing soybeans as a 
source of oil and meal. Instead, they were grown for fodder 
and soil improvement. Most soy oil at this time was imported 
as crude oil and used for industrial purposes–soft soaps and 
paints–or refi ned and deodorized for such edible purposes as 
shortening and margarine.
 “The demand for soy oil and for all food grade and 
industrial oils increased dramatically following the outbreak 
of World War I...
 “The society changed its name to the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society in 1920.”

2756. Loh, Michael. 1984. An overview of export markets 
for edible soybeans. In: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food, Market Development Branch. 1984. Workshop on 
Export Markets for Ontario Soybeans: Edited Proceedings. 
45 p. See p. 1-9. Held 5 Sept. 1984 at Wheels Motor Inn, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Ontario fi rst exported edible soybeans in 1972 
and over 12 years have built it into a $40 million business. 
1981 was our best year when exports totalled $46 million... 
The bulk of Ontario’s soybean exports are sold to the Far 
East [East Asia]–Japan ($8 million in 1983), Singapore ($6 
million), Hong Kong ($3.5 million), Malaysia ($1 million), 
Indonesia, and Korea.” In these countries soybeans are 
consumed in the daily diet of the people. In Japan, for 
example, they are made into miso, tofu, natto, soymilk and 
shoyu. Korea also makes soy sprouts, Indonesia makes 
tempeh, and Singapore, Malaysia, and Hong Kong make 
dried yuba. In addition, sales to the Netherlands, United 
Kingdom, and France are quite signifi cant.
 Concerning Ontario’s market share of soybean imports 
for food use: Japan imports 877,300 tonnes, of which 27,000 
tonnes or 3.1% is from Ontario. Singapore and Malaysia 
import 36,000 tonnes, of which 20,000 tonnes or 55.0% is 
from Ontario. Hong Kong imports 20,000 tonnes, of which 
10,000 tonnes or 50.0% is from Ontario.
 Japan’s sources of its 877,300 tonnes of imported 
soybeans are as follows: USA 570,000 tonnes (65%), China 
280,000 (32%), Canada 27,000, South America 300.
 Japan uses its 877,300 tonnes of imported soybeans as 
follows: tofu 485,000 tonnes (55.3%), miso 180,000, natto 
185,000, soymilk 25,000, cooked soybeans 10,000, shoyu 
6,500, other 85,800. Within these fi gures, Ontario’s soybeans 
are used as follows: Miso 20,000 tonnes (11.1% of the total), 
natto 5,000 tonnes (5.9%), and tofu 2,000 tonnes (0.4%). 
Address: Export Development Specialist, Ontario Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food, Toronto, Canada.

2757. Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, Market 
Development Branch. 1984. Workshop on export markets for 
Ontario soybeans: Edited proceedings. Ontario, Canada. 45 
p. Held 5 Sept. 1984 at Wheels Motor Inn, Chatham, ONT, 
Canada. 28 cm.

• Summary: Contains 9 chapters by various authors, most 
cited separately. Address: Ontario, Canada.

2758. Williams, Gary W.; Thompson, Robert L. 1984. 
The South American soybean industry: Its growth and 
future prospects. Quarterly J. of International Agriculture 
(Zeitschrift fuer Auslaendische Landwirtschaft) 23(3):264-
80. July/Sept. [13 ref. Eng; ger]*
Address: 1. Asst. Prof., Iowa State Univ.; 2. Senior Staff 
Economist, Council of Economic Advisors, on leave from 
Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

2759. Soybean Update. 1984. 1985 South American ag study 
mission, January 28–February 18. Oct. 4. 2 p. Supplement.
• Summary: Join the SoyNet Travel Forum on an “intense 
23-day study mission to Brazil and Argentina to see the 
crucial South American soybean harvest.”
 An outline map of South America shows the major 
soybean producing countries and the major soybean 
producing areas within each country.
 “Tour: The world’s largest soybean farm located in 
Brazil’s newer agricultural area. 10,000 areas of soybeans 
farmed and managed by a staff of hundreds.
 “Argentina’s rich agricultural La Pampa region, an area 
of black fertile soil and untapped soybean potential.
 “The expanding soybean areas of Paraguay, a country 
that is quickly building up its bean production and exports.
 Sightsee: Rio de Janeiro, Brazilia [Brasilia], Buenos 
Aires (South America’s most sophisticated city). Iguassu / 
Iguazu Falls.
 You will also travel to Caracas, Venezuela, to see ASA’s 
newest export promotion offi ce.

2760. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984. New 
soy crushing facility [in Indonesia]. 61(10):1521, 1523. Oct.
• Summary: “Indonesia’s fi rst soybean crushing facility 
is expected to be operational in late 1985 or early 1986, 
reducing that nation’s dependence on imported soybean meal 
for its poultry industry and increasing the volume of soybean 
imports.
 “The plant capacity is estimated at 300,000 tonnes 
annually, which should produce about 240,000 tonnes of 
meal. That is about the volume of soybean meal imported 
from the U.S. during 1984. Domestically produced soybeans 
are used almost exclusively for human foods such as tempeh 
and tofu.
 “Oil palm and coconut are the major sources of 
vegetable oil in Indonesia, with palm, palm kernel and 
coconut oils accounting for 99% of Indonesia’s 1.8 million 
tonne production.”

2761. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984. China 
cuts oilseed acreage. 61(10):1521. Oct.
• Summary: “China is shifting acreage from oilseed crops 
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to grains, which will mean increased Chinese vegetable oil 
imports during the coming season and declining exports, 
according to Oil World, the German weekly fats and oils 
trade publication...
 “China’s ministry of agriculture has released statistics 
on 1983 production showing soybean production at 9.76 
million tonnes, cottonseed at 9.27 million tonnes, rapeseed at 
4.29 million tonnes and peanuts 3.9 million tonnes. Forecasts 
for those same crops for 1984 are 9.5 million tonnes, 8.95 
million tonnes, 4.6 million tonnes and 3.96 million tonnes, 
respectively.
 “A USDA report from China reports a Chinese 
newspaper claimed China has become the world’s leading 
exporter of soy sauce with 1983 sales of 27,500 tonnes 
valued at $10.5 million shipped to more than 50 nations.”

2762. Lehrer, Marvin. 1984. Jamaica: No. 1 Caribbean 
market for U.S. soybeans. Foreign Agriculture (USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service). Oct. p. 21.
• Summary: Because of the strong demand for poultry meat, 
Jamaica was the No. 1 market for U.S. soybeans in the 
Caribbean last year. Imports rose to a record 70,000 tons in 
1983. Jamaica Soy Products Industries (JSPI) is the country’s 
sole soybean crushing plant. Address: Agricultural Attaché, 
Santo Domingo.

2763. Williams, Gary W.; Thompson, Robert L. 1984. The 
Brazilian soybean industry: Economic structure and policy 
interventions. USDA Economic Research Service, Foreign 
Agricultural Economic Report No. 200. iv + 31 p. Oct. Illust. 
[34 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. The soybean 
economy: Soybean production, the crushing industry, oil 
and meal markets, soybean and products trade. Government 
market interventions: Production policies and programs, 
domestic consumption policies, export policies. An analysis 
of the market: The supply of soybeans equation, the 
demand for crushing equation, the Brazilian demand for 
oils equation, the demand for high-protein meal equation, 
the policy intervention equations, validation of the model. 
Effects of market intervention. Conclusions.
 Brazil has successfully challenged U.S. dominance as a 
principal soybean product supplier in the 1970s. This success 
is believed to have been largely the result of government 
subsidies and policies favoring soybean production and 
exports. “This report is based on a complete model of the 
world soybean economy, which measures the complex 
relationships among prices, policies, and other factors. For 
example, the effect of economic variables from Government 
intervention in the soybean industry is examined, showing 
that some of the policy interventions may actually have 
benefi ted U.S. soybean and product export sales.
 “In 1960 Brazil exported no soybeans or products. 
The United States, by contrast, held sizable shares of the 

global market: 76.3-percent soybeans, 47.2-percent soybean 
meal, and 71.1-percent soybean oil. The 1981 estimated 
fi gures show a far different picture. Brazil exported 44.1 
percent of all soybean meal compared with U.S. shipments 
of 31.4 percent. Brazil’s soybean oil exports amounted to a 
36.1-percent share, and the U.S. share dipped to 23 percent. 
The United States, however, maintained a major share of 
soybean exports, 82.2 percent, compared with only 5.4 
percent for Brazil.
 “A rapid expansion of Brazil’s agricultural frontier 
coincided with a surge in world demand for soybeans and 
products to challenge U.S. dominance in the world soybean 
market. The high quality of Brazilian soybeans helped to 
shift buyer interest to that source. Soybeans produced in 
the major growing areas of Parana and Sao Paulo have a 
higher oil and protein content than U.S. beans. Buyers for 
the European crushing industry, for example, were willing to 
pay $3 to $5 more per metric ton for Brazilian beans despite 
their higher content of discoloring dust and free fatty acids 
which increased refi ning costs. Europeans have expressed a 
preference for Brazil’s protein meal as well. This is because 
U.S. meal sometimes contains as little as 40-percent protein 
compared with Brazil’s 47 to 48 percent.
 “Brazil’s soybean growers also enjoy a seasonal 
advantage over American farmers. Their March-to-May 
harvest ideally fi lls peak-price August orders; the September/
October U.S. harvest matches a post-August price drop 
which usually lasts until February.” Address: Dep. of 
Economics, Iowa State Univ., Ames.

2764. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service). 1984. ASA promoting increased soybean use in 
Japan. Nov. p. 2.
• Summary: The American Soybean Assoc. is working with 
Japanese hog farmers to boost U.S. exports of soybeans. 
Japan has about 88,000 hog producers, feeding out about 
20 million hogs each year. Fishmeal has long been a part of 
Japanese hog rations and producers are reluctant to change.

2765. Hillyer, Gregg. 1984. Turkey: A new market arises [for 
soybeans]. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 29-31.
• Summary: Turkey’s poultry industry is growing rapidly. 
“Within 5 years it is estimated that Turkish broil numbers 
will increase from the present 60 million to about 150 to 
200 million per year.” There are now large, modern poultry 
farms. Turkey’s poultry industry currently feeds 40,000 
metric tons (mt) of soybean meal annually... but needs at 
least an additional 55,000 mt just to meet demand.
 Dennis Blankenship “points out that the average fed 
conversion ratio in the Turkish poultry industry is about 3 to 
1. That compares with 2 to 1 and better in the U.S.
 Turkey’s great ambition is to increase livestock 
production. “The groundwork has already started on the 
fi rst link in a trade bridge between the U.S. and Turkey. (1) 
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The U.S. has granted Turkey $85.5 million in GSM-5 direct 
credits for purchases of U.S. agricultural commodities, 
including $16.5 million for U.S. soybeans and/or meal.” 
(2) The Turkish government has lifted a law that prohibited 
importing soybeans and soybean meal into the country, 
and reduced the grossly large $400 a ton import surcharge 
on soybean meal down to $10. The surcharge on whole 
soybeans was reduced to $4 per ton. However a Turkish law 
still prohibits Turkish crushers from exporting soybean meal 
(SBM).
 Ozdemir Ali Yarar’s company in Istanbul is known 
throughout Turkey for its powdered soft drink mix, Lezzo. 
Now he’s test marketing soy-enriched yogurt, 100% soymilk, 
and soy-fortifi ed Bulgur.
 In 1982 Turkey produced about 40,000 tons of soybeans, 
about half of which grew in the fertile Cukarova Valley in 
southern Turkey as a double crop. Nine color photos show 
scenes in Turkey related to soy.

2766. Williams, Gary W.; Thompson, Robert L. 1984. 
Brazilian soybean policy: The international effects of 
intervention. American J. of Agricultural Economics 
66(4):488-98. Nov. [16 ref]
• Summary: “This paper examines the effects of the complex 
set of Brazilian soybean sector policies on the world soybean 
and products market. Brazilian policy makers have intended 
to encourage domestic crushing of soybeans and exports 
of processed rather than raw soybeans. Removal of the 
Brazilian policy set for the period 1960-78 is simulated with 
an econometric model of the world soybean market. The 
results indicate that the intervention objectives were not 
achieved. Moreover, the U.S. soybean industry has benefi ted 
from the policies.”
 The spectacular growth in Brazilian soybean production 
and export of soybeans and soy products over the last decade 
has eroded U.S. dominance of the world soybean market. 
Brazil now produces 15% of the world’s soybeans, compared 
with only 1% in the early 1960s.
 “By 1977, Brazil exported more soybean meal and 
almost as much soybean oil as the United States.” Address: 
1. Asst. Prof., Iowa State Univ.

2767. Soybean Update. 1984. Developing countries best 
growth markets for soybeans. Dec. 10.
• Summary: “The major export growth area for the U.S. 
bean complex is in the developing countries of Asia and 
South America,” according to Rich McDonnell, Deputy 
Director of Analysis for the Foreign Agricultural Service 
(FAS). “McDonnell said the developing countries of Mexico, 
Taiwan, South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Venezuela 
have shown a signifi cantly higher rate of import growth 
during the last few years than Western Europe, Japan and the 
Soviet Union.
 “Soybean shipments into those 6 countries rose about 

400% in 1983/84 from 1.1 million tonnes imported in 
1974/75, reported McDonnell. While the USDA analyst does 
not foresee a long continuation of this rate of growth, he 
stresses that ‘per capita consumption of meal and oil in these 
countries is far from saturation levels.’”

2768. Soybean Update. 1984. ASA proposes legislation to 
promote trade with Soviets. Dec. 24.
• Summary: American Soybean Assoc. (ASA) announced on 
Dec. 20 a major initiative to reopen U.S. soybean exports to 
the Soviet Union. ASA has proposed legislation to create a 
“Major Export Market” designation for the USSR and other 
countries that do not qualify for Most Favored Nation status. 
ASA leaders have met twice with Soviet ag offi cials in the 
past month to discuss ag and trade related concerns, and ASA 
has proposed feeding trials in the USSR. The Soviet Union 
represents a signifi cant potential market for U.S. soybeans 
but “U.S. trade restrictions, changes in trade patterns caused 
by embargoes, and a shortage of market development funds 
have prevented U.S. farmers from realizing the benefi ts of 
this export potential.”

2769. Meilke, Karl D. 1984. An economic profi le of the 
Ontario soybean industry. University of Guelph, School 
of Agricultural Economics and Extension Education, 
Publication AEEE/84/9. x + 97 p. Dec. Also published in 
March 1983 under the same title as a 105-page report for Dr. 
Nelson Ball, Director, Agricultural and Food Development, 
Agriculture Canada, Toronto, ONT, Canada. 28 cm. [42 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: The role of soybeans 
and soybean products in the world oilseeds market, the 
importance of soybeans in Canada and Ontario, objectives, 
outline of the study. 2. Ontario soybean production: Soybean 
production, spatial distribution of production, number of 
farm production units and trends in their size, costs-of-
production, Ontario soybean yields, expected changes 
in soybean production technology. 3. Ontario soybean 
marketing: Institutional structure, soybean domestic demand 
and trade, soybean meal domestic demand and trade, 
soybean oil domestic demand and trade, tariff structure, 
soybean marketing, seasonality of Ontario soybean prices. 4. 
Ontario soybean processing: Soybean processing capacity, 
technology employed, investment pattern, institutional 
structure, performance of the processing industry, fi nancial 
performance, major changes in the processing industry. 
5. The international soybean market: Major competitors, 
cost of production of competitors, recent and expected 
trends in production for major soybean exporters and 
importers (United States, Brazil, Argentina, Japan, European 
Community), policy and economic environment affecting 
soybean supply and demand. 6. Opportunities for expansion 
of production, processing and marketing of soybeans. 7. 
Constraints to expansion of Ontario soybean production, 
processing and marketing. References.
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 Tables: 1.4. Canada’s trade in oilseeds and oilseed 
products, 1970-1982. 1.5. Canada’s trade in soybeans 
and soybean products, 1970-1983. 1.6. Ontario farm cash 
receipts by commodity, selected years. 2.1 Ontario soybean 
area, yield, production, average farm price and farm value, 
1970/71 to 1983/84. 2.2 Ontario soybean/corn price ratios 
and soybean production, 1970/71 to 1983/84. 2.3 Ontario 
soybean production by county, 1972 to 1981, ‘000 bushels. 
2.4 Soybean production as a percent of total cropland, in 
Ontario, by county, 1976 and 1981. 2.6 Distribution of farms 
growing soybeans in 1981, by size, for selected counties. 
2.7 Trends in soybean production costs and input use, 
Ontario, 1957-1959, 1973-1974, and 1980. 2.8 Estimated 
soybean production costs Ontario and the United States, 
1980. 2.9 United States and Ontario soybean yields. 2.10 
Estimated trend in soybean yields, Canada and the United 
States, bushels/acre. 3.1 Canada, supply and disposition of 
soybeans, 1968/69 to 1983/84, 1,000 mt. 3.2 Canada, imports 
of soybeans by country of origin, 1970 to 1981. 3.3 Canada, 
soybean exports by country of destination, 1970 to 1981. 
3.5 Canada, soybean meal exports by country of destination, 
1970 to 1981. 3.6 Canada, imports of soybean meal by 
country of origin, 1970 to 1981. 3.9 Canada, soybean oil 
exports by country of destination, 1970 to 1981. 4.1 Imports 
of soybean meal by province.
 Figures: 2.1 Soybean acreage and production in Ontario, 
1941-1982. 3.1 Comparison of Canadian (PSO2) and United 
States (PSO4*ER34) soybean prices, 1968(1)–1982(3). 
3.3 Comparison of Canadian (PSM2) and United States 
(PSM4*ER34) soybean meal prices, 1968(1)–1982(4).
 Argentina: Soybean production in Argentina is 
increasing rapidly, just as it did in Brazil a decade earlier, 
and for much the same reasons. Argentina’s economy is 
heavily in debt, infl ation is high and widespread, the policy 
environment is uncertain, and there are cash fl ow problems. 
However the soybean is seen as part of the solution to these 
problems. Soybean production has increased from about 
0.027 mmt (million metric tons) in 1970/71 (beginning 
April), to about 0.496 mmt in 1975/76, to an estimated 4.150 
mmt in 1982/83 (see table 5.9, from USDA, FAS [Foreign 
Agricultural Service]).
 About 85% of the soybeans cultivated in Argentina are 
double cropped with wheat. They compete for land with 
cattle and corn. The stage of very rapid growth in soybean 
production appears to be nearing an end as Argentina’s 
farmers are reaching the limit of the land on which it is easy 
to grow soybeans.
 Soybean crushing has been slow to catch up with 
production. Table 5.9 shows that the soybean crush increased 
from 0.021 mmt in 1970/71 to an estimated 1.907 mmt in 
1982/83. Because of this, Argentina has become the world’s 
second larger exporter of whole soybeans, exporting 135% 
more than Brazil in 1982/83. However policies are now in 
place which will lead to expansion of Argentina’s crushing 

industry. In early 1983, whole soybeans were subject to a 
25% export tax while oil and meal were subsidized by 10%.
 Exports of whole soybeans from Argentina began in 
1973/74 with 0.050 mmt, but returned to zero in 1975/76. 
Thereafter they skyrocketed from 0.111 mmt in 1976/77 
to a peak of 2.776 mmt in 1979/80, falling slightly to an 
estimated 2.151 mmt in 1982/83.
 Exports of soybean meal have been modest, ranging 
from 0.25 and 0.28 mmt between 1976/77 and 1980/81 (table 
5.10, from USDA ARS [Agricultural Research Service]). 
But consumption of soybean meal in Argentina has been 
increasing, approximately doubling between 1973/74 and 
1982/83. A similar pattern emerges for soybean oil, but both 
exports and domestic demand are modest (table 5.11, from 
USDA ARS).
 In the future, Soybean production in Argentina is 
expected to expand, although not as rapidly as during the last 
10 years. The percentage of soybeans crushed in Argentina is 
expected to increase, and the country’s exportable surplus of 
soybean meal and oil will probably grow.
 Japan is the world’s single largest importer of soybeans. 
Between 1970 and 1980 soybean imports to Japan increased 
by 31%.
 Japan produces relatively small and declining amounts 
of oilseeds; primarily rapeseed, soybeans, and peanuts. 
Today Japan is a highly developed industrial nation and 
agriculture contributes only a small amount to the gross 
domestic product. In 1961 Japan’s agricultural land area 
peaked at 15.1 million acres, declining to about 13.3 million 
acres in 1978. “The area of orchards, permanent plantations 
and arable grasslands has increased considerably since 1960, 
while the area of ordinary upland fi elds (where oilseeds are 
grown) has dropped to about one-half its 1960 size.”
 Brazil: Beginning in the mid-1960s, Brazil started an 
aggressive export development program. Its goals were: (1) 
To slow the rate of infl ation. (2) To diversify exports. (3) To 
increase exports of value-added products. (4) To maximize 
foreign exchange earnings. One commodity that benefi ted 
from this program was the soybean. Soybean production in 
Brazil rose from 1.50 mmt in 1970/71 to 15.20 mmt in 1981-
82 (table 5.6, USDA FAS).
 Various factors account for the dramatic growth in 
Brazilian soybean production: (1) The climate in southern 
Brazil makes it possible to double crop wheat and soybeans. 
Double cropping is the practice of consecutively producing 
two crops of either like or unlike commodities on the same 
land during the same year. The government’s high support 
price for wheat substantially increased wheat area and 
encouraged double cropping. In 1975 some 50-70% of 
the soybean area in the major producing areas was double 
cropped with wheat.
 (2) Because of import controls on nitrogen fertilizer, 
soybeans may have become more attractive to Brazilian 
farmers as a legume that fi xes nitrogen in the soil. Since 
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Brazil has produces relatively little of its own nitrogen 
fertilizer, and that fertilizer is relatively expensive, soybeans 
are attractive because they require little nitrogen fertilizer 
and (as a legume) they add their own nitrogen to the soil.
 (3) Both Brazilian coffee policy and frosts have 
contributed to the increase in Brazilian soybean production. 
During the 1960s, when there was considerable excess in 
international coffee supplies, the government paid farmers 
to remove old coffee trees and plant other crops. Especially 
in the State of Parana, much of the new crop acreage was 
planted to soybeans. In July 1975, when severe frost killed 
over 15 percent of the coffee trees in Parana and severely 
damaged all the rest, much of this newly available land also 
went into soybeans.
 (4) Brazilian soybeans tend to have a relatively higher 
oil content than their U.S. counterparts (19% vs. 17.7%). 
So in 1973 and 1974 when vegetable oil prices in world 
markets rose dramatically, cultivation of soybeans in Brazil 
became more profi table. As Thompson (1979) writes: “There 
is simply no other crop or beef which can compete with 
soybeans on a profi t per hectare basis.”
 (5) Brazil’s poultry industry is growing rapidly, so 
the domestic demand for soybean meal as a protein feed 
supplement has increased signifi cantly.
 Table 5.6 titled “Brazil, soybean supply and 
disposition,” shows that soybean production increased 
from 1.509 mmt in 1970/71 to 12.835 mmt in 1982/03. 
The soybean crush increased from 0.932 mmt in 1970/71 
to 12.728 mmt in 1982/03. Exports of whole soybeans 
increased from 0.290 mmt in 1970/71 to a peak of 3.516 
mmt in 1975/76, then decreased to 0.810 mmt in 1982/03.
 Brazil’s policies designed to expand soybean crushing 
capacity and exports have been very successful; Brazil is 
presently the world’s largest exporter of soy meal and soy oil 
(tables 5.7 and 5.8). Because of this emphasis on crushing 
soybeans in Brazil, the country’s exports of whole soybeans 
have decreased since their peak in 1975/76 when exports 
where 33.5% of domestic production to only 6.3% of total 
production in 1982/83. Meanwhile, exports of soybean meal 
have increased from 0.588 mmt in 1970/71 to a peak of 
8.582 mmt in 1981/82. And exports of soybean oil meal have 
grown from 0.003 mmt in 1970/71 to a peak of 1.212 mmt in 
1981/82. Address: Ontario, Canada.

2770. Williams, Gary W. 1984. Development and future 
direction of the world soybean market. Quarterly J. of 
International Agriculture (Zeitschrift fuer auslaendische 
Landwirtschaft) 23(4):319-37. Oct/Dec. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: From relative obscurity less 
than 50 years ago, the soybean has emerged as one of the 
major agricultural commodities produced and traded in 
the world. World soybean production increased from 13 
million metric tons (mmt) immediately after World War II 
to nearly 94 mmt in 1982/83, boosting the soybean share 

of the world production of major food and feed grains (1) 
from 2% to 10% (cf. 17). The growth of the world market 
for soybeans has assisted in the development and contributed 
to the Prosperity of the agricultural sectors of both soybean-
producing and importing countries.
 “The soybean is only one of numerous commodities 
produced in the world for their fat, oil, and/or protein meal 
content. Soybeans, however, dominate world markets 
for these commodities, accounting for about 50% of the 
production and 80% of the exports of the eight major 
oilseeds of commercial importance in world markets (2) (cf. 
table 1). Soybean meal, the protein meal derivative of the 
soybean, constitutes over 60% of the production and about 
75% of the exports of major protein meals (3). Soybean oil, 
the vegetable oil derivative of the soybean, competes with a 
broader range of substitutes in world markets than soybean 
meal. Consequently, the soybean oil share of the world 
production and export of major oils (4) is about 30% (cf. 
17).” Address: Asst. Prof., Iowa State Univ.

2771. Calkins, Peter H.; Woo, Rhung-jieh; El-Osta, Barbara. 
1984. Comparative soybean import demand models: 
Taiwan and mainland China. Iowa State University. 18 p. 
Unpublished manuscript. [11 ref]
• Summary: “One of the most signifi cant developments 
in world agriculture in the past fi ve years has been the 
liberalization of the domestic and foreign food policy of 
mainland China. Seeking to compensate for the ten years 
of mismanagement of the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), 
China’s new leadership under the pragmatists Deng Xiaoping 
and Zhao Ziyang has introduced decentralized decision-
making, material incentives, specialization by household and 
production region, and greater dependence upon international 
trade. In its simplest terms, China is seeking to exploit the 
benefi ts, heretofore ignored, of comparative advantage at 
home and abroad.
 “One of the key aspects of the new policies is to 
increase the standard of living through higher consumption 
of animal protein. Before the recent reforms, livestock 
production accounted for only 14 percent of the total value 
of agricultural output (vs. 31 percent in Taiwan province).” 
Per capita income in mainland China is 375 yuan (U.S. $250) 
vs. N.T. $88,000 (U.S. $2,200) on Taiwan. For both of these 
reasons, the emphasis in soybean use on the mainland is to 
feed people not animals, and soybeans are imported more 
for their oil content than for their meal. Mainland China is 
also willing to import soy oil rather than whole beans (which 
Taiwan is not) because of the inadequate crushing capacity 
on the mainland, as well as the underutilization of soybean 
meal as a hog feed even when it is available. Taiwan, which 
has a higher percentage of the population living in urban 
areas (68% vs. 14% for China) will probably import a 
higher proportion of her soybean requirements to meet the 
oil, soyfood, and meat demands of her urban population. 
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Address: 1. Assoc. Prof.; 2. Graduate Research Asst.; 3. 
former graduate student. All: Iowa State Univ.

2772. Sison, R. 1984. Rationale/objectives of the National 
Soybean Program. Paper prepared for the fi rst orientation 
training seminar on soybean production for rice based areas. 
Held 11-13 Dec. 1984 at Los Banos, Philippines. *
• Summary: In the Philippines, the major producer is 
Mindanao, which is in the south. Although production has 
gradually increased in the last 10 years, the total area planted 
to soybeans was only 8,320 ha in 1983. Imports that year 
totaled 31,000 tonnes of soybeans and 261,000 tonnes of 
soybean meal. The demand for soybean meal as animal 
feed has prompted the government to direct efforts toward 
accelerating production.

2773. Bertrand, Jean-Pierre; Laurent, Catherine; Leclercq, 
Vincent. 1984. Soja. Aus dem Franzoesischen von Felicitas 
Schaetzl [Soya. Translated from the French by Felicitas 
Schaetzl]. Zurich, Switzerland: Unionsverlag. 130 p. Illust. 
No index. 21 cm. Reprinted in 1988. [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A German translation of Le Monde du Soja 
(1983), this book gives a very good overview (from the 
French point of view) of the development of the soybean 
plant in the context of world agriculture. However it suffers 
from lack of an index.
 Contents: 1. The soybean in the world economy: Portrait 
of a “sacred grain,” soybean meal / cake–a high-value feed, 
soy oil–from diesel motors to ice cream, soy protein–the 
industrialized protein. Sidebar, by Verena Krieger: Soymilk 
and tofu, miso, tamari, shoyu and soy sauce, tempeh, 
soy sprouts. Producers and users. 2. The soya complex: 
Consumers and producers without power, the producers–a 
club with contradictions, the multinationals in the middle of 
the soya chain (a profi le of each of the largest multinationals: 
ADM {USA}, Bunge & Born {Argentina}, Cargill {USA}, 
Central Soya {USA}, Continental Grain {USA}, Louis 
Dreyfus {France}, Ralston Purina {USA}, A.E. Staley 
{USA}, Unilever {England/Holland}, p. 30-31), the 
international wholesale business, the commodity exchange as 
a barometer.
 3. How prices are determined: Subsidy politics in the 
USA, price guarantees in Brazil, the price of soybean meal 
and soy oil. 4. From sacred bean to soya complex–a look 
back: Colonial times, Europe becomes curious, the American 
soya complex is born, the struggle over margarine, soybean 
meal becomes successful, the war as a big opportunity, soya 
conquers America, soya against cotton–the oil battle.
 5. Soya from the Americas conquers the world: The 
Marshall Plan–the fi rst clever offensive, Public Law 480–
food aid with a club-foot, trade pressure under the banner 
of free trade. 6. The politics of the importing countries: 
U.S. soya vs. EU cereal grains, France–the model of protein 
dependency, in the maze of European agrarian politics, 

Japan–the free way for imports. 7. The embargo of 1973–
Trade war and crisis: the exchange awakens.
 8. Brazil–The new soybean giant: The export sector 
is nursed back to health, credit–but not for everyone, the 
export boom, the equal weight problem. 9. The newcomers–
Argentina and Paraguay. Paraguay, a little appendage of 
Brazil?, startup diffi culties in Argentina, help for Soviet 
stock-farming.
 10. The new questions: The Eastern Bloc in the confl ict 
of goals, industrial comeback of the soybean in China, 
developing countries–meat and oil for the poor? 11. The 
reverse side of the “Soya Model:” Brazil–Flight from the 
land, dependency, and hunger, Tunisia–adulterated olive 
oil, Senegal as loser in the peanut / soya battle, a model of 
supply dependency.
 12. Which alternatives? A “protein plan” in the European 
Union, better utilization of the green forage stock, industrial 
amino acids–a way out / escape? 13. Plant- vs. animal 
protein: Industrial soya protein–food of the future?, the Third 
World, a large market with the ability to pay, a future with 
contradictions.
 Figures: (1) The various basic ingredients and 
commodities that can be made from the soybean (p. 11). (2) 
Overview of the use of soybeans and soy products (p. 14-
15). (3) Soybean production and trade worldwide, 1980/81, 
Sept. to Oct., in million metric tons. (4) German newspaper 
headlines concerning soybeans, 1983-84 (p. 36). (5) Map of 
worldwide soybean trade, 1935-1939, in 1000 metric tons 
(p. 46). (6) Map of worldwide soybean trade, 1948-1949, 
in 1000 metric tons (p. 59). (7) Map of worldwide soybean 
trade, 1980, in 1000 metric tons (p. 63). (8) Graphs of 
soybean exports, from USA, from Brazil, from Argentina (p. 
83). (9) Bar graph–Yield of protein in kg of protein per ha: 
Soybeans 7,900. Alfalfa 7,200. Potatoes 5,000. Maize 4,500. 
Poultry 1,200. Pork 800. Milk 700. Beef 600 (p. 120).
 About the authors:
 Jean-Pierre Bertrand, an agronomist (ingénieur 
agronome) and economist, is a research fellow at the French 
National Institute for Agricultural Research (Institut national 
de la recherche agronomique, INRA).
 Catherine Laurent, a veterinarian and economist, is the 
author of a doctoral thesis on the soybean industry (fi lière 
du soja). Vincent Leclercq, an agronomist (ingénieur en 
agriculture) and economist, is a research associate at the 
INRA, for the International Economics Laboratory in 
Montpellier (Laboratoire d’économie internationale de 
Montpellier). He is also a member of Solagral, which stands 
for Agro-Food Solidarity (Solidarités agro-alimentaires). 
Address: France.

2774. Ruppel, Frederick J. 1984. Export sales and export 
shipments of corn, wheat and soybeans: Institutional 
relationships and empirical estimation. PhD thesis, 
University of Maryland. 174 p. Page 1361 in volume 46/05-
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A of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Maryland.

2775. Saito, Akio. 1984. [Chronology of soybeans in Japan, 
1970 to 1984] (Document part). In: Akio Saito. 1985. Daizu 
Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). Feb. p. 16-18. [Jap]
• Summary: 1970–Soybean cultivation area in Japan drops 
to 95,500 ha, falling below 100,000 ha for the fi rst time. 
Soybean cultivation area in Japan is nearly 10% of total 
cultivation area for all crops.
 1970–Soybean imports rise to 3,243,790 tonnes, passing 
3 million tonnes for the fi rst time.
 1972–Production of defatted soybean meal reaches 
2,035,000 tonnes, topping 2 million tonnes for the fi rst time. 
Production has risen 2.8 fold during the past decade.
 1972–Production of deep-fried tofu pouches (aburage) 
reaches 200,000 tonnes.
 1973–Soybean imports reach 3,635,000 tonnes, up 7% 
over last year despite U.S. export regulations.
 1973–Some 2,740,000 tonnes of soybeans, representing 
about 80% of all soybeans in Japan, are crushed to make soy 
oil. 1973 Jan. 27–An extraordinary Cabinet meeting is held 
and the decision is made to import soybeans from the USA 
urgently. The price of soybeans in late 1972 was 3,000 yen 
per 60 kg sack but now it has become very diffi cult to get 
them even if you pay 15,000 yen per 60 kg. Soybeans are 
called “yellow diamonds.”
 1973 June 27–President Richard Nixon sets new 
regulations for U.S. soybean exports. These give the 
Japanese tofu, miso, and soy oil industries a big “shock.”
 1973 July 6–The Japanese government passes a new law 
that forbids soybean brokers or sellers in Japan from buying 
up and selling at infl ated prices 16 important items–including 
soybeans.
 1973 July 12–The Japanese Department of Commerce 
announces that it permits the export of soybeans for special 
food uses, such as tofu and high-quality misos, which were 
planted under previous contracts.
 1973 Sept. 7–The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
removes all regulations that concern exports of agricultural 
products.
 1973 Oct. 17–OPEC nations decide to regulate the 
production and supply of crude petroleum. This leads to 
huge price increases in petroleum products–known in Japan 
as the “oil shock.” Japanese buy up toilet paper and wash 
detergents causing much confusion.
 1974–Good quality miso now retails on average for 251 
yen/kg, up 22.4% from last year. The average retail price of 
shoyu in Tokyo is 434 yen for 3 liters, up 33.5% from last 
year.
 1974 Feb.–The Japanese Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry asks manufacturers of tofu, natto, deep-fried tofu 
pouches, and dried-frozen tofu to reduce the retail prices of 
their products to the levels they were at in November 1973.

 1974 July 30–In order to get rid of AF2 (a preservative 
widely used in tofu), the City of Tokyo decides to make a 
public announcement of all foods which may contain AF2 
and announces that food inspections will start immediately, 
on August 1.
 1974 Aug.–The Japanese Ministry of Public Welfare 
forbids the usage of AF2.
 1974 Oct.–The JAS food certifi cation system, formerly 
applied to widely distributed foods, is applied to tofu, natto, 
konnyaku, etc., which are foods that are distributed over a 
small area.
 1975–The typical price of Tofu in Tokyo is 60-70 yen 
per 300 gm. Yet in supermarkets it averages 50 yen, and 
some sell it for as little as 25 yen.
 1976–Soybean production in Japan drops to 109,500 
tonnes, the lowest level since 1878 when production statistics 
started to be recorded.
 1978–The soybean cultivation area reaches 127,000 ha, 
topping 100,000 ha for the fi rst time in 9 years.
 1978–Soybean imports rise to 4,260,000 tonnes, topping 
4 million tonnes for the fi rst time. This is 4.5 times as much 
soybean imports as 20 years ago.
 1978 Aug.–Unbranded generic foods, such as shoyu, 
miso, and salad oil, start to be sold. They retail for about 
30% less than major branded products.
 1979–Tofu production continues to rise, reaching 
1,114,000 tonnes, and topping 1.1 million tonnes for the fi rst 
time.
 1980–Production of natto reaches 153,000 tonnes, up 
33% compared with 10 years ago (when it was 115,000 
tonnes).
 1981–The area occupied by registered soybean varieties 
rises to more than 60% of total soybean area.
 1981 Per capita consumption of miso drops below 6 kg/
year to 5.9 kg/year, down 30% compared with 20 years ago 
(when it was 8.4 kg) This is a refl ection of the health food 
movement in Japan.
 1981 Sept.–Dr. Hirayama of the National Cancer Center 
announces that miso soup has some effect on lowering the 
death rate from stomach cancer, stroke, and sclerosis of the 
liver.
 1981 Nov.–The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry 
announces JAS (Japanese Agricultural Standards) for 
soymilk. The soymilk boom starts. The total yen value of 
the soymilk by all major Japanese manufacturers is 5,000 
million yen.
 1982–There are now 77 registered varieties of soybeans 
cultivated in Japan. Two of these (Norin 1-go and Norin 
5-go) have a Norin [Ministry of Agriculture] number, and 25 
have various place names.
 1982–Production of soybeans in Japan this year is 
226,300 tonnes, and soybean imports are 4,344,000 tonnes–
which is only 5% self suffi ciency.
 1982–Per capita consumption of soy oil rises to 5.1 kg, 
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topping 5 kg for the fi rst time. It is 3 times higher than it was 
3 years ago.
 1982–Production of defatted soybean meal reaches 
2,800,000 tonnes–up 38% over the last 10 years.
 1983–Production of soymilk in Japan rises to 116,724 
tonnes, topping 100,000 tonnes for the fi rst time. It has risen 
71% during the past year.
 1983–Per capita consumption of soybeans in Japan is 
5.8 kg, up 3.6% during the past year.
 1984–The use of soymilk as a beverage is declining in 
Japan. The movement to use more soymilk as an ingredient 
in foods (such as noodles, breads, ice creams, and creamy 
soups) is becoming more active.
 1984–Soybean yields in Japan reach 1,770 kg/ha, an 
all-time record. The old record was 1,540 kg/ha in 1982. 
Address: Norin Suisansho, Tokei Johobu, Norin Tokeika 
Kacho Hosa.

2776. Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 1984. Product 
information. Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire SG11 1RW, 
England. 8 p. Manufacturer’s catalog.
• Summary: Soy products include Bredsoy, Soygold, Soyolk, 
Trusoy, Soyex, Trugran, Toasted Soya Bran, Defatted Soya 
Products, and imported Canadian Soya Beans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2016) 
that contains the word “SoyGold” used as the name of a 
soy product. But this product is from England. Address: 
Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England. Phone: 0920 
821291.

2777. Wilson, James Ray. 1984. Multinational enterprise in 
Brazilian geographic development: 1968-1978. PhD thesis, 
University of Minnesota. 211 p. Page 1524 in volume 45/05-
A of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Univ. of Minnesota.

2778. Soybean Update. 1985. Checkoff-funded export 
promotion at work: Tunisia. Jan. 14.
• Summary: “Problem: Although Tunisia has a fl ock of 3.5 
million female sheep, Tunisian sheep producers still follow 
ancient practices in managing their sheep, thus limiting and 
slowing down the growth in sheep productivity. Tunisian 
lamb and mutton production can’t meet the growing 
consumer demand for these products.
 “Program: As a follow-up activity to a Soybean 
Association seminar, a team of Tunisian sheep producers 
recently visited sheep farms and coops in Spain to study 
more modern sheep-raising practices. The team saw that 
adequate feed rations with soybean meal and/or soy protein 
concentrates play an important part in sheep productivity.
 “Results: By showing Tunisian sheep farmers the 
modern methods of raising sheep, the Soybean Association 
hopes to increase Tunisian demand for soybean meal by 
12,000-15,000 tonnes. That’s equivalent to 556,680-895,850 

bushels of soybeans.”

2779. Oyekan, Peter; Navasero, Evelyn; Omueti, Olusola. 
1985. Current status of soybean research, production, 
and utilization in Nigeria. In: 1985. Sri Lanka Soybean 
Utilization Training Program and Workshop: Proceedings. 
See p. 459.
• Summary: “Soybean was introduced to Nigeria about 
1908 and it was cultivated for many years as an export crop 
in a small area in Benue State where the introduced variety 
‘Malayan’ was adopted. The crop is usually grown in small 
holdings in mixed cropping with sorghum or maize or as 
an intercrop in citrus orchards... active soybean research 
programs that were started in the 1960s at four agricultural 
research institutes with Nigeria have produced soybean 
varieties with inherently better storability as well as ability to 
nodulate without prior inoculation with prepared Rhizobium. 
These improved varieties yield between 1.5–2.0 tonnes/
ha as against about 1.8 tonnes/ha from the local variety 
‘Malayan’...”
 “The improved varieties are also adapted to a wider 
area of the country, making it now possible to grow soybean 
commercially in 12 of the 19 states of the country instead 
of only one. This development has led to increased soybean 
production estimated at 75,000–80,000 tonnes in 1984.
 “At present all the soybean produced in Nigeria is 
consumed locally. The bulk of the current production is used 
in making ‘Dawadawa’ a fermented soybean produce used in 
fl avouring Nigerian soups.”
 “The Federal Government of Nigeria has recently 
adopted soybean as one of the crops that is being given 
priority. The Federal Government is currently funding some 
aspects of soybean research.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the term “Dawadawa” 
(unhyphenated) in connection with soybeans; it is a close 
relative of natto. Address: Nigeria.

2780. Burns, John F. 1985. A record grain crop is changing 
China: But the newfound prosperity is now cutting into U.S. 
farm exports. New York Times. Feb. 17. p. F-11.
• Summary: Deng Xiaoping is an entrepreneur; his 
agricultural policies were adopted in 1978–having fi rst been 
tried out successfully in Sichuan. “Last year Peking offi cials 
announced that the grain harvest exceeded 400 million 
[metric] tons, a record accomplishment that they said made 
China self-suffi cient in its staple food for the fi rst time in 
its history.” Soybeans are generally classifi ed as a grain in 
China–as are sweet potatoes and potatoes. China has cut 
back on its imports of soybeans from the USA.
 A graph shows “China’s grain output” from 1950 to 
1984. During this time it as increased about 3.2-fold.

2781. U.K. Paint Industries (M/s). 1985. Classifi ed ad: 
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Import requirements. Times of India (The) (Bombay). March 
11. p. 5.
• Summary: “We require the following materials in bulk 
quantities against import licences [licenses]–...
 “5. Lake Violet Tonner [a pigment]. 6. Soya lecithin. 
7. Aluminium stearate / Bantone clay / Bentone SD-
1...” Address: Prop. U.K. Paints India (P) Ltd., 19 DDA 
Commercial Complex, Kailash Colony Extn. (Zamrudpur), 
New Delhi–110048. Phone: 641-7449, 641-7849, 68-1015.

2782. Cone, Charles. 1985. Work with I.F. Laucks and 
soybean plywood glue. I (Interview). Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, March 29. 4 p. transcript.
• Summary: Cone went to work for Laucks in 1923, just as 
they were getting involved with soybean glue and plywood. 
Laucks was analyzing shipments of soybean cake that were 
being imported from East Asia, then being shipped to the 
Midwest for use as feed. Noting that soy protein was similar 
to that of casein, he decided to see if it could also be used 
as a glue. Cone developed a formula that used caustic soda 
as a key ingredient. The fl our used was made by pulverizing 
soybean cakes (either the cartwheel type or the English type), 
then grinding the meal to a fi ne fl our that would pass through 
a 80-100 mesh screen. The fl our contained about 5% oil. 
Originally all the cakes came from East Asia, but by the early 
1930s they started using U.S. soybean meal.
 Cone also developed an isolated soy protein for use in 
coating paper. The patent went to The Glidden Co. Cone’s 
historically most important patent is No. 1,955,375 they 
key paper coating patent by Cone and Brown. Glidden later 
purchased the process. In the late 1920s, a few years before 
Cone left, Laucks started working with Funk Bros. The fl our 
was made in the Midwest, but not the Glue. Glenn Davidson 
lived and worked at Funk Bros.
 Irving Fink Laucks was somewhat of a martinet, not 
a particularly friendly man, nor the type of man you’d 
joke with. He was Germanic, probably Jewish. Cone 
didn’t think he was a particularly good businessman 
or manufacturer, but his company did well in soybean 
glue, since there was no competition nor substitute. He 
practically had a monopoly, until the synthetics began to 
come into the market. The only advantage of soybean glue 
over casein was it was much cheaper. A misconception 
about the waterproof qualities of soybean glue existed for 
a long time. A well glued soybean panel was waterproof 
as far as being resistant to delamination because it became 
wet. It wasn’t clearly understood until the time of World 
War II that the real problem was delamination by living 
organisms (especially molds and fungi), which digested the 
glue. That was the major reason that the soybean was later 
replaced by synthetics, especially the phenolic resins, phenol 
formaldehyde. Monsanto made phenolics.
 Note: I.F. Laucks died in 1981. Address: 2309 S.W. First 
Ave. #1042, Portland, Oregon 97201. Phone: 503-285-3748 

Offi ce. 503-241-0515 Home.

2783. Weems, Ralph. 1985. Putting American agriculture 
back to work: Or how to stop playing Trivial Pursuit. In: 
1985. Proceedings: Southern Soybean Disease Workers, 12th 
Annual Meeting. [ix] + 87 p. See p. 3-8. March.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association has started 
a major campaign called the Balanced Budget Brigade to 
balance the U.S. budget, reduce interest rates, and restore a 
fair value to the U.S. dollar. Address: Chairman, American 
Soybean Assoc. Board of Directors, St. Louis, Missouri.

2784. Hing, Barry M. 1985. Chinese soybean exports 
growing. J. of Commerce. April 1. p. 11A. *

2785. Kueneman, E.A.; Russell, Nathan. 1985. Soybean 
utilization: Its relevance to Africa’s food crisis. Ceres: 
FAO Review on Agriculture and Development 18(2):39-42. 
March/April.
• Summary: In sub-Saharan Africa, population growth is 
far outstripping food production. Protein defi ciency exacts 
a greater toll on African children than anywhere else in the 
world–in part because starchy roots such as cassava and 
yams, are so widely consumed. There is a brisk demand 
for soybean products in Africa “In 1981, according to 
FAO fi gures, African countries imported about 259 000 
metric tons of soybean cake and 440 000 of soybean oil.” 
Research on soybeans at IITA in Nigeria and in various 
national soybean programs have largely removed traditional 
constraints to high soybean yields. “At a workshop held in 
December 1983 at Ibadan, Nigeria, 60 scientists from IITA, 
various Nigerian research institutes, agricultural agencies in 
other African countries, and two US soybean organizations, 
in addition to representatives from private industry, explored 
a range of soybean processing and utilization methods. The 
methods that show the most promise for Africa are village-
level hydraulic extraction of oil and meal and soybean 
beverage production.”
 “There is also considerable scope in tropical Africa for 
direct use of whole soybeans in human food... A Belgian fi rm 
currently plans to establish a factory for producing fl avoured 
soy milk in Benue State, Nigeria’s major soybean growing 
area.”
 “In rural areas of Benin, for example, child health 
centres are buying full fat soybean fl our as a nutritional 
supplement for malnourished children. The country also has 
a programme for training villagers in soybean production and 
utilization. ‘Many farmers in Benin,’ says P.C. Gnacadja of 
the National University of Benin, ‘now understand how to 
produce soybeans and mix soybean fl our with local cereals.’”
 “Cameroonian researchers have developed a technique 
for using soybean fl our to fortify ‘fufu’, a popular cassava 
preparation. By itself fufu has a protein content of only about 
two per cent. The addition of 10 per cent soybean fl our raises 
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the protein content to about seven per cent, without changing 
the product’s taste. Protein-enriched fufu has been tested in 
two provinces of the country, according to food technologist 
Festus Numfor, with very promising results.”
 “This approach could have great impact if applied 
to wheat bread, which has become a kind of fast food for 
Africans, especially children. Combining some soybean fl our 
with the wheat fl our would not only increase the bread’s 
protein content, but help reduce Africa’s huge wheat imports, 
which in Nigeria alone reached 1.5 million tons in 1981. Use 
of such composite fl ours for bread is already being tried in 
Zambia.
 “Zaire provides several striking examples of how 
soybeans can be incorporated into local diets and used to 
combat kwashiorkor or protein defi ciency. G.H. Nguyen 
says that 300 malnourished children at the Centre Nutritionel 
in Lubumbashi receive soybean fl our daily as part of their 
treatment. The soybeans come from local production and 
from church-run farms in other parts of the country. Nguyen 
also points out that in the area around Kananga experiments 
have been carried out for the past 20 years on soy food 
processing, use of soybeans in local diets, and related 
subjects. Their work has led to the establishment of a soy 
food factory, which increased its production from 80 tons 
per year in 1973 to 300 tons in 1981 and still was not able to 
keep up with local demand for its product. The factory’s soy 
biscuits proved especially popular.
 “In both Zaire and Rwanda, small soybean fl our mills 
have been set up in villages. Local processing has created 
such a high demand for soybeans that their price in these 
areas now exceeds that of groundnuts and Phaseolus 
beans. These examples are modest and few, but if they 
can be repeated, soybeans might have a major role to 
play in improving the quantity and quality of African 
food production.” Address: 1. Senior soybean breeder; 2. 
Editor and writer. Both: Staf, International Inst. of Tropical 
Agriculture, Nigeria.

2786. Tjiptoherijanto, Prijono. 1985. Aspek ekonomi dari 
usaha tempe tradisional: Pendekatan usaha tani kedelai 
[Economic aspects of the traditional tempeh producer: An 
appraisal from the soybean producer]. In: Hermana and 
Karyadi, eds. 1985. Simposium Pemanfaatan Tempe Dalam 
Peningkatan Upaya Kesehatan dan Gizi [Symposium on 
Tempeh Utilization in Efforts for Improving Health and 
Nutrition]. 148 p. See p. 97-113. Held 15-16 April 1985 in 
Jakarta. [7 ref. Ind]
• Summary: This article contains the following graphs: 
Soybean exports from Indonesia (1977-82); Soybean imports 
to Indonesia (1978-82); Production and consumption of 
soybeans and soyfoods in Indonesia (1971-82; soyfoods 
given for only 1978 and 1980); Per-capita consumption 
of soybeans, tofu, tempeh, and soy sauce (kecap) by 
province and total, 1978 and 1980. In 1980 the fi gures for 

Indonesia as a whole were soybeans 0.16 kg per capita, 
tofu 4.66 kg, tempeh 4.87 kg, soy sauce 1.61 bottles. The 
average consumption of tempeh for Indonesia as a whole 
was 11.6 grams/person/day in 1978 and 13.3 gm in 1980. 
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics. Address: Dr., Lembaga 
Demografi –UI.

2787. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1985. City notes: 
‘Soyabean could replace traditional seeds.’ May 24. p. 10.
• Summary: The Soyabean Processors Association of 
India (SOPA) believes that the cultivation of soyabean in 
this country is more advantageous to farmers than that of 
mustardseed / rapeseed or groundnut. It notes that a number 
of the most advanced countries in the world have adopted 
and developed soyabean cultivation because it makes good 
sense in terms of economics, agriculture, and nutrition.
 Mr. M.K. Mansinghka, president of SOPA, says that 
the amount of oil recoverable from 1 hectare of soyabean is 
144 kg, compared with 175 kg from mustardseed / rapeseed 
and 150 kg from groundnut. However the recovery of de-
oiled cake from soyabean is as much as 655 kg, compared 
with 325 kg from mustardseed / rapeseed and 200 kg from 
groundnut. Furthermore, the amount of oil that can be 
imported by exporting the de-oiled cake is 154 kg in the case 
of soyabean vs. 19 kg in the case mustardseed / rapeseed and 
35 kg in the case of groundnut.
 In conclusion, total oil recovery is as much as 298 kg 
in the case of soyabean vs. 194 kg in the case mustardseed 
/ rapeseed and 185 kg in the case of groundnut. In other 
words, India could get 61% more oil if farmers grew 
soyabean than if they grew groundnut. So soyabean is the 
best crop to solve India’s perennial shortage of edible oils. 
Yields are based on unirrigated conditions and prices on 
present prices.
 The soyabean has already become quite popular in 
Madhya Pradesh, and its cultivation is encouraged on fallow 
land where no other crop can be grown profi tably. In less 
than a decade, soybean production in India has risen to 
900,000 tonnes, so it is clearly a crop that has come to stay.
 In the rest of the article, the writer attempts to prove that 
SOPA’s statistics are incorrect and their argument and logic 
are “foolhardy.” Time will tell which side is right.

2788. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1985. Current topics: 
Soya’s real value. May 27. p. 8.
• Summary: Exporters of soyabean extractions [soyabean 
meal] are clamoring for more concessions and government 
support. It is now clear that a sea-change has taken place in 
the justifi cation for cultivating soyabean in India. “Fifteen 
years ago, soya was promoted as the ‘magic bean,’ a highly 
nutritious foodgrain that is easy to cultivate and which could 
equally easily and cheaply meet the protein requirements of 
the poor.” Today the justifi cation is totally different–the need 
to maximize profi ts from exports of oilseeds meal, of which 
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soya meal accounts for about two-thirds. The bean has lost 
its magic.
 The Soyabean Processors’ Association of India 
(SOPA), which is closely allied with the American 
Soybean Association and the National Soybean Processors 
Association [NSPA] (U.S.) have developed this new 
justifi cation, but the result is a gross miscalculation of the 
total benefi ts from soyabean cultivation.
 Its is only the exporters who have benefi ted from 
increased soya cultivation. It is purely for commercial 
reasons that soyabean has been classifi ed as an oilseed. This 
has deprived India of the potential benefi ts of soyabean 
cultivation for domestic use–primarily as a food for human 
consumption in various forms and partly as a source of 
edible oil and extractions.

2789. White, Tim. 1985. What will it take to help soybean 
exports? Successful Farming 83(7):9. May.
• Summary: Since 1982, soybean exports to Europe have 
decreased 30%. Record soybean production in the EC is part 
of the problem, but the main problem is the falling value 
of the Deutsche mark relative to the dollar. Since 1980 it 
has shrunk by almost 50%–to less than 30 cents. Currently 
soybeans are selling for about 19 Deutsche marks per bushel. 
Address: Senior Farm Management Editor.

2790. National Soybean Processors Association. 1985. 
Liquid gold: soybean oil is the energy to fuel world 
economic development. We’re the biggest customer of 
America’s soybean growers! (Ad). Soya Bluebook Back 
cover.
• Summary: “Developing nations face serious barriers to 
economic growth. Chief among these is providing their 
peoples the minimum daily calories for human subsistence.
 “Without food energy, a people cannot thrive, nor can 
their countries grow and develop. Nor can they have the 
strength to develop industries to earn foreign exchange. 
Nor can they ever become commercial markets for U.S. 
agricultural exports.
 “Soybean oil provides more food energy to meet daily 
caloric requirements than any food we send to the developing 
world. And it easily moves to areas of the greatest need.
 “NSPA and ASA know that soybean oil lowers the 
hunger barrier, providing the energy to fuel world economic 
development. It’s a ‘liquid gold’–making economic growth 
possible today, and paying U.S. agriculture dividends 
tomorrow.”
 Note: This ad also appeared on the back cover of the 
1986 Soya Bluebook. Address: 1255 Twenty-Third St., N.W., 
Washington, DC 20037. Phone: 202-452-8040 Telex 248959.

2791. Soybean Digest. 1985. Bader named Agri-Marketer of 
the Year. May/June. p. 75N.
• Summary: “Kenneth L. Bader, chief executive offi cer 

of the American Soybean Association (ASA), received 
the prestigious Robert S. Kunkel Agri-Marketer of the 
Year Award by the National Agri-Marketing Association 
(NAMA) at the organization’s annual meeting in April. 
NAMA presents the award annually to an individual who 
has ‘demonstrated integrity, leadership, market knowledge 
and stature within the agricultural marketing community.’ 
Bader, who assumed ASA’s top staff position in 1976, has 
worked with farm leaders to build ASA worldwide marketing 
operations to 276 activities in 76 countries while increasing 
domestic membership to record numbers. In addition to his 
duties at ASA, Bader serves as chairman of the National 
Commission on Agricultural Trade and Export Policy.” A 
good photo (by Bob Elbert) shows Ken Bader.

2792. Caderas de Kerleau, Anne. 1985. Le soja en Afrique 
[The soybean in Africa]. Lettre de l’ARTS No. 2. p. 1-2. 
Summer. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Africa has had a long-term interest in the 
soybean. Most African countries have had or have–a 
soybean project. The early projects, generally oriented 
toward exporting the crop, were often not successful. Recent 
projects, aimed more at food self-suffi ciency, and initiated by 
the governments concerned, seem to have a better chance of 
success.
 Sources of information for article are cited, followed by 
a brief history of soya in Africa. Currently African countries 
can be divided into two types: Those that produce soybeans 
commercially and those that are experimenting with the 
crop. The main soybean producing countries are Zimbabwe 
(91,000 tonnes on 35,000 ha) and Nigeria (75,000 tonnes 
on 195,000 ha). Other producers are South Africa, Zaire, 
Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Côte d’Ivoire, and Zambia.
 Countries experimenting with soya include: Senegal: 
A project in the pre-popularization stage has an estimated 
potential of 1,000 tons. Cameroon: The soy project of 
1980, costing 255 million francs CFA, has a goal of 30,000 
tons. Cote d’Ivoire: The soy project of 1977, costing 7,000 
million francs CFA, is conducted in collaboration with the 
Brazilian group COCAPEC. The Brazilians withdrew for 
various reasons, leaving the plan inactive. Togo: Soy project 
of 1981. Goal: 10,000 ha, but discontinued for lack of 
fi nances. Benin: Experiments of 1969 show possibilities of 
good yields. Ghana: A study is in progress. Prospects look 
very favorable because of outlets of oil for food uses (10,000 
tonnes) and huge needs for soybean cake or meal due to a 
new level of livestock. Rwanda: Five-year plan of 1977-81. 
Goal: 20,000 tons of soybeans and an oil mill of 60 tonnes/
day. Burkina Faso (Upper Volta): Project for a soymilk 
plant, with soybeans produced by farmers under contract. 
Experimentation with tofu. Gabon: A soy project which 
is doing very well and feeds an industrial livestock ranch, 
giving good prices to soybean producers.
 Other feasibility studies are underway. For example, 
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the Cameroon project. Soya was introduced to Cameroon 
in 1924, In 1974 IRA at Dschang intensifi ed research on 
this crop. Since 1981 the UCCAO soy project has actively 
popularized soybean culture among farmers and organized 
an active campaign on the utilization of soybeans for human 
food and livestock feeding. Financing is assured by the 
governments of Cameroon and France.
 Soy has taken root in Africa because of 3 main reasons: 
National, economic, and agronomic interest. The crop, 
which has been shown to give good yields under proper 
African conditions, can promote food self suffi ciency and 
provide local jobs. But there are obstacles. The soybean is 
not a traditional African crop, so farmers need to learn how 
to grown, food companies how to process it, and consumers 
how to prepare and eat it. The price received by producers 
is relatively low. The sales price is not competitive on the 
world market: An American farmer can obtain yields of 
1,700 kg/ha with 14 hours work, but a Senegalese farmer 
obtains only 850 kg/ha with 450 hours work. Thus the 
success of soy projects in Africa depends largely, at least 
initially, on the political interest and funding of governments. 
Production of the crop for export seems to have less potential 
for success than for local use. Address: ARTS, 108 rue St. 
Honore, Paris, France.

2793. USDA Federal Grain Inspection Service. 1985. U.S. 
export soybean quality, 1984. p. 1-7.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Quality factors–
defi nitions. Survey results.
 Tables: (1) Summary of export yellow soybeans quality, 
1984. (2) Export yellow soybeans volume by region and 
grade 88% are grade 2, 10% are grade 3, and less than 1% 
are grade 1. 71% of all U.S. soybean exports are exported 
from the Gulf of Mexico, 13% from the Atlantic, and 12% 
via the Great Lakes. (3) Export U.S. No. 2 yellow soybeans, 
1984: factor ranges and averages by port regions. (4) 
Export U.S. No. 3 yellow soybeans, 1984: factor ranges and 
averages by port regions.
 “Soybeans are divided into fi ve classes * based on 
color: Yellow, Green, Brown, Black, and Mixed soybeans. 
The class Yellow soybeans is the class most commonly 
exported by the U.S. There are no soybean subclasses. Each 
class is divided into four U.S. numerical grades and U.S. 
Sample grade.” A large table shows “U.S. standards for 
soybeans.” For the grade “U.S. No. 1. Minimum test weight 
per bushel (pounds): 56. Moisture: 13.0% by weight. Splits: 
10.0% by weight. Damaged kernels–total: 2.0% by weight. 
Heat damaged: 0.2% by weight. Foreign material: 1.0% by 
weight. Brown, black, and/or bicolored soybeans in yellow 
or green soybeans: 1.0% by weight.
 Footnote (*): “The U.S. soybean standards that were in 
effect in 1984 will be used in this study. However, beginning 
Sept. 9, 1985, the soybean standards will change from fi ve to 
two classes–yellow and mixed soybeans–and will no longer 

use moisture as a grade-determining factor.”
 “’Foreign material’ is matter, including soybeans and 
pieces of soybeans, that will pass readily through an 8/64-
inch sieve and all matter other than soybeans remaining on 
the sieve after sieving.”

2794. Soybean Update. 1985. European subsidies cause big 
reductions in bean imports. Sept. 9.

2795. Soybean Update. 1985. European ag problems could 
impact U.S. farmers. Oct. 7.
• Summary: “Increasing agricultural budget problems in the 
European Community could force changes in the EC that 
would adversely affect U.S. farmers.
 “In an interview with Update, U.S. Agricultural 
Counselor to EC, Wayne Anderson, warned that because of 
the need to solve the problem of the overproduction of grains 
in the EC, oilseed production will be encouraged. European 
oilseed production has already increased dramatically in the 
1980’s, with sunfl ower seed production jumping by over 130 
pct since 1982 and rapeseed production rising by over 70 
pct. Private trade sources in Europe estimate that EC oilseed 
production will continue to rise by 1 million tonnes annually 
for the next few years. Anderson speculates that because of 
current budgetary constraints, there are two likely ways that 
the EC will try to stimulate oilseed production.
 “The fi rst and most serious possibility is the removal of 
the current zero-duty binding tariff for soybeans. Right now 
soybeans can enter the EC duty free. However, Anderson 
says that ‘In the next two years, the EC could be pushing 
to increase duties on soybeans which would create a very 
serious situation for U.S. and EC trade relations.’
 “Another method would be to increase the ‘value added 
tax’ (VAT) from EC member countries in order to fund the 
increased expenses of expanding oilseed production. The EC 
recently voted to raise the current VAT from 1 pct up to 1.4 
pct and could increase it to 1.8 pct.”

2796. Roger, Patrick. 1985. Interview de Jean Claude Sabin, 
Président du CIS-ONIDOL [Interview with Jean Claude 
Sabin, President of CIS-ONIDOL]. Point Soja–Soyfoods. 
Autumn. p. 1-2. [Fre; Eng]
• Summary: Concerning the history of soybeans in France, 
cultivation on a national scale dates back to 1973 after 
CETIOM had done some research in the preceding years. 
Before that, soybeans were widely grown during World War 
II, sometimes even with strong pressure from the Vichy 
government. Soybeans used to be roasted to make coffee.
 “During the 1960s experiments with soybean cultivation 
were conducted, one of them initiated by M. Dolfuss, who 
made an unsuccessful attempt at the time at being elected 
a deputy. He used a pamphlet together with a documentary 
fi lm on soybean cultivation. But at the time there were 
no guidelines for growing soybeans, and no seeds were 
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available. “I became interested in soybeans in 1965, because 
of the large amounts being imported for animal feed. Around 
the same time, heads of the French oil industry asked the 
Ministry of Agriculture to start a research program... So 
CETIOM conducted experiments in soybean cultivation 
and microbiological research on the inoculum. Without the 
1973 American soybean embargo, there still would not be 
any soybeans grown in France. President Pompidou became 
angry in the middle of a Council of Ministers meeting, and a 
research mission was sent to the U.S.
 “On the cultivation level, the pioneer areas 
[departments] were Tarn, Haute-Garonne, and Gers [all 
located in the southwest of France], with some experiments 
in Bas Rhône. Later the growing expanded northwards... 
Around 1965 the GATT accords were signed. The U.S. 
allowed corn to develop, but locked up soy growing. Since 
that time, there have been no custom duties on oilseed 
products in Europe. And until the embargo, none of the 
politicians ever noticed that fact! Then, after 1979, and the 
new soy reglementation [system with strict regulations for 
growing soybeans], this crop has been in steady expansion.” 
Mr. Proudon has played a key role in this process.
 France needs to reduce its surpluses of cereals (such as 
wheat), expand production of oilseeds, and use the two to 
balance crop rotations. “I am quite a believer in soyfoods. 
Our western food habits are out of balance. People are 
starting to look for a different way of feeding themselves... I 
do think that tofu and tempeh have very good prospects.”
 Note: CIS = Conseil Interrégional Soja. ONIDOL = 
Offi ce National Interprofessionnel de Développement des 
Oléagineux. CETIOM = Centre Technique Interprofessionnel 
des Oléagineux Metropolitains (France). CIS-ONIDOL 
Is located at 17 rue Fleurance, 31400 Toulouse, France. 
Address: President, Offi ce National Interprofessionnel des 
Oleagineux.

2797. Wolfe, Karen. 1985. Quality may attract bean buyers: 
Grading standards stir debate. Soybean Digest. Sept/Oct. p. 
24.
• Summary: “You can’t judge a book by its cover, so why 
does the U.S. market continue to apply visual standards to 
soybeans?
 “A soybean’s value is determined by test weight, 
moisture content, percentage of splits, heat damaged beans, 
foreign material and discolored beans. But sometimes, the 
poorer looking bean outshines the good looking one.
 “Dave Stock, a Murdock, Nebraska farmer, had two 
samples of beans analyzed in 1984. ‘The poor-appearing 
sample had higher oil and protein values than the good 
looking one,’ he says. ‘Just because it looks bad doesn’t 
mean that it has a lower oil or meal percentage–it might be a 
quality product. It’s important for a farmer to know what he 
is really producing.’
 “It’s also important to know what the competition is 

doing, says Roger Asendorf, St. James, Minnesota. ‘If Brazil 
and Argentina are guaranteeing protein and oil, we need to 
know how we compare.’
 “Dave Haggard of Steele, Missouri, agrees. ‘We’re 
looking for a product that will ultimately be more desirable 
in the marketplace than the competition’s,’ he says. ‘We need 
to analyze our product and start growing a more market-
oriented commodity by not paying attention to what grows 
best, but what the demand side of the market wants to see.’
 “Analyzing soybeans is a fi rst step. ‘We need to fi nd out 
if we are growing the best product we can; if our beans are 
superior or not to Brazilian or Argentine beans, palm oil or 
rape seed,’ Haggard says. ‘If they aren’t, we need to signal 
the breeders. They have admitted that they can change a 
bean’s characteristics and do it rapidly.’
 “Some cite the poorer quality of American beans as 
partially to blame for loss of our markets. Haggard sees U.S. 
markets evaporating from the pressures of competition. ‘We 
have exported less than half of what we did last year,’ he 
says. He believes it would be an added benefi t to take quality 
into account when striving to restore our markets. And that 
may mean changing some standards.
 “Lowell Hill, University of Illinois agricultural 
economist, notes that test weight doesn’t correlate highly 
with protein and oil content. ‘The only things that currently 
determine the value of U.S. beans give the buyer very little 
information on the product he is buying.’
 “Stock believes U.S. competitors are making a better 
quality product. ‘Processors bought 44% protein beans for 
meal from Brazil and the U.S., but when they received the 
shipment, the Brazilian product was 48% protein. They 
got what they paid for from the U.S., but better than they 
bargained for from Brazil,’ he says. ‘When push comes to 
shove, they will opt for the best quality beans.’
 “Haggard predicts the effect of analyzing beans will 
not be seen immediately. ‘The farmer asks `What’s in it 
fi nancially for me?’ But it’s not as tangible as that. Not until 
the quality equates into dollars and cents, will the farmer 
start to take a good look at the situation,’ he says.
 “It might be down the road, however; and Haggard 
hopes so. ‘We’re at the beginning right now, because we 
are not sure what is wanted. If the customer would tell us 
what he wants in advance we could accurately match his 
specifi cations,’ he says. ‘But how can anyone design a 
product before being given the specs?’
 “Others don’t see quality composition playing a role 
in the market unless the customer is willing to pay for the 
product.
 “Hill contends that the market needs to reward 
producers for a higher quality product through premiums. 
‘This would provide better markets for beans,’ he says. ‘The 
price differential would reward the farmer to produce what 
the buyers and market wants, for doing a good job and an 
incentive to do better. It would also threaten the farmer who 
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does a below-average job. The importance is the quality and 
to strive for the best.’
 “Edgar Hartwig of the USDA in Stoneville, Mississippi, 
adds, ‘Our grading is done mostly on a discount, scale. If we 
have discounts, it is justifi ed that we should have premiums 
also.’
 “If you’d like to know the quality of your soybeans, 
the American Soybean Association will have your sample 
analyzed for oil, protein and moisture free of charge. You’ll 
receive the results and a summary report showing how your 
sample compared to the average soybean produced in 1985. 
Analysis is confi dential.
 “Send a one pound (one pint) sample to Soybean 
Analysis, c/o Dr. Keith Smith, 777 Craig Road, P.O. Box 
27300, St. Louis, MO 63141-1700.
 “Label the sample with:
 “Your name and address.
 “Soybean variety.
 “Planting date.
 “Harvest date.
 “Samples must be received by November 1.”

2798. Anderson, Ronald L. 1985. Re: History of Continental 
Grain Company’s involvement with soybeans. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 11. 10 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The following is excerpted from a 1985 
Continental Grain Strategic Planning Study: History–World 
Processing Division: 1946–Allied Mills–Bought Taylorville, 
Illinois soybean crushing plant (100 tonnes/day capacity). 
Note: Allied Mills owned a soybean crushing plant at 
Taylorville, Alabama, by Aug. 1935.
 1960–Allied Mills–Guntersville, Alabama, crushing 
plant start-up (500 TPD).
 1965–Continental acquires 51% of Allied Mills, a major 
feed producer [Wayne Feeds] as well as a producer of fresh 
poultry.
 1973–Acquired Allied Mills’ plant in Cameron, South 
Carolina (300 TPD) and expanded it to 800 TPD.
 1974–Allied Mills becomes a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Continental Grain. Continental’s new Processing Division 
is created by consolidating the above three soybean plants 
from Allied Mills. That year Continental expanded its charter 
to include participation in international processing and 
oilseed product trading. Thus the company fi rst expanded 
outside the USA. 1975–Acquired a specialty plant in 
Culbertson, Montana, to crush saffl ower and sunfl ower 
seeds (no soy; Expanded to 400 TPD in 1983). 1975-77–
Constructed a soybean crushing plant at Liverpool (1,500 
TPD; expanded to 2,200 TPD in 1982).
 1976–Acquired a soybean and cottonseed crushing 
and oil refi ning plant at Capsa, Paraguay (600 TPD). 1977-
79–Constructed a soybean crushing plant at Maringa, Brazil 
(2,200 TPD). 1979–Rebuilt a plant in Maurie, Australia, with 

a toll crush agreement with the Australian government, to 
crush soybeans, sunfl ower, and saffl ower seeds (300 TPD).
 1980-81–Built a plant to crush sunfl ower and soybeans 
at Chivilcoy, Argentina (800 TPD). 1981–Acquired 50% of 
ICIC plant at Ancona, Italy. It crushes 800 TPD of soybeans 
and 250 TPD of sunfl ower seeds, and also refi nes oil. 1983–
Bought plant in Sydney, Australia (300 TPD).
 1984–Sold plant at Taylorville, Illinois. 1985–Acquired 
soybean crushing plant at Venice, Italy (1,200 TPD). 1986–
Sold Liverpool plant (2,000 TPD). 1987–Sold Cameron 
plant (1,000 TPD). 1987–Closed Oleaginosa tung nut plant 
in Argentina. 1988–Sold Culbertson plant (400 TPD). 1989–
Plant to sell all South America and Australia plants and 
upgrade Italian plants. 1989–Formed joint venture marketing 
company [Conti-Quincy] with Quincy Soybean of Quincy, 
Illinois.
 In 1975 Continental’s oilseed crushing capacity was 
3,000 TPD or 1,100,000 tonnes/year. By 1985 this had 
increased roughly four-fold to 11,800 TPD or 4,300,000 
tonnes/year.
 A table lists all U.S. soybean crushers, the city and state 
of each of their plants, and the capacity of each. There were 
78 plants with a total capacity of 121,025 TPD
 America’s largest soybean crushers are ADM (18 plants, 
32,900 TPD, 27.3% market share), Cargill (21 plants, 29,200 
TPD, 24.2%), Bunge (8 plants, 14,600 TPD, 12.1%), Central 
Soya (8 plants, 12,000 TPD, 9.9%), Ag Processing (6 plants, 
10,050 TPD, 8.3%), Quincy Soybean Co. (3 plants in Illinois 
and Arkansas, 5,700 TPD, 4.7%), and Others (12 plants, 
16,270 TPD, 13.5%). Address: Senior Vice President and 
General Manager, Continental Grain Co., World Processing 
Div., 277 Park Ave., New York, NY 10172. Phone: 212-207-
5100.

2799. Oil Mill Gazetteer. 1985. AID [U.S. Agency for 
International Development] responds to ASA [American 
Soybean Association] charges of funding competitor 
development. 90(5):25. Nov.
• Summary: ASA President George Fluegel believes that 
AID’s work to develop new soybean varieties and improve 
soybean production in countries that compete with the USA 
for world soybean markets is hurting U.S. soybean farmers 
and exports.
 Dr. Nyle Brady, a high-ranking administrator for AID, 
has taken the charge seriously and said that the agency will 
evaluate the impact of agricultural development programs 
more carefully in the future.

2800. Yoder, Steven D. 1985. Protein gap in feeds suggests 
continued Soviet soybean, meal imports. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service) 23(11):18. Nov.
• Summary: “The Soviet Union has an acute defi cit in 
proteins for livestock feeding–suggesting that soybean 
imports can be expected to continue at signifi cant levels.
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 “Soviet imports of soybeans have averaged 1.0 million 
tonnes in recent years while soybean meal imports have 
averaged 1.3 million tons.”
 “The highly touted campaign to feed single-celled 
protein (referred to as microbiological protein by the Soviets) 
has slowed because of concern about possible toxic or 
carcinogenic effects and its cost of production.
 “The protein content of this hydrolyzed yeast ranges 
from 40 to 50% (digestible basis) and it costs about the same 
or a little less than oilseed meal.” Address: Grain & Feeds 
Div., FAS.

2801. Houck, James P. 1985. Trade policy issues in the 
soybean sector. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean 
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 33-40. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The international market. Trade 
policy: What is it? Special characteristics of the soybean 
complex. The free trade foothold. Trade policy and 
protection issues. Major developments in 1984 and beyond. 
Conclusion. References. Address: Prof., Dep. of Agricultural 
and Applied Economics, Univ. of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 
55108.

2802. Huyser, Wipada S.; Meyers, William H. 1985. 
European policy impacts on the soybean sector. In: R. 
Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research Conference III: 
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 
1262 p. See p. 57-65.
• Summary: Contents: Description of the model. Analytical 
method. Hypothesis 1: A 20 percent reduction of the 
corn threshold price in the EC [European Community]. 
Hypothesis 2: A 20 percent import tariff on soybean and 
soybean meal imports in the EC. Hypothesis 3: A 20 percent 
reduction of the corn threshold price in Spain. Hypothesis 
4: A 10 percent per year depreciation of the U.S. dollar. 
Summary. References. Address: 1. Economist, International 
Monetary Fund, Washington DC; 2. Assoc. Prof., Dep. of 
Economics, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA.

2803. Lee, Tenpao; Baumel, C.P.; Acton, R.W. 1985. The 
impacts of transportation rates on world soybean trade 
competition. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean 
Research Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 116-23. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Method of analysis. The results. 
Summary. Implications for U.S. soybean exports. 
References. Appendix. Address: 1. Asst. Professor, Southern 
Univ., New Orleans, Louisiana 2. Professor of Agriculture, 
Iowa State Univ. Ames, Iowa 3. Senior Economist, American 
Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

2804. Oils & Fats International. 1985. Pakistan: Major soya 
oil imports sought. No. 2. p. 9.

• Summary: “Tenders for the supply of around 67,000 tonnes 
of soya oil were invited in mid-May according to offi cial 
sources in Islamabad.
 “The oil is expected to cost about $50 million and will 
be fi nanced under the US aid programme.”
 More than 85% of Pakistan’s present estimated edible 
oil requirements (800,000 tonnes) have to be imported, and 
the country’s bill is expected to rise from the present $500 
million a year to $2.9 billion by 1994.

2805. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 
1985. Soybeans: Nature’s miracle–teaching unit (Portfolio). 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. [1] + 33 p. Undated. 
28 cm.
• Summary: This interesting portfolio of materials, with 
33 numbered pages of inserts plus an unnumbered fi rst 
page (“Introduction to teacher’s unit”), is designed to teach 
children in Ontario, Canada, about the growth development 
of a soybean from seed to mature plant, soybean cultivation, 
soybean processing and products, the importance of 
soybeans to Ontario’s economy, and the Ontario Soya-Bean 
Growers’ Marketing Board.
 Contents: Introduction to teacher’s unit. 1. From seed 
to pod: A brief history of soybeans in Canada, biology of the 
soybean seed, its germination and seedling growth, soybean 
nodules and rhizobia bacteria, parts of a young soybean 
plant, reproductive stages from fl owering to maturity, corn 
heat units, tillage, word scramble.
 2. Soybeans–Nature’s miracle: A brief history of 
soybean utilization, ways that soybeans are used, soy oil, 
meal and soyfoods, recipes, word search. 3. Imports and 
exports: Importance of soybeans to the economy of Canada 
and Ontario, how soybeans get to market, The Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board.
 A table on page 20 shows “Soymeal consumption by 
Ontario’s livestock and poultry.” Hogs consume 45% of 
the total (the total is 503,000 tonnes), poultry 34%, dairy 
cattle 20%, and beef cattle 1%. Page 22 notes that the 
bulk of Ontario’s soybean exports (77%) are sold to East 
Asia–especially Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, and Korea. Soyfoods are listed and discussed in a 
positive way, with recipes for: Bran muffi ns (with soy fl our 
and soy oil). Tofamole (tofu guacamole). Tofu fruit pudding. 
Tofu shake.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2003) that contains the term “Tofu shake.”
 The three largest farm crops in Ontario in terms of total 
area are hay (1,050,000 ha), grain corn (902,000 ha), and 
soybeans (425,000 ha). Address: Chatham, ONT, Canada.

2806. Pick, Daniel Hugo. 1985. A dynamic model of 
international trade in soybeans and soybean products. 
Dissertation prospectus, Dep. of Agricultural Economics, 
University of California at Davis. 25 p. [27 ref]
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Address: Univ. of California, Davis, CA.

2807. Sisson, K.D.; Schmidt, S.C. 1985. Demand for 
U.S. and Brazilian soybeans and soybean meal in selected 
European Community countries. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. 
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 
124-32. [6 ref]
• Summary: “The major objective of this study was to 
identify and estimate the effects of economic factors that 
infl uence the demand for U.S. and Brazilian soybeans and 
soybean meal in The Netherlands, Germany, Belgium-
Luxembourg (Bel-Lux) and Italy... To meet these objectives 
an econometric model was constructed consisting of eight 
country, import-demand relationships.” Estimation results 
and implications are given. Address: 1. Foreign Agricultural 
Service; 2. Trade Policy Branch of IED. Both: USDA, 
Washington DC 20250.

2808. Williams, Gary W.; Thompson, Robert L. 1985. The 
South American soybean industry: Policy impacts and 
issues. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. World Soybean Research 
Conference III: Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview 
Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 49-56. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Policy context of the South American 
phenomenon. International impacts of South American 
policy. Issues for the future. References. Address: 1. Asst. 
Prof., Dep. of Economics, Iowa State Univ., Ames, IA 50011; 
2. Senior Saff Economist, Council of Economic Advisors, 
Washington DC, Purdue Univ., W. Lafayette, Indiana.

2809. Williams, Gary W. 1985. Importer and exporter 
processing and the bean-product trade mix. In: R. Shibles, 
ed. 1985. World Soybean Research Conference III: 
Proceedings. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 
1262 p. See p. 107-15. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean processing and world 
soybean and products trade. The determinants of soybean 
crush. Determinants of the bean-product trade mix. Summary 
and conclusions. References. Address: Asst. Professor, Dep. 
of Economics, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa, 50011.

2810. Womack, Abner W.; Johnson, S.R.; Young, R., 
II. 1985. Impact of government programs on soybean 
production, trade and policies. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. 
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 
41-48.
• Summary: Contents: Econometric models. Impact 
multipliers. Implications for the 1984-85 crop year. 
Conclusions. Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Agricultural 
Economics; 2. Prof. of Economics and Agricultural 
Economics; 3. Research Assoc. All: Univ. of Missouri, 
Columbia, MO.

2811. Cook, Anne. 1986. Soybean farms look East for big 
profi ts from shrimp. News-Gazette (Champaign, Illinois). 
Jan. 11.
• Summary: Karl Sera, a native of Japan, has managed the 
American Soybean Association’s Tokyo offi ce for 15 years. 
Japan now imports about 174 million bushels of soybeans, 
88% of them from the USA. Ten million cakes of tofu are 
sold each day in Japan. Sera believes the biggest growth area 
for soybean use in Japan is in feeding livestock. Japanese 
poultry and dairy cows are not presently getting the optimum 
amount of protein; the poultry need the protein from 20 
million more bushels of soybeans and the dairy cows from 
11 million more bushels. Though fi sh presently accounts 
for less than 1% of the feed industry, Sera thinks it has huge 
potential–especially in feeding shrimp. Dan Akiyama, a 
native of Hawaii and recent Texas A&M graduate, will soon 
leave for Singapore to tell industry representatives about a 
better, faster way to grow shrimp. Akiyama said the high 
cost of shrimp is linked to 4 main factors: low survival rates 
in the wild (less than 1%), increasing demand, decreasing 
supplies, and the expensive diet shrimp farmers now feed 
their ‘livestock.’ The current feed now costs $1,000 to 
$4,000 per ton; with more soy it will cost $400 to $600 a ton. 
It takes about 100 days for a crop of shrimp to mature for 
market. Akiyama stresses that raising shrimp is just like any 
other livestock business, but its under water.
 In Asia and South America, where shrimp farming is 
growing the most rapidly, producers use about 7,500 tonnes/
year of soybean meal for shrimp feed. Akiyama believes that 
when industry leaders see the advantages of feeding more 
soy, that market is likely to expand to 375,000 tonnes.
 In Japan, it takes longer for new agricultural ideas to be 
put into practice because they do not have an agricultural 
extension system as we do in the USA. Address: Staff writer.

2812. Soybean Update. 1986. ASA export promotion efforts 
pay off. Jan. 27. p. 3.
• Summary: In La Laguna, Mexico, poultry producers are 
using about 3,000 tonnes/week of full-fat soybeans as feed. 
In Nigeria workshops on poultry nutrition, management and 
disease are being conducted. In Indonesia, 6 years ago ASA 
began an education program to build consumer demand 
for soyfoods. In the UK, the American Soybean Assoc. 
began 4 years ago to promote soybean oil identifi ed with 
the Soyasign. Today 18 brands of soybean oil in the UK are 
identifi ed with this mark. Address: American Soybean Assoc.

2813. American Soybean Assoc. 1986. Yes, we can! Soybean 
Association is active on issues. Soybean Digest. Jan. 14 p. 
insert/supplement. After p. 24; before p. 41.
• Summary: Describes many issues on which ASA is active. 
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.
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2814. Fangauf, Karl W. 1986. 25 years of promoting U.S. 
soybeans and products in the German market. Foreign 
Agriculture (USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Jan. p. 
4-6.
• Summary: Since 1 Dec. 1960 American Soybean Assoc. 
representatives in the north European offi ce in Hamburg 
have been promoting U.S. soybeans and soybean products in 
West Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Austria, 
and Switzerland. Address: Director, American Soybean 
Assoc., Hamburg.

2815. Kundrun, Dieter. 1986. Danish demand could boost 
export potential for U.S. soy products. Foreign Agriculture 
(USDA Foreign Agricultural Service). Jan. p. 8.
• Summary: “The American Soybean Association (ASA) 
has been focusing increased attention on the Danish market 
because of the interest there in using soybean meal in animal 
feed rations.
 “Agriculture accounts for about 30 percent of 
Denmark’s export earnings and many of the 112,000 farmers 
are involved in the production of milk, meat and eggs. 
Denmark ranks as the world’s largest exporter of pork, 
second largest of butter and third largest of cheese.
 “In addition, the Danes produce more than 6 million 
minks each year, making them the world’s largest exporter of 
mink skins.
 “Thriving Industry Needs Protein Feeds: To meet the 
feed demand of the thriving livestock and poultry industry 
Denmark’s imports of protein feeds exceeded 2 million 
metric tons last year. This included 1.2 million tons of 
soybean meal, which is now generally recognized as the 
major protein feed. This year soybean meal imports also are 
expected to be about 1.2 million tons.
 “In 1984, the soybean meal share of all oilseed cakes 
and meal approached the 60 percent level, leaving only 
40 percent for all other vegetable protein feeds, including 
cottonseed meal, sunfl owerseed meal and rapeseed meal.
 “By-Pass Protein for Dairy Rations: Although soybean 
meal is the principal protein feed in hog rations, only 20 
percent of the total soybean meal consumed is used in cattle 
feed. This percentage could be increased by adding more by-
pass protein to dairy cow rations.
 “ASA sponsored a seminar on this topic for the Danish 
feed industry. At the seminar, Danish and German cattle 
nutritionists explained the feeding value of soybean meal 
treated to by-pass the rumen. In this way, intact soy protein is 
directly absorbed by the cow.
 “ASA hopes that seminars such as this will lead to 
further gains in use of soybean meal in dairy rations in 
Denmark.
 “Mink Industry Possible Feed Market: Another potential 
market for soy products is the rapidly growing mink industry. 
During the past four years, the number of breeding minks 
rose from 1 million to 1.6 million, and prices of mink pelts 

increased by 22 percent.
 “The mink feed consists mainly of animal protein such 
as fi sh offals, meat scraps and fi sh meal. Vegetable proteins 
require special processing to be as digestible as animal 
proteins. In addition, minks do not grow as rapidly and pelts 
are not as luxuriant when larger levels of vegetable proteins 
are included in the feed.
 “Presently, Danish mink feed producers have little 
choice except to import fi sh offals and fi sh by-products from 
several North European countries to meet the protein demand 
in mink feed rations. This material is expensive since it is 
perishable and must be shipped frozen.
 “Soybean Meal Could Supply Protein: ASA believes that 
soybeans and soybean meal could play a much larger role in 
meeting the protein requirement for mink feeding rations.
 “In 1983 and 1984, ASA was involved in a research 
program with the Danish Fur Breeders’ Association at the 
University of Copenhagen to study the potential of soy 
protein.
 “Research, coupled with an education program for mink 
breeders and producers, could result in opening up markets, 
not only in Denmark, but in Norway, Sweden, Finland, 
Canada and other countries as well.” Address: Associate 
Director, American Soybean Assoc., Hamburg, West 
Germany.

2816. Oil Mill Gazetteer. 1986. Soybean industry comes out 
fi ghting: NSPA challenges Argentine differential export taxes 
in Section 301 Trade Case. 90(7):20. Jan.
• Summary: “The National Soybean Processors Association 
fi led a petition with the U.S. Trade Representative 
challenging unfair subsidy practices employed by Argentina 
in the soybean complex, announced John G. Reed, Jr., 
chairman of the board of NSPA.
 “The NSPA petition follows the publication of the 
results of a detailed study by Economic Consulting Services, 
Inc. documenting the powerful subsidy effects of differential 
export taxes employed by Argentina in world markets for 
soybeans and soybean products.
 “The ECS analysis demonstrated that Argentine tax 
differentials subsidize Argentine exports of soybean meal 
and oil by causing the retention of raw soybeans within 
Argentina at artifi cially low prices for Argentine crushers. As 
a result, the heavily subsidized Argentine crushing industry 
is able to take away U.S. soybean meal and oil business in 
foreign export markets, according to the NSPA...”

2817. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1986. Market round-
up: Boost in farm exports possible. Feb. 10. p. 10.
• Summary: The Federation of Indian Export Organisations 
(FEIO) has made several suggestions to the Indian 
government for ways to increase the exports of farm 
products. Oddly, the federation has proposed cash assistance 
of 15% on the export of soyabean extractions [soyabean meal 
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and cake], even though soyabean meal can be sold without 
any incentive at all. The meals that do need an incentive are 
groundnut and cottonseed meals.
 The current prosperity of the soyabean processing 
industry in India “is mainly based on exports of soya bean 
meal at fairly attractive prices.” The industry does not make 
a signifi cant profi t on soyabean oil since the content of oil 
in soyabean does not exceed 18%. Soya foods, even though 
rich in protein content, have not yet become a major source 
of industry sales.

2818. Prevedell, Donna. 1986. How to salvage sinking U.S. 
ag exports. II. Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 17-19, 22N.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “This is the last of the 
two-part series on U.S. ag exports, which explores possible 
solutions for strengthening the U.S.’s position in the world 
marketplace.”
 “The American farmer can’t afford to rest on his laurels 
either. The sacred belief that he is the least-cost and most 
effi cient producer is being challenged by China, the EEC and 
South America.
 “However, the U.S. competitive edge is still its 
unsurpassed storage, transportation, communications and 
organization. These make it unique and very competitive. 
For instance, it costs 90¢ a bushel to move wheat from a 
Paris Basin farm to Rotterdam, while costing 34¢ to move 
one bushel from Minnesota to New Orleans, nearly twice 
the distance and 24¢ from the U.S. Gulf to Rotterdam. The 
USDA estimates that Brazilian transportation costs are eight 
times those in the U.S.
 “Meeting the challenge, weathering low prices, revising 
expectations are all essential adjustments for the American 
farmer. But the key to solving agriculture’s problems will 
be the recognition–on the farm and at the highest levels 
of government–that U.S. agriculture’s problems are no 
longer domestic or even agricultural, but are part of a global 
economy that can be solved only through international 
coordination.”

2819. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1986. Market round-
up: Soya meal exports poised for big rise. Feb. 17. p. 10.
• Summary: Indian soyabean meal is now starting to play an 
important role on the world market. It has emerged as one 
of India’s most important exports and earners of precious 
foreign exchange. Exports of Indian soyabean meal are 
growing steadily and are expected to reach a value of Rs. 
100 crores [1 crore = 10 million, so 1,000 million rupees] 
in 1985-86. The main buyers are the countries of eastern 
Europe, but sales to Western Europe are growing steadily.
 More than 100 soyabean processing plants have already 
sprung up in Madhya Pradesh, India’s main soyabean 
growing state. Soybean production in India has been steadily 
increasing; it is expected to reach 13 lakh tonnes [1.3 million 
metric tons] this season.

 Soyabean meal exports “are presently canalised 
[channeled] through the Soyabean Processors Association of 
India (SOPA), an apex organisation of the soyabean industry 
in this country.” SOPA has pioneered the export of soyabean 
meal from India. SOPA organised the fourth convention and 
symposium at Indore on Feb. 15.
 A major problem for the soybean refi ning industry in 
India is that is its product, soyabean oil, has not yet been 
accepted by Indian consumers. The industry is producing 
about two lakh [200,000] tonnes of soyabean oil, the bulk 
of which is used by the vanaspati industry and the bulk 
consumer. “The processors [refi ners] have yet to produce 
odourless soyabean oil that can be used as a cooking 
medium.”
 The section titled “New issues” states that “Ruchi Soya” 
will enter the capital market on Feb. 20.

2820. Soybean Update. 1986. Soybeans the bright spot in a 
dim export picture. March 31.
• Summary: U.S. ag products 27% behind 1984/5 export 
rate. South American drought and Soviets behind increased 
soybean purchases.

2821. Soybean Update. 1986. U.S. will retaliate against EC. 
March 31.
• Summary: U.S. government may withdraw tariff bindings 
on European products in response to EC restrictions on U.S. 
oilseed products in Portugal.

2822. Product Name:  [Bean Curd (Chinese Style, Silken)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Chinese Style Bean Curd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  106 Jawatta Rd., Colombo, Sri 
Lanka.  Phone: 582-796.
Date of Introduction:  1986 March.
Ingredients:  Soya, glucose, etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm plastic bag retails for 
Rs. 18/50.
How Stored:  Refrigerated, 3 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1988. 4 by 3 inches. 
Black on white paper. Form fi lled out by Jane Gleason. On 
18 March 1988 she talked with Mr. Chao, the producer. 
This is a “silken” type tofu made from soybeans imported 
from the People’s Republic of China, which is said to 
give it a taste superior to that made from local beans. It is 
a competitor of Boncheese. Mr. Chao uses 500 kg/month 
of soybeans. He pays 40-50 Rs/kg for his imported beans. 
Demand is stable. People buy his product mainly for the 
good taste.

2823. Soybean Update. 1986. U.S. retaliates against EC with 
quotas and higher tariffs. April 7.
• Summary: “The U.S. has taken a tough stand against 
newly-imposed EC trade restrictions. The White House this 
week announced a group of trade policy actions designed 
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to force the EC to withdraw the new restrictions it imposed 
after Spain and Portugal’s accession into the Community.
 “The White House stated: ‘Unless the EC rescinds its 
illegal quotas and promptly provides compensation for its 
increased tariffs, the U.S. will offset the new restrictions by 
establishing quotas and increasing tariffs on EC products 
entering our market.’
 “In response to the oilseed quotas imposed in Portugal, 
the U.S. has imposed a quota on imported European white 
wine valued at over $4/gallon. In 1985, the U.S. bought $325 
million worth of this type of wine.
 “The white wine quota was chosen, said a U.S. trade 
offi cial, because it will affect almost every EC nation, with 
France, Germany and Italy being the most severely hit.
 “What the quota will be set at has not been announced, 
but ‘it will be a mirror image quota’ to the EC quotas.
 “To counter new trade restrictions dealing with 
feedgrains, the U.S. will increase tariff duties on incoming 
European products including cheeses, beer, fruit juices, 
candies, pork products, leather products and other liquors.
 “The EC has until May 2 to withdraw the trade 
restrictions and offer compensation.
 “Says the White House: ‘The U.S. has been fully 
supportive of the enlargement of the European Community 
to include Spain and Portugal. We do not, however, believe 
that the EC should use this occasion to impose new trade 
barriers. Americans should not have to pay for the benefi ts 
which EC member states will enjoy.’”

2824. Soybean Update. 1986. Argentina to lower export 
taxes for beans. April 14.
• Summary: It will be lowered to 15% in 1987, almost half 
of 1986’s 28.5% tax. Argentina taxes bean oil and meal 
exports at “the lower level of 16.5% to encourage product 
exports over the exports of raw soybeans.”

2825. Queck, Paul. 1986. Europe doesn’t want our bad [soy] 
beans! Indiana Prairie Farmer (Lombard, Illinois). April 19. 
p. 16-17.
• Summary: Discusses: EEC, free fatty acids, Blankenship, 
Deroost. Vamo Mills is the largest soybean crusher in 
Europe. Address: Staff.

2826. Bhatnagar, P.S. 1986. Soybean research and 
development in India–Diagnostic analysis of constraints and 
future strategies. In: P.S. Bhatnagar, comp. 1986. National 
Seminar & 17th Annual Workshop. Proceedings & Technical 
Programme: G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology. 
iv + 247 p. See p. 4-29. [11 ref]
• Summary: Today almost all of India’s defatted soybean 
meal is being exported to affl uent countries for use in 
livestock feeding. This amount increased from 140,420 
tonnes in 1981-82 to 432,819 tonnes in 1984-85. In the latter 
period the meal, selling at 1,968 rupees/tonne earned India 

851 million rupees of sorely needed foreign exchange. The 
author emphasizes the need for a program to utilize soy fl our 
(especially defatted) in India. Address: Coordinator, All-
India Coordinated Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR), 
G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture & Technology, Pantnagar, UP, 
263145, India.

2827. Mangold, Grant. 1986. What’s derailing West Coast 
bean exports? Soybean Digest. April. p. 30-32.
• Summary: USDA fi gures show 17.2 million fi gures moving 
through West Coast ports from September 1983 through 
August 1984. That compares to 61 million bushels off the 
East Coast, 30.4 million by Great Lakes ports, and 603.1 
million through Gulf ports.

2828. Guo, Zhongshi. 1986. Crop bases signing up as export 
suppliers. China Daily 5(1489):1. May 3. Saturday. [Eng]
• Summary: “Following several years of bumper harvests, 
China has become more than self-suffi cient in such major 
cash crops as cotton, soybean and corn and has already 
established steady export markets for them...
 “In fi ve years... Heilongjiang is expected to contribute at 
least 80 per cent of the nation’s soybeans for export... Each 
of the export bases will concentrate on two major products in 
which they have some competitive edge.” Address: Peking, 
staff reporter.

2829. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1986. Duty 
exemptions for soya products. May 3. p. 10.
• Summary: Bombay–”Textured soya protein and soya milk 
have been exempted from excise duty.”

2830. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1986. India 
reduces oil allocation. 63(5):618. May.
• Summary: The Indian government has moved to reduce 
the amount of imported vegetable oils used in vanaspati by 
10%. A year ago vanaspati manufacturers were allowed to 
meet 95% of their oil requirements with imported oils; the 
allowance was reduced to 40% earlier this year. In a related 
move, the government raised the import tax on vegetable oils 
to 45% from 5%. Note: Soybean oil has long been imported 
to India for use in making vanaspati.

2831. Soybean Update. 1986. ASA, NSPA protest Argentine 
differential export tax. June 6.
• Summary: It “discourages soybean exports and favors 
soybean meal and soybean oil exports by placing a higher tax 
on beans.”

2832. Soybean Update. 1986. Portugal seeks increase in 
soybean oil consumption quota. June 30.
• Summary: Portugal’s soybean oil consumption quota is 
currently 50,000 tonnes. Spain will fulfi ll its 90,000 tonne 
soybean oil consumption quota for 1986, but proposes to tax 
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the oil content of imported beans.

2833. Bradley, Floudia. 1986. Soviet Union re-enters U.S. 
soybean market. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service). June. p. 12-13.
• Summary: “The USSR has emerged as the major force in 
the world oilseed and products market in the last decade. 
Soybeans are the only oilseed imported in signifi cant 
amounts by the Soviet Union.” Argentina have been taking 
large shares of Soviet soybean imports since 1980-81. In 
1984-85 the Soviets purchased no U.S. soybeans. A graph 
shows Soviet imports of soybeans and soybean meal from 
1979-80 to 1985-86. Address: Oilseeds and Products Div., 
FAS [Foreign Agricultural Service]. Phone: 202-382-8257.

2834. Severns, Willard. 1986. What does international 
agriculture mean to Illinois farmers? International 
Agriculture Newsletter (Univ. of Illinois) No. 97. p. 1-2. 
June.
• Summary: “If you had asked fi ve years ago what 
international agriculture means to Illinois farmers, you 
would have received a very different answer than you would 
today. A few years ago, many of us thought international 
agriculture meant that we produced and marketed a 
constantly increasing amount of agricultural products to a 
constant expanding group of world buyers. Today, we have 
seen this defi nition collapse. Demand is less than we hoped, 
competition is greater than imagined, and we fi nd that we are 
no longer in the driver’s seat. The one-way street of rapidly 
growing markets for our products turned into a busy two-
way street. How did our expectations change so quickly? 
Here are my thoughts.
 “Three phases. U.S. agriculture has gone through three 
phases during the second half of this century. The fi rst phase 
lasted the longest, up until the early 1970s. It was the era of 
production. Prices for commodities and interest rates were 
stable, and events in the world markets were of relatively 
little signifi cance because less than 10 percent of U.S. 
agricultural production moved into world channels.
 “Starting in the early 1970s, export markets became an 
important factor in U.S. agriculture. By 1980-1981, yields 
from two acres out of fi ve were marketed overseas. The 
expectation for continued demand from the world markets 
was so high that we added seventy million new acres of 
croplands during the 1970s. Opinion was nearly unanimous 
that both world demand and infl ation in the U.S. economy 
were going to continue at record rates.
 “Unfortunately, in the 1980s we fi nd ourselves in the 
third phase, and it is one we had not predicted. Domestically, 
infl ation rates are lower than forecasted and the value of land 
and other items of farm equity have eroded rapidly. High 
real interest rates have also put a fi nancial squeeze on many 
producers. However, probably the most signifi cant factor has 
been the sudden drop in exports. We went from a high of $43 

billion per year in the early 1980s to an estimated $28 billion 
for 1986.
 “U.S. farm policies, which support prices by 
withdrawing commodities from the marketplace, are not 
working in this environment. Those policies were designed 
when the U.S. farm economy had few exports. To our 
dismay, in the past four years we discovered that we can 
spend large amounts of money on price support activities and 
yet not have a positive impact on farm income. In fact, price 
supports may have accelerated the loss of export market 
shares. U.S. agriculture now exists in a world economy.
 “Increased production. One reason for the drop in 
exports is that some of our customers from the 1970s became 
competitors. Productivity has increased tremendously around 
the world. Both the lesser developed countries and developed 
economies, such as countries in the European community, 
have added signifi cantly to the availability of agricultural 
products on the world market. Through pricing strategies, 
developed countries have taken a greater share of world 
export markets.
 “In the 1970s China was viewed as one of the greatest 
potential markets for U.S. farm products. China had a 
population of nearly a billion people and a low level of 
agricultural productivity. Much to our surprise, we have 
seen Chinese grain and oilseed production increase by 43 
million metric tons. The total agricultural output of China 
has increased by more than 50 percent in just a little over six 
years.
 “In terms of the world situation, production is 
outstripping demand. In the last four years, farmers 
worldwide have produced an average of 60 million tons 
more grain and oilseeds than the market could absorb. U.S. 
policy diverted about 20 million metric tons of grain capacity 
equivalent every year, but this has been more than offset by 
increases in world production.
 “Research, an international commodity. Research, 
the key to these dramatic increases in production, is an 
international commodity. Some farmers feel that by sharing 
research we depress prices and farm income. However, these 
people aren’t aware that the United States does not have a 
monopoly on agricultural research.
 “One of the greatest breakthroughs has been in the area 
of hybridization of seeds. The yields of many commodities 
have increased dramatically through improved seed 
technology. In the United States, for example, we have seen 
yields for wheat increase from 40 bushels per acre to 100 
bushels per acre. Around the world, higher-yielding seed 
cultivars are the rule rather than the exception.
 “In the dairy area, breakthroughs just on the horizon 
include the bovine growth hormone, which was discovered 
in Europe. A simple hormone injection costing only about 50 
cents a day could increase dairy cow production by 15 to 20 
percent.
 “New cost-effective chemicals are available in the 
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market place. These chemicals cost more on a volume basis 
but less on a per unit basis. This helps to improve profi ts by 
lowering production costs.
 “We have to accept the fact that many of these research 
breakthroughs came from outside the state and outside the 
United States. More than three-fourths of the new post-
emergence pesticides now in use were not developed in the 
United States.
 “A market development breakthrough called high 
fructose corn syrup is no stranger to Illinois. In the United 
States, it has surpassed sugar as the major caloric sweetener. 
Although this new product has been popularized in the 
United States, the technology was developed in Japan.
 “Impact on Illinois. Lowell D. Hill of UIUC’s 
Department of Agricultural Economics did a study in the 
late 1970s showing that Illinois has a major stake in world 
markets. His study revealed that export levels for corn 
and soybeans from Illinois were nearly double the amount 
projected on the basis of production.
 “The combination of two factors has given Illinois this 
stake in the health of the world agricultural market economy. 
The fi rst is the transportation infrastructure needed to meet 
world bulk commodity markets. The second factor is the 
predominance of grain processors that produce value-added 
products which move into world markets.
 “Internationalization of companies. A good example 
of the new international character of companies is the farm 
machinery industry. Ten years ago all major machinery 
manufacturers in the United States were well-established 
American companies, and they were expanding aggressively. 
Recently, the farm machinery industry is becoming 
increasingly internationalized. Foreign and U.S. companies 
are merging. Parts are manufactured in other countries and 
then used as components in machinery assembled and sold 
in the United States. All in all, it’s becoming a smaller, 
downsized industry with international ownership, production, 
and marketing. The move towards becoming international 
can’t be stopped, given present economic pressures.
 “Role of the United States. One of the key problems is 
our failure to recognize the need to become international. 
The United States has become the residual supplier to world 
markets, and recent experiences show that this is a losing 
game. In the last four years, world grain production has gone 
up by 14.5 percent, total world imports are down 10 percent, 
and U.S. exports of agricultural products have dropped by 21 
percent.
 “The future. The markets themselves are still growing. 
World population is increasing by 75 million people a year. 
Two questions remain unanswered: Who will provide the 
food to feed them? At what price will these commodities 
trade?
 “Illinois is completely dependent upon what happens 
in the rest of the world. The research breakthroughs that are 
coming at us in a seemingly endless way cannot be ignored. 

We have to respond to them and, in many cases, we’ll be 
forced to adopt these new technologies.
 “We must also recognize that U.S. farm policies cannot 
continue to set prices for the world. Use and competition 
must ultimately set prices. We have recently seen that U.S. 
loan rates, in conjunction with the rapidly increasing strength 
of the U.S. dollar, served to provide an umbrella for many 
other suppliers to world markets. We must move away from 
setting world prices at the expense of U.S. taxpayers and 
farmers. Lower cost of production is critical and will affect 
whoever is able to attain and retain markets.
 “We recognize now that we must compete or we must 
shrink our farm industry dramatically. Only fi ve years ago, 
over 40 percent of the total U.S. agricultural production was 
sold on world markets. What if the United States decides to 
produce only for domestic markets? The price of shrinking is 
not that simple. The continuing breakthroughs in production 
technology dictate that you would have to shrink more each 
year. Rigid supply controls would be needed to prop up 
prices.
 “Historically we have done a poor job of aggressively 
pursuing markets. The United States has been a reluctant 
trader and other countries have been much more aggressive 
at marketing their products and their technology.
 “The price of retreating from world markets is too high. 
World agriculture, like the computer fi eld and other areas, 
is a high-tech battlefi eld. The increasingly technical nature 
of production, marketing, and product research is, and will 
continue to be, an international process.
 “Right now we are redefi ning the concept of 
comparative advantage. I have confi dence that a state like 
Illinois–with its resources, research and production know-
how, and marketing infrastructure–can remain competitive. 
But fi rst we must go through a process of reevaluation, 
become more effi cient, and be more aggressive in our 
commitment to world trade.
 “We must make a commitment that we are a part of the 
world agricultural system. The future of farming in Illinois 
is tied to international agriculture and we cannot turn back 
the clock. Some view this as a threat. I think of it as a new 
challenge that I know we can meet.” Address: Board of 
Directors, Illinois Farm Bureau and member International 
Agriculture Advisory Committee, Offi ce of Int’l. Agriculture, 
Univ. of Illinois.

2835. Soybean Update. 1986. Pakistan ready for PL480 soy 
oil purchases. July 7.
• Summary: In 1984/85 Pakistan bought 179,100 tons of 
U.S. soybean oil. Over the past several years Pakistan has 
been the largest U.S. soybean oil buyer.

2836. American Soybean Association. 1986. Soya Bluebook 
‘86. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 278 p. 
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
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• Summary: Contents: Index of advertisers (p. 4). Soybeans: 
Your profi t opportunity, by Dr. Kenneth L. Bader, CEO, 
ASA (p. 5). Organizations (by country, within each country 
alphabetically): For each gives the name, address, contact 
person, year founded, number of members, objectives and 
activities, publications. Countries are: USA, Australia, 
Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, England, 
Germany (Federal Republic of), Finland, France, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Malaysia, 
Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Portugal, 
Senegal, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Zaire, 
Zimbabwe. U.S. agricultural education, research & extension 
(by state; mainly state agricultural / land-grant colleges), 
ASA international offi ces and world regions (colored world 
map and photo of each country director), government trading 
agencies.
 Soy directory: Oil extraction plants / refi neries 
(alphabetically by state in USA, then by country), soyfoods 
/ edible soy products manufacturers (lecithin, soy fl our, 
soy grits, soy protein concentrates & isolates, textured soy 
protein, binders, extenders, simulated meat products, soy oil 
products {margarine, shortening, cooking / salad oil, salad 
dressings}, soyfoods–beverages [soymilk], frozen desserts, 
soy sauce, tempeh, tofu, whole soybean snacks {soynuts}, 
other soy-based foods), within each product by country, 
producers of soy products for industrial manufacturers (by 
products, etc.): Industrial lecithin, industrial soy fl our / 
soy protein, industrial soy oil, soy sterols and tocopherols, 
soybean fatty acids.
 Soybean manufacturing support industries: 
Manufacturing equipment & supplies, soybean processing 
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services. Marketing 
and auxiliary services: Brokers, fi nancial services, 
forwarding agents, marketing consultants, trading 
companies, transportation, warehousing–export / import.
 Soy statistics (tables & graphs): Soya conversions 
[weights & measures], metric conversions, temperature 
conversions. U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates 
(by state). U.S. soybean acreage, yield and production, 
1925–1985 (by year). U.S. soybean planted acreage by 
state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state 
(1970–1985). U.S. soybean yield by state (1970–1985). U.S. 
soybean production by state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean 
production major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for 
soybeans, corn, wheat, and cotton. U.S. harvested acreage of 
major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for the big 4. U.S. 
yield per acre of major crops (1920–1985): One graph each 
for the big 4. Argentine soybean area, yield and production 
by province (1975-1986). Brazilian soybean area, yield and 
production by province (1975-1986). Canadian soybean 
production: Acreage, yield, production, farm price and value 
(1950-51–1984-85). Canadian soybean production and 
utilization (1950-1984, year beginning Aug. 1): Production, 
imports, supplies, exports of beans, processed for oil and 

meal, soy oil produced, soybean oilcake produced. World 
soybean production: Area and production in specifi ed 
countries and the world total (1980/81–1985/86). Soybean 
production by major countries (one graph, 1925-1985): U.S., 
Brazil, PRC [China], Argentina. Share of world soybean 
production [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 
1925-1985): Big 4. Soybean acreage by major countries 
(one graph, 1925-1985): Big 4. Share of world soybean 
acreage [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 1925-
1985): Big 4. U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage, 
yield and price (1970–1986). Soybean usage in the U.S. for 
crush and exports (one graph, 1925-1985, million bushels). 
U.S. soybean exports: Percent of total usage (one graph, 
1925-1985). Argentine soybeans and products (oil and 
meal): Supply and disposition (1975/76–1986/87). Brazilian 
soybeans and products (oil and meal): Supply and disposition 
(1975/76–1986/87). Prices of U.S. soybeans, No. 1 yellow: 
Average price per bushel, Illinois country shipping points 
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). Prices of U.S. 
soybeans received by farmers: Average price per bushel 
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). U.S. soybean 
price support operations (1945-1985, incl. CCC). U.S. 
soybean crop value: U.S. and major producing states (1925-
1985): Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Minnesota, 
Arkansas. Fold-out color map of U.S. soybean acreage by 
county. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans: Percent of open 
market farm sales by month (1975/76–1984/85). Map of 
U.S. soybean processing plants. Value of U.S. soybean 
products per bushel and crush margin (1950-1984): Soy 
oil, soybean meal, soybean price (received by farmers, 
No. 1 yellow Illinois), margin (ditto). U.S. soybean meal: 
Prices paid by farmers–44% protein, dollars per 100 lbs, 
by year and month (1950-1984). U.S. soybean meal: 
Average wholesale price–44% protein, dollars per ton, 
bulk Decatur, Illinois, by year and month (1950–1984). 
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports 
and domestic disappearance, by year and month, thousand 
short tons (1978/79–1984/85). U.S. soybean cake and 
meals: Supply, disposition and price (1977-1985): Soybean, 
cottonseed, linseed, peanut. Major world protein meals: 
Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86; Production, 
exports, imports, consumption, ending stocks): Soybean, 
cottonseed, rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, fi sh, peanut, copra, 
linseed, palm kernel. World major oilseeds: Supply and 
utilization (1981/82–1985/86). World major vegetable and 
marine oils: Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86). 
Prices of U.S. soybean oil: Soy oil, domestic crude, average 
cents per pound in tank cars at Midwestern mills, by year 
and month (1950/51–1984/85). U.S. soybean utilization, by 
year (1960-1984): Food–Shortening, margarine, cooking and 
salad oils, other edible, total. Nonfood–Paint and varnish, 
resins and plastics, fatty acids, other inedible (incl. soap), 
total. Total domestic utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as 
percent of total soybean value (1930–1985). Note: Peaked 
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at about 55% in 1930, fell to about 32% in 1980-81. U.S. 
soybean oil: Supply, disposition and price (1960-1985). U.S. 
edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance (1978-1985): 
Coconut, corn, cottonseed, lard, palm, peanut, soybean, 
sunfl ower, tallow (edible). U.S. exports of soybeans, by 
year and month (1953–1984). U.S. soybean exports by port 
and country of destination (Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985): Ports 
are–St. Lawrence Seaway, Lakes, Atlantic, Gulf (by far the 
largest), Pacifi c, Interior. U.S. exports: Soybeans–Volume of 
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total 
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–Volume of 
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total 
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and 
meal–Volume of exports by country of destination (in metric 
tons) and total value (1981–1985). Map of U.S. soybean 
exports by port areas: Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985 (1,000 bushels). 
U.S. exports of soybean, cottonseed and sunfl owerseed 
oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports–Volume of 
exports by region and country of destination (in metric 
tons) and total value (1979/80–1984/85; year beginning in 
October). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–P.L. 480, Title I and III, 
volume (in metric tons) and value (in $1,000) by country 
of destination (FY 1981–1985). U.S. exports of soybean 
and cottonseed oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports 
(1950–1984, million lbs; incl. P.L. 480 as a percentage of 
the whole). Brazilian exports of soybeans and products to 
major countries (1,000 metric tons; 1976-1984). Graph of 
soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., Brazil, 
Argentina) (soybean equivalent; 1970-1985). Graph of world 
share of soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., 
Brazil, Argentina) (1970-1985). Note: U.S. share has fallen 
from 95% in 1970 to about 50% in 1984.
 Glossary: General terms, soy protein terms. Standards & 
specifi cations: NSPA, Association of American Feed Control 
Offi cials (AAFCO), USDA (defi nitions and grades; United 
States Standards for Soybeans–Revised Effective Sept. 9, 
1985). Index. Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 
63141.

2837. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1986. 
Argentinian soybean taxes. 63(7):865. July.
• Summary: The Offi ce of the U.S. Trade Representative 
(USTR) has requested bilateral consultations with 
Argentinian government offi cials to discuss Argentina’s 
differential export taxes on soybeans and soybean products. 
National Soybean Processors Association (NSPA) fi led a 
petition in April claiming unfair trade practices by Argentina. 
Argentina applies an export tax of 28.5% on soybeans 
and 16.5% on soybean oil and meal. NSPA claims the tax 
differential provides an artifi cial and unfair cost advantage 
to Argentina’s soybean crushers. The petition also claimed 
that the differential tax has allowed Argentina to export much 
more meal and oil; this has suppressed world prices and 
reduced U.S. exports of soybean products.

2838. Lambert, Miles. 1986. Rising Greek soybean use 
favors U.S. imports. Foreign Agriculture (USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service) 24(7):19-20. July.
• Summary: “Just as development of Greece’s poultry 
industry in the 1960s and early 1970s fueled the country’s 
imports of soybean meal, so the expansion of the hog 
industry could make for larger imports of soybeans...
 “Before 1974, Greece imported soybean meal, not 
soybeans.” Those imports reached 75,000 tons in 1974.
 The momentum toward pork output and consumption 
started in the second half of the 1970s. Greek per capita 
consumption of pork rose from 6.1 kilograms in 1970 
to 21.2. kilograms in 1983 at a time when total meal 
consumption grew from 47.7 to 72.6 kilograms.
 Greece is not likely to become a soybean producer.
 “The crushing fi rm, Soya Hellas, is establishing a new 
section within the company to process full-fat soybeans, 
which will be targeted for sale in Greece this summer.
 “The fi rst two Greek soybean crushing plants were 
constructed in the mid-1970s, giving the country an annual 
crushing capacity of 280,000 tons. Two more plants were 
added in the early 1980s, nearly doubling capacity to 
540,000 tons. However, in 1985, only two of the four plants 
actually crushed soybeans. With soybean imports at 250,000 
tons in 1985, capacity is still signifi cantly underutilized.
 “The main customer of the soybean crushing plants is 
the Greek mixed-feed industry, which is dominated by three 
producers: Elviz... Viozokat... and Agroinvest...”
 “A major hindrance to full utilization of Greece’s 
soybean crushing capacity has been the burdensome disposal 
of the soybean oil produced.” Address: ERS USDA. Phone: 
202-786-1716.

2839. Queck, Paul. 1986. Italian $13/bu. Soybean support 
price backfi res. Indiana Prairie Farmer (Lombard, Illinois). 
Aug. 2. p. 56-57.
• Summary: After the 1973 U.S. soybean embargo, the 
European Community (EC) began offering incentives to its 
farmers to grown oilseeds (such as rapeseed and soybeans) 
to lessen the EC’s reliance on imports. Italian farmers now 
are guaranteed a price of $13/bu for their soybeans as part of 
the EC’s self-suffi ciency plan and long-term effort to reduce 
its imports of oilseeds, including soybeans from the U.S. and 
South America.
 However this soybean subsidy has actually increased 
the demand for imported soybeans. As Joe Maranelli, 
coordinator of the American Soybean Association’s (ASA) 
market activities in Italy explains: For years ASA’s problem 
in selling soybean oil in Italy was that Italian consumers 
“didn’t know what soya was.” However the extensive 
publicity surrounding the campaign to encourage soybean 
production in Italy served to educate Italian consumers to the 
fact that soybean oil is a kind of vegetable oil. Now, because 
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soybeans are grown in Italy (although in small quantities), 
Italians tend to think of them as an Italian crop. A photo 
shows ASA’s Joe Maranelli with an innovative “brik pak” of 
Crivellaro soybean oil.

2840. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1986. Export 
subsidy for soybean oil? 63(8):986. Aug.
• Summary: U.S. offi cials in June were considering a USDA 
proposal to include soybean oil as part of the U.S. Export 
Enhancement Program (EEP). After several weeks of debate, 
a U.S. government interagency panel in early June rejected 
a USDA proposal to target Turkey, Tunisia, Morocco and 
India to receive a total of 150,000 tonnes of U.S. soybean 
oil through EEP. The working group considering USDA’s 
proposal objected that it did not believe the proposal clearly 
met the EEP’s goal of targeting countries in which subsidized 
products from other countries have an advantage over U.S. 
exports. The 1985 Farm Bill authorizes the Secretary of 
Agriculture to use $110 million a year to counter or offset 
adverse effects on U.S. agricultural exports. Under buy-
down, the price of a product exported to selected nations is 
subsidized to compete.

2841. Soybean Update. 1986. Palm oil saturating the U.S. 
market. Oct. 6.
• Summary: Since 1983 palm oil imports to U.S. have 
doubled, at expense of U.S. soybean farmers.

2842. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1986. Re: History of 
Vandemoortele N.V. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Oct. 23. 3 p. Typed, on plain paper without signature. 
[Eng]
• Summary: 1899–Foundation. The fi rst factory was 
established in Izegem, Belgium, by Constant Vandemoortele 
in conjunction with his sons, Adhemar and Edgard. 
Adhemar was Philippe Vandemoortele’s grandfather. The 
original company name was written in French, Huilerie 
Vandemoortele. The company started with the crushing of 
linseed and rapeseed.
 1921–Foundation of N.V. Oil Factories Vandemoortele. 
The company was offi cially renamed (from its original 
French name to a Flemish Dutch name) and started with a 
capital of 1 million Belgian francs.
 1934–First production of oils for consumers. Before this 
the company produced mainly linseed oil for industrial use. 
In 1934 Adhemar Vandemoortele fi rst imported soybeans 
from Manchuria. Besides soya, other raw materials such as 
coconuts, groundnuts, corn, oil palm kernels, and sunfl ower 
seeds were processed.
 1936–An oil refi nery was established. The company 
continued to expand and in the late 1930s an installation 
for oil hydrogenation and an oil extraction plant were 
constructed.
 1939-1945–World War II forced the original plant to 

stop its activities, and the rest of production was slowed 
down considerably. Soon after the war, the original factory 
was partially destroyed and most of the equipment was 
out of date. In 1945 Vandemoortele resumed its activities. 
Adhemar Vandemoortele decided to build a new and modern 
installation for the processing of oilseeds. The extraction 
department doubled its capacity.
 1951–Takeover of the Albers company. Albers was the 
most important Belgian producer of margarine. Taking over 
this business led to a signifi cant increase of production and 
sales.
 1957–Construction of an extraction plant in Merksem. 
The plant is located very close to the Antwerp seaport. It 
currently crushes 1,600 tons soybeans per day.
 1966–Construction of a new extraction plant in Izegem. 
A new, modern installation was built and is known to be one 
of the most important in Europe. It has a capacity of 750,000 
kg soybeans per day.
 1968–Foundation of “N.V. Vandemoortele”. This is still 
the offi cial name.
 1969–Construction of a new extraction plant for 
soybeans in Merksem. To allow the processing of larger 
quantities, a new extraction unit was built. The capacity 
increased to 1,500 tons per day.
 1971–Construction of a new ultra-modern factory in 
Izegem for the production of sauces and mayonnaises.
 1974–In Izegem, a new department for purifying soaps 
(which were obtained from the neutralization of oils) was 
built. Its capacity amounts to 300,000 liters/day. A storage 
yard is located next to this department. In 1975 the capacity 
of the tank park was increased signifi cantly to 50,000,000 
liters.
 1976–Foundation of “N.V. Metro.” This subsidiary 
organizes the transport when distributing the Vandemoortele 
products.
 1978–Foundation of “N.V. Vamix.” Through N.V. 
Vamix, Vandemoortele delivers raw materials and partially-
fi nished products to catering and bakery industry.
 1978–Foundation of “N.V. Edo.” After the partial take-
over of “Oleofi na”, a new company called “Edo” was created 
and consists of an oil refi nery and packing unit.
 1980–Foundation of “N.V. Alpro.” This company is 
involved in the production and distribution of high-quality 
soyfoods.
 “N.V. Vandemoortele is operating in foreign countries 
through several sister companies (England, the Netherlands, 
France, Germany, the United States). A holding company 
located in Belgium, N.C. Safi nco Cc, controls the fi nancial 
interests and coordinates the activities of the different 
subsidiaries.
 “The sophisticated and ultra-modern installations allow 
Vandemoortele to produce a variety of products which are 
sold at home and abroad at competitive prices. Thanks to 
the continuous evolution and innovation of the equipment, 
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Vandemoortele N.V. has grown to be one of the most 
important agro-industrial concerns in the world.” Address: 
General Manager, Alpro, Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.

2843. Soybean Update. 1986. India lifts counter-trade. Oct. 
27.
• Summary: India lifts some 1985 counter-trade 
requirements which may increase demand for U.S. soyoil 
early 1987.

2844. Soybean Update. 1986. EEC once again considers fats/
oils tax. Nov. 17.
• Summary: The EEC needs revenue for subsidies.

2845. Soybean Update. 1986. EEC oilseed crops soar: Low 
grain prices, big subsidies. Nov. 24.
• Summary: Italian soybean production in 1986 will double 
from 1985, rising to 700,000-750,000 tons; it should rise to 
1 million by 1987. French acreage will be near double that 
of 1985. A graph shows EEC production of total oilseeds, 
rapeseed, and soybeans from 1977/78 to 1986/87. Soybean 
production is only about 20% that of rapeseed and 9% of 
total EEC oilseed production.

2846. Soybean Update. 1986. Spain sets soyoil levy. Nov. 24.
• Summary: “A levy on soyoil processed from soybeans 
imported to Spain and released for consumption has been 
imposed by the EEC, effective Nov. 1.”

2847. Rumney, Thomas. 1986. Soybeans: A new world 
supercrop. Focus 36:29-30. Fall.
• Summary: A map shows world soybean production 
in 1985. “The estimated value of 1982 U.S. [soybean] 
production was nearly $12.5 billion, with exports of 
soybeans and soybean products exceeding $3 billion.” Also 
discusses the rapid growth in soybean production in Brazil, 
Argentina, and Paraguay. “In 1965, these three countries 
grew some 558,000 metric tons of soybeans (2% of world 
production); by 1985, that fi gure had increased to 23,050,000 
metric tons (26% of the world’s total).”
 “As recently as 1969 India grew no soybeans, yet by 
1985 the Indian output was 750,000 metric tons annually. 
Less spectacular, although quite substantial, are production 
increases in Taiwan, North and South Korea, Indonesia, and 
Malaysia.” Address: State University College, Plattsburg, 
New York.

2848. Soybean Update. 1986. ASA demands U.S. Secretary 
of Agriculture withdraw study which claims past export 
embargoes innocuous. Dec. 8. p. 3.
• Summary: The 1980 embargo of soybeans left U.S. farmers 
uncompensated for 1 million tonnes of soybeans.

2849. Soybean Update. 1986. American Soybean 
Development Foundation’s (ASDF) Adopt-A-Country 
program. Dec. 22.
• Summary: The American Soybean Assoc. has promoted 
soybeans in West Germany for 26 years. In that time, 
Germany has imported the equivalent of 1,900 million 
bushels of U.S. soybeans–a value of $14,000 million 
and equivalent to an entire U.S. soybean crop. Venezuela 
purchased the equivalent of 33.3 million bushels of U.S. 
soybeans last year, up 92% from just six years ago. The 
USSR has the potential to be the U.S.’s largest soybean 
customer, needing as much as 696 million bushels of 
soybeans each year to meet animal nutrition needs. Last year, 
Greece’s imports of U.S. soybeans and soybean products 
totaled 7.7 million bushels, up 23% from just 5 years ago. 
The investment which ASA makes to market development in 
Greece about equals the commitment Texas soybean farmers 
make to ASDF.

2850. Soybean Update. 1986. China buys U.S. soybeans. 
Dec. 22.
• Summary: China has made its’ fi rst purchase of U.S. 
soybeans in this year–an estimated 100,000 tonnes or about 
3.7 million bushels. China bought 219,000 tonnes of U.S. 
beans last year, the fi rst purchase from the U.S. in several 
years. Export sources say China sells the beans they produce 
at a premium to Japan for food, while importing less-
expensive U.S. beans for their domestic crushing.

2851. Soybean Update. 1986. You’ll hear it said that 
domestic ag policies are nobody else’s business. Dec. 27.
• Summary: ... A country can do whatever it wants as long 
as it doesn’t subsidize exports. From U.S. soybean farmers’ 
standpoint, this is a dangerous argument. Europe is a case 
in point: The EEC pledged 25 years ago to allow soybean 
imports at zero duty, and today roughly half of all U.S. 
soybean exports go to the 12-nation community. But in the 
last decade, massive subsidies have spurred uneconomic 
production of oilseeds in the EEC, including beans supported 
at $15 per bushel. The growing domestic production is a 
damper on demand for U.S. oilseeds, and surely violates the 
spirit (and probably the letter) of the 25-year-old zero duty 
agreement. Yet it’s not an export subsidy so should it be on 
the table at GATT?

2852. Soybean Update. 1986. Soyoil equivalent of 5.8 
million bushels was sold in Japan as a result of a promotion 
campaign sponsored by the ASA and Nisshin Oil Mills. Dec. 
27.
• Summary: ... Nisshin used ASA’s (American Soybean 
Assoc.) Soyasign to identify its cooking oil on the label 
as 100% soyoil, and attached a fl ier promoting soyoil to 
each container. More than 2 million consumers bought the 
soybean cooking oil during the promotion. Based on its 
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success, Nisshin plans to continue aggressively marketing 
soyoil.

2853. ASA Member Letter. 1986. ASA may call for trade 
investigation [of unfair trade practices in EEC]. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: “U.S. soybeans were granted duty-free status 
in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 
of 1962. Since then, the EEC has repeatedly attempted to 
undermine duty-free bindings for soybeans and soybean 
meal.” One way is by subsidizing the production and 
processing of EEC-grown oilseeds.

2854. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1986. USDA 
promotes soy oil exports. 63(12):1516. Dec.
• Summary: USDA announced on Sept. 30 plans for an $8.5 
million program to expand exports of U.S. soybeans to the 
European Economic Community by stepping up promotions 
for soybean oil. Program funds will be used to increase 
European consumers’ awareness of the benefi ts of soybean 
oil and to provide technical assistance to processors to insure 
that a quality product is produced.

2855. Chung, Yong-kyu. 1986. The development of 
multi-cropping systems and soybean production in the 
Asian-Pacifi c region. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. 
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical 
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 409-
16. [10 ref]
• Summary: A major reason for slow production growth is 
the low net income. In U.S. dollars it was only $65/ha in 
Taiwan, but minus $100/ha in Japan and minus $200/ha in 
Korea.
 “The need to develop multi-cropping systems for Asian 
and Pacifi c countries is widely recognized... Rice is the 
dominant crop in the region, and there may be a regional 
surplus by the late 1980s. Japan and Taiwan have already 
instituted rice reduction programs...”
 “A case study in Korea revealed that the income 
elasticity for soybean demand, including induced demand, 
was 1.2851, while the value in relation to soybean used for 
human consumption was 9.8418... This means that a 10% 
increase in real per capita income will result in a 12.9% 
increase in aggregate soybean demand and an 8.4% increase 
in direct consumption.”
 “World soybean production increased by 5.7% per 
annum during the last decade... Soybean production in the 
Asian and Pacifi c region, however, increased at a rate of 
only 4.8% during this period. Japan and Korea had small 
production increases, mainly because of higher yields. 
Production in Taiwan decreased from 65,000 tonnes in 1970 
to 26,000 tonnes in 1980.”
 “The prospects for soybean production in Taiwan, 
Japan, and Korea are poor considering recent decreases 

in production and strong price supports for other crops. 
The ratio of the farm household sale price to the imported 
price (1981) in Taiwan, Japan, and Korea was 1.7, 3.7, and 
3.1, respectively. This was primarily due to differences in 
production costs. For example, the production cost for 10 
kg of soybean in the USA (1979) was estimated at US $1.34 
(Pan 1980) compared with U.S. $3.82 in Taiwan, and US 
$12.78 in Japan. A dramatic increase in soybean production 
in the region is therefore unlikely.”
 “Most governments in the region have already 
established strong price supports for soybean.” Address: 
Agricultural Economist, Food and Fertilizer Technology 
Center for the Asian and Pacifi c Region, 5th Floor, 14 
Wenchow St., Taipei, Taiwan.

2856. Committee for Soybean (The). 1986. The Philippines 
recommends for soybeans. Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines: 
Philippine Council for Agriculture and Resources Research 
and Development. 111 p. Technical Bulletin Series No. 14A. 
Revision of 1976 edition. [51 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Written by The Soybean Committee (Dr. 
Florendo C. Quebral, a plant pathologist at UPLB, 
chairman), this work focuses on recent technologies for 
soybean production. A foreword by Ramon V. Valmayor, 
Executive Director of PCARRD, notes: “The importance 
of soybean has been stressed continuously. To encourage 
its widespread production, the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food (MAF) launched the Soybean Production Program in 
Mindanao. Likewise, PCARRD initiated and coordinated the 
implementation of Soybean Pilot Production Project in 1983 
to demonstrate the feasibility of growing soybean profi tably 
in Luzon.”
 Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgments. The Soybean 
Committee. Introduction. Production management. 
Marketing. Soybean cropping system. Crop protection. Seed 
production. Processing and utilization: Raw materials for 
industry, soybean as food. References. Appendixes. List of 
tables. Lists of fi gures.
 Table 1 shows soybean production in the Philippines 
from 1974 to 1985. Area in hectares grew from 2,780 ha in 
1974 to a peak of 11,250 ha in 1976 and was 8,479 ha in 
1985. Production grew from 2,214 tonnes in 1974 to a peak 
of 11,466 tonnes in 1982 and was 8,430 tonnes in 1985. 
Yield grew from 0.80 tonnes/ha in 1974 to a peak of 1.05 in 
1982 and was 0.99 in 1985. Local production does not begin 
to supply local demand. In 1984 380,691 tonnes of soybeans 
and products were imported. Most of the imports were 
soybean meal.
 Table 2 shows imports and exports of tausi (salted, 
fermented soybeans), oil cake (huge imports), soy sauce 
(large exports), soy oil (refi ned; large imports), soybean 
paste, taho (soymilk curds, often sold topped with a little 
brown sugar), bean cheese (tokwa [tofu]), hypoallergenic 
soy food, crude soy oil. Page 50 shows all current uses of 
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soybeans in the Philippines, and p. 51 gives the nutritional 
composition of Philippine soyfoods. Note the terms Geerligs 
cheese (Tahu; 92.7% moisture and 2.9% protein), Soybean 
curd (Tahuri; 61.3% moisture and 11.4% protein), Fermented 
soybean cheese (Tausi; 51.5% moisture and 13.8% protein), 
and Soybean cheese (Tokwa; 77.0% moisture and 12.9% 
protein).
 Recipes are given for preparing soy sauce (p. 53), 
miso, tahu (soymilk curds, p. 59), tokwa (soybean cheese, 
or fi rm tofu), tao-si (salted, fermented soybeans [fermented 
black soybeans]), soybean milk (p. 61), and soybean coffee. 
Descriptions are given for sufu (p. 62), tempeh, soy fl our and 
grits, soy protein concentrates and isolates.
 Note: In the section on nutritional composition, two 
words are incorrectly defi ned. The term “Tahuri” actually 
refers to tofu in brine, and “tausi” refers to salted, fermented 
soybeans.
 Appendix E (p. 90+) contains recipes for green 
vegetable soybeans, whole dry soybeans, and soy sprouts. 
Address: PCARR.

2857. Dauphin, Francois. 1986. Indonesia: Methodology of 
the Soybean Yield Gap Analysis Project (SYGAP). CGPRT 
No. 4. p. 181-84.
• Summary: “Soybean is an important traditional food in 
Indonesia, particularly in Java. Possibly because of the rising 
income of large segments of the population, the demand for 
soybean is increasing; however, production is stagnating. 
In response to the growing concern of the government in 
view of the rapidly increasing soybean imports, the CGPRT 
Centre has initiated a research project in collaboration with 
three Indonesian research institutes, CAER [Center for 
Agro-Economic Research], BORIF [Bogor Research for 
Food Crops] and MARIF [Malang Research Institute for 
Food Crops], and with CIRAD [Centre de Cooperation 
International en Recherche Agronomique] a French research 
Institute. Financial support was obtained from EEC for a 
two-year research and development project on soybean. 
The goal of the project is to investigate reasons for the low 
productivity of soybean in Java and to propose techniques or 
policies which could facilitate an increase in production.
 “The potential for an extension of the soybean area in 
Java appears to be small, but a large yield gap exists between 
researchers’ and farmers’ levels, indicating a large potential 
for yield increase.” Another concern is to understand the 
yield differences between different farmers and different 
farms. Address: Senior agronomist, ESCAP/CGPRT Centre, 
Bogor, Indonesia.

2858. Dutt, A.K. 1986. Soybean in rice-fallows in the 
Sunderbans [West Bengal, India]. In: S. Shanmugasundaram 
and E.W. Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and 
Subtropical Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian 
Vegetable Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. 

See p. 435-38. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Indian soybean research began in 1967 under 
the auspices of the All India Co-ordinated Research Project 
on Soybean at Pantnagar Agricultural University. The Project 
now has fi ve main centers and 12 sub-centers covering 
different agro-climatic regions.”
 “Soybean processing factories have stimulated 
production throughout Madhya Pradesh.”
 “More than 80% of the defatted soymeal produced in 
India is exported to Southeast Asia, the Middle East, or 
Europe. The remainder is used by local industry, primarily 
for food processing. In 1980-81, the export value of defatted 
Indian soybean meal was more than US $35 million.
 “In the Tarai region of Uttar Pradesh, at the foothills of 
the Himalayas, many rice growers are switching to soybean 
because of the crop’s lower input requirements and the 
absence of yellow mosaic virus, one of India’s most serious 
soybean diseases. Several soybean-based food products are 
being sold in India. However their market price is beyond the 
reach of the urban and rural poor.”
 “The target for soybean hectarage during the Sixth 
(national) Plan Period, which ends in 1986, is 2.5 million 
ha. Of this fi gure, 1,032,000 ha are targeted for the United 
Provinces and Madhya Pradesh.” Address: Farming, 
Plantations, and Agro-chemicals Formulations Consultants, 
P-16, Darga Road, Calcutta 700017, India.

2859. Palaniyappan, K. 1986. Soybean cropping systems 
in Tamil Nadu, India. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. 
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical 
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 71-72.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cropping systems in 
Tamil Nadu: Mixed-cropping, intercropping (with coconut, 
banana, or sugarcane), companion-cropping, catch-cropping. 
Conclusions.
 “Soybean has attracted considerable attention in India 
because of its oil and protein content. The government, for 
example, recently launched a ‘National Soybean Project’ 
which earmarked more than US $15 million for soybean 
development in the states of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Bihar.
 “These types of programs, however, have had very 
little impact in southern India. Nevertheless, agricultural 
universities and the departments of agriculture in the states 
of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, and Tamil Nadu have 
conducted extensive studies concerning the introduction and 
development of soybean. Their results suggest that soybean 
in southern India has a yield potential of approximately 1.5 
to 2.0 tonnes/ha.
 “Because of the production opportunities that exist in 
Tamil Nadu State, the private sector has established soybean 
processing factories with a total capacity of 400 tonnes/
day. The factories use 100,000 tonnes of grain per year, 
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most of which is imported.” Address: Sakthi Sugars Ltd., 
Coimbatore-18, Tamil Nadu, India.

2860. Price, Edwin C.; Paris, Thelma R. 1986. The 
economics of small- and large-scale soybean production 
in the Philippines. In: S. Shanmugasundaram and E.W. 
Sulzberger, eds. 1986. Soybean in Tropical and Subtropical 
Cropping Systems. Shanhua, Taiwan: Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center. xv + 471 p. See p. 395-
402.
• Summary: “The Philippines imports large quantities 
of soybean... and soybean meal. To meet increasing 
requirements, the government is encouraging the expansion 
of local soybean production. In doing so, a number of farm 
production models have been employed. This paper reviews 
the economic potential of the various models.”
 “For the purpose of discussion, soybean farms in 
the Philippines have been classifi ed into four categories: 
Ordinary farms, demonstration or seed farms, fi nanced 
farms, and cooperative farms.”
 “Soybean is grown for animal feed or for use as a 
coffee substitute. Ordinary farms are usually found in 
central Luzon.” Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, 
International Rice Research Inst., Los Baños, Laguna, 
Philippines.

2861. Qasmi, Bashir Aslam. 1986. An analysis of the 1980 
US trade embargo on exports of soybeans and soybean 
products to the Soviet Union: a spatial price equilibrium 
approach. PhD thesis, Dep. of Economics, Iowa State 
University. iii + 208 p. http://lib.dr.iastate.edu/rtd/8110. [77 
ref]
• Summary: “It was found that the introduction of the US 
embargo did not cause any change in the price levels or in 
the total quantities of different products available in different 
regions for either 1979 or 1980. The Soviet Union, in both 
cases, was able to meet all its import demand. However, the 
trade patterns changed. With the US embargo, all Soviet 
imports originated from Brazil and Argentina. With the 
increased exports to the Soviet Union, Brazil and Argentina 
were unable to export to their traditional trading partners, 
and this trade was switched to the US. Losses of US sales 
to the Soviet Union were fully offset by additional US 
sales to other importing countries. (Abstract shortened with 
permission of author.)” Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, 
Iowa.

2862. Woo, Rhung-Jieh. 1986. The effects of economic 
growth and policy intervention in Japan, Taiwan, and South 
Korea upon the import demand for soybeans. PhD thesis, 
Iowa State University. 198 p. Page 1425 in volume 47/04-A 
of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa.

2863. Democrat-Leader (Norborne, Missouri). 1987. Heil 
returns from Latin America. Jan. 1.
• Summary: Don Heil, a soybean farmer in Norborne, 
Missouri, since 1947, and member of the American Soybean 
Association’s (ASA’s) Executive Council, has just returned 
from a trip to fi ve Latin American countries to examine the 
soybean market abroad and look for unfair trading practices. 
He traveled with Gil Harrison, ASA’s division manager for 
Latin America, where there is a major economic crisis.
 The USDA has allotted about $100 million for targeted 
export assistance; these funds are called “T funds.” Already 
$8.5 million have been allocated for the marketing and 
promotion of soybean oil.

2864. Soybean Update. 1987. ASA market development in 
Venezuela. Jan. 19. p. 3.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association’s director of 
market development in Caracas, Venezuela is Dr. Jose Felix 
Chavez. He expects Venezuela’s demand for U.S. soybeans 
to increase to more than 62 million bu in 1988 from 33 
million bu in 1986. The Venezuelan feed industry, soybean 
crushers, swine and poultry producers all want to buy U.S. 
soybeans.

2865. Soybean Update. 1987. In China, ASA promotion 
programs are aimed at increasing domestic soybean demand. 
Jan. 26.
• Summary: The reason: To keep China’s soybeans out of the 
export market.

2866. Valley Farmer (Bay City, Michigan). 1987. Soybean 
farmers petition FDA to clarify health risk posed by saturated 
tropical fats. Jan. 29.
• Summary: Imported tropical fats (palm and coconut oils) 
displace 171 million bushels of U.S. soybeans. The American 
Soybean Assoc. is waging an aggressive campaign to have 
these fats clearly labeled.

2867. Putnam County Vidette (Columbus Grove, Ohio). 
1987. SRM Seeds, Inc. leading “new wave.” Local soybeans 
heading for Japan. Jan.
• Summary: This company packages and exports identity 
preserved soybeans to Japan. Mainly Beeson and Keller 
varieties.

2868. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: Increase in 
breeding of soybeans for specialized uses, including special 
food uses such as tofu, miso, and soy sprouts (Overview). 
Jan. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This is part of the larger trend toward value 
added products and toward tailoring soybeans for export 
to food manufacturers in Japan. The new breeding work is 
being done by various countries (such as Canada and the 
USA), and by many universities, agricultural experiment 
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stations, and private seed breeding companies within the 
USA. U.S. soyfoods companies will defi nitely benefi t for this 
trend and should keep close track of new developments.

2869. Wyant, Sara. 1987. Promotion program targets 
European markets. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 24-25.
• Summary: Congress included the TEA (Targeted Export 
Assistance) program, administered by USDA, in the 1985 
Farm Bill as one of several export programs designed to 
counter unfair trade practices of foreign competitors. For 
the American Soybean Assoc., the TEA program represents 
an additional $8.5 million to its campaign to promote U.S. 
soyoil in the European Community (EC). Gives details about 
the program.

2870. Investor’s Daily (Los Angeles). 1987. New Europe-
U.S. trade dispute looms over tax on seed oils. Feb. 4.
• Summary: EC offi cials, concerned by olive oil surplus, 
hope to tax soybeans. The tax would increase olive oil prices 
by 15%, but soy oil by 50%.

2871. Soybean Digest. 1987. ASA petitions Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA). Supermarket survey fi nds tropical 
fats. Mid-Feb. p. 25.
• Summary: The American Soybean Assoc. petitioned the 
FDA to require food manufacturers to be more specifi c in 
labeling food products that contain highly saturated imported 
tropical fats (palm, palm kernel, and coconut oils). ASA cited 
research showing foods high in saturated fats pose a health 
risk.
 The petition included results of a supermarket survey of 
1,555 foods containing vegetable oils. The survey uncovered 
158 different vegetable oil ingredient combinations on food 
labels. 43% of the labels list multiple-choice or generic 
vegetable oil ingredients which hides from the consumer the 
fact that the products contain highly saturated tropical fats. 
Imported tropical fats displace the equivalent of oil derived 
from 171 million bushels of soybeans, which is equal to the 
entire production of Minnesota.

2872. Soybean Digest. 1987. Promotion keeps Chinese beans 
home. Mid-Feb. p. 26.
• Summary: In China, American Soybean Assoc. programs 
increase domestic soybean demand to keep China’s soybeans 
out of export markets. In 1986 China produced about 404 
million bushels of soybeans but only exported 40 million 
bushels. ASA sponsors swine feeding trials to demonstrate 
nutritional benefi ts of feed with soybean meal. China has 300 
million swine.

2873. Soybean Digest. 1987. Soy oil busts dust in Turkey. 
Mid-Feb. p. 26.
• Summary: Soy oil is being used for the fi rst time to 
suppress grain dust in a major grain handling facility in 

Istanbul. Turkey already imports about 120,000 tonnes of 
soybean oil each year. That’s the oil from 25 million bu 
of soybeans, equal to about 17% of Turkey’s domestic oil 
usage.

2874. Soybean Update. 1987. In Egypt, ASA activities focus 
on expanding demand for soymeal. Feb. 16. p. 3.
• Summary: Programs underway include sheep and lamb 
feeding trials, a poultry feeding demonstration, and partial 
sponsorship of an Egyptian poultry specialist’s visit to the 
U.S. to view the U.S. poultry industry. Egypt imports about 
300,000 tons of soymeal, equivalent to 13.9 million bu of 
soybeans a year.

2875. Sawyer, Jon. 1987. Danforth fi ghts European plan to 
tax soybean oil. Post-Dispatch (St. Louis, Missouri). Feb. 20.
• Summary: Sen. John C. Danforth, R-Mo, moves to head 
off a tax that the European Community is threatening to 
impose on imported soybean oil. The tax would be equal to 
$1.84 a bushel of soybeans. The tax is a means of offsetting 
the cost of the EEC’s farm price supports. The leading 
proponent of the tax was France. England and Germany were 
opposed.

2876. Soybean Update. 1987. Top offi cials of Korea’s three 
soybean crushers are in the U.S. this week to buy soybeans. 
Feb. 23. p. 3.
• Summary: “Korea is one of the most rapidly developing 
soybean markets in Asia, purchasing 35.8 million bu of U.S. 
soybeans last year. That’s up from 15.3 million bu in 1979, 
the year ASA (American Soybean Assoc.) opened its offi ce 
in Seoul. Current Korean soymeal demand outpaces demand 
for soyoil... holding back a potential market for 11 million 
bu of U.S. soybeans. Whereas more than 98% of Korea’s 
soybean needs are supplied by the U.S., the U.S. supplies 
less than 40% of Korea’s soymeal requirements.”

2877. Benjasil, Vichitr. 1987. Soybean production and yield 
constraints: The situation in Thailand. CGPRT No. 10. p. 
423-28. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, 
eds. Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [7 
ref]
• Summary: “Soybean is grown in Thailand as part of the 
cropping system in the north and the central region of the 
country... Approximately 70% of soybean production is 
from upland rainfed planting in the rainy season of which 
the greater part of production is the early rainy season crops. 
Dry season cropping makes up about 30% of production and 
approximately half of this is under irrigation.
 “Soybean production in Thailand has increased threefold 
in the past decade due mainly to increases in acreage and 
favourable prices. The current demand for soybean, however, 
has exceeded local production capacities. The demand for 
soybean meal for industry is especially high, requiring 
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annual imports of about 200,000 tonnes to satisfy the total 
annual demand of 350,000 to 400,000 tonnes.” A table giving 
the value of oil crop production (million U.S. dollars), shows 
soybean at 34.4 for 81/82; and 76.9 for 85/86.
 In summary, it is “indicated that pest control 
management and time of planting in relation to water 
availability are probably the major factors contributing to 
yield constraints.” Address: Director, Field Crops Research 
Inst., Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok, Thailand.

2878. Bottema, J.W.T.; Dauphin, F.; Gijsbers, G. eds. 1987. 
Soybean research and development in Indonesia. CGPRT 
No. 10. ix + 477 p. Proceedings of a Workshop held 24-26 
Feb. 1987 in Capayung, Indonesia. (Regional Co-ordination 
Centre for Research and Development of Coarse Grains, 
Pulses, Roots and Tuber Crops in the Humid Tropics of Asia 
and the Pacifi c, Bogor, Indonesia). 25 cm. [400+ ref]
• Summary: The proceedings are divided into 9 sections: 1. 
Introduction. 2. Policy and programme issues. 3. Economics. 
4. Soybean support programmes. 5. Technical factors in 
production. 6. Regional research and development and case 
studies. 7. Contributions from international agencies. 8. 
Summary. 9. Participants.
 In the introduction, Dauphin notes: “Soybean is 
a traditional food crop in Indonesia, it is mentioned in 
Rumphius in the 17th century. It is grown mostly on Java, in 
a multitude of farming systems, in irrigated lowland and in 
dryland, in pure stand or associated with various other crops. 
A diversity of uses has developed, particularly in human 
consumption, which is matched in few other countries. Still 
a relatively expensive part of the diet, soybean consumption 
has grown rapidly during the past 2 decades with the rapid 
increase in income of large segments of the population of 
Java. Production has increased at a much lower rate and, as a 
result, a growing part of the demand, at present, can only be 
met by imports in spite of the Government’s efforts to boost 
soybean production.
 “After the remarkable success obtained with rice, for 
which self-suffi ciency has been recently attained, it was 
only logical to follow a similar strategy to increase soybean 
production. This implicitly assumed similarities in the 
production systems of the two commodities, an assumption 
which must be questioned...”
 “One of the most striking fi ndings is the extreme 
diversity of the farming systems in which soybean is found 
as well as of the technologies used to grow it. Practices differ 
not only in varieties and in quantities of seeds, fertilizers 
and other inputs, but also in other aspects, often covered by 
recommendations, such as the techniques used to prepare 
the soil, to plant the seeds or to irrigate, or the selection and 
arrangement of companion crops. A part of these differences, 
which occur from farm to farm as well as from area to area, 
may be explained by socio-economic factors such as access 
to land, capital or knowledge. The rest are due to differences 

in local climates, soils, irrigation facilities, or in pest 
infestation, and indicate a certain degree of technological 
adjustment by farmers to suit their environments.
 “In this context of a diverse environment and of 
already diversifi ed techniques, uniform recommendations 
as now developed without systematic on-farm verifi cation 
on the target areas may have little or no signifi cant benefi t 
over traditional practices. They may well present serious 
drawbacks affecting the soybean crop or other components 
of the farming system.” Address: 1. CGPRT, editor 2. Senior 
agronomist, CGPRT Centre.

2879. Ismunadji, M.; Zulkarnaini, I.; Somaatmadja, S. 1987. 
Nutritional disorders of soybean in Indonesia. CGPRT 
No. 10. p. 167-74. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and 
G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in 
Indonesia. [11 ref]
• Summary: Nutritional disorders of soybean are common 
in Indonesia. Visual symptoms, such as leaf chlorosis 
(potassium defi ciency), stunted growth, and malformation 
of leaves are often observed in the fi eld. Molybdenum and 
phosphorus defi ciencies, aluminum toxicity, and acid mineral 
soils (corrected by careful liming) are common problems on 
specifi c soil types.
 Soybean is the most important grain legume crop 
grown in Indonesia. It is used for food and feed and plays an 
important role in the Indonesian diet as a source of protein. 
Soybean protein is much cheaper than protein from animal 
sources. Soybean-based food such as tempe, tahu, soy 
sauce and taucho are very popular. Indonesia is not yet self-
suffi cient in soybean and imports are close to a half million 
tons/year. The Government is promoting soybean production 
by acreage expansion and intensifi cation. Address: Bogor 
Research Inst. of Food Crops (BORIF).

2880. Okabe, Shiro. 1987. Welcoming statement. CGPRT 
No. 10. p. 7-8. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. 
Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in 
Indonesia.
• Summary: The Pusat Palawija, as the CGPRT Centre is 
known in Indonesian, has 3 main functions: To conduct 
research, to provide opportunities for training, and 
to produce and disseminate information on palawija 
commodities. The Centre’s research program focuses on the 
economic aspects of palawija crop development.
 Since achieving self-suffi ciency in rice, the Government 
of Indonesia has given increasing attention to the 
diversifi cation of the food crops sector. Among the secondary 
food crops, soybean has received and continues to receive 
high priority because of the importance of this commodity 
as food and feed and because of the country’s growing 
dependence on imports to meet national demand.
 The Government has requested the CGPRT Centre to 
focus its research efforts in Indonesia on major palawija 
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crops, especially soybean. “As a result, we have been 
involved in soybean research for the past 3 years. Four 
programmes are worth mentioning here. Firstly, in co-
operation with the Bogor Research Institute for Food Crops 
(BORIF) we conducted a study on the soybean commodity 
system in Indonesia; the results of which were published in 
1985.
 “Secondly, the Centre, in co-operation with BORIF, has 
an ongoing research project on the analysis of soybean-based 
farming systems in Garut, West Java and Lampung, South 
Sumatra.
 “Thirdly, we are undertaking on-farm research on 
soybean productivity in a project entitled the Soybean 
Yield Gap Analysis Project. This research project is being 
undertaken in East Java and West Java in co-operation with 
the Malang Research Institute for Food Crops (MARIF) and 
BORIF.”
 The main objective of this workshop is “to present 
fi ndings of recent research on soybean and to provide 
opportunities for researchers in Indonesia to discuss research 
methodologies and soybean research and development 
policies related to soybean production in the country. An 
equally important objective is to analyse the problems in 
soybean development and to identify opportunities for 
research to contribute to overcoming these problems.” 
Address: Director, CGPRT Centre.

2881. Sarasutha, I.G.P.; Maamun, Yusuf; Bahar, Farid A. 
1987. Prospects for soybean production in south Sulawesi. 
CGPRT No. 10. p. 379-85. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, 
and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean Research and Development in 
Indonesia. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean became an important secondary 
crop after rice when Indonesia began importing to fulfi ll the 
domestic demand (Sihombing 1985; Djauhari and Malian 
1985). Domestic production has never met local demand 
except during the fi rst 5-year development plan (Sihombing 
1985). To meet the increasing demand for soybean, the 
government implemented a national programme called 
Bimas Palawija (mass guidance for secondary crops), the 
aim of which was to persuade farmers to grow soybean, at 
least for local needs... The inability of many soybean farmers 
to increase productivity is due to improper management 
and few or no inputs in the form of fertilizers or pesticides. 
Appropriate technological packages leading to high yield are 
necessary if farmers are to increase productivity... In South 
Sulawesi, farmers have grown soybean intensively since 
1979... The total area harvested increased from 10,195 ha in 
1982 to 17,885 ha in 1985.” Address: Maros Research Inst. 
for Food Crops (MORIF), Ujung Pandang, south Sulawesi 
(Celebes).

2882. Satari, G. 1987. Keynote address: Research policies 
relating to soybean development. CGPRT No. 10. p. 11-

15. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. 
Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [6 ref]
• Summary: About 75% of Indonesia’s population is directly 
dependent on agriculture for its livelihood. Indonesia 
attained self-suffi ciency in rice in 1983, after being the 
biggest rice importer in the world for years. There has been 
a growing consensus in Indonesia since 1979, that palawija 
crops must be incorporated in a comprehensive national 
food policy. Among these palawija crops, soybean has 
received special attention in response to Indonesia’s growing 
dependence on substantial soybean imports. Demand for 
soybean increased by approximately 18% per annum during 
the last 7 years due to rising per capita human consumption 
as well as to growing need for feed.
 “Despite annual fl uctuations, progress in soybean 
production was made during the PELITAs. In 1968, one year 
before PELITA (5 year development), domestic soybean 
production was 419,000 tonnes and the average yield was 
0.62 tonnes/ha. In 1986, domestic production increased 
dramatically to 1.1 million tonnes as compared to 817,000 
tonnes in the previous year and the average yield was around 
1.0 tonnes/ha.” Address: Director General, AARD.

2883. Silitonga, Chiriman; Purnomo, Slamet. 1987. 
Prospects for self-suffi ciency in soybean and its implications 
for future imports. CGPRT No. 10. p. 29-35. Feb. J.W.T. 
Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. Soybean 
Research and Development in Indonesia. [1 ref]
• Summary: The Government of Indonesia has redirected its 
efforts to increasing the production of secondary or palawija 
crops since having achieved self-suffi ciency in rice. Soybean 
has received fi rst priority among palawija commodities 
because of its importance as a protein resource.
 Before 1975, Indonesia exported small quantities of 
soybean. Since then, Indonesia has become an importing 
country. The increased rate of soybean production per year 
from 1969 to 1985 was 4.75%, whereas the increased rate 
of consumption per year during that period was 5.74%. 
Before 1974, imports of soybean were less than 300 tonnes/
year, but since 1978, it increased to more than 100,000 
tonnes/year, and during 1981 to 1984, the imports peaked at 
300,000–400,000 tonnes/year. Indonesia imported 200,000 
tonnes of soybean in 1985. Soybean production had been 
increasing since the beginning of PELITA I, however in 1975 
and again 1982 it decreased. Address: Centre for Research 
and Development of Logistics System, BULOG, Jakarta, 
Indonesia.

2884. Tabor, Steven R.; Gijsbers, G. 1987. Soybean supply/
demand prospects for Indonesia. CGPRT No. 10. p. 51-
61. Feb. J.W.T. Bottema, F. Dauphin, and G. Gijsbers, eds. 
Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. [2 ref]
• Summary: Soybean production is concentrated on Java. 
In 1986, Java accounted for 61% of total production of 
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soybeans. The Province of East Java alone accounted 
for 37% of national production. Among other provinces, 
Sumatra accounts for 22% of total production; Sulawesi 
for 6.4%, and Bali and Nusa Tenggara for 8.7%. Java also 
accounts for the bulk of soybean consumption. More than 
90% of total consumption of soybean products takes place 
in Java, according to the 1984 National Socio-Economic 
Survey (SUSENAS).
 In 1986, soybean imports increased by 14% to a total 
of 343,000 tonnes. The total soybean import bill for 1986 
was US$70.3 million. In 1986, soybean meal imports were 
285,000 tonnes at a total cost of US$ 59 million. A total of 
US$ 2 million worth of soybean oil and modifi ed soybean oil 
were imported in 1985. Small amounts of soybean sauces are 
also imported. The total value of sauce imports in 1985 was 
US$ 95,000. In 1986 the total cost of all soybean imports, 
including beans, meal, oil and sauces, was approximately 
US$ 131.5 million.
 “Per capita consumption of soybeans has increased 
rapidly from 3.2 kg in 1970 to 5.3 kg in 1980. In 1985, per 
capita consumption was estimated as 5.9 kg. Based on the 
large increase in both production and imports in 1986, the 
1986 domestic consumption is estimated at 7.9 kg/capita.” 
Aggregate growth in soybean demand will increase at an 
average of 2.7% per annum in the period 1987-2000. Table is 
given showing soybean area harvested, yield, production and 
growth rates from 1969 to 1986 with forecasts from 1987 to 
2000. Address: 1. Economist, U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID) Secondary Crops Development 
Project; 2. Economist, CGPRT Centre.

2885. Investor’s Daily (Los Angeles). 1987. Brazil seen 
becoming aggressive seller of commodities. March 10.
• Summary: Brazil is the developing world’s most prolifi c 
exporter of soy. Although it has suspended interest payments 
on $68,000 million debt and is faced with poor 1986-87 
sugar and cocoa sales, soy harvest could reach 18 million 
tonnes vs. 13.7 last year. Sales of soy could rise if the U.S. 
loan rate–a fl oor for prices–is reduced for crops.

2886. Kohn, Florrie. 1987. Soybean farmers challenged to 
protect European market. News (Blufton, Ohio). March 19.
• Summary: This is an interview with Dr. Karl Fangauf, 
American Soybean Assoc. North European country director. 
Europe buys 48% of U.S. soybean exports, but now there 
are rumblings of an agricultural trade war. Rapeseed and 
sunfl ower seed supply lower quality protein, but they contain 
more oil (40% vs. 18-20% for soy). Since 1980 EEC grain 
and oilseed production has increased sharply in an effort 
to build European self-suffi ciency in vegetable oils and 
proteins. In 1975 soybeans accounted for 74% of all oilseeds 
processed in the 10 EEC countries; by 1985 soybean’s 
market share had dropped to 59%. When the ASA opened 
its offi ce in West Germany in 1960, the challenge was to 

introduce the use of soybean meal as a protein for feeds. 
Now it is being promoted as being higher in quality and 
value than its competitors.

2887. Soybean Update. 1987. Only weeks now until South 
America takes over exports. March 23.
• Summary: Brazilian and Argentinian bean prices lower 
than U.S.

2888. Kohn, Florrie. 1987. Asian countries emerge as 
soybean buyers with clout. Sun (Schulyer, Nebraska). March 
26.
• Summary: China produced 404 million bushels in 1986, 
but need outpaces production. American Soybean Assoc. 
encourages domestic consumption especially for animal feed 
to keep China out of the export market. Japan purchases 95% 
of its soybeans from the U.S.

2889. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. 
Oilseeds outlook. Far East soy markets. 64(3):306, 308-09. 
March.
• Summary: Mainly a discussion of the outlook in Japan. 
Last year China exported 280,000 metric tons (MT) of 
soybeans to Japan. ASA’s Beijing offi ce hopes to help China 
develop ways of using its own soybeans. Yet the USA can 
expect to continue to be the primary source of soybeans for 
Japan.

2890. Manuel, Paciencia C.; Huelgas, Romeo R.; Espanto, 
Leina H. 1987. Adoption of soybean in Lupao, Nueva Ecija, 
The Philippines. CGPRT No. 7. xvi + 57 p. March. Contains 
50 tables. (Regional Co-ordination Centre for Research and 
Development of Coarse Grains, Pulses, Roots and Tuber 
Crops in the Humid Tropics of Asia and the Pacifi c, Bogor, 
Indonesia). Summarized in Palawija News. 1987. 4(1):10-11. 
March. [9 ref]
• Summary: This report describes and analyzes the 
performance of farmers participating in a package of 
technology program. Constraints to better yields were lack of 
water during vegetative growth, the occurrence of pests and 
diseases, and seed supply.
 Some 70-90% of the Philippines’ domestic production 
and imports of soybeans is used for animal feeds. Imports 
have risen sharply from 136,000 tonnes (metric tons) of 
soybean meal in 1979 to 291,000 tonnes in 1983. Imports of 
whole soybeans are small: 30,000 tonnes in 1983. Domestic 
soybean production in 1983 was a mere 8,000 tonnes.
 In human foods, soybeans are most widely used as a 
coffee substitute. Only small amounts are used to make 
tofu, soy sprouts, and soy sauces. In 1983 the Philippine 
Government launched a program to develop soybean 
production to offset rising soybean meal imports. “The target 
was to be 130,000 hectares planted to soybean in 1986-1987 
with a projected yield increase from 1.2 tonnes to 1.8 tonnes 
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by 1986-1987. The programme aims at approximately 50% 
self-suffi ciency in soybean in 1986-1987.”
 In Lupai it was found that 34% of the sample farmers 
participating in the soybean program achieved yields 
lower than 500 kg/ha of dry grain. Yields conforming to 
the national average of 1.2 tonnes/ha were reached by 
20% of the participants. “The case study in Lupao permits 
the conclusion that the present recommended package of 
technology needs further adaption [adaptation] to farm-level 
practices; in particular, careful assessment of the place of 
soybean in the cropping calendar is necessary.”
 Contents: 1. Introduction; 2. The Farmer and His 
Environment; 3. Farmer Evaluation of the Pot (Package of 
Technologies); 4. Economic Evaluation of the Pot Trials; 
5. Constraints to Soybean Production; 6. Conclusions and 
Recommendations. Address: 1. Agricultural Economist, Asst. 
Prof. & Project Leader, Dep. of Agroc. Economics, UPLB-
CDEM, College, Laguna 3720, Philippines.

2891. Palawija News (Bogor, Indonesia). 1987. Workshop: 
Soybean Research and Development in Indonesia. Held 24-
26 February 1987 at Cipayang, Indonesia. 4(1):1-2, 7, 9, 11.
• Summary: CGPRT organized this workshop in cooperation 
with the Agency for Agricultural Research and Development 
(AARD) and the Central Research Institute for Food 
Crops (CRIFC). In attendance were 106 scientists from all 
major research institutes in Indonesia and several overseas 
institutions. An overview of Indonesian soybean production 
and consumption is given. The per capita consumption of 
soybean grain in the country rose from 3 kg in 1969 to 8 kg 
in 1986. This lead to a major increase in imports. Address: 
CGPRT Centre, Bogor.

2892. Rutherford, B. 1987. World view: Feedstuff needs 
and resources. Outlook ‘87: U.S. share to decline. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 64(3):300-06, 308-09. 
March. [1 ref]
• Summary: Compound feed production in the world 
continues to increase signifi cantly. The average world 
production over the years 1974-76 was 290 million tonnes. 
By 1981, this had risen to 377 million tonnes, an annual 
growth rate of 4.5%. The increase per year was particularly 
signifi cant in the developing countries, where it averaged 
13.4%. Between 1975 and 1981, in the developing countries, 
compound production more than doubled, from 20 million 
tonnes to 43 million tonnes. In Indonesia, construction began 
in 1986 on a 1,000 to 1,500 tonne/day soybean facility, with 
operation set to begin in late 1987 or early 1988. Thus, the 
outlook for U.S. Soybean exports to Indonesia is bright. 
However, in the Philippines, a soybean processing plant that 
opened in August 1983 closed in February 1984, and all 
soybean imports have virtually ended.
 China has displaced the U.S. as the principal soybean 
supplier to Malaysia’s expanding processing industry, with 

China’s share growing from 7% of Malaysia’s soybean 
meal market in 1980/81 to 73% in 1984/85; during the same 
period, the U.S. share dropped from 52% to zero. Taiwan, the 
top pork-producing country in East Asia is also expanding 
soybean consumption. China exported 280,000 tonnes 
of soybeans to Japan last year. China needs the foreign 
exchange. Japan’s import tariffs are some of the lowest 
tariffs in the world. However, the mark-up within Japan is 
very high. Food costs are at least three time, and sometimes 
as much as seven times, higher than in the U.S. Japan’s 
goals of being 99% self-suffi cient in egg production and 
96% in broiler production by 1990 offer potential marketing 
opportunities for soybean meal. Specifi c American Soybean 
Assoc. goals in Japan include increasing the crude protein 
level 1% in layer/broiler feed and replacing 1% of the fi sh 
meal with soy meal. Another is to increase dairy crude 
protein feed levels for a total of 556,000 tonnes of additional 
soy meal usage.
 The European Economic Community (EEC) generally 
imports about 80% of the Brazilian and Argentine soybean 
crops plus soybeans from China. During the 1970s, the 
EEC increased protein in feed rations, helping to expand 
soybean meal use, but has since limited milk production and 
cut animal numbers. Address: President, FEFAC (European 
Assoc. of Animal Feed Manufacturers).

2893. Democrat-Leader (Norborne, Missouri). 1987. 
Soybean farmers applaud U.S. resolve on EC oil tax. April 9.
• Summary: EC tax would double price of U.S. soybean oil 
in Europe. Some $2,300 million generated from the proposed 
tax would allow EC to continue “a price support of more 
than $15.50/bushel of soybeans.” EC now purchases nearly 
half of U.S. soybean exports annually.

2894. Soybean Update. 1987. Trade projection of USSR 
soymeal imports. April 20.
• Summary: Gives a bar chart of soymeal imports in 
thousands of tonnes from Argentina, Brazil, and EEC for 
1982/83 to 1987/88.

2895. Soybean Update. 1987. India exports a large part of its 
soybean crop as soymeal. April 20.
• Summary: Indian exports compete with U.S. exports to 
Asia, Middle East and Eastern Europe. Largely because of 
India’s poultry industry, domestic consumption of soybean 
meal increased from 50,000 tonnes in 1983 to 250,000 in 
1986.

2896. Soybean Update. 1987. USSR: The key swing factor in 
world soybean demand. April 20.
• Summary: Most of USSR needs are fi lled by South 
America, but EEC is also becoming a chief supplier. EEC 
exports benefi t U.S. “since the meal is crushed from U.S. 
beans.”
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2897. Kuwahara, M.; Nakano, H. 1987. Soybean in Japan. 
Eurosoya No. 5. p. 5-7. April. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In 1984 Japan consumed 4,810,000 tons 
of soybeans. Of the total, 82% is used for oil and meal 
production, 17% for foods, and the rest (1%) as feed for 
livestock. 95% of the soybeans used are imported, mainly 
from the USA (92%) and China (7%). The soybeans from 
China and Japan, which are higher in protein and lower in 
oil, are used for traditional foods. Domestic production is 
small and these soybeans are expensive. They are processed 
to make tofu (38%), miso (24%), natto (10%), and other 
foods (11%), while the remaining 17% is used for home 
cooking.
 Soybean breeding started in 1910 in Japan; pure line 
selection from many local varieties was the main method. 
After about 1930 cross-breeding became the main method. 
In 1935 soybean breeding started at the experiment stations 
of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries 
(Norinsho). Today there are 5 such stations with a soybean 
breeding laboratory and 3-5 breeders per lab. From north to 
south they are Chuo and Tokachi in Hokkaido, Kariwano 
in Tohoku, Chushin in Nagano, and Kumamoto in Kyushu. 
Yet from 1950 to 1980 soybean yield increased only slightly, 
to 1.5 tonnes/ha from 1.3 tonnes. Japan’s largest seeded 
soybean is Tanbaguro; 100 seeds weigh 70 gm. It is preferred 
for cooking. The smallest is Nattoshoryo; 100 seeds weigh 
8-10 gm. It is traded at high prices for natto production.
 For decades the Japanese government, for political 
reasons, has subsidized rice production. But after the late 
1970s, when production far exceeded domestic consumption, 
the government decided to reduce rice acreage and promote 
the cultivation of other crops, especially soybeans, barley, 
and wheat in the drained paddy fi elds (converted upland 
fi elds), which accounted for 62% of the soybean cultivated 
area in 1985, totaling 134,000 ha. Address: Lab. of Soybean 
Physiology, National Agriculture Research Center, Tsukuba, 
Ibaraki 305, Japan.

2898. Prevedell, Donna. 1987. Latin America: Sweeping up 
the debt. Soybean Digest. April. p. 14-17.
• Summary: “The Latin American debt crisis is the most 
serious problem facing U.S. agriculture,” says David 
Swanson of Central Soya. In a strange turn of events, Latin 
America, recently the fastest growing market for U.S. ag 
exports, is now one of America’s fi ercest competitors, and 
U.S. ag imports have fallen steadily since the peak year 
in 1981. Between 1981 and 1985 Brazil quadrupled and 
Argentina doubled its soybean exports. Together they now 
constitute 27% of the world soybean market. During this 
period U.S. soybean exports have dropped 36%, to only 65% 
of the world market.
 The 1970s were the boom years for U.S. agriculture. 
With high infl ation and low interest rates, American farm 

products dominated world agricultural trade. From 1972 to 
1980 the value of these ag exports rose from $10,000 million 
to a record $44,000 million. Farmers borrowed heavily from 
eager bankers to fi nance this success story. The borrowing 
came to a screeching halt during the second oil shock of 
1979-80. Then began the most serious recession of the post-
war period. In August 1982 Mexico announced that it could 
no longer meet its debt repayment obligations. The boom 
of the ‘70s became the bust of the ‘80s. Like their southern 
neighbors, many U.S. farmers found themselves unable 
to repay loans. The Big Four Latin American debtors are 
Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela, and Argentina. These countries 
have cut imports and increased exports to pay off debts.

2899. Soybean Digest. 1987. Tunisian imports up. April. p. 
94.
• Summary: “In Tunisia, ASA (American Soybean Assoc.) 
nutrition, management and production programs for sheep 
and poultry are paying off. The Tunisian National Cereals 
Offi ce predicts that Tunisian imports of soybean meal for 
1986 reached 100,000 metric tons–equivalent to 4.6 million 
bushels–up more than 550,000 bushels from the previous 
year.”

2900. Central Soya Co., Inc. 1987. Outlook bright for export 
of U.S. value-added agricultural products (News release). 
Fort Wayne, Indiana. 2 p. May 21.
• Summary: The outlook is brighter for increasing exports 
of agricultural products with value added via highly 
sophisticated processing than for exports of raw foods and 
grains, David H. Swanson, CEO of Central Soya, told the 
annual meeting of the American Oil Chemists Society. 
Swanson is a former member of the Advisory Board of the 
U.S. Import-Export Bank. He said U.S. government loan 
and price-support programs have kept the cost of American 
soybeans and other ag products artifi cially high in relation to 
worldwide prices. 17.5% of the U.S. gross national product 
is from agriculture and related industries, providing 18.5% of 
the nation’s jobs. Address: Fort Wayne, Indiana.

2901. Smith, Keith J.; Huyser, Wipada. 1987. World 
distribution and signifi cance of soybean. In: J.R. Wilcox, ed. 
1987. Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and Uses. 2nd 
ed. Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. 
xxii + 888 p. See p. 1-22. Chap. 1. [13 ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1. World soybean production: United 
States, Brazil, Argentina. 2. World trade in soybean. 3. 
Importance of soybean meal and oil. 4. World production 
trends.
 In the fi rst paragraph of this chapter, the authors state: 
“Probst and Judd (1973) presented an extensive review of 
the origin and early history of this crop with highlighted 
references to soybean in books written over about 4500 
years. The early Chinese history is particularly interesting.”
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 Note: This passage, later quoted by other writers, 
is unfortunate because it perpetuates the myth that the 
soybean has a documented history dating back 4,500 years. 
Hymowitz (1970), the fi rst person to do scholarly, critical 
research on the early history of the soybean in China, has 
shown that the earliest reference seen to the soybean is in the 
Book of Odes, from roughly the 11th century BC. Thus the 
soybean has a documented history of about 3,000 years.
 The USA, Brazil, Argentina and China produce 90-95% 
of world soybean production.
 It was not until the early 1900s that the soybean was 
recognized for its importance in production of oil and meal; 
before that time it had been used mainly as a forage crop. 
Address: 1. American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri; 
2. Development Planning & Research Assocs., Inc., 
Manhattan, Kansas.

2902. Wyant, Sara. 1987. Latin America’s wheel of 
misfortune–Is there a solution? Experts spell possible 
answers to the debt puzzle. Soybean Digest. May. p. 42-45.
• Summary: “When headlines concerning the Latin 
American debt crisis fi rst appeared in the early 1980s, 
many U.S. farmers probably ignored them.” Today, U.S. 
farmers realize Latin America’s poor fi nancial fi tness 
affects the shape of their own well-being. To meet debt 
obligations, many countries continue to restrict imports while 
emphasizing exports to generate foreign exchange. Between 
1981 and 1985, U.S. agricultural exports to Latin America 
fell 32% in value, while Latin American exports to the U.S. 
increased almost 17%. In addition, the value of farm exports 
to the Big Four (the region’s most debt-ridden countries) fell 
34% in Brazil, 61% in Argentina, 41% in Mexico and 40% in 
Venezuela. Brazil had a $108,000 million foreign debt.
 Several remedies have been proposed. probably the most 
widely known is the Baker Plan–”A Program for Sustained 
Growth” unveiled by U.S. Treasury Secretary James Baker 
in 1985. The Baker Plan has three primary components: 1. 
The World Bank and the other development banks will loan 
$9,000 million to participating debtors over three years. 2. 
Commercial banks will provide $20,000 million in new loans 
over the same period. 3. Debtor countries will undertake 
fundamental policy reforms like increased savings and 
investment, deregulation, and trade liberalization.
 Partial debt forgiveness is at the core of a plan proposed 
by Sen. Bill Bradley (D-NJ). Many lenders are considering 
debt-for-equity swaps. With Brazil’s recent announcement 
that it is suspending interest payments on bank loans, the 
global debt issue is once again a hot topic in Congress. Only 
one thing is certain: The Latin American debt problem will 
not be resolved soon.

2903. Yaguchi, Keiji. 1987. 1986 nen no daizu no jukyû 
oyobi kakaku [Soybean supply, demand, imports and prices: 
1986]. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). April/May. p. 

4-14. [Jap]
• Summary: A table on p. 14 shows soybean imports to 
Japan by source country, 1986. USA 4,332,000 tonnes 
(89.9% of total), China (PRC) 323,000 tonnes (6.7%), Brazil 
128,000 tonnes (2.7%), Other 34,000 tonnes (0.7%). Total: 
4,817,000 tonnes. Compared with 1985 the percentages 
increased for USA and China, decreased for Brazil and other. 
Source: Nihon Boeki Geppo. Address: Daizu Kyokyu Antei 
Kyokai, Senmu Riji.

2904. Bell, Ned. 1987. Soybean touched by Midas. Blade 
(Toledo, Ohio). June 7.
• Summary: It took a century for the soybean to be 
recognized as a fi eld crop rather than as a curiosity plant 
from Asia. In 1925 soybeans ranked 40th among U.S. crops 
by value, and then it was used primarily for hay. Since 1964 
soybeans have been second only to corn as the leading U.S. 
cash crop. Today only 2.5% of the oil goes for industrial 
uses. Crude soybean fatty acids are used to make adhesive 
tape, shaving compounds, textile water repellants, carbon 
paper, and typewriter ribbons. In 1986 225,000 tonnes of 
whole soybeans were exported to China.

2905. Soybean Update. 1987. ASA and USAID are about 
to sign cooperative agreement on extensive poultry feeding 
trials in Pakistan. June 15.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association wants 
to encourage Pakistan to loosen its import restrictions 
on soymeal. USAID is the U.S. Agency for International 
Development.

2906. Soybean Update. 1987. Brazil to import soybeans. 
June 15. p. 3.
• Summary: Brazil may import more U.S. beans than normal 
this fall. Could be as many as 500,000 tonnes.

2907. Soybean Update. 1987. The World Bank: Helping or 
hurting U.S. farmers? June 16.
• Summary: “Farmers were outraged when the World Bank 
said it would lend Argentina $350 million to expand soybean 
and grain exports. But the loan may be only one symptom 
of a larger problem: the whole strategy for dealing with the 
Latin American debt crisis.”

2908. Gleason, Jane. 1987. Ceylon Oils and Fats 
Corporation. Rajasoya soy fl our. Marketing soyfoods in Sri 
Lanka. Soybean Marketing in Sri Lanka, Monthly Report. 
June. p. 1-8.
• Summary: Note: This is the fi rst monthly report.
 I. Interview with Mr. Amaratunge, Marketing Manager, 
Ceylon Oils and Fats Corporation (COFC). Mr. Amaratunge 
says his organization imports soybeans and meal from India. 
They would purchase it domestically if it were available. 
A table shows COFC’s imports (increasing) and domestic 
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procurements (decreasing) of soybeans (in metric tons) from 
1984 to 1987.
 COFC presently imports from India approximately 
12,000 metric tons / year of soybean meal at a price below 
the offi cial Rs. 7/kg fl oor price paid to Sri Lankan farmers.
 II. Interview with Mr. Lalith de Silva, Plant Manager, 
and Mr. Upali Madawala, Marketing Manager, Rajasoya. 
Rajasoya makes full fat soy fl our for use as a coconut milk 
substitute in curries. The processing equipment, most of 
which was imported, was fairly sophisticated. Organizations 
within the Government of Sri Lanka own 53% of Rajasoya’s 
stock. Discusses: Procurement of soybeans (through the 
Paddy Marketing Board at Rs. 8.75 per kilo), production 
details (monthly production of Rajasoya has been erratic, 
averaging 14-19 metric tons per month. Questions about 
plant capacity). A table shows monthly production of 
Rajasoya soy fl our, which averages about 200 tonnes a year 
for 1984-86. “When Rajasoya began operation in September 
1983, soy fl our was heavily promoted in television, 
newspaper and radio as a coconut milk substitute. At that 
time, coconut prices were high and sales of soy fl our were 
therefore fairly good. When coconut prices decreased to a 
more normal level, sales of soy fl our dropped substantially 
[from 67.50 tonnes in Jan. 1984 to 3.18 tonnes in May 
1984], which led to a shift in promotion strategy. This 
shift highlighted the nutritional aspects of the product. Mr. 
Madawala emphasized that the decrease in sales was not 
entirely due to normalization of coconut prices. Rather, he 
feels that many consumers who tried Rajasoya’s product 
did not like it.” All of the product is sold to the State Tea 
Plantations. Bakeries and biscuit companies are interested in 
fortifying their products with soy fl our, but Rajasoya’s fl our 
at Rs. 40/kg is too expensive.
 Discusses: Future plans for Rajasoya. Comment on 
discussion with Mr. Madawala. Comment on discussion with 
Mr. de Silva (“SFRC produces soy fl our at less than one-half 
Rajasoya’s cost using an extruder and mill”).
 III. Market activities in Kandy and Colombo. IV. 
Interviews with 3 commission agents and 1 wholesale 
trader who deal in soybean. V. Development of consumer 
and farmer surveys. VI. Bread making and discussion with 
Dhanasiri Supermarket in Kandy. VII. Soy snacks in Cornel’s 
Supermarket in Colombo. VIII. Peradeniya Pola Market (For 
this market experiment, products made by SFRC will be sold 
at a profi t. SFRC’s production manager, Mrs. Ariyaratne, 
agreed willingly to provide products for this market. This 
experiment will continue for several months). Address: Sri 
Lanka.

2909. Golbitz, Peter. 1987. Soya interview: Kenneth Bader, 
CEO, American Soybean Association. Soya Newsletter (Bar 
Harbor, Maine). May/June. p. 3-4.
• Summary: U.S. soybean exports have been declining since 
1982. We have to realize it’s now a buyer’s rather than a 

seller’s market. Soybean acreage has declined about 43% 
in the South since 1979, due to higher production costs and 
lower yields, while production has increased 3-4% in the 
Midwest.
 Since the late 1960s ASA promotion efforts towards 
soyfoods have been primarily directed for use overseas. “The 
only reason we don’t promote soyfoods [in the U.S.] at the 
present time is that farmers are putting the money in and 
97% of soybeans are still feed rations–be it livestock, fi sh, 
or whatever. We’re just not willing to use farmers’ money to, 
as some of them would view it, work against themselves... 
I think that it’s very important here, and overseas, that we 
not look at soyfoods as substitutes per se, but as wholesome 
products, worthy on their own merits, for consumption.” 
Address: Soyatech, Bar Harbor, Maine.

2910. Press (Roberts, Illinois). 1987. U.S. farmers join 
Soviets in marketing. July 23.
• Summary: In the past the Soviets have been erratic 
buyers of U.S. soybeans. The 1980 grain embargo, lifted in 
1981, made matters worse. The USSR has a protein meal 
defi ciency of 6-10 million tonnes. On May 27 in Moscow 
the American Soybean Association and the Soviet Union’s 
Ministry of Agriculture, called GOSAGROPROM, signed an 
agreement of scientifi c and technical cooperation. They will 
work together on a swine feeding trial this fall.

2911. Soybean Update. 1987. Pakistan cut to 10 pct from 20 
pct taxes and duties on soybean and soymeal imports. July 
27. p. 3.
• Summary: And it approved commercial trading of 
soymeal. The American Soybean Association supported 
these actions in meetings with Pakistani government offi cials 
and through ASA-funded study missions to the U.S. which 
focused on the benefi ts soybeans offer to poultry feed.

2912. American Soybean Association. 1987. Soya Bluebook 
‘87. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 270 p. 
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
• Summary: This is the last issue of the Soya Bluebook 
published by the American Soybean Association.
 Contents: Organization: International associations, 
government trading agencies. Soy Directory: Oil extraction 
plants/refi neries, manufacturers of edible grade soy products 
& soyfoods, manufacturers of industrial grade soy products. 
Soybean manufacturing support industries: Category listings, 
product handling equipment & supplies, soybean processing 
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services, alphabetical 
company listings. Marketing & auxiliary services: Marketing 
services, commercial services & suppliers, exporters of 
soybeans & soybean products, importers of soybeans & 
soybean products. Soy statistics: Metric conversions, tables, 
charts, graphs. Glossary. Standards and Specifi cations. 
Indexes: Alphabetical company listings, Soya Bluebook 
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sections and categories, advertisers. Maps.
 The section titled “Soy statistics (tables, charts, graphs) 
(p. 185-244) is a rich source of information, worldwide. 
Contents: Soybean production–Area planted / harvested 
and yield: U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates. U.S. 
soybean acreage, yield, and production. U.S. soybean planted 
acreage by state. U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state. 
U.S. soybean yield by state. U.S. soybean production by 
state.
 U.S. production of major crops: Soybeans, corn, wheat, 
cotton (graph). U.S. harvested acreage of major crops: 
Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton (graph). U.S. yield per acre 
of major crops: Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton (graph). 
Argentine soybean area, yield and production by province. 
Brazilian soybean area, yield and production by state. 
Canadian soybean production. Canadian soybean production 
and utilization.
 Soybean production by major countries (graph). Share of 
world soybean production by major countries (graph). World 
soybean production. Soybean acreage by major countries 
(graph). Share of world soybean acreage by major countries 
(graph).
 Soybeans and soybean products: Supply and disposition: 
U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage / yield and 
price. U.S. soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition. 
Soybean usage in the U.S. (graph). U.S. soybean exports–
percent of total usage (graph). Argentine soybeans: Supply 
and disposition. Argentine soybean meal and oil: Supply 
and disposition. Brazilian soybeans: Supply and disposition. 
Brazilian soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition.
 U.S. soybean prices, crop value, farm marketings: Prices 
of U.S. soybeans: No.1 yellow. Prices of U.S. soybeans: 
Received by farmers. U.S. soybean price support operations. 
U.S. soybean crop value. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans.
 Soybean processing and products–processing facilities 
and product value: U.S. soybean processing plants (map). 
Value of U.S. soybean products and crush margin.
 Meal: U.S. soybean meal: Prices paid by farmers. U.S. 
soybean meal: Average wholesale price, Decatur [Illinois]. 
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports 
and domestic disappearance. U.S. oilseed cake and meals: 
Supply, disposition, and price. World major protein meals: 
Supply and utilization.
 Fat and Oils: World major oilseeds: Supply and 
utilization. World major vegetable and marine oils: Supply 
and utilization. Prices of U.S. soybean oil. U.S. soybean oil 
utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as percent of total soybean 
value (graph). U.S. soybean oil: Supply, disposition, and 
price. U.S. edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance.
 Exports and imports–U.S. exports of soybeans 
by month. U.S. soybean exports by port and country 
of destination. U.S. exports: Soybeans by country of 
destination. U.S. soybean exports by port areas (map). 
U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and meal by country 

of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil by country of 
destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil, P.L. 480, title I 
and III by country of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean, 
cottonseed and sunfl owerseed oils by country of destination. 
U.S. exports: Soybean and cottonseed oils by year. Brazilian 
exports of soybeans and products to major countries. 
Soybean and product exports by major countries (graph). 
World share of soybean and product exports (graph).
 Before page 199 are two fold-out color maps (color 
coded by county): U.S. soybean production 1985, and U.S. 
soybean acreage 1985. Two other maps are: American 
Soybean Association international offi ces / world regions, 
U.S. soybean processing plants, and U.S. soybean exports by 
port areas.
 A full-page table (p. 235) shows U.S. exports of 
whole soybeans, 1982-1986–Volume of exports (in metric 
tons) by country of destination and total value each year. 
Region and country of destination: North America: Canada, 
Mexico, other, total. South America: Brazil, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, other, total. Europe and Russia: 
Belgium & Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, 
Germany (West), Germany (East), Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Soviet Union, 
Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia, other, 
total. Middle East. Africa. Asia: China–PRC, China–Taiwan, 
India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea (South), Pakistan, other, total. 
Australia & Oceania. Other unidentifi ed. Grand total. Value 
of exports–total (million $). Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63141.

2913. Gleason, Jane. 1987. Bairaha Farms, the largest broiler 
operation in Sri Lanka. Soybean Marketing in Sri Lanka, 
Monthly Report. July. p. 5-6.
• Summary: Bairaha controls about 45% of the Sri Lankan 
broiler market. They presently purchase about 500 tons/
year of soybean meal from the Ceylon Grain Elevators for 
their breeder operations. They recently considered buying an 
extruder for the production of full-fat soybean meal for their 
broilers. They decided not to buy because of the diffi culty 
of obtaining suffi cient amounts of soybeans (est. 4,000 tons/
year). They consider the soybean fl oor price of Rs. 7/kg to 
be prohibitive compared with the price of imported soybean 
meal. They may implement a contract to have soybeans 
grown for them in Sri Lanka. This situation implies that 
government price and trade policies toward soybeans seem 
to working against each other. They inhibit the growth of a 
soybean processing industry in the country. Low cost imports 
of meal from India undercut Sri Lankan soybean production.

2914. Gleason, Jane. 1987. Discussion with Mr. D.M.B. 
Marapone, Chairman, Paddy Marketing Board [which 
administers Sri Lanka’s fl oor price for soybeans]. Soybean 
Marketing in Sri Lanka, Monthly Report. July. p. 7-8.
• Summary: PMB’s goal is to encourage private sector 
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participation in the market, not to replace it. PMB presently 
procures soybeans for Oils and Fats Corporation, Rajasoya, 
and Thriposha. The fl oor price is presently Rs. 7.00/kg. 
Soybean production is far below demand. This is thought to 
be due to bad seed quality and other technical problems. Yet 
hectarage has decreased in the past few years. Recently the 
government and offi cials of Ceylon Grain Elevators, and Oils 
and Fats have been negotiating an agreement whereby these 
two organizations would be required to fi rst buy Sri Lankan 
soy and maize before imports would be allowed. Also many 
farmers seem unwilling to grow soybeans, because of the 
diffi culty of managing risks, such as variability of yield, 
uncertainty of availability of inputs, and unstable markets 
and prices.

2915. Hapgood, Fred. 1987. The prodigious soybean. 
National Geographic 172(1):66-91. July.
• Summary: Superb photos and an interesting original 
color painting done by artist James Gurney, in the style of 
Norman Rockwell, shows more than 60 products containing 
soybean ingredients (both food and industrial). But, except 
for the fi rst 2 pages, the text of this far-ranging article is 
mediocre to embarrassingly erroneous; even the National 
Geographic editors didn’t like it, but Hapgood refused to 
correct his many errors. For example, large bold print at 
the top of the fi rst page reads: “For centuries Chinese have 
called the Soybean ‘Yellow Jewel’ or ‘Great Treasure.’ Now 
this prodigious bean is seen by some as a weapon against 
world hunger.” Note: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2007) that uses the term “Yellow Jewel” 
or “Great Treasure” to refer to the soybean.
 Superb photos by Chris Johns show: (1) Selling tofu in 
China. (2) Harvesting soybeans with combines. (3) A tractor 
suspended high over the hold of a cargo ship loaded with 
soybeans. (4) Making koji at Kikkoman. (4) 42 different 
colors and shapes of soybean seeds. (5) Henry Ford on 2 
Nov. 1940 wielding an ax against a car trunk lid made from 
a highly resilient soybean-derived plastic. (6) Yuba drying 
over pans of soymilk. (7) A Japanese woman with her dried-
frozen tofu drying under the farmhouse eaves. (8) Favorite 
Japanese soyfoods dishes: Dengaku, Simmering tofu, yuba, 
and miso dumplings. (9) Hatcho miso in vats with stones 
piled high on each in an earthquake-proof pyramid shape. 
(10) Mame-maki (bean-throwing ceremony) at Setsubun, 
held each February in Japan; the beans are thrown from 
small wooden measuring boxes (masu). (11) The hari-kuyo 
ceremony for broken needles in Tokyo. (12) A martial arts 
master and former Shaolin temple monk in China testing his 
strength by plunging his arm elbow-deep into a soybean-
packed barrel. Address: Boston.

2916. Soybean Update. 1987. Targeted Export Assistance 
(TEA) funds pack more wallop into ASA’s defense and 
promotion of soyoil markets in Europe. Aug. 3. p. 3.

• Summary: Congress mandated TEA as part of the ‘85 Farm 
Act to fi ght unfair trade practice. The American Soybean 
Association uses TEA funds to research consumer markets 
for soyoil in the United Kingdom, West Germany, Italy, 
Spain, Greece and Portugal; and develop advertisements and 
other promotions to convince consumers to buy soyoil.

2917. Quill (Stronghurst, Illinois). 1987. U.S. farm program 
spending no match for European Community or Japan. Aug. 
5.
• Summary: The Congressional Budget Offi ce recently 
completed a study requested by U.S. Senator John Danforth. 
It found that European farm subsidies were the highest 
of any major trading nation, except Japan. According to 
AgraEurope, in U.S. dollars, Japan spent $4,928 per hectare, 
compared with $580 for the EC and $69 for the USA. Thus 
the EC spent 8.3 times as much per hectare as the U.S.

2918. Danforth, John. 1987. The bottom line: No tax on 
soybean products. Higginsville Advance (Higginsville, 
Missouri). Aug. 7.
• Summary: The proposed European Community tax on 
soybean products imported from the U.S. is dead. It would 
have raised the price of soy cooking oil in Europe by 90%. 
“The purpose of the tax was twofold. First it would have 
forced U.S. farmers–and European consumers–to pay the 
cost of Europe’s lavish farm subsidies... Second, it would 
have protected European farmers against competition from 
U.S. farmers. In Europe, government programs are equal in 
value to nearly one-half the value of the entire soybean yield; 
in the U.S. the value of the government loan program is well 
under 10% of total crop value. European farm subsidies are 
the highest of any major trading nation except Japan. When 
the Senate adopted my legislation calling for swift and severe 
retaliation to the soybean tax, we were sending a simple 
message: American farmers will absolutely not pay the price 
for the expensive failure of Europe’s farm policies.”

2919. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1987. Soyabean 
processors plead for imports. Aug. 7. p. 10.
• Summary: There is an acute shortage of soyabeans in 
India for the processing industry because of the poor harvest 
this season. This up-and-coming industry is in a near-crisis 
situation for lack of raw materials to process; near 75% of its 
plants are operating at a loss and many are on the verge of 
closure.
 “The installed capacity of the industry exceeds 30 lakh 
tons [3 million metric tons], whereas soyabean production 
is only around 9 lakh tons [900,000 metric tons, or 30% of 
capacity]. The generally accepted break-even point is around 
60% of capacity.
 The former president of the Soyabean Processors 
Association of India (SOPA), Mr. Mansinghka, urges that 
about six lakh tonnes [600,000 metric tons] of soyabeans 
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should be imported to make up the shortage during the 
current lean period. He says that the imports should pose no 
problem at all since the government can simply substitute 
soyabean for soyabean oil presently imported by the State 
Trading Corporation. Moreover, the industry has offered to 
buy the imported soyabeans on an open-tender basis, which 
would create net income for the Government.
 India has the dubious distinction of being the world’s 
largest importer of edible oils, yet the government allows its 
soyabean solvent extraction industry to suffer from huge idle 
capacity from lack of raw material.

2920. Bowles, Willa Vae. 1987. The soy revolution! Total 
Health. Aug. p. 24-29. See followup in Oct. issue, p. 55. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Soybean exports during the last fi scal year 
amounted to $11,000 million. They help keep the U.S. trade 
defi cit, almost $170,000 million in 1986, from rising even 
higher. Tofu mixed 50/50 with any nut butter makes a fl uffy 
spread for added protein and reduced fat and calories.

2921. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. World 
fats & oils report: Higher oil prices predicted. 64(8):1058-59, 
1062, 1064, 1066-78, 1080-85. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Statistics and general information on vegetable 
oil production, consumption, and trends in the following 
countries is given: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, 
Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Finland, France, West Germany, 
East Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nigeria, 
Norway, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Soviet 
Union, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, and 
Yugoslavia.
 Tables include: 1. World production and consumption 
of major vegetable and marine oils. 2. Top 10 producers of 
major vegetable oils (USA, EEC 12 countries, Malaysia, 
China, Brazil, USSR, Indonesia, East Europe, Argentina, 
India. The oils: soybean, cottonseed, sunfl owerseed, 
rapeseed, coconut, palm kernel, and palm oil). 3. Top 8 
exporters of major edible oils (Malaysia, EEC 12 countries, 
Argentina, Philippines, USA, Singapore, Brazil, Indonesia). 
4. Top 8 importers of major edible oils (EEC 12 countries, 
Africa, India, USA, Singapore, USSR, China, Pakistan). 
5. Margarine, compound fat/shortening, and salad oil 
production for selected countries (USA, USSR, Japan, India, 
Pakistan, Netherlands, West Germany, UK, Canada, Poland, 
Brazil).

2922. Soybean Update. 1987. ASA’s market expansion 
program focuses on activities which build potential for U.S. 
soybean sales around the world. Sept. 21. p. 3.
• Summary: “Among next year’s goals, ASA [American 
Soybean Association] plans to establish a Latin American 
animal nutrition continuing education center in Costa Rica; 

step up programs to increase soymeal consumption in China, 
India, Pakistan, Turkey, Colombia, and Venezuela; accelerate 
promotion of full-fat soymeal for animal feeds; and increase 
consumption of identifi ed soyoil in the EC through the 
USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service Targeted Export 
Assistance (TEA) program.”

2923. Media General Financial Weekly (Richmond, 
Virginia). 1987. Palmists vs. soyers: Whose fat is better? 
Sept. 28.
• Summary: He’s a tropical fat cat clad in a white suit 
and matching broad-brimmed hat. With a cigar and 
coconut cocktail in hand, he glowers at the world from 
his comfortable perch on a rattan peacock chair next to a 
menacing black barrel of palm oil. Americans be warned. 
This man is evil. He is “Tropical Fats.” Malaysia, however, 
the world’s biggest producer of palm oil, is incensed. 
Malaysian palm oil experts and government offi cials contend 
soybean growers are basing their claims on dubious and 
outdated research.
 Malaysia exports only 300,000 tonnes of palm oil 
annually to the United States, less than 3% of the domestic 
American market for edible oils. Malaysia, along with other 
main producers in Indonesia, Thailand, and Nigeria, can ill 
afford to lose the thousands of millions of dollars in palm 
oil export earnings which are at stake. In 1986, Malaysia 
produced 4.5 million tons of palm oil, representing 60% 
of the world’s crop. Palm oil experts don’t deny the oil’s 
saturated fat content, but say that scientifi c research shows 
that, unlike other oils, palm oil does not behave as a saturated 
fat and has characteristics that actually inhibit the build-up of 
cholesterol.

2924. Soybean Update. 1987. Kenya’s government has 
completely eliminated its 40 pct duty on soybeans. Sept. 28. 
p. 3.
• Summary: This greatly increases the potential for 
developing a soybean crushing industry in Kenya. The 
American Soybean Association in Madrid and the U.S. ag 
attache supported efforts to have the duty removed.

2925. Mangold, Grant. 1987. As world competition 
heightens–Can the U.S. win the market marathon. Soybean 
Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 14-17.
• Summary: A key article explaining why, from 1981 to 
1987, the U.S. world market share of soybeans and products 
fell from 68% to 49%. The key competitors are Brazil and 
Argentina. “Observers attribute this decline to a strong 
dollar, weak world economy, enhanced competitiveness 
of other countries, increased trade agreements and price 
supports that allow other countries to undersell the U.S.” 
Production costs per bushel for Argentina, Brazil, and the 
U.S. are $4.05, $5.40, and $6.62, respectively. Landed costs 
in Tokyo are $5.92, $7.51, and $7.99.
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2926. Mangold, Grant. 1987. The export olympics. How 
exchange rates pace trade race. Soybean Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 
18.
• Summary: In mid 1986 the F.O.B. (freight on board) cost 
per ton of soybeans in 3 major exporters was Argentina 
$185, Brazil $242, and United States $268. Thus Argentina 
beans loaded on a ship at port cost only 69% as much as 
U.S. beans. The high U.S. cost is due partly to the high value 
of the dollar in 1986. When the dollar is low valued, U.S. 
soybeans cost less.

2927. Soybean Digest. 1987. Taiwan trims duty. Aug/Sept. p. 
40. Also in Soybean Update. Aug. 21. p. 3.
• Summary: In Taiwan, soybean importers will pay 7% less 
for U.S. beans as the government trims its port surtax from 
4% to one-half percent and cuts its import duty from 7% to 
3.5%. The government is reducing these charges because of 
a 10-year effort by American Soybean Association Country 
Director Steve Chen. This should boost soybean imports. 
Taiwan, after Japan and the Netherlands, is already a leading 
importer of U.S. soybeans.

2928. Unnevehr, Laurian J.; Gleason, Jane E.; Kauffman, 
Harold E. 1987. Soybeans in international agriculture. 
Illinois Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana) 
29(2/3):24-26. Summer/Fall.
• Summary: Soybean cultivation originated in the North 
China Plain. Today, China is still a major producer of 
soybean, accounting for about 10% of world production. 
Other countries in Asia produce only minor quantities. Since 
1970, production of soybeans has expanded signifi cantly in 
four Latin American countries: Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, 
and Uruguay. Among the major producers, the U.S. and 
Argentina have the highest average yields of about 2 tonnes/
ha (30 bushels/acre). Lowest average yields, about 1 tonne/
ha (15 bushels/acre), are found in China. Over 80% of world 
soybean production is crushed to provide meal and oil. 
The soybean is the single largest source of supply in both 
protein meal and edible oil markets, providing 30% of the 
world’s edible oil and 50% of world supply of protein meal 
for animal feeds. Its ratio of protein to oil is highest among 
all oilseeds. The soybean also has high-quality protein 
compared to other oilseeds.
 Because income is a major determinant of soybean meal 
and oil consumption, it is not surprising that high-income 
industrial countries are the largest consumers. The European 
Economic Community (EEC), Japan, and the U.S. account 
for two-thirds of world soybean meal consumption and 
one-half of world soybean oil consumption. Recent growth 
in demand for soybean products has been greatest in less 
developed countries because incomes are growing most 
rapidly there. From 1960 to 1980, per capita income in South 
Korea tripled from $500 to $1,500.

 As a result, meat consumption increased from 12 to 
40 kilograms per capita. To satisfy increased meat demand, 
livestock production and feed use also increased rapidly, 
causing soybean meal consumption to increase from 0 to 
300,000 tons in only 20 years. The use of soybeans for food 
products is a very small part of total use in most countries, 
but there are some exceptions. For instance, from 1983 to 
1985, Indonesia used 92.9% as food; China, 73.8%; and 
South Korea, 35.9%. Japan protects its domestic soybean 
processors by confi ning imports to whole beans. Address: 
1. Asst. Prof. of Agricultural Economics; 2. INTSOY 
agricultural economist; 3. Director, INTSOY, and Prof. of 
International Agriculture. All: Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

2929. Telegraph-Forum (Bucyrus, Ohio). 1987. Tofu trade 
team from Japan visits. Oct. 13.
• Summary: The 21 member team representing the Japan 
Tofu Assoc. was told by ASA that they could ship high-
quality Ohio soybeans to Japan in the hundreds of containers 
that now return to Japan empty after bringing parts to Ohio’s 
Japanese auto makers. The containers would assure high 
quality soybeans for human food use and assure farmers a 
premium price for their soybeans.

2930. Journal (Clinton, Illinois). 1987. Bean Bits: Booster 
training schedule. Oct. 20.
• Summary: Dr. Alexander Zholobov, head of the row crops 
division of Gosagraprom (The Soviet Union’s Ministry of 
Agriculture), said one goal of Gosagraprom is to increase 
protein content of foods and production of lean meat. “The 
Soviets believe that greater meat production can be acquired 
through high protein feed rations. Technical help from the 
U.S. on expanding soybean protein consumption is a good 
basis for continued cooperation. As Soviet soy protein 
demand increases, the Soviet Union will need to import 
[more] soybeans. Soviet climatic conditions limit soybean 
acreage to about 2.2 million acres and sunfl ower acreage to 
11 million acres, Zholobov said.” Dick Burket, vice president 
and assistant to the chairman of ADM, announced that ADM 
is currently negotiating the possibility of a joint venture with 
the Soviets on oilseed processing.

2931. Farm & Country (Toronto, ONT, Canada). 1987. 
Asians buying plenty: Soy. Oct. 27.
• Summary: Ontario has captured 66% of Singapore’s 
41,000-tonne market (soybean). Yet out of Japan’s 
500,000-tonne annual imports for tofu manufacture, Ontario 
supplies less than 3,000 tonnes. Canada applies more 
rigorous grade standards than the U.S., but Canada needs 
better beans, not just better grading. Buyers believe that 
American beans are higher in protein. Address: Ontario, 
Canada.
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2932. Bradner, Norman. 1987. Soybeans for the food market. 
Seed World (Des Plaines, Illinois). Oct. p. 44.
• Summary: Thailand imports nearly 100,000 tonnes/year 
of soybeans for food use. Japan imports 65,000 to 70,000 
tonnes of small beans to make natto. Natto beans can be 
less than 5 mm in diameter and have a yellow cotyledon 
and hilum. For tofu, soymilk and miso, importers want 
high protein, low oil, maximum water soluble proteins, low 
phytate, high 11S protein fraction, large seed size and high 
sugar content. But a variety judged good one year can be 
deemed unsuitable the next. Environmental conditions during 
seed development play a signifi cant role in determining the 
fi nal chemical composition. Address: Pulse Breeder, King 
Agro, Inc., Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

2933. Gleason, Jane. 1987. Research note on relative 
profi tability of soyabean and competing crops in 
Anuradhapura District, 1981-86. INTSOY/DARP/SFRC, Sri 
Lanka. 13 p.
• Summary: The peak year for soybean production in Sri 
Lanka was 1983. In 1986 the value of Sri Lanka’s imports 
of soya products exceeded 20 million rupees. Address: Sri 
Lanka.

2934. Haumann, Barbara. 1987. Expanding soybean markets, 
uses. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 64(10):1369, 
1372-79. Oct.
• Summary: Value-added products and soybean varieties 
tailored to produce specifi c end products are among the 
promising developments envisioned to expand markets 
for U.S. soybeans. Keith Smith, staff vice president of 
research for the American Soybean Association (ASA) said, 
“Aquaculture–raising fi sh such as shrimp, catfi sh and trout–is 
a growing industry in the U.S. and abroad.” Smith went on to 
say that the switch from mainly production research to more 
utilization research occurred eight to nine years ago, and that 
60% of ASA’s total research money in the past 6 years has 
gone for utilization research.
 Genetic research is working to improve the fatty acid 
content of soybean oil. Work is also under way to develop 
a quick, low-cost method to determine oil and protein 
content. Other work includes trying to lower levels of 
linolenic acid in the oil. At Purdue Univ. in Indiana, research 
geneticist Niels Nielsen of the USDA’s Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) is trying to develop soybean lines free of 
lipoxygenase enzymes. Soymilk and fl ours produced from 
the new seeds are rated signifi cantly better in fl avor and 
aroma. Professor Nielsen and his research group are trying 
to “improve the nutritional quality of the major soy storage 
proteins by increasing sulfur amino acid content.” He noted 
that the methodology has resulted in doubling and tripling 
the methionine content. At the University of Kentucky, 
David Hildebrand is also working on genetic engineering of 
soybeans.

 Brazil, the second largest producer of soybeans, has 
evolved as the largest exporter of soybean meal and oil. The 
other top producers are China, in third place; Argentina, 
in fourth; and India, which recently made the top fi ve. 
Indonesia is in 6th. Italy’s production has grown substantially 
in recent years to make it the most important soybean-
producing area in Europe. Other European producers include 
France and Spain. According to Oil World Annual published 
by ISTA Mielke, West Germany, the top 10 soybean oil 
producers for 1986/87 (in tonnes) were the following: U.S. 
5,430,000; Brazil 2,538,000; Argentina 780,000; Japan 
715,000; China 679,000; West Germany 521,000; The 
Netherlands 488,000; Spain 421,000; Italy 350,000; and 
Mexico 336,000.
 ANPA (American Newspaper Publisher’s Association) 
began seeking alternative sources to petroleum for ink seven 
years ago due to problems with petroleum supplies. Four 
years ago, with fl uctuations in supplies and price, ANPA 
began considering the use of soybean oil ink. ANPA has fi led 
a soy ink patent application and has begun licensing major 
ink manufacturers to make it. The fi rst ink manufacturer 
to produce the ink, colored and black, is General Printing 
Ink, a division of Sun Chemical Corp., located in Carlstadt, 
New Jersey. One advantage of soy oil ink is that it is 
environmentally nonhazardous, which could reduce waste 
disposal problems. It also eliminates dependence on 
petroleum. There is less “ruboff” and the same amount of ink 
will print more pages. One drawback is that black ink made 
from soybean oil costs more than traditional black ink. Oil 
content in newspaper ink averages about 70%.
 In the March 4, 1987 Federal Register, the U.S. Federal 
Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) ruled that soybean and other 
edible oils may be used to control grain dust in elevators. 
A U.S. Patent, licensed to Industrial Fumigant Co., is held 
jointly by Harold N. Barham and Harold N. Barham Jr. of 
Seed Technology of Texas. The patent was fi led in 1978. 
Kinsella, director of the Institute of Food Science at Cornell 
Univ. said that another research interest was in the area of 
omega-3 fatty acids. It may desirable to develop soybean 
cultivars with high omega-3 fatty acid levels. John W. 
Erdman Jr. of the Univ. of Illinois’ Dep. of Food Science and 
co-worker Angela Poneros want to nail down the factors that 
lower zinc bioavailability. He said, “We want to fi nd out why 
this happens and if we can increase it.”
 Meanwhile, at INTSOY, team member Sing-Wood Yeh 
and others are working in the fi eld of soybean dairy analogs. 
Tofulicious, a non-dairy frozen dessert, was developed 
through research coordinated by University of Minnesota 
food scientist William Breene and funded by the Minnesota 
Soybean Research and Promotion Council. Abroad, ASA 
has been promoting soy-fortifi ed foods. For instance, in 
Venezuela three years ago, ASA launched an education 
program for consumer groups and government agencies on 
the benefi ts of soy protein. As a result, soy-fortifi ed foods are 
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available in Venezuela’s major supermarkets, and demand 
for soy protein has increased to more than 48,000 pounds per 
month.
 Soybean researchers are also working on standardization 
of NIR (near-infrared spectroscopy) as a measure of protein 
and oil content in soybeans. NIR already is successfully 
used to measure grain and forage composition. If NIR were 
adopted as a standard by the industry, soybeans eventually 
could be purchased based on protein and oil content.

2935. Hillyer, Gregg. 1987. Eastern Europe wants more 
beans. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 22-24.
• Summary: Since the American Soybean Association 
opened its offi ce to serve Eastern Europe in 1973, the area’s 
imports have grown to 8 million tonnes from 3 million. 
The U.S.’s share is now 1.5 million, with the rest supplied 
by South America, which generally undercuts U.S. meal 
prices. Brazilian meal is pelleted to reduce shipping and 
handling problems. At 48% protein compared to the standard 
44% found in U.S. meal it appears to be a better buy. The 
biggest challenge is to get the feed and livestock industries in 
Eastern Europe to think of soybeans as the primary source of 
protein, not the residual source.
 Sojaprotein, a crushing plant located near Becej, 
Yugoslavia, processes 200,000 tonnes of soybean meal a year 
for feed and food. Most of the meal is used for Sojavita, a 
soy enriched food similar to grits. Yugoslavia grows nearly 
272,000 acres of soybeans, Hungary roughly 100,000 acres. 
Sunfl owers are preferred to soybeans because of their higher 
yield and higher oil content. Both countries are striving to 
stimulate production to reduce their dependency on imports. 
In Yugoslavia the government is paying 3 times the word 
price. Still Yugoslavia must import 400,000 to 600,000 
tonnes of soybean meal yearly.

2936. Hillyer, Gregg. 1987. The mighty combinants 
[government-owned farms in Yugoslavia and Hungary]. 
Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 24.
• Summary: Kombinats are massive, mostly self suffi cient, 
integrated livestock and crop conglomerates. Yugoslavia 
has the largest kombinats in Eastern Europe, including the 
USSR. Nearly 30% of the land in Yugoslavia is government 
owned; 90% in Hungary. The remaining land, mostly 
marginal, is in private hands. Yugoslavs are allowed to 
own up to 35 acres, Hungarians only 3-5 acres. The more 
successful kombinats use capitalist tools in a socialist 
economy. The IPK Servo Mihalj Agrokombinant, located in 
the bread basket of Yugoslavia, covers nearly 500,000 acres. 
It has food processing plants, raises livestock, and employs 
20,000.
 The Boly Kombinat, the second largest kombinat 
(agrocomplex) in Hungary, has more than 54,000 acres. It 
grows lots of soybeans and is a model of modern agriculture, 
effi ciency, and diversity.

2937. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1987. 
Cooperative efforts in Nigeria aim to increase soybean use 
across Africa. No. 37. Oct. p. 3-4.
• Summary: In Nigeria soybean production has more than 
doubled in the past 5 years in response to the growing 
demand and the shortage of foreign exchange needed to 
import soybean meal. The 1987 crop is estimated to be at 
least 125,000 tonnes, in part because of the current high 
cash price. In Nigeria, much of the soybean production is 
concentrated in the northern states of Benue and Kaduna.
 The most widely consumed soyfood in the country is 
soybean dawa-dawa, a fermented and dried product that is 
sold as a wafer. Also known as iru in Yoruba-speaking areas, 
it is traditionally made from the seed of the locust bean 
tree. According to a 1984 survey by IITA, about 60% of the 
dawa-dawa producers use soybeans and another 20% use a 
combination of soya and locust beans. Dawa-dawa is used to 
fl avor soups, stews, and sauces.
 INTSOY is working with IITA on ways to expand 
soybean use and processing throughout Africa. Another 
method of using the dawa-dawa wafer is to pound the dry 
wafer and add it to dishes as a powder. In the soybean 
marketing center of Kafanchan in southern Kaduna, soybean 
dawa-dawa is purchased by traders who sell it throughout 
Nigeria and as far away as Cameroon, Chad, and Niger.
 IITA staff last year held utilization training sessions 
that attracted more than 180 participants in Ondo state. 
Other training sessions at 34 villages in Oyo state and at the 
Kersey Children’s Home near Ogbomosho also drew strong 
attendance. The children’s clinic at the Kersey Home started 
using soymilk and soy-fortifi ed weaning foods to combat 
the childhood malnutrition known as kwashiorkor. The 
clinic now uses almost two tons of soybeans a month. By 
1986, more than 3,000 farmers in Oyo State were growing 
soybeans on small plots totaling 1,000 hectares.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the term “dawa-dawa” 
(hyphenated) in connection with soybeans (one of two 
documents); it is a close relative of natto.
 Soy meal for the rapidly growing poultry industry is 
now the most important commercial soy product. Some 
companies, however, are moving into the production 
of soymilk, high-protein soyfoods, and edible oil. Both 
Food Specialties Limited and Smalltree Nigeria Limited 
are increasing the use of soybeans in infant and breakfast 
cereals. More than 30 businesses and individuals contacted 
IITA for technical advice on opening or expanding soybean 
processing operations. Extrusion cooking in particular has 
recently had an increased impact in Nigeria. At least four 
INSTA PRO extruders have allowed expanded production of 
poultry feed and full-fat soy fl our for human consumption. 
The new local processing capacity has been especially 
important because of government restrictions on importing 
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soy products.
 Expansion of soybean use in Nigeria will require the 
introduction of new products, processes, and equipment 
adaptable to African village-level operations.

2938. Kueneman, Eric A.; Camacho, Luis. 1987. Production 
and goals for expansion of soybeans in Latin America. In: 
S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. 
Soybeans for the Tropics: Research, Production and 
Utilization. New York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 
p. See p. 125-34. Chapt. 13.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Brazil. Argentina. 
Paraguay. Uruguay. Bolivia. Peru. Ecuador. Colombia. 
Venezuela. Panama. Costa Rica. Nicaragua. Honduras. 
Guatemala. El Salvador. Mexico. Caribbean.
 Concerning the Caribbean: “No country in the Caribbean 
produces soybeans commercially, but the Jamaican Soya 
Products Company is initiating contracts with farmers 
to produce the crop. Several countries import signifi cant 
amounts of soybeans or soybean products: in 1985 Barbados 
imported 11,000 tonnes, Cuba 185,000 tonnes, Dominican 
Republic 140,000 tonnes, Jamaica 80,000 tonnes, Haiti 
117,000 tonnes, and Trinidad and Tobago 34,000 tonnes. 
These countries are not likely to be self-suffi cient in the near 
future.”
 Tables show: (1) Soybean production, imports and 
exports from Latin American countries (extracted from 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Services Report, June 1985). 
(2) Soybean varieties commonly grown in Brazil (Source: 
Romeu Kiihl, EMBRAPA, personal communication; 
they are divided into 3 regions: south, central, and north). 
Address: 1. IITA / EMBRAPA (Empresa Brasileira de 
Pesquisa Agropecuaria), Goiania, Goias, Brazil; 2. INTSOY/
CIAT (Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical), Cali, 
Colombia.

2939. Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 1987. 
Soybean buyers mission from Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Singapore, October 10-20, 1987. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 23 p. 30 cm. 
Saddle stitched. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Mission members (with a photo 
of each). Itinerary. Japanese market for edible soybeans. 
General uses of edible soybeans in Hong Kong, Malaysia 
and Singapore. List of major importers in Asia (by country). 
Ontario soybean suppliers. Role of the Ontario Soya-Bean 
Growers Marketing Board (Chatham, Ontario).
 This conference, which took place in Toronto, Chatham, 
and Harrow, Ontario, Canada, was sponsored by OMAF in 
Toronto. On the mission were 6 buyers from Japan (Takeya 
Miso Co., Asahi Industries [tofu maker], Takano Foods 
Co. [natto maker], Dah Cong Hong, Wako Shokuryo Co., 
and Gomei Shoji Co. [the last 3 is each an importer and 
wholesaler]), 2 from Hong Kong (Amoy Industries Ltd., 

and Chung Hing Co.), 3 from Malaysia (Sin Yong Huat 
Enterprises Sdn. Ltd, Yeo Hiap Seng (Malaysia) Ltd., and 
Chop Lee Kit Heng), and 2 buyers from Singapore (Eng 
Huat (S) Ltd. and Chop Hin Leong). Mike Hojo of OMAF/
Tokyo was the mission leader.
 The Japanese soybean market is about 5 million tons 
a year. Of this: Oil crushing 4,036,000 tons. Food 849,000 
tons (17% of total), and feed (not crushed) 70,000 tons. 
From 1982 to 1986 domestic Japanese soybean production 
has decreased from 168,000 tons to 147,000 tons, while 
imports have increased from 4,344,000 tons to 4,857,000 
tons. Demand for food soybeans has increased from 803,000 
tons to 849,000 tons. Tofu, miso, and natto account for more 
than 94% of the total utilization of edible soybeans, roughly 
as follows: Tofu 500,000 tons, miso 200,000 tons, natto 
100,000 tons.
 In 1986 some 89.9% of Japan’s soybean imports came 
from the USA, followed by China (6.7%), and Brazil 
(2.65%). That year the least expensive soybeans came 
from Brazil (US$219.86/ton), followed by USA ($221.36), 
China ($236.06), and Canada ($277.50). Note that Canadian 
soybeans are 25.3% more expensive than those from the 
USA. Chinese and Canadian soybeans are most widely used 
to make foods. Large Chinese soybeans are used to make 
tofu, medium sized for miso, and small for natto. Of the 
soybeans imported from the USA, 80-85% are imported from 
oil crushing because of their high oil content. The remaining 
10-15%, or approximately 700,000 tons are food soybeans 
from Iowa, Ohio, or Michigan. Called “IOM” soybeans, they 
are used mainly to make tofu. Brazilian soybeans have a 
high oil content and are used for oil crushing only. The ocean 
freight cost for a 20-foot container shipped to Tokyo is as 
follows: USA west coast $1,000. Toronto, Canada $1,800. 
USA East Coast $2,000. Brazil $2,100. Argentina $2,500. 
But a large percentage of regular soybeans are loaded 
directly into ships, and travel at lower freight rates. Exports 
of food soybeans from Canada to Japan rose from 10,000 
tons in 1979 to 26,000 tons in 1986, while those from China 
rose from 267,000 tons in 1979 to 323,000 tons in 1986.
 Very detailed preferred characteristics are given for 
soybeans to make miso (6 characteristics), natto (5), and tofu 
(5). Canadian soybeans are recognized as superior to Chinese 
and American soybeans for food use. This is one reason they 
command a relatively higher price.
 Hong Kong imports 28,100 tons/year of soybeans, 
and 63% of these come from Canada, followed by China 
(35%), and the USA (1.8%). Malaysia and Singapore import 
124,800 tons/year, and 53% of these come from the USA, 
followed by Canada (31.7%), and China (8.2%). Most of the 
food soybeans in Malaysia and Singapore are used to make 
soymilk and tofu.
 Soymilk: Vitasoy dominates the market in Hong 
Kong, whereas in Malaysia and Singapore the leading 
manufacturers are Yeo Hiap Seng, Cold Storage, Lam Soon, 
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and Nestle. Soymilk consumption is increasing in these 3 
countries, and in neighboring countries. Soymilk makers 
believe there are four requirements for their products’ 
success: It must taste good, must be priced competitively 
with soft drinks, must be perceived as a health food, and 
must be marketed properly.
 Bean curd sheets and sticks [yuba] are very common 
snacks and dishes in Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Singapore. 
Manufacturers consider only Chinese and Canadian soybeans 
for these products. Canadian soybeans produce whiter 
soymilk and thus whiter yuba. However the larger size of 
Chinese soybeans results in a larger yield. Manufacturers 
normally blend 60% of Canadian soybeans with 40% of 
Chinese soybeans to obtain a higher output of whiter sheets.
 Major Japanese soybean importers include: Da Chong 
Hong (Japan) Ltd., Gomei Shoji Co. Ltd., C. Itoh & Co. Ltd., 
Mitsubishi Corp., Kanematsu-Gosho Ltd., Nichimen Corp., 
Marubeni Corp., Mitsui & Co. Ltd., Nissho Iwai Corp., 
Okura & Co. Ltd., Toyo Menka Kaisha Ltd., Wako Shokuryo 
Co. Ltd. Address: Ontario, Canada.

2940. Pandey, R.K.; Sumarno, -; Potan, Nark; Navarro, 
R.; Dharmasena, C.; Beg, Akhtar. 1987. Asia’s shortfall 
in production of soybeans and the response of national 
programmes. In: S.R. Singh, K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. 
eds. 1987. Soybeans for the Tropics: Research, Production 
and Utilization. New York, etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 
230 p. See p. 101-09. Chapt. 10.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Constraints. National 
research programmes: Varietal improvement, cultural 
practices. Cooperative research: A new dimension.
 Demand for soybeans and products in the region is about 
twice the regional production. By the year 2000, if current 
trends continue, Asia’s demand for soybeans is projected to 
be more than three times the amount produced.
 The leading soybean producers in Asia, in descending 
order of tonnes produced in 1983, are China, India, 
Indonesia, Korea, and Thailand. In Indonesia, soybean 
production during the past 10 years has been constant at 
about 700,000 tonnes (metric tons) per year; soybeans are 
produced mainly in Java.
 In 1984 Thailand produced 284,000 tonnes, which was 
far below its demand of about 350,000 to 450,000 tonnes. A 
national program set a goal of producing 390,000 tonnes by 
1986.
 In the Philippines, Mindanao, located in the south, is 
the leading soybean producer. During the last 10 years, 
producing has gradually increased, however in 1983 only 
8,320 ha were planted to soybeans; that year, imports totaled 
261,000 tonnes of soybean meal and 31,000 tonne of whole 
soybeans.
 In Pakistan, commercial soybean production began in 
1970 and is concentrated in the North Frontier Province, 
Sind and Punjab. The area planted to soybeans is small 

(4,300 ha) but the potential for expansion is very large.
 Vietnam produces only about 1% of Asia’s soybeans, 
however the amount is increasing.
 The following countries started research programs on 
soybean breeding and production at an early date: China, 
Indonesia, Thailand, India, Philippines, Korea, and Sri 
Lanka; these programs have made great progress during the 
past few years. China has large and well-run germplasm 
collections.
 Since 1967, the Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
has had an interdisciplinary team working on soybeans. 
The project’s headquarters are currently at Pantnagar, and 
a network of 19 centers throughout India tests varieties and 
production techniques.
 In Indonesia, soybean research is coordinated by the 
Central Research Institute for Food Crops in Bogor, and 
conducted by fi ve research institutions.
 In Thailand, soybean research is coordinated by the 
Field Crop Research Center at Chiangmai.
 In Sri Lanka, in 1973, the government initiated soybean 
research, with technical assistance from the International 
Soybean Program (INTSOY), to promote soybean 
production and utilization in the country.
 In 1984 the Asian Soybean Improvement Network 
(ASIN) was launched in a cooperative effort to extend 
the resources devoted to research by national programs, 
IITA, IRRI, AVRDC, INTSOY, the Australian Centre for 
International Agricultural Research (ACIAR), and the United 
Nations Economic and Social Council for Asia and the 
Pacifi c. The network is coordinated by representatives of 
AVRDC and IITA.
 Figures show: (1) Pie charts–Asia’s proportion of 
world area and production of soybeans. Concerning world 
production, Asia has about 15.7% of the total, compared 
with 57.3% for North and Central America, 24.6% for South 
America, and 2.4% for others. Within Asia, China has 79.1% 
of Asia’s total soybean production, followed by India (5.9%), 
Indonesia (4.5%), Korea (3.0%), Others (incl. Japan; 7.2%).
 (2) Pie charts–Trade in soybeans, soybean meal and 
oil in Asia and the world. For soybean oil imports, Asia is 
the leader (37.9% of the world total), followed by Europe 
(24.5%), Africa (13.9%), South America (12.5%) ad Others 
(9.2%). For soymeal imports, Europe is the leader (73.0% of 
the world total), followed by USSR (10.2%), Asia (8.2%), 
and Others (8.6%). For whole soybean imports, Europe is the 
leader (58.0% of the world total), followed by Asia (30.6%), 
North & Central America (6.4%), USSR (5.0%), and Others 
(0.0%). Within Asia, for soybean oil imports, India is the 
leader (36.4%), followed by Iran (22.9%), Pakistan (19.3%), 
Turkey (6.4%), Bangladesh (3.57%), and Others (11.4%). 
For soymeal imports, Korea is the leader (15.2%), followed 
by Philippines (14.7%), Iran (12.9%), Japan (12.5%), 
Thailand (10.0%), Malaysia (8.0%), Others (26.7%). 
For whole soybean imports, Japan is the leader (61.2%), 
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followed by China (17.5%), Korea (6.6%), Israel (6.6%), 
Indonesia (2.7%), and Others (3.9%).
 (3) Changes in the area planted to soybean over the past 
15 years (1965-1983) in selected Asian countries. Graphs 
of India, Thailand, Indonesia (which have increased, with 
India’s graph increasing dramatically), Asia, China, and 
Korea (which have decreased somewhat).
 (4) Soybean production, consumption, and projected 
demand in Asia by the year 2000 (Source FAO, 1960-83; 
IFPRI, 1977). Asia will have to steadily increase its imports 
of edible oils, since consumption (production + imports) of 
soybeans is falling behind demand. Address: 1. International 
Rice Research Inst., Los Baños, Philippines; 2. Central 
Research Inst. for Agriculture (Lembaga Pusat Penelitian 
Pertanian), Bogor, Indonesia; 3. Field Crops Research Inst., 
Dep. of Agriculture, Bangkhen, Bangkok, Thailand. 4. Inst. 
of Plant Breeding, Univ. of the Philippines, Los Baños, 
Philippines. 5. Soybean Project, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. 6. 
Agricultural Research Council, Islamabad, Pakistan.

2941. Soybean Update. 1987. Latin debt crisis hurting U.S. 
soybean farmers. 2 p. Supplement to Oct. issue.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean farmers have been hard hit by 
the export-driven strategies of Latin American debtors,” 
which are being forced to export at all costs to earn foreign 
exchange to pay their debts. At the same time, International 
Monetary Fund austerity programs gave curtailed U.S. 
agricultural exports to these nations and dramatically 
reduced living standards. Latin American and Caribbean 
gross external liabilities have climbed from $241,600 million 
in 1980 to $372,900 million in 1984. In 1981/82 the USA 
had 86% of world soybean exports by volume, versus 6% for 
Argentina, 3% for Brazil and 5% for all others. In 1984/85 
the fi gures were USA 65%, Brazil 14%, Argentina 13%, 
others 8%. For world soybean meal exports, the percentage 
market shares for 1981/82 and 1984/85 were: Brazil 40/38, 
USA 30/20, EC-10 21/21, Argentina 4/13, Others 5/8. For 
world soybean oil exports, the percentage market shares for 
the two sets of years were: Brazil 24/27, USA 27/20, EC-10 
27/26, Argentina 3/14, Others 19/13.

2942. Sun, Huan; Ling, Yi-Lu; Gai, Jun-Yi. 1987. Cropping 
systems and research with soybeans in China. In: S.R. Singh, 
K.O. Rachie, and K.E. Dashiell. eds. 1987. Soybeans for the 
Tropics: Research, Production and Utilization. New York, 
etc: John Wiley & Sons Ltd. xx + 230 p. See p. 119-24. 
Chapt. 12.
• Summary: Soybeans have probably been cultivated for 
4,000 to 5,000 years in China. “As a native to the country, 
‘shu’ (the local name for soybean) has been found inscribed 
on tortoise shells from the Shang Dynasty (from about the 
16th to the 11th century BC). In the Book of Songs, one of 
the fi ve Chinese classics, ‘shu’ appeared in 7 of 305 songs 
written between the 11th and 7th centuries BC.

 “Soybean seeds have been discovered several times in 
relics unearthed in archaeological studies. In 1959, large 
amounts of yellow-seeded soybean weighing 18-20 gm were 
found in Shanxi Province, dating back 2,300 years. In 1980, 
some carbonized soybean seeds were found in Jilin Province, 
dating back about 2,600 years.
 “China led the world in soybean production and export 
until 1954.” Before World War II, 8 to 10 million tonnes of 
soybeans were produced in China each year, accounting for 
82-90% of the world’s total production.
 Because of the destruction in China caused by World 
War II, and later the civil war [1946-1949], soybean 
production fell to its lowest level in 1949. During the 1950s, 
average annual soybean production was more than 9 million 
tonnes but the government favored policies to promote cereal 
grains [rice, wheat, etc.] and soybean production eventually 
became unprofi table. In 1947, for example, Chinese farmers 
were paid only CNY (Chinese yuan renminbi) 32.4 per 100 
kg.
 The three main cropping systems are: (1) Northern 
spring-sowing region, which includes Heilongjiang, Jilin, 
Liaoning, Inner Mongolia and the northern parts of Hebei, 
Shanxi, Shaanxi and Gansu provinces. Soybean is planted 
from late April to mid-May and harvested in September. (2) 
Summer-sowing region, which is located along Huanghe, 
Huaihe and Haihe river valleys including Shandong, Henan, 
the northern parts of Jiangsu and Anhui, the central and 
southern parts of Hebei, Shanxi and Shaanxi provinces. The 
common pattern is to produce two crops a year or three crops 
in 2 years. Usually, soybean is planted after winter wheat. 
(3) Southern multicropping region, which is located south of 
Qinling mountain and Huaihe river. Because of the abundant 
rainfall and high temperatures, two or three crops can be 
achieved in 1 year. Soybean is planted in spring, summer, 
autumn or, in the southern parts, even in winter.
 Three institutes in China are devoted solely to soybeans: 
they are within the Heilongjiang, Jilin and Anhui academies 
of agricultural sciences.
 Table 1 shows Soybean area, yield and total production 
in eight provinces of China (in million tonnes). In 
descending order of production they are: Heilongjiang 
288.5, Henan 128.0, Anhui 91.5, Jilin 88.0, Liaoning 69.5, 
Shandong 64.5, Jiangsu 52.0, Heibei 25.0. Address: 1. 
Soybean Inst., Jilin Academy of Agricultural Sciences, 
Gongzhuling, China; 2. Nanjing Oilseed Crops Lab., Jiangsu 
Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Nanjing, China; 3. 
Nanjing Agricultural Univ., Nanjing, China.

2943. Dickrell, Jim. 1987. To the year 2000: Soybeans face 
bleak export prospects. Farmer (St. Paul, Minnesota). Nov. 
7. p. 12-13.
• Summary: It is not likely the jubilation of American 
soybean farmers from the early 1970s will return any 
time soon. U.S. soybean exports reached their peak of 25 
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million tonnes in 1981, and now stand at about 18 million 
tonnes. The main reason for the drop in buying by the 12 
EEC countries during the 1980s has been the doubling 
of sunfl ower and rapeseed production. EEC soybean 
production, primarily in Italy, has also tripled in the past 2 
years. The EEC has encouraged domestic oil crop production 
by paying lucrative subsidies to European oil crushers. They, 
in turn, have been able to offer growers high crop prices, 
about $15/bu for soybeans in Italy.
 Japan has decreased its imports of soybeans, replacing 
them by Canadian canola (rapeseeds), which are less 
expensive, in part because they grow in Western Canada. 
Rapeseed oil is now the cheapest oil in world markets. 
Argentinian soybean yields now average 34.6 bu/acre versus 
31.7 in the USA. Eight years ago the U.S. had 65% of the 
world soybean market; now it has 49%. Eastern European 
countries prefer buying soybeans from South Americans, 
mainly for political reasons. Address: Minnesota.

2944. Commercial (Pine Bluff, Arkansas). 1987. Soviet 
Union buys American soybeans. Nov. 14.
• Summary: The Soviet Union has bought large orders of 
U.S. soybeans and soybean meal, sales that could total more 
than $100 million.

2945. Freedman, Alix M.; Waldholz, Michael. 1987. A 
different oil war breaks out, and now the fat is in the fi re. 
Malaysia’s palm-oil forces take on U.S. soybeaners; at issue: 
Health & money. Wall Street Journal, European Edition. 
Nov. 18. p. 1, 10.
• Summary: A cutting, comical review of the battles to date. 
All tropical fats account for only 5% of the $2,000 million 
cooking oil market; soy oil has 80%. The Malaysians, 
however, worry that the soybeaners’ war of words will spill 
over U.S. borders and hurt their sales elsewhere in the world, 
where their major markets lie. American soybean farmers 
should be more worried about Canadian rapeseed oil, which 
has only 7% saturated fat. This is a trade issue which has 
been carried into the science and health arena. Malaysians 
and Filipinos raise the risk of Communist insurgency. 
Address: Heerlen, Netherlands.

2946. Cottingham, Mark A. 1987. Soybean group [ASA] 
works to create foreign markets. Indiana Agri-News 
(Indianapolis, Indiana). Nov. 20.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association supports 
about 250 projects in 84 countries and operates 11 foreign 
offi ces that manage the activities. Japan is expected to import 
176 million bu of soybeans this year; 92% will be grown in 
the USA. In China, ASA’s goal is to popularize soybean meal 
in livestock feeds, fi rst to get China off the export market, 
and second to create a demand for U.S. soybeans. We lost the 
Soviet market due to the Afghanistan embargo. Three of the 
biggest potential markets for U.S. soybeans are the USSR, 

China, and India. With federal Targeted Export Assistance 
(TEA) funds totaling up to $17 million ASA has entered a 
full blown soy oil awareness campaign relying on soy oil 
identifi cation. It is conducting advertising campaigns in 6 
European countries. Resulting from the project, 20 different 
cooking oil brands in England are now identifi ed as 100% 
soy oil.

2947. Weiss, J.M. 1987. Malaysia and U.S. slipping and 
sliding over palm oil exports. Christian Science Monitor. 
Nov. 20.
• Summary: The heavy publicity campaigns on both sides 
ignore one fundamental fact: More than 60% of palm oil 
imports [to the U.S.] are channeled for industrial uses.

2948. Soybean Update. 1987. Twenty-six oilseed processors 
from 18 countries are attending a soybean processing short 
course sponsored by ASA at Texas A&M University. Nov. 
23. p. 3. Also in Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 51.
• Summary: Specialists in the U.S. processing industry teach 
the classes which feature lectures and hands-on experience. 
Ricardo Lopez, Asst. Manager of Prograsa, plans to open the 
fi rst soybean crushing facility in Honduras in January 1988. 
Cheil Sugar & Co., Korea’s second largest soybean importer, 
buys about 400,000 tonnes of soybeans a year. His industry 
is growing at least 10% a year. Participants will use their new 
knowledge to produce better soybean oil and meal in their 
own countries.

2949. Cook, Anne. 1987. Organization wants to see soy oil 
sweep into new lands. News-Gazette (Champaign, Illinois). 
Nov. 25.
• Summary: Hundreds of farmers attending the 10th Illinois 
Soy-Corn Conference heard Tom Brennan, an American 
Soybean Association (ASA) European marketing executive, 
explain that ASA is trying to establish a market position so 
that customers will demand soy oil in 6 targeted markets: 
Italy, Spain, Portugal, West Germany, Greece, and the 
United Kingdom. The Italian market is a major ASA target 
because the country consumes more oil than any other in the 
European Economic Community–about 5 times more than 
the UK. Per capita annual consumption amounts to about 6 
gallons, half of it olive oil and half other kinds. Olive oil is 
very expensive so people blend it with other oils at home. 
A new government law will require labeling of blended oils 
within the next 5 years. The ASA is saying to companies, “If 
you market soy oil now, we’ll help you pay for the transition 
to specifi cally labeled oils.” A $645,000 ASA contribution to 
one company has worked so well that the company is selling 
its oil abroad.
 ASA reps had their work cut out for them in Greece, 
where selling soy oil for human consumption was illegal 
until recently. ASA worked for 2 years with refi ners to help 
them turn out a high quality soy oil, then they lobbied to 
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get the law changed. A company named Soya Hellas will 
introduce a soy oil product on the consumer market next 
year. Address: Staff.

2950. Feedstuffs. 1987. ASA charges Administration bias 
leans toward foreign producers, away from U.S. farmers. 
Nov. 30.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association effort to 
obtain truth in labeling registration has been killed. The 
State Department, Trade Ambassadors Offi ce, Food & Drug 
Administration and others in the Administration ganged up 
to kill the bill, ASA said. ASA wants congress to require 
tropical oils to be labeled “saturated fats” on food packages. 
Address: Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2951. Pedraza, Juan Miguel. 1987. Tropical fats won’t go 
away but ASA’s ad campaign will. Adweek (Grand Forks, 
North Dakota). Nov. 30.
• Summary: Asian producers of “tropical fats” found a 
strong ally in U.S. Trade Representative Clayton Yeutter, 
who opposes the health hazard labeling that the American 
Soybean Association (ASA) wants on products containing 
palm or coconut oils. Asian reaction to the ASA fat-cat 
smear campaign became so heated that riots occurred 
outside U.S. embassies. The ASA ads that angered tropical 
fats producers feature a mean-looking white-suited hombre 
sitting in a tropical-style wicker throne, next to a barrel of 
tropical oil, chomping a big cigar. The print says the tough 
guy is hawking vegetable oils that are bad for health and 
no good for U.S. farmers. The ad bristled with animosity 
and conveyed a thoroughly despicable image of tropical fat 
producers. ASA’s real message–that tropical fats are bad for 
your health–got lost in the insult.
 But tropical fats won’t go away. In the last 5 years 
Malaysia’s production of palm oil has nearly doubled. 
Indonesia has boosted its production too. In September the 
U.S. imported 131.5 million lb of coconut oil, up more than 
50% from a year ago. Palm kernel oil imports rose to 35 
million pounds from 16 million lb a year ago.

2952. Howell, Robert W. 1987. Soybeans in Illinois. Illinois 
Research (Illinois Agric. Exp. Station, Urbana) 29(2/3):3-5. 
Summer/Fall.
• Summary: For more than 50 years, Illinois has had more 
soybean acreage than any other state. In all but one of those 
years, Illinois soybean production topped that of all other 
states. In 1986, total production on 9.15 million acres in 
Illinois was 366 million bushels [40 bu/acre yield]–about 
3 million more bushels than its nearest competitor, Iowa. 
Illinois also has the largest processing capacity, and the 
pricing system for buying and selling soybean contracts on 
the Chicago Board of Trade is based on delivery to Decatur. 
The dominance of Illinois in the soybean industry is no 
accident. Illinois farmers, industrialists, researchers, and 

educators have been leaders in the introduction of soybeans 
and the growth of the industry since its beginnings. Illinois 
farmers and processors such as Stoddard, Staley, and Funk 
helped to bring soybean fame to Illinois.
 Research on soybeans began at the University of Illinois 
almost as soon as the Agricultural Experiment Station was 
established. Work on food uses began in the Department of 
Home Economics in 1930. Scientifi c breeding began at the 
University of Illinois when Clyde M. Woodworth joined 
the faculty in 1920. He produced the fi rst map of soybean 
chromosomes and developed the fi rst varieties from directed 
hybridization. Until recently, varieties available to farmers 
were developed almost entirely in the cooperative program 
of the states and the USDA.
 The pathologists Koehler (1924) and Sinclair have been 
major innovators in the study of soybean diseases. It took a 
while to produce good chemical weed control for soybeans 
because 2,4-D and other early herbicides were selective 
for broadleaf plants; that is, they were as damaging to 
soybeans as to their weed targets. When suitable chemicals 
became available in the 1960’s, chemical weed control in 
soybeans quickly became the standard practice. Integrated 
Pest Management, the tool of the 1980’s, economically 
and environmentally provides the most effective control. 
Soybean physiology research at the University of Illinois 
is exceptionally strong, particularly in the areas of 
photosynthesis and nitrogen metabolism. Established in 
1965 by the USDA, the soybean photosynthesis unit has won 
worldwide recognition.
 Nearly all soybean states have adopted “check-off” 
[checkoff] plans that call for withholding at the fi rst point 
of sale contributions of from ½ cent per bushel in Illinois 
to 2 cents per bushel in Wisconsin. These funds are used 
for market promotion and for research and education. In 
Illinois the check-off program is administered by the Illinois 
Soybean Program Operating Board (ISPOB), which was 
established in 1974. Address: Prof. Emeritus, Agronomy, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

2953. Coleman, Laura. 1987. Proposed tax on edible oils 
stirs concern. Commercial Appeal (Memphis, Tennessee). 
Dec. 6.
• Summary: EEC offi cials say they expect the tax on edible-
oil imports to happen eventually. In EEC countries, farmers 
are experiencing the unprecedented high prices for their 
products that American farmers found in the early 1970s. 
These prices are supplemented by high subsidies that bring 
the price farmers there receive to $15 per bushel of soybeans. 
American farmers get about $4.77. The American Soybean 
Association reported that last year U.S. companies imported 
1,800 million lb of tropical fats. It would take 171 million bu 
of soybeans to produce that amount of soy oil.

2954. Soybean Update. 1987. The U.S. Export Enhancement 
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Program (EEP) is helping U.S. soyoil compete in the world 
market. Dec. 7. p. 3.
• Summary: U.S. soyoil is presently being forced from the 
market by highly subsidized rapeseed and soybean oils in the 
European Community (EC).

2955. Soybean Update. 1987. Soyoil imports are up 25 pct 
in the United Kingdom after a two year ASA promotion 
program. Dec. 14. Also in Soybean Digest. 1988. Jan. p. 50.
• Summary: Using funds provided by USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) 
program, the American Soybean Association conducted 
a consumer advertising campaign using television, radio, 
print media, and in-store promotion activities. Consumer 
research shows awareness of soybean oil among cooking oil 
users was up 25-80 pct after just 6 months. In fact the soyoil 
campaign was so successful ASA will launch a “Pure Soya 
Margarine” campaign next.

2956. Milling and Baking News. 1987. U.S.S.R. to boost 
soybean imports, Gorbachev tells breakfast session. Dec. 15.
• Summary: These imports of soybeans and soybean 
products are part of an effort to increase poultry production 
and thus protein consumption in the Soviet diet. The protein-
rich soybeans are needed to increase the feeding effi ciency of 
the grains. Asked whether the Soviets intend to continue this 
year’s heavy imports of soybeans and soybean meal, Mikhail 
Gorbachev pointed to the diffi culty of earning hard currency 
through trade with the West. He feels West-bloc countries 
have gone out of their way to limit Soviet ability to earn 
foreign exchange. Also many in the USSR are reluctant to 
rely on the USA as a food source after the embargo imposed 
by President Jimmy Carter in 1980. Vice-President Bush said 
that the U.S. has no intention of using agricultural products 
as a political weapon in the future. Address: Shawnee 
Mission, Kansas.

2957. Citizen Observer (Cameron, Missouri). 1987. U.S. 
soybean farmers fi le complaint. Dec. 24.
• Summary: “U.S. soybean farmers recently asked the 
Reagan Administration to initiate an investigation into 
the European Community’s (EC) oilseed and protein crop 
subsidies and to take necessary action to end EC unfair trade 
practices. In a Section 301 Petition fi led with the U.S. Trade 
Representative’s (USTR) offi ce, the American Soybean 
Association (ASA) charges the EC with employing unfair 
trade practices which discriminate against the importation 
and utilization of U.S. soybeans and soybean meal.”
 The EC is by far the largest foreign market for U.S. 
soybeans and soybean products.

2958. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1987 
(Continued) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William 

Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. 1987 New Trends:
 Rapid Rise in the Number of New Products in America. 
During 1987 more than 735 new soyfood products were 
launched worldwide, including at least 380 in the USA. 
Many of the most successful products are all-American and 
fun to eat: Ice creams, meatless burgers, vegetarian hot dogs, 
salad dressings, chocolate bars. This is part of the larger 
trend of the Americanization of soyfoods. Most of the growth 
has been in the traditional low-tech sector, including tofu, 
tempeh, soymilk, miso, soy sauce, soynuts, plus modern 
dairylike products such as soy ice creams, soy yogurts, and 
soy cheeses, all developed by the soyfoods movement. A 
growing percentage of these products are second generation 
products, which could also be called convenience prepared 
products or value added products.
 Growth of Consumer Awareness of Soyfoods in 
America. Ten years ago, perhaps 1% of Americans had heard 
of tofu, soymilk, tempeh, or miso. Today, probably 50% of 
Americans are aware of these foods. In 1987, for example, 
the Soyfoods Assoc. clipping service received a total of 
1,587 clips on soyfoods. That is 132 articles a month, way up 
from 5 years ago.
 Increasingly Positive Image of Soyfoods in the Western 
World. Generally speaking, from about 1945 through the 
1960s, soy had a negative image in foods. The image became 
neutral during the early 1970s. During the late 1970s and 
early 1980s, with the rise of the soyfoods movement and 
the growing sophistication of modern soy protein products 
(isolates, concentrates) soyfoods gradually developed 
a positive image. The Gallup Poll of 1977 was an early 
indicator of this. By the mid-1980s tofu had become a “hot 
ingredient.” Companies deliberately added it to a product (or 
at least to the label) to help sell the product. Yet the Roper 
poll of late 1986, which found tofu to be America’s most 
hated food, may indicate a tarnishing of this image.
 Growing Interest of Larger Food Companies in 
Soyfoods. One indication of this trend is that Soya 
Newsletter, targeted at these companies and selling for $96/
year, has over 900 paid subscribers.
 Continued Decline of Red Meat. This year consumption 
of poultry in America passed that of beef for the fi rst time 
in history. Beef had been king for 3 decades. Before that, 
pork was king. A pound of chicken has one-fourth as much 
saturated fat as beef and takes much less grain, water, and 
energy to produce.
 INTSOY Becomes a Major Force Worldwide 
Developing and Promoting Soyfoods. Working with 
other international (IITA, AVRDC) and national soybean 
programs, and doing pioneering research on fresh green 
soybeans [edamamé], extrusion cooking, and use of expellers 
for small-scale oil expression etc., INTSOY has become as 
effective in its new role (since 1985) of focusing on soybean 
utilization as it was before that when its major emphasis was 
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on variety development and production.
 The Competitive Position of the U.S. Soybean Industry 
is Slipping. Farmers in Brazil and Argentina can now 
produce soybeans at much lower cost than their American 
counterparts. This plus extensive subsidies have led to a 
dramatic drop in U.S. exports of soybeans and products since 
their peak in 1981. A major part of the problem is linked to 
the Latin American debt crisis, which surfaced in the early 
1980s and forced debtor nations to export at all costs. This 
debt crisis (especially by Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, and 
Venezuela) is now being called the most serious problem 
facing U.S. agriculture.
 Soybean Research Increasingly Shifts from Production 
to Utilization. Traditionally research focused on increasing 
production and yields. New efforts are designed to develop 
new markets instead of larger surpluses.
 Big Increase in Breeding Soybeans for Food Uses. This 
is part of a larger trend toward value added products and 
toward fi nding new market niches for American soybeans, 
especially for foods in Japan.
 Revival of Interest in Industrial Uses of Soybeans. 
The main interest is in new ways to use soy oil, of which 
there is a large surplus that depresses soybean prices. 
Promising applications include soy oil for printing inks, 
dust suppressants, and diesel fuels. The largest interest 
in industrial uses occurred during 1932-42, when the 
Chemurgic movement and Henry Ford sought to fi nd 
industrial uses for all farm crops. Hence, there is a rebirth of 
interest in Henry Ford’s work with soy.
 Major Growth of Interest in Soybeans and Soyfoods 
in Africa. Excellent work by IITA in Nigeria and various 
national soybean programs (as in Egypt, Zimbabwe, and 
Zambia) have allowed this relatively new crop to reach 
the takeoff stage. Decreasing per capita food supplies and 
growing understanding of the nutritional benefi ts of soyfoods 
are sparking new interest.
 Continued Rise of Soybean Production in Europe. The 
largest producer, Italy, which produced almost no soybeans 
as recently as 1983, harvested a record 1.3 million tons in 
1987. France is the second largest soybean producer. All 
production is heavily subsidized.
 Omega-3 Fatty Acids Hit the Headlines. Soy oil is a rich 
vegetable source of these fatty acids which are thought to 
have a benefi cial effect on the cardiovascular system.
 Nutritional Spotlight Increasingly Shifted onto Fats, 
Away from Proteins. During the past few years fats (and 
especially cholesterol and saturated fats) have come to 
be seen as the leading problem nutrient, the bad guy, in 
the American diet. There is a new respect for complex 
carbohydrates (especially whole grains), which used to be 
called “starches” and were considered fattening.
 New, More Complex View of Oils and Fats Becomes 
Popular. High cholesterol levels are considered more 
dangerous than ever, but equally important are the various 

cholesterol-carrying proteins in the blood. Two kinds (low 
and very low density lipoproteins) promote cholesterol 
deposits in the blood, while high density lipoproteins (HDLs) 
cleanse the blood vessels of fatty deposits. Moreover, 
saturated fats are considered at least as much of a problem as 
cholesterol.
 So-Called Antinutritional Factors in Soybeans are 
Increasingly Seen as Having Benefi ts as Well. Trypsin has 
been shown to help prevent cancer. Saponins help reduce 
serum cholesterol. Isofl avones have antioxidant activity that 
may suppress breast cancer. This indicates that we may need 
a new term to categorize these substances that offer both 
benefi ts and disadvantages.
 The Link Between Diet and Health Continues to Grow 
Stronger, among both scientists and the general public.
 Interest in Exercise and Health Still Strong. Several 
years ago some experts saw this trend waning, but it now 
seems to be rebounding. For example, there were 21,244 
fi nishers in the New York Marathon (including 3,689 
women). Compare this with 12,512 fi nishers (1,621 women) 
in 1980 and 55 fi nishers (no women) in 1970.
 Books on Tofu. Since 1974, at least 60 books on tofu 
(having the term “tofu” in the title) have been published in 
North America and Europe. Peak publication years were 
1981 and 1982. By language, 46 of the books were in 
English, 7 in French, 4 in German, and 1 each in Italian, 
Portuguese, and Swedish.
 Inactivity of the Soyfoods Association of America 
now becoming a major constraint on growth of soyfoods 
in the USA, at a time when interest is at an all-time high. 
Leadership is needed.
 Rise of Canola (Rapeseed) Oil. It looks as if soy oil may 
have another serious competitor (in addition to palm oil) in 
future years. Canola contains less saturated fat than any other 
popular vegetable oil. Only 6%, versus 9% for saffl ower 
oil and 15% for soy oil. Lard has 41%, palm oil 51%, and 
butterfat 66%.

2959. ASA Member Letter. 1987. Latin debt burdens U.S. 
soybean farmers. Nov/Dec. p. 2.
• Summary: Latin American debtor nations have been forced 
to adopt austerity programs, curtail imports, and export at 
all costs to meet their debts. Percentage of world soybean 
exports for 1981-82 and 1984-85 by country are as follows: 
USA (86%/65%), Brazil (3%/14%), Argentina (6%/13%), 
Others (5%/8%).

2960. ASA Member Letter. 1987. U.S. soybean farmers 
angered by E.C. subsidies. Nov/Dec. p. 2.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association views the 
European Community oilseeds policies as the “primary cause 
of our decreasing soybean and soy product market share in 
the Community... a market share that has dropped 35% in 
volume and 40% in value since 1982. The E.C. continues its 
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attempts to balance its Common Agricultural Policy on the 
backs of U.S. soybean farmers.”

2961. ASA Member Letter. 1987. Soyoil demand up in U.K. 
Nov/Dec. p. 2.
• Summary: “In the United Kingdom, ASA’s [American 
Soybean Association’s] Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) 
program garnered a 16% increase in consumer demand for 
soyoil during the fi rst 6 months of 1987. The TEA program 
advertised the nutritional and economic value of soyoil in 
major consumer magazines and in publications aimed at 
supermarket and food service distributors. ASA marketing 
studies show consumers in the U.K. place a high value on 
cost when purchasing vegetable oils.”
 Note: TEA funds come from USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

2962. ASA Member Letter. 1987. Soybean buyers confer on 
quality. Nov/Dec.
• Summary: Soybean buyers in Japan and Korea are learning 
about U.S. soybean quality from Jim Guinn, American 
Soybean Association soybean quality director, at soybean 
quality outlook conferences in Tokyo and Seoul this week. 
Last year Japan imported 151 million bu of U.S. soybeans; 
Korea imported almost 38 million bu.

2963. Aslam, Mohammad; Mirza, M. Siddique. 1987. 
Performance of soybean cultivars in rice fallow area of 
Pakistan. Eurosoya No. 6. p. 54-57. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The soybean is a new crop in Pakistan. It was 
introduced in 1960 from the USA... Pakistan is defi cient 
in edible oil. During 1985-86, a total of 746,000 tons of 
edible oil was imported against the total requirement of 
1,022,000 tons.” Thus 73% of all oil used was imported! 
This accounted for 47% of the total spent on imports of 
food commodities. Pakistan’s conventional oilseeds are 
cottonseed (which produced 208,000 tonnes of oil in 1985-
86, 71% of domestic production) and rapeseed & mustard 
(68,000 tonnes, 23% of total). The remaining 5.5% comes 
from minor oilseeds, including peanuts, linseeds, soybeans, 
sesame, sunfl ower, and saffl ower. In 1985 Pakistan grew 
423,000 ha of soybeans. The yield was 2,500 kg/ha.
 This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Pakistan (1960) after Pakistan became a nation 
in 1947. The source of these soybeans was the USA. It is not 
stated when these soybeans started to be cultivated. Address: 
Oilseeds, National Agricultural Research Center, Islamabad, 
Pakistan.

2964. Kimura, Eiichi. 1987. Gendai gokoku kô. Sankoku, 
Gokoku, Kyukoku [Thoughts on China’s “Five Grains” 
today. II. The Three Grains, Five Grains, and Nine Grains]. 
Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly News). Dec. p. 34-35. [1 ref. 
Jap]

• Summary: Discusses present production and imports in 
Japan. Address: Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai.

2965. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: Rebirth of interest 
in research on industrial utilization of soybeans–based on the 
early concept of chemurgy (Overview). Dec. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: As early as 980 A.D. the Chinese were using 
soy oil, mixed with tung oil, for caulking boats. It was 
widely used as an illuminant in homes and temples lit with 
wicked oil lamps, until the 1920s, when it was replaced by 
kerosene. By the 1920s it was widely used in China to make 
soft soaps (that were known for their ability to give a good 
lather in hard water), lacquers, paints, printing inks, and 
waterproof cloths and umbrellas.
 By the 1500s, soybean cake began to be widely used in 
China as a fertilizer, primarily as a source of nitrogen and 
organic matter, but also for its content of phosphorus and 
potassium.
 The earliest document seen that mentions industrial 
uses of soybeans in the West appeared in 1880, when L.C. 
Bryan, an American, noted that soy oil could be used as a 
substitute for linseed oil in paints, or be burned in lamps. In 
1909 soybeans were fi rst imported in signifi cant quantities 
to Europe; they were purchased solely for their oil, most of 
which was made into soap. The world’s fi rst use of soy oil to 
make soap was in 1909 in England or Sweden. Manchuria 
was also soon using large amounts of soy oil in soaps. In 
1909 Goessel, a German, developed and patented the fi rst 
rubber substitute from soy oil. That same year, Henry A. 
Gardner of the Paint Manufacturers Assoc. of the U.S. 
began extensive research on the use of soy oil to partially 
replace linseed oil in paints and varnishes. In 1912 Beltzer, 
a Frenchman, developed a soy protein plastic, Sojalithe, 
which he soon produced commercially on a large scale. 
By 1916 the main use of soy oil in America was in soaps, 
where it replaced cottonseed oil. In 1917 Satow, a Japanese, 
published the fi rst of many articles from that country on the 
use of soybean proteins to make plastics.
 The heyday of interest in industrial utilization of 
soybeans took place in America during the 1930s and Great 
Depression, spurred largely by the work of Henry Ford 
(who began focusing on soybean research in Dec. 1931), the 
Farm Chemurgic Council (founded in 1935), the Chemurgic 
movement, and the U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial 
Products Laboratory (founded 1936 at the University of 
Illinois). The goal was to make industrial products from farm 
crops to help depressed farmers. The soybean was one of the 
great success stories of the Chemurgic movement. In 1933, 
the peak year percentage-wise, a remarkable 70% of all soy 
oil in the USA went into industrial, non-food uses–primarily 
paints and varnishes, followed by soaps, linoleum, and 
oilcloth. Large amounts of soy fl our were made into plywood 
glue, especially by the I.F. Laucks Co. In 1936, the peak year 
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for publications, some 59 publications on industrial uses 
appeared. In 1935 the Glidden Co. in Chicago built the fi rst 
small plant for production of industrial grade soy protein 
isolate, which they called “Alpha” protein.
 Active work in this fi eld accelerated during World War 
II, when soybeans were used to make products that were 
in short supply. In 1941, after imports of tropical oils from 
Southeast Asia had been suddenly cut off by the Japanese 
military, use of soy oil in industrial products skyrocketed to 
its historical peak in absolute terms; 74.25 million lb were 
used that year. Of this, 56% was used in paint and varnish, 
and 33% in soap. But by 1944 industrial uses of soy oil had 
fallen to only 17 million lb. During the 1950s, a period of 
huge surpluses for most U.S. farm crops (and of predicted 
soybean surpluses... which never materialized), research 
focused on industrial products that could alleviate the 
surpluses. During the 1960s, as surpluses disappeared, the 
concern for world hunger and protein shortages grew, and 
petroleum came to dominate industrial utilization, research 
switched from utilization to production.
 This focus continued until the mid-1980s, when foreign 
soybean competition, largely from Latin America, and huge 
surpluses of soy oil led to a rebirth of interest in research 
on soybean utilization, especially industrial utilization, that 
could lead to new value-added products for new markets. 
Promising applications included soy oil for printing inks, 
dust suppressants, diesel fuels, and the like.
 There was little interest, however, in food utilization 
research (other than soy oil) in the U.S. since the total 
amount of soybeans used in foods was still quite small, and 
soybean farmers feared that the resulting products would 
compete with meat and dairy products, which require the use 
of more soybeans.

2966. Soybean Update. 1987. ASA fi les unfair trade petition 
against EC oilseed subsidy regime. 2 p. Supplement to Dec. 
issue.
• Summary: The best summary seen to date of the history 
and issues behind the American Soybean Association’s 
case against the 12-nation European Community (EC). In 
1960 ASA opened its fi rst European offi ce in Hamburg. 
In 1962, as part of the Dillon Round of Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations, the EC granted the U.S. a commitment that 
it would never in the future impose any import restrictions, 
including import duties or quotas, on imports of soybean 
or soybean meal. The EC granted the “duty free bindings” 
to the U.S. in return for U.S. concessions in other areas and 
because the EC needed free access to these commodities 
to meet its huge feed protein and vegetable oil needs. The 
agreement was conducted under the auspices of GATT, the 
body regulating international trade. At the time the EC was 
only about 10% self suffi cient in feed protein and vegetable 
oil and maintained no production subsidies for oilseeds or 
protein crops.

 Protectionists have long regretted the EC’s duty free 
soybean commitments. Their chance to try to circumvent 
them came in 1973, with the ill-advised U.S. export embargo 
on all oilseeds and oilseed products. Arguing that this 
showed the EC’s vulnerability, they were able to convince 
EC governments to approve subsidies for the production 
and utilization of EC-grown oilseeds. These had little 
effect during the 1970s because EC grain subsidies were so 
lucrative as to prevent land from shifting out of grain into 
oilseeds and protein crops.
 But in the early 1980s the EC grain subsidies resulted in 
the EC becoming a net exporter of wheat and barley, at great 
expense to EC taxpayers. In order to reduce grain production, 
in 1982 the EC greatly increased the price guarantees for 
oilseeds and protein crops. and also established processing 
subsidies to ensure EC processors and feed compounders 
a higher profi t from using these crops grown in the EC. In 
1982 U.S. shipments of soybeans and soybean meal totaled 
15 million tonnes, worth $3,500 million. But by 1986 it had 
fallen to only about 10 million tonnes, worth only about 
$2,000 million, a 40% decline. Meanwhile EC production 
of rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, and soybeans has skyrocketed. 
Growers are paid 3 times the world price.

2967. Tsuchiya, Kunio. 1987. Daizu shôhin-ka no genryû 
o saguru. Manshû daizu hatten shôshi. I. [Searching for 
the roots of soybean commercialization. A short history 
of soybean development in Manchuria. I.]. Daizu Geppo 
(Soybean Monthly News). Dec. p. 11-25. [4 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Contains numerous interesting graphs, maps, 
and tables, plus a 1-page chronology of major political and 
soybean-related events from 1931 to 1945.
 1931 Sept. 18–The Manchurian Incident (Manshujihen) 
started the war between Japan and Manchuria.
 1932 March 1–Announcement of the founding of a 
Japanese state, Manchuoko, in Manchuria.
 1933 July–Manchurian immigration plan announced.
 1935 July–Manchurian Special Products Central 
Committee (Manshu Tokusan Chuokai) founded.
 1936 April–Trade agreements between Manchuria and 
Germany were inaugurated. Manchuria guaranteed to export 
soybeans to Germany worth 100 million yen a year.
 1937 July–The war between Japan and China started 
when Japan invaded China.
 1941 Aug.–Dissolution of the Manchurian Special 
Products Central Committee. Establishment of the 
Manchurian Agricultural Public Product Corporation 
(Manshu Nosan Kosha).
 1945 Aug. 15–The emperor of Japan announces Japan’s 
surrender, ending World War II. Address: Daizu Kyokyu 
Antei Kyokai.

2968. U.S. International Trade Commission. 1987. U.S. 
global competitiveness: Oilseeds and oilseed products. 
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Washington, DC: USITC. xxii + 214 p. No index. 28 cm. 
Plus 17 p. Appendixes. USITC Publication 2045. Dec. [100 
ref]
• Summary:  See next 2 pages, This is a “Report to the 
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Investigation No. 332-
240, Under Section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930.” It is 
fi lled with valuable tables, statistics, and analyses.
 Contents: 1. Introduction, 2. Global market dimensions: 
Overview, consumption, factors determining world 
consumption, production, factors determining world 
production, trade. 3. Oilseed complex of the United States: 
General, structure of the U.S. soybean farm sector, structure 
of the U.S. oilseed crushing sector. 4. Oilseed complex of the 
European Community. 5. Oilseed complex of Argentina. 6. 
Oilseed complex of Brazil. 7. Oil palm industry of Malaysia. 
8. Status of U.S. competitiveness. Appendixes. Figures. 
Tables.
 Soybeans have lost ground to other oilseeds in the 
production upswing. Rapeseed, cottonseed, sunfl owerseed 
and peanuts accounted for almost 75% of the growth in 
worldwide oilseed production between 1979-80 and 1985-
86. Their market share grew from 40% to 44%, while the 
market share for soybeans fell from 56% to 51%. Developing 
countries with improved agricultural output and more 
money in their pockets initially splurge on vegetable oil, not 
oilseed meal. The U.S. share of the world soybean market 
dropped from 78% in 1984 to 65% in 1987. The ITC study 
forecasts continued decline. In January 1986, there were 
73 soybean crushing mills in the U.S. operated by 13 fi rms 
with the capacity to crush a total of 115.5 million short tons 
daily. Of these, the four largest fi rms held 77% of crushing 
capacity, and the 8 largest 93%. Illinois is the leading 
soybean crushing state with 24% of total capacity (13 
mills), followed by Iowa (17%, 10 mills), Minnesota (7%, 4 
mills), and Missouri (6%, 4 mills). Table 3-25 lists soybean 
related mergers and other asset transfers in the U.S. soybean 
processing industry, Sept. 1983 to Sept. 1987.
 Chapter 7–Oil Palm Industry of Malaysia. Introduction: 
Malaysia is in a unique position in global trade in oilseeds 
and oilseed products. In contrast to the United States, Brazil, 
Argentina, and the European Community (EC), Malaysia 
is a major force in vegetable oils, rather than oilseeds and 
oilseed meals. Palm oil is the country’s largest crop and has 
made Malaysia the world’s leading producer and exporter 
of vegetable oils. The fl esh of the oil palm fruit produces 
palm oil but no meal; the kernel of the fruit produces palm 
kernel oil and a low protein meal much less commercially 
important than other oilmeals in world trade. Malaysia’s 
crop is produced for its oil value, competing with the least 
emphasized part of the oilseed complex of most other 
countries, but has become dominant mainly because of 
its volume of production and exports. The emergence of 
Malaysia has created an entirely new competitive force for 
the U.S. soybean industry to deal with, unlike any other rival 

country thus far.
 “Geographically there are two parts to Malaysia, West 
(Peninsular) and East. Currently, the vast majority of the 
palm oil production and processing occurs in West Malaysia 
because the industry is still in the developmental stage in 
East Malaysia. For purposes of this discussion, no distinction 
will be made between all of Malaysia and West Malaysia.”
 Page 7-3: “Overview of the Oil Palm Industry: Unlike 
the oilseed complexes of other countries, the oil palm 
industry of Malaysia is a single sector of palm growers / 
processors. Thus, there is no market for and no export trade 
in oil palm fruit. Data are seldom presented on palm fruit 
production because such production is intended solely for 
crude and processed palm oil production and only exists for 
a short period of time (usually less than a day) before being 
converted into palm oil.
 “Palm oil is an extremely important agricultural product 
in Malaysia. Total area planted in oil palm, 1.5 million 
hectares in 1986, was second only to rubber (1.9 million 
hectares). Production of palm oil was 4.5 million metric tons 
in 1986, followed by rice with 1.9 million, rubber with 1.5 
million, and palm kernels with 1.3 million.
 “Exports of palm oil amounted to 4.3 million metric 
tons in 1986, followed by rubber exports of 1.6 million, and 
palm kernel oil exports of 520,000. The export earnings of 
palm oil and products represented 12.6 percent of the 1985 
total of $15.1 billion (at US$1.00 = M$2.53), whereas export 
earnings of rubber were 7.5 percent. Palm oil and products’ 
export earnings were 6.3 percent of the 1985 Gross National 
Product (GNP) of $30.4 billion, while those of rubber were 
3.7 percent (Footnote: Profi le of the Primary Commodity 
Sector in Malaysia, Ministry of Primary Industries, March 
1986).
 Table 7-1: Malaysia: Palm oil supply and utilization, 
marketing years 1965-1986. Palm oil production increased 
from 151,000 metric tons in 1965 to 4.8 million metric tons 
(estimated) in 1985/86. Starting in 1979/80, the marketing 
year begins in October. Address: ITC, Herbert Hoover 
Building, 14th St. & Constitution Ave. N.W., Washington, 
DC 20230. Phone: 202-252-1807.

2969. U.S. International Trade Commission. 1987. Status 
of U.S. competitiveness (Document part). In: USITC. 
1987. U.S. Global Competitiveness: Oilseeds and Oilseed 
Products. Washington, DC: USITC. xxii + 214 p. See p. 8-1 
to 8-32. Chap. 8. USITC Publication 2045. Dec. [100 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The changing structure 
of oilseed product markets and the loss of U.S. market share: 
The U.S. share of world markets, macroeconomic effects 
of U.S. export performance (the value of the U.S. dollar, 
stagnant world economic growth, the debt crisis in non-
petroleum developing countries), technological development 
(research and development, cost differentials {farm costs, 
processing costs, transportation costs}), government 
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involvement in agriculture (U.S. government agriculture 
policies, foreign government agriculture policies), 
multinationalization (multinational enterprises or MNE’s).
 U.S. adjustment efforts: Strategic responses to foreign 
competition, cost reduction and capital expenditures. 
Industry views of U.S. competitiveness: Questionnaire 
respondents (the Commission’s questionnaire asks nine of 
the largest U.S. soybean processors for their views on U.S. 
competitiveness; competitive assessment of foreign rivals–
Brazil, Argentina, Malaysia, Spain, and EC-11 except Spain, 
effects of U.S. and foreign government policies), industry 
testimony (National Soybean Processors Association, 
American Soybean Association). Prospects for the future.
 Tables: 8-1. U.S. shares of selected world markets 
related to soybeans, 1978-1986. 8-2. Real and nominal 

exchange rate indexes for the U.S. dollar against currencies 
of major exporters of oilseeds and oilseed products, in units 
of foreign currency per dollar, 1980-1986. 8-3. Effects of real 
appreciation and depreciation of the U.S. dollar, 1980-82, 
1984-85, and 1986. 8-4. Growth of gross product, import 
volumes, and export volumes for industrial and developing 
countries.
 8-5. Outstanding external debt of developing countries, 
1981-1986 (in billion dollars; all vs. non-petroleum, long 
term vs. short term). 8-6. Soybean production: Comparison 
of costs (dollars per bushel) in selected countries, 1986 
(Argentina is $5.04, Brazil is $6.21, USA Corn Belt is 
$6.77). 8-7. Soybean mills: Average costs of production 
of selected soybean mills, in the United States, EC, and 
South America (Brazil and Argentina), 1985 and 1986. 8-8. 
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U.S. industry response to foreign competition: Strategies 
to be initiated or carried out within the next year by 8 
U.S. soybean crushers. 8-9. U.S. Industry views on U.S. 
competitiveness compared with major competitors (Brazil, 
Argentina, Malaysia, EC-11 (not incl. Spain)). Address: ITC, 
Herbert Hoover Building, 14th St. & Constitution Ave. N.W., 
Washington, DC 20230. Phone: 202-252-1807.

2970. Navarro, Luis A. 1987. Trends in the production of 
soyabean (Glycine max) during the 1971-1985 period in 
Sri Lanka. Dept. of Agriculture, Division of Agricultural 
Economics and Policy, Diversifi ed Agriculture Research 
Project, Royal Botanical Gardens, Peradeniya, Sri Lanka. *
• Summary: In 1986 Sri Lanka imported 333.1 tonnes of soy 
oil, 15,499 tonnes of soybean meal, 267.2 tonnes of TVP, and 
757.4 tonnes of soybeans. Address: Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.

2971. Anderson, Margot Holden. 1987. Exchange rate 
variability and foreign demand for U.S. soybeans. PhD 
thesis, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 290 
p. Page 121 in volume 49/01-A of Dissertation Abstracts 
International. *
Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

2972. Bader, Kenneth L. 1987. Agriculture: Lead or follow? 
ASTA (American Seed Trade Association) 16:26-34.
• Summary: Nine hard-hitting recommendations from 
the U.S. National Commission on Agricultural Trade and 
Export Policy (Chaired by Bader) to make U.S. agriculture 
more competitive on the world market. Address: Director, 
American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, Missouri.

2973. Bertrand, Jean-Pierre; Laurent, Catherine; Leclercq, 
Vincent. 1987. O mundo da soja [The world of soya. 
Translated from the French by Lolio Lourenco de 
Oliveira]. Sao Paulo, SP: Editora Hucitec/Editora da USP 
(Universidade de Sao Paulo). 139 p. Illust. No index. 18 cm. 
[Por]*
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Part I: The global 
economy of soya. 1. Processing and utilization of soya. 2. 
The world market for soya. 3. The actors in the world soy 
market. 4. The formation of the price of soya.
 Part II: From colonial soya to American soya. 1. Soya 
and the colonial era. 2. The genesis of the American soy 
complex. 3. The victorious battle of soya on the domestic 
American market. 4. American soya and its conquest of the 
world. 5. The politics of the principal importing countries 
(incl. France and Japan).
 Part III: Soya and the international crisis–destabilization. 
1. The time of the 1973 soya embargo. 2. Soya, the new 
jewel of Brazilian agriculture. 3. The new exporters: 
Argentina and Paraguay. 4. The new demands: USSR and 
other Eastern European countries, China, some developing 
countries. 5. The new dynamic of the international economy 

of oleo-proteins: a general instability.
 Part IV: The soya model–what consequences and 
what alternatives? 1. Brazil: The down side of the miracle. 
2. Tunisia: Soya oil mixed with olive oil. 3. France: 
Consequences of the development of the soy model and 
research on alternatives. 4. Vegetable proteins versus animal 
proteins. Conclusion. Bibliography. About the authors:
 Jean-Pierre Bertrand, an agronomist (ingénieur 
agronome) and economist, is a research fellow at the French 
National Institute for Agricultural Research (Institut national 
de la recherche agronomique, INRA).
 Catherine Laurent, a veterinarian and economist, is the 
author of a doctoral thesis on the soybean industry (fi lière 
du soja). Vincent Leclercq, an agronomist (ingénieur en 
agriculture) and economist, is a research associate at the 
INRA, for the International Economics Laboratory in 
Montpellier (Laboratoire d’économie internationale de 
Montpellier). He is also a member of Solagral, which stands 
for Agro-Food Solidarity (Solidarités agro-alimentaires). 
Address: France.

2974. Leavenworth, Donald H. 1987. Soybeans in the ‘90s–
World supply and demand. ASTA (American Seed Trade 
Association) 16:1-13.
• Summary: Outlines eleven major changes that have taken 
place in the world soybean economy during the past six 
years, most of them negative for the U.S. soybean industry. 
1. Drop in annual crushing capacity utilization from 80% 
to 70%. 2. Exports of oil and meal have declined. 3. Plants 
have been closed permanently. 4. Crushing volume peaked in 
1979-80. 5. The U.S. share of the world market has declined 
though the total market is growing 5% a year. 6. Production 
of rapeseed and sunfl ower seed have increased rapidly in 
the EEC. 7. The strong dollar has encouraged developing 
countries to develop oilseed self suffi ciency. 8. Malaysia and 
Indonesia have increased palm oil production. 9. Rapeseed 
varieties have been improved and Canola oil is now 
Canada’s leading oil. 10. Crushing capacity in Brazil and 
Argentina have grown dramatically because of high taxes on 
soybean exports. 11. The 1981 farm bill gave U.S. farmers a 
fi xed loan rate averaging $5.02 leading to high U.S. soybean 
prices. Address: Cargill, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2975. Pick, Daniel Hugo. 1987. Macroeconomics and 
agriculture: The case of soybeans. PhD thesis, University 
of California, Davis. 153 p. Page 707 in volume 48/03-A of 
Dissertation Abstracts International.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Acknowledgement. List of 
tables. List of fi gures. 1. Introduction. 2. The U.S. soybean 
crushing industry: General characteristics. 3. Econometric 
model of the soybean complex: Theory, estimation, results. 
4. The macroeconomic model, specifi cation and estimation. 
5. Policy scenarios and summaries. 6. Summary and 
conclusion. References. Appendix A–The almost ideal 
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demand system (AIDS).
 Some 50-60% of the soybeans produced in the USA 
between 1977 and 1982 were exported. The volume of 
U.S. soybean exports tripled during the last 15 years, while 
the value of exports of soybeans and soybean products 
increased sevenfold. Soybean production is concentrated in 
5 countries: China, Paraguay, USA, Brazil, and Argentina, 
with the latter 3 countries being the exporters. Until 1979, 
U.S. soybean production accounted for 75% of the world’s 
production, but due to rising competition from Brazil and 
Argentina, its share decreased to 50% in the late 1970s. In 
the same period, Brazil’s share rose from 3.6% to about 18%. 
Similar trends hold for Argentina.
 During this time, changes in the world’s economy have 
led to unstable international trade. This was magnifi ed by the 
collapse of the Bretton-Woods agreement [signed in 1944 in 
New Hampshire, it created the World Bank]. Address: Univ. 
of California, Davis.

2976. Wang, Lianzheng. 1987. Soybeans–The miracle bean 
of China. In: Sylvan Wittwer, Yu Youtai, Sun Han, and 
Wang Lianzheng, eds. 1987. Feeding a Billion: Frontiers 
of Chinese Agriculture. East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan 
State University Press. 462 p. See p. 183-99. Chap. 14. [13 
ref]
• Summary: A good overview of soybeans in Chinese 
agriculture today, and of early history in China. “World 
soybean acreage has doubled during the past twenty years. 
This represents a greater expansion than for any other 
major crop. Wang Jinling of the Northeastern Agricultural 
College at Harbin and others have studied the photoperiodic 
responses of wild soybeans from the northern part of 
the Heilongjiang Province to the southern part of Hunan 
Province. They found that, among the wild soybeans of the 
Yangzi River valley, there are typical short-day types of 
primitive characteristics. It was concluded that the Yangzi 
River valley of South China was the site of origin for the 
cultivated soybean. Soybeans with moderate short-day 
behavior, when moved from that region, were found suitable 
for North China. But the Yellow River valley also has a large 
number of wild and semi-wild soybeans of many types and 
cultivars. Here the cultivated soybeans may have originated 
from the wild soybeans through selection. Lui Shilin has 
suggested that the cultivated soybean may have originated 
from many different places in China.
 Soybeans were fi rst called “shu,” a word which appears 
repeatedly in the Shijing [The Book of Songs], which is one 
of the fi ve Chinese classics dating from 1,100-771 B.C. The 
Chinese name for the soybean, dadou, fi rst appeared in the 
book of Shen Nong from the third to fi fth centuries B.C. In 
the “Xiao Ya” section of the Book of Songs it is mentioned 
that “... in Central China there was the soybean and farmers 
collected it.” Another song, “Guofen” (1,000 B.C.) states 
that “in October, rice and soybeans are collected.” A book by 

Zuo Zhuan (351 B.C.) reports that “the King of Zhou has a 
brother who was unable to tell soybeans from wheat.” In the 
Mo Zi (400 B.C.) it is stated that, “relating to farming and 
forestry, if soybeans and millet were plentiful, the people had 
enough to eat.”
 Archaeological fi ndings: In 1959, in Houma County, 
Shanxi Province, archaeologists unearthed soybean grains 
now found in the Natural Museum in Beijing. According to 
carbon-14 determinations, they are 2,300 years old [c.a. 300 
B.C.]. The seed coats have a yellow color, and the weight of 
a hundred grains is about 20 gm. These are the earliest and 
oldest of archaeological soybean seed relics in the world.
 Distribution of the cultivated soybean: During the Zhou 
Dynasty, the soybean was grown mainly in the Yellow River 
valley as a main food staple. It was reported that “people 
eat soybean grain and soybean leaf soup.” During the Han 
Dynasty, in Central China, the people suffered one calamity 
after another. It was then that large numbers of peasants 
migrated to the northeast and carried soybeans with them, 
(see Book of Fan Senzhi, 100 B.C.). At that time, the area for 
soybean culture was 40% of all crops.
 In Shandong, Henan and Hebei provinces, soybeans are 
used primarily as a staple food. Soybean fl our (10-20%) is 
added to wheat fl our and the fl our of miscellaneous other 
crops for noodles, steamed bread and buns. In North China 
and the Liaoning Province, soybean fl our is added to milk 
to produce a milk powder substitute. Heilongjiang and Jilin 
provinces are taking the initiative in transforming soybeans 
into a variety of meat analogs. In northeast and northern 
China, soybean oil is the most important cooking oil.
 Soybeans for industrial uses: The soybean has many 
industrial uses in China. One of the most important is in the 
production of high grade industrial enamels. It is also used 
extensively in the manufacture of varnishes and alkyl resin 
paints, and in inks and stains, pharmaceuticals, oilcloth, 
linoleum, and synthetic rubber. Soybean protein is used in 
adhesives, paper coatings, water-thinned paints, plastics, 
printing inks, and textile fi bers. The soybean is widely used 
in the production of lecithin, hormones, vitamins, furfural, 
bakelite, and monosodium glutamate.
 Historically, soybeans, tea, and silk have been China’s 
three largest agricultural exports. A moderate percentage (10-
20%) of the soybeans produced in China are used directly 
as human food in the form of sprouts or immature beans 
in the pod and as many products derived directly from the 
beans. There has been a surplus of soybeans in recent years 
in China, and exports to the USSR and Japan have been 
increasing. Utilization of soybeans in China will vary with 
the province. In Heilongjiang, the leading producer with 
30% of China’s soybeans for 1984, 40% were exported to 
the USSR and Japan, 35% went for human consumption, 
10% went for seed purposes, and 15% were exported to 
other provinces in China. In Jiangsu Province, 80% of the 
soybeans produced go directly for human consumption.
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 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for 
an archaeological dating of soybeans in China or East Asia or 
the world.

2977. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1988. Soyabean 
imports called for. Jan. 5. p. 11.
• Summary: This article is similar to the one that appeared 
on 7 Aug. 1987, yet apparently no soybeans have yet been 
imported to India.
 India’s soyabean processing industry is passing through 
its worst-ever crisis. The Soyabean Processors Association of 
India (SOPA) has reiterated that imports of soyabean should 
be permitted so that it can meet part of its requirements and 
use some of its unused capacity–caused by the poor soyabean 
harvest this past season.

2978. Soybean Update. 1988. U.S. Trade Representative 
Clayton Yeutter last week formally accepted ASA’s Section 
301 complaint against the European Community’s oilseed 
policies. Jan. 11.
• Summary: The acceptance by Yeutter (pronounced YAI-
tur) means the U.S. government will now argue the case 
concerning European Community and protein crop with the 
EC, or with a special GATT dispute settlement panel. A 1962 
GATT agreement set EC duties on soybeans and soybean 
meal at zero. The Section 301 Petition was fi led by the 
American Soybean Association with the USTR’s offi ce on 16 
Dec. 1987.

2979. Soybean Update. 1988. The U.S. International 
Trade Commission has completed its report on the global 
competitiveness of oilseeds and oilseed products. Jan. 18.
• Summary: The report concludes the U.S. oilseed industry 
has built up several competitive strengths in international 
trade that will continue to be important in the future, such 
as high crop yields, soil productivity, effi cient transportation 
systems and sophisticated marketing abilities... and also 
that the U.S. oilseed industry faces numerous external 
impediments to international trade, such as foreign market 
barriers and developing nation debt. Soybean products 
have declined in importance in world markets for oilseed 
products. For example, overall oilseed meal consumption 
increased by 2.5% annually between 1980 and 1986, while 
world consumption of soymeal only increased at an annual 
rate of 0.8% during the same period.

2980. Soybean Update. 1988. Taiwan, the world’s third 
largest importer of U.S. soybeans, is considering raising its 
duty on soybeans from 3% to 5%. Jan. 25.
• Summary: In July of last year, the Taiwanese government 
lowered the duty from 7.5% to 3.5%. The duty was dropped 
to 3% at the beginning of the year. The money generated 
from the move would subsidize fruit producers in Taiwan. 
Taiwan imports 99% of its soybeans from the U.S. Japan is 

the largest importer of U.S. soybeans.

2981. Soybean Update. 1988. Italy was the top buyer of U.S. 
planting seeds in 1987. Jan. 25.
• Summary: ... purchasing a tremendous $15.7 million of 
soybean seed, which is about 32,828 tons, according to the 
USDA publication Foreign Agriculture. The overall EC 
market imported $17,200 million of U.S. soybean seed, 
which was an increase of 110% over last year. Turkey 
and Mexico were also big soybean seed purchasers, with 
shipments valued at $3.3 million, respectively.

2982. La Era Agricola (Merida, Venezuela). 1988. La 
soya: Un cultivo para venezuela [The soybean: A crop for 
Venezuela]. No. 4. Jan. p. 49. [Spa]
• Summary: Investigations from 1984 by specialists from la 
Fundacion Polar y FUSAGIRI have succeeded in adapting 
7 varieties to the climatological conditions of the country. 
Each year Venezuela imports 770,000 tons of soya costing 
227 million dollars. Address: Apartado 456, Merida 5101, 
Venezuela.

2983. Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman. 1988. Large soybean 
market potential seen in China. Feb. 13.
• Summary: Don Bushman, the American Soybean 
Association’s country director in China, is optimistic about 
the future of U.S. soybeans there. Bushman says he expects 
China to import as much as two million bushels of processed 
soymeal over the next 3 years. “So far, the imports have been 
100% from the United States.”
 Bushman said aquaculture is China’s newest industry 
that offers the most growth potential.
 “Aquaculture, without question, is going to be China’s 
industry of the future.” “The Chinese are currently using 
200,000 acres for shrimp production. They have four million 
acres available, and production has doubled every year in the 
last 4 years.
 “China has no feed industry to speak of.”
 “The big question is swine... Right now Chinese hog 
producers can’t afford to feed them. But even if they start 
feeding at a low level, you’re talking about three million tons 
of soymeal.”
 Note: This is the earliest modern document seen (Oct. 
2017) about aquaculture in China.

2984. Herald-Journal (Clarinda, Iowa). 1988. Iowa 
completes Japanese soybean market. Feb. 18. Also in Herald-
Patriot (Chariton, IA). Feb. 25. “Goal is Soybean Japanese 
Prefer.”
• Summary: Iowa farmers are trying to be more competitive 
in producing special soybeans for the Japanese. The Vinton 
and Pride soybeans, special varieties used in tofu, are large-
seed, high protein. They have a yellow seed coat and a 
clear hilum. Other types of soybeans known as Prize and 
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Iowasoy L5301 are used in preparing miso. In Iowa, out of 
7,000 soybean farmers, only 100 farmers grow the special 
soybeans. There are no more than 100,000 acres in Iowa 
for producing special soybeans, which is a small amount. 
A farmer takes some gamble because these special varieties 
of soybeans don’t yield as much as regular soybeans. 
However, a farmer receives a premium for high quality 
special soybeans. The market is changing, becoming more 
specialized. To sell the special soybeans a farmer has to 
contract with one of the eight soybean exporters in Iowa. 
During the 1960s Japan received it’s food soybeans from the 
IOM, which stands for Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan.

2985. Erb, Gene. 1988. Soybean research sprouts products. 
Des Moines Register (Iowa). Feb. 21.
• Summary: Lawrence Johnson is the professor in charge 
of the Food Crops Processing Research Center at Iowa 
State University. By the 1930’s and 1940’s, scientists 
were earnestly working to fi nd new products and ways to 
use the soybean. “Utilization research” fl ourished during 
those decades. Johnson said, “In this country, we have not 
aggressively sought export markets for value-added products. 
We have concentrated on exporting low-value commodities. 
The major utilization research projects from the 1930’s and 
1940’s ceased in the 1950’s because we thought we were 
headed toward a world food crisis. We shifted to production 
research and away from utilization. We have to go back to 
some of the old ideas that have been neglected since the 
late 1940’s. Current research projects at ISU’s Food Crops 
Processing Research Center are directed at improving food 
and feed processing operations and profi tability,”
 Several projects are aiming at fi nding faster, cheaper 
ways to extract oil from soybeans. The university’s Vinton 
bean is preferred by the Japanese for the production of tofu. 
Researchers Walter Fehr and Earl Hammond have developed 
a soybean low in linolenic acid. A small-seeded soybean 
developed at ISU should be ideal for making soybean sprouts 
for use in salads. The goal is to develop specialty strains for 
unique uses.

2986. Soybean Update. 1988. Brazil: #1 importer of U.S. 
beans. Feb. 22. p. 3. Also in Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. 
40.
• Summary: Surprising statistics recently released by the 
U.S. Dep. of Commerce show that Brazil, the biggest 
soybean competitor for the U.S., is also one of the biggest 
customers in Latin America. Brazil has purchased 448,700 
tonnes (16 million bushels) of U.S. beans so far in 1988, 
ranking third behind Mexico and Venezuela in purchases.

2987. Soybean Update. 1988. Taiwan sets new growth record 
for soybean imports in 1987. Feb. 22. p. 3. Also in Soybean 
Digest. March. p. 34.
• Summary: ... sporting an increase of 34% and importing 

73.6 million bushels of U.S. soybeans. Since 1 bushel of 
soybeans weighs 60 lb or 27.24 kg, the growth also pushed 
Taiwan over the 2 million tonne mark for imports that 
year. The island nation of 18 million is the world’s third 
largest importer of soybeans. When the American Soybean 
Association opened an offi ce in Taiwan in 1971, the country 
imported only 18 million bushels.

2988. Soybean Update. 1988. Meetings in Geneva on ASA 
Section 301 Petition. Feb. 29.
• Summary: Representatives of the U.S. Government and 
the European Community held formal consultations on the 
American Soybean Association’s Section 301 petition in 
Geneva, Switzerland, on February 19. The ASA petition 
charges that EC’s internal oilseeds and protein crop subsidies 
have nullifi ed and impaired the EC’s duty-free tariff bindings 
and cost American soybean farmers over $1,400 million 
annually in lost exports. U.S. representatives called on the 
EC to terminate its oilseeds subsidies immediately.

2989. Acker, Duane. 1988. Aid, USAID, and U.S. 
agriculture. International Agriculture Newsletter (Univ. of 
Illinois) No. 117. p. 1-3. Feb.
• Summary: U.S. technical assistance projects did not cause 
the sharp drop in exports of U.S. commodities experienced 
since 1981. Factors that did contribute to the decline include: 
the prolonged high value of the dollar; reduced economic 
growth; the heavy debt load of low and middle income 
countries; an increase in agricultural production from 18 
to 60% since 1975 in Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, 
and the European Economic Community (EEC); high farm 
subsidies in EEC countries; pricing U.S. grain above world 
levels; and import duties and other constraints.
 There are fi ve principles that apply to the development 
of Third World countries: (1) Poor people and poor countries 
do not buy much. (2) Strengthening and increasing the 
productivity of that part of the private sector that employs the 
most workers in a developing country will usually produce 
the most rapid economic growth. (3) improved nutrition 
improves productivity. (4) As income goes up diets diversify. 
With higher incomes, people want a better diet which is often 
refl ected in the demand for meat. (5) As economics develop, 
countries increase both imports and exports. Exports are 
essential to help fi nance imports.
 Developing countries that increased per capita food 
production the most rapidly also increased their imports of 
U.S. agricultural products most rapidly.
 USAID, allied to the U.S. State Department, celebrated 
its 25th anniversary in 1986. Address: Director for Food and 
Agriculture, U.S. Agency for International Development 
(USAID).

2990. Kingma, Sharyn. 1988. ASA moves to end confusing 
oil labeling. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). Jan/Feb. 
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p. 3.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association reports that 
imported tropical fats replaced 1,800 million pounds of U.S.-
produced oils in 1986. The value of soybean oil displaced 
by palm and coconut oil was $273 million in 1986 and $304 
million in 1985. Reportedly, $2 million has been earmarked 
by palm producers to infl uence U.S. media and policymakers 
in an attempt to improve the image of tropical fats. One 
acre of planted palm trees lasts 25 years and can produce 2 
to 3 thousand pounds of oil each year. On the other hand, 
soybeans which produce about 400 pounds of oil per acre, 
need to be planted and harvested every year, adding extra 
costs to farmers and processors.

2991. Lynch, Elizabeth; Frye, Dexter; Verklin, Janet. 1988. A 
history of Bunge’s soybean processing activities. New York, 
NY: Bunge Corporation. 7 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Written by Bunge employees exclusively for 
the Soyfoods Center’s History of Soybeans and Soyfoods 
book, this is by far the most complete document ever 
written on Bunge’s soybean operations. A privately held 
company, Bunge was incorporated in New York in 1923. 
Initially Bunge’s activities involved only trading, primarily 
agricultural commodities. Bunge’s fi rst major involvement 
with the U.S. soybean industry began in the early 1960s as 
it expanded its elevator operations along the Mississippi 
River. In 1968 Bunge constructed its fi rst soybean processing 
plant at Destrehan, Louisiana. Today, less than 20 years later, 
Bunge is the third largest soybean processor in the U.S. and 
that plant’s capacity is 1,700 tonnes/day.
 In 1977 Bunge constructed a second soybean processing 
plant at Cairo, Illinois; capacity today is 2,900 tonnes/day. 
In early 1978 Bunge began acquiring soybean processing 
facilities from other companies, with plants in Emporia, 
Kansas (from Cook Industries) and Logansport, Indiana 
(from Krause Milling Co.). The acquisition of the Lauhoff 
Grain Company in 1979 added a fi fth soybean processing 
facility, located in Danville, Illinois, to the company. Since 
1981 Bunge has acquired four more soybean crushing plants, 
three in Mississippi (in Marks, Jackson, and Vicksburg) and 
one in Decatur, Alabama. Together Bunge’s 9 facilities have 
a processing capacity of more than 500,000 bushels/day.
 Overseas, Bunge Group companies in Brazil (SAMRIG, 
1958; Sanbra 1973), Spain (Arlesa S.A., 1966 in Valencia), 
and Argentina (Molinos Rio De La Plata S.A., 1970s) 
are involved in soybean processing. At Arlesa, extraction 
capacity is now 1,200 tonnes/day. Arlesa bought Extrasur 
and Exisa plants, located in Sevilla, in 1970 and 1972 
respectively. These two plants have now been merged. 
Address: One Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York, NY 10005.

2992. Soybean Digest. 1988. Taiwan may raise soybean duty. 
Feb. p. 44.
• Summary: Taiwan, the world’s third-largest importer of 

U.S. beans, is considering raising its duty on soybeans from 
3% to 5%. In July 1987, the Taiwanese government lowered 
the duty from 7.5% to 3.5%. The duty was dropped to 3% 
at the beginning of this year. Money generated from the 
increase would subsidize fruit producers in Taiwan.

2993. Soybean Digest. 1988. Million metric milestone 
marked. Feb. p. 44.
• Summary: Korea had another record-setting year by 
importing 1,081,075 tonnes (40 million bushels) of U.S. 
soybeans in 1987. Korea used 937,063 tonnes for crushing 
and 144,012 as food. This marks the second year in a row 
that Korea surpassed the million tonne mark in soybean 
imports from the U.S.

2994. Soybean Digest. 1988. Your future’s at stake: Help set 
policies for the 1990s. March 1. 13 page insert.
• Summary: A vivid picture, containing 24 graphs and tables, 
showing the declining competitive position of U.S. soybean 
farmers. In 1979/80 U.S. soybeans dominated world oilseed 
trade, accounting for 65.9% of all oilseeds traded. But 
now that fi gure has slipped to 54.9%. In 1979/80 the U.S. 
was second to South America in protein meal trade; U.S. 
soybeans had 27.8% of the world market, but now that has 
dropped to 18.1% in a growing market. The U.S. competition 
is Brazil and Argentina. U.S. farm policy stimulates foreign 
expansion. U.S. farmers are hamstrung by government 
programs.

2995. Kohn, Florrie. 1988. Battle brews over soybean trade 
[with Europe]. Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. 37-38.
• Summary: “The fear is that the European Community’s 
oilseed industry has developed so far that farmers and 
crushers are hooked (on subsidies). EC crushers who process 
domestic oilseeds don’t want ASA [American Soybean 
Association] to rock the boat.” ASA contends these subsidies 
impair duty-free bindings on beans and soymeal granted to 
the U.S. by the EC in the 1962 GATT negotiations. “Unfair 
trade practices eroded this market from a value of $3,500 
million in 1982 to $2,100 million in 1986.” The EC’s subsidy 
program sets minimum and target prices for a variety of 
crops, including oilseeds and proteins. Processors pay at 
least the target price for these crops and, in turn, the EC 
Commission provides processors with subsidies equal to the 
difference between the target price and the most favorable 
world market price. The system provides a double subsidy–
one to farmers and another to processors for buying the EC 
crops.
 Between 1981 and 1987, EC subsidy programs 
encouraged farmers to boost production of oilseeds by 
almost 400% to more than 11 million tonnes and expand 
soybean production to more than 1.3 million tonnes–8,000%. 
Last year, the EC minimum price for soybeans equaled about 
$15 per bushel. In addition there’s a 10% to 20% subsidy to 
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crushers for using EC-produced oilseeds. Sources in the EC 
say U.S. bean sales to Europe have dropped because of many 
factors.
 Demand for U.S. beans has fallen in Europe because 
South America is exporting increasing amounts of soymeal 
to the EC and soyoil to other markets, and because of 
increasing imports of U.S. corn gluten into the EC. In 1974, 
the U.S. supplied 76% of the EC’s need for soya; in 1982, 
70%; and in 1986, 48%. Since 1982, Brazil has doubled and 
Argentina has tripled soybean and soymeal exports to the 
EC, displacing U.S. beans.

2996. Clay County Courier (Corning, Arkansas). 1988. 
Venezuela’s switch to chicken means beans to U.S. farmers. 
March 17. Also in Soybean Update. March 14. p. 3. And in 
Soybean Digest. April. p. 68.
• Summary: Venezuela now has the highest per capita 
consumption of chicken in Latin America. Last year 
Venezuela imported 214,700 tonnes of soybeans and 643,000 
tonnes of soymeal, equal to 32 million bushels of soybeans. 
The country imports from the U.S. because it is more cost 
effective than importing from Brazil or Argentina. Shipment 
is three days from the Gulf of Mexico, versus 22 days from 
Brazil and Argentina. The American Soybean Association 
(ASA) announced this in cooperation with Venezuela’s 
largest feed manufacturing fi rm, Alimentos Protinal. Unlike 
its South American neighbors, Venezuela, a country of 19 
million people, is unable to produce its own soybeans in 
rainy, tropical conditions.

2997. Beck, Alex. 1988. Tropical oils: Good for tanning, but 
not for eating. Boston Globe. March 20.
• Summary: The FDA allows disjunctive listing of fats -”one 
or more of the following”–so that manufacturers can switch 
fats in response to fl uctuating prices, without the trouble and 
expense of printing new labels. Last year we imported 2,000 
million pounds of these tropical oils, according to the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. That represents about 10% of the 
66 pounds per capita of oil we consumed last year (of a total 
138 pounds per capita of all fats).

2998. Soybean Update. 1988. U.S. exports of soybeans and 
processed soymeal to West Germany have risen 65% in the 
last 3 years. March 21.
• Summary: Germany buys about 80% of the beans and meal 
sold to northern Europe.

2999. Nordquist, Ted. 1988. New developments with tofu 
and soymilk in Sweden (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 
26. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted is working with three of Sweden’s largest 
food companies: (1) Semper AB, the country’s largest milk 
company, used to be an independent milk research company. 
Semper now makes an infant formula, and two fl avors of 

soy drink for adults, both from soy protein isolates. The 
later is poor tasting. Semper is now wholly owned by Arla, 
the Swedish milk company. (2) Karlshamn Oliefabrik, 
Sweden’s largest oils and fats company, that is also the 
largest manufacturer of ice cream and margarine. They 
used to be a soybean crusher, but now they import their oil. 
Karlshamn has the Swedish franchise for Ralston Purina. 
They have a newsletter The Soybean Magazine that they 
use to market Ralston’s products. They import isolates, 
which Semper buys for use in their infant formula (Soja 
Semp) and adult soymilks. (3) Trensums Musteri, a juice 
company owned by Mark Jungstrum, who owns the only 3 
Combibloc machines in Sweden. He packages Knorr soups 
in them. The resources are unlimited. The present focus is 
on developing a natural soy base free of beany fl avor and 
evaluation the economics of the product. From this base they 
will make a line of products, including dairylike products 
and non-beany tofu. Ted has a contract with Trensums to 
receive a 2% commission on all soy products made in the 
new plant, since he basically developed the plant, which 
is inside the Trensums Musteri juice factory located in the 
south of Sweden, near Karlshamn. He also has a contract 
with Semper. Semper supplies Karlshamn with all their milk 
products. Roughly 12 million crowns ($2-3 million) has 
already been invested in soy equipment and R&D at this 
plant in Tingsryd, which produces about 4,000 liters/hour of 
soymilk.
 This project began in 1983, when Luke Lukoskie came 
to Ted with a proposal to cooperate with Alfa-Laval, since 
Ted was the only tofu maker in Sweden, where Alfa-Laval 
is located (in Lund). Luke had a contract with Alfa-Laval to 
develop tofu and other soy products. He wanted a continuous 
tofu making process. Alfa-Laval had a plant installed in his 
former factory, which burned down. At one point Lukoskie 
was considering a lawsuit against Alfa-Laval. In 1984 Alfa-
Laval began moving the soy development operations from 
Lund to Singapore. At the time they had sold one plant to 
China, with plans to sell 2 more if the fi rst proved successful.
 Ted met with the people from Talmo Gordon, who 
were planning to build a soymilk plant in Ludvika, funded 
with government money, but dropped the idea after Semper 
and Ted showed them that their concept was not feasible. 
The owner of the plant in Tingsryd is an expert at product 
development, including foods such as mushroom soups in 
German Combibloc that cannot be done in Tetra Pak. So Ted 
left his cooperation with Alfa-Laval and started developing 
with him in Tingsryd. They signed a contract. Ted goes there 
for 3 days a week. The sales of Aros grew 70% last year, in 
part because of new labels. All products are doing well. He 
makes an average of 2,000 kg (4,400 lb) of tofu per week. 
By vacuum packing his tofu then pasteurizing it at 95ºC for 
45 minutes, then quick cooling it in water at 4-6ºC, he gets 
a shelf life of 85 days at 4ºC under ideal conditions vs. 30 
days shelf life if it is not vacuum packed. None of Sweden’s 
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three big supermarket distributors carry his tofu, so he 
distributes to supers himself. The three distributors that serve 
the country’s 65 health food stores do not have refrigeration. 
There are no tofu companies yet in Norway, Denmark, or 
Finland. Of all of Aros sales, 55% is regular tofu, followed 
by marinated tofu (Tofu Marinerad) 15%, then three other 
products. Nutana makes a canned tofu (made entirely from 
isolates) in cubes in a sauce. Lima Foods sells a bottled tofu. 
There are 8 million people in Sweden.
 Tomsun is trying to register the trademark Jofu (their 
nonfermented soy yogurt) in Sweden. This may upstage 
Ted’s attempt to trademark Sofu for soymilk and wipe out his 
trademark on the term “Tofu.”
 Semper is interested in having the new soy base be 
low in oligosaccharides so that their infant formula does 
not cause fl atulence. The following oligosaccharide levels 
have been found in European soymilks: Alfa-Laval’s plant 
in Colmar, France, that uses ultrafi ltration 0.02 gm/liter; 
Alpro in Belgium 0.28 gm/liter; Alfa-Laval’s pilot plant in 
Sweden 0.43 gm/liter; the STS plant built for DE-VAU-GE 
in Germany 0.58 gm/liter. By using ultrafi ltration to make 
tofu you can both remove the oligosaccharides and reduce 
the water content. Address: President, Aros Sojaprodukter, 
Bergsvagen 1, S-190 63 Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-
604 56.

3000. Gleason, Jane E. 1988. End of tour report: Soybean 
industry study. INTSOY/SFRC/DARP, Sri Lanka. 74 p. 
March.
• Summary: The best analysis seen of the soybean industry 
in Sri Lanka. Contents: Introduction and statement of 
problem. Executive summary. 1. Economics of soybean 
production. 2. Utilization of soyabean and government 
policy. 3. Government intervention in the soybean market. 4. 
Home and village utilization. Conclusion.
 “Demand for soyabean and soyabean products in Sri 
Lanka currently exceeds 45,000 tonnes/year. Most of this 
total is in the form of soyameal and is imported by Ceylon 
Oils and Fats Corporation (COFC) and Ceylon Grain 
Elevators (CGE). The other large user of soyabean is Ceylon 
Tobacco Company Services for production of Thriposha. 
CTC is the only large scale soyabean end user that utilizes 
domestic soyabean, about 1,600 tonnes/year. The largest 
private soya processing company is Rajasoya which in the 
past four years has used about 200 tonnes/year.
 “COFC, which requires about 12,000 tonnes/year 
of soyameal (15,000 tonnes in bean equivalent) does 
not purchase local soyabean because the price at which 
the corporation is compelled to buy (the fl oor price) is 
uncompetitive relative to CGE’s tariff-free imports of soya 
meal.
 “In order to increase domestic demand for soyabean, 
the following strategies are suggested: Reconcile the 
contradiction between the fl oor price and tariff-free imports 

of soyameal. Encourage CGE to install processing facilities. 
Encourage other potentially large users of soyabean, for 
example, Bairaha Farms and Lanka Livestock to invest in 
processing facilities.”

3001. Scott, Jack Denton. 1988. The bean of a thousand 
guises. As pervasive as sunshine and almost as benefi cial, the 
amazing soybean is the best-kept secret in the supermarket. 
Reader’s Digest. March. p. 93-96.
• Summary: “Today some 5.5 million gallons of tofu and 
soy-milk-based, nondairy frozen desserts are sold annually 
under 30 brand names... As our No. 2 cash crop and leading 
farm-commodity export, soybeans contributed over $6,500 
million to our balance of payments in 1986-87... Indeed, 
when one considers the versatility of the bean of a thousand 
guises, it is not hard to imagine that it was the soybean that 
Jack planted to produce his magic beanstalk.”

3002. Taste (Kikkoman, Japan). 1988. New frontiers in 
Hokkaido [Kikkoman’s new shoyu plant in Chitose]. 2(1):8. 
March.
• Summary: The Kikkoman’s third, and newest, domestic 
soy sauce factory is in Hokkaido. The new plant was fi nished 
in early 1987, over half a century after the construction of 
the second Takasago plant near Osaka. Just as Kikkoman’s 
fi rst plant near Noda City was located amid wheat and 
soybean fi elds, the choice of this plant near Chitose was 
partly infl uenced by the ready supplies of wheat nearby. 
(The soybeans are imported from the U.S.) The factory is 
27,300-square meters with four stories. Only fi fty employees 
are on hand to man two large control rooms. They have 
also applied high technology to microorganisms used in 
the fermentation. The Chitose plant was singled out for a 
national award by the Nihon Keizai Shinbun last October. 
Kikkoman, one of Japan’s leaders in biotechnology, 
demonstrated the results of its latest research on bioreactors, 
designed to reduce the time needed to produce soy sauce. 
Other companies promoted the versatility of their soybean-
related food products, such as cheese-fl avored tofu and tofu 
ice cream.

3003. Soybean Update. 1988. General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT). April 4.
• Summary: ... is both an organization and a document 
outlining rules for fair, open international trade including 38 
Articles spelling out basic rules of free trade. Agricultural 
trade has historically operated outside of GATT. Some 
agricultural barriers especially contentious in the Uruguay 
GATT round include: agricultural export subsidies, import 
barriers, domestic agricultural programs.

3004. Associated Press Financial Wire. 1988. U.S. soybean 
producers facing heavy competition from abroad. April 7.
• Summary: “A historical view shows that U.S. dominance 
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of world soybean trade, founded on U.S. research and 
development in the 1940’s and 1950’s, declined in the 
1980’s as South American countries, spurred by high prices, 
developed large-scale production and processing facilities. 
Brazil and Argentina have been the main U.S. competitors 
in the international soybean market. Their success, mainly 
in temperate areas, has not been duplicated in tropical areas 
elsewhere in the Third World.”

3005. Quincy Herald-Whig (Illinois). 1988. Technology 
allows streamlining, layoffs at Quincy Soybean. April 8. p. 
8B.
• Summary: Investments in new technology in the 
processing and loading area have led to permanent layoffs. 
“Quincy Soybean processes soybeans into oil and meal. 
About 90% of its products are exported to southern Europe, 
the Middle East, and Asia.”
 “In an interview earlier this year, Richard Galloway, 
Quincy Soybean’s vice president of marketing, predicted that 
this country’s position in the [world] soybean market would 
continue to decline, though world demand for oilseeds is 
increasing. The reasons, he said, were federal farm programs, 
heavily subsidized grain production in Europe and increased 
[soybean] production in South America.”

3006. Soybean Update. 1988. American Soybean 
Association’s 301 trade complaint [H.Con.Res. 282]. April 
25.
• Summary: The Resolution also urges the Administration 
to restore to the U.S. soybean industry duty-free access to 
EC’s soybean and soymeal market. The EC is the largest 
export market for U.S. soybean farmers. However, the EC is 
working towards self-suffi ciency in oilseeds.

3007. Soybean Digest. 1988. TEA for two works for you. 
April. p. 68.
• Summary: The Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) program 
in West Germany funded magazine and print campaigns 
that promoted soybean cooking oil. The campaign educated 
consumers about the health benefi ts of soy cooking oil and 
sales increased a whopping 20,000 tonnes in six months. 
That translates into 23 million 32-ounce bottles of soybean 
oil, or 4 million bushels of soybeans.

3008. Soybean Digest. 1988. China increases imports. April. 
p. 68.
• Summary: China, the world’s most populous country, has 
already purchased 11.6 million bushels of U.S. soybeans 
in 1988. In all of last year, China imported just 10 million 
bushels. China’s own soybean crop was down 28 million 
bushels from the previous year. Don Bushman reported that 
the People’s Republic of China could increase its soybean 
and soybean meal imports to the equivalent of 60 million 
bushels within 3 years. In the last full year, China purchased 

more than 12 million bushels of U.S. soybeans.

3009. Yeutter, Clayton. 1988. Challenge to world agricultural 
trade. International Agriculture Newsletter (Univ. of Illinois). 
April. No. 119. p. 1-2.
• Summary: “The emergency situation in agriculture is not a 
domestic problem, it is an international problem. We should 
avoid the temptation of trying to solve it with domestic 
solutions.”
 “Cutbacks in production did not work even in the 1950’s 
and 1960’s when our market was primarily domestic. How 
can they possibly work in the 1980’s when the orientation in 
agriculture is so much more global?
 “The Reagan administration’s program for expanding 
U.S. agricultural trade is based on the realities of the modern 
world. Its 4 major components are to change economic 
policies that discourage U.S. exports, use U.S. farm 
programs to restore our competitiveness, move aggressively 
against unfair foreign trade practices, and improve 
international rules governing trade in agriculture.
 “In the early 1980’s the strength of the dollar made it 
extremely diffi cult to export U.S. agricultural products, and 
our market share declined dramatically. Slow growth in the 
economies of our trading partners also contributed to the 
trade imbalance by diminishing foreign demand for U.S. 
exports.”
 “During the past 2 years, our policies have led to a 
signifi cant decline in the value of the dollar against the yen 
and major European currencies. This decline is making the 
price of U.S. agricultural products more competitive.”
 “The 1985 farm bill represents a signifi cant effort to 
adjust our agricultural programs... A key element of the farm 
bill is the Export Enhancement Program (EEP). Although 
we dislike export subsidies, we are now using them in self-
defense... As a victim of export subsidies, we are determined 
to regain markets lost to subsidizers over the past 5 or 6 
years and rid the world of all export subsidies.”
 “The fi nal element of our strategy [is to] strengthen the 
trade system... GATT rules [are] essentially non-existent for 
agriculture... We called for a total phase-out by the year 2000 
of all policies that distort trade in agriculture. We include all 
export subsidies, import barriers, and domestic subsidies that 
affect trade. We exclude bona fi de food aid programs and 
payments to farmers that do not affect pricing or production 
decisions. Finally, our proposal calls for instituting uniform 
health regulations for food around the world to make sure 
that such regulations do not become barriers to agricultural 
trade.”
 “U.S. agriculture ought to benefi t in a major way from 
the shift to a more free and open trading system. The future 
of U.S. agriculture lies in exports; there is not much room 
for expansion in the domestic market. It is essential that we 
neutralize the government intervention that has so disrupted 
world agricultural trade.”
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 Ambassador Clayton Yeutter is the United States Trade 
Representative. Address: U.S. Trade Representative.

3010. Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News). 1988. Ima Taiwan 
no tôfugyôkai wa? Daizu shohiryô wa nihon no 3 bai 
nimo [What’s happening with the tofu industry in Taiwan? 
Soybean consumption is 3 times as large as Japan]. May 1. p. 
1. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: Taiwan’s total exports were much larger than 
her imports this last year. Since the population is small, the 
per capita ratio of income is high. They produce a lot of 
second generation tofu products, and some say that Taiwan 
is producing more tofu products than mainland China. The 
demand for these foods is always steady. They produce 
10,000 tons of soybeans and import 2,000,000 tons of U.S. 
soybeans. Their per capita consumption of soybeans is 3 
times that of Japan.

3011. Soybean Update. 1988. Taxes on U.S. soybean meal in 
the Dominican Republic have been very high. May 2.
• Summary: ... limiting the market development programs in 
the country.

3012. Spiers, Wally. 1988. Soybean oil use increases. News-
Democrat (Belleville, Illinois). May 10.
• Summary: There has been a 4% nationwide increase in 
soybean oil consumption. Palm oil imports have dropped 
28% and food manufacturers are replacing tropical fats with 
soybean oil. Phil Bradshaw, chairman of the Illinois Soybean 
Checkoff Program, said the increase is directly related to a 
letter-writing campaign by Bean Boosters, a volunteer group 
that promotes soybean use. The Illinois checkoff program 
administers the money collected from a ½ cent per bushel 
checkoff on soybeans. The soybean board has recently 
recommended that the checkoff amount be raised in ½ cent 
steps to 2 cents per bushel. The proposal would raise the 
checkoff ½ cent this year, another half-cent in 1990 and 
another half-cent in 1992. The tropical fats campaign is a 
grass roots effort. Other companies switching to soybean 
oil from tropical fats include Archway Cookies, Pepperidge 
Farms, Sunshine Bakers, Nabisco, Lance, Riceland Foods 
and Frito Lay.

3013. Miller, John; Ledur Brito, Luiz A. 1988. SANBRA, 
SAMRIG, and Soybean Crushing in Brazil (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. May 13. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: SANBRA and SAMRIG are two closely related 
companies in Brazil, often collectively known as SANBRA. 
Their main activities are oilseed crushing (at 5 plants, the 
biggest of which at Ponto Grosso has 3,000 tonnes/day 
capacity), oil refi ning, production of fi nished oil products 
(such as margarine, shortening, mayonnaise), and exporting. 
Their total sales in Brazil are about $1,000 million dollars 

a year. Both companies have the same management; the 
various entities are largely for tax and legal purposes. Both 
are part of the multinational commodities group Bunge and 
Born, which is a family owned group with many independent 
companies worldwide. Actually the Bunge family left the 
group many years ago. The companies are not tied in to one 
central organization but are all owned by the same people. 
The company keeps a low profi le, and even more since the 
famous Born kidnapping and ransom case in Argentina.
 Brazil’s soybean crushing industry has Ceval as the 
largest crusher (they have only been crushing for several 
years, but plan to crush 2 million tonnes in 1988), followed 
by SANBRA and Cargill, which are about equal in size. 
SANBRA has about 33% of the Brazilian margarine market.
 SANBRA started in Brazil about 50-60 years ago 
in cottonseed trading and processing. In about 1957-58 
SAMRIG started its fi rst soybean crushing plant in Rio 
Grande do Sul, Brazil’s southernmost state. The company 
then began to play a pioneering role in getting Brazil 
involved with soybeans. They encouraged farmers to start 
growing beans because the capacity of their plant (220 
tonnes/day) was more than the total soybean production in 
that state. As a true multinational company, SANBRA could 
see the success of the soybean worldwide, which gave them 
confi dence in its future in Brazil. Historically, soybeans have 
expanded steadily from south to north in Brazil. In about 
1973 SANBRA built the fi rst big soybean crushing plant in 
the state of Parana, city of Ponto Grosso. Cargill, Anderson-
Clayton, and Continental Grain Co. soon followed suit in this 
same strategic location.
 SANBRA has also been a leader in soy proteins in 
Brazil. In late 1969 in RGS they started a modern soy protein 
products plant that began by making isolates, then later 
expanded into concentrates, and textured soy fl our. This is 
the only plant in Brazil to make isolates and concentrates. 
Many companies make textured soy fl our (TVP). SANBRA 
also produces various soy lecithin products. The products are 
sold in Brazil and also exported. This business has grown a 
lot.
 ITAL does basic research, with not as much emphasis 
on applying that research. There is not a strong link between 
them and industry. They also do some training. Address: 
SANBRA, Centro Empresario de Sao Paulo, Av. Maria 
Coelho Aguiar, 215 Bloco D, 5* Andar, Sao Paulo–CEP 
05804–Brazil. Phone: 545-5459.

3014. Soybean Update. 1988. Turkish poultry industry is 
growing. May 16.
• Summary: Since ASA (American Soybean Association) 
started working in Turkey in 1984, import tariffs for soy 
products have been reduced and the country has imported a 
total of 80,000 tonnes of soybeans. Turkey is short of every 
raw material for feeds, especially proteins. Feed producers 
there are now looking at full-fat soy as a solution. When they 
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decided to proceed last year, they purchased 10 extruders. 
ASA produced a 20-minute training video for village boiler 
growers in 1986. In June of 1987, Turkey received its fi rst 
shipment of soybean meal from the U.S.
 Total Italian usage of full-fat soy is currently running 
at 15,000 to 18,000 tonnes a month, equalling 180,000 to 
216,000 tonnes a year. Italy’s usage has increased 400% in 2 
years. When ASA started promoting full-fat soy 4 years ago, 
it was virtually unknown.

3015. Brandel, Amy Jo. 1988. Minnesota soybeans go 
to Japan for tofu: Growers eye permanent market for 
production. Agri News (Rochester, Minnesota). May 26.
• Summary: Southwest Trading, Ltd. and other members 
of the Worthington-based, non-profi t agricultural product 
marketing group are fi lling Japanese tofu manufacturers 
needs with a locally grown soybean variety. Last week, 
25,000 bushels of southwestern Minnesota and northeastern 
Iowa soybeans headed for Japan. Farmers received 37½ 
cents a bushel over May 2 local prices for a total of $6.89 
cents a bushel, said Jim Wychor of Southwest Trading, Ltd. 
The soybeans are imperfect hilums. That means the tiny 
black dot where seeds and pods attach is nonexistent. The 
variety also has a high protein content. Once in Japan, the 
soybeans go to many small tofu manufacturers. Each fi rm 
uses only about 300 pounds weekly, but there are over 7,000 
such facilities in Tokyo alone. Address: Minnesota.

3016. Andreas, Dwayne O. 1988. The dilemma of 
protectionism. International Agriculture Newsletter (Univ. of 
Illinois). May. p. 1-2.
• Summary: If a history of the grain industry in the United 
States were written today, some people might characterize 
the period from 1979 to 1982 as the golden age of 
agricultural exports, never to be obtained again. Before 
1979, a combination of events had been at work to enhance 
the competitiveness and availability of U.S. exports. The 
stimuli for the growth of world export markets were in part 
climatological and in part institutional. Shortfalls due to 
weather forced several countries with centrally controlled 
economies to import large quantities of grain and food. At 
the same time, a move away from the gold standard and the 
fl oating of the U.S. dollar against world currencies weakened 
the dollar and enhanced the competitive positions of U.S. 
exports. These factors coincided with dramatic increases 
in the price of petroleum, followed by rapid infl ation and 
a pronounced increase in lending to many developing 
countries. This combination of events induced many 
countries to produce for the lucrative export market.
 Production increased as world prices for commodities 
climbed higher and higher. Farm support prices in the 
United States also rose, a move that, in retrospect, many 
would deem fl awed. The price supports not only provided 
an attractive safety net for U.S. farmers, but also insured 

sharp production increases in many areas of the world. With 
U.S. support levels as a backstop, world production and 
export subsidies proliferated into the 1980s–a proliferation 
that would send the United States into an extended period of 
export retrenchment.
 For the past several years, U.S. agricultural policy 
has been a battleground over burdensome grain stocks, 
a strained–if not broken–budget, and subsidy levels 
in competing countries that threaten to escalate trade 
competition into trade war. Address: Chairman, ADM, 
Decatur, Illinois.

3017. Haumann, Barbara F.; Baldwin, A.R. 1988. Feature. 
Update: Fats and oils industry changes. J. of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society 65(5):702-04, 706, 708, 710-13. May.
• Summary: Dramatic changes have occurred in the worlds’ 
fats and oils industry during the past 25 years. U.S. soybeans, 
the major factor in world fats and oils trade in 1961, have 
encountered increasing competition from soybeans produced 
in South America as well as from palm oil, sunfl owerseed 
and rapeseed. U.S. soybean dominance of world oilseed trade 
during the 1950s and 1960s began to crack in the 1970s. 
U.S. embargoes on soybean exports in 1973 and 1980 led 
Europeans, the Soviets and the Japanese to look for alternate 
sources of supply. They found Brazil and Argentina willing 
to learn how to grow soybeans for the export market. Ohio 
State University researcher Norman Rask has estimated total 
costs of producing a bushel of soybeans at $6.62 in the U.S., 
$5.39 in Brazil and $4.06 in Argentina.
 In the world soybean market, Brazil’s share of 
international trade has grown from 3% in 1981/82 to 14% 
in 1984/85; in the same time span, Argentina’s market share 
rose from 6% to 13%. Meanwhile, the U.S. share declined 
from 82% to 65%. In world soybean oil markets, Argentina’s 
share has grown from 3% in 1981/82 to 14% in 1984/85. 
Brazil’s share has increased from 24% to 27%; the U.S. 
share has fallen from 27% to 20%. U.S. soybean growing 
area peaked in 1980 at 70 million acres. In recent years, 
it has declined, with only 56.4 million acres harvested in 
1987. U.S. soybean accounted for 65.9% of all world oilseed 
trade volume in 1979/80. By 1986/87, its share had dropped 
to 55%. The 1982 Census of Manufactures counted 243 
vegetable oil mills operating in the U.S. in 1982. Of these, 
soybean oil mills had increased to 137 establishments, versus 
121 in 1977.
 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 
1985 ruled that low erucic acid rapeseed oil could be used 
in food products in the U.S. The fi rst company to act on 
this was Procter & Gamble, which in 1986 reformulated 
its Puritan cooking oil to contain 100% canola oil. The 
phenomenal increase in corn oil production has been due to 
enzymatic processes for high fructose corn syrup and a gas 
tax subsidy on fuel alcohol. Consolidation, mergers, buyouts, 
and restructurings have led to increasing concentration of 
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capacity in the hands of a few international companies whose 
operations range from seed cultivation through shipping 
and export to complete processing. This has led to fewer 
locations that process larger quantities of oilseeds.
 U.S. based soybean processors are expanding their 
foreign investments in an attempt to escape relatively high 
U.S. soybean prices as well as to circumvent trade barriers. 
These include Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM), Bunge, 
Cargill, and Continental Grain. Since 1982, ADM also has 
held a 45% interest in Alfred C. Toepfer International, a large 
commodities trading fi rm with headquarters in Hamburg, 
West Germany. In 1984, a National Institutes of Health panel 
recommended that Americans limit their cholesterol intake 
to less than 300 mg/day, fat intake to 30% of total calories 
in their diet, saturated fat intake to less than 10% of calories, 
and polyunsaturated fat intake to a maximum of 10% of 
calories.
 There are a number of possible developments to watch 
during the next 20 years, including: Soybeans with low or 
zero linolenic acid; soybeans with higher yields (possibly 
hybrids) with broader adaptability to increase overall 
production; increased consolidation of oilseed processing. 
As world markets for oilseeds and oilseed products increase, 
market shares for soybeans and soybean products will 
decline. Address: JAOCS.

3018. Miller, Chester L. 1988. A user’s view of the oil 
industry. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 65(5):718-
21. May.
• Summary: From a talk given by the author. Corn oil 
production grew 73% between 1971 and 1980 and increased 
another 45% between 1980 and 1985. If government sugar 
programs remain the same, and world sugar prices don’t 
substantially increase, the demand for corn sweeteners could 
push corn oil production to 2,000 million pounds by 1990. 
Corn oil production has exceeded that of cottonseed oil 
for the past three years. U.S. sunfl owerseed oil has grown 
from zero production in 1971 to a steady 500 million to 
600 million pounds annually. Sunfl owerseed oil is truly 
an oilseed crop, yielding about 40% oil compared with a 
17%-20% oil range for soybeans and cottonseed. Soybean 
oil production in Brazil and Argentina has grown from 680 
million pounds in 1971 to more than 8,000 million pounds 
projected for their 1988/89 season. It becomes very clear 
why U.S. soybean oil exports have fallen from a high of 
2,700 million pounds in 1979 to 1,200 million pounds in 
the just-completed oil year. Address: Vice president of 
commodities purchasing, Frito-Lay Inc.

3019. Ontario Export Soybeans (OSGMB). 1988. General 
historical overview [of soybeans in Ontario]. 1(1):1. May.
• Summary: Concerning exports: Ontario has been exporting 
soybeans since at least the 1950s and likely prior to the dates 
shown (1960-64). It is not unreasonable to say that Ontario 

has been involved in exporting soybeans almost since it 
started producing them.
 A table shows that during the 5 crop years 1960-1964, 
Ontario exported on average 65,090 tonnes/year; this was 
42.8% of marketings. From 1965 to 1974 Ontario soybean 
exports decreased, both in absolute terms and as a percentage 
of marketings, falling to 24,307 tonnes in 1970-74, only 
8.0% of marketings. Then both fi gures began to rise. In 
1985-86 exports averaged 169,277 tonnes/year, or 17.1% of 
marketings. Address: Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

3020. Ontario Export Soybeans (OSGMB). 1988--. Serial/
periodical. Chatham, ONT, Canada: Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board. Vol. 1, No. 1. May 1988. 
Biannual.
• Summary: Talk with Fred Brandenburg of OSGMB. 
1992. June 11. This periodical started in May 1988 and is 
published about twice a year in May and October. By Oct. 
1991 (Vol. 5, No. 1) it was printed with green and black ink 
on yellow paper, 1 page, front and back. It is different from 
the OSGMB Newsletter, and is sent mainly to the people and 
organizations with whom OSGMB has made contact in its 
export market development.
 Continued by Canadian Export Soybeans in May 1994 
(Vol. 7, No. 2). This bi-annual newsletter was formerly 2 
pages, green on yellow; it is now 4 pages, dark green and 
brown on tan. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada 
N7M 5L8. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3021. Ontario Soya-bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1988. 
Report on export market development mission of the Ontario 
soybean industry, March 19th–April 3rd, 1988. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada. 23 p. May. 28 cm. Spiral bound. [Eng]
• Summary: This report was prepared by Owen Dobbyn, 
John Cunningham, Maurice Waddick, and Fred Brandenburg 
of OSGMB. Contents: Japan. The Japanese soybean market. 
Visits: Japan Miso Co-operative Industrial Assoc. (M. Iida, 
chairman), Japan Packaged Tofu Assoc. (H. Kijima, Exec. 
Secy.), Federation of Japan Natto Manufacturers Cooperative 
Society (Mr. Ohse), Takano Foods Co. Ltd. (E. Takano, 
president, uses 7,000 to 8,000 tonnes of soybeans annually 
to make natto), Home Foods Co. Ltd (Home Shokuhin, Y. 
Murai. managing director, has 160 employees and 3 tofu 
factories that use 300 tonnes of soybeans/month; owned by 
Wako Shokuryo, the #1 wholesaler of soybeans in Japan), 
Japan Oilseed Processors Assoc. (JOPA; H. Higashimori, 
managing director). Japan Oil and Fat Importers & Exporters 
Assoc. (JOFIEA; I. Shimizu, exec. director), Canadian 
Embassy, Tokyo.
 Hong Kong. Soybean imports. Visits: The Hong Kong 
Soya-Bean Products Co. Ltd. (makers of Vitasoy soymilk), 
Amoy Industries (International) Ltd.
 Malaysia. Soybean imports 1984, 1985, 1986. Visits: 
Ace Canning (owned by Lam Soon). Yeo Hiap Seng 
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(Malaysia) Berhad (soymilk), Cheong Chuan (Hup Kee) 
Sdn. Bhd. (traditional fermented soysauce), Sin Yong 
Huat Enterprises Sdn. Bhd. (soybean importers), Syarikat 
Perniagaan Cheon Fatt (tofu manufacturer).
 Singapore. Soybean imports (1983-1986). Visits: 
Sin Seng Lee Trading Co. (Pte.) Ltd. (claims to import 
60% of soybeans to Singapore). Conclusions for each 
country. Recommendations for future action. Future export 
development missions. Accomplishments. Competition.
 In Japan, 842,000 tonnes soybeans are used to make 
foods, as follows (in tonnes, p. 1): Tofu 456,000, miso 
180,000, natto 90,000, dried-frozen tofu 30,000, boiled 
soybeans 23,000, soybean powder [probably kinako] 10,000, 
soymilk, 7,000, soysauce 5,000, other 41,000. The suppliers 
of these edible soybeans are (in tonnes): USA 400,000, 
China 280,000, Japanese domestic 280,000, Canada 24,000. 
Total Japanese soybean imports: 5,000,000 tonnes. Of this 
4,036,000 tonnes (81%) are used for crushing, 842,000 
tonnes for food, and 70,000 tonnes for feed (not crushed). 
The Japanese market for soybeans is very large for both 
crushing and food use, but is not growing. The beans for 
crushing come mostly from the USA and South America.
 Preferred characteristics of soybeans for each type of 
soyfood are given. For example, for miso: Low oil, high 
protein, high sugar, white hilum. For tofu: High sugars 
(glucose, sucrose), moisture content 10-12.5%, new crop 
preferred to old, protein 40%, oil 19-20%, hilum color is not 
very important but white is preferred, varietal consistency; 
preferred varieties are Beeson, Amsoy, Corsoy. Natto: Most 
important is small size, 5.5 mm or less, clean beans free of 
foreign material, high sugar content (saccharose, stachyose, 
which bacillus needs to work), less oil, must absorb water 
well. Soymilk: Good fl avor, low moisture (10%), low 
percentage of splits (too high can cause rancidity), low oil, 
high protein.
 In Japan, vegetable oil consumption has increased 
2.5 times in the past 20 years to 45.17 gm/capita/day in 
1986. Soyoil and canola oil together account for 85% of 
production. Canola is replacing soybean oil. If the oil market 
is strong, the 30 Japanese crushers crush more canola, but if 
protein is strong they crush more soybeans. U.S. soybeans 
have too much foreign material; new contracts have a penalty 
for > 2% FM.
 In Hong Kong, 6,000,000 cases of Vitasoy brand 
soymilk are produced annually. The company uses 2,500 
tonnes/year of soybeans, 80% of which are grown in Canada. 
It uses 100 to 200 tonnes of organic soybeans for Vitasoy 
exported to U.S. health food stores. Using 15 Tetra Pak 
machines, production takes place 24 hours/day (3 shifts), 6 
days a week. Contacts: Patrick Cheung (marketing manager), 
and Raymond Yuen (commercial manager).
 Amoy Industries, the largest maker of soy sauce in this 
part of the world, produces 6,000 tonnes/year. The company 
was established 80 years ago in Amoy, eastern China, moved 

to Hong Kong in 1949; 50% was purchased by Pillsbury 
in 1983. Uses 2 containers of soybeans/week, 100% from 
Ontario for the past 5 years.
 Malaysia soybean imports rose from 174,400 tonnes 
in 1984 to 255,200 tonnes in 1986. The main suppliers in 
1986 were China (56.2% of total), Vietnam (15.8%), and 
Argentina (14.3%). Ace Canning uses ton tonnes/month of 
soybeans (presently all from China) to make soymilk. They 
have 7 Tetra Pak machines. Yeo Hiap Seng (Malaysia) is the 
largest soymilk producer in Malaysia, making 25,000 liters/
year using 9 Tetra Pak machines. They use 1,250 tonnes of 
soybeans (80 containers) per year, all Canadian.
 In Singapore, soybean imports rose from 28,287 tonnes 
in 1983 to 41,571 tonnes in 1986. In 1986, some 66% came 
from Canada, 16.6% from China, and the rest from others.
 The major competition for food quality soybeans in 
these four countries at present comes from China. The 
Chinese have improved their soybean quality and appear 
to be actively seeking to increase their market share. In the 
long run, however, China may choose to reduce its soybean 
exports in order to increase meat consumption in China. 
This could lead to new market opportunities for Canada in 
these four countries. Address: P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT 
N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3022. Schaub, James; McArthur, W.C.; Hacklander, D.; 
Glauber, J.; Leath, M.; Doty, H. 1988. The U.S. soybean 
industry. USDA Economic Research Service, Agricultural 
Economic Report No. 588. iii + 51 p. May. [73 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Highlights. Introduction. Production. 
Soybean use: Meal, oil. Soybean prices. Marketing 
strategies. Government programs for soybeans. Soybean 
processing. Storage and handling. Market fl ow patterns 
and transportation modes. World production and trade. 
References. Appendixes: 1. Soybean acreage, yield, and 
production trends. B. U.S. standards for soybeans.
 This report describes the U.S. soybean industry from 
producers to consumers and provides a single source of 
economic and statistical information on soybeans. Soybeans 
were the second highest valued crop after corn. About 55% 
of the U.S. soybean crop is crushed domestically, with most 
of the rest exported as beans. Soybean prices increased 
moderately through the 1960s and then jumped sharply in the 
1970s, refl ecting crop failures abroad and increasing world 
demand for protein feeds. Government price supports have 
been available for soybeans every year since 1941 except 
for 1975, with the season average price exceeding the price 
support level for most years. The U.S. remains the world’s 
leading producer and exporter of soybeans; however, its 
share of world production has dropped from 74% in 1967-69 
to 56% during 1984-86.

3023. Soybean Update. 1988. Poultry producers in India are 
experiencing a major crunch for feed protein sources. June 6.
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• Summary: Prices of protein ingredients continue to 
go up. Flock mortality in India is currently running at 
8-10%. Christino Collado, technical director of poultry 
promotion at the American Soybean Association (ASA) 
offi ce in Singapore, went to India to look at ways to ease the 
government’s ban on oilseed imports. ASA has been showing 
feedmillers how to utilize soymeal.

3024. Farmers’ Advance (Camden, Michigan). 1988. Indiana 
seeks tofu connection. June 8.
• Summary: Special soybean varieties for processing 
Japanese tofu will be developed through a $14,050 value 
added research grant to the Purdue University Agronomy 
Department, Lt. Governor John Mutz has announced. “We’re 
also working to develop a special state certifi cation program 
for exported food soybeans in order to ensure quality and 
identity,” Mutz said. The research project will evaluate 
production characteristics of seven Japanese soybean 
varieties.

3025. Soybean Update. 1988. U.S. and European 
Community government offi cials meet regarding American 
Soybean Association’s trade complaint. June 13.
• Summary: U.S. and European Community government 
offi cials last week met for a third time on ASA’s trade 
complaint regarding EC oilseed processing subsidies. 
ASA staff V-P John Baize reported that no agreement was 
reached. The stalemate means that the U.S. will once again 
request establishment of a special GATT panel to investigate 
the trade complaint. The EC in May blocked the fi rst U.S. 
request for such a panel.
 Farmers in France make 4 to 6 times more profi t 
growing oilseeds and protein crops than they do from 
growing wheat, while farmers in Italy make more profi t than 
their soybeans are worth in the world marketplace. European 
farmers have subsidies from the European Community. 
Using price guarantees three times the world price for 
soybeans, rapeseed, sunfl owers, and other protein crops, 
the EC production has increased 250% in just 6 years. EC 
produced only about 4 million tonnes of oilseeds and protein 
crops in 1981. Last year, the total skyrocketed to 14 million. 
The subsidy system violates the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade, which was the motivating factor for ASA 
in fi ling a 301 complaint with GATT.

3026. Soybean Update. 1988. Soviet pellet buy rumors still 
circulating. June 13.
• Summary: Talk that the Soviet Union purchased Brazilian 
and Argentine soy pellets for summer delivery is still 
circulating, and a fi rming of pellet values late last week 
indicated they may still be in the market for additional 
quantities. Sales are yet unconfi rmed, and Brazilian traders 
tell Soybean Update it will be a matter of watching the port 
line-ups to determine the amount sold. Analysts peg the 

quantity total for both countries as high as 1.8 million tonnes.

3027. Soybean Update. 1988. Import of soybeans and 
soymeal on the rise. June 27.
• Summary: ... at an annual rate of 15% in Korea. Kyung 
Lee is director of ASA’s offi ce in Seoul, Korea. “Lee 
says soybean crushers in Korea have put together multi-
million-dollar campaigns to promote soyoil as a cooking 
oil.” However, Lee says ASA (The American Soybean 
Association) is “emphasizing cold uses of soybean oil. You 
can pour soyoil straight onto salads or fi sh.”
 “Crushers in Korea prefer U.S. soybeans over those 
from nearby China, mostly due to the inconsistency of the 
Chinese shipments.”

3028. Golbitz, Peter. 1988. Soybean prices rise sharply. Soya 
Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). May/June. p. 1, 12-13.
• Summary: Amid the possibly the worst drought to hit 
America since the Dust Bowl years, prices for soybeans 
have risen from $5.30 per bushel last November to just 
under $10.00 per bushel now, with prices have reached a 
high of nearly $11.00 in June. The recent price increases are 
attributable directly to the drought; and, a greatly reduced 
soybean supply, which resulted from increased exports 
due to a cheaper dollar overseas. History has shown that 
soybean prices don’t have much of an impact on food prices 
in general. “In 1983, when soybean prices increased 37% 
from the prior year, food price infl ation increased about 1%. 
Beef prices were up a mere 0.8% and pork prices actually 
decreased by 1.3%. The fact is, most of the costs food 
manufacturers incur are related to marketing. Farm products 
represent only 20% of the total price of food.”
 Archer Daniels Midland, Cargill, and Central Soya 
have all raised prices for their soy fl our and soy concentrate 
products by 20% to 30% over the past few months. Of all the 
food categories affected, the rising price of soybeans may 
have a more pronounced effect on soyfood products than any 
other. The effect of rising prices will be felt the greatest in 
the Oriental markets, where tofu prices have traditionally run 
40% to 50% lower than in the supermarkets due to greater 
competition. Address: Soyatech, Bar Harbor, Maine.

3029. Vandeman, George E. 1988. The day the dollar dies. 
Signs of the Times (Nampe, Idaho). June. p. 3-5.
• Summary: In October 1973, on the eve of Yom Kippur, the 
Israeli holy day, Egyptian troops mounted tanks and rolled 
east toward Israel. The Middle East was embroiled in war. 
Arab nations, furious at U.S. support for Israel, shut down 
our oil supply. As the selling price of oil skyrocketed, these 
few nations found themselves awash in cash. OPEC raked 
in enough money to buy every newspaper and broadcasting 
station in America. OPEC’s windfall presented it with an 
immediate challenge: What to do with all that cash. The 
solution seemed simple: stockpile the fortune in the world’s 
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largest banks in order to generate even more income from 
interest on huge deposits.
 At least our banks seemed to be blessed. They had 
OPEC’s cash on deposit. But not really. They had their hands 
full struggling to manage OPEC’s money; they had to pay 
interest on those immense deposits! They needed to fi nd a 
large number of fi nancially fi t borrowers to whom they could 
lend OPEC’s money so that they could earn the interest to 
pay the interest. Perhaps foreign governments could use 
a loan or two–nations like Argentina, Poland, Brazil, and 
Mexico. A loan to a national government would be a safe 
risk–wouldn’t it? Then calamity came. World recession 
struck again in the late 1970s, and foreign countries, already 
swimming in red ink over their heads, could not meet even 
their interest payments.
 Suddenly, the world economy lay in disarray. Nations 
near bankruptcy hinted about defaulting on their thousands 
of millions of dollars of loans. You can see what this would 
mean. If those dollars were lost, some of America’s largest 
banks would face a disaster from which they might not 
recover. What if the world’s poorer nations get together and 
repudiate their debts all at once?
 Note: Update–1994. By the late 1980s many Third 
World nations that had borrowed heavily from U.S. bankers 
were unable to pay their huge debts–or even the interest 
on these debts. They threatened not to pay anything if 
the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and World Bank 
did not restructure their debts. Restructuring was fi nally 
agreed to, but only with strict conditions, including national 
austerity programs and a major effort by each country to 
expand exports to earn hard currency. One of the easiest 
commodities for many tropical nations to export was trees, 
and thus began an era of large-scale, rapid deforestation 
which continues unabated.

3030. Soybean Update. 1988. U.S. meal exports to Mexico 
should continue to climb in the coming years. July 4.
• Summary: ... with human soy consumption making up 
a bigger share of the market, according to Oscar Alcaraz, 
acting director of the American Soybean Association’s 
offi ce in Mexico City. “It’s amazing to see human soy food 
consumption rising steadily when other food products are 
experiencing rapid decline,” he explains. “In a depressed 
economy, it’s hard to get enough meat and poultry at the 
grocery store. Mexicans are turning to soy foods to make up 
the difference.”

3031. Soybean Update. 1988. Feeding trials in the Soviet 
Union have gone well. July 4.
• Summary: So well, in fact, that four more are scheduled for 
next year. So well that imports of U.S. soybean meal could 
double within a year. So well that the Soviets have three 
soybean crushing plants on the drawing board and could be 
operational in 2 years. The most interesting thing about the 

feeding trial is the whole Soviet swine industry has heard 
about it. USSR imported 1.2 million tonnes of soymeal last 
year, and is expected to import 2.4 million tonnes this year. 
We’ve developed a level of trust and confi dence that we 
never had before because they have seen it with their own 
eyes.

3032. Cauchon, Dennis. 1988. This year’s ‘miracle crop’ is 
in danger. USA Today. July 6.
• Summary: Soybeans brought U.S. farmers $10,400 million 
in revenue last year, making them the USA’s second most 
important cash crop. One-third of this year’s soybean crop 
could be destroyed if farmers don’t get several drenching 
rains in July and August. A University of Missouri study 
estimates an average family of four pays $14 extra/year 
for every dollar rise in the cost of a bushel of soybeans. 
Soybeans brought U.S. farmers twice as much income as 
wheat or cotton. Farmers love higher prices: $9.30 a bushel 
on the spot market Tuesday vs. an average $4.78 a bushel in 
1987. Brazil now exports more soybeans than coffee. If the 
drought continues, the USA may produce less than half the 
world’s soybeans for the fi rst time since 1955. Higher prices 
could induce Brazil and Argentina to boost production when 
the South American planting season starts in November. And 
that worries USA farmers.

3033. Pufahl, Warren T. 1988. Mexico: Selling soybeans 
south of the border. Illinois Agri-News (La Salle, Illinois). 
July 8.
• Summary: Mexico last year imported about 1.5 million 
tonnes of U.S. soybeans largely because of the efforts 
of Gilford Harrison, American Soybean Association 
Latin American division manager. The biggest obstacle 
to expanding the Mexican soybean market is Mexico’s 
economy. The country’s economy has been in a tailspin 
ever since oil prices collapsed, setting off a period of high 
infl ation–150% for 1987–and a period of high national 
debt. Brazil and Argentina both provide cheaper soybean 
prices to Mexico, but U.S. beans are preferred because of 
their quality. ASA’s staff of 15 full-time employees promote 
the use of American soybeans. According to Adela Perez, 
nutritionist for the ASA in Mexico, they are working with a 
national tortilla group to get 8% soy fl our mixed in with the 
16 million tons of tortillas used each year. This would be a 
1.3-million-ton market for soy fl our.

3034. Soybean Update. 1988. ASA’s policies for the 1990s 
task force is off and running. July 18.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association’s 1990s 
task force last week met in Washington, DC, for informal 
seminars on issues soybean farmers will face in the coming 
decade. The topics include third world debt; and farm 
program, trade and environmental policies. The purpose 
of the task force is to develop and submit proposals to 
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ASA leaders, with special emphasis on the next farm bill. 
It is also reviewing a broad range of policies which could 
affect soybean profi ts in the 1990s, and will then make 
recommendations.

3035. Johnson, Lawrence. 1988. The Center for Crops 
Utilization Research at Iowa State University, and AOCS 
symposium on industrial uses of soybeans (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. July 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This Center was founded by a $6.4 million grant 
in the federal budget in 1987. It will complement the work 
of the Northern Regional Research Center in Illinois, and try 
to coordinate their research. They are putting together a pilot 
plant and technology transfer components, a heavy emphasis 
on marketing. All of his money initially must go into 
building and equipment, with none left over for research, 
which was not what they had asked for. He is now trying to 
get additional funds from the state of Iowa. Only in the last 
few years has the emphasis in Iowa shifted from soybean 
production to utilization. Profs. Sweeny and Arnold did 
pioneering work on industrial utilization during the 1930s. 
But after they retired, it died. Lester Wilson and Pat Murphy 
are now working on soyfoods. Dr. Walter Fehr’s work in 
breeding soybeans for food uses (such as tofu) will also 
contribute to the program. The national center is made up 
of 2 sub-centers; he is head of one and the other focuses on 
meat export research. Tied to the national center is a center 
on trade information, with a strong export orientation. They 
are trying to build an integrated system: Marketing, market 
niche identifi cation, technology and technology transfer to 
entrepreneurs, mostly in the USA. The impact must benefi t 
Midwestern farmers. They are looking for ways to export 
value added soybean products to the Pacifi c Rim.
 There will be a symposium on industrial uses of 
soybeans in Cincinnati, Ohio, this fall in conjunction with 
the AOCS meeting. protein and co-products section. Address: 
Director, Center for Crops Utilization Research, Iowa State 
Univ., Dairy Industry Building, Ames, IA 50011.

3036. Angus Reid Associates Inc. 1988. Ontario soybean 
growers’ attitudes and opinions regarding issues associated 
with export assistance–Results of an opinion survey. Canada. 
25 + 6 + 111 p. July. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: 1. Executive summary: Study highlights, 
implications. 2. Introduction: Research objectives, research 
approach.
 3. Study fi ndings: Sample description (respondent age, 
farm size), federal government performance (voting patterns, 
overall government performance, handling of selected 
agricultural issues, performance of elected representatives), 
soybean and canola industries (issues confronting the 
soybean industry, export assistance, canola industry 
perceptions), support for oilseed processors (importance of 

processors, Ontario Oilseed Industry Association).
 Appendix A: Questionnaire. Appendix B: Detailed 
tables.
 “On an unaided basis nearly equal proportions of 
soybean growers perceive the two major problems facing 
the soybean industry are poor crop prices [including high 
crop input prices] and the need for export opportunities for 
soybeans.” Address: Canada.

3037. Soybean Digest. 1988. Dominican meal tax drops 
33%. June/July. p. 28N.
• Summary: The tax on U.S. soymeal entering the 
Dominican Republic has been reduced by 33%, thanks to 
efforts of the American Soybean Association’s Mexico offi ce 
and livestock producers in the Caribbean nation. Soybean 
meal imports have been increasing in the Dominican 
Republic since 1984, resulting in higher usage of soymeal as 
opposed to other protein sources.

3038. ASA Member Letter. 1988. Lee wants to better the best 
in Korea. Aug. p. 2.
• Summary: With soybean imports increasing at an annual 
rate of 15% in Korea, Kyung Lee thinks the future is bright. 
“Soybean oil consumption still needs to be improved, and 
we’re running promotion programs to get the message 
across.” Lee said that soybean crushers in Korea have 
developed multimillion dollar campaigns to promote 
soyoil as a cooking oil. However, Lee said the American 
Soybean Association is taking a different approach. “We’re 
emphasizing cold uses of soybean oil,” Lee said. “You can 
pour soybean oil straight on salads or fi sh.”

3039. Sicular, Terry; Weiss, Vanessa. 1988. Grain and 
meat in China: Trends in consumption, production, and 
imports with special reference to isolated soy protein meat 
ingredients. In: F.H. Schwarz, ed. 1988. Soy Protein and 
National Food Policy. Boulder and London: Westview Press. 
x + 349 p. See p. 107-57. Chap. 4. [2 ref]
• Summary: Between 1978 and 1982, total meat production 
in China rose from 8.6 to 13.5 million tons–an average 
annual growth rate of 12%. Although the meat supply in 
cities has increased suffi ciently to eliminate meat rationing, 
meat supply still falls short of demand. Pork currently 
accounts for 94% of China’s red meat consumption. Address: 
1. Assoc. Professor, Food Research Inst., Stanford Univ.; 2. 
Received M.A. from FRI.

3040. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1988. Brazil 
soy exports top coffee. July/Aug. p. 10.
• Summary: According to a report in The Public Ledger 
of London, Brazil’s exports of soybeans and products 
earned top export revenue for 1987. Soy exports totaled 
$2,400 million compared to $2,100 million for coffee. The 
report also stated that Brazil is exporting its knowledge of 
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tropical soy production to other countries in Latin America, 
Africa and Asia. Brazilians were also said to be ready to 
fi le a GATT complaint against United States export bonus 
programs, which they say have cut the South American 
nation’s soy oil sales in Asian markets.

3041. Looker, Dan. 1988. Iowa’s soybean growers woo 
European industry. Des Moines Register (Iowa). Sept. 18. p. 
1, 2J.
• Summary: Iowa Soybean Promotion Board paid about 
5% of the cost of the three days visit for a group from the 
German company, Meistermarken-Werke, the Bremen-
based subsidiary of Unilever, Germany’s largest supplier 
of such soy products as margarine and salad dressings to 
food services. The 12 nations of the European Economic 
Community, the largest single market for U.S. soybeans, 
have been increasing their own production of oil-bearing 
crops.
 German animal scientist, Karl Fangauf, was hired by 
the American Soybean Association in 1960 to help increase 
markets for U.S. soybeans in Europe. “Early in his career, 
he lobbied German lawmakers to repeal a requirement that 
farmers use fi shmeal instead of soybean meal in livestock 
feeds. In 1978, he persuaded Unilever to introduce a soybean 
cooking oil to European consumers...
 “The U.S. exports about three-fourths of its soybeans as 
raw beans, but Brazil and Argentina ship about three-fourths 
of their soybean exports in the form of meal and oil... In 
1981-82, before the federal government’s 1983 payment-in-
kind crop reduction program trimmed soybean production, 
the U.S. sold 86% of the world soybean exports with a larger 
volume of 25.3 million tonnes.” World consumption grew by 
nearly 30% during the past decade.

3042. Kohn, Florrie. 1988. Dispute intensifi es over oilseed 
subsidies. Soybean Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 17.
• Summary: In France, farmers make $258 per acre growing 
soybeans, a whopping 116% return on investment. In Italy, 
farmers spend more money growing soybeans than they 
can sell them for on the world market; but they still clear 
$274 per acre net profi t, a 44% return on investment. These 
statistics from the 1986/87 crop year are part of a Landell 
Mills Commodities study commissioned by the American 
Soybean Association (ASA). The European Community (EC) 
buys 25% of the U.S. soybean crop and 40% of U.S. world 
exports of soybeans. In January, the Offi ce of the U.S. Trade 
Representative (USTR) accepted ASA’s 301 Petition, making 
its charges those of the U.S. government. This fall, a GATT 
dispute settlement panel will begin hearing arguments from 
both sides and decide the issue; a process expected to last 5 
to 6 months.
 The EC’s domestic subsidies alone don’t violate GATT; 
the problem stems from how these subsidies interfere with 
world trade and displace soybean imports. In negotiations, 

the EC tried to convince the U.S. that they are not buying 
so much from the U.S. because its competitive advantage 
(compared to South America) has gone down. Agricultural 
reform in the EC is already coming about in a balanced 
fashion.

3043. Lowes, Robert. 1988. The U.S. foreign aid/trade 
dilemma. II. Will cutting off cash cut competition? Soybean 
Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 18-21. [1 ref]
• Summary: Direct U.S. aid for agricultural development 
overseas amounts to about $1,000 million a year. The U.S. 
also contributes an average of $1,500 million a year to 
multilateral development agencies like the World Bank, 
International Development Assoc., and Asian Development 
Bank. These agencies lend more than $20,000 million a year 
to developing countries. Between one-fi fth and one-fourth of 
that amount is targeted for agriculture.
 Lowell Grant, chief of the International Trade 
Commission’s (ITC) agricultural crops and products branch, 
discounts agricultural aid as a major reason for declining 
U.S. exports. He and other analysts largely lay the blame 
on factors, such as: A faltering world economy in the early 
1980s; a strong U.S. dollar in the early and mid-80s; a 
foreign debt crisis that forces debtor nations to pay foreign 
exchange on interest payments, not on imports; surging farm 
exports from European countries, and a corresponding drop 
in European farm imports; high prices, which brought more 
players into the soybean market; U.S. embargoes that shook 
our customers’ confi dence.
 High world prices arose from price support subsidies in 
the U.S.–proof, according to some, that our farm economy 
is as rigged as those we criticize in Latin America and Asia. 
Indeed, the U.S. spent $26,000 million in subsidizing its own 
agricultural sector in fi scal 1986. When the U.S. stopped 
soybean shipments to Japan in 1973, the Japanese signed 15-
year contracts with Brazilian producers–and invested $2,000 
million in the Brazilian soybean industry in the process. 
Japanese banks account for the vast majority of investments 
in soybeans in Brazil.

3044. SoyaScan Notes. 1988. The Bumpers Amendment (D-
AR) to the U.S. Foreign Assistance Act (Overview). Sept. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Bumpers Amendment states that no 
funds shall be expended under this act for “any testing 
or breeding feasibility study, variety improvement or 
introduction, consultancy, publication, or conference training 
in connection with the growth of production in a foreign 
country of an agricultural commodity for export which 
would compete with a similar commodity grown or produced 
in the United States.”
 This kind of restriction protects particular U.S. interests 
but it can cause broader problems. Sometimes U.S. research 
conducted in foreign countries can be of great help to 
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American farmers (e.g. soybean rust research in Brazil). 
Sometimes U.S. interests in increasing exports may require 
supporting commodities grown overseas that are also grown 
in the USA. Also, the U.S. generates signifi cant ill-will by 
trying to block all World Bank loans to developing countries 
to grow certain crops that will compete with U.S. agriculture.
 Associated with the Bumpers Amendment was John 
Baize, who spoke before a Congressional hearing and 
harshly criticized the University of Illinois for its INTSOY 
program. He is still (2004) active as an international 
marketing specialist with John Baize and Associates in or 
near Washington, DC.

3045. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, Information 
Systems Management Div., Database Administration Branch. 
1988--. FACTS (Foreign Agricultural Commodity and Trade 
Statistics) Database. FAS USDA Oilseeds/Products, Room 
5638 South, 14th and Independence Ave. S.W., Washington, 
DC 20250-1000. [23500000 ref]*
• Summary: First available for use: Sept. 1988. Statistics as 
of 13 Dec. 1990: Total number of records: 23,500,000, but 
composed of various fi les and record types. Earliest records/
statistics: 1967. Scope: Imports, exports, and re-exports of 
all agricultural commodities to the U.S. from other countries, 
and from the U.S. to other countries. It does NOT include 
imports and exports between other foreign countries, so that 
it could not to be used to fi nd total exports of soybeans from 
Brazil to all other countries, or total imports of soybeans to 
Japan from all other countries, or soybean trade between 
Brazil and Japan. Those statistics could be obtained from 
another FAS (Foreign Agricultural Service) database or from 
the United Nations Trade Database.
 This database was created in Sept. 1988 by the 
merger of three earlier computerized database. FAS has 
been maintaining U.S. trade and other data collections on 
computers for a long time. In the early 1970s FAS created 
two databases in an IBM mainframe computers. One was 
called the BATCH system and the other the SAS system. In 
1983 they added a “2+5 Year System” on a Wang computer. 
In Sept. 1988 they merged these three on a Vax cluster. FAS 
gets the data from the U.S. Census Bureau (part of the Dept. 
of Commerce), which in turn gets it from the U.S. Customs 
Service (part of the Dept. of the Treasury), which is the 
originating organization for imports and exports data. They 
collect tariffs on imports, and they have been recording this 
data in machine readable form since at least 1967. Some of 
the basic data comes from attaché reports. The program that 
runs the database is the Global Economic Data Exchange 
System (GEDES), CP (Commodity Program) Subsystem.
 The public can request a search on this database; it 
cannot be searched online by the public. The best ways to 
request a search are (1) via Alan Holz (phone: 202-382-0090) 
or Debby Pumphrey (202-382-8232) at FAS Oilseeds and 
Products Div., or via the FAS Information Division, which 

is the interface with the public (phone 202-447-7115). The 
database is hard to search but using special extract programs, 
the people mentioned above can get very specifi c data on 
soybean crushing by country, etc. Address: Washington, DC. 
Phone: 202-447-4989.

3046. Record Democrat (Pocahontas, Iowa). 1988. 
Promotion could increase German demand for U.S. 
soybeans. Oct. 5.
• Summary: “Meistermarken-Werke recently switched to 
100% soybean oil in the margarine, mayonnaise, salad oil 
and shortening it produces... Meistermarken promotes its 
products as ‘premium products’ because they are made 
from high quality soybean oil.” The American Soybean 
Association (ASA), “with the assistance of TEA [Targeted 
Export Assistance] funds, is spending more than $5 million 
dollars promoting soy oil in Germany this year...
 “A label with an eye-catching logo identifi es products 
made with soybean oil, and efforts are being made to have 
the German consumer equate soy oil with a healthful, 
premium product... For every one cent ASA puts into 
promotion in Germany, the government through TEA funds 
puts in between 9 and 10 cents.”

3047. Soybean Update. 1988. U.S./Mexico share trade 
development ideas. Oct. 17. p. 3.
• Summary: “Mexico is a major user of U.S. soybean 
and soybean meal, importing some 35 million bushels of 
soybeans and 5 million bushels equivalent of soybean meal. 
Normal Mexican soybean production is 20 to 25 million 
bushels annually. However, the drought has reduced this 
fi gure by approximately 50%. This short crop, coupled with 
an increase in poultry and hog production, will increase U.S. 
soy exports to Mexico this year.”

3048. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1988. India 
returning to focus on soybeans as human food. No. 40. p. 3. 
Oct.
• Summary: “Today India spends the equivalent of almost 
$1,000 million per year to import edible oils. At the same 
time, oilseed production in India has been stagnating at about 
13 million tonnes per year. Local production of edible oil is 
about 3.5 million tonnes per year. Annual imports amount to 
about 1.2 million to 1.4 million tonnes...
 “The bulk of the edible oil comes from major oilseed 
crops, such as peanut, mustard, linseed, and coconut...
 “Today approximately 98% of the soybean crop, 
amounting to about one million tonnes yearly, is used for oil 
extraction. This yields about 160,000 to 180,000 tonnes of 
oil and 700,000 to 800,000 tonnes of soybean meal.
 “Virtually all the oil is sold locally as edible oil, whereas 
almost all the meal is exported... Recently, however, India 
has faced increasing problems in disposing of the meal 
because of competition from other countries...
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 “As a result, new efforts currently are under way to 
develop processes for manufacturing a wide variety of soy-
based foods that fi t Indian dietary patterns.
 “Although there is an emphasis on using defatted 
soybean meal, work is also moving ahead on whole soybean 
utilization for such products as soymilk, dairy analogs, and 
soy paneer...
 “M/S Pantnagar Soy Products in New Delhi is currently 
producing about 100,000 packets of soymilk per day. Each 
packet contains about 200 milliliters of soymilk...
 “Recently Brittania (India) has started marketing 
edible-grade defatted soy fl our to be used as a supplement in 
chapati, puri, paratha, and other traditional foods...
 “According to the Indian scientists, soybean utilization 
for food is now on a fi rm basis in India.”

3049. Karta, Susani K. 1988. Market trends in the 
development of traditional soyfood. Paper presented at 
the ASEAN Food Conference ‘88: Food Science and 
Technology in Industrial Development. 18 p. Held 24-26 
Oct. 1988 at Bangkok, Thailand.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Traditional soyfood. 
Market situation and trends. Indonesia. Singapore. Malaysia. 
Thailand. Constraints in the market development of soyfood 
(in each of the above 4 nations). Major trends in the 
development of traditional soyfoods. Marketing strategy 
of soyfood. Tables: 1. Traditional non-fermented soyfood 
products. 2. Nutritional composition of traditional non-
fermented soyfoods. 3. Description and uses of traditional 
fermented soyfood products. 4. Nutritional composition of 
traditional fermented soyfoods.
 5. 1987 estimated consumption of soybeans as foods in 
the Far East [total and per capita in East Asia]. China, 1,062 
million population, 7,325,000 tonnes, 6.9 kg/capita. Japan, 
122 million population, 1,141,000 tonnes, 9.3 kg/capita. 
South Korea, 42.1 million population, 330,000 tonnes, 7.8 
kg/capita. Taiwan, 19.6 million population, 260,000 tonnes, 
13.3 kg/capita.
 6. Southeast Asia soybean consumption for food. 
From 1983 to 1989 the increase in 1,000 metric tons was: 
Indonesia 927 to 1,600. Singapore 14 to 26. Malaysia 32 to 
70. Thailand 40 to 150. Philippines 9 to 24. Total 1,022 to 
1,870 (increase of 82.9% in 7 years).
 7. Per capita soybean consumption for food in Southeast 
Asia. From 1983 to 1989 the increase in kg/person was: 
Indonesia 6.0 to 8.8. Singapore 5.6 to 10.5. Malaysia 2.1 to 
3.7. Thailand 0.8 to 2.6. Philippines 0.2 to 0.5. Average total: 
3.8 to 5.9 (increase of 55.3% in 7 years).
 8. 1987 estimated consumption of soybeans as foods in 
Southeast Asia [total and per capita]. Indonesia, 175 million 
population, 1,575,000 tonnes, 9.0 kg/capita. Thailand, 53.6 
million population, 118,000 tonnes, 2.2 kg/capita. Malaysia, 
16.1 million population, 55,000 tonnes, 3.4 kg/capita. 
Singapore, 2.6 million population, 20,000 tonnes, 7.7 kg/

capita. Philippines, 61.5 million population, 18,000 tonnes, 
0.3 kg/capita.
 9. Indonesian soybean production, imports, and 
consumption as food (in tonnes). From 1983 to 1989, 
production rose from 536,000 to 1,250,000, imports 
decreased from 391,000 to 350,000, and the amount 
consumed as food increased from 927,000 to 1,600,000. 
About 50% of the soybeans used for foods in Indonesia go to 
make tempeh, and 40% are used to make tofu.
 10. Singapore soybean consumption as food. From 1983 
to 1989 the amount increased from 14,000 tonnes to 26,000 
tonnes. Most of these soybeans are used to make tofu and 
soymilk. 11. Malaysia soybean imports and consumption 
as food (in tonnes). From 1983 to 1989, production rose 
from 182,000 to 440,000, and the amount consumed as food 
increased from 32,000 to 70,000. 12. Thailand soybean 
production, and consumption as food (in tonnes). From 
1983 to 1989, production rose from 113,000 to 490,000, 
and the amount consumed as food increased from 40,000 
to 150,000. Only in 1988 were soybeans imported–40,000 
tonnes. This growth of soyfood consumption is due partially 
to the Government of Thailand’s interest in promoting 
the awareness and utilization of soyfood products. The 
Thailand Agricultural Extension Service program and other 
institutions have been actively advocating of soyfoods into 
the food industry and the human diet, especially in rural 
areas. The government controls soybean imports by issuing 
licenses.
 In summary: The soybeans with the highest per capita 
soybean consumption for soyfoods are: Taiwan 13.3 kg, 
Japan 9.3 kg, Indonesia 9.0 kg, Singapore 7.7 kg, South 
Korea 7.3 kg, and China 6.9 kg. The greatest potential 
for growth lies in China, where it is very common to fi nd 
markets running out of soyfoods early in the morning. There 
is also great potential for growth in Malaysia, Thailand, and 
the Philippines. Address: American Soybean Assoc., 541 
Orchard Rd., #11-03 Liat Towers, Singapore 0923, Republic 
of Singapore.

3050. Soybean Digest. 1988. Soviets need U.S. beans. Oct. 
p. 21N.
• Summary: “... said Victor Lishchenko of the Inst. of U.S. 
and Canadian Studies in Moscow, ‘Cooperation between the 
U.S. and Gosagroprom (the Soviet ministry of agriculture) is 
very important to us economically.’” The USSR is expected 
to double its soymeal imports from the U.S. from 1.2 million 
tonnes to 2.4 million in the upcoming year.

3051. Soybean Digest. 1988. Turkey buys more beans. Oct. 
p. 21N.
• Summary: Turkey’s soybean imports are expected to jump 
to 3.7 million bushels in 1988. The Turkish poultry industry 
is growing at a rate of 10% annually. Since the American 
Soybean Association started working in Turkey in 1984, 
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Turkey has reduced import tariffs for soy products and has 
imported a total of 3 million bushels of soybeans and 40,000 
tonnes of soymeal.

3052. Soybean Digest. 1988. Italy soybean imports increase. 
Oct. p. 21N.
• Summary: Italy Imports Increase–Italians are using full-
fat soybeans at the rate of 14,000 to 18,000 tonnes a month, 
equalling 6.6 to 7.9 million bushels a year. The numbers 
show Italy’s usage has increased 400% in just two years.

3053. Register (Whitewater, Wisconsin). 1988. Noon Kiwanis 
[U.S. trade and Japan]. Nov. 17.
• Summary: “In the fi ve years from 1982 to 1987, the United 
States went from the world’s largest creditor nation, owed 
$150,000 million by the rest of the world, to the world’s 
largest debtor nation, owing $400,000 million to the rest 
of the world. Our role as the largest creditor nation was 
inherited by Japan.”

3054. Soybean Update. 1988. China’s bean supply down. 
Nov. 21.
• Summary: China’s soybean production is expected to be 
404 million bu in 1988-89, down 9.7% from 447 million bu 
in 1987-88. Some analysts think this may lead to imports of 
U.S. soybeans. China may also reduce exports, which could 
open up U.S. market opportunities.
 Countries which are expanding soybean production in 
1988-89 compared to the previous year are (in million bu) 
Brazil (735 vs. 654), Argentina (404 vs. 364), and India (40 
vs. 29).

3055. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1988. First quarter report 
to shareholders. Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 16 p.
• Summary: President Randall’s Report–stated that the 
greatest concern of Americans in the 1990s will be the 
environment. 1. ADM now has in operation eleven large fl uid 
bed boilers for cogeneration of power and process steam. 2. 
Worldwide technology has been licensed for using a special 
grade of starch to render disposable plastics degradable. 3. 
Ethanol is a third contribution to clean environment. Ethanol 
fuels have a high oxygen content, a major factor in reducing 
carbon monoxide poisoning of the atmosphere.
 “There is a tremendous demand all over the world for 
soy protein products to replace subsidized milk powder. 
Our soy protein concentrate plant is completed and is now 
operational. We will double its size in early 1989 and are 
making plans to double it again before 1990, in response to 
the new demand.
 “We are also doubling the size of our edible soy protein 
isolate plant, with plans for further increases in 1989 and 
beyond. We are constructing a plant for industrial isolates for 
the paper industry, to be sold in conjunction with our corn 
starches.

 ADM now produces soybean fl our, grits, TVP, 
concentrate and isolate, the most complete line of edible soy 
products of any producer.
 Chairman Andreas’ Report–The U.S. Government has 
more control over what the farmers plan and the prices they 
receive today than they have ever had in history.
 Government imposed embargoes cause massive 
restructuring of world trade and processing. Examples: 
Immediately after the 1980 embargo, the following 
fundamental permanent adjustments in world trade occurred: 
1. The EEC, in emergency meetings, alarmed that the U.S. 
would cut off exports for political reasons, resolved to 
become self-suffi cient, particularly in oilseeds, with the 
result that they increased production of wheat and have 
become a large surplus producer of wheat. 2. Japan, equally 
alarmed, immediately made $1,000 million available to 
Brazil to expand soybean production 300%. 3. The Soviet 
Union took its order book to Brazil, Canada, Argentina, 
Australia, and the EEC, cutting the U.S. from a 75% supplier 
to a 25% supplier. 4. Canada and Australia responded with 
20% increases in production. Address: Decatur, Illinois.

3056. Soybean Update. 1988. U.S.–USSR long-term grain 
agreement signed. Dec. 5. p. 3.
• Summary: “U.S. and Soviet offi cials last Monday 
signed a 2 year and 3 month extension of the long-term 
grain agreement that expired at the end of September. The 
agreement provides for the USSR to annually purchase 4 
million tonnes of corn and 4 million tonnes of wheat and 
either 1 million tonnes of wheat or corn, or 500,000 tonnes 
of soybeans or soymeal during the next 2 calendar years. The 
agreement will expire December 31, 1990, the beginning of 
the next Soviet 5-year plan.”
 James Lee Adams, President of the American Soybean 
Association, said, “Last year ASA and the USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS) worked with one of their research 
farms on a tremendously successful soybean meal feeding 
trial. They were ecstatic over the results.”
 The new agreement follows a record year of soybean 
exports to the Soviet Union. Soviet soybean and soymeal 
purchases in 1987-88 totaled over 91 million bushels, the 
largest in over a decade.

3057. Soybean Update. 1988. GATT ag talks end unresolved. 
Dec. 19. p. 3.
• Summary: The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) midterm negotiations in Montreal broke up recently 
without agreement on agricultural trade reform. The U.S. 
continued to insist on a commitment to phase out all trade 
distorting agricultural subsidies over a set period of time, 
while the European Community refused to agree on major 
modifi cations of its Common Agricultural Policy. Other 
nations, including the 13-nation Cairns Croup, largely sided 
with the U.S. Negotiators in Montreal did reach agreement 
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on 11 other areas of discussion including trade in services 
and fi nance.

3058. Bhatnagar, P.S.; Tiwari, S.P. 1988. Soyabean oil and 
agricultural economy of India. IBA Bulletin. Dec. p. 330-31.
• Summary: “Edible oil has played an important role in 
Indian economy. From a net surplus situation in edible oil 
till 1976-77, it has come to a stage when every year edible 
oil worth more than Rs. 10,000 million has to be imported. 
Although the efforts to combat this defi cit have resulted in 
an increase in domestic production from 3,136,000 tonnes 
in 1977-78 to 4,284,000 tonnes of edible oil in 1984-85, the 
demand has outgrown the production. Consequently, India 
had been importing around 1,000,000 to 1,200,000 tonnes 
of edible oil per annum up to 1982-83 and 1,100,000 to 
1,300,000 tonnes per annum till 1985-86 when import was 
restricted.
 “With the increasing trend in per capita and total 
consumption of edible oil in the country, the gap in supply 
and demand has still widened. The per capita consumption 
of edible oil in the country remained below 5 kg per annum 
for a long time. It rose to 6.6 kg per annum by 1984-85. The 
national average consumption is below the world average 
of 11 kg per annum and developed countries’ average of 22 
kg per annum... Therefore, the Planning Commission has 
set a target of 18 million tonnes of oilseeds production by 
1989-90. This would give about 5.6 million tonnes of edible 
oil. By 2000 A.D. the requirement of oilseeds in India is 
estimated to be about 25 million tonnes...
 “Due to rigidity in conventional food habits and some 
other reasons, the Indian populace has not benefi tted with the 
food quality of soyabean... The defatted soyafl our obtained 
after oil extraction, is largely exported as cattle feed to 
foreign countries. This instead, could be used to alleviate 
malnutrition in India especially in case of children and 
expectant mothers. At present, soyameal is mostly exported 
to Czechoslovakia, Poland, Saudi Arabia and about 30 other 
countries where most of it is used as animal feed.”
 A table shows the growth in soybean crushing in Indian 
from 1982-83 (April-March) to 1987-88. The peak year was 
1986-87, since in 1987-88 there were weather-induced low 
yields. The following fi gures will compare 1982-83 with 
1986-87. The amount of soybean crushed in India grew 
from 167,848 tonnes to 813,690 tonnes. The amount of oil 
produced grew from 28,535 tonnes to 141,088 tonnes. The 
amount of soyameal produced rose from 134,280 tonnes 
to 683,510 tonnes. In 1982-83, 99.3% of this meal was 
exported, earning India 271.6 million rupees. In 1986-87, 
84.6% of this meal was exported, earning India 1,310.0 
million rupees. The authors state that “It is a fallacy that 
the soyabean meal from malnutrition-ridden India is being 
exported to earn foreign exchange. It would be desirable to 
diversify the food uses of soyabean and defatted soyafl our 
and bring it within the easy reach of a common India.”

 Small portrait photos show P.S. Bhatnagar and S.P. 
Tiwari. Address: National Research Centre for Soybean, 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, Indore 452 001, 
India.

3059. Chicago Board of Trade. 1988. 1988 Chicago Board 
of Trade Annual report. 141 W. Jackson Blvd. (at LaSalle), 
Chicago, IL 60604. 24 p.
• Summary: Contains a history of the Board of Trade, which 
was founded in 1848. In 1988 CBOT futures and futures-
options trading volume of soy related commodities was: 
soybeans 12,497,096, soybeans futures-options 3,245,134, 
soybean oil 4,896,194, soybean oil futures-options 124,131, 
soybean meal 5,313,081, soybean meal futures-options 
172,428. Trading volume was larger for soybeans than 
for any other agricultural commodity in 1988; corn was 
second with 11,105,516, followed by wheat with 3,377,738. 
Address: Chicago, Illinois. Phone: 312-435-7201.

3060. Mangold, Grant. 1988. Portraits of perestroika. 
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 6-13.
• Summary: Perestroika means “restructuring” or 
“reorganization” of the Soviet economic and political 
system, which will affect the Soviet’s 280 million citizens, as 
advocated starting in 1988 by Mikhail Gorbachev (who took 
offi ce starting in 1985). Glasnost means “political openness,” 
referring to the new offi cial Soviet policy of openness 
concerning problems and shortcomings of Soviet society.
 Soviet imports of soybeans and soybean meal have 
increased each year from 1983/84 (1.05 million tonnes) to 
1988/89 (4.5 million tonnes). But in each year, the USA has 
supplied less than half of the total. The main suppliers are 
typically Argentina and Brazil.
 The fi rst priority in the restructuring of Soviet 
agriculture is the intensifi cation of meat production. 
Consequently, the Soviets are showing renewed interest 
in protein feeds. But the outlook for increased imports of 
soybeans and soymeal remains mixed. Economic incentives 
are designed to stimulate agricultural production, reduce 
dependence on food imports and plug the farm subsidy drain 
on the Soviet budget.
 The program aims to move decision-making back to the 
farm level and away from a central bureaucracy.
 Collectivization of Soviet agriculture began in 1929, 
when Stalin forced peasants onto collectives. Some estimates 
peg the resulting death toll from starvation at 10 million.
 The key issues in the agricultural structural changes 
are the intensifi cation of the livestock sector and the protein 
supply problem.
 In order to use the same level of protein used in U.S. 
rations for the present number of livestock in the USSR, it’s 
estimated it would require about 17 million tonnes of 45% 
soymeal-equivalent protein feed. The soybean portion could 
amount to 450 million bushels. That’s why the USSR is 
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regarded as the most immediate large potential customer for 
U.S. soybeans and meal.
 A swine feeding trial, sponsored by the American 
Soybean Association last spring, proved its performance in 
large-scale production at Lipoviets Inter-farm Enterprise at 
the Ukrainian Livestock Research Institute in Vinnitsa.
 Three new soybean processing plants are on the drawing 
board. After much discussion, they have decided to build 
them where the meal would be consumed.
 The Soviets would like to produce their own oilseeds 
and avoid imports.
 The Soviets produce some 700,000 tonnes of soybeans 
and about 2 million tones of meal (not including meal 
processed on-farm). But due to climatic constrains, most 
experts doubt they can substantially increase soybean 
production.
 With the potential for increased production driven by 
reforms and severe foreign exchange limitations, the USSR 
is unlikely to increase its commodity imports enough during 
the 1989 to 1993 period.

3061. Smith, Preston. 1988. Drought clouds EEP oil sales. 
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 24h-i.
• Summary: The Export Enhancement Program (EEP) has 
been an extremely effective way for U.S. commodities to 
gain footholds in new markets and to regain markets lost 
when world prices fell and U.S. subsidized prices didn’t.
 Under the vegetable oil EEP, soybean oil exports have 
risen considerably. Under the EEP since 1986, there have 
been 376,000 tonnes of soyoil exported.
 India, Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey and Algeria are the only 
nations eligible to buy under the vegetable oil EEP.

3062. Lieberg, Albert. 1988. Brasiliens 
Sojawirtschaft: Konfl iktfelder einer exportorientierten 
Agrarindustrialisierung [Brazil’s soybean economy: areas of 
confl ict in an export-oriented agricultural industrialization]. 
Hamburg: Institut fuer Iberoamerika-Kunde. xvii + 
140 p. Illust. 24 cm. Series: Arbeitsunterlagen und 
Diskussionsbeitraege, No. 25. [Ger]*

3063. Aman, D.; Sultoni, A.; Hidajat, N.; Dauphin, F.; 
Morooka, Y.; Rachim, A.; Bottema, Taco (chief editor). 1988. 
The soybean commodity system in Indonesia. Revised ed. 
CGPRT No. 3. xvi + 83 p. 25 cm. Includes 40 tables and 19 
fi gures. [32 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This is a revised and updated version of a study 
fi rst published in 1985. Contents: Forward; Summary; 1. 
Introduction; 2. Trends in Soybean Production; 3. Farm 
Production Practices; 4. Input and Output Relations; 5. 
Marketing and Price Situation; 6. Utilization and Processing 
(Indonesian soybean foods; Traditional processing industry; 
Function and role of KOPTI; The feed industry); 7. Demand 
and Consumption; 8. Government Policy, Regulations 

and Support Programmes; 9. Discussion and Conclusion; 
Appendix; Glossary; References.
 The purpose of the study was to clarify the position 
of soybeans in Indonesia. Until 1985, Indonesia depended 
largely on soybean imports, a situation which caused serious 
concern for the government. To improve the situation, 
the government launched a successful intensifi cation and 
expansion program to increase soybean production and yield. 
Address: Regional Co-ordination Centre for Research and 
Development of Coarse Grains, Pulses, Roots and Tuber 
Crops in the Humid Tropics of Asia and the Pacifi c, Jalan 
Merdeka 99, Bogor 16111, Indonesia.

3064. Bender, Karen Louise. 1988. Market share as a 
measure of U.S. competitiveness in the EEC soybean import 
market. MSc thesis in Agricultural Economics, University of 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. iv + 98 p. 28 cm. [36 ref]
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign.

3065. Jones, Donald Patrick. 1988. A quarterly econometric 
model of world trade in the soybean complex. PhD thesis, 
University of Wisconsin–Madison. 760 p. Page 1529 in 
volume 49/06-A of Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Quarterly data from the crop years 1964-81 
provide the sample for this model. The linear, quarterly 
model consists of 21 quarterly, behavioral equations and 
8 identities. The model appears to be dynamically stable. 
Address: Univ. of Wisconsin–Madison.

3066. Lautensach, Hermann; Dege, Katherine; Dege, 
Eckhart. 1988. Korea: A geography based on the author’s 
travels and literature. Translated from the German. 
Supplemented with a thoroughly revised and expanded 
index. And edited by Katherine and Eckhart Dege. Berlin, 
Heidelberg, New York, London, Paris, Tokyo: Springer-
Verlag. xvii + 598 p. See p. 20, 160, 174, 180-81, 201, 203, 
229, 420-21, 452, 476, 482, 488. Illust. Maps (some color). 
26 cm. [936* ref]
• Summary: “With 42 photographs, 95 diagrams, 46 tables 
and a [larger color] map.” This classic was fi rst published 40 
years ago (a few months before the end of World War II) and 
the fi eld work was done 50 years ago, when Japan still ruled 
Korea and all place names were Japanese; these names have 
all been updated.
 Vavilov classes soybeans among the plants that 
originated in the East Asian grain gene pool, and he includes 
Korea in the gene pool. Thus it is “quite possible” that 
soybeans were domesticated in Korea itself. Hulbert (1902) 
includes among the non-Chinese crops black soybeans, two 
of the three kinds of kaoliang, wild sesame (Perilla), and 
buckwheat (p. 20).
 On page 21 is a very interesting “Chronological table 
of Korean history. Comparison with Chinese and Japanese 
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history.” A major change took place in 680 AD when the 
Three Hans [Three kingdoms] (Tribal Leagues; Koguryo 
[Gouryeo, in the north], Paekche [Baekje, in the southwest], 
and Shilla [Silla, in the central and south east]) merged into 
one, named Silla. In 918-925 it became Koryô [Kingdom of 
Goryeo; Wang Dynasty], which in July 1392 became Chosôn 
[Joseon Dynasty; Yi Dynasty], that lasted until August 1910 
when the Japan-Korea Annexation Treaty was enforced by 
the Empire of Japan.
 Chapter 6, titled “The anthropogeographical character 
of ancient Korea” (p. 149+) contains extensive information 
about agriculture and food. Page 160: In wealthier sites, the 
farm buildings enclose a courtyard, to which an entrance 
gate gives access (Fig. 37c, p. 158). Some enclosures are so 
complete that a square courtyard results. “In some corner or 
other of the courtyard stand the huge brown earthenware jars, 
in which soy sauce (Jap. shoyu, Kor. kanjang) is prepared 
and stored.”
 Nature and traditional culture: Plants found between the 
subtropical zone and the temperate zone include soybeans, 
foxtail millet, maize, and hemp. Since ancient times, rice has 
been Korea’s most important cereal crop. The great majority 
of it is grown in irrigated paddies. Paddy rice (an aquatic 
plant) has a different name in Korea from upland rice. Hubert 
(1902, p. 108) mentioned eight varieties of rice grown in 
traditional Korea, including glutinous rice, whose fl our is 
made into rice cakes by mixing it with water and spicy herbs, 
then beating the cold mass for a long time with wooden 
hammers (p. 174).
 Page 180: In East Asia, after cereal grains, pulses / 
legumes are the next most important crop. In Korea, by 
far the most important is the soybean (Kor. k’ong), which 
makes few demands on the soil. Korea’s climate is ideal 
for soybeans (Tanaka 1931, p. 18); it is even better than 
Manchuria’s climate, because of the large amount of 
precipitation during the summer. Today, soybeans are an 
indispensable part of the various dry-fi eld crop rotations. 
After planting of the paddies has fi nished, soybeans are 
planted on the ridges too; there they grow extremely well 
without being fertilized. Soybeans are grown throughout 
Korea, but least in the Kaema upland because of the warmth 
they require. In northern Korea, on dry fi elds, they are 
planted between the end of March and beginning of May. 
Toward the south, planting is delayed until the end of June. 
They are generally harvested in October, except in Chejudo, 
where they are not harvested until early November. Soybeans 
are the crop that is left standing the longest, and they are not 
harvested until their leaves have turned brown and started to 
fall.
 Soybeans are used as a very nutritious food for both 
humans and horses. Also, cooked soybeans are used as a 
fertilizer for the rice paddies. “Above all, though, the hot 
brown soy sauce, which is never lacking on any Korean or 
Japanese table, is made of them, using salt and pepper and a 

process of fermentation. Bean curd (Kor. tubu, Jap. tofu) and 
soybean paste (Kor. toenjang, Jap. miso) are also made of 
them.”
 Adzuki beans, cotton and hemp are discussed on p. 181.
 The Korean regions: On the forest slopes, which were 
deforested but the Japanese are energetically reforesting, one 
can fi nd various lianas [climbing vines] such as Pueraria 
hirsuta [Jap. kudzu]. In the northern part of the coastal 
fringe, soybeans are grown on the ridges between paddies (p. 
200-01).
 Namyang is a link in the shortest connection between 
Tokyo and Harbin, which includes the ship passage between 
Tsuruga or Niigata and Ch’ongjin. “For this reason, this 
section has been operated by the South Manchurian Railway 
since 1 October 1933.” The northernmost bays and harbors, 
especially Unggi, Najin, and Ch’ongjin, and their cities, are 
developing at an unusually rapid rate. “They have become 
the export harbors for central Manchuria, particularly for 
soybeans” (p. 203).
 In the Kaema upland we fi nd “fi re-fi eld farming” and 
soybean fi elds in the valley bottoms or basins. “The most 
important fi re-fi eld crops at lower elevations are foxtail and 
barnyard millet, barley, soybeans, kidney beans, hemp and 
sesame.” “The Japanese forestry commission has taken over 
management of the remaining forests. In the natural forests, 
wood is cut selectively and only as much as grows back” (p. 
229).
 Korea as a Japanese possession [colony]: “In southern 
Korea, barley has replaced rice as the principal staple food 
under the infl uence of Japanese economic policy.” A large 
portion of the rice is sold to Japan.
 Table 37 (p. 420), titled “Cultivated area, harvested 
amounts and yields per acre of the most important crops, 
1935,” includes: Soybeans: 785,000 ha. 7.9 hectoliters of 
weight. Worth: 60.2 million yen. Yield: 10.1 hectoliters per 
ha. Adzuki beans: 235,000 ha. 1.7 hectoliters of weight. 
Worth: 14.3 million yen. Yield: 7.3 hectoliters per ha. The 
table also includes paddy rice, upland rice, barley, naked 
barley, wheat, foxtail millet, barnyard millet, broomcorn 
millet, kaoliang, maize, oats, buckwheat, potatoes, sweet 
potatoes, mung beans, etc.
 “The soybean vies with foxtail for the third place in the 
order of crops, by cultivated area. Its is a very profi table, 
undemanding crop that does not fail even in meteorologically 
abnormal years. Therefore its harvest curve does not have 
the ups and downs that are characteristic of many other 
crops, particularly paddy rice (Fig. 84). Acreage and yield 
per hectare have not increased nearly as much during 
the Japanese period, however, as for many other crops. 
Nevertheless, soybeans are the third most important item of 
agricultural export today, and the quality is supervised by the 
state. Approximately one-fourth of the harvest is exported. 
The most important export markets are Unggi, Ch’ongjin, 
Songjin, Wonsan, Shinuiju, P’yong-yang, Kumch’on 
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and Ch’olsan (T. Tanaka 1931). They are located without 
exception in the northern half of the country” (p. 421). Note: 
Since 1948, the northern half of Korea has been a separate 
nation, North Korea.
 “The Korean adzuki bean, particularly that from the 
northeastern coast, is highly priced in the Japanese market 
because of its high quality.” By acreage it is the sixth most 
important crop in Korea (p. 421).
 The soybean mills that process Manchurian 
soybeans into oil and meal lie on the Japan Sea coast of 
Hamgyongbuk-do (p. 452).
 Table 43 (p. 476), titled “Korea’s most important import 
and export goods, 1939,” shows that “Beans” were the No. 
7 export item to Japan, worth 23 million yen. The leading 
export was rice (149 million yen) followed by fertilizer (53), 
copper (52), fi sh etc. (32). “Of the beans exported to Japan... 
soybean take fi rst place. Soybean exports to Japan had a 
weight of 1.3 to 1.9 million q” [1 quintal = 100 kg] in the 
years 1934-1938. “In contrast, from the northeastern ports 
Manchurian beans were shipped to Germany and England.” 
In addition, large amounts of soybeans were imported by 
Korea itself from Manchuria (0.29 to 1.02 million q). Large 
amounts of soybean products made in Korea were also 
shipped to Japan (incl. soybean oil as much as 11.500 q, bean 
curd [tofu] up to 1.2 million q). Moreover soybean oil (up 
to 3,210 q) and bean curd (as much as 1.3 million q) were 
imported from Manchuria (p. 476).
 Considerable amounts of dried seaweed and laver [nori] 
were also exported to Japan (p. 477).
 Pages 482-83 try to characterize Korea’s signifi cance 
in 1938 for the economy of Greater Japan (pan-Japan) 
in general and Japan proper in particular. Pan-Japanese 
production included that of Korea, Manchuria, and Formosa. 
“The Korean rice crop in 1938 (44.8 million q) amounted to 
23.4% of the pan-Japanese crop and 36.6% of that of Japan 
proper; 63.2% of Japan’s rice imports came from Korea. 
The soybean crop in 1938 amounted to 6.4% of the pan-
Japanese crop, 68.7% of the crop of Japan proper; 17.8% 
of the soybean imports of Japan proper came from Korea. 
The relationship was that of a master country to a dominated 
colony. For example, the Japanese forced the Koreans to eat 
barley so that the Japanese could import and enjoy the rice 
grown in Korea.
 Soybean production on steep slopes and at high altitudes 
is mentioned (p. 488).
 Hermann Lautensach lived 1886-1971. This book was 
fi rst published in 1945 in German. Address: Prof., Dr.

3067. Lieberg, Albert. 1988. Brasiliens 
Sojawirtschaft: Konfl iktfelder einer exportorientierten 
Agrarindustrialisierung [Brazil’s soybean economy: Fields 
of confl ict in export-oriented agribusiness]. Hamburg, 
Germany: Institut fuer Iberoamerika-Kunde. xvii + 140 p. 24 
cm. [Ger; por]*

3068. Soskin, Anthony B. 1988. Non-traditional agriculture 
and economic development: The Brazilian soybean 
expansion, 1964-1982. New York, NY: Praeger Publishers. 
xiii + 160 p. Index. 24 cm. [73 ref]
• Summary: This book is based on the author’s 1986 PhD 
thesis from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
 Contents: Preface. 1. Research area and objectives 
of study. 2. Review of literature. 3. Brazilian agricultural 
policy. 4. The development of the Brazilian soybean 
industry. 5. Micro impact–primary introduction. 6. Micro 
impact–secondary introduction. 7. Soybean expansion–
macro impact. 8. Foreign trade aspects. 9. Summary and 
conclusions. Appendix. References. About the author
 Tables: 1-1. Brazil: Economically active population. 
1-2. South America: Land area, population and GNP. 3.1 
Indexes of total output of principal crops; Brazil, 1948-1967. 
3-2. Relative shares of the benefi ciaries of credit under 
the minimum price policy according to region, 1967/68 to 
1975/76. 3-3. Geographical distribution of credit under the 
minimum price policy, 1967/68 to 1975/76. 3-4. Soybeans: 
Relative shares of production fi nanced under the minimum 
price policy of total production in selected states. 3-5. 
Indicators of agricultural credit, 1960-74. 3-6. Growth of 
agricultural output and total credit fl ows to agriculture, 
1969-70. 3-7. Implicit credit subsidies transferred to the 
agricultural sector through the rural credit portfolio, 1971-
81. 3-8. Rural credit in Brazil, estimated nominal and real 
rates of interest, 1960-76. 3-9. Crop credits to producers and 
cooperatives, by type and region, 1978. 3-10. Rural credit: 
Proportion of loans according to production lines. 3-11. 
Distribution of fertilizer consumption by crop, 1975-77. 
3-12. Distribution of fertilizer consumption by region, 1965-
78. 3-13. Brazil: Wheat production, 1960-82. 3-1. Brazil: 
Wheat production by state, 1960-80. 4-1. Soybean: Area, 
yield, production, and growth: Brazil, 1960-82. 4-2. Soybean 
area planted: Rio Grande do Sul and Brazil, 1952-62. 4-3 
Brazilian production of soybeans by state, 1960-82. 4-4. 
The contribution of soybeans to the agricultural economy 
of Rio Grande do Sul. 4-5. The contribution of soybeans to 
the agricultural economy of Parana. 5-1. Brazil: Growth of 
arable crop area. 5-2. Area, production and yield of Brazil’s 
main crops, 1962 and 1982. 5-3. Changes in production, area 
and yield, 1962-82. 5-4. Brazilian production of soybeans, 
1962-82. 5-5. Brazil farm structure: Distribution of farms, 
1970 and 1980. 5-6. Rio Grande do Sul: Farm structure and 
soybean plantings. 5-7. Parana: Signifi cant crops, 1960-80. 
5-8. Brazil: signifi cant crops, 1960-1980. 5-9. Rio Grande 
do Sul: Signifi cant crops, 1970 and 1980. 5-10. Rio Grande 
do Sul: Soybean expansion and changes in domestic staple 
plantings, arable land and pasture, 1970 and 1980. 5-11. 
Parana: Signifi cant crops, 1970 and 1980. 5-12. Parana: 
Soybean expansion and changes in domestic staple plantings, 
arable land and pasture, 1970 and 1980. 5-13. Mato Grosso 
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do Sul: Land use, 1975-80. 5-14. Annual rates of growth for 
main crops showing contribution of area and yield to growth 
and production. 5-15. Estimated fertilizer consumption, 
1970-80. 5-16. Growth of fertilizer consumption, 1970-80. 
5-17. Mechanization: Tractors and area planted, 1960-80. 
5-18. Brazil: Distribution of tractors, 1960-80. 5-19. Brazil: 
Rural and urban population, 1970 and 1980. 5-20. Brazil: 
Changes in population, 1970-80. 5-21. Rio Grande do Sul: 
Urban and rural population, 1960-80. 5-22. Parana: Urban 
and rural population, 1960-80. 6-1. Brazilian soybean 
output and crush, 1960-82. 6-2. Soybean crush capacity and 
utilization. 6-3. Soybean crushing capacity by size of fi rm 
in four states, Brazil, 1977. 6-4. Crushing capacity by state, 
1983. 6-5. Implicit crush margins and export prices, 1970-77. 
6-6. Domestic consumption of soybean oil and meal, 1960-
82. 6-7. Apparent consumption of edible vegetable oil, 1960-
78. 6-8. Poultry meat production and consumption, Brazil, 
1964-83. 7-1. Brazil economic performance: Gross Domestic 
product by economic activity at factor cost (current prices). 
7-2. Brazil economic performance: Gross domestic product 
by economic activity (1980 prices). 7-3. Brazil trade balance: 
Structure of exports, 1964-80. 7-4. Brazil trade balance: 
1960-82. 7-5. Brazil trade balance: Structure of imports, 
1964-80. 7-6. Measures of inequality for three regions of 
Brazil, 1970 and 1980. 7-7. Non-income indications of 
well-being: Literary rates, 1970 and 1980. 7-9. Non-income 
indications of well-being: Water and sewerage, 1970 and 
1980. 7-10. Government expenditures and annual fl ow 
of subsidized credit: Brazil, 1970-77. 7-11. Geographical 
distribution of farms and land in farms: Brazil, 1980. 7-12. 
Distribution of rural credit according to region: Brazil, 1978. 
8-1. World production of soybeans, 1948-82. 8-2. Soybeans 
and products: World market shares, 1964-82, exports. 8-3. 
World market and Brazil’s share of soybeans and soybean 
products as total value of exports, 1964-80. 8-4. Soybean 
and products: World market shares in soybean equivalents, 
1960-82. 8-5. Shares of soybeans as a percentage of total 
exports of agricultural product exports, 1960-82. 8-6. 
Brazil: Domestic and export market shares of total soybean 
production, 1960-82. 8-7. World market for soybeans and 
soybean products: Imports. 8-8. Growth in world demand 
for soybean products, 1964-82. 8-9. Soybean exports from 
Brazil by destination, 1965-82. 8-10. Soybean meal exports 
from Brazil by destination. 8-11. Soybean oil exports from 
Brazil by destination. 8-12. Brazilian soybean and soybean 
derivative exports: Distribution by region. 8-13. Distribution 
of exports by region: Soybeans and soybean derivatives (sum 
of all products). Figures: 4-1. Brazil: Production of soybeans 
by state. 8-1. World production of soybeans and Brazil’s 
share. Address: Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

3069. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1989. Soyameal 
exporters hit by port problems. Jan. 6. p. 15.
• Summary: Bombay–Soyameal exporters have entered into 

contracts with overseas buyers to supply large quantities. Yet 
they fi nd it diffi cult to honour their commitments because 
of restricted port facilities at Bedibandar near Jamnagar in 
Gujarat–a port which is convenient for exporters based in 
Madhya Pradesh.
 Inadequate port facilities regularly delay shipments of 
soyabean meal. This causes the exporters to “incur heavy 
losses by way of demurrage, cancellation of orders, and 
higher cost of bank funds.”
 The average waiting period for ships at this port is more 
than three weeks.
 Representatives of the export trade are meeting with top 
offi cials from Gujarat to try to solve these problems.

3070. Bechman, Tom. 1989. Tapping the Japanese food 
market with specialty soybeans. Indiana Prairie Farmer 
(Lombard, Illinois). Jan. 17. p. 14-15.
• Summary: Purdue University agronomist Marvin 
Swearingin believes the time has come to produce 
specialized soybeans for the Japanese tofu market, which 
consumes 37,000,000 bushels a year. Do do this America 
must: 1. Develop a specialized product which provides 
traits the Japanese can’t get from bulk shipments. 2. Find a 
company that can ship to the tofu maker in Japan. 3. Find 
an economical way to ship the beans from elevators to 
rail shipping points and thence to ports–perhaps using the 
Japanese freight cars that bring auto parts to the Midwest 
and return empty to the ports. 4. Find elevators with suitable 
facilities receive, size, condition to specifi cations, and bad 
the specialized soybeans. 5. Get a third party, such as the 
Indiana Crop Improvement Assoc., to inspect the fi elds and 
certify that the beans are what they are supposed to be. 6. 
Have farmers to grow the beans under contract.
 At Indiana, Jim Wilcox and Swearingin are screening 
varieties and lines to uncover the traits that the Japanese 
need to produce premium tofu. Funds for the project were 
provided through the Value-Added Center established by the 
Indiana legislature in 1988. Generally the Japanese prefer 
large-seeded (1,500 to 1,700 seeds/lb) varieties with a clear 
hylum for tofu production.
 Also at Purdue, Niels Nielsen, a USDA researcher, 
heads up a team of researchers who have tried for years to 
develop soybeans that don’t contain lipoxygenase enzymes. 
They have succeeded in producing soy beans free of the 
lipoxygenase-2 isozyme.

3071. Purushothaman, Shoba. 1989. Soy industry’s negative 
ads damp tropical-oil imports. Wall Street Journal. Jan. 17.
• Summary: “For two years, the U.S. soybean industry has 
attacked tropical oils, its chief rivals in the $3 billion-a-year 
American market for vegetable oils, with advertisements 
raising the specter of cholesterol... The campaign appears 
to have had a substantial impact. Imports of soy oil’s main 
competitor, palm oil, were 44% lower last year than in 
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1986. More than a half-dozen big U.S. food companies 
have stopped using palm and other tropical oils over the 
past year or so, including Kellogg Co., PepsiCo Inc.’s Frito-
Lay division, and Campbell Soup Co.’s Pepperidge Farm 
subsidiary...
 “The American Soybean Association’s campaign stands 
as a well-engineered marketing triumph, and the group is 
planning new moves against its rivals.
 “It is also getting some powerful help. An independent 
group, the National Heart Savers Association, has run 
full-page ads recently in major newspapers with the blunt 
headline ‘The Poisoning of America’ and the names of 
products containing tropical oils. Heart Savers is funded, 
almost exclusively by Phil Sokolof, 66 years old, whose 
wealth comes from a family steel-products company, Phillips 
Manufacturing Co.
 The soybean group’s own campaign began after it 
became clear that cheaper palm and other tropical oils from 
the Far East were capturing a rapidly growing share of the 
U.S. vegetable-oil market. In 1979, the U.S. imported about 
100,000 metric tons of palm oil. By 1985, that fi gure had 
more than doubled to 213,000 tons.
 “The negative ads contributed to a quick slide for 
tropical oils. Imports of palm oil plunged 20% in 1987 and 
24% last year.”

3072. Al-Kahtani, Hassan A. 1989. Quality of soybeans 
and their crude oils in Saudi Arabia. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 66(1):109-13. Jan. [47 ref]
• Summary: Saudi Arabia is not an oilseed producer. It 
depends totally on imports for oilseeds and crude vegetable 
oils. The Kingdom’s 1985 import statistics indicated a 
value of more than SR 90 million of imported soybeans and 
soybean products, and the value is expected to increase in the 
future. Many soybean-growing experiments have therefore 
been conducted in different areas of the country.
 The 1976 Annual Report of the Chinese Agricultural 
Technical Mission at Hofuf Agricultural Research Center, 
published by the Ministry of Agriculture and Water (p. 20) 
contained early information on soybean growing experiments 
in Saudi Arabia, as did the corresponding reports in 1977 (p. 
20) and 1984 (p. 165). Address: Dep. of Food Science, King 
Saud Univ., P.O. Box 2460, Riyadh 11451, Saudi Arabia.

3073. Iowa Soybean Assoc.; Iowa Soybean Promotion 
Board. 1989. Soybeans, Iowa’s premier crop: A handbook 
of soy information. 1200–35th Street, No. 502, West Des 
Moines, IA 50265. 70 p. Jan.
• Summary: A very creative and interesting book, sort 
of a Soya Bluebook for the state of Iowa. Contents: 1. 
Backgrounder: Iowa Soybean Association, Iowa Soybean 
Promotion Board, state offi ce staff, volunteer organization 
chart, support groups. 2. Soybean statistics: Production, 
price, supply/demand, utilization, exports, quality. 3. The 

Iowa soybean checkoff. 4. Market development: Domestic 
market development, international market development. 5. 
Soybean research: Iowa State University, American Soybean 
Association research grants. 6. Membership and education. 
7. Legislative priorities. 8. Soybean product directory. 9. 
Soybean processing chart. 10. Soybean trivia.
 Note: Page 23: 1982 was the fi rst year that soybean acres 
were idled under government programs. That year ARP/PLD 
began. In 1986 CRP began. Page 28. Chickens now account 
for a larger percentage of soybean meal consumption (35%) 
than hogs (28%). Turkeys are next with 10%, then beef 
cattle with 9%, and dairy cattle with 8%. Address: West Des 
Moines, Iowa. Phone: 515-223-1423.

3074. Soybean Digest. 1989. The soybean challenge. Jan. p. 
60.
• Summary: The challenge is to halt the slide in America’s 
share of combined world soybean and soybean meal 
exports. In 1979 the U.S. exported about 65% of the world’s 
soybeans. In 1988/89 that fi gure is expected to fall to under 
35%. Brazil’s share will rise to about 28% and Argentina’s 
to about 18%. During the 1980s world exports of beans and 
meal have been growing at about 3-4% a year.

3075. Williams, Linda. 1989. Importers’ group launches 
palm oil defense. Los Angeles Times. Feb. 2.
• Summary: “Tropical oils have been accused of contributing 
to heart disease in America. The Malaysian Oil Palm 
Growers Assoc. has suffered a 44% decline in oil exports 
to the USA since 1986.” Hill & Knowlton Inc. is the U.S. 
public relations fi rm coordinating the expensive campaign 
that urges Americans “not to be intimidated by scare tactics 
which are not based on scientifi c studies.” Address: Staff 
writer.

3076. Soybean Update. 1989. Threats & opportunities: 
Vegoil imports on the rise. Poultry growth may boost 
soymeal use. Feb. 6. p. 3.
• Summary: USDA estimates that soybean oil imports to the 
USA have escalated from zero in 1985/1986 to a projected 
200 million lb for the 1988/89 marketing year.
 If U.S. broiler production increases at its current rate, it 
would grow by as much as 72% by the year 2000. All U.S. 
broiler and commercial egg producers use 11.14 million 
acres of soybeans, which is 20% of the U.S. crop. A 72% 
increase could add another 150,000,000 bu of soybeans.

3077. Wall Street Journal. 1989. Senate confi rms [Clayton] 
Yeutter as Agriculture Secretary. Feb. 9. p. A12.
• Summary: Yeutter, age 59 and the nation’s 23 Secretary of 
Agriculture, was the U.S. trade representative until recently. 
He is expected to pursue many of the same agricultural 
policies and farm-export initiatives as his predecessor, 
Richard Lyng. This is his fourth stint at the USDA.
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3078. Soybean Update. 1989. ASA delegates to consider 
nationwide soybean checkoff. Feb. 13. p. 3.
• Summary: Discusses: Why now? (palm oil threat). How 
funds would be used (Find and promote new uses, expand 
exports). Why a united nationwide checkoff? (Fair: Everyone 
benefi ts the same... even importers of soybean oil. Farmer 
run. Administrative cap: Overhead costs may not exceed 5%. 
State-oriented: 50% of the funds would stay in each state). 
When would it start? Probably not for 2-3 years.

3079. Smith, Preston. 1989. Did soybeans miss the boat? [to 
the USSR]. Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 26N-27N.
• Summary: Soybeans are only an afterthought in the recent 
extension of the current fi ve-year grain pact to 1990. The 
American Soybean Association hasn’t pushed very hard for 
inclusion of soybeans in the deal since they don’t want to 
specify a maximum purchase. “The Soviet Union is one of 
the markets with the brightest potential for using more U.S. 
soybeans... If the Soviets feed their livestock at the same 
level as we do, or as much as European farmers, they will 
need an additional 370 million bushels of soybeans...
 “During the last marketing year, the Soviets bought 
831,000 tons of soybeans and 1.3 million tons of soymeal 
from the U.S. That compares with almost no U.S. soybeans 
going into the Soviet Union only 10 years ago... In 1984, 
they imported only 500,000 tons of soymeal. During this 
marketing year, they should import 3.25 million tons, an 
increase of more than six-fold.
 “Almost half of the soybeans the Soviets imported 
came from the U.S., with the rest coming from Brazil and 
Argentina. Also, the U.S. market share is up during the last 
few years.”

3080. Thomas, Jim. 1989. The Colombian connection. 
Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 32a.
• Summary: “Julian Buitrago, an animal nutritionist, has 
been the American Soybean Association’s consultant in 
Colombia for four years. During that time, he has helped 
Colombia’s poultry, pork and beef industries get the most up 
to date information on high-protein feed mixes...
 “Colombia’s imports of U.S. soybeans have boomed in 
the last three years. In 1986, the country imported 2.1 million 
bushels... In 1988, Colombia imported 11 million bushels of 
U.S. beans...
 “’Right now, Colombia can only produce about one-
third of the soybeans that it needs.’... Farmers here aren’t 
enthused about raising soybeans, even with a guaranteed 
price of about $14 a bushel.”

3081. Ali, Nawab. 1989. Soybean utilization in India as 
food source–rationale, status and progress. In: A.J. Pascale, 
ed. 1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos 
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1767-

72. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Rational 
of using soybean as food source. Status of soybean 
production and utilization. Progress made under SPU 
Project (Soybean Processing and Utilization Project): Fullfat 
soyfl our, soypaneer, soydal, soyfl akes (not defatted; used 
in rice-based fermented products such as Idli and Dosa), 
soysnack, soy-badi, partially defatted soyfl our, equipment 
for home / cottage level operation, pilot plants. Conclusions. 
Acknowledgements.
 “Soybean has tremendous potential for alleviating 
protein-calorie malnutrition in cereal-based Indian diets. 
About one million tonnes of soybean produced annually is 
mainly used for augmenting edible oil resources. Soymeal 
is exported leaving a small fraction used in making costly 
texturized soy-proteins and soy-beverages which are beyond 
the economic reach of the majority of the Indian population.
 “Under the Soybean Processing and Utilization Project 
sponsored by the United States Agency for International 
Development and the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research, laboratory scale processes for making fullfat 
soyfl our, soypaneer [tofu], soydal, soyfl akes, soysnack, 
soybadi and partially defatted soyfl our have been adapted / 
developed.”
 “Soysnack: Cereal based snack foods are quite popular 
in India. Addition of soybean improves the nutritional value. 
A process developed for making soy-based snack food 
consists of cleaning of cereals and treated soybean splits, 
grinding of the soy-cereal mixture into fl our of IS:35 mesh, 
making dough, extrusion of the dough through a forming 
extruder at about 100ºC, semi-drying the extrudate, fl aking, 
drying of fl akes to 8% moisture and packaging. The fl akes 
thus prepared from soy-wheat/sorghum/maize (30:70) have 
approximately 20% protein, 7% oil, 55% carbohydrates. 
Organoleptic test of deep fried snacks indicated that people 
like soy-maize and soy-wheat snack more than that of soy-
sorghum.
 “Soy-badi: It is a dehydrated and spherical shaped 
pulse based vegetable prepared in villages for house-hold 
consumption. Cottage level industries have also come-up to 
make BADI and sell it to urban population. It is generally 
made using greengram pulse along with other ingredients 
such as spices, salt, etc. The cost of one kg BADI is 20-25 
Rs./kg (US $2.0/kg). BADI made from soybean can also 
meet the vegetable requirement at a very low cost with more 
and better protein. The process of soy-badi making consists 
of cleaning of soybean, dehulling and splitting, soaking of 
soysplits in water containing 1% NaHCO3 for 4 hours in 
bean-water ratio of 1:3, grinding of soaked soydal to make 
paste, addition of salt, spices, etc. as per taste, cooking for 
about 30 minutes, forming BADIS and then drying to 6-8% 
moisture. The soy-badi thus made has about 43% protein, 
19% oil, and negligible trypsin inhibitor which is further 
eliminated during cooking of the BADI. Storage is done in 
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polyethylene bags or metallic containers and up to 6-months 
there was no effect on quality of soy-badi.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the word “soysnack.” Address: 
Soybean Processing and Utilization Project, Central Inst. 
of Agricultural Engineering, T.T. Nagar, Bhopal–462 003, 
India.

3082. Alvarez Britos, E.R. 1989. La soja en el Paraguay–
Retrospectiva y perspectiva [The soybean in Paraguay–
Retrospective and perspective]. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. 
World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: 
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 551-63. [6 
ref. Spa; eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History of soya in 
Paraguay. Production of soybeans in Paraguay (from 1964-
1988, and distribution by state). Soils used for the cultivation 
of soybeans. Preparation of the soil. Fertilization of the soil. 
Crop rotation. Soybean varieties. The most important weeds 
and their control. The most important insect pests and their 
control. Diseases of soybeans. Cultural practices. Outlook for 
soybeans in Paraguay.
 The soybean was introduced at the beginning of this 
century, in the National School of Agriculture, in Trinidad, 
and in the Agronomic Station, situated in Puerto Bertoni, 
Alto Parana, when the two institutions were under the 
direction of Dr. Moises S. Bertoni. In 1921, Dr. Pedro N. 
Ciancio, considered the apostle of soybean cultivation in 
Paraguay, introduced the varieties Hollybrook, Manouth 
[Mammoth?], Pekin [Peking], and Shanghai, from Argentina, 
the USA, and Japan. Paraguayan soybeans originated 
from mechanical mixes and natural crosses between these 
varieties; they were cultivated for a long time in the zone of 
Caazapa.
 In 1936, with one of the fi rst immigrations of Japanese 
to Paraguay, the variety Abura [the term means “oil” in 
Japanese] was introduced. Its area of cultivation lies in 
la Colonia la Colmena. In about 1938 the Ministry of 
Economics, undertook a plan of soybean production through 
the Agricultural Bank of Paraguay. At the start of 1943, in the 
National Institute of Agronomy, soybean lines and varieties 
from different countries were introduced and evaluated. The 
current Japanese immigrants, who settled in the south of the 
country in 1958, introduced the variety Lee. Later, in 1961, 
the enterprise Agro-Soya S.r.l. introduced new lots of seeds 
of the varieties Lee and Hill. With private initiative and 
that of the Ministry of Agriculture and Cattle, an expansion 
of soybean cultivation took place. At the same time new 
introductions were made by the IAN, the Regional Center for 
Agricultural Research (CRIA), the Capitan Miranda, and the 
Campo Experimental de la Cooperacion Publica del Servicio 
Migratorio del Japon, at Pirapo.
 New varieties from Brazil were introduced in 1967, 
and tested at Faculty of Agronomy and Veterinary, IAN, and 

CRIA. Again in late 1968, numerous lines were introduced 
from Brazil. In 1970 the Ministry of Agriculture and Cattle 
(MAG) initiated the Program of Soybean Research to solve 
various problems.
 Production of soybeans in Paraguay grew from 10,000 
tonnes in 1964, to 51,000 tones in 1970, to 220,000 tonnes 
in 1975, to 540,000 tonnes in 1980, to 1,172,400 tonnes in 
1985, and a record 1,417,500 tonnes in 1988. Yields grew 
from 1.61 tonnes/ha in 1964 to 1.85 in 1988. Soybean 
product is concentrated in the departments of southeastern 
Paraguay, especially Alto Parana (40.37% of the total), 
Itapua (33.5%), and Canindeyu.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Paraguay, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Paraguay (1921; One of two documents). The source of these 
soybeans was Argentina, the USA, and Japan.
 Note 2. From Alto Parana, most of the exported 
soybeans are trucked eastward to the port of Paranagua 
(which was given to Paraguay by Brazil) on the Atlantic 
Ocean. Some of the soybeans exported from Itapua are 
shipped southward down the Parana River to the ports of 
Rosario or Buenos Aires. Address: Instituto Agronomico 
Nacional, Ruta 2, Km 48, Caacupe, Paraguay.

3083. Earley, T. 1989. The impact of the United States on 
world vegetable oil markets. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. 
World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: 
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1885-90.
• Summary: “The changing role of the United States in 
world vegetable oil markets is examined. The U.S. share of 
world trade and U.S. net exports of edible fats and oils are 
shown to be declining. Government policies are identifi ed 
that have on the one hand supported world oilseed complex 
prices, and on the other created a widening differential 
between U.S. and world vegetable oil prices. These include 
domestic farm programs favoring feed grains over soybeans, 
and a range of export credits and subsidies. Taken together, 
these policies have depressed world oil prices and increased 
U.S. oil prices. It is concluded that the domestic price impact 
is greater than the world price impact due to the declining 
U.S. role in world trade, and that the main benefi ciaries 
of the policies are U.S. oilseed crushers who benefi t from 
higher processing margins...
 “For the fi rst time the United States has actually 
imported large quantities of soybean oil–152,000 tonnes 
in 1987/88 (October–September) and a projected 100,000 
tonnes in the current marketing year...
 “The Food Security Act of 1985 unwittingly created 
a farm program environment in which soybeans cannot 
effectively compete with corn for land. The total return 
guaranteed for corn is so generous that very high soybean 
prices are required to induce an increase in soybean 
plantings. This remains true even after passage of legislation 
in 1988 that allows soybeans to be planted on corn base 
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acreage...
 “Strong world demand for protein meal has, however, 
maintained soybean crushings and generated an exportable 
oil surplus. Export subsidies have increasingly been required 
to move that surplus into world markets.” Address: Abel, 
Daft & Earley, 1410 King St., Alexandria, Virginia 22314.

3084. Hill, Lowell D.; Shonkwiler, Larry. 1989. International 
grades and standards for soybeans. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. 
World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: 
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1900-13. [2 
ref]
• Summary: “The debate over the best way to measure 
soybean quality has not been resolved despite sixty years 
of grading standards. Many changes have been made since 
1925 but most have had little economic signifi cance and 
many have been reversed more than once.”
 “Summary: The above discussion outlines a proposal for 
an ‘ideal’ grading system using the framework of objectives 
stated in the Grain Quality Improvement Act of 1986. The 
existing system has essentially been in place since 1925 with 
most of the changes in the interim confi ned to adjustments 
in the numerical limits of the various factors with continuing 
diffi culty over the best manner in which to classify quality.
 “The surveys of processors identifi ed damage and 
impurities as factors of major concern to domestic and 
foreign processors. This concern is consistent with research 
results showing a loss of quality and quantity of processed 
products. Heat damage was listed as a separate factor of 
universal concern and supported by research as unique 
among other damage defects. Oil and protein consistently 
ranked high on any scale of importance. Research clearly 
supports that these chemical properties determine value in 
the processing plant. The economic importance of broken 
and split beans varies with length of time in storage or transit 
and with moisture content. For that reason it was included 
along with moisture as a non-grade factor to be reported in 
all offi cial inspections.
 “Finally, to meet the 1986 Grain Quality Improvement 
Act objectives of standards and to be consistent with the 
NAEGA [North American Export Grain Association] 
statements on the role of incentives and measurement of 
value, we suggest two grades and zero base for each factor 
in No. 1 grade with discounts determined by the market. The 
number of grades and limits on each factor are not a fi nal 
recommendation but may be altered following additional 
discussion with the industry. It may be diffi cult to obtain 
unanimous and immediate support for such a dramatic 
change, but it serves as an ideal toward which the total 
industry must move if we are to meet the objectives of 
grades, increase the effi ciency of marketing and improve 
our ability to serve the quality needs of customers of the 
future.” Address: l. Prof. of Agricultural Marketing, Dep. 
of Agricultural Economics, Univ. of Illinois Urbana-

Champaign, IL; 2. Agricultural Economist, Advance Trading, 
Inc., Bloomington, IL.

3085. Kohn, Florrie. 1989. Old crops break into new 
markets: Can corn and beans cash in on promising products? 
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 20-23.
• Summary: New uses of “soyoil” include to control dust, as 
on hog farms, and in soy ink. A growing number of farmers 
grow soybeans under contract for specialty markets. Jim 
Dunn is a soybean broker and exporter in Waterloo, Iowa; he 
contracts.

3086. Mercer-Quarshie, H. 1989. Performance of soya 
bean varieties in Ghana. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World 
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 677-82. [1 ref]
• Summary: “To substitute for imports of soya bean products 
and also increase its use in the fi ght against malnutrition, 
investigations on soya beans have been undertaken in the 
last 15 years. Most of the varieties evaluated in the fi rst ten 
years were bred from outside West Africa. Yields obtained 
from experiments had a range of 4000-1200 kg/ha. A major 
shortcoming of these varieties was their poor storability and 
consequently poor emergence in the fi eld. New varieties, 
developed in West Africa and tested mainly in Northern 
Ghana, have given reasonable yields. They possess better 
storability and have the ability to nodulate with native 
rhizobia. Disease incidence and pest damage on these 
varieties have been low. The major problem of soya bean 
production now is the inadequate propagation of information 
on its utilization...
 “As a result of the importation in the early 1970s of 
large quantities of soya meal for animal feed and soya oil for 
cooking, it became necessary for investigations which had 
been abandoned in the late 1950s to be resumed with the aim 
of producing enough soya bean for processing to substitute 
for imports of soya bean products...
 “From 1973-1978 and also 1983-1986 more than 500 
varieties/lines were introduced. The 1973-1978 varieties 
came mainly from the USA but the 1983-1986 introductions 
came mainly from IITA, Ibadan [Nigeria] in West Africa...
 “Experiments in the last 15 years have clearly 
demonstrated that soya beans can grow in most parts of 
Ghana and give yields of 4.0-1.0 t/ha depending on the soil 
and environment.” Address: Nyankpala Agric. Exp. Station, 
Crops Research Inst., P.O. Box 52, Nyankpala, Tamale, 
Ghana.

3087. Miró, Daniel A. 1989. La expanso del cultivo de soja y 
su impacto en el comercio exterior Argentino [The expansion 
of soybean cultivation and its impact on Argentinian foreign 
commerce]. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World Soybean 
Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 18-27. [Spa]
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• Summary: The growth of soybean production is one of 
the most interesting phenomena in agricultural economics 
in Argentina during the past decade. Figure 1 is a graph 
showing (in tons) U.S. soybean production and combined 
Brazilian + Argentinian soybean production. The two 
graphs are converging. Argentinian data on soybeans starts 
in 1972/73. In that year production was 272,000 tonnes, 
accounting for 1.0% of total cereal/grain production. In 
1988/89 the fi gures were 9,500,000 tonnes accounting 
for 29.5%. In 1972 some 46,600 tonnes of soybeans were 
crushed in Argentina (3.0% of total oilseeds crushed) 
yielding 9,200 tonnes of soy oil (2.1% of the total oil 
obtained). In 1988 6,283,000 tonnes of soybeans were 
crushed in Argentina (63.5% of total oilseeds crushed) 
yielding 1,069,800 tonnes of soy oil (44.8% of the total 
obtained). 83% (on a value basis, average 1979-89) of 
Argentina’s soybeans and soybean products are destined 
for foreign markets, the highest percentage of six major 
crops. In 1979 exports of soybeans and products were 
worth US$825.5 million to Argentina’s economy. In 1988 
that fi gure was US$2,448.0 million. Address: Director de 
Estudios Economicos, Bolsa de Cereales de Buenos Aires, 
Corrientes 127. (1043), Buenos Aires, Argentina.

3088. Ojha, T.P. 1989. Mechanization of soybean crop 
production in India. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World 
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 658-66.
• Summary: About 900,000 ha of soybeans were planted 
in Madhya Pradesh last year. The crop is sown in the kharif 
(rainy season) fallow as a rainfed crop. Due to the great 
demands for oil in India and for meal for export, soybean 
crushers pay farmers a good price for the crop. Address: 
Director, Central Inst. of Agricultural Engineering, Bhopal, 
India.

3089. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1989. 40 
years of progress: Fortieth anniversary, 1949-1999. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 49 p. 22 x 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A message from the Ontario Minister 
of Agriculture and Food (Jack Riddell). Chairman’s message 
(Ted McGrail). History of soybeans in Ontario (p. 3). Year 
by year: 1948-1989–One page is devoted to each year. 
The 3-element / column format is the same for most years 
and pages, except when there is a photo of the new staff 
person or a special photo is added: (a) A portrait photo of 
the chairman for that year. (b) Brief statement of important 
developments that year (mostly soybean price, production, 
acreage, yield, support price or defi ciency payments). (c) 
Names of the director(s) from each of the six districts–1. 
Elgin. 2. Essex. 3. Pelee Island. 4. Kent. 5. Lambton. 6. 
Middlesex. Page 47 briefl y summarizes 40 years of progress.
 Four graphs (p. 48-49) show changes related to Ontario 
soybeans from 1949 to 1989: (1) Soybean acreage grew from 

104,000 acres to 1,290,000 acres; the most rapid growth 
occurred after 1976. Annual average yields and 5-year 
average yields have increased steadily–the 5-year average 
from about 18 bushels/acre in 1949 to about 36 bushels in 
1989. Soybean production grew from about 3 million bushels 
in 1949 to a peak of about 45 million bushels in 1987. The 
soybean crop value (farm cash receipts) grew from almost 
nothing in 1949 to over $351 million in 1988; rapid growth 
began after 1971 and 1976.
 Chronology of some important events extracted mainly 
from individual years.
 “1949–The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board was established under the Farm Products Marketing 
Act. Under the provisions of the new regulations eleven 
soybean growers were elected as directors to the board. 
Together they represented some 6,000 soybean producers in 
six Ontario districts. The fi rst offi ce of the board was located 
in the offi ce of the Agricultural Representative in Essex, 
and Angus McKinney was the fi rst secretary. K.A. Standing 
acted as assistant on a part-time basis. Board operations were 
fi nanced during the 1949-50 crop year by one half cent per 
bushel license fee [like the later U.S. checkoff fee].
 “1950–The license fee was increased [doubled] from 
one-half cent to one cent per bushel, the level at which it 
remained until 1959.
 “1951–The fi rst annual convention of soybean growers 
was held Feb. 15-16, 1951 at the Community Hall, Chatham 
[County of Kent]. Imports from the U.S. were totalling about 
5 million bushels annually.
 1952–K.A. Standing became general manager (with 
portrait photo). The board established its offi ce in Chatham 
sharing facilities and staff of one secretary with the Ontario 
Seed Corn Marketing Board on Market Street. The fi rst task 
was to set up a complete grower records system.
 “1953–Expansion of offi ce requirements resulted in a 
move to new quarters on Fourth Street in Chatham.
 1954–The OSGMB organized the fi rst export of 
Canadian soybeans. The shipment was made from Port 
Stanley [Ontario] to interests in the United Kingdom. 
Initiated to generate competition in the domestic market, 
exports were to continue in every succeeding year. Some 
1,492,000 bushels of soybeans were exported during the 
1954-55 crop year.
 1956–The number of elected directors increased to 14 
from 11.
 1957–The average price of soybeans paid to growers 
dropped to $1.95 per bushel–the lowest since World War 
II. The board pressed for legislation to stabilize returns to 
growers.
 “1958–The board was successful in having soybeans 
brought under the Agricultural Stabilization Act. The crop 
was supported at $2.10 per bushel. The average price paid to 
growers was $1.90, resulting in a defi ciency payment of 19.6 
cents per bushel for a total of $1,200,000 paid to growers. 
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The offi ce was moved from Fourth Street to Wellington 
Street West in Chatham. Otis McGregor became assistant 
secretary-manager (with portrait photo).
 Note. Letter (e-mail) from Kim Cooper formerly of 
OSGMB. 2010. Feb. 18. The growers always had to pay a 
premium to take part in income stabilization programs. So it 
was not simply a government subsidy. At fi rst, the premiums 
had to be paid up front, but after a few years, the premiums 
were deducted from the payout, if there was any payout.
 1960–L.R. Addeman became information offi cer for 
both the soybean and wheat boards.
 1963–The ban on coloured margarine is lifted in 
Ontario.
 “1964–Increased emphasis was put on [soybean] 
research when federal and provincial programs were brought 
under a coordinated plan.
 “1965–Domestic crushings reached a 16-year high at 
20.8 million bushels, as did soybean imports at 16.5 million. 
There was no price support in 1965 and succeeding crops, 
the last having been applied to the 1964 crop at $2.15 per 
bushel.”
 1970–Canadian soybean production fi rst tops 10 million 
bushels.
 1973–The fi rst shipment of Ontario soybeans (Harosoy 
variety) was made to Japan. The Ontario Soybean 
Symposium was held at Ridgetown College of Agricultural 
Technology, sponsored by the Board, the Ministry of 
Agriculture, and Food and Agriculture Canada. K.A. 
Standing became general manager of both the soybean and 
wheat boards and Otis McGregor was appointed marketing 
manager of both boards.
 1974–D. Sanderson became secretary to the Ontario 
soybean and wheat boards.
 1975–The Soybean Board established its own separate 
offi ce in a rented building on Kell Drive in Chatham. Otis 
McGregor became secretary manager of the Soybean Board.
 1977–The metric system started to be used in agriculture 
in Canada; metric ton (tonne) offi cially replaced bushel. “An 
Advance Payment Program was established for soybeans 
under the federal Advance Payments for Crops Act. The 
program provided interest free loans to producers who stored 
their soybean crop at harvest for future sale.” A record high 
yield average of 39 bushels per acre was set. Mario Baletto 
became market information coordinator.
 “1979–The Board initiated a program to promote 
soybeans as a food product and hired home economist Linda 
Lantz to manage the program. Soybeans were the featured 
crop at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair.
 “1980–Soybeans began trading duty free between 
Canada and the United States following the elimination 
of a 60 cent per bushel tariff, via the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade” (GATT). Fred Brandenburg became 
assistant secretary manager.
 “1982–The Board participated in a soybean export 

market development mission to Japan, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, Singapore, and Korea; it was organized by the 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Continued low 
prices trigger stabilization payments of 38 cents per bushel 
federally and 37 cents per bushel provincially.”
 1983–Two new districts were formed, bringing the total 
to 8. District 7 ran east to the Quebec border refl ecting the 
advance of soybean production to the north and east from its 
traditional area.
 1984–A new offi ce for the Board was erected at 180 
Riverside Drive in Chatham. “A two-day conference–the 
Ontario Soybean Symposium–and an incoming mission of 
soybean buyers from the Far East [East Asia] and Europe 
were sponsored jointly” by OSGMB and OMAF. “Prices 
dropped again making a provincial stabilization payment of 
36 cents per bushel necessary.” Note: Stabilization support 
prices are based on an average of market prices for the past 
fi ve years.
 1985–Fred Brandenburg became secretary manager 
of the board and John Davidse became executive assistant 
to the board. “Ontario became self-suffi cient in soybean 
production for the fi rst time as the 37,000,000 bushel crop 
exceeded the 33,165,000 bushel crush. Low prices continued 
as did stabilization payments–42 cents per bushel from the 
federal program and 39 cents from the provincial program.”
 1986–”Ontario’s single biggest soybean export sale 
of 50,000 tonnes was made to the USSR.” Low soybean 
prices paid to producers continued. In addition to federal 
and provincial stabilization payments, “the Special Canadian 
Grains Program paid soybean growers on the basis of 18 
cents per bushel.”
 1987–Tino Breuer became marketing specialist. Districts 
were again redistributed to refl ect the average soybean 
production in each.
 1989–The Board celebrates its 40th birthday with a new 
logo and a change in the spelling of its name from “Soya-
Bean” to “Soybean.” 15 directors now represent 24,000 
growers in 8 districts across the province. 1,280,000 acres of 
soybeans were grown in 1988–more than 14 times as many 
as in 1948. Soybeans are Ontario’s #1 cash crop, worth over 
$350 million in farm cash receipts in 1988. Address: P.O. 
Box 1199, Chatham, Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: 
519-352-7730.

3090. Park, Yang-Ho; Lee, Choon-Soo. 1989. Yield 
increasing of soybean on the newly reclaimed hillside land 
through phosphorus fertilizer management. In: A.J. Pascale, 
ed. 1989. World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos 
Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 734-
39. [18 ref]
• Summary: “Soybean is one of the most important upland 
crops in Korea. But the total production of soybean and 
Korea’s self-suffi ciency have been decreasing every year. 
The yield per unit acreage is very low, only 1,320 kg/
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ha. In 1987, domestic production of soybean was 203,878 
metric tons (tonnes) on 153,744 ha, and it was 14.2% in 
total self-suffi ciency. Thus this grain has had to be imported 
from other countries. Korea imported 1,131,000 tonnes in 
1987 and more every year. To solve these problems, the 
government has tried to fi nd out all the possible measures 
to increase soybean production.” Address: Agricultural 
Sciences Inst., Rural Development Administration, Suweon 
440-707, Korea.

3091. Singh, Chhotan; Chand, Puran; Sirohi, A.S. 1989. 
Growth and prospects of production, import and requirement 
of edible oilseeds and oils in India. Agricultural Situation in 
India 43(11):945-49. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: With the advent of the Green Revolution and 
improved production technology, “signifi cant headway has 
been made in the production of cereal crops, notably wheat 
and rice. However the production of oilseeds has remained 
almost stagnant.” In India the major edible oilseeds are 
groundnut, rapeseed, and mustard. Sesamum, saffl ower, 
sunfl ower, and nigerseed are less important. Table 3 shows 
production, imports, availability, and requirement of edible 
oils in India, from 1975 to 1985. Per capita availability from 
production in India has stayed about constant at 4.5 kg/
capita. But imports have increased, so that total per capita 
availability has increased to 6.44 kg/capita in 1984-85.
 The authors conclude that “greater emphasis should be 
given to the development of non-traditional oilseed crops 
like sunfl ower, saffl ower, soyabean, etc.” Address: Div. of 
Agricultural Economics, Indian Agricultural Research Inst. 
(IARI), New Delhi.

3092. Soybean Digest. 1989. Today’s money, tomorrow’s 
competition. Feb. p. 60.
• Summary: A graph shows world soybean trade and the 
U.S. market share. Trade tripled in 17 years from 20 million 
tonnes (metric tons) in 1970-71 to 60 million tonnes in 
1987/88. The U.S. share of that expanding market dropped 
from about 80% in 1970-71 to about 50% in 1987/88.
 A major reason for the decline is high U.S. soybean 
support prices, which are used “by farmers, governments, 
and grain boards around the world to push their production 
and determine their export incentives... Support prices 
shouldn’t prices should be so high as to become a ceiling for 
U.S. farmers while encouraging our foreign competition to 
plant more and sell it just below our support prices.”

3093. Trapido, P.J.; Krajewski, R. 1989. Soybean costs of 
production in Argentina, Brazil and the United States: A 
regional farm budget analysis. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. 
World Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: 
Continuing Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1914-21. [12 
ref]
• Summary: “The six Argentine production regions are the 

lowest cost regions. However, the U.S. Corn Belt–Lake 
State regions compare favorably with the best of Argentina’s 
production areas. Given the widely accepted advantage in 
U.S. shipping costs (both domestically and internationally), 
the implication is that even the best soybean region of 
Argentina is at a competitive disadvantage against the Corn 
Belt–Lake States region of the United States... Production 
costs vary as much within a single country as between 
countries.” Address: Agriculture and Trade Analysis Div., 
Economic Research Service, USDA, Washington DC 20250.

3094. Venturi, Gianpietro; Amaducci, Maria Teresa. 1989. 
The soybean in Italy: Introduction, development and 
research. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World Soybean Research 
Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing Committee. xxviii 
+ 2152 p. See p. 570-75.
• Summary: Soybean production in Italy has grown from 
900 tonnes in 1981 to 1,615,000 tonnes in 1987. In the 
latter year, 16% of the total production was from double-
cropped soybeans. Yields rose from 2.78 tonnes/ha in 1981 
to a peak of 3.49 tonnes/ha in 1986. Italy presently imports 
1,428,000 tonnes of soybeans, 1,173,000 of soybean meal, 
and 57,000 tonnes of soy oil. The equivalent of 2% of the 
meal and 12% of the oil is exported. Public and private 
research have played an important role in the soybean’s 
success in Italy. The Ministry of Agriculture’s “Progetto 
Oleaginose, Sub-Progetto Soia” (Oilseed Project, Soybean 
Sub-Project) has coordinated an interdisciplinary approach 
on the public research sector. Address: 1. Inst. of Agronomy, 
Bologna Univ., via F. Re 6/8, 40126 Bologna, Italy; 2. Inst. 
of Agronomy, Basilicata Univ., via Nazario Sauro 85, 85100 
Potenza, Italy.

3095. Wisner, Robert N. 1989. Impact of recent and future 
U.S. soybean production trends on world trade in soybeans 
and soybean products. In: A.J. Pascale, ed. 1989. World 
Soybean Research Conference IV. Buenos Aires: Continuing 
Committee. xxviii + 2152 p. See p. 1922-32. [4 ref]
• Summary: “After expanding rapidly from the 1950s 
through the 1970s, U.S. soybean area and production 
declined in the 1980s. The decline refl ects low soybean 
prices until mid-1988, reduced double-dropping of soybeans, 
government programs that limited U.S. farmers ability to 
shift from corn to soybean production, and diminished ability 
to shift from small grains to soybeans... Major changes 
in U.S. agricultural policies likely would be needed if a 
resumption of the upward trend in U.S. soybean area is to be 
achieved.” Address: Prof. of Economics, Iowa State Univ., 
Ames, IA.

3096. Soybean Update. 1989. ASA to pursue nationwide 
promotion and research campaign. March 13. p. 3.
• Summary: American Soybean Association voting delegates 
voted March 3 to pursue a nationwide Soybean Promotion 
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and Research Campaign (SPARC) at one-half percent of the 
net market value per bushel of soybeans, or $.50 for every 
$100 in sales. The vote follows nearly a year of research, 
40 hours of farmer-leader debate and interviews with over 
2,000 ASA members and non-member farmers. SPARC 
funds would be used to create and promote new uses for 
soybeans, to promote export expansion, to promote soybeans 
in the U.S., and to conduct research to help cut U.S. soybean 
production costs.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019) 
that mentions SPARC.

3097. Mangold, Grant. 1989. Are U.S. soybeans losing their 
luster? Here’s what you can do at planting to outshine your 
competitors. Soybean Digest. Mid-March. p. 8-10, 12-13.
• Summary:  “Put this near the top of your ‘to-do’ list before 
planting: Check the protein and oil levels of the soybean 
varieties you plan to plant.” The reason? Protein and oil 
content in U.S. soybeans has been slipping for the past few 
years, while their levels in South American soybeans has 
increased. “Hot, dry conditions in the U.S. the past two 
years had a major effect in lowering protein levels and 
raising oil content in U.S. soybeans... The market is moving 
towards paying on the basis of protein and oil composition.” 
Charles Hurburgh, Iowa State Univ. (ISU) ag engineer who 

has compiled reams of soybean composition data notes 
that “The U.S. soybeans received by Japan in 1988 had a 
$0.50 per bushel defi ciency in protein and oil compared 
with the competition. Fifty cents a bushel will lose a lot of 
customers.”
 “The U.S. share of Japanese soybean imports peaked 
at 97.3% in 1978. By 1987 it had dropped to 85.5%, and in 
1988 the U.S. share was 80.4%. The decline has been the 
result of increased imports of good quality soybeans from 
South America, particularly from Brazil, due to the lowered 
quality of soybeans from the U.S. in recent years.”
 In general, soybeans grown in the southern and eastern 
U.S. contain more protein (36.4%) and less oil (18.7%) than 
those from the western Corn Belt states (34.9% protein, 19% 
oil). Beginning on 4 Sept. 1989, the Federal Grain Inspection 
Service (FGIS) will list protein and oil composition data on 
domestic and export inspection certifi cates as requested by 
the customer.
 A map (p. 13, based on Dr. Charles Hurburgh, Iowa 
State Univ. and 13% moisture) shows “U.S. soybean and 
protein levels by regions: based on 1986-1988 soybean 
quality surveys.”
 Note that protein content tends to be higher in the 
southern USA and oil higher in the north.
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3098. Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai (Soybean Supply 
Stabilization Assoc.). 1989. Daizu no kakô, ryûtsû nado ni 
kansuru chôsa hôkoku-sho [Report on a survey of processing 
and distribution of soybeans]. #2 Makoto Building 5th Floor, 
Tora-no-mon 1-4-4, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan. 106 p. 
March. 26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: 1. General conditions of the 
productions of domestic soybeans. 2. Trends in the 
production in the producing districts. 3. Trends in harvesting, 
drying and processing. 4. Trends in collections of cargo, 
storing, and shipping. 5. Trends in the promotion of 
improvement of the commodity and the quality of domestic 
soybeans. 6. Trends in the promotion of improvement of the 
collections of cargo, storing and shipping. 7. Some studies on 
the subject of the stages of harvesting, collections of cargo 
and shipping for promoting the usage of domestic soybeans. 
Appendixes: 1. General conditions of inspections. 2. The 
actual results of the collection cargo by the collection cargo 
groups. Address: Tokyo, Japan. Phone: 03-591-3879.

3099. Daizu Kyokyu Antei Kyokai (Soybean Supply 
Stabilization Assoc.). 1989. Kaigai genryô kyôkyû dôkô 
nado kihon chôsa: (Daizu) itaku jigyô hôkoku-sho [A 
basic survey of the trends in supplying raw materials from 
overseas: Report on consigned enterprises of soybeans]. #2 
Makoto Building 5th Floor, Tora-no-mon 1-4-4, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo 105, Japan. 327 p. 26 cm. [Jap]
• Summary: Contents: Trends concerning the demand and 
supply of oilseeds and oilseed products: 1. Worldwide. 2. 
In the USA. 3. In Brazil. 4. In China. 5. Various trends in 
the quality of imported raw materials (soybeans). Address: 
Tokyo, Japan. Phone: 03-591-3879.

3100. Smith, Preston. 1989. GATT talks stall in Montreal. 
Soybean Digest. March. p. 41-42.
• Summary: The European Community (EC) is not about to 
eliminate farm subsidies. “The EC and the U.S. have wide 
differences not only in agricultural policies, but also food 
philosophies. During and after World War II, Europeans 
faced real hunger; the U.S. escaped such peril. The EC food 
policy is built around security; ours is centered on providing 
the populace with cheap food. Our agricultural trade policy 
ideal is for more exports and more free trade. Increasingly, 
the EC trade policy is based on protectionism as the 12 
nations become a ‘United Europe’ by 1992.
 “Since 1979, farm program costs in the EC have 
doubled. In 1988, the EC spent $25 billion or 72% of its 
operating budget on farm programs. Worldwide, countries 
spend $150 billion a year subsidizing their farmers.”

3101. American Soybean Assoc. 1989. Consumer advertising 
increases soyoil market in EC. Soybean Update. Supplement 
to April 3 issue.
• Summary: “After only 2 years and farmer investment of 

$1.2 million, successful ASA consumer marketing programs 
in the European Community have increased EC soybean oil 
consumption by 11%.” The front side of this leafl et shows 
4 ads for branded Soya Margarine, with the slogan “Bring a 
bit of taste back into your life.” One soya margarine brand 
is Tesco. Checkoff funds plus $16.7 million of government 
TEA funds plus $9 million from private industry led to 
$190 million in export sales. Every farmer dollar invested 
generated $7 of exports. The SPARC program is outlined 
and promoted. An accompanying Member Letter further 
discusses SPARC.

3102. Cash, James. 1989. Quincy Soybean joins New York 
fi rm [Continental Grain Co.] in venture. Herald-Whig 
(Quincy, Illinois). April 4. p. 1A.
• Summary: Quincy Soybean Co. and Continental Grain 
Co. (headquartered in New York City) have created a new 
joint venture name Conti-Quincy Export Co., which will 
export soybean oil and meal produced by the two companies. 
Continental’s main plant is in Guntersville, Alabama. 
The company also will buy soybean products from other 
domestic processors for export.
 “U.S. soybean exports have declined the past two years, 
despite an increase in world demand, due to a decrease in 
production, Natz said. The decline in domestic production 
generally is a result of U.S. agricultural policies that favor 
the production of corn, wheat and other products over 
soybeans, he explained... Quincy Soybean was founded 
here in 1939. It is a subsidiary of Quincy-based Moorman 
Manufacturing Co.”
 An aerial photo shows Quincy Soybean’s huge facility at 
Quincy, Illinois.
 A shorter story appeared in the Journal of Commerce 
on 4 April 1989, titled “Commodity Briefs: US Soybean 
Processors for Export Company.” Address: H-W staff writer.

3103. Anderson, Ronald L. 1989. Re: Update on history of 
Continental Grain Company’s involvement with soybeans. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 13. 3 p. 
Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Update on chronology: 1986 Sold Liverpool, 
England, soybean crushing plant, 2,000 TPD (tonnes 
per day). 1987 Sold crushing plant in Cameron, South 
Carolina, 1,000 TPD. So now Continental has only one U.S. 
soybean crushing plant at Guntersville, Alabama (2,000 
TPD capacity). 1987. Closed Oleaginosa in Argentina (a 
tung nut plant). 1988 Sold plant in Culbertson, Montana, 
crushing saffl ower and sunfl ower seeds (acquired in 1975), 
400 TPD. 1989. Formed joint venture marketing company 
with Quincy Soya, in Quincy, Illinois. 1989. Plan to sell all 
South American and Australian plants, and to upgrade Italian 
plants.
 In 1985 Continental’s worldwide daily oilseed crushing 
capacity (mostly but not only soybeans) was 11,800 TPD. By 
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April 1989 it had decreased to 9,700 TPD, an 18% drop in 5 
years.
 “The U.S. crushing industry continues to consolidate, 
with 85% of the industry in fi ve hands. I think the industry 
will eventually consolidate to four major participants 
controlling 85-90% of the industry.
 “Continental’s strategy is centered on international trade 
and forming alliance’s with smaller crushers who are not 
exporters but who need Continental’s international export 
outlets. We are also forming similar alliances with South 
American Processors.
 “Continental has concluded that the capital costs 
required are too large to become a major processor at this 
late stage in a mature industry. Thus, we are concentrating 
on trading and forming alliances with processors for mutual 
benefi t.”
 Note: ITT Continental Baking Co. and CFS Continental 
(which merged with A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.) several years 
ago have never been related to Continental Grain Co. 
However A.E. Staley and Continental Grain Co. did have 
a joint venture from about 1984 until 1988 or 1989. It was 
for marketing soybean meal and corn gluten feed pellets. 
Address: Senior Vice President and General Manager, 
Continental Grain Co., World Processing Div., 277 Park 
Ave., New York, NY 10172. Phone: 212-207-5100.

3104. Soybean Update. 1989. Taiwan has bean improved. 
April 17. p. 3.
• Summary: “Since ASA [American Soybean Association] 
programs started in Taiwan in 1969, the country’s imports of 
U.S. soybeans have jumped from 17 million bushels to 73 
million. Some of the reasons for the dramatic climb include: 
* Each of Taiwan’s top ten soybean oil manufacturing 
companies has packaged its own brand name of U.S. soyoil. 
Companies in the U.S. label soybean oil only as ‘vegetable 
oil’. * Livestock and poultry production has increased in 
every category in the last 20 years. Taiwan consumes about 
77 lb of pork per capita, almost equal to U.S. consumption. 
Chicken has quadrupled, making the demand for soybean 
meal skyrocket. * Taiwan’s shrimp industry has grown 
dramatically in the last fi ve years. Currently, Taiwan exports 
$400 million worth of shrimp raised on U.S. meal. Taiwan 
has become a major aquaculture feeds producer.”

3105. Soybean Update. 1989. Another record in Korea. April 
24. p. 3.
• Summary: “Commercial feed production in Korea was 9.6 
million tonnes, an increase of 6.6% over the previous record 
set in 1987.”
 “Korea is the world’s sixth-largest importer of U.S. 
soybeans, consuming about 73 million bushels annually.”

3106. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1989. Soybean industry settles 1989 marketing 

agreement. April. p. 1.
• Summary: “Representatives of Ontario’s soybean growers, 
dealers and processors signed a marketing agreement for 
the 1989 soybean crop year. The agreement establishes a 
minimum pricing formula for Ontario soybeans and the 
maximum fees charged to growers by dealers for handling 
and drying the soybean crop. Ontario soybean prices are 
based on international export markets.” Address: Chatham, 
ONT, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3107. PTI. 1989. Indian trade tariffs offend U.S. Times of 
India (The) (Bombay). May 1. p. 20.
• Summary: “India is described along with Japan, South 
Korea, Brazil, Canada and the European community as 
among the ‘worst offenders’ in putting up unfair trade 
barriers in a national trade estimate report (NTER) released 
by Mrs. Carla Hills, the U.S. president’s trade representative 
yesterday.” The president is George Bush.
 Subsidies by the European community are said to deny 
$1.5 billion in sales of American soyabeans to Europe.

3108. Duggan, Patrice. 1989. Jungle road to Tokyo. Forbes 
143:96. May 29.
• Summary: U.S. soybean growers are concerned over the 
impact that the Brazilian highway BR-364 will have on 
Brazil’s soybean trade with Japan. The highway now runs 
from Mato Grosso 1,240 miles northwest to Rio Branco. 
Pushed another 1,000 miles westward, it would reach the 
Pacifi c Ocean at Lima, Peru. This could cut the shipping time 
to Japan by 7 days.

3109. Soybean Update. 1989. ASA temporarily closes China 
offi ce. June 19. p. 3.
• Summary: “ASA [American Soybean Association] opened 
its Beijing offi ce in 1979. Since then, it has conducted 
feed trials with Chinese hog, poultry and fi sh producers to 
demonstrate the benefi ts of utilizing soybean meal in feed 
rations. Although China is the world’s third-largest producer 
of soybeans, it can’t come close to meeting the needs of 
its billion-plus population. China has imported 21 million 
bushels of U.S. soybeans since 1986.” Note: The closure 
is a result of political instability following the government 
crackdown of the democracy movement in early June and 
the massacre in Tiananmen Square on June 4 of hundreds, 
perhaps thousands of students and workers, followed by 
numerous executions of leaders of the movement and 
attempts to blame the movement on Americans.

3110. deKieffer, Donald E. 1989. Government-imposed 
restrictions on international trade in proteins. In: Thomas H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 17-24.
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• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction (Theory of 
competitive advantage, cartelization, deregulation). The 
problem: World oversupply of protein products. Government 
interventions in oilseeds: The European Community 
(proposed EC consumption tax, European import barriers, 
EC policy on rapeseed, Spain’s domestic consumption 
quota, Spain’s export subsidies, Portugal’s domestic 
consumption quota), Brazil (differential export taxes, 
preferential export fi nancing, tax exemptions and deductions, 
minimum price system), Argentina (the Reembolso, the 
differential export tax system, price support system), 
Malaysia (differential export duty system), Japan, the United 
States (the guaranteed loan program, PL-480 and GSM 
credit programs, tropical oils bill, the drought bill, import 
barriers), Canada. Government interventions in dairy trade: 
European Community, United States, Canada. Government 
interventions in dairy trade. Discussion.
 “Japan is a major importer of oilseeds and oilseed 
products... Imports of U.S. soybeans for crushing alone 
amounted to $784 million last year.” However Japan 
“maintains a monopolistic import regime that combines high 
tariffs and nontariff trade barriers designed to protect Japan’s 
processing industries.” Japan’s government “requires that 
formula feed contain specifi c amounts of domestic cornmeal 
and 2% fi sh meal for on-farm mixing intended for resale. 
These requirements limit the incorporation of alternative 
products in the mixture. The U.S., for example, has been able 
to export soybeans to Japan, but not soymeal. If Japanese 
farmers were able to eliminate expensive fi sh meal from the 
feed, exporters argue, they could replace it with imported 
soybean meal.”
 A photo shows Donald deKieffer. Address: Pillsbury, 
Madison & Sutro, Suite 1100, 1667 K St. N.W., Washington, 
DC 20006.

3111. Hill, Lowell D.; Patterson, M.G. 1989. Handling, 
shipping, and storage of oilseeds and meals to meet world 
market quality requirements. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, 
ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 31-36. Contains 13 charts and graphs. [7 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Quality 
determines value. Purposes of grades and standards. Quality 
attributes important to processors. Soybean processors. 
Corn wet milling. Corn dry milling. Feed processing. Grain 
quality problems. Acknowledgements. A photo shows one of 
the authors. Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, 305 
Mumford Hall, 1301 W. Gregory Dr., Urbana, Illinois 61801.

3112. Jolly, Lindsay; Borrell, B.; Perkins, P. 1989. World 
trade in vegetable proteins in the 1990’s. In: Thomas H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 

Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 10-16. Contains 6 charts and graphs. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. The vegetable 
proteins market: Demand for vegetable proteins, supply 
of vegetable proteins, historical developments. The future 
for protein meals: Income and population growth in 
developing countries, changes in policy, European Economic 
Community, Japan. Discussion.
 A photo shows one of the authors. Address: Australian 
Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Canberra 
ACT, Australia 2602.

3113. Mielke, Thomas. 1989. World vegetable protein 
supply and demand. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. 
Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein 
Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 1-9. Contains 26 charts and graphs.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. 88/89 soybean 
output. 10 major oilseeds. Soybean crush and exports. 
Oilseed stocks/usage ratio the lowest in at least 15 years. 
World oilmeal supplies. World oilmeal demand relatively 
strong in 88/89, despite high prices. Conclusion and price 
outlook. Address: Oil World, ISTA Mielke GmbH, P.O. Box 
90 08 03, 2100 Hamburg 90, West Germany.

3114. Swanson, David H. 1989. World vegetable protein 
marketing perspectives. In: Thomas H. Applewhite, ed. 
1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on Vegetable 
Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. 
Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. 
See p. 25-27.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Macroeconomics. Trade 
barriers. LDC [Less Developed Countries] debt and 
development. Biotechnology.
 A photo shows David Swanson. Address: Central Soya 
Co. Inc., P.O. Box 1400, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46801-1400.

3115. Reeder, John. 1989. U.S. import/export statistics 
on soy products (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 3. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John’s specialty is tracking statistics on fats, 
oils, and oilseeds, plus natural gums and resins. The main 
publication carrying soy-related import statistics is titled 
“U.S. Imports for Consumption: U.S. Census Bureau 
Publication IM146.” It is published by the Foreign Trade 
Div. of the U.S. Census Bureau and is available in a monthly 
published paper version, or on microfi che, or in electronic 
database form. With soy, it covers soybeans (Heading/
subheading 1201.00), soy fl our (1208.10), and soy sauce 
(2103.10). Miso and tofu statistics are lumped in with 
hundreds of other minor products in the catch-all basket 
category “Edible Preparations.”
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 In the tariff part of the report, for each item there 
is an article description, units of quantity (e.g. kg), and 
rates of duty (general, special, or 2). For example, soy 
sauce has a general duty rate of 3%, which is granted to 
all “most favored nations.” The “Special” column shows 
that it is imported duty free from countries with the codes 
A (Generalized System of Preferences, applied to many 
developing countries), E (CBERA or Caribbean Basin 
Economic Recovery Act), or IL (Israel). CA = Canada gets 
a reduced rate of 2.7%, which will be reduced to zero over 
the next 5-10 years under the recent Canadian Free Trade 
Agreement. Column 2, indicates that a 35% import duty 
applies to most Communist countries, except those (such 
as China) with “Most Favored Nation” status, when get the 
General rate.
 In the imports part of the report, under each product (e.g. 
soy sauce, thin = soy sauce) there is a listing of countries, 
sorted by region from which the USA imports. After each 
country there may be the codes GSP (the amount of product 
imported under the lower General System of Preferences 
rate, because it has been shown to be as domestic product 
of that country), and OGN (the amount of product imported 
under the General rate because it has not been proved to be 
a domestic product), plus a total for the two. Then statistics 
for the current month and cumulative from January to date, 
of the quantity imported (which may be reported in two sets 
of units, Qty-1 and Qty-2, such as pounds and gallons), the 
customs value (the Free on Board or FOB value declared by 
the importer at the foreign port of export), and the calculated 
duty received by the U.S. based on the customs value.
 The report is also available at federal depository 
libraries, such as Univ. of California at Berkeley. On 1 
Jan. 1989 the way of reporting data was changed to the 
“Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States” from the 
old “Tariff Schedule of the United States” (TSUS) system. 
This changes some nomenclature and makes the U.S. 
reporting more similar to that of may other countries, which 
facilitates determining tariffs and quotas on given items.
 Corresponding export statistics are given in another 
report titled “Schedule B: U.S. Exports of Domestic 
Merchandise, FT410” published monthly by the U.S. Census 
Bureau. Each product has the same product code (e.g., soy 
sauce is 2103.10).
 Another publication is the Directory of International 
Trade Analysts: Commodity Agreements.
 Good databases for searching soy-related data are 
Disclosure, and Nexus (business news). Address: U.S. 
International Trade Commission, Agricultural Div., 
Washington, DC 20436. Phone: 202-252-1319.

3116. Khaitan, Mahesh. 1989. Introduction to Amrit 
Banaspati Co., Ltd. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 6.
• Summary: Ghaziabad-based Amrit Banaspati Co. Ltd. 
(ABC for short) was founded in 1940 Mr. G.L. Bajaj (N.K. 

Bajaj’s father) and Mr. D.P. Khaitan as a manufacturer of 
vanaspati. Production began in 1941. Mr. T.P. Khaitan joined 
the fi rm in 1941 and was the key man thereafter until he died 
in 1988.
 The company is publicly owned and issues annual 
reports. Naresh Kumar Bajaj, who is Mahesh’s uncle, is 
Chairman of the Amrit group (1987-88 annualised turnover: 
Rs 2,000 million), and the key man behind the decision 
to launch soymilk. The fl agship company ABC’s range of 
successful consumer products includes Gagan vanaspati, 
Ginni refi ned oil (the company refi nes mostly peanut and 
cottonseed oil), Uncle Chipps’ chips, and Alfa washing 
soap. An estimated 90% of all soy oil used in India (both 
domestically produced and imported) goes into vanaspati. 
2-3% is used in paints, and the rest is refi ned and sold 
as vegetable oil. Amrit does not presently refi ne soy oil. 
Address: Technical Advisor, Amrit Banaspati Co., G.T. Road, 
Ghaziabad, India.

3117. Nordquist, Ted. 1989. Recent developments with 
soyfoods in Sweden (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 13. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted’s basic work has been to determine the 
usefulness of and fi nd applications for a soy base (condensed 
or concentrated soymilk) as a substitute for dairy products. 
Recently he has been working mostly on a vanilla soy ice 
cream with a man named Bo Funeteg, head of the ice cream 
and margarine division of Karlshamn, which makes ice 
cream for Konsum. There are two major food outlets and 
distributors in Sweden: (1) Konsum is like Safeway, but 
it is a co-op (owned partially by all its members) and the 
largest distributor in Sweden. (2) ICA is 99% owned by each 
of its individual stores, and 1% is owned centrally. No soy 
products are yet on the market but the ice cream would be 
produced by Vinner (in the town of Karlshamn), a division of 
Karlshamn Oliefabrik (a private company with yearly gross 
sales of 3,000 to 4,000 million Swedish crowns), and private 
labeled for Konsum. The name of the ice cream has not yet 
been decided, nor is the launch date. A 40-person taste panel 
test gave the vanilla soy ice cream a score of 7.5 on a scale 
of 1-10.
 “We are basically involved in the question ‘Can soya 
be used as a substitute for milk products, and if so, in what 
way and what are the economics of it.’ No one is questioning 
soya as a future product. Even if the soy ice cream got a 
grade of 10, Arla (Sweden’s largest milk company, owned by 
Swedish farmers) would have to decide what to do with it. 
Karlshamn buys all of its dairy products from Arla and Arla 
buys all of its oils and fats from Karlshamn. Let’s say that 
we could produce a substitute for dairy milk at one-third of 
the cost. It could become a political question. Arla might ask 
the Swedish government to put an extra tariff on the import 
of whole soybeans. It also relates to the larger question 
of Sweden joining the Common Market.” Address: Aros 
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Sojaprodukter, Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-604 56.

3118. Ortmann, Gerald F.; Rask, Norman; Stulp, Valter 
J. 1989. Comparative costs in corn, wheat, and soybeans 
among major exporting countries. Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center, Research Bulletin No. 
1183. 16 p. Aug. [20 ref]*
Address: 1. Senior lecturer at Univ. of Natal, South Africa; 
2. Professor, The Ohio State Univ.; 3. Associate Professor, 
Univ. of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil; Dr Rask was in the Dep. 
of Agricultural Economics, Ohio State Univ.

3119. Crowder, Brad; Davison, Cecil. 1989. Soybeans: 
Background for 1990 farm legislation. USDA Economic 
Research Service Commodity Economics Division No. AGES 
8941. v + 55 p. ERS Staff Report. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Foreword. Summary. 
Introduction. Structure and performance of the soybean 
industry: Production characteristics, soybean yields, 
regional production differences, double-cropping soybeans, 
domestic soybean uses, processing margins, soybean 
product value, costs and returns, price trends. Soybean trade 
and foreign competition: Soybean exports, soybean meal 
exports, soybean oil exports, policies in other exporting 
countries, prospects in importing countries. History of 
soybean programs: Programs in the 1950’s and 1960’s, 
programs in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Soybean program effects: 
Producers, consumers, taxpayers, indirect effects of other 
crop programs. Current issues: Production incentives for 
soybeans, a marketing loan for soybeans, international issues 
affecting oilseeds. Additional Readings. Glossary. Appendix 
tables.
 Glossary: Acreage reduction program (ARP), 
agricultural inputs, Agricultural Research Service (ARS), 
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS), 
basic commodities, cargo preference, cash grain farm, 
census of agriculture, commodity credit corporation (CCC), 
concessional sales, conservation practices, conservation 
reserve program (CRP), conserving uses, cost of production, 
crop acreage base, crop rotation, crop year, defi ciency 
payment, developing countries, direct payments, Disaster 
Assistance Act of 1988 (PL 100-387), economic research 
service, ending stocks, erosion, European Community 
(EC), exchange rate, export allocation or quota, export 
credit guarantee program (GSM-102), export enhancement 
program (EEP), export subsidies, exports, farm, farm 
acreage base, farm value, farm-to-retail price spread, feed 
grains, Food Security Act of 1985 (PL 99-198), Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS), General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT), generic commodity certifi cates, Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings Defi cit Reduction Act, gross farm 
income, harvested acres, highly erodible land, import quota, 
international trade barriers, International Trade Commission 
(ITC), loan rate, marketing loan program, marketing quota, 

marketing year, multilateral trade negotiations, National 
Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS), net cashfl ow, 
nonrecourse loans, oilseeds, paid land diversion, payment-
in-kind (PIK), permitted acreage, price support programs, 
producer, production expenses, program crops, program 
yield, Public Law 480 (PL 480), resources, set-aside, spot 
market, subsidy, target price, tariffs, trade barriers, upland 
cotton, world price.
 Tables: (1) Distribution of soybean farms, by acres 
of soybeans harvested, 1982. (2) Soybean acreage, yields, 
and production by region, 1950-88. (3) Use and ending 
stocks for U.S. soybeans, 1953-89. (4) Soybean meal supply 
and disappearance, 1960-89. (5) Soybean oil supply and 
disappearance, 1960-89. (6) U.S. soybean sector costs and 
returns, 1976-87. (7) World soybean exports, major exporters 
and regions, 1964-89. (8) World soybean imports, major 
importers and regions, 1964-89. (9) World soybean meal 
exports, major exporters and regions, 1964-89. (10) World 
soybean meal imports, major importers and regions, 1964-
89. (11) World soybean oil exports, major exporters and 
regions, 1964-89. (12) World soybean oil imports, major 
importers and regions, 1964-89. (13) Farm-related program 
costs for U.S. soybeans, 1961-88.
 Appendix tables: (1) Distribution of soybean farms, 
by value of sales, 1982. (2) Value comparisons for U.S. 
soybeans, 1950-88. (3) Prices and ending stocks for U.S. 
soybeans, 1952-89. (4) Major oilseeds: World supply and 
use, 1985-89. (5) World soybean production, consumption, 
exports, and ending stocks, 1964-89. (6) World and U.S. 
soybean production, exports, ending stocks, and U.S. 
share, 1964-89. (7) Soybean production and exports, by 
foreign exporters, 1964-89. (8) World soybean trade, annual 
averages, 1978-82 and 1983-87. (9) Major protein meals: 
World supply and use, 1985-89. (10) Major vegetable and 
marine oils: World supply and use, 1985-89. (11) U.S. 
soybean acreage, yield, and production, 1950-89. (12) 
Ratios of world soybean exports and ending stocks to world 
consumption, and U.S. exports to foreign consumption, 
1964-89. (13) Coeffi cients of variation for U.S. soybeans.
 Figures: (1, p. 5) Bar chart of planted soybean acreage, 
by region. (2, p. 12) Line graph of soybean average market 
prices and support prices. (3, p. 30) Line graph of soybean-
corn price ration. Address: ERS.

3120. Guinn, Jim. 1989. Comparison of U.S., Brazilian, and 
Argentine soybean quality factors. Soybean Update. Oct. 16. 
p. 3.
• Summary:  “Buyers of U.S. soybeans have long 
complained about our quality versus the export 
competition’s. And domestic users of soybeans have warned 
of declining protein levels in some areas of the country.
 “The accompanying charts from independent sources 
identify the problems in detail. When compared to Brazilian 
soybeans, U.S. soybeans fall far short on two of the four 
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most important quality attributes determining value. U.S. 
soybeans contain nearly one percent more foreign material 
and about 1.3 pct less oil. There is no signifi cant difference 
in the protein levels of the three. Only on free fatty acid 
(FFA) content do U.S. soybeans show a clear advantage. 
(FFA is a measure of oil oxidation and oil refi ning loss.) 
To add insult to injury, Brazilian beans typically sell at a 
discount to U.S. beans.
 “The U.S. enjoys a freight rate advantage to Asia, but 
lower prices and quality advantages of Brazilian soybeans 
have gained them market share in Japan; and we are 
beginning to see erosion of our domination of the Korean 
market. In total, we have lost more than 20 pct market share 
in Japan in the span of four years. This represents a loss in 
exports to this one country of more than 25 million bushels 
per year.” Address: American Soybean Assoc., Technical 
Director, Soybean Quality Programs, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Phone: 314-432-1600.

3121. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
Foreign Trade Division. 1989. U.S. imports of merchandise 
for the year through July. Washington, DC: USDC. 4 p. Oct. 
28 cm.
• Summary: This information, based on a search request, 
is printed from a statistical database: U.S. Imports of 
Merchandise. International Harmonized System Commodity 
Classifi cation (HT SUSA) by country by Customs District. 
The information, which is used to calculate customs and 
record imports, is also available on a compact disk. This data 
is up to statistical month July 1989.
 Soy sauce. Unit of quantity: kg. General imports: 
11,901,248 kg.
 Soybeans, whether broken or not broken, seeds for 
sowing. General imports: 333,533. Address: U.S. Dep. of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Foreign Trade Div., Data 
User Services, Washington, DC 20233. Phone: (301) 763-
4100.

3122. Howard, James O.; Harness, 
Vernon; Minyard, Jimmy D.; 
Passig, Richard E. 1989. Partners in 
developing farm markets overseas: 
A history of the cooperative program 
between U.S. commodity agricultural 
organizations and the Foreign 
Agricultural Service. Washington, 
DC: U.S. Agricultural Export 
Development Council. v + 106 p. 
Illust. 28 cm. [75* endnotes]
• Summary: This extremely 
interesting and insightful book tells 
the story of Public Law 480 (P.L. 
480, enacted 10 July 1954) and the 
launching of a new government 
function (using the USDA Foreign 

Agricultural Service), “to develop new markets for United 
States agricultural commodities on a mutually benefi tting 
basis.”
 Contents related to soybeans: Soybeans in Spain: 
Introducing a new product into a hostile market (p. 10-11. 
“Howard L. Roach, the Soybean Council’s new president and 
Chief Executive, went to Spain in Feb. 1957). “By the end of 
fi scal 1969 U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean products to 
Spain were approaching $100 million–an impressive fi gure 
in those days” (p. 11).
 Years of reassessment and consolidation, 1963-67: 
Growth problems emerge: “The cooperators, with FAS 
approval, had moved rapidly to explore potential markets 
and to set up programs in the most promising areas. Both 
partners understood that this was to be a probing operation: 
successful efforts would be expanded, unsuccessful ones 
restructured or discontinued.
 “By the early 1960s, leaders of FAS and the more 
conservative cooperator organizations realized that it was 
time to evaluate techniques and programs, to cut back and 
refocus where needed, and to improve administration. This 
need was being documented with disturbing frequency by 
FAS travelers and reports by USDA auditors. The soybean 
program, now FAS’ largest, illustrated the challenge. Its 
spectacular success in Spain has been told. Following his 
start there in 1957, Soybean Council President Howard 
Roach in only six years had established country offi ces in 
16 cities plus a worldwide administrative offi ce in Rome. 
In each place the Council rented offi ces, hired staff, and 
developed programs with local groups–virtually all paid for 
with FAS funds.
 “Other commodity groups–wheat, cotton, rice, 
feed grains–had also grown rapidly, though not as fast 
as soybeans. Though FAS had approved each of the 
cooperators’ major moves, the total effect was none the less 
becoming disturbing” (p. 37).
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 A photo (p. 37) shows Howard Roach.
 A Congressional committee begins an investigation 
and drafts a critical report (p. 42-45. Starts in July 1963. 
Investigation led by Arthur Perlman. Perlman’s criticisms 
and the fi nal draft of his report completed in March 1964. 
FAS’s reply. Program restructuring continues: FAS and 
cooperators’ boards meet to agree on needed changes)
 “Soybean Council of America: This program was 
completely revamped. Its headquarters were moved from 
Waterloo, Iowa, to Washington, D.C. The international 
Operations Offi ce in Rome was gradually dismantled and 
all supervision of country offi ces centered in Washington. A 
full-time President, Glenn H. Pogeler, was chosen to succeed 
Howard Roach. The U.S. staff, paid with Soybean Council’s 
funds, was strengthened.
 “From a maximum of 16 country offi ces, operations 
were reorganized and consolidated to provide for 10 offi ces 
located in Colombia, Egypt, West Germany, India, Iran, 
Pakistan, Spain, Turkey, Morocco (a new offi ce), and a 
Western European area offi ce to be located in Italy or 
Belgium” (p. 45).
 Soybeans: The formation of the Soybean Council of 
America to take on the market development job in Europe 
and later in South America and parts of Asia was a marriage 
of convenience to get the program started. But it contained 
a built-in confl ict between the farmer and crusher sectors. 
Farmers wanted to push sales of beans and their products any 
place and in any form. They saw a big bean market in Japan 
for the conventional foods as well as for oil and meal. They 
saw a bigger market in Europe’s existing and future crushing 
plants. George M. Strayer, head of the grower-run American 
Soybean Association (ASA), recalled later, ‘I made myself 
very unpopular with the U.S. processors of soybeans, some 
of whom at that time took the very determined attitude that 
only end-products should be exported–no soybeans should 
leave the United States as such.’
 “Europeans were as anxious to crush the beans in 
Europe as American crushers were to crush them in the 
United States. This confl ict troubled Howard Roach and 
his colleagues as they operated the Soybean Council’s 
market development work. The farmers’ American Soybean 
Association was a small organization with little money, while 
the crushers through their National Soybean Processors 
Association could raise substantial funds to meet FAS 
requirements. The ASA launched and subsequently ran the 
program in the bean-oriented market of Japan; and the new 
Council ran it in the rest of the world.
 “But even the crushers’ added contribution was 
inadequate to meet the needs of a worldwide export 
promotion program. This fact, plus the continuing tension 
within the organization and ASA’s arguments with FAS over 
the program’s future in Japan, caused the growers to launch 
an expanded fund-raising program of their own through 
ASA.

 “The growers began forming state and country 
organizations. Minnesota in 1962 was fi rst, and by 1970, 
assisted by a growing ASA fi eld staff, there were 16 other 
state organizations, involving 1,900 directors of country 
committees, state associations, and ASA itself.
 “Spurred by the threat of a big soybean surplus, in 1968 
ASA launched a program through these organizations for a 
voluntary farmer contribution of one-half cent a bushel on 
beans produced.
 “With these farm organizations as a political base, ASA 
and the state groups also began to push for state checkoff 
legislation. But passing checkoff legislation hadn’t been 
easy in some of the wheat states, and farm politics in the 
soybean growing states was more complex. There were the 
several general farm organizations that raised all of their 
money through voluntary contributions and which–from 
the beginning of market development–hesitated to see FAS 
help build up commodity organizations that might (and did) 
compete with the general organization for infl uence at the 
state and national level. Now soybean producers wanted to 
use state laws to collect funds for their organizations!
 “But soybean checkoff legislation had already been 
passed in North Carolina in 1966. After some heated 
campaigns, laws were passed in Louisiana and South 
Carolina in 1969 but defeated in Minnesota and Missouri. 
In 1970, Texas, Virginia, and Mississippi passed legislation, 
followed the next year by Iowa, Arkansas, Florida, and 
Georgia. By early 1985 the list included 24 states.
 “In 1969 a decision was made to disband the Soybean 
Council of America. A new organization was set up, 
American Soybean Institute, to fund the program; the 
processors were represented but the producers were 
dominant. The name American Soybean Association was 
retained for the action organization. For a brief period the 
National Soybean Processors had a separate contract with 
FAS to carry out market development in countries where the 
main export was soybean oil. This program was never large.
 “It took time for the administrative mechanism to be 
set up in individual states and funds to reach ASA. The 
total cooperator cash contribution in the year following the 
reorganization–1970–dropped to $170,000 versus $275,000 
the year earlier. Eventually, it began to grow rapidly. FAS 
records show $202,000 in fi scal year 1971, $389,000 in 
1972, and almost doubling in 1973 t0 $653,000” (p. 63-64).
 Soybeans (excellent overview and summary). The ASA’s 
fi rst overseas market development program was in Japan. On 
7 Feb. 1956 George Strayer, as executive vice-president of 
ASA, signed a combination program/project agreement with 
FAS providing $100,000 for work in Japan and Germany.
 When the Soybean Council of America was created in 
1956, it received strong support from U.S. soybean crushers 
and limited contributions from other sectors of the soybean 
industry.
 “The new Soybean Council was run by Howard Roach 
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of Iowa-a farmer and proprietor of a farm management 
business. He was one of the more colorful persons in the 
history of market development. He was well organized, and 
possessed tremendous drive, imagination, and confi dence 
in himself and his organization. When traveling abroad on 
Council business, he would rise early and by breakfast time 
would have typed out numerous letters and made telephone 
calls to associates in various parts of the world.
 “Roach had little previous experience with the U.S. 
government and was disdainful of its role in the cooperative 
venture. To him the large, accumulating quantities of foreign 
currencies earmarked for market development provided an 
opportunity–almost a mandate–to move rapidly.” Roach’s 
“country directors had to have a slight touch of the riverboat 
gambler because their salaries and all other local costs 
were paid with FAS’ foreign currency, and there was no 
assurance that the program would last indefi nitely. Besides, 
some people in FAS and the local U.S. embassy frowned on 
Roach’s expensive tastes.”
 “By the end of this fi rst period of market development 
[1963], Roach and his Soybean Council had the largest 
program of any FAS cooperator. In addition to their Rome 
headquarters, the Council was operating in 16 country offi ces 
and conducting limited operations in some 28 others; ASA 
was still operating in Japan.
 “By June 30, 1963, the two soybean cooperators, 
primarily the Council, employed 154 people. Twenty-three 
were in the United States and 131 abroad. During fi scal 
1963 the two cooperators spent $1.4 million of FAS funds 
($1.3 million by the Council and $107,000 by ASA). Their 
own contributions were reported at $284,000 in cash and 
$136,000 in goods and services. Foreign third parties were 
reported to have contributed $895,000.
 “But they could point to spectacular growth in exports” 
(p. 88-90). Address: U.S. Agricultural Export Development 
Council, MacLean, Virginia.

3123. Golbitz, Peter. 1989. Soya interview with Joe Zak: 
ASA’s prime directive: International development. Soya 
Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). Sept/Dec. p. 4-5.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association’s role is to 
increase the total world demand for soybeans and soybean 
products. Address: American Soybean Assoc., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

3124. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1989. U.S. 
losing market share–soybean quality slipping. Sept/Dec. p. 3.
• Summary: In 1970, the U.S. controlled about 95% of the 
world’s exports of soybeans and soybean products; Brazil 
had less than 5% and Argentina had none. Today the U.S. 
share has fallen to a little less than 45%, while Brazil’s has 
rise to just under 40%, and Argentina’s to just under 20%. 
U.S. soybeans contain less oil than those grown in Brazil 
(18.41% vs. 19.73%), and they contain more foreign material 

(2.34% vs. 1.44%). There are no signifi cant differences in 
the protein levels of the soybean from the three countries 
(average 35.4%).

3125. Leclercq, Vincent. 1989. Aims and constraints of 
the Brazilian agro-industrial strategy: The case of soya. 
In: David Goodman and Michael Redclift, eds. 1989. The 
International Farm Crisis. New York: St. Martin’s Press. xi + 
296 p. See p. 275-91. Index. 23 cm. [8 ref]
• Summary: 1929 to early 1960s–Brazil pursues a 
protectionist policy of industrial import substitution. 
Industrial development was the clear priority. Agriculture 
was given a triple role: Provide a reserve army of labor for 
industry, supply urban food requirements and low and stable 
prices to prevent infl ation, and generate export earnings to 
fi nance imports of industrial capital goods and raw materials. 
Thus, there is no policy of agricultural development; the 
taxation of ag exports hurts agriculture.
 1964–A military coup marks a decisive break in the 
history of Brazilian agriculture. The military regime assigns 
a new role to agriculture; it becomes a new market for 
industrial inputs. 1960s mid–A federal coffee tree eradication 
program is introduced in the state of Parana within the 
framework of the fi rst International Coffee Agreement. 
The coffee producers diversify into soybeans, induced by 
offi cial fi nancial incentives. Soybeans are introduced to Rio 
Grande do Sul as a summer crop to follow winter wheat; 
they increase the utilization of large farm equipment already 
acquired for wheat production.
 1967–The so-called “economic miracle” and 
modernization policy begins, based on the strong promotion 
of industrial exports and external fi nancing. Agricultural 
growth replaces import substitution (which includes 
taxation of agriculture). The government actively supports 
the growth, diversifi cation, and processing of agricultural 
exports–using fi scal and fi nancial incentives.
 1969–Before this date Brazilian agricultural exports 
are basically confi ned to traditional tropical commodities–
Coffee, sugar, and cocoa. 1973 June 27–U.S. soybean 
embargo starts. At this time, international soybean prices 
increased sharply, bringing an end to the period of relative 
price stability that followed World War II. Soybean prices 
averaged about US$100 per tonne (metric ton) from 1950 to 
the early 1970s, then rose to $138 in 1972 and $290 in 1973.
 Through the National System of Rural Credit (SNCR), 
the key instrument of agricultural policy in the 1970s, Brazil 
promotes the capitalization of farmers and co-operatives by 
making ever larger transfers of money to agriculture. From 
1969 to 1978 the supply of rural credit increased fi ve-fold in 
real terms and soybeans attracted the lion’s share. Fig. 11.4 
shows the dramatic and steady rise in soybean production 
credit from 1969 to 1979.
 1973–The fi rst oil crisis / shock. Brazil introduces a new 
economic policy. The soybean becomes the main benefi ciary 
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of the agricultural “boom” of the 1970s; production 
increased tenfold during the 1970s. Brazil rapidly expands 
and diversifi es its exports.
 Starting in 1974-75 Brazil supports the development of a 
national soybean crushing industry, whose capacity increased 
from 7 million tonnes in 1974 to 20 million in 1979.
 1976–Exports of unprocessed soybeans peak at 2.8 
million tons, then fall steadily as value-added soybean 
products (especially soybean meal) take their place.
 1979–The second oil crisis.
 1982 Nov.–Brazil’s worsening fi nancial position forces 
it to borrow from the International Monetary Fund (IMF); 
this leads to a signifi cant decline in direct and indirect 
government subsidies to the agricultural sector. Address: 
Researcher, International Economics Group, National Inst. of 
Agricultural Research (INRA), Montpelier, France.

3126. Mehta, B.V. 1989. 36. Production and export of 
deoiled cakes: Review of performance and constraints. 
In: Uma K. Srivastava and S. Vathsala, eds. 1989. Agro-
Processing: Strategy for Acceleration and Exports. New 
Delhi: Oxford & IBH Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. xxiii + 435 
p. See p. 337-45. Illust. Index. 25 cm. CMA Monograph No. 
125. *
• Summary: Papers presented at the National Workshop 
on Strategy for Accelerating Agro-Processing and Exports, 
Agra, 1988, organized by the Centre for Management in 
Agriculture, Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. 
Address: Secretary, The Solvent Extractors Assoc. of India, 
Bombay.

3127. Pathak, B.K. 1989. 37. Soya-based products–Domestic 
and exports market. Potential and constraints. In: U.K. 
Srivastava and S. Vathsala, eds. 1989. Agro-Processing: 
Strategy for Acceleration and Exports. New Delhi: Oxford 
& IBH Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. xxiii + 435 p. See p. 347-57. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. CMA Monograph No. 135. *
Address: Vice President, Glindia Ltd., Bombay.

3128. Protein Grain Products International. 1989. Protein 
Grain Products International (Brochure). 6707 Old Dominion 
Dr. Suite 240, McLean, Virginia 22101. 3 p.
• Summary: “Protein Grain Products International is the 
national trade association of leading American manufacturers 
and processors of regular, blended and fortifi ed corn, wheat 
and sorghum products. The organization was formed in 1974 
by the union of the Corn Millers’ Export Institute and Protein 
Cereal Products International... The Washington, DC, offi ce 
is headed by president Betsy Faga who has been with PGPI 
for 16 years.”
 “PGPI goals and policies aim directly at an ever 
enlarging world market generated fundamentally in the 
demand of hungry millions for better, more nourishing 
diets... PGPI works in the following areas of activity: 1. 

Marketing. PGPI directs and supervises targeted foreign 
market development programs designed to increase exports 
and utilization through (1) the Title II food donation 
program, (2) the concessional sales provisions of Title 
I (including Title III and the blended food amendment), 
and (3) commercial sales to foreign buyers. In the case of 
P.L. 480’s Title II and Title I, PGPI works closely with the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Offi ce of Food for 
Peace in A.I.D., the United Nations FAO and World Food 
Program, and the private voluntary agencies... While the 
large percentage of PGPI products move overseas under 
the Title II food donation program, PGPI is endeavoring to 
build commercial markets in a number of countries in Asia, 
South America, Africa, and the Middle East. 2. Technical 
Services... 3. Information and Education... 4. Legislation.”
 “Membership in Protein Grain Products International 
is open to any person, partnership, fi rm or corporation in 
the United States engaged in the preparation and processing 
of bulgur, soy fortifi ed bulgur, corn meal, soy fortifi ed corn 
meal, corn grits, soy fortifi ed sorghum grits, wheat soy blend, 
corn soy blend, corn soy milk and variations thereof... Dues 
paid to the Association are derived from an assessment on all 
export sales, government and commercial” of $0.0175 per 
100 lb. Minimum and maximum annual dues are $1,000 and 
$35,000, respectively. Associate membership is $1,000 per 
year. Address: McLean, Virginia. Phone: 703-821-3717.

3129. Sah, Abhay. 1989. 38. Performance of soyabean 
processing units, potential and constraints of soya-based 
product for the domestic market and exports. In: U.K. 
Srivastava and S. Vathsala, eds. 1989. Agro-Processing: 
Strategy for Acceleration and Exports. New Delhi: Oxford 
& IBH Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd. xxiii + 435 p. See p. 359-67. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. CMA Monograph No. 125. *
• Summary: Contains 3 tables and 2 fi gures, whose source 
is Dr. Abhay Sah. Address: PhD, General Manager, BEC 
Fertilizers, Bilaspur, Chhattisgarh, India.

3130. U.S. Congress, Offi ce of Technology Assessment. 
1989. Enhancing the quality of U.S. grain for international 
trade. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 
OTA-F-399. *
• Summary: This survey of domestic and foreign grain 
processors showed that end-use quality factors have become 
increasingly important.

3131. Howard, Clare. 1990. Soybean growers target tofu: 
Farmers see market sprouting for soy-based foods. Journal 
Star (Peoria, Illinois). Jan. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: The article opens with a photo of the produce 
manager at a supermarket in East Peoria, Illinois, holding 
up 2 packs of Mori-Nu Tofu. “Soybeans could achieve a 
$1 billion niche in the food industry by the mid-1990s, 
and Illinois farmers stand to make additional inroads in the 
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Asian tofu market.” Jim Shearl, manager of the Illinois Crop 
Improvement Assoc., worked with a team of agricultural 
researchers at the Univ. of Illinois to develop “Illinois Tofu 
No. 1,” a new soybean variety with all the characteristics 
ideal for making tofu. These soybeans, which should earn 
a premium of $0.10 or more per bushel, must be stored and 
shipped separate from other soybeans. Neither Argentina 
nor Brazil nor other U.S. states have developed such a bean. 
Lowell Hill, agricultural economist at the Univ. of Illinois, 
noted “This is a signifi cant steppingstone. Traditionally 
farmers produce and then fi nd a market. We’ve turned that 
around and determined what the market wants and then set 
out to produce a soybean to meet that need.” Hill said the 
Koreans import about 300,000 tons of soybeans for tofu 
manufacturing, representing a $61.7 million market.

3132. Smith, Keith J. 1990. American Soybean Association: 
ASA funding and the unifi ed checkoff (SPARC) program 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 30. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Because soybean production in the USA has 
been falling since 1981, checkoff funds have also fallen. 
So ASA has found new sources of funding. ASA’s income 
and projects have increased something like 360% over 
the last 5-6 years. There has been rapid expansion. ASA’s 
present annual budget is about $40 million. State checkoff 
programs contribute about $8 million of that. The two main 
new sources of funding are governmental TEA (Targeted 
Export Assistance, also called T-funding) and FAS (Foreign 
Agricultural Service). Both have increased dramatically. Five 
years ago there were no T-funds and this year ASA is getting 
about $16 million. It is targeted with many strings. It is used 
mainly to promote soy oil in Europe and soybean meal in 
north Africa. FAS funding has grown from about $5 million 
5 years ago to $8 million this year.
 In addition, several states (such as Iowa) have increased 
their checkoff levels. The corporate relations program 
(which now employs 2 ASA staffers) has grown to about 
$1.5 million. The money goes to projects that benefi t both 
the donor corporation and ASA. And membership has grown 
from about 20,000 to this year’s goal of 35,000.
 Why don’t certain major soybean producing states 
such as Indiana and Ohio vote for a checkoff? Dr. Smith’s 
opinion is that the problem started about 20 years ago 
when the Farmers’ Union (a national farmers membership 
organization) tried to take over ASA and to make their policy 
part of ASA policy. The Farmers’ Union was defeated, some 
people were embarrassed, and they hold a grudge. Each 
time there is a checkoff vote in Indiana and Ohio they come 
at the last minute with strong opposition to the checkoff. 
They say: “Why send your money to Washington [DC]? 
Why tax yourself?” They get out the negative voters, even 
though ASA polls show that the majority of farmers in the 
state support the checkoff program. The unifi ed checkoff 

bill that is now in Congress is expected to bring in $15-
$20 million a year for research. If this bill passes, checkoff 
income will go to $60 million a year from the present $12 
million a year–a fi vefold increase. The new approach, if 
successful, will allow dramatic expansion. The bill is through 
the Senate in good shape. It is promised to be through the 
House of Representatives before the end of April. ASA plans 
to initiate programs using the new funds on October 1. The 
probability of it passing in good shape is very high, though 
some changes are expected. The bill calls for a 0.5 percent 
checkoff or 3 cents per bushel on $6/bushel soybeans.
 Farmers generally feel very positive about this. Some 
farm organizations (such as Farmers’ Union) will oppose 
it. ASA has hired a political survey group that worked 
for Reagan for 8 years and the issue will be handled as a 
political campaign, lobbying just farmers. Then in 1.5 to 3 
years farmers will vote on whether or not to continue the 
checkoff. That will become a periodic review. There will 
a lot of domestic promotion, especially for soy oil. They 
may also do some generic promotion of modern soy protein 
products and fi ber. Address: Staff Vice President, Research 
and Utilization, American Soybean Assoc., P.O. Box 27300, 
St. Louis, Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-432-1600.

3133. Smith, Preston. 1990. Agriculture’s free trade 
advocate: How Aussies deal with fewer subsidies. Soybean 
Digest. Jan. p. 28d-e.
• Summary: “At this Senate confi rmation hearing, Secretary 
of Agriculture Clayton Yeutter, who might consider himself 
the epitome of free-traders, said, ‘We need to break the 
bonds between government and agriculture.’...
 “During his last three years as U.S. Trade 
Representative, Yeutter headed up the U.S. proposal to the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to phase 
out all trade-distorting agricultural subsidies worldwide. But 
no matter how bold this proposal is, Yeutter has reiterated 
that the U.S. will not ‘unilaterally disarm’ its agricultural 
subsidies until everybody else does.
 “If the U.S. were looking for a model of free enterprise 
and trade–and one that shows a unilateral phase-out of 
subsidies–it could easily look to Australia. In 1982, the 
Australian government decided to deregulate its industries, 
such as banking, shipping and agriculture. In short, Australia 
has decided not only to speak free trade, but also to phase out 
farm subsidies, regardless if any other country does...
 “A 1987 Economic Research Service study says 
Australia had one of the lowest producer subsidy equivalents 
(PSE) in the world. PSE is the portion of farmers’ gross 
income that comes from government assistance... During 
1982 to 1986, Japan had an average PSE of 72%, the 
European Community was at 35%, Canada 31%, the U.S. 
and New Zealand each 25% and Australia 11%...
 “In 1901, Australia gained independence from Britain... 
Unlike the U.S., where programs date from the 1930s and 
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have grown in the 1980s, the Australian key farm programs 
started in the late 1950s and faded in the 1970s.”

3134. Nielsen, Niels C. 1990. The Tofu Center at Purdue 
University and research on food uses of soybeans 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 8. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Nielsen, a member of the USDA 
Agricultural Research Service, is more a molecular biologist 
than a soybean breeder. He did post-doctoral research and 
taught in the biochemistry department at the University 
of California at Davis. The Tofu Center, established in 
about Feb. 1989, is a corner of the pilot plant in the Food 
Science Department at Purdue. They have accumulated 
the equipment they need to make tofu, and they have had 
people from Taishi Foods (Taishi Shokuhin Kogyo K.K.) a 
large tofu manufacturer in Aomori prefecture, Japan come to 
help them make tofu that meets Japanese quality standards. 
Funding for the Tofu Center and his closely related Soybean 
Protein Improvement Project comes from Central Soya, 
Taishi Foods, Mitsubishi, and state grants to support value 
added research (about $15,000)–plus his USDA/ARS funds. 
Total funding is still small.
 The purpose of the Center is to ask 2 kinds of questions: 
(1) What is the effect of the way soybeans are stored while 
being shipped to Japan on the quality for the fi nal tofu? (2) 
What kind of very small scale tofu preparation techniques 
can be used in conjunction with soybean breeding programs 
designed to incorporate into American soybeans traits that 
will make them more suited for food uses in the USA and 
abroad. Nothing has been published by the Tofu Center 
about its goals and activities except for 1-2 news releases 
from the Purdue Information Offi ce, plus a little video on 
that was shown at halftime during a recent Purdue basketball 
game. Suzanne Nielsen (no relation), a food chemist, is also 
active in the program. The lipoxygenase program is only 
a very small part of his lab. The major thrust of the whole 
program is to try to convert the soybean into an edible 
food, and to make it more acceptable. This will open a 
whole new market in the West. Most of the effort is aimed 
at changing the quality characteristics of soy protein by 
genetic engineering. The major problems they are looking at 
now are fl avor, protein quality, sedimentation value ratios, 
and fl atulence. Concerning fl avor, they have made major 
advances by removing lipoxygenase. Nielsen believes 
that this is their most important advance to date and that it 
may have a major effect in improving the acceptability of 
soybeans for food use. They used backcrossing into Century 
soybeans (a good-yielding, maturity group 2, fi eld type 
soybean) to get near isogenic lines. Soybeans missing the 
L-2 and L-3 lipoxygenase isozymes make a very bland tofu 
and soymilk, which is much more acceptable to American 
taste panels. The absence of L-2 alone gives somewhat less 
bland products. L-1, which has a high pH optimum, plays 

little role in generating off fl avors. Last year about 4,500 
acres of soybeans missing the L-2 isozyme were grown in 
Indiana. The lines lacking lipoxygenase yield the same as 
Century, but Century no longer yields nearly as well as the 
best-yielding varieties today. A lot of private and public 
soybean breeders are now using this germplasm. Concerning 
protein quality, they have learned how to change the sulfur 
amino acid content (to increase methionine) and now they 
are working to get it into a soybean variety.
 Being able to change the ratio of 7S to 11S protein 
sedimentation values (the S stands for Svedberg, who was an 
early Swedish researcher on the subject) will be important 
in adjusting the hardness or softness of tofu. But Japanese 
tofu makers have no clear idea of what ratio they want. 
Concerning elimination of fl atulence factors, that work is just 
starting.
 The Japanese have learned to like soyfoods made 
from large-seeded vegetable-type (LSVT) soybeans, but 
American’s have not yet learned that. Tofu makers are 
most concerned about taste and tofu yield, and they prefer 
LSVT soybeans for their fl avor. But they prefer American 
soybeans for their swelling characteristics during soaking, 
and this gives a more uniform product. Many Japanese tofu 
makers plan to have LSVT soybeans grown in America 
under special contract, but they cannot do that economically 
due to (1) their poor yield due to problems of shattering 
during mechanical harvesting, and (2) their thin seedcoat, 
which leads to more damage during mechanical harvesting. 
The way the Japanese have traditionally harvested their 
soybeans, cutting the plants early by hand and hanging them 
upside down on racks, shattering is an advantage, allowing 
the beans to be manually threshed from the pods with a 
minimum of effort. The thin seedcoat, which does not effect 
shattering, does aid uniform swelling during soaking. Yet 
he has heard that new-crop LSVT soybeans do not swell as 
well as year-old ones. Nielsen feels it may not be necessary 
to start with a vegetable-type soybean to produce the 
characteristics that they want.
 Nielsen believes that the program on food uses of 
soybeans at Purdue will expand in the coming years. 
Soybean breeders will be working much more closely than 
ever before with food scientists. Other key people are Phil 
Nelson (the department head in the food science department) 
and Marv Phillips (the department head in agronomy). There 
have already been 9-10 PhD theses in his soybean protein 
improvement program. A few of his graduates now doing 
important work in the area are Nilgen Tumer (from Turkey) 
at Monsanto (working with cross protection by putting 
the proteins of a virus into a plant to immunize it against 
infection) and Paul Staswick at Univ. of Nebraska (working 
with vegetative storage proteins).
 Keith Smith of the American Soybean Assoc. has 
been very supportive of Nielsen’s work. The early work on 
preparing the low-lipoxygenase lines and modifying the 
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nutritional quality of the soy protein was all funded by ASA. 
In Dec. 1989, at a meeting at ASA in St. Louis, he fi rst heard 
concern expressed with the quantity of protein in soybeans, 
for the crushing industry. This seems like a major change of 
attitude. They are not yet very concerned with the various 
components of the seed and how those effect quality. At the 
ASA board meeting, he pointed out that in the coming years, 
especially because of the development of biotechnology, we 
will be seeing the developing of niche markets. That will 
fragment the soybean industry as a commodity crop. A value-
added market will emerge, and this will be a major change 
in the market. So ASA needs to establish better quality 
standards. He is already working with Central Soya toward 
component pricing. Indiana has a value-added program with 
grants to specifi c projects; it does not have a Center as exists 
in Iowa and Illinois.
 Nielsen’s father was a plant breeder at the Univ. 
of Wisconsin. He was personally more interested in 
biochemistry and chemistry. So it was very apparent to him 
due to the environment in which he was raised that there 
was not enough of a connection between the basic sciences 
and the applied sciences. The problem was to learn how to 
establish those bridges. He, who does cutting and splicing 
of DNA, now has developed close ties with the food science 
department. The real question will turn out to be whether or 
not we can fi nd new places to put the improved soy proteins, 
for example as extenders. Central Soya thinks that these new 
soybeans will increase the use of isolates and concentrates 
in foods. Gary Felger (Phone: 219-425-5403) is Nielsen’s 
contact at Central Soya. David Swanson, the CEO, is also 
very interested in this work. Address: Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana 47907. Phone: 317-494-8057.

3135. Smith, Keith J. 1990. American Soybean Association: 
Recent developments (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 14. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Kenneth Bader became ASA’s chief 
executive on 1 Oct. 1976. He worked in Hudson, Iowa, for 
about 2 years, then he supervised ASA’s move to St. Louis 
from Hudson, Iowa, in Dec. 1978.
 ASA now has a research references program. From a 
database search via Washington University, they obtain and 
supply to certain researchers and coworkers about 200-250 
research references every 3 months, mostly on soybean 
production.
 ASA presently uses these following four terms 
interchangeably: soybean oil, soy oil, soya oil, and soyoil. 
Smith thinks that “soy oil” will eventually become the 
standard; the term “bean” is a negative when used with 
foods. However “soybean meal” will probably be used in 
preference to soymeal, primarily because there are soybean 
meal standards used by the feed trade and NSPA. However, 
if they eventually propose soybean meal with higher 
protein content they may call it “soymeal,” to distinguish 

it from 44% meal, since protein is where they have the real 
advantage.
 Concerning component pricing, Smith has spent about a 
third of his time on this subject during the past year. It is very 
frustrating. ASA encourages and funds soybean breeders to 
increase protein and oil levels, and it is almost certain that 
breeders will be paying increased attention to composition. 
But whether farmers will ever be offi cially paid on the basis 
of protein and oil is highly questionable. Many farmers in 
the north and northwest will be discounted on the basis of 
composition today, so they are really being paid on the basis 
of average component pricing. Smith anticipates that nothing 
will be done to change soybean trading and marketing 
rules, but there will be continued pressure on soybean 
breeders to at least consider composition as they release new 
varieties. Foreign matter is a major problem in the export 
markets. USDA’s Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) 
has proposed changing foreign matter requirements over 
the last several years but U.S. exporters and crushers have 
effectively opposed this (as well as blending of soybeans), 
and also oppose component pricing. The Japanese indicate 
that they are going to start purchasing based on component 
pricing; this may be a force accelerating pricing. FGIS 
only has to give information on oil and protein levels if the 
exporter requests it. In the original proposed ruling it was 
supposed to go from optional to mandatory in 1991, but the 
latter provision was deleted. ASA has repeatedly supported 
component pricing, so that soybeans are traded on their 
inherent quality characteristics, which is their true value. 
U.S. soybean crushers go out in early fall and analyze the 
composition of soybeans from counties in many geographical 
areas. They buy based on this data, and therefore are already 
doing a form of component pricing, on the average rather 
than by the individual load. They may not feel it is worth the 
extra price of getting the data on each load.
 There is a lot of interest in value-added products in 
Washington, DC, nowadays. But ASA’s main market is for 
soybean meal that becomes meat, milk, and eggs. Every state 
now has a program on breeding specialty soybeans (as for 
natto or tofu), and most are very optimistic that the program 
will benefi t their state, but the market will soon get saturated. 
ASA promotes niche markets and encourages breeders 
to breed soybeans for those markets. The future of low-
lipoxygenase soybeans looks good. The main reason ASA 
has not done much with the soyfoods market is because it is 
so small. ASA will support the use of soy proteins as meat 
extenders (a niche market) as long as the red meat industry 
doesn’t complain too much. In the future, this market could 
be much more important.
 A number of state soybean associations such as 
Minnesota, North Carolina, South Dakota, and Illinois are 
promoting soyfoods such as soy ice cream and soynuts 
within the state in order to get growers involved and 
increase membership. They have found that in order to sell 
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memberships and develop leadership, farmers have to do 
something. Farmers like to dip ice cream. ASA is supportive 
of anything that will increase membership and leadership in 
the states.
 Concerning areas of potential cooperation between 
ASA and the U.S. soyfoods industry / association, ASA 
is concerned about the perception of soyfoods and would 
be interested in cooperating in any way possible to give 
soyfoods a more positive image, and to put them in the 
mainstream of consumer attitudes and foods. Talk to Gunnar 
Lynum, who is in domestic promotion.
 ASA probably could put together graphs of membership 
and funding. He suggests that Soyfoods Center write a letter 
to Ken Bader, Steve Drake, and Marlyn Jorgensen (ASA 
President) offering to work with ASA in developing a history 
of ASA. ASA has a history of ASA that was partially done 
(by Kent Pellett) while they were still in Hudson. It has been 
dormant for the past 10 years. It is a low priority and will 
probably never be published, unless I volunteer to write it.
 The next World Soybean Research Conference (WSRC) 
will probably be held in China (PRC), or Brazil (less likely). 
In recent years there has been a decrease in the number of 
people working on soybean utilization. So there is not much 
new to report at the world conferences. The people on the 
WSRC continuing committee are mostly soybean production 
people and breeders. Maybe the soyfoods industry and ASA 
(Gunnar Lynum, who is mainly into soy oil and industrial 
uses) could cooperative to have the soyfoods industry better 
represented in these conference speeches.
 ASA will put Soyfoods Center on its news release list. 
Address: Staff Vice President, Research and Utilization, 
American Soybean Assoc., P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-432-1600.

3136. Karta, Susani K. 1990. The market prospective for 
tempe in the year 2000. In: Hermana, Mien K.M.S. Mahmud, 
and Darwin Karyadi, eds. 1990. Second Asian Symposium 
on Non-Salted Soybean Fermentation. Bogor, Indonesia: 
Nutrition Research and Development Centre. vii + 116 p. See 
p. 94-104. Held 13-15 Feb. 1990 in Jakarta, Indonesia. 23 
cm. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: A very interesting paper. Contents: Introduction. 
Market situation for tempe in Indonesia. Health and 
nutritional signifi cance of tempe. Tempe for weaning 
food. Constraints and trends in the market development of 
tempe. Recommended guidelines and strategies. Ideas for 
the diversifi cation of tempe utilization (Tempe as a food 
ingredient, new tempe food opportunities).
 Tempe “is a key protein source in the rice-diet of the 
people of Indonesia. It is consumed by millions of people 
of various ages and socio-economic status. It has gained 
popularity in the Netherlands, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore 
and other areas where Indonesians have settled. It has 
also slowly been making its way into the American diet, 

particularly, in the vegetarian, cholesterol-free and low-fat 
food product markets.”
 “Indonesia with a population of 177 million people 
(in 1988) and an annual population growth rate of 2%, 
is the largest tempe producer in the world and has the 
largest soyfood market in the region. In 1983, Indonesians 
consumed about 0.9 million MT [metric tons] of soybeans 
as food, which increased to about 1.5 million MT in 1988 
(Table 1). About 50 percent of the total soybeans consumed 
was in the form of tempe, 40% as tofu and the remaining 
10% was used for making soy sauce and tauco (a fermented 
whole soybean condiment). In 1988, the estimated soybean 
consumption for tempe was around 764,000 MT which 
amounted to an average per capita consumption of 6.45 kg of 
tempe (equivalent to 4.3 kg soybeans). In the past fi ve years 
the consumption of soyfood has increased by an average of 
10% annually.”
 “Acute diarrheal disease is one of the leading causes of 
childhood mortality and morbidity in developing countries 
and is a major contributor of malnutrition. Approximately 
25% of the growth differential between children in selected 
developing countries can be explained by diarrhea. The 
mortality and morbidity data from a total of 193 surveys 
carried out in 49 countries since 1981 by WHO (1986) 
indicate that, on average, a child under 5 years of age suffer 
3.5 episodes of diarrhea per year and that about one-third of 
deaths in this age group are diarrhea associated.
 “Investigations worldwide have found diarrhea 
incidence peaking between the ages of 6 months to 3 years.”
 Tables: (1) Indonesian soybean production, imports, 
and consumption as food, 1983-1988. Soybean production 
increased from 536,000 tonnes (metric tons) in 1983 to 
1,179,000 tonnes in 1988–more than double. Soybean 
imports, which were 391,000 tonnes in 1983, rose to a 
peak of 400,000 tonnes in 1984, then decreased to 350,000 
tonnes in 1988. Consumption of soybeans as food increased 
from 927,000 tonnes in 1983 to 1,528,000 tonnes in 1988. 
Per-capita consumption fi gures are not given. Source: ASA 
estimates and BULOG statistics. (2) Nutritional composition 
of tempe (100 gm edible portion). (3) The essential amino-
acid composition of tempe compared with the FAO/WHO 
reference pattern (expressed in milligrams per gram of 
nitrogen). (4) Fatty acids in soy tempe. (5) Global and 
regional population in 1980 and estimated number (millions) 
and distribution of diarrheal diseases. (6) Household Health 
Survey illness data by different age groups in Indonesia. 
(7) Potential demand for tempe fl our in weaning food in the 
year 2000, Indonesia. (8) Demographic estimates for Asian 
developing countries. (9) Estimated number (millions) of 
children under age 5 in Asian developing countries. (10) 
Projected potential use of tempe fl our in weaning food 
in Asian developing countries in the year 2010. Address: 
American Soybean Assoc., Singapore.
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3137. Soejono, Irlan; Kagatsume, Masaru. 1990. Shifts and 
development in trade of various food crops in East Asia, 
1960-1984. CGPRT Working Paper No. 5. xviii + 168 p. 
Feb. 28 cm.
• Summary:  For each country discussed, this book gives 
information on: Production and supply of coarse grains, 
pulses, and root and tuber crops. Consumption and demand. 
Trade and trade elasticities. Forecast and policy implications: 
Prediction on import demand, indication of policy 
implications.
 The countries are: Japan (p. 1-28). People’s Republic of 
China (p. 29-42). Republic of Korea (p. 43-62). Taiwan (p. 
63-79). The Territory of Hong Kong (p. 81-92). Appendixes 
(p. 95-165). References (p. 167-68).
 Summary: As people in the East Asia subregion become 
more affl uent and westernized, they consume less food 
grains directly and more livestock products.
 Japan: Japanese rice production peaked in 1963 at 13.42 
million tons, but surpluses have continued to grow. The 
government has tried various schemes to induce farmers to 
switch from rice other crops, including soybeans. Graphs 
show: (I-6, p. 6) “Soybean production, area and yield, 1960-
1984.” Soybean production in Japan dropped from 418,000 
tonnes in 1960 to 100,000 tonnes in 1976. Because of the 
Rice Farming Diversifi cation Policy, soybean production 
since 1976 has increased, rising to 238,000 tonnes in 1984. 
The graph also shows harvested area and yield during this 
period.
 (I-13a+b, p. 13, 14) “Total demand for soybeans its 
components [in Japan], 1960-1984.” The total demand has 
increased steadily from 1.517 million tonnes in 1960 to 

4.814 million tonnes in 1984. About 80% of this demand 
(3.952 million tonnes in 1984) was for soybeans to be 
processed. About 90% of these (3.765 million tons in 1984) 
were crushed into oil and meal. Small and relatively static 
amounts were processed to make miso (182,000 tonnes) and 
soy sauce (5,000 tonnes) in 1984.
 (I-21a, p. 21) “Volume of soybean (grain) imports, 
import values and import prices, 1960-1984.
 (I-21b, p. 22) “Volume of soybean oil imports, import 
value and import prices, 1960-1984.
 (I-22, p. 22) “Volume of soybean cake imports, import 
values and import prices, 1960-1984.
 Table I-2 “Projected import quantities (1,000 tons) of 
selected CGPRT crops in Japan, 1984-1999.
 For the People’s Republic of China, Fig. II-6 (p. 33) 
shows soybean production, area and yield, 1974-1984.
 For Korea, Fig. III-5 (p. 47) shows soybean production, 
area and yield, 1960-1984.
 For Taiwan, Fig. IV-5 (p. 67) shows soybean production, 
area and yield, 1971-1984.
 For the Territory of Hong Kong, Fig. V-5(a) (p. 87) the 
volume of soybean grain imports, import values and import 
prices, 1960-1984.
 The various appendices (p. 95+) give the data lists 
for each country used in creating the previous graphs. 
Address: 1. Senior Agricultural Economist, CGPRT Centre, 
Jl. Merdeka 145, Bogor 16111, Indonesia; 2. National 
Research Inst. of Agricultural Economics and the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan.

3138. Welters, Sjon. 1990. Origina, Terra Foods, FVO, OCIF, 
and Mercantile Development (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. March 3. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In about 1983 Rob Jansen, a 
friend of Sjon’s, left Manna and founded Terra 
Foods in Castricum, Netherlands, as an import 
/ export company in Holland. Terra Foods, 
formerly a commodity company and owned 
by a holding company named Centaur, created 
a new entity/dba/company named Origina 
(pronounced or-uh-GEE-nuh) through which 
it could enter the retail food consumer market, 
exporting foods (from companies such as 
Witte Wonder) to West Germany, the USA, 
etc., and importing foods from the USA (as 
from Mercantile Development). Origina is also 
sometimes used as a brand name. Note that 
the name Witte Wonder does not appear on 
exported products. One brand is Luna.
 Mercantile Development, an American 
company in Bridgeport, Connecticut, founded 
by Michael Marcolla (an American) and 
Robert Shapiro. Mercantile started the FVO 
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(Farm Verifi ed Organic) program in Europe about 10 years 
ago when he found that he was exporting a lot of American 
commodities to Europe. Because a certifying agency cannot 
be connected to a commodities trader, FVO was made 
separate from Mercantile. FVO now has a very extensive 
program in America, as well as a newsletter. The owner of 
Mercantile went to school at a Waldorf school and is very 
interested in the anthroposophic and biodynamic methods 
of farming. FVO and OCIF are certifi cation programs used 
mostly for commodities that are accepted in Europe as 
being really organic. European standards used to be tighter 
than those of the USA but the U.S. is now catching up. All 
U.S. products in Europe must have a seal of certifi cation. 
Many European soyfoods (especially tofu) manufacturers 
use certifi ed organic soybeans grown in the USA. In fact, 
soybeans were one of the fi rst certifi ed organic commodities 
to be imported to Europe from the USA on a large scale. 
FVO started its program in large part because of soybeans. 
Address: Craft International Consultants, 21 Wetherbee St., 
Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 508-264-4011.

3139. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1990. A 
profi le of the Canadian soyfoods market–Characteristics and 
potential. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. vi + 
40 p. March. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: Background, study 
objectives. 2. Research procedures: Data limitations, data 
collection (data sources). 3. The soyfood market: Soyfood 
production and utilization, domestic production, imports and 
exports (introduction, whole soybeans, soy fl ours and meals, 
soy oil, soy sauce, protein substances, cream and other 
substances, bran & soy hulls, soy meal oil cake), balance, 
conclusions regarding opportunities.
 4. Soybeans for food purposes: Natto beans 
(background, market characteristics, market potential), whole 
bean soyfoods (introduction, soynuts, full fatted soy fl ours, 
soymilk, tofu, soy sprouts, tempeh, miso, natto, soy sauce), 
foods from soy ingredients (introduction, defatted soy fl akes, 
soy protein concentrate, soy protein isolates, textured soy 
protein, consumption and imports). 5. Organic soyfoods: 
Introduction, organizations (major players, labelling 
requirements, certifi cation), organic soybeans, organic 
soyfoods, market opportunities, recommendations.
 6. Market estimates: Introduction, conversion rates, 
market characteristics (introduction, ethnic characteristics, 
immigration trends, implications), soyfood consumption 
(production). 7. Soyfood products: Introduction, new 
products (whole bean products, products from soy 
components), existing products (products with potential for 
growth). 8. Marketing strategy: Introduction, respondent 
requests (background), market opportunities (traditional 
soyfoods, new products), systems development (system 
information needs, human resources, production research), 
institutional needs.

 This study was commissioned by the Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board to provide a description of the 
Ontario soyfood industry. “Production and utilization: In 
the 1988 crop year, approximately 1.12 million tonnes of 
soybeans were produced on 1.28 million acres in Ontario. 
Approximately 86% of the soybeans were sold through the 
Board, with the remainder being fed or retained on the farms 
where they were grown. In 1988, 860 thousand tonnes of 
soybeans were crushed in Canada to produce soybean meal 
and soy oil, and 272 thousand tonnes were exported.
 “Imports and Exports: Canada had a negative balance, a 
defi cit, of almost $190 million in the value of soybeans and 
soy products traded. This is just over half a million dollars 
per day. Our largest single area of exports is whole soybeans 
for human foods. The percentage of these beans going to 
the major markets in 1988 were: USA, 37%; Pacifi c Rim 
Countries, 34%; and Europe and other 29%. Our greatest 
imbalance in exports and imports is in soybean meal or oil 
cake. Canadian crushers are unable to maximize their sales 
of oil cake because of diffi culties in selling surplus soybean 
oil in the US. Soy oil being sold into the US presently faces 
a tariff of 18% which is decreasing at the rate of 2.25% per 
year as per the Canada United States Trade Agreement...
 “Institutional development: We suggest the Board 
initiate the establishment of a Soyfood Development 
Association similar in structure and function to the Canola 
Council of Canada... There is a need to begin to bring all 
industry stakeholders together to systematically identify 
problems, information and research needs; develop data 
bases; and cooperatively promote the soyfood industry.”
 Soybeans for food purposes: The total volume of 
soybeans consumed as soyfoods in Vancouver (BC), Toronto 
(Ontario), and Montreal (Quebec) was estimated at about 
6,000 tonnes, and imports were estimated to be equivalent to 
8,000 tonnes of soyfoods.
 Miso: One large Vancouver producer and one Toronto 
producer estimated that the volume of soybeans used to 
make miso in Canada is only about 35 tonnes/year.
 Modern Soy Protein Products: Soy fl our, concentrates, 
isolates, and textured soy protein products. Roughly 2,400 
tonnes of soybeans are used in Canada for the production 
of these products, and 5,600 tonnes of soybeans are used 
to make the imported products (only bakery fl our and 
extruded fl our are made in Canada). Almost 1,000 tonnes of 
soy protein concentrates and isolates, and 400 texture soy 
proteins were imported, 83% from the USA. Total exports 
were 800 tonnes, of which 578 tonnes went to the USA. 
Soy fl our (full-fat): The term “fl our” generally signifi es that 
the material has been ground fi nely enough to pass through 
a 100-mesh screen. Only relatively small volumes of full-
fat soy fl ours are used directly as human foods. Some are 
used in bread, crackers, and pastry products. 5 companies in 
Canada make 1,538 tonnes of soy fl our worth $495,000.
 Natto: Canadians sell roughly 8 to 10 thousand tonnes of 
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natto beans in Japan each year. Natto-type beans are “created 
by screening out the small beans from among regular food 
grade soybeans which have white hilums” (p. 15). In Japan 
about 100,000 tons/year of soybeans are used to make natto. 
Recently, Canada (via 3 companies–First Line Seeds, W.G. 
Thompson, and King Grain) has supplied about 10% of this 
market. Ontario produces about 8,000 to 10,000 tonnes of 
natto beans. Competition is expected to increase from U.S. 
seed breeders.
 Soymilk: There are presently no large Canadian soymilk 
manufacturers. A plant is being built by an international 
trading company near Vancouver (YHS Pacifi c Fruit 
Concentrates Ltd., owned by Yeo Hiap Seng). It will 
supply both the local market and the Western U.S. market 
when it goes on stream later this year. A high proportion of 
imported soymilk is organic. Two brands account for 3/4 of 
all imports: Edensoy and Vitasoy. A high proportion of all 
soymilk imports are certifi ed organic. This emphasis makes 
it diffi cult for Canadian producers to compete because of 
the shortage of organic soybeans in Canada. Consumption 
of soymilk is increasing at about 10% a year. Prices range 
from $1.50 to $2.75 per liter, with the organic product 
commanding the higher prices. Just under 100 tonnes of 
soybeans are used to produce soymilk in Canada: Vancouver 
42 tonnes, Toronto 30 tonnes, Montreal 25 tonnes, plus 
imports 240 tonnes. 1 kg of soybeans produces 16.5 kg of 
soymilk.
 Soynuts: The volume of soynuts made in Canada is 
quite small. One Toronto company [Grove Country Foods 
Canada, Inc.; they were in business 1-2 years, but were out 
of business by Jan. 1991], which began operation in Nov. 
1988, sells a line of roasted nuts, which are roasted in the 
USA and chocolate-dipped in Ontario. Production was only a 
few tonnes in 1989 and is estimated to be about 10 tonnes in 
1990.
 Soy sauce: In 1986, according to Statistics Canada data, 
2,503 tonnes of soy sauce were produced by 6 fi rms. The 
value was $2,161 per tonne for a total of $5,411,000. In 
1988 Canada imported 5,680 tonnes of soy sauce valued at 
$4 million, primarily from China, the United States, Hong 
Kong, and Japan. Exports were 58 tonnes valued at $65,000. 
The major Canadian producers are China Lily and Sun Fresh 
in Toronto, Wong Wing and VH in Montreal, and Golden 
Dragon in Vancouver. The value of Toronto production is 
currently estimated to be about $5 million.
 Soy sprouts: One Toronto manufacturer uses 20-25 
tonnes of soybeans per year.
 Tofu: About 3,300 tonnes of soybeans are used to 
produce tofu in Canada, more than any other soyfood. 
The volume of soybeans used is estimated at 1,400 tonnes 
in Toronto, 1,200 tonnes in Quebec (when a relatively 
large operation in Hull [La Soyarie, Inc.], near Ottawa, 
which exports to Ontario is included), 625-700 tonnes 
in Vancouver, and 125 tonnes for imported tofu. 1 kg of 

soybeans produces 2.4 kg of tofu.
 Tempeh: Only about 33 tonnes of soybeans are used 
to make tempeh in Canada, and an estimated 15-20 tonnes 
in Ontario. Imports are relatively small. 1 kg of soybeans 
produces 1.6 kg of tempeh. Very few fi rms produce tempeh 
in Canada. One producer claims to have over half the Ontario 
market. A major distributor suggested they sold 4-5 times as 
much tofu as tempeh.
 Soybean crushing: Since 1986 the number of fi rms 
crushing soybeans and producing soy oil has decreased from 
3 to 2 [Central Soya owns two plants; in 1990 they bought 
the Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing (CVOP) plant in 
Hamilton, Ontario, formerly owned by Canada Packers Inc. 
They purchased Victory Soya Mills in Toronto in early 1985. 
So now 2 fi rms own 3 plants]. In 1986 the three plants made 
95,108 tonnes of crude soy oil worth $57,271,000. Two fi rms 
made deodorized soy oil, but the volume and value were 
confi dential. Less than $2 million of any type of soy oil is 
imported.
 Consumption of soyfoods in Canada is strongly linked 
to Asian-Canadians. A table (p. 32) shows that according to 
the 1986 census, there were about 444,000 people of East- 
and Southeast Asian origin living in three major Canadian 
cities: Vancouver (155,105 people comprised 11.2% of 
the city’s population), Toronto (234,325 people comprised 
6.8%), and Montreal (55,585 people comprised 2.4%). Thus 
Toronto was by far the largest market, but Vancouver had 
the highest density of Asian-Canadians. A similar table (p. 
33) updates the previous table to 1988. Immigration has 
increased sharply since then.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2021) that 
uses the term “food grade” (or “food-grade”) in connection 
with Canadian soybeans (see p. 15). Address: Chatham, 
ONT, Canada.

3140. Krohn, Joni. 1990. Standard Industrial Classifi cation 
(SIC) Codes: SIC classifi cation ended in about 1984; SITC 
(Standard International Trade Classifi cation) is now in use 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 5. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Standard Industrial Classifi cation Manual 
is published by the Offi ce of Management and Budget 
(OMB), which also publishes the SIC codes. Another 
related publication is The Numerical List of Manufactured 
and Mineral Products, and its Alphabetic Index, both 
published by the Census Bureau (within the Department of 
Commerce); these documents expand the basic 4-digit SIC 
codes to 7-digits to give more detail: Our industry is most 
aptly characterized by 2075A = Soybean products.
 0116 = Soybean farms. Any industry that starts with zero 
is agricultural.
 2024-071 = Mellorine and similar frozen desserts, incl. 
those made with tofu.
 2026-717 = Products which substitute for fl uid milk 
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products [probably includes soymilk].
 2026-718 = Other perishable dairy product substitutes 
[probably includes soy yogurts & cheeses].
 2035 = Pickled fruits and vegetables.
 2035-234 = Other fi nished pickles and pickled products 
[incl. mixes, relishes, peppers, onions, and mushrooms; 
probably includes miso].
 2035-351 = Other sauces, incl. Worcestershire, soy 
sauce, horseradish, meat, vegetable, etc.
 2075 = Soybean fl our, grits, meal, cake, and soy oil 
(unrefi ned).
 2079 = Soybean cooking and salad oil.
 2084 = Soybean fi bers.
 2099-955 = Tofu (Bean curd).
 2099-998 = Other perishable prepared foods, sold in 
bulk or packages, not frozen [probably includes tempeh].
 Note: in May 1984 the “Primary SIC” code assigned 
to tofu manufacturers by Dun & Bradstreet was either 2075 
(Soybean Oil Mills), or 2099 (Food Preparation Nec.).
 Examples of SITC numbers: Soya bean fl our and other 
protein substances, textured 098.09. Soya bean fl our, defatted 
(excl. protein concentrates) 081.31. Soya bean fl our, non-
defatted 223.9. Bean curd 098.09... Soya sauce 098.04. 
Soybean–see soya bean 098.04. Address: Dep. of Commerce, 
Bureau of the Census, Economic Surveys Div., Industry 
& Commodity Classifi cation Branch, FOB-3, Room 2744, 
Washington, DC 20233;. Phone: 301-763-1935.

3141. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. U.S. trade defi cit with Japan, 
and changing attitudes and relations between the USA and 
Japan (Overview). April 6. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The U.S. trade defi cit with Japan was about 
$5,000 million in 1975. It rose steadily until 1983, then rose 
dramatically to a peak of $60,000 million in 1987. Thereafter 
it began to decline, falling to $49,000 million in 1989. A 
recent poll (San Francisco Chronicle, 2 April 1990, p. 1) 
found that “68 percent of Americans fear the threat from 
Japan’s economy more than the Soviet military... 49 percent 
of Japanese and 48 percent of Americans believe the United 
States is in decline as a world power.”

3142. Koen, Hannes. 1990. Re: History of the Oilseeds 
Board in South Africa. Questions answered on Oilseeds 
Board letterhead and returned to SC on 17 April 1990. 2 p. 
Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “The Oilseeds Board (Oliesaderaad) was 
established in 1952. It is a fi nancially independent institution 
which acts as the sole buyer and distributor of soya beans, 
sunfl ower seeds, and peanuts in South Africa.
 “The Board is presently made up of thirteen members 
representing all the recognised interests in the oilseeds 
industry. It comprises eight oilseed producers, three oilseed 
expressers, one roaster and one oilseed merchant.

 “The main functions of the Board are to ensure price 
stability to producers, to develop and maintain markets for 
soya beans and other oilseeds, and to see to it that local 
requirements for oilseeds are met.
 “Surplus oilseeds are then sold at ruling world prices, 
either by the Board or through local exporters. As it is 
very important for local processors and expressers to have 
continuity of supply, exports are only undertaken in the event 
of surpluses.” Address: Oilseeds Building, 526 Vermeulen 
Street, Arcadia 0083 (Pretoria), South Africa. Phone: (012) 
325-5000.

3143. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. Early history and 
recent developments at Alpro N.V. in Belgium (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center. Followed by a letter (fax) on 30 May. 
1990.
• Summary: N.V. Vandemoortele (the N.V. is written fi rst in 
Flemish, but often last in English) began research on new 
soy products (mostly soy protein isolates and concentrates) 
in 1973. The goal was to fi nd a way to bring soya beans to 
the consumer. They bought and sold soy protein products but 
never manufactured any. In May 1975 research on soymilk 
began. From 1975 to 1979 they were basically doing pioneer 
research. In Dec. 1979 they began production of soymilk, but 
they did not pack or sell it; it was just to get their new plant 
running. Famalac was a potential/fi ctitious product name 
that was described in a brochure, but the product was never 
sold commercially. This soymilk was produced at a plant 
located at Zuidkaai 33 in Izegem on a piece of land located 
next door to the main N.V. Vandemoortele facilities (whose 
offi cial address was Prins Albertlaan 12). In Jan. 1980 
Vandemoortele began to make its fi rst commercial soymilk 
product (GranoVita Soja Drink in plain and carob fl avors, 
packed in 500 ml Tetra Brik cartons) which was private 
labeled (co-packed) for DE-VAU-GE, a large Seventh-day 
Adventist health food manufacturer in West Germany. This 
was Alpro’s fi rst customer.
 N.V. Alpro (named simply Alpro in English), was 
founded in June 1980. Alpro then purchased the land on 
which it was located from N.V. Vandemoortele. During 
1980 Alpro became a truly independent producer, now also 
doing their own sterilization and packaging. It was Philippe 
Vandemoortele’s idea to start Alpro.
 His grandfather began to import soybeans in 1934 
from Manchuria, and he started a small crushing plant. 
Philippe has always been interested in soya (he read a lot) 
and he wanted to go back to the use of soybeans for human 
consumption in the form of soyfoods rather than as isolates, 
concentrates, etc. While researching new developments in 
soymilk processing, he learned that new methods for making 
soymilk had been developed in other countries such as the 
USA [at Cornell University and University of Illinois], 
Brazil, etc. His company, which had many engineers and 
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R&D staff, was the fi rst soymilk manufacturer in the western 
world to invest in a pilot plant and then in a factory to make 
soymilk using the new technique. In the beginning, Alpro 
designed and built its own soymilk equipment.
 At that time it looked like Alpro’s main business would 
be selling this equipment to Third World countries to provide 
a practical solution to their nutritional and protein problems, 
especially for infants. In 1982 Alpro signed a contract to sell 
a soymilk plant to Lalasoa SA in Madagascar. The plant, 
which cost US$11 million, began operation in Jan. 1984 and 
it is still in operation. This was the only plant Alpro ever sold 
to a Third World country.
 [Note: Alfa-Laval, which developed soymilk equipment, 
sold its fi rst major piece of soymilk equipment (a VTIS 
sterilizer) to Yeo Hiap Seng in 1967, and its fi rst complete 
soymilk line to Lam Soon (Ace Canning) in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. The latter began making soymilk in Dec. 1979, 
exactly the same year and month that Alpro began.]
 The reason for the lack of sales of soymilk plants to 
Third World countries was mostly politics and lack of 
organization in those countries. It was not a problem of the 
resulting soymilk being too expensive. Another problem was 
that Alpro had only a single product to promote (the turnkey 
plant). So in Aug. 1984 the company decided to return to its 
basic business, producing foods, rather than idealistically 
trying to sell technology (soymilk plants) to the Third World. 
“In the beginning, we at Alpro had never imagined that there 
would be a market for soymilk in Europe. Almost nobody 
wanted the product. There was no interest, except among 
motivated health-food people. Everybody else in Europe 
thought the product tasted lousy.”
 In the early 1980s, while focusing on its Third World 
plants, Alpro also made soymilk for the European market. 
The main reason for making this soymilk was to demonstrate 
what the Alpro equipment could do. In Jan. 1981 Alpro 
began making and private-labeling Granose Soya Drink in 
plain and carob fl avors for Granose, a Seventh-day Adventist 
food manufacturer and distributor in England. In March 
1981 Alpro launched Soyamel (plain with vitamins), the 
fi rst of its own soymilk brands, sold only in drug stores and 
pharmacies (chemie stores). It was followed in Dec. 1982 
by Provamel plain and chocolate drinks, and the company’s 
fi rst pudding-like dessert (in chocolate fl avor); the Provamel 
line was sold in health food stores. Next, in March 1984, 
came Alpro Soya Drink in plain and chocolate fl avors, sold 
only in supermarkets (multiples). All the above were sold 
in 500 ml Tetra Brik cartons. Then in Nov. 1984 Alpro 
launched Sunsoy for the export market. It was sold in both 
250 ml (plain, carob, or strawberry) and 1 liter (plain) Tetra 
Brik cartons. All four brands still exist, although Soyamel 
sales are small. Statistics on the sales of each brand are 
confi dential. Alpro launched its fi rst pudding-like soymilk 
dessert under the Provamel brand in about 1984, in chocolate 
and vanilla fl avors. The concept, though based on a similar 

dairy product, was a fi rst for soymilk.
 Alpro continues to private label soymilk for anyone who 
can pay for it. The company’s philosophy on this point has 
not changed over the years. “We are a producer, and as such 
we try to produce as much as possible, otherwise we could 
not pay for our research and fi xed costs. We would like to 
sell as much of our own brands as possible, but if we do not 
private label for other companies, our competitors will do so 
instead.”
 In 1984 Alpro had planned to build a new soymilk plant 
in Ghent with a capacity of 40 million liters/year, but this 
plan was delayed. Instead they ended up building a new 
soybean cleaning and dehulling system. Finally Alpro did 
build a new plant at Vlamingstraat 28, in Wevelgem, near the 
French border. They started construction in June 1988 and 
they plan to be moved in completely by June 1990. The plant 
cost about US$15 million and its capacity is about 45 million 
liters/year, which is more than the present total European 
and American soymilk markets. It is a complete plant with 
packaging, sterilizing, and several lines. It is the biggest 
soymilk plant in the western world. Address: Managing 
Director, Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 Wevelgem, 
Belgium. Phone: (056) 43 22 11.

3144. Wolff, David. 1990. The Manchurian soya bean and 
the development of Northeast Asia, 1899-1922. Asiatic 
Society of Japan, Bulletin (Tokyo) No. 4. p. 2-4. April.
• Summary: The soybean was introduced into Manchuria 
at the end of the 1800s and by 1899 constituted 79% of the 
region’s total exports. The resulting prosperity made the 
area a theater of confl ict between China, Russia and Japan. 
“By 1922, almost all bean shipments had been diverted from 
Vladivostok to Japanese-controlled Dairen, making such 
‘typically Japanese’ foodstuffs as tofu and shoyu generally 
affordable for the fi rst time... Thus the soya bean played 
an integral part in the history of Manchuria, bringing fi rst 
wealth, then strife, and ultimately subjugation.” Address: 
PhD candidate in Russian and Chinese history at the Univ. of 
California at Berkeley.

3145. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. The Food and Agribusiness 
Management Program in Illinois (Overview). July 30. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This program was started in June 1989. It 
is looking, among other things, at “alternative marketing 
channels” and “specialty markets” including “specialty 
export markets” for major crops, such as tofu beans for 
Japan. James Dunn has a specialty export company. Most 
farmers think there is a big risk associated with growing 
specialty soybeans but actually the contract virtually 
eliminates that risk. One student is studying alternative 
contracts for specialty crops. Address: Univ. if Illinois.

3146. Hsiao, Laurence. 1990. Role of Taiwan soybean 
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importers. In: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, ed. 
1990. Soybean Buyers Mission from New Markets, July 1-7, 
1990. Tokyo, Japan: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food. 61 p. July. See p. 13-15. [Eng]
• Summary: In Taiwan, soybeans are imported primarily 
from the USA. During the days of the Soybean Importers 
Joint Committee (SIJC) other countries producing soybeans 
complained that the Taiwanese market was, in effect, closed. 
However since soybean import liberalization on 1 July 1988, 
the SIJC was abandoned, yet almost all soybeans are still 
imported from the USA.
 While SIJC was active, each importer declared his 
requirement based on import volume the preceding year 
plus or minus 10%. Then the Committee reported to the 
Government Authority, which invited tenders from suppliers. 
Because soyfood manufacturers had to rely on soybean oil 
millers for their supply, the quality was greatly restricted. 
Hence Taiwanese consumers did not enjoy the high quality 
of tofu and soymilk found in other countries.
 Although soybean imports are bound by the “Sino-
America Grains Agreement,” which requires that Taiwan 
purchase at least 1.2 million tonnes/year of soybeans from 
the USA, the importers now have more fl exibility in dealing 
with the suppliers. Thus the market is now more price-
oriented. But food soybeans are still imported in the same 
way. Hence, soyfood manufacturers still complain about 
their poor quality.
 Preliminary research has shown that the yield of tofu 
from Ontario special quality white hilum soybeans is 15% 
higher than from U.S. #2 soybeans. In Taiwan, most food 
soybeans are sold in 50 kg bags in small lots of 10-25 tonnes/
lot. The author advises Ontario suppliers to promote their 
soybeans on the basis of yield and quality, and to try to build 
these factors into their price structure. In conclusion, in 
Taiwan the market for food soybeans is undeveloped. The 
time is ripe for Canadian soybean exporters to penetrate this 
market. “Initially you may fi nd that price is a major factor. 
Do not be discouraged.”
 Addendum: The following documents are available from 
the Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board: 1. Sino-
America Grains Procurement Agreement. 2. Bulk Carrier 
Charter Agreement. 3. Soybean Importers Joint Committee 
Tender Invitation. 4. Chronology of 1988 Soybean 
Shipments to Taiwan. 5. Sales Agreement of Paraguayan 
Soybeans. Address: Vice President, Sun Ford Conglomerate 
Corp., 21 Lin 1 Street, Taipei, Taiwan. Phone: (02) 321-1005.

3147. Loh, Michael. 1990. An overview of export 
opportunities in the new markets. In: Ontario Ministry of 
Agriculture and Food, ed. 1990. Soybean Buyers Mission 
from New Markets, July 1-7, 1990. Tokyo, Japan: Ontario 
Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 61 p. July. See p. 10-12. 
[Eng]
• Summary: It has been almost 20 years since the fi rst 

container load of soybeans grown in Ontario was shipped 
to Japan. By the end of 1989, Ontario was exporting more 
than $25 million worth of soybeans to Japan, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, and Singapore. Now the new markets for Ontario 
soybeans are Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indonesia.
 In Korea, trade restrictions have eased on soybeans and 
other agricultural products. With hefty trade surpluses, Korea 
is under pressure to balance trade. Korea soybean imports 
jumped from only 428,000 tons in 1979 to 1,100,000 tons in 
1989. About 120,000 tons of the imported soybeans are for 
food use, as follows: Tofu 100,000 tons (83% of the total), 
soymilk 17,000 tons, and soy sprouts 2,000 tons. Nearly all 
of Korea’s soybean imports come from the USA.
 Taiwan ranks second, after Japan, in terms of best 
prospects for agricultural exports. The strong Taiwanese 
currency has made exports less expensive. Burgeoning trade 
surpluses have led to increasing pressures from trading 
partners, like the USA, to balance trade. So Taiwan has 
liberalized imports by lowering tariffs and eliminating non-
tariff barriers. “U.S. soybean exporters took advantage of 
their dominant market position in Taiwan to expand sales. 
Backed by aggressive trade negotiators, the American 
soybean industry has enhanced its competitive position 
by securing a 5-year supply agreement contract with the 
Government of Taiwan. The agreement calls for the purchase 
of 5.7 million tons of U.S. soybeans over a fi ve-year 
period from July 1, 1986 to June 30, 1991. As a result the 
United States has over 75% of the market share. Taiwan’s 
annual requirements of food soybeans are estimated at 
250,000–300,000 tons. With recent market opening measures 
announced by the Taiwanese government, direct sales of 
food soybeans to end-users are now permitted.”
 Philippines: In Feb. 1987 Michael led a mission to the 
Philippines, and contacted a buyer. Ontario soybeans were 
fi rst shipped to that country later in 1987. The Philippines 
import about 10,000 to 15,000 tons/year of soybeans 
for food use, and this is expected to increase in the near 
future. Filipro, Inc., which is the Philippines’ licensee for 
Nestle S.A., reported increasing market acceptance of its 
re-launched powdered soya milk product Vita (chocolate 
fl avor), and a soy-based baby cereal named Ceresoy.
 Indonesia: Ontario soybeans (worth $4.2 million) 
were fi rst sold to Indonesia in 1980 after Canada’s fi rst 
mission there that year. 90% of the 1.7 to 2.0 million tons of 
soybeans required by Indonesia are used for food. Tempeh 
is a delicious Indonesian food and Indonesia requires over 
750,000 tons/year of soybeans to make tempeh. Address: 
Senior Representative, Asia/Pacifi c Region, Ontario Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food (OMAF), Tokyo, Japan.

3148. Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 1990. 
Soybean buyers mission from new markets, July 1-7, 1990. 
Tokyo, Japan: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 61 
p. 30 cm. Saddle stitched. [Eng]
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• Summary: This conference took place in Ontario, Canada. 
On the mission were two buyers each from Indonesia (P.T. 
Indofood Interna Corp., BULOG), Philippines (Universal 
Robina Corp., Paritas Trading Corp.), and Taiwan (Sun Ford 
Mfg. Corp, Great Wall Enterprise Co.). Michael Loh of 
OMAF/Tokyo was the mission leader. Contents: Background 
and purpose. Mission members. Itinerary. Seminar agenda. 
Canada’s soybean industry, by Fred Brandenburg of 
OSGMB. An overview of export opportunities in the new 
markets (Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Indonesia), by Michael 
Loh of OMAF, Tokyo. Role of Taiwan Soybean Importers, 
by Laurence Hsiao of Sun Ford Conglomerate Corp. 
Soybean market in Indonesia, by A. Saifullah of BULOG, 
Indonesia. The market prospective for tempeh in the year 
2000, by Ms. Susani K. Karta, manager, P.T. Indofood 
Interna Corp. (Indonesia). Appendix: 1. Ontario soybean 
suppliers (directory of 15 exporters). 2. Useful contacts. 3. 
Ontario soybean oil crushers (ADM, Victory Soya Mills, 
Central Soya of Canada). 4. Role of the Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board. 5. Development of soybean 
varieties (incl. Harovinton for tofu; Canatto, Nattawa, and 
Nattosan for natto). 6. Market trends in the development of 
traditional soyfood, by Susani K. Karta (ASA, Singapore; 
Originally presented at the ASEAN Food Conference, Oct. 
1988, Bangkok, Thailand). 7. Reference materials for doing 
business in Asia/Pacifi c.
 “Natto soybean variety development at Agriculture 
Canada in Ottawa has also received considerable support 
from the OSGMB. Ottawa’s Dr. Harvey Voldeng has been 
extremely successful at breeding Canada’s top natto varieties 
(Canatto, Nattawa, and Nattosan) as well as incorporating 
higher protein levels into other early maturing varieties.”
 “Soybean breeders are selecting for high protein and 
white hilum whenever possible” (p. 40). Address: Tokyo, 
Japan.

3149. Saifullah, Agus. 1990. Soybean market in Indonesia. 
In: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food, ed. 1990. 
Soybean Buyers Mission from New Markets, July 1-7, 1990. 
Tokyo, Japan: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. 61 
p. July. See p. 16-18. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Market size. Major soybean products. 
Sources of imports. Domestic prices. Addendum: BULOG’s 
objective and functions.
 The size of the Indonesian soybean market is about 1.7 
to 2.0 million tonnes. From 1985 to 1989 soybean production 
in Indonesia grew from 870,000 tonnes to 1,275,000 tonnes 
(about 11.6% per year), imports grew from 330,000 tonnes 
to 384,000 tonnes (with a peak of 475,000 tonnes in 1988), 
and soybean consumption grew by 7.8% per year. About 
90% of total soybean consumption is used for food, and the 
remaining 10% is crushed for oil or used for feed. Of the 
soybeans used for food, about 90% are used for tempeh and 
tofu.

 Since 1986 China has been the major source of soybeans 
imported to Indonesia, followed by the USA and Vietnam. 
Soybeans can only be imported by BULOG (the National 
Logistics Agency) to protect Indonesian soybean producers 
from low world market prices. Imports are used only to make 
up for shortfalls in domestic production–not to lower prices.
 In 1986 and 1987 the price of soybeans imported from 
China was lower than the price of soybeans imported from 
the USA; but from 1988 to 1990 the price from the USA was 
lower than that from China. In 1990/91 the average import 
price of soybeans (in US dollars per metric ton, C&F) from 
various countries was: China $277.70, USA $253.00, and 
Vietnam $294.20.
 To stimulate domestic soybean production, the 
Indonesian Government sets fl oor prices for soybeans. 
In 1990 the price is Rp.400 per kg or about $220 per ton. 
However the producer price has been well above the fl oor 
price for many years. In the central producing area in East 
Java, the producer prices is presently about Rp.800 per kg 
(US$440 per tonne), while the wholesale price in the Jakarta 
market was Rp.950,000 per tonne (US$527.8 per tonne) in 
early June, 1990.
 BULOG’s main objectives are to reduce price instability 
and to stimulate domestic production of rice, sugar, wheat, 
and secondary crops including soybeans. The Agency 
maintains a national reserve or buffer stock. Address: Market 
& Price Analysis Bureau, BULOG, Badan Urusan Logistik, 
Jl. Jend, Gatot Subroto 49, Jakarta, Indonesia. Phone: 489-
5499.

3150. Smith, Preston. 1990. Putting a price on soybean 
quality: lower oil and protein content threaten U.S. sales. 
Soybean Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 26-27.
• Summary: The protein and oil content of soybeans is 
very important to soybean crushers–worldwide. Last year 
43% of U.S. soybeans exported were sent to Europe. But 
last winter European soybean processors told the Senate 
Agriculture Committee that U.S. soybeans are too expensive 
and the quality is too low to compete with soybeans grown 
elsewhere. Many shipments have a high content of foreign 
matter.
 In response to these and other serious complaints 
USDA’s Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) has started 
a program to test soybeans for their protein and oil content. 
Tests are conducted only upon request and do not result in 
discounts to growers.
 During the past 6 months, FGIS has tested 48% of all 
soybeans exported for oil and protein content.
 However Brazil and other U.S. competitors regularly 
test all soybeans for export and guarantee a minimum level 
of oil. Soybeans grown in Brazil generally have 1.4% higher 
oil content than U.S. soybeans–and they have lower foreign 
matter content, and are less expensive.
 A half-page vertical color photo shows a single yellow 
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soybean with a black hilum. The caption: “Complaints from 
overseas consumers about low oil and protein content and 
high foreign matter are tarnishing the golden image of U.S. 
soybeans.”
 Note: Buyers of U.S. soybeans have complained loudly 
about their high content for foreign matter since the 1940s!

3151. American Soybean Assoc.; Archer Daniels Midland 
Co. 1990. One in a billion: The world of soybeans (Color 
videotape). P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, MO 63141; 4666 
Faries Parkway, Decatur, IL 62525. 14:13 minutes.
• Summary: Contents: 1. History: Photos show William 
Morse and Henry Ford. 2. Production: It grew from 9 million 
bushels in 1929, to 91 million in 1939, to 2,000 million 
today. 61% of today’s crop is crushed to yield soy oil and 
soybean meal, 34% is exported as whole soybeans, and 5% is 
used for planting, animal food, and other uses. 3. Processing: 
Shows the ADM crushing plant at Decatur, Illinois, which 
can convert 170 truckloads/day of soybeans into oil and 
meal. The crushing process is shown. “Oil is drawn from the 
crushed beans by using a special solvent.” Crushing yields 
oil and meal.
 4. Health and economic benefi ts: States that “clearly the 
most important source of energy known to man is protein, 
the energy that fuels basic human existence. Soybeans are the 
most effi cient and abundant source of protein in the world.” 
This soy protein is used mainly to produce animal products, 
but it can also be used directly in foods. “Soy fl ours are also 
popular in developing countries because pound for pound 
they contain twice as much protein as cheese, three times 
the protein of meat and fi sh, and four times the protein of 
eggs. Soybeans are also the highest natural source of dietary 
fi ber.” John W. Erdman discusses the health benefi ts of soy 
protein isolate. “Soybeans are good for the environment 
and help preserve precious natural resources. No other food 
produces more edible protein per acre than soybeans. As 
a comparison, cattle, which graze on land unsuitable for 
soybean production, can produce 58 lb of edible protein per 
acre, while soybeans furnish 584 lb of edible protein from a 
single acre. Emphasis is placed on the health benefi ts of soy 
oil and the problems of cholesterol and saturated fats; the rest 
of the video is basically a promotion for soy oil. 5. The Soy 
Mark: Used to identify “SoyOil” to an increasingly health 
conscious public. 6. Industrial uses: Soy oil has been used 
in printing inks since 1987, and is also used to control grain 
dust. It can also make feed more palatable, digestible, and 
nutritious for the animals they feed, In fact, research shows, 
as a dietary supplement, each percent of soybean oil added 
to a hog’s diet will result in a 1% improvement in daily gain 
and a 2% improvement in feed effi ciency.” 7. Environmental 
benefi ts: Especially from replacing the volatile organic 
petroleum compounds in printing inks with soy oil. 8. The 
Soy Seal: Used to identify industrial products containing soy 
oil.

 This video is directed at teachers, community groups, 
and consumers who may not be familiar with the soybean 
industry. Address: St. Louis, Missouri; Decatur, Illinois. 
Phone: 314-576-1770.

3152. CGPRT Working Paper. 1990. CGPRT crops in 
Indonesia: 1960-1990. A statistical profi le. No. 4. xv + 63 p. 
25 cm.
• Summary: Contains a wealth of statistical data indicating 
progress of maize, soybean, groundnut, mungbean, cassava, 
sweet potato, and rice is presented. It draws upon a newly 
established statistical database and provides unique data 
sets such as district level development in production over 
20 years in selected provinces in Indonesia. Moreover, it 
presents wholesale and farmgate prices movements based 
on monthly averages of major crops. The report presents a 
fraction of the data available in the database of the Centre. 
Supplementary data can be made available on request.
 Table 5 shows that soybean production in Indonesia 
has increased from 339,000 tonnes in calendar year 1957 
to 1,151,000 tonnes in 1987. During this time, the yield has 
grown from 646 kg/ha to 1,056 kg/ha.
 Table 15 shows that Indonesia’s top soybean producing 
provinces in 1987 were East Java (413,394 tonnes), Central 
Java (135,907), Lampung (117,698), and Aceh (102,402). 
Within East Java in 1987, the top soybean producing districts 
were Jember (71,675), Banyuwangi (44,675), Pasuruan 
(35,686), and Lumajang (30,909).
 Tables 36 and 37 shows the retail prices of tofu and 
tempeh each month in Rp/kg from 1981 to 1988 in Surabaya. 
The prices have more than doubled during this period. Retail 
prices for these foods in Bandar Lampung are shown in 
tables 40 and 41.
 Table 43 shows Indonesian imports and exports of 
soybeans and soybean cake from 1963 to 1988. Soybean 
exports, which reached a peak of 36,000 tonnes in 1973, 
have been at or near zero since 1978. Soybean imports have 
climbed dramatically since 1971, reaching a record 465,839 
tonnes in 1988. Thus imports that year were equal to about 
40% of domestic production. Exports of soybean cake have 
always been negligible but imports have risen steadily since 
1975, reaching a peak of 306,716 tonnes in 1986, then 
dropping to 72,323 tonnes in 1988.
 Table 50 shows the total supply and domestic utilization 
of soybeans in Indonesia from 1968 to 1987. In 1987, of the 
1,411,000 tonnes available, 3% was used for seed and the 
rest was used for food. None was used for feed or use in non-
food industrial products. Per capita availability of soybeans 
increased from 3.28 kg/year in 1968 to 7.76 kg/year in 1987. 
In the peak year, 1986, it was 8.80 kg/year.
 Table 56 shows consumption per capita of GCPRT 
crops in Indonesia from 1981 to 1987. Tofu consumption has 
increased from 74 gm/week in 1981 to 82 gm/week in 1987, 
while tempeh consumption has decreased from 95 gm/week 
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in 1981 to 86 gm/week in 1987. Address: CGPRT Centre, Jl. 
Merdeka 145, Bogor 16111, Indonesia.

3153. Patrikeeff, Felix. 1990. Russian and Soviet economic 
penetration of North-Eastern China, 1895-1933. In: John 
W. Strong, ed. 1989. Essays on Revolutionary Culture and 
Stalinism: Selected Papers from the Third World Congress 
for Soviet and East European Studies. Columbus, Ohio: 
Slavica Publishers. 244 p. See p. 56-70. 23 cm. [60 endnotes]
• Summary: Concerns Russia’s sprawling railway zone in 
Manchuria and the Chinese Eastern Railway (CER).
 “In Manchuria the process of establishing a Soviet 
economic foothold was tortuous, as evidenced by the 
diffi culties encountered in wrenching control of the CER 
zone from the death grip of General Horvath’s ‘regime’” (p. 
63).
 By the end of 1926 the Dal’bank had secured an 
active fi nancial role in over half of Harbin’s [soya] bean-
oil refi neries and bean mills, and by 1929 all [soya] bean 
processing operations had at some stage received its 
credit. Within the space of a few years in the late 1920s, 
Dal’gostorg had become one of the fi ve companies 
monopolizing the bean export trade. Address: St. Anthony’s 
College, Oxford, England.

3154. Agriculture Canada, Oilseeds Division, Grain 
Marketing Bureau, Grains and Oilseeds Branch. 1991. 
Oilseed sector profi le. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 18 + 1 + 8 
p. Jan. 28 cm. Spiral bound. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. 1. Introduction. 2. The 
seed production subsector: Canola, soybeans, fl axseed, 
sunfl ower, mustard, composition, subsector performance. 3. 
The processing subsector: Background, processes, industry 
structure, production, subsector performance. 4. The 
marketing subsector: Oilseeds marketing, hedging, processed 
oilseed products marketing. 5. The marketing environment: 
Domestic, international markets.
 Appendix A: Role of the federal government in the 
Canadian oilseed industry. Appendix B. Oilseed industry 
directory.
 Table 7 shows that Canada can be divided into three 
regions: The Maritimes, Central Canada (Ontario, Quebec), 
and Western Canada.
 Table 8 shows soybean exports by major markets. 
Canada exports more soybeans to the USA by far than to any 
other country. No. 2 is Japan.
 A very important association is the Ontario Oilseed 
Industry Association, 1185 Eglinton Ave. E, Suite 101, Don 
Mills, Ontario M3C 3C6. Phone: (416) 429-1073. Address: 
930 Carling Ave., Ottawa, ONT K1A 0C5, Canada. Phone: 
(613) 995-8324.

3155. Kilman, Scott. 1991. Cargill Inc. chooses Hutter as 
president, but the heir-apparent mystery remains. Wall Street 

Journal. Feb. 5. p. B4.
• Summary: Heinz F. Hutter, age 61, an executive vice 
president and chief administrative offi cer, was named 
president and chief operating offi cer of Cargill Inc., the 
huge grain and commodity fi rm headquartered in suburban 
Minneapolis. Mr. Hutter, a Munich-born grain trader, 
succeeds James R. Spicola, who died of cancer last week.
 The big question is: Who will succeed Whitney 
MacMillan, age 61, Cargill’s chairman and CEO for 14 
years, and the great grandson of company founder W.W. 
MacMillan.
 Cargill started as a frontier town grain elevator shortly 
after the Civil War and grew into one of the world’s largest 
grain traders and processors. It now buys “crops from 
farmers worldwide and transports them through a network 
of terminals, rail cars, barges, and ocean vessels to food 
companies and governments. It is one of the largest exporters 
of grain to the Soviet Union.”
 “Mr. MacMillan’s strategy has been to expand Cargill 
into food processing and industrial commodities... Cargill is 
believed to have a 20% share of the beef-processing industry 
and a 30% share of the U.S. corn refi ning and soybean 
processing industries.” It is also the 3rd largest U.S. fl our 
miller. Address: Staff Reporter, Wall Street Journal.

3156. Bertin, Oliver. 1991. Two Toronto terminals closing: 
Move will hurt soybean farmers. Globe & Mail (Toronto, 
ONT, Canada). March 16. p. B9. Metro edition.
• Summary: The Canada Malting Co. Ltd. and Victory 
Soya Mills Ltd., “two of Canada’s most important grain 
terminals, are closing, in moves industry experts say will 
have major ramifi cations for farmers, consumers and the port 
of Toronto.”
 The “Victory Soya Mills Ltd. plant was closed this 
week and the 80 employees are cleaning out the last of the 
soybeans, a process that will take about 6 weeks. The plant 
has not yet been sold. Victory’s general manager, Murray 
Davis, said the closing will have ‘major, major ramifi cations’ 
for farmers, consumers and industry because it was the 
largest and most important soybean crusher in Canada. 
‘When you take a 15- or 20-million-bushel crush out of the 
system you have to feel the impact,’ he said...
 “Ontario soybean farmers, however, said they were 
‘reeling at the news’ that the plant would close. ‘It’s as 
though our worst nightmare has come to life,’ said Larry 
Miehls, president of the Ontario Soybean Growers Marketing 
Board. ‘Our whole industry is being turned upside down.’
 “Mr. Miehls said the closing will threaten the viability of 
Canada’s soybean industry and reduce competition because 
there were only three crushers in Canada, and Victory was 
the largest. Farmers will now have to ship their beans to U.S. 
crushers–an expensive proposition–or risk getting a lower 
price from the two crushers left in Canada. Both of these 
plants are foreign owned. Central Soya Inc. has a plant in 
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Hamilton that it bought some years ago from Toronto-based 
Canada Packers Inc., while Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. of 
Decatur, Illinois owns a plant in Windsor, Ontario [ADM 
Agri-Industries Ltd.]...
 “Soybeans are grown by more than 25,000 farmers, or 
one-third of all the farmers in Ontario. Moreover, it is one of 
Ontario’s most important crops, with sales last year of about 
$350-million...
 “Mr. Davis said the Victory plant was closed for many 
reasons. It was becoming increasingly diffi cult to get 
soybean trucks into downtown Toronto, municipal taxes 
were too high and the Harbourfront development was getting 
closer. But the soybean industry has also suffered as a result 
of government policies. The federal government subsidizes 
the shipment of a competing product, canola seed, from 
Western Canada, but does not subsidize soybean crushing. 
Victory has also suffered under the Canada-U.S. free-trade 
agreement. The U.S. levies an 18-per-cent tariff on soybean 
oil imports, while Canada charges only 5 per cent on oil 
coming in. This, industry offi cials said, has made it diffi cult 
for Canadian crushers to compete.
 “The closing of the two installations marks the end of 
an era for Toronto as a major grain port. The giant grain 
freighters that carried barley and soybeans through the 
Great Lakes have stopped coming, and the last of the grain 
elevators that marked the Toronto skyline for decades will 
eventually be torn down, said Toronto Harbourmaster James 
Brewster.” Address: Agriculture & Food Reporter, Canada.

3157. Windsor Star (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). 1991. 
Shutdown blamed on tariff, subsidy. March 16. p. 15.
• Summary: Chatham, Ontario (CP)–Central Soya of Canada 
announced that its Toronto Plant, Victory Soya Mills, has 
stopped processing this week and is laying off 65 workers. 
It was only one of three plants in Ontario province that 
processes soybeans for margarine, cooking oil, and livestock 
feed.
 Federal government policies contributed to the 
shutdown says Larry Miehls, chairman of the provincial 
Ontario Growers’ Marketing Board. He says the plant was 
closed because of a duty on oil going to the United States. 
“His organization wants the federal government to speed up 
removal of the tariff under provisions of the Canada-U.S. 
free-trade agreement.”
 “’Our whole industry is being turned upside down,’ 
Miehls said. ‘At the same time that Canada is importing 
record amounts of soybean meal from the U.S., we are 
closing down one-third of our processing capacity.’”
 “Miehls said that Ontario’s 25,000 soybean growers are 
also being hurt by competition from canola products shipped 
from Western Canada.”

3158. Burns, Howard. 1991. Plant closing upsets soybean 
producers: The only other two soybean processing plants in 

Ontario can’t handle all the beans processed in the province. 
London Free Press (Ontario, Canada). March 19.
• Summary: Central Soya of Canada has closed its soybean 
processing plant in Toronto. According to Larry Miehls, 
head of the Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
“The shutdown adds to the uncertainty of farmers preparing 
to plant what was to have been the largest soybean crop in 
Ontario history... The marketing board may be forced to look 
for new export buyers to make up for the loss but there’s a 
down side to that. Miehls said the price farmers get is usually 
better at home than abroad. The closing also eliminates about 
two million bushels of storage space badly needed at harvest 
time. ‘What are we going to do with our beans?’ The two 
remaining plants, one in Windsor [ADM Agri-Industries 
Ltd.] and the other in Hamilton, can’t handle all the soybeans 
produced in Ontario, he said.”

3159. CSP Foods Ltd.; Central Soya of Canada Ltd. 1991. 
CSP Foods Ltd. and Central Soya of Canada Ltd. have 
signed a letter of intent to purchase the edible oils business 
of Canada Packers Inc. (News release). Canada. 7 p. March 
27.
• Summary: “The purchase includes edible oil refi neries in 
Montreal, Toronto and Wainwright, Alberta, and an oilseed 
crushing business at Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta, and a 
seed gathering station at Humboldt, Saskatchewan. A 50% 
ownership in Prairie Margarine Inc. of Edmonton is also 
part of the deal... The edible oil business of Canada Packers 
employs 400 people and generated consolidated sales of 
approximately $250-million in the fi scal year ended March 
31, 1990.
 “CSP Foods Ltd. is jointly owned by Saskatchewan 
Wheat Pool and Manitoba Pool Elevators and is the major 
processor of canola and sunfl ower seed in western Canada. It 
operates crushing and refi ning facilities at Altona, Manitoba 
and Nipawin, Saskatchewan. CSP Foods has a crush plant 
at Harrowby, Manitoba, a refi nery at Dundas, Ontario and 
a 50% ownership in Prairie Margarine Inc. of Edmonton, 
Alberta.
 “CSP Foods is a leading marketer of canola oil and meal 
products into the North American marketplace. CSP Foods 
employs 290 people and generated consolidated sales of 
approximately $200 million in the fi scal year ended March 
31, 1991.
 “Central Soya of Canada Limited operates a soya/
canola crush plant at Hamilton, Ontario and is a subsidiary of 
Central Soya Company Inc.”
 “This acquisition will combine three Canadian 
companies into one. On a North American basis, the new 
company is estimated to have three percent of the Edible 
Oils market. This compares to US market shares for ADM, 
Cargill and Bunge of 33, 20 and 12 percent, respectively...
 “Canola is Canada’s major oilseed crop, accounting for 
65-70 percent of Canadian oilseed production. It is second 
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only to wheat in terms of gross farm revenue, averaging 
$850-900 million per year. Japan is the predominant export 
market for canola seed, taking up to 90 percent of total 
exports and up to 60 percent of canola production. The 
balance of the crop is sold to the domestic crushing sector, 
most of which is located in Western Canada.”
 “Central Soya of Canada Ltd. operates a soy/canola 
crush plant at Hamilton, Ontario with a soya crush of 
365,000 tonnes a year (1,270 tonnes a day) and a canola 
crush of 227,000 tonnes a year (700 tonnes a day). The 
crushing canola and soya can take place simultaneously.”
 Also gives details on: The agreement in principle. 
Canada Packers Ltd. Assets. CSP Foods Ltd. current 
operations. Central Soya of Canada Ltd. current operations. 
New company structure (CSP Foods and Central Soya will 
each own 50% of the new company and both will provide 
three Board members or partners to the new company). 
Rationale for the purchase and merger. The impact on the 
market place. The impact on producers. Chart of assets of 
the 3 companies. One map shows the new company’s oilseed 
refi neries in Canada, and another map shows its oilseed 
crushing plants.

3160. Plaus, M.; Shipman, D.R. 1991. The national system 
for soybean oil and protein testing. In: Richard F. Wilson, ed. 
1991. Designing Value-Added Soybeans for Markets of the 
Future. vi + 135 p. See p. 12-16. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The United States Department of Agriculture’s 
Federal Grain Inspection Service began offering soybean oil 
and protein testing on an ‘upon request’ basis on September 
4, 1989. The Federal Grain Inspection Service uses near-
infrared refl ectance and/or near-infrared transmittance 
spectrometers to perform these tests. Results are reported 
to the nearest tenth of a percent, and expressed on a 13% 
moisture basis... Thus far, the Federal Grain Inspection 
Service has tested approximately 47% or 6.3 million 
metric tons, and over 3500 samples of export and domestic 
soybeans for oil and protein content.” Address: USDA 
Federal Grain Inspection Service, Washington, DC 20090-
6454.

3161. Wolff, David. 1991. To the Harbin Station: City 
building in Russian Manchuria, 1898-1914. PhD thesis, 
University of California at Berkeley, History Dept. 306 p.
• Summary: This dissertation is about the early history of 
Harbin, a Russian colony in the heart of Northeast China. Its 
early population growth, brought about by Russian social and 
demographic micromanagement, was caused by the needs of 
competitive colonization against the Chinese. In 1896 Harbin 
was only a village. It began to grow rapidly with completion 
in 1898 of the Russian railway connecting it to Port Arthur. 
It was the Russian administrative headquarters from 1898 
to 1905. After Russia’s defeat in the Russo-Japanese War 
(Feb. 1904–1905) Harbin’s fortunes began to fall. The 

Chinese Eastern Railway (CER) almost went bankrupt, the 
Russians and Southern Manchurians returned home, and the 
population fell precipitously to around 25,000. Harbin was 
offi cially opened to foreign residents on 7 January 1907. Its 
opening as a treaty port in 1907 aided international trade. 
“Fortunately, by 1908 the revival of the grain trade under a 
consortium organized by the Russo-Chinese Bank, together 
with the debut of soybean exports from Northern Manchuria 
pulled Harbin out of the doldrums. The economic upswing 
caused by the explosive growth of soybean exports put an 
end to hard times for Harbin.
 Roman Moiseevich Kabalkin, a Russian Jewish 
businessman, pioneered the soybean export trade. He was 
the fi rst person to conceive of the idea of exporting soybeans 
from Manchuria to Europe–before the Japanese. “Kabalkin, 
who had already made his name and fortune in European 
Russia, as a grain trader with no fear of novel methods, 
served for 14 years as a consultant to the Riazan-Ural’sk 
Railway. By force of association, this led to an invitation 
from the newly-appointed chief of the CER Commercial 
Department, K.P. Lazarev, to help develop freight traffi c 
between Siberia and Manchuria. To this end, Kabalkin 
founded ‘R.M. Kabalkin and Son, Inc.’
 “His relationship with the CER and his experience in 
Siberian trade probably served Kabalkin well during the 
wartime profi teering. Afterwards, his knowledge of world 
grain markets made him an early advocate of the soybean. 
Legend describes Kabalkin wandering in the Harbin 
Marketplace, pointing out the heaps of beans to his son and 
calling them the ‘gold of Manchuria.’ Although Kabalkin had 
sought Petersburg’s permission as early as 1907, European 
export by his new company ‘Natanson and Co.’ did not 
start from Vladivostok until January 1909. Mitsui Bussan’s 
fi rst shipment left Dairen in November 1908. However, 
Kabalkin’s eventual inability to compete with the Japanese 
resulted less from the head start than from lack of credits 
from the Russo-Chinese Bank and CER. Both companies, 
the only major sources of Russian capital in the Far East, 
were already committed to the grain mills as the keynote 
of Harbin’s industrial future. This would prove to be a fatal 
miscalculation for Russian trade prospects in Manchuria.” (p. 
188-90).
 This information on soybeans is in Chapter 3–
Demography (see the section on Jews), and Chapter 4 about 
the Russian War Laboratory–the Commercial Bureau of the 
Chinese Eastern Railway.

3162. Kohn, Florrie. 1991. Soybean showdown? U.S. 
patience running out as EC stalls on oilseed subsidy reforms. 
Soybean Digest. June/July. p. 8-9.
• Summary: In 1991 the European Community (EC) 
minimum price for soybeans was $649/tonne, whereas 
the world price was $250/tonne. Sunseed and rapeseed 
also receive price supports far above the world price. 
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Consequently, U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean meal to 
the EC have fallen from about 19 million tonnes in 1980 to 
about 6 million tonnes in 1990.

3163. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1991. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p. Sept.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1991 
(year ended June 30) were $8,468 million, up 9.2% from 
1990. Net earnings for 1991 were $466.7 million, down 
3.5% from 1990. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $3,922 
million, up 9.8% from 1990.
 “Foreign oilseeds operations were strengthened with 
the acquisition of a major softseed plant in Erith, U.K., and 
several plants in Canada. Soy protein facilities currently 
being added to the Europoort plant in The Netherlands 
should be in operation by year’s end and a marketing 
arrangement to supply Loders Croklaan, B.V., with soy 
protein concentrate gives the plant a good production base to 
begin operations.”
 “ADM now operates 136 U.S. processing plants and 
owns, or has an ownership interest in, 34 foreign plants in 
seven countries. The Company 149 terminal, country, and 
river grain elevators.” A 2-page color photo (p. 2-3) shows 
“ADM’s Europoort plant, near Rotterdam, the world’s largest 
soybean processing facility. Construction is underway for 
the addition of a vegetable oil refi nery, soy protein plants 
and a second cogeneration unit.” ADM’s “oilseed processing 
operations operated at lower profi t levels. Export margins 
were reduced due to heavily subsidized South American and 
European oilseed product sales.”
 “The protein specialties division expanded its position 
as the world’s largest supplier of value-added soy proteins 
this year. Construction began on a facility at Europoort to 
produce soy protein concentrates, isolated soy proteins and 
the specialized raw material from which these products are 
formulated. The facility will serve the growing demand in 
Europe and the USSR for food and animal feed ingredients.
 “ADM will produce a line of soy protein concentrates 
which Loders Croklaan will market to the animal feed 
industry in Western Europe. The combination of ADM’s 
production technology and Loders Croklaan’s leadership 
position in the animal feed ingredient market will provide a 
major improvement in effi ciency. Products will be supplied 
from the Europoort facility.
 “Consumer acceptance of the all-vegetable protein 
food item, Midland Harvest’s Harvest Burger, has been 
encouraging and exceeds expectations. This low-fat, 
cholesterol-free, reduced calorie product is being sold in 
selected U.S. markets and in several international markets, 
notably England and other European Community countries, 
the USSR, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Mexico and Canada.
 “Haldane Food Groups acquired two additional 
companies: Granose Foods Ltd., a pioneer in the health 
food industry, and Unisoya [on 21 Dec. 1990], a soya milk 

production company. Additional bottling capacity was 
installed at Saucemasters Limited when the company moved 
operations to a larger facility shared with Snackmasters 
Limited, a newly formed company manufacturing snack 
meals. These TVP-based products are used with either 
noodles or rice and are sold through supermarkets and health 
food stores. Genice Limited added more yogurts and non-
dairy ice creams to its product range. Frozen meals from both 
Vegetarian Cuisine Limited and Vegetarian Feasts Limited 
increased their market share. Production at the leased 
Coventry factory was transferred to the Granose factory 
at Newport Pagnell, where additional land is available for 
further expansion.”
 Page 32 lists the many ADM divisions worldwide. In 
Europe, key soyfoods-related divisions are: The British 
Arkady Co. Ltd. (William Pringle, Division Director), 
and ADM International Ltd. (John R. Mahlich, Managing 
Director). Both are located in the UK. Note: The Haldane 
Foods Group (Peter Fitch, Managing Director), which 
is currently under British Arkady, will soon become an 
independent division. Since 1985 Peter Fitch and John 
Mahlich have skillfully acquired 11 of England’s most 
important natural-, vegetarian-, and soyfood manufacturing 
companies to make the Haldane Foods Group unique in the 
world as a professional, effi cient, and innovative group with 
a very promising future in a rapidly growing market.
 Note: In Dec. 1990, ADM started making soy protein 
concentrates at its plant in Europoort, Netherlands. Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

3164. American Soybean Assoc. 1991. Soybean Association 
facts: A partnership for progress (Leafl et). St. Louis, 
Missouri. 1 p. Front and back. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: People and programs. Policy. 
Domestic promotion. Research. International promotion. 
Industry information.
 “Soybeans represent the third largest cash crop in the 
United States. Nearly 40 percent of U.S. production goes 
into the export market, with Japan being the single largest 
importer... 32,000 farmers are dues-paying members of 
ASA.”
 Soybean oil-based inks were fi rst used commercially in 
1987. Today one-half of all daily U.S. newspapers have made 
the switch to soybean oil ink. Address: P.O. Box 41-9200, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63141-9200. Phone: 1-800-688-7692.

3165. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO), Statistics Div., Basic Data Unit. 1991. FAO 
food balance sheets, bilans alimentaires, hojas de balance de 
alimentos, 1984-1986 average. 00100 Rome, Italy. xx + 384 
p. No index. 30 cm. [Eng; Fre; Spa]
• Summary: This book is written in 3 languages: English, 
French, and Spanish. Prepared by the Statistics Div. of the 
Economic and Social Policy Dept. of FAO in Rome, it gives 
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food balance sheets for 3-year periods (e.g. 1961-63, 1964-
66, 1986-88, etc.) for 145 countries (including mainland 
China but not Taiwan). The introduction discusses: Food 
balance sheets–what they are and how to use them. Accuracy 
of food balance sheets. Concepts and defi nitions: Commodity 
coverage, supply and utilization elements (production, 
imports, stock changes, exports, processed trade, domestic 
supply, feed, seed, food manufacture, other uses, waste, food, 
per caput supply), Population coverage. Units and symbols. 
Country coverage: Statistics are given for the world, 
developed countries as a group, developing countries as a 
group, 34 individual developed countries, and 111 individual 
developing countries.
 Soybeans are included under the heading “oilcrops” 
(oléagineux, semillas oleaginosas), along with 8 other 
individual oilcrops plus “others.” Soybean oil is included 
under the heading “vegetable oils” along with 11 other 
individual vegetable oils plus “others.”
 For each country, two tables are given. In the fi rst table, 
per capita food supply, foods are divided into the following 
commodity groups: grand total, vegetable products, animal 
products, cereals (excluding beer), starchy roots, sweeteners, 
pulses, nuts and oilseeds, vegetables, fruit (excluding wine), 
meat and offal, eggs, fi sh and seafood, milk (excluding 
butter), oils and fats (subdivided into vegetable oils, and 
animal fats), spices, stimulants, alcoholic beverages, 
miscellaneous. For each 3-year period the following 
statistics are given for each commodity group: kilograms/
year, calories/day, protein (grams/day), and fats (grams/day). 
Thus, for the Japan (for example), we can see that grams of 
protein per day from “nuts and oilseeds” increased from 9.8 
in 1961-63 to 10.3 in 1986-88. This is the closest we can get 
to a fi gure for soyfoods consumption from this table.
 The second table gives average annual domestic supply 
for the period 1984-86 (broken down into production, 
imports, stock changes, exports, processed trade, total), 
domestic utilization (broken down into feed, seed, food 
manufacture, other uses, waste, food), and per caput supply 
(broken down into kg/year, grams/day, calories/day, protein 
[gm/day], and fat [gm/day]), for specifi c foods within each 
of the major commodity groups. Thus, for Japan, we see that 
for soybeans during 1984-86, production was 237,000 tonnes 
(metric tons), imports 4,747,000 tonnes, stock changes 
35,000 tonnes, exports 0, processed trade 2,000 tonnes, total 
domestic supply 4,947,000 tonnes. For domestic utilization, 
67,000 tones were used for feed, 8,000 tonnes for seed, 
3,636,000 tonnes for food manufacture, 0 for other uses, 
89,000 tonnes for waste, and 1,158,000 tonnes for food. The 
per capita supply was 9.6 kg/year or 26.3 gm/day. Each day 
this provided 98 calories, 8.9 gm of protein, and 3.7 gm of 
fat.
 For many countries (including the USA and Brazil) no 
statistics are given for food use of soybeans or for any parts 
of per caput supply.

 A ranking of the countries (not including Taiwan) with 
the highest per caput supply of soybeans (kg/year) and 
soybean protein (gm/day) is as follows: Japan 9.6, 8.9. North 
Korea 9.0, 8.5. Indonesia 7.2, 6.8. South Korea 6.4, 6.1, 
Hong Kong 3.9, 3.6. China (Mainland) 3.1, 2.0. Singapore 
0.2, 0.1. Address: Rome, Italy.

3166. Conlon, Michael. 1991. Focus on food use could 
increase soybean sales to Japan. AgExporter (USDA, FAS). 
Dec. p. 12-13.
• Summary: “Japan is the world’s largest market for 
soybeans, importing around 4.68 million metric tons in 
1990. While most soybeans are crushed for meal and oil or 
processed into soy protein and soy sauce, there is another 
usage–direct food use–that offers potential for growing U.S. 
sales.
 “While the volume of soybean imports for crushing to 
make meal and oil has stayed relatively unchanged over the 
past several years, soybean imports for human consumption 
have increased steadily from 827,000 metric tons in 1980 to 
1.2 million tons in 1990, an increase of 45 percent. No other 
country imports such a large quantity of soybeans for food 
use.”
 “The U.S. share of the food-use soybean market is 
around 75 percent, with exports to Japan increasing 17 
percent since 1985.
 “Domestic production limited: Despite government 
programs designed to increase domestic production, soybean 
area planted in Japan has declined in recent years because 
growers are interested in more lucrative crops such as 
vegetables and fl owers. As a result, Japan has had to import 
soybeans in order to meet the demand.
 “About three-fourths of Japan’s soybean imports, or 
around $900 million worth, come from the United States, 
translating into an important and steady market for U.S. 
soybean growers. Also, there are no tariffs or duties to 
hinder imports of soybeans, making the market even more 
attractive.
 “... Japan is the world’s largest buyer of food-quality 
soybeans, which are used for a variety of Japanese foods.” 
A brief description is given of tofu (the most popular food 
in Japan made from soybeans), miso, and natto. “In 1989, 
42% of soybeans for food use [in Japan] went into tofu, 14% 
went into miso, 8% went into natto and 36% went into other 
soybean products. The demand for soybeans used for direct 
consumption is increasing approximately 3% per year for 
tofu and miso and about 7% for natto.”
 Today about 25% of the soybeans used in Japan go for 
food use while the rest is crushed for oil and meal.
 “According to the American Soybean Association 
(ASA), the varietal soybeans in demand in Japan have an 
estimated farm gate value in the United States of $1-3 per 
bushel above crushing beans. This could represent added 
returns to U.S. soybean producers of up to $55 million per 
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year.”
 A graph shows the number of metric tons, from 1980 to 
1990, used for crushing soybeans and for food-use soybeans. 
Address: Oilseeds and Products Div, FAS.

3167. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1991. 
Annual report. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. 
20 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is a report for the year 1991. For a sample 
table of contents, see the 1992 issue. Address: Chatham, 
ONT, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3168. Rondot, Pierre; Sudaryanto, T.; Djauhari, A.; 
Anwarhan, H. 1991. Soybean utilization, processing, and 
production policy in Indonesia. Palawija News (Bogor, 
Indonesia) 8(4):1-6. Dec.
• Summary: “More than 80% of the households in Java 
consume soybean. The next highest consumption rate is in 
North Sumatra where 55% of the households eat soybean 
regularly. In Java, annual soybean consumption per capita 
varies from 11 to 16 kilograms compared with one to six 
kilograms in other areas of Indonesia. Java, which produces 
47% of Indonesia’s soybean, is also its greatest consumer.
 “Average soybean consumption for the whole of 
Indonesia increased from 3.42 kg/cap/year in 1969 to 5.78 
kg/cap/year in 1985. Consumption per capita of processed 
soybean is higher in urban areas than in rural areas.”
 “The Indonesian ‘poultry revolution’ has given rise to 
the modern animal feed-mill industry,... As Indonesia did 
not have a crushing industry until 1988, the meal had to be 
imported to regulate the national demand and to sustain the 
development of the ‘poultry revolution’”.
 In 1987, according to SYGAP survey data, Indonesians 
consumed 749,600 tonnes of tempeh (86 gm/week), 714,700 
tonnes of tofu (82 gm/week), and 48,200,000 liters of kecap 
(ketjap; Indonesian soy sauce). Per capita consumption of 
onchom was 4 gm/week. Address: 1. Agricultural Economist, 
ESCAP/CGPRT Centre, SYGAP Project, Bogor, Indonesia.

3169. Carfantan, Jean-Yves. 1991. Le soja [The soybean]. 
Paris: Economica. 138 p. 18 cm. Series: Cyclope: Les 
Grands Marches Mondiaux, No. 10. [6 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author is a specialist in international 
markets and agricultural politics. Address: Professeur de 
Sciences Economiques à l’ESA d’Angers, France.

3170. Guinn, Jim. 1992. Current issues in soybean quality 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 21. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jim is working in four areas to improve soybean 
quality: (1) Defect factors: Trying to reduce foreign material 
and damaged kernels (fungal-, frost-, or water-damaged). (2) 
Storability factors: Trying to have soybeans exported with a 
moisture level of 10-12%. If they contain more moisture they 

mold, less moisture leads to breakage. (3) End use factors 
or composition: Trying to increase the total oil plus protein 
in the soybean without loss of yield. Soybean crushers (who 
make the main soybean purchasing decisions) still like oil 
since they make more profi t on oil, even though there is a 
huge surplus of soy oil worldwide.
 There are two types of foreign material: Coarse non-
soybean material that remains on a sieve/screen, and very 
fi ne matter that falls through an 8/64th inch round-hole sieve. 
The main components in exported soybean foreign material, 
in approximate descending order by weight are broken 
soybean pieces that fall through the sieve, corn kernels, parts 
of the soybean plant (especially stems, pods, and hulls), 
weed seeds, inert fi ne materials such as dust and silica, and 
stones.
 The amount of stones in soybeans is typically very 
small. It may increase during a bad crop year when weather 
conditions lead to stunted soybean plants and caused the 
lowest pods to be very close to the ground. The harvester 
would pick up more stones and silica. The current U.S. 
federal soybean quality standards set limits on the maximum 
amount of stones in soybeans. For grades 1-4, in a 1,000 gm 
sample, there may be no more than 8 stones, and stones may 
comprise no more than 0.2% by weight of the sample. Very 
few lots are ever downgraded because of this limit.
 The idea of component pricing, where the composition 
of a soybean affects its price, has made almost no progress 
in recent years. Taiwan is the only country worldwide that 
specifi es composition in their contracts. They have been 
doing that for a number of years. They set minimum oil and 
minimum oil levels; failure to meet these levels leads to 
discounts on the soybeans. USDA’s Federal Grain Inspection 
Service (FGIS) is proposing to make oil and protein analyses 
mandatory on all export shipments; they would conduct the 
analyses. They already have the equipment in place–Near 
Infrared Transmittance (NIRT) technology to measure it. 
Transmittance is a better measure than Refl ectance. Presently 
about 60% of soybean export contracts specify that oil and 
protein analyses must be conducted at the port of origin 
by FGIS. Thus, people request and use these composition 
numbers but (surprisingly and unfortunately) do not use 
these determinants of value to determine price. Why? 
Historical practice and lack of trust in the accuracy of older 
technologies. The technology is now much more accurate 
and reliable. Address: American Soybean Assoc., Technical 
Director, Soybean Quality Programs, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Phone: 800-825-5769.

3171. Larson, Donald W.; Rask, Norman. 1992. Industry 
note: Changing competitiveness in world soybean markets. 
Agribusiness: An International Journal 8(1):79-91. Jan. [11 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. World soybean 
production. Soybean and soybean product trade shares. 
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Factors affecting competitiveness and trade: Costs of 
production, government policy. Conclusions. The GATT 
negotiations and the New Economic Order are based on the 
assumption of competitiveness in world markets. The landed 
cost of soybeans in Japan and at Rotterdam [Netherlands] 
favors Argentina and Brazil over the USA. The USA has 
steadily lost export market share for soybeans and soy 
products, from about 95% in early 1979 to 45% in 1990. 
During this time the Brazilian share has grown to 30% and 
the Argentine share to 16%. A fundamental shift from the 
export of soybeans to the export of more soybean products 
has occurred largely because of policies favoring product 
exports from Argentina and Brazil.
 Tables show: (1) Soybean area harvested in six major 
producing countries in fi ve groups of selected years from 
1974 to 1990, and the percentage change during this time. 
The percentage changes are: Argentina +16,333%, Paraguay 
+10,000%, Brazil +96%, USA +20%, and China -43%. (2) 
Comparative soybean yields in the USA, Canada, Argentina, 
Brazil, Australia, and the world in 7 groups of years from 
1975 to 1990. Canada usually has the highest yields. (3) 
Soybean production costs in Argentina ($127/acre), Brazil 
($145/acre), and USA ($192/acre). (4) Production and 
marketing costs for soybeans landed in Rotterdam and Japan 
for Argentina, Brazil, and USA. In each port, Argentina has 
the lowest landed costs and USA has the highest.
 Bar charts show: (1) Percentage shares of world soybean 
exports by major exporters (USA, EC-12, Argentina, Brazil, 
Paraguay, Others) 1980-1990. (2) Percentage shares of 
world soybean oil exports by major exporters (USA, EC-12, 
Argentina, Brazil, Others) 1980-1990. (3) Percentage shares 
of world soybean meal exports by major exporters (USA, 
EC-12, Argentina, Brazil, Others) 1980-1990. Address: 
Professors in the Dep. of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, The Ohio State Univ.

3172. Michaelsen, Ron. 1992. Market cautiously optimistic 
over higher exports. Soybean Digest Jan. p. 54.
• Summary: “Traders, merchants and analysts are much 
more optimistic about soybean export possibilities following 
last year’s disappointment. Healthy South American 
production during the 1980s eroded the U.S. market share 
nearly in half. It culminated last year with the lowest export 
total since 1976.”
 A bar chart titled “Bean exports accumulated by Jan. 1,” 
from 1979 to 1992, shows that soybean exports have been 
dropping since 1988 (when they were 47%) to 1992 (when 
they were 33%); the lowest year shown is 1991 (when they 
were 30%).

3173. PTI. 1992. Research study on cholesterol project. 
Times of India (The) (Bombay). Feb. 13. p. 8.
• Summary: The Coconut Development Board will fi nance 
a study on the effects of consumption of coconut kernels on 

the serum lipid profi le and coronary thrombosis in humans 
and animals.
 “Mr. Markose, board director, said a ‘calculated 
propaganda’ [campaign] was being spearheaded by the 
American Soybean Association (ASA) with the motive of 
selling their huge surplus of soyabean oil in the developing 
countries.”
 The campaign, he said, was not confi ned to coconut oil 
but to all tropical oils, including palm oils.
 Note: The name of the ASA campaign was “Tropical 
Fats.”

3174. Soybean Digest. 1992. CBOT settlement [with 
Ferruzzi] stirs debate. Mid-Feb. p. 49.
• Summary: “After two and a half years of hearings and 
legal battles, directors at the Chicago Board of Trade 
(CBOT) were delighted to fi nally settle their case with the 
Ferruzzi group...
 “As part of the settlement, the CBOT dismissed charges 
of attempted market manipulation and cornering of the 
soybean market by Ferruzzi in July 1989. Both Ferruzzi and 
its American subsidiary, Central Soya, agreed to pay a $2 
million fi ne and legal fees and drop their lawsuit against the 
CBOT. In addition, Ferruzzi resigned its CBOT membership, 
but was allowed to transfer it to Central Soya.
 “...CBOT’s emergency action that forced liquidation 
of soybean contracts created a $1.50 per bushel decline in 
cash soybean prices and reduced farm income.” Farmers 
are upset that CBOT got $2 million in settlement while 
soybean farmers, who suffered the fi nancial losses, got no 
compensation.

3175. Soybean Digest. 1992. Let’s make a deal. Mid-Feb. p. 
60.
• Summary: Suggests that the U.S. pursue barter deals 
such as beans-for-oil [petroleum] swaps with the new 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). The USA 
would export soybeans to the CIS, which desperately needs 
the meal to enrich their poultry and livestock rations. In 
return, the U.S. would receive industrial commodities we 
need, such as petroleum, fertilizer, or metals.

3176. Hillyer, Greg. 1992. Once in a lifetime. Soybean 
Digest. Feb. p. 6.
• Summary: In August 1991 a failed coup loosened the 74-
year grip of Communism on the USSR. In November 1991 
the American Soybean Association (ASA) opened an offi ce 
in Moscow; it was headed by Alex Cerne. Now the USSR 
has given way to the Commonwealth of Independent States 
(CIS), Mikhail Gorbachev has taken early retirement, and 
the Russian Republic fl ag fl ies over the Kremlin. Cerne 
believes that now is the time for U.S. soybean farmers to 
strengthen their position in the new Commonwealth. Since 
the mid-1970s the ASA has been working to increase the 
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sue of soybeans in this huge potential market. “Soymeal” is 
increasingly used on collective farms, far from Moscow’s 
central bureaucracy, and directors at these farms increasingly 
are making buying decisions. Cerne predicts that CIS could 
double its purchases of U.S. soymeal to nearly 5 million 
metric tons in 5 or 6 years. The country needs 450 to 700 
million bushels equivalent of protein to bring livestock 
rations up to Western standards. To Cerne this means a huge 
lifelong potential opportunity for U.S. soybean farmers.
 Recently ASA signed a letter of intent with the Moscow 
Fat Combine, the country’s largest processor of vegetable 
oils, to provide technical assistance as it modernizes 
facilities.

3177. Illinois Soybean Farmer (Bloomington, Illinois). 1992. 
Japan eyes landmark U.S. soybean shipment. 3(2):7-9. Feb.
• Summary: On 17 Sept. 1991 the 100 millionth metric ton 
of U.S. soybeans arrived in Japan at the port of Yokohama. 
The Daruma doll (which represents Bodhidharma) observed 
the event with open eyes. Only one eye of the Daruma doll 
is painted on when its owner sets a goal; this is to remind the 
owner to strive to meet the goal. The other eye is painted on 
after the goal is achieved.
 The U.S. began exporting soybeans to Japan in 1946. 
Ten years later, in 1956, the American Soybean Association 
opened its fi rst offi ce in Tokyo. Roughly 2 million metric 
tons (73 million bushels) were exported to Japan during 
those fi rst 10 years. During 1956 more than half a million 
metric tons were exported to Japan. Today, Japan is the 
single largest single-country consumer of U.S. soybeans, 
importing three million metric tons of soybeans each year. 
In 1984 the U.S. portion of the Japanese soybean market 
reached a peak of 93% and then began a slow decline. Today 
it has fallen to about 70%; the South American soybean 
share has risen to about 16%. Today about one-third of all 
soybeans in Japan are used as directly as human food.

3178. Wyant, Sara. 1992. The bomb and beans. Soybean 
Digest. Mid-March. p. 24.
• Summary: An amendment by Senator Larry Pressler (R-
SD) requires the President to halt foreign aid to Pakistan 
unless he can certify the country does not possess nuclear 
weapons. The amendment was invoked in 1991 and U.S. 
foreign aid was discontinued–including the export of soyoil 
provided under a combination of PL-480 and commercial 
sales. “Pakistan purchased 3.36 million tons of soyoil from 
1980 to 1980 or about 294,300 metric tons annually. About 
88% of the amount came from the U.S. and represented our 
largest soybean oil export market. When the amendment 
went into effect, U.S. exports dropped to 94,000 mt and 
market share to 41.9%. In 1992, the American Soybean 
Association (ASA) anticipates little to no exports to Pakistan. 
In spite of this obstacle, ASA’s South Asia staff is helping 
Pakistan oil refi ners improve their technology and create 

markets for quality soyoil. ASA hopes to create enough 
demand so the country will import and process soybeans and 
extract its own oil.”

3179. Shimizu, Teruo. 1992. Recent developments at Miyako 
Oriental Foods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 23. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Their Caucasian-American miso market 
is growing at about 10% a year. Miyako’s total sales in 
America are growing at about 15% a year. They started using 
organic soybeans about 2 years ago, and that has helped 
the growth of their product in the natural foods market. 
The Japanese yen has steadily become more expensive (i.e. 
one dollar buys fewer yen), so the cost of miso imported to 
America has risen approximately proportionally. Thus many 
Japanese restaurants in America that formerly used imported 
miso are now buying their miso from Miyako. Miyako is 
not exporting any miso to Japan, because the freight is high 
and there is also a high tariff on miso imported into Japan. 
Address: Vice President, Miyako Oriental Foods Inc., 4287 
Puente Ave., Baldwin Park, California 91706. Phone: 818-
962-9633.

3180. Wilson, Lester A.; Murphy, Patricia A.; Gallagher, 
Paul. 1992. Soyfood product markets in Japan: U.S. Export 
opportunities. Ames, Iowa: MATRIC (Midwest Agribusiness 
Trade Research and Information Center). x + 64 p. April.
• Summary: Contents: Figures. Tables. Acknowledgments. 
Introduction. I. Soybean processing (by Wilson and 
Murphy). Food from soybeans: Soybean chemical 
composition, environmental infl uences on soybean 
composition. Soyfood manufacture: Soymilk, tofu, momen 
tofu, kinugoshi tofu, packed tofu, aseptically-packaged tofu, 
deep-fried tofu, kori tofu. Tofu-related research: Recent 
studies at Iowa State University, summary, future research. 
Other nonfermented soyfoods: Yuba, kinako, texturized 
soy protein foods. Fermented soyfoods: Miso, shoyu, natto, 
tempeh. Japanese Agricultural Standards (JAS). Identity 
preservation and transportation. U.S. soybean quality and 
the Japanese market: Grain quality, judging quality, potential 
new markets.
 II. Japanese soyfood markets (by Gallagher). 
Demand and growth prospects: Consumption patterns, 
demand analysis, forecasts. The U.S. share of the food 
soybean market: Sources and uses, market share analysis, 
determinants of relative prices, prospects. Trade and trade 
barriers: Soybeans, processed products. Summary and 
recommendations.
 Appendixes: A. Excerpts from specifi cations and 
standards of food additives, etc.–Manufacturing and storage 
of tofu. B. Excerpts from standards and certifi cation systems 
in Japan. C. Additional agricultural standards for soybeans. 
References.
 Table 2.1 shows soybean use for soyfood production in 
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Japan; actual (1986) and projected (2000). Soybeans for tofu 
are expected to increase from 524,000 to 609,700 tonnes. 
Soybeans for miso are expected to decrease from 156,000 to 
101,600 tonnes. Soybeans for natto are expected to increase 
from 92,000 to 118,600 tonnes. Figures 2.1 to 2.4 show 
Japanese per capita consumption of tofu, natto, miso, and soy 
sauce from 1965 to 1988. Tofu: Japanese annual per capita 
consumption of tofu has risen since 1965, except that it fell 
during 1973-1977. In 1965 about 3.6 kg/capita of soybeans 
were used to make tofu, increasing to 4.4 kg/capita in 1988. 
If 1 kg of soybeans yields 2.8 kg of tofu, then per capita tofu 
consumption in 1988 was 12.32 kg or 27.1 lb.
 Natto: Japanese annual per capita consumption of natto 
has risen steadily, from a little less than 0.4 kg in 1965 to 0.6 
kg in about 1968, to 0.8 kg in 1988.
 Miso: Japanese annual per capita consumption of miso 
fell from 8 kg in 1965 to about 5.4 kg in 1985, then it began 
to rise to about 5.7 kg in 1986.
 Soy sauce: Japanese annual per capita consumption was 
about 12 liters in 1965. It fell to 11 liters in 1967, rose to 
13 liters in 1973, then fell to 9.8 liters in 1985, after which 
it rose for 1 year. Address: 1-2. Prof. of Food Science and 
Human Nutrition; 3. Assoc. Prof. of Economics. All: Iowa 
State Univ. Phone: 515-294-0160.

3181. Okada, Yuko. 1992. Re: Muso’s soymilk factory in the 
USA. Importing organic soybeans to Japan. Letter (fax) to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 21. 1 p. [Eng]
• Summary: “Did you know that I have a soymilk factory in 
the U.S.? It has been operating for almost 7 years. It was the 
fi rst soymilk company in the United States and is growing 
every year. The company is located in Michigan, where most 
of the organic soybeans are grown.” Note: The author is 
probably referring to Muso’s 15% ownership in American 
Soy Products, Inc., whose plant at Saline, Michigan, began 
commercial operation in Nov. 1986.
 Muso is also importing organic soybeans into Japan, and 
has already imported about 300 metric tons this year. The 
use of organic soybeans in Japan is growing on the part of 
companies making shoyu, miso, tamari, tofu, etc. for Muso. 
Address: Muso Co., Ltd., Kosei Bldg. 2nd Floor, Tanimachi 
2-5-5, Chuo-ku, Osaka 540, Japan. Phone: 06-942-0341.

3182. Bergh, Barbara. 1992. The Canadian oilseed 
processing sector: A profi le. In: Statistics Canada. 1992. 
Grain Trade of Canada 1990-91. Ottawa, ONT, Canada: 
Statistics Canada. See p. 23-32. [Eng; Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Oilseed situation. Crushing industry. 
Vegetable oils. Vegetable oilmeals. Economic value of the 
industry. Policy issues and recommendations by the Canola 
Marketing Task Force. “The main oilseed crops produced in 
Canada are [in descending order of the amount produced], 
canola, soybeans, fl axseed and sunfl ower seed. There has 
been an almost continuous increase in the production of 

oilseeds since 1950, with the largest increase being in 
canola production which will reach a record 4.3 million 
tonnes in 1988/89. There was a record 1.3 million tonnes 
of soybeans produced in 1990/91. A bar chart shows the 
amount of Canada’s four major oilseeds produced every 5 
years from 1950 to 1990. “Only small amounts of oilseeds 
are imported into Canada, but signifi cant amounts are 
exported. In 1990/91, 99% of canola exports went to Japan, 
while soybean exports were destined mainly for the U.S., 
Netherlands, Portugal, Hong Kong, Japan and Singapore.”
 One of Canada’s three soybean crushing plants closed in 
1991 causing a drop in soybean crush capacity from 3,700 to 
2,500 tonnes per day. Of this, CanAmera Foods in Hamilton, 
Ontario, has 1,270 tonnes, and ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. [in 
Windsor, Ontario] has 1,250.
 “The two major oilseeds processed in Canada are canola 
and soybeans, with small amounts of sunfl ower seed and 
fl axseed also being crushed. Canola is crushed mainly for its 
oil as its seed yields about 40% oil and 60% meal. Soybeans 
are crushed more for the meal since they yield about 78% 
meal and only 17.5% oil. Sunfl ower seed yields 42% oil and 
35.5% meal, while fl axseed yields 34% oil and 63% meal...
 “In 1990/91, 44% of the domestic canola crop was 
crushed, compared with 72% for soybeans, 70% for 
sunfl ower seed and 1% for fl axseed.”
 “In 1990/91, 0.8 million tons of crude vegetable oils 
were produced in Canada... Canola oil accounted for 74% 
of total vegetable oil production in Canada, followed by 
soybean oil at 21%, sunfl ower oil at 4% and linseed oil at 
1%. In addition, approximately 25.0 thousand tonnes of corn 
oil are produced annually.”
 “Soybean meal is the major vegetable oilmeal used in 
Canada, accounting for 76% of the total oilmeal consumption 
in 1990/91. Canola meal is next, accounting for 22% of 
total domestic use, followed by sunfl ower and linseed meals 
which accounted for 1% or less.” Soybean meal contains 
48% protein, whereas canola meal contains only 36-37% 
protein; it contains more fi ber than soybean meal and has less 
digestible energy.
 As of 1 Jan. 1992, Canadian soybeans, crude soybean 
oil, soybean meal, canola seed, crude and refi ned canola 
oil and meal all have tariff-free access to the USA. Refi ned 
soybean oil will be duty free as of 1 Jan. 1995. Address: 
Market Analyst, Canadian Oilseed Processors Assoc., 
1010-360 Main St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 3Z3, Canada. 
Phone: 204-942-3408.

3183. Kohn, Florrie. 1992. Controversy continues over 
cleaner beans: debate surrounds FGIS proposal to lower 
limits on foreign material. Industry update. Soybean Digest. 
May/June. p. 10-11.
• Summary: “Controversy continues to brew over a proposal 
to tighten limits on foreign material (FM) in soybeans. 
Supporters of the measure claim it will strengthen overseas 
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demand for your crop. But critics charge that the proposed 
change will penalize you with more discounts at the elevator.
 “The Federal Grain Inspection Service (FGIS) is 
considering cutting FM tolerances for No. 1 soybeans from 
1% to ½% and No. 2 soybeans from 2% to 1%. These are the 
same limits used by Brazil and Argentina.
 “’South America exports a better quality soybean than 
the U.S.,’ says C.J.M. Meershoek, executive director of the 
Dutch chapter of FEDIOL, the European oilseed processors 
association. South American soybeans are usually a little 
higher in oil and protein, but most importantly, South 
American beans are sold on 1% FM basis, whereas the U.S. 
sells at 2% FM. One percent less FM means 0.2% more oil 
and 0.4% more protein per bushel.
 “’We try to stay away from U.S. soybeans,’ says 
Meershoek. He notes that from 1986 to 1990, the U.S. share 
of soybean imports into Europe decreased from 73% to 48%. 
‘The decrease is dramatic and the only reason is quality,’ he 
says. ‘Foreign material is our main concern.’
 “Europe isn’t alone in its dissatisfaction with U.S. 
offerings. Since 1986, the U.S. share of Japanese imports 
of soybeans for crushing has dropped from 96% to 74%. 
That drop cost the U.S. soybean industry about $200 million 
dollars in lost market share in crop year 1990/91.
 “U.S. soybeans are inferior to Brazilian soybeans in 
protein and oil and the level of FM is higher, notes the 
Japanese Oilseed Processors Association (JOPA). ‘Our 
decisions on purchasing depend on protein and oil content 
and needless to say, purchasing also depends on price,’ 
explains JOPA. ‘The Brazilian soybean has better contents 
of oil and protein with 1% FM; the U.S. soybean has poorer 
contents with 2% FM. This is diffi cult for us to understand 
and accept.’”

3184. PTI. 1992. US, EC heading for trade war. Times of 
India (The) (Bombay). Aug. 20. p. 13.
• Summary: In the fi rst major trade battle of the post-Cold 
War era, the U.S. is preparing to double tariffs on $1 billion 
worth of European food products, such as cheese, fi ne wines, 
cognac and mineral water.
 Such a trade war could scuttle the Uruguay Round of 
trade talks under GATT [the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade] and perhaps even GATT itself.
 The heart of the problem seems to be soyabeans; 
European Community subsidies, especially in France and 
Germany, are said (according to the American Soybean 
Association, or ASA) to be costing American soyabean 
farmers at least $1 billion a year.
 The Europeans have offered to compensate the U.S. for 
the loss of soybean sales, but ASA opposes the compensation 
offer.

3185. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1992. Soyabean meal 
exports spurt. Sept. 22. p. 19.

• Summary: Bombay–”Exports of soyabean meal for the 
year ending March, 1992 rose signifi cantly to Rs. 667.97 
crores [6,679 million rupees] from 473.88 crores in the 
previous year.”
 The Soyabean Processors Association of India (SOPA) 
has worked to increase soyabean production in India. As a 
result, exported soyabean meal has emerged as the single 
largest foreign exchange earner in the oilseeds sector, 
accounting for two-thirds of India’s total oilseed exports in 
1991-92.

3186. Agriculture Canada, National Grains Bureau. 1992. 
A study to compare the grain marketing systems in Ontario, 
Michigan and Ohio. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. vi + 68 + 
21 p. Sept. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary:  See next page. This report was issued under 
the Grains 2000 program. Contents: Executive summary. 
1. Introduction and background. 2. Production patterns. 
3. Marketing patterns and trends. 4. Nature of the grain 
marketing industry. 5. Price trends and relationships. 6. 
Country grain elevator charges and discounts. 7. Grain 
elevator costs and performance. 8. Transportation cost 
comparison. 9. Competitiveness assessment overview. 
10. Recommendations for the Ontario grain industry. 
Appendices: A. Canadian grades and standards. B. U.S. 
grades and standards. C. Posted board price data 1989-1991. 
D. Ontario Grain & Feed Dealers Association conversion 
tables.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2021) 
that contains Canadian soybean grades and standards. 
Address: Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

3187. Wyant, Sara. 1992. Oilseed battle heats up. Soybean 
Digest Aug/Sept. p. 8.
• Summary: “The oilseed war of words, has escalated to a 
war of numbers and a ‘hit list’ of agricultural products. After 
years of futile attempts to pry open the European Community 
(EC) market through widely accepted trade negotiations, 
U.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills announced plans to 
retaliate.
 “’The door is still open to EC proposals that would 
improve market access for U.S. soybean exporters, but time 
is running short,’ relates Hills.
 “The battle is actually proceeding on two fronts. In June, 
Hills unveiled a lengthy list of EC products that could be hit 
with tariffs. After July 17, Hills can pare down the $2 billion 
list of wines, cheeses, meats and other products and retaliate. 
If she goes this route, Hills is expected to target $1 billion of 
EC products for higher tariffs.
 “The EC has suggested that it may counter-retaliate. 
But in the meantime, European offi cials want to explore 
withdrawing from a 30-year-old agreement that initially 
paved the way for U.S. soybean sales to the region. Instead 
of complying with the U.S. request for internal reform, 
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the EC would pay for the loss of the oilseed market under 
a section of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(GATT) rulebook which allows countries to negotiate 
compensation. This section 28 process provides the EC with 
another 60 days–until Aug. 18–to propose a settlement that’s 
acceptable to the U.S.
 “Six Year Battle: These recent actions are part of the 
latest round in an on-going global trade battle. In 1987, the 
American Soybean Association (ASA) fi led a Section 301 
Unfair Trade Petition with the U.S. Trade Representative, 
charging the EC had nullifi ed and impaired its 1962 
agreement for duty-free tariff bindings on U.S. soybeans and 
soybean meal.
 “In December 1989 and March 1992, a GATT dispute 
settlement panel ruled the EC subsidies were impairing 
the tariff bindings. On both occasions, a GATT panel 
directed the EC to alter its oilseed regime by eliminating the 
incentives for farmers. So far the EC has failed to comply.
 “EC subsides have already caused substantial market 
damage as the Europeans moved to become self-suffi cient in 
protein production.”
 The U.S. is ready to retaliate if the EC limits market 
access.

3188. Shannon, Dennis A. 1992. Work with soybeans in 
Nigeria (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 9. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dennis worked as a soybean breeder with 
IITA in Nigeria, where the center of soybean production is 

currently Benue state in south central Nigeria. Benue state 
has been growing soybeans since the end of the 1930s, when 
the variety Malayan was introduced. Soybeans were seen 
as an export crop until the Biafran war; at that time exports 
ceased but curiously production continued. When he was a 
graduate student in 1980-81 doing his research in Nigeria, 
he found soybeans being grown in Benue state. Yet farmers 
don’t eat the soybeans. Some farmers told him: “They used 
to tell us that soybeans are good to eat but they would also 
tell us that they are poison.” So the farmers sold the soybeans 
to Hausa traders who would ship them to Kafanchan, in 
Kaduna state, where they were made into dawa-dawa 
(dadawa, iru). Kafanchan is the center of soybean dadawa 
production. Hendrick C. Knipscheer had a Nigerian graduate 
student who did a survey on dawa-dawa; he found that 
some of it was even making its way into Niger and Chad. A 
Peace Corps Volunteer named Woodworth worked with Ken 
Dashiell at IITA in 1988-89 doing surveys on soybeans. He 
found that quite a few people are eating soybeans now in 
Benue state, either as dawa-dawa or as a partial substitute 
for cowpea in moimoi (steamed cowpea fl our) or akara 
(dumplings). The soybeans were less expensive and more 
nutritious than cowpeas. When he arrived in Nigeria in 
the mid-1980s, there was almost no soybean production in 
western Nigeria. Increasingly, soybeans in Nigeria are being 
used as food.
 In Nigeria IITA developed a cropping system named 
“alley cropping” as a way of maintaining the productivity 
of the soil, improving soil conservation, and reducing 
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erosion. You plant hedgerows of fast-growing trees (typically 
Leucena species) about 12 feet apart, then before planting 
crops between the rows you prune the trees and spread the 
leaves on the ground to provide nitrogen and organic matter. 
Between the rows you can plant maize, cassava, soybeans, 
etc. You must prune the trees at least once while the ground 
crop is growing to reduce shading and add more nitrogen. 
Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Agronomy and Soils, 202 
Funchess Hall, Auburn Univ., Auburn, Alabama 36849-5412. 
Phone: 205-844-4100.

3189. Pfeiffer, Jeanine M. 1992. Work on soybean utilization 
at IITA in Nigeria (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 10. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: While she was doing research on soybeans at 
IITA in Nigeria (during June-Dec. 1989), work on soybean 
utilization (soyfoods) was becoming a little more important, 
mainly because IDRC (the International Development and 
Research Center) in Canada began funding the soybean 
utilization program, starting in about 1987 or 1988, and 
continuing until about 1990 or 1991. This funding meant 
that scientists were interested in it and that there were 
funds for Nigerian NARCs (National Agricultural Research 
Centers) to put some money interest into it. This program 
also supported her research in Nigeria. At IITA’s Grain 
Legumes Improvement Program, the food technology labs 
were located near the soybean breeders and entomologists 
and Ken Dashiell had a very close working relationship with 
the person in charge of the food technology program. When 
she was at IITA, utilization was really being pushed, in part 
because of pressure from the U.S. State Department, which 
felt it would create more soybean consumers to which the 
USA could export more soybeans.
 She thinks that the interest in utilization is continuing, 
despite shake-ups at IITA, in part because Ken Dashiell, the 
soybean breeder at IITA, is now head of the Grain Legumes 
Improvement Program. IITA’s support of the soybean 
breeding and production program seems to be increasing 
steadily. Address: Dep. of Agronomy, 220 Hunt Hall, Univ. 
of California, Davis, CA 95617. Phone: 916-752-1703.

3190. Wolff, David. 1992. Early developments with soybeans 
in Harbin (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 16. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: David recently fi nished a PhD in history at the 
University of California at Berkeley. His thesis was about 
the Russian thrust into Harbin, focusing on the years 1895 to 
1904, but with some history up to 1914. He reads and speaks 
Russian and did extensive original research in the Imperial 
Russian Archives (now called the Central Government 
Historical Archive, which is the central repository for all pre-
revolutionary Russian documents) at St. Petersburg (formerly 
called Leningrad). These documents, which were fi led 
before the Russian Revolution, have just become available to 

outside researchers.
 In 1895 Harbin was a small town. His thesis, fi led in 
the UCB history department, does not focus on soybeans or 
the soybean trade in Harbin, but there is information about 
soybeans in several places. In Chapter 3, “Demography” see 
the section on Jews. Russian Jews were given incentives to 
leave the system which was oppressing them in Russia and 
to go as a vanguard for the Russians to Harbin and develop 
the city. There is an anecdote about a man named Kabalkin 
wandering through the Chinese marketplace in Harbin 
with his son, looking at all the soybeans, and saying, like 
a visionary, “Look, this is the future gold of Manchuria.” 
There may be something about soy in Chapter 4 about the 
Russian War Laboratory–the Commercial Bureau of the 
Chinese Eastern Railway.
 Kabalkin was a Russian Jewish businessman from 
somewhere in southwestern Russia, near the Ukraine 
area. He had made his fortune by developing systems 
for moving grain on the railways, and specifi cally by 
developing fi nancial instruments by which he could take 
out loans against their grain that was being transported on 
the railways, then pay off the loans after the grain was sold. 
He did not own any railways but he worked closely with 
the government-owned railways, increasing their profi ts 
by increasing the amount of grains shipped and the tariffs 
collected. He was the fi rst person to conceive of the idea of 
exporting soybeans from Manchuria to Europe–before the 
Japanese. He presented a proposal to this effect in 1903, but 
then the war broke out [Russo-Japanese War, 1904-05] and 
obscured his idea. He was closely connected with Count S.Y. 
Vitya, who was the minister of fi nance and probably the most 
powerful minister in Russia from about 1891-1903, and who 
developed all of the Russian railroads and economy. Vitya 
thought of Harbin, a little colony out in Manchuria, as his 
own little kingdom within a kingdom.
 Kabalkin tried unsuccessfully to work out his ideas 
for exporting soybeans to Europe with the Russians. In 
Jan. 1908 Kabalkin exported his fi rst shipment of soybeans 
from Vladivostok to Europe, but his operations were poorly 
capitalized. Then in about 1912 he decided to set up a joint 
venture with British capital. This company, named something 
like the Anglo-Russian Trading Co., then tried to compete 
with the Japanese, but the Japanese already had a big head 
start.
 The Anglo-Chinese Trading Company [Kabalkin Oil 
Mills] was set up at Harbin to crush soybeans into oil and 
meal; by 1937 the company was owned by Kabalkin’s son 
and was using hydraulic presses, with a capacity of 220 tons/
day.
 David is now having his thesis published, hopefully as 
two books. The thrust of the book is Harbin as an unusual 
kind of Russian city. The fi rst book will examine what is 
unusual about Harbin from a Russian history perspective. 
The second book will talk about the interactions between 
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Harbin and the surrounding Manchurian culture, and how a 
region can be formed out of a confl ict. One of the confl icts 
is over who will control the soybean trade and therefore the 
wealth of Manchuria. There will be a chapter on the soybean 
trade. Most of the information in the second book was not in 
David’s thesis.
 In 1946 the Tokyo offi ce (the number 2 offi ce after that 
at Dairen) of the South Manchuria Railway Co. was raided 
by the U.S. marines. They loaded the entire library onto a 
boat and shipped it to Washington, DC. Later they also took 
the whole army archive. Much of it was microfi lmed by the 
Library of Congress. It was the best collection in the world 
on that subject until the Japanese Diet Library in Tokyo 
decided to enhance their collection by drawing together 
everything that was in Japan then microfi lming everything 
that they didn’t have that was in Washington, DC. The 
American government considered the Kantô-gun and the 
South Manchurian Railway Co. the two agents of Japanese 
imperialism in Manchuria. Address: Princeton Univ., Dep. of 
Sociology, Green Hall, Princeton, New Jersey 08544. Phone: 
609-258-2851 or 609-683-1844.

3191. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1992. Chicago Board of Trade hampers Ontario 
soys. Oct. p. 5.
• Summary: “More than a year ago the Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board informed government offi cials 
that Canadian soybean producers may be shut out of the 
world’s largest soybean market.
 “Last year the Chicago Board of Trade (Cbot) 
announced its certifi cate of origin ruling to dovetail 
the futures markets with the U.S. Export Enhancement 
Program.”
 The Soybean Board has fought to reverse or lessen the 
impact of this decision, with the support of Canada’s soybean 
industry and the help of government offi cials at External 
Affairs in Washington [DC] and Agriculture Canada’s Grain 
Marketing Bureau. These efforts have come to no avail so 
far.
 “With the full implementation of the ruling as of 
September 1, 1992 our concerns are materializing. This 
rule of origin limits Canada’s ability to compete. We are 
losing access to the U.S. soybean processor market and are 
being effectively blocked in accessing export routes via the 
highly effi cient U.S. transportation system, even on a fee for 
services basis.
 “The CBOT action blocks us from competing for 
resources on a level playing fi eld. It bottle necks the fl ow of 
our soybeans backing them into the Canadian market. Once 
our crushers are full, the soybeans must be exported. To meet 
any export price Canadian soybeans must then move through 
our less effi cient, higher cost delivery system. This means 
every soybean bushel produced will be priced on the lowest 
export price.

 “For the most part Ontario soybean growers have been 
supportive of the free trade initiative of CUSTA, NAFTA, 
and GATT. Soybeans had moved freely between the U.S. and 
Canada since the last successful GATT round in 1977-79. 
We now face the opposite of a more open and freer market.” 
Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3192. Bradsher, Keith. 1992. U.S. puts a 200% punitive 
tax on white wines from Europe: A trade war is possible as 
Washington fi ghts farmers’ subsidies. New York Times. Nov. 
6. p. A1, C4.
• Summary: “After years of skirmishing over European farm 
subsidies, the Bush Administration fi red the fi rst shot today 
in what may become a trade war, announcing that in 30 days 
it would begin collecting a 200 percent import tax on all still 
white wines from the European Community... In addition 
to about $270 million in wine, about $30 million worth of 
cooking oil and pet food ingredients [especially gluten] will 
also be taxed...
 “The United States decided to single out white wines 
because France, the European Community’s leading shipper 
of white wine to the United States, with sales of $125 
million last year, has been the most steadfast opponent of 
compromise in the subsidies dispute. France’s farmers are a 
potent political force and general elections are scheduled for 
the spring...
 “Two GATT panels have ruled that the European 
Community has violated world trade rules with its indirect 
subsidies for soybeans, rapeseed and other oilseeds. But the 
European Community has used its veto to block American 
efforts to get GATT approval for its retaliatory taxes.”

3193. Whitney, Craig R. 1992. Trans-Atlantic impasse: The 
only thing being shared is the blame as the U.S. and Europe 
fi ght over trade. New York Times. Nov. 7. p. 1, 28.
• Summary: The looming trade war over European subsidies 
of soybeans and other oilseeds could cause a global 
recession. “At the economic summit meetings in each of 
the last three years, the leaders of the seven most powerful 
industrial economies have solemnly sworn to do their utmost 
to bring global trade negotiations to a successful conclusion 
by the end of the year...
 “Offi cials in Brussels say the stumbling block is the 
technical issue of whether Europe is willing to reduce 
subsidies in a way that would limit production of oilseeds, 
which are used in animal feeds, to 8.5 million tons a year, 
a move demanded by the United States in the interests of 
American soybean exporters.
 “French farmers made life miserable for Mr. Mitterrand 
in the summer, angry at compromises the community had 
made to reduce agricultural export subsidies by 21 to 22 
percent. With his party facing defeat in legislative elections 
next spring, Mr. Mitterrand has turned a deaf ear to entreaties 
from his partners to give in again, German offi cials say...
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 “As far as offi cials here can tell, President Bush has left 
the issue mostly to his Secretary of Agriculture, Edward R. 
Madigan, and his trade negotiator, Carla A. Hills.”

3194. Sadasivam, Bharati. 1992. Seeds of the U.S.-E.C. 
discord: Agricultural subsidies dispute. Times of India (The) 
(Bombay). Nov. 13. p. 15.
• Summary: Oilseeds (especially soybeans) are at the heart 
of the present dispute concerning agricultural subsidies 
between the USA and the European Community–a dispute 
that threatens to escalate into a trans-Atlantic trade war.
 “Thirty years ago Europe imported all its oilseeds from 
the U.S. and agreed to impose no import tariff on them, as 
part of the Kennedy round of [GATT; General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade] talks to break down trade barriers.” But 
U.S. soybean producers, who benefi ted most directly from 
this huge market, were rudely awakened 15 years later when 
Europe (specifi cally France and Germany) started growing 
its own oilseeds to meet the rising demand for oils.
 Aided by generous subsidies from Brussels under 
the Common Agricultural Policy, production of oilseeds 
in Europe fi nally peaked, leading to a fall in prices. Thus, 
oilseeds grown in Europe began to edge out those imported 
from the USA, and soon began to compete with them in 
markets elsewhere around the world.
 The American Soybean Association (ASA), which 
viewed this as a betrayal of the Kennedy round of talks, 
began to put pressure on the Ronald Reagan and George 
Bush administrations to retaliate against European farmers 
and policies.
 The U.S. demanded that the E.C. cut its production of 
oilseeds from 11.4 million tonnes (metric tons) this year 
to between 7 and 9 million tonnes. It also demanded from 
Europe $1 billion in compensation to U.S. farmers for 
apparent losses of income and jobs.
 The Europeans initially agreed to compensation–but 
not more than $400 million, and that in the form of greater 
access to American corn and meat products in European 
markets–not in the form of cash payments to U.S. soybean 
farmers. It came as no surprise when the U.S. rejected the 
offer. The Americans feel that they are in the right since two 
GATT panels have ruled against the E.C.
 The U.S. government is under increasing pressure from 
the soyabean lobby.

3195. Bradsher, Keith. 1992. Europeans agree with U.S. 
on cutting farm subsidies; French withhold support. 2 sides 
compromise. Other obstacles remain in a worldwide effort 
for freer trade. New York Times. Nov. 21. p. 1.
• Summary: On Nov. 20 a compromise was reached between 
the USA and the EC on oilseed subsidies that may avert a 
trade war. But France, which does not accept the agreement, 
may still invoke its right under community rules to veto the 
agreement. France is the community’s largest producer and 

exporter of food.
 “Today’s compromise calls for deep cuts in the 
European Community’s subsidized grain exports and 
subsidized production of soybeans and other oilseed crops... 
The United States accepted far more modest subsidy 
restraints than it had initially sought, and the Europeans 
agreed to across-the-board limits on farm subsidies, which 
they had refused to consider for more than two decades.”

3196. Stroeder, Michael; Traxler, Michael. 1992. Analysis of 
the effects of the North American Free Trade Agreement on 
the American grain and oilseeds market. Duluth, Minnesota: 
Traxler Management. 14 p. Nov. 28 cm.
Address: 2. 717 Upham Rd., Duluth, Minnesota 55811.

3197. INTSOY Newsletter (Urbana, Illinois). 1992. INTSOY 
launches major soybean processing project in Egypt. No. 44. 
p. 2-3. Dec.
• Summary: “INTSOY and Egyptian offi cials have launched 
a $1.9 million project to boost soybean utilization in North 
Africa and the Middle East. The objective of this two year 
program is to introduce Egyptian entrepreneurs to new 
soybean processing techniques.
 “This effort, designated as the Soybean Utilization 
Technical Assistance Program, concentrates on the 
development of private sector enterprises by strengthening 
the new food processing technologies in the country. 
INTSOY’s chief collaborator in the project is the Egyptian 
Ministry of Agriculture through the Food Technology 
Research Institute (FTRI) of the Agriculture Research 
Center, Giza, Egypt. Funding is provided by the National 
Agriculture Research Project through the U.S. Agency for 
International Development (USAID) in Cairo.
 “Ahmed M. Khorshed and Nabih Ibrahim, who serve 
as director and deputy director respectively of FTRI, are the 
lead project directors in Egypt. Karl Weingartner serves as 
project leader...
 “The project will result in the establishment of two 
model commercial pilot plants, one for the production of 
soymilk and another for high-protein, low-fat soy meal. 
FTRI will also establish a test kitchen, taste panel rooms 
and a classroom for instruction... As part of the project, at 
least 45 Egyptians will receive training at the University of 
Illinois...
 “Egypt currently produces about 100,000 MT [metric 
tons] soybeans. Soybeans are grown in the area along the 
Nile River valley. The land devoted to growing soybeans is 
unlikely to increase because of the competition from cotton, 
which is essential to the country’s export market. Egypt 
imports soybeans, soy oil, and soy meal from the United 
States.”

3198. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1992. 
Annual report. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. 
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24 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is a report for the year 1992. Contents: 
Mission statement. Chairman’s message (Larry Miehls). 
Secretary manager’s message (Fred Brandenburg, Dec. 
1992). OSGMB summary of major activities in 1992. 
Auditor’s report and balance sheet. 1992 soybean & 
research funding (incl. breeding of soybeans for tofu and 
natto). Ontario soybeans–supply and demand, 1989-1992. 
Soybeans: Area, production and farm value, by county, 1991, 
with provincial totals [including county and district totals], 
1986-1991. Ontario marketings, 1989-91. Ontario soybeans: 
Production, crushings, imports, exports. 1991 crop year 
marketing by county. Ontario soybean exports by destination 
in metric tons. Soybean meal: Canadian imports and exports. 
Soybean oil: Canadian imports and exports. Quality of the 
1991 soybean crop by county (in terms of mean oil content 
and mean protein content). Cash prices for Ontario soybeans 
(1990-1992). Ontario basis values (cents over futures). 
Weekly adjusted producer basis. Soybean supply and 
demand, 1990-1992: USA, world. OSGMB appointments 
for 1992 (offi cers and committees). 1992 district committee 
members of soybean board. Address: Chatham, ONT, 
Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3199. Acquaye, D.K.; N.A.E.S. (Nyankpala Agricultural 
Experiment Station). eds. 1992. Improving farming systems 
in the interior Savannah zone of Ghana. Weikersheim, 
Germany: J. Margraf Scientifi c Books. 310 p. Illust. Maps. 
21 cm. Nyankpala Agricultural Research Report, No. 18. [8 
ref]
• Summary: “CRI” stands for Nyankpala Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Crops Research Institute. “GTZ” stands 
for Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Technische Zusammenarbeit.
 The Contents begins with a Preface, Welcome address, 
and Keynote address, and is then divided into 5 sessions. 
Session 6 is a panel discussion. It ends with a List of 
participants.
 Only one presentation is about soybeans: “Adapting 
soybeans to the interior savannah zone of Ghana,” by H. 
Mercer-Quarshie (p. 160-77; of the Nyankpala Agricultural 
Experiment Station). It begins: “Introduction: Starchy staples 
dominate the food intake of most Ghanaians and protein 
defi ciency is a major cause of malnutrition in the country. 
Food legumes offer, perhaps, the cheapest and certainly the 
most practical and quickest means of solving the protein 
malnutrition problem. There are about twenty food legumes 
that are either already cultivated or have been introduced for 
experimental purposes. At the Nyankpala station there are 
fi ve of them receiving attention and among them soya bean 
is the one currently being investigated by the New Crops 
Section.
 “Future Promise of the Crop: The soya bean is said to 
have originated from north China (Hymowitz 1970) which 
was thought to be primarily a temperate crop. However, 

it has in recent years began to assume importance in sub-
tropical and tropical regions of the world. The soya bean is 
best known for its high protein content. The yield of protein 
from soya bean, for weight, is approximately twice that of 
meat, four times that of wheat and other cereals and twice 
that of cowpeas and lima beans. Not only is the protein of the 
soya bean higher in percentage than that of the other legumes 
but it is of much superior quality. The soya bean protein 
contains, in nearly optimum proportions, all the amino 
acids essential in the diet of man and animals. The only 
amino acid needed in soya bean meals to maximize protein 
effi ciency ratio is methionine which is plentiful in cereals. 
Thus the combination of soya bean and cereals makes for a 
very balanced diet. The soya bean is a versatile crop which 
can be eaten in many forms and can be processed into many 
products. The soya bean has in addition an oil content of 20 
percent.
 “The soya bean is relatively free from diseases and 
pests and therefore does not require the application of much 
pesticides which can create environmental hazards. It has 
also great capacity to enrich the soil for a following cereal 
crop through nitrogen fi xation.
 “Products of the crop are already imported into the 
country. A survey conducted in 1984 showed that in 1983 
2,050 tons of soya bean cake costing ¢44,110,000.00 was 
imported for the manufacture of animal feed. This survey 
showed that 28,000 tons of cake costing ¢616,000,000.00 
would be needed if the livestock feed manufacturers could 
use all their installed capacity. Furthermore soya bean oil is 
now imported for sale for the preparation of food.”
 “Summary: The soya bean has a very high protein 
content and therefore if incorporated in local dishes can 
help solve protein malnutrition. The trials carried out so far 
indicate that the crop has very few pest and disease problems 
in comparison with the currently popular food legumes. 
Yields in the Interior Savanna Zone range from 1.5 to 2.8 
tons/ha, depending on the growing conditions. The medium 
maturity varieties seem to be more stable in yield than the 
late maturity types. Amongst the medium maturity varieties 
TGX 297-197C, TGX 536-100C and TGX 724-01D are the 
highest yielders whereas of the late maturity types TGX 307-
047C, TGX 307-0480 and TGX 306-036C are the highest 
yielders.
 “There are now varieties which nodulate with native 
rhizobia although indications are that inoculations with 
appropriate rhizobia would give better yields.
 “Seed storability is a problem but a hybridization 
programme has been initiated to develop varieties to 
overcome it. Destruction of the crop by rodents would also 
be a problem if the crop is planted in the more woody areas 
of the Interior Savanna Zone.
 “Experiments have shown that early planting of soya 
beans is best and that a population density of 250,000 plants 
per hectare is optimum for the cultivation of the crop.
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 “Farmers have started incorporating soya beans in 
their local foods and the variability within the available 
germplasm makes it possible to select varieties to fi t different 
cropping systems.”
 Discussion:
 “E.V. Doku (Faculty of Agriculture, Legon): Would 
you say that the nodulation of the so-called promiscuous 
nodulating types which were not inoculated are of a level 
acceptable compared with the nodulation of INTSOY 
materials that were inoculated?
 “H. Mercer-Quarshie: Although these materials can 
nodulate with our indigenous rhizobia, inoculation has been 
shown to increase their yields. It would therefore be useful 
to isolate the effective strains of rhizobia in our soils so as 
to enable us possibly make our own inoculants. “H. Mercer-
Quarshie: Viability problems really exist but have been 
partially solved. The recommended varieties are:
 “Medium maturity–TGX 53B-100C-Y
 “Late maturity–TGX 307-047E
 “H. Salifu (Nyankpala School): I have three questions; 
(i) For how long has soya bean research and production been 
going on in Ghana? (ii) Do you think soya bean would really 
be relevant to the farmers of the area? (iii) You have been 
trying soya beans here since 1983, do you think the people 
around especially Nyankpala have responded favourably to 
adopting the crop? What future has the crop in Ghana?
 “H. Mercer-Quarshie: Soya bean was introduced into 
Ghana about 1909 and trials with the crop started probably 
between then and 1957. However, organised research on 
the crop did not start at Nyankpala Agricultural Experiment 
Station until 1983. The answer to your second question 
is yes. The crop has a high protein content with few fi eld 
problems; therefore easier to grow. It can be incorporated 
into many dishes as stated in the paper. In answer to your 
third question, I would say the future of soya bean in Ghana 
is bright. In 1984 Ghana imported ¢44,110,000.00 worth of 
soya bean cake. This shows that there is a high demand for 
the crop; hence its cultivation would be rewarding. I have not 
assessed the interest of Nyankpala dwellers in soya bean, but 
it is clear that some farmers elsewhere have started growing 
the crop.” Address: CRI/GTZ Joint Project, P.O.B. 52 or 483, 
Tamale, Ghana.

3200. Cardenas, Danilo C.; Legaspi, Benjamin M. 1992. 
The status of soybean production and utilization in the 
Philippines. In: Increasing Soybean Production in Asia: 
Proceedings of a Workshop. 1992. Bogor, Indonesia: CGPRT 
Centre. 187 p. See p. 119-35. Held 21-24 Aug. 1990 at 
Phitsanulok, Thailand. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production situation: 
Production trends, economics of soybean production, price 
trends, marketing of soybean. Philippine foreign trade 
situation: Soybean imports, soybean exports. Soybean 
utilization. Government policies/programs affecting the 

industry: Policies, programs. Major problems besetting the 
local soybean industry. Conclusions.
 The soybean, also know locally as “utao,” has become 
an increasingly important economic crop in the Philippines. 
Yet in 1987 (the latest year for which fi gures are given) 
only 5,698 tonnes (metric tons) were harvested from 
6,490 hectares, having a value of 45,169,000 pesos. This 
represented only 0.02% of the total Philippine quantity of 
agricultural production, and only 0.05% of total farm area 
and value. Philippine soybean production peaked at 11,466 
tonnes in 1982. Most of the country’s soybeans are grown 
in the southern Mindanao region (72.1%), followed by 
northern Mindanao (10.0%) and central Mindanao (9.4%). 
Imports of soybeans and products have steadily increased 
since Philippine farmers do not produce enough soybeans 
to meet local demands; the value (FOB US$) rising from 
$61,989,000 in 1980 to $127,981,000 in 1988. The main 
imports are soybean meal (accounting for 86.87% of total 
import value), refi ned soybean oil (5.19%), soybeans 
(4.18%), and crude soybean oil (223%). Before March 1986 
the National Food Authority (NFA) had the sole authority 
to import soybeans, but with the introduction of the trade 
liberalization program, importation has reverted to private 
fi rms. In 1989 the country’s major sources of imported 
soybeans were China (which supplied 42% of total imports), 
Brazil (34%), and the USA (15%). Exports, which are 
negligible, have grown from $136,000 to 1,123,000 during 
the same period. The main exports are soy sauce (accounting 
for 91.03% of total value), salted and fermented soybeans 
[fermented black soybeans] (tausi, 3.34%), and soybeans 
(2.65%).
 Table 7 lists and describes “Soybean-based food 
products popularly used in the Philippines.” Fermented 
products include soy sauce, salted and fermented soybean 
(tausi), tempe (tempeh), soybean paste (miso), and soybean 
curd (fermented tofu cubes; a soft cheese-type product with 
a salty but mild fl avor, eaten as a relish or cooked with meat 
and vegetables). Non-fermented products include soybean 
sprouts (toge), soybean cheese (tokwa [tofu]), Geerlings 
cheese (taho, soymilk curds; a sweet dessert or snack food 
for children), soybean milk, and roasted soybean (soy 
coffee).
 “In terms of food usage, Filipinos, unlike other Asians, 
have not developed a taste for soya-based products... Most 
of the soy products available in the market are either made at 
home or in family-operated shops.
 “It is interesting to note from the report of Co (1987) 
that small scale food processors engaged in manufacture of 
taho and tokwa preferred locally grown beans to imported 
ones. They claimed that local soybeans have a distinctive 
‘fresh’ quality which imparts a fi ner and smoother texture to 
their fi nished products providing a longer shelf life than that 
produced from imported beans.
 “Recently, several developments in the local economy 
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have signaled a revival of interest in the use of soybean 
as food. In 1980 Nestle Philippines Incorporated began 
commercial production of powdered soymilk products 
and later a baby soya-cereal food formulation and a soya-
based meat extender which is produced primarily for 
export to other Asian countries. Today Nestle Philippines, 
in co-operation with the Land Bank of the Philippines, the 
Regional Offi ces of the Department of Agriculture and 
PCARRD is encouraging local production of soybean and 
had adopted a no importation policy.
 “Some years ago, the use of TVP also gained a 
permanent foothold in the local processing industry. It is used 
in the manufacture of ground meat products and as a meat 
extender. Almost all TVP used in the country is imported 
except for the locally manufactured full-fat TVP which 
is being produced by the Vitarich Corporation, one of 
the biggest feed millers in the country. The company 
has built a full-fat soya processing plant capable of 
utilizing 900 MT [metric tons] of soybean per month. 
Unfortunately, all its raw soybean requirements are 
imported from the U.S. and China.
 “Soybean fl our, protein concentrate and protein 
isolates are the newest soya-based products and are now 
used extensively in the country for the formulation of 
meat emulsion products. All raw materials are imported 
and there is no local manufacturing capability at 
present.”
 “Programmes: As early as the 1970s, the 
government tried to involve itself to some degree in 
boosting national soybean output, despite the low 
priority it accorded to soybean in general. It was an 
involvement borne out of an urgent need to meet the 
growing requirements of the local feed milling and 
livestock industry, rather than of a need to address 
the high incidence of malnutrition among Filipinos. 
Accordingly, the government launched a number of 
programmes to improve soybean production, most of 
which failed to achieve their goals. At present, only 
the PCARRD-coordinated Soybean Pilot Production 
Programme continues to function. This programme was 
initiated in late 1983.” Address: 1. Supervising Science 
Research Specialist, Philippine Council for Agriculture, 
Forestry, and Natural Resources Research and 
Development (PCARRD); 2. Dep. of Agriculture Bureau 
of Plant Industry, Los Baños National Crop Research 
and Development Centre. Both: The Philippines.

3201. Hong, E.H.; Kim, S.D.; Ko, M.H.; Lee, Y.H.; 
Lee, S.Y.; Kim, H.S. 1992. Research on the exportable 
vegetable soybean production and marketing system. *

3202. McGarry, Michael J.; Schmitz, Andrew. 1992. 
The world grain trade: Grain marketing, institutions, and 
policies. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xx + 510 

p. Illust. No index. Maps. 24 cm. [15 soy ref]
• Summary: This very interesting book, which is crippled 
by the lack of an index, has the following contents: Part 
I: Argentina. 1. Background. 2. The grain sub-sector. 
3. Policies affecting the grain sub-sector. 4. Institutions 
affecting the grain sub-sector. 5. Grain marketing. 6. Future 
directions. 7. Statistical annex, maps, bibliography.
 A map shows Argentina’s soybean producing areas.
 Part II: Brazil. 8. Background. 9. The grain sub-sector 
10. Policies affecting the grain sub-sector. 11. Institutions 
affecting the grain sub-sector. 12. Grain marketing. 13. 
Future directions. 14. Statistical annex, maps, bibliography.
 Part III: Australia. 15. Background. 16. Grain production 
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and marketing. 17. Public policy. 18. The Australian Wheat 
Board. Bibliography.
 Part IV: Canada. 19. Background. 20. Grain production 
and marketing. 21. Programs affecting prairie agriculture. 22. 
Conclusions. Bibliography.
 Part V: United States. 23. Social and economic 
environment. 24. Grain production. 25. Grain marketing. 
26. Policies and group actions that affect grain markets. 27. 
Conclusions. Bibliography.
 The “Preface” notes that grain represents the single 
most important component of world food consumption, 
accounting for about 60% of calories consumed. Total 
production of cereal grains (wheat, coarse grains, and rice) is 
about 1,890 million metric tons (mmt), of which about 12% 
is traded. World production of oilseeds is about 215 mmt, of 
which about 18% is traded. The fi ve countries discussed in 
this book grow about 25% of the world’s cereal grains, and 
they export over 60% of all the grain traded internationally. 
They also produce about 50% of the world’s oilseeds and 
account for 75% of the oilseeds traded.
 Several of the key issues discussed by this book include: 
(1) Deregulation of the grain industry in many countries. (2) 
How important is the effects of macroeconomic policy on 
grain production and marketing.
 Soybeans are mentioned throughout the parts on 
Argentina and Brazil. The “Background” section at the start 
of each part gives deep insights into the policies of that 
part which profoundly affect its production and marketing, 
economics and politics of grains. Address: 1. Chief, 
Agriculture Div., Technical Dep., Latin America and the 
Caribbean Region, World Bank.

3203. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1992. 
1992 dealer’s manual. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, 
Canada. 28 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Plan (Regulations 378 and 379 of Revised Regulations 
of Ontario, 1980, as amended... (Aug. 1987)). Regulation 
1-192. Application for license as a dealer in soybeans. 
License as a producer of soybeans. Soybean dealer license 
for 1992 crop. Ontario soybean order (Interprovincial and 
Export Trade). Ontario Soybean Marketing Levies Order 
(Canada Gazette). 1992 Soybean Marketing Agreement. 
1992 soybean conversion table (wet pounds to dry tonnes). 
Dealer monthly soybean report information. Grading 
soybeans–Canadian Grain Commission. Soybeans–
recommended varieties and description (For each variety is 
given: Variety name. Heat units required. Hilum color. Seeds 
per kilogram. Phytophthora root rot reduction–% plant loss. 
Distributor). 1991 Eastern Canadian soybean survey–by 
grade and by county. Soybean advance payment program. 
Address: Chatham, ONT, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3204. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1993. 

Beans in Canada. 19(3):1-23. Jan.
• Summary: This entire special issue is about soybeans 
in Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. The 
magazine is printed with soy ink. Articles include: Top yields 
with no-till. Ten myths about conservation tillage. Ontario 
Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board Newsletter–new format 
(insert). Ad for symposium “Soybeans in Canada: Beyond 
100 Years,” organized by the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board, to be held 28-30 March 1993 in Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada at the Regal Constellation Hotel; gives 
names and photos of speakers. Breeding the soybeans of the 
future. Genetic ingenuity.
 In the Newsletter, an article titled “Profi le of Larry 
Miehls, Soybean Board Chairman,” notes: “Sixty-fi ve 
percent of Ontario’s soybeans are grown in fi ve counties–
Essex, Kent, Lambton, Middlesex, and Elgin... Today the 
majority of acres goes to two Ontario crushing plants. 
Twenty percent of the crop is exported and half of that 
is for human consumption.” Therefore breeders need to 
concentrate on developing soybeans with more sugar, more 
protein, and less oil. “There is also a trend toward whole 
roasted beans for animal feed, and I see this as a major area 
of growth... For food quality soybeans, Japan remains the 
board’s largest export customer.
 “Pacifi c rim customers are interested in buying Ontario 
soybeans because of their high quality. Canada is also 
credited with strict grading standards, good processing 
people–the cleaners and the baggers–and farmers who keep 
up-to-date. Natto and tofu quality soybeans are popular 
among the Pacifi c rim customers. ‘The breeders have done a 
good job of developing beans to meet customer needs...
 “’The Harovinton, a tofu bean, was developed at the 
Harrow Research Station with a lot of board support. It’s 
really starting to take off,’ says Larry.”

3205. Voldeng, Harvey D. 1993. Work with breeding short-
season soybeans in Canada (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
March 2. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: The fi rst soybean work at the Central 
Experimental Farm was begun in the late 1920s by Dr. 
Dimmock. Dr. Voldeng earned a BSc and MSc at the 
University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon in crop science 
with an emphasis on breeding and genetics. He then earned 
his PhD in corn physiology at the University of Oxford 
(Dep. of Agriculture) in England. Then in 1968 he returned 
to Canada and began work at Ottawa until about 1974 in 
fi eld crop physiology of corn with Dr. Lorne Donovan, who 
was the successor to Dr. Dimmock. Dimmock had worked 
with both corn and soybeans, and when Dimmock retired 
in about 1960, Dr. Donovan took over his work on both of 
these crops. Before Dr. Donovan, other breeders had used 
the Swedish germplasm and elite Fiskeby varieties (some 
pure lines registered in Sweden by Dr. Sven A. Holmberg), 
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but Dr. Donovan used it in a much bigger way. “When you 
look into Dr. Holmberg’s work, it was remarkable. He was a 
very, very good soybean breeder. Nobody in Europe, even up 
until now, has conducted breeding programs on the scale and 
with the number of crosses that he did.” He got big results 
on a small budget, with funding coming mostly from a small 
private seed company and perhaps some from the Swedish 
government.
 Starting in 1974 (just after the U.S. soybean embargo) 
Dr. Voldeng began to work mostly on soybeans with 
Dr. Donovan, using growth chambers (artifi cial warm 
environments) and manipulating photoperiod, to cross the 
very early material from Sweden with Corn Belt (Iowa-
Illinois) varieties such as Amsoy, Corsoy, and with Harosoy. 
This work as very successful. The key to the success was that 
the Swedish germplasm brought insensitivity to photoperiod 
and tolerance to colder temperatures; moreover, the plants 
matured very quickly.
 The fi rst really important soybean variety to come out of 
the program run by Dr. Donovan and Dr. Voldeng was Maple 
Arrow. Dick Buzzell made the cross at Harrow, Dr. Donovan 
made the selections, and Dr. Voldeng took the variety 
through the registration process. This variety introduced a 
new era for soybeans in Canada. Not only was it early, it was 
stable and reliable and high yielding. It allowed soybeans to 
be planted farther and farther north in Canada and it raised 
yields. The northernmost testing station for these varieties 
in Canada was at Melfort (53º north latitude) in central 
Saskatchewan. Maple Presto was an extremely early variety 
with good shattering resistance and high oil content, but 
it was never a success commercially because the extreme 
earliness resulted in a sacrifi ce of too much yield.
 The two varieties that have been most successful 
commercially, Maple Glen and Maple Donovan, have come 
out in the last 7-8 years. Each has good yield, stability, 
earliness, and adaptation. In Ontario, high-yielding, stable 
varieties such as Maple Glen, Donovan, Arrow, Amber have 
made soybeans a competitive profi table crop. These varieties 
have both increased yields and acreage on the edges of the 
traditional southern counties and allowed soybeans to be 
grown profi tably farther and farther north. Maple Arrow, 
because it could be harvested in only about 120 days, was 
found work very well in rotation with winter wheat. It 
allowed the 2-crop rotation work better, allowing earlier 
planting of winter wheat, making it more profi table, and 
allowing it to move northward. Maple Isle and Maple Amber, 
which are relatively early, have been key varieties on Prince 
Edward Island. He knows of none of his varieties that have 
been tested in Newfoundland.
 The many new soybean varieties developed by Dr. 
Voldeng’s program have been registered (including a full 
description of the variety with a registration number) with 
the Seeds Division, Food Production and Inspection, of the 
Canadian government but he has not published many articles 

concerning his work. Recently he, Dr. Wally Beversdorf 
(the senior author) at Guelph, Dr. R.I. Buzzell at Harrow, 
Dr. Gary Ablett at Ridgetown (Kent County, Ontario), 
have written a chapter on soybeans in a book that will soon 
be published on the history of plant breeding in Canada. 
Address: Agriculture Canada, Central Experimental Farm 
(CEF), Building #110, Ottawa, ONT K1A 0C6, Canada. 
Phone: 613-995-3700 x 7653.

3206. International Agriculture Update (Univ. of Illinois). 
1993. Commercialization project begins in Egypt. 7(1):1.
• Summary: Improving diets in Egypt with soy-enriched 
foods is a long-term goal of INTSOY. “The two-year, 
$1.2 million project is funded by the Egyptian National 
Agriculture Research Project through the U.S. Agency for 
International Development in Cairo.
 “INTSOY is helping establish a model commercial 
soybean processing pilot plant at the Egyptian Food 
Technology Research Institute (FTRI). The plant uses low-
cost extrusion and mechanical expelling technology to 
produce high-quality edible oil and high-protein, low-fat 
meal. INTSOY and FTRI scientists will use the installation 
to help Egyptian entrepreneurs develop private operations. 
‘The plant will allow Egyptian businessmen to see and 
learn,’ explains Dr. Karl Weingartner, INTSOY food 
scientist. INTSOY will follow installation with seminars and 
workshops for plant managers.
 “The Egyptian diet depends on an unleavened bread 
for almost 70 percent of its daily protein and calories. 
Integrating high-protein soy fl our into traditional Egyptian 
foods could provide products with high nutritional value 
especially benefi cial to low-income groups...
 “Egypt’s 56 million people are supported by only 6 
million cultivated acres along the Nile River. Egyptian 
farmers grow soybeans, but because they currently produce 
only about 25 percent of their needs, imports will grow 
because there’s little room for expansion. ‘We envision 
increased consumption of soybeans as human food and 
increased importing of U.S. soybeans to meet those needs,’ 
Weingartner says.”
 A photo shows Ahmed M. Khorshed (director, FTRI, 
Giza, Egypt), W.R. Gomes (dean, College of Agriculture, 
UIUC), and Karl Weingartner, INTSOY scientist.

3207. Bolduc, Bill. 1993. Current work with soymilk and 
organically-grown soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Aug. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Bill Shurtleff tells Bill Bolduc that he has heard 
that Bolduc’s company is now making soymilk for Westbrae 
Natural Foods. Bolduc admits that this is correct. Shurtleff 
says that he cannot imagine how Bolduc is doing this, since 
a modern soymilk plant typically costs about $1.5 million. 
Bolduc answers that he purchased the soymilk plant owned 
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by Grove Country Foods in an auction on 4 April 1993. 
This plant used the University of Illinois process for making 
soymilk.
 Note: Grove Country Foods, USA, is located at 720 
S. Main St., Columbus Grove, Ohio. Phone: 419-659-5636 
(offi ce) or -2920 (plant). The two main people involved 
in the company were Dr. Carl Hastings and Prof. Alvin I. 
Nelson, both food scientists from the University of Illinois. 
The basic idea of the company was to commercialize new 
soy products and processes (such as soynuts, soy yogurt, 
soy ice cream, and soymilk) developed at the University of 
Illinois. By December 1988 they were in test production of 
several products but were in need of funds for commercial 
production and marketing. In early 1989 Grove Country 
Foods Canada Inc. (located in Ridgetown, Ontario, Canada) 
introduced Astronuts, a type of soynuts apparently made by 
some other company, but the company went bankrupt after 
1-2 years.
 Bill has modifi ed the Illinois process for making 
soymilk extensively. For example, he removes the okara 
from the soymilk. Completing these modifi cations has taken 
several months, and his company is “now in a start-up mode 
making soymilk.” Their refrigeration was under-sized so 
they lost several loads of product to spoilage. This week 
they are installing another compressor, etc. The system now 
works very well if they go slowly, but they need to be able to 
produce twice as much soymilk as they presently can before 
he will be satisfi ed. Now it takes several days to produce 
a tanker full of soymilk. Westbrae is being patient and 
supportive even though the process is “a bit bumpy.”
 Bill is only making Westbrae’s regular soymilks–not 
their Malteds, which he thinks are still made by Hinoichi in 
Los Angeles. The only soymilk Bill makes is Westbrae’s. He 
ships this soymilk in a tanker to a separate facility nearby in 
the Midwest that packages the soymilk in Tetra Brik Aseptic 
cartons for Westbrae. Westbrae now has their regular soymilk 
(the same product sold under the same brand) made by two 
companies (Pacifi c Foods of Oregon and Bill’s Organic 
Processing Corp.) using two different processes. Bill started 
because Pacifi c ran out of capacity. Westbrae likes the fl avor 
of Bill’s soymilk as well as they like Pacifi c’s–even though 
Pacifi c’s technology is much more expensive than Bill’s. 
Bill has dramatically altered the Illinois process but he has 
decided not to try to patent his altered process.
 Within about 2 months Bill expects to have a new 
soymilk product on the market with another partner (similar 
to Westbrae, but whose name is confi dential) in a new 
package [perhaps an extended shelf-life (ESL) gable top 
carton]. After that, Bill hopes to diversify his customer base 
and his product mix. To do that he hopes to start by making a 
fresh, UHT Processed, refrigerated soy-based frozen dessert 
mix (for soft-serve soy ice cream) packaged at another 
facility, located very nearby, in 2-gallon bags with a 60-day 
shelf life.

 Bill sees the future of soymilk packaging as being in 
the relatively new extended shelf life gable top carton that 
is sold refrigerated. This package, which is made by Tetra 
Pak and Evergreen, is signifi cantly less expensive than 
the traditional Tetra Brik carton. It is now becoming quite 
popular in the Midwest and the East Coast because of its 
lower cost. It can cut at least $1.00 off the wholesale price 
of a case (12 quarts) of soymilk, which leads to even bigger 
savings at the retail level. And the product has a shelf life 
of 60-90 days refrigerated. Co-packers nearby own the new 
gable-top packaging equipment. Most of America’s major 
soymilk companies are looking carefully at this package, it 
requires a whole new distribution system–refrigerated trucks. 
Bill knows that there will be a soymilk product on the market 
in the extended shelf life gable top package by this fall. Bill 
will make it for another company. The rest is confi dential. He 
just ran the fi rst test batch last Thursday, and now he is doing 
shelf-life tests. His smaller company has several advantages 
over the bigger soymilk companies; his company is very 
lean and can move very quickly. He is not controlled by any 
multinational corporations.
 Bill has a separate company named Organic Marketing 
that exports organically grown soybeans to Europe; he 
started Organic Marketing in about 1989 and it was 
the precursor to Organic Processing. Bill was acting as 
marketing coordinator for the Ohio Ecological Food and 
Farm Association (the organic growers of Ohio). First he 
sold a lot of organically grown soybeans to Dan Burke of 
Pacifi c Soybean & Grain, then he started exporting. He met 
Jerry Fowler, a British-born man who has a company named 
Manna International in Ontario, Canada. Bill likes very 
much to do business with Jerry because he has a very good 
overview of the market, is cooperative with the growers, and 
pays good money to the growers for organic soybeans. Bill 
exports his organic soybeans via Montreal to England, where 
they are used by the Haldane Foods Group (which is owned 
by ADM).
 Update: Talk with Ron Roller, CEO of American Soy 
Products (ASP). 1993. Sept. 4. Bill Bolduc is making plain 
soymilk and shipping it up to Grand Rapids, Michigan, for 
formulation and Tetra Brik packaging for Westbrae. ASP 
negotiated with Westbrae for a long time, but Westbrae 
fi nally went with Pacifi c Foods and Bolduc; there were 
many reasons for this but they are mostly political. Address: 
President, Organic Processing Corp., 305 N. Walnut St., 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387. Phone: 800-647-2326 OF.

3208. Gain, Jeff. 1993. The origins and history of the New 
Uses Movement. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 
24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jeff was one of the founders of the “new uses 
movement.” He grew up in the small town of Rushville, 
near Peoria, Illinois. His father operated a greenhouse, 
growing fl owers and ornamental trees and shrubs. In 1949, 
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when Jeff was 10 years old, his father sold the greenhouse 
to his brother and bought a farm, where he farmed for about 
25 years, raising cattle, corn, and soybeans. As a boy, after 
crops were sometimes destroyed by fl ooding on the family 
farm’s bottom land, Jeff would ask his father if there were 
any alternatives to corn and soybeans for farmers. His father 
said there are potentially many but they have just never been 
developed. “So that’s where my interest began, and I made 
the commitment to myself that if I was ever in a position 
to do anything about it, I was going to try to shift U.S. 
agriculture to new crops and new uses of existing crops so it 
might become an industrial source of energy and renewable 
materials.”
 In 1961 Jeff earned a degree in management from the 
University of Illinois, College of Commerce. He studied 
fi nance, economics, and labor relations, and he had no 
intention of going into the fi eld of agriculture. He worked for 
the Illinois Farm Bureau in 1961-62, then went into the coast 
guard for 3½ years, went through Offi cers Candidate School, 
and ended up in St. Louis. Then he went back to work for 
the Illinois Farm Bureau for about 11 more years as director 
of marketing programs. On 1 Aug. 1977 he went to work for 
the American Soybean Association (ASA) for 7 years. There 
he was executive director and chief of staff for Ken Bader, 
and he was in charge of ASA’s offi ce in Washington, DC. As 
a result of four American embargoes in 1973, 1974, 1975, 
and 1980, many farmers came under severe fi nancial stress, 
export markets shrunk, and a host of crises arose.
 In Aug. 1984 he left ASA and was hired by the National 
Corn Growers Association to be their CEO. He began by 
helping to set up their new offi ce in St. Louis, Missouri. 
At that time he argued strongly that the organization had to 
look beyond traditional markets and more to industrial uses 
“based on the concept that you can make anything out of 
a bushel of corn that you can make out of a barrel of crude 
petroleum oil through carbohydrate chemistry. We launched 
an initiative broader than corn and the board of the Corn 
Growers Association gave me support to move ahead in 
search of a way to lead the charge forward for new industrial 
uses of existing agricultural commodities and new crops. My 
idea was that we need more choices than corn, soybeans, and 
wheat, and more uses than food, feed, and fi ber.”
 Jeff had known John R. “Jack” Block of Illinois, 
the fi rst secretary of agriculture (1981-86) in the Reagan 
administration, for many years; they grew up only 60 miles 
apart in Illinois. In the fall of 1984 Jeff met secretary Block 
at a reception in Washington, DC, and Block asked him 
“Jeff, if you were secretary of agriculture, what would you 
do?” Jeff replied, “One thing I’d do would be to try to fi nd 
some alternative uses for corn and soybeans, and some 
markets other than the stomachs of animals and people, and 
some new markets here at home. Industrial uses seems to fi t 
all those categories. So if I were you, I’d put the resources 
of the USDA behind looking at new options to put American 

agriculture back to work.” Block said, “That’s a neat idea. 
Let me think about it.”
 As a result, on 11-12 Oct. 1984, Block convened the 
“Secretary’s Challenge Forum,” which was a group of 
about 60 people (including Jeff) who met for one day in the 
Williamsburg Room of the USDA administration building 
in Washington, DC. Orville Bentley (former dean of the 
College of Agriculture, Univ. of Illinois), who was Assistant 
Secretary for Science and Education of the USDA at the 
time, convened the meeting. The group recommended to 
secretary Block that he appoint a serious, comprehensive, 
long-term task force to look at the issue of new opportunities 
for agriculture in terms of new products and markets.
 In January 1985, in Columbia, Missouri, Roger Mitchell 
and Jeff had the fi rst “big” debate/discussion on the industrial 
uses of agricultural products. This was the period following 
the agricultural crisis of the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
The question was “Can we do something with agricultural 
products other then eat them or feed them to livestock and 
then eat them?” We needed additional non-food and non-feed 
uses for our excess.
 On 20 June 1985 at the USDA administration building 
(room 104) secretary Block convened the “New Farm and 
Forest Products Task Force.” Jeff was a member of the 
executive steering committee of that group, which consisted 
mostly of scientists, and which met for about 2½ years. 
During this time there was no discussion at all of the earlier 
farm chemurgic movement; apparently none of the members 
(including Jeff) were aware of the ideas or activities of that 
movement. Jeff helped author the Task Force’s 55-page 
fi nal report, titled “The New Farm and Forest Products: 
Responses to the Challenges and Opportunities Facing 
American Agriculture,” which was released on 25 June 1987 
and submitted to the new secretary of agriculture Richard 
E. Lyng of California (1986-1990). It was accompanied by 
a separate 7-page executive summary. At the Corn Growers 
convention in Feb. 1988 in St. Louis, secretary Lyng told 
this story: “Imagine yourself in a space ship circling the 
plant Earth and you come over the Corn Belt and the sun is 
shining over your shoulder on the Corn Belt, and you realize 
it’s a giant solar cell, storing the sun’s energy in the form of 
corn or other crops. You simply shell that corn out, put it in 
containers, and when you need energy just take it out and use 
it. When you’re through with it, it goes right back into the 
soil and it’s good for the environment.” It’s a good example 
of a major potential industrial use of agricultural crops. Of 
course we have to be able to compete with petroleum, but 
there are many hidden costs that petroleum extracts from all 
of us that are not refl ected in its price at the pump. People 
are starting to realize this, which is one of the reasons the 
industrial uses movement is going to succeed this time, 
plus the technology and chemistry are so much improved 
compared with the days when Henry Ford, Wheeler 
McMillen, Billy Hale, and others were working on the same 
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problems back in the 1920s and 1930s.
 “There were several people who took hold of this idea 
right away: Senator Kent Conrad of North Dakota, Suzy 
Dittrich, on his staff, Paul O’Connell, and myself. We 
worked very closely behind the scenes in drafting the initial 
legislation. Actually in 1987 and 1988 there were about 
15 members of the house and senate (mostly people from 
farm states, such as Virginia Smith from Nebraska, Tom 
Harkin, Ed Madigan, ‘Kika’ de la Garza [of Texas], etc.) 
who sponsored different pieces of legislation that supported 
the new uses concept and the recommendations of the 
New Farm and Forest Task Force. This was one of those 
rare issues that almost everyone in Congress thought was 
a good idea; the question was how to implement it. Those 
bills all died, so we did a little more groundwork to get the 
leadership of both the house and senate involved, and to get 
two primary bills that were very similar. So Ed Madigan and 
de la Garza co-authored a bill on new uses, and that’s where 
Mark Dungan got involved. What ended up in the 1990 Farm 
Bill was a conference report which reconciled the Conrad 
bill and the Madigan-de la Garza bill. We wanted it in the 
Farm Bill rather than as a separate bill, in part because it 
was non-controversial. Initially we got $4 million, but the 
authorization totals about $650 million over the 5-year life of 
the bill.” Continued. Address: Chairman, New Uses Council, 
c/o National Corn Growers Assoc., 1000 Executive Parkway 
#105, St. Louis, Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-275-9915.

3209. Gain, Jeff. 1993. The origins and history of the New 
Uses Movement. Part III (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 
24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Question: The Reagan and Bush administrations 
both wanted to make agriculture more subject to market 
forces and less dependent on government subsidies. How 
important was that background in creating a climate where 
the ideas advocated by the New Uses Council were given a 
fair hearing? Answer: It was quite important. There was a 
mind-set that said “Let’s put agriculture back to work,” and 
the new uses really opened up new market opportunities and 
relieved pressure from imports.
 Who coined the term “New Uses Movement”? “I 
believe it was the group of us who developed the New Uses 
Council–Sam Brownback, Paul O’Connell, Allen Tracy, and 
myself. We talked a lot about this terminology.” Jeff would 
guess the term “New Uses Movement” was fi rst used in 
about 1987.
 David E. Wright (a history professor at Michigan State 
University, Lansing) is writing a book about the chemurgy 
movement and he is making every effort to fi nd documents 
about the movement. “He and I have talked about these 
matters at length. He’s heard me speak and I’ve had David 
speak at 2-3 of our meetings.”
 Where did the term “value-added” come from and when 
did it originate? [Note: According to Webster’s Dictionary, 

the term “value-added tax” was fi rst used in 1967]. “This 
term goes back a number of years before 1984, though 
it fi rst started to be used widely in the mid-1980s. I was 
involved in a lot of discussions about value-added products 
in the mid-1970s in Illinois and I used the term in speeches 
and writings from that period. In the Illinois Department of 
Agriculture, people like Gordon Ropp who was secretary and 
a state legislator and a farmer near Bloomington, Illinois, 
used the term at that time. Much of the early discussion 
came from the meat industry in the 1970s–talking about 
processed pork and beef–when the Japanese shut out red 
meat imports and wanted to produce their own. It was one of 
the reasons for the U.S. Meat Export Federation in the early 
1980s. Then there was the big concern over the balance of 
trade that was a major issue in 1983-85. Talk with Jimmy 
Minyard about this; he’s a walking encyclopedia. He was 
the Deputy Administrator of the USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service (FAS) for about 25 years in the 1960s and 1970s. He 
helped design the cooperator programs, where the American 
Soybean Association (ASA) and the Feed Grains Council, 
the mink breeders, the Diamond Walnut people, and others 
(67 cooperator groups) have overseas offi ces to promote 
agricultural commodities and products. Helen Miller (who 
would know how to contact Jimmy Minyard) is executive 
director of the U.S. Cooperator Council; they were in the 
same offi ces as ASA until the latter closed their offi ces 
recently. To reach her, call the U.S. Feed Grains Council in 
Washington, DC. Currently he is retired and is now living in 
the Washington, DC, area.”
 Jeff and Hal Smedley helped organize the U.S. 
Cooperator Council in about 1978-79, wrote the contract 
with FAS, and established an offi ce when he was at the ASA. 
Helen Miller was the fi rst and only employee. Since Jeff 
had an offi ce and staff in Washington, DC, he volunteered 
to provide offi ce space for Helen, whom the Council hired. 
Helen was partially funded by the FAS because Jimmy 
Minyard wanted one person who was in charge of working 
with all of the cooperator groups.
 Question: How much of the interest in New Uses was 
infl uenced by the fact that, in the case of soybeans, countries 
such as Brazil and Argentina, were underselling U.S. 
soybeans and taking away American overseas markets for 
soybeans and soy products? “This is an interesting question. 
One of the reasons I was so interested in making this idea 
of new uses happen this time was just that situation, where I 
saw our own government undercut our own industry through 
four soybean and corn embargoes from 1973 to 1980 [they 
started in June 1973, Oct. 1974, Aug. 1975, and Jan. 1980; 
the reason for the fi rst 3 was to control domestic prices, 
whereas the fourth was directed against the USSR for its 
invasion of Afghanistan] I watched the Germans and the 
Japanese invest heavily in South America and other areas 
to strengthen infrastructure and set up our competitors and 
make them effi cient producers. The U.S. was no longer 
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considered a reliable supplier. Long before I went to work for 
ASA on 1 Aug. 1977, I was concerned that the international 
markets for all of our agricultural commodities were too 
unstable because of U.S. State Department and international 
policy objectives. Thus, in one sense, the New Uses 
Movement grew out of U.S. government embargoes starting 
almost 15 years earlier.” Update: 1994. Oct. 3. Jeff resigned 
as head of the Corn Growers Assoc. on 1 Oct. 1994 after 
holding the post for over 10 years. He now lives in Hardin, 
Illinois. The new CEO is a woman, Chris Wehrman. She is 
the fi rst female and also the fi rst registered dietitian to serve 
as the CEO of a membership-based commodity organization 
(See Soybean Digest Oct. 1994, p. 19).
 As of mid-1996, Jeff is with the AARC Corporation 
(USDA), in Hardin, Illinois. Address: Chairman, New Uses 
Council, c/o National Corn Growers Assoc., 1000 Executive 
Parkway #105, St. Louis, Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-275-
9915.

3210. Todd, Daniel; Zhang, Lei. 1993. Political and technical 
factors impinging on port operations: The case of Manchuria. 
GeoJournal 30(4):441-54. Aug. [28 ref]
• Summary: “Five key events have shaped port-hinterland 
relations in Manchuria, and accordingly, have dictated the 
scale and scope of port operations. They are, in chronological 
order: (1) The Treaty of Tientsin and the attendant opening 
of Newchang (Yingkou) to foreign trade in 1862. (2) The 
lease to Russia in 1898 of the tip of the Liaodong peninsula 
and the founding thereon of the port of Dalny (Dalian). (3) 
The seizure of Dalian by Japan in 19O5. (4) The closure 
of Manchuria’s ports to foreign trade with the accession of 
communist rule in China in 1949, and (5) The reversal of that 
policy in no uncertain terms during the 1980s consequent 
upon China’s conversion to “open port” thinking.
 “Scarcely acknowledged because less perceptible, 
changes in the technology governing the characteristics and 
employment of ships have been equally critical in regulating 
port operations in this part of northern China. In particular, 
the twin driving forces leading to ship enlargement and 
specialisation have induced fundamental reorganisation of 
both waterfront and inland transfer facilities.”
 In 1907, the Japanese opened two ports on the Yalu 
river: Dandong and its outport of stillborn Tatungkow. 
Dandong, by far the larger of the two, was designed to take 
small steamers of 2,000 tons and as a transshipment point 
for Yalu River junks. Yet it was constrained from the outset 
by its location 40 km from the mouth of the Yalu. By 1917 it 
exported mostly [soy] beans and bean cake.
 Figures show: (1) Map of contemporary Manchuria 
with major ports, cities, railroads, provincial boundaries, 
and mineral-rich areas. (2) Early port trade of Yingkou and 
Dalian. Dalian trade began in 1907 and passed Yingkou in 
about 1912. (3) Today’s port facilities of Dalian. (4) Port 
throughput of Dalian and Yingkou after 1952; Dalian has 

grown rapidly to 49.5 in 1990, compared with 2.37 for 
Yingkou. (5) Map of hinterlands of Dalian and Yingkou 
ports. Address: Dep. of Geography, Univ. of Manitoba, R3T 
2N2 Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

3211. Jimenez, Ramon. 1993. Soybeans and culture in 
Paraguay (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 15. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Cotton and soybeans account for about 90% 
of Paraguay’s exports. Cotton exports are larger than 
soybean exports in terms of monetary value. Ramon is now 
a student at the University of California at Berkeley. He is 
now preparing to write his masters’ thesis on soybeans in 
Paraguay. He will develop a survey questionnaire, return 
to Paraguay, and use it to study what are called “semi-
enterprises,” medium scale farm organizations that use 
wage labor and usually belong to a co-op, which gives 
them credit, marketing assistance, and opportunities to 
share farm equipment. Though Spanish is the offi cial 
language of Paraguay, 90% of the population speaks 
Guarani (pronounced hwa-rah-NEE), which is an indigenous 
language that is completely different from Spanish. It is not a 
Spanish dialect. Only 60% of the population speaks Spanish. 
In order to conduct his survey he will need the assistance of a 
native Guarani speaker.
 Ramon’s uncle, Gen. Andres Rodriguez is the head of 
the government on Paraguay. General Alfredo Stroessner, 
who had ruled as a dictator since 1954, was ousted in 
a military coup led by Gen. Rodriguez on 3 Feb. 1989. 
Rodriguez was elected president on 1 May 1993.
 Under the guise of land reform, Stroessner divided up a 
great deal of land, but gave it mostly to his friends and high 
government offi cials. Thus most of Paraguay’s land is owed 
by a small number of wealthy people. Address: Concord, 
California.

3212. Ontario Export Soybeans (OSGMB). 1993. Michael 
Loh appointed coordinator of export development. 7(1):3. 
Nov.
• Summary: “Canada’s soybean industry has set a goal of 
doubling exports to the Asia / Pacifi c region from $25-30 
million annually to $60 million by the year 2000. A three 
year marketing plan has been developed by the Canadian 
Soybean Export Promotion Committee. In August, Michael 
Low was contracted to work on a one quarter time basis 
as the export development co-ordinator. Michael is on 
secondment from OMAF, where he is a Market Development 
Offi cer. Michael has over fi fteen years of experience in the 
Asia / Pacifi c region, including a fi ve-year posting in Tokyo.
 “Michael’s appointment refl ects a new approach in 
federal / provincial cooperation to combine resources 
through partnerships in pursuit of export opportunities by 
industry.” Address: Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
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3213. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1993. 
Beans in Canada. 20(2):1-20. Dec.
• Summary: This entire special issue is about soybeans 
in Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. The 
magazine is printed with soy ink. Articles include: Making 
production profi table. The key to success in soybeans 
(ad for Pursuit herbicide by Cyanamid). Time savings 
are considerable [with no till]. Machinery management: 
Handling high residue. Soybean board activities–An 
active year: 1993 Ontario soybean marketing agreement, 
export market development, Japanese soybean mission 
visits Ontario, Japanese soybeans for food use, Minimum 
Compensatory rates gone in 1994, board fees reduced to 
$0.90 per tonne effective 1 Sept. 1993, Canada’s centennial 
symposium, soybean research and variety development. 
Soybean planters and drill reviewed. Be prepared for control 
of different weeds.
 A table (p. 12) shows the sources of Japan’s soybeans 
used for food in 1993: USA 922,000 tonnes, China 200,000 
tonnes, domestic Japanese 170,000 tonnes, Canada 40,000 
tonnes.

3214. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1993. 
Annual report. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. 
27 p. Dec. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is a report for the year 1993. Contents: 
Mission statement. Chairman’s message (Ron MacDougall). 
Secretary manager’s message (Fred Brandenburg, Dec. 
1993). OSGMB summary of major activities in 1992. 
Auditor’s report and balance sheet. 1993 soybean & 
research funding (incl. breeding of soybeans for tofu and 
natto). Ontario soybeans–supply and demand, 1990-1993. 
Soybeans: Area, production and farm value, by county, 
1992, with provincial totals [including county and district 
totals], 1986-1992. Ontario marketings, 1990-92. Ontario 
soybeans: Production, crushings, imports, exports. 1992 
crop year marketings by county. Ontario soybean production 
history, 1942-1993. Ontario soybean exports by destination 
in metric tons. Soybean meal: Canadian imports and exports. 
Soybean oil: Canadian imports and exports. Quality of the 
1992 soybean crop by county (in terms of mean oil content 
and mean protein content). Cash prices for Ontario soybeans 
(1990-1994). Ontario basis values (cents over futures). 
Weekly adjusted producer basis. Soybean supply and 
demand, 1990-1994: USA, world. OSGMB appointments 
for 1993 (offi cers and committees). 1993 district committee 
members of soybean board. Address: Chatham, ONT, 
Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3215. Wittenburg, Bonnie. 1993. Archer Daniels Midland 
Company: NYSE–ADM. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Dain 
Bosworth. 36 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Summary and recommendation: 
Valuation. Company profi le. Operating review. Corn refi ning: 

High fructose corn syrup (HFCS), ethanol, bioproducts. 
Oilseed processing (soybeans, soymeal, soyoil): Edible 
soy proteins (soy protein concentrates, isolates, soy fl our, 
and textured soy fl our). Wheat milling. Other products 
and businesses. International trade: NAFTA and GATT. 
Financials. Recent results. Outlook and conclusion.
 Index of exhibits. ADM sales by segment in 1988 
and 1993 (p. 5; In 1993: Oilseed processing 50%, corn 
refi ning 28%, wheat milling 13%, other 9%). U.S. oilseed 
processing capacity (p. 20; ADM 28% of U.S. capacity, 
Cargill 25%, Bunge 16%, Ag Processors 14%, Central Soya 
10%, Other 7%). World oilseed production by crop (p. 20; 
Soybeans account for 52% of the 227.3 million metric tons 
[tonnes] total). World soybean production by country (p. 
20; Total 116.9 million tonnes, of which the U.S. produces 
51%, Brazil 19%, Argentina 10%, China 9%, Other 11%). 
World vegetable oil consumption 1992 by crop (p. 21; Total 
584. million tonnes, of which soybean is 30%, palm 21%, 
rapeseed 15%, sunseed [sunfl owerseed] 14%, peanut 6%, 
cottonseed 6%, other 3%). Soybean meal use by livestock (p. 
20; Poultry 51%, swine 27%, beef 8%, dairy cows 7%, other 
7%). Largest exporters of soybean meal: 1990-1994 (tonnes 
in 1993/94 EC-12 8,830, Brazil 6,550. USA 4,944). Largest 
importers of soybean meal: 1990-1994 (tonnes in 1993/94 
EC-12 13,630, Asia and Oceania 4,936, Middle East and 
North Africa 2,443).
 This “Dain Bosworth Research Report” is “A 
fundamental appraisal of investment value.” “ADM is so big 
and effi cient, and its product lines are so diverse, that it can 
benefi t from almost any positive trend impacting agriculture 
worldwide. ADM is believed to be the largest corn refi ner, 
oilseed processor and fl our miller in the United States... 
We recommend purchase of ADM shares based on our 
expectations of improved earnings momentum beginning in 
the fourth fi scal quarter of fi scal 1994.”
 Concerning edible soy proteins (p. 23-24): The entire 
U.S. meat substitute market is estimated at $50-100 million 
annually today, and growing at 5-8% a year. The Green Giant 
Division of Pillsbury is marketing ADM’s burgers under 
the name Green Giant Harvest Burger. Worthington Foods 
of Ohio is the leader in the meat substitute category. Their 
Morningstar Farms burgers are precooked whereas ADM’s 
burgers require cooking. ADM sold 70 million veggie 
burgers in fi scal 1993 and is now building capacity to triple 
production. A company named Aton, said to be one of the 
largest private enterprises in Ukraine, has an agreement with 
ADM whereby ADM will be shipping $100 million of soy-
based food ingredients to Ukraine by the summer of 1994.
 Toepfer, which was started in Germany in 1919, handles 
approximately 9% of the total world grain trade and about 
35% of the world trade in feedstuffs. ADM owns 50% of 
Toepfer; the other half is owned by 14 cooperatives from 7 
countries including Gold Kist, Agway, Harvest States, AGP, 
etc. in the USA.
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 “We continue to believe that the long-term story for 
ADM is among the best of the companies we follow.” 
“In our opinion, ADM is among the best positioned, best 
managed, and fi nancially sound ag processing companies 
around” (p. 35). Address: 60 South Sixth St., Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 55402-4422. Phone: (612) 371-2728.

3216. Smith, Joyotee; Woodworth, J.B.; Dashiell, K.E. 
1993. Government policy and farm level technologies: The 
expansion of soyabean in Nigeria. Agricultural Systems in 
Africa 3(1):20-32. Also in IITA Research 11:14-18. IITA 
Journal Paper No: IITA/92/JA/06. 24 p. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Government policy, 
soybean production and adoption of improved varieties: 
Three periods of government policy (1960 to mid-1970s, 
mid-1970s to mid-1980s, and mid-1980s to the present). 
The study area and data collection. Empirical evidence: 
Production trend of soybean, home utilization and industrial 
use of soybean, competitiveness of domestically produced 
soybean vs. imports, soybean’s increasing competitiveness 
as a cash crop, soybean’s contribution to nutrition and its 
incorporation into rural diets, returns to farmers’ resources, 
soybean’s compatibility with the cropping system. 
Conclusions.
 “In the continuing debate about the food crisis in Sub-
Saharan Africa two major contributory factors are widely 
recognized: the lack of technologies appropriate for small-
scale producers and the existence of pricing policies which 
discriminate against agriculture. This paper links the two 
factors and presents empirical evidence, from the case of 
soybean in Nigeria, which shows that overvalued exchange 
rates not only led to a decline in soybean production but 
also impeded the adoption of an appropriate technology 
(improved soybean varieties).”
 Nigeria attained independence from Great Britain in 
1960. The history of soybeans in Nigeria after that time can 
be conveniently divided into three periods. The fi rst period 
dates from 1960 to the mid-1970s. There was a traditional 
market for palm and groundnut oil which was met by 
village-level processing of domestic crops. In addition, 
Nigeria exported large amounts of these oils. Soybeans were 
exported in unprocessed form. “There was no domestic 
demand for soybean oil, and no village-level processing of 
soybean was carried out.” Disruptions from the Biafran civil 
war in the late 1960s led to a sharp decline in exports of 
soybeans and palm oil.
 The second period, from the mid-1970s to the mid-
1980s, started with a boom in the price of petroleum, 
Nigeria’s most important mineral resource. This was 
followed by an over-valuation of the Nigerian currency 
(Naira), which reduced the competitiveness of locally 
produced products. Exports of edible oil and soybeans 
ceased. Increased demand was met increasingly from large 
imports, which included soymeal, groundnut cake, soybeans, 

groundnuts, and palm oil. Some 50,000 tonnes of soy 
oil were also imported and increasingly accepted. Cheap 
imports reduced the incentives for domestic production. 
There was a small local market for soybeans in Kafanchan 
(Kaduna State), which was the center for the production of 
a local seasoning named daddawa or dawadawa, the main 
ingredient of which was locust beans. In the late 1970s 
daddawa producers started substituting soybeans for locust 
beans. This helped maintain a small demand for soybeans. 
“In the early 1980s improved soybean varieties became 
available, but were not adopted, presumably because with the 
disappearance of the export market the demand for soybean 
had become highly inelastic.”
 The third period, from the mid-1980s onwards, saw 
the occurrence of a number of changes which pushed up 
the price of soybeans. In 1986 the Nigerian government 
initiated a structural adjustment program (SAP) to stimulate 
economic recovery. The Naira was devalued from 1 Naira 
per U.S. dollar to 4 in 1986, then it further dropped to 9.25 
Naira per dollar by 1991. Commodity marketing boards were 
abolished and agricultural prices deregulated. The import 
of major agricultural commodities such as corn, soybean 
meal, and edible vegetable oils were banned from 1985 
to the present. The import of soybeans and other oilseeds 
was not banned. These changes stimulated production of 
soybeans, oil, and meal. “Demand for soybean increased 
more than other crops because around the mid 1980s 
government and non-government organizations (NGOs) such 
as hospitals, religious missions and health clinics started 
promoting soybean consumption and its nutritional value. 
This stimulated the incorporation of soybean into the local 
diet and into processed food products.” The severe drought 
of 1983/84 also increased the substitution of soybean for 
locust bean in daddawa production. As demand for soybeans 
grew, improved varieties were adopted, which reduced 
costs, further stimulated production, and allowed Nigerian-
grown soybeans to compete in price with imports. Thus 
the increased soybean demand was met from increased 
domestic production. Soybean imports began again in 1983 
but remained relatively small. Thus soybean production fell 
during the second period but rose during the third, especially 
after 1986.
 According to the Groundnut Marketing Board, during 
the 1966-68 period, soybean production in Nigeria was over 
15,000 tons/year. It decreased slowly until in the early 1970s 
less than 9,000 tons/year were produced, falling to less than 
2,000 tons/year in the 1972-76 period. Exports ceased after 
1976. These trends appear consistent with USDA export 
data.
 Between 1987 and 1990 the number of markets in 
Ibadan (in southwest Nigeria) increased from 2 to 19 and the 
number soybean retailers in these markets increased from 4 
to 419! Only one Nigerian company produced soybean oil/
feedcake prior to devaluation of the currency (production 
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was estimated at 500 tons), but in 1989 there were 6 such 
producers and production was estimated at over 117,000 
tons. “In addition, food processing companies had started 
incorporating soybean in processed local foods, beverages, 
breakfast and baby foods, presumably with the dual objective 
of cutting costs and taking advantage of public awareness 
of soybean’s nutritional qualities. Most of these processing 
industries were started up after the devaluation of the 
currency in 1986.
 In Benue State, soybean was grown mainly as a cash 
crop, and mainly by the Tiv ethnic group (in the eastern 
half of the State), but it was also used by Tiv farmers in 
96% of the villages for home consumption–often in the 
preparation of daddawa or as a partial substitute for cowpea 
in the preparation of local foods previously made entirely 
from fried or steamed cowpea paste (moinmoin and akara). 
Soybeans contain twice as much protein as cowpeas, 
cost less than half as much, and are highly acceptable to 
consumers. Soybeans are also less expensive than locust 
beans, and their cooking time in daddawa production is about 
one-fourth that of locust beans.
 Table 5 shows the results of a fi eld survey on the 
reasons for producing soybeans in Benue State. In the Tiv 
area, 78% of the villages and 98% of the farmers were 
surveyed. Percentage of those surveyed who gave various 
reasons: Personal consumption / nutritional qualities 96%. 
Compatible for intercropping with a variety of crops 85%. 
Financial return 78%. Improves soil fertility and/or does well 
without fertilizers 52%. Requires less labor 13%. Address: 
International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture, P.M.B. 5320, 
Ibadan, Nigeria.

3217. Bhatnagar, P.S.; Ali, Nawab. 1993. Country Report 4–
India. In: N. Chomchalow & P. Narong, eds. 1993. Soybean 
in Asia: Proceedings of the Planning Workshop for the 
Establishment of the Asian Component of a Global Network 
on Tropical and Subtropical Soybeans. Bangkok, Thailand: 
FAO Regional Offi ce for Asia and the Pacifi c. viii + 218 p. 
See p. 34-49. RAPA Publication (FAO), No. 1993/6.
• Summary: Contents: (1) Introduction. (2) Processing, 
utilization, and marketing: Soybean oil, soybean meal 
export, soyfood technologies ready for commercialisation, 
future scenario, soy-based food products. (3) Constraints 
for soybean production: Constraints during the 1970s, 
constraints during the 1980s, current constraints. (4) 
Research undertaken to resolve the constraints. (5) 
Constraints on a priority basis. (6) Resources available. (7) 
Training needs: Soybean production research, processing and 
utilization. (8) On-going research projects. (9) Constraints 
in promoting soy-based foods. (10) Efforts undertaken to 
resolve the constraints. (11) Seed production and distribution 
system. (12) Information required: Production/improvement, 
processing and utilization. (13) Collection of germplasm. 
(14) Major soybean growing seasons and cropping systems. 

(15) Information relevant for a strategy plan.
 Tables: (0) Average prices in Nov. 1991 of yellow 
soybean, black soybean, soy oil in bulk, soymeal (soybean 
meal from solvent extraction), retail price of soy oil, 
texturised soy protein (TSP), soy beverages. (1) Area, 
production, and productivity of soybean in India from 1970-
71 to 1989-90. (2) Area, production, and productivity of 
soybean in India during 1988-89 by state. 83.5% of India’s 
soybeans are produced in Madhya Pradesh, followed by 
Rajasthan (8.20%), and Maharashtra (3.75%). (3) Soybean 
processing plants in India by state. 58% of India’s soybean 
processing capacity is in Madhya Pradesh, followed by 
Maharashtra (16.00%), Gujarat (9.00%), and Andhra 
Pradesh (8.50%). (4) Production and processing of soybean 
and export of soybean extraction/meal by India during last 
fi ve years. (5) Small scale soybean processing equipment. 
(6) Production of fullfat soyfl our with fi nancial viability 
of different plant sizes. (7) Production of soy paneer with 
fi nancial viability of different plant sizes. (8) Production of 
soy-fortifi ed biscuits with fi nancial viability of different plant 
sizes.
 Today, 85% of soybean production in India is used for 
oil (and meal, a by-product), 10% for seed, and 5% for food.
 Table 1: Soybean area has increased steadily from 
32,000 ha in 1970-71 to 1,900,000 ha in 1990-91. Soybean 
production has increased dramatically from 14,000 tonnes 
(metric tons) in 1970-71 to 2,000,000 tonnes in 1990-91. 
Productivity [yield] has increased steadily from 438 kg/ha ha 
in 1970-71 to 1,053 kg/ha in 1990-91. Source: Agricultural 
Situation in India. Address: 1. Director, National Research 
Centre for Soybean, Indore, India; 2. Project Director, 
Soybean Processing & Utilization, CIAE, Bhopal, India.

3218. Minnesota Soybean Growers Association. 1993. 
MSGA history highlights. 360 Pierce Ave., Suite 110, North 
Mankato, MN 56003. 5 p. Unpublished manuscript. 28 cm.
• Summary: 1932–1,000 acres of soybeans are grown in 
Minnesota.
 1949–USA turns from an importer of fats and oils to a 
net exporter.
 1954–Passage of P.L. 480 Food for Peace Program. 
1956–ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] and FAS [Foreign 
Agricultural Service] signed fi rst market development 
contract.
 1962 Sept. 24–First meeting of 25 farmers held in 
Sleepy Eye [Brown County, 37 miles west northwest of 
Mankato, Minnesota]. Charlie Simpson of Waterville named 
temporary president, John Evans of Montevideo temporary 
secretary. Other members of the organizational committee 
were: Parker Sanders of Redwood Falls, Bert Enestvedt 
of Sacred Heart, Henry Leitschuh of Sleepy Eye, Leslie 
Wright of West Concord, and Robert Frederick of Foxhome. 
December 6–The Minnesota Soybean Growers Association 
Board is organized, dues set at $12.50. Acreage fees were 
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set at 25 cents per acre (to fi nance research and legislation). 
John Evans elected president.
 1963 Jan.–Charlie Simpson and John Evans appointed 
a Legislative Committee. Simpson sponsors a 50 bushels 
per acre club. Frederick proposes a ½ cent checkoff. 
April–Checkoff fi rst proposed to other farm groups. It is 
opposed by the Farm Bureau. Colored Margarine Law passes 
Minnesota Legislature. Nov.–Dues reduced to $5.00 to 
attract more members.
 1965 Jan. 12–MSGA affi liates with ASA. Evans and 
Simpson lobby for $550 from legislature for soybean 
research. Membership is at 573.
 1967 Jan.–½ cent per bushel checkoff resolution passed 
at 5th Annual Meeting. Membership is at 1,000. April–Board 
met with State Ag. Committee to discuss checkoff.
 1968 Jan.–The state was divided into districts with each 
director in charge of a district; Princess Soya Contest will be 
initiated; decided to go for checkoff vote in 1969, will cost 
$450.00 to have checkoff bill written; 6th Annual Meeting 
held with 80 people attending.
 1969–Jan.–7th Annual Meeting held with Myrna Jones 
crowned fi rst “Princess Soya;” Jerry Michaelson was elected 
to ASA Board; much legislative work was done before 
referendum vote; membership dues are $10.00. June–1600 
signatures on checkoff petition. Aug.–Referendum vote fails 
at 59%.
 1970–First whole-state yield content held; winner had a 
53.12 bu/acre yield.
 1973 Sept.–½ checkoff passes by 3/4 majority. First of 
4 grain embargoes (also in 1974, 1978, and 1980) all fought 
by ASA. 1974–MSGA sends $1,676 of the 1972 and 1973 
voluntary checkoff to ASA for more market development 
efforts; legislative effort to get more funding for soybean 
research at U of M, got $177,000 last time but need 10% 
increase to keep up.
 1975–American Soybean Market Development 
Foundation created. 1976–Much time was spent organizing 
counties and working with ASA on trade teams and market 
development; legislative work on amending marketing order 
to raise from ½ to 1 cent checkoff. 1977–One cent checkoff 
was passed; no less than 9 trade teams visit Minnesota May 
through September.
 1980–Membership at 1,200. 1982–2 cent checkoff is 
proposed with referendum to be run in March of 1984; more 
counties are organized; much work is put into referendum 
campaign. 1984–2 cent referendum fails in April with a 
narrow margin. 1987–Through the ASA Adopt-a-Country 
program, MSGA adopts the Soviet Union as its Sister 
Country. MSGA is the lead commodity group to get the 
Ag Utilization Research Institute (AURI) started within 
the GMC (Greater Minnesota Corporation). Silver [25th] 
anniversary of MSGA was celebrated in December 1987. 
SoyPac was initiated in Minnesota. 1988–MSGA holds the 
fi rst of many “Soy Shopping Sprees.” 1989–ASA began 

its SPARC (Soybean Promotion and Research Checkoff) 
campaign to implement a national checkoff. Roger Asendorf 
became an ASA honorary life member. Bill was passed in 
state legislature recommending government offi ces print with 
soy ink; membership at 3,507.
 1990–Bert Enestvedt became an ASA honorary life 
member. 1991–Soymark was put on trucks hauling soyoil 
to create the fi rst “moving” billboard for the soymark in 
the country. Sept. 1–The national soybean checkoff was 
implemented. Nov. 1991–The Moscow offi ce [in Russia] 
became the 13th international ASA offi ce that was opened. 
Minnesota led the way by supporting the efforts with nearly 
$50,000.
 1992–Membership stands at about 3,500 with 30 
organized counties. Address: North Mankato, Minnesota.

3219. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1993. 
Canadian soybeans. Ontario, Canada. 8 p. Undated. 28 cm. 
[Eng; jap]
• Summary: This brochure is composed of glossy color 
full-page pages interspersed with half-wide pages of text. 
The message is that Ontario soybeans are of world-class 
quality. Contents: Canada: With Canadian international class 
soybeans we grow quality. Canada: With Canadian graded 
soybeans, we not only promise quality, we guarantee it. The 
two center-fold pages and one additional half-wide page of 
text are in Japanese. Ontario: The Ontario farmer is at the 
heart of our success. Ontario: Our goal is to take quality one 
step further.
 Full-page color photos show: A soybean plant with 
leaves and pods edged in gold from the setting sun. Young 
soybean plants just emerging and breaking ground. A fi eld 
of soybeans stretching right up to the camera. A combine 
harvesting mature soybean plants in the evening. Soybeans 
being dumped into a hopper from the back of a truck. A 
Japanese man standing near the back of a truck with a sample 
of soybeans. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, 
Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3220. Saleh, Narsir; Sumarno. 1993. Country Report 5–
Indonesia. In: N. Chomchalow & P. Narong, eds. 1993. 
Soybean in Asia: Proceedings of the Planning Workshop 
for the Establishment of the Asian Component of a Global 
Network on Tropical and Subtropical Soybeans. Bangkok, 
Thailand: FAO Regional Offi ce for Asia and the Pacifi c. viii 
+ 218 p. See p. 50-63. RAPA Publication (FAO), No. 1993/6.
• Summary: Contents: (1) Introduction. (2) Production: 
Production area, production systems and constraints, 
seed production, distribution system and constraints. (3) 
Utilization. (4) Marketing. (5). Research contributions and 
programmes: Research contributions, research priorities, 
budget for research programmes, research organization and 
management, research funding.
 Figures: (1) Cropping pattern involving soybean planted 
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on wetland during early (March to June) and late (July to 
September) dry season. (2) Cropping pattern involving 
soybean planted on rainfed wetland during the early rainy 
season (October to January). (3) Crop rotation pattern 
involving soybean on dryland planted in the rainy season. (4) 
Cropping pattern involving soybean on dryland, panted in 
the rainy season.
 Tables: (1) Area harvested, yield, and production of 
soybean in Indonesia (1969-88). Area harvested grew from 
582,000 ha in 1969 to 1,169,000 ha in 1988. Production 
increased from 398,000 tonnes (metric tons) in 1969 to 
1,270,000 tonnes in 1988. Yield grew from 0.68 tonnes/ha in 
1969 to 1.09 tonnes/ha in 1988. (2) Area, average yield, and 
production of soybean by region in Indonesia 1969-88. Java 
was Indonesia’s leading soybean producing region with 58% 
of the total, followed by Sumatra (24%) and Sulawesi (7%). 
(3) Soybean utilization in Indonesia. The categories (every 
5 years from 1968-72) are production, waste, seed, export, 
import, consumption. Imports have grown dramatically. In 
1968-72 Indonesia exported on average 5,000 tonnes (metric 
tons) of soybeans a year. Then, in the early 1970s, the 
country switched to being an importer. In 1973-77 Indonesia 
imported on average a modest 14,000 tonnes of soybeans a 
year, increasing dramatically to 211,000 tonnes in 1978-82, 
and 359,000 tonnes a year in 1983-87. Soybean consumption 
in Indonesia also increased dramatically (more than 3-fold) 
during this 20-year period from 372,000 tonnes per year 
on average in 1968-72 to 1,152,000 tonnes in 1983-87. (4) 
Percentage of soybean marketing cost and profi t margin 
in selected provinces in Indonesia. (5) List of improved 
varieties of soybean in Indonesia. Details on 24 improved 
varieties. (6) Manpower of the CRIFC by qualifi cation, 
June 1989. Address: Scientist, MARIF, Malang, East Java, 
Indonesia; Director, MARIF, Malang, East Java, Indonesia.

3221. SoyaScan Notes. 1994. Keywords used with more than 
1,000 documents in the SoyaScan database, as of 1 January 
1994 (Overview). Jan. 1. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1. USA 24,636. 2. Commercial soy products 
6,565. 3. Japan 5,948. 4. Tofu 5,122. 5. Soymilk 3,884. 6. 
Illinois 3,642. 7. Soy sauce 3,387. 8. California 3,129. 9. 
Historical (documents published from 1900 to 1923) 3,013. 
10. Soy fl our 2,822. 11. History 2,730. 12. Soy oil 2,648. 
13. Germany 2,447. 14. Miso 2,324. 15. Vegetarianism 
2,319. 16. United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, 
N. Ireland) 2,134. 17. China 1,554. 18. Soybean meal 
2,019. 19. Cookery 2,017. 20. Soybean production: 
Cultural practices and agronomy 1,996. 21. France 1847. 
22. Tempeh 1,844 23. Soybean production (General): 
1,825. 24. U.S. Department of Agriculture 1,744. 25. New 
York 1,665. 24. Nutrition (General) 1,471. 25. Historical 
(documents published before 1900) 1,460. 26. India 1,397. 
27. International trade in soybeans, soy oil, and/or soybean 

meal 1,225. 28. Canada 1,204. 29. Soy protein isolates 1,204. 
30. Michigan 1,146. 31. Meatlike commercial products 
1,145. 32. USDA state agricultural experiment stations 
in the USA 1,120. 33. Soybean production: Marketing 
1,098. 34. Ohio 1,095. 35. Soybean production: Variety 
development 1,083. 36. Indonesia 1,063. 37. Tofu used as an 
ingredient in second generation commercial food products 
1,062. 38. Bibliographies and literature reviews 1,049. 39. 
Massachusetts 1,029. 40. Macrobiotics 1,022. 41. Soy ice 
cream 1,014.

3222. Agriculture Canada, Oilseeds Division, International 
Markets Bureau, Markets and Industry Services Branch. 
1994. Oilseed sector profi le. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. [iv] + 
23 + 1 + 12 p. Jan. 28 cm. Spiral bound. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. 1. Introduction. 2. The 
seed production subsector: Canola, soybeans, fl axseed, 
sunfl ower, mustard, saffl ower, composition.
 3. The processing subsector: Background, crushing 
plants, industry statistics, methods of processing, oilseed 
crushings, vegetable oils, vegetable oilmeals, economic 
value of the industry. 4. The marketing subsector: Oilseeds 
marketing, hedging, processed oilseed products marketing.
 5. Organizations: Canola, soybeans, fl axseed, crushers. 
6. The environment: Domestic, international.
 Appendix A: Role of the federal government in the 
Canadian oilseeds industry: Research, regulation, marketing. 
Appendix B. Oilseed industry directory: Industry association, 
oilseed processing companies, oilseed sector trading 
companies, research / education institutions, government, 
others.
 Soybeans (p. 3): “Soybeans were introduced into 
Canada in 1893; however they did not become a commercial 
oilseed crop until the late 1920’s. In that year [sic, about 
March 1930], the fi rst soybean crushing plant [Milton 
Oil Refi neries, Ltd.] was built in Milton, Ontario. The 
introduction of modern crushing mills occurred in the late 
1930s. Increased demand for vegetable oil and protein meal 
during the early 1940’s fi rmly established the crop and by 
1950, soybeans had become a major cash crop in Ontario. 
Strong promotional efforts by the crushing industry assisted 
in continued expansion of the crop. During the 1980s, 
soybeans were introduced into Québec, the Maritimes and 
Manitoba as a source of livestock feed... In Québec, whole 
soybeans have become a viable alternative feed source. In 
other regions, whole soybeans are only a minor ingredient 
for livestock.”
 The soybean growers, like their canola counterparts, 
have shown a high degree of cohesion and organizational 
ability. In 1949, the Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board was founded. The Board represents 25,000 producers 
and negotiates the pricing arrangements for Ontario 
soybeans. Its functions are discussed in more detail further 
in this report. The handling, crushing, and exporting of 
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soybeans and soybean products is handled by private 
companies.
 “Canadian soybean production has increased sharply 
from the late 1970’s when up to 60 percent of Canadian 
soybean requirements had to be imported. In 1987, domestic 
production reached a level capable of supplying most 
internal demands for crushing (Table 3). Although some 
soybeans are still being imported from the U.S., Canada 
exports a larger volume of high quality white hilum soybeans 
for food utilization in Asian and European markets.
 Domestic crush of these larger crops has made Canada 
self-suffi cient in soyoil production; however, soymeal is still 
in a defi cit position. About 600,000 tonnes representing close 
to 50 percent of domestic soymeal utilization requirements 
needs to be imported yearly.
 “Up to 1991, the soybean crushing industry was 
operating below capacity.” In that year, Victory Soya Mills 
in Toronto was closed. “The result is that the crushing 
capacity now meets the production of soybeans for crushing. 
Therefore, without an increase in crushing capacity, Canada 
will remain a net importer of oilmeals. Nevertheless, 
increasing the crush is economically questionable until a 
viable market outlet is found to absorb the additional soyoil 
produced. The 1992 elimination of the U.S. crude soyoil 
tariff (18%) could ease the situation. The two companies 
crushing soybeans in Canada are corporately linked to large 
multinational corporations, with major U.S. operations. 
Therefore, without tariff, the unrestricted movement of 
soyoil between the two countries is a possibility.”
 “Economic value of the industry (p. 12): The oilseed 
crushing industry makes a large and positive contribution 
to the Canadian economy. It is a processing industry and as 
such it provides enhanced strength to the economy through 
value-added contributions and the fi nancial multiplier effect. 
In 1992 (table 16) the direct economic benefi ts were $1,810 
million, and the contribution to the Canadian balance of 
payments was $599 million in total import replacement and 
$322 million in export earnings for a total contribution of 
$921 million.
 Tables show: (3) Canadian supply and disposition 
of soybeans, soyoil and soymeal, 1988-1993. (5) Oilseed 
crushing facilities in Canada. Owners and their soybean 
crushing plants are: ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. (Windsor, 
Ontario): 1,250 tonnes capacity per 24 hours. CanAmera 
Foods (Hamilton, Ontario): 1270 tonnes capacity per 24 
hours.
 (7) Oilseed crushings in Canada: The soybean crush was 
#2 largest in Canada after canola and ahead of sunfl ower 
seed. The soybean crush was 908,200 tonnes in 1988, then 
916,000 tonnes in 1989, then 1,083,500 tonnes in 1990, then 
943,600 tonnes in 1991, and 995,200 tonnes in 1992.
 (8) Vegetable oil production in Canada. Soybean oil 
is #2, far behind canola oil and far ahead of sunfl ower oil. 
During these 5 years, soybean oil production ranged from a 

low of 159,000 tonnes in 1988 to a high of 194,800 tonnes in 
1990.
 (9) Vegetable oil trade. During these 5 years, soybean 
oil imports to Canada were very small, ranging from a low 
of 4,000 tonnes in 1989 to a high of 16,000 tonnes in 1990. 
Soybean oil exports from Canada were even smaller, ranging 
from a low of 1,000 tonnes in 1989 to a high of 5,300 tonnes 
in 1991. Both soybean crushers also have their own soy oil 
refi neries. The capacity of the ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. 
refi nery (Windsor, Ontario) is 159,000 tonnes per year, 
whereas that of CanAmera Foods (Toronto) is 147,000 
tonnes per year.
 (13) Vegetable oilmeal production: Soybean meal is #2, 
behind canola meal but far ahead of sunfl ower meal. During 
these 5 years, soybean meal production ranged from a low of 
698,300 tonnes in 1988 to a high of 835,800 tonnes in 1990.
 (14) Vegetable oilmeal trade. During these 5 years, 
soybean oil imports to Canada were large, and vastly larger 
than any other oilmeal, ranging from a low of 565,400 tonnes 
in 1990 to a high of 692,100 tonnes in 1988. Soybean meal 
exports from Canada were very small, ranging from a low of 
200 tonnes in 1989 to a high of 33,100 tonnes in 1992. By 
contrast, large amounts of canola meal (about half of the total 
amount produced each year) were exported.
 (18) Soymeal imports by province. The top 3 in 1988 
were: Ontario 326,026 tonnes. Manitoba 169,687 tonnes.
 (19) Soybean exports by major markets: The top 8 in 
1992 were: USA 69,135 tonnes. Portugal 62,515 tonnes. 
Netherlands 27,349 tonnes. Former USSR 20,752 tonnes. 
Hong Kong 19,376 tonnes. Singapore 17,268 tonnes. Japan 
11,306 tonnes. Malaysia 10,687 tonnes. Quebec 137,365 
tonnes. Total 1992 245,668 tonnes.
 (24) EC-12 production of major oilseeds, 1989-
193. In 1992-93 the leading oilseeds produced in the 
European Community were: Rapeseed 6,217,000 tonnes. 
Sunfl owerseed 3,940,000 tonnes. Soybeans 1,294,000 
tonnes. Cottonseed 606 tonnes. Linseed 316 tonnes. Address: 
930 Carling Ave., Ottawa, ONT K1A 0C5, Canada. Phone: 
(613) 995-8324.

3223. Gervais, Marc; Theriault, Sylvana; Bernard, Eric. 
1994. Oilseed sector profi le [Canada]. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. [iv] + 23 + 1 + 12 p. Jan. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: Contents (each accompanied by tables and 
charts; each section covers the years 1991-1994): Imports 
of soya beans for sowing (almost all come from the USA, 
followed by Chile and Japan). Imports of soya beans for oil 
extraction (almost all come from the USA). Imports of soya 
beans, nes [meaning unclear] (almost all come from USA, 
followed by Taiwan, China, and Japan).
 Imports of soya-bean oil crude, whether or not 
degummed (almost all comes from the USA, followed by 
France). Imports of soya-bean oil and its fractions, refi ned 
but not chemically modifi ed (almost all comes from the 
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USA, followed by Singapore). Imports of veg fats & oils 
& fractions hydrogenated, inter or re-esterifi ed, refi ned or 
not (almost all comes from the USA followed by UK and 
Netherlands). Imports of animal or veg fats & oils...
 Imports of soya bean fl our and meals. Imports of soya 
sauce (main suppliers are: USA, China, Japan, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Philippines, South Korea). Imports of protein 
concentrates and textured protein substances (almost all 
comes from USA). Imports of Soya-bean oil-cake and other 
solid residues, whether or not ground or pellet (almost all 
comes from USA). Imports of bran, sharps and other residues 
of leguminous plants, pelleted or not (almost all comes from 
USA).
 Exports of soya beans for sowing (most goes to USA, 
followed by France, Germany and Austria). Exports of 
soya beans, for oil extraction (most goes to Netherlands, 
followed by France, Portugal and Spain). Exports of soya 
beans, nes (most goes to USA, followed by Hong Kong and 
Singapore). Exports of soya bean fl our and meals (almost 
all goes to USA). Exports of soya-bean oil crude, whether 
or not degummed (almost all goes to the USA). Exports of 
soya-bean oil and its fractions, refi ned but not chemically 
modifi ed (almost all goes to Pakistan, followed by USA). 
Exports of veg fats & oils & fractions hydrogenated, inter 
or re-esterifi ed, refi ned or not (almost all goes to the USA). 
Imports of animal or veg fats & oils... (almost all goes to 
USA).
 Exports of soya sauce (main buyers are UK, Japan, 
United States, Finland, Cuba).
 Exports of protein concentrates and textured protein 
substances (almost all goes to USA). Exports of Soya-bean 
oil-cake and other solid residues, whether or not ground or 
pellet (almost all goes to USA). Exports of bran, sharps and 
other residues of leguminous plants, pelleted or not (almost 
all goes to USA). Address: Trade Evaluation and Analysis 
Div., International Markets Bureau, Markets and Industry 
Services Branch, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada.

3224. Soybean Digest. 1994. ASA team discusses U.S. 
soybean quality issues in Japan. Mid-Feb. ASA insert 
(unpaginated).
• Summary: Japanese offi cials and the managing director 
of the Japanese Oilseed Processors Association (JOPA) said 
U.S. soybeans are generally one percent higher in foreign 
Material (FM) and one percent lower in oil content that 
their competitors from Brazil. Japan challenged the U.S. 
to eliminate these differences within 10 years. Japan is the 
single largest consumer of total U.S. soybean exports.

3225. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1994. 
Beans in Canada. 20(5):1-40. Feb.
• Summary: This entire special issue is about soybeans 
in Canada, with emphasis on soybean production. The 

magazine is printed with soy ink. Articles include: Inoculant 
report. Northrop King on the move–for you. Soybeans, 
weeds, and management. Energy and effi ciency (No till 
requires less diesel fuel [but much more herbicides]). 
Soybean board report: New [industrial] uses for soybeans, 
soybeans in space, the oils and fats balance (trans fatty 
acids). Long on life, short on emissions (Soydiesel), Quality 
control (ISO 9002–an international set of standards covering 
all industries, dedicated to total quality management). Plant 
breeding: Looking back and ahead. First the market (Pioneer 
Hi-Bred’s Specialty Plant Products Division). Bins for beans 
(on-farm storage). Far East Market can double (selling 
soybeans for food uses in East Asia). Trials a think of the 
past (no-till). There’s profi t in the coming soybean shortage. 
Don’t let cyst nematodes manage you.

3226. Agri-Book Magazine (Exeter, ONT, Canada). 1994. 
Far East market can double. 20(5):29. Feb.
• Summary: Canada is selling more and more soybeans for 
food uses to East Asia. Thailand is the only country in the 
region that is self-suffi cient in soybean production. Japan 
(population 123 million) imports more than 1 million tonnes 
per year, Taiwan imports 250,000 tonnes, Indonesia 150,000 
tonnes, Korea 120,000 tonnes, and Malaysia 100,000 tonnes. 
Singapore and Hong Kong import all the soybeans they use.
 In 1993 Ontario produced a record 1.7 million tonnes. 
Only 500,000 tonnes of this (29.4%) was exported, and only 
a fraction of that was suitable for making soyfoods such as 
tofu, natto, soymilk, Taiwanese fermented tofu (foo yee), 
etc. A large color photo shows ladies in Taiwan packing 
fermented tofu in jars.
 Ontario has captured 56% of the Hong Kong market, 
and about 14% of the Malaysian market. But the Asian 
market is becoming more competitive because exporters 
from the USA are beginning to offer soybeans in bags as well 
as bulk shipments. Michael Loh, the OSGMB coordinator for 
export development, thinks Canada can achieve its goal of 
doubling soybean exports by the year 2000.

3227. Asbridge, David D. 1994. Agricultural importance of 
soybeans. In: Mark Messina, ed. 1994. First International 
Symposium on the Role of Soy in Preventing and Treating 
Chronic Disease: Abstracts. Chesterfi eld, Missouri: United 
Soybean Board. 27 p. See p. 6. Held 20-23 Feb. 1994 at 
Mesa, Arizona.
• Summary: “Soybeans are omnipresent in American 
life... Last year, the average American consumed only four 
pounds of soyfoods in the form of soy protein products, 
tofu, soymilk, tempeh, miso, soy sauce, and soynuts. They 
consumed over 40 pounds of soybean oil in the form of 
margarine, salad dressings, cooking oils, and shortening. 
They consumed 204 pounds of meat, poultry, and eggs. 
Soybean meal, the most widely used processed feed 
ingredient in the U.S., is the leading source of protein for 
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meat and poultry animals. To meet this huge demand for 
soybeans, vast resources are needed. In 1992, 440,000 U.S. 
farmers planted 59 million acres of soybeans. That’s enough 
to nearly cover the entire state of Arizona. The farm value 
of the 2.2 billion bushel crop was more that $12 billion 
dollars. Once farmers sold the 1992 crop, the majority of the 
soybeans were either crushed into meal and oil, or exported. 
The meal and oil were valued at $6 billion and $3 billion, 
respectively. Exports, which historically make up one-third 
of the U.S. soybean crop, directly reduced the U.S. trade 
defi cit by almost $4.5 billion dollars and indirectly employed 
126,600 people. It has been estimated that since 1975, the 
value of the soybean crop has been about $275 billion in 
nominal terms. The multiplier affect brings the total impact 
to the US economy of soybean production to $800 billion.” 
Address: American Soybean Assoc., 540 Maryville Centre 
Drive, Suite 390, P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 
63141-1700.

3228. Badani, Bernard. 1994. Edible soybean mission report, 
Indonesia, Taiwan, Korea, February 1994. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada. 23 p. 28 cm. 
Spiral bound.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword: Mission objective, 
countries visited, main goals, conclusion. Acknowledgments. 
Names of the 8 mission members. Visit to Indonesia 
(Jakarta): Background, visits (Nestle soymilk plant in 
Surabaya, BULOG), conclusions, market potential (short, 
medium, and long term). Visit to Taiwan (Taipei, Taichung, 
Tainan, Kaohsiung): Background (the pro-American soybean 
lobby), visits (Taiwan Tofu Manufacturers Assoc., Tet Union 
Corp., Great Wall Enterprises, Herng Yih), conclusions, 
market potential (short and medium term). Visit to Korea 
(Seoul): Background, visits (Hyosung Corp., AFMC, Korean 
and Seoul Tofu Manufacturing Co-operatives, conclusions, 
market potential (short and medium term). List of contacts 
by country (photocopies of business cards). Note: Mr. 
Badanai works for this federal organization in Ottawa.
 This mission, whose coordinator was Michael Loh, took 
place between Feb. 25 and March 10, 1994; it was organized 
by OSGMB with assistance from the Canadian Embassies in 
Jakarta and Seoul, and the Canadian Trade Offi ce in Taipei. 
The overall objective of the mission was to open these 3 
markets to the sale of Special Quality White Hilum (SQWH) 
soybeans from Canada for use by their soy food industries.
 Indonesia imports about 700,000 tonnes of soybeans 
each year, mostly grade #1 from the USA, to supplement 
its local production of about 1.3 million tonnes. About 
250,000 tonnes of the imports are used to make soyfoods 
such as tempeh (which accounts for about 80% of the 
total), tofu, taucho (Indonesian miso), and soybean milk. 
The majority of their domestically grown soybeans are also 
used to make soyfoods. All Indonesian soybean imports are 
handled by BULOG, a government agency which determines 

yearly requirements and allocates the resulting imports to 
various companies under a complex price structure formula 
apparently designed to maintain the competitiveness and full 
utilization of the domestic crop whose internal prices are 
very high by international standards. Sarpindo is the largest 
Indonesian soybean crusher. Nestle operates a soymilk plant 
in Surabaya that makes 12,000 tonnes/year and is completing 
a second one of 20,000 tonnes capacity in Jakarta. Much of 
Nestle’s production, especially for the new Jakarta plant, is 
oriented toward the export market, with the Philippines as 
their top priority.
 Taiwan grows only 12,000 tonnes of soybeans 
domestically, but they import 2,400,000 tonnes per year. 
Their main suppliers are the USA (1,938,000 tonnes, 80.8% 
of the total), China, 297,000 tonnes), and Argentina (6,000 
tonnes). Imports are handled mostly by a small number 
of major crushers, which then select a portion of the #2 
soybeans imported, bag them, and sell them to Taiwanese 
soyfood manufacturers. About 8% of the total imports 
(200,000 tonnes) are handled in this way. Tofu is by far 
the most important soyfood in Taiwan, with consumption 
of 49.79 kg/capita/year. Most tofu is made by very small 
companies. The main problem facing Canadian exporters 
is the almost total control that the pro-American soybean 
lobby has shown so far in Taiwan. This lobby includes the 
main local crushers/importers of U.S. soybeans (which 
have a strong interest in maintaining the present import and 
distribution systems that make local tofu manufacturers 
dependant on them), and the American Soybean Association 
(ASA) offi ce (with a staff of 15) in Taipei. Tet (Ttet) Union 
Corp. in Tainan is the largest crusher in Taiwan. Fwusow 
(Fwu Sow) is a large edible oil company. Taiwan’s largest 
tofu manufacturer is Herng Yih Food Industrial Co. of 
Kaohsiung. The 13 year old company has two plants, 14 
minutes drive apart.
 Korea imports between 1 and 1.1 million tonnes of 
soybeans a year to supplement domestic production of 
about 200,000 tonnes. Approximately 200,000 tonnes of 
the total imports and 20,000 tonnes of domestically grown 
soybeans are used to make soyfoods, mostly tofu. All 
soybeans destined for this purpose are purchased by AFMC, 
the Agricultural and Fisheries Marketing Corporation, a 
state-owned corporation and government monopoly under 
the Ministry of Agriculture. that resells soybeans to food 
processors according to their needs, charging a very high 
markup over the import purchase price. This markup, in turn, 
allows AFMC to subsidize purchases of domestic soybeans 
which it buys at prices close to 5 times the international price 
but which it resells to tofu manufacturers at the same price as 
the imported soybeans. It is expected that AFMC will loose 
its importing monopoly on food grade soybeans by 1997 due 
to the GATT agreement. An immediate market potential for 
Canadian soybeans seems to exist for sprouting soybeans, of 
which Korea purchases about 6,000 tonnes a year. Address: 
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Grains and Oilseeds Div., International Markets Bureau, 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Ottawa.

3229. Ohnuma, Keiko. 1994. Latin American farmers aided 
in organic trade. Oakland Tribune. April 22. p. C1-C2.
• Summary: Earth Trade, Inc. is a major new player in the 
organic foods market. Headquartered in New York, they 
are working with farmers cooperatives in Central America 
(especially Nicaragua and El Salvador) to grow organic 
crops there and take advantage of the burgeoning world 
market for organically grown crops. Earth Trade sells these 
crops in the USA and Europe. Founded in April 1992 by Eric 
Weaver and Peter Camejo, Earth Trade is a for-profi t venture 
backed by $700,000 in startup loans and a $560,000 private 
placement of stock last year. The business was started by 
executives at the socially conscious mutual-fund company 
Progressive Asset Management. In Nicaragua, Earth Trade 
is now contracting with growers for 1,500 metric tons of 
organic soybeans. A photo shows farmers standing in a fi eld 
of soybeans in Nicaragua.
 Update: Talk with Michael Lent of Earth Trade. 1994. 
July 1. The seeds for the fi rst crop of organic soybeans are 
now in the ground in Nicaragua. Earth Trade is located at 
150 Broadway, Suite 1104, New York, NY 10038. Phone: 
212-349-3355. Or: 1814 Franklin St, Suite 710E, Oakland, 
California 94612. Phone: 510-987-7222.
 Note: A 19-minute color videotape (June 1994) also 
describes the work of Earth Trade. Address: Staff writer.

3230. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1994. Serial/periodical. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada: Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board. Began with Vol. 7, No. 2. May 1994. Renamed 
Canadian Soybean Bulletin with Vol. 13, No. 1 (June 1999).
• Summary: Continues Ontario Export Soybeans. This bi-
annual newsletter was formerly 2 pages, green on yellow; it 
is now (May 1995) 4 pages, dark green and brown on tan.
 Letter (fax) from Kim Cooper, marketing specialist at 
OSGMB. 1995. May 25. “Seeking to be more Canadian in 
our approach, we changed to Canadian Export Soybeans 
in May of 1994, and this year I will be publishing three 
newsletters. At present, I have a mailing list of approximately 
600, and am continually updating this list.”
 Starting in Jan. 1996 (Vol. 1, No. 1) a Technical Bulletin 
(printed in red and black ink on beige paper; 1 page, front 
and back) was inserted in many issues of Canadian Soybean 
Exports. It contained technical articles with titles such as: 
“Evaluation of soybeans for tofu processing.” Address: 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

3231. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1994. Export market development. 7(2):1. 
May.
• Summary: “Ontario’s soybean exporters are reaching 

into new markets in the Asia / Pacifi c region in an effort to 
expand sales for food use. Three Ontario companies traveled 
with representatives of the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board and Agriculture Canada to Indonesia, 
Taiwan and Korea, February 27-March 8, 1994.
 “Ontario companies have been exporting food quality 
soybeans to Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore 
for almost 20 years. Soybean exporters are optimistic about 
prospects of doing business in the region since the economies 
of these new markets are booming and showing a willingness 
to lower trade barriers and thereby improve our access to 
their markets.”
 A photo shows OSGMB’s Second Vice Chairman Tom 
Lassaline making a presentation to Canada’s ambassador to 
Indonesia Mr. Larry Dickenson.

3232. EarthTrade, Inc. 1994. EarthTrade, Inc. (Color 
videotape). 1814 Franklin St., Suite 710-E, Oakland, 
California 94612. 19 minutes. June.
• Summary: Describes the work of EarthTrade which buys 
organically grown crops from farmers’ cooperatives in 
Central America (especially Nicaragua and El Salvador), 
then sells them in the USA and Europe. These crops include 
organic soybeans and sesame seeds. Address: Oakland, 
California. Phone: 510-987-7222.

3233. Weaver, Eric. 1994. Growing soybeans organically in 
Nicaragua (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 27. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Eric also supervises the development of Earth 
Trade’s project in Nicaragua and he spends a large amount 
of time down there. During the last year or so, he has been to 
Nicaragua 4 times, a total of a month. Before that he worked 
for 10 years on the Central America Bulletin, an economics 
and politics newsletter published monthly in the USA by the 
Central America Research Group, so he went to Nicaragua 
regularly.
 Cottonseed oil was the basic food oil in Nicaragua until 
1991, after the new government of Violetta Chamorro took 
over from Daniel Ortega and the Sandinistas in national 
elections on 25 Feb. 1990; the Chamorro government 
changed the policies on subsidies in general and conducted 
an economic rationalization. Before that, the Nicaraguan 
government subsidized cotton production at huge losses. 
The offi cial justifi cation was that they needed the oil, but 
Eric thinks there were more complicated political factors. 
The cotton crop has now basically collapsed in Nicaragua. 
Starting in 1991, Nicaragua began to import soybeans, which 
they processed in the country’s 9 or 10 cottonseed processing 
mills. President Violetta Chamorro’s son-in-law, Antonio 
Lacayo, who is actually the de-facto president, got into soy 
oil processing even before the cotton was phased out. That 
is another reason for the move toward soy oil–because he 
had business interests in soya. Earth Trade is now starting to 
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do a feasibility study of organic oil processing in Nicaragua. 
The company would like to set up an organic facility that 
will process not only soy oil, but also peanuts, sesame, etc. to 
produce a variety of organic oils.
 Starting in the mid-1980s Nicaraguan breeders at 
CEA (a cotton experimental center near Leon) developed 
a soybean strain named CH86 from the Brazilian tropical 
varieties of soybeans. Now CH86 has been grown 
increasingly by farmers during the last few years–starting 
in about 1991 or 1992. The variety that they call Cristalina 
(which may be known internationally as light hilum) is 
a tropical variety that grows pretty well in Nicaragua. 
Nicaraguans calculate crop yields in hundredweights (cwt) 
per manzana. Note: 1 hundredweight = 112 pounds. A 
manzana, a traditional unit of land area in Central America, 
is the area of a square 100 varas on a side; it therefore varies 
according to the length of the vara. On average it equals 
0.7 hectares or 1.7 acres. The CH86 averages 47-50 cwt/
manzana and the Cristalina averages about 30 cwt/manzana. 
There is a big demand for the seed of these two varieties, 
and that’s why there is a shortage on the market. Earth 
Trade grows both varieties. Earth Trade has talked with 
some Japanese buyers who are interested in Cristalina for 
soymilk and CH86 for tofu. They were very close to signing 
a contract then the price started to fall, so they backed off for 
a while.
 Earth Trade’s fi rst organic soybean crop in Nicaragua 
was harvested in December 1993 as a rotation for sesame. 
They were planning to sell it on the international market 
organically, but the producer sun-dried it and it got rained on 
and became spotted; so Earth Trade sold those soybeans for 
$12-$12.50 per cwt on the local Nicaraguan market for soy 
oil Earth Trade presently has in the ground enough soybean 
seeds to produce approximately 1,000 tonnes of the CH86 
and 500 tonnes of the Cristalina. The CH86 was planted in 
June and the Cristalina is being planted now, in July; both 
should be ready to harvest in December.
 In Nicaragua, all substantial agriculture is located on the 
Pacifi c Coast; Earth Trade grows its soybeans in this region 
to the northwest of Managua, around the city of León (the 
capital of León Department) and in Chinandega. Address: 
Secretary-Treasurer, Earth Trade, 1814 Franklin St., Suite 
710-E, Oakland, California 94612. Phone: 510-987-7222.

3234. Biodiesel Alert (Arlington, Virginia). 1994. Farm 
income to be hurt by loss of oilseed export supports. 2(9):1. 
July.
• Summary: “The American Oilseed Coalition has released 
a study on the effects the reductions in government assisted 
exports of vegetable oils–required under the Uruguay Round 
Final Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)–and the 
Administration’s proposed 15% reduction in funding of the 
P.L. 480 Program (which assists soybean oil exports) will 
have on oilseed, vegetable oil and protein meal prices.

 “According to a study, a projected decline in the price 
of vegetable oil and the accompanying increase in the cost 
of protein meal could result in a reduction of U.S. oilseed 
producer income of more than $1.5 billion and U.S. livestock 
and poultry producer income could be reduced by over $800 
million annually. In addition, it could also result in farmers 
switching from growing oilseed crops to subsidized program 
crops, thereby increasing federal defi ciency payments by $1 
billion to $2 billion annually.
 “When asked to comment on this study, Larry Diedrich, 
President of the American Soybean Association (ASA), said, 
‘This study further confi rms what ASA has known all along, 
namely that soybean producers in the U.S. must fi nd new 
uses for our commodity if our industry intends to grow into 
the 21st century. ASA believes that biodiesel is one of the 
most promising markets for the oil surplus we expect will 
result from GATT.”

3235. Soyatech, Inc. 1994. Soya Bluebook ‘94. Bar Harbor, 
Maine: Soyatech. 272 p. Sept. Comprehensive index. 
Advertiser index. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is the fi rst issue of the Bluebook to have 
fold-out dividers with tabs at the start of each section–a 
useful addition. On the cover is a large tan / yellow color 
soybean, with hilum showing clearly, against a blue 
background.
 The large and excellent section titled “Soya statistics” 
(p. 212-40) has the following contents. All are tables unless 
indicated by (G) for graphs: Soybean production–Area 
planted / harvested and yield. U.S. soybean planting and 
harvesting dates. U.S. soybean acreage, yield and production. 
U.S. soybean planted acreage by state (1970-1993). U.S. 
soybean harvested acreage by state. U.S. soybean yield by 
state. U.S. soybean production by state. Argentine soybean 
area, yield and production by province. Brazilian soybean 
area, yield and production by state. Canadian soybean 
production. Canadian soybean production and utilization. 
World soybean production by major countries and all others 
(G). Share of world soybean production by major countries 
and all others (G). Total world soybean production (G). 
1990/91 world soybean production, forecast of market share 
(G). World soybean production.
 Soybeans and soybean products–Supply and disposition: 
U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage / yield and price. 
U.S. soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition. Soybean 
usage in the U.S.: Crush and exports, 1925-1993 (G). U.S. 
soybean exports as a percent of total usage, 1925-1993 (G). 
Argentina soybeans & products: Supply and disposition, 
1975-1995. Brazilian soybeans & products: Supply and 
disposition, 1975-1995.
 U.S. soybean prices, crop value, farm marketing: Prices 
of U.S. soybeans: No. 1 yellow, by month, 1950-1994. Prices 
of U.S. soybeans: Received by farmers, by month, 1950-
1994. U.S. soybean price support operations, 1945-1993. 
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U.S. soybean crop value, total and major producing states, 
1925-1993. U.S. farm marketings of soybean: Percent of 
open market sales by month, 1983-1993.
 Soybean processing and products: Value of U.S. 
soybean products and crush margin (per bushel), 1950-
1993. U.S. soybean meal: Prices paid by farmers, by month 
and average, 1950-1994. U.S. soybean meal: Average 
wholesale price, by month and average, 1950-1994. U.S. 
soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports and 
domestic disappearance, by month, 1987-1994. Prices of 
U.S. soybean oil, crude, Decatur (Illinois), by month, 1950-
1994. U.S. oilseed cake and meals: Supply, disposition & 
price, 1985-1993 (soybean, cottonseed, linseed, peanut, 
sunfl ower). World major protein meals: Supply & utilization, 
1989-1994 (soybean, cottonseed, rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, 
fi sh, peanut, copra, palm kernel). World major oilseeds: 
Supply & utilization (production, exports, imports, crush, 
ending stocks), 1989-1994 (soybean, cottonseed, peanut, 
sunfl owerseed, rapeseed, copra, palm kernel). World major 
vegetable and marine oils: Supply & utilization (production, 
exports, imports, crush, ending stocks), 1989-1994 (soybean, 
palm, sunfl owerseed, rapeseed, cottonseed, peanut, 
copra, coconut, olive, fi sh, palm kernel). U.S. soybean 
oil utilization, various food vs. nonfood, 1960-1993. U.S. 
soybean oil: Supply, disposition & price, 1960-1993. U.S. 
edible fats and oils, supply and disappearance, 1986-1993.
 Exports and imports: U.S. soybean exports by month. 
Brazilian exports of soybeans and products to major 
countries. U.S. soybean exports by port and country 
of destination. U.S. exports: Soybeans by country of 
destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and meal 
by country of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil by 
country of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean, cottonseed 
and sunfl owerseed oils by country of destination. Soybean 
and product exports by major countries (soybean equivalent; 
U.S., Brazil, Argentina), 1970-1993 (G). Share of world 
soybean and product exports (U.S., Brazil, Argentina), 1970-
1993 (G).
 The section title “Soya glossary: Terms commonly 
associated with soybeans products and processing” states 
(p. 243): “Soy protein concentrate: Produced from defatted 
fl akes or fl our by a process which immobilizes the protein 
and removes soluble sugars, minerals, etc. Concentrate has 
a protein content of 70%.” Note: This is the last issue of the 
authoritative Bluebook that defi nes a soy protein concentrate 
as containing 70% protein. Subsequent defi nitions require 
only 65% protein. Address: 318 Main St., P.O. Box 84, Bar 
Harbor, Maine 04609. Phone: 207/288-4969.

3236. Brown, Lester R.; Kane, Hal; Ayres, Ed. 1994. Vital 
signs 1994: The trends that are shaping our future. New 
York, NY: W.W. Norton & Co. 160 p. 24 cm. [200+* 
endnotes]
• Summary: Discusses (with graphs) important trends that 

effect a sustainable society in the following areas: Food, 
agricultural resources, energy, atmosphere/air, economy, 
transportation, the environment, society/population/medical, 
and military.
 World soybean production per person (p. 28-29) rose 
steadily from about 7 kg in 1950 to about 21 kg in 1979. 
Since then it has been fl at, averaging about 20 kg, which was 
also the estimated fi gure for 1993. Total world production 
of soybeans has increased steadily from about 18 million 
metric tons (tonnes) in 1950 to a record 116 million tons in 
1992, falling by 4% to 111 million tonnes in 1993. Heavy 
rains and fl ooding in the U.S. Midwest, the world’s principal 
growing region, accounted for the decline. Although the U.S. 
soybean harvest decreased nearly 16% from the previous 
year, it still accounted for nearly half of the world harvest. 
Brazil, with a harvest of 23 million tonnes, remained solidly 
in second place. Argentina edged out China for third place. 
Soybean yields in China are about 33% lower than those 
of the 3 leading western producers (which range between 2 
and 2.5 tonnes per hectare). The USA regularly exports one 
third of its soybean crop as unprocessed beans and enough 
of the remainder as meal so that about 50% of the crop is 
exported. By contrast, Argentina and Brazil crush most of 
their soybeans domestically and export them largely as meal, 
keeping much of the soy oil for domestic use. China exports 
a small proportion of its crop as beans, largely for food use 
in Japan and other Asian countries. The leading importers of 
soybeans are Japan, Germany, the Netherlands, and Spain.
 Population trends (p. 98-99): In 1993, the world 
added 87 million people to its numbers, down slightly 
from the 88 million in 1992–thanks largely to a dramatic 
fertility decline in China, home to more than one-fi fth 
of the world’s population. Total world population in late 
1993 was an estimated 5.557 billion. 94% of the new 
people lived in developing countries, home to 78% of the 
world’s population. Africa has the world’s fastest growing 
population. The average annual growth rate in world 
population peaked in about 1962 at 2.2%. It had fallen to 
1.75% in 1986 and was 1.56% in 1993. Yet the slowdown in 
the world’s growth rate is happening much more gradually 
than was expected just a few years ago. In 1982 the United 
Nations projected that world population would stabilize 
in the year 2100 at 10.2 billion–almost twice what it is 
today. The U.N. now projects that world population will 
grow until it reaches 11.6 billion sometime after 2200. 
Address: Worldwatch Inst., 1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., 
Washington, DC 20077-6628.

3237. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1994. 
Ontario soybeans. P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, Ontario N7M 
5L8, Canada. 7 p. Oct. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This is a compilation of 7 transparencies 
containing current statistics. 1. History. 2. Ontario soybeans: 
Production and disposition. Shows the number of tonnes 
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produced, crushed, imported, and exported from 1944 to 
1994. Production increase dramatically from 1,200,000 
tonnes in 1989 to 2,100,000 tonnes in 1994. In 1989 about 
95% of the soybeans produced were crushed, but in 1994 
only about 55% were crushed. Exports rose more than 3-fold 
between 1989 and 1994, while imports decreased.
 3. Ontario soybean exports: 1993–by destination. Of the 
407,061 tonnes exported, 55.7% went to Europe, 24.4% went 
to Europe, 5.9% went to Japan, 5.7% to Hong Kong, 3.2% to 
Singapore, 2.5% to Malaysia, and the rest to Other.
 4. Ontario’s soybean industry consists of 20,000 soybean 
growers, 300 dealers, 2 crushers, 28 roasters/extruders, and 
many soyfoods manufacturers.
 5. Soybean pricing. OSGMB has no price setting 
powers. A major U.S. port, Toledo, Ohio, is used as a price 
reference point for Ontario soybeans. 6. OSGMB Mission 
Statement. 7. Role of OSGMB. Address: P.O. Box 1199, 
Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3238. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1994. First quarter report 
to shareholders, and a report on the 71st Annual Shareholders 
Meeting. Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 16 p. 20 x 9 cm.
• Summary: Comments by president James R. Randall. 
ADM is a growth company that continues to grow in 
three basic ways. First, by continuing to expand the basic 
businesses: crushing, refi ning, milling, etc. Second, to grow 
vertically and upgrade basic products into higher margin 
items. Central Soya’s feed division was purchased along 
with a worldwide network of premix plants to give ADM 
excellent distribution of its amino acids and vitamins for 
animal feeds. By the end of 1995, ADM will be producing 
all three of the vitamins known as antioxidants. “Our soy 
protein businesses also continue to grow. Our European 
concentrate plant is now at full capacity and is being 
expanded. Our U.S. isolate and concentrate business is 
well ahead of previous years.” Pillsbury’s sales of ADM’s 
vegeburgers are “up nearly 900 percent over a year ago. Our 
third growth area is to grow internationally. There are 94 
million new people added to the face of the globe annually 
and feeding people is our business.” These people are being 
added in “Asia, Africa, Central and South America, places 
where we have little or no presence, and we need to be there. 
In the past year we have formed partnerships and have plants 
in Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia in 
Eastern Europe. ADM is forming new alliances in Asia.
 Comments by Michael Andreas, vice chairman of the 
board and executive vice president. There is no free trade 
in today’s world. “Twenty years ago soybean farmers in the 
U.S. couldn’t agree on a program for soybeans because the 
cost to produce them varied so widely from north to south. 
So they opted for so-called free trade with a low loan rate 
as a safety net. It all sounded pretty good. Over the last 
15 years, however, I observed the following. Ten million 
acres of soybeans disappeared from the U.S., while areas 

in Argentina and Brazil increased 14 million acres where 
land was cheaper and subsidized credits were available. 
An additional 18.7 million oilseed acres were planted in 
Canada and Europe, again with heavy subsidies. Twenty-
two soybean factories [crushing plants] were closed in our 
country, while fi fty sprung up in South America and Europe. 
Our share of the world market in soybean products was 
cut in half. In fact, over 20,000 soybean farmers left the 
business, and 50,000 jobs were lost at home. And you know 
we still have the same program today.
 “Let’s look at Japan. They are truly the masters of 
managed trade. After the war, Japan put an extremely high 
tariff on imported vegetable oil but none on raw materials 
like soybeans and canola, so they could create jobs at 
home. Factories sprung up in the ‘50s and ‘60s like wildfi re 
when they set their systems in place. Canada responded by 
growing more and more oilseeds and subsidizing exports 
with cheap freight to the ports. Canada became a colony 
again. They got no factories, no jobs. Why not?
 “Japan had all the factories because they could pay 
a premium for raw materials (in this case subsidized raw 
materials), run their factories, and charge the consumers 
double the market for their products. Taxes on the profi ts 
were collected by the government and used to help subsidize 
automobile exports. Sound complicated? As I said, this was 
managed trade, and it worked like a charm.
 “And don’t think for a minute that China hasn’t learned 
from these tricks of the trade. They’re putting the same 
systems in place as fast as they can.”
 Comments by Dwayne O. Andreas, chairman of 
the board and chief executive. He discusses the many 
accomplishments of the Clinton administration, including 
opening up trade with China. “The second thing he did that 
is absolutely super for agriculture and ADM is that he got 
NAFTA through the Congress over the opposition of his 
labor constituency, one of the greatest achievements for 
trade of this century. Our exports to Mexico have tripled just 
since NAFTA, and they are going to triple again.” Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

3239. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1994. 
American companies head south. 1(4):1. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: On Dec. 13 and 14, Soy Food Seminar and 
Expo ‘94 will be held at the U.S. Trade Center in Mexico 
City. It will sponsored by the American Soybean Association, 
which has contracted with Soyatech, Inc. to organize and 
lead the group to this gathering, which is the fi rst of its 
kind. A list of companies that have already confi rmed their 
participation is given.
 Now that the passage of NAFTA has reduced trade 
barriers, this trade show will attempt to open Mexican food 
markets to U.S. makers of soyfood products.

3240. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, Chatham, 
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Ontario, Canada). 1994. What’s new in exports? 7(3):4. 
Nov.
• Summary: “The Canadian 1993 crop year saw major 
export soybean increases in many areas...” A pie chart shows 
1993 Canadian exports by destination region and country. 
In descending order of tonnage, they are: Western Europe 
226,733 metric tons (tonnes), USA 99,401, Japan 24,185, 
Hong Kong 23,286, Singapore 12,930, Malaysia 10,362.

3241. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1994. 
Annual report. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. 
27 p. Dec. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is a report for the year 1994. Contents: 
Mission statement. Chairman’s message (Ron MacDougall). 
Secretary manager’s message (Fred Brandenburg, Dec. 
1994). OSGMB summary of major activities in 1994. 
Auditor’s report and balance sheet. 1994 soybean & research 
funding. Ontario soybeans–supply and demand, 1991-1995. 
Soybeans: Area, production and farm value, by county, 1993, 
with provincial totals [including county and district totals], 
1987-1993. Ontario marketings, 1991-93. Ontario soybeans: 
Production, crushings, imports, exports, 1980-1994. 1993 
crop year marketings by county. Ontario soybean production 
history, 1942-1994. Ontario soybean exports by destination 
in metric tons, 1990-1994. Soybean meal: Canadian imports 
and exports, 1981-1993. Soybean oil: Canadian imports 
and exports, 1981-1993. Quality of the 1993 soybean 
crop by county (in terms of mean oil content and mean 
protein content). Cash prices for Ontario soybeans (1991-
1995). Ontario soybeans basis values (cents over futures; 
adjusted producer basis, and raw unadjusted basis). Soybean 
supply and demand, 1991-1995: USA, world. OSGMB 
appointments for 1994 (offi cers and committees). 1994 
district committee members of soybean board.
 Ontario soybean exports have risen from 199,636 tonnes 
in 1990/91 to 487,395 tonnes in 1993/94. They are increasing 
at a compounded rate of 35% a year for a 2.4-fold increase in 
3 years. Address: Chatham, ONT, Canada. Phone: 519-352-
7730.

3242. Wyant, Sara. 1994. All I want for Christmas is... From 
higher prices to red-tape reform, soybean leaders share their 
wish list. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 9, 13.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association (ASA) now 
has about 28,000 members. The recent General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), really hurt oilseeds compared 
to other industries. Under GATT, the U.S. must cut oil 
exports under the Export Enhancement Program (EEP), and 
two other non-soy programs.
 Phil Baum, a soybean grower from West Lebanon, 
Indiana, hopes that ASA and the United Soybean Board 
(USB) will fund and implement a Strategic Information 
and Decision Support System, which would provide 
instantaneous communications between all segments of the 

soybean industry. This proposal, called ‘StratSoy,’ would 
streamline and simplify communications within the U.S. 
and the world through Internet, a computerized information 
service. A lay component of the plan would be to provide 
Internet access and electronic mail capacity to those rural 
areas that are not presently being served.

3243. Hartmann, M. 1994. Der moderne Kannibalismus: 
Futtermittelimporte und regionale Agrarstruktur [Modern 
cannibalism: Feed imports and regional agrarian structure]. 
Kassel, Germany. [Ger]*
• Summary: This brochure argues against the destructive 
world trade in soybeans.

3244. Hui, J.; McLean-Meyinsse, P.E. 1994. A price analysis 
of U.S. agricultural exports in East Asian markets. J. of 
International Food and Agribusiness Marketing 6(1):17-31. 
4 tables. [27 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Agricultural Economics, Southern Univ., 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70813.

3245. Okamoto, Koji. 1994. Syllabus for MBA course at 
Willamette University (Salem, Oregon). Salem, Oregon. 11 
p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Mr. Okamoto teaches an MBA course at 
Willamette University in Salem Oregon. In the syllabus, page 
3 is titled “History of Soy Sauce Brewing and Yamasa. This 
chronology contains some interesting dates: 1647–Soy sauce 
was fi rst exported from Japan by the Dutch. 1715–Heating 
of soy sauce started. 1885–Yamasa invented a western-style 
sauce named Mikado Sauce. 1899–Yamasa’s 10th generation 
president, Gihei Hamaguchi, established the Soy Sauce 
Research Institute in Choshi after he studied fermentation 
in Great Britain. 1943–Yamasa started manufacturing 
pharmaceutical ingredients.
 Page 4 discusses the Japanese soy sauce market. Total 
production in Japan is 317.5 million gallons per year. The 
market is saturated and the price has been stable for 20 years. 
There are 2,500 shoyu makers in Japan. The fi ve largest 
(Kikkoman, Yamasa, Higashimaru, Higeta, and Marukin) 
have 50% of the market. In Japan, 38% of shoyu is used in 
homes, and 62% is used in companies. In Japan, Yamasa 
produces 33 million gallons of soy sauce per year, worth 
$400 million. It is the second largest soy sauce manufacturer 
after Kikkoman. The company has 1,100 employees, with 
branches in 10 major cities including Tokyo, and $3,750,000 
capital. Net income before taxes is $20 million per year.
 Why has Yamasa expanded to the United States? There 
is a strong market in the USA. The yen is worth more and 
more against the dollar, which makes imports from Japan 
expensive. Salem has inexpensive soft water (1 cubic meter 
costs more than 15 times as much in Choshi as in Salem), 
inexpensive energy (less than half the price of a kilowatt-
hour in Japan), and inexpensive labor. Land in Salem is 
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extremely inexpensive compared with that in Japan. There 
are no regulations on wheat in America. There are no 
transportation charges on materials and fi nished products to 
and from Japan, and no import duty on fi nished products at 
U.S. ports (typically 3% FOB)–for shoyu sold in America.
 Why Yamasa chose to build in Salem, Oregon: Water 
that is of good quality and inexpensive. An enterprise zone 
with a 3-year property tax exemption. Local government & 
Sedcor were very enthusiastic and cooperative. Receptive 
food processing industries. Good plant location. Salem is 
located far away from Kikkoman, a strong competitor in 
Walworth, Wisconsin; Kikkoman’s U.S. production rose 
from 1.59 million gallons in 1973 to 23.81 million gallons in 
1993. Easy access to freeway north and south. Seaport and 
airport available nearby.
 The U.S. investment. In June 1992 Yamasa Corp. USA 
was formed as a subsidiary of Yamasa, Japan. Investment: 
$30 million. Number of employees: 40. Sales and marketing 
offi ce: In Los Angeles, California. Breakdown of investment: 
Land, 25 acres, $650,000; Building, 65,000 square feet, $6.5 
million; Machinery $15.0 million; Furniture and fi xtures 
$500,000. The keys to survival (11 points). What Japanese 
management expects from U.S. management (11 points, 
incl. “Learn foreign languages,” and “Don’t forget to say 
‘sorry’”). Address: Senior Vice President, Administration, 
Yamasa Corp. USA, 3500 Fairview Industrial Drive, Salem, 
Oregon 97302. Phone: 503-363-8550.

3246. Ham, P. Marc. 1995. The work of Semences Prograin 
Inc. (Micronisation Canada Inc.) in Quebec (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 1. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This company was established in 1980 and 
is now a leader in Canada in the fi eld of value added soy 
products. About two-thirds of their business is making full-
fat micronized soybeans for use in animal feeds (mainly 
dairy cows, plus hogs and poultry), and one-third is in 
breeding and growing soybean seed (they presently grow 
about 2,000 acres year for use as soybean seed). They now 
have two micronizing plants which produce the Micro 
Flake, the Micro Milled product and the Micro Elite (made 
from higher protein soybeans, with high bypass). Mark 
believes that a micronized product makes better feed than 
that produced on a low cost extrusion cooker. Extrusion may 
be better for monogastric animals than it is for dairy. They 
have a research and development program for new soybean 
varieties. They also contract with a winter nursery in Chile 
for reproduction during the winter. They buy about 55,000 
tonnes/year of soybeans for processing into animal feed and 
for exporting to the Pacifi c Rim. They are one of the largest 
companies in Quebec that buy soybeans and keep them in 
Quebec. The big trading houses buy soybeans then export 
them mostly to Rotterdam, Netherlands, to the European 
crush market. Prograin keeps its Maple Glen varieties 

identity preserved. They screen soybeans to sort them into 3 
sizes. The big beans (18/64 inch and over) are sold to Japan 
for use as green vegetable soybeans, the medium sized beans 
(500 tonnes/year) are used in the Chinatown in Quebec to 
make tofu and soymilk, and the small soybeans are used by 
3 companies for making soy sprouts in Quebec. They have 
a natto program as well. Address: Semences Prograin Inc. 
(Micronisation Canada Inc.), 145 Bas Riviere Nord, St-
Cesaire, Quebec, J0L 1T0, Canada. Phone: (514) 469-5744.

3247. Flory, Chip. 1995. Turning the corner on exports. 
Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 62.
• Summary: Soybean exports from the USA peaked in 1981 
at 929 million bushels. Since then the percentage of U.S. 
soybeans exported has steadily decreased. However the 
amount and percentage of soybeans crushed in America has 
steadily increased, and the increase in crush has more than 
doubled the decline in exports since 1981. Address: Senior 
Market Analyst, Pro Farmer.

3248. Montanaro, Pamela. 1995. Revolutionary 
developments with soymilk in Cuba. Part I (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 27. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Cuba now has at least 15 factories in operation 
that make a soy yogurt drink for children. The goal is to 
have 37 factories in operation by the end of 1995. Leaders 
of the project believe these 37 factories will be suffi cient to 
provide at least 2 liters per week of soy yogurt drink to all 
Cuban children ages 7 to 14. Given that the population of 
Cuba is about 11 million and 23% of the population is under 
the age of 15, there are roughly 1.1 million kids eligible to 
receive free soymilk. So Cuba plans to be producing about 
2.2 million liters of soymilk a week by the end of 1995. 
Amazing!
 Pam coordinates the Freedom to Travel Campaign 
for Global Exchange (based in San Francisco). They had 
decided to do a trip to Cuba during the fi rst week in October, 
1994, where the itinerary was focused on projects related 
to sustainable development–such as organic agriculture, 
alternative energy, alternative medicine, the bicycle 
revolution, etc. The trip would also be a “Travel Challenge,” 
since the U.S. government presently prohibits most 
Americans from traveling to Cuba, and from investing in 
or spending U.S. dollars in Cuba. In 1962 the U.S. imposed 
an export embargo against Cuba, severely damaging the 
economy. This unilateral embargo, which is still in effect, 
prohibits even the export of food or medicine from the USA 
to Cuba. Stiffer trade sanctions enacted by the U.S. in 1992 
made things even worse. The only other country that has 
consistently voted with the USA at the United Nations in 
favor of this embargo is Israel–and Israel is now operating 
the largest citrus plantation in the world in Cuba, and also 
benefi tting greatly from investments in Cuban textiles, etc. 
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for export. The “Travel Challenge” is designed to expose 
U.S. anti-Cuba policies and invite public debate in the USA 
about their usefulness. The Soy Cubano! project is part of 
a larger campaign to get food and medicine exempted from 
the U.S. trade embargo against Cuba. Pam recently met with 
the staff of Senator Paul Simon (Democrat from Illinois) 
who is about to introduce a bill that would exempt food and 
medicine from all U.S. embargoes.
 While on this trip in Oct. 1994, Pam met and had a 
long talk with Dr. Alberto Ortega-Jhones, who is head of 
Cuba’s new soyfoods research project (Address: Instituto de 
Investigaciones para la Industria Alimenticia, Carreterra al 
Guatal, Km. 3½, La Lisa, Havana, Cuba. Phone: 29-9110). 
Dr. Ortega is a Cuban-born national in his late 40s or early 
50s; Pam found him to be “so moving, kind of like a saint in 
my eyes, very sweet and modest.” One of the vice-directors 
at the Cuban Food Research Institute in Havana, he was 
involved for several decades in dairy food research. He 
was an expert in the subject, studied all over the world, and 
speaks very good English. He said that since the “Special 
Period” of austerity started in 1989, production of cow’s 
milk has been cut to about 20% of what it used to be. To 
provide an alternative protein drink, the Cuban Ministry of 
Agriculture made soyfoods a priority, and started to seriously 
divert resources into the soy yogurt drink project. By May 
1994 Dr. Ortega’s project developed soymilk technology and 
a recipe that was effi cient to produce and that Cuban children 
liked. Dr. Ortega said he believed that “soy protein is the 
protein of the future” and he feels the Cuban soymilk project 
and its technology could serve as a model for Third World 
countries.
 Cuba has about 100 factories across the country that 
produce dairy products. Dr. Ortega was one of the leaders 
involved in setting up these plants and in launching the 
program that has provided one liter of cow’s milk per day 
on the ration to every Cuban child between the ages of 7 and 
14. This milk went to families, not to schools, so that family 
members could share the milk if desired. People 65 and over 
also got a liter a day.
 From Dr. Ortega, Pam learned that Cuba was developing 
a number of facilities to manufacture a soymilk yogurt drink. 
Each facility was located inside a former cow’s milk dairy, 
and was based on converting former dairy equipment to 
soymilk production. Cow’s milk is being phased out. By Oct. 
1994 three soy factories were already operating in Holguin, 
Santiago and Pinar del Rio. Pam visited the latter factory. 
While in Cuba, she also tasted a soy-based hard cheese and a 
cream cheese.
 The refrigerated soy yogurt drink is packed in liter 
bottles, and sent to the neighborhood grocery shop (bodega). 
Cuba is on a ration system and the soy protein drink is 
available on the ration, so people go to their neighborhood 
bodega, present their ration card, and pick up their rations, 
including the soy yogurt drink. This drink is very thick–more 

like kefi r or a milk shake than milk. It apparently has a low 
pH, which extends its shelf life–and most people in Cuba 
now have a refrigerator. After fi nishing the soymilk, a family 
returns the bottle to the bodega for recycling.
 Cuba presently imports most of the soybeans used to 
make its soy yogurt drink from Canada and Brazil. Pam 
learned from Chuck Haren of Plenty Foundation that, at one 
point in its history, Cuba had developed a soybean variety 
that was especially well suited for tropical climates at that 
latitude. Plenty used to grow this variety in Dominica. By 
Oct. 1994 agricultural co-ops in Cuba were starting to grow 
soybeans under contract for the soy yogurt drink factories.
 When Pam returned to the USA from Cuba she decided 
to try to help the Cuban soymilk project. So in October 
1994 she established a new company named Soy Cubano! 
Company–the Cuba Soyfood Company, which would try to 
raise $50,000 to help fund another soymilk plant in Cuba 
by selling “honorary shares” to Americans interested in 
investing in the health of Cuban children. For a description 
of the company and its shares see Global Exchange 1994. 
As of Feb. 1995 Soy Cubano! had raised several thousand 
dollars. They have not yet sent the money to Cuba, since 
they are hoping that the Cuban government will allow it to 
be considered a direct business investment–thus creating the 
opportunity for a test case to challenge the U.S. embargo. If 
that does not materialize, the money will be used to make a 
direct cash donation–which is also “trading with the enemy.”
 One “Honorary Share” in Soy Cubano costs $5. Anyone 
who is interested in “investing” can contact the Food and 
Medicine Campaign at Global Exchange in San Francisco. 
Remember, however, that doing this involves a big risk 
because the penalty, if the U.S. government should choose to 
arrest anyone for “trading with the enemy,” is up to 10 years 
in prison and a $250,000 fi ne. Pam says of Soy Cubano! “It’s 
been kind of a magical project. It has so many dimensions to 
it and so many fi ne people are involved.
 When Pam returned to Cuba in November 1994, 
eleven soymilk factories were in operation; she goes to 
Cuba roughly 5-6 times a year. Dr. Heshan Ragab, M.D., 
is working with Pam on this project. Pam has read Mark 
Messina’s book, The Simple Soybean and Your Health. 
She found it “incredibly enlightening,” and has purchased 
several copies of it since and given them to key people, 
including Dr. Ortega. Continued. Address: Coordinator of 
Soy Cubano! Company, Food and Medicine Campaign, c/o 
Global Exchange, 2017 Mission St. #303C, San Francisco, 
California 94110. Phone: 415-255-7296 or 415-558-8682.

3249. Anderson, Barb. 1995. Whose beans are best? There’s 
more than one way to compete. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 30-
32.
• Summary: Soybeans from Brazil and Argentina are 
generally considered to be better than U.S. beans in terms 
of overall quality and estimated processed value (EPV). 
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“Overall quality includes more than protein and oil contents 
and foreign material (FM).” If just oil content and FM 
are used as criteria, Brazilian soybeans beat U.S. beans 
almost every time. However if we add free fatty acid levels, 
moisture, splits, damaged kernels, and test weights to the 
criteria, the U.S. is able to nearly even the score. Also, the 
prices used must be those at the destination, not the point of 
origin. The U.S. could become much more competitive by 
reducing the FM to less than 2% in its No. 2 soybeans. Most 
U.S. export customers was less FM.
 The U.S. market share in Japan has dropped, averaging 
less than 81% during the last 4 years because of increased 
South American imports and quality.

3250. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1995. Customer 
service to Japan. Part II. 1(4):2. Feb.
• Summary: “Unfortunately the U.S. share of the Japanese 
[soybean] market has declined. As recently as 1985, U.S. 
growers held a 95% share of this market. Over the last four 
years, the U.S. average market share was only about 80%, 
with Latin American producers gaining at our expense. A 
signifi cant part of this loss is directly attributed to quality.
 “’Grading of our soybeans on a globally accepted 
standard is where we need to go now for the future,’ stated 
ASA’s [American Soybean Association’s] Director for 
Japan, Kent Nelson... One of the grading criteria that U.S. 
farmers must continue to improve is foreign material (FM). 
The Japan Oil Producers Association (JOPA) estimates that 
the crushing value of Brazilian soybeans is currently $0.20 
to $0.25 per bushel higher than American beans, and that 
up to half of this difference is attributed to FM. The other 
main differences are the lower levels of oil and protein in 
U.S. beans, issues which are currently being confronted by 
researchers.”

3251. Campbell, John. 1995. Corporate corner [Four reasons 
why the U.S. soybean industry does not like GATT]. ASA 
Today (St. Louis, Missouri) 1(4):4. Feb.
• Summary: (1) Export assistance for the U.S. oilseed 
industry was reduced more than any other country and other 
commodity. (2) Many countries will still not have to open 
their markets to U.S. imports. (3) In many cases, existing 
import barriers were converted to very high tariff equivalents 
that, even after their reduction, will leave markets protected 
from U.S. exports. (4) The U.S. is skeptical that the GATT 
provisions will be enforced. Address: Vice President, 
Corporate & Government Relations, Ag Processing Inc.

3252. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1995. 1994 Annual Meeting highlights. Feb. p. 3.
• Summary: More than 300 soybean growers, industry and 
government representatives, and suppliers attended the Dec. 
1994 Annual Meeting of the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board. Bernard Leung (photo shown) of Harcan 

Kingsoya spoke on soyfood opportunities. Garth Baxter of 
Maple Leaf Foods expressed his belief that the miso market 
holds the best potential for expansion of Canada’s food 
soybean exports to Asia. New markets with good potential 
include Taiwan, South Korea, Indonesia, and the Philippines.
 “Frank Daller of ProSoya reported that his company is 
setting up soymilk production facilities in several locations 
across Canada. Their strategy is to sell bulk soymilk to 
dairies for processing and packaging.”
 The Board reported a fi nancial operating surplus 
of $311,225 for the year ending 31 August 1994, and a 
reduction in Board fees from 90 cents per tonne to 80 cents 
for the 1994 crop. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, 
Canada N7M 5L8.

3253. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1995. Margarine TRQ. Feb. p. 4.
• Summary: Under GATT, the Canadian federal government 
has agreed to allow 4,500 tonnes of foreign margarine (200 
tractor-trailer loads) to enter Canada tariff free during 1995. 
This initial amount, which represents 3% of Canada’s total 
margarine consumption, is referred to as the Tariff Rate 
Quota (TRQ). The TRQ is expected to rise signifi cantly 
over the next 10 years, eventually reaching 100%. However, 
further WTO/NAFTA negotiations will determine the actual 
rate at which the border will open to foreign margarine. 
Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3254. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1995. 
Technical soybean mission: Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, 
Singapore. March 10-26, 1995. Chatham, Ontario, Canada. 
23 p. 28 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Participating members: Dr. Karen 
Lapsley, Mr. Ron McDougall, Mr. Michael Loh, Mr. Doug 
Jessop (food technologist and tofu expert, Harrow Research 
Station), Mr. Kim Cooper (marketing specialist, OSGMB). 
Note: This is the fi rst Canadian soybean mission in which a 
food technologist (Doug Jessop) participated. Background. 
Mission objectives. Acknowledgements. Mission details–
Japan: Canadian embassy.
 Japan Miso-Co-op Industrial Association: Japan imports 
about 250,000 tonnes {metric tons} of soybeans from China 
each year, and about 150,000 tonnes of that amount is for 
the miso market. The remaining miso soybeans come from 
Canada, USA, and Japan. The best soybean for making miso 
comes from the Hokkaido area of Japan. It is a large, white 
hilum type, perhaps Toyomasuri. Generally the larger the 
soybean the better for making miso. Japanese miso makers 
need two types of soybeans from Canada: (1) Normal 
SQWH (Special Quality White Hilum); average values for 
color, taste and texture are acceptable though higher values 
would be preferable; (2) High Premium Soybeans; they 
would consider paying a premium for better color, taste, and 
texture.
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 Azuma Natto Foods Co. Ltd.: This natto company 
uses 7,000 tonnes/year of soybeans making them the third 
largest natto maker in Japan. They use 65% USA, 25% 
Japanese, and 15% Canadian soybeans. There are four sizes 
of natto: Small natto < 5.5 mm accounts for 72% of the 
natto market in Japan; Large natto, 5.5 to 6.2, account for 
18%. Extra large natto > 8.5 mm account for 18%. Split seed 
natto account for 10%. Factors in assessing the suitability 
of soybeans for natto are: Fat content should be less than 
19%. Total sugars–Group 1 contains sucrose, fructose, and 
glucose, group 2 contains raffi nose and stachyose. Calcium 
affects the hardness or softness of natto. The ideal range is 
180-250 mg/100 gm. Sanwa Company–Tofu manufacturer.
 Wed., March 15–Japan Tofu Association: There are over 
20,000 tofu makers in Japan, and 53 of these are members 
of this association, with half of the 53 being in the Tokyo 
area. Only 185 tofu manufacturers in Japan have 30 or 
more employees. Tofu makers consider there are two types 
of organic soybeans: true organic and semi-organic. The 
association imports about 2,000 tonnes of each type from the 
USA; they are OCIA certifi ed.
 Home Foods Company Ltd. uses 4,000 metric tons 
of soybeans a year, mostly a blend of 70% Chinese white 
hilum and 30% U.S. white hilum. The soys from the USA 
are I.O.M. soybeans, especially the “High Super” variety. 
For the more premium market they use a blend of 50% 
Japanese soys and 50% Harovinton soybeans. They have 
also just started blending 50% Chinese and 50% Canadian 
white hilum soybeans. The two most important criteria for 
their soybeans are high protein and high total sugars. Sugar 
levels of Chinese soybeans (24-25%) are higher than those of 
Canadian soybeans (23-24%).
 Thursday, March 16–Takeya Miso Co.: Ikuo Fujimori, 
President. Takeya has two plants employing 100 production 
workers and using 5,000 to 6,000 tonnes of soybeans yearly. 
70-80% of their products are sold in supermarkets. For years 
they have been using the U.S. soybean variety Kanrich.
 Nagano Chushin Agricultural Experiment Station: They 
have been breeding soybeans since 1957 and in that time 
have developed and released 17 varieties, the most famous 
being Enrei. The staff of 34 includes 5 soybean breeders. 
Dr. Nobuo Takahashi has been breeding soybeans for over 
18 years. Japan has domestic soybean area of 370,500 acres 
(150,000 ha); it is decreasing, so imports are increasing.
 Nagano Miso Industrial United Co-operatives: This 
group consists of 8 local co-ops made up of 160 miso 
manufacturers, who pay a fee to this group based on sales. 
There was a detailed discussion of the types of sugars in 
soybeans necessary for good miso.
 Friday March 17–National Food Research Institute. 
Tsukuba is developing into a science research park, now 
containing over 200 different research institutes. NFRI, 
originally founded in 1934 as the Rice Institute, moved to 
Tsukuba from Tokyo in 1973. Thirty years ago, all tofu in 

Japan was made with Japanese soybeans. Dr. Toshiro Nagai 
spoke about natto: In 1992 the natto needs of Japan were 
met by soybeans from China (45%), USA (38%), Canada 
(17%), and Japanese domestic (8%). Natto consumption has 
increased by about 10% for each of the last few years. Dr. 
Sayuki Nikkuni spoke about miso: In 1992 the miso needs of 
Japan were met by soybeans from China (87%), USA (6%), 
Japan (6%), and Canada (1%). Dr. Kaoro Koyama spoke 
about tofu: In 1992 the soybeans for tofu totaled 490,000 
tonnes and came from USA (390,000 tonnes; 80%), Canada 
(50,000; 10%), Japan (20,000; 4.1%), China (20,000; 4.1%), 
and South America (10,000; 2.0%).
 Asahi Food Processing Co. Ltd. This plant, which has 
350 employees and operates 365 days/year, was established 
in 1972 and produces tofu, fried tofu, natto, noodles, and 
juices. They use 15 tonnes of soybeans daily or 4,900 
tonnes/year, of which 38.8% are grown in Japan and the 
remaining 61.2% are IOM from the USA. Each day they 
make 120,000 cakes of tofu, 100,000 pieces of fried tofu, 
and 20,000 packages of natto. Most of the soybeans they use 
in production are dehulled. They use about 500 tonnes/year 
of OCIA certifi ed soybeans from the USA and some semi-
organic soybeans from Japan. The prices they pay per kg of 
soybeans are: IOM 30-40 yen; Vinton, identity preserved 
varieties, and Harrovinton [Harovinton] 100 yen; organic 
120-140 yen; Enrei (Japanese) 400 yen.
 Saturday, March 18–Hong Kong. Canadian High 
Commission. Canada Packers (Hong Kong) Ltd.
 Monday, March 20. Shenzhen Economic Zone: This area 
of 30 square km, just outside the Hong Kong border, contains 
1 million people or 60% of the provincial population, all 
of whom require a special permit to work in the area. This 
economic zone is booming, basically due to spiralling costs 
in Hong Kong, where many businesses and factories are 
closing and moving to this area, where land and labor costs 
are much lower.
 Shenzhen Vitasoy (Guang Dong) Foods & Beverage 
Co. This plant, which is only one year old, produces a major 
share of the soymilk for Hong Kong. They are able to import 
soybeans at a low tariff rate because they ship the majority of 
their fi nished products back into Hong Kong. The plant uses 
Canadian SQWH (Special Quality White Hilum) soybeans, 
but has problems with uneven seed size. They presently 
receive the soybeans in 45 kg jute bags, but would prefer 
strong 45 kg poly-lined paper bags. A small percentage of 
dairy milk is mixed with the soymilk, which is thought to 
improve its texture and taste.
 Tuesday, March 21. Dah Chong Hong, Ltd. This was 
the fi rst company to import Canadian soybeans for food 
use in the early 1970s. Dah Chong pointed out that Ontario 
soybeans were experiencing increasing competition from 
Quebec soybeans, especially in the past two years. The 
Quebec soybeans are 5-10% less expensive, due to lower 
basis levels, lower freight costs, and being more aggressive 
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in a new market. Their quality is similar to Ontario, 
though the seed coat color is somewhat darker. There are 
about 50 tofu makers in Hong Kong, 10 larger size and 40 
smaller size, although there is not a large difference in size. 
Consumers believe that packaged tofu is not as fresh as that 
purchased fresh daily from local markets.
 Amoy Food Ltd. (Dr. Alain Butler; This plant makes 
soy sauce and other sauces used in cooking. They use only 
Canadian soybeans, the Maple Glen variety from Quebec). 
Wed., March 22. The group visited Hung Tao Soya Bean 
Products Pty., a traditional Hong Kong tofu and soybean 
sprout plant in the New Territories.
 Thursday, March 23–Malaysia. Canadian High 
Commission. Yeo Hiap Seng (Malaysia) Berhad (Contains 
excellent details on the company). Chop Lee Kit Heng Sdn. 
Bhd. (A soybean trader selling to end users in Malaysia).
 Friday, March 24–Singapore. Canadian High 
Commission. Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore). Meeting with 
nine tofu manufacturers in Singapore. (The name of each 
company is given. There are 40 tofu makers in Singapore, 
and the majority now use Canadian soybeans. Tofu growth 
in the last 5 years has been very rapid and competition is 
fi erce). Asia Corporation Pte. Ltd. (This company accounts 
for about 70% of the soybeans imported into Singapore and 
Malaysia. They fi rst brought Canadian soybeans into the area 
in 1978). Canadec Private Ltd. Sing Yeap Trading Pte. Ltd.
 Saturday, March 25–Unicurd Food Company Pte. Ltd. 
(Mr. Goh gave a tour of his facility and discussed his plans 
for a new plant in late 1995). Yam Thye & Co. (Warehouse).
 Encore Ltd.: Sylvia B. Hollenstein, managing director. 
This company, based in Switzerland, uses Swiss technology 
to produce soy yogurts, chocolates, and noodles in 
Switzerland from Chinese soybeans–mostly for the taste. 
The products are shipped from Switzerland to the company’s 
3 retail stores in East Asia; they plan to expand to 10 retail 
stores by the end of 1995.
 Appendixes A through J, issued as a separate document, 
contain extensive and detailed information and some 
published documents related to the technical mission. 
Address: P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT N7M 5L8, Canada. 
Phone: 519-352-7730.

3255. Fujimori, Ikuo. 1995. Canadian soybeans for miso 
manufacturing in Japan. Canadian Export Soybeans 
(OSGMB, Chatham, Ontario, Canada) 8(1):1. April.
• Summary: “I have been using Canadian soybeans 
constantly since 1975, which I fi rst tested soybeans from 
Ontario. I chose the variety ‘Harwood’ because of its large 
size, white hilum, and high sugar content... These fi rst 
soybeans were bagged shipments in containers, and now we 
receive the soybeans in bulk containers.
 “In 1978 I visited soybean growing areas in Ontario. I 
found a new variety “Harcor” to be one of the better varieties 
for miso making... The majority of the Ontario soybeans 

purchased are SQWH (Special Quality White Hilum), 
namely mixed varieties of white hilum soybeans. At the same 
time we have bought some ‘IP’ (Identity Preserved) varieties 
in limited quantities.”
 “In the 1980s, I joined with four soybean missions 
to Canada, sponsored by the governments of Canada 
and Ontario, and also by the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board (OSGMB). I gained much information and 
knowledge about Ontario soybeans. I was impressed by the 
co-operative system between the OSGMB, the governments 
of Canada and Ontario, the soybean producers and the 
industry personnel involved. I was also impressed by the 
work of keeping quality standards by the Canadian Grain 
Commission, and by the study of developing new soybean 
varieties for food use at the Harrow Research Station. 
Using Canadian soybeans, I found the quality rather stable 
compared to Chinese soybeans. That is a big advantage for 
miso manufacturing.”
 In December 1994 the Japanese Miso Manufacturers 
Association visited Ontario. As of 1995 “the quality of 
Chinese soybeans seems unstable and their ability to supply 
is fl uctuating. Therefore many miso makers are now thinking 
of using Canadian and American white hilum soybeans 
instead of Chinese soybeans.”
 A photo shows Mr. Fujimori, Fred Brandenburg 
of OSGMB, and Elmer Buchanan (Ontario Minister of 
Agriculture).
 Note: This bi-annual newsletter was formerly titled 
Ontario Export Soybeans. Formerly 2 pages, green on 
yellow, it is now 4 pages, dark green and brown on tan. 
Address: President, Takeya Miso Co., Nagano, Japan.

3256. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1995. New export association [Canadian Soybean 
Export Association]. April. p. 3.
• Summary: A few years ago the OSGMB called together 
Canadian soybean exporters so see whether it might be 
possible for them to work together as a group, with the 
Board, since all shared a common goal. A committee was 
formed and it adopted the name of the “Canadian Soybean 
Export Promotion Committee.” It has since evolved and 
adopted a new name, the “Canadian Soybean Export 
Association.” The goal is to promote the export of Canadian 
soybeans and soya products into world markets. Address: 
Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3257. Feldman, Nick. 1995. New developments at Nutrisoya 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 16. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: Giles Goulet is no longer president of 
Nutrisoya. In Oct. 1993, he sold his shares to Nick Feldman 
and one other person, then he (Giles) left the company in 
Aug/Sept. 1994. Nick is the new president. As soon as Mr. 
Goulet was out of the company, it started doing very well, 
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and it is still doing well. Mr. Goulet had big ideas but they 
were not feasible. He did not know the market and was not 
skilled at marketing.
 Nutrisoya got its company name from a brand name 
owned by Victor Food Products, Ltd. in Scarborough, 
Ontario. “We had our lawyers take care of that.” But 
Nutrisoya did not buy the company Victor Food Products.
 Nutrisoya built its own soymilk plant using components 
from various sources, including many pieces made by 
Alfa-Laval. “If you have the right engineers who know 
something about making good-tasting soymilk, with a few 
modifi cations, we have been able to make a soymilk with no 
beany fl avor.”
 Nutrisoya has never had a Tetra-Brik machine in house; 
they have their soymilk products packaged in Tetra-Brik 
cartons by a very large co-packer in Canada. Nutrisoya’s 
competition in soymilk comes largely from Edensoy and 
from Pacifi c Foods “which now has a 3rd generation Tetra 
Pak machine, with the re-cap capability, though supposedly 
they have not yet perfected the technology.” Nutrisoya is 
the biggest soymilk manufacturer in Canada, with little 
competition in soymilk from other Canadian companies.
 Soymilk products: They no longer make Chocoya; even 
though it is a great product, it was marketed incorrectly, 
more like a dairy milk. Since the word “Soya” did not appear 
on the front panel, consumers often thought it was a dairy 
milk and so they were not willing to pay a little more for 
it. It was sold on the shelf in Quebec next to a dairy milk 
named Chocayo, which retailed for $0.30 less per 3-pack. He 
plans to introduce it again some time. Nutrisoya still makes 
their Natura (pronounced nah-TUR-uh) line of soymilks 
in strawberry, vanilla, and original fl avors, in aseptic Tetra 
Brik cartons. Nick has a brand new soymilk product named 
Nutrisoy that he is ready to launch in 1 liter Tetra Brik 
cartons. “We’ve been working on it for quite a while. I just 
have to press a button and it will be out in 2½-3 weeks. It 
has the exact same ingredients as Edensoy, except it is lower 
in fat, and has a more neutral taste and a better nutritional 
profi le. The Nutrisoy line, which will start with vanilla and 
original fl avors, will probably end up replacing the Natura 
line.” Nick would ideally like to package the new line in 
re-cap Tetra Brik cartons like Pacifi c does, but that package 
is not available to him. “I’m a little bit scared to invest a lot 
of money in a product and its packaging that is going to be 
competing against other products that have more advanced 
packaging,” the re-cap pack. So Nick hasn’t decided when, 
or even if, he will “press the button.” The big question 
is this: What percentage of consumers, who are less cost 
conscious, are willing to pay about 20% more at retail for 
the re-cap pack. Bill suggests that Nick contact Tetra Pak 
and ask to see their market research on this question. Most 
of Tetra Pak’s fi lm for all of North American is made at a 
plant in Aurora, Ontario (near Toronto). A plant in Denton, 
Texas, specializes in the new re-cap packaging. The Natura 

soymilk line is made more for the supermarkets in Quebec, 
which sell 10-15% of the total volume. In British Columbia 
a lot of soymilk is sold in supermarkets. Nick feels his new-
formula Nutrisoy soymilk will give him a big advantage over 
Edensoy. Eden has to pay a 5% duty on soymilk shipped into 
Canada, plus large transport costs. So a Canadian distributor 
receives Edensoy at $19 a case, versus only $13 a case (32% 
less) for Nutrisoy. Nick is concerned that Edensoy is coming 
out in a re-cap package.
 Tofu: Nutrisoya is the largest tofu manufacturer in 
Eastern Canada, but Sunrise is the largest tofu maker in 
all of Canada. They now makes 3 types of tofu, all curded 
with magnesium chloride and extra fi rm in texture: Natural, 
Fine Herbs (Fines Herbes) and Pimento & Onion (Piment-
Oignon). The two fl avored products were introduced in about 
1990. They do not make an almond tofu. They package 
all their tofu products with a $120,000 Multivac vacuum 
packaging machine that they own. He likes vacuum packing; 
Nutrisoya sells a lot of their tofu to supermarkets, and this 
packaging seems to give a longer shelf life and a neater 
package. He also plans to buy a water-pack machine.
 Nutrisoya makes most of its money from its tofu 
products; the competition in the soymilk market from Eden 
Foods and Pacifi c Foods (who Nick believes is dumping 
product in Canada) leads to low profi t margins. Plans for 
new tofu products: Nick would like to introduce soft tofu 
curded with calcium sulfate. Most Caucasian Canadians 
now buy tofu curded with magnesium chloride (nigari); it 
is now a $1.4 million market. Note: Most of the tofu sold in 
the USA is curded with calcium sulfate because it is a good 
source of calcium, and is less expensive and much easier to 
make. Address: President, Nutrisoya Inc., 4050 Pinard, St.-
Hyacinthe, QUE, J2S 8K4, Canada. Phone: 514-796-4261.

3258. Cooper, Kim. 1995. Re: Canadian exports for food 
uses. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
May 25. 1 p.
• Summary: “For the 1993 crop, Ontario exported 
approximately 500,000 tonnes, and my guess would be about 
50% would be for food use. For shipments to East Asia, I 
would say the vast majority, perhaps 90% plus, would be 
for food use.” Address: Marketing Specialist, OSGMB, 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: (519) 352-
7730.

3259. Strohl, Dick. 1995. Trying to grow soybeans in Cuba 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 27. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1991 the Ministry of Sugar in Cuba planted 
about 15,000 acres of soybeans in Cuba. The result was a 
total failure. Dick thinks the reason they did this was after 
the Soviet Union broke up and Cuba no longer received 
much money from the Soviet Union to keep their sugar 
business going, they decided they needed another export 
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to earn money. Sugar is the most important crop in Cuba, 
and an essential part of the economy and culture. They 
produce excellent quality sugar with excellent yields at 
very competitive prices. They think that sugar has a future, 
but Dick feels that it has no future. Cuba is not making any 
money growing sugar now. Other countries like Brazil can 
grow sugar less expensively than Cuba and high fructose 
corn syrup is eroding sugar’s market world-wide.
 Cuba presently imports $50 million of soybeans a 
year, mostly from Argentina, with some from Canada. The 
Government of Cuba and the Central Bank (which are 
essentially the same). They must pay for these soybeans in 
hard currency (U.S. dollars), which they get from tourists. 
Dick is working in Cuba to grow soybeans, primarily to 
make money but also because he greatly enjoys working in 
Cuba. There is a strong local demand for soybeans. He is not 
trying to train Cubans how to grow soybeans. “If they catch 
on, that’s fi ne; if they don’t, they don’t.” He plans to get a 
long-term lease on land in Cuba. “It’s the best land I’ve ever 
seen in my life.” Two or three years ago, the Cubans tried 
to grow large acreages of soybeans when they realized they 
would need them if production of soyfoods was to increase 
dramatically. Unfortunately the whole farming project failed 
and Cubans don’t like to talk about it. The person who 
knows the details is a U.S. soybean farmer and agronomist 
named Dick Stroh, with whom Pam talked during her visit 
in June and who she found to be a fascinating, really good 
guy. He has been there working with INIFAT (Institute for 
the Fundamental Investigation of Tropical Agriculture, 
“Alejandro de Humboldt,” Calle Ira Esq 2, Santiago de las 
Vegas, Ciudad de Habana, Cuba. Fax: 536-83-2392) during 
the last year, and he thinks Cuba should be growing large 
amounts of soybeans. Pam thinks he got into Cuba through a 
company in Jamaica that wants to set up a soybean crushing 
facility. He thinks he can help Pam and Cuba get used 
planters and harvesters into Cuba on a cargo ship or on the 
Caravan. Address: 2648 Inglewood Ave. South, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 55416. Phone: 612-929-7649.

3260. South China Morning Post (Hong Kong). 1995. Duties 
threaten beverage makers. Aug. 17. Business section. p. 2. 
Ed. 2.
• Summary: Winston Lo (chairman and managing director 
of Vitasoy International Holdings), is the newly appointed 
president of the Beverage Manufacturers Association of 
Hong Kong, the key lobby group which plans to confront 
the government over duties which it says discriminate 
against domestic beer brewers. These fees are not levied 
against imported beers. Mr. Lo said a variety of problems 
had brought about a slowdown in the growth of the overall 
domestic beverage market; 1994 was the fi rst year in which 
the industry experienced no year-on-year growth, based 
on total combined sales of carbonated and non-carbonated 
beverages, beer, and milk.

3261. Soya Bluebook Plus. 1995-1997. Serial/periodical. Bar 
Harbor, Maine: Soyatech, Inc. Peter Golbitz, publisher and 
editor. Frequency: Annual.
• Summary: Preceded by Soya Bluebook. A directory and 
information book for the soybean processing and production 
industries. One of the most valuable sources of worldwide 
information on soybeans. The fi rst issue (shipped Sept. 
1995) is titled “Soya Bluebook Plus: the annual directory 
of the world oilseed industry.” Crops featured on the front 
cover are “soya, corn, cottonseed, palm, canola, rapeseed, 
and sunfl ower.” Contents (most sections are marked with 
a fold-out tab): Organizations and government agencies: 
White pages, yellow pages. Oilseed product processors 
and marketers. Equipment supplies and services. Oilseed 
statistics. Oilseed reference: Oilseed glossary, standards and 
specifi cations, oilseed technical charts and tables. Indexes: 
Comprehensive index, advertiser index.
 Concerning the year: The edition published in mid-
1994 was titled ‘94 Soya Bluebook. The edition published 
in mid-1995 was titled ‘95-96 Soya Bluebook. The edition 
published in Sept. 1996 (the 50th edition) was titled ‘97 
Soya Bluebook. The change was made to give the company 
extra time (16 months) to market the latest edition before the 
next year arrived. Address: 318 Main St., P.O. Box 84, Bar 
Harbor, Maine 04609. Phone: 207-288-4969.

3262. Santista Alimentos S.A. 1995. The Samrig and Sanbra 
divisions of Santista Alimentos S.A. (Ad). Soya Bluebook 
Plus 1995-96. p. 94.
• Summary: In the Yellow Pages section of this directory, 
under “Processors and Marketers of Oilseed Products” (p. 
94) are six listings for Santista Alimentos in Brazil. They 
process only soybeans. The main listing is for the Samrig 
Division in Rio Grade do Sul (Address: Estrada Federal 
BR–116, Artura Prada 35, Parque Ind. de Esteio, RS 93250, 
Brazil. Phone: 51 / 473 1033. Fax: 51 / 473 4223). This 
facility has solvent extraction processing capacity of 2,000 
metric tons (MT) per day. Storage capacity: 130,000 MT. Oil 
refi ning capacity: 300 MT/day. They refi ne: Hydrogenated 
soy oil, refi ned soy oil. Edible products include: Edible 
lecithin, soy fi ber, defatted soy fl our, textured soy fl our, soy 
grits, edible soy oil, soy oil margarine, soy oil shortening, 
soy protein concentrate, soy protein isolate. Industrial 
products: Industrial lecithin, industrial soy oil, industrial soy 
protein. They also export most of their products. Contact 
Roberta Blessa concerning soyfood products.
 Of the fi ve smaller listings (installations), all are Sanbra 
Division and are simply soybean crushers, selling crude soy 
oil, soybean hulls, and soybean meal. Two are in Parana 
(400 MT/day and 3,000 MT/day), one is in Rio Grande do 
Sul (2,200 MT/day), and two are in Sao Paulo at the same 
address (3,000 MT/day plus a sales offi ce); the address is 
Av. Maria Coelho Aguiar, 215–Bloco D–6º andar, Centro 
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Empresarial de Sao Paulo, CEP 05804-905–P.O. Box 60.541, 
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
 Note: Santista is said to be one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of soy protein isolates. Address: Av. Maria 
Coelho Aguiar, 215–Bloco D–6º andar, Centro Empresarial 
de Sao Paulo, CEP 05804-905–P.O. Box 60.541, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. Phone: (55) (11) 548-2662.

3263. Mutebi-Kityo, Henry. 1995. Uganda National 
Farmers Association and its role in soya-bean production in 
Uganda. Paper presented at the Third Bi-Annual SoyAfrica 
Conference. 8 p. Held 3-5 Oct. 1995 at Johannesburg, South 
Africa. Organized by Aproma.
• Summary: Introduction: Uganda–physical features and 
climate. Uganda National Farmers Association (UNFA). 
Soya-bean development in Uganda. Soya beans–potential. 
UNFA’s role in soya-bean promotion: Area of promotion, 
extension and research activities, marketing and information 
system, credit and marketing support. Conclusion and 
recommendation.
 UNFA was formed in Jan. 1992 as an NGO to serve 
farmers in Uganda. It started through a democratic “bottom 
up” process. It presently has a National Secretariat in 
Kampala, and offi ces in 15 of the 39 districts. The secretariat 
is divided into four departments: Administration, marketing, 
agricultural advisory service, and training and information. 
UNFA expects to have around 75,000 members by the end of 
1995; there are 2.5 million farm families in Uganda.
 A table (p. 2) shows soybean area, production, 
consumption, and export from 1982 to 1995. Production has 
grown steadily. In 1982 some 4,000 ha of soybeans produced 
3,000 tonnes; 13,695 tonnes were consumed by humans 
and 11,025 tonnes were imported. In 1987 production fi rst 
reached 10,000 tonnes. In 1989 imports ceased and exports 
began. In 1995 some 68,000 ha of soybeans produced 70,000 
tonnes; 11,950 tonnes were consumed by humans and 49,490 
tonnes were exported, mainly to Kenya. In 1995 about 48% 
of Uganda’s soybeans are grown in the eastern part of the 
country (near the border with Zaire), and 36% are grown in 
the north. “It can be concluded that Uganda has a very big 
potential to increase productivity and area under soya-bean 
production. This potential is relatively easy to harness in a 
cost-effective manner and at the same time environmentally 
sound to grow because of it low input requirements.” 
Address: Chief Executive Secretary, Uganda National 
Farmers Assoc., Kampala, Uganda. Phone: 256 / 41 230 748.

3264. Rocher, Joseph. 1995. A chronicle of the USA-Europe 
confl ict. What place for African producers? Paper presented 
at the Third Bi-Annual SoyAfrica Conference. 5 p. Held 
3-5 Oct. 1995 at Johannesburg, South Africa. Organized by 
Aproma.
• Summary: Contents: Background. Europe vs. USA: the 
“Compromise.” The confl ict within GATT. The world price 

for soya and indirect dumping. Developing soya production 
in Africa: actions at the macro level (1. Redefi nition of 
Article IV of the GATT/WTO dealing with “dumping.” 2. 
Reform of the Common Agricultural Policy in the year 2004. 
3. Right policies and agricultural protection in Africa).
 This is a fascinating article expressing a viewpoint rarely 
heard in the USA by an expert on GATT; he has written in 
book titled GATT in Practice (1994).
 “During the 1950’s European countries were rebuilding 
their few processing plants; they were also looking for 
alternatives to American soya. The Europeans continued 
to allow US imports, but only as a compromise, a trade-
off which would allow the EEC to give better protection 
to Europe’s cereal production. In 1962, the six European 
member countries accepted a zero tariff on all US soya 
imports. as a direct result, the American pattern of 
protein consumption was allowed to penetrate European 
agriculture.”
 “It was not until July 1973 that the US embargo on 
soya exports was announced with the Gatt permission: the 
Article XI of the agreement defi nes conditions under which 
quantitative restrictions on imports or exports are allowed. 
Under this article, a country facing a drastic reduction in 
agriculture production (due to a drought, for example) is 
permitted to forbid exports (impose an embargo), in order to 
maintain national market prices at a level acceptable to the 
consumer.”
 “Towards the end of the 1970’s the European 
Community felt that it had made a mistake. In 1979, Brussels 
put a mechanism in place–a major new support programme 
for oilseed production within the Community which was 
designed to reverse the trend of growing dependency on 
American and, by now, Brazilian soya. The mechanism, 
rather than erecting import barriers, gave incentives to the 
processing industry to use European-grown raw materials. 
At the same time, the US dollar rose on the international 
currency markets. Cargill and other US-based traders (ADM, 
Central Soya, ConAgra, Anderson Clayton) tried to maintain 
downward pressure on the price paid to North American 
farmers. This resulted in tension within the producers 
lobbying organisation, the American Soybean Association 
(Southern US farmers, whose costs are higher, sought a 
‘marketing loan’ which would cover the difference between 
the market price and a higher, subsidised price).
 “In 1987, the American Soybean Association with 
government backing lodged a complaint in GATT (a second 
dispute panel on soya) in an attempt to condemn the EC 
practice of giving subsidies for oilseed crushing; the US 
considered this a violation of the GATT Article III (National 
Treatment) which states that national and imported products 
must be treated on an equal basis.”
 The EC responded again by making adjustments 
acceptable to the USA.
 “In 1991, the EC proposed a new oilseed’s regime, 
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based on direct compensatory payments to farmers, a 
subsidy mechanism inspired by US ‘defi ciency payments.’ 
But Washington [DC] attacked the proposal on two counts: 
it was deemed to be a support to production, rather than 
an income support; and it was considered contrary to the 
concession granted to the US back in 1962 by the EC during 
the Kennedy Round of GATT... of zero tariffs for soya sold 
into Europe.”
 “Finally, the ‘Washington Compromise’ (or ‘Blair House 
agreement’) of 20 November 1992, limiting the amount of 
European land for oilseeds to 5,128,000 hectares, seemed a 
solution to the soya dispute. The ‘Compromise’ also included 
a ceiling of 1 million tonnes of EC oilseeds for industrial 
use.”
 “A major issue not properly treated during the 
Uruguay Round is the question of ‘indirect’ dumping. 
Soya is produced in the USA without subsidies. However, 
it is part of a crop rotation with two products (wheat and 
corn) which receive subsidies (defi ciency payments). This 
situation creates an indirect subsidy system which puts 
soya on the world market at a price lower than the real cost 
of production. So we can consider that acceptance by the 
GATT/WTO of the defi ciency payment has two major effects 
on African countries for their agriculture in general, for soya 
production in particular: defi ciency system means that a 
major part of the agriculture policy is paid by the taxpayer 
(i.e., state budget) rather them by the consumer.”
 However the article contains a number of errors 
concerning the history of soybean production in the USA. 
Address: Director of Rongead, 14 rue Antoine Dumont, Lyon 
Cedex 08, France. Phone: (33) 72 71 66 70.

3265. Global Exchange. 1995. Soy Cubano! (Color 
videotape). San Francisco, California: Global Exchange. 30 
minutes. Produced by Global Exchange and the Hisperian 
Foundation, and narrated by writer and activist Alice Walker.
• Summary: Discusses the food and medicine crisis in Cuba. 
Strongly suggests that most of the problem is caused by the 
U.S. embargo on Cuba. Address: Cuba Food and Medicine 
Campaign, c/o Global Exchange, 2017 Mission St., San 
Francisco, California 94110. Phone: 415-255-7296.

3266. Weaver, Eric. 1995. Update on EarthTrade and 
growing soybeans organically in Nicaragua (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Nicaragua is the only country in Latin America 
where EarthTrade presently grows soybeans organically; the 
fi rst crop was planted in June and harvested in December 
1994. The variety grew and matured well, but there were 
many problems with the harvest. The crop was harvested wet 
with a combine that did not have a soybean implement, so 
many of the beans were cracked, crushed, or ground, creating 
a powder that then adhered to the surface of the whole 

soybeans. Thus, they were stained with soy powder, which 
led to a poor appearance. So EarthTrade ended up selling the 
entire crop for organic feed, even though they had several 
Japanese customers who were are interested in buying them 
for food use. The typical yields on nonorganic soybeans 
grown by other farmers in Nicaragua are about 3,800 
to 4,000 pounds per manzana; EarthTrade’s yields were 
2,800 to 3,200 pounds per manzana on about 900 to 1,000 
manzanas. Note: A manzana is larger than an acre; according 
to FAO fi gures, in Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Costa Rica, 1 
manzana = 1.75 acres or about 0.7 hectares.
 The second crop is being harvested right now. He will 
know the results by mid-January. In Central America, if 
you have 100 problems, you try to solve 50 of them the 
fi rst year, 25 more the next year, etc. This year they hope to 
have solved the harvesting problems, and they are operating 
on a longer-term (2-3 years) perspective to work with their 
customers to choose specifi c varieties.
 In the long term, Eric believes that organic soybeans will 
be one of EarthTrade’s bigger crops. The company’s leading 
crop now is organic sesame seeds, followed by organic fl ours 
(mostly wheat and corn, but also some barley and rye). Sales 
of all are growing rapidly. There is more profi t in fl ours since 
they are processed, value-added products. About 60-70% of 
EarthTrade’s crops are grown in Third World countries; some 
are also grown in the USA and Canada. Address: Secretary-
Treasurer, EarthTrade, 1814 Franklin St., Suite 710-E, 
Oakland, California 94612. Phone: 510-987-7222.

3267. EarthTrade Inc. 1995. EarthTrade, Inc. announces 3rd 
quarter sales. Innovative business shows 147% increase in 
revenues (News release). 1814 Franklin St., Suite 710-E, 
Oakland, California 94612. 6 p. Dec.
• Summary: “EarthTrade has become a leader in the 
conversion to organic farming in Latin America by 
working in a close partnership with small farmers and farm 
cooperatives. Together they are showing that sustainable 
agriculture makes economic as well as environmental sense, 
marketing their goods throughout the U.S., Canada, and 
Europe.”
 “The company’s cumulative revenues for the 9-month 
period through September 1995 were $2,232,246, compared 
to sales in the same period in 1994 of just over $903,000 and 
$1.36 million in total revenues for 1994.” Michael Davis is 
the company’s CEO and President. EarthTrade, which works 
with 2,500 small farmers and farm cooperatives in Central 
America, Mexico, Canada, and the United States, has offi ces 
in New York City, Oakland (California), and San Salvador. 
It is a member of OCIA (Organic Crop Improvement 
Association). Address: Oakland, California. Phone: 510-987-
7222.

3268. Duus, Peter. 1995. The abacus and the sword: The 
Japanese penetration of Korea, 1895-1910. Berkeley, 
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California: University of California Press. xiv + 480 p. Plus 
[13] pages of plates. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [400* ref]
• Summary: A very important, profound, and very readable 
book containing much original research. The Introduction, 
“The origins of Meiji imperialism,” asks several very 
interesting questions. “Why did Japan begin to acquire 
an overseas colonial empire in the late Meiji period? 
(Note: The Meiji period was 1868-1912). After all, there 
was little precedent in Japanese history for a deliberate 
program of overseas territorial expansion. Throughout 
most of their recorded past the Japanese had remained in 
splendid isolation from their continental neighbors, making 
few attempts to expand their political power abroad.” 
Yet: “Within a generation after the Meiji Restoration, the 
Japanese leadership had shifted from a traditional policy of 
peaceful and passive isolation to a radically new policy of 
active expansion.”
 The international context for this new policy was 
European colonial expansionism–worldwide. “Between 1800 
and 1900 the Europeans acquired control over territory eight 
or nine times the size of Europe itself... The global reach 
of Western imperialism could not help but infl uence both 
the character of Meiji modernization and the thrust of Meiji 
foreign policy. It provided the context in which the Meiji 
leaders acted and a model for them to follow.”
 After the ‘opening’ of Korea by Japan in 1876, the 
Japanese fi rst began to settle in a number of treaty ports that 
were soon opened for trade.
 The number of Japanese residing on the Korean 
peninsula increased from less than 1,000 in the 1880s to over 
170,000 in 1910, the year that Japan annexed Korea as a 
colony. In 1944, Japanese population of Korea has surpassed 
700,000 (p. 290).
 Page 247: “In East Asia, Japan’s chief market was 
China, a sprawling society of several hundred million people. 
To some extent trade with China involved an exchange of 
primary goods–iron products, copper, and coal from Japan in 
return for soybeans and soy fl our [sic, soybean cakes] from 
China. But trade revolving around the new Japanese cotton 
spinning and weaving industry steadily grew in importance. 
Not only was China a major source of raw cotton, but it also 
became the chief market for Japanese machine-spun cotton 
yarn.”
 Page 255: “During the period 1876-82, Western-made 
goods, mainly cloth and woven goods but other cheap 
manufactures as well, accounted for 88 percent of Japanese 
exports to Korea, and Japanese only 12 percent. Profi ts 
on these goods were lower than on the Japanese-made 
handicraft items like silk, sake, lacquer, and matches, but 
there was an insatiable demand for them.
 “The Japanese carried home mainly products of primary 
industry–rice, soybeans, and leather. Most of the rice, which 
was extremely cheap in comparison to Japanese rice, went 
to urban consumers at home, and demand eventually grew to 

the point that Korean rice prices were quoted in the market 
at Osaka, its main destination. The rice trade, however, was 
volatile, with volume and prices fl uctuating markedly from 
year to year, depending on harvest conditions at home and 
in Korea. An abundant harvest in Korea and a poor crop at 
home meant big profi ts, but the reverse situation depressed 
the trade. Until 1882 rice was the biggest Korean export 
to Japan, but a sudden fall in Japanese rice prices, caused 
by the Matsukata defl ation, hurt the trade. Soybeans, by 
contrast, were a sturdier crop, less susceptible to changing 
weather than rice. Similar to domestically grown Japanese 
beans in quality and moisture content, Korean soybeans were 
also easy to process into tofu. As the cheapness and quality 
of Korean soybeans became known at home, the demand 
grew, and when Korean farmers discovered that Japanese 
merchants were willing to pay a good price, they began to 
put more land into the crop. When Japanese demand for 
rice slackened in the mid-1880s, soybeans became the most 
important staple exported from Korea to Japan” (with 4 
footnotes).
 Page 270: “Following the Sino-Japanese War [1894-95] 
the overwhelming bulk of all Korean exports went to Japan. 
Perhaps 80 to 90 percent of this export trade was accounted 
for by rice and soybeans.”
 Page 278: “The trade in rice and other agricultural 
staples like soybeans doubtless had an important economic 
impact on the hinterlands of the ports, often prompting a 
shift in local production patterns.”
 Page 331. “Although Wônsan remained a port of call for 
coastal shipping and shipped out the best soybeans in Korea, 
it remained a commercial backwater.” Footnote: “Its small 
Japanese community was attractive to foreign visitors.”
 Pages 347-48 tell the story of a Japanese merchant 
named Okuda in his 30s with no prospects at home who 
emigrates to Inchon, Korea. In 1898 he began trading 
soybeans from Inchon to Chefoo. His perseverance “won 
him a considerable reputation among the still tiny Japanese 
community in Inchon.”
 Note: Peter Duus earned his B.A. at Harvard College 
and his Ph.D. at Harvard University. He has been a professor 
of Japanese History at Stanford University since 1973. 
Address: Stanford, Tokyo, and Seoul.

3269. Wrenn, Lynette Boney. 1995. Cinderella of the new 
south: A history of the cottonseed industry, 1855-1955. 
Knoxville, Tennessee: The University of Tennessee Press. 
xxiv + 280 p. Index. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: This excellent, very readable yet scholarly 
and carefully documented work also contains excellent 
historical information on the soybean: “Because soybean oil 
currently dominates the market, few people realize that the 
modern vegetable oil and shortening industry [in the USA] 
originated in the continuing efforts of cottonseed crushers 
and oil refi ners to improve and market their product as a less-
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expensive substitute for olive oil, butter, and lard” (Preface, 
p. xi).
 By “the end of World War II, soybeans had passed 
cottonseed as the leading source of vegetable oil in the 
United States” (p. xx).
 “Wartime shortages created a greater demand for 
vegetable fats than could be satisfi ed by domestic cottonseed 
alone. Because the amount of cottonseed available for 
crushing depended on the amount of cotton harvested and 
the aim of New Deal policy was to cut cotton production in 
order to raise lint prices, an opportunity existed for soybeans 
and other oleaginous crops to fi ll the gap” (p. xxi).
 The history of cottonseed oil deodorization and 
hydrogenation (p. 81-84) notes that the process took several 
decades. “Some fats had been deodorized since the 1840s 
by being boiled in water and having steam blown through 
them. In about 1891, Henry Eckstein, a chemist at the N.K. 
Fairbank Company, discovered in England that blowing 
steam through hot oil in an enclosed vessel or still caused 
fatty acids carrying unpleasant odors, fl avors, and coloring 
material to volatize and escape with the steam through the 
holes in the top of the vessel.” Further improvement came 
from James Boyce. In the early 20th century, David Wesson 
perfected the deodorization process by exposing cottonseed 
oil to superheated steam in a vacuum. “Carrying out the 
deodorization process in a vacuum minimized oxidation and 
made it possible to lower the temperature and prevent the 
oil from acquiring a cooked taste. Wesson Oil, produced by 
the Southern Cotton Oil Company, commemorated Wesson’s 
achievements in the chemistry of fats.”
 “In 1911 Procter & Gamble unveiled the fi rst all-
vegetable shortening produced for the retail trade. It was 
called Crisco, short for crystallized cottonseed oil.” After 
World War I, when the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated 
Procter & Gamble’s exclusive use of the 1903 Normann 
patent on hydrogenation, the way was cleared for other 
companies to make all-vegetable shortenings. Hydrogenation 
had the added benefi t of making lower grade oils more 
stable and less likely to become rancid. There follows a 
brief biography of David Wesson (p. 83-84); in the 1920s 
he correctly forecast the use of vegetable proteins, “but 
acceptance came much later than he anticipated, and they 
were made from soybeans rather than cottonseed.”
 During World War I, both the USA and Europe imported 
soy and other oilseeds from East Asia. “Republicans came 
to power in 1921 [with President Warring G. Harding] 
determined to restore protective tariffs that had been 
removed in 1913 following the election of Woodrow Wilson. 
In a departure from agriculture’s free-trade position, many 
farmers demanded protective tariffs, believing that they 
would bring higher prices for agricultural products as they 
had in the past done for manufactured goods. Farmers had 
been converted to the principle of protection after the sudden 
price defl ation of 1920-21.” Despite the opposition of the 

“Interstate Cotton Seed Crushers’ Association, the Fordney-
McCumber Tariff Act of 1922 imposed high duties on 
imported vegetable oils and oleaginous materials. As some 
had predicted, British and European soap and margarine 
makers formed a “Soya Bean Oil Pool in the mid-1920s that 
very successfully held down oil prices.”
 During the 1930s, increased labor costs and competition 
from soybean oils were the main catalysts of change in the 
cottonseed processing industry. This decade accelerated the 
transition from a cottonseed industry composed of hundreds 
of labor-intensive hydraulic press mills, many of them quite 
small, to one with fewer and larger plants that used more 
effi cient, “labor-saving solvent and screw press extraction” 
(p. 162).
 “Before the Great Depression, cottonseed oil had been 
the only American vegetable oil produced in signifi cant 
quantities... Soil conservation programs of the late 1930s 
encouraged farmers to put more of their land into soybeans, 
peanuts, and other plants that would improve the soil and 
fewer acres into surplus staple crops such as wheat, corn, 
and cotton.” During the 1930s, most of the soybean oil made 
in the USA went into paints. “When New Deal programs 
reduced supplies of shortening made with cottonseed oil, 
manufacturers became interested in soybean oil. By the end 
of the 1930s soybean oil sold for pennies a pound less than 
cottonseed oil and in many cases could be substituted for 
cottonseed oil in food products. Although soybean oil did not 
yet match the quality of cottonseed oil, processing improved 
suffi ciently to make it acceptable.” During the 1930s the 
American shortening industry increased the amount of 
soybean oil in its products to 18% from only 1%. During 
World War II, soybean prices were supported as part of the 
effort to increase domestic supplies of oils and fats. “In the 
1950s soybean acreage underwent ‘an explosive expansion,’ 
particularly in the southern states, where soybeans fi lled 
much of the gap left by shrinking cotton acreage” (p. 164). 
Address: Memphis, Tennessee.

3270. Garcia Uriarte, Alvaro; Ortega, Alberto. 1996. Recent 
history of soyfoods in Cuba. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Jan. 9. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Overview: Since 1995 Cuba has become 
the rising star among developing countries in the use of 
soyfoods–and especially dairylike products. Cuba is the 
fi rst Third World country to realize the potential of dairylike 
soy products to enhance the nutrition of the population 
while dramatically reducing costs and imports of feeds 
required by dairy animals. In the last 2 years, the Cubans 
have constructed about 34 “soy dairies” inside of inactive 
or partially inactive cow dairies. In 1995 they made 34 
million liters of soy yogurt and soy yogurt drink, which 
they distribute free of charge to children ages 7-14. They 
are now also making delicious non-dairy soy ice cream and 
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spreadable soy cream cheese. In addition, almost all of the 
regular ice cream made in Cuba now contains 50% soymilk.
 This remarkable story was told during two long sessions, 
mainly by Alvaro, with Alberto adding many key points, 
in Alvaro’s offi ce. Alvaro is director and Alberto is vice-
director of Cuba’s Food Industry Research Institute (FIRI; 
In Spanish: Instituto de Investigaciones para la Industria 
Alimenticia–IIIA) near Havana. Catherine Murphy translated 
the fi rst session and Dr. Gilberto Fleites translated the 
second. Shurtleff took notes and asked quite a few questions, 
but this was more the telling of a story than an interview. The 
meeting was arranged by Pam Montanaro, director of the 
Soy Cubano! program at Global Exchange, San Francisco. 
She has met with Alvaro and Alberto many times before and 
Soy Cubano! has helped signifi cantly to further development 
of soybeans and soyfoods in Cuba. Soy Cubano! has given 
Alvaro and Alberto several of Shurtleff’s books, helped them 
to exchange correspondence, and arranged for Shurtleff’s 
present trip to Cuba. The atmosphere is relaxed and friendly.
 Alvaro begins: “We would like to tell you the complete 
story, in depth, of the development of soyfoods in Cuba from 
1984 to the present. You are the fi rst person to whom we 
have ever told the story in this much detail. Please fell free 
to ask questions.” Shurtleff explains that he is not interested 
in commercial secrets. Alvaro laughs and says “Don’t 
worry. We’ll let you know if you ask about anything that is 
confi dential.” Cuba hopes to export some of the proprietary 
technology and processes they have developed.
 This phase of Cuba’s work with soyfoods began in 
early 1984, when Fidel Castro obtained a Mechanical Cow 
from Brazil. Note: This relatively small-scale soymilk 
production machine was developed in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
by Dr. Roberto H. Moretti (of Vanguarda Mecanica and 
the Dep. of Food Technology, FEA/UNICAMP) starting in 
1976 and it was patented in 1979. By Nov. 1980, according 
to Dr. Moretti, 80-90 Mechanical Cows were in operation 
in Brazil. Fidel has long been interested in and concerned 
about food, nutrition, and malnutrition worldwide, and 
especially in developing countries. It was for this reason that 
he obtained a Mechanical Cow–which cost about $40,000. 
After 48 hours without sleeping, Alvaro and his collaborators 
fi nished installing the Cow at the Food Industry Research 
Institute (FIRI). They began using it with much enthusiasm. 
One month later when the Brazilians arrived, they were to 
surprised to see it in operation, making soymilk and various 
products. Ten copies of the Cow were soon made at Cuba’s 
Ministry of Mechanization. But despite much research 
and attempts to fl avor the soymilk with various fruits, it 
continued to have a strong beany fl avor. Soymilk from the 
Cow was fi rst sold in 1984 at 15 outlets in Havana at non-
rationed dairy products stores in the “parallel market.” It 
was not well accepted by the Cuban people, who ended up 
feeding it to their pets. The product was withdrawn after 
1 to 2 years, but scientists at FIRI began a new project to 

study soyfoods and fl avor problems in greater depth. By the 
beginning of the 1980s partially defatted soy fl our (expressed 
under pressure, but not texturized) was being used in Cuba as 
an extender in ground meat at levels of 2% to 5%.
 In 1990 a series of disasters struck Cuba. Shortly after 
the dissolution of the Socialist/Soviet Bloc (Warsaw Pact 
alliance) in late 1989 and early 1990, Cuba suddenly lost at 
least 75% of its trade, which had focused on sugar bought 
by the Soviet Union through long-term agreements at prices 
well above the world market price of that moment. Food 
production dropped due to a severe shortages of fertilizers, 
agrichemicals, gasoline, and imported feed for animals. 
What Cuba now calls the Special Period was phased in. 
The situation grew even worse in October 1992 when the 
United States passed the Torricelli Act (also known as 
the “Cuban Democracy Act”) The United States had had 
an embargo on trade with Cuba since 1960, but the new 
Act became essentially a blockade (a true blockade is a 
military operation), in which the U.S. very effectively 
pressured foreign nations and companies not to trade with 
Cuba–in violation of the United Nations charter, the charter 
of the Organization of American States, and virtually all 
international law. The Torricelli Act made the economic 
embargo on Cuba more severe than it had previously been. 
It curtailed Cuba’s ability to trade with subsidiaries of 
U.S.companies abroad, 90% of which was trade in food and 
medicine. Thus, it effectively prevented food and medicine 
from being shipped to Cuba. The only exception was 
humanitarian aid. The Torricelli Act also made it illegal for 
Cubans living in the USA to send dollars back to relatives 
and friends in Cuba.
 In response to the Special Period, FIRI began to work 
fi rst on the meat supply, by extending ground meat with 
textured extruded soy fl our–which was 10 to 15 times 
less expensive than meat on a protein basis. Initially Cuba 
imported textured soy fl our from Mexico. Two extended 
meat products were developed: Extended ground beef 
was sold in the neighborhood meat/butcher ration shops 
(carnicerias), and extended meat patties were sold at places 
called Saz (a chain of popular cafeterias) on the free market.
 One traditional meat product that Cubans love is 
picadillo, which consists of ground meat, garlic, onion, and 
lemon, and which is sold at the meat ration shops. Instead 
of pure meat, FIRI now used a mixture of 70% textured soy 
fl our and 30% ground meat. The seasonings in this picadillo 
extendido largely masked the soy fl avor, but the reaction of 
the Cuban people was not very good. Of course, they had 
no idea of what was in the new mystery product, and how 
much of it. They were used to pure meat, yet the nation was 
paralyzed, so this was no longer an option. Even though food 
was in short supply, there was a large excess of money, so it 
was not an economic issue–the extended meat had to be sold 
only at the meat ration shops if everyone was to get a fair 
share.
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 The second extended meat product developed by FIRI, 
the patties, were sold like a hamburger, between buns, with 
catsup and mustard. The Ministry of Food Industry of Cuba 
(MINAL) got a patty-forming machine named Koppens from 
the Netherlands, and the patty-making operation was very 
successful. MINAL then bought 15 more patty machines, 
one for each province, and by 1990 Cuba was making 
200,000 meat-soy patties a day. Continued. Address: 1. Ing., 
Director; 2. Vicedirector. Both: Food Research Inst. (Instituto 
de Investigaciones para la Industria Alimenticia), Carretera 
Guatao Km 3½, La Lis 19200, Havana City, Cuba. Phone: 
21-6986 or 21-6742.

3271. Garcia Uriarte, Alvaro; Ortega, Alberto. 1996. Recent 
history of soyfoods in Cuba. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Jan. 9. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Continued: After the problems with meat 
shortages were somewhat under control, the Food Industry 
Research Institute (FIRI) began to work on alleviating 
milk shortages. They had not forgotten their previous bad 
experience with soymilk from the Mechanical Cow, but 
Alvaro still believed that soya and dairylike soy products 
had great potential in Cuba, so he took the lead (and a rather 
big risk) by deciding to do more research on soy products to 
replace milk.
 Note: At this point we must pause to take a look at the 
important role that milk has played, especially for children 
and senior citizens, after the Cuban Revolution. This 
information comes from Alvaro and Alberto, and from the 
excellent book No Free Lunch: Food & Revolution in Cuba 
Today, by Benjamin, Collins, and Scott (1989, Institute 
for Food and Development Policy, San Francisco). Page 
numbers refer to pages in that book. Before the revolution 
succeeded in Jan. 1959, only 11% of rural Cuban families 
regularly drank milk (p. 2). Almost one-third of the food 
consumed in Cuba was imported, including much of the 
dairy products (p. 8), and more than 70% of these imports 
came from the United States (p. 19). Just 3 months into the 
revolution, in May 1959, the new government set offi cial 
prices for milk, rice, bread and beef (p. 20). Nationwide 
consumption of milk, and other long-coveted foods such 
as pork, soared, but the supply could not keep up with 
demand–for a host of complex reasons (p. 119-27). On 19 
October 1960 the Eisenhower administration imposed the 
fi rst U.S. embargo on Cuba, prohibiting all exports except 
nonsubsidized foods and medicines. Cuba set a goal to free 
itself from U.S. imports and to generally become more self-
suffi cient in food. In April 1961 the USA tried to invade 
Cuba at the Bay of Pigs–and failed. Then on 7 Feb. 1962 
a second and tighter U.S.-imposed embargo on trade with 
Cuba (including food, but exempting medical supplies) went 
into effect. That same month the Organization of American 
States voted 15 to 4 to exclude Cuba from the organization 

and for member states to break all diplomatic ties. On March 
12, in response to these painful measures, Cuba began a 
program to ration food via the new National Board for the 
Distribution of Foodstuffs (p. 22, 197-98). Initially, rationing 
was expected to be temporary, yet as of 1996 it is still in 
effect–as is the U.S. embargo, though both have changed.
 As part of the 1962 ration, all children under the age of 
7 received a liter of bottled milk daily, and senior citizens 
over age 65 could buy six cans of evaporated milk a month 
(p. 27), both at very low prices–part of Cuba’s “right to eat” 
ethic. Since 98% of Cuba’s children are born in a hospital, 
almost all of them start being breast fed from birth, and the 
mothers drink the milk during this time. As of 1989, a liter of 
milk cost only 25 centavos on the ration, but 80 centavos off 
the ration in the so-called parallel market (p. 41). Families 
buy the bottled milk at the neighborhood dairy ration store 
(lechería) and the canned milk at the bodega. The Cuban 
government placed tremendous emphasis on expanding 
production of cow’s milk–perhaps more than on any other 
food except sugar. Indeed milk production increased 
threefold from 1962 to 1979. In addition to the 800 million 
liters produced in 1982, some 600 million liters of powdered 
and butterfat milk were imported (p. 151-52). One tonne of 
powdered milk makes 10,000 liters when reconstituted. Yet 
Cuba’s emphasis on milk was expensive, and substantial 
imports (such as feed for dairy cattle) had to be bought with 
hard currency (p. 111).
 Cubans say that families mourn on a child’s seventh 
birthday, for that is when they lose eligibility to receive 
one liter per day of low-cost milk. To ease the transition, 
in the 1970s the Cuban government decided to give ½ liter 
of milk per day to kids of ages 7-13, and to seniors over 
age 65. All people would also get one-fi fth liter per day as 
fresh, powdered, or evaporated milk on the ration card. With 
the arrival of the Special Period in 1990, the whole milk 
program had to be re-examined from top to bottom. That 
year, in a speech on July 26, a famous national holiday, Fidel 
Castro said that Cuba would no longer be able to guarantee 
milk at traditional levels because milk imports would have 
to be reduced, and, more important, the money was no 
longer available to buy feed for dairy cattle. Between 1989 
and 1995, consumption of dairy milk in Cuba fell from 1.3 
billion liters to 390 million liters, a drop of 70%. This abrupt 
loss of milk strongly affected everybody in Cuba, except 
1.2 million children ages 0 to 7, kids in nurseries, pregnant 
women, and hospital patients. The spotlight turned to Alvaro 
and his coworkers to try to solve this immense problem.
 The fi rst product they developed was named Cerelac. 
Introduced in March 1991, it contained 15% whole milk 
powder, 40% defatted soy fl our (all imported), plus 
sugar, calcium, vitamins, and vanilla fl avor. It was sold at 
subsidized prices to kids ages 7-13 and seniors over age 65. 
These people found the product acceptable. Soon 7,000 to 
8,000 tonnes per year of Cerelac were being mixed in plants 
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inside of ten of Cuba’s dairy processing factories. Shortly 
four more mixing plants were added.
 Then Alvaro and his coworkers thought about 
developing products from whole soybeans, but were cautious 
because of the bad experience with the Mechanical Cow 
7 years earlier. It was then that Alvaro visited the Valsoia 
soymilk plant in Bologna, Italy. At this plant, which used 
Alfa-Laval soymilk equipment, Alvaro learned many 
important secrets. Continued. Address: 1. Ing., Director; 
2. Vicedirector. Both: Food Research Inst. (Instituto de 
Investigaciones para la Industria Alimenticia), Carretera 
Guatao Km 3½, La Lis 19200, Havana City, Cuba. Phone: 
21-6986 or 21-6742.

3272. Erlich, Reese. 1996. Cuba’s upturn: Sweet but partial. 
Christian Science Monitor. Jan. 24.
• Summary: After six years of crisis, the Cuban economy 
has bottomed out (1993) and started to recover in 1995. Yet 
the country still faces major shortages of food and basic 
consumer goods. Electrical blackouts occur several times 
a week in Havana. Cuba’s gross domestic product (GDP) 
dropped 34.3% from 1989 to 1993. Sugar remains the 
country’s largest source of foreign exchange.
 “In 1989, with the Soviet empire’s collapse, Cuba lost 
a major source of subsidies and the source of 85% of its 
foreign trade. The ongoing U.S. economic embargo forces 
the island to purchase goods at higher prices from other 
nations...”
 A sidebar, titled “Let them eat soy–If they want to,” is 
about Frank Daller, president of Daller & Co. of Ottawa, 
Canada. His mission is to promote the production of 
soybeans, and an appetite for soy products as an inexpensive 
source of protein. He recently signed a letter of intent with 
Cuba’s Ministry of Agriculture to grow soybeans, sell 
harvesting and processing equipment, and eventually develop 
soy products for the Cuban market. He hopes to introduce 
soy-based ice cream, drinks, and cooking oil.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2019) 
concerning Daller & Co., which was a predecessor of 
Malnutrition Matters, founded by Frank Daller in Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada.
 Since the 1989 collapse of the Communist east bloc 
and the advent of the “special period,” Cuba has been 
emphasizing soy. But soybean imports are costing Cuba 
about $50 million a year in scarce foreign exchange. 
“Cubans identify soy products with the hardships of the 
special period. ‘Most people think the meat [extended] with 
soy tastes awful,’ says housewife Hilda Cercero. ‘Once times 
get better, I don’t think people will eat it,’ she says.”

3273. Canadian Soybean Technical Bulletin (OSGMB, 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada). 1996. Serial/periodical. 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada: Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board. Vol. 1, No. 1. Jan. 1996.

• Summary: Starting in Jan. 1996 (Vol. 1, No. 1) this 
Technical Bulletin (printed in red and black ink on beige 
paper; 1 page, front and back) was inserted in many issues 
of Canadian Soybean Exports. It had the subtitle: “The 
Export Newsletter Technical Bulletin by the Ontario 
Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board.” It contained technical 
articles with titles such as: “Evaluation of soybeans for tofu 
processing.” Address: Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

3274. Doidge, Brian. 1996. Canadian soybean export 
prospects for 1996. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada) 9(1):3-4. Jan.
• Summary: “The recent formation of the Canadian Soybean 
Export Association (CSEA), serves to focus attention on this 
rapidly growing sector of the Canadian soybean industry.” 
The 1994/95 crop set a new record with soybean exports of 
524,254 tonnes (19.26 million bushels). Another strong year 
is projected for 1995/06.
 Note: The CSEA is an association of major Canadian 
soybean exporters; the association does not itself export. One 
of its major objectives is to lobby the Canadian government 
for funding and promotional support.
 Talk with Michael Loh of Canada. 1996. Jan. 24. 
Members of CSEA include W.G. Thompson, Maple Leaf 
Foods, Cargill, etc. Nutrisoya, Inc. will also be a member.
 A half-page table (p. 3) shows Ontario soybean supply 
and demand for 4 years from 1992/93 to 1995/96. Under 
soybean supply, statistics show: Acres harvested, beginning 
stocks, production, imports, and total supply. Under soybean 
supply are: Crush, export, seed, other domestic use, and total 
use. Plus ending stocks and average price per bushel.
 A full-page table (p. 4) lists Ontario soybean exports 
for 4 years from 1991/92 to 1994/95. Ontario’s top four 
export customers in Asia in 1994/95 were: Japan (25,988 
tonnes), Hong Kong (23,311), Singapore (22,502), and 
Malaysia (16,231). Others are Indonesia, North Korea, 
Philippines, and Taiwan. The top 4 customers in Western 
Europe in 1994/95 were: Netherlands 73,654 tonnes, Spain 
61,134, France 51,119, Belgium 15,428. In Eastern Europe, 
Poland bough 10,000+ tonnes in 1993/94 and 1994/95 and 
Uzbekistan bought 7,117 tonnes in 1993/94. Total exports 
have grown steadily from 238,809 tonnes in 1991/92 to 
495,772 tonnes in 1994/95. Address: Education and Business 
Manager, Ridgetown College of Agricultural Technology.

3275. Lai, Benny. 1996. Dah Chong Hong–A pioneer 
in using Ontario soybeans. Canadian Export Soybeans 
(OSGMB, Chatham, Ontario, Canada) 9(1):2. Jan.
• Summary: In the mid-1970s Mr. Lai was working in the 
Food and Edible Oil Dept. of Dah Chong Hong’s head offi ce 
in Hong Kong. He and co-workers imported 800 bags of 
Ontario special quality white hilum soybeans into Hong 
Kong for testing. They distributed the soybeans to more 
than 30 manufacturers of soybean curds, tofu, soy milk, soy 
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sauce, and other soy products. “The quality was considered 
not very terrifi c by most end-users, in terms of ‘yield’ when 
manufacturing the soy products, but was acceptable.” To 
further explore development of this imported product, Mr. 
Lai and Mr. Chi-bun Leung fl ew to Canada, where they 
were warmly welcomed and treated Dah Chong Hong’s as 
pioneers. “Since that time Dah Chong Hong has imported 
Ontario soybeans for the Hong Kong market continuously 
every month now for more than 20 years. The overall quality 
of Ontario soybeans has improved over the years, and the 
quantity has been growing from only one or two containers 
per month in the mid-1970s, to hundreds of containers per 
month presently.”
 In 1984 Dah Chong Hong (Canada) Ltd., a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the head offi ce in Hong Kong, was 
established in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. “One 
of our goals is to export more Canadian soybeans to many 
countries in Asia.” The address in BC is: 4211 No. 3 Road, 
Richmond, BC V6X 2C3. Phone: 604-273-8222. Fax: 604-
273-9222. Address: President, Dah Chong Hong (Canada) 
Ltd., 4211 No. 3 Road, Richmond, BC V6X 2C3, Canada. 
Phone: 604-273-8222.

3276. Canadian Soybean Export Association. 1996. New 
Canadian Soybean Association forms (News release). c/o 
Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board, P.O. Box 1199, 
180 Riverview Dr., Chatham, ON N7M 5L8, Canada. 1 p. 
March 19.
• Summary: “The Canadian Soybean Export Association 
[CSEA], held their inaugural meeting today [March 19, 
1996] in Wallaceburg, Ontario. The meeting was hosted 
by Hazzard’s Farm Service Limited, of Wallaceburg. The 
elected executives from this new association include Garth 
Baxter, Maple Leaf Foods International, as Chairperson; 
Sue Robert, W.G. Thompson & Sons Limited, as Vice-
Chairperson; Ron MacDougall, Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board, as Executive Member; and Kim Cooper, 
Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board, as Secretary-
Treasurer.
 CSEA “is a voluntary association of members of the 
Canadian soybean industry, working as a team, to promote 
the exports of Canadian soybeans and soya products into 
world markets.” CSEA’s objectives “are to encourage all 
members to work in a co-operative spirit to promote exports 
of Canadian soybeans, and to facilitate export promotion 
activities that support the CSEA mission statement.
 “Soybeans are the second most important oilseed crop 
in Canada, next to canola. Soybean production in Canada 
has increased substantially from 600,000 tonnes in 1981, 
to 2,279,000 tonnes in 1995, which translates to a 280% 
increase in the last 14 years.
 “The majority of Canada’s soybeans are crushed to 
produce soybean oil for food and industrial uses, and 
soybean meal, which is mainly used as a protein supplement 

for livestock feeds. In recent years, the two Ontario soybean 
crushers have processed approximately 1,000,000 tonnes of 
soybeans annually. An additional 500,000 tonnes are destined 
for export markets, and of this amount, over 1,000,000 
tonnes are exported for soya food processing, mainly in 
South East Asia. The Canadian Soybean Export Association 
is targeting this food market usage for continued expansion 
for Canadian soybeans and soya products.
 “For more information on the soybean industry in 
Canada, or about the Canadian Soybean Export Association, 
please contact Mr. Kim Cooper, Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board in Chatham, at (519) 352-7730.” Address: 
Chatham, Ontario, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3277. Vaughan, Lisa. 1996. Soyameal exports face 
bottlenecks. Times of India (The) (Bombay). March 20. p. 15.
• Summary: The potential growth of India’s soyameal 
exports is being seriously jeopardised by port constraint and 
infrastructure bottlenecks say oilseed industry offi cials.
 Davish Jain, chairman of India’s Soyabean Processors 
Association (SOPA), said at an annual oilseeds seminar on 
the weekend that port constraints and delays, spillage and 
poor road and rail transport, result in extra costs for exporters 
and threaten India’s competitiveness. Moreover, India’s 
exchequer is missing out on foreign exchange. Exporters 
of soyameal lose an average of $30 per tonne because of 
these infrastructure problems said Mr. Jain–who is also 
the managing director of India’s Prestige Foods group. On 
exports of 2.8 million tonnes of soyameal, the exchequer 
would lose an estimated Rs. 2.94 billion ($86 million)–an 
avoidable loss.
 “India’s soyabean production for 1995-96 (November 
to October) was estimated at a record 4.45 million tonnes 
[metric tons], compared with 3.67 million in 1994-95, 
representatives of the Central Organisation for Oil Industry 
and Trade said at the seminar.”
 Production of soyabean meal in 1995-96 (Nov. to Oct.) 
is estimated at 3.1 million tonnes, SOPA said.
 Infrastructure problems also threaten soyabean 
production goals. India’s main soybean growing areas, 
such as those in Madhya Pradesh, lie 1,000 km inland. The 
meal must be transported by road or rail to western ports. 
To be competitive, says Mr. Jain, India needs a good inland 
transportation system and an effi cient handling and loading 
system at ports. Sadly, the country has neither.
 Note: This is the most recent article, ad or stock quote 
seen (Sept. 2010) in The Times of India that contains the term 
“Prestige Foods” + soya*. Address: Reuters.

3278. Ibarguen, Carlos. 1996. Soybeans in Bolivia 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 17. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: “Bolivia presently produces a huge amount of 
soya. Right now it is our principal agricultural product and 
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probably our largest non-traditional export crop,” joining the 
traditional chief crops of coffee, sugar, potatoes, corn, and 
cocoa (sold for cocaine processing).
 As early as 1961 soybeans were being tested at the 
Agricultural Experiment Station of Los Llanos, located at 
General Saavedra, a small town near Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 
However Carlos thinks that almost none of the government 
organizations which existed during the 1960s or 1970s 
still exist today. This is because since 1985 it has been 
government policy under president Victor Paz Estenssoro 
to “modernize the state by making the federal government 
much smaller” and turning responsibility for most former 
federal projects, functions and activities over to the private 
sector or to international organizations, such as the United 
Nations, FAO, the World Bank, and the InterAmerican 
Development Bank (IDB). This has nothing to do with social 
unrest. Bolivia has had almost no guerilla warfare; Peru and 
Colombia are the ones with the guerillas.
 Soybeans have become so important in Bolivia largely 
because of Brazilian infl uence. Bolivia is located along the 
western border of Brazil and is divided into 9 departments 
(like provinces or states). The department of Santa Cruz, 
where most of Brazil’s soybeans are grown, shares a border 
with the Brazilian states of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso 
do Sul, both of which produce a lot of soybeans. Several 
decades ago, Brazilian soil used to grow soybeans was 
becoming exhausted and yields were dropping, so Brazilian 
investors began to look around for better soil. They began 
to investigate the soil in Bolivia, and found that the land in 
the department of Santa Cruz gave soybean yields that were 
sometimes three times greater than land in Brazil. Moreover, 
many areas of Brazil give only one crop a year, where 
some parts of Santa Cruz give 3 crops a year. So Brazilian 
investors began to buy land for soybeans in Bolivia.
 Farmers in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, have grown soybeans 
for a long time (Carlos thinks since at least the 1940s or 
1950s) but always on a small scale for local consumption. 
The soybean did not become an important crop in Brazil 
until about the mid-1980s. Recently a huge private group of 
Colombian investors with a company named Gravetal have 
invested heavily in soya in Bolivia. About two or three years 
ago they constructed a soybean crushing plant in southeast 
Santa Cruz on the Paraguai River, near Puerto Suarez, in 
a special river “export corridor” named the Hidrovia, a 
“hydro pathway infrastructure development project” which 
is attracting international funds to improve port facilities, 
deepen the river channel, etc. The Paraguai River fl ows south 
through Paraguay and Argentina, where it joins the Paraná 
River, than enters the Atlantic Ocean at the Rio de la Plata 
near Buenos Aires, Argentina. They export a lot of soybean 
oil and meal down that river.
 The rise of soybeans in Santa Cruz has nothing to do 
with coca (for cocaine) or the drug trade, since coca has 
never been grown much in Santa Cruz; the coca leaf is 

grown in areas of La Paz and Cochabamba departments, but 
not Santa Cruz.
 There are two good sources of information on soybeans 
in Bolivia: (1) The national secretary of agriculture–
Secretaria Nacional de Agricultura y Ganaderia, Avenida 
Camacho #1471, La Paz, Bolivia. Contact Carlos Agreda, 
Subsecretario de Agricultura. Fax: +591 2 357-535. (2) A 
very active private trade association in charge of all crops 
in the area of Santa Cruz, where most of Bolivia’s soybeans 
are grown. Since soya is their biggest crop, they are experts 
on it–Camara Agropecuaria del Oriente, 3er. [trecer] Anillo 
Interno, Avenida Piraí, Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia. 
Contact Erwin Reck, director. Fax: +591 3 522 621.
 Note: According to offi cial statistics, published in 
Soya Bluebook ‘94 (p. 221), Bolivia was the fourth largest 
soybean producer in Latin America (after Brazil, Argentina, 
and Paraguay), having produced a record 520,000 tonnes 
(metric tons) in 1993/94. Five years earlier, in 1988/89, 
Bolivia produced 294,000 tonnes of soybeans, and ten 
years earlier, in 1983/84 only 58,000 tonnes. Thus Bolivian 
soybean production has increased almost 9-fold during the 
last decade. Address: Commercial Representative, Bolivian 
Embassy, 3014 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 
20008. Phone: 202-483-4410.

3279. SoyaScan Notes. 1996. Big changes at Muso 
(Overview). April 18. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Muso’s business has been severely hurt by the 
yen-dollar exchange rate, and the fact that Japanese exports 
are becoming much more expensive for foreigners. So 
Muso is now trying to import organically grown foods and 
ingredients–such as organically grown soybeans.

3280. Acasio, Ulysses A. 1996. Soybean harvesting, storage 
and transporting: problems and solutions. In: Alex Buchanan, 
ed. 1996. Proceedings of the Second International Soybean 
Processing and Utilization Conference: 8-13 January 1996, 
Bangkok, Thailand. Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny 
Publishing Limited Partnership. Distributed by The Institute 
of Food Research and Product Development, Kasetsart 
University. xviii + 556 p. See p. 118-23. [25 ref]
Address: Asst. Prof., Dep. of Grain Science and Industry, 
Kansas State Univ., Manhattan, Kansas, USA.

3281. Holz, Alan. 1996. The changing vegetable oil and 
soybean oil situation in India: Production and imports 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 13. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: India made its fi rst purchase of U.S. soybean oil 
in April 1961, under PL-480 (the Food for Peace program). 
In recent years, for more than a decade, India has had 
a policy of becoming self suffi cient. Total vegetable oil 
production in India has risen steadily from about 2.2 million 
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tonnes (metric tons) in 1975 to about 5.7 million tons in 
1995. Over the same period, India’s defi cit in vegetable oils 
increased (requiring more imports) from about zero in 1975 
to about -2 million tonnes in 1988; thereafter it decreased 
to almost zero in 1993, but thereafter has started to increase 
again, but to less than 1 million tonnes. India’s drive for self 
suffi ciency has hurt the U.S. balance of trade with India. 
Presently India’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is growing 
faster than that of the USA.
 U.S. exports of soybean oil to India were only 
15,819 tonnes in 1975/76. For the next 4 years they rose 
dramatically to a peak of 427,669 tonnes in 1979/80. The 
next year they plummeted to only 61,815, and thereafter the 
trend has been downward. In all but 2 years during the 1980s 
exports were under 70,000 tonnes, and in the 5 years from 
1990/91 to 1994/95 they averaged only 41,275 tonnes.
 Indian production of soybean oil has grown 
dramatically, from 290,000 tonnes in 1989/90 to an estimated 
704,000 tonnes in 1995/96; that year soybean oil was the 
third largest vegetable oil produced in India, behind rapeseed 
oil (1,931,000 tonnes) and peanut oil (1,700,000 tonnes). The 
main vegetable oil imported by India is palm oil (525,000 
tonnes), followed by soybean oil (100,000 tonnes, about half 
of which comes from the USA). Address: USDA Foreign 
Agricultural Service, Oilseeds & Products, Room 5638 
South, 14th & Independence, Washington, DC 20250. Phone: 
202-720-0143.

3282. Holz, Alan. 1996. Which countries have been the 
largest buyers of American soybean oil since 1983/84? 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 13. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1983/84 the largest buyers of U.S. soybean 
oil were Pakistan (216,000 tonnes = metric tons), India 
(169,000 tonnes), and Mexico (68,000 tonnes); all other 
countries bought 371,000 tonnes.
 Looking fi ve years ahead, at 1988/89, Pakistan was still 
the largest buyer (453,000 tonnes) with a larger percentage 
of the total, followed by Morocco (80,000), then India and 
Mexico.
 Looking now at the most recent year, 1994/95, China is 
by far the biggest buyer with 551,000 tonnes. China’s fi rst 
signifi cant purchases were in 1993/94 (82,000 tonnes). After 
China comes Mexico (59,000). All other buyers import less 
than 30,000 tonnes. Address: USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service, Oilseeds & Products, Room 5638 South, 14th & 
Independence, Washington, DC 20250. Phone: 202-720-
0143.

3283. Kumoda, Yasuo. 1996. Morinaga Nutritional Foods 
is constructing tofu plant in Tualatin, Oregon with Pacifi c 
Foods of Oregon (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 13. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Morinaga headquarters in Japan has fi nally 

given both permission and a large amount of money for 
Morinaga Nutritional Foods to build a tofu plant in the 
United States. Mr. Ono, the president and CEO of Morinaga 
in Japan, has been interested in this project since the early 
1980s (William Shurtleff discussed the proposed project with 
him at great length in Tokyo in June 1983) and he gave Mr. 
Kumoda the authority to make almost all of the decisions 
affecting the U.S. plant. The operation, a joint venture with 
Pacifi c Foods of Oregon, was fi nalized in August 1995. 
Construction of a brand new building, near to but separate 
from the existing Pacifi c Foods plant, has been completed. It 
will house two large pieces of equipment: A soymilk making 
system (custom designed by Morinaga’s engineering division 
in Japan and made by a Japanese equipment company), and 
a Tetra Pak machine that packs 12 oz (350 gm) cartons. The 
soymilk system is expected to arrive in the USA in June. 
Production of Mori-Nu aseptic tofu in Oregon is expected to 
begin in December 1996. Morinaga’s operations presently 
occupy only about 25% of the new plant, so the company is 
looking to develop new products. The price of the new 12 oz 
Mori-Nu package will be the same as the price of the present 
10½ oz pack. With a bigger box for the same price, the price 
per unit weight of tofu will be reduced by 20%. Morinaga 
will save money on shipping American soybeans to Japan, 
shipping the fi nished tofu from Japan to California, and a 
7% tariff on tofu imported to the USA. They will have the 
additional cost of fi nancing the building.
 Morinaga plans to continue making aseptic tofu in 
Japan, even though their equipment is about 20 years old. 
The plant in Japan is now operating at full capacity. After 
the plant in America begins operation, the plant in Japan will 
start producing mainly private-label brands for big Japanese 
supermarket chains. There are restrictions on Morinaga 
selling their own brand of tofu in Japan. Eventually 
Morinaga’s plant in America will produce all the Mori-Nu 
tofu sold worldwide, and fi nally they hope to export this tofu 
to Japan! Mr. Kumoda has already obtained the support of 
the U.S. government for this project, as part of the U.S. effort 
to increase exports to Japan!
 On March 28 of this year NHK Television aired an 
exciting 30-minute documentary program in Japan titled 
Tofu’s Secret (Tofu no Himitsu). It discussed the many 
exciting discoveries made by three Japanese universities 
concerning phytochemicals in soybeans. By coincidence, Mr. 
Ono of Morinaga saw the program and was very impressed. 
Morinaga has purchased the rights to make a condensed 
English-language video version to which they will add some 
information of their own. They believe this will video will be 
of great help in introducing tofu to the American people.
 Follow-up talk. May 15. Yesterday Mr. Kumoda visited 
Pacifi c Foods of Oregon. Morinaga’s technical person 
arrived there from Japan yesterday. He will stay and work 
there permanently. The mood at Pacifi c Foods was unusual. 
At least four lawyers were there for reasons that Mr. Kumoda 
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did not understand. Address: CEO, Morinaga Nutritional 
Foods, 2050 W. 190th St., Suite 110, Torrance, California 
90504. Phone: 1-800-669-8636.

3284. Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1996. How Hong Kong 
is facing the move from British to Chinese control in June 
1997. Television broadcast. PBS. May 7.
• Summary: Elizabeth Farnsworth fi rst provides some 
background. “Hong Kong is the last great jewel in England’s 
imperial crown, a reminder of the days when the sun never 
set on the British Empire. But on July 1, 1997, Hong Kong 
will be returned to China after 150 years as a British colony. 
That arrangement was sealed in 1984 [Dec. 19], when Britain 
and China signed an agreement which stipulated that Hong 
Kong would retain its capitalism, its rights, and its freedoms. 
China’s promise was “One country, two systems.” Note: 
China meant this concept to apply to Taiwan as well. The 99 
year lease which expires in 1997 was signed in 1898.
 “British infl uence and way of life have pervaded Hong 
Kong since it became a colony in 1842... The Royal Hong 
Kong Jockey Club was organized in 1844. The Chinese 
quickly joined in the excitement of betting on race horses but 
they couldn’t belong to the club until 1926.
 “Since World War II, and especially in the last two 
decades, Hong Kong has changed dramatically, as it evolved 
into an economic powerhouse. It has the world’s 8th largest 
trading economy with (until a recent slump) a 6% annual 
growth rate, and an unemployment rate that (until recently) 
hovered around 1½ percent. Its gross domestic product is 
one-fi fth that of all China.
 “When Christopher Patton, a prominent British 
politician, became the last British governor of Hong Kong in 
1992, he turned what could have been just a ceremonial post 
into a bully pulpit. From the beginning, Patton has pushed 
Hong Kong towards more democratic government and he 
was repeatedly vilifi ed by Beijing as a result. Shortly after 
taking offi ce, he introduced a reform bill which gave the 
people of Hong Kong voting rights for the fi rst time in 150 
years. Last September voters chose Hong Kong’s fi rst wholly 
elected legislative council. Pro-democracy candidates won 
overwhelmingly, defeating the pro-China party. Martin Lee 
is chairman of Hong Kong’s Democratic Party.
 Then in March [1996], China’s hand-picked Preparatory 
Committee, an advisory group on the transition from British 
to Chinese rule, announced that the newly-elected council 
would be dismantled in 1997. It would be replaced with 
a provisional legislature appointed by the pro-Chinese 
Preparatory Committee itself. Governor Patton, among 
others, sharply criticized that decision... A few days later a 
Chinese offi cial turned up the heat. He said that civil servants 
in the future would have to pledge their allegiance to the 
appointed legislature, or lose their jobs. Though he later 
softened his stance, the damage was done.
 “People in Hong Kong have reacted to the Chinese 

government’s actions with anger and fear. A week after 
the announcement that the Legislative Council would be 
removed, tens of thousands of people lined up to apply 
for a British overseas passport which allows residents of 
former British territories to travel without a visa to Britain 
and 18 other countries. A January [1996] opinion poll found 
that 43% of Hong Kong’s citizens aged 15 to 24 would 
rather emigrate than stay past 1997. And more than half of 
all resident opposed reunifi cation with China. Faced with 
mounting criticism, the Beijing-appointed Preparatory 
Committee held what it billed as an “airing of public views 
on Hong Kong’s future government.” Critics complained that 
no pro-democracy politicians were invited to speak and the 
press was kept out. More than 1,000 demonstrators took to 
the streets with signs calling China a “rapist of democracy.” 
However some business leaders (most of whom have foreign 
passports) are now starting to work with the Preparatory 
Committee in the hopes of making a smooth transition at any 
cost.
 Hong Kong, a crucial economic and trade link to 
China has a direct stake in the current American debate 
over renewing Most Favored Nation (MFN) Status to the 
mainland. The United States is Hong Kong’s largest overseas 
trading partner. Trade between the two now totals some $24 
billion. If China is denied MFN, Hong Kong, soon to be part 
of China, would be hurt. Without MFN, imports would be 
subject to punitive tariffs that could price them out of the 
U.S. market. Governor Patton is visiting the USA this week. 
He wants to convince congress not to deny or put conditions 
on China’s MFN status. In 420 days Hong Kong will revert 
to Chinese sovereignty. An interview with Governor Patton 
follows.
 After 30 June 1997 Hong Kong will lose its traditional 
name and be known (at least in China) as the “Special 
Administrative Territory.” Hong Kong’s future is guaranteed 
in an international treaty, lodged at the United Nations, 
signed by Britain and China. It guarantees Hong Kong’s well 
being [and capitalist system] for 50 years after 1997. Gov. 
Patton believes there would be grave consequences if China 
were to resile [withdraw] from this promise. He is basically 
optimistic about Hong Kong’s future, for he believes that 
Hong Kong represents the future of Asia.
 Hong Kong is located at the mouth of the Canton River 
90 miles south of Canton. The total area of Hong Kong is 
415 square miles with a population of 5.5 million (1995 
estimate). Of these only 20,000 are British and less than 10% 
have a British or other foreign passport. From 1949 to 1962 
Hong Kong absorbed more than a million refugees from 
China.

3285. Kobold, Christy. 1996. How to get statistics on exports 
from and imports to the USA using PIERS (Port Import 
Export Reporting Service) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 
17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
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• Summary: PIERS is a computerized database with detailed 
records on all import and export transactions through U.S. 
ports. It is produced by The Journal of Commerce, which 
started in San Francisco in 1827. The PIERS division 
started in 1972-73. They have 125 reporters at all U.S. 
ports (including Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico) who 
enter information into their database information from bills 
of lading and vessel manifests. Import data is now 100% 
electronic. Reports are produced on a weekly, monthly, or 
quarterly basis by port, by destination, product type, etc. 
There are fi ve formats/media: Printed report (hard copy), 
tape, diskette, CD-ROM, and on-line access. One report 
costs $450. The 3 big ports on the west coast of the USA 
are Oakland and Long Beach (California), and Vancouver 
(BC, Canada); few imports come into San Francisco any 
more. The information available from PIERS is found in the 
following import and export data fi elds: Product description 
(as shown on bill of lading or manifest). PIERS product 
code. Harmonized Tariff Code and Description (assigned by 
PIERS, not copied from ship documents). Overseas country 
name. U.S. port name. Overseas port name. Container size, 
container quantity, TEU count and cubic feet. Steamship line 
and vessel name. Manifest number. Cargo quantity and unit 
of measure. Cargo weight. Voyage number. Shipment value. 
Payment type. Shipment direction. Bank name. Address: 425 
California St., Suite 2450, San Francisco, CA 94104. Phone: 
1-800-824-7537.

3286. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1996. Canadian Soybean Export 
Association. 9(2):2-3. July.
• Summary: “The Canadian Soybean Export Association 
(CSEA), held their inaugural meeting on March 19, 1996.” 
This article is basically the same as the news release 
issued by CSEA on March 19. A photo shows CSEA 
executives Kim Cooper, Sue Robert, Garth Baxter, and Ron 
MacDougall.

3287. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1996. ASA/Japan 
hosts 40th anniversary celebration. 2(10):1-2. Sept.
• Summary: An estimated 175 “Soycomplex Leaders” from 
throughout Japan attended the ASA [American Soybean 
Association] /Japan 40th Anniversary celebration in Tokyo, 
according to ASA/Japan Country Director Kent Nelson. 
In 1946 ASA started activities in Japan as a member of the 
Japanese American Soybean Institute (JASI), which included 
the Japan Oilseed Processors Association (JOPA), the Japan 
Oil and Fat Importers & Exporters Assoc. (JOFIEA), and the 
Japanese tofu, soy sauce, and miso associations.
 A photo shows ASA Executive Offi cer George M. 
Strayer and Mrs. Strayer in October 1955 leaving Waterloo, 
Iowa, enroute to Japan on a trade mission.
 One sidebar (p. 2) titled “Meeting Japan’s needs now 
and in the future,” states: Japan imports 97% of its soybeans. 

Nearly 25% of Japan’s imported soybeans are used for food. 
Japan is projected to import its 5 billionth bushel of soybeans 
from the USA in the second half of the year 2000. “Japan 
remains the top single country market in the world (soymeal 
included) and is expected to remain the largest export market 
for US producers into the year 2000.”
 A second sidebar (p. 1) titled “ASA/Japan celebrates 
40th anniversary,” notes that in 1956, Japan imported 
536,000 metric tons of US soybeans. In 1995 Japan imported 
eight times that amount, over 4 million metric tons. This 
fall a unifi ed trade team composed of JOPA processors and 
JOFIEA importers will meet with ASA and United Soybean 
Board leaders in St. Louis, Missouri, to discuss short, 
medium, and long-term goals.

3288. Soybean Digest. 1996. Soy milk program for rural 
Chinese children. Sept.
• Summary: “A ‘soy action’ program, designed to improve 
nutrition for more than 300 million rural children, was 
recently launched in China.
 “The program will provide soybean milk or other 
soybean products every day for children below age 15 as a 
replacement for the protein they are lacking.
 “According to a recent story in the China Daily, the 
only national English-language newspaper in China, many 
children in rural areas suffer from malnutrition-related health 
problems.
 “The report noted that poor nutrition, because suffi cient 
high-protein foods like cow milk and meat products are 
in short supply, has affected the physical development of 
children in rural areas.”
 Last year, for the fi rst time in recent history, China, long 
a major soybean producer, was forced to import soybeans to 
meet the demands of its exploding livestock industry.

3289. GMF–Genetically Modifi ed Foods Market Intelligence 
(Genetic ID, Fairfi eld, Iowa). 1996. Corn and soy traders: 
“What a mess!” No. 1. Nov. 18. p. 1-3.
• Summary: “The introduction of Monsanto’s Roundup 
Ready soybeans and Ciba-Geigy’s and Mycogen’s Bt corn 
into the market has posed new challenges for American 
exporters and European importers.”
 “European importers are expressing frustration at not 
being able to reliably purchase large segregated shipments 
of soybeans from the U.S... Arnd von Wissel, general 
manager of the largest German soybean crusher in Germany, 
Oelmuehle Hamburg AG, says that his customers are asking 
for a 100% guarantee that he can deliver products derived 
from non-genetically modifi ed soybeans.”

3290. GMF–Genetically Modifi ed Foods Market Intelligence 
(Genetic ID, Fairfi eld, Iowa). 1996. Soybean controversy in 
Europe. No. 2. Dec. 2. p. 1-2.
• Summary: “Market acceptance of genetically modifi ed 
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soybeans into the European market has gotten off to a rocky 
start. Consumer organizations, processor associations, 
farmers’ unions and large companies have objected to the 
introduction of these new beans into Europe. German farm 
union (DBV) president Constantin Freiherr Heereman, 
an advocate of genetically engineered foods, told Reuters 
on Nov. 22 that ‘the market introduction in Europe of 
genetically-altered soybeans developed by US fi rm 
Monsanto Co. had been a public relations disaster.’
 “EU farmers and retailers object: The European Farmers 
Coordination (CPE), in a strongly worded statement on Nov. 
7, objected to ‘the act of “forcing”’ imposed by Monsanto, 
who is trying at all costs to get its genetically engineered 
soya on the EU market, without a public debate [having] 
taken place and without appropriate legislation.’ The 
statement goes on to say, ‘In the United States exporters 
did everything to mix the engineered soya (2% of the total) 
with the rest of the harvest, in order to break the European 
resistance. This policy of non-transparency and provocation 
is unacceptable.’
 “Message to Americans: In light of this kind of 
vehement response from European customers, it is certainly 
incumbent on American exporters to accommodate them 
or risk losing market share. This point was very clearly 
made in the New York Times of Nov. 11 by Henrik Kroner, 
secretary general of EuroCommerce, the association of 
European importers and retailers: ‘Our message from our 
customers is that, for whatever reason, they would prefer 
not to have it in their foodstuffs. I am telling the American 
exporters to please, in this season, if you are wise, don’t ship 
these soybeans to Europe because you may trigger a lasting 
reaction. And if you must, separate and label them.’
 “Americans unprepared: The American agriculture 
industry has been caught off guard by this reaction. The 
potential benefi ts for producers of genetically modifi ed crops 
are so great that the position of consumers in the equation 
may have been overlooked. According to a Monsanto survey, 
97% of the farmers who used Roundup Ready seeds say they 
are happy with the crop, and 85% plan to use Monsanto’s 
seeds for next year’s crop. The CPE statement points out, ‘In 
general European consumers are very hesitant. For them no 
benefi t at all appears. This product is only an extra risk on 
our plate.’
 “Large American exporters who handle grains as a 
bulk commodity have not been prepared to respond to the 
situation. Texas A&M University agricultural economist 
Dr. Amy Thurow says, ‘At this point we are not set up to 
differentiate. One of the issues is there wasn’t an anticipation 
of the reaction of European consumers. There are some 
trends and consumer preferences that we can’t foresee.’
 “Segregation feasible: Lynn Clarkson of Clarkson Grain 
Company in Illinois says that it is much easier for the small 
and medium-sized grain companies to respond to customer 
requests for identity preserved shipments of genetically 

natural product. ‘The smaller guys are using farm storage for 
the initial segregation, and then direct transfer from barge to 
ship to avoid terminal mixing; 500,000 bushels is doable.’ 
Mr. Clarkson points out that 65-75% of crop is stored at the 
farm.
 “Clarkson Grain decided fi ve years ago to specialize 
in identity preserved specialty grains, such as high-oil corn 
and tofu soybeans. ‘We have seen increasing segmentation 
of a traditional commodity market. In every industry you 
see increasing specialization as the market matures. This is 
nothing new.’ Mr. Clarkson’s segregation procedures were 
already in place when his European customers, particularly 
the large grocery chains in the UK and Germany, said they 
will not purchase genetically modifi ed soybeans.
 “Cost estimates: American exporters have arrived 
at widely varying estimates of the extra costs associated 
with segregation. Mr. Clarkson sees the market for identity 
preserved grains as those who are willing to pay a premium. 
He estimates the total extra costs to be approximately 50 
cents a bushel, comprising 10 cents premium to the farmer, 
10 cents in elevator bypass costs, and 5 cents for direct 
transfer from barge to ship. His estimate of the costs of 
segregated storage and shipping on the European end is 
approximately 25 cents. At these levels, segregation of 
genetically natural crops may not present an undue burden. 
Other sources indicate that a signifi cant premium (still less 
than that charged for organic crops) may be charged to 
customers demanding genetically natural crops. The costs of 
testing would add a negligible amount to these fi gures.”

3291. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1996. Chinese feed 
team visits Iowa and Minnesota. 3(2):4. Dec.
• Summary: The Iowa Soybean Promotion Board and 
the Minnesota Soybean Research & Promotion Board, in 
cooperation with the American Soybean Association and 
United Soybean Board, hosted a 17-member trade team of 
Chinese feedmillers touring farms in Iowa and Minnesota. 
The team was accompanied by Phil Laney, American 
Soybean Association country director in China; Claudia 
Chong, ASA livestock assistant in Shanghai; and technical 
expert Darwin Britzman, International Nutrition Consulting, 
Inc.
 “The purpose of the trade mission was to provide 
information on feed production using Hi-Pro soybean meal 
in low-cost effi ciency diets for layers, broilers and swine. 
Scheduled stops at swine farms, feed companies, and 
cooperatives, focused on management practices to reduce 
production costs and other production technology to make 
more effi cient use of soybeans in feeds (extrusion, roasting, 
etc.).
 “The ultimate goal of U.S. soybean producers is to 
convince at least 50 percent of the feedmillers participating 
in the trade mission to incorporate at least one change by 
September 30, 1997, based upon the new technology learned. 
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According to Sherry Lowe, Communications Specialist for 
the Minnesota Soybean Growers Association, as a direct 
result of the visit to the U.S., members of the Chinese team 
placed orders totaling 130,000 metric tons of U.S. soybeans; 
that’s nearly 4.8 million bushels!”
 A close-up photo shows three men in a soybean fi eld. 
The caption reads: “ASA / China Country Director Phil 
Laney (center) experiences a Minnesota soybean fi eld 
with international soybean customers Tang Jing, Director 
Administration Offi ce, China National Research & Training 
Center / China National Seed Company (left) and Jin Jabanj, 
Vice Manager of Anhui Province Feed Corporation.”

3292. Kluis, Alan. 1996. Global soybean demand continues 
to increase: A price rebound likely in 1997. Soybean Digest. 
Dec. p. 54.
• Summary: A table shows U.S. soybean exports to leading 
nations and regions from 1990/91 to 1995/96, with Northstar 
estimates for 1996/97. China began importing U.S. soybeans 
in 1995/96 with 12 million bushels, projected to rise to 26 
million in 1996/97.
 Europe is the largest market: European imports of U.S. 
soybeans rose from 212 million bu in 1990/91 to 339 million 
in 1995/96.
 Japan is the 2nd largest market. Japan’s imports of U.S. 
soybeans rose from 131 million bu in 1990/91 to 149 million 
in 1995/96.
 Taiwan is the 3rd largest market. Taiwan’s imports of 
U.S. soybeans rose from 69 million bu in 1990/91 to 96 
million in 1995/96.
 Mexico is the 4th largest market. Mexico’s imports of 
U.S. soybeans rose from 59 million bu in 1990/91 to 95 
million in 1995/96.
 South Korea is the 5th largest market. South Korea’s 
imports of U.S. soybeans rose from 32 million bu in 1990/91 
to 51 million in 1995/96.
 Indonesia’s imports of U.S. soybeans rose from 3 
million bu in 1990/91 to 25 million in 1995/96.
 Israel’s imports of U.S. soybeans rose from 15 million 
bu in 1990/91 to 16 million in 1995/96.
 Total imports of U.S. soybeans rose from 557 million 
bu in 1990/91 to 845 million in 1995/96. Address: President, 
NorthStar Commodity Co.

3293. Lane, Mick. 1996. Foreign material dilemma: Will FM 
hurt U.S. soybean exports? Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 8-9.
• Summary: The current American grading system provides 
little or no incentive for shippers and elevator operators 
to take out FM in No. 2 soybeans. Of course international 
customers cold but No. 1 beans and get considerably less 
FM, but they would have to pay a premium.
 From 1992 through 1994, the average FM in soybeans 
exported from U.S. ports was 1.7%–some 70% higher than 
the 1% maximum in soybeans shipped from South American 

ports. During most of 1980s, it was nearly 2%–the allowable 
level for No. 2 yellow soybeans which comprise most U.S. 
soybean exports.

3294. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1996. Canadian soybean exports and imports. 
Dec. p. 2.
• Summary: Gives comparative soybean statistics in metric 
tons (tonnes) for crop year 1994/95 and 1995/96.
 Total soy [soybean] imports: Increased 12% from 62,539 
to 69,900.
 Exports to East Asia: Increased 11% from 110,251 to 
122,176. The leading importers, in descending order of 
thousand tonnes imported in 1995/96, are: Japan (36.5), 
Hong Kong (31.2), Malaysia (21.3), Singapore (19.7), 
Indonesia (3.6), South Korea (2.5).
 Exports to Europe: Increased 27% from 262,163 to 
333,412. The leading importers, in descending order of 
thousand tonnes imported in 1995/96, are: Spain (100.7), 
Netherlands (88.2), Portugal (48.2), Belgium (44.0), Norway 
(28.3).
 Exports to USA: Decreased 16% from 150,757 to 
136,903.
 Total soybean exports: Increased 11% from 528,102 to 
586,621 tonnes.
 Source: Statistics Canada. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, 
ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3295. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1996. Profi le: Gord Pryde of Hensall District Co-
operative (Ontario, Canada). Dec. p. 7.
• Summary: “Ontario’s newest soybean exporter is planning 
to expand contract production of white hilum soybeans 
northward through Huron and Perth Counties.
 “Hensall Co-op contracted with over 100 growers in 
1996 to produce 10,000 tonnes of food quality soybeans, 
mainly for export to Japan and Hong Kong. For 1997, 
the cooperative will offer contracts for 150 farmers as it 
makes more inroads into the Pacifi c Rim market. “’Quality 
is the key,’ says Gord Pryde, marketing manager for the 
cooperative, which has invested $4.5 million in processing 
equipment at its Hensall site within the last three years. 
Pryde says that in 1990, the cooperative faced a pivotal 
choice. Either it had to undertake a major upgrade in 
facilities to ship high-quality edible beans, or it had to quit 
that business.
 “Very early in the discussions, directors saw the 
potential to enhance the return on their investments in 
equipment and human resources by expanding into soybeans. 
Now, the cooperative has world class receiving, cleaning 
and drying equipment, matched with a fl exible high-quality 
storage network that lets it segregate beans and soybeans for 
distinct markets. Pryde says the equipment achieves precise 
size, colour and cleanliness standards, and allows them to 
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ship soybeans in bulk or in poly or jute bags.
 “Hensall Co-op has total sales over $100 million a year, 
with nine locations from Ilderton in Middlesex County to 
Londesborough in north Huron County. The cooperative 
markets farm inputs such as seed, fertilizer and feed, 
together with fuels and hardware. Hensall Co-op operates 
fi ve elevators at Hensall, Seaforth, Exeter, Ilderton and 
Londesborough. The cooperative is a prominent player in 
Ontario’s white bean industry, and also contracts a dozen 
kinds of edible beans, ranging from familiar kidney beans to 
two kinds that most Ontario consumers have probably never 
seen. These are otebo [Phaseolus vulgaris L.] and kintoki 
[azuki] beans, grown especially for Japan, and they’re 
another reason that Hensall Co-op believes that it can sell 
food quality soybeans in the Pacifi c Rim.
 “’We’ve already established a presence as a high quality 
niche market supplier in the region,’ Pryde explains.
 “Pryde says Hensall Co-op is building on the efforts 
of pioneers including John Thompson of W.G. Thompson 
& Sons, and Nap and Paul King of King Grain, and more 
recently Peter Hannam of First Line Seeds.
 “’They have established a reputation for quality,’ Pryde 
says. ‘We don’t see ourselves as competitors. We think we 
can complement their efforts by identifying our own niches.’ 
He adds, ‘We believe we are expanding Ontario’s share of 
overseas markets.’
 “Pryde says the co-op expects steady growth in contract 
production, especially with identity-preserved varieties. For 
its 1996 contracts signed last winter, the co-op offered a 20 
cent at-harvest premium for white hilums, and 30 cents for 
identity preserved, rising to 60 cents for January delivery.
 “Most current growers are in north Middlesex county, 
but Pryde sees potential for growth throughout its trading 
area as growers gain experience. Hensall Co-op lays out a 
production program, including weed control. Quality at the 
receiving platform, however, is heavily infl uenced by critical 
harvest decisions, including combine settings and harvest 
timing.
 “’We see our involvement in soybeans fi ve years from 
now to be completely different than today,’ Pryde says. 
‘We’re always going to have a base of regular white hilum 
soybeans, but the future is to source customers who have 
unique requirements that demand a niche approach.’ That 
means more identity-preserved production. In fact, Pryde 
foresees the growth of unique niche marketing becoming 
so precise, buyers who live half a world away will want to 
know they’re receiving beans grown by specifi c producers.
 “’We built our edible bean business on niche marketing,’ 
Pryde says. ‘We will use the same approach in soybeans. 
We’re defi nitely in this market for the long term.’”
 A photo shows Gord Pryde of Hensall District Co-
operative standing next to a large truck. Address: Box 1199, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3296. Matsutaka, Naotaka. 1996. Separating trade and 
politics: The restoration of Japan’s China trade, 1945-1958. 
Harvard University Press. 528 p. *
• Summary: Many companies in Japan “were interested in 
increasing the import of far materials and foodstuffs from 
Northeast China [formerly Manchuria]. Many of these 
companies have been heavily invested in Manchuria before 
the war. On April 8 and 22, Wada Hiroo, Chairman of the 
Japan Soybean Association...”

3297. Hasse, Geraldo; Bueno, Fernando. 1996. Chronology 
of the soybean in Brazil (Document part). In: G. Hasse 
and F. Bueno. 1996. O Brasil da Soja: Abrindo Fronteiras, 
Semeando Cidades [The Brazil of Soy: Opening Frontiers, 
Sowing Cities]. Porto Alegre, Brazil: L&PM Editores S.A. 
256 p. See p. 198-99, 255-56. Illust. 32 x 28 cm. [Por; Eng]
• Summary: An excellent chronology: 1882–The earliest 
known planting of soybeans in Brazil, at Bahia. 1889–The 
fi rst technical article on soybeans is published in Instituto 
Agronômico (Campinas, Sao Paulo). 1900–Experimental 
soybean plantations in Rio Grande do Sul. 1908–Japanese 
immigrants cultivate soybeans at home in the interior of 
Sao Paulo. 1914–In Porto Alegre, E.C. Craig teaches about 
soy. 1921–Seed is distributed to settlers of Santa Rosa, Rio 
Grande do Sul, by priest Albert Lehnbauer. 1923–Henrique 
Lobbe begins the testing of American varieties in Sao Simao, 
Sao Paulo.
 1930–Planting and cooking in northeastern Rio Grande 
do Sul is taught by Czeslaw Biezanko. 1934–Seeds are 
brought from China to Minister Fernando Costa by actress 
Patrícia Galvao. 1935–Neme Abdo Neme begins his 
experiments in Agronômico from Campinas. 1938–The fi rst 
shipment from Rio Grande do Sul to Germany is exported by 
Frederico Ortmann.
 1941–Soy fi rst enters agricultural statistical data of Rio 
Grande do Sul. 1945–Soy fi rst enters agricultural statistical 
data of Sao Paulo. 1948–In order to add soy to Patroa cotton 
oil, Swift encourages planting in the interior of Sao Paulo.
 1950–José Gomes da Silva begins the Soy Campaign 
in Sao Paulo, introducing new American varieties. 1951–
Francisco de Jesus Vernetti begins to research soy at Iapas, 
Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul; Incobrasa inaugurates its factory 
in Gravataí, Rio Grande do Sul, and launches the Santa Rosa 
oil, with technology brought by the Chinese who fl ed Mao 
Zhe Dong’s revolution. 1952–Sorol produces soybean oil in 
Pelotas. 1955–Chinese entrepreneurs establish Igol in Santa 
Rosa and soy is planted to recover frosted coffee plantations 
in Paraná. 1957–In Porto Alegre, Merlin launches canned 
oil. 1958–Samrig inaugurates a factory in Esteio, Rio Grande 
do Sul, and launches the Primor oil and margarine; Shiro 
Miyasaka discovers a soybean variety that is less sensitive 
to the photoperiod in the Paraíba river valley; foundations of 
the Federaçao das Cooperativas Tritícolas do Sul (Southern 
Wheat Cooperatives Federation) (Fecotrigo).
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 1962–In Giruá, Rio Grande do Sul, Sadi Pilau 
establishes a factory. 1963–The Federal University of Viçosa, 
Minas Gerais, begins to study varieties adapted to the 
cerrados.
 1966–Santa Rosa, the fi rst great Brazilian variety, 
resulting from crosses of American strains, is launched at the 
First National Soy Festival. 1967–Operation Armadillo, in 
the interior of Rio Grande do Sul, a milestone of the couple 
wheat-soy, is fi nanced by Banco da Brasil; fi rst Soy Festival 
in Sao Joaquim da Barra, Sao Paulo. 1968–Romeu Kiihl 
returns from the U.S. after studying soy’s ability to adapt 
to different latitudes. 1969–Mineira and Viçoja varieties 
launched by UFV.
 1970–Soy begins to be planted in Mato Grosso (do 
Sul) and penetrates the cerrados of Goiás. 1971–Olvebra 
begins operation after the fusion of four factories from 
Rio Grande do Sul; the National Commission on Soy 
Research is established in the Ministry of Agriculture, 
which is responsible for launching BR seed varieties. 1972 
April 4–Ceval is founded by the Hering company. Oct.–
Begins regular operations in Gaspar, Santa Catarina. 1973–
Anderson Clayton, Cargill and Irmaos Pereira factories are 
inaugurated in Ponta Grossa, Paraná. 1973–Soy prices boom 
in the international market. 1974–Settlers from Rio Grande 
do Sul visit the Chicago Stock Market.
 1976–The National Center for Soy Research, of 
Embrapa, begins operation in Londrina, Paraná. The Sadai 
group, the biggest consumer of soybean meal, begins 
processing soy in a factory in Toledo, Paraná; Perdigao 
establishes a factory in Videira, Santa Catarina.
 1980–Soy broadens the agricultural frontier to the 
cerrados in Bahia. 1981–FT-Cristalina variety is launched, 
suitable for the cerrados. 1982–The “Centralsul Scandal” 
exposes the crisis of the southern agriculture cooperatives; 
international credit to Brazil is cut by the International 
Monetary Fund. 1985–Beginning of the transference process 
of the soybean crushing industries to the Central-West.
 1990–Soybean penetrates Maranhao and Piauí. 1994–
National production record, consisting of more than 25 
million tons.
 1995–The established capacity of the soybean 
processing industry reaches 116,000 tons per day; soy 
businesses represent U.S. $7.5 billion–more than 1% of 
GNP. 1996–The federal government invests in waterways 
and railways to consolidate the agricultural frontiers of the 
Central-West. Address: 1. Journalist; 2. Photographer. Both: 
Brazil.

3298. Hasse, Geraldo; Bueno, Fernando. 1996. O Brasil da 
Soja: Abrindo fronteiras, semeando cidades [The Brazil of 
soy: Opening frontiers, sowing cities]. Porto Alegre, Brazil: 
L&PM Editores S.A. 256 p. Illust. (some color). 32 x 28 cm. 
[Por; Eng]
• Summary: This spectacular and original book contains 

the best history of the soybean in Brazil seen to date. It 
was published to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Ceval 
Alimentos S.A. (best known as “Ceval”), a soybean crushing 
and processing company in Brazil. Founded on 4 April 1972 
as Cerais do Vale Ltda. (“Valley Cereals”) by the Hering Co. 
to benefi t from tax incentives offered by the government of 
Santa Catarina, it began regular operations in Oct. 1972–but 
quickly transcended its origin and original name. In 1996 
the company had nine soybean crushing plants throughout 
Brazil; three of these also contained soy oil refi ning 
capabilities.
 The fi rst half of this book is written in Portuguese, the 
second half in English. Issued in a case, it contains almost 
100 pages of full-color photos plus 24 historical black-and-
white photos (from the early 1900s to the present, each with 
a detailed caption) and excellent illustrations. Hasse, an 
expert in rural matters, conducted more than 150 interviews 
in the process of writing this book.
 Contents: A Brazilian saga (how the book was created), 
by the publishers. The soy revolution (introduction), by Ivo 
Hering and Vilmar Schürmann of Ceval Alimentos. Before 
the fi elds, the school: Introduction, in the baggage of the 
Japanese, the refl ection of North America, whole grain bread, 
the role of World War II, local industry. The foreign thrust (p. 
202): Introduction, Communist help, the pool of exporters, 
“Zé Sojinha” (nickname of agronomist José Gomes da Silva, 
who continues the research of pioneer Neme Abdo Neme at 
the IAC), frost in coffee plantations (1955 in Parana), the 
weight of industry (Samrig in 1953, Bunge & Born, Antonio 
Mafuz, fi rst Samrig crushing plant in 1956 at Porto Alegre, 
Institute for Soy Development of Rio Grande do Sul once 
had 42 members), planting news (Samrig, Nestle), butter vs. 
margarine (Primor soy oil and margarine), table showing 
soybean production in Brazil and four states, every fi ve 
years from 1950 to 1970. The wheat lever: Introduction, 
a civic mission, the import addiction, the circle of mold, 
the technological package, paper wheat, the powerful 
CTRIN, swapping roles. The cooperative branch (p. 212): 
Introduction, the original sin (Fecotrigo, Oct. 1958), in 
the shadow of Banco do Brasil, victims of a giant, grass 
roots education, a summit decision, big shot, the charter 
fl ight to Chicago, the crisis of 1982, loss of credibility, the 
lessons of soy. The Chicago fever: Introduction, “It was 
impossible to compare,” “Exceptional,” kings and beggars 
(the price fever of 1973), the export model, state incentive, 
the theory of plenty. The conquest of the West (p. 222): 
Introduction, expanding frontiers, under the weight of the 
ax, from the other bank of the river, family subsistence, 
chronological duality, the march to the west, sowing cities, 
family memories, once upon a time, the transportation 
bottle-neck (building the Madeira river waterway). The 
agribusiness axis: Introduction, the role of the government, 
plenty of credit, the oil industry, the “poking” method, the 
boom of Santa Catarina, the dynamism of the Central-West 
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region, the new paradigm, the revolution in transportation, 
the effect of the strike, grain trucks, machinery industry, 
the progressive Carazinho, Lodgemann–the land surveyor, 
Streich–the carpenter. A tropical adventure (p. 236): 
Introduction, a multinational legion, the metamorphosis, 
technical leadership, Santa Rosa, in the Mogiana region, the 
Campinas-Pelotas pioneers, Santa Maria, trailing behind 
producers, the queen of the cerrados, technical polarization, 
no frontiers, stories from the hinterland, Londrina–technical 
capital, the Nobel Prize, the retirement of the plow, farewell 
to one-crop farming, poor man’s food (ITAL). A symbol of 
health: Introduction, the paradox of Esteio, forced diet, for 
the pigs and the poor, food and medicine, nutritious soft 
drink (soymilk, leite de soja), a secondary ingredient, fl avor 
barrier (Ital {a public organization}, Vital soymilk {1977}, 
Sojal soymilk, Gestal soymilk, Roberto Moretti from 1977), 
the Mechanical Cow (Moretti’s “cow” was awarded the 
“greatest Brazilian invention” prize by the governor of Sao 
Paulo; this started the cow on an outstanding public career), 
drops in the ocean, a standing taboo, in search of health, 
Oriental wisdom, anti-nutritional factors, therapeutic powers. 
The lessons of a revolution (p. 255): Conclusion. Chronology 
of the history of soy in Brazil.
 On the two pages after the table of contents are full-
page color maps which show: (1) Satellite photo of the 
Planalto Central (High Central Plains) region of Brazil. 
The city of Brasilia is at the center, and concentrated on 
the right are areas of soy plantations. The small circles 
between the plantations are “pivot” planted areas. (2) Map 
of Brazil showing the historical growth of the soybean crop, 
places of historical interest, and important cities and ports. 
There are fi ve special symbols: (a) A brown soybean pod = 
Introduction of soybean cultivation, e.g., 1882 Bahia, 1980 
Barreiras, 1989 Balsas. (b) A blue ship by an elevator = 
Ports that are outlets for soybean production. (c) Three silver 
elevators = Centers of cooperative wheat growing. (d) A red 
retort and a white book = Centers of education, training, and 
research. (e) A yellow factory with smokestack = Crushing 
or processing plants. Generally, the soybean has expanded 
into the northern and northwest parts of Brazil. The captions 
explain: 1882–Bahia–First cultivation of soybeans in Brazil. 
1908–Japanese immigrants import soybeans to Brazil in 
their personal baggage. 1920–Santa Rosa, Rio Grande do 
Sul–Soybean seeds distributed to European colonists. They 
become the fi rst regular cultivators of soy in the southern 
Brazil. 1923–Sao Simao, Sao Paulo–Henrique Lobbe starts 
to test American soybean varieties. 1938–Porto Alegre–The 
fi rst exportation of soybeans from Brazil to Germany. 1958–
Esteio–Brazil’s fi rst soy oil plant, started by Samrig. 1971–
Rio Grande–Grain terminal starts operating. 1972–Gaspar, 
Santa Catararina–Ceval Alimentos begins operations. 
Dourados–Bridge of entry of soybeans into Mato Grosso do 
Sul. Territory of Brasiguaios–Planters of soya and wheat. 
Port cities (from south to north): Rio Grande, Sao Francisco, 

Paranagua, Santos, Vitoria, Ilheus, Ponta de Madeira: 
They play an important role in the exports of seeds and 
industrialized products.
 Talk with Ted Hymowitz, Prof. of Plant Genetics, 
Univ. of Illinois. 2000. July 3. From 1964 through 1966, 
Dr. Hymowitz was employed as an agronomist by the 
IRI Research Institute, Campinas, Brazil–working with 
soybeans–as part of the Alliance for Progress. He was 
also a technical advisor to the Brazilian National Soybean 
Commission. When he read this book, he was struck by the 
fact that it did not mention the important U.S. role in the 
development of the soybean industry in Brazil in the 1960s. 
Address: 1. Journalist; 2. Photographer. Both: Brazil.

3299. Jin, Justin. 1997. China’s mysteries baffl e commodity 
markets. Times of India (The) (Bombay). Jan. 3. p. 18.
• Summary: “China has swung from being a producer 
country to a net importer in many commodities including 
wheat and soyabeans.” China’s seemingly insatiable demand 
for soybean meal–used as a livestock feed–is underpinning 
world prices.
 Last year China suddenly bought an unexpectedly large 
volume of U.S. soybeans and fertilizers. Address: Reuter.

3300. Thompson, Keith. 1997. History of breeding soybeans 
for use in making natto at Jacob Hartz Seed Co. (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 20. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Hartz got involved with natto and with food 
soybeans in 1975 when Yaichiro Mogi, founder and president 
of Asahi Shokuhin, a major Japanese natto manufacturer, 
contacted Continental Grain in Vancouver, BC, Canada. Bud 
Currie (phone: 604-684-7292) of Continental was there at 
the time and he knows the whole story in detail. Continental 
Grain then contacted Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in 1975 on behalf 
of Mr. Mogi. It was probably not until about 1979 or 1980 
that Hartz’s program to breed natto soybeans began to yield 
some results. The fi rst natto soybean they bred successfully 
was their H-24. The small seeded soybeans they had before 
that shattered so badly (the seeds popped out of the pods 
before harvest) that after farmers grew it once, they refused 
to grow it again. Now Hartz has 6 natto varieties. Hartz was 
one of the fi rst American seed companies to breed soybeans 
for food use. Hartz is still dealing with Mr. Mogi, as they did 
more than 20 years ago. He is buying more soybeans direct 
than anyone else in the business, because he does not go 
through all the multiple steps of purchasing (importer, then 
wholesaler) as is typical in Japan. In the early 1980s Hartz 
added a second customer for natto beans, as they started 
working with Mitsubishi. Today Mitsubishi and Continental 
sell natto soybeans bred by Hartz to other natto makers in 
Japan.
 At a rather early date, Mr. Mogi decided that what made 
a soybean variety good for use in natto could be determined 
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by scientifi c research. So, long ago, he established a research 
lab, and they started comparing soybean varieties, looking 
at several other characteristics (especially the chemical 
composition) in addition to seed size and hilum color. He 
communicated is research fi ndings to Hartz, and they started 
screening based on the criteria that he desired. They started 
with small seed size and light hilum color, then tried to add 
more characteristics (such as high sucrose content) into the 
mix. Of course, Hartz would also like to get a high yield, but 
they have never been able to get good natto beans that yield 
well. So they end up sacrifi cing yield to get the other desired 
characteristics. “We think we’ve got the best natto breeding 
program in the world–by a long shot.” Keith doesn’t know 
of any other private company breeding natto soybeans and 
only a few universities (in Nebraska, Virginia, Minnesota, 
and South Dakota) are “tinkering around with natto beans.” 
One major problem is that you must start with a very small 
germplasm pool–typically a southern pool because it is small 
seed size to begin with. There are some Midwestern and 
some Canadian natto varieties, yet at least 75% of all natto 
soybeans exported to Japan are grown in the South–by Hartz, 
James Dunn, and 2-3 others. Hartz is the largest supplier. 
Historically, Mr. Mogi has said that a particular soybean 
variety is good for making natto, many other natto makers 
start buying that variety. Once a natto manufacturer fi nds a 
variety he likes, he would prefer not to change it. Hartz has 
developed a natto variety that yields better, but Mr. Mogi 
has refused to accept it, so it probably will die. Hartz’s 
competition (Asgrow, Pioneer, Northrup-King, smaller 
companies, etc.) are constantly trying to get better yield. The 
name of the game is to keep the desired natto characteristics 
but to constantly improve the yield.
 Hartz sells two types of soybeans–food and commercial: 
50% of its soybeans are sold to food manufactures and the 
remaining 50% (commercial) are sold to Southern farmers 
for planting and eventual use as oil and meal. The amount 
of soybeans sold for food use will continue to increase, but 
its percentage of the total will drop, because Hartz plans to 
rapidly expand its production of Monsanto’s Roundup Ready 
soybeans, which are very profi table.
 When Keith started in the soybean seed business in 
1978, there were less than 10 soybean varieties in the 
southern United States–in 3 maturity groups. All of these 
were public varieties, bred at southern universities. Keith 
came to work for Hartz in 1983. Hartz introduced its fi rst 
proprietary (private) commercial varieties (for planting by 
farmers) in 1984. The farmer is interested only in yield. 
Hartz is now looking to South America as an important new 
market. Address: Food and Export Manager, Hartz Seed, P.O. 
Box 946, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160. Phone: 800-932-7333.

3301. Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1997. The Opium Wars in 
China, Great Britain, and Hong Kong. Television broadcast. 
PBS. Jan. 10.

• Summary: Britain’s fi rst outpost in China was in Canton, 
a short distance up the Pearl River, in the late 1700s. Britain 
tried to force China into opening to trade. For Britain, opium 
was the only trade that mattered. By the 1830s, there were 
thousands of opium dens in Canton, and in parts of China, 
opium addiction had reached epidemic proportions. Most 
opium was smuggled in by British traders from the British 
Indies. Britain seized Hong Kong after a war waged with 
China in defence of the opium trade. Opium is a poison. 
Britain used it as a weapon to open the door to China. Even 
the British author Montgomery called it “more dirty and 
shameless than slave trading.”
 Foreign merchants fi rst came to Canton to service a 
British addiction to tea. By the early 1800s demand was 
insatiable and the duty on tea imported to Britain accounted 
for 10% of British national revenue. All the tea came from 
China by way of Canton. Tea cultivation in India only began 
in 1832. That meant the balance of trade was heavily in 
China’s favor–until, that is, opium was brought in to pay for 
it.
 The British traders were only allowed to operate on 
Shamien Island in Canton. They saw little wrong with 
ignoring Chinese laws outlawing the opium trade. Nor 
did the Chinese offi cials who helped them. Then came 
the arrival, in 1839, of Lin Je Shiu, sent by the emperor to 
stamp it all out. Lin, regarded as a national hero, ordered the 
surrender of all opium. More than 1,000 tons–possibly the 
biggest drugs haul in history–were burned on the banks of 
the Pearl River. Lin banished the traders and their Chinese 
middlemen from Canton. This was soon followed by armed 
intervention from Britain. The two sides fi rst came to blows 
at forts which guard the Pearl River a short distance from 
Canton. It was the fi rst armed clash between China and the 
west and lasted only a day. An armada of ships from the 
Royal Navy bombarded the walls soon breaking the Chinese 
defenses. Canton was at the mercy of British guns and in 
three weeks the British seized Hong Kong, which Chinese 
scholars look at as a turning point in Chinese history.
 Note: The island of Hong Kong, (located just southeast 
of the mouth of the Pearl River) was fi rst occupied by the 
British in 1839, and ceded to them by the Chinese in 1841. 
In 1842 the cession was confi rmed by the “unequal” Treaty 
of Nanking, long hated by the Chinese, which prepared the 
way for a new era of British, American, and French power 
in China and East Asia; it also opened fi ve “treaty ports” 
to British residency and trade (Canton, Amoy, Foochow, 
Ningpo, and Shanghai), and reimbursed the British Indian 
government for the cost of the war. Three further treaties 
were necessary in 1843-44 to complete the fi rst settlement. 
A key element of these was the “most-favored-nation” 
clause. In 1860 the Kowloon Peninsula was also ceded by 
the Chinese to Britain. Then in 1898 the New Territories 
(the leased developed area around Hong Kong, located on 
the mainland just north of Hong Kong island) were leased to 
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Great Britain for 99 years.
 In a museum dedicated to the 
Opium Wars visitors are told how it was 
simply aggression in pursuit of an evil 
trade. There’s no room here for those 
western interpretations that see it as 
much about the principle of free trade 
as opium. Here too, portraits of the 
British traders Jardine and Matheson; 
the company they founded is still the 
largest employer in Hong Kong. These 
events were followed by decades of 
defeat and decline for China at the hands 
of foreigners. The Chinese believe they 
need to be strong to prevent it from 
happening again.
 Today Guangzhou, the scene of 
the original crime and the present name for Canton, is a 
thriving city, a city that lives on commerce and trade of 
all kinds. It’s also one of China’s most open and outward 
looking cities–precisely what the early traders had in mind. 
The city and region have become a magnet to modern-day 
merchants under China’s open door policy of the last two 
decades. Above the forts that tried to keep foreigners out is 
the vast Pearl River Bridge designed to bring them in, and to 
be opened on July 1, 1997, one of several projects to mark 
the handover of Hong Kong from Britain to China. This 
handover is seen, by a newly assertive China, as the end of a 
humiliating era.

3302. Anderson, Barb Baylor. 1997. Biotechnology is bean 
export key: Japanese buyers applaud efforts to increase 
protein and oil. Soybean Digest. Mid-Feb. p. 70-71.
• Summary: Last year soybean prices jumped dramatically. 
The Japanese crushing industry is suffering from bad 
margins. Koji Kawa, managing director of Nisshin Oil Mills, 
Tokyo, observes:
 “’The last two years, protein content has been lower than 
in the past,’ he says. ‘For us to maintain quality standards of 
44% soybean meal, sometimes have to dehull U.S. soybeans, 
which adds a step to processing. With South American beans, 
we have no problem getting 44% meal.’”

3303. Kluis, Alan. 1997. Soybeans: Bad weather would send 
prices upward. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 102.
• Summary: Chart 1 shows 1996 soybean production by 
leading nations and states in billions of bushels: USA 2.40. 
Brazil* 0.970. Argentina* 0.500. China 0.480. Iowa 0.416. 
Illinois 0.404. Minnesota 0.224. Indiana 0.210. Missouri 
0.158. * = estimate.
 Chart 2 shows that from 1989 to 1994, China exported 
on average about 1 million tonnes (metric tons) of “soy 
meal.” But in 1995, with its livestock and poultry numbers 
growing, China became a net importer, importing about 

250,000 tonnes. The author predicts that these imports of soy 
meal will continue to grow, to about 800,000 tonnes in 1996 
and more than 1 million tonnes in 1997. Address: President, 
NorthStar Commodity Investment Co.

3304. Thompson, James. 1997. Brazil jumps into whole-
soybean markets: Elimination of export tax gives U.S. 
growers more competition. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 76-77.
• Summary: Last fall the Brazilian government eliminated 
a 13% tax on foreign sales of whole soybeans, an 11.1% 
tax on export of soybean meal, and an 8% tax on exports of 
Brazilian soybean oil. Removal of this “differential export 
tax” means that Brazilian farmers could earn up to $0.78/
bushel more on exports of whole soybeans.
 A large color map shows the location of Brazil in South 
America. Address: Brazil.

3305. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1997. ASA/
China cultivates soy demand: International soy promotion 
highlights. 3(5):4. March.
• Summary: “In 1982, ASA [American Soybean Association] 
opened an offi ce in China. Today, China has a population of 
1.2 billion people, and ASA Country Director Phillip Laney 
heads ASA offi ces in Beijing and Shanghai. Laney manages 
a staff of 13 who implement programs funded by the national 
soybean checkoff and USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service.
 “In 1996, China produced 447 million bushels of 
soybeans, making them number three in soybean production 
worldwide. ASA’s initial goal in China is to create enough 
domestic demand for China’s own soybean production that 
it will have no meal and beans to export in competition with 
US soybean and meal exports. According to Laney, this goal 
is being achieved.
 “China’s soybean exports have turned around from 
62.5 million bushels in 1987, to importing over 36.7 
million bushels in 1996. Soy meal exports have also made 
a turnaround from a high of 2.5 million tons in 1990, to 
importing over 1.1 million tons in 1996. ‘The challenge now 
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is to maintain the demand in China so U.S. soybeans and soy 
products continue to be imported on a regular basis,’ Laney 
said.
 “This change from being a net exporter to becoming a 
net importer was especially obvious during the last quarter 
of 1996, when China purchased unusually large amounts of 
soybeans, meal and oil. During this time, China purchased 
from the U.S. 48.7 million bushels of soybeans, 700,000 tons 
of soymeal and 250,000 tons of soyoil. While it is not known 
if imports will continue at this pace, it is still evident that 
China is more willing than previously to allow imported soy 
products.
 “Although ASA had been very successful in creating 
demand for soybean meal through an intensive technical 
support program to the feed and livestock industries, future 
imports could be held hostage to China’s state controlled 
trading policies. At present, only one government agency is 
allowed to import soybeans and it does so more as a means 
of controlling the domestic price as opposed to meeting 
actual need.
 “ASA is working actively with the United States 
Trade Representative to make China’s trading rules more 
transparent and, as a condition of being accepted into the 
World Trade Organization (WTO), to open the market for 
U.S. agricultural products. Should success be achieved, 
China may become the world’s largest importer of corn and 
soybeans.
 “To bring that day closer, ASA maintains a strong 
program promoting the use of soybean meal with the swine, 
poultry and aquaculture industries. Although China is 
presently the world’s largest producer of both fi sh and pork, 
the technology used to raise them is still basic. Through new 
feed formulations, assistance in management and genetics, 
staff are creating an increasing appreciation of and demand 
for soybean meal.
 “ASA is educating the livestock industry on the quality 
differences between variances in the cost of livestock or fi sh 
production. We want them to understand that as the world’s 
largest supplier of soybeans for high quality, the U.S. should 
be China’s primary source to satisfy its growing demand.”
 Sidebar: Deng Xiaoping died on 19 Feb. 1997. The 
92-year-old leader “is credited with the introduction of 
free-market principles which have transformed China into 
the world’s largest economy. In 1996 America was China’s 
largest foreign market, with imports of $51.5 billion worth 
of products from Communist China into the world’s largest 
economy. In 1996, America was China’s largest foreign 
market, with imports of $51.5 billion worth of products 
from China. 20 yeas ago, that fi gure was near zero when 
Deng started China trading with the West. While America 
has benefi ted from cheaper consumer goods, our trade has 
provided Chinese workers with a rising standard of living.”

3306. Kilman, Scott. 1997. European food retailers want 

notice of genetically engineered U.S. crops. Wall Street 
Journal. May 30. p. A2, A6.
• Summary: “Several of Europe’s largest food retailers 
are pressing U.S. grain shippers to identify genetically 
engineered [GE] crops–a demand that some traders worry 
might jeopardize two big U.S. exports to Europe: soybeans 
and corn.” The British Retail Consortium and other retail 
trade associations have signed an open letter to U.S. grain 
exporters such as ADM and Continental Grain. If the U.S. 
companies don’t act voluntarily, the letter warns, several 
EU member nations might require the complete segregation 
of GE crops from their traditional counterparts. Signatories 
include groups from Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Sweden and the UK–incl. J. Sainsbury PLC, the UK’s 2nd 
largest supermarket chain.
 In March 1996 the European Union [EU] began 
permitting imports of U.S. GE crops. But Norway, which 
is not a member of the EU, has stopped importing U.S. 
soybeans.
 Major U.S. exporters say it would be too expensive to 
segregate GE soybeans and corn, and it isn’t necessary since 
the food from these plants is nutritionally the same as that 
from traditional plants. But the EU retailers want consumers 
to have freedom of choice. Address: Staff reporter.

3307. Kumar, Praduman. 1997. Market prospects for upland 
crops in India. Palawija News (Bogor, Indonesia) 14(2):10-
16. June.
• Summary: Two thirds of India’s population are still 
engaged in agriculture, and many are subsistence farmers 
who eat most of what they produce. Most of India’s upland 
crops have traditionally been grown by subsistence farmers. 
India’s main upland crops are rice, soybean, maize, and 
cassava. The latter three crops in India comprise 12.4% of 
total animal feed ingredients; soy meal 10.3%, cassava 1.1%, 
and maize 1.0%. This is quite low compared to the rest of the 
world. Most of the soy meal produced in India is exported.
 “Soybean: Although soybean came to be commercially 
exploited [in India] in the mid-sixties, the lack of processing 
facilities severely constrained its production growth by 
depressing soybean prices which in turn adversely affected 
its area and production. Processing facilities were developed 
only in the eighties consequent to the introduction of various 
incentive schemes. While large scale processing results in 
economies of scale on account of higher oil recovery and 
lower per unit processing costs, processing of black soybean 
is still a problem. In this variety, the soy meal recovery is 
low and it also fetches a low price in the international market 
because of poor product acceptance with the consequential 
adverse effect on profi tability of the industry. However, 
farmers still grow this variety because of its lower working 
capital requirement. Small quantities of soybean are retained 
by the producers as seed, food and feed and part of it is used 
as soy food (soya milk, nutrella, etc.). Some is lost in the 
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process of handling. The remaining part is processed for oil 
and meal. While soy oil is chiefl y used domestically, soy 
meal is largely exported with a mere 10% of it consumed 
domestically, as the price of soy meal is the world market 
is high and exports have grown at an annual rate of around 
26%.
 “About 77% of the production is demanded by the 
crushing industry to produce soy meal and oil, while seed, 
feed and soya food together account for 19%. By the year 
2000 AD, the total demand for soy meal will be around 2.5 
million tons which in turn will require about 3 million tons 
of soybean. Since only 77% of the production is available 
for crushing, the demand for soybean will be on the order 
of about 3.9 million tons by 2000 AD... Since India enjoys 
a comparative advantage in Asian Markets compared to 
European and Latin American markets on account of lower 
freight charges, much of our exports have been confi ned to 
these markets.”
 Table 1 shows estimates of the various demands for 
Indian soybeans in 1992 and in the year 2000. In 1992 some 
2.747 million tons of soybeans were produced. 76.56% was 
used for crushing, and 23.44% for seed, food, and wastage. 
Of the crushed soybeans, 83.97% became soybean meal and 
17.02% became soybean oil. Of the soybean meal, 86.99% 
was exported and 13.01% was used in India. Address: Indian 
Agricultural Research Inst., New Delhi, India.

3308. Marking, Syl. 1997. Bean growers build ‘exciting’ 
export markets: ASA’s directors give progress reports. 
Soybean Digest. May/June. p. 28-29.
• Summary: Joseph Zack, the American Soybean 
Association’s regional director in Belgium, discusses 
the controversy over Roundup Ready soybeans after the 
European Union improved their import. Opposition, led 
by consumer activist organizations such as Greenpeace, 
peaked in about mid-1996, and appears to be subsiding. “The 
campaign was fed by emotion and lacked scientifi c fact said 
Zack.”
 “Phillip Laney, ASA’s country director in Beijing, 
China, described events in the world’s most highly populated 
country as ‘revolutionary.’
 “’In a period of about three years, China has shifted 
from being a major exporter of soybeans, soy meal and soy 
oil to now being a major importer,’ Laney said.
 “’This past calendar year, there has been a dramatic 
occurrence,’ he continued. ‘China has imported 1.1. million 
metric tons of soybeans. And the U.S. industry got a very 
good 78% market share of those sales, plus a small share of 
soy meal sales. In this current marketing year, and we’re only 
fi ve months into it, we’ve already shipped 1.4 million metric 
tons of soybeans, 600,000 metric tons of meal and 300,000 
of oil. The totals keep going up week by week.’”
 Virgil Miedema, ASA’s country director in India, noted 
that India has a huge population but soybean consumption 

is very low. ASA is focusing on the poultry industry, “which 
is growing about 15% a year. There is a huge and growing 
demand for meat and protein... The inclusion rate (the 
amount used in rations) for soybean meal is up to about 8%.” 
“For now, ASA’s educational efforts focus on increasing the 
inclusion rate for soybean meal and soon on the human food 
aspect.”
 Kent Nelson, ASA’s country director in Japan, noted that 
for the USA, this is the oldest and largest soybean market. 
ASA opened its Tokyo offi ce in 1956. Last year the U.S. 
exported about 150 million bushels of soybeans to Japan 
worth $1.2 billion. New opportunities? Replacing fi sh meal 
in rations. In biodiesel in the Tokyo metropolitan bus system. 
A newspaper in Kobe, with circulation of over 1 million, 
recently switched to using soy ink. A photo shows Phillip 
Laney (ASA, China).

3309. Tietz, Neil. 1997. Why is Brazil selling us beans? 
Here’s what’s behind the rumored imports. Soybean Digest. 
May/June. p. 7.
• Summary: Some U.S. soybean crushers are temporarily 
importing soybeans from Brazil–due to tight U.S. supplies 
and low prices from Brazil.

3310. Canadian Soybean Export Association. 1997. Food 
soybean–Conference & tradeshow: September 10 & 11 1998, 
Westin Hotel, London, Ontario, Canada (Leafl et). Ontario, 
Canada. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 21 x 9.4 cm.
• Summary: A glossy, full-color leafl et. The full conference 
program and itinerary, which goes from Tuesday, Sept. 8 to 
Friday Sept. 11, is given in outline form.

3311. Ritchason, Shelly. 1997. History of Farmland 
Industries and its work with soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Oct. 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Shelly is a relative newcomer to Farmland 
so she does not know much about its history. Farmland’s 
“historian” is Bernie Sanders (Phone: 816-459-6282) who 
is also Senior Vice President. The expert on the history of 
Farmland’s involvement with soybeans is Ed Connor (Phone 
816-459-4064). Ed says that Farmland fi rst got involved with 
soybeans in 1992–when there was a major diversifi cation. Ed 
is now commodity manager, but he used to deal exclusively 
with soybeans. Farmland’s primary soybean market is 
Mexico–where exports have been growing rapidly. His offi ce 
is in the nearby Grain Building, in Kansas City, Missouri. 
“He invited you to call.”
 For a good book on the history of Farmland see 
“Beyond the Fence Rows: A History of Farmland Industries, 
Inc., 1929-78,” by Gilbert C. Fite (Published in 1978 by 
University of Missouri Press, Columbia and London). 
Address: Corporate Communications, Farmland Industries 
Inc., P.O. Box 7305, Kansas City, Missouri 64108. Phone: 
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1-800-821-8000 X-5182.

3312. Golbitz, Peter. 1997. Soyfoods Expo ‘97 in Mexico 
City, 21-23 Oct. 1997 (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 31. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association (ASA) 
sponsored this expo and hired Peter and Soyatech to recruit 
American companies to participate. 824 people attended 
(many more than the last soyfoods expo in Mexico in 1994) 
and 28 companies exhibited at the U.S. Trade Center in 
Mexico City. The event started Tuesday, October 21, with a 
briefi ng by the Trade Center on how to import products into 
Mexico. Tuesday evening there was an opening VIP cocktail, 
attended by about 300 people. The booths were all set up; it 
and ended Thursday Oct. 23. One Wednesday and Thursday 
the Expo hall was open from 12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m. 
each day. The U.S. Trade Center arranged appointments for 
people, from 9-12 o’clock each morning, linking potential 
buyers and sellers. A great deal of business was conducted. 
In addition there were fi ve seminars each day, from 12:30 to 
6:00 p.m., with the speakers being mostly Americans, talking 
about new technologies, marketing, soymilk standards, 
products, etc. There was one seminar about current 
developments with soy in Guatemala. ASA put together a 
beautiful little color catalog as part of a big packet on the 
Expo, with all the seminars, speakers, attendees, etc. Peter 
will send a 5-page faxed recruitment packet announcing the 
event.
 Cuba has exported an excellent soymilk plant to Mexico; 
the company, Biotek, owned by Dr. Javier Sandoval Pierres, 
is now in operation at: Km. 9 Carreterra Celaya, San Miquel 
Allende, Guanajuato state (GTO, south of Mexico City), 
Mexico. Phone: +91 415 5-0347 or 0348. Fax: 4-0349. The 
soymilk is delicious. The company is beginning to work with 
the Mexican government to get this soymilk into schools.
 Mexico is now the third largest importer of U.S. 
soybeans after the Netherlands (#1) and Japan (#2; see Soya 
Bluebook, p. 348). This is largely attributed to NAFTA, the 
proximity of Mexico to the USA, and the fact that as imports 
from the USA have increased, Mexican soybean production 
has decreased. In addition, China is now exporting good 
quality food soybeans to importing nations in Asia.
 ASA Mexico now produces a quarterly Spanish-
language magazine titled Soya. For more information contact 
Adela Perez and Viki Braverman at ASA Mexico.
 Note: A photo in Bluebook Update (March 1998, p. 
6) shows U.S. participants in the Expo: Matt Renkoski of 
Optimum Quality Grains; Deb Wycoff of Devansoy; Rick 
Eluk of Clofi ne Food & Dairy; Teresa Isakson of SunRich; 
Lorne Broten of International ProSoya; Alberto Pico of 
ADM; and Peter Golbitz of Soyatech, Inc. Also shown 
are Adela Perez of ASA (Mexico) and some of her staff. 
Address: Soyatech, P.O. Box 84, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. 
Phone: 207-288-4969.

3313. Thompson, James. 1997. Waterway opens fl oodgate 
for Brazilian beans. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Brazil’s fi rst port on the Amazon River for 
ocean-going ships opened at Itacaotiara in April 1997. Before 
this time, soybeans grown in the Amazon basin were loaded 
onto 18-wheeler trucks for a 20-day trip over poor, often dirt, 
roads to the Port of Santos, far in the southeast. The average 
cost is estimated at $90 per metric ton. The new route from 
Mato Grosso (which saves $30 per metric ton) starts with 
a short truck trip to the Rio Madeira, an Amazon tributary, 
where beans are loaded onto barges and fl oated to the town 
of Itacaotiara [sic, Itacoatiara], where they are loaded onto 
ocean-going vessels that ply the Amazon River.
 Brazil is now exporting about 70% of all the soybeans 
it produces. The United Soybean Board (USB) has begun 
buying up some of Brazil’s soybean production to keep it off 
international markets, where it competes favorably against 
U.S. soybeans. To use the soybeans, USB has begun an 
aquaculture project in the state of Parana. Brazil can produce 
soybeans less expensively than the USA, even though the 
USA has a “great infrastructure and transportation system.”
 A color photo shows the new facility at Itocoatiara 
where soybeans are being loaded onto barges.

3314. Canadian Export Soybeans (OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1997. Mission to Europe. 11(3):1-2. Dec.
• Summary: Tom Lassaline and Kim Cooper traveled 
throughout Europe in Oct. 1997. “Their visit to Norway, 
Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Switzerland was 
mainly in response to requests from Canadian embassies in 
these countries. Overseas customers had made requests to 
embassy offi cials, asking for clarifi cation and information 
on the Canadian soybean situation this year, especially as it 
relates to genetically modifi ed (GMO) soybeans.
 “The introduction of GMO soybeans into Europe in 
1997 caused quite a stir. Environmental groups, such as 
Greenpeace, hold a very high credibility rating with many 
European consumers,” but it varies by country. In Germany, 
for example, “Greenpeace has a 70% credibility rating, 
compared with 30% for the [soybean] industry.” “Many 
companies in Europe are in a very awkward position. They 
generally are in favour of biotechnology, as long as it is safe 
for food and the environment.” Consumers tend to support 
environmental groups, which are mostly opposed to this new 
technology.

3315. Golbitz, Peter. 1997. Demand exceeds supply: Short 
supply forces U.S. processors to import organic soybeans. 
Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 4(4):4-5. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: “This past summer, when soybean supplies were 
tight and prices were high, a number of processors imported 
soybeans into the United States, the world’s largest producer 
of soybeans. This was happening while U.S. farmers were 
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watching the largest soybean crop ever grown in the country 
mature and ready itself for harvest.
 “The tight soybean supply situation is expected to ease 
up this fall as a record U.S. bounty of 74.1 million metric 
tons or 2.7 billion bushels fi lls local elevators and processor 
silos.
 “Demand is Very Strong for Organic Soybeans: One 
market that was greatly affected by the short supply was the 
one for organic soybeans. The recent shortage of organic 
soybeans forced some of the larger soyfoods processors 
in the U.S. to import soybeans from Argentina, Brazil and 
China. According to Dennis Singsank of American Health 
and Nutrition, a supplier of organic grains and oilseeds, an 
estimated 10% of the U.S. demand for organic soybeans is 
now being fi lled by imports.
 “The summer season is usually a time of short supply 
for organic and other identity preserved (IP) soybeans, as 
these types are often grown under contract and available in 
only limited supply. But a number of unique factors this year 
contributed to an even greater pressure on the market.
 “’The organic market is growing in all areas, not just 
soybeans,’ says Dan Burke, President of Pacifi c Soybean 
& Grain, a major supplier of organic soybeans. ‘This is 
happening domestically and in Europe as well.’
 “Commenting on a recent drive down New York City’s 
Broadway, Mr. Burke remarked, ‘Every produce market 
window had a sign in it saying that they were selling organic 
products.’
 “That shouldn’t surprise anyone who’s been selling 
organic products over the past few years. According to the 
Organic Trade Association, sales of organic products in the 
U.S. last year were $3.3 billion and were growing at 20% a 
year. This demand should grow even stronger after the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture fi nalizes its rules covering organic 
food production and processing which will establish a set 
of national standards for the terminology and labeling of 
organic food products.
 “The soyfoods industry has been a major player in the 
organic foods marketplace. According to a 1996 survey of 
U.S. soyfoods processors by Soyatech, Inc., 92% of those 
interviewed indicated that they use some or all organic 
soybeans for their production. This is up from the 75% fi gure 
of two earlier studies conducted by the company in 1989 and 
in 1994.
 “Another major factor was the introduction of 
genetically modifi ed (GMO) soybeans into the market. Many 
companies turned to certifi ed organic soybeans as there 
were no provisions made to segregate GMO soybeans, and 
no certifying process in place to assure non-GMO crops. As 
of now, organic certifying agencies are not allowing GMO 
commodities, even when grown organically, to be labeled as 
organic. “This marketing year a number of non-organic, IP 
soybean suppliers have put their own non-GMO programs 
into place.

 “’There are plenty of GMO-free soybeans in the market,’ 
reports Mr. Singsank. ‘The silos just need to separate them.’
 “Certifi cation Takes Some Time: Organic soybean 
supplies are also tight because of the time it takes farmers 
to modify their growing practices. Most certifying agencies 
require a three year period of no chemical input, along with 
other provisions.
 “’They can’t just turn it on,’ states Mr. Burke. ‘There 
is a three year transition period, and in that time, there are 
decreased yields and they can’t sell the beans for any more.’
 “One would think that the 100% premium being paid for 
organic soybeans would motivate more farmers to begin to 
grow organically, but it takes more than money.
 “’The change needs to be more than market driven,’ says 
Mr. Burke. ‘It needs to be a concern for the environment and 
the use of less herbicides and pesticides. It’s very diffi cult 
for the larger farmer to do because he’s used to farming with 
chemicals.’
 “It’s an educational thing, a slow evolutionary thing,’ 
adds Mr. Burke. ‘It will take the universities and the ag 
extension services to advise farmers on how to grow 
organically and the USDA needs to go into more research in 
this area.’
 “Availability of Organic Soybeans Should Grow: Those 
in the fi eld believe that, although supplies are tight now, as 
the harvest wraps up in the Northern Hemisphere, organic 
soybeans will become more available.
 “’There are adequate supplies, with thousands of metric 
tons of certifi ed organic soybeans available from China, 
Brazil and Argentina,’ says Mr. Singsank. ‘And the quality is 
good.’”

3316. Kluis, Alan. 1997. Corn and bean values soar: Corn 
and soybean crop values climb over 50% in four years. 
Surging global soybean demand leads to record exports and 
record weekly usage. U.S. soybean farmers harvest a record 
soybean crop. Soybean futures rally $1.08 per bushel in eight 
trading days. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 60.
• Summary: Editor’s introduction: “Corn and soybean 
crop values climb over 50% in four years. Surging global 
soybean demand leads to record exports and record weekly 
usage. U.S. soybean farmers harvest a record soybean crop. 
Soybean futures rally $1.08 per bushel in eight trading days.”
 Bar charts show: (1) 1990-1997 Corn Crop Revenue. (2) 
1990-1997 Corn Crop Revenue.
 Each shows: “Total crop value” (in billion $) and “Total 
harvest” (in billion bushels).
 So: “Many farmers now have the best of both worlds–
good yields and higher prices.” These are due to three key 
factors, which are described. Address: President, NorthStar 
Commodity Co.

3317. Marking, Syl. 1997. Do you know your beans? 
Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4.
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• Summary: The following statistics are for 1996: The total 
value of the U.S. soybean crop was $16.3 billion.
 Soybeans and soybean products were the most valuable 
U.S. ag export, worth more than $9.4 billion.
 About 381,000 U.S. farmers planted soybeans, and they 
occupied 24% of the total U.S. crop acreage.
 The U.S. produced 49% of the world’s soybeans and 
accounted for 69% of the world’s trade in whole soybeans; 
Brazil was second with 20% and Argentina was third with 
9%.

3318. Schnittker, John A. 1997. The history, trade and 
environmental consequences of soybean production in the 
United States. Washington, DC: World Wildlife Fund. vi + 
110 p. Dec. No index. 28 cm. [34 ref]
• Summary: One of the best overviews of soybean 
production in the USA seen to date. Written by a man 
with long experience and expertise in the fi eld. Contents: 
Summary. List of tables. List of fi gures. 1. Introduction: 
Overview of the commodity, the demand for soybeans, 
overview of environmental impacts, overview of potential 
environmental improvements, overview of potential 
interventions. 2. Structure of soybean production: Producers, 
farm fi nance, farm tenure, crop rotations, producers in 
relation to soybean processing, Brazil and Argentina, 
production methods, irrigation, seed, disease, pest and weed 
control, fertilizer use on soybeans, the technological horizon, 
processing technology. 3. Market structure: Introduction, the 
product stream, processing, further notes on merchandising, 
the pricing system, synopsis–fl ows of money, information 
and control.
 4. Environmental impacts of soybean production: 
Introduction, soil erosion, water pollution, energy–air 
pollution, biodiversity–wildlife impacts. 5. Potential 
environmental improvements: Changing farming practices, 
changing technology, the Conservation Reserve Program, 
conservation compliance, new and revised authorities under 
federal law, revised environmental approach for farms. 
References. Appendix tables.
 Tables: (1) Major World Oilseeds. (2) U.S. Soybean 
Production, by State. (3) U.S. Soybean Yield, by State. (4) 
U.S. Soybean Acreage, by State. (5) Distribution of Soybean 
Farms, by Acres Harvested. (6) Distribution of Soybean 
Farms, by Value of Sales. (7) Soybean Variable Production 
Costs by Cost Group. (8) Soybean Variable Production 
Costs by Region. (9) Cropping Patterns for Soybeans (e.g. 
Soybeans-corn-soybeans). (10) Cropping Patterns for 
Corn. (11) Cropping Patterns for Winter Wheat. (12) Brazil 
Soybeans, Production and Yield by State, 1974-1995. (13) 
Argentine Soybeans, Production and Yield by Province, 
1974-1995. (14) Conservation Tillage and Other Tillage 
Types, USA, 1989-1995 (no-till, ridge-till, mulch-till). (15) 
Irrigated Acres by Crop. (16) Chemical Input Practices. (17) 
Nutrient Use & Practices. (18) U.S. Soybeans: Disposition, 

Acreage, Yield & Price, 1970-1996. (19) U.S. Soybean Meal 
& Oil, 1970-1996 (20) U.S. Soybean Products: Value & 
Crush Margin per Bushel, 1950-1995. (21) U.S. Soybean Oil 
Utilization (22) Soybean Crush Margins, May 1996-March 
1997. (23) 1985 Intrastate Shipments of Soybeans. (24) 1985 
Interstate Soybean Shipments.
 Appendix Tables (1) Soya Products and Uses. (2) U.S. 
Oilseed Crushing Plants (sorted by state). (3) Projected 
Annual Growth Rates of Meat Production, Annual, 1993-
2020 (for beef, pork, sheep & goat, all poultry, all meat; in 
China, India, USA, Major Regions, World). (4) Estimated 
Quantity of Pesticide Applied to Crops. (5) U.S. Soybean: 
Crop Value and Prices Received. (6) U.S. Soybean: Price 
Support Operations and Price of #1 Yellow. (7) Offi cial 
United States Standards for Grain. (8) Soybean Government 
Program Costs. (9) USDA Conservation Expenditures.
 p. ii: “Soybean meal comprises about two-thirds of 
the value of soybeans in recent years, with oil one-third. 
This developed in the past 30-40 years as the demand 
for protein for livestock and poultry increased rapidly, 
while production of other, oil-rich seeds such as canola 
and sunfl ower increased to dilute the demand for soyoil.” 
Address: Economic and agricultural consultant, Santa Ynez, 
California. Former Under Secretary of Agriculture.

3319. Loh, Michael. 1998. Current activities (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 20. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Michael received an attractive retirement 
package from the Canadian government. He was on loan 
from the government to OSGMB, but has retired. Now he 
is working for a new company named Southwest Soya, 
which is the marketing arm of Southwest Seed. The latter 
is a group of three seed companies which have about 10% 
of the Canadian market: Mergl Seeds, Shanks Seeds, and 
Von Martels. They do not yet have a program or policy 
concerning GMO. Southwest Seed is a member of the 
Canadian Soybean Export Association (CSEA).

3320. Kluis, Alan. 1998. Currency woes threaten ag exports: 
Devaluations have hurt some of our best customers. Soybean 
Digest. Jan. p. 108-09.
• Summary: The USA now grows about 50% of the world’s 
soybeans. One graph shows the world’s top soybean 
producing nations and states (in hundred million bushels): 
USA (280), Brazil (110), Argentina (55), Iowa (50), Illinois 
(40), Minnesota (28). A second graph shows U.S. soybean 
exports by country (in million bushels): Japan (145), 
Netherlands (125), Mexico (122), Taiwan (75), China (68), 
Brazil (62), Korea (55), Spain (55), and Germany (43). 
Address: President, NorthStar Commodity Investment Co.

3321. SoyaScan Notes. 1998. The key role of U.S. federal 
and state government programs in starting and developing 
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the soybean industry in America (Overview). April 11. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Since about 1980 it has been fashionable in 
American politics to say that the government is the cause 
of many of America’s problems, and that the solution is 
to have less government. We must not forget the key role 
that the U.S. state and federal governments have played in 
introducing the soybean to America and building it into the 
nation’s second largest farm crop. The sequence, in very 
brief scope, is: (1) The fi rst soybean seeds were collected 
and widely disseminated to farmers across America by the 
Agricultural Division of the U.S. Patent Offi ce. (2) State 
agricultural experiment stations played the leading role 
in testing and improving the new crop, and in publishing 
scientifi c information about how to grow it. Most of the 
soybean varietal development up to the 1970s was done 
at agricultural experiment stations. (3) Extension workers 
at these stations and Land Grant colleges educated the 
farmers and showed them how to grow the crop. (4) The 
U.S. Department of Agriculture assigned may specialists to 
focus on soybean research, starting with Charles V. Piper 
and William Morse. The vision and hard work of these men 
was essential to the crop’s early success. (5) Starting in 1898, 
the Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, within 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, starting bringing in new 
soybean varieties from East Asia. This work has continued to 
the present day. (6) During World War I, the U.S. Offi ce of 
Home Economics did extensive research on the nutritional 
value and food uses of soybeans. (7) In 1923 The Soybean, 
by Piper and Morse, was published by McGraw-Hill (New 
York, xv + 329 p.); it was the fi rst major book about this 
relatively new crop published in the United States, and it 
remained the most important English-language publication 
on the soybean for many decades. (8) Government tariffs 
in the early years, especially the Smoot-Hawley Tariff 
of 1930, were crucial in protecting the fl edgling soybean 
industry. (9) The Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia 
was the source of many new soybean varieties and much 
new knowledge about soybeans and soybean industries. (10) 
The U.S. Regional Soybean Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois) 
and the USDA Northern Regional Research Lab in Peoria, 
Illinois, have found important new ways to use soybeans, 
creating new jobs, products, and industries. (11) When World 
War II started, major government programs encouraged the 
expansion of soybean production in America. (12) Right 
after World War II, government programs were essential in 
promoting soybean exports.

3322. Golbitz, Peter. 1998. It’s morning in Brazil’s soy 
industry. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 5(2):1, 4-5. 
April/June.
• Summary: “Brazil, the sleeping giant, is stirring. And as it 
awakens from a long and restful slumber, the largest country 
in the South American continent appears to be rejuvenated, 

strong, and ready to enter the 21st century as a world-class 
soybean producer.
 “Although some lethargy still exists from years of 
governmental problems, rampant infl ation and an ineffi cient 
and inadequate transportation system, recent investments 
in Brazil have quickly transformed this sleepy giant into 
the second largest soybean producer in the world–and 
there is still room to grow. Since 1960, Brazil’s annual 
production of soy beans has grown from 206 thousand 
metric tons to a projected record of 30,700 thousand metric 
tons, or 30.7 million tonnes, for the 1998 marketing year 
(February–January), according to a recent report from Safras 
& Mercado. This is the second year in a row that Brazil 
has produced a record crop. The country now produces 20 
percent of the world’s soybeans and is second only to the 
United States which harvested 74.5 million tons of soybeans 
last year, according to the USDA.
 “There are a number of factors responsible for the 
growth of the industry in Brazil during the past 38 years. Not 
only has there been a sharp increase in overall demand for 
soybeans, but Brazilian government subsidies and policies 
have favored increased production and development of a 
domestic crushing industry.
 “The country is also blessed with ideal soil and 
climate conditions, abundant water reserves and an 
expanding agricultural frontier that would be the envy of 
any developing nation. This frontier has been made even 
more valuable of late with improvements being made in the 
country’s transportation infrastructure and the development 
of a number of new waterway systems which rival the 
important and valuable Mississippi River system in the 
United States. As new transportation corridors open up, 
freight costs will go down, and more land will be committed 
to soybean production in established growing areas and 
in new areas to the North as well. And just recently, 
Brazil eliminated its ICMS value added tax on exports of 
unprocessed soybeans, helping to improve the country’s 
ability to compete with exports from other countries.
 “Brazil’s future potential is not news to those already 
deeply involved in the soybean trade. Recently, there has 
been a wave of new investments made by large multi-
national companies like the Decatur, Illinois-based Archer 
Daniels Midland Company (ADM) and The Bunge Group in 
Brazil. These deals, along with a series of other mergers and 
acquisitions occurring in the country, should help to further 
consolidate, and most likely strengthen, Brazil’s soybean 
processing industry.
 “Mergers and Acquisitions: In an effort to gain a 
stronger foothold on both supply and processing, ADM last 
year purchased Glencore Grain Holding’s grain handling 
facilities in Brazil and Paraguay, and acquired Brazil’s 
number three soybean crusher, Sadia Concordia S.A.
 “With these deals, ADM now has 130 barges and 25 tow 
boats plying South American waterways, two major terminal 
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elevators, 104 grain elevators and a four percent share of the 
Brazilian crushing industry with Sadia’s soybean plants and 
oil refi neries.
 “’We see Brazil as a major origination point for beans 
for ADM,’ says Martin Andreas, senior vice president of 
ADM. ‘The facilities we have acquired with Sadia and 
Glencore allow us to procure beans down there for Asia and 
Europe, and to export directly to China.’
 “One advantage of having facilities in both North 
and South America is that the harvesting dates of the two 
continents compliment each other. In the North, sales of 
soybeans begin in September and October while in the 
South, sales commence in March and April.
 “’We purchase roughly 20% of Brazil’s export 
beans and have been doing that for a while,’ reports Mr. 
Andreas. ‘Part of the year we get American beans for our 
European operations in Hamburg [German] and Rotterdam 
[Netherlands], and part of the year you can’t due to 
seasonality factors. So with the two, Brazil fi lls that gap for 
us.’
 “South American-based Bunge has also been 
busy shoring up its position in soybean processing by 
fi rst purchasing the fi fth largest processor in Brazil, 
INCOBRASA, in April of last year. They followed that move 
by acquiring the number one processor, Ceval Alimentos 
S.A., in November. Santista Alimentos S.A., the number two 
soybean processor in Brazil was already owned by Bunge. 
Bunge is now in the process of combining the crushing and 
refi ning operations of Santista within Ceval, and will use 
Santista solely as a consumer products company.
 “With this merger, Ceval’s plans are ‘to be and continue 
to be, the leading crushing company in South America,’ says 
Jose Zilio, the director of the company’s functional food 
division.
 “While remarking on the entry of ADM into South 
America with a quick comment that ‘ADM obviously wants 
to participate,’ Mr. Zilio adds that it is quite obvious where 
most of the new growth in the industry is going to happen. 
‘The new growing areas in the world are in Brazil. In the 
U.S., 90% of the available farm land is already in use; in 
Argentina, 70 to 80 percent is currently being used. When 
you look at Brazil, less than 50% of the agricultural area is 
being used. We have tremendous potential.’
 “Development of Waters: But in order for Brazil to 
fully utilize these new growing areas, effi cient transportation 
systems need to be developed to reduce the extra ‘Brazilian 
cost’ which results from moving beans long distances by 
truck over rough roads. One way the country is doing this is 
by developing effi cient transportation systems utilizing their 
many rivers, tributaries and ocean ports.
 “Last year, it was reported that 320,000 tons of soybeans 
were exported via the new Northwestern Corridor, a 
waterway which connects the Madeira River to the Amazon 
River port of Itacoatiara. This year, a projected 600,000 

tons of soybeans will most likely take the same route. In 
addition, the Center-North Corridor, which connects eastern 
Mato Grosso to the port of Ponta da Madeira in Sao Luis, 
Maranhao, will begin operations this year with shipments 
expected to reach 40,000 tons along that route.
 “Continuing investments in the Tiete-Parana waterway 
will help to further reduce freight costs for soybeans 
cultivated in the heavy production areas of the Center-West 
region. For example, the recent opening of a lock at Jupia, 
on the Parana River at the border between the states of Sao 
Paulo and Mato Grosso do Sul, increased the useful length of 
this waterway from 1,100 to 2,400 kilometers (683 to 1,491 
miles).
 “The Parana River system is the third largest in the 
world, covering 1.7 million square miles with 2,350 principal 
channel miles. By comparison, the Missouri and Mississippi 
River system is the world’s fi fth largest, encompassing 1.2 
million square miles and 3,900 principal channel miles.
 “Investments in these systems, as well as a move 
to improve roads and the privatization of railways, will 
certainly help to stimulate soybean expansion over the 
next fi ve years, as reductions in freight costs will make 
Brazilian soybean farmers increasingly more competitive in 
international markets.
 “’We hope that the crop in both the U.S. and Brazil 
grows, as they have been,’ says Mr. Andreas. ‘The good news 
is that it is going to require both U.S. soybean production to 
go up and the Brazilian as well to meet projected demand.’”
 A large map shows Brazil and its larger rivers.
 A graph shows Brazilian soybean production from 1960 
(206,000 MT) to 1998 (30,700,000 MT)–an almost 150-fold 
increase in 39 years.

3323. Smith, Rod. 1998. Bunge International to accelerate 
soybean strategy. Feedstuffs. June 1. p. 5, 8.
• Summary: Bunge International (BI) Ltd., founded in 1818 
and headquartered in Sao Paulo, Brazil, is the third largest 
soybean processor in the world and the largest exporter 
of soybean meal and oil. Bunge Corp. based in St. Louis, 
Missouri, is the third largest soybean processor in the USA. 
The International company is the controlling holder of Ceval 
Alimentos, based in Gaspar, Brazil, the largest soybean 
processor in Latin America, and a subsidiary of Guipeba. 
Bunge is also a major processor in Argentina, and a partner 
in Moyresa, based in Barcelona, Spain, the largest oilseed 
processor in Spain.
 The three largest soybean processors worldwide are 
Archer Daniels Midland (24%), Cargill, Inc. (21%), and 
Bunge International (15%).
 In 1994 BI began a restructuring strategy to sell non-
agriculture and non-food businesses in order to concentrate 
on its core segment in grain marketing, oilseed processing, 
and fertilizer production–according to Oscar Bernardes, the 
CEO of Bunge International. In 1997 the company had total 
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sales of $13 billion, of which $9 billion (about two-thirds) 
came from agriculture businesses. Over the next 5 years, 
BI plans to invest more than $1 billion in agribusinesses, 
mainly in Argentina and Brazil, two countries with acreage 
available for soybean planting. It will also invest in fertilizer 
production. Address: Staff Editor.

3324. Japan Tariff Assoc. 1998. Exports of soy sauce 
(shoyu): No. 2103.10-000. Japan Exports and Imports: 
Commodity by Country. June. No. 618. p. 83. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: For each country, gives the quantity and value 
for the current month, and for the cumulative year to date. 
Address: 4-7-8, Kohji-machi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0083, 
Japan. Phone: 81-3-3263-7221.

3325. Japan Tariff Assoc. 1998. Exports of miso (bean 
paste): No. 2103.90-000. Japan Exports and Imports: 
Commodity by Country. June. No. 618. p. 83. [Eng; jap]
• Summary: For each country, gives the quantity and value 
for the current month, and for the cumulative year to date. 
Countries to which Japan exports large quantities of miso are 
(year to date in kg): USA 1,127,052. Taiwan 168,941. Hong 
Kong 156,221. South Korea 104,743. Total exported this 
year: 2,235,149 kg. Address: 4-7-8, Kohji-machi, Chiyoda-
ku, Tokyo 102-0083, Japan. Phone: 81-3-3263-7221.

3326. Ndungi Khoto, Aubry. 1998. Contribution a l’avant-
projet d’une usine de production de lait de soja en poudre a 
Lubumbashi [Contribution to the rough draft for a factory 
for the production of soymilk at Lubumbashi, Congo]. Civil 
Engineer thesis, University of Lubumbashi, Polytechnic 
Faculty, Dep. of Industrial Chemistry. v + 154 + 16 p. Illust. 
30 cm. [73 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Preface and dedication. Introduction. Part 
I: Review of the literature. 1. General information about 
soya and proteins: 1.1. The soybean (Botanical, origin and 
history, soybean production and commerce worldwide, soya 
in the Democratic Republic Republic of the Congo {Congo, 
formerly Zaire}, structure and composition of soybean 
seeds, utilization of soybeans {with diagram}, food uses of 
soybeans {oil and meal, soy fl our (4 types), soy concentrates 
and isolates, textured soy proteins {TVP, thermoplastic 
extrusion, spun fi bers}, soymilk, tofu, other uses (shoyu, 
miso, tempeh, yuba)}, industrial uses of soybeans {linoleum, 
plastics, paints, varnishes, etc.}). 1.2. Proteins (in the 
human body, in foods), the structure of proteins (amino 
acids, ionization and acid-base properties of amino acids), 
protein bonds, denaturation. 1.3. Soya proteins (glycinin 
or globulin 11S, globulin 7S, hemagglutinins or lectins, 
protein inhibitors and other antinutritional factors, amino 
acid composition of soy protein). 1.4 Factors affecting the 
food value of soya: Acceptability problem (food value of raw 
soybeans), intolerance to soy proteins, off-fl avors in soya and 
their source, inactivation of lipoxygenase, other treatments 

affecting the food value of soya: Alkalis.
 2. Preparation and properties of soymilk. 2.1. Properties. 
2.2. Advantages and disadvantages of soymilk compared 
with cow’s milk. 2.3. Preparation. 2.4. Commercial / 
industrial production using the Alfa-Laval process.
 3. Reminder of certain operations required for the 
preparation of soymilk powder: 3.1. Homogenization. 
3.2. pasteurization and sterilization. 3.3. Concentration by 
evaporation. 3.4. Drying by atomization. 3.5. economies of 
energy in dewatering operations.
 4. Some ideas on the methods of sensory evaluation: 4.1. 
The different methods. 4.2. Results and interpretations.
 5. Important ideas in the study of the market, in 
determining the capacity of production, and in the economic 
evaluation of a project: 5.1. Study of the market. 5.2. 
Determining the capacity of production. 5.3. Economic 
evaluation of a project, incl. estimating fi xed capital by 
adding capital costs.
 Part II: Experimental, industrial calculations, economic 
calculations. Introduction. 6. Origin and characterization of 
the raw materials, trials for inactivation of lipoxygenase. 7. 
Determination of the optimal conditions for the preparation 
of soymilk. 8. Results of pilot plant trials. 9. Market 
study and determination of the capacity of production. 
10. Description and calculations for the installation. 11. 
Economic evaluation of the project. General conclusion.
 Tables show: (1) Number of people that can be 
supported for 1 year by the production from one acre 
devoted to certain crops and animals. Fewest: Beef 190. Pork 
319. Poultry 457. Most: Potatoes 5,329. Split peas 6,901. 
Soybeans 9,075. Algae 43,200–154,000. Yeast 3,275,000. 
(1.1) Leading soya producing countries in 1985 (worldwide, 
with area, production, and yield; USA, Brazil, China, 
Argentina, India). (1.2) Leading soya producing continents 
in 1985 (North and Central America, South America, Asia, 
USSR, Europe, Africa, Oceania). (1.3) Leading soya trading 
countries in 1985. Importers: Japan, Netherlands, R.F.A. 
(Republique Federal Allemagne = Germany), Spain, Italy. 
Exporters: USA, Brazil, Argentina, China, Paraguay. (1.4) 
Production of soya in the Congo, by province 1970-1978 
(the leading producer by far in 1978 was Western Kasai). 
(1.5) Production of soya in Katanga [formerly Shaba, before 
that Elisabethville] (1990-1994; by far the leading producer 
is Tanganyka). 1.6 Total production of soya in the Congo 
(1,000 metric tons) from 1970-1995 (increased from 1.7 
in 1970-74 to 18 in 1995). (1.7) Average composition of 
different parts of the soybean seed. (1.8) Physico-chemical 
composition of soybean seed (ranges and average). (1.9). 
Mineral content of soybeans. (1.10). Vitamin content of 
mature soybean seeds and soybean meal. (1.11) Fatty 
acid composition of soybean oil. (1.11A) Enzymes in the 
soybean: Lipoxidase, urease, lipases, beta-amylase. (1.12) 
Properties and characteristics of the water-soluble fractions 
of soybean seeds. (1.12A) Variations in the solubility of 
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proteins from defatted soy fl our at various pH levels. (1.12B) 
Amino acid composition of soybean protein. Address: 
Lubumbashi, Katanga Province, Congo.

3327. Golbitz, Peter. 1998. Brazil, which sells GMO-free 
soybeans, has cut into U.S. soybean exports (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center called 
to ask why (according to the latest edition of the Soya 
& Oilseed Bluebook) U.S. soybean exports seem to be 
decreasing. For example, according to the table at the bottom 
of p. 342, the USA exported 39.09% of the soybeans it 
produced during 1995-96. From this recent peak, the fi gure 
fell to 37.36% in 1996-97, and further to 34.57% (forecast) 
in 1997-98. Golbitz notes that this is a complex question, 
and one that has been kept quiet. But one reason is that some 
customers now prefer Brazilian soybeans because they are 
mostly GMO-free.
 According to Monsanto’s latest fi gures, about 40% of 
the soybeans planted in the USA during 1998 are genetically 
engineered. Address: Soyatech, P.O. Box 84, Bar Harbor, 
Maine 04609. Phone: 207-288-4969.

3328. Soya & Oilseed Bluebook. 1998--. Serial/periodical. 
Bar Harbor, Maine: Soyatech, Inc. Peter Golbitz, publisher 
and editor. Frequency: Annual.
• Summary: Preceded by Soya Bluebook Plus. A directory 
and information book for the soybean processing and 
production industries. The fi rst issue (shipped Sept. 1998) 
is subtitled “The annual directory of the world oilseed 
industry.” On the cover, below a map of the world is printed 
the date “1999” in large letters, followed by “A Soyatech 
Publication.” Crops featured on the front cover and inside 
are “soya, corn, cottonseed, canola, rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, 
palm kernel, palm, coconut, and peanut.”
 Contents (the four main sections are marked with a 
fold-out tab): Translations of oilseed terminology (English, 
German, French, Spanish, and Portuguese). Organizations 
and government agencies: Complete listings by country. 
Oilseeds and oilseed products: White pages (Index, 
individual crops), catalog pages, yellow pages (complete 
company listing by country). Equipment supplies and 
services. Oilseed statistics. Oilseed reference: Oilseed 
glossary, standards and specifi cations, oilseed technical 
charts and tables. Indexes: Comprehensive index, internet 
address index, brand name index, advertiser index.
 Soy-related terms appearing in the translation section (p. 
9-15) are: (1) Oilseeds and products: dairy analogs, lecithin–
edible, lecithin industrial, meat analogs, miso, organic soy 
products, soy distillate, soy fi ber, soy fl akes–defatted–edible, 
soy fl akes–full fat, soy fl our–defatted, soy fl our–enzyme 
active, soy fl our–full fat, soy fl our–low fat, soy fl our–roasted, 
soy fl our–textured, soy grits, soy isofl avones, soy livestock 

feed, soy oil margarine, soy oil shortening, soy oil–crude, 
soy oil–edible, soy oil–hydrogenated, soy oil–industrial, 
soy oil–refi ned, soy oil-based fuel, soy protein concentrate, 
soy protein isolate, soy protein–hydrolyzed, soy protein–
industrial, soy sauce, soy sterols & tocopherols, soy-based 
foods–other, soybean fatty acids, soybean hulls, soybean 
meal, soybean meal–full fat, soybean seed breeder, soybean 
seed (for planting), soybean soapstock, soybeans–food grade, 
soybeans genetically modifi ed, soybeans–green vegetable, 
soybeans–identity preserved, soybeans–non-gmo, soybeans–
organic, soybeans, whole dry, soymilk beverages, soymilk 
powder, soynuts, tempeh, tempeh starter cultures, textured 
vegetable protein, tofu & tofu products, tofu powder. (2) 
Equipment & services: Coagulants for tofu, soymilk & tofu 
processing equipment, sprouting equipment. Address: 318 
Main St., P.O. Box 84, Bar Harbor, Maine 04609. Phone: 
207-288-4969.

3329. Singh, Kanwaldeep. 1998. Soyameal exports may go 
up by 40%. Times of India (The) (Bombay). Oct. 12. p. 20.
• Summary: New Delhi–”Exports of soyameal are expected 
to grow by 40 per cent to touch 3.5 million tones in 1998-
99, according to Soyabean Processors Association of India 
(SOPA).”
 Note: This is the most recent article or ad seen (Sept. 
2010) in The Times of India that mentions the Soyabean 
Processors Association of India (SOPA). Address: Business 
Times Bureau.

3330. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1998. Annual report: The 
nature of our business. P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 40 
p. Oct.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1998 
(year ended June 30) were $16,109 million, up 16.3% from 
1997. Net earnings for 1998 were $403.6 million, up 7.0% 
from 1997, but far below the recent peak of $796 million in 
1995. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $6,505 million, up 
7.5% from 1997. Net earnings per common share: $0.68, up 
7.9% from 1997. Number of shareholders: 32,539.
 “We have moved rapidly toward a borderless world... 
Globalization of trade has changed the face of agriculture. 
The central focus for agriculture today is the emergence of 
consumer power. Consumer demand drives the entire food 
and fi ber system” (p. 1).
 One half-page color photo (p. 2) shows the factory 
where ADM makes isofl avones at Decatur, Illinois. High on 
one side is the huge green and black logo: “Novasoy–The 
power of soy.” This is the world’s fi rst commercial isofl avone 
plant. A larger photo (p. 3) shows a bottle of Novasoy 
Soy isofl avones–a co-branded ingredient found in leading 
nutritional supplement products. “ADM is meeting the needs 
of health-conscious consumers by offering a wide range of 
health and nutrition products, including nutraceuticals, also 
known as functional foods.
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 “Among our nutraceutical products are soy-derived 
isofl avones, which have been shown in initial studies to 
stimulate bone formation (thus boosting the body’s natural 
defenses against osteoporosis), to inhibit the growth of 
cancer cells, and to contribute to lower cholesterol levels. In 
addition, isofl avones are thought to play a role in alleviating 
the symptoms of menopause. ADM produces Novasoy 
isofl avones in the world’s fi rst commercial isofl avones 
plant.”
 ADM now has a major presence in the South American 
soybean market, with fi ve crushing plants (that crush 5,600 
tonnes/day), two Atlantic coast export facilities (incl. a new 
one at Tubarao, southern Santa Catarina state, Brazil), and 
nearly two million metric tons of storage capacity (p. 5).
 A world map (p. 6-7) titled “ADM’s global network” 
shows ADM processing plants, partnerships, grain elevators, 
and A.C. Toepfer trading offi ces. The company owns 800 
trucks, 13,000 railcars, and 2,250 river barges (p. 11).
 “ADM Lecithin: Early in 1998, the Food and Nutrition 
Board of the Institute of Medicine established for the fi rst 
time a Dietary Reference Intake (DRI) for choline, the 
principal component of lecithin. Ultralec, a deoiled lecithin 
made from an innovative ultrafi ltration technology exclusive 
to ADM, is an excellent source of dietary choline. This plant 
has been completed in Decatur, Illinois. Acquisitions brought 
signifi cant increases to production capacities in the past year. 
In the U.S. the acquisition of Moorman Manufacturing Co. 
included their lecithin production facilities at Quincy, Illinois 
and Helena, Arkansas. Production capacity was gained in 
Mainz, Germany through the acquisition of Soya Mainz 
GmbH” (p. 16). Note: Moorman Manufacturing Co. bought 
the Quincy Soybean Processing Co. (Quincy, Illinois) from 
Irving Rosen in 1961.
 “ADM Research: Nutraceuticals (or ‘functional 
foods’) now in production include vitamin E, vitamin C, 
isofl avones, granular lecithin, and sterols (from vitamin E). 
Among ADM’s forthcoming health and nutrition products 
are the antioxidants beta-carotene, oligosaccharides, and 
tocotrienols. Already in use in Japan, oligosaccharides are 
complex sugars that belong to the nutritional category of 
prebiotics that have been proven to decrease the risk of colon 
cancer and perhaps increase life expectancy” (p. 16).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2020) that 
mentions the word “prebiotics” (or “prebiotic”) (one of two 
documents).
 Haldane Foods has four factories in England that make 
a variety of “meat and dairy alternatives... New products 
include meatless slices, including chicken, ham, and ‘Vege-
Bacon.” Haldane also makes an outstanding dairy-free ice 
cream (p. 17).
 Color photos show: (1) Dwayne Andreas shaking hands 
with Shimon Perez (facing p. 1). (2) A white plastic bottle of 
NovaSoy Soy Isofl avones (p. 3). (3) ADM’s dock and export 
facility in the Atlantic port city of Tubarao, Brazil (p. 5).

 Accompanying the annual report is a “Notice of Annual 
Meeting of Stockholders.” Address: Decatur, Illinois.

3331. Broehl, Wayne G., Jr. 1998. Cargill: Going global. 
Hanover, New Hampshire, and London: University Press 
of New England (Dartmouth College). xvi + 419 p. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: This widely-praised book continues Cargill’s 
history, starting in 1961. This is about the era of Erwin Kelm, 
and his 17 years as Cargill’s CEO. Cargill is America’s 
largest privately held company.
 Much of the book is about soybeans: Soybean crushing, 
p. 232, 245, 247-50, 292-93. Soybean embargo–on exports 
from the USA, p. xiv, 227, 241-50, 252, 271, 308, 324, 348. 
Export of soybeans, p. 15, 189. Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) investigation of export of soybeans, p. 296. Soybeans, 
growth, p. 182. Soybean plants, p. 24-25, 76, 132, 138, 305. 
Soybean prices 226-27, 242-43, 251, Soybean profi ts, p. 81, 
226-27, 252. Soybean sales to Russia, p. 198, 200, 225, 242. 
Storage of soybeans, p. 174, 177. Tariffs on soybeans, p. 131. 
Address: Prof. of the Science of Administration Emeritus, 
Amos Tuck School of Business Administration, Dartmouth 
College, New Hampshire.

3332. Falloon, William D. 1998. Market maker: A 
sesquicentennial look at the Chicago Board of Trade. 
Chicago, Illinois: Chicago Board of Trade. ix + 341 p. Illust. 
Index. 28 x 28 cm. [236 endnotes]
• Summary: The text of this coffee-table book is extremely 
hard to read; it is too small, printed in a hard-to-read 
typeface, and sometimes with white letters on a black 
background, or with italic captions. The book would 
be much more useful if it contained a chronology and a 
glossary. Much of the material is based on the research 
of Owen Gregory, whose contribution is not adequately 
acknowledged. The author used too many secondary sources 
when primary sources were available (up to the 1940s) at the 
CBOT Archives. Contains many interesting photographs and 
quotations.
 Contents: Acknowledgments. Preface, by Patrick H. 
Arbor, Chairman, Chicago Board of Trade. 1. Founding 
fathers: The birth of the CBOT. 2. The Board of Trade’s 
“Magna Carta.” 3. Emancipation Proclamation: Civil War 
as market catalyst. 4. “The elevator interest”: Munn’s the 
word. 5. Front-page titans: “Cornered” in the press. 6. The 
bucketshop wars. 7. The birth of the Board of Trade Clearing 
Corporation: Ag secretary Jardin’s ultimatum. 8. The Cargill 
corn case: No more corners. 9. Securities options: Chicago 
style. 10. From tangible to intangible commodities: The birth 
of interest rate futures and options. 11. Market makers: New 
fl oor, new products, new century. 12. Generations, 1848-
1998: On ‘change. Exchange leaders: 1848-1998. Endnotes. 
Photo credits.
 Concerning the chapter on Cargill, the CBOT Archives 
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has the only full transcript of the key Cargill Trial. Address: 
Journalist for Risk magazine.

3333. General soybean fi les (Archival collection). 1998. 
Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois. 6-7 fi les. *
• Summary: Talk with Jacob Jones. 1998. March 18. The 
School of Agriculture archives has taken over the old 
horticulture building–so it is now all archives. This material 
is in Box 134. It contains information on: Soybean Day, 
1921-1951 (has programs for most years). The soybean 
exhibit car (Pennsylvania Railroad exhibit car). The soybean 
oil meal situation, 1932-43 (mostly letters).
 The soybean processors conference (1950-51). General 
soybean publications. Soybean train (1941). Three fi les of 
general soybean material: Soybeans 1922-29, 1930-49, and 
1954-64.
 Letter dated Dec. 1923. “Dear Mr. Wand. “Dean 
Mumford has asked that I write you concerning the imports 
of soybeans and soybean products.” Questionnaire sent to 
400-500 farms; they got 181 responses.
 Jacob photocopies about 100 pages of material during 
this trip to the archives. Address: Urbana, Illinois.

3334. Poysa, Vaino. 1999. Food-grade soybeans in Canada 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 5. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Poysa is a public soybean breeder, who 
was hired in 1996-97 to replace Dr. Richard Buzzell at 
the Harrow station. Like his predecessor, he specializes in 
breeding food-grade soybeans.
 Canadians use the term “food-grade soybeans” for what 
Americans call “large-seeded vegetable-type soybeans.” 
The term “food grade” implies both large-seeded and clear 
hilum. The corresponding term for the rest of the soybeans, 
which are typically crushed to make soybean oil and meal, 
is “commodity soybeans.” By far the most widely used 
food-grade soybean in Canada, and by overseas customers 
of Canadian exporters, is Harovinton. It was developed by 
the Agriculture Canada Research Station at Harrow (mainly 
by Dr. Buzzell) and released in 1989 to Maple Leaf Foods. 
In Canada, the exclusive rights to grow and sell a particular 
food-grade soybean variety that is publicly developed are 
sold to one and only one private company.
 Virtually all of the soybeans sold by Canadian 
companies to overseas food manufacturers are food grade 
and identity preserved (IP). Because they are IP, the 
Canadian companies can guarantee that they are also not 
genetically engineered, i.e. GMO-free.
 Two newly released food-grade soybeans are AC-756 
and AC-Onrei [derived from the Japanese variety Enrei]. The 
former was released to W.G. Thompson & Sons Ltd. and the 
latter was released to Maple Leaf Foods at the end of 1997. 
Neither of these two varieties have been registered. In fact 
most food-grade soybeans are no longer registered! Why? 

For basically two reasons: (1) Since they are developed 
mainly for their food properties, it is not considered 
important to give details about their agronomic properties. 
(2) The private seed breeders are applying pressure to stop 
registration of food-grade soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2009) that contains the term “commodity 
soybeans,” which is used in contrast to “food-grade 
soybeans.” Address: Soybean breeder, Agriculture Canada 
Research Station, Harrow, ON N0R 1G0, Canada.

3335. Lamp, Greg. 1999. The euro kicks in this month: 
What the new single European currency may mean for U.S. 
farmers. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 16h.
• Summary: Of the 15 countries in the European Union, 
eleven will introduce the euro as a common currency on 1 
January 1999 in order to create a more solid, competitive 
marketplace. The euro will greatly facilitate trade between 
European countries. Two of the 15 countries (Sweden 
and Greece) do not qualify, and two others (the UK and 
Denmark) have chosen not to participate. Initially the euro 
will be used only for non-cash transactions. Euro coins and 
bank notes will offi cially go into circulation 3 years later.
 One concern is that the euro will become so successful 
that it will replace the dollar as the main world currency. For 
example, petroleum, which is generally priced in dollars, 
could someday be priced in euros.
 Note: EMU is the European Monetary Union.

3336. Soybean Digest. 1999. Exports still vital to U.S. 
growers. Jan. p. 44, 46.
• Summary: International trade is an old but vital subject 
for U.S. soybean growers. Since 1956 the ASA has been 
working overseas to develop markets for U.S. soybeans and 
soybean products.
 Says ASA president Mike Yoost, “Today we have 
13 foreign offi ces staffed with professional whole sole 
objective is to create demand for soybeans and greater profi t 
opportunities for U.S. soybean farmers.”

3337. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1999. ASA expresses 
support for the National Soybean Checkoff Program. 5(6):1. 
April.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association’s trade 
development activities funded by the United Soybean Board 
have helped increase U.S. soybean exports to China from 
34,000 tonnes (metric tons) in 1994 to 1.75 million tonnes 
in 1998. Soybean meal exports rose from zero in 1994 to 
869,000 tonnes in 1998, and soybean oil exports grew from 
137,000 to 395,000 tonnes during the same period.

3338. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1999. U.S. soy 
exports safeguarded. 5(6):8. April.
• Summary: “ASA [American Soybean Association] 
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welcomed the announcement in early March that AgrEvo 
USA Company has decided to delay commercialization of 
their LibertyLink Soybean seed to safeguard acceptance 
of U.S. soybeans and soybean products in major export 
markets. Although approved by the U.S. government for 
domestic planting and consumption, LibertyLink Soybeans 
have not received import clearances in any overseas markets. 
The presence of any LibertyLink Soybeans in U.S. export 
shipments could have resulted in the rejection of such 
shipments and lost markets for U.S. soybean farmers.”

3339. Holz, Alan. 1999. How have U.S. exports of soybeans 
to western Europe changed over the past few years? 
Have these fi gures been affected by European concern 
with genetically engineered (Roundup Ready) soybeans? 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 18. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: Exports of soybeans / soybean meal from 
the USA to the EC-15 countries (the 15 countries in the 
European Community) are as follows (in million metric tons) 
from fi scal year 1994 (FY-94 = Oct. 1993 to Sept. 1994). 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census data:
 8.07 / 1.42 (FY-92)
 6.20 / 0.73 (FY-93)
 9.52 / 1.42 (FY-95, the peak for soybeans)
 7.55 / 0.90 (FY-96)
 8.04 / 1.31 (FY-97)
 7.06 / 2.01 (FY-98, ending Sept. 1998). So while exports 
of soybeans to the EC-15 have been decreasing, exports 
of soybean meal have been increasing–recently. Crushing 
margins in Europe’s large crushing industry strongly 
determine where the EC-15 countries import soybeans or 
soybean meal.
 Next we must look at soybean imports by the European 
Union (EU), which are as follows:
 13.11 (FY-93-94)
 16.05 (FY-94-95)
 14.25 (FY-95-96)
 15.31 (FY-96-97)
 16.88 (FY-97-98)
 15.62 (FY-98-99). So EU soybean imports are generally 
increasing, but they are down during the last year. And 
their total imports are down partly because their indigenous 
production of oilseeds and soybeans is up.
 Alan, who has been a USDA oilseed analyst for many 
years, thinks that the Roundup Ready soybean issue has 
only a small effect on western European consumption levels. 
The Europeans, more or less, buy what they need from the 
cheapest source. So prices probably explain more of the 
drop in exports than the Roundup Ready issue. Another key 
factor is indigenous European oilseed production, which has 
risen from 11.5 million metric tons (MMT) in 1993-94, to 
an estimated 15.5 million tonnes this year (1998-99 analysis 
year). The Europeans grow a relatively small amount of 

soybeans (1.7 MMT) this year and 800,000 tonnes in 1993-
94 (mostly in Italy). The biggest oilseed crop in the EC-15 
is rapeseed (9.4 MMT) followed by sunfl ower (3.6 MMT), 
soybeans, and cottonseed (0.7). Most of the increase in 
European production is caused by yield, and only a small 
amount by greater area. Copra and palm kernel which are 
grown in the tropics and imported to the UK.
 Another factor depressing U.S. soybean prices is that 
over the last 10 years the European Community, China, 
India, Argentina, Brazil, Canada, and the USA have all taken 
land out of grain production and started to cultivate oilseeds 
(including soybeans). This extra worldwide production has 
led to an increased supply and stocks. U.S. farmers continue 
to plant more soybeans since the loan rates favor soybeans 
over corn.
 Concerning Brazilian exports: “Brazil has probably been 
selling some Roundup Ready soybeans whether they call 
them ‘Roundup Ready’ or not. That technology is available 
all over.” Alan has no fi rm evidence but he says that this is 
the rumor.
 In conclusion: Only a complex interaction of many 
variables can explain accurately why soybean exports to 
western Europe are down during the last year. If Roundup 
Ready is a factor, it is probably a very small one. The huge 
stocks (unused, unsold soybeans) are the main factor keeping 
soybean prices low.
 Some interests outside the U.S. are concerned that we 
will become so dependant on a few highly developed strains 
and varieties that, if something goes wrong, there will be 
a food security problem. But this is less of an issue now 
than ever before because the U.S.’s percentage of the world 
oilseed supplies is now much less than it was in the past. 
There are many other producers and exporters. So with a 
more diversifi ed source of supply, the risk is less. However 
the risk for American soybean farmers is more, because we 
are becoming increasingly dependant on certain soybean 
markets–such as China–and on certain varieties, which is the 
farmer’s risk but not the consumer’s risk. Address: USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service, Oilseeds & Products, Room 
5638 South, 14th & Independence, Washington, DC 20250. 
Phone: 202-720-0143.

3340. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1999. First look at a 
new soy market [Cuba]. 5(8):6. June.
• Summary: For the last 40 years, no U.S. farm products 
have been sold to Cuba due to a trade embargo. But during 
the fi rst week in April, the American Soybean Association’s 
Caribbean Regional Director Kent Nelson traveled to 
Havana, Cuba, to initiate contact with importing agencies 
and soy customers. Alimport (Alimentary Imports), the 
offi cial trading arm for the Cuban government, currently 
imports 285,000 tonnes (metric tons) of soybean meal 
(mostly from Argentina), 10-15,000 tonnes of whole 
soybeans, and 55,000 tonnes of vegetable oil, a year.
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3341. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSG, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1999. Services of the Canadian Grain 
Commission–Export soybeans. 13(1):1-3. June.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction to the CGC. Inspection 
services: Vessel shipments, truck, rail and container 
shipments. Special analyses. Oil and protein content. 
Monitoring services. Entomology services (insects). 
Verifi cation/audit services. Genetic testing. Weighing 
services.
 Concerning genetic testing: “The Chatham offi ce is in 
the process of implementing test procedures aimed at the 
identifi cation and certifi cation of GMO/non-GMO (Roundup 
Ready) soybean shipments. Initially, testing will involve 
an ELIZA based method which, after internal evaluation is 
known to provide reliable detection at levels above 0.3%. 
In the longer term, the CGC will explore and move to 
alternative methods that will enhance its abilities in this 
area.”
 A photo shows Jim Lowe of the CGC as he shows 
samples of Canadian soybeans to members of the Japanese 
Tofu Association.

3342. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1999. Canadian soybean exports. 13(1):4. 
June.
• Summary: A large table shows statistics on tonnes (metric 
tons) of soybeans exported to various countries, and regions, 
each year from 1994/95 to 1997/98. The countries are: 
In Asia–China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, and Thailand. In 
Western Europe–Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain. 
By continent–Africa, Central America, Eastern Europe, 
Middle East, Oceania, South America, and United States.
 In 1997/98 the countries to which the largest amount of 
Canadian soybean exports went were (in tonnes): Norway 
159,000, United States 134,706, Japan 62,931, Portugal 
58,465, Spain 34,759, Hong Kong 23,210, Belgium 20,687, 
and Malaysia 20,539.

3343. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada). 1999. Serial/periodical. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada: Canadian Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board. Began with Vol. 13, No. 1 (June 1999).
• Summary: Continues Canadian Export Soybeans. Until 
June 1999 (Vol. 13, No. 1) this newsletter was published 
by the Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. At 
that time the publisher’s name was changed to the Ontario 
Soybean Growers. Starting in the fall of 2001 the publisher 
changed to the Canadian Soybean Export Association (at 
the same address). The subtitle also changed to “The Export 
Newsletter of the Canadian Soybean Export Association.” 
Address: Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

3344. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1999. 
Fifty years of progress: A history of the Ontario soybean 
industry. 50th anniversary–Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board, 1949-1999. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: 
OSGMB. 36 p. June. 28 cm.
• Summary: Editor: Janet Nauta. Contents: Message 
from the Ontario Minister of Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Affairs (Noble A. Villenueve). Message from the Minister 
of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (Lyle Vanclief). 
Chairman’s message (Ken Bee). The Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board–Five decades of progress (with 
highlights of each decade). Farm Products Marketing 
Commission–Involved since the beginning. Harosoy and 
more–Harrow Research Centre’s role in soybean research. 
Soybean leaders–Chairmen of the Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board. Research and variety trials in 
the east–Kemptville College’s role. OMAFRA–Promoter 
of Ontario’s “great export.” Making the grade–The Ontario 
Grain Commission, Soybean research–Ridgetown College’s 
contribution. Heading east–Short season soybean research in 
Ottawa. Ontario Grain and Feed Association–Past, present 
and future. From 1893 to today–The history of soybeans at 
the University of Guelph. Once upon a time: An interview 
with the oldest living Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board director (Gordon Coutts, who became director in 
1958). Early promotions–Call for soybeans (Ad from Victory 
Mills titled “Wanted: 3,000,000 bushels of soybeans”–from 
the 1945 crop).
 Contains many color photos and 20 ads, some full page. 
Address: 180 Riverside Drive, Box 1199, Chatham, ONT 
N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3345. Fabey, Michael. 1999. Down the Amazon. Latin Trade 
7(7):32. July.
• Summary: The privately owned Andre Maggi group of 
Brazil has developed a cheaper, faster way of exporting its 
soybeans. The chairman of the group, the biggest soybean 
producer in Brazil, is Blairo Maggi.
 It has created a complex network of trucks and river 
barges to move hundreds of thousands of tons of soybeans 
from its headquarters at Chapada dos Parecis, located in the 
interior of Brazil’s state of Mato Grosso, north and west to 
Porto Velho, in the state of Rondonia. From Porto Velho they 
are barged northward down the Madeira River to a port the 
group built on the Amazon River, and from there down the 
river and to customers around the world. They have been 
using this northward route down the Amazon for the past 
three years.
 The key Amazon port (which cost the group $28 million 
to construct) is at Itacoatiara, where the Madeira River meets 
the Amazon; from here the soybeans are transshipped from 
barges to larger seagoing ships.
 Before building its port at Itacoatiara, the Maggi group 
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used to truck its soybeans south and east to the seaports of 
Santos and Paranagua–a huge distance at the cost of about 
$110 a ton–compared with about $65 a ton using the new 
northward route down the Amazon. In addition, using these 
southern ports usually involved a long wait in the trucks, 
typically 7 days at Paranagua and 12 days at Santos–the 
busiest port in all of Latin America.
 During the last soybean harvest, the Maggi group’s 
shipping company, Hermasa Navegacao, transported about 
550,000 tons of soybeans through the new port Itacotiara.

3346. Warshall, Peter. 1999. Commerce: Soy in the 
Mississippi River basin. Whole Earth (San Rafael, 
California) No. 97. Summer. p. 91-92.
• Summary: “I like to think of the US Heartland as a bad 
personal relationship between the Mississippi Delta and 
the Chicago Board of Trade. They need to talk. There’s no 
feedback between economic productivity and ecological 
regeneration. The upstream guys love money from soy/corn 
futures; the downstream fi shermen go broke because farm 
pollution has deadened 7,500 square miles (40 percent of the 
US fi shery harvest). The upstream guys set the world price 
for soybeans; the down-streamers lose their shirts.
 “Futurists must ask: Is it trade itself that causes the 
river’s demise, or is it the style of transport (trucks, barges, 
rail), or the design of the overall food-delivery system? Can 
we imagine an eco-friendly and equitable trade route? Whole 
Earth looked for and never found a design for such a trade 
route. The compassionate traders seem to spend their time 
fi ghting the free traders. Anybody got any ideas?
 “A soy farmer in western Minnesota, for instance, 
might ship his crop 200 miles by truck to Port Cargill at the 
confl uence of the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers; 1,200 
miles by barge to New Orleans; 3,000 miles to Rotterdam, 
and then 200 miles to Paris. (Or the soy could travel by truck 
to a local grain elevator, then by rail to Seattle [Washington], 
and then on to China. Or it could go from the farmer’s grain 
elevator to a local processor by truck or rail.)
 “One idea–developing gene-spliced local crops to 
substitute for trade–typifi es how small changes will cause 
global turmoil. Genes for caffeine have been successfully 
transferred to soybeans to create a soy-based instant ‘coffee.’ 
Midwesterners will soon grow soy ‘faux coffee’ beans. You 
may start hearing: ‘Please pass the soy-based creamer for my 
Iowa City Instant Soy Coffee.’ Central and South American 
and African growers and exporters should expect to lose 
market share. The acreage that went to coffee beans for 
instant coffee will be lost; laborers will be jobless. In short, 
traders, bean crushers, barge and train shippers, Congress, 
taxpayers, State Department food-aid administrators, gene 
splicers, grain-elevator operators, and a small heroic group of 
citizens in the Mississippi River Basin Alliance join farmers 
enmeshed in a global food system that is defi nitely short on 
empathy, if not organizational sympathies.

 Sidebar 1: The Mississippi-Missouri is the fourth longest 
river on the planet (3,870 miles), with the fourth largest 
river basin (1.3 million square miles) and the sixth largest 
discharge at its mouth (18,000 cubic feet per second). Among 
the top rivers in the world (including the Nile, Amazon, 
Yangtze, Congo, and Parana), the Mississippi is by far the 
most polluted with fertilizers and toxic petrochemicals.
 Sidebar 2: “Habitat loss on a stretch of the Mississippi 
modifi ed for navigation (right) contrasts with the diverse 
complex of habitats on a less developed stretch of the upper 
Mississippi. Wing dams trap silt, destroy wetlands, and 
deepen channel for barge and boat traffi c.”
 Sidebar 3: The Mississippi River Basin Alliance, 2105 
First Avenue South, Suite 301, Minneapolis, MN 55404. 
612/870-3441, mrbooffi ce@mrba.org, www.mrba.org/mrba. 
The largest-scale coalition uniting environmental justice 
and conservation for the whole river basin. Dedicated to 
protecting and restoring the basin’s ecological, economic, 
cultural, historic, and recreational resources, and to 
eliminating barriers of race and economic status.
 Sidebar 4: The Upper Mississippi and Rios Parana/
Paraguay Basins are the world’s two heartlands of soy. Both 
compete for market share of exports. Both ship by rail and 
barge. The transformation of the South American rivers and 
prairies is duplicating (with a vengeance) what occurred in 
the Mississippi Basin and the American Midwest. Lowering 
soy production or prices in the Midwest encourages Brazilian 
farmers to plow more cerrados (savannas) and grab more 
market share.
 “Perverse feedback occurs between the two gigantic, 
soy-competitive river basins. Barge-traffi c subsidies and 
intercontinental competition destroy the river basins with 
no corrective feedbacks for biodiversity or other economic 
sectors (e.g., fi shing).
 “Upper map shows the Rios Parana/Paraguay Basin with 
new railroad line and river channels, and landlocked parts of 
Argentina, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Brazil.
 “Lower map shows dams on the upper Mississippi that 
alter fl ow regime, water quality, wetlands, fi sheries, and 
fl yways. In 1994, agro-exports from the US accounted for 40 
percent of the worldwide trade in soybeans. About 70 percent 
of all US grain moves by barge.
 Sidebar 5: “A feedback mechanism is part of a loop. It 
returns information back to the sender, typically in a new 
message like speed up, slow down, or hold steady.
 “Ambiguous Feedbacks: The US government buys 
soybeans; especially when the market price is low. By 
buying high, the government assures farmers that their 
crop will not experience a price crash. Its purchases are a 
corrective feedback to stabilize incomes to farmers. The 
government then gives or cheaply sells the soy to nations in 
need of assistance. Free or cheap food can set up a perverse 
feedback loop that discourages poor farmers in those 
nations from planting similar grains. One feedback props up 
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American farmers’ prices and fuels another feedback that 
hurts the long-term self-suffi ciency of others.
 “No Informational Feedbacks exist on a global level to 
ensure soyfood safety for consumers. Consumers get no info 
about the difference, for instance, between gene-spliced and 
‘regular’ soybeans. The US refused to sign the Convention 
on Biodiversity (Rio de Janeiro, 1992) because it required 
labeling of gene-spliced foods. Angered European consumers 
sent a message back through the cashfl ow feedback circuit; 
they refused to buy any US soybean products.
 “Rules: Chicago Board of Trade’s grades and standards 
for soybeans do not distinguish ‘regular’ varieties from 
gene-spliced or eco-friendly beans. Grain elevators mix all 
farmers’ soybeans together, creating barriers to separate, 
parallel markets for ‘regular,’ gene-spliced, and eco-friendly 
beans.
 “Both rules freeze market patterns. In order to change 
the market’s organization, buyers must demand parallel-
purchasing agreements with segregated transport.
 Sidebar 6: “Barges and Railcars: Each barge on the 
Mississippi-Missouri moves 50,000 bushels of corn (1,500 
tons): as much as fi fteen railcars. A typical barge convoy 
has fi fteen barges (750,000 bushels): more grain than two 
100-car trains can transport. At St. Louis, where the river 
widens and the last lock is passed, the tow can be doubled 
(to thirty or more barges, or 1.5 million bushels). And barges 
can back-haul (fertilizer, coal, salt); railroad cars are too 
specialized, and return empty. Railroad deregulation set up 
competitive prices; although barges can haul more, they are 
more expensive and wouldn’t exist without subsidies. Barge 
subsidies will shape the future prices of transport.”

3347. Lu, Ming; Wang, Lianzheng. 1999. State of the 
soybean industry in the People’s Republic of China. In: 
H.E. Kauffman, comp. 1999. World Soybean Research 
Conference VI: Proceedings–Invited and contributed papers. 
Champaign, Illinois: Superior Printing. xxxix + 746 p. See p. 
1-5. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is the plenary address at World Soybean 
Research Conference VI. Contents: Brief history of 
the soybean industry during the past 20 years. Current 
characteristics of the soybean industry: Cropping systems 
in soybean growing areas, major production risks, status 
of mechanization, status of chemical inputs, structure and 
number of institutions and scientists doing research and 
development, consumption (“In the preliminary and middle 
schools there are Soybean Action Plans that promote the 
drinking of soybean milk”).
 Future trends in the soybean industry to the year 2020: 
Projected production trends (Soybean area will remain 
constant, but the yield is projected to be 2,000 to 2,400 kg/
ha. “Total production should, therefore, reach approximately 
20 million tonnes” [metric tons]), trend in production costs 
(no big changes), trends in marketing, transportation and 

storage, projected impacts of biotechnology (“In this fi eld the 
work will be strengthened”), projected developments in the 
processing area, projected trends in domestic consumption 
(China’s population is increasing by about 13 million persons 
per year. Meat consumption is about 40 kg per capita and 
that will continue to grow. “We need to develop the animal 
industry and aquaculture, and therefore the need for more 
soybean protein feed will grow”), projected trend in export 
/ import of soybean and products (“China can’t be a large 
soybean export country because domestic consumption 
is very big. Import of soybean and soy products will be 
increasing”), projected investment in R&D (increasing).
 Tables show: (1) Soybean production in China, 1978-
1997, with area, production and yield for each year. (2) 
Soybean production, area and yield in the main provinces 
of China (and China total) during 1996 & 1997. Those 
provinces are (listed in descending order of production 
in 1997): Heilongjiang, Inner Mongolia, Henan, Anhui, 
Shandong, Jilin, Hebei, Jiangsu, Hunan, Liaoning.
 (3) Imports and exports of soybean in China, 1980-1996. 
Imports were:
 1993–99,000 metric tons
 1994–50,000 metric tons
 1995–290,000 metric tons
 1996–1,111,000 metric tons
 Brief history of the soybean industry in China during the 
past 20 years:
 “During the past 20 years soybean production in China 
has made major progress. Total soybean production in 1978 
was 7.5 million tons, but in 1994 production reached a record 
16 million tons–an increase of 111.5% from 1978. However, 
the record soybean production in 1994 was only 55.9% more 
than production in 1936, which was the highest production 
before the 1949 revolution. This illustrates that China has 
been a major soybean producer throughout this century.
 “Soybean yield per hectare has increased signifi cantly 
in recent years to make up for the lack of area for expansion. 
Yield went from 1059 Kg, / ha in 1978 to a record 1769 
Kg / ha in 1996. The yield of soybean has been on a steady 
upward trend during the past decade.
 “Total planted area has averaged about 8 million ha 
per year over the past two decades. In 1978 a total of 7.14 
million ha was planted while in 1996 the area was only 7.4 
million ha–an increase of 4.6%. The area has varied from 7 
million ha in 1991 to 9.5 million ha in 1993. (Table 1)
 “Soybean is the fourth largest crop after rice, wheat 
and corn. In China there are the following three soybean 
production regions:
 “1. Northern Spring Sowing Region is the largest 
region of soybean production in China. In this region are 
the provinces of Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning and Inner 
Mongolia. The planted area of soybean in this region reached 
3.5 million ha. Total soybean production in this region 
occupies about 45% of the whole of China.
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 “2. Northern summer sowing region is the second largest 
soybean area in China. The provinces of Henan, Shandong, 
Hebei, Anhui are in this region. Planted area and production 
of soybean in this region occupies about 30% of the whole of 
China.
 “3. Southern poly-cropping region. In this region, 
planted area and total production of soybean occupies about 
20-25% of the total in China.
 “The reasons for increases in soybean yields are the 
following:
 “(1) Release of new good soybean cultivars;
 “(2) Improving of cultural practices;
 “(3) Increasing of application of fertilizers;
 “(4) Better control diseases, insects and weeds;
 “(5) Planted area was stable.
 “During the past 20 years China has released 55 soybean 
cultivars. From these soybean cultivars released, 23 received 
awards from the Central Government. In other scientifi c 
yields such as soybean cultivation, soybean genetics, 
soybean germplasm and in control of diseases and insects 
Chinese researchers have had many scientifi c achievements.” 
Address: 1. Chinese Ministry of Agriculture; 2. Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural Sciences–CAAS, and Chine Crop 
Science Society. Both: Beijing, China.

3348. Duffey, Patrick. 1999. The price is right: AGP sets 
pace for soybean industry with new oil pricing program. 
Rural Cooperatives 66(5):14-18. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: In 1983, its fi rst year in business, AGP had 
sales of $700 million. Its annual gross sales will soon top $4 
billion.
 “AGP, owned by 285 local and 10 regional cooperatives, 
will take on another pioneering role for the industry this fall 
when it begins paying premium prices at its nine processing 
plants for soybeans that meet graduated level standards 
for oil content. The new program took effect Oct. 1.” Jim 
Lindsay, AGP’s chief executive offi cer, says the new oil 
premium program “represents another avenue to add value to 
soybeans for farmers throughout the cooperative processing 
system.”
 While this pricing program is new to the soybean 
industry, it is well established in other agricultural industries. 
“In grain, the protein content of wheat has been measured for 
decades to determine the price. The dairy industry calculates 
price to producers based on the protein content of milk, 
which is a critical factor for making cheese.”
 “AGP started building the foundation for the value-
pricing system 18 months ago in cooperation with fi eld 
testing by 14 Iowa local cooperatives, Charles Hurburgh 
at Iowa State University and the Iowa Soybean Promotion 
Board.” Near-infrared transmission (NIT) technology is used 
to provide rapid and accurate analysis of the oil content of 
whole soybeans. Larry Burkett, AGP senior vice president 
for corporate and member relations, believes soybeans offer 

a bright future for farmers.
 AGP began operating in 1983. Jim Lindsay, the co-op’s 
fi rst and only CEO “compiled a staff that attacked costs with 
a vengeance. “He had prior business experience with corn 
and soybean processing as an executive at ADM, and he was 
chairman of the National Oilseed Processors Association 
(NOPA) for four years.
 There follows a question and answer session with Jim 
Lindsay: What is AGP’s mission? How did AGP build its 
fi nancial standing in its short 16-year history? What has 
prompted AGP’s extensive expansion in recent years? 
Where is the future in soybean exports? What is AGP’s 
future direction? “Part of AGP’s challenge is to help farmers 
identify with value-added products.” AGP has added a new 
methyl ester plant at Sergeant Bluff, Iowa. “Soy methyl ester 
is used in solvents, cleaners, agricultural spray adjuvants, 
cosmetics, and soydiesel.” At the AGP plant in Mason City, 
Iowa, storage has been boosted by 150%. AGP has begun 
making Amino Plus, a high-bypass soybean meal shown by 
AGP research to increase milk production by as much as 
10% in lactating dairy cattle. AGP has purchased an interest 
in Protinal / Proagro in Venezuela, a broiler [chicken] 
production, processing and marketing company that also 
markets livestock feed and seed. And it has opened AGP 
Hungary, a premix and feed company owned by AGP and 
12 farmer cooperatives in Hungary. Address: Information 
Specialist, USDA Rural Development.

3349. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1999. Profi les: Mike Snobelen, owner of 
Snobelen Farms, a non-GMO exporter. Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: “The safest bet for many farmers hoping to 
profi t from the introduction of biotechnology may, ironically, 
be to plant non-biotech crops.
 “The strategy is reaping dividends in Huron and Bruce 
Counties, where 500 growers this year contracted to deliver 
non-Roundup Ready soybeans for a 40 cent per bushel 
premium to Snobelen Farms elevators at Lucknow, Ripley 
and Dungannon.”
 “’This is a customer-driven business,’ Snobelen says. ‘It 
has nothing to do with whether biotechnology is good or bad. 
It’s whether biotechnology is what the consumers want.’”
 “Snobelen started non-biotech sales with two boatloads 
shipped in 1997 with the help of marketing fi rm Manna 
International. Six boatloads from the 1998 crop were shipped 
to the UK and Belgium, and three vessels are already booked 
for 1999 crop, with more sales in the works.”
 “To date, most Snobelen exports have gone to soymilk 
makers. Now, the company sees that market widening out. 
There is more interest in using non-biotech soybeans for 
bread improvers.”
 A portrait photo shows Mike Snobelen. Address: Box 
1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.
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3350. Stecklow, Steve. 1999. Soys from Brazil–A Latin 
nation’s beans are sold as ‘non-GM,’ but don’t ask farmers: 
They plant biotech seeds, defying the government and its 
raiding parties. Wall Street Journal. Dec. 28. p. A1, A4.
• Summary: Brazilian soybean farmers are smuggling in 
transgenic (genetically engineered) soybean seeds (known in 
Brazil as transgenicos) from Argentina along Brazil’s remote 
southeast border. The three southernmost Brazilian states 
that share a border with Argentina–Parana, Santa Catarina, 
and Rio Grande do Sul (RGS)–have long been three of 
Brazil’s largest soybean producers. Some Brazilian farmers 
gave been growing transgenic soybeans for 2-3 seasons. 
Agriculture offi cials in Rio Grande do Sul now estimate 
that 13% of its 7.5 million acres are growing transgenic 
soybeans this season. Farmers say the percentage is even 
higher, adding that these transgenics are routinely mixed 
with traditional soybeans before they are sold or exported. 
Agricultural experts in Rio Grande do Sul say that their state 
may have less trangenic soybeans than other states, which 
aren’t enforcing the law.
 Earlier this year, Brazil’s federal Agriculture Ministry 
approved the use of Monsanto’s Roundup-Ready soybeans. 
But in August Brazil’s chapter of Greenpeace, a consumer 
group, and Brazil’s environmental protecting agency won 
a court ruling that halted use of the seeds pending an 
environmental-impact study, which is expected to take at 
least a year. Monsanto has not yet appealed. So, in fact, 
Brazil hasn’t yet approved the planting of biotech soybeans. 
European companies are importing Brazilian soybeans and 
marketing them as GMO-free–but they usually aren’t. One 
such company is Soya International Ltd. in Manchester, 
England, which “imports more than 15,000 tons of Brazilian 
soy a year and supplies it to supermarket chains for their 
private-label goods.” What to do? The European Union, 
which requires labeling of transgenic foods, plans a limit of 
just 1% bioengineered residue in any ingredient for foods to 
avoid the label.
 Brazilian farmers believe that transgenic soybeans help 
to lower their production costs by reducing overall herbicide 
costs by 20%. Thirteen months ago RGS narrowly elected 
a new governor Olivo Dutra of the leftist Workers Party. 
He is convinced that, given the GM backlash in Europe, 
transgenic soybeans are a dead end for Brazilian farmers. His 
government is now conducting surprise inspections. But the 
farmers are upset and very emotional. They have developed 
conspiracy theories to explain what’s happening. Address: 
Staff reporter.

3351. Mowe, Rosalind. ed. 1999. Southeast Asian 
specialties: A culinary journey through Singapore, Malaysia, 
and Indonesia. Cologne, Germany: Culinaria Koenemann. 
319 p. Illust. (color photos by Günter Beer). Index. 26 x 22 
cm.
• Summary: Translated from the German. Includes headings 

in Chinese. This book is a feast for the eyes, printed on 
glossy paper with informative color photos on almost ever 
page. The structure and content are also creative and very 
interesting; it has caught the heart and spirit and nuances of 
the culture. On some pages, however, the type is too small 
to read. The name of most recipes and ingredients is given 
in their native language. A 2-page map of Southeast Asia 
appears near the front. The basic structure: Singapore (p. 
12-109). Malaysia (p. 110-215). Indonesia (p. 216-301). 
Glossary (p. 302-04). Introduction to Chinese nutritional 
theory, by Andrea Fülling (p. 305-06): Introduction, yin and 
yang, the three warmers, the warming effect of foods (the 
fi ve energy states are hot, warm, neutral, refreshing, and 
cold), the fi ve elements. Acknowledgements. Photo credits. 
Index.
 The contents includes: Healing herbs (p. 26-29). Soup 
as medicine (p. 30-33). Soybean (in Singapore, p. 40-47): 
Introduction (familiar forms are sprouts, soy sauce, beancurd, 
tempeh; new disguises are “vegetable protein,” emulsifi er,” 
“lecithin,” “vegetable oil” which are found in dairy products, 
canned fi sh, candies, desserts, and much more), in the 
West soybeans are “often grown as monocultures, with the 
disadvantages that this entails, such as the use of chemical 
fertilizers and pesticides,” and genetically engineered 
soybeans, great nutritional value yet rarely used as whole 
dry soybeans, most of the harvest in SE Asia is processed 
into beancurd and tempeh, importance of fermentation, soy 
milk resembles cow’s milk and is an excellent substitute, soy 
sauce is used throughout this cuisine. Photo of green soybean 
plants with green pods.
 Soybean sprouts: “Black soybeans are imported from 
Thailand and Myanmar (Burma).” After washing, the beans 
are spread out in deep baskets and kept in the dark for 6 
days. “Before the baskets of sprouts can be sold, the top 
layer if green leaves is trimmed off. They are used as feed 
for chickens and ducks. One basket yields 154 lb (70 kg) and 
the output of a medium-sized business is 60 baskets a day.” 
Soybean “sprouts should never be eaten raw, nor should 
they be cooked for too long.” Mung bean sprouts are better 
known than soy sprouts, but both can be bought fresh.
 Dou ban jiang (“Salted soya bean sauce.” Photo of jar 
and Sinsin label). Dou chi (“Black bean sauce.” Photo of 
jar and Sinsin label). Note 1. Typically Dou chi are named 
“Salted black beans.” Photo of fi ve glasses showing how dry 
soybeans are transformed into soymilk, then curds.
 Tofu: Meat from the fi elds (p. 42-44). The best tofu is 
made from special types of soybeans that are different from 
those that are crushed to make oil and meal. Most of the tofu 
in Singapore is made from soybeans imported from Canada. 
Describes the basic process for making commercial pressed 
tofu or soft tofu, with 7 photos showing the steps. Implies 
that making yuba is part of the process for making tofu; it “is 
eventually sold as dried beancurd sticks (fu chok).
 Soy milk products: Fu pei–dried tofu skin [yuba]. Fu 
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chok–dried tofu sticks [dried yuba sticks]. Tim chok–sweet 
tofu pieces [sic, sweet dried yuba / ama-yuba].
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2012) that uses the term “Tim chok” to refer to 
sweet dried yuba, or that uses the term “dried tofu sticks” to 
refer to dried yuba sticks.
 Tofu fa–soft tofu as a dessert [tofu curds]; a little 
tapioca fl our may be added. “Served warm or cold with a 
syrup fl avored with almond extract.” Color photo shows 
yellow yuba atop hot soymilk, and a woman removing a slab 
pressed tofu from its mold.
 Tofu recipes for every taste (p. 44-45): “Tofu on its 
own is rather bland in taste, but this is precisely its strength, 
since when it is combined with different ingredients and 
condiments it tastes new and different every time. Recipes: 
Niang dou fu (Fried beancurd pockets). Xia ren dou fu 
(Stir-fried beancurd with jumbo shrimp). Hong shao dou 
fu (Braised beancurd). Sui rou zheng dou fu (Steamed soft 
beancurd with ground pork). Dou hua (Sweet beancurd 
dessert). Zha fu pi juan (fried beancurd skin [yuba] roll). 
Color photos show the 2nd and last recipes.
 Soy sauce (p. 46-47): A naturally fermented product 
made with mold cultures of Aspergillus oryzae. Describes 
the process for both light and dark soy sauce; the koji is 
made in shallow round trays, ready after 4 days. It is “then 
transferred into fi berglass tanks [or earthenware jars], 
covered with brine, and left to ferment for 3 months,” after 
which the 1st extraction of crude soy sauce takes place [but 
not through pressure]. More brine is added and a second 
extraction takes place 1 month later; this process is repeated 
for the third extraction. “At this point, the paths of the 
different soy sauces diverge.” The saltier, light-colored soy 
sauce is mixed with a preservative, pasteurized, “and stored 
in tanks to clarify before bottling.” The dark soy sauce 
is mixed with both a preservative and caramel coloring, 
is allowed to mature for an additional 4 weeks, then is 
pasteurized and bottled. Note 3. What happens to the 2nd 
and third extractions? Color photos show fi ve steps in the 
process, but a traditional earthenware vat is shown instead 
of the fi berglass tanks. Dark soy sauce is thicker than light. 
Recipes: Jiang you ji (Chicken in soy sauce, with marinade). 
Hong shao niu nan (Braised shoulder of beef).
 Oyster sauce (contains no soy). Sesame oil (p. 49, with 7 
photos).
 Condiments (p. 50-51): Color photos show the front 
and label of 15 separate jars and bottles with a substantial 
description under each. Those containing soy are: Hoisin 
sauce. Dou chi (Fermented bean dried). Dou ban jiang (Tou 
cheong). Fu ru (Beancurd preserved). Jang qing (light soy 
sauce). Hei jiang you (Dark soy sauce). Tian jiang (Sweet 
sauce).
 Peking duck (p. 62-65; soybean paste {no Chinese name 
is given} and Hoisin sauce are ingredients in the sauce). One 
key is the crisp skin. It is served in thin Mandarin pancakes.

 Suckling pig (p. 86-87): Piglets are bred in Hunan 
province. Slaughtered at the age of 3-4 months. After a dead 
piglet has been patted dry, it is brushed with soy sauce, then 
coated with a marinade that includes fermented red bean curd 
and light soy sauce. As with Peking Duck, suckling pig is 
prized for its crisp, tasty skin. Six photos show the skewered 
baby pig.
 Symbolic foods (p. 98-101): One of these is Moon 
Cakes from the mid-autumn festival (15th day of the 8th 
lunar month). “Traditional fi llings include sweet black bean 
or lotus paste.” Is the sweet black bean fi lling made from soy 
beans?
 Instant cup noodles [instant ramen] (p. 48): Note 4. 
Wikipedia says at Momofuku Ando: ORS [Order of the 
Rising Sun], (lived March 5, 1910–Jan. 5, 2007) was the 
Taiwanese-Japanese businessman who founded Nissin Food 
Products Co., Ltd. He is famed as the inventor of instant 
noodles and cup noodles, which he launched on 25 Aug. 
1958 (at age 48) under the name Chikin Ramen–after months 
of trial and error experimentation to perfect his fl ash-frying 
method. On 18 Sept. 1981 he launched his most famous 
product, Cup Noodle.
 Beansprouts (p. 154-57): With a long introduction, a 
description of the process, beautiful photos, and recipes: 
Taugeh goreng kucai (Fried beansprouts with chives). 
Taugeh masak kerang (Fried beansprouts with baby clams). 
Tahu goreng (Fried tofu with beansprouts). Bihun goreng 
(Fried rice noodles). Urap taugeh (Fried beansprouts with 
grated coconut).
 Nasi tumpeng (rice cone) (p. 220). Served with sambal 
goreng tempe (crisp-fried marinated strips of tempeh). 
Gudeg (rice with green jackfruit cooked in a sweet sauce, p. 
221) is served with a side dish of tahu goreng bacem (tofu 
cooked with spices, then fried).
 Tempeh (p. 228-29), soybeans fermented with Rhizopus 
oligosporus mold. Indonesians consume more tempeh than 
tofu. The process is described, with 4 color photos: Recipe: 
Tempe goreng (fried tempeh).
 Glossary (p. 302-04) includes: Fermentation. Soy sauce 
(“Probably the best-known Asian seasoning agent,...”). 
Sticky rice (also known as glutinous rice). Tahu (Indonesian; 
tofu). Tempeh. Tofu (beancurd, incl. hard, soft, and smoked).

3352. Warnken, Philip F. 1999. The development and growth 
of the soybean industry in Brazil. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State 
University Press. xxiv + 168 p. Index. 24 cm. [161 ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations and tables. 
Preface. Acknowledgments. Acronyms and abbreviations. 
Weights and measures equivalents. 1. Introduction: 
Background and setting. Soybeans in Brazil’s agriculture and 
economy. 2. Brazil’s soybean boom: A political economy 
perspective: Soybeans and Brazilian political economy goals 
(Saving foreign exchange, increasing foreign exchange 
earnings, improving the national diet, stimulating industrial 
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development, holding down food price increases, territorial 
occupation, other factors: wheat and coffee policies, wheat 
policy, coffee eradication policy). Brazilian soybeans and the 
international political economy.
 3. Soybean production in Brazil: Aggregate production 
trends. Regional production trends. Characteristics of 
producing regions (Traditional region, frontier Cerrado 
region {Area and location, terrain and vegetation, climate, 
soils}, Cerrado soybean production and modern technology). 
Production systems and technologies of the Cerrados. 
Future considerations. 4. Soybean agronomic and production 
management research: Public research system, early 
soybean research and the role of technology transfer. Major 
research lines and accomplishments (Genetic improvement: 
Development of the tropical soybean, other genetic 
advancements {poor soil tolerance, disease resistance, 
insect resistance, nutritional quality, seed quality}, soils 
management, pest control, Rhizobium research, other 
technological advances). Conclusions.
 5. Soybean production programs and policies: An 
overview of Brazil’s development policies. Guaranteed 
minimum prices program (Soybeans and the rice minimum 
price support program, soybean minimum price support 
program), national rural credit system: An overview 
(Marketing loan program (EGF) {Soybean marketing 
loans}, production credit {Soybean production credit}, 
investment credit {Soybeans and investment credit}, 
conclusions: soybeans in the national rural credit system). 
Credit, macroeconomic policy, and infl ation. Soybeans 
and the wheat subsidy program. Soybeans and the coffee 
policy. Input subsidies. Public infrastructure programs 
(Polocentro program, Prodecer programs). Energy pricing 
policies. Taxation policies (Income taxes, land taxes, social 
security taxes, sales and value-added taxes). Conclusions. 
6. Trade, marketing, and commercial policies: Marketing 
channels. International trade (Trade, the Uruguay Round, 
and MERCOSUL). Domestic marketing system (Market 
structure and competition, infrastructure: Transport, 
storage, and handling, infrastructure: Progress and plans). 
Commercial policies. Conclusions: Commercial policies. 
7. Soybean processing and industrial policy: Trends in 
the soybean processing industry (Industry development). 
Processing capacity trends (Industry location shifts, industry 
structure). Industrial policies and the soybean processing 
industry (Taxation policies, industrial credit programs). 
Conclusions. 8. Consumption and utilization of soybean 
products: Trends in use of soybean oil and soybean meal. 
Animal protein consumption. Growth of the broiler industry 
(Poultry exports). Factors infl uencing soybean product 
use. 9. Future directions of Brazil’s soybean industry: Past 
projections. Future domestic demand (Soybean oil demand, 
soybean meal demand). Policies infl uencing soybean 
industry growth (Technology, infrastructure, food and social 
policies, macroeconomic, market, and trade policies). 10. 

Summary and conclusions: Brazilian soybean boom: A 
political economy perspective. Production trends. Trade. 
Domestic marketing. Processing. Soybean product use. 
Policies (Research and technology policies, agricultural 
and industrial policies, commercial and trade policies, 
industrial processing policies). Future directions. Selected 
Bibliography. Address: Prof. of Agricultural Economics, 
Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO.

3353. Wolff, David. 1999. To the Harbin Station: The liberal 
alternative in Russian Manchuria, 1898-1914. Stanford, 
California: Stanford University Press. xiv + 276 p. Plus 
15 unnumbered pages of plates. Foreword by Nicholas V. 
Riasanovsky. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [300+ ref]
• Summary: This is the author’s PhD thesis transformed into 
a book. He speaks Russian, Chinese, and Japanese, and has 
done extensive archival research in each.
 From the publisher: “In 1898, near the projected 
intersection of the Chinese Eastern Railroad (the last leg 
of the Trans-Siberian) and China’s Sungari River, Russian 
engineers founded the city of Harbin. Between the survey of 
the site and the profound dislocations of the 1917 revolution, 
Harbin grew into a bustling multiethnic urban center with 
over 100,000 inhabitants. In this area of great natural 
wealth, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and American 
ambitions competed and converged, and sometimes 
precipitated vicious hostilities.
 “Drawing on the archives, both central and local, of 
seven countries, this history of Harbin presents multiple 
perspectives on Imperial Russia’s only colony. The Russian 
authorities at Harbin and their superiors in St. Petersburg 
intentionally created an urban environment that was tolerant 
not only toward their Chinese host, but also toward different 
kinds of ‘Russians.’ For example, in no other city of the 
Russian Empire were Jews and Poles, who were numerous in 
Harbin, encouraged to participate in municipal government. 
The book reveals how this liberal Russian policy changed the 
face and fate of Harbin.”
 “As the history of Harbin unfolds, the narrative covers a 
wide range of historiographic concerns from several national 
histories. These include: the role of the Russian fi nance 
minister Witte, the building of the Trans-Siberian Railroad, 
the origins of Stolypin’s reforms, the development of Siberia 
and the Russian Far East, the 1905 Revolution, the use of 
ethnicity as a tool of empire, civil-military confl ict, strategic 
area studies, Chinese nationalism, the Japanese decision for 
war against the Russians, Korean nationalism in exile, and 
the rise of the soybean as an international commodity. In 
all these concerns, Harbin was a vibrant source of creative, 
unorthodox policy and turbulent economic and political 
claims.”
 Soybeans are mentioned on pages 18, 91, 160, 169, 233. 
Address: PhD.
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3354. Cavanaugh, Jeff. 2000. Soy what? GM soybeans breed 
controversy in Brazil. Indiana Agri-News (La Salle, Illinois). 
Jan. 14.
• Summary: Brief chronology: 1998 Dec. Rio Grande do 
Sul’s newly elected state government came out against 
genetically engineered (GE) soybeans.
 1999 Aug.–A Brazilian court ruled that GE soybeans 
could no longer be grown until an environmental impact 
statement on their use had been completed. State and local 
police began to enforce the ban, with spot inspections. GE 
crops, if found, were confi scated and burned.
 These problems merely highlighted the fact that Brazil, 
long assume to be GE free by European food importers, “had 
been planting and exporting GE soybeans for quite some 
time.”
 The European Union (EU) already requires all GE food 
to be labeled–since consumers want to know what they are 
buying and eating. With the new uncertainties, the EU plans 
to put a limit of one percent on the GE content of any food 
sold as non-GE.
 Offi cials in Rio Grande do Sul admit that about 13% of 
the soybeans grown in the state are in fact GE. U.S. estimates 
put that fi gure at about 20%, rising to 40-50% for Brazil as a 
whole. Address: AgriNews publications.

3355. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2000. Canadian 
Soybean Export Association executive [meeting]. April. p. 2.
• Summary: The Canadian Soybean Export Association 
(CSEA) held their 5th Annual meeting recently in London 
[Ontario]. CSEA is a voluntary association of members 
of the Canadian soybean industry, working as a team to 
promote exports of Canadian soybeans and soya products 
into world markets. The members include producers, 
exporters, dealers, researchers, and federal and provincial 
government offi cials.
 At their Annual meeting, CSEA members elected 
a new executive to serve them in the coming year: Paul 
Hazzard (St. Clair AgriServices Ltd.)–Chairman. Michael 
Loh (Southwest Soya Int.)–Vice Chairman. Tom Lassaline 
(OSG)–Executive Member. Kim Cooper–Secretary / 
Treasurer. A photo shows these four men standing. Address: 
Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3356. Cooper, Kim. 2000. Growing identity preserved (IP) 
soybeans in Canada (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 21. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Canada has been “IP-ing” (growing identity 
preserved soybeans) for about 15 years (i.e., since about 
1985). The pioneers in growing IP soybeans were Paul King 
(age 50-55) and his father (who founded King Grain, and 
who is now in his 90s) and W.G. Thompson & Sons Limited 
(Blenheim, Ontario). Kim worked for King Grain for about 
9 years. During his travels, Paul saw the need for consistent 
soybeans. He realized there was no way that Canada could 

compete with the USA for bulk shipments, so he proposed 
that Canada start to develop niche markets. He got very 
interested in soyfoods, because he believed there was a real 
opportunity for Canada to supply tofu makers with soybeans 
of consistently high quality year after year. Today Canada 
has the largest and most sophisticated IP system for soybeans 
of any country in the world.
 When genetically engineered soybeans started to be 
sold, the Ontario Soybean Growers (OSG) got chastised by 
the American Soybean Association for growing non-GMO 
soybeans and for not helping the advancement of GMO 
soybeans. When the ASA suggested that Canada stop this, 
they responded that they were simply trying to fi ll a need in 
the market.
 When customers started asking for non-GMO soybeans, 
they simply became another of Canada’s IP products; the 
infrastructure was in place. OSG is basically selling a 
process, which they show to their customers–from seed to 
grower to elevator. The customers are quite satisfi ed that 
they will get the soybeans they want, whether it is 0.1% 
non-GMO or 1% non-GMO or whatever. For customers in 
Japan and the UK, non-GMO is very important; for those 
in Hong Kong, only about 50% want non-GMO. Ontario’s 
IP production and exports have been increasing. This 
growth is hard to measure because the acreage is grown by 
individual companies. Kim has been doing some informal 
surveys, which show that 30-35% of the larger farmers are 
growing IP soybeans, which are also a value-added crop. 
Throughout Ontario province, Kim would estimate that IP 
acreage accounts for about 20-25% of total soybean acreage, 
compared with less than 5% of America’s total soybean 
acreage. So Canada is way ahead of the USA in growing IP 
soybeans. Address: Marketing Specialist, OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: (519) 352-7730.

3357. American Soybean Assoc. 2000. Bean beat: ASA had 
key role in getting House to pass PNTR with China. Soybean 
Digest. Aug. p. 34-35.
• Summary: PNTR [Permanent Normal Trade Relations] 
paves the way for China to join the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) and improves soybean grower access 
to a market of 1.3 billion people. During the last 5 years, 
China has gone from a net exporter of soybeans to the 
biggest importer of U.S. soybeans. Of the $13 billion worth 
of U.S. exports to China in 1999, nearly 6% ($900 million) 
was soybeans, soybean meal, and soybean oil. Bar charts 
show: (1) China’s growing demand for imported soybeans. It 
increased from about 10 million bushels in 1994/95 to about 
170 million bushels in 1999/2000. (2) U.S. soybean exports 
to China. Increased from about 15 million bushels in 1995/96 
to 125 million bushels from 1 Sept. 1999 to 6 April 2000 
(about 8 months).

3358. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2000. Food grade 
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soybeans in Japan: The market for high quality, non-biotech 
soybeans. 6(9):4-page insert after p. 4. July/Aug.
• Summary: Across the top of each page is this insert: 
“Demand for identity preserved soybeans grows in Japan.” In 
a colored box on the lower right corner: “A special guide to 
profi t opportunities, from the American Soybean Association, 
August, 2000.” A color photo in the lower left corner shows 
a huge soybean with the words “non GMO” branded on it 
in brown, against a blue sky with white clouds. The caption 
(in both English and Japanese): “The Tokyo Grain Exchange 
launched the world’s fi rst Non-GMO soybean contract 
on May 18, 2000.” Across the bottom of page one: “This 
publication is sponsored by Bayer Corporation.”
 The article begins: “Japan, the single largest customer 
for U.S. soybeans, and the world’s largest importer of food 
grade soybeans, has passed a biotech food labeling law that 
will affect foods containing soy protein. Beginning April 1, 
2001, foods containing biotech ingredients will be required 
to display a label informing consumers that the product 
includes genetically modifi ed materials.
 “Rather than marketing a consumer product with a GMO 
ingredient label, Japanese importers are already sourcing 
from the United States Identity Preserved (IP), non-biotech 
soybeans for use in tofu, and other soy foods, in anticipation 
of the new labeling law.”
 A sidebar on p. 2 titled “Market size” states: “ASA 
estimates that demand for identity preserved non-biotech 
soybeans for the tofu market in 2000 will equal about 
500,000-700,000 metric tons (18-26 million bushels)–
around 15-20 percent of total U.S. exports to Japan. This 
does not include about 300,000 metric tons (MT) of organic 
and premium grade soybeans, which have been grown for 
the Japanese market under high-value IP systems by U.S. 
farmers for many years.”
 A color photo on page 3 shows seven people standing 
together at “ASA’s 3rd Annual Food Soybean Conference” 
which was held in Tokyo on June 13. One of the seven is 
Dan Burke of Pacifi c Soybean and Grain (San Francisco, 
California).
 Note: Throughout this article the term “food grade 
soybeans” is used.

3359. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2000. A review of the 
1999 U.S. soybean crop. 6(9):5. July/Aug.
• Summary: A pie chart titled “World soybean exports 1999” 
shows that fully 60% of the world’s soybean trade originated 
in the USA. Other major exporters: Brazil 21%, Argentina 
9%, Paraguay 5%, China 1%, other 5%.

3360. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2000. WTO and 
the oilseeds complex–The case for zero-for-zero binding. 
Aug. p. 9.
• Summary: “The Canadian oilseed industry, including the 
Ontario Soybean Growers, is promoting the ‘Zero for Zero’ 

trade initiative at the World Trade Organization. The ‘Zero 
for Zero’ proposal calls for the elimination of all barriers to 
market access and all export subsidies.”
 “Together Asia and the EU account for 70% of the 
almost 50 million tonnes in oilseed imports.” The EU 
imposes no tariffs on imported seed (and meal), but it does 
subsidise crops needed to supply its protein defi cient feed 
sector. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 
5L8.

3361. SoyaScan Notes. 2000. Status of the soybean in the 
USA and worldwide as of Sept. 2000: A few basic facts and 
statistics (Overview). Sept. 6. Compiled by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The soybean is by far the world’s most 
important oilseed or legume: World production in 1998 in 
million metric tons was: Soybeans 134.06. Cottonseed 33.52. 
Rapeseed 31.33. Peanut 26.37. Sunfl owerseed 23.50. Total 
of the top 5 oilseeds: 249.14, with soybeans accounting for 
more than half of the total (54.0%).
 The United States is by far the world’s largest producer 
of soybeans, producing almost as much as all other countries 
combined! Leading world soybean producing countries in 
1998-199 in million metric tons were: United States 75.028 
(and 28.6 million acres). Brazil 31.000. Argentina 18.300. 
China 13.800. India 6.000. Paraguay 3.100. Canada 2.737.
 Top four soybean producing states (million bushels) 
in the USA in 1998: Iowa 501. Illinois 468. Michigan 285. 
Indiana 235.
 Value of the U.S. soybean crop in 1998: $14.6 billion. 
Of the Indiana soybean crop: $1.25 billion.
 How are U.S. soybeans utilized? About 35.6% of the 
crop is exported as whole soybeans, 60% is crushed to make 
soy oil (by far the most widely used vegetable oil in America 
today) and soybean meal (which is fed to livestock, poultry, 
and aquaculture animals), about 3% is transformed from 
whole soybeans into various soyfoods such as tofu, soymilk, 
miso, etc., and the rest is used as seed to plant next year’s 
crop. Of the crushed soybeans, about 9% goes into industrial 
uses (non-food, non-feed) such as soy ink, soy diesel, etc.
 How is soybean oil utilized in the USA? 96.2% is 
used for food and 3.8% is used for industrial (nonfood) 
uses. Of the total food uses: Cooking and salad oils 48.7%. 
Shortening 37.3%. Margarine 12.9%. Other 0.5%. Of the 
total industrial uses: Fatty acids, soap and feed 56.94%. 
Resins and plastics 18.14%. Inks 17.03%. Paints and 
varnishes 6.31%, Biodiesel 1.42%.
 A good source of current soybean statistics is the 
ASA (American Soybean Association) website: www.
unitedsoybean. org/soystats2000.

3362. Schmitt, Eric. 2000. Senate votes to lift curbs on U.S. 
trade with Beijing; Strong bipartisan support. A top Clinton 
aim: Yearly review of human rights is dropped–New markets 
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seen. New York Times. Sept. 20. p. A1, A12. National ed.
• Summary: Today President Bill Clinton’s trade bill with 
China was cemented into law.

3363. Erwidodo, -; Hadi, Prajogo U. 2000. Effects of 
trade liberalization in Indonesia. Palawija News (Bogor, 
Indonesia) 17(3):1-10. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “Soybean” notes that the 
decrease in the domestic wholesale price after the tariff 
removal would increase the demand for soybean by 35,500 
tons or 1.61% higher than the base year level. At the same 
time, the supply of soybean would decrease by 1.6% or 
32,300 tons in response to the drop in producer prices. 
Imports would increase by about 67,800 tons, from 533,600 
tons to 601,400 tons. “The net welfare gain resulting from 
tariff removal on soybean imports is estimated around Rp 
32.3 billion.” But net revenue to soybean farms would drop 
by 4.6%.
 These fi gures assume a reduction of the soybean grain 
import tariff from 5% to 0% and of soybean meal for 15-10% 
to 0%. Address: Center for Agro Socioeconomic Research, 
Agency for Agricultural Research and Development, Bogor, 
Indonesia.

3364. Johnsen, Peter B. 2000. Soybeans in the new 
millennium: The infl uence of technology and international 
trade. In: Kyoko Saio, ed. 2000. Proceedings–Third 
International Soybean Processing and Utilization 
Conference. Tokyo, Japan: Korin Publishing Co., Ltd. [xxiv] 
+ 728 + 8 p. See p. 7-10.
• Summary: “Introduction: Soybeans are now entering 
their 4th millennium. The infl uences of technology and 
trade have been key to this story since the beginning. The 
process of genetic transformation began with domestication 
from wild plants some three thousand years ago in China. 
Today genetic development, production and processing 
technologies are among the most sophisticated in business 
and industry. We will hear throughout this conference new 
exciting developments in soybean production, processing 
and utilization.
 “Soybeans have extended their natural home-range to 
all around the world with production on six of the seven 
continents. However, soybeans are consumed in some form 
or another on all seven continents. A signifi cant world trade 
is based on soybeans. Just as technology and trade have 
played a great role in the current status of soybeans, so too 
will these factors infl uence the future of this important crop.
 “In my presentation this morning I would like to address 
the topics of technology and trade and how they might shape 
the future for soybeans. Without a doubt the single most 
signifi cant issue in both technology and trade infl uencing 
the future of soybeans is biotechnology. It is from this 
perspective that I would like to begin.
 “This topic is a science issue but it is also a cultural, 

health, environmental and economic issue. Rarely has a 
technology, which has been developing for so long, burst 
on to the world stage in such a dramatic manner. As public 
debate on the role of technology in modern life takes up 
the issue of biotechnology, a second but intertwined debate 
progresses on globalism, multi-nationalism and free trade. 
Soybeans, because of its role in genetic technology and 
world trade, is perhaps one of the most visible and important 
symbols in the current discussion.
 “Briefl y, the predictions for global soy production in 
the year 2000 is 159 million metric tons (MMT) or roughly 
half of the 301 MMT of global oilseed production. The 
United States produces approximately half of the crop with 
Brazil producing 30-31 MMT, Argentina 18-19 MMT and 
China producing 14-15 MMT. All other countries produce 
less than 10 MMT each. The United States Department of 
Agriculture estimates that 38-40 MMT of soybeans move 
through international trade, with 7-8 MMT of soybean oil 
and 36-37 MMT of soybean meal being shipped between 
nations. Industry estimates that the current global soybean 
crush at 135 MMT annually should rise by more than 50% to 
more than 200 MMT by 2020 with Latin America showing 
the largest increases. These increases in production and 
utilization will be infl uenced by both the debate on world 
trade practices and genetic technology. In some instances 
these debates will be one in the same.” Address: USDA-
ARS, National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research, 
1815 N. University St., Peoria, Illinois 61604.

3365. McVey, Marty P.; Baumel, Phil; Wisner, Bob. 2000. 
Brazilian soybeans–What is the potential? Ag Decision 
Maker: A Business Newsletter for Agriculture. Oct. See: 
www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/articles/others/McVOct00.
html.
• Summary: “Soybeans have been produced in Brazil since 
1882. By 1960, soybean production reached 0.2 million 
metric tons, all of it processed domestically. The oil was 
used in domestic foods and the meal was used to support 
a growing poultry industry. At this point, Brazil was not a 
competitor in world soybean markets.
 “That began to change in the early 1970s when the 
following chain of events propelled Brazil into the world 
soybean market. In 1971, the U.S. devalued the dollar 
causing the export price of U.S. corn, wheat, and soybeans 
to fall sharply relative to the rest of the world. During that 
time, the USSR generated large supplies of foreign currency 
by increasing its petroleum production. Using this foreign 
currency, the USSR fi nanced large quantities of imported 
U.S. wheat and then later, large quantities of U.S. corn and 
soybeans.
 “Simultaneously, adverse worldwide weather conditions 
reduced world grain production. Later, in 1972-73, an 
exceptionally harsh El Nino greatly reduced the supply of 
Peruvian fi shmeal at that time, a major source of protein in 
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animal feed rations. As a result, foreign demand for U.S. 
soybeans increased dramatically, causing soybean supplies 
to dwindle. Soybean prices skyrocketed to an all time record 
of $12.00 per bushel. This drew loud complaints from 
U.S. consumers who feared that the U.S. would run out of 
soybeans.
 “Responding to political pressures in June 1973, 
President Nixon imposed an embargo on soybean and 
soybean meal exports. The soy embargoes and the Peruvian 
fi sh meal shortage combined, created a worldwide 
impression that the U.S. and Peru were unreliable suppliers 
of animal feed protein. Major soy importers–Japan and 
Europe–began seeking alternative sources of animal feed 
protein. Attempting to encourage the growth of soybeans in 
Brazil, Japanese investors bought land in Brazil for soybean 
production. Since then, soybean production has increased 
from 5 million metric tons in 1973 to about 32.5 million 
metric tons in 2000. Today, Brazil is the world’s second 
largest soybean exporting country.” Address: Professors of 
economics, Iowa State Univ.

3366. Associated Press (AP). 2000. Iowa soybean market 
about to take off. Sioux City Journal (Iowa). Nov. 21. p. A5.
• Summary: Des Moines–Iowa Governor Tom Vilsack 
predicted Monday that sales of organic soybeans to Japan 
could increase 50% during the next year because of Iowa’s 
labeling efforts and trips to Japan to cement relationships.

3367. Ray, Daryll E. 2000. Are multinationals now the 
stealth of Brazil’s agricultural expansion? (Web article). 
APAC Weekly Articles. Nov. 23.
• Summary: “Another thing that the last few years has shown 
is that increased globalization and freer trade make it easier 
for multinational agribusiness fi rms to expand their presence 
in both exporting and importing countries. We have dubbed 
this agribusiness impact as the stealth effect of freer trade, 
since it did not appear on the computer screens of those 
doing free trade analyses.”
 In Brazil: “Multinational presence has increased 
substantially in the area of soybean processing. In 1995, 
for example, the top ten soybean processing fi rms were, in 
order, Ceval, Sadia, Sanbra (which in 1997 changed its name 
to Santista Alimentos SA.), Cargill, Incobrasa, Unilever, 
Bianchini, Olvepar, Coimbra, and Coamo.
 “At that time, Dutch based Bunge owned Santista 
Alimentos S.A. In 1997 they purchased number fi ve 
Incobrasa, followed by number one Ceval leaving Bunge 
solidly in the number one position. Bunge then consolidated 
the Santista Alimentos’ processing operations under the 
Ceval name and the retail operations of both companies 
under Santista Alimentos.
 “In that same period, ADM entered the Brazilian market 
with the purchase of Sadia [No. 2], making Bunge, ADM, 
and Cargill the top three processors in Brazil.

 “Also, ADM purchased Glencore Grain Holding 
with facilities in Paraguay and Brazil.” Address: Director, 
Agricultural Policy Analysis Center, Univ. of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, TN 37996.

3368. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2000. Biotechnology 
in the Middle East: ASA’s 5th Annual Middle East Regional 
Soybean Conference in Tel Aviv. 7(1):4-page insert after p. 4. 
Oct/Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Acceptance of biotech 
crops raising concerns. A diffi cult situation. Israel’s position. 
Chicken feed. Conference program and presentations. The 
bottom line.
 “The Middle East region includes Israel, the largest 
buyer of U.S. soybeans in the Middle East, and Turkey, 
the largest buyer of soy products [oil, meal, etc.] in the 
region, plus the countries of Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, 
Lebanon and Jordan. Together these seven countries last year 
purchased more than 1.6 million metric tons of U.S. soybean 
products, the equivalent of 68 million bushels of soybeans.”
 “ASA’s [American Soybean Association’s] activities 
to expand U.S. soybean exports are funded by producer 
checkoff dollars and cost share funding from USDA’s 
Foreign Agricultural Service.” The hot topic this year was 
acceptance of biotech [genetically engineered or GE] crops. 
Closely related was tolerance levels and the high cost of zero 
tolerance.
 Dr. Michael Shemer, Senior Vice President of Tivall 
Foods, gave a presentation titled “Value added soy-food 
products and effects of bio-tech crops.” He said: “’The 
situation that we face is very, very diffi cult.’” Tivall, based 
in Israel, is the largest producer of value-added soy based 
meat alternatives for Europe. 60-70% of Tivall’s business is 
for export. Shemer said that European customers are telling 
Tivall that 1% tolerance of genetically engineered ingredients 
is not acceptable, and if Tivall wants to do business, their 
products must contain less than 0.1% GE ingredients. “’Just 
last week we lost a huge [piece of] business in Germany 
because they found one percent GMO [GE] in our product 
that is already there,’ Shemer said.
 “Tivall, a partner of Nestle’s, is a company that has 
revolutionized the fi eld” of value-added soy based meat 
alternatives “such as sausages, nuggets, and ready meals. A 
new fi brous vegetable protein (FVP) technology was making 
possible soy based products that mimicked the muscle 
texture found in animal tissue.”
 “Israel may soon implement a labeling policy modeled 
after that in the European Union (EU)” (that food products 
containing GE ingredients must be labeled).
 “While food products are the primary area of concern, 
the feed industry is also coming under fi re. Some customers 
in Europe are asking their poultry suppliers to certify that 
only non-biotech [GE] ingredients were fed.” The Deputy 
General Manager of Olivex, Ltd., a soybean crusher in Tel 
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Aviv, says that he receives such requests “day after day.”

3369. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSG, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada). 2000. Canadian soybean exports. 14(2):3. Nov.
• Summary: A large table shows statistics in tonnes (metric 
tons) of soybeans exported to various countries, and regions, 
each year from 1996/97 to 1999/2000. The countries are: 
In Asia–China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, and Thailand. In 
Western Europe–Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain. 
By continent–Africa, Central America, Eastern Europe, 
Middle East, Oceania, South America, and United States.
 In 1999/2000 the countries to which the largest amount 
of Canadian soybean exports went were (in tonnes): Japan 
179,708, United States 121,860, Malaysia 99,919, Indonesia 
64,426, Denmark 47,444, Germany 43,410, and Netherlands 
36,392.

3370. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSG, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada). 2000. Incoming Japan soybean mission. 14(2):1. 
Nov.
• Summary: Japan imports 5 million tonnes (metric tons) 
or 184 million bushels soybeans each year. Of that, about 1 
million tonnes (20%, or 37 million bushels) are used to make 
soyfoods such as tofu, miso, natto, soy sauce, etc. Of the 1 
million tons, 500,000 tonnes (50%) are for tofu, 160,000 
tonnes (16%) are for miso, and 130,000 tonnes for natto.
 Exports of Canadian soybeans have been increasing 
rapidly, from 36,000 tonnes in 1995, to 75,000 tonnes in 
1998, to 175,000 tonnes in 2000.
 In Sept. 2000, the Canadian Soybean Export Association 
and the Ontario Soybean Growers hosted ten Japanese 
from the soyfoods industry and showed them the Canadian 
soybean industry. These Japanese were most appreciative 
“of our efforts to segregate GMO and non-GMO varieties of 
soybeans using our Identity-Preserved, or IP program.”

3371. Shiva, Vandana. 2000. A bitter harvest: Against the 
grain of market rules. Times of India (The) (Bombay). Dec. 
15. p. 10.
• Summary: In the big game called “globalisation,” the 
market rules are fi xed in favour of the North against 
the South. These rules are aimed at benefi tting giant 
multinational corporations (MNCs), such as Cargill, who 
wrote the WTO [World Trade Organization] rules. The basic 
strategy will cause small farmers and producers to be wiped 
out while the MNCs take over control of our food supply and 
agriculture.
 It is not US farmers but US agribusiness giants that 
threaten the survival of Indian farmers. As a result of vertical 
integration, these giants sell inputs (such as seeds, fertilizers, 
and pesticides) at the highest possible prices then buy 
commodities at the lowest possible prices.

 The prices of many commodities are falling or 
collapsing. “India must insist on anti-dumping and anti-
monopoly measures in agricultural trade.” Selling below the 
cost of production is dumping. The cost of production should 
include environmental destruction and true input costs.
 Edible oil prices in India have fallen by more than 50%, 
and domestic edible oil has dropped by 33%” while we 
import genetically engineered soya oil and palmolein.”
 Note: While the majority of soyabeans grown in the 
United States are genetically engineered, their protein–not 
their oil–is affected by this process.

3372. Paarlberg, Don; Paarlberg, Philip. 2000. The 
agricultural revolution of the 20th century. Ames, Iowa: Iowa 
State University Press. xvi + 154 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [59 
ref]
• Summary: This book tells the story, in laymen’s terms, of 
one of the most important developments of the 20th century, 
the “agricultural revolution.”
 Contents: Preface. Acknowledgments. Introduction. 
Section I: The technological revolution. 1. 19th century 
agriculture. 2. Mechanized agriculture. 3. Chemical 
advances. 4. Biological advances. 5. Information explosion. 
6. Management integration of the disciplines. 7. The 
agricultural revolution in a global context. 8. Exporting the 
revolution.
 Section II: The deeper dimension. 9. Birth pangs and a 
live birth. 10. Consumer benefi ts. 11. Political issues arising 
from the agricultural revolution.
 Section III: Looking ahead. 12. Into the 21st century.
 The Preface lists some of the remarkable changes 
to agriculture that this revolution brought during the 
20th century. “From horse to tractor and from buggy to 
automobile.
 “From the 10-horsepower to the more than 
400-horsepower tractor.
 “From hoe to herbicide.
 “From genetic mythology to bioengineering 
[biotechnology, genetic engineering].
 “From lead arsenate to biodegradable chemicals.
 “From a national average of 21 to 121 bushels of corn 
per acre.
 “From husking hook to corn combine...
 “From carrying water to turning the kitchen faucet.
 “From backhouse [outhouse] to indoor toilet...
 “From mud roads to paved highways.
 “From kerosene lamp to electric lights...
 “From Rural Free Delivery to the World Wide Web...
 “From a labor-intensive to a capital-intensive [and fossil 
fuel energy-intensive] operation...
 “From poverty to virtual income equivalence with 
nonfarm people.”
 The Introduction notes: “In 1910 it took 70 minutes 
of labor to earn $1.00 of farm income. By 1980, only 4 
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minutes were required. In 1900-1914 it took a farmer, with 
the available horsepower [horses], 81 minutes to produce a 
bushel of corn. Currently, with mechanical power, it takes 
less than 2 minutes.”
 “In 1900 farm people constituted 39 percent of the 
population; by the year 2000 they constituted just over 1.5 
percent.
 Corn rows had long been spaced 38 to 40 inches apart to 
permit the passage of horses. The stayed about that wide for 
40 years after the horses disappeared, even though narrower 
rows were shown to give higher yields using new power 
machinery. “Soybeans were planted with the old corn planter 
and remained wide until the late 20th century, when rows 
were narrowed or the fi eld was planted solid, with resulting 
higher yields (p. 5).
 Table 6-1 (p. 63) shows “United States average yield 
per acre for 10-year periods...” for nine major crops: Corn, 
wheat, sorghum, rice, soybeans, lint cotton, peanut, potato, 
processing tomatoes. The yield of corn for grain increased 
from 24 bu per acre in 1930-39 to 121 bu per acre in 1990-
97–a 5-fold increase. The yield of soybeans for beans 
increased from 16.1 bu per acre in 1930-39 to 36.5 bu per 
acre in 1990-97–a 2.27-fold increase–and the smallest of the 
nine major crops.
 “No important crop or livestock breed was domesticated 
in what is now the United States... Corn came from Central 
America, soybeans from China, rice from Asia,...” (p. 104).
 About the authors: Don Paarlberg “has a distinguished 
record of government service that includes appointments 
from Presidents Eisenhower, Nixon, and Ford, as well as 
serving as: economic advisor for Secretaries of Agriculture 
Benson, Hardin, Butz, and Knebel; director of agricultural 
economics of the USDA (1969-76); special assistant 
(economics) to the president and coordinator Food for Peace 
(1958-61); and assistant secretary of agriculture (1957-58).”
 Note: This agricultural revolution depended on 
inexpensive petroleum; that seems unlikely to last for 50 
more years. It will be interesting to read this book again 
in the year 2050. Address: 1. PhD, Prof. Emeritus, Dep. of 
Agriculture, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Indiana; Now self 
employed as a writer, speaker, and consultant.

3373. American Soybean Assoc. 2001. Bean beat: ASA 
celebrates signing of PNTR for China legislation. Soybean 
Digest. Jan. p. 55.
• Summary: The ASA applauds the signing by President Bill 
Clinton of legislation authorizing Permanent Normal Trade 
Relations (PNTR) between the United States and China. 
Passage of PNTR has been an ASA priority for more than 
two years.
 A bar chart shows the dramatic growth of soybean 
exports from the USA to China: 15 million bushels in 
marketing year 1995/96. 59 million bushels in 1996/97. 70 
million bushels in 1997/98. 80 million bushels in 1998/99. 

And a whopping 191 million bushels in 1999/2000–making 
China the largest single-country purchaser of U.S. soybeans, 
accounting for almost 20% of total U.S. soybean exports. 
Exports of soybeans and soy products were worth $1 billion 
last year.
 ASA opened its fi rst offi ce in China in Beijing in 1982, 
and its second offi ce in Shanghai in 1993 to further expand 
market development activities.

3374. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2001. The growing 
pains of new technology. 7(8):8. June.
• Summary: Farmers have hopefully learned from the 
StarLink debacle not to grow unapproved varieties. By next 
year, it is likely that testing of soybeans will be a standard 
practice in more than 100 countries to ensure compliance 
with the Biosafety Protocol, which is expected to be ratifi ed 
by 2002.
 Today, only Roundup Ready soybeans have received 
international regulatory approval in more than 40 countries, 
including all major U.S. soybean export markets.

3375. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2001. 
Canadian farmers capitalize on demand for non-GM 
soybeans. 1(3):3-4. June.
• Summary: Fred Brandenburg, manager of Ontario Soybean 
Growers (OSG), says that Canada exported 439,000 tons of 
soybeans in 2000 and 400,000 tons of that (91.1%) was non-
GM varieties.
 Canadian farmers are now earning 35 to 50 cents a 
bushel premiums for growing identity preserved, non-GM 
soybeans for export mainly to Europe and Asia. Snobelen 
Farms, a soybean exporter in Ripley, Ontario, contracts with 
500 farmers who grow non-GM soybeans. Snobelen exports 
about 50,000 tons/year, mostly to Europe.
 Talk with Kim Cooper of OSG. 2001. June 13. Some of 
the statistics in the above article are incorrect. In 1999/2000 
(the crop year goes from 1 Sept. 1999 to 31 Aug. 2000) 
Canada exported 946,360 tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans. 
Of that 439,000 tonnes were exported to Asia and at least 
90% of the soybean exports to Asia were non-GM.

3376. USDA Economic Research Service. 2001. Soybeans: 
Background and issues for farm legislation (Web article) 
(Continued–Document part II). https://www.ers.usda.gov/
webdocs/publications/ocs070101/50732_osc0701-01.pdf 
July. 9 p.
• Summary: (Continued): “Trade and Trade Agreements: The 
world oilseed market consists of many closely substitutable 
commodities, such as soybeans, rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, 
and cottonseed. Exporting countries also process oilseeds 
domestically and ship the resulting protein meal and 
vegetable oils to foreign buyers. Foreign import demand 
depends on the defi cit between countries’ domestic oilseed 
output and their consumption. Relative demand for protein 
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meal and vegetable oil, and limits on domestic processing 
capacity, determine the ratio of oilseeds and oilseed products 
that countries will import. The volume and source of foreign 
imports depend on seasonal availability and relative prices, 
credit and delivery terms, local preferences, and quality. 
Importing countries’ policies, such as tariffs and domestic 
subsidies, also can infl uence shipments by adjusting local 
prices and the availability of competing products. Since 
the oil content of soybeans is relatively low compared with 
other oilseeds, the dominance of soybean oil in the world 
vegetable oil market has waned.
 “The United States is the world’s largest exporter of 
soybeans, and exports represent a signifi cant source of 
demand for U.S. producers. Among all U.S. agricultural 
products, only feed and food grains together outrank the 
oilseed sector in total export value and net exports. For 
the 1999/2000 marketing year, exports of soybeans and 
soybean products accounted for 40 percent of U.S. soybean 
production, and were valued at $6.6 billion. For the United 
States, major export destinations for whole soybeans include 
the European Union (EU), Japan, Mexico, China, and 
Taiwan. Important markets for U.S. soybean meal exports 
include the Philippines, Canada, Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, 
and Turkey. With so much competition from other oils, U.S. 
soybean oil exports are widely dispersed and are heavily 
infl uenced by concessional food aid to developing nations 
under the P.L. 480 food aid program. U.S. imports of oilseeds 
and products amounted to $1.9 billion in 1999/2000, mainly 
rapeseed and rapeseed products from Canada, olive oil from 
Western Europe, and tropical oils from the Philippines, 
Indonesia, and Malaysia.
 “USDA administers two credit guarantee programs that 
help fi nance a portion of U.S. oilseed and oilseed product 
exports. The Export Credit Guarantee Program (GSM-102) 
and the Intermediate Export Credit Guarantee Program 
(GSM-103) are used to underwrite credit extended by 
U.S. banks to approved foreign banks to pay for food and 
agricultural products sold to foreign buyers. In essence, 
the credit programs assure U.S. exporters that they will be 
paid for their products. Following the Asian fi nancial crisis 
of the late 1990s, credit became particularly important in 
supporting U.S. agricultural exports to several countries. 
Multilateral negotiations to discipline the use of export 
credits for all nations are ongoing. Another program, the 
Foreign Market Development Program (FMD) uses funds 
from the USDA’s Commodity Credit Corporation to aid in 
the creation, expansion, and maintenance of foreign markets 
for U.S. agricultural products, including oilseeds and 
products.
 “World trade in whole oilseeds, particularly soybeans, is 
relatively unrestricted by tariffs and other border measures. 
However, to help protect domestic oilseed processors, many 
countries place higher tariffs on oilseed meals and vegetable 
oils, in particular, than on oilseeds. For example, applied 

tariffs on soybean oil average about 20 percent among the 
world’s top consumers and importers of the commodity, 
compared with rates generally at or below 10 percent for 
soybeans. Western agricultural interests and processors have 
sought for many years a worldwide elimination of all export 
subsidies on oilseeds and their products in exchange for 
abolishing import tariffs on them.
 “The U.S. share of global exports has steadily 
diminished in the past two decades despite substantial 
growth in U.S. soybean output and recent gains in export 
volume. In the mid- to late 1970s, the United States 
dominated world trade in unprocessed oilseeds, with a 
market share of more than 70 percent. Recently, this share 
has fallen below 50 percent. The United States has seen its 
share of soybean meal and soybean oil exports fall even 
more sharply, although from a smaller base, particularly 
before 1990. One reason U.S. soybean meal exports have 
experienced a relative decline is the recent expansion of U.S. 
meat exports, which has raised domestic meal use rather than 
contributing to exports of soybeans or soybean meal.
 “A particularly important factor in the declining share 
of U.S. exports has been the phenomenal growth of foreign 
soybean output and exports, particularly by Brazil and 
Argentina. Foreign soybean output now exceeds that of the 
United States, and Brazil and Argentina share approximately 
a third of the soybean export market, up from less than 15 
percent before 1980. With increased production, and more 
rapid expansion of trade in soy products than in whole beans, 
Brazil and Argentina have each overtaken the United States 
in soybean meal and soybean oil exports.
 “Soybean production in South America has expanded 
rapidly since the early 1970s. Brazil is now second to 
the United States in soybean production. Major Brazilian 
soybean-growing regions were formerly concentrated in 
the south, relatively near the principal ports. In recent 
years, soybeans have expanded into the vast farmland of 
the center-west States, as infrastructure improvements have 
cut internal transportation costs. Brazil’s vast reserves of 
farmland will permit signifi cant expansion in soybean area 
once prices strengthen. Argentina’s soybean-growing regions 
and crushing mills are located close to port facilities, and the 
relatively small domestic market makes it the world’s largest 
exporter of soybean meal and oil. Brazilian and Argentine 
soybean and meal exports are projected to capture market 
share from the United States in the next decade.
 “China is the world’s fourth-largest producer of 
soybeans. Major Chinese soybean-growing regions are 
concentrated in the country’s northeast. Yet rapid growth of 
China’s economy has spurred food consumption, turning 
the country into a leading soybean importer. More growth is 
likely, as China’s per-capita consumption of meat and oils is 
still well below developed-nation levels. Changes in China’s 
agricultural and trade policies have greatly infl uenced world 
oilseed markets. The anticipated accession by China to 
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the World Trade Organization will reduce import barriers 
on vegetable oil. Once a WTO member, China is likely to 
experience lower internal oil prices and profi t margins for 
oilseed crushing as a result of sharply higher oil imports, 
which would in turn favor imports of oilseed meal over 
oilseeds.
 “The European Union is self-suffi cient in vegetable 
oil production, but its protein meal defi cit still makes it the 
world’s largest import market for soybeans and soybean 
meal. Since the 1960s, EU imports of soybeans swelled 
because of rapid growth in livestock production and duty-
free concessions signed in world trade agreements. But in the 
1970s and 1980s, consumption slowed and EU agricultural 
policies subsidized a large expansion in domestically 
produced rapeseed and sunfl owerseed, which eroded the 
market for foreign oilseed imports. The U.S. government 
challenged these subsidies, and in 1992 the EU committed to 
reforms of its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), including 
area limits on the planting of oilseeds. Following further 
reforms of the CAP, low prices have prompted EU farmers to 
scale back oilseeds planting recently. Within 3 years, direct 
payments to oilseed producers will be incrementally reduced 
by a third (to equal the payment that grains producers 
receive), which could further discourage EU oilseed 
production.
 “Historically high import tariffs on cereals had boosted 
EU consumption of soybean meal, which has been favored 
by duty-free access for soybeans. But in coming years, EU 
grain supplies are projected to swell and the CAP reforms 
will allow EU grain price supports to fall even more. Despite 
very low meal prices, the reduction in the relative cost of 
feeding grains should cut EU soybean meal consumption 
and imports in the future. The relative weakness of European 
currencies against the U.S. dollar has also deterred imports 
of soybeans and soybean meal.
 “Under NAFTA, Mexico reduced its soybean import 
tariff from 15 percent to 10 percent in 1994, and will phase 
it out completely by 2003. With reforms in domestic crop 
support programs, imports have virtually displaced domestic 
soybean production in Mexico, with nearly all of the imports 
coming from the United States. Since 1993, U.S. soybean 
exports to Mexico have doubled. Strong income growth in 
Mexico’s economy has boosted consumption of meat and 
vegetable oil, which consequently raised soybean processing. 
Improvements in Mexico’s rail links at the border have also 
expedited soybean trade...”

3377. Bloomberg News. 2001. Tepid stock debut for soybean 
shipper [Bunge Ltd.]. New York Times. Aug. 3. p. C5.
• Summary: Bunge Ltd., the world’s largest soybean 
exporter, in the fi rst public offering of its long history, raised 
$282 million by selling 17.6 million shares at $16 a share. 
The shares trade under the symbol BG on the New York 
Stock Exchange. The income which was at the low end of its 

expectations.
 Bunge, whose main operations are in Brazil and 
Argentina, sold 22% of the company to help pay back 
commercial paper debt and to have money to help it expand 
in China and India.

3378. Benavidez, Raquel; Gosparini, C.O.; Morandi, E.N. 
2001. Vegetable soybean in Argentina: Breeding cultivars 
adapted to local production environment. In: T. Lumpkin, ed. 
2001. Second International Vegetable Soybean Conference. 
Pullman, Washington: Washington State University. 202 p. 
See p. 17-20. [5 ref]
• Summary: The soybean is Argentina’s main crop; most 
soybean production is concentrated in the Pampean Region. 
Argentina is presently the world’s largest exporter of soybean 
meal and soybean oil. There is no tradition of vegetable 
soybean cultivation and consumption in the country, so 
the authors started a breeding program to obtain cultivars 
adapted to the local environment; the fi rst trials were in 
1993-94. Agata became the fi rst vegetable soybean variety 
developed in Argentina. Address: 1. Cátedra de Mejormiento 
Vegetal y Producción de Semillas. CIUNR Facultad de 
Ciencias Agrarias. Universidad Nacional de Rosario. C.C. 
14, 2123 Zavalla, Santa Fe Argentina. E-mail: silvestri@
arnet.com.ar.

3379. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2001. Market 
scan [Total soybean imports and total foods soybean imports 
to selected Asian countries]. Aug. p. 12.
• Summary: A table shows total soybean imports / total 
foods soybean imports to selected Asian countries. All 
fi gures are in tonnes (metric tons):
 Japan 4,800,000 / 980,000.
 Hong Kong 35,000 / 35,000.
 Singapore 26,000 / 26,000.
 Malaysia 200,000 / 70,000.
 Taiwan 2,400,000 / 350,000.
 Indonesia 600,000 / 350,000.
 South Korea 1,200,000 / 200,000.
 Philippines: 100,000 / 28,000.
 Thailand 900,000 / 100,000.
 Total for these countries: 10,261,000 / 2,139,000.
 “Canada has been exporting soybeans to Asia for 30 
years.”
 Source: Statistics Canada, Cereal and Oilseeds Review 
Series.
 Note: Statistics for China and Vietnam are not available. 
Address: Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3380. Shanmugasundaram, S. 2001. Global extension and 
diversifi cation of fresh and frozen vegetable soybean. In: T. 
Lumpkin, ed. 2001. Second International Vegetable Soybean 
Conference. Pullman, Washington: Washington State 
University. 202 p. See p. 161-165. [9 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Extension of vegetable 
soybean. Diversifi cation of fresh and frozen vegetable 
soybean. Conclusions. Acknowledgement.
 World maps show: (1) Progress in evaluation and 
release of AVRDC vegetable soybean [varieties] from 1979 
to 1983. Countries include England, France, Niger, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, India, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, 
Taiwan, Japan, and Korea. (2) AVRDC vegetable soybean 
evaluation, commercial production and export as of 
2000. Symbols show: On-station tests, varieties released, 
commercial production, and exporting. [Note: The term 
“Vegetable soybean” here means whole, dry, vegetable-type 
soybean varieties, not green vegetable soybeans]. Countries 
include England, Germany, France, Italy, Ukraine, Ghana, 
Nigeria, Congo [formerly Zaire], Zambia, Namibia, Lesotho, 
Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Malawi, Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh, India, 
Nepal, Thailand, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia, Australia, Fiji, Solomon Islands, Papua New 
Guinea, Marshall Islands, Guam, Philippines, Laos, Vietnam, 
Taiwan, China, Korea, USA, Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, Ecuador, Argentina, Chile, 
Brazil, Suriname, Guyana, West Indies, Granada, St. Vincent, 
Honduras, and Belize.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2019) 
concerning soybeans in Namibia. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Namibia (2001). Address: 
Plant Breeder and Director, Program I, Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center, P.O. Box 42, Shanhua, 
Tainan 741, Taiwan, ROC. Email: sundar@netra.avrdc.org.
tw.

3381. Comtex News Network, Inc. 2001. Brazil: Sementes 
Maggi increases in soybeans business. South American 
Business Information. Sept. 5.
• Summary: Sementes Maggi [Maggi Seeds], a division of 
the Maggi group, based in Mato Grosso, has increased the 
value of its soybean exports by 40% between January and 
July 2001. Mr. Blairo Maggi is Maggi’s CEO.

3382. Pengue, Walter. 2001. The impact of soybean 
expansion in Argentina. Seedling (Quarterly Newsletter of 
Genetic Resources Action International, Barcelona, Spain) 
18(3):18-21. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of the socio-economic and 
environmental implications of the very rapid growth of 
transgenic soybean production in Argentina. Contents: 
Summary. Introduction. New technologies (direct seeding 
and herbicide-resistant genetically modifi ed crops). A shock 
to the system. Goodbye to the rural economy. The need for 
government support. Problems ahead for Roundup Ready 
soybeans.
 During the last 25 years, soybean production on the 
Argentine Pampas has increased from 38,000 acres in 1970 

to 10 million acres today. About 70% of these soybeans 
are crushed in local plants, then the products are exported, 
providing 81% of the world’s exported soybean oil and 36% 
of the soybean meal.
 Both of the new technologies which have fuelled the 
soybean’s exponential growth in Brazil depend on the use 
of herbicides, such as glyphosate (the active ingredient in 
Monsanto’s Roundup)–which explains the rise in sales of this 
herbicide from 1.3 million liters in 1991 to 59.2 million liters 
in 1998.
 Direct seeding has reduced serious soil erosion and 
the subsequent loss of soil fertility, put it has caused new 
problems, including the emergence of new diseases and 
pests, a signifi cant reduction of levels of nitrogen and 
phosphates in the soil, and now herbicide-resistant weeds.
 The intensifi cation of agriculture has led to the rise 
of large farms and the disappearance of many small 
and medium-sized businesses, together with a rise in 
unemployment.
 A sidebar states that, contrary to seed industry claims, 
Roundup Ready (RR) soybeans clearly require more, not 
less, herbicide that conventional soybeans–about 0.5 lb (0.23 
kg) more active herbicide ingredient per acre planted in 
2001.
 Evidence also shows that RR soybeans produce 5-10% 
less yield per acre compared with identical conventional 
varieties grown under similar soil conditions. This is 
probably because the root nodule bacteria responsible for 
nitrogen fi xation are very sensitive to Roundup and to 
drought. Address: Agricultural engineer, Univ. of Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.

3383. Gonzalez, Yvonne. 2001. Teaching a tofu class in 
Costa Rica (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 15. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: While visiting Costa Rica with a devotee of the 
Indian guru, Ammachi, Yvonne was invited to teach a tofu 
class on Oct. 3 at the only public school in the small town of 
Puerto Viejo, on the Caribbean coast of Costa Rica. The class 
was a great success. Some of the 43 people who attended 
were Seventh-day Adventists.
 Yvonne began her preparations the day before the class. 
Her friend, Gia, went to a fi rm named Earth, located in 
Limón province. One of the companies that grows organic 
soybeans in Costa Rica on a large scale, they export large 
amounts of the soybeans they grow. Gia purchased 100 kg of 
soybeans from them. Yvonne went to the nearby ocean, got a 
container full of seawater, fi ltered it, boiled it until only the 
solids remained, then used the solids as nigari to make tofu 
the next day. At Gia’s home where she was staying, Yvonne 
made a batch of tofu and a batch of soymilk. She then used 
this tofu to make Tofu Ceviché (her favorite tofu recipe, 
where tofu takes the place of fi sh; it requires no cooking). 
She added freshly ground cacao beans to the soymilk to 
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make chocolate soymilk. Then she used the okara in a stir-
fried dish.
 The next day, she made tofu and soymilk again for the 
class, using a two-burner electric stove and nigari from the 
ocean. While the little stove was heating the soymilk, she 
served the three dishes she had prepared the day before. 
Also Margo, a friend who fl ew down with Yvonne from Los 
Angeles, demonstrated (in both Spanish and English) how to 
sprout and grow soybeans. She grows them in her back yard 
in Los Angeles. Then Yvonne passed out (free of charge) one 
kg of soybeans to each of the 30 adults who took the class. 
The next day, at least four of these adults planted some of the 
soybeans in their back yards. “The ground is so fertile there 
that everything grows.” They kept the rest for making tofu or 
cooking.
 A number of important local people came to Yvonne’s 
class. First was the mayor’s wife. After the class “she wept 
with happiness–it was so beautiful.” She knew what tofu was 
but she didn’t know how to make it. She was so happy to 
learn that she could feed so many people for so little money 
using tofu made at their home or congregation. She and her 
family and many friends are vegetarian, so previously they 
had to drive 4 hours to the capital, San Jose, to buy their tofu. 
Of course they also had to pay for the gas and spend all that 
time.
 Second was Carter, a Canadian man who owned the 
local health food store. Third was Michael, an advanced 
French chef who owned the local gourmet restaurant 
named Michael’s–as well as a restaurant in Paris. These 
two businesses cater mostly to European and Canadian 
customers–who are predominantly vegetarian. These two 
men drive to San Jose, the capital, once every three weeks 
to buy tofu–and they often run out of it, as when the local 
electricity goes out. Fourth was a man who owns a Filipino-
Chinese restaurant in town. He hadn’t used tofu in any of his 
dishes because he didn’t want to drive to San Jose to buy it. 
He bought a tofu kit from Yvonne and now he has started to 
make tofu.
 Three people invented and prepared their own dishes 
at home and brought them to show Yvonne the day after 
the class. (1) A Costa Rican man of Jamaican descent made 
a delicious Jamaican hummus using cooked and blended 
whole soybeans rather than tofu. (2) Carter made his own 
soymilk, added fi nely grated coconut to it, then sold it as 
coconut soymilk shakes; it was delicious, without any added 
any sweetener. (3) Michael cooked and blended soybeans, 
then added some other ingredients to make a patty. He fried 
it then topped it with a creamy garlic sauce to make a “soy 
steak.” He served it to Yvonne, along with other great food, 
at his restaurant.
 Within one week, various people who attended Yvonne’s 
class were selling organic soybeans and chocolate soymilk 
at the local farmers’ market. Some men went to Earth, 
purchased 100 kg of organic soybeans, divided them up 

into 1-kg plastic bags, and began to sell them at the farmers’ 
market. One of the ladies who took Yvonne’s class (Rachel, 
an American who is a devotee of Ammachi and has lived in 
Puerto Viejo for 3 years) decided to make chocolate soymilk 
and sell it at the market.
 In the capital, San Jose, organic soybeans retail for 
$1.30/kg and wholesale for $1.00. At least three companies 
make tofu there: Yohann, the well-known Japanese 
supermarket chain, makes it twice a week in their butcher 
shop. At least two Chinese markets in Chinatown make 10 
kg maximum at least once a week. They sell some of at their 
markets (stored in cold water in a bucket) and the rest to 
local restaurants. People known which day each company 
makes tofu, so they can buy it fresh.
 Many foreign tourists travel to Costa Rica. The Japanese 
go for the deep-sea fi sh and the bird watching. The most 
expensive establishments in the capital (restaurants, hotels, 
the country club) are all owned by Japanese. The Europeans 
and Canadians go to surf and to party. They fall in love with 
the country and its virgin natural beauty.
 Sam Zaoui, who wants to start a tofu shop in Costa Rica, 
is a Frenchman presently living in Miami Beach, Florida. A 
year ago he visited Costa Rica, fell in love with the country, 
and decided to move there and try to earn his living making 
tofu. He recently purchased the book Tofu & Soymilk 
Production from Soyfoods Center. William Shurtleff gave 
Yvonne’s phone number to Sam. Sam was unable to locate a 
source of soybeans; he especially wanted organic soybeans. 
So Sam called Yvonne after she returned from Costa Rica 
and was delighted to learn that Earth First grows organic 
soybeans on a large scale in Costa Rica. Sam also owns 
a record company in Miami and manages a very popular 
“roots reggae” band named Johnny Dred; the musicians are 
Rastafarians who do not eat meat. So when they travel, Sam 
has to try to fi nd tofu and vegetarian meals for them.
 Note: During the last two decades, soyfoods have made 
major strides in the United States. But they have not begun 
to realize their great potential in developing countries–such 
as Costa Rica. Address: 6029 LaPrada St., Los Angeles, 
California 90042. Phone: 213-254-1712.

3384. Anderson, Barb Baylor. 2001. U.S. soybean exports 
close in on one billion [bushels]. Iowa Soybean Review 
(Iowa Soybean Association, Urbandale, Iowa) 13(1):14-15. 
Oct.
• Summary: Soybean exports have been at record highs 
during the past 3 years, with 973 million bushels exported 
in 1999/2000, rising to 995 million in both 2000/01 and 
2001/02.
 A large table (Source: USDA) shows U.S. soybean 
exports from 1980/81 to 2001/02. They have not risen 
steadily, but have jumped up and down with considerable 
volatility; the low for this period was 527 million bushels in 
1988/89.
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3385. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2001. Market 
scan [Canadian exports and identity preserved (IP) 
soybeans]. Oct. p. 8.
• Summary: Our industry has now moved into a higher 
plateau, as Canada’s food-grade soybean customers will have 
new confi dence in their purchases with the recent launch of 
the National Identity Preservation Standard. The standard 
is a minimum guideline that outlines identity preservation 
(IP) procedures for all stages of production from growing to 
processing.
 “The Canadian soybean industry has been producing 
food grade soybeans for over 30 years and running IP 
programs for over 15 years. ‘Our customers already know 
we have the infrastructure and skills for sophisticated IP 
programs,’ says Michael Loh, Chair of CSEA. ‘This standard 
will take our industry to the next level.’ Canadian soybean 
exports have increased dramatically over the past few years, 
from 468,000 tonnes in the 1996/97 crop year, to 946,000 
tonnes in 1999/2000.
 “Identity preservation is important for food grade 
soybean production because Canada’s public and private 
breeding programs have developed superior soybean 
varieties. These varieties, with traits such as large seed size 
and elevated proteins and sugars, have helped the Canadian 
soybean industry capture niche markets overseas. These 
customers want assurances that they are receiving the highest 
quality product. This national standard will help give our 
food grade soybean customers an additional level of comfort 
with our ability to segregate individual soybean varieties.
 “The Canadian Grain Commission will be the third party 
certifying body for the standard. They will conduct both a 
‘desk audit’ of processors’ IP procedures manuals, as well as 
physical audits of their facilities. ‘IP programs are the way 
of the future for agricultural production. We see this standard 
as an evolving process and will be making changes to the 
standard as new technologies become available,’ says Wendy 
Jahn of OMAFRA, who led the committee that drafted the 
standard.”
 An illustration shows the “I.P. Identity Preserved” logo 
of the Canadian Soybean Export Association. Address: 
Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3386. Schnepf, Randall D.; Dohlman, Erik N.; Bolling, 
Christine. 2001. Agriculture in Brazil and Argentina: 
Developments and prospects for major fi eld crops. USDA 
Economic Research Service Agriculture and Trade Report 
WRS-01-3. vi + 77 p. Nov.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Executive summary. 1. 
Introduction. 2. Comparison of economic and agricultural 
settings. 3. Soybeans, agriculture and policy in Argentina. 
4. Soybeans, agriculture and policy in Brazil. 5. Soybean 
production costs and export competitiveness in the United 
States, Brazil, and Argentina. 6. Outlook and issues 

confronting future development. List of tables. List of 
fi gures.

3387. SoyaScan Notes. 2001. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 2001 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: April 12–Bill Bolduc, founder of Eden Foods 
and natural foods pioneer, dies in Southern California.
 April 17–Martha Stewart, on her popular nationwide TV 
program Living, has a very positive segment on South River 
Miso Co.
 April 18–Richard Rose, a soyfoods pioneer, sells Rella 
Good Cheese Co. to Tree of Life. He retains his company 
HempNut, Inc. in Santa Rosa, California. His Hempeh 
(hempseed tempeh) still contains soy.
 May 11–The Kerry Group (of Wisconsin and Iowa) 
purchases Iowa Soy Specialties, LLC of Vinton, Iowa.
 June 12–The Hain Celestial Group acquires Yves Veggie 
Cuisine (Vancouver, BC, Canada).
 Aug. 24–Wildwood Natural Foods (Fairfax and Santa 
Cruz, California) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell, Iowa) 
merge to form Wildwood Harvest, Inc. Iowa Agricultural 
Finance Corporation (IAFC) invests $3.3 million in the new 
company, and the Iowa Farm Bureau Federation (IFBF) 
invests an additional $700,000. This investment will be used 
to build and equip a 20,000 square foot soyfoods plant in 
Grinnell and to remodel and equip another 20,000 square 
foot soyfoods plant in Watsonville, California.
 Aug. 3–Bunge, in its initial public offering (IPO), raises 
$278 million by fl oating 23% of its shares on the New York 
Stock Exchange. Bunge his been a private grain trading 
company since it was founded in 1818 in the Netherlands by 
Johann Peter Gottlieb Bunge.
 Sept.–SunRich’s new soymilk plant in Wyoming 
starts production. By Nov. the plant is at full capacity and 
expansion begins.
 Oct. 21–The USDA’s National Organic Program and its 
standards take effect.
 Oct.–The Coca-Cola Co. acquires Odwalla, Inc. of 
California for $181 million. Odwalla has annual sales of 
about $130 million, mostly in fresh, refrigerated juices plus 
some delectable soy beverages.
 Nov. 4-7–Fourth International Symposium on the Role 
of Soy in Preventing and Treating Chronic Disease held at 
San Diego, California. General chairpersons and proceedings 
editors: Stephen Barnes and Mark Messina.
 Dec. 10–The Hain Celestial Group, Inc. acquires 
Lima NV, the leading Belgian natural and organic foods 
manufacturer and marketer, and its Biomarché operations. 
Hain appoints Lima’s Chairman, Philippe Woitrin, as 
Managing Director of Hail Celestial Europe. Lima is also a 
European pioneer in macrobiotic foods and soyfoods.
 Dec. 11–Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri, a soy 
pioneer) is acquired by Nestle SA for $10.1 billion cash; 
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on this date the deal is approved by the U.S. Federal Trade 
Commission. The new company is named Nestlé Purina. The 
merger brings together such household names as Ralston’s 
Dog and Cat Chow and Nestle’s Friskies cat food and 
Mighty Dog brands.
 Dec. 24–The Federal Trade Commission approves the 
merger of Dean Foods and Suiza Foods Corp. (which owns 
14% of Horizon Organic Dairy). A federal judge throws 
out White Wave’s lawsuit arguing that White Wave has the 
right to buy back its own stock at the market price before the 
merger.
 In 2001, for the fi rst time in modern history, the USA 
lost the distinction of supplying more soybeans and soybean 
products (oil and meal) than all other countries combined. 
This year it supplied about 46% of the world’s soybean 
exports. South America (mainly Brazil and Argentina) now 
supply more than 50%. Devalued currencies in Brazil (the 
real) and Argentina (the peso), plus the strong U.S. dollar, 
make it diffi cult for U.S. exporters to compete based solely 
on price. To compete in the future, U.S. growers must fi nd a 
new strategy, which will focus on soybean quality.

3388. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (CSEA, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada). 2001. New food grade soybean cultivars developed 
at Harrow. Fall. p. 2.
• Summary: New varieties developed at the GPCRC 
(Greenhouse and Processing Crops Research Centre) include 
AC Hime, AC Vin-Pro, AC X790P. Canada’s exports of food 
grade soybeans to Japan have increased dramatically from 
36,000 tonnes in 1995 to 75,000 tonnes in 1998, to 175,000 
tonnes in 2000. Address: Canadian Soybean Export Assoc., 
P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: 
519-352-7730.

3389. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (CSEA, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada). 2001. Canadian national soybean IP standard 
launched. Fall. p. 4.
• Summary: IP stands for “identity preserved.” The Canadian 
soybean industry has been producing food grade soybeans 
for over 30 years and running IP programs for over 15 years.
 Canadian soybean exports have increased dramatically 
from 468,000 tonnes in the 1996/97 crop year, to 946,000 
tonnes in the 1999/2000 crop year. Address: Canadian 
Soybean Export Assoc., P.O. Box 1199, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3390. Hales, Heather M. 2001. The United Soybean Board: 
A ten year commemorative history 1991-2001. Chesterfi eld, 
Missouri: United Soybean Board. 118 p. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Mission statement. Prologue. 
Laying the groundwork, by Paul Fuller. First meetings. 
The fi rst request for referendum. The refund poll. Checkoff 
dollars at work: The USB budget. Strategic planning. The 
stamina of structure. USB photo diary. Committees: The 

core of USB. Setting records, saving crops: The production 
committee. Desire and demand: The domestic marketing 
committee. Developing new uses. Global promotion: The 
international marketing committee. Getting the word out: 
The communications committee. Support committees. 
Budget & fi nance. Audit & evaluation. Breaking down the 
barriers: Trade analysis (In July 1995 a special committee 
was established; it seeks to ensure maximum access to 
world markets for U.S. soybeans and products). USB staff. 
Qualifi ed state soybean boards. Another hurdle: The 1999 
request for referendum. Insights from the insiders. The 
future. Executive committees of USB: 1991-2001. USB 
board of directors: 1991-2001.
 Talk with Heather Hales. 2002. July 31. This book was 
published in Dec. 2001 and handed out at the USB Board 
Meeting. Address: Project Coordinator, United Soybean 
Board, 16640 Chesterfi eld Grove Rd., Chesterfi eld, Missouri 
63005.

3391. Loh, Michael. 2001. Message from the chairman. 
Canadian Soybean Bulletin (CSEA, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada) Fall. p. 1.
• Summary: “Once again we are reaching out to you, our 
valued customers, with a regular export newsletter to update 
you on the happenings of the Canadian Soybean industry. We 
recently made some changes in the newsletter. We hope you 
fi nd the revised format more enjoyable to read.
 “Canada has been a major supplier of food grade 
soybeans for over 30 years–quite an achievement considering 
that we account for less than 2% of world soybean 
production.”
 Note: This newsletter was previously published by the 
Ontario Soybean Growers at the same address. Address: 
Chairman, The Canadian Soybean Export Assoc., P.O. Box 
1199, Chatham, Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: 519-352-
7730.

3392. Carter, Jeffrey. 2002. More research dollars needed 
to breed export soybeans: There’s less focus on producing 
new lines of foodgrade soybeans than on herbicide resistant 
beans. Ontario Farmer (Canada) 34(47):16. Jan. 15.
• Summary: This was the message of soybean exporter 
Michael Loh to farmers at the Southwest Agricultural 
Conference at Ridgetown. Loh emphasized that the Ontario 
soybean industry must respond to the needs of its customers. 
“My vision for southwestern Ontario and Canada is for 
us to have the image as being the place to go for the best 
foodgrade soybeans.”
 Roundup Ready varieties tend to produce a smaller 
sized bean, yet many Japanese customers want larger-seeded 
varieties–according to Morris Sagriff, a Lambton County 
farmer. A photo shows Michael Loh.

3393. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 2002. 
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Canadian association spurs launch of IP standard. 9(1):8. 
Jan/March.
• Summary: The Canadian Soybean Export Association 
[Ontario] recently developed and launched a National 
Identity Preservation Standard. Canada’s soybean industry 
has been growing food-grade soybeans for more than 30 
years, and conducting IP programs for more than 15 years. 
So Canada has the infrastructure and experience to run 
sophisticated IP programs.

3394. Jordan, Joe. 2002. U.S. agribusinesses take fi rst steps 
in Cuba. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 9(1):1, 7. 
Jan/March.
• Summary: In Nov. 2001 Hurricane Michelle devastated 
parts of Cuba, severely damaging crops and killing fi ve 
people. While continuing to enforce its 38 year old embargo, 
the U.S. government responded by easing some sanctions 
last year. ADM, Cargill Inc., and Riceland Foods have 
secured contracts to sell soy, corn, rice, wheat and other 
staples to Cuba. Cargill will ship 10,000 tons of crude soy oil 
in January and February.

3395. Kluis, Alan. 2002. Soybean exports could hit record 
levels. Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 56.
• Summary: Gives four key factors that are keeping U.S. 
and global soybean prices at rock bottom levels. 1. The 
large South American soybean crop. 2. The very strong U.S. 
dollar. 3. Improved yields because of better seed and farming 
technology. 4. Freedom-to-Farm farm policy. Address: 
President, NorthStar Commodity Investment Co.

3396. Muzzi, Doreen. 2002. World soybean competition 
heats up. Delta Farm Press (Clarksdale, Mississippi). April 
5.
• Summary: America’s fall from its position as world leader 
in soybean production began in 1973 when President Nixon 
banned oilseed exports. Countries that had relied on the USA 
went looking for an alternative supplier–says John Baize, 
international marketing specialist.
 Over the past 10 years, the increase in soybean demand 
(up 76%) has more than doubled that of corn (up 30%), and 
greatly outpaced the increase in demand for wheat and cotton 
(up less than 10%).
 Soybean producers in Latin America get more for each 
bushel of soybeans, due to currency exchange rates. In Brazil 
and Argentina, they sell for the equivalent of $9/bushel, 
compared with $6 in the USA. There is nothing the U.S. 
farmers can do about this because the dollar is strong, and it 
is strong because those with money generally prefer to invest 
it in the United States.
 Moreover, according to Baize, it costs more to produce 
a bushel of soybeans in the USA ($5.11) compared with 
Argentina ($3.92) or Brazil ($3.89). These costs include 
both the variable and fi xed costs of production. Much of the 

difference is costs lies in the price of land. In addition, many 
Latin American farmers do not pay a “technology fee” on 
the genetically engineered soybeans they grow. As estimated 
15% of Brazil’s soybean production is illegally plated in 
Roundup Ready varieties. Address: Farm Press editorial 
staff.

3397. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2002. Market 
scan: The OSG position on Roundup Ready white hilum 
soybeans. April. p. 8, 6.
• Summary: In Jan. 2002, the Ontario Oil & Protein Seed 
Crop Committee (OOPSCC) recommended the registration 
of several varieties of white hilum soybeans that carry the 
Roundup Ready gene. Ontario Soybean Growers (OSG), 
which has one voting member on the Committee, voted 
in favor of the registration of Roundup Ready white 
hilum (RRWH) soybeans–but only after long thought 
and discussion. One of the main issues was whether the 
introduction of RRWH soybean varieties into Ontario would 
cause problems for special quality white hilum (SQWH) 
exports.
 A survey conducted last year by Dr. George Brinkman 
and Jeremy Heigh of the University of Guelph found that in 
the past three years (1999-2001), exports of SQWH soybeans 
decreased by 39% while exports of identity preserved (IP) 
and other specialty soybeans increased by 57%. This trend 
is expected to continue. Generally, IP soybeans earn higher 
premiums than SQWH soybeans.
 RRWH soybeans have been available in the USA for 
two years. There are no restrictions on soybean imports to 
Canada from the USA. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, 
Canada N7M 5L8.

3398. Thompson, James. 2002. Hot issues face competitors. 
Soybean Digest. April. p. 15.
• Summary: A drought is southern Brazil may have ruined as 
much as 15% of the soybean crop.
 Brazilian farmers believe that the U.S. loan defi ciency 
payments (LDPs), made by the government to U.S. farmers, 
amount to direct subsidies. Brazilian groups claim to have 
evidence that the LDPs break World Trade Organization 
(WTO) rules, and they are prepared to make their case to 
the WTO–perhaps in July. Brazilians say that subsidies to 
U.S. farmers have depressed world soybean prices, including 
those in Brazil. Brazilian offi cials believe that U.S. soybean 
subsidies cost their country US$1.2 billion annually.
 GMOs: Since 1998 a court injunction in Brazil has 
prevented the planting of genetically modifi ed [engineered] 
seeds, even though those seeds had been approved by 
the government agency in charge of biotech [genetic 
engineering]. That injunction has not stopped many soybean 
producers with weed problems in southern Brazil from 
bringing in Roundup Ready (RR) seed from neighboring 
Argentina–where it is legal. The Brazilian seed producers 
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association estimates that 60% of the soybean area in the 
state of Rio Grande do Sul is planted to RR soybeans. Many 
Brazilian groups and soybean experts believe that it will soon 
be legal to plant RR soybeans in Brazil. Farmers, activist 
groups, and the president of Brazil (Fernando Henrique 
Cardoso) are all on record as believing that Brazil needs GM 
soybeans in order to compete in international markets.
 Argentina: In the two years since Brazil devalued its 
currency, the real, the country’s soybean exports have risen 
74%. Brazilians are now afraid that a similar devaluation in 
Argentina will give the same benefi t to competing Argentine 
farmers–at the expense of Brazil. Address: Brazil.

3399. Wilson, Marv. 2002. The American soybean industry is 
following an outdated strategy: Brazil and Argentina are now 
beating us at this strategy so we must change (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. May 10. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The old model we’ve built in the USA is not 
sustainable; Brazil is going to beat us at our own game. They 
can do it; they got room to expand, and they can develop 
their infrastructure from almost a blank slate to serve the 
commodity market. Brazil must export ag commodities, 
such as soy, some specialty crops, and beef; to this they will 
soon add swine and poultry. The United States has no choice 
but to innovate; we must stop exporting commodities. If we 
want to feed U.S. soybeans to livestock and poultry, we must 
fi gure out a way to feed them soybeans that don’t pollute 
our environment. We must learn to make soybeans a part of 
the solution to our larger problems. Address: International 
Marketing, Iowa Soybean Assoc. / Promotion Board, West 
Des Moines, Iowa 50265.

3400. DeValois, Dave. 2002. U.S. growers must focus on 
quality in world markets. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa 
Soybean Association, Urbandale, Iowa) 13(7):14-15. Spring.
• Summary: In 2001, for the fi rst time in modern history, the 
USA lost the distinction of being the world’s largest supplier 
of soybeans; it supplied about 46% of the world’s exports. 
South America (mainly Brazil and Argentina) took over as 
the world’s dominant supplier. Devalued currencies in Brazil 
(the real) and Argentina (the peso), plus the strong U.S. 
dollar, make it diffi cult for U.S. exporters to compete based 
solely on price. To compete in the future, U.S. growers must 
focus on soybean quality.
 Note: Talk with Marv Wilson, Iowa Soybean 
Association. 2002. May 10. The USA is mainly an exporter 
of whole soybeans; we export some soybean meal and oil 
but we use most of it domestically. Brazil is also primarily 
an exporter of whole soybeans, but they are getting into 
the meal market. Argentina exports primarily soybean 
meal, largely because of their tax situation. The above 
phrase “world’s largest supplier of soybeans” really refers 
to soybeans plus soy products (oil and meal). The USA is 

still the world’s largest soybean exporting nation–including 
soybeans, oil and meal. Brazil in No. 2 and Argentina is No. 
3. The above comparison of the USA (a nation) with South 
America (a region or continent) is unfair.
 When did the USA become the world’s leading exporter 
of soybeans plus products? The American Soybean Assoc. 
pioneered U.S. soybean exports to Europe and Japan during 
the 1950s and the U.S. probably became the world leader 
during that decade since Manchuria, the major pre-war 
exporter was no longer a big competitor. During the 1960s 
U.S. soybean exports jumped from 212 million bushels in 
1964 to 433 million in 1969. Exports of soybean meal rose 
of 181,000 tons in 1950-51 to 512,000 tons in 1958-59, then 
from 1.063 million tons in 1961-62 to 4.035 million tons in 
1969-70.
 Note: It is diffi cult to get an aggregate fi gure for U.S. 
soy exports from 1932 to the 1970s because soybean export 
statistics are given in bushels, soybean meal exports is 
given in thousand tons, and soybean oil exports are given in 
pounds.

3401. Soyfoods (ASA, Europe). 2002. US soybean exports to 
Europe remain healthy. 13(3):3. Summer.
• Summary: “The GM controversy in Europe does not 
appear to have had any impact on soybean exports from the 
USA. According to the USDA, the US has exported 280m 
bushels (7.7m MT) of soybeans to the European Union (EU) 
this marketing year. This is 13.5% higher than the 247m 
bushels (6.8m MT) of soybeans exported to the EU at the 
same date last year.”

3402. Rohter, Larry. 2002. Amazon forest is still burning 
despite pledges: All the good intentions can’t stop the 
Amazon from burning. New York Times. Aug. 23. p. A7 
(Natl).
• Summary: Each year, the deforestation rate in the Amazon, 
which accounts for nearly 60% of Brazil’s territory, amounts 
to nearly 12,000 square miles–an area the size of Maryland. 
Soybean production has begun to play a big role in this 
deforestation; The Cuiaba-Santarem Highway, which cuts 
through the heart of the Amazon forest, is now being paved 
and made into an all-weather highway, so that farmers to 
the south of the Amazon River can more easily transport 
soybeans to the river, and thence to Europe.
 Both the deforestation and highway building are 
infl uenced by China, where rising incomes and the 
burgeoning middle class are leading to an increased demand 
for soybeans. The year after the 1993 Earth Summit in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil, China was still a soybean exporter. Now, 
only nine years later, China is the world’s largest importer of 
soybeans, soy oil, and soybean meal. And Brazil, the world’s 
largest exporter of soy products after the USA, is striving to 
meet that demand.
 Brazil has become a huge emitter of greenhouse gases. 
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One piece of good news is that Brazil has transferred more 
than 385,000 square miles, or 12% of the country’s land, 
to Indian control. Many of these tribes with a warrior 
tradition are defending their reserves–and the forest. Most 
of the burning is outside those reserves. In Mato Grosso 
deforestation is monitored by satellite; it seems to be 
working.
 Note 1. For dramatic satellite images of Amazon 
deforestation several years or decades apart Google: Amazon 
deforestation nasa images. Or Google: Amazon deforestation 
soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
that mentions expanding soybean cultivation as a cause of 
Amazon basin deforestation.

3403. American Soybean Assoc. 2002. Bean beat: U.S. rivers 
impact producer profi tability. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 31.
• Summary: More than 75% of U.S. soybean exports move 
by barge to foreign ports via the Upper Mississippi and 
Illinois River systems, on their way to the Port of New 
Orleans, Louisiana. A barge can move one ton of soybeans 
500 miles on a single gallon of fuel, versus 200 miles by rail 
car and only 60 miles by truck. Yet the lock and dam systems 
on these rivers, developed nearly 60 years ago to handle 600-
foot tows (chain of barges), are outdated. Today most tows 
are 1,200 feet long, requiring the tow to be split and sent 
through one section at a time. This causes slower movement 
and higher transport costs. ASA wants taxpayers to pay for 
modernizing the system. All U.S. farmers should urge their 
elected offi cials to support expansion of Locks and Dams 25, 
24, 22, 21, and 20, with guide wall extension on others.

3404. Arnold, Chris. 2002. The Scoular Company (Portfolio). 
Omaha, Nebraska. Four inserts. 28 cm.
• Summary: The inserts are: (1) Cover letter, typed with 
signature on letterhead. Scoular’s IP food grain division is 
comprised primarily of fi ve people, incl. Greg Lickteig and 
Chris. Greg is the senior manager of the group with 10-12 
years of experience in the IP food grade industry. Their main 
focus is IP soybeans. Scoular works with several private and 
public seed varieties to provide its customers with a wide 
selection of soybean varieties, with uses ranging from tofu, 
soymilk, miso, natto, and textured soy products. IP and Non-
GMO certifi cates are provided upon demand to customers. 
Scoular’s annual volume is about 45,000 metric tons/year of 
food soybeans; 80% of these are exported to Asia, and the 
remaining 20% are consumed in the USA. Scoular is QAI, 
OCIA, and JAS certifi ed. Web: www.scoular.com.
 (2) Twelve pages from the company’s website. Contents: 
Welcome to The Scoular Company. Markets: Introduction, 
producer markets division, processor markets division, 
fl ourmill markets division, industrial markets division. 
Special company capabilities: Foreign subsidiaries (Scoular 
Canada, Scoular de Mexico, risk management services, 

alliance & partnership opportunities). Locations: Regional 
map of North America, incl. Canada and Mexico.
 (3) Company history (3 p. card): “For 110 years The 
Scoular Company has been serving people in Agriculture. 
It is our past, our present, and our future.” 1892–A grain 
and lumber company was founded by George Scoular in 
Superior, Nebraska. 1927–George Scoular Grain & Lumber 
Company was incorporated in Nebraska and Missouri. 1967–
A group of grain industry executives headed by Marshall 
Faith led the company into a new era. These “Young Turks” 
were hired by Bob Scoular, the new chairman of the board. 
1985–The company diversifi ed from grain warehousing 
to merchandising and distribution. 1998–The Company 
acquired International Protein Corporation and Industrial 
Food Ingredients. 2000–The company restructured to address 
specifi c market segments.
 (4) Issue of Scoular Connections newsletter on company 
history (2002 vol. 7, no. 2). “Scoular celebrates 110 years 
of serving people in agriculture.” 1898–George Scoular 
invites Dennis Bishop to become his partner. 1926–Bob 
Scoular was a traveling salesman. 1930–George Scoular 
died. That year over half of all farms had cars, about a third 
had telephones, and a little over 10% had electricity. 1954. 
George Scoular’s widow and her two sons bought out the 
Bishop family interest. That year just over 70% of all farms 
had cars, a little less than 50% had telephones, and 93% had 
electricity. 1979–The Young Turks were successful. The 
company had sprouted in 12 years from a “ramshackle three-
elevator operation into a fl ourishing Nebraska giant of grain, 
operating 27 elevators and terminals and merchandising 70 
to 80 million bushels of corn, wheat, milo, soybeans, and 
oats each year to buyers all over the world.” At the helm was 
Marshall Faith. Address: 2027 Dodge St., Omaha, Nebraska 
68102. Phone: 1-800-488-3500.

3405. SoyaScan Notes. 2002. New port facility in 
Wilmington, North Carolina, is importing soybean products 
to the USA (Overview). Sept. 14. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.

3406. Brock, Richard. 2002. Price corn and soybeans early: 
Bottom Line. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 38.
• Summary: A graph shows the world’s three leading 
soybean exporters: USA, Brazil (which is projected to pass 
the United States by 2010), and Argentina (a distant third).
 “We’ve quickly gone from a period of trying to 
maximize government payments to one of maximizing grain 
sales. Government payments are going to be small this year–
count on it.” Address: President, Brock Associates.

3407. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2002. U.S. soybeans no longer dominate: 
Industry task force to respond. 13(8):11-12. Summer.
• Summary: This article is about: “Investing checkoff 
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dollars.”

3408. Kahn, Joseph. 2002. The science and politics of super 
rice: Caution and trade guide China’s curbs on altered crops. 
New York Times. Oct. 22. p. C1, C12 (Natl).
• Summary: Initially China wanted to be a pioneer in 
developing genetically engineered (GE) crops–especially 
rice. That may be why China was the only developing 
country to join the Human Genome Project. But now China 
had adopted a go-slow approach, apparently for two reasons: 
(1) As a tool for trade protection, afraid that China’s many 
small scale and therefore relatively ineffi cient farmers will be 
unable to compete with food and crop imports, many of them 
genetically modifi ed. (2) Fear that the country’s own exports 
may suffer in a world market where consumers (including 
Chinese) are increasingly resistant to so-called Frankenfoods.
 So reversing their once-enthusiastic embrace of 
biotechnology, Chinese offi cials have imposed restrictions 
and cumbersome labeling rules (this summer) on 
development of domestic varieties of GE crops such as 
soybeans, rice, and tobacco. Only cotton has been given the 
green light.
 This cautious approach has upset American farmers, 
who had hoped to sell far more farm crops to China after it 
joined the World Trade Organization (WTO) earlier this year. 
Instead, their sales of soybeans, America’s largest export 
crop, fell 23% in the year through September, compared with 
the previous year, largely due to complications related to 
China’s new testing and licensing procedures. The $1 billion 
soybean trade has been hurt, and China may even push back 
the date when it decides whether to certify U.S. soybeans as 
safe.
 In Chinese supermarkets, organic brands are more 
prevalent than GE foods. This spring, China prohibited 
biotech giants like Monsanto and Syngenta from investing in 
the development of GE strains of soybeans, rice, and corn in 
China.

3409. Sosland, L. Joshua. 2002. Bunge’s intense focus on 
oilseeds highlighted by Cereol acquisition. Milling and 
Baking News. Oct. 29.
• Summary: This acquisition, which has made Bunge Ltd. 
the largest oilseeds processor in the world, emphasizes 
Bunge’s “primary focus on soy processing.” Worldwide, 
soybean demand has been growing at a compound annual 
rate of 4.5%–much faster than wheat and corn. It is expected 
that world population growth and rising incomes [i.e., 
affl uent diets containing more meat, poultry, and fi sh] will 
sustain this trend. In addition, soybeans have steadily gained 
appreciation for their health benefi ts.
 In July 2002, Bunge fi rst announced plans for the 
acquisition of Cereol, then in October purchased a 55% 
controlling share from Edison S.p.A. Bunge will tender for 
the remaining shares, which are all publicly held, spending 

about $800 million on the total transaction. The almost 
perfect fi t between Bunge and Cereol is like a marriage made 
in heaven; the two companies are “highly complementary.” 
For example, Cereol’s European soybean business imports 4 
million tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans a year; all this will 
now be supplied by Bunge.
 In 1993 Bunge shareholders decided to hire professional 
managers. From 1993 to 1998 the company restructured, 
selling assets that were not part of the company’s core 
business. Today Bunge is the world’s largest exporter of soy 
products to Europe and Asia. One sidebar gives a fi nancial 
overview of Bunge and Cereol; another an overview of 
the combined “oilseed empire.” Two pie charts show the 
“geographic fi t” between Bunge and Cereol, especially in 
North America, Europe, and Asia. A world map shows fi ve 
different types of Bunge sites and Cereol sites.

3410. Marking, Syl. 2002. IP grain imprints the future: But 
identity preserved has plenty of hoops to jump through. 
Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Lester Kroeger and neighbor Jerry Stencel 
from Waseca, Minnesota, are pioneers in growing identity-
preserved (IP) crops. They’ve been doing it for nearly 25 
years. In 1978 they helped to form the Minnesota Waxy 
Corn Growers as farmer owners. Their company later 
became SunRich, located in Hope, Minnesota, and their 
main crop became IP soybeans for export to Japan to make 
tofu. LaVerne Klecker is grain manager for SunRich. A large 
proportion of SunRich’s production is certifi ed organic, and 
non-genetically modifi ed soybeans and corn, which they 
contract from 15 states. The key to the company’s success 
has been good leadership.
 In a sidebar, Bill Wicke, University of Minnesota 
extension ag engineer, offers a checklist of pointers for 
growing, storing, and marketing IP crops.

3411. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2002. Profi les: 
Bill Walters, OSG Director from Elgin, farms near St. 
Thomas. Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: “In terms of identifying the greatest potential 
for soybean producers, Bill views the industrial market as 
the key growth sector, but only because there is so much 
competition for food grade quality product. ‘With limited 
returns on the extra management and effort required to 
produce IP [identity preserved] food quality soybeans, I 
believe more growers will continue to grow Roundup Ready 
commercial beans,’ explains Bill.
 “The big impact on how markets will take shape in 
the future, he adds, will come from Brazil. And the impact 
won’t be felt south of the border only, but around the world. 
As Brazilian production continues to increase, world export 
markets will become limited and serve to defl ate prices. To 
fi ght this, adds Bill, the U.S. will continue with its lavish 
subsidies to its grains and oilseeds producers, which will 
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only help them to maintain their current production levels. 
That scenario isn’t one that Bill welcomes.
 “’I fear that without more Canadian government support, 
Ontario may become a dumping ground for US soybeans.’” 
A portrait photo shows Bill Walters. Address: Chatham, 
ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3412. American Soybean Association. 2002. Bean beat: ASA 
addresses Brazilian soy imports to U.S. Soybean Digest. 
Nov. p. 27.
• Summary: ASA lays out “three key reasons why imported 
Brazilian soybean meal may be able to move into the region 
at the expense of U.S. soybean meal.”
 “The American Soybean Association is a national 
commodity organization with 26,000 members and affi liation 
with 29 states.”

3413. American Soybean Association. 2002. Bean beat: ASA 
addresses Brazilian soy imports to U.S. Soybean Digest. 
Nov. p. 27.
• Summary: ASA lays out “three key reasons why imported 
Brazilian soybean meal may be able to move into the region 
at the expense of U.S. soybean meal.”
 “The American Soybean Association is a national 
commodity organization with 26,000 members and affi liation 
with 29 states.”

3414. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2002. ASA celebrates 
20 years in China. 9(1):2. Oct/Nov.
• Summary: In August 1982 the American Soybean 
Association fi rst opened an offi ce in China, in Beijing. 
Initially, ASA’s work focused on technical services to 
livestock and feed production. Today, ASA’s work is focused 
on the animal and animal feed producers in China–according 
to ASA President Dwain Ford. Work is now also being 
conducted with the aquaculture industry, soybean processors, 
and the traders and distributors who supply their needs.
 Over the years ASA has helped transform China from 
a soybean exporter to an importer–in fact the largest single 
country importing American soybeans! Contains four color 
photos.

3415. Millsap, Ann Clinton. 2002. ASA celebrates 20 years 
in China. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa) 14(2):10. Nov.
• Summary: In Oct. 1982 the American Soybean Association 
opened a one-person offi ce in a hotel room in Beijing. 
Twenty years later ASA has two offi ces in China, in Beijing 
and Shanghai, with about 20 employees.
 ASA’s original strategy was “reverse marketing.” China 
at the time was a major competitor in export markets. The 
goal was to get China to consume its own soybeans, instead 
of taking away export markets from U.S. soybeans.
 Today China has stopped exporting, and is (amazingly) 

the No. 1 export market for U.S. soybeans.

3416. American Soybean Association. 2002. Record U.S. 
soybean exports for third year. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 33.
• Summary: “ASA announces another record year for 
U.S. soybean exports. On August 31, the end of 2001/02 
Marketing Year, the U.S. Department of Agriculture reported 
that accumulated U.S. soybean exports reached 29.9 million 
metric tons (mmt), the equivalent of more than 1.1 billion 
bushels (bu), up 86.6 million bushels from last year, an 
increase of 8.5 percent. This is the third year in a row that 
soybean exports have exceeded export levels in the previous 
year.”

3417. Canadian Soybean Bulletin (OSG, Chatham, Ontario, 
Canada). 2002. Canadian soybean exports. Winter. p. 2.
• Summary: A large table shows statistics in tonnes (metric 
tons) of soybeans exported to various countries, and regions, 
each year from 1998/99 to 2001/2002. The countries are: 
In Asia–China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand. 
In Western Europe–Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain. 
By continent–Africa, Central America, Eastern Europe, 
Middle East, Oceania, South America, and United States.
 In 2001/2002 the countries to which the largest amount 
of Canadian soybean exports went were (in tonnes): Japan 
126,619, Malaysia 101,698, United States 60,244, Germany 
29,377, Indonesia 26,836, Hong Kong 22,800.
 Total Canadian soybean exports have declined 
dramatically during the past two years, from a peak of 
946,360 in 1999/2000, to 746,241 in 2000/2001, down to 
471,492 in 2001/2002.

3418. Aubert, Claude; Zhu, Xigang. 2002. The changing role 
of soybean in China’s food system: A study in its production, 
processing, consumption and trade. Beijing: China 
Agricultural Press. 406 p. EU-China Joint Research Project 
(INCO-DC, nºERBIC18CT970178). *
• Summary: ISBN 7-109-07677-6. Based on two thematic 
approaches to the soybean economy of China: global and 
regional. On page 288 the term “soybean meat” (dourou) 
appears.

3419. Gunstone, Frank D. 2002. Production and trade of 
vegetable oils. In: F.D. Gunstone, ed. 2002. Vegetable Oils 
in Food Technology: Composition, Properties and Uses. 
Oxford, England: Blackwell Publishing; CRC Press. xiv + 
337 p. See p. 1-17. 25 cm. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Extraction, refi ning, processing. 
2. Vegetable oils–production, disappearance, and trade: 
soybean oil, palm oil, rapeseed / canola oil, sunfl owerseed 
oil, groundnut (peanut) oil, cottonseed oil, coconut oil, 
palmkernel oil, olive oil, corn oil, sesame oil, linseed oil. 3. 
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Some signifi cant factors. 4. Predictions for the twenty-fi rst 
century.
 Tables: (1) Methods of changing fatty acid composition 
and physical, nutritional and chemical properties thereby. 
Technological solutions: blending, distillation, fractionation, 
hydrogenation, interesterifi cation with chemical catalysts, 
interesterifi cation with specifi c lipases, enzymic 
enhancement. Biological solutions: domestication of wild 
crops, oils modifi ed by conventional seed breeding, oils 
modifi ed by (intra-species) genetic engineering, lipids from 
unconventional sources (microorganisms).
 (2) Production, exports and imports (million tonnes 
[metric tons]) of 10 oilseeds and 17 oils in selected countries 
in 2000/2001. The population of the world and each country 
is given.
 (3) Annual average production of 17 oils and fats in 
selected fi ve-year periods from 1976/80 with forecasts up 
to 2016/20. Note: Palm oil is predicted to pass soy oil as the 
world’s leading vegetable oil in about 2008. However palm 
oil actually passed soy oil in 2004-05 (Source: 2007 Soya & 
Oilseed Bluebook, p. 348).
 (4) Four major vegetable oils as % of total oil and fat 
production. The oils are: soybean oil, palm and palmkernel 
oil, rapeseed oil, and sunfl owerseed oil.
 (5) Global production of 10 oilseeds and of oil and meal 
derived from these (million tonnes) during the fi ve-year 
period 1996/97 to 2000/01.
 (6) Production (million tonnes) of 12 vegetable oils 
during the fi ve-year period 1996/97 to 2000/01. Note: The 
top 3 oils during this period are soybean, palm, and rapeseed; 
each one increased.
 (7) Production, disappearance, export and imports 
(million tonnes) of 17 oils and fats during the fi ve-year 
period 1996/97 to 2000/01.
 (8) Major countries / regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
soybean oil in 2000/01. Top 4 producers are: USA 8.24, 
Brazil 4.28, Argentina 3.28, and China 3.26. Top 4 
consumers are: USA, China, Brazil, India. Top 4 exporters 
are: Argentina, Brazil, EU-15, and USA. Top 4 importers are: 
India, Iran, Bangladesh, and Egypt.
 (9) Major countries / regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
palm oil in 2000/01. Top 4 producers are: Malaysia 11.98, 
Indonesia 7.33, Nigeria 0.75 and Colombia 0.54. Top 4 users 
are India 4.12, Indonesia 2.95, EU-15 2.50, China 1.79.
 (10) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
rapeseed oil in 2000/01.
 (11) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
sunfl ower seed oil in 2000/01.
 (12) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 

groundnut oil in 2000/01.
 (13) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
cottonseed oil in 2000/01.
 (14) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
coconut oil in 2000/01.
 (15) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of 
palmkernel oil in 2000/01.
 (16) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of olive 
oil in 2000/01.
 (17) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of corn 
oil in 2000/01.
 (18) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of sesame 
oil in 2000/01.
 (19) Major countries/regions involved in the production, 
disappearance, export and imports (million tonnes) of linseed 
oil in 2000/01.
 (20) Disappearance of oils and fats in China and India in 
the fi ve-year period 1996/97 to 2000/01 along with imports 
of seeds into China and of oil into India.
 (21) Trend rates in growth of output (%) over the period 
1975-1999 in terms of area and yield for the four major 
vegetable oils. Those oils are soybean, palm, rapeseed, and 
sunfl ower seed. For output: palm is growing the fastest 
(8.2%) followed by rapeseed (7.1%) and sunfl ower seed 
(5.5%); soybean oil has the slowest growth (3.5%).
 (22) Production total (million tonnes) and per capita 
consumption (kg per annum) of oils and fats on a global 
basis and for selected countries / regions throughout the 21st 
century [every 20 years]. Source: Fry 2001.
 (23) Area under oilseed cultivation (million hectares) 
and yield (tonnes / hectare) under three different assumptions 
for annual increase in oilseed yield. Address: Prof. Emeritus, 
Univ. of St. Andrews and Honorary Research Prof., Scottish 
Crop Research Inst., Dundee [Scotland].

3420. Klohn, Werner. 2002. Strukturen der Produktion und 
des Handels von Sojabohnen und Sojaprodukten [Structures 
of the production and trade of soybeans and soy products]. 
Vechta, Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony), Germany: Institut 
fuer Strukturforschung und Planung in Agrarischen 
Intensivgebieten (ISPA). 51 p. 21 cm. Series: Universitaet 
Osnabrueck–Standort / Hochschule Vechta Mitteilungen, No. 
51. [Ger]*

3421. Mescher, Kelly. 2003. Japanese expand minds and 
menus to new soyfoods: The Japanese are known for 
observing tradition. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean 
Association, Urbandale, Iowa) 14(4):6. Jan.
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• Summary: Discusses the “Japan Food Soybean Mission, 
in which the Iowa Soybean Promotion Board (ISPB) staff, 
board members, and Iowa food grade soybean exporters 
traveled to meet with soybean processors in Japan and to talk 
with them about market opportunities.”
 “The soyfoods seminar provided cooking 
demonstrations for professional chefs, manufacturers, and 
food media in Japan.” An American chef, Michael Foley, 
prepared various dishes (whose names are given) using 
soy ingredients. “They ate everything. There was not a 
morsel left, and they wanted the recipes,” said Linda Funk, 
executive director of the Soyfoods Council. The Japanese are 
already fans of soy in its traditional forms, says Foley, “but 
these recipes were outside the box for them. To fi nish soups 
with soymilk, soy yogurt, and soy sauce is new to them... 
They were surprised at how good it tasted.”
 One of the highlights was the fi rst Soyfoods Foodservice 
Seminar. A color photo shows Linda Funk and Jim Stillman 
(ISPB director) in a downtown market in Tokyo.

3422. Russnogle, John. 2003. Old market, new possibilities: 
Non-GMO is now part of life in Japan. Soybean Digest. Jan. 
p. 24.
• Summary: Japan was for many years the world’s No. 
1 buyer of American soybeans until 1999, when it was 
surpassed by China and Mexico. In 1993 Japan bought 
980,000 tonnes (metric tons) of U.S. food-grade soybeans, 
or 75.6% of that country’s total soybean imports. But by 
2002 that fi gure dropped by one-third to an estimated 
659,000 tons–just 57.9% of Japan’s imports. During that 
time, Canada’s soybean exports to Japan increased 2.6 fold, 
from 57,600 tonnes to 150,000 tonnes (from 4.4% in 1993 
to 13.2% of Japan’s total imports in 2002). And Japan has 
almost tripled its own production of food-grade soybeans 
from 68,000 tonnes to 200,000 tonnes. Japan’s increased 
production is partly the result of a government program that 
gives growers big fi nancial incentives to convert rice acres 
to soybeans. Japan grows more rice than it can consume, but 
produces only 5% of its total soybean needs. Japanese like 
Brazilian soybeans, which tend to be higher in protein and 
oil than their U.S. counterparts.

3423. Thompson, James. 2003. Brazil’s biotech challenges. 
Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 63.
• Summary: It is not presently legal for Brazilian farmers 
to grow biotech [genetically engineered] crops. Europe 
is Brazil’s biggest market and “its consumers seem to 
prefer non-biotech foods.” Yet it is well known that a lot of 
biotech soybeans are grown in Brazil. This year the Chinese 
government began demanding safety certifi cates on imported 
biotech soybeans, to be issued by the government of the 
country where the soybeans are grown. Brazil’s government 
can’t issue safety certifi cates since biotech soybeans cannot 
be grown legally in Brazil. As a result, the $1 billion worth 

of soy complex exports to China from Brazil are at risk.
 In Europe, Greenpeace is distributing brochures to food 
companies and associations, urging them to buy Brazilian 
soybeans because biotech is not legal in Brazil. However 
Brazilian farmers don’t generally get a premium for non-
GMO soybeans, because its not legal to grow any other kind 
in Brazil.
 Nevertheless, the Brazilian soybean harvest taking 
place in early 2003 is expected to be about 15% larger than 
the 2002 harvest, and more than twice as large as the 1996 
harvest. Much of that growth has come from new land 
entering production in the states of Mato Grosso, Mato 
Grosso do Sul, and Goiás. During the 1970s, these 3 states 
accounted for only 2% of Brazil’s soybean production; they 
now account for more than 60%.
 In total, Brazil’s soybean export industry will generate 
more than $7 billion in 2003, surpassing the country’s 
automotive sector in foreign income earned. This helps 
explain the development of new roads, railroads, and ports in 
Brazil’s soybean expansion regions.
 A small color portrait photo shows James Thompson. 
Address: Brazil.

3424. American Soybean Assoc. 2003. Bean beat: ASA 
concerned about Brazilian biotech soybeans. Soybean Digest.
Feb. p. 57.
• Summary: ASA is asking the Bush Administration to cite 
the failure of the Government of Brazil to control illegal use 
of Roundup Ready soybeans as a foreign trade barrier in the 
Annual National Trade Estimate Report. Brazilian farmers 
benefi t by not paying the $11 per metric ton technology fee 
on this soybean seed–a fee paid by U.S. farmers.

3425. American Soybean Assoc. 2003. Bean beat: ASA 
debunks European oilseed producers’ complaint. Soybean 
Digest. Feb. p. 57.
• Summary: The European Oilseed Alliance (EOA) recently 
complained against U.S. oilseed policy to the European 
Commission (EC), alleging that the USA is in violation of 
its World Trade Organization (WTO) commitments. EOA 
claims that U.S. price support programs (under the latest 
U.S. Farm Bill) have caused U.S. soy exports to Europe to 
increase, and that this has resulted in a loss in income for 
European oilseed growers / producers.
 However ASA points out that from 1995/96 to 2001/02 
the U.S. market share for soybeans in the EU has dropped 
from 61% down to only 41%. The actual tonnage of U.S. 
soybeans exported decreased by more than one million 
metric tons (tonnes) or 37 million bushels.
 During this same 6-year period, EU imports of soybeans 
and soybean meal have increased, partly as a result of the 
EU’s ban on the use of meat- and bone meal in animal feeds 
[in an attempt to prevent mad cow disease]; Soybean meal 
has been used instead.
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 During this period, both Brazil and Argentina have 
signifi cantly increased market share and tonnages in the 
EU, largely due to the huge devaluation in the Brazilian 
and Argentine currencies, which makes their soy imports 
to Europe less expensive. The growth of South American 
exports has also increased because Brazilian and Argentine 
soybean farmers have been able to enjoy the production 
benefi ts of Roundup Ready soybeans without having to 
pay for those benefi ts like U.S. soybean farmers do [with 
a technology fee of $11 per metric ton of seeds]. This is 
because of “poor intellectual property enforcement in 
Argentina and widespread illegal piracy and growing of 
Roundup Ready soybeans in Brazil. The U.S. attaché in 
Brazil estimates 70% of the soybean crop in southern Brazil 
is pirated Roundup Ready soybeans.”

3426. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2003. Market 
scan [Soybean meal usage, Chinese meat consumption, 
and Chinese annual per capita disposable income are all up 
dramatically]. Feb. p. 8.
• Summary: “Soybean meal consumption (what we will call 
usage) around the world in 1992 was 76.12 million tonnes 
[metric tons], while in 2001 that fi gure jumped to 124.3 
million tonnes, an increase of 63% in those same ten years.
 “The main market for soybean meal is animal feed. 
Soybean meal has become the most important source of 
protein for livestock around the world. It is the standard 
against which other protein sources are compared.
 “The growth in soybean meal consumption can be 
directly attributed to the increasing world consumption of 
meat. It is not in North America that meat consumption is 
seen increasing, but rather in many of the Asian countries.
 “If we look at China, total meat sales over the past seven 
years have increased 62%. With over 1.2 billion people, even 
a slight rise in per capita consumption of meat translates into 
a huge amount of meat. In order to meet the corresponding 
increase in demand for animal feed, soybean crushing plants 
are quickly being built. Chinese offi cials report there are 
presently 20 to 25 crushing plants either being built or now 
operating in coastal regions. Chinese crush capacity was 
expected to reach 35,000 tonnes per day by the end of 2002.
 “One of the reasons for the higher meat consumption 
is the increase in disposable dollars in the average Chinese 
consumer’s pocket. The per capita annual disposable income 
of the average Chinese urban household has risen an amazing 
240% in the past ten years.
 “When more money is available, one of the fi rst things 
low-income people spend it on is food. And one of the main 
foods bought with these extra dollars is meat. Exports of total 
meat products from Canada to China in 1992 were valued at 
$639,000. By 2001, the value of meat exports to China had 
jumped to $22,700,000.” Address: Chatham, ONT, Canada 
N7M 5L8.

3427. Smith, Tony. 2003. Farm exports boom in Argentina. 
New York Times. March 26. p. W1, W7. World Business 
section.
• Summary: For a decade, the Argentinian peso has been 
pegged to the U.S. dollar. In Jan. 2003 it was cut loose and 
plunged, until it is now worth only about 34 American cents. 
While the devaluation has been painful for most Argentines, 
it has helped farmers, by essentially wiping out most of their 
debts since their products are now much cheaper overseas 
and exports sales are now worth three times as much. Last 
year Argentina’s trade surplus tripled to $15 billion, and 
half of the country’s total hard-currency earnings came from 
agriculture. Brazil is also enjoying a farm export boom.
 Soybeans, now Argentina’s main cash crop, are grown 
on 64 million acres. Bunge is expanding its operations in 
Argentina, while ADM, its giant rival, is doing the same in 
Brazil.

3428. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2003. FAS is 50. 
9(5):1. March.
• Summary: The Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), an 
agency of the USDA, was established on 10 March 1953. 
FAS, which is celebrating its 50th anniversary this month, 
works to improve access to foreign markets for U.S. products 
and “operates programs designed to build new markets and 
improve the competitive position of U.S. agriculture in the 
global marketplace.
 “The very fi rst FAS Foreign Service National (FSN) 
cooperator was from the American Soybean Association’s 
Japan offi ce.” Over the years, ASA has worked closely 
with FAS to develop and grow international markets for 
U.S. soybeans and soy products. FAS has a network of 
agricultural counselors, attachés, and trade offi cers stationed 
abroad as well as analysts, marketing specialists, negotiators, 
and related specialists in Washington, DC.
 “FAS bears the primary responsibility for USDA’s 
overseas activities–market development, international trade 
agreements and negotiations, and the collection and analysis 
of statistics and market information. It also administers 
USDA’s export credit guarantee and food aid programs.”

3429. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 2003. 
Soybeans used as food will grow by 72% this decade: 
Soyatech releases new study. 10(1):2. Jan/March.
• Summary: “Whole Soybeans as Food Ingredient,” a new 
study published [in January] by Soyatech, Inc., focuses on 
the market for soybeans for food.
 Over the past 30 years, soybean production globally has 
grown over 400%. The production in 2002 was about 184 
million metric tons, with the combined products of Argentina 
and Brazil looking like they might overtake the United 
States, the largest producer. The lower cost of production 
factors like land and labor in South America and the high 
value of the dollar are contributing factors.
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 Annually, 85% of soybeans are crushed into oil and 
meal and 9% are processed into human food, 95% of which 
is consumed in Asia. China, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, and 
Taiwan are the main consumers.
 A small percentage of the beans crushed into meal are 
processed into soy protein ingredients for food. Examples 
include soy protein concentrates, soy fl our, and isolated soy 
proteins. 3.2% of the crushed beans are used in this manner; 
however, use of crushed soybeans is food is expanding at 6 
times the rate of the use of whole soybeans.
 The use of soybeans for food will expand by 72% 
between the years of 2000 and 2010, requiring that additional 
soy protein plants be constructed. Distribution channels will 
also require expansion.
 Although only 0.2% of the U.S. soybean crop is 
processed into human food domestically, 8.8% are when 
global exports are included. 6.3 million acres of soy beans 
therefore ultimately are used for food.
 A pie chart titled “Soybean usage: 1996-2001” shows: 
Soybean crush 84.4%. Direct food use 8.6%. Feed/seed/ 
residual 5.7%. Change in stocks. 1.4%.

3430. Seedling (Quarterly Newsletter of Genetic Resources 
Action International, Barcelona, Spain). 2003. Action! 
Support Brazil’s anti-GM position. April. p. 27.
• Summary: “Genetically engineered crops are not legally 
permitted to be grown in Brazil. But an estimated 30% of 
Brazil’s soybean crop consists of genetically modifi ed (GM) 
soybeans grown from seed smuggled across the border from 
Argentina. For several years, the Brazilian government 
turned a blind eye toward the black market in soybeans. 
But this year, President Lula’s new administration offi cially 
recognised for the fi rst time that illegal GM soy planting was 
taking place on a wide scale. Rather than face the daunting 
task of destroying up to a third of the national crop, the 
government in March issued a decree decriminalising the 
sale of GM soybeans until January 2004, after which it will 
again become illegal.
 “The Brazilian government is split on the GM issue and 
the controversial proposal (which upset both GM supporters 
and opponents) unleashed a storm of 70 amendments, which 
will be processed before a fi nal vote in May. In early May, 
Monsanto threw another iron in the already blazing fi re of 
debate in Brazil by announcing that it plans to seek royalty 
payments on the black market soybeans.
 “The Institute of Agriculture and Trade Policy (IATP) 
speculates that the government is leaning towards legalising 
GM soybeans because it needs the hard cash from soybean 
exports to be able to avoid defaulting on its loans. Without 
this cash, their social security program is likely to crash, 
which would create chaos and threaten the viability of the 
government. Brazil, the world’s No. 2 soybean producer 
after the US, is expected to fi nish harvesting a record 
49.6-million-tonne crop in May. Brazil’s soybean exports 

have increased signifi cantly in recent years because many 
countries have not wanted to buy GM soybeans from the US. 
But neither the Japanese nor the Europeans are now willing 
to pay a premium for GM-free soybeans, because they have 
started getting them from other sources. On the other hand, 
because of anger towards the US over the war on Iraq, there 
are opportunities to expand Brazil’s GM soybean exports at 
the expense of US exports.
 “Contact: AS-PTA Nacional, Rua da Candelaria, 9, 6º- 
andar, Rio de Janeiro 20091-020, Brazil...”

3431. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2003. Brazil 
soy exports to increase by 30%, may surpass US. 3(5):8. 
May.
• Summary: “Brazil’s soybean exports in 2003 will overtake 
those of the U.S. with sales expected to increase by 30 
percent to US$7.9 billion, while US soy exports are expected 
to be less than US$7 billion. The Brazilian Association of 
Vegetable Oil Industries (ABIOVE) projects that 37 million 
tons of soybeans will be exported out of a harvest of 50.9 
million tons.
 “Transportation infrastructure improvements have 
reduced the costs of moving those soybeans to ports for 
shipment to North America, Asia, and Europe. Ports at Velho 
and Itacoatiara have allowed for barges to reduce the cost 
of transporting Mato Grosso beans to the Amazon by 30 
percent, compared with shipping them to the southern ports 
of Santos or Paranagua. When the Itacoatiara Port opened 
in 1997, it handled 321,000 metric tons of Mato Grosso 
soybeans. That increased to 1.2 million metric tons last year.
 “Bunge recently announced that, based on its strong 
performance in Brazilian oilseed processing, its net income 
in the fi rst quarter of 2003 would be US$30 to $35 million, 
instead of the projected US$25 to $30 million.
 “Meanwhile, a decision by the Brazilian government to 
permit sales of illegally grown GM soy harvested this year in 
the southern state of Rio Grande do Sul, outraged consumer 
organizations and environmentalists. Marilena Lazzarini, 
executive coordinator of Brazil’s Consumers Defence 
Institute (IDEC), told Inter Press Service that the government 
‘rode roughshod over a court decision (prohibiting plantings 
of GM crops),’ which violates the constitution. IDEC is 
studying ways to challenge the government’s decision in 
court.
 “(Source: CropChoice.com)”

3432. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2003. China 
increasing soy imports and domestic production. 3(5):8. 
May.
• Summary: “China’s soybean imports are expected to reach 
16.5 million metric tons (MMT) this year, a slight increase 
over 16.2 5 MMT last year. In 2001-2002, the US accounted 
for 43 percent of China’s soybean imports followed by 
Argentina (30 percent), and Brazil (27 percent). In 2002-
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2003 Brazil is the dominant supplier with 45 percent market 
share followed by the United States with 37 percent and 
Argentina with 18 percent.
 “China’s soybean exports totaled 304,093 MMT in 
2001-2002 with the majority of these going to Japan, North 
Korea, and South Korea.
 “Domestic soybean production is expected to reach 17 
MMT this year. Nearly all of soyfood products, such as tofu 
and soy beverages, which the Chinese consume in large 
quantities, are derived from domestically grown soybeans. 
Very few imported soybeans go for domestic food use.
 “The Chinese government recently published a Five-
Year Plan, which states the country’s goal to increase 
the yield and oil content of domestic soybeans to that of 
imported soybeans. The Plan also mentions developing 
China’s northeast area as a zone for producing non-GMO 
soybeans only.
 “(Source: US Department of Agriculture–Foreign 
Agricultural Service).”

3433. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2003. Canadian 
Soybean Export Association holds annual meeting. May. p. 
6.
• Summary: “The Canadian Soybean Export Association 
(CSEA) held their 8th annual business meeting recently in 
Guelph. The following members were elected to lead the 
association in 2003-2004:
 Chair: Brad Richmond, Maple Leaf Foods International
 Vice-Chair: Marty Huzevka, Hensall District Co-
operative
 Past-Chair: Martin Vanderloo, Huron Commodities Inc.
 Executive Member: Jim Gowland, OSG
 Secretary / Treasurer: Kim Cooper, OSG
 “CSEA is a voluntary association of members of the 
Canadian soybean industry, working to promote exports of 
Canadian soybeans and soya products into world markets. 
This year’s activities included hosting a group of soybean 
industry members from Japan, Taiwan and Western Europe, 
participating in a technical mission to Japan, Taiwan, South 
Korea and Singapore, and the development of two resources 
to promote the Canadian soybean industry.” Address: 
Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.

3434. Smith, Tony. 2003. Contraband is big business in 
Paraguay. New York Times. June 10. p. W1, W7. World 
Business section.
• Summary: Most of Paraguay’s exports (such as cigarettes 
with counterfeit American brands like Marlboro and Camel, 
and look-alike software) are smuggled out of the country 
through porous borders with Argentina, Bolivia, and Brazil. 
In recent years some 450,000 Brasiguayos (Brazilian farmers 
and their Paraguayan-born descendants) have immigrated 
to Paraguay. Living near the border, they have brought 
new agricultural techniques and made new investments in 

soybeans. Consequently, Paraguay has become the “world’s 
fourth largest soy exporter” and a major producer of beef 
in the region. Brazil is by far the leading source of foreign 
investment in Paraguay.

3435. Clendenning, Alan. 2003. Monsanto demands 
licensing agreement from exporters of Brazilian soybeans. 
Associated Press Business Wire. June 12. 2 p.
• Summary: This week, Monsanto sent a letter to about 250 
exporters that buy Brazilian soybeans and 150 importers 
(based mostly in Europe or Japan), saying that, in July, 
the company will start monitoring soybean shipments. 
Shipments of Monsanto’s genetically engineered (GE) 
soybeans that reach foreign ports could be impounded or sent 
back to Brazil. Monsanto has a patent covering GE soybeans 
in Brazil, and thus could take legal action against exporters 
or importers. If an agreement is signed with exporters, 
Monsanto would not start charging the exporters royalty fees 
until the 2003-2004 harvest.
 The move comes as Monsanto, a struggling company 
based in St. Louis, Missouri, tries to shift its business focus 
from making herbicides [such as Roundup] to developing 
and selling genetically engineered seeds worldwide.
 Monsanto has long lobbied the Brazilian government 
to legalize GE crops, and has complained strongly that 
Brazilian farmers are using Monsanto’s seed technology 
without paying for it. Experts estimate that about 17% of 
Brazil’s soybean crop is grown from Monsanto’s seeds 
smuggled in from Argentina. Address: AP Business writer.

3436. New York Times. 2003. Monsanto pursues seed 
“pirates.” June 13. p. C-12. Business section.
• Summary: Trying to recover lost profi ts from illegal use 
of genetically engineered (GE) soybean seeds in Brazil, 
Monsanto Co. is demanding that exporters sign licensing 
agreements and pay royalties. However, in Brazil, the 
world’s second largest soybean producer after the USA, 
soybean growers are prevented by Brazilian law from using 
any GE seeds.

3437. Sosland, Morton I. 2003. Upholding suit to end ban on 
GMOs [editorial]. World Grain 21(6):6. June.
• Summary: The USA, supported by a group of importing 
and exporting countries, fi led a lawsuit in the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) to challenge the moratorium the 
European Union fi rst imposed 5 years ago that prohibits 
imports of GMO that are not properly labeled and traceable 
back to their origins. Joining in the suit were Canada, 
Argentina, and Egypt.

3438. Seedling (Quarterly Newsletter of Genetic Resources 
Action International, Barcelona, Spain). 2003. Blinded by 
the gene (Editorial). July. p. 1-5. [7 footnotes]
• Summary: One of the most interesting articles seen on 
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genetic engineering, it undercuts the foundations of Watson 
& Crick’s 50-year-old “Central Dogma”–which is still the 
backbone of molecular biology and the basis on which 
today’s multi-billion dollar genetic engineering industry is 
built. Today we have “pigs with genes from cows producing 
bovine growth hormone, plants with genes from bacteria 
producing natural pesticides, and bacteria with human 
genes to produce insulin. So if the trick works, what is the 
problem? The problem is that the trick doesn’t work. Or at 
least not the way it should.”
 In 2001, when the fi rst draft of the human genome was 
fi nally published, scientists were surprised to discover that 
it contained about 30,000 genes, “less than one-third of the 
number originally calculated to take into account of the 
number of different proteins and inherited traits that humans 
have.” If we have more proteins than genes, what instructs 
the building of proteins that do not have a corresponding 
gene? The only logical conclusion is that each gene is 
responsible for a whole range of different proteins and traits 
and/or that other regulator mechanisms exist in protein 
production. Recent research has shown that both these 
conclusions are true.” Proteins even feed back information 
to DNA, and parts of DNA (arrogantly called “junk DNA”) 
“produce molecules that interfere with protein production 
and are therefore an essential part of the cell’s regulatory 
system.” Much recent research has led to the death of the 
“Central Dogma,” but “genetic engineering... only makes 
sense if you believe in the sole supremacy of DNA, in the 
dominance of the gene. It only makes sense if you discount 
all other scientifi c observations which complicate the 
hereditary process as interesting but irrelevant.” Thus the 
“mounting evidence that questions the simplistic ‘one gene, 
one trait’ logic is still being ignored by the majority of the 
scientifi c establishment.
 “At the time that Watson and Crick published their 
fi ndings, the vast majority of plant breeders were working in 
the public sector. This situation has drastically changed in the 
past few decades. By the mid-1990s in the US, there were 
twice as many plant breeders active in the commercial sector 
than in universities and government agencies combined. This 
imbalance is fast shifting towards the private sector.” Today 
a small number of corporate giants–Monsanto, Syngenta, 
Bayer, and DuPont–control the bulk of all commercial crop 
research and development.” There is an ever-widening 
gap between the worlds of plant breeding and genetic 
engineering; “plant breeders are becoming an endangered 
species.”
 “The adoption of increasingly strict Intellectual Property 
Rights (IPR) regimes–especially in industrialized countries–
has been the crucial enabling factor in this process... Plant 
variety protection was the death knell for public breeding 
programmes...”
 The gene giants are now arguing that they fi nally have a 
great new tool to combat world hunger–genetic engineering. 

But solving hunger problems has never been the business of 
powerful transnational corporations and never will be. The 
International Agricultural Research Centers, the powerhouses 
behind the Green Revolution, “are now looking for a place 
to hide in the genetic turmoil.” They “risk not only becoming 
less relevant to farmers in the South, but also becoming part 
of the problem rather than the solution.”
 In 2002 only 4 crops constituted more than 90% of 
commercially grown GM plants: canola, soybeans, cotton, 
and maize–the bulk of which are being grown for feed or 
export, not for food. And 90% of these crops are grown 
in only 4 countries: USA, Canada, China, and Argentina. 
Most of the GM crops come from Monsanto. Virtually all 
these crops are engineered for just two traits: resistance to 
herbicides and incorporation of the toxic Bt gene–a natural 
insecticide.
 We need to go beyond our “genetic myopia” and start 
dealing with the broad gamut of issues that peasant farmers 
face. Various impressive success stories are given.

3439. Alexander, Melissa. 2003. Global oilseed, soybean 
supplies, demand and exports to smash records. World Grain 
21(8):16. Aug.
• Summary: World soybean product jumped 12 million 
tonnes (metric tons) to 207.5 million metric tons–the fi rst 
time it has exceeded 200 million. World soybean exports 
are projected to reach a record 63.8 million tonnes. For the 
second straight year, Brazil and Argentina combined will 
take a larger share of those exports than the USA. And while 
Brazil and Argentina will enjoy export increases of 5% and 
6% respectively, U.S. soybean exports are expected to drop 
4% from last year, to 26.9 million tons. China, the world’s 
largest soybean importing country, is expected to increase its 
imports in 2002-04.
 A bar chart shows that the U.S. share of world soybean 
exports has fallen from about 90% in 1985-86 to a long-
time projected low of about 36% in 2003-04. The combined 
Brazil-Argentina share has risen from about 15% in 
1987-88 to 40% in 2003-04. A line graph shows China’s 
soybean production, crush, and imports from 1990-91 to 
2003-04. Production reached a peak of about 16 million 
tonnes in 1994-95, fell to 13 million in 1996-97, and has 
increased very slowly since then. China’s soybean crush has 
skyrocketed from only 3 million tonnes in 1991-92 to about 
26 million tonnes in 2003-04; in 1999-2000 China’s crush 
passed domestic production. China’s imports, which were 
near zero as recently as 1994-95 have jumped to about 18.2 
million tonnes in 2002-03.

3440. American Soybean Assoc. 2003. Bean beat: ASA 
compels action against illegal Brazilian soy exports. Corn 
and Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 27.
• Summary: For several years, ASA has been urging 
Monsanto to take legal action against Brazilian farmers who 
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are growing pirated Roundup Ready (RR) Soybean seed, 
because this gives those farmers an unfair advantage in the 
global marketplace.
 The Brazilian government is now fi nalizing Provisional 
Measure 113, which will allow RR soybeans from the current 
Brazilian harvest to be sold legally at home or abroad. ASA 
calculates that U.S. farmers now pay a premium of $9.30 
to $15.50 per acre for RR Soybean seed, while Brazilian 
farmers pay nothing for the patented technology on seed 
smuggled into Brazil.
 An estimated 70-75% of Brazil’s total soybean 
production is exported as “whole soybeans or soymeal,” and 
of that amount about 70-73% is shipped to the European 
Union and Japan. Monsanto will try to collect royalties from 
exporters of RR soybeans.

3441. Brown, Lester R. 2003. Plan B: Rescuing a planet 
under stress and a civilization in trouble. New York and 
London: W.W. Norton & Co. xvii + 286 p. Illust. Index. 21 
cm. [551 endnotes]
• Summary: Overview: “Our modern civilization is in 
trouble. We have created a bubble economy, one whose 
output is artifi cially infl ated by overconsuming the earth’s 
natural capital. Nowhere is the bubble economy more 
evident than in the food sector where the world grain harvest 
has been infl ated by overpumping aquifers.” This books 
shows the way to sustainable economic progress worldwide, 
a clear “alternative to continuing environmental deterioration 
and eventual economic decline.”
 Contents: Dedication to Orville L. Freeman (1918-
2003). Acknowledgements. Preface. 1. A planet under stress. 
I. A civilization in trouble: 2. Emerging water shortages. 3. 
Eroding soils and shrinking cropland (incl. The land-hungry 
soybean, p. 51-53, 55-56, 137). 4. Rising temperatures 
and rising seas. 5. Our socially divided world. 6. Plan A: 
Business as usual.
 II. The response–Plan B: 7. Raising water productivity. 
8. Raising land productivity. 9. Cutting carbon emissions in 
half. 10. Responding to the social challenge.
 III. The only option: 11. Plan B: Rising to the challenge.
 Concerning soil erosion (p. 42-48): No matter where the 
land, the health of the people living on it cannot be separated 
from the health of the land itself. A large share of the world’s 
840 million hungry live on land where the soils are worn 
thin by erosion.” “The thin layer of topsoil that covers much 
of the earth’s land surface is the foundation of civilization. 
Today perhaps a third or more of that foundation, the world’s 
cropland, is losing topsoil through erosion faster than 
new soil is forming, thereby reducing the land’s inherent 
productivity. Where losses are heavy, productive land turns 
into wasteland or desert” (p. 43).
 Concerning the land-hungry soybean: A major 
competitor for shrinking cropland is the soybean, which 
is the world’s leading vegetable oil for table use and the 

principal protein supplement for livestock, poultry, and 
fi sh rations. Roughly 10% is used for food, 20% for oil, 
and 70% for feed. More of the world’s vegetable oil comes 
from soybeans than from all other oilseeds combined–
including olives, peanuts, sunfl owers, rapeseed, cottonseed, 
and coconuts. More of the world’s protein feeds come 
from soybean meal than from all other high-protein meals 
combined. Soybean production in the United States has 
grown dramatically since World War II. In 1973 the 
harvested area overtook that of wheat. In 1999 it surpassed 
corn. In 2002 the U.S. soybean crop was worth $13 billion, 
nearly twice that of wheat. Worldwide the soybean harvest 
has jumped 11-fold from 17 million tonnes in 1950 to 194 
million tonnes in 2003–compared with a 3-fold expansion 
in world grain harvest during the same period. This huge 
increase in world soybean production has been accompanied 
by a 6-fold increase in planted area. Much of the new area 
is in South America, especially in Brazil and Argentina. 
Because the soybean devotes much of its metabolic energy 
to fi xing nitrogen in the soil and to producing large amounts 
of high-quality protein, “yields have risen only slowly 
compared with those of grain.” We get more soybeans by 
increasing the planted area. In trying to help satisfy the 
booming demand for animal protein, the soybean is being 
grown on more and more land (p. 51-53).
 The largest expansion of cropland in the world today 
is in Brazil. South and west of the Amazon basin are huge 
uncultivated tracts of savannah-like land called cerrado, 
which is being cleared largely to grow soybeans. In addition, 
some of Brazil’s grainland is being shifted to soybeans. 
The result: Brazil’s soybean area has expanded from 10 
million hectares in 1990 to nearly 18 million in 2002. The 
combination of this land expansion with rising yields has 
tripled Brazil’s soybean production since 1990, “putting it 
in a position to soon eclipse the United States as the world’s 
largest producer and exporter.” Brazil’s expansion into the 
cerrado is the only large-scale, 21st-century initiative to 
increase the world’s cropland (p. 55-56).
 In 1996 the U.S. lifted restrictions on planting area, 
opening new opportunities for multiple cropping. “The most 
common U.S. double cropping combination is winter wheat 
with soybeans as a summer crop.” Some 6% of soybean 
production comes from land that also produces winter wheat. 
In this rotation, the soybeans fi x nitrogen in the soil, reducing 
the amount of fertilizer needed for wheat (p. 137).
 Tables: 2-1. Countries with extensive overpumping of 
aquifers in 2002 (esp. China, India, USA, Pakistan). 7-1. 
Water productivity gains when shifting from conventional 
surface irrigation to drip irrigation in India. 8-1. Gains in 
world grain yield per hectare, 1950-2001 (the rate of growth 
is slowing). 8-2. Annual percentage growth in world animal 
protein production, by source, 1990-2002 (aquaculture is 
the highest; oceanic fi sh catch is the lowest, and beef is the 
next lowest). 9-1. Sales of hybrid cars in the USA, 1999-
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2003 (rapid growth). 9-2. Annual percentage growth rate of 
different energy sources (solar photovoltaics and wind power 
are growing fastest, over 30% a year). 10-1. Honduras: Ideal 
and actual number of children born per woman, according 
to socioeconomic level (the higher the level, the fewer the 
children). 10-2. Additional annual funding needed worldwide 
to reach basic social goals ($62 billion/year). 11-1. Military 
spending in key countries, 2002.
 Figures (graphs): 2-1. Total grain production in 
China, 1950-2003 (it peaked in 1999). 3-1. World soybean 
production, 1950-2002 (it doubled between 1950 and 1969, 
doubled again between 1969 and 1986, then doubled a 
third time between 1986 and 1998). 4-1. Average global 
temperature, 1880-2002 (rapid rise since 1979). 8-1. World 
meat production by type, 1950-2002 (No. 1 is pork, followed 
by poultry, beef, mutton). 8-2. Milk production in India 
and the United States, 1961-2002 (India passed the USA 
ca. 1998). 9-1. World wind energy generating capacity, 
1980-2002 (rapid increase since 1995). Address: President, 
Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

3442. McKee, David. 2003. Southeast Asia: Growing 
together. Forging a refi ned grain industry. World Grain 
21(8):30-32, 34-35, 37-42. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: The limited soybean production in the 10 
ASEAN member countries benefi ts from varying degrees 
of governmental protection. Yet they are large importers, 
with nearly 3.5 million tonnes (metric tons) of soybean meal 
and 3 million tonnes of soybeans. Indonesia produces about 
800,000 tonnes/year and imports 1.4 to 1.5 million tonnes. 
Thailand produces 600,000 to 700,000 tonnes; in 2002 Thai 
imports were 1.3 million tonnes of soybeans and 1.9 million 
tonnes of soybean meal.
 The Philippines has small production, but the country’s 
3 crushers import about 350,000 tonnes of soybeans. Another 
1.25 million tonnes of meal are imported. Vietnam also 
has small local production, but the country’s booming feed 
industry imported 600,000 tonnes of soybean meal in 2002. 
Vietnam is the only country in the region experiencing 
double-digit growth in grain demand. The government has 
announced plans to promote more vegetable oil production 
and consumption, and Vietnam’s fi rst modern soybean 
crushing plant is now under construction. A huge new grain 
port is being built in South Vietnam, 70 km east of Ho 
Chi Minh City. The import terminal will be able to handle 
panamax-sized vessels.
 Traditionally the USA has been the largest supplier to 
the region, but Brazil, Argentina and China are now taking 
increasing shares of that market.

3443. Rohter, Larry. 2003. Relentless foe of the Amazon 
jungle: Soybeans. New York Times. Sept. 17. p. A3 (Intl).
• Summary: During the past year in the Amazon jungle, an 

area larger than New Jersey (nearly 10,000 square miles) 
has been burned over. The jungle, which recently offered 
shelter for wild animals and birds, is being cleared to grow 
soybeans, “Brazil’s hottest cash crop.” The boom in soybean 
cultivation is being driven mostly by demand from the 
emerging middle class in China; their newly disposable 
income is being spent on a more affl uent diet [including 
more meat, fi sh, and fats]. In addition, the new governor of 
the Brazilian State of Mato Grosso (“dense jungle”), Blairo 
Maggi, was known as the “Soybean King” even before his 
election in Oct. 2002 as a candidate of the Popular Socialist 
Party. His company, Grupo Maggi, announced earlier this 
year that it intends to double the area it has in soybean 
production. A weak Brazilian currency has also made export 
farming attractive. And in Europe, the recent outbreak of 
“mad cow disease has led to a sharp shift away from using 
ground-up animal body parts in feed, further increasing 
demand for soy protein for cattle and pigs.”
 Brazil has a new left-wing president, Luiz Ignácio Lula 
da Silva. Environmental groups hoped he would combat 
deforestation, but instead he “has emphasized increasing 
agricultural production to swell exports and feed the urban 
poor.” Both da Silva and Maggi agree: “The Amazon is not 
untouchable.” Mr. Maggi advocates nearly tripling the area 
planted to soybeans in Mato Grosso during the next decade. 
He explained in an interview that he feels no guilt about 
the 40% jump in deforestation last year, since the Amazon 
occupies “an area larger than Europe that has barely been 
touched.” Last year, clouds of smoke from burning the 
forest were sometimes so thick that airplane fl ights had to be 
cancelled. A photo shows Governor Blairo Maggi standing 
in a fi eld of soybeans. A map shows Brazil, including Mato 
Grosso and areas of deforestation according to 2001 satellite 
images. Two graphs show the increase in area (in 1,000 
square miles) planted to soybeans in Brazil and in Mato 
Grosso.

3444. Meyer, Lucas. 2003. Short history of commercial 
lecithin and the Lucas Meyer Company (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 22. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Lucas Meyer Co. was started in June 1923 
in Hamburg, Germany, by Lucas Meyer, Sr. (born in 1893) 
as a business exporting pharmaceuticals from Germany to 
Africa and South America. He ran away from home and 
school at about age 14 (1907) to become a sailor. Before 
and during World War I, he had been a captain on a sailing 
vessel, but when the German fl eet was confi scated after the 
war, he had to fi nd a new job. Initially the company engaged 
in a wide variety of activities, including a shipping line and 
chemicals trade.
 First a little background on early soy lecithin: In Aug. 
1923 Hermann Bollmann of Hamburg was issued his fi rst 
lecithin patent; his emphasis was on recovering the lecithin 
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from soybean oil; he believed that lecithin could become a 
new commercial product. In Jan. 1925 the fi rst commercial 
soy lecithin appeared–in a scientifi c experiment; it was 
provided by Dr. Bollmann of Hansa Muehle. Before that 
time, most lecithin / phospholipids came from egg yolks. 
In 1929 the fi rst commercial lecithin was sold (by Joseph 
Eichberg of the American Lecithin Co.) in the United States; 
that lecithin was imported from Hansa Muelhe of Hamburg, 
Germany. The wet gums in soybean oil impart an undesirable 
fl avor to the oil, so they are also removed to improve the 
quality of the oil.
 Lucas thinks that Lucas Meyer Co. obtained its fi rst 
lecithin in about 1946-1949, shortly after World War II; 
it was made in the USA, since all the German lecithin 
factories had been destroyed by Allied bombing during 
World War II. The lecithin was used as a minor ingredient 
in the pharmaceutical formulations his grandfather was 
selling. Lucas has been told that the lecithin was stored in the 
basement of his parents’ home, where he grew up. Starting 
in the mid-1950s, the company moved into a building on 
Ausschlaeger Elbdeich Str. in Hamburg and before long 
began processing soy lecithin. Lucas remembers (as a child) 
seeing lecithin processing equipment (for fi ltration, blending, 
etc.) at the Lucas Meyer plant in Hamburg. In about 1958 the 
company changed from a sole proprietorship to a corporation 
(GmbH). In about the mid-1960s the company began to 
make specialized, refi ned, value-added lecithins–such as de-
oiled lecithin, partly fractionated lecithins, and products for 
non-food applications.
 Lucas Meyer Co. was always owned completely by his 
family–until it was sold in 1999. Edelsoja was a joint venture 
between Lucas Meyer and Oelmuehle Hamburg. In about 
1975 they started their fi rst U.S. venture with a company 
named VGF Organics in New York. In 1978 Lucas Meyer 
established a branch in Decatur, Illinois. They bought their 
lecithin locally, processed it in their own way, and marketed 
it in an original way as “Lucas Meyer–The Lecithin people.” 
Likewise: “Edelsoja–The Protein people.” The keys to 
success are marketing, and application technology and 
support. It took 8 years for that offi ce to break even and 17 
years to get a 15% market share in the USA.
 Lucas (III), the grandson of the founder, was born 
in 1949. Lucas remembers his grandfather well, since he 
lived until 1979. Lucas’s father died in about 1980, but his 
mother is still alive. Both his father and mother worked at 
the company from as early as he can remember. He started 
as an apprentice in a bank, then in 1975 graduated with an 
MBA degree in business administration from the University 
of Hamburg. Lucas then established his own company in 
Geneva, working as a banker in international fi nance. In 
1976, when his father had a stroke, he joined the company. 
For 6 months he commuted between Geneva and Hamburg, 
then he decided to move to Hamburg and to start managing 
Lucas Meyer GmbH. During the 1990s, his company 

focused on the nutritional benefi ts of lecithin. In 1999 he 
sold the business to SKW; Degussa gained control of the 
Lucas Meyer Co. archives, and it will be hard for him to 
get any documents from them even though they are still in 
Hamburg. The old Lucas Meyer organization is still largely 
intact. Address: Biovalor AG, Heilwigstrasse 50, D-20249 
Hamburg, Germany. Phone: +49 700 2469 2567.

3445. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 2003. Half the time 
to the Pacifi c Rim. 9(10):4-5. Sept.
• Summary: Ag Processing Inc. (AGP) or Omaha, Nebraska, 
is building a new custom export terminal at the port of Grays 
Harbor in Aberdeen, Washington. When AGP ships soybean 
meal to the West Coast, it is shipped in unit trains from 50 to 
100-plus cars at a time. The terminal will be able to load up 
to 40,000 metric tons of soybean meal at a time. Photos show 
3 views of the terminal and facilities.

3446. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2003. UN 
biosafety protocol on GMOs takes effect: First international 
law giving nations the right to regulate imports of GM foods 
goes into force September 11. 3(9):8. Sept.
• Summary: Fifty nations have ratifi ed the Cartagena 
Protocol on Biosafety, the fi rst international law regulating 
genetically modifi ed organisms. Formed under the United 
Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, it will take 
effect on September 11. It was fi rst adopted (by 130 
nations) in Jan. 2000 in Montreal [Canada], after 4 years of 
negotiations. It was named after the Colombian city that, in 
1999, hosted the meetings to establish the protocol–which 
seeks to protect biological diversity worldwide and is guided 
by the “precautionary principle”–which forms the basis of 
the European Union’s regulations on GM foods. The USA 
believes this protocol creates barriers to international trade, 
and wants the WTO to supersede the protocol.

3447. Seng, Philip. 2003. Meat exports add value to 
soybeans; Processing adds value to meat products. Iowa 
Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Urbandale, 
Iowa) 14(8):21. Summer.
• Summary: Who buys pork and beef exported from the 
USA? (1) Consumers worldwide. (2) Meat processors 
who turn U.S. meat–and this U.S. soybeans–into sausages, 
deli meats, hams, and countless other products. USMEF 
“promotes the export of U.S. red meat from raw beef and 
pork sold as a commodity to easy-to-prepare brand-name 
processed meat products...” Address: President & CEO, 
USMEF (U.S. Meat Export Federation).

3448. Smith, Tony. 2003. Farmers help deliver modifi ed 
crops to Brazil. New York Times. Oct. 14. p. W1, W7. World 
Business section.
• Summary: In late Sept. Brazil’s government decided to 
legalize the planting of “genetically modifi ed” soybeans. 
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The key man behind the decision was President Luiz Ignacio 
Lula da Silva, and it goes into effect this planting season.
 It may have infuriated environmentalists but it has 
caused farmers in Rio Grande do Sul (RGS) to rejoice–
since they have been planting transgenic soybeans illegally 
for years. They had only to cross the nearby border with 
Argentina to get their “genetically engineered” (GE) seeds, 
then smuggle them back to Brazil. Nearly 75% of RGS 
farmers have doing this for years, and only a handfull 
have been prosecuted or their crops seized. The previous 
government, which was responsible for patrolling the border 
between RGS and Brazil, was always quietly in favor of 
GE crops. What could the government do? Arrest 150,000 
soybean farmers?
 Before he took offi ce, da Silva and his Worker’s Party 
opposed such crops. But new he has to weigh the growing 
importance of agribusiness. The decision will put Brazil on 
an equal footing with the United States and Argentina, major 
soybean growing countries where “gene-altered crops” have 
been grown for years. Now Brazil is more competitive in 
soy.
 Nationwide, an estimated 17% of the soy plants in 
Brazil’s fi elds are estimated to be transgenic. That number is 
expected to rise signifi cantly in the near future.
 Soybean production is booming in Brazil; it has 
increased nearly 60% in the last 6 years. In fact, in early 
October, the U.S. predicted that Brazil was about to pass it in 
soybean exports.
 Why do farmers in Rio Grade do Sul like transgenic 
soybeans? One big reason is yield, which has grown from 
around 30 bushels per acre to nearly 60.
 Whereas farmers in the USA, Europe and Brazil get 
subsidies, Brazilian farmers get none, so better yield is 
important in helping them to compete.
 However there is a problem looming. Brazil’s top export 
market for soybeans is the European Union, which as passed 
strict regulations on the origins of genetically engineered 
food because of concerns by consumers. Yet the position 
of the EU on this issue seems to be softening. In any case, 
Brazil’s farmers may plant both traditional and GE seeds as 
a hedge says the president of the Brazilian Association of 
Vegetable Oil Industries (ABIOVE), though he believes they 
should be paid a premium on non-GE crops, which cost $20 
to $30 more per metric ton to produce. Yet export shipments 
of all crops will require detailed labeling and testing for the 
percentage of GE crops.
 Monsanto, maker of the GE soybeans, has complained 
loudly for years that farmers in southern Brazil are using its 
technology but not paying royalties or licensing fees. Now 
Monsanto welcomes the government decision and says it 
hopes to fi nd an equitable way to deal with past and future 
unpaid fees. That may be tough in Brazil, where farmers 
have stockpiled soybean seeds from previous harvests.
 A small map shows Rio Grade do Sul and Brazil, 

including the towns of Porto Alegre, Santo Angelo, Sao 
Paulo, and Rio de Janeiro.

3449. Smith, Tony. 2003. Argentina and Brazil align to fi ght 
U.S. trade policy. New York Times. Oct. 21. p. W1, W7. 
World Business section.
• Summary: A new group of developing countries (incl. 
Brazil, Argentina, India, and South Africa) is joining to 
oppose G-7 and U.S. trade policies. The U.S. blamed Brazil 
for the collapse of the Doha Round of the WTO Cancun 
trade talks / summit. Brazil championed the demands of 
many developing countries for an end to farm subsidies in 
developed countries–which enable farmers in those countries 
to undercut world commodity prices and this hurt (for 
example) cotton farmers in Africa.
 The U.S. is hoping to establish a free-trade zone in the 
Americas stretching from Alaska to Antarctica–but the U.S. 
has long refused to include agriculture in the deal. Brazil 
and some other Latin American nations want agriculture 
included. A photo shows President Nestor Kirchner of 
Argentina with President Luiz Ignacio Lula da Silva of 
Brazil.

3450. Anderson, Barb Baylor. 2003. Brazil digs in: U.S. 
ambassador explains how this powerhouse is stabilizing. 
Corn and Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 12, 14.
• Summary: Donna J. Hrinak has been U.S. ambassador 
to Brazil since March 2002. Previously she served as 
U.S. ambassador to Venezuela (2000-2002), Bolivia 
(1997-2000), and the Dominican Republic (1994-1997). 
Her observations: (1) The new president “Lula and his 
economic team have done an impressive job of achieving 
macroeconomic stability after two turbulent years”–which 
included the fi nancial market panic of mid-2002 and 
Argentina’s economic collapse. (2) Brazil’s population is 
growing at 1.3% a year. (3) Exports play an important role in 
Brazil’s plans to stimulate economic growth and “reduce the 
perceived dangerous vulnerability to international fi nancial 
market gyrations.” The Government of Brazil (GOB) is 
aggressively seeking to develop foreign markets and sign 
trade agreements.
 (4) There are four major negotiating objectives in the 
Free Trade Agreement of the Americas (FTAA). Negotiations 
should be fi nished by 31 Dec. 2004 and implemented by 31 
Dec. 2005. Note: Discussions faltered and the agreement has 
never been completed (April 2009).
 (5) “Brazil and the U.S. are allies in agriculture. We 
are both dedicated to eliminating export subsidies, reducing 
tariffs and trade-distorting domestic support and eliminating 
trade barriers throughout the world.” U.S. proposals to 
reform world agricultural trade were detailed in the WTO 
Doha Mandate (Doha, Qatar, 2001).
 (6) “Commercial production and trade of GMOs in 
Brazil is prohibited, with the exception of the 2002-03 
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soybean crop.”
 (7) “According to the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock and Food Supply (MAPA), Brazil’s total land 
area of approximately 2.2 billion acres is 41% Amazon rain 
forest, 6% cultivated land, 18% breeding pastures, with an 
estimated 11% still available for farming.”
 (8) “Transportation and port infrastructure continue to 
be critical factors to the growth of Brazilian agriculture.” 
Some problems are being solved by joint initiatives between 
the GOB and private sector foreign investment.
 A color portrait photo shows Donna Hrinak. A bar 
chart comparing the USA and Brazil shows total crop area 
(in million hectares) (174 vs. 41.8) and crop acreage plus 
potential new crop acreage (174 vs. 210).

3451. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 2003. Annual report: 
Positioning our global franchise. P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, IL 
62525. 48 p. Oct. 28 cm.
• Summary: “More important than any single market 
position, ADM is well diversifi ed on a global scale, prepared 
for changes in market conditions and able to capitalize on 
a wide range of market conditions.” Net sales and other 
operating income for 2003 (year ended June 30) were 
$30,708.033 million, up 35.8% from 2002. Net earnings for 
2003 were $451,145 million, down 11.8% from 2002, but 
far below the peak of $796 million in 1995. Shareholders’ 
equity (net worth) is $7,069 million, up 4.6% from 2002. Net 
earnings per common share: $0.70, down 10.3% from 2002.
 ADM’s most profi table business segment is “oilseeds 
processing,” which had an operating profi t of $337 million, 
down 13.2% from 2002.
 “ADM is a world leader in the processing of oilseeds, 
primarily soybeans, as well as canola, cottonseed, fl ax 
and sunfl ower seeds. We produce two main products from 
oilseeds: protein meal for use in animal feed, and vegetable 
oil for cooking, salad dressings, and other food applications. 
We continue to introduce new products to meet the changing 
needs of our customers. Our recently announced NovaLipid 
line of zero and reduced trans-fat oils enables our food 
customers to meet new consumer demands for zero/low 
trans-fat products.
 “The global shift in the production and consumption 
patterns of oilseeds continues. South America is currently 
the world leader in soybean production, with last year’s 
crop exceeding the output of the U.S. for the fi rst time. At 
the same time, economic growth in the Far East, especially 
China, is resulting in improved diets and increased meat 
consumption. Protein meal demand expands as meat 
consumption grows, and ADM is well-positioned to meet 
these requirements.
 “The growth opportunity in China is clear. China has 
a population fi ve times that of the United States, but per 
capita meat consumption is only half as much as in the 
U.S. ADM is the only major oilseed processor to have a 

signifi cant position in China with joint ventures that operate 
strategically positioned oilseed processing plants. These 
operations in China process locally produced oilseeds, as 
well as imported soybeans from North and South America.
 “In fact, ADM is one of the largest exporters and 
processors of South American soybeans. We are well placed 
to take advantage of the growth in South America’s soybean 
crop as we expand our origination capabilities to support 
both local processing operations and export requirements for 
ADM facilities in China and Europe. We are adding several 
new grain origination and storage silos in Brazil, giving us 
a total of 91 silos in South America. Whether sourced or 
processed in the U.S., South America, Europe or Asia, ADM 
is strategically positioned for the growing needs of the global 
oilseeds market.”
 Also accompanying the annual report is a “Notice of 
Annual Meeting.” G. Allen Andreas, age 59, Chairman of 
the Board and CEO, had a 2002 salary of $2,795,833 plus 
$153,909 other annual compensation. A photo (p. 3) shows 
G. Allen Andreas and Paul B. Mulhollem. Address: Decatur, 
Illinois.

3452. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2003. Top U.S. customers received 
assistance. 15(1):15. Oct.
• Summary: Every one of the top ten U.S. soybean 
customers was once a recipient of some type of U.S. foreign 
assistance. “Today these nations are powerful U.S. trade 
partners. A table shows export value in millions of U.S. 
dollars.”
 Whole soybeans: European Union $1,167 million. China 
$1,012. Mexico $755. Japan $724. Taiwan $385. Indonesia 
$245. Korea $226. Canada $130. Thailand $115. Israel $95 
million.
 Soybean meal: Canada $200 million. Indonesia 
$167. Philippines $138. Dominican Republic $71. Turkey 
$62. Saudi Arabia $59. Japan $59. Mexico $50. Egypt 
$49. Thailand $44 million. Source: U.S. Department of 
Commerce.

3453. American Soybean Association. 2003. Bean beat: ASA 
members disappointed at outcome of WTO ministerial at 
Cancun [Mexico]. Corn and Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 37.
• Summary: “Brazil’s policy of imposing prohibitive taxes 
on farmland not brought into production is a powerful 
incentive that is artifi cially driving the rapid increase in 
Brazilian soybean production.”
 “The American Soybean Association is a national 
commodity organization with 25,000 members and affi liation 
with 25 states.”

3454. American Soybean Association. 2003. Bean beat: ASA 
members disappointed at outcome of WTO ministerial at 
Cancun [Mexico]. Corn and Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 37.
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• Summary: “Brazil’s policy of imposing prohibitive taxes 
on farmland not brought into production is a powerful 
incentive that is artifi cially driving the rapid increase in 
Brazilian soybean production.”
 “The American Soybean Association is a national 
commodity organization with 25,000 members and affi liation 
with 25 states.”

3455. Alexander, Melissa. 2003. Soybean prices surge on 
unprecedented demand. World Grain 21(12):16. Dec.
• Summary: A graph shows exports of soybeans from the 
USA and from Brazil from 1987-88 to 2003-04 (projected; 
at which time soybean exports from Brazil–26 million 
tonnes (metric tons)–are expected to just pass those from the 
USA–24 million). A bar chart shows soybean export prices in 
U.S. dollars per tonne from June 2002 ($210) to Nov. 2003 
($315).
 By November, China had imported an all-time high of 
22 million tonnes, and some analysts believe China’s total 
could be closer to 25 million tonnes for the year.
 Meanwhile, 2003 soybean production in the USA was 
estimated in November at 66.73 million tonnes, 11% less 
than in 2002-03, and down signifi cantly from the 2001-02 
record of 78.7 million tonnes.
 Brazil is expected to harvest a bumper crop of 60 million 
tonnes–almost as large as the U.S. crop
 In Argentina, production is expected to be a record 38.0 
million tonnes, with exports of a record 12 million tonnes.

3456. Thompson, James. 2003. Paraná blocks biotech beans. 
Corn and Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 38.
• Summary: Parana is one of Brazil’s southernmost 
states; only Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul (the 
southernmost) are further south, and this more temperate in 
climate. In Parana is the huge port of Paranagua, through 
which up to one-third of all soybeans exported from Brazil 
usually pass.
 But now, the state’s governor, Roberto Requiao, has 
closed his state to biotech [genetically engineered] crops. 
He says he thinks that “Europe and China will buy more of 
his state’s soybeans if he declares the state GMO-free.” But 
this causes a major problem, since most biotech soybeans are 
legal this year in Brazil following a federal decree. So a long 
line of trucks loaded with soybeans is waiting to unload them 
at Paranagua; most truck drivers are unaware of Parana’s 
new law.
 The governor says he does not want to be held hostage 
to a small number of large, multinational biotech companies.

3457. Du Bois, Christine Madeline; Mintz, Sidney Wilfred. 
2003. Soy. In: Solomon H. Katz, editor in chief. 2003. 
Encyclopedia of Food and Culture. 3 vols. New York, NY: 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, Thomson Gale. See Vol. 3, p. 322-
26. [13 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Physical characteristics 
of the soy plant. Origins, domestication, and diffusion of 
soy. Developments in soy agriculture–Demand and supply. 
Modern trade in soy. Processing soy for different cuisines: 
Processing whole soy, processing soy oil, processing 
defatted soy protein. National differences in amounts of soy 
protein consumed. Research on soy’s health benefi ts. Future 
directions for soy.
 See also: China. Dairy products. Genetic engineering. 
Japan: Traditional Japanese cuisine. Vegetarianism.
 Of this excellent 3-volume set: Vol. 1: Acceptance 
to Food politics. Vol. 2: Food production to Nuts. Vol. 3. 
Obesity to Zoroastrianism. Index. Address: 1. Lansdowne, 
Pennsylvania; 2. Prof. of Anthropology, Johns Hopkins 
Univ., Baltimore, Maryland.

3458. Durham, David. 2003. The United Soybean Board’s 
Better Bean Initiative: building United States soybean 
competitiveness from the inside out. AgBioForum 
6(1&2):23-26.
• Summary: “Background: The United Soybean Board 
(USB) consists of the 62 farmer-directors from 29 
soybean-producing states that oversee the investments of 
the soybean checkoff. The checkoff collects 0.5% of the 
price of each bushel sold. Half of these funds are invested 
at the state level, where the soybeans are grown, and the 
other half is forwarded to USB. The farmer-directors who 
serve on USB invest soybean checkoff dollars in fi ve key 
areas: (a) international marketing, (b) domestic marketing, 
(c) production research and coordination, (d) new uses 
development, and (e) communications.”
 “In December 2002, USB approved a new BBI 
strategic plan that contained several specifi c goals: (a) 
identify oil and meal traits that improve quality, value, and 
competitiveness of US soybeans and research tools that 
can speed up development of soybeans with targeted BBI 
traits; (b) incorporate BBI compositional quality traits into 
elite commercial germplasm without reducing commercial 
yield or agronomic potential; (c) develop analytical 
standards and tools that accurately and reliably measure 
quality trait improvements that meet the needs of value 
chain participants; and (d) profi le the impact of potential 
quality traits so the industry understands market size and 
dynamics and fi nancial barriers when assessing BBI trait 
commercialization plans.”
 A graph (Fig. 2) shows “United States versus Argentina 
and Brazil soybean and soybean product exports (1990/91-
2001/02) and USDA projections to 2012.” Soybean exports 
from Brazil and Argentina are ahead of those from the USA 
and are growing rapidly, whereas those from the USA are 
static. Address: United Soybean Board.

3459. Smith, Tony. 2004. Argentine soy exports are up, but 
Monsanto is not amused. New York Times. Jan. 21. p. W1, 
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W7. World Business section.
• Summary: Monsanto has stopped selling its Roundup 
Ready soybean seeds to Argentina and doing research 
there because a sharp rise in “black market” sales of these 
genetically engineered has cut sharply into Monsanto’s 
income. Many farmers in Argentina save some of their seeds 
for replanting the next year instead of buying them from 
Monsanto–with loss in subsequent yields. This practice has 
been largely responsible for a drop in Monsanto’s Argentine 
income from $580 million in 2001 to $300 million in 2002.
 The world’s 3rd largest soybean producer, last year 
Argentina exported nearly 25 million tons of “soy meal and 
oil,” worth $5.5 billion–money which has given the economy 
a much-needed lift as it gradually recovers from a 4-year 
recession that in 2002 led to default in loan payments and a 
currency devaluation.
 During the last decade, land planted to soybeans has 
tripled to nearly 32 million acres.

3460. Alexander, Melissa. 2004. Focus on Brazil: Soybean 
sector surges ahead on investments by multinationals, 
domestic companies. World Grain 22(1):22, 24, 26-27.
• Summary: Worldwide, Brazil ranks fi rst in exports of 
coffee, orange juice and soybean meal, second in exports 
of soybeans and tobacco, and third in exports of beef and 
poultry. Brazil’s main export markets are the U.S., Argentina, 
Japan, and the Netherlands.
 A valuable sidebar titled “Key facts,” gives basic 
information about: Capital city, demography, geography, 
government, offi cial agricultural agencies, economy, 
G.D.P. per capita, currency, exports, imports, major crops / 
agricultural products, wheat, soybeans, maize, transportation, 
internet. A half-page section discusses oilseeds (mainly 
soybeans) in Brazil. Underlying Brazil’s spectacular rise as 
a world soybean producer is “a whole new system of oilseed 
inputs, outputs, and infrastructure led by multinationals, 
such as Cargill, Inc. and Bunge Limited, and large domestic 
companies.” On the one had, these companies have made 
seed, fertilizer, herbicides, and credit available to farmers, 
while on the other hand they are offered purchasing, 
crushing, transport and export facilities to complete the 
cycle. Many new soy-related projects are under construction 
or being planned.
 A graph (1994-95 to 2003-04) shows Brazil’s soybean 
production and soybean exports, and U.S. soybean exports.

3461. Corn and Soybean Digest. 2004. ASA members 
applaud completion of CAFTA negotiations. Feb. p. 42.
• Summary: Members of the American Soybean Association 
are pleased with the conclusion of the Central American 
Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) negotiations. “If approved 
by the U.S. Senate, CAFTA will improve and enhance trade 
opportunities between the United States and the Central 
American countries of El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras 

and Nicaragua. These countries are currently a $100 million 
market for U.S. soybean meal and soybean oil.” Costa Rica 
pulled out of the fi nal negotiations.
 “CAFTA would immediately eliminate tariffs imposed 
on the exportation of U.S. soybeans, soybean meal and 
soybean fl our.” Tariffs on U.S. exports of soybean oil sent to 
these countries will be reduced over a period of 12-15 years.

3462. Non-GMO Source (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2004. 
Taiwan’s demand for non-GM and organic soybeans 
increasing. 4(2):3. Feb.
• Summary: Taiwan has a large market for soybeans for food 
use, estimated at 225,000 tons. Most of the soybeans are used 
to make tofu and soymilk. In 2002/03 about 7,500 tonnes 
(metric tons) of the food-use soybeans came as identity 
preserved, non-GM “food grade,” and organic. Of this total 
the USA supplied an estimated 4,500 tonnes, Australia 2,000 
tonnes, Canada 500 tonnes, and all other countries combined 
500 tonnes.

3463. Diaz, Kevin. 2004. Grown in Brazil: Soybeans and 
asphalt could transform a farmer into a president. Already 
the “soybean king,” his plan for getting crops moving on 
new roads is paving the way. Star Tribune (Minneapolis, 
Minnesota). March 7. p. 12A.
• Summary: Cuiaba, Brazil–”Soybeans made Blairo Maggi a 
governor. Asphalt could make him president.”
 Considered the world’s largest soybean farmer, Maggi 
works out of a spacious offi ce in Mato Grosso, which has 
recently become Brazil’s most important agricultural state. 
His focus, since his election, has been on paving Brazil’s 
rural truck routes.
 Maggi, age 46, is a modest and low key man who 
prefers understatement. Yet he is the leader of a huge, family 
owned agribusiness empire and he has a grand vision of 
developing Mato Grosso as the economic hub of Brazil.
 In Cuiaba, the capital of Mato Grosso, roadside 
billboards proclaim that asphalt is the key to the regions 
economic growth. Who could disagree? Much of the state’s 
agricultural products moves to market over unsafe highways 
(some of them dirt) clogged with trucks and riddled with 
potholes.
 To fi nance his pavement program, Maggi has assembled 
several private consortia. They expect results. He has already 
had a huge impact on the state’s economy. That could 
eventually catapult him into Brazil’s presidency. Address: 
Staff writer.

3464. Drosihn, Bernd. 2004. Update on soyfoods in Europe. 
Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 15. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This interview was conducted during Bernd’s 
visit to Soyfoods Center. The biggest development for 
soyfoods in Europe during the past 5-7 years is that soymilk 
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has entered the mainstream market in several countries, 
driven mainly by Alpro (whose brand was changed to 
AlproSoya from Alpro 2-3 years ago), the main soymilk 
maker in Europe. AlproSoya is spending lots of money 
promoting soymilk and educating consumers about the 
health benefi ts of soyfoods. And although there are no health 
claims in Europe (there is sort of one in the UK) and no 
FDA, there is a great deal of information available about 
the health benefi ts of soy. Women, especially those in their 
40s and 50s nearing the age of menopause, are the target 
of much advertising and educational material. AlproSoya 
uses brochures, Internet and TV advertising to educate these 
people. However Bernd feels that Alpro’s style is a little old-
fashioned.
 Meat alternatives and dairy alternatives are also growing 
rapidly, but they are still niche products. The organic 
movement in Europe has long been bigger and stronger 
than its American counterpart, and it continues to grow at 
a healthy rate. In Germany, the government greatly helps 
the organic movement–which is also strong in France, Italy, 
and Spain in both mainstream and health food sectors. The 
organic and soyfoods movements have generally worked 
closely together to help one another, although not all 
soyfoods companies (especially those based in the Asian 
market) use organic ingredients. Sojaxa, the former European 
soyfoods association, is now named Ensa. Ensa is still based 
in France and it gets some money from the department of 
agriculture in France because some soybeans are grown 
in southern France. Since soybeans are not an important 
European crop (most are imported), they are not promoted by 
European governments.
 The discovery of mad cow disease in about the year 
2000 in many European countries outside of the UK had 
a very positive effect on soyfoods. It was a rising tide that 
lifted all ships (soyfoods companies). From that time on 
soyfoods gradually started to be recognized in mainstream 
markets.
 Bernd buys all his soybeans (specifi c desired varieties 
at a specifi ed price) under a “Fair Trade” contract from a 
specifi c organization in southern Brazil; all are certifi ed non-
GE (genetically engineered).
 Many European companies now state in their brochures 
that the FDA has given a heart-healthy claim for soy protein 
in the USA. But American food has a bad reputation in 
Europe, being strongly linked with McDonalds, Coca-
Cola, Burger King, etc. So Europeans tend to be skeptical 
of American claims related to food. Instead European 
companies prefer to cite the original research articles and 
summarize their fi ndings.
 Bernd is not aware of any negative information about 
soy on the Internet–probably because most of it is in English.
 The three largest soyfoods markets in Europe (in total 
sales) are probably the UK, France, and Germany–in that 
order. But in terms of per capita consumption, the largest 

are probably the UK, Netherlands, Belgium, France, and 
Germany–in that order.
 Alpro, which has a very close connection to France, 
has done a great deal to develop the market there. Bernard 
Storup’s company, Nutrition et Soja S.A., now owned by 
Novartis, is doing well and is also strong in France. Bernd 
just saw Bernard (and his business partner Jean de Preneuf) 
at the Nuremberg show in Germany. Bernard would like to 
get out of his relationship with Novartis (formerly Sandoz), 
because they no longer get funding and Novartis has no 
interest in Nutrition et Soja. Note: Sandoz AG (Basel, 
Switzerland) merged with Ciba-Geigy in March 1996 to 
become Novartis. Jean is “the Steve Demos of Europe”–very 
creative and very crazy. He has an old farmhouse in the 
south of France and he also has another business that makes 
sunglasses.
 The creation of the EU (European Union) and the euro 
as a currency has helped Viana and most other soyfoods 
companies in Europe by greatly facilitating exports and 
imports across country borders. As a result of its move to a 
new and larger factory, the creation of the EU, and the advent 
of mad cow disease, Viana’s exports now 35-40% of total 
sales, and are growing faster than sales in Germany. Viana 
exports outside the EU (to Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Israel, 
Morocco, Bahrain, etc.) account for about 1.5% of sales. The 
economies of eastern Europe are developing very slowly. 
Bernd knows of 2-3 tofu makers in Poland (incl. Polsoja; 
tofu is sold in supermarkets) and at least 2 in Czechoslovakia 
(one employs 60-80 people). In Austria, Guenter Ebner 
works for Viana, sells Viana products, knows the eastern 
European market very well, provides much information to 
Bernd about this market. The founder of Sojarei Vollwertkost 
GmbH, Guenter had his company taken over by the major 
shareholder in an unfriendly way; they kicked Guenter out.
 The boundaries between eastern and western Europe 
are slowly breaking down. The move toward a unifi ed 
greater Europe will be accelerated on May 1 of this year 
when 10 eastern European countries are scheduled to join 
the EU: Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
 Bernd estimates that only about 10% of Germans 
consume soyfoods at least once a month; this fi gure is 
much lower than in the USA. Viana’s exports have grown. 
Continued. Address: Founder and president, Viana Naturkost 
GmbH, 54578 Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany. Phone: 
+49 06593-99670.

3465. McKee, David. 2004. Crushing competition: Soy 
threatens to surpass wheat and corn’s top trading volumes 
as soybean trade has more than doubled in the last decade, 
spurred in large part by China’s soaring demand and crushing 
capacity. World Grain 22(4):26-39, 31-33. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: Wheat and corn have long been the leading 
commodities in international trade. However in terms of 
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volume shipped and commercial value, the soybean is 
gaining on its rivals. For more than 20 years, global trade 
in wheat has been in the range of 100 to 110 million tonnes/
year, whereas corn has been in the range of 70 to 80 million 
tonnes/year. Meanwhile, soybean shipments have jumped 
from 31.6 million tonnes in 1995-96 to an estimated 67.5 
million tonnes for 2003-04.
 More than two-thirds of the increase in world soybean 
trade are the result of China’s relentless economic growth 
and rising living standards which lead to more consumption 
of meat, fi sh, and poultry. In the 1995-96 shipping season, 
China imported less than 1 million tons of soybeans; in the 
2003-04 season that fi gure is expected to reach 23 million 
tons. In 2003 soybean production in China was 16 million 
tonnes–making it the world’s 4th largest producer after the 
USA, Brazil, and Argentina.
 The huge rise in China’s soybean imports is due largely 
to a huge expansion of China’s soybean crushing capacity, 
fi nanced by both domestic and international investment. That 
capacity is now estimated at 55 to 60 million tonnes/year, up 
from less than 20 million tonnes in 1995. Most of the new, 
modern crushing plants are located in deep-water harbors.

3466. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2004. U.S. and Morocco sign free trade 
agreement. 15(7):6. Spring.
• Summary: Morocco imports 230,000 metric tons of U.S. 
soybeans. Current import duties include 2.5% on soybeans 
for crushing, and 22.5% on soybeans imported for other 
forms of processing. The import duty is 25% on soybean 
meal and 75.5% for high value soy protein products that 
are used in human food, such as soy fl our, soy protein 
concentrate, soy isolates, and textured soy protein.

3467. Wilcox, James R. 2004. World distribution and trade 
of soybean. In: H. Roger Boerma and James E. Specht, eds. 
2004. Soybeans: Improvement, Production, and Uses. 3rd ed. 
Madison, Wisconsin: American Society of Agronomy. xxv + 
1144 p. See p. 1-14. Chap. 1. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. World soybean 
production: USA, Brazil, Argentina, China, India. 2. World 
trade in soybean, soybean oil, and soybean meal. 3. World 
production trends. 4. Potential changes in seed yields. 5. 
Summary.
 “Soybean is the major oilseed produced and consumed 
in the world today. The USA is currently the largest producer 
of soybean, followed by Brazil, Argentina, the People’s 
Republic of China, and India.” “Seed yields of soybean have 
increased about 1% per year in major soybean producing 
countries. There is no indication that this rate of increase will 
decrease in the future.”
 Note: In this chapter the unit of production by weight 
is million megagrams (Mg). For example (p. 1): “The 176 
million megagrams (Mg) of soybeans produced in 2001 

is 35% of the total world oilseed production.” Oil palm 
is second with 26%. Address: Prof. Emeritus, Dep. of 
Agronomy, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-
1150.

3468. Joensen, Lilian; Semino, Stella. 2004. Argentina’s 
torrid love affair with the soybean. Seedling. Oct. p. 5-10. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Argentina is now the world’s largest producer of 
soybeans. “The consequences of growing GM soya include 
a massive exodus from the countryside and ecological 
devastation. Now soya is being imposed on Argentineans as 
an alternative to traditional foods. Despite all indications to 
the contrary, the government continues to see the export of 
GM soya as key to servicing the country’s massive debt.” 
Address: Rural Refl ection Group, Argentina; Argentinean 
National Congress; Molecular biologist.

3469. Johnson, Elizabeth A. 2004. Logistic challenges: As 
Brazil edges closer to becoming the world’s leading exporter 
of soybeans, investment in infrastructure remains woefully 
inadequate. World Grain 23(10):54-56, 59-61. Oct.
Address: World Grain correspondent; elizabeth_
johnson2001@yahoo.com.

3470. Kluis, Alan. 2004. Trade watch: Brazil’s future in ag. 
Corn and Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 44.
• Summary: Brazil agriculture appears to have a bright 
future, as farmers have been quick to adopt new technologies 
and to improve both crop and livestock genetics. Brazil is 
now ideally positioned to expand its production of livestock 
and poultry.
 The Cerrado, a vast region of savannah, covers an area 
of 1.5 million square kilometers, and includes the states of 
Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Goias, and Minas Gerais. 
Here is where the next round of Brazilian livestock and 
poultry production will likely take place.
 The limiting factor will continue to be Brazil’s poor 
infrastructure–roads and railroads–which force growers 
to take more time and money to get the meat to export 
terminals.
 Soybeans play an important role as the key protein 
source in the growth of Brazil’s meat industry. Address: 
Executive vice president of Northstar Commodity 
Investment Co.; 1000 Piper Jaffray Plaza, 444 Cedar St., St. 
Paul, Minnesota 55101.

3471. Kluis, Alan. 2004. Know your competition. Corn and 
Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 44.
• Summary: Brazil is now the main U.S. competitor in the 
global meat export market. During the past decade, Brazil’s 
soybean production has increased 27%, but its pork exports 
are up a staggering 1,310% and its broiler exports have risen 
444%.
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 Meat production during the past decade has been 
centered in Brazil’s four southern states of Parana, Santa 
Catarina, Rio Grade do Sul, and Sao Paulo. While these 
states account for only 10% of Brazil’s total land area, they 
account for 37% of the population (largely because of their 
temperate climate), and produce 70% of the nation’s poultry, 
49% of its pork, and 26% of its beef.
 Brazil’s president, Luis Inacio Lula da Silva (widely 
known as “Lula”) was elected on a populist platform. He has 
worked hard to improve the quality of daily life for common 
men and women in Brazil–especially those with the lowest 
incomes and most diffi cult lives.
 During the 1980s, Brazil’s economy suffered under 
a policy of industrialization which diverted money from 
agriculture toward industry and urban development–
including ill-fated government owned factories. “In the 
early 1990s Brazil changed its development policy to one 
of encouraging increased ag production, ag exports, and 
increased employment in rural areas.” Meat products, 
especially, were seen as a way of adding value to exports.
 This change of policy has been spectacularly successful. 
Brazil has become a leading player in global markets for 
soybeans, cotton, pork, and broilers [chickens].
 Infl ation has been controlled, the country’s currency, the 
real, is stable, and GDP is rising.
 But Brazil’s strong currency has taken away much of 
its former advantage in export markets. And more expensive 
inputs (fuel, fertilizer, land, etc.) and rising interest rates are 
reducing profi ts. Moreover, new environmental concerns are 
making expansion of livestock facilities more diffi cult and 
expensive. Address: Executive vice president of Northstar 
Commodity Investment Co.; 1000 Piper Jaffray Plaza, 444 
Cedar St., St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

3472. McDonald, Dale. 2004. Shanghaied. Furrow (The) 
(John Deere Co., Moline, Illinois) 109(6):20-21. Sept/Oct.
• Summary: China’s imports of grain have exploded, driving 
up shipping rates. China now buys huge amounts of U.S. 
wheat and soybeans.

3473. Stewart, Terrence; Nuxoll, Dennis. 2004. 
Understanding WTO: world trade negotiations affect farmers 
worldwide. Corn and Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 34-35.
• Summary: “The U.S. may need to reconsider the types of 
programs used to provide safety nets for farmers as a result 
of WTO negotiations. The outcome of the talks will likely 
impact farming for years to come.”

3474. Stewart, Terrence; Nuxoll, Dennis. 2004. 
Understanding WTO: world trade negotiations affect farmers 
worldwide. Corn and Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 34-35.
• Summary: “The U.S. may need to reconsider the types of 
programs used to provide safety nets for farmers as a result 
of WTO negotiations. The outcome of the talks will likely 

impact farming for years to come.”

3475. National Institute of Oilseed Products (NIOP). 2004. 
Welcome to the NIOP web site (Website printout–part). 
www.oilseed.org Retrieved Dec. 2.
• Summary: Contents: Home page. 1. Meetings. 2. Hot 
topics. 3. About NIOP. 4. Trading rules. 5. Links. 6. 
Membership directory (requires a password and ID). 
The home page begins: NIOP is “an international trade 
association with the principal objective of promoting the 
general business welfare of persons, fi rms and corporations 
engaged in the buying, selling, processing, shipping, 
storage, and use of vegetable oils and raw materials. For 
over 60 years, NIOP has served the needs of its national and 
international membership representing a variety of trades... 
Approximately 177 member fi rms in 15 countries support 
NIOP with their membership.
 “About NIOP: The NIOP was organized in 1934 as 
an act of self-preservation for a small number of fi rms 
processing copra and oilseeds on the U.S. Pacifi c Coast. The 
group was initially organized for the purpose of eliminating 
or reducing then-existing tariffs on oilseeds. The economy 
was in a deep depression, prices were depressed, and 
domestic producers of fats and oils had been successful 
in introducing legislation which, if passed, would impose 
prohibitive duties on imported oilseeds and put the west 
coast crushers out of business. A nucleus of seven or eight 
crushers enlisted the support of steamship lines, brokers, 
storage terminals, and insurance agencies dependent upon 
this trade for their livelihood and formed the National 
Institute of Oilseed Products. The NIOP was successful in 
getting legislation passed that reduced the tariffs enough to 
enable NIOP members to stay in business”.
 The NIOP turned to other common interests–notably the 
development of a set of Trading Rules to govern the conduct 
of business in international trade by its members. First 
published in 1937, these Trading Rules continue to serve as 
the basis of a contract for trading between buyers and sellers.
 “The NIOP is a mature organization that has managed 
to keep its vitality for the past 70 years. (NIOP was inactive 
from 1941–1945.) In 1947, NIOP opened an offi ce in 
Washington, DC.” In 1993, NIOP arranged with the Kellen 
Company in Washington, DC to manage the affairs of the 
association / institute. E-mail NIOP@kellencompany.com. 
Address: 1156 Fifteenth St., N.W., Suite 900, Washington, 
DC 20005. Phone: 202-785-3232.

3476. SoyaScan Notes. 2004. Effect of the grain embargo of 
1980 on rural America (Overview). Dec. 21. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: On 4 Jan. 1980 President Jimmy Carter 
announced economic sanctions against the USSR in 
retaliation for its invasion of Afghanistan. This grain 
embargo devastated the farm economy in the Midwest for 
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many years to come. Corn and soybeans were the hardest 
hit. Many towns and cities saw businesses fail or leave. It 
took a long time for the Midwest to recover from that grain 
embargo. The Midwest did not share much in the economic 
boom of the Clinton years (1993-2001). There are still 
abandoned buildings in Midwestern today (Dec. 2004) as 
reminders of those diffi cult times in the 1980s.

3477. Colitt, Raymond. 2005. Exports blamed for Amazon 
deforestation. Financial Times (London). Jan. 14. p. 8.
• Summary: Sao Paulo–A study being fi nalised by a group of 
leading environmental organisations provides new evidence 
that the rapid expansion of Brazil’s export-fuelled agriculture 
sector is contributing to the deforestation of the Amazon 
rainforest. And Brazil’s government seems to have become 
more aware of the connection after years of denying it.
 The forthcoming study, coordinated by Roberto 
Smeraldi, is being conducted by the Brazilian Forum of 
19 environmental organisations, including World Wildlife 
Fund, Greenpeace, and Friends of the Earth. Smeraldi says: 
“Soyabean farming induces deforestation; it drives the 
agricultural frontier.”
 The soybean is Brazil’s leading export crop and a major 
earner of foreign exchange. The report says that while 
soyabean farmers do not actually clear Amazon forest, 
“they fuel deforestation by driving cattle and rice farmers 
deeper into the forest.” Clearly deforestation takes place as 
agriculture and ranching advance into the Amazon.

3478. Mescher, Kelly. 2005. China: Customer with 
exponential growth. Investing checkoff dollars. Iowa 
Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Urbandale, 
Iowa) 16(4):18-19. Jan.
• Summary: In calendar year 2003, the USA exported about 
8.2 million metric tons (MMT) of soybeans to China–making 
them the largest consumer of U.S. soybeans in 2004/04. 
“That’s an ongoing trend–they’ve been the largest customer 
for the past 5 years, according to Phil Laney, China country 
director for the American Soybean Association (ASA).
 “Paul Burke, Asian division director for ASA, notes that 
the U.S. export of soybeans to China is second only to the 
export of aircrafts and aircraft parts–the number one export 
commodity from the United States to China.”
 Shortly after the fall of communism in the former Soviet 
Union, Chinese leaders realized that they could eventually 
face the same fate if they did not improve the lives of the 
Chinese people. As their lives improved, their income 
also increased–enabling “them to improve their diets by 
purchasing more pork, poultry, and fi sh.” Today China is the 
world’s largest producer of swine, about 600 million head 
per year. And the swine, poultry, and fi sh are consuming a lot 
of soybean meal.

3479. Kluis, Alan. 2005. Mexico: A consistent trade partner. 

Trade watch. Corn and Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 14.
• Summary: Mexico has a population of 104 million and a 
per capita income of $9,000–the highest in Central America. 
A bar chart shows that Mexico’s domestic soybean usage 
increased from 2.082 million metric tons (MMT) in 1984 
to a peak for 4.655 MMT in 2001, falling to 3.390 MMT in 
2003, then rising again to 4.625 MMT in 2004.
 The work done by the American Soybean Association 
(ASA) in Mexico had paid off handsomely. Last year 
Mexico passed Japan to become the 3rd largest buyer of 
U.S. soybeans, importing an estimated $957 million dollars 
worth in 2004. “Mexico is 2nd in the world for soybean meal 
exports at $150 million, and is the No. 1 soybean oil buyer in 
the world at $96 million.
 Mexico’s domestic corn usage has grown from 11.8 
million metric tons in 1984 to 27.4 in 1004. Address: 
President, NorthStar Commodity Investment Co.

3480. Lamp, Greg. 2005. Keep a watchful eye on Brazil: My 
view. Corn and Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 6.
• Summary: Lamp just returned from a two-week tour of 
Brazil’s soybean and cattle growing centers–sponsored by 
The Corn and Soybean Digest and its sister publication, Beef. 
Brazil has plenty of endeveloped land. In the state of Mato 
Grosso, for example, 70% of the land is undevelopd, yet this 
state is already Brazil’s largest producer of soybeans, cotton, 
and cattle–and it has the lowest rate of unemployment–6.9%.
 Since 2003, soybean king Blairo Maggi (who produces 
about 250,000 acres of soybeans) was elected governor of 
Mato Grosso, the long inadequate infrasructure has started to 
improve rapidly. During the past two years, more than 900 
miles of new roads have been constructed.
 Rondonopolis, located southeast of Cuiaba in Mato 
Grosso, “has the largest crushing capacity in South America. 
Most crushers are U.S. companies like ADM, Cargill and 
Bunge.”
 For U.S. farmers, the biggest threat from Brazil may 
come from its ability to feed and export poultry and pork.” 
As the country produces more corn, to feed with its abundant 
soybeans, the threat will increase.
 Photos show: (1) Greg Lamp. (2) American farmers on a 
bus tour checking plants for soybean rust. (3) Ships loading 
at Paranagua port. Address: Editor.

3481. Alexander, Melissa. 2005. Oilseeds: Despite a cut in 
Brazil’s crop forecast, record world soybean harvest keeps 
pressure on prices. World Grain 23(3):14. March.
• Summary: Bar charts show: (1) World soybean ending 
stocks (in 1,000 tonnes) from 1980-81 to 2004/05. They have 
risen steadily since 1997-92. (2) Soybean export prices (in 
U.S. dollars per tonne) from Jan. 2003 to Jan. 2005. They 
rose until April 2004, and have sharply decreased since.

3482. Associated Press. 2005. Honda marries car making 
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with soybean processing (Web article). https://www.deseret.
com/2005/4/18/19887733/honda-marries-car-making-with-
soybean-processing 2 p. April 18.
• Summary: “Marysville, Ohio–Honda Motor Co. expects 
to set an export record this year–in the soybeans it returns to 
Japan in containers that arrived in the U.S. fi lled with spare 
parts.
 “In the shadow of its Marysville auto plant, the company 
processes 550 bushels of soybeans each hour that end up as 
tofu and soy sauce. The automaker expects to sell a record 
1 million bushels this year and is hunting new markets in 
Australia. The company says potential customers in Europe 
and Thailand have expressed interest.
 “Honda began shipping soybeans in 1986 as a way to 
reuse cargo containers that were returning to Japan empty. 
The crop was plentiful in Ohio, there was a market for them 
in Japan, and the shipments were a way for the automaker to 
invest in a state it has operated in since 1983.
 “Between 250 and 280 farmers grow the soybeans for 
Honda on 32,000 acres in Ohio and Michigan. The region 
produces soybeans that are especially high in protein, a 
quality desired by Honda’s Japanese customers, because 
soybeans are a substitute for meat.
 “The growers are paid as much as $1.10 more a bushel 
than the $6.15 they would get on the open market.
 “Some of the soybeans are grown on Honda property, 
including in the infi eld of an auto test track. Honda leases the 
land there to area farmers, who grow the soybeans.
 “At the 18-employee processing plant, pods, stems 
and weed seed are removed and the soybeans are cleaned, 
separated by size and shape and polished.
 “A $1 million dust-collection system keeps soybean 
dust from migrating to Honda’s nearby paint plant, where 
Accords are painted in colors such as Desert Mist, Satin 
Silver and Nighthawk Black.
 “’It’s like a vacuum sweeper with a 75-horsepower 
motor on it,’ said Joe Hanusik, manager of the processing 
plant. ‘It would clean your house in about 15 seconds.’
 “Once processed, the soybeans are shot into 66-pound 
bags. A robotic arm plucks each bag from the conveyor belt, 
wheels around and gently stacks it on wooden pallets.
 “Honda exports the soybeans–along with auto parts, 
aluminum and steel–under Honda Trading America, a 
subsidiary founded in 1972. HTA had $2 billion in gross 
revenues last year, up from $1.3 billion fi ve years ago.
 “The automaker got its start in the soybean business 
in the mid-1980s following a chance meeting at an airport 
between Honda executive Hitochi Morimoto and a Japanese 
soybean supplier who was looking to expand the export 
of U.S. soybeans to Japan. Morimoto set up the business 
and later became president of Honda’s soybean-exporting 
operation.
 “At fi rst, Hanusik’s family-run business, Madison Seed 
Co., processed soybeans for Honda in modest amounts. He 

now processes soybeans exclusively for the automaker, doing 
about twice the business of the seed company, which since 
has been sold.
 “Honda built its processing plant in 1999. It shipped 
between 750,000 and 800,000 bushels of soybeans in 2004 
and had $10 million in soybean sales from March 2004 and 
March 2005. That compares with $20 billion in auto-related 
sales for Honda in just the last three months of 2004.
 “Other automakers have also stepped outside their core 
business when opportunities arose. General Motors Corp. 
disposes of used sand from its foundries by selling it to make 
concrete. The company also sells sludge generated from the 
paint process at its assembly plants for use in making plastics 
for park benches and playground equipment.
 “Soybeans account for about 23 percent of all the 
grain grown in Ohio. Honda’s exports accounted for only a 
fraction of the 207 million bushels of soybeans grown last 
year in the state. But Melanie Wilt, spokeswoman for the 
Ohio Department of Agriculture, calls the company’s effort 
signifi cant.
 “’Any time that we can easily facilitate the export of 
grain commodities directly from Ohio, that’s a great thing for 
Ohio’s economy,’ she said.”

3483. Kluis, Alan. 2005. Profi ts: Brazil’s still the ag frontier. 
Corn and Soybean Digest. April. p. 36.
• Summary: The writer’s recent tour of Brazil focused on 
the state of Bahia, where only about one-third of the land 
is developed into cropland. If soybean and cotton farming 
continue to be profi table, a large percentage of the new land 
is expected to be converted from Cerrado into cropland over 
the next 10-20 years. Farmers pay for new land using sacks 
of soybeans over a 3-5 year period.
 The area is starved for capital. “Input fi nancing, if 
available, is usually made through grain companies at 16-
22% interest. lot of the fi elds are 3,000 acres with a few 
20,000-acre soybean and cotton fi elds.”
 U.S. investors see Brazil as attractive place to invest; 
they continue to pour in more than $5 billion a year.
 Brazil is the 13th largest U.S. trading partner. In 2004, 
Brazil exported $3.3 billion worth of ag products to the USA 
while importing just $287 million worth of ag products from 
the USA. Thus, ag exports to the U.S. are worth 11.5 times 
as much as ag imports.
 Brazil is about the same size as the continental United 
States in terms of land area, and its population is about two 
thirds that of the U.S. at 184 million people. Brazil’s cattle 
herd, at 170 million head, is 50% larger than the U.S. cattle 
herd.
 Brazil needs major improvements in both capital 
and infrastructure. It is diffi cult to get key inputs (such as 
fertilizer and fuel) to farms. It is at least as diffi cult to move 
soybeans to market–which means to either a soybean crusher 
or to a seaport. In Brazil, 65% of the exported grain and 
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oilseeds moves to market by truck, compared with only 16% 
in the USA.
 A sidebar gives the writer’s four major impressions of 
Brazilian agriculture: (1) They have massive potential to 
grow more crops. (2) They have huge potential for increased 
livestock production. (3) They have large profi t potential 
for sugarcane. (4) Their ag professionals have a high level 
of expertise. Address: Executive vice president of Northstar 
Commodity Investment Co.; 1000 Piper Jaffray Plaza, 444 
Cedar St., St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

3484. Bunge North America. 2005. History (Website 
printout–complete). www.bungenorthamerica.com/about/
history.htm 7 p. Retrieved May 12.
• Summary: A good chronology with many photos. 1818- 
Johann Peter Gottlieb Bunge founds Bunge & Co. in 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, as an import/export trading 
company. 1859–Edouard Bunge, Johann’s grandson, 
develops the company into one of the world’s leading 
commodity trading fi rms. 1884–Ernst Bunge, Edouard’s 
brother, emigrates to Argentina where he and his partners 
found an associated company, named Bunge y Born, to trade 
in Argentina’s grain exports.
 1905–Bunge begins its global expansion. It starts to 
invest in Brazil. 1918–Bunge establishes a presence in the 
United States to trade in raw agricultural commodities. 
1923–Bunge North America Grain Corporation is 
incorporated in New York as a privately-held company. 
1935–Bunge North America Grain Corporation purchases 
its fi rst sizeable grain facility, buying an old wooden rail 
terminal in Midway, Minnesota and constructing a new 
concrete terminal alongside it.
 1967–Bunge Corporation constructs its fi rst soybean 
processing plant at Destrehan, Louisiana (an aerial photo 
shows the plant).
 1992- Bunge Corporation partners with ContiQuincy 
Export Company, a joint venture between Continental Grain 
Company and Quincy Export, Inc. to promote export sales 
of soybean meal produced by Bunge Corporation’s Soybean 
Processing Division and Quincy Soybean. The joint venture 
is disbanded in 1999 following the creation of Bunge Global 
Markets.
 1998–Bunge Corporation’s Soybean Processing 
Division opens a soybean crusher-refi ner with the largest oil 
extractor in the U.S. at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and builds an 
integrated refi nery at its Decatur, Alabama, crushing facility. 
1999–Bunge Limited moves its global headquarters from 
Sao Paulo, Brazil, to White Plains, New York.
 2000–Bunge Limited announces its intention to go 
public (IPO) within two years. Bunge Global Markets, a 
sister company of Bunge Corporation, is established to 
pursue export trade opportunities in bulk commodities, 
thereby extending the global reach of Bunge Corporation.
 2001–Bunge Corporation changes its name to Bunge 

North America, highlighting the key role the Company plays 
in executing Bunge Limited’s global strategy and refl ecting 
its North American experience and the geographic focus of 
its operations.
 2001 Aug. 2–Bunge Limited, Bunge North America’s 
parent company, goes public. It issues 17.6 million shares 
in its initial public offering (IPO) on the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE: BG), ending almost 200 years as one of 
the largest privately held companies in the world.
 2002 Oct. 15–Bunge Limited announces that it has 
purchased a controlling interest in Cereol S.A. [formerly 
owned by Ferruzzi], an oilseed processor and manufacturer 
of soy ingredients with operations in Europe and North 
America. As a result of this transaction, Bunge North 
America will integrate its operations with Cereol’s North 
American oilseed businesses–Central Soya in the United 
States and CanAmera Foods in Canada.

3485. Bunge Ltd. 2005. Partnering for the future: 2004 
annual report. 50 Main St., White Plains, NY 10606. 90 p. 
May. 28 cm.
• Summary: Consolidated net sales for 2004 (year ended 
Dec. 31) were $25,168 million, up 13.5% from 2003 
($22,165 million). Net income in 2004 was $469 million, 
up 56.3% from 2003–not including a one-time gain of $111 
million on sale of soy ingredients business in Brazil. Cash 
dividends per share in 2004 was $0.48, up from $0.42 in 
2003.
 “Last year, according to the USDA, the world consumed 
130 million tons of soybean meal, up from 118 million in 
2000. Future growth is forecast to top 4 percent per annum.
 “Demand for vegetable oil should increase at a similar 
rate. Growth will be particularly strong in China and India. 
Last year global consumption reached 100 million tons, up 
from 89 million tons in 2000.”
 “South America is cementing its position as the world’s 
leading agricultural producer. Both Brazil and Argentina 
produced large soybean crops 2004, and their output is 
expected to grow steadily in coming years.”
 “Vietnam is the fastest-growing market for soybean 
meal consumption in Southeast Asia, a region that has seen a 
40 percent increase in demand for the product since 1999 and 
in which Bunge is the leading importer.”
 “In the U.S., we formed AGRI-Bunge, LLC, a 
joint venture with AGRI Industries [a cooperative]. The 
partnership links AGRI’s crop origination network in Iowa 
with Bunge’s global sales, marketing and logistics. The result 
is a new source of crops for Bunge and wider market access 
for AGRI and U.S. farmers.
 “We also entered the value-added market for cholesterol-
reducing phytosterol ingredients by creating a partnership 
with Procter & Gamble and Peter Cremer in North America.”
 Eastern Europe has the “potential to regain its status as 
one of the world’s breadbaskets.” Grain exports from Black 
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Sea nations could rise dramatically. In 2002 Bunge acquired 
Cereol.
 In 2006 U.S. law will require labeling of trans fats. In 
response, Bunge and DuPont have developed Nutrim, which 
contains less than 3% linolenic acid, making it naturally 
stable and eliminating the need for partial hydrogenation 
when it is used as a frying oil. This partnership links 
DuPont’s plant science with Bunge’s agribusiness and 
oilseed processing operations. However, Nutrim is a 
trademark of Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. A bar chart 
shows projected Nutrim production, reaching 1 billion 
pounds by 2009. A colored graph shows global agricultural 
trade. Trade of soybeans and soybean products, only 50 
million metric tons (MMT) in 1985, passed both wheat and 
coarse grains in 2001 (at about 110 MMT) and is expected to 
reach 175 MMT by 2015, much more than wheat and coarse 
grains.
 Accompanying the annual report is a “Notice of Annual 
General Meeting of Shareholders” (89 p.). Information 
is given about the amount of money paid to individual 
company offi cers. For example, Alberto Weisser (chairman 
and CEO) was paid a base salary of $1.2 million and a bonus 
of $3 million, plus securities underlying options awards 
(130,000 shares), long-term incentive payments (LTIP; $3.7 
million), and all other compensation ($55,729). Address: 
White Plains, New York. Phone: 914-684-2800.

3486. Ontario Soybean Growers Soybean Report. 2005. 
Global Alliance for Liberalized Trade in Food and 
Agriculture. May. p. 1.
• Summary: “The Canadian Agri-Food Trade Alliance 
(CAFTA), along with 38 other organizations from 15 
countries, participated in the launch of the Global Alliance 
for Liberalized Trade in Food and Agriculture in Geneva on 
April 19.
 “’This new alliance will be an important voice 
supporting more open trade for the entire agriculture and 
food value chain, from producers to processors, food services 
and consumers,’ says Liam McCreery, President of CAFTA.” 
The Global Alliance’s declaration calls for negotiators to 
heed the Doha mandate by agreeing to commit to:
 “Deep cuts to overall trade distorting subsidies;
 “An early date for the elimination of all export 
subsidies;
 “Enhanced market access for all products, including 
‘sensitive’ products, through deep and harmonizing tariff cuts 
and substantial expansion of minimum access requirements;
 “Special and differential treatment for developing 
countries that also provides them fl exibility to reach their full 
competitive potential; and
 “Rules based on sound science [re: genetic engineering] 
to avoid their use as non-tariff barriers.
 “The full declaration and more information on CAFTA 
can be found at www.cafta.org.” Address: Guelph, ONT, 

Canada.

3487. Seed World. 2005. Comings & goings: Paraguayan 
farmers agree to pay royalties to Monsanto. 143(5):32. May.
• Summary: Reuters reported on March 3 that the farmers 
agreed to pay Monsanto royalties in the 2004-05 crop year 
for its Roundup Ready soybeans. Paraguay is the world’s 
4th largest soybean exporter after the USA, Brazil, and 
Argentina.

3488. Lester, Bill. 2005. Boone Valley and the origins of 
Ag Processing Inc (AGP). Part III (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. June 28. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Continued: Boone Valley now had to fi nd a 
dynamic leader to run the new business–which was deeply 
in debt. A committee was formed and a head-hunting 
consultant was hired to let it be known that the job was 
available and to interview candidates. After seven weeks, 
in about Oct. 1983, the board of directors chose James W. 
Lindsay as general manager and CEO. Lindsay had been a 
vice-president at ADM–a private company and a competitor. 
“Jim possessed a great knowledge of soybean processing 
and vegetable oil refi ning; he worked his way up through the 
ranks at ADM. He had also spent time in Brazil in charge 
of ADM’s Brazilian operations. He was also a good leader, 
by giving you a job to do and the parameters, then letting 
you do it, with minimum updates unless you were deviating 
from the original discussion–a good boss and a very capable 
individual.” “Jim was a bit of a renegade. He didn’t go along 
with all of ADM’s philosophy and practices. He and I used 
to kid each other that we were a rare breed–neither of us had 
a college degree.” When Jim came to work at Boone Valley. 
He brought with him three coworkers and lieutenants from 
ADM: Jim Yeates, who became vice president for operations; 
Tony Porter, to be vice president for marketing and 
transportation; and Joe Meyer who became vice-president 
for vegetable oils and a meal exports. Not long afterwards, 
Daryl Dahl left Merrill Lynch to join the new cooperative as 
hedging center manager.
 It was quickly decided to locate the new company’s 
corporate offi ces in Omaha, Nebraska. Initially, the Omaha 
Bank for Cooperatives offered temporary offi ce space for the 
new management and staff. Lindsay and his team replaced 
some of the managers and other top employees at the 5 other 
soybean processors. “But overall there really weren’t that 
many. Some refused or hesitated to change the way they had 
been doing things. Lindsay said, you’re going to have to 
change, because the old way hasn’t been working.” It was 
painful for some who had spent their lives in the soybean 
processing business and lost their jobs.
 The board of directors and Jim Lindsay felt strongly 
that the new company needed a new name. A stigma had 
attached to the name “Boone Valley” because of all its 
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fi nancial problems. On 7 March 1984 the name of the new 
company was changed from Boone Valley Cooperative 
Processing Association to “Ag Processing Inc a cooperative.” 
Punctuation was deliberately omitted.” A new logo was 
also adopted “AGP” in gold letters on a green background. 
Before long the company was widely called simply “AGP.” 
That logo has been updated twice to adjust to the changing 
times.
 Bill recalls: In February 1984 Jim Lindsay called me 
into Omaha. He said, “Bill, I want you to come into Omaha. 
I know soybean processing backwards and forwards. I know 
refi ning. I know the soybean side of it. But I don’t know 
anything about cooperatives. You’ve spent your whole life in 
them. I want you to come in and to head up the department 
known as Member Relations and Governmental Affairs.” In 
mid-June 1984, Jim and his family moved from Eagle Grove, 
Iowa, to Omaha, Nebraska. “Jim Lindsay had the private 
sector mentality and I had the cooperative mentality; we 
created what we called a ‘new hybrid.’” Bill stayed in this 
position until he retired on 1 June 1993.
 Today AGP is strong organization. They haven’t grown 
as much during the last 10 in sales and profi ts as they did 
during their fi rst 10 years in part because they are in a mature 
industry (soybean processing), with strong competitors such 
as ADM and Cargill. In the early years, much of their growth 
was from diversifi cation, as into soybean oil refi ning, and 
from building new plants (as at Hastings and Emmetsburg). 
“AGP has done a tremendous job in the international 
marketplace. The terminal they built on the Pacifi c Coast at 
Grays Harbor in Washington state has been growing by leaps 
and bounds and is now a big asset. Their biodiesel business 
is also poised for growth. Jim Lindsay and Bill got AGP’s 
soy biodiesel started in its infancy. Two men in Kansas City, 
Missouri [Bill Ayres and Doug Pickering], were talking 
about and playing around with biodiesel. “We put $50,000 
into their business in about 1990-91 and now AGP owns that 
company.”
 Bill retired on 1 June 1993. Tremendous changes have 
taken place in agriculture since then. Bill has kept in touch 
with developments at AGP since that time. He has continued 
to live in Omaha. During the summer, he and his family go 
to their cabin on Spirit Lake in Northwest Iowa. Nowadays 
he goes to AGP headquarters 2-3 times a month during the 
non-summer months.
 The future of the big cooperatives looks limited to 
Bill because it is a mature industry. There may be growth 
of 3-5% a year. AGP also has a small grain operation; they 
work with the members–the local cooperatives–to help 
them merchandise their grain in other parts of the USA 
and abroad. For example, they use their 100-car trains to 
move corn and soybeans down to their facilities near the big 
feedlots in Texas. The logistics is too complex and expensive 
for the small guys. Address: Omaha, Nebraska.

3489. Alexander, Melissa. 2005. Oilseeds: Drought cuts 
soybean prospects in parts of South America. Grain market 
review. World Grain 23(6):14. June.
• Summary: Graphs show: Soybean exports (in 1,000 
tonnes) from Brazil and Argentina from 1995-96 to 2004-
05. Brazil exports about twice as much. (2) European Union 
soybean imports (in 1,000 tonnes) from 1995-96 to 2005-06. 
The amount rose to a peak in 2001-02, and since then has 
generally decreased.

3490. Donley, Arvin. 2005. A growing appetite for grain: 
Since 2002, the value of China’s agricultural imports has 
more than doubled, with soybeans accounting for 30% of the 
increase. World Grain 23(6):60, 62-63. June.
• Summary: Figures: (1) A bar chart shows China’s 
agricultural imports and exports in 2002, 2003, and 2004. 
During the last two years, imports have been bigger than 
exports. (2) Bar chart of U.S. agricultural exports to China 
(U.S. $ in billions) from 1984 to 2004. They increased 
steadily starting in 1999, and dramatically from 2003 on. (3) 
Pie chart shows composition of the value increase of China’s 
agricultural imports: Soybeans 30%. Cotton 21%. Vegetable 
oils 17%. Wheat 10%.

3491. Ontario Soybean Growers Soybean Report. 2005. 
CAFTA campaign stresses importance of international 
markets. June. p. 1.
• Summary: “OSG Director and Bruce County farmer Jim 
Gowland is among the six Canadians to be featured with 
his family in the ‘My Future is Global’ campaign from the 
Canadian Agri-Food Trade Alliance (CAFTA).
 “The ‘My Future is Global’ campaign is designed to 
highlight the importance of international markets to Canada’s 
agriculture and agrifood sector. Canada is the world’s third 
largest exporter of agriculture and food products. More than 
90% of Canada’s farmers, representing 80% of farm cash 
receipts, rely on international markets. And more than a 
million Canadian jobs depend on trade.
 “Yet the sector continues to be forced to compete in 
a market that is severely distorted by subsidies and access 
barriers.”
 “’We are really happy to be telling the positive story of 
trade to Canada’s decision makers,’ says CAFTA President 
Liam McCreery. ‘We want Canada’s decision makers and 
negotiators to understand how important trade is to the 
Canadian agriculture and food sector, and how innovative 
and competitive our industry is. But we also want them to 
understand that this very vibrant industry is relying on them 
to negotiate aggressively at the World Trade Organization to 
remove market distortions. Our future is global, and it’s in 
their hands.’”
 A photo shows Jim Gowland and his family. “Jim’s 
specialty soybeans are found in tofu in Japan. They are also 
considered special health foods in Europe.” Address: Guelph, 
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ONT, Canada.

3492. Knight-Ridder / Tribune Business News. 2005. 
Soybean king wears dual crowns. Miami Herald (Florida). 
July 15.
• Summary: Cuiaba, Brazil–Blairo Maggi is called the 
soybean king; he is also governor of Brazil’s state of Mato 
Grosso which is already an agricultural superpower and 
working to become the breadbasket of the world. Maggi runs 
a 350,000 acre soybean empire about one-third the size of 
Rhode Island.
 Yet all this comes at a very big cost; destruction of the 
Amazon rainforest.

3493. World Grain. 2005. U.S., Paraguayan soybean 
organizations form alliance. 23(7):35. July.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association (ASA) 
and the United Soybean Board (USB) have entered into 
a memorandum of understanding with the Paraguayan 
Chamber of Cereal & Oilseeds Exporters and the Paraguayan 
Soybean, Oilseeds and Cereals Producers Association to 
“begin and expand cooperation in areas of similar interest.”

3494. World Grain. 2005. China soybean imports forecast to 
jump 45% in FY 2004-05. 23(7):35. July.
• Summary: China will import an estimated 24.8 million 
tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans in 2004-05, up 45% over 
the previous year, according to the China State Grain and Oil 
Information Center. Of this, 12.2 million tonnes, or about 
50% are expected to come from the USA.

3495. Kingsbaker, C. Louis. 2005. Huge new soybean 
solvent extraction plants in Argentina (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Aug. 2. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: When Lou was in Argentina in April 2005, he 
saw a huge new solvent extraction plant built by Crown Iron 
Works that processes 14,000 tons/day of soybeans. The plant 
had two Crown extractors, each about 130 feet long, 40 feet 
high, and 15 feet wide–just huge!
 There is now a large number of big solvent extraction 
plants in Argentina, especially in Puerto General San Martin, 
located on the Parana River about 18 miles (30 km) north 
of Rosario. Louis Dreyfus Corp. has a plant about 12-15 
miles south of Rosario that processes about 12,000 tons/
day of soybeans. Terminal 6, which is owned half by Bunge, 
has a De Smet plant that processes about 10,000 tons/day of 
soybeans, and their new plant that has just started operations 
will run more than 14,000 tons/day. These are the biggest 
soybean crushing plants in the world. All the soybean 
processing plants are on the Parana River. All the soybeans 
are taken by truck from the fi elds to the processing plants. 
The number of trucks supplying each plant is unbelievable. 
The Louis Dreyfus plant can handle about 3,000 to 4,000 

trucks a day. You have to see it to believe it. The land 
between Puerto San Martin and Buenos Aires is like one big 
soybean fi eld. Most of the oil and meal are put onto ships 
and exported.
 Big soybean extraction plants in the USA are about 
3,000 to 4,000 tons a day. Bunge’s new plant in Council 
Bluffs, Iowa, on the Missouri River opposite Omaha, 
Nebraska, is about 5,000 to 6,000 tons/day. The question in 
the USA is “How big is too big?” Address: Atlanta, Georgia. 
Phone: 770-396-1413.

3496. Golbitz, Peter. 2005. Enhancing relationships with 
buyers in the new world market. Paper presented at 2nd 
annual Midwest Specialty Grains Conference. 19 p. Held 
23-25 Aug. 2005 at Bloomington (near Minneapolis), 
Minnesota. [6 ref]
• Summary: An excellent PowerPoint presentation with 19 
slides containing color photos and graphics. (2) In 2004 in 
Western nations, the retail market for soyfood products is 
worth $4.0 billion. (4) The world’s soybean crop is currently 
valued at $65-$70 billion before processing, and over $100 
billion as processed soybean oil and meal. The USA is still 
the world’s largest soybean producer. (5) During the past 5 
years, world soybean production has increased at an average 
rate of 6.8% per year. Over the past 40 years, it has increased 
500% and is forecast to top 229 million tonnes (metric tons) 
in 2004/05. A bar chart shows world production from 1965 
to 2004.
 (6) A table shows world soybean production and 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for leading world 
producers from 2000 to 2005. In descending order of annual 
production in 2004 they are: USA (3.3% CAGR), Brazil 
(12.4%), Argentina (8.8%), China (4.0%), India (5.5%), 
Paraguay (9.3%), other (5.4%), and total (6.8%). Total world 
production for each year is given. The compound average 
growth rate over the past 5 years is shown in the fi nal column 
(and in parentheses after each country, above). Note that 
Brazil’s production is growing the fastest and the USA’s 
the slowest. (7) A pie chart shows utilization of soybeans 
worldwide: Crushed for soybean oil and meal 83.2%. For 
seed and use on farms 7.5%. Used directly as human food 
6.2%. Change in stocks (leftover) 3.1%.
 (8) The specialty soybean market (6.2% of the total) 
of 13.4 million tonnes is worth an estimated $3.0 to $3.5 
billion. The U.S. is thought to have about 50% of this 
market. A table shows “Estimated world use of soybeans 
for direct food by region in 2005.” Asia 95.7% of total. 
Africa 1.8%. Europe 1.2%. USA 0.8%. South America 
0.3%. Central America and Caribbean 0.1%. (9) Six factors 
infl uencing today’s market and the U.S. ability to compete. 
(10) The issue of genetically engineered soybeans: The U.S. 
is not sensitive to our customers’ needs and concerns. A bar 
chart shows the percentage of the U.S. soybean crop that has 
been genetically engineered: Rising from 40% in 1998 to 
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about 85% in 2005.
 (11) A graph shows that since 1996 the U.S. share of 
world soybean exports has decreased from 65% to 45%, 
while Brazil’s share has increased from 22% to 35% and 
Argentina’s from 2% to 14%. (12) U.S. exports have fallen 
from 26.9 million tonnes in 2000 to 24.9 million tonnes in 
2004, a decrease of 1.9%. Over these past 5 years, 16 of 
the top 25 nations buying U.S. soybeans have reduced their 
imports of U.S. soybeans. A table shows details for each 
nation each year, with a fi nal column for average percentage 
change per year. The biggest average annual percentage 
decreases for the past 5 years have been: Netherlands 
-44.4%. United Kingdom -24.9%. France -24.1%. Greece 
-20.6%. Israel -20.0%. Thus, “Dropping exports show that 
we haven’t been paying attention to our best customers’ 
needs.” (13-14) Eight things the U.S. can do to improve this 
situation. Address: Bar Harbor, Maine.

3497. McKee, David. 2005. South America: The world’s 
soybean super supplier. Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay have 
seen their combined soybean production rise 350% during 
the past 20 years. World Grain 23(8):32-34, 36, 38. Aug.
• Summary: A superb, insightful, long article. In Brazil 
and Argentina, and to a lesser extent in Paraguay and 
Bolivia, soybean production has grown dramatically in 
recent decades. “In fact the accelerating expansion of South 
American soybean production in the last 20 years may be 
unprecedented for any agricultural commodity in a single 
region of the world in terms of planted area, absolute 
increases in harvests, volumes, processing and rising export 
values.
 In 2005-06, considering the soy complex as a whole, 
Brazil will surpass the USA as the world’s leading exporter 
with a combined 42.5 million tonnes–based on USDA 
forecasts. Argentina, at 36.8 million tonnes, will be just 
behind the U.S.’s 37.7 million tonnes (see bar charts, p. 36). 
The USA is still the world leader in soybean shipments, but 
in soybean meal and soy oil, Brazil and Argentina have long 
ranked number one and two ahead of the U.S.
 The main reason for this unprecedented expansion in 
South American soybean supply during the last decade is the 
unprecedented demand in growth from China; rapidly rising 
incomes there have led to more meat consumption and a 
bigger, more sophisticated livestock feed industry.
 In 1995 China was nearly self-suffi cient in soybeans 
with almost 14 million tonnes of domestic production and 
less than 1 million tonnes of imports. Yet by 2004-05 (Sept. 
to Aug.) China had passed the E.U. [European Union] to 
become the world’s leading importer with 23.2 million 
tonnes. During the same period, exports of soybeans from 
Brazil and Argentina increased by 27 million tonnes.
 The soybean is a more important crop in South America 
than even in North America. In Brazil, Argentina, and 
Paraguay, soybeans and soy products are the most valuable 

category of agricultural exports.
 What has caused this remarkable rise? In Brazil it is 
the availability of a huge amount of unused arable land in 
the country’s “Midwest.” In Brazil, soybean production has 
progressed historically from the southern states of Parana 
and Rio Grande do Sul, northward into the interior of 
Brazil’s Midwest.
 A sidebar, titled “Capital: The ABCD’s of the soybean 
industry,” explains that the “role of international capital 
in the expansion of Brazilian and Argentinian soybean 
production cannot be overstated.” Huge multinational fi rms 
like ADM, Bunge, Cargill, and Louis Dreyfus dominate 
soybean crushing and trade in both countries. They have 
provided their own infrastructure as well as seed, fertilizer, 
and crop fi nancing. Cargill and Bunge even produce and 
distribute phosphate fertilizer in South America. The ‘big 
four” own more than half of the soybean solvent extraction 
plants in Brazil, and account for a much larger percentage 
of the country’s total installed crush capacity of 39 million 
tonnes a year. Bunge is the leading soybean crusher in Brazil, 
with Cargill at no. 2. But Cargill is the leading soybean 
exporter, operating fi ve export terminals along Brazil’s 
Atlantic coast. ADM was the latecomer to Brazil, but after 
arriving, its strategy has been swift and decisive.
 In Argentina, ADM does not own any soybean crushing 
plants, but in 2004, together with its trading subsidiary, 
Toepfer, it exported about 20% of all of Argentina’s 
soybeans–1.8 million tonnes. In Paraguay, ADM moves as 
much as 40% of the soybean harvest.
 Photos show: (1) Aerial view of a new soybean crushing 
plant at General San Martin Port on the Parana River in 
Argentina’s Santa Fe Province. Like much of the country’s 
soybean extraction capacity, it was built purposely for 
export. (2) Aerial view of Louis Dreyfus port facility and 
soybean crushing plant in General Lagos, Argentina.
 Bar charts show (p. 36): (1–very interesting) Exports 
(in million tons) of soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean meal 
from Argentina, Brazil, and the USA in the years 1r95 and 
2005. In 2005, Argentina exports mostly meal, followed by 
soybeans, then oil. Brazil exports mostly soybeans, followed 
by meal, then oil. The USA exports mostly soybeans (more 
than Argentina and Brazil), followed by small amounts of 
meal and oil. (2) Soybean area and harvest (production): 
In 2005, the USA as the largest total production, followed 
by Brazil and Argentina. But U.S. production has shown 
relatively small percentage growth, compared with the 
percentages of in Brazil (#2) and Argentina (#1).

3498. Sequeira, Mario. 2005. Focus on Argentina: Low-cost 
grains producer maintains its reputation and role on global 
stage. World Grain 23(8):16, 18-19. Aug.
• Summary: Argentina fi rst became famous in world 
agriculture for its big livestock industry. But in the last 
30 years its production of crops has grown enormously, 
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especially production of oilseeds, such as soybeans and 
sunfl owers. Soybean production in Argentina really started in 
the early 197s, as world demand for soybeans skyrocketed. 
Soybean area in Argentina jumped from 36,000ha in 1970 to 
2 million ha in 1979 to 5 million ha in 1989 to an estimated 
14.7 million ha in 2004-05.
 Maize and wheat are Argentina’s two main cereal 
crops. With a small population of only 39 million and low 
domestic consumption, Argentina can generate large exports; 
it is among the world’s leading exporters of wheat, maize, 
soybeans, and soybean products.
 In late 2001 Argentina’s government defaulted on 
international loans, leading to a domestic economic crisis 
and the collapse of the exchange rate system, “where the 
Argentine currency, the peso, was pegged 1:1 to the U.S. 
dollar.”
 After this period of instability, a new exchange rate 
system was introduced, which basically devalued the peso 
so that one U.S. dollar was worth 3 pesos; export taxes were 
reintroduced.
 The devaluation made exports cheaper which, with 
less reliance on credit, led to an agricultural boom. A graph 
shows production of soybeans, soybean meal, and soy oil in 
Argentina from 1990-91 to 2005-05 (estimate).
 One bottleneck in Argentina is its transportation 
infrastructure. Inland river waterways are too shallow to 
accommodate the draft of big vessels. “The rail network is 
made up of multiple gauges, requiring costly transshipments 
where gauges change.” But the biggest bottleneck is limited 
storage capacity at elevators and river terminals.

3499. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2005. China buys more when you reach 
this score: Talk to your seed dealer about high-yielding 
soybean varieties with 19 percent oil and 35 percent protein 
(Ad). 16(8):4. Summer
• Summary:  See next page. A photo that takes up the top 
75% of the page shows a white blimp over a huge fi eld of 
soybeans in straight green rows. A sign on one side of the 
blimp reads: Oil 19. Go U.S. Protein 35. The text below the 
photo reads:
 “As the number one export customer for U.S. soybeans, 
China doesn’t just buy beans: They buy protein and oil. 
Soybeans with 19 percent oil and 35 percent protein make 
you China’s preferred supplier.
 “Plant what our biggest customers demand. Choose only 
high-yielding, top-quality soybean varieties and watch our 
numbers go sky high.
 “Your soybean checkoff is working with seed 
companies to provide you with superior seed options. Visit 
worldsbestbeans.com and start selecting higher-quality 
varieties in your area.”
 Note: This ad is sponsored by three organizations: 
United Soybean Board; Iowa Soybean Association; Illinois 

Soybean Association.

3500. Alexander, Melissa. 2005. Oilseeds: As U.S. soybean 
harvest begins, focus turns to Brazil planting intentions. 
Grainmarket review. World Grain 23(10):14. Oct.
• Summary: Graphs (based on USDA statistics) show: (1) 
A bar chart shows soybean export share (in percent) from 
1987-88 to 2005-06. Blue is U.S. Red is Brazil. Green is 
rest of world. The U.S. has always been the leader, but its 
percentage share peaked at about 73% in 1995-96 and has 
steadily decreased since then to about 46% in 2005-06. 
Brazil passed the rest of the world (green) in 1996-97, and its 
share has steadily increased to about 35% in 2005-06.
 (2) World soybean production and crush, from 1985-86 
to 2005-06 (estimated). Production increased from about 
73 million tonnes in 1985-86 to about 212 million tonnes in 
2005-06. Crush increased from about 60 million tonnes in 
1985-86 to about 185 million tonnes in 2005-06.

3501. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2005. Growing demand for U.S. soy: 
Newly formed United States Soybean Export Council 
focuses on global soybean markets. Oct. p. 12-13.
• Summary: “Iowa soybean farmers can now look to the 
newly formed United States Soybean Export Council 
(USSEC) as another ally to support their competitiveness in 
the growing global market.
 “As an industry-leading force dedicated entirely to 
exports, USSEC was established by the United Soybean 
Board (USB) and the American Soybean Association (ASA) 
to respond to the ever-changing global market. To do so, 
USSEC will work to communicate with global customers to 
understand their needs, and in turn, sell U.S. soybeans more 
effectively.
 “’It’s the responsibility of the soybean checkoff to 
ensure U.S. soybean farmers are provided with the best 
opportunities for success around the world,’ said Anderson. 
‘With the global marketplace changing at such a rapid pace, 
farmers are now leading a unifi ed soybean industry effort.’
 “USSEC, which held its offi cial inception on July 8, 
2005, includes seven representatives from USB, seven 
representatives from ASA, and openings for fi ve more 
board seats to be fi lled by industry representatives and state 
soybean boards. Through the combined forces and expertise 
of USB and ASA, U.S. soybean farmers will be represented 
by their two strongest advocates.
 “During its inaugural meeting in March, USSEC board 
members appointed interim offi cers, including co-chairmen 
Neal Bredehoeft of Alma, Missouri, and Mark Pietz of 
Lakefi eld, Minnesota. Ken Dalenberg of Mansfi eld, Illinois, 
is the USSEC treasurer, and Gary Joachim of Owatonna, 
Minnesota is the acting secretary. USSEC will hold offi cial 
elections at a later date.
 “’With the establishment of the USSEC, soybean 
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farmers are represented by a strong triad of their association, 
their checkoff and now their own international marketing 
organization,’ Bredehoeft said. In order to build and 
maintain international soybean demand, USSEC will apply 
the previous international marketing and competitiveness 
strategies funded by the soybean checkoff and the United 
States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Foreign 
Agricultural Service. Through years of soybean checkoff 
investments, U.S. soybean farmers have established a strong 
export market, and USSEC will continue to build on this 
success.
 “’The true benefi t of strengthening the presence of U.S. 
soybeans in international markets comes from USB and ASA 
continuing to work together to build our export markets,’ 
says Greg Anderson, USB Chairman and a soybean farmer 
from Newman Grove, Nebraska. ‘Knowing that almost 
every other row of soybeans is exported overseas, this new 
organization is designed to strengthen international customer 
preference for our soybeans.’
 “USSEC will continue to address the needs of China, 
the number one customer for U.S. soybean exports, as well 
as focus on building preference for U.S. soy and addressing 
market access issues in other top markets for U.S. soybeans.
 “USSEC has established a process to hire a chief 
executive offi cer for the organization and is working to fi ll 
that position. For more information about USSEC, contact 
ASA (www.soygrowers.corn) or USB (www.unitedsoybean.
org) or visit www.ussoyexperts.com.”

3502. The Non-GMO Source (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2005. US not 
responding to customers’ demands for non-GMO. 5(10):1-2. 
Oct.
• Summary:  “The United States is losing market share of 
soybean exports due to its insensitive attitude toward other 
countries’ concerns over genetically modifi ed soybeans. This 
was a key message delivered by Peter Golbitz, president of 
Soyatech, publisher of the annual Soy Bluebook, during a 
keynote address at the Midwest Specialty Grains Conference 
held in August in Minneapolis.
 “’The US needs to stop being confrontational in its 

attitude to customers’ opposition (to GM crops),’ said 
Golbitz, an internationally recognized soy market expert. 
‘Many countries have problems with the US’s rapid use of 
biotechnology and somewhat insensitive attitude regarding 
their concerns about the technology’
 “’Take it or leave it’ attitude: The US’s dismissive 
attitude toward other countries’ GMO concerns has resulted 
in lost soybean market share. Golbitz pointed out that since 
the introduction of GM Roundup Ready soybeans in 1996, 
the US share of world soybean exports has dropped from 
65% to 45%, while Brazil’s share has increased from 22% to 
35%. In addition; over the past fi ve years, 16 out of the US’s 
25 leading soybean buying nations have reduced imports of 
US soybeans. ‘We do not see the world’s soybean buyers as 
customers with specifi c needs and concerns,’ said Golbitz. 
‘We think of the soybean as a generic commodity with a 
“take it or leave it” attitude, but the market has already 
moved beyond that.’
 “Globally, soybean production has increased more than 
500% in the past 40 years, making soybeans the world’s 
leading protein and oil crop. The global soybean crop is 
valued at between $65 and $70 billion.
 “May eliminate US’s ability to produce non-GMO: 
Golbitz, warned that if US production of GM soybeans, 
which now accounts for about 86% of total US production, 
continues to increase, US farmers may be eliminated from 
the lucrative market for non-GM specialty and identity 
preserved (IP) soybeans. ‘I don’t think the American farmers’ 
interests are being looked out for,’ he said.
 “Another conference speaker, Bryan Gerard, with JGL, 
Inc., a US soybean seed producer, said, ‘It is becoming 
harder to fi nd non-GMO, food-grade (seed) germplasm than 
ever before.’
 “Several US soyfood manufacturers have already begun 
importing non-GM and organic soybeans from China and 
Brazil because of high prices and inadequate supplies of US 
soybeans.
 “$3.5 billion market for specialty soybeans: According 
to Golbitz, the potential world market for specialty, food-
grade soybeans is an estimated 13.4 million metric tons, 

worth $3.0 to $3.5 billion, depending on premiums for 
identity preservation.
 “Food grade soybeans account for 6% to 8% of the 
world’s soybean production. As much as 85% of the 
world’s soybeans are crushed to make oil or meal.
 “More than 95% of food-grade soybeans are consumed 
in Asia. The US share of the food-grade soybean market is 
about 50%, worth about $1.6 billion, which is 10% of the 
total value of the US soybean crop.
 “Golbitz said new varieties of non-GM soybeans with 
modifi ed fats and proteins are being developed and will 
need to be identity preserved. ‘These could equal another 
10% or 20% of the total soybean crop within 5 to 10 
years,’ he said.
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 “While the US has a tradition of producing high-quality 
IP soybeans, Golbitz said land, labor, and production costs 
are higher in the US than in South America.
 “Brazil has aggressively pursued the market for non-
GMO soybeans, particularly in Europe. In addition, China 
has designated an entire province, Heilongjiang, to producing 
IP, non-GMO soybeans (see The Non-GMO Report, August 
2005).
 “Quality and customer relationships #1: To regain 
lost markets, Golbitz recommends several strategies, 
including putting the future of America’s soybean and grain 
producers above the interests of multi-national agribusiness 
corporations, becoming a world leader in the production of 
IP and specialty grains, developing a low-cost and reliable 
audit system for full traceability from farm to fork, and 
upgrading grain handling and transportation infrastructure to 
support IP and specialty grain production.
 “Customer satisfaction is key: ‘It is important for 
the future of farming in America that we become low-
cost leaders in specialization and quality and customer 
relationship become our number one goal,’ Golbitz said.
 “In conclusion, Golbitz said that new markets for IP and 
specialty grains are growing and will play an increasingly 
important role. ‘In order for the US to continue to compete 
profi tably and effectively, investments in new infrastructure 
need to be made, as well as the adoption of a new mindset 
that sees the buyer as the boss,’ he said.”
 A table shows soybeans for food use (direct). The three 
columns are: Continents, metric tons, and % of total. The 
continents (in descending order of use) are: Asia, Africa, 
Europe, USA, South America, Middle East, Central America 
and Caribbean. Asia has 97.5% of the total market for food 
use. Source: Soyatech,

3503. World Grain. 2005. Paranagua port offi cials studying 
new GM soybean terminal. 23(10):56. Oct.
• Summary: Paranagua is Brazil’s main port for grains and 
soybeans. The administration at this state-run port in Brazil 
has maintained a ban on non-GE [genetically engineered] 
soybeans, arguing that there is no room to segregate them 
at this port. This ban has prompted exporters to divert soy 
shipments to other ports because of concerns that port 
authorities at Paranagua would turn away loads containing 
GE soybeans.
 The port authority is studying a proposed joint venture 
that would allow the shipment of GE soybeans through 
a new dedicated terminal, owned by private company 
composed of Latina Logistica and soy trader Bunge Ltd. 
This private company proposes an investment of 100 
million Brazilian reals (US$42 million) to construct the new 
terminal.

3504. Earth Island Journal. 2005. Soya battle. 20(3):10. 
Autumn. [3 ref]

• Summary: “Brazil’s small contingent of Green Party 
legislators resigned in May in protest over the government’s 
failure to stem the high rate of destruction in the Amazon 
rainforest. Despite campaign promises by President Luiz 
Inacio Lula da Silva in 2003 to protect the Amazon, last 
year’s rate of deforestation was the second highest on record. 
In 2003 and 2004 deforestation claimed an area larger than 
the state of New Jersey. While much of the past deforestation 
can be traced to legal and illegal logging and clearance for 
cattle ranching, today soybean production for cattle feed has 
greatly increased the demand for arable land. Soybeans are 
Brazil’s principal export.
 “Blairo Maggi, known locally as the King of Soy, is 
state governor of Mato Grosso, where his farming business 
is located. In 2003, his fi rst year as governor, the rate of 
deforestation more than doubled in Mato Grosso. Last year 
his company earned $600 million in sales. He has called for 
a tripling in the planting of soybeans over the next 10 years 
in Mato Grosso. His company intends to double the land it 
has in production. But sentiments have begun to swing the 
other way. On June 6, new logging permits were suspended 
in Mato Grosso and federal police made 90 arrests of 
government offi cials and businessmen connected to loggers. 
Mr. Maggi fi red his environmental chief, who was arrested 
and accused of corruption according to the state government 
Web site.”

3505. Kraul, Chris. 2005. Soaring export prices lift hope for 
Latin America: A boom is Asia’s demand for commodities 
boosts prosperity, but many worry whether the windfall is 
being used wisely. Los Angeles Times. Dec. 8. p. A1-A9.
• Summary: Rising prices for commodities such as soybeans, 
coffee, copper, and petroleum are driven largely by 
exploding demand from China and India. More than 40% of 
the people in Latin America still live in poverty, according to 
a recent United Nations report.
 Pergamino, Argentina, is at the heart of that country’s 
booming soybean industry. Soybean prices and export sales 
are up 20% “stoked by soy-mad China.” Address: Times staff 
writer.

3506. Donley, Arvin. 2005. A changing market: Some Asian 
countries demanding high levels of oil and protein in their 
soybean and soybean meal imports. World Grain 23(12):42, 
44. Dec.
• Summary: A decrease in the oil and protein levels of 
U.S. soybeans is leading long-time U.S. customers (such as 
China and the Philippines) to look to South America as their 
primary supplier. Nowadays the total oil plus protein levels 
of Brazilian soybeans are much higher than those of U.S. 
soybeans.

3507. Lyddon, Chris. 2005. Global grain trade review. World 
Grain 23(12):34-38, 40-41. Dec.
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• Summary: For soybeans in 2004-05, the top exporters (in 
1,000 tonnes [metric tons]) are: 1. USA 29,801. 2. Brazil 
20,538. 3. Argentina 9,600. 4. Paraguay 2,600. And Canada 
1,025. Total world exports: 65,034.
 Top importers: 1. China 25,700. 2. E.U.-25 16,000. 3. 
Japan 4,300. 4. Mexico 3,500. 5. Taiwan 2,300.
 Statistics are also given for soybean meal.
 The fi ve leading U.S. seaports for imports and exports 
of all grains are (in million tonnes): 1. South Louisiana 
44.169. 2. Houston, Texas 5.273. 3. Portland, Oregon 3.548. 
4. Duluth, Minnesota 2.573. 5. Corpus Christi, Texas 1.687. 
Address: World Grain’s European Editor, chris.lyddon@
ntlworld.com.

3508. Javiera Rulli–Grupo de Refl exion Rural. 2006. 
Paraguay: Soy spreads and the peasant to jail. MSN Hotmail. 
Feb. 5. 3 p.
• Summary: “Paraguay is an extreme case in the Mercosur 
of soy in terms of the most violent and cruel face of the 
agricultural industry. Each hectare of soy spreads in 
Paraguay with the price of blood from the agricultural 
communities. For the agricultural industry, rural agriculture 
is an obstacle which should be destroyed in order to 
expand. Paraguay is a country that to this day maintains 
a living rural and indigenous culture, with the majority 
of the population living in rural areas and attempting to 
be self suffi cient. However, the distribution of land has 
historically been extremely unequal. In Paraguay less than 
2% of the population owns 70% of the land. The advance 
of the agricultural export model of soy and the expansion 
of producers of genetically modifi ed soy monocultures 
has created a frontal threat to the rural and indigenous 
communities in the past few years. The government under 
Duarte Frutos, involved in a chain of corruption and 
supported by agribusiness corporations like Monsanto, 
Cargill, Dreyfus, Syngenta, assaults peasant organizations 
every time with greater impunity. The genetically modifi ed 
soy enters the country through US troops, as well as through 
the WWF’s [World Wildlife Fund’s] debt for forests swaps 
and the debt for health swaps of USAID.
 “Almost half of the confl icts related to land involve 
soy producers, and they are also characterized by the most 
violent confl icts.”
 “Since the year 2000, soy monocultures have spread 
from 1.1 to 2.05 million hectares. The expansion of 
monocultures has provoked the eviction of rural workers and 
indigenous peoples.” Documents the number of evictions and 
arrests, the type of violence used, the new wave of violence, 
and individual cases of murder. The police act together with 
the military and INDERT (The National Institute of Rural 
and Land Development).

3509. Alexander, Melissa. 2006. Oilseeds–Amid record 
world soybean supplies, Brazil may take top exporter share. 

World Grain 24(3):14. March.
• Summary: “Global oilseed production for 2005-06 is 
projected at a record 389.3 million tonnes, up 9 million 
[2.3%] from the previous season, primarily because of 
expected record world soybean output of 222.8 million 
tonnes in 2005-06, according to a recent report from USDA.”
 A graph shows that soybean exports from Brazil in 
2005-06 are projected, for the fi rst time in history, to surpass 
those of the USA.

3510. Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2006. 
WTO rules against EU over GMOs: EU calls US-led WTO 
challenge “unhelpful and unfounded.” 6(3):3-4. March.
• Summary: The World Trade Organization (WTO) ruled 
against the European Union saying that it broke trade rules 
by barring imports of genetically modifi ed foods. The WTO 
agreed with the United States, Argentina, and Canada who 
contended that the EU applied an effective moratorium on 
GMO imports from 1998 to 2004.
 “’Not scientifi cally justifi ed’: The pro-GM nations, 
who fi led a WTO challenge in 2003 against the EU, argued 
that the moratorium was not scientifi cally justifi ed and thus 
contrary to WTO rules.
 “The US claims that the EU moratorium has cost them 
$300 million per year in lost corn exports.
 “The WTO ruling also condemns national bans on GM 
products imposed by European governments, including 
Germany, France, Austria and Greece.
 “The EU will have an opportunity to appeal the WTO’s 
decision. If it loses an appeal, the EU will have a limited 
amount of time to adjust to the demands. If the EU fails to 
respond, it could face economic sanctions.
 “Narrow ruling: US offi cials praised the WTO ruling. 
‘We believe agricultural biotechnology products should be 
provided a timely, transparent and scientifi c review by the 
European Union, and that is why Canada, Argentina and the 
United States brought the case in the fi rst place,’ said US 
Trade Representative Rob Portman.
 “However, Philip Bereano, an attorney and professor of 
technical communications, University of Washington, calls 
the US victory narrow. ‘The only ways in which the decision 
gave the US a ‘win’ are the fi ndings that the EU `delayed’ 
the process and that the national bans of six EU countries are 
trade impediments. It does not appear to challenge the EU’s 
application of precaution or its relatively strict regulation of 
GMOs.’
 “The EU-US confl ict over GM crops is based on 
differing viewpoints toward the technology. The US believes 
that ‘sound science’ judges GM crops to be safe, while the 
EU applies the precautionary principle, which states that 
GMOs need to be proven safe before approval.
 “Little impact on Europe’s stance: The WTO ruling is 
likely to have little impact on Europe’s stance toward GM 
foods. The European Commission called the WTO challenge 
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‘unhelpful and unfounded.’
 “The EC disputed the claimants’ charges that the EU 
maintained a moratorium. In a statement, the EC said that 30 
GM products have been approved in Europe and that the EU 
imports large amounts of GM soy.
 “In a statement, the EC also defended its approach 
to approving GM products for release and import. ‘The 
EU believes that such regulatory oversight is of utmost 
importance to address any potential failure of the regulatory 
system, such as those that have been experienced in the US 
in the recent past when non-approved GMOs such as Star-
link GM maize, or Bt10 GM maize entered the US food 
chain.’
 “Antagonize European consumers: Consumer surveys 
consistently show that Europeans continue to oppose GM 
foods. A 2005 Eurobarometer poll indicated that 54 percent 
of European consumers think GM food is dangerous.
 “Environmental groups believe the WTO ruling will 
only harden European opinion against the controversial 
foods. ‘The WTO has bluntly ruled that European safeguards 
should be sacrifi ced to benefi t biotech corporations,’ said 
Adrian Bebb, GMO campaigner at Friends of the Earth 
Europe. ‘This will backfi re and lead to even greater 
opposition to genetically modifi ed food and crops. 
Consumers worldwide will not be bullied into eating GM 
foods.’
 “Some EU government offi cials say they will fi ght the 
ruling. ‘We will exhaust all possibilities to keep Austria’s 
agriculture GM-free and ensure consumers’ safety,’ said 
Austrian Health Minister Maria Rauch-Kallat, responsible 
for national GMO policy.
 “Set a precedent: Experts say the WTO ruling could set 
a precedent for other countries that are developing GM food 
regulations, such as China, India, Indonesia, and Mexico. 
‘The biggest worry for the WTO case is the signal it sends 
beyond the EU’s borders, because developing countries may 
not even bother to try to put a legislative regime in place,’ 
said Clare Oxborrow, a campaigner against GM crops for 
Friends of the Earth in London. Africa, in particular, could 
face US pressure to accept GM foods as a result of the WTO 
ruling. However, Zambia, which bans GM foods, vows to 
resist. ‘The decision by the WTO does nothing to change 
our stand in this matter,’ says Zambian Agriculture Minister 
Mundia Sikatana.
 “(Sources: Reuters, foodnavigator.com, Bloomberg 
News, BBC, The Washington Post).”

3511. Dow Jones Commodities News Select. 2006. Brazil’s 
major soy crushers, exporters to stop buying beans from 
recently deforested Amazon land (News release). Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. 2 p. July 25.
• Summary: Carlo Lovatelli, president of the Brazilian 
Vegetable Oils Industry Association (Abiove) announced 
a new industry-wide initiative by major soybean crushing 

and exporting fi rms in Brazil. These include Archer Daniels 
Midland (ADM), Bunge, and Cargill. The companies have 
agreed to stop buying soybeans from recently deforested land 
in nine states in Brazil–to help prevent deforestation of the 
Amazon basin by soy farmers.
 Lovatelli said the initiative is effective immediately, but 
only for newly planted soybean land. In October, soybeans 
start to be planted in October. Soybeans already planted on 
deforested land in the states of Para, northern Mato Grosso, 
Maranhao, etc. are not covered by the initiative.
 Lovatelli added that his members take their social and 
environmental responsibilities seriously. Any farmers who 
want to deforest the Amazon Basin to plant soybeans “won’t 
have access to our markets.” It will take about 2 years to 
see if the program has any impact on deforestation. Note: 
The Amazon basin is huge, occupying about half the land in 
Brazil.

3512. Rapoza, Kenneth. Dow Jones Commodities News 
Select. 2006. Brazil ag group denounces efforts to ban soy 
grown in Amazon (News release). Sao Paulo, Brazil. 2 p. 
Aug. 4.
• Summary: The Agricultural Federation of Mato Grosso 
(Famato) announced that it opposed a decision made last 
month by the nation’s soy crushers and traders, prohibiting 
purchases of soybeans grown in recently deforested regions 
of the Amazon biome. This biome includes the northeast part 
of Mato Grosso, Brazil’s leading soybean producing state.
 On July 24, the Brazilian Vegetable Oils Industry 
Association (Abiove) and the National Association of Grain 
Exporters (Anec) said their members agreed to no longer buy 
soybeans from recently deforested land in the Amazon Basin 
for the next two years.
 This decision came after an announcement by 
McDonald’s Corp in Europe to stop buying soy meal 
for chicken feed made from soybeans in the Amazon. 
McDonald’s said it made the decision following release 
of a report titled “Eating the Amazon” by Greenpeace 
International, which placed much of the responsibility for 
deforestation of the Amazon Basin on McDonald’s.
 Famato is a 49-year-old association of cattle ranchers, 
and soy and cotton farmers.
 Although soybeans grown in the Amazon Basin make 
up less than 3% of Brazil’s total soybean land, the Amazon 
Basin states of Para and Rondonia have expanded their 
soybean acreage, according to the National Commodities 
Supply Corp. of Brazil’s Ministry of Agriculture. Rondonia 
increased its land planted to soybeans by 17% to 87,200 
acres in 2005/06, and Para, a state roughly the size of Texas, 
increased its soy area by 15.5% to 79,700 hectares.
 In May, activists from Greenpeace shut down Cargill’s 
facility at Santarem, on the Amazon River, saying that 
Cargill was buying soybeans grown illegally in the Amazon 
Basin.
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 Note: Geography of Rondonia: “The state has a territory 
covered mostly by jungle of the Amazon Rainforest, but 
about three-fi fths of the state has been deforested since 
intensive settlement and logging began in the 1970s, 
escalating even to this day. A majority of its citizens now live 
in urban areas” (Source: Wikipedia, at Rondonia, May 2009).

3513. McKee, David. 2006. South Asia: Oilseeds and 
feed. Regional review. Region is second largest market for 
imported vegetable oil behind the E.U.; India could become 
a driving force in global soybean demand. World Grain 
24(8):27-30. Aug.
• Summary: “The future of India’s oilseed crushing industry 
is closely tied to development of the feed sector and demand 
for protein meals.”
 In about 1990 China ceased to be self-suffi cient in 
oilseeds. Shortly thereafter, China created a new and very 
successful model; it eliminated the tariffs on both imported 
oilseeds and vegetable oil, then encouraged the oilseed 
processing sector to build new plants in port cities. This 
caused cooking oil prices to fall, which stimulated demand. 
It also led to the production of large amounts of high-protein 
oilseed meals, especially soybean meal.
 A graph shows production and consumption of wheat, 
rice, and oilseeds in India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh in 
2005/06. India, mostly because of its large population, is by 
far the leader in production and consumption of oilseeds in 
South Asia.
 The major global players in the oilseed industry are 
Bunge, Cargill, and ADM (through its Singapore-based 
subsidiary, Wilmar Holdings Pte.). They have all bought 
into or constructed vegetable oil refi neries in South Asia, 
starting in 2003, when Bunge acquired the vegetable oil 
business of Hindustan Lever. In 2004 Cargill entered a joint 
venture with a local company and gained control of four 
refi neries. Wilmar, already a leader in soybean crushing in 
China and palm oil production in Indonesia, has partnered 
with the Adani Group, one of India’s largest companies, 
to build a refi nery in the state of Gujarat (in west India) at 
Adani’s wholly owned port facility at Mundra (near Mumbai, 
formerly Bombay).
 None of these multinationals have invested in oilseed 
crushing in the region–for three main regions. (1) They 
refi ne crude palm oil imported from their own operations in 
Southeast Asia, and soybean oil from their crushing plants 
in South America. (2) Indian government policy protects 
domestic oilseed growers and processors through high 
import tariffs on oilseeds (30% on soybeans) and vegetable 
oils (45% on soybean oil and 80% on refi ned palm oil). (3) 
They have restrictions on imports of genetically engineered 
soybeans.
 By far the largest oilseed crusher in India or South Asia 
is Ruchi Soya Industries, Ltd., headquartered in the city of 
Indore in Madhya Pradesh state. Ruchi is said to have 25% 

of India’s total soybean crush, and its brands are well known 
nationwide.
 Ruchi Soya originated in the 1960s, when its charismatic 
founder, Mahadev Shahra, visited farmers throughout 
Madhya Pradesh hoping to convince them to start planting 
soybeans. This state is now the leading soybean producer in 
India, accounting for about 70% of the nation’s crop. Ruchi 
Soya now owns and operates nine oilseed crushing plants in 
India, both at ports and inland. Its crushing plant at Indore 
is the largest in India, with a capacity of 2,500 tonnes/day. 
Ruchi’s total soybean crushing capacity is 7,500 tonnes/day. 
Address: Grain industry consultant.

3514. Dardanelli, Julio L.; Balzarini, M.; Martinez, M.J.; 
Cuniberti, M.; Resnik, S.; Ramunda, S.F.; Herrero, R.; 
Baigorri, H. 2006. Soybean maturity groups, environments, 
and their interaction defi ne mega-environments for seed 
composition in Argentina. Crop Science 46(5):1939-47. Sept. 
[25 ref]
• Summary: Argentina is the largest exporter of soybean 
meal and oil “in the world, with crops covering a 23º to 
39º S latitude range, allowing the presence of genotypes 
from different maturity groups (MG). Multi-environment 
yield trials (MET) for commercial cultivars are conducted 
each year across the crop area. The aim of this paper was to 
evaluate the consistency of MG effects and its interaction 
with environments (E),...” Address: INTA Estacion 
Experimental Manfredi, 5988 Manfredi, Cordoba, Argentina.

3515. Donley, Arvin. 2006. Market for GM wheat still 
clouded: Updated report indicates high export risk in 
commercializing GM wheat. World Grain 24(11):68, 70-71. 
Nov.
• Summary: In the USA, wheat acreage is declining as wheat 
acres are being shifted to GM maize and soybeans, which 
are less expensive to plant and less susceptible to diseases. 
Changing U.S. agricultural policy has favored increased 
production of crops (maize and soybeans) suitable for the 
rapidly growing biofuels market and rapid growth in Chinese 
demand for soybeans. The World Trade Organization 
“requires E.U. member states to eliminate national bans on 
[biotech] products already approved by the E.U. France, 
Germany, Luxembourg, Austria, Italy, and Greece have 
each banned E.U. approved [biotech] products but did not 
provide suffi cient scientifi c evidence of risks to either people 
or the environment,” according to a WTO report released in 
October.
 In the 2005-06 marketing year, U.S. soybean exports 
to the E.U. dropped by 54% compared to the previous year. 
U.S. exports of soybean meal to the E.U. have fallen from 
once-large amounts “to almost economically insignifi cant 
levels, the equivalent of the meal from 0.03% of last year’s 
crop.” Until the late 1990s, the E.U. was also a major 
importer of U.S. maize–but in the marketing year ended 31 
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Aug. 2006 its imports represented only 0.06% of the 2005 
U.S. corn crop.
 China is the worlds largest importer of soybeans.

3516. Lyddon, Chris. 2006. Global grain trade review: IGC 
[International Grains Council] predicts sharp drawdown in 
grain stocks, particularly wheat, in 2006-07. World Grain 
24(11):32-36, 38-39, 42. Nov.
• Summary: A table titled “Global grain trade activity (in 
1,000 tonnes)” gives the following statistics for soybeans: 
2005-06 Top exporters: 1. Brazil 26,750. 2. U.S. 25,719. 3. 
Argentina 7,300. 4. Paraguay 2,600. 5. Canada 1,267. World 
total 65,195 (unchanged).
 Top soybean importers: China 27,700. E.U.-25 14,100. 
3. Japan 4,050. 4. Mexico 3,725. 5. Taiwan 2,300.
 Also gives the top 5 importers and exporters of soybean 
meal for 2005-06. Exporters include: 4. India 3,500. 5. 
Bolivia 870. Total 51,062 (+9%). Address: European editor; 
chris.lyddon@ntlworld.com.

3517. McKee, David. 2006. Focus on Israel: Surge in 
imported wheat from Black Sea region in recent years 
has made life complicated for Israeli bakers. World Grain 
24(12):18, 20, 21-22. Dec.
• Summary: Imports of soybeans to Israel in recent years 
are as follows (in 1,000 tonnes = metric tons): 600 in 2000-
01. 735 in 2001-02. 500 in 2002-03. 494 in 2003-04. 543 in 
2004-05. 450 in 2005-06. And 600 in 2006-07 (estimate).
 The oilseed crushing industry also depends on imports. 
Of the estimated 650,000 tonnes of soybeans to be imported 
in 2006, less than 25% of these will come from the USA, 
despite a 90% share as late as 2002. Imports of soybean 
meal, which come mainly from Argentina, have doubled to 
over 200,000 tonnes over the past few years. Israel has three 
soybean crushers: Solbar Industries, Shemen Industries, and 
Teth-Beth; their combined yearly crush is about 660,000 
tonnes.
 Solbar industries has focused heavily on producing 
value-added products such as soy proteins, soy isofl avones, 
and soy fl our. Solbar now exports 90% of its soy food 
products and has global market share for about 5% certain 
soy food categories. Israel has proven to be a good place to 
develop these food products. “Over 50% of the population 
is said to regularly consume soy-based foods including 
meat substitutes and soy milk.” Address: Grain industry 
consultant; davidmckee59@msn.com.

3518. McInnis, Doug. 2007. World trade talks fail: Will the 
trend toward globalization slow? Corn and Soybean Digest. 
Jan. p. 34b.
• Summary: After fi ve years of negotiations, the worldwide 
Doha (Qatar) round of trade talks collapsed. “For U.S. 
farmers, the failure of the World Trade Organization (WTO) 
talks means fewer opportunities for foreign sales. But it also 

means American farmers can hang on to a wide range of 
subsidies designed to protect them from hard times.”
 The talks failed because too many interest groups in too 
many nations felt they stood to lose more than they were 
likely to gain from expanded trade. A graph shows soybean 
exports in bushels from 1996-2005. There is no clear trend.
 Note: The goal of the Doha round of talks is to achieve 
major reform of the international trading system through the 
introduction of lower trade barriers and revised trade rules.

3519. Callanan, Bob. 2007. India here we come: Promoting 
soy consumption collaboratively in India. Corn and Soybean 
Digest. Feb. p. 35-36.
• Summary: For the fi rst time in history, the world’s 
leading soybean producing countries are working together 
to promote consumption of soybeans in India. Soybean 
organizations from Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and the USA 
have started working together to develop markets in India, all 
thanks to the efforts of the U.S. Soybean Export Council.
 “The role of the USSED and ASA’s International 
Marketing (ASA-IM) staff was to show the South Americans 
how they implement programs that have been organized 
and funded by U.S. soybean growers through their national 
soybean checkoff.”
 Today the U.S. exports basically no soy products 
to India. One goal of the U.S. effort–called a “reverse 
marketing strategy”–is to reduce the amount of Indian 
soybean meal that is competing with U.S. meal in Asian 
markets. The U.S. wants to show India how to utilize the 6-7 
million metric tons (220-257 million bushels) of soybeans 
that are produced in India each year. This requires increasing 
demand for soy in India’s poultry, dairy, aquaculture and 
human food sectors. Address: Communications Director, 
American Soybean Assoc.

3520. Faminow, Merle D.; Hillman, Jimmye S. 2007. 
Embargoes and the emergence of Brazil’s soybean economy. 
World Economy (The) 10(3):351-66. April 3. *

3521. Barrionuevo, Alexei. 2007. To fortify China, soybean 
harvest grows in Brazil. New York Times. April 6. p. A1, C7.
• Summary: An excellent article on the major changes taking 
place in world soybean production and trade. For about 
3,000 years, China has produced enough soybeans for its 
own needs. But since about 1995, China has emerged into 
the world’s largest net soybean importer–by far. Three main 
forces have driven this change: (1) As Chinese workers 
become more affl uent, their appetite for meat increases; 
therefore more soybeans are needed as animal feed. (2) Fresh 
water in China has become increasingly scarce. In northern 
China, where soybeans have traditionally been produced, 
water tables are dropping at a rate of 3-10 feet/year. “It takes 
a thousand tons of water to produce one ton of grain,” says 
Lester Brown, president of the Earth Policy Institute, a U.S. 
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environmental research and advocacy group. “So the most 
effi cient way to import water is in the form of grain.” (3) 
China’s population, the largest in the world at 1.3 billion 
people, continues to grow.
 Since 2001/02, the USA has been the largest soybean 
exporter to China. But last year (2005/06), Brazil became 
China’s largest supplier of soybeans; the trade grew 50% 
over the year before and nearly doubled since 2004. China 
seeks a long-term, low cost supplier. Brazil still has large 
amounts of land that could be planted to soybeans, and China 
hopes to export soybeans directly from Brazil, in its own 
ships, thereby bypassing the international grain traders such 
as Cargill, Bunge, and ADM.
 But Brazil has drawbacks as a soybean supplier: (1) 
It has a transportation bottleneck; its infrastructure for 
transporting the soybeans from fi eld to port in trucks over 
long (up to 1,000 miles), bumpy, dirt roads, and its congested 
ports where some ships must wait for up to a month before 
loading soybeans. (2) Brazil would strongly prefer to export 
value-added soybean products such as oil and meal rather 
than raw, unprocessed soybeans. (3) Soybean farmers in 
Mato Grosso, though producing huge amounts of soybeans, 
are deeply in debt and losing money, as they become slaves 
to the big trading companies. (4) The strong Brazilian 
currency keeps prices high.
 Graphs show: (1) The world’s net soybean importers 
(in descending order): China (by far), European Union, rest 
of the world, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea. (2) World’s net 
soybean exporters (incl. projections to 2007/08): Brazil, 
USA, Argentina, rest of world. A map shows world soybean 
trade. China is the leading destination for both U.S. and 
Brazilian soybeans. A large color photo shows a truck loaded 
with soybeans near Rondonopolis, Mato Grosso, Brazil.

3522. Schneyer, Joshua; Barrionuevo, Alexei. 2007. A 
bumpy ride on a Brazilian highway, and long waits at either 
end. New York Times. April 6. p. A1, C7.
• Summary: Brazil’s main export roads are fi lled with 
potholes the size of pizzas for up to 1,000 miles.

3523. McKee, David. 2007. Focus on Paraguay: Soy 
complex accounts for 10% of nation’s gross domestic 
product and the biggest share of its exports. World Grain 
25(6):32, 34-36. June.
• Summary: Paraguay is a land-locked nation between Brazil 
and Argentina; it is relatively poor, lightly populated, and 
pastoral. The expansion in soybean acreage during the past 
10 years has been rapid and is still accelerating. In 2007 the 
country planted 2.4 million hectares of soybeans.
 ADM, Bunge, Cargill and Louis Dreyfus each has 
a major presence in the country, but Cargill is the most 
important. “Relying on its own network of 40 country 
elevators and port facilities, the Paraguayan subsidiary 
Cargill Agropecuaria S.A. originates 1.3 million tonnes of 

soybeans and grain per year.” Although Cargill crushes 65% 
of the soybeans it originates, most of the beans are exported 
on barges down the Ria de la Plata to Uruguay, Argentina, or 
Brazil for “transshipping in ocean vessels.”
 A bar chart shows Paraguay’s soy complex exports (in 
1,000 metric tons) from 2000-01 to 2006-07. Soybeans are 
by far the biggest item exported, followed by soybean meal 
and soybean oil. Address: Grain industry consultant.

3524. Ang, Audra. 2007. China says U.S. soybean exports 
are dangerous: Nation hits back as complaints about its 
products escalate. San Francisco Chronicle. Aug. 23. p. C1-
C2.
• Summary: China lashed out Wednesday at the U.S. “by 
saying its soybean exports contain pesticides, poisonous 
weeds and dirt...” According to the American Soybean 
Association, soybeans are the biggest farm export to China, 
where they are crushed to make vegetable oil and soybean 
meal (used largely as animal feed). Address: Associated 
Press.

3525. Charles, Sean. 2007. Soybean demand continues to 
drive production (Document part). In: Linda Starke, ed. 
2007. Vital Signs 2007-2008: The Trends that are Shaping 
Our Future. New York, NY: W.W. Norton & Co. 166 p. 166 
p. See p. 22-23; 13, 24, 40. [28 ref]
• Summary: Figures show: (1) Graph of world soybean 
production, 1961-2005. It has risen steadily and continues 
to accelerate. In 2005 world soybean production reached a 
record 214 million tons.
 (2) Pie chart of soybean production: Top seven 
countries, 2005 (in million tons): 1. United States 83.4. 2. 
Brazil 53.1. 3. Argentina 38.3. 4. China 16.8. 5. India 6.3. 6. 
Paraguay 3.5. 7. Canada 3.2. Note that the top 4 countries 
accounted for 90% of world production. Over the past 25 
years, U.S. market dominance has eroded, as Brazil and 
Argentina have risen. “The United States produced 60% of 
the world’s soybeans in 1980 but only 35% in 2005.
 (3) Graph of world soybean harvested area, 1961-2005. 
It has risen steadily and is accelerating.
 A table shows “World soybean production 1961-2005” 
(million tons). It grew from 27 in 1961 to 59 in 1973, to 101 
in 1985, to 160 in 1998, to 2005 in 2004 and 214 in 2005.
 The declining role of the USA as an “exporter can 
be traced to increased competition from South American 
producers, growing domestic competition with corn, the 
production of biodiesel, and the resistance in some markets 
to genetically modifi ed (GM) soybeans.”
 A major source of information is FAO’s FAOSTAT 
Statistical Database, at faostat.fao.org. Address: Worldwatch 
Inst., 1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 
20077-6628.

3526. Davidson, Daniel. 2007. Emphasis on exports. World 
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Grain 25(9):78, 80, 82. Sept.
• Summary: Argentine farmers export about 75% of what 
they grow. In the 2006-07 growing season, they produced 44 
million tonnes (metric tons) of soybeans and exported almost 
100% of that total, either as whole soybeans (7 million tons) 
or crushed into soybean oil and meal (27 million tonnes). 
A bar chart shows Argentina’s exports of soybean meal, 
soybeans, and soybean meal, each year from 2000-01 to 
2007-08 (estimated), based on USDA statistics.
 “Argentina has captured 95% of the increase in world 
demand for soybean oil and meal in the last six years,” 
said an ag consultant in Buenos Aires. Argentina is now 
the leading exporter of soy oil and meal in the world. By 
comparison, the U.S. exports mainly whole soybeans.

3527. Rohter, Larry. 2007. Scientists are making Brazil’s 
savannah bloom. New York Times. Oct. 2. p. D3.
• Summary: Brazil has become an “agricultural superpower,” 
poised to overtake the USA as the world’s leading exporter 
of foodstuffs. Much of the credit is due to Embrapa, the 
Brazilian government’s research agency that deals with 
agriculture and livestock, and more recently biotechnology 
and bio-energy. In a mere three decades, Embrapa has 
become a world leader in research on tropical agriculture–
and an obligatory destination for third world leaders visiting 
Brazil.
 A top ag person at the World Bank says that Embrapa 
has become a model, “not just for the so-called developing 
world, but for all countries.” A major reason that Brazil’s 
ag economy has done so well, is that the government has 
invested heavily in basic agricultural research and Embrapa 
has led the way.
 Embrapa has earned much of its reputation from its 
pioneering work in the cerrado, the vast savannah that 
stretches for more than 1,000 miles from southeast to 
northeast across central Brazil south of the Amazon basin. 
A map shows Brazil, the savannah, and the Planaltina 
research station. The region, though written off for centuries 
as useless, has been transformed into Brazil’s grain belt. 
Embrapa scientists discovered that the soils could be made 
fertile by adding an optimum mixture of phosphorus and 
lime.
 “When the annual World Food Prize was awarded last 
year to two Brazilians affi liated with Embrapa, the citation 
called the emergence of the cerrado ‘one of the greatest 
achievements of agricultural science in the 20th century.” 
Embrapa has also developed more than 40 tropical varieties 
of soybeans that thrive in the cerrado.
 Norman Borlaug, the American agronomist who won 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970 for the work that earned him 
the title “father of the Green Revolution,” said in a phone 
interview that during the 1960s and 1970s nobody thought 
Brazil’s cerrado soils would ever be productive. Yet Embrapa 
was able to pull together all of the pieces that made them so.

 Today, as a result, Brazil is the world’s top exporter of 
soybeans and beef, and a quickly rising exporter of cotton, 
much of which it grows in the cerrado. Embrapa scientists 
are now turning their attention to growing wheat in the 
cerrado, and producing biodiesel from palm oil–one of the 
best sources.
 Here’s a big idea: A government agency as an 
entrepreneur! Two years ago Brazil’s Congress passed a 
law that allows Embrapa to profi t from its research, and has 
expanded the agency’s ability to form joint revenues–all to 
enhance its funding.
 Recently Embrapa and BASF, the German chemical 
manufacturer, formed a partnership to develop a genetically 
engineered, herbicide resistant soybean that will compete 
with Monsanto’s Roundup Ready brand and is expected to be 
on the market by 2012.
 To expand its global infl uence. Embrapa recently opened 
its fi rst overseas offi ce in Ghana. Borlaug believes this may 
be an important move, since there are many places in Africa 
with soil and rain conditions similar to those of Brazil’s 
cerrado. He believes that soybeans and corn could be grown 
in these African savannahs.
 Embrapa seems very interested in marketing the 
technology and know-how it has developed to other 
developing countries.

3528. Dorff, Erik. 2007. The soybean, agriculture’s jack-
of-all-trades, is gaining ground across Canada (Web 
article). http://www.statcan.gc.ca/ pub/ 96-325-x/ 2007000/ 
article/10369-eng.pdf. 14 p. Oct. 26. Printed 28 Jan. 2010. [7 
ref]
• Summary: An outstanding overview and description of the 
current status of soybeans in Canada.
 Contents: Introduction. Development of the soybean 
sector in Canada. Growth in soybean area across the country. 
The soybean–an international super-crop. Soybean dollars 
make sense to farmers. One crop, many uses. Food for 
human consumption. Animal feed. Industrial products. 
Soybean not a “has-bean” crop in Canada. The gift of the 
bean (a brief early history of the soybean in the USA and 
Canada). 
 Figures: (1) Gains in soybean area refl ect crop 
development efforts (1951-2006; in 000 hectares). (2) One 
crop many uses. Diagram showing uses as: Food for human 
consumption, animal feed, industrial products. (3) Bred in 
Canada: soybeans of prominence. AC Proteus, Toki (for 
tofu), Nattawa (for natto), Maple Arrow (expanded soybean 
range out of southern Ontario), Maple Presto (the fastest 
maturing soybean). (4) Traditional soy foods: a brief guide 
(with a description of each). Edamame, miso, natto, soy 
sauce, soy milk, tempeh, tofu.
 Tables: (1) Census of agriculture tracks growth in 
soybean area. Gives the area planted in Canada, Prince 
Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, 
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Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta in the census 
years of 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991, 1996, 2001, and 2006. 
Soybeans were planted in each of these provinces in the three 
most recent census years. (2) Top 10 soybean producing 
nations (Average 2000 to 2005): After the USA, Brazil, and 
Argentina, China is 4th, India 5th, Paraguay 6th, Canada 
7th, Bolivia 8th, Indonesia 9th. and Italy 10th. (3) Average 
soybean composition. Columns: Characteristic, oil, feed and 
meal beans, soy milk / tofu soybeans. For the latter: 100 
seeds should weigh more than 20 gm. Colour very light with 
clear hilum, oil content 17-19%, protein content 44-47%, 
soluble sugar content 11-13%, insoluble sugar content 21-
25%, minerals 5%. (4) Nutritional comparisons: Tofu and 
soy milk with ground beef and cow’s milk.
 Maps: (1) Soybeans in Canada (3 maps on one page). 
Map A shows that quite a bit of Quebec’s soybean acreage 
lies south of the Saint Lawrence River, in the region named 
“Southern Quebec” (which includes the Eastern Townships 
at its southernmost area–its south-western end).
 “Until the mid-1970s, soybeans were restricted by 
climate primarily to southern Ontario. Intensive breeding 
programs have since opened up more widespread growing 
possibilities across Canada for this incredibly versatile crop: 
The 1.2 million hectares of soybeans reported on the Census 
of Agriculture in 2006 marked a near eightfold increase 
in area since 1976, the year the ground-breaking varieties 
that perform well in Canada’s shorter growing season were 
introduced” (p. 1).

 “For years, soybeans were being grown in Canada but 
it wasn’t until the Second World War that Statistics Canada 
began to collect data showing the signifi cance of the soybean 
crop, with 4,400 hectares being reported in 1941. In fact, 
one year later the area had jumped nearly fourfold, to 17,000 
hectares. In 1943 a program aimed at actively breeding 
soybeans suitable for southern Ontario was initiated.
 “During the Second World War, North American 
manufacturers used oil from soybeans not only as a food 
but also to produce a wide number of industrial products 
including glycerine for the manufacture of nitroglycerine 
used for explosives and ammunition.
 “By 1951, 62,967 hectares had been planted with 
soybeans (Figure 1), but they were still mostly confi ned to 
southern Ontario, the region with the longest and warmest 
growing season in Canada” (p. 2).
 “It wasn’t until varieties with earlier maturity and 
improved tolerance of cooler climates were successfully 
developed–the ‘Maple’ series of soybean cultivars–that 
signifi cant soybean production was pushed beyond southern 
Ontario. The 1976 release of the Maple Arrow variety in 
particular is credited with expanding the range of soybean 
production into eastern Ontario (Table 1).”
 The “growth between 2001 and 2006 was particularly 
notable in the Prairie provinces, with Manitoba’s soybean 
area increasing sevenfold to over 141,869 hectares and 
its more western neighbours, Saskatchewan and Alberta, 
beginning to actively pursue soybean production. These 
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gains in area were the payoff from research aimed at fi nding 
and breeding soybean varieties suited to the Prairies as well 
as from crop promotion and market development” (p. 5).
 “In the 2006 calendar year, farm cash receipts from 
soybeans amounted to $680 million in Canada, making 
it the fi fth most valuable fi eld crop, trailing canola ($2.5 
billion), wheat ($1.8 billion excluding durum), potatoes 
($899 million) and corn ($753 million). In Ontario, where it 
was also the most planted crop, it was the top crop in terms 
of farm cash receipts, at $547 million, eclipsing the receipts 
from corn ($449 million) and wheat ($275 million)” (p. 6).
 “International trade contributed to the value of soybean 
receipts. Preliminary fi gures place soybean exports at over 
40% (1.5 million tonnes) of the soybeans grown in Canada in 
the 2006 crop year (3.5 million tonnes).
 “Of the four top buyers in 2006, Japan led the list, 
importing $138 million in Canadian soybeans, followed by 
Malaysia ($52 million), the Netherlands ($49 million) and 
Iran ($43 million). At the same time, Canada imported about 
302,000 tonnes of soybeans valued at approximately $81 
million, 99% of which came from the United States” (p. 7). 
Address: Statistics Canada.

3529. Donley, Arvin. 2007. Port expansions keeping 
manufacturers busy: Makers of ship unloading equipment 
report strong demand for their grain handling products 
worldwide. World Grain 25(10):68, 70-71. Oct.
• Summary: Sodrugestvo, a feed manufacturer based in 
Russia, is having two German Multiport ship unloaders 
installed at its soybean processing terminal at the Port of 
Kaliningrad [formerly the Germany city of Königsberg, just 
south of Lithuania] on the Baltic Sea.
 These Multiport unloaders, which can unload 600 tonnes 
(metric tons) per hour, “move soybeans from panamax-sized 
vessels to the recently constructed Sodrugestvo facility, 
which is the largest soybean processing plant in Russia.” A 
color photo shows a Neuro ship unloader installed in 2006 to 
unload wheat for Soya Helas.

3530. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2007. Another record year–1.11 billion 
bushels of U.S. soybeans exported in 2007 marketing year. 
Investing checkoff dollars. 19(2):20-21. Nov.
• Summary: A sidebar shows: “Top 10 U.S. Export 
Destinations of 2007 were:
 “1. China–420 million bushels
 “2. Mexico–141 million bushels
 “3. Japan–116 million bushels
 “4. Taiwan–71 million bushels
 “5. Indonesia–53 million bushels
 “6. Netherlands–52 million bushels
 “7. Germany–38 million bushels
 “8. Egypt–28 million bushels
 “9. Korea–21 million bushels

 “10. Turkey–19 million bushels
 “The United States set another record for exports 
of soybeans during the 2007 marketing year, which was 
completed Aug. 31, 2007. The U.S. exported 1.11 billion 
bushels of soybeans with an approximate value of $10 
billion. This is 18 percent higher than last year’s exports, and 
it is the second record in three years.
 “Soymeal and oil sales are ahead of last year’s pace, but 
that marketing year ended Sept. 30 and year-end fi gures are 
not yet completed. Soymeal exports are 5 percent ahead of 
last year, and soy oil exports are up 77 percent even with the 
increased soy oil use in biodiesel.
 “’Soybeans are the highest-valued U.S. agricultural 
commodity export and contribute a great deal to the balance 
of trade,’ says Brent Babb, director of internal operations 
and program development for the U.S. Soybean Export 
Council (USSEC). ‘On average, 43 percent of U.S. soybean 
production is exported each year.’”
 “’Promotion and market development efforts in 
overseas markets are vital for the competitiveness of the 
soybean farmers in Iowa,’ says Ray Gaesser, past president 
of the Iowa Soybean Association. ‘With every other row 
of soybeans exported, Iowa farmers depend on overseas 
markets to utilize part of the 500 million bushels of soybeans 
we harvest.’
 “In addition to record exports for 2007, the United States 
is starting the 2008 marketing year with a record amount of 
export sales commitments of 297 million bushels. The chart 
above shows 2008 export commitments as of Aug. 16, 2007.
 “Chinese Imports Crucial: Chinese soybean buyers, 
visiting the Midwest last May, exceeded expectations by 
signing 17 contracts worth $2.07 billion with eight U.S. 
soybean export companies at the Chicago Board of Trade 
[Illinois]. The same trade delegation signed another round of 
contracts at the Iowa Statehouse that same week.
 “The contracts signed by Chinese companies apply 
to the 2007-2008 market year, and the volume totals 5.76 
million metric tons, or about 210 million bushels, about one-
half of the 420 million bushels of soybeans that U.S. farmers 
sold during the 2006-2007 market year.
 “The 14-company buying delegation was organized by 
the American Soybean Association–International Marketing, 
the international arm of the U.S. Soybean Export Council, 
with the China Chamber of Commerce for Imports/Exports 
of Foodstuffs, Native Produce and Animal By-Products.
 “The Chinese delegation visit builds on an increasing 
trade relationship between the U.S. and China, which went 
from practically zero U.S. soybean imports in 1998 to 435 
million bushels in the 2004-2005 market year.
 “’The U.S. soy export program to China is a great 
example of how U.S. agriculture is deeply involved in the 
economic development of our trading partners,’ Babb says. 
‘Our ASA- International Marketing activities in China 
provide training And expertise in animal production and 
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aquaculture that provide improved nutritional and economic 
benefi ts. Through USSEC’s network of eight overseas offi ces 
and with support from the soybean checkoff and several 
state soybean organizations, we promote soy product usage 
in animal feed, soyfood and industrial uses in more than 80 
countries.’” Address: ISA Communications Manager.

3531. Lyddon, Chris. 2007. Focus on Bolivia: Although a 
major producer of soy, the South American nation remains 
dependent on wheat and wheat fl our imports. World Grain 
25(11):22, 24-26. Nov.
• Summary: A table titled “Bolivia’s soy complex” shows 
production and exports of soybeans from 2001-02 to 2007-
08* (* = projected), and production, exports, and imports 
of soybean oil for the same years. Production of soybeans 
increased from 830,000 tonnes in 2001-02 to 1,430,000 
tonnes in 2007/08. Production of soybean meal increased 
from 191,000 tonnes in 2001-02 to 328,000 tonnes in 
2007/08; about 64% of this was exported. Production of 
soybean oil increased from 1,245,000 tonnes in 2001-02 to 
2,110 tonnes in 2007/08.

3532. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, 
Urbandale, Iowa). 2007. ASA publishes Soy Stats™ 2007. 
19(3):26. Dec.
• Summary: “Soy Stats™, A Reference Guide To Important 
Soybean Facts & Figures, is a comprehensive resource for 
statistical information about the U.S. soybean industry and 
its relationship to world oilseed production. Publication of 
the Soy Stats Online Guide at SoyStats.com will make this 
information available to millions of people in the United 
States and around the world.
 “Highlights from this year’s guide: Soybeans were 
planted on 75.5 million acres (30.6 million hectares) in 2006, 
producing a record 3.188 billion bushels (86.77 million 
metric tons) of soybeans. The average price paid to farmers, 
$6.20 per bushel ($228 per metric ton). The total 2006 crop 
value exceeded $19.7 billion.
 “In 2006, soybeans represented 57 percent of world 
oilseed production, and 38 percent of those soybeans were 
produced in the United States. The United States exported 
a record 1.1 billion bushels (29.9 million metric tons) of 
soybeans, which accounted for 42 percent of the world’s 
soybean trade.
 “U.S. soybean and product exports were $8.9 billion 
in 2006. China was the largest customer for U.S. soybeans 
with purchases totaling $2.5 billion. Mexico was the second 
largest market for U.S. soybeans with purchases of $906 
million. Other signifi cant buyers included Japan with 
purchases of $863, and the European Union with purchases 
of $720 million.
 “Mexico was the largest customer for U.S. soybean 
meal at $377 million, Canada was second with purchases of 
$283 million, and The Philippines was third with purchases 

of $123 million. Mexico was the largest customer for U.S. 
soybean oil with purchases of $60 million, and China was 
second with purchases of $59 million.
 “Domestically, soybeans provided 75 percent of the 
edible consumption of fats and oils in the United States. The 
domestic crush level was a record 1,780 million bushels 
(48.4 million metric tons), with U.S. ending stocks of 
soybeans at 595 million bushels (16.2 million metric tons).
 “This resource is made possible through the fi nancial 
support of the Illinois Soybean Association, Indiana Soybean 
Alliance, Minnesota Soybean Research & Promotion 
Council, North Dakota Soybean Council, Ohio Soybean 
Council, Iowa Soybean Association, South Dakota Soybean 
Research & Promotion Council and the Kentucky Soybean 
Board.”
 A color photo shows the cover of the square document.

3533. Isett, Christopher Mills. 2007. State, peasant and 
merchant in Qing Manchuria, 1644-1862. Stanford, 
California: Stanford University Press. xx + 418 p. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. [512 + 352 endnotes]
• Summary: This scholarly book discusses soybeans and 
“beancake” (soybean cake or presscake) at length and shines 
new light on both, especially their early history, production 
and trade. See pages 211-14, 221-31, 234-36, 244-51, 256-
59, 262-64, 269, 274.
 There are lengthy endnotes, numbered by chapter. See 
page 355 notes 10, 23, 24; p. 357 notes 30, 31, 32; p. 358 
note 38; p. 360 note 14; p. 361 note 23; p. 362 note 28; p. 
364-65 note 7.
 Page xv: Volume, area and yield are measured in shi, 
mu, and shi/mu respectively. One shi of soybeans is roughly 
130 kg. One mu is 1/15th of a hectare or 1/6th of an acre.
 From the publisher (inside front dust jacket): “This study 
seeks to lay bare the relationship between the sociopolitical 
structures that shaped peasant lives in Manchuria (northeast 
China) during the Qing dynasty and the development of 
that region’s economy. The book is written in three parts. 
It begins with an analysis of the ideological, political, and 
economic interests of the Qing ruling house in defending 
its homeland in the northeast against occupation by non-
Manchus, and examines how these interests informed 
state policy and the reconfi guration of the region’s social 
landscape in the fi rst decades of the dynasty. The book then 
addresses how this agrarian confi guration unraveled under 
challenge from settler peasant communities and gives an 
account of the resulting property and labor regimes. The 
study ends with an account of how that social formation 
confi gured peasant economic behavior and in so doing 
established the limits of economic change and trade growth.”
 Contents: Preface. Measurements and Conventions. 
Maps.
 Introduction.
 Part One: Asserting Hegemony over the Homeland: 
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Dynastic Objectives and the Creation of an Agrarian Order, 
1644-1700: Manchuria’s Place in the Early Imperial Project.
 2. The Agrarian Order in Late Seventeenth-Century 
Manchuria.
 3. The State in the Village.
 Part Two: Peasant and State in the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Centuries
 4. The State and Agrarian Property Relations.
 5. The Social Basis of the Transformation of Agrarian 
Manchuria.
 6. Wage Labor and Wage Relations in Qing Manchuria.
 Part Three: State, Trade, and Peasant Agriculture: 
Developments in the Manchurian Economy
 7. Household Formation, Property Division, and 
Agricultural Change in the Peasant Economy.
 8. The Content and Growth of the Manchurian Trade, 
1700-1860.
 9. State, Merchant, and the Organization of the 
Manchurian Trade.
 Conclusion: Critiques and Alternative.
 Appendix A: Population and Cultivated Area in Qing 
Manchuria.
 Appendix B: Grain Yields in the Qing and Republican 
Eras.
 Notes.
 References and Sources.
 Chinese Glossary.
 Shuang Wen states (p. 5): “The Qing state maintained a 
ban on the exportation of soybeans out of Manchuria in order 
to protect the food supply for the banner men residing in the 
stronghold of the Manchu empire.”
 “The government lifted the ban in 1749, but due to 
restrictions on how much could be transported through the 
customs offi ce at Shanhaiguan, the only exit for Manchurian 
exports, a full-scale trade in soybeans and bean cake did 
not develop until after 1772 when the Qing eliminated all 
domestic restrictions on transporting soybeans and bean cake 
(the hard-pressed residuals after crushing the oil out of the 
whole beans) by sea. Consequently, the soybean cake had 
been transported to Lower Yangzi in East China, Lingnan 
in South China, and Fujian in Southeast China as natural 
fertilizer to enrich the soil depleted from cotton and tobacco 
cultivation.”
 “During the Russo-Japanese War in 1904-05, the 
sudden increase of foreign troops in Manchuria, a major 
theatre of operations, boosted the production of soybeans 
for food provisioning to the combating soldiers and horses. 
As a result, soybean developed another function in the local 
economy, as a cash crop bringing in major foreign revenues 
(10). After winning the war, Japan acquired southern 
Manchuria as its sphere of infl uence.” Address: Assoc. Prof. 
of History, Univ. of Minnesota.

3534. Dutch Soy Coalition (The) (Nederlandse Sojacoalitie). 

2008. Soy: Big business, big responsibility. Addressing 
the social and environmental impact of the soy value 
chain. http://commodityplatform.org /wp/wp-content /
uploads/2008/03 /soja-doorgelic ht-engels-fi nal.pdf. 64 p. 
Feb. Updated in Feb. 2008. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. 1. Soy and the soy value 
chain: What is soy?, what is soy used for?, the origin of soy, 
the role of soy as an export crop, soy and biofuel, soy and 
international trade agreements, the market players and the 
production process. 2. The negative side of soy cultivation: 
Introduction, environmental problems, erosion and soil 
degradation, social problems, genetic manipulation, the 
dominance of agri-multinationals and the use of pesticides. 
3. The role of the Netherlands: Introduction, the consumer, 
Dutch companies in the soy value chain, Dutch factory 
farming. 4. Making the soy value chain more responsible–a 
perspective for soy production countries: Introduction, 
stopping the expansion of soy, better agricultural techniques, 
agro-ecological farming. 5. Making the soy value chain 
more responsible a perspective for the Netherlands and 
Europe: Introduction, role of citizens and consumers, role of 
companies, role of the government. 6. Conclusion: Sources.
 The major concerns of this paper are: (1) The huge 
negative environmental and health impact of feeding huge 
amounts of soybean meal to animals, then eating those 
animals. (2) Destruction of the Amazon rain forest by 
clearing border areas for planting soybeans. (2) Genetic 
engineering of soybeans, which (above all) threatens soybean 
genetic diversity.
 Note: This was translated from the Dutch original 
by Karin Engelbrecht. The original Dutch-language title 
of this book is: Soja Doorgelicht: De Schaduwzijde van 
een wonderboon [The soybean scrutinized: The dark side 
a wonder bean] (64 p.). This was translated in several 
languages including Portuguese (Brazil) and English. 
Address: Netherlands.

3535. Seedling (Quarterly Newsletter of Genetic Resources 
Action International, Barcelona, Spain). 2008. Indonesians 
take action over soya prices. April. p. 24.
• Summary: “In January 2008 about 10,000 people took 
to the streets in Jakarta to complain about the rising cost 
of soya, one of Indonesia’s staple foods.” The cause was 
higher shipping (petroleum) costs and higher world prices for 
soybeans [due in part to demand for biodiesel].
 The president was forced to announce emergency 
measures to boost local soybean production. Indonesia now 
imports two-thirds of the soybeans it consumes.

3536. U.S. Soybean Export Council (USSEC). 2008. 
Members: As of May 1, 2008 (Web article). http://www.
asaim.org.tw/Membership.pdf. 3 p.
• Summary: Website: www.ussoyexports.org. Contents: 
Exporter class: Bartlett Grain Co. (Kansas City, MO 
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[Missouri]). Blue Grass Farms of Ohio (Jeffersonville, OH). 
Brushvale Seed, Inc. (Breckenridge, MN [Minnesota]). 
CHS, Inc. Soy Flour Division (Mankato, MN). DeBruce 
Grain, Inc. (Kansas City, MO). The DeLong Company, 
Inc. (Clinton, WI [Wisconsin]). Grain Millers Specialty 
Products (Eden Prairie, MN). Jeneil Biotech, Inc. (Saukville, 
WI). Knewtson Soy Products LLP (Good Thunder, MN). 
Lansing Trade Group, LLC (Newark, OH). Latham Farms, 
LLC (Alexander, Iowa). Microsoy Corporation (Jefferson, 
IA). Midamar Corp. (Cedar Rapids, IA). Missouri Food & 
Fiber, Inc. (Harrisonville, MO). Northland Organic Food 
Corporation (St. Paul, MN). NeCo Seeds (Garden City, 
MO). Owensboro Grain Company (Owensboro, Kentucky). 
Perdue Agri Business, Grains & Oilseed Division LLC 
(Salisbury, Maryland). SB & B Foods, Inc. (Casselton, North 
Dakota). SunOpta Company (Sandusky, Michigan). The 
Scoular Company (Minneapolis, MN). The Seed Company 
(Lynnville, IA). SK Food International, Inc. (Fargo, North 
Dakota). Unity Seed Company (Casselton, ND). Address: 
12125 Woodcrest Executive Drive, Suite 140 St. Louis, 
Missouri 63141. Phone: 314-985-0988 or 1-800-408-4993.

3537. Goldsmith, Peter D. 2008. Soybean production and 
processing in Brazil. In: Lawrence A. Johnson et al. eds. 
2008. Soybeans: Chemistry, Production, Processing, and 
Utilization. Urbana, Illinois: AOCS Press. viii + 842 p. See 
p. 773-798. Chap. 21. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soybean industry in 
Brazil: Production and yield, prices. Cost of production: 
costs of addressing Asian soybean rust, costs of 
transportation, soybean processing, Brazil’s soybean 
crushing plants, crush margin, trade, conclusion.
 Figures show: (1) Graph of world soybean production, 
1981-2003. (2) Graph of global soybean market shares, 
1961-2003. (3) Pie chart of world soybean crushing capacity 
shares in 2005. (4) Graph of leading soybean meal producers, 
1990-2002. (5) Graph of pork and poultry production in 
China and Brazil, 1961-2003. (6) Graph of Brazil soybean 
production and area harvested, 1990-2005. (7) Graph of 
Brazil soybean yield and value of the national crop, 1998-
2005. (8) Graph of Brazilian soybean production by state, 
1990-2006. (9) Bar chart of selected regional average 
soybean prices in Brazil, 2003-2006. (10) Graph of monthly 
average prices in Chicago, Mato Grosso, and Parana, 2003-
2006. (11) Graph of local soybean price differences (US$) 
with Ponta Grossa and Parana, 2003-2006. (12) 3D bar chart 
show the cost of soybean production comparison for Center-
West Brazil with the Midwest in the Unites States. (13) Pie 
chart of soybean operating costs in the Center-West Brazil in 
2006. (14) Graph of costs associated with Asian soybean rust 
in Brazil in Mato Grosso, Brazil, 2000-2006. (15) Shaded 
maps of progression of rust impacts in Brazil, 2002-2006. 
(16) Graph of annual average prices (F.O.B.) in Paranagua, 
Brazil, 1998-2006. (17) Graph of ratio of price of oil to the 

price of meal at Paranagua, Brazil, 1998-2006. (18) Pie 
chart of Brazilian soybean crushing capacity (percentage of 
national total) in 2006. (19) Bar chart and graph of overview 
of Brazilian crushing plants in 2006. (20) Graph of average 
crush margins in Brazil, 1998-2006. (21) 3D bar chart of 
annual average soybean, oil and meal prices, 1998-2006. 
(22) Bar chart of average monthly plant utilization in Brazil, 
2000-2006. (23) 3D bar chart of average monthly crush 
margin range, 1998-2006. (24) Graph of seasonal variability 
in Brazil crush margins, 1998-2006. (25) Pie charts of the 
world’s leading soybean, oil, and meal exporters in 2005. 
(26) Graph of soybean meal domestic use rates, 1976-2002.
 Tables: (1) Costs of production for Center-West Brazil, 
2000-2006. Note: Center-West is a region in Brazil. (2) 
Cost of transportation in Brazil. (3) Statistical relationships 
between soybeans, meal, oil, and crush margin in Brazil, 
1998-2006. (4) Brazil’s leading soybean trading partners in 
2007. Address: Soybean Industry Endowed Associate Prof. 
in Agricultural Strategy, Dep. of Agricultural and Consumer 
Economics; Executive Director, National Soybean Research 
Lab., Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL 61801.

3538. Pérez, Mamerto; Schlesinger, Sergio; Wise, Timothy 
A. 2008. The promise and perils of agricultural trade 
liberalization: Lessons from Latin America. Washington, 
DC: Washington Offi ce on Latin America; Medfor, 
Massachusetts: Global Development and Environment 
Institute at Tufts University. ii + 34 p. http://ase.tufts.edu/
gdae/Pubs/rp/AgricWGReportJuly08.pdf June. [21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Executive Summary: A New 
Approach to U.S. Policies.
 Introduction: The False Promise of Export Agriculture, 
Limited Impacts of Northern Liberalization, New Sources of 
Demand, New Challenges. The Perils of Liberalization for 
Family Farmers.
 Mexico: NAFTA’s Legacy.
 The Promise: The South American Soy Boom: Brazil: 
Winning Markets, Losing Development? Argentina: Betting 
on Transgenic Soy, Bolivia: Peripheral Development in 
Soybeans, Conclusions: The Limited Promise of Export 
Agriculture.
 The Perils for Small-Scale Farmers: Bolivia: The 
Peasant Economy Under Threat, Brazil: Family Farmers in 
the Land of Agribusiness, El Salvador: The Rise in Food 
Dependence, Maize–Rising Imports, Stagnant Production.
 Conclusions and Recommendations: On Agricultural 
Trade Liberalization, On Export Agriculture and the South 
American Soy Boom, Conclusion: The Promise and the 
Peril.
 Endnotes. Address: 1. Independent researcher, Bolivia; 
2. Brazil; 3. e Deputy Director of the Global Development 
and Environment Institute (GDAE) at Tufts Univ., Medford, 
Massachusetts.
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3539. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 2008. Soybean 
production, imports, and crushing (to make soybean oil and 
meal) in the Caribbean. www.fas.usda.gov.
• Summary: USDA’s Production, supply & distribution 
(PS&D) database gives statistics on soybean production and 
crushing worldwide in spreadsheet form. The only Caribbean 
country for which soybean production is given (in metric 
tons) is Jamaica, as follows: 1984/85 = 1,000. 1985/86 = 
1,000. 1986/87 = 2,000. Thereafter production is zero up 
to the present. In short (according to USDA statistics), the 
Caribbean / West Indies is presently an insignifi cant producer 
of soybeans.
 Only two countries are importing soybeans in market 
year 2008/09: Cuba is importing 180,000 tonnes (metric 
tons) and Barbados is importing 25,000 tons. Most of Cuba’s 
imported soybeans are crushed to make soybean oil and 
meal, or are used to make drinkable soy yogurt–a low-cost 
and nutritious alternative to cow’s milk.
 The statistics from this same database on soybean 
crushing show much more activity. Six countries crush 
soybeans. Cuba, the leading soybean crusher in the 
Caribbean, began in 1964/65 with a crush of 20,000 tonnes 
(metric tons), increased to 35,000 tonnes in 1966/67, 
decreased to only 5,000 tons during 1970-1973, increased 
back to 20,000 tons during 1973-1976, dropped back to zero 
during 1978-82, increased to 33,000 in 1984/85, dropped 
back to less than 10,000 from 1986-2000, then began a 
steady increase to 175,000 tonnes in 2008/09.
 Barbados began in 1995/96 with a crush of 15,000 
tonnes (metric tons) and increased steadily to a crush of 
25,000 tons in 2008/09.
 Trinidad and Tobago began in 1984/85 with a crush of 
1,000 tonnes (metric tons), increased to a peak of 140,000 
tons in 1992/93, then fell to zero by 2006/07.
 The Dominican Republic began in 1972/73 with a crush 
of 12,000 tonnes (metric tons), increased to a peak of 48,000 
tons in 1988/89, then fell to zero by 1996/97.
 Haiti began in 1980/81 with a crush of 23,000 tonnes 
(metric tons), increased to a peak of 85,000 tons in 1983/83, 
then fell to zero by 1986/87.
 Jamaica began in 1967/68 with a crush of 1,000 tonnes 
(metric tons), increased to a peak of 74,000 tons in 1982/83, 
then fell to zero by 1996/97.

3540. Seed World. 2008. Product news. 146(8):24. Oct.
• Summary: “Monsanto Co. has received regulatory approval 
in China for the importation of Roundup Ready 2 Yield 
soybeans.” In 2007, China imported approximately 38% of 
all U.S. soybean exports, making it the largest purchaser of 
U.S. soybeans.

3541. Associated Press. 2008. As prices for U.S. soybeans 
rise, so does hunger in Indonesia: The country relies on 
imports to produce staples such as tempeh and tofu. But with 

costs soaring, producers and vendors are cutting back or 
going out of business. Los Angeles Times. Nov. 2.
• Summary: Many of Indonesia’s poor have long relied on 
tempeh and tofu and tasty, nutritious, low-cost sources of 
protein and basic food. But now the cost of the two foods has 
doubled, driven by the soaring price of soybeans imported 
from the United States.
 The same problem is found in countries worldwide. 
During the past 10 years, Indonesia–a nation of 220 million 
people–went from growing more than half its soybeans, 
to importing 70% of its needs from the USA. This is the 
negative side of globalization. Address: Los Angeles Times.

3542. Lyddon, Chris. 2008. Global grain trade review: 
Volatility the dominant factor in the ‘wildest 12 month 
history of the grain market.’ World Grain 26(11):26-33. Nov.
• Summary: A table titled “Global grain trade activity (in 
1,000 tonnes)” gives the following statistics for soybeans: 
2007-08 Top exporters: 1. United States 31,434. 2. Brazil 
25,500. 3. Argentina 13,500. 4. Paraguay 5,080. 5. Canada 
1,825. World total 78,968 (+15% over last year).
 Top soybean importers: China 36,500. E.U.-27 15,400. 
3. Japan 4,050. 4. Mexico 3,750. 5. Argentina 2,950.
 Also gives the top 5 importers and exporters of soybean 
meal for 2007-08. Exporters include: 4. India 4,850. 5. 
Paraguay 1,112. World total 56,2062 (+6%). Top importers: 
1. E.U.-27 23,900. 2. Indonesia 2,400. 3. Vietnam 2,400. 4. 
Thailand 1,950. 5. Korea 1,835.
 Various factors have been cited as the cause of this 
volatility: (1) Energy policy–using maize, rapeseed, and 
soybeans to make biofuels. (2) Commodity speculators–who 
can make prices rise faster than they would otherwise. (3) 
Hedge fund position limits. (4) Government intervention by 
embargoes and export taxes. (5) The low value of the U.S. 
dollar. (6) The long term trend (spanning about 15 years) 
of declining wheat acres. (7) Fundamentally tight stocks. 
(8) Disruption of supply by things like fl oods. Address: 
European editor; chris.lyddon@ntlworld.com.

3543. McClinton, Lorne. 2008. China rising: Chinese 
affl uence is rapidly reshaping world food markets. Furrow 
(The) (John Deere Co., Moline, Illinois) 113(7):10-13. Sept/
Oct.
• Summary: China has a huge and growing appetite for 
meat. Twenty years ago, China grew almost all the soybeans 
it consumed. But today China imports 35 million tonnes 
(metric tons) of soybeans; about one-third of these, some 420 
million bushels in 2007, came from the USA. China buys 
about 40% of U.S. soybean exports, or about 12% of the 
annual U.S. soybean crop.

3544. Sosland, Morton I. 2008. Consequences from growing 
wheat in foreign countries. World Grain 26(11):6. Nov.
• Summary: In 1973, when Richard Nixon was president 
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of the U.S., soaring grain and soybean prices “prompted 
him to impose an embargo on U.S. soybean shipments. This 
controversial move led Japan, as a major importer of U.S. 
soybeans, to foster production of this crop in Argentina and 
Brazil.”
 This was an early example of “contract production,” 
which is now looming as one of the more controversial 
issues facing the global grain industry. Saudi Arabia, for 
example, trying to secure its food supply, is seeking to 
purchase cropland in lots no smaller than 250,000 acres 
in countries like Sudan, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan, and Libya. 
Some have decried this as “Neo-colonialism,” since the 
land will be used to grow crops for export, regardless of the 
food supply in the area where the crops are grown. Address: 
Editor-in-chief.

3545. World Grain. 2008. News review: E.U. keeps zero 
tolerance biotech policy in place for imports. 26(11):12. Nov.
• Summary: Zero tolerance means that shipments containing 
even the smallest amount of genetically engineered material 
can be rejected. E.U. biotech companies, farmers, and feed 
importers requested that the policy be changed to increase 
the tolerance.

3546. Soyatech, LLC. 2008. Soya & Oilseed Bluebook 
2009: The annual directory of the world oilseed industry. Bar 
Harbor, Maine: Soyatech. 426 p. Dec. Comprehensive index. 
Advertiser index. Statistical conversions. 28 cm.
• Summary:  This is the 3rd year in a row that the Bluebook 
(a $95 value) has been sent free of charge to qualifi ed 
industry members. On the cover is a farmer, wearing blue 
jeans, a red short and red cap, standing in a fi eld of soybeans, 
with a cloudy blue sky overhead. The oilseeds covered 
in this book are (alphabetically): Canola, coconut, corn, 
cottonseed, fl axseed, hempseed, jatropha, linseed, palm, 
peanut, rapeseed, saffl ower, soya, sunfl owerseed–the same as 
last year.
 Soybean statistics are given as follows:
 Production (pages 349-54):
 U.S. Soybean: Planting & Harvesting Dates
 U.S. Soybean: Acreage, Yield & Production
 U.S. Soybean: Harvested Acreage by State
 U.S. Soybean: Planted Acreage by State
 U.S. Soybean: Yield by State
 U.S. Soybean: Production by State
 Argentina Soybean: Production & Yield by Province
 Brazil Soybean: Production & Yield by State
 Canada Soybean: Production, Yield & Value
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 Canada Soybean: Production, Supply & Utilization
 World Soybean: Production & Area Harvested
 Crop Marketing & Value (p. 355-56):
 U.S. Soybean: Crop Value, U.S. and Major Producing 
States
 U.S. Soybean: Prices Received by Farmers
 U.S. Soybean: Prices of No. 1 Yellow
 U.S. Soybean: Price Support Operations
 Processing & Products (p. 357-61):
 U.S. Soybean: Supply, Disposition, Acreage, Yield & 
Price
 U.S. Soybean Products: Value & Crush Margin Per 
Bushel
 U.S. Soybean Meal & Oil: Supply & Disposition
 U.S. Soybean Meal: Average Wholesale Price
 U.S. Soybean Meal: Stocks, Production & 
Disappearance By Month
 U.S. Soybean Oil: Utilization
 U.S. Soybean Oil: Prices
 U.S. Soybean Oil: Supply, Distribution & Price
 Argentina Soybeans & Products: Supply & Distribution
 Brazil Soybeans & Products: Supply & Distribution
 Export (p. 362-66):
 U.S. Soybean Exports: By Region, Country & Total 
Value
 U.S. Soybean Cake & Meal Exports: By Region, 
Country and Total Value
 U.S. Soybean Oil Exports: By Region, Country & Total 
Value
 U.S. Soybean Exports: By Port & Destination
 Brazil Soybean & Product Exports: By Country
 U.S. Soybean Exports: By Month
 On the inside front cover is a color ad from Tramco–”the 
world’s most complete line of chain and enclosed belt 
conveyors.” On the fi rst page is a full page color ad from 
Bunge North America (St. Louis, Missouri); on the next page 
a full page color ad from desmet ballestra–which supplies 
healthy technologies for oils containing zero trans fat. 
SunOpta has a full-page ad on page 4.
 On the back cover is a full page color ad from ADM 
titled “Breathtaking” showing a man leaping off a cliff high 
above a green valley. The text: “ADM breaths new life into 
functional foods with its all-natural NutriSoy soy isolates. 
Water washed to leave many nutrients intact.”
 In the Foreword, Joe Jordan (General manager and 
Bluebook content director) writes about feeding the world’s 
population of 6 billion 700 million. Peter Golbitz is no 
longer with the company he founded (see 2008 interview). 
Address: 1369 State Hwy 102, P.O. Box 84, Bar Harbor, 
Maine 04609. Phone: 207.288.4969.

3547. Roberts, Paul. 2008. The end of food. Boston, 
Massachusetts: Houghton Miffl in Co. xxvi + 390 p. Index. 
24 cm. [50 + 62 endnotes]

• Summary: Outstanding! A well researched, carefully 
documented, and well written book. “For anyone concerned 
about the future of food, this is an indispensable book”–
Michael Pollan (from dust jacket).
 Contents: Starving for progress. It’s so easy now. Buy 
one, get one free. Tipping the scales. Eating for strength. The 
end of hunger. We are what we eat. In the long run. Magic 
pills. Food fi ght. Epilogue: Nouvelle cuisine.
 Soybeans are discussed as follows: U.S. role in the 
world soybean market (p. 25). Surpluses (p. 122-23). China 
becomes a net exporter of soybeans in the 1980s (p. 126, 
138). China begins importing soybeans in the mid-1990s. 
Soybean gold rush in Argentina and Brazil (p. 138-40). 
Soybean prices (p. 212). Transgenic (genetically engineered) 
soybeans (p. 243, 246, 256, 262).
 Publishers description of book: “The bestselling author 
of The End of Oil turns his attention to food and fi nds that the 
system entrusted with meeting one of the most basic needs 
is dramatically failing us. With his trademark comprehensive 
global approach, Roberts investigates the startling truth about 
the modern food system.” Paul Roberts was born on 2 Aug. 
1961. On the inside rear dust jacket is a brief biography with 
a larger color portrait photo. Address: Author, The End of 
Oil.

3548. Soyatech; HighQuest Partners LLC. 2008. How the 
global oilseed and grain trade works. Southwest Harbor, 
Maine; Topsfi eld, Massachusetts. 80 p. Prepared for United 
Soybean Board (USB) and U.S. Soybean Export Council 
(USSEC).
• Summary: A comprehensive, in-depth overview for both 
beginners and experts.
 Contents: Introduction–History of the Soybean Trade, 
Modern Uses of Soybeans, Trends and Developments 
Affecting the Use of Soybeans, Recent Trends in Trade, 
Overview of Major Origination and Consumption Countries.
 Section 1–Competitiveness of Soybeans and Other 
Oilseeds: Competitive Oilseeds, Protein and Oil Content.
 Section 2–Seed Technology: Major Players in Seed 
Technology (Monsanto, DuPont and Syngenta), Research 
and Development in Seeds, Relationships with Major 
Soybean Processors, Persuading Farmers to Use New 
Seeds, Profi ts and Premiums, Impact of Traits on Production 
Techniques and Sustainability, Successes and Barriers to 
Entry.
 Section 3–Production-Growers: World Soybean 
Growing Regions, Factors That Explain the Ongoing Shift 
in World Production to Brazil and Argentina, U.S. Soybean 
Growing Regions, The Grower’s Role in the Global Soybean 
Trade, Planting Decisions, Seeds and Crop Inputs, How and 
Where Growers Sell Their Crops.
 Section 4–Quality: Soybean Quality, Cleaning in Brazil 
and the U.S., Soybean Meal Quality.
 Section 5–Grain Elevators: Purchasing the Crop, 
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Elevator Marketing Options, How Elevators Sell Their 
Crops, Blending, Interior Elevators, River Elevators and 
Export Terminals.
 Section 6–Processor Soybean Crusher: How a Soybean 
Processing Facility Operates, 5 Steps of Hexane Extraction 
(Handling and Elevator Operations, Preparation and 
Conditioning, Solvent Extraction and Oil Desolventizing, 
Flake Desolventizing, Oil Refi ning), Further Oil Processing, 
Crush Margin Review, Decision of When to Crush, Selling 
End Products, Pricing Each Leg of the Soybean Complex, 
Incidental Input Costs,
 Section 7–Transportation Logistics: Transportation, 
Growers, Elevators, Soybean Processors, International Sales.
 Section 8–Risk Management Tools: Risk and Markets, 
Brief History of Agricultural Futures and Options, Brief 
Description of Each Financial Instrument, (Futures Options 
on Futures, Commodity Swaps, Spreads / Straddles), Basis, 
Chicago Board of Trade Price, Basis Impacting Trade 
Volumes, Risk Management Tools, How Commodity Funds 
and Indexes Affect Chicago Board of Trade Prices,
 Section 9–End Customers and Users. Soybeans, 
Soybean Meal and Soybean Oil: First-Tier Customers in 
Domestic Markets, First-Tier Customers in the International 
Markets (Soybeans, Soybean Meal, Soybean Oil), Major 
Grain Trading Companies (ADM, Bunge, Cargill, Louis 
Dreyfus), How International Sales Work, Competitiveness of 
U.S. Soybeans and Products, in the Export Market.
 Section 10–Conclusions, Trade Flows (Soybeans, 
Soybean Meal, Soybean Oil), Description of the U.S. as 
Residual Supplier for International Market, Soybeans and 
Soybean Products Originated in South America are Cheaper 
than Those Originated in the U.S., How Can the U.S. 
Become the Dominant Supplier of Soybeans, Meal and Oil?
 Appendix: Countries in Each Region of Trade Matrix, 
International Trade Flow Chart, World and U.S. Soybean 
Supply & Demand, 2002/03–2006/07 Tables, Major Import 
Regions for Global Soybean Supply, Index of Maps, Tables 
and Graphs.
 The Introduction–History of the Soybean Trade begins: 
“Soybeans have been cultivated in China for over 5,000 
years for food and as a source of drugs. In 2853 B.C., the 
Emperor Shen-nung named soybeans as one of the fi ve 
sacred plants, with rice, wheat, barley and millet.”
 Note: What terms does the report use to discuss genetic 
engineering? The terms “biotechnology” and “biotech” are 
used a total of 5 times. The term “genetically modifi ed” is 
used 3 times, but its abbreviation, GMO, is used 33 times. 
The terms “genetically engineered” or “genetic engineering” 
are not used at all. Address: Washington, DC.

3549. Conlon, Michael. 2009. The history of U.S. soybean 
exports to Japan. GAIN Report (Global Agriculture 
Information Network) No. JA9502. 14 p. Jan. 20. [42 ref]
• Summary: An excellent, very readable historical summary. 

Contents: Introduction: The amazing soybean. The Auckland. 
Perry and the black ships. William Morse: USDA’s plant 
explorer in Japan and the father of soybeans in America. U.S. 
Market development efforts in Japan. Recent activities in 
market development. End notes.
 Page 7: “In the late 1940s, ASA began to look at 
international markets because of the sharp increase in 
domestic production and Japan offered terrifi c opportunities 
for U.S. producers. Japan began importing small quantities 
of U.S. soybeans in 1946, when it bought 3,441 metric 
tons. By 1955, that quantity had soared to 572,050 metric 
tons, making Japan the largest overseas market for U.S. 
soybeans. Nonetheless, there were issues such as high 
foreign matter content and the lack of understanding on 
the part of American growers about Japan’s soybean needs 
(endnote 25). William Termohlen, the agricultural attaché 
in Japan at the time, believing that there were tremendous 
opportunities in Japan for U.S. soybeans requested that an 
ASA representative be sent to Japan to study the market. In 
late 1955, George Strayer, ASA’s fi rst executive offi cer, with 
funding from FAS, spent almost two months in Japan talking 
to soybean product producers and government offi cials. 
From his time in the country, Strayer became a major 
proponent for U.S. soybeans in Japan. In a 1955 edition of 
Soybean Digest, he announced to the American farmer that 
“Soybeans are the life blood of Japan. They are an absolute 
necessity, for they are the food of the people” (26).
 “On February 7, 1956, ASA and FAS signed a 
cooperator agreement, allocating $100,000 in P.L. 480 
proceeds to cover activities in Japan and Germany for one 
year (27). The fi rst activities in Japan included funding a 
survey on quality of soybeans exported from the United 
States under the new grain grading standards for soybeans, 
sending a Japanese team to the United States, and 
establishing an offi ce in Japan to carry out the program.
 “Japanese manufacturers and associations were quick 
to realize the benefi t of increasing domestic soybean 
consumption. In April, 1956, ASA entered into an agreement 
with several Japanese industry organizations to create 
the Japanese American Soybean Institute (JASI). JASI 
was composed of the leading Japanese soybean user 
organizations: soy oil/meal processors, producers of tofu, 
miso, and soy sauce, and the oil and fat importers and 
exporters. Expenses of the new offi ce were borne jointly 
by ASA and the Japanese industry. Before JASI, there had 
been no such thing as a soy food association in Japan where 
producers of the various soy foods met to discuss common 
problems and areas of cooperation. Thus, JASI opened new 
channels of communication among Japanese involved with 
soybeans as well as among Americans and Japanese.”
 Page 9: “In 1957, ASA and FAS sponsored Dr. A.K. 
Smith of the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service (ARS) 
to visit Japan to study soybean utilization. He found that only 
a limited amount of U.S. soybeans were used to produce 
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soy foods (36). The following year, under a cooperative 
agreement between FAS, ARS and ASA, two Japanese 
scientists went to work with Dr. Smith at USDA’s Peoria 
[Illinois] Labs for ten months to determine which U.S. 
soybean varieties were good for tofu and miso. The scientists 
identifi ed two varieties, Hawkeye and Harosoy, and the 
Japanese industries started using these varieties of soybeans 
for food products (37). By the late 1950s, the image of soy 
food changed to ‘wholesome and nutritious.’”
 Page 10: “In 1965, ASA sponsored six technicians of 
the Japanese Margarine Makers Association to visit the 
Miami Margarine Company in Cincinnati, Ohio to study 
how to make margarine using soy oil (40). Upon their return, 
they made “Uni-Soya” margarine from soy oil, which was 
cosponsored by ASA, JOPA, and the Margarine Association. 
Uni-Soya margarine was distributed to consumers in 
Tokyo and Osaka and became the fi rst margarine in Japan 
made from soy oil. Because of this project, soy oil use for 
margarine production signifi cantly increased.”
 Page 11: “The 1973 U.S. soybean embargo, 
unfortunately, caused some anxiety in the strong relationship 
between the United States and Japan. Soybeans were in short 
supply in the middle of 1973, and as an infl ation-fi ghting 
measure, on June 27, the U.S. Secretary of Commerce 
imposed an export embargo on soybeans, cottonseed, and 
various meal and oil products from these commodities. 
Less than a week later, on July 2, the embargo was lifted. 
The embargo actually did not affect the volume of soybean 
exports to Japan as the country imported a record volume 
from the United States in 1973. However, since Japan relied 
on the United States for this food staple (in 1973 the United 
States accounted for over 88 percent of Japan soybean 
imports) the embargo sent shock waves through the Japanese 
government and food sector.
 “USDA took quick action to relieve Japan’s feeling of 
vulnerability. In early 1974, Secretary of Agriculture Earl 
Butz took a trip to Asia and Japan to assure the Japanese 
that “we made a mistake” and that the United States would 
never embargo food products again and that we were a 
reliable supplier. Secretary Butz and the Japanese Minister 
of Agriculture Abe met in Washington, DC on August 
12, 1975. The Butz-Abe Understanding grew out of this 
meeting, where the United States agreed to supply Japan 
with certain minimum levels of grains and soybeans that 
were discussed in the August 12th meeting. The annual 
amounts were 3 million tons of wheat, 3 million tons of 
soybeans and 8 million tons for feeding. In all three years 
of the Understanding (1976-78) the minimum levels were 
exceeded.
 “Every year since 1985, ASA Japan has hosted a 
Soybean Quality Conference to discuss customer concerns, 
provide the latest information on the quality of the new U.S. 
crop, and get the Japanese industry’s insights and estimates 
of future needs. Around 200 participants, from crushers and 

traders to food manufacturers and the media, attend each 
year. The Conference in Japan has proved so successful that 
ASA now holds them in South Korea, China and Taiwan.”
 Figures show: (1) Bar chart of U.S. soybean exports to 
Japan (1,000 metric tons). They grew from 3.4 in 1946, to 
572 in 1955, to 1,021 in 1960, to 2,001 in 1968, to 3,126 in 
1972 to a peak of 4,646 in 1983, falling to 3,325 in 2007.
 Photos show: (1) A farmer on a treadmill in a canal 
causing water to be lifted from the canal to irrigate a fi eld 
of crops (Source: The Dorsett-Morse Expedition, at USDA 
National Agricultural Library). (2) A horse pulling a plow in 
a wet fi eld as two farmers work with it. (3) George Strayer 
and his wife en route to Japan in 1955. (4) ASA Kitchen on 
wheels in Japan. (5) U.S. Soybean Seminar at the U.S. Trade 
Center in Tokyo.
 A table shows the names ASA Japan country directors 
and the years each served. 1956-69 Shizuka Hayashi. 1972-
73 Scott Sawyers. 1973-74 Howard Ackers. 1974-78 Lloyd 
Reed. 1978-83 Gil Griffi s. 1983-87 Gunnar Lynum. 1987-
93 Lars Wiederman. 1994-98 Kent Nelson. 1998-01 James 
Echle. 2001-02 Keiichi Ohara. 2002-08 Takehiko Nishio. 
2008 Oct. 24-present LaVerne Brabant; he was named by the 
U.S. Soybean Export Council. Address: Agricultural Trade 
Offi cer, FAS, Japan.

3550. King, Michael. 2009. The Noble endeavor: From 
asset-light to infrastructure powerhouse, the Noble Group’s 
transformation is yielding record returns. World Grain 
27(2):30, 32-35. Feb.
• Summary: In 2004-05, the Noble Group, one of the 
world’s most successful commodity traders, was listed 
as headquartered in Singapore. Today, in early 2009, 
headquartered in Hong Kong, China, it has become a 
commodities giant. Last year Noble fi rst appeared in the 
Fortune Global 500 at 349; it now operates more than 100 
offi ces in over 40 countries. In 2008 revenues are expected to 
be about $30 billion and profi ts about $1.5 billion.
 While Noble is not yet in the same league as Cargill, 
ADM, BHP Billiton [the world’s largest mining company], 
or Rio Tinto [A British-Australian mining and natural 
resources group], it probably soon will be.
 Noble now accounts for about 10% of soybean exports 
from South America and controls about 25,000 hectares of 
land for oilseed and grain production. Noble Argentina is 
now building a state-of-the-art soybean crushing plant, with 
a capacity of 2.7 million tons a year, at the Port of Timbues. 
It also has port assets in Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay.

3551. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 2009. Present 
status of soybeans in Central America: Production, imports, 
and crushing (to make soybean oil and meal). www.fas.usda.
gov.
• Summary: USDA’s Production, supply & distribution 
(PS&D) database gives statistics on soybean production and 
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crushing worldwide in spreadsheet form. For the marketing 
year 2007/08:
 Production of soybeans (in 1,000 metric tons): Mexico 
76, Guatemala 36, Nicaragua 2.
 Imports of soybeans (in 1,000 metric tons): Mexico 
3,650, Costa Rica 240, Guatemala 25, Panama 4.
 Imports of soybean oil (in 1,000 metric tons): Mexico 
230, Guatemala 93, Panama 28, Nicaragua 27, El Salvador 
20.
 Imports of soybean meal (in 1,000 metric tons): Mexico 
1,475, Guatemala 295, El Salvador 171, Panama 155, 
Honduras 135, Nicaragua 72, Costa Rica 40.
 Crushing of soybeans (to make oil and meal) (in 1,000 
metric tons): Mexico 3,700 (down from 4,610 in 2000/01), 
Panama 4,000.

3552. Kastel, Mark. 2009. Cornucopia Institute provides 
further clarifi cation on Silk importation of soybeans 
from China. http://www.organicconsumers.org/articles/
article_18064.cfm#. 2 p.
• Summary: “1. Silk, a pioneering brand [of soymilk] in the 
organic marketplace, used 100% organic soybeans in their 
products prior to their acquisition by Dean Foods.
 “2. Dean Foods is an $11 billion agribusiness giant and 
the largest milk processor in the United States. They own 
over 50 milk labels around the country, including Horizon 
Organic, a brand that heavily depends on factory farms each 
milking thousands of cows.
 “3. According to reports by farmers and farmer-owned 
cooperatives, after Dean Foods purchased the company, they 
discontinued buying some or all of their organic soybeans 
from domestic organic producers and told the farmers that 
their decision was based on price–a price that American 
farmers could not match.
 “4. Dean Foods gradually started introducing additional 
varieties and fl avors [of Silk], many made with ‘natural’ 
soybeans. These are conventional soybeans. The percentage 
of their products manufactured with organic soybeans 
declined steadily over the years, and recently plummeted.
 “5. Dean Foods’ statement about buying all North 
American soybeans was recently put up, presumably, since 
we had announced the imminent release of our report. 
We have no way of verifying whether the information is 
accurate. Unlike their two competitors in the refrigerated 
dairy case (Organic Valley and Wildwood), Dean Foods 
refused to transparently participate in Cornucopia’s study–
depriving their customers of an independently verifi ed 
review of their practices.
 “6. In terms of Dean Foods buying a ‘small portion’ 
of their soybeans from China in the past, that seems to 
contradict the reports from organic growers in the United 
States, and the company has never released any hard data on 
their purchases.
 “7. Recently, Dean Foods reformulated their Silk 

product line changing almost all their products over to 
‘natural’ (conventional) soybeans. They did this, quietly, 
without telling retailers or changing the UPC code numbers 
on the products. Many retailers reported that they didn’t fi nd 
out until their customers noticed and complained.
 “8. To add insult to injury, not only did the price of 
Silk products not go down when they converted to cheaper 
conventional soybeans, but they now reintroduced three 
products with organic soybeans and raised the price on those. 
Greedy profi teering plain and simple.
 “On a recent visit to Whole Foods in Milwaukee (May, 
2009) the store was offering 25 different Silk soy milk 
products, in different sizes and fl avors, including creamers, 
of which only one (1) was organic. So much for Dean 
Foods and their WhiteWave division’s commitment to the 
environment, consumer health and the hard-working family 
farmers that produce certifi ed organic soybeans in this 
country.” Address: The Cornucopia Institute, P.O. Box 126, 
Cornucopia, Wisconsin 54827.

3553. Simon, Karen. 2009. Optimism abounds: Higher living 
standards create demand for soy in China. Iowa Soybean 
Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Urbandale, Iowa) 
20(7):14-15. Spring.
• Summary: “China is the No. 1 customer for U.S. soybean 
growers’ crop, and by far the largest importer of soybeans in 
the world. Since 2003, China has accounted for more than 45 
percent of the world’s soybean imports... and it appears that 
China’s demand for soybeans will only increase with time.
 “Feed production [in China] has increased an average of 
16 percent each year for the past 17 years.”
 “While the total population of China will continue to 
increase slightly, the urban population in China has increased 
dramatically from 17.9 percent of the total population in 
1978 to 44.9 percent of the total population in 2007.”
 A bar chart gives the “World’s largest soybean 
importers” (from the entire world) in million metric tons. 
They are: China 37.82, EU-27 5.10, Japan 4.01, Mexico 
3.65, Argentina 2.95, Taiwan 2.15, Thailand 1.73, Republic 
of Korea 1.20, Turkey 1.20, Indonesia 1.10, Iran 1.05, Egypt 
1.00, Israel 0.55, Malaysia 0.47, Syria 0.43, and Norway 
0.42. China imports more soybeans than all the other nations 
on this list combined!

3554. Soyfoods Canada Newsletter. 2009. Canadian 
soybeans–a sustainable crop. Spring. p. 4.
• Summary: “Canada accounts for almost 2% of the world’s 
soybean production. In 2007, approximately 2,700,000 
tonnes [metric tons] were produced in Canada, on 2,870,657 
acres (1,161,755 hectares). Soybeans are grown in three 
provinces: 215,006 acres in Manitoba, 434,715 acres in 
Quebec, and 2,224,936 acres in Ontario.
 “Canadian soybean producers are known for innovative 
and sustainable production practices... Canada’s soybean 
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industry is known for its superior ability to segregate and 
trace soybean crops from seed through to end user, referred 
to as Identity Preservation (IP).
 “Over 40%, or about 1.7 million tonnes of Canadian-
grown soybeans are exported to markets such as Japan, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan. They are 
used to make Asian food staples such as tofu, miso, natto, 
and soymilk. Japan only produces about 12% of its own 
country’s food grade soybean requirements, and their 
consumers demand non-genetically modifi ed product. 
Japanese buyers value Canadian soybeans because of our 
industry’s IP ability.
 “Growing soybeans leaves a relatively small carbon 
footprint. As a legume, the soybean plant’s ability to ‘fi x’ its 
own nitrogen virtually eliminates the need for petroleum-
based nitrogen fertilizer. The wide canopy of leaves formed 
by soybean plants helps to minimize the need for herbicide 
sprays.”

3555. Lyddon, Chris. 2009. Focus on South Africa: Nation 
has embraced GM crops while others on the continent 
oppose biotech development. World Grain 27(6):22, 24-26. 
June.
• Summary: South Africa is a major oilseed producer. In 
2008 some 915,000 hectares of oilseeds were planted, 
according to the South African Crop Estimates Committee. 
This was 16.7% higher than 2007 and the second highest 
since the deregulation of the South African agricultural 
marketing system in 1996. Sunfl owers accounted for 69%, 
soybeans 25%, and peanuts 6% of the total area.
 Note: Deregulation, replacing Agricultural Control 
Boards and leading to a free market, was brought about by 
the Marketing of Agricultural Products Act, No. 47, of 1996, 
which replaced the original Marketing Act of 1937.
 South Africa imports about 900,000 tonnes (metric tons) 
per year of soybean meal.
 Rainbow National Renewable Fuels Ltd. is constructing 
a 1.5 billion rand (US$189 million) biodiesel production 
plant in the Eastern Cape. The plant is slated to produce both 
biodiesel and pharmaceutical glycerin from domestically 
produced and imported soybeans, using 1.36 million tonnes 
of soybeans a year to manufacture 288 million liters of 
biodiesel, “making it the largest soybean processing facility 
in Africa.” It is expected to begin operations in late 2009.
 South Africa grows about 1.8 million hectares of 
genetically engineered [GM] maize [corn], soybeans and 
cotton.
 Maize is by far the country’s most important cereal crop. 
The International Grains Council (IGC) estimates that South 
Africa’s maize production in 2008-09 will be 11.2 million 
tonnes, including 6.5 million tonnes of white maize and 4.7 
million tonnes of yellow maize.
 South Africa’s government has slowed development 
of biofuels by excluding maize as a feedstock and by not 

introducing any mandatory blending of ethanol. They believe 
that the incentive is not good enough to start development of 
a new industry.

3556. Lyddon, Chris. 2009. Global grain trade review: 
Despite soaring demand, record grain production puts 
surplus at highest point ever. World Grain 27(11):28-32, 34-
36. Nov.
• Summary: A table titled “Global grain trade activity: 
Marketing years as indicated (in 1,000 tonnes)” gives the 
following statistics for soybeans: 2008-09 Top exporters: 1. 
United States 34,836. 2. Brazil 29,350. 3. Argentina 5,965. 
4. Paraguay 2,300. 5. Canada 1,975. World total 76,324 (-4% 
from last year).
 Top soybean importers: 1. China 39,800. 2. E.U.-27 
12,800. 3. Japan 3,450. 4. Mexico 3,100. 5. Taiwan 1,830.
 Top soybean meal exporters: 1. Argentina 25,000. 2. 
Brazil 12,772. 3. United States 7,983. 4. India 3,150. 5. 
Paraguay 1,167. World total 52,988 (-5%). Top soybean meal 
importers: 1. E.U.-27 22,150. 2. Indonesia 2,450. 3. Vietnam 
2,300. 4. Thailand 2,100. 5. South Korea 1,850.
 A two-page color spread shows (for major importing 
countries or regions, for all grains) “Grain imports and 
exports by major seaports” (in tonnes, calendar year 2008) 
(plus the increase or decrease compared with last year). A 
world map shows where each port is located. The tables of 
exporting ports have a blue background whereas the tables of 
importing ports gave a green background.
 The main exporting ports in the USA are (in descending 
order of volume, 1,000 tonnes): 1. South Louisiana 
22,828,781. 2. Tacoma, Washington 6,785,247. 3. Corpus 
Christi, Texas 5,423,867. 4. Houston, Texas 5,194,172. 5. 
Portland, Oregon 4,410,476. 6. Brunswick, Georgia 819,790. 
7. Duluth, Minnesota 612,149. No importing ports are shown 
for the USA.
 The main exporting ports for Brazil are: 1. Santos 
10,101,975. 2. Parana 4,172,447. The main importing port 
for Brazil is: Santos 1,339,593.
 The main exporting ports for Argentina are: 1. San 
Martin / San Lorenzo 34,636,170. 2. Rosario 14,847,183. 3. 
Bahia Blanca 7,350,005. 4. Quequen 3,202,964. 5. Ramallo 
1,172,462. 6. Lima (Argentina; just northwest of Buenos 
Aires) 814,746.
 The main importing ports for Europe (E.U.-27, which 
does NOT include Norway, Switzerland, Russia; Candidate 
countries are Croatia, Macedonia, Turkey) are: 1. Rouen, 
France 6,349,742. 2. Hamburg, Germany 3,690,955. 3. 
Rotterdam, Netherlands 2,457,000. 4. Rostok, Germany 
2,361,000. 5. Amsterdam, Netherlands 1,393,000. 6. Ghent, 
Belgium 671,929. 7. Antwerp, Belgium 506,185.
 Note: The main importing port for Russia is 
Novorossiysk 6,317,000, located on the Black Sea in 
southern Russia in Krasnodar Krai. To get there a ship must 
pass through the Mediterranean Sea, the Bosporus, then the 
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entire Black Sea. Address: European editor; chris.lyddon@
ntlworld.com.

3557. American Soybean Association. 2010. History of 
the American Soybean Association, 1998-1999 (Website 
printout–part). www.soygrowers.com/history/default.htm 
Retrieved April 22.
• Summary: “1998: ASA opened a new chapter for soybean 
producers this year when Congress enacted legislation that 
allows vehicle fl eets regulated under the Energy Policy Act 
of 1992 to earn credits toward meeting EPACT requirements 
by operating on B-20. This legislation is signifi cant because 
it provides credits for the use of biodiesel fuel that can be 
made from soybean oil, and it provides biodiesel blends that 
offer consumers the economics necessary to make B-20 the 
“low cost leader” in the EPACT market. Biodiesel has been 
one of ASA’s top priorities for several years.
 “+ ASA issued Grower Advisories pertaining to import 
clearances for soybeans grown from genetically modifi ed 
seedstock in major export markets.
 “+ A $6 billion ag assistance package was enacted 
that included $2.575 billion in total funding to address 
crop disaster losses, and another $3.15 billion in market 
loss payments to producers eligible for Freedom to Farm 
contracts. Also, ASA successfully urged Congress to approve 
income averaging, increased deductibility of health insurance 
for farmers, and a 5-year carryback for operating losses. The 
approved tax cuts are estimated to save producers more than 
$1 billion over the next fi ve years.
 “+ ASA worked diligently to ensure that Ag 
appropriators approved funding for the Foreign Market 
Development Cooperator Program at the current operating 
level of $32 million and $90 million for the Market Access 
Program. ASA utilizes funding from the FMD and MAP, 
along with producer checkoff dollars, to promote U.S. 
soybean exports in more than 80 counties.
 “+ Funding was secured for the International Monetary 
Fund at $17.9 billion. IMF funding is vital to ensuring 
stability in U.S. Soybean export markets in both the short 
and long-term. ASA also succeeded in convincing USDA 
to include half a million tons of soy in a Russian Food 
Aid Program and another $61 million of soybeans and soy 
products in other P.L. 480 Title 1 programs.
 “+ Early this year, ASA participated in the White House 
Rose Garden ceremony, during which President Bill Clinton 
signed into law the Agricultural Research, Extension, and 
Education Reform Act. This legislation was one of ASA’s 
top priorities because it approved funding for increased 
agricultural research funds, as well as crop insurance. 
Agricultural research is slated to receive $600 million over 
fi ve years, and it authorized $485 million over fi ve years to 
pay insurance agents and companies for expenses to write 
crop insurance policies.
 “+ On Nov. 10, the Food and Drug Administration gave 

initial approval to allow health claim labels on products 
containing soybean protein based on data contained in a 
petition presented by Protein Technologies International, 
Inc., and a follow-up petition fi led by ASA in October. 
Approval by FDA of evidence that including soy protein 
in a healthy diet reduces serum cholesterol and may reduce 
the chance of heart disease will have consumers around the 
world seeking foods labeled to contain soy protein. A fi nal 
rule was expected in 1999.
 “+ In November, ASA formally opened its 14th 
international marketing offi ce in Istanbul, Turkey, to increase 
demand for U.S. soybeans and products in the Middle East.
 “+ ASA took the lead in working with biotechnology 
and seed companies to ensure that U.S. growers didn’t 
lose $9 billion of U.S. Soybean export markets due to the 
presence of unapproved biotechnology-derived soybean 
varieties.
 “+ To help maintain U.S. soy exports despite Asia’s 
economic crisis, ASA worked to obtain and increase credit 
guarantees from USDA for the purchase of soybeans and soy 
products. In part due to ASA’s aggressive initiative, USDA 
approved additional GSM-102 export credit guarantees for 
Asia including increases from $250 million to $400 million 
for Indonesia, $100 million to $300 million for Thailand, 
and zero to $100 million for Malaysia. In addition, Korea 
received an estimated $1.1 billion, an increase from $154 
million from the previous year.
 “+ The Loan Defi ciency Payment (LDP) rate was 
increased by 34 cents as result of ASA’s policy efforts during 
the 1996 Farm Bill process. LDPs were based on a $5.26 per 
bushel loan rate.
 “+ ASA increased its membership for the fourth 
consecutive year, ending the year at 31,737 members. 
Even more was added to the value of an ASA membership 
with the launch of the fi rst issue of the Washington Insider 
Report [ashington, DC]. This new publication, distributed 
quarterly to all ASA members, focuses on key policy issues 
facing soybean farmers. To help ensure continuation of the 
national soybean checkoff, ASA created a special Vote YES 
committee to develop funding and prepare for the possibility 
of a producer referendum.
 “+ There was a record attendance of producers and 
exhibitors at Commodity Classic in Long Beach [California], 
making the third annual event a huge success. Show 
attendance reached 3,676 and more than 500 trade show 
booths were sold. More than $23,000 was raised for safety 
education through the 1998 Stephen M. Yoder Foundation 
Auction and from associated raffl es.”
 “1999: The American Soybean Association applauded 
approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
of a new soy health claim based on a petition fi led by ASA 
in 1998. FDA published its fi nal rule on October 25, that soy 
protein included in a diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol 
may reduce the risk of coronary heart disease by lowering 
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blood cholesterol levels. As a result, food labels may now 
contain messages, such as “25 grams of soy protein a day, as 
part of a diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol, may reduce 
the risk of heart disease.” Research funded by the soybean 
checkoff shows that the use of soybeans in food products 
will increase at a rate of 10% a year for the next fi ve years, 
up from about 37 million bushels to more than 60 million 
bushels.
 “+ Biodiesel implementation moved a big step forward 
with the release of the Department of Energy’s interim 
fi nal rule to allow public vehicle fl eets to earn EPACT 
credits. ASA also was pleased with USDA’s August 13, 
announcement that the agency planned to purchase an 
unprecedented level of 20,000 gallons of biodiesel during the 
year, and with pro-biodiesel legislation that was introduced 
in the Senate on November 17. That legislation, entitled 
the “Biofuels Air Quality Act” would allow biodiesel to 
compete for funds in the Congestion Mitigation Air Quality 
Improvement (CMAQ) program. Similar legislation was 
introduced in the House on August 6. The Senate and 
House bills expand the CMAQ program’s authority to allow 
funding of alternative fuel projects that include purchases of 
biodiesel, which is a proven cleaner-burning fuel made from 
natural, renewable sources, such as soybean oil. ASA also 
asked that the government introduce biodiesel-blended fuels 
in at least 50% of the government’s diesel-powered vehicles 
by 2002.
 “+ While drought and fl ood conditions in several areas 
of the country prevented another record-breaking U.S. 
soybean harvest, producers continued to face the lowest 
prices paid for their soybeans since the early 1970s. Three 
ideal growing seasons, one right after the other, in the 
majority of soybean production areas in both the United 
States and in South America, caused soybean stocks to grow, 
while at the same time, export growth stalled as a result of 
depressed economies in key Asian markets. These factors 
were primarily responsible for drifting soybean prices paid 
to farmer down from an average per bushel price of $7.35 in 
1996, to $4.35 in 1999.
 “+ Fortunately, ASA’s soybean safety net policy 
work during the 1996 Farm Bill process helped see many 
producers through a tough year. ASA’s success in raising the 
soybean loan rate $.34 would provide growers with nearly $1 
billion of additional farm revenue from the loan defi ciency 
payment program.
 “+ Even with ASA’s earlier policy efforts and successes, 
it was clear that stronger and more comprehensive efforts 
would be needed to improve the outlook for soybean 
producers. In February, ASA farmer leaders made public 
a comprehensive list of farm income and market demand 
policy initiatives for the Administration and Congress to act 
upon. ASA’s proposal included economic loss assistance, 
farm income protection, food assistance and export 
initiatives, biodiesel, and trade policy initiatives. Also 

included were key domestic policy initiatives concerning 
the Food Quality Protection Act implementation, the 
environment and conservation, research, transportation and 
tax initiatives. ASA also outlined major issues for changes in 
Federal crop insurance programs.
 “+ ASA urged Congress to provide economic loss 
payments to producers, similar to payments provided to 
farmers in 1998, and also advanced with congressional 
leaders inclusion of soybean-specifi c payments and 
provisions in any farm aid package. Subsequently, Congress 
did approve an $8.7 billion emergency farm spending plan 
that also included an authorization of $475 million in direct 
payments to oilseed producers to help partially offset low 
prices. It was estimated that this oilseed payment would 
provide producers with 15 additional cents per bushel of 
soybeans.
 “+ In April, ASA and the National Oilseed Processors 
Association (NOPA) provided Secretary of Agriculture 
Dan Glickman with a comprehensive list of recipient 
countries, quantities, and products for a proposed $1 billion 
concessional sale and donation program for soybeans, 
soybean meal, soybean oil, and soy protein products. 
Secretary Glickman requested this list during a March 16 
meeting with ASA leaders in Washington when ASA urged 
him to utilize Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) funds 
for a purchase and donation program that could help alleviate 
a disastrous decline in prices and soybean producer income.
 “+ ASA also initiated, for the fi rst time, discussions with 
a group of international food aid groups who were interested 
in programming soy into their USDA requests. These 
private voluntary organizations (PVOs) provided concrete 
proposals to USDA for the implementation of food aid. This 
combination of ASA’s “pushing” and the PVOs “pulling” 
helped convince USDA of the merits of assisting people 
in the most needy countries in the world while bolstering 
demand and improving prices paid to farmers.
 “+ To urge further action on ASA’s request for a $1 
billion soy donation, 72 House members cosigned a letter 
to Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman in November, 
calling for USDA to move quickly to mitigate the downward 
pressure on soybean prices during harvest. ASA also met 
with several Senators and Representatives to urge them to 
place calls to the White House, Agriculture Department, and 
Offi ce of Management and Budget to “dislodge” this and 
other food aid programs which have been held up pending 
reviews.
 “+ At year’s end, ASA was still waiting for a major food 
aid announcement, which was being delayed by bureaucratic 
red tape. Meanwhile, some signifi cant amounts of soy were 
already being included in major food aid programs, such as 
the purchase by Russia of an additional 117,000 metric tons 
of soymeal under the P.L. 480, Title I program for shipment 
December 17, 1999 to January 7, 2000.
 “+ On November 15, U.S. and Chinese negotiators 
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completed bilateral talks on China’s accession to the World 
Trade Organization (WTO). The agreement that U.S. 
trade negotiators reached with China included signifi cant 
opportunities to expand market access that ASA has worked 
toward for years. According to U.S. government sources, 
the ongoing WTO accession negotiations include assurances 
that will formalize access to the Chinese market–the largest 
growth market for soy in the 21st century–and includes 
commitments to expand access over the next few years.
 “+ Based on the announced WTO Accession Terms 
for Agriculture, there will be no tariff rate quota (TRQ) for 
soybeans, and the duty is bound at the current applied level 
of 3%. The agreement stated that soybean oil will be subject 
to a 9% duty and the TRQ quantity will be based on average 
1995-97 calendar year imports calculated on the basis of data 
from Oil World. Soybean oil also will be designated a “most-
favored-oil”–meaning that any permanent or temporary duty 
reduction provided to other oils also will be extended to 
soy oil. ASA also began an extension policy effort in 1999 
to promote approval of Permanent Normal Trade Relations 
(PNTR) with China, which the U.S. Congress was scheduled 
to debate in 2000.
 “+ ASA counted among its accomplishments the lifting 
of sanctions on the sale of U.S. food to Iran, Sudan and 
Libya. ASA continued to work to expand sanctions relief 
to Iraq, North Korea, and Cuba to help improve soybean 
producer profi tability.
 “+ Confusion about the marketability of biotech-derived 
crops was at the forefront of many producers’ thoughts. 
During these challenging times, ASA called upon all of its 
resources to actively communicate with growers, customers 
and other stakeholders about the safety of biotech soybeans 
to minimize the negative effects of activities and efforts to 
undermine public confi dence in agricultural biotechnology.
 “+ In November and December, ASA implemented 
a series of “Planting Decision 2000” Town Hall meetings 
around the country to help producers make well-informed 
planting decisions for 2000. ASA also produced “Planting 
Decision Guide” that provided producers accurate 
information on the factors affecting the demand for both 
biotech and non-biotech soybeans. ASA distributed the 
Planting Decision Guide to more than a quarter million 
soybean producers.” Address: 12125 Woodcrest Executive 
Drive, Suite 100, St. Louis, Missouri.

3558. Munro, Edith. 2010. As China and India grow–they 
could transform exports. So what will turn all this potential 
into sales? Corn and Soybean Digest. April. p. 6-8.
• Summary: “China’s admission into the World Trade 
Organization [WTO] in 1999 raised hopes the nation would 
open up to U.S. agricultural exports. For soybeans, the hope 
quickly turned to reality.” In 2009 China purchased 23% of 
the entire U.S. soybean crop. In China, swine production 
accounts for a lot of the growth.

 India has the world’s largest dairy industry and is second 
only to China in aquaculture. The main U.S. focus in India 
has been to get their feed and food industry to use all their 
soybeans domestically. Last year India was the No. 1 U.S. 
export market for soy oil when it exported 172,000 metric 
tons.

3559. Chianu, Jonas N.; Zegeye, Edilegnaw; Nkoya, 
Ephriam M. 2010. Global soybean marketing and trade: 
a situation and outlook analysis. In: Guriqbal Singh, ed. 
2010. Soybean: Botany, Production and Uses. Wallingford, 
Oxfordshire, UK, and Cambridge, Massachusetts: CAB 
International (CABI). xii + 494 p. See p. 461-83. Chap. 20. 
[36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Present situation of 
export and import: Repeatedly in the limelight, global 
soybean import demands, global soybean grains and oil 
imports. Past trends (export and import) in global soybean 
marketing and trade. Drivers of global soybean market 
and trade: Biodiesel, surging demands for soybean food, 
vegetable oil and animal products, continuous investment 
and expansion in oilseed crushing capacity, increased 
demand for livestock protein from soybean, economic 
growth, rising per capita income and urbanization in 
developing countries, profi t and high price, global increase 
in human and livestock population and expansion of 
trade, technological development, trade liberalization and 
involvement of multinationals, transgenic soybean boom and 
policy support. The changing profi le of the global soybean 
trade: Changing pattern of soybean production and export 
and demand increases, changing demand for soybean, 
fundamental shift in Africa (steady increase in demand for 
soybean in sub-Saharan Africa), South American soybean 
boom. Expected future trends (export and import) in global 
soybean marketing and trade. Global price trends, trade 
and marketing policies: Reasons for increase for increase 
in price of soybeans, effect of policy on pattern of soybean 
trade, practical use of trade and marketing policies (including 
subsidy policies). Constraints to global marketing and trade. 
Conclusions and implications (policy research) for the 
soybean sector.
 The four leading exporters of soybean oil are Argentina, 
Brazil, USA, and EU in descending order.
 The three leading exporters of soybean are the USA, 
Brazil and Argentina in descending order.
 The three leading importers of soybean are China, the 
EU and Japan, and Argentina. Address: 1. Agriculture 2 
Div. (OSAN.2), Agriculture & Agro Industry Dep. (OSAN), 
African Development Bank, Tunis, Tunisia; 2. Dep. of 
Agricultural Economics, School of Agricultural Sciences 
and Agribusiness, Univ. of KwaZulu-Natal, Scottsville, 
Pietermaritzburg, South Africa; 3. International Food 
Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), Washington, District of 
Columbia, USA.
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3560. CME Group. 2010. An overview of the edible oil 
markets: crude palm oil vs soybean oil (Web article). https://
www.cmegroup.com/trading/agricultural/fi les/Overview-of-
Edible-Oil-Markets.pdf 16 p. Accessed 28 Feb. 2019.
• Summary: Chart 1–a pie chart–shows “2009 world edible 
oil production.” Palm 33%. Soybean 28%. Rapeseed 16%. 
Sunfl owerseed 8%. Palm kernel 4%. Peanut 3%. Coconut 
3%. Cottonseed 3%. Olive 2%.
 Page 2: “Palm Oil Fundamentals: Palm Oil is currently 
the most consumed edible oil in the world, with Malaysia 
and Indonesia being the top two producers. Palm oil 
originated in West Africa in the 1800’s and was highly 
sought after by many Europeans. This low cost oil being 
imported into Europe was primarily used for soaps and as 
a lubricant during Britain’s industrial revolution. It was in 
1910 that oil palm trees were fi rst introduced into Malaysia. 
William Sime and Henry Darby started the original 
plantations, which remained London-based companies until 
the 1960’s... The three largest importing countries are India, 
China and the EU-27... Malaysia and Indonesia are the two 
largest exporting countries of palm oil accounting for 89 
percent of world exports... India and China are the two top 
consumers of palm oil.
 Page 6: Soybean Oil Fundamentals: Currently, the 
United States is the largest producer of soybean oil as it 
accounts for a little more than 23 percent of the world’s 
production. However, U.S. production has remained steady 
over the last decade, while China’s production has increased 
rapidly and now accounts for 22 percent of the world market. 
South America production is also growing quickly, with 
Argentina and Brazil each accounting for 16 to 17 percent 
of the world production; it is expected that these two nations 
will continue to increase their processing capacity... China 
and India are the two largest importers of soybean oil. 
Exports: South America is by far the largest exporter of 
soybean oil. Argentina exports a little over 4.5 MMT per year 
which accounts for 50 percent of the world’s exports. Brazil 
is the third largest exporter at 1.4 MMT. Combined, these 
two countries export over 65 percent of the world’s soybean 
oil. The U.S. was the second largest exporter in 2009-10 at 
1.5 MMT, representing 16 percent of total exports. Domestic 
Consumption: China and the U.S. are the two largest 
consumers of soybean oil. Between the two countries they 
consume almost half of the world’s production. China used 
just over 10 MMT which is roughly 27 percent of world 
consumption. The U.S. consumed 7.4 MMT, which is a little 
less than 20 percent. Brazil is the third largest consumer 
using almost 5 MMT, representing 13 percent of total world 
domestic consumption.” Page 12: Price: Soybean oil has 
always been slightly more expensive than palm oil.
 Note 1. Palm oil passed soy oil in about 2004-05. 
Address: Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Chicago, New York 
and London.

3561. Golbitz, Peter. 2010. The many battles between the 
American Soybean Association and USSEC (U.S. Soybean 
Export Council) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 6. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: USSEC was created by the United Soybean 
Board. There was a hostile takeover of ASA-International 
Marketing by USSEC. It was decided to shut down all of 
ASA’s overseas offi ces and to ask the country heads to work 
out of their own homes.
 One could write a book about the many battles 
(including legal battles) that have been fought between these 
two organizations–using soybean farmers’ money. Address: 
SunOpta.

3562. Brown, Lester R. 2011. Can the United States feed 
China? www.earthpolicy.org. March 23. 4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1995 Lester Brown wrote a book titled Who 
Will Feed China? A previous article by Brown on the same 
subject in the Outlook section of the Washington Post (Aug. 
1994) “unleashed a political fi restorm in Beijing.” The 
Chinese leadership made a number of key decisions to try to 
ensure food self-suffi ciency (see Note at 1995 book):
 “Lastly, the Party made a conscious decision to abandon 
self-suffi ciency in soybeans and concentrate their agricultural 
resources on remaining self-suffi cient in grain. The effect of 
neglecting the soybean in the country where it originated was 
dramatic. In 1995 China produced and consumed nearly 14 
million tons of soybeans. In 2010 it was still producing only 
14 million tons–but it consumed nearly 70 million tons, most 
of it to supplement grain in livestock and poultry rations. 
China now imports four-fi fths of its soybeans. (See data.)
 “China’s decision to import vast quantities of 
soybeans led to a restructuring of agriculture in the western 
hemisphere, the only region that could respond to such a 
massive demand. The United States now has more land in 
soybeans than in wheat. Brazil has more land in soybeans 
than in all grains combined. Argentina, with twice as much 
land in soybeans as in grain, is fast becoming a soybean 
monoculture. For the hemisphere as a whole, there is now 
more land in soybeans than in either wheat or corn.”
 Graph 1 shows “Area harvested for wheat, corn and 
soybeans in the Western Hemisphere, 1960-2010. Soybean 
area has increased about eight-fold, corn area has increased 
by about 20%, whereas wheat area is about the same in 2010 
as it was in 1960.
 “The United States, Brazil, and Argentina–the big three 
soybean producers–now account for more than 80 percent of 
the world harvest and nearly 90 percent of soybean exports. 
Nearly 60 percent of world soybean exports go to China.”
 Graph 2 shows “Share of world soybean exports 
going to China, 1964-2010. China started to important a 
small amount of soybeans in about 1972, but imports were 
intermittent and nearly insignifi cant until 1995, when they 
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started to import signifi cant amounts of soybeans (3% of 
the world’s soybean exports). That fi gure rose to 20% of 
the world’s soybean exports in 2001, to 40% in 2004, and a 
record 60% in 2010.
 “Despite China’s Herculean efforts to expand grain 
output, several trends are now converging that make it 
harder to do so. Some, like soil erosion, are longstanding. 
The pumping capacity to deplete aquifers has emerged only 
in recent decades. The extraordinary growth in China’s 
automobile fl eet and the associated paving of land have come 
only in the last several years.
 “Overplowing and overgrazing are creating a huge dust 
bowl in northern and western China. The numerous dust 
storms originating in the region each year in late winter and 
early spring are now regularly recorded on satellite images. 
For instance, on March 20, 2010, a suffocating dust storm 
enveloped Beijing, prompting the city’s weather bureau to 
warn that air quality was hazardous, urging people to stay 
inside or to cover their faces when outdoors. Visibility was 
low, forcing motorists to drive with lights on in daytime.
 “Beijing was not the only area affected. This particular 
dust storm engulfed scores of cities in fi ve provinces, 
directly affecting over 250 million people. And it was not an 
isolated incident. In early spring, residents of eastern China 
hunker down as the dust storm season begins. Along with 
the diffi culty in breathing and the dust that stings the eyes, 
people face a constant struggle to keep dust out of homes and 
to clear doorways and sidewalks of dust and sand. But the 
farmers and herders in the vast northwest, whose livelihoods 
are blowing away, are paying a far higher price.
 “Wang Tao, one of the world’s leading desert scholars, 
reports that from 1950 to 1975 an average of 600 square 
miles of land in China’s north and west turned to desert each 
year. By the turn of the century, nearly 1,400 square miles of 
land was going to desert annually. The trend is clear.
 “China is now at war. It is not invading armies that are 
claiming its territory, but expanding deserts. Old deserts are 
advancing and new ones are forming like guerrilla forces 
striking unexpectedly, forcing Beijing to fi ght on several 
fronts. And in this war with the deserts, China is losing.
 “A U.S. Embassy report entitled “Desert Mergers and 
Acquisitions” describes satellite images showing two deserts 
in north-central China expanding and merging to form a 
single, larger desert overlapping Inner Mongolia and Gansu 
Provinces. To the west in Xinjiang Province, two even larger 
deserts–the Taklimakan and Kumtag–are also heading for 
a merger. Highways running through the shrinking region 
between them are regularly inundated by sand dunes.
 “An estimated 24,000 villages in northwestern China 
have been totally or partially abandoned since 1950 as sand 
dunes encroach on cropland, forcing farmers to leave. Unlike 
the U.S. Dust Bowl of the 1930s, when many farmers in the 
Great Plains migrated to California, China’s “Okies” do not 
have a West Coast to migrate to. They are moving to already 

heavily populated eastern cities.
 “Overpumping, like overplowing, is also taking a toll. 
As the demand for food in China has soared, millions of 
Chinese farmers have drilled irrigation wells to expand 
their harvests. As a result, water tables are falling and wells 
are starting to go dry under the North China Plain, which 
produces half of China’s wheat and a third of its corn. The 
overpumping of aquifers for irrigation temporarily infl ates 
food production, creating a food production bubble that 
eventually bursts when the aquifer is depleted. Earth Policy 
Institute estimates that some 130 million Chinese are being 
fed with grain produced by overpumping–by defi nition, a 
short term phenomenon.
 “In a 2010 interview with Washington Post reporter 
Steve Mufson, Chinese groundwater expert He Qingcheng 
noted that underground water now meets three fourths of 
Beijing’s water needs. The city, he said, is drilling 1,000 feet 
down to reach water–fi ve times deeper than 20 years ago. He 
notes that as the deep aquifer under the North China Plain is 
depleted, the region is losing its last water reserve–its only 
safety cushion. His concerns are mirrored in the unusually 
strong language of a World Bank report on China’s water 
situation that foresees ‘catastrophic consequences for future 
generations’ unless water use and supply can quickly be 
brought back into balance.” Address: President, Earth Policy 
Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, Washington, 
DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

3563. Brown, Lester R. 2011. Can the United States feed 
China? (Continued–Part II). www.earthpolicy.org. March 23. 
4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Continued: “At the same time, China is losing 
cropland to residential and industrial construction, and to 
paving land for cars as their numbers multiply at a staggering 
rate. In 2009, vehicle sales totaled 14 million, surpassing 
those in the United States for the fi rst time. In 2010, sales 
jumped to 18 million, and in 2011 they are projected to 
reach 20 million, the highest ever for any country. Adding 20 
million cars to the fl eet means paving one million acres for 
roads, highways, and parking lots. Cars are now competing 
with farmers for cropland in China.
 “Rural China is also facing a tightening labor supply. 
As industrial wages rise, it becomes more diffi cult to fi nd 
young people to work at low-return jobs in rural areas. 
Marginal cropland and smaller plots, no longer economical, 
are abandoned. As the rural labor supply shrinks, so does 
the potential for labor-intensive double-cropping (such as 
planting winter wheat and then corn as a summer crop in 
the north or producing two rice crops per year in the south), 
a practice that has dramatically expanded China’s grain 
production.
 “As all these trends converge, China’s food supply is 
tightening. In November 2010, the food price index was up 
a politically dangerous 12 percent over a year earlier. Now 
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after 15 years of near self-suffi ciency in grain, it seems likely 
that China soon will turn to the world market for massive 
grain imports, as it already has done for 80 percent of its 
soybeans.
 Graph 3 shows Grain imports by China, 1960-2010. 
They rose from about 3 million tons in 1960 to a peak of 
18.6 million tons in 1994, dropped to 2.5 million tons in 
2002, and were 4.5 million tons in 2010.
 “How much grain will China import? How will it 
compare with their soybean imports? No one knows for sure, 
but if China were to import only 20 percent of its grain, it 
would need 80 million tons, an amount only slightly less 
than the 90 million tons of grain the United States exports 
to all countries each year. This would put heavy additional 
pressure on scarce exportable supplies of wheat and corn.
 “For China, the handwriting is on the wall. It will almost 
certainly have to turn to the outside world for grain to avoid 
politically destabilizing food price rises. To import massive 
quantities of grain, China will necessarily draw heavily on 
the United States, far and away the world’s largest grain 
exporter. To be dependent on imported grain, much of it from 
the United States, will be China’s worst nightmare come 
true.
 “For U.S. consumers, China’s worst nightmare could 
become ours. If China enters the U.S. grain market big time, 
as now seems inevitable, American consumers will fi nd 
themselves competing with 1.4 billion Chinese consumers 
with fast-rising incomes for the U.S. grain harvest, driving 
up food prices.
 “This would raise prices not only of the products made 
directly from grain, such as bread, pasta, and breakfast 
cereals, but also of meat, milk, and eggs, which require much 
larger quantities of grain to produce. If China were to import 
even one fi fth of its grain, there would likely be pressure 
from U.S. consumers to restrict or to ban exports to China, as 
the United States did in the 1970s [only in 1973 for a short 
time], when it banned soybean exports to Japan.
 “But in dealing with China, the United States now 
faces a very different situation. When the U.S. Treasury 
Department auctions off securities every month to fi nance 
the U.S. fi scal defi cit, China has been a major buyer. It holds 
over $900 billion worth of U.S. Treasury securities. China is 
our banker. In another time, another age, the United States 
could restrict access to U.S. grain as it did in the 1970s, but 
with China today this may not be possible.
 “For Americans, who live in a country that has been the 
world’s breadbasket for more than half a century, a country 
that has never known food shortages or runaway food prices, 
the world is about to change. Like it or not, we are going 
to be sharing our grain harvest with the Chinese, no matter 
how much it raises our food prices.” Address: President, 
Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

3564. Kroll, Cristina. 2011. MERCOSUR: infl uence 
continues to grow. World Grain 29(4):38, 40-42. April.

3565. Schneider, Mindi. 2011. Feeding China’s pigs: 
implications for the environment, China’s smallholder 
farmers and food security. https://www.iatp.org/documents/
feeding-china%E2%80%99s-pigs-implications-for-the-
environment-china%E2%80%99s-smallholder-farmers-and-
food 6 p. May 17.
• Summary: “Executive summary: Starting in 1979, pork 
became the most produced and consumed meat in the world. 
The reason for its ascent to the top of the global meat heap 
is simple: China. In 2010 alone, farmers and companies in 
China produced more than 50 million metric tons of pork, 
virtually all of which was sold and consumed domestically. 
This Chinese pork boom, which today accounts for half of 
all the pork in the world, is the result of a set of policies and 
trade agreements that liberalized and industrialized Chinese 
agriculture and enabled enormous production increases.
 “In the quest to feed 21 percent of the world’s 
population on nine percent of its arable land, Chinese central 
authorities prioritize ensuring a steady supply of low-priced 
pork as an important component of food security (China 
maintains a strategic pork reserve, the only one of its kind in 
the world)...”
 “Soybean imports are keeping the swine industry 
in China afl oat. In order to overcome the limitations of 
domestic production for feeding millions of pigs, authorities 
enacted a series of measures to liberalize China’s soy trade, 
including those required by World Trade Organization 
(WTO) accession protocols, starting in the early 1990s. 
Imports quickly overtook both soy exports and domestic 
production, and today, China is the world’s leading soybean 
importer. In 2010, more than 50 million metric tons of 
soybeans came into China, mostly from the United States 
and Brazil. These imported beans accounted for 73 percent 
of soy consumption in China, and were used exclusively in 
the production of soybean meal for livestock feed and soy oil 
for cooking (meal and oil are coproducts in the soy crushing 
process). In stark contrast to the pork industry, which a 
handful of domestic companies dominate, transnational 
agribusiness fi rms including Archer Daniels Midland, 
Bunge, Cargill, Louis Dreyfus (together, ABCD) and Wilmar 
own about 70 percent of the soybean crushing industry 
in China. In recent years, China has enacted measures to 
cool the dominance of foreign fi rms in support of domestic 
operations. Whether or not these moves will be effective 
remains to be seen.
 “Soy is particularly important in commercial pig feed 
mixes, but for smallholder and specialized household 
farmers, corn is the most used feedstuff...” Address: 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

3566. Donley, Arvin. 2011. U.S. soy crushers face 
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challenges: Competitive environment abroad, numerous 
domestic issues impacting the soybean processing industry. 
World Grain 29(10):82, 84-86. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. China’s infl uence. 
Argentina’s tax system (and Brazil’s tax system). Pressure 
from Canada. Ethanol’s impact (impact of DDGS = 
Dried Distillers Grains with Solubles). Potential positive 
developments.
 The USA remains the world’s leading producer and 
exporter of soybeans. However it now ranks second to 
China in volume of soybeans crushed. By importing whole 
soybeans and crushing them in China to get soy oil and 
soybean meal, China has dramatically reshaped the world’s 
way of trading and processing soybeans.
 By giving tax credits to ethanol manufacturers, the U.S. 
is hurting its soybean industry; the ethanol by-product DDG 
is a very strong competitor against soybean meal in animal 
feed.
 In Brazil, soybean are taxed at 12% each time they cross 
a state border. Yet soymeal and soy oil are not taxed for 
crossing state borders. Moreover exports are not taxed.
 A bar chart shows production of soymeal and DDG 
from 2000 to 2011. DDG has risen rapidly, while soymeal 
production has remained static.

3567. Laughlin, Carrie. 2012. Planting seeds around the 
world: Export markets continue to grow in Asia, Mexico. 
Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean Association, Ankeny, 
Iowa) 23(4):18-19. Jan.
• Summary: China is by far the largest export market for 
U.S. soybeans, with 895 billion bushels of whole soybeans 
exported in 2011. That’s about 56% of all soybeans grown in 
the USA.
 Mexico comes in 2nd place in total exports, with 124.3 
million bushels of soybeans, 198,172 metric tons of soybean 
oil, and 1,493,651 metric tons of soybean meal in the 2010-
2011 market year. “Mexico is also a top importer of U.S. 
soybean meal, with 1,493,651 metric tons.
 “’In the 2011 fi scal year, the Americas region accounted 
for 20 percent of the total U.S. soy exports on a soy-
equivalent basis,’ explains Francisco de la Torre, director 
of Latin America and the Caribbean for the United States 
Soybean Export Council (USSEC). ‘Of that 20 percent, 
Mexico represented 75 percent of the soybeans, 26 percent of 
the soybean oil and 29 percent of soybean meal exports.’
 “The Mexican market is a $2 billion market for U.S. 
soybeans, oil and meal and a $400 million for value-added 
soy products, like soy protein concentrate, soy protein isolate 
and soy fl our.
 “’With the value-added component, Mexico offers a 
very diverse export opportunity for the United States and 
helps to keep U.S. crushing and processing plants running,’ 
de la Torre says.
 “For the most part, Asian countries continue to dominate 

the export market. Japan, Taiwan and Indonesia heavily 
contribute to the $21 billion soybean export industry, 
importing approximately 202 million bushels last year.
 “Other emerging markets can be found in Europe and 
the Middle East. Spain imported 28.6 million bushels of 
soybeans, with Egypt closely trailing at 27.8 million bushels, 
with areas in Northwest Africa also becoming more visible.
 “’The Maghreb region has growing potential for U.S. 
soy products,’ Mark Andersen, USSEC director for Europe/
Maghreb region, says. ‘In Morocco, the United States 
currently has 100 percent market share in soybean meal, and 
soybean oil is preferred for human consumption. Tunisia 
looks to be a growing market for U.S. soybeans and the 
United States already has a 67 percent market share; full-fat 
soybean growth is also a promising market for Tunisia.
 “’Algeria is currently the fourth largest U.S. soybean oil 
market, but there is growth potential and the country offers 
opportunities for soybean meal. Libya also has a possibility 
of becoming a U.S. soy market, due to recent political and 
economic changes.’
 “According to John Lindblom, director of South Asia for 
USSEC, Vietnam is the fastest growing market for feed and 
animal production in South Asia, creating a large market for 
soybean meal. While the United States has competed with 
Indian and South American sources, which have historically 
been more competitive on prices and logistics, two recently 
opened crushing facilities in Vietnam will signifi cantly shift 
the market from an imported meal market to an imported 
bean market, creating greater opportunity for the United 
States to compete.
 “’The Bunge facility is connected to the new Bunge/
Itochu EGT export terminal in the Pacifi c Northwest,’ 
Lindblom says. ‘Eventually a sizeable portion of beans for 
the Vietnam plant will be shipped from the Pacifi c Northwest 
facility. This will favorably affect Iowa as many of those 
beans will originate from western Iowa across to Nebraska.’
 “Soybean farmers and industry experts have never 
underestimated the importance of building and maintaining 
relationships with these important buyers, wherever they 
may be. Multiple times a year, farmer leaders head overseas 
for face-to-face meetings and trade teams, particularly from 
Asia, can often be found in farmers’ fi elds at harvest time 
each year.
 “’Farmer leader trips abroad and foreign buyer trips 
to the United States serve three main purposes: building a 
customer relationship, creating a personalized image for the 
U.S. product and preference building,’ Jim Sutter, CEO of 
USSEC, says. ‘When visiting U.S. farms, soy companies and 
processing plants, foreign buyers see fi rsthand the quality 
of the crop, the effi ciency of the U.S. soy processing system 
and the sustainable practices being used, which also aids in 
building preference for the U.S. products. When it comes to 
preference, the trips play a very important role since business 
relationships have been established and the foreign buyers 
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know about the U.S. soy industry in greater depth than could 
be achieved without the visits.’
 “Brian Kemp, Iowa Soybean Association (ISA) director 
and soybean farmer from Sibley, Iowa, has gone on four 
trade team missions with ISA, visiting Japan, Hungary, 
Turkey, the Philippines and Indonesia. Kemp agrees with the 
importance of building personal relationships with possible 
soybean buyers.
 “’It’s important for foreign buyers to know that U.S. 
producers will take the time to visit them in their own 
countries and many of them appreciate the opportunity 
to tour our operations when they visit the United States,’ 
Kemp says. ‘If everything is equal, I feel they will purchase 
soybeans from those they have built the relationships with.’”

3568. Munro, Edith. 2012. Meet Steve Censky. Corn and 
Soybean Digest. Feb. p. 48.
• Summary: In 1996 Steve Censky became head of the 
American Soybean Association–just as the trade association 
was emerging from an unsettling sequence of chief 
executives who came and went in quick succession. Censky 
has now been CEO of ASA for 16 years and he gets high 
marks from all who have worked with him.
 The value of the soybean crop at the farm gate has 
grown from $13 billion in 1994 to $35 billion in 2012. Over 
half of all soybeans grown in the USA are now exported. 
About 25% of those exports now go to China.
 His biggest policy challenges? (1) To help an 
increasingly urban congress to understand the importance of 
agriculture. (2) Bringing soybeans improved by biotech to 
the marketplace.
 Says Censky: “I am extremely optimistic about the 
future of the soybean industry.” A large color portrait photo 
shows Steve Censky standing in a fi eld of mature soybeans, 
wearing a white short with an ASA logo.

3569. Soyatech. 2012. Soy & Grain Trade Summit: New 
Orleans, Sept 17-19, 2012 (Brochure). Bar Harbor, Maine. 
12 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Leading fi rms who have made 
early plans to attend this event. Industry tours. Schedule 
at a glance. Session descriptions. Women in agribusiness. 
In Association with USSEC. Logos of sponsors. Ads. 
Conference registration forms. Why should you attend? Who 
should attend? Address: Bar Harbor, Maine.

3570. Brown, Lester R. 2012. Full planet, empty plates: The 
new geopolitics of food scarcity. New York: W.W. Norton & 
Co. xiii + 144 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Food: The weak link. 2. The 
ecology of population growth. 3. Moving up the food chain. 
4. Food or fuel? 5. Eroding soils darkening our future. 6. 
Peak water and food scarcity. 7. Grain yields starting to 
plateau. 8. Rising temperatures, rising food prices. 9. China 

and the soybean challenge. 10. The global land rush. 11. Can 
we prevent a food breakdown?
 See especially Chapter 9, “China and the soybean 
challenge” which begins with an excellent overview of 
soybean history in the North America: “Some 3,000 years 
ago, farmers in eastern China domesticated the soybean. 
In 1765, the fi rst soybeans arrived in North America, but 
they did not soon catch on as a crop. For 150 years or so the 
soybean languished as a curiosity in gardens.
 “Then in the late 1920s, a market for soybean oil began 
to develop, moving the soybean from the garden to the fi eld. 
During the 1930s, soybean production in the United States 
climbed from 400,000 tons to over 2 million tons. And as 
growth in the demand for the oil gained momentum, soybean 
production jumped to over 8 million tons in 1950.
 “During the 1940s and early 1950s, the soybean crop 
was harvested and crushed primarily for the 20 percent of 
the bean that was oil. Then during the 1950s, the demand 
for meat, milk, and eggs climbed. With little new grassland 
to support expanding beef and dairy herds, farmers started 
feeding their animals more grain supplemented with soybean 
meal in order to produce more beef and milk. Farmers were 
already relying heavily on grain to produce pork, poultry, 
and eggs. By 1960 soybean meal had become the primary 
product of soybean crushing and oil the secondary one. For 
the fi rst time, the value of the meal exceeded that of the oil, 
an early sign of things to come in the changing role of the 
soybean.”
 Chapter 10, “The global land rush,” also contains 
extensive information about soybeans. For example: 
“Between 2007 and mid-2008, world grain and soybean 
prices more than doubled.”
 “What is new now is the scramble to secure land 
abroad for more basic food and feed crops-including wheat, 
rice, corn, and soybeans-and for biofuels. These land 
acquisitions of the last several years, or ‘land grabs’ as they 
are sometimes called, represent a new stage in the emerging 
geopolitics of food scarcity. They are occurring on a scale 
and at a pace not seen before.”
 “South Korea, which imports over 70 percent of its 
grain, is a major land investor in several countries. In an 
attempt to acquire 940,000 acres of farmland abroad by 
2018 for corn, wheat, and soybean production, the Korean 
government will reportedly help domestic companies lease 
farmland or buy stakes in agribusiness fi rms in countries 
such as Cambodia, Indonesia, and Ukraine (4).”
 “China, faced with aquifer depletion and the heavy loss 
of cropland to urbanization and industrial development, 
is also nervous about its future food supply. Although it 
was essentially self-suffi cient in grain from 1995 onward, 
within the last few years China has become a leading grain 
importer. It is by far the top importer of soybeans, bringing 
in more than all other countries combined (5).”
 “The state-owned Chinese fi rm Chongqing Grain Group, 
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for example, has reportedly begun harvesting soybeans on 
some 500,000 acres in Brazil’s Bahia state for export to 
China. The company announced in early 2011 that as part of 
a multibillion-dollar investment package in Bahia, it would 
develop a soybean industrial park with facilities capable of 
crushing 1.5 million tons of soybeans a year (12).”
 “Hostility of local people to land grabs is the rule, not 
the exception. China, for example, signed an agreement with 
the Philippine government in 2007 to lease 2.5 million acres 
of land on which to produce crops that would be shipped 
home. Once word leaked out, the public outcry-much of it 
from Filipino farmers-forced the government to suspend the 
agreement (25).” “In 2009, South Korea’s Hyundai Heavy 
Industries harvested some 4,500 tons of soybeans and 2,000 
tons of corn on a 25,000-acre farm it took over from Russian 
owners, roughly 100 miles north of Vladivostok. Hyundai 
had planned to expand production rapidly to 100,000 tons 
of corn and soybeans by 2015. But in 2012 it anticipated 
producing only 9,000 tons of crops, putting it far behind 
schedule for reaching its 2015 goal. The advantage for 
Hyundai was that this was already a functioning farm. The 
supporting infrastructure was already in place. Yet even if 
Hyundai reaches its 100,000-ton goal, this will cover just 1 
percent of South Korea’s consumption of these commodities 
(32).” Address: President, Earth Policy Inst., 1350 
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, Washington, DC 20036. 
Phone: 202-496-9290.

3571. Munro, Edith. 2012. Transforming China: Will a 
modernized Chinese undercut U.S. corn and soybean sales? 
Corn and Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 14-15.
• Summary: China appears to be growing increasingly 
dependent on U.S. soybean supplies. Last market year, 25% 
of all soybeans harvested in the USA were exported to China. 
Yet China’s agricultural sector is modernizing, as the country 
rapidly adopts new technologies, improved agricultural 
practices, and mechanization. China needs about 300 million 
acres to feed its population, The leaders have chosen to 
emphasize corn production over soybean production. Yet it is 
generally agreed that China will continue to increase its use 
of corn and soybeans in livestock feed, food and industrial 
applications. A bar chart titled “China’s wave of soybean 
buying” shows China’s annual soybean imports from 1990 to 
2012. These imports appear to have begun in the mid-1990s. 
By 2001 they had reached 500 million bushels and by 2011 
they had grown to almost 2,000 million bushels. In 2011/12 
the U.S. supplied 42% of China’s soybean imports.

3572. Brown, Lester R. 2013. China’s rising soybean culture 
reshaping Western agriculture. www.earthpolicy.org. Jan. 8. 
www.earth-policy.org/ data_highlights/ 2013/ highlights34. 
[1 ref]
• Summary:  “The soybean was domesticated some 3,000 
years ago by farmers in eastern China. But it wasn’t until 

well after World War II that the crop gained agricultural 
prominence, enabling it to join wheat, rice, and corn as one 
of the world’s four leading crops.
 “This rise in the demand for soybeans refl ected the 
discovery by animal nutritionists that combining 1 part 
soybean meal with 4 parts grain, usually corn, in feed rations 
would sharply boost the effi ciency with which livestock 
and poultry converted grain into animal protein. As China’s 
appetite for meat, milk, and eggs has soared, so too has its 
use of soybean meal. And since nearly half the world’s pigs 
are in China, the lion’s share of soy use is in pig feed. Its 
fast-growing poultry industry is also dependent on soybean 
meal. In addition, China now uses large quantities of soy in 
feed for farmed fi sh.
 “Four numbers tell the story of the explosive growth 
of soybean consumption in China. In 1995, China was 
producing 14 million tons of soybeans and it was consuming 
14 million tons. In 2011, it was still producing 14 million 
tons of soybeans–but it was consuming 70 million tons, 
meaning that 56 million tons had to be imported.”
 Graph #1 (source USDA) shows “Soybean production, 
consumption, and imports in China, 1964-2011.” Signifi cant 
imports began in about 1995 and have increased steadily and 
dramatically since then.
 “China’s neglect of soybean production refl ects a 
political decision made in Beijing in 1995 to focus on being 
self-suffi cient in grain. For the Chinese people, many of 
them survivors of the Great Famine of 1959-61, this was 
paramount. They did not want to be dependent on the outside 
world for their food staples. By strongly supporting grain 
production with generous subsidies and essentially ignoring 
soybean production, China increased its grain harvest rapidly 
while its soybean harvest languished.”
 Graph #2 (source USDA) shows “Grain and soybean 
production in China, 1960-2011.” Grain has increased 
steadily–although it decreased sharply during the period 
1998-2005. Soybean production has remained small and 
static. Production peaked at 17.4 million tons in 2004.
 “Hypothetically, if China had chosen to produce all 
of the 70 million tons of soybeans it consumed in 2011, 
it would have had to shift one third of its grainland to 
soybeans, forcing it to import 160 million tons of grain–
more than a third of its total grain consumption. Because 
of this failure to expand soybean production over the last 
15 years or so, close to 60 percent of all soybeans entering 
international trade today go to China, making it far and away 
the world’s largest importer. As more and more of China’s 
1.35 billion people move up the food chain [eat more meat 
and poultry], its soybean imports will almost certainly 
continue to climb.
 “Only one tenth of the soybeans used in China is 
consumed directly as food such as tofu and soy sauce. The 
other 90 percent is crushed, separating the oil and meal. In 
China, as elsewhere, the oil is a highly valued cooking oil 
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and the meal is widely used in animal feed rations.
 “For the world as a whole the pattern of soybean 
consumption is similar. To most consumers, the soybean 
is an invisible food, one that is embodied in many of the 
products found in any refrigerator. Clearly, the soybean 
is far more pervasive in the human diet than the visual 
evidence would indicate.
 “The world demand for soybeans is increasing by some 
7 million tons per year. It is being driven primarily by 
the 3 billion people who are moving up the food chain, 
consuming more grain- and soybean-intensive livestock 
products. Population growth is also driving up the demand 
for soybeans, either indirectly through the consumption 
of livestock products or directly through the consumption 
of tofu, miso, and tempeh. In the two leading consumers 
of soybeans, the United States and China, populations are 
growing by 3 million and 6 million per year, respectively. 
And fi nally, an increasing demand for soy oil for biodiesel 

is also ramping up soybean use.
 “The principal effect of skyrocketing world soybean 
consumption has been a restructuring of agriculture in 
the western hemisphere. In the United States there is 
now more land in soybeans than in wheat. In Brazil, the 
area in soybeans exceeds that of all grains combined. 
Argentina’s soybean area is now close to double that of 
all grains combined, putting the country dangerously 
close to becoming a soybean monoculture. Together they 
account for over four fi fths of world soybean production. 
For six decades, the United States was both the leading 
producer and exporter of soybeans, but in 2011 Brazil’s 
exports narrowly eclipsed those from the United States.”
 Graph #3 (source USDA) shows “Area harvested for 
wheat, corn, and soybeans in the Western hemisphere, 
1960-2011.”
 “Although most of the growth in the world grain harvest 
since the mid-twentieth century is from the tripling of 
grain yield per acre, the 16-fold increase in the global 
soybean harvest has come overwhelmingly from 
expanding the cultivated area. While the area expanded 
nearly sevenfold, the yield scarcely doubled. The 
world gets more soybeans primarily by planting more 
soybeans. Therein lies the problem.
 “The question then becomes, Where will the soybeans 
be planted? The United States is now using all of its 
available cropland and has no additional land that can be 
planted to soybeans. The only way to expand soybean 
acreage is by shifting land from other crops, such as corn 
or wheat. In Brazil, new land for soybean production 
comes from the Amazon Basin or the cerrado, the 
savannah-like region to the south.
 “Put simply, saving the Amazon rainforest now depends 
on curbing the growth in demand for soybeans by 
stabilizing population worldwide as soon as possible. 
And for the world’s more affl uent people, it means 
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eating less meat and thus slowing the growth in demand for 
soybeans. Against this backdrop, the recent downturn in U.S. 
meat consumption is welcome news.
 For further reading on the global food situation, see Full 
Planet, Empty Plates: The New Geopolitics of Food Scarcity, 
by Lester R. Brown (W.W. Norton: October 2012). See 
particularly Chapter 9: “China and the soybean challenge.” 
Supporting data sets and PowerPoint presentations are online 
at www.earth-policy.org/books/fpep. Address: President, 
Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

3573. Larsen, Janet. 2013. China’s growing hunger for meat 
shown by move to buy Smithfi eld, world’s leading pork 
producer. www.earthpolicy.org. June 6. www.earth-policy.
org/ data_highlights/2013/ highlights39. [1 ref]
• Summary:  “Half the world’s pigs–more than 470 million 
of them–live in China, but even that may not be enough to 
satisfy the growing Chinese appetite for meat. While meat 
consumption in the United States has fallen more than 5 
percent since peaking in 2007, Chinese meat consumption 
has leapt 18 percent, from 64 million to 78 million (metric) 
tons–twice as much as in the United States. Pork is by far 
China’s favorite protein, which helps to explain the late-May 
announced acquisition of U.S. meat giant Smithfi eld Foods 
Inc., the world’s leading pork producer, by the Chinese 
company Shuanghui International, owner of China’s largest 
meat processor. China already buys more than 60 percent 
of the world’s soybean exports to feed to its own livestock 
and has been a net importer of pork for the last fi ve years. 
Now the move for Chinese companies is to purchase both 
foreign agricultural land and food-producing companies 
outright. Note: On 29 May 2013, Shuanghui announced its 
purchase of all of the stock of Smithfi eld Foods, Inc. for 
approximately $4.72 billion–thereby taking the company 
private.

 “People in China ate 53 million tons of pork in 2012–six 
times as much as in the United States. On a per person basis, 
consumption in China fi rst eclipsed that in the United States 
in 1997, and it has never looked back. Now the average 
Chinese eats 86 pounds (39 kilograms) of pig meat each 
year, compared with 59 pounds in the United States. As 
demand rises, pork is starting to shift from household- or 
farm-scale production into larger factory-like operations. 
Overcrowding in these facilities has been blamed for 
pollution and the spread of disease, as well as for the recent 
dumping of thousands of dead pigs into a river fl owing into 
Shanghai.
 “China’s chicken intake just recently caught up with 
that in the United States, with 13 million tons eaten in each 
country. It took China just 25 years to make the consumption 
leap achieved by the United States over a half-century.”
 “As for beef, grazing land limitations and higher costs 
have made this meat far less popular in China than in the 
United States, with 5.6 million tons consumed in 2012, or 9 
pounds per person. The average American, in stark contrast, 
ate 82 pounds of beef that year. Total beef consumption in 
both countries appears to have peaked.”
 “With the average income in China poised to reach 
U.S. levels as early as 2035, heavier beef consumption 
theoretically could become economically feasible. 
Ecologically, though, it may never be possible. Grasslands 
are unable to sustain herds much larger than the existing 
ones, as evidenced by the vast dust bowl forming in northern 
China, largely from overgrazing by sheep and goats. Thus, 
getting more beef would mean intensive use of feedlots. 
But cattle take more grain and soybean meal per pound than 
all other livestock and poultry. In recent years China has 
imported some grain, though imports still make up a small 
share of its total supply. China’s soy production, however, 
has barely budged since 1995, while soy use (mostly for 
feed rations) has shot up fi vefold. Imports have made up the 

difference. (See data.)
 “Hogs put on about twice as much weight 
as cattle per pound of feed, and chickens 
grow even faster. Smithfi eld Foods in the 
United States has become remarkably 
‘effi cient’ at fattening hogs en masse; such 
expertise is a big attraction for China. Yet 
even though the United States has a better 
reputation on food safety than China, 
U.S. factory farms have their problems 
as well in terms of the contamination of 
meat and the massive quantities of waste 
generated by large groups of animals. 
The widespread use of antibiotics in U.S. 
industrial meat production has been linked 
to growing bacterial resistance to antibiotic 
treatment. And one feed additive still used 
in the United States to help pigs gain lean 
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weight–ractopamine–has been banned in China because of 
feared negative health effects. According to reporting by 
Reuters, Smithfi eld began limiting the use of ractopamine on 
some, but not all, of its animals last year, with an eye on the 
Chinese market.
 “Given the existing land degradation and pollution 
that are making it harder for China to produce more–and 
safer–food, it is not diffi cult to see why foreign acquisition 
of both land and food producers is becoming increasingly 
attractive. Yet just as the American diet has been shown to be 
a dangerous export–accompanied by spreading obesity, heart 
disease, and other so-called diseases of affl uence–ramping up 
American-style factory meat production is not without risk.” 
Address: Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., 
Suite 403, Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

3574. Galbraith, Kate. 2013. Attitudes on crops are 
modifying. New York Times. July 10.
• Summary: An article about changing attitudes toward 
genetically engineered (GE) food crops in the USA and 
the European Union (EU). In the USA there is a growing 
movement to label foods made from GE crops.
 “The E.U.’s strict labeling requirements, enacted in 
1997, are among the frustrations for American farmers, who 
say labels discourage consumers from buying a product that 
is safe and has been in the U.S. food system for decades. 
Partly for that reason, according to Richard Wilkins, the 
treasurer of the American Soybean Association, soybean 
exports from the United States to E.U. member states fell by 
82 percent between 1998 and 2012.”
 Note: The main reason the American Soybean 
Association and other soybean groups are not complaining, 
is because of the huge increase in soybean exports to China.

3575. SoyaScan Notes. 2013. Brazil passes the USA as the 
world’s top soybean exporter (Overview).
• Summary: Source: Karl Plume, Reuters. 2018. Jan. 25 
(which see).

3576. Brown, Lester R. 2014. Can the world feed China? 
www.earthpolicy.org. Fec. 25. 4 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Overnight, China has become a leading world 
grain importer, set to buy a staggering 22 million tons in the 
2013-14 trade year, according to the latest U.S. Department 
of Agriculture projections. As recently as 2006-just eight 
years ago-China had a grain surplus and was exporting 10 
million tons. What caused this dramatic shift?
 “It wasn’t until 20 years ago, after I wrote an article 
entitled ‘Who Will Feed China?’, that I began to fully 
appreciate what a sensitive political issue food security was 
to the Chinese. The country’s leaders were all survivors of 
the Great Famine of 1959-61, when some 36 million people 
starved to death. Yet while the Chinese government was 
publicly critical of my questioning the country’s ability 

to feed itself, it began quietly reforming its agriculture. 
Among other things, Beijing adopted a policy of grain self-
suffi ciency, an initiative that is now faltering.
 “Since 2006, China’s grain use has been climbing by 
17 million tons per year. (See data.) For perspective, this 
compares with Australia’s annual wheat harvest of 24 million 
tons. With population growth slowing, this rise in grain use is 
largely the result of China’s huge population moving up the 
food chain and consuming more grain-based meat, milk, and 
eggs.
 “In 2013, the world consumed an estimated 107 million 
tons of pork-half of which was eaten in China. China’s 
1.4 billion people now consume six times as much pork as 
the United States does. Even with its recent surge in pork, 
however, China’s overall meat intake per person still totals 
only 120 pounds per year, scarcely half the 235 pounds in the 
United States. But, the Chinese, like so many others around 
the globe, aspire to an American lifestyle. To consume meat 
like Americans do, China would need to roughly double its 
annual meat supply from 80 million tons to 160 million tons. 
Using the rule of thumb of three to four pounds of grain to 
produce one pound of pork, an additional 80 million tons of 
pork would require at least 240 million tons of feedgrain.
 “Where will this grain come from? Farmers in China are 
losing irrigation water as aquifers are depleted. The water 
table under the North China Plain, an area that produces half 
of the country’s wheat and a third of its corn, is falling fast, 
by over 10 feet per year in some areas. Meanwhile, water 
supplies are being diverted to nonfarm uses and cropland is 
being lost to urban and industrial construction. With China’s 
grain yield already among the highest in the world, the 
potential for China to increase production within its own 
borders is limited.
 “The 2013 purchase by a Chinese conglomerate of the 
American fi rm Smithfi eld Foods Inc., the world’s largest 
pig-growing and pork-processing company, was really a 
pork security move. So, too, is China’s deal with Ukraine to 
provide $3 billion in loans in exchange for corn, as well as 
negotiations with Ukrainian companies for access to land. 
Such moves by China exemplify the new geopolitics of food 
scarcity that affects us all.”
 For the whole story and graphs go to: www.earth-policy.
org/plan_b_updates/2014/update121 Address: President, 
Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 403, 
Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

3577. Li, Jane [Xueqing]. 2014. Behind the scene of soybean 
shipment cancellations. Iowa Soybean Review (Iowa Soybean 
Association, Ankeny, Iowa) 26(8):20-21. Summer.
• Summary: “While China continues to be the top buyer 
of U.S. soybeans, the process is not without frustration. 
Iowa soybean growers often wonder why cancellations 
occur, and want to know how many more are to come. 
Conversations with Chinese soybean traders reveal some 
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frank explanations:
 “1. Cancellation Spikes in Response to Declining 
Demand: Changing demands for soymeal and/or soyoil have 
been cited as the primary reason for cargo cancellations. 
Led by some of the largest soybean importers in the country, 
China canceled about 400,000 metric tons of U.S. soybeans 
at the end of February, up to 600,000 MT of South American 
soybeans in mid-March, and made further cancellations in 
early April. Their stated reason–weak domestic livestock 
demand and negative crushing margins.
 “Two waves of H7N9 bird fl u outbreaks in China, the 
fi rst one starting last spring and the second one reported in 
January of this year, are devastating the nation’s poultry 
industry. The reported loss reached at least $13.2 billion over 
the past year with the most recent outbreak affecting more 
than 40 million farmers and triggering a signifi cant drop in 
chicken and egg prices.
 “With a growing number of farms and animal 
inventories, China is facing increasing outbreaks of animal 
disease. Transboundary animal diseases (TADs) and 
zoonoses further complicate the situation.
 “In addition to the bird fl u outbreak, China’s hog 
industry has suffered severe losses as a supply surge 
has contributed to pork prices continuing to slide since 
mid- December with no sign of recovery until late April. 
Normally, China’s hog industry goes through an annual cycle 
where pork prices rise during the Chinese New Year, decline 
after the holiday, then ascend again in the spring. This year 
however, pork prices have remained weak even during the 
Chinese New Year and the down period has been unusually 
long. Profi t margins for hog farming hit a 3-year low in April 
with average losses of $50/head.
 “Feed demand has decelerated as a result, with a 
decrease of 25 percent in the fi rst two months of 2014 
according to some trade sources. Demand for soymeal was 
cut by as much as 20–30 percent during February-March 
year on year. Coastal crushers expect a loss of $80–$100 per 
ton in April and they no longer need shipments.
 “2. Traders Cancel Contracts To Seek Higher Profi ts: 
China has emerged as a major soybean importer only during 
the last decade. As China’s role in the international soybean 
market grows, Chinese traders are taking advantage of the 
market opportunities.
 “In recent years, there has been a growing trend toward 
using soybean import contracts as a means of securing 
fi nancing. As China’s credit market tightened, it has become 
more diffi cult for some private businesses to secure loans. 
These companies found they could get credit from banks 
much more easily using soybean import contracts as 
collateral, partly because such contracts were seen by banks 
as a part of stable and profi table importing activities. In 
this scenario, a soybean importer can sign a contract to buy 
beans and take that contract to the bank to get a loan. He can 
then sell the beans to a crusher, or if the price is right, he 

can cancel the contract and use the funds for other purposes. 
Some crushers, who are also importers, contract more beans 
than they need. They can then use the money for other 
business activities by cancelling a certain number of cargoes.
 “In this situation, traders normally buy early during 
the year, allowing them to get credit earlier and play in the 
market for a longer period.
 “There are also times when companies struggle to get 
credit amid domestic crushing industry losses. Most recently, 
Chinese crushers have defaulted on cargoes totaling about 
half a million tons, citing their inability to open letters of 
credit amid tightening bank oversight on commodity imports.
 “In addition to a growing need for fi nancing, Chinese 
buyers have a history of cancelling U.S. cargoes in favor of 
South American beans. With the widespread talk of South 
American bean harvest January this year, Chinese have 
turned to Brazilian shipments, where in-port prices were as 
much as $1 per bushel cheaper than U.S. gulf supplies. The 
market saw some cancellations as a result. In mid-February, 
up to 270,000 MT of U.S. soybeans previously sold to China 
were cancelled for the same reason.
 “Chinese traders admit that they overbooked cargoes 
from the U.S. for the fi rst quarter this year as Brazil and 
Argentina struggled to move their crops to export facilities 
and meet shipping deadlines last year.
 “Many Chinese traders have begun to recognize that 
failing to honor contracts is inconsistent with international 
trade practice. There are signs that these traders are seeking 
ways to improve. The International community has also 
started to identify disciplinary action against Chinese traders 
for cancelling contracts. Due to the size of the market, 
however, these practices can be expected to continue for 
some time.
 “3. Responses to Policy Risks May Increase 
Cancellations: Unexpected domestic trade policy changes 
could also potentially lead to cargo cancellations. Beginning 
last December, Chinese government rejected over 1 million 
MT of U.S. corn with unapproved MIR 162 GMO strain over 
a 5-month period. In mid-February, local quality watchdogs 
in Guangdong province started inspecting U.S. soybean 
cargoes for MIR 162 contamination, which signifi cantly 
delayed the timely arrivals of soybeans. Soybean crushers 
are also not allowed to begin crushing until the tests are 
complete and no unapproved bio-events are found. Traders 
believe it was fortunate the unexpected inspections lasted a 
short period of time and were limited to only one customs 
location. More importantly, no soybean cargo has been 
rejected. Otherwise, sudden changes in quarantine and 
inspection practices could lead to soybean cancellations as 
well.
 “Dips in demand, government policy changes, and 
market speculations were all signifi cant factors in cargo 
cancellations, making it challenging to estimate the volume. 
It is possible, however, to anticipate the timing of most 
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cancellations, which fall into the fi rst quarter of the year.
 “For Iowa soybean growers, a close watch on market 
situations like animal disease outbreaks, animal protein and 
oil consumption shifts and domestic policy changes will help 
to project future soybean cancellations.
 “Xueqing (Jane) Li is a Principal at Ag Food Consulting 
(AFC), located in Washington, D.C. and has nearly 15 years 
experience in agriculture including extensive knowledge of 
industry, association and government network in China.” 
Address: AFC, Washington, DC.

3578. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, Database 
Administration Branch. 2014. Production of soybeans in and 
imports of soybeans to Belgium-Luxembourg, 1964-2014. 
FAS USDA Oilseeds/Products, PSD (Production, Supply, 
and Distribution Online) Database.
• Summary: According to USDA’s Foreign Agricultural 
Service’s PSD online database soybeans have never been 
cultivated in Belgium-Luxembourg.
 However imports of soybeans began in 1964/65 with 
139 metric tons, increasing to 349 metric tons in 1970/71, 
increasing to 1,099 metric tons in 1980/81, decreasing 
slightly to 1,020 metric tons in 1990/91, after which no 
imports of soybeans are shown. Address: Washington, DC.

3579. Soy Canada. 2015. Soy Canada comments on EU’s 
proposal to allow Member States to reject imports of 
approved biotechnology crops (News Release). Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada. 1 p.
• Summary: Ottawa–April 23, 2015–Soy Canada expressed 
its disappointment today in the Commission’s proposal to 
allow individual member states to prohibit the import and 
use of food and feed derived from biotechnology that have 
been approved on the basis of rigorous scientifi c assessment.
 “The EU’s 
proposal is a major 
step away from 
the predictable, 
trade facilitative 
environment that 
Canada and Europe 
have committed 
to through the 
Canada–EU Free 
Trade Agreement,” 
said Jim Everson, 
Executive Director of 
Soy Canada, “and a 
rejection of regulatory 
decision making based 
on sound science.”
 “Soy Canada is a 
national commodity 
association 

representing the full soybean value chain in Canada 
including farmers, exporters, processors and seed companies. 
Canadian farmers produced 6.04 million tons of soybeans 
in 2014 earning $2.4 billion in farm cash receipts; the 3rd 
most valuable crop. Canada exported over 1.2 metric tons of 
soybeans to the European Community in 2014.
 “For more information, contact: Jim Everson, Executive 
Director, 613-488-9916. Jeverson@soycanada.” Address: 
Ottawa, Ontario.

3580. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. 2015. Palm and 
soy oil use expands at expense of other oils. Washington, 
DC. 37 p.
• Summary:  “United States:
 “Soybean meal exports are up 363,000 tons to 11.8 
million.
 “Soybean oil exports are raised 272,000 tons to 930,000.
 “Rapeseed meal imports are up 136,000 tons to 3.6 
million.
 “Argentina:
 “Soybean meal exports are up 650,000 tons to 28.5 
million on expanding crush and stronger demand as prices 
decline.
 “Soybean oil exports are raised 225,000 tons to 4.9 
million refl ecting a strong pace of trade and growing 
vegetable oil demand mainly in India.
 “Brazil:
 “Soybean exports are up 200,000 tons to 50.0 million on 
a stronger pace of trade to date, encouraged by a weak real 
and growing sales to China.
 “Soybean meal exports are down 300,000 tons to 14.7 
million, refl ecting the current pace of trade and slowing 
crush.
 “Soybean oil exports are raised 110,000 tons to 1.5 
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million on strong August shipments.
 “Canada rapeseed exports are up 407,000 tons to 9.2 
million following the release of fi nal marketing year trade 
statistics.
 “China:
 “Rapeseed imports are raised 100,000 tons to 4.6 million 
based on strong end-of-season purchases.
 “Palm oil imports are up 150,000 tons to 5.5 million on 
large purchases at the end of the current marketing year.
 “Cuba soybean meal imports are raised 160,000 tons to 
480,000 on a stronger pace of trade.
 “India:
 “Peanut exports are up 200,000 tons to 775,000 
refl ecting larger shipments to Southeast Asia.
 “Soybean oil imports are raised 150,000 tons to 2.7 
million on near-record July shipments.
 “Palm oil imports are raised 150,000 tons to 9.4 million 
on large shipments.
 “Nigeria soybean meal imports are up 105,000 tons 
to 130,000 based on stronger pace of trade and growing 
demand for protein feed.
 “Pakistan soybean imports are reduced 100,000 tons 
to 350,000, while soybean meal imports are up 150,000 
tons to 900,000 as crush expansion is more moderate than 
anticipated.
 “Turkey soybean imports are raised 100,000 tons to 2.1 
million on a stronger pace of trade towards the end of the 
marketing year.
 “Ukraine soybean exports are up 100,000 tons to 2.4 
million and sunfl owerseed oil exports are raised 150,000 tons 
to 3.9 million, both refl ecting a stronger export pace in the 
latter months of the marketing year.
 “Uruguay soybean meal imports are up 100,000 tons to 
240,000 on early marketing year trade to date.
 “Vietnam soybean meal imports are raised 450,000 
tons to 4.2 million refl ecting recent strong purchases from 
Argentina.
 Contains 27 full-page tables, such as: (7) Soybeans: 
World supply and distribution (1,000 metric tons), 2011/12 
to 2015/16. Includes production, imports, exports, crush, 
ending stocks. The world’s leading soybean producers in 
Aug. 2015/16 are:
 USA 106,588
 Brazil 97,000
 Argentina 57,000
 China 11,500
 India 11,500
 Paraguay 8,800
 Canada 6,200
 Other 21,461.
 The top 4 soybean importers are: China 79,000. 
European Union 13,500. Mexico 4,050. Japan 2,850.
 The top 4 exporters are: Brazil 54,500. United States 
46,947. Argentina 9,750. Paraguay 4,600.

 The top 4 soybean crushers are: China 79,500. USA 
50,621. Argentina 41,500. Brazil 39,550.
 Table (8) Soybean meal. (9) Soybean oil. (10) Soybeans 
and products: World trade. (11) Palm oil: World supply and 
distribution, etc. Address: Washington, DC.

3581. Thompson, Gary A.; Lipari, Susanne E.; Hardy, 
Ralph W.F. eds. 2016. Stewardship for the sustainability 
of genetically engineered crops: the way forward in pest 
management, coexistence, and trade. NABC Report (National 
Agricultural Biotechnology Council, Ithaca, New York). No. 
27. 243 p. (Proceedings of the 27th annual conference of the 
NABC, hosted by The Pennsylvania State University, June 
2-3, 2015).
• Summary: “Acknowledgments: The 27th annual meeting 
of the North American Agricultural Biotechnology Council–
”NABC 27”–was hosted by Gary A. Thompson (Associate 
Dean for Research and Graduate Education, and Director 
of the Agricultural Experiment Station at The Pennsylvania 
State University, University Park, PA). We thank Dr. 
Thompson and his team for a most successful conference.”
 Note 1. As of 2015 all these NABC reports are available 
at http://nabc.cals.cornell.edu.
 Note 2. This appears to be the last of these reports. 
A message at nabc.cals.cornell.edu (accessed 2017 Dec. 
5) states: “We have closed our doors. For the moment, all 
publications are still available on our Publications page [see 
above]. But there will be no maintenance on this site, and 
Cornell, as the hosting institution, may take the site down at 
some point.
 “Permanent access to NABC white papers and all 
NABC Reports is at Cornell eCommons, where they will be 
maintained in the future.
 “The proceedings of the BIO World Congress on 
Industrial Biotechnology and Bioprocessing can be accessed 
by going to the Publications page on this site, but once this 
site is taken down, there will no longer be electronic access 
to these publications. They are the property of BIO. Please 
contact them if you need access.
 “NABC Newsletters will also be available at the 
Publications page as long as this site is still up.” Address: 
1. Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Education, 
and Director of the Agric. Exp. Station; 3. Student Voice 
administrator. Both: The Pennsylvania State University, 
University Park, PA; 3. NABC President, B15 Boyce 
Thompson Inst., Tower Road, Ithaca, NY 14853. Phone: 
607-254-4856.

3582. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfi eld, Iowa).
2016. New report fi nds U.S. agriculture is not “feeding the 
world.” No. 168. Nov. p. 19.
• Summary: “Environmental Working Group report fi nds 
most U.S. food exports go to food-secure, developed nations, 
while a tiny fraction goes to nations where hunger is chronic
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 “US agribusiness spokesmen routinely defend practices 
that pollute air and water, and destroy soil by claiming that 
American farmers are doing what it takes to ‘feed the world.’
 “But, the facts tell a very different story. U.S. agriculture 
is not feeding the world’s impoverished and desperate 
people, according to an Environmental Working Group 
analysis of trade fi gures. Eighty-six percent of American 
agricultural exports in 2015 went to 20 of the world’s 
wealthiest and most developed export destinations, including 
Canada, China, Mexico and the European Union.
 “’We wanted to dig into the fi ctitious notion that 
America’s fanners are feeding people in undernourished 
countries, and the assertion that so-called `modern’ farming 
techniques are our only option if we ever hope to do so,’ said 
Anne Weir Schechinger, EWG’s senior analyst for economics 
and author of the report. ‘This is simply a myth adopted and 
deployed by U.S. agribusiness to distract the public from 
reality. The indisputable facts are that we are sending mostly 
meat products and animal feed to wealthy countries, and we 
are not sending much food at all to those nations struggling 
to feed their people.’
 “Weir Schechinger’s analysis determined that the 20 
export destinations that consumed the vast majority of 
America’s agricultural bounty scored medium, high or 
very high on a development scale created by the United 
Nations Development Programme. None had large numbers 
of hungry people. Half of all U.S. exports going to these 
relatively affl uent nations consisted of meat and dairy 
products, and animal feed.
 “Only half of 1 percent of U.S. agricultural exports 
last year went to 19 nations, including Haiti, Yemen and 
Ethiopia, that the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization 
determined had very high or high undernourishment.
 “The report says that U.S. agribusiness should assist 
farmers in less developed nations grow their own food.”

3583. SoyaScan Notes. 2016. Brief chronology of Bunge 
(Overview). Dec. 27. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Note: This chronology is based on a chronology 
on the Bunge website at About > Our History.
 1818–Johann Peter Gottlieb Bunge establishes Bunge & 
Co. in Amsterdam.
 1859–Edouard Bunge, Johann’s grandson, relocates the 
company to Antwerp to trade commodities.
 1884–The company establishes operations in Argentina 
to trade grain.
 1905–The company expands into Brazil and enters the 
wheat milling business.
 1918–The company opens its fi rst trading offi ce in North 
America, incorporating in 1923.
 1935–The company purchases its fi rst sizable grain 
facility, Midway, a rail terminal in Minneapolis [Minnesota], 
which positioned it to move from a pure grain trader to a 

full-service grain company throughout the 1940s and 50s.
 1960s–Bunge opens the largest export elevator of its 
kind in the U.S. in Destrehan, Louisiana. Diversifying into 
value-added processing in the late 1960s, the company builds 
its fi rst soybean processing plant adjacent to the Destrehan 
elevator in 1967.
 1979–The company expands down the food production 
chain with the purchase of Lauhoff Grain Company, 
becoming the largest corn dry miller in the world.
 1980–Bunge acquires three edible oil refi neries, marking 
its entry into value-added oil processing and packaging.
 1990–The company moves its headquarters from New 
York to a more strategic location in St. Louis, Missouri.
 1997–Bunge invests in Harinera La Espiga in Mexico 
City, the largest wheat mill in the Spanish-speaking 
Americas.
 1999–Bunge builds the largest U.S. soybean crushing 
and refi ning plant in Council Bluffs, Iowa.
 2001–In May, the company changes its name to Bunge 
North America. On August 2, 2001, its parent company, 
Bunge Limited, begins trading on the New York Stock 
Exchange (NYSE: BG).
 2002- Bunge Limited purchases Cereol, SA., to become 
the world’s largest soy processor. As a result, Bunge North 
America integrates its operations with Cereol’s North 
American oilseed businesses, Central Soya in the United 
States and CanAmera Foods in Canada.
 2006–The company enters into a strategic partnership 
with Southwest Iowa Renewable Energy, LLC, to produce 
corn-based ethanol.

3584. Solidaridad; SSTP (Sustainable Soy Trade Platform). 
2016. China’s soy crushing industry: impacts on the global 
sustainability agenda. Beijing, China: Solidaridadnetwork.
org 24 p. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents:
 Background:
 1. Rapid Growth of China’s Meat and Feed Industry
 2. Domestic Production: why soy’s country of origin is 
in decline
 3. Trade: pressure on China’s surging soy imports
 The Crushing Industry:
 1. Overview
 2. Company profi les
 Sustainability:
 1. Overview
 2. Progress
 3. Solutions
 Acknowledgements.
 Page 4: Soybean meal consumption use (color pie 
chart): Poultry 52%. Pork 29%. Cattle [beef] 7%. Foodstuff, 
Petfood, Other 2% each.
 Page 5: Domestic soybean production is declining. A 
bar graph shows this decline from 9.59 million metric tons 
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in 2005 to about 4.87 MM tonnes in 2015 (Source: China 
Bureau of Statistics). Three reasons are given: (1) China 
currently has the highest production cost of soy, while Brazil 
and the U.S. have the lowest. (2) Abandon soybean and 
protect grains policy enacted. (3) Farmers stopped growing 
soy to grow more profi table crops including corn and rice.
 Page 6: A bar graph shows that China’s total 
consumption of soybeans has increased from 10.3 MMT 
in 1992/93 to 78.9 MMT (projected) in 2013/14. Address: 
Room 1103, 11F, Tower 1, Bright China Chang An Building, 
No. 7 Jianguomen Nei Street, Dong-cheng District, 100005, 
Beijing, P.R. China. Phone: +86 (10) 6568827.

3585. United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
INFOCOMM. 2016. Soy beans: An INFOCOMM 
commodity profi le. New York & Geneva: UNCAD 
INFOCOMM. 25 p. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Overview: 1.1 Description. 1.2 
Origins; early trade history. 1.3 Cultivation; harvesting, 
processing, transportation to the consumer (pre-harvest 
operations: preparation of the land and fertilization, planting, 
irrigation, growing of soybeans, stages of growth; post-
harvest operations: harvesting, threshing, drying, cleaning, 
packaging, storage, transport, processing–cracking, 
dehulling. degumming, fl aking). 1.3 Varieties, quality 
standards, classifi cation... etc.
 Figures: 1. The soybean plant (with fl owers, leaves, 
seeds and pods). 2. Soybean growth phases: Vegetative and 
reproductive. 3. Process chart of preparation and solvent 
extraction of soybeans. 4. World soybean production 2004-
2014 (bar chart, thousand metric tons). 5. World soybean 
consumption 2004-2014 (bar chart, million tonnes). 6. World 
soybean oil consumption 2004-2014 (bar chart, million 
tonnes). 7. World soybean meal consumption 2004-2014 (bar 
chart, million tonnes). 8. Monthly price of soybeans 2013-
2015 (graph).
 Tables: 1. Vegetative stages of growth. 2. Reproductive 
stages. 3. Example of specifi c grade standards for soybeans 
(grades 1-4). 4. Top 10 soybean producing countries in 
2013 and tonnes produced by each: USA, Brazil, Argentina, 
China, China (mainland), Paraguay, Canada, Uruguay, 
Ukraine, Bolivia (Plurinational State of). 5. Top 10 soybean 
exporting countries in 2011 and tons exported by each: 
World, USA, Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, Canada, Uruguay, 
Ukraine, Netherlands, United Arab Emirates, Belgium. 6. 
Top 10 soybean importing countries in 2011 and tonnes 
imported by each: World, China, Mexico, Germany, 
Spain, Netherlands, Japan, Taipei [Taiwan], Indonesia. 7. 
International and national soya associations (with the website 
of each). Address: UNCTAD’s Special Unit on Commodities, 
Palais des Nations 8-14, Avenue de la Paix, 1211 Geneva 
10, Switzerland. Phone: +41 22 917 1648 / 6286; email: 
commodities@unctad.org; website: unctad.org/commdities.

3586. Cloutier, Jeanne. 2017. Soy story: a short history 
of Glycine max in Canada (Web article). https://www150.
statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/21-004-x/2017001/article/14779-eng.
htm 2 p. May 3.
• Summary: “Over the last 20 years, Canadian soybean 
production has grown by 136%, reaching 6.37 million 
tonnes in the 2015/2016 crop year. During the same 
period, Canadian soybean exports increased by 618%, to 
4,299,000 tonnes. In 2015/2016, 64.3% of Canadian soybean 
production was exported, whereas 22% of this crop was 
destined for foreign markets in the 1996/1997 crop year.”

3587. Monsanto. 2017. Monsanto receives key import 
approval to enable 2018 launch of Vistive® Gold soybean 
(Website printout). https://monsanto.com/spotlight/articles/
monsanto-receives-key-import-approval-enable-2018-
launch-vistive-gold-soybean/ 1 p. June 16. Retrieved Sept. 
28.
• Summary: Subtitle: Farmers Will Have Access To 
Monsanto’s Low-Saturate, High-Oleic Soybeans in 2018.
 “St. Louis [Missouri] (June 16, 2017)–The Chinese 
Ministry of Agriculture recently granted approval for 
the import and food/feed use of Monsanto’s MON 
87705 soybean. This approval is for a key component 
of Monsanto’s Vistive® Gold soybeans that produce a 
low-saturate, high-oleic soybean oil. With this approval, 
Monsanto will now begin commercial preparation for the 
full-scale launch of Vistive Gold soybeans in 2018.
 “Vistive Gold soybeans contain the low-saturate, high-
oleic trait which will enable food companies to produce 
foods with lower saturated fat levels and low levels of trans 
fat as compared to other cooking oils.1
 “Vistive Gold soybean oil has enhanced storage and 
processing stability, and an improved nutritional profi le and 
food functionality. Vistive Gold soybeans were developed 
with input from leading food companies over the last decade 
and can benefi t consumers as well as farmers.
 “’Oil produced with Vistive Gold soybeans is a 
benefi cial cooking oil,’ said Lisa Streck, Monsanto’s soybean 
launch lead. ‘It can be used cost effectively as a cooking 
oil that is low in saturated fat with zero grams trans fat per 
serving. Vistive Gold soybean oil also delivers the same 
great taste and texture that people expect from cooking oils, 
as well as shelf life that is equal to, or better than, traditional 
oils.’
 “Vistive Gold soybeans represent one of the fi rst crops 
developed through the combination of biotechnology 
and traditional breeding that enable farmers to help food 
companies bring an improved cooking oil to consumers. 
The soybeans will be built upon the proven performance 
of Genuity® Roundup Ready 2 Yield® soybeans, giving 
farmers a strong yield opportunity and may provide the 
ability to earn a premium for the nutritionally improved oil.
 “’Vistive Gold soybeans is a unique product that we’ve 
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been working to bring to market,’ Streck adds. ‘We continue 
to establish partnerships with processors and are preparing 
for commercial launch in 2018.’
 “To learn more about Vistive Gold soybeans, visit www.
VistiveGold.com.”
 Note: Vistive Gold soybeans are not yet available in the 
USA. Yet articles saying they were available appeared as 
early as Jan. 2008 (Iowa Soybean Review, p. 10).

3588. Hailu, Mekonnen; Kelemu, Kaleb. 2017. Trends in 
soy bean trade in Ethiopia. Research J. of Agricultural and 
Environmental Management 3(9):477-84. *

3589. Plume, Karl. 2018. Protein plight: Brazil steals U.S. 
soybean share in China. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
usa-soybeans-protein-insight/protein-plight-brazil-steals-u-s-
soybean-share-in-china-idUSKBN1FE0FM 3 p. Jan. 25.
• Summary: “Chicago (Reuters)–U.S. soybean growers 
are losing market share in the all-important China market 
because the race to grow higher-yielding crops has robbed 
their most prized nutrient: protein.
 “Declining protein levels make soybeans less valuable to 
the $400 billion industry that produces feed for cattle, pigs, 
chickens and fi sh. And the problem is a key factor driving 
soybean buyers from the U.S. to Brazil, where warmer 
weather helps offset the impact of higher crop yields on 
protein levels.
 “A decade ago, the United States supplied 38 percent of 
the soybeans to China, the world’s top importer, compared 
to 34 percent from Brazil. Now, Brazil supplies 57 percent 
of Chinese imports compared to 31 percent from the United 
States, according to China’s General Administration of 
Customs.
 “Soybeans are by far the most valuable U.S. agricultural 
export, with $22.8 billion in shipments in 2016. Declining 
protein levels and market share pose another vexing problem 
for soy farmers already reeling from a global grains glut and 
years of depressed prices.
 “The U.S. soybean industry also faces rising competition 
from a growing number of synthetic and organic alternative 
feeds that provide more protein for less money.
 “These are troubling trends for the $41 billion U.S. 
soybean sector, but the industry’s response has yet to take on 
much urgency. That’s because the erosion of protein levels 
has come over many years, and many industry players still 
have short-term economic incentives to prioritize higher 
yields over higher protein.”
 Two graphics show: (1) The U.S. soybean yield has risen 
from about 2,200 kg/ha in 1985 to 3,300 kg/ha in 2016. (2) 
The protein content of U.S. soybeans has fallen from about 
35.1% in 1987 to 34.1% in 2017.
 “Protein levels have fallen as biotechnology and other 
breeding advances have pushed yield per acre to record 
highs, which dilutes protein content. But U.S. farmers can 

still make more money producing higher volumes of lower-
protein crops because they only get an additional 3 to 5 cents 
a bushel for higher-protein beans.
 “Over the long term, however, falling protein levels 
could have dire consequences for the U.S. industry as a 
whole–especially in China, which buys two-thirds of all 
soybeans traded in the world market to feed its vast livestock 
operations.
 “’China needs soybeans, and we’re at risk of becoming a 
residual supplier if we don’t work on protein improvements,’ 
said North Dakota farmer Jared Hagert, a director and past 
chairman of the United Soybean Board (USB), an industry 
association.
 “Higher Yields, Lower Protein: The USB and other 
industry advocates are starting to take the protein problem 
seriously. The industry group will spend $5.6 million in fi scal 
year 2018 on research and other efforts to boost protein, up 
from $3.7 million last year.
 “They face a tough task. Like many farmers, the 
agribusiness giants that develop seed technology, such as 
Monsanto Co and DowDuPont Inc, have little incentive to 
focus on raising protein levels.
 “Seed developers have had great success boosting 
yields through traditional breeding methods and genetic 
engineering to make crops use less water, tolerate weed 
killers and grow better in colder or drier climates. But they 
have yet to crack the genetic code that would raise protein 
content without hurting yield, seed breeders said.
 “At DowDuPont, scientists have identifi ed some 
promising leads in boosting protein without hurting crop 
yields, said Steve Schnebly, senior research manager with the 
agriculture division of DowDuPont. But any commercially 
viable solution could be two decades away, he said, and isn’t 
a company priority.
 “’Our major objective to our farmer customers is 
maximum yield,’ Schnebly said.
 “Monsanto, the world’s largest seed producer, currently 
has no genetic research projects focusing on elevating 
protein, spokeswoman Christi Dixon said in a written 
statement.
 “’Market potential and demand doesn’t warrant the 
R&D investment,’ she said.
 “The protein decline coincides with a rise of cheaper and 
more abundant alternative feeds available to livestock and 
poultry producers. They include distillers grains, a byproduct 
of the ethanol production process, and synthetic amino acids 
that are mixed with corn to mimic soymeal.
 “Jeff Knott, a swine nutrition consultant and owner of 
Minnesota-based Ideal Animal Nutrition, creates recipes with 
such alternatives for hog feed used by producers in several 
Midwest states.
 “’Compared to 20 years ago, we’re probably feeding 70 
percent less soybean meal than we used to,’ he said. ‘And it’s 
all economically driven.’
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 “Lower Protein, Lower Exports: Brazilian soybean 
producers use the same genetically modifi ed seeds as their 
U.S. counterparts, and have also seen a reduction in protein 
content.
 “But Brazilian growers retain an crucial edge in protein 
thanks to warmer weather and longer days. The nation’s 
soybeans contain 37 percent protein on average, according 
to data from Embrapa, the government’s agriculture research 
agency.
 “That compares to 34.1 percent for U.S. crops in 2017–a 
record low, according to the U.S. Soybean Export Council.
 “The protein shortfall in this season’s crop has prompted 
U.S. processors such as Bunge Ltd to cut the amount of 
protein they can guarantee in soymeal they sell.
 “Brazil’s three-percentage-point protein advantage 
is plenty enough to sway many buyers, especially when 
combined with the nation’s recent efforts to expand 
production and reduce shipping delays. Since overtaking the 
United States as the world’s top soybean exporter in 2013, 
Brazil has boosted production by about 40 percent.
 “Expanded port capacity in northern Brazil and lower 
freight costs have widened the country’s advantage in China, 
said a Brazilian trader with a large exporting company.
 “’Brazil’s soybeans on average have less impurities 
and higher protein content,’ said the trader, who requested 
anonymity because he was not authorized to speak publicly. 
‘Some destinations will pay a premium for that.’
 “Protein is paramount for Chinese importers, two 
managers at soy crushing plants and one soy meal buyer at a 
pig producer told Reuters in interviews.
 “’Feed producers mainly consider the cost of the soy 
meal–the price, and the amount of protein it contains,’ said a 
swine feed buyer who asked not to be named because he was 
not authorized to speak. ‘With more supplies from Brazil... 
we don’t necessarily need to buy beans from the U.S.’
 “Scrambling for Solutions: The United Soybean Board 
has launched a pilot project at a small number of processors 
and grain elevators–facilities that store and load grain 
for shipping–to record and analyze the protein content of 
soybeans delivered by local farmers.
 “The effort aims to provide highly localized data in 
the hope that farmers will select seed varieties that produce 
higher-protein crops and that soybean buyers will pay them a 
premium.
 “Other USB efforts include fi nancing genetics research 
to boost protein, including studies by researchers at the 
University of Illinois and by scientists at DuPont Pioneer. 
‘We’ve got to be cognizant as to what kind of product we are 
providing the end user,’ said Hagert, the USB director.
 “Another study–conducted by the University of 
Wisconsin and paid for by the Illinois Soybean Association 
and the U.S. Soybean Export Council–suggests that farmers 
can better compete with synthetic alternatives by planting 
beans with a specifi c amino acid balance.

 “Such soybeans can save hog feeders up to $3 a head 
and save chicken producers 7 cents a bird, said the study’s 
lead author, John Osthus.
 “’Right now, there are synthetic amino acid companies 
that are undermining U.S. market share,’ Osthus said. ‘If we 
don’t do something about this, we’re missing a huge market 
opportunity.’” Address: Reuters.

3590. Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). 2018. Grain Farmers 
of Ontario hopeful for a quick resolution of China-US trade 
dispute. (News release). Guelph, Ontario, Canada. 2 p. July 
7.
• Summary: “The proposed Chinese tariff on U.S. soybeans 
of 25 percent could impact Ontario grain farmers through 
increased competition in global markets and an increased 
volume of soybeans coming into Canada.
 “’Any disruption in trade is potentially negative for 
Canada,’ said Markus Haerle, Chair, Grain Farmers of 
Ontario. ‘We are hopeful that all parties will continue to 
work toward a solution. Although there is no way to be 
sure what the outcome of the dispute will be, this kind of 
uncertainty will not benefi t anyone long term.’
 “As of 2016, the United States was shipping at least 35 
million tons of soybeans to China, while Canada ships closer 
to two million tons each year.
 “’Our production in Canada is not large enough to fi ll 
this type of demand, and any opportunities that increased 
Chinese demand might have are offset by the possibility of 
an infl ux of U.S. soybeans into Canadian markets, including 
Ontario,’ said Haerle.” Address: 100 Stone Road West, Suite 
201, Guelph, ONT N1E 7K7, Canada.

3591. Zhong, Raymond. 2018. China’s taste for soybeans is a 
weak spot in the trade war with Trump: Beijing’s retaliatory 
tariffs make American soy pricier. But the country’s huge 
demand for oil and animal feed makes it tough to stop 
importing overnight. New York Times. July 9.
• Summary: Last year, soybean farmers in the U.S. sold 
nearly one-third of their soybeans ($14 billion worth) to 
China. But last week China slapped a 25% tariff on U.S. 
soybeans in retaliation for the Trump administration’s tariffs 
on goods made in China.
 China is by far the world’s largest importer of soybeans: 
Nearly 90% of the soy consumed in China last year came 
from abroad–more than 100 million tons total. By contrast, 
the world’s No. 2 importer, Mexico, purchased only 5 million 
tons.
 Heilongjiang has long been China’s leading soybean-
growing province. “China allows imports of genetically 
engineered [GE] crops, but Heilongjiang forbids farmers 
to grow them.” Many people harbor deep doubts about the 
safety of such products, both for the people and for the land. 
One farmer said he believed GE soybeans are bad for the 
land. “After you’ve grown them somewhere, nothing else 
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will grow there. That’s what everyone says.”
 Some Chinese farmers use drones for spraying 
pesticides on their soybeans.

3592. Newman, Jesse. 2019. Farmers built a soybean empire 
around China. Now they’re fi ghting to save it: trade tensions 
have hammered sales of soybeans to the Chinese, a major 
export market it took U.S. agriculture decades to create. Wall 
Street Journal. July 5. First published online on July 4.
• Summary: U.S. farmers are fi ghting to prevent a tragedy–
the loss of their biggest customer for their biggest export.
 “The customer is China and the export is soybeans, of 
which the U.S. shipped $21 billion abroad in 2017, far more 
than anything else farmers grow. That marked a tripling in 
two decades, the fruit of a sweeping effort, by nearly every 
arm of U.S. agriculture, to build a once obscure crop into a 
blockbuster.”
 Last year, because of a bitter trade dispute started by 
U.S. President Trump, American soybean exports to China 
decreased by 74% by volume. China slapped a 25% tariff on 
U.S. soybeans, which took effect in July 2018, leading to a 
sharp decline in U.S. soybean prices. Brazil scrambled to fi ll 
the gap, as prices paid to U.S. farmers fell to a 7-year low.
 The U.S. Soybean Export Council is sending delegations 
to China to try to mend the rift.
 American soybean farmers have worked long and 
hard to build this Chinese. In 1982 the American Soybean 
Association (ASA) fi rst opened an offi ce in Beijing, long 
before China began to modernize or had joined the World 
Trade Organization (WTO). Some ASA members thought 
their leaders were wasting money, as (since that time) 
farmers themselves, through soybean checkoff programs, 
have spent amore than $135 million to develop the Chinese 
market. But in the mid-1990s, a change in China’s food 
policy brought good news to the USA. In part because of 
a growing shortage of water, China committed itself to 
becoming self-suffi cient in the production of major cereal 
grains, but soybeans were not mentioned.
 Yet with modernization, millions of Chinese were 
entering the middle class and yearning for more affl uent 
diets–featuring pork and poultry. These animals were 
increasingly raised on scientifi c diets, including plenty of 
protein from soybeans. Soon Chinese demand for soybeans 
was growing at 10% a year.
 American farmers responded by shifting millions 
of acres away from crops like corn and wheat and into 
soybeans. Between 1995 and 2018 U.S. soybean acreage 
rose by 43% while wheat acreage fell 31%. Last year 
American farmers planted soybeans on more than 89 million 
acres, more even that the acreage planted to corn.
 Railroads, seed companies, grain traders, port facilities 
etc. have taken part in the soybean industry expansion. For 
example, BNSF Railway Co. has invested over $6.1 billion 
in expanding its lines to ports in the Pacifi c Northwest, 

adding or repairing more than 30,000 miles of track and 
replacing some nine million railroad ties.
 But for decades the Chinese have complained about the 
U.S. soybeans they received–especially the high percentage 
of foreign matter (debris) in soybean shipments.
 The damage that has been done to the U.S. market in 
China will not be easy to repair. China is already looking 
for alternative sources of soybean imports, so it will never 
again be so dependent on a single supplier. One of the oldest 
civilizations on Earth, China has learned to think long-term–
not in years but in centuries. Markets don’t just bounce back. 
Brazil, which passed the U.S. as the world’s largest soybean 
exporter several years ago, is best positioned to benefi t 
from the present soybean trade war. Brazil’s share of world 
soybean exports is expected to jump to 52% this season (its 
largest ever) while the U.S. share is expected to fall to 31%, 
the lowest since the 1940s.

3593. Guardian (The, UK). 2019. International trade: 
US government to pay farmers hurt by China trade war 
$16bn: as trade talks are set to resume after a two-month 
halt, an aid package will see producers paid up to $150 per 
acre (Web article). www.theguardian.com/business/2019/
jul/26/us-government-to-pay-farmers-hurt-by-china-trade-
war-16bn?utm_term=RWRpdG9yaWFsX1VTTW9yb
mluZ0JyaWVmaW5nLTE5MDcyNg%3D%3D&utm_
source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=USMorn
ingBriefi ng&CMP=usbriefi ng_email
• Summary: “The US government will pay American 
farmers hurt by the trade war with China between $15 and 
$150 per acre in an aid package totaling $16bn with farmers 
in the South poised to see higher rates than in the midwest.
 “As US and Chinese negotiators prepare to meet face-
to-face for the fi rst time since talks on the dispute collapsed 
in May, the agriculture secretary, Sonny Perdue, said the 
package showed that Donald Trump knew farmers were 
‘fi ghting the fi ght’”.
 Note: The big question in the U.S. is whether Trump will 
back down as the 2020 election approaches and he must face 
the voters. China, obviously has no such problems.

3594. Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). 2019. Federal 
Government forgets grain farmers in trade compensation 
(News release). Guelph, Ontario, Canada. 1 p. Aug. 20.
• Summary: “Grain Farmers of Ontario, the province’s 
largest commodity organization, representing Ontario’s 
28,000 barley, corn, oat, soybean and wheat farmers, 
is disappointed that the Canadian government’s trade 
compensation package did not include support for grain 
farmers. Additionally, the government’s divisive decision to 
only support a select area of the agriculture industry could 
create an unneeded divide in the industry.
 “The impact of trade disputes on grain farmers was 
forgotten in the federal announcement of $1.75 billion 
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dollars for 11,000 Canadian dairy farmers, who have yet to 
experience the trade impacts on their sector. Support is also 
required immediately for grain farmers facing uncertainty 
in the markets from trade disputes and stifl ed markets from 
Canada’s strained relationship with China.
 “’The federal government is neglecting grain farmers 
who are impacted by the volatile trade environment that 
has been created by political decisions outside of farmers 
control,’ said Markus Haerle, Chair, Grain Farmers of 
Ontario. ‘The China/U.S. Trade war and Canada’s strained 
relationship with China are having an impact on our farmer 
members ability to market their crop. We should have been 
included in the trade compensation package announced late 
last week.’
 “Grain farmers have been impacted and will continue to 
be impacted until there is resolution to the geopolitical issues 
impacting global trade and market uncertainty. For over a 
year there have been several incidents escalating the situation 
starting with the U.S./China Trade War and the subsequent 
compensation package of $36 billion to U.S. farmers by their 
government.
 “The situation was exacerbated by the strained 
relationship between China and Canada stemming from 
the arrest of a Chinese Huawei executive, which resulted 
in a slowing of Canadian soybean purchases by Chinese 
buyers. The government of China issued a stern warning 
to Canada to stay out of domestic issues in China as recent 
as this weekend, leaving little hope that a resolution to the 
relationship with China will improve in-time for harvest.
 “Grain Farmers of Ontario has been a vocal advocate 
of the need for better business risk management (BRM) 
programs for Ontario grain farmers and for a trade war fund 
that will help see farmers through economic hurt caused by 
trade disputes with no action from the federal government.” 
Address: 679 Southgate Drive, Guelph, ONT N1E 7K7, 
Canada.

3595. Norberg, Matilda Baraibar. 2019. Agrofood 
globalization: the global soybean and beef commodity 
chains. In: The Political Economy of Agrarian Change in 
Latin America. See p. 117-63. Chap. 3.
• Summary: “Increased global demand for meat, and thus for 
farmlands–for soybeans and livestock grazing–is the ultimate 
driver behind recent agrarian change. This chapter presents 
the intertwined global soybean and beef commodity chains, 
using the lens of Global Commodity Chain analysis. The 
chapter explains how the soybean was converted into a main 
ingredient in the meat production systems in the US and how 
this model spread throughout the world.” Address: Dep. of 
Economic History and International Relations, Stockholm 
Univ., Stockholm, Sweden. Phone: 00075 + 75 endnotes.

3596. Gautam, Mayur; Gautam, Shrestha; Kumari, Sneha; 
Singh, Ranjay Kumar; Kureel, R.S. 2020. Analytical study 

on soybean: a protein, fats and carbohydrates rich food 
for global nutritional security. International Journal of 
Humanities and Social Science Invention (IJHSSI) 9(7)::44-
45. July. Series II. [20 ref]
• Summary: India’s share of the world’s total soybean area 
is about 1% and about 0.38% of world production. However 
India’s soybean area has expanded from 0.32 lakh ha in 1970 
to 108.40 lakh ha in 2012-13 and India’s soybean production 
0.2 lakh tonnes in 1970 to 146.7 lakh tonnes in 2012-
13. (Note: 1 lakh = 100,000 = 0.1 million). This soybean 
expansion in the last 40 years is rated as one of the striking 
occurrences in the history of Indian agriculture. Yet despite 
this great growth in production, India is still an importer of 
soybean oil.
 The proximate composition of whole soybean seeds is 
18-22% oil, 39-42% protein, 31-37% carbohydrates, and 4.9-
5.0% Ash.
 Out of India’s total oilseed production of 29.25 million 
tonnes (M.T.), we produce 11.54 million tonnes soybean, 
which is 39.45% of total production. Similarly, soy oil is 
a primary source of edible oil and has 19% share in total 
consumption of vegetable oils in our country.
 Our domestic production of soybean oil is 1.66 M.T. and 
consumption is 4.64 M.T. To meet our domestic requirement, 
country is importing around 3.00 million tonnes at a cost of 
19,000 crores rupiah.
 Globally during 2013-1016 the average soybean area, 
production, and yield is about 116.48 M hectares, 303.06 
M.T., and 26.02 qtls/ha (Note: qtls. = quintals; 1 quintal = 
100 kg).
 The fi ve leading soybean countries, USA, Brazil, 
Argentina, India and China account for more than 87% of the 
total world area and 90% of production. The three leading 
soybean countries worldwide account for 71.13% of the area 
and 82% of the production.
 Exporters of soybean oil (in million tonnes): The top 5 
world exporters in 2018-2019 are Argentina (4.23), Brazil 
(1.41), USA (1.11), Paraguay (0.70) and Netherlands (0.60).
 Importers of soybean oil (in million tonnes): The top 5 
world importers in 2018-2019 are India (2.97), China (0.55), 
Morocco (0.53), Peru (0.50) and Colombia (0.34).
 A large table shows area, production and yield of 
soybean in India from 2011-12 to 2019-20. The area and 
production of soybean during this same period in India are 
shown in a color graph.
 A second large table shows area and production soybean 
in India by state from 2012-13 to 2016-170. The top 5 
soybean producing states in tonnes are Madhya Pradesh 
(6,649,000.0), Maharashtra (45867,000.7), Rajasthan 
(1,131,000.8), Talengana (322,000.0), and Karnataka 
(237,000.0).
 A third large table shows the districts in India’s 6 top 
soybean producing states that have more than 50,000 acres in 
soybeans.
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 A fourth table shows that India has 3 major crops that 
produce edible oil and 6 minor crops. The 3 leading crops in 
production are soybean (39% of total), rapeseed & mustard 
(24%), and groundnut (24%). The minor crops in descending 
order of production are sesame, sunfl ower, niger, saffl ower, 
castor, and linseed/fl axseed.
 All these crops are able to produce only 36.78% of 
India’s present vegetable oil consumption, therefore 63.21% 
is imported.
 India’s consumption of vegetable oils has been rapidly 
and steadily rising, from 4.5 kg per capita in the year 1970-
71 to 17.4 kg/capita during 2013-14. The World Health 
Organization recommends 18.0 kg per capita per annum 
however global consumption was 24.0 kg per capita in 2014-
15.
 The next large table shows “Commodity wise estimated 
share of edible oil consumption during 2014-14. For each 
oilseed is given the Indian production, the amount imported, 
the total available, and the % share. Here we see that 
secondary oils (most of which is imported) include palm oil, 
cotton seed oil, rice bran oil and others. Palm oil accounts 
for 41% of the edible oils consumed in India, compared 
with only 19% for soybean oil.
 How does India pay for all of these imports? Large by 
exports of protein-rich soybean meal.
 The authors conclude: “Most of the population of our 
country is vegetarians and also nutrient defi cit. Soybean 
is the best option for improving health of poor people 
particularly women and children. Soybean has vast potential 
in our country and need to be promoted through production 
and productivity enhancement, value addition and product 
development.”
 In short–India needs a larger soyfoods movement 
making soymilk, tofu, tempeh, and edamame–which 
beautifully into India’s diet. Address: 1. Dep. of Social Work, 
Jamia Millia Islamia Central University, New Delhi, India.

3597. De Maria, Marcello; Robinson, E.J.; Rajabu, J.; 
Kangile, J.R.; Kadigi, R.M.J.; Dreoni, I.; Couto, M.; 
Howai, N.; Peci, J.; Fiennes, S. 2020. Global soybean trade: 
The geopolitics of a bean. UK Research and Innovation 
Global Challenges Research Fund (UKRI GCRF) Trade, 
Development and the Environment Hub 49 p. doi: https://doi.
org/10.34892/7yn1-k494. Project No. ES/S008160/1. [123 
ref]
• Summary: Acknowledgments. 1. Introduction. 2. A Brief 
History of Soybean. 3. Economics. 3.1. Production. 3.2. 
Consumption. 3.3. Trade. 4. Environment. 5. People. 6. 
Institutions: 6.1. Agriculture and the WTO. 6.2. Agriculture 
and international, multilateral and bilateral relations. 6.3. 
Public and private actors. 7. Country Focuses: 7.1. Soybean 
in Tanzania. 7.2. Soybean in Brazil. 7.3. Soybean in China. 
8. Our Contribution: Open Questions and Potential Answers. 
9. Conclusions. References. Address: 1-2. Univ. of Reading, 

School of Agriculture, Policy and Development [UK].

3598. Del Carmen, Jen. 2021. February 2021 WASDE: Soy 
supply remains tight as exports continue to rise (Web article). 
https://ussoy.org/february-2021-wasde-soy-supply-remains-
right-as-exports-continue-to-rise/?utm_medium=email&_
hsmi=111378104&_hsenc=p2ANqtz--pUFnwK-h5F5go_
PhA2ZcfgXv5WAtHif_2R-AM9AAYLlMJXfnDIGnI_
VeccnxLs20U-57x0faHGyeTdszu3Xpg6p1X9g&utm_
content=111378104&utm_source=hs_email 3 p.
• Summary:  See next page.  “The U.S. Soybean Export 
Council hosted its monthly World Agricultural Supply and 
Demand (WASDE) briefi ng on February 9. As they do each 
month, market analysts provided an in-depth look at the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) February 2021 
WASDE as it relates to U.S. Soy. United Soybean Board 
(USB) and USSEC VP of Market Intelligence Mac Marshall 
was joined by trader and analyst Michael Liautaud, Manager, 
Education & Research at Commodity & Ingredient Hedging, 
LLC.” Address: USSOY.org.

3599. Sasatani, Daisuke. ed. 2021. Utilization of food-grade 
soybeans in Japan (Web article). https://www.fas.usda.gov/
data/japan-utilization-food-grade-soybeans-japan 14 p. Illust. 
[9 ref. Eng]
• Summary:  See page after next page. “Soybeans (Glycine 
max) can be classifi ed into two distinct categories based 
on use: (i) food-grade, primarily used for direct human 
consumption and (ii) feed-grade, primarily used for crushing 
and animal feed. In comparison to feed-grade soybeans, 
food-grade soybeans used in Japan have a higher protein and 
sugar content, typically lower yield and are not genetically 
engineered (GE). Japan is a key importer of both feed-grade 
and food-grade soybeans (2020 Japan Oilseeds Annual).
 “History of food soy in Japan: Following introduction 
of soybeans from China, the legume became a staple of 
the Japanese diet. By the 12th century, the Japanese widely 
cultivate soybeans, a key protein source in the traditional 
largely meat-free Buddhist diet. Soybean products continue 
to be a fundamental component of the Japanese diet even as 
Japan’s consumption of animal products has dramatically 
increased over the past century. During the last 40 years, soy 
products have steadily represented approximately 10 percent 
(8.7 grams per day per capita) of the overall daily protein 
intake in Japan (Figure 1).
 “Food soybean supply in Japan
 “Domestic: Japan’s Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries (MAFF) oversees the production and 
distribution of domestically produced soybeans, which are 
all food-grade. As of 2019, MAFF identifi ed 89 primary 
food-grade soybean varieties cultivated in Japan... The top 
fi ve varieties account for approximately three quarters of 
Japanese soybean sales in 2019 (Table 1). To improve pest 
resistance, yield and mechanization, six major research 
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centers around Japan conduct research to develop soybean 
varieties for different climatic conditions in the country. 
There is no commercial application of GE techniques to 
food-grade soybeans in Japan.”
 “Imported: Since the 1960s, Japanese food processors, 
trading houses and wholesalers have imported food-grade 
soybeans. Initially, the soybeans came from Indiana, Ohio, 
and Michigan (“IOM Soybeans”) due to high protein content 
and were shipped in bulk. Gradually, the development of 
new food-grade varieties has expanded the production of 
food-grade soybeans into more northern regions of North 
America and replaced exports of IOM soybeans. These new 
specialty varieties are mostly exported in containers to avoid 
commingling with GE feed-grade soybeans. The United 
States, Canada, and China are the top food-grade soybean 
suppliers of Japan with approximately 53 percent, 44 
percent, and 3 percent, respectively, of the 2020 market share 
of imported food-grade soybeans.
 “Japanese food manufacturers evaluate soybeans 
based on four parameters, which are related to the end use 
(e.g., tofu, miso, natto). The fi rst parameter is the physical 
characteristics of the food-grade soybean (e.g., bean size, 
skin color, appearance, intactness, foreign materials, and 
splits). The physical aspect is particularly important for 

producers of natto and simmered soybean (nimame) because 
beans are not mashed during processing. The second 
parameter is the nutritional profi le of the soybean, which 
will impact the taste of and potentially health claims for 
the resulting soy products. The specifi c characteristics of 
interest include sugar, protein, isofl avone, oligosaccharide, 
lipoxygenase (i.e., beany odor), bitter taste, oleic acid, 
and other mineral content. The third parameter represents 
characteristics related to processing effi ciency (e.g., seed 
uniformity for steaming or fermentation, ease of dehulling). 
As most soy processors begin processing by submerging 
soybeans in water, the ability of soybeans to absorb water 
quickly and uniformly facilitates processing. The fi nal 
parameter is the availability of a stable supply, especially for 
large Japanese manufacturers.”
 “Trends in Soybean Manufacturing Along with sourcing, 
the structure of the soybean processing sector has undergone 
substantial changes. The traditional regionally diversifi ed 
manufacturers have largely given way to factories that 
reach their customers through supermarkets. Although 
the Act for Securing Business Opportunities for Small 
and Medium-Sized Enterprises by Adjusting the Business 
Activities of Large Enterprises (hereafter referred to as the 
“Adjustment Act,” only available in Japanese) has kept 
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large companies from manufacturing tofu, the total number 
of tofu producers has fallen by over 70 percent in the last 
30 years (Figure 2). The consolidation has resulted in 
soybean products becoming more standardized.” Soybean 
products Tofu (bean curd) and Freeze-Dried Tofu The tofu 
industry is the largest consumer of food-grade soybeans 
in Japan. MAFF does not publish production statistics for 
tofu. According to the General Incorporated Foundation 
National Federation of Tofu (“Zentoren”), to estimate the 
volume of tofu production, the volume of utilized soybeans 
should be quadrupled (Table 2). Most tofu producers, even 
larger medium-sized companies, rely on Japanese soybean 
wholesalers to procure their soybeans. Small tofu producers 
tend to rely on long-standing relationships with wholesalers 
and source domestic soybeans. On the other hand, medium-
sized tofu manufacturers usually purchase high-protein U.S. 
or Canadian food-grade soybean varieties based on price 
and supply size considerations. High protein content and 
larger seed typically lead to a higher yield of soymilk, an 
intermediate product in tofu production (Figure 3). Other 
desirable characteristics for tofu soybean varieties are linked 
to color and water absorption. Tofu producers prefer clear 
or light-colored hilum because that color carries into okara, 
a by-product of tofu production. Consumers prefer white 
okara. Unlike IOM, the new food-grade soybean varieties 
typically do not have a black hilum. Higher speed and 
uniformity of water absorption increase tofu quality and 

production effi ciency. Fukuyutaka, Sato no Hohoemi, Ryuho 
and Enrei are popular varieties of domestic soybeans for 
tofu.
 “Tofu factories typically utilize all of the soymilk they 
produce to make tofu, but small tofu producers sometimes 
sell a portion of soymilk and tofu skin (yuba) directly to 
consumers. According to Zentoren, about 70 percent of tofu 
is packaged and sold as tofu, while the remaining 30 percent 
of tofu are further processed (i.e. deep-fried tofu (e.g., atsu-
age, abura-age, ganmodoki) or freeze-dried (e.g., koya-dofu, 
kori-dofu). Traditionally, there are two tofu types sold in 
Japan: fi rm (momen meaning cotton) and soft (kinu-goshi 
meaning silken). Kinu-goshi has a higher water content and 
is consumed as is, while momen can be further processed 
into deep-fried tofu or freeze-dried tofu). In 1974, MHLW 
established Tofu Specifi cations and Standards (available in 
Japanese only) to guide the production and storage of tofu. 
As of 2021, MAFF has not established a Japan Agricultural 
Standard (JAS) for tofu.
 “Natto (fermented soybeans): Natto, a traditional 
breakfast food consumed in eastern Japan, has been gaining 
popularity in western Japan due to its perceived health 
benefi ts, convenience and affordability. Typical natto 
packages include a soy sauce-based MSG sauce and a 
packet of karashi mustard. The ready-to-eat natto is whipped 
and placed on warm rice before consumption. Unlike 
the tofu industry, the natto sector is highly consolidated. 
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Six companies (Takano Foods Inc. (Ibaraki prefecture), 
Mizkan Inc. (Aichi prefecture), Azuma Foods Inc. (Tochigi 
prefecture), Yamada Foods Co. (Akita prefecture), Marukin 
Foods Inc. (Kumamoto prefecture), Marumiya Inc. 
(Kumamoto prefecture)) account for over 75 percent of total 
natto production in Japan. Small natto producers largely 
target local and/or high-end markets.”
 “Fig. 5. Examples of natto products: Package sold in 
grocery stores. Regular small bean. Large bean. Crushed 
bean. Black bean. Traditional natto wrapped in straw.”
 Miso (fermented soybean paste): Japan boasts over a 
thousand types of miso typically used as a condiment to 
fl avor food. Retailers usually offer three types of miso that 
differ in texture, fl avor and color. Red miso (aka-miso) is 
salty and has a strong fl avor. White miso (shiro-miso) is 
characterized by a sweet and delicate fl avor. Finally, mixed 
miso (awase-miso) is a combination of red miso and white 
miso. Producers typically achieve variation in miso fl avor 
through the use of different ingredients (5) and variation 
in the duration of the fermentation stage (Figure 6). While 
white miso has less salt and is typically fermented for up to a 
month, red miso is produced with more salt and fermentation 
may take years.
 “Miso manufacturers prefer medium to large soybeans 
with high protein content and water-absorption capacity, 
more soluble carbohydrates, and lower oil and calcium 
contents. The white miso manufacturers prefer soybeans 
with a light-yellow seed coat and a clear hilum. Akimaro is a 
popular Japanese soybean variety for miso.”
 Footnote (5). In most parts of Japan, rice is added to 
soybeans during miso production (kome-miso). In Kyushu, 
Yamaguchi and Ehime prefectures, it is common to add 
barley to soybeans resulting in mugi-miso. On the other 
hand, in Nagoya and surrounding areas, there is a preference 
for mame-miso, a darker miso produced only from soybeans 
(Continued). Address: Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA, 
Tokyo, Japan.

3600. Sasatani, Daisuke. ed. 2021. Utilization of food-grade 
soybeans in Japan (Web article). https://www.fas.usda.gov/
data/japan-utilization-food-grade-soybeans-japan 14 p. Illust. 
[9 ref. Eng]
• Summary: (Continued): “Soy sauce: Soy sauce is a salty 
and savory liquid condiment of Chinese origin, extracted 
from soybean meal or fermented soybeans. Soy sauce and 
soy sauce-based condiments are an essential seasoning for 
the Japanese cuisine. MAFF estimated Japanese per capita 
consumption at 5.5 kg of soy sauce (ca. 1.2 gallon) in 2019, 
a 28.6 percent decline from 2002 (7.7 kg). To differentiate 
and add value, soy sauce producers have introduced specialty 
products, such as low-sodium soy sauce, organic soy sauce, 
and maru-daizu soy sauce (made from soybeans rather than 
soybean meal).
 “MAFF established voluntary JAS standards (available 

in Japanese) for the fi ve common types of soy sauce, which 
are distinguished by the duration of the fermentation step 
(Figure 7). The dark-colored soy sauce (koi-kuchi) represents 
approximately 80 percent of total soy sauce production. 
At 13 percent of Japan’s total soy sauce production, the 
light-colored soy sauce (usu-kuchi) is popular in western 
Japan and has a higher sodium content and mild taste. Other 
specialty soy sauces include tamari (2 percent), sai-shikomi 
(1 percent) and white (1 percent).” The soy sauce industry 
has been undergoing substantial consolidation. According to 
Japan Soy-sauce Brewers’ Association, there were 6,000 soy 
sauce manufactures in 1960 and by 2019, the number fell 
to 1,141. The six largest soy sauce companies–Kikkoman 
(28.2%), Yamasa (11.8%), Shoda Shoyu (6.6%), Higeta 
Shoyu (5.1%), Marukin Shoyu (4.0%), Higashimaru Shoyu 
(4.0%)–account for roughly 60 percent of Japan’s soy sauce 
production, followed by 9 second-tier manufactures at 16.8 
percent, and 1,126 small manufacturers supply the rest.
 Soymilk: Unlike tofu production, with which 
soymilk shares the initial processing steps (Figure 3), 
the Adjustment Act does not restrict the company size of 
soymilk manufacturers. Soymilk production is dominated by 
large companies, such as Kikkoman, Marusan Ai, Sujahta 
Meiraku, Pokka Sapporo, Otsuka Holdings, and Yakult. The 
Japan Soymilk Association represents producers of pre-
packed soymilk drinks, of which about 20 percent are mixed 
with juice or coffee.
 “According to the Japan Soymilk Association, the 
production of soymilk has increased from 314 million 
liters in 2016 to 430.5 million liters in 2020. Initially a 
niche product, soymilk demand has increased as (i) some 
consumers switch from dairy-based drinks to plant-based 
drinks, and (ii) the number of foreign residents from 
countries, where soymilk consumption is traditional, 
increases
 Ready-to-eat Soybeans: Simmered soybeans (nimame) 
are popular as ready-to-eat food products. Cooked soybeans 
are also frequently sold in pre-cooked meals (sozai).
 “Edamame, Soybean Sprouts, and Planting Seeds: 
Edamame, which MAFF classifi es as a vegetable, are 
soybeans harvested prior to maturity. According to MAFF’s 
latest available data, in 2019, Japan planted 13,000 hectares 
(ha) and harvested 66,100 MT of edamame.”
 “Edamame growers prefer edamame varieties that have 
high sugar content and large bean size before ripening. 
MAFF identifi ed more than 400 edamame cultivars, 
including the very popular Yuagari Musume.”
 “Japan imports mostly frozen edamame primarily from 
Taiwan, Thailand, and China. In recent years, Japan has 
imported between 70,000 MT to 80,000 MT of fresh and 
frozen edamame.”
 Note: Wayne Olson of USDA’s NAL, who found 
and sent this document, adds: “With the large increase in 
the export of U.S. soybeans to Japan in the last 50 years, 
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maybe the processors of soybeans in Japan have gradually 
become the de facto arbiters of the physical characteristics 
of imported food-grade soybeans.” Address: Foreign 
Agricultural Service, USDA, Tokyo, Japan.

3601. Canadian soybean exports (1961-2021). 2021.
• Summary:  The source of the following Canadian export 
statistics is the FAOSTAT website. Whereas it gives data for 
every year, we will give data for every 10 years, plus the fi rst 
and last years, in 1000 tons:
 1961–82.420
 1965–82.580
 1970–28.576
 1975–9.909
 1980 = 95.740
 1985 = 105,099
 1990 = 166.225
 1995 = 653.994
 2000 = 770.555
 2005 = 1,180.679
 2010 = 2,775.969
 2015 = 4,247.176
 2019 = 4,012.915.
 Note above was sent to Soyinfo Center by Wayne Olson 
of USDA’s NAL. He adds: “I would imagine Statistics 
Canada provides the offi cial statistics to FAO for inclusion in 
FAOSTAT.”

3602. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Chronology of Cuba, 1960 to 
present. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1961 April 17–The Bay of Pigs incident; some 
1,400 Cubans, trained and backed by the U.S. Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA) try unsuccessfully to invade and 
overthrow the Castro regime. During this invasion, Cuba fi rst 
declares itself a socialist country and establishes ties with 
the Soviet Union. Also in 1961, most of Cuba’s priests and 
nuns are expelled from the Island. Castro also closes Cuba’s 
Catholic schools and hospitals, and forbids the celebration of 
Christmas. Cuban soldiers remove and destroy the crucifi xes 
on the wall at the front of most classrooms, replacing them 
with a photograph of Castro.
 1962 Oct. 22–Cuban missile crisis after the U.S. learns 
that the USSR had brought offensive nuclear missiles to 
Cuba. President Kennedy orders a naval and air quarantine 
on shipment of offensive military equipment to the island. 
On Oct. 28 Kennedy and Soviet Premier Khruschev reach 
an agreement on a formula to end the crisis. On Nov. 2, 
Kennedy announced that the Soviet missile bases in Cuba 
were being dismantled. 1962–the U.S. imposes an export 
embargo, severely damaging the economy. The stated goal 
of the embargo is to prevent Cuba from exporting violent 
revolution to the hemisphere. They need hard currency to do 
that. 1965–Che Guevara leaves Cuba to promote revolution 
abroad. 1966–The Cuban Adjustment Act is passed by the 

U.S. congress, stating that all Cuban refugees to the USA 
will be considered political refugees and given automatic 
admission to America. 1967–Che Guevara dies in Bolivia as 
he works to spread the Cuban revolution. 1968–Cuba bans 
all private enterprise and selling, increasingly following the 
Soviet model of Socialism. Material incentives become the 
motivating force for workers.
 1975-78–Cuba sends troops to aid the Soviet-backed 
faction (MPLA, Popular Movement for the Liberation of 
Angola) in the Angola Civil War. MPLA wins control of 
most of the country by 1976 and gains wide recognition as 
the government of Angola after defeating UNITA (backed 
by the USA and South Africa) and the National Front (based 
in Zaire). The 16-year war offi cially ended in May 1991. 
1977–U.S. and Cuba sign agreements to exchange diplomats 
without restoring full ties.
 1980–The Mariel boat lift–125,000? people are 
forcefully expelled from Cuba; some were later discovered 
to be criminals and mental patients. 1984–The USA invades 
Grenada, causing great fear in Cuba. 1986 April–Fidel gives 
a speech calling for a revamping of many Cuban economic 
and political policies. 1987–A U.S.-Cuban agreement 
provided for 20,000 Cubans to emigrate to the U.S. each 
year. 1990–The “Special Period” begins. This is what 
Cubans call the time since the Soviet Bloc fell apart in 1989 
and they lost 75-85% of their foreign trade. Austerity and 
hardship in Cuba starts to grow.
 1991–Update. Cuba has resisted the social and economic 
reforms that have swept the USSR and eastern bloc 
countries. Castro is the last dictator (unelected totalitarian 
ruler) in Latin America. The economy is in ruins–since 
Cuba was dependent for 80% of its trade on the Soviet 
bloc. The U.S. embargo on trade and telecommunications 
is still in effect. Yet by 1991 the economic hardships have 
bottomed out and the standard of living is slowly improving. 
1991 Sept.–The USSR unilaterally offers to withdraw large 
numbers of troops from Cuba. Cuba asks for U.S. troops to 
leave Guantánamo Bay. President Bush predicts that within 
a few years Cuba will be a democracy, and that the people 
will oust Castro the dictator. 1993 Aug.–Cuba legalizes the 
ownership and use of the U.S. dollar by Cuban citizens. 
1994–Cuba is now involved in a massive conversion to 
sustainable development, including a conversion to organic 
agriculture from chemical agriculture. 1995–Cuba is phasing 
out its program that gives 1 liter of cow’s milk to every child 
ages 7-14, and replacing the cow’s milk with soy yogurt 
drink. By early 1995 Cuba has 15 soy drink factories in 
operation, with plans for 37 factories by the end of 1995.

3603. SoyaScan Notes. 2021. Chronology of Vietnam 
(formerly divided by Colonial France into Tonkin and 
Annam in the north and Cochin-China in the south). 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: From its beginnings as a distinct nation, 
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Vietnam, which shares its northern border with two 
provinces of southern China (Yunnan and Guangxi) has been 
strongly infl uenced by China. China ruled Vietnam for most 
of the period from 207 BC to AD 939. 111 BC–The Chinese 
Han dynasty conquered Nam Viet, a kingdom in what is now 
northern Vietnam. The northern part of Vietnam was made 
a province of China in the 1st century BC. During these ten 
centuries, China introduced such things as Confucianism, 
Buddhism (later; and its vegetarianism and vegetarian 
cuisine), architecture, writing, administrative methods–and 
probably soybeans and soyfoods (such as jiang {tuong}, 
soy sauce, tofu, yuba, etc.), chopsticks, the wok, the art of 
deep-frying, noodles, and the custom of communal meals at 
restaurants. Vietnam remained a tributary state to China for 
much of its history.
 From this point until the 1700s, the history of Vietnam 
remains unclear and controversial–depending heavily on who 
is writing it.
 From about the 7th century until 1832 the kingdom of 
Champa controlled much of what is today central and south 
Vietnam. To its north lay Dai Viet (today’s north Vietnam), 
and to its west lay Angkor and the Khmer empire.
 From AD 939 to 1407 there were six successive 
Vietnamese dynasties–Ngo, Dinh, Early Le, Ly, Tran, and 
Ho.
 The fourth and fi nal Chinese domination (during the 
Ming Dynasty in China) lasted from 1407 to 1427; in the 
latter year the Vietnamese handed the Ming occupying army 
a sound defeat. The Chinese conquered what is today north 
Vietnam; it was named Annam and its capital was Hanoi. 
South of Annam was Champa.
 The next major dynasty in Vietnam was the Le dynasty 
(1428-1788), which lasted 360 years. Then came the Tay Son 
dynasty (1778-1802), and the Nguyen Dynasty (1802-1945, 
with its capital in Hue in central Vietnam).
 In 1802 Nguyen Anh united the country and called it 
Vietnam.
 The era of European colonialism began in the 1800s. 
The French, seeking recompense in empire after the loss 
of Alsace-Lorraine at the end of the Franco-Prussian War 
(1870-71), moved into Indochina and ruled with an iron 
hand–while also bringing French culture, food and cuisine 
(café au lait, French bread, milk, butter, yogurt, etc.) to 
Vietnamese elites. Conquest by France began in 1858 and 
ended in 1884 with the protectorates of Tonkin and Annam in 
the north and center, respectively, and the colony of Cochin-
China in the south.
 1940-1945–Japan controlled Vietnam during World War 
II. Occupied by Japan, nationalist aspirations grew stronger. 
A number of groups formed the Vietminh (Independence) 
League, headed by Ho Chi Minh, Communist guerilla leader, 
and his brilliant general Vo Nguen Giap.
 The Empire of Vietnam was a short-lived puppet state 
of Imperial Japan governing the whole of Vietnam between 

March 11 and August 23, 1945; its capital was in Hue.
 1945 Aug.–The Vietminh forced out Bao Dai, former 
emperor of Annam and head of a Japanese-sponsored 
regime. In 1945 Ho Chi Min proclaimed the establishment 
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in Hanoi 1946-
1954–France, seeking to reestablish colonial control, battled 
communist and nationalist forces, but was fi nally defeated at 
Dienbienphu on 8 May 1954.
 1954 June 4–North Vietnam declares independence from 
France. 1954 July 21–Cease fi re signed in Geneva divided 
country into north and south along the 17th parallel. Some 
900,000 North Vietnamese fl ed to South Vietnam. 1954 Dec. 
29–South Vietnam declares independence from France.
 1963–U.S. intervention in Vietnam begins under 
President John F. Kennedy. 1963 Nov. 2–Ngo Dinh Diem, 
the fi rst president of South Vietnam, is assassinated in a 
Saigon suburb; he is replaced with a military junta. 1963 
Nov. 22–President Kennedy is assassinated in Dallas, Texas; 
Lyndon Johnson becomes president. 1964 Aug.–The USA 
enters the war and begins air strikes against North Vietnam. 
1965–First U.S. ground combat troops deployed in South 
Vietnam. 1969 April–U.S. troop strength peaks at 543,400, 
then gradual withdrawal of troops begins.
 1973 Jan. 27–A cease-fi re agreement is signed in Paris 
by the USA, North and South Vietnamese governments, and 
the Vietcong–but the agreement was never implemented. 
Also on Jan. 27 U.S. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird 
announced the end of the military draft because no more 
U.S. troops would be needed since, he believed, the Vietnam 
War was now over. Note 1. The real end of the war did not 
come until April 1975, more than two years later! Note 2. 
The decision to end the U.S. military draft–and to change 
thereafter to an all-volunteer military–was made by one non-
elected offi cial, without public debate, and for the wrong 
reason. Note 3. The U.S. started withdrawing its troops from 
Vietnam soon after signing this cease-fi re and fi nished two 
months later. In this way they extracted themselves from a 
terrible war and tried to save face without admitting defeat 
or surrendering; but they then left their allies, the South 
Vietnamese, to try to fi nish the war alone. Of course the U.S. 
knew they would lose–which they did in April 1975.
 1973 March–The last U.S. forces leave Vietnam. 
1975 early–Massive numbers of North Vietnamese troops, 
aided by tanks, launch attacks against the remaining South 
Vietnamese outposts in the Central Highlands. Government 
retreats turned into a rout. 1975 April 29–The fall of 
Saigon and of South Vietnam. The South Vietnamese 
regime and military surrenders to the Vietcong. The last 
Americans fl ee Saigon in a helicopter from the top of the 
U.S. embassy. America lost the war, if not militarily, at least 
psychologically and culturally. U.S. combat deaths: 47,369.
 1976 July 2–Vietnam is offi cially reunited by the 
Communists, with Hanoi as the capital. The fi rst national 
assembly of both parts of the country meets. The North 
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Vietnam fl ag, anthem, emblem, and currency are used in the 
newly unifi ed nation.
 1985–Vietnam starts to reduce central control of the 
economy and introduce some free-market economic reforms. 
By 1987 many of the old revolutionary followers of Ho Chi 
Minh were removed from offi ce.
 1994 Feb. 3–U.S. announces the end of a 19-year 
embargo on trade with Vietnam–citing Vietnamese 
cooperation in returning remains of U.S. soldiers killed in 
the Vietnam War. 1995 July 11–U.S. extends full diplomatic 
recognition to Vietnam. Also this year Vietnam joins the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). 1997 
May–First U.S. ambassador since the war, Pete Peterson, 
arrives in Vietnam.
 2006–The USA has become Vietnam’s top export 
market, with annual trade over $6 billion. 2006 June 5–The 
two countries agreed to strengthen defense ties. 2006 June 
27–Communists reputed to be economic reformers became 
president and prime minister.

An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that SOYINFO 
CENTER does not own that document. A plus after eng 
(eng+) means that SOYINFO CENTER has done a partial 
or complete translation into English of that document. An 
asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] means 
that most of  these references are not about soybeans or 
soyfoods.
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD 
NUMBERS

Aarhus Oliefabrik (Aarhus, Denmark) 1909, 1970, 2319

Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried

Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base 
Balance

Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk, 
Fermented

Adhesives, Asphalt Sealants and Preservation Agents, Caulking 
Compounds, Artifi cial Leather, Foam, Polyols, and Other Minor or 
General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 18, 26, 95, 616, 
617, 685, 880, 901, 945, 1176, 1353, 1368, 1414, 1828, 2025, 2965

Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building 
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy 
Flour) 504, 873, 1098, 1126, 1148, 1176, 1223, 1228, 1231, 1245, 
1302, 1332, 1342, 1353, 1408, 1418, 1439, 1444, 1581, 1593, 1618, 
1665, 1691, 1700, 1861, 1984, 1987, 2782, 2965

Adjuvants, Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and 
Other Agricultural Chemicals–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-
Drying Oil 3348

ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.

ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). Formerly 
named Maple Leaf Monarch, and before that Maple Leaf Mills Ltd. 
(Including Maple Leaf Milling). Toronto Elevators Ltd. Merged 
with Maple Leaf Milling in 1962 1589, 2184, 2204, 2499, 2522, 
2538, 2544, 2723, 2729, 3154, 3156, 3158, 3182, 3222

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection 999

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection–Soy Oil Used as an Actual 
or Potential Adulterant in Other Oils 397, 444, 951, 970, 1001, 1220

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists

Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean

Afl atoxins. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Afl atoxins

Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of 481, 760, 797, 
810, 933, 1000, 1070, 1144, 1231, 1245, 1337, 1344, 1355, 1359, 
1378, 1434, 1458, 1475, 1897, 1936, 2352, 2474, 2475, 2685, 3061

Africa Basic Foods. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa Basic 
Foods (Uganda)

Africa–Benin (Bénin in French; Dahomey before 1975; Part of 
French West Africa from 1904-1960) 1434, 1520, 1544, 2618, 2785, 
2792

Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984) 1520, 1544, 

2618, 2792

Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in 
French) 1520, 2618, 2792, 2937

Africa–Chad 2937, 3188

Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Offi cially Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC or DR Congo). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa. 
Named Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free 
State from 1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French) 
from 1908-1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then 
Democratic Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971 1245, 1337, 
1355, 1378, 1420, 1477, 1492, 1495, 1558, 1583, 1611, 1640, 2025, 
2571, 2785, 2792, 2836, 3326, 3380

Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French 
West Africa from 1895-1959) 1520, 1528, 1544, 2350, 2426, 2618, 
2792, 2836, 2921

Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 1958-
1971 285, 301, 344, 346, 451, 484, 916, 933, 942, 944, 1003, 1005, 
1024, 1052, 1053, 1066, 1070, 1282, 1311, 1337, 1355, 1356, 1417, 
1459, 1583, 1760, 1764, 1771, 1774, 1792, 1798, 1831, 1833, 1893, 
1900, 1934, 1975, 1977, 1992, 2016, 2018, 2030, 2044, 2055, 2096, 
2352, 2408, 2452, 2474, 2475, 2571, 2621, 2655, 2676, 2685, 2688, 
2717, 2752, 2874, 2912, 2921, 2958, 3029, 3122, 3197, 3206, 3368, 
3419, 3437, 3452, 3530, 3553

Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993) 1355

Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to 
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa) 1355, 2350, 2429, 
2571, 3544, 3588

Africa–Gabon (Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 1958) 
2792

Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia.. 211, 312, 333, 503, 
507, 512, 1003, 1005, 1337, 1340, 1420, 1583, 2021

Africa (General) 44, 169, 203, 204, 208, 219, 247, 253, 312, 362, 
363, 392, 397, 437, 451, 471, 505, 629, 933, 950, 1025, 1043, 1310, 
1357, 1359, 1391, 1392, 1418, 1476, 1828, 2210, 2261, 2329, 2354, 
2366, 2429, 2571, 2618, 2745, 3040, 3128, 3132, 3236, 3264, 3342, 
3369, 3417, 3496, 3502

Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957) 507, 1003, 1005, 1337, 
1340, 1420, 1583, 1920, 2350, 2792, 3086, 3199, 3380, 3527

Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part 
of French West Africa from 1895-1958) 810, 996, 1520, 1992

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain African country 211, 1337, 1355, 
1520, 3380

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in) 
a certain African country 382
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Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country 
211, 1337, 1355, 1520

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country 211, 
1337, 1355, 1520, 1544, 1947, 2350, 3380

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African 
country 211, 1337, 1340, 1355, 1520, 1544, 1947, 2350

Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895. 
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920) 211, 312, 1288, 1542, 2121, 
2350, 2429, 2924, 3263, 3380

Africa–Lesotho (Basutoland before 1966). Constitutional Monarchy 
Surrounded by South Africa.. 3380

Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also 
Spelled Libia) 1340, 1355, 2474, 2475, 3544

Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache 
before 1975) 693, 1337, 1355, 2618, 2694, 3143

Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964) 1288, 1769, 3380

Africa–Mali (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1960. Senegal 
& Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. Formerly 
also called French Sudan (Soudan français, created on 18 Aug. 
1890) and Upper Senegal-Niger (Haute-Sénégal et Niger)) 1337, 
1520, 1544, 2618

Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the 
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar) 372, 502, 503, 
512, 585, 693, 1003, 1005, 1355, 3380

Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided 
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956) 1337, 
1344, 1355, 1359, 1431, 1432, 1434, 1458, 1464, 1475, 1530, 1538, 
1727, 1936, 1996, 2016, 2026, 2030, 2043, 2044, 2352, 2429, 2452, 
2474, 2475, 2629, 2676, 2685, 2912, 3061, 3122, 3282, 3464, 3466

Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before 
1975) 1093, 2043, 2066, 2291

Africa–Namibia (German South-West Africa from 1885 to 1915, 
and South-West Africa from 1919 to 1966 as a mandate of the 
Union of South Africa. Namibia came into popular use in 1966 and 
became offi cial in March 1990) 3380

Africa–Niger (Part of French West Africa from 1904-1959) 996, 
2937, 3188, 3380

Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of 255, 507, 1003, 1005, 1065, 
1337, 1340, 1420, 1583, 1597, 1647, 1648, 1650, 1656, 1658, 1753, 
1754, 1884, 1947, 1986, 2021, 2042, 2121, 2274, 2275, 2279, 2303, 
2338, 2341, 2342, 2343, 2350, 2367, 2381, 2426, 2429, 2502, 2571, 
2584, 2618, 2682, 2685, 2740, 2745, 2779, 2785, 2792, 2812, 2912, 

2921, 2923, 2937, 2958, 3086, 3188, 3189, 3216, 3380, 3419, 3580

Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the 
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar) 1355, 2618

Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of Ruanda-
Urundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962) 2350, 2785, 2792

Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959. 
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. 
Includes Senegambia) 701, 810, 996, 1897, 1898, 2281, 2555, 
2618, 2773, 2792, 2836

Africa–Sierra Leone 507, 616, 617, 1003, 1005, 1337, 1340, 1420, 
1992, 2021, 2350

Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former 
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named 
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961 149, 211, 312, 
327, 333, 382, 422, 481, 503, 507, 512, 577, 590, 616, 617, 647, 
649, 655, 656, 693, 880, 1003, 1005, 1091, 1093, 1108, 1154, 1160, 
1340, 1344, 1355, 1358, 1403, 1420, 1444, 1466, 1467, 1477, 1529, 
1574, 1583, 1610, 1650, 1656, 1699, 2058, 2116, 2120, 2121, 2571, 
2792, 2912, 3142, 3449, 3555, 3559

Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 1544, 1597, 1650, 1947, 2116, 2121, 2350, 2474, 
2571, 2779, 2836, 2912, 2937, 3263, 3555

Africa, soyfoods movement. See Soyfoods Movement in Africa

Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956) 1282, 
1340, 1355, 2474, 2475, 2619, 3544

Africa–Swaziland, Kingdom of (Independent Kingdom Inside 
South Africa; Formerly Also Spelled Swazieland) 3380

Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German 
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created 
in 1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar) 382, 1288, 1530, 
1574, 1623, 1650, 1752, 1955, 2042, 2121, 2164, 2350, 2429, 2571, 
2792, 3380

Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914) 1434, 1544, 2618, 2792

Africa–Tunisia 481, 1024, 1144, 1245, 1340, 1355, 1359, 1434, 
1464, 1530, 1539, 1619, 1936, 1992, 2044, 2352, 2462, 2474, 2475, 
2676, 2685, 2709, 2773, 2778, 2899, 2973, 3061, 3559

Africa–Uganda 1498, 1523, 1542, 2116, 2121, 2189, 2429, 2571, 
2655, 2792, 3263, 3380

Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964) 463, 496, 
2042, 2785, 2792, 2912, 2958, 3380

Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia 
from 1970-79) 463, 496, 933, 1337, 1355, 1695, 1769, 1838, 1865, 
1925, 1947, 2042, 2058, 2792, 2836, 2912, 3380

Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP) 2691, 2798, 3215, 3251, 
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3348, 3445, 3488

AGRI Industries, Inc. (Iowa) 2519, 2606, 2610, 2660, 3485

Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA). See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration

Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and 
Industrial Chemistry

Agricultural colleges and universities, state. See Land-Grant 
Colleges and Universities

Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics

Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States 237, 270, 
277, 478, 530, 545, 548, 550, 580, 593, 639, 650, 667, 671, 688, 
689, 690, 692, 707, 723, 772, 834, 891, 966, 989, 1009, 1010, 1013, 
1054, 1067, 1082, 1098, 1113, 1114, 1148, 1181, 1183, 1197, 1223, 
1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1240, 1326, 1332, 1342, 1374, 1394, 
1453, 1492, 1501, 1624, 1802, 1804, 1828, 1959, 1973, 1984, 1987, 
2015, 2039, 2092, 2096, 2146, 2147, 2169, 2307, 2336, 2382, 2391, 
2395, 2405, 2409, 2424, 2496, 2581, 2588, 2596, 2615, 2634, 2743, 
2868, 2928, 2952, 3118, 3221, 3321

Agricultural Marketing Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Marketing Service 
(AMS)

Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service 
(ARS)

Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Cooperative Service. Including 
Farmer Cooperative Service (1926)

Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production

Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) 1086, 1368

Akwarius Almere. See Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands)

Alcohol and vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance 
Movement

Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden) 2609, 2694, 2745, 2999, 3143, 3257, 
3271, 3326

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa) 530, 585, 650, 945, 
995, 1017, 1329, 1623, 1758

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa)–Other Uses for 
Human Food or Drink, Including Tea, Flour, Tablets, and Leaf 
Protein Concentrate (LPC). See Also Alfalfa Sprouts 2361

Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See 
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance

Allied Mills, Inc. (Formed 6 Aug. 1929) by the Merger of American 
Milling Co. (Peoria, Illinois) and McMillen Feed Co. Maker of 
Wayne Feeds 1147, 1148, 1181, 1263, 1323, 1479, 1481, 1508, 
1822, 2029, 2091, 2295, 2798

All-India Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Made 
Farm Equipment (Tractors, Combines) and Soybean Processing 
Equipment (Driers, Rolling and Flaking Mills, Solvent Extraction 
Units) 1666, 2006

Almond Butter or Almond Paste 988

Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor 
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.. 687, 739, 742, 1085

Almond Oil 26, 271, 658, 722, 898, 945, 999

Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and 
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond 
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari 40, 51, 68, 
756, 1538

Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), Including the Provamel and Belsoy 
Brands Sold in Health Foods Stores 2667, 2694, 2842, 2999, 3143, 
3464

Alternative medicine. See Medicine–Alternative

Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake

American Lecithin Corp. (Incorporated 1930), American Lecithin 
Company (Re-incorporated 1934-35), and Joseph Eichberg, 
President of Both 1353, 3444

American Milling Co. See Allied Mills, Inc.

American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia). See Franklin, 
Benjamin

American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors 
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods

American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan). Started Nov. 1986 3181

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United 
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in 
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National 
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925) 1298, 1302, 1353, 1374, 
1418, 1419, 1439, 1453, 1455, 1460, 1508, 1568, 1585, 1613, 1636, 
1660, 1722, 1732, 1740, 1743, 1749, 1757, 1764, 1778, 1796, 1797, 
1805, 1826, 1841, 1945, 1966, 1974, 1982, 1989, 1993, 2034, 2125, 
2139, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2152, 2157, 2186, 2320, 
2322, 2465, 2484, 2530, 2531, 2547, 2566, 2580, 2604, 2631, 2643, 
2692, 2783, 2791, 2799, 2803, 2813, 2840, 2848, 2866, 2871, 2909, 
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2934, 2945, 2950, 2957, 2990, 3034, 3071, 3073, 3096, 3123, 3130, 
3135, 3151, 3164, 3234, 3338, 3356, 3361, 3403, 3416, 3424, 3532, 
3557, 3568

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Africa 1771, 1792, 1798, 1833, 1893, 1900, 1934, 
1936, 1975, 1992, 1996, 2016, 2044, 2055, 2352, 2408, 2812, 2874, 
2899, 2924, 3132

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Asia 1531, 1600, 1604, 1662, 1663, 1665, 1666, 1670, 
1678, 1691, 1693, 1709, 1711, 1716, 1720, 1734, 1738, 1739, 1742, 
1750, 1751, 1755, 1763, 1771, 1772, 1780, 1782, 1798, 1817, 1833, 
1847, 1859, 1860, 1864, 1881, 1892, 1895, 1922, 1923, 1935, 1943, 
1953, 1969, 1996, 1998, 2010, 2016, 2028, 2029, 2050, 2051, 2073, 
2087, 2101, 2102, 2106, 2110, 2113, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2157, 2187, 
2316, 2352, 2354, 2363, 2408, 2532, 2567, 2568, 2593, 2601, 2604, 
2633, 2655, 2708, 2741, 2753, 2764, 2788, 2811, 2812, 2852, 2865, 
2872, 2876, 2888, 2892, 2905, 2911, 2922, 2927, 2946, 2948, 2951, 
2962, 2983, 2987, 3014, 3023, 3027, 3038, 3049, 3051, 3104, 3109, 
3136, 3147, 3164, 3173, 3177, 3178, 3224, 3228, 3250, 3287, 3305, 
3308, 3337, 3357, 3358, 3368, 3373, 3414, 3415, 3428, 3478, 3519, 
3524, 3549

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Europe (Western and Eastern) 1547, 1562, 1598, 1611, 
1626, 1628, 1630, 1632, 1633, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1671, 1672, 1680, 
1688, 1690, 1715, 1739, 1746, 1763, 1768, 1774, 1775, 1788, 1793, 
1813, 1823, 1825, 1833, 1879, 1886, 1891, 1922, 1926, 1927, 1928, 
1930, 1940, 1972, 2016, 2049, 2052, 2053, 2056, 2057, 2059, 2075, 
2093, 2104, 2106, 2133, 2157, 2170, 2187, 2317, 2321, 2365, 2392, 
2600, 2604, 2648, 2676, 2702, 2768, 2812, 2814, 2815, 2839, 2849, 
2851, 2853, 2854, 2869, 2886, 2910, 2916, 2935, 2936, 2946, 2949, 
2953, 2955, 2960, 2961, 2966, 2972, 2978, 2988, 2995, 3006, 3007, 
3025, 3031, 3042, 3046, 3056, 3060, 3079, 3101, 3110, 3122, 3176, 
3184, 3194, 3308, 3425

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Latin America 1739, 1763, 1833, 1922, 2016, 2048, 
2156, 2316, 2414, 2450, 2486, 2541, 2655, 2679, 2759, 2812, 2831, 
2864, 2922, 2941, 2948, 2959, 2994, 3030, 3033, 3037, 3080, 3120, 
3239, 3340, 3424, 3435, 3436, 3440, 3479, 3493

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence Worldwide (General) 1547, 1562, 1662, 1665, 1670, 
1763, 2157, 2187, 2316, 2352, 2644, 2648, 2922, 2934, 2946, 2948, 
2972, 3170, 3308, 3361, 3561

American Soybean Association (ASA)–American Soybean Institute 
(1969-1973), an Industry-Wide Association 2096, 2097, 2140, 
2143, 2144, 2145, 2156, 2170, 2202

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs 
(Legislated / Mandatory Funding. State Programs Starting in North 
Carolina in Sept. 1966, National Programs–SPARC–Starting in 
1989-1991), and State Promotion Boards (Research & Promotion 
Councils) 2113, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2192, 2530, 2531, 2604, 2611, 
2616, 2625, 2648, 2657, 2707, 2934, 2952, 3012, 3041, 3073, 3078, 
3096, 3101, 3132, 3218, 3305, 3337, 3390, 3407, 3478

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Funding and Fundraising 
Before Checkoff Program or 1971. Voluntary or from USDA (FAS 
or ARS) 1419, 1453, 1670, 1677, 1678, 1687, 1709, 1716, 1734, 
1739, 1757, 1763, 1777, 1892, 1952, 1953, 1989, 1992, 2044, 2096, 
2097, 2143, 2144, 2145, 3132

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members 
2317, 2604, 3218

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Japanese-American 
Soybean Institute (JASI) 1670, 1678, 1685, 1689, 1691, 1693, 1711, 
1712, 1716, 1721, 1738, 1742, 1744, 1750, 1751, 1772, 1780, 1794, 
1817, 1847, 1859, 1864, 1923, 1937, 1943, 1978, 1998, 2050, 2051, 
2087, 2102, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2152, 2157, 2547, 2593, 3287

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Legislative Activities 1143, 
1182, 1183, 1345, 1374, 1419, 1421, 1453, 1454, 1568, 1952, 2143, 
2144, 2145, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2676, 2733, 2969, 3034, 3073, 
3208, 3209, 3218

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Meetings / Conventions 
(Annual) and Meeting Sites 1021, 1099, 1113, 1143, 1181, 1225, 
1341, 1449, 1453, 1519, 1546, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2192, 2541

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Members and Membership 
Statistics 1419, 1508, 1755, 2032, 2530, 2531, 2604, 2611, 2791, 
3132, 3135, 3164, 3218, 3242, 3412, 3413, 3453, 3454

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Offi cers, Directors (Board), 
and Special Committees 1099, 1143, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1345, 1374, 
1418, 1419, 1421, 1449, 1453, 1519, 1547, 2192, 2791, 2909

American Soybean Association (ASA) or United Soybean Board–
Activities Related to Food Uses of Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy 
Nutrition, Outside the United States (Not Including Soy Oil) 1547, 
1663, 1665, 1734, 1750, 1751, 1772, 1859, 1892, 1923, 1975, 2157, 
2363, 2567, 2648, 2655, 2741, 2753, 2935, 3030, 3033, 3049, 3132, 
3147, 3228, 3312

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Periodicals, Including 
Soybean Digest, Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc., 
Soybean Blue Book, Soya Bluebook, Late News, etc.. 1553, 1646, 
1649, 1667, 1697, 1711, 1731, 1961, 2042, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 
2218, 2395, 2530, 2531, 2547, 2556, 2571, 2596, 2604, 2634, 2836, 
2912, 3073

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of 
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean 
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969) 1677, 1683, 1687, 1688, 1710, 1714, 
1715, 1716, 1739, 1740, 1746, 1755, 1760, 1763, 1764, 1768, 1771, 
1772, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1788, 1792, 1793, 1794, 1795, 
1798, 1800, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1813, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1825, 1826, 
1833, 1841, 1864, 1869, 1874, 1878, 1879, 1881, 1885, 1886, 1887, 
1891, 1892, 1893, 1895, 1900, 1904, 1922, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1930, 
1934, 1935, 1936, 1940, 1952, 1953, 1962, 1968, 1969, 1972, 1975, 
1985, 1989, 1992, 1996, 2016, 2030, 2031, 2033, 2044, 2048, 2049, 
2052, 2053, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2059, 2073, 2075, 2077, 2096, 2097, 
2099, 2102, 2104, 2106, 2110, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2152, 2157, 2283, 
2462, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2604, 3122
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American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations 
and Boards (Starting with Minnesota in 1962) 1993, 2032, 2044, 
2143, 2144, 2145, 2192, 2376, 2604, 2611, 2952, 3012, 3041, 3073, 
3135, 3218, 3421, 3553

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations 
and United Soybean Board–Activities Related to Food Uses of 
Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy Nutrition, in the United States (Not 
Including Soy Oil or Edible Oil Products) 1021, 1353, 2571, 2909, 
3135, 3151, 3227, 3421

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family 
of Iowa

American Soybean Association (ASA)–United Soybean Board 
(USB, Established 1991, Chesterfi eld, Missouri) 3096, 3101, 3132, 
3218, 3242, 3287, 3291, 3313, 3337, 3390, 3399, 3458, 3493, 3548, 
3557, 3561, 3598

American Soybean Association–Research Foundation (ASARF, 
1965-1980), Market Development Foundation (ASAMDF, ASMDF, 
1977-1980), and American Soybean Development Foundation 
(ASDF, Dec. 1980--1991) 2192, 2530, 2531, 2611, 2849, 3218

Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also 
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type 742, 1010, 1086, 
1562, 1578, 1828, 1842, 2025, 2142, 2303, 2547, 2613, 2773, 2934, 
3134, 3136, 3238, 3326

Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and 
Anatomy

Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of 
Expellers for Soybean Crushing, Solvent Extraction Equipment, and 
Extrusion Cooking Equipment. Formerly V.D. Anderson Co. and 
Anderson IBEC 938, 974, 975, 1055, 1056, 1090, 1130, 1263, 1322

Andreas Family of Minnesota and Iowa–Incl. Reuben Peter 
Andreas, and his sons Albert, Glenn, Dwayne (1918-2016), and 
Lowell Andreas (1922-2009) 1625, 1654, 1655, 1728, 2529, 3016, 
3055, 3238, 3322, 3330, 3451

Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice

Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice

Antinutritional Factors (General). See also: Allergens, Estrogens, 
Goitrogens, Hemagglutinins (Lectins), Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors. 
See also: Phytic Acid 2613, 2934, 2958, 3070, 3326

Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially in 
Soybeans and Soyfoods) 3238, 3330

APV Systems, Soya Technology Division. Named Danish Turnkey 
Dairies Ltd., Soya Technology Division until 1987 (Aarhus, 
Denmark; DTD / STS) 2999

Aquaculture. See Fish or Crustaceans (e.g. Shrimp) Fed Soybean 
Meal Using Aquaculture or Mariculture

Archaeology and Archaeological Discoveries of Ancient Soybeans 
or Soyfoods 2420, 2942, 2976

Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois; 
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969) 1044, 1190, 1322, 1353, 1451, 
1479, 1481, 1490, 1503, 1589, 1616, 1617, 1654, 1655, 1715, 1726, 
1728, 1803, 1833, 2002, 2017, 2020, 2024, 2036, 2058, 2089, 2091, 
2142, 2204, 2304, 2462, 2495, 2497, 2499, 2522, 2525, 2526, 2529, 
2538, 2544, 2554, 2576, 2606, 2610, 2691, 2694, 2698, 2705, 2723, 
2729, 2773, 2798, 2930, 2970, 3013, 3016, 3017, 3028, 3055, 3143, 
3148, 3151, 3154, 3156, 3158, 3159, 3163, 3182, 3200, 3207, 3215, 
3222, 3238, 3264, 3306, 3312, 3322, 3323, 3326, 3330, 3367, 3394, 
3427, 3451, 3480, 3488, 3497, 3511, 3513, 3521, 3523, 3546, 3548, 
3565

Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina

Arkady, British. See British Arkady Co. Ltd.

Arkansas Grain Corp. See Riceland Foods

Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm

Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa). Incl. Associated Seed Growers, 
Inc. Acquired in Feb. 1997 by Monsanto Co. from Empresas La 
Moderna, S.A. (ELM) 3300

Asia, Central (General) 625

Asia, Central–Kazakhstan / Kazakstan (Formerly Kazakh SSR, a 
Central Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 2466

Asia, Central–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 452

Asia, Central–Uzbekistan (Formerly Uzbek SSR, a Central Asian 
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 3274

Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy 
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or 
Dishes Outside China 114, 838, 974, 1001, 1073, 3383

Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents that Contain 
Cantonese Romanization, Transliteration, or Pronunciation 
of Numerous Soyfood Names. There Is No Standard Way of 
Romanizing Cantonese 391, 838

Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin 
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet 1, 3, 4, 
5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 
33, 36, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 52, 54, 56, 57, 59, 64, 66, 
67, 70, 72, 75, 78, 80, 84, 85, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96, 101, 103, 
104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 
124, 126, 129, 131, 132, 133, 135, 136, 137, 139, 144, 145, 146, 
147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 155, 156, 157, 160, 162, 165, 173, 
174, 177, 182, 191, 194, 195, 204, 205, 206, 211, 213, 216, 221, 
223, 229, 234, 237, 241, 248, 254, 257, 259, 262, 274, 282, 284, 
290, 301, 302, 303, 306, 311, 312, 315, 323, 324, 333, 337, 340, 
346, 350, 356, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 371, 372, 375, 376, 377, 
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378, 381, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 394, 397, 399, 
402, 404, 413, 414, 417, 418, 419, 420, 423, 430, 431, 432, 433, 
434, 435, 436, 437, 439, 440, 450, 451, 453, 464, 481, 488, 493, 
498, 504, 508, 510, 513, 515, 522, 525, 532, 535, 546, 547, 559, 
561, 563, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 572, 576, 579, 582, 584, 587, 
589, 591, 596, 598, 602, 604, 606, 607, 619, 625, 627, 628, 630, 
637, 638, 640, 641, 646, 649, 652, 657, 664, 665, 678, 679, 680, 
681, 685, 708, 712, 722, 726, 732, 733, 734, 736, 740, 742, 743, 
747, 750, 755, 757, 760, 763, 772, 794, 798, 799, 802, 805, 814, 
819, 821, 823, 824, 833, 837, 838, 854, 857, 865, 868, 872, 874, 
875, 879, 885, 896, 897, 900, 902, 906, 909, 919, 931, 933, 939, 
942, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 960, 963, 964, 967, 968, 975, 
977, 983, 992, 994, 997, 1000, 1003, 1006, 1008, 1015, 1017, 1018, 
1020, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1036, 1041, 1043, 1045, 1051, 1053, 
1055, 1057, 1061, 1066, 1068, 1071, 1074, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 
1089, 1090, 1093, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1109, 1110, 
1112, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1126, 1129, 1136, 1154, 1162, 1171, 1172, 
1177, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1200, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1214, 1222, 1228, 
1231, 1232, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1245, 1252, 1260, 1265, 1274, 1280, 
1282, 1286, 1296, 1310, 1320, 1325, 1336, 1338, 1339, 1344, 1348, 
1353, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1360, 1368, 1388, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1396, 
1397, 1400, 1408, 1420, 1431, 1432, 1464, 1470, 1475, 1477, 1479, 
1480, 1481, 1482, 1490, 1499, 1500, 1502, 1506, 1510, 1518, 1521, 
1527, 1529, 1530, 1535, 1540, 1543, 1565, 1566, 1569, 1574, 1581, 
1582, 1583, 1588, 1591, 1592, 1594, 1601, 1603, 1604, 1606, 1607, 
1616, 1617, 1619, 1643, 1650, 1663, 1665, 1669, 1683, 1685, 1691, 
1693, 1700, 1702, 1703, 1709, 1711, 1712, 1721, 1723, 1725, 1730, 
1735, 1736, 1738, 1740, 1741, 1742, 1744, 1773, 1777, 1801, 1809, 
1813, 1815, 1817, 1825, 1831, 1840, 1846, 1849, 1850, 1854, 1855, 
1876, 1877, 1883, 1891, 1896, 1901, 1906, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1916, 
1917, 1921, 1924, 1933, 1937, 1939, 1948, 1963, 1964, 1981, 1983, 
1990, 1998, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2022, 2024, 2025, 2042, 2047, 2052, 
2123, 2157, 2160, 2167, 2176, 2181, 2190, 2211, 2268, 2269, 2272, 
2275, 2279, 2281, 2292, 2294, 2303, 2309, 2330, 2337, 2359, 2364, 
2366, 2414, 2420, 2439, 2443, 2452, 2454, 2455, 2461, 2487, 2489, 
2497, 2511, 2516, 2527, 2536, 2541, 2548, 2550, 2553, 2567, 2568, 
2570, 2571, 2573, 2579, 2592, 2595, 2599, 2633, 2645, 2650, 2653, 
2663, 2665, 2666, 2669, 2681, 2682, 2687, 2689, 2709, 2712, 2718, 
2728, 2734, 2736, 2740, 2745, 2753, 2756, 2761, 2771, 2773, 2780, 
2784, 2822, 2828, 2834, 2836, 2850, 2865, 2872, 2888, 2889, 2892, 
2897, 2901, 2903, 2904, 2912, 2915, 2921, 2922, 2928, 2934, 2939, 
2940, 2942, 2946, 2964, 2965, 2967, 2973, 2975, 2976, 2983, 2989, 
2999, 3008, 3010, 3017, 3021, 3027, 3039, 3049, 3054, 3099, 3109, 
3113, 3115, 3135, 3137, 3139, 3144, 3149, 3165, 3171, 3200, 3210, 
3213, 3215, 3221, 3228, 3236, 3238, 3254, 3255, 3261, 3282, 3284, 
3288, 3291, 3292, 3296, 3297, 3299, 3301, 3303, 3305, 3308, 3312, 
3320, 3328, 3337, 3339, 3342, 3347, 3357, 3359, 3361, 3362, 3369, 
3373, 3377, 3402, 3408, 3414, 3415, 3417, 3418, 3419, 3422, 3423, 
3426, 3429, 3432, 3438, 3439, 3441, 3443, 3451, 3452, 3455, 3456, 
3465, 3467, 3472, 3478, 3490, 3494, 3496, 3497, 3499, 3505, 3506, 
3507, 3513, 3515, 3516, 3521, 3524, 3525, 3530, 3532, 3533, 3540, 
3542, 3543, 3549, 3550, 3553, 3556, 3557, 3558, 3562, 3563, 3564, 
3565, 3566, 3567, 3568, 3570, 3571, 3573, 3576, 3577, 3584, 3585, 
3587, 3589, 3590, 3591, 3592, 3593, 3594, 3597, 3598

Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The 
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China 1110, 
1154, 1332, 1392, 1393, 1479, 1481

Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 

Trends, and Analyses 414, 939, 955, 1003, 1015, 1023, 1024, 1036, 
1052, 1053, 1088, 1090, 1154, 1286, 1391, 1431, 1502, 1510, 1532, 
1581, 1594, 1650, 1693, 1733, 1906, 1921, 1948, 2007, 2047, 2160, 
2181, 2309, 2429, 2497, 2571, 2579, 2940, 3236, 3261, 3328, 3361, 
3418, 3521, 3528, 3572

Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, etc.)

Asia, East (General) 451, 667, 715, 723, 761, 862, 863, 904, 932, 
1004, 1048, 1053, 1133, 1143, 1146, 1247, 1270, 1296, 1303, 1345, 
1418, 1476, 1482, 1508, 1519, 1581, 1610, 1739, 2110, 2285, 2420, 
2494, 2595, 2632, 2653, 2782, 2855, 2895, 3128, 3131, 3137, 3258, 
3321, 3502

Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) 
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China) 42, 59, 
66, 75, 106, 119, 120, 215, 262, 306, 348, 349, 356, 387, 484, 492, 
503, 512, 516, 523, 524, 579, 598, 641, 837, 916, 942, 989, 992, 
1200, 1274, 1282, 1311, 1356, 1388, 1408, 1420, 1431, 1432, 1434, 
1566, 1662, 1727, 1772, 1815, 1849, 2042, 2058, 2090, 2165, 2613, 
2626, 2718, 2734, 2736, 2745, 2754, 2756, 2805, 2939, 3021, 3089, 
3137, 3139, 3147, 3165, 3182, 3222, 3223, 3226, 3231, 3237, 3240, 
3244, 3254, 3260, 3274, 3275, 3284, 3294, 3295, 3301, 3325, 3342, 
3356, 3369, 3379, 3417, 3550, 3554

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain East Asian country 44

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East Asian 
country 44

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain East Asian country 44, 
2198, 2976

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East 
Asian country 44

Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon) 7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 24, 
26, 29, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 49, 52, 54, 55, 59, 
60, 62, 63, 65, 69, 70, 72, 75, 77, 79, 80, 83, 85, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 
92, 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 107, 108, 109, 112, 113, 
115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 121, 122, 123, 124, 127, 128, 131, 132, 
134, 135, 137, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 
149, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 157, 158, 160, 162, 163, 170, 172, 
174, 175, 176, 177, 179, 182, 188, 196, 201, 202, 203, 206, 208, 
209, 210, 211, 213, 216, 218, 221, 223, 224, 230, 232, 237, 247, 
254, 255, 257, 263, 264, 267, 271, 273, 274, 275, 277, 279, 282, 
294, 297, 303, 306, 310, 312, 313, 315, 320, 326, 333, 337, 339, 
348, 349, 350, 352, 353, 354, 357, 359, 361, 362, 363, 364, 366, 
368, 370, 375, 377, 378, 379, 381, 384, 385, 387, 389, 390, 392, 
395, 397, 399, 400, 404, 411, 414, 416, 419, 420, 421, 423, 428, 
429, 434, 435, 436, 437, 440, 451, 453, 460, 470, 473, 474, 475, 
476, 478, 481, 484, 485, 486, 491, 492, 495, 496, 503, 504, 506, 
507, 512, 515, 518, 521, 529, 530, 544, 549, 551, 552, 554, 561, 
565, 566, 572, 573, 578, 583, 586, 591, 593, 595, 596, 599, 602, 
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604, 606, 607, 611, 612, 615, 617, 618, 619, 622, 625, 627, 628, 
630, 636, 637, 638, 641, 648, 651, 652, 653, 654, 657, 659, 661, 
662, 663, 666, 671, 674, 678, 679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 685, 686, 
687, 688, 689, 690, 693, 694, 697, 703, 708, 709, 712, 713, 717, 
720, 721, 729, 732, 733, 734, 735, 736, 739, 740, 742, 743, 745, 
748, 749, 750, 755, 757, 763, 768, 769, 782, 788, 790, 794, 795, 
798, 800, 802, 804, 806, 807, 811, 812, 813, 815, 816, 818, 819, 
821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 826, 827, 830, 832, 834, 835, 837, 839, 
843, 849, 851, 852, 854, 856, 858, 859, 861, 864, 865, 868, 871, 
874, 875, 876, 878, 881, 882, 887, 888, 889, 896, 897, 899, 900, 
902, 905, 906, 911, 916, 918, 921, 926, 931, 933, 934, 935, 936, 
937, 939, 940, 942, 946, 947, 949, 950, 951, 952, 957, 961, 968, 
970, 971, 973, 976, 977, 982, 985, 997, 998, 1000, 1001, 1003, 
1006, 1008, 1010, 1014, 1018, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1038, 1039, 
1040, 1041, 1043, 1050, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1059, 1060, 
1061, 1065, 1066, 1068, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1078, 1081, 
1085, 1086, 1090, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1110, 1111, 1117, 1118, 1123, 
1127, 1132, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1138, 1145, 1150, 1152, 1154, 1161, 
1163, 1166, 1169, 1171, 1173, 1179, 1184, 1188, 1189, 1192, 1193, 
1194, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1207, 1208, 1210, 1222, 1226, 1230, 1231, 
1233, 1234, 1238, 1239, 1242, 1245, 1246, 1252, 1253, 1255, 1256, 
1259, 1260, 1265, 1267, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1280, 1282, 
1284, 1286, 1289, 1293, 1296, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1315, 1327, 1329, 
1334, 1338, 1344, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1354, 1355, 1356, 1357, 
1358, 1359, 1368, 1382, 1384, 1388, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 
1407, 1408, 1409, 1411, 1414, 1420, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1444, 
1458, 1459, 1465, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1475, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1482, 
1485, 1487, 1505, 1506, 1510, 1512, 1514, 1518, 1520, 1531, 1532, 
1535, 1536, 1543, 1561, 1578, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1591, 1593, 1600, 
1604, 1609, 1629, 1659, 1660, 1662, 1663, 1665, 1666, 1669, 1670, 
1671, 1672, 1678, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1687, 1689, 1691, 1693, 1699, 
1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1706, 1708, 1709, 1711, 1712, 1716, 1720, 
1721, 1722, 1723, 1725, 1727, 1730, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1738, 1740, 
1741, 1742, 1744, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1755, 1756, 1762, 1764, 1770, 
1772, 1777, 1778, 1780, 1782, 1794, 1799, 1801, 1805, 1809, 1811, 
1817, 1828, 1829, 1840, 1842, 1844, 1847, 1849, 1850, 1854, 1855, 
1856, 1859, 1864, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1880, 1883, 1890, 1892, 1894, 
1896, 1901, 1906, 1907, 1910, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1922, 
1923, 1924, 1933, 1937, 1939, 1943, 1944, 1950, 1956, 1978, 1983, 
1990, 1991, 1992, 1994, 1996, 1998, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2010, 2015, 
2018, 2022, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2028, 2029, 2038, 2042, 2047, 2050, 
2051, 2061, 2070, 2071, 2080, 2085, 2087, 2088, 2090, 2095, 2096, 
2101, 2102, 2105, 2112, 2113, 2122, 2130, 2132, 2146, 2147, 2152, 
2157, 2161, 2171, 2176, 2179, 2181, 2187, 2190, 2194, 2196, 2199, 
2210, 2223, 2224, 2225, 2227, 2228, 2229, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2235, 
2236, 2240, 2241, 2245, 2247, 2261, 2268, 2275, 2279, 2286, 2287, 
2294, 2302, 2305, 2308, 2312, 2318, 2321, 2333, 2337, 2345, 2351, 
2355, 2357, 2361, 2364, 2366, 2380, 2383, 2414, 2422, 2429, 2437, 
2439, 2443, 2446, 2453, 2454, 2460, 2462, 2463, 2467, 2487, 2494, 
2530, 2541, 2547, 2548, 2549, 2550, 2562, 2571, 2574, 2575, 2578, 
2593, 2601, 2604, 2613, 2616, 2617, 2626, 2640, 2641, 2645, 2653, 
2655, 2658, 2660, 2665, 2672, 2681, 2709, 2714, 2720, 2728, 2731, 
2734, 2736, 2739, 2745, 2753, 2754, 2756, 2764, 2769, 2773, 2775, 
2805, 2811, 2836, 2850, 2852, 2855, 2862, 2867, 2868, 2888, 2889, 
2892, 2897, 2901, 2903, 2912, 2915, 2917, 2921, 2925, 2928, 2929, 
2931, 2932, 2934, 2939, 2940, 2946, 2958, 2962, 2964, 2965, 2967, 
2971, 2973, 2975, 2976, 2980, 2984, 2985, 3002, 3009, 3010, 3015, 
3017, 3021, 3024, 3043, 3049, 3053, 3055, 3066, 3070, 3082, 3089, 
3097, 3098, 3099, 3107, 3108, 3110, 3112, 3122, 3133, 3134, 3135, 
3136, 3137, 3139, 3141, 3144, 3145, 3147, 3154, 3159, 3161, 3164, 

3165, 3166, 3171, 3177, 3180, 3181, 3182, 3183, 3190, 3204, 3209, 
3213, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3224, 3226, 3231, 3236, 3237, 3238, 3240, 
3245, 3246, 3249, 3250, 3254, 3255, 3261, 3268, 3274, 3279, 3283, 
3287, 3292, 3294, 3295, 3296, 3297, 3298, 3300, 3302, 3308, 3312, 
3320, 3324, 3325, 3326, 3328, 3330, 3334, 3341, 3342, 3351, 3353, 
3356, 3358, 3365, 3366, 3369, 3370, 3379, 3388, 3392, 3417, 3421, 
3422, 3428, 3429, 3433, 3452, 3457, 3460, 3467, 3482, 3491, 3507, 
3516, 3528, 3530, 3532, 3542, 3544, 3549, 3554, 3556, 3599, 3600

Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 46, 60, 96, 97, 128, 146, 155, 263, 313, 381, 
384, 389, 397, 399, 586, 615, 619, 653, 683, 720, 763, 811, 897, 
933, 939, 955, 1003, 1011, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1039, 1043, 1088, 
1090, 1135, 1154, 1207, 1255, 1259, 1275, 1276, 1286, 1311, 1356, 
1389, 1390, 1409, 1433, 1459, 1480, 1512, 1514, 1531, 1581, 1604, 
1629, 1650, 1799, 1809, 1901, 1956, 2047, 2122, 2171, 2199, 2333, 
2437, 2443, 2446, 2453, 2454, 2463, 2571, 2775, 2855, 2897, 3099, 
3137, 3261, 3328, 3422

Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy

Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea 
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]) 46, 48, 52, 53, 
62, 63, 70, 75, 85, 86, 89, 90, 97, 99, 113, 119, 128, 135, 146, 149, 
155, 158, 160, 224, 263, 271, 279, 303, 313, 333, 362, 363, 366, 
381, 384, 389, 399, 419, 420, 440, 451, 475, 481, 484, 485, 504, 
506, 547, 565, 586, 602, 609, 615, 619, 652, 653, 661, 664, 674, 
685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 708, 715, 720, 729, 763, 764, 783, 794, 
803, 811, 824, 837, 858, 868, 875, 878, 896, 897, 906, 911, 916, 
918, 924, 927, 933, 936, 939, 942, 946, 949, 950, 951, 955, 961, 
973, 993, 1003, 1008, 1011, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1040, 1043, 
1061, 1075, 1076, 1086, 1088, 1090, 1098, 1117, 1134, 1136, 1144, 
1171, 1173, 1176, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1185, 1204, 1207, 1222, 1230, 
1231, 1234, 1235, 1239, 1242, 1255, 1256, 1259, 1260, 1275, 1276, 
1277, 1280, 1282, 1286, 1296, 1303, 1311, 1344, 1352, 1354, 1355, 
1356, 1384, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1393, 1396, 1407, 1414, 1420, 1431, 
1432, 1433, 1458, 1471, 1475, 1476, 1480, 1481, 1497, 1510, 1512, 
1514, 1515, 1518, 1531, 1532, 1543, 1548, 1561, 1574, 1577, 1581, 
1582, 1583, 1604, 1609, 1648, 1650, 1761, 1892, 2042, 2079, 2087, 
2095, 2146, 2147, 2165, 2197, 2228, 2305, 2321, 2330, 2369, 2380, 
2429, 2462, 2481, 2495, 2532, 2552, 2571, 2593, 2626, 2633, 2653, 
2655, 2657, 2660, 2665, 2714, 2726, 2728, 2734, 2736, 2740, 2746, 
2753, 2754, 2756, 2767, 2805, 2847, 2855, 2862, 2876, 2889, 2912, 
2921, 2928, 2940, 2948, 2962, 2993, 3027, 3038, 3049, 3066, 3089, 
3090, 3105, 3107, 3131, 3137, 3147, 3148, 3165, 3201, 3210, 3223, 
3226, 3228, 3231, 3252, 3261, 3268, 3274, 3292, 3294, 3320, 3325, 
3328, 3342, 3353, 3369, 3379, 3380, 3417, 3429, 3432, 3433, 3452, 
3521, 3530, 3542, 3549, 3553, 3556, 3557, 3570

Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 615, 619, 653, 933, 939, 955, 1023, 1024, 
1025, 1040, 1043, 1088, 1090, 1235, 1255, 1286, 1354, 1389, 1480, 
1515, 1581, 1650, 2095, 2305, 2380, 2481, 2571, 2726, 2855, 2940, 
3137, 3261, 3328

Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy

Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas 
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Territory. Returned to China in 1999) 546

Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South 
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)

Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by 
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang], 
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 1950) 
1, 8, 9, 17, 21, 24, 26, 27, 32, 33, 44, 45, 47, 48, 52, 57, 59, 60, 62, 
63, 64, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 79, 81, 85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96, 97, 98, 
100, 102, 103, 104, 105, 108, 109, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 118, 
120, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 129, 130, 131, 132, 137, 138, 140, 
141, 142, 144, 145, 147, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 160, 
163, 166, 169, 170, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 182, 187, 188, 
189, 191, 192, 193, 194, 196, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 206, 207, 
208, 210, 211, 213, 216, 217, 218, 220, 221, 223, 225, 227, 231, 
232, 233, 237, 241, 246, 247, 248, 249, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 
263, 264, 266, 267, 268, 271, 274, 275, 276, 278, 279, 280, 281, 
282, 285, 286, 287, 288, 290, 291, 292, 294, 295, 301, 304, 305, 
306, 307, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 317, 318, 319, 320, 
324, 327, 330, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 339, 340, 343, 344, 345, 
346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 359, 361, 362, 
363, 364, 365, 366, 368, 369, 370, 372, 373, 376, 377, 378, 381, 
382, 385, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 395, 397, 400, 402, 
403, 404, 405, 406, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 
419, 420, 422, 423, 424, 426, 427, 428, 430, 433, 434, 435, 436, 
437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 443, 446, 447, 448, 450, 451, 452, 453, 
455, 456, 458, 460, 461, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 470, 471, 472, 
474, 475, 476, 479, 480, 481, 483, 484, 485, 487, 488, 489, 490, 
491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 499, 500, 503, 504, 506, 
507, 509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 
523, 524, 525, 526, 528, 529, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 
538, 539, 541, 543, 545, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552, 555, 556, 
557, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 
572, 573, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 586, 587, 590, 595, 598, 599, 
602, 604, 606, 607, 611, 612, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 625, 
627, 628, 633, 635, 637, 638, 639, 641, 643, 646, 648, 649, 650, 
652, 653, 654, 655, 657, 661, 662, 663, 664, 666, 671, 674, 678, 
679, 680, 681, 682, 683, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 691, 693, 694, 
695, 701, 704, 705, 706, 712, 715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 722, 728, 
732, 733, 734, 736, 740, 741, 742, 745, 746, 748, 750, 751, 752, 
753, 755, 758, 759, 760, 766, 768, 771, 775, 780, 781, 783, 785, 
787, 788, 790, 794, 795, 801, 802, 804, 805, 806, 808, 814, 816, 
819, 820, 822, 823, 824, 827, 833, 834, 835, 837, 841, 844, 849, 
852, 854, 855, 857, 858, 865, 866, 867, 870, 874, 875, 876, 885, 
887, 894, 896, 898, 899, 900, 905, 906, 908, 909, 911, 916, 918, 
921, 922, 923, 924, 927, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 940, 941, 942, 
944, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 955, 956, 960, 962, 963, 
964, 965, 967, 969, 970, 971, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977, 983, 984, 
985, 990, 997, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1005, 1006, 1008, 1009, 
1010, 1011, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1034, 1036, 
1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1056, 
1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 1066, 1070, 1071, 1073, 1074, 1075, 
1076, 1077, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1088, 1090, 1092, 1096, 1097, 1098, 
1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1109, 1110, 1112, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1118, 
1119, 1120, 1122, 1123, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1129, 1130, 1132, 1134, 
1136, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 
1153, 1154, 1155, 1158, 1159, 1161, 1163, 1165, 1166, 1169, 1171, 
1172, 1173, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 
1189, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1196, 1198, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 

1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1214, 1215, 1217, 1220, 1222, 1224, 1226, 
1227, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1241, 
1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1248, 1252, 1253, 1255, 1256, 1258, 
1259, 1260, 1261, 1265, 1267, 1268, 1271, 1272, 1275, 1276, 1277, 
1280, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1289, 1291, 1293, 1296, 1297, 
1301, 1302, 1305, 1306, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1314, 1315, 1317, 1319, 
1320, 1327, 1329, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 
1343, 1344, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1354, 1355, 1356, 1358, 
1359, 1360, 1361, 1363, 1364, 1366, 1367, 1368, 1370, 1371, 1372, 
1375, 1377, 1381, 1382, 1384, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1395, 
1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1401, 1404, 1407, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1413, 
1414, 1416, 1418, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 
1429, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1436, 1438, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1458, 
1459, 1462, 1464, 1465, 1470, 1471, 1475, 1476, 1477, 1479, 1480, 
1481, 1482, 1485, 1490, 1497, 1499, 1500, 1502, 1506, 1510, 1511, 
1512, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1518, 1521, 1531, 1532, 1539, 1543, 1547, 
1549, 1561, 1563, 1567, 1574, 1578, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1588, 1591, 
1593, 1594, 1595, 1601, 1603, 1604, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1613, 
1616, 1617, 1643, 1650, 1665, 1711, 1730, 1741, 1752, 1861, 1863, 
1924, 1933, 2042, 2085, 2109, 2123, 2199, 2272, 2275, 2286, 2294, 
2330, 2371, 2443, 2573, 2595, 2599, 2645, 2683, 2687, 2694, 2842, 
2965, 2967, 2976, 3144, 3153, 3161, 3190, 3210, 3353, 3533

Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 70, 199, 253, 257, 337, 350, 354, 
412, 434, 604, 896, 933, 942, 1003, 1010, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1023, 
1024, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1052, 1053, 1060, 1066, 1090, 1138, 1154, 
1184, 1204, 1205, 1207, 1222, 1233, 1235, 1265, 1276, 1286, 1311, 
1314, 1315, 1336, 1354, 1356, 1368, 1375, 1390, 1391, 1409, 1416, 
1431, 1433, 1459, 1480, 1482, 1502, 1506, 1512, 1532, 1581, 1650, 
1733

Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia 
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992) 503, 512, 
934, 947, 948, 1320

Asia, East–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and 
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 26, 44, 47, 66, 70, 
87, 169, 419

Asia, East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 1220, 1334, 1367, 1510, 2047, 2429, 2497, 2940

Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its 
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945) 9, 44, 
47, 95, 115, 128, 134, 155, 271, 313, 368, 451, 453, 481, 484, 506, 
526, 586, 607, 619, 648, 653, 798, 837, 868, 933, 949, 977, 1003, 
1011, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1038, 1161, 1239, 1242, 1256, 1259, 1260, 
1267, 1276, 1280, 1282, 1289, 1420, 1431, 1475, 1480, 1497, 1510, 
1512, 1577, 1581, 1582, 1650, 1727, 1738, 1747, 1871, 1890, 1992, 
2018, 2042, 2047, 2058, 2070, 2074, 2079, 2087, 2095, 2096, 2109, 
2112, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2186, 2187, 2198, 2202, 2210, 2275, 
2276, 2279, 2321, 2364, 2380, 2429, 2502, 2512, 2560, 2571, 2589, 
2616, 2653, 2660, 2665, 2730, 2735, 2753, 2767, 2771, 2836, 2847, 
2855, 2862, 2889, 2892, 2912, 2927, 2940, 2958, 2980, 2987, 2992, 
3010, 3049, 3072, 3104, 3137, 3146, 3147, 3148, 3165, 3170, 3223, 
3226, 3228, 3231, 3252, 3274, 3284, 3292, 3320, 3325, 3379, 3380, 
3417, 3429, 3433, 3452, 3462, 3507, 3516, 3521, 3530, 3549, 3553, 
3554, 3556
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Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 586, 619, 653, 933, 1023, 1024, 
1038, 1431, 1581, 1650, 2042, 2047, 2560, 2855

Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet 
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet 948, 1282

Asia, East–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 92, 872, 
964, 2225, 2235, 2940, 2946, 3292, 3379, 3549, 3556

Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and 
Central) 2571, 2576, 3040, 3217, 3220, 3360

Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of 1583, 2073, 2173, 
2552, 2644, 3476

Asia, Middle East–Bahrain, State of (Also spelled Bahrein) 933, 
1025, 2474, 2475, 3464

Asia, Middle East–Cyprus 1355, 1842, 1895, 1922, 3464

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle 
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by 
that date in this country 257, 1053, 1274, 2316, 2474

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain 
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported 
by that date in this country 257, 1053, 1274, 2316, 2474

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country 1052, 
1328, 1355, 1378, 1583, 2474

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not 
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country 362, 363, 1355

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Middle 
Eastern country 1328, 1355, 1378, 1583

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle 
Eastern country 1052, 1378, 1583, 2350, 2408, 2474

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Middle Eastern country 1378, 1583, 2350

Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-e-
Irân; Persia before 1935) 933, 1025, 1052, 1053, 1538, 1771, 1821, 
1992, 1996, 2016, 2044, 2073, 2096, 2099, 2140, 2143, 2144, 2145, 
2340, 2354, 2363, 2408, 2426, 2429, 2462, 2474, 2475, 2489, 2498, 
2571, 2665

Asia, Middle East–Iraq (al Jumhouriya al ‘Iraqia) 2350, 2354, 2363, 
2384, 2408, 2474, 2475

Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat 
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and 
Golan Heights Since 1967) 1355, 1699, 1755, 1771, 1842, 1890, 
1996, 2018, 2108, 2154, 2210, 2321, 2685, 3029, 3115, 3368, 3452, 
3464, 3496, 3517

Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan 
until 1949) 1798, 1842, 2354, 2363, 2408, 2474, 2475, 3368

Asia, Middle East–Kuwait (Dowlat al-Kuwait) 2316, 2408, 2474, 
2475

Asia, Middle East–Lebanon (al-Jumhouriya al-Lubnaniya) 1378, 
1771, 1798, 1842, 2089, 2354, 2363, 2408, 2474, 2475, 3368

Asia, Middle East, Mideast, or Near East (General) 1858, 2571, 
2655, 2745, 2895, 3005, 3128, 3197, 3261, 3328, 3342, 3368, 3369, 
3417

Asia, Middle East–Oman, Sultanate of (Saltanat ‘Uman) 2474, 2475

Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in 
1948-49) 1355

Asia, Middle East–Qatar, State of (Dawlet al-Qatar; Also called 
Katar) 2475

Asia, Middle East–Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of (al-Mamlaka al-
`Arabiya as-Sa`udiya) 2316, 2350, 2354, 2363, 2408, 2474, 2475, 
2685, 3058, 3072, 3368, 3452

Asia, Middle East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 1650, 2340, 2354, 2408, 2474, 2571, 2665, 
3261, 3328

Asia, Middle East–Syria (Syrian Arab Republic; Including Latakia, 
Alawiya, and Territory of the Alaouites) 1274, 1388, 1408, 1798, 
2018, 2354, 2363, 2384, 2408, 2474, 2475, 3368

Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor) 257, 
362, 363, 862, 954, 1000, 1052, 1053, 1328, 1355, 1538, 1650, 
1749, 1771, 1833, 1881, 1969, 1977, 2016, 2018, 2043, 2044, 2096, 
2135, 2429, 2571, 2676, 2765, 2836, 2873, 2921, 2922, 2981, 3014, 
3051, 3061, 3134, 3238, 3368, 3452, 3530

Asia, Middle East–United Arab Emirates (Formerly Trucial States 
or Trucial Oman; Also Dubai) 2474, 2475

Asia, Middle East–Yemen (Formed in May 1990 by the Merger of 
Pro-Soviet South Yemen [People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, 
Including Aden] and Pro-Western North Yemen [Yemen Arab 
Republic]) 1025, 2474, 2475

Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See 
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from 
1947-1971) 1355, 2321, 2352, 2685, 2836, 2940, 3380, 3513

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of 1355, 1472, 3380
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Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands) 18, 25, 26, 43, 45, 84, 117, 119, 169, 181, 182, 
185, 190, 191, 192, 204, 211, 218, 247, 287, 312, 318, 330, 353, 
367, 392, 397, 416, 423, 451, 481, 496, 503, 512, 522, 544, 574, 
596, 600, 606, 619, 625, 657, 658, 693, 701, 742, 749, 760, 807, 
826, 830, 832, 833, 839, 846, 851, 861, 862, 954, 963, 1000, 1003, 
1008, 1010, 1043, 1066, 1072, 1078, 1081, 1094, 1260, 1280, 1288, 
1310, 1327, 1337, 1340, 1344, 1353, 1355, 1357, 1358, 1378, 1391, 
1392, 1418, 1444, 1462, 1472, 1477, 1530, 1535, 1556, 1582, 1583, 
1699, 1717, 1739, 1745, 1755, 1761, 1763, 1766, 1767, 1771, 1789, 
1790, 1833, 1853, 1858, 1865, 1935, 1938, 1942, 1947, 1953, 1965, 
1979, 1988, 1992, 1996, 2009, 2016, 2018, 2023, 2025, 2027, 2041, 
2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2072, 2106, 2127, 2128, 2135, 2173, 2203, 
2220, 2261, 2275, 2279, 2281, 2292, 2301, 2309, 2344, 2350, 2352, 
2366, 2371, 2429, 2489, 2498, 2507, 2518, 2520, 2533, 2540, 2555, 
2557, 2571, 2592, 2622, 2627, 2628, 2637, 2645, 2646, 2655, 2665, 
2677, 2685, 2721, 2745, 2747, 2751, 2752, 2781, 2787, 2788, 2817, 
2819, 2826, 2829, 2830, 2836, 2843, 2847, 2858, 2859, 2895, 2908, 
2912, 2913, 2919, 2921, 2922, 2934, 2940, 2946, 2977, 3017, 3023, 
3048, 3054, 3058, 3061, 3069, 3081, 3088, 3091, 3107, 3116, 3126, 
3127, 3129, 3173, 3185, 3217, 3221, 3277, 3281, 3282, 3301, 3307, 
3308, 3326, 3329, 3339, 3361, 3371, 3377, 3380, 3441, 3449, 3467, 
3485, 3496, 3505, 3513, 3516, 3519, 3525, 3528, 3542, 3556, 3558, 
3596

Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven 
Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States 
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 
Nagaland, and Tripura 503, 574, 600, 1355, 1472

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute (IARI, New Delhi) with Soyabeans in India. Established 
in 1905 as the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute (Pusa 
Samastipur, and Bihar) 3091, 3307

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research (ICAR), the All-India Research Project on Soyabean 
(ICAR, Uttar Pradesh), and the National Research Centre for 
Soybean (ICAR, Madhya Pradesh)–with Soyabeans in India 2721, 
2826, 2858, 2940, 3058, 3081, 3217

Asia, South (Indian Subcontinent) 658, 2571, 2730, 3261, 3328, 
3513

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain South Asian country 
2963

Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of 574, 948, 1094, 1355, 1472, 2173, 
2429, 2507, 2665, 3380

Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India 
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 1947-
1971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh) 503, 
512, 1355, 1472, 1771, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1968, 1977, 1992, 1996, 
2016, 2018, 2043, 2044, 2106, 2135, 2173, 2321, 2352, 2592, 2622, 
2676, 2684, 2685, 2708, 2750, 2804, 2835, 2905, 2911, 2912, 2921, 
2922, 2940, 2963, 3178, 3223, 3282, 3380, 3441, 3513

Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 

Trends, and Analyses 169, 1472, 2173, 2344, 2350, 2571, 2627, 
2646, 2665, 2677, 2787, 2819, 2836, 2847, 2858, 2919, 2933, 2940, 
2963, 3000, 3054, 3088, 3217, 3261, 3307, 3328, 3513, 3519, 3528, 
3596

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon 
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name) 330, 
434, 435, 508, 512, 794, 933, 1025, 1355, 1378, 1947, 2173, 2350, 
2429, 2645, 2655, 2656, 2665, 2705, 2822, 2908, 2913, 2914, 2915, 
2933, 2940, 2970, 3000, 3380

Asia, South–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and 
/ or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 2895, 
2908, 2970, 3556

Asia, Southeast–Brunei (State of Brunei Darussalam; Part of British 
Borneo before 1984) 1815

Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979 
to the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic) 127, 333, 451, 701, 741, 810, 
933, 1337, 1340, 1355, 1520, 1815, 2042, 2571, 3380

Asia, Southeast (General) 247, 397, 750, 1265, 1393, 1482, 1641, 
1815, 2616, 2730, 2858, 2888, 2940, 2965, 3071, 3276, 3351, 3442

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East 
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of 
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West 
Irian], and Sumatra) 37, 38, 40, 43, 69, 70, 72, 75, 87, 95, 306, 333, 
348, 349, 355, 387, 419, 420, 424, 434, 451, 481, 492, 508, 544, 
565, 581, 584, 591, 680, 794, 798, 809, 855, 874, 896, 916, 933, 
942, 949, 990, 1003, 1025, 1037, 1041, 1043, 1052, 1053, 1061, 
1086, 1088, 1134, 1144, 1154, 1177, 1184, 1194, 1205, 1217, 1218, 
1219, 1221, 1230, 1236, 1242, 1255, 1260, 1262, 1264, 1269, 1282, 
1289, 1296, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1344, 1352, 1355, 1356, 1378, 1384, 
1391, 1393, 1404, 1406, 1411, 1414, 1420, 1421, 1424, 1428, 1431, 
1444, 1458, 1459, 1475, 1476, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1485, 1510, 1520, 
1529, 1530, 1532, 1535, 1551, 1558, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1591, 1650, 
1808, 1815, 1865, 1890, 2042, 2047, 2058, 2090, 2165, 2167, 2275, 
2309, 2366, 2426, 2429, 2439, 2508, 2571, 2594, 2649, 2655, 2681, 
2730, 2732, 2736, 2740, 2741, 2753, 2756, 2760, 2767, 2786, 2812, 
2836, 2847, 2857, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2881, 2882, 2883, 2884, 2891, 
2892, 2912, 2921, 2923, 2928, 2934, 2940, 2951, 2974, 3017, 3049, 
3063, 3136, 3137, 3147, 3148, 3149, 3152, 3165, 3168, 3220, 3221, 
3226, 3228, 3231, 3252, 3274, 3292, 3294, 3342, 3351, 3363, 3369, 
3379, 3380, 3417, 3419, 3429, 3442, 3452, 3528, 3530, 3535, 3541, 
3542, 3553, 3556, 3557

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 581, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1037, 1043, 
1088, 1154, 1344, 1391, 1420, 1480, 1581, 1650, 2508, 2571, 2940, 
3220, 3261, 3328

Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas, 
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Southeast Asian country 1815

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
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seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Southeast 
Asian country 451

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Southeast 
Asian country 1815

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Southeast Asian country 451

Asia, Southeast–Laos 741, 810, 1355, 3380

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia 
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo 
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963 37, 
157, 257, 484, 508, 641, 933, 1003, 1025, 1246, 1254, 1256, 1266, 
1282, 1310, 1313, 1355, 1378, 1420, 1477, 1485, 1815, 1870, 1947, 
2165, 2342, 2352, 2380, 2381, 2426, 2429, 2439, 2494, 2502, 2579, 
2626, 2650, 2681, 2734, 2736, 2740, 2741, 2745, 2753, 2754, 2756, 
2767, 2779, 2805, 2836, 2841, 2847, 2892, 2921, 2923, 2939, 2940, 
2945, 2947, 2951, 2968, 2969, 2974, 3017, 3021, 3049, 3075, 3089, 
3110, 3147, 3188, 3222, 3226, 3231, 3237, 3240, 3254, 3274, 3342, 
3351, 3369, 3379, 3380, 3417, 3528, 3553, 3554, 3557

Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Offi cially Union of Myanmar 
503, 512, 620, 846, 1003, 1094, 1355, 1476, 1583, 1717, 1815, 
2429, 2571, 2740, 3351

Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the 481, 508, 516, 546, 
590, 665, 671, 736, 1003, 1043, 1095, 1131, 1282, 1310, 1344, 
1355, 1420, 1421, 1444, 1475, 1477, 1485, 1535, 1583, 1662, 1947, 
2021, 2042, 2165, 2309, 2429, 2439, 2571, 2635, 2665, 2695, 2730, 
2740, 2753, 2772, 2836, 2856, 2860, 2890, 2892, 2921, 2940, 2945, 
2969, 3049, 3147, 3148, 3200, 3223, 3228, 3252, 3274, 3342, 3369, 
3379, 3380, 3417, 3442, 3452, 3506

Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British] 
from 1826 to 1946) 84, 257, 484, 565, 641, 829, 875, 933, 1025, 
1200, 1282, 1310, 1378, 1815, 1870, 2006, 2165, 2429, 2439, 2494, 
2626, 2734, 2736, 2741, 2753, 2754, 2756, 2805, 2811, 2921, 2931, 
2939, 2999, 3021, 3023, 3049, 3089, 3136, 3147, 3148, 3165, 3182, 
3222, 3223, 3226, 3231, 3237, 3240, 3254, 3274, 3342, 3351, 3369, 
3379, 3380, 3417, 3433, 3513, 3550, 3554

Asia, Southeast–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 1205, 1255, 1296, 1650, 1870, 1946, 2047, 
2439, 2571, 2940, 3261, 3328

Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939) 544, 
868, 933, 1025, 1310, 1344, 1355, 1582, 1583, 1591, 1648, 1650, 
1815, 1870, 1946, 2042, 2047, 2176, 2275, 2344, 2429, 2439, 2494, 
2559, 2571, 2665, 2727, 2730, 2740, 2741, 2753, 2877, 2923, 2932, 
2940, 3049, 3226, 3342, 3351, 3369, 3379, 3380, 3417, 3442, 3452, 
3542, 3553, 3556, 3557

Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East Timor) 1025, 1296

Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, 
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 

387, 439, 641, 942, 1041, 1053, 1242, 1581, 2559, 2616, 2635, 
2649, 2736, 2756, 2883, 3021, 3147, 3240, 3274, 3292, 3342, 3369, 
3379, 3417, 3541, 3556

Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of 
(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and 
Cochinchine from 1887-1945) 43, 127, 232, 333, 402, 439, 451, 
476, 481, 641, 701, 741, 805, 810, 919, 923, 933, 987, 1003, 1023, 
1024, 1205, 1344, 1355, 1359, 1385, 1477, 1509, 1520, 1583, 1815, 
2119, 2429, 2571, 2609, 2940, 3021, 3149, 3380, 3442, 3485, 3542, 
3556, 3603

Asia, Transcaucasia–Armenia (Formerly Armenian SSR, a 
Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 2466

Asia, Transcaucasia–Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani Republic; Formerly 
Azerbaijan SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to 
Dec. 1991. Also spelled Azerbaidzhan, Aderbijan) 2466

Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian 
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991) 
452, 1201, 1278, 2466, 3122

Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. 
Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec. 
1991) 452, 1477, 2466

Asian soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers (Asia)

Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce

Associated Seed Growers, Inc. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa)

Atlantic Ocean islands. See Oceania

Australasia. See Oceania

Australia. See Oceania–Australia

Australia, health foods movement and industry. See Health Foods 
Movement and Industry in Australia, New Zealand...

AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008 
(Shanhua, Taiwan) 2276, 2502, 2665, 2730, 2940, 2958, 3380

Azuki Bean–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/
Relatives in Various Languages 170, 313

Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also 
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red 
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki, 
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small 
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientifi c names: 
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus 
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi 42, 45, 
46, 70, 80, 96, 97, 128, 146, 155, 170, 174, 313, 419, 420, 522, 533, 
587, 602, 615, 652, 653, 661, 662, 663, 683, 720, 721, 737, 811, 
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824, 845, 849, 878, 888, 897, 952, 968, 1003, 1045, 1111, 1135, 
1171, 1177, 1180, 1187, 1214, 1259, 1275, 1276, 1354, 1389, 1459, 
1505, 1596, 2198, 2199, 2726, 2730, 2735, 3066, 3137, 3295

Azumaya, Inc. (Started Making Tofu in 1930 in San Francisco, 
California). Acquired by Vitasoy on 27 May 1993 1435

Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless 
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Bacteria in intestines–benefi cial. See Intestinal Flora / Bacteria

Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled 
Bambara 585, 693

Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Mature 
Soybeans to Market, Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to 
Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc

Barges used to transport soybeans or products. See Transportation 
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market

Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)

Bean curd. See Tofu

Bean curd skin. See Yuba

Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Bean paste. See Miso

Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Making Honey 
from Nectar in Soybean Flowers and Pollinating the Flowers 1054, 
1393

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed

Benzene / Benzine / Benzol solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Berczeller, Laszlo (1890-1955) 932, 1052, 1083, 1137, 1154, 1156, 
1218, 1227, 1353, 1442, 1472, 1538, 1619, 1733, 3444

Bibliography and / or Review of the Literature (Contains More 
Than 50 References or Citations) 625, 742, 743, 1003, 1043, 1061, 
1111, 1154, 1155, 1234, 1278, 1281, 1289, 1355, 1391, 1392, 1393, 
1434, 1476, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1511, 1539, 1550, 1551, 1593, 1616, 
1617, 1699, 1747, 1758, 1861, 2006, 2025, 2091, 2119, 2211, 2280, 
2285, 2418, 2429, 2448, 2542, 2543, 2576, 2580, 2599, 2672, 2735, 
2856, 2968, 2969, 3022, 3045, 3068, 3326, 3352, 3372

Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi

Binder for Sand Foundry Cores / Core Oil–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Oil as a Drying Oil 1004, 1090, 1223, 1230, 1231, 1332, 1342, 
1418, 1481

Biodynamic / Bio-Dynamic Farming and Gardening (General). 
Closely Allied with the Natural Foods Movement 3138

Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also: 
Obituaries 1492, 1758, 2283, 2317, 2604

Biological control. See Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, 
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech

Black Bean Sauce or Black Soybean Sauce. Occasionally Called 
Black Bean Paste. Traditionally Made in the Kitchen by Crushing 
Salted, Fermented Black Soybeans, Usually with Minced Ginger, 
Garlic, Chilis and/or Chinese-style Wine. Typically Not a 
Commercial Product or Sauce. See Also Black Soybean Jiang (a 
Commercial Product) 3351

Black soybean sauce. See Black Bean Sauce

Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black 
in Color

Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata

Blaw-Knox Co. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). Maker of Soybean 
Crushing Equipment, Especially the Rotocel 2074

Boone Valley Cooperative Processing Association (Eagle Grove, 
Iowa) 2499, 2520, 2606, 2610, 2691, 3488

Borden, Inc. (Columbus, Ohio; New York City, New York; 
Waterloo, Iowa; Elgin and Kankakee, Illinois) 2058

Botany–Soybean 45, 481, 507, 584, 755, 760, 809, 1003, 1054, 
1154, 1157, 1198, 1320, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1378, 1385, 1391, 1392, 
1476, 1477, 1516, 1530, 2119

Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry

Brady Crop Cooker. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low 
Cost–Brady Crop Cooker

Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy

Brassica napus. See Rapeseed

Brassica napus (L.) var. napus. See Canola

Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil

Brazil, Deforestation in. See Latin America, South America–Brazil, 
Deforestation in

Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, 
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Variety 
Development and Breeding

Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics 949, 950, 1003, 1195, 
1320, 1327, 1328, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1355, 1393, 1476, 2119, 
2121, 2198, 2199, 2275, 2280, 2371, 2418, 2420, 2542, 2721, 2729, 
2732, 2735, 2834, 2952, 3204, 3408, 3438
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Breeding soybeans for food uses. See Variety Development, 
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans 
for Food Uses

Brew fl akes, soybean. See Soy Flour or Flakes–Use in Brewing

Briggs, George M. (1884-1970, Univ. of Wisconsin) 1113, 2143, 
2144, 2145

British Arkady Company Ltd. and British Arkady Holdings Ltd. 
(Manchester, England). Subsidiary of ADM of the USA. Including 
the Haldane Foods Group 2058, 2304, 2694, 3163

British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British 
Columbia

Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch. 
Also called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Double Bean, Horse Bean, 
Horsebean. Chinese–Candou (“silkworm bean”). Japanese–
Soramame. German–Ackerbohne, Saubohne or Buschbohne. 
French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais, Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane 
45, 76, 93, 418, 756, 2243, 2255, 2361, 2555

Brown rice. See Rice, Brown

Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown

Bubuk Kedele / Kedelai. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder or 
Grits in Indonesia–Bubuk Kedele / Bubuk Kedelai (Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat)

Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.

Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other 
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials

Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York). Including Lauhoff Grain 
Co. (Danville, Illinois) since 1979 1676, 1882, 2064, 2143, 2144, 
2145, 2163, 2283, 2413, 2426, 2460, 2462, 2495, 2497, 2499, 2526, 
2543, 2586, 2606, 2610, 2773, 2798, 2991, 3013, 3017, 3159, 3215, 
3262, 3297, 3298, 3322, 3323, 3367, 3377, 3387, 3409, 3427, 3431, 
3460, 3480, 3484, 3485, 3495, 3497, 3503, 3511, 3513, 3521, 3523, 
3546, 3548, 3565, 3583

Bureau of Crop Estimates (USDA). See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service (SRS)

Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and 
Patties

Burke, Armand. See Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand 
Burke

Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois) 1148, 
1184, 1223, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1254, 1332, 1342, 1373, 
1479, 1481, 1519, 2152

Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar

Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters

Butter-beans. See Lima Bean

Cacoja (France). See Sojinal / Biosoja

Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram

Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and 
Soybean Foods and Feeds 69, 391

Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacer
 Replacers 949, 950, 2567

California. See United States–States–California

Canada 50, 86, 151, 203, 208, 257, 263, 281, 282, 286, 319, 345, 
351, 436, 445, 467, 468, 486, 496, 505, 652, 666, 671, 761, 764, 
798, 849, 868, 900, 913, 933, 949, 1003, 1024, 1025, 1033, 1046, 
1054, 1109, 1121, 1142, 1143, 1149, 1160, 1161, 1164, 1167, 1181, 
1205, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1274, 1287, 1289, 1295, 1303, 1304, 
1308, 1318, 1321, 1322, 1324, 1327, 1332, 1337, 1340, 1342, 1344, 
1353, 1355, 1358, 1388, 1393, 1408, 1420, 1440, 1444, 1458, 1466, 
1467, 1469, 1475, 1476, 1504, 1513, 1530, 1534, 1545, 1546, 1553, 
1558, 1570, 1574, 1579, 1581, 1583, 1585, 1589, 1612, 1616, 1617, 
1620, 1621, 1627, 1631, 1646, 1650, 1652, 1667, 1674, 1683, 1697, 
1699, 1727, 1731, 1747, 1749, 1781, 1784, 1810, 1811, 1814, 1816, 
1820, 1827, 1829, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1867, 1872, 1884, 1922, 1948, 
1949, 1954, 1964, 1992, 1996, 2008, 2015, 2025, 2026, 2037, 2042, 
2043, 2053, 2068, 2090, 2094, 2101, 2130, 2146, 2147, 2159, 2167, 
2175, 2176, 2181, 2184, 2204, 2210, 2251, 2266, 2275, 2279, 2283, 
2290, 2299, 2300, 2309, 2321, 2332, 2333, 2334, 2361, 2429, 2443, 
2451, 2459, 2499, 2511, 2515, 2522, 2529, 2538, 2544, 2555, 2571, 
2582, 2593, 2595, 2596, 2626, 2634, 2641, 2690, 2698, 2718, 2720, 
2722, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2728, 2729, 2731, 2734, 2736, 2737, 2739, 
2741, 2754, 2756, 2757, 2769, 2776, 2805, 2815, 2836, 2868, 2912, 
2921, 2931, 2932, 2939, 2943, 2945, 2974, 2989, 3017, 3019, 3020, 
3021, 3036, 3050, 3055, 3089, 3100, 3106, 3107, 3110, 3115, 3133, 
3139, 3146, 3147, 3148, 3154, 3156, 3157, 3158, 3159, 3163, 3167, 
3171, 3182, 3186, 3189, 3191, 3198, 3202, 3203, 3204, 3205, 3207, 
3210, 3212, 3213, 3214, 3219, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3225, 3226, 3228, 
3230, 3231, 3235, 3237, 3238, 3240, 3241, 3246, 3248, 3252, 3253, 
3254, 3255, 3256, 3257, 3258, 3259, 3261, 3266, 3267, 3272, 3273, 
3274, 3275, 3276, 3285, 3286, 3294, 3295, 3300, 3310, 3314, 3319, 
3328, 3334, 3339, 3341, 3342, 3343, 3344, 3349, 3351, 3355, 3356, 
3360, 3361, 3369, 3370, 3375, 3376, 3379, 3385, 3387, 3388, 3389, 
3391, 3392, 3393, 3397, 3411, 3417, 3422, 3426, 3433, 3437, 3438, 
3446, 3452, 3462, 3484, 3486, 3491, 3507, 3516, 3525, 3528, 3532, 
3542, 3546, 3554, 3556, 3566, 3579, 3580, 3583, 3586, 3590, 3594, 
3601

Canada. See Ontario Soybean Growers (Marketing Board)

Canada soy pioneers. See Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942)

Canada–Soybean crushers, early. See Soybean Crushers (Canada), 
Early (Before 1941)

Canada–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and 
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Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1646, 1667, 1820, 
2300, 2596, 3222

Canada–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 1142, 1289, 1322, 1344, 1504, 1545, 1581, 1631, 
1646, 1650, 1667, 1810, 1867, 1964, 1996, 2047, 2181, 2184, 2204, 
2210, 2300, 2332, 2571, 2595, 2596, 2634, 2690, 2720, 2729, 2757, 
2805, 2836, 2912, 2931, 2939, 3021, 3055, 3089, 3139, 3167, 3171, 
3198, 3214, 3222, 3228, 3235, 3258, 3261, 3274, 3328, 3342, 3344, 
3369, 3370, 3417, 3528, 3554

Canada, soyfoods associations in. See Soyfoods Associations in 
Canada

Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 798, 849, 
868, 900, 933, 1033, 1121, 1274, 1303, 1308, 1318, 1667, 2300, 
2596, 3212, 3294, 3556

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Alberta 1033, 1226, 1289, 
1811, 3159, 3528

Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia 281, 282, 
286, 319, 345, 445, 505, 1226, 1469, 1504, 1667, 3139, 3257, 3275, 
3285, 3300, 3387

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba 1033, 1226, 1289, 
1358, 1476, 1504, 1667, 1810, 1811, 1816, 1949, 2266, 2725, 3159, 
3182, 3186, 3210, 3222, 3528, 3554

Canadian Provinces and Territories–New Brunswick 2251, 3528

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Newfoundland and Labrador 
3205

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia 3528

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario 351, 486, 913, 1054, 
1121, 1142, 1143, 1164, 1181, 1226, 1274, 1287, 1289, 1308, 1318, 
1322, 1324, 1344, 1388, 1408, 1420, 1504, 1513, 1534, 1545, 1546, 
1570, 1585, 1589, 1612, 1620, 1621, 1627, 1631, 1652, 1667, 1674, 
1697, 1749, 1781, 1811, 1814, 1816, 1820, 1827, 1837, 1867, 1872, 
1949, 1954, 2008, 2068, 2094, 2146, 2184, 2204, 2300, 2332, 2334, 
2361, 2459, 2499, 2522, 2538, 2544, 2582, 2596, 2626, 2634, 2641, 
2690, 2698, 2720, 2722, 2723, 2724, 2728, 2729, 2731, 2734, 2736, 
2737, 2754, 2756, 2757, 2769, 2805, 2931, 2932, 2939, 3019, 3020, 
3021, 3036, 3089, 3106, 3139, 3146, 3147, 3148, 3154, 3156, 3157, 
3158, 3159, 3167, 3182, 3186, 3191, 3198, 3203, 3204, 3205, 3212, 
3213, 3214, 3219, 3222, 3223, 3225, 3226, 3228, 3230, 3231, 3237, 
3240, 3241, 3252, 3254, 3255, 3256, 3257, 3258, 3272, 3273, 3274, 
3275, 3276, 3286, 3294, 3295, 3310, 3314, 3319, 3334, 3341, 3342, 
3343, 3344, 3349, 3355, 3356, 3360, 3369, 3370, 3375, 3379, 3385, 
3388, 3389, 3391, 3392, 3393, 3397, 3411, 3417, 3426, 3433, 3486, 
3491, 3528, 3554, 3579, 3590, 3594

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Prince Edward Island 3205, 
3528

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec) 467, 468, 
486, 666, 671, 764, 1167, 1289, 1303, 1322, 1674, 1749, 2529, 

2739, 3089, 3139, 3154, 3159, 3222, 3246, 3254, 3257, 3446, 3528, 
3554

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan 1033, 1289, 
3159, 3205, 3528

Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

CanAmera Foods (Plant at Hamilton, Ontario, Canada). Includes 
Maple Leaf Foods. Named Central Soya of Canada Ltd. (May 
1991-March 1992). Named Canadian Vegetable Oil Products 
(CVOP; Div. of Canada Packers, Hamilton, Ontario) Before the 
mid-1980s. Named Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing (1942-1984) 
1814, 1816, 2204, 2723, 2729, 3159, 3276

Canavalia ensiformis. See Jack Bean (Canavalia ensiformis)

Cancer, breast, prevention and diet. See Diet and Breast Cancer 
Prevention

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as 
an Hydrogenated Oil 507, 606, 734, 951, 970, 1070, 1086, 1144, 
1220, 1570

Cannabis sativa. See Hemp

Canola (Brassica napus (L.) var. napus)–An Improved Variety of 
the Rape Plant or Rapeseed Having Seeds with Little or No Erucic 
Acid 2571, 2720, 2722, 2723, 2725, 2737, 2943, 2974, 3017, 3021, 
3139, 3156, 3159, 3182, 3238, 3261, 3276, 3328, 3438, 3451

Cantonese. See Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents 
that Contain Cantonese Romanization / Transliteration

Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates, 
Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber) 3, 22, 24, 96, 414, 
430, 936, 1648, 1753, 2076, 3151

Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and 
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars) 202, 212, 272, 308, 455, 459, 
1003

Cardiovascular Disease and Diet Therapy, Especially Heart Disease 
and Stroke, But Including Cholesterol Reduction, and Hypertension 
(High Blood Pressure). Soy Is Not Always Mentioned 3075, 3557, 
3573

Cargill. See Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 1532, 1554, 1558, 1559, 
1560, 1740, 1759, 2003, 2012, 2013, 2017, 2024, 2036, 2084, 2085, 
2115, 2136, 2151, 2200, 2266, 2298, 2398, 2413, 2426, 2460, 2462, 
2495, 2497, 2499, 2517, 2525, 2526, 2537, 2543, 2551, 2554, 2576, 
2586, 2605, 2606, 2610, 2661, 2715, 2725, 2773, 2777, 2798, 2974, 
3013, 3017, 3028, 3155, 3159, 3215, 3264, 3274, 3297, 3323, 3331, 
3332, 3346, 3352, 3367, 3371, 3394, 3460, 3480, 3497, 3508, 3511, 
3512, 3513, 3521, 3523, 3548, 3565

Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean
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Caribbean, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement the 
Caribbean

Cartoons or Cartoon Characters 1392, 1603, 2008, 2455, 2520

Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst., 
Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy, 
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan 1492

Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering

Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, 
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document

Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or 
Unspecifi ed Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake 
or Meal as Feed 12, 17, 170, 172, 211, 246, 263, 274, 289, 503, 
544, 599, 613, 616, 617, 744, 790, 798, 985, 1232, 1866, 1907, 
2528, 2529

Cenex. See CHS Cooperatives

Central America. See Latin America–Central America

Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement 
in Mexico and Central America

Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana). Maker of Master Mix 
Feeds. Acquired in Oct. 1987 by the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna, 
Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding 
company], operating as a member of the Eridania / Beghin-Say 
agro-industrial group, within Ferruzzi-Montedison. Acquired in Oct. 
2002 by Bunge 1044, 1479, 1481, 1485, 1490, 1546, 1748, 1758, 
1822, 1878, 1926, 2020, 2024, 2058, 2090, 2091, 2321, 2325, 2369, 
2497, 2499, 2525, 2526, 2534, 2576, 2606, 2683, 2773, 2798, 2898, 
2900, 3017, 3028, 3114, 3134, 3139, 3148, 3156, 3157, 3158, 3159, 
3174, 3215, 3238, 3264, 3409, 3484, 3485, 3583

Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research 
Center, CNPS or CNPSo). See Empresa Brasiliera

Cereol. See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy)

Certifi cation of soybean seeds. See Seed Certifi cation (Soybeans)

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Checkoff programs (state and national). See American Soybean 
Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs

Cheese. See Soy Cheese, Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives

Cheese, cream. See Soy Cream Cheese

Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie

Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants, 
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components 3, 22, 24, 38, 46, 51, 76, 94, 
96, 195, 202, 206, 210, 212, 218, 223, 229, 247, 253, 269, 271, 272, 
274, 276, 331, 333, 340, 367, 397, 402, 414, 415, 418, 430, 431, 

440, 451, 505, 507, 516, 544, 545, 546, 549, 639, 654, 665, 666, 
669, 685, 688, 689, 690, 707, 738, 739, 741, 742, 744, 750, 756, 
759, 802, 809, 848, 880, 896, 898, 936, 945, 949, 950, 999, 1003, 
1010, 1024, 1043, 1052, 1061, 1073, 1083, 1111, 1193, 1204, 1234, 
1342, 1378, 1385, 1476, 1478, 1516, 1520, 1648, 1734, 1753, 1876, 
1877, 2076, 2118

Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial 
Chemistry

Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm 
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler 
McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan) 1302, 1323, 
1373, 1439, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1460, 1489, 1492, 1501, 1622, 2958, 
2965, 3035, 3208, 3209

Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT, organized in April 1848) 1330, 
1331, 1386, 1412, 1587, 1674, 1681, 2003, 2024, 2106, 2281, 2716, 
2952, 3059, 3174, 3191, 3332

Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; Started by I.C. 
Bradley and George Brett) 1044, 1069, 1130, 1511

Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, 
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless 
Turkey

Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, 
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 623, 686, 1223, 1240, 1332, 
1353, 1726, 1795, 2078, 2099, 2156, 2162, 2166, 2298, 2354, 2384, 
2601, 2892, 2905, 2913, 2996, 3014, 3023, 3073, 3076, 3104, 3352, 
3478

Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans. 
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous 657, 1337, 
1623, 1955

Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker and Importer of 
Macrobiotic and Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962 2212

China. See Asia, East–China

China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 8, 9, 15, 18, 
157, 177, 221, 248, 312, 337, 350, 397, 419, 604, 748, 868, 2516, 
2940

Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or Hot-
Cold Foods and Medicines 1045, 1200, 1280

Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese 
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.) 69, 93, 159, 
303, 308, 317, 330, 386, 426, 430, 432, 451, 464, 476, 481, 516, 
546, 549, 559, 620, 639, 655, 741, 743, 760, 807, 1053, 1144, 1310, 
1372, 1476, 1815, 2429, 2609, 3072
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Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese 
Restaurants Outside China

Chinese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 45, 70, 
419, 420, 522, 664, 968, 1045, 1476

Chinese-style soy sauce made with a signifi cant proportion of 
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Signifi cant

Chocolate or cocoa substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy 
Chocolate

Cholesterol. See Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids

Chongkukjang. See Natto, Korean-Style

Chronology / Timeline 60, 63, 435, 1479, 1481, 1738, 2122, 2276, 
2362, 2528, 2529, 2545, 2572, 2613, 2775, 2958, 2967, 3089, 3103, 
3146, 3218, 3245, 3297, 3298, 3301, 3354, 3387, 3484, 3583, 3602, 
3603

CHS Cooperatives, Including Cenex, Inc. and Harvest States 
Cooperatives (Which Includes Honeymead) 3215

Chufa / Chufas (Cyperus esculentus). Also Called Earth Almond, 
Tiger Nuts/Tigernut, Nut Grass, Ground Almond, Hognut, Earth 
Nut, Rush Nut, Zulu Nut. French: Voandzou, Souchet. German: 
Erdmandel. Italian: Cipero comestible 26, 644

Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans

Civil War in USA (1861-1865) 1056, 1251, 1414, 1437, 1554, 1699, 
2157, 3155, 3332

Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or 
Seed Uses

Climate change. See Global Warming / Climate Change as 
Environmental Issues

Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener (Non-Dairy–Usually 
Contains Soy) 3552

Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee

Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from 
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes 742, 756, 807

Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears

Coker Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina) 2371, 2395, 
2618

Cold tolerance / hardiness in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–
Tolerance to Cold

Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specifi c 
Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)

Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the 
1920s and 1930s (Combine) 974, 975, 1002, 1004, 1009, 1043, 
1058, 1148, 1181, 1230, 1232, 1323, 1414, 1446, 1448, 1508, 1519, 
1615, 1650, 1982, 2138, 2146, 2147, 2162, 2287, 2489, 2547, 2563, 
2729, 2915, 3219, 3295

Combines or Combined Harvester-Thresher–Etymology of This 
Term and its Cognates 1446

Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest 
Commercial Product

Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods 501, 737, 
1695, 2066, 2124, 2702, 2705, 2822

Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make 
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale

Commercial soymilk. See Soymilk Production–How to Make 
Soymilk on a Commercial Scale

Commercial tempeh. See Tempeh Production–How to Make 
Tempeh on a Commercial Scale

Commercial tofu. See Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a 
Commercial Scale

Commercial yuba. See Yuba Production–How to Make Yuba on a 
Commercial Scale

Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Offi ce and 
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)

Compact Discs (CD-ROM)–References to a Compact Disc in Non-
CD Documents 3285

Component / value-based pricing of soybeans. See Seed Quality

Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical / 
Nutritional Composition or Analysis

Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information 
or Publications About Those Concerning Soya 2323, 2348, 3045, 
3115, 3121, 3135, 3139, 3152, 3221, 3285, 3525, 3539, 3551, 3578

Computers (General) and Computer Hardware Related to Soybean 
Production and Marketing. See also: Computer Software 2115, 
2834, 3367

Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed 
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)

Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed 
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)

Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil 
Erosion

Continental Grain Co. See ContiGroup Companies, Inc.
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Continental Grain Co. Named ContiGroup Companies from 1999 
until 2008 (New York, New York) 1773, 1951, 1957, 1960, 2036, 
2081, 2312, 2389, 2413, 2480, 2497, 2499, 2526, 2543, 2586, 2606, 
2674, 2773, 2798, 3013, 3017, 3102, 3103, 3300, 3306, 3484

Cookbooks, macrobiotic. See Macrobiotic Cookbooks

Cookery, Cookbooks, Cooking Videos, and Recipes–Mostly Using 
Soy, Mostly Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian 
Cookbooks, Vegan Cookbooks 60, 688, 689, 690, 707, 949, 950, 
1003, 1154, 1353, 1357, 1359, 1391, 1392, 1434, 1538, 1742, 2338, 
2805, 2856, 3221, 3351

Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and 
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers 
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers 260, 599, 615, 643, 898, 1147, 1289, 
1322, 1326, 1330, 1538, 1641, 1670, 1716, 1810, 1934, 2044, 2058, 
2106, 2108, 2109, 2202, 2383, 2435, 2441, 2451, 2489, 2498, 2513, 
2522, 2539, 2547, 2548, 2557, 2561, 2569, 2579, 2594, 2626, 2646, 
2655, 2860, 2905, 2937, 2940, 2952, 3021, 3068, 3117, 3135, 3207, 
3211, 3228, 3229, 3232, 3245, 3248, 3254, 3255, 3267, 3276, 3297, 
3298

Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA), 
Cooperative

Cooperatives. See United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA)–Agricultural Cooperative Service

Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn 
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Corn Gluten 25, 38, 54, 296, 474, 500, 
520, 639, 650, 664, 680, 707, 723, 731, 770, 786, 820, 857, 870, 
893, 959, 984, 989, 999, 1004, 1008, 1017, 1021, 1034, 1044, 1082, 
1122, 1148, 1201, 1216, 1226, 1230, 1237, 1239, 1325, 1326, 1331, 
1394, 1439, 1455, 1485, 1508, 1511, 1519, 1532, 1583, 1587, 1591, 
1617, 1675, 1744, 1777, 1948, 1989, 2018, 2020, 2083, 2092, 2143, 
2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2192, 2206, 2217, 2283, 2292, 2311, 2312, 
2331, 2371, 2382, 2383, 2416, 2429, 2462, 2481, 2496, 2510, 2513, 
2518, 2519, 2525, 2526, 2539, 2571, 2572, 2575, 2579, 2615, 2660, 
2691, 2769, 2774, 2802, 2836, 2904, 3017, 3018, 3022, 3055, 3059, 
3083, 3085, 3095, 3102, 3111, 3118, 3128, 3155, 3170, 3182, 3209, 
3215, 3261, 3266, 3269, 3289, 3306, 3316, 3328, 3332, 3339, 3348, 
3394, 3396, 3404, 3408, 3409, 3410, 3441, 3465, 3476, 3488, 3525, 
3546, 3555

Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State 
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research & 
Development 1704, 2745, 2934

Costs and/or Profi ts / Returns from Producing Soybeans 257, 3093

Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Yarn, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales, 
All from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.) 17, 39, 42, 
92, 101, 109, 129, 145, 151, 158, 221, 297, 315, 379, 504, 615, 756, 
803, 1310, 1791, 2444, 2449

Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil, 
Cake, and Meal 54, 70, 255, 419, 420, 496, 503, 1023, 1024, 1037, 
1040, 1673, 2162, 2525, 3269

Cottonseed and Cotton (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed 
Oil, Cake, and Meal 42, 52, 97, 101, 103, 129, 183, 221, 558, 1164

Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled Cotton-
Seed Cake 118, 166, 167, 168, 174, 176, 178, 181, 182, 184, 196, 
211, 214, 237, 244, 246, 250, 251, 253, 254, 257, 258, 259, 260, 
265, 266, 268, 276, 289, 302, 312, 313, 349, 352, 362, 363, 367, 
372, 383, 392, 397, 400, 415, 436, 440, 447, 449, 455, 459, 476, 
504, 519, 545, 588, 599, 605, 613, 650, 654, 666, 668, 685, 692, 
724, 730, 736, 744, 769, 804, 898, 1010, 1021, 1114, 1121, 1126, 
1138, 1158, 1159, 1223, 1231, 1232, 1289, 1300, 1343, 1402, 1480, 
1616, 1617, 1745, 2053, 2062, 2163, 2426, 2555, 2559, 2621, 2729, 
2815, 2817

Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil 
13, 70, 109, 157, 164, 167, 174, 178, 181, 182, 184, 185, 187, 193, 
198, 200, 204, 207, 214, 226, 233, 237, 240, 243, 245, 246, 254, 
257, 259, 278, 283, 285, 287, 289, 293, 295, 296, 298, 300, 306, 
310, 312, 313, 320, 322, 329, 330, 333, 336, 342, 349, 362, 363, 
372, 378, 392, 396, 397, 398, 400, 409, 415, 416, 418, 419, 420, 
422, 428, 436, 440, 455, 459, 465, 476, 504, 540, 545, 588, 589, 
594, 597, 606, 608, 616, 617, 639, 658, 668, 671, 688, 689, 690, 
697, 719, 723, 724, 731, 747, 750, 786, 790, 802, 804, 806, 817, 
819, 820, 823, 824, 834, 853, 857, 868, 885, 890, 891, 893, 898, 
904, 933, 942, 945, 951, 974, 975, 980, 988, 989, 999, 1000, 1001, 
1002, 1010, 1019, 1020, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 
1033, 1034, 1036, 1039, 1044, 1062, 1065, 1068, 1073, 1079, 1084, 
1085, 1122, 1126, 1130, 1134, 1144, 1146, 1172, 1191, 1230, 1231, 
1232, 1252, 1281, 1299, 1316, 1326, 1365, 1389, 1402, 1418, 1421, 
1441, 1455, 1459, 1475, 1479, 1481, 1511, 1532, 1550, 1594, 1617, 
1620, 1628, 1660, 1674, 1680, 1690, 1717, 1736, 1745, 1774, 1789, 
1798, 1819, 1832, 1840, 1851, 1852, 1869, 1893, 1930, 1953, 1960, 
1972, 1973, 1977, 1996, 2018, 2019, 2054, 2055, 2073, 2100, 2265, 
2309, 2340, 2352, 2384, 2426, 2591, 2621, 2622, 2755, 2836, 2912, 
2965, 3018, 3116, 3233, 3269, 3297

Cottonseeds / Cotton Seeds–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates/Relatives in English 13, 118, 313, 455, 459, 1191, 1660

Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed 
12, 111, 145, 146, 173, 192, 246, 255, 268, 289, 325, 450, 587, 686, 
728, 1002, 1006, 1025, 1040, 1129, 1148, 1373, 1431, 1591, 1673, 
1909, 2162, 2725, 3269

Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping 1202, 
1251

Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly 
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Cowpeas, Pea Bean, 
Yardlong Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientifi c names: 
Vigna sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920), 
Vigna Katiang (1889) 45, 46, 78, 288, 367, 383, 502, 520, 593, 650, 
667, 716, 723, 760, 870, 880, 995, 1003, 1010, 1338, 1492, 1623, 
1955, 2338, 2656, 2729, 3188, 3216

Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 174, 176, 211, 212, 246, 
257, 289, 312, 338, 340, 362, 363, 367, 397, 417, 440, 447, 580, 
589, 594, 597, 647, 650, 686, 728, 742, 804, 898, 1003, 1004, 1070, 
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Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream

Creamer or soy cream for coffee. See Coffee Creamer / Whitener

Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement 270, 
332, 463, 504, 517, 593, 639, 652, 688, 689, 690, 723, 880, 946, 
1005, 1017, 1183, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1296, 1299, 1300, 1310, 1323, 
1338, 1477, 1520, 1529, 1610, 1754, 1769, 2052, 2119, 2138, 2162, 
2183, 2205, 2386, 2490, 2491, 2500, 3082, 3119, 3205, 3220, 3233, 
3264, 3441

Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping 
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some 
Other Crop) 247, 333, 478, 504, 544, 693, 1008, 1017, 1023, 1024, 
1177, 1180, 1216, 1230, 1232, 1237, 1239, 1278, 1295, 1472, 1475, 
1476, 1524, 1969, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2350, 2779, 2859, 
2878, 2942, 3216

Crown Iron Works Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). Maker of 
Soybean Processing Equipment. Acquired by CPM (Formerly 
California Pellet Mill, Waterloo, Iowa) on 16 Aug. 2007 1716, 3495

Cruets (English Glass Bottles for Serving Soy Sauce–or Oil or 
Vinegar–at the Table) and Cruet Frames and Stands (of Plated 
Metal). Also spelled Crewets, Crewits, Creuits, Cruetts, Cruits 1020

Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Allis-Chalmers, 
Anderson International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown 
Iron Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production 
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations 
within each region

CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, 
Indiana)

Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop 
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water 
Management / Irrigation) 15, 19, 24, 40, 51, 69, 169, 202, 211, 272, 
288, 317, 382, 407, 422, 452, 476, 481, 502, 504, 505, 507, 544, 
560, 584, 610, 626, 664, 666, 667, 669, 672, 688, 689, 690, 695, 
705, 707, 723, 728, 755, 760, 809, 819, 870, 972, 1003, 1008, 1013, 
1021, 1049, 1052, 1054, 1082, 1094, 1100, 1101, 1137, 1144, 1157, 
1226, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1247, 1257, 1280, 1289, 1295, 
1296, 1319, 1321, 1323, 1353, 1355, 1357, 1378, 1391, 1392, 1403, 
1405, 1414, 1426, 1428, 1445, 1464, 1476, 1477, 1479, 1498, 1509, 
1522, 1523, 1529, 1530, 1539, 1544, 1551, 1676, 1769, 1813, 2119, 
2151, 2198, 2205, 2280, 2297, 2340, 2341, 2385, 2505, 2542, 2619, 
2640, 2646, 2656, 2665, 2701, 2704, 2721, 2726, 2727, 2729, 2732, 
2735, 2772, 2787, 2796, 2826, 2855, 2856, 2857, 2858, 2859, 2877, 
2881, 2891, 2940, 2942, 3062, 3090, 3091, 3119, 3188, 3204, 3213, 
3225, 3259, 3297, 3563

Culture Media / Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)–Industrial 

Uses of Soybeans, as in Antibiotic / Antibiotics Industry 748

Cultures of nitrogen fi xing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen 
Fixing Cultures

Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End 
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese: 
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foo-
fah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd 
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary 
Syrup) 434, 794, 1003, 1391, 1535, 2429, 2856, 3200, 3351

Cyperus esculentus. See Chufa. Also Called Earth Almond, Tiger 
Nuts, etc.

Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Coffee Creamer / Whitener or 
Cream Alternative, Soy Cheese–Fermented, Soy Cheese–Non-
Fermented, Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives, Soy Cheesecake 
or Cream Pie, Soy Cream Cheese, Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, 
or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk, Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk, 
Fermented–Soy Kefi r, Tofu (Soy Cheese)

Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Daitokuji Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called 
Daitokuji Natto or Daitoku-ji Natto 2006

Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy) 
625

Dannen Mills (St. Joseph, Missouri). Sold (Oct. 1963) to Farmers 
Union Cooperative Marketing Assoc. (CMA) in Kansas City 1687, 
2610

Dansk Sojakagefabrik (Islands Brygge, Copenhagen, Denmark). 
Owned by the East Asiatic Company 599, 1909, 2319

Dawa-dawa. See Natto–Soybean Dawa-dawa

Dawson Mills (Dawson, Minnesota) (Tri-County Soy Bean Co-
operative Association until 1969) and Dawson Food Ingredients 
(from 1974)–Cooperative 2499, 2520, 2610, 2691

Daylength Neutrality. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod 
Insensitivity

Death certifi cates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certifi cates, and 
Wills

Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising, 
etc. See also: Adulteration

Deforestation in Brazil. See Latin America–South America–Brazil, 
Deforestation in

Delphos Grain & Soya Products Co. (Delphos, Ohio) 2499

Demos, Steve. See White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)
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Detection of soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and 
its Detection–Soy Oil

Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection

Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents

DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, Germany) 2999, 
3143

Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and 
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in

Developing nations. See Third World

Development, sustainable. See World Problems–Sustainable 
Development and Growth

Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 38, 40, 68, 94, 247, 257, 265, 268, 303, 
308, 312, 317, 367, 391, 416, 426, 430, 447, 464, 503, 512, 549, 
585, 616, 617, 625, 649, 655, 667, 685, 687, 688, 689, 690, 693, 
743, 750, 756, 760, 824, 848, 901, 949, 950, 1006, 1008, 1023, 
1024, 1115, 1126, 1144, 1148, 1154, 1213, 1223, 1226, 1227, 1228, 
1231, 1245, 1260, 1295, 1310, 1327, 1332, 1342, 1353, 1357, 1385, 
1391, 1392, 1403, 1434, 1476, 1516, 1813

Dies, Edward Jerome (1891-1979) 1326, 1373, 1479, 1480, 1481, 
1490, 1501, 1758, 2528, 2529

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel–Interchem Industries, 
Inc., Interchem Environmental, Inc., Midwest Biofuels, Ag 
Environmental Processing (AEP), Bill Ayres and Doug Pickering. 
Pioneer Biodiesel Makers and Marketers in the USA 3488

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artifi cial Petroleum (Made 
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil) 1061, 1355, 1416, 2598, 2773, 
2958, 2965, 3225, 3234, 3308, 3348, 3361, 3397, 3488, 3523, 3525, 
3535, 3555, 3557, 3559, 3572

Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention (Soy Is Usually Mentioned) 
2958

Digestibility of Human Foods 76, 770

Directories–Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA 273, 
583, 618, 651, 1435

Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods 
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other 
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism, 
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA 
16, 599, 606, 1353, 1355, 1393, 1553, 1589, 1646, 1667, 1697, 
1961, 2042, 2109, 2130, 2218, 2418, 2556, 2571, 2596, 2634, 2836, 
2878, 2912, 2939, 3073, 3115, 3148, 3199, 3235, 3261, 3328, 3546

Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See 
also: Nematode Disease Control 503, 512, 584, 809, 1003, 1054, 
1135, 1184, 1289, 1320, 1355, 1357, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1414, 1476, 
1492, 1520, 1529, 1530, 1535, 1570, 1769, 1857, 2119, 2146, 2147, 

2199, 2280, 2418, 2542, 2618, 2665, 2726, 2727, 2729, 2730, 2732, 
2735, 2856, 2858, 2890, 2952, 3082, 3086, 3134, 3170, 3199, 3347, 
3352, 3378

Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See 
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury 
(General)

Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust

District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of 
Columbia

Diversity, Genetic. See Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and 
Population Structure

Documents with More Than 20 Keywords 17, 18, 24, 25, 26, 38, 
40, 44, 45, 46, 60, 69, 70, 93, 96, 157, 174, 177, 202, 204, 211, 214, 
237, 247, 253, 255, 257, 263, 273, 303, 310, 312, 313, 315, 333, 
362, 363, 366, 367, 368, 391, 392, 397, 414, 415, 416, 419, 420, 
422, 434, 435, 436, 440, 447, 451, 455, 476, 478, 481, 496, 503, 
504, 505, 507, 512, 544, 545, 559, 580, 583, 584, 587, 593, 599, 
606, 615, 616, 617, 618, 625, 639, 647, 650, 651, 655, 664, 667, 
671, 681, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 693, 707, 722, 723, 736, 741, 
742, 743, 750, 760, 790, 794, 798, 802, 806, 807, 819, 820, 837, 
848, 857, 868, 870, 875, 880, 891, 900, 902, 904, 906, 912, 933, 
936, 942, 945, 946, 949, 950, 951, 970, 989, 999, 1000, 1003, 1004, 
1005, 1006, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1013, 1020, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1025, 
1034, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1056, 1061, 1073, 1085, 
1086, 1088, 1090, 1098, 1111, 1114, 1122, 1130, 1138, 1144, 1147, 
1148, 1154, 1157, 1172, 1176, 1184, 1191, 1195, 1204, 1205, 1207, 
1222, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 
1245, 1260, 1274, 1282, 1286, 1289, 1295, 1296, 1299, 1310, 1311, 
1320, 1322, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1332, 1337, 1338, 1340, 1342, 1344, 
1353, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1368, 1373, 1378, 1391, 1392, 
1393, 1414, 1418, 1420, 1421, 1431, 1434, 1442, 1444, 1472, 1475, 
1476, 1477, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1485, 1490, 1492, 1508, 1509, 1510, 
1511, 1516, 1518, 1520, 1524, 1529, 1530, 1532, 1535, 1538, 1543, 
1544, 1547, 1550, 1551, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1593, 1616, 1617, 1650, 
1663, 1665, 1674, 1680, 1699, 1727, 1734, 1739, 1747, 1758, 1771, 
1815, 1833, 1842, 1859, 1890, 1947, 1959, 1992, 1996, 2006, 2016, 
2018, 2020, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2042, 2044, 2047, 2058, 2095, 2106, 
2109, 2116, 2119, 2121, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2157, 
2192, 2204, 2210, 2280, 2292, 2321, 2350, 2371, 2418, 2420, 2426, 
2429, 2439, 2443, 2462, 2474, 2475, 2499, 2519, 2528, 2529, 2545, 
2547, 2571, 2604, 2606, 2609, 2610, 2613, 2618, 2626, 2645, 2655, 
2660, 2665, 2668, 2685, 2694, 2720, 2729, 2734, 2736, 2740, 2745, 
2753, 2756, 2773, 2775, 2792, 2798, 2805, 2836, 2842, 2856, 2897, 
2912, 2915, 2921, 2928, 2934, 2937, 2938, 2939, 2940, 2952, 2958, 
2965, 2968, 2976, 2999, 3017, 3021, 3049, 3055, 3082, 3115, 3132, 
3134, 3135, 3139, 3140, 3143, 3147, 3151, 3163, 3180, 3182, 3200, 
3207, 3215, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3228, 3235, 3236, 3238, 3248, 3254, 
3261, 3269, 3274, 3300, 3326, 3328, 3330, 3342, 3351, 3361, 3369, 
3380, 3387, 3417, 3441, 3464, 3484, 3496, 3528, 3546, 3556

Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans, 
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food / 
Petfood 255, 1223, 1332, 3387

Domestic Science / Home Economics Movement in the United 
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States 770

Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA) 1097, 1135, 1161, 
1163, 1171, 1173, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1353, 
2146, 2147, 2371, 2420, 3321, 3549

Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia (Feb. 1929 to Feb. 1931) 
1135, 1161, 1163, 1166, 1171, 1173, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1185, 1187, 
1188, 1189, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1353, 2146, 2147, 2371, 2420, 3321, 
3549

Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black 
Soybeans

Drackett Co. (The) (Cincinnati and Sharonville [or Evendale], 
Ohio) 1479, 1481, 1528, 1593

Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Drought tolerance in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–Drought 
Tolerance

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds

DTD–Danish Turnkey Dairies. See APV Systems, Soya Technology 
Division

DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) and DuPont 
Agricultural Enterprise / Products (Wilmington, Delaware). 
Formerly spelled Du Pont 2462, 3438, 3485, 3548

Dust Suppressants and Dust Control–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a 
Non-Drying Oil 2873, 2934, 2958, 2965, 3085, 3151

Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See 
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy

Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest 
Commercial Product

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen

Eastern Foods, Inc. See Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota)

Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems 1520, 
2007, 2119, 2199, 2279, 2292, 3207, 3468, 3534

Economic Research Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic Research Service 
(ERS)

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing 
Soybeans

Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable 
Soybeans–Edamamé

Edelsoja Whole (Full-Fat) Soy fl our. Developed by Laszlo 

Berczeller in Austria and Launched in May 1928 1227, 1442, 1538, 
1733, 3444

Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and 
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986) 
3139, 3181, 3257, 3387

Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans

Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts (Hudson, Iowa). See 
Solnuts B.V.

Edmondson, J.B. “Ben” (1846-1929). Soybean Pioneer in Indiana, 
and in Hendricks County, Indiana 1113, 1143, 1508

Effi ciency of animals in converting feeds into human foods. See 
Feeds–Effi ciency

Effi ciency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See 
Vegetarianism–Effi ciency of Plants... in Producing Food

Egypt. See Africa–Egypt

Eichberg, Joseph. See American Lecithin Corp.

Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North 
Carolina; 1915) 671, 688, 689, 690, 750, 834, 989, 1044, 1479, 
1481, 1511, 1984, 2157

Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International) 
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, 
Embargoes, Moratoriums

Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Brazilian Enterprise 
for Research on Management of Land for Animal Production; 
EMBRAPA) (Brazil). Established 26 April 1973. Includes Centro 
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research Center; 
CNPS or CNPSo) 2938, 3297, 3298, 3527

Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, 
Biodiesel, or Artifi cial Petroleum

England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

Entomology and Plant Quarantine. Bureau of. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau Entomology and Plant 
Quarantine

Environmental issues, concerns, and protection. See Vegetarianism, 
the Environment, and Ecology, Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity

Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including 
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Renewable Energy, 
etc.). See also Global Warming / Climate Change, and Water Use 
3402, 3441, 3443

Enzyme active soy fl our. See Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme 
Active
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Enzymes–Commercial Enzyme Preparations Used in 
Making Soyfoods by Hydrolyzing or Modifying Soy Protein, 
Carbohydrates, or Lipids (Including Phosphatides) 1234

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Lipoxygenase (Formerly Called 
Lipoxidase) and Its Inactivation 2025, 2934, 3070, 3134, 3135, 
3326, 3328

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other 38, 95, 317, 340, 665, 750, 1003, 
1023, 1024, 2058

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation 901, 1023, 
1024

Equipment for making soymilk. See Soymilk Equipment

Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson 
International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown Iron 
Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm 
Machinery) 2635

Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline 
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986 2124, 
2613

Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil 
Erosion

Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens

Etymology. See the specifi c product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu, 
soybean meal, etc.)

Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 639, 742, 1319, 1442

Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 22, 26, 32, 38, 45, 69, 
174, 224, 262, 274, 317, 320, 331, 392, 417, 434, 516, 620, 625, 
655, 671, 744, 912, 969, 1003, 1056, 1090, 1181, 1310, 1355, 1357, 
1358, 1400, 1442, 1472, 1492, 1769, 2157, 2285, 2528, 2529, 2731, 
2942, 2976, 3135, 3350

Euronature (Paris, France). See Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-
Martens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France)

Europe, Eastern–Belarus (Formerly Byelorussian SSR, a Soviet 
Republic from 1922 to Dec. 1991). Named Belorussia, Byelorussia, 
or White Russia before 1991 2239

Europe, Eastern–Bulgaria 1257, 1307, 1359, 1411, 1416, 1420, 
1426, 1429, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1457, 1458, 1464, 1475, 1480, 1481, 
1483, 1485, 1530, 1538, 1581, 1583, 2047, 2131, 2137, 2159, 2166, 
2314, 2333, 2372, 2382, 2390, 2430, 2470, 2478, 2571, 3238

Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from 

Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and 
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)) 742, 1024, 1483, 1538, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including 
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1 
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included 
Slovakia or Slovensko) 365, 743, 958, 1245, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993; 
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and 
Moravia], and Slovakia [offi cially “The Slovak Republic”]) 958, 
1245, 1248, 1355, 1378, 1383, 1416, 1420, 1429, 1431, 1444, 1458, 
1475, 1476, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1530, 1583, 1690, 2042, 2047, 2131, 
2137, 2166, 2190, 2314, 2365, 2382, 2390, 2430, 2470, 2478, 2912, 
2921, 3058, 3163, 3238, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Estonia (Formerly Estonian SSR, a Soviet 
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991; Also Spelled Esthonia) 
933, 1025, 1420, 1429, 3464

Europe, Eastern (General) 1581, 2052, 2053, 2056, 2057, 2062, 
2063, 2131, 2137, 2140, 2210, 2296, 2314, 2363, 2365, 2382, 2390, 
2421, 2430, 2478, 2484, 2489, 2501, 2555, 2571, 2602, 2668, 2819, 
2895, 2943, 3342, 3369, 3417, 3485

Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság) 22, 25, 26, 40, 
426, 455, 625, 742, 781, 900, 932, 1003, 1049, 1052, 1083, 1137, 
1154, 1355, 1429, 1442, 1444, 1458, 1475, 1477, 1530, 1538, 1539, 
1581, 1583, 1619, 1699, 2042, 2131, 2137, 2159, 2166, 2190, 2314, 
2341, 2343, 2365, 2382, 2390, 2430, 2470, 2478, 2571, 2836, 2921, 
2935, 2936, 3238, 3348, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Eastern European country 
255

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Eastern 
European country 255

Europe, Eastern–Latvia (Formerly Latvian SSR, a Soviet Republic 
from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 249, 255, 1420, 1429, 1431, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet 
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991) 1024, 1213, 1429, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly 
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991) 
560, 1359, 1405, 1429, 1438, 1458, 1464, 1477, 1483, 1583, 2327, 
2411, 2466, 2476

Europe, Eastern–Poland 406, 455, 519, 537, 625, 1003, 1327, 1355, 
1359, 1420, 1429, 1444, 1476, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1520, 1530, 1583, 
1690, 1699, 1760, 1890, 2026, 2042, 2062, 2131, 2137, 2159, 2166, 
2190, 2314, 2321, 2365, 2382, 2390, 2400, 2401, 2426, 2430, 2470, 
2476, 2478, 2558, 2569, 2572, 2639, 2660, 2683, 2685, 2699, 2740, 
2921, 2969, 3058, 3274, 3353, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia until 
1940-44). Also spelled Rumania 625, 798, 933, 1156, 1328, 1355, 
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1359, 1405, 1411, 1416, 1420, 1426, 1429, 1438, 1442, 1444, 1445, 
1458, 1464, 1477, 1483, 1485, 1530, 1538, 1581, 1583, 1619, 2042, 
2062, 2063, 2137, 2159, 2166, 2272, 2314, 2333, 2344, 2360, 2382, 
2430, 2466, 2470, 2476, 2478, 2571, 2685, 2740, 2912

Europe, Eastern–Russian Federation (Russia); Formerly Russian 
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991) 24, 38, 
63, 75, 77, 79, 81, 84, 87, 97, 103, 126, 131, 145, 155, 163, 166, 
167, 176, 188, 194, 195, 201, 202, 203, 204, 208, 211, 216, 217, 
232, 233, 237, 246, 247, 249, 253, 254, 257, 263, 264, 268, 271, 
272, 279, 287, 290, 295, 299, 311, 317, 320, 327, 330, 333, 334, 
347, 356, 359, 361, 362, 363, 364, 372, 375, 377, 387, 389, 390, 
392, 397, 404, 406, 413, 417, 418, 419, 420, 433, 435, 440, 447, 
451, 452, 453, 455, 459, 470, 476, 481, 486, 490, 491, 493, 494, 
495, 496, 497, 499, 506, 507, 525, 526, 533, 539, 543, 547, 557, 
560, 562, 565, 572, 574, 576, 578, 586, 593, 595, 596, 608, 625, 
628, 645, 647, 649, 655, 679, 685, 686, 691, 694, 704, 708, 722, 
736, 760, 788, 792, 798, 802, 817, 822, 823, 827, 868, 896, 897, 
905, 906, 922, 932, 933, 939, 946, 947, 955, 956, 1003, 1014, 1023, 
1024, 1025, 1029, 1050, 1051, 1053, 1083, 1085, 1235, 1278, 1296, 
1344, 1357, 1359, 1368, 1391, 1392, 1420, 1425, 1427, 1431, 1442, 
1444, 1464, 1476, 1518, 1543, 1574, 1583, 1693, 2047, 2062, 2195, 
2200, 2207, 2215, 2333, 2398, 2411, 2466, 2476, 2477, 2572, 2910, 
3050, 3144, 3153, 3161, 3176, 3190, 3210, 3218, 3331, 3353, 3529, 
3556, 3557, 3570

Europe, Eastern–Serbia (Republic of Serbia since 6 June 2006). 
Including Belgrade, Novi Sad, Sajkaska, Vojvodina, and disputed 
Kosovo. Formerly part of the loose State Union of Serbia and 
Montenegro (2003-2006) 198, 1025, 1483, 1619, 1774, 1866, 2062

Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern 
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993) 3464

Europe, Eastern–Slovenia (Slovenija; Declared Independence from 
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991) 19, 20, 742, 3464

Europe, Eastern–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 933, 1359, 1405, 1416, 1426, 1431, 1442, 
1444, 1445, 1464, 1510, 1581, 1650, 2047, 2159, 2333, 2360, 2402, 
2411, 2571, 2930, 2935, 3060

Europe, Eastern–Ukraine (Ukrayina; Formerly Ukranian SSR, a 
Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991) 233, 416, 470, 560, 625, 
760, 932, 1003, 1024, 1029, 1235, 1344, 1359, 1405, 1420, 1429, 
1464, 1477, 1483, 1485, 1583, 1658, 2239, 2327, 2411, 2466, 3190, 
3215, 3380, 3570, 3576, 3580

Europe, Eastern–USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or 
Soviet Union; called Russia before 30 Dec. 1922. Ceased to exist 
on 26 Dec. 1991) 1003, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1029, 1041, 1042, 1050, 
1051, 1052, 1053, 1075, 1095, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1110, 1118, 1119, 
1120, 1123, 1138, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1158, 1159, 1173, 1185, 1187, 
1194, 1196, 1201, 1205, 1213, 1224, 1227, 1233, 1235, 1239, 1242, 
1245, 1256, 1258, 1265, 1277, 1278, 1282, 1311, 1319, 1344, 1355, 
1356, 1357, 1359, 1368, 1384, 1391, 1392, 1405, 1420, 1422, 1425, 
1427, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1434, 1438, 1442, 1444, 1458, 1464, 1471, 
1475, 1476, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1483, 1485, 1510, 1518, 1530, 1543, 
1547, 1574, 1581, 1583, 1603, 1625, 1633, 1650, 1658, 1669, 1690, 
1693, 1699, 1718, 1730, 1801, 1840, 1846, 1911, 1915, 1924, 1957, 

1960, 1981, 2023, 2026, 2042, 2047, 2052, 2053, 2062, 2070, 2073, 
2100, 2101, 2114, 2138, 2159, 2167, 2190, 2195, 2196, 2197, 2200, 
2201, 2206, 2207, 2215, 2220, 2239, 2253, 2265, 2268, 2269, 2272, 
2281, 2309, 2312, 2320, 2321, 2326, 2327, 2333, 2356, 2357, 2366, 
2397, 2398, 2400, 2402, 2411, 2413, 2426, 2434, 2452, 2466, 2476, 
2477, 2489, 2498, 2506, 2515, 2516, 2527, 2552, 2565, 2569, 2571, 
2572, 2575, 2591, 2595, 2625, 2631, 2644, 2654, 2660, 2664, 2668, 
2680, 2681, 2686, 2709, 2725, 2740, 2752, 2767, 2768, 2773, 2800, 
2820, 2833, 2849, 2861, 2894, 2896, 2910, 2912, 2921, 2930, 2940, 
2944, 2946, 2956, 2973, 2975, 2976, 3017, 3026, 3031, 3050, 3055, 
3056, 3060, 3079, 3089, 3141, 3144, 3153, 3155, 3161, 3163, 3175, 
3176, 3190, 3209, 3218, 3222, 3326, 3331, 3353, 3365, 3476, 3478

Europe, Eastern–Yugoslavia. Existed from 1918 to Jan. 1992. 
Composed of Serbia / Servia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Slovenia, Macedonia, and Montenegro. Included Carnaro, Fiume / 
Rijeka / Rieka 1947-1992; Formerly Also Spelled Jugoslavia. See 
also Serbia and Montenegro 933, 1024, 1025, 1209, 1420, 1426, 
1429, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1458, 1464, 1475, 1480, 1481, 1483, 1530, 
1538, 1581, 1583, 1619, 1650, 1747, 1760, 1771, 1774, 1866, 1992, 
1996, 2042, 2043, 2047, 2053, 2062, 2063, 2096, 2131, 2137, 2159, 
2166, 2177, 2314, 2321, 2333, 2360, 2365, 2382, 2390, 2430, 2470, 
2476, 2478, 2571, 2660, 2675, 2676, 2685, 2740, 2749, 2836, 2912, 
2921, 2935, 2936

Europe–European Union (EU) or European Economic Community 
(EEC; also known as the Common Market), renamed the European 
Community (Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium) 1774, 1833, 1873, 
1885, 1886, 1891, 1897, 1898, 1902, 1927, 1970, 1986, 1997, 2000, 
2056, 2075, 2093, 2100, 2104, 2110, 2112, 2114, 2155, 2194, 2208, 
2210, 2223, 2249, 2302, 2312, 2319, 2321, 2339, 2387, 2399, 2404, 
2426, 2451, 2489, 2493, 2510, 2539, 2541, 2555, 2575, 2584, 2609, 
2623, 2625, 2642, 2647, 2676, 2680, 2681, 2694, 2749, 2769, 2773, 
2789, 2802, 2807, 2821, 2823, 2825, 2839, 2844, 2845, 2846, 2851, 
2853, 2854, 2857, 2869, 2870, 2875, 2886, 2892, 2893, 2894, 2896, 
2917, 2918, 2921, 2922, 2928, 2941, 2943, 2949, 2953, 2954, 2957, 
2960, 2966, 2968, 2969, 2974, 2978, 2981, 2988, 2989, 2995, 3006, 
3025, 3041, 3042, 3055, 3057, 3064, 3100, 3101, 3107, 3110, 3112, 
3117, 3119, 3133, 3162, 3163, 3171, 3184, 3192, 3194, 3195, 3215, 
3222, 3264, 3306, 3308, 3335, 3339, 3350, 3354, 3368, 3425, 3437, 
3440, 3446, 3452, 3464, 3489, 3497, 3507, 3513, 3515, 3516, 3521, 
3532, 3542, 3545, 3556, 3574, 3579

Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers 
(Europe)

Europe, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Europe

Europe, Western 82, 228, 486, 595, 596, 638, 646, 648, 650, 680, 
685, 686, 748, 843, 852, 875, 900, 985, 1008, 1045, 1048, 1070, 
1109, 1120, 1146, 1176, 1200, 1226, 1228, 1235, 1280, 1281, 1301, 
1303, 1325, 1341, 1343, 1351, 1395, 1401, 1425, 1440, 1449, 1477, 
1485, 1506, 1563, 1564, 1573, 1577, 1581, 1588, 1598, 1601, 1606, 
1608, 1609, 1611, 1628, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1641, 1656, 1657, 1658, 
1680, 1686, 1688, 1739, 1775, 1807, 1828, 1868, 1907, 1908, 2024, 
2098, 2129, 2157, 2285, 2358, 2429, 2460, 2523, 2571, 2595, 2604, 
2605, 2645, 2653, 2668, 2763, 2794, 2795, 2801, 2858, 2901, 2972, 
2975, 3009, 3017, 3043, 3132, 3183, 3187, 3229, 3232, 3237, 3240, 
3267, 3289, 3290, 3360, 3401, 3467, 3510, 3533
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Europe, Western–Austria (Österreich) was independent before 8 
June 1876 when the dual monarchy was formed. As the Austro-
Hungarian Empire began to break up, the Republic of Austria 
declared independence on 12 Nov. 1918 842, 900, 932, 949, 950, 
1000, 1003, 1006, 1010, 1023, 1024, 1049, 1054, 1055, 1083, 1154, 
1156, 1179, 1227, 1231, 1327, 1344, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1391, 1392, 
1420, 1429, 1431, 1434, 1442, 1444, 1458, 1464, 1475, 1476, 1477, 
1480, 1481, 1530, 1538, 1539, 1581, 1583, 1619, 1680, 1687, 1699, 
1727, 1747, 1760, 1764, 2018, 2046, 2239, 2365, 2390, 2484, 2497, 
2528, 2529, 2530, 2583, 2668, 2814, 2836, 2921, 3223, 3342, 3369, 
3417, 3464, 3515

Europe, Western–Austria-Hungary (Austro-Hungarian Empire). 
Offi cially Dissolved on 12 Nov. 1918 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 
40, 51, 60, 111, 156, 214, 247, 340, 355, 365, 390, 416, 426, 451, 
455, 569, 621, 625, 626, 634, 645, 685, 686, 742, 743, 760, 781, 
806, 855, 958

Europe, Western–Belgium, Kingdom of 2, 6, 93, 247, 318, 333, 
386, 391, 410, 451, 484, 492, 508, 559, 565, 599, 602, 625, 634, 
685, 708, 847, 900, 937, 939, 955, 1000, 1003, 1024, 1043, 1138, 
1191, 1245, 1286, 1311, 1337, 1340, 1343, 1344, 1355, 1356, 1378, 
1418, 1420, 1423, 1440, 1475, 1477, 1495, 1530, 1533, 1563, 1583, 
1611, 1630, 1640, 1680, 1699, 1727, 1747, 1760, 1771, 1833, 1885, 
1897, 1898, 1908, 1992, 2042, 2130, 2190, 2451, 2484, 2554, 2660, 
2667, 2668, 2681, 2694, 2785, 2807, 2825, 2836, 2842, 2912, 2999, 
3122, 3143, 3193, 3194, 3264, 3274, 3294, 3308, 3314, 3342, 3349, 
3369, 3387, 3417, 3464, 3556, 3578

Europe, Western–Denmark (Danmark; Including the Province of 
Greenland [Kalaallit Nunaat]) 177, 208, 233, 237, 244, 250, 257, 
258, 282, 285, 289, 312, 325, 372, 386, 402, 416, 431, 447, 449, 
451, 455, 484, 487, 519, 520, 542, 599, 606, 614, 625, 627, 647, 
655, 675, 679, 685, 708, 714, 798, 802, 900, 916, 933, 942, 949, 
1003, 1006, 1014, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1062, 1090, 1092, 1106, 
1112, 1125, 1136, 1138, 1151, 1154, 1172, 1176, 1189, 1191, 1197, 
1201, 1204, 1222, 1231, 1235, 1245, 1248, 1278, 1286, 1289, 1311, 
1343, 1344, 1356, 1388, 1391, 1407, 1413, 1416, 1420, 1423, 1431, 
1432, 1440, 1465, 1475, 1495, 1497, 1510, 1518, 1533, 1563, 1581, 
1582, 1599, 1680, 1699, 1727, 1747, 1760, 1774, 1795, 1825, 1833, 
1840, 1842, 1848, 1864, 1891, 1908, 1909, 1922, 1970, 1992, 2026, 
2042, 2043, 2130, 2172, 2190, 2194, 2210, 2279, 2302, 2319, 2359, 
2451, 2660, 2668, 2681, 2814, 2815, 2912, 2999, 3306, 3335, 3342, 
3369, 3417

Europe, Western–Finland (Suomen Tasavalta) 1344, 1429, 1431, 
1467, 1687, 1699, 1747, 1760, 1825, 1846, 1891, 1963, 2042, 2172, 
2190, 2814, 2836, 2921, 2999, 3163, 3223, 3306

Europe, Western–France (République Française) 16, 22, 24, 25, 31, 
38, 40, 42, 93, 94, 95, 119, 125, 127, 174, 179, 180, 182, 190, 216, 
224, 231, 235, 242, 257, 265, 287, 300, 303, 308, 317, 318, 329, 
333, 338, 339, 340, 362, 363, 366, 367, 368, 372, 374, 386, 391, 
397, 398, 400, 401, 402, 416, 431, 439, 440, 447, 451, 455, 457, 
464, 476, 481, 482, 549, 565, 585, 586, 590, 591, 605, 606, 625, 
631, 633, 634, 639, 655, 677, 684, 685, 686, 687, 693, 701, 708, 
738, 739, 741, 742, 743, 760, 797, 805, 810, 820, 848, 862, 868, 
883, 900, 907, 916, 919, 933, 945, 949, 950, 954, 972, 987, 996, 
1000, 1003, 1006, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1035, 1062, 1070, 1077, 1085, 
1088, 1092, 1106, 1111, 1125, 1138, 1144, 1154, 1165, 1166, 1176, 

1191, 1197, 1203, 1206, 1215, 1231, 1233, 1235, 1241, 1248, 1249, 
1261, 1276, 1285, 1286, 1296, 1311, 1317, 1327, 1337, 1338, 1340, 
1343, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1359, 1372, 1378, 1385, 1391, 1392, 1396, 
1398, 1403, 1413, 1416, 1417, 1420, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1434, 1443, 
1444, 1458, 1464, 1465, 1473, 1475, 1476, 1483, 1485, 1488, 1494, 
1509, 1518, 1520, 1528, 1530, 1538, 1544, 1547, 1583, 1588, 1611, 
1619, 1680, 1687, 1699, 1727, 1747, 1758, 1771, 1807, 1833, 1897, 
1898, 1902, 1908, 1922, 1928, 1948, 1992, 1996, 2042, 2043, 2058, 
2075, 2190, 2222, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2248, 2249, 2250, 2252, 2255, 
2256, 2257, 2258, 2260, 2261, 2273, 2276, 2282, 2302, 2304, 2311, 
2330, 2339, 2346, 2347, 2350, 2392, 2415, 2431, 2432, 2438, 2451, 
2455, 2456, 2460, 2482, 2484, 2525, 2539, 2551, 2554, 2555, 2571, 
2585, 2586, 2592, 2609, 2617, 2618, 2651, 2660, 2667, 2668, 2673, 
2676, 2694, 2709, 2752, 2756, 2773, 2792, 2796, 2836, 2842, 2845, 
2857, 2912, 2921, 2934, 2958, 2971, 2973, 2999, 3025, 3042, 3165, 
3169, 3184, 3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3221, 3223, 3264, 3274, 3306, 
3328, 3342, 3369, 3380, 3417, 3464, 3496, 3515

Europe, Western–Germany (Deutschland; Including East and West 
Germany, Oct. 1949–July 1990) 14, 15, 17, 25, 26, 34, 35, 40, 41, 
51, 54, 56, 60, 76, 82, 90, 95, 96, 105, 116, 119, 129, 131, 150, 151, 
157, 177, 178, 195, 201, 206, 211, 214, 216, 219, 222, 233, 237, 
241, 242, 252, 255, 257, 266, 290, 294, 295, 306, 317, 318, 320, 
323, 324, 328, 329, 333, 335, 340, 341, 348, 349, 350, 362, 363, 
365, 368, 369, 372, 373, 382, 386, 390, 392, 397, 400, 406, 408, 
410, 411, 414, 415, 416, 419, 420, 428, 432, 436, 451, 452, 454, 
455, 457, 459, 460, 465, 475, 476, 486, 497, 509, 518, 537, 542, 
549, 551, 559, 565, 575, 586, 590, 591, 592, 594, 597, 599, 602, 
603, 605, 606, 608, 610, 616, 625, 627, 630, 633, 634, 644, 647, 
649, 652, 653, 655, 669, 677, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 701, 
708, 714, 722, 726, 734, 738, 739, 742, 743, 744, 746, 747, 755, 
760, 763, 781, 794, 835, 842, 844, 847, 848, 857, 859, 876, 891, 
900, 901, 907, 933, 942, 945, 947, 949, 950, 956, 971, 973, 974, 
975, 976, 983, 986, 997, 1000, 1003, 1006, 1019, 1020, 1023, 1024, 
1025, 1027, 1041, 1043, 1044, 1046, 1049, 1055, 1061, 1062, 1063, 
1073, 1077, 1084, 1085, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1095, 1106, 1112, 1117, 
1125, 1128, 1134, 1136, 1138, 1140, 1146, 1150, 1151, 1153, 1154, 
1155, 1156, 1157, 1158, 1165, 1166, 1172, 1177, 1179, 1185, 1189, 
1191, 1194, 1197, 1198, 1203, 1204, 1213, 1215, 1222, 1231, 1233, 
1235, 1238, 1241, 1245, 1247, 1248, 1252, 1255, 1256, 1257, 1261, 
1270, 1276, 1278, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1289, 1295, 1311, 
1312, 1317, 1327, 1343, 1344, 1352, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 
1360, 1361, 1371, 1384, 1387, 1388, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1398, 1405, 
1407, 1411, 1413, 1416, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1422, 1425, 1426, 1427, 
1428, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1434, 1436, 1438, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1447, 
1457, 1458, 1459, 1462, 1464, 1465, 1472, 1475, 1476, 1483, 1485, 
1495, 1500, 1507, 1509, 1510, 1511, 1515, 1530, 1533, 1539, 1541, 
1547, 1555, 1562, 1581, 1582, 1586, 1588, 1590, 1603, 1611, 1619, 
1622, 1631, 1640, 1645, 1656, 1657, 1660, 1680, 1683, 1687, 1690, 
1699, 1700, 1703, 1714, 1715, 1727, 1731, 1733, 1747, 1752, 1755, 
1760, 1771, 1774, 1775, 1801, 1823, 1829, 1833, 1835, 1839, 1840, 
1868, 1871, 1878, 1885, 1889, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1908, 1922, 1927, 
1929, 1933, 1951, 1964, 1983, 1992, 1996, 2015, 2016, 2026, 2030, 
2037, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2049, 2059, 2069, 2130, 2133, 2143, 2144, 
2145, 2152, 2159, 2166, 2170, 2181, 2187, 2190, 2236, 2261, 2276, 
2278, 2279, 2302, 2306, 2309, 2314, 2317, 2321, 2341, 2343, 2345, 
2369, 2382, 2390, 2393, 2426, 2430, 2451, 2462, 2464, 2470, 2478, 
2493, 2498, 2499, 2510, 2525, 2530, 2547, 2554, 2569, 2592, 2600, 
2613, 2616, 2645, 2648, 2658, 2660, 2667, 2668, 2681, 2683, 2685, 
2694, 2698, 2773, 2807, 2814, 2836, 2842, 2849, 2875, 2886, 2912, 
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2916, 2921, 2934, 2949, 2958, 2967, 2971, 2998, 3007, 3017, 3041, 
3046, 3062, 3066, 3067, 3113, 3122, 3138, 3143, 3184, 3194, 3209, 
3215, 3221, 3223, 3236, 3243, 3289, 3297, 3298, 3306, 3314, 3320, 
3326, 3328, 3330, 3342, 3351, 3368, 3369, 3380, 3417, 3420, 3444, 
3464, 3515, 3527, 3529, 3530, 3556

Europe, Western–Greece (Hellenic Republic–Elliniki Dimokratia–
Hellas. Including Crete, Kríte, Kriti, or Creta, and Epirus or 
Epeiros) 843, 1444, 1485, 1530, 1538, 1715, 1727, 1747, 1760, 
1771, 1842, 1874, 1879, 1992, 1996, 2018, 2178, 2638, 2668, 2681, 
2838, 2849, 2912, 2916, 2949, 3238, 3335, 3496, 3515

Europe, Western–Iceland (Lydhveldidh or Lyoveldio Island) 1467, 
1747, 1992

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain western 
European country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in 
this country 177, 212, 257, 258, 259, 269, 1467, 1727

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain 
Western European country. Soybeans as such had not yet been 
reported by that date in this country 259, 1467, 1727

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Western European country 
93, 174, 259, 402

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not 
yet in) a certain Western European country 2, 6

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Western 
European country 310, 1444

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination of 
Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads concerning 
Western Europe 260, 386

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Western 
European country 259, 310

Europe, Western–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Western European country 310

Europe, Western–Ireland, Republic of (Éire; Also Called Irish 
Republic) 13, 257, 259, 416, 933, 949, 1006, 1024, 1025, 1028, 
1459, 1540, 1760, 1771, 1888, 2451, 2668, 2681, 2912

Europe, Western–Italy (Repubblica Italiana) 20, 25, 198, 200, 214, 
257, 333, 451, 455, 481, 625, 634, 635, 685, 686, 798, 844, 868, 
900, 933, 949, 950, 956, 999, 1000, 1003, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1043, 
1054, 1085, 1088, 1092, 1094, 1102, 1106, 1117, 1138, 1144, 1191, 
1231, 1248, 1282, 1286, 1289, 1311, 1327, 1344, 1355, 1356, 1357, 
1359, 1391, 1392, 1413, 1418, 1420, 1431, 1432, 1434, 1444, 1457, 
1458, 1465, 1475, 1476, 1510, 1517, 1520, 1533, 1539, 1547, 1574, 

1592, 1650, 1680, 1682, 1683, 1687, 1710, 1714, 1715, 1719, 1726, 
1727, 1739, 1740, 1747, 1755, 1759, 1760, 1763, 1764, 1768, 1774, 
1775, 1777, 1800, 1804, 1811, 1833, 1840, 1865, 1868, 1871, 1878, 
1885, 1886, 1890, 1908, 1926, 1930, 1940, 1951, 1992, 2016, 2018, 
2026, 2030, 2042, 2044, 2052, 2053, 2056, 2057, 2059, 2075, 2103, 
2130, 2174, 2181, 2190, 2279, 2282, 2283, 2321, 2330, 2341, 2343, 
2451, 2528, 2529, 2561, 2660, 2668, 2681, 2702, 2798, 2807, 2836, 
2839, 2845, 2912, 2916, 2921, 2934, 2943, 2949, 2958, 2981, 3014, 
3025, 3042, 3052, 3094, 3103, 3122, 3165, 3174, 3271, 3326, 3339, 
3342, 3369, 3380, 3417, 3464, 3515, 3528

Europe, Western–Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of (Occasionally 
spelled Luxemburg) 933, 1024, 1025, 1727, 1747, 1885, 2042, 
2130, 2190, 2660, 2668, 2807, 2912, 3515, 3578

Europe, Western–Malta 1842, 3464

Europe, Western–Netherlands, Kingdom of the (Koninkrijk der 
Nederlanden), Including Holland 13, 37, 38, 40, 44, 46, 69, 198, 
257, 333, 387, 398, 424, 440, 451, 484, 519, 520, 544, 565, 581, 
584, 599, 606, 625, 627, 634, 643, 679, 685, 708, 714, 734, 760, 
798, 809, 847, 853, 855, 874, 900, 916, 920, 933, 937, 939, 942, 
949, 950, 953, 956, 990, 1003, 1006, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1030, 1037, 
1041, 1043, 1052, 1053, 1062, 1085, 1086, 1090, 1092, 1106, 1112, 
1125, 1138, 1151, 1154, 1165, 1177, 1191, 1197, 1203, 1204, 1213, 
1215, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1221, 1222, 1230, 1231, 1235, 1236, 1241, 
1245, 1255, 1261, 1262, 1264, 1267, 1269, 1282, 1285, 1286, 1289, 
1296, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1317, 1327, 1337, 1340, 1343, 1344, 1352, 
1355, 1356, 1378, 1384, 1388, 1391, 1393, 1398, 1404, 1406, 1407, 
1410, 1411, 1413, 1414, 1416, 1418, 1420, 1423, 1424, 1431, 1434, 
1440, 1444, 1458, 1459, 1465, 1467, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1480, 1485, 
1495, 1497, 1510, 1520, 1530, 1533, 1538, 1547, 1551, 1562, 1563, 
1567, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1590, 1595, 1601, 1603, 1611, 1657, 1680, 
1699, 1717, 1727, 1731, 1747, 1760, 1771, 1774, 1829, 1842, 1846, 
1863, 1865, 1871, 1885, 1897, 1898, 1908, 1992, 1996, 2010, 2026, 
2042, 2056, 2059, 2114, 2130, 2136, 2181, 2190, 2194, 2279, 2321, 
2426, 2451, 2462, 2498, 2541, 2554, 2592, 2613, 2622, 2623, 2660, 
2667, 2668, 2681, 2736, 2756, 2807, 2836, 2842, 2912, 2921, 2934, 
2945, 3136, 3138, 3163, 3171, 3182, 3183, 3222, 3223, 3236, 3245, 
3246, 3274, 3294, 3312, 3314, 3320, 3326, 3342, 3367, 3369, 3387, 
3417, 3460, 3464, 3484, 3496, 3528, 3530, 3534, 3556, 3583

Europe, Western–Norway, Kingdom of (Kongeriket Norge) 177, 
257, 260, 289, 416, 451, 599, 605, 606, 933, 1006, 1024, 1025, 
1031, 1154, 1191, 1282, 1311, 1344, 1356, 1391, 1413, 1420, 1423, 
1431, 1440, 1475, 1485, 1584, 1680, 1699, 1727, 1747, 1760, 1795, 
1825, 1833, 1891, 2042, 2172, 2182, 2190, 2194, 2814, 2815, 2836, 
2912, 2921, 2999, 3294, 3306, 3314, 3342, 3369, 3417, 3553, 3556

Europe, Western–Portugal (República Portuguesa; Including Macao 
/ Macau {Until 1999} and the Azores) 157, 546, 933, 948, 1025, 
1760, 2043, 2106, 2270, 2630, 2668, 2676, 2681, 2696, 2698, 2749, 
2821, 2823, 2832, 2836, 2912, 2916, 2949, 3110, 3182, 3222, 3223, 
3294, 3328, 3342, 3369, 3417

Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom since 1707) 3, 
12, 126, 163, 164, 173, 174, 184, 193, 207, 246, 248, 250, 257, 259, 
288, 302, 310, 316, 338, 416, 418, 425, 451, 896, 946, 1006, 1353, 
2003, 2668, 3221, 3419
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Europe, Western–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production 
and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 225, 248, 312, 
325, 575, 1788, 2968

Europe, Western–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses 1538, 1581, 1650, 2302, 2339, 2539, 2571

Europe, Western–Spain, Kingdom of (Reino de España) 44, 93, 
157, 257, 1023, 1024, 1122, 1355, 1517, 1535, 1680, 1687, 1715, 
1727, 1739, 1746, 1747, 1749, 1755, 1771, 1777, 1779, 1788, 1793, 
1813, 1833, 1852, 1858, 1869, 1871, 1890, 1908, 1930, 1962, 1972, 
1992, 1995, 1996, 2016, 2017, 2030, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2059, 2130, 
2175, 2181, 2194, 2279, 2321, 2426, 2462, 2469, 2475, 2489, 2498, 
2571, 2605, 2629, 2660, 2668, 2676, 2698, 2738, 2749, 2778, 2802, 
2823, 2832, 2836, 2846, 2901, 2912, 2916, 2921, 2924, 2934, 2949, 
2969, 2971, 2991, 3110, 3122, 3223, 3236, 3274, 3294, 3320, 3323, 
3326, 3328, 3342, 3369, 3417, 3464, 3467

Europe, Western–Sweden, Kingdom of (Konungariket Sverige) 
177, 178, 201, 212, 248, 257, 261, 269, 289, 320, 416, 447, 451, 
454, 519, 565, 599, 606, 625, 634, 647, 655, 685, 708, 798, 891, 
900, 916, 933, 949, 1003, 1006, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1032, 1041, 
1077, 1138, 1151, 1154, 1191, 1213, 1231, 1235, 1248, 1289, 1311, 
1344, 1356, 1407, 1413, 1418, 1420, 1423, 1426, 1431, 1432, 1440, 
1444, 1452, 1465, 1475, 1495, 1510, 1562, 1583, 1680, 1699, 1747, 
1760, 1774, 1795, 1825, 1891, 2042, 2058, 2106, 2172, 2278, 2333, 
2613, 2668, 2736, 2745, 2814, 2815, 2836, 2921, 2958, 2965, 2999, 
3117, 3134, 3205, 3306, 3335

Europe, Western–Switzerland (Swiss Confederation) 7, 251, 422, 
582, 677, 687, 693, 742, 743, 760, 797, 842, 848, 1003, 1023, 1024, 
1157, 1327, 1355, 1467, 1477, 1747, 2042, 2517, 2575, 2624, 2632, 
2668, 2814, 2912, 2988, 3254, 3314

Europe, Western–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, 
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 
208, 232, 247, 260, 590, 1960, 1981, 3292, 3556

Europe, Western–United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland (UK–Including England, Scotland, Wales, Channel Islands, 
Isle of Man, Gibraltar) 1, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 21, 23, 26, 
28, 30, 31, 32, 36, 39, 41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 52, 58, 59, 60, 64, 70, 71, 
72, 73, 74, 78, 79, 85, 87, 93, 104, 109, 110, 117, 119, 121, 122, 
124, 126, 134, 143, 149, 161, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 
170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, 181, 182, 184, 185, 186, 
187, 188, 189, 191, 192, 193, 195, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 216, 217, 218, 219, 221, 
223, 225, 227, 229, 230, 231, 232, 234, 237, 240, 241, 246, 247, 
248, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 264, 
266, 268, 269, 271, 272, 274, 276, 278, 280, 282, 284, 285, 287, 
288, 289, 292, 295, 298, 299, 300, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 309, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 315, 316, 317, 318, 320, 321, 322, 325, 327, 
329, 330, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 347, 348, 349, 
350, 353, 357, 358, 360, 362, 363, 364, 366, 367, 368, 372, 374, 
375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 384, 386, 387, 389, 390, 392, 
396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 404, 411, 414, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 
422, 424, 425, 430, 432, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 
442, 447, 450, 451, 452, 453, 455, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 471, 
473, 474, 477, 479, 480, 482, 484, 485, 487, 488, 492, 496, 499, 
503, 506, 507, 508, 511, 512, 513, 514, 517, 519, 521, 524, 528, 

540, 542, 544, 545, 548, 552, 565, 571, 574, 577, 586, 587, 588, 
589, 593, 594, 596, 597, 598, 599, 600, 602, 604, 605, 606, 608, 
609, 611, 613, 616, 617, 624, 625, 627, 629, 631, 634, 635, 647, 
655, 657, 658, 660, 666, 676, 679, 684, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 
693, 699, 700, 701, 708, 712, 714, 722, 730, 731, 738, 742, 743, 
744, 746, 750, 755, 756, 760, 762, 763, 765, 768, 776, 792, 794, 
798, 802, 804, 810, 812, 824, 825, 827, 833, 834, 840, 841, 859, 
862, 868, 876, 896, 898, 900, 906, 907, 915, 916, 932, 933, 937, 
939, 940, 942, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 954, 955, 956, 976, 1003, 
1005, 1006, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1028, 1041, 1050, 1053, 1061, 
1062, 1063, 1065, 1066, 1068, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1085, 1090, 
1091, 1092, 1100, 1106, 1112, 1118, 1125, 1129, 1136, 1137, 1138, 
1150, 1153, 1154, 1165, 1166, 1176, 1189, 1191, 1197, 1202, 1203, 
1204, 1213, 1215, 1222, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1235, 1238, 1241, 1245, 
1248, 1253, 1261, 1274, 1282, 1285, 1286, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1291, 
1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1310, 1313, 1317, 1319, 1322, 1324, 1327, 
1329, 1335, 1340, 1343, 1344, 1346, 1353, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 
1368, 1369, 1372, 1378, 1388, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1398, 1403, 1407, 
1408, 1413, 1415, 1416, 1420, 1423, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1436, 1440, 
1442, 1444, 1464, 1465, 1472, 1475, 1477, 1485, 1495, 1497, 1509, 
1510, 1530, 1542, 1547, 1581, 1582, 1603, 1613, 1630, 1652, 1656, 
1657, 1658, 1674, 1680, 1699, 1703, 1715, 1727, 1739, 1747, 1760, 
1771, 1833, 1838, 1842, 1884, 1908, 1931, 2021, 2042, 2043, 2058, 
2067, 2088, 2100, 2116, 2121, 2175, 2181, 2190, 2194, 2261, 2282, 
2286, 2302, 2330, 2332, 2333, 2341, 2343, 2361, 2451, 2462, 2484, 
2554, 2564, 2599, 2615, 2623, 2645, 2660, 2667, 2668, 2681, 2694, 
2702, 2705, 2731, 2754, 2756, 2776, 2781, 2782, 2798, 2812, 2836, 
2842, 2875, 2912, 2916, 2921, 2946, 2949, 2955, 2961, 2965, 3089, 
3103, 3143, 3153, 3163, 3207, 3221, 3223, 3245, 3284, 3301, 3306, 
3330, 3335, 3344, 3349, 3350, 3356, 3380, 3464, 3496, 3597

European Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 1476

Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr. 
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928) 1508

Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and 
Expellers

Experiment Stations, Offi ce of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Offi ce of Experiment Stations

Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment 
Stations in the United States

Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 507, 616, 617, 647, 649, 655, 765, 806, 
820, 970, 1004, 1008, 1073, 1126, 1148, 1176, 1245, 1311, 1356, 
1442, 3528

Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual 
Soyfoods Exported

Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–Wenger International, 
Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri; Sabetha, Kansas), Incl. Extru-Tech, 
Inc.. 2058

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Brady Crop Cooker, 
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Thriposha, etc.. 2508, 3000

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: Low Cost Extrusion Cookers 
(LECs) 2394, 2655, 2958, 3081, 3206, 3246, 3291

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Including Triple “F” 
Inc., Insta-Pro International, Soy Innovations International, and 
Heartland Agri Partners, LLC 2937

Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders. 
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs) 2348, 2617, 
2908, 2913, 2914, 3014, 3139, 3237, 3270, 3326

Extru-Tech, Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–
Wenger International, Inc.

Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Fairchild, David (1869-1954). In 1897 founded Section of Foreign 
Seed and Plant Introduction. After March 1901, Renamed Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, then Offi ce of Foreign Plant 
Introduction, then Division of Foreign Plant Introduction 1251, 
1320

Family history. See Genealogy and Family History

FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, 
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy

Farbenindustrie, I.G. See IG Farben

Farm machinery. See Tractors

Farm (The) (Lanark, ONT, Canada). See Plenty Canada

Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee). See also Soyfoods 
Companies (USA)–Farm Food Co.. 2429

Far-Mar-Co, Inc. (A Cooperative; Hutchinson, Kansas). Created 
on 1 June 1968 by the merger of four regional grain cooperatives 
including Farmers Union Cooperative Marketing Assn., which had 
owned the former Dannen soybean crushing plant in St. Joseph, 
Missouri, since Sept. 1963. Parts later sold to PMS Foods, Inc.. 
2441, 2519, 2545, 2610, 2660

Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association (GTA). Established in 
1938 in St. Paul, Minnesota 2006, 2499, 2519, 2545, 2606, 2610, 
2660

Farming and gardening, biodynamic. See Biodynamic / Bio-
Dynamic Farming and Gardening (General)

Farmland Industries, Inc. Named Consumers Cooperative 
Association from 1934 to 1 Sept. 1966. Declared Bankruptcy in 
May 2002 2499, 2519, 2520, 2545, 2606, 2610, 2660, 2691, 3311

Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt 
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses 
of Soy Oil 1061, 1368, 1481, 1700, 1970, 2836, 2904, 2958, 3269, 
3361

Fearn, Dr. Charles E. (-1949), and Fearn Soya Foods / Fearn 
Natural Foods 1295, 1353

Feed manufacturing companies. See Ralston Purina Company

Feeds–Effi ciency of Animals in Converting Feeds into Human 
Foods 2162, 2298, 2312, 2956, 3151

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean 
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included) 25, 367, 383, 411, 
474, 503, 505, 507, 520, 577, 593, 625, 639, 650, 654, 672, 692, 
702, 707, 820, 870, 949, 950, 995, 1003, 1005, 1008, 1009, 1010, 
1013, 1017, 1021, 1024, 1054, 1061, 1067, 1082, 1098, 1230, 1231, 
1240, 1295, 1384, 1394, 1402, 1476, 1581, 1648

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including 
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Soybean Seeds) 93, 169, 
257, 270, 277, 333, 340, 397, 407, 414, 440, 478, 496, 502, 512, 
517, 544, 545, 664, 666, 669, 671, 685, 695, 723, 728, 741, 742, 
743, 760, 806, 848, 880, 904, 912, 933, 974, 1002, 1023, 1034, 
1055, 1070, 1090, 1122, 1157, 1171, 1173, 1199, 1207, 1223, 1226, 
1228, 1251, 1280, 1296, 1320, 1327, 1337, 1340, 1357, 1358, 1359, 
1367, 1385, 1391, 1392, 1403, 1480, 1507, 1520, 1543, 1571, 1583, 
1925, 2456, 2542, 2755, 2882, 2904, 3014

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging 
367, 383, 474, 505, 520, 530, 650, 723, 917, 1003, 1008, 1098, 
1228, 1230, 1251, 1260, 1289, 1355, 1393, 1477, 1524, 1550, 3595

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging 
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off, 
and Sheeping-Down / Off 367, 530, 650, 723, 995, 1003, 1004, 
1017, 1067, 1130, 1260, 1402, 1447, 1448, 1519, 2146, 2147

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a 
Silo 22, 247, 367, 505, 507, 520, 577, 580, 610, 625, 650, 654, 692, 
702, 707, 917, 1003, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1054, 1067, 1098, 1126, 
1130, 1160, 1260, 1289, 1355, 1393, 1446, 1477, 1509, 1516, 1538, 
1769, 2146, 2147, 2530

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green 
Crops Cut for Feeding Confi ned Animals) 654, 707, 1003, 1008, 
1010, 1067, 1098, 1260, 1289, 1648, 2146, 2147

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried 
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and 
Chemical Composition 25, 51, 625, 639, 707, 1008, 1009, 1010, 
1024, 1147, 1231, 1232, 1289, 1295, 1508, 1538

Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted) 23, 149, 174, 176, 177, 
192, 202, 211, 212, 244, 248, 253, 257, 260, 263, 266, 269, 274, 
289, 299, 320, 338, 354, 358, 362, 363, 384, 392, 397, 417, 422, 
447, 471, 501, 505, 507, 542, 559, 594, 597, 599, 616, 617, 650, 
667, 685, 688, 689, 690, 744, 834, 902, 951, 985, 1023, 1024, 1069, 
1070, 1086, 1121, 1148, 1204, 1222, 1226, 1280, 1342, 1345, 1359, 
1368, 1372, 1373, 1442, 1587, 1648, 1681, 1692, 1726, 1748, 1753, 
1795, 1828, 1866, 1880, 1888, 1907, 1915, 1931, 1962, 1977, 2025, 
2069, 2078, 2095, 2099, 2116, 2129, 2142, 2154, 2155, 2158, 2162, 
2166, 2174, 2202, 2204, 2207, 2302, 2304, 2319, 2325, 2363, 2365, 
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2384, 2411, 2418, 2439, 2442, 2466, 2478, 2482, 2488, 2510, 2526, 
2528, 2529, 2539, 2561, 2567, 2597, 2601, 2605, 2632, 2638, 2647, 
2649, 2654, 2657, 2672, 2680, 2686, 2699, 2750, 2762, 2764, 2772, 
2794, 2800, 2811, 2812, 2814, 2815, 2826, 2833, 2838, 2860, 2864, 
2865, 2872, 2874, 2882, 2886, 2888, 2889, 2890, 2892, 2895, 2896, 
2897, 2905, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2913, 2922, 2928, 2930, 2935, 2937, 
2946, 2956, 2966, 2983, 2996, 3014, 3023, 3031, 3041, 3056, 3058, 
3060, 3063, 3073, 3076, 3079, 3080, 3086, 3104, 3105, 3109, 3243

Feeds, Other Types (Okara, Calf Milk Replacers, Soybean Hulls, 
etc.) 2694

Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various 
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows, 
horses, etc.

Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 601, 1045, 1111, 1172, 
1535

Fermented Black Soybeans–from The Philippines–Tau-si, Tausi, 
Tao-si, Taosi 1535, 1551, 2856, 3200

Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with 
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans, 
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black 
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans, 
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In 
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih, 
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si, 
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto, 
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi / 
Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji, Tao-
dji, or Tao-djie 69, 87, 601, 950, 1003, 1010, 1045, 1061, 1111, 
1157, 1172, 1355, 1391, 1535, 1551, 1734, 2006, 2429, 2753, 2856, 
3200, 3351

Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also: 
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries 14, 
936

Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter 
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou 
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi 391, 712, 
2119, 2367, 2429

Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented

Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thua-
nao

Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy). Purchased Central Soya Co. (USA) in 
Oct. 1987. European crushing operations renamed Cereol on 1 Jan. 
1990. Cereol acquired by Bunge in April 2003 2321, 3174, 3409, 
3484, 3485

Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber 
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for 
the Soil

Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant 
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders 
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis) 118, 389, 399, 584, 664, 1082, 
1135, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1295, 1296, 1857, 2119, 2121, 2878, 2879, 
2881, 3090

Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates 
/ Relatives in Various Languages 96, 615

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value 
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to 
Disposal Problems 93, 615, 807, 2303

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk 
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue, 
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin) 93, 96, 313, 364, 434, 615, 756, 794, 797, 807, 
880, 949, 950, 1003, 1111, 1505, 1770, 2276, 2303, 2338, 2429, 
2694, 3180, 3383

Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce 60, 69, 
414, 620, 934

Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 1003, 1053

Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other 
Uses of Soybean Hulls 1003, 1053, 2776, 3262

Fiber, Soy–General, for Food Use (Specifi c Type Unknown) 3132, 
3140

Fibers (Artifi cial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein 
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial 
Uses of Soy Proteins 1355, 1444, 1529, 1593, 2976

Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji

Fish or Crustaceans (e.g., Shrimp) Fed Soybean Meal or Oil as Feed 
Using Aquaculture or Mariculture 2649, 2934, 2983, 3104, 3361, 
3414, 3415, 3478

Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Flakes, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the 
Oligosaccharides Raffi nose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber, 
or by Lactose in Milk 936, 2999, 3021, 3134, 3254

Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially 
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry 
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or 
Eliminating Them) 350, 376, 545, 726, 807, 820, 951, 1083, 1122, 
1418, 1538, 1859, 1890, 2083, 2580, 2736, 2745, 3134, 3257, 3270, 
3444

Flax plant or fl axseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the 
Flax / Flaxseed Plant
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Flour, soy. See Soy Flour

Flour, soy–Imports, Exports. See Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, 
International Trade

Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other

Foams for Fighting Fires–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Foam, 
Foaming Agents) 1593, 1734

Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-
Fat Seeds

Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and 
Human Services) 1557, 1569, 2361, 2613, 2866, 2871, 2950, 2997, 
3017, 3464, 3557

Food Production and Distribution Administration of USDA. See 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food 
Administration (WFA)

Food uses of soybeans, breeding for. See Variety Development, 
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans 
for Food Uses

Foodservice and institutional feeding or catering. See School Lunch 
Program

Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including 
Quantity or Bulk Recipes 2961

Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds / 
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman, 
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse 1044, 
1251, 1289, 1295, 1302, 1319, 1321, 1322, 1324, 1326, 1342, 1353, 
1358, 1391, 1403, 1425, 1451, 1472, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1492, 1516, 
1530, 1585, 1593, 1622, 2076, 2530, 2531, 2547, 2805, 2915, 2958, 
2965, 3001, 3151, 3208

Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign Agricultural Service 
(FAS)

Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores

Fouts Family of Indiana–Incl. Taylor Fouts (1880-1952), His 
Brothers Noah Fouts (1864-1938) and Finis Fouts (1866-1943), 
Their Soyland Farm (1918-1928), and Their Father Solomon Fouts 
(1826-1907) 1004, 1099, 1148, 1453, 1508, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2152

Foxes. See Fur-Bearing Animals

France. See Europe, Western–France

Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–

Meatless Sausages

Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790; American Statesman and 
Philosopher), Charles Thomson, and the American Philosophical 
Society (APS–Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) 2455

French Oil Mill Machinery Co. (Piqua, Ohio). Maker of Soybean 
Crushing Equipment. Also Named French Oil Machinery Co.. 1679

French Polynesia. See Oceania

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole

Functional Foods, Nutraceuticals / Nutriceuticals, Designer Foods, 
or Medicinal Foods 3330

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901 
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in 
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds 
International, Inc. by 1972. Controlled by Ciba-Geigy by 1974 
1114, 1130, 1147, 1181, 1323, 1353, 1373, 1480, 1511, 1758, 2952

Fur-Bearing Animls Such as Foxes or Mink Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Fur 2815

Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian 
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England 1301, 1357, 1391, 
1392, 2622

Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried

Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional 
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu

Gardner, Henry A. See Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S.

Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas

Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene 
Banks

Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies 
37, 397, 582, 947, 1003, 1198, 1374, 1492, 1519, 1758, 2317, 2604, 
2683

General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis) 1503, 1528, 1858, 
2024, 2036, 2090, 2091, 2122, 2369

Genetic Diversity. See Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and 
Population Structure

Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Recombinant DNA, Transgenic 
Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech 2934, 3134, 3289, 3290, 3300, 
3306, 3308, 3315, 3327, 3334, 3338, 3339, 3341, 3349, 3350, 3354, 
3356, 3358, 3364, 3368, 3374, 3375, 3382, 3392, 3396, 3397, 3398, 
3401, 3408, 3411, 3422, 3423, 3424, 3425, 3430, 3431, 3432, 3435, 
3436, 3437, 3438, 3440, 3446, 3448, 3456, 3458, 3459, 3487, 3496, 
3502, 3508, 3510, 3515, 3538, 3540, 3545, 3547, 3555, 3574, 3579, 
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3581, 3582, 3587

Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical 
Genetics

Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany

Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts

Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed 
Stores 1509, 2146, 2147, 2197, 2280, 2420, 2542, 2665, 2940, 3217

Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). Incl. 
Durkee Famous Foods. See also: Julian, Percy 1044, 1342, 1447, 
1479, 1481, 1490, 1593, 2499, 2782, 2965

Global Warming, Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases as 
Environmental Issues 3402, 3441

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten

Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from 
Glycerine

Glycine javanica or Glycine wightii. See Neonotonia wightii

Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean

Goats Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as 
Feed 1005

Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)

Gold Kist, Inc. (Georgia) 2499, 2519, 2520, 2606, 2610, 2660, 3215

Gossypium sp. See Cottonseed and Cotton

Government policies and programs effecting soybeans. See Policies 
and programs

Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material, 
Damage, etc.)

Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and 
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York) 685

Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). See Ontario Soybean Growers 
(Canada)

Grain Processing Corporation (GPC–Muscatine, Iowa) 2499

Granose Foods Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire [Bucks.], 
England). Founded in 1899 under the name The International 
Health Association Ltd. Renamed Granose Foods Ltd. in 1926. 
Acquired by Haldane Foods Group in Jan. 1991 3143

Granules, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean 
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging

Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In 
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil 
Improvement 117, 169, 181, 192, 204, 270, 277, 313, 478, 503, 504, 
505, 508, 512, 545, 593, 617, 693, 705, 723, 995, 1003, 1049, 1054, 
1061, 1067, 1126, 1134, 1135, 1177, 1195, 1207, 1228, 1230, 1276, 
1289, 1337, 1338, 1340, 1394, 1441, 1447, 1477, 1516, 1524, 1529, 
1531, 1543, 1550, 1583, 1769, 2146, 2147, 2198, 2729

Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 912, 1111, 1157, 1184, 
1478, 3334

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden 
Vegetable or Commercially 1135

Green Vegetable Soybeans Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses–By Geographical Region 1207, 2305

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible 
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green 
Vegetable Soybeans 2146, 2147, 2528, 2529, 2734, 2756, 2939, 
3070, 3134, 3334, 3358

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as 
Food or Medicine. Called Huo in Chinese 1045, 2976

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean Seedlings or Their Leaves 
Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called Doumiao or Tou Miao in 
Chinese 1310

Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style, 
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents 1111, 2006, 2429

Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type 
Soybeans 25, 42, 69, 70, 96, 117, 273, 391, 419, 420, 504, 587, 616, 
617, 649, 681, 693, 707, 799, 807, 848, 880, 912, 949, 974, 992, 
1003, 1073, 1083, 1111, 1126, 1135, 1144, 1157, 1172, 1184, 1207, 
1260, 1289, 1295, 1320, 1353, 1355, 1362, 1394, 1414, 1418, 1477, 
1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1490, 1518, 1522, 1529, 1535, 1538, 1543, 
1548, 1551, 1581, 1583, 1697, 2006, 2119, 2247, 2280, 2285, 2305, 
2429, 2571, 2730, 2732, 2753, 2757, 2856, 2958, 3201, 3246, 3328, 
3378, 3380, 3528, 3596, 3599, 3600

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or 
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About, 
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans 1393, 1418, 1479, 
1481, 1581, 2730

Griffi th Laboratories (Chicago and Alsip, Illinois) 2623

Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-Style

Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark 
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits
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Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts

Growth regulators / substances -. See Soybean–Growth Regulators 
/ Substances

Guam. See Oceania–Guam

Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany) 625

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, 
Vienna, Austria) 15, 19, 20, 24, 40, 51, 549, 686, 742, 743, 760, 
806, 855, 949, 950, 1003, 1049, 1083, 1327, 1344, 1530, 1538, 
1539, 1619

Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt

Hackleman, Jay C. (1888-1970, Extension Agronomist, Univ. of 
Illinois) 891, 1114, 1148, 1479, 1481, 1508, 2039, 2152

Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York). Hain Food 
Group, Inc. before 30 May 2000. Hain Pure Food Co. since Nov. 
1931. Founded in Oct. 1926 by Harold Hain as Hain Health Foods 
2613, 3387

Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, 
England). Including Regular Tofu Co., Realeat Foods, Direct Foods, 
Haldane Foods, Vegetarian Feasts, Vegetarian Cuisine, Genice, 
Unisoy, and Granose Foods Ltd. Acquired by The Hain Celestial 
Group in fall 2006 3143, 3163, 3207, 3330

Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called 
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto 601, 1003, 1010, 1061, 1111, 
1157, 1391, 1734, 2006, 2429, 2753

Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, 
Germany)

Hansa Muehle / Hansa Mühle (The Hansa Mill) and Hanseatische 
Muehlenwerke AG. Incl. the Work of Hermann Bollmann and 
Bruno Rewald, PhD 1043, 1044, 1085, 1146, 1235, 1270, 1387, 
1464, 1511, 2683, 3444

Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann und Mergell (Harburg, near 
Hamburg, Germany) 1235, 2278, 2317

Harrison, D.W. (M.D.) (1921-2011), and Africa Basic Foods 
(Uganda) 2116

Hartwig, Edgar Emerson (1913-1996, North Carolina and 
Mississippi). Soybean Breeder for the U.S. South 1635, 2146, 2147, 
2192, 2371

Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical 
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting) 69, 139, 257, 
263, 422, 434, 474, 503, 505, 507, 512, 610, 672, 707, 723, 772, 

794, 819, 823, 870, 949, 950, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1008, 1009, 1013, 
1043, 1058, 1067, 1082, 1098, 1148, 1157, 1181, 1184, 1205, 1232, 
1237, 1238, 1239, 1289, 1295, 1337, 1340, 1359, 1476, 1477, 1499, 
1508, 1529, 1530, 1535, 1769, 1984, 2119, 2275, 2547, 2915, 3098, 
3134, 3280

Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii

Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay

Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and 
Hayes General Technology (Israel) 3517

Healing arts, alternative. See Medicine–Alternative

Health–Domestic science. See Domestic Science / Home 
Economics Movement in the United States

Health Food Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s) 
1353, 2212

Health Foods–Manufacturers 1353

Health Foods Movement and Industry in Australia, New Zealand 
and the Pacifi c Islands 331, 2571

Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General 
(Started in the 1880s by Seventh-day Adventists) 1260, 1697

Heart disease and diet. See Cardiovascular Disease, Especially 
Heart Disease and Stroke

Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin) (Proteins Which Agglutinate 
Red Blood Cells) 3326

Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa) 26, 
70, 271, 419, 420, 524, 533, 562, 644, 658, 722, 734, 738, 817, 867, 
875, 898, 906, 933, 945, 1000, 1027, 1029, 1031, 1032, 1035, 1036, 
1039, 1040, 1045, 1086, 1088, 1122, 1365, 1431, 1594

Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or 
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana 
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT 
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp 
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of 
plantain) 13, 17, 26, 46, 52, 54, 56, 67, 70, 76, 80, 104, 109, 134, 
146, 157, 274, 313, 419, 420, 423, 524, 612, 654, 808, 845, 865, 
875, 933, 947, 948, 1026, 1027, 1029, 1030, 1032, 1034, 1035, 
1036, 1039, 1040, 1111, 1145, 1237, 1239, 1336, 1431, 1515, 1594, 
3066, 3387, 3546

Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Hexane. See Solvents

Higashimaru. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Higeta. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods 
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America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)

Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published Before 
1900 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 
56, 57, 58, 59, 60

Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from 
1900 to 1923 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 
93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 
122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 
161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 
174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 
187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 
200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 
213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 
226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 
239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 
252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 
265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 
278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 
291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 
304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 
317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 
330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 
343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 
356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 
369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 
382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 
395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 
408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 
421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 
434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 
447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 
460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 
473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 
486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 
499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 
512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 
525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 
538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 
551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 
564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 
577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589, 
590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 600, 601, 602, 
603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 
616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 
629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639, 640, 641, 
642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 
655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666, 667, 
668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 
681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691, 692, 693, 
694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 
707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 
720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 

733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 
746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 
759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768, 769, 770, 771, 
772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 
785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 
798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 
811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 
824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, 
837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843, 844, 845, 846, 847, 848, 849, 
850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859, 860, 861, 862, 
863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 873, 874, 875, 
876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 886, 887, 888, 
889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898, 899, 900, 901, 
902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 914, 
915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, 
928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 
941, 942, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 953, 954, 
955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963, 964, 965, 966, 967, 
968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977, 978, 979, 980, 
981, 982, 983, 984, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989, 990, 991, 992, 993, 
994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 
1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 
1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 
1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 
1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046

Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type 
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area 737, 1695, 2066

Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word, 
Term, or Phrase 1, 3, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 22, 25, 26, 28, 
29, 36, 38, 40, 44, 45, 46, 54, 66, 72, 73, 88, 96, 117, 118, 126, 163, 
169, 170, 174, 176, 177, 178, 180, 184, 190, 191, 193, 195, 203, 
204, 211, 214, 215, 218, 224, 225, 233, 237, 241, 246, 253, 257, 
259, 263, 267, 282, 308, 313, 315, 325, 330, 333, 354, 378, 386, 
402, 434, 441, 450, 455, 478, 496, 498, 503, 505, 516, 522, 544, 
546, 554, 559, 581, 584, 601, 616, 617, 625, 639, 650, 663, 671, 
672, 742, 748, 750, 798, 801, 807, 819, 828, 838, 850, 851, 880, 
901, 902, 912, 932, 936, 969, 1003, 1019, 1022, 1025, 1045, 1052, 
1053, 1054, 1061, 1111, 1115, 1147, 1157, 1172, 1176, 1179, 1184, 
1191, 1218, 1223, 1225, 1226, 1282, 1289, 1325, 1326, 1343, 1353, 
1355, 1357, 1368, 1369, 1400, 1414, 1422, 1425, 1442, 1444, 1469, 
1478, 1484, 1505, 1518, 1535, 1557, 1569, 1589, 1665, 1765, 1770, 
1873, 1885, 1908, 2018, 2110, 2116, 2319, 2350, 2367, 2429, 2498, 
2547, 2667, 2720, 2724, 2745, 2776, 2779, 2805, 2819, 2915, 2937, 
3081, 3096, 3139, 3334, 3351

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical 
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or 
Continent 44, 174, 211, 212, 249, 255, 257, 258, 259, 269, 310, 
382, 402, 451, 452, 544, 580, 616, 617, 625, 891, 1052, 1160, 1195, 
1274, 1328, 1337, 1338, 1355, 1378, 1444, 1520, 1583, 1695, 1815, 
1842, 1857, 2066, 2316, 2474

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 9, 14, 
16, 26, 59, 70, 79, 82, 93, 173, 177, 199, 202, 204, 262, 263, 264, 
267, 282, 315, 366, 395, 406, 414, 419, 420, 434, 478, 501, 507, 
581, 593, 643, 647, 679, 794, 798, 900, 933, 938, 1053, 1068, 1086, 
1090, 1108, 1143, 1147, 1207, 1286, 1373, 1442, 1522, 1547, 1649, 
1650, 1663, 1670, 1739, 1770, 1771, 1794, 1833, 2058, 2097, 2321, 
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2429, 2519, 2609, 3272, 3380, 3402

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject 1, 2, 3, 
5, 8, 9, 14, 16, 26, 28, 31, 32, 38, 44, 48, 54, 59, 70, 73, 78, 79, 81, 
89, 93, 113, 145, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, 191, 192, 195, 199, 202, 
204, 210, 211, 212, 218, 241, 257, 258, 259, 260, 262, 263, 264, 
269, 273, 282, 289, 303, 315, 320, 331, 333, 362, 363, 366, 382, 
387, 395, 397, 402, 406, 414, 416, 434, 441, 451, 478, 507, 516, 
522, 544, 546, 550, 554, 580, 581, 584, 593, 606, 639, 643, 647, 
653, 667, 671, 685, 688, 689, 690, 736, 742, 748, 760, 778, 798, 
805, 806, 807, 838, 851, 868, 891, 900, 912, 933, 936, 974, 975, 
1003, 1004, 1023, 1024, 1035, 1045, 1052, 1068, 1085, 1086, 1090, 
1098, 1108, 1114, 1115, 1122, 1142, 1143, 1147, 1160, 1184, 1195, 
1207, 1218, 1223, 1226, 1235, 1252, 1270, 1274, 1286, 1289, 1316, 
1322, 1325, 1326, 1328, 1337, 1338, 1341, 1355, 1369, 1373, 1378, 
1393, 1394, 1420, 1421, 1431, 1442, 1444, 1467, 1479, 1481, 1484, 
1511, 1520, 1547, 1583, 1585, 1612, 1649, 1650, 1663, 1670, 1674, 
1677, 1690, 1727, 1734, 1739, 1751, 1770, 1771, 1781, 1789, 1815, 
1820, 1833, 1834, 1842, 1857, 1873, 1885, 1909, 1933, 2058, 2097, 
2110, 2156, 2321, 2362, 2418, 2429, 2443, 2474, 2498, 2519, 2594, 
2609, 2611, 2626, 2683, 2983, 3139, 3272, 3380, 3402

Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular 
Soybean Variety 593, 639, 671, 1142, 1226

Historical–Important Documents (Published After 1923) About 
Soybeans or Soyfoods Before 1900 2285

Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications 14, 470, 519, 
556, 765, 799, 1021, 1299, 1376, 1490, 1492, 1532, 1724, 1856, 
1881, 2194, 2227, 2276, 2613, 2723, 2912, 2958, 2965, 3134, 3387, 
3428, 3575

History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline

History of the Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its 
History 806, 1325, 1393, 1479, 1481

History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology / 
Timeline, and Obituaries 60, 63, 70, 87, 225, 247, 362, 363, 379, 
397, 419, 420, 434, 435, 436, 437, 451, 481, 504, 505, 506, 625, 
639, 647, 685, 693, 737, 750, 760, 794, 806, 807, 857, 900, 912, 
946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 970, 976, 989, 992, 1003, 1011, 1023, 
1024, 1043, 1044, 1054, 1056, 1061, 1083, 1086, 1090, 1099, 1107, 
1109, 1130, 1138, 1142, 1143, 1154, 1155, 1157, 1176, 1191, 1198, 
1201, 1204, 1222, 1228, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1251, 1263, 1270, 1278, 
1281, 1295, 1320, 1342, 1355, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1374, 1391, 1392, 
1393, 1399, 1453, 1470, 1472, 1476, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1492, 1508, 
1511, 1516, 1519, 1530, 1532, 1539, 1549, 1554, 1581, 1582, 1583, 
1585, 1587, 1604, 1609, 1619, 1622, 1681, 1699, 1722, 1728, 1752, 
1758, 1791, 1813, 1839, 1864, 1881, 1892, 1920, 1947, 1959, 1984, 
2006, 2026, 2047, 2058, 2065, 2102, 2116, 2119, 2121, 2122, 2123, 
2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2151, 2157, 2188, 2194, 2199, 
2204, 2212, 2269, 2281, 2283, 2285, 2294, 2295, 2317, 2332, 2339, 
2342, 2362, 2371, 2394, 2420, 2425, 2455, 2458, 2505, 2527, 2528, 
2529, 2530, 2531, 2542, 2545, 2547, 2552, 2572, 2574, 2589, 2593, 
2595, 2599, 2601, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2610, 2622, 2645, 2655, 
2668, 2683, 2687, 2690, 2692, 2718, 2727, 2745, 2755, 2775, 2798, 
2805, 2814, 2842, 2901, 2942, 2952, 2964, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2976, 
2991, 2993, 2999, 3017, 3019, 3059, 3068, 3082, 3089, 3103, 3112, 

3116, 3117, 3128, 3132, 3138, 3141, 3142, 3143, 3144, 3146, 3151, 
3179, 3190, 3205, 3208, 3209, 3210, 3214, 3216, 3218, 3221, 3237, 
3241, 3245, 3248, 3257, 3264, 3266, 3268, 3269, 3270, 3271, 3275, 
3278, 3287, 3297, 3298, 3300, 3301, 3311, 3318, 3331, 3344, 3365, 
3387, 3390, 3414, 3415, 3444, 3484, 3488, 3528, 3557, 3575, 3602, 
3603

Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down

Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Also spelled Hônen or Honen. 
Formerly Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.) 643, 749, 802, 874, 906, 
924, 934, 946, 963, 1085, 1086, 1176, 1234, 1245, 1368, 1604, 
1663, 1665, 1666, 1741, 1799, 1809, 1959, 2364, 2422, 2541

Hoisin / Haisien Sauce 3351

Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Holmberg, Sven A. (1894-1982, Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden). 
Soybean Breeder for the Far North 2333, 3205

Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics

Home economics movement. See Domestic Science / Home 
Economics Movement in the United States

Homemade soy sprouts. See Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to 
Grow at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Honeybees. See Bees

Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota)–Cooperative 2006, 2499, 2606, 
2610, 2660

Honeymead Products Co. (Cedar Rapids, Spencer, and Washington, 
Iowa, 1938-1945. Then Mankato, Minnesota, 1948-1960). See also 
Andreas Family 1625, 1654, 1655, 1728

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong

Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones

Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed 25, 46, 48, 52, 53, 70, 79, 
81, 103, 141, 142, 263, 391, 522, 617, 650, 664, 669, 686, 734, 896, 
924, 1004, 1082, 1245, 1355, 1648

Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath 
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr. 
Armand Burke 1068, 1085, 1154, 1172, 1353, 1668

House Foods America Corporation (Garden Grove, California). 
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Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc.. 3207

Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy

Human Nutrition–Human Trials 96, 770, 1003, 1155, 1457

Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality 
Worldwide 1204, 1205, 1984, 2014, 2018, 2090, 2121, 2279, 2338, 
2341, 2343, 2366, 2462, 2655, 2937, 3058, 3081, 3086, 3128, 3441, 
3541, 3547, 3570

Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos 
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean, 
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean. 
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou) 45, 1623, 1955

Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic 
Presses

Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry 
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical 
Region 890, 900, 1107, 1191, 1220, 1223, 1228, 1231, 1270, 1281, 
1365, 1414, 1427, 1437, 1449, 1537, 1612, 1631, 1674, 1699, 1798, 
1825, 1834, 1842, 1859, 1934, 1970, 2026, 2055, 2090, 2100, 2173, 
2182, 2470, 2475, 2571, 2589, 2646, 2667, 2694, 2755, 2842, 3013

Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty 
Acids, Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening

Hydrogenation–General, Early History, and the Process. Soy is Not 
Mentioned 999, 1447, 1455, 1752, 1825, 1975, 2057, 2475

Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin 
606, 697, 734, 804, 857, 898, 936, 951, 963, 971, 976, 985, 1085, 
1122, 1146, 1171, 1172, 1233, 1353, 1418, 1616, 1617, 1817, 1834, 
1909, 1934, 1967, 2173, 2280, 2571, 2580, 3223, 3419

Ice cream, non-soy, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-
Dairy Relatives

Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream

Identity Preserved / Preservation 1657, 1751, 1765, 1770, 1786, 
1978, 2084, 2423, 2443, 2754, 2867, 3180, 3246, 3254, 3255, 3290, 
3295, 3315, 3328, 3334, 3356, 3358, 3370, 3375, 3385, 3389, 3393, 
3397, 3404, 3410, 3411, 3462, 3502, 3554

IG Farben (I.G. Farbenindustrie), the German Dye and Chemical 
Trust 1270, 1405, 1429, 1442, 1464, 1483, 1538, 2159

IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)

Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois

Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods 
Research & Development 1240, 1394, 1573, 2371, 3151, 3207

Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps 
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 26, 

44, 47, 70, 71, 95, 96, 125, 157, 167, 230, 251, 256, 272, 279, 350, 
376, 388, 397, 419, 420, 432, 434, 451, 505, 616, 617, 649, 655, 
681, 731, 794, 799, 819, 823, 837, 942, 989, 1004, 1008, 1045, 
1055, 1061, 1073, 1126, 1154, 1202, 1310, 1311, 1356, 1368, 1459, 
2965

Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also 
Photographs 23, 51, 111, 156, 303, 354, 367, 422, 481, 507, 591, 
599, 693, 737, 741, 760, 949, 950, 997, 1008, 1054

Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs 1154, 1392, 
1393, 1455, 1476, 1479, 1481, 1603, 1734, 1747, 1999, 2002, 2008, 
2108, 2240, 2281, 2283, 2292, 2455, 2519, 2520, 2667, 2683, 3046, 
3089, 3298, 3330, 3352, 3385, 3488

Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural), 
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization

Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 
14, 16, 26, 28, 44, 48, 54, 59, 70, 73, 78, 79, 82, 93, 113, 145, 173, 
174, 177, 178, 192, 199, 202, 204, 210, 212, 218, 241, 249, 255, 
257, 258, 259, 260, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 269, 282, 289, 
310, 315, 320, 331, 333, 366, 382, 387, 395, 402, 406, 414, 419, 
420, 434, 451, 452, 470, 478, 501, 503, 505, 507, 522, 544, 546, 
550, 554, 580, 593, 616, 617, 625, 639, 643, 647, 653, 671, 742, 
743, 778, 794, 798, 805, 806, 807, 838, 851, 891, 900, 912, 932, 
933, 938, 974, 975, 1003, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1068, 1086, 1090, 
1094, 1108, 1115, 1142, 1143, 1145, 1147, 1160, 1161, 1184, 1195, 
1207, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1245, 1252, 
1270, 1274, 1286, 1289, 1316, 1320, 1322, 1327, 1328, 1332, 1337, 
1338, 1339, 1340, 1352, 1355, 1359, 1369, 1373, 1374, 1378, 1384, 
1394, 1410, 1431, 1442, 1444, 1458, 1467, 1478, 1479, 1481, 1484, 
1490, 1508, 1520, 1530, 1544, 1547, 1550, 1554, 1561, 1567, 1581, 
1583, 1595, 1612, 1649, 1663, 1670, 1690, 1727, 1734, 1739, 1770, 
1771, 1781, 1794, 1808, 1815, 1820, 1833, 1834, 1842, 1857, 1863, 
1873, 1885, 1918, 1933, 1947, 1959, 2026, 2042, 2058, 2097, 2110, 
2116, 2121, 2123, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2156, 2173, 2193, 
2198, 2280, 2284, 2285, 2316, 2321, 2330, 2350, 2355, 2362, 2385, 
2408, 2426, 2429, 2474, 2519, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2571, 2575, 
2609, 2611, 2660, 2683, 2901, 2925, 2937, 2963, 2968, 2974, 2976, 
2991, 3082, 3122, 3171, 3215, 3260, 3264, 3269, 3272, 3274, 3297, 
3298, 3350, 3372, 3380, 3402, 3438, 3467, 3549, 3562, 3575

Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important 25, 29, 31, 40, 
66, 96, 176, 180, 191, 214, 237, 253, 362, 363, 374, 386, 422, 508, 
516, 559, 581, 679, 686, 717, 760, 870, 880, 902, 936, 969, 1009, 
1025, 1035, 1043, 1089, 1111, 1157, 1176, 1205, 1218, 1225, 1281, 
1295, 1310, 1326, 1342, 1353, 1357, 1358, 1368, 1391, 1392, 1393, 
1414, 1425, 1472, 1476, 1498, 1516, 1523, 1537, 1551, 1582, 1593, 
1665, 1758, 1861, 1908, 2025, 2095, 2292, 2376, 2418, 2521, 2534, 
2542, 2547, 2626, 2668, 2720, 2734, 2740, 2753, 2915, 2921, 2934, 
2938, 2939, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2969, 2999, 3021, 3049, 3096, 3143, 
3146, 3147, 3149, 3200, 3228, 3254, 3263, 3498

Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual 
Soyfoods Imported

India. See Asia, South–India

Indian Agricultural Research Institute. See Asia, South–India. Work 
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of the Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI, New Delhi) 
with Soyabeans in India

Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana

Indiana Soy Pioneers. See Central Soya Co., Fouts Family, Meharry

Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia

Indonesia–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 3149

Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 1808

Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–Indonesian-
Style Fermented Soybean Paste

Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or 
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap) 
Ketchup / Catsup

Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying 
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of 
Epoxy Glues)

Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt 
Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artifi cial Leather, and 
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes, 
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings, 
Rubber Substitutes or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Dust Suppressants 
and Dust Control, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease 
for Carts

Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General) 157, 315, 323, 324, 357, 422, 
616, 617, 625, 654, 656, 746, 750, 806, 1011, 1047, 1056, 1073, 
1100, 1138, 1176, 1226, 1234, 1279, 1311, 1321, 1347, 1348, 1358, 
1414, 1476, 1477, 1516, 1792, 2280, 2725, 3085

Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artifi cial Wool or 
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon, 
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Foams for Fighting Fires, Paints 
(Especially Water-Based Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, 
or Textile Sizing, Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic 
Film, Disposable Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to 
Plates, and Packaging Materials)

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1444

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith, 
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber 
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for 
Antibiotics Industry 616, 617, 656, 936, 949, 950, 1023, 1024, 
1056, 1061, 1144, 1279, 1310, 1347, 1353, 1414, 1444, 1476, 1477, 
1516, 1581, 1618, 2025, 3055

Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy fl our). See Adhesives 
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building 
Materials

Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic 
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, New Uses 
Movement (USA, starting 1987), Successor to the Farm Chemurgic 
Movement (1930s to 1950s), Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other, 
Soy Protein Isolates, Industrial Uses of, Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber 
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for 
the Soil

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed) 707, 
863, 940, 1023, 1024, 1073, 1158, 1159, 1172, 1359, 1402, 1449, 
1538, 1758, 1857, 1961, 2008, 2218, 2571, 3001

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region 
366, 507, 521, 802, 883, 934, 959, 977, 985, 1048, 1070, 1121, 
1142, 1220, 1223, 1228, 1231, 1324, 1326, 1373, 1402, 1414, 1444, 
1495, 1532, 1537, 1543, 1550, 1581, 1589, 1593, 1612, 1798, 1861, 
2026, 2571, 2755, 2904, 2934, 2965, 3164, 3234, 3361

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger Companies (Ford 
Motor Co., I.F. Laucks, O’Brien Varnish Co., The Drackett Co., 
ADM, General Mills, etc.) 1324, 1425, 1593

Industrial uses of soybeans or soy products. See Culture Media / 
Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)

Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies 900, 
933, 1025, 1138, 1512, 2010, 2035, 2210, 2419, 2710, 2711, 2756, 
2763, 2968, 3000, 3139, 3182

Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant 
Formulas, Soy-based 688, 689, 690, 797, 1148, 1154, 1228, 1342, 
1457, 1492, 2338, 2350, 2367, 2429, 2752, 2937

Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant 
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortifi ed and Regulated. 
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates) 1023, 1024, 
1353, 2058, 2720, 2999

Information. See Computers (General) and Computer Hardware 
Related to Soybean Production and Marketing. See also: Computer 
Software, Libraries with a Signifi cant Interest in Soy

Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and 
Information Services, and Websites, Websites or Information on the 
World Wide Web or Internet

Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 507, 
639, 681, 702, 722, 896, 1004, 1008, 1045, 1055, 1073, 1090, 1122, 
1126, 1176, 1202, 1220, 1223, 1230, 1310, 1311, 1332, 1342, 1348, 
1356, 1394, 1418, 1480, 1587, 1681, 2934, 2958, 2965, 2976, 3085, 
3151, 3164, 3204, 3213, 3218, 3308, 3361
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Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fi xing bacteria for soybeans. See 
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures

Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management 502, 
503, 512, 584, 669, 685, 750, 809, 984, 995, 1003, 1054, 1102, 
1110, 1135, 1142, 1148, 1173, 1177, 1184, 1195, 1216, 1300, 1355, 
1357, 1391, 1392, 1414, 1429, 1434, 1446, 1476, 1529, 1530, 1551, 
1594, 1769, 2119, 2199, 2280, 2418, 2487, 2542, 2562, 2618, 2619, 
2726, 2727, 2730, 2732, 2735, 2890, 2952, 3082, 3086, 3341, 3347, 
3352

Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical 
Institute of Agronomic Research) 2618

Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or 
Catering

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Biological Control 2952

Interchem Industries (Kansas). See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, 
Biodiesel–Interchem

Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems: 
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping

International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome) 693, 708, 798, 
933, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 
1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1088, 1117, 1320, 1327, 1328, 
1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1355, 1391, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1497, 1510, 
2282

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, 
Nigeria) 2274, 2502, 2584, 2745, 2785, 2937, 2938, 2940, 2958, 
3086, 3188, 3189, 3216

International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) 
(1879-1977)

International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable 
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean 
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute 
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including 
UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy, 
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT–Tropical 
Institute of Agronomic

Internet. See Websites or Information on the World Wide Web

Intestinal Flora / Bacteria and Toxemia–Incl. Changing and 
Reforming (L. Acidophilus, Bifi dus, L. Bulgaricus etc.) 3330

Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and 
Plant Introduction

INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded July 1973. Initially (from 1971) named Program 
for International Research, Improvement and Development of 
Soybeans (PIRIDS) 2371, 2505, 2655, 2701, 2704, 2928, 2934, 

2937, 2938, 2940, 3197, 3206

Inyu. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu)

Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number

Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa

Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. of Iowa 
(Iowa City) 2763, 2985, 3035, 3180

IRAT. See Institut de Recherches Agronomiques Tropicales (IRAT)

Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and 
Feeds 414, 1073, 1111, 1295, 1518

Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington). Founded by Luke 
Lukoskie and Sylvia Nogaki 2613, 2999

Isofl avones. See Estrogens (in Plants–Phytoestrogens, Especially 
in Soybeans and Soyfoods), Including Isofl avones (Including 
Genistein, Daidzein, Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin)

Isofl avones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl. 
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.

Isofl avones (Soy) Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–Individual Companies 3330

Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates

Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism

Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire

Jack Bean. Canavalia ensiformis (L.) D.C. Also Called Sword Bean 
(Erroneously; it is Canavalia gladiata) and Horse Bean (Rarely). 
Chinese–Daodou (pinyin); formerly Tao-tou (Wade-Giles) 45

Jacob Hartz Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob 
Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr. 
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des 
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998 1421, 1546, 1687, 2287, 2395, 2593, 
2626, 3300

Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Doenjang, 
Denjang / Dwenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang / Toenjang 1515, 
2305, 2726, 3066

Japan. See Asia, East–Japan

Japan Oilseed Processors Association (JOPA) 1933, 1991, 2029, 
2050, 2061, 2235, 2437, 3021, 3224, 3250, 3287

Japan–Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo. See National Food Research 
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan)

Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
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Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 397, 790, 
2940

Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA–Directories. See 
Directories–Japanese and Japanese-Americans in the USA

Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics 46, 
126, 159, 257, 273, 357, 547, 583, 618, 643, 651, 674, 737, 754, 
758, 771, 922, 924, 941, 963, 1061, 1071, 1176, 1277, 1435, 1461, 
1469, 1596, 1756, 2138, 2212, 2350, 2640, 3179, 3181, 3210, 3245, 
3279, 3283, 3536

Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names 38, 45, 
60, 849, 1003, 1476

Jerky, tofu. See Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Broiled, 
Grilled, Braised or Roasted

Jiang (Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste), Made with a 
Signifi cant Proportion of Wheat or Barley 1045

Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean 
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes 
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia 
127, 333, 434, 451, 584, 625, 740, 741, 794, 799, 809, 880, 896, 
1045, 1154, 1202, 1355, 1385, 1509, 2109, 2119, 3603

Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called 
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia. 
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated 
to Barley) 46, 70, 419, 420

Johnson Family of Stryker, Williams County, Ohio. Including (1) 
Edward Franklin “E.F. Soybean” Johnson (1889-1961) of Johnson 
Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio), Delphos Grain and Soya Processing 
Co. (Ohio), and Ralston Purina Company (Missouri); (2) Elmer 
Solomon Johnson (1879-1920); (3) Perhaps E.C. Johnson and Hon. 
Solomon Johnson (1850-1918) 1299, 1343, 1373, 1418, 1421

Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler 
1003, 1310

Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also 
spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang 52, 53, 1515, 1548, 2305, 2429, 2726, 
3066

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style 
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, 
Kétjap)

Kefi r, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r

Kellogg Co. (breakfast cereals; Battle Creek, Michigan). See 
Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Company

Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co., 
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co., 
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek 
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960 1353

Kellogg, Will Keith (1860-1951), Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flake Co. 
Later Kellogg Company (of breakfast cereal fame; Battle Creek, 
Michigan) 2152, 2547

Kerry Ingredients (Formerly the Kerry Group). Purchased Plants 
from Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa) 
in Jan. 2002. Name Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006), Then 
Changed Back to Kerry 3387

Kesp. See Meat Alternatives–Kesp (Based on Spun Soy Protein 
Fibers)

Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc. 
Word Mentioned in Document 37, 38, 40, 50, 69, 581, 1043, 1217, 
1218, 1355, 1808, 2429, 2786, 3168

Kibun. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and 
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International 
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co.. 46, 60, 273, 1161, 1780, 2122, 
2915, 3002, 3245

Kin, Yamei. See Yamei Kin (1864-1934)

Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Kiribati. See Oceania

Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his Book Back to Eden 1353

Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans 
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji 
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles 14, 24, 46, 69, 
127, 451, 737, 742, 743, 1161, 1359, 1435, 1461, 1734, 2915, 3351

Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak / 
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung 
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made 
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural 
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu) 391

Koji, Soybean (Soybeans Fermented with a Mold, Especially 
Aspergillus oryzae), Such as Miso-dama or Meju 69

Konggaru. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour in Korea–K’onggaru / 
K’ongaru / Konggaru / Konggomul / Kong Ka Ru (Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat)

Korea. See Asia, East–Korea

Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 48, 75, 119, 
420, 484, 485, 602, 609, 615, 2940

Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy 3038

Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style 
Fermented Soy Sauce
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Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style 
Fermented Soybean Paste including Doenjang

Korean-style natto. See Natto, Korean-Style–Chongkukjang

Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria 
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus, 
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia 
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides) 
18, 44, 45, 96, 585, 1161, 1180, 1185, 1623, 3066

Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)

La Choy Food Products, Inc.–LaChoy Brand–Purchased in Sept. 
1943 by Beatrice Creamery Co.. 1223, 1228, 1332

Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean

Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California) 2047

Land O’Lakes, Inc.. 2499, 2520, 2606, 2610, 2660, 2691

Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their Origin with the 
Land Grant Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act) 870, 3321

Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-
Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans

Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including 
Redonda) 1355

Latin America–Caribbean–Bahamas, Commonwealth of The (Also 
Called The Bahamas, Bahama Islands, or Bahama) 1739, 2316

Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados 1195, 1355, 2938, 3539

Latin America–Caribbean–Bermuda (A British Dependent 
Territory) 1355, 1739

Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla, 
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and 
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda 1355

Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba 912, 933, 1003, 1160, 1175, 1344, 
1355, 1420, 1455, 1463, 1466, 1579, 2938, 3248, 3259, 3265, 3270, 
3271, 3272, 3312, 3340, 3394, 3539, 3580, 3602

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominica 3248

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo 
or San Domingo before 1844) 1160, 1355, 2158, 2193, 2429, 2486, 
2685, 2938, 3011, 3037, 3452, 3539

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe 
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre) 
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La 
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands 
Antilles) 1355

Latin America–Caribbean–Haiti 2193, 2321, 2429, 2685, 2938, 
3539

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Caribbean 
country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this 
country 1160

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soy Products to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in 
a certain Caribbean country. Soybeans as such had not yet been 
reported by that date in this country 1160

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 
1195

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
Caribbean country 1195

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
Caribbean country 1195

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain Caribbean country 1195

Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica 1355, 2193, 2429, 2486, 2762, 
2938, 3539

Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands 
(Including British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United 
States–St. Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands 
(Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica, 
Guadeloupe, Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher] 
and Nevis), Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and 
Netherlands Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao, 
and Bonaire off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern 
St. Martin / Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and 
Martinique and the fi ve dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are 
French Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called 
the French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises 933, 
1025, 1195, 1355, 1475, 1739, 1947, 2121, 2429, 2938, 3082, 3248, 
3539

Latin America–Caribbean–Netherlands Dependencies–Netherlands 
Antilles, and Aruba–Curaçao (Curacao), Bonaire, Saba, St. 
Eustatius, and St. Maarten (Shared with France as St.-Martin). 
Aruba was part of Netherlands Antilles until 1986 1466, 1467, 1727

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General) 45, 900, 2941, 
3115, 3496

Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A Self-
Governing Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932) 1355, 
3285
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Latin America–Caribbean–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 3259, 3539

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago 1195, 1355, 1947, 
2121, 2429, 2938, 3082, 3539

Latin America–Caribbean–Virgin Islands of the United States–St. 
Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix (Danish West Indies before Jan. 
1917) 1475

Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras 
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840) 1025, 1355

Latin America–Central America–Canal Zone including the Panama 
Canal (Opened 1914, Owned and Operated by the USA. Returned 
to Panama on 31 Dec. 1999) 397, 891, 2433

Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica 1355, 1851, 2275, 
2429, 2655, 2922, 2938, 3383, 3461, 3551

Latin America–Central America–El Salvador 1355, 1522, 2486, 
2938, 3229, 3232, 3267, 3461, 3551

Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and 
Mesoamerica.. 672, 933, 1025, 1739, 3342, 3369, 3417, 3461, 3496

Latin America–Central America–Guatemala 1355, 2938, 3312, 
3461, 3551

Latin America–Central America–Honduras 2429, 2938, 2948, 3380, 
3441, 3461, 3551

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products 
in a certain Central American country. Soybeans as such had not yet 
been reported by that date in this country 1918

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Central 
American country 891, 1355, 1857

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in 
connection with (but not yet in) a certain Central American country 
397

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Central American country 1355, 1857

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
Central American country 891, 1857

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain Central American country 1857

Latin America–Central America–Mexico 22, 505, 900, 1344, 1355, 

1420, 1830, 2018, 2042, 2047, 2156, 2162, 2176, 2221, 2321, 2429, 
2442, 2450, 2486, 2488, 2552, 2616, 2645, 2660, 2685, 2706, 2740, 
2767, 2812, 2836, 2898, 2902, 2921, 2934, 2938, 2981, 2986, 3030, 
3033, 3037, 3047, 3163, 3196, 3238, 3239, 3267, 3270, 3282, 3292, 
3311, 3312, 3320, 3404, 3422, 3452, 3479, 3530, 3551, 3567

Latin America–Central America–Mexico–Soy Ingredients Used in 
Mexican-Style Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide 2610

Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua 2572, 2938, 3229, 
3232, 3233, 3266, 3267, 3461

Latin America–Central America–Panama 397, 1857, 1918, 2193, 
2429, 2517, 2685, 2938, 3551

Latin America–Central America–Soybean Production, Area and 
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2042, 2047, 2156, 2162, 
2442, 2706, 3047, 3551

Latin America–Central America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International) 900, 2042, 2047, 2162, 2321, 2486, 2616, 
2685, 2706, 2740, 2767, 2836, 2902, 2912, 2981, 2986, 3033, 3047, 
3229, 3233, 3238, 3267, 3282, 3292, 3320, 3342, 3369, 3417, 3422, 
3452, 3461, 3479, 3496, 3556

Latin America (General) 496, 1228, 1476, 1828, 2000, 2047, 2210, 
2321, 2366, 2429, 2571, 2576, 2595, 2767, 2863, 2902, 2941, 2959, 
2965, 3029, 3505, 3538

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic) 
185, 187, 287, 330, 571, 592, 616, 617, 933, 983, 1003, 1025, 1065, 
1344, 1355, 1420, 1497, 1520, 1522, 1552, 1571, 1618, 1749, 1835, 
1839, 1948, 2025, 2042, 2047, 2054, 2167, 2262, 2309, 2344, 2406, 
2414, 2429, 2450, 2451, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2500, 2514, 2524, 2552, 
2554, 2555, 2561, 2567, 2571, 2575, 2590, 2595, 2602, 2606, 2618, 
2625, 2645, 2660, 2685, 2686, 2692, 2700, 2709, 2740, 2742, 2758, 
2759, 2769, 2773, 2798, 2808, 2816, 2824, 2831, 2833, 2836, 2837, 
2847, 2887, 2892, 2894, 2898, 2901, 2902, 2907, 2921, 2925, 2926, 
2928, 2934, 2938, 2939, 2941, 2943, 2959, 2968, 2969, 2973, 2974, 
2975, 2989, 2991, 2994, 2995, 2996, 3004, 3013, 3017, 3018, 3021, 
3026, 3032, 3033, 3041, 3054, 3055, 3060, 3064, 3074, 3079, 3082, 
3087, 3093, 3110, 3120, 3124, 3131, 3171, 3202, 3209, 3215, 3228, 
3235, 3236, 3238, 3249, 3259, 3261, 3278, 3303, 3317, 3318, 3320, 
3323, 3326, 3328, 3339, 3340, 3350, 3359, 3361, 3377, 3378, 3382, 
3386, 3387, 3396, 3398, 3399, 3400, 3406, 3407, 3419, 3425, 3427, 
3429, 3434, 3435, 3437, 3438, 3439, 3441, 3442, 3449, 3450, 3455, 
3459, 3460, 3465, 3467, 3468, 3481, 3484, 3485, 3487, 3489, 3495, 
3496, 3497, 3498, 3505, 3507, 3509, 3514, 3516, 3517, 3521, 3525, 
3526, 3538, 3542, 3544, 3547, 3548, 3550, 3556, 3564, 3580

Latin America–South America–Argentina–Soybean Production, 
Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1522, 1571, 1835, 
2054, 2262, 2309, 2524, 2571, 2590, 2758, 2847, 2968, 3054, 3055, 
3087, 3171, 3215, 3236, 3238, 3261, 3328, 3528

Latin America–South America–Bolivia 2406, 2414, 2429, 2571, 
2703, 2938, 3278, 3434, 3450, 3497, 3516, 3531, 3538

Latin America–South America–Brazil, Deforestation in Amazon 
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Basin 3402, 3443, 3463, 3477, 3492, 3504, 3511, 3512, 3534

Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of 652, 
933, 1025, 1355, 1420, 1421, 1478, 1497, 1516, 1522, 1574, 1601, 
1650, 1670, 1676, 1691, 1707, 1708, 1727, 1742, 1845, 1871, 1890, 
1899, 1941, 1964, 2018, 2025, 2042, 2047, 2060, 2118, 2122, 2138, 
2163, 2167, 2180, 2181, 2183, 2191, 2193, 2205, 2208, 2214, 2215, 
2216, 2259, 2267, 2269, 2272, 2275, 2292, 2309, 2310, 2324, 2328, 
2331, 2337, 2344, 2345, 2348, 2351, 2359, 2366, 2370, 2373, 2374, 
2378, 2380, 2383, 2386, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2406, 2410, 2414, 2426, 
2429, 2430, 2435, 2439, 2440, 2450, 2451, 2452, 2457, 2460, 2462, 
2468, 2470, 2473, 2475, 2479, 2482, 2484, 2486, 2487, 2489, 2490, 
2491, 2492, 2495, 2497, 2498, 2499, 2500, 2501, 2504, 2505, 2509, 
2514, 2521, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2534, 2541, 2550, 2552, 2554, 2555, 
2557, 2561, 2563, 2565, 2567, 2571, 2575, 2576, 2579, 2583, 2592, 
2595, 2598, 2602, 2605, 2608, 2618, 2620, 2625, 2639, 2640, 2645, 
2649, 2650, 2654, 2655, 2660, 2680, 2685, 2686, 2691, 2692, 2693, 
2698, 2700, 2709, 2716, 2725, 2738, 2740, 2745, 2758, 2759, 2763, 
2766, 2769, 2773, 2777, 2792, 2797, 2798, 2803, 2807, 2808, 2833, 
2836, 2847, 2885, 2887, 2892, 2894, 2898, 2901, 2902, 2903, 2906, 
2912, 2921, 2925, 2926, 2928, 2934, 2935, 2938, 2939, 2941, 2959, 
2968, 2969, 2973, 2974, 2975, 2986, 2991, 2994, 2995, 2996, 3004, 
3013, 3017, 3018, 3026, 3032, 3033, 3040, 3041, 3043, 3044, 3054, 
3055, 3060, 3062, 3064, 3067, 3068, 3074, 3079, 3082, 3087, 3093, 
3097, 3099, 3108, 3110, 3113, 3118, 3120, 3124, 3125, 3131, 3135, 
3165, 3169, 3171, 3200, 3202, 3209, 3215, 3224, 3235, 3236, 3238, 
3248, 3249, 3250, 3261, 3262, 3270, 3278, 3297, 3298, 3303, 3304, 
3309, 3313, 3317, 3318, 3320, 3322, 3323, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3330, 
3339, 3345, 3350, 3352, 3354, 3359, 3361, 3365, 3367, 3377, 3381, 
3382, 3386, 3387, 3396, 3398, 3399, 3400, 3402, 3406, 3407, 3411, 
3412, 3413, 3419, 3422, 3423, 3424, 3425, 3427, 3429, 3430, 3431, 
3434, 3435, 3436, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3448, 3449, 3450, 
3451, 3453, 3454, 3455, 3456, 3460, 3463, 3464, 3465, 3467, 3469, 
3470, 3471, 3477, 3480, 3481, 3483, 3484, 3485, 3487, 3488, 3489, 
3492, 3496, 3497, 3500, 3503, 3504, 3506, 3507, 3509, 3511, 3512, 
3516, 3520, 3521, 3522, 3525, 3527, 3534, 3537, 3538, 3542, 3544, 
3547, 3548, 3549, 3556, 3564, 3575, 3580, 3585, 3589, 3597

Latin America–South America–Brazil–Soybean Production, Area 
and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 1650, 1845, 1941, 
2047, 2138, 2181, 2183, 2269, 2309, 2324, 2328, 2345, 2410, 2426, 
2435, 2440, 2473, 2509, 2565, 2571, 2576, 2579, 2763, 2885, 3087, 
3236, 3261, 3328, 3521, 3528

Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island) 126, 
331, 1355, 1420, 1475, 1739, 1992, 2048, 2158, 2321, 2429, 2486, 
2652, 3246

Latin America–South America–Colombia 1355, 1739, 1833, 1922, 
2016, 2042, 2044, 2047, 2048, 2158, 2385, 2406, 2414, 2429, 2486, 
2571, 2592, 2670, 2679, 2685, 2912, 2922, 2938, 3080, 3278, 3446

Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos 
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of 
the Spanish “Ecuador”) 1355, 1739, 2048, 2158, 2193, 2388, 2406, 
2429, 2486, 2571, 2685, 2704, 2740, 2912, 2938, 3380

Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas 
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally 
called Cayenne) 481, 933, 1025, 2618

Latin America–South America (General) 496, 933, 1008, 1025, 
1058, 1088, 1677, 1763, 2756, 2811, 2820, 2839, 2896, 3005, 3042, 
3128, 3163, 3177, 3254, 3293, 3300, 3342, 3369, 3417, 3444, 3513, 
3564

Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before 
1966) 933, 1003, 1025, 1355, 1947, 2342, 2429

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain South 
American country 544

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain South American country 544, 1195

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
South American country 1195, 2385, 3082

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain South American country 1195, 2385, 3082

Latin America–South America–Paraguay 2042, 2047, 2344, 2359, 
2414, 2429, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2500, 2561, 2565, 2571, 2709, 2740, 
2758, 2759, 2773, 2798, 2808, 2847, 2928, 2938, 2973, 2975, 3082, 
3146, 3171, 3211, 3278, 3326, 3359, 3361, 3367, 3434, 3487, 3493, 
3496, 3497, 3507, 3508, 3516, 3523, 3525, 3542, 3556

Latin America–South America–Peru 185, 1355, 1739, 1819, 1833, 
2018, 2048, 2107, 2129, 2158, 2193, 2215, 2251, 2281, 2321, 2406, 
2426, 2429, 2486, 2492, 2546, 2555, 2571, 2592, 2670, 2685, 2701, 
2740, 2912, 2921, 2938, 2969, 3108

Latin America–South America–Soybean Production, Area and 
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. See also Argentina and 
Brazil 1475, 1819, 1839, 1871, 1899, 2047, 2158, 2571, 3082, 
3261, 3328, 3526, 3528, 3531, 3595

Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before 
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975) 544, 1355, 1530, 1760, 2047, 
3380

Latin America–South America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International) 1522, 1574, 1601, 2490, 2491, 2492, 3500, 
3556

Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of 
1355, 2429, 2571, 2921, 2928, 2938

Latin America–South America–Venezuela 1195, 1321, 2026, 2047, 
2048, 2158, 2406, 2429, 2486, 2600, 2652, 2685, 2740, 2759, 2767, 
2849, 2864, 2898, 2902, 2912, 2921, 2922, 2934, 2938, 2969, 2982, 
2986, 2996, 3348, 3450

Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). Founded by Irving Fink 
Laucks (3 July 1882 to 9 March 1981) 863, 873, 1223, 1332, 1342, 
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1353, 1581, 1593, 1758, 1861, 2782, 2965

Lauhoff Grain Co. See Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York)

Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois). Affi liate of Bunge Corp. 
since June 1979. Named Lauhoff Soya Co. in 1960 1728, 1783, 
1999, 2499, 2991, 3583

Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce

Leaf Proteins and Leaf Protein Concentrate (LPC) As Alternative 
Protein Sources 2361

Leaves of the soybean plant used as food. See Green Vegetable 
Soybeans–Leaves of the Soybean Plant Used as Food or Medicine

Lecithin companies. See American Lecithin Corp., Lucas Meyer 
GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 1478

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3013

Lecithin, Non-Soy References, Usually Early or Medical, Often 
Concerning Egg Yolk or the Brain 308

Lecithin, Soy 111, 118, 156, 549, 901, 1003, 1126, 1146, 1154, 
1191, 1295, 1332, 1342, 1347, 1353, 1355, 1368, 1393, 1418, 1434, 
1439, 1444, 1476, 1478, 1481, 1509, 1570, 1575, 1671, 1697, 1700, 
1752, 1759, 1775, 1885, 1902, 2025, 2046, 2280, 2390, 2499, 2507, 
2534, 2571, 2580, 2660, 2667, 2781, 2836, 2976, 3013, 3262, 3328, 
3330, 3351, 3444

Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses 1368, 1444, 1509, 1570, 2580

Lectins. See Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)

Legislative activities. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
Legislative Activities

Legume, Inc. (Fairfi eld, New Jersey) 2613

Lend-Lease (Program and Administration). U.S. Program to Send 
Key Supplies to Overseas Allies During World War II 1468, 1485, 
1668

Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils

Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens 
45, 331, 756, 949, 950, 1337, 2646

Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.

Leviton, Richard. See Soyfoods Association of North America 
(SANA)

Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li 
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born 

1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la 
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles 
northwest of Paris, and China) 93, 303, 308, 317, 333, 386, 391, 
426, 430, 432, 451, 464, 476, 481, 549, 559, 625, 639, 647, 655, 
741, 742, 743, 760, 949, 950, 1003, 1144, 1214, 1245, 1282, 1355, 
1434, 1443, 1476, 1619, 2609

Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, 
Maryland)

Libraries with a Signifi cant Interest in Soy 2282

Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by 
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene

Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus 
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean 807, 1295, 1535, 2305

Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and 
Mezin, France). Owns Jonathan P.V.B.A. Owned by Euronature of 
Paris, France, since 1989. Owned by the Hain-Celestial Group since 
10 Dec. 2001 2694, 2999, 3387

Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids 945, 1153, 2934, 2985, 
3017

Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 (Alpha-Linolenic Acid) Fatty Acid 
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products 2934, 2958

Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 204, 451, 616, 617, 639, 
649, 655, 681, 688, 689, 690, 702, 723, 731, 772, 799, 806, 820, 
834, 896, 959, 970, 999, 1004, 1008, 1017, 1045, 1055, 1057, 1061, 
1073, 1086, 1090, 1098, 1114, 1122, 1126, 1129, 1148, 1151, 1176, 
1202, 1223, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1251, 1310, 1311, 1321, 1324, 1326, 
1332, 1348, 1355, 1356, 1368, 1373, 1394, 1418, 1459, 1480, 1481, 
1616, 2026, 2965, 2976, 3326

Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Linseed, Lintseed, or the Flax / 
Flaxseed Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.) 3, 12, 13, 18, 26, 48, 76, 
109, 146, 164, 168, 178, 181, 182, 184, 185, 187, 192, 193, 204, 
233, 237, 242, 268, 271, 276, 287, 298, 302, 308, 310, 312, 313, 
330, 333, 336, 364, 372, 378, 380, 392, 397, 400, 409, 416, 418, 
425, 436, 441, 444, 446, 455, 457, 459, 476, 486, 488, 496, 499, 
507, 537, 540, 545, 548, 550, 568, 571, 572, 576, 589, 599, 606, 
611, 613, 616, 617, 625, 639, 644, 654, 658, 667, 671, 685, 686, 
692, 697, 702, 722, 730, 734, 738, 744, 750, 762, 790, 804, 806, 
817, 820, 827, 828, 837, 840, 845, 853, 857, 860, 862, 869, 875, 
881, 898, 906, 928, 933, 942, 945, 951, 957, 966, 969, 982, 983, 
989, 993, 996, 1000, 1004, 1006, 1017, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1025, 
1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 
1037, 1039, 1040, 1044, 1060, 1062, 1068, 1069, 1084, 1114, 1121, 
1122, 1129, 1147, 1220, 1223, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1240, 1251, 1287, 
1289, 1299, 1322, 1330, 1365, 1402, 1417, 1429, 1431, 1475, 1480, 
1485, 1511, 1550, 1589, 1594, 1616, 1617, 1674, 1699, 1810, 1811, 
1931, 2067, 2590, 2660, 2729, 2842, 2965, 3048, 3182, 3269

Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant), 
or Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil), and Lipids in the Human 
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Diet 22, 89, 90, 210, 308, 451, 503, 512, 590, 759, 1005, 1195, 
1337, 1339, 1340, 1520, 1753, 1914, 1916, 2199, 2990, 3097, 3326

Lipids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3, Linolenic Acid and 
Linolenate

Lipids–Effects of Dietary Lipids (Especially Soy Oil and Lecithin) 
on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol) 3017

Lipolytic enzymes in the soybean. See Enzymes in the Soybean–
Lipoxygenase and Its Inactivation

Lipoxygenase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Lipoxygenase and Its 
Inactivation

Lists and Descriptions (Offi cial and / or Extensive) of Early U.S. 
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms 1003, 
1320

Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods 
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in 
Jan. 1990 2058, 2920

Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural / 
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism 2519, 2741, 3179, 3245, 3383

Low cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: 
Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LECs)

Low-cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, 
Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost

Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 174, 215, 229, 230, 
263, 434, 496, 520, 616, 617, 649, 655, 681, 731, 794, 799, 823, 
896, 906, 989, 999, 1004, 1008, 1045, 1055, 1073, 1126, 1129, 
1154, 1176, 1202, 1310, 1311, 1356, 1368

Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). Founded 1973. 
Acquired Oct. 2000 by Degussa AG of Germany. Acquired in 2006 
by Cargill 3444

Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Lukoskie, Luke. See Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington)

Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus 
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis) 51, 76, 507, 585, 
742, 945

Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese 
Colony)

Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and 
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers, 
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers). See 
also: Combines and Tractors 51, 474, 520, 672, 695, 707, 723, 772, 
870, 1008, 1098, 1135, 1173, 1231, 1323, 1359, 1448, 1529, 1568, 
1610, 1984, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2297, 2834, 3088, 3213, 3259, 3372

Machinery, farm. See Combines

Macrobiotic Cookbooks 3221

Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi, 
Herman and Cornellia Aihara 2212, 2613, 2624, 2694, 3181, 3221, 
3279, 3387

Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee). 
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was 
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964 1353

Maggi (Kempthal / Kemptal, Switzerland) 742

Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota). Div. of Goods, Inc. 
Named Tofu, Inc. and Eastern Foods, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
from 1978 to March 1989 2934

Maize. See Corn / Maize

Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger, 
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality

Malnutrition Matters (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada). Non-Profi t 
Organization. Founded in 2000 by Frank Daller and Brian Herrigan 
3272

Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria

Manchuria–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and 
/ or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 9, 72, 
157, 201, 225, 248, 256, 312, 336, 337, 350, 362, 363, 370, 376, 
397, 434, 439, 447, 599, 604, 716, 768, 942, 1060

Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada) 3207

Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Named 
Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam until 1982. Absorbed by 
Akwarius Almere in 1987 3138

Map / Maps 17, 44, 135, 144, 148, 150, 157, 158, 170, 172, 213, 
223, 313, 350, 368, 434, 506, 615, 685, 1008, 1056, 1216, 1228, 
1232, 1237, 1239, 1279, 1325, 1455, 1476, 1479, 1481, 1520, 1550, 
1617, 1728, 2006, 2109, 2180, 2292, 2475, 2489, 2571, 2596, 2611, 
2634, 2732, 2836, 2847, 2967, 3159, 3298, 3330, 3404, 3409, 3443

Maple Leaf Foods. See CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada)

Maple Leaf Monarch or Maple Leaf Mills. See ADM Agri-
Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada)

Margarine 614, 724, 725, 739, 834, 904, 951, 1003, 1020, 1085, 
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1090, 1107, 1129, 1191, 1204, 1220, 1222, 1223, 1228, 1252, 1270, 
1281, 1295, 1325, 1342, 1355, 1368, 1427, 1442, 1447, 1481, 1495, 
1533, 1537, 1545, 1568, 1575, 1581, 1612, 1616, 1621, 1629, 1631, 
1645, 1673, 1674, 1697, 1699, 1700, 1704, 1733, 1772, 1775, 1792, 
1798, 1817, 1825, 1828, 1838, 1842, 1859, 1867, 1872, 1881, 1909, 
2008, 2017, 2018, 2025, 2026, 2049, 2050, 2090, 2143, 2144, 2145, 
2165, 2182, 2187, 2292, 2300, 2334, 2371, 2470, 2530, 2531, 2547, 
2571, 2580, 2589, 2600, 2622, 2660, 2667, 2694, 2720, 2724, 2745, 
2755, 2842, 2921, 2955, 2999, 3013, 3041, 3046, 3101, 3154, 3159, 
3218, 3227, 3253

Margarine–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 246, 248, 505, 559, 606, 667, 1699

Margarine Made with Soy 202, 226, 246, 248, 251, 365, 422, 434, 
440, 451, 505, 559, 597, 606, 608, 616, 617, 625, 647, 649, 655, 
667, 669, 688, 689, 690, 702, 722, 734, 756, 765, 794, 840, 900, 
907, 915, 959, 970, 985, 999, 1004, 1008, 1010, 1055, 1057, 1061, 
1073, 1086, 1114, 1122, 1126, 1134, 1136, 1144, 1146, 1151, 1172, 
1213, 1230, 1231, 1245, 1332, 1348, 1365, 1413, 1422, 1449, 1454, 
1458, 1459, 1480, 1532, 1546, 1550, 1563, 1617, 1636, 1774, 1889, 
1891, 1970, 1987, 2029, 2030, 2083, 2087, 2100, 2108, 2156, 2163, 
2183, 2327, 2348, 2462, 2593, 2707, 2773, 2836, 3089, 3262, 3269, 
3297, 3298, 3328, 3361, 3549

Margarine Made without Soy Oil 26, 278, 296, 857, 898, 945, 1084, 
2528, 2529

Market statistics. See the specifi c product concerned, e.g. Tofu 
Industry and Market Statistics

Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production 
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses

Marketing Association, Soybean. See Soybean Marketing 
Association (1929-1932)

Marketing of soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu–Marketing 
of

Marketing soybeans. See Chicago Board of Trade

Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics 
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models) 
304, 497, 539, 574, 610, 639, 695, 758, 956, 966, 969, 1002, 1056, 
1101, 1104, 1105, 1108, 1109, 1112, 1116, 1118, 1122, 1123, 1124, 
1127, 1132, 1147, 1148, 1152, 1155, 1170, 1171, 1192, 1197, 1204, 
1208, 1209, 1213, 1224, 1225, 1228, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 
1254, 1264, 1272, 1273, 1279, 1300, 1330, 1331, 1349, 1350, 1351, 
1377, 1382, 1395, 1401, 1406, 1411, 1421, 1464, 1470, 1476, 1497, 
1499, 1537, 1552, 1563, 1568, 1576, 1585, 1587, 1608, 1611, 1616, 
1617, 1621, 1622, 1645, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1669, 
1674, 1677, 1678, 1680, 1681, 1684, 1686, 1687, 1698, 1704, 1718, 
1722, 1739, 1740, 1755, 1771, 1792, 1799, 1802, 1803, 1810, 1815, 
1828, 1842, 1847, 1862, 1864, 1867, 1885, 1892, 1903, 1904, 1908, 
1917, 1921, 1923, 1943, 1948, 1961, 1978, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1997, 
2003, 2008, 2015, 2020, 2024, 2029, 2039, 2044, 2062, 2063, 2068, 
2079, 2080, 2085, 2087, 2091, 2092, 2094, 2095, 2097, 2098, 2109, 

2112, 2117, 2132, 2139, 2151, 2155, 2171, 2180, 2184, 2186, 2192, 
2193, 2194, 2200, 2201, 2204, 2209, 2210, 2217, 2218, 2220, 2221, 
2253, 2261, 2265, 2280, 2281, 2282, 2293, 2295, 2300, 2308, 2310, 
2314, 2318, 2320, 2321, 2322, 2324, 2331, 2332, 2334, 2335, 2339, 
2340, 2353, 2354, 2356, 2363, 2373, 2374, 2376, 2377, 2378, 2384, 
2390, 2401, 2417, 2422, 2423, 2433, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2446, 2451, 
2452, 2454, 2458, 2460, 2464, 2482, 2489, 2493, 2503, 2506, 2509, 
2511, 2512, 2513, 2519, 2522, 2525, 2544, 2558, 2565, 2568, 2570, 
2571, 2582, 2583, 2587, 2588, 2593, 2601, 2604, 2608, 2611, 2612, 
2616, 2620, 2625, 2631, 2640, 2643, 2645, 2648, 2649, 2657, 2661, 
2666, 2671, 2681, 2685, 2687, 2696, 2700, 2711, 2713, 2716, 2722, 
2723, 2724, 2725, 2729, 2731, 2737, 2743, 2744, 2748, 2754, 2763, 
2765, 2766, 2768, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2774, 2777, 2783, 2791, 2794, 
2801, 2802, 2803, 2806, 2808, 2810, 2814, 2824, 2831, 2833, 2834, 
2837, 2844, 2849, 2851, 2853, 2855, 2862, 2864, 2869, 2875, 2876, 
2878, 2880, 2884, 2893, 2898, 2900, 2901, 2902, 2907, 2909, 2913, 
2917, 2918, 2922, 2925, 2928, 2933, 2934, 2939, 2941, 2943, 2952, 
2953, 2959, 2960, 2966, 2968, 2971, 2972, 2975, 2978, 2983, 2984, 
2988, 2989, 2994, 2995, 3000, 3003, 3004, 3009, 3012, 3015, 3016, 
3020, 3021, 3022, 3025, 3029, 3032, 3033, 3034, 3040, 3042, 3043, 
3057, 3059, 3060, 3063, 3064, 3065, 3068, 3073, 3078, 3085, 3089, 
3091, 3092, 3095, 3096, 3100, 3101, 3102, 3106, 3108, 3110, 3111, 
3118, 3125, 3128, 3129, 3132, 3133, 3135, 3145, 3148, 3151, 3154, 
3156, 3162, 3167, 3171, 3174, 3175, 3180, 3186, 3192, 3193, 3195, 
3196, 3198, 3202, 3203, 3208, 3209, 3213, 3214, 3216, 3222, 3226, 
3228, 3234, 3238, 3241, 3251, 3261, 3292, 3316, 3317, 3320, 3328, 
3335, 3337, 3344, 3352, 3376, 3386, 3396, 3398, 3403, 3407, 3455, 
3467, 3481, 3546

Marketing–Soyfoods and Soy Products 1108, 1969, 2120, 2387, 
2388, 2584, 2647, 2659, 2664, 2786, 2806, 2839, 2908, 2916, 3046, 
3061, 3101, 3219

Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics

Marshall Islands. See Oceania–Marshall Islands

Marusan-Ai. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts

Maturity groups. See Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–
Maturity Groups

Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), Multi-
Purpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger 1858, 2388

Meat alternatives companies. See Yves Veggie Cuisine (Vancouver, 
BC, Canada)

Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat, 
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders) 2976

Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products. 
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See Also Meat Extenders 742, 1091, 2292, 3517

Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region 3215

Meat Alternatives–Kesp (Based on Spun Soy Protein Fibers). See 
Also Meat Extenders 2623

Meat alternatives makers. See Tivall (Tivol)

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo, and 
Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages 949, 950, 
2292

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat 
Extenders 2613, 2694, 2958, 3163, 3215, 3383

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related 
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey 1492, 2020

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot 
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.). 
See Also Meat Extenders 2020, 2623, 2958

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and 
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls) 1111, 2429, 
2694

Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders 
(Marketed as Such) 1154, 1223, 1228, 1332, 1414, 1442, 2348, 
2623, 3134, 3135, 3200, 3270

Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and 
Newspapers 1169

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in Europe, or Related to 
Europeans in Asia 399, 447, 594, 597, 932, 2564, 2624, 2632

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or 
Related to North Americans in Asia 1176, 1442, 1493, 2020, 2741, 
2915, 3001

Medical aspects of soybeans. See Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, 
Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal Symptoms, 
Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health

Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical 
Aspects

Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Effects / Aspects (General) 
750, 2736

Medicine–Alternative–Incl. Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Drugless 
Doctors, Herbal Therapy, Holistic / Wholistic Medicine, 
Homeopathy, Natural Hygiene, Natural Medicine, Naturopathy, 
Preventive / Preventative Medicine, 3248

Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine

Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937), the A.P. Meharry Farms (One 

Near Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois, and Three in Indiana), 
and William E. Riegel, Meharry Farm Manager and Independent 
Soybean Grower in Tolono, Illinois 1099, 1114, 1143, 1181, 1182, 
1183, 1228, 1300, 1345, 1374, 1508, 1519

Mei Dou Za / Mei-Tou-Cha / Meitauza. See Tempeh, Okara

Membrane Technology Processes–Microfi ltration (MF), 
Ultrafi ltration (UF, including Diafi ltration), Reverse Osmosis 
(RO–also known as hyperfi ltration, HF), Electrodialysis (ED), and 
Nanofi ltration (NF) 2999, 3330

Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal Symptoms, Such as 
“Hot Flashes” and “Night Sweats” 3330

Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America

Messina, Mark (PhD) and Virginia (MPH, RD) (Nutrition Matters, 
Inc., Port Townsend, Washington state; moved to Pittsfi eld, 
Massachusetts in early 2016). Mark is one of the world’s leading 
experts on soy nutrition 3248, 3387

Mexican-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Latin America, Central 
America–Mexico

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico

Mexico and Central America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods 
Movement in Mexico and Central America

Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia 664, 
685, 806, 807, 1008, 1188, 1251

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan

Microalgae. See Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their 
Fermentation

Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology, 
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by 
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination

MicroSoy Corporation (Jefferson, Iowa; Osaka, Japan). Formerly 
Nichii Co. and MYCAL Corp.. 3536

Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin 
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central 
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies

Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, 
Ohio)

Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used 
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.

Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts, 
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, 
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts, 
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Pumpkin Seeds, Sunfl ower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond 
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame Milk 
687, 739, 742, 1085, 1492, 2908

Milk, peanut. See Peanut Milk

Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)

Milk, soy. See Soymilk

Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition 
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio) 1479, 1481, 1490, 1772, 2116, 2745

Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy

Minerals (General) 402, 1003

Mink. See Fur-Bearing Animals

Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota

Miso companies (USA). See Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, 
California), South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 1111, 1734, 2720

Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade 7, 159, 223, 326, 478, 
735, 832, 839, 851, 934, 1000, 1309, 2212, 3179, 3325

Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 368, 735, 742, 1184, 1207, 1543, 1583, 1734, 
1794, 1855, 1956, 2005, 2429, 2443, 2463, 2617, 2756, 2775, 2897, 
2939, 3021, 3137, 3139, 3140, 3179, 3180, 3254, 3325, 3370

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3179

Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinese-
style Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau 
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesian-
style Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]) 7, 14, 24, 25, 26, 
46, 48, 60, 96, 97, 159, 179, 223, 257, 263, 270, 271, 273, 277, 313, 
326, 366, 381, 384, 389, 399, 411, 414, 422, 426, 478, 507, 554, 
583, 586, 593, 618, 619, 625, 652, 653, 685, 686, 690, 735, 737, 
742, 743, 750, 755, 811, 826, 832, 839, 851, 896, 897, 902, 934, 
936, 974, 975, 1000, 1003, 1010, 1011, 1023, 1024, 1043, 1056, 
1061, 1073, 1111, 1133, 1135, 1146, 1157, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1188, 
1189, 1207, 1233, 1253, 1260, 1277, 1353, 1355, 1359, 1362, 1368, 
1391, 1435, 1456, 1459, 1461, 1469, 1505, 1509, 1512, 1516, 1535, 
1543, 1561, 1578, 1583, 1619, 1663, 1665, 1672, 1678, 1684, 1685, 
1691, 1702, 1709, 1711, 1720, 1722, 1733, 1734, 1740, 1744, 1750, 
1751, 1756, 1762, 1764, 1770, 1794, 1799, 1855, 1859, 1864, 1876, 
1877, 1880, 1890, 1892, 1917, 1933, 1939, 1950, 1956, 1978, 1990, 
2005, 2006, 2058, 2061, 2071, 2084, 2087, 2090, 2095, 2105, 2122, 
2152, 2212, 2234, 2287, 2303, 2380, 2429, 2443, 2453, 2463, 2547, 
2549, 2593, 2617, 2624, 2626, 2632, 2641, 2720, 2727, 2731, 2734, 

2736, 2753, 2754, 2756, 2757, 2773, 2775, 2856, 2868, 2897, 2915, 
2920, 2932, 2958, 2984, 3021, 3049, 3115, 3137, 3139, 3140, 3166, 
3179, 3180, 3181, 3200, 3221, 3227, 3228, 3252, 3255, 3273, 3287, 
3325, 3326, 3328, 3361, 3370, 3387, 3392, 3528, 3549, 3554, 3572, 
3599, 3600

Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese 60, 179, 326, 1505, 2122, 2224, 2225, 
2234, 2235, 2247, 2261, 2613, 2775

Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste including Doenjang

Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri

Missouri Farmers Association (MFA), Mexico and Columbia, 
Missouri–Cooperative Soybean Crushers 2499, 2519, 2545, 2606, 
2610

Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co., 
founded 1876) 75, 202, 232, 254, 255, 257, 264, 272, 315, 333, 
357, 362, 363, 379, 515, 604, 712, 768, 802, 940, 970, 977, 1169, 
1204, 1253, 1391, 2480, 2939, 3161, 3353

Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, California) 3179

Mizono family. See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, California)

Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi

Moisture tolerance in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–Moisture 
Tolerance

Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova

Monosodium glutamate. See MSG

Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri) and its HybriTech Seed 
International subsidiary. Acquired Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in April 
1983. Acquired Asgrow in Feb. 1997. Merged with Pharmacia & 
Upjohn on 31 March 2000 and was renamed Pharmacia Corp 1861, 
2782, 3134, 3289, 3290, 3300, 3306, 3308, 3327, 3339, 3341, 3349, 
3350, 3374, 3382, 3392, 3396, 3397, 3398, 3408, 3411, 3424, 3425, 
3430, 3435, 3436, 3438, 3440, 3448, 3459, 3487, 3502, 3508, 3527, 
3540, 3548, 3587

Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt 
Co., Illinois). Later also called Piatt County Soybean Cooperative 
Co., and Viobin (Maker of Wheat Germ Oil) 1004, 1044, 1130, 
1511

Moorman Manufacturing Co. See Quincy Soybean Products Co. 
(Quincy, Illinois)

Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance, 
California, and Tokyo, Japan) 2613, 3131, 3283

Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, 
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Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy

Morrill Act. See Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their 
Origin with the Land

Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert) 685, 
686, 719, 787, 789, 796, 806, 807, 848, 876, 891, 904, 912, 1003, 
1005, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1043, 1058, 1097, 1098, 1113, 
1126, 1135, 1161, 1163, 1166, 1171, 1173, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1185, 
1187, 1188, 1189, 1193, 1202, 1207, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1260, 1295, 
1320, 1344, 1353, 1358, 1393, 1420, 1444, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1499, 
1518, 1543, 1546, 1583, 1609, 1755, 2039, 2047, 2146, 2147, 2152, 
2280, 2285, 2371, 2420, 3151, 3321, 3549

Morse, W.J., on expedition to East Asia. See Tofu Dorsett-Morse 
Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931)

Motion Pictures or References to Motion Pictures. Also called 
Movies, Films, or Documentaries 1184, 1711

Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled

Movies or fi lms. See Motion Pictures

MSG (Monosodium Glutamate, the Sodium Salt of Glutamic Acid) 
1086, 1218, 1368, 2976

Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean

Mull-Soy. See Borden Inc.

Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata 
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese 
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah. 
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo / 
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo 45, 69, 70, 
136, 170, 174, 257, 333, 419, 420, 587, 591, 662, 664, 740, 837, 
949, 950, 1008, 1010, 1045, 1097, 1214, 2119, 2198, 2613, 2656, 
2665, 3066, 3152, 3351

Muso Shokuhin–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Osaka, 
Japan) 3181, 3279

Myths of soybean history–debunking / dispelling. See History of the 
Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its History

Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and 
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Nashville Agricultural and Normal Institute (NANI). See Madison 
Foods and Madison College

Nasoya Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of 
Vitasoy Since Aug. 1990 2613, 2920

National Agricultural Library (USDA, Beltsville, Maryland) 2025

National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland) 
2025

National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR) 
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional 
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991 1479, 1481, 1490, 1511, 
1618, 1697, 1709, 1720, 1734, 1756, 1762, 1770, 1780, 1808, 1890, 
1967, 1978, 1987, 2083, 2106, 2116, 2429, 2483, 2518, 2520, 2580, 
2615, 3035, 3321, 3364, 3549

National Food Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, 
Japan) 1756, 1770, 1876, 1877, 1978, 3254

National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean 
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National 
Soybean Processors Assoc. (NSPA) from June 1936 to July 1989. 
Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya 
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research 
Council [1937+]) 1228, 1326, 1341, 1373, 1439, 1479, 1481, 1490, 
1501, 1508, 1549, 1660, 1668, 1677, 1682, 1688, 1692, 1694, 1697, 
1715, 1718, 1758, 1985, 1989, 2044, 2056, 2096, 2097, 2102, 2135, 
2142, 2152, 2157, 2192, 2195, 2203, 2379, 2484, 2499, 2528, 2529, 
2530, 2531, 2583, 2596, 2600, 2603, 2604, 2634, 2636, 2671, 2749, 
2788, 2790, 2816, 2831, 2836, 2837, 2840, 2969, 3122, 3135, 3318, 
3348, 3557

National Soybean Crop Improvement Council. Organized March 
1948 2289, 2290, 2371, 2418, 2499, 2528, 2529

Natto, Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 1023, 1024, 1061, 2779, 2937

Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from 
Japan

Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 1794, 1956, 2005, 2443, 2463, 2756, 2775, 
2897, 2932, 2939, 3139, 3180, 3254, 3370

Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3254

Natto, Korean-Style (sometimes salted)–Chongkukjang / 
Chungkookjang / Chungkook-Jang / Chung Kook Jang / Chungkuk 
Jang / Chung Kuk Jang / Chungkukjang / Ch’onggukchang / 
Cheonggukjang / Cheonggookjang / Joenkukjang / Chunggugjang 
2429

Natto–Soybean Dawadawa (From West Africa). Also called Dawa-
dawa, Dadawa, Daddawa, Iru, Local Maggi, Ogiri, Soumbala / 
Soumbara / Sumbala, or Tonou 2341, 2343, 2779, 2937, 3188, 3216

Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto) 60, 96, 257, 
263, 333, 422, 451, 507, 625, 685, 686, 690, 742, 743, 750, 880, 
901, 936, 949, 950, 999, 1003, 1010, 1011, 1023, 1024, 1043, 1061, 
1111, 1135, 1146, 1154, 1157, 1184, 1253, 1359, 1391, 1435, 1685, 
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1702, 1722, 1733, 1734, 1740, 1751, 1756, 1770, 1794, 1864, 1956, 
2005, 2006, 2058, 2090, 2122, 2287, 2341, 2343, 2429, 2443, 2453, 
2463, 2547, 2549, 2617, 2626, 2641, 2720, 2724, 2734, 2736, 2753, 
2756, 2757, 2775, 2779, 2805, 2897, 2932, 2937, 2939, 3021, 3135, 
3139, 3148, 3166, 3180, 3188, 3198, 3204, 3214, 3216, 3226, 3246, 
3254, 3300, 3370, 3404, 3528, 3554, 3599, 3600

Natural and Health Foods Retail Chains or Supermarkets: Alfalfa’s 
(Mark Retzloff, Boulder, CO), Bread & Circus (Tony Harnett, 
MA), Frazier Farms (Bill Frazier, Southern Calif.), Fresh Fields 
(Rockville, MD), GNC = General Nutrition Corp. (Pittsburgh, 
PA), Mrs. Gooch’s (Los Angeles, CA), Nature Foods Centres 
(Wilmington, MA; Ronald Rossetti), Trader Joe’s, Wild Oats 2613

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (Canada). See 
Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada)

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA). See 
Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan). Founded 4 Nov. 1969, 
Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts), Tree of Life (St. Augustine, 
Florida), Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California)

Natural Foods Exporters and Distributors (Japan). See Muso 
Shokuhin (Osaka, Japan)

Natural Foods Movement and Industry in the United States (Started 
in the Mid-1950s) 2276, 2613, 2958

Near East. See Asia, Middle East

Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) or Transmittance (NIT) Analysis. 
See Seed, Food or Feed Composition–High-Speed Measurement 
Techniques, such as Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) Anlysis and 
Spectrophotometry

Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms 
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot or 
Root-Gall 1003, 1008, 1054, 1135, 1635, 2146, 2197, 2280, 2371, 
2418, 3225

Neonotonia wightii (Also called Rhodesian Kudzu Vine, Perennial 
Soybean, or Soja perene / Soya Perenne; Formerly Glycine javanica
or Glycine wightii) 37

Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group) 1391, 2609, 
2939, 3147, 3200, 3228, 3387

Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacifi c Ocean 
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and 
Dependencies

New England Soy Dairy. See Tomsun Foods, Inc.

New Uses Movement (USA, starting 1986)–Industrial Uses of 
Soybeans. Successor to the Farm Chemurgic Movement (1930s 
to 1950s). And Value-Added Industrial Applications. See also: 
Research & Development Centers–USDA-ARS National Center 
for Agricultural Utilization Research (Peoria, Illinois) 2934, 2958, 

2965, 2985, 3035, 3208, 3209, 3348

New York. See United States–States–New York

New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)

New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand

New Zealand, health foods movement and industry. See Health 
Foods Movement and Industry in Australia, New Zealand...

Nichii Company. See Whole Dry Soybean Flakes

Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) 267, 434, 437, 794, 802, 922, 
940, 941, 963, 970, 977, 1071, 1085, 1163, 1171, 1368, 1924, 2232, 
2852

Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company 669, 743

Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by 
Rhizobium Bacteria 38, 102, 166, 247, 327, 367, 422, 434, 450, 
455, 502, 504, 505, 507, 508, 544, 593, 639, 650, 654, 665, 666, 
669, 672, 693, 707, 743, 760, 794, 823, 848, 880, 949, 950, 995, 
1003, 1008, 1010, 1013, 1024, 1054, 1098, 1100, 1101, 1122, 1137, 
1147, 1154, 1156, 1181, 1205, 1276, 1295, 1338, 1355, 1357, 1358, 
1359, 1387, 1391, 1392, 1394, 1444, 1464, 1476, 1477, 1509, 1516, 
1520, 1522, 1529, 1530, 1535, 1550, 1769, 1857, 2119, 2159, 2274, 
2280, 2292, 2297, 2371, 2418, 2505, 2542, 2618, 2619, 2665, 2729, 
2779, 2796, 2805, 3086, 3225, 3352, 3382, 3441

Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and 
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for 
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula) 743, 1387, 
1530, 2665

Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany) 406, 742, 743, 1146, 
1235, 1464

Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and 
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria

Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and 
Confusion Concerning Names 1003, 1320

Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and 
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes

Nordquist, Ted. See WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN 
Industries, Inc., California)

North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For 
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America

North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina

North Iowa Cooperative Processing Association, (Manly, Iowa). 
Opened Sept. 1944. Renamed North Iowa Soybean Cooperative in 
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1962. See also Glenn Pogeler 1873, 2106, 2610

Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The 
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim

Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See 
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR) 
(USDA-ARS)

Northrup King Co. A subsidiary of Sandoz (1995), then Novartis 
(1996), then Syngenta (2001) 3225, 3300

No-till farming. See Soybean Cultural Practices–No Till Farming

Novartis, Including Novartis Seeds. Novartis was formed in March 
1996 by the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy (both based in 
Basel, Switzerland) 3464

Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or Radioactivity Worldwide 
3178, 3602

Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds, 
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, 
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias, 
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunfl ower Seeds, Walnuts, 
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from 
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter 999, 2920

Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made 
from Nuts

Nutraceuticals. See Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals

Nutrisoya, Inc. (Quebec) 3257, 3274

Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary 
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis, 
Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention, Flatulence or Intestinal Gas, 
Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals, Human Nutrition–Human 
Trials, Intestinal Flora / Bacteria, Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition 
of Soy, Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids, Minerals (General), Protein 
Quality, and Supplementation, Protein Resources and Shortages, 
and the “World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, 
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds, Toxins and Toxicity 
in Foods and Feeds–General, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and 
Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent and the Duren / Dueren Disease or 
Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants, Vitamin E (Tocopherol), Vitamins 
(General), Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins), Vitamins 
K (Coagulant)

Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual 
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and Base-
Forming Elements in Foods 1111

Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants, 
Phytic Acid, Phytates, and Phytin, Saponins, Trypsin / Protease / 
Proteinase Growth Inhibitors

Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Antinutritional 

Factors (General), Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)

Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

Nutrition Education (Or Lack Thereof in Medical Schools), Food 
Groups, and Food Pyramids 2116

Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France). Founded in June 
1982 as SOY (Cerny, France). Named Nutrition et Soja, Div. of 
Nutrition et Santé from 1 Aug. 1994 until 1 Jan. 2011 2609, 3464

Nutrition (General) 932, 1091, 1218, 1307, 1353, 1357, 1362, 1387, 
1391, 1392, 1394, 1505, 1522, 1538, 1761, 1794, 2005, 2007, 2120, 
2303, 2404, 2418, 2580, 2785, 2788, 2826, 2915, 2976, 3221, 3596

Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics

Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or 
Steroid Hormones

Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cancer Preventing Substances in 
Soy, Cardiovascular Disease, Especially Heart Disease and Stroke, 
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses 
/ Aspects (General), Menopause–Relief of Unpleasant Menopausal 
Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health

Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese 
Medicine, Traditional

Nutrition–Minerals. See Calcium Availability, Absorption, and 
Content of Soy

Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 
and Content

Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and 
Basic Research

Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan 
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects

Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts

Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certifi cates, and Wills. See Also: 
Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies 1374, 
1519, 1755

Oceania–Atlantic Ocean Islands that are Part of the United 
Kingdom–Ascension (in south Atlantic), British Antarctic Territory 
(Including South Shetland Islands and South Orkney Islands in 
south Atlantic), Channel Islands (in English Channel), Falkland 
Islands {or Islas Malvinas} and Dependencies (in south Atlantic), 
Isle of Man (in Irish Sea), South Georgia Islands (in South 
Atlantic), St. Helena (1,200 miles off the west coast of Africa) 933, 
1025

Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos 
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory, 
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Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and 
Australian Antarctic Territory) 68, 86, 251, 288, 307, 325, 329, 331, 
343, 383, 400, 407, 425, 450, 451, 485, 503, 512, 517, 527, 544, 
597, 685, 825, 933, 995, 1003, 1025, 1058, 1066, 1154, 1161, 1338, 
1355, 1357, 1391, 1392, 1420, 1434, 1444, 1529, 1583, 1699, 1747, 
1828, 1919, 1958, 2025, 2047, 2078, 2096, 2165, 2361, 2366, 2429, 
2451, 2542, 2571, 2574, 2577, 2578, 2798, 2836, 2912, 2921, 2940, 
2989, 3055, 3103, 3112, 3133, 3171, 3202, 3261, 3328, 3380, 3462

Oceania–Fiji 933, 1025, 1355, 3380

Oceania–French Polynesia (French Oceania from about 1903 to 
sometime between 1946 and 1958. A French Overseas Territory in 
the South Pacifi c Ocean, comprising the Marquesas, Society Islands 
{Including Tahiti}, Gambier, and Tubuai Islands, and the Tuamotu 
Archipelago) 2618

Oceania (General, Also Called Australasia, or Australia and Islands 
of the Pacifi c / Pacifi c Islands) 641, 933, 1025, 2112, 2429, 2571, 
3261, 3326, 3328, 3342, 3369, 3417

Oceania–Guam 933, 1025, 3380

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 1338

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country in 
Oceania 1338

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain country in Oceania 1338

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country 
in Oceania 1338

Oceania–Kiribati (Gilbert Islands until 1979) 933, 1025

Oceania–Marshall Islands, Republic of the 3380

Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands, 
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union 
Islands) 61, 81, 230, 279, 290, 292, 295, 442, 446, 450, 496, 623, 
699, 714, 798, 933, 1025, 1355, 2165, 2366, 2429, 3133

Oceania–Other Pacifi c Islands, Including American Samoa, Cook 
Islands (NZ), Niue (NZ), Northern Mariana Islands (U.S., Including 
Saipan, Tinian, Rota). And Large Pacifi c Island Groups–Melanesia, 
Micronesia, Polynesia 1025

Oceania–Pacifi c Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory 
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies. 
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines 
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon 
Islands (Ile Huon) 933, 1025, 1338, 1355

Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New 
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until 
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to 

1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea) 933, 1025, 3380

Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate 
until July 1978) 933, 1025, 3380

Oceania–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 2542, 2571, 2577, 3055, 3261, 3328

Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of 933, 1025

Oceania–Tuvalu (The Ellice Islands part of the Gilbert and Ellice 
Islands Colony before 1976) 933, 1025

Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980) 
933, 1025

Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965 
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s 
Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded 
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG) 406, 455, 459, 476, 608, 
1043, 1044, 1085, 1146, 1235, 1270, 1387, 1464, 1511, 2499, 2683, 
3017, 3215, 3289, 3330, 3444, 3497

Off fl avors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio

Ohio Miso Co. (Founded in 1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard 
Kluding). See South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Ohio Valley Soybean Cooperative (Henderson, Kentucky). Started 
June 1941 1757

Oil, soy. See Soy Oil

Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil

Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Paint 
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. Gardner, 
L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans

Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of 
Soy Oil

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand 
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor 
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Resins, Plastics, and 
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO), Rubber Substitutes 
or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles, 
Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Adjuvants, 
Carriers, and Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other 
Agricultural Chemicals, Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or 
Artifi cial Petroleum, Dust Suppressants and Dust Control, 
Explosives Made from Glycerine, Illumination or Lighting by 
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Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, Lubricants, 
Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts, Release or Curing 
Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic 
Fluids, and Other Minor or General Uses, Soaps or Detergents

Oil, sweet. See Sweet oil

Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp

Okara tempeh. See Tempeh, Okara

Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since 
1972) 263

Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffi nose, Stachyose, and 
Verbascose) 936, 2999, 3021, 3254, 3330

Olive Oil 13, 24, 44, 197, 198, 214, 233, 289, 310, 331, 639, 658, 
731, 747, 786, 810, 820, 857, 883, 933, 996, 999, 1001, 1029, 1031, 
1034, 1035, 1062, 1084, 1122, 1230, 1475, 1485, 1532, 1680, 1798, 
1858, 1879, 1881, 1936, 1962, 1969, 1972, 1992, 2018, 2067, 2178, 
2260, 2270, 2352, 2384, 2462, 2469, 2475, 2638, 2709, 2870, 2949, 
2973, 3235, 3269, 3441

Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil 330, 810, 1680, 
2270

Omega-3 fatty acids. See Linolenic Acid–Omega-3 Fatty Acid 
Content of Soybeans and Soybean Products

Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives

Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario

Ontario Soybean Growers (Canada: Name Changes–Ontario 
Soybean Growers Association, Nov. 1946 to 1949. Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 1949 to 1989. Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board, 1989 to 1 Dec. 1999). Merged into 
Grain Farmers of Ontario 2010 Jan 1 1585, 1612, 1674, 1697, 1781, 
1820, 1867, 1949, 1954, 2008, 2068, 2094, 2184, 2204, 2300, 2332, 
2334, 2538, 2596, 2626, 2634, 2641, 2690, 2720, 2724, 2728, 2734, 
2754, 2805, 2939, 3019, 3020, 3021, 3089, 3106, 3139, 3146, 3148, 
3156, 3158, 3167, 3186, 3191, 3198, 3203, 3204, 3212, 3213, 3214, 
3219, 3222, 3225, 3226, 3228, 3230, 3231, 3237, 3241, 3252, 3253, 
3254, 3255, 3256, 3258, 3273, 3276, 3286, 3294, 3295, 3314, 3319, 
3343, 3344, 3349, 3355, 3356, 3360, 3370, 3375, 3391, 3397, 3433, 
3486, 3491

Organic Farming and Gardening (General; Part of Natural Foods 
Movement). See also: Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). 
See also: Soybean Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or 
Soybean Products in Commercial Food Products 2212, 3248, 3267

Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). See also: Soybean 
Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or Soybean Products in 
Commercial Food Products 2609, 2694, 3138, 3139, 3181, 3207, 
3229, 3232, 3233, 3266, 3315, 3366, 3462

Organically Grown Soybeans or Organic Soybean Products in 
Commercial Food Products 3021, 3179

Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or 
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation

Oriental Show-You Company. Purchased in 1963 by Beatrice / La 
Choy 1353

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans 
(General) 87, 96, 503, 512, 548, 1097, 1145, 1154, 1310, 1492, 
1582, 2199, 2280, 2285, 2420, 2690, 2942, 3082

Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health 3330

Ostrander, Ward Adelbert (1888-1953, Purdue Univ., Indiana) 1004, 
1021

Pacifi c Foods of Oregon, Inc. (Tualatin, Oregon) 3207, 3283

Pacifi c Islands. See Oceania

Packaging Innovations and Problems 371, 2613, 3207

Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. 
Gardner, L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans 671, 750, 
828, 860, 869, 969, 989, 992, 1373

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of 
Soy Proteins 936, 1086, 1223, 1368, 1439, 1444, 1593, 1734, 2976

Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / 
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 70, 
178, 202, 204, 215, 229, 272, 397, 419, 420, 440, 451, 501, 505, 
507, 520, 545, 550, 555, 556, 589, 593, 616, 617, 625, 639, 649, 
655, 667, 671, 681, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 697, 702, 722, 723, 
728, 731, 738, 750, 770, 772, 774, 806, 820, 828, 834, 837, 857, 
860, 869, 889, 896, 904, 906, 959, 966, 969, 970, 989, 992, 995, 
999, 1000, 1003, 1004, 1008, 1017, 1020, 1021, 1045, 1048, 1055, 
1056, 1057, 1061, 1064, 1067, 1069, 1070, 1073, 1086, 1090, 1098, 
1109, 1114, 1121, 1122, 1126, 1129, 1130, 1142, 1144, 1147, 1148, 
1153, 1171, 1176, 1184, 1190, 1202, 1220, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1230, 
1231, 1232, 1240, 1251, 1289, 1302, 1310, 1311, 1321, 1323, 1324, 
1325, 1326, 1332, 1333, 1342, 1348, 1353, 1355, 1356, 1368, 1373, 
1394, 1413, 1418, 1425, 1459, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1532, 1537, 1543, 
1550, 1581, 1589, 1594, 1612, 1616, 1674, 1700, 1715, 1774, 1838, 
1886, 1959, 1984, 1987, 2025, 2026, 2152, 2507, 2528, 2755, 2836, 
2965, 2976, 3269, 3326, 3361

Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan

Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Proteins 1086, 1245, 1368, 1418, 1439, 1444, 1459, 1593, 1618, 
1700, 1734, 1984, 1987, 2782, 2976

Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea

Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from 
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging

Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging 
Down
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Patent Offi ce and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Offi ce and 
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)

Patents 1115

Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents 432, 549, 
742, 1009, 1142, 1191, 1310, 1368, 1622, 1699, 1752, 2025, 2736, 
2782, 2934, 2965, 3270

Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat 
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Peanut Brittle–A Brittle Toffee Containing Roasted Peanuts 1004

Peanut Butter 999

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted) 3, 242, 274, 504, 599, 724, 730, 
750, 798, 1114, 1343, 1518, 2163, 2265, 2304, 2817, 3216

Peanut Milk 742, 1492

Peanut Oil 17, 18, 54, 71, 95, 109, 124, 129, 133, 139, 144, 145, 
150, 198, 200, 213, 214, 215, 271, 278, 289, 293, 296, 300, 310, 
333, 342, 398, 416, 435, 482, 504, 523, 524, 579, 587, 605, 606, 
631, 643, 653, 658, 724, 731, 734, 738, 747, 790, 819, 820, 846, 
852, 853, 857, 862, 868, 885, 892, 893, 898, 900, 907, 910, 921, 
925, 933, 941, 945, 947, 953, 954, 964, 980, 984, 996, 999, 1014, 
1017, 1031, 1032, 1034, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1045, 1079, 1084, 
1122, 1191, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1274, 1281, 1282, 1289, 1326, 1336, 
1365, 1389, 1408, 1417, 1418, 1455, 1475, 1540, 1542, 1699, 1717, 
1766, 1789, 1840, 1853, 2018, 2041, 2109, 2301, 2309, 2525, 2592, 
2622, 2633, 3216, 3233, 3281

Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Also Called 
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground 
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars 3, 17, 18, 40, 41, 44, 51, 54, 56, 70, 71, 
76, 95, 104, 109, 110, 115, 121, 122, 124, 127, 133, 144, 145, 146, 
147, 150, 151, 157, 213, 214, 233, 242, 270, 274, 277, 289, 308, 
310, 333, 367, 415, 416, 419, 420, 435, 445, 457, 482, 504, 507, 
524, 575, 581, 584, 585, 587, 593, 599, 600, 605, 606, 615, 631, 
640, 642, 643, 644, 650, 653, 654, 658, 670, 685, 693, 701, 722, 
723, 725, 730, 738, 744, 747, 750, 790, 798, 808, 810, 813, 818, 
819, 820, 823, 845, 852, 857, 862, 868, 873, 875, 879, 883, 890, 
900, 910, 915, 933, 941, 945, 947, 948, 954, 957, 978, 979, 995, 
996, 999, 1010, 1017, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1031, 1032, 1034, 1035, 
1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1043, 1045, 1074, 1080, 1084, 1087, 
1088, 1111, 1114, 1122, 1129, 1191, 1213, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1237, 
1239, 1259, 1274, 1281, 1288, 1289, 1293, 1308, 1311, 1326, 1356, 
1360, 1388, 1389, 1390, 1408, 1409, 1416, 1417, 1431, 1434, 1472, 
1475, 1484, 1485, 1492, 1498, 1532, 1540, 1544, 1550, 1551, 1594, 
1622, 1623, 1698, 1699, 1745, 1790, 1815, 1921, 1931, 1935, 1953, 
1966, 2009, 2018, 2054, 2067, 2109, 2119, 2120, 2129, 2163, 2171, 
2198, 2199, 2262, 2268, 2279, 2281, 2300, 2330, 2338, 2344, 2348, 
2350, 2415, 2426, 2475, 2525, 2533, 2540, 2555, 2563, 2590, 2592, 
2646, 2656, 2660, 2682, 2725, 2761, 2769, 2773, 2785, 2787, 2836, 
2842, 2963, 2968, 3048, 3091, 3116, 3142, 3152, 3215, 3216, 3233, 
3235, 3269, 3281, 3328, 3361, 3372, 3441, 3546, 3555

Peanuts–Historical Documents Published before 1900 3, 17, 18, 40, 
41, 44, 51, 54, 56

Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Trade of Peanuts, 
Peanut Oil, and / or Peanut Meal (International–Imports, Exports) 
2171, 2682

Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Pellets Made from Soybean Meal or Cake. Also Called Soybean 
Pellets 2062, 2498, 2738, 2935, 3026, 3223

Peoria Plan of 1928-29 for Growing, Selling, and Processing 
Soybeans. Initiated in Illinois by American Milling Co., Funk Bros. 
Co., and Grange League Federation (GLF) Exchange, New York 
1114, 1130, 1147, 1148, 1228, 1263, 1323, 1330, 1345, 1508

Periodicals–American Soybean Association. See American Soybean 
Association (ASA)–Periodicals

Periodicals–Soyfoods Movement. See Soyfoods Movement–
Periodicals

Pesticide carriers and adjuvants. See Adjuvants, Carriers, and 
Surfactants for Pesticides, Herbicides, and Other Agricultural 
Chemicals

Pesticides–their Use and Safety (General) 2025, 2881

Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed 
Soy

Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City). Founded 1847 507

Peterson Seed Co. (Savage, Minnesota; Waterloo, Iowa) 2371

Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean

Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines

Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations 1056, 1060, 
1061, 1066, 1071, 1073, 1075, 1086, 1130, 1135, 1138, 1140, 1143, 
1146, 1147, 1148, 1154, 1161, 1163, 1169, 1173, 1177, 1180, 1184, 
1185, 1187, 1205, 1226, 1228, 1232, 1233, 1237, 1239, 1253, 1258, 
1263, 1271, 1280, 1288, 1295, 1299, 1332, 1347, 1348, 1357, 1358, 
1359, 1374, 1387, 1392, 1393, 1400, 1403, 1414, 1418, 1444, 1446, 
1451, 1469, 1485, 1492, 1499, 1508, 1513, 1515, 1519, 1529, 1530, 
1532, 1538, 1539, 1543, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1558, 1559, 1560, 
1562, 1568, 1570, 1573, 1584, 1603, 1604, 1619, 1654, 1655, 1659, 
1660, 1663, 1665, 1666, 1669, 1673, 1677, 1678, 1680, 1685, 1687, 
1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1700, 1705, 1711, 1712, 1715, 1716, 
1718, 1720, 1726, 1728, 1733, 1734, 1736, 1739, 1744, 1746, 1747, 
1748, 1749, 1751, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1762, 1768, 1771, 1772, 1773, 
1775, 1776, 1781, 1793, 1808, 1817, 1818, 1833, 1842, 1874, 1886, 
1890, 1891, 1892, 1898, 1902, 1905, 1924, 1940, 1966, 1968, 1969, 
1974, 1978, 1982, 1991, 1992, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2016, 2019, 2021, 
2030, 2033, 2034, 2036, 2048, 2050, 2054, 2059, 2061, 2077, 2086, 
2087, 2098, 2099, 2101, 2111, 2112, 2119, 2140, 2143, 2144, 2145, 
2146, 2147, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2156, 2157, 2164, 2165, 2170, 
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2171, 2182, 2192, 2197, 2229, 2243, 2281, 2283, 2287, 2292, 2297, 
2306, 2317, 2319, 2332, 2371, 2381, 2389, 2390, 2395, 2401, 2441, 
2497, 2512, 2515, 2519, 2546, 2547, 2563, 2570, 2623, 2624, 2632, 
2635, 2657, 2667, 2683, 2698, 2702, 2720, 2765, 2791, 2836, 2839, 
2915, 2939, 3058, 3066, 3089, 3102, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3114, 3122, 
3131, 3150, 3151, 3163, 3204, 3206, 3219, 3226, 3229, 3231, 3252, 
3255, 3286, 3287, 3291, 3295, 3298, 3308, 3312, 3313, 3330, 3332, 
3341, 3344, 3349, 3351, 3355, 3358, 3390, 3392, 3411, 3414, 3421, 
3423, 3443, 3445, 3449, 3450, 3451, 3480, 3484, 3491, 3496, 3497, 
3499, 3521, 3529, 3532, 3546, 3547, 3549, 3568, 3602

Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations 70, 71, 
86, 241, 270, 273, 303, 312, 313, 315, 354, 364, 367, 379, 416, 419, 
420, 422, 434, 478, 504, 507, 516, 546, 583, 584, 589, 593, 615, 
618, 621, 639, 651, 685, 707, 716, 723, 731, 742, 743, 746, 764, 
794, 807, 809, 822, 838, 848, 870, 887, 924, 935, 940, 946, 963, 
969, 970, 1002, 1004, 1008, 1009, 1013, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1043, 
1054

Photoperiod Insensitivity. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod 
Insensitivity

Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / 
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and 
Biochemistry

Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics, 
and Bodybuilding 331

Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate 2932

Phytochemicals in soybeans and soyfoods. See Cancer Preventing 
Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods

Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and 
Soyfoods), Including Isofl avones (Including Genistein, Daidzein, 
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and 
Coumestans 2958, 3328, 3330, 3517

P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions (Offi cial and 
/ or Extensive) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. 
Numbers and Synonyms

Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Co. See Monticello Co-operative 
Soybean Products Co.

Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.) 
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan 1623, 1955

Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed 
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to 
Make Pork 25, 70, 202, 340, 367, 368, 407, 419, 420, 436, 530, 
593, 647, 672, 723, 740, 870, 924, 949, 950, 1002, 1003, 1004, 
1017, 1021, 1070, 1226, 3478, 3565

Pillsbury Feed Mills and Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota) 
1740, 2499, 3021, 3215, 3238

Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des Moines, Iowa) 2371, 2626, 
3225, 3300, 3485

Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA) 415, 685, 686, 719, 
904, 1003, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1054, 1098, 
1295, 1358, 1393, 1479, 1481, 2047, 3321

Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk 
Society. Named Plantmilk Ltd. until 1972 2564

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry

Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury 
(General) 880, 949, 950, 1296, 1551, 2199, 2418, 2721, 2877, 2878

Plantmilk Ltd. See Plamil Foods Ltd.

Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable 
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and 
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins 616, 617, 
936, 1020, 1086, 1326, 1332, 1342, 1399, 1403, 1418, 1425, 1439, 
1444, 1501, 1509, 1529, 1593, 1987, 2915, 2965, 2976

Plastics, plasticizers and resins. See Resins, Plastics, and 
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO)

Plenty Canada and The Farm in Canada (Lanark, Ontario, Canada) 
3000

Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree 
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi

PMS Foods, Inc. See Far-Mar-Co., Inc.

Pogeler, Glenn Henry (1915-1995). Soybean Pioneer. Iowa 
Cooperatives, Soybean Council of America (SCA), National 
Soybean Processors Association (NSPA) 1873, 1992, 2016, 2030, 
2033, 2034, 2044, 2077, 2106, 2610

Policies and Programs, Government, Effecting Soybean Production, 
Marketing, Prices, Price Support Programs, Subsidies, Support 
Prices, or Trade 802, 862, 1122, 1350, 1442, 1484, 1485, 1532, 
1547, 1604, 1610, 1616, 1617, 1622, 1682, 1683, 1694, 1698, 1737, 
1740, 1781, 1799, 1912, 1948, 2097, 2112, 2117, 2153, 2155, 2193, 
2204, 2210, 2216, 2267, 2302, 2310, 2332, 2339, 2340, 2354, 2378, 
2384, 2401, 2411, 2437, 2440, 2451, 2482, 2489, 2493, 2498, 2503, 
2509, 2525, 2565, 2574, 2582, 2584, 2592, 2608, 2620, 2621, 2640, 
2643, 2661, 2666, 2671, 2674, 2685, 2686, 2687, 2711, 2722, 2723, 
2726, 2731, 2733, 2735, 2748, 2752, 2763, 2766, 2769, 2771, 2791, 
2794, 2801, 2802, 2808, 2810, 2845, 2851, 2855, 2862, 2869, 2878, 
2880, 2882, 2897, 2900, 2913, 2914, 2918, 2955, 2960, 2972, 2978, 
2994, 3000, 3009, 3016, 3022, 3034, 3042, 3063, 3068, 3073, 3083, 
3089, 3095, 3100, 3102, 3110, 3112, 3133, 3162, 3163, 3168, 3182, 
3192, 3193, 3195, 3200, 3202, 3216, 3228, 3274, 3298, 3321, 3344, 
3352, 3398, 3411, 3425

Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.) 1054

Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems (Including 
Poverty) Worldwide 1629, 2018, 2156, 2279, 2462, 2666, 3236, 
3238
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Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham, 
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks

Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken, 
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless 
Turkey

Poverty, world. See Population Growth (Human) and Related 
Problems (Including Poverty)

Precision Agriculture / Farming (Based on GPS–Global Positioning 
System), Including Auto-Steer, Auto-Guidance, Big Data, Digital 
Agriculture, Remote Sensing, Satellite Imagery / Technology, 
Smartphones, Grid Mapping, Variable Rate Technology (VRT), 
Robot Farming 3443, 3562

Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called 
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce) 13, 86, 651

Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except 
Sauces (Which See) 18, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 44, 48, 66, 71, 72, 93, 
94, 104, 121, 122, 124, 147, 158, 170, 175, 185, 187, 196, 201, 204, 
211, 213, 224, 246, 247, 248, 249, 253, 258, 259, 260, 261, 264, 
265, 266, 267, 280, 285, 337, 348, 349, 372, 387, 416, 435, 436, 
447, 472, 524, 545, 604, 612, 624, 666, 722, 730, 748, 756, 758, 
769, 798, 805, 844, 857, 858, 862, 875, 877, 881, 946, 1062, 1083, 
1090, 1114, 1130, 1147, 1299, 1330, 1371, 1412, 1427, 1529, 1544, 
1553, 1597, 1612, 1646, 1667, 1694, 1773, 1827, 1914, 2042, 2130, 
2259, 2302, 2333, 2385, 2395, 2435, 2445, 2448, 2457, 2556, 2571, 
2596, 2614, 2634, 2662, 2674, 2836, 2839, 2845, 2860, 2912, 2914, 
2925, 3028, 3149, 3235, 3303, 3546

Problems, urban, worldwide. See Urban Problems Worldwide

Problems, world. See World Problems

Processing capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See 
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of 
Individual Plants–Statistics

Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye 
Cotton Oil Co.. 713, 1281, 1479, 1481, 1699, 2091, 2204, 2499, 
3017, 3269, 3485

Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production

Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy 
Products–New Products

ProSoya–Including ProSoya Inc. (Ontario, Canada), and ProSoya 
Corporation (Heuvelton, New York. No longer in Business), 
ProSoya UK Ltd. (ProSoya PLC) (Livingston, Scotland). Pacifi c 
ProSoya Foods, International ProSoya Corp. (IPC–British 
Columbia) 3252, 3272, 3312

Protease inhibitors. See Trypsin / Protease
 Proteinase Growth Inhibitors

Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also: 
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, 
Pesticides (General), Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially 
Rabbits and Woodchucks

Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans

Protein–Early and Basic Research 3, 14, 40, 430, 936, 1003, 1218, 
2058, 2211

Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products

Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to 
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also 
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 1083, 
1562, 1648, 1761, 1828, 1890, 2142, 2303, 2338, 2361, 2394, 2547, 
3134, 3136, 3199

Protein quantity and quality in vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian 
Diets–Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity and Quality

Protein Resources and Shortages, and the “World Protein Crisis / 
Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979 1951, 2034, 2047, 2515

Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Azuki Bean, Bambarra 
groundnuts, Chufa (Cyperus esculentus) or Earth Almonds, 
Cottonseed and Cotton, Leaf Proteins, Lupins or Lupin, Peanut & 
Peanut Butter, Peanuts & Peanut Butter, Single Cell Proteins (Non-
Photosynthetic), Sunfl ower Seeds, Wheat Gluten & Seitan, Winged 
Bean

Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein 
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality

Protein Technologies International (PTI) (St. Louis, Missouri. 
Established on 1 July 1987 as a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary of 
Ralston Purina Co.) Sold to DuPont on 3 Dec. 1997 3557

Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean

Public Law 480 (Food for Peace Program. Formally–Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954) 1649, 1670, 1682, 
1683, 1687, 1705, 1710, 1713, 1716, 1739, 1743, 1745, 1749, 1755, 
1763, 1766, 1767, 1771, 1789, 1790, 1792, 1819, 1824, 1828, 1832, 
1834, 1853, 1858, 1864, 1890, 1892, 1903, 1935, 1936, 1938, 1953, 
1971, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1985, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2001, 2018, 
2019, 2023, 2031, 2044, 2055, 2065, 2077, 2106, 2129, 2186, 2288, 
2323, 2329, 2394, 2401, 2415, 2429, 2458, 2462, 2475, 2506, 2507, 
2518, 2520, 2528, 2529, 2576, 2622, 2685, 2773, 2818, 2835, 2836, 
2912, 3110, 3119, 3128, 3178, 3218, 3234, 3281, 3318, 3372, 3557

Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually 
made from Soymilk or Tofu)

Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu

Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material, 
Damage, etc.)
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Quincy Soybean Products Co. (Quincy, Illinois). Purchased by 
Moorman Manufacturing Co. in 1961 and Renamed Quincy 
Soybean Company. Purchased by ADM in 1998 1641, 1675, 2499, 
2606, 2798, 3005, 3102, 3103, 3330, 3484

Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California) 2613

Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec

Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially 
Rabbits and Woodchucks

Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See 
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad

Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used 
to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production 1333, 1449, 3333

Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Maker of Purina Chows. 
Including Protein Technologies International, a Wholly Owned 
Subsidiary from 1 July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997 1250, 1299, 1343, 
1353, 1373, 1450, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1548, 1926, 2020, 2024, 2076, 
2091, 2369, 2426, 2462, 2499, 2525, 2526, 2576, 2606, 2773, 2999, 
3387

Rapeseed Meal 13, 118, 313, 730, 736, 1343, 2538, 2724

Rapeseed Oil 13, 44, 214, 397, 434, 482, 606, 630, 634, 734, 747, 
770, 790, 819, 820, 852, 853, 857, 868, 885, 933, 945, 1025, 1027, 
1032, 1034, 1036, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1085, 1326, 1431, 1434, 1475, 
1594, 1666, 1712, 1810, 1811, 1840, 1859, 2109, 2309, 2592, 2633, 
2723, 2724, 2836, 2842, 2886, 2921, 2943, 2945, 2954, 3017, 3215, 
3235, 3281, 3441

Rapeseed or the rape plant. See Canola

Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also 
Canola 17, 44, 51, 54, 109, 118, 145, 148, 157, 214, 308, 313, 333, 
352, 397, 416, 434, 457, 482, 575, 587, 599, 606, 611, 615, 630, 
634, 644, 730, 736, 740, 747, 769, 770, 790, 819, 820, 852, 857, 
875, 933, 945, 983, 1017, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 
1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1088, 
1475, 1540, 1545, 1594, 1680, 1712, 1721, 1810, 1840, 1848, 1859, 
1933, 1956, 2067, 2101, 2105, 2109, 2122, 2171, 2204, 2243, 2300, 
2361, 2415, 2446, 2470, 2497, 2555, 2571, 2579, 2582, 2692, 2724, 
2725, 2761, 2795, 2836, 2839, 2845, 2963, 2966, 2968, 2974, 3025, 
3091, 3110, 3162, 3192, 3235, 3261, 3328, 3339, 3361, 3546

Recipes. See Cookery

Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice

Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). 
See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded April 1936)

Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or 
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans 902, 
1350, 1383, 1621, 1694, 2025, 2404, 2469, 2600, 2871, 2949, 2950, 

2951, 2990, 3140, 3446

Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial 
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Antimicrobial Agents, and Other Minor 
or General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil 507, 
647, 685, 934, 1061

Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Named 
Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood Valley 
Soyfoods Unlimited from June 1980 to June 1982; Brightsong 
Light Foods from June 1982 to June 1987; Rose International until 
1990; Sharon’s Finest until Oct. 1997 3387

Remote sensing and satellite imagery. See Precision Agriculture / 
Farming (Based on GPS)

Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan

Research & Development Centers. See (EMBRAPA) (Brazil), 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State Agric. 
Exp. Station, Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). 
Soyfoods, Iowa State University / College (Ames, Iowa), and Univ. 
of Iowa (Iowa City), National Center for Agricultural Utilization 
Research (NCAUR) (USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), National Food 
Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan), U.S. 
Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). 
Founded April 1936)

Research on Soybeans 1326, 1949, 1954, 2192, 2322, 2336, 2418, 
2704, 2726, 2732, 2733, 2735, 2737, 2779, 2826, 2834, 2858, 2878, 
2880, 2882, 2891, 2940, 2942, 2952, 3073, 3527

Resins, Plastics, and Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–
ESO)–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 1481, 1700, 2025, 
2026, 2976, 3361

Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese 
Restaurants Outside China

Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or 
Vegan Restaurants

Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)

Reverse osmosis. See Membrane Technology Processes

Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of 
the Literature

Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation

Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But 
Unpolished Rice 2212

Rice koji. See Koji

Rice Milk (Including Amazake) and Related Rice-Based Products 
(Some Made from Koji)–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 902
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Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the 
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also 
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink 24, 273, 554, 902, 1111

Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice 391

Rice wine. See Sake

Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous 
Rice {Mochigome}) 42, 46

Rice-Based Foods–Rice Cakes (Round Western-Style Cakes of 
Puffed Rice, About 4 Inches in Diameter and ½ Inch Thick) 2212

Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970) 
2362, 2499, 2519, 2520, 2523, 2575, 2606, 2610, 2660, 3012, 3394

Riegel, William E. See Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937)

Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation 
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering 
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan 
42, 2915

Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 748, 2429

Roasted Soy Flour, Soy Coffee, or Soy Chocolate–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region 
1794, 2463

Roasted Soy Flour, Soy Coffee, or Soy Chocolate–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Individual Companies 
2705

Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat, 
Full-Fat) and Grits 641, 748, 1061, 1111, 1185, 1207, 1210, 1260, 
1311, 1353, 1356, 1357, 1368, 1391, 1392, 1434, 1456, 1518, 1700, 
1734, 1751, 1794, 2006, 2058, 2116, 2429, 2443, 2453, 2463, 2705, 
3021, 3180

Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder in China–Dou-fen / Tou-fen 
(Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) 1045

Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder in Korea–K’onggaru / K’ongaru 
/ Konggaru / Konggomul / Kong Ka Ru (Roasted with Dry Heat, 
Full-Fat) 2429

Roasted Whole Soy Flour / Powder or Grits in Indonesia–Bubuk 
Kedele / Bubuk Kedelai (Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) 2429

Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits 
/ Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants 995, 
1054, 1195, 1358

Rosewood Products Inc. and Tofu International Ltd. (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, from 1987). Founded as The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor. 

Started in Jan. 1977. An Early Tofu Cooperative, Worker Owned 
and Operated 2613

Rouest, Léon (1872-1938). Soybean Pioneer in France 949, 950, 
996, 1023, 1024, 1327, 1359, 1416, 1434, 1476, 1509, 1530, 2609

Royal: New U.S. domestic soybean variety. Synonym: Wilson-Five 
(Morse 1948) 1320

Royal Wessanen NV Co. See Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida)

Rubber Substitutes or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil 432, 451, 559, 616, 617, 
649, 655, 688, 689, 690, 742, 743, 936, 945, 1004, 1008, 1073, 
1086, 1098, 1126, 1148, 1223, 1245, 1310, 1311, 1321, 1324, 1332, 
1342, 1355, 1356, 1413, 1459, 2965, 2976

Ruchi Soya Industries Ltd. (RSIL; Indore, Madhya Pradesh, and 
Mumbai, India) 3513

Russian Federation (Russia). See Europe, Eastern–Russian 
Federation

Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods 79, 83, 
91, 104, 157, 188, 203, 211, 232, 247, 274, 314, 364, 366, 381, 384, 
392, 397, 418, 419, 434, 435, 436, 504, 507, 547, 565, 606, 615, 
740, 742, 790, 804, 806, 876, 940, 942, 977, 1001, 1043, 1053, 
1202, 1582, 3161, 3190, 3353

Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean

Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa

Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke, 
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (Wade-
Giles) 14, 60, 445, 1111

Sandoz AG (Basel, Switzerland). Merged with Ciba-Geigy in 
March 1996 to Become Novartis 2058, 3300, 3464

Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In 
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada.. 331

Saponins (Bitter Carbohydrates / Glucosides That Cause Foaming) 
1368, 1890, 2958

Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages

School Lunch Program 2354

Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)

Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses 
and Expellers

Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods 27, 
31, 42, 52, 70, 86, 96, 151, 419, 420, 554, 652, 971, 1111, 1505, 
2005, 2122, 2212, 3066

Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables
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Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction

Seed Certifi cation and Certifi ed Seeds (Soybeans) 1003, 1009, 
1508, 2119, 2287

Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses 267, 434, 
1002, 1008, 1231, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1586, 1663, 1665, 1734, 2287, 
3143

Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum) 
for Various Specifi c Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different 
Colors 45, 574, 688, 689, 690, 949, 1054, 1320, 1378, 1393, 1476, 
1480

Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide 
(Especially Before 1925) 507, 752, 760, 1054, 1056, 1174, 1330, 
1358, 1758, 2146, 2333, 2530, 2531

Seed companies, soybean. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa), Coker 
Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina), Dammann & 
Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy), DuPont 
(E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) (Wilmington, Delaware), 
Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and 
Mr. Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928), Funk Brothers Seed 
Co. (Bloomington, Illinois), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), 
Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas), Monsanto Co. (St. 
Louis, Missouri), Northrup King Co., Peter Henderson & Co. (New 
York City), Peterson, Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. (Des 
Moines, Iowa), Soybean Research Foundation, Inc. (SRF, Mason 
City, Illinois), T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia), Vilmorin-
Andrieux & Co. (France), Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, 
Champaign County, Ohio)

Seed companies–Thompson. See Thompson (W.G.) & Sons 
Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada

Seed, Food or Feed Composition–High-Speed Measurement 
Techniques, such as Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) or 
Transmitance (NIT) Anlysis and Spectrophotometry 2934, 3160, 
3170, 3348

Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts 507, 584, 
809, 880, 995, 1005, 1009, 1023, 1024, 1054

Seed Quality, Composition, and Component / Value-Based Pricing 
(Percentage and Quality of Protein, Oil, Fatty Acids, etc.) 1615, 
1756, 1906, 2370, 2443, 2931, 2934, 2984, 3097, 3120, 3130, 3134, 
3135, 3150, 3160, 3170, 3224, 3249, 3302, 3348, 3499, 3506

Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades 
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.) 721, 1061, 1066, 1112, 
1114, 1135, 1147, 1180, 1184, 1187, 1225, 1228, 1231, 1239, 1273, 
1280, 1330, 1331, 1576, 1586, 1590, 1591, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1603, 
1604, 1605, 1609, 1611, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1626, 1633, 
1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1651, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1663, 1665, 1669, 
1670, 1680, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1688, 1689, 1697, 1711, 1718, 

1734, 1744, 1750, 1751, 1755, 1765, 1778, 1780, 1786, 1797, 1864, 
1892, 1914, 1961, 1982, 2061, 2084, 2085, 2218, 2300, 2351, 2470, 
2483, 2485, 2487, 2530, 2547, 2562, 2593, 2615, 2793, 2797, 2825, 
2836, 2914, 2934, 2962, 3021, 3084, 3097, 3098, 3111, 3124, 3130, 
3170, 3180, 3183, 3186, 3219, 3224, 3249, 3250, 3293, 3524, 3549, 
3592, 3599, 3600

Seed sellers. See Soybean seed sellers

Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually Protectant Fungicides) 
for Protection. (For Treatment with Nitrogen-Fixing Bacteria see–
Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation & Inoculation) 2665

Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains 
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and 
Agronomic Signifi cance of Seed Weight 574, 1010, 1378, 1393, 
1476, 1480, 2626, 2897, 3070, 3203, 3254, 3385

Seedlings, soybean. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean 
Seedlings or Their Leaves Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called 
Doumiao in Chinese

Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See 
Variety Development and Breeding

Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / 
Organoleptic Evaluation

Serbia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia

Sesame Butter, Tahini / Tahina / Tahin, Sesame Halva / Halwa, or 
Sesame Paste 2212

Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted) 274, 599, 650, 730, 798

Sesame Oil 17, 18, 32, 41, 44, 52, 70, 95, 109, 197, 198, 200, 214, 
233, 271, 333, 419, 420, 434, 482, 606, 658, 722, 731, 734, 738, 
740, 742, 747, 794, 820, 823, 853, 862, 868, 896, 898, 901, 906, 
921, 933, 945, 947, 954, 996, 999, 1025, 1033, 1034, 1038, 1039, 
1084, 1085, 1088, 1122, 1134, 1282, 1336, 1365, 1389, 1431, 1434, 
2067, 2109, 2262, 2622, 2633, 2725, 3091, 3351

Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale). 
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely, 
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as 
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame 
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or 
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil 17, 18, 27, 32, 41, 44, 46, 51, 
52, 56, 67, 70, 76, 95, 109, 120, 127, 133, 134, 145, 148, 157, 197, 
198, 200, 214, 221, 233, 271, 274, 333, 416, 419, 420, 434, 482, 
575, 584, 587, 599, 606, 640, 644, 650, 658, 701, 722, 730, 731, 
738, 740, 742, 747, 794, 798, 810, 820, 862, 868, 875, 885, 898, 
901, 933, 945, 946, 947, 954, 968, 996, 999, 1023, 1024, 1025, 
1027, 1030, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 
1045, 1084, 1085, 1088, 1111, 1122, 1126, 1129, 1136, 1185, 1326, 
1360, 1431, 1459, 1475, 1498, 1594, 1623, 1840, 1933, 2057, 2067, 
2109, 2330, 2340, 2475, 2622, 2633, 2725, 2963, 3066, 3091, 3232, 
3233, 3266, 3269

Sesame / Sesamum / Benné or Benne / Gingelly or Gingili / Til or 
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Teel–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in 
Various Languages 233

Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed

Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See 
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with

Seventh-day Adventists. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa 
Basic Foods (Uganda), Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), 
Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food Co., Kellogg, Will 
Keith,... Kellogg Co., Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his Book Back 
to Eden, Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California), Madison Foods 
and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee), Miller, Harry W. 
(M.D.) (1879-1977), Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio)

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Europe). See DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, 
Germany), Granose Foods Ltd. (Bucks., England)

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Europe, Asia, and Latin America). Other, Including Alimentos 
Colpac, Nutana, Saniku / San-iku Foods, Spicer Memorial College, 
Superbom 3143

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, 
Australia)

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.–
Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 2805

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc. 
Usually non-dairy 2805

Sharon’s Finest. See Rella Good Cheese Co.

Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or 
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton 25, 246, 
248, 340, 367, 417, 650, 744, 924, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1008, 1021, 
2778

Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean Mills (Decatur, 
Illinois) 1162, 1353, 1479, 1481

Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên 
Nung / Shen Nung

Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 257, 658, 1085, 1223, 1226

Shortening Made with Soy Oil 890, 1223, 1281, 1458

Shortening (Usually Hydrogenated) 226, 257, 278, 296, 329, 605, 
606, 616, 617, 655, 658, 667, 697, 724, 725, 731, 794, 806, 857, 
890, 900, 904, 945, 959, 970, 999, 1004, 1006, 1008, 1010, 1014, 
1020, 1061, 1067, 1073, 1085, 1086, 1090, 1098, 1107, 1122, 1126, 

1129, 1134, 1148, 1154, 1184, 1220, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1231, 
1252, 1281, 1311, 1325, 1332, 1342, 1348, 1356, 1368, 1402, 1414, 
1427, 1437, 1447, 1455, 1480, 1481, 1532, 1533, 1537, 1545, 1550, 
1568, 1575, 1581, 1589, 1612, 1616, 1617, 1631, 1645, 1674, 1697, 
1699, 1700, 1704, 1760, 1775, 1798, 1817, 1828, 1842, 1859, 1867, 
1881, 1934, 1987, 2008, 2018, 2026, 2049, 2055, 2073, 2083, 2090, 
2108, 2156, 2300, 2316, 2334, 2348, 2371, 2381, 2571, 2580, 2589, 
2660, 2724, 2755, 2836, 2921, 3013, 3046, 3227, 3262, 3269, 3328, 
3361

Shoyu. See Soy Sauce

Shurtleff, William. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage 
Used for Silage / Ensilage

Sinaiko Family of Madison, Wisconsin–Incl. Joe Sinaiko of Iowa 
Milling Co. and Decatur Soy Products Co. (1891-1988), His 
Brother Ike Sinaiko of Illinois Soy Products Co. (1897-1977), and 
His Brothers-in-Law Max Albert of Galesburg Soy Products Co. 
(1893-1966) and Irving Rosen of Quincy Soybean Products Co. 
(1907-1964) 1479, 1481, 1641, 1675, 2606, 2798, 3103, 3330

Single Cell Proteins (Photosynthetic, Including Algae / Microalgae 
Such as Spirulina, Chlorella, and Scenedesmus) 2361, 2462, 2800

Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely 
called Chinese-Japanese War 59, 62, 70, 72, 933, 940, 1086, 1204, 
1582

Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight 
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or 
Textile Sizing

Skin Health 1045, 1200

Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked

Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying 
Oil–Soap, Detergent 82, 116, 173, 174, 177, 178, 202, 204, 208, 
210, 211, 215, 218, 226, 229, 236, 238, 239, 240, 243, 245, 246, 
248, 255, 261, 268, 272, 278, 283, 293, 296, 300, 303, 317, 320, 
336, 340, 350, 362, 363, 364, 368, 370, 372, 382, 392, 397, 416, 
418, 436, 439, 440, 450, 451, 455, 459, 476, 486, 496, 501, 505, 
507, 520, 521, 536, 537, 545, 555, 556, 559, 561, 589, 594, 597, 
606, 616, 617, 625, 647, 649, 655, 667, 681, 685, 686, 688, 689, 
690, 693, 697, 702, 713, 716, 722, 723, 728, 731, 734, 750, 756, 
772, 804, 806, 820, 824, 834, 837, 849, 857, 883, 889, 896, 900, 
904, 906, 933, 936, 951, 959, 961, 970, 985, 995, 996, 999, 1000, 
1003, 1004, 1006, 1008, 1010, 1014, 1021, 1033, 1045, 1055, 1056, 
1057, 1061, 1067, 1068, 1070, 1073, 1077, 1079, 1086, 1090, 1108, 
1109, 1114, 1121, 1122, 1126, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1142, 1144, 1146, 
1147, 1148, 1151, 1153, 1171, 1172, 1176, 1184, 1190, 1204, 1220, 
1223, 1226, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1245, 1274, 1289, 1302, 1311, 1321, 
1324, 1332, 1342, 1345, 1348, 1353, 1355, 1356, 1368, 1388, 1403, 
1408, 1414, 1434, 1451, 1459, 1480, 1481, 1495, 1537, 1543, 1550, 
1558, 1570, 1575, 1581, 1594, 1612, 1700, 1792, 1798, 1802, 1828, 
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1881, 1900, 1909, 1959, 1970, 1984, 1987, 2025, 2026, 2048, 2499, 
2755, 2836, 2965, 3361

Societe Soy (Saint-Chamond, France). See Soyfoods Companies 
(Europe)–Nutrition et Soja

Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France) 591, 
760, 1385, 1476

Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation 2119, 2692, 3119, 
3188, 3269, 3318, 3382, 3441, 3534

Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage 
and Soiling

Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH (Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). 
Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl 3464

Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly Cacoja; Affi liate of Coopérative 
Agricole de Colmar–Issenheim & Colmar, France). Acquired by 
B & K Holdings, of Switzerland, in mid-1993. Acquired by Alpro 
(Belgium) on 22 April 1996 2999

Solae Co. (The) (St. Louis, Missouri. Joint Venture Between 
DuPont and Bunge Ltd., Merging PTI and Central Soya’s Specialty 
Process Division (formerly Chemurgy Div.)) 3485

Solbar Hatzor Ltd. (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar 
Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and Hayes General Technology (Israel)

Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). 
Including Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts, founded 
in 1970. Acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV in 
Dec. 1991. Acquired by the Kerry Group in Jan. 2000 and Name 
Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006) 2276

Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands

Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction 1044, 1527, 
2291, 2645, 3548

Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or 
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or 
General Uses

Solvents–Trichloroethylene (Trichlorethylene, Trichlor) 684

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Benzene 
/ Benzine / Benzol / Benzin (petrol, gasoline) 197, 416, 545, 604, 
643, 681, 717, 728, 790, 921, 936, 946, 1044, 1052, 1068, 1069, 
1071, 1122, 1130, 1368, 1511

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General, 
Type of Solvent, Unspecifi ed, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane, 
and Trichloroethylene Solvents 24, 95, 117, 169, 176, 212, 253, 

496, 606, 613, 688, 689, 690, 731, 804, 924, 945, 951, 963, 985, 
1050, 1085, 1120, 1153, 1176, 1205, 1228, 1295, 1322, 1332, 1342, 
1513, 1554, 1604, 1616, 1617, 1666, 1679, 1934, 2109, 2158, 2207, 
2350, 2434, 2554, 2606, 2633, 2660, 2683, 3262, 3269, 3348, 3495

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha / 
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas 177, 178, 197, 542, 1056, 
1593

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup

South Africa. See Africa–South Africa

South America. See Latin America–South America

South America–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production 
and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 2968

South America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in 
South America

South America trade statistics. See Latin America–South America–
Trade (Imports or Exports)

South Asia / Indian Subcontinent–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and 
Meal Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 
2826, 2859, 2895, 3048, 3058

South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway 
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha) 130, 155, 
173, 188, 223, 241, 264, 279, 315, 359, 361, 368, 419, 420, 423, 
434, 484, 511, 533, 535, 538, 543, 547, 551, 561, 565, 572, 604, 
643, 652, 664, 680, 717, 758, 771, 788, 794, 822, 837, 841, 849, 
896, 899, 905, 906, 918, 922, 927, 935, 940, 946, 960, 963, 970, 
976, 985, 1001, 1014, 1015, 1043, 1052, 1059, 1061, 1066, 1071, 
1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1086, 1110, 1138, 1139, 1145, 1154, 1171, 
1172, 1173, 1177, 1178, 1184, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1192, 1204, 
1205, 1208, 1222, 1226, 1233, 1238, 1239, 1259, 1265, 1277, 1311, 
1312, 1315, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1356, 1368, 1433, 1459, 1499, 1518, 
1582, 1924, 1933, 3066, 3190

South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts). Including Ohio 
Miso Co.. 3387

Soy and Cancer Prevention; Cancer Preventing Substances in 
Soybeans and Soyfoods (Such as the Isofl avones Genistein and 
Daidzein) 2958

Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy

Soy Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages 93, 2116

Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain 
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 93

Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. Typically 
Made with Tofu or Isolated Soy Proteins. Usually Contains Casein 
(A Protein from Cow’s Milk) 2116
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Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives–General, Western Style, That 
Melts. Often Contains Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein) 2958, 3002, 
3140, 3387

Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu 2613

Soy Chocolate or Cocoa (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of 
non-roasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate) 544, 616, 
617, 655, 742, 743, 949, 950, 989, 999, 1023, 1024, 1091, 1148, 
1157, 1279, 1332, 1342, 1359, 1403, 2120

Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted 
Soybeans 25, 229, 251, 255, 312, 317, 320, 367, 391, 392, 503, 507, 
512, 542, 544, 549, 585, 616, 617, 649, 655, 669, 688, 689, 690, 
693, 707, 742, 743, 750, 755, 756, 760, 807, 848, 949, 950, 959, 
974, 989, 999, 1003, 1004, 1008, 1023, 1024, 1053, 1055, 1056, 
1073, 1083, 1091, 1126, 1144, 1148, 1157, 1226, 1260, 1295, 1310, 
1321, 1324, 1353, 1355, 1359, 1385, 1414, 1434, 1481, 1492, 1509, 
1535, 1538, 1697, 2157, 2429, 2705, 2796, 2856, 2860, 2890, 3200, 
3346

Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 544, 1023, 1024

Soy Cream Cheese, Usually Made of Tofu or Soy Yogurt 3248, 
3270

Soy fi ber. See Fiber

Soy fl our companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme Active (Whole / Full-Fat, 
Unheated) 1415, 2058, 3328

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Use in Brewing Beer, Such as ADM 
Pro-zyme Flakes and Soybean Brew Flakes 1838

Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of 
These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 
257, 505, 639, 1115

Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually 
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 40, 51, 
68, 103, 202, 203, 219, 229, 247, 255, 257, 263, 265, 272, 303, 308, 
317, 338, 364, 367, 386, 391, 402, 414, 416, 422, 426, 431, 434, 
447, 451, 464, 476, 486, 502, 505, 507, 508, 520, 521, 544, 549, 
559, 587, 616, 617, 625, 639, 649, 655, 669, 681, 688, 689, 690, 
707, 712, 719, 723, 724, 739, 741, 742, 743, 750, 760, 764, 794, 
799, 806, 807, 810, 824, 848, 880, 901, 902, 904, 906, 912, 949, 
950, 974, 1003, 1006, 1008, 1010, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1049, 1053, 
1055, 1056, 1061, 1073, 1086, 1091, 1098, 1100, 1115, 1126, 1142, 
1144, 1146, 1148, 1171, 1172, 1176, 1202, 1206, 1223, 1226, 1228, 
1231, 1245, 1253, 1279, 1289, 1295, 1296, 1321, 1322, 1324, 1332, 
1342, 1347, 1353, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1368, 1369, 1373, 1385, 1391, 
1392, 1393, 1408, 1414, 1418, 1420, 1439, 1457, 1459, 1472, 1476, 
1477, 1478, 1479, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1501, 1509, 1518, 
1522, 1527, 1529, 1532, 1542, 1543, 1547, 1561, 1562, 1575, 1581, 
1589, 1593, 1595, 1665, 1668, 1697, 1700, 1705, 1726, 1758, 1761, 
1762, 1772, 1775, 1776, 1824, 1838, 1859, 1863, 1864, 1867, 1885, 

1890, 1903, 1923, 1930, 1972, 1975, 1984, 2008, 2025, 2026, 2046, 
2058, 2066, 2076, 2089, 2090, 2095, 2116, 2138, 2163, 2249, 2280, 
2288, 2334, 2338, 2348, 2350, 2369, 2394, 2404, 2426, 2429, 2439, 
2441, 2442, 2450, 2474, 2508, 2528, 2547, 2571, 2641, 2646, 2655, 
2660, 2720, 2721, 2724, 2753, 2785, 2805, 2826, 2836, 2856, 2934, 
2935, 2937, 2976, 3028, 3033, 3048, 3055, 3058, 3081, 3115, 3139, 
3140, 3151, 3200, 3206, 3215, 3221, 3223, 3235, 3262, 3270, 3271, 
3326, 3328, 3429, 3461, 3466, 3517, 3536

Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, International Trade 1322, 1403, 1527, 
1668, 1705, 1824, 2046, 2083, 3115, 3517

Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues 
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc.. 
1223, 1332, 1353, 1581, 1593, 1861, 2782, 2965

Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 1373, 1442, 1668, 2058, 2329, 2429, 2441, 
3033, 3115, 3139, 3140, 3200

Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies or Products 2120, 2163, 2908

Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with 
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries, Often 
Used as Weaning Foods (such as CSM, WSB, etc.) 1858, 2083, 
2120, 2329, 2367, 2388, 2429, 2518, 2655, 2914, 3000, 3081, 3128, 
3206

Soy fl our, roasted. See Roasted soy fl our

Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein) 
2062, 2089, 2276, 2288, 2404, 2441, 2442, 2462, 2617, 2623, 2635, 
2655, 2694, 2819, 2970, 3013, 3055, 3081, 3139, 3163, 3200, 3215, 
3217, 3262, 3270, 3326, 3466

Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat 40, 94, 687, 932, 1052, 1083, 1137, 
1154, 1156, 1218, 1223, 1227, 1228, 1295, 1321, 1322, 1353, 1362, 
1391, 1403, 1442, 1472, 1478, 1481, 1538, 1581, 1619, 1668, 1733, 
1885, 2058, 2076, 2083, 2142, 2429, 2507, 2776, 2785, 2826, 2908, 
2914, 2937, 3000, 3081, 3139, 3444

Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1478

Soy ice cream companies (USA). See Tofutti Brands, Inc. 
(Cranford, New Jersey)

Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy) 913, 1223, 1228, 
1332, 1342, 2020, 2507, 2613, 2773, 2775, 2836, 2934, 2958, 3001, 
3002, 3117, 3135, 3140, 3163, 3207, 3221, 3270, 3272, 3330

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region 3001

Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Relatives (As Made from 
Amazake, Fruit Juices, Peanuts, Field Peas, etc.) 1492

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based
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Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in 
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refi ning, Trade, and Use. See 
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids 10, 11, 17, 
18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32, 39, 43, 44, 45, 47, 49, 51, 52, 
54, 56, 59, 64, 66, 70, 71, 72, 75, 82, 85, 87, 89, 90, 95, 96, 104, 
106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 116, 117, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 126, 
127, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 137, 139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 
147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 164, 165, 167, 
169, 170, 172, 175, 177, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 
187, 192, 193, 195, 197, 198, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 206, 207, 
208, 211, 214, 215, 216, 217, 222, 223, 224, 225, 227, 231, 233, 
235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 244, 247, 249, 253, 254, 255, 
256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 263, 265, 267, 268, 271, 272, 282, 
285, 287, 288, 292, 294, 298, 303, 304, 306, 309, 310, 312, 313, 
315, 318, 320, 322, 323, 324, 325, 328, 329, 330, 333, 335, 336, 
337, 340, 341, 342, 348, 349, 350, 355, 356, 362, 363, 367, 371, 
372, 378, 380, 382, 385, 391, 396, 397, 398, 400, 401, 406, 409, 
414, 415, 416, 419, 420, 422, 423, 426, 428, 429, 430, 434, 435, 
436, 437, 440, 441, 444, 445, 446, 447, 450, 451, 455, 457, 459, 
461, 464, 465, 466, 469, 472, 474, 475, 476, 477, 482, 484, 486, 
489, 490, 491, 492, 496, 499, 501, 503, 504, 505, 507, 512, 517, 
519, 521, 522, 523, 524, 527, 529, 532, 534, 535, 537, 538, 540, 
543, 544, 545, 549, 550, 551, 552, 555, 556, 559, 561, 562, 565, 
568, 570, 571, 572, 573, 576, 579, 587, 588, 589, 595, 596, 598, 
599, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 611, 612, 613, 616, 617, 
618, 625, 627, 628, 630, 631, 634, 635, 637, 638, 639, 640, 643, 
644, 645, 646, 647, 650, 652, 654, 656, 658, 660, 664, 668, 670, 
671, 672, 674, 676, 678, 680, 681, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 
693, 695, 696, 697, 698, 702, 703, 704, 706, 707, 709, 710, 712, 
716, 717, 718, 721, 722, 723, 725, 728, 731, 732, 733, 734, 738, 
740, 741, 742, 743, 745, 746, 747, 749, 750, 751, 753, 754, 757, 
758, 759, 761, 762, 763, 765, 766, 767, 768, 770, 773, 775, 776, 
777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 788, 790, 792, 
793, 794, 795, 799, 800, 801, 802, 804, 806, 807, 812, 816, 817, 
819, 820, 821, 823, 824, 825, 827, 829, 834, 835, 836, 837, 838, 
840, 842, 843, 844, 845, 847, 848, 849, 850, 852, 853, 854, 857, 
858, 859, 862, 863, 865, 867, 868, 870, 871, 873, 874, 875, 876, 
877, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 887, 889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 
896, 898, 900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 911, 
912, 914, 915, 917, 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 928, 929, 930, 931, 
933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 942, 944, 945, 946, 947, 
948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 961, 962, 963, 964, 
969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 977, 980, 981, 983, 984, 988, 
995, 996, 997, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1007, 
1008, 1010, 1011, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 
1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 
1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1043, 1044, 1046, 
1047, 1048, 1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1056, 1059, 1060, 1062, 
1063, 1065, 1066, 1069, 1071, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1077, 1079, 1080, 
1082, 1084, 1086, 1088, 1090, 1092, 1093, 1100, 1101, 1103, 1104, 
1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1111, 1112, 1114, 1117, 1118, 1120, 
1122, 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1134, 1136, 1138, 
1140, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1153, 1160, 1162, 
1163, 1165, 1166, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1175, 1177, 1181, 
1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1193, 1194, 
1197, 1199, 1200, 1203, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1211, 1213, 1214, 1215, 
1216, 1220, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1237, 
1238, 1239, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1245, 1246, 1252, 1255, 1256, 1259, 

1260, 1261, 1265, 1266, 1267, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1279, 
1280, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1289, 1296, 1298, 1299, 
1308, 1311, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1320, 1322, 1323, 1329, 1330, 1339, 
1343, 1344, 1347, 1348, 1352, 1356, 1358, 1359, 1361, 1363, 1364, 
1365, 1367, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1378, 1379, 
1380, 1381, 1384, 1385, 1388, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 
1395, 1396, 1398, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 
1415, 1417, 1421, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1447, 1450, 1451, 1452, 
1454, 1455, 1456, 1458, 1463, 1464, 1466, 1467, 1470, 1471, 1474, 
1475, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1485, 1486, 1488, 1490, 
1491, 1492, 1494, 1497, 1501, 1506, 1508, 1511, 1514, 1515, 1516, 
1517, 1518, 1519, 1522, 1525, 1528, 1529, 1533, 1534, 1537, 1539, 
1540, 1543, 1545, 1547, 1549, 1550, 1553, 1556, 1558, 1559, 1561, 
1563, 1567, 1575, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1587, 1588, 1589, 
1595, 1602, 1604, 1612, 1620, 1621, 1630, 1631, 1640, 1645, 1652, 
1654, 1655, 1666, 1667, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1687, 1692, 1697, 1698, 
1700, 1705, 1707, 1712, 1716, 1719, 1721, 1727, 1728, 1733, 1736, 
1742, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1749, 1751, 1754, 1759, 1762, 1766, 1767, 
1768, 1779, 1785, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1802, 1807, 1810, 
1813, 1815, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1824, 1825, 1828, 1829, 1832, 1834, 
1842, 1844, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1858, 1859, 1863, 1867, 1869, 1872, 
1874, 1879, 1881, 1885, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1893, 1895, 1897, 1898, 
1901, 1902, 1908, 1912, 1917, 1919, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1931, 
1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1938, 1940, 1943, 1944, 1946, 1949, 1950, 
1953, 1958, 1960, 1962, 1965, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1972, 1974, 
1975, 1976, 1977, 1979, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1991, 1992, 1994, 
1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2016, 2019, 
2020, 2023, 2026, 2027, 2028, 2030, 2035, 2039, 2041, 2042, 2043, 
2044, 2045, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2057, 2059, 
2064, 2065, 2067, 2072, 2073, 2083, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2096, 2100, 
2104, 2105, 2106, 2109, 2110, 2116, 2119, 2122, 2126, 2129, 2135, 
2140, 2146, 2147, 2151, 2152, 2154, 2155, 2156, 2158, 2160, 2162, 
2163, 2164, 2167, 2173, 2175, 2177, 2178, 2181, 2182, 2184, 2186, 
2187, 2188, 2193, 2203, 2204, 2207, 2210, 2215, 2216, 2224, 2251, 
2265, 2266, 2268, 2270, 2274, 2281, 2284, 2285, 2292, 2300, 2301, 
2309, 2310, 2316, 2317, 2329, 2334, 2336, 2340, 2352, 2354, 2363, 
2364, 2370, 2371, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2384, 2393, 2394, 2403, 2408, 
2410, 2411, 2426, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2444, 2446, 2469, 2473, 2474, 
2475, 2478, 2482, 2486, 2493, 2498, 2505, 2506, 2520, 2521, 2522, 
2528, 2529, 2532, 2533, 2540, 2542, 2544, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2549, 
2555, 2557, 2560, 2565, 2566, 2570, 2579, 2580, 2583, 2589, 2591, 
2592, 2596, 2599, 2600, 2601, 2605, 2607, 2616, 2619, 2621, 2629, 
2633, 2635, 2637, 2638, 2642, 2643, 2645, 2648, 2655, 2659, 2666, 
2667, 2668, 2671, 2676, 2677, 2683, 2685, 2695, 2702, 2703, 2704, 
2709, 2710, 2719, 2721, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2727, 2732, 2737, 2742, 
2746, 2747, 2751, 2755, 2760, 2761, 2763, 2769, 2773, 2775, 2785, 
2798, 2804, 2805, 2806, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2824, 2826, 2830, 2831, 
2832, 2835, 2837, 2838, 2839, 2840, 2841, 2843, 2844, 2846, 2852, 
2854, 2856, 2859, 2863, 2866, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2873, 2875, 2876, 
2877, 2884, 2886, 2888, 2889, 2893, 2897, 2901, 2914, 2916, 2918, 
2921, 2922, 2923, 2928, 2934, 2935, 2937, 2939, 2940, 2941, 2943, 
2945, 2946, 2947, 2948, 2949, 2950, 2951, 2953, 2954, 2955, 2959, 
2961, 2963, 2966, 2968, 2969, 2970, 2973, 2974, 2975, 2985, 2990, 
2994, 2995, 2997, 2999, 3000, 3007, 3012, 3018, 3021, 3022, 3027, 
3038, 3040, 3046, 3048, 3058, 3059, 3061, 3071, 3072, 3073, 3075, 
3076, 3078, 3081, 3083, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3091, 3094, 3097, 3101, 
3102, 3104, 3113, 3115, 3122, 3132, 3135, 3137, 3139, 3140, 3148, 
3151, 3156, 3160, 3165, 3169, 3170, 3173, 3176, 3178, 3182, 3190, 
3197, 3198, 3215, 3216, 3217, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3227, 3233, 3236, 
3269, 3278, 3281, 3282, 3307, 3318, 3326, 3348, 3371, 3394, 3419, 
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3457, 3467, 3485, 3496, 3506, 3513, 3531, 3539, 3548, 3551, 3558, 
3560, 3580, 3596

Soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and its 
Detection–Soy Oil

Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive 
Index, Solidifi cation Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specifi c Gravity. 
See also Iodine Number 89, 211, 507, 524, 545, 548, 550, 738, 750, 
898, 906, 936, 945, 999, 1231

Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value 89, 211, 524, 545, 548, 
550, 671, 738, 750, 828, 951, 999, 1231, 1616, 1967, 2528

Soy Oil–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 17, 18, 126, 184, 191, 215, 237, 325, 378, 505, 
639, 671, 801, 1343, 2645, 2667, 3135

Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing

Soy Plant (The) (Ann Arbor, Michigan). See Rosewood Products 
Inc. (Ann Arbor)

Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3, 38, 40, 308, 505

Soy protein companies (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. and Hayes 
General Technology

Soy protein companies (USA). See Borden, Inc., Drackett Co. 
(The), Glidden Co. (The), Grain Processing Corporation, Griffi th 
Laboratories, Laucks (I.F.) Co., Protein Technologies International 
(PTI), Solae Co. (The)

Soy Protein Concentrates, Textured 3163

Soy Protein Council (Food Protein Council from 1971 to Dec. 
1981) 2361, 2499, 2596, 2634, 2720

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein 
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 2439, 2441, 2617, 2623, 2970, 3055, 3139

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein 
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 3163, 3215, 3238, 3262

Soy Protein Isolates, Industrial Uses of 936

Soy Protein Isolates, Textured (For Food Use Only, Including Spun 
Soy Protein Fibers or Soy Isolate Gels). See also: Industrial Uses of 
Soy Proteins–Fibers (Artifi cial Wool Made from Spun Soy Protein 
Fibers) 2020, 2090, 2371, 2441, 2623, 3326

Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also: 
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition 
949, 950, 1984, 2120, 2278, 2354, 2361, 2363, 2369, 2404, 2418, 
2439, 2534, 2668, 2729, 2856, 3132, 3135, 3517

Soy Protein Products, Modern (Isolates, Concentrates, Textured Soy 

Protein Products, Soy Flour)–Imports, Exports, International Trade 
3262

Soy Proteins–Concentrates 1885, 2061, 2076, 2280, 2289, 2404, 
2441, 2617, 2623, 2836, 2856, 2958, 3013, 3028, 3055, 3134, 3143, 
3163, 3200, 3223, 3238, 3262, 3326, 3429, 3466

Soy Proteins–Concentrates–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 3235

Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such 
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods) 1289

Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modifi ed Soy Protein with 
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and 
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products 1593, 3328

Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. Also called Isolated Soy 
Protein. See also: Isolates, for Industrial (Non-Food) Use 936, 1003, 
1734, 1775, 1838, 1890, 2015, 2061, 2076, 2090, 2118, 2163, 2280, 
2289, 2296, 2404, 2441, 2617, 2623, 2694, 2826, 2836, 2856, 2958, 
2999, 3013, 3039, 3055, 3134, 3139, 3143, 3151, 3163, 3200, 3215, 
3221, 3238, 3262, 3328, 3429, 3466, 3546, 3599, 3600

Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin, 
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin}, 7S & 11S Protein Fractions and 
Subunits, Sedimentation Coeffi cients, Nitrogen Solubility, and 
Rheology) 25, 46, 94, 96, 308, 391, 505, 654, 664, 936, 949, 1234, 
2578, 2932, 3134, 3326

Soy Proteins, Textured (General) 2292, 2348, 2369, 2429, 2439, 
2732, 2829, 2836, 3140, 3180, 3223, 3328, 3404

Soy Proteins–Textured, in Dry Cereal-Soy Blends 2441

Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from 
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not 
Fermented 807, 1020, 1154, 1353, 1359, 2753, 2805, 3143

Soy sauce. See Hoisin / Haisien Sauce, Tamari, Worcestershire 
Sauce

Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 14, 56, 402, 434, 546, 
625, 912, 1469

Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Signifi cant Proportion of 
Wheat or Barley 24, 546, 837, 1045

Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)–Important Japanese Shoyu 
Manufacturers Other Than Kikkoman and Yamasa–Higashimaru, 
Marukin, Choshi, Higeta 60, 619, 1780, 3245

Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See Yamasa Corporation 
(Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)

Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation 
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)

Soy sauce companies or brands (USA). See La Choy, Oriental 
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Show-You Co

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports, 
Exports, International Trade 2, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 34, 35, 41, 43, 58, 
61, 83, 86, 134, 151, 159, 223, 257, 262, 313, 366, 368, 414, 445, 
478, 503, 622, 636, 735, 736, 807, 830, 832, 839, 851, 861, 902, 
934, 957, 982, 1045, 1072, 1078, 1081, 1098, 1200, 1274, 1308, 
1309, 1388, 1408, 1469, 1535, 1557, 3115, 3324

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, 
and Traditional Worcestershire Sauce 2, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 
24, 25, 27, 34, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 
56, 60, 69, 73, 74, 78, 83, 84, 86, 96, 97, 114, 117, 127, 134, 151, 
155, 159, 163, 174, 176, 195, 202, 206, 223, 257, 262, 263, 270, 
271, 273, 277, 303, 310, 313, 317, 320, 333, 355, 364, 366, 368, 
381, 384, 386, 389, 391, 392, 397, 399, 402, 404, 414, 422, 423, 
431, 434, 440, 445, 451, 455, 460, 478, 492, 503, 507, 512, 533, 
535, 544, 546, 559, 561, 581, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 593, 602, 
616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 622, 625, 633, 636, 649, 651, 652, 653, 
655, 671, 681, 686, 688, 689, 690, 693, 707, 735, 736, 740, 741, 
742, 743, 746, 750, 794, 799, 806, 807, 809, 811, 819, 823, 824, 
826, 830, 832, 837, 838, 839, 851, 861, 880, 896, 897, 901, 902, 
906, 912, 934, 936, 949, 957, 965, 974, 982, 989, 1001, 1003, 1008, 
1010, 1011, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1043, 1045, 1056, 1061, 1072, 1073, 
1078, 1081, 1096, 1098, 1111, 1126, 1135, 1144, 1146, 1148, 1154, 
1157, 1161, 1171, 1172, 1176, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1188, 1189, 1200, 
1202, 1207, 1210, 1217, 1218, 1223, 1228, 1233, 1245, 1253, 1259, 
1260, 1274, 1277, 1279, 1289, 1295, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1324, 
1332, 1338, 1342, 1353, 1355, 1356, 1359, 1362, 1368, 1385, 1388, 
1390, 1391, 1396, 1403, 1408, 1456, 1459, 1469, 1477, 1481, 1491, 
1505, 1509, 1512, 1515, 1516, 1518, 1522, 1535, 1543, 1548, 1551, 
1557, 1561, 1578, 1583, 1609, 1619, 1663, 1665, 1678, 1685, 1689, 
1691, 1697, 1702, 1711, 1722, 1733, 1734, 1740, 1751, 1756, 1764, 
1778, 1780, 1782, 1794, 1799, 1805, 1808, 1815, 1859, 1864, 1867, 
1880, 1883, 1890, 1892, 1950, 1956, 1978, 1990, 2005, 2006, 2022, 
2025, 2058, 2061, 2071, 2087, 2090, 2095, 2105, 2109, 2119, 2122, 
2152, 2171, 2212, 2224, 2225, 2234, 2235, 2240, 2247, 2261, 2268, 
2276, 2286, 2303, 2305, 2429, 2439, 2453, 2463, 2507, 2549, 2593, 
2613, 2617, 2624, 2632, 2726, 2727, 2732, 2734, 2736, 2753, 2756, 
2761, 2773, 2775, 2786, 2836, 2856, 2879, 2884, 2890, 2915, 2958, 
3002, 3021, 3049, 3066, 3115, 3121, 3136, 3137, 3139, 3140, 3144, 
3168, 3180, 3181, 3200, 3221, 3223, 3227, 3245, 3254, 3275, 3287, 
3324, 3326, 3328, 3351, 3370, 3421, 3549, 3572, 3599, 3600

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, 
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup 37, 38, 
40, 69, 581, 1043, 1217, 1218, 1309, 1310, 1355, 1551, 1808, 2090, 
2429, 2732, 2786, 3168

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 46, 86, 97, 310, 397, 653, 735, 736, 742, 807, 
811, 1207, 1308, 1338, 1388, 1408, 1469, 1583, 1663, 1794, 1956, 
2005, 2234, 2235, 2305, 2429, 2463, 2756, 2761, 2775, 2786, 2884, 
3115, 3136, 3139, 3140, 3168, 3180, 3245, 3324

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies 1161, 3002, 3245

Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented 
Soy Sauce

Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, 
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy 
Sauce)

Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial 
Scale 14, 34

Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from 
Making Soy Sauce

Soy sauce served in cruets with cruet frames. See Cruets (Glass 
Bottles)

Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu), Made from Black 
Soybean Koji. A Type of Fermented Black Soybean Sauce 451

Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient

Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages 807, 912, 1023, 1024, 1061, 1353, 1551

Soy Sprouts, Homemade–How to Grow at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand 2624

Soy Sprouts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region 2305, 3139, 3147, 3228

Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use 45, 
70, 257, 391, 504, 591, 625, 664, 806, 807, 837, 912, 949, 950, 
1003, 1008, 1010, 1023, 1024, 1045, 1053, 1061, 1157, 1172, 1184, 
1223, 1260, 1295, 1310, 1332, 1342, 1353, 1357, 1359, 1362, 1385, 
1391, 1392, 1414, 1505, 1509, 1518, 1529, 1538, 1548, 1551, 1761, 
1867, 2006, 2095, 2119, 2305, 2429, 2624, 2632, 2641, 2726, 2727, 
2732, 2734, 2736, 2753, 2756, 2856, 2868, 2890, 2976, 2985, 3139, 
3147, 3200, 3228, 3246, 3254, 3328, 3351, 3383

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods

Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured 1245, 1434, 2765, 2958, 3248, 
3270, 3421, 3602

Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy) 3140, 3163, 3254

Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region 3248, 3270

Soy Yogurt–Not Fermented. Typically Made with Tofu (Includes 
varieties “with active cultures” that are not actually cultured / 
fermented) 2999

Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand Burke. See Also Dr. 
Artemy A. Horvath 1668

Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-
42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products 
Ltd.

Soya Kaas Inc. See Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc.
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Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products 517, 880, 1121, 1128, 
1280, 1476, 2624, 2709, 2773, 2973

Soyanews: Monthly Newsletter Published by CARE in Colombo, 
Sri Lanka (1978-1990) 2656

Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar 
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn 
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company, 
in Bar Harbor, Maine) 2571, 2909, 2990, 3028, 3123, 3235, 3239, 
3261, 3312, 3315, 3322, 3327, 3328, 3429, 3496, 3502, 3546, 3548, 
3561, 3569

SoyaWorld Inc. See ProSoya

Soybean archaeology. See Archaeology

Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association 
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America

Soybean crushers (Asia). See Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan), 
Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. 
(Tokyo, Japan), Ruchi Soya Industries Ltd. (India), Yoshihara Oil 
Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan)

Soybean Crushers (Asia)–(General) 1666

Soybean crushers (Canada). See ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. 
(Windsor, Ontario, Canada), CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada), Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario)

Soybean Crushers (Canada), Early (Started Before 1941)–Milton 
Oil Refi neries Ltd. (Milton, Ontario; March 1930–Renamed 
Canadian Soyabeans Ltd. by Nov. 1932), Dominion Linseed Oil 
Co. (Baden, ONT; 1932), Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative 
Company of Canada, Ltd. (Chatham, ONT; 1932), Dominion Soya 
Industries / Dominion Soya Products Co. (Montreal, Quebec; spring 
1935), Soya Mills Limited (Stratford, ONT; Jan. 1936), Edgar 
Soya Products (Belle River, Ontario; 1936), Toronto Elevators Ltd. 
(Toronto, ONT; 1938) 1164, 1167, 1287, 1289, 1318, 1322, 1589, 
1814, 3222

Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers 
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)

Soybean crushers (Europe). See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy), Hansa 
Muehle (Hamburg, Germany), Harburger Oelwerke Brinckmann 
und Mergell (Harburg, near Hamburg, Germany), Noblee & Thoerl 
GmbH (Hamburg, Germany), Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, 
Germany), Stettiner Oelwerke (Stettin, Germany), Vandemoortele 
N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands)

Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General 176, 195, 202, 203, 211, 225, 
227, 237, 272, 367, 416, 629, 631, 1884, 1909, 2021, 2645

Soybean crushers (USA). See Allied Mills, Inc., Archer Daniels 
Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois), Bunge Corp. (White 
Plains, New York), Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis), 
Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana), Chicago Heights Oil Co. 

(Chicago Heights, Illinois), Continental Grain Co. (New York, 
New York), Dannen Mills (St. Joseph, Missouri), Delphos Grain 
& Soya Products Co. (Delphos, Ohio), Honeymead Products Co., 
Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois), Pillsbury Feed Mills and 
Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota), Procter & Gamble Co. 
(Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye Cotton Oil Co., Quincy 
Soybean Products Co. (Quincy, Illinois), Ralston Purina Co. (St. 
Louis, Missouri), Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean 
Mills (Decatur, Illinois), Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, 
New York), Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur,, Swift & Co. 
(Illinois)

Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk 
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924, Sinaiko 
Family and Iowa Milling Co. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)

Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See AGRI Industries, 
Inc. (Iowa), Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP), Boone 
Valley Cooperative Processing Association (Eagle Grove, Iowa), 
CHS Cooperatives, Including Cenex, Inc. and Harvest States 
Cooperatives (Which Includes Honeymead), Dawson Mills 
(Dawson, Minnesota), Far-Mar-Co, Inc., Farmers Union Grain 
Terminal Association (GTA), Farmland Industries, Inc., Gold 
Kist, Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota), Land O’Lakes, Inc., 
Missouri Farmers Association (MFA), Monticello Co-operative 
Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt Co., Illinois), North Iowa 
Cooperative Processing Association, (Manly, Iowa), Ohio Valley 
Soybean Cooperative (Henderson, Kentucky), Riceland Foods 
(Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970)

Soybean Crushers (USA), Cooperative–General and Other 1959, 
2348, 2467, 2519, 2520, 2545, 2606, 2607, 2610, 2660, 3311, 3445

Soybean crushers (USA), Early. See Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915)

Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacifi c Oil Mills and Albers 
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City 
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By 
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans), 
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920), 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County 
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch 
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana; 
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous 
solvent) 282, 395, 501, 530, 642, 671, 685, 688, 689, 690, 719, 728, 
750, 791, 813, 834, 891, 938, 966, 974, 989, 1004, 1044, 1069, 
1115, 1130, 1148, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1511, 1959, 1984, 2157

Soybean Crushers (USA), Small Crushers–Arkansas Grain Corp. 
(Helena & Stuttgart, Arkansas, 1958), Hemphill Soy Products 
(Kennett, Missouri, 1944), Old Fort Mills (Marion, Ohio, 1936), 
Sioux Soya Co. (Sioux City, Iowa, 1943), Soy Bean Processing 
Co. (Waterloo, Iowa, 1937), Soybean Products, Inc. (Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, 1934), Southern Soya Corp. (Cameron, South Carolina, 
1963), Soy-Rich Products (Wichita, Kansas, 1944), Toledo Soybean 
Products (Toledo, Ohio, 1940) Western Soybean Mills (Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota, 1944), etc.. 943, 1044, 1130, 1479, 1481

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses 112, 210, 223, 
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267, 397, 437, 440, 501, 681, 686, 728, 734, 911, 934, 940, 970, 
974, 975, 989, 997, 1043, 1044, 1055, 1061, 1069, 1071, 1086, 
1090, 1130, 1138, 1140, 1145, 1146, 1228, 1237, 1245, 1253, 1295, 
1322, 1332, 1342, 1368, 1390, 1392, 1459, 1511, 1538, 1593, 1617, 
1861, 1924, 1959, 2074, 2142, 2171, 2599, 2785, 3190

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers 
(Continuous, Mechanical) 71, 790, 938, 974, 975, 989, 1044, 1055, 
1056, 1069, 1086, 1090, 1130, 1140, 1228, 1232, 1263, 1299, 1322, 
1332, 1342, 1390, 1479, 1481, 1511, 1527, 1617, 1679, 1694, 1924, 
1959, 2109, 2142, 2344, 2633, 2660, 2958, 3269

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction 95, 117, 177, 
253, 406, 416, 496, 542, 545, 606, 613, 643, 684, 688, 689, 690, 
728, 731, 734, 804, 924, 936, 945, 946, 951, 963, 971, 985, 1003, 
1044, 1050, 1052, 1055, 1069, 1085, 1086, 1120, 1122, 1126, 1130, 
1146, 1153, 1176, 1205, 1228, 1234, 1237, 1239, 1245, 1295, 1322, 
1332, 1342, 1343, 1368, 1459, 1511, 1513, 1518, 1527, 1533, 1554, 
1560, 1563, 1604, 1616, 1617, 1666, 1679, 1694, 1838, 1902, 1909, 
1925, 1930, 1934, 1959, 2048, 2074, 2109, 2142, 2158, 2207, 2291, 
2344, 2350, 2434, 2554, 2570, 2606, 2607, 2633, 2645, 2660, 2683, 
2919, 3126, 3151, 3217, 3262, 3269, 3348, 3495, 3497, 3548

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press and Hand-Turned 
Screw Press (Early Technology from China and Manchuria) 71, 
419, 734, 911, 1052, 1086, 1145, 1173, 1237, 1245, 1368, 1459, 
2633, 2645

Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal) 
278, 286, 357, 374, 411, 528, 551, 629, 760, 808, 899, 924, 941, 
1006, 1061, 1082, 1098, 1132, 1164, 1176, 1198, 1204, 1222, 1248, 
1263, 1290, 1294, 1331, 1333, 1414, 1419, 1437, 1441, 1501, 1503, 
1504, 1513, 1533, 1554, 1560, 1568, 1585, 1591, 1599, 1603, 1606, 
1616, 1617, 1622, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1663, 1666, 1694, 1704, 1708, 
1710, 1724, 1741, 1758, 1794, 1799, 1822, 1823, 1836, 1845, 1855, 
1878, 1886, 1887, 1906, 1922, 1926, 1959, 2017, 2029, 2057, 2061, 
2094, 2108, 2109, 2111, 2114, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2165, 2170, 2191, 
2262, 2291, 2293, 2298, 2337, 2344, 2348, 2359, 2362, 2377, 2405, 
2409, 2418, 2434, 2460, 2481, 2509, 2517, 2525, 2541, 2571, 2578, 
2602, 2606, 2610, 2614, 2630, 2631, 2651, 2652, 2660, 2690, 2696, 
2717, 2728, 2729, 2731, 2743, 2758, 2771, 2787, 2794, 2801, 2809, 
2817, 2825, 2842, 2850, 2864, 2915, 2919, 2924, 2977, 2991, 2993, 
3013, 3017, 3045, 3089, 3106, 3142, 3143, 3149, 3159, 3163, 3168, 
3214, 3228, 3236, 3237, 3238, 3241, 3247, 3250, 3259, 3261, 3264, 
3274, 3289, 3298, 3309, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3339, 3361, 3429, 3439, 
3451, 3465, 3475, 3480, 3495, 3500, 3511, 3512, 3537, 3546, 3550, 
3566, 3583

Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean 
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market 
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–336, 337, 350, 362, 363, 370, 376, 
397, 434, 447, 599, 604, 681, 696, 697, 698, 716, 723, 738, 748, 
768, 790, 794, 795, 802, 812, 820, 827, 828, 852, 857, 868, 870, 
875, 881, 883, 890, 900, 914, 920, 921, 933, 934, 940, 951, 959, 
970, 985, 989, 1003, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 
1032, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1039, 1040, 1047, 1048, 1050, 1059, 
1061, 1062, 1070, 1090, 1107, 1109, 1114, 1121, 1122, 1130, 1148, 
1150, 1175, 1190, 1205, 1207, 1220, 1223, 1230, 1235, 1252, 1299, 
1367, 1368, 1373, 1402, 1431, 1437, 1442, 1450, 1452, 1479, 1480, 
1481, 1482, 1490, 1495, 1506, 1525, 1526, 1529, 1532, 1537, 1553, 

1581, 1593, 1612, 1646, 1663, 1679, 1692, 1694, 1697, 1698, 1708, 
1742, 1768, 1798, 1822, 1859, 1878, 1893, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901, 
1902, 1906, 1909, 1915, 1933, 1946, 1950, 1953, 1961, 1962, 1977, 
1991, 2010, 2026, 2035, 2042, 2061, 2095, 2110, 2115, 2129, 2130, 
2158, 2162, 2166, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2178, 2182, 2188, 2202, 2204, 
2207, 2215, 2218, 2265, 2270, 2304, 2306, 2317, 2319, 2321, 2324, 
2337, 2340, 2350, 2359, 2360, 2363, 2380, 2384, 2410, 2411, 2419, 
2430, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2442, 2444, 2446, 2448, 2463, 2469, 2470, 
2473, 2474, 2475, 2481, 2482, 2486, 2496, 2498, 2507, 2525, 2526, 
2528, 2529, 2537, 2542, 2544, 2548, 2556, 2557, 2559, 2560, 2561, 
2565, 2571, 2576, 2579, 2591, 2592, 2596, 2599, 2600, 2601, 2605, 
2606, 2630, 2634, 2635, 2638, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2654, 2660, 2666, 
2667, 2668, 2676, 2680, 2683, 2688, 2694, 2695, 2697, 2702, 2703, 
2704, 2710, 2711, 2717, 2720, 2721, 2723, 2729, 2742, 2746, 2750, 
2755, 2760, 2763, 2769, 2772, 2798, 2800, 2826, 2832, 2835, 2836, 
2838, 2840, 2842, 2854, 2866, 2869, 2871, 2873, 2874, 2877, 2884, 
2890, 2892, 2893, 2894, 2897, 2912, 2913, 2923, 2928, 2930, 2934, 
2935, 2941, 2943, 2944, 2945, 2946, 2948, 2949, 2951, 2953, 2963, 
2965, 2966, 2969, 2974, 2979, 2983, 2990, 2991, 2993, 2995, 2996, 
2997, 3000, 3007, 3008, 3012, 3013, 3014, 3017, 3018, 3022, 3026, 
3027, 3031, 3038, 3040, 3041, 3045, 3046, 3047, 3050, 3051, 3055, 
3056, 3059, 3061, 3071, 3073, 3076, 3079, 3081, 3083, 3087, 3101, 
3103, 3104, 3105, 3113, 3115, 3116, 3139, 3159, 3182, 3215, 3235, 
3281, 3282, 3323, 3465, 3546

Soybean Crushing–New Soybean Crusher 501

Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of 
Individual Plants–Statistics 1147, 1235, 1263

Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents

Soybean Cultural Practices–No-Till, Conservation Tillage, and 
Minimum Tillage Farming / Agriculture 3204, 3213, 3225, 3318

Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications 
about Soybeans 1003, 2280, 3457, 3548

Soybean–Genetic Diversity, Variability and Population Structure 
3534

Soybean–Growth Regulators / Substances Such as Triiodobenzoic 
Acid (TIBA), Gibberellic Acid, Gibberellins, Auxins, Cytokinins, 
Dicamba, and Florigen 1949, 2692

Soybean koji. See Koji, Soybean

Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932). Organized at Decatur, 
Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929 1147, 1197, 1211, 1228, 1232, 1330

Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as 
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial Uses 
17, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 52, 54, 59, 62, 66, 70, 71, 
72, 80, 87, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, 97, 98, 100, 102, 103, 107, 115, 118, 
128, 129, 131, 134, 135, 137, 139, 144, 146, 151, 157, 158, 162, 
175, 182, 196, 202, 206, 210, 213, 218, 223, 237, 251, 256, 257, 
263, 276, 279, 312, 313, 315, 350, 352, 353, 354, 366, 368, 378, 
381, 384, 389, 391, 395, 399, 419, 420, 422, 423, 427, 428, 430, 
434, 435, 440, 447, 455, 470, 473, 476, 504, 505, 507, 526, 551, 
561, 593, 604, 615, 635, 641, 648, 650, 652, 653, 655, 667, 668, 
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671, 672, 678, 681, 685, 688, 689, 690, 732, 734, 736, 740, 748, 
769, 790, 794, 801, 802, 805, 819, 823, 834, 837, 838, 896, 906, 
911, 934, 942, 946, 952, 971, 977, 985, 1000, 1003, 1004, 1010, 
1011, 1041, 1052, 1055, 1060, 1061, 1066, 1073, 1074, 1086, 1097, 
1125, 1126, 1127, 1134, 1146, 1148, 1149, 1154, 1171, 1172, 1176, 
1177, 1184, 1188, 1189, 1202, 1204, 1222, 1267, 1274, 1275, 1280, 
1283, 1289, 1295, 1308, 1311, 1320, 1342, 1344, 1355, 1356, 1367, 
1368, 1389, 1390, 1459, 1515, 1561, 1594, 1700, 1730, 1924, 2499, 
2570, 2599, 2752, 2965, 3066

Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 1, 5, 12, 29, 72, 118, 163, 176, 180, 
184, 193, 211, 212, 214, 246, 253, 259, 274, 315, 505, 587, 616, 
617, 717, 850, 1023, 1289, 1368, 2319, 2719, 2723, 2742

Soybean meal pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal

Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake, 
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 39, 42, 44, 
45, 46, 47, 48, 51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 59, 62, 66, 67, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 
79, 80, 81, 85, 87, 92, 95, 96, 97, 98, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 
106, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 
121, 122, 123, 124, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 
137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 144, 145, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 
152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 160, 161, 162, 163, 166, 167, 168, 
169, 170, 172, 173, 174, 176, 177, 178, 180, 181, 182, 184, 185, 
186, 187, 189, 190, 192, 193, 195, 196, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 
207, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 216, 218, 221, 223, 224, 225, 
227, 229, 231, 232, 234, 237, 241, 242, 244, 246, 247, 248, 249, 
250, 251, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 262, 263, 265, 
266, 267, 268, 269, 271, 274, 276, 279, 282, 285, 287, 288, 289, 
297, 298, 299, 302, 303, 306, 308, 310, 312, 315, 316, 317, 320, 
325, 329, 333, 334, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 348, 349, 350, 353, 
354, 355, 358, 362, 363, 364, 366, 368, 372, 378, 379, 381, 384, 
385, 386, 387, 389, 392, 395, 397, 400, 402, 406, 415, 416, 417, 
418, 419, 420, 422, 423, 425, 428, 431, 434, 435, 436, 437, 439, 
440, 447, 449, 450, 451, 453, 455, 459, 465, 470, 471, 476, 481, 
484, 487, 489, 490, 491, 492, 495, 496, 498, 499, 501, 502, 503, 
504, 505, 507, 512, 514, 515, 517, 519, 520, 526, 529, 530, 532, 
533, 534, 535, 537, 542, 543, 545, 547, 551, 552, 555, 556, 559, 
561, 565, 566, 570, 573, 574, 575, 576, 580, 582, 586, 587, 588, 
589, 593, 594, 595, 597, 599, 602, 604, 605, 606, 607, 613, 616, 
617, 619, 620, 625, 628, 634, 635, 637, 638, 639, 642, 646, 647, 
650, 652, 653, 654, 655, 656, 659, 664, 666, 667, 668, 671, 672, 
674, 678, 680, 681, 684, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 692, 693, 695, 
702, 705, 707, 708, 712, 714, 716, 717, 719, 723, 725, 728, 730, 
732, 734, 735, 736, 738, 740, 742, 743, 744, 745, 748, 750, 758, 
765, 768, 769, 775, 783, 790, 794, 798, 801, 802, 804, 805, 806, 
807, 810, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 827, 833, 834, 837, 
838, 841, 850, 867, 868, 870, 874, 875, 876, 879, 880, 891, 896, 
898, 900, 901, 902, 904, 905, 906, 911, 912, 916, 917, 920, 921, 
922, 923, 926, 927, 934, 935, 936, 939, 940, 942, 946, 947, 948, 
949, 950, 951, 952, 955, 956, 963, 964, 970, 971, 972, 974, 975, 
977, 982, 985, 989, 991, 992, 997, 999, 1000, 1001, 1003, 1004, 
1006, 1007, 1008, 1010, 1011, 1014, 1015, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 
1041, 1043, 1044, 1050, 1052, 1053, 1055, 1056, 1058, 1060, 1066, 
1069, 1070, 1071, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1097, 1098, 
1104, 1108, 1112, 1114, 1115, 1118, 1121, 1122, 1124, 1125, 1126, 
1127, 1129, 1130, 1134, 1138, 1141, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 

1151, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1158, 1159, 1163, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 
1177, 1178, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1188, 1189, 1193, 1194, 
1197, 1199, 1200, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1207, 1210, 1211, 1213, 1214, 
1216, 1220, 1222, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1232, 1233, 1234, 
1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1242, 1243, 1245, 1246, 1253, 1256, 
1259, 1260, 1265, 1267, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1279, 1280, 
1282, 1283, 1284, 1289, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1302, 
1308, 1311, 1315, 1320, 1322, 1323, 1325, 1326, 1329, 1330, 1333, 
1341, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1347, 1348, 1353, 1355, 1356, 1359, 
1361, 1363, 1364, 1368, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1381, 
1388, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1409, 
1410, 1414, 1417, 1421, 1433, 1448, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453, 1456, 
1458, 1459, 1470, 1471, 1475, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1490, 1496, 
1497, 1499, 1500, 1506, 1508, 1509, 1511, 1515, 1516, 1519, 1522, 
1526, 1533, 1535, 1538, 1540, 1543, 1548, 1550, 1551, 1553, 1561, 
1563, 1568, 1575, 1578, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1594, 
1612, 1616, 1617, 1621, 1630, 1631, 1641, 1648, 1652, 1662, 1663, 
1666, 1667, 1670, 1674, 1679, 1681, 1687, 1692, 1694, 1697, 1698, 
1700, 1704, 1706, 1715, 1726, 1728, 1730, 1731, 1733, 1736, 1748, 
1753, 1762, 1768, 1770, 1774, 1775, 1777, 1781, 1782, 1795, 1804, 
1810, 1811, 1813, 1820, 1824, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1832, 1838, 1842, 
1844, 1846, 1859, 1861, 1864, 1866, 1867, 1875, 1880, 1885, 1886, 
1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1894, 1895, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901, 1902, 
1907, 1908, 1909, 1913, 1915, 1917, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 
1928, 1930, 1933, 1943, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1959, 1960, 1962, 1969, 
1970, 1972, 1974, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1987, 1992, 1995, 1996, 
1997, 1998, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2016, 2020, 2021, 2024, 2025, 2026, 
2028, 2030, 2035, 2039, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2050, 2052, 2053, 2055, 
2056, 2057, 2059, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2069, 2074, 2075, 2076, 2078, 
2079, 2083, 2087, 2089, 2090, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2099, 
2101, 2103, 2104, 2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2114, 2122, 
2123, 2126, 2129, 2131, 2135, 2137, 2140, 2142, 2152, 2154, 2155, 
2156, 2158, 2162, 2163, 2166, 2174, 2178, 2184, 2186, 2188, 2202, 
2204, 2205, 2207, 2208, 2210, 2215, 2216, 2223, 2228, 2230, 2235, 
2236, 2240, 2251, 2265, 2266, 2280, 2281, 2283, 2284, 2298, 2300, 
2302, 2304, 2306, 2314, 2319, 2321, 2324, 2325, 2330, 2333, 2334, 
2336, 2344, 2345, 2348, 2350, 2352, 2354, 2360, 2361, 2363, 2364, 
2365, 2370, 2372, 2378, 2380, 2382, 2384, 2385, 2387, 2390, 2391, 
2393, 2395, 2396, 2401, 2403, 2408, 2410, 2411, 2419, 2424, 2426, 
2430, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2442, 2448, 2450, 2453, 2456, 2462, 2463, 
2464, 2465, 2466, 2468, 2470, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2478, 2482, 
2486, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2493, 2498, 2499, 2500, 2501, 
2504, 2505, 2506, 2510, 2513, 2521, 2522, 2526, 2528, 2529, 2532, 
2534, 2538, 2539, 2542, 2544, 2550, 2554, 2555, 2556, 2559, 2561, 
2563, 2565, 2567, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2575, 2577, 2579, 2583, 2584, 
2585, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2599, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2607, 2625, 2627, 
2628, 2633, 2635, 2637, 2638, 2643, 2645, 2646, 2647, 2649, 2650, 
2654, 2655, 2657, 2659, 2660, 2664, 2667, 2668, 2672, 2673, 2680, 
2681, 2683, 2684, 2685, 2686, 2688, 2698, 2699, 2700, 2704, 2708, 
2711, 2719, 2720, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2727, 2738, 2742, 2749, 2750, 
2752, 2755, 2760, 2762, 2763, 2764, 2765, 2769, 2771, 2772, 2773, 
2775, 2778, 2785, 2788, 2792, 2800, 2802, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2811, 
2812, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2817, 2819, 2824, 2826, 2831, 2833, 2836, 
2837, 2838, 2853, 2856, 2858, 2860, 2864, 2865, 2872, 2874, 2876, 
2877, 2884, 2886, 2888, 2890, 2892, 2894, 2895, 2896, 2897, 2899, 
2901, 2905, 2908, 2910, 2911, 2912, 2913, 2922, 2928, 2930, 2934, 
2935, 2937, 2940, 2941, 2944, 2946, 2948, 2956, 2957, 2959, 2966, 
2968, 2969, 2970, 2974, 2975, 2978, 2979, 2983, 2994, 2995, 2996, 
2998, 3000, 3005, 3006, 3008, 3011, 3014, 3022, 3023, 3026, 3027, 
3030, 3031, 3037, 3041, 3047, 3048, 3050, 3051, 3056, 3058, 3059, 
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3060, 3063, 3066, 3068, 3069, 3073, 3074, 3076, 3079, 3081, 3083, 
3086, 3088, 3094, 3102, 3103, 3104, 3109, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 
3114, 3119, 3122, 3125, 3126, 3127, 3132, 3135, 3137, 3139, 3140, 
3151, 3152, 3162, 3166, 3168, 3169, 3171, 3176, 3182, 3185, 3190, 
3197, 3198, 3200, 3206, 3210, 3214, 3215, 3216, 3217, 3221, 3222, 
3223, 3227, 3235, 3241, 3262, 3276, 3277, 3278, 3287, 3291, 3297, 
3299, 3304, 3305, 3307, 3308, 3323, 3326, 3328, 3333, 3337, 3339, 
3340, 3348, 3352, 3357, 3361, 3363, 3365, 3378, 3382, 3387, 3400, 
3402, 3425, 3426, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3445, 3452, 3460, 3461, 3466, 
3467, 3478, 3479, 3484, 3485, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3506, 3507, 
3513, 3515, 3516, 3517, 3519, 3521, 3524, 3526, 3531, 3533, 3534, 
3537, 3539, 3542, 3548, 3551, 3555, 3556, 3557, 3567, 3570, 3572, 
3573, 3580

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its 
Seeds 1003, 1320, 1530, 1857

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its 
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination 
1478

Soybean oil. See Soy Oil

Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Soybean paste. See Miso

Soybean pellets. See Pellets Made from Soybean Meal

Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism, 
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration, 
Photorespiration) 1530, 1857, 2280, 2375, 2505, 2735, 2897, 2952

Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry–Maturity Groups 3134, 
3300, 3514

Soybean–Physiology–Drought Tolerance 518, 1144

Soybean–Physiology–Moisture Tolerance 518

Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiod Insensitivity / Daylength 
Neutrality 3205, 3297

Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic 
Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses 1561, 2119, 2275, 2371, 
2420, 2505, 2542, 2976, 3205

Soybean–Physiology–Tolerance to Cold, Chilling, or Low 
Temperatures, and Cold Tolerant Varieties 518, 1144, 2333, 3205

Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing

Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover 
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation 
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems: 
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices, 
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Identity Preserved / 
Preservation, Organically Grown Soybeans, Peoria Plan of 1928-29 
for Growing, Selling, and Processing Soybeans, Plant Protection 
from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury (General), Precision 

Agriculture / Farming (Based on GPS–Global Positioning System), 
Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds and Soybean Products–Except 
Sauces (Which See), Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including 
Soy Sprouts, Seed Quality, Seed Treatment, Yield Statistics, 
Soybean

Soybean production–Costs. See Cost of Producing Soybeans

Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery 
(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization

Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines, Combines–
Etymology

Soybean production–Farm Machinery. See Tractors

Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced 48, 52, 70, 77, 
87, 111, 156, 253, 263, 268, 354, 369, 393, 394, 403, 412, 418, 419, 
420, 421, 432, 433, 435, 436, 437, 439, 474, 483, 494, 541, 549, 
559, 560, 568, 575, 585, 598, 620, 625, 656, 662, 663, 731, 741, 
763, 794, 802, 803, 856, 899, 924, 939, 962, 967, 995, 997, 998, 
1001, 1004, 1005, 1053, 1067, 1086, 1098, 1101, 1132, 1134, 1139, 
1142, 1154, 1186, 1193, 1201, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1211, 1219, 1221, 
1222, 1223, 1228, 1233, 1252, 1255, 1256, 1259, 1268, 1276, 1277, 
1286, 1288, 1302, 1325, 1326, 1344, 1359, 1367, 1368, 1374, 1396, 
1402, 1406, 1414, 1418, 1426, 1437, 1441, 1453, 1472, 1481, 1482, 
1484, 1490, 1493, 1506, 1508, 1510, 1512, 1514, 1519, 1521, 1534, 
1535, 1542, 1550, 1561, 1566, 1574, 1575, 1581, 1587, 1592, 1594, 
1610, 1629, 1681, 1708, 1718, 1719, 1728, 1735, 1754, 1756, 1781, 
1809, 1839, 1864, 1899, 1941, 1956, 1973, 1983, 1984, 1993, 2032, 
2043, 2047, 2110, 2112, 2125, 2138, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2152, 2158, 
2162, 2163, 2167, 2180, 2183, 2196, 2197, 2198, 2199, 2208, 2214, 
2216, 2262, 2269, 2272, 2273, 2280, 2291, 2292, 2296, 2302, 2305, 
2324, 2326, 2328, 2339, 2343, 2344, 2355, 2360, 2371, 2383, 2386, 
2401, 2402, 2410, 2414, 2415, 2418, 2426, 2437, 2440, 2442, 2446, 
2463, 2465, 2468, 2470, 2473, 2479, 2509, 2514, 2523, 2524, 2525, 
2539, 2547, 2560, 2563, 2565, 2571, 2574, 2576, 2590, 2595, 2597, 
2618, 2663, 2687, 2690, 2703, 2706, 2712, 2721, 2725, 2726, 2727, 
2728, 2729, 2730, 2732, 2735, 2737, 2743, 2761, 2780, 2805, 2828, 
2845, 2847, 2856, 2872, 2878, 2890, 2897, 2937, 2938, 2940, 2976, 
2979, 2981, 3004, 3022, 3047, 3054, 3082, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3093, 
3094, 3095, 3111, 3124, 3151, 3152, 3168, 3200, 3216, 3221, 3298, 
3307, 3317, 3346, 3352, 3372, 3399, 3404, 3420, 3427, 3434, 3443, 
3449, 3450, 3457, 3467, 3508, 3511, 3512, 3521, 3522, 3525, 3531, 
3548, 3562, 3576

Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See 
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly 
in

Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses 1961, 2074, 2119, 2178, 2180, 2198, 2210, 2218, 2309, 
2330, 2553, 2571, 2592, 2594, 2595, 2600, 2601, 2604, 2609, 2611, 
2630, 2632, 2635, 2638, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2663, 2666, 2668, 2678, 
2679, 2695, 2696, 2701, 2703, 2704, 2711, 2712, 2721, 2732, 2738, 
2758, 2760, 2761, 2772, 2774, 2786, 2827, 2832, 2838, 2839, 2840, 
2845, 2848, 2852, 2853, 2854, 2856, 2864, 2866, 2869, 2872, 2873, 
2875, 2876, 2877, 2878, 2879, 2881, 2882, 2884, 2886, 2888, 2890, 
2891, 2893, 2898, 2904, 2909, 2917, 2920, 2928, 2932, 2945, 2951, 
2952, 2953, 2959, 2960, 2962, 2966, 2968, 2974, 2982, 2984, 2987, 
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2988, 2989, 2992, 2993, 2994, 3001, 3007, 3008, 3010, 3014, 3016, 
3022, 3025, 3027, 3028, 3038, 3042, 3051, 3052, 3054, 3056, 3070, 
3072, 3073, 3076, 3080, 3083, 3090, 3092, 3094, 3096, 3097, 3100, 
3104, 3105, 3109, 3112, 3113, 3137, 3149, 3152, 3169, 3171, 3200, 
3238, 3247, 3261, 3287, 3305, 3307, 3317, 3328, 3357, 3373

Soybean production–Marketing. See Chicago Board of Trade 
(CBOT), Marketing Soybeans, Railroads / Railways and Special 
Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean 
Production, Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932)

Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See 
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company

Soybean production, organic. See Organic Soybean Production

Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial, 
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also: 
Integrated Pest Management, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
and Biological Control, Nematodes–Disease Control, Pesticides 
(General), Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans

Soybean Production–Sustainability or Sustainable Agriculture 3399, 
3441, 3554, 3581

Soybean Research Foundation, Inc. (SRF, Mason City, Illinois) 
2134, 2371

Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease) 2665, 3044, 3480, 3537

Soybean Seed Companies and Seedsmen in Japan 55, 65

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned 17, 25, 
36, 38, 45, 46, 69, 70, 72, 96, 136, 170, 174, 182, 253, 303, 364, 
367, 392, 415, 419, 420, 431, 434, 440, 451, 478, 503, 507, 512, 
522, 524, 580, 584, 587, 589, 620, 639, 655, 664, 671, 681, 685, 
688, 689, 690, 707, 712, 758, 760, 794, 806, 809, 837, 838, 849, 
902, 904, 949, 950, 968, 989, 992, 995, 1003, 1008, 1009, 1013, 
1021, 1043, 1045, 1052, 1054, 1111, 1145, 1147, 1175, 1204, 1214, 
1222, 1225, 1226, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1237, 1239, 1251, 1260, 1289, 
1320, 1327, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1367, 1393, 1476, 1480, 1481, 
1509, 1516, 1529, 1530, 1544, 1920, 1947, 2146, 2147, 2157, 2371, 
3066, 3082, 3217, 3307

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in 
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or 
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value 202, 391, 402, 414, 936, 950, 
1310, 2124

Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records 25, 45, 
253, 367, 392, 414, 503, 507, 517, 522, 574, 589, 620, 639, 664, 
681, 760, 806, 1009, 1054, 1226, 1289, 1320, 1340, 1358, 1480

Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early 
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or 
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow, 
Sonoma, and Tashing 18, 26, 38, 44, 45, 46, 70, 270, 330, 362, 363, 
367, 392, 419, 420, 503, 507, 517, 522, 524, 580, 587, 639, 664, 

681, 707, 760, 799, 807, 837, 838, 949, 950, 1008, 1009, 1045, 
1054, 1094, 1098, 1320, 1339, 1480

Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded, 
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored 45, 392, 503, 664, 681, 760, 1054

Soybean Seeds–White in Color 18, 26, 44, 45, 70, 96, 136, 364, 
367, 392, 402, 419, 420, 431, 503, 516, 524, 584, 837, 838

Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream 
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also: 
Soybean Seeds–White 18, 24, 25, 26, 38, 44, 45, 69, 70, 72, 96, 
136, 182, 202, 253, 262, 270, 272, 303, 310, 330, 362, 363, 364, 
367, 392, 414, 415, 419, 420, 431, 434, 440, 478, 503, 507, 517, 
522, 524, 531, 587, 620, 639, 664, 671, 681, 685, 712, 740, 742, 
760, 806, 807, 870, 880, 904, 936, 949, 950, 963, 968, 969, 989, 
1005, 1008, 1009, 1045, 1054, 1098, 1230, 1289, 1320, 1327, 1337, 
1340, 1479, 1480, 1481

Soybean Seedsmen in the Austro-Hungarian Empire 20

Soybean–Taxonomy / Classifi cation 23, 333, 481, 1003, 1769, 2420

Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and 
Names 647, 1326, 1442, 2915

Soybean Varieties Canada–Harosoy 1978, 2084, 2134, 2332, 2729, 
3089, 3205, 3344, 3549

Soybean Varieties Canada–Harovinton–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 3148, 3204, 3254, 3334

Soybean Varieties Canada–Maple Arrow 2729, 3205, 3528

Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 211–Early Development 1143, 
1289, 1476, 2729

Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 537–Early Development by 
1914 1289

Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 92–Early Development 764, 
1289, 1476

Soybean Varieties Europe–Gelbe Riesen (“Yellow Giant” / Giant 
Yellow)–Early Introduction 760

Soybean Varieties USA–Acme–Early Introduction 478, 639

Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction 1013, 1142, 1230, 
1231, 1232, 2729

Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction 1009, 1320, 
1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Amherst–Early Introduction 639, 707, 
1320
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Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction 639, 671, 
989, 1009, 1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907) 671, 707, 
760, 989, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction 415, 639, 760, 
1009, 1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Baird–Early Introduction 517, 1054

Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1476, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction 478, 639, 685, 
806, 949, 950, 1009, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction 685, 806, 807, 
1008, 1009, 1054, 1082, 1260, 1320, 1337, 1338, 1340, 1476, 1480, 
1481, 2505

Soybean Varieties USA–Black–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Buckshot by May 1907 367, 639, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Black Ebony–Early Introduction 1147

Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction 522, 
671, 685, 806, 949, 950, 989, 1009, 1054, 1230, 1231, 1320, 1480, 
1481, 1509, 1530

Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction 760, 1320, 
1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Brown–Early Introduction 367, 639, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Brownie–Early Introduction 517, 1054

Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction 507, 639, 
760, 1003, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction 760, 1003

Soybean Varieties USA–Chame–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction 580, 760, 
1054, 1320, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907) 707, 760, 
1009, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1509, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction 671, 685, 
1008, 1009, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Chusei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Cloud–Early Introduction 639, 707, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction 
1320, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Disoy–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2134, 2371

Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfi eld–Early Introduction 1230, 1231, 
1320, 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516, 1529, 2146, 2147, 2371

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Black–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Buckshot by May 1907 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction 760, 806, 
1009, 1289, 1320, 1530

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction 507, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Yellow–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Ito San by about 1902 1181, 1289, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction. 
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type 1320, 1340, 1393, 1480, 1481, 
1516, 1529

Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction 707, 1009, 
1054, 1147, 1181, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1320, 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction 1003, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Edward–Early Introduction 478, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction 478, 707, 760, 
806, 1005, 1009, 1320, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Emperor–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480

Soybean Varieties USA–Etum or Eatum–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Black–Early Introduction. 
Synonym: Buckshot (Ball 1907) 760

Soybean Varieties USA–Fairchild–Early Introduction 1054, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–German Coffee Berry–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Ito-San by about 1902 999

Soybean Varieties USA–Giant Green–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Goku–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
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Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction 367, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Samarow in 1907 760

Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction 415, 507, 517, 
639, 685, 760, 949, 950, 1003, 1008, 1054, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled 
“Habara” in Canada 707, 1009, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516, 2146, 2147

Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction 639, 671, 
685, 760, 880, 949, 989, 995, 1009, 1013, 1054, 1230, 1231, 1320, 
1340, 1378, 1480, 1481, 1516, 1529, 1610, 2371

Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded 
and / or Vegetable-Type 949, 950, 1008, 1320, 1393, 1480, 1481, 
1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Hakote–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Hamilton–Early Introduction 1009, 1230, 
1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction 176, 202, 416, 
417

Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1394, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Hiro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction 478, 507, 
639, 671, 685, 707, 806, 949, 950, 989, 992, 995, 1009, 1054, 1320, 
1480, 1481, 3082

Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early 
Introduction 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction 1320, 1480, 
1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Hope–Early Selection (1905) 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction 1228, 
1230, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Indiana Hollybrook–Early Development 
1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu, 
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow, 
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry 415, 478, 517, 520, 639, 671, 685, 
707, 760, 806, 949, 950, 989, 1003, 1008, 1009, 1021, 1024, 1054, 
1094, 1098, 1181, 1230, 1231, 1320, 1378, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Jackson–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1635, 1770

Soybean Varieties USA–Jet–Early Introduction 639, 1054, 1320, 
1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1480

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanrich–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2084, 2134, 2371, 2443, 2754, 3254

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1135, 1393, 1476, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanum–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Kentucky–Early Introduction 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Kim–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2371

Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction 415, 1003, 
1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction 1054, 1082, 
1230, 1260, 1320, 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516, 2157

Soybean Varieties USA–Lexington–Early Introduction 685, 1320, 
1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Magna–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2134, 2371

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Brown–Early Introduction 
1009, 1320, 1340, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction 415, 507, 
639, 671, 685, 760, 806, 820, 949, 950, 989, 1003, 1008, 1009, 
1010, 1054, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction 474, 
639, 685, 688, 870, 880, 904, 995, 1009, 1082, 1098, 1230, 1320, 
1327, 1337, 1340, 1357, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1490, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction 685, 806, 949, 
950, 1009, 1013, 1021, 1054, 1143, 1147, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1260, 
1289, 1320, 1327, 1337, 1340, 1374, 1378, 1393, 1459, 1476, 1480, 
1481, 1508, 1509, 1610, 2146, 2147
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Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction 707, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction 1009, 1289, 
1320, 1378, 1393, 1476, 1480, 1481, 1509, 1516, 1585, 2146, 2147, 
2332, 2729

Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction 478

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction 707, 
1003, 1008, 1009, 1098, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905). 
Renamed Midwest by 1923 367, 415, 671, 685, 760, 806, 949, 950, 
989, 992, 1005, 1054, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction 760, 1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction 760, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction 1009, 1013, 
1054, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development 671, 707, 806, 
989, 992, 1009, 1013, 1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction 1320, 1480, 
1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Mongol–Early Introduction 707, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction 1005, 1009, 
1013, 1320, 1480, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Nanda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Nemo–Early Introduction 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Nuttall–Early Introduction 507, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development. 
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948) 760, 1003, 1098, 1226, 
1320, 1358, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9001–Early Introduction 707, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9016–Early Introduction 707

Soybean Varieties USA–Ohio 9035–Early Development. Renamed 
Hamilton by 1923 707, 1230, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Okute / O’kute / O’Kute–Early 
Introduction 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Osaya–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction 
593, 995, 1054, 1082, 1175, 1320, 1337, 1338, 1340, 1393, 1480, 

1481, 1529, 1947

Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907) 
639, 671, 685, 707, 806, 904, 949, 950, 989, 992, 1008, 1009, 1054, 
1230, 1231, 1320, 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516, 2371, 3082

Soybean Varieties USA–Perley’s Mongol–Early Selection (1912) 
1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Pinpu–Early Introduction 1320, 1480, 
1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Prize–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2134, 2371, 2984

Soybean Varieties USA–Protana–Specialty, High Protein 2134

Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction 478, 760, 
1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction 415, 507, 
1003

Soybean Varieties USA–Sato–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction 685, 1054, 
1320, 3082

Soybean Varieties USA–Sherwood–Early Introduction 1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction 707, 760, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Shiro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection 1320, 1480, 1481, 
1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Sousei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1393, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolifi c–Early Introduction 1320, 
1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction 1320, 1480, 
1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Stuart–Early Introduction 2371

Soybean Varieties USA–Suru–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
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Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction 478, 760

Soybean Varieties USA–Taha–Early Introduction 707, 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel Black / Tar-Heel Black / Tar Heel 
Black–Early Introduction 1009, 1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel / Tar Heel / Tar-Heel–Early 
Introduction. Renamed Tarheel Black by May 1915 1320, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction 580, 1054, 
1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Tastee–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Toku–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction 639, 
671, 685, 806, 949, 950, 989, 992, 1009, 1320, 1327, 1337, 1340, 
1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Trenton–Early Introduction 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Vinton–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 2984, 2985, 3254

Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction 760

Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907) 639, 671, 
685, 806, 904, 949, 950, 989, 1008, 1009, 1013, 1054, 1173, 1184, 
1230, 1231, 1232, 1260, 1320, 1337, 1340, 1393, 1480, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Waseda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction 1320, 1480, 1481, 
1516

Soybean Varieties USA–White Eyebrow–Early Introduction 1052, 
1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction 639, 671, 685, 
688, 689, 690, 760, 949, 950, 989, 1009, 1013, 1054, 1184, 1230, 
1231, 1251, 1320, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 / 
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912) 806, 904, 949, 950, 
1230, 1320, 1393, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction 1009, 
1021, 1054, 1226, 1289, 1320, 1393, 1480, 1481

Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction 1320

Soybean Varieties USA–Yokoten / Yokotenn–Early Introduction 
1320, 1480, 1481, 1516

Soybean Varieties USA–Yoshioka–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Yosho by May 1907 1135

Soybean Varieties USA–Yosho–Early Introduction 707, 1320

Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color

Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans

Soybeans, whole dry (used cooked or unprocessed as feed). See 
Whole Dry Soybeans

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry 
Soybeans

Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)

Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New 
Products

Soyfoods Association of North America (SANA). Founded 30 June 
1978 in Ann Arbor, Michigan 2547

Soyfoods Associations in Canada (Soyfoods Canada) 3554

Soyfoods Center. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Soyfoods companies (Asia). See Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore 
and Malaysia) and Affi liates

Soyfoods companies (Canada). See Nutrisoya, Inc. (Quebec), Yves 
Veggie Cuisine (Vancouver, BC, Canada)

Soyfoods companies (Europe). See British Arkady Company Ltd. 
(Manchester, England), Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport 
Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, England), Lima N.V. / Lima Foods 
(Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France), Manna 
Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The Netherlands), Nutrition et Nature 
(Revel near Toulouse, France) Toulouse, France). Founded in June, 
Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly Cacoja), Tofutown.com (Wiesbaum / 
Vulkaneifel, Germany), Valsoia S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy)

Soyfoods companies (USA). See Hain Celestial Group, Inc. 
(Uniondale, New York), Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, 
California). Previously Brightsong Tofu, SunRich Food Group 
(Hope, Minnesota), White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans) 451, 1383, 1553, 1646, 
1667, 2006, 2025, 2042, 2130, 2161, 2276, 2418, 2556, 2596, 2613, 
2634, 2753, 2836, 2909, 2912, 2958, 3030, 3035, 3189, 3235, 3356, 
3429, 3546

Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans 
1859, 1950, 1961, 2095, 2109, 2161, 2218, 2337, 2380, 2481, 2571, 
2668, 2753, 2884, 2891, 2897, 2932, 2939, 2993, 3000, 3028, 3049, 
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3098, 3131, 3139, 3147, 3149, 3152, 3166, 3168, 3221

Soyfoods movement. See Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee), 
Plenty Canada and The Farm in Canada (Lanark, Ontario, Canada), 
Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine), Soyfoods Association of North 
America (SANA)

Soyfoods Movement in Africa 2116, 2303, 2338

Soyfoods Movement in Europe 2609, 2624, 2632, 2668, 2694, 
2999, 3117, 3143, 3464

Soyfoods Movement in Mexico and Central America 2655

Soyfoods Movement in North America (USA & Canada, General) 
2547, 2958

Soyfoods Movement in South America 2655

Soyfoods Movement in the Caribbean 3270, 3271

Soyfoods Movement–Periodicals, Including Soycraft, Soyfoods, 
Soya Foods, Soya Newsletter, Soya International, Soyfoods Canada 
Newsletter, etc 2571, 2958, 3261, 3328

Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California). Named Soyfoods Center 
until 1 Jan. 2007. Founded by William and Akiko Shurtleff 2547, 
2595, 2604, 2605, 2607, 2609, 2613, 2632, 2645, 2655, 2668, 2687, 
2915, 2991, 3001, 3270, 3271, 3283

Soyland Farm. See Fouts Family of Indiana

Soymilk. See Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers

Soymilk Companies (Asia)–Kibun, Marusan-Ai, Mitsubishi, Meiji, 
and Saniku Shokuhin in Japan 2939, 3134

Soymilk companies (Canada). See Malnutrition Matters, ProSoya

Soymilk companies (Europe). See Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), 
Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk 
Society

Soymilk companies (USA). See American Soy Products (Saline, 
Michigan), Pacifi c Foods of Oregon, Inc. (Tualatin, Oregon), 
Vitasoy, WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc., 
California)

Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk). 
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base 687, 741, 1003, 1008, 1144, 
1245, 2745, 2999, 3117

Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). See 
also: Non-Dairy Creamer 1043, 1228, 1245

Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Soymilk Equipment 2745, 2999

Soymilk Equipment Companies (Europe). See APV Systems, Soya 

Technology Division. Formerly named Danish Turnkey Dairies 
Ltd., Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden), Tetra Pak International (Lund, 
Sweden)

Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 505, 544, 639, 1400, 1478, 2745

Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research, 
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili, 
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy 
Cheese, and Soy Kefi r 391, 741, 797, 1003, 1859, 1890, 3539

Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r 1434, 3248

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 2753, 2756, 2775, 2939, 3139, 3140, 3147, 
3248

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies 2058, 2626, 2667, 2694, 2718, 2842, 2939, 
2999, 3021, 3048, 3116, 3117, 3143, 3254

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Smaller Companies 1142

Soymilk–Marketing of 2089

Soymilk Production–How to Make Soymilk on a Commercial Scale 
3326

Soymilk shakes. See Shakes

Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and 
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See 
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese or 
Cheese Alternatives 69, 93, 117, 202, 208, 247, 303, 308, 317, 333, 
386, 391, 430, 432, 434, 440, 450, 464, 476, 502, 503, 505, 512, 
544, 559, 585, 594, 597, 616, 617, 625, 633, 639, 655, 687, 688, 
689, 690, 693, 707, 728, 739, 741, 742, 743, 750, 756, 760, 794, 
797, 807, 824, 848, 880, 901, 902, 906, 912, 913, 932, 949, 950, 
965, 1003, 1004, 1008, 1010, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1043, 1045, 1052, 
1053, 1056, 1061, 1073, 1083, 1085, 1100, 1111, 1142, 1144, 1145, 
1146, 1148, 1154, 1157, 1172, 1176, 1200, 1206, 1223, 1228, 1245, 
1248, 1260, 1278, 1279, 1295, 1296, 1310, 1319, 1321, 1324, 1332, 
1342, 1353, 1355, 1357, 1359, 1378, 1385, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1396, 
1400, 1414, 1434, 1443, 1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1492, 
1509, 1516, 1518, 1522, 1529, 1535, 1733, 1734, 1772, 1815, 1859, 
1867, 2020, 2025, 2058, 2089, 2090, 2095, 2109, 2116, 2119, 2276, 
2303, 2338, 2426, 2429, 2439, 2507, 2609, 2613, 2626, 2632, 2667, 
2694, 2718, 2720, 2721, 2724, 2734, 2736, 2739, 2745, 2752, 2753, 
2756, 2765, 2775, 2785, 2792, 2805, 2826, 2829, 2836, 2842, 2856, 
2920, 2932, 2934, 2937, 2958, 2976, 2999, 3048, 3049, 3116, 3117, 
3134, 3139, 3140, 3143, 3146, 3147, 3163, 3180, 3181, 3197, 3200, 
3207, 3217, 3221, 3226, 3227, 3228, 3233, 3246, 3248, 3252, 3257, 
3260, 3265, 3270, 3271, 3275, 3285, 3288, 3298, 3307, 3312, 3326, 
3328, 3349, 3351, 3361, 3383, 3387, 3421, 3462, 3464, 3517, 3528, 
3552, 3554, 3599, 3600

Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered 451, 949, 950, 1003, 1043, 
1172, 1245, 1434, 2058, 2429, 2694, 2908, 2976, 3147, 3200, 3326, 
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3328, 3546

Soymilk Standards or Standard of Identity 3312

Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste 
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy 
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil) 1434, 2116

Soynut companies (Europe & USA). See Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The 
Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). Including Edible Soy Products

Soynuts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 1414

Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 3139

Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame 
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun 
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans 664, 807, 880, 
1003, 1004, 1023, 1024, 1073, 1184, 1260, 1353, 1414, 1522, 1535, 
1538, 1551, 2276, 2429, 2641, 2732, 2753, 2836, 2908, 2958, 3135, 
3139, 3207, 3227, 3328

Spectrophotometry. See Seed Composition–High-Speed 
Measurement Techniques, such as Near Infrared Refl ectance (NIR) 
Anlysis and Spectrophotometry

Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, New York) 1479, 1481, 
1549, 2024, 2091, 2499, 2691

Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. 
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932) 1223, 1228, 1295, 
1342, 1353, 1357, 1391, 1392, 1403, 2058, 2776

Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts

Spun soy protein fi bers. See Soy Proteins–Textured Soy Protein 
Isolates

Spun soy protein fi bers used in meat alternatives. See Meat 
Alternatives–Kesp (Spun Soy Protein Fibers)

Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by 
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988) 938, 974, 975, 984, 1044, 1055, 
1056, 1101, 1130, 1148, 1333, 1353, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1511, 1527, 
1528, 1549, 1715, 1959, 2017, 2024, 2499, 2525, 2526, 2576, 2606, 
2694, 2697, 2773, 2952, 3103

Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See 
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and 
Confusion

Standards, Applied to Soybeans or Soy Products 1225, 1273, 1508, 
1576, 1598, 1613, 1651, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1663, 1665, 1684, 
1961, 2218, 2499, 2571, 2615, 2797, 2825, 2990, 3084, 3111

Standards for soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu Standards

Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds) 3, 
14, 22, 38, 40, 76, 94, 247, 265, 331, 340, 391, 430, 464, 693, 750, 
756, 936, 1006, 1010, 1200, 1295, 1310, 1476, 1505, 1648

Statistical Reporting Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical Reporting Service 
(SRS)

Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the 
specifi c product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics

Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production 
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations 
within each region

Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and 
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual 
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United 
States, etc.) and nations within each region

Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean

Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including 
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which 
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can 
Be Made) 945, 1385, 1890, 2025, 2836, 3328, 3330

Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Including Toepfer’s 
Oelwerke GmbH (also spelled Toeppfer’s and Toeppfer’s). In 1965 
became part of Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany) 406, 
455, 476, 519, 537, 608, 1235, 2683

Storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See 
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of 
Individual Plants–Statistics

Storage of Soybean Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage 
or Storability, and Drying of Soybeans 70, 367, 419, 420, 507, 639, 
680, 692, 715, 802, 875, 880, 1003, 1009, 1013, 1061, 1066, 1086, 
1157, 1173, 1205, 1211, 1232, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1295, 1296, 
1393, 1442, 1477, 1499, 1529, 1530, 1532, 1585, 1616, 1973, 2095, 
2106, 2119, 2293, 2353, 2418, 2662, 3086, 3098, 3106, 3111, 3131, 
3134, 3280

Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw

Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive 
offi cer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His 
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer 
(born 1938) 1449, 1453, 1454, 1455, 1508, 1546, 1547, 1562, 1564, 
1568, 1585, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1602, 1611, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1626, 
1627, 1628, 1630, 1632, 1633, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1651, 1656, 
1658, 1660, 1662, 1663, 1665, 1666, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1677, 
1680, 1683, 1687, 1688, 1690, 1716, 1722, 1738, 1740, 1743, 1755, 
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1757, 1760, 1764, 1765, 1777, 1778, 1782, 1786, 1796, 1797, 1805, 
1826, 1841, 1864, 1892, 1932, 1942, 1945, 1952, 1966, 1974, 1982, 
1993, 2032, 2034, 2102, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2152, 2530, 2531, 2547, 
2593, 2604, 3122, 3287, 3549

Subsidies or support prices for soybeans. See Policies and 
Programs, Government

Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented

Sugars, complex, such as raffi nose, stachyose, and verbacose. See 
Oligosaccharides

Sunfl ower Oil / Sunfl owerseed Oil / Sunoil 198, 200, 214, 233, 658, 
722, 738, 770, 817, 820, 999, 1034, 1810, 2053, 2177, 2591, 2836, 
3182, 3235

Sunfl ower Seeds and Sunfl owers (Helianthus annuus)–Including 
Sunfl owerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope, 
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium 212, 214, 233, 258, 367, 372, 392, 
415, 587, 599, 658, 685, 722, 738, 750, 770, 817, 875, 999, 1003, 
1029, 1033, 1034, 1122, 1343, 1431, 1545, 1554, 1623, 1810, 1840, 
1969, 2052, 2053, 2073, 2099, 2129, 2207, 2243, 2309, 2340, 2348, 
2360, 2361, 2411, 2434, 2470, 2535, 2555, 2571, 2590, 2591, 2660, 
2692, 2725, 2795, 2798, 2836, 2842, 2886, 2921, 2930, 2935, 2943, 
2963, 2966, 2968, 2974, 3017, 3018, 3025, 3091, 3103, 3142, 3159, 
3162, 3182, 3215, 3235, 3261, 3328, 3339, 3361, 3441, 3451, 3546

SunOpta, Inc. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Formerly SunRich 
Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). Formerly Minnesota Waxy Corn 
Growers Export Inc., Minnesota Edamame, Jameson-Williams Co. 
Acquired by Stake Technology Ltd. (Norval, Ontario, Canada) in 
July 1999, Stake changes its name to SunOpta on 31 Oct. 2003 
3312, 3387, 3410

SunRich Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). See SunOpta, Inc.

Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada) 3257

Sunsoy Products Ltd. See Victory Soya Mills Ltd.

Sustainability. See Soybean Production–Sustainability or 
Sustainable Agriculture

Sustainable Development and Growth, Including Low-Input 
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA), Renewable Energy Resources 
(Solar, Wind), Steady State Economics, and Voluntary Simplicity 
Worldwide 3236, 3248, 3267, 3602

Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). See Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, 
Japan)

Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (St. Ignatius, Montana; 
Atlanta, Georgia). Founded by Richard and Jocelyn McIntyre 2613

Sweet Oil 418

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois) 1281, 
1425, 1479, 1481, 2024, 2091, 2204

Syngenta AG (based in Basel, Switzerland)–Formed in Nov. 2000 
by the Merger of Novartis Agribusiness (formed in March 1996 by 
the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy; both based in Basel, 
Switzerland) and Zeneca Agrochemicals 3408, 3438, 3464, 3508, 
3548

Table / Tables in Document 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 24, 28, 29, 31, 32, 36, 
44, 46, 70, 72, 75, 77, 83, 92, 94, 95, 97, 103, 106, 111, 118, 128, 
133, 134, 135, 136, 142, 145, 150, 151, 157, 160, 175, 177, 204, 
206, 211, 212, 221, 223, 234, 237, 247, 253, 254, 257, 271, 273, 
287, 306, 313, 333, 348, 349, 350, 354, 366, 368, 387, 404, 415, 
416, 423, 435, 437, 442, 457, 481, 484, 489, 490, 503, 504, 505, 
507, 529, 530, 532, 533, 535, 540, 549, 550, 555, 556, 557, 561, 
562, 565, 570, 571, 572, 573, 576, 579, 583, 586, 593, 595, 599, 
600, 602, 605, 606, 611, 615, 618, 619, 620, 631, 635, 639, 641, 
646, 652, 653, 654, 661, 663, 676, 680, 685, 687, 692, 693, 694, 
696, 697, 698, 707, 708, 720, 722, 732, 738, 739, 742, 744, 750, 
762, 765, 781, 790, 798, 802, 805, 807, 811, 817, 819, 820, 840, 
847, 848, 849, 853, 857, 862, 868, 875, 880, 885, 896, 897, 898, 
912, 915, 916, 921, 923, 933, 942, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 951, 
954, 963, 970, 983, 996, 997, 999, 1000, 1054, 2338

Tahini or tahina or tahin. See Sesame Butter

Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan

Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 868, 933, 
977, 1025, 1038, 1431, 1581, 2202, 2560, 2616, 2771, 2862, 2980, 
2987, 3146, 3147

Taiwanese black bean sauce. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean 
Sauce (Inyu)

Takamine, Jokichi (1854-1922; Introduced Koji, Commercial 
Microbial Enzyme Production, and Taka-Diastase to the USA). He 
Also Isolated Adrenalin / Adrenaline. Donated Famous Japanese 
Cherry Trees to Washington, DC 86

Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little 
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional 
Shoyu 46, 1061, 2624, 2632, 3181

Tamari, Tamari Shoyu, and Tamari Soy Sauce–Etymology of These 
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 46

Taosi or tao-si or tausi or tau-si. See Fermented Black Soybeans–
from The Philippines

Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International) 
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, 
Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies

Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic 
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages 1876, 1877

Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems

Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled 
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, 
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Taoetjo 69, 581, 584, 809, 1043, 1217, 1218, 1309, 1355, 1551, 
2090, 2732, 2879, 3136, 3228

Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy

Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 40, 1355

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 2594, 2753, 2786, 3139, 3152

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake 
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with 
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds 69, 581, 
1355, 1890, 2429, 3168

Tempeh, Okara (Okara Tempeh), Incl. Mei Dou Za, Mei-Tou-
Cha, Meitauza from China, and Tempe Gembus (from Central and 
Eastern Java) 2429

Tempeh Production–How to Make Tempeh on a Commercial Scale 
1808

Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian) 40, 69, 581, 584, 
809, 1043, 1217, 1218, 1310, 1355, 1551, 1695, 1808, 1865, 1890, 
2058, 2090, 2303, 2429, 2594, 2609, 2613, 2624, 2632, 2732, 2734, 
2741, 2753, 2760, 2773, 2786, 2796, 2836, 2856, 2879, 2958, 3049, 
3136, 3139, 3140, 3147, 3148, 3149, 3152, 3168, 3180, 3200, 3221, 
3227, 3228, 3326, 3328, 3351, 3387, 3528, 3541, 3572

Temperance movement (abstaining from alcohol) and 
vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement 
Worldwide

Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and 
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Tetra Pak International (Lund, Sweden) 2058, 2613, 2694, 2702, 
2718, 2839, 2999, 3021, 3143, 3207, 3257, 3283

Textiles made from spun soy protein fi bers. See Fibers (Artifi cial 
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including 
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

Textured soy fl ours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, 
Textured Vegetable Protein)

Textured soy protein concentrates. See Soy Protein Concentrates, 
Textured

Textured soy protein isolates. See Soy Protein Isolates, Textured 
(For Food Use Only). Including Spun Fibers

Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured

Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical / 
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General

Third World / Developing Nations 1477, 2275, 2595, 2655

Thompsons Limited. Before Jan. 2004 named Thompson (W.G.) 
& Sons Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada. Before 1963 W.G. 
Thompson. Founded in 1924 by Wesley G. “Tommy” Thompson 
3139, 3274, 3276, 3295, 3334, 3356

Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet

Tillage practices. See Soybean Cultural Practices–No Till Farming

Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline

Timor-Leste (East Timor). See Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East 
Timor)

Tivall (Tivol), Maker of Meat Alternatives (Ashrat, Israel) 3368

Tocopherol. See Vitamin E (Tocopherol)

Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 1975-
1985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts, and 
Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient 4, 12, 18, 
24, 25, 30, 40, 42, 45, 46, 48, 51, 60, 69, 70, 71, 78, 79, 81, 84, 87, 
93, 94, 97, 117, 125, 127, 170, 206, 219, 247, 255, 257, 262, 263, 
273, 303, 313, 333, 340, 350, 364, 366, 381, 384, 389, 391, 399, 
411, 414, 419, 420, 422, 426, 430, 434, 440, 450, 451, 455, 460, 
464, 476, 502, 503, 505, 507, 512, 516, 522, 544, 546, 577, 581, 
584, 585, 586, 587, 594, 597, 616, 617, 618, 619, 625, 636, 639, 
651, 652, 653, 655, 664, 681, 685, 686, 690, 693, 707, 709, 712, 
740, 741, 742, 743, 750, 756, 760, 794, 797, 799, 807, 809, 810, 
811, 819, 824, 837, 838, 848, 880, 896, 906, 912, 934, 936, 949, 
950, 974, 1003, 1008, 1010, 1011, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1043, 1045, 
1053, 1056, 1073, 1083, 1091, 1126, 1135, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1154, 
1157, 1172, 1179, 1180, 1184, 1200, 1202, 1206, 1207, 1214, 1217, 
1218, 1245, 1260, 1289, 1296, 1310, 1321, 1324, 1353, 1355, 1359, 
1362, 1385, 1391, 1393, 1435, 1461, 1477, 1482, 1505, 1512, 1515, 
1516, 1518, 1535, 1543, 1548, 1551, 1557, 1578, 1583, 1619, 1663, 
1665, 1672, 1678, 1684, 1685, 1689, 1691, 1697, 1702, 1709, 1711, 
1720, 1722, 1733, 1734, 1740, 1744, 1751, 1756, 1761, 1762, 1764, 
1770, 1772, 1794, 1815, 1859, 1864, 1867, 1892, 1917, 1933, 1950, 
1956, 1978, 1990, 2005, 2006, 2058, 2061, 2071, 2084, 2087, 2090, 
2095, 2105, 2109, 2116, 2119, 2122, 2152, 2224, 2225, 2227, 2229, 
2234, 2235, 2240, 2247, 2261, 2287, 2303, 2305, 2338, 2429, 2439, 
2443, 2453, 2463, 2507, 2547, 2549, 2578, 2593, 2594, 2609, 2613, 
2617, 2624, 2626, 2632, 2633, 2641, 2648, 2694, 2720, 2721, 2726, 
2727, 2729, 2731, 2732, 2734, 2736, 2739, 2741, 2745, 2753, 2754, 
2756, 2757, 2760, 2775, 2786, 2792, 2796, 2805, 2826, 2836, 2868, 
2879, 2890, 2897, 2915, 2920, 2929, 2931, 2932, 2942, 2958, 2984, 
2985, 2999, 3001, 3002, 3010, 3015, 3021, 3024, 3028, 3035, 3048, 
3049, 3066, 3070, 3081, 3115, 3131, 3134, 3135, 3136, 3138, 3139, 
3140, 3144, 3145, 3146, 3147, 3148, 3149, 3152, 3166, 3168, 3180, 
3181, 3198, 3200, 3204, 3214, 3217, 3221, 3226, 3227, 3228, 3230, 
3233, 3246, 3257, 3273, 3275, 3287, 3326, 3328, 3341, 3351, 3356, 
3358, 3370, 3383, 3392, 3404, 3410, 3462, 3464, 3491, 3528, 3541, 
3554, 3572, 3599, 3600, 3603

Tofu, baked or broiled at fl avored / seasoned/marinated. See Tofu, 
Flavored/Seasoned/Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, Braised, 
or Roasted

Tofu companies (Canada). See Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver, 
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BC, Canada), Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, 
Canada)

Tofu companies (Europe). See Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH 
(Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl, 
Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany). 
Including Byodo Naturkost

Tofu companies (USA). See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, 
California), House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles, 
California), Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington), Legume, 
Inc. (Fairfi eld, New Jersey), Mainland Express (Spring Park, 
Minnesota), Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga 
Nyûgyô (Torrance, California, and Tokyo, Japan), Nasoya Foods, 
Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of Vitasoy, Quong 
Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California), Rosewood Products Inc. 
(Ann Arbor, Michigan), Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. 
(Atlanta, Georgia), Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfi eld, Massachusetts; 
Port Washington, New York, Wildwood Harvest, Inc.

Tofu, Criticism of, Making Fun of, or Image Problems 2958

Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Tofu Equipment 2999

Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 40, 434, 450, 503, 505, 516, 544, 639, 880, 901, 
1157, 1172, 2999

Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu, 
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo 36, 
93, 109, 145, 464, 516, 577, 685, 756, 807, 846, 1003, 1061, 1073, 
1144, 1172, 1176, 1227, 1353, 1355, 1385, 1509, 1518, 1535, 1557, 
1569, 1734, 2006, 2090, 2119, 2429, 2753, 2856, 3200, 3226, 3351

Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 36, 93, 516, 807, 1061, 1518, 1535

Tofu, Fermented–Imports, Exports, International Trade 846, 1557

Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style) 434, 1245, 1551, 1569, 2856

Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned / Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, 
Braised, or Roasted. Including Tofu Jerky and Savory Baked Tofu 
1551

Tofu, Flavored, Seasoned, or Marinated, but not Baked, Broiled, 
Grilled, Braised, or Roasted. Including most Five-Spice Pressed 
Tofu (wu-hsiang toufukan / wuxiang doufugan) 3002

Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or 
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Nama-
agé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu) 24, 96, 583, 902, 
1003, 1061, 1085, 1111, 1391, 1505, 1734, 2005, 2006, 2090, 2429, 
2453, 2694, 2775, 3180, 3254, 3351, 3599

Tofu, Fried or Deep-Fried–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 1111, 1505

Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered) 24, 46, 
60, 88, 96, 257, 263, 414, 434, 583, 742, 794, 880, 902, 1003, 1043, 
1061, 1111, 1245, 1391, 1518, 1734, 1744, 1751, 1794, 1859, 1890, 
2005, 2006, 2058, 2090, 2122, 2429, 2443, 2463, 2549, 2617, 2775, 
2915, 3021, 3180, 3599, 3600

Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 88, 263, 434, 1111

Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese). 
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product 46, 2429

Tofu, Grilled, Broiled, Braised, or Roasted–Etymology of This 
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages 46

Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand 950

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region 262, 1207, 1583, 1663, 1772, 1794, 1956, 
2005, 2058, 2305, 2429, 2443, 2453, 2463, 2594, 2617, 2753, 2756, 
2775, 2786, 2811, 2897, 2931, 2939, 3010, 3021, 3028, 3049, 3070, 
3131, 3134, 3139, 3140, 3147, 3152, 3180, 3228, 3254, 3257, 3370

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger 
Companies 2999, 3021, 3257, 3283

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller 
Companies 2822

Tofu, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Winged Bean Tofu or Peanut 
Tofu) 69

Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan) 434, 
807, 1172, 1569, 2429, 3351

Tofu Production–How to Make Tofu on a Commercial Scale 1734

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi). Made without Separation of Curds and 
Whey 2429, 2822, 3131, 3180, 3283

Tofu, Smoked 93, 303, 464, 807, 848, 949, 950, 1008, 1245, 1509, 
3351

Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany). 
Including Byodo Naturkost 2613

Tofutown.com (formerly Viana Naturkost GmbH) and Bernd 
Drosihn (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany) 3464

Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream 
Company. Mintz’s Buffet Until Jan. 1982 2613, 3001

Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfi eld, Massachusetts; Port Washington, 
New York. Named New England Soy Dairy from 1978-1983) 2613, 
2999

Tonga. See Oceania

Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans
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Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Afl atoxins (Caused by 
certain strains of Aspergillus fl avus and A. parasiticus molds) 2058

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General) 263, 266, 299, 
316, 338

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent 
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants 
684

Tractors 1004, 1058, 1295, 1333, 1446, 1519, 1542, 2006, 2143, 
2144, 2145, 2287, 2547, 2915, 3068, 3253, 3372

Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 
51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 
91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 
135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 
148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 160, 161, 
162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 
175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 
189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 
203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 
216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 
229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 
243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 253, 254, 255, 256, 
257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 
270, 271, 272, 274, 275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 
284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 
297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 
323, 324, 325, 327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 
338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 
351, 352, 353, 354, 356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 
366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 
380, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 
393, 394, 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 
406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 
419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 430, 431, 432, 
433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 446, 
447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 
460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 
473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 
486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 
499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 
512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 
525, 526, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 538, 
539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 
552, 555, 556, 557, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 
568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 
581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589, 590, 591, 592, 593, 
594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 600, 602, 603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 
608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 
624, 625, 627, 628, 629, 630, 631, 633, 634, 635, 637, 638, 639, 

640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 
653, 654, 655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 
666, 667, 668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678, 679, 
680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691, 692, 
693, 694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 
706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 
720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 
733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 
746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 
759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768, 769, 770, 771, 
772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 783, 784, 785, 
786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 798, 
799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 811, 
812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 
825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, 837, 839, 
840, 841, 842, 843, 844, 845, 846, 847, 848, 849, 850, 851, 852, 
853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859, 860, 861, 862, 863, 864, 865, 
866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 873, 874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 
879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 886, 887, 888, 889, 890, 891, 
894, 895, 896, 897, 898, 899, 900, 901, 902, 904, 905, 906, 907, 
908, 909, 911, 912, 913, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 
922, 923, 924, 926, 927, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 
937, 939, 940, 941, 942, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 
952, 953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963, 964, 965, 
966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977, 982, 
983, 985, 986, 987, 989, 990, 991, 992, 993, 994, 995, 996, 997, 
998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 
1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1019, 
1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 
1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 
1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1049, 1050, 1051, 1052, 
1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 1063, 
1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 
1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 
1088, 1089, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1097, 1098, 1100, 
1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 
1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125, 
1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1132, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 
1139, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 
1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1157, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 
1165, 1166, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178, 
1179, 1180, 1184, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 
1196, 1198, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 
1209, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1221, 1222, 1223, 
1224, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 
1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 
1246, 1247, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255, 1256, 
1257, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1267, 
1268, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1278, 
1279, 1280, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1289, 1290, 1291, 
1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1303, 1304, 
1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 
1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1327, 
1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 
1340, 1341, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1347, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 
1354, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1363, 1364, 1365, 
1366, 1367, 1368, 1370, 1371, 1373, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1378, 1379, 
1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1389, 1390, 
1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400, 1401, 
1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, 
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1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 
1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 
1436, 1437, 1438, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1444, 1445, 1448, 1449, 1450, 
1451, 1452, 1457, 1458, 1459, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1465, 1466, 
1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1477, 1478, 
1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1486, 1487, 1489, 1490, 
1491, 1493, 1495, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1499, 1500, 1502, 1504, 1505, 
1506, 1507, 1509, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 
1518, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 
1530, 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 
1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 
1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1562, 
1563, 1564, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 
1574, 1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 
1585, 1586, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 
1596, 1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 
1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 
1619, 1620, 1621, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1628, 1629, 1630, 1631, 
1632, 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 
1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1652, 1653, 
1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 
1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1674, 1675, 
1676, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1686, 
1687, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696, 1697, 
1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1707, 1708, 1709, 
1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1718, 1719, 1720, 
1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728, 1729, 1730, 1732, 
1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1741, 1742, 1743, 
1744, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750, 1751, 1752, 1753, 1754, 
1755, 1756, 1757, 1759, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 
1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 
1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 
1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 
1800, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1810, 
1811, 1812, 1813, 1815, 1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 
1824, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1835, 
1836, 1837, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 
1847, 1848, 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 
1858, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 
1869, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 
1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 
1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 
1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 
1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 
1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 
1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 
1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1959, 
1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 
1971, 1972, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 
1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 
1993, 1994, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 
2005, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 
2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2027, 
2028, 2029, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2038, 
2039, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2049, 
2050, 2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2059, 2060, 
2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2065, 2066, 2067, 2068, 2069, 2070, 2071, 
2072, 2073, 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2080, 2081, 2082, 
2083, 2084, 2085, 2086, 2087, 2089, 2090, 2091, 2092, 2093, 2094, 
2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 

2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2111, 2112, 2113, 2114, 2115, 2116, 
2117, 2118, 2119, 2120, 2121, 2122, 2123, 2124, 2125, 2126, 2127, 
2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2136, 2137, 2138, 
2139, 2141, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2148, 2149, 2150, 
2151, 2152, 2153, 2154, 2155, 2157, 2158, 2159, 2160, 2161, 2162, 
2163, 2164, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2168, 2169, 2170, 2171, 2172, 2173, 
2174, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2178, 2179, 2181, 2182, 2183, 2184, 2185, 
2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2192, 2194, 2195, 2196, 2197, 
2198, 2199, 2200, 2201, 2202, 2203, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2207, 2208, 
2209, 2210, 2211, 2213, 2214, 2215, 2216, 2217, 2218, 2219, 2220, 
2221, 2222, 2223, 2224, 2225, 2226, 2227, 2228, 2230, 2232, 2233, 
2234, 2235, 2240, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2248, 2249, 
2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 2255, 2256, 2257, 2259, 2260, 2262, 
2263, 2265, 2266, 2267, 2268, 2269, 2270, 2271, 2272, 2273, 2274, 
2275, 2276, 2277, 2278, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2282, 2283, 2284, 2285, 
2286, 2287, 2288, 2289, 2290, 2291, 2292, 2293, 2294, 2295, 2296, 
2297, 2298, 2299, 2300, 2301, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2306, 2307, 2308, 
2309, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2313, 2314, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2319, 2320, 
2321, 2322, 2323, 2324, 2325, 2326, 2327, 2328, 2329, 2330, 2331, 
2332, 2333, 2334, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2338, 2339, 2340, 2341, 2342, 
2343, 2344, 2345, 2346, 2347, 2348, 2349, 2350, 2351, 2352, 2353, 
2354, 2355, 2356, 2357, 2359, 2360, 2362, 2363, 2364, 2365, 2366, 
2367, 2368, 2369, 2370, 2371, 2372, 2373, 2374, 2375, 2377, 2378, 
2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, 2387, 2388, 2389, 
2390, 2391, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2400, 
2401, 2402, 2403, 2405, 2406, 2407, 2408, 2409, 2410, 2411, 2412, 
2413, 2414, 2415, 2416, 2417, 2418, 2419, 2420, 2421, 2422, 2423, 
2424, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2428, 2429, 2430, 2431, 2432, 2433, 2434, 
2435, 2436, 2437, 2438, 2439, 2440, 2442, 2443, 2444, 2446, 2447, 
2448, 2449, 2450, 2451, 2452, 2453, 2454, 2455, 2456, 2457, 2458, 
2459, 2460, 2461, 2462, 2463, 2464, 2465, 2466, 2467, 2468, 2470, 
2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2481, 
2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 2486, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2491, 2492, 
2494, 2495, 2496, 2497, 2498, 2499, 2500, 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 
2505, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2509, 2510, 2511, 2512, 2513, 2514, 2515, 
2516, 2517, 2518, 2519, 2520, 2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 
2527, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2532, 2533, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537, 
2538, 2540, 2541, 2542, 2543, 2545, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2550, 2551, 
2552, 2553, 2554, 2555, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2561, 2562, 
2563, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2573, 2574, 
2575, 2576, 2577, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2585, 
2586, 2587, 2588, 2589, 2590, 2591, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595, 2596, 
2597, 2598, 2599, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 
2608, 2609, 2610, 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2617, 2618, 
2619, 2620, 2621, 2624, 2625, 2626, 2627, 2628, 2629, 2630, 2631, 
2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2640, 2641, 2642, 
2643, 2644, 2645, 2646, 2647, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2652, 2653, 
2654, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2658, 2659, 2660, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2665, 
2666, 2667, 2669, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2673, 2674, 2675, 2676, 2677, 
2678, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2685, 2686, 2687, 2688, 2689, 
2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2695, 2696, 2697, 2698, 2699, 2700, 
2701, 2703, 2704, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2708, 2709, 2710, 2711, 2712, 
2713, 2714, 2715, 2716, 2717, 2718, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2723, 
2724, 2725, 2726, 2727, 2728, 2729, 2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2734, 
2735, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2739, 2740, 2741, 2742, 2743, 2744, 2745, 
2746, 2747, 2748, 2749, 2750, 2751, 2752, 2753, 2754, 2755, 2756, 
2757, 2758, 2759, 2760, 2761, 2762, 2763, 2764, 2765, 2766, 2767, 
2768, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2772, 2773, 2774, 2775, 2776, 2777, 2778, 
2779, 2780, 2781, 2782, 2783, 2784, 2785, 2786, 2787, 2788, 2789, 
2790, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 2797, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2803, 
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2804, 2805, 2806, 2807, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 
2815, 2817, 2818, 2819, 2820, 2822, 2825, 2826, 2827, 2828, 2830, 
2833, 2834, 2835, 2836, 2837, 2838, 2840, 2841, 2842, 2843, 2846, 
2847, 2848, 2849, 2850, 2851, 2852, 2854, 2855, 2856, 2857, 2858, 
2859, 2860, 2861, 2862, 2863, 2864, 2865, 2866, 2867, 2868, 2869, 
2870, 2871, 2872, 2873, 2874, 2876, 2877, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2881, 
2882, 2883, 2884, 2885, 2886, 2887, 2888, 2889, 2890, 2891, 2892, 
2894, 2895, 2896, 2897, 2898, 2899, 2900, 2901, 2902, 2903, 2904, 
2905, 2906, 2907, 2908, 2909, 2912, 2913, 2914, 2915, 2916, 2919, 
2920, 2921, 2922, 2923, 2925, 2926, 2928, 2929, 2930, 2931, 2932, 
2933, 2934, 2935, 2936, 2937, 2938, 2939, 2940, 2941, 2942, 2943, 
2944, 2945, 2946, 2947, 2948, 2949, 2950, 2951, 2952, 2954, 2955, 
2956, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2962, 2963, 2964, 2965, 2967, 2968, 2969, 
2970, 2971, 2972, 2973, 2974, 2975, 2976, 2977, 2980, 2981, 2982, 
2983, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2993, 2994, 
2995, 2996, 2997, 2998, 2999, 3001, 3002, 3004, 3005, 3008, 3010, 
3012, 3013, 3014, 3015, 3016, 3018, 3019, 3020, 3021, 3022, 3023, 
3024, 3026, 3027, 3028, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3034, 3035, 
3036, 3037, 3038, 3039, 3040, 3041, 3042, 3043, 3044, 3045, 3047, 
3048, 3049, 3050, 3052, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3057, 3058, 3059, 
3060, 3061, 3062, 3063, 3064, 3065, 3066, 3067, 3068, 3069, 3070, 
3071, 3072, 3073, 3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3078, 3079, 3080, 3081, 
3082, 3083, 3084, 3085, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3089, 3090, 3091, 3092, 
3093, 3094, 3095, 3096, 3097, 3098, 3099, 3100, 3102, 3103, 3104, 
3105, 3106, 3107, 3108, 3109, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114, 3115, 
3116, 3118, 3119, 3120, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125, 3126, 3127, 
3128, 3129, 3130, 3131, 3132, 3134, 3135, 3136, 3137, 3138, 3139, 
3140, 3141, 3142, 3143, 3144, 3145, 3146, 3147, 3148, 3149, 3150, 
3151, 3152, 3153, 3154, 3155, 3156, 3158, 3159, 3160, 3161, 3162, 
3163, 3164, 3165, 3166, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3173, 
3174, 3175, 3176, 3177, 3178, 3180, 3181, 3182, 3183, 3184, 3185, 
3186, 3187, 3188, 3189, 3190, 3193, 3194, 3196, 3197, 3198, 3199, 
3200, 3201, 3202, 3203, 3204, 3206, 3207, 3210, 3211, 3212, 3213, 
3214, 3215, 3216, 3217, 3219, 3220, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3224, 3225, 
3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231, 3232, 3233, 3235, 3236, 3237, 
3238, 3240, 3241, 3243, 3244, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3249, 3250, 3251, 
3252, 3255, 3256, 3258, 3259, 3261, 3262, 3263, 3264, 3266, 3267, 
3268, 3270, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277, 3278, 3279, 3280, 3281, 
3282, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3288, 3289, 3290, 3291, 3292, 3293, 3294, 
3295, 3296, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300, 3302, 3303, 3305, 3306, 3307, 
3308, 3309, 3310, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3314, 3315, 3316, 3317, 3318, 
3319, 3320, 3322, 3323, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3332, 
3334, 3335, 3336, 3337, 3338, 3339, 3340, 3341, 3342, 3343, 3344, 
3345, 3346, 3347, 3348, 3349, 3350, 3351, 3352, 3353, 3354, 3355, 
3356, 3357, 3358, 3359, 3360, 3361, 3362, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3366, 
3367, 3368, 3369, 3370, 3371, 3372, 3373, 3374, 3375, 3376, 3377, 
3378, 3379, 3380, 3381, 3382, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3388, 
3389, 3391, 3392, 3393, 3394, 3395, 3396, 3397, 3398, 3399, 3400, 
3401, 3402, 3403, 3404, 3405, 3406, 3407, 3408, 3409, 3410, 3411, 
3412, 3413, 3414, 3415, 3416, 3417, 3418, 3419, 3420, 3421, 3422, 
3423, 3425, 3426, 3427, 3428, 3429, 3430, 3431, 3432, 3433, 3434, 
3435, 3436, 3437, 3438, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3445, 
3446, 3447, 3448, 3450, 3451, 3452, 3453, 3454, 3455, 3456, 3457, 
3458, 3459, 3460, 3461, 3462, 3463, 3464, 3465, 3466, 3467, 3468, 
3469, 3470, 3471, 3472, 3473, 3474, 3476, 3477, 3478, 3479, 3480, 
3481, 3482, 3483, 3484, 3485, 3486, 3487, 3488, 3489, 3490, 3491, 
3492, 3493, 3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3499, 3500, 3501, 3502, 
3503, 3504, 3505, 3506, 3507, 3508, 3509, 3510, 3511, 3512, 3513, 
3514, 3515, 3516, 3517, 3518, 3519, 3521, 3522, 3523, 3524, 3525, 
3526, 3527, 3528, 3529, 3530, 3531, 3532, 3533, 3534, 3535, 3536, 

3537, 3538, 3539, 3540, 3541, 3542, 3543, 3544, 3545, 3546, 3547, 
3548, 3549, 3550, 3551, 3552, 3553, 3554, 3555, 3556, 3557, 3558, 
3559, 3560, 3561, 3562, 3563, 3564, 3565, 3566, 3567, 3568, 3569, 
3570, 3571, 3572, 3573, 3574, 3575, 3576, 3577, 3578, 3579, 3580, 
3581, 3582, 3583, 3584, 3585, 3586, 3587, 3588, 3589, 3590, 3592, 
3593, 3594, 3595, 3596, 3597, 3598, 3599, 3600, 3601

Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or 
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods 
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports. 
Miso–Imports, Exports 13, 15, 16, 41, 83, 134, 151, 223, 257, 262, 
313, 366, 368, 414, 416, 445, 478, 503, 735, 736, 807, 812, 902, 
934, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1045, 1098, 1200, 1274, 1308, 
1309, 1388, 1408, 1469, 1534, 1620, 1621, 1652, 2058, 2066, 2316, 
2350, 2404, 2718, 3115, 3128, 3138, 3285, 3324

Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, 
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other 
Trade Barriers or Subsidies 1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 16, 27, 31, 41, 49, 50, 58, 
68, 73, 83, 85, 88, 97, 114, 128, 159, 180, 190, 197, 198, 201, 206, 
214, 215, 231, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 242, 243, 252, 255, 257, 
265, 267, 273, 304, 309, 312, 324, 326, 328, 329, 335, 341, 348, 
351, 355, 362, 363, 365, 368, 370, 373, 374, 397, 400, 401, 406, 
408, 410, 411, 416, 426, 429, 435, 436, 445, 454, 455, 459, 465, 
476, 527, 553, 554, 555, 556, 558, 583, 599, 601, 618, 621, 622, 
623, 625, 626, 632, 636, 647, 655, 673, 685, 699, 712, 714, 721, 
742, 782, 788, 802, 831, 838, 886, 892, 893, 900, 902, 903, 905, 
910, 925, 928, 930, 931, 935, 938, 943, 956, 958, 959, 972, 976, 
978, 979, 980, 981, 984, 988, 994, 1000, 1006, 1014, 1048, 1055, 
1079, 1080, 1090, 1096, 1098, 1099, 1101, 1106, 1109, 1112, 1113, 
1114, 1122, 1130, 1131, 1133, 1141, 1143, 1147, 1160, 1163, 1164, 
1167, 1168, 1174, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1185, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1197, 
1199, 1200, 1210, 1211, 1216, 1220, 1223, 1226, 1228, 1229, 1230, 
1279, 1281, 1288, 1290, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1298, 1302, 1304, 
1313, 1322, 1326, 1329, 1333, 1345, 1346, 1348, 1362, 1369, 1372, 
1374, 1384, 1402, 1415, 1419, 1421, 1439, 1443, 1446, 1447, 1448, 
1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 1460, 1463, 1470, 1472, 1488, 1492, 1494, 
1501, 1503, 1508, 1512, 1519, 1537, 1612, 1618, 1621, 1622, 1627, 
1674, 1706, 1710, 1716, 1731, 1758, 1781, 1784, 1801, 1809, 1810, 
1814, 1816, 1817, 1820, 1834, 1836, 1856, 1873, 1884, 1919, 1958, 
1959, 1995, 2007, 2026, 2088, 2110, 2112, 2117, 2122, 2123, 2129, 
2140, 2153, 2155, 2156, 2180, 2193, 2204, 2210, 2212, 2216, 2223, 
2224, 2225, 2226, 2227, 2228, 2229, 2230, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2234, 
2235, 2236, 2237, 2238, 2239, 2240, 2241, 2245, 2247, 2249, 2255, 
2258, 2261, 2264, 2281, 2302, 2310, 2318, 2324, 2355, 2357, 2358, 
2361, 2364, 2376, 2399, 2401, 2404, 2412, 2414, 2440, 2441, 2445, 
2446, 2451, 2457, 2462, 2469, 2493, 2498, 2539, 2544, 2547, 2549, 
2555, 2564, 2565, 2572, 2583, 2622, 2623, 2640, 2642, 2644, 2658, 
2661, 2668, 2671, 2676, 2680, 2684, 2700, 2702, 2708, 2709, 2724, 
2768, 2769, 2773, 2794, 2795, 2796, 2802, 2816, 2821, 2823, 2824, 
2829, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2837, 2839, 2840, 2844, 2845, 2848, 2851, 
2853, 2861, 2869, 2870, 2875, 2892, 2893, 2910, 2911, 2916, 2917, 
2918, 2922, 2924, 2925, 2927, 2943, 2946, 2953, 2954, 2955, 2956, 
2960, 2961, 2966, 2968, 2973, 2974, 2978, 2979, 2980, 2988, 2989, 
2992, 2995, 3000, 3003, 3006, 3007, 3009, 3011, 3014, 3016, 3017, 
3025, 3037, 3042, 3043, 3045, 3046, 3051, 3055, 3057, 3061, 3083, 
3092, 3100, 3101, 3107, 3110, 3114, 3115, 3117, 3133, 3139, 3147, 
3156, 3157, 3162, 3179, 3180, 3182, 3191, 3192, 3195, 3205, 3208, 
3209, 3218, 3234, 3238, 3239, 3242, 3245, 3248, 3251, 3253, 3254, 
3257, 3260, 3265, 3269, 3270, 3271, 3272, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3301, 
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3304, 3321, 3324, 3325, 3333, 3340, 3360, 3363, 3390, 3394, 3400, 
3424, 3446, 3449, 3466, 3475, 3476, 3513, 3520, 3544, 3590, 3591, 
3594, 3602, 3603

Trade statistics, Canada. See Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Central America. See Latin America–Central 
America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, East Asia. See Asia, East–Trade (Imports or 
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Indonesia. See Indonesia–Trade (Imports or 
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Japan. See Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Korea. See Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Manchuria. See Manchuria–Trade (Imports or 
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, South America. See Latin America–South America–
Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean 
Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, South Asia. See South Asia–Trade (Imports or 
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports 
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Taiwan. See Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, USA. See United States of America (USA)–Trade 
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics

Trade statistics, Western Europe. See Europe, Western–Trade 
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics

Trade statistics, World. See World–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trains, special. See Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or 
Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production

Trains used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Mature 
Soybeans to Market

Trains used to transport soybeans or products. See Transportation of 

Soybeans or Soy Products to Market

Trans Fatty Acids 945, 1967, 3225, 3451, 3485, 3546, 3587

Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)

Transportation of Mature Soybeans to Market within a Particular 
Country or Region–General and Other 679, 1329, 2295, 2353, 
2518, 2562, 2588, 2722, 2803, 3280

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad 
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also 
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans 
and Soybean Production 70, 145, 150, 158, 172, 173, 174, 188, 217, 
223, 232, 241, 249, 255, 264, 267, 315, 320, 334, 354, 362, 363, 
410, 412, 413, 416, 419, 420, 435, 488, 494, 495, 504, 513, 531, 
538, 539, 541, 587, 612, 627, 639, 643, 677, 679, 717, 788, 841, 
848, 852, 887, 905, 927, 928, 929, 935, 947, 956, 963, 1001, 1041, 
1043, 1047, 1048, 1060, 1061, 1066, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1145, 1161, 
1196, 1204, 1205, 1226, 1235, 1238, 1322, 1402, 1442, 1475, 1499, 
1518, 1543, 1582, 1583, 1616, 1674, 1677, 2004, 2082, 2141, 2168, 
2295, 2447, 2517, 3070, 3155, 3190, 3330, 3403, 3423

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or 
Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country or 
Region 59, 70, 71, 72, 174, 188, 249, 315, 354, 362, 363, 419, 420, 
453, 504, 541, 589, 648, 1008, 1061, 1086, 1138, 1145, 1184, 1205, 
1237, 1238, 1239, 1295, 1499, 2599, 3108, 3253, 3402, 3521, 3522

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water 
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular 
Country or Region 18, 59, 70, 71, 72, 158, 232, 315, 362, 363, 416, 
419, 420, 437, 488, 506, 643, 680, 685, 746, 767, 924, 935, 948, 
993, 1008, 1074, 1075, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1316, 1392, 1442, 1499, 
1584, 1641, 1674, 1675, 2004, 2095, 2243, 2423, 2496, 2498, 2517, 
2519, 2526, 2599, 3155, 3298, 3330, 3345, 3403, 3521

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market within a 
Particular Country or Region, as by Rail / Train, Barge, Truck, Cart, 
etc. For transportation by ship, see Trade 1396, 2072

Treatment of seeds. See Seed Treatment with Chemicals (Usually 
Fungicides) for Protection

Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida). Purchased in Dec. 1985 by 
Netherlands-based Royal Wessanen NV Co.. 3387

Trichloroethylene. See Solvents–Trichlorethylene, Toxins and 
Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent and the 
Duren / Dueren Disease

Tri-County Soy Bean Co-operative Association. See Dawson Mills

Triple “F” and Insta-Pro. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, 
Low Cost–Including Triple “F”

Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly 
in the Third World / developing countries) 585, 693, 1157, 2655, 
2665
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Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of 
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Growth Inhibitors 3326

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal 
as Feed 1353, 3073

Tuvalu. See Oceania

TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable 
Protein)

T.W. Wood & Sons (Richmond, Virginia). Seedsmen since 1879 
625

Ultrafi ltration. See Membrane Technology Processes

Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums), 
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from 
whose fruit they are made 1111

Umeboshi (Salt Plums)–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages 1111

Unfair Practices–Allegations of Unfair Trade, Regulation, 
Production, or Labor Practices 315, 2693, 2837, 2853, 2869, 2916, 
2966, 2995, 3009

Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading 
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration 93, 397, 951, 
1191, 1220, 2469

Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands), 
and Margarine Union 382, 434, 436, 507, 521, 561, 599, 606, 616, 
617, 794, 840, 880, 1068, 1235, 1353, 1418, 1745, 1931, 2100, 
2204, 2301, 2499, 2522, 2525, 2538, 2544, 2648, 2694, 2723, 2729, 
3041, 3163, 3367, 3513

United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and 
UNRRA) Work with Soy 1540, 1727, 1858, 1865, 1890, 2055, 
2058, 2116, 2119, 2123, 2282, 2429, 2785, 2940, 3045, 3128, 3165, 
3236, 3248, 3270, 3278, 3585

United Soybean Board. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
United Soybean Board

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration (AAA, 1933-1942) and Agricultural 
Adjustment Agency (1942-1945) 1297, 1325, 1468, 1532, 1622, 
2545

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Cooperative Service. Including Farmer Cooperative Service (FCS, 
1926) 2362, 2513, 2519, 2579, 2606, 2607, 2610, 2660

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Marketing Service (AMS) 1668, 1684, 1747, 1785, 2485, 2562

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural 
Research Administration (1942-1953) 1543, 1709, 1734, 1762, 
1890, 1978, 2047, 2083, 2285, 2423, 2429, 2487, 2769, 2934, 3119, 
3134, 3364

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington 
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942) 685, 1008, 
1009, 1010, 1054, 1181, 1393

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including 
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943), 
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of 
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) in 1953 1171, 1326, 1353

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets 
and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921), 
and Offi ce of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922). 
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service 858, 
890, 962, 967, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1019, 1063, 1134, 1136, 1139, 
1186, 1216, 1225, 1242, 1243, 1246, 1252, 1255, 1256, 1265, 1268, 
1273, 1283, 1284, 1304, 1314, 1315, 1336, 1346, 1360, 1361, 1363, 
1364, 1365, 1366, 1367, 1370, 1371, 1375, 1376, 1379, 1380, 1381, 
1395, 1401, 1402, 1466, 1524, 1526, 1532, 1537, 1550, 1581, 1582, 
1701, 1702, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1844, 1845, 
1846, 1848, 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1854, 1855

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Entomology and Plant Quarantine (1934-1953). Including the 
Bureau of Entomology (1904-1934). Transferred to the Agricultural 
Research Service in 1953 1557, 1569

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including 
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Offi ce of Home 
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work 
in the Offi ce of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the 
Agricultural Research Service in 1953 770, 1434

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953). 
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Offi ce of Plant 
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901). 
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953 270, 520, 522, 
593, 664, 685, 686, 719, 787, 789, 796, 806, 807, 808, 876, 891, 
904, 912, 968, 1003, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 
1054, 1058, 1098, 1135, 1161, 1163, 1166, 1171, 1173, 1177, 1184, 
1185, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1193, 1207, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1251, 1260, 
1344, 1353, 1358, 1378, 1393, 1420, 1444, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1499, 
1518, 1535, 1543, 1583, 1609, 2146, 2147, 2280, 2285, 2371, 2420, 
3200, 3321

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic 
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Research Service (ERS) (1961-) 1802, 1840, 1921, 1948, 1986, 
2026, 2065, 2185, 2188, 2190, 2206, 2207, 2267, 2284, 2308, 2319, 
2323, 2324, 2348, 2377, 2428, 2430, 2444, 2449, 2454, 2458, 2672, 
2744, 2763, 2838, 3022, 3093, 3119, 3133, 3376, 3386

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS, Est. 1953) Including Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations (1939-1953). Foreign Agricultural Service 
(1938-1939) 1367, 1452, 1470, 1482, 1502, 1506, 1514, 1533, 
1543, 1580, 1606, 1607, 1629, 1645, 1650, 1669, 1670, 1678, 1682, 
1683, 1687, 1700, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1724, 
1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1739, 1742, 1754, 1760, 1763, 1768, 1771, 
1774, 1777, 1791, 1800, 1801, 1813, 1815, 1817, 1818, 1833, 1839, 
1840, 1842, 1856, 1860, 1864, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1875, 1880, 1881, 
1885, 1888, 1892, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1903, 1905, 
1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 
1921, 1923, 1926, 1936, 1941, 1946, 1948, 1950, 1953, 1962, 1963, 
1964, 1977, 1983, 1985, 1989, 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, 2010, 2028, 
2044, 2050, 2059, 2060, 2069, 2070, 2079, 2080, 2086, 2088, 2095, 
2096, 2098, 2106, 2107, 2109, 2110, 2117, 2126, 2129, 2131, 2132, 
2137, 2138, 2140, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2154, 2155, 2157, 2158, 2162, 
2163, 2165, 2166, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2178, 
2182, 2183, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2190, 2193, 2194, 2195, 2202, 2205, 
2206, 2207, 2208, 2214, 2215, 2262, 2265, 2267, 2269, 2270, 2272, 
2276, 2302, 2304, 2305, 2306, 2320, 2323, 2324, 2327, 2337, 2339, 
2350, 2352, 2354, 2359, 2360, 2370, 2378, 2380, 2384, 2385, 2402, 
2403, 2411, 2430, 2437, 2439, 2440, 2442, 2443, 2444, 2446, 2449, 
2452, 2454, 2458, 2469, 2470, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2478, 2481, 2482, 
2486, 2488, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2498, 2510, 2511, 2527, 2539, 2546, 
2548, 2550, 2552, 2557, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2561, 2565, 2569, 2587, 
2590, 2591, 2592, 2596, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2608, 2611, 2629, 2630, 
2634, 2638, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2652, 2666, 2672, 2675, 2680, 2686, 
2688, 2695, 2699, 2717, 2738, 2740, 2746, 2749, 2750, 2762, 2764, 
2767, 2769, 2800, 2807, 2814, 2815, 2833, 2838, 2922, 2955, 2961, 
3045, 3056, 3119, 3122, 3132, 3166, 3209, 3218, 3281, 3282, 3305, 
3339, 3368, 3428, 3432, 3539, 3549, 3551, 3578, 3580

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal 
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration 
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic 
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural 
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction 181, 
237, 496, 504, 520, 633, 668, 671, 695, 707, 715, 716, 752, 760, 
786, 794, 812, 820, 914, 917, 1020, 1051, 1055, 1064, 1065, 1113, 
1126, 1182, 1202, 1330, 1333, 1352, 1353, 1377, 1378, 1384, 1410, 
1441, 1451, 1458, 1475, 1484, 1486, 1492, 1500, 1517, 1546, 1549, 
1553, 1562, 1563, 1567, 1572, 1588, 1592, 1595, 1597, 1599, 1603, 
1618, 1622, 1628, 1646, 1651, 1653, 1657, 1662, 1665, 1667, 1673, 
1686, 1697, 1698, 1704, 1705, 1718, 1720, 1730, 1741, 1749, 1787, 
1806, 1819, 1824, 1863, 1864, 1869, 1913, 1960, 1961, 1966, 1968, 
1974, 1976, 1980, 1982, 1984, 1987, 1990, 2031, 2033, 2034, 2039, 
2040, 2042, 2074, 2102, 2112, 2130, 2151, 2152, 2160, 2196, 2197, 
2201, 2216, 2218, 2225, 2228, 2239, 2247, 2278, 2288, 2291, 2296, 
2297, 2314, 2326, 2329, 2345, 2357, 2381, 2397, 2401, 2404, 2418, 
2453, 2462, 2500, 2512, 2513, 2516, 2530, 2531, 2553, 2556, 2571, 
2572, 2576, 2580, 2588, 2613, 2615, 2635, 2663, 2669, 2670, 2681, 
2719, 2733, 2747, 2761, 2775, 2793, 2836, 2839, 2840, 2848, 2854, 
2863, 2869, 2912, 2952, 3070, 3077, 3097, 3128, 3135, 3150, 3160, 
3170, 3193, 3208, 3216, 3221, 3235, 3261, 3318, 3328, 3348, 3372, 

3384, 3485, 3497, 3500, 3509, 3526, 3546, 3557, 3572, 3576

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Offi ce of 
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative 
State Experiment Station Service in 1961 96

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Offi ce 
and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture (Forerunners of USDA) 
1251, 2285, 3321

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the 
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau 
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Offi ce of Foreign 
Plant Introduction 522, 664, 685, 806, 807, 968, 1008, 1097, 1135, 
1163, 1171, 1173, 1177, 1180, 1184, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1251, 
3321

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Statistical 
Reporting Service (SRS), incl. Bureau of Markets and Crop 
Estimates, BUreau of Crop Estimates, Bureau of Statistics, Division 
of Statistics 858, 890

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food 
Administration (WFA), Including the Food Production and 
Distribution Administration 1496

United States of America–Activities and Infl uence Overseas / 
Abroad 49, 50, 67, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 105, 108, 112, 113, 
115, 116, 129, 130, 131, 132, 141, 160, 162, 194, 244, 246, 291, 
297, 360, 369, 375, 385, 407, 413, 443, 448, 452, 455, 457, 461, 
470, 489, 490, 491, 510, 511, 514, 528, 529, 532, 534, 535, 552, 
557, 561, 562, 568, 570, 573, 575, 576, 579, 595, 598, 602, 611, 
612, 628, 660, 679, 681, 735, 762, 765, 776, 780, 837, 838, 854, 
1085, 1094, 1096, 1097, 1135, 1161, 1163, 1166, 1171, 1173, 1177, 
1180, 1184, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1195, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1310, 
1322, 1353, 1358, 1477, 1513, 1520, 1534, 1535, 1542, 1547, 1548, 
1562, 1585, 1598, 1610, 1611, 1628, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1663, 1665, 
1666, 1670, 1678, 1680, 1688, 1690, 1691, 1701, 1703, 1711, 1715, 
1716, 1721, 1738, 1739, 1742, 1746, 1750, 1755, 1763, 1768, 1771, 
1772, 1774, 1775, 1788, 1792, 1793, 1798, 1809, 1813, 1817, 1820, 
1823, 1825, 1833, 1853, 1859, 1864, 1869, 1874, 1886, 1888, 1891, 
1892, 1900, 1917, 1922, 1923, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1934, 
1935, 1936, 1938, 1940, 1943, 1949, 1953, 1968, 1972, 1975, 1996, 
2010, 2023, 2027, 2028, 2029, 2041, 2048, 2049, 2050, 2051, 2052, 
2053, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2059, 2071, 2074, 2075, 2078, 2089, 2093, 
2099, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 2113, 2114, 2133, 2135, 2140, 2143, 
2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2156, 2157, 2170, 2183, 2187, 2200, 2203, 
2204, 2314, 2316, 2317, 2319, 2332, 2352, 2354, 2355, 2363, 2371, 
2390, 2420, 2497, 2512, 2527, 2532, 2541, 2567, 2593, 2600, 2601, 
2604, 2633, 2648, 2655, 2669, 2677, 2679, 2681, 2688, 2708, 2749, 
2753, 2764, 2765, 2768, 2788, 2796, 2811, 2812, 2814, 2815, 2831, 
2839, 2842, 2849, 2851, 2852, 2853, 2854, 2864, 2865, 2869, 2872, 
2874, 2876, 2884, 2886, 2888, 2899, 2905, 2910, 2911, 2916, 2922, 
2924, 2927, 2935, 2941, 2946, 2948, 2949, 2953, 2955, 2959, 2960, 
2961, 2962, 2966, 2972, 2978, 2983, 2987, 2988, 2994, 2995, 3006, 
3007, 3014, 3023, 3025, 3027, 3030, 3031, 3033, 3037, 3038, 3042, 
3046, 3049, 3051, 3056, 3060, 3079, 3080, 3101, 3104, 3107, 3109, 
3120, 3132, 3136, 3139, 3143, 3147, 3149, 3164, 3173, 3176, 3178, 
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3184, 3188, 3197, 3206, 3213, 3224, 3228, 3239, 3248, 3250, 3259, 
3265, 3270, 3271, 3272, 3287, 3298, 3299, 3305, 3308, 3321, 3335, 
3357, 3368, 3369, 3373, 3417, 3432, 3442, 3479, 3490, 3519, 3549, 
3558, 3571

United States of America–Commercial Products Imported from 
Abroad 2124

United States of America–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal 
Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 
1441, 1959, 2083, 2579, 2968, 3361

United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 273, 478, 667, 772, 808, 850, 933, 
939, 955, 984, 1010, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1034, 1043, 1064, 
1088, 1090, 1098, 1101, 1130, 1148, 1154, 1223, 1228, 1230, 1231, 
1232, 1251, 1286, 1299, 1344, 1352, 1384, 1391, 1402, 1410, 1427, 
1431, 1437, 1440, 1441, 1446, 1449, 1450, 1458, 1475, 1479, 1480, 
1481, 1486, 1510, 1524, 1532, 1535, 1550, 1553, 1567, 1581, 1595, 
1646, 1650, 1667, 1697, 1698, 1733, 1777, 1802, 1817, 1863, 1906, 
1961, 1973, 1993, 1998, 2011, 2020, 2039, 2042, 2047, 2130, 2157, 
2181, 2194, 2195, 2201, 2210, 2218, 2269, 2272, 2287, 2309, 2395, 
2465, 2497, 2556, 2571, 2596, 2634, 2836, 2912, 3017, 3032, 3087, 
3119, 3132, 3235, 3236, 3318, 3500, 3528, 3532, 3546

United States of America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods 
Movement in North America

United States of America (USA) 16, 18, 26, 42, 46, 55, 58, 65, 78, 
83, 86, 88, 93, 106, 107, 114, 119, 126, 127, 137, 140, 142, 145, 
146, 151, 152, 153, 155, 159, 166, 170, 175, 177, 178, 182, 183, 
185, 197, 198, 201, 204, 215, 226, 236, 237, 238, 239, 243, 245, 
247, 255, 257, 268, 270, 273, 274, 277, 278, 282, 283, 285, 286, 
287, 293, 296, 300, 304, 306, 309, 311, 312, 313, 317, 320, 322, 
323, 326, 329, 332, 333, 336, 342, 348, 349, 352, 354, 356, 357, 
361, 366, 368, 370, 371, 377, 378, 381, 388, 389, 392, 395, 396, 
398, 399, 409, 414, 416, 420, 428, 434, 436, 437, 444, 451, 465, 
466, 471, 474, 476, 478, 479, 481, 482, 484, 487, 492, 495, 496, 
499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 508, 512, 513, 519, 520, 521, 522, 
523, 530, 533, 542, 543, 544, 545, 547, 548, 550, 551, 554, 555, 
556, 558, 565, 566, 571, 572, 580, 583, 589, 590, 593, 599, 601, 
604, 605, 606, 610, 615, 616, 618, 622, 625, 627, 630, 631, 632, 
633, 634, 635, 636, 639, 640, 642, 646, 649, 650, 651, 652, 654, 
659, 663, 664, 666, 667, 668, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 678, 680, 
682, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 692, 693, 695, 696, 697, 698, 702, 
703, 704, 705, 706, 707, 708, 709, 710, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 
717, 718, 719, 723, 724, 725, 727, 728, 731, 732, 733, 734, 736, 
737, 745, 747, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 757, 758, 759, 760, 
761, 766, 767, 768, 770, 771, 772, 773, 774, 775, 777, 778, 779, 
783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 
796, 799, 801, 802, 806, 807, 808, 810, 812, 813, 815, 816, 818, 
819, 820, 821, 823, 825, 828, 829, 831, 834, 836, 841, 842, 844, 
845, 848, 849, 850, 852, 855, 857, 858, 859, 860, 862, 863, 864, 
868, 869, 870, 872, 873, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 886, 887, 889, 
890, 891, 892, 893, 900, 902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 909, 910, 911, 
912, 914, 916, 917, 920, 925, 926, 927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 933, 
937, 938, 939, 942, 943, 944, 946, 949, 950, 951, 953, 954, 956, 
957, 959, 964, 966, 968, 969, 970, 971, 973, 974, 975, 976, 978, 
979, 980, 982, 984, 985, 988, 989, 991, 992, 993, 995, 999, 1000, 
1002, 1003, 1004, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1013, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1020, 

1021, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1034, 1043, 1044, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1049, 
1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1061, 
1062, 1064, 1066, 1067, 1069, 1073, 1077, 1079, 1080, 1082, 1085, 
1086, 1087, 1089, 1090, 1092, 1093, 1095, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101, 
1106, 1107, 1109, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1117, 1122, 1124, 1125, 1126, 
1127, 1130, 1131, 1133, 1134, 1138, 1141, 1143, 1146, 1147, 1148, 
1149, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1158, 1160, 1162, 1163, 1166, 1167, 1168, 
1170, 1171, 1172, 1174, 1176, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1190, 1191, 
1193, 1197, 1199, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1207, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1216, 
1220, 1222, 1223, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 
1233, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1242, 1246, 1249, 1250, 1251, 
1252, 1254, 1255, 1256, 1260, 1263, 1265, 1266, 1273, 1274, 1279, 
1280, 1281, 1282, 1289, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1301, 
1302, 1303, 1304, 1311, 1315, 1316, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1323, 
1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1341, 
1342, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1347, 1348, 1352, 1353, 1355, 1357, 1358, 
1359, 1360, 1362, 1365, 1368, 1373, 1374, 1376, 1378, 1379, 1380, 
1384, 1386, 1388, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1396, 1399, 1400, 1402, 
1408, 1410, 1412, 1414, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1423, 1427, 1431, 
1432, 1434, 1435, 1437, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1444, 1446, 1447, 
1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 1458, 1460, 1461, 
1463, 1466, 1467, 1468, 1469, 1472, 1473, 1475, 1479, 1480, 1481, 
1484, 1485, 1486, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1496, 1499, 1500, 
1501, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510, 1511, 1512, 
1516, 1518, 1519, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 
1533, 1537, 1538, 1543, 1545, 1546, 1549, 1550, 1553, 1554, 1555, 
1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1563, 1564, 1565, 1567, 1568, 1569, 
1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 
1583, 1584, 1586, 1587, 1588, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1595, 1596, 1599, 
1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1613, 
1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1624, 1625, 1626, 
1627, 1629, 1630, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1641, 1642, 1643, 
1644, 1645, 1646, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 
1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1664, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1671, 
1672, 1673, 1674, 1675, 1677, 1679, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684, 1685, 
1686, 1687, 1689, 1692, 1694, 1696, 1697, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1704, 
1705, 1707, 1709, 1710, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1723, 
1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728, 1729, 1730, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 
1736, 1737, 1740, 1741, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1751, 
1753, 1754, 1756, 1757, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1764, 1765, 
1766, 1767, 1770, 1773, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783, 
1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1794, 1796, 1797, 1799, 
1800, 1802, 1803, 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1812, 1814, 1815, 1818, 
1819, 1821, 1822, 1824, 1826, 1827, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1832, 1836, 
1837, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1846, 1847, 1856, 1858, 1860, 1861, 
1862, 1863, 1868, 1873, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1881, 1882, 1883, 
1884, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1901, 1903, 
1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1920, 
1921, 1924, 1932, 1933, 1937, 1945, 1947, 1948, 1950, 1951, 1952, 
1956, 1957, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964, 1966, 1967, 1971, 
1973, 1974, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 
1986, 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997, 1998, 1999, 
2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2011, 2012, 
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2024, 2025, 
2026, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2039, 2040, 
2042, 2044, 2047, 2058, 2060, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2065, 2069, 2070, 
2073, 2076, 2077, 2079, 2080, 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2086, 
2088, 2090, 2091, 2092, 2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2100, 2101, 2108, 
2109, 2110, 2111, 2112, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2121, 2125, 2126, 2127, 
2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2134, 2136, 2137, 2138, 2139, 2141, 
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2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2151, 2152, 
2153, 2154, 2155, 2157, 2158, 2159, 2162, 2164, 2165, 2166, 2167, 
2168, 2169, 2171, 2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2179, 2181, 
2182, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2188, 2190, 2192, 2193, 2194, 2195, 2196, 
2197, 2199, 2201, 2202, 2205, 2206, 2207, 2209, 2210, 2212, 2213, 
2214, 2215, 2217, 2218, 2219, 2220, 2222, 2223, 2224, 2225, 2226, 
2227, 2228, 2229, 2230, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2235, 2236, 2237, 
2238, 2239, 2240, 2241, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2248, 2249, 
2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 2255, 2256, 2257, 2258, 2260, 2261, 
2263, 2264, 2265, 2266, 2268, 2269, 2270, 2271, 2272, 2273, 2275, 
2276, 2277, 2278, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2283, 2284, 2285, 2286, 2287, 
2288, 2289, 2290, 2291, 2292, 2293, 2295, 2296, 2297, 2298, 2302, 
2304, 2305, 2306, 2307, 2308, 2309, 2311, 2312, 2313, 2315, 2317, 
2320, 2321, 2322, 2323, 2325, 2326, 2329, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2339, 
2342, 2346, 2348, 2349, 2350, 2351, 2353, 2356, 2357, 2359, 2361, 
2362, 2364, 2366, 2368, 2369, 2370, 2371, 2375, 2376, 2377, 2378, 
2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386, 2387, 2389, 2391, 
2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2400, 2402, 2405, 
2407, 2409, 2410, 2411, 2412, 2413, 2414, 2415, 2416, 2417, 2418, 
2419, 2420, 2421, 2423, 2424, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2428, 2429, 2430, 
2434, 2435, 2436, 2438, 2439, 2440, 2441, 2442, 2443, 2444, 2445, 
2446, 2447, 2448, 2449, 2450, 2452, 2453, 2455, 2456, 2457, 2458, 
2460, 2462, 2464, 2465, 2467, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 
2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 
2487, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2493, 2494, 2495, 2496, 2497, 
2498, 2499, 2500, 2501, 2503, 2505, 2506, 2508, 2509, 2510, 2511, 
2513, 2515, 2517, 2518, 2519, 2520, 2521, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2528, 
2529, 2530, 2531, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2539, 2541, 2542, 2543, 
2545, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2550, 2552, 2555, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559, 
2560, 2561, 2562, 2566, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2575, 2579, 
2580, 2581, 2583, 2586, 2587, 2588, 2589, 2590, 2592, 2594, 2595, 
2596, 2597, 2598, 2599, 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 2608, 
2609, 2610, 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2618, 2620, 2622, 
2623, 2624, 2625, 2629, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2638, 
2640, 2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2647, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2652, 2653, 
2657, 2658, 2659, 2660, 2661, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2668, 2671, 2672, 
2674, 2675, 2676, 2678, 2680, 2683, 2685, 2686, 2687, 2689, 2690, 
2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2695, 2697, 2698, 2699, 2700, 2707, 2709, 
2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2714, 2715, 2718, 2719, 2720, 2724, 2725, 
2728, 2730, 2733, 2734, 2737, 2738, 2740, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 
2748, 2750, 2753, 2754, 2755, 2756, 2760, 2762, 2763, 2766, 2767, 
2769, 2770, 2771, 2773, 2774, 2777, 2780, 2782, 2783, 2789, 2790, 
2791, 2793, 2794, 2795, 2797, 2798, 2799, 2801, 2802, 2803, 2806, 
2807, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2813, 2816, 2818, 2820, 2821, 2823, 2825, 
2827, 2833, 2834, 2835, 2836, 2837, 2838, 2840, 2841, 2843, 2847, 
2848, 2850, 2855, 2861, 2862, 2866, 2867, 2868, 2870, 2871, 2875, 
2876, 2877, 2885, 2887, 2889, 2892, 2893, 2895, 2896, 2897, 2898, 
2900, 2901, 2902, 2903, 2904, 2906, 2907, 2909, 2912, 2915, 2917, 
2918, 2920, 2921, 2923, 2925, 2926, 2928, 2929, 2930, 2931, 2934, 
2939, 2941, 2943, 2944, 2945, 2947, 2948, 2950, 2951, 2952, 2954, 
2956, 2957, 2958, 2963, 2965, 2968, 2969, 2971, 2973, 2974, 2975, 
2979, 2980, 2981, 2984, 2985, 2986, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2992, 2993, 
2994, 2996, 2997, 2998, 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004, 3005, 3008, 3009, 
3010, 3011, 3012, 3015, 3016, 3017, 3018, 3021, 3022, 3024, 3028, 
3029, 3032, 3034, 3035, 3040, 3041, 3043, 3044, 3045, 3047, 3050, 
3052, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3057, 3059, 3061, 3064, 3065, 3068, 3070, 
3071, 3073, 3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3078, 3081, 3082, 3083, 3084, 
3085, 3086, 3087, 3089, 3092, 3093, 3095, 3096, 3097, 3098, 3099, 
3100, 3102, 3103, 3105, 3108, 3110, 3111, 3113, 3114, 3115, 3118, 
3119, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125, 3128, 3130, 3131, 3133, 3134, 

3135, 3138, 3140, 3141, 3145, 3146, 3150, 3151, 3155, 3156, 3157, 
3159, 3160, 3162, 3163, 3164, 3166, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3174, 
3175, 3177, 3179, 3180, 3181, 3182, 3183, 3186, 3187, 3189, 3190, 
3191, 3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3196, 3198, 3200, 3202, 3207, 3208, 
3209, 3214, 3215, 3218, 3221, 3222, 3223, 3226, 3227, 3229, 3232, 
3234, 3235, 3236, 3237, 3238, 3240, 3242, 3244, 3245, 3247, 3249, 
3251, 3255, 3261, 3264, 3266, 3267, 3269, 3279, 3280, 3281, 3282, 
3283, 3285, 3289, 3290, 3291, 3292, 3293, 3294, 3300, 3301, 3302, 
3303, 3304, 3306, 3309, 3311, 3312, 3313, 3315, 3316, 3317, 3318, 
3320, 3321, 3322, 3325, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3330, 3331, 3332, 3333, 
3336, 3337, 3338, 3339, 3340, 3342, 3346, 3348, 3352, 3356, 3358, 
3359, 3361, 3362, 3364, 3366, 3372, 3374, 3376, 3377, 3380, 3383, 
3384, 3386, 3387, 3390, 3394, 3395, 3396, 3397, 3398, 3399, 3400, 
3401, 3403, 3404, 3405, 3406, 3407, 3408, 3409, 3410, 3411, 3414, 
3415, 3416, 3419, 3421, 3422, 3425, 3428, 3429, 3431, 3435, 3436, 
3437, 3438, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3444, 3445, 3446, 3447, 3449, 3450, 
3451, 3452, 3455, 3457, 3458, 3460, 3461, 3462, 3464, 3466, 3467, 
3471, 3472, 3475, 3476, 3478, 3481, 3482, 3483, 3484, 3485, 3487, 
3488, 3493, 3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3499, 3500, 3502, 3503, 
3506, 3507, 3509, 3510, 3515, 3516, 3517, 3518, 3520, 3521, 3524, 
3525, 3526, 3527, 3529, 3530, 3532, 3533, 3536, 3538, 3540, 3541, 
3542, 3543, 3544, 3546, 3547, 3548, 3549, 3552, 3553, 3556, 3557, 
3559, 3560, 3561, 3562, 3563, 3566, 3567, 3568, 3569, 3570, 3572, 
3573, 3574, 3575, 3576, 3577, 3580, 3581, 3582, 3583, 3585, 3587, 
3589, 3590, 3591, 3592, 3593, 3594, 3596, 3597, 3598, 3603

United States of America (USA)–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International) 688, 689, 690, 772, 775, 849, 1440, 2130, 
3384, 3500, 3549

United States–States–Alabama 671, 685, 1010, 1230, 1475, 1492, 
1524, 1657, 2085, 2218, 2499, 2607, 2610, 2798, 2991, 3102, 3103, 
3188, 3484

United States–States–Alaska 1228, 3285

United States–States–Arizona 1232, 2499

United States–States–Arkansas 1054, 1316, 1421, 1450, 1454, 
1475, 1524, 1546, 1550, 1687, 1715, 1778, 1802, 2013, 2015, 2039, 
2064, 2085, 2106, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2192, 2218, 2287, 2362, 
2371, 2382, 2420, 2421, 2499, 2519, 2526, 2530, 2531, 2575, 2607, 
2610, 2611, 2626, 2691, 2798, 2836, 3102, 3122, 3300, 3330

United States–States–California 18, 100, 155, 159, 215, 238, 273, 
306, 348, 349, 357, 444, 547, 553, 583, 601, 618, 622, 640, 651, 
654, 670, 674, 688, 689, 690, 716, 737, 753, 754, 767, 773, 777, 
778, 779, 784, 787, 789, 791, 793, 796, 813, 818, 836, 842, 845, 
866, 868, 873, 878, 894, 926, 957, 982, 988, 991, 993, 1107, 1109, 
1122, 1191, 1202, 1435, 1461, 1469, 1518, 1557, 1569, 1596, 1602, 
1622, 1959, 2006, 2025, 2047, 2276, 2369, 2499, 2519, 2595, 2597, 
2604, 2605, 2607, 2613, 2614, 2645, 2655, 2668, 2687, 2714, 2806, 
2975, 3179, 3189, 3221, 3229, 3232, 3233, 3245, 3248, 3266, 3267, 
3283, 3285, 3318, 3358, 3383, 3387

United States–States–Colorado 273, 583, 618, 651, 1232, 2508, 
2545, 2613

United States–States–Connecticut 238, 361, 713, 1010, 1024, 1067, 
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1353, 1359, 2499, 2663, 2712, 3138

United States–States–Delaware 545, 685, 1010, 1054, 1475, 1524, 
1550, 1828, 2499

United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC) 83, 
159, 215, 377, 399, 504, 513, 520, 522, 558, 618, 664, 671, 685, 
686, 695, 724, 725, 761, 787, 789, 796, 806, 807, 831, 857, 858, 
869, 872, 876, 891, 892, 900, 902, 904, 910, 912, 925, 953, 968, 
969, 978, 979, 980, 1000, 1003, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1011, 1046, 
1051, 1054, 1064, 1079, 1080, 1090, 1098, 1122, 1135, 1141, 1160, 
1161, 1166, 1180, 1182, 1184, 1185, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1199, 1207, 
1225, 1235, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1260, 1325, 1344, 1352, 1353, 1358, 
1374, 1378, 1384, 1393, 1395, 1401, 1410, 1421, 1434, 1444, 1451, 
1458, 1475, 1496, 1499, 1508, 1518, 1519, 1533, 1549, 1558, 1567, 
1581, 1582, 1583, 1595, 1598, 1636, 1649, 1696, 1709, 1712, 1722, 
1731, 1747, 1749, 1760, 1776, 1780, 1787, 1803, 1805, 1818, 1821, 
1833, 1860, 1863, 1921, 1948, 1952, 1971, 2019, 2026, 2065, 2096, 
2188, 2220, 2223, 2224, 2226, 2228, 2231, 2232, 2234, 2235, 2239, 
2247, 2288, 2296, 2320, 2329, 2348, 2357, 2387, 2394, 2400, 2412, 
2428, 2499, 2513, 2520, 2528, 2529, 2543, 2545, 2547, 2562, 2579, 
2583, 2586, 2587, 2603, 2606, 2608, 2610, 2613, 2636, 2660, 2672, 
2700, 2733, 2790, 2802, 2807, 2968, 2969, 3044, 3045, 3093, 3110, 
3115, 3121, 3122, 3128, 3132, 3140, 3160, 3190, 3191, 3192, 3208, 
3209, 3236, 3264, 3281, 3282, 3339, 3428, 3441, 3475, 3525, 3549, 
3557, 3559, 3570, 3577, 3578, 3580

United States–States–Florida 618, 668, 1034, 1188, 2192, 2316, 
3122, 3383

United States–States–Georgia 198, 226, 243, 245, 283, 396, 398, 
409, 702, 705, 850, 1010, 1080, 1353, 1475, 1524, 2192, 2218, 
2307, 2499, 2519, 2541, 2607, 2610, 2698, 3122, 3495, 3556

United States–States–Hawaii 86, 88, 100, 103, 151, 257, 263, 270, 
273, 277, 326, 395, 427, 435, 456, 462, 478, 481, 547, 553, 577, 
593, 663, 675, 685, 711, 727, 736, 777, 800, 807, 837, 866, 868, 
882, 884, 894, 895, 903, 933, 981, 994, 1003, 1012, 1025, 1228, 
1355, 1362, 1535, 1624, 1812, 2811, 3285

United States–States–Idaho 530, 583, 651, 1232

United States–States–Illinois 46, 500, 547, 610, 685, 688, 689, 690, 
692, 731, 774, 786, 891, 893, 928, 938, 943, 959, 974, 975, 984, 
989, 1003, 1004, 1010, 1021, 1044, 1055, 1056, 1058, 1069, 1090, 
1098, 1101, 1114, 1126, 1130, 1147, 1148, 1162, 1173, 1181, 1182, 
1183, 1184, 1197, 1199, 1211, 1216, 1223, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 
1232, 1240, 1249, 1254, 1263, 1279, 1281, 1289, 1299, 1300, 1303, 
1316, 1320, 1322, 1323, 1325, 1326, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 
1337, 1340, 1342, 1345, 1347, 1352, 1353, 1355, 1373, 1374, 1384, 
1386, 1394, 1410, 1412, 1414, 1431, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1446, 1447, 
1451, 1453, 1458, 1460, 1475, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1485, 1489, 1490, 
1501, 1508, 1511, 1519, 1524, 1527, 1546, 1549, 1550, 1554, 1557, 
1562, 1567, 1569, 1573, 1587, 1593, 1595, 1608, 1616, 1617, 1618, 
1641, 1643, 1657, 1668, 1674, 1675, 1677, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684, 
1686, 1687, 1692, 1694, 1697, 1709, 1720, 1728, 1732, 1734, 1740, 
1756, 1758, 1760, 1762, 1764, 1770, 1778, 1780, 1783, 1802, 1803, 
1805, 1808, 1809, 1828, 1863, 1864, 1890, 1892, 1959, 1967, 1978, 
1980, 1987, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2024, 2031, 2035, 
2036, 2039, 2047, 2083, 2106, 2130, 2134, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 

2146, 2147, 2151, 2152, 2159, 2184, 2192, 2218, 2220, 2223, 2230, 
2237, 2275, 2276, 2281, 2283, 2285, 2292, 2295, 2317, 2353, 2369, 
2371, 2395, 2416, 2418, 2420, 2425, 2429, 2435, 2443, 2452, 2480, 
2483, 2499, 2509, 2517, 2518, 2520, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2534, 2545, 
2547, 2556, 2580, 2588, 2593, 2615, 2623, 2631, 2634, 2635, 2642, 
2647, 2659, 2664, 2691, 2697, 2698, 2716, 2743, 2745, 2798, 2834, 
2836, 2912, 2928, 2934, 2949, 2952, 2965, 2968, 2971, 2991, 3005, 
3009, 3016, 3035, 3044, 3055, 3059, 3064, 3068, 3084, 3102, 3103, 
3111, 3131, 3134, 3135, 3145, 3151, 3163, 3174, 3191, 3197, 3206, 
3207, 3208, 3209, 3215, 3221, 3235, 3238, 3303, 3320, 3321, 3322, 
3330, 3332, 3333, 3346, 3361, 3364, 3403, 3444, 3451, 3532, 3537, 
3548, 3549, 3560

United States–States–Indiana 685, 870, 966, 1004, 1009, 1010, 
1021, 1044, 1054, 1090, 1099, 1113, 1130, 1143, 1148, 1181, 1182, 
1183, 1216, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1250, 1263, 1298, 1299, 1302, 
1320, 1325, 1333, 1352, 1353, 1355, 1374, 1384, 1410, 1414, 1431, 
1441, 1446, 1449, 1450, 1453, 1454, 1458, 1475, 1479, 1481, 1508, 
1511, 1524, 1546, 1550, 1567, 1595, 1599, 1617, 1644, 1660, 1687, 
1689, 1704, 1716, 1718, 1748, 1758, 1802, 1822, 1863, 1959, 1980, 
2024, 2039, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2152, 2204, 2218, 
2285, 2292, 2325, 2371, 2420, 2443, 2464, 2479, 2493, 2499, 2517, 
2519, 2521, 2530, 2534, 2545, 2611, 2613, 2652, 2698, 2754, 2836, 
2900, 2934, 2984, 2991, 3024, 3070, 3114, 3132, 3134, 3174, 3303, 
3361, 3372, 3467

United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain U.S. state. 
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this state 550

United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a 
certain U.S. state. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by 
that date in this state 550

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
U.S. state 580

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain U.S. state 580

United States–States–Iowa 547, 1010, 1021, 1181, 1230, 1231, 
1232, 1279, 1299, 1302, 1325, 1341, 1352, 1355, 1384, 1410, 1414, 
1431, 1434, 1441, 1446, 1449, 1453, 1454, 1455, 1458, 1475, 1479, 
1481, 1489, 1492, 1508, 1524, 1546, 1547, 1550, 1553, 1554, 1562, 
1567, 1568, 1595, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1602, 1611, 1613, 1614, 1615, 
1616, 1617, 1622, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1630, 1632, 1633, 1636, 1637, 
1638, 1639, 1646, 1660, 1663, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1669, 1671, 1672, 
1675, 1677, 1680, 1687, 1688, 1690, 1694, 1697, 1709, 1715, 1716, 
1720, 1722, 1734, 1739, 1740, 1743, 1755, 1757, 1760, 1764, 1765, 
1774, 1777, 1778, 1780, 1782, 1786, 1796, 1797, 1802, 1803, 1805, 
1833, 1841, 1863, 1864, 1873, 1892, 1932, 1945, 1952, 1959, 1961, 
1966, 1974, 1982, 1993, 2032, 2033, 2039, 2042, 2050, 2074, 2077, 
2090, 2106, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2151, 2152, 2192, 2201, 2218, 
2276, 2292, 2336, 2339, 2369, 2371, 2375, 2420, 2467, 2480, 2494, 
2499, 2509, 2519, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2545, 2547, 2556, 2570, 
2571, 2596, 2598, 2604, 2607, 2610, 2611, 2634, 2691, 2711, 2758, 
2763, 2766, 2770, 2771, 2802, 2803, 2808, 2809, 2836, 2861, 2862, 
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2912, 2939, 2952, 2968, 2984, 2985, 3015, 3035, 3041, 3073, 3085, 
3095, 3097, 3122, 3132, 3134, 3135, 3180, 3205, 3235, 3287, 3289, 
3291, 3303, 3320, 3346, 3348, 3361, 3365, 3366, 3384, 3387, 3399, 
3400, 3421, 3447, 3484, 3485, 3488, 3495, 3499, 3530, 3532, 3536, 
3546, 3553, 3577, 3583, 3587

United States–States–Kansas 760, 1003, 1013, 1054, 1355, 1475, 
1489, 1524, 1550, 2297, 2441, 2499, 2519, 2545, 2607, 2613, 2691, 
2991, 3280

United States–States–Kentucky 671, 685, 808, 1002, 1010, 1034, 
1054, 1231, 1263, 1475, 1480, 1489, 1524, 1716, 1757, 2064, 2499, 
2607, 2710, 2934, 3532, 3536

United States–States–Louisiana 416, 672, 1099, 1183, 1231, 1316, 
1475, 1508, 1511, 1524, 1546, 1550, 1584, 1626, 1641, 1657, 1675, 
1740, 1756, 1959, 2002, 2004, 2064, 2085, 2098, 2106, 2130, 2140, 
2143, 2144, 2145, 2151, 2192, 2218, 2420, 2480, 2519, 2530, 2581, 
2991, 3122, 3244, 3346, 3403, 3484, 3507, 3556, 3569, 3583

United States–States–Maine 2571, 3235, 3261, 3328, 3496, 3546, 
3569

United States–States–Maryland 618, 1181, 1231, 1320, 1333, 1352, 
1353, 1355, 1384, 1475, 1518, 1524, 1546, 1583, 1828, 1862, 1959, 
2106, 2280, 2423, 2485, 2499, 2562, 2599, 2774, 3457, 3536

United States–States–Massachusetts 237, 495, 618, 688, 689, 690, 
1001, 1003, 1010, 1024, 1089, 1232, 1353, 1355, 1546, 1959, 2091, 
2124, 2426, 3138, 3221, 3538

United States–States–Michigan 974, 975, 1009, 1010, 1319, 1321, 
1322, 1324, 1353, 1434, 1446, 1454, 1475, 1479, 1481, 1508, 1524, 
1550, 1572, 1622, 2006, 2084, 2090, 2279, 2294, 2424, 2443, 2505, 
2530, 2531, 2538, 2545, 2547, 2754, 2939, 2984, 3181, 3186, 3207, 
3209, 3221, 3361, 3536

United States–States–Minnesota 287, 354, 671, 761, 974, 975, 
1130, 1190, 1212, 1231, 1232, 1414, 1475, 1524, 1532, 1546, 1550, 
1554, 1616, 1617, 1625, 1654, 1655, 1687, 1705, 1713, 1716, 1718, 
1726, 1728, 1749, 1759, 1802, 1833, 1858, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2017, 
2024, 2039, 2085, 2092, 2106, 2115, 2130, 2136, 2142, 2143, 2144, 
2145, 2164, 2210, 2218, 2278, 2369, 2371, 2391, 2405, 2409, 2413, 
2420, 2424, 2495, 2499, 2517, 2519, 2520, 2537, 2543, 2545, 2586, 
2604, 2605, 2607, 2610, 2611, 2620, 2691, 2698, 2777, 2801, 2836, 
2871, 2934, 2968, 2974, 3015, 3122, 3135, 3155, 3196, 3215, 3218, 
3259, 3291, 3300, 3303, 3320, 3331, 3346, 3410, 3484, 3502, 3507, 
3533, 3536, 3556, 3565, 3583

United States–States–Mississippi 639, 685, 807, 933, 1010, 1025, 
1034, 1082, 1098, 1099, 1181, 1355, 1402, 1414, 1431, 1475, 1524, 
1546, 1550, 1635, 1932, 2039, 2064, 2097, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 
2146, 2157, 2192, 2218, 2278, 2297, 2420, 2499, 2598, 2606, 2607, 
2610, 2991, 3122, 3322, 3346, 3403

United States–States–Missouri 86, 530, 671, 685, 943, 989, 992, 
1010, 1013, 1058, 1090, 1181, 1183, 1216, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1232, 
1299, 1320, 1325, 1330, 1341, 1343, 1352, 1353, 1355, 1373, 1384, 
1421, 1431, 1450, 1475, 1479, 1481, 1492, 1519, 1524, 1546, 1550, 
1584, 1636, 1675, 1687, 1758, 1778, 1802, 2024, 2033, 2039, 2096, 

2106, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2186, 2218, 2369, 2420, 
2480, 2499, 2506, 2509, 2519, 2526, 2529, 2530, 2531, 2545, 2556, 
2571, 2580, 2596, 2604, 2606, 2607, 2610, 2634, 2644, 2691, 2836, 
2875, 2901, 2912, 2918, 2957, 2968, 3120, 3122, 3123, 3132, 3135, 
3151, 3164, 3170, 3208, 3209, 3227, 3303, 3311, 3322, 3323, 3346, 
3352, 3387, 3390, 3404, 3435, 3488, 3536, 3546, 3557, 3583, 3587

United States–States–Montana 583, 618, 1232

United States–States–Nebraska 685, 1263, 1434, 1475, 1524, 1550, 
1758, 2499, 2519, 2545, 2691, 3134, 3208, 3300, 3348, 3404, 3445, 
3488, 3495

United States–States–Nevada 273, 651, 2289, 2348

United States–States–New Hampshire 2975

United States–States–New Jersey 618, 671, 969, 1353, 1475, 1524, 
2499, 2613, 3190

United States–States–New Mexico 651, 1232

United States–States–New York 16, 55, 58, 65, 114, 126, 183, 243, 
273, 283, 293, 296, 300, 322, 332, 336, 342, 356, 357, 371, 492, 
550, 583, 618, 632, 650, 651, 673, 685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 697, 
749, 750, 773, 813, 826, 830, 832, 839, 845, 851, 857, 861, 864, 
900, 974, 975, 1016, 1053, 1058, 1072, 1078, 1148, 1210, 1228, 
1232, 1263, 1265, 1301, 1327, 1330, 1353, 1355, 1365, 1368, 1456, 
1475, 1524, 1557, 1572, 1609, 1699, 1704, 1758, 1882, 1951, 1959, 
1960, 2002, 2007, 2074, 2081, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2212, 2233, 
2283, 2312, 2369, 2389, 2467, 2499, 2543, 2586, 2594, 2613, 2798, 
2847, 2958, 2991, 3102, 3103, 3221, 3229, 3267, 3409, 3444, 3484, 
3485, 3581, 3583

United States–States–North Carolina 555, 556, 558, 649, 667, 668, 
685, 686, 688, 689, 690, 695, 719, 723, 728, 750, 772, 796, 806, 
834, 870, 891, 904, 933, 938, 974, 975, 1002, 1003, 1008, 1009, 
1010, 1025, 1034, 1044, 1054, 1056, 1067, 1090, 1098, 1099, 1126, 
1130, 1148, 1181, 1183, 1216, 1228, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1299, 1320, 
1323, 1325, 1352, 1355, 1384, 1393, 1410, 1414, 1431, 1447, 1458, 
1475, 1479, 1481, 1489, 1490, 1511, 1524, 1550, 1567, 1595, 1635, 
1863, 1984, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2157, 2192, 2297, 2371, 2376, 
2499, 2613, 3122, 3135, 3405

United States–States–North Dakota 548, 550, 671, 978, 979, 1524, 
1550, 1616, 2520, 3208, 3532, 3536

United States–States–Ohio 685, 692, 707, 713, 938, 999, 1004, 
1009, 1010, 1044, 1054, 1090, 1148, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1299, 1325, 
1333, 1352, 1353, 1355, 1359, 1414, 1418, 1419, 1421, 1431, 1441, 
1448, 1450, 1454, 1460, 1475, 1479, 1481, 1508, 1524, 1546, 1549, 
1550, 1677, 1679, 1687, 1699, 1716, 1757, 1758, 1760, 1802, 1959, 
2039, 2130, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2218, 2292, 2420, 2443, 2496, 2499, 
2503, 2517, 2519, 2528, 2538, 2545, 2611, 2652, 2698, 2754, 2836, 
2867, 2929, 2939, 2984, 3017, 3118, 3132, 3171, 3186, 3207, 3215, 
3221, 3237, 3536, 3549

United States–States–Oklahoma 685, 1183, 1232, 1333, 1414, 
1475, 1524, 2436
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United States–States–Oregon 273, 547, 580, 583, 618, 651, 788, 
813, 876, 1126, 1622, 2047, 2276, 2782, 3207, 3245, 3283, 3507, 
3556

United States–States–Pennsylvania 16, 550, 618, 671, 688, 689, 
690, 709, 828, 860, 969, 989, 992, 1010, 1353, 1449, 1475, 1479, 
1481, 1524, 1565, 2519, 2545, 2613, 2662, 3333, 3457, 3581

United States–States–Rhode Island 618, 1010

United States–States–South Carolina 668, 685, 719, 891, 1010, 
1475, 1524, 1973, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2192, 2218, 2371, 2499, 2611, 
2798, 3103, 3122

United States–States–South Dakota 1524, 1550, 1653, 3135, 3300

United States–States–Tennessee 237, 474, 671, 685, 755, 969, 1002, 
1010, 1054, 1143, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1281, 1353, 1421, 1475, 1524, 
1546, 1658, 1747, 2029, 2064, 2082, 2141, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2168, 
2213, 2218, 2277, 2283, 2293, 2313, 2356, 2371, 2400, 2412, 2417, 
2429, 2436, 2447, 2480, 2499, 3269

United States–States–Texas 542, 651, 685, 723, 1232, 1281, 1475, 
1489, 1524, 1758, 1804, 2106, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2192, 2218, 2499, 
2517, 2519, 2545, 2588, 2713, 2948, 3122, 3208, 3257, 3488, 3507, 
3556, 3603

United States–States–Utah 273, 583, 618, 651, 737, 813, 1232

United States–States–Virginia 558, 625, 685, 891, 933, 1009, 1010, 
1025, 1034, 1044, 1054, 1181, 1228, 1230, 1232, 1263, 1475, 1479, 
1481, 1511, 1524, 1673, 1828, 2106, 2192, 2218, 2419, 2499, 3083, 
3122, 3128, 3300

United States–States–Washington state 273, 282, 306, 348, 349, 
395, 434, 437, 471, 501, 530, 547, 583, 618, 642, 651, 659, 697, 
703, 704, 706, 709, 710, 713, 733, 745, 754, 766, 767, 774, 775, 
777, 784, 785, 788, 789, 791, 794, 795, 801, 813, 815, 845, 849, 
863, 864, 873, 876, 889, 895, 929, 930, 968, 974, 975, 1044, 1057, 
1066, 1115, 1163, 1223, 1353, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1508, 1511, 1861, 
1959, 2047, 2613, 2782, 3346, 3445, 3488, 3556

United States–States–West Virginia 1355, 1475, 1524

United States–States–Wisconsin 237, 650, 974, 975, 1003, 1009, 
1010, 1021, 1113, 1181, 1183, 1226, 1320, 1322, 1353, 1355, 1378, 
1418, 1434, 1475, 1481, 1524, 1546, 2003, 2006, 2142, 2143, 2144, 
2145, 2276, 2294, 2530, 2545, 2952, 3065, 3245, 3387, 3536, 3552

United States–States–Wyoming 618, 651, 3387

Urban Problems Worldwide, Including Tangible Problems 
(Urbanization, Scarce Jobs, Money, Housing, Poor Schools, Welfare 
Abuse, Drugs, Gangs, and Crime) and Values Problems (Racism, 
Despair, Poor Work Habits, Lower Class Problems) Worldwide 
1448

Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation

U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, 

Illinois). Founded April 1936. Analytical Section Merged into 
Northern Regional Research Lab. (Peoria) 1 July 1942 1326, 1393, 
1414, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1508, 1562, 1616, 1697, 1864, 2146, 2147, 
2371, 2528, 2604, 2965, 3321

U.S. Soybean Export Council (USSEC) 3501, 3530, 3536, 3561, 
3569

USA. See United States of America

USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture

USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland). 
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)

USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

Valsoia S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy) 3271

Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati 
Ghee) 1699, 1717, 1745, 1766, 1767, 1789, 1790, 1803, 1834, 
1935, 1953, 1965, 1968, 1988, 2009, 2041, 2044, 2073, 2173, 2475, 
2507, 2622, 2646, 2819, 2830, 3116

Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands). Including Alpro (Early 
Years Only) and Vamo 2667, 2694, 2825, 2842, 2999, 3143

Vanuatu. See Oceania

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen

Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type, Soybean Varieties USA–Special 
High Protein

Varieties, soybean–Chinese. See Chinese Soybean Types and 
Varieties

Varieties, soybean–European Chinese. See European Soybean Types 
and Varieties

Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and 
Varieties

Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General, 
Including Varieties and Seeds) 354, 422, 503, 507, 512, 590, 593, 
616, 617, 625, 705, 715, 752, 760, 771, 808, 949, 950, 1054, 1097, 
1184, 1193, 1226, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1260, 1270, 1278, 1295, 1322, 
1344, 1358, 1385, 1387, 1429, 1479, 1481, 1490, 1516, 1529, 1538, 
1541, 1550, 1551, 1561, 1581, 1610, 1623, 1635, 1697, 1752, 1769, 
1955, 1956, 2116, 2119, 2146, 2147, 2164, 2189, 2274, 2339, 2350, 
2384, 2481, 2502, 2507, 2619, 2665, 2703, 2726, 2727, 2779, 2867, 
2928, 2940, 2942, 2963, 2982, 3205, 3314, 3378, 3388, 3515

Variety Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or 
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses 2287, 2443, 2578, 2626, 2729, 
2736, 2868, 2897, 2932, 2934, 2939, 2984, 2985, 3021, 3024, 3035, 
3070, 3131, 3134, 3135, 3148, 3198, 3204, 3246, 3254, 3255, 3275, 
3300, 3334, 3392, 3397
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Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and 
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and 
Gene Banks

Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature 
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of

Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions 
(Offi cial) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers 
and Synonyms

Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism

Vegetable oils. See Specifi c Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame 
Oil, Sunfl ower Oil, etc

Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General 
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable 
Soybeans

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets 430

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity 
and Quality 430

Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias 331

Vegetarian pioneers. See Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) 
(1869-1948), Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851)

Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement (Abstaining from 
Alcohol / Alcoholic Beverages) Worldwide. Incl. Teetotalism 331

Vegetarianism, Athletics / Sports, and Athletes 331

Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh 
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also: 
Veganism 313, 331, 430, 504, 587, 1281, 1953, 2020, 2404, 2429

Vegetarianism–Effi ciency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in 
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also 
Called Political Economy 504

Vegetarianism: Meat / Flesh Food Consumption–Statistics, 
Problems (Such as Diseases in or Caused by Flesh Foods), 
or Trends in Documents Not About Vegetarianism. See Also: 
Vegetarianism–Spongiform Encephalopathies /Diseases 3039

Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with 331, 2020

Vegetarianism–Statistics and Analyses on the Number of 
Vegetarians or the Size of the Vegetarian Products Market 313

Vegetarianism, the Environment, and Ecology 2292

Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan 
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy 
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather 2292

Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis. 
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean 995, 1492

Vestro Foods, Inc. See Westbrae Natural Foods

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds

Viana Naturkost GmbH. See Tofutown.com

Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada). 
Founded by Stephen Yu in 1978 3257

Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Started in Nov. 
1944 as Victory Mills Ltd. Named Sunsoy Products Ltd. from 1936 
to 1945. Renamed Victory Mills, Ltd. from 1945 to 1954. Owned 
by (Subsidiary of) Canadian Breweries Ltd., then by Procter & 
Gamble from 1954, then by Central Soya Co. from 1985) 1513, 
1534, 1545, 1546, 1589, 1621, 1814, 1816, 2184, 2204, 2723, 2729, 
2769, 3139, 3148, 3154, 3156, 3157, 3158, 3222, 3344

Videotapes or References to Video Tapes 3014, 3134, 3151, 3229, 
3232, 3265, 3283

Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the 
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now offi cially named 
Vilmorin s.a.. 625, 760, 950, 1144, 1476, 1758

Vitamin B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins) 2142

Vitamin E (Eight Forms of Tocopherol, Natural Powerful 
Antioxidants) 1518, 2836, 3328, 3330

Vitamin K (Coagulant, Needed for Normal Clotting of the Blood; 
Fat Soluble) 1518

Vitamins (General) 880, 999, 1003, 1061, 1154, 1218, 1295, 1368, 
1385, 1394, 1505, 1761, 2394, 2976, 3143, 3326

Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong Soya Bean 
Products Co. Ltd. before 24 Sept. 1990), and Vitasoy (USA) Inc., 
(Brisbane, California–south of San Francisco). Including Nasoya 
Foods (from Aug. 1990) and Azumaya Inc. (from May 1993). 
Founded by K.S. Lo (Lived 1910 to 1995), in Hong Kong. Started 
in March 1940 1772, 2058, 2613, 2718, 2745, 2920, 2939, 3021, 
3139, 3254, 3260, 3284, 3301

Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts

War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)
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War Food Administration of USDA. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food Administration (WFA)

War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods

War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans 
and Soyfoods

War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War 
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods

Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity–Environmental Issues 2715, 3441

Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings, 
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods

Websites or Information on the World Wide Web or Internet 3242, 
3328, 3361, 3404, 3464, 3475, 3484

Wedge press. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Press

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use 69, 327, 664, 672, 823, 1008, 
1073, 1086, 1181, 1323, 1355, 1359, 1476, 1949, 1982, 2119, 2121, 
2159, 2197, 2280, 2371, 2414, 2418, 2516, 2542, 2618, 2692, 2726, 
2834, 2952, 3082, 3170, 3213, 3225, 3295, 3315, 3318, 3350, 3372, 
3382, 3392, 3554

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Wenger International Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker 
Manufacturers–Wenger International Inc.

Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California). Founded in 
Feb. 1971 by Bob Gerner. Later in Carson. Subsidiary of Vestro 
Foods, Inc. Acquired by the Hain Food Group of Uniondale, New 
York, 14 Oct. 1997 3207

Wheat Gluten and Seitan Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses–By Geographical Region 2617

Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles: 
Mienchin / Mien-chin 46, 203, 505, 1045, 1148, 1200, 1223, 1332, 
1342, 2361, 2441, 2617, 3192

Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese 
Style, Made with a Signifi cant Proportion of Wheat or Barley

Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modifi ed Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming 
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen

White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White

White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). Founded in Sept. 1977 by 
Steve Demos. Including Soyfoods Unlimited. Owned by Dean 
Foods Co. since 8 May 2002 2613, 3387, 3552

Whole Dry Soybean Flakes. See Microsoy Corp., Formerly Nichii 

Company

Whole Dry Soybeans for Food Uses–Industry and Market Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region 807

Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling, 
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including 
Japanese Gô) 1021, 1479, 1481, 2338

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Boiled but Otherwise Unprocessed as 
Food) 60, 70, 87, 96, 257, 331, 416, 419, 420, 434, 632, 672, 685, 
707, 716, 723, 746, 750, 794, 807, 808, 848, 912, 949, 959, 1000, 
1003, 1008, 1023, 1024, 1073, 1144, 1180, 1210, 1211, 1223, 1228, 
1295, 1310, 1332, 1355, 1359, 1362, 1434, 1461, 1477, 1491, 1499, 
1522, 1535, 1551, 1596, 1734, 2006, 2303, 2641, 2655, 2729, 2734, 
2856, 3081, 3351, 3599, 3600

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Cooked or Unprocessed as Feed) 46, 
52, 53, 70, 263, 391, 522, 1355

Whole Foods Market. Founded in 1978 in Austin, Texas, by John 
Mackey and Renee Lawson 3552

Whole Soy Flakes (Flaked Soybeans), Grits, Granules, or Textured 
Products, Made from Whole Dry Soybeans (Not Defatted). See 
Also: Soy Flour: Whole or Full-fat 1547, 3081, 3246

WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.), Modesto 
WholeSoy Co. (California), and Aros Sojaprodukter (Örsundsbro, 
then Enkoeping, Sweden; Founded by Ted Nordquist. Started Feb. 
1981) 2613, 2999, 3117

Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly 
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel) 
320, 664, 2665, 2976

Wild, perennial relatives of the soybean. See Neonotonia wightii

Wild Soybeans (General) 1171, 1582

Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. Formed on 24 Aug. 2001 by the 
merger of Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. (Santa Cruz and Fairfax, 
California; started Nov. 1977) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell, 
Iowa; started Jan. 1999) 2613, 3387, 3552

Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. See Wildwood Harvest, Inc.

Williams, Charles Burgess (1871-1947). North Carolina Soybean 
Pioneer 667, 688, 689, 690, 723, 796, 834, 1984

Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth 
Yellow

Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio). 
Founded 1909. Including Joseph Elwyn Wing (1861-1915), Charles 
Bullard Wing (1878-1949), and David Grant Wing (1896-1984) 
707, 1320, 1421, 1454, 1677, 1716

Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called Four-
Angled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus 
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Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea, 
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or 
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis 
or Kalamismis) 585, 620, 693

Woodworth, Clyde M. (1888-1960, Plant Breeder, Univ. of Illinois) 
2275, 2371, 2952

Worcestershire Sauce–Brands Made by Companies Other than Lea 
& Perrins, such as Holbrook’s 61

Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before 
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England 16, 46, 48, 53, 58, 
60, 61, 78, 333, 542, 544, 546, 633, 799, 837, 1176, 1295, 1321, 
1324, 1403, 3140

Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient 48, 
78, 333, 542, 544, 807, 1245, 1295, 1324

World 362, 363, 424, 506, 708, 900, 933, 939, 1003, 1025, 1046, 
1063, 1088, 1090, 1107, 1117, 1124, 1126, 1129, 1134, 1136, 1140, 
1155, 1157, 1170, 1198, 1217, 1247, 1249, 1252, 1255, 1286, 1344, 
1355, 1420, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1444, 1476, 1487, 1510, 1516, 1552, 
1558, 1559, 1560, 1574, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1642, 1654, 1655, 1677, 
1687, 1714, 1719, 1726, 1739, 1760, 1764, 1774, 1775, 1803, 1838, 
1840, 1858, 1865, 1872, 1887, 1904, 1921, 1932, 1948, 1961, 1992, 
2012, 2013, 2018, 2037, 2043, 2044, 2086, 2100, 2107, 2111, 2112, 
2115, 2148, 2149, 2150, 2205, 2209, 2210, 2218, 2259, 2266, 2269, 
2272, 2278, 2284, 2285, 2288, 2321, 2331, 2335, 2362, 2392, 2393, 
2417, 2418, 2419, 2422, 2425, 2431, 2432, 2448, 2465, 2497, 2505, 
2513, 2521, 2534, 2537, 2541, 2571, 2575, 2579, 2580, 2582, 2587, 
2614, 2617, 2662, 2664, 2678, 2709, 2713, 2725, 2766, 2769, 2770, 
2773, 2803, 2806, 2834, 2847, 2889, 2892, 2896, 2901, 2915, 2921, 
2922, 2925, 2934, 2954, 2968, 2971, 2973, 2974, 2975, 3009, 3017, 
3059, 3065, 3084, 3095, 3113, 3114, 3122, 3123, 3165, 3215, 3261, 
3328, 3361, 3380, 3399, 3437, 3439, 3441, 3446, 3447, 3455, 3457, 
3467, 3473, 3474, 3481, 3501, 3507, 3516, 3525, 3529, 3542, 3547, 
3548, 3556, 3559, 3569, 3570, 3573, 3582, 3585, 3595

World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food 
Shortages, and Mortality, Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or 
Radioactivity, Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems 
(Including Poverty), Protein Resources and Shortages, and the 
“World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, Sustainable 
Development and Growth

World problems–Environmental issues & concerns. See 
Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including 
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Global Warming, etc.)

World Problems–Major (General) 3236, 3573

World–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and 
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses 257, 2579, 2968, 
3485, 3500

World–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses 955, 1088, 1090, 1154, 1286, 1391, 1420, 1480, 1532, 
1553, 1581, 1582, 1646, 1650, 1697, 1961, 2047, 2167, 2210, 2218, 
2269, 2272, 2465, 2497, 2571, 3005, 3215, 3236, 3261, 3328, 3361, 

3396, 3441, 3481, 3496, 3500, 3521, 3525, 3570

World–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International) 3500, 3516, 
3542, 3556

World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First 
World War” and “The Great War” 627, 628, 630, 633, 634, 635, 
644, 646, 648, 657, 667, 671, 677, 679, 680, 684, 696, 698, 700, 
720, 725, 726, 730, 734, 739, 742, 743, 744, 748, 750, 760, 761, 
763, 765, 767, 778, 779, 788, 790, 795, 799, 802, 817, 820, 824, 
840, 844, 847, 848, 853, 857, 862, 863, 867, 868, 905, 932, 939, 
950, 956, 976, 977, 1000, 1002, 1019, 1020, 1023, 1024, 1026, 
1027, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1037, 1040, 1041, 1052, 
1070, 1083, 1086, 1109, 1112, 1191, 1204, 1281, 1295, 1394, 1420, 
1437, 1507, 1543, 1549, 1582, 1583, 1603, 1604, 1752, 1758, 2003, 
2026, 2146, 2147, 2609, 2755, 3269, 3321, 3444

World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second 
World War” 632, 1257, 1422, 1423, 1425, 1427, 1436, 1442, 1448, 
1452, 1455, 1468, 1472, 1485, 1494, 1496, 1498, 1501, 1502, 1512, 
1518, 1529, 1531, 1532, 1538, 1547, 1554, 1568, 1578, 1580, 1581, 
1582, 1583, 1591, 1593, 1603, 1604, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1622, 1627, 
1630, 1666, 1668, 1670, 1711, 1723, 1735, 1752, 1777, 1861, 1865, 
1947, 1949, 1959, 2005, 2018, 2020, 2026, 2092, 2109, 2116, 2121, 
2122, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2189, 2204, 2282, 2283, 2342, 
2366, 2371, 2455, 2460, 2462, 2463, 2526, 2545, 2547, 2555, 2604, 
2645, 2663, 2683, 2729, 2773, 2782, 2796, 2842, 2965, 2967, 3100, 
3238, 3269, 3284, 3298, 3321, 3441, 3444

Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle 
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods 
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from 
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan. 
1990 2020, 2920, 3215

Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon) 60, 273, 
1061, 3245

Yamei Kin (1864-1934). First Chinese Woman to Take a Medical 
Degree in the United States. Also Miss Y. May Kin and Mrs. Kin 
Eca da Silva 78, 716, 968

Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.) 
Fruw.. 593

Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow

Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore and Malaysia) and Affi liates 2626, 
2939, 3021, 3139, 3254

Yield Statistics, Soybean 15, 25, 46, 51, 60, 70, 93, 175, 263, 270, 
313, 366, 389, 434, 474, 478, 502, 503, 504, 507, 512, 517, 544, 
545, 574, 580, 583, 600, 616, 617, 620, 625, 639, 652, 653, 664, 
667, 685, 686, 695, 707, 723, 760, 794, 870, 880, 897, 933, 989, 
1003, 1005, 1009, 1029, 1034, 1036, 1037, 1038, 1039, 1040, 1041, 
1052, 1053, 1054, 1073, 1130, 1147, 1148, 1181, 1184, 1204, 1222, 
1226, 1230, 1232, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1275, 1276, 1286, 1289, 1296, 
1299, 1327, 1328, 1337, 1340, 1344, 1352, 1354, 1355, 1356, 1359, 
1378, 1384, 1390, 1402, 1410, 1426, 1429, 1431, 1434, 1446, 1458, 
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1464, 1472, 1475, 1476, 1477, 1480, 1481, 1504, 1506, 1522, 1524, 
1529, 1537, 1538, 1544, 1550, 1567, 1571, 1574, 1595, 1616, 1635, 
1650, 1769, 1811, 1813, 1863, 1870, 1871, 1920, 1946, 1947, 1955, 
1973, 2022, 2024, 2047, 2119, 2121, 2128, 2146, 2147, 2159, 2197, 
2198, 2199, 2201, 2214, 2272, 2283, 2297, 2302, 2332, 2333, 2340, 
2341, 2342, 2343, 2360, 2364, 2401, 2462, 2466, 2481, 2489, 2497, 
2502, 2509, 2577, 2611, 2618, 2619, 2665, 2701, 2704, 2729, 2769, 
2775, 2779, 2792, 2856, 2857, 2859, 2877, 2882, 2890, 2897, 2928, 
2943, 2952, 2963, 3022, 3082, 3086, 3089, 3090, 3094, 3139, 3152, 
3200, 3217, 3218, 3220, 3233, 3236, 3344, 3441, 3596

Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt

Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan) 1666

Yuba as a Step in the Tofu- or Soymilk-Making Process 819, 1245

Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–Chinese-
Style. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu 
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke 
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean 
Curd Bamboo 88, 685, 902, 1000, 1434, 1557, 1569, 3351

Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages 24, 391, 434, 819, 1557, 1569, 3351

Yuba–Imports, Exports, International Trade 88, 583, 685, 1000, 
1557, 1569

Yuba Production–How to Make Yuba on a Commercial Scale 2006

Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In 
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu 
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). English-
Language Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin” 
24, 88, 96, 391, 422, 434, 507, 583, 685, 756, 794, 797, 819, 902, 
1000, 1003, 1010, 1061, 1111, 1145, 1157, 1172, 1206, 1245, 1355, 
1391, 1434, 1569, 2005, 2006, 2429, 2624, 2753, 2756, 2915, 2939, 
3049, 3180, 3326, 3351, 3603

Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro

Yves Fine Foods (Founded by Yves Potvin, Feb. 1985, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada). Renamed Yves Veggie Cuisine in 1992. Acquired by 
Hain Celestial Group in June 2001 3387

Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Offi cially Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (DR Congo). Also known as Congo-
Kinshasa

Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942) of Ontario Agricultural 
College, Canada 2690, 2729

Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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